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THE GARDEN INDEX.

x3sri:>Ex: to ^oltjimie liii.

(Illustrations in Italics.)

Abici concolur, 105 ; abastensip, 156
Abut ill, II Bond: ^c ^'k'.'K, 301 ; gaidtu varie-

ties tf, 300; igneumt 300; vesillarium,
363 ; xcxiUariuui, 301 ; v.tifuliuin, 532

A a-.ia araata, b7 ; Djumnioiidi, 89 ; putc-
ECeos, 87, 223

Acacus, 211 ; at Bush Hill, 89
Acalypha Banderi, 4S4, 553
Acantbolimcu, 405; acerosum, 405; andio-
Baceum,405; glumaL'sum, 405 ; Kotsch} i,

* 405 ; venuBtum, 405, 4)1 ; v. caJT^i/i*/ sixty-

^eien spikes of Olcoiii, 4C5
Acer dasycarpum Uciiitatum, 105

;
palma-

tum, 2(59 ; Sthwcdleri losing coluxir, :i23

All rs, choice, 6C9
Achillea mongolica, 553 ; iimbellata, o30
Aeouite, the Winter, 304, 430, 4S2
Act, the AgriciUtiual liates, 332
Ada auranliaca, 78
Adiantam cuneatom for culling, 04
Adonis amurensip, 2(4, 245
Airidca affine, 551; craEsifolium, 551; cris-

pum, 551; crispuiii Warncri, 515; Fie'd
ingi, 201, 551 ; HouUfcltianum, 515; macu-
)osutn, 551 ; multiflorm, 30 ; odoratum, 73,
5)1 ; quiuquevulEcrum, 39 ; Vandaium,
325,334

Aerides, notes on, 551
Agaolaia ccerulea, 4^8
AgAve Murrisivarifgiti, 91 ; Sartori, 115
Aj^laonema versiculur, 1?6
Ajuga genevensis, 530
Atebia lobat*, 401
Alberta magna, 430
Alocasia Putzeyti, 31

Alsme laricifolia, 59 ; /. d( T.xeter, 59
Almond, the, in commerce, 112
AUtroimerias, 133
Alyssum sasatile fl.-pl., 417
Amaryllis aulica, 17i3 ; Beacon, 267 ; Clonia,

267 ; Dacn.s, 331 ; Ideala, 207 ; Na^ala, 224,
245; Princess Osra, 224; Tacola, 2'.7

;

Walkei's Crimson, 245
Amaryllises at Kew, 309
Amelancbier canadensis var. oblorigifoUa,

4-6

AniygJalus Dav'diana albj, 159
Andromeda Catesbasi, 159 ; floribunda,
poiionii?, 354, 376

Andiosace earnea, SS7
;
pyreraica, 164;

rotundifolia glandulosa, 4il ; villoiaj 397
Anemia rotuLdifolia, 312
Anem uc al[.ina, 429 ; ungulosi, 309 ; blatda,

115, 269, 309 ; b. tauiita, 137 ; fulgens, 140,

191, 235 ; f in pot", 191 ; nernoiosA, 312 ; n.

purpurea, 329, 351 ; n. Robinsoijiana, 354
;

palma a alba, 466, 496; Fulsalilla, 159;
raniiLCuloides, 430 ; r. pallida, 312 ; iri-

fol a'-.a, 481 ; Tcrnalis, 312
Anemones and Si;illas, 441 ; from Lincoln,

397
Angi;«3um eburneum, 147 ; molcstum, 381

;

eetquipedale, 6, 40
An^uloas, notes on, 248
Annuals and biennials, Sherwood cup for,

160
Auoiganthus brevltlorus, 31, 138
Ansel ia africana, 477 ; Lilotica, 217
Anthericum bliastrum majui, 553
Anthm-ium Dicki, 400; Dr. Lawience, 135,

533; Senateur204 ; Duvivitrianum,
MontcSor Levis, 484

Anthuriums, 490
Anthyllis montana, 5C5
Actus gracillima, 3; 9

Apple, a good, 54; Adam's Pearmalr, 52,

54, 111 ; Annie Elizibeth, 312 ; BUmarck,
524 ; Boston Russet, 466, 541 ; Clajgate
Peflrnsaln, 54 ; Court Pendu Plat, 91, 2'.m;

;

Cockle's Pippin and other late, 198; Cox's
Orange Pippin, 54 ; Crofton iScarlet, 283

;

DucVess of t ildenburgh, 521 ; Eckliuville

Seedling, 437 ; Pearns Pippin, 90 ; French
Crab, 342 ; Gloria Mundi, 197. 206, 2S4, 342,

438 ; Gloria Mu,>.:u, 197 ; Golden Spire,

540 ; Grange's Winter Pearma'n, 412
;

Gravenstein, ^4, 112, 197, 106, 2S4 ; Hub-
bard's Pearmain, 386 ; Lamb Abbey Pear-
miin, £96, 439; Lane's Princa Alb:r^, 139,

284, 458; Lord Hindllp, ISi'., ]97 ; Margil,

91, 179, 206; Pine-apj-le Golden Pippin,
386 ; Tom Putt, 92 ; Waintrs King, 315

;

Wellir^ton, 413; I^'/^"5fo/^ 413 ; Wojces
ter Ptarnaiufor market. 271; Yo kshlie
Beauty, 282

; crop, t^e, 521 ; supply, the,

of t^e fulu e, 282; dre, chl tsp'ilUr, in

llooxi, 2.6 : treasiu bloom, 265 ; ireesjual-

treated, 179 ; trees, winter care cf, 157

Apples at d Cherries flowering at KnaphiV,
420 ; andPtar^, espalier, 2S3, 313 ; gr„wiog
f^r profit, i71, 439; home grown v. im-

porCtd, 123 ; Uto keeping, 203, 540 ; well-

kept, 180
Apricot, derivation of, 239 ; A/oorjKiri-, 178

Apricots, ac-dliog. <iM
April in South Devon, 423
Aquilefeii Stuarli, 505
Araucaria escelsa, 229
Aibn-vitie, 426
Ai'difiacrenuTat?, 55 ;marai lata, 55 ;01ivicii,

55 ;
polysepaU. 12, 55

Ardisia?, 55; with vdriegatcd leave", 130

Arcci Islemanni, 484 ; lu'.CEcenp, 257

Areuaria talearica, 530
Ai-lsajma fimbriatum, 225
Aristea EckloL), 290
Anneria Laucheana, 4S1

Aroids in room deecraticn, 378

Aitichcke, Jerusalem, a new, 246

Arlich kes. Globe, 236; JirusaUm, 411;
white. 510

Arum Lilies, 14, 98, 228, 25P, 279, 321, 460;
from teed, 13 ; f^r profit, 3i>9

Arundinaria ucbi is in Ccrnwt 1', 37

Ari'ndinaria iw'jilis at Pivjtrrlck^ 37

Asclcp'astubtrof a, 301

Ash tiees, the, of N'orthem Amtrica, 252
A'imlna triloba, C8
Asparagus decuab:n8. 31

;
plumcsus, a new

variety of, 318; letrofractus arboreus, 256,

4L0 ; Ecandens dtflexus, 270, 319; and
fr^st?, 395 ; for forcing, feeding, 410

;

planting and thinning, 411; two danger-

ous diseases of, 121

Atplenium Colensoi, 159 ; Nidus mullilota-

tura, 182
Aubiittiadeltoidca grandifloia, 353 ; Leieht*

liul from seed, 430, 481 ; Kouv. dc W.
Ingram, 475

Aubrietia", 357, 420, 4r6 ; and Candytnfts at

Hawthornden Railway Station, 486
Auri-ula Dean Hole, 417 ; Giant Golden

Ycl!ow, 417; Pirfiot'.on, 4
'. 7 ; Snowdrop,

484 ; Zixa, 417

Auricula", border, 419 ; duubli*, 513 ;
potting

up yoimg stock if, 357
;
ydlow, 338

Azalea Ami Charles Vtrmcire, 4l7; grandi-

flora alba. 224
;
japonica rubra, 267; J. J.

dc Vink 373 ; Mme. Joseph VtrvacDe, 417
;

mollis W. B. Gumbhton, 245; rhombic i,

4C2 ; robusta, 50S ; the best white fur

forclDg and cutting £8

Azaleas, 467; and Rhododendrons, grafb-

iDg, 23; for cutting, ISO; from Wcytridgo,
4efi ; tmall growing, 258

Azaleodendron Jules CUsan, 216

Azaramicrojhyll", 1S5, 241

Baden-Baden, notes from, 148, 311, 442

Basket of plants in Regent's Park, 3CS

Basket of pi II,Its i-i RtucnVs ParL\ 308

Baucra rubioides, 309, 359

Bean Beck's Dwaif Green Gem. 12?, 214, 255

Bean, French, Eaily Favouiitc, 395 ; E irly

Forcing, 25; Veltch's Superb Eail/Foic-

ing, 474
Beans, Broad, 70 ; quality in, 166 ; climbirg

French, 3) ; dwarf Kidney, 71 ; early

dwaif, 166, £09
Bcanp, (arly runner, 510

Beans, Freicb, 474 ; forced in winter, 213 ;

forcirg, 122 ; failures with, 491 ;
new, 491

;

jlaotlrg dwarf, 346; runner, not staged,

472
Beech, the copper, 471

Beets, Globe, 84, 5;14 ; colour in, 36, 106

Beetroot, forcing, 35 ; £ugi r, cultivation of,

in England, 165
Begonia Commodora Dewey. 52S ;

dfc'-'o-

loma, 225; Gloire de Ltrialce, 90, 129,

353; lefroEa, 12; mmicata, 30S ; Mts.

Dunbar Wood, 484 ; Mrf . F Sander, 528 ;

Paul Bruant, 361; pruinat-, 93; ihiz3-

canli", 225 ; semjerflcrets, double

-

flowered foim^ of, 377; eenulati, 469;

socotrana, 14 ;
8uthetUndi, 468

Begoniap, a now race of, 129 ; tuberous,

planting, 495
Belltvalii liieatfl, ISS

Belltlower, the ^itnt, 61
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Benthamia fraglfera, 68
Beiberlsbusifolia, 304; Diirwini, 4Ul ; etfno-

phjlla, 440 ; stenopfcylla, a double, 419
Betula, 381 ; alba, 381; Krmani, 2Sl ; fniti-

coBa, 3S2 ; glandu'osa, 3S2 ; humilis, 382 ;

inteimidii, 382 ; lenta, 382; liitef, 382;
MaximowiczJ. 382 ; Baca, 382 ; n'gra, 382 ;

oscidoD talis, 382 ; papyrlfera, 382 ; populi-
fcHa, 382

; pumila, 382 ; ulmifolia, 283 ;

utUlB, 3S3
Bifreiiaria aurantiaca, 232
Blgnonia vemista, 159, 175
BliL-hee, tho, S81
Bisinarckia nobilis, 181
Blackberries, 465
Blandfcrdias, 526
BletiaShefheid', 78
Bomareafr<n(?e3, 309
Bomareis, 359
Bouga'nvlUea, a new, at Chiltenham, 535
Books—
"A Flower Hunter in Queentland and
New Zealand," 173

"A Text-book ofBotary," 469
" Eeaaje and Sketches," 155
' Flower Favouiites: their legends, sym-

bols, atd signlficaDce," 442
" Garden making," 451
" Garden Notes for the ColonieB and
Abroad," 172

*' Greenhouse Management," 492
"Palme, Prop3gation and Cultivation of,"

172
"Reportcf OhBervaiions on Injurious In*
sects (luring 1897," 275

" The American Fruit Colturist," 113
" The B. g and Water Plantp," 27
"The Fkraof Berkshire," 274
*' The Metropolitan Public Gardens Asso-
ciation," 173

Border, an autumn, 134
BorJn- of Canterbury Bells, Irises, d-c , 141
Borders, mixed, 141
B jrccole and Broccoli, dwarf versus tall, 254
Borecoles disease in, 280; failfng, 236; or

Kales, 345
Boronia megasHgma, 175, 246
Botanists and plant nsme«, 233
Bcuvardia corymbiflora Humboldti, 14; H.

grandiflora, 51
Boweriia spectabilfs, 269
Box, the common, 450
Brassavola glauca, 286
Biassla bracteata, 488 ; Lanceaoa, 169 ; ver-

rucoHa, 286, 455
BraEsIas, notes on, 324
Brier, Cop^KT Austrian, ^tfowcrs oj the, 23
Briers, dwarf hedge, fvr Tea-ooented Roses,

250 ; Penzance, in conservatories, 207
Britain, Mushroom culture in, 138
Broccoli, 30. 345; Carter's Universal Pro-

tecting, 491 ; Cattell's EcHpsc, 395 ; early
spring, 327; JuneMonatch, 510; late, 411,
490; fate errcuting, 4U ; Model, 491;
Snow's Winter White, UIG ; Superb Early
White, 213 ; Vanguard, 202 ; varieties of,
491 ; winter, 167

Broc m, the Teneriffe, 175 ; the yellow, 507
Browallia elata, 88, 433, 460
Brownea A»iz9, 397 ; coccinea, 269, 43i
Brjwneas in flower at Kew, 94
Buddieia japonica, 351 ; variabilis, 350
Bulbs and the weather, 62 ; for cutting. 96

;

the flowering of, 358
Bulbine latifolia, 4S0
Bulbophyllum Lobbi, 421
Bullfinches, destroying, 204, 226
Bullae?, the white, 54
Bullacc, the irhite, 145
Burbank'fl, Luther, experimental grounds,

Burton Closes, Orchids from, 94

O.

Cabbage BeaconsBeld, 529
Cabbage early and Broccoli late, 491 ; Little
Gem, 84; spring, 471 ; sprouts, 411, 474,
509 ; young, 25

Cabbages, early, 346, 363, 411
Cacti, floweiing, 153, 489
Caladiuni Ami Schwarz, 4S4 ; esculentum,

2 ; Guiratinguetur, 484 ; Lord Annesley,
528

Caladiums, golden-leaved, 818 ; at Messrs.
Peed and Sons, 434

Calandrinia Leeana, 530 ; Tweediei, 420, 442
Calandrinias, 235
Calanthe Sandeiiana, 408 ; splendfne, 135

;

Veitchi, 12; veratrifolia, 477; Williamsi,
324

Calceolarias at Cheltenham, 489 ; herbaceous,
463

California, notes from, 406, 542 ; the climate
of, 358 ; winter in, 159

Calla Rhodesia, 374
Cillsis, golden, 397
Callicarpa, a hardy, 132 ; purpurea, 12, 15
Callistophus hortcnsis, 253
Calochoitus Piirdyi, 528
Cilochorti, notes on, 4S7
Calycanthus, 251 ; floridus, 251

; glaucus,
251 ; ln^vigatus, 251 ; occidcntalis, 252

Calypso borealis, 312
Camellia, the, 360; alba at Croirslcy Park,

Hailaj-on-Thamca, 244; C. H. Hovey, 530 ;

Comtesae d'Hainaut, 530 ; cfintjiicua, 360 ;

delicatissima, 184 ; Duarte d'OUvJera, 230
;

Duchess of Teck, S31 ; L'Avenir, 230;
Marchioness of Exeter, 230; MathoVnna,
361; M. alba, 319; Jl/mc A. VcrschaffcU,
372 ; Monarch, 71 ; Mrs. J. Buchanan, 331 ;

jiink, in the open air at Sattwnod, 241 ; Pride
of Waltham, 331, 353 ; Princess Clothilde,
230

Camellias, 177; and tbe fog, 31; outdoor,
211, 441

Campanula isophylla alba, 353 ;
persicifolia,

21 ; p. grandiflora, 312 ; pyramidalis, 5?5
;

pyramidatis, £35; rhomtoidalis alba, 59;
rhoiuboidalis alba at Exeter, 59

Canary Creeper in January, 31
Candytuft Empress, 295
Canna Antoine Barton, 469 ; Mosaic, 528

;

Mrs. W. Marshall, 528
Canuas, new, 19
Csragara gracilis, 530
Cardaraine rotundifolia, 293
Carnation Countess Ferrers, 290 ; Duchess of

Fife in pots, 377 ; Mme. Therese Franco,
98, 153, 229 ; Misa Megan Owen, 56 ; Prim-
rose Queen, 553 ; Winter Scarlet, 58

Carnation notes, 190
Camationa, fancy, 106, 164, 191, 593 ; Ger-
man, 260 ; Malmaison, 278 ; Malma^son,
rust on, 58 ; Marguerite, 13 ; Tree, 2£6

;

winter-blooming, 227
Carpentaria californica, 506 ; c. in pots, 419
Carrot Summer Favourite, 509
Carrots and disease, 300
Careethorn, notes from, 73
Catherine II. of Russia as a gardenei*, 113
Catkin bearers, 448
Catkins of the Alder, 448 ; of the Hazel, 448

;

fifth? Willoic, 448
Cattleya chocoenais, 78 ; citrina, 369 ; Fer-
nand Denis, 483 ; intermedia alta, 408

;

intermedia Fowleri, 417 ; labiata (Cam-
bridge Lodge variety), 148; Lawrenccaiia,
110, 231 ; luteola, 80 ; Lord Masham, 488 ;

Mendeli, 326 ; M. Amelia, 483 ; M. Beatrice
Ashworth, 373; M. bella, 477; M. Mrs.
J. V. Low, 483 ; M. Oakes Ames, 4S3

;

Miranda, 223 ; Mossire, 516 ; Mo?sipe Ma-
donna, 527 ; Percivaliana, 42, 147 ; Phe-
dora, 148 ; Schilleriana, 379 ; Schofieldiana,

4; Schroderai alba, 371 ; S, amabilis, 373 ;

S. (Harefield Hall var.), 373 ; Sedeni, 373 ;

Skinneri, 218; Trian» alba, 147; T. Back-
housiana, 110 ; T. Sandera^, 50 ; Walker-
iana, 170

Cattleyas, notes on, 4, 369
Cauliflower Early Forcing, 84
Cauliflowers, autumn, 165 ; autumn-sown,

23t5, 280, 345 ; early, 490 ; in frames, 122 ;

potting up, 300, 346
Cedrus Deodara, i(J5

Celeriac, cooking, 12 ; Large Prague, 25
Celery, early, 363 ; pricking out into

trenches, 410 ; rotting, 36 ; the best late,

327
Celmisia coriacea var., 396
Celsia cretica, 362, 404
Cerasus paeudo-Cerasus, 245
Ccrcus J. T. Peacork, 489; speciosiEsfmus, 153
Cheiranthus alpinus, 444 ; Harpur -Crewe,

309, 368 ; Marshalli, 505
Cheltenham, Orchids at., 170
Cherry Early Rivers, 372; double-flowe:ing,

420, 508; the double-Jloicering, 81; the icild,

81 ; tree, a doitble-iiowering, in Victoria
Park, Bath, 85

Cherries, black aphis on, 239 ; on walls,
thinning, 458, 603 ; some flowering, SI

Chicory, 35 ; in winter, 25
Chillies and rats, 94
Chimonanthus fra3ran3, 51 ; frjgrans grardi-

florus, 29
Chionanthus virginicua, 68
Chionodoxa, 181 ; sardensis, 137
Chiontidoxas failing, 295
Chiono-sciUas, 200
Chorozemacordatum, 16
Chorczcuias in bloom, 89
Chou do Burghley, 20, 255
Chrytaiithemum Frank Hardy, 76; Graphi',
45; L. Canning, 45 ; Led Brooke, 247;
Mme. Caruot, 138, 180 ; Miss Base, 387

;

Mrp. H. Weeks, 45 ; Mrs. J. Ritsoa, 287
;

Mychett White, 287 ; Niveum, 76 ; Pink
Mme. Carnot, 287; W. H. Lincoln, 72;
W. Wright, 45; cuttings from the stem,
76 ; leaf rust, the, 247 ; leaves, fungus on,
222 ; aegetum, 505 ; sports, new, 45 ; the,
in America, 349

Chrysanthemums, bush, 75 ; early-flower-
ing, 393; darkflowering, 3i2; fea hery,
45 ; for the conBervatory, 348 ; from Hep-
tembsr to Chris'mas, 55 ; in Belgium, 45

;

late- flowering, 55 ; lite white, 45 ; late-

struck, 304 ; mildew on, 332 ; new French,
287 ; novelties, Japanese, 44

;
present day,

75 ; fcingle, 45, 386 ; the best fifty, 55
;

timing, 118, 222; two, 452 ; worth grow-
ing, 221, 286, 320, 349

Chrysogonum vlrginicum, 530

Chysfs bracteecens, 147, 353
Cider crop, French, 54
Cineraria maritina variegata, 94
Cinerarias at Famtam Royal, 312; green-

touse, 197
Cirrhopetalum Medusae, 4
Cissus discolor, 228
Cifilus albidua, 131 ; corbarfcnais, 131 ; cris-

pus, 131; typrius, 131; florentirus, 131 ;

ii at M'ar/ej/, 134; Jl. in the reck garden at

Ba%diffe. Lynn^ 130 ;
./i9!wo8w«, 131; hlr-

5u»us, 131; ladani/eiiis, 131 ; laurifolius,
132 ; Inurifolius, 131 ; lu&itanJcus, 132

;

moDEpelierifcig, 132; obtmifolius, 132; par-
vifloruri, 132

;
populifolius, 132; purpureup,

132; purpureus, 134 ; saUifo'ius, 132; ^ii-

JoEus, 132 ; v. cretlcus, 132 ; v. lotundi-
folius, 132 ; v. undulatua, 132

CUtuaes, the, 130
Citrus aurantium, 225 ; triptera, 450
Clapton, Moth Orchids at, 110
CJa^iji macrophylli. 269
Clay dressing for light land, 6
C'aytcnia caroliniaDa, 312; virginlca, i6Q
Clematis angustifolia, 545; arfst^ta, 548;

Bijchanfana, £47; Drummondl, 516; ellip-

tic!, 518; erecta, 546; erecta, 5i6
',

flam-
muli, 545 ; Gebleriana, 646 ; gentienoides,
548

; glauca. 547 ; Grahami, 547 ;
grata,

547 ;
grewiflora, 548 ; himalayensis, 547 ;

holoeeiicea, 546; indivisa, 152, 548; i.

lobata, 548; Jacluiani over walk, 262;
japonica, 548; lasiantha, 545 ; lathyrifolia,

546; Leeana, 54S \ mandschurensis, 545-;

marit'ma, 545 ; microphylla, 548 ; mcn-
tana, 375, 513, 553; novfe-zelandla;, f 48

;

orlentalis, 547; PallaEi, 545
;

panlculata,
547 ; Eongariea, 546 ; virginiana, 547 ; Vit
alba, 546

C'emat-ses as pot plants, 230
Clematises, the, 544 ; thebett hybrid, 287
C'erodendron Balfourl, 278
Clivla Favourite, 267 ; miniati, 225 ; Optima,
267

Col:jea scandena in January, 156
Cocos Weddelliana, 257, 461
C jchlioda sanguinea, 478
Coed Efa, hardy flowers at, 337
C*e'ia mairuatachya, 218
Cix'logjne asperata, 326, 456; crittata, 42 ;

fl^ccids, 41 ; Gardneriana, 4 ; lentiglno'a,
334 ; Massangeana, 478 ; occUata, 249, 478;
pandurata, 2i7

Colax jngosus, 326, 550
Co!chicum libanoticum, 203 ; montanum,

137
Co'eures, 227
Comparettia macroplectron, 7S
Conandron ramondioides, 262
Conifer', notes on, 6, 37, 167
Convolvulus Cueoium, 429
Cork, mildness of the eeaeon in, 93
Corn Salad, Italian, 71
Cornus florlda, 222; flovida, 222; ti'.irica

Spithi, 81
CoronilU varia and C. iberica, 549
C rnwaU, mild winter in, 32
Correas, 130
Corydalis civa albiflora, 309; Halleri, 329

;

ruta3folia, 203 ; Scouleri, 429 ; solida 263
Corypha auatralis, 257
Cotoneaster Simonsi, 81
Covent Garden, 32, 52
Cra*£egus Carritri, 68 ; cordata, 68 ; maxima,
4*0; Pyracantha pauciflora, 80i

;
plnnati-

fida, 6S, 132; viridis. 68
Crepis sibiiica, 493, 550 ; sibiHca, 493
Crinum asia'icum variegatum, 11 ; podo-
phyllum magnificum, 269

Crocus biflorus Pest^lozzje, 115 ; Fleischeri,
163; Imperati longiflorug purpuTf us, 115;
the blue Chilian, 225 ; vernus George
Maw, 225

Crocuses at Kew, 181 ; en grass, 294

;

winter, 133
Cropping arrangements, 84
Crotons, 468
Crown Imperial, the silver margined, 423
Crcwn Imperials, 353
Crjptomeria japouica, 68
Crystal Palace, a view at, 526; a ric^- at,

t2o
Cucumber culture, 299 ; Every Day, 224

;

the Reaper, 529
Cucumbers, 280
Crinodeudron Hookeri, 532
Currant mite, the BUck, 112
Currant, the Flowering, 4C2, 444
Currants, Rod, Black, and White, 537
Cyclamtn, the, 210; afrlcanum, 210;
alplnum, 211 ; antiochiura, 213; Atklnbi,
211; Bush Hill Pioneer, SS ; cil'.cium or
cilicicum, 211, 235, 295, 341 ; Coum, 211

;

cyprlum, 211; celto!deum, 213; euro-
pa;um, 211 ; grtecum, 211 ; hastitam,
213; ibericum, 211; indicum, 2 3;
intermedium, 213 ; macropus, 213; macro-
phyllum, 213; noapolitanum, 211; jicr-si-

cniii, 212, 361
; 1). cristatum, 212

; p. flora-

pleno, 212; p. foliis variegatls, 212; p.
grandifloruni, 212; p. monstrosvun, 212;
p. Papilio, 212; rcpandum, 211 ; verna'c,
213

Cyclamers and Primulas, Mes rs. Sutton's,

56 ; at Bush Hill, 1:50 ; at the Drill Hall,

51; deep planting fcr, 295; h^rdy, 134,

161, 294, 295, 357
Cjdonia Maulei superba, 427

Cydonias, seedling, 450
Ojmbldium caraliculatum, 373; Devoi i-

atum, 334, 4(7 ; eburncum, 120 ; cbumco-
Lowianum, 334; giganteum, 41; Lowia-
num, 334; Lowio-ebuineum, 324; tigrl-

num, 550
Cyperus Papjrus, 15

Cypripedium acaule, 444 ; Amesianum, 370 ;

Antigone, 501; Argo-Arthurlanum, SS4;

Boxal'i, 30; calloFum Fandera?. 4S8
;

calurum, 160 ; Curtisi, 109 ; Exul, 231

;

F. 8. Roberts, 50; Gcdsiffianum, 121;

G. W. Law-Schofield, 170 ; Gowerianum,
4SS ; Harveyanum (Arddanoch var.), 40 ;

intigne, 72 ; i Ernesti, 40 ; i. illustrc,

42 ; i. Maulei, 4 ; Lathsmianum, 14s
;

Lawrenceanum, 455; Leeanum, 40; leu-

cochilum Godseftianum, 39; I. Godseffi-

anvm, 39 ; leucborrtodum, 120 ; longi-

folium, 40; macranthum, 517; Mastertl-

suum, 487 ; Nlobe (Shcrt Hills var.), 110 ;

Glenus, 4 ; Olenus (Burford var.), 330
;

or what ? 174 ;
pubescens, 419 ; Roth-

schildjanum, 147, 297; Palis, 334; San-
deriaiio - superbum, 170 ; Sanderianuro,
551 ; Scbofieldianum, 270 ; spectibile, 77 ;

Swinbumei, 169, 202 ; toisum, 218 ;
Vic-

toria Marie, 109 ; villosum Chambor-
lainianum, 488 ; Youngianum supeibum,
170

Cypr'pediums from Weatonbirt, 51 ; un-
healthy, 204

Cypress, Lawson's, 450 ; the Monterey at

home, 219 ; the Moatirey, 219
Cytisua Adami, 506; albus, 450 ; Andreanus
under g'asp, 279; Ardoinl, 397; fil'p'e,

175 ; kewensis, 425 ;
pi-«cox, 397 ;

proliferus, 159 ;
purgans, 426 ; purpureus,

503 ; racemosus, 229 ; r. elegans, 95
CytisuB scoparius pallidus, 553

Daffodil, a curicu'', 353 ; a seedling, 312

;

notes, 405, 480 ; the Saragossa, 159
Daffodil', 163 ; and Apeimine Anemones,

407 ; double, {/rowing in jan^, 357 ; eariy, S3 ;

exhibiting, 2SS ; growing, in jare, 3^7 ; in
Lincolnshire, 295 ; in pots, 269 ; in window
boxes, 329 ; new and choice, at Ditton,
402

Daisy Blush Queen, 204
Dahlia Hohcnzollern, 321 ; Lonley, 320 ; roots,

wintering, 20
Dahlias, Cactus, 321; pre:ent-day Cactus,

192
Daphne Blagayana, 269 ; Genkwa, 278 ; in-

dica in the open, 51 ; i. rubra, 14 ; Mezo-
reum, 138

Datuia sanguinea, 225
Davlea, the late Mr. leaac, 26; Davies, the

late Mr. Isaae, 26
December In South Devon, 65
Delphinium Cantab at Lirermere, 511
Delphiniums, 511

Dendrobium Ainaworthl (Woodhatch var.),

233; amrenum, 422 ; Asp^sia langlcyense,
330 ; Astrea, 223 ; a'ro-violaceum, 231 ;

Boxalli, 298, 515 ; Brymerianum, 148

;

capillipes, 79 ; chrysodiscue, 169 ; clava-

tum, 379 ; crassinode, 146, 334 ; chryso-
toxum, 325 ; cymbidioides, 40 ; Dalhousl-
anum, 380 ; Djlhousiauum salmoneum,
483; Diaconis, 516 ; endocharis, 120 ;

euosmum and its varieties, 326 ; e. vir-

ginale, 148 ; Euryclea, 310; Fytchianuro,
249 ; Griffithianum, 249 ; Hildebrandi, 148

;

Jamesianum, 4 ; Kingianum altum, 334
;

Leechianum, 285; nobile, 148; n. albes-
cens, 42 ; n. and its varieties, 20O ; n. Ash-
worthianum, 267 ; n. BalUanum, 121 ; n.
Bletchlcy Pr rk van , 488 ; n. cierulescens, 4

;

n. co^ruleseens, 200 ; n. Cooks-mianum, 121 ;

D. nobilius, 109 ; ochr;atum, 232 ; ParMil
albens, 516 ; PhaIii'noi>sis Schrrederianuin,
42 ; Pierardi, 370 ; pi-imulinum, 39, 248

;

pulchelluin, 218 ; rhodopterygi\im, 422
;

Rolfa^, 334 ; Rubens, 120 ; Scbneiderianum,
120 ; epecioFum Bancroftianuni, 201

;

apectabile, 2S5 ; splendidiesimum grandi-
floram, 310 ; etrat'otes, 515 ; suaviasimum,
4.'J5 ; subclausuni, 147 ; tbyrsiflorum, 249;
undulatiim, 109 ; Victoria Regina, 551

;

Waltoui, 109 ; Wardianum, 79 ; W. album,
201 ; W. candidum, 201

Dcndrobiums, notes on, 231 ; three fine, 353
Deudrochilum glumaccuni, 218, 421
Dcutaria polyphylla, 270
Pcutzia gracilis, 72 ; Lemoinei, 132, 353

; par-
viflora, 373, 401

Dianthus alpinvis, 469 ; mcnspessulanus, 19
neglectvis, 530

Dielytra spcctabills, 513
Disa Veitchi, 4SS
Doiecatheou Hendersoni, 246
Doronicum Ilarpur-Crewe, 375
Doryopteris Duvall, 311
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Drafca I oiselenri, 290 ; Mawi, 270, 329

Dracajna aurca striata, 337 ; congesta, 230;

Dittinclion, 61 ; Eaquisito, 267 ; indhtsa,

32, 87
Dropmcre, a stone scat at, 401 ; a stone scat

at, 4f 1 ; lofgia at, 445 ; longia c/, 445
Dryas cctopeiala, £0^

Dublin, a note ficm, 115 ;flowers in, 12

B.

Edelweiss, the, 514
EdgiDga, 394
Edralanthus serpjl'ifoliue, 406
Elchomia crasaipes, 354
Elder, the Goldon, 185
Elders, the, 06
Enemies, some garden, 01
Enfield, thrabs at, 5CS
Enkianthus campannlatus, 69
Epflcris miniata splendtns, 51 ; Vesta, 71

Epi-Cattleya ra'liato-Bowrtngiana, 527

Epidendrum atropurx:>ureum, 109; a. roseum,
381 ; aurantiicum, 109 ; bicornutum, 10i.t,

286 ; BrassavoJx', 109 ; ciliare, 109 ; elegan-

tuluni leiicocbiluni, 330; Endi-esi, 324;

Bndnso-Wallisi, 14S ; tvectum, 109, 249;
macrticliilum, 515 ; nemorale, 109 ; O'Brien-

lanum, 216; prhniatocarpum, 516; radl-

cans, 40S ; aceptrum, 298 ; variegatum,
1 39 ; vitellinum, 1C9 ; Wallisi, 421 ; xanthi-

num, 78
Epidendrump, notes on, 109
Epig;t'a repens, 403
Epi-lailia Charlesworthi, 4SS
Ephiiedium pinnatum, 312

Bi iphronitis Veitehi, 550
Kliipliylhims in bloom, iO
Eraaihis hyemalis 394 ; hyemalU, 394
Erantlienium albitlorum, 4C0 ; neivOBum,

ll'«
;
pulchellum, 71

Eremuras himalaieus, 505 ; robustus, 553

;

r. Elwesianus, 4S4, 5C5
Erica barbata, 51 ; ciliaris, 3(34 ; ccdonodcs,

167; coloranp, 31 ; Spenceriana, 87
Erigeron glaucue, 74, 142 ; and Anthemis

tinctoria, 19 ; speciosus, 97, 236 ; bf rdineis
uf, 192

Eriostomon cuspidatus, 51
Eiitriohium nanum, 466
Biyngium alpinum album, 235
E yslmum helveticuni, 370
Eiylhroniina giganteum. 290 ; Haitwegi,

'lib ; revuhitum, a new form of, 403
Eilophiella Elizjibethw, 369; Peetersiana,

330, 379 ; Peetcrsiatya, 379
Enpatorium odoratum, 71

EiiphorMa canurieueis, 46 ; canarietisis, 46;
j^cquiniaeflora, 49; splendens, 14, 361

Euryops pectinatue, 419

Escallonia exon*onslfl, 419

Fabiana imbricata, 508

Farm buildings and glate-houBes, rating of,

351
Februaiy fluwera at Ukiab, California, 234
February in South Devon, 240
Fern, a new hybrid, 226

Ferns, colour in, 249; Filmy, 72 ; for cutting,
311 ; new, 311

FicuB elastlca variegata, 12

Fig, a gcoi p3t, 284; Brown Turkey, 372
;

Ntblan,2J4; wtlch is the best? 342
Fig trtc borders, 3Sl
Figs, early, in pots, 372 ; on open valle, 523
F.r, the Shasta, S2 ; the wbi*'e, 105

t lower girden notes, 21, 59, 73, 142, 190,

2S8, 204, 305, 406, 494, 54S
Flowers from Noith Walef, 93; frozen, fx-
paosion uf, 140 ; Jn tho lale ol Wight, 95

;

in the n'>ttb, 506
F.owird, Mocistin, at homo, 201 ; uneeaecn-

able, 131 ; wild, 35J
;
yellow, for cutting,

320
Fly/lhe Onion, 491

FoAm Flower, the. 456 ; the, 456
Fog, effects of, 277
Foliage, fragrant, 419
Fuliage of hnrdy plants, 235
Forest, the New, 40S
Forget-me-not, the giant, in the north, 465
Fortythia euapensa, 243, 203
Ptrsjthias, 252
Foutcroya cubensis Lindeni, 71
Freesla rtfracta alba, 15

Fret.s'a-*, 15, 130; after flowering, 319; in
the open, 530 ; with no scent, 230

Fritillnria acmopeta'a, 397; aimeoa, 370

;

aurea, 204, 290 ; macrophylla, 396 ; Mele-
agris in pots, 309 ; Eobiiia, 290 ; oranecsip,
51, 141; plurifolia, 270 ; pudica, 245 ; rc-

curva, 505 ; tulipifolla, 290
FntUlariae, 310
Frcst, severe, 181

Fruit bloonj, 416; drjlnsr, 194; garden,
hardy, woik in, 43, 64, 103. 150, 301, 454,

510 ; louses, work in, 10, 23, 85, 128, 171,

193,215, 237, 2;.9, 581, 322, 344, 3f5, 38S,

409, 431, 470, 497, 544 ; packirg *ecder. 524
Fruit protprcts, the season's, 180,295,385,

438, 5C3, 524; prospects aid pictcction,

2^9,283; quarterp, mnlching, 341 ; room,
the, 33 ; show, the Koyal Horticultural
Society's, attl artifiriil manure, 540

Fruit trees, cleansing, 54; erroneous prun-
ing of. 146 ; from seed. 83, 124, 157, 199,

239, 283; manuring, 34; prot'ction o*,

5^2
;
pruning of, 197 ; stone, gumming in,

405 ; under-cropping, 193

Fruits and vegetables in the Paria n.arketp,

ofticial regulation of the who'.es-le trsde

in, 20; late, 113; notes <n tardy, 435

Funkia undulata fo!. ver , 71

Furzes and Brooms, wl'd gardening with,

864

a.

Gagea lutea, 309
Gaillardiis, 59
Galanthus caucaalcup, 93; Charmer. 164;

(icilicua, 137 ; FoF.terianua, 159 ; Ikariie,

115; nivalis, 93; plicatus, 137

Galeandia Devoniana, 231

Gaidtn, a Fifcshire, 416 ; in a F'tfcshire, 416
;

a roof, 2

Garden design, 348 ; fake teaching of, 226

Gardeners' chanties, 553

Garden refuse, 22
Garden, the, of Edmoud de Goncouit, 445

Gardens, very old, 47

Gardenias for market, 479
Gardening, markets, piivate, 244
Garryaelliptica, 115 ; c, maH catkim oj, 419

;

e.,fi--ait bmri'ng catkivi of, 449
Gaslime In the garden and orchard, 254,

303, 371, 430, 469

Gaultheiia procumbnis, 81 ; triehopbyll-',

420
Gean, the double-flowered, 425

Genieta hieiaoici, 441
;

pilo?a. 509

Gentiana acaulis, 5.'')3 ; acaulis, ctalk f.r,

514 ; vema, 444
Geonoma gracilis, 257

Geranium cinereum album, 330

Gerbera Jamescni, 549
Geacera cardinalis, 228, 542; Coopfri, 542;
Donkelaariana, 542 ; longiflora, 542

Gesner^'s, 542
Gladiulus gandivensia hjbrids, 210

;
praecox,

225 ;
tenellus, 181

Gladioli, early, ^Q ;
group of, 210

;
planting,

163
Glasshouses, rating cf, 486
Glonera jasminiflora, 359

Glory of the Snow, ISl, 225

Gloxinia Galatea, 52S ; a scedllvfi, 317

Gloxinias at Foiest Hill, 375 ; setdling, 317

Gongora atrof urpurea, 3S0

Goodicood, Cork Oak at, 5

Goodjeia discolor, 376

Gorae, the double, 425
Gooseberry eatery, illars, £03; the spineless,

438
Goosebe-ries, green, 439; on trelllsep, 205;
on walls, 525 ; srarcity < f , 524

Gripp, Cooper's Black, 438 ; Coopi-r's Black,

438; Directeur Tisaerand, 54; Muscat of

Alexandria, 17; M. of A. at Biougkton
Hall, 17

Grape Vine, the most productive, 35

Grapes keeping, 34; scalded, 466, 540;
winter, 34

Greenhouse h^rj-wooded flowering plants,

97, 151, 174

Greens, wJnter, 36

Grubs in soil, 4!0
Guano, pure Peruvian, 138
Gymnrgramma aureo-nitcns, 443; caudi-

formi?, 443; cbatropbylla, 443; c rdata,

443; ferrugltea, 443; gracilis, 443;
grandis, 443 ; hispida, 443 ; Hookeii, 443

;

involuta, 443 ;
japontca, 444

; j. tfssellata,

444; leptophylla, 444; microphjlla, 444;
Muellcii, 444 ; rufa, 444 ; tomentosa, 444 ;

to'la, 444; trlfoliata, 444; vestita, 444;
villosa, 444

Gymnogramma^, 355; powderlfss, 443
Gypsoihila p8niculat;i, 330

Habenaria rtodochila. 488

Hai'storm Insurance Corporation, Ltd., 309
Hamamelia arborca, 31

;
japonici Zuccar-

iniana, 51

Hampton Court, notes from, 512
Hawthorn, 419
Heath, tho Dorset, 864

Heaths, greenliouse, 536

Iledysarum multijugum, 408
Helicon'a lUustris rubricaulis, 51

Heliotrope, the winter, 328
Hellebcres, 192 ; crossing, 474 ; dividing, 330

Hellebonis lutescenp, 159; nigcr (Bath var ),

72 ; orifntalis, 36 ; o. guttatus, 115 ; Ste-

phen Olbritch, 142; trifcliatus, 141

Helonias bidlata, 353
Hemlocks, American and Japanese, 38

Henfreya scandens, 434
Hepatica argulosa, 138 ; triloba varp., 290
Hepaticas, 115 ; in bloom, 137
Hessia spiralis, 31

Heuchera l)rizoide9, 530 ; micrantba, 553
;

fanguinea alba, 505; s. grandiflnra, 530

Hibiscus Cameroni, 280 ; Manibot, 127 ; Rosa-
sinevsis, 127; single, Painted Lady, 2i ;

syriacus, propagating, 28
Hippeastrum procerum, 13S
Hippeafitrums at Westonbiit, 318
Hoting, 452
Holland Hou?e, 335 ; Gardens, Wistaria

sinensis in, 335; Ins border in the gardens
at, 850; part of the rock (jarden at, 347;
south front, 3j9

Honeysuckle, the Trumpet, 153

Hovea Celei, 14, 87

Ho.va bella, 433
Hutchinsia alpina, 39J
Hyacinth, a curious, 245 ; City of Haarlem,

267
Hyacinths failing, 182 ; Roman, 137
Hyacinths, f^atber, 74
Hydrangea Thon as Hcgg, 359
Hjdrangeas for maiket, 416
Hjmenanthera crasaifolia, 51

Hymenocallis, OS, 152; Amancaes, 57; and
Pancratium, 57 ; Andreana, 57; calathina,

57 ; caribi^^a, 57 ; Harrifciana, 57 ; lacora,

57 ; littoralia, 58 ; Uitoralh, 57 ; Macleana,
5S ; macrosteptana, 58 ; ov«ta, 58 ; s^e-

cioea, 58 ; tubiflora, 58

Iberis gibraltatica, 310, 411; jucunda, 19;
j. in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Exeter, 19

;

saxatilis, 312 ; stylcsa, 295
Ilex Golden Kirg, 4S4
Jmant' pbyllums, 176, 230 ; at Holloway, 400
Incarvillea Delavaji, 263, l94, 553
Ireland, notes from, 502
Iris assyriaca, 115, 269; a. and other Juno

Irises, 133; atrotusca, 469; Pakeriana,
137 ; Balceng Miss C. M. Owen, 460 ; bos-
niaca, 441; bracteata, 1, 519; californ-'ca
and I. macrosiphon, 403 ; caroliniana, 519

;

cristata, 505 ; cuprea, 519 ; dalmatica Prin-
cess Beatrice, 553 ; Danfordi:^, 115 ; Doug-
lasiana, 1, 519 ; Dr. Bernice, 553 ; fim-
biiata, 31; florentina, 466; Grant Duffi,

495 ; Hartwegi, 1 ; hexagona, 519 ; ja-

pcnica, 03 ; la-ge form of the netted, 115 ;

Le'chtUni, 505; longipetala, 1; Lorteti,

553; macrosiphon, 1, 519; missourien&ig,
1; nigricans, 506; orchi<ide=, 2 5, 396,

482; orckioiil':s, 482; orienta'is, 553 ; pcr-
eica, 245 ;

pumila azurea, Sr-O
; p. from

Winchmore Hill, 441 ; Purdyi, 1, 519 ; re-

t!cu'ata,204; r major, 115, 209 ;r. var. soptc-
nensis, 31 ; sindjarensis, 116 ; stylosa, 182,

235 ; a. Empress Elizabeth, 52 ; tenax, 1 ;

tectcrum, 521 ; tripetala, 519 ; tuberosa,
181 ; Watsoniana, 1

Irises and water-rats, 94 ; at Winchmore
Hill, ISl ; Californian, 1, 46, 72, ls9, 208,

518 ; Flag, 429 ; two midwiijtcr white, 87
Itle of Wight, flowf rs in, 95 ; notes fiom, 540
lEopyrum thalictroides, 290, 330, 429
Itea virginica, 468

Ivies, planting, 383

Ixias and Sparaxis, 468
Ixiolirion Ledebouii, 505

January in South Devon, 173
Jasminum fruticans, 507; nudiflorum in

Scotland, 115
Jcffersonia diphylla, 354
Journal, tho Cactus, 270
Juniperus communlB aurca, 383

Kale, Arctic, 213 ; Read's Sprouting, 375
;

white fly on, 363
Ka^es, variegated, 236, 280
Kalmia glauca, 426
Kalosanthes coccinea, 15

Kent, February flowers in, 261
Kentias, 257
Kerria japonica, 419, 426
Kemas, 471
Kew, greenhouse flowering plants at, 230
Kitchen garden, flowers in tbo, 25 ; walls in

the, 198 ; work in, 11, 24, 43, 68, 86, 107,

127, 150, 171, 193, 215, 237, 259, 281. 302,

321, 318, 365, 3S8, 4C9, 431, 452,475, 497, 520,

543
Kniptofia longicollis, 496 ;

priniuliDii, 116
Kniphofias, 189

L.

L.burnump, 508, 553; l>te, 532
LaeliiaJbida, 39 ; a. (Walker's var ), 4 ; an-

ceps, 30, 78, 121 ; a. Amt siana (Crawabay's
var.), 50; a. (Chimberlain's var.), 42 ; a.

Dawsoni (Crawshay's var.), 148 ; a. wad-
donensie, 135 : cinnabarini, 110; eleg*DP,

455; flava, 502; grandis tenebrosa, 455;
barpophylla, 170, 324

;
pra^stars, 550 ; p.,

typical ffofer of, 550
;
purpurata, 478, 487 ;

p. Krnesti, 557 ; lubesccoa, 40 ; super-
biens, 285, 326, 370, 4[8, 456

Laj'ias, £33
I pelio-Cattleya Canh\miana supeibi, 527;
Duke of York, 527 ; Budora splendens,
527 ; Blppolyta aurant'aca, 527 ; Hippo-
bta (Du'co'e variety), 417 ; Admbal
Dewey, 483 ; Cinhamiana, 478 ; Fasci-
nator, 417 ; intermtdio-flava, 487 ; ii*ter-

medio-flava Golden Gem, 4S3 ; radiata,

488 ; warnhamensis, 223 ; Wellsiana lang-

leyensis, 373 ; Thorntoni, 373, 408

Lachenalia f endula Aurellana, 2^7
Laeher alias, 319
Laing and Sons', John, nurseries, 279
Lancashire, flowers in, 115

Laogley, sfedling Orchids at, 218

Laris Lyalli, 508
Lat^niaborbonica, 257 ; Commeraoni, 181

Lathyru^ piibescens, 486
L-'urustinus lucldus, 255 ; the, 243
Lavatera, 62 ; arborea, 63 ; Olbia, 63 ; thu-

ringiica, 63; trimestris, 62
Lavateras, 143
Leeks, 106; large, 491

Lenten Rcses, dividing, 209
Leontopodium alpinum, 553
Leonotis Leonurus, 460; Leonurus, 4i>0

Lettuce, autumn-sown, 328 ;
Hick's Hardy,

510 ; in Eummer, 254 ; in winter, 84

Leucojum aistlvum, 62. 90, 235, 391, 430 ; a.

and L. Heinandezt, 61 ; a. not floweiing,

163; autiininale, 62; grandifloruni, Oi ;

Hernandez!, 62: roeeum, 62; trlchophyl-

lum, 62 ; vernum, 62

Leuc jums, 62
Libonla floribunda, 14, 49
Licuala Jeanceyana, 481

Lilac Marie Lemolne, 03 ; a fine, 156 ; afirtr,

at BrKUinerstcn Home, Amoburv, 156

Lilac-, forcing, 97; the, 276; from Japan,

192
Lilies failing, Oii; in flower, 494; in pots

307 ; three new Californian, 47

Lilies, Aram, 185

Lilium auratum, 191, 232, 337; auratum,

189; a. ciseased, 279 ; Bakerl, 47 ; candi-

du)ii,1SS; candidum diseased, 513 ; occi-

dentale, 47 ;
parvum var. luteum, 47

;

tenuifol'um, 553 ; lubellum, 466, 484

Liliums, planting, 1S8

Lion's-tail, the. 469 ; the, 460

Listcra ovata, 515

Lithospermum Gastoni and L. jiurpuroo-

caruleum, 140, 1S9 ; hirtum, 441

Lobeli H, herbaceous, 3, 19, 61, 97 ; and Ti-

gndias, 19, 61

Loggia at Dropmore, 445 ; at Dropraore, 445

Lcmarla cillata grandis, 311 ; e. maj ir, 311

L'^n'ceragigantea, 243 ; sempeivirecs minor
378

LucuHa gratissima, 11

Lycaste aromatica, 551; brevispatha, 334;

Deppei, 78; fidvescens, 325 ; Ha-risonije,

325 ; lacusta, 488 ; Skinneri rairabilis, 120 ;

8. rossa, 30
Lychnis, double clammy, 549; Hargesua,

505

M.

Mackaya bella, 358
Magnolia Campbelii, 167. 304; M. C. ir>7

;

M. C. at Fota, 305 ; M. C. in bloom at

Exeter. 93; conspicua, 120, 37d ; stcUati,

364 ; SouJangeana, 420 ; Yulan fruiting, 12

Mafinolias, tie Chinese, 420; under glass,

319
Ma'aiitbcmum trlfoUum, 505
Maiden-hair for market, 451

Mmdevilla euaveolens, 176

Manure, frefch or decayed, 236
Maple, Wier'B cut-leaf, 105

Maples, Japanese, ana Hepatfcas, 2.^2

Marguerites, 15

Margyiicrpus sctosus, 140
Market gardens, the rating of, 257

Market gardening during Queen Victoria's

leign, 389
Marrows, Bush, 214; raising outlour, 459

;

Vegetable, 214
Ma^devallia cucullata, 78; Estradie, 41;
GeTeniana, 370; nycteiina, 381 ; pacbyur*,
4; Peristeiia, 370; Pouibaixi,334 ; Sc iim^
477 ; Shuttleworthi xanthocorys, 370

;

Veitchiana, 2ij7

Matthiola odoratissima, 160
Maxillaiia grandiflora, 31; lutco-ali-a, 331
sangulnea, 325

May in South Devon, 517
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Meconopsis cambrica fl. pi., £28; ncp^ontis,
^hite foim of, 553

Megasea crassifolia, 203 ; Stracbcji, 200
Melon Duke of York, 537 ; EmpBon's sccd-

liog, 529 ; Eureka, 522 ; Loid Edward
Cavendish, 375

Melons, 17, 157; as cordcns, 458, .'25; frame,
culture of, 414, 405 ; notes ou, 34 ;

setting,

412
Merendcra caucas^ica, 115
Meitensia viiginica, 376
Mice and Sparaxis, 94
Mignonette, 31S
Mikania Saudeii, 528
Mildew and insects, soft soap for, 492
Miltotii Blcucana rosea gigantea, 483; cunc-

ati, 78 ; vexill.ria, 290, 422 ; v. CiiiBson
King, 487 ; v. Empress Victoria Augusta,
483 ; Warfccwlczi, SeO

Mint from cuttings, 411
Mccagsin Flower, the, 77 ; hiass of the, in the

bog narden at Warley Place, 77

Mock OrangeSj 532
Moles, 348
Montbretias, 96
Morula Pavonia, 419
Morel, the edible, 376
Merit ia hypoga^'a, 181, 269
Murmodes pardinum unicolor, 36, 488
Moth Oichi'is, hybrid, 197
Muscari azureum, li9 ; botryoi'cs album,
216 ; b. carueum, 310; conicuni, 353; Hcl-
dreiehi, 269

Mushroom beds in the open air, 315 ; in the
open air in January. Ill

Mushroom caves at Montrouge, view in, 99

;

at Monirouqe, work in the, 114 ; fo&sage in,

110
Mushrooms, culture of, in France, 99 ; in
underground structures, 123 ; Japanese,
460

Myosotidium nobile, 420

N.

Narcissus Ajax Border Maid, 444; A. Dean
Herbert, 401; A. Mrs. H. J. Elwes, 310;
Apricot, 331,353; Bulbocodium, 203; Dur-
bidgei Little Dirk, 430 ; Countess of An-
neslcy, 203 ; Corbu'aiia ci rlnus natura-
lised, 376 ; cyclamineu', 137, 192. 261, 329,

353 ; Diadem, 374 ; double white, 482, 513 ;

Emperor, 290 ; Golden Spur, 225 ; Hors-

Jicldi on the lami at Warley, 163 ; irc^ m-
parabilis C. J. Backhouse, 329; i. Stella,

115; Ivanhoe, 374; Lady Helen Vincent,
331, 353; Lady Margaret Boscawen, 331,

353 ; Leedsi Duchess of Weatminat.r, 329
;

Lucifer, 331 ; masimus (College Garden
variety), 353; Mme. Plemp, 312; mini-
mus, 115, 137 ; monophyllus, 51 ; muticu3
white, 397; Nelsoni pulchellus, 375; ob-

vallaris, 51; Oiiflamme, 331; pa lidus
prrecox, 94, 137 ; p. p. var. asturicus, 225 ;

p. p. varieties, 246 ;
posticus, 444 ; p-

Homer, 331 ; Rip Van Winkle, 309 ; Sul-
phur Phcenix. 375; triandrus albus, 394 ;

rrimcn, 203 ; Victoria, 181, 246 ; Weardale
Perfection, 353, 3% ; White Lady, 374
White tjueen, 331; White Wing, 374;
Wm Scarlett, 374, 397

Narcissi at Valleyfield, 4i7 ; in pots. 152, 230
Nectarine Cardinal, 458, 525 ; Kar'y Rivers
en open walls, 385 ; tree failing, 386

Ncpeta Glechoraa foliij varieg.itis, 425
Ncrine Maneelli, 89
Nerines, 128, 22S ; dividing, 308
Netting as an investment, 416, 492
Ncffiy, notes from, 311

Nicotiana affinis, 514
>ight8bade, the Jasmine, 28
Kouks and corners, sh'^ltcred, 364
Koifolk, riora of, 354. 376
Noti's, American, 68 ; CaliforniaD, 4C6

O.

Oak, gnlls on, 160 ; thu Cork, at Goodicucd^ 5

;

I he Evergreen, as a t.wa treo, 105
Obitpary—

Blick, A. W., 398
Brown, James, ]2

Gibson, John, 506
Homsley, Henry, 530
Lioden, Jean JaJe:', 02

Morse, E., 376
Faillieux, N. A., 182
Paterson, Dr., 89S
Spooner, S , 506

(Eatthera ovata, 441
Olearia Gunni, 471

Odontogloesum Andersonianum,, 109 ; Aii-

sdne, 483 ; asperaum, 121 ; baphitan-
thum, 408; b'andimi, 30 ; Charletianum,
483 ; cinhosuro, 501, 47s

; citrcsmum, 518 ;

c. punctatissimum, 381 ; corouarium, 208
;

ciispum, 120 ; c. Ashworthiaiuro, 2^7;
c Baroness SchTce?er, 297 ; c. Baromss
!Schr(X(ier, 297; c. decorum, 4*3

; c. Hany-

anum, <S3 ; c. LiLdeni, 330 ; c. Piince cf

Wales, 527; c. Princess Christian, 267; c.

Sanderianum, 370 ; c. zebiinum, 483
;

Edward], 286; elegurs, 30; elegantius

Baroness Schioedcr, 527; cscellcnp, 32t;

faceturo, 4; grande, 109; HalU, 169; has-

tilabium fuEcatum, 248 ; Hcnneweri-
atum. 408; H. majus, 373; Insleayi leo-

p'oidinum, 4; Krameri slbum, 109; laive,

30; Lindeni, 515; Lcnde&botoughianum,
42 ; maculatum, 42 ; miniatum, 334 ;

nsevium majus, 455 ; nebulosum par-

dinum splenders, 223; Oerstedi, 248;

Fescatorei, 121; P. var. bellatulum, 483 ;

P. Euchess of Westminster, 373 ;

pu'chellum, 121 ; Ecichenlicimi, 488 ;

llo:hforQianurn, 267; Ruckurianum, 217;
sccptrum, 21S, 455 ; tiipudians, 120 ;

triumpbans, 201, 370, 4C8 ; Uro-Skinneri,

110; Wilckeauum, 160; W. PittEe, 223,

325 ; ir. Pitta, 325 ; W. (Pitt's var.), 330 ;

W. (R(ssljn variety), 170
Odon'og'ossums, notes en, 41

Omphalodes linifolia, 553 ; verna, 137_

Oncidium ampliatum, 4 87 ; Brunlcesianum,
218 ; Cavendishianum, 4 ; cheirophorum.
147; concolor, 24^-, 407, 488 ; cucullatum,

326; c. Pbakenopsis (Biandt's var.), 267;
daaystjle, 148; histatum, 48S ; JnscuJp-

tura, 325; Krameriauum, 218; lamelli-

gerum, 286; loxense, 422; luridum, 285 ;

Marshallianum, 217; monachicum, 455;

nubigenum, 78 ; obryzatum, 78 ; orni-

thorrhynchum, 42; phj niatoehilum, 516;
pumilum, 478; pubes, 169; pu'chellum,

202; sirccdes. 110, 550 ; serratum, 110;
tphacelatuoj, 455 ; fcpilopterum, 488 ; tplen-

dldiim, 80, 120 ; tetracopis, 487 ; tetra-

petalum, 78, 477 ; undulatum, 201, 516
;

unguicuUtum, 232 ;
Wcntworthianum,

169 ; zebrinum, 3

Onion The Queen, 213
Onion", 474, 509; and Carrots, thinning,

474 ; autumn and winter sown, 214, 254;

glass-raised, 25 ; notes on, 490 ; sowing,

122, 15S
Onosma Bourgfei, 505
Orange culture, 341

Orchid potting, 284 ;
propagation, 3 ; sale,

an important, 41
Orchids at Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne, 38) ;

for cutting, 168 ; highly-coloured, 487 ;

houses for, 477 ; notes on, 80, 217, 324, 454

;

puts far, 169 ; watering, 79

Orchis follosa, 515; folio.a, 515; incarca*a,

514 ; latifoUa, 514, fil"*, 530 ; maculata, 514

;

m. superba, 5, 14, 553 ; xi. car. supcrUa al

Edne Hall, 514 ; mascula alba, 515

Ormskirk, gieenhou&e Rhododendrons from,

89
Ornithogalum thyrsoldeum album, 31

P.

Pieoniaoffieinalia, 512 ; officinalis in the [trass

at Licermere Park, 232
Pa^ony Ella Chiistioe Kelway, 528 ; Henry

Irving, 484 ; Jean de Reszke, 481; Julias
Ciei^r, 484

Paionies, 21, 60, 96, 143 ; and Daffodils, 310 ;

in the grass, 232 ; single, 164 ; Treo, 290
;

Tree, failing, 354
Palms for decoration, 129 ; for maiket, 257 ;

hirdy, 11, 31
Pampas Grasses re-named, 86
Pancratium canariense, 58 ; illjricum, 58

;

marithnum, 58; maximum, 58; Sicktii-

bergi, 58 ; tortuosum, 58 ; vere.undum, 58;
Ziylantcum, 5S

PanTCum varicgatura, 53, 230
Pansy, Tufted, a good, 3 ; A. 3. Rowterry,

420, 49 i; Blue Gown, 495; Celeste, 495;
Devonshire Cream, 495 ; Duchess of Suther-
land, 148 ; Floii/el, 511 ; Kitg of the
Blue^ 5^3; Mrs. Gray, 14S; Molly Pope,
290; Ophelia, 495; Pembrckc, 39o ; losta
pallida, 498 ; Sydney, 496

Pausies, Tufted, 60, 148, 495 ; and the incle-

ment weather, 290; at Christmas, 12;
TufteJ, blue, 519; new Tufted, 511 ;

pros-

pects cf the aeasjo, 456 ; white sorts, 287
Paphiuia rugosa, 455
Papyrus, the, 15

Parsley, 122, 202, 213
Par.- nip, a new, S27
Parsnips, late-sown, 327, 410
p. Siirtira pruinota, 97
Passion Flower, a new, 97
Pea Dan^-y Stratagem, 214 ; Gr-idus at Chel-
tenham, 491; May Queen, 71, 84, 510;
Springiide, 36

Peas and mi'dcw, 474; dwaif, 158; early
dwarf, 363 ; dwarf, unstaked, 83, lt5, 236 ;

forwarding, ie6 ; in North Wales, 202 ;

main-crop, 202 ; thinning, 410
Peas, Everlasticg, 262
Peas, Sweet, 514 ; and Canary Creeper, a
screen of, 328 ; in May, 430

Peach, a good Octobsr, 284 Alexandra

;

Noblesto, £25 ; Belle Bauce, £03 ; blister,

38G ; buds dropping, 92, 124, 177, 205,

283 ; culture in the open air, 7 ;
E^rly

Alexander, 525; Early Alfred, 503; Early

Crosse Mignonne, 537 ; flowers setting, 199 ;

growing in the Lyons disttict, 412; Late

Devonian, 35 ; Marquis of Downthire, S96 ;

orchard?, 18 ; Princess of Wales, 341
;

Roycl O'torf/e, 178; stones splitting, 522;

The Nectarine, 266 ; Wattrloo, 341

Peach tree at Margam Park, Glamorganshire, 8

Peach tree.°, green-fly on, 284 ;
pruning

early, 523 ; training, 18, 179

Peaches and Nectarines on open wallp, 372 ;

and Nectarines, standard, 457 ; bad set-

ting, when forced, .'24; eaily, 18; fail-

ing in cold house, 525 ; flavour in early,

622 ; on open walls, 296
;

profitable, for

forcing, 502
Pear Beurre d'Amanlis, 537 ; Gik gil, 17

;

Glou Morceau, 17, 123, 107; Glou MwctoM,
frxuling branch of, 123 ; Marie Eenoist, 92 ;

Napoleon, 90, 124 ; Ne Plus Mciuis, £3,

111 ; Nouvelle Fulvie, 18 ; Olivier des

Serres, 206 ; Passe Crassane, 136 ; Passe

CraEsane in February, 157 ; President

Barrabe, 5t>, 90, 123 ; Williams* Bon Chre-

tien in Hereford, 314

Pears for Herefordshire, 243; late, 112; not

lipening in fcason, 111; not keeping, 17,

53 ; too DP any varieties of, S96

Pear crop, the, 4£8. 521

Pear tree, a very eld, 336 ; •partial renovation

of a fruit sp^ir lift to its natural groicth,

538; partial reno cation of a spur which has

ramified early and never borne any fruit,

538; partial cenocation of, by means of a
scion, 538; regeneration of the, 537; reno-

vativfi by secondary main branches, 539

;

renovation, total, by suiting down, 539;

trees, ornamental, 179; regeneration of, by

iiiaiji branches cut back, 538 ; U-traincd,

showinq the younii branches intended to re-

'place the o'd ones, 539 ;
unfruitful, 439

Pelargonium Dorothy, 378 ; fimbriatum al-

bum, 378, 433 ; Piincess May, 378 ; J. L.

Baldwin, 159 ; Raspail Improved, 56; Rev.

H. Atkinson, 3 ; Venus, 256

Pelargoniums, Ivy-leaved, 279 ; regal and
show, 49; scented-leavtd, 175; winter-

blooming zonal, 433 ; zonal, 329 ; zonal, as

pot plants, 154; zonal, for winter-flower-

irg, 15
Pentapterygium serpenB, 400

Peutstcmon Meuziesi, 542 ; Newberryi, 530

Perennials, hardy, raising seeds of, 133

Pergola at Tresserve, 423 ; at Trcsm-ce, 423

Pescatorea Klabothorum, 232

Petasites fragraus, 328 ; jfragrans, 328

Fetrocallis pyrcnaica, 19 ; in Messrs. Vcitch's

nursccy at Sxcttc, 19

Phaio-Calanthe grandi^, 135

Phaius amabilis, 1^98 ; Cooksoni, 298 ; grandi-

folius, 218 ; maculatus, 286 ; Martbre, £98 ;

Norman, 223, 298, 339; Norman, 369; N.

aureus, 223 ; N. roseus, 223 ; lui erculosus,

41 ; t. hybrids, 29S ; Wallichi, 488

Phah^nopsis amabilis, 3 ; BoxaUi, 248 ; den-
ticulata, 10^; grandiflora. 285, 422; John

S den, 597; Sanderiana, 110; Schilleriana,

40 ; Sch:ceder0e, 330 ; Stuartiano-Manni,

330
Phllaielphus coronarius Mont Blanc, 52S

Phil^dendron Lindeni, 400

Phlebodium glaucum Mayi, 484

Phlox amiona, 441; divaricata, 444, 530;
Drammondi, 0; D. cuspidata, 6; D.

fimbiiata, 6 ; D. Graf Gero, 6 ; D. grandi-

flora, 6; D. Heynoldi, 6 ; D. hirronsia;-

flora, 6 ; D. nana comp-.cta, 7 ; Nehoni,
444 ; ovata, 553

Phloxes, annual, 6, 40
Phpediaoasta ctloraeea, 290

Phoinix recliuata, 257
Pbyllocactus Agatba, 481 ; Ep'ruB, 484
Phyllocactuses at Kew, 420

Picea canadensis, iS; Engelmann', 29;
Parryana, 29 ; rubra, 28

Pimelea docussata, 87 ; ligustrina, 310

Pine, the Umbrella, 37

Pines, the, 67
Pinguicula caudata, 31, 312

;
gra-diflura,

506
Pin^s, propagating, 482
Pinus Cembra, 67 ; ko^i^n^ip, C8 ; Larlcio,

471 ; monticola, 67 ;
parviflora, 68

;
jcnta-

phjUa, 68
Pitcalrnia corallioa, 116, 203
Pitch' r plants at Syon House, 97

Placta ornati, 200

Plant names, 'x72, 343
Plant, the hu- drei years, 2

Plants, carpeting, 311; climbing. 262;
dividing hardy, 260; for bold leds, 261,

328; greenhouie and the fog, 83 ; hndy,
notes on, 133, 164, 2(32, 4Sl. 495, 512;
h'ghly-fed, propagating; frcm, 433

;

neglected greenhouse, 87 ; North Ameri-
can, 336; three native, 4-2; winter-
flowering, 61

Platyceriuni angolonae, 159
Platyclinis gluniacea, 110

Pleasure grjvnid i)lanliog, 186

Pleasure ground work, 95, 140
Plciirothallis piinc'.ulata, 4

Plum, tic, 263; Early ProUee, 438; Early

Prolific, 145 ; Reine Claude Tardive de
Chamtourcy, 112 ; The Czar, 459, 465

;

Victoria, fruiting branch of, 144

Plums, Japanese, 34 ; market in Hcreford-
shiie, 144 ; under glass, 18

Plumbago capenns, 360 ; rotea superba, 378

Poinciana Gilliesi, 159
Pointettias and Euphorbia jacquin5ieflo:a,

88
;
propagating, 152

Polyanthus, Black Prince, 441 ; Oiangefitld,

353
PnlyantluECS, 376 ; border, 403

Polypodium cambiicum, 311
Pomegranates in tubs, 530
PonEonby, Torquay, fiowers at, 52

Potato Bovee, 3% 202 ; Chal cngcr, 202

;

Duke of York, 122; Mom's Pride, 3C0

;

Shaipe's Victor, 202 ; stems, thinning, 460;
the trst, 472 ; Wir dsor Castle, 71

Potatoes, i03, 327, 363 ; Ameiicjn, varieties

of, 84, 158; early, 166, 236, 303, 411;
imported, 327 ;

planting, 326, 345
;
p'ant*

ing early, 214 ; round, 459 ; seed, 35

Pots, Emsil ccrsus large, 359
Primrose Evelyn Aikwiigbt, 373, 397
Primroses, bunch, 141, 189, 375 ; double,

295, 337 ; haidy double, 404 ; G. F.

Wilson's blue, ISl
Primula acaulis varietiep, 3C9 ; c ajiltata, 505 ;

Clusiana, 312 ; denticidati alia, 159, 353 ;

farlnosa alba, 397 ; floiibunda, 13, 62

;

frondosa, 290 ; involucrata, 441 ; marginata
ccerulea, 290 ; mollis, 63; obeonica grand i-

flora, 230 ; Palinuri, 269 ; rosea, 312, 407

;

Sicboldi Queen of the Whites, 495 ; s kki-
mensis, 553 ; Trailli, 513 ; vi;cosa nivalis,

353
Primula sinentis Boule do Neige, 235 ; s.

stellata, 529 ; s. stcllata, 229 ; s. vari., 14
Primulas, alpine, 262 ; double 358 ; gcotcn

for .^o:ds in Mes-'irs. Carfcr's nursery at

Fored Hill, 175 ; Messrs. Larter and Co.'p,

175
Public Gardens—
Aberdeen, a botanic garden for, ?32
Brussels, statues in the Botanic Gardci s

of, 32
Churchyard Bottom Wood, 226, 412
Common lauds, our, 160
Commons Preservation Society, 116

Commons, preservation of, 398

Cricket ground, appeal for, 412
Epping Forest, 226

Exeter pleasure grounds, 464

Flowers, to Echoo s, supplying, f.om tLe
public parks, 506

Garden, tha Rcbeit Bi-owning, 552

Hani Common and Lammas lanle, 116

Ilfv-rd, park at, 55 3

Islington, new park for, 116

Jubiltegift.a, 310

Kew Gardens, 398 ; a g'impso at, 552 ;

eirly opening of, 464

Kew, Riyal pa'ace at, 464

Lee, open space at, 216, 552

Liverpoo', new Palm house for, 182
LittlehaoDpton, recreation ground for, 12

London playing fields, 464
Manchester improvements. 72

Margate, publ c pirk for, 486
Metropolitan Public Gardens Asscciatlon,

116, 33i, 506
Newport, new lecrcation ground for, 72

Open spaces, 52, 133, 226, 442

Pa-k, the Homuuan at Dulwich, 310 ; the
Postmen's, 310, 442

Parks and i)alaces. Royal, 52

Parks, London, botany in, UP, 443

Pcrtslade, public park for, 486
Queen, the, and London's t pen tpaces, 412
Richmond Hi 1 442

Royal B' tinic, 52
Temp'o Gardens, the, 182
V^ntnor, gift of land to, 72

Prrmus Avium, 81 ; Davidiai:a 115; divari-

cata, 181 ; floribunda, 91 ; j ponica, 167;

Maximowiczi, 69; psfvifo - Cerasus, M;
Puddum, 4^5 ; tinensis fl.-pl., 31 ; spitofea

fl.-pl., 310 ;

Ptcris srguti,, 353 414; erotica Summer, i,

374; Diinkwaleri, 311

Pterccirya caucasica, i8, 242; macroptcia,
243 ; Paliurus, 243 ; rhoitolii, 212 ; sttuop-
tera, 242

Fterocaryas, 242, 350
Pulmonaria mollis, 269; saccharata picta,

270
Pyrethrum Lady Ki dare, 528, 553 ; Monarch,

528
Pyrus domestiea, 526; floribunda, 42j

;

japonica, 243
; j. in the open, 29, 156, 1^5

;

j., pruniu7, 105 ; Mains floribunda Schii-
deckeri, 427 ; spectabi is, c83

Q.

Qxtarries, subterranran, devoted lo Mmhriom
culture, viciD in, lOS

Qunrrv, subterraneayi, at Fo tes Tcrres, Fre-

iullon, plan of, 183
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Radish Ca mine OTa^ 418 ; Firtt of All, 418 ;

Fiist of All Wtile Olive, 41S; forcicg
Vihiic Olive, 418; Weed's Fraire, 418

FiditLes, big, 530; ict eatab'e, 491 ; ecw-
ii>g on early boidtrs, 71 ; the "de toiis les

aois," 252
Faisiif , Caliiorn^fln, 19
Faniondia pyrenaica, 510
R?iiunciilu8 amplexicaulis, 353 ; cortufa3-

foliiia, 3TS ; Lingua, 427; Lingua, 427;
Ljalli, 1(J4

Katpterry, a new yellow, 416 ; Semper
Fidtlis, 439 ;

growing in Htrefordehire,
351

raspberries, 371, 537; without stakes and
pinning, 3S4

Uatsand Chillies, 94
Ecnantlicia coccinea, 119 ; Inaechootiara,
130; Lowi, 119; icatutiiia, 120 ; Stonei,
120; iS. with eighty -three f!oiccrsonthespik-e,

110
Utuantheias, 119
Rhapis humilis, 535
Rhifsalis salicornioidee, 31
Rhod(dcndron aibcremu in Sheffield, 93; a

seedling, 156; caTrpylccaipum, 425;
Countess of Dtrby, IS], '^36 ; Fosterianum,
378 ; Gibsoni, 2P0 ; indievim acccenum,
410

;
jasminifloium caimi'natum, 89 ; Lord

Wohcley, 71 ; mxilticolor Curtiti, 93; m.
hiteolum, 31 ; myitifi-tlivni, 531 ; m.
album, 5C5 ; pri*^cox, 242 ; Frit cess Alice in
tte < pen air, 441 : racencotum, 353 ; rhom-
bicuiii, 425 ; rubiginotum, 531 ; Ststeri-

'(nv»i, 255 ; I^mimo'wi, 426; Vaceyi, 450 ;

iimnancDse, 531
Uiicdodcndrons at Howtli, 558 ; early-

lilooniing, 116 ; gtcenhuuse, 255, 4S9

;

grteiihovise, propagating, 536 ; Himalayan,
383 ; Himalayan, in Argyleshire, 450 ;

hybrid greenhouse, 432 ; Indian, 370 ;

1 hrce new greenhouse, 35!) ; two new, from
Yi nnan, 531

Rhoiluthanaiuis Chama^cistua, £97, 423
FihcdtitTpoB kerrioides, 5CS
Ribcfe aurenm, 425, 427; a. pigecox, 450;
speciosum, 444

R-cbardia EUiottiana, 308; E. Rossi, 98;
ni<?'anoleuca, 441

Rivici-a notep, 20, 132
Rivina humilis, 255
Rosa berberifolia Harci, 435, 479

;
gigantea,

447. 479, :>05 ; laevigata, 31, 102, 207;
h cida, 31 ; 1. plena, 102 ; lutea and R.
lutea tiore-pleno, 22 ; Wichuriana, 31

Ruse Aurore, 484 ; Austrian Copper, 534
;

Bridismaid as a winter Rose, 70; Bril-

liant, 534 ; Blairi No. 2, 478 ; B.airi No. :J,

478 ; CarKiiue Pillar, 534 ; C.roline
d'Aiden, 1^7 ; Catherine Meimet, 159;
Catheriii': Mtmitit in ii vase, 48 ; Cheshunt
Hjbrid, t34; Clothilde goupert, 187;
foTLte Henri Bignon, 187 ; Ccrinn?, 534

;

C imsrn Rimbler, 356, 441 ; Ciims^n
Riimbler, hedges of, 383 ; Crim'on Ram-
1 ler under glass, 534 ; Danmark, 534

;

dEviiu. 43; Dr. GiiH, 4l7 ; Duke of
Wellington, 162; E. Vcyrat Henmnos,
70 ; Emilie Goniu, 350 ; Ethel Brownlow,
504; Etoile d'Or, 274; Ferdinand Batel,
•J 47 ; Ferdinand Jamin, 447 ; Fiametta
Nabonnand, 250 ; Fortune's Yellow, 531

;

FiaLcisca Krviger, 435 ; Francois Dubreuil,
534 ; G. Nabonnand, 292, 534 ; General
Jacqueminot, 420 ; Janet's Pride, 534

;

Jean Ducher, 447; Josephine Marot. 531;
Mniu. Marie Lavall^e, 49 ; Mab3l Morrison,
Mit; Mme. Augaste Pe:rin, 162; Mme.
Cjdtau-Ramey, 356; Mme. Isaac Periere,
70 ; Mme. Joeeph Bonnaire, 207 ; Mme
Noman, 187; Mme. Rene Gerard, 3SJ ;

Mile. Genufiine Raud, 274 ; Mile. Yvonne
G aviyi', 230; Marechal Niel, 398; Marie
d'Orleans, 84 ; Mrs. Pierpont Morgan, 250

;

Mrs. W. RumBey,310; Nardy, 504; Nipfce
toB on Manetti, 356; Pauline Libonte,
'z70, 324 ; Princesse de Venosa, 447 ; Prin
cess of Wales, 162 ; Psyche, 374, 3iiL5 ;

ReynoHt-Hole. 2lS; Royal Scirlet, 353;
Ruber s, 534 ; Souvenir de Jeanne Cabaud,
350 ; Souv. de Mme. Eugene Verdier, 253

;

Sylph. 3S3 ; lh9 Bride a^ a pot Rose, 250 ;

The Dawson, 374, 395; tha Musk, 592;
the yellow Banksim, 51 ; the yellow Mots,
225 ; W. A. Richardson, 274 ; W. A. Rich-
ardson in the forcing hcue, ISS ; Waltham
Climber No 1, 49 ; Wm. Warden, 447

Rose beds, filling up gaps in, 384 ; cuttings,
striking, 250; garden, in the, 207, 435;
garden, in the, at M,: F. Spencir Cha rinj-
ton's, 2S5 ; garden, work in the, 381

;

1 ouse, in the, 1S7 ; sports, 186, 292 ; walk,'
an altiactiv, 107

Roses, a bo>d<r oj inllar, in Mtssrs. Coolivg's
nitrsdy at Bath, SS$; and the weather,
i:"', 3£0 ; an arch of Ayrshire, 504 ; at Tres-
sercc, 273, 434; Ayrshire, 504 ; Bmksian,
292 ; China and Polyantha in pots, 49

;

climbing and other, 434; climbicg, bold
efftcts with, 273 ; climbing, renovatiog,
«u walls, 70; dark, 274 ; deterio-i,tion of,

2i'2 ; different strains of, 292 ; diseases of,

and their rtmedie?, 323 ; double-budded,
70, 117 ; earlj-tloweiiDg, 533 ; frem May to
DeceiLbcr, 447; Gold Medal, 274, 356;
H.P., for market, 219; H.P., impiove-
ments i mong, 435 ; in cold pits, 117 ; in
the time of, 277 ; in vasep, 48 ; long-
ttemmcd, 250; Mofs, a cuery about, 48;
Noisette, 291; Nofselte Perpetusls, 292;
notes cu climbing, i50 ; of I'ldcal type,
70; on srches, 383; on archts, 383; on
iron and wire tupports, 356 ; on their own
roots, 187

;
peggiEg dowr, 2£0

;
pillar, 48 ;

plantirgoul under gbss, 384
; piuning<f,

161, 332; sicgle, 170; single, becomirg
double, 534; striped or v rieg^ted, 2C8 :

Tea, and Tuft(d Pansiep, 49 ; Tea, difficult

to cpen,534; Tea, some rtcent clfrnbers

J mont', 356 ; W. A. Richardson rnd Mare-
chi 1 Niel utder glas-s, 207; vaiialions in.

2i9; wfcterirg recently planted, 250; 3 el-

Icw, 22
Roses, I enten, at Dulwicb, 587 ; culture of,

143; frem Fontainebleau, 71; in Riv. C.

Wfillcy-Do'Vs garden, 475
Rothfora's nursery, T., 315
Rcdica falcaia, 56
Rocket, eld double, 293, 329, 405 ; dot'blr

vhite, 293
Rcdrigar zia planlfolia, ".97

Romulea Lin&reti. 8i2
Roidelutia gratistima, 13
Rcof gardening, 47, 74, 143
RoEomary, 243
Rubus biflorup, 29 ; deliciosus, 450
Rudgea macrophylla, 400
Ru£cuB racemosus, 243
Russellia Lemoinei multiflora, 377

Saccclabium ampullaceum, 421 ; bellinurn,
41 ; miniatum, 80 ; giganteum, 40

Salvia rutilans, 489
Sambucus canadensis, 67 ; Ebulus, 07

;

KIh'.Ius, 66; glaura, 67; leiospemia, 07;
melanocarpa, 67 ; nigra, 06 ; nigra fcliis

aureis, 66 ; n. vaiiegata, 67 ; racemosa, 07 ;

r. laciniata, 67 ; r. piumosa, 67 ; r. p. foliis

aureia ; 67 ; r. pubescens, 67 ; r. rcsa^flora,

t7; r. serratifolia, 07; r. spectabili", 67;
r. tenulfolia, 67 ; r. tinuijolia, 6i5

Pauseviera Ehrenbergi, 91
Sauvitalia procumbena, 235
Sapor aria Boieseri, 530
Savoy Bijou, 122 ; New Year, 25 ; Ormskirk
late Green, 346

Saxifragi aplculata, 270, 294 ; aretioidos
primulhia, 394 ; Boydi, 354 ; B. alba, 137,

182 ; Burseriana, 1£9, 309 ;granulata fl.-pl.,

513 ; lantoscana supetbi, 481 ;oppositifolia.

329 ; o. alba, 2G3 ; o. vars., 204 ; peltati,

430; Rhei, 429; Roeheli>na coriophylla,
376 ; Salomon!, 226 ; tarmentoEa,441 ; um-
brofa, 542

Scile, the Ssn Jose, 541
FL-hizanthus pinnatus, 4U
Schizocodon eoldanelloidep, 398
Schomburgkia tibicinis, 380
Sciadopitvs verticillata, 37
Scilla bifolia, 115; b. alba, 225; b. Pirk
Pcui*y, 204; campauulata and ita var.

alba, 490; sibirica, 139 ;e. alba, 203
Scuticaria Hadweni, 527 ; Steeli, 422
Sea, planting near the. 5, 23, 37, 82
Seaforthla elegaus, 257
Seakale, 253, 411
Season, mildness of the, 137; the dry, 376, 445
Weeds, sowing, 155 ; sowing, un-!er glass, 203
Senecio Doronicum, 5'0; grandifolius, 51;
kewcnsip, 310; macrogl ssus, 309

;
pulcher,

2 ;
pulcher, increasing, 46 ; sub-scandens, 12

Service Trc3. the true, 526
Shallots, 490
Shorliaga'acifolia, 263. 290
Shrubs, dwarf, and bulbs in beds, 42 > ; early-

flo.vering, 242; forced, 256 ; golden-leaved,
105 ; s me good, 68

Sisyrinchium granfiitlurum album, 246
Snowdrops, 31 ; in New Jersey, 269
Snowflake, the spring, 90 ; the summer, 210
Sjbralia leucoxantha, 370; Lucasiana, 478;
macrantha alba, 4^7

Sibraliis, 379
SOCIFTIE-S—
Alejijndra Palace, 440
Cairo, exhibition in, 93

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent, 32, 51, 93,

33 J, 486, 5tl5

Ghent, fl jwer show at, oj2
Jap3n Society, the, and flower arrange-
ments, 03

Midland Carnation and Picotee Society, 224
National Auricula, 396
National Chrysanthemum, 93, ISl, 203,

20s, 289
National Dahlia, 245
National Viola, 12, 553
Paris Horticultui al, 486
Royal Botanic, 289, 419, 439, 529
Royal Gardeners' Orpliau Fund, 12, 72,

116, ISO, 225, 290, 352, 486
Rnyal HorticuUnral, 32. 50, 11^ 135, 203,

223, 245, 2-^7. 31?, 333, 353, 373 336, 417,

4.9, 505, 527

Fojal Hoi tit ullviral Scciety'sTimplethow,
4*19, 461, 4^3

Tarnworth Parsy and Vicla Exhibition,

308, 485
United Hoiticultiiral ard Btncfit Provi-

dent Eociely, 245
Veitch Memorial Trust, 72

Soil, fertility in exhausted. 436 ; grulrsin, 440
Soils and cultivation in the flower garden
338 '

Soldanella Clusii, 245 ;
pjrolitfolia, 290

Sollya heterophvlla, 12

Solandra grandiflora, 104, 214. ?46, 279
;
gut-

tata, 214 ; Ijevis, 214 ; viriditlorn, 214
Solandras, 214
Solanum jasmincides, SS ; j. at Slarden, Eatt

Grivstiad, 28 ; Seafortbianum, 225 ; Weid-
lardi, 362

Solidago virgaurea rana, 3

Scllyaheterorhylla, 89

Sophronitis cemua, 4 ;
grandiflora, 231

gophro-Cattltya George Haidj, 417

Son el. 300
South Devon, the past year in, 190
Pparaxis and itice, 94
Sfarmsnnia africEua, £8
Spaircw, 1 he, &s an (migrant, 246
^pattogIcttis aureoVielJaidi, 417

Spicach, long-fetai d'ng, vfritties, 510

Spiisea arguta, 449; istiltoides flcribunda,

360, 400; piunifolia fl.-pl, 185, 242; p.
if.-pl., 185; Van Houttei, l&J, 251, 364;
Van HouVd, 251

Sprays for ladies, 344
.Spruce, the b'ack, 28; the ltd, 28; tie
white, 28

Fpruccs, some American, 29
Squirielp, destroying. 226
Stachys tuberifera, 200, 346
Staihopea DevonieDbis, 421
Stanhopeas. 121

Statice profusa, 87
Stauntonia latifolia in fruit, 6
Stcnomesson incai-natus, 226
Sternbergia Fischerrana, 94, 394
Stcckp, Bromptcn, 495 ; summer, 120
Stowe, the late Mrs. H. Beecher, as a gar-
dener, 10

Strawberry bloomp, thinning, 206; foning
successful, 313; notes, 412; President
urder glass, 523; Rojal Sovereign, 296,

497, £03 ; Koyal Sovereign in srmll pots,
342 ; the alpine, 414

Strawberries, 17, 342 ; and colour, 458 ; fail-

ing, 3l5 ; French, in Ensland, 417 ; for

forcing, 342, 385 ; for Hereford, 366
;

forced, good flavour in, 413 ; in North
Wales, 111 ; 'arge-fruited perpetual fruit-

ing, 9; notes on, 314; ripe, in Covent
Garden, 296 ; the blossoming of, 459 ; win-
tering pot, 439

StTcptccuTpua polyanthu?, ISl

Strobilanthes Dyerianus, 175 ; isopbylufl, 115
Stvlophorum diphyllum, 420
Suffolt, notes from, 22, 142

Sultan, the Sweet, a va iety of the, 403
Summers of 1696-97, ( ffect of, ou fruit crops,

70
Syuthyris ronifoimis, 270, 312
Syringa. 276; amurensis, 276; ehinensis.
Emodl. 276; Emodi var. rosea, 276 ; Jusi-
kifa, 276 ; obUta, 276 ; pekinensie, 277

;

persica, 277 ; viilosa, 277; vulgaris, 97
SyoD House, Pit; her Plants at, 97

T.

Tal)lo decoration, 118
Taxocium distichum, Q'^ ; mucronulatuin, (y^

Tecophylaea eyanocrocus, 225
Tellima grandiflora rubra, 12, 61

Temple show, impreesions of the, 496

;

plants lo&t at the, 466 ; hardy plant? at
the, 550; some noteworthy hirdy plants
at, 512 ; tents at the, 530

Tetratheca eriooides, 87
Thalictrumanemonoides, 397
Thcrn, the scarlet-fruited, as a ttock far

graftlrg, 82
Thrifts, the prickly, 405
Ihuji, 420; a giant, 69

Thunii Marshalliana. 422
Ihuribei'gia alata, 4C8
Thyme, garden, 230

Thyrsicanthus rutilana, 318
Tiarella cordifoUa, 456 ; cordifolia, 456
Tjboucbina heteromalla, 15

Tolmiea Meuzieti, 553
Tomato Cluster, 300 ; Conferecce. 395

;

Golden Jubilee, 411 ; Hopper's Goliath,
510 ; Old Red, 4.0 ; culture, notes i n 367,
472

Tomatoep, 158; for salad?, 25; in vicer'ee,

395, 4^0 ; in vineries, preventives against
wasps 541 ; marketing, 532 ; notes op, 419

Toxicophiwi spcctabiiis, 227
7 ree and shrub notes, 507
Tree plau'ing in the Isle of Man, 5

Trees and shruba in flower, notes on, 425 ;

wicter-flowering, 27 ; English, colour of,

in autumn, 82 ; pruning young Peach, 01
;

wjll, long spurs ( n, 313
Trtmandra verticillata, 98
Tiesstrve, a pergola at, 423 ; apergola at, 423

Tiichiniini Marglesl, 4S0
Trichocentruin tigrinum, 407
Tr\ hop'lia marginata h pida, 407 ; suavif , 3£9
Tricho])i]i:)8, notes on, 370
Tricvspida' ia dt pendens, 507
Trillium gvandiflorim, 397

; g. rotetm, 441
;

sefsile culifornicum, 375
Triteleia uniflora. 312 ; u. in pota, 3'9

Traiius Oiange Globe. 466
Tropjfuluiii Ballot Fire, 278
Tiultie-hunting, 72, 122
Tuteroics after flowerirg, 88, 159
Tulipa bifloia major, 309 ; Greiti, 3 4 ;

LcichtJini, 3f 3 ; retrcflcxa, 419 ; sax t'lip.

3(9; violarea, 181
Tulip Dame Elegante, 307, 420; Double Yel-

low Tournetol, 310 ; early, Bon Spaendouch,
319; early single. Golden Queen, 310;
early single, Maas, 319 ; Golden Crown,
429, 495 ; York and Lancaster, 441

Tulips from Ireland, 420 ; late, 493 ; May, a
b azeof colour with, 406 ; novelties in early

single, 512 ; Felf-coloured late, 482
Tulip Tree, wcod of, 69

Turf in and near Ihe flowtr parden, 392
lurnip Early White Milan, 510; Extra Eaily
MiL n, 510 ; Jeriey Lily, 510

Ukiah Vullty, 234
U.

riih fruit t c:i

Vanda Amtsiana, EO, EO ; Batemaniji, 422;
(ceiuleEcens, 298; suavis, 4C8

Variegation and its effects in gardens, 508

Veitch prizes for flavour, 18, 51

Vtgetable growing under djflicultics, 106

Vegetables, forced, 474 ;
plaLtrng green, 410 ;

sizjin, 71, 105, 213. 253

Vegetable Mar-rows, 122 ; acd manure?, 474

Vehhtimia viridifolia, 71

Veronicas, shrubby, 383, 427

Viburnum Opulus var. sterile, 225

Vi.toria medal of honour. 51

Vine, the A'euconnaise, 100 ; the Black Honi-

hi'rgh, at Mtlchtt Couit, 90; the Melthet
Court, OJ

Vine holders, ma'ipgemcnt of, 503

Vine leaves unhealthy, 436

Vices at Chiswick, 437; (arly planting ff,

413; failing. 457; mildew en, 439: old,

renovaling. 238 ; on open walls or bu'ld-

\ ings, 437, 460 ; outdoor, 54 ;
plantirg cut-

baek, 200 ;
young barren, 02 ;

yourg,

1 aising, 536
Viola cornuta, 514 ; cucuUata. 441

Violet, a white, from Maidstone, 353 ; Cali-

fornia, 1?2, 209; Lady Hume Canoptell,

263 ; La Frar ce, 394 ; Slarie Louise, 04, 96,

140, 180, 209, 261, 295; Marie J ouise

diseased, 20 ; Marie Louise in pots, 230

;

Victoria (douhle), 261

Violet lulture, li-2
_

V o'cts, 263 ; double, in frame:", isi ; far rng,

139; from the Mendip Hills, 115; from

W'ales, 375 ; in America, 145

W.

Wales, N ,
flowers from 03

Walk, a covered garden, 313 ;

at Wood.iih, 213

Wallflowers, 404 ; single, 494

Wate;- ress. its history and cultivation, 124

Water Hyaiintli, the, 354

Water Lilies, 2

Water rats and Irisep, 94

Weather in Wefct flertp, 12, 32, 72, 94, 11%

137, 159, 181, 226, 246. 270. 290, 33i, 354,

370, 398, 420, 412, 464, 4St>, 500, 553

Weigelas not flowering, 509; tn the gi ass 53!

WdHugtonia ( igantea, 402 ; leavts, poison-

ing of fillies by, 160

Wcitoubirt, frutt tre:s at, 413

Whitewash to retard blooii'iog,

Weybridge, flowers from, 51

Williams' Memorial medals, 04

Willows at Chi:o Forestry Station, 3«

Wilton House. 4b7 ; Wilton Jlouse. 407

Wiuchmore Hill, flowers from,t05

Wineberry, Japanese, 113, 180

Winttr Aconite, 94

WinUr Aeon fe, the, 394

Winter protective material, 50

Winter Sweet, the, 51

Wistaria, an old, at hjford Manor, 4.1

W.&(aria, a white, over apergola at Tnsserve,

470
Wistarias, 470
Wo-)dlic9 and vrirewtim among Cucumb ra,

459
Worms in the Eo'l, 450

Wren's nest in an Arum plant, 3 2

York, January flowers a^ 138

Zephyranthes carina ta, 400 ; coronata, 363

Zygoptta'nrn ciinitum, SO; Feirenoudl, 297
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COLOURED PLATES.

ABUTILON GOLDEN FLEECE

ALBERTA MAGNA
ASTER SINENSIS

AUTUMN, THREE WILD FLOWERS OF

CARNATION LADY ARDILAUN

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, TWO : 1, LOUISE ; 2,

WARE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, TWO : 1, JULIE

VERE ; 2, JOHN SHRIMl'TON

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, TWO SINGLE ...

DAHLIA LORELEY

DAHLIAS, TWO : 1, FANTASY ; 2, SINGLE
CACTUS

ERICA CILTARIS (THE DORSET HEATH)

GESNERA LEOPOLDI

HEDYSARUM MULTIJUGUM

HIBISCUS CAMERONI
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Michael Foster.

PaOFESSOR Michael Foster, whose portrait accompanies these remarks, is kuowu wherever science is cultivated and

horticulture practised in the world. The distinguished Professor of Physiology in the University of Cambridge, Fellow of

Trinity Collego, and Fellow and Secretary of the Royal Society, ha? now a host of followers and adherents in the country,

and he has written a book (" A Manual of Physiology") which is likely to be a text-book for all time about the subject of

which it treats. But happilj- for those who move in a region which is less lofty than the above. Professor Foster has very

wide interests of his own, and gardening has been assigned as the recreation to which he is devoted more than anything

else. The readers of The Garden have for long had the benefit of this, and " M. F." represents a name to which great

attention is invariably paid. Nor is it only by these far too infrequent communications that we are all laid under tributi

to him. Professor Foster has been active as an adviser and a helper in the comparative rise and prosperity of the Royal

Horticultural Society, and the better days which have now come upon it owe something to him. But his especial line is in

the classification and cultivation of Irises, and to this he has given great attention for a very long time. That it has not

been an easy matter to take up may be judged from his own words. He described himself in the year 1889 (see p. 149 of

vol. xi. of the " Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society") as being in that stage of the process which is called the "slough

of despond," and he told us at the same time that he is engaged in making as many as possible of the two hundred or so of

the Irises which are scattered over the temperate zone live huddled together in a little spot in Cambridgeshire. Those who
have had the pleasure of visiting his garden from year to year in the joyous month of May, and who use his " Treatise on

Bulbous Irises" as a vadi mecwm of inestimable worth, would like always to be in a " slough of despond" if such lucidity

as his is to be called worthy of the name, and they wonder sometimes that on the top of his cold, bleak hill—wind-swept at

most seasons of the year—the denizens of some of the brightast regions of the earth can be prevailed on to prosper as they

do. But luckily the garden, lying as it does upon the chalk, suits many Irises very well, and they seem to know that they

are in a master's hands, and the great heat in summer-time and the intense cold of winter are alike accepted with thankful-

ness. Professor Foster is now the recipient of Irises from those who come across them in out-of-the-way parts of the world,

and his treasure grows by contributions from soldiers, travellers, missionaries, and others who have anything new to impart.

Most of all he loves—and who that is acquaiated with them at all but must do the same?—the Oncocyclus and Regeli.x

groups. In complete accord with the magician of Baden-Baden on this head, he has more than once given us the rationale

of what their proper treatment is, and though, psrhaps, methods may differ from one another in different places and under

different hands, they must be, if they are to succeed, from the very nature of the case exijonents of his remarks, and they

are certain to illustrate what he has laid down.

Professor Foster has successfully interested himself in the hybridisation of Irises, and suspallida and iblup and several

others have rewarded him for his trouble. It is a good plan which he adopts of letting the names speak for themselves, and
the parentage of any particular plant can thus be read off on the spot. It may be that the type in the case of his greatest

favourites can scarcely be improved upon, so supremely beautiful these flowers always are, but it ia nevertheless certain that

their shyness in blossoming is a good deal overcome, and, what is still more important, the hybrids have a stronger

constitution and are more hardy than any others of the same class. Professor Foster was presented with the Victoria Medal
by the Royal Horticultural Society last year on the occasion of the Queen's Jubilee.

This brief notice of the horticultural work of one of the chief scientists of the day would raally not be complete

without a word of recognition of the great afiability which Professor Foster always displays. Immersed, as we know
him to be, in the most exacting of studies, and occupied with engagements both in Cambridge and London, he is

always the same kind friend and willing helper of those who enjoy his confidence at all, and humble gardeners and those

who only love flowers for their own sake could be mentioned in great number who would express their deep sense of

obligation to him.
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Flower i—

Ciilaiiiuni esculentTini .. ,. 2

Garden, a roof 2

Irises, Califomian 1

Lol^elias, herliaceous .. .. 3
Pansy, a good Tufted . . .

.

3

Pelargonium Rev. H. Atkin-
son 3

Plant, the Hundred Years .

.

'2

Senecio pulchcr 2
Solidago virgaurea nana .

,

3
M'ater Lilies -2

Orchids :—

Cattlcya Schofieldiana . . .

.

4
Cattleyas, notes on 4

Cirrhopetalum Medusae., .. 4

Coflogj-ne Gardneriana . . .

.

4

Cyiiripedium iusigne Maulei 4

Cypripedium Olenus .. .. 4

Dendrobiuiu Jamesianum .

.

4

Dendrobium nobile ccerules-

ceus 4

La?lia albida (Walker's variety) 4

iMasdevallia pachyura . , .

.

4

Odontoglossum facetum .

.

4

Udontoglossum Insleayi
leopardinuiii 4

Oncidiimi Cavendishianum .. 4

Oncidiuni zebrinum .. .. 3

Orchid propagation 3

Phala'nopsis amabilis . . .

.

3

Pleurothallis punctulata, .. 4

Sophronitis ceniua 4

{niiistrations in Italics.)

Trees and Shrubs:—
Angn^cum sesquipedale
Conifers, notes on
Isle of Man, tree-plauting in

Oak; th<: CoH: at Gooihrood ..

Sea, planting near the .

Stauntonia latifolia in fruit..

Garden Flora:—
Phloxes, annual

Orchard and Fruit :—

Peach culture in the open air

PkOcK tree at Marga)ii Park\
Gtamorgan

Strawberries, large - fruited

perpetual-flowering .

.

Whitewash to retard blooming

Week's Work;—
Fruit houses, work in .. .. 10

Kitchen garden, work in ..11

Stove and Greenhouse:—
Criniuu asiaticinn variegatum 11

Luculia gratissima 11

Palms, hardy 11

Notes of the 'Veek:—
Ardisia polyscjiala 12

Begonia leprosa 12

Calanthe Veitchi 12

Callicarpa piu-purea 1'2

Ficus elastica variegata .. .. 12
Flowers in Dublin 12

Pansies, Tufted, at Christmas 12
Senecio sub-scandens .. .. 12

SoUya hetcrophylla 12

Teliinia gi-andiflura rubra .. 12

Public Gardens:—
Littlehampton, recreation

ground fur 1 -

Obituary :—
Brown, James 12

Miscellaneous :—
Celeriac, ctioking 12

Clay dressing for light land.. '»

Magnolia Ynlan fruiting .. 12

National Viola Society -. -. 1'2

Royal Gardeners' ( )rphau

j

Fund 1 -

Weather in West Herts . . .

.

12

Flower Garden.

CALIFORNIAN IRISES.

AVhf.n a year ago (December 5, 1890) I gave
you some notes on Califoriiian Irises I hardly
expected to so soon have to correct my names
for them. I had accepted without ijuestion the
names by which tlie species I knew liad been
identified by all our prominent botanists, tak-

ing it for granted that so showy and common
a flower as the Iris would be well known.
During the past year considerable attention has
been given io our Pacific coast Irises by several
botanists, including myself, and instead of the
eight species recognised a year ago there are
now at least thirteen, with unlimited possibili-

ties in the way of unexplored or half-explored
regions, and several kinds under consideration
which prnmise to prove distinct. INIr. Ley was
([uite right in supposing (The Garden, Decem-
ber l!t, IS'.Mi) that the nomenclature rif Califor-

nian Irises was very hazy.
I find that I have opened up a broad field for

research and comparison, and it will be years
before it can be said tliat our Irises are all

known. In the meantime, possibly some of

your readers ma\' be interested in some notes
of progress in both names and culture. A
year ago I secured plants of Irises from as
many localities as possible for study and com-
parison, and a number of these flowered last

spring. During the flowering season I had
fresh flowers sent to me from several out-of-the-
way localities, and I have given careful atten-
tif)n to the herbarium material accessible in
San Francisco. Taking the species in the same
order as a year ago, I will first speak of

Iris loxi;ipet.\l.\.—The type of this species
was found at San Francisco, and it is abundant
there now as well as at other points along the
bay. This is well known in cultivation. In my
notes I made its range extend up the coast for
200 miles, but I find that the Iris found along the
coast from a little north of San Francisco Bay,
and which has been referred by all botanists to

I. longipetala, is quite a distinct thing, resembling

in some degree I. longipetala in leaf and heavy
rhizome, but an altogether different thing in

flower. This new species, which I am publishing

as

I. Watson lAx.i, has a tall two or three-headed

stem, with flowers much like those of the true I.

Douglasiana, as man}' as nine to a stem and
usually purple. I. Watsoniana is unknown to cul-

tivation .

I. Doui:lasiana.—The true Iris Douglasiana is

the beautiful flower depicted in The(iAKDEN, 0ct..3,

1806. It is found on tlie west side of San Francisco

Bay, in the city of San Francisco itself and at

least to Monterey. In colour it may be lilac,

purple, or in creamy tints. I flowered many
plants of this last spring, and a leaf sent me by
Mr. Ley from the plant from which your plate

was made clearly proved that the plate depicted

the type of I. Douglasiana, and not the so-called

Ukiah form.

I. PtRiivi.—The form which has for many
j'ears been called I. Douglasiana, occurring in the

Redwood region of Sonoma and Jlendocino

counties, proved to be a very distinct species (see

Mr. Ley's letter, Dec. 19, 1896). It is being

published by Miss Eastwood in Proe. Calif. Acad.

Sciences as I. Purdyi, and a fine drawing accom-

panies it. In Garden of August 14, 1897, Herr
Max Leichtlin described Iris macrosiphon, and an
illustration of a fine plant in flower accompanies

his notes. The plate and the plant described

show Iris Purdyi, which is really very distinct.

It can be recognised by its \ery broad and
rather flat creamy flowers, lined with purple,

shiny leaves, rosy at base, but still more readily

by the fact that along the stem, instead of short

leaves sheathing at the base, there are several

brownish, short, closely sheathing bracts. Of the

other Pacific coast Irises only I. bracteata pos-

sesses these.

I. MACROSIPHON, I find, was first described from

specimens collected just across the bay from San
Francisco. It is a low-stemmed (almost stcmless)

species with very slender rootstock and linear

leaves, deep |iuri]le to lilac flowers, with very

long tube. It blooms in early spring, and grows
in light soil often among the brakes. It would
appear to be confined to a narrow belt on the

San Francisco Bay. The species which has always

been identified as I. macrosiphon I described in

The Garden, Dec. 5, 1896. It is taller, long-

stemmed and larger leaved, and may run to

cream or other colours. Herr Max Leichtlin has

named this species I. ealifornica (see his notes,

August 14, 1897). In Southern California, in the

San Bernardino Mountains, there is a species long

referred to

I. MissouRiENsis.—This Professor Foster has

named Iris Parishi. I believe that I. Parishi as it

grows in theSan Bernardino Mountains isidentieal

with a form from the Southern Sierras W'hich I

had decided was unnamed until I saw specimens
of I. Parishi. In the Northern Sierras there are

two Irises both long identified as

I. Hartwegi.—In the type I. Hartwegi there

is no tube, and the stem below the ovary is long.

In Iris new species the tube is as long as in Iris

macrosiphon, but the stem below the ovar}' is

short. Otherwise the two might be readily con-

fused, and the distinction has no value to the

gardener. I secured a large number of an Iris

from the Itillamette Valley, Oregon, which proved

to be
I. TENAX, and fljwered it splendidly the first

season. It grows low in dense tufts usually in

rather heavy land. The plants as they came to

me were mixed with blue grass. The leaves were
individually not over 4 inches long, although the

finest herbarium specimens had leaves about

10 inches high. The one-flowered stem is 3 inches

to 4 inches high, bearing a most charming little

])urple flower. I was delighted with it. Other

plants from Central Oregon which may be the

same, but the identification is imperfect, had
flowers of a rich yellow, anti 1 was informed the

colour varied from jiurple to pure white.

I. r.RAc.TEAT.v is a native of the extreme south-

western part of Oregon. Fresh flowers were sent

to me which proved to be closely allied to those tf

I. Purdyi in flower and stem, except for the deip

yellow colour. The leaves are very difl'erent, fur

in I. bracteata only a single leaf is borne in a tuft,

this one leaf broad, stirt', and 1 foot or •! feet lon{

,

of itself a clearly distinguishing feature.

Culture.

I secured a number of collected plants of

various native Irises. Iris ealifornica I secured

while still dormant after the first rains, also
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I. Purdyi. My soil was a ratlier heavy clay,
but when tliey were planted it was warm and
loose. They were planted in a cool, shaded
position, and almost immediately began to put
new roots down. In December tlie weather
turned colder and the ground was saturated.
By thi.s time the little plants were quite well
rooted, but the loots of I. californica decayed,
and most of the plants stood still and died
later. A few made a second effort to put out
roots and lived, but not 10 per cent, survived.
In the same .situation I. Purdyi held its roots,
and a large number are now well established.
In December I secured a fine lot of I. Hart-
wegi, ])lanting near the others, but in a lighter
soil. These, too, at once started a vigorous
root growth, but as the .soil became cold" many
died off. I, however, secured a number of
strong plants. I had two lots of I. Douglasi-
ana. One lot, collected about January 1, had
made strong root growth before I secured it

and had started stems. I scattered them, some
in cold, heavy sod, others in rather -.varm soil.

They started at once, sending out new roots
and also fibrous roots from the broken root
ends. I lost scarcely a plant and had an
abundance of bloom. Later I secured a large
mass from a garden I broke up, and with equal
success. All of my plants are now strong. Iris
tenax I had in two lots in December, both
coming to me frozen. One lot went near the
Iris californica in cold, hea\-y soil, and did not
do well. A second lot planted in warmer soil
gave a liigh percentage of growtli and a splen-
did bloom. A third lot arrived in spring-
March, I think. They took hold slowly, but
many made a fair growth, and others remained
dormant, but are starting now.
My conclusion is that I. Douglasiana and I.

Purdyi do best in a heavy soil and handle
easily, but that I. cahfornica, I. Hartwegi, and
all others of the species growing in dry situa-
tions and loose soil require perfect drainage,
and are best moved dormant. The degree°of
cold will not account for their loss, for they
stand a far greater amount in the mountains
around. I had a number of other species under
cultivation, Ijut not under conditions to make
my exiicrience worth detailing here. I am con-
tinuing my experiments this season and will
give notes later. Carl Pukdy.

Ukiali, California.

Senecio pulcher.—This has been very bright
and pretty during the fine late autumn, and even
now a few of the [iretty ro.se-purp?e flowers are
open. When strong and well established, the
blossoms form large loose corymbs on stout ttc ms
about a couple of feet high, and after tie princi-
pal flowers are over, lateral ones are produced
along the stems. Many find a difficulty in
establishing the small i>ot-bound bits sent out
from hardy plant nurseries, but it is really very
easily managed when good plants are secured".
Siiread the roots out as much as possible, and
usually about the second season these throw up
offshoots that may lie taken off for propagating.

Caladium esculentum.—This is one of the
few fiue-foliaged plants that are suitable for
planting outside during the summer, the vigorous
habit suiting it w'ell for the purpose. The plants
should be started in a moist greenhouse or Peach
house and put out in prominent positions at the
end of June in rich, open soil. They must be
well watered home and kept moist until well
established, wiien they will take care of them-
selves. In a hot, dry summer the effect of the
large green leaves is very fine. In October they
shoidd be taken up ancl jjotted, or, if there are
many jjlants, placed in boxes and kept quite dry
until rccpiired for iie.xt season.

Water Liilies.—I have read with much in-

terest Mr. Blenkinsop's interesting article (p. 40(i),

and thank him for so kindly acceding to my sug-
gestion. I found the article to which he alludes
with some difficulty, as it is entitled "Hardy
Aquatics," and .signed "Macedonian." Itapjieared
in vol. xlix.,p. 149. There is a misprint in my
note (p. -tlill) through the omission of a figure. I

wished to say that the temperature of my pool
often rises to 7.J° (not .5°) from sun-heat. Our
experiences, allowing for the differences in the
circumstances of our tanks, seem to agree -lery

closely. I am inclined to think my plants of
Nympha'a odorata alba and N. o. exquisita are
too much confined, being in pots, for N. o. rubra
—is this identical with N. o. rosea?—has done
much better since it was shifted into a box. Un-
fortunately, I must have my plants so that the
tank can be cleaned out occasionally, so that they
are of necessity cramped for root space. The
water in my case is shallower than Mr. Blenkin-
sop's, being scarcely 18 inches, but as 1 very
seldom have over 3 inches of ice, the crowns are
quite out of harm's reach, and the plants have
never, so far as I have observed, suffered from
cold. The Water Soldier multiplies so fast as to
be a nuisance, but Aponogeton only does very
poorly compared to what I have seen elsewhere.
It flowers and then loses its leaves, and then a
fresh growth appears, but it is not vigorous. Mr.
Burbidge's pond is supplied by a neighbouring
millpond and is not so fully exposed as mine,
hence the water is much colder ; there is very
little motion, I think. In conclusion, I think Mr.
Blenkinsop will agree with me that the essentials
for these Nympha'as are still water, not too deep,
3 feet or less, full exposure to sun, and as much
shelter from cold winds as possible. As to Mr.
Kane's note, not having any caddis worms in my
pool I cannot either confirm or refute what he says.—GrEKNW GOD PiM.

kinds of plants, appreciates good soil, manures and
care, but to attain its normal development it is

content w ith a soil of little depth and a scarcity of
water, under three essential conditions, namely;
(1) If it has room to send out its large roots a great
distance. The suckers spring up frequently more
than 33 feet from the rhizome. (2) If it has the
benefit of the night dews, which are very copious
in the parts I have mentioned. (3) If it has the
benefit of plenty of light and sun. We are a long
way from growing it in pots in a cold, dry green-
house.

The average stature of the Agaves that
flower here in such numbers is 4 feet to .5 feet. I
often see them (i feet (1 inches and over. The
shafts generally reach to Hi feet .3 inches. I do
not think it is frequent for them to rise 22 feet
11 ;V inches above the plant itself.

—

RobkrtRoland-
tJossELlN, iu Beviie HoHkolc.

A ROOF GARDEN.

THE HUNDRED YEARS PLANT.
Some notes published in a journal during the
current year on the Agaves, and Agave americana
in particular, have tended to perpetuate the false
idea that this plant only blooms when it has
reached the age of 100 years. According to this
journal, it is such a well-known fact, that in the
United States the plant is known by the name of
"the hundred years plant." In the south of
Europe ^e-\eryone knows, of course, that the
Agaves, 'and especially the American species,
are acclimatised and live in the open air, and
develop to the same extent as the Mexican plants
and nearly as rapidly. The entire shores of the
Mediterranean on both sides are planted with
Agave americana, which attains to a great size,
flowers, and gi\cs out suckers by thousands. I
myself live near a road which is lined with it.

This road was made thirty-eight years ago by
blasting the rocks which overhang the sea be-
tween Nice and Villefranche, and since then
great numbers of small oHshoots of A. americana
have been planted at random in the fissures of the
rocks in order to consolidate the soil and the
fragments of rock. The soil is a calcareous,
rather clayey bmestone, very red and rich in
potash. Since 1871 a great number of these
plants blossomed regularly every year, and the
shafts which are now seen projecting are some of
the offshoots of plants put in years ago. The
fact is easily verified, and is jjrovcd by tli'e multi-
tude of fine specimens obtained comjjarable in all

respects to those of Mexico.
Generally speaking, the American Agave only

flowers when it has reached a certain size. The
blooming depends rather on the plant's develop-
ment than its age. One, for instance, being in
conditions favourable to it, will liloom at the
age of twelve or fifteen years, wliilst another
less favourably situated will remain small,
giving ofi' perhaps as many leaves, hut no flowers
until after a much longer period. If an Agave is

transplanted when it is very large, there is a
great cliance of its hearing flowers one or two
years afterwards. This fact is especially observ-
able in the American Agave salmiana and A. ap- i _ _

planata. The American Agave, like all other where they rcceiv

There is in my garden a low outbuOding with
slate roof which was unduly prominent and
had to be made less unsightly. Years of ne-

glect had permitted the Ivy wdiich crept up its

walls to grow on to the roof. The Ivy was
ornamental, but it was ruining the roof, and had
consequently to be cut back to the height of

the wall. The roof is a lean-to, facing almost
S.S.E., and for various reasons was unsuitable

for covering with a rampant Rose or Clematis.

After some reflection, it was resolved to con-

vert it into a garden for Housoleeks and Stone-
crops. This I thought would not only cover
the slates, but would also be interesting, and at

the same time do sumething to relieve the con-

gested state of the garden. The modus operandi
was as follows : The roof was divided into

several portions by means of stones laid on the
slates. A mixture of loam, clay, cow manure,
and lime rubbish was then prepared and mixed
with water to the consistency of tliick mortal'.

This compost was then put on the slates with
a trowel, covering the roof with about I J inches

of the earth. In this while wet the plants

were placed, and then well watered through a tine

rose to settle them into position. This was
done in spring, and as dry weather set in

occasional waterings were given for some time.

Since the first summer the plants have not
been watered with the exception of two or

three which .showed symptoms of distress

through a succession of dry weeks. As it was
intended that the plants sliould be such as

would endure heat and prolonged drought,

the majority of those jjlantcd were Semper-
vivums and Sednnis. All the former thrive

well, as might be expected, and among
others S. arachnoideum and S. Laggeri
flourish, although in wet weather they look less

happy than other jilants of the .same species on
a perpendicular wall. The common Houseleek
(S. tectorum), it need hardly be said, looks

happy, and S. Regin:e Aniali;e, S. Brauni,

S. Funcki, S. montanum, S. Pittoni, S. vio-

laceum, and several others are also thriving.

The only drawback to the success of the S^m-
pervivunis is that their rosettes are sometimes
knocked oft' by the eats. The Sedums nearly all

do well also, especially those of the same classes

as S. acre and S. dasyphyllum. Sedum Lj-dium
is particuhirly well adapted for sucli a position,

as its foliage assumes in summer the bright red

colour in its best hues, and in winter it becomes
a sheet of vivid green. Some of the flat-leaved

species do not stand the drought of summer so

well, and I have occasionally found it necessary

to water S. hybridum. S. album, S. brevifolium,

S. oppositifoliuni, S. rupestre, S. reflexum

and others do well, the less succulent species

being kept near the lower part of the roof,

more moisture.
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By way of an experiment a small patch of

Saxifraga Aizoon was planted on the roof.

Although it flags greatly at times and needs to

be watered two or three times in a season, it

has thriven amazingly and has greatly increased

in size. It Howers well also, and as there is a

corner of the roof as yet unoccupied, I hojie

to try a few mcjre of the encrusted Rockfoils

upon it. I Iiave also had at the top of the roof

for about three years a plant of Iris tectorum,

the Iris seen on the thatched roofs of China
and Japan. It has not flowered, but has in-

creased in size and has stood the winters

better than in a dry rock garden. I am
inclined to tliink it would do better a little

lower down, where it would get fewer cold

winds and more heat. Some Antirrhinum and
Wallflower seeds have also been .sown. These
are beginning to naturalise themselves on the

roof, and one can readily see, that did space

allow, there would be every inducement to ex-

tend the scope of one's roof-gardening opera-

tions. Several other plants found useful in

wall gardening would be likely to succeed, and
I purpose trying, among otliers, Campanula
Portenschlagiana and Erinus alpinus. They
will jjrobably do if their roots are covered by
one of the stones.

In roof gardening I should recommend that

particular notice be taken that the roof is

strong enough to bear the weight of the mate-
rial and plants emjjloyed. It will also be

obvious that a roof at a very steep angle would
require something fixed along it at inter\als

to prevent the earth and plants from slipping

down.
The question of access to the plants also

rerjuires consideration. The outhouse here is

a low one, and by means of a short step-ladder

I ha\'e fixed, it is easily reached, Ijut in order to

make the plants more accessible I have a small

ladder with broad treads laid up the roof and
fixed across. A thick batten runs longitudi-

nally. I am not satisfied with the appearance
of this, and think of adopting a plan suggested

by a friend, i.e., that of having a ladder with
iron points attached, which would keej) it

slightly above the roof when laid on it. This
would be movable. It will be apparent that

the growing of plants on ordinary roofs is not
adapced for all buildings, and that it is only an
extension of tlie old and picturesque custom of

growing Houseleeks and Stonecrops on roofs.

Although thus neither feasible everywhere nor
absolutely new, many an ugly outbuilding may
by roof gardening be made not only interesting

but attractive, instead of presenting a surface

of cold and dull-looking slate. S. Arnott.

Carscthorn, Dumfries, X.B.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWEB.

England where treiicbing and liberal manuriug were

special items in management.—M. T., Carron, N.B,

Herbaceous Lobelias.— I read with great in-

terest some letters in Tiif: Garden lately on the cul-

tivation of herbaceous Lobi'lia (scarlet), which I grew
splendidly at one time in a very wet, heavy soil. I never

did anything to them in the way of winter protection,

except that I left the tail stems on, which fell over

and protected tliem in some degree. After a long

time tlie bed got so full of weeds that, unfortunately,

I took the Lobelias up ami planted in a dry place,

which I thought they ought to like, but in a short time

I had not a single root alive, all devoured by rust,

which never touched them in the wet mud. We have

as yet a very mild winter ; Ecoremocarpus and such

things in flower in the open.—M. GouDON CoOKE,
Tanavalla, Listowel, Kerry.

Orchids.

Pelargonium. Rev. H. Atkinson does capi-

tally on our low, damp ground, and is also one of the
freest flowt ring sorts in pots. A number jiotted dur-
ingMay are now {December 15) flowering well, while
many of the popular new ones are past and put out o^

the show house.—M. T., Carron, Stirlingshire.

Solidago virgaurea nana (p. 461).—The va-

riety which grows so freely here in the rich beds I

should scarcely think would ever exceed 6 inches, and
often flowers at 4 inches and 5 inches, beginning
about May 20 and lasting to middle of June. No
doubt the heavy soil of Edge Hall ijuite alters its

character.—E. C. Buxton.

A good Tufted Pansy.—One of the best Tufted
Pacsies is Bullion. At the end of November it was
a mass of yellow blossoms, and it began to Howler
while in the cutting bed during last February, and
has been blooming ever since. The situation is low
and damp and cannot be efficiently drained. All the
Pansy race do well on strong, moist soil ; but I have
often had them do well in dry and warm positions in

ORCHID PROPAGATION.
The propagation of Orchids is fraught with a

good deal of danger if gone about at the wrong
time and by inexperienced persons. Not only

this, but there are some plants in the family

one may cut into as many pieces as zonal I'elar-

goniums and each will make a new plant,

while others only lend themselves to slow jind

uncertain methods. Cypripediums have been,

perhaps, more propagated than any other

(Jrchids, and the more skilful growers think

nothing of taking ofl' single young growths of

some of the rarest and most valuable hylirids

and setting these going on their own account.

What is more importixnt, the parent jilants

seem little or none the worse for this lopping.

Take another family, the Cattleyas. These,

too, are much sought after, possessors of unicpie

kinds being tempted to increase them as much
as possible. In this case, of course, a little

dift'erent mode is practised. Each portion of

the plant having an eye, or lead as it is termed,

may be taken oft' separately, and will make a

fresh specimen, but unfortunately not without

a considerable reduction of the strength of the

parent. There is a right time for doing this,

and if the operation is to be carried through

at once, there is, I believe, no better time

for doing it than when the new pseudo-

bulb is maturing and just before it begins

to root. On the other hand, if the rhi-

zome is notched deeply some time in advance

of the separation, the plants may then be left

until the pseudo-bulbs are complete. In this

case it is a good plan to place a little new com-

post within reach of the young roots, and this

niay be lifted out when separation takes place.

Large jjlants having several leads to spare

should not have all these taken off in one sea-

son. No matter how carefully it is gone about,

cutting Orchids in pieces is sure to check them.

Both the parent plant and the divided portions

are better for a little nursing afterwards, but

this is only a detail and applies with equal foi'ce

to any kind of disturbance. But no one should

fall into the error of thinking that it is only the

young plants that need it. These in any case

have the advantage of the more prominent and

best matured eyes, while the latter have in

many eases to push their next growths from ill-

matured and weak ones, and through the con-

gested cells of older pseudo-bulbs and rhizomes.

This I have frequently noted when propagating

Odontoglossums, and a fine piece of (). Pesca-

torei that has had several leads taken oft' now
shows by the smaller pseudo-bulbs how weaken-

ing is the process. O. Halli, on the other

hand, I have noticed may be cut without so

much damage, and I have now several thriving

young plants of O. H. leucoglossum of a good

type that were little more than single bulbs two

years ago. This variability will be found in al-

most eveiy genus. Take the case of Burling-

tonia decora ; this pretty plant may be cut up

into ahnost as many pieces as there are bulbs,

but it would not do with B. fragrans. Not that

this cannot be propagated freely enough, but irot

so uruch as the former kind. Lycaste arovnatica

and L. Skinneri are very easily propagated ni

this way, but I have not been so fortunate with

L. lanipes and L. Barringtonias, though one

would think that the latter large-bulbed kind

would take more kindly to it.

The most difficult Orchids to get up a stock

of are those with single stems and distichous

leaves like the 'V'anda, Aerides and Phaltenopsis

species. Not that there is any particular diffi-

culty in taking oft' side pieces and rooting them

when they appear, but one may keep a plant a

good many years before it breaks into side

growth. Such strong-growing members of this

section as Vandas of the tricolor and Aerides

of the odoratum and Fieldingi types one may
cut down below the principal roots with the

certainty of young growths resulting from the

lower parts of the stem ; but with a dwarf

Phaltenopsis or Angr;ecum it would be dift'erent,

and here we have to wait until the side shoots

appear naturally, and this is not often. The best

time for the separation is in spring, just as

the roots are becoming active, as indicated by

the fresh green tips. The propagation of Den-

drobiumsof the cylindrical-stemmed kinds has

been recently referred to in The Garden, and

it is only necessary to .say that none but strong,

healthy plants of good varieties should be so

treated as to grow on small bits for several

years is" time wasted. Pleiones, Calanthes,

and Thunias are easily propagated, plants in

fairly good health doubling themselves in size

or in number of bulbs in about a coujile <if

years. If a more rapid mode is desired with

the latter genera, the Calanthe bulbs may be

cut into two or even four pieces at the time of

potting, and with reasonable care such divisions

will grow, while Thunias, as is well known,

may liave the steins cut into lengths and multi-

plied freely. From a monetary point of view

these methods of propagation are not to be

recommended as far as ordinary varieties are

concerned, but they are excellent practice for

amateurs, and if they try their hand at first

with some of the commoner and more easily

managed kinds the experience gained may

stand them in good stead when a novel or rare

.'ariety comes into their possession that it may

be desirable to increase. R.

Phalsenopsis amabilis.—This beautiful whit3

Moth Orchid is already in bloom, and a more than

usually favourable season has led to the produc-

tion of very fine spikes. The flowers last well in

good condition if not damaged by bruising or by

water, the damping necessary in the growing

quarters being answerable for the quick decay of

the blossoms in many cases. Later plants that

are now throwing up their spikes will ha\e a

better chance to carry their flowers longer, espe-

cially where fogs are troublesome, as the days

will "be lengthening by the time the plants are in

bloom. The roots must not be too heavily

watered at this season, or it will lead to loss of

foliage later on.—R.

Oncidium zebrinum.—This pretty plant I

have usually found bloom in late summer, but I

have noted "it flowering during the present week.

It is a rather large grower, the pseudo-bulbs oc-

eurring widely apart on the rhizomes, the long,

scandent, branching scapes being produced from

between the basal leaves. The flowers are indi-

vidually less than 2 inches apart, whitish in the

sepals and petals, with brownish and purple

markings. The plant does not readily lend itself

to i)Ot culture, but will thrive on trellised blocks
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dressed with Sphagnum Moss if firmly wired on.
The roots are easily damaged by disturbance, and
should be kept moist the whole year round. It
is a native of Venezuela, and first flowered in this
country in 187'2.^K.

Pleurothallis punctulata. — This almost
unique plant is now in flower in the Cambridge
Lodge collection. The ground colour is pale
greenish yellow, thickly covered with small
rich purple spots. The small petals have a
lighter ground colour, with larger, more richly
coloured spots, the broad flat lip rich purple,
mottled with white. It is a striking and desirable
variety, and grows best in the Masdevallia house
potted in shallow pans, which should be suspended
from the roof.

—

Visitor.

Laelia albida (Walker's variety).—This is one
of tlie finest forms of this lovely species I have
seen. The sepals are pure white, the petals
white with a broad suffusion of rose at the apex,
the broad front lobe of the lip bright rose-pink,
shading to white at the base, with a broad band
of yellow in the centre. The side lobes are white,
veined with brown at the base. A grand jilant,

carrying a spike of fourteen flowers, was recently
noted in the collection of Mr. W. C. Walker at
Winchmore Hill.—H. J. C.

Masdevallia pachyura.—This is a very dis-

tinct and interesting plant, jiroducing its flowers
in midwinter. The flowers are produced on spikes
a little longer than the leaves. The sepals are
greenish yellow, heavily suffused and spotted with
reddish brown, the apical triangular tails bright
green. The small petals are creamy-white toothed
at the apex, the flat lip rich purple mottled with
greenish yellow. It is a free-flowering plant of

good constitution, and does best in shallow pans
suspended near the roof-glass. The potting com-
post should consist of good fibrous peat and
living Sphagnum Moss in equal proportions.
—H. J. C
Cirrhopetalum Medusae.-This is a distinct

and interesting species, producing its flowers in

tufts at the apex of the spikes, which are fS inches
to 10 inches long ; the triangular-shaped sei)als
are creamy white, thickly spotted with brown at
the base, the tails, whicli extend on the two lower
sepals to upwards of 4 inches in length, creamy
white, the miniature petals pure white, the lip
white, with a bright yellow disc. It is one of the
most curious Orchids in cultivation ; the lateral
sepals are so much lengthened as to give the spike
the appearance of a head with long dishevelled
hair. A remarkably fine specimen was exhibited
at the Drill Hall on Tuesday by Sir Trevor Law-
rence.

Dendrobium nobile coerulescens.—Though
one of the earliest to flower, this is also one of tlie

deepest in colour, and the short stems are now
covered with blossoms almost from top to
bottom. In the shape of the flowers it differs
little from the type beyond the fact that the lip
is a little narrower and longer. It is a useful and
beautiful variety of the old species, and was first

grown in this country at Chatsworth, Mr. (Jibson
having .sent it there in 1837. Like the typical 1).

nobile, it is often grown in too much heat in sum-
mer, and also too severely dried in winter, but if

reasonably treated anyone may take up its culture
with every prospect of success.

Odontoglossum facetum.—This, which I re-

cently noted in bloom, is a showy little plant
worthy of all care. The blossoms are bright jel-
low, the segments plentifully spotted with brown,
and it is best grown in quite a cool house. It
usually grows freely in late autumn, finishing up
its pseudo-bulbs early and flowering freely from
these as soon as, or Ijefore, they are finished.
The liest time to repot is when the new bulbs are
about half complete, or when these commence to
root. Give it a compost consisting of peat and
Moss, with lumps of charcoal added Large pots
or pans are not necessary.—R.

Cypripedium Olenus.—This is one of the
most variable of the C. bellatulum crosses. It

was raised in the collection of Mr. R.I. Measures,
and first flowered in 1S!I."). The ground colour of the

dorsal sepal is white suffused with bright rose-

purple, spotted with numerous dtirker purple spots
shading to green, and dotted with brown at the
base. The extra long petals are white, suffused
with rose, shading to green at the base, the
whole being thickly covered with rich purple
spots, the lower sepal greenish white spotted
with brown. The lip is deep rose-purple mottled
with and shading to white at the base. It is the
result of crossing C. bellatulum and C. ciliolare.

-H. J. C.

Cypripedium insigne Maulei.—This is still

one of the best of the varieties of C. insigne,
leaving out the yellow-flowered section as repre-

sented by C. insigne Sanderse. The flowers are
larger than in the type and most other varieties,

the dorsal sepal very broad, pure white at the
apex, the lower part spotted with bright purple.
The colour of the rest of the flower is lighter and
brighter than that of the typical form. This
form was first imported Ijy the late Mr. W.
Maule, of Stapleton Road, Bristol, in whose
nursery it first flowered in ISOO. This and the
other varieties are now in full beauty, small
plants in 6-inch pots carrying from twenty-five
to thirty of the useful long-lasting flowers.

Sophronitis cernua.—This pretty dwarf Or-
chid is now in flower, the tiny crimson blossoms
not being so showy as those of S. grandiflora, but
a brigiit and telling bit of colour none the less. It

is the species upon which the genus was founded,
and has small, closely-clustered l.iulbs from which
the spikes rise. Several flowers occur on each,
these being about an inch across, with a bright
yellow centre. The plants grow best in a house
kept rather warmer than the Odontoglossum
house, and may be placed as near the glass as
possible. If pots or baskets are used, these must
be of very limited size and nearly filled with
drainage. The plants also do well on small
blocks of Fern stem, the close, clinging habit fit-

ting it well for this style of cultivation.

NOTES ON CATTLEYAS.
This is the quietest time in the year for these
beautiful plants, not many species being in flower.

Where hybrid kinds in this genus and the bige-
neric Lit-lio-Cattleyas are grown, these of course
are nearly always more or less in evidence, but
the laljiata varieties being over, or nearly so, C.
Percivaliana will be the next of the popular kinds.
Already the sheaths have the buds showing from
the top, and in a week or two the plants will be
in full beauty. But not only is there a scarcity
of flower, the plants in most cases are at rest, or
nearly so. C. Warneri is growing strongly close

to the roof glass, and the tips of the sheaths may
be seen on the forward growths. The long-
stemmed kinds, as well as the summer blooming
C. Mossiie and others, have ciuite done growing.
Sponging and cleaning should be begun as early
in the winter as possible, the first kinds to have
attention being those advancing for flower. If

possible, the whole stock should be gone over, as
there is no better oi' more suitable time in tlie

year. The house, too, may be thoroughly cleaned,
and the plants put tidy all round. The number
of plants of C. gigas and others growing out of

season has been \ery small tins year, but there
are signs now of approaching activity in C. Dowi-
ana, C (iaskelliana, and their varieties. But
after the turn of the year this will be of little

moment, and until the leaves commence to unfold
in the new growths there is little fear of damp-
ing. The atmosphere of the Cattleya house
should now be kept moderately dry, and although
a chance plant or two may be throwing out an
adventitious root, it is hardly a good time to pull
any of them about. Some plants of C. labiata
potted a week or two back are rooting well, but
I should not care to do much repotting. Cat-
tleyas, as is well known, will not stand much
drying at the root, but just now they are taking
less than at any otlier season. Especial care is

necessary with the smaller growers, as these are
more easily injured either by drought or excess

of moisture. It is the safer plan 'at this time of

year when one is doubtful whether or not a plant
is dr}- to leave it another day. A day's drying
can do no harm, but a weak plant already moist
may be injured by a fresh supply of water. In
watering Cattleyas keep away from the bases of

the pseudo-bulbs, as at this season they are apt
to turn black, to the detriment of the plant and
the ruin of young eyes of the individual bulb.

By sponging inside and washing down the ro&f

glass outside let all the light into the houses, and
on every possible occasion ventilate the house
freely from above. The lower ventilators in the
walls will hardly ever be entirely closed unless

during very cold nights or when piercing winds
are blowing, always provided these are below the
hot-water pipes.

Odontoglossum Insleayi leopardinum.—
There are few more highly-coloured or beautiful

Odontoglots than this, and a well-flowered speci-

men has a very fine appearance. In habit it

closely resembles the typical form, and is much
like 0. grande, but the blossoms are very much
brighter in their markings, especially on the front

of the lip. This latter is bright golden yellow in

ground colour, the spots deep red. The other

segments are paler yellow, with heavy chestnut
markings, and the whole flower has a shining
varnished look about it that brightens it up
considerably. There is, unfortunately, a lot of

varieties sold as leopardinum that are no better

than the typical form, and this ought to be taken
note of in purchasing plants out of bloom. The
species thrives well in medium-sized pots, with a
very rough, open compost and good drainage, the

former consisting principally of peat, with a little

Sphagnum Moss. During the time growth is

active—usually from February or March until

late autumn—abundance of water should be
given, and although during the resting season,

after the flowers are past, the plants need less,

j'et nothing like .severe drying should be prac-

tised. The heat of the Cattleya house is too high
for it, but it likes rather more warmth than the
Peruvian and New (irenadan kinds. The growths
are not so large nor are the flowers so freely

produced as in a temperature a few degrees
higher.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Schofieldiaria.—The flowers of this

species are very welcome in the Cattleya house now
that the labiata section is qu-et. It cannot be de-

scribed as a strons grower, but it is free and Rood,
and will repay the little trouble needed to grow it

well. Grow it as strongly as possible tbrouj^h the
spring and summer, and after tiowcrir^ keep it dor-

mant till the spring. It is a native of Brazil, and iirst

flowered with Mr. Scliotield in LS.S3.

Ccelogyne Gardneriana.—Tlie pendulous ra-

cemes of this species are very pretty. They are eacli

about 18 inches long, the flowers closely set, but not

opening fuUy, grcenisii white, with a yellow stain on
the lip. Owing to the direction taken by the spikes,

it may be grown in baskets or pans suspended in the

intermediate house, a nice open description of compost
best suiting it. Plenty of air and a moi&t atmosphere,
with a fair amount of shade, are necessary.

Dendrobium Jamesianum.—The white blos-

soms of this species, with the bright red tmge on the

lip, are now very pretty, and though referred to bv
botanists as a variety of D. infundilmlum, it is suffi-

ciently distinct as a garden plant. In the manner < f

gri>wth it is different, the stems being usually shoiter

and stouter. D. Jamesianum requires less heat than

D. infundibulum, thriving in quite a cool house, while

the latter does best in an intermediate temperature.

Oncidium Cavendishianum.—This useful

plant is again in bloom, the long spikes surniouiited

by a tine raceme of yellow-spotted flowers that will

last months in good order. It is a capital plant for

the house or conservatory, the spikes giving a ligl t

and graceful effect to groups of other plants, while it

is also useful now for cutting. It grows freely during

the summer in a Cattleya house temperature, the roots

being quite at home in a rough, open compost contain-

ing large himps of charcoal or crocks, j
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Trees and Shrubs.

PLAJ^TING NEAR THE SEA.

Some are afraid of planting near the sea, and
no wonder, considering the bleak look of tilings

and the cutting winds on land near to it ; Imt tliat

arises ratlier from our own fault in cuttin"

countries, and it is interesting to see how well
! our trees, and 50 yards away we might walk

groves of hardy evergreen trees which thrive in , in woods as stately as in any part of the cuun-
a country will break the force of the wind.

I try. Having got our shelter in this way, the
Yet even in places where the few trees that
are planted are cut sharp off by the sea wind
above the walls, as in Anglesea, we may see
how soon good planting will get over difficulties

that seem insurmount:ible. By the use near

The Cork Oak at Goodivood. From a photooraph sent fcy Mr. K. Parker.

growth of the liardy Pines of the northern
world seems as easy by the sea as anywhere

;

indeed, more so, because if there is any
(iiie place where the rather more tender
Pines of the north are grown well it is

near the sea in places around our
coast, where if the soil is good, one
has not to be so careful aljout the

trees we select as we have to be in

inland places.

We have always noticed the ever-

green Oak taking the lead among
the trees ne.ir the sea, and it ought
to be largely used ; but as it is not
very easily transplanted from nur-
sery-bought plants, it is just as well

to raise it on the place and plant it

young. Even seeds might be scat-

tered with some advantage in places

we wish it to grow in, as it grows
freely from seed. But perhaps it is

moi'e suited for shelter in groups on
lawns and in parks than for taking
part in a broad wood, for which ])ur-

puse v^e had perliaps better go to the
greater trees.

In addition to the common e\er-
green trees of Europe, the Scotch,
.Spruce and Silver Fir.s, &c., we
have the noble Oosican Pine, whicli,

from its habitat in Calabria and in

Corsica, can have no objection to

the sea. The Pines of the Pacific

coast, too, are well used to its

influences, and hence we see in our
country good results from planting
them near the sea, as, for example,
Menzies' Spruce at Hunstiinton, the
Monterey Pine at Bicton, the Red-
wood in many jilaces near the sea,

and the Cedar of Lebanon at Good-
wood. One good result of planting
in such places is that we may use so

many evergreen trees, from tlie Holly
to the Cedar, and so get a certain

amount of warmth as well as slielter.

Though our country generally is

not perliaps fitted for the growth
of tlie Cork Oak, it is here and
tliere in southern and sheltered jjarts

on warm soils, as in certain parts
of Devonshire and on the warm side

of the Sussex Downs, seen in good
condition. Of this fact we give an
example in this striking illustration

of the stem of one of the Cork Oaks
at Goodwood, near the house. As
seen during the past autumn these
trees were all that could be desired
in health and beauty. Tliis Oak
naturally inhabits the southern parts
of Europe and the northern parts
of Africa, and it is most interesting
to see that it can attain the size of

a stately tree in our own country.
The girth of the stem at 3 feet from
the ground is 12 feet !) inches, and
without doubt the trees at Goodwood
owe something of their health to their

good neighbour, the sea.

down trees in the past, and also from the great
area of arable land which in the past has been
thought more profitable than wtjodland, so that
in many wind-swept places evidently people
have begrudged a break of trees, which, by the
way, might often be worth while having for
the sake of saving the crops from the prevailing
winds; indued, this has to be done in some

the sea of small-leaved trees like the Tamarisks,
Buckthorn, and small Willows, we Very soon
get a bit of slielter, and by backing these with the
close-growing conifers like our common Juniper
and Slime of the sea-loving Pines like Pinaster,
and in mild districts the Californian Cy-
press and the Monterey Pine, we soon get
shelter and companionship, so to say, for

Tree planting' in the Isle of Man.—An
important movement, at the head of which is

Lord Henniker, has been initiated in Manxland
for extensi\ ely planting the island with trees and
thus making it more attractive to visitors. A
meeting was lately held at Douglas, presided

over by Sir John Goldie-Taubman, Speaker of

the House of Keys, at which reports favourable
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to the project were received from various parts of

the ishmd. A resolution was adopted for the

formation of a tree-planting society, and an in-

fluential committee appointed to draw up a con-

stitution and code of rules for the management
and development of the same.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.

A Disp.iRAGiN'G note is sometimes read as to

Cedrus Deodara. Why, I can hardly understand,
unless it is that on some soils the tree does nob
make the headway or preserve the healthy ajipear-

ance the planter anticipated. It would be inter-

esting to know the nature of soil where it is prac-
tically a failure, because those who have it at its

best are unanimous in appreciating it, and I
think with reason, for it is a graceful shapely tree
without the formality characteristic of many of
the coniferie, and possesses the immense advan-
tage over the Lebanon Cedar that it is seldom
damaged by snow. It is of course impossible to
form an accurate idea as to the dimensions it is

likely to attain in this country, but as the best
specimens are going away so kindly with clean
stems and leaders mounting away as straight as
gun barrels, save for the slight bend at tlie

very top, there seems every reason to suppose
that we may hope to get it as large as in its

Himalayan home. There is no record as to when
it was planted here—probably about fifty years
ago. The best specimens, rather over (io feet
high and girthing nearly 8 feet, are on a sloping
bank that, save for a foot of surface soil, isnothino-
butsand,dryattop, but moist below. Itwould bein-
teresting to know what manner of plants these were.
In a recent note on the progress made by trees I

mentioned that Yews planted 130 years ago were
on the average between 3.5 feet and 40 feet high,
and of girths varying from 5 feet to (i feet. The
comparison between these and the Deodars at half
or less than half the age is an interesting feature
in tree life. Many of the conifera' are noted for
doing remarkably well on a very sandy soil, but
it is perhaps only those who have planted in such
a soil and watched the growth that know how
well they actually do or the progress they make.
Seven years ago I picked up a score of small
Spruces and planted them in a nursery with the
view of securing an occasional Christmas tree
when required. The soil was nearly all sand, and,
saving for working in a goodly supply of half-
decayed leaves round each plant, they had no
other help. Seven years ago they were 30 inches
high ; to-day the tallest are 24 feet and well fur-
nished from base to summit. The kindly growth
for many years and the general healthy appear-
ance are not general in the Spruce family. Abies
Smithiana and A. Menziesi are handsome as
young trees, but get ragged and unsightly, with
a large proportion of dead stuff, as they"mount
upwards. A. nigra is slow, but on the whole
satisfactory if planted where the ground is a bit
moist. A. polita is useless, making not the
slightest headway. The Silvers as a whole are
better than the Spruces, all the varieties tried
doing well. I should say the type is not so long-
lived as on heavier soil, neither are the trunks so
massive. Most of tlie old planted trees now fast
decaying are, however, 1-20 feet high, or very
nearly tliat height. Abies brachyphylla I have
previously noted as doing well and growing at a
great rate. It is better on this soil than either
Picea Nordmanniana, Pinsapo, or cephalonica.
The two last do very well, but they assume a
very dense habit, and are too formal to associate
well with other things. A. nobilis grows quickly,
but A. grandis and A. Veitchi are rather slow. I
find as fairly large trees from 20 feet to 2.3 feet
high or thereabouts that the Silver Firs move
better than any of the Abies family. Some that
were shifted ten years ago are now fine, shapely
trees. Naturally, with such a sandy soil, con-
siderable care is necessary to ensure quick growth
after the removal. Absolutely the worst tree to
move is the Chilian Pine, and, given the greatest
care the annual growth for years is only a few

inches. The Hemlock Spruce (A. canadensis) is

not at home here. Several of them are scattered
about the pleasure grounds, and there is in-

variably the same appearance—a yellow, sickly-
looking foliage. The Japanese Cedar (Crypto-
meria japonica) is one of our fastest growing
trees. One shifted some ten years ago as a
very small plant from a winter balcony bo.x is now
28 feet high, with foliage well preserved to the
base. It is, however, never likely to reach the
height we hear that is attained in japan, unless it

could be planted in a position sheltered on all

sides from rough winds; the leader is crippled as
soon as it gets above the wind line. C. elegans is

not a success ; the foliage has a rusty, unhealthy
appearance. In any planting operations in which
conifera' were included I have done little with
any of the Pinus family. Once outside the
pleasure grounds, we get a stretch of woodn early
a mile square with little else but P. sylvestris,
and with such a preponderance of this type in

close pro.ximity it seemed hardly advisable to in-

crease it. The grounds, too, are already densely
wooded, and Pines would intensifj' the gloom.
In all gardens where a considerable amount of cut
flower and foliage is required and the gla<s is

limited, a plant or two of Taxodium distichum
will be found very useful, as the foliage is excep-
tionally light and graceful. It is not often that
one sees large plants of Cunninghamia sinensis nrC.
lanccolata outside. I found three here each rather
more than 20 feet high. Of these, two were in a
bad state and had to be removed, but the other
in a very sheltered spot has increased a little in
size with each succeeding year, and is a clean,
healthy tree.

'

E. Burbell.
Clanmont.

SHOUT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Stauntonia latifolia in fruit.—Lady Amory,
writing to us fro n Kiiightsbayes Court, Tiverton,
says: "I do not know if it is usual for Stauutouia
to_ fruit. Ours has been on this house for nearly
thirty years and has never done such a thini;, and
now it lias produced one solitary fruit—purple—like
an egg-shaped Plum, Si inches long and 6i mches in
circumference."

AngTsecum sesquipedale.—Two plants of
this exquisite winter Orchid are now beautifully
in flower in the collection at Kew. The large
handsome blossoms, singularly pure and chatte,
are most effective, if not indeed quite unique;
certainly so the long cord-bke spur a foot or more
in length. Several of the widely-spreading blos-
soms were well expanded, and with other buds to
follow will keep u p a supply of flowers for some
days to come. Other species of this genus in

flower are A. jjellucidum, from Sierra Leone, with
a long drooping raceme of nearly transparent
white blossoms and a prettily fringed labellum,
and the somewhat rare A. Chailluanum from West
Africa. Of the latter there are two nice plants in

flower, the drooping raceme bearing about eight
of its pretty white flowers. Both the sepals and
petals of this species are narrow and pointed,
the pendent yellowisli-green spur being about
inches long.

Clay dressing' for light land.—The addition
of clay as a dressing for light or sandy .soils docs
not a[i[)ear to receive the attention it deserves,
at least among gardeners. Farmers, on the other
hand, frequently improve their holdings in this

way, and thus turn a comparatively worthless
piece of land into a most valuable one. Particu-
larly valuable is a good dressing of clay where the
soil is so sandy and hot as to be incapable of grow-
ing any really good crop. Indeed, I have seen
just such a piece, after receiving a dressing of

4 in. or (i in. of heavy clay, so completely trans-
formed that itwould grow almost anything where
previously even x igoi^us weeds could scarcely
live. In these very hot sandy soils, and those of

a brown sand in particular, \\'hile manure does
but little good, a heavy dressing of clay will

jiroduce wonders. These clay dressings are best

carted on to the surface during winter, so that the
frost may perform its part in due season. Such a
dressing as that now referred to may be given with
advantage. Of equal value is such a dressing
to beds and borders as well as to the kitchen garden
in all those instances where the soil is too hot and
sandy, and therefore deficient in body.—E. J.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1151.

ANNUAL PHLOXES.
(with a coloured plate.*)

Where there is a sunny spot in a garden, let

this be a large or a small one, it should be re-

served for a group or for a few plants of Phlox
Drumraondi, without doubt one of our finest

annuals. For long duration of bloom or bril-

liantly-coloui-ed flowers, no other annual can
be compared to this Plilox. It is therefore not
only well adapted for beds or borders, but it is

also x'ery useful as a cut flower on account of

the lovely colours and the delicious fragrance.

In the different seed-growing districts of tlie

Continent the culture of Phlox Drumniondi is

an extensive one, and during the months of

July and August the fields of the difl'erent

varieties in full bloom are worth seeing, looking
like an endless Turkisli cariiet of the most glow-
ing colours. Owing to the careful attention
given to these lovely annuals, there have been
raised wonderful improvements not only in
.size of flowers and trusses, but also in the
briglit and pleasing colours. The annual
Phloxes are divided into seven sections or
classes, viz. :

—

Pni.ox Drummondl—The old tall class, grow-
ing about 1 foot in height and distinguished by
liright and uniform colours. The flower-trusses
are almost as large as those of the next tribe.

The brightest colours are pure white, amabilis
(deep rose), dark scarlet (atro-coccinea), dark
blood-red (atropurpurea). chamois rose. Eclipse
(dark blue). Crown Prince (bright chamois-rose),
and vermilion-scarlet.

P. Bbummondi orandiflora. — This class, of

the same height as the former, produces the
largest flowers and trusses of the whole tribe.

In this section we find a good many varieties with
a largo pure white centre (stellata) or with a
white ej'e and a dark centre (oculata), colours
which are beautiful when cut and looked at, but
they do not show ofl' well in groups. The best
for groups are the following : Pure white, dark
blood-red (atro-|.)urpurea), scarlet (coccinea), Isa-

bellina (a beautiful clear soft yellow) rose (rosea),

and Brilliant, light pink with dark red eye.

P. Drummondi Heyniioldi. — This, about
10 inches high, grows sparingly. It is best fitted

for pot culture, and only succeeds well in the
open ground during a hot summer. The colours
of the flowers are mostly vermilion-scarlet to rose.

P. Urummondi ouspid.ata and fimrriata.—
The so-called starred and fringed Phloxes intro-

duced about six or seven years ago, growing
about 1 foot high. Tfiese curious-looking, lovely

margined flowers show their beauty only in a cut
state, as in a flower bed one may call this class

ugly-

P. Drummondi Graf Gero grows about S inches
high. These upright-growing varieties produce
small flower trusses, and can only be recommended
for pots.

P. Dri'mmondt noRTENSi/EFLOR.4. — This is

one of the most beautiful forms. It is of dwarf
growth, about 5 inches to inches high, and
forms big round bushes with large flower-trusses

;

the indixidual flowers almost as large as those of

the grandiflora section. There is no better class for

* Drawn for TuE Garden in Messrs. llange and
Wchmidt's nursery at Erfurt by Kose I'iiickert.

Lithographed and printed by J. L. Goffart.
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the flower garden than this. The brightest colours

are alba, atro-purpurea, Brilliant, cinnabarina,

coccinea. Triumph, of the brightest vermilion-scar-

let, and violacea.

P. Drcmmoxdi xaxa co.mpacta.—A dwarf com-

pact class, growing from i inches to 5 inches high.

It does not produce such large flower-trusses as

the P. D. hortensi:i;flora, but it is of a more uni-

form growth, which is sometimes not the case with

hortensia-flora. The best varieties for the flower

farden are atro-purpurea, carminea, coccinea

oribunda (Fireball), caTulea stellata (a clear

light blue, rare colour amongst Phloxes), Defiance
(vermilion-scarlet), nivea (Snowball), and cinna-

barina (jmnioea). C. Schmidt.
Erfurt.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PEACH CULTURE IN THE OPEN AIR.

If Peaclies in the open air received the same
care and attention as those under glass they

•would prove as great a success. This coincides

with my own experience, which extends over

many years. Of all the tine crops of Peaches
I have seen the finest have been iu the open
air, Ijoth as regards size and colour of fruit and
also flavour. I am sure they were produced at

one half the cost of the indoor fruit. The fact

is, if gardeners, and especiallj' employers, once

secured a good sample of open-air Peaches, the

glasshouse fruit would lose favour, and addi-

tional efforts would be made to produce further

and annual open-air supplies, a matter which
would be much less difficult to accompli.sh than
is generally believed. I fully believe success

can be achieved in all pirts of the country, irre-

spective of soil or climate, if proper attention is

given to their re(piirements in due season. In
my opinion Peaches are as easily and surely

grown in the open air as Plums and Pears. In
practice I have found the Peaches more certain

tlian eit her, as for ten years at a stretch I was
never without a full crop of Peaches, but both
Plums and Pears failed four or five times in

that period. I will give you details of my
practice.

A Selection of Varieties.

By making a selection of varieties to fruit in

succession, ripe Peaches may be gathered from
the middle of .luly till the end of fOctober. I

do not approve of merely growing late Peaches
in the open air ; they are as great a success in

July and August as in September or October.
And in each of tliese months they possess ad-

vantages over tile indoor fruit in Ijeing of a
better colour, more juicy, and, above all, better

flavoured. An indoor Peach may be ripened to

tlie point of decay, but at no stage of the pro-
cess can it equal an open-air fruit when it is

just on tlie point of falling from the tree from
maturity, and 1 am not surprised that those
who have them sent to table in this ccjndition

should prefer the open-air fruit. The Early
Alexander is the first to ripen. It is an
American variety of medium size, bright in

colour, of good flavour, and free bearing. Fol-
lowing this comes Hale's Early, a little larger,

quite as prolific, and a line open-air Peach.
Then comes Early Silver, a Peach not often
found in catalogues, Ijut a most prolific bearer,
fruit above medium size, of a somewhat j^ale

colour, and highly flavoured. This is a fine

August Peach, succeeded by Royal George, a

well-known good sort ; Bellegarde, also well
known and a most sure bearer ; Barrington,
Noblesse, W'alburton Admirable, and Sea
Eagle. The last is a tine show fruit, but a
little too deficient in flavour to be grown ex-

tensively. Any one, or all, of these varieties

may be grown to perfection in the open air.

Where there is only space for one of each, I

would not duplicate them. I would plant them
all to cure the succession I have suggested.

If a greater quantity of fruit was desired in one
month more than another, I would introduce
more of the variety that would come in at that

particular time. For an ordinary family supply,

the longer the succession is the better. There
is one very early variety I have not included.

It is Waterloo. It does not fruit well in the
open, and wlien it does, the fruit is too small to

possess the full properties of a good Peach.
The varieties I have named are not all I have
tried in the open. That includes nearly every
known kind, but what I have recommended are

sorts that have proved themselves year after

year to be perfectly adapted for open-air culture.

Dealn"Av:e, Soil axd Planting.

Etficient drainage is an absolute necessity to

successful culture. Do not make the mistake
at the beginning of trusting to natural drainage.

A mistake of this kind may have to be repaired

at a time when it will upset the trees and retard

a full return for several years. In preparing a

site for each ti'ee, dig the wliole of the soil out
for a radius of (J feet from the wall and to a

depth of 4 feet at least. In the bottom of each
hole put some large stones. These should be
ai-ranged with the hands. Fill them up to a

depth of i feet, and over their surface place

some smaller stones. Some new turves should
then be placed with the grass side downwards
over the dr.ainage ; then proceed to put in the

soil in which the trees are to grow to a depth of

1 foot. It is very rarely that any garden soil

is sufficiently good to grow Peaches. If a Peach
border was made under glass, the whole of it

would be formed of new soil. This would be
thought to be necessary, and why should the
open-air trees not have the same provision made
for them ? (Jrdinary turf, especially that from
limestone land, is the soil the}' delight in. This
may be either new or partially decayed. I do
not object to the former. It .should be chopjjed

up into pieces about 4 inches square. In break-

ing it up there will be a good deal of small soil

amongst it. This is acceptable, and when all

has been chopped, two wheelbarrowloads of old

lime rubbish should be added to each cartload

of soil and two bushels of crushed bones,

mixing all together twice over. Do not give

any manure, as the mixture is a lasting

one, and will retain the trees in the highest

condition for a quarter of a century at least.

The addition of cow or horse manure might
induce a more rank growth at first, but it would
produce disease subsequently. This mixture to

a depth of 1 foot or 15 inches should be put
over the turves that have been placed over the

drainage. This should be done when the soil

is so dry that it will not cling to the feet, and
as it is put in tread it down firmly. When
sufficient has been put in to reach the height

named, the tree should be jilanted. The roots

of the trees should be fibrous and formed close

to the bottom of the stem. They will not ex-

tend very far, but they should be spre.id out

over the surface of the new soil thinly with the

hands. Woi-k some more of the soil through
amongst the roots, and place a quantity care-

fully over the toj) of them. Tread this firmly

down, and then fill up all over with more new
soil. When conqjleted, the roots wUl not be
more than 1 foot under the surface, but this is

ample, as deep planting is a great mistake,

which all should avoid. I have known Peach
trees become unhealthy by having too much
soil over the roots. The removal of some of it

impro%'ed them, but it is much the best way to

cover them thinly at first. If tliis is done the

sun has an influence over the roots, which never
fails to show itself on the top growth, but if too
deeply buried, or if planted in a very deep,
undrained, and cold border, canker and an un-
serviceable growtli soon destroy the trees.

Every particle of new sod put near them should
be made as firm as possible. This directly

promotes a close, fibrous X'oot action and a
healthy, fertile class of wood.

Aspect and Class of Trees.

Probably remarks on these ought to have
preceded what I have just said, liut they must
not be omitted. The position best fitted for

Peach trees is against a wall. They will not
succeed as bushes or standards, but give them a
wall, no matter whether it be stone or brick,

belonging to a dwelling, outbuilding, or garden,

a site is atibrded to grow Peaches. I hope no
one will run away with the idea that Peaches
can only be grown against a great garden wall,

as this is altogether a wrong impression, as

they will succeed on any \i-all provided it has
the proper aspect. This must be either south,

south-east, or east. Peaches will grow and fruit

as well on an east wall as a south one. The
earliest varieties should be planted on the south
aspect and the later ones facing the east.

This will suit all admirably. As to the class of

tree, I only approve of the dwarf-trained. The
standards or half-standards, or any of them with
long stems, are always apt to canker in the stem

;

some of the stems refuse to swell in proportion
to the top development. This is inharmonious
and ends in a cankered tree. Healthy, well-

trained dwarfs are the only class of tree I would
plant or advise others to plant. The tall riders

might be put in to utilise the upper part of the

wall until the dwarfs arnvf up, when the tall

ones would be removed, but this upsets the

border. Very little fruit is secured from the tall

ones, and if well attended to the dwarfs soon
fill the wall. If the dwarf trees, which are un-
doubtedly the best to plant in all cases, are put
in at a distance of 15 feet from each other,

plenty of space will be attbrded to train them
into fine trees, or a new border might be made
all along the wall and the trees planted at half

tliat distance apart at first, and as they de-

veloped and filled up and met, every other

one could be taken out and planted elsewhere.

Training the Young Trees.

The Peach is one of the freest growing of all

fruit trees. If allowed its own way it will often

make shoots 2 feet and 3 feet in length in one
summer and become a luxuriant bush. Many
allow it to do so, and obviate all chances of its

becoming fertile, but the mere fact of its grow-
ing so well ought to indicate what it is capable
of if trained and cared for, and this is what it

needs, and without which it will be sterile and
unprofitable. The trees ought to be planted
before there is any indication of growth about
them, and by the end of March or early in

April, according to the condition of the weather,
the buds will push into growth. On wet days
they will be moistened naturally, but in dry
weather the trees should be moistened over
with the syringe every morning. It is better

to do them thus early in the morning than in

the evening, as at that time of the year they
may be chilled at night, and one of the objects

of syringing is to induce free growth. Another
object is to prevent insects, especially green
fly, from injuring tlie shoots or foliage, as once
the foliage is checked by insects, the trees wUl
never make a free growth, during that season at

least, andtliey must be kept clean. Many more
shoots than are re(|uired will appear, and all the

superfluous ones should be removed when about
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2 inches long. All those which come out iit

the back of the wood with their ends against

the wall or going to the wall should be taken oft',

and those left to form the tree may stand about
C inches ajjart. As tliese grow they should be
trained so as to form an evenly spreading tree.

Once they are thinned to the necessary num-
ber and nailed in posititm, they should be trained
as far as tliey will grow upwards. Avoid
crowding them and on no account let one shoot
cross the other, and keep them free from insects

by syringing. Should the weather be dry, water
the trees at the root weekly, but with clean
water only, but discontinue this in August
and September, when the wood will mature
thoroughly. No protection will be needed in

winter. The following spring the shoots

Iftt on the previous one will be found
to be full of buds like those which were
removed when disbudded at first, and as

tlicy get into leaf this process must be
repeated with all the shoots, leaving the young
shoots tliinly as before, and continue to train

them regularly all over the wall so as to make
an evenly - distributed,

well-balanced tree. Some
fruit may form the second
year, and if the trees are

healthy and strong, it will

not injure them to let a

few of these swell and
mature. Each spring the

process of disliuddingm ust

be carefully attended to.

The trees will bear much
finer fruit the third sea-

son, but the disbudding
in spring must not once be
omitted. The disposition

will be to alhiw more buds
to remain and more shoots

to grow than can bo laid

in without shading each

other, and this is a mis-

take which extra care

ought to be taken to guard
against, as allowing no
more shoots to grow than
can be (juitc conveniently
spread over the wall is one
of the secrets of success.

As the shoots grow in sum-
mer they should lie nailed

or tied against the wall.

This should be started in

Mayor June, andasgrowth
proceeds tie them in again.

This will prevent any pait

of the tree from being
shaded ; all being exposed
to the sun, the wood will

be thoroughly matured.

Pruning, Nailixg ami Disbudding.

How ever carefully disbudding may be done
in the spring, the trees will re(iuiretu be pruned
each winter. In doing this, any dead shoots
.should be cut out. In their ascent some of the
brandies will become destitute of buds on the
lower part. These are useless for fruiting, and in

pruning, all such should be cut out and some of

the young ones left to take their place. The
Peach always bears on the pre\'ious year's wood,
and a careful pruner will allow the best of all

such shoots to remam. As a rule, too much
wood is allowed to remain in the trees. The
shoots of medium strength always bear better
fruit and more certainly than very .strong wood.
This is why a very strong growth is ubjection-

able and wliy I recommend avoiding much feed-

ing at the roots. In pruning, if I had two

classes of shoots to deal witli, some very strong
and others only moderately so, or seemingly
weakly, I would remove all the former, and
when disbudding time came I would take care
that the Ijuds which were emitted by the strong
shoots were removed, as these would grow just

as strongly and be as useless as their prede-
cessors. Any sucker growths from the roots

should always be removed and cut auay from
their source to avoid a recurrence of them. In
nailing use narrow jjieces of cloth. Broad
bands are apt to shelter insects. Never train

a shoot nearer the ground than 1 foot. Nail
in the strong leading branches first, and train

the others in between. Some do not nail their

trees till in bloom, as by leaving the shoots
loose it is said it makes them later in flowering

and prevents injury by frost. I believe in nail-

ing them before they begin to grow and protect
from frost. On old full-grown trees the dis-

budding gives a good deal of work. In some
cases the buds appear in clusters, and it is here
that green fly, which is the greatest enemy the
early growths on the Peach have to contend

Protecting the Blossom.
Tliis is the most important aid to securing a

crop I know. As the first of the blossoms begin
to show colour, long pieces of stick or rails are
placed up against the wall in front of the trees
and two thicknesses of old herring nets are hung
up in front of the rails. They are made quite
tight so as not to flaji about or rub on the blos-
som. This easily-applied protection has saved
many crops from the most cutting winds, driv-
ing snow and 10° or 12° of frost. In a mild
spring the trees have sometimes been well in
flower by the end of March, when a sudden
change in the weather would cause many to
think their Peacli crop would be hopeless ; but
so long as the nets were up I did not trouble
about the weather, and I was never disap-
pointed. The first disbudding should take
place under the nets. The nets should not be
removed until the fruits are as large as full-sized

Peas, or if it is a cold spring, larger. In this

again I think the advantage of the net jjrotec-

tion is very great, as the fruit is very tender
when first formed, and a slight frost or a cutting

-4 Feach tree at Margani Park, Glamorganshire.

with, is found,

are not ready
The young shoots, as a rule,

to remove till the fruits have
formed. It is when tliey are about 1 inch in

length that they should be removed. They
should be gone over twice at intervals of a

week. Rub them oft' where they are too close

first, and they can be left then about 3 inches

apart, and when gone over the second time,

this distance may be doubled more or less as is

seen necessary. During this time syringe tlie

trees on every fine day, and keep them free

from fly or other insects. This is very impor-
tant for their future success. As the shoots

grow they will have to be nailed to the wall, or

some of them may have to be tied on the top

of the old branches. If it is found then that

there are too many to find a place for without
crowding them very much, the weaker ones, or

some that are extra strong, may be removed.

winil will often scorch one side of it if exposed,

and then its progress ceases. Tlie nets should

not be taken oft' till May, when both the leaves

and fruit will be well able to Ijear exposure and
continue to make healthy growth.

Thinning the Fruit.

Any fruits that form behind the shoots or

face towards the wall will never be of any use.

All such should be removed when the trees are

disbudded, and where they have formed in

clusters, the smaller ones nuiy be taken ofl'at that

time. When about the size of a threepenny
piece they should again be gone o\er, remo\-ing

all until those remaining stand about 4 inelies

apart. This may be in May, and a fortnight

later the fruit will have gained in size, Imt some
may be swelling in advance of the others. It

is these that will ultimately make the finest
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Peaclies, and in thinning them for the hist

time, allow all the largest fruits to remain. At
this time the Peaches should stand about
10 inches a2jart. When from 8 inches to 1 foot

apart they are a very full crop. As they begin
to develop in June rapidlj', the trees must be
syringed daily in dry, warm weather, and in

the best summer weather they should be
syringed night and morning. This syringing
not only keeps the foliage healthy and clean,
but it causes the fruit to swell in a remarkable
manner, and this I consider the secret of secur-
ing all Peaches in tlie finest possible condition.
The .syringing should be continued up till the
time the fruit begins to .soften, and if the
weather is very warm and dry, they should be
syringed with pure water until the fruit is

almost ready for gathering. As to watering at
the root, the trees must also have abundance of

this in hot weather, but liquid manure may
only be given them in the early part of the
development of the fruit. It is a good plan to

spread a layer of cow or liorse droppings over the
surface of the roots and water over this. Peaclies
are great lovers of water, provided the atmo-
sphere is dry and the border well dr.iined, and

I

the finest possible crops will never be produced
unless they are liberally provided with it during
the development of the wood, leaves, and fruit.

In a growing autunni many young shofits will
be produced on the Peach trees. The liberal
treatment tliey receive will induce this, but all

such will be removed and the main shoots fully
exposed to the sun and air, as a thorough and
complete ripening of the wood will help to en-
sure next year's crop and keep the trees in
condition.

Results of Culture.

Herewitli is an illustration from a photo-
graph taken in September of a tree treated in
all ways as I have indicated. The variety is

Harrington. The tree is ten years old. It has
not missed a crop for eight years and it is in
perfect health. The majority of the fruit seen
on the tree weighed each 7 ozs. and 8 ozs., or
on an average two to the pound. Other photo-
graphs sent to the editor, which have not been
made use of, showed the crops on an Early .Silver

tree for three years in succession, i.r., 18'.(5,

189t;, and 1897, and all were full and fine.

The regularity of the fruit, as shown in the
illustration, indicates that tliere must ha\e
been plenty to select from, and I do not think
it is any exaggeration to say that every year
tens of thousands of little Peaches are thinned
off neighbouring trees. This will show how
free Peach trees are in the open air when their
requirements receive due attention, and I hope
it may induce others to cultivate more generally
and extensively the most luscious and delight-
ful of all hardy fruits. M.

WHITEWASH TO RETARD BLOOMING.
Some experiments at the Missouri Station show
that whitening twigs retards blooming and enables
fruit trees to remain dormant until safer tempe-
ratures can be counted upon. The conclusions of
Mr. J. C. Whitten, as given in the Parln'r Bum/
Prci, may be of interest to our own growers in
the more frosty situations. The conclusions are
as follows :

—

1. In this latitude, winter killing of the fniit buils
of the Peach is usually due to the unfavourable effects
of freezing after they have been stimulated into
growth by warm weather during winter or early
spring.

2. This early swelling and growth of the buds,
due to the warmth tbey receive, are practicilly in-
dependent of root action, and may take place en
warm, sunny days iu winter, while the roots are frozen
and dormant.

3. Peach fruit buds may safely endure a tempera-
ture of 10" or 20*^' below zero, provided they are
well ripened in autumn, are entirely dormant, and the
cold comes on gradually.

4. Zero weather may kill fruit buds that hive
swollen during flie previous warm days, or that were
not properly ripened in autumn.

5. .Shading or whitening Peach trees to present
their absorbing heat on sunny days checks the growth
of the buds, and is consei-iuently a protective measure.

C. Shading the trees with board sheds enabled
Pe3ch bud? to survive the winter uninjured, when SO
per cent, of unprotected buds were killed. Trees
protected in this way blossomed later, remained iu
bloom longer, set more fruit in proportion to the
number of apparently perfect llowers, and held their
fruit better than any other trees on the station
grounds. This is the most effective means of winter
pro'cctioa tried at the station, but it is probably too
expensive for commercial orchards.

_". Whitening the twigs and buds by spraying them
widi whitewash is, on account of its cheapness and
beneficial effects, the most promising method of winter
protection tried at this station.

8 Whitened buds remained practically dormant
until April, when unprotected buds swelled percepti-
bly during w.arm days late in February and early in
March. Whitened buds opened three to s-x days
later than unprotected luJs. Eighty per cent, of
whitened buds passed the winter .sfely, when only
20 per cent, of unwhitened buds passed the winter
unharmed.

1*. Thermometers covered with purple mxterlal
registered during bright, sunny weather from 10'^ to
o\'er 20*^ higher than thermometers covered with
wliite material or similar texture, thus indicating
that whitened Peach twigs might be expected to
absorb much less heat tlian thcs,> that were not
whitened.

L.\RGE - FRUITED PERPETUAL FRUIT-
ING STRAWBERRIES.

In the year 1893 the Strawberry known as the
.Saint Joseph was raised from seed at Clanoves,
in the department of Saone-et-Loire, by M.
rAbb6 Thivolet, cure of that district. From
the year 1880 the Abb6, who was an enthiisiastic

amateur gardener, had conceiveil the desire of

raising a perpetual-fruiting large-fruited Straw-
berry which would bear the same relation to

the common varieties as the al|)ine Strawberry
bears to the Strawberry of the woods, and,
although one of his friends tried to dissuade
him from endeavouring to effect his purpose by
crossing one of tlie large-fruited kinds with the
alpine Strawberry, he employed this method,
as he informs us in an article which appeared in

the Moiiiti'iir des Camjiagnen, an agricultural

and horticultur.al paper published at .Saint

Quentin. From the seed thus obtained an im-
perfectly perpetual-fruiting and, what was worse,
rather unproductive Strawberry was raised and
named Roi Henri. I d(.> not call in (Question the
fact of this cro.ssing as described by the Abbe,
but what I do doubt entirely, and what every
.Strawberry grower will doubt as well, is whether
the crossing had the slightest share in the re-

sult, since neither the Roi Henri nor the Saint
Joseph .Strawberries exhibit any characteristic

features in which we can trace the least I'ela-

tionship with the alpine .Strawberry. Blore-

over, it is not at all necessary to bring in this

species to account for the tendency which a

large-fruited .Strawberry has to become per-

petual-fruiting. This tendency does exist and
manifests it.self in almost all kinds ol .Straw-

berries from time to time. Nothing is more
usual than to see in gardens, or even in the

fields. Strawberries of the common variety

Princesse Royale, Vicomtesse H6ricart de
Thury frequently, and Belle Lyonnaise oftener

than any (jther kind flowering a second time in

autumn. What in these varieties is really an
exception, but a freciuent, normal, and almost
antiquated exceptirjn, in habit may easily be-

come the rule in another variety.

What does this second flowering of Straw-

berries proceed from ? It is this. Instead of

merely producing in spring one or two flowering

stems from axillary buds, the plants which
flower a second time produce flowering stems

from some of the successional buds, which in

the natural course of things would develop into

runners. In the case of Strawberries which
accidentally flower again in autumn, the flower-

stem which appears in .September or October

evidently takes the place of one of the last

runners whicli the jilant would produce. Let
this take place more freijuently, say during the

whole summer, and yi.>u will have a Strawberry
that m.ay be termed not merely second-flower-

ing, but perpetual-flowering. Now, large-

fruited Strawberries which flowered not only a

second time, but also perpetually were not un-

known previously to 1880, as the most authentic

documents record at least one variety of consider-

ably older date. I refer to the variety named
ITnepuisable, raised at the establishment

Mabille, Limoges, and put into commerce not
later than the year 1871, in the October of

which year it was described by its raiser in the

/levue lloriicole (p. oOli) as being very vigorous-

growing, very productive and abundantly con-

j-inuous-flowering. Tliis new variety did not

fulfil all the hopes which it had inspired. In
.January, 187-1, M. Edouard Andre wrote to say

that with him in Touraine the variety was
inepuisahle (inexhaustible) only in producing
leaves, although he acknowledged that at

Limoges, in the ground of the raiser himself,

whose good faith and skill were there established

Ijeyond doubt, he .saw the variety fully in fruit

in Noveudjer, 1874. From this it would appear
that its native climate is essential t(j grow this

variety well, for in the vicinity of Paris I have
cultivated it for a long time without ever
obtaining from it, even at its flowering in

spring, any fruits that were in the least degree
presentable. Its defect, so far as I can conjec-

ture, is in not having the sexual organs properly

developed, the stamens or pistils having some
weak point in their organisation, for the flower-

ing was abundant and continuous, proving what
I stated abo\'e, viz , that at that time some of

the large-fruited Strawberries had the property
of constantly ju'oducing flowering stems, the
flowers so abundantly borne on which were
liardly ever succeeded by well-developed fruit.

Any fruit that was produced was almost always
small, of difl'erent .shapes, and irregular in form,

as is usual when fecundation has not been
properly effected. What I have just said about
the Inepuisable Strawberry, the first forerininer

of the perpetual-fruiting .Strawberries, is aij])lic-

able in a high degree to the variety Roi Henri,

which is restricted to the domain of merely
curious plants and prevented fmm being taken
in hand by amateur .and professional cultivators

by the imperfect manner in which it sets its

fruit. Its numerous and, at first sight, well-

formed flowers are succeeded only by small,

Ijadly formed and very often entirely abortive

fruit.

The Abbj Thivolet acknowledged veiy can-

didly that the manner in which this first gain
of his turned out caused him .some vexation.

Ne\ertheless, he was not discouraged, and from
fresh crossings between it and some varieties

w hich set their fruit well he obtained some new
varieties which were less continuous-flowering
tlian the Roi Henri, but set better and bore
fruit of good form and sufficient size. Of these
he mentions two in particular, viz., Robert le

Fort and Leon XIII. " But," says he, " these

were not what I had dreamt of. These two
varieties, however, attracted my .attention, and
upon them I proceeded to concentrate my
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labours. Robert le Fort was remarkable for

the abundance of its flowers. Leon XIII.,
whicli was less floriferous, but perfectly con-
tinuous-flowering, was distinguished by its lirst-

rate fruiting qualities. I spent ten years in

making experiments in crossing one with the
otlier, seeking to realise the ideal of an English
Strawberry tliat would be as perpetual -fruiting

as the alpine Strawberry. In 1892 I made a
sowing of Strawberry seed, prepared with every
care and precaution possible, and watched over
it with the tender solicitude of a father for his

children. Amongst the numerous seedlings
which were produced one attracted my atten-
tion early by the beauty of its fruit. After
this its flowers were produced in constant suc-

cession, and the fruiting from these was fault-

less, the last flower setting quite as well as the
first. The perpetual-fruiting English Straw-
berry was at last discovered !"

But how, it may be asked, can it be explained
why a plant of such merit, raised in the year
1893 and awarded a tirst-class prize l)y the
Horticultural Society of France on Septem-
ber 27, 1894, did not make its way more
speedily. To this it may )je replied that the
comparative disappointments which were ex-
perienced in the case of its predecessors had
made the horticultural wcu'ld somewhat scepti-

cal on the subject of a perpetual-fruiting large-
fruited Strawberry. It may be added tliat tlie

name of the raiser liad no great notoriety
amongst horticulturists, and that the means
at his disposal for making his new variety
better known were not very extensive. I must
confess that, as concerns myself, although I

had been taking a lively interest for many years
in the question of a perpetual-fruiting large-

fruited Strawberry, I had in some way missed
seeingtheannouncementof exhibition of tlie Saint
Joseph atthe meetingof thoHorticulturalSociety
and the liigli prize which had been awarded to it

there. It was not until the year 1895 that I

obtained some plants of it, and from the first

I could assure myself that these were superior
to any of the perpetual-fruiting Strawberries
which liad been put into commerce up tf) that
time. The conclusions to which my observation
of them during the hrst year led me were con-
Hrraed in the most striking manner by the sum-
mer and :,utumn of 189(i, and especially by their
behaviour in the same seasons of 1897. During
the whole summer the production of flowering
stems continued without the slightest interrup-
tion, not merely on a few plants, but on a whole
plantation many hundreds of square yards in
extent and in an open held. Some of the plants
which were two years old Ijore at the same time
seven or eiglit flowering stems in varicjus stages of
growth, and I can declare, without any exagge-
ration, tliat thirty of these plants, well selected,
would furnish throughout the whole season a
very satisfactory dish of well-ripened and well-
flavoured fruit every morning. The succession
of fruit, produced especially by the emission of
fresh flowering stems which spring from the
axils of new leaves on every principal axis of
growth, is frequently still further augmented
by the premature flowering of the runners of
the year which, when scarcely rooted, and some-
times even before taking root, flower in time to
have tlieir fruit ripe before summer is over. The
great superiority of the variety Saint Joseph is

chiefly due, as its raiser very truly says, to the
fact that the fecundation of its flowers takes
place with great I'egularity, and tliat uji to the
very last all the fl(]wers prcjduce fruit, wliicli is

naturally more or less large according to the
position of the flower on the stem.

Of course, as in Nature nothing is produced
from nothing, it is obvious that, to ensure a

well-sustained and abundant amount of produc-
tion, it is necessary to feed and water a planta-

tion of the Saint .Joseph Strawberry all the

time during wliicli anyone wisheo to gather
fruit from it. Lilce all organised beings, it

yields in pi'oportion to what it receives. The
fruit is well coloured and of medium size when
not thinned out ; tlie flesh is red, very sugary,

melting and perfumed. In quality it much
resembles the variety Vicomtesse Hericart de
Tliury (abbreviated to " Ricai-t " in the Halle
Market at Paris, where it holds the first place

in the estimation of gastronomical connoisseurs).

The hoi'ticultural world is now, thanks to

M. I'Ablje Thivolet, really provided with a

genuine perpetual-fruiting large-fruited Straw-
l)erry, which cannot be too highly recommended
to both amateur and professional horticul-

turists. It will probably soon have rivals, but
that will not deprive it of the merit of having
been the first of its series.

—

Henby L. pe Vil-
MOBIN, in lievue Horticole.

The Week's Work.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines, first early, in roTS.—For first early
Grapes pot culture is preferable in every respect,
for it enables one to avoid .starting permanent
Vines unduly early and to t.ike anotlier crop
of Melons, Tomatoes, or anything, in fact, which
can be worked with facility from the end of April
until the end of October. Pot Vines started from
November 1st to the 10th will, even if brought on
steadih', have fairly broken by this time and the
canes be fit very soon to be tied into position. If

any have not broken so evenly as one could
desire, these can still be kept bent down to facili-

tate as even a break as possible. It is not, how-
ever, advisable to sacrifice any good and promis-
ing shoot just for appearance sake, it being
more important to secure the best bunches from
the strongest breaks on pot Vines. Disbud to

one shoot at every break without any delaj', and
thin those also near the base. A slight reduction
in the use of the syringe after a fair start has
been made should be the rule, otherwise there
will be a tendencj' towards a soft and too sappy
a growth, which will not resist so well any severe
strain later on from inclement weather. Damp-
ing down tln-ee or four times a day and keeping
the evaporating troughs well filled will answer
the purpose to a great extent ; the exceptions
should only be when closing after an hour or two
of sunshine, or once a day when firing hard
against a freezing or easterly wind. Plunging
material will give encouragement to a more rapid
I'oot action, and is desirable not alone from this

point, but likewise by reason of the constant and
steady degree of liumidity thereby occasioned.
Of course, it is not absolutelj- essential, for good
Grapes can be grown witliout any bottom heat,

but a longer time is needed for these wherein to

finish their crop. Again, on the other hand,
pot Vines can be stood o\ er hot-water pipes by
merely placing bricks on the latter. Good Grapes
are grown in this way, but the attention must be
more constant. Pot Vines now fairly broken into

their first leaves may have as a night temperature
CO' as an average, less, howe\er, by 2° or 3° if the
weather be frosty. A rise of '>" up to 15" maj'
safely be permitted according to tlie pre\ailing
state of things outside.

Permanent Vines.— Early houses.—In some
cases these also will be on the move, more par-

ticularlj' where forcing has been [iractised at an
early (jeriod for some years. These always when
in health break away more freely than early pot
Vines, hence they should not be excited quite so

mu( h at the first stages. Endeavour, however,
to secure as even a break as possible, either Iny

bending them down or by merely leaving the
upper portions inclining downwards. As in the
case of pot Vines, and for the same reason, dis-

continue the use of the syringe to some extent
when growth has commenced. Look to it also

that all inside borders are thoroughly well watered.
A merely superficial watering is not sufficient ; it

is deceptive to the eye and ruinous to the Vines
themselves. Weak lir[Uid manure will greatly

assist the root action, the ammonia arising there-

from being also beneficial. Any well-proven arti-

ficial manure which has a good percentage of

phosphates will also be an assistance, more espe-

cially where there has been a previous tendency
towards the production of stoneless berries. Such
manures, if apiJied at an early stage, will afford

that food to the 'S'ines which will enable them to

pass through the stoning process in a more satis-

factory manner. Where the borders are outside,

sufficient litter, or leaves and litter, should be
placed upon them to prevent any cooling of the

soil during cold weather. To cover borders suffi-

ciently to produce Ijottom heat by means of

fermenting material does not pay for the time
expended upon it. The better plan is to cover

the borders early in the autumn before the heat
has escaped.

Later houses.—From the time of the appear-

ance of this calendar onwards for another week
will be suitable, and very convenient, too, to

many, for starting their Vines so as to ensure ripe

Grapes by midsummer. Such Vines should have
every prospect of good crops in them with the

lengthening of days ere they are far advanced.

If these are not already dressed, if insects liave in

the past been troublesome, then no time should

be lost. A good wash is found in Gishurst direct

from the cake, applied with a paint-brush, it

being preceded with water from 100° to 120° in

order to facilitate its penetrating power. Where
mealy bug is rife, the Chelsea lilight composi-

tion can be effectively used instead of Gishurst,

but with an equal part of water added to it.

Mid-season {i.e., those grown naturally) and late

Vines should now all be pruned without [delay,

except, in the case of the latter, where from some
particular reason the latest Grapes cannot all be
conveniently stored after cutting. No time should,

howe\er, in any case be lost in finisliing up all

pruning operations, so as to afford as long a period

of rest to the latest houses as jjossible. If not in

any other case, the latest houses should be care-

fully dressed after pruning with styptic to guard
against bleeding. All houses, as a matter of

necessity, should be thoroughly well washed down.
For this purpose paralHn oil insecticide is a good
penetrating agent to precede the use of brushes.

Tar brushes on long handles are very suitable and
expeditious for both glass and wood. Guard,
however, against a too free use of this insecticide

so as to cause injury to the roots of inside borders.

When pruning take note if any extension is in any
special case desirable as an insurance against the

failure of a neighbouring spur and hence a blank.

Late (iuAUEs.—Those still left on the Vines

will need frequent attention for the remoxal of

decaying berries. The night temperature should

rule with that outside to a great extent : when
cold outside, then 40" to 4."i^ is sufficient, but

when milder then a shght ad\ance is safer, so as

to a\oid touching the dew jioint when moisture

will be precipitated in a slight degree upon the

berries. All spurs with no bunches upon them
should be pruned at once. Grapes now taken to

the fruit room should be placed in clean bottles

with a few pieces of charcoal and rain water in

I
ireference to any other. Keep the temperature

here as steady as possible, 4.3" to .50" being suffi-

cient.

Strawberries, first early, in pots.—Those
started three weeks or so back will soon be on the

move, when a little more warmth may be given ;

but on no account should too much excitement be
|iermitted, otherwise there will be a tendency to

go blind. Keep these as near the glass as possible

and watch closely against the first appearance of

green fly. Guard against the two extremes of

dryness and excess of moisture at the roots. Now
is a good time to introduce a much larger batch

of plants with far more hopes of success in store.

Clean pots and free drainage should obtain, whilst
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all decaying leaves should be removed. The best

place for these now is a Peach house or vinery

just being started, the temperature of the former

being the more congenial, and at that the Straw-

berry house proper should stand as a rule.

HORTUS.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Fkkiji'ent and rather heavy rains during the past

week will have interfered somewhat with general

outdoor work, especially digging and trenching,

and on heavy retentive land some time must now
elapse, e\en should the weather prove dry, before

such work can be again attempted. However
anxious one may be to get as much ground work
finished as possible within the ne.xt fortnight,

heavy soil should not be turned over for the sake
of doing so while in the present wet state, as more
labour will be incurred later on, when there is

less time at disposal to break it down and get it

into a suitable friable condition to receive plants

and seeds, especially the latter. It is not from
the actual turning over of the soil that harm
follows, but from the treading and wheeling
necessary in carrying out the work ; therefore it

had far better be left alone until there is sufficient

frost to form a slight crust, and then the rougher
it is left as each spit is turned over the better, as

it allows a greater surface for the weather to act
upon.
Retardini: Broccoli.—The ibsence of frost to

any extent has allowed these to turn in quickly,
and there is every reason to believe the supply
will be greater than the demand. It only
requires a week's really hard weather, however,
to change all this, and what may be p'entiful

now will in a short time become both scarce and
dear. It is well then to be on the alert, and lay-

in a good store of plants which are ready for use
in a way that protection can be afforded if need
be, and so tide over the evil as far as possible

should it arise. There are various means adopted
to preser\e this useful crop from severe frost

after the heads have attained a serviceable size.

One plan is to lift all tliat are ready, with a fair

amount of soil clinging to the roots, and lean thera
against a wall or some such shelter in a way that
rain or snow cannot beat into the centres. Long
litter or Bracken should be used to cover the
stems, and if occasion requires it the whole of the
plants as well. In this position they will remain
in a fresh condition for w'eeks. Where there
are only a few plants ready for lifting these could
be placed in a spare frame or heeled over where
they stand and covered with litter. Precautionary
measures must also be taken with other crops
which are likely to suffer from nipping frosts
which often follow rain. Of course, much depends
on the position of the garden as to the injury
caused as well as the severity of actual frost.

Some bushy sprays of Fir and Yew stuck into the
soil between Parsley roots will sometimes turn
several degrees of frost, and are a simple means of

affording protection when nothing better is avail-

able. The branches used should stand quite a foot
or more higher than the crop they are supposed
to shelter. Tliis sim])le means may also be used
both for Lettuce and Endive if these have become
far advanced. Long Hazel rods may also be used to
form hoops over such beds, and larger boughs or
mats may rest on these and form a cheap and
fairly safe covering.

Ckops under glass.—Where Tomatoes were
afforded a house to themselves there will have
been little diihculty in keeping the plants healthy
and securing nice gatherings. A dry atmosphere,
moderate supplies of water at the roots, with a
slight warmth in the pipes at all times must be
strictly observed if the plants are to keep up a
supply of fruit until those sown in the autumn are
ready to succeed them. A little feeding is neces-
sary if a fair crop of young swelling fruit is on the
plants. A little dusting of some artificial manure
is better than liquiil from the farm, the latter
not unfrequently causing the fruit to decay pre-
maturely. Root-action is naturally slow at mid-
^^ inter ; therefore, strong doses of manure in any

form act more as a poison than a stimulant. The
batch of young plants which are expected to yield
ripe fruit by April require careful management for
the next two months at least. It would prove
harmful to excite growth of any description
during that period, but, on the other hand,
the plants must not be starved either by being
ke])t too cold or too dry at the roots. They well
rei)ay for shelf room in a light house where the
temperature ranges about 50°. So long as the
leaves remain of a healthy green do not disturb
the plants, but at the first sign of the lower leaves
losing colour shift them on into one size larger
pot. See that the compost is warmed before
being used. It should consist of new loam, leaf-
mould, or spent Mushroom manure, and a little
sharp sand. Make the soil firm, pressing it
down so as not to bruise the roots, tie each plant
to a neat stake, and replace them on a shelf or
as near the glass as possible. See that the ball
of roots is thoroughly moistened before pottinc,
then the plants will stand for perhaps a week
before any further watering is required. Air is
necessary to keep the plants sturdy, but this
should be admitted carefully, so that they are not
subjected to a draught. Plants kept slightly on
the move in this way will be strong and healthy
as the days become longer, and commence to
show flower-trusses near the base of the stem,
that is if they are allowed plenty of room to re-
tain the lower foliage during the winter. Small
batches of roots of both Rhubarb, Seakale, and
Asparagus should be put in at close intervals, so
that the produce may be used at once. It is sur-
prising how soon each of these loses its freshness
at this season : indeed, Seakale quickly becomes
bitter as well as tough if not used at once, and,
unless great care is used, much of its whiteness
also. Where either of the above has to be kept
se\eral days after it is cut it should be stood on
damp sand in a cool cellar and covered with a
large flower-pot. This is better than standing
It in saucers of water, as the water soon become^
tainted and imparts an unpleasant odour, which
may be detected after the produce is sent to
ti^ble. RiciLiRD Parker.

Stove and Greenhouse.

HARDY PALMS.
()-\ page 490, last volume, you give a picture
of a fine hardy Palm growing in the gardens of
Efl'ord Park, Lyiuington, but the plant is called
Cliam:erops Fortunei, syn. C. excelsa. I believe
that ChamM_!rops Fortunei and C. excelsa are
totally diflerent plants, and that tlie former
is by far the hardier of the two. I have had C.
Fortunei in the open for about fifteen years,
first in a low, damp position exposed to late
frosts, and for tlie last seven or eight years in
a dry sandy jxisition, rather sheltered by walls
and in a garden about 300 feet above sea-luvel.
For one or two years I protected it overhead
with glass, leaving the sides open, but, on the
recommendation of a gentleman who has seen
it in it.s native home in Chusan, I now leave the
Palm uncovered. On the recommendation of
the same friend I have lately manured the plant
pretty freely, with very encouraging results.

Tliree years ago I ordered C. excelsa from
Messrs. Fratelli Rovelli, of Pallanza, Lago
Maggiore, and have had two plants of it out
since. It is a totally diflerent plant from C.
Fortunei, though M. Rovelli (when I saw his
very interesting nursery last winter) told me
he had believed that the two Palms were iden-
tical, having only different names. C. P"'iirtunci

seems to me the hardier of the two, and a friend
of mine has it growing and thriving on the Lon-
don clay a few miles from here.

would have to live a century or two before
sitting under his own Palm tree. Believing the
plant, from my experience, to be absolutely

hardy, I bought three large specimens, (i feet or
8 feet high, from Messrs. G. B. Villa and Co.,

Coringliano, near Genoa. They were shipped
at Genoa, after some delay owing to a detention
of the steamer, and reached me nearly two years
ago, when they were planted out in the open,
and have stood there since without any protec-

tion. The old leaves were greatly injured
owing to the sailors, in their excess of zeal,

watering them copiously when they were tied

together, instead of watering the roots only.

These plants, though still a little jjoor in the
leaves owing to this accident, are quite healthy.

A friend of mine who got some of the Palms at

the same time as myself ])lantcd his in a
.sheltered old chalk pit about 001) feet above sea-

level. Here one of them flowered last summer.
These plants cost us about 15s. for each speci-

men, and I suppose similar ones in hothouses
here would be worth £5 or more. These plants

also are all quite distinct from the Palm I have
as C. excelsa. M. Rovelli considers .Jub;ea

spectabilis to be the hardiest of Palms. I have
one planted out, but it has not yet gone through
a winter, and I have given it a glass cover for

its first year.

My garden is exposed and windy, and what
Palms evidently require is shelter and rich soil.

\\ ind is their great enemy, not cold, and I feel

sure that Palm groves are quite practicable in

the south of England, ])royided the trees are
grown within a sheltering belt of other trees,

or where they are free from wind. The charm-
ing Bamboo garden at Kew .shows what a dift'er-

ence a little shelter makes, and I believe that

the rather miserable large Palms outside the
house by the main gates there would do far better

if they were also planted in some sheltered spot

in the Rhododendron \aney. Palms, of course,

in this climate must not be sheltered by trees

that overshadow them in any way, as they want
all they can get of our feeble sun. It is a wind-
break that is wanted. J. I. R.

Vhislehiirst.

Crinum asiaticum varieg-atum. — This
striking plant, attractive at all times owing to
its well-marked variegation, is among the giants
of this family, and is now represented at Kew in

the large Palm house by a fine flowering example
which stands several feet in height. Evidently a
vigorous grower and an abundant rooter, this
specimen has a trunk nearly 2 feet long and hand-
some recurving leaves that reach nearly or quite

feet in length. From the side of the trunk-like
stem issues the vigorous scape, and having attained
2 feet in length, unfolds its numerous pure white
flowers. Of these there are between twenty and
thirty in an umbel, the segments and the tube
being pure white and about li inches long. In this
array of white the purplish tinge of the stamens is

very distinct.

Iiuculia gratissima.—Though not one of the
most easily managed plants in cultivation, the
altove is certainly one of the handsomest and most
fragrant of greenhouse shrubs. It is, perhaps,
cultivated with the least trouble, provided at all

times water is afforded with intelligence and fore-

thought when planted out in good soil. In a
mixture of rough pieces of fibrous peat, a third
part loam, and plenty of silver sand and char-
coal or lime rubbish, the above plant will gro«-
vigorously. A foot deep of this soil and at least
{) inches of drainage should keep the plant in

health for a long time. Well-grown jilants are
always a feature, and when these attain a large
size and are covered with their sjilendid clusters
of pink and white flowers, they are delightful.
Much the best results may be secured by growinu

My C. Fortunei, though fifteen years or so the plant in a cool greenhouse and, if possible
old, is not a yard high, so that one at this rate ' planted out. Even in "the cool conservatory this
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sliouki figure as one of the most precious of flower-

ing shrubs.

Notes of the Week.

Tufted Panties at Christmas.—On Boxing
Day I was ablo to pii-k a spray of these hardy flowers,

which proves how robust and healthy their constitu-

tion must he. Blooms of Mary Gilbert and Lo-d
Elcho (yellow), Cottage Maid (lavender and deep
purple). White Knipress (white), and Lord Salisbury

(pale yellow) were charming.

—

D. B.

Begonia lecrosa.—This very distinct species i^

now Howeriuf; in the No. 7 range at Kew, where it

produces freely its white and pale pink blossoms. It

is a native of China. Several other species are also in

flower, notably B. socotrana and B. Gloire de Lor-
raine, the latter being especially attractive suspended
in small shallow pans near the glass.

Ardlsia polysepala is a rather striking

species with Hoya-like leaves and small clusters of

nearly jet black and glossy berries. The flowers of

this East Indian species are white and produced
rather freely in umbels on the lateral branches. A
very attractive characteristic of the plant is the fine

crimson colour of tlie foliage when young, and in

tlie somewhat ascending habit of the plant is very
effective.

Senecio sub-scandens.—This is a very dis-

tinct species of tall growth that, in truth, in-

clines to a semi-climbing habit. The growth is

tree, and in the coarsely sinuate and toothed
leaves it is not unlike some of the Sonchus species.

The species belongs to South Africa and is a most
abundant bloomer. A large example of this has
been flowering freely of late in the succulent
house at Kew.
Calanthe Veitchi.—For some weeks jjast a

beautiful displa}' of this useful winter Orchid has
been made at Syon House, where it is grown
by Mr. G. VVythes in quantity, and is prized for

its ri;hlv coloured spikes of flowers. Employed
as a pot plant for decoration and inserted in abed
of Maiden-hair Fern it is always attractive and
valued for the useful length of the racemes. Of
this kind alone a large number is gi'own.

ricus elastica variegata.—In spite of the
fact that the green-leaved India-rubber plant has
proved a most \-aluable plant commercially, the
variegated form, which some years since appeared
with a great flourish of trumpets, has not made
the advance anticipated for it. This is readily

understood by tliose who have grown the above,
as frequently in the young state the variegated
parts are by no means attractive ; indeed, given
the liberal treatment that appears to suit the
green form so well, the plants appear to revert to
normal conditions.

Sollya heterophylla.—This pretty green-
house plant has been called the Australian Blue-
bell Creeper, and tliough not a showy flower is

one of the prettiest among autumn and winter-
blooming subjects. The small drooping blossoms
are distinctly pretty when seen on well-grown
plants. More frequently seen than the above
plant perhaps is the variety known as S. h. an-
gustifolia, often .sold as S. linearis. This is of less

twining habit than the type, and with its pretty
clusters of blue flowers and narrow leaves con-
stitutes a pleasing plant for the cool greenhouse.

Callicarpa purpurea.—When in flower there
is Httle in the axillary clusters of whitish blos-

soms, which alone are small and insignificant, to

foretell the beauty and value of the plant in its

fruiting stage. It is, however, clear that almost
every flower produces in turn its fruit. On cut-

1

Ijack plants the berries are attractive from the
middle of autumn, and when they reach perfec-
tion are of a rich deep glossj' violet-purple. The
fruiting branches are frequenth' from 14 feet to

G feet long, nearly two-thirds of this length
being covered with clusters of berries at some
•() inches apart, the weight of the clusters of fruit

bringing the branches into an arching position,

and thus rendering the plant most attractive.

Tellima grandiflora rubra.—I have often

wondered why this hardy North American plant

is not more generally grown, seeing that it is so

useful and attractive in colour during the dullest

months of the year. Like the black-leaved Ivy

(Hedera atropurpurea), its green leaves put on a

dark bronze-red or chocolate tint with the first

frosts of October, and are very effective from that

time until February or ilarch, when the new
leaves become green once more. For bunching
with Violets or Snowdrops or for table decora-

tion these leaves are very useful, and I find

that but few people know to what plant they

have belonged when they see them as so used

under artificial light. I have well-nigh discardeil

the old green-leaved form in favour of the rubra

variety, which is far more useful and ornamental.

—F. W. BlRBIDGE.

Flowers in Dublin.—Crocus Imperati is

earlier in bloom this year than ever I remember
it here before. To-day (December 24) many
flowers are expanded in the sunshine, and really

remind one that the shortest day is past and that

we may hope for spring. The Winter Heliotrope

(Tussilago fragrans) has been in flower a month
or more, and at night the canal banks are redo-

lent with its perfume. I saw some spikes to-day

on heaps of road scrapings fully Ki inches in

height and of a good colour. The heaps of road

scrapings (off the limestone roads) seem to

suit this plant perfectly ; if in full sunshine, so

much the better. Even on the top of a mud wall

it seems quite at home, but it is a terrible weed
in shrubbery or herbaceous plant borders, and so

must be introduced with caution. The Winter
Jasmine (J. nudicaule) is lovely this year, and
the Lenten Hellebores are pushing up strongly,

some being actually in bloom.—F. W. Birbidc^e.

ampton, fi 3s. 6d. ; Miss M. Buller, per Mr. G.

Bolas, Wirksworth, £2 ; Mr. J. Relland, Newton
Abbot, box, lOs. ; Mr. T. Wilkins, Inwood (iar-

dens, Henstridge, lOs. ; other smaller sums,

£1 19s. 6d. The secretary reported that the

treasurer had received the sum of £427 7s. 4d.

from the J. W. Thompson bequest. Applications

were received in the interest of eighteen children

seeking the benefits of the fund, and all were

accepted. The election will take place on Feb-

ruary 18 next. Some of the cases appeared to be

of a very pressing nature. Some routine business

was transacted, and a cordial vote of thanks was
passed to the chairman for presiding.

Obituary.

Public Gardens.

.JAMES BROWN.
It is with regret I have to inform you of the

death, on December 22, at the age of sixty-five, of

Mr. .James Brown, gardener at Abercairney,

Perthshire, after over forty years' service there.

He was one of the best known gardeners in Scot-

land, and for many years was a most successful

exhibitor of vegetables and hardy fruits at Perth,

Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow. Mr. Brown
succeeded his father-in-law, the late Mr. .James

Arnot. Abercairney was the home of the

Mclntoshes of Dalkeith and Drumlanrig Gardens,

and one of the most beautiful of Scottish seats.

CarroH,N.B. M- T.

A recreation ground for Littlehampton.
—The Duke of Norfolk, whose fiftieth birthday

will be celebrated on Monday, has promised to

contribute 100 guineas towards the expense of

laying out, as a recreation ground for Little

hampton, a field of eleven acres, which he has

presented to the town for that purpose. On
Friday, January 7, his Grace will open the Vic-

toria Institute at Arundel.

National Viola Society.—A committee meet-

ing of this society was held on Wednesday even-

ing last, the president occupying the chair. After

the minutes had been read confirmed and corre-

spondence of a varied character disposed of, the

(piestion of future exhibitions was considered.

Several suggestions were made, which if acted

upon would probably have the result of still

further popularising the flower. It was ultimately

ao-reed to ascertain from certain well-known

places of exhibition what would be the prospects

of a show held during the latter part of .June,

ISil.S. That time of the year was generally con-

sidered better than either a few weeks earlier or

later than thatdate. The new hon. secretary is Mr.

R. T. Dougall,r)2, Pembroke Road, Walthamstow,
who will be pleased to hear from any persons in-

terested in the difl'erent types of the Viola and

wishing to become members.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
At the monthly meeting of the committee on the

22nd ult., Mr. WiUiam Marshall presiding, the

following special donations were announced : Al-

trincham (iardeners' Mutual Improvement So-

ciety, proceeds of concert, £18 5s. ; Rugby Chry-

santhemum Society, per Mr. W. Bryant, sale of

flow ers, £7 ;
per Rlr. C. Ross, The Gardens, Wel-

ford Park, Newbury, £6 lis. ; per Mr. J. H.
Vallance, Bristol Chrysanthemum show, £5 5s. ;

Penshurst (iardeners' Association, £3 5s. ; Mr. H.

Herbst, Stanmore, Richmond, box, £3 Is. :

Chislehurst Gardeners' Ivlutual Improvement
Society, per Mr. H. Joell, £2 17s. 9d. ; Tonbridge

Gardeners' Association, per Mr. G. Fennell,

£2 10s. ;
per Mr. J. Miles, Dudley Villas, South-

The weather in West Herts.—The weather

remained cold until the 2tith, but since then the

temperatures have been unseasonably high both

during the daytime and at night. On the night

of Christmas Day the temperature in the screen

fell to 20°, but on the following night the lowest

reading was only 43°, showing how sudden the

change in temperature must at this timehave been.

The greatest cold shown by the exposed thermo-

meter was W of frost on the night preceding

the 24th, but the previous night was almost

equally as cold. The recent frost lasted such a

short time, that the ground temperatures are now

even higher than they were before it set in.

After a dry period lasting ten days the weather

has ao-ain become wet and stormy. The 23rd was,

with one exception (December 29, 1892), the

calmest day I have yet recorded here during the

past twelve years, the total velocity at ».j feet

above the ground for the twenty-four hours being

only 2 miles. The sun shone brightly for nearly

five hours on the 22nd, and for three and a halt

hours on Christmas Day.—E. M., BerkhamMal.

Magnolia Yulan fruiting.—In reply to an

innuiry in issue of December 25, 1897, I can in-

form you that this had for the first time tliree

or four berries on it last autumn in my garden.

I planted it against a south wall in 1881, where

it has flowered splendidly.-F. Cecilia Tuitiis,

,SV. LeoiKirds-oii-Sdi.

Cooking Celeriac.-I would be very much

obliged if you would kindly send me a recipe for

cooking Celeriac.—F. H.
* The Celeriac should be peeled and well

washed in cold water, then cut in slices about

three-iruarters of an inch thick. Melt a lump ot

butter in a large saucepan, and when it frizzles,

put in as many slices as will lie flat at the bottom,

and fry a nice brown on both sides. W hen all ttie

slices are fried, put all in the saucepan, cover

close, and stand on a corner of the stove where

they will not burn for ten or fifteen minutes,

frying, pour the browned butter over and
After
serve.

-B.

Names of plants.—J. J/actenrie.-Se.iuoia Eem-

pervireiis. J- ifakoim.-1, Lffiha anceps. 1.

Whalleti—Cyvrijiedmmmiigne.

Names of fruit.-A'. Shal;eUow.—Apj>\es-l,

New Hawthoruden ; 2, Yorkshire Beauty ; 3, ISoi-toIk

Beautin ; 4, probably Court Peudu Plat ; 0, Pear

Marie Louise d'Ucole.
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ARUM LILIES FROM SEED.

Tho.se who may desire to raise a large batcli of

Arum Lilies as (juickly as possible cannot do
better than resort to seeds, a means which,
while ready enough in its way, is not so freely

adopted as may be supposed. Indeed, I doubt
not there are many who have never regarded it

as worth the trouble it involves, and of course
there is truth in the remark in those instances

where a good supply of corms already exists.

In such instances the supplies are more than
maintained by the numerous ofl'shoots that are
available each year whenever this is needed.
And where a few hundred plants are grown it is

surprishig how large a numlier of offsets find

their way to the rubbish heap ; indeed, in my
own experience I have sent them thither in

barrowfuls year after year because there was no
further use for them. To raise seedlings in

such a case would be useless, but there are
others where no stock exists, and if it is desired
to embrace their culture on a large scale, seed-
lings at once prove acceptable and economical.
It is occasionally so in market nurseries where the
plants under notice have once been largely grown,
and owing to a glut of such things their culture
is for a time given up completely. Such an
iustance came under my notice a few years
since, where a large grower made a very success-
ful stroke of business through raising a large
batch. As is well known, the large pure white
spathes these plants produce are of the greatest
value during the winter season, more particu-
larly from the moment the Chrysanthemum is

past to the season of the Easter festivities. To
secure good flowering plants prior to Christmas
from seeds, it is necessary that the plants be at

least nine months old, so that with this object
in view there is no better time for sowing the
seeds than (juite eai-ly in January. If tliis is

done in a good brisk stove temperature, many of

the seedlings will be up and ready for putting in

a month or six weeks—sometimes considerably
less when the whole of the seeds are quite

fresh and plump and not mixed with others a

year old. In any case, however, thin sow-

ing of the seeds in pans or boxes is advis-

able, as by this means the earliest seedlings

may be raised and pricked off as soon as ready.

This is not needful where the bulk of the seeds

vegetates at much the same time, as then
all may be jjricked off' together into good rich

soil in boxes 4 inches deep. From these the

seedlings in a few weeks should be potted into

4i-inch pots, and eventually in the early part
of July placed in their flowering pots —those of

6-inch diameter for the smaller and 7-inch for the

larger plants. These sizes I have found quite large

enough for seedlings of the first year, and by get-

ting their tinal shift at the tiuie stated, or even
earlier if the plants admit, abundance of roots

will occupy the jjots to ensure a good flowering

in due course. The young plants must be kept
growing vigorously from the start, and a moist,

warm temperature should be given up to mid-
summer. From this time, when the flnal shift

is given, the plants may be grown in pits unless

ample house room is at hand, and the plants

continuously maintained in a growing con-

dition. If this he not done, failure will ensue,

as, unlike the older examples, there is as yet no
conn formed at the base, and the size the

conn attains in the first year must largely de-

pend on the amount of the elaborated sap. The
mention of this is rendered necessary because
of instances known to me where botli seedlings

and the small corms taken from the old roots

have received a season of rest at midsummer on
a par with established examples. In such in-

stances, a great loss both of tiuie and flowers

ensues. It is quite po.s.sible to flower these

Arums splendidly in abuut ten months from the

seed sowing, pro\ided a generous treatment be
accorded the plants throughuut and the plants

kejjt growing freely. E. J.

Rondeletia (Rogiera) gratissima.—Among
stove-flowering shrubs this is one of the most

valuable by reason of the fragrance of its flowers,

which are of a pinki.sh hue and disposed in dense

terminal heads after the manner of the Ixora. A
well-grown bush is a very desirable subject in the

warm greenhouse at any time. It is not a diffi-

cult plant to flower in winter where the plants

are grown for this purpose, taking care always to

keep down attacks of red spider.

Primula floribunda.—Among the yellow-

flowered species of Primula this is very atti'ac-

tive, and useful also as a winter bloomer. In-

deed, it is not strictly a winter-flowering plant,

as it blooms at almost all seasons of the year with
great freedom, the numerous deep golden flowers

being most attractive. Happily, too, it is one of

those accommodating species that may be had in

flower almost throughout the year, when a series

of sowings is made to this end. This may be
easily effected, as it is one of the most prolific

seed-producers of the whole race. In common
with some other species, however, the best crops

of seeds are always produced by plants grown
well exposed in the open, so as to be ready for

harvesting in .July or August. P. obconica and
P. verticillata are also amenable to a similar

treatment when a good crop of seed is required.

Marguerite Carnations.—It is doubtful if

the value of late summer sowings of these is fully

appreciated. Calling at a local nursery recently,

I noticed a \-ery nice batcli just getting established

in small pots, and these, of course, can be kept
with the greatest ease through the winter.

Planted early in borders, they will make a fine

display long before the summer Carnations aie

open, and, what is more important, will keep this

up until destroyed by frost. Tlie coloiu-s and form
of many of them are equal to tliose of named
varieties, and late in the autumn I gathered
enough for half a dozen glasses from plants in the

open that flowered in the greenhouse early this

spring and were afterwards planted out. Young
[ilants, too, that liave been flowering in the

borders in summer may be talien up and potted

carefully, and if |)laced in cool, light frames or a
greenhouse will continue to give useful blooms for

a long time. If required to flower outside from
spring sowings, these should be made as early as

possible, and the plants encouraged, by timely

transplanting, to make their growth (piiukly yet
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sturdily. If left in the seed boxes to get drawn
and weak, it takes tliem half the season to recover
and the better half of the flowering season is

lost.—H.

Arum Lilies.—I have never had these so good
so early in the season as they are this year, and
just as the Chrysanthemums are on tlie wane,
plants with three or four spathes and nice fresh
foliage are very useful for standing in the house.
Many different modes of summer treatment have
been recommended, but any plan that tends to
a very rapid growth in summer should I;e avoic'el.

Some growers plant out in trenches and give very
rich soil, about the worst thing possible if early
and continuous blooming is looked for. A better
plan, although it means more trouble in watering,
is to leave them in the pots and give them a
thorough ripening. Repot into larger sizes or
divide them up in autumn. They will come away
at once and flower abundantly. For weeks my
plants stood quite exposed to the hot sun, and
often, I am afraid, were none too well supplied
with water, but no harm was done ; indeed, they
start more freely when all the fohage is lost in

summer. Large, fleshy, green stems suffer badly
when the time comes for lifting and potting, and
it will take them a long time to get over the
check. If I wanted to increase the stock very
rapidly, perhaps there would be no better way of
doing so than planting out and getting a lot of
growth into them, but in private gardens as a
rule tills is not required, though early flowers are
often useful.—R.

Euphorbia splendens.—There are two species
of this genus that in no inconsiderable degree do
much to the brightening of the warm greenhouse
or stove during the winter months, viz., the
above-mentioned plant and its near ally, E. (Poin-
settia) pulcherrima. Singularly enough, while
the subject of this note is among the brightest
of flowering plants in winter, the other species
named has quite inconspicuous flowers that in
themselves would be of little use in decoration.
This apparent shortcoming, however, is frequently
forgotten, because the brilliantly coloured bracts
more than compensate for what the blossoms could
supply. It is noticeable also that much the same
tone of colour prevails in the leaf bracts of the
one as in the floral bracts of the other. At the
same time, both species possess a value of their
own, the above-named being perhaps second to
none either in its brilliant blossoms or graceful
habit. Particularly striking is this plant when
grown without any pinching or stopjnng. It ]iro-

duces long arching wreath-like racemes, studded
with brilliant scarlet flowers for a length of from
2 feet to 4 feet. Such examples when grown in
)»ts are singularly effecti\e for arranging amono-
Palms and Ferns, and a few plants in the con-
servatory at this season are a feature in them-
selves.

Hovea Celsi.—This is perhaps one of the
most rarely seen of greenhouse shrubs, as it is also
among the most beautiful and brilliantly flowered
among winter subjects. It is doubtless due to
the increasing demand for (luick growing plants,
that are also useful for producing considerable
quantities of cut flowers, that such beautiful and
distinct plants are becoming less common. At
the same time some of the species at least are
among the most striking of winter-flowering
plants. The Hoveas belong to the Leguminosa;,
and coming from Australia are nearly hardy, re-
quiring, in fact, a cool greenhouse to grow them
successfully. It is true the plants, like many
other hard-wooded subjects, are somewhat slow in
growth, but with care some useful-sizod plants
may be raised in a year or two. The species named
above is noteworthy for its intense deep blue
flowers, which are produced in small axillary
clusters on the erect-growing branches. Esta-
blished plants of this kind will commence bloom-
ing in Novemlier and keep up a succession of
flowers for many weeks. The plants require a
very sandy peat soil. Very firm potting is essen-
tial, as also perfect drainage. Hoveas are somewhat
difficult to strike from cuttings, and are more

readily raised from fresh seeds when sown in
slight warmth in sandy soil. The seedlings re-
quire to be grown on quickly, taking out the
point at 6 inches high, and again when the breaks
are 4 inches long, to induce a more bushy habit.
During summer the pot plants are best in a
sheltered place in the open.—J.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
No winter-flo\vering plant is perhaps more greatly
prized than this welcome and fragrant evergreen
shrub, and none better suited for small button-
hole bouquets. As a pot plant, however, the
growth is usually too slow to permit of its fra-
grant twigs being freely employed, while not in-
frecjuently the pale yellow tone of the somewhat
leathery leaves shows that the plant is in poor
health. This is due, I think, to the employment
of peat for this plant.
Some years ago I experimented with a couple

of plants that had been grown in peat to a large
extent, and which, though possessing rools in
plenty, failed to display any vigour of foliage,
while the growth was of the usual character, the
flowering sprays only an inch or two in length.
These plants after flowering were taken in hand
and nearly the whole of the peat soil taken from
the roots. Finally, they were repotted in Ban-
stead loam, sand, a little cow manure (very old),
and some burnt clay earth. The growth in this
loamy soil was remarkable ; the foliage during the
ensuing year quickly attained to nearly treble its
former size and was of a deep dark green. With
such greatly improved foliage I need hardly say
that the growth was also greatly improved, as
also the heads of blossoms, the latter being of
larger size individually, and the trusses nearly
twice their usual size. From these plants, which
formed perfect bushes of evergreen foliage, it was
easy to cut sprays of blossom from Scinches to
inches long. Since that time I liave frequently

advised the planting out of this beautiful shrub
in loamy soil, and upon more than one occasion
have seen thin and shabby bushes transformed
into fine vigorous examples. Those who ha\e
only seen this Dajihne as small pot plants have
but little idea of its value when planted out in
soil chiefly loam, fairly deep and of good quality.
A capital position for this Daphne is in company
with the Camellias in the cool house or even a
corridor. In such places I have seen this Daphne
make fine bushes some 4 feet high and as much
through. The crop of flowers such things pro-
vide in the winter season is astonishing, nor does
the cutting materially affect the future supply.

E. J.

BOUVARDIA CORYMBIFLORA HUM-
BOLDTI.

1 WAS interested in the note in The CJarden at
page 4(J7 concerning the above jjlant. At the
same time I do not see that " A." has established
a case in favour of the view adopted in the note
mentioned. Even a suming the plant so well
known as corymbiflora to be a \ariety of Hum-
boldti will not make the adoption of a [)urely
specific term for such variety any more correct
reading. At Kew I haxe frequently seen the
plants named as above, the specific term occupy-
ing specific rank. I am not at all disputing the
raising or the introducing of the plant to com-
merce, for of this I know nothing. Seeino- the
reference to the Maida A'ale firm, however, I
turned to Messrs. Henderson's catalogue of 1878,
which is only a few days short of twenty years
old, and find the following description of B. Hum-
boldti

:
" Distinct species, snow-white, the largest

of any." Immediately below follows this descrii>
tion relating to B. Huniboldti corymbiflora :

"Four sizes larger than the well-known B. jas-
minoides, the flower-tube 3 inches in length, and
the terminal ray lobes U inches in width ; in
colour snow - white and" exquisitely fragrant,
produced in large thyrse - like racemes of
ten to fourteen in each." From these descrip-
tions, B. Humboldti would appear the typical

plant, and certainly Messrs. Henderson's cata
loguing it in the way above mentioned would
account for the name as we usually see it adopted
to-day. Mention is also made of a variety of
Humboldti called grandiflora, recently certifi-
cated, but while admitting this as having in some
of the flowers (certainly not all) a slightly larger
tube, I could see no difference between it and
what I have grown as corymbiflora by the hun-
dred. Indeed, like "A.," I regarded it at first

sight as the old variety, and a later- and very
close inspection only convinced me that it is but
very slightly removed from this kind. In saying
tills I am aware of the existence of a plant for
comparison, but the point is, was this third plant
B. corymbiflora at all, or merely the typical
Humboldti of gardens? If the former, it was a
[joorly - grown and altogether unrepresentative
plant. 1 liave grown this fine autumn-flowering
kind in great numbers and marketed many hur?
dreds of bushes in 7-inch pots when about six or
eight months old witli from six to ten branches,
each carrj ing large heads of bloom. These plants
were about 30 inches high above the pot, and
with the liberal treatment then afforded made
handsome bushes. Indeed, for this vigorous
growing kind a most liberal treatment is essen-
tial from the beginning. To get the best results
the plants should be in their flowering pots by
the end of May. °

E. .1.

Begonia socotrana.—Thisis certainly among
the most welcome species for greenhouse work,
the large, handsome and almost orbicular leaves
forming as great an attraction as the trusses of
rose-pink blossoms. The flowers of the Begonias
are usually borne in such profusion as to render
them invaluable in the greenhouse during winter.
Indeed, with a careful selection of species and
hybrids a good display of flowers may be obtained
for montlis in succession. Among the most im-
portant are B. Gloire de Lorraine, a wonderful
bloomer admirably adapted for pots or baskets,
and B. semperflorens rosea gigantea, a more erect
grower with large handsome foliage and a con-
tinuous supply of flowers. These with the above
are es[)ecially valuable at this dull season of the
year.

liibonia floribunda. — Notwithstanding the
ornamental character and beauty of this species,
the plant is very rarely seen in good condition.
For pots the above species, together with the
larger and lirighter form L. penrhosiensis, is well
suited, and makes very attractive examples when
well grown. The little bushes are at this sea-
son freely covered with their brilliant scarlet
and yellow flowers. Ij. penrhosiensis is, per-
haps, the showier of these plants and ea.sily

grown in sandy loam and peat in about equ;xl
parts. Cuttings root (juite readily early in the
year, and if given the same treatment as Bou-
vardias, excepting soil, will be found to do well
Plants that are stopped at least twice make fine

bushes that will be studded with their pretty
flowers. Early cuttings and firm potting with
free drainage must receive attention. Red spider
quickly attacks these things, and must be kept in
cheek with a firm hand.

Primula sinensis vars.—W'ell-groxvn plants
of these, now obtainable in so much vaiiety by
means of seeds, are among the most serviceable of
greenhouse flowers during the winter season. A
few years of selection and careful seeding have
brought about a wonderful improvement both in
form, size, and colour in these useful pot plants

;

so much ;so indeed, that perfection would appear
to have been reached. It is true that, while we
have so-called blue varieties, the true blue is not
3'et, and even when attained can scarcely equal
for utility as well as for decorative value and
beauty the many lovely shades of rose, pink,
salmon, blush, carmine, and white that prevail at
the present time. Foliage also has received at-

tention, and the Fern-leaved section embraces
many equally beautiful forms. Size of truss is as
large as is necessary, and possibly a modification
here and a greater length of stem that would
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elevate the head of bloom somewhat more tlian is

the case at present would be a step in t)ie riijht

direction. Some of the strains of single white

kinds possess this advantage, though the blos-

soms are in themselves small in comparison. At
the same time they are free seeders and possess a

good constitution, so that improvement may
soon be expected. Equally valuable are some of

the semi-double forms, as these ai'e especially

useful for bouquets, button-hole flowers, and the

like.

Kalosanthes (Crassula) coccinea.—I never
remember seeing this useful plant in such fine

condition as during the past summer, when several

of the market growers were sending it to Covent
(iarden. This is far more difficult to manage
than the hybrid varieties such as M. Pfitzer, Mrs.
Wynne, and M. Buchner, which under ordinary
treatment never fail to flower, besides which they
branch out freely, and are of dwarf habit. Coc-
cinea, however, is far more showy, especially

when treated as the market growers do. Tlie

first thing is to get strong cuttings. If kept dry
there is no difficulty in rooting them. The cut-

tings may be put into dry, sandy compost and
placed on a shelf, or they may be laid out on a
stage for a few days and then put in. No water
should be given for several days. Although they
will grow in the poorest soil possible, they make
much better progress when potted in good rich

loam. Several cuttings may be grown together
in the same pot, and if well exposed to the sun,
will flower the following season. This applies
only to strong cuttings, which should not be
stopped, as each will grow up without making
lat;eral branches. Thej' only produce one terminal
truss of bloom. I find when necessary they may
be potted together after they have set their

bloom, and, by so doing, those of the same
height may be kept together. If done carefully,

even if most of the soil comes from the roots,

they will not suffer. About six plants pvit to-

gether into a 6-inch pot make a fine show and
last for a long time in the conservatory or for

house decoration, though in a close room the per-

fume is rather too powerful to be pleasant.—A.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS FOR WINTER
FLOWERING.

Resioved a few miles from the influences of

London's fog and smoke, there is not the least

reason why the greenhouse may not be made
bright and efi'ective in the dull days of winter.

\\'ithin the radius of the fog, however, all the
skill that can be brought to bear will not make
these plants flower with anything approaching
a full measure of success. In the pure country
air things are very dift'erent, a fact amply verified

by the fine display that Messrs. Cannell brought
to the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting (_)n

the 14th ult. — large, handsome trusses of

some of the finest varieties in commerce, and
e(iually splendid trusses of the more recent
novelties iif the fjresent year. Indeed, to such
a high state of excellence do these thnigs ap-
pear to have reached, that it would seem well-

nigh impossible to improve on existing kinds.
And, indeed, in some .shades of colour this may
be so, though perhaps in others there is yet the
florists' ideal to be reached, that certain rotun-
dity of flnwer and substance of petal that go
so far to making the perfect flower of the
florist. Nearer London, however, many ama-
teurs who have their solitary greenhouse would
be content with any display of these Pelar-
goniums now, as day by day the few remaining
Chrysanthemums are still retained, well know-
ing the great void that appears inseparaljle with
the season.

Some of the smaller-flowered sorts are still

among the best of such things for winter work
—at least, so far as the amateur is concerned

—

and with the well-known Raspail Improved are

very attractive just now. Of course, it is but
little good starting in winter to secure this

display, as by this time the plants should be
sturdy buslies with the trusses in sight, and
ready to expand soon after they are placed in

the greenhouse. Some small plants potted
into (j-inch pots in June and grown on steadily

till Septend)er make capital bushes for winter
work. A soil only moderately rich and the ])lants

])otted exceedinglj' firm are among cultural

details of the greatest importance. A young
plant with three breaks should have tlie points
of each shoot removed soon after the shift to

the flowering pot. And this may be repeated
if necessar}' about the middle of August. The
removing of flower-trusses should be persisted

in, so as to secure as much growth as possible,

while moderate supplies of water will assist firm

growth. By these means the month of Septem-
ber should see really good compact plants that

in a light warm house and fairly dry atmosphere
will flower freely. E. J.

Tibouchina heteromalla.—Under this name
the jjlant illustrated by a coloured plate in The
CJarden for April ?> of the present year as Melas-
coma hetcromallum, and also in the accompany-
ing article referred to asPleroma, is now flowering
freely in the new wing of the temperate house ati

Kew, which is kept warmer than the main build-

ing. Planted out it forms a good-sized bush,
whose sturdy stems are clothed with elongated
heart-shaped leaves covered with silky tomen-
tum, which is more pronounced on the under
than on the u[iper sides. The blossoms, which
are borne in a many-flowered panicle, are of a
violet-purple colour and about a couple of inches
in diameter. It is less showy than its near rela-

tive, Lasiandra macrantha of gardens, which at
Kew is also included in the genus Tibouchina,
but still is well worth growing where it can be
jjlanted out in an intermediate temperature, as it

flowers during the dull winter season.—H. P.

Freesia refracta alba.—For some jears
tliis lovely fragrant plant was not mcU grown,
in a measure due to the quality of the bulbs then
procurable, as also to the culture being but in-

differently understood. Formerly the plants
were subjected to too high a temperature and
were afforded too little moisture ; but now, with
a considerable modification of these ideas, W'ell-

grown and freely-flowered examples are much
more jjlentiful. In a cut state in the warm
sitting-room it is impossible to over-rate their
value. Even as ))ot plants these lovely things
have no equal, for tlie elegant blades from which
the spra3's of fragrant blossoms issue are singu-
larly neat and dainty in appearance. Given a
uniform temperature of 4.5° to 50°, a good sturdy
growth is secured, and when in full growth water
must be given freely till the inflorescence is fully

grown. Soot water or liquid manure may also
be given somewhat freely when growth is free.

The Papyrus (Cyperus Papyrus). — This,
which is often called Papyrus antiquorum, is

fairly well known as a tall and stately, yet grace-
ful subject for associating with the Lotus .and

sucli things where a house is devoted to aquatic
plants, but at Kew it is also put to another
use, and in the greenhouse No. 4 devoted to

flowering plants it is grown in jjots and employed
for groups. The tall stems, each crowned with a
mass of slender, gracefully disposed foliage, re-

mind one to a great extent of a large form of the
popular Cyperus alternifolius, except that the
foliage of the Papyrus is much narrower. As few
plants so light and graceful combined with a
good height are available for greenhouse decora-
tion, the Papyrus certainly merits a word in its

favour. Being naturally a semi-aquatic, it needs,
of course, copious sujiplies of water, and in order
to ensure this the pot in which it is growing
should be stood in a large saucer.—H. P.

Callicarpa purpurea.—It U now some years
since I met with this Callicarpa in grand condi-

tion in the Birmingham Botanic Garden, and its

great beauty as seen during a dull winter's day
then made a lasting impression. Despite its

beauty and the fact that it was figured o\ er four-

teen years ago in The Gardex, it must still be
considered an uncommon plant, though its cul-

tural re(|uireraents are not at all exacting. It

was conspicuous in a group of plants at the
recent Acjuarium show, each specimen carrying
two or three long shoots studded for a consider-
able distance from the axil of almost every leaf

with clusters of small, bright violet-coloured
berries. The weight of berries causes the long,
slender shoots to arch over, and in this way they
lend themselves readilj' to grouping. Prune it

back hard early in the spring, and encourage the
production of those long flowering shoots upon
which the future dis|:ilay of berries depends.
This Callicarpa was introduced from India in

lS:i'2, and in this country it needs the tempera-
ture of the cool end of the stove, or better still an
intermediate house. It is readily increased by
cuttings of the young shoots put in during the
growing season.—H. P.

Freesias.—Few subjects have advanced in

I)opularity so much within the last ten years as
the Freesias, and they are now grown in almost
every garden. By potting in successive batches
they may be had in flower throughout the winter
and early spring, and their highly fragrant blos-

soms are particularly appreciated at Christmas-
time. When forced in order to obtain the flowers
early, the foliage comes very weak and hangs
over the edge of the pot. To obviate this as far

as possible, the plants should be grown in as
light a position as possible. Later on they will

flower in an ordinary greenhouse temperature,
and then the foliage is far more sturdy than is

the case with forced examples. Freesias form an
exception to the general run of bulbous plants, as
when raised from seeds they flower under a year.
Freesias were first grown in quantity in the
Channel Islands, but the sup|jly is now obtained
from other sources as M'ell, though the Guernsey
bulbs are still in the very front rank. They have
been tried in Bermuda, and though large and
attractive bulbs have been sent from there, the
yield of bloom, as far as my experience extends,
has not been equal to that from bulbs grown
nearer home.—H. P.

MARGUERITES.
These have now come into such general use as
pot plants, that few plants are seen in such large
numbers in Covent Garden Flower Market. It is

in the spring and summer that they are most in

demand, though I think I should be right in

saying that they will be found there every time
the nuirket is open throughout the year.

For earlj- spring-flowering, plants struck last

spring and then cut back close about .luly and
])otted into 41-inch pots are the most reliable.

Their cultural requirements are very simple, and
it is, perhaps, owing to this that they are left to

take care of themselves and often spoiled. To
ha\e nice comjjact plants, it is now that they
require looking after. The first thing is to keep
them clean. The only sure remedy for the mag-
got is to use paraffin as an insecticide—about a
small wineglassful to "2 gallons of water, kept
thoroughly mixed while it is being used. Where
the maggot has not already got established, a
good syringing every three or four weeks will

j)rove quite efi'ectual, but where it already exists,

the leaves atfected should be picked off and
burned and paraffin used oftener. Although I

do not care to recommend paraffin generallj', I

find with due care it may be used for Marguerites
with perfect safety, and will prove effectual in

destroying all insect life to which they are sub-
ject.

Next to keeping plants clean, room and venti-

lation are most important. It is astonishing how-

soon they run up tall if crowded together or kept
too close and warm. A little heat with plenty of

air and sun.shine is beneficial where plants are

required to be in Sower early in the s[iring, other-
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wise the cooler they can be kept the better, pro-
vided they do not ^et actually frosted. The early
plants are fgenerally inclined to go too much to
growth, and should therefore be jjotted in rather
poor soil, and no manure should be jfiven until
the flowers begin to open, and then it should be
used sparingly. There are several distinct
varieties of Marguerites ; that known as Halleri
maximum is the best for all the year round or
keeping up a succession of bloom. " There is one
usually called the summer variety which lias very
finely-cut leaves and large pure white flowers pro-
duced in great profusion for one crop of bloom,
but it does not branch out and keep up a succes-
sion like the first named. The yellow varieties
are mucli more difficult to manage, and it is rarely
that good plants are to be met with in the
market. A.

CHOROZEMA CORDATUM.
A FEW of the earlier flowere of tliis pretty
greenhouse species are now opening. It may be
grown in a variety of ways, and is pretty in any,
from the neat little busli such as grown by
nurserymen and market growers to tlie large

specimens trained in a variety of ways tliat are
even now to be met with occasionally. Such
plants used to be common, and one of my
earliest recollections connected with gardening
was the tedious job of tying these into jiyramids
and on to balloon-shaped trellises. This jilant

is far more beautiful wlien grown in loose ojjen

bushes. By all means let them be cut into

shape a little in spring or early suunner when
the blossoms are past, but tying them closely in

ruins the pretty pose of the branchlets and
flowers. The best thing to do is to clip them
a little with the shears when tliey become really

untidy, but if kept in form a little when young
they will go for several seasons with no attention
at all in this way. I like to see a few of the lower
shoots hang down loosely over the pot, as this

does away with all stiS'ness or formality. Just
when tlie plants are coming into flower a few
forked sticks may be placed about the centre of
the plant ; the foliage will liide them and they
will serve to keep the plants a little in shape
without much staking or tying.

The plants may be raised from cuttings or
seeds, the latter being usually the readiest means
of propagation. They may be allowed to ripen
on the plant and sown at any season, the best
soil being finely sifted peat and sand. Young
seedlings need a good deal of care, and are best
kept in light, well glazed pits where a little heat
may be turned on in a cold night. But gar-
deners, as a rule, procure plants in small pots
from nurserymen who make a speciality of this
class of |.ilant, and this is the best way when a
small number of plants only is required. Tlie
best time to repot these with a view to growing
them on is just as they begin to push after
flowering, before the young shoots have
lengthened much. Pot very firmly and give
small shifts every season rather than one large
one. The roots are as tine almost as those of a
Heath, and will not push through a quantity of
loose, half sour material. About one-third of
loain may be added to the peat and a liberal
addition of sharp silver sand may be given. If

the soil is in the right condition when potting
takes place, not too dry nor so wet that it soils
the hands, watering will not be necessary for a
day or two, but the plants should have the
assistance of a light shade and a closer atmo-
.sphere than usual. Then given one good soak-
ing of water and let them get well on the dry
side before it is repeated. After this the plants
are comparatively safe and will make a fine

clean growth in a well-managed greenhouse.
Watering reciuires great care all the year round,
and when the roots reach the sides of the pots

they must not on any account be allowed to get

dry. A month or so in the open air after the
gnjwtli gets a little hardened is very heljiful

;

the heads cannot be too fully exposed to sun-
shine, but the pots may be screened a little

either by plunging in suitable material or by
arranging them so that one shades the other a
little. Take the plants under cover before the
autumnal rains, or these will be too much for the
roots, but for a week or two after housing the
syringe may with advantage be used among
them once or twice daily. There are one or two
garden varieties of the species difi'ering princi-

pally in the larger size and deeper colour of the
flowers. R.

THE LATE MRS. HARRIETT BEECHER
STOWE AS A GARDENER.

In the " Life of Harriett Beecher Stowe," the
authoress of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," compiled
from her letters and journals by her son (1889),
at p. :i is the following :

—

Another remembrance is this : Mother was an
enthusiastic horticulturist in all the small waj'S
that limited means allowed. Her brother John
in New York had just sent her a small parcel of
fine Tulip bulbs. I remember rummaging these
out of an obscure corner of the nursery one day
when she was gone out, and being strongly seized
with the idea that they were good to eat, using
all the little English I then possessed to persuade
my brotliers that these were Onions, such as
grown people ate and would be very nice for us.

So we fell to and devoured the whole, and I re-

collect being somewhat disappointed in the odd
sweetish taste, and thinking that Onions were
not so nice as I had supposed. Then mother's
serene face appeared at the nursery door, and we
all ran towards her, telling with one voice of our
discovery and achievement. We had found
bag of Onions and had eaten them all up.
Also I remember that there was not even a

momentary expression of impatience, but that
she sat down and said, "My dear children, what
you have done makes mamma very sorrj-. Those
were not Onions, but roots of beautiful flowers,
and if you had let them alone we should have
next summer in the garden great beautiful red
and yellow flowers such as you never saw." I

remember how drooping and dispirited we all

grew at this picture, and how sadly we regarded
the empty paper bag.

There have been a good many forms of
this story of eating Tulip roots in mistake for
Onions :

—

When John Balthasar Schuppe was in Holland,
a merchant gave a herring to a sailor who had
brought him some goods. Some ver3' valuable
Tulip roots lay on a table, and, the sailor mistook
them for Onions, and, not knowing aught of their
value, he ate them with his herring. Through
this little mistake the sailor's breakfast cost the
owner more than if he liad entertained the Piince
of Orange, as the bulbs were really at that time
worth several hundred florins.

The above story is given in Beckmann's once
celebrated work, "History of Inventions,"
where a full account of the tuliporaania is

given as it existed in Holland a century or two
ago.

The Turks long ago had feasts of Tulips just
as the Romans had feasts of Roses, and as the
Chinese and Japanese, and even ourselves, have
Chrysanthemum fetes to-day. Ricliard Hakluyt,
in his curious work, "Remembrances for Master
S. ," in 1582, .says, "Now within these four years
there have been brought in England from
Vienna, in Austria, divers kinds of flowers
called Tulipas." l!ut to return to our subject.

Mrs. Stowe long desired to have a home in

tlie South, and finding Florida the best field for

doing good, she bought a place at ]\Iandarin, a
charming winter residence. The following are

extracts from letters written by her during her
residence there, and are interesting as showing
her delight in the flowers and fruits of such a

genial climate.

No one who has ever seen it can forget the
]ieaceful beauty of this Florida home and its

surroundings. The house, a storey and a half

cottage of many gables, stands on a bluff over-
looking the broad St. John's, which is ."> miks
wide at this point. It nestles in the shade of a
gro\e of superb moss-grown live Oaks, around
one of which the front piazza is built. Several
fine old Orange trees also stand near the cottage,
scenting the air with the sweet perfume of their

blossoms in the early sjiring, and oft'eriiig their

golden fruit to whoever may choose to pluck it

during the winter months. Back of the house
stretches the well-tended Orange grove in whicli
Mrs. Stowe took such genuine pride and pleasure.

Everywhere about the dwelling and within it

were flowers and singing birds, while the Rose
garden in front, at the foot of the bluff', was the
admiration of all who saw it.

In a letter written in May of the following

year (1874) to her son Charles, at Harvard,
Mrs. Stowe says :

—

I can hardly realise that this long, floweiy
summer, with its procession of blooms and fruit,

has been running on at the same time with the
snowbanks and sleet storms of the North. But
so it is. It is now the first of May. Strawberries
and Blackberries are over with us : Oranges are in

a waning condition, few and far between. Now
we are going North to begin another summer, and
have Roses, Strawberries, Blackberries, and Green
Peas come again.

In a letter written from Mandarin, March 28,

1875, Mrs. Stowe says :

—

That afternoon we drove out into the woods and
gathered a quantity of superb Easter Lilies,

Papaw, Sparkleberry, great Fern leaves and
Cedar. In the evening the girls went over to the
Meads to practise Easter hymns, but I sat at

home and made a cross, 18 inches long, of Cedar
and white Lilies. This Southern Cedar is the
most exquisite thing ; it is so feathery and
delicate.

In a letter to Dr. (>. W. Holmes, dated Man-
darin, February 23, 187t), Mrs. Stowe writes :

—

How I wish you were just where I am, to see

tlie trees laden at the same time with golden
Oranges and white blossoms ! I should so like to

cut off a golden cluster, leaves and all, for you.

In January, 1879, she wrote from Mandarin
to Dr. O. W. Holmes :—

Dear Doctor,—I wish I could give to you and
Mrs. Holmes the exquisite charm of this morning.
My window is wide open ; it is a lovely, fresh,

sunny day, and a great Orange tree hung witli

golden balls closes the prospect from my window.
The tree is about 30 feet high, and its leaves fairly

glisten in the sunshine.

In December, 1879, she writes to her son,

now married and settled as a minister in Saco,

Me. :—

Dear Children,—Well, we have stepped from
December to June, and this morning is sunny
and dewy, with a fresh sea-breeze giving life to

the air. I have just been out to cut a great bunch
of Roses and Lilies, though the garden is grown
into such a jungle that I could hardly get about
in it. The Cannas, and dwarf Bananas, and Roses
are all tangled together, so that I can liardlj'

thread my way among them. I never in my life

saw anything range and run rampant over the

ground as Cannas do. The ground is littered

with fallen Oranges and the place looks shock-

ingly untid}-, but so beautiful that I am quite

willing to forgive its disorder.

F. W. B.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden, tut dming the past eve years it Ims not faUed to
produce a crop more or less heavy. It is not a
late keeper—in fact, with me it must be used in

November and early part of December. As with
other Pears, howe\'er, it keeps longer in some
seasons than in others, but it is not safe to
attempt to retain it later than the middle of De-
cember. Before the planting season closes I would
strongly recommend it to the notice of those who
require an addition to their stewing varieties.
My tree is on the Pear stock and has formed a

MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA GRAPE.
That the above-named Grape is the best and
most popular at the present day is the unani-
mous verdict of all who have the mean.s and
convenience to grow it. It is free setting, a
good cropper, and by no means ditticult to

manage. The engraving shows a portion of a

small lean-to facing south 32 feet by 14 feet, and
,

large bush, but from its free-bearing nature it

10 feet high at the ridge. For the past thirty
,

bas not made much lateral growth for the past

years tlie Vines have never failed to give a very ,

^w years. Another useful variety, though smaller,

heavy crop of Grapes, over 100 bunches a year, . '» Bezi d'Heri. Like Gilogil, this has always

which goes a long way to prove that after all :

cropjied with remarkable freedom.—W. S.

the sound, well-made Vine border is the best I Pears keeping badly.—Fruit growers could
and cheapest.

j

hardly expect Pears to keep well owing to the
The photograph was taken towards the end

|

very mild weather we now have. Soft, melting
of Septeniber, the Grapes having been ripe by I

kinds will not keep under such conditions, but I

the middle of August. At the present time ^^'is "ot prepared to tind when visiting one of the

(November 20) there are still several dozen
,

^^st fruit gardens in North Hants on the Sth of

December that such kinds as Winter Nelis, Glou
Morceau, and Easter Beurr^ were nearly over.
As my friend and I were in the fruit room the
question arose as to the cause of these kinds
giving over so soon. He advanced the opinion
that the warm weather was the cause, but I was
not inclined to agree with him, as in the garden
I have charge of, which is 100 miles further west,
near the sea, and on a very damp site, I have

bunches, every berry of that rich amber colour
so desirable in this Grape, which also .adds to

the length of time it can be kept in a plump
and highly presentable nuinner for the table.

J. R.

Pear Glou Morceau.—" G. W. S.'' will no
doubt be pleased to know that this valuable Pear

be a little lime rubble. Light loams need some-
thing to make them more holding. In such com-
posts Melons make short-jointed, fruitful growth,
and if the plants are set out with their " collars

"

a little above the level of the soil, they seldom fall

a prey to canker.— S. E. P.

Grape Muscat oj ALeiCandria at Broiighton Hall, Yorks. Engraved for The Garden from a photo'jraph
sent ly Mr, J. Rainbow.

is equall.y as good and rich in flavour, grown on
our deep holding loam, as it is with him on his

lighter and warmer soil. I grow it extensively
for December use, and have trees both on the
Pear and Quince stocks. As regards the produce,
it is equallj' good as regards flavour, but there is

a great difference in the size. By far the larger
fruits are produced by the trees on the Quince
stock, many weighing three-quarters of a pound,
and the skins are particularly clear and bright
looking. I should also add that all these trees

are grown against a wall facing due south, and
that I have given up growing it as a bush out in

the open garden on account of the fruits being

lioor in quality. It appreciates wall culture and
sliould be accorded a warm position. It is a strong

growing, free-bearing Pear, and coming into use

as it does in midwinter its merits can hardly be
over-estimated.—A. W.
Pear Gilogil.—What " S. H. B." says in

fa\-our of this Pear (p. 470) I can fully bear out.

I consider it one of the best stewing Pears in

its season. To those unacquainted with it—and
there are a large number who are — it would
easily pass as a dessert variety, judging from ap-

pearance only. I have only one large tree of this,

good sound fruits of .losepliine de Malines,
Easter Beurre, Winter Nelis, and (Jlou Morceau.
Apparently Josephine deMalines willkeep a month
longer. At the Drill Hall on December 14 a
goodly number of Pears from gardens widely
apart was shown for the flavour prizes.

—

Dokset.

Melons.—Where early Melons are in request
seed-sowing must be done at an early date. The
first week in the new year is none too soon to sow
when ripe fruits are required in April and May.
The seeds should be sown singly in 2.\-inch pots
in nice mellow loam, with just a little silver sand
added. Sow plenty of seeds to make allowance
for weaklings, of which there is always a certain

percentage in early raised batches ot plants. The
plants should be raised in a sharp heat and kept
growing close up to the light on a shelf placed
over the hot-water pipes in a forcing house, or

where they will experience a brisk growing heat.

I have discarded pot culture for several years
now, as better results are obtained from borders
about !) inches deep, the same in width, and flat

on the top, the whole being made perfectly firm

by ramming. For compost use the best loam
obtainable, the heavier the better, and if fairly

rich no other addition is necessary, unless it should

WIRIXG OLD tJARDEN WALLS.
Many old garden walls about the country are in

such a wretched condition from the many years'
nailing and unnaihng of fruit trees, that at length
they have become full of nail holes, so that it is

hard to tind a sound bit of joint between the
bricks or stones to hold a nail, and mucli time is

lost thereby. Such walls built of rulible lime-
stone I found here, and, without repointing the
whole, I found it impossible to continue to train
fruit trees with nails and shreds. I then com-
menced to wire the walls, as time and labour
would permit, in the following manner : The
trees were unnailed, all old nails drawn from the
walls, and branches safely secured to stakes.
Then some good mortar was made from lime and
tine coal ashes or forge dust, the latter the best.
All holes between the stones were tilled with this
mortar, which gets much harder than mortar
made of sand and lime. Eyelets were then driven
half their length into the walls in lines from
7 inches to 8 inches apart and 5 feet from eyelet to
eyelet in the lines. Straining bars were fastened

to the ends of the walls and at about
1(^)0 yards apart. It is necessary to
well fasten these, as the strain is

consideral )le. A wash was then made
of ([uicklime, tar, and lampblack to

tone down the colour. This is made
\erv thick, and is daubed over the
wall with a stiff tar brush, working
it into every nail hole and crevice.

Insect life will hardly sur^ive this

treatment. No. 12 or 13 galvanised
wire is then threaded through the
eyelets and fastened to one straining
bar, which is half an inch by 1 inch
broad. The wire is then strained
with an ordinary wire strainer and
fastened to the second bar. The
ejelets aiethen driven in so that the
wire is as close to the wall as will be
convenient to tie.

Manj' object to galvanised wire, as
they saj' it causes canker and gum-
ming. This has not been mj' experi-

ence, although I have had many miles
of it in use for over twenty years for

training Peach, Pear, Cherry, Plum,
and Fig trees to. This will doubtless
cause canker, as any other wire or
hard substance will do with undue
pressure, bi't with ordinary' care no

such trouble need be feared. I have found wiring
a great saving of labour and expense, and I can
highly recommend the practice to anyone having
old, worn-out walls of either brick or stone.

Fota, Cork. W. O.

Strawberries.—Early batches of plants just

coming into flower should be fumigated twice it

there is the slightest suspicion of aphis being pre-

sent and syringe the plants on each succeeding
morning with tepid water. When in flower cease
syringing the plants, keep the air drier about
them, and fertibse the flowers with a camel's-hair

brush dailj'. When a sutticiency of berries has
set to form a crop and they commence to swell

off, move the plants to a warmer house. With
judicious feeding, proper attention to root water-
ing and syringing, fairlj' good flavoured fruits

may be had, which, however, will not compare
with those grown upon later started plants. As
the plants are moved on into warmer quarters fill

up their places with others taken from the start-

ing pit and make good .all vacant places in the
latter with plants taken in from cold pits or from
outdoors as the case may be. When forcing is
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deferred until the beginning of the year, which is

usual in many places, there will be plenty of

facilities for starting them where the early forc-

ing of Peaches, Vines and Figs is conducted.

Shelves can generally be fixed in convenient
positions in these structures, and these will

accommodate a good many plants. A pit filled

with tree leaves will also hold a great number of

plants, as they can be plunged pretty close

together, and no better ([uarters for the starting

of Strawberries can be had. As they throw up
their liower-spikes they should be taken and
placed on the shelves in the forcing houses to

flower and set. In all cases, before taking in tWb

plants dip the foliage of each into soft soapy water
in which has been mixed some flowers of sul-

phur. See that the drainage is in working order,

remove Moss and weeds from tlie surface of the
soil, but beyond this do not further disturb it.

Top-di'essing may be done if it is reallj' required,

but if the potting was properly performed it is

unnecessary.—W.

TRAINING PEACH TREES.
The pruning and tying of indoor trees after being
taken off the trellises for cleaning will now be in

full swing, and very often twice as much wood
as there is room for is often tied in. There are
many young trees jilanted a couple of years or so

that make strong vigorous shoots in spring, these
throwing laterals somewhat freely towards the
end of the season. Naturally it is best to let

them alone, and by the free outlet for the sap
render any interference with the roots unneces-
sary. But these laterals, useful as they are,

should not be left too thickly. They usually occur
at the up|.ier parts of the trees, and if encouraged
to draw the sap from the lower parts, making
sometimes bare places that are not so easily filled

as when they occur higher up. A medium course
is better than either extreme, and laterals left

about a foot apart on long strong shoots are sure
to get well ripened and fairly well set with buds.
In a neighbouring garden recently I came across
some trees planted about five years since. The
growths for a season or two had been much too
strong, yet being young trees they had only been
allowed to carry a few fruits each. The conse-
quence of this mode of treatment was that every
season they grew stronger, and the chance of e^'er

getting a full crop grew more and more remote.
Then as a remedy, root-pruning—often another
name for root-killing—was resorted to, and this,

not being done too carefully or early enough in

the autumn, checked the trees so badly that they
j

have not as yet got over it. Had these trees in
|

their second season been allowed to carry a full

or even, I might say, a heavy crop, it would so
have restrained the growth— and by sj'mpathy the
roots—that no root-pruning would have been ne-

cessary. Possibly a few of the sti'ongest shoots
may have required a little pinching or depressing
when tying in, but if the borders are firm and
composed of hard, solid substances rather than
rich manure, there will not be many of these.
Root-pruning is sometimes necessary, and very
often it is of great benefit. My point is that if

trees are properly planted in suitable borders and
the work carried out at the proper season it is

only in rare instances they need be disturbed.
It may be urged that roots will find their way
out of the borders to an unsuitable subsoil,
and these must be cut off. They occasionally
do so in the best managed borders. I know of

a large tree of Sea Eagle with a branch spread
of about 30 feet, all made within the last six or
seven years, that has never had a spade or fork
near the roots since planting. The roots of this
tree ha\'e every season been encouraged to come
to the surface by laying on about an inch of

fresh loam and burnt garden refuse, and if any
are gone below they have found something that
suits them.

In tying the fruiting branches they should be
kept as nearly parallel as possible, and in no case
must they be less ; ban 4 inches apart. Any that
have been left nearer than this during the previous

season may be cut in to within a few buds of the wish to depreciate that variety, but simply to
old stem whence they sprang and will form little have admitted that such variety's position as a

j

fruiting spurs in some cases. If they die back high flavoured one in its season was fully esta-
they are easily removed in the spring, but if cut

,

blished, and that being so, it seems almost ab-
[
to a wood bud there is no fear of this. Sometimes surd to continue subjecting it to the same ordeal,
it is necessary to tie a shoot for bearing in the

|

When we find Cox's Oiange Pippin Apple, for
same line as an old one that has fruited, but is

,

instance, in season, scarcely any other variety

I

retained on account of other shoots starting from has a chance to get a look in, because this one is

it. In this case tie it in fairly close for the sake so good. But we want to learn what other varie-

I

of neatness, but not untlerneath where it will get
^

ties approach it in flavour, and, unless these win
no light. Where there are thin places in the a first or second prize, nothing is heard of them,
body of the tree the tips of the longer shoots E\en authorising the judges to highly commend
must be taken out to a wood or triple bud, but the next very best varieties to the prize-winners
where extension lengthways is needed, this must would be of some service. As to tiie danger of
not be done, though the resulting fore shoot may limiting any variety of long duration to a short
be once pinched if it seemstaking an undue share tnne for competition, it is obvious that if Mr.
of the sap and the back buds are not lengthening Tallack's suggestion be adopted it must have
out properly. The twisted strand of matting tied exactlj- the same effect as my own, which only
around the end of the shoot and tightly drawn to applies to withdrawals for one year. That one
the wires is a barbarous relic of lule-ofthumb or two growers eligible to compete may ha\e
gardening. It no doubt gave the trees a smart ap-

]
some variety of special excellence that those

pearance when freshly tied, but soon strangled the possessing it should be able to exhibit again, after
shoot at the top, oftentimes the only one left be- it has taken a first prize, is possible but not very
yond the fruit. If the top tjud is not required probable, seeing that nearly all good new varie-
and can be rubbed out it is all very well, as it gives ties come through the trade, who are not eligible,
a tidy appearance without doing any mischief, and get pretty equally distributed the same sea-
and the shoots resulting may be heeled in and son amongst gardeners.—A. D.
afterwards tied to the strand of matting. Where
the fruiting shoots fill up the trellis and have to
l:>e cut out annually, the top shoot may be pinched EARLY PEACHES.
when it has made a few leaves, a basal one left at Trees started in the middle of last month will be
disbudding on either side and the better one in full flower, and will now need daily tittention

[selected. Any shoots that have got too woody i" the way of fertilising to ensure a t;ood set of

and strong, or are above the a\ erage in size of fruit. This is best accomplished with tlie aid

, those on the tree, should if convenient be slightly either of a camel's-hair brush or a rabbit's tail.

I depressed, this checking the flow of sap a The attendant should be careful when performing
little. To cut such shoots out bodily is bad this operation not to brush the blooms before the
practice; it means the production of even stronger pollen grains on each are quite ripe, and to be
ones next season, and breaks up the uniform content with only touching them but once, or at

flow of sap that is so desirable in well-trained the least twice, as brushing them unnecessarily-

trees. R. I

day after day only injures the delicate organs of

I

the flowers. This operation is best done about
Pear Nouvelle Fulvie.—This excellent Pear mid-day when the air is dry, and if a little sir

received favourable notice at the hands of "G. W.'" can be admitted at the apex of the house, matters
quite recently, and I heartily agree with all he
has to say respecting its good qualities. I grow
it somewhat largely, all of the trees being in the
form of single cordons, trained obliquely, and
they are on the Quince stock. I find the variety
a good grower and bearer, and the fruits are
genei-ally \ery large. It is true they are not par-
ticularly handsome in appearance, but this defi-

ciency is more than compensated for in their rich

flavour, and I consider Nouvelle Fulvie ranks next
to, if not equal to, Marie Louise in this resiject.

With me it ripens early in December, but no
doubt if grown as a bush in the open it might

will be greatly facilitated, as the pollen will dis-

perse all the more readily. On dull days sufficient

heat must be kept in the pipes to command a tem-
perature of 55°, and no damping should be done
prior to the brush being passed over the flowers.

On fine mornings the heat may be dispensed with
for a few hours, and admit air when the mercury
touches 05°. A slight damping under these cir-

cumstances is beneficial, and this may be done
about 0.30 a.m. In both cases a damping of the
floor and border surfaces may be done as soon as
the house is closed, or directly after fertilising

has taken place, which will jirevent the inside
make a dift'erence of some two or three weeks in atmosphere from becoming parched. The only
the ripening jieriod. I consider it a most valuable time damping should be omitted altogether is

Pear, and being such a regular cropper it is during foggy weather, and then the house should
worth extended cultivation.—A. W.
Plums under glass.— Plums, like Cherries,

will submit to gentle forcing only, and so long as
the ojjen weatlier continues, but very little, if any,
artificial heat will be required. When the house
is first closed and until the trees give signs of

starting into growth 45° at night and 50° by day
will be sufficient. When first closing the house,
take the precaution to well fumigate the trees

two or three evenings in succession, and again
before they come into flower. If the trees are
planted out, thoroughly moisten the border with
tepid water. Pot trees are more easilj' dealt
with, but after the balls are once moistened.

be kept as dry as possible for the time being. To
temper the cold air before it passes into the
house, tack fine muslin or tiffany over the ven-
tilators. The night temperature should be from
45' to 50°, according to outside climatic conditions,

and 55° by day, with a rise of 10" more with sun-
heat. In cases where a start was not made quite
so soon, the flowers on the trees will be just

showing the colour of the petals, and advantage
should be taken of this fact to give the house a
good fumigating before they expand fully. Al-
though aphis may not apparently be present, it

is always advisable to take this precaution in case
few may be lurking about, as the grower is

water carefully until they come into flower and powerless should an attack of fly occur where the

the roots become active. The trees intended for trees are m bloom. Two mild fumigations should

the second house should be moved under cover if
suffice, and syringe the trees the following morn-

in pots and still standing outdoors. Examine the ^"S- Examine the borders, and if these appear

drainage to see if all is in good order before •''^p'.V ^ become too dry before the flowering

taking them in, and after arranging them in the penod is over, gne them water at a temperature

house throw the ventilators open until starting O' c>5 .

time arrives.— S. E. P.

W.

The Veitch prizes for flavour.—I have
read Mr. Tallack's note on this subject, and I find

that generally he and I are agreed. When, how-
ever, I proposed that any variety winning two
years in succession should be for the following
year withdrawn from the competition, I had no

SHOUT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Peach orchards.— From three-ypar-nld Peach
orchards in the O/.ark region, au iiband:iiit croi>. of

exi-elleiit iju^ility, was produced. Eleven days were
rpquired for gatheriug and shipping, and the selected

fruit was forwarded to easteru markets in refrigerator
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cars. Tlie net returns amounted to about £3i per

acre.

Californian Raisins.—Xotwitlistanding heavy

rains in California, whicli interfered with the work cf

drying, the raisin product of that state for this year

is estimated at 75,000,000 pounds, according to The
Fruit Trade Journal of New York.

Flower Garden.

PETROCALLIS PYRENAICA.
(SYN., DRADA rYRENAlCA.)

This is one of the choicest gems for the select

part of the rock garden, where it should be
associated with rock plants of the very smallest

type. Though the name implies that its home
is in the Pyrenees, it is by no means confined

to that region, but occurs frequently in the
Carpathian Mountains and in Switzerhmd, where
it is found at an altitude of 7000 ft. to 10,000 ft.,

mostly on abruptly sloping calcareous rocks.

In our rock gardens, therefore, this plant should
be planted sideways, i.e., with its roots in a
more or less horizonial position.

The plant here figured has for two years been
growing in sucli a position in the nurseries of

JMessrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter, where a
photograph was obtained, which, however, can

Petrocallis pyrenaica in Messrs. Veitch^s nursery
at Exeter. Enqraved for The Garden from a
photograph sent by Mr. F, W, Meyer.

give no idea of the delicate beauty of tliis little

gem, which reminds one of the charming An-
drosace glacialis, which it greatly resembles,
but is less difficult to grow. The plant shown
in the engraving spreads about 6 inches or
8 inches, but is scarcely more than 1 inch in

height. It resembles a compact cushion com-
posed of dense rosettes similar to Silene, but
formed of minute leaves divided into three or
more linear lobes. From the centre of each
rosette springs a cluster of from four to six

delicate pale lilac flowers, each nearly half an
inch in diameter, which last from May to the
end of .June. The position in which the plant
is growing is one fully exposed to the sun.

It was ])lanted into a very narrow but deep
crevice filled with soil with which had been
ireely mixed limestone chippings.

Elmside, Exeter. F. W. Meyer.

New Canuas.—Messrs. Dammann and Co., of

Naples, have taken up the Canna witli much
energy, and now publish a sheet of splendid
kinds, which, althougli mostly dwarf in their

character, are very fine blooms. The advance in

these Cannas is most interesting, and they are
precious for those who grow them well in or out
of doors. Unhappily, this way of figuring things

in sheets is not such as gives one much idea of

the plants. The attempt to cover the whole sur-

face ruins the chance of the form being rightly
seen.

ERIGERON GLAUCUS AND ANTHEMI.S
TINCTORIA.

Wooster's plate of Erigeron glaucus in "Alpine
Plants " errs, I think, in showing the leaves too
light in colour, and, in my copy at least, the colour-

ing of the flowers is not so deep as in reality.

The small woodcut of the plant in Messrs.
Veitch's nursery shows its shapely form well.

I observe that Wooster gives South America as

the place of origin of E. glaucus (whicli he spells,

as some do, glaucum), but this appears to be a
mistake, as North-West America is given by
other authorities, as your contributors say. The
"Index Kewensis" under " Erigeron " does not
state that E. glaucus is synonymous with Aster
bonariensis, but under the heading of "Aster"
gives the latter as a synOD3'm of E. glaucus. Is

it absolutely certain that these are synonymous '!

If so, the name of bonariensis would give colour
to Wooster's statement that the plant came
originally from South America. In an old edition

of the " Cottage Gardener's Iiictionary '' a hard}'

annual appears as Erigeron bonariensis. Pax-
ton's "Botanical Dictionary'' has the same.
The "Index Kewensis" has also an Erigeron
bonariensis (Linn. sp. ph SM, Am. Austr.),

and as a synonjin of A. linearifolius, A.
bonariensis (Hort. ex Link, Enum. Hort.
Berol., ii., 328). I imagine there may have been
some confusion between E. glaucus and E.

bonariensis ; the latter I have never seen.

Regarding Anthemis tinctoria, I find this varies

in colour much from seed, and that your artist

has drawn from a plant slightly difl'erent from A.
tinctoria pallida, referred to by " E. J."' in his

able notes. From a plant of the ordinary yellow
Ox-eye Chamomile I have had a number of self-

sown plants presenting considerable variation in

form and colour. They vary from deep yellow to

pure white, and some are superior in form and size

to the parent. What I got from a good source as

A. t. pallida is a pale creamy yellow of great
beauty, and A. t. Kelwayi is, as " E. J." says,

very fine. There are others, such as A. t. Canary
Bird, of considerable value. I well remember the

fine effect produced by a mass of Anthemis tinc-

toria against the background of a hedge at Edge
Hall some years ago. There was considerable

variety among the flowers, and the same was to

be seen in a bed in Messrs. Dicksons' Chester
nursery, which I visited the same day.

Carsethom, hy Dumfries, X.B. S. Aksott.

Dianthus monspessulanus. — We are ac-

customed to think of all rock or alpine Pinks
as suitable for the rock garden only, but such is

not always the case. D. monspessulanus I have
grown in the border during last summer, and
with good effect. It continued to put forth in

considerable quantity its beautiful, large, fringed,

deei.) rose-coloured blossoms for weeks in succes-

sion. The habit of the plant, too, is very com-
pact and free, especially so when grown on cal-

careous soils. I was so pleased with it that it is

my intention to grow it even more largely this

year. Some years ago I saw it wild in South
Tyrol, where it grew in considerable masses out
of old retaining walls.—R. Potter, W'ilney, Oxoii.

Herbaceous Lobelias.—Reading "S.F.W.'s''
letter on these on page 40.3 reminded me of a
gentleman that was here last summer and ad-

mired a row I had planted at the back of a flower

border. It was about 50 feet long and about
1 foot wide. He said he could not get Lobelias

to do so well at his jjlace in Ireland. He let them
stay in the ground all winter. I find lifting

them after they have done flowering and packing
them close together in shallow boxes with sandy
soil is best, as they can be lifted with compact
balls of roots and stored in any cold house or

frame, giving them very little w.ater, and then

planting them out at the beginning of April.

When left in the ground, I ha\e seen some of them
rot off in very wet weather, leaving the bed
very patchy. To get a good effect you must have
a good-sized clump, planted fairly thick.—J. D.,
Ptniartli.

IBERIS JUCUNDA.
(sYN,, .ETHIOXEMA COKIDIFOLIUM.

)

The native home of this little gem, which also

goes by the name of the Lebanon Candytuft, is

in the mountain ranges of Asia Minor. It is

probably not perfectly hardy in the most
nortlierly counties of Great Britain, but is so
in the southern and midland counties. A plant
in Slessrs. Veitch's rock garden at Exeter, from
which the accompanying engraving was made,
has stood several severe winters and now forms-

a pretty little bush, only about 4 inches high
and 8 inches to 9 inches in diameter. It is,

therefore, not a fast grower, and should be asso-

ciated witli the dwarfest kind of rock plants.

The plant here illustrated is growing on a steep
rocky slope facing south, and is jilanted in light

loam mixed with an aljundance of limestone
chippings. It was in bloom here during July
and August, when I noted some interesting

changes of colour. The flowers appear in

Iheris jucunda in Messrs. Veitch's Exeter nursery.
From a photograph sent 5y Mr. F. IF. Meyer.

densely-crowded flattened racemes, almost um-
bellate in appearance. The individual blooms
are scarcely more than a quarter of an inch
across, and are of a delicate pink colour, veined
with bright rose. The young flowers have in

the centre a small white spot, resembling a
star, and ending in a yellow throat. In older
flowers the white star vanishes, and the eye in the
centre becomes dark red, while the pink or rose-

coloured petals assume a pale flesh-coloured hue,
almost approaching to white. The leaves

—

alternate, fleshy, somewhat cuneate in shape,
half-inch to 1 inch long and about an eighth of

an inch wide, tapering towards the base—are
of a glaucous colour and evergreen.

Elmside, E.reter. F. W. Meyer.

HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS AND TIGRIDIAS.

The correspondence on the hardiness of these
reveals much diff'erence of experience ; more
marked, as may be expected, in the case of the
Lobelias than the Tigridias. In this district it is

not possible to succeed with the latter if per-

nuinently planted out. I have had them survive
a mild winter, but they were worthless the follow-

ing summer and did not bloom. "S. W. F." has
given good advice concerning the purchase of

bulbs. In 1S97 there were many failures from
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the bad condition of the bulbs, wliich must either

have been harvested in improper weather or were
not fully ripened before removal. Early in spring

I ordered a few, and was informed that "the
crop had failed," and that those ordered it might
not be possible to supply. As the Tigridias are

so effective and desirable in their season one was
unwilling to be without them, and a request was
sent to forward what could be had. The bulbs

were much shrivelled, and from this cause and
the contributory efl^cts of the wet season the dis-

play of flower looked for was quite absent.

With regard to the Lobelias, not only do I find

it impossible to preserve them in the open garden,

but I have found it necessary to keep them mov-
ing gently with a little heat. In an absolutely cold

frame they cannot be preserved here. This expe-

rience is confirmed by others in the same locality.

On the other hand, I have seen these Lobelias ex-

hibited in Scotland on stands of hardy perennials,

and have been assured that in some districts

(notably in the neighbourhood of (ilasgow), they
are hardy with a slight covering oi ashes. These
Lobelias have been a standing subject of com-
plaint when shown in stands of hardy perennials :

but, in view of the conflicting experience of

growers, what can be said? Those of us who cannot
grow them regret the fact, and content ourselves

as best we may with L. syphilitica, the flowers of

which are not a sufficient substitute for the bril-

liantly coloured blooms of the others. One cannot
well account for the difference of experience shown
in your columns. Everyone must trj' for hnn-
self and take the success or failure which follows.

Yet I fancy that for many flowers the light, dry
soil such as this is not the liest for wintering some
flowers. Some experiments with the Alstrcemerias

and various other plants have brought this home
to me. "There are more things in heaven and
earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy," and
we must confess ourselves at a loss many a time
in our gardening. S. Arnott.

Caraetliorn, hy Dumfries, N. B.

WINTERING DAHLIA ROOTS.
It is at this period of the year that rot will fre-

quently put in an appearance on Dahlia roots

which are being kept over the winter for propa-
gating. Some varieties keep much better than
others, while some rarely become affected. Close
attention should be given now and onwards, and
when signs of decay occur care should at once be
taken to cutaway the decayins parts, in the hope
of preventing it from extending further. As a
general rule Dahlia roots are kept dry all the
winter, but at the same time as cool as possible,

taking care to exclude frost. An old Dahlia
grower was once asked how Dahlia roots could be
preserved through the winter with certainty, and
his reply was, keep them from frost and damp and
heat. It is held that damp gives rise to rot, and
yet I have known roots preserved safely through
the winter placed under the plant stand of a
warm greenhouse, with water falling upon them
from the pots above. I daresay there were losses,

but I have known the roots preserved unharmed
in this way. One man will keep his roots in dry
sand all the winter packed in boxes. Another
will place his in the driest parts of his greenhouse,
of course safe from frost. Years ago it was the
practice of some to ]jit their roots as they did
their Potatoes, covering them with straw and
mould. They have been kept with safety in a dry
underground cellar which is dark, but jet warm
enough. I have known them to be sewn up in

matting and hung up in a coal cellar, another
method being to pack them away in dry soil luider

a jMtting bench. Many operatives in tlie mid-
lands and north who ha\'e allotment gardens
some distance from their dwellings carefully dry
their roots with some of the soil adhering to them,
and hang them up round the walls of their
kitchens. One important precaution is necessary
—not to put the roots away in any place until

the soil upon them is quite dry. Early propaga-
tion is not desirable except in the case of those
who have good convenience for securing in-

crease ; especially so in the case of those in the
trade who supply cuttings. Then it is necessary
the forcing beds be prepared in January and the

roots got into position. The amateur with
limited convenience, and who requires but few
plants, need not begin propagating until the end
of March or early in April, as Dahlia cuttings
take much less time to root then than they do in

February. R. D.

DISEASED MARIE LOUISE VIOLETS.

In accordance with your wish, I send you this

note detailing the behaviour of the above, and the
treatment given them for the past twelve months,
although it dift'ers but little, if anj', from that ac-

corded to healthy plants so often recorded in

your columns. I do not claim to have eradicated
the disease ; far from it ; but it is a fact that the
whole stock is gradually improving in vigour, as
evidenced by the deeper green of the foliage and
continued blooming of the plants. You will ob-

serve from the samples of both sent herewith for

comparison that there is j'et room for improve-
ment ere they become equal to the fresh stock,
especially in the darker green of the leaf and
strength of the flower-stalks. In the autumn
of 18!Mj when put into the pits the whole stock
was tolerably good plants, slightly paler in colour
of leaf than usual, may be, but nevertheless good
clumps, perfectly free from insect pests, a mass of

expanded and expanding blooms and bristling
with buds. Almost immediately upon being
transferred to the pits the leaves commenced to

damp off (an unusual thing in this pure air),

being infested with a kind of sticky, slimy damp-
ness, which in spite of constant picking, dusting
with fine <X\y wood ashes, &c., continued until al-

most every leaf was destroyed, so that by the end
of the year they were in a pitialjle plight.

Naturally with the defoliation blooming ceased.
As nothing more could be done for them in the
dead season furtlier than protecting from inclement
weather as carefully as if they still supplied
abundant bloom, they were left thus until the
middle of March, by which time nine-tenths of

them were dead or dying and the remainder
crippled. The whole lot was dug up, the clumps
pulled to pieces, and any bits showing a vestige
of life and growth were laid aside for providing
stock for this season. The selected bits were
then dipped, roots and crowns, in a strong
and rather thick mixture, consisting of extract
of quassia chips, sulphur, and soft soap, and
afterwards laid in in nice light soil in a part
of one of the pits and tended carefully.

As the season advanced they gradually com-
menced growing, until by planting-time many
were tolerably well-rooted stuff, but with very
sickly foliage. As I was unable to procure enough
fresh stock I was compelled to plant the best, and
gave them exactly the same treatment as the
healthy ones kindly sent me planted alongside.
A marked difl'erence prevailed throughout the
summer, the affected stock carrying the pale
yellowish-green hue in strong contrast to the
deep green of the new, and it was not until

towards September that the contrast in this

respect became less marked, the green gradually
deepening in the leaf, which it has continued to

do up to now, but is still considerably paler than
the clean lot. Up to the present one is as free-

blooming as the other, and so far there is no sign
of leaf-damping ; not even the necessity for pick-
ing a decayed leaf has arisen since pitting in the
first week of October. Whether these plants
witli generous treatment would ever reco\er their
original luxuriance is more than I know. My
belief is that they eventually would, but having
abundance of fresh stock this season, I shall try

my luck with them in preference to experiment-
ing with the old. I belie\ e a change of stock had
become necessary here, for I had had no fresh

plants for eighteen years.

As to cultural details, they are few and simple.
A quarter of ground in the kitchen garden in

good heart is selected. This year the choice fell

on a steep sloping bank with S.W. asjiect, and

although Violets had at various times previously
been grown on it, a season intervened, the plot

being cropped with early Cabbages followed by
late Peas. Referring to mj' note-book, I find that
early in the new year this plot was baftard-dug,
and on .January 20 a thick layer of pure leaf-

mould and some garden refuse mixed with lime
was spread on, and left so until the beginning of

April, when this dressing was well broken up and
thoroughly incorporated by repeated forkings
with the topmost spit, to which was added a
sprinkling of fish guano and bone-meal, and when
sufficiently dry on the surface, well trodden and
prepared for planting, which was commenced on
April 26 and completed on May 4. Marie Louise
is planted 9 inches apart each waj- in beds 9 feet

wide. Thus each bed contains eleven rows, and
by missing the next two rows, space is allowed
for alleys between the beds. On .July the beds
were dressed with artificial manure, taking care

to put it well around the jilants and between the
rows ^\'ithout injuring the foliage. Intense heat
l^eing now prevalent, mulching was resorted to

on the Kith of the same month, the mulch con-

sisting of fresh wood moss. (I have great faith in

wood moss as a mulch in hot weather for all

growing crops.) On August 28 this mulch was
turned over, the beds top-dressed, and the moss
replaced. Pitting commenced on September 28
and was completed on October 5. Of course,

weeding, clearing runners, and watering were
not neglected, the latter with strong house
sewage, having a plentiful supply of it at the

upper end of the plot, and to this 0%'erhead water-
ing with sewage, combined with the moss mulch-
ing, I attribute the almost in\ariable immunity
from red spider on Violets.

For the obvious v^asons stated above, I have
had to abandon one item of culture usually fol-

lowed here, viz., the selection of stock plants.

Divisions, runners, anything, in fact, with a
scrap of root and leaf, had to do duty for stock,

but when single crowns from short, near home
runners are available, they are far preferable to

perpetuate stock and produce the finest blooms.
I may state that the blooms sent you are from
plants that have been flowering freely since the
latter part of July, so that by now they must be
partly exhausted.— J. R., Tlie Gardens, Tan-y-
hu-l,-h.

*^* There is certainly a marked difference in

the condition of the foliage of the unhealthy
plants when compared with that first sent to us.

There is a difference in the colour of the leafage

of the two sets of plants, but as far as the flowers

are concerned, those of the once unhealthy lot are

as good as those from the healthy plants, and in

time no doubt the unhealthy plants would regain
their lost vigour.—En.

RIVIERA NOTES.
The mild autumri you luivc had in England
has been equally so in proportion on tlie

Riviera, while the sunshine has been constant
day by day with very few exceptions, when
welcome rain has fallen. In consequence
the crop of autumn Roses has been finer than
usual ; and as the liot weather prevented their

export, the wealth of Roses flowering in the
fields and terraces has been marvellous. La-
raarque, Marechal Niel, Paul Nabonnand, M. V.
Houtte, Papa Gi>nticr, La France, Gloire de
Dijon, and many otliers ha\'c filled the still air

with sweetness. At Bordighcra especially I

saw many blooms of Blar^clial Niel as rich in

colour and massive in sulistance as they could
be in .sju-ing. At Nice the Chromatella or Cloth
of Gold is still unajiproachable for its beauty
and (juality, but as it is not generally a very
free-flowering Rose, even on the.se sunny .shores,

it is gradually disappearing. It was a delight,

however, on the shortest day to gather a dozen
faultless blooms of this exquisite Rose that
would create a sensation in London any day in
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the year could they be transported without any
h)ss of their beauty !

Carnations, on tlie other hand, have suffered

from the heat, and tlioiigh \ery abundant and
sweet, were smaller and poorer in (juality than
usual. Frencli-Italians do not care for the
smooth, round-edged petal so dear to English
florists, and admire most those varieties tliat

shade from deep tones in the centre to white or
flesh colour at the edge, but they do insist they
shall be sweet scented, so that goes far to atone
fnr the coarseness of some varieties. Narcissi
have flowered long before their proper sea.son,

and have been (juite unsaleable. Mignonette is

hajtpily finer than usual, and with the enormous
quantity of (Jrange blossom and Heliotrope
makes one forget that winter has yet to come.
At San Remo I .saw in one nursery garden a
.seedling yellow Paris Daisy of great merit, half-

way between the tall-growing Etoile d't)r and
the little Coiiite de Chamboid, and with the con-
tinuous blooming qualities of the latter. This
should be a valuable plant when it is known and
grown. Iris stylosa and I. germanica are Ijoth

full of flower, looking so strange to English
eyes when seen together at this season. Lopezia
coronata is a very dainty little flowering shrub
with brown stems and pink flowers, that should
lie worth trying for the sake of its distinct
cliaracter. It mixes so prettily on a wall witli

Heliotrope, and has a very curious ett'ect among
Streptosolen Janiesoni, now grown in quantity
all along the coast in sunny gardens.

This Christmastide the market at Nice is a
marvellous sight, with its stalls piled high with
masses of Roses and Carnations under the wel-
come shade of the big umbrellas tliat screen
them : and the succulence and beautj' of the
vegetables appeal to the palate eiiually efl'ec-

tually. Market growers now grow the old
sugar Pea in tiuantity for winter work. It cer-
tainly is most excellent both eaten in the pod
or shelled in the usual way, and judging from
this season it is a most abundant bearer. I

wonder how it would answer as an autumn crop
in England :" The Persimmon has become a very
popular fruit, and is most ettective on the dish
or piled up on the stalls. When quite soft and
transparent it is a delicious fruit, but it is not
given to everyone to be patient enough to wait
for that happy moment ; hence foolish folk call

it rough and astringent, while to tliose who
wait it is like a huge Apricot, melting and de-
lectable. The hot suns and brilliant atmo-
spliere make us forget that we are passing
through the shortest days. If winter should
suddeidy invade these sheltered shores, as it

can do from time to time, how bitterly we shall
complain ! E. H. W.

Villa Campa BtUn. 3.3, Rue CoUa, Jv'iVe.

Campanula persicifolia.— I am obliged to
" S. W. F.," Torquay, for his note referring to
this on page oO.'J. The question of the parentage
of C. persicifolia alba grandiflora, to which I

alluded on jiage 40-2, is one which struck me on
first seeing that fine Bellflower several years ago.
I liave always felt inclined to think that it ^e-
sulcedfrom a cross with C. latifolia or C. 1. ma-
crantha alba. Apart from the flimsy texture of
the flowers, their form gives support to the idea,
and C. grandis would hardly give this. It is

only fair to say that seedlings of C. p. alba (not
the large form) are variable in size, form, and
texture, and that many are deficient in the wax-
like appearance of the best.— S. Aknott.
Pseonies.—Replying to Mr. Tallack (p. 482),

I merely took exception to a certain passage
which I quoted in Mr. Tallack's own words. Nor
do I think Mr. Tallack at all strengthens his
case by a complete alteration of the subject
under which he originally wrote. This I note is

" Pseonies and Rabbits," but is now changed to

"Naturalising Pa^onies." "Rough herbage" is

rather an elastic term, and of a kind there must be
miles in the rough shrubbery and other borders
in this country alone. What I do not understand
is what kind of "rough herbage" Jlr. Tallack
has to contend with that it so quickly and effec-

tually masters strong-growing Peonies. Surely
where such a state of things prevails, a few feet or

yards one way or another could make but little

dift'erence, and with a fair amount of light above,
there is no need for failure unless, indeed, the
soil is itself exhausted. The chief item of all

such work is a first clearance of roots, then plant
your subjects for naturalising sufficiently thick

not only for eft'ect, but to bold sway. Unless the
former is well done, such things as Pieonies, that
take two or three years to get established in

good soil, are worse than thrown away. All

such things require light, and given this, many
things, and Pa'onies among them, if properly
started, would be just as content in the middle of

a wood as in the best shrubbery or other border.

—E. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Annuals.

So far as one can judge from the catalogues
already to hand, there does not seem to be much
that is specially new in connection with annuals
that are used in the flower garden. Certainly

a few species wliose varieties multiply exceed-

ingh' have their novelties, but this means some-
thing fresh in colour or size of flower, and not, as
a rule, much that can be regarded as an improve-
ment in the matter of an eft'ective display.

Where herbaceous plants are excluded from those
portions of the flower garden that are more or less

formal, and the system of early-summer and au-

tumn planting is still in force, it may be well at

this season of the year to refer to the fact that if

necessary a very fine display can be made solely

with annuals, and although these naturally entail

a certain amount of trouble, there is with them
no necessit}' for autumn progagation and winter
housing, three and a half months are at the most
the time required before they are ready for the

open ground, or rather before the weather con-

ditions enable tliem to be planted so far as size

and strength of plant are concerned. Two and a
half months from the time of sowing would be
sufficient even with those things whose germina-
tion and after progress are not oi'er-quick. One
reason why many forms of annuals have not come
more to the front is that sufficient discrimination

has not always been shown in their selection.

Prominent beds ought to look bright until frost

or a continuation of wet autumnal weather
destroys their beauty, and it is tlierefore useless

to fill them with things that however bright they
may be for a time, are very quickly over. Again,
given a selection of long-standing subjects, the

aim should also be plenty of variety alike in the
matter of height, foliage, colour and habit. The
ability to secure all this in annual flowers is not
sufficiently recognised, but they are certainly

available, as may be deduced from a few examples
out of many. In height we can range from the
(j-feet Sunflowers and seedling Dahlias to the dwarf
Phloxes and Petunias ; in foliage from the huge-
leaved Tobaccos to the tiny Portulacas ; in colour

from silverj' Centaureas and white Verbenas and
Stocks to scarlet Linums and crimson Antirrhi-

nums, and in habit from the stiff', heavy-flowered
Begonias to the graceful Celosias and Pent-
stemons. Not many of the plants under con-

sideration, whether annuals or perennials treated

as annuals, can be left for outdoor sowing ; thej'

may be divided into two classes, viz., to be sown
respecti\ely the last week in January and the

last week in Marcli, in both cases under glass, a

little bottom-heat being e-ssential in the former
and advisable in the other. Cultural details may
be summed up in a few words : Sow thinly, prick

oft' quickly, grow along as sharp as possible, and
harden off thoroughly. In offering a selection of

a few things, I do not intimate that they repre-

sent all that can be employed, only that they rank

among the best and most enduring, and can be

raised and grown easily.

Antirrhinums.

Of the many named varieties now offered, a

selection of three or four distinct colours, say in

white, yellow, and crimson, answers all ordinary

])urposes ; it is also a (piestion if very dwarf forms

are desirable. We have plenty of things that are

naturally dwarf, or that can easily be kept so and
show to great advantage with their flowers aris-

ing from a dense carpet, without having miniature

Snapdragons with tiny spikes ; sturdy, robust

jjlants from IS inches to 24 inches are the best.

Sow early in February on a gentle hotbed, or in

boxes that may be jilaced on tlie pipes of a vinery

or Peach house that is just started. A capital

place for pricking out the young seedlings W'ill be

a pit or frame that has winter-housed cuttings of

Tufted Pansies, Pinks, &c. Of the

Bkgoni.\s

of the semperflorens type, the best that have come
under my notice are Fairy tjueen. Crimson Gem,
and Zulu King, and of their size I do not know
anything more beautiful or that gives a more
lasting display. Where it is not desirable to

house old plants or to resort to autumn propaga-

tion from cuttings, seed can be sown in warmth
the last week in .lanuary, and the young plants

grown along quickly. As there is a little element

of formality in beds w-holly devoted to these

Begonias, sometliing should be grown to mix
with them, and there is nothing better for the

inu'pose than Grevillea robusta. Cultural details

as to the tuberous section have so often been

gi\ en that it is not necessary to repeat them. A
special point for outdoor work is the selection of

suitable varieties, and it is now generally acknow-
ledged that the best results either in the single or

double forms are obtained from comparatively

small erect or semi-erect flowers.

Of dwarf plants, or those that if necessary can

be kept dwarf without much trouble, four really

good species, each of which is now obtainable in

great variety, are Nemesia strumosa. Phlox Drum-
mondi. Verbenas, and Petunias. To obtain good
plants seed should be sown early in aiarch in

boxes, standing them on a slight hotbed, or on pipes

being perhaps the safest plan. The germination

of very small seed is more certain in this way than

when sown in a frame, and a better watch can

also be kept for the several insect enemies that

are partial to tiny seedlings. I think two of the

most eft'ective things in a flower garden, and that

certainly should be included in all arrangements,

are Salpiglossis and Pentstemons. No phmts are

likely to be more admired than these, and it may
Ije added that fortunately few things are more
easily obtained. The Pentstemons are sown in a

vinery in February, the Salpiglossis in a frame in

March. Although there are now any number of

difl'erent strains of Petunias, no very great advan-

tage will accrue from investing in the same, good
types of grandiflora and nanacompacta producing

all that is required respectively for large and
small beds.

Marigolds.

These are often regarded as common flowers,

and an erroneous impression prevails that they are

short-li\ ed ; on the contrary, liowever, the best

forms produce a display so far as yellow shades are

concerned that cannot be surpassed by any other

flower, and only given the prompt removal of de-

caying blooms, the ])lants will hist until frost cuts

them down. Very little variation is seen in the

lemon and orange African forms as supplied by
good firms, and Legion of Honour is a bright and
sliowy variety of the French section. Following

on in tall annuals of yellow shades I should recom-

mend among Sunflowers the selection of the new
miniature, known as Stella, as being the better

flower, both from a quality and size standpoint,

and yet not at all coarse. It is also eqiually free.

Primrose Queen is very good, more robust in

habit, the blooms larger, and as the name indi-

cates, considerably paler in colour. Both the

Marigolds and Sunflowers can be sown in frames
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on a slight hotbed about the third week in

March. Apropos of this slight hotbed, mentioned
several times in connection with sowing the

annuals under consideration, one made entirely of

leaves. Oak, Beech, or, failing these, Spanish
Chestnut, is the best. It should be macle about a
fortnight before the time of sowing, built up to a
height of 4 feet, and trodden very firmly and
evenly to prevent sinking. Where a con-

siderable number of tine-foliaged plants is re-

quired, and it is not possible to obtain any great
variety, three serviceable things to be used in

different situations are Cannas, Grevillea and
Nicotiana var. colossea, the two former to be
sown in heat in January (the Canna seed to be
soaked in warm water for a day and night previous
to sowing), and the Tobacco in pans or boxes
about the middle of March in gentle warmth.
Seedlings of all these should be transferred to

single pots as soon as they can be handled.

Claremont. E. L. B.

NOTES FROM SUFFOLK.
The year still bears its name as a flowering

year even to its close. The record of bunches
of Primroses gathered in December apjiears in

daily papers. <Jn Christmas Day, and, indeed,

for the preceding weeks, sprays of yellow Bank-
sian Roses climbed to the windows and nestled

under the eaves of the house. White frosts

touched the foliage here and there, but leafy

branches still linger to set oil' the apparently
unseasonable blossoms. This year I saw a
berry, or "hep," on a blossoming bunch, but it

never ripened, and fell before the summer
pruning and nailing thinned and trained the
trees. Perhaps in more southern counties

these little Roses fruit, but I have never
noticed their so doing here, where the flowers,

yellow and white, open profusely, and the trees

on which they grow are sixty or seventy years
old. Thinking aliout Roses, I wonder if many
readers of The Garden cultivate the tiny,

dainty Rosa multiflora : the seed sown in

February produces miniature plants which
flower in June, and such sweet little flowers in

every sense of the word, richly scented, vary-
ing in colour from white to crimson, through
shades of pink, some single and some perfectly

double. Year -old plants are sturdy little

bushes and profuse flowerers. Those who can
see beauty in the least of Roses will have much
in these pompons, which convert the Rose De
Meaux and Fairy Pet, &c., into comparative
giants. They are quite hardy, and have had
buds and blossoms out this month. The aljiine

Auricula beds have been very gay, and the
flowers as bright and highly coloured as ordi-

narily in spring, but the frost has checked them,
and yellow leaves are a .sad substitute for the
healthy foliage of a few days since.

The buds on shrubs and fruit trees are swell-

ing fast. If Nature sleeps, it must be like the
historic weasel, ready to take advantage of

every chance which may befal. The wall fruit

trees, so scanty in produce last year, are well
set with blossom-buds and have made plenty of

wood, and Apples, Pears and Plums will, let us
hope, bring in a better crop next season. The
bush fruit, too, promises fa'rly, and I hope
many will try the new Japanese Wineberry ; the
fruit is pleasant to the taste and distinct in

flavour. Even as a decorative plant in sunny
margins of shrubbery it should find fa\'our.

The crimson shoots covered with soft spines are
very pretty, and the blossom-buds are, unex-
panded, like Moss Rose buds. There is a jiecu-

liarity abou die flowering which is noticeable
;

the crimson-brown bud exjiands and shows a
small white-petalled bhrnm, which when set is

carefully covered by tlie protecting carpels. By
dejreos these carpels open again, and a seeded

berry, yellow at first, but glowing under the

ripening influence of the sun into ruby-coloured

fruit, is in appearance as attractive as it is agree-

able to the palate.

Shrubbery borders remind one of flowering

shrubs. Are these charming adjuncts to the

more formal parterre planted as freely as they

might be 'i Not alone Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

and Kalmias, but double - flowered Almond,
Peach, Plum, and Apple, with Lilacs, Rose
Acacias, and other bright blossomed trees should

enliven the borders of the lawn. Then for

sheltered nooks we have the Ceanothus, with

its soft blue flowers, the Desfontainea, with
Holly-like leaves and scarlet and yellow blos-

soms, standards of Prunus Pissardi, Scarlet

Oak, Japanese Maple, Salisburia adiantifolia,

Paulownia imperialis, Liquidambar, and many
more trees and plants deciduous and ever-

green, so often praised in The Garhex for

flower or foliage, form or colour, the mere
enumeration of which would convert this note

into a catalogue. There are flowering shrubs,

too, seen in very old gardens, whose names are

unknown or forgotten by the horticulturist of

to-day. One sees them and admires their

brightness and beauty in old world places,

growing untrained and unpruned, half over-

grown and wholly neglected, but quite worthy
a re-introduction into the choicest gardens.

SrFFOLKIAN.

GARDEN REFUSE.
G.\KDEX refuse of all kinds is most useful to the

gardener when properly made into a fertilising

manure. The ordinary e\ery-day routine of work
gives rise to the accumulation of this refuse, as

few days pass without cleaning taking place in

some part or other, whether in the kitchen garden
or outside of it, so that really there is no trouble

or extra labour involved in the gathering of it

together. Walk edgings, flower-bed and border

edgings, road sidings, and all such like can be
added with the best possible results. All prun-

ings, tlie trimmings of shrubberies, old and young
wood, all the decayed growth of the herbaceous
borders and weeds, Potato and Tomato bine,

.should be burned, these enhancing the value of

the com|)Ost in a high degree. There is nothing
but can be utilised with much advantage and con-

venience to the gardener. Indeed, every gardener
can make this excellent compost without having
to bestow any great care or labour in its manufac-
ture. All this refuse as the work goes on must
be carried to a place by itself out of the way,
where, if it is regularly put and the heap
at convenient times dressed up, the materials

it is composed of will in time heat and
decompose. Short grass sweepings throughout
the summer and rough leaves at the close of the

season should be added ; indeed, everything that

can be brought together as cleaning goes on.

Where gaslime can be had it should be pounded
small, the smaller the better, so as to mix well

with the compost. The plan I used to adopt was
to throw a coating of it over the heap every week
throughout the summer, so that it got aired to

remove the noxious gas ere more of tlie refuse was
added. This process should go on methodically

until the end of the year, when the whole should

be turned and carefully mixed, and as the work
goes on all scraps of wood and stones should be
picked out to make tlie whole as clean a mould as

can be made in that way. This is usually done
in a time of frost, or when the ground is too wet
to M'ork on from heavy rains, so that no time is

taken up with it in good weather. This compost
ought to lie a year to give full time to make
thoroughly, and then it can be used in many Majs
with great advantage.

In most gardens by this time all the herbaceous
1 lorders and beds will be cleared of the past season's

growth and the surface of the soil slightly stirred

with tlie fork. Then the first chance of frost

should be taken to give the beds and the borders

a good top-dressing of the compost, which will
fall and work into the ground with the weather
before spring, when it will only be necessary to
give a slight touch with the fork to make all the
surface equally level. This compost is much to be
preferred to manure of any kind, as it gives rise to
fine rootlets which build up a solid stubby growth
tlie opposite of what manure would do on heavy
soils. The compost is useful in the flower garden
where Geraniums and all other soft-wooded things
are planted, for if the soil is in any way heavy,
a dressing of it helps to make the surface Hne, and
as planting goes on it mixes with the soil and
gives the plants a kindly start. It is also most
useful for planting all half-hardy cuttings in in
frames or otherwise. Cuttings of all soft bedding
plants strike readily in it. It suits all manner of
seedlings ; then with vegetable seeds it is a great
help to rapid vegetation, keeping the surface of
the ground from running close together, which it

is apt to do if the weather should be wet in the
spring. If all the Brassicas were sown broadcast
and thin, covered with the compost and raked in,

these would lift with nice balls of fine roots, stout,
stocky plants that would soon take to their new
([uarters. It is of much value to plant young
Strawberry plants in, as they take readily to it and
make a free start into gi-owth, and is much to be
preferred to manure for Potatoes, as the quality
of the haulm is likely to be drier and not so
readily disposed to blight. A coat of it in
the Celery trenches is of advantage to the
plants when put out. Onion and Carrot ground
should have a dressing of it in the early part of
the winter, so that at sowing time it would make
a fine mould for the seed. In the case of planting
Gooseberries, Black and Red Currants, Rasp-
berries, and all such like, its use to assist imme-
diate root action is apparent in the free start
into growth the bushes make ; then for top-
dressing cordon, bush, and pyramid fruit trees on
the Paradise stock it is most advantageous, as rains
wash in the chemical projierties of the compost
to feed the roots. Violets do exceedingly well in
it either in frames or out in the open ; indeed,
there is no end to the many things it can be applied
to with the best possible results. I have proved
this over a series of years, and would urge all

who have not hitherto done so to adopt the same
practice. A. Kemp.

Coolhursf, Horxham.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1152.

YELLOW ROSES.
(with a COLOUKED PLATE OF EOSA LUTEA AXI)

R. LUTEA FL.-PL.*)

The single form figured in the plate under the
name of Rosa lutea is more often alluded to as
the Austrian Brier or Austrian Yellow. We
have no older known Roses than Austrian Yel-
low and Austrian Copper, botli ha\ing been
grown in this country by John (Jerard upwards
of 3(J0 years back. Rosa lutea is a fairly vigor-

ous grower, hardy, and a sure bloomer when
pruned upon correct lines. To cut away the
long slender shoots of the jjrevious summer is

simply to destroy the charming late spring
show of blossom. Both of the single forms are
rather fugitive, and would be of little service

were it not for their rich colour and early

blooming. I have never seen these to better
advantage than as standards, w ith the growths
allowed to droop in a natural manner from the
weight of blossom. As drrarfs they are apt to

ramble close to the ground, but over rough
roots and banks make a charming display.

There is a peculiar perfume to both blossom

* Drawn for The G.\rden at Gravetye JIanor,
Sussex, by H. G. Moon. Lithotrraphed and printed
byJ.L. Goffart.
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ami foliage, the latter partaking strongly of the

Sweet Brier. Some pretty hybrids have been
obtained by the Right Hon. Lord Penzance, a

variety named Lady Penzance retaining much of

the colouring found in the Austrian Copper.
We have two double forms, known respec-

tively as Han'isoni and Persian Yellow. The
latter is deeper in colour, rather larger, not

quite so full, and a better grower. Persian
Yellow was sent out in 1838, Harrisoni in 1830,

so that both the single and double forms
are very old garden favourites. The doubles

are naturally much more lasting than the

singles, and among our showiest Roses for

early summer display. Rosa sulphurea and R.
hemispha'rica are synonymous, and were intro-

duced from the East in 1629. In the yellow
Banksian Rose we have another old and valu-

able kind, this having been distributed by the

Royal Horticultural Society in 1824. When
given a warm and sheltered position and left

unpruned for a couple of seasons, this is a truly

grand sub-evergreen climber, producing in im-
mense bunches small and very double blos-

.soms. L'nfortunately, it is rather tender, need-

Mar6chal Niel, which, introduced in 1804, is

without doubt our most popular climbing Rose
for under glass. We have a more constant
bloomer in Perle des Jardins, and one more
amenable to pot culture, taking up very little

space and flowering with the greatest certainty
from each short growth.

Other good yellows are M. Furtado, a variety
needing very generous treatment to secure a
full and medium-sized bloom. Isabella Sprunt
is also thin, but a charming coat flower early
and late in the season. In Amazone we have a
deep golden-yellow that always forms a long,
full, and pointed bud. Caroline Kuster pro-

I vides a pure lemon-yellow of good size and
j

form. This is grand upon a low wall or fence,

is very hardy and a free bloomer. Reve d'Or
is also very hardy, a rampant grower and
almost evergreen. The great error made in cul-

tivating this variety lies in pruning it ; it should
never be cut back hard, but left to grow at will

so far as space will allow. Belle Lyonnaise,
which gives us a pale lemon or citron-yellow, is

especially sweet-scented, and, like Reve d'Or,
needs very little pruning. One of the most

Flowers of the Copper Austrian Brier,

ing protection in winter and to be grown upon
a dry border as a further inducement towards
more complete maturation of autumnal growth.

Turning to the other pure yellows, we tind a

wide interval before the introduction of any
worthy of general culture, the first being
Celine Forestier, in 1858. This, a fine ad-

dition to our yijllow climbers, is a grand
autunnial, and. owing to the formation of its

centre, lasts longer upon the plant than other
Roses. La Boule d'Or, which appeared two
years later, is a glorious Rose during a dry
season, but an utter failure otherwise. Under
glass it can be depended ujjon, and would be a
really valuable variety if a little freer to open.
This also applies to Perle de Lyon, one of our
]jurest yellows, but an inditi'erently formed
flower. There is no Rose with deeper coloured
foliage than this. Even when quite matured it

.still retains the deep rasy and metallic shadings
which contrast so well with yellow and apricot
coloured Ro.ses. We find this in Mnie. Falcot,
Sunset, Perle des Jardins, and others. Perle
des Jardins is probably the most commonly
grown of all yellow Roses, not excluding

useful in this section is Marie van Houtte, a

j

Rose that can scarcely be planted in the wrong
place, one of our first ancl last to bloom, and

j

exceptionally free and hardy. Towards au-

]
tunin, instead of a pale yellow, we almost
invariably find the fiowers beautifully tinged
with pale carmine and rose. Medea, a newer
Tea from Waltham Cross, has also proved itself

a thoroughly reliable Rose and deserves to be
in every collection. It is a large and perfectly

formed flower, apparently likely to prove the
best pale lemon-yellow. A deep nankeen-
yellow is found in Perle d'Or, one of the very
dwarf miniature Polyanthas that ai-e so useful

for pots, massing and edging. Every bloom is

perfect and less than the size of a shilling-piece.

So numerous are the many shades of yellow
that I have been forced to miss out such as

Comtesse de Nadaillac, Princess Beatrice, Jean
Ducher, Mme. Charles, Mme. Carnot, William
Allen Richardson and several more.

A. P.

Grafting' Azaleas and Rhododendrons.

—

Our I'eaders have often had our \"ie\\"s as to

the folly of grafting all our beautiful hardy
Rhododendrons on the common R. pontioum,
witli the result that it eventually displaces the
very tine kinds grafted upon it, and as it often
layers itself, covers the whole foreground of many
of tlie most important parts of our gardens and
pleasure grounds, making them monotonous and
devoid of light or shade and pleasant colour.

The remedy for this would be to get all these fine

kinds of Rhododendrons on tlieir own roots if we
could only get the nurserymen out of the way to
which they have been committed for many years,
of grafting everything on K. ponticum. The
hardy forms of Rhododendrons are \ery easy to

layer in the usual old-fashioned way. In a visit to
Dresden during the summer we saw a marked
deviation from the usual way of grafting these
plants inthe garden of Herr Seidl, who has a fine

establishment there for the supply of Azaleas to
the greenhouses of Russia and various parts of

Northern Europe. The father of this gentleman
discovered that a certain English Rhododendron
called Cunningham's White, a well-known old
kind in many gardens, gave him better plants
than the stock he had been used to employ, and
he at last began to graft all his greenhouse
Azaleas on it. He has now gone further, and is

grafting all his species of hardy Rhododendron on
the same stock with excellent results. It is inter-

esting to see, as it saves us from further invasions
of ponticum. What is Cunningham's White '! It

is simply a form of the American catawbiense,
and therefore much hardier than the Eastern pon-
ticum. Cunningham's White on its own roots is

a \ery hardy co\ert plant ; in fact, it bears our
hardest winters, which sometimes in deep valleys

cause ponticum to lose its leaves when this would
not lose one.

—

Field.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER (iLASS.

Thk flowers of Peaches and Nectarines started at
the end of November or early in December will
now be showing colour, being more advanced than
this even in some instances and under the most
favourable climatic conditions. There is no cor-
responding advantage in closing these houses
earlier than the time indicated, for tliere must of
necessity be an element of uncertainty in its

practice. With the most approved of the older
kinds, and the addition of the newer ones for first

early forcing, a good succession can be had from
one liouse of six or eight trees to last for at least

one month's supply, i.e., during the month of

May, with the chance in favourable seasons of

securing the first earlies during the latter part of

April. Of Peaches, the best early kinds are
Alexander and Waterloo, which are very similar,

but both of which are predisposed to bud drop-
ping if excited too soon. Amsden .June, although
a clingstone, is not so liable as the foregoing to
this failing, hence it is desirable to the extent of

at least one tree. Hale's Early will succeed these.

The next choice may be Early C4rosse Mignonne
or Rivers' Early York. Of Nectarines to accom-
pany the foregoing, the first early unquestionably
is Rivers' Cardinal. For early forcing it has no
equal, being a free setter, and so far in my ex-

perience not at all disposed to drop its buds. Its

successor, viz., Early Rivers, of first size and
first-class flavour, is also without a rival. Car-
dinal is of medium size and highly coloured, with
the flavour excellent. Lord Napier, which for

some years held the premier position from point
of earliness, has now to take third place, being
fully three weeks behind both of the aforenamed,
Ijetween which that period of time is about
equally divided. To succeed these the next
choice can be Elruge, Drj'den, and Improved
Downton. These will extend the season into

June with comparative ease. In the early forcing

of these fruits a few essential points should be
considered. In the first place it must not ha in-

ferred that because we now have earlier riiiening

varieties that they can be started with safety any
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earlier than hitherto has been the practice with
older kinds. Herein a mistake is often made,
and one which is fertile in bud dropping in num-
bers of cases. It is even safer to excite them to

a less degree at the first, making up for any
fancied loss of time after the stoning period is

passed. First-early houses for the first week or
so should be merely syringed once, or possibly
twice on bright days, no fire-heat being emjiloyecl

unless it be to exclude frost. During the next
fortnight apply a little warmth, gradual at first,

so as to raise the temperature to about 5.3°, with
a little \entilation, to render the atmosphere
buoyant. The heat in the pipes at nightfall should
be nil, unless there is the possibility of frost, so
as to reduce the temperature below 40°, or even a
few degrees less if severe frost ensues. Anent
this subject it should be noted that under natural
conditions the temperature during Howering even
will often recede at night to near the freezing
point, but during the day it will rise correspond-
ingly high, and thus eftect all that is desired in

relation to the pollen masses. At the end of the
first four weeks a night temperature of 4.')° to 4S°
is ample, rising to (i()° in the day from sunshine,
bearing in xnind the ventilation, and attaining
the maximum point by early closing. These tem-
peratures will need but little alteration until the
flowering period is upon us. Take particular care
that all borders are thoroughly soaked at the time
of starting and again before the flowers commence
to expand. If any borders are caked or hard upon
the surface the soil should be carefully pointed
over, avoiding the recurrence of this in the future,
in order to facilitate in some degree the process of

aeration. Where there has in previous seasons
been a tendency to drop during the stoning pro-
cess beyond what is reasonably expected, it is

more often than not an indication that the soil

is deficient in lime. A good remedy for this is

found in the best quality of bone meal, which
should contain some 4U per cent, of soluble and
insoluble phosphates. Nitrogenous manures are
not in such a case so desirable, for there may be
abundant evidence of vigour in growth, whereas
the fruits do not always pass safely through the
stoning process. Where tlie food most needed is

to impart additional vigour and to assist in the
stoning, then either of the best known artificial

manures, which in their analyses indicate the
above component parts, should be applied, but
not beyond the prescribed limits. If fumigation
was not attended to at the time of closing, then
see to it that it is performed before the first

flowers expand, so as to prevent any spread of the
green fly, which thus far is the most to be feared
of any insect pest. It will be advisable to close
a second house now, so as to have ripe fruits
during June and early July. The varieties
already named will still answer well for this pur-
pose. The pruning of this house should be
already completed and the tying also finished off.

If in past seasons red spider has caused trouble
or any scale appeared to give annoyance, do not
omit a dressing of a safe insecticide. Two good
remedies are to be had in the old Gishurst Com-
pound at 4 ounces to the gallon, and in the new
XL All insecticide at the strength prescribed for a
winter dressing. In both cases the strength of
these remedies may be doubled for the old w'ood.

Later houses.—In these and tliose which come
on naturally it is not too late yet to attend to tlie

state of the borders where iihe trees show any
symptoms of declining vigour. Fresh loam, witli a
little bone-meal and well-decayed farmyard
manure, will greatly assist such trees, first remov-
ing ti»e exhausted or inert soil, preserving the
healthy roots during the jirocess. When adding
the new soil make it as firm as possible without
running the risk of compre.*sing it too much
should it be on the wet side. On the other hand,
if the trees indicate by their growth that there is

too much vigour, then do not hesitate to root
prune or even lift them completely if necessary,
replanting in the same soil. By attention to this,
canker need give but little trouble, whilst the
trees will yield far better crops. This means oi
giving a check to the wood-growth is much lietter

than .severe pruning of the branches. Indeed,
hard winter pruning has done more to ruin Peach
and Nectarine trees than many imagine. In any
case after replanting give a good soaking of water
to settle the soil. The treatment of pot trees
sliould be the same in each case as gi\en under
this heading.

Fics.—There is now every prospect of success
in store for securing the first crop of Figs started
in the new year. Earlier starting implies corre-
sponding risks, and unless this fruit is one of the
first importance it is scarcely desirable to start
earliei-. The temperature accorded to Vines may
on the whole be applied to Figs : no higher range
at any rate should be permitted, more especially
during the first stages, as the Fig is more easily
excited than the Vine, all otlier things being
eijual. Where the Fig house, or where Figs are
grown with Vines, and are now fairly started, the
first crop may be looked for early in May without
any hard forcing at any period. Planted-out
trees will in most cases still consist of Brown
Turkey and White Marseilles, but St. John's and
Pingo de Mel are as pot trees much to be pre-
ferred for early forcing. These latter varieties
will give good first crops in medium-sized pots
and little compass. Later trees should undergo
the regular cleansing and have what little prun-
ing is needful done and then be tied. If mealy
bug is troublesome, use the remedy already given
in last issue for Vines so infested. Horti's.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
General work.—Work in this department,
owing to the mild weather, has been progressing
steadily, and all digging in suitable soils should
be pushed on. Should frost prevent this, the
wlieeling of manures can be done more expe-
ditiously than at other times. In manuring land,
the ci-op which is to follow should be considered,
as such crops as Beet, Salsafy, Carrots, Parsnips,
and otliers do best when the land has been
manured for the previous crops. It is equally
necessary to thoroughly dig the land, as roots to
be free of forking need depth. There is no better
plan than turning up the soil as long as possible
liefore cropping, for the weather to pulverise and
sweeten it. Now is the best time to settle wdiat
crops each quarter shall carry. I have seen the
same land, occupied by a similar crop for years,
but this is not advisable. I am aware with a
small walled-in garden one is often obliged to
plant such crops as Peas or early Potatoes in the
same place. In such cases mueli may be done to
give more vigour bj' adding new soil, burnt wood
ashes, or old potting soil. Green crops of all

kinds at tins season will need to be kept free of

decaying leaves, and though such plants as Savoys
and Coleworts when cut will produce shoots
freel}', if there is an ample supply of other things
it is well to remove the stumps and prepare the
ground for another crop. Tlie Kales so far have
done well, and will produce an abundance of cut-
ting material. Broccoli will be early this year

—

indeed, it looks as though there will be no break
in the supply. The Autumn Protecting Broccoli
has been excellent. In this district we have had
a sharp and short spell of frost, which in a measure
has done good, as it cheeked the growth of spring
Cabbage. Now is a favouraljle time to tread
i-ound late-planted Cabbages, as frost lifts tlie

plants out of the soil. So far as I can see, no
root crops have suft'ered by exposure, and in our
light soil I lift very few roots in autumn.
Clubbing in Cabbages.—There is no better

time than the present to prevent an}' of the
Brassicas clubbing next season. Of course, in

remedying the evil the kind of soil must be taken
into account ; but most growers find clubbing
more troublesome in light soils, and these are the
kinds which should now be treated. So far I

have found nothing better than gas-lime, and in

bad cases used freely. It is best to spread it on
the surface for a week or two before digging in if

the lime is used plentifully and fresh from tlie

works. Lime that has been stacked in the open
for a time is less powerful, and may be used at

once, taking care to break it fine before digging;
in. Free exposure to the weather will soon pre-
pare fresh lime, but it is well to place it welil

under the surface in digging. My system with
land that produces clubbing is to lime early in
autumn and double-dig, placing the lime between
the two courses, and turning the ground up as
roughly as possible. If possible next season avoid
cropping with any Brassica cro|i, or if unavoid-
able use one that will not be planted in the
spring. Root crops do well on land treated thus.
Not only does the lime prevent clubbing, but it
kills slugs and other pests. Land that is occu-
pied and needing dressings of lime maj- be left
tor a time, Ijut in such cases so much lime cannot
be employed.

E.iRLY Peas.—Few vegetables are more wel-
come than early Peas, and now is a good time to
sow for May supplies. I am not a lover of the
small white Peas, which make a wiry growth and
produce two or three peas in a pod. Tliey may
be earlier, but very little more so, than large
kinds with some Marrow flavour and much
sturdier growth. Of course, no one would advise
large sowings. My note at this date applies to
pot culture only with a \iew to planting out or
for frames. For some years I ha^ e relied for the
earliest supplies on December sowings in 4J-inch
pots placed in cold frames. Treated thus, there
is no forcing, as the plants are exposed in favour-
able weather on all occasions, and at planting
time are sturdy and able to resist frost. Peas
treated thus rarely fail to do well. Few plants
are hardier than Peas if grown so from the start.

I admit the Marrow varieties sown too early in
the open decay in the soil, but under pot culture
this does not happen, and excessive moisture,
which is fatal in their early stages, is not
felt with frame protection. I have used a
larger-sized pot, 0-inch, for such kinds as Duke
of Alliany or large growers, but much depends
on how many seeds are sown in each pot. Irk

sowing, little moisture is needed, in fact none if

the soil has been in the ojien, but if dry it will

be well to water with tepid water. I prefer a
firm, loamy soil, use no drainage other than
coarse old Mushroom manure, and stand the pots
on a coal -ash bottom close to the glass, which is

covered in severe weather. Mice and mildew are
the worst enemies to contend with. The latter is

soon cheeked by free exposure in fine weather
and dusting over with dry wood ashes and sul-

phur. For earliest supplies such kinds as Chelsea
Gem (a dwarf grower), May Queen (a \'ery early

24 feet Marrow), Daisy and Gradus are excellent.

For years I grew Duke of Albany, and topped the
plants at 3 feet, but the crop was soon over, and
I find the two last-named bear longer, and are
much liked.

Peas in fr.^iies or pots need much the same
treatment at the start. I think it best to sow in

small pots and then plant out. In this case the
cultivator will need to start as early in January
as possible, and here heat may be employed, as
there is no fear of injury by rains or frost. Avoid
excessive heat at the start, as this means a
weakened plant, and once the plant is unable to

bear its own weight in the earlier stages, no
matter how well treated afterwards, it rarely

pays for the room. As soun as the plants are

well through the soil, it is advisable to remove to

a cooler place. Plants grown to fruit in pots do
well in any sized pot from 7 inches to 12 inches.

Potatoes in frames and pots.—With the
advent of the new year Potatoes in frames and
pots claim attention. I add pots, as many
can grow a few in pots who cannot devote a frame
to tliis vegetable. For forcing many prefer

the Asbleaf kinds, and so far they are difficult to

beat. I am aware at times the tubers lack size,

and tliere is too great a proportion of small tubers

if the plants are forced liard. Some persons

object to their yellow flesh, but when well grown
few varieties eijual the Ashleafs for flavour. Such
kinds as Sharpe's Victor, Ringleader and English

Beauty are excellent for hard forcing. For frame

culture it is ad\isable to prepare the tubers in

advance. Of course, for this work the seed sets
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are specially ripened for forcing; by exposure. I

am stronglj' in favour of what is termed startinjj

the sets either by potting up singly in small pots

or placing thinly in boxes in soil, and when the

shoots are an inch long they are in nice condi-

tion to plant out or pot up into larger pots as

may lie reijuired. If boxes are used it is well to

be careful in lifting to preserve the roots. After
potting up the sets they do well in a warm house,

or, failing this, they may be placed on a warm bed,

as it is well to get root growth a little in advance
of the tops. Avoid excess of moisture in start-

ing the tubers, as there is ample vigour in the

sets to push out roots. In anj' case bottom-heat
will quicken growth, but avoid extremes or rank
steam, as it causes an elongated growth. After
planting, much depends upon the warmth at com-
mand, and it is not wise to have high tempera-
tures at the start, as what is wanted is root growth
to balance the top. A temperature of 5.5^ at

night, with a few degrees higher by day, will sulfice.

Hive air on all favourable occasions. It is also

advisable at planting to have a good depth
of soil, at least 9 inches, and if possible a little

bottom-heat will be beneficial. For pots, two
plants are ample in an S-inch size, three in a
12-inch. The pots should be near the light and
the soil firm and good. If grown in a genial
light pit or house, tubers tit for table may be had
in less than three months. S. M.

Kitchen Garden.

FLOWERS IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
As a rule, the kitclien gardens connected with
small establishments esjjecially are anything
but attractive to the generality uf owners and
their friends ; in fact, more often than not they
present a niuddled-up, rubbishy appearance.
Plenty who own or rent these badly-arranged
gardens would gladly alter their character for
the better if they only knew how to proceed
with the work, and I am afraid there are a good
many wlio are altogether indiflerent to appear-
ances, their principal desire being a regular
and good supply of vegetables. As it happens,
it is a comparatively easy matter to make a
garden fairly ornamental without impairing its

usefulness in any very perceptible manner. The
rage for tender summer bedding plants has de-
creased in a very marked degree during the
past few years, and very thankful innumerable
over-worked gardeners are for this sensible
relief. There is yet, however, nmch room for
improvement in this respect, especially in the
smaller places, where perhaps only one or two
gardeners are employed, as well as in innumer-
able cases wliere the proprietor can be cla.s.sed

as an amateur gardener, or one who only em-
ploys casual labour. Instead of cutting up and
.spoiling a small lawn with flower beds it would,
in many instances, be a far more satisfactory
plan to dispense entirely with these and grow
many more flowers of a more serviceable and
really beautiful character alongside the princi-
pal walks in the kitclien garden. 'With the aid
of various hardy plants and a good variety of
more tender subjects, an almost continuous and
at times quite a gorgeous display of flowers
could be had.

As gardens vary so much in their conforma-
tion and arrangement, it is scarcely possible to
lay down any general rules as to the best posi-
tions for the principal walks and the borders
running jiarallel to them, but a few general
hints may perhaps be given with advantage.
In some instances a walk would best be made
to encircle the garden well clear of the boun-
dary walls or fences, a flower border from
H feet to 4 feet in width being formed on tlie

inner side, cr it may be on both sides if the

border does not unduly encroach on ground
valiialile alike for early vegetables and the roots
of wall trees. Sometimes the principal walk
might well be taken through tlie centre of a
garden, or at any point where it and borders
alongside can be viewed from the best rooms in
the dwelling-house, and if a hardy fernery was
formed at the furthest end this would be an
additional attractive feature. For these central
positions I have a liking for turf walks, these
being easily kept in order, always pleasant to

walk upon, and doing away with the necessity
for any kind of edging. Espalier or horizon-
tally trained Apjjle and Pear trees form an ex-
cellent background for these flower borders, or,

if preferred, bushes or pyramids may be substi-
tuted. There is an almost unlimited selection
of plants that are attractive when in flower,
and, in addition, particularly well adapted
for cultivation where a good clas.s of plants for

cutting from is needed.

It may not be always possible or convenient
to form borders in kitchen gardens solely for
flower culture, but there is yet much that might
be done towards improving their appearance.
A few dwarf Roses, clumps of Carnations and
Pinks, patches of Mignonette, groups of Asters,
Stocks, Antirrhinums, Pentstemons, and Gail-
lardias, with dwarf Cactus Dahlias, variegated
Maize, Chilian Beet, and a variety of other
showy and serviceable plants at wide intervals,
it may be among bushes, would all serve to

brighten a garden. The various sections of
Anemones, and which liut few fail to admire,
would appear to be especially at home when
grown among fruit trees and bushes, and I have
seen good collections of Hellebores successfully
grown in such positions. Narcissi, again, as a
rule, thrive well when grown in fruit borders,
large clumps being formed and abundance of

flowers jiroduced without any apjiarent injury
to the other occupants of the borders. Patclies of
the common Daftbdil planted within 15 inches
of the stems of large bush-shaped Apjjle trees
soon become well established, masses of flowers
mucli superior to those gathered in woods being
annually jn'oduced. Much may also be done
towards making a kitchen garden attractive by
having a few rustic archways, these being
covered with Roses, Clematises, Hops and
Gourds. I.

Glass-raised Onions.—Whilst some leading
growers of Onions sow seed so early as December,
the great body of growers do not sow until
January. It is really a matter of warmth, room,
and light, for these are essential elements in the
securing of tine sturdy young plants. The prac-
tice of sowing seed in this way is now common ;

indeed, it has become a regular part of garden
work. After all, the labour involved in sowin"
a few hundred seeds, raising the plants, and
getting them ready for planting out in the spring
is not great.—A. D.

Savoy New Year.—For cutting in the new
year this seems to be an excellent \ariety judging
from a first trial. If it has a fault it is found in
its size, which is slightly above the average—at
least it is so here. It is a dwarf, short-stemmed
sort, having nicely curled leaves of good colour,
and is altogether a Savoy that can be recom-
mended. It would appear to be a good selection
of that well-known strain which has stood the
test for so many years—the Dwarf Green Curled.
Another variety grown for tlie first time this year
is Best of All. This has a very large head, and
would be valuable where (]uantity rather than
quality is the chief object in view.—W. S
M'fVAs.

Celeriac Large Prague At this season
Celeriac is a most useful vegetable, but I regret
it receives little attention from our leading seeds-
men, as the variet}' noted above is not catalogued

—indeed, if asked for, is rarely sent. The only
variety, and that a poor one, is the Turnip-rooted
Celeriac. There are much better tjpes of this

vegetable on the Continentas the one noted above,
and the Apple-shaped and Early Erfurt are
greatly superior to llie ordinary kind. As a good
winter vegetable in season from November to
April Celeriac is worth growing. It is also very
useful as a salad, boiled and cut up in slices like

Beetroot and served cold. During growth it is

necessary to give copious supplies of moisture.

—

G. Wythks.

Tomatoes for salads.—In many gardens
Tomatoes are needed for salads in a raw state,

and here one may with advantage study size.

Large fruits are not needed, and in growing for

this purpose earline-ss and quality are the princi-

pal requirements. For salads golden fruited
kinds may be more grown, as some of the yellow
fleshed Tomatoes are certainly the most delicately
flavoured. I am not advising yellow,fleshed fruits

on account of their weight, but for their useful

size, evenness and good quality. Another excel-

lent salad Tomato is Conference. Few fruits

equal it in earliness, and as a salad Tomato it is

of just the size, with a thin skin which readily

separates from the fruit, and the flesh is rich and
juicy. For salad it is important to get varieties

noted for flavour.— S. H.

Chicory in winter.—A few years ago but
little attention was paid to the selection of

Chicory by seedsmen, with the result that the
variety grown was poor and the leafage small,

with little or no heart. Of late there have been
some good selections, and we can grow this

plant quite as well as our continental friends.

The Witloof is an excellent variety, and far

superior to the older form. This produces com-
pact growths not unlike Seakale in shape, and is

a valuable vegetable. Sutton's Christmas Salad,

a new variety, is also a fine addition. The roots

are not unlike those of Witloof, but the leaves are

longer and less bitter than those of the common
Chicory. These are the best in my estimation,

and make a good addition to our winter xege-

tables. Both are large growers and should have
plenty of room.—G. Wvthes.

French Bean Early Forcing.— In his excel-

lent article on forcing Beans (p. 511) Mr. Wytlies
does not mention this \ariety, one so well suited
for the earliest batches, and for small houses in

particular, by reason of the dwarf growth of the
plants. It does not bear pods of the size of those
of Ne Plus Ultra, but it is earlier, and a greater
number of plants maj' be grown in a limited
space. The importance in the first crop is not so
much a matter of size of pod as the earliness—at
any rate, this is usually the case in the private

garden. Under ordinary forcing conditions this

variety has been ready for gathering in less than
six weeks from the time of sowing. Early
Favourite is another very early kind ; so is Ear-
liest of All ; but neither has the extremely dwarf
growth of the Early Forcing, and for growing on
suspended shelves this dwarfness is a decided
gain. Where house room is unlimited, however,
I should certainly advise one of the two others
named. I saj' one, because they both so closely

resemble each other, that only one is required for

sowing for an early crop. For many crops a good
stock of Ne Plus Ultra is not surpassed in all-

round (jualities. I have not grown Syon House,
and am, therefore, not in a position to compare it

with others for early work. I agree with Mr.
Wythes in condemning the old method of top-

dressing Beans, and believe it more often does
harm than good.—W. S., Willx.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEN.

Young Cabbage.—In connection with the re-

cent discussiou as to the advisability of retiiiiiug Cab-
bages tor sprouts or so arranging the dirtereut sowings
that first cuttings would be avadable all the year
round, it may be worth notiug tliat nice young heads
of ElUm's Early Dwarf were cat the last week in
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Novemter from a sowing mide in the second week n
July.—E. B. C.

Chou de Burghley.— Tliis somewhat hybriJ
Cabbage raised by tlie late IVIr. Gilbert at Bnrghley,
aud said to r'OmbiEe a winter Cabbage with a spring
Bioccoli if allowed to stand for that purpoEe, does not
eeem to be a popular vegetable, as it is Eeldom met
with in private gaidens and never as amarliet product.
Yet when a good atock of it is obtained there can be
no dcubt but that it is a tirst-elaEs Cabbage.—A. D.

THE LATE MR. ISAAC DAVIES, OF
ORMSKIRK.

As a young man Mr. Davies was engaged in the
Botanic Gardens at Liverpool, then under the
curatorship of Mr. Henry .Sliepherd. Mr.
Andrew Murray was also in the then celebrated
Liverpool garden along with Mr. Davies. Mr.
Murray afterwards became curator of the Bo-
tanic Gardens at Cambridge. Mr. Davies was
born in 1812 ; and so good was his general
health throughout, that lie was able to conduct
his business in all its detail up to a few weeks
before his death.

Mr. Davies first started in business near
Liverpool, at Wavertree, from which place he
removed to Ormskirk some thirty-one years
ago. Like all celebrated gardeners and nur-
serymen, Mr. Davies was, even at an early age,
very fond of making experiments, especially
in cross-breeding and in hybridisation. Nearly
forty years ago he raised many good garden
varieties of Calceolarias, Cinerarias and Pelar-
goniums, but it is rather with the very distinct
and beautiful hybrids and forms of Rhododen-
dron and Azalea that his name is more inti-

mately associated to-day.

In this connection one of the first and most
remarkable of Mi'. Davies' successes was the
now well-known and highly-appreciated Rhodo-
dendron pnecox. It was the result of a cross
between R. ciliatum and R. dauricum atro-
virens. It is one of the earliest of early
blooming hybrids in mild and sheltered locali-

ties near the sea. Here in Dublin it flowers
with the Crocus and Snowdrops, and is often so
profusely covered with its blossoms that not a
vestige of the shrub itself can be seen through
the soft lilac veil formed by its flowers.
Amongst the seedlings of R. pi';ecox were the
forms rubrum and superbum. As a shrub for
cool house culture R. pnecox and its forms are
most useful ]>lants. Mr. Davies next crossed R.
ciliatum with the pretty little R. virgatum, and
the result was the now popular R. multiflorum,
the free-blooming habit of which was douljtless

derived from the last-named parent. After
this last success Mr. Davies followed by crossing
the hybrid R. multiflorum with a hardy white
Rhododendron, and so obtained R. omniflorum,
Pixie

_
Queen and Queen of Dwarfs, in which

there is a further improvement both in habit of
growth and in flower. R. Pixie Queen is a
lovely dwarf greenhouse plant resembling R.
niultiflorum, but instead of bearing, like the last,

blush flowers, those of Pixie Queen are pure
white. Both form close-set little shrubs a foot
high or so. The edges of the petal lobes are
daintily crisped, and the flowers are borne in
compact clusters at tlie tip of every shoot or
branchlet. Though hardy in the milde.st and most
sheltered localities, they are best grown in pots
plunged out of doors during summer and placed
in a cold house, pit or frame during cold weather,
where they will bloom in March or earlier in a
wanner greenhouse temperature. R. multi-
florum was a favourite plant with Mr. Davies,
and accordingly he again crossed it with
the Indian R. Edgevvorthi, and from this
cross originated a beautiful race of sweet-
scented lUiododendrons, of which he was

deservedly very proud. These varieties included
the following : R. Countess of Derby, Lady
Skelmersdale, Mrs. James Shawe, Countess of
Sefton, all with exquisite white or dehcately
tinted sweet-scented flowers. Hybrids were
;dso oljtained by crossing a hardy white Azalea
(? A. indica alba) with a hardy seedling .scarlet

Rhcidodendron, some of which bore the large
Rhododendron-like clusters of flowers on plants
more nearly resembling an Azalea in halrit.

Two of the best of these he called R. elegan-
tissimum and R. roseum odoratum. One of
his latest successes in this way was R. Daviesi,
which he obtained between R. retusum and R.
javanicum, the waxy flowers being of a very
clear and rich orange colour, but otherwise more
nearly resembling R. retusum in form.
Two very pretty hybrid Rhododendrons are

R. elegantissimum and R. roseum odoratum,
which resulted from a cross Mr. Davies made
between R. Hendersoni and a dwarf white
Azalea remarkable for its early flowering habit.
This same white Azalea crossed with R. Bray-
anum produced the sweet and rosy kind above
named (R. roseum odoratum). These crosses

Tlic late Mr. Isaac Davies, of Ormskirk.

are curious, as being between deciduous and
evergreen parents, so that they are scarcely
true evergreens in habit, but as grown under
glass tlieir flowers are very tine. Another very
dainty hybrid raised at Ormskirk is R. flori-

bundum, which was the result of R. virgatum
crossed by R. Prince Camille de Rohan. It is

dense, dwarf, bushy, and free blooming, the
flowers being white, now and then softly Hushed
on their margins with delicate rose. Its only
fault is in flowering tot> freely, so that but
little growth is made for propagating purposes.
Amongst the choice sweet-scented hardy Azaleas
reared at Ormskirk are A. Daviesi, pale sul-

phur, changing to white ; Avalanche, pure
snow white ; and hybrida odorata, also pure
white, free flowering, and very fragrant.
Mr. Davies regularly reared large (Quantities of

Azalea mollis from seeds, also a race of beauti-
ful hybrids between A. mollis and A. occi-

dentalis and others l)y crossing A. mollis with

the best forms of A. Daviesi and the Ghent
varieties. All these were vei-y lovely and of
nearly all shades of colour, bearing large and
sliapely flowers, white, sulphur, fawn, peach,
rose, pink, orange-yellow, red, some blotched
and spotted with pink or red, and others were
sweet-scented. A. pontica was also largely
grown from seed, and many charming varia-
tions occurred, though they were not so vari-
able as in the case of A. mollis.

I am sure many readers will recollect with
satisfaction the splendidly grown, healthy stock
that always came from the Ormskirk nursery

—

sturdy, well-rooted stutt', each shoot tipped by
flower-buds, and the varieties, even of his
mixed seedling stock, always of superior quality
Apart from hybridising, Mr. Davies was con-
stantly crossing the best seedlings of hardy
Rhododendrons with each other, and some of
the results were very tine. Among.st others I
may name R. Isaac Davies, Stanley Davies,
VVm. Davies, Mrs. Isaac Davies, Beauty of
Ormskirk, Flag of Truce, and Sir H. Havelock.
Boule de Feu, Empress, Monarch, and thirty
or forty others are characterised by sturdy,
free-bloounng habit, tine foliage, and large
conical trusses or heads of bloom.
One of the last, perhaps the last, of Mr.

Davies' catalogues (189(i) now lies before me,
but it really gives no adequate idea of the
wealth and variety of floral beauty the cele-
brated Brcjok Lane Nursery at Ormskirk con-
tained in its palmy days. Now, alas '. all the
valuable stock is sold oft' and swept away and
the site utilised for building purposes, but
history and tradition will long preserve in the
annals of the garden the story of the many
beautiful new plants that originated there in
days that are no more.

According to the 18'.»i catalogue, in addition
to those mentioned above, the following hardy
Rhododendrons were raised by Mr. Davies :

Afghan Chief, Blue Beard, Boule de Feu,
Carminatum, Countess of Lathom, Copernicus,
Charles Kingsley, Connnodore, Claribel, Dr.
Johnson, Duchess of Albany, Flower of May,
George Stevenson, General Graham, Hetty
Davies, King of Crimsons, Kepler, La Brillante,
M. Thiers, Milton. Model, Marksman, Oliver
Cromwell, Rob Roy, Robert Cobden, Sunrise,
The Ameer, Wordsworth, Jenny Davies, Elaine,
John Ruskin, Othello, Colleen Bawn, Gounod,
British Queen, Rosalind, Napoleon, Romola,
Seneca, and many others. It is pleasant to
know that Mr. Davies not only did so much in
improving the Rholodendron by hybridisation
and cross-breeding, but he had great faith in
own-rooted plants, seedlings, or plants from
layers, which he oft'ered at rates far below their
real value.

One speciality of the nursery at Ormskirk
deserves mention, viz., seedling bulbs of the
Japanese Lilium auratum and its variety rub-
rum vittatum. This Lily, so capricious in most
soils, Mr. Davies grew from his own saved seed
in large quantities in the open ground. These
bulbs were sound and healthy.

In conclusion, I may add that personally
Mr. Davies was a man of fine and noble
character, always busy, always pleasant, always
happy and interested in his life's best work, the
growing and imjiroving of the flowers he loved.

His bent of mind led liim on from one expe-
riment to another, and it is pleasant to know
that a long and active life was rewarded with
notable success. If there is anything to be
regretted it is that the Brook Lane Nursery, or at
any rate the choice collections of seedling and
hybrid Rhododendrons and Azaleas therein,
should have been sold at a great saci'ifico, owing
to the death of one of Mr. Davies' sons who
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was ill the business. Having no one to succeed

liiin in the business he had built up, he decided

to sell off all his stock in September last, and it

is a patlictic remembrance to think that the

owner died ten days after what to him, old

tliough he was, must have been a sad and de-

pressing event, and his widow only survived him
a little over ten weeks. In Ormskirk and its

neighbourhood he was well known and deeply

respected, and in presenting the portrait of such

a gifted and remarkable man to readers of The
Gakiien, it is with pleasure I can say that

3iis name will long be affectionately remendjered,

not only in Ormskirk, where he had made his

home, but in every garden throughout the

country where his lovely hybrid and seedling

Rhododendrons and Azaleas are grown,

F. W. BrRBIDGE.

Books.

THE BOG AND WATER PLANTS.*

This highly scientific German work embraces not
only the bog plants and acjuatics wliich may lie

cultivated out of doors, but also tliose of troijical

regions requiring a temperate or warm house for

their cultivation, including also miniatiu'e plants

wliich might successfully be grown in rooms. The
book contains close on 200 pages and has 126

illustrations. The author has travelled in the

Congo district and other tropical regions, and has
given detailed descriptions not only of plants

already «ell known to horticulture, but he also

describes a large number of plants whose intro-

duction he thinks desirable, but which up to the

present are only very rarely, or not at all, met
with in cultivation. Among the latter he men-
tions the following : Aponogeton monostachyus
(L. fil), Aponogeton Bernerianus (Hook, fil) (from
Madagascar), Aponogeton (syn. , Ouvirandra) fene-

stralis, the Brazilian Eichornia paradoxa (Solms),

Heteranthera graminea (Vahl.), Heteranthera
Seubertiana (Solms), Azolla rubra, AzoUa pin-

nata, and a great many others, which will be a

boon to those desirous of gaining reliable informa-
tion on plants comparatively unknown.
The arrangement of the book is strictly scien-

tific, and not less than seventy-five natural orders

are deolt with. Of these, ten orders of Crypto-
gams?, twenty-four orders of Monocotylea;, and
forty-one orders of Dicotj'lea^ supplj- the Aast
number of plants described. The book contains
a great many very practipal hints on the propa-
cration and successful cultivation of the plants.

Most us ful, for instance, are the hints given for

successfully growing the blue Nympluea zanzi-

barensis out of doors during the summer. Of
the greatest practical value, too, is the last

chapter, wliich suggests collections of bog plants
and aquatics for various purposes, such as plants
for deep or shallow water, for the margins of

ponds, streamlets and waterfalls, for " floating

islands" in lakes, for bog beds, rooms, and even
plants suitable for a salt water aquarium. The
reading matter throughout is interesting, and
many of tlie ilhistrations are most excellent, as,

for instance, those of Nymphiea Marliaeea Chro-
matella, Eichornia crassi pes, Nelumbium luteum,a
most artistic engraving of a group of Cyperus
Papyrus growing out of doors, and a great many
other beautiful cuts. It is a matter of great re-

gret, however, that these really good engravings
should in some ]>laces be interspersed with *' pro-

cess w-ork '' of the worst class, showing blurred
pictures quite unworthy of the plants they repre-
.sent. Such illustrations, for instance, as that on
page 73, supposed to represent Calla jialustris,

would have been better left out altogether.

* *' Die Sumpf-und Wasserpflanzen vnn Willi-

MtiDkeinejer." ("The Bog and Water Plants" :

tlipir description, cultivation, and use. By W.
MunVempyer, Insppctor of the Botanic Garden«i of

the Dniv^r.sity at Leipsic. Published by Gustav
Schmidt, Berlin. ISl)/.)

For the botanist it may be necessary, perhaps,
to adhere to a strictly scientific arrangement in

such a book, but for the practical gardener or the
amateur the book would be more useful if it were
less scientific. I find, for exam]ile, owing to the
severely scientific classification, jilants requiring
all kinds of different temperatures together on
the same page, and in the case of a plant not
well known it requires a considerable amount of

reading before one is able to find out whether the

plant described requires a stove, a greenhouse, or

may be grown out of doors. In my opinion the

book would be more popular genei'ally if the

classification were more simple, say " stove

plants, greenhouse plants, half-hardy plants and
hardy plants."
Although on the whole I very much admire this

excellent work, I have one more fault to find,

namely, the omission or too scanty description of

some of our most beautiful Water Lilies. No one
will deny the beautj' of Victoria Regia, and the

autlior \ery properly devotes about four pages
of interesting description to this plant. But this

stately giant can only be grown by the few who
possess the extensive accommodation refpiired for

its culture, while many thousands might grow out
of doors and without trouble such gems as Nym-
pli:ea Marliaeea albida, N. M. Chromatella, N.
Laydekeri rosea, N. L. lilacina and N. L. pur-

purata, but in Herr Monkemeyer's book the

descriptions given of the five last named s])ecies

vary from one to three words for each. Tlie pre-

face of the book is dated October, 1897, but the

work is certainly not up to date, for not a single

word is mentioned about such gems as Nympha^a
Robinsoni, N. Seignoureti, N- Marliaeea ignea,

N. M. carnea, N. M. rubra punctata, N. Lay-

dekeri fulgens, N. L. fulva, and N. L. lucida, all

of which are of such importance for the embellish-

ment of our water gardens, that their entire

omission from a work of such a recent date must
be regretted, especially when for several years

past these treasures of the water garden have
been cultivated not only in this country, but also

across the Atlantic, as is evident from the excel-

lent extract from Mr. Tricker's book "The Water
Garden," published in The Garden of Dec. 4,

1897, pp. 444 to 447. F. W. Meyer.

E/iiifide, E.relfr.

Trees and Shrubs.

WINTER - FLOWERING TREES AND
SHRUBS.

The number of trees and shrubs that flower

during the four dullest months of the year

—

say, from the middle of November to the early

part of March—is perhaps larger than many
would imagine. The following list contains

over lifty species which may fairly be described
as coming under that heading. It is based on
the conditions that obtain near London, and
could nij doubt be lengthened considerably by
those living further soutli and west, just as it

would liave to be reduced to suit more northerly
localities. The date of flon-ering, too, is to

some extent dependent on the same conditions,

and still more so on the mildness or severity of

the winter. A long and severe frost, for in-

stance, setting in before Christmas would defer

the flowering of several shrubs from December
and Januai-y to Febi-uary or later. Tiie condi-

tions also under which individual ])lants gi-ow

vary the time of flowering. Ohimcuianthus
fragrans growing on a wall is usually in flower

at or before Christmas, but as a bush in the
open it blooms a month or six weeks later.

Many of the plants mentioned would, if they
flowered in April, May or Jinie, be eclipsed by
the great ho.st of more showy things that then
burst into bloom, but now their modest beau-
ties have a singular charm, added to in many
instances by a sweet fragrance. It would be

an interesting thing to bring together in some
sheltered spot all, or as many as possible,

of these winter-flowering trees and shrubs,

adding to them others that flower by the begin-

ning of April. By devoting some such jilace

to them, the shelter from north and east that

many need could then be more easily furnished

—shelter which is not only welcome to the

plants themselves, but to those who may love

to watch and tend them. For sucli a purpose
one imagines as an ideal spot a jjiece of fertile

ground sloping well to south-south-west and
surrounded on the north and east by a belt of

trees, in the foreground of w'hich are growing
Hollies, Box, or other close evergreens. Many
things, such as the Witch Hazels (Hamamelis),
Prunus Davidiana, some of the Daplines, ttc.,

being deciduous, require some such background
to set ofl' their beauty to greatest advantage.
The following list is as complete as I have

been able to make it at present, but doubtless

there are omissions. Of course, by including

others that flower a month or even a fortnight

later, the list could be greatly lengthened, but
such things are more strictly spring than winter-

flowering.

NOVEJIBER.

Lonicera fragrantissima (up to March).

,, Standishi (up to March).
Hamamelis virginica (often earlier).

Fatsia japonica.

Arbutus liybrida.

,, Unedo and its varieties.

Jasminum nudifiorum (up to February).
Daphne Jlezereum var. grandiflora.

Eheagiius glabra.

,, macrophylla.

,, pungens.

December.

Cratfpgus monogyna var. prtecox (Glastonbury
Thorn).

Erica mediterranea hybrida.

January.

Clematis calycina (up to March).
Erica carnea (up to Mai'ch).

,, ,, var. alba (up to March).
Viburnum Tinus (Laurustinus).

Chimonanthus fragrans and vars.

Garrya elliptica.

FEDRrARV.

Erica mediterranea (up to April and May).
Daphne Laureola.

,, Mezereum.

,, ,, var. flore albo.

,
, oleoides.

Berberis nepalensis.

Prunus Davidiana (often earlier).

Pyrus (Cydonia) japonica.

Hamamelis arborea.

,, japonica.

,, ,, var. Zuccariniana.
Cornus mas and varieties.

,, officinalis.

Rhododendron altaclerense.

,, dauricum.

,, ,, var. atrovircns.

,, Nobleanum.
,, parvifolium.

,

,

priecox.

Early' M.vrch.

Forsythia suspensa.

,, intermedia.
Rhododendron fulgens.

,, Thomsoni.
Nuttallia cerasiformis.

Daphne Blagayana.
Dirca palustris.

Populus treraula.

,, tremuloides var. pendula (Parasol de
St. Julien).

Staehyurus prsecox.

Parrottia persica.
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Corylopsis spicata.

Pieris (Andromeda) floribunda.

,, „ japonica.

Salix Smithiana.
Akebia quinata.

Arbutus Andrachne.
Cassandra calyculata.

Prunus Amygdalus var. persicoides (generally

two weeks in advance of the common
Almond).

Ulex europiEus (common Gorse).

Besides the above there are, of course, nu-

merous trees with inconspicuous flowers which

bloom early in the year, such as many of the

Ashes, Elms, Alders, Willows, Filberts, and

Poplars.—W. J. Bean.

•,* We beg to call our readers' attention to the

interesting and suggestive notes of Mr. Bean on

the trees and shrubs that flower in winter and
very early in the year. As many live in different

climates from those that obtain in the home
counties and about London, we should be grateful

if they would look at Mr. Bean's list and add
to it where possible. Where the climate is

favourable, outdoor gardening in winter is not

without its charms, and we feel sure that our

readers could hardly do a better service to the

cause than by telling us about their winter

treasures in that way, and of the plants as well

as the shrubs that go to form them.

—

Ed.

Hibiscus Single Painted Lady. — This

variety is doubtless included by Mr. Bean in what
he describes as the " host " now in commerce. So
beautiful are these shrubs when in bloom, flower-

ing also so late in the summer, that it is sur-

prising they are not far more widely planted.

Surely only general ignorance of their charms
could excuse this comparative neglect. The
variety I have named above I saw blooming in

quantity on plants about 20 inches in height at

the Coombe Wood Nursery last September.

There were other varieties blooming also freely,

especially totus albus and Blue Celeste, but the

Painted Lady was much the most effecti\e.—

A. L).

Propagating Hibiscus syriacus.— In The
Gakhen fur December 2.') a very characteristic

group of distinct varieties of this Hibiscus formed

the subject of the coloured plate, and in the

accompanying article the propagation of these

varieties was referred to, and also the fact that

there is cjuite a host of them offered by nursery-

men. Some of the continental dealers especially

make a feature of the different varieties, and the

whole of them from that source that have come
under my observation are grafted plants. They
are all grafted on to young seedlings, the point of

union being just at the collar. When planted

the scion will doubtless form roots of its own, and
out of a number of grafted plants under my
observation that have been in their present posi-

tion half-a-dozen years there have ne\'er been any
signs of suckers, so that the most prominent ob-

jection to grafting does not apply in the case of

the many varieties of this Hibiscus.

Pteroearya caucasica.—Despite the fact

that a deep crack across the centre of the trunk

of our big specimen of the Caucasian Walnut
indicates a collapse at no distant date, the tree

grows at a great pace, and careful measurement
gives the diameter of branch-spread as a little

over 100 feet, the extremities of the branches

with the split in the trunk and the semi-horizon-

tal position they naturally assume coming down
to the ground on all sides. Possibly the growth
has been greater in 1897 than in any previous

year on account of the destruction of all the

embryo catkins early in the season and the total

absence of the enormous crop of curious nuts the

tree usually carries. If, however, the top growth
is rapid and wide spreading, the root action is

even more so, extending to a considerable dis-

tance beyond the branches, and as on tlu-ee sides

of the tree and at no great distance from it we
have respectively Vine, dessert Cherry, and bush

Apple borders, a winter's job will be to dig a
trench on all those sides, some 12 yards from the
trunk, sufficiently deep to make sure that we are
well below all roots. Fortunately, these, as w ith

nearly all trees with widely spreading roots, are
not far below the surface, and the labour required
is thereby considerably reduced.—E. L. B., Clare-
monl.

THE JASMINE NIGHTSHADE.
(SOLANUM .JASMINOIDES.)

Lovers of wall plants, especially those who
reside in the warmer southern districts, should
bear in mind this, which is well suited for such
positions, and one which keeps up a long suc-

session of bloom. Mrs. J. S. Beale, Standen,
East Grinstead, Sussex, who kindly sent us the
photograph from which our illustration was pre-

pared, writes us as follows :

—

The plant flgured was planted in May, 1895,
the aspect south-west. It has had no protection
other than a mulching at the beginning of winter,
and has flowered each year from May till Novem-
ber. The photograph was taken on October 26,

1897.

Planting near the sea.—I write to ask if

you or any of your correspondents will advise me as

east coast of England, and you can easily find out
if it thrives locally. We agree about the Portugal
and Sweet Bay. Do not plantskinny, narrow groves
or clumps, but massed as much as you can in the
space, and then the trees will shelter each other
and the inner ones grow as well as they do at
Bodorgan and other places where planting near
the sea has been well done. Hollies, too, should
do if protected from rabbits, and they often dO'

admirably near the sea. Local results should be
considered.

—

Ed.

SOME AMERICAN SPRUCES.
The White Spruce (Picea canadensis) is the
most boreal of the Spruces of Eastern North
America, where it is distributed from within the
Arctic circle to the northern borders of New
England and New York, Northern Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota, South Dakota and
Northern Montana. This tree, which sometimes
attains a height of l.'JO feet, may be distinguished
by the strong fretid odour of the foliage, the dark
blue-green colour of the leaves and the slender
elongated cones, with thin, rounded, entire,

flexible scales. The White Spruce is a tree of the
north and displays its greatest beauty only in cold
countries, suffering in summer in the middle
States and e\-en in Southern New England from
the attacks of the red spider, which soon make

The Jasmine Nightshade (Solanum jasminoides) at Standen, East Grinstead. Engraved for
The Garden from a photograph sent hy Mrs. Beale,

to the kind of shrubs I should plant to shelter a gar-

den on the east coast of Scotland about 500 yards
from the sea-shore and 100 feet above sea-level.

The Ijeach is sheltered by a sandbank about two
miles to the outside, so the full force of the surf

is not felt on the shore, and salt spray is never
blown up so far as my garden. The rainfall here
does not average more than 26 inches. Frosts
are not very severe nor white frost verj' much
trouble for a place so far north, ily garden is

fully exposed to the wind and gets the lull force

of east winds from S.E.—N.E. on the one side

and S.W.—N.W. on the other. Local people
have advised me to try Portugal Lain-els or Bays,
but I dislike them both, and have found neither

is altogether hardy, being very much browned
by the spring winds oft' the sea. Olearia Haasti
has stood better with me than a few Portugal
Laurels I was very reluctantly induced to plant.

,

I find wind the worst enemy I have in the garden, '.

and think if something could only be started to

grow it would go on all right.

—

William Low.
*„* We should advise you under the circum-

stances to keep to very hardy things or those that

love the shore, such as Tamarisk, Sea Bucktliorn,

and the small-leaved Willows for the seaside, and
inland. Savin and the English Juniper. Olearia

might go in a hard winter. The evergreen Oak
is often an excellent tree near the sea on the

the foliage thin and shabby. East of Cape Cod,
however, it is the most beautiful of the Spruces
which have been thoroughly tested here, dense in

habit, with persistent lower branches, and beauti-

ful in colour. Individuals vary considerably in

the colour of the foliage, however, one of the most
distinct of these colour forms being the tree with
pale blue leaves (var. ccerulea) which is attractive.

The Red Sprfce (Picea rubra), an Appalachian
species distributed from the valley of the lower St.

Lawrence River to North Carolina, although little

known in gardens, is a fine ornamental tree long
confounded with the Black Spruce (P. JIariana),

a tall slender tree frequently attaining the
height of 100 feet with thin branches and dense
dark green foliage. The Red Spruce, which is

the timber Spruce of New England, New York
and the middle States, is a slow-growing tree in

the forest, and it is not improbable that tne oldest

trees in New England belong to this species. I

have had little opportunity to observe this tree

in cultivation ; the few |)lanted trees, however,
which I have seen are healthy and well furnished

with branches, and certainly have not grown very
rapidly.

The Black Spruce is a smaller and more
northern tree and an inhabitant of swamps and
low, wet ground. \\'ith the White Spruce it

ranges to the Arctic circle, and ^it is more
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generally spread over the Northern States than
the Red Spruce, bordering on the Great Lakes,
where the Black Spruce is very abundant. The
Black Spruce is a tree of rather open habit, with
blue-green foliage ; in cultivation it soon becomes
thin and shabby, and it is probably the least

desirable of all the Sjtruces which have been
fairly tested here as ornamental trees. Several
^arieties are described by nurserymen with a
dwarf, more or less compact habit, or with the
foliage marked with yellow or white, which are
common seminal phenomena.
PiCEA Encelmanni is widely distributed from

British Columbia to Northern Arizona, and is one
of the most beautiful of the Spruces. It is a
noble tree, often 1.50 feet in height, with a tall

stem covered with light cinnamon-red scaly
bark and pale blue, acute soft leaves. This is

the timber Spruce of the high slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, where it forms great forests at eleva-
tions from SOI 10 feet to 11,0(10 feet aljove tlie sea-
level. Here in New England Picea Engelmanni
grows slowly, like most trees which have been
transplanted from high altitudes to the sea-level,
forming a handsome nari'ow and compact pyra-
mid, with its lower branches resting on the
ground. The largest trees have produced a few
cones here. Unfortunately, Picea Engelmanni
begins to grow very early in the spring, and
therefore it is frequently injured in Western
Europe by spring frosts, although in Northern
Russia it appears to be one of the hardiest and
most valuable conifers.

PitEA Parryana (the Picea pungens of most
authors), the second Rocky Mountain species, the
so-called Colorado Blue Spruce, is a tree of more
restricted range, being confined to Colorado,
Eastern Utah, and Wyoming, growing only alono-

the banks of streams in small isolated gro\-es at
ele\'ations between mou feet and 9000 feet. This
species may be distinguished from Engelmann's
Spruce by its pale, deeply-furrowed bark, which
is unusual in this genus, by its stouter glabrous
branchlets and thicker rigid sharp-pointed leaves,
bright blue on some plants and dull grey-green on
others, and by its larger cones. As it appears in
Colorado, Picea Parryana is a far less beautiful
tree than Picea Engelmanni. The lower branches
are soon overshadowed by those above them and
then quickly die, and trees more than .30 feet high
are usually thin and ragged in the tops. This
Colorado Spruce has proved very hardy on the
Atlantic seaboard, where it has been largely dis-
tributed by nurserymen, and young plants are
surprisingly \igorous and handsome. The lower
branches on the oldest specimens cultivated here,
however, are already beginning to die, and there
is every prospect that this Spruce will jirove a
failure as an ornamental tree.

—

Gardin and
Forest.

other was the first to come out in mass, and for
the last ten days has been covered with fine large
blooms. This form is as yet comparatively un-
known, and in the majority of cases planters who
have applied for it have found with the first pro-
duction of flowers that thej- ha\e only secured
the type. In addition to being twice the size in
the individual blooms and much deeper in colour,
the var. grandiflorus is very vigorous, furnishing
large stretches of wall very quickly. By the re-

moval of a portion of a Benthamia japonica on the
one side and a green Rhamnus on the other, I
have been able to considerably extend the plant
of the large-flowered Chimonanthus, and it now
covers some 360 square feet of wall. Writing
above of Bentharcia japonica reminds me to
inquire if this has ever been tried as a substitute
for Boxwood. In removing one or two horizontal
branches, I kept one and fashioned it into a walk-
ing stick. It takes a fine polish, and is the hardest
and heaviest English wood I have ever handled.
—E. L. B. , C/aranoiit.

Bubus biflorus—In the early part of last
year attention was directed in The Cardex
to the distinct appearance of this Rubus, es-
pecially during the winter months when devoid
of foliage, as then the whitened stems were even
more noticeable than at other seasons. There is

a group of several plants of this Bramble near the
flagstaff' at Kew at the present time. This is one of
the most striking outdoor features of the gardens.
Though it is by no means new, this Rubus is not
much known, and is very rarely met with in nur-
series. There are certainly some very ornamental
subjects in the genus Rubus. Illustrations of this
occur in the species under notice, in the Rocky
Mountain R. deliciosus, with its large, white,
Rose-like blossoms : R. nutkanus and R. odo-
ratus, with large white and purple flowers respec-
tively

;
R. laciniatus, the vigorous-growing cut-

leaved Bramble, and the double pink-flowered
form, which furnishes quite a wealth of blossom
about July even in a dry situation.—T.

Chimonanthus frag-rans var. grandi-
florus.—I said in a recent note that of the two
forms of Chimonanthus fragrans, viz., the type
and var. grandiflorus, the older and better known
varietj' was the first to flower. This was so as
far as occasional l)looms were concerned, but tlie

OFFICIAL REGULATION OF THE
WHOLESALE TRADE IN FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES IN THE PARIS MAR-
KETS.

We, the Prefect of Police, considering (I) the
Law of August 15-24, 17!)0 (No. xi.), and that
of July 19-22, 17!ll

; (2) the Law of June 11,
18!t(i, respecting the Halles Centrales and the
decree issued on April 23, 18i»7, for its execu-
tion

;
(.'?) the regulation orders dated November

28, 1S!«, October 17 and November 28, 189(i
;

and (4) the order of December 30, 1865, with
respect to the police control of the public
markets, make the following orders :

—

Article 1.—The wholesale market for fruit,

vegetable.', grain, and flower shall be held every
day. The sale of fruit and vegetables shall hs
carried on from 4 o'clock to 10 o'clock from
April 1 to September 80, and from 5 o'clock to
1(1 o'clock from Octolier I to March 31.

Ai;t. 2.—The opening and closing of the sales
shall be announced by ringing a bell, and no sales
are alloweil to take place outside of the regulation
hours.

Art. 3.—When consignments by railway happen
to be delayed in transit, the agents of the two
prefectures, acting in concert, will have power to
postpone the closing time of the sales.

Art. 4.—No one is allowed to enter the market
outside of the hours of sale except the otticials of
the authorities, consigners who can establish their
identity as such, the salesmen and their employ^,
who must be provided with a card of identifica-

tion, signed by a salesman and counter-signed by
the chief inspector of the sale-room. Also, no one
is permitted to take up a stand in the market
without necessity while the sales are going on.
Art. >.—All persons who are not in the service

of the authorities or of the salesmen must leave
the sale-room immediately after the closing of the
sales is announced by ringing a bell, and the
market doors must be closed a quarter of an hour
before the closing of the sales.

Art. G.—The unloading and handling of goods
sent into the market, the taking charge of goods
deposited in the storehouse and the delivery of

goods to purchasers shall be entrusted to the
porters exclusively. The assistance of these
porters may also be demanded bj' purchasers in

counting fruit or vegetables which are sold by
numlier, and this counting takes place in pre-
sence of the salesman where the sale was made. The
ser\'ices of these porters and the amounts of their

wages are detailed in the order and table annexed
to the present ordinance.
Art. 7.—Goods nuist be sold in the package in

which they arrive, except Potatoes sent from
Africa in barrels, which may be sold in lots of

.55 lbs. each, also Oranges, Lemons and Manda-
rines sent in boxes, barrels or loose (unpacked),
which may be sold by the hundred.

Art. 8.—Goods that are to be sold by weight
must be weighed before the sale is announced,
and a memorandum indicating the gross weight
must be placed on each package. The consigners
should mark on each package the weight of the
tare, and when this is not done the tare shall be
regulated by that of packages of the same kind
and dimensions, or it may be set down a])proxi-

mately if there happen to be no similar packages
for comparison at hand when the sale takes place.

The weight of the tare must be marked on the
weight-note as well as the gross weight. Pack-
ages containing goods that are to be sold by
number or measure must bear a label indicating
the nature of their contents. In the case of forced
fruits that are sold by weight, each package
should be marked in plain figures with the net
weight of the goods whicli it contains. The
weight of the tare and also the nature of the con-
tents of each package should be stated by the
consigner in his letters of adxice to the salesman.
Art. 9.—It is expressly forbidden to place in

the bottoms of baskets, hampers, or any other
kind of parcel fruit or other commodities of a kind
or (|uality inferior to those placed at the top. It

is also forbidden to place in the bottoms of baskets
or hampers containing fruit or vegetables which
are to be sold in bulk in the package just as it

stands anj' excessive amount of packing material
unnecessary for the preservation of the fruit or

vegetables and calculated to give a false idea of

the contents of such baskets or hampers. Goods
which are sold by bulk in large hampers or in

bundles should, when they are being packed for

sale, be put together without leaving emptj- spaces
between them, so that the appearance alone of the
package or bundle will give an exact idea of the
bulk of its contents. Breaches of these regula-
tions will be noted, and, if necessary, brought
before the correctional tribunal. The provisions
of this article, and also of the preceding one, are
to be communicated to consigners by the salesmen
who represent them in the market.
Art. 10.—The inspectors of the market shall

examine the goods which are put up tor sale, and
shall seize any that they may find to be in an un-
sound condition.

Art. 11.—Any consigner who wishes to set a
minimum price on his goods .should advi.se his

salesman of the same by letter or telegram before
the sales commence.
Art. 12.—The salesman, when putting up one

or more packages for sale, must announce the
nature and kind of the goods, and also the net
weight when they are sold by weight, and the
number or measurement when they are sold in

either of these ways. He should also state
whether any package is to bs sold in bulk and
just as it stands. When a number of packages
are put up for sale in bulk, the salesman shall fix

the starting price for the whole lot.

-Art. 13.—Goods for which the salesman shall

have fixed a starting price, addressing himself
generally to an assembly of several purchasers,
shall be considered as being put up for s.ale by
auction, and shall be knocked down to the highest
bidder. The salesman is bound to accept the first

oft'er and the successive biddings until the goods
are knocked doHii. In these auction sales the
biddings are regulated as follows :

—
10 centimes on prices below .5 francs.
23 ,, ,, from .5 francs to 10 francs.

00 ,, ,, from 10 francs to 20 francs.

1 franc ,, above 20 francs.

Art. 14.—In order to facilitate the manage-
ment of the delivery of goods at the grating of
tlie s;ile-roora or in the 0])en space at the store-
house, the salesmen shall delixer to purchasers a
sale-note with particulars which tally with the
counterfoil of the memorandum book. The goods
will not be delivered by the porters unless this
sale-note is presented to them, and it is to be re-

tained by them.
Art. 1.5.—It is forbidden to remove goods from

one station to another in the market. In the
interest of good order and to prevent overcrowd-
ing, when a salesman shall have received a greater
quantity of goods than his station will hold, the
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siirjjlus shall, with the concurrence of the deputy
of the ])refeoture of the Seine, be placed tem-
porarily in one of the stations which are not so
much crowded, but the goods can only be sold at
the selling-place of the salesman to whom they
were consigned.
Art. 16.—The employ i-s and porters of the

market who belong to the prefecture of police are
expressly forbidden to purchase any goods there
on their own account or for anyone else. The same
rule appHes to the employts of the salesmen.
Art. 17.—The notification with respect to the

storing of goods unsold and the resuming of a
sale, as prescribed by Articles 47 and 5;) of the
decree of April 2.3, 1897, shall be made in con-
formity with the examples annexed to the present
ordinance. The notification with respect to storing
the goods for safe keeping shall, immediately after
the closing of the sales, be conveyed to the syndic
of the guard porters, who will submit it to the
disposal of the chief inspector. The notification
with respect to the resuming of a sale must be
conveyed to the chief inspector on the following
day before the opening of the sales.
Art. is.—Salesmen are forbidden to bring into

the market, in addition to the furniture prescribed
in Article 18 of the decree of April 23, 1897, any
tables, scales, &c. , without having previously
obtained permission to do so. Requests for such
permission sent to the authorities should mention
the nature and dimensions of the articles.
Art. 19.—The general provisions of the order

of December 3(1, 1S().J, with respect to the police
control of the public markets are applicable to
the wholesale market for fruit and vegetables.
Art. 20.—Breaches of the regulations are to be

noted in oflicial reports addressed to us on the
subjects concerned.
Art. 21.—The following are cancelled : (1) The

police order of May, 18, 1855 ; (2) the order of
April 2, 1837, and the resolutions of November 17,
1876, November 4, 1S78, and ,June IS, 1885, fixing
the amount of the porters' wages

; (3) previous
regulations and resolutions determining the hours
of opening and closing the market and also the
minimum of lots.

Art. 22.—This present ordinance .shall be
printed, published and posted up, and the
divisional inspector of markets, the special com-
missary of the Halles, the chief and other in-
spectors of the wholesale market for fruit and
vegetables are, each in his own province, charged
to see that its provisions are strictly enforced.—
Lepine, Prefect of Police, in Rente Ilortkole.

Orchids.

VANDA AMESIANA.
There is probably no more variable species
than thi.s in the genus, the flowers differing
considerably in size, but more so in colour. In
some the tint is quite a deep rose-purple, and
through a great variety of shades it readies
to nearly a pure white in the very pale forms.
The variety alba, which appeared first with
Messrs. Williams, of Holloway, is said to be
quite pure white, but though I have seen plants
labelled alba, I have yet to see a pure white
form. But all the forms are beautiful, free-
flowering, and useful Orchids, worth a place in
the most select collections. The stems do not
as a rule attain any great height, but if several
are grouped togetlier in a broad flat jian or
basket these make a fine specimen, and bloom-
ing freely are very showy. The flowers arc also
extremely useful for cutting, the entire spikes
being very nice for vases wlicro a light ujjper
arrangement is necessary, though in this con-
dition they do not last long, the smaller side
bits making capital dress or coat sprays. The
present time has been looked upon as its flower-
ing season, but I have noted it in bloom in
various collections almost all the year round.
A good deal depends upon the temperature it is

grown in, and the fact of its thriving so well
in a \ariety of temperatures seems to point
to its being a plant of good constitution. I
like to give it fairly cool treatment, and I

think the plants are far more likely to be satis-

factory over a number of years when grown in
this way than if subjected to much heat. But
the Odontoglossuiu house proper, with its heavy
shading the greater part of the year, is not an
ideal place for it by any means. Rather than
this I would keej) it as near the light as pos-
sible and close to a ventilator in the Cattleya
house. The house that suits it best is one kept
cool and moist at night, but only sufficiently

shaded by day to prevent injury to the leaves.

Vandas of this class, and even such as V.
ccerulea, can stand heat as long as it is sun-
heat, and a continual current of air is pas,sing

over the foliage. What they dislike is a close,

moist atmosphere, kept up by closing the
houses and forcing tlie fires by night. In fact,

a high temperature during the autumn is just
the thing required to make the leaves hard and
firm and prepare the plants for winter, but, as

everyone knows, air and sun are also important
factors. As I have many times pointed out in

The Garden, a natural and well-balanced
temperature sliould be aimed at, and where
thi.s is provided, even chough it may be a
few degrees above or below that usually
thought necessary for the plants, these will

thrive better than in the right temperature,
if this is brought about by insufficient air

and too mucli fire-heat. As mentioned above,
specimen plants of V. Amesiana do well in

large flat pans, but where single- stemmed jilants

are concerned a better plan is to grow them in

pots or ba.skets of restricted size. They will

establish themselves much sooner in this class

of receptacle, and are not so liable to be over-
watered as in those of a larger size. Clean
Sphagnum Moss and charcoal make the best
compost for it, but good drainage is essential.

The roots seem to delight more in rambling
about over lumps of charcoal, crocks, and
similar material than in pushing very far away
from the centre of growth, like those of V.
suavis and other large growing species.

During the growing season and until the
roots show by their reddish brown tips cloud-
ing over that gi-owth is past for the season, the
plants like plenty of moisture both at the roots
and in the atmosphere, but afterwards this may
be lessened considerably, though at no time
(juite withheld. V. Amesiana is a native of

the Shan States, and is found growing naturally
in rather exposed sunny positions. Messrs.
Hugh Low and Co. imported it with other
( )rchids from this country, but since then
many large and successful importations of the
species have been made. The most nearly
allied kind is V. Kiinballiana, and with this V.
Amesiana is often associated in its native
country. R.

Lycaste Skinneri rosea.—In this the sepals
and petals have a warm, rich tint of rose that is

very distinct and pleasing, Mhile the lip is pro-
fusely spotted with crimson. Like the type it is

an easily grown plant, this being proved by the
fact that many persons have been fairly successful
under varying modes of treatment. Some grow
it in loam, some in peat, and others in a mixture
specially prepared, and as they are all productive
of good results for a time, eacli one thinks he has
hit on a better method of culture than the other.

Mormodespardintimconcolor.—Thisv.iriety
has (lowers of a bright lemon yellow, without any
of the crimson spots as seen in the type. It is a
very delicate plant, and not by any means so
easily grown as the typical M. pardinum. The
spikes rise about a foot high and are closely

covered with flowers. The best place to grow it

is in the lightest part of the East India house,
and a limited amount of compost only is necessary,
the roots though fairly strong seeming to delight
in growing closely packed together. Plenty of

water is necessary while growing, but after the
foliage is off' the plants may be kept absolutely
dry for a few weeks with ad\ antage.

Odontoglossum blandum.—For a long time
after its first introduction this pretty Odonto-
glossum was very rare, and even now it is not so

plentiful as one could wish. The spikes rise

about a foot high, and the flowers are somewhat
closely produced thereon. Its habitat is high up
on the mountains in New Grenada, consequently
a cool, moist, and airy house is essential the year
through. Grow it with the coolest section of the
genus in pans not much wider than the plant
itself. Shade heavily in summer, and in winter
keep the glass clean so that plenty of light reaches
it from all sides.

Odontoglossum Iseve.—This Mexican species
is not perhaps in the front rank of Odonto-
glossums ; still a good variety is worth having.
It is a very strong-growing, easily-cultivated
plant, distinct in habit and flowers from any
others now in bloom. The spikes are often a j'ard

or more in length, the upper portion covered with
blossoms, these being individually about 2A inches
across. The outer segments are greenish-yellow,
almost wholly covered with brown blotches, the
lip whitish or rose colour in different \arieties.

It was sent to this country by Hartweg in 1840,
and flowered at Chiswick soon after. It reciuires

a cool, moist and airy house, with an abundant
supply of water at the roots summer and winter.

Aerides multifl.orum.—This pretty species is

not often seen in flower at this season, but a nice
spike comes from a correspondent. There is not
much to distinguish this plant from A. roseum
but the name, and probably the above was the
first name given to it, though the first plants to

flower in this country were called A. affine. It is

rather a ciwarf-growing Aerides with lea^es each
about 9 inches in length, and the spikes are plenti-

fully produced when the plants are healthj-.

Coming as it does from a more mountainous
region than some other kinds it does best in a
light and airy structure, kept moist by frequent
dampings. In the early part of the season,
especially if the plants have been repotted or

otherwise disturbed at the roots, a medium shade
must be allowed, but in the autumn the sun may
be allowed to shine almost full3- on the ])lants and
no harm will be done. Large receptacles are not
necessary, in fact the}' are harmful, but in small
baskets or suspended pans the plants ha\'e a fine

appearance when carrying their pretty drooping
spikes of rosy purjile flowers.

SHORT NOTES.—0RCBID8.

OdontoglosBum elegane.—This is a very dis-

tiDCt and handsome Odoutoglot, probably a natural
hybrid between O. ciri-hosura audsome other kind. It

has light yellow sepals and petals with very heavy
markings of reddish-brown, and tlie lip is deeper
yellow pointed at the apex aud having a large blotch
in the centre. It produces long vigorous sjiikes when
healthy and strong, aud thrives well in the coolest
house.

XiSelia anceps.—A form of this Orchid comes
from a correspondent under the varietal name of alba,

which it certainly is not. Tliis variety lias no rose or
purple about it, while the t'orui sent has the usual
streaks of purple aud a deep yellow blotch in the
centre ; the sepals aud petals are, however, pure white.

It comes nearest, in colour to L. a. Dawsoni, hut has
not the wonderful substance or the size of petal seen

in this form.

Cypripedium Boxalli.— The fir.t flower of

this 1 liave seen this year is now open, aud it is much
earlier than usual. The species, if species it is, is

very nearly related to C, villosnm, but from this it is

quite distinct. The flowers are large, the dorsal sepal

broader than that of C, villosum, with very dark purpla
blotches reaching nearly to the apex. The petals ai'O

yellowish tinged with green, the lip similar, and the
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whole flower shiuing as if polished.
_
It does well

under cooler treatmeut than most Cypripediums.—R.

Maxillaria grandiflora.—This is a fine old

species not sutfioiently known among Orchid amateurs

generally, though one comes across large old speci-

mens occasionally in collections. It has t'ne habit of a

Lycastc, and the large flowers occur singly on tlie spikes.

The sepals and petals are pure white, the lip marked
with purple, and the flowers are delicately fragrant,

lasting well in good condition. It thrives best in the

cool house, being a native of Peru.

Notes of the Week.

Camellias and the fog.— It is noteworthy

that the flowers of these once popular evergreens

are absolutely proof a g.iinst London fogs, expanding

in all their pristine purity as though luxuriating in the

most congenial surroundings.

Rosa lucida.—In an article on single Roses
which lately appeared in The G.^kpen this species

was recommended as a climtier. Hei'e it creeps under
ground and quickly forms a low colony, but has never
shown the slightest aisposit!oa to climb. R. 1. macro-
phylla is the freest, Tint three-year-old plants are not
much more than 2 feet high.—T. Smith, Neu'ry.

Hamamelis arborea. — This winter shrub is

gay with blossoms. The value of this plant, how-
ever, Ics in the pretty glow of colour furnished

by the petals. It is a deciduous shrub, and for its

early flowering is of considerable value in the garden
at this time. At its t me of flowering, not a leaf is

to he seen on the plant, while every twig, large and
small, contributes its quota of the gay - co'oared
flowers. At Kew, a group near the Orchid house is

now in flower.

Rosa laevigata.—The Kew list makes this,

c.iraelli:efolia,sinica, .andcherokeensistobethesarae
thing, but R. C-unelli:efolia,the Japanese plant, and
R. lievigata from North Carolina as grown here
are quite distinct. There is no doubt about their

near relationship, but the latter is much more
slender than the former. Neither has dowered
here, as they require rather warmer quarters than
I can give them.—T. Smith, Xciriy.

Erica colorans.—This is one of the mcst use-

ful and beautiful of the winter-fioweriiig Heaths.
The flowers, almost glassy in appearance, are at
first white, changing to a reddish purple with
age. The leaves are of the darkest green and
very dense, a characteristic that displays the well-

flowered shoots to the best advantage. Quite
small plants in .5-inch pots have been gay with
blossoms since November, and promise to remain
some time longer.

Prunus sinensis fl.-pl.—This plant, so freely
covered with itsglobular blossoms of snowy white-
ness, is among the best known of forcing shrubs
for winter use. A few such plants are especially
well suited for arranging among dark-leaved sub-
jects in the conservatory, and, though leafless, are
not unattractive when there are but few things to
select from. In these respects it is a useful as
well as reliable plant, and, when established in

pots, can be forced into bloom quite readily.

Rhipsalis salicornioides is a \ery pretty
species from Brazil, with erect blossoms of

a tawny orange hue and inclining to orange-
yellow within. The blossoms are each not more
than an inch long and borne with considerable
profusion on the unique little bushes. Another
species, R. mesembryanthoides, with pure white
starry blossoms, is also interesting just now, the
former being decidedly the better grower. Both
species are now flowering at Kew in the large suc-
culent house.

Pinguicula caudata.—Quite recently we
noted a nice batch of this striking species
flowering profusely in one of the Orchid
houses at Syon House. It is worthy of note,
too, in a garden such as Syon, situated so
close to the Thames, with its inseparable fogs
and dire consequences, that the colour of the
flowers was so bright. Coloured flowers perhajis
more particularly ijuickly feel the ill-effects of this

poisonous cloud, but the above gave no evidence

of having suffered and the flowers were very effec-

tive in the gloom.

Rhododendron multicolor lutecium.—The
foliage usually in the species, hybrids, and \arie-

ties of Rhododendron has much in common, but

in this curious and distinct plant it is iiuite an

exception — indeed, the leaves are not unlike

those of some of the Eriostemons, the sparsely fur-

nished branches bearing but little evidence of the

tribe to which it belongs. The blossoms are few
in number and small, greenish yellow in colour,

and broadly campanulate in form. It is a curious

and interesting form recently noted at Kew.

Canary Creeper in January.—By way of

comment on Mr. Burbidge's note (p. 12) I enclose

a spray of the Canary Creeper, which has been in

continuous bloom on the front of my house
(Monkstown, Dublin) for man}' weeks past. I

never remember its remaining to anything near
the new year before. Crocus Imperati has been
in abundance for about ten days ; last winter the

first flower opened on November '20, and to-day
{.January 2) I see a bud or two of C. Sieberi. We
have had, I need scarcely say, very little frost,

but there has been ice on two or three occasions.

—G. P.

SnO'wdrops.—In a few days should the mild
weather remain these will be flowering in their

thousands. Onlj' the other daj' as a groundwork
to the large Rose beds on the grass at Kew we
noted them springing forth, a veritable carpet,

with here and there a large globular head of snow
white almost rearly to exjxmd, and hundreds of

pearly white buds already in sight. Thus thickly

grown, they will constitute a sort of self-protec-

tion against the damaging effects of pelting rain

and the like that cjuickly mar the purity of the

flowers in the ordinary beds among bulbs in

general.

Ornithogalum thyrsoides album.—Perhaps
one of the most remarkable features of this species
is the length of time the plant remains in flower.

The inflorescence is composed of a compact
thyrso-like panicle of pure white blossoms, the
individual flowers large and showy. The growth
is somewhat dwarf, rarely exceeding IS inches
high, while good spikes are frequently produced
at half that height. In the above kind the dark
centre is very conspicuous, while the blossoms
remain many weeks in good conrlition when in a
cool greenhouse temperature. For autumn and
winter blooming this is a most useful kind and
worth cultivation.

Alooacia Putzeysi.—Though this genus con
tains many striking forms, it certainly boasts but
few with the proportions of this distinct and
handsome species, which attains some 5 feet high
before the handsome leaf - blade is developed
This is similar in shape to that of A. longiloba

the colour a dark metallic green, the midrib
(which is very prominent) pale green bordered with
white. The secondary veins, that occur alter

nately or nearly so, are of the same colour. The
leaf-blade is about 2 feet in length, the reverse

surface being of a dark purple. A fine plant of

this handsome form is now in good condition in

the Nepenthes house at Kew.

Rosa Wichuriana.—This has always been
recommended as suitable for covering banks or to

creep among stones ; but the other day I saw
about 20 feet run of wall completely covered by
one ]3lant. The aspect of the wall in question
is due west, close to the sea and exposed to

terrilile winds, but e\'en so, now in the early daj's

of January, it is a dense mass of the brightest

green. I am told that it has been in flower all

the season through, and there are still a few buds
remaining. Altogether as a wall covering, in a
dry, exposed position, where even Ivies are

battered to pieces, it has no ciiual, and itsappear-

ance is very uncommon.—T. Smith.

Anoiganthus breviflorus.—This handsome
species, figured in The tiAKUEx, July 18, 1891, is

now flowering in the No. 7 range at Kew. The
stout scape issuing from a large Vallota-like

bulb grows l.> inches high, and bears an umbel of

erect flowers of a light orange-yellow shade. The
umbel contains from eight to ten flowers, and as

the latter expand the foliage appears from the

base. The species is by no means jilentiful or

en well known in gardens, tVrough there can be

no doubt of its worth, and flowering in the depth

of winter should render it of still greater impor-

tance. Just now a good-sized pot with several

bulbs, each carrying a flower spike in different

stages of growth, may be seen at Kew. The
species comes from Natal.

Hessia spiralis.—This is one of the most
minute of the Amaryllidea>, though not neces-

sarily of the least interest, flowering as it does at

this "dull season of the year. Dainty and fragile

in all its parts, the foliage, in size at least, wouUl
be about erjual to that of the autumn Snowflake,

if, indeed, as strong as in this prett}' plant. In

the twisted or spiral character it is quite distinct,

and likewise in the forked characteristic of the

inflorescence. The scape is nearly 6 inches high,

the perianth segments of a pinkish hue externally,

the inner segments white. In the examples now
flowering at Kew, the umbel contained only some
three or four flowers, which, expanded, are each

about three-quarters of an inch across. It is one

of a small though pretty group of Cape bulbous

plant.s.

Iris reticulata var. sophenensis.—This
charming winter Iris is the first of its race to open

its flowers, the first blossom appearing on New
Year's Day in a narrow border at Kew. This is

earlier than usual for this kind. Its earliness

may largely be accounted for owing to the mild-

ness of the season so far. Coming so early in the

open ground, however, should render it of con-

siderable value in pots, as, given merely frame pro-

tection, these pretty kinds would make delightful

subjects in the sitting-room or the very cool con-

servatory. The flowers are somewhat variable in

this kind, those in question being of a purple-

blue tone and about 4 inches high, the blossoms

appearing while the foliage has scarcely pierced

the ground. It comes from Asia ilinor, near

Kharput.

Asparagus decumbens.—I send a flowering

shoot of this exceedinglj- beautiful and but little-

grown species. Unlike .-V. plumosus, it is pen-

dulous, the shoots soon falling over of their own
weight, and, when a number of plants are grown
on a high shelf, forming a veritable green veil of

great delicacy and lightness. It thrives with me
in winter in a temperature of between .^0° and
('>0°, and is now hanging down for about .3 feet.

The tiny blossoms are very pretty, white with

orange-red stamens, and recurved, reminding one

of a miniature Turncap Lily ; under favourable

circumstances they exhale a strong lemon scent.

For dinner-table decoration it is adinirably

adapted, the bright, fresh green being most at-

tractive on the table cloth, while for gracefulness

it far surpasses its relative, now so much used,

the Smilax.

—

Gkeenwood Pim.

Iris fimbriata.—This vei-y beautiful species,

which is also known as I. japonica and I. chinen-

sis, is among the most useful of winter-flowering

plants for the greenhouse or conservatory. Though
very nearly hardy in so far as its roots are con-

cerned, it is not to be seen at its best in this

country when so regarded. Grown under glass

either in broatl, shallow pans or planted out in

good soil, the plant is usually a success when
afforded plenty of moisture when growing, and
its beautiful spikes of pleasing blue and fringed

blossoms will reward the cultivator. \\'ith generous

treatment, every one of the fan-like growths will

produce a lax panicle of its lilac-lavender and
golden crested blossoms. A large specimen will

produce a dozen panicles or more, each containing

a dozen or more blossoms. In this «a_y a pro-

fusion of its flowers is often maintained from early

in January till the end of April, or even later.

Hardy Palms.—At page 11 "J.I. K." says he
thinks that " Chama'rops Fortunei and C. excelsa

are totally difl'erent." I thiirk, perhaps, he has

fallen into a little mistake. The plant he calls C.

Fortune! is C. humilis, which often throws suckers
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from its base. Here we have some hundreds of C.
excelsa growing outside, but I have ne\-er seen a
sucker from these, although some have been
planted out over forty years. Both male and
female plants flower freely every year. From ex-
perience, I think the only Palm worth growing
outside in the British Isles is Chamserops excelsa.
C. hiimilis is not nearly so hardy as C. excelsa.
Juba'a spectabilis is growing outside here, but
very slowly, and under tlie same conditions is not
nearly so liardy as Chama^rops excelsa, but just
about as hardy as C. humilis.— \^'. O., Fota, Corl;.

1 was much interested in "J. I. R.'s"
letter on hardy Palms, and should like to
hear his definition of the difference between
C. Fortunei and C. excelsa. I recognise two
varieties, but do not know which is which. Con-
trary to "J. I. R.'s" experience, all the best
specimens that I know in this county are grow-
ing in partial shade, and I live in Cornwall,
where we TH'obably get less sun than he does.

—

W. 1).

Mild winter in Cornwall.—As an indica-
tion of the exceptionally mild winter prevailing
at Falmouth, we have iiad batches of swallows
and martins visiting us at intervals during No-
vember and the early part of December. One
martin hunted over the same garden from Decem-
ber 20 to December 27. At the present moment
our gardens show more than 100 species of shrubs
and plants in flower. Among tliem are :

—
Abutilon mpgipoiatnicura Grevillea rosmai-inifolia

Boule de Neige (slau- Hellehorus in var.
dards) Hydrangeas in var.

Darwini tessellatum Hypericum uralum
Crusader, Prince of Iberisinvar.
Wales, &c. Iris stylosa

Acacia dealbata, 25 feet Leptospermum baccatum,
high

_ 7 feet bigh, continuously
Wyubergi, 12 feet iufliwerforpasttwen'y-
high four months

lopbaiitha, 7 feet bigh Magnolia
Aralia Sieboldi, 10 feet Marguerites

high Narcissus
Eupatorium Wein- Nicoiiana atfinis

rnaunianum, 8 feet viiginicaia flower dur-
high ing pisttive montb.s

B.ugmanaia sangaiuea, 7 Olearia GunriiaDa
feet bigh Pittosporum Tobira

Clematis balearica Polyanthus in var.
Cobsea .scandens Primulas in var.
Cyclamen ibericum Rhododendron Noble-

Coum anum
persicum Ruscus aculealus

Cypbomandra betacea in Scbizostylis ccecinea
fiuit Seneoio Petasites, 7 feet

Coronilla glauca high
yiminalis Sparmannia africana,
.iuDCPa twelve branches, each

Crocus Imperati with fine clus'ers of
Choisvi ternata flowers, 8 feet high
Deafontainea si)inosa,7 feet Spira^i ilicifolia

high Snowdrops
Erigeron speciosus Solanum arboreum, 6 feet
Eryngium pandanifolium high, in flower for
Fragaria indica past five months
Fuchsias in var. jasminoides
Cieraniums in var. Verbascum
Genistas in var. Veronicas in var.

—H. Fox, Faliiioiilh.

The weather in West Herts.—A very warm
week for tlie time of year. The day temperatures
were all above 4.'?°, while on no night did the
exposed thermometer show more than 7° of frost.

At the present time the ground is about 3°

warmer than is seasonable at 2 feet deep and
about 5° warmer at 1 foot deep. Rather more
than an inch of rain fell during the week. The
temperature during December was remarkably
variable, but, taking the month .as a whole, it was
warmer than any of the previous eleven years,
except 1894. Rain fell on nineteen days, to the
total de[)th of 3i inches, which is about three-
quarters of an inch in excess of the December
average. The .sun slione lirightly on an average
for about li liours a day, which is a better record
than for any December since ISO.'?. Tlie year 1897
was, on the whole, an unusually warm one. The
only four unseasonably cold months were January,

April, May, and September. The aggregate rain-

fall amounted to 20^ inches, which is about
3 inches short of the a^-erage at Berkhamsted for

the previous forty years. The past year was the
third dry year that we have had in succession ;

in fact, during the [last twelve j'cars there have
been only two (1891 and 1894) in which the rain-

fall has Ijeen in any way in excess of the mean
for the district. The last Rose of the year in my
garden was destroyed by the frost on Christmas
Day, which is the same day as last year, and
three weeks later than the average date of its

destruction in the previous twelve years.—E. M.,
Berkhamsted.

COVENT GARDEN.
A LOOK round Covent Garden Market at Christ-
mas time is always interesting, as showing the
progress made in the cultivation of market pro-

duce. Plants and cut flowers were as plentiful as
usual, the Scilly Isles and south of France keep-
ing the market well supplied. The following are
some of the prices realised on December 24 :

Violets (dark) were selling at Is. and 23. per
dozen bunches; Parma Violets at 3s. Od. to

.5s. per bunch ; Narcissus Paper-white, at 23. to

3s. per dozen ; Anemones, double pink, 23. per
dozen bunches ; Anemone fulgens, 5s. per dozen
bunches ; Bouvardias, 6s. to 1'23. per dozen
bunches ; Lilac (white), 4s. to 6s. per bunch.
Freesia refracta alba, which is within the reach
of everyone to cultivate, sold at 2s. 6d. to 3s. Od.
per dozen bunches ; Arums, from 4s. to 6s. per
dozen ; Eucharis, 63. to 8s. per dozen ; and
Lilium Harrisi, O3. to 8s. per dozen. Lily of the
Valley realised prices ranging from Is. to 3s. Od.

per dozen sprays ; Roman Hyacinths, 6d. to Is.

per dozen sprays; Christmas Roses, Is. 3d. to 2s.

per dozen ; Roses, Tea, from Is. to 23. per dozen
;

yellow, 2s. 6d. to 4s. ; Tuberoses, Sd. to Is. per
dozen blooms : single Daffodils, Is. Od. per dozen.
Orchids were very scarce. Scarlet Geraniums
realised 9s. to l'2s. per dozen bunches ; Chrysan-
themums (white), 8s. to 12s. per dozen bunches

;

yellow, (is. to 12s. per dozen bunches : Carn,ations
(white), from Is. to 2s. Od. per dozen ; Carnations
(pink). Is. 6d. to 23. (id. per dozen.
Pot plants, of which there was an excellent

supply, realised good prices. Cyclamens, always
great favourites at this time of year, sold for

l'2s. to 30s. per dozen. Poinsettias, which are a
feature with their deep crimson bracts, the huge
grciups of which were wonderfully effective dotted
aljout the market, brought the growers ISs. to

24s. per dozen plants. Of (Chrysanthemums, that
excellent late variety Mrs. Canning, one of the

best late whites for market work, sold for Ss. to

12s. per dozen bunches. Ericas realised Os. to

24s. per dozen. Of Azaleas, that excellent double
white variety Deutsche Perle sold for 23. Od. to

3s. (id. each. Genistas, which were exceptionally
early, realised 123. per dozen ; Cinerarias and
white Marguerites, 8s. to 12s. per dozen ; Mignon-
ette, 6s. to 8s. per dozen. Fine-foliaged plants

find a ready sale at this season for table decora-

tion, Dracaenas realising 18s. to 30s. per dozen
;

Palms (various), from Cs. to 36s. per dozen ;

specimens, from IO3. to KKIs.

There was a plentiful supply of Holly, Mistle-

toe, and evergreens of every description, also

Christmas trees from Os. per dozen upwards,
according to size. T. P.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The first

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society in

1S98 will be held as usual in the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster, on .Tanunry 11,1 to 4 p.m.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
—We are asked to state that the annual friendly

supper of the members and friends of this

institution will be held as usual at Simpson's
Hntel, nil, Strand, on Tliursday, January 20, at

j).m., after the annual meeting, when Mr. A. W.
Sutton, of Reading, will preside. We ha\'e also

much jileasure in announcing that his Grace the

Duke of Portland has promised to preside at the

60th annual festival dinner of the institution, to be
held, it is hoped, in June next, but the date is not

yet fixed. All inquiries to be addressed to Mr.
Geo. J. Ingram, secretary, .50, Parliament Street,

S.W.

Public Gardens.

THE STATUES IN THE BOTANIC
GARDENS OF BRUSSELS.

We note witli interest a protest in a Belgian

paper against one of the many instances of spoil-

ing a garden with bad sculpture ;

—

On the terrace above the four porphyry chan-
deliers which ha%e been placed there under the

curious pretext that it lacked fountains, four birds

may be seen in bronze, in which one may almost
make out the familiar contoursof an eagle, acondor,
a stork, and a vulture, each in the act of devouring
a fresh-water cod. Naturalists Mill observe that

none of the species above-mentioned is addicted

to the practice of eating fish, the stork itself never

soars in its appetite above frogs, and the codfish as

adi.sh,atany rate, is unknown to him. Therefore, it

may be asked, why represent these birds as en-

gaged in a pastime which is so foreign to them '!

However, a little lower down we find a lion pro-

tecting a duck, a thing which is very rare, not to

say obsolete in practice ; next, parrocjuets are seen

perched upon the chimneys of the little greenhouses
and deriving the full benefit of the smoke there-

from. Storks, it is said, are sometimes seen

nesting in chimney stacks, but we never heard
this of parrofjuets. The visitor may also be
puzzled at the sight of a man in gaiters, but shirt-

less, and who fraternises with a wild boar ; and
by another bound to a tree, to whom has been
given the charge of a number of herons, which he
incontinently allows to escape from his hand ; and
he may be inclined to ask to which age and
variety of the human species these two specimens
belong. Many (leople think that the sculptural

adornment of this garden is a symbolism which is

strange, dubious, and dejjlorable in its preten-

tiousness. There are zoological grou|)S which are

scarcely comprehensible, such as a crocodile with

a boa between its jaws and endowed with the

tongue of a lion, and a fantastic-looking tiger

with bran stuthng. But the most incredible of

all is the group which re|)resents a man castaway
upon a tree—apparently a palm tree—on the

ground a pelican and .some dead ducks. So many
dead in so little space can only be intended for an
allegoiy. Can the author have intended by it the

Manchineel, of which the shade is said to be
deadly ? Evidently not, since the victims writhe

in the throes of a horrible death, and tlie Man-
chineel's, according to Scribe and Mej'crbeer, is a

jiainless poison. We give it up. Venomous
fungi alone would seem capable of inflicting such
stomachic pains.

It is to be regretted that a public garden should

be made a dumping ground for such rubbish of

the studios, and we fear that some of it is the

result of jobbery in finding an outlet for the

energies of bad sculjitors, who would be much
better employed working on the earth, instead

of disfiguring it with what no one wants, which

makes the judge of such work grieve, and
beyond all doubt disfigures the garden, which

should be a place for beautiful living things and
iKit absurdities in stone.

Dracaena indivisa.— In a small state this

makes an elegant plant for table, the narrow deep
green leaves incurving at the ends and forming a

very well-shaped and ornamental specimen. The
best way to raise it is from seeds. These if so«n
early in spring make useful plants by the follow-

ing winter. Sow in strong heat in a liglit, open
compost consisting largely of leaf-mould and
sand, and this material ma_y enter largely into the

subsequent potting compost. Some variation in

the colour of the leaves will be noticed.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

FRUIT TREES FROM SEEDS.

The raising of fruit trees from seeds is a subject
that has not been taken up largely by private
gardeners ; at any rate if it has there have
not been many successful records given of late

years. The reason why so little is done by
private gardeners probably is because as gene-
rally represented there are so very few seed-

ling trees that come ujj to the standard of old

and established starts, to tay nothing of the rare

possibility of getting something superior. Mr.
Tallack puts quite a new a.spect on the case on
p. 4H5, and revi\es an interest in the raising of

fruit trees from seeds, not as a commercial
enterprise, but simply as a honje study.

My experience of raising fruit trees from
seeds is very primitive, for the simple leason
that it was never encoui'aged in gardi ns in

which I have served, and the impression
gained by inquiry has been that they are so

long in coming into a bearing state that the
work is very slow and unremunerative. There
has always been an aspect of uncertainty even
whether some seedling trees would fruit at

all, but, judging from Mr. Tallack's remarks,
this is absolutely without evidence. At
the present time, however, I have a few
seedling Peaches or Nectarines, or perhaps
both, that have come up by chance, some in-

doors, and others in the open garden, proliably
from fruits eaten and the stones thrown down
and buried in the course of digging. These
are two years old, and have been growing in

the open border until the last autumn, when I

took them up and had them potted with a view
to bringing them into earlier bearing, and which
tlie restriction in pots ought to do. They made
a strong growth last summer, but no sign of
a liower-bud was to be found on either, so
that the same time will elapse as that given Ijy

Mr. Tallack before any pro.spect of fruit will be
< assui-ed, namely, four years from the time of the

germination of the seed. I can give no expla-

nation as to why so many seedlings should have

sprung up in the spring of 18!t5, but to me it

points somewhat to the fact that the natural

conditions for germinating must have been more
than usually favourable, for in no previous

year, nor during this last summer, has there

been any sign of a chance seedling Peach in

these gardens since I have had charge. Seed-

ling Grajje vines, on the other hand, have been
found on several occasions, but no useful result

has been obtained, their growth being usually so

slow and Aveak. Had they made such a willing

start as the Peaches alluded to their prospects

would ha\e been better. That there remains a

possibility of obtaining something distinct has

been proved Ijy the introduction of the now
familiar kinds Lady Hutt, Appley Towers, and
Slarchioness of Downshire. Some few years

since I remember at Draycot, near Chippen-

ham, the gardener, Mr. Gibson, having a couple

of chance seedlings, both distinct from any

others I know, but neither proved good enough
to justify a name being given them. One was
a white, the other black, of the Sweetwater

and Hamburgh types.

In regard to seedling Peaches my observations

bear out what Mr. Tallack says respecting their

hardiness against frost, and while trees esta-

blished on walls get blistered badly by the cold

March winds, the seedlings in the open suffered

not the slightest injury. This is true also of

maiden trees recently obtained from the nursery

and planted on a portion of the wall where the

older trees suffered so badly last spring. Not
a leaf was blistered on these young trees, al-

though not so well protected by netting as the

older ones.

Seedling Apricots might be almost considered

rarities. I am not quite sure whether I have

ever met with a home-raised seedling Apricot.

I shall not now rest satisKed until 1 have
some of these as well as other fruit trees ; not,

however, by depending on chance or self-sown

ones. Apricots have never been a success here,

but on taking charge I found one—a standard

—doing better than the others which had been

worked near the ground. I at once resolved

to extend the standards, and so far anticipa-

tions have not disappointed me. This induces

me to think that a different stock must have

been used for the standard than that adopted for

dwarf-trained trees. In this matter, however,

I am open to correction, as my opinions are

based only on actual experience obtained as

above described. It W(juld be interesting to

learn whether seedling Apricots can be fruited

as (juickly as Peaches, and how long either

of these hard-shelled seeds remains in the soil

before actual germination and growth take

place. Has Mr. Tallack attempted raising

Plums and Cherries from stones, and with what

results ^—W. S ,
^Vilts.

As Mr. Tallack has written so approv-

ingly of the practice of raising stone fruits

from seed, can he tell readers of the average

of really good seedlings Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots produce V Without doubt the

nurseryman finds it most advantageous to raise

his trees l>y Ijudding on Mussel Plum stocks.

It is his business to produce as rapidly as he

can, and the best with his appliances that

he can. But the private gardener has a freer

hand in the matter, as if he cliooses he may raise

seedlings, grow and train them, and then plant

against walls or in.side houses, and fruit them if

even but experimentally. If Mr. Tallack has

done all this, then he can answer the cjuery I

have put to him.—A. D.

Fruit room.—It is to be feared that fruit

rooms in general will be wearing a rather poor

appearance in consequence of the short crops of

the past season. The greatest care should there-

fore be taken of the fruit that remains, especially

if necessary to keep it as long as possible. The
less Apples and Pears are disturbed beyond pick-

ing out decaying fruits the betler, and however

great the temptation may be to give them a wipe

over with a cloth if dirty or dusty, it should be

resisted, as this bruises and disfigures the skins.

Keep the room cool and at a low, equable tem-

perature for Apples, and cover the fruit over with

sheets of paper or tiffany in the event of severe
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frost setting in, rather than employ fire-lieat to

ward otf its effects. The Pear room may be kept
rather warmer, but guard against using too much
heat, otherwise the fruits shrix'eh Pears generally
have been highly flavoured this season, a fact

which is due in a great measure to the past fine

autumn, which led to the fruits being perfectly
developed.— S. E. P.

Winter Grapes.—I always read the notes
from the pen of Air. Iggulden, and at no time was
more closely in touch with him than on the matter
of Grapes (p. 448). I feel sure that the majority
of C4rape growers in the north will agree with
what is written on the page indicated. I know
several owners of gardens who refuse to eat
(Jros Colraan. Why? Because it was sent in for

dessert when it was unripe. It is long after
the berries are coloured that they are tit for

dessert, and some who have discarded Gros Col-

raan Vines are now alive to the fact that they
were in error, and have had this fine variety
again established, being careful not to have any
of the fruit cut before the end of the year. Many
gardeners, too, have had to reconsider their ver-

dict on the qualit}' of Gros Colman. It is a great
mistake to take the finely-grown examples seen
on exhibition tables into consideration (during
the early part of September) as representing the
highest qualities of this Grape. I never could
keep Gros Colman so late (in fine fresh condition)
as Lady Downe's. Good Gros Colman during
February is easily supplied, while Lady Downe's
can be had of excellent flavour and appearance
and as fresh in May as in October. About thirty
years ago I staged a pair of bunches of Lady
Downe's along with two new Black Hamburghs
for competition in June. The Black Hamburghs
were preferred by reason of larger berries, but did
not surpass in bloom or flavour the Lady Downe's
of the former year. Lady Downe's in a great
measure displaced the excellent West's St. Peter's
as a late Grape. Though West's St. Peter's was
one of the most popular Grapes in England
during my early gardening days, I never have
seen it extensively cultivated in Scotland. I

could always grow it better in the south of

England than in the north. Black Hamburgh is

now seldom seen as a late (irape, but it can be
kept in capital condition to the end of the year.
—M. Temple, Carron, N.B.

MANURING FRUIT TREES.
When the pruning, cleansing, and training are

completed, attention should be given to the
manuring of all trees standing in need of assist-

ance in this direction. Manure in some shape
or form is highly necessary if the trees are to be
maintained in a vigorous bearing condition, as

the demands made upon the roots by the crops
year after year soon lead to the soil in their im-
mediate vicinity becoming exhausted. The
trees themselves soon give signs when this

stage is reached by the crops of small, and
ta:lly-!lav()ui-ed fruit. Manure judiciously ap-

plied will obviate this, and the present is a good
time to cirry out work of this description. Re-
garding the kind of manure to use, much will

depend upon circumstances. Well-rotted farm-
yard manure is the best, where it can be had.
( )ld hotbed manure, if thoroughly decomposed
and freed from sticks and other extraneous
matter, also answers well, and it is astonishing
how the roots of the trees will take possession
of and ramify in it. Artificial manures are of

course valuable, but they should not be used
exclusively, as fruit trees, like all other mem-
bers of the vegetable kingdom, appreciate a

change of plant food. If artificial manui-es are

used for two or three consecutive seasons, farm-
yard or hotbed manure should be used the third

or fourth year. Although manure is re<iuisite

for the well-being of the trees, it should not be
applied in an indiscriminate manner. To this

end, all which have not borne during the past

season, if in perfect health, should be omitted,

as a food applied under such circumstances i.s apt

to lead to an exuberant growth. It is there-

fore a good plan to look the borders or planta-

tions round beforehand, and mark all those

which are not to be manured. If solid manures
are used they should not be dug in, but simply

placed over the roots, as digging destroys great

numbers of roots. The proper way is to draw
the soil from oft' the roots to as far as the

branches extend, place the manure some 2 inches

or 3 inches thick over them, and then return

the soil. Even when applying artificial manures
it is a good ])Ian to draw the soil on one side, so

that they may be properly buried. Bone-meal
or bone-dust and dried blood mixed in equal

quantities, bone-meal and kainit in the pro-

portion of two parts of the latter to one of the

former, and incorporated with an e(|ual bulk of

wood ashes, may be used with excellent results.

Superphosphate of lime and muriate of potash

mixed in equal quantities answer well for

Apples and Pears. Ashes, or the residue from
the burning of refuse and brushwood, is also

valuable for this purpose, but the materials

should be passed through a coarse riddle to free

them of stones, &c. Soot is a valuable food,

possessing as it does a certain amount of am-
monia. Both this and the foregoing sliould be

used in all cases where there is a deficiency of

colour in the fruit. Sulphate of iron also in-

creases and heightens colour, but before using

this it is best to analyse the soil to ascertain

whether it is needed. For such fruits as

Currants of sorts. Gooseberries, and Rasp-
berries no mistake can bo made, and they can

be given an annual dressing of manure witliout

the slightest hesitation. With respect to the

alleys under fruit walls, these, by reason of

their being so frecpiently used the whole year

round, get trodden very hard and become al-

most impervious to water. It is therefore a

good plan to use lime rubble in addition to

the manure to ensure greater porosity. \\'all

trees will require a top-dressing of new soil if

that at the surface has become exhausted.

Pears, Peaches, Apricots, and Plums come
under this category. All this should be done
now, or before the time arrives for affording the

trees protection. A. W.

native kinds in that the ripening fruit drops from
the pedicel quite readily. Some of them, like

Kelsey, are so tender that they cannot be fruited

in the north. Ogon is the hardiest in fruit bud
of the kinds fruited here, but it is not as hardy as

the Italian Prune and others of the hardiest

domestica kinds. The colours of Japanese Plums
range from the clear yellow of the Ogon to the

beautiful clear red of Red June and the darker,

duller red-purple of Satsuma. Sometimes Bur-
bank has a brilliant red cheek deepened to almost
red purple with yellow background, but neither

the blue nor purple shades of the Prunes and
Damsons characterise any Japanese Plums. In
some varieties the yellow is shaded with green,

i-esembling somewhat the colour of a (Jreen Gage
Plum, and nearly all varieties liave a delicate

bloom, whi;h, when it softens such brilliant hues
as those of Red June and Wickson, adds muc'n to

the beauty of the fruit. As compai'ed with
domestica Plums, none of the Japanese kinds rank

best in quality, yet some of them have a sprightly,

agreeable flavour and attractive colours, and are

good enough in quality to sell well. Some kinds,

like Abundance and Burbank, begin bearing when
\ery young, and are so productive that it is

advisable to practise thinning, not only to in-

crease the size of the remaining fruit, but also to

prevent injury from overbearing. Willard and
Ogon ripen before the earliest of the domestica
kinds, and October Purple, one of Mr. Burbank's
latest productions, as its name indicates, carries

the season for Japanese Plums late into the fall.

—

(lanliji ami Fon-^t.

Keeping Grapes.—A correspondent a few
weeks ago mentioned that he feared Grapes would
not keep quite so well as usuil, and I am sorry to

say that such is the case. Black Alicante and
Gros Colman are keeping the best, and, strange
to say. Lady Downe's the worst. Instead of a
weekly inspection, it is necessary to give the
bunches a look over every other day, so that the
berries as soon as they commence to decay can be
at once removed. Keep the bottles filled with
water and maintain a dry temperature of 40° to

50°.—A. W.
Japanese Plums.— It is hardly ten years

since Japanese Plums began to attract the atten-

tion of fruit growers in the LInitod States to any
considerable extent, but it is now certain that
they have won a permanent place among the cul-

tivated fruits of this country. The best of them
rank only good to very good in flavour and quality
when compared with such varieties as Bavay's
iJreen Gage, \^'ashington, Jefferson's and other
choice kinds of the European species, Prunus
domestica. The Japanese Plums are not exempt
from black-knot, and are fully as susceptible to

injury from leaf-spot as are the ordinarj' kinds of

Plums. Our Plum orchards suffered from an
unusually severe attack of aphis the past season,

and native Plums of the Chickasaw, Americana
and intermediate groups, together with the .Japan-

ese sorts, were injured worse than the varieties of

Prunus domestica. Japanese I'lums are apt to

have the fault of the Wild Goose and manv other

NOTES ON MELONS.
Now the Chrysanthemums are over, the pressure

on the houses is a little relaxed, and where Melon
houses ha\e been used for forcing bulbs and other

winter flowering plants the removal of these to

the conservatory allows a start to be made. The
whole of the old soil—if this were left in place

—

should be removed, and the drainage also taken
out. No matter how carefully laid in the first

place, it is sure to have become to some extent

clogged with soil by now, and should be entirely

renewed. After all is taken out, the wood and
glass of the house must be thoroughly cleaned,

and the walls and inside of the borders must have
a coat of limewash. Replace the broken bricks,

flints, or whatever is used for drainage, and over

this place a thin layer of strawy litter. It is

then ready for the new compost, and it is sur-

prising what poor stuff' Melons will grow in prc-

vided they are well treated in other respects, and
the staple of the soil is improved by the addition

of a few barrowloads of fresh loam and lime

rubble. Edgings from the sides of drives and
garden wallis, oddments of turf from lawn re-

pairs, or any chance soil that may be to hand are

all useful. Of course, where plentj' of good loam
is to be had, this is the material to use, out many
of us have to make the best of what is procurable,

and this need not deter anyone from growing
this luscious and popular fruit. The best com-
post to use is a good sound holding loam thinly

cut, with one barrowload to six of burnt garden
refuse and lime rubble. A 6-inch potful of soot

may also be added with advantage. If grown on
the cordon system, a long ridge the whole length

of the house should be used, but for extension a
separate mound should be made for each plant.

A depth of about 'A inches of soil over the drainage,

independent of the ridge or mounds, is ample,

and all should be very firmly rammed. It

the seed is sown the same day as the border is

made, the latter will be settled and nicely

warmed by the time the plants are I'eady. So
much time is not, of course, really necessary, but

it is an advantage in every way. I never top-

dress Melon plants in pots, as is still practised in

some i-ilaces. When well up and producing a

rough leaf they are strong enough to plant out,

and^will make better headway than if kept in the

small pots. At this time of year no shading will

be needed, but in summer a piece of jiaper sliould

be i)laced over each plant during bright sunshine

I
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for a day or two. Ram the soil as hard as it can
be made around the plants, and afterwards prick
the surface over lightly with a sharp stick or
dibber. If the soil is in proper order, no water
will be necessary at the roots for about a week
after planting, but light dewings overhead on
fine days are helpful. One good soaking of tepid
water must be given after this, and the plants
respond to this by a rapid growth of both roots
and leaves. The earliest crops are, I think, pro-
duced by cordon plants ; at anj' rate, it is the
simplest form of training, and this is an advan-
tage, to beginners especially. Take the plants up
on one stem until the middle of the trellis is

reached, then stop the main stem b}' pinching
the top out. A few days after the two lower
shoots on the trellis will have advanced far
enough to be stopped, and this check brings them
to fruitful slioots al)out the same time as the female
flowers appear on the upper ones. Thus at least

three and often more flowers are open the same
day and may be fertilised, a pair of fruits being
enough to take from plants put out 2 feet apart.
Varieties differ in the time required for fruiting,
but not sufficient!}' as a rule to make any dithculty
as to the atmospheric treatment. Plenty of water
is needed until the fruits are beginning to colour,
and frequent top dressings of rich soil are necessary
while the fruit is swelling. The more sun and air
allowed the better the flavour of the fruits will be,
especiallj' iri the later stages of colouring and
ripening, ^"arieties are now very numerous, the
scarlet-fleshed kinds being especially rich in

flavour and juicy in texture.

Peach Late Devonian.—This variety pro-
mises to become valuable for late use, as, in addi-
tion to its lateness, it is of excellent flavour. We
have none too many late Peaches for use when
Sejjtember is well advanced, but Late Devonian
fills up a void, and the quality is superior to that
of some late varieties noted only for mere size.

The variety in question is not a small fruit by any
means, but hand.some, with a rich crimson colour
on the sunny side and greenish yellow on the
other portion. The flesh is juicy and melting and
remarkably good for such a late fruit. It keefs
well into October after gathering. This new
Peach is specially good for open walls. In 1894
it received an award of merit from the Royal
Horticultural Society. I have not seen it under
glass, and so do not write on its merits other than
as a wall tree in the open. I am pleased to note
how well it succeeds in a light soil, young trees
making good progress and plenty of fruit-buds.

—

G. WVTHES.

The most productive Grape Vine.—The
Aramon Grape Vine is hardly mentioned in

treatises on fruit culture, notwithstanding that
every day in tlie latter part of September thousands
of pounds' weight of the fruit are sent from the
south of France to the Paris markets. This
variety, also known by the names GrosBouteillau,
Plant Riche and Ugni Noir, is vigorous-growing,
with long, thick, procumbent shoots, large leaves,
which are broader than long, and large, sometimes
very large, dark red berries with a slight bloom
and borne in large clusters from 9 inches to
12 inches long and 6 inches to 8 inches across.
The fruit ripens late, like that of the Gros Colman,
and although its quality is not first-rate, it is not
inferior to that of either the Gros Colman or the
Gros Guillaume, both of which it surpasses in the
abundance with which it is produced. In illustra-

tion of its productive (jualitj' I may mention that,
grown in the deep, fertile soils of the south of
France and Algeria, it has produced a crop yield-
ing from 30Si_t gallons to 3.520 gallons of wine,
which, allowing about 12J lbs. of Grapes to the
gallon, means an average crop of over 10 tons of
(irapes to the acre, or more than lbs. to the
stiuare yard. These figures may seem fabulous,
yet they are quite true. They are not even
approximately reached by the yield of any other
variety of Grape Vine. In the hothouses of
England the Aramon produces Grapes which
hang long on the Vine and then acquire a highly

j)leasant flavour.—GEOR(iES Bellair, in litvue

Hortieolf.

Kitchen Garden.

SEED POTATOES.

When seedsmen have to intorra their customers
that "seed Potatoes are .scarce and likely to be
dearer as the season advances," they serve to

bring home to the intending purchaser the fact

that owing to the excessive drought of the

summer, the heavy rains of the autumn, and
the severe attack of the destructive fungus to

which Potatoes were subjected last year, a

heavy penalty is likely to be i)aid, if not indi-

vidually, at least collectively, tor the eli'ects of

so undesirable a season. We have no means of

counteracting a bad season for tubers through
the agency of seed proper. The saving of seed

from Potato plants would hardly pay in any
case, whilst we have to contend with two im-

portant factors in that matter. First, few
varieties of any cropping or table value produce
seed naturally ; and second, the disease is just

as destructive to seed Apples as to seed tubers.

We can only hope to continue the jjerpetuation

of our Potato stocks by the aid of tubers as

hitherto. That being so and these being

scarce, it is important that those we have
shijuld have the fullest opportunity furnished

them to render to planters the best possible

service. Nothing can be worse for them than

that the}' should lie in heaps whether in close

pits or in stores, because the mild winter liter-

ally forces growth, and lying in bulk both helps

to generate artificial warmth and to elongate

the shoots, which so readily break from the

eyes or tuber buds. No practical grower needs

to be told that such storing means great waste

through loss of stamina, yet this sort of storing

is practised in myriads of cases and with huge
bulks of tubers, for no other reason than that it is

so hard to break away from ordinary method or

routine. It is not merely that growth after

planting is in such case \\eaker, the plants

lacking vigour and robustness and reproducing

a \\ eakened stock, but so many of the sets go quite

blind after such treatment, and thus results over

large breadths perhaps one-fourth of failures,

producing blanks, and rendering the consequent

loss very great. No excuse (.)r argument can

satisfy for such failures. As comjjared with

seed tubers so stored as described, the intelli-

gent method adopted generally by gardeners

stands out in strong comparison. From the

moment of lifting the tubers to their planting,

the object is to secure the best and most advan-

tageously sized sets, to keep them thoroughly

exposed to the air and light and always cool.

They are kept thin, and thus when in the course

of nature growths from tlie crown-buds ensue,

these shoots are carefully preserved, and
because the tubers are kept dry and in full

light and air, no elongated blanched shoots

result, but only such as are stout and vigorou.s
;

and these, again, having attained to a length of

about 1 inch, remain so for a long time, indeed,

till planted. Thus cared for, these .seed tubers

are full of vigour and strength, and will

with proper culture cari-y strong growths

and produce heavy crops. The sprouting of

the sets in the light in this way also

enables all that are diseased or blind to be

rejected. Diseased tubers, though but very

partially so, always exhibit greater precocity

in sprouting than healthy tubers do, and such

sprouts are invariably weak. It is well to be

able to distinguish the unfit in this way, and to

destroy rather than to plant them, Tliere can

be no doubt but that very much disease is

propagated by the planting of sets in which

fungoid spores have remained dormant all the

winter. These with warmth, moisture, and

growth speedily increase. Plants that result

from partially diseased tubers never reproduce

a healthy crop. Thus the proper winter storage

of seed tubers, whilst rendering so firm and

robust tliose which are healthy, enables the

diseased to be singled out and destroyed.

When Potatoes are scarce and prices rule high

the consuming public feels the pinch very much,

the grower perhaps less, as an enhanced price to

some extent enables him to recoup losses result-

ing from shortness of crop . But as the crop once

produced is the nation's food, and a very im-

portant food too, it is a matter of grave import-

ance. Hence it is nationally incumbent on

Potato growers, especially for market sale, to

do all that is possible to mitigate disease attacks

and to help keep the average crop up to its

normal stindard. It may well be asked not

how many, but how few have utilised the now
well-known Bordeaux mixture, undoubtedly

the very best of disease preventives we have.

A. D.

Potato Bopee.— Tliis is a new variety from

the United States, and bears a very close resem-

blance in colour of skin and general appearance

to Beauty of Hebron. It is so far found to be a

good cropper and yet just a little earher; but

these are invariably characteristics of newly-in-

troduced American varieties, although they all

find their level after a year or two. It is interest-

ing to note that Beauty of Hebron is the longest-

lived in this country of the American varieties,

and has been generally grown because of its

earliness. Its white sport is now much more

widely grown than is the pink-skinned original,

and that is being hard run in popularity by Early

Puritan. That Bopee has a coloured skin will

not add to its popularity in the face of the com-

petition these white - skinned forms present.

Really we are pretty well off now for white first

early and good cropping Potatoes.—A. I).

Chicory.—I find this extremely useful through

the later winter months. It is not, of course, to

be compared with Lettuce, but if well blanched

it is quite equal to the usual sample of Endive as

seen in most places. Where frame-room is abun-

dant, and Endive can be kept in good order, it is

to be preferred, but it does not produce anything

approaching the (juantity from a given space which

Chicory does, nor is it so easily grown. A couple

of rows of Chicory sown in April and thinned to

Ij inches apart give a nice lot of roots, and these

may be forced with the greatest ease in any shed

or outbuilding srom which frost is excluded. Old

wine cases make good receptacles for the roots,

these being planted in one with a few clean leaves

or a thin layer of Moss just over the crowns, another

case being placed on the toi:i to exclude the light.

A good soaking of water may be given after

planting, and this will last for several weeks.

Leave the box open for a day to allow some of

the moisture to escape, then cover up, and lay

some litter or mats over. Grown in this way it

is crisp and excellent, but in a warm forcing pit

or manure frame it is worthless. Anyone «ho

like myself has to send in salads daily through-

out the year with very limited accommodatmn
will find Chicory grown thus very useful. ^\ it-

loof is the best variety I have tried.—H.

Broccoli.—In common with other winter crops,

the Broccolis are in a soft growing state, ind

should very severe weather set in a great many of

the plants"will be rendered useless. That most

useful kind Veitch's Self-protecting has been

better than ever this year, and is without doubt

one of the best kinds in cultivation. Snow's is a

good kind when the true stock is procured, but

this is not always. I have grown this in the

west of England on a light, hungry sand where

manv other kinds were failures, and cut good
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useful heads for over a month from one sowing.
Here on a heavj', moist soil it is just as reliable.

Last season I grew a variety named Snow's that
ran about a yard high and produced heads in

January about 2 inches across, but, fortunately,
I had a good lot of Vanguard which helped me
out of a difficulty. There are not, in my estima-
tion, many finer varieties than this, but its large
succulent stems are among the first to suffer

from the effects of frost, though the heads are
f-iirly protected by the foliage. Leamington and
Safeguard are good varieties to follow this, but
all ai-e beaten easily by Late Queen, probably the
hardiest kind in existence. No matter what the
weather, this nearly alwaj's comes through, and
at the end of May and beginning of June is indis-
pensable. If the ground is likely to be scarce
this should not be sown till the middle of April,
though earlier sowing does not alter its season.
—H,

CELERY ROTTING.
Will you tell me what has caused my Celery to
go rotten in the centre ? It was fine-looking strong
Celery, but when I started to lift it I found that
in the centre it was going bad, apparently start-

ing from the top of centre, and as time has gone
on it has got worse. The outer part, though
spongy, was sound. The top and roots were
quite healthy. The ground is new, and slopes to
the north on a rocky foundation full of stones.
It was earthed up three times.—P. W.

*„* Many have their Celery go wrong after a
dry summer. Unfortunately, you do not gi\e
any information when the earthing up was done,
but it was done no doubt before the plants had
completed their growth, as you saj' the decay set

in at the top. Another c\ il was want of moisture
in your dr}', stony land. More Celery is ruined
by premature earthing up than many think, also

by too much earth being given at one time. The
plant is much best given free exposui'e as long
as possible. With free exposure the leaves are
hardened, the growth firmer and more ad-
vanced. To bury tender growth under a mass of

soil is entirely wrong. The heart of the plant
cannot make any further growth, with the result

that decay sets in and it finally goes from the
top through the whole plant. The evil is caused
by earthing up too early, probably placing too
much soil at one time or so firmly that new
growth cannot be made, or the growth made can-
not expand. I recently saw a similar case to

yours, the grower attributing the decay to the
kind of plant, he having grown a new variety.

Of course he was anxious to get finer heads than
usual, and earthed up too quickly. It may be
asked, how can we obtain early Celery without
earthing up early ? Of course, to do this one
must plant early, but it is a simple matter. The
best way is to only place small quantities of soil

at a time, not entirely covering the plant so
that only the tips of the leaves can be seen. For
Celery to use at this season it is best to defer final

moulding up to the latest date possible, as the
plants get hardened and the blanching takes
much less time with plants thoroughly matured.
I never mould up late Celery till October is well
advanced, and by so doing get plants that keep
sound into April. The want of moisture is the
cause of spongy portions of the plants, as the soil

you describe would probably be dry, and it would
be necessary to fljod the trenches previous to
earthing up to get good results. Thougli the
plants may look healthy and the surface soil

moist, the plants at the roots may be dust-dry.
Rains with gross leafage do not reach the roots,
the moisture is thrown to the side of the plants,
and the roots receive but little, and the plants, if not
given copious supplies, suffer like yours. Celery
is impatient of drought. Many growers at the start
give large (piantities of manure when the plants
are young, and later on wheji there is a much
larger plant the plants are not fed. Far better
give less manure at the start and more in the way
of fertilisers when growth is active, one of the
best foods being weak liquid manure from stables.

The best plan is to give it in a weak state and
often. Always see that the plants are thoroughly
moist before earthing up. G. W.

Pea Springtide.—This new Pea is worth
growing where early Peas are needed, as it is

quite as early as the old round-seeded white Peas,
and having a good deal of Marrow flavour is a
valuable introduction. This variety sown the
third week in February last year was fit for table
the last week in May only given ordinary culture.
The cropping (lualities of this variety are excellent
and the quality all one can wish. The stock was
true, all the plants being of the same height and
bearing pods to within inches of the soil. With
me it was between 2 feet and 3 feet in height,
very robust and productive.—G. Wythes.

Forcing: Beetroot.—Many do not need early
Beetroot, and it may be urged that when good
roots can be kejjt till May there is no need to
force. Many growers know the demand for salads
in the spring is greater than at any other period
of the year, and in Jvlay old Beetroots are
growing out badly and have lost colour,
often fla\our also. Beet when required early
is best sown in heat in pans of light soil, and
when the rough or third leaf appears it may
be pricked off into pots or boxes, and when growth
is active transferred to a cold frame and planted
out in April on a warm border and protected for
a short time. Of course, earlier roots may be
obtained under glass. The seedlings if pricked
out into frames and given plenty of air in fine
weather soon turn in. For early May roots it is

best to sow the first week in February. The
Turnip-rooted varieties are the most suitable. I
have found Crimson Ball the best forcer, as it has
a small top and is of a splendid colour.—G.
AVvTHES.

Colour in Globe Beets.— Since the newer
forms of early Beets have been sent out they have
proved of much value for summer use. Much
against my will, however, I am asked not to
grow again the variety I had chosen, but the
longer or main-crop varieties instead, and on
my inquiring the reason for such an unusual re-
quest, I was told the colour after being cooked
was not so good as in the ordinary Beets. I
should not accept this explanation so freely had
mine been an isolated experience, but, mentioning
the fact to a gardening friend, I learnt that he
had a similar complaint made. I can only think
that the season or some local influence must be the
cause, as in a growing state there is nothing to
indicate a want of colour. Faults are lodged
sometimes by prejudice against garden crops, and
I can only think this to be an instance of it, but
it is to be regretted that the handsome strain of
Globe Beets, which is such an advance on the
older Egy|.)tian type, should be the victims of un-
deserved complaint. It would be interesting to
learn if any reader of The Garden has noted^any
deficiency of colour in the Early (Jlobe Beet com-
pared to the standard main-crop varieties. An-
other season I purpose sowing the two kinds
alongside for early use, so as to be able to com-
pare them easily, as I cannot accept an objection
from one season's use as final for all time.—W. S.

Winter greens.—All descriptions of hardy
winter greens and late Cauliflowers also have been
and continue to be most abundant ; indeed, prices
for these vegetables have been absurdly low.
The mild and long-continued open season has
kept things growing continuously, and literally
of everything there is a glut, even Autumn (Jiant
Cauliflowers have been wonderfully plentiful. So
long as Cauliflowers are cheap there is but a
moderate demand for Cabbages, Savoys, Kales,
and Brussels Sprouts. AA'hat good Brussels
Sprouts the market growers obtain from the sturdy
plants grown out in their fiekls. They are got out
early, but the soil is moderately manured only aufl
soon gets trodden firm, hence stem growth is not of
that strong, pithy, or soft nature commonly seen
in gardens, and the sprouts if much smaller .are

very firm. The Exhibition variety that on rich

soil grows so gross in stem, leaf and sprout, in
the fields becomes exactly the plant desired, and
there can be no doubt but that its introduction
into market culture has nearly doubled the pro-
duce of ordinary breadths, as compared with that
of older stocks. Brussels Sprouts constitute
probably the very best of all winter greens, and
to the market - grower are the most profit-

able. Large quantities of Cabbages, Coleworts,
and earl}' Savoys will be spoilt this season
and rendered useless because turning in long
before needed. Any late plantings will prove
really serviceable, especially if hard weather should
ensue in January. A good dense-headed stock
of Scotch Kale is also then very serviceable.

—

A. D.

CLIMBING FRENCH BEANS.
These are finding more favour as they become
better known, and though at first many people
said we did not want these half-way kinds, their
usefulness, good quality, and splendid cropping
will make them in greater demand. There are
now several varieties, such as Tender and True,
an excellent variety both as regards crop and
quality. In this the pods are as handsome as
those of the Canadian Wonder with their good
flavour. Earliest of All is a splendid type of
French Bean, and distinct from Tender and True.
It is a white-seeded variety, the pods of medium
length, and, what is so much valued in the kitchen,
almost stringless. It is one of the best quality
Beans I have grown. A Bean little known is

Princess, the pods of which are not so large as
those of Tender and True. This, like Earliest of

All, is a white-seeded Bean, and desirable for

cooking whole, as the pods are small, but of

delicious flavour. This variety in a young state
is delicious and certainly worth a trial, as the
beans served whole are much nicer in colour and
flavour. Another excellent t^'pe of French Bean,
and one worth room in all gardens where quality
is valued, is Canadian Glory. This is a string-

less variety and dwarf. The varieties alluded to
are much earlier than the ordinary runner, which
is a great gain. Another point in their favour is

that these dwarf climbers are longer bearing than
the true dwarf French varieties, the pods of

which get old and tough so quickly that, unless
gathered daily, the crop is spoiled. There is now
no need to grow the tall runners, as either Tender
and True or Earliest of All will give equally as
good—indeed, heavier—crops if the plants are
well treated. The cost of stakes is less, as ordi-

nar}' Pea sticks will answer for them. Last year
I had splendid crops from plants with only 4-feet

supports. Stakes a couple of feet more high are
ample, and the plants being dwarfer the pods
can be easily gathered. I consider this type of

Bean a splendid introduction, as anyone may sow
earlier and gather almost as soon as from dwarfs
if the plants are topped. G. Wythes.

Helleborus orientalis.—The large group of

this well-known Lenten Rose in the rock garden
at Kew is now well advanced to flowering, some
hundreds of blossoms being ready to open and
many fully open. The group in question occu-

pies a rather sheltered position, and should severe

weather intervene, which is not improbable, may
receive a serious check. More disastrous even
than frost in their present state would be a heavy
fall of snow, that may bear the flowers to the

ground and by no means impro\e their appear-
ance. So far, however, the effect is excellent, as

the majority of the old foliage is still in capital

condition—always a great gain where these things

are grouped freely together. Other members of

the genus Hellebore in flower at Kew are H.
orientalis roseus, a rather showy form, H. colchi-

cus, and H. caucasicus with its greenish yellow

blossoms. A small group of colchicus bj-zantinus

is also yielding a few blossoms, and in greater

numbers are the beautiful coloured cups of Crocus
Imperati. This Crocus is particularly pleasing,

especially at this season when so few flowers are to

be found in the open garden.
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Trees and Shrubs.

ARUNDINARIA NOBILIS IN

CORNWALL.
The engraving herewith gives only a very im-

perfect idea of what is probably the finest

specimen in England of this most graceful

Bamboo, though other large plants of the same
species in the gardens of Sir. Rashleigh, at

Menabilly, and Mr. Lakes, at Trevarrick, St.

Austell, run it very close as to size. I am
indebted to Mr. Smith, liead gardener to the

late Miss Fox, at Penjerrick, near Falmouth,
for the photograph from which the accompany-
ing illustration was prejjared, buPhaving seen
the original, I may say that no illustration could
adequately portray the graceful character of its

.slender .stems with their elegant drooping habit.

On the group here illustrated the stems are

;50 feet in length. The group consists of three
clumps, each of them measuring 14 feet to

one above mentioned. There may be some soils
and situations in which it will live for many
years, but such I have not found. Abies grandis
and Abies Nordmannianaaretwo of the healthiest
and fastest growing of the Silver Firs. With
Mr. Burrell these are not satisfactory, although
some of the Cryptomerias do well. Here all the
Cryptomerias are very healthy : the lower
branches, which sweep the ground, take root
and make trees which we sometimes take off and
plant.—W. 0,, FolK, Cork.

THE UMBRELLA PINE.
(SCIADOPITYS VERTICILL.'ITA.

)

Like the Ginkgo, Sciadopitys was for a long time
known only from a few individuals cultivated in
temple gardens and from a large grove on the
hill in Kyushu, in the neighbourhood of the
ancient monastery-town of Koya. This grove
was once supposed to be the original home of the
species ; it is more probable, however, that all

these trees were planted many centuries ago.
Dupont, a French engineer, found what he con-

Arundinaria nobilis at Penjerriclc, near Falmouth. Engraved for The
Garden from a photograph sent bij Mr. F. W. Meyer, Exeter.

15 feet in circumference at the base and spread-
ing out to about 25 feet diameter at the top.
Although Arundmaria nobilis has been grown

in Cornwall for more than half a century, it lias

(inly recently been named by Mr. A. B. Free-
man Mitford, who gives a detailed description
of this most desirable Bamboo in his excellent
work "The Bamboo Garden" (pp. 178 to

180). In many parts of Devonshire also hand-
some specimens of this plant may be seen,
though not so large as those in tlie Cornish
gardens. In the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch
and Son, Exeter, a number of the true species
are doing remarkably well.

EVmside, Exeter. F. W. Meyek.

Notes on conifers.—Under the above head-
ing (p. 0) Mr. Burrell states that "he does not
understand why some speak so disparagingly of
Cedrus Deodara." 1 think, perhaps, it is because
of its short life. About ten years ago I cut down
a large tree that had been, doulitless, planted
with great care ; the trunk near the ground was
9 feet in circumference, with a wide S[iread of
branches and height over 00 feet. Every root
was rotten. Manj- others are growing here and
appear quite healthy, but are not so old as the

sidered indigenous trees on Chimono and in the
province of Meno ; and in this province, below
Nakatsu-gawa, I found great numbers of Scia-
dopitys growing, as I thought, indigenously and
sending up their narrow pyramidal heads far
above the Pines and other forest trees. In a
country, however, which has been densely popu-
lated for centuries, and where tree-planting has
been a recognised industry for more than 1000
years, it is not always easy to determine whether
what ma}' appear to be a perfectly natural forest
has not been planted. In these mountain forests
of Meno the Sciadopitys grows with a tall,

straight trunk to a height of nearly 100 feet, and
is always remarkable in its narrow, compact pyra-
midal head of dark and lustrous foliage. This
tree is so abundant here, that the wood, which is

nearly white and \ery strong and straight-grained,
is a regular article of commerce, being floated
down the Kisog.awa in large rafts to Osaka, wliere
it is chiefly consumed. Except in the immediate
neighbourhood of this ileno forest, Sciadopitys
does not appear Do be cultivated in Japan except
in temple gardens, where specimens picturesque
in old age, with loose habit and pendent branches,
may occasionally be seen carefully protected Ijy

low stone railings.

Sciadopitys verticillata, which owes its common
name of Umbrella Pine to the arrangement of the

phylloid shoots near the ends of the branche
after the fashion of the ribs of an umbrella, has
been an inhabitant of our gardens for twenty-five
or thirty years, is perfectly hardy in the neigh-
bourhood of Boston and is one of our most dis-

tinct and beautiful garden conifers. Although
for several years it grows very slowly and is dith-
cult to raise from seeds, the Umbrella Pine grows
rapidly when it is once established, and at the
end of twenty-five years may be expected to
attain in good soil a height of 18 feet or 20 feet,
and for many years to retain the dense, compact
pyramidal habit which is characteristic of this
tree, except in very old age.

—

Garden and Forest.

PLANTING NEAR THE SEA.
I (.iciTE agree with every word said on this sub-
ject (p. 5), and 1 think only those who have
lived near the sea know how injurious its wind-
sweeping influences are. I have had considerable
experience in seaside planting, and observed the
results of it very closely. As to the commercial
value of seaside trees, many would no doubt con-
sider this, but by forming margins of Willows and
otlier things next the sea, and planting the
Pines or Firs next to them, a useful class of
timber is quickly jiroduced. The soil near the
sea is often poor and contains much sand, and
when fii-st I began planting 1 thought the trees
would do little or no good in such ; but what
is wanting in the soil seems to be made up
in the atmosphere, as the trees grow quickly
and are particularly free from the attacks of
insects at root or branch, which is a point
of no little importance. It is, however, as
shelter that the first benefits of seaside plant-
ing will be experienced, and the land, both
in the immediate district and for a long way
inland, and the stock, too, will soon show how
invaluable the shelter is. I have known strips to
be planted on parts where hardly a particle of

vegetation was to be found, and the grass would
gradually diminish towards this part from the
more luxuriant surface of the fields. The trees
had not been planted more than two j'ears until
the vegetation began to regain itself, and in a tew
years the surface that was destitute and profitless

had become as luxuriant as ever. In 1113' opinion
the best season to plant near the sea is February
and March. If planting is done in the autumn
no roots will be made for several months after-

wards. In that time gales may upset a good
many of the trees, but when planted in the spring
they begin to grow almost at once, and it is

astonishing how a seaside tree can grow once it

begins. I believe it has two inducements to do
this over the inland tree. The seaside tree is

often in an atmosjihere which may be termed
humid when the inland tree is being parched,
and the former is most congenial to the growth of

all trees, especially soon after being planted.
The other inducement for them to grow is that,
although the sandy soil on the surface may be
drj'—so dry that the inexperienced wonder
how trees of any age, more especially young
ones, can exist in it — lower down there
is always abundance of moisture. The roots
quickly begin to penetrate in search of this,

and when some of the inland trees are at a
standstill, or may be shrivelling up in a dry soil,

the seaside ones luxuriate in its cool depths. This
I have noticed frequently, and put it forward to

give confidence to proceed with seaside planting
ill the case of those who may think their soil is

too dry or unsuitable for the trees, especially

while they are young. If once a margin next the
sea is established, the success of anj' amount of

further inland planting will be fully assured, anil

besides planting on the sandy and poorer soil

near the sea I am in favour of including a piece
of the better land, which will geneiuUy be found
further from the sea, as part of the plantation. In
years to come this part would be the most re-

munerative, as when once the plants are established
next to the sea they should always remain, but those
more inland can be thinned like any other planta-
tion, or wholly cut down if ready and replanted,
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but the margin could not be dealt witli in this

wa)'. It is agricultural landowners who would
find it most adv'antageous to plant by the sea-

side, and the seaside town authorities, especially

those who aspire to have their obscure villages

brought out as favourite health resorts, ought to

give the matter of planting trees in their districts

attention.

Besides the trees and plants mentioned on page
5 as being suitable for the seaside, there are two
more I would like to include. The one is the
Alder, and the other the Balsam Poplar. Both
grow remarkably well in moist ground, and where
land of this character lies i between better soil

further in and the sea I would plant all the wet
part with these two plants, and in two years
afterwards introduce the Pines. Neither the
Alder nor Pojilar need be planted as bushes or

trees with roots if it is not convenient to dig holes,

which it may not be, but if branches are cut from
them about the thickness of one's wrist, and
from IS inches to '2 feet in length, and inserted
6 inches or so in the ground all. over the wet part
at a distance of 1 yard apart, they will grow
and soon form a thick tangle that will afford ex-

cellent shelter and a harbour for wild fowl. In
and near toH ns where the trees may be desired
of a more ornamental character, the green-leaved
Enonymus is the hardiest of all bushes and will

flower in the teeth of the sea gales. M.

WILLOWS AT CHICO FORESTRY
STATION.

The Willows receive as yet little attention in

California, and the value of our native species
is not so fully recognised as it should be, although
Salix lasiandra, which closely resembles S.

lucida, S. lasiolepis, which somewhat resembles
S. humilis, and the more distinct S. licvigata,

all nati\-e in this State, are often ])lanted for

firewood and fencing. Tlie best of the famous
Spanish hand-made saddle-trees which were
formerly produced in various parts of California
and were even shipped to Mexico and Texas,
were made of native Willow wood, carefully
selected and seasoned. In time there will

probably be an extensive demand for basket
Willows in California, especially for horticultural

uses. Salix viminalis and other .soft-wooded
Osier Willows have been widely distributed for

fifteen or twenty years by the Agricultural
Department of the University, and have been
planted in many places to protect river banks.
Aside from these Oziers, fi-om S. babylonica,
and from the native Willows, nothing has been
done with Willows in any part of California,

although there is now more or less inquiry
respecting the best species for cultivation.

The following brief notes upon various
Willows planted at Chico Forestry Station were
taken late in August, when the season's growth,
although not completed, was in most cases
nearly so. The collection was begun in the
spring of 1895 by planting in the nursery small
cuttings of twenty-four selected species. The
soil is a good corn land loam, near Chico Creek.
Several native species of Willow are on similar
soil, within a stone's throw. Again, in 1890
and in 1897, others were added to the collec-
tion, which now contains about forty species.

In Februai-y, 189(;, from five to ten plants of
each of the twenty-four species oljtained in 1895
were set out in permanent plantation form.
They received no irrigation, nor any especial
care. The Willows in tliis jilantation are, there-
fore, about thirty montlis old from small cut-
tings. The list includes Salix alba, S. caprea,
S. cordata, S. discolor, S. hippojiliiefolia, S.
japonica, S. Madeni, S. pentandra, S. purpurea,
S. Salmoni, S. sericea, S. Sieboldi, S. Villarsi-
ana, S. viminalis, S. daphnoides, S. dasyclades,
S. regalis, S. lucida, S. serengeana, S. baby-

lonica, S. nigra, S. humilis, S. alba vitellina and
S. caprea var. cinerea. Many of these Willows
are beautiful in growth, and especially hand-
some in winter and spring. But since the col-

lection was made in order to introduce the most
useful species, I shall only describe those which
seem particularly well adapted to California.

The Willow which shows the most remarkable
growth is

Salix Salmoni, a native of the Levant. This
sjiecies in that respect much surpasses all our
native Willows as well as all others in the planta-
tion. In the nursery the cuttings made roots and
thrust up stems of 10 feet in length within six

months after planting. Fi\'e selected trees were
cut back to one stem of '2 feet in height, and
jilanted out in Febiuary, 1896. Now, in August,
1IS97, two of these trees stand respectively .'il feet

to 32 feet in height, with trunks that e.vceed
IS inches in girth at 2 feet from the ground. The
other thi'ee are nearly as large. All ti\e trees are
beautiful in shape, with the straightest of main
stems and with slender, semi-drooping branchlets.
Like S. alba, the young shoots seem to be well
adapted for coarse basket-work if properly grown
for that purpose, but the rapid development and
hardiness of this tree may give it greater economic
value than Pojilar or Eucalyptus globulus in some
jxarts of California.

S. ALi'.A and S. alba vitellina come next to
S. Salmoni in point of growth, the former rising
to a height of 12 feet, the latter to 19 feet, with
trunks which girth S inches or 9 inches. Al-
though both these Willows are extensively used
in Europe for timber, for charcoal, for hoops and
basket-work, for tanning materials and other pur-
poses, they do not as yet appear superior to some
of our best native species.

S. PENTANDRA, though less rapid in growth,
seems to be worth cultivation. The largest tree
stands 10 feet high, with a girth of 5 inches.
The large, dark green, smooth and glossy leaves
are extremely handsome. This species yields bark
that is very rich in salicin, a substitute for qui-
nine and a useful anti-rheumatic.

S. CAPEE.A, another handsome species, grows
very rapidly here. The tallest trees are 14 teet

high, with trunks 8 inches in girth. The bark is

valuable for certain sorts of tanning, and the
timljer is very useful.

The average rates of growth of some leading
species, as compared with S. Salmoni, have been
as follows ; age, soil, culture and other condi-
tions were the same in all cases :

—

S. Salmoni
S. alba vitellina ..

S. regalis

S. caprea
S. daphnoides
S. viminalis (male

plant)

S. pentandra

Feet. Feet.

30 ' S. Sieboldi 10

18 S. Madeni 8

1.5 S. cordata G
14 S. viminalis (female
13 plant) 5

S. lucida 4

12 ' S. purpurea 4

10 S. discolor 3

The best native Willows under similar condi-

tions appear to rank in point of growth some-
where between S. Sieboldi and S. regalis.

—Charles H. Shinn, in Garden and Pored.

Notes from South-western China.—The
following notes are from a letter from Ur.
Augustine Henrj', dated atMengtse, Se|)tember 9
of last year: "I may mention that I have
found a magnificent Paulownia with evergreen
leaves, which is the most gorgeous sight when in

fiower imaginable. Lonicera Hildebrandiana,
discovered b}' General Collett in the Shan States,
also occurs here in the mountains. It is a rambling
shrub, climbing over rocks, the flowers deep
yellow, each about 7 inches in length. Leucoscep-
trum canum, of Northern India, is a remarkable
labiate, common in mountain woods at about
.5000 feet altitude. It is a tree some 20 feet high,
and in habit is exactly likeaBuddleia. Yunnan is

a huge province, and is associated in the minds
of botanists with the wonderful discoveries of

Ppre Delavay. He collected mainly in the west
of the province on the high mountains near Tali,
which are practically spurs of the Himalayas. The
region here, that is, Mengtse and to the south,
crossing the Red River, and extending as far as
the Shan States under French control, is very
different from Delavay's ground, and will probably
turn out as rich in species, new and interesting,
but not so suitable for introduction into cultiva-
tion, as the mountains do not rise to the heights
seen in the vicinity of Tali. Here, nevertheless,
are many fine Rhododendrons, and there is a
great variety of Cyrtandreie. These are always
beautiful plants, occurring, as a rule, in shaded
parts of mountain forests, mainly on rocks. A
good many Begonias also occur in the same
habitat."

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE HEMLOCKS.
The Canadian Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) is a
large tree generally and widely scattered from
Nova Scotia to Minnesota, and southward
tlirough the Northern States and along the high
A]>palachian Mountains to Northern Alabama.
The Hemlock, which delights in cool northern
slopes, the rocky banks of mountain streams and
dark narrow ravines, is one of the most splendid
inhabitants of the northern forest. Too much
neglected by those who make parks and gardens
in the Northern States for less beautiful and per-
manent foreign trees, no other conifer, neverthe-
less, which can be used here equals it when a
specimen is needed to stand alone on a lawn, and
with no other tree can sucli dark, dense masses
of foliage be made here. Although usually found
in the forest on northern slopes or in shaded
ravines, the Hemlock will grow in full exposure
to the sun ; isolated trees, however, suffer from
the dry, cold winds of the late winter and early
spring, and it is usually advisable to protect
young trees by thick planting. Quick thinning,
however, should follow thick planting, for the
Hemlock loses its greatest uharm as a lawn tree
when it is deprived of its lowest branches, which,
with abundant light and air, are vigorous and
long-lived, and make an isolated Hemlock tree,

with its long branches gracefully sweeping the
ground, a broad-based pyramid of great beauty.
Young trees, which are easily transplanted from
the woods, grow rapidly in good soil into hand-
some specimens, and if planters could only
disabuse their minds of the idea that a tree is

common, and therefore should not be used in
ornamental planting because it grows naturally
in their neighbourhood, there is no reason why
this Hemlock should not become one of the
greatest ornaments in all northern j)arks. The
second Hemlock of Eastern North America,
Carolina Hemlock (Tsuga caroliniana), is dis-

tinguished from the better- known Tsuga cana-
densis by its larger, broader, and darker coloured
leaves, from six to ten lines long and retuse or
often notched at the apex, and by its larger cones
with oblong scales longer than wide and spread
at maturity nearly at right angles to the axis of

the cone. The Carolina Hemlock, which grows
usually on dry rocky ridges and the banks of
mountain streams mostly at elevations between
2000 feet and 2.300 feet above the sea-level, is

distributed along the Blue Ridge from South-
western Virginia to South Carolina generally in

small groves, and frequently mingled with' the
other species. It is a beautiful tree of compact
pyramidal habit, occasionally GO feet in height,
with a trunk rarely exceeding 2 feet in diameter,
and dense dark green lustrous foliage. Sixteen
years ago the Carolina Hemlock was first raised
in the Arnold Arboretum, where it has proved
quite hardy, promising to become here a first-

rate ornamental tree. Still rare in gardens, this
beautiful Hemlock is now gradually becomino-
known to the cultivators of ornamental trees.

The noblest of its race, at once the largest and
the most graceful of all Hemlocks,
Tub Columbian Hemlock (Tsuga Mertensi-

ana) of the north-west coast, has not proved
hardy here in New England, although there is
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still some hope that plants raised from seeds

feathered in the exceedingly cold and compara-
tively dry interior regions of Montana, Idaho, or

British Columbia, to which this tree extends, may
prove more satisfactory here than the plants

taken from the warm wet coast region, although
a first attempt made in the Arboretum with plants

collected by Sereno Watson in Idaho in ISSO has
not proved successful.

Pattun's Hemlocic (Tsuga Pattoni), the second
Western American species, is a tree with pen-

dent branches densely clothed with dark green or

with glaucous pale blue foliage and elongated
liright purple or light green cones, which are

usually pendulous, but in Alaska are occasionally

erect, owing to the shortness of the much-
thickened Ijranchlets, due, no doubt, to the
severity of the climate. Patton's Spruce is a tree

of high alpine slopes, only reaching the sea-level, so

far as is now known, in the neighliourhood of Sitka,

of Birches. Of the two species which inhabit
Hondo,

Tsi'cA DivEKSiFoi.iA is the more northern and
the larger tree. It is this tree which grows on
the Nikko Mountains above Lake Umoto, and
which ranges as far north as the slopes of Mount
Hakkoda, near Aomori. The second .Japanese
species,

TsucA Akaracii (the Tsuga Sieboldi of many
authors and the Tsuga Tsuga of others), is a more
southern and a smaller tree, growing, as I saw it

on Mount Koma-ga-taka, in scattered groves
among deciduous-leaved trees and Pinus densi-
flora and not in continuous forests. Tsuga di-

versifolia, which is frequently SO feet in height,
with a trunk 3 feet or 4 feet in diameter, may be
distingui.shed from the southern tree by its

darker red bark, more slender branchlets, its

shorter and narrower leaves and much smaller
cones, which are rarely more than half an inch in

Cypripediuni leacochiluyn Godse£ianuin.

on Baranoff Island, and ranges from about lati-

tude 60° north southward along the higli coast
mountains, extending eastward ni British Colum-
bia to the Selkirks, and in the United States to
the Ctt'ur d'Alene and Bitter Root Mountains of

Idaho and to Northern Montana, and southward
along the Sierra Nevada, where it is rarelj' seen
below elevations of 10,000 feet above the sea-
level. Patton's Spruce, with its drooping leading
shoots and pendent branches clothed with slender
waving spray which have strength to withstand
the fiercest mountain gales and tlie heaviest
burdens of enveloping snow, is certainly the most
beautiful of the alpine trees of this continent.

In .[apan, Hemlock trees are common at high
elevations, and the coniferous forests which cover
the mountain ranges of Central Hondo above
5000 feet are chiefly composed of these trees and

length ; while the longer, broader, and more
lustrous leaves and smooth lustrous orange-
brown branchlets of Tsuga Araragi serve to dis-

tinguish the southern tree before it begins to bear
cones, which are nearly an inch long.

The two .Japanese Hemlocks are successfully
cultivated by Mr. Hunnewell in his pinotum at

Wellesley, where they are both hardy and wliere

there are line plants of Tsuga Araragi, the largest

being about 16 feet in height, and smaller speci-

mens of Tsuga diversifolia. Most of the Japanese
Hemlocks in our gardens, however, belong to the
northern species, which, although probablj-

hardier, is a less attractive tree than Tsuga
Araragi. This with its large lustrous leaves and
excellent habit is certainly one of the most beau-
tiful of the Hemlocks which are hardy in this

climate, and if it proves its ability on a longer

trial to maintain itself here in good condition, it

will doubtless become a popular ornament of

American gardens. Tsuga diversifolia is a less

beautiful tree than our native Hemlock, and, un-
less it develo[is qualities which it has not shown
yet in this country, it will probably never be very
popular here.— (/(//(/. /; uiul Foi-rs/.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUM LEUCOCHILUM
GODSEFFIANUM.

A liLANGE at the accompanying illustration will

show that no ordinary variety of Lady's Sli]3per

Orchid is here depicted. Botanically, of course,
it i.s a form of the Siamese C. (jJodefroyie, but
there is a vast and important diflerencebetweer
the botanist's and tlie gardener's point of view
when the value of a plant as a beautiful object
has to be considered. The actual flower from
which the photograph was made was a promi-
nent feature in the Royal Diamond Jubilee
bouiiuet presented to Her Majesty by Messrs.
Sander and Co., of St. Albans. Its mere size

alone is sufficient to attract attention, but when
it is added tliat the upper arching sepal and the
petals are of a lovely creamy white heavily
blotched with reddish-purple and maroon,
while the large pouch is of a pure and spotless

ivory-white, one can readily understand that

Mr. R. H. Measures, of The Woodlands,
Streathani (to whom the plant belongs), prizes

it inuner.sely. Indeed, I am able to state on
excellent authority that he has refused 100(1

guineas for this historic and uni(|ue specimen,
which he has named in compliment to the able
and energetic manager of Mr. Sander's nursery,
Mr. .1. Godsett'. Incidentally it may be
mentioned that Mr. R. H. Measures, of

Streathani, owns one of the choicest collections
(if well-grown ( )rchids in the country.

JoHX Weathers.

Aerides quinquevulnerum.—This species is

now in bloom, the spotted flowers being very
pretty and long-lasting. It is an old species,
liaxing been sent home as far back as 1840 by one
of Jlessrs. Loddiges' collectors. It is a strong-
growing plant of fine appearance when health}-,

the racemes a foot or more in length. Like all

this class of plant, it requires a large tropical
house and ample room to do it full justice under
cultivation. The ]jlant should be grown when
small in suspended baskets or pans, but when
they are too large for this mode to be convenient,
they may be placed in large pots on the stage, a
mixture of Sphagnum and charcoal suiting it for

compost.

Dendrobium lorimulinum.—This pretty and
u.seful species I noted iu bloom recently, and I do
not remember having seen it so early before.
Tliough the flowers lack the rich tints of those
of many other Dendrobes, in their soft mauve
or rose they are \"ery pleasing, and it is one
of the freest blooming kinds. The warmest and
lightest house at command should be chosen for

it while making its growth, the jjlants thri\'ing

well in rather larger pots or baskets than the
thinner - bulbed deciduous kinds. After the
growths are full}' developed, a cool, dry rest is

essential, only enough water to prevent shrivel-

ling being allowed after the leaves are off. It is

;i native of Nepaul, and was introduced in 1837.
—H.

Leelia albida.—The blossoms of this species
arc not large, but very delicate and beautiful,
and it is a great pity it is not oftener seen in good
condition. For a few j-ears after its introduction
it seems happy enough, but after this it frequently
goes back, the growths becoming smaller yearlj'.

It is easily distinguished from all the other
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Mexican Lrelias by its roundish pseudo-bulbs and
delicately tinted blossoms, these occurrinf; witli

great freedom as long as the plants are liealthy.

The sepals and broader, wavy petals are whitish,

just tinted with pale purplish- rose, the showy
lip being lined with yellow and having a deeper

tinted Ijlotch in front. As a species it is very-

variable, but though many of the varieties have
received distinctive names, the}' run in and out of

one another, so to speak, and arc not all of them
distinct. L. albida may be grown in baskets or

suspended pans, and even trellised blocks have
been used with capital results when lightly

dressed with compost and carefully attended to as

to moisture. In any case a light, airy house with
abundant atmospheric moisture, a temperature
not so high by several degrees as that of the Catt-

leya house, and almost full exposure to the sun are

needed. Plenty of water at the roots during the

growing season and freedom from insect pests are

also necessary for its successful culture.

Phalaenopsis Schilleriana.—Few Orchids

are more beautiful at this season than a well-

flowered plant of this grand species, the lovely

racemes of warm rosy-tinted blossoms having a

remarkably line effect. The foliage, too, on
healthy plants is very showy, the greyish irregular

marbling showing up well on the deep green

ground. As on most Moth Orchids, the flower-

spikes occur A-erj' freely, and from now onwards
the blooms will be plentiful where there is a good
stock of plants. The best plants I have seen for

a long time were growing in a low span-roofed

house, suspended so that the leaves were almost

touching the glass. In such a position the warm
air of the house circulates very freely about the

roots and foliage, while were the plants arranged
ever so thinly upon the stage it would not have
the same freedom. There can be no doubt that

these Orchids thrive much better in certain posi-

tions and localities than others, but I think with

a httle care these strong-growing representatives

of the genus may be grown in most collections.

Constant thin shade, freedom from insect pests,

and en.couragement to keep in their proper seasons

of growth and rest are all important factors in

their well-being. P. Schilleriana was introduceil

by the gentleman after whom it is named from
Manilla aljout 1860, and it has by more recent
importations become one of the most popular
kinds.—R.

SACOOLABIUM GIGANTEUM.
The scent of this fine winter-blooming Orchid is

at once noticed when entering the house where it

is in bloom. Very beautiful, too, are the blos-

soms, the rich clusters vieing with all others
now open. The racemes are each about a

foot long, the indi\idual blossoms white, spotted
on the sepals with magenta, the lip ha\ing a

blotch of bright purple in front. A good deal of

variation may, however, be seen in these, and out
of a dozen or more plants in flower several quite
distinct may be picked, while perhaps no two will

be exactly similar. S. giganteum is in fact such
a beautiful plant, that one wishes it was more
amenable to culture and not so liable to go back
after a year or two in this country. It usually

arrives in rather a rough condition, but after a
week or two in a warm, moist liouse, it begins
to grow vigorously. If -obtained early in the
year the plants often flower well the first season,

and if the roots have made good progress and
obtained a hold in their new home they may lie

allowed to cany the flowers ; if not, they should
be pinched oil early so as not to further weaken
the plant. The second season should see them
thoroughly established, and they then have
several years of health in them and should not
fail to flower annually. The plants may lie grown
in pots or baskets suspended so that they get
plenty of liglit. They will stand as much sun,
too, as most Orchids, and the more they have
without damaging the leaves the better they
flower. Sunlight has a very hardening effect upon
the gtowtli of this class of plant, rendering it less

lialile to be checked by cold or otherwise during

winter. Moisture must not be neglected when
growth is active, and as little compost is neces-

sary, the water may be freely and fretjuently

applied to the roots. A steadying of the growth
may be observed in autumn, and soon after this

the tips of the flower-spikes will be noticed at the
base of the leaves not far from the top of the
I>Iant. Less moisture, of course, is now required,
but it must not be withheld entirely from the
roots until after the flowers are past or ha\e been
cut. Then a rather sharper resting season than
the majority of distichous-leaved Orchids like

may be allowed. Keep the night temperature
at this season lietween 5.")° and (itl°, the former
figure on cold nights only, and let the atmosphere
by day be kept drier. Even if the plants shrivel

a little it does not matter, but as soon as this is

noticed they must again lie well watered, and in

all probability will again commence to grow.
This is the best time to give the roots a little

assistance in the way of a tojj-dressing of Sphag-
num and charcoal, but be careful in doing this

that the bulk is not too much thickened.

Dendrobium cymbidioides.—Although an
old species, introduced by Messrs. Rollisson, of

Tooting, in 1S52, this is but seldom met with in

present-day collections. The flowers are pro-
duced on spikes 5 inches to 7 inches long, with
from fixe to nine flowers on the spike. The sepals
and petals are creamy j-ellow, the lip shorter
than the petals, creamy white in front, shading
to yellow, and having a blotch of purple in the
centre of the disc, the side lobes creamy yellow,
heavily suffused with dark brown, with two raised
wliite ridges at the base. It is a most interesting
and beautiful siiecies, and well worthy of atten-
tion. A finely - flowered plant was recently
awarded a cultural commendation by the Orchid
committee when exhibited at the Drill Hall.

Cypripedium insigne Ernesti.—This, with
the exception of C. Sandera:, is by far the best of

tlie yellow forms of this beautiful species. The
upper part and outer margin of the dorsal sepal
are pure white, and if held up to the light show
the purple spotting as seen in the best forms of

C. i. punctatoviolaceum, the basal part pale
greenish yellow, with numerous raised warts in

[ilace of the spotting seen in the variety just
alluded to. The lower sepal is also pale green,
\-eined and spotted with a darker shade of green,
the petals of fine form and substance, pale lemon-
yellow, veined with green. The lip is much
brighter yellow than the other segments, and with
its highly polished character forms a striking
contrast to the other portions of the flower. The
original plant, carrying five flowers, is now in

lilooin in the Cambridge Lodge collection.

—

VisiTcm.

Cypripedium Harveyanum (Arddarroch
variety).—This is a lovely hybrid, the result of

crossing C. Stonei and C. Leeanum. The dorsal
sepal is 2 inches long, '2J inches across, the
ground colour almost wholly white, slightly
suflFused with rose, shading to greenish white at
the base. It has numerous rich purple longi-

tudinal lines, the centre one being much broader,
showing the characteristic influence of C. Spiceri-

anum, derived in this case through C. Leeanum.
Tlie petals, each upwards of 3 inches long, show
the twisted characters of C. Stonei, the colour
being similar to that seen in C. Leeanum, yellow,
suffused and lined with rich brown. The lip is

pale purple, shading to greenish yellow. The
disc of the column clearly shows the influence of

C. Stonei both in shape and colour. The lower
sejjal also favours C. Stonei in shajie and colour.

It is altogether finer than the original C. Harvey-
anum, and has recently flowered in Mr. R. B.
White's collection at Arddarroch, from whence
the name is deri\'ed.—H. J. C.

Lselia rubescens.—This old species, better
known as L. acuminata, is seldom met with
growing for any length of time in a satisfactory

manner. It is, therefore, with some degree of

satisfaction one is able to note jilants where the
difficulties of its culture ha-ve been overcome.

These satisfactory results have been attained in
the Burford collection of Sir T. Lawrence, w-here
plants ha\-e recently flowered. It is one of the
most distinct and beautiful of the small-flowered
Mexican Livlias. The sepals, petals, and front
lobe of the lip are of a pale lilac shade of colour,
which contrasts well w-ith the maroon disc-like
throat. It requires a long rest after flowering,
but as soon as an active stage is commenced the
plants should have an abundance of moisture.
They should be grown in baskets suspended from
the roof, where they can obtain the maximum
amount of light with sufficient shade to prevent
burning. It first flowered in Mr. Bakers collec-
tion at Birmingham in 1S40.-H. .J. C.
Angraecum sesquipedale.—Though not pos-

sessing the elegance and grace of many other
Orchids, this singular plant has a beauty of its

own, the large ivory-white flowers with their long
spur being very attractive. Like all of the dis-

tichous-leaved race, it likes plenty of heat and
elbow room, a good light and plenty of moisture.
But it differs from some others in that the atmo-
sphere need not be so moist, so if there are dr}-

corners in the East India house or even the
warmer end of the intermediate house the plants
will do well there. The hard glaucous foliage
seems almost insect-proof. The plants do best
in clean Sphagnum Moss and charcoal, a fairly

good thickness of this being allowed so long as
the charcoal is in lumps sufficiently large to pre-
vent closeness. Pots or baskets may be used for

it. If the latter are m.ade shallow and wide, they
contain a lot of rooting space, and this is just
what the plants like. But in most cases if the
plants are left alone on the stage for a little

while they will take hold of an3'thing in the way
of wood or pottery that they come near to, with
the result that growtli is very free and abundant.

Cypripedium longifolium.—This grand old
species is verj- useful, its fine habit alone making
it worthier of a place than manj' newer and more
expensive kinds. Fine specimens like those at

Cambridge Lodge and in other collections are
very beautiful when the long, graceful spikes are
carrying their flowers. But too often such plants
as these have to make room for present-day
favourites, which, although beautiful in their

way, have not the fine proportions of the old
kind. This individual species is noteworthj-, too,

as being one of the parents of many of the finest

hjbrids, the number ha\ ing C. longifolium blood
being very large and an important section. When
in good condition the leaves are each quite 2 feet

high, and each flower often 4 inches across and of

a pleasing shade of rose, white, and greenish
yellow. C. longifolium likes plenty of heat and
moisture, and, owing to the vigour of the plant,

a much more substantial compost than Orchids
generally thrive in may be allowed. All the year
round the roots take plenty of water, and given
these few simple details, the plants may be easily

grown in an ordinary plant stove. C. longifolium,
though long before known to botanists, was first

sent home in a living state in 1807. It is a native
of Chiriqui and other jiarts of Central America.

Cypripedium Leeanum.—This is one of the
most useful and beautiful of the hybrid Cypripe-
diums. It was the first hybrid raised in which
the lovely species C. Spicerianum had been used
as one of the parents. It is the result of crossing

C. insigne and C. Spicerianum, and first flowered
in the collection of Sir T. Lawrence at Burford
Lodge, Dorking. It was foUow-ed shortly after-

wards by C. Leeanum superbum, raised in Messrs.
J. Veitch's nursery from C. insigne Maulei and
C. Spicerianum. Since that time it has been
raised in several collections with considerable
variations. There can be no question that the
finest forms we have seen are tliose which were
raised in the Lake house collection at Cheltenham.
I have six separate forms before me now- entirely

distinct one from another, sent from Mr. Cypher,
Cheltenham. The finest is C. Leeanum giganteum,
in which the dorsal sepals in each measure up-
wards of 2J inches across and 2^ inches long.

Upwards of two-thirds of its whole area is clear

white, shading to green, with numerous small
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brown spots at the base. It has the Spicerianum
hybrid characteristic of purple up the centre.

The petals, each nearly 3 inches long, are pale

green, suffused and s|iotted with reddish brown,
the finely-shaped lip rich polished brown, shading
to green at the base. Many of the other forms
were equally worthy of consideration, making up
for size in the superior markings and tine substance
of the fldwers. This hybrid cannot be too highly
recommended. Its easy culture and fine constitu-
tion, combined with the fact of its flowering at
tlie dullest season of the year, should be sufficient

to induce anyone in possession of a greenhouse to
cidtivateit in quantity.—H. .1. C.

NOTES ON ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
Whkke a good selection of these is grown, the
cool house will now daily become more interest-

ing. Not onl}' are the plants very free flowering
when in good health, but the flowers rank among
the most beautiful in the whole family. Fore-
most, of course, is the ever-popular 0. crispum,
and this has been flowering in one or other of its

varieties for the past month ; later plants will
carry on a tine disphy until midsummer, or even
longer. The large spotted forms are not as yet
making much show, but the smaller forms are
very nice, though not, of course, so valuable. The
present is one of the most trying seasons of the
year for the cool Orchid grower, though as re-

gards this individual genus the plants should by
now have made considerable progress with their
roots since lieing repotted in autumn. Where
these have got well out into the new material
the plants are comparatively safe, especially
where the plants are properly potte<l, that is,

where only a tliin surfacing of compost is needed.
Writers on Orchid matters have for years been
urging amateurs to give less material and more
root moisture to these beautiful Orchids, and I
am glad to see that in very many cases the advice
given is being followed. In place of the large,
ungainly pot with a small plant rocking about help-
less in the middle of it, we see nice smart-looking
little specimens that have taken hold of every
bit of compost, and which if held upside down
would not fall out of their pots. This is a decided
step forward, and those who have not grasped
the importance of this detail I advise to try and
do so with as little delay as possible. Although
such plants as I have last mentioned have the
power—owing to the capital grip they lune of
their pots—of carrying their blossoms much
longer than those with which I have contrasted
them, there is still an unaccountable desire
among amateur growers to leave the blossoms too
long upon valuable plants. Everything is done,
and rightly, to conserve the blossoms as long as
possible while the plants are in an unsuitable
atmosphere, and this is my answer to those who
.say that " The plants carry their flowers until they
fade in their nati\e habitat ; why cannot they do
so under cultivation ? " In the former case tlie

plants themselves have a splendid root-hold, a
climate exactly suited to their requirements, but
not the best for the conserving of the blassoms.
In the latter the conditions are just reversed, and
if this is not sufficient reason for what a corre-
spondent of mine terms the unnatural practice of
removing the flowers before they fade, I am afraid
I can give no other.

W.iTERINc;

is very easily overdone ; still, on the other hand,
the plants want a lot of nourishment to enable
them to Hnish up their pseudo-bulbs properly.
The earlier plants require a good deal less mois-
ture than the later ones, for until there are roots
enough to take up the moisture as it is given it

does no good, but only sours and clogs tlie com-
post. As long as the Moss in the latter is kept
fresh looking aud green the Orchid roots will not
suffer, but it must not be allowed to grow freely
up around the bulbs at this time of year. In
spite of all that is said against keeping the
Sphagnum alive in Orchid culture, I like to see
it green on evergreen kinds ; it seems to sweeten

the rest of the compost, and is the best index to
the state of the latter as to moisture. Overhead
sprinkling is certainly harmful at this time of
year, leading to damping and other troubles, but
a moist atmosphere is as useful now as at any
time during the year. It is necessary to keep a
little warmth in the pipes, and this without
ample moisture in the air is liable to bring insects
in its train. Another cause of disfigurement of
the foliage may perhaps be noted, and that is the
carelessness with which the plants are too often
handled while the growths are young and tender.
The least touch on the jjoint of the young leaves
is sure to leave its mark, and this as the season
advances grows further down and makes un-
sightly brown tips to the leaves. Each time these
are cut back the damage goes further down until
the leaf is lost, and many plants are by this means
ruined in appearance. Sponging, too, should be
very carefully gone about, as the texture of tlie

leaves is so delicate and the outer skin so easily
ruptured. The sponge should be kept wet, and
the whole of the surface of the foliage thorouglily
wetted with tepid water before commencing.
This softens an\' filth and dirt that may have
accumulated thereon, making it far easier to re-
move tlian when dry and hard. At this time of
year there are often plants that were not repotted
during the autumn. They may have been in
flower or may not have looked as though they
required potting, but now seem in a rather close
state. It is better to attend to such now or a
little later while the weather is cool and there is

not much sun than to leave them until the roots
are further ad\-anced and the sun has more
power. But it is not often, if carefully looked
over in autumn, that there are more than just a
chance few that require this attention. For the
rest, give them all the light available by keeping
the glass clean, and on all possible occasions let
them have the advantage of the freest ventila-
tion.

AlEIXd.

The silly theories one sometimes sees published
about allowing no top air for Orchids seem the
more ridiculous the more one thinks of them.
What makes it even worse is the fact that these
self-styled authorities on Orchid culture recom-
mend amateurs to place their plants as near the
roof glass as possible. Now, one of the chief ad-
vantages of this latter ]iroceeding is the freedom
with which the air plays about the plants in
question. Do away with top ventilation, and tlie

air currents are destroyed ; not only this, but the
chink of air in early morning helps to dry the
night moisture off' the leaves, prevents scalding
later in the season, and is decidedly an ad\-antage
in everj' possible way. To leave on a lot of top
air when cold winds are blowing is an error, and
anyone who does this must not expect good re-

sults ; but to condemn top ventilation because
some growers do this is about as reasonable as
condemning water because an occasional plant is

ruined by an overdose, or a young growth killed
by a drip from the roof. In this detail of culture,
as in every other, observation of results and very
close attention are necessar)'. Positive, and one
might say oracular, denunciations of certain points
of culture are often cropping up; theories of
doubtful truth and accompanying instances of
splendid results attained are frequently pro-
pounded ; but the less amateur growers listen to
them and the more carefully they go about
making any radical changes in cultivation the
better. By all rational means try and attain to
success in the culture of these beautiful plants,
but until the wisdom of any course of procedure
is proven, experiment with it very slowly and
carefully. H.

An important Orchid sale took place at
Messrs. I'rothei-oe and Morris's auction rooms on
January 7. It included 15,0UII pieces of Odonto-
glossum crispum, which had been collected for
JNIr. Thomas Rochford, of Turnford Hall Nur-
series, Broxbourne, by Mr. .lohn Carder, .I.W semi-
established Cattleya aurea, and several flowering
specimens of other Orchids. The prices realised

by the Odontoglossums ranged from 10s. to 3gs.
There were over 3(11) lots of Cattle3'a aurea which
fetched from Ig. to ISgs. each, the latter price
being paid for a sjiecimen with seventeen enor-
mous pseudo-bulbs, thirteen huge leaves, and four
leads. Among the miscellaneous lots some good
prices were also realised. For instance, La^lia

anceps (Downside variety) fetched 7^gs. ; a piece
of Odontoglossum crispuixi, imported direct and
in its packing case, was purchased for 4^gs. ; a
yellow variety of Cypripedium insigne, 9gs. ; anfl

a specimen of Odontoglossum crispum roseum
found a buj'cr at 3(lgs.

Ccelogyne flaocida.—The flowers of this
are not unattractive, but they lack the quality
of those of C. cristata. It bears semi-pendulous
racemes of white flowers, the lips of which are
blotched with yellow and reddish brown. It lasts
well in good condition without any injury to the
plant. To grow it well a rather shady part of an
intermediate house is liest, and the plants may be
grown in fairly large pots of peat fibre. Moss, and
a little leaf-mould and charcoal. It must not be
much dried at any time, or the pseudo-liulbs will
shrivel, and the racemes consequently will be
small. It was introduced from Nepaul by Dr.
\\'allich o\er sixty 3-ears ago.

Masdevallia Estradas.—Though a diminu-
tive plant, this bears very beautiful flowers and
is as useful as any of the larger kinds. It is not
connnon in cultivation, nor is it alwaj's obtained
true ; the lea\ es grow closely in tufts, are about
3 inches long, spoon-shaped, and the flower-
scapes rise just above them. The tails are yel-

low, shading to white as the upper part of the
sepal is reached, purple beneath. It thrives in

the cool house, suspended from the roof in small
pans of peat fibre and Sphagnum Moss. The
plant must be carefully shaded during the
summer. It was introduced by Messrs. ^\illiams,
of HoUoway, in 1S74.

Cymbidium g-iganteum.—It is difficult to
say why cultivators insist in tying up the spikes
of this beautiful Orchid, when by placing it high
in the house on an inverted pot or box the flower-
spikes push in a natural manner, not exactly
horizontal, but with a graceful arching curve that
is very attractive. The beautiful deep green of

the foliage, too, makes an admirable set oft' to the
brownish crimson of the flowers, and a large plant
I have so treatefl has Ijeen quite a picture for the
last three weeks. Moreover, the colour of the lip

is hidden by the upper sepal when the spikes are
brought to an erect position, but when growing
naturally this can easily be seen from below.

Phaius tuberculosus.— This is a remarkably
fine species and worthy of the greatest care, but,
unfortunately, this does not always ensure healthy
plants. Quite recently I met with a few nice
healthy pieces growing in almost all clean
Sphagnum Moss, these being laid on large, flat

pans nearly filled to the rims with crocks. In
this material they are rooting freely, and should
also flower well presently. A dense shade and
abundance of atmospheric moisture are also neces-
sary, a shady corner of the East India house, or
where Phalivnopsids are grown, being usually
chosen for it. Thrips are very fond of the plants,

and must be kept under by frequent sponging
and very light fumigation. It is a native of

Madagascar.

Saccolabium bellinum.— In the size and
shape of its blossoms this is quite distinct from
the Blumei, retusum and giganteum tyjies.

The sepals and petals are greenish-fellow with
brown spots, the lip being white with yellow and
purple markings. S. bellinum is not a large-

growing plant and must not be overpotted. A
good way to grow it is in medium-sized wood
baskets suspended from the roof m the East
India house or with the Phalivnopsis. The only
drawback to the latter mode is the amount of

shade required by the Moth Orchids, this being
in excess of what suits the Saceolaliium bes.t.

Still they get along fairly well together, more
especially during the winter. Water must be
liberally supplied at the same tempei'ature as
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that of the house during summer, and in winter
the plant must not be dried. It was discovered in

Burmah in IST.i and introduced by Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co.

Cypripedium insigne var. illustre.—This
is one of the most distinct forms of C. insigne.
It is now in fjower in the collection of Mr. R. .J.

Measures at Rogate, Sussex, where it was grown
for years before the montanum section was intro-

duced. The dorsal sepal has a broad band of

white extending to half the depth ; the ground
colour of the basal portion, instead of the usual
green, is yellow heavily spotted with dark brown
blotches as large as Peas. There are four or five

purple l:ilotches at the base of the white. The petals
are similar in colour to the base of the dorsal sepal,
heavily spotted and lined with brown, the lower
sepal green, thickly spotted with brown, the
lip yellow suffused with brown. When exhibited
on November 28, 1893, it received an award of

merit.—H. J. C.

Cattleya Percivaliana.—This beautiful spe-
cies may easily lie distinguished from all others
of the labiata group by the rich lip markings.
These are excelled by fe%v other kinds, and such
lovely flowers at mid-winter are sufficient to make
it a very popular kind. The older forms of the
species were not so large as those from later

importations, and had, moreover, the fault of re-

maining half closed, though possiljly this was in

part due to not being estal.ilished. As we now
have it the flowers are only a very little smaller
than those of C. Triana', to which it makes a nice
companion plant. Many varieties will be noticed,
but the type form is pale rose on the sepals and
petals, the lip r.ather narrow and blotched with
deep crimson-]Mrple with shades and veinings of
rich golden yellow and varied tints of red. The
plants thrive in the usual Cattleya house tempera-
ture, but delight in almost continual exposure to
sunlight. The pseudo-bulbs and leaves often have
a bronzy reddish tint, a sure sign of health and
vigour. It commences to grow soon after flower-
ing, and keeps with constancy to its annual
routine of growth, rest and flowering. No drying
off is necessary, only a little slackening of the
moisture when the bulbs are complete, and a little

excitement just as the flowers are pushing. C.
Perci\aliana is a native of Venezuela, whence it

was introduced in 1882 by Messrs. Sander and Co.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROU(iHI-
ANUM.

Both in habit and the shape and colour of the
flower, this fine species more nearly resembles an
Oncidium than an Odontoglossum, the uniform
lilade of the lip being especially like that of many
in the former genus. Owing to its rambling
habit, the plant is not suitable for growing in
pots in the ordinary way, and the best way to cul-
tivate it is on pieces of Tree Fern stem about a
yard or more in length, one end being placed in

a potful of crocks with a light surfacing of Sphag-
num to conserve the moisture. The plants may
be wired down firmly at first, and care is neces-
sary not to injure the rhizori^es in doing so.

To prevent this a few thin strips of cork are
useful, these being placed under the wires. After
the plant becomes established on the stem tlie

roots of course will hold it, but it is well to be on
the safe side at first. The plant is a native of
Mexico, and is usually allowed more heat than
most Odontoglots. I have seen it doing well
under cool treatment in several places, and
notably in the late Mr. Cris[)in's collection some
few years since, but I prefer a temperature quite
as high as that of the Cattleya house while
growth is most active. A light, sunny part
of the house may be chosen and very little shad-
ing will be necessary except during the hottest
part of the season. The roots, too, are thirsty
subjects, and notwithstanding the partially deci-
duous character of the plant, these should never
be absolutely dry for long together. It the Fern
stems are not to be had, long trellised blocks or
rafts answer the purpose fairly well, and with a

little Sphagnum Moss about the rhizomes the
plants go on fairly well for a time. Tliese should
always be taken down for watering and dipped in

a tub or tank. There is no certainty of wetting
the whole of the material in an3' other way, the
upright position making them very liable to run
dry. As hinted above, the plant often loses its

leaves in late winter, but I have known instances
of the plants carrying their foliage upon the old
]3seudo-bulbs until the middle of the summer,
which makes them practicallj' deciduous. This,
however, need make no difference to the treat-

ment of the plant. Disturbance of the roots
should be avoided, insects kept under at every
opportunity, and the flowers not allowed to dis-

tress the plant, for it is rather a tricky subject to
grow successfully over a long period . The flower-
spikes, which appear in late autumn and winter,
are eacli over a yard in length on strong plants, and
towards the upper end produce a number of small
but brightly coloured flowers. The sepals and
petals are yellow with a number of long, narrow
blotches of reddish brown, the lip is very bright
and showy, golden - yellow, about 12 inches
across. O. Londesboroughianum was introduced
by Messrs. Backhouse in 1876. H.

Odontoglossum maculatum.—This is now
in bloom, and perha|>s no other species in this
extensi\e genus will carry the flowers so long and
with so little detriment to the plant. It is a very
variable kind, some of the poorer forms being
rather deficient in bright colouring, but all are
worthy of care. In a cool, moist house the
plants are of easy culture, liking rather more
room at the roots than the crispum section and a
rough, oi^en compost. No drying of the plants
during winter is necessary, as the flower-spikes
ajipear almost before the bulbs are finished in
many instances.

Dendrobium nobile albescens. — In this
form the colouring has nearly entirely disappeared
from the sepals and petals, but the lip is almost
exactly similar to that of the type. A plant 1
noted in flower last week was carrying about a
dozen flowers, but as it was only a small one
doubtless it is quite as free as the old form. This
variety is not very plentiful, and those who have
strong plants of it should endeavour to projjagate
from them as freely as possible. All the forms of

I), nobile are often kept too cool and dry during
the winter months, as it is a species that will not
stand with impunity the rough winter treatment
many of the deciduous kinds will.

—

H.

Ccelogyne cristata.—The earlier plants of

this fine old species have come in very usefully
for Christmas decorating. These consist of the
pale green round-bulbed type, the longer pseudo-
bulbs of deeper colour being as often as not asso-
ciated with a late-flowering habit. To make room
in the Orchid house this season, a number of

plants, both large and small, were turned out
into <iuite a cool Peach house, where they have
made a capital growth. The shadiest part of the
house should be chosen for this species, and it

must never be dried at the roots sufficiently to
cause shrivelling of the pseudo-bulbs.

Oncidiura ornithorrhynchum. — Large
plants of this species with their spikes tastefully
tied out have a very pretty appearance, the soft

colour of the blossoms showing up very well under
artificial light. It is certainly one of the smallest-
flowered of Oncidiums, but the number of flowers
produced .and the graceful appearance of the
spikes amply make up any deficiency in point of

size. 0. ornithorrhynchum is an easily-grown
plant, delighting in shade and moisture, and
although it thrives with the Odontoglossums, a
rather higher temperature is preferable. It does
best in pots of peat and Moss over good drainage,
and is a native of Central America.

liSelia anceps (Chamberlain's var.).—This is

the largest of the typical forms of L. anceps.
The following particulars were taken from a jjlant

with two grand spikes of flower in the nursery of

Mr. ,J. Cypher at Cheltenham. The sepals, each

upwards of 2J inches long, are of a soft rose shade
of colour, the petals of the same length as the
sepals, upwards of IJ inches broad in the centre,
and much darker in colour than the sepals. The
lip, upwards of an inch across the front lobe, is

deep crimson-purple shading to white at the base,
\vhere it has a raised, bright yellow disc. The
side lobes are each extended upwards of an inch
from the centre, having a broad rich purple band
at the outer edges sliading to creamy-3'ellow,
prominently lined with deep purple-brown to-
wards the base. It is a distinct and desirable
variety.—H. J. C.

DendrobiumPhalaenopsisSclircederianum.
—Although jierhaps past their prime, the beauti-
ful racemes of this grand Orchid are still to be
met with, and I noted a fine dark large-flowered
variety this week. Possibly no other Dendrobe
is just now so popular, but it is sad to see so many-
plants of it killed by injudicious culture. Out of
a score of nice specimens purchased by an amateur
friend two years ago not one has a decent growth
this year, and this through nothing else but try-
ing to grow it in a miscellaneous collection of
Cattleyas, Dendrobes, and other more or less
easily grown intermediate kinds. There is no
doubt this species can be grown and kept in health
for a number of years, tliough how long it will
l:ie difficult to say, but the plants must have
plenty of heat. They die oft' wholesale in dry,
draughty houses, and many amateurs are misled
by travellers and nurserymen, -who for obvious
reasons tell them they can be grown in their
houses where perhaps a few Orchids have to make
the best of it with a general and varied collection
of plants. I do not consider it difficult to grow,
but heat, moisture, and light it must have in
abundance. It does best suspended from the roof
in small pans, as the roots are not given to much
extension. There is often a quiet season after the
flowers are past, but the plants must still be kept
warm, and the time when tlie least water is needed
is just as the young growths begin to push from
he Lj:uso rt tho older ones.—H.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1153.

THREE NATIVE PLANTS.
(with a COLOrUED PLATE.*)

When we hare a beautiful shrub or plant
a native of our land, we have generally a
double pi'oof of its value, because so much
surer of its vigour than of the many
that are said to be hardy. A plant maj'
appear to be hardy, and be really so, and
yet dwindle away for some reason while
native things go on for ever. Our native Holly
is a standing example of what we gain in a
native shrub, as it is more valuable than any
evergreen ever introduced. Of all the genera
of plants that give us hardy plants for our
gardens, there are few from which so many
have been culled as the Campanula order

;
yet

we doubt if any jjlant has ever come from the
Alps tliat is quite .so precious as this, our common
Hairbell (C. rotundifolia). It is plentiful, wild
in many districts south and north, and a plant
which one never seems to find too frequent. On
hedge-banks and in tufts liy the roadside, or in

bits of grass, occasionally in sheets in unmown
places, it conies by itself, especially in cool and
upland ground. Where any attention is paid
to the wild garden, it would come in admirably.
So far the wild garden is concerned with
sjiring flowers to a great extent, but there is a
certain number of plants that flower well in

autumn, and it is often worth while keeping a

* Drawn for The Garden at Gravet.ve Manor,
Sussex, l>v II. G. Moon. Lithographed aiiJ printed
by J.L. Gotiart.
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corner of grass unmuwn for them, and one of

tlie prettiestof these is this Hairbell runningwikl

through the grass in autumn. The efl'ect, indeed,

is so pretty, that it would, wliere the plant d(.ies

not come freely in a wild state, be worth while

raising it from seed for this and other purposes.

It is a first-rate perennial, though it is one of

those plants that look better in their natural

state than they ever do in the garden.

The next plant of the three is the purple

Vetch, in many districts as common as the

Hairbell, wanting no cultivation, and occa-

sionally coming in the shrubberies as well as

adorning tlie hedgerow and meadow. It is

well worth growing where it is not plentiful,

and is better in colour and in other ways than

many introduced plants of this order.

The last is the common ToadHax. This is

perhaps not in every district as common as the

others, but it is pretty where found in large

colonies on railway banks and in sandy and
gravelly places, and it is a good deal prettier,

we think, than many plants of the same family

that are introduced, its Peloria variety being

very curious as well as pretty.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Vegetable seeds.—At this season it is advisable
to order the vegetable seeds, and to beginners it

is not always an easy matter. I often deplore the
scanty attention paid the kitchen garden. I

much object to sowing in large quantities, far

better son' more often and in less quantities, as
by so doing a succession is secured and gluts
avoided. By sowing as advised anyone can select

those things most suitable for the season. The
soil also must be considered, as in a heavy, wet,
clay soil it would be useless to purchase Marrow
Peas for present sowing. It would end in failure

to sow certain seeds at this date, so that I would
advise due care being given to selection. An-
other point often overlooked is that seedsmen
send out the best material early in the j'ear, and
with late orders there is a difficulty at times in

•obtaining special kinds. I have heard novelties
condemned by those who think there can be no
improvement. There is a certain interest in

growing the best, and if possible it is well to
prove a few to test quality. I do not advise dis-

carding old things for the sake of new, but give a
fair trial to these latter. Of late years everyone
who has studied the merits of vegetables will

admit there has been a great gain in the quality
of various things. Take Peas. Here we have an
unlimited selection and few inferior kinds, as
these get weeded out after exhaustive trials. I

am a strong believer in change of seed for the
Potato crop. I admit one may grow the same
variety in the same soil for a quarter of a cen-
tury, but the crop is much poorer than would be
the case with seed from a different soil. I prefer
strong sets to small ones. At one time much
poor seed was ]jlanted. Anything was thought
good enough, but it greatl}' affected the crop, as
the plant was much longer in laying hold of the
soil, and often pushed up a number of weak
shoots instead of a strong one.

Preparixi; seed Potatoes. — Potatoes when
received from growers are different from
home-grown seed. Having been in bulk and
kept very cool, the turning over in moving
will have prevented growth. If needed for

early planting they may be sprouted, but I

<lo not advise hastening the growth and then
keeping the sets too long out of the soil. The
best plan is to place the sets thickly in shallow
boxes or trays, the eyes upward. The sets, if

kept cool, will push out sturdy shoots and be in

nice condition for planting. Treated thus there
is no breaking of the shoots as when baskets are
used. Another point, and one worth notice, is

the time saved at planting, as it is an easy matter
to take the trays to the quarters. When the sets
are prepared in this way it is an easy matter to
reduce the eyes, leaving the best. If space is

short the seed trays may be placed one above the
other, but mast be given a cool store, and in such
a position that the air can circulate freely through
them. Any variety it is needed to increase by
cutting should now be cut and allowed to dry.
It is not wise to plant newly-cut sets, as they
often decay if much rain follows planting. Early
\arieties should be given a light place and be
kept as cool as possible.

FoKCixG VEGETABLE>. — Much depends upon
the means at command to force. If natural or

slow forcing can be carried out the vegetables are
superior. Many persons object to forced vege-
tables as being flavourless, but in a measure
much depends upon how the}' are forced. I have
noted the value of slow forcing to get good
quality, and this is not difficult after the new
year is in. Many roots force well with only
leaves as the heating agenc\-, and leaves and
manure combined give a gentle heat. There is

less rank steam, and though the growth is slower
there is better quality. It is surprising what uses
may be made of leaves, and they are valuable
another season for many purposes. Doubtless the
handiest way to force Seakale is to place in a dark
iliishroom house. If small quantities only are
needed introduce a few roots fortnightlv, but
much depends upon the temperature given, as if

at all warm it causes a weak growth and loss of

tlaxour. The best Kale is that grown slowly with
ample moisture. The roots forced in the open with
warm litter in beds are superior in quality to those
grown in a dry heat. Now is a suitable time to

prepare materials for forcing beds if there is a
demand for early vegetables. I find it a great
saving of time if the heating materials can be
placed in bulk and turned occasionally before
placing in position, as they have time to settle,

there is less shrinkage, and a gentle heat results.

I use leaves largely, owing to a scarcity of manure,
and in the end am the gainer, as though it is

essential to prepare in advance, the leaves give the
best vegetables, as the roots delight in the sweet
moisture imd gentle warmth these afford. Such
vegetables as Carrots, Turnips, and Potatoes are
best grown thus, and it is surprising what excel-

lent results are secured with these materials. For
many years I grew vegetables for early supplies in

home-made turf pits with leaves, and found it pro-

fitable, but with cheap glass these are superseded.
Beds needed for sowing with the above early in

February should be prepared at once and the soil

placed in position to get warmed through. Allow
any steam to escape, as it keeps the soil wet if

confined. The best forcing Turnip is the Early
Milan, either the white or red topped variet}'.

There are some e.xcellent Carrots, such as Early
Nantes, Early Gem, and Parisian Forcing ; the
first and last named are earliest, but Early Gem is

much the nicest and largest root. Both Turnips
and Carrots should be sown on soil made firm if at

all light.

Forcing AsrAR.iGns.—The usual mode is to hft
roots and force either in pits on manure or in

houses, and if not forced too hard there are fai

results. It is an expensive process, and where
large quantities are needed it is advisable to have
permanent beds and thus avoid yearly destruction
of plants. I am aware without proper convenience
it is well to lift for very early supplies. \Mien
forced thus avoid strong heat, and give ample
ventilation to obtain flavour, the grass comes
stronger and is of a better colour if grown slowly.

I have often forced permanent beds in the open,
placing manure in the trenches and over the beds,
but to be successful there must be a good
depth of trench and a fair width also, to allow
sufficient material. If beds can be grown
specially for early work it is a great gain.
Such beds need amjjle supplies of water from May
to September, or wliat is better, liquid manure.
Now is a good time to prepare soil or make beds
for permanent use with a view to forcing, as it

will be well to get all in readiness. For April

planting I find 4-feet beds with two rows of plants

the best, as these are readily got at for cutting.

The allej-s should be 3 feet wide, and the beds
4 feet in depth, and if bricks are used for the
sides of the beds they should be pigeon-holed.
It may be thought such beds will need a glass
covering. Such is not the case. I use wooden
sides with litter. The only drawback is that the
grass is white, but it soon becomes green if the
litter is not thick. I have noted the forcing of

Asparagus in beds, as thus the Asjjaragus is more
appreciated, the culture is not costly, and the
produce much superior to that grown in strong
heat.

Forced Chicory.—This vegetable is not looked
upon with favour by manj", but it is worth atten-
tion in all gardens where variety is needed. To
get the best tjuality it is well to grow the newer
kinds. The large-leaved Belgian is one of the
best, and it serves two purposes, being useful as

a salad and as a vegetable. To get the best
results it should be forced slowly, like Seakale,
but avoid too much heat or moisture, as excess of

either causes rapid decay. If a few good roots
are placed in a temperature of .")0° they produce
compact growths. These should be cut when
from 4 incnes to 6 inches in length. If allowed
to open out or expand its value as a vegetable is

lost, but it makes an excellent salad plant. To
obtain the best roots of this plant it is well to

sow in May and force from November to April.

The plants for forcing should be grown in rows
"2 feet apart, and thinned to 1 foot apart.

Broad Beans forced.—These need little forc-

ing, but it is well to sow early in January for

March planting. I prefer to sow in 4i-inch pots,

three seeds in a pot, and place in cold frames
near the glass. Treated in this waj' they are
sturdy plants by planting time, and never receive
a check like plants raised in strong heat. The
produce from plants raised thus is much earlier

than from seed in tlie open ground, and gives far

less trouble than autumn sowings in the open.
An early variety is best. I do not advise the
small-podded varieties often recommended for

earliness, as they lack size and often good quality.

S. M.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Cherries.—There are possibly as many failures

with Cherries—perhaps, indeed, it would be safe

to say there are more—as with any other fruit.

Apricots excepted, where the object is to secure
high-class quality in the crop as adjuncts to the
dessert. Some soils, it is true, are better suited
to the growth of Cherries than others, and it is

not difficult to point to such districts as parts of

Kent and Buckinghamshire, where they thrive so
well. It is, however, equally as true that good
crops of fine fruit may be had in other parts of

the country with that care and attention to detail

without which it must not be a surprise if the
results are not what one could desire. A cal-

careous loam is best suited to Cherries, therefore
where there is a deficiency in this respect it must
be remedied. Old lime rubble or mortar will sup-
ply this want, and whei-e this is to be had the
first opportunity should be taken of incorporating
it with the soil after having broken it up to about
the size of nuts, or finer. It will, however, take a
season or two before the real benefits are dis-

cernible. The actual benefit is seen in the amount
of the crop which comes safely through the ston-
ing process. Having had to encounter this diffi-

culty, and not having the lime rubble at hand, I

had recourse to Dicksons' (of Chester) horticultural

manure, and the results were highly satisfactorj-,

so much so, in fact, that no failure has since

arisen from this cause. This artificial compound
is composed throughout of fine particles, hence its

action is more rapid, and it is easily assimilated
with the soil ; the chief features in its composition
are the potash and phosphates judiciously Ijlended

with nitrogen. To emplo}' manures in which the
last-named constituent predominates would be a
mistake, hence the use of farmyard manures
to any extent is not desirable. If the woody
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growth, however, be weakly, then recourse
may be had to such with advantage. The present
is a suitable time to apply this artificial manure
with the hope of beneficial results this coming
season, no excess over prescribed amounts being
advisable in any case. The plan I have adopted
has been to fork it into the top spit when digging
the borders. For ilorello Cherries it is equally
well suited. If more attention were paid to the
judicious application of manures to Cherries,
there would undoubtedly be less complaint made
of gumming. Where Cherries show any indica-

tions of dying off in some of the branches an
evil which is the after-result oftentimes of gum-
ming, it is a good remedy to lay in more of the
young wood, without following the strict rule-of-

thumb method of obtaining a branch just in one
place or nowhere else, for fear of spoiling the
uniformity of the tree, a matter of far less im-
portance than the production of a good crop of

fruit. Where the pruning of Cherries is not yet
completed it will be well to guard against any
severe use of the knife, but endeavour to secure,
should the wood be destitute of fruit spurs, a
better promise for the following season by mode-
rate root-pruning instead. It should be noted
here that the foregoing remarks in most instances
will also bear upon the treatment of other stone
fruits, as Peaches, Nectarines, I'lums, and Apri-
cots, the great need in nearly every case being of

that food which will carry each respective kind
through the process of stoning with safety. It is

not want of vigour which destroys our Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots, but rather an excess of

growth ; hence gumming and its attendant evils,

f course, with very vigorous growth there is

always the contingency of unripened wood in the
autumn, and fruit cultivators who attain to suc-
cess know that this is most undesirable.

Winter dkessing of fkuit trees.—This is an
all-important subject, and one which should re-

ceive its share of attention equally with priming
and nailing. There are several good insecticides

now in the market that are well suited to this

purpose, all of which have by one or another
practical grower been found to be efficacious.

There is, however, one important item to be
noted in the application of any insecticide, and
that is its use m a warm state, from !iO° to 100°

being not any too warm. Previously, however, it

is an excellent practice to syringe simply with
warm water. This may safely be applied at a
temperature of i-20", whilst all growth is still

dormant. This previous moi.stening of the wood
paves the way for greater efficiency in the after
and immediate application of the chosen insecti-

cide. The hot water, too, will dislodge eggs, iSrc.

,

deposited on walls to an appreciable extent.
With American blight a thorough brushing is the
better mode of procedure, and this in bad cases
must be extended to the roots, if need be. Cloth
and even leather slu-eds will harbour insect pests
to a considerable degree, therefore where possible
use the medicated shreds instead, or else those of

the previously named materials, after having been
dipped in a strong insecticide, so as to make
them distasteful to insects in search of a refuge.
It is better to do these winter dressings on a tine

day, as any downfall of rain soon afterwards will
considerably weaken their efficacy. In bad cases
it is always advisable to renew the application a
few days hence. The early attention to this im-
portant work of winter dressings should be well
considered, and then be carried out. It will

bring its own reward later on and be the means
of saving many an hour when every minute even
is frequently of great importance.
Fruit-tree I'Lantinc—This important work

should ere this be completed, or at the best nearly
so. We may yet have some severe frosts ; cold
winds we shall assuredly have before many
weeks; the sooner, therefore, that all this work is

finished the better will it be for the future well-
being of the trees. As regards the pruning of

these trees, my advice is to be moderate ; hard
pruning oftentimes is conducive to excessive
vigour, and this is not desirable. Add fresh

loamy soil wherever possible with manure if the

soil be at all poor, and do not plant the same
kind of fruit in any position where the pre\ious
occupant was an aged tree (which would of neces-

sity have exhausted the soil materially) without
adding fresh soil in place of the former. After
])lanting never under any pretence omit water-
ing, so that the soil becomes well settled around the
roots, which of themselves, too, may be on the
dry side by exposure. Then mulch with a few
shovelfuls of well-decayed manure to preserve
moisture and to keep the roots cool when warm
weather sets in. Guard against hanging (so to

speak) an}' wall trees by immediately nailing
them in position, and that before the soil has
settled down. In nailing an}' horizontal-trained
trees, it is a good plan to elevate the points of the
branches for a few seasons whenever any diffi-

culty presents itself in a non-vigorous extension.

Pears are examples of this, both on walls and
when espalier- trained. No bare space of wall

east, west, north, or south, thanks to the cordon-
trained trees, need ever be left vacant, nor .should

it be. If no more Pears are required, a few of the
best Apples may be, such, for instance, as Buck-
ingham, Washington, and King of Tomkins Co.
If it be a north aspect, then there are Red Cur-
rants and Gooseberries. Hoktds.

Chrysanthemums.

JAPANESE NOVELTIES.
An immense number of novelties has been
submitted to the floral committees of the Royal
Horticultural Society and the National Chry-
santhemum Society during the past few months,
and in many instances tlie flf)wers have been
recognised by an award of merit or a first-class

certificate. It is well to remember, however,
that in determining these awards there have
been degrees of merit, some sorts receiving the

coveted honour being distinctly inferior to

others receiving a like award. To place each

certificated variety on the same level would be
unfair, and yet there are persons who are per-

fectly satisfied with making such an arrange-

ment, simply accepting a certificated variety as

a good one, no matter what its degree of quality

may be. It frequently happens that a certificate

may bo secured by an exceedingly narrow
majority on these committees, while it is also

not an uncommon experience for other.s to

receive a similar award by a unanimous vote.

This, surely, proves conclusively that thei'e

arc varying degrees of merit in certificated

varieties, and whicli fact is often overlooked.

Growers also must remember that more de-

pends uj.Kjn whom the exhibitor of a novelty

may be than perhaps they imagine. An in-

ditlereut cultivator may stage a novelty only in

fairly good form, and yet this may represent a

very handsome flower, thoroughly deserving a

ceitificato. But the same novelty in the hands
of a .skilful grower would develop into a far

handsomer bloom. On the other hand, a first-

class cultivator may place before the committee
a variety only of medium quality, yet by the

skill of this latter grower the blooms may fully

justify that body in recognising the variety

with a certificate. Upon the reputation this

variety has gained through being certificated, a

less competent grower is induced to take it in

hand during the succeeding season, arrd after

months of attention to the plant and a system
of culture such as his knowledge of the subject

suggests, he is ilisappointed at the result when
he sees only medium-sized blooms. The fore-

going facts point to a need of reform in publish-

ing details of the votes of couunittees irr the

first place, as this would to some extent make
knowtr to the Chrysanthemum-loving juiblic

the relative value of the certificated sorts and

the esteem in which they are held by compe-
tent authorities. A selection of the mo.st pro-
mising of those certificated seems wanted in the
second place, as by careful comparisorr those
[lossessing points of extra excellence are then
given prominence.

The past season witrressed the introduction
into commerce of the yellow sport from Mme.
C.-irnot, and named by one trade grower G. J.
AVarren. This is an exact reproductiorr of the
pareirt, e.xcept in colour, whicli is a pale yellow,
deeper, of course, irr blooms fronr late buds. Ifc

will be irrteresting to see whether there is any
appreciable diflerence in the Downside sport,

and which is nairred Mrs. ISIease. The flower
exiribited at the Royal Aquarium certainly was
very jjale, and might be described as pale
primrose, yet this may be owing to an early bud
selection and the difficulty of getting a good
light upon the bloorrr in that building. Lady
Hanham, the latest sport from Viviand Morel,
is very charming when the right bud can be
got, and this should be an irrtermediate one, when
the blooms are ro.sy cerise on a buft' ground. I
have seen this variety growing alongside Charles
Davis, both on terminal buds, and so much
alike were they that it would be exceedingly
dangerous to exhiliit the two sorts on the same
board in competition. Of Mile. Laurence
Zede it is safe to say much will bp seen
another season. It has large, handsome,
Japanese incurved blooms, with broad incurved
florets, of good substance, and its colour of

pale rose-purple and silvery lilac reverse stamps
it as a good exhibition variety. Mary Moly-
neux, when seeir at its best this seasorr, was a
very fine flower of Japanese iircurved form, and
probably one of the very best novelties of

the season. The florets are broad, curling

and incurving prettily ; colour inside deep
rose-pink, with a silvery rose-pink reverse.

Ella Cui'tis is anothei' striking flower, resem-
bling in form and florets that old popular sort

Boule d'Or. The colour is rich golden-yellow,

shaded bronze, and this should make a useful ex-

hibition variety. AVestern King is undoubtedly
a chaste Japanese incurved bloom of easy cul-

tur-e, of good substance, large size, and of the
purest white. The habit, too, is excellent.

Mrs. J. J. Glessner is a variety of American
origin, and a flower of considerable promise.

The bloom belongs to the .lapanese incurved
type, arrd on fairly early buds makes a pretty

exhibition sort : as a decorative sort grown
freely, the florets prettily reflex, and are of the
richest shade of goldeir-yellow. Flowers from
early buds, however, are golderr-yellow, tinted

apricot. The only objection to this plant is

that it is tall. Lerrawee, as jilaced before the

National Chiysanthenrum Society, was probably

as good as it will ever be seen, and eveir then it

was by no means large. Its unique fluted

florets and form, white, tinted violet-ro.se,

stamp this variety as a neat and refined flower.

Another fine variety is Presiderrt Norrin, sent

out by M. Ernest Calvat this year. The florets

curl arrd incurve prettily, and make a bloom of

good substance. Chamois-yellow i.s a good de-

scription of its colour. From the same raiser

conres Mme. G. Bruairt. a very large, spreading

flower, striped and flushed pale rose-lilac, pass-

iirg to white in the ccirtre, florets broad. This
flower is admired by many, probably on account

of its size, but it gives orre the impression of beirrg

coarse and the colour rather washy. J ulia Scara-

rrrangal admired when placed before the Natiorral

Chrysanthemirnr Society courmittee last year.

This seasorr it has succeeded very well, and was
often irr evidence at the December .show, pro-

bably because of its rich colouring on late buds.

Rich ro.sy bronze is a colour one can appreciate
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the form is spreading and drooping, with florets

pleasingly intermingling. Lady Ridgway is an
immense Japanese incurved of splendid sub-

stance, and was exhibited in niagnLflcent f(.)rm

in October last ; the colour is a good salmcm-
buff, and the florets are of capital substance.

Mrs. J. R. Tranter is seen to advantage on late

buds when the blooms are refined, and the

florets edged and striped rosy purple on a

creamy white ground. Flowers from early

liuds are not at all jjretty, and are creamy
white. The form somewhat resembles Viviand
Morel. Growers who appreciate the late

display which Niveum gives as a white sort

will also appreciate the value of Pride of

Ryecroft, a lovely soft sulphur-yellow sport
from that kind, and possessing all the good
<iualities of the parent variety. One of the
neatest of the Japanese incurved of the season
is Sirs. S. C. Probin. Tlie flowers are not by
any means large, but they are pretty, refined,

and of a beautiful shade of flesh-pink. J.

Chamberlain is a striking flower, with long,

broad, and curling florets, incurving at the
ends ; colour brilliant reddish crimson with
light bronze reverse. As exhibited the flowers
were rather thin, but witli high culture this

variety should give good results. (Seorgina
Pitcher, an American novelty, like many others,
does not seem to liave done much in its country
of production, but it promises well here. It is

a massive bloom, with broad, curling, and in-

curved florets ; colour pure yellow. Master H.
Tucker is a large chestnut-crimson flower, but
rather too short in the floret to be fully appre-
ciated . I'ntil we get something better it will be
useful. C. A. H.

Feathery Chrysanthemums.—A couple of

blooms of Mrs. Filkins, generally descrilied as
yellow, that came to me the other day were pure
white, and show this section in great beauty. The
section is so entirely outside exhibition form, that
the flowers found in it can only be seen on the
plants or when used tor the decoration of the
table, &c. There is a good number of these now in

commerce, and amongst them, besides the (4olden
King of Plumes recently mentioned, a capital
addition is found in Mrs. \\'. Butters, a pure
white. Midget, pink; Silk Twist, rosy-mauve ;

and (Jold Thread, golden-bronze, make a prettj-

half-dozen with those previously named. Vases
dressed with these feathery-like flowers alone
would make a pleasing feature.—A. 1).

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H. Weeks.—Growers
of Chiysanthemums for exhibition know the value
of this variety, but may not be aware of the ex-
cellent qualities of the plant when grown to pro-
duce a large number of blossoms for cutting. At
the time of wiiting my plants are freely flowered,
the blossoms of a useful size for vase decoration,
bouquets, and wreaths. The cuttings were put
in at the end of December, 1896, and grown on
steadily all through the summer and autumn,
and tlie flowers developed from terminal buds.
When grown for exhibition, the large, massive
blooms are blush-tinted, but grown in the free
manner here described they are pure white, with
a nice breadth of petal. The blooms also are on
footstalks of a useful length.—I). B.

Chrysanthemum L. Canning.—I have not
experienced the dithculty mentioned on page 4!)8

in dealing with the above Chrysanthemum from
an annual standpoint, and just now (Decem-
ber -JS) a batch of titty plants is furnishing a very
good supjily. The plants are carrying half-a-
dozen blooms of good average size, large enougli
for church and table decoration and work of a
.similar nature, the centres well filled up and of
fairly good tinisli throughout. A similar batch of
Golden Dart is doing equally well. These were
all struck from late May cut-backs and ultimately
-shifted into 5-inch pots, in which they are flower-
ing. I shall plant out the cut-back plants another

season, let them come away with four or five

shoots, and lift as bushes in September. They
should make capital companions for big stuff of

Salvia splendens Bruanti, just now in very good
form, that was treated in the same way. I see
" W. S.'' mentions Mme. Felix Perrin as a good
late pink. Is that of similar habit to the two
varieties above named V If not, perhaps some
grower will kindly recommend one. Tall, strag-
gling varieties are of very little use to me, and
although the late striking has naturally a ten-
dency to dwarf the habit, there is still a lot of

difference in the amount of growth made.

—

E. L. B., C/aniiiouf.

New Chrysanthemum sports.—Those that
have appeared for the first time during this
season have not been particularly numerous.
Mrs. \V. Mease, if it should turn out to be dis-

tinct from the other Mme. C'arnot sport—G. J.

Warren—will of course be an acquisition. Archie
Ray is a primrose-coloured flower obtained from
Mile. A. de Galbert, which is white. The parent,
although it has not been noted in good form this

year, is a handsome and graceful .lapanese
flower at its best ; the sport therefore should
prove a nice addition. Something very fine was
expected in the bronze Edith Tabor—Mr. A. J.

Barnes—but to me it appears far from bright.
The parent produces blooms of fine finish and
has a very charming shade of yellow. An indis-

tinct bronze from such a flower is not a great gain.
Mme. Louis Remy, a white sport from the pink-
coloured Mrs. C. H. Payne, is likely to give very
large blooms ; but as the type is wanting in

graceful formation, I fail to see anything remark-
able in the new one, especially as there are so
many white Chrysanthemums in every conceivable
shayie. The pale yellow sport from Niveum,
named Pride of Ryecroft, should be an excellent
addition. Now that that fine type has started
in the direction of producing flowers of other
shades tlian pure white we may exj^ect a rich

deep yellow, a pink, and such like colours from
the same source. Nelly Brown, an orange-bronze
sport from Ryecroft Glory, is a first-rate new kind.
Like the parent, it is early and retains the bushy,
free-flowering habit.

—

H. S.

Iiate white Chrysanthemums.—This has
been a grand season for Chrysanthemums, espe-
cially open-air ones. For the very late-keeping
section it has been too fine and warm. I have
grown a considerable number of the most popular
late white kinds, and certainly for purity of

colour and fine massive flowers none surpass
Niveum. It is not nearly so late naturally as
some others, for, grown side by side with L.
tJanning, it was getting past its best before the
latter was fully expanded, and in the matter of
keeping, the large massive blooms are far more
liable to rot in the centre than flowers of looser
growth. Niveum appears to me more useful for
the early than for the latter part of December.
Princess Victoria seems to be a true Christmas
variety. Tlie flowers open of a creamj- white, but
become pure white when fully expanded. Mme.
Therese Rey is a very late variety. It has a
greenish-white tinge, but is a very useful
flower naturally grown. Very few of the newer
kinds can excel that good old dwarf-habited
variety Snowflake, that naturally flowers at this
date, and keeps in good condition longer than
any, for the simple reason that its pure white
petals are small and quilled, giving tlie bloom a
very light, feathery appearance. Tliis is one of
the best for planting out in summer, lifting with
a good ball and replanting under cover before
severe frost sets in. I have tried the other varie-

ties both in pots and planted out and lifted, and
I am of opinion that those grown in pots give far
the best results.—!. G., Gosporf.

Single Chrysanthemums.—Now that flowers
for indoor decoration are somewhat scarce, we are
naturally anxious that those we can obtain should
be of such kinds as will last fresh and beautiful
for a fairly long period. For some weeks jiast I have
been using the various kinds of single Chrysanthe-
mums with the happiest results. I have in a vase
now some blooms that were cut three weeks ago,

and they are still fresh and pretty. Considering
that they have been all the time in a room with a
fire all day and gas in the evening, I think that
record would be hard to beat. At the recent

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society at
the Drill Hall, Mr. Wells, of Redhill, has shown
these most useful flowers in large (piantities and
in excellent form. The variety, too, seems almost
endless, many of the shades being very soft and
pleasing. At this time of the year nothing can
beat these flowers for table decoration, for very
few are reciuired to obtain a good efl'ect, and in

the majorit}' of the varieties the colours look well

by gaslight. The following are a few beautiful
kinds which I have come across in Mr. Wells'
collection : Muriel Foster, a flower graceful in

form and exquisite in colour, having very long ray
florets of a rosy terracotta shade, changing to
yellow at the base : Winifred Hall, a good rosy
mauve; Best of All, a small and very prolibc
light pink, contrasting well with the foregoing

;

Annie Butters, a very pleasing yellow, and a
lovely seedling white, the striking feature of

which is its distinct green eye, all the disc florets

being green instead of yellow, as is usually the
case. The white is absolutely pure, the ray
florets ver}' long and narrow, and the eft'ect of the
combined green and white is unique and very re-

freshing.— H.

Chrysanthemums in Belgium.—A recent
inimber of the Ririu- dc fJ/or/iriiUiire Bd(jc

contains a double-page illustration in colour of a
new variety raised bj' M. Ernest Blerens, the
secretary of the Royal Agricultural and Botanical
vSociety of Ghent. This gentleman, who is an
enthusiastic grower of the popular flower and an
exhibitor of repute, appears to have received from
the Imperial Gardens at Tokio some seed which
has resulted in giving hira a \ery fine novelty.

The name of the seedling is Afsne ; it is of dwarf
robust growth, and the blooms are of large size,

with long drooping florets curling at the tips.

The colour is pure white. The Brussels Chrysan-
themum show was opened on the (jth Nov., the
King and Princess Clementine being present.

Among other Belgian exhibitors M. Fierens was
a prominent prize-winner, while French exhibitors

included MM. de Vilmorin, Cordonnier, Calvat, Ro-
sette, de Reydellet, Chantrier, &c. In consequence
of this show in the capital there does not appear
to have been one in ( ilieiit. The Scinaine Horlieoh
for the l27th Nov. might almost be termed a special

Chrysanthemum number, for it is largely devoted
to the flower, and contains a number of Chrysan-
themum illustrations in black and white and
special articles on various subjects connected with
the cultivation of it. In one of the articles

entitled "A new race of Chrysanthemums," refer-

ence is made to the crossing of the Dahlia with
the Chrysanthemum. M. Cahiizac, it appears,

has made the experiment and forwarded to the
editor six of these hybrid flowers. They are

all described as being of dark colours, three of

them being globular in form, two more or less flat,

and the sixth ha^-ing centre florets raised up,

forming a kind of aigrette. Further particulars

may be expected.—C. H. P.

SHORT XOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Graphic.-In its large ex-

hiljitiou blooms tliis variety canuot be cousidered par-

ticularly pretty, aud to be seen at its best it should be
grown freely and allowed to blossom from terminal
buds. la this way a goodly number of beautiful

flowers at Christmas may be obtained, and theae may
be cut iu sprays, each carrying two or three blooms.

The colour may be described as white, freely suflused

and tinted pale rosy mauve.—C. A. H.

Chrysanthemum "W. Wright.—This hand-
some Japano^i' !! jwor was se^n in splendid form at the

National Cbrysantliemum Society's December show,
but now it is also very useful. Not only does it sup-

ply a want at the end of December and early in

Januiry, but it also develops a number of bandsosne
blooms of medium size on long footstalks of a lovely

shade of light pink, tinted primrose. The plant is of

medium height, and the flowers come good from
terminal buds.—C, A. H.
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Flower Garden.

EUPHORBIA CANARIENSIS.
This is one of the most striking and picturesque

out at the end of May. These will bloom pro-
fusely for several months.— 1>.

Increasing Senecio pulcher. Now is a
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the_great lava streain in the neighbourhood
,
^^-^.^^ ^he larger roots are the best, cutting

flora of the Canary Islands. It flourishes on
'

_
'

' the

of Telde, where we find it growing to a vast size,

apparently withoutsoil, amongst massesof russet-

coloured rocks, painted with grey and yelh>w

Lichens. It is said to grow only amongst lava.

The jilant frimi which the plate was taken

measured about 20 feet in diameter, its angular

candelabrum-like steins rising to a height of

9 feet. Numerous small seedlings were found

growing around it. Some of these were brought

to England and throve well under ordinary

culture. J- L.

ANNUAL PHLOXES.
I HOPE the flowers depicted on the plate pub-

li.shed in The G.vkden on .January 1

will induce all who haN-e not hitherto

grown the annual Phloxes to do so

now. Phlo.K Drummondi is one of

our oldest annuals, and, like many
other classes of plants, has been much
improved of late years. For ama-
teurs especially, its easy management
makes it a very desirable plant, and
I do not know of any other that flowers

so long and abundantly. There may
be some who have still a hankering
after the old Verbena, with its un-

certain habit of growth and its almost
certain way of dying off before tie
season has ended, but Phlox Drum-
mondi is an excellent substitute for

the Verbena, with none of its failings.

The seed always germinates freely,

and a little packet will produce many
plants. If it is sown early in March
and the plants given slight warmth
in a glasshouse or frame, either with
or without fire-heat, they will be quite
large enough to plant out in the open
by the middle of May, will begin to

flower in .Tune, and not cease till

November. This annual has a very
free habit of growth and should not
be planted in rich soil. If planted
in groups in mixed plant borders or

about shrublieries it will give much
brightness and great satisfaction. If

planted in the flower garden it is

generally necessary to jjeg the growths
down to keep it in a compact form,
but let one put it where he may and
treat it well it Mill grow and flower to
perfection. In this respect it has no
equal. It is a wet-weather flower,

too, as no matter how much it rains
and how depressed the blooms may be
in a downpour, an hour's sunshine
will make them appear in all their
brightness again.—M.

The beautiful illustration of

these tender annuals recently pub-
lished in The G.\rde>{ should do
much to popularise them. The illus-

tration presented a very faithful and
in no sense an overdrawn picture of the beau-
tiful colours, as also of the fine form now'
found in the flowers. What lovely beds of mixed
colours they produce ! Those privileged to see
the annual trials seedsmen have of these annuals
readily realise how very efl'ective all are, though
some colours may in each individual case have
the preference. A mass of these Phloxes in

bloom, from out of which spring a few light,

graceful top plants, jiresents a garden picture of

exceeding beauty. It is best, on the whole, to
raise the plants by sowing seed under glass early
in April, and, by jiricking oH' thinly into i>ans or
boxes, have an abundance of sturdy ones to plant

these into lengths an inch or more long and plac-

ing round the inside of some jjots, well drained,
and three-parts filled with very sandy loam.
\\'ith the root cuttings in position the centre may
be filled with soil so that the tij5 of the root is just

seen. Water thoroughly and place in the green-
house, and if possible on a gentle bottom-heat,
such as a bed of manure and leaves, or even a
stronger heat if at command. Great heat, how-
ever, is not a necessity, though the best results

are secured by keeping the pots in a temperature
of 50° or 5.3'. Treated cjuite cold in frames the

roots remain a long time dormant, even if they
start at all. On the other hand, root cuttings
inserted now and placed in warmth will be grow-

way, this fine composite would maintain a high
standard of excellence in our borders. So far as
my experience goes, no future flowering is equal
to the first, jjarticularly when given this sort of
biennial treatment and propagated entirely from
the roots and not from division at all.—E.
Jenkins.

CALIFORNIAN IRISES.

Mb. PuRiiY has made a further valuable contri-

bution to a highly interesting subject. The
sum of the result of his investigations so far as.

they affect European cultivators, or perhaps
I may say gardeners generally, appears at

present to be as follows :

—

(1) There is a new Iris (I. Watsoui), which,
being apparently distinct, must be worth culti-

vating, and which, being allied to I. longipetala,

must, probably, be easy of cultivation.

(2) There is another new Iris called, or to be
called, I. Parishi, which, although hitherto con-
founded with I. missouriensis, is deemed worthy

Euphorbia canariensis. From a 'photograph sent ly Dr. Loire.

ing in a month or six weeks, and at the end of

two months the best will be ready for transferring

to other pots, say six to a 5-inch pot. From these
store pots the young plants may be potted singly,

or in the early part of .Tune planted in their

permanent positions in the open. For effective

gardening this latter is the best, arranging several

in a group. Thus treated these will make
splendid examples by the autumn ensuing, not

early enough or even large enough to flower, Init

still grand plants for providing a rich dis|ilay the

following year. So good and so distinct a ]ilant

is worth these special means, and if a few plants,

say only a score, were raised each year in this

of specific honours. It does not appear how
far this is distinct in habit or colour from the

plant figured in The G.^kden (vcjI. 1. p. 18G),

but the presumption perhaps is rather, against

its being so ; moreover, its Californian habitat

raises a presumption, from the life assurance

office point of view, against the vigour of its

constitution. ^^r^S^
(3) The true Iris macrosiphon is not appar

ently in cultivation at all, at any rate not iij

Europe, what has hitherto dune duty for it in

Europe being now named (in America) I. Purdyi,

while what has been passing for the same species
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in America has now been named (in Europe) I.

Califoniica. If my opinion on such a matter

were not (piite worthless, I should be disposed,

nevertheless, to liazdrd a conjecture that ilr.

Baker lias described I. macrosiphon (Iride;e,

p. 5) from the true plant.

(4) 3Ir. Purdy describes I. bracteataas having

flowers of a deep yellow colour. This is good

news, for we want a genuine yellow in this sec-

tion, but it hardly coincides with Herr Max
Leichtlin's description (vol. Hi., p. V2H), who
tinds no diflerence in colour between this and

I. Purdyi, and describes them both as of a

bright ochraceous yellow.

Several of the Irises mentioned by Mr. Purdy
and others, such as I. tenuis, I gather from his

letters to me, vary greatly in colour of _ bloom,

though it would seem that the best chance of

varieties of this sort is ti.i be looked for in I.

califoniica, a species which, unfortunately, is

among those that arc hard to establish. In

conclusion, let me express my satisfacti<jn as a

gardener that a new name has been found for

the Iris now to be known as I. Purdyi. I had
and have not the smallest objection to its being

I. macrosiphon, but to call it I. Douglasiana

was from a gardeners' point of view the very

perversity of naughtiness. There could hardly

be two jilants of the same genus more utterly

unlike in habit of growth and shape, as well as

colour of bloom.—J. C. L.

Mr. Purdy 's experience about Iris Hartwegi
is the verj' opposite of mine, as the following record

of events will show. About twenty or twenty-
five years ago Mr. Falconer, of Harvard Univer-

sity, U.S.A., was so good as to send me a large

consignment of plants. Among the number were
Ipom.'ea pandurata, Solanum Torreyanum, and
Iris Hartwegi. The two first of these have gone
on well from that time to this, but Iris Hartwegi
has had a very wayward coarse in my hands. It

arrived in the month of April, and I jilanted it at

once in the open ground. It grew and blossomed
during the course of the summer. My old friend

Harpur-Crewe was delighted with it, not so much
for its beaut}-, for it is by no means among the

most beautiful of Irises, but because of its rarity

and because he had never expected to see it in

such good form. He asked me if I could spare

him a bit, and as it seemed to me to be the

easiest plant in the world to manage, I took up the
whole thing in the autumn and cut it into two or

three pieces, of which I gave him one and re-

planted the other two bits in my own borders as

before. Not one of these plants did anything at

all. Alike witli him and with me thej' all came
to grief, and Iris Hartwegi parted company with
me altogether. As I alwaj's miss a good plant
which I have once had doing well in ray hands, I

set to work immediately, as a matter of course, to

rapair the loss I had sustained. Both from
America and from nurseries on the Continent I

have had this plant over and over again. Mr.
Gerard, of Elizabeth, New Jersey, has been most
kind in sending me specimens of it, and I could
not say how many attempts I have made to get it

into my garden again during the last twenty
years or so, but all ha\'e been failures, and I came
to look on Iris Hartwegi as the most troublesome
plant I had ever come across in my life. But it

happened in the autumn of 1896 that I was paying
a visit to the garden of Herr Max Leichtlinat Baden-
Baden, and as I was looking over his treasures
I soon espied Iris Hartwegi in a very flourishing

condition in one of his borders. 1 told him of the
great trouble which I had had about it, and I also

added, "I wish you could tell me what to do."'

He immediately said, "Iris Hartwegi can only
be established in safety in the spring, and the
month of April is the best month in the year for

it ; it will not bear it in the fall." I responded at

once, " If that be so, I should be so much obliged
if you could let me have this plant or a part of it

in the month of April next.'' With his usual
kindness he promised to send it to me at that

time of the year, and in April it arrived, and was
of course planted immediately. From that time
to this it has done very well, and once more, after
an estrangement of more than twenty years, it

condescends to put up with me. I do not doubt
that Mr. Purdy has good reason for what he says,
but it should be taken with the following reserva-
tion : It is good for California, though not for tliis

country. . I cannot, in the Isle of Wight, subscribe
to the statement that "Iris Hartwegi is best moved
dormant." Iris Douglasiana never gives anj' ditli-

culty, and Iris macrosiphon also is in a most
flourishing comlition in my garden.

—

Henry Ew-
r..4XK, I.ilt of H'i<jhi.

ROOF GARDENIN*;.
WuiLE this is an interesting subject in many
ways, it is, as pointed out by Air. Arnott in The
Garden (page 2), not altogether a novel idea and
onlj' adapted to certain conditions. The plants
suitable, however, will naturally be somewhat
limited. In many parts of the counties of

Gloucester and Worcester the cottage roofs are
usually of red tiles or thatched with straw, and
the variety of jjlants one may see in the latter is

often as interesting as it is surprising. It is sur-

prising because illustrating that even forest
giants will and do exist in the merest scrap of

earth, and this of by no means the most suitable
kind. I am pleased to note Mr. Arnott is trying
the Wallflowers and Antirrhinums, because in

these he will secure greater height than is obtain-
able from many plants suited to dry walls, and the
like. One of the most useful things for walls I

have tried is the common Honesty (Lunaria
biennis), and, where space admits, Helleborus
trifoliatus. Tlie Campanula and Erinus mentioned
will be readily established, and so al.sosome of the
alpine Pinks and the Aubrietias. Linaria alpina
is another that may be introduced by seeds, and
W'ith Saponaria ocymoides may be expected to

thrive fairly well. The Helianthemums I have
also found well suited to very dry walls, and if

introduced to the roof garden in autumn or quite
earl}' in the year, and in rather young plants, will

not wholly disappoint. The common Cerastium,
^\here a drooping jiosition can be given, will also

prove effective. Plants that surprised me as

doing well on dry walls were two or three
Phloxes, viz., P. verna, P. divaricata and P.
ovata. These grew and flowered fairly well, while
P. setacea and allied kinds were not content. Then
I would venture to remind Mr. Arnott of the
Columbines, some of which, especially A. cu-rulea

and the hybrids of this and A. californiea, w-ill,

with A. glandulosa, make a fairlv good display in

very dry places. Often a handful or so of soil

with a stone overlying it will prove sutfi-

cient for some of the dwarfer kinds at least.

Nor must the alpine Roses be overlooked.
R. alpina and R. pyrenaica are most useful on
very dry walls, while any of the hardy Opuntias
would doubtless find a veritable home in such a
spot. Linaria Cymbalaria would of course be at

home in any chink, and others that do not occur
at the moment that have proved very useful for

quite drj- wall-tops with but a scrap of soil.

It is encouraging, in Mr. Arnott's case at

least, that Saxifraga Aizoon has been so much a
success, because here in the south such things are

obviously best suited in summer with more mois-

ture and shade than are usually afforded them.
In hilly districts, where such a roof could be seen

from above, the arrangement should at least prove
interesting, if not, indeed, an attraction. How
far such an arrangement could be made attractive

will depend greatly upon how much soil with
safety could be employed in such a position, as

with the soil limit described at page 2 the

number of genera and species will be restricted

also. All the plants cited above, however, have
proved ipiite happy on \-ery dry walls, though in

some instances the growth was less vigorous than
usual. In such a position, however, greater
variety may be employed if such things as Rosa
alpina and the Columbines were planted on their

sides, so to speak, laying a flat stone o\er the

roots. These, of course, would add weight too
rapidly if too freely used, though the benefits

would more than compensate in those instances
where stones may be regarded beneficially, if not,

indeed, as necessary. Such Saxifrages as sancta and
apieulata should do well thus. Other plants to be
easily introduced by seeds are Papaver nudicaule
vars. and P. alpinum. E. Jenkins.

Three new Californian Lilies.— Our corre-

spondent, Jlr. Carl Purdy, whose knowledge of

the bulbous plants of California and their cul-

tural requirements is unrivalled, describes in the
October issue of Erythea three new California

Lilies :

—

LiLiUM occiDENTALE, from boggy places in barrens
and bogs about Humboldt Bay, is related to L. mariti-

mum, wliicb it resembles in habit, bulbs, leaves, and in

the dark red of its perianth tips, but from wbicli it

is separated by its much larger flowers, with long
revolute lobes.

LiLIUM Bakeri, with a bulb similar to that of L.
Columbianum, is distinguished from that spi^cies by
the form of the perianth and the delightful fragrance
of the flowers which perfume the air for a considerable
distance, and is a native of sandy woods along Paget
Sourd iu Northern Washington aud Southern British

Columbia ; and
LiLiUM PARVU.M VAR. LCTEU.M, a showy form With

perianth segments revolute from the base, and clear

brilliant reddish orange throughout, tipped with red
and marked with small bright red spots. This variety

is from Plumas County, where it was collected by Mrs.
Austin.

VERY OLD GARDENS.
OvR simple forefathers used to declare that gar-
dening is the oldest of human occupations, for

Adam was a gardener. We do not rely upon the
argument now-a-daj-s, but late discoveries sup-
port the conclusion, tiardening is recorded as

the second of human occupations, so far as our
knowledge goes at present. The very oldest in-

scription yet discovered, to which a certain date
can be assigned, is that upon the statue of Sharru-
kin. King of Agade, in Accad. "The river bore
me along—to Akki, the water-carrier, it bore me.
In the goodness of his heart, Akki, the water-
carrier, lifted me up. As his own child, Akki,
the water-carrier, raised me. He made me his

gardener, and as a gardener the Goddess Ishtar

loved me." This striking incident must have
occurred some five thousand seven hundred years
ago, for we know to a certainty that Sharrukin
reigned about 3800 n.c. ^A'ater-carrying, therefore,

was the first business recorded ; and it must have
been tolerably profitable, since Akki kept a gar-

dener. There are mortals who will suspect, on
this gi'ound alone, that the translation is wrong.
Then let them find another. We have learned to

bear cavilling at Holy Writ with {)atience, but
we will not sufl'er doubt upon Professor Saj'ce's

interpretation of the Cuneiform. There is other

evidence, indeed. Sharrukin was not the first of

his profession whom Ishtar fell in love with. We
read in the Epic of (iisdhabur how that hero
taunted the goddess with her amours: "More-
over, thou didst lo\e Isullanu, the gardener of

thy father, who was for ever raising costly tress

for thee.'' At the i)resent time he would have
propitiated his employer's daughter with Orchids.

Furthermore, the Greeks report a tradition that

Pul, the usurper, who refounded the Assyrian
Empire, under the name of Tiglath Pileser II.,

was a gardener. It may have been a lingering

regard tor the occupation of his innocent youth
which led the doughty Tiglath to collect strange
trees, probably flowers also. He says : "As for

the Cedar, the Likkarin, and the Almug from the
countries I have conquered, these trees, which
none of the Kings, my fathers that were before

me, had planted, I took and in the gardens of my
land I planted, and by the name of garden 1

called them. Whatsoever v\as not in my land I

took, and I established the gardens of Assyria."

But let us turn to Egypt. Numberless are the
allusions and the pictures which display the love

of those ancient heathen for their gardens.
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Hundreds o£ years before Assyria was born or

thought of, Qiieen Hatasu sent a fleet to Arabia

and Smaliland to collect, in fact, curiosities, in

especial the scented Fig trees of that region. And
many fine things it brought back, which were

duly portrayed upon the temple walls, and the

trees among them, all alive, planted in the Royal

orchard at Thebes. When the Pharaohs took to

conquering, they did not disdain to count new
plants disco\ ered among the trophies of victory.

Thothmes III., in particular, enumerates a

quantity which he brought l.iack after his cam-

paign in Ethioijia. Among the articles of tribute

imposed upon the Paitenu, the Princes of Syria, a

supply of "rare plants" is inserted. And the

gardeners were very clever. It seems likely that

they could have given us some hints, and we long

to see the announcement that a practical treatise

on horticulture has been discovered. The enor-

mous consumption of flowers in garlands and
bouquets shown by the pictures is e\idence of

consummate skill to the initiated. But we have

distinct statements. Athena-us says that in his

time—but that was the era of the Ptolemies, of

course— " those flowers which are but scantily

produced in their proper season elsewhere bloom
freely all the year round in Egypt, through the

ingenuity of the gardeners ; so that neither Violets,

nor Roses, nor any other aie wanting there even

at mid-winter. "'

—

S/amJard.

Rose Garden.

ROSES IN VASES.

It redounds to the credit of Mr. George Paul
that he endeavours to be abreast of the times in

offering good prizes for Roses to be shown in

vases at the annual gathering of the National

Rose Society at the Crystal Palace. If I re-

member rightly, the stipulation was (or is) for

so many blooms of one variety and a given

number of varieties. Such a class should most
certainly be tlie means of adding to the attrac-

tiveness of these gatherings. Any new depar-

ture which has merit in it, and this most
assuredly has, should receive due recognition at

this the chief show in the country. The sooner

all affiliated societies, and, in fact, every recog-

nised horticultural society adopt the new plan

the more will it add to the features of their

shows. Bouquets of Roses are already in-

cluded in many of the best schedules. Why
not vases too ? The illustration now depicted

is an excellent example of what may be accom-

plished in this direction. It is suggestive of

good taste, and one has only to imagine say

five more varieties, and then a lovely display is

at once made, as, for instance, Mareohal Niel,

The Bride, Mme. Lambard, La France and
Comtesse de Nadaillac. Possibly the strict

rosarian would adhere to the foliage of the Rose
only to use with its flowers, and I confess there

is a good argument in its favour. But anyone
would be com))elled to admit that the eil'ect

here produced is excellent. The clioice of the

vase to commence with is correct ; note also

how well the trailing of the spray of Smilax is

displayed 1 The sprays of Virginian Creeiier

as well as the liglit flowering sprays add to the

eft'ectiveness of the arrangement. A trifle more
of Rose foliage might have been used.

H. G.

Rose d'Evian (Tea).—At first sight this Rose
resembles too much that fine garden variety

Marie d'Orlear.s, but on closer inspection there is

a decided dill'erence. It is one of the most lovely

smooth-petalled Roses in existence, with an oval-

formed centre almost as perfect as an egg. The
rose colour, though not quite .so bright as in Marie
d'Orleans, is beautifully clear. The general con-

tour of the flower reminds me of a perfect speci-

men of Christine de None, and the rich deep rose-

coloured buds, if they were not oval in form, would
be taken for those of Papa Gontier, and, like this

Rose, it is a fine autumnal variety. It is a worthy
addition to the vigorous-growing, almost hardy
Tea and Hybrid Tea varieties, of which Marie
d'Orleans, Grace Darling, and Hom&re are good
examples.

—

Philomel.

A query about Moss Roses.—I think if

" R. U. S. " had seen some old standard trees of

the common Mojs Rose liere during the past
summer he would hardly ask if there are any
worth growing. The trees in question have large

spreading heads, and although they were at one
time closely pruned in every season they have had
much more freedom during the last few years.

s'loots almost impossible. Moss Roses always
appear to me to be more subject to a])his than the
smooth-barked types, and a good washing from
the garden engine often does good. But worth
growing this old favourite certainly is, if only for
the exquisitely tinted buds around which so much
romance is woven.—H. R.

PILLAR ROSES.
Climbers on walls, fences, and arbours are very
commonly met with, also groups in beds or
borders, but Roses in pillar or pyramidal form
are not often seen. Surely there can be no
better style in which to display the graceful
beauty of the Rose. One great mistake is often

Rose Catlierinc Mermet in a vase. From a pliotograpk sent by Mrs. Martin,
Lyndhurst, Birmingham.

I do not, however, recommend standard trees as
the most beautiful, for where there is room for

large bushes they ha\e a very fine appearance. I

have had this and the White Bath on its own roots,

and the large sucker-like growths that the com-
mon form throws up show that it is suitable for

this mode of culture. One reason why iloss
Roses are so unsatisfactory in many ])laces is

owing to the shortening back of weak and strong
growtlis alike, instead of cutting out the more
spindly ones and allowing the stronger ones to

grow almost at will. A weak shoot one year will

produce poor flowers and weak shoots again, as
well as crowding the trees and making stronger

made liy gardeners in pruning pillar Roses too
severely, the consequence being luxui-iant

growth, but very little blossom. As R<«es of

climbing habit are usually reconnnendcd for

this form of Rose growing, it is necessary that

the young well-ripened rods of the previous year
be carefully preserved if a fair supply of flowers
is desired. I do not ad\ocate the wholesale
removal of all the old growths, but my plan is

to take one away now and then whenever the
plant ap])ears to have an over-.-ibundance of
shoots. Roses, like many otherdeciduous shrubs,

have a natural tendency to renew their vigour
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from the base of the plant, and in order to

encourage these young growths, I cut down,

as I said before, one or two as the case may
require of the oldest growths. Garden Roses
have enormously advanced in popular favour.

]My idea is to plant a very free-growing Rose,

such as Ulrich Brunner, Magna Charta, Gloire

de Dijon, Mrs. Paul, some of the least thorn-

less of the Penzance Briers, Boursault Amadis,

or, indeed, any really free-growing Rose of a

hardy nature, and at the proper season to bud
it from Ijase to summit with the more mode-
rate grf)wing Roses, such as La France, Augus-
tine Guinoi.sseau, Belle Siebrecht, Viscountess

Folkestone, G. Nabonnand, Mme. Laurette

Messimy, Mme. Eugene Resal, Marquise Litta,

and many others. One-year-old plants of the

strong growers should be planted in their per-

manent position in some good well-manured
loam that has been carefully trenched. If a

very fine pillar is required, two or three plants

may be planted around a .5 feet or 6 feet high
iron stake. Generally speaking, these plants

will have two shoots from 5 feet to 6 feet long.

If there are more shoots, they should be re-

moved. About August the jjlants will be tit for

budding. Commence at the base, and insert the

buds of the variety selected about it inches

apart, alternating from front to back of shoot
or shoots, so that a uniform pillar may be
formed. The following spring all the growths
of the stock, save one or two at the
very top, sliould be kept removed to enable
the inserted buds to break. As the buds
grow, they must be carefully tied to the shi.iot

for the first year to prevent damage from gales.

Those who have never tried this method of

Ijillar Roses will be surprised at the very beau-
tiful pillars they can produce in two or three
years. It does not require a very vivid iuia-

gination to depict the beauty of a pillar 5 feet

or 6 feet high of such gems as Mme. Laurette
Messimy, RIarquise de Salisbury, Camoens, or

Princesse de Sagan. I do not claim that pillars

of these Roses can ever equal in grandeur
a specimen of Ruga, Flora, or F^licite Per-
petu6,,but it must be admitted that the flower-
ing season of these latter is of very short dura-
tion ; whereas with the garden Roses we can
have them in blossom from May to December.
Some doubt may be felt that our severe winters
would cripple such pyramids, but I think Ijy

employing abundance of evergreen boughs
amongst the shoots they would come through
the ordeal very little the worse.

Philomel.

Tea Roses and Tufted Pansies.— Visitors
to Kew Gardens during the summer and autumn
of last year could see the fine effect produced by
carpeting with Tufted Pansies the beds of Tea
Roses near the large Palm house. The colours
were selected with admirable taste, as, for in-

stance, a fine mass of G. Nabonnand, one of the
loveliest of Teas, and Tufted Pansy True Blue.
Surely thus covering the ground is preferable to
the long litter from the stable seen in many gar-
dens, and the little nourishment the Pansies
extract from the soil one can easily replace.

China and Polyantha Roses in pots.—
One may visit scores of gardens, and Ijut rarely
find these lovely Roses grown in pots for winter
and spring decoration. At this dull season of the
year the brilliant colours of the Monthly Roses,
as Craraoisi Superieur, Mme. Eugpne Resal,
Mme. Laiu-ette Messimy and Fabvier, would
enliven many a conservatory. They have loose,
informal flowers, gracefully borne on the plant
and surrounded with richly colouied foliage. The
Polyantha Roses such as Perle d'Or and Gloire des
Polyantha are also suitable for the same purpose.
Even in 5-inch pots they may be employed in
various ways, but their full beauty is seen when

they are about 18 inches to 2-t inches high and
aliout as much through, the more so when the

ugly training sticks usually employed for pot

Roses are wanting.

Rose Mme. Marie Lavallee (Tea).—Even
now (December 17) some very creditable buds
could be gathered from this excellent climljing

Rose. I am surpi'ised it is not more sought after,

for, apart from its late flowering, it is a delightful

variety to plant against a wall or fence or to

train on a pole in pillar form. The flowers are

semi-double, with large shell-like petals of the

beautiful fresh ro.se tint so much admired in such
varieties as Blairi No. 2, Marquise de Vivens and
Mme. Laurette Messimy. An additional charm
of this Rose consists in the petals at the base and
on the outside being almost white.— P.

Rose Waltham Climber No. l.^This is a
very fine crimson climbing or pillar Rose, and in

autumn, when many other crimson climbers are

flowerless, these Waltham Climbers are brighten-

ing our gardens with their blossoms. The variety

No. 1 is large, with Camellia-like blossoms of a

bright crimson colour. The strong growths are

of a pale green colour and perfectly smooth. A
fine specimen may be seen in one of the houses at

Kew (iardens, and in the spring it is a gorgeous

sight. The fruits of this Rose are of immense
size. I know of no Rose that yields finer fruit,

and if carefully hybridised this Rose should surely

produce a grand race of climbers of even more
brilliant colours than the parent.

—

Philomel.

Stove and Greenhouse.

REGAL AND SHOW PELARGONIUMS.
During the Chrysanthemum season these

plants are often, to a certain extent, shelved,

and have not the attention they deserve. When
this has been the case, nothing that can now be

done will give first-rate results, but as there are

still several months before their flowering sea

son, tliey will, if taken in hand now, have a

chance of making good progress for a time.

Where the plants have been growing in a light,

cool, and airy house, with their heads almost

close to the glass, and the latter has been kept

clean, they will have made nice short, stubby
shoots. These are the growths that flower most
freely and give blo.ssoms of the largest size. If

the shoots were disliudded—those on cut-back

plants, that ^is—they will probably not reijuire

any thinning now, but if not, it is i|uite time

this was done. It is weakening to the plant to

carry more shoots than necessary, besides

which the selected ones have not the proper

amount of room, and therefore light. This

thinning must be seen to, then, without delay,

and as regards the number of shoots to be left,

that of course dependa upon the habit of the

vai-iety. The large-leaved forms, such as

Duchess of Fife, must not be much crowded,

for these make very dense plants naturally, and
unless there is room for the proper development

of the leaves, the flowers will be poor in

quality, the plant also being more liable to in-

sect attacks. The smaller-leaved, weaker-growing

kinds, as Duke of York or the older Dr. Masters,

may have the shoots left much closer. There is

yet another distinct type of growth and foliage,

of which a good instance may be noted in

H. M. Stanley. So accommodating is this fine

variety that it almost grows into shape of its

own accord without much pinching, tying or

other assistance. A little care then in observing

the habit of the varieties is well rcp.iid by tlieir

improved ap]iearance.

As soon as the days begin to lengthen a little,

the final shift into the flowering pots may be

given, and although not recommending the use

of very large pots, it is well to remember the

amount of growth that has to be made and the

number of large flowers that have to be pro-

duced from this potting. Market growers turn

out splendid plants in very small pots by care-

ful culture in all the stages of the plant's

growth and liberal feeding towards the latter

end of the season. Private growers may, of

course, do the same thing where the reciuisite

light houses and other means are at command,
but it is a well-known fact that such plants are

not the best to grow on another season or to

])ropagate from, and this is my reason for recom-

mending amateurs and others not to imitate the

market standard too closely, but give room

enough in the pots to allow the plants to give a

good account of themselves with a reasonable

amount of feeding. The compost for thi?

potting may consist principally of good sound

fibrous loam and sand, a little of a good artificial

fertiliser being mixed with it, and a 6-inch pot-

ful of soot to each barrowload of soil. Drain

the i)ots well and place a few half-inch bones

above the crocks, then fill up and use the pot-

ting stick freely. Loose soil means rapid and

sapiiy growth, but bad quality flowers. After

the plants are returned to the growing quarters

the syringe may be used among them for a few

days if the weather is fine, but when they begin

to grow again this must be discontinued. No
more staking should bo done than is absolutely

necessary, over-staked plants having a stiS',

unnatural appearance. The sticks used must

be thin and neat, yet strong, and the earlier

they are placed the better, as the foliage then

grows o\'er and hides them. Aphides are of

course a perennial complaint with growers of

this class of Pelargoniums, but as fumigation,

properly carried out, is not harmful to them,

the way out of this difticulty is easy. There are

several kinds of fumigating material now on the

market that seem almost perfection as far as

.safety and efficiency are concerned, and one may
fumigate a score of houses almost without soiling

the fingers, quite a dift'erent affair from the old

.system which necessitated one's getting half-

stifled in the operation. Grower.

liibonia floribunda.—This is a useful and

very pretty winter-flowering plant, the bright

Heath-like blossoms occurring very freely in a

greenhouse temperature. Its worst fault is that

the flowers fall rather quickly, liut as they are

produced in a long succession this does not mucli

matter. Its culture is very easy, young plants

being raised from cuttings as easily as Fuchsias,

and making pretty little specimens the first sea-

son. These may be nipped back slightly after

flowering and will break again very freely, and

the protection of a frame is all that is necessary

from May until they are taken inside in autumn.

Euphorbia jacquiniseflora.—There are few

more efl'ective stove plants than this, and either

grown in pots or planted out in suitable places it

provides a lot of material for cutting during the

winter months. The stems may bs cut with

aliout (i inches of leaf and flower, when they make
very pretty sprays, while for vase decoration they

are very telling. The plants, too, during the dull

winter days have a warm and bright appearance.

Many fail to grow it well by giving too large pots,

and consequently too much soil. The roots are

not of the strongest, and in a close or water-

logged compost cannot be satisfactory. The cut-

tings should be tasen and rooted as early as

possible, five or six round the edge of a pot tilled

witli sandy soil. In a close propagating pit they

soon strike, and may be potted in the smallest-

sized pots at first, giving .small shifts tlirough the

summer until the li inch .size is reached. Old cut-

hack plants may be placed in large pots, but this

is as much as can lie done in one .season with

safety. On a light trellis or wall the plants grow-

to a considerable height, and these may have more
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root room, a Ijorder about a foot deep being none
too mucli if well chained. The less the plants are
cut the better, but a little trimming will be
necessary every season. A good compost is eijual

parts of peat, loam, and silver sand, some rough
pieces of charcoal being mixed with it.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
January 11.

Tjik first meeting of the year was decidedly note-
worthy by reason of the i|uality of the exhibits.
The day being bright and fine added to the cheer-
ful appearance of the Drill Hall, whilst most of

the exhibits were of themselves very bright and
showy. Cyclamens and Primulas were the two
.specially noteworthy features. The former came
from two sources—Reading and Enfield. Those
from Reading were perfect models of good culti-

vation, dwarf in growth, the foliage of a leathery
consistency and the flowers supported on stout
footstalks, there being no need of any artificial

support, the quality of the flowers also all that one
could wish. The other collection included large
plants, well flowered, but the setting up was not
so efi'ective. Two specially fine collections of

Primulas were staged, that from Swanley being
comprised of the most select strains, the plants
of medium size, but in profuse flowering con-
dition. The other group from Croydon contained
splendidly grown, but larger plants in luxuriant
liealth, most of them being well flowered, whilst
the quality was good. A fine boxful of cut trusses
of the javanico-jasminiflorum Rhododendrons
came from Chelsea, proving their value for winter
flowering. The Wych Hazels (Hamamelis sp.

)

from the same source were most interesting.
Some excellent decorative plants came from Forest
Hill, and from St. Albans the new Aucuba-leaved
Draca-na, D. (Jodsettiana, a distinct and most
serviceable decorative plant.

Before the Orchid committee there were not
jiresented a great number cf exhibits, but the
quality here too was quite up to the mark. Cypri-
pediums chiefly predominated, with a few La4ias,
L. autumnalis being shown wel'. The fruit com-
mittee was not overburdened, neither was the
floral committee, the latter body not making any
award to new plants or novelties. There was again
an excellent competition for the flavour prizes for
Apples, and a finely kept collection of the same
came from Ampthill. Of Grapes there was a well
kept selection of high class quality from Byfleet,
being typical market samples. Some grand fruits
of the Shaddock came from Sawbridgeworth.

Orcliid Committee.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-
ing :-

L-iiLiA ANCEPS Amesiana (Crawshay's var. ).

—

This is a remarkably fine form of L. a. Amesiana,
the sejials pale rose at the base, tipped with a
darker shade of colour, the petals very broad,
nearly white at the base, shading to rose, and
suffused with purple at the apex. The colour
of the lip is much deeper than in the typical form,
rich velvety crimson in front, with a prominent
yellow raised disc at the base ; the side lobes
purple, shading to yellow, heavily suS'used and
lined with dark brown. A three-flowered spike
came from Mr. Ue B. Crawshay, Sevenoaks.
Cattleva TRrAN.u Sanderj:.—This is a lovely

form with ver}- large sepals and petals of a liglit

rose tint. The lip is deep purple, beautifully
fringed with light rose, the side lol.ies jiale rose,
shading to white, and bright yellow at the base.
A fine plant witli two flowers came from Messrs.
F. Sander and Co.

CvrKii'EDU'M F. S. Roherts.—This is a lovely
hybrid of the C. niveum section, the parentage
not mentioned. The dorsal sepal is white, lined
and spotted with bright rose at the top, suffused
with rose and a little green at the base, the petals
reflexed, white, suffused with rose, thickly

spotted with small purple spots, the lip white,
suffused and spotted with rose. It is one of the
most distinct and desirable forms we have seen.
From Messrs. H. Low and Co.
Captain Holford was awarded a silver Banksian

medal for a group of cut Cypripediums and Lielia

autumnalis. There were about fifty varieties of
the former, which consisted of remarkable forms of
C. Leeanum, C. Calypso, C. nitens, C. radiosum,
C. Statterianum, in which the dorsal sepal was
entirely suffused with bright rose ; a dark form of
C. Niobe, a fine form of C. Sallieri Hyeanum, and
remarkable forms of C. villosum and its var.
Boxalli. The Lfelia autumnalis were also re-

markably good, fine in substance and colour. Mr.
C. L. Ingram, Elstead House, Godalming, sent
Cypripedium Magnet (C. insigne Chantini x C.
Boxalli), a beautifully spotted hybrid, resembling
forms of C. nitens. Mr. F. A. Rehder sent C.
Rehderianum, a beautiful hybrid, with small, but
remarkably dark flowers. Mr. Isaac Carr sent
Cypripedium Elspeth (C. barbatum X C. Boxalli),
C. Gwendoline(C.BoxaUiatratum x C. Leeanum su-
perbumjand other hybrid Cypripediums. Frau Ida
Brandtsentadark form of L;ulia autumnalis. Mr. F.
Hardy, Ashton-on-Mersey, sent a plant of the true
Cypripedium insicjne Sander*, a good form of C.
Calypso, and a pale form of Odontoglossom Ander-
son'anum. Messrs. F. Sander and Co. sent a small
group, which consisted of fine forms of Lycaste
Skinneri, La;lia anceps Dawsoni, L. a. Sanderiana
and the pale L. a. Hilliana, some good forms of
Cypripedium Calypso, Dendrobium Johnsoni, the
white flowers with the violet markings on t'le lip
being most attractive. Messrs. H. Low and Co.
sent a small group consisting principally of finely
flowered Odontoglossum crispum, O. Andersoni-
anum, a fine form of 0. Halli and numerous other
forms. Among the Cypripediums were well
flowered plants of C. Calypso, C. Godsettianum, C.
(Jermanianura, and remarkable forms of C. Leea-
num. The paintings executed on behalf of the
council by Miss N. Roberts of the flowers to which
first-class certificates and awards of merit were
adjudged during the past year were submitted
for insfiection. The committee expressed their
satisfaction with the artist's work, which, on the
whole, was executed in a high class and natural
manner. As a reference, the committee have
already found that the system is a most useful
one, and they recommend the council to continue
the work with the same artist for another year.

Floral Committee.

A handsome group of decorative plants came
from Messrs. John Laing and Sons, Forest Hill.
Highly coloured Dracaenas, Crotons, Poinsettias
and Begonias gave colour to the exhibit. There
were good plants of Caraguata cardinalis, Kad-
sura japonica, and Nepenthes mixta (silver Flora
medal). A very extensive collection of Primulas
came from Messrs. Cannell and Sons, Swanley.
The plants were dwarf and sturdy, the blooms
clean and fresh, ^f ry freely produced and of fair
size. Some of the best \arieties were White Per-
fection, very pure ; Pink (^lueen, a very charming
rose-pink ; Victory, rich purplish-crimson ; Eyns-
ford Red, a brilliant colour ; Swanley Blue, a
pretty light blus flower ; Emperor Improved,
bright reddish-salmon ; and Cannell's Pink, a pale,
but very lovely bloom (silver Flora medal). An-
other very fine collection of Primulas came from
Mr. J. R. Box, Croydon, these being larger and
more busliy than tliose just mentioned, and each
one bearing four or more trusses of flowers. All
were very healthy, flowers and foliage being
equally clean and bright A few good varieties
were Cannell's Pink, Margaret, The (.i>ueen,

Emperor, White Perfection, Rosamond, and Sur-
prise (silver Flora medal). Messrs. Veitch and
Sons sent a box of their javanico-jasminiflorum
hybrid Rhododendrons, containing many varieties
of great beauty, among them two which had not
been previously shown, viz., H. multicolor Triton,
a very bright rosy-salmon, and multicolor Latona,
a lovely pale ])rimrosc.

One of the brightest and prettitst exhibits was
the large display of Cyclamens made by Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, of Reading. The plants were
dwarf, exceptionally free flowering, and the
flowers needed no support. The collection con-
sisted of seedling plants raised from seed sown in

November, 1890, and illustrated the various types
of this beautiful flower. Among the varieties

that attracted the most attention were Salmon
Queen, flowers of a bright salmon colour, deepen-
ing to crimson-purple at the base ; White Butter-
fly, unsurpassed as a white variety, the flowers

remarkable for their great substance and good
form ; and Vulcan, of the darkest crimson colour,

and a charming contrast to Butterfly. The giant
varieties were noticeable for the extraordinary
size of the blooms ; this strain includes Giant
White, the flowers of lovely form and of

the purest white ; Giant Crimson, distinct

and telling, brightening up the appearance
of the whole group ; (Jiant Pink and Giant
White. For comparison, a few specimens of

C'yclamen persicum, the original type, were
shown to show the great strides made in this

now popular winter-flowering plant (silver Flora
medal). Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., Enfield,

also showed good Cjclamens and their new Car-
nation Winter Scarlet. Some of the white-
flowered Cyclamens were of great size (silver

Banksian medal).

Fruit Committee.

There were not many exhibits at this meeting.
Apples were shown well, also Grapes, but there
were but few vegetables, and only one dish of

good Pears in the flavour competition.

A first-class certificate was gi\ en to

Pear President Barabe.—This variety was
given an award of merit on a recent occasion.

The fruits are medium-sized with russet markings
on the shaded side, the flesh white, juicy, and
rich. It is an excellent mid-winter Pear. From
Mr. Allan, Gunton Gardens, Norwich.

A very fine lot of Grapes was staged by Mr. J.

Bury, Petersham Vineries, Byfleet. A number of

bunches on boards formed the background of the
exhibit. There were excellent Muscat of Alex-
andria, Gros Colman, and Alicante, the same
varieties being shown in baskets as sent to

market. The Dunches were good in colour and
berry, well meriting the silver Knightian medal
awarded. From Mr. Empson, gardener to Mrs.
Wingfield, Ampthill House, Beds, came thirty

dishes of Apples and one of Pears. The cookin^
Apples were very good both as regards size and
colour. Stone's, Tower of Glamis, Alfriston, Mere
de Menage, Prince Albert, and Lord Derby being
the best. Of dessert kinds there were good Cox's
Orange and Adams' Pearmain. There were two
dishes of d'Arcy Spice, not a handsome Apple by
any means, but a meritorious fruit for use in late

spring (silver Knightian medal). Messrs. Rivers
and Son, Sawbridgeworth, sent some excellent
Citrons, one branch bearing four good fruits.

The Grape Directeur Tisserand, a variety recently

given an award of merit, was again sent to show
its keeping qualities. The bunches were in ex-

cellent condition, berries of brisk flavour, firm,'

and juicy. It is an excellent winter Grape ; its

bright blue-black colour, in addition to its good
flavour, should commend it. A bunch of Mrs.
Pearson Grape was also sent in good condition.

From Mr. T. Rochford, Turnford Hall Nurseries,

Broxbourne, was sent a new Grape, a sport from
Alicante, with a rounder berry, not unlike Gros
Colman in shape, but with a thick skin and of good
quality. The committee desired to see bunches
from canes on their own roots before giving
an award. It promises to be an excellent winter
Grape. Mr. Parker, Goodwood Gardens, Chiches-
ter, sent a seedling Apple of great merit. This
was given an award under the name of Lincoln-

shire Pippin, but the name was now changed to

(ioodwood Pippin. It is a very showy fruit, and
the committee desired tluit it be kept later for

comparison. A new seedling Apple named Chil-

ton Beauty came from Mr. \\'alker, Thame,
O.xon. A seedling Apple, very sliowy and bright
scarlet, came from Mr. Ballenger, Upper Al-
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stone, Cheltenham, but the flavour was poor. A
nice basket of Mushrooms was sent by Mr. Miller,

Eu.xley Lodge Gardens, Esher.

The Veitch prizes for flavour showed what a

dearth there is of good winter Pears, as there

were only two lots. Air. Ross, Welford Park
Gardens, Newbury, was first with an excellent

dish of Josephine de Malines, the other, Passe
Crassane, being past. Apples were plentiful.

Mr. Tallack, Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds,
was first with an excellent dish of Margil, Mr.
Powell, Ilsington House Gardens, Dorchester,

being second with Claygate Pearmain. Some
fifteen lots were staged, including Fearn's Pi])pin,

Adams' Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim
Orange, Dutch Mignonne, White Nonpareil,
Reinette du Canada, and Russets in variety.

This being the last meeting of the year, the
customary vote of thants was passed to the chair-

man for presiding during the year.

G .rdeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
—We are asked to state that the Duke of Portland
has fixed Wednesday, June 8, as the date of the
SQth anniversary festival dinner of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution at the Hotel Metro-
pole.

Victoria Medal of Honour.—The council,
having been consulted as to a proper mode of the
use of the Victoria Jledal b}' members of the
trade, have decided that the only permissible
method is by the letters V.M.H. following the
name of the holder of a medal. No other men-
tion of the medal can be properly made in any
publication pertaining to horticultural trade or
relating thereto. — W. Wii.ks, Secretary.

Notes of the Week.

The yellow Banksian Rose.—Jlr. A. G.
Williams, in order to show the mildness of the season,
sends us some Howerin^ spray.s of this gathered en
Jan. 12 from a S.V. wall at Cauhnston, Horndean,
Han!6. It also come.s to U3 from S. Wales.

Erica barbatx U a fr. ely-flowerej species, with
very minute baves and frail twigs, above which the
small pure white globular blossoms hang in consider-
able iiuantity As a small pot plant it forms a us?ful
kind among the wiuter-flowering Heaths.

Eraesena Distinction.—A basket of this ap-
pirently useful decorative kind was exhibited by
Mes:rs. Laing and Sons, Ffre^t Hill, at the Drill Hall
this week. The habit of the plant is very graceful,
the leaves nearly 2 inches broad, dark green, ami
bordered with reddish scarlet. The leaves have a
gracefully recurving habit, which is very pleasing.

Karcissus obvallaris. — This sturdy little
trumpet Daffodil, always among the earliest to flower,
is this season myinlaining its giod name in this re-
sp;ct. The earliest blossoms, that had been brought
on in a greenhouse at a temperature of 50'^ to bo",
were well expanded in the earliest days of the
present year. Its pretty form and good colour are
always appreciated.

F.owers from "Weybridge.—I bring you a
few flowers which have bloomed at Oakwood in the
open border the first week of the new year. The first
Iris, which bloomed on the 1st, was I. Bakeriana • the
one I bring, I. Histrio, soon followed it.—George F
Wilson.
** The gathering also included Primroses in

variety, I.ouicera, Christmas and Lenten Roses.

—

Ed.

Pritillaria oraaen&ia. — .V p^tful of th's
species in flower from Tottenham came before the
Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday last, and is f
interest because of its very early flowering. It is,
however, not a, showy plant as this term is usually
understood, the interior being of an apple-green tint".
Externally a similar tone prevails, save for the mariin
of the sepals and petals, which are of a brownish
chojalate. It is abut 12 inches high.

Daphne indica in the open.— It m.ay be of
interest, as a proof of the mildness of the season,
to mention that a Daphne indica, planted out of
doors three years ago, has for some weeks past
been full of blossom. It is in a warm corner.

formed by the angle of south and west walls, and
is trained against the west wall. I picked three
flow^ering sprays of Jasminum revolutum from a
south wall yesterday.—M., C'omhe, Honiton.

Heliconia illustris rubricaulis.—This is

perhaps one of the most attractive of fine-foliaged
plants in the warm stove at the present time.
Essentially moisture and heat-loving, this onl}'

attains its fullest dimensions when given these with-
out stint. The Vieauty of this kind is largely due
to the fine colour of the midrib, which, apart
from its brilliant shade, possesses a distinctly
feathered serration, and combined with the colour
is very striking.

Cypripediums from 'Westonbirt.—A very
lovely series of these was contributed by Capt.
Holford (gardener, Mr. A. Chapman) to the first

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
was much admired. The batch included several
seedlings of considerable merit as well as the
best of the named kinds to be found in this group.
C. Spicerianum, C. Leeanumsuperbum, C. insigne
Unlijue, and C. Niobe superbum were very fine.

From the same source also came spikes ofLaJia
autumnalis vars. of a rich and telling shade.

Narcissus monophyllus.—Several very beau-
tiful pans of this chaste species constituted the
only hardy plant exhibit at the Drill Hail this
week. These came from Mr. T. S. Ware, Totten-
ham. The prettilj' frilled blossoms were very
pure, and in such numbers made a most interest-
ing display. The value of such beautiful flowers
in the greenhouse at the present time cannot well
be over-estimated. Even a cold house with a few
such things as the above, together with winter
Irises and the like, may be made interesting for a
considerable season.

Senecio grandifolius. — This showy plant
forms a most useful subject in the cool green-
house or large conservatory at this season. It is

attractive by retison of the bold, handsome foli-

age, quite apart from its huge inflorescence,
which in large examples terminates a stout stem
often () feet high. It is, however, quite possible
to obtain good flowering exam|)les at half this
height by adopting a treatment less generous
throughout. Under this system, however, much
of the naturally noble character of the plant is

lost, although the display of blossoms may be
quite eft'ective.

The "Winter Sweet (Ghimonanthus fragrans).
—Truly a delightful as well as fragrant winter-
flowering shrub that, owing to the exceptionally
mild weather, is blooming freely in many gardens
at the present time. Particularly attractive and
valuable is this as a wall plant where, naturally,
it gives the earliest display of flowers. It is sur-
prising the far-reaching eS'ects of only a few
small twigs when placed in water in an ordinary
sitting-room. At the same time the fragrance is

by no means overpowering. In the open garden
when given two or more positions the plants
furnish a long sujjply of the pleasing and fragrant
flowers.

Hamamelis japonica Zuccariniana.—Of
the beauty and value of this there is no doubt at
this early season. At the same time it is to be
regretted somewhat that it has so long a name.
It is (juite distinct from the old H. arborea, also
flowering abundantly at this time, and which is

richer in tone and possibly even more showy than
the new-comer. The flowers of H. j. Zuccarin-
iana are of a pleasing yellow shade, possessing the
same free-flowering qualities, and the plant will,

at least, constitute a welcome companion to the
old form. Both kinds were shown on Tuesday
at the Drill Hall by .Messrs. Veitch from their
Coombe Wocjd nurseries.

Epacris miniata splendens.—Although a
very old and attractive variety, this is seldom
seen in the large examples of former years. Un-
like many kinds usually of erect growing habit,
this plant forms longer and more [jliable branches
that lend themselves to twisting into formal
shapes. These, however, are the least orna
mental and by no means needful, as early
[runing and at least one subsequent pinching

will do all that is requisite to keep this free-

growing and attractive plant within reasonable
limits. The plants are very attractive now with
long branches closely furnished with the tubular
blossoms of scarlet and white.

Hymenanthera crassifolia.—Messrs. Dick-
sons (Limited), Chester, send us some specimens
of this dwarf evergreen shrub, a native of New
Zealand. The flowers, which are small and in-

conspicuous, are succeeded b\' thickly-set white
berries, which cover the bases of the branches as

well as the thick, old stems, their colour being
heightened by the ash-coloured bark, and still

further by minute black dots on them. With
reference to its hardiness, Messrs. Dicksons say :

"Hymenanthera crassifolia is perfectly bar.ly

with us here at Chester, where it has stood in the
open ground in a bleak and exposed position with-

out any protection whatever for the last ten or

twelve years. As this is a particularly cold place,

we think it may safely be said that it is perfectly

hardy anywhere in the British Isles."

Bouvardia Humboldti grandiflora.—Being
the introducers and exhibitors of the above, for

which we received an award of merit, we cannot
let pass unnoticed the remarks of " E. J.'' in The
G-iKDEX, .January 8 (p. 14). " E. .J." says he
could see no ditterence between it and B. Hum-
boldti cor3'mbiflora except in the flowers, while as

a fact the size and stoutness of the stems and
foliage of B. H . grandiflora are marked characteris-

tics compared with those of B. H. corymbiflora.
" E. .T. " also doubts as to the plant for compari.son
being the genuine Humboldti corymbiflora. We
are certain it was, having purchased our stock
from one of the best Bouvarrlia growers in the
trade. Both varieties had the same treatment
and soil and were grown with but little assistance

in the way of liquid manure.

—

Crane & Cl.\rke.

"Veitch prizes for flavour. — In limiting

the number of times any variety of established

reputation may be shown, its reappearance might
yet be admissible as showing its possible keeping
qualities. In the competition for flavour I do
not think Gravenstein has had its due. It would
be instructive to find this variety, if existing, ex-

hibited at the next Drill Hall meeting, although
I should have preferred to have seen it this week.
Pears on this occasion were few in number, pos-

sibly owing to their not keeping well this season.

If growers of the latest ripening varieties have
still good samples to show, their appearance at

the next meeting would be of value, as they are

so little known. These would include Marie
Benoist, Olivier des Serres, Doyenn<5 d'Alencon,
Prince Napoleon, and the new variety Le Lectier.

—H. H. 'R.,For^4 Hill.

Eriostemon cuspidatus.—When well grown
and freely flowered, there are few plants more
attractive than this well-known species. Happilv,
too, it is among those things that may be grown
to a large size very easily-. Such examples in

flower are most attractive, so pleasing and elegant
are the small white, flesh-tinted blossoms. Witli

age, however, the latter are pure white, and
when the bushes have attained to some .3 feet or
4 feet high and are laden with blossom, the plants
become a feature in any garden. At the present
time some splendidly grown bushes of this kiiul

are flowering abundantly in the greenhouse at
Kew, where tbev are planted out in a bed of

peaty soil. One of the largest specimens is nearly

5 feet across and loaded with its pure wliite

flowers. In smaller examples, also flowering
freely is E. scaber, with small linear leaves and
white flowers.

Cyclamens at the Drill Hall.—The fir.'t

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society for

the present year was remarkable from the fact of

its being largely composed of Primulas, single and
double, in great variety, and Cyclamen also in

variety. A large group of the latter from Messrs.
Sutton, of Reading, was most conspicuous not
only for the wonderful .array of colour, but e()ually

so for the rich and telling shades, and not least

for the uniform good quality of the plants them-
selves. The plants were grouped in blocks of
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colour, each shade forming one block, and in this
way proved most elTective. The pure white kinds
were exceedingly fine, and from these they passed
through shades of rose, pink, to those of a crimson
hue. One very striking group was exceedingly
bright with almost cherry-red flowers, a shade of
colour almost, if not quite, unique in the Cycla-
men. The plants were stated to be twelve months
old, and for vigour, general compactness, and
freedom of flowering were remarkable.

Iris stylosa Empress Elizabeth.—While
all the forms of this winter Iris are -welcome,
whether as plants for the more sheltered border or
in pots, it is questionable in a rather variable
plant such as this whether it is desirable to name
varieties having only minor ditferences. From
seed where the several kinds are grown together
it is possible to secure many interesting and beau-
tiful forms intermediate in foliageand flowers, and
which grou])ed together are very charming. In
no position do such things tell to such advantage
as when planted freely in a sheltered spot in the
rock garden where they are quite safe from harsh
winds. The variety bearing the above name came
before the floral committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society on Tuesday last, having been sent
from the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, by Mr.
F. W. Moore. It is quite distinct from the type,
not only in the deeper azure-blue of the standards,
but also in the heavy reticulations of the falls,

and doubtless a well- flowered clump would be
most eft'ectJA-e. These beautiful Irises are really
worth more attention, as by devoting a small
sheltered spot to their cultivation and covering
with frames tempoiarily in winter plenty of beau-
tiful flowers may be secured for cutting, and which
in the case of the white kind would prove of much
value.

Plants in flower at Ponsonby, Torquay.—
Owing to the mildness of the weather the rock
garden has been comparatively gay throughout
the last months of 18(17, and to brighten the first

month of 18!I8 there are yet many things still in

flower. Fuchsia microphylla is a mass of bloom.
This is growing among the larger things on flat

ledges of the rock, and for such places it is a very
desirable plant. Convolvulus Cneorum is flower-
ing profusely, and its white flowers with pink
stripes on back of the corolla are very showy.
Hypericum Moserianum is almost as bright as it

has been during any part of the summer, while
Veronica Bidwilli is also carrying a quantity of
its beautiful white flowers. Arabis serpyllifolia
is at its best, and Campanula garganica with its

blue flowers against the rain-washed stones has
a very pleasing eft'ect. Daphne oleoides with its

blossoms of a pinkish shade and sweet fragrance
js most attractive, and at a little distance Gre-
villearosraarinifolia is in all its beauty, its flowers
of the brightest red. This in sheltered places is a
handsome little shrub. Omphalodes verna is send-
ing up lovely blue flowers, and in a week or so
(weather as now) will be in full bloom. The
Mossy Saxifrages are pushing very fast and pro-
mise to be particularly early.—R. W. Hodder,
Ponsoiihi/, Torqtiai/, January 11.

Apple Adams' Pearmain.—This appears to
be a favourite Apple in Sussex, and well deserves
to be planted freely, as there are few others more
free bearing or that last longer in good condition.
For midwinter use I consider it next to Cox's
Orange as regards flavour, and for one reason at
least I prefer it as it bears more freely. It is

easily distinguished by its Pearmain shape and
bright colour ; in fact, it is a very striking
variet}', and always recognised when once seen.
The fruit forwarded with these notes was
gathered from a standard tree which has carried
three bushels or more for the last four seasons.
Even when other varieties proved scarce this one
never failed. The trees also fruit freely in a
young state, and as there is more demand for
choice dessert Apples after the new year, or
rather fewer kinds to supply it, those who have
not already grown Adams' Pearmain would not
regret jjlanting several trees. As a standard I
keep the head open, and long branches are
studded with fruit spurs their full length. At

the present time there is every promise of a heavy
crop again next season, judging by the quantity
of plump flower-buds now to be seen. Perhaps
some reader of these notes can furnish informa-
tion as to its origin, and also how it succeeds in

other counties.—R. Parker, Goodwood.

Public Gardens.

The Royal Botanic Society.—The usual
fortnightly meeting of this society was held at
the gardens last Saturday, Major Cotton in the
chair. The chairman stated that the year 1897
had been a very eventful one in the history of the
society, and he was pleased to be able to con-
gratulate the Fellows upon the very excellent
position upon which the society stood as com-
pared with the opening of last year. At th.at

time the outlook was gloomy ; the lease of the
gardens was about to expire ; and an accumulated
balance of some thousands of pounds stood on the
wrong side of the account. The position, Iiow-

ever, had been resolutely faced, with the co-

operation of the council and some of the leading
Fellows. He was pleased to say the society was
now perfectly solvent and the debt was now swept
away. A new lease for the maximum term of

thirty-one years had been promished by the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forest. Reference was
made to the great increase in the number of
Fellows elected in lSil7, being over eighty above
the average numbers of tlie last ten years.

The Eoyal Parks and Palaces.—The First
Commissioner of Works (Mr. Akers Douglas)
announced last year in Parliament that the Queen
had graciouslj' approved of the Ranger's Lodge
adjoining tJreenwich Park being let by the Com-
missioners of Woods as part of the Crown Lands
under their charge, and that Her Majesty had
been pleased to throw into the |)ark, for the use
of the public, fifteen acres of land hitherto
annexed to the lodge. We are now enabled to

state that the Queen has further decided that the
old palace at Kew shall be opened, during her
pleasure, as a public museum under the same
management as Kew Gardens ; and by her wish
the grounds belonging to what is known as the
"Queen's Cottage" will also be utilised in con-
nection with the Royal Gardens. Her Majesty
has also directed that the State Rooms at Ken-
sington Palace, in the central part of the build-
ing, which have been clo.sed and unoccupied since

1700, together with Sir Christopher Wren's
banqueting-room attached to the Palace, shall

after careful restoration be opened to the public
during her pleasure.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting of

the Jletropolitan Public Gardens Association,

8.3, Lancaster Gate, W., Mr. Bernard Gibson pre-

siding, the draft of the fifteenth annual report, pre-

pared by the chairman, the Earl of Meath, was
considered and passed for publication after a few
alterations. The record of successful work accom-
plished by the association during the past year
included the laj'ing out of three new gardens, the
provision of gymnastic apparatus in one play-

ground, the erection of three drinking fountains,

grants of seats for twelve localities, the planting
of trees in three thoroughfares, and pecuniary
and other assistance rendered in the preservation
from threatened encroachment or the acquisition
or improvement of thirteen other open spaces.

The income for the year amounted to £5'-200, and
the expenditure to £»t800, whilst the liabilities for

work in progress or agreed to be undertaken were
rather over £6000. It was reported that seats

had been accepted for a site in Camlierwell, that
the laying out of York Street disused burial-

ground, Walworth, had been begun, and tluit the

renovation of St. ( Jeorge-the-Martyr churchyard
had been completed. A letter was read from the

London County Council agreeing to maintain
Spitalfields churchyard, laid out some six years

ago and hitherto maintained by the association.

Matters were considered with reference to the

Cross Bones disused burial-ground, Southwark,
which some recent purchasers threatened to con-
vert into a building site, and to metropolitan
common lands at Ham and Tottenham, which it

was desirable to place under regulation. A gift
of £50 was announced towards the laying out of
the Paragon, New Kent Road.

COVENT GARDEN.
OwiNi; to the mildness of the winter, flowers
which we are not accustomed to see so early, have
come into the market. Wallflower has uiade its

appearance in the market and is being sold for 4s.

a dozen bunches, while Primroses have been quite
plentiful and realise Is. to Is. 6d. per dozen
bunches. Of choice flowers, the Pancratium,
which only occasionally makes its appearance,
brings its growers 6s. per dozen blooms. Eucha-
rises have drojiped considerably in price, being
only worth 2s. 6d. to 4s. per dozen blooms.
Arums have also shared tlie same fate, and from
the profitable price of .'is. to 6s., have dropped to
from 2s. to .'Ss. English Lilac is being offered at
lis. 6d. to 7s. Od. per bunch, and French Lilac
from 4s. to 5s. (id. per buncli ; the home grown is

much whiter and the foliage a delicate fresh green.
Of Orchids, Cattleyas are 6s. to 8s. per dozen
blooms. Cd'logynes appeared this week and
realised 4s. to 6s. per dozen blooms ; La'lia anceps
2s. per dozen ; Odontoglossums, 23. 6d. to 4s. 6d.
per dozen blooms. Lily of the Valley, which is so
greatly enhanced in value by ha\ ing ])lenty of its

own bright green foliage, is realising from
8d. to 2s. per bunch of a dozen sprays

;

Freesias, 2s. to 4s. per dozen. Single Daffo-
dils, which have just come in, are selling
at Is. 6d. per dozen blooms ; double Daffodils,
Is. and Is. .3d. per dozen blooms ; Violets from
Is. to 2s. per dozen bunches, Parmas, 2s. 6d. to
5.''. 6d. per bunch : Euphorbia jacquinia'flora, 2s.

to 4s. per dozen sprays ; M3'osotis, lis. per
dozen bunches ; Bouvardia, white, pink, and
scarlet, 6s. to 9s. per dozen bunches ; Geranium
E. V. Raspiil Improved, 9s. to 12s. per dozen
bunches. Chrysanthemums L. Canning and
W. H. Lincoln are still to be had at 8s. to 12s.

per dozen bunches, but the flowers are poor.
An excellent late yellow, Christmas (iold, raised
by Mr. Philip Ladds, is well worthy of note.

Roses (English), of which there is a large supply,
are i-ealising fair prices : Safrano, Is. to 2s ;

Catherine jfermet, 2s. to (is.; Niphetos, Is. 6d.
to 2s. 6d. Roses (French), Safrano, Is. to Is. 9d.

per dozen : )iink, Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. ; yellow, Is. 6d.

to 2s. ; and Lilium Harrisi is selling at from 3s.

to OS. per dozen blooms.
Pot plants. Genistas, 10s. to los. ; Cyclamen,

12s. to 24s. ; Cinerarias, 8s. to 15s. ; Begonias,
12s. to I.5s. per dozen. Azaleas (specimens), 30s.

to 60s. ; Hyacinths, 83. to Pis. ; and double
Daft'odils, 9s. per dozen. Crocuses and Scillas in

boxes, Is. 6d. a box ; Chrysanthemums, 4s. to

I2s. per dozen : Palms, small, from 2s. 6d. to

4s. (id. per dozen ; large, 24s. to 36s. per dozen ;

specimens, 10s. to 100s. each ; Dracaenas, 12s. to

1 8s. per dozen^ T. P.

Obituary.

.JEAN .JULES LINDEN.
.Just as we are going to press we ha\'e received a

telegram announcing the death, at the age of

81, of M. .Jean Jules Linden, of Brussels, to

whom horticulture owes so much for his intro-

ductions of new and rare plants. An account of

his life, with a photograpli, was gixen in The
(Jarpen of .Tune 2S. 1S79.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
"The Rosariau's Year-Book" for 1893.

and Sous, Limi'eJ, Loudon and Derby.
l^einrose

Names of plants.—S. T.—Garrya elliptic].

J. E.—Yanda tricolor.

Names of fruit.—J. W. S.—Apples : 1, Red
Winter Hawthornden ; 2, Lady Henniker.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PEAR NE PLUS MEURIS.
As a rule, Pears are not nearly so reliable as
Apples either in cropping or ripening in all

seasons at their supposed proper date. As an in-

stance of this I have kno^ra Easter Beurre ready
for use before Christinas one season, while it

may be several weeks later the following one.
This is rather perplexing, especially to those
who have to provide not only a choice dessert
at mid-winter, but which is sometimes required
in great quantities. Taking one year with an-
other, I t5nd Ne Plus Meuris as reliable, and
probably more so, than any other kind I know,
it being in a suitable condition for table about
Christmas. I ha\'e trees growing on south,
west, and north aspects, and probably, owing to
the drought of the past two summers, the finest
fruit both in size and quality was gathered from
the trees facing iKjrth. .Some of the fruit grew
to a great size, and the uneven surface so peculiar
to this variety was more conspicuous than in
the smaller fruit. It is certainly very distinct,
and no one could mistake it by the description
given in most fruit catalogues and manuals. I

have known the fruit to come gritty in other
counties, and though I ftjund a few of the small
ones picked from the trees facing south in this
condition, those on the north side of the wall
^^ere highly flavoured and very juicy. This,
I think, points to the fact that, in the south
at least, a cool, moist atmospliere suits it,

best, and those who are in doubt what to plant
l)esides aiorello Cherries on a north wall would
do well to give this variety a trial. This, I
think, proves that the grittiness sometimes
found in some varieties is due more to soil,

aspect, and cultural details than to any in-
feriority of the variety. Even Beurre Ranee,
which is n<jted for this failing, I have known
come to perfection in Worcestershire. The
trees in this case grew on a west wall, but
they were treated liberally in every way.

while the crop they carried annually pre-

vented any grossness of wood growth. This,

together with copious syringing after a very hot

day, induced the fruit to swell rapidly, which in

the autumn was not gathered in the ordinary

way, but allowed to remain on the trees as

long as possible, mats being used, when frost

was expected, to cover the fruit. The mats,

placed in position before the sun receded from

the wall, retained a certain amount of warmth,

all tending undoubtedly to improve the ((uality

of the fruit, which trouble was well repaid later

on when good Pears, or, fi.ir the matter of that,

other fruit, was scarce. I have little doubt but

that the keeping properties of many of our

Pears would be more nearly assured if the

trees were treated liberally during the summer,

especially through a spell of drought, and

allowed to hang on the trees as late as possible

in the autumn, even if the individual fruits or

the finest of them had to be secured with strips

of matting to the branch above them. By so

doing we should have a better opportunity of

not only having Pears of the finest (piality, but

a succession of them, provided, of course, that

a good set is secured in the spring.— R. Parkbe,
Goodwood.

This Pear is often advised as a good late

variety, but I have never yet succeeded in keeping

fruit to the season given, namely. March, or even

later. Having a poor Pear soil, I do not e-x|)ect

to get the best results. So far with me this

variety is anything but good at the season named.

It would be encouraging to see a good dish of

this variety in March or April : I can never keep

fruits after early Feliruary. I have another ob-

jection to it—the flavour is not good, and I cer-

tainly would not advise anyone to plant it for

flavour if it does not do better than with me. I

have some fine trees, and I thin the fn.its to

obtain size. On the Quince this Pear is a failure.

I have it double-worked, but even then it is none

too good, and does not keep after January. On a

north wall it is a failure, and I had some cordon

trees on a west wall, but they were anything but

satisfactory ; locality may be answerable, as I hear

good accounts of it elsewhere.—S. M.

PEARS NOT KEEPING.
Doubtless many growers are similarly situated

as myself, the Pear season with me being nearly

over. This, with a large number of varieties to

give a supply, is not encouraging when we are

told the late Pears may be had well into April.

I noticed this year some of the varieties catalogued

as being in season from .January to March were

shown in November and Decemljer, and this is

usually the case with my fruits, as after December

I have few Pears worth naming. Of course, soil

and position may be answerable in my case, but I

fear many are in a similar position and have none

too many good Pears from this date. Knight's

Monarch this year kept very badly ; in fact, few

were presentable, owing to their shrivelling,

though they were left very late on the trees. I

was very much disappointed this year Avith Jose-

phine de Malines, a Pear classed as in season in

some catalogues from February to May. If

there ever was need of a revision as regards sea-

sons it is so with this variety. I can ne\ er keep

it good after January. I have it as a bush, as a

cordon, and on an cast wall, the cordon trees

being on a west wall. Winter Nelis kept well

this year, but I allow the fruits to remain on the

trees as long as possible. This is my best

Christmas Pear, and though many object to its

size, it is a beautifully-flavoured Pear, and the

best quality fruits are those on cordon trees

freely e.xposed ; but fruits from bushes or pyra-

mids, though smaller, are delicious. Olivier

de Serres, a Pear in season next month,

kept badly this year. I have none left worth

anything. I regret its loss, as I had none

too many Pears this season. This Pear dots

well in most forms with me, but needs much
thinning. A new Pear, Le Lectier, promises well,

but, like the others named, it will, I fear, take

after one of its parents, Williams' Bon Chretien,

and not keep into Marcb, as catalogued. It is a

splendid fruit and very juicy, with melting flesh

and delicious flavour. Cordon trees of this

variety bore well, but the fruit was quite ripe by

the endof December. It is only fair toiidd the fruits

were grown on a south wall in light soil on gravel.

I hope to grow this variety in the open in bush

form for late use. My best keeping Pear this

year is Nouvelle Fulvie. This proves more
1 valuable as it attains age. I have it as a bush, as
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a pyramid, and also on walls. It is somewhat
rough in appearance, but well worth room in all
gardens where late Pears are in demand. In cold
places it should be given wall culture and left on
tbe trees late. It will then keep good much
longer. The earlier Pears kept very badly with
me ; indeed, were ripe quite six weeks in advance
of their season, at least most of the November and
December fruits were. Thompson's this year was
my best October Pear. This was equal in quality
to Doyennfe du Comice. Doubtless the favourable
autumn was answerable for the good quality of
several of our early autumn Pears. I wish we
could get later kinds equal in quality to Thomp-
son's. S. M.

Apple Cox's Orange Pippin.—Although
it IS generally held that tliis Apple is over by
Christmas, probably that thought is more due
to the inevitable run there is upon it at that sea-
son than to any other cause. But where the
fruits were well matured and finished and kept in
a cool place, it is surprising how long even into
the new year they will keep fresh and tit for
table. This is doubtless largely due to the high
quality of the flesh, which even after the best 'is

passed is still firm and pleasant to eat. I have
been tasting fruits in this month of January kejit
in a cool cellar that seem to be as richly flavoured
and delicious as at any time.—A. I).

Outdoor Vines.—With a favouralile aspect at
disposal these may be grown successfully without
going to the expense of preparing a border of sjie-
cial material. All that is needed is a little good
loamy soil and some mortar rubble to afford a
start, after which the soil must indeed be very
poor if fairly good growth is not made. There is
a deal to be said from the jjoint of ornament as
well a.s from utility. Verandahs with columns
unfurnished and a trifle overhanging these sup-
ports, south walls destitute of any growth, and
chimneys in particular will be suitable spots.
The best kinds for outdoor culture are Chasselas
Vibert, a tine white (irape with large berries when
thinned

; Esperione, a good black companion to
the foregoing, with large bunches : Peine Olgade
Wurtemburg, a red Grape of good flavour ; and
the older kinds so well known, viz., Miller's Bur-
gundy and the old Sweetwater.—G. H.

French cider crop. -A return giving a full
account uf the cider crop in France has been pub-
lished, and one is not surprised, given the un-
favourable nature of the weather in Brittany and
Normandy, where the great bulk of the Apples
is grown, to find that the crop is one of the
poorest recorded for many seasons. The average
yield for the last ten years has been ;mi,(ll«i,(irni

gallons.but last year the total was only 1 jij, 1147,(10

j

gallons, or about a fifth of what was made in the
record year of 18<J3. Although two-thirds of the
French departments grow a little cider, it is only
in the seven which constitute the ancient regional
divisions of Normandy and Brittany that the
(juantity made can be regarded as in any way
consideralile, but eider is the staple drink of rich
as well as poor in tliis region, and is put on the
table without e.xtra charge at all the luncheons
and dinners in hotels. The department which
made the most last year was the Ile-et-Villaine
(St. Malo), •22,5(10,00(1 gallons ; next to it coming
the Calvados (Caen), 17,300,000 gallons ; the Eure
(Evreux), 14,000,0(J0 gallons; and the Seine
Inferieure (Rouen), ll,,S(JO,(l(:i(l. Nearly all the
cider is consumed in the country.

Apple Gravenstein.—Surely " H. H. R. '

is

somewhat at sea in relation to this variety's sea-
.son when he suggests that Gravenstein might
have been entered in the flavour competition at
the Drill Hall so late as midwinter. Probably his
note refers to the December meeting. In any
case that is late, as the variety is at its best in

November. It is surprising how rajjidly some-
what soft-fleshed Apples become dry and woolly
after their proper season has passed.— D.

I think I am correct in stating that the
above variety was shown by more than one exhi-
bitor for the Vcitch flavour prizes last autumn.

I know I was surprised it did not then find more
favour with the judges, as some excellent fruits
were staged. I note " H. H. R." (page 31) thinks
that this variety might have been more favour-
ably dealt with, but I do not think the suggestion
that staging this variety in the middle of Feb-
ruary will show it at its best, as my fruits were
all past by the end of October. That may be
owing to soil and locality. Many persons like
this variety very much, but it is only fair to add
an equally large number only think' it a cooking
fruit. I know many would blame those who
placed (Jravenstein first in a class for flavour
by the side of Cox's Orange, Ribston Pippin
and our best dessert varieties. Mr. Barron
in his excellent classification places it in either
class, and an early Apple it certainly is ; very
early with me, as the fruits can be eaten from the
trees in September, being sweet and not at all
hard.-G. W. S.

The white BuUace.—In seasons when Plums
are scarce this is often a useful fruit, and it

should be more largely planted. It makes a
ca]>ital preserve and is also a welcome addition to
a fruit compote towards the latter end of the
season. If the trees were given a little atten-
tion in the way of careful planting and due thin-
ning of the branches, the fruit would doubtless
come much larger than is usually seen. Even
in hedgerows, on the borders of game coverts, or
in any out-of the-way corners and shrubberies
this Bullace seldom fails to fruit. It is more
constant than the Damson and tlirives where
many of the smaller Plums would die, and
no fruit-bearing tree is easier to raise or trans-
plant. Old plants throw up a quantity of suckers
from the base, and these may be set out in nursery
rows for a couple of years and will then be fit for
planting. The blossom is pretty in shrubberies,
showing up nicely toward the edges, while the
fruit will often hang on the trees till November or
even later. There are se\eral improved varieties
of this fruit, one large-fruited black one being a
general favourite where known. Soils seem to
have little efiect either U|:ion its hardiness or free
bearing. I should say it would come true from
seed, and probably many of the wild trees here-
abouts are seedlings, but of this I have had no
experience.—H., Bury 1^1. Edmiind.i.

George type, which often mildew badly on open
walls, are much better dressed freely at this sea-

son with sulphur liquid, well covering all parts of

the walls and the bark. Another serious pest to

trees in the open, Apples especially, is American
blight. This should be destroyed at this time of

year, as though the pest is now in a dormant
state, next July it will be rampant if the weather
is dry and warm. For American blight many in-

secticides have been advised. 1 have used Gis-

hurst to advantage for weak attacks, but for

old trees it is not strong enough. The most
efficient remedy is painting young trees with a
solution of (iishurst and soft soap, adding half a

' pound of sulphur to the gallon of mixture, but for

large trees I find soluble petroleum the best.

I

This, well sprayed all oxer the trees, will kill the

pest. Bush trees afl'ected with scale or spider

may be well sprayed with ([uassia, adding a wine-
glass of soluble petroleum to the gallon ; this will

kill the germs and not injure the plants. Anotlier

good insecticide for trees not badly attacked is a

strong soda solution. G. Wvtiiks.

CLEANSING FRUIT TREES.
There is no better season than now for cleansing
fruit trees either on walls or in the open. In
old walls red spider, scale and other pests lay
their eggs in out-of-the-way old nail-holes and
between the bricks. For years I found it impos-
sible to cope with black fly on dessert Cherries
till I adopted the plan of cleansing in the winter
months. To clear the pest it is necessary to
unnail the branches, tie them together, and
with a garden engine to thoroughly saturate the
wall, forcing the liquid into the mortar and
loose places. When dry, the trees are placed in
position, and will give little trouble for a loner

time. To destroy these pests I find nothing so
efficacious as soluble petroleum used stronger now
than when the trees are fruiting. For years I
used quassia and Gishurst compound, but in wet
seasons the quassia soon loses its power, and does
not find out stray insects so readily as petroleum.
In many gardens, owing to heat and drought last
summer. Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums on walls
were badly infested with red spider and white
fly. Now is the time to prevent their reappear-
ance next season. A thorough washing now will
finish the enemy. I'eaches in the early spring
are often attacked with fly. This may be partially
prevented by cleansing now. Scale on fruit trees
is soon got rid of if given good dressings of
petroleum in a weak state, but do not use raw-
spirit. My remarks apply to that in a soluble
state, as this mixes readily, and for scale one
.syringing is not enough. Three are often needed,
and after that if a little sulphur and soft soap can
be syringed over the trees there will be few left.

It is necessary to detach the trees from the walls
to reach all parts. Peach trees of the Royal

Apple Claygate Pearmain.— This Ajjple

has of late been shown in most of the collections

at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and for the flavour prizes has been fairly
' successful. Few varieties do better than this

grown as a standard, as it fruits freely and makes
a good shaped tree on the Crab. I ha\ e this

Apple in bush foim on the Paradise, but it does

not give such late-keeping fruits or with the

: flavour that I so much valued when I had this

I

variety in standard form. It is not «-hat one may
call a handsome Apple in some soils, being of a

I
dull greenish colour streaked with russet and at

times a little uneven. Its quality makes up for

any defects, as it rarely fails to crop and keeps

, well.—S. M.

I
A good Apple.— Goodwood Pippin, shown by

Mr. Parker, is a promising variety. In appearance

I
it is not unlike a very brightly coloured Blenheim

j

Orange both in size and shape, with the firm fletli

I

and lighter colour of a King of the Pippins. Its

I
firmness shows it to be distinct, as Blenheim

I grown close by was very different in character.

The flesh also is unlike that of a Blenheim at

this season. I noticed it was greatly admired by
those who saw it, and I was in hopes the flavour

would be equal to that of the fruits sent at a later

period last season. Some fruits were much better

than others, notably the .smallest fruits. Should

this variety come into commerce it will prove a

valuable addition to our dessert Apples for use in

the spring, as it will keep for many months after

gathering without shrivelling.— G. W.

Grape Directeur Tisserand.—Among the

new (Jrapes, the above kind promises to make a

valuable winter variety, as the berries remain

sound a long time owing to the thick skin. This

new variety was recently given an award of merit

by the Koyal Horticultural Society when shown
by Messrs. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth. The same
firm sent it last week to show its keeping quali-

ties. It is a large berry with a distinct bluish

black colour, and the flavour is quite different

from that of any other kind. Messrs. Rivers

describe it as a round berry, but it appears to me
to be more of an Alicante shape. It will doubt-

less prove a valuable keeping (Jrape when it be-

comes known. The fruit sent on the 11th inst.

was in splendid condition, with no sign of shrivel-

ling, and the quality was first rate.— G. Wvtiiks.

Apple Adams' Pearmain.—It appears, from

an old book before me, that about 1.S30 this

variety was just becoming known. It was then

described as being in perfection from November
to January. "The fruit is of good size, conical,

greenish yellow, and varied with russet next the

sun. The flesh is crisp, charged with a rich

juice of a peculiar flavour. For the dessert it is

passable, and for kitchen use very superior."

That description seems hardly to tally with this

Pearmain as we know it, because well-grown

fruits, in the south at least, are \ery pleasantly

flavoured, and amongst old Apples it is, as a des-
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sert variety for mid-winter use, much more than

passable.—D.
*,* In Lindley's " Guide to the Orchard and

Kitchen Garden,'' pubhshed in ISSl, this Apple

is described as "A dessert Apple in use from

November to February. This is a very handsome
and most excellent Apple, and highly deserving

of cultivation. It is well adapted for grafting on

the Doucin stock and for training in the garden

as an espalier.'' The description agrees with that

of this Apple as now grown. It was figured in

the Ponioloi/i((d Maiiaziiu (t. 133), and was known
in the Horticultural Society's catalogue as Nor-
folk Pippin.— Ei>.

Chrysanthemums.

LATE-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

V.VRlETiE.s tliat will flower late in the autumn
and really carry us over Christmas and well on
into the new year are most valuable. Any ad-

dition to such a list is welcome because the

selection as yet is none too varied. It is some-
what curious that, with few exceptions, the

freshest and most lasting kinds late in the year
are of American origin. Take white kinds.

Niveum may be said to ha\'e rejilaced L. Can-
ning in popularity. These are both from the

source named. The former is much the better

doer, and a greater ijuantity of blossom may be
obtained from each plant. It is not neces.sary

to strike the cuttings early ; indeed, the best

Iiatch of it I have seen at Christmas was rooted

in March of last year. Late-struck cuttings go
away freely from the start, and if once topped
when about (i inches high, enough branches
will spring to form a bushy plant. Western
King is not particularly well known yet. This
is probably the best late-flowering white in cul-

tivation. It is, I believe, a seedling from
Niveum and the growth is stronger, whilst

the blooms have more substance, therefore

more lasting. Its florets incline to in-

curve, but not too formally, and they have an
especially rich apjiearance. Judging from the
foliage. Simplicity would be a .seedling from
Niveum also. This variety, too, is a very fine

late one. The petals in this case reflex, are

long and of striking purity.

In yellows f(.ir late blooming, W. H. Lincoln
deservedly holds a high place. It has a capital

habit and is very free flowering. The cohjur is

rich and clear, the petals thick and lasting.

< )ue might find fault with the formation of the
blooms, these being somewhat devoid of grace
when cut individually. H. W. Rieman appears
to be a sort likely to surpass the last named.
From the little I have seen of it we have in this

a decided actjuisition in late yellow Chrysan-
themums. The colour is lich, the blooms
nicely incurving in a loose manner, and it is

a splendid sort to last. Oceana lasts well, the
thick petals hanging for weeks before they be-

come soft antl fade. The shade of yellow is

light. It is an excellent sort in growth, and
altogether a great gain. It is of Australian
origin. Major Bonafl'on is a grand late-flower-

ing yellow. It is incurved in shape and lasts a
long time. Georgina Pitcher is a new variety
likely to become a popular late one. It has
a nice habit, well-formed blooms and lasting

properties to recommend it. The shade of yel-

low might, however, be brighter, (itilden Gate
is well known as a very useful late kind, and
a tint—(juite a buft' shade—to be found in the
variety Sunstone is sure to be esteemed. This
is a late kind

; it grows splendidly and has a
naturally branching habit. E. G. Hill is an
excellent late bronze. This is well known and
greatly esteemed. Tuxedo is not so counucm.

Tliis is very fine indeed as a late-flowering sort.

The shades of colour are bright and pleasing,

and it is remarkably free flowering.

l^p to this autuuni I thought a great deal of

Nyanza as a late red vaiiety, shades of which
are wanted to brighten the dullest season of the

year. The sort mentioned has not been a

success, inasmuch as the colours fade and the
blooms do not stand up stittly as Christmas ap-

proaches. G. W. Cliilds and Cullingfordi, al-

though old sorts, are still the most useful as

late ones of bright colours. Mme. Rozain is

naturally a late kind, and in the pink shade I

like it better than any other kind. Framfield
Pink, which appears to be the same as INIme.

Felix Perrin, is very useful for producing a

wealth of bloom, but somehow there is not in it

tliat bright shade of colour so noticeable when
exhibited in quantity a year or two back. Mrs.
S. C. Probin, an American variety with that

characteristic noted, may well be tried as a

late pink kind. Its blooms keep their colour

far on into the autumn, and it is a free-flowering

as well as easily grown kind. King of the

Plumes is a valuable and striking late kind.

The small flowers are full, of a rich yellow shade
and borne on extra long stems. As a sort for

cutting to supply light floral arrangements it is

a gem in mid-winter. H. S.

THE BEST FIFTY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Last November the editor of the Monileur ifHor-

ticii/lure, Paris, organised an international plebis-

citi in favour of the Chrysanthemum. Yoting
lists were received from amateurs and others re-

siding in France, England, America, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, Austria, Germany,
Spain, Turkey, Roumania, Greece, Tunis and
Monaco. One thousand and fifty-seven persons

took pait in the audit, and when I say that out of

these lull recorded their votes in favour of ilme.

Carnot, it will be seen how universally high this

white Japanese variety is held. The following are

the names in order of votes that are considered to be

the best fifty by this international plebiscite, viz.

:

Mme. Carnot
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Akdisia JAI'ONICA, which succeeds well in a
greenhouse, and, in fact, is almost hardy, is a
pretty little evergreen undershrub, with oblong-
shaped leaves and bright red berries. The fruits

are smaller than those of A. crenulata, but of

much the same colour. This is seldom seen little

more than a foot high. Another species of Ardisia
differs from all of the above, inasmuch as the
blossoms form the most noticeable feature of the
plant. This is

A. Olivieri, a native of Costa Rica, and in-

troduced therefrom about twenty years ago.

This forms a free-growing bush, with leaves

6 inches or more in length, nearly half that in

width, and of a bright, pleasing shade of green.

The blossoms are borne in crowded heads,
somewhat after the manner of an Ixora, but in-

dividually the blooms are rather smaller and of

greater substance. The colour is a kind of

purplish pink, varying to a certain extent accord-
ing to the time the flowers have been expanded.
This species strikes freely from cuttings and
grows very quickly. H. P.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S CYCLAMENS AND
PRIMULAS.

No sooner has the Chrysanthemum ceased to

bloom than the Chinese Primula and the Persian

Cyclamen begin to flower. A magnificent display

of these is now to be seen in Messrs. Sutton and
Sons' nursery at Reading. Although the fog has
been quite as thick as in the metropolis, it has
not injured the plants in the least. Among Ijoth

Primulas and Cyclamens there have been wonder-
ful developments. The Primulas are undergoing
rapid transformation from single to double, while
the colours of the flowers range from the purest
white to pink, crimson, rose, lavender and porce-

lain-blue. Among the single Primulas what is

known as the " giant " class is particularly fine.

The flowers of Giant White attract attention by
their great size and purity of colour, made all the
whiter by the orange eye in the centre, which is

more or less characteristic of all the Chinese
Primulas. Giant Pink has delicate carmine-pink
flowers produced early in the season and in great
profusion. Giant Crimson is valuable on account
of its late flowering. The flowers, which at first

assume a purple tint, afterwards take on a rich

deep crimson, and are really to be seen at their

best at the end of March. The Pearl has stood
the test of several years' cultivation and still con-

tinues to improve in habit, vigour and duration
of bloom. The flowers are at first pure white, later

on assuming a peculiar glossy .sheen. Brilliant

Rose is an excellent companion to Pearl ; it is an
exquisite form with rose-tinted flowers. Brilliant

Ruby, as the name indicates, is a distinct kind
with deep ruby-coloured flowers in clusters above
the dwarf compact foliage. Snowdrift is a re-

markably pure variety, with deeply cut foliage,

and masses of snowy white blossoms, which
possess the further advantage of tightly adher-
ing to their stalks even if the plants are rudely
shaken about. Gipsy Queen is another Fern-
leaved variety with charming white flowers, form-
ing a striking contrast to the deep bronzy green
foliage. Rosy Queen (also Fern-leaved) at once
attracts attention by the delicacy of its rosy
pink flowers. Reading Blue and Sutton's Blue
(Fern-leaved) are not only remarkable for their

decidedly bluish flowers (the blue being of various
degrees of intensity), but also as marking a dis-

tinct advance towards obtaining a race of Pri-

mulas which may one day have flowers as blue as

the bluest Gentian. Reading Scarlet is also a
remarkable kind, and although it cannot yet per-

haps rival in colour Vesuvius Pelargonium, it

has a tendency in that direction. It flowers con-
tinuously from December till May. We must not
omit to mention the Star Primula, of which a
lovely coloured plate appeared in Thk G-VEDkx in

March, 1896. 'This represents the wild form of

the cultivated, : Primula, and has become very
popular, owing chiefly to its graceful habit and
lovely star-shaped flowers Mhich are Ijorne in

great profusion, and have a great range of colour,

being inue white, pink, red, mauve, &c. Among
the double Primulas there is also great variet3', and
at no distant period we may expect to see flowers

rivalling in form and colour those of the Carna-
tion and Begonia. Besides the pure and well-

known Double White, which is very useful

for cutting and general decoration, there are
also Double Scarlet, a large scarlet - flowered
variety ; Double Pink, which gives a wealth
of blossom ; Doulile Crimson, with lovely pink
trusses ; and Double Blue, which is particularly

striking. Considering that the blue - flowered
kinds have taken a great deal more care to pro-

duce, it is worthy of note that this double blue
Primula is very free and vigorous. The double
Carnation-flaked forms are excellent for decora-

tion. The foliage is dark and the flowers are

white, beautifully flaked with rose or purple or

ir.termediate shades. What is known as the Moss-
leaved section, from the beautifully crested
Parsley-like foliage, contains such charming
varieties as Gem, which really looks like a bunch
of Parsley or curled Kale bearing i)ink flowers.

Doulile Alba magnifica was one of last year's

novelties, and has improved on acquaintance.
It has lovely white fimbriated blooms, like the
well-known Pink Mrs. Sinkins, and beautifully

crimped foliage. Black Prince has flowers of a

deep crimson like that of a Clove Carnation. It

is curious that, although Messrs. Sutton have for

years been trying to cross the Chinese Primula
with other species, such as japonica, floribunda,

cortusoides, verticillata, &c., and have even suc-

ceeded in obtaining what purported to be seeds,

all efforts to raise seedlings have failed.

Cyclamens.

Time was when the gardener contented him-
self with red and white, but now he has the

choice of many fine colours in addition. The
same careful process of hybridisation and selec-

tion is carried out with the Cyclamen as with the

Primulas and somewhat similar results have been
achieved. White Butterfly is an excellent kind,

which will bloom from October to April. It

forms a good companion to Giant White, the

huge and beautifully formed flowers of which
stand well above the marliled foliage. Other
attractive varieties are Cherry Red, Giant Rose,

Giant Pink, Giant Purple, Giant Crimson, and
Giant Crimson and White, the colours of which
are indicated by their names, but their beauty
and habit must be seen to be thoroughlj' appre-
ciated. There are two other forms which will

immediately attract the visitor, namely, Vulcan,
with its rich ruby-crimson flowers, which are

quite distinct from anything else. It is certainly

a most effective and pleasing addition to the

group. Salmon Queen is the other kind. Ex-
periments have been conducted for the past four-

teen years to raise a salmon or scarlet Cyclamen,
and success has been almost achieved. In the

daytime the flowers of Salmon Queen are of a
warm and brilliant salmon-pink, which under gas-

light assumes a true scarlet hue. The original

type of C. persicum as described in 1731 (or, as

some authorities have recently preferred to call

it, C. latifolium) is grown at Reading, and it is

interesting to note the great advances made by
cultivation during the 160 years that have
elapsed. The typical wild form has narrow,

twisted petals varying in colour' from rose to

lilac, mauve and blush-white, with a deeply
coloured base and strongly scented. Other
natural species, such as europium, coura, re-

pandum, &c., are grown for hybridising, but the

chief object in view at present is to raise a race

of Cyclamen between europa'um and persicum, so

as to blend the hardiness of the former with the

freedom of flowering, vigour, and variety of

colour of the latter.

Pelargonium Kaspail Improved.— Com-
pared with the old form this \ariet_y has much
larger pips and the guard petals expand to a

much greater width, 'fhe whole truss, in fact, in

the doubling of the flowers is better defined, not
quite so confused as in the old variety. The
plants, too, when well grown for winter work ap-
pear to withstand fog to a greater extent. At
least this is so with a few plants the flowers of
which have expanded during a continuance of the
blackest and most incessant fog of recent years.
A very bright and cheerful effect is at the moment
afforded by a nice flowering example of the above
in association with a good sized piece of a well-

coloured Aspidistra. Such things in the sitting-

room at this season have a very bright appearance.

Carnation Miss Megan Owen.—In habit
tliis is a true tree Carnation, and one of the
easiest to manage, height about IS inches. The
growth is strong, continually developing laterals

which flower, and well deserve the prefix per-
petual. I find the best flowers come from cuttings
struck in summer, as they show the delicate blush
centre more, though two-year-old plants make
grand specimens and carry a greater amount of

bloom, and not like a good many otherwise good
varieties, when the first lot of flowers is over you
have to wait weeks for others. I have grown it

here for six years or more, and find it the most
useful variety of any for winter use. What in

my estimation adds to its value is the clove scent,

which so many others, although grand flowers,

lack.—A. Kknneiiy, The Ourdem, Ty Coch, near
Carnarvon.

Panicum variegatum.—This plant is much
used and is very suitable for edgings to stages
and hiding unsightly places. But there are
many other ways in which it may be used, a very
pretty plant being produced by placing a stake in

the centre of a G-inch pot, tying a few of the trail-

ing stems to this, and then letting them have
their own way. In a moist, warm temperature
the pots, stakes and soil will soon be hidden and
the points of the Panicum w ill be pushing in all

directions. Those who have not tried it will be
surprised at the pretty effect produced. The plants

are capital for table decoration, light and elegant,

requiring no moss, paper, or anything else about
them, and looking very well under artificial light.

Baskets may also be made up very easily for sus-

pending in ferneries or similar places, the conser-

vatory as usually understood being too dry for the
plants to thrive. The colour of the foliage varies

considerably ; in a shady moist position it is very
beautiful, deep green with a white \'ariegation.

In more light it also takes on shades of pink
that are very pleasing, and under the latter con-

ditions it is much more lasting. Small pots with
about six or eight cuttings in each are useful

where furnishing is carried on to any extent. It

is much lighter in appearance than Tradescantia
and quite as easily grown in a warm house.

Rocliea falcata.—Although not much grown,
this fine old Cape plant is \ ery showy in summer
when bearing its large flat corymbs of bright

crimson flowers. The usual treatment accorded
it is to neglect it entirely until the flowers appear
and again after they are over : but it is worthy of

better things, being more ornamental in my
opinion than the nearly related Crassula coccinea.

The species takes its name from the thick, sickle-

shaped, glaucous leaves, and these form the

readiest means of propagating the plant. They
should be broken, not cut, off' and laid in pans or

pots of sandy soil ^^ith the broken end downwards.
Keep them quite dry for a few weeks and the

young leaves will soon appear, when a little more
water may be allowed. They may remain here

for a time until the young shoots are a couple of

inches or so in height, when each may be sepa-

rately potted in a compost of light loam, leaf-

mould, and broken bricks or charcoal. Shift

them on as it becomes necessary, and when they

are about 8 inches high they will begin to flower,

the corymbs of blossom getting larger e\ery sea-

son as the strength of the plant increases. Tliey

go on lengthening every year, but the plants

after getting about '2 feet high look ungainly, and
young specimens should then take their place.

Being very heavy a stiong stake must be fixed

in the pot and the plant tied securely to it.—J.
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HYMEXOCALLIS AND PAXCRATIUM.

< )xcE upon a time these two genera were
synonymous, consequently they are still con-

fused in gardens. Tliere are, however, good
characters by which tliey are easily separated,

the most important distinction being in the

seeds, Pancratium having many flattened shiny

black seeds in the three-celled fruit, whilst

Hymenocallis has only three or four large

fleshy, green. Potato-like seeds, which vegetate

by developing a good-sized bulb before any
leaves are formed. There is also a difterence

in stature and in the form of the flowers. In
geographical distribution they dift'er too. Pan-
cratium being limited to the < )ld World, whilst,

with the doubtful exception of one .species

found wild in Sierra Leone, all the thirty or so

soil. Further cultural hints are given along
with the descriptive notes which follow.

H. Andre.\n'a.—A coloured plate representing
this species was pubhshed in Tue (i.\rdi-:n, 1SS4
(plate 442), prepared from the plant first flowered
by M. Andri^, who discovered it in 1S70 in the
Ecuadorean Andes at an altitude of 8000 feet. It
is Pancratium-like in its thin linear leaves and
slender scape bearing a solitary funnel-shaped
flower and in the disposition of the stamens.
Tbe flower-tube is green, 4 inches long, the seg-
ments 3 inches long, and the cup is perhaps
larger than in any other species, being 3 inches
long and as much across the mouth. From its

habitat it ought to be hardy, but, so far as my
experience with it has gone, it is a most ditticult

plant to manage. Possibh' the French gardeners
have succeeded with it. It is worth attention,
for its flowers are of gossamer-like texture and

Hymenocallis litioralis. From a photograph sent ly Col. Taylor of tlowers grown in
Messrs. Watson's nursery, St. Albans.

species of Hymenocallis, including Ismene, are
natives of the west. Some notes on the culti-

vated species of both genera may, jjerhaps,
help towards getting their names into order and
alscj win for them more attention from cultiva-
tors than they have hitherto enjoyed.
The cultural requii-ements of Hymenocallises

are simple, a sunny position, a rich loamy soil,

and plenty of water, especially during active
growth, affording all they need to keep them
in health. They multiply freely by developing
offsets, and they are not impatient of root-dis-
turbance. Pancratiums arc more ditticult t<i

accommodate. All except P. illyricum require
a long, dry rest, and they thrive best in a sandy

snow white, with six lines of green running down
the sides of the cup. It formerly bore the name
of Ismene.

H. Amaxcaes.—The Peruvian Daffodil, Golden
Pancratium, or Narcissus Amancaes of botanists
and others, is one of the most interesting of all

bulbs. It is such a favourite with the Peruvians,
that one of their greatest festivals, called the
Festival of the Amancaes, is held every 3ear at
Lima when it is in flower. An account of this

festival is given in the Botaniral MaijirJut (t. 3G7o)
along with the picture of H. Macleana, the flgure

of H. Amancaes being in an earlier volume of the
same work (t. 1224), and to this I would refer

those who desire to know what the true Peruvian
Datt'odil is. It was at Kew a few years ago, but

it died from some cause, and fresh bulbs were
got from a Dutch nurseryman. These bloom
annuall}' at Kew, but they are not the true
Peruvian Daffodil, wliich has flowers of a rich
golden yellow, the yellow of the common Daffo-
dil, whereas the plant now at Kew has primrose-
yellow flowers. Does anyone know where the
true Amancaes is to be had ? It thrives in a posi-
tion similar to that which suits tlie Belladonna.
The bulb is larger than that of Emperor Daffodil,
with a neck 6 inches long, deciduous stiap-shaped
leaves nearly 2 feet by 2 inches, a flattened scape
2 feet high bearing an umbel of about six flowers
with a greenish yellow tube 3 inches long, a
sherry-glass-like corona 2 inches long and wide
with teeth round the margin, and six short, in-

turned stamens, the segments being 2 inches
long and semi-erect. The colour of the flower is

rich deep jellow, with six green stripes on the
corona. Herbert raised a hybrid between this

and H. calathina, which is like the former, but
has sulphur-yellow flowers. Possibly this is the
plant supplied by the Dutch growers for typical
H. Amancaes, and which, although paler in colour,

is nevertheless a beautiful garden plant.

H. CALATHINA.—This is the Ismene calathina
of gardens and of the BotanlruJ J/ayazine. As a
garden plant it ranks next to H. Amancaes, being
a vigorous grower if planted against a warm wall
out of doors or in an unheated frame, forming in

summer masses of glossy green, Amarj'llis-like

foliage, and developing tall scapes bearing um-
bels of from two to five flowers with a funnel-
shaped tube 4 inches long, broadening into a cup
2 inches long and deep, white with green stripes,

the lanceolate segments being as long as the tube.
It is one of the supposed parents of H. macro-
stephana, and Colonel Trevor Clarke succeeded
in crossing it with Elisena longipetala. It is a
native of the Andes of Peru and Bolivia, and
was a popular garden plant sixtj' years ago.

H. Macleana is sometimes supplied for it.

H. CARiB.K.i.—A large-bulbed plant with strap-
shaped lea\es, each 2 feet to 3 feet long and
3 inches wide and of rather sprawling habit. The
scape is as long as the leaves and it bears an
umbel of about a dozen thin-looking flowers. It
is not one of the best, although not uncommon in
cultivation, no doubt owing to its being common
in the West Indies, whence it was hrst intro-

duced in 1730. H. expansa, also a native of the
West Indies, differs only from H. caribiea in its

narrower leaves and longer flower-tube and in

being less fragrant.

H. H.vKKisiANA is a small plant, the bulbs
being about H inches in diameter, the leaves each
a foot, long and 2 inches wide and deciduous. It
has a short slender scape, bearing sometimes only
one, usually two or three erect flowers, with a
green tube 4 inches long, narrow segments nearly
as long and a loose fllm-like cup with stamens
nearly 2 inches long. It is almost hardy at Kew,
being quite at home in an unheated frame ; it is

also grown in pots in a cool house. It was in-

troduced from Mexico in 1S40, but lost again
until 1879, when it reappeared in several collec-

tions, and is worth a place among greenhouse
bulbs,

H. LACEEA, better known as Pancratium rota-

tum, is a native of the Southern United States,
where it is said to grow in swamps. It is very
similar in all its parts to H. Harrisiana, and, like

it, will thri\ e in a greenhouse or cold frame. It

is offered by the American nurserymen under its

synonjm of P. mexicanum. Another North
American species is H. crassifolia, which has
strap-shaped leaves each 2 inches wide, and in most
characters is like H. caribiea. According to Mr.
Pike, of Florida, H. occidentalis is distinct from
H. crassifolia (Mr. Baker makes them synonymous)
in being hardy in the Northern States, whilst

Florida is too hot for it. Its leaves are each from
12 inches to 18 inches long bj' \k inches wide, the
scape a foot high, bearing an umbel of about three
flowers, the tube of which is 4 inches, the seg-

ments 3 inches, and the staminal cup over an
inch long. This plant is worth trying out of

doors in England.
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H. LiTToRAMs.—This plant is known in gar-

dens under a variety of names, viz., adnata,

americana, Deleuili, &c. It is frequently sent

home by Orcliid collectors, and there are good
reasons for believing that it has been carried from

its western home to the West African coast,

where it is now wild and is known to botanists as

H . senegambica. It has large bulbs, ensiform or

strap-sha])ed leaves, each 2 feet long, a scape
'2 feet high, bearing an umbel of from four to

eight flowers, the tube of which is slender,

7 inches long, the corona wide mouthed, with the

slender stamens standing well above it, whilst

the narrow, gracefully recurved segments are

4 inches long. The whole flower is of the most
delicate, film - like texture and pure white.

Herbert, who called this species H. adnata, says,
" It is so hardy, that an offset which I set against

the front wall of a stove grew vigorously there,

and although the snow lay some weeks u|)on it

the first winter, its leaves were not killed quite to

the ground, and it greM' into a tuft with many
offsets, and flowers most summers." Has it been
tried outside by any recent grower ?

H. M.iCLEAN.i.—A hardy species, at any rate

as hardy as the Belladonna Lily. At Kew it has

become almost a weed, growing with a freedom
which one would like to see in some of the more
attractive species. It was introduced from Lima
before 1838, when it flowered in the Glasgow
Botanic Gardens and was figured in the Botanical

Ma'jazlne, w-here it is described us "A handsome
and delightfully fragrant Amancaes It

flowers readily in the stove and makes a very

handsome appearance." This is more than I would
say of it, although it is worth a place in the gar-

den where crowded, arching, glossy green, strap-

shaped leaves and numerous long scapes bearing

umbels of greenish white Datlbdil-like flowers

3 inches across are always decorative. It is an
ideal plant for a recess against a large building.

H. HAC'ROSTEPiiAXA.—This plant has become
almost as popular as the Eucharis. Large batches

of it are grown in market nurseries, its bouquet-

like bunches of white, fragrant flowers finding a

ready sale. It is an excellent specimen pot plant

for the .-tove, and it is equally happy when planted

in a border in a warm house, such as, for instance,

the new Mexican house at Kew. where a batch of

it is quite at home at the base of a big Pha-nix.

Its bulbs are clustered, the leaves are numerous,
each 2 feet or more long by 3 inches in widih, and
glossy green. The flowers are borne on stout

scapes, each about 18 inches high, forming a

crowded umbel a foot across, each flower having
a tube 3 inches long, a cup 2 inches long and wide,

and linear segments 4' inches long. The origin of

the plant is doubtful. Mr. Baker suggests that

it is a hybrid between H. speciosa and H. cala-

thina. M. Van Tubergen, however, crossed these

two species in 18H2 and their progeny flowered in

February, 1896, but they were not H. macro-
Stephana. It is emphatically a plant for every

stove. It flowers most profusely', fierh^ps, about
March, but I ha\e seen it in flower nearly all the

year round.

H. si'EciosA.—A well-known stove species, very
similar in general character to H. ovata and H.
tubiflora, differing mainly in the length of the

flower-tube and tliicker leaves. It forms a large

specimen if treated liberally, and is one of the

best of bulbous plants for warm houses, its bold,

handsome bright green leaves being persistent,

whilst its large umbels of white, fragrant flowers

are freely jiroduced several times a year. The
bulb, whu.'b is 4 inches in d'ameter, has no neck,

the dozen or so oblong stalked leaves springing
direct from the top ; they are each 2 feet long and
5 inches wide. The scape is flattened, over a foot

long, and it bears an umbel of about a dozen
fragrant white flowers, with a greenish tube
3 inches long, .i funnel-shaped corona H inches

long, and recurved narrow segments 6 inches
long. I have seen specimens with a dozen umbels
of flowers. This plant is a native of the West
Indies, whence it was introduced about a century

H. ov.VTA.—This is commonly known as H. or
Pancratium fragrans. It differs mainly from H.
speciosa in its shorter flower segments ; indeed, I

believe the two are often mistaken for each other.

For garden purposes there is little to choose
between them. It is also West Indian.
H. TiBiFLORA is not unlike H. .speciosa, but is

easily recognised when in flower by its tube,
which is 8 inches long, and by the absence of

teeth from the margin of the cup. Its leaves
have a shorter, thinner blade too and a longer
petiole than either H. speciosa or H. ovata. It

is a native of South America, and was first intro-

duced into cultivation at Kew about 1803 from
Ijulbs taken in a captured French vessel from
Cayenne. Both this and the two preceding
species like plenty of water all the year round.

Panckatiltm.

There are about a dozen species of Pan-
cratium. They are cliaracterised by a more or
less funnel-shaped white flower with .short

segments, comparatively short stamens, a three-

celled manj'-.seeded ovaiy, the seeds numerous,
black, usually angled by pressure, about half

an inch long, and leaves linear or strap-sliaped.

Witli the exception of 1'. illyricum, they all in-

habit dry, arid regions, and witli this excep-
tion, too, although they all have attractive

flowers and are generally fragrant, they are not
popular as garden plants, owing to their being
difficult to cultivate. The only gardens known
to me in which these plants are persevered
\vith ai'e those of Sir Charles Strickland at

Malton, Mr. Worsley at Isleworth, and Kew.
The following are deserving of special notice :

—
P. ILLYRICUM.—A coloured plate of this was

published in The Gardkn in ISOO (plate 76!l),

prepared from a jilant which had been for some
years and is still at Kew established in a south
border against a wall along with other hardy
Indbs. It is one of the oldest of garden plants,
and is often mistaken for P. maritimum. It is

wild in abundance in Corsica, Sardinia, Malta,
and Southern Italy, and is as easily managed in

the garden as a Daffodil. It has large egg-
shaped bulbs, which produce offsets freely, leaves
a foot long and 1^ inches broad, grey-green, per-
sistent, unless cut oft' by frost. It has a scape
a foot long, bearing an umbel of about a dozen
flowers, most of them open at once, and forming a
bouquet of white, yellow-ejed, star-like flowers
3 inches across ; the tube is only about an inch
long, and there is scarcely any staminal cup,
whilst the stamens spread outwards. It flowers
from .Tuly onwards, and is one of the best of the
less common hardy bulbous plants.

P. MARITIMUM.—This is perhaps the best known
of all the true Paneratiums, although it is rarely
a success as a garden plant. It is a native of the
region of the Mediterranean, from Spain to Syria,
often growing in largo quantities in pure sand
close to the sea. It does not flower under culti-

vation unless kept quite dry for about half the
year and placed on a shelf or in some such sunny
position whilst growing. Bean Herbert says it

enjoys an air sometimes cool and tem])erate and
sometimes hot and absolutely dry, and that the
best way of treating it is to set it out of doors late
in the spring, and at the latter part of the summer
to bring it into a stove to flower, removing it

afterwards into a greenhouse. At Kew it is grown
in a cold frame on the sunny side of a warm green-
house. Here it is jilanted in sandy soil and is

exposed to full sunshine and air all summer,
whilst from October to May it is protected by a
light. It has a brown-skinned bulb, leaves each
about 2 feet long, a compressed scape a foot long,
bearing an umbel of from five to ten white
fragrant flowers, the tube of which is 3 inches
long, greenish, widening upwards into a staminal
cup an inch long, surrounded by linear ascending
segments nearly 2 inches long.

P. MAXIMUM.—This is one of several species
peculiar to Arabia and Egypt. Though well known
to botanists, they as yet are scarcely known in

gardens. Sir Charles Strickland sent flowers of
P. maximum to Kew last April, stating that he
had received the bulb from Suakim. The leaves
of his plant were 6 inches long by half an inch wide,
erect and spirally twisted ; scape 4 inches long,
bearing three erect white flowers, with a slender
tube inches long, narrow recur\ed segments
3 inches long, a bell-shaped cup 2 inches longand
nearly as wide, with a distinctly toothed margin
and incurved short stamens forming a ring round
the erect green stigma.

P. SitKEXEEROi.—This appears to be plentiful
in the neighbourhood of Cairo. Bulbs of it are
now and then sent to England, and it is repre-
sented at Kew by strong jilants. It is not unlike
P. maritimum, except that the leaves are spirally
twisted. It grows well in a greenhouse, but did
no good when planted in a sunny position against
tlie wall of a stove. Other species of Pancratium
from Arabia and Egypt are P. tegyptiacum and
P. arabicum. Both of these are in cultivation at
Kew, where the latter flowered two years ago.
It is not mentioned in Baker's " Handbook^of
AmaryllidciL'."

P. TORTuasuM.—Bulbs of this species were col-
lected in Nubia in ISiXi by the late Mr. Theodore
Bent, who presented them to Kew, where they
flowered in July in the same year. The bulbs are
2 inches in diameter with a long neck, from which
spring the narrow, spirally-twisted leaves and a
short, erect peduncle liearing two or three flowers
with a tube 6 inches long, inflated near the top,
the segments linear and 2 inches long, the cup an
inch long and wide, distinctly toothed between
the short incurved stamens. The flower is white
with a tinge of green, deliciou.sly fragrant, and it

lasts about three days. Mr. Bent said it grew
and flowered where during a short period it re-
ceii-ed plenty of moisture, and for the rest of the
year was \'ery dry.

Other species of this genus which are some-
times cultivated and flowered by bulb specialists
are :

—

P. C'AXAEIENSE, from the Canary Islands, with
ensiform leaves eaoh 2 feet long," a stout scape
3 feet high, bearing an umbel of about twenty
medium-sized greenish white flowers.

P. ZEVLANieuM, a native of tropical Asia, with
a short-necked bulb, thin, glossy green leaves, and
solitary, funnel-shaped white flowers each 2 inches
long: and

P. VERECUNDUJi, from North India, in the way
of P. maritimum. W. \\'.

Carnation "Winter Scarlet. — A Carnation
that will bloom freely during the winter is not to
be despised. These qualities are possessed by the
variety Winter Scarlet, which for the past two
months has been flowering at Messrs. H. Low &
Co.'s nursery at Bush Hill Paik, Enfield, whither
all the Clapton stock is being gradually trans-
ferred. The flowers of Winter Scarlet are of a
deep and brilliant crimson, and are borne in great
profusion just at a period vihen they are most
likely to be highly appreciated. As a spring or
summer variety Winter Scarlet is not so good, as
with the ad\-ance of the long days and a rise in
temperature the flowers show a tendency to be-
come less compact than during the winter months.

Bust on Malmaison Carnations.— "J.C.B."
(p. 442, last vol.) is right in thinking indoor cul-
ture all the year through the best. I find the
rust attacks the blush \ariety first, this always
resulting from too much water and too little
ventilation. I pot my layers into (i-inch and
7-inch pots, and fill one-third of the pots with
crocks. This I find to be necessary. I keep them
near the glass and water and air as carefully as I

do old specimen Heaths. After the flowers .are cut
I repot into O.t-inch pots and keep them .still in-
doois. I repot the third season into 14-inch pots,
and for this batch the pink \ariety proves the
best. One thing must never be neglected, and
that is feeding

; feed often, but do not overdo it.

To get rid of the disease, simply layer on an open
place outdoors, watering late in the afternoon.
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and keep cool after potting up.— J. Hamilton,
liiji-l.lnj Gnrdiu-t, Bin-fon-on-Trciil.

Flower Garden.

ALSINE LARICIFOLIA.

(.SYX., AKEXARIA LARICIFOLIA.)

This liandsome rock ])lant i.s a native of Switzer"

land, and i.s suitable for a rock garden in a

sunny position, w here it should be placed on a

Alsine laricifolia in Messrs, Veitck's mirsery,

Exeter. Engraved for The Garden from u

photograph sent by Mr. F. W. Meyer.

rather high ledge, so that its drooping white

rtowers can be fully appreciated. It is easily

distinguished from Arenaria gianditlora, which
has larger leaves and whose flov.'ers are more
erect. The leaves of Alsine laricifolia are cili-

ated, verj- narrow, and arranged in clusters,

bearing some slight resemblance to those of

the Larch (hence its name). The comparatively

large flowers are pure white, and appear in

clusters of three to six on each stem. Its ele-

gant drooping habit makes it a most desirable

])lant for the rock garilen, especially as it is of

the easiest cultivation. The photograph from
which the engraving was prepared shows a

idant growing at Exeter in the nurseries of

IMessrs. R. Veitch and Son, where it has been
])lanted for about two years in gritty soil with
the most satisfactory results.

Ehnsiie, Exeter. F. W. ]\Ievek.

Winter protective material.—I have noticed
in passing by train that the chief, if not the only,

protective material used in the Long Ditton nur-

series for covering beds of semi-tender bulbs or

roots is Heather. No doubt it is material that
can be purchased cheaply. It has the merit
of lying tight and open over the beds, let

the weather be what it may, and does not
become sodden and cold, which is far worse
than no protection when very wet weather or

snowfalls prevail. A few stakes or old Pea
sticks thrown on here and there help to keep
the Heather secure during high winds. Tliis

should make excellent material wherewith to top-

dress beds of dwarf Tea Roses in hard weather,
but tliis winter apparently the plants cannot have
too much exposure.—D.

Gaillardias.—The fine perennial Oaillardias
seem to have quite superseded the annual varie-

ties in gardens, and picta and Lorenziana have to

give place to the large spreading forms of grandi-
nora, of which there are now so many. The
flowers of the plants owe \ery much of their
])opularity, tirst, to their singleness, and, secondly,
to their varied combinations—3'ellow, orange,
crimson, and maroon, though some have j-ellow
only. So far no pure crimson self seems to have
been produced. Then so far as form is concerned
the existing flowers leave nothing in regard to
closeness of petals to Ije desired, but some varia-

tion into ribbon, or stag's-horn, or laciniated
petals may prove acceptable. There is little

need, too, for any increase in size of bloom.
Certainly the flowers are tirst rate for all ordi-

nary cutting, and cut young they will keep some
days quite fresh, whilst all varieties give seed,
and a mixed selection is certain to give in return
numerous fine and pleasing varieties. Yet from
time to time selections have been made by raisers.

Once established, the chief attention of the gar-
dener is desired in the spring when the young
shoots are breaking up, as garden vei'min is just
then apt to do injury. Small heaps of coal ashes
put over the crowns usually furnish excellent
protection. A liberal dressing of manure may be
forked in with advantage between the plants dur-
ing the winter.—A. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Annials.—In last week's notes on annuals spe-
cially adapted for furnishing the formal garden
I endeavoured to make a selection of a few of the
best and most enduring that would give a great
variety alike in colour, in height, in habit, and in

qualifications from a fine-foliaged as well as a
Bower standpoint. Following on with the same
class of plants, I shall give a selection equally
good in itself that may be utilised for cer-

tain parts of the garden, although the fact that
they are not so enduring does not admit them to
quite so prominent a jjlace as those things that
will continue in flower right away through sum-
mer and early autumn. In the .section for con-
sideration this week the pride of place should
perhaps be given to seedling Carnations, ahke
from the chaste beauty of individual blooms, the
profusion in which thev are produced, and the
retention of bright attractive foliage until the
end of the season. For general garden purposes
to receive annual treatment strains known as
Early Scarlet or (irenadin. Early-flowering Per-
petual and Marguerite are the best. Seed should
be sown in gentle warmth in February rather
thinly to allow for lifting the seedlings without
injury to the roots. They will amply repay a
little careful attention until thej- are ready for

planting, and the following treatment will pro-

duce good results. In an ordinary garden frame
or an extemporised one made of boards that can
be covered with some old lights, place 3 inches of

old potting soil, or, failing this, a mixture com-
posed of one half loam and one of leaf soil, with a
dash of sand, and prick out the seedlings firmly

into this at about 3 inches apart. The soil should
rest on a good hard ash bottom, as the seedlings
lift from this with splendid little baUs of

earth ; also, it mav be noted, that the same soil

and treatment are applicable to all the class of

annuals under consideration. At planting time
the seedlings may be put out at a foot apart each
wa}' in beds that ha\e been deeply dug and well

manured. The annual Poppies, of which the Im-
proved Shirley, Danebrog and The Mikado may be
taken as examples, although so gorgeous in

colouring, are withal so ephemeral in character as

to be hardly worth the trouble of sowing inside

and pricking off. Portions of beds destined tor them
should receive a deep preparation, the seed being
sown in drills at 9 ins. apart and the plants thinned
to the same distance, this being preferable to broad-
cast sowing, as it admits of easier cleaning. I notice

in a catalogue just to hand the announcement that

these Poppies are splendid subjects for vases

;

the qualifying statement should be added, if the
gardener is able to change them every day. An
exception to the outdoor sowing of Poppies is,

however, made in favour of P. nudicaule and its

varieties. This is sown under glass with the Car-

nations and pricked out with them. They like a
slightly retentive soil, and if dead and dying
flowers are occasionally removed, will continue in

bloom all through the year. Linum grandiflorum
is one of the best of annuals, and, it may be
added, one of the most brilliant summer flowers

of its size and habit we have, and for the front of

borders or for sinall beds, a splendid contrast is

obtained by planting it in connection with Pink

White Swan, Violetta Tufted Pansy, or Veronica,
ineana. It can be sown under cover, pricked out,
and transplanted outside where it is required, or
it may be sown outside at the distance recom-
mended for Poppies and thinned to the same. In
the case of all annuals sown outside it is advis-
able, as soon as they are thinned, to scatter coal
ashes or cocoa fibre among the seedlings to check
the ravages of slugs. Oj-psophila elegans is a
\ery pretty and graceful annual that if sown
early comes into flower before the perennial form,
and although not attaining anything like the
size of the latter, is verj' useful for small vases.
It is rather short-lived and should not, therefore,
be sown or planted in places where things are ex-
[lected to last until the end of the season.

Besides the things already noted, Asters,
Stocks, Zinnias, and Gaillardias may be sown in

gentle warmth about the end of March in more or
less quantities as circumstances demand. Sweet
Peas may be sown in pots in February, or in the
open either in autumn or eailj- spring, and of the
three methods I prefer the last named. Too deep
tilth is neither necessary nor advisable on our
light soil, the best results being olitained from
shallow trenches into which has liecn forked a
liberal dressing of cow manure, and on which can
be placed a good surface mulching before the
staking is done. New varieties are rather expen-
sive and can only be grown in comparati^ely few
jilaces, at least in any cpiantitj'. Splendid mate-
rial for cutting can be provided with old sorts
like Mrs. Sankey, Princess Beatrice, Ignea, and
Boreatton. For several years I have sown two
batches of Mignonette, the one on a south-west
and the other on a north-west border, and as a
rule the latter on our light soil is the more satis-

factory, especially if we get a hot, dry summer,
growing more vigorously and lasting longer.
Where a lot of cut flowers is required this is one
of the most useful annuals. E. C. B.

Clurcmont.

CAMPANULA RHOMBOIDALIS ALBA.
( )F medium-sized Harebells there is scarcely a
more desirable plant to be found for the rock
garden or border than this bold and handsome

Campan iila rjiomboidalis alba in Messrs. Veitch's
nursery, Exeter. From a photograph sent by
Mr. F. W. Meyer.

species. The accompanying engraving is from
a photograph of a three-year-old plant growing
on a rocky slope exposed to the full sun in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Exeter. Here it

formed at the time of flowering (last July till

September) a handsome busli about 15 inches
to 18 inches across and of about the same
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height. The individual flowers are about an

incli ill diameter, hemispherical, of the purest

white, and are arranged in a corymbose

raceme witli often more than a dozen blooms on

one spike. The length of tlie pedicels varies

from 3 inches at tlie bottom to about an inch

on the top. The leaves are '2h inches to

.'ii inches long, with margins slightly crenate.

The upper leaves are scarcely an eighth of an

inch wide, with margins entire. The plant

grows here in ordinary loam mixed with broken

rtints, and as its beauty increases every year it

is evidently quite at home. Plants of the same
species in a more shady position have not given

the same good results. It is easily propagated

by division. When planting this Campanula it

must be borne in mind that it dies down in

winter, and it should, therefore, be placed near

evergreens, wliich would compensate for the

loss of verdure during the \\-inter months.

Elmside, Exeter. F. W. Meyek.

PANSIES.TUFTED
WiTHix the last few years there has been

an increased interest in the Tufted Pansy. More
l.iarticularly has this been noticeable in the

midland and southern parts of the United
Kingdom. London and its suburbs, too, have

in no small degree contributed to the popu-
larity of the flower in recent years. Exhibitions

of the Tufted Pansy are held in difterent parts

of the country, and even the Scottish horticul-

tural societies are now giving encouragement to

this type of the plant in places where the show
and the fancy Pansies once reigned supreme,

while the different midland societies are each

exercising a healthy influence. The metropolis

since Vd's'i?) has been able to boast of a .show of

several difl'erent forms of the genus Viola, first

under the auspices of the London Pansy and
Violet Society, succeeded ultimately by the

present National Viola Society. The Viola

conference committee, which first met at the

Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston, Birnungham, in

August, 1894, and May, IS'.IS, met again in

London in August, 18!l(), their efforts on this

occasion being supjilemented by a trial of

Tufted Pansies in the gardens of the Royal
Botanic Society. The trial was a most repre-

sentative one, and those sorts which jjroved

suitable for the flower garden were awarded
marks equivalent in value to a certificate of

merit. Quite tliirty sorts received this distinc-

tion. As a plant suitable foi-town gardens this

fact was proved Ijy tlie trial, the display made
at the time of inspection being remarkable.

One fault was to be found, and that was in the

system of planting. T!ie plants were received

from difl'erent sources, cf)nsei|uently there were
sometimes four or five plants of a variety frcm
as many sjjecialists. It was felt that the trial

would have been a greater succe.ss had the

colours been kept together. This was tried

during the jiast year, but owing to a very late

planting, followed by a long spell of very hot

weather, the display fell short of what it nnght
have been had early spring planting been
adopted. The trial in the gardens ol the

Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick, was very

disappointing, the rcpresentati(jn being a poor
one, only a tithe of the sorts now gener-

ally cultivated being got together. If the

trial of the present year is to be a success,

it is important that those interested in the

flower should be made aware of the fact

in order that they may send their plants

in good time. There is no reason why
such a trial should not be as successful as

many others held in the same gardens.

Greater variety botii in colour and form cha-

racterises the newer sorts, and it is just possible

tliat too much attention is given to raising those

sorts possessing delicate tints of colouring, mar-

gined and fancy or blotched, to the partial ex-

clusion of the selfs. For the flower garden it is

important that good selfs be given the jirefer-

ence.

The exceedingly trying jieriod for these

plants, so far as regards southern growers, is

that between the latter part of June and the

first week in August. During the past fi\e

years more particularly has this been noticeable,

but both liefore and after this the display has

been almost remarkable. It is during the very

liot weather that the critical time is felt, some
sorts passing through these trying conditions

without any variation in their tones of colour.

Then there are some blossoms which become
(juite bleached, others scalded or burnt, while

some of the paler shades of colour, as seen in

varieties during a normal season, produce blos-

soms quite out of character. Ardwell Gem, one

of the oldest yellows, stands out distinctly as a
flower of good keeping <iualities under trying

conditions, while some blue flowers, especially

those of a deep shade of colouring, are the first

to sufl'er. A liberal mulching of well-rotted

manure, or, better still, peat moss litter care-

fully prepared, is an undoubted advantage dur-

ing hot weather. The free use of this during

June should save watering, and on hot and dry

soils is almost indisi)ensable if the plants are to

be kept in a healthy condition, Some growers

assert that the use of peat moss litter for mulch
ing causes fungoid growths, but after careful

observation I cannot su])port this.

While acknowledging the superiority of the

self-coloured sorts for producing an efi'ective

display, more especially on a large scale, there is

room also for many of the pretty margined and
shaded flowers. In a normal season they are

very pretty, and, planted in small beds and
narrow borders, are perhaps seen to greater ad-

vantage than in any other position. Duchess
of Fife, Goldfinch, and White Duchess are three

of the best of the margined sorts, and seem to

retain their colouring under trying circumstances

better than most others. Border Witch, Blue
Cloud, Skylai'k, Cissy Thornley, and Colleen

Bawn, however, are not so good under similar

conditions, but in cooler weather both early and

late in the season they are much better, and de-

serving of a place in all gardens. There are a

few striped soi-ts, but little cair be said in their

favour, the markings beingalways very uncer-

tain and the habit of growth not of the best.

Greater vaiiety in the blotched and shaded

flowers is now obtainable, and what is of con-

siderable importance is the improvement in the

habit of this type of Tufted Pansy. Countess

of Kintore has long been looked upon as one of

tlie best of the kind, but sutt'ers in comparison
with a newer sort of the same form and
colour, and named Mrs. C. F. Gordon. This

variety is also catalogued as Cissy Mellows.

Countess of Kintore serves a useful purpose when
associated with Carnations and other plants of

a similar style of growth, its long straggling

growths, freely flowered, looking very pretty

when used in this way. There are several

darker sorts of the same type of flower.

The VioLETTA Secth).v.

Of the miniature sorts, as the Violctta sec-

tion has been called, the \ariety A'ioletta for

the flower garden is perhajis unequalled. The
plant is wonderfully free flowering, and when
used as a margin to large beds and borders is

especially eft'ective. All plants of the Violetta

or miniature sorts which are in character possess

a most robust constitution, and when largely

used in the flower gaiden form a welcome con-

trast to some of the older types of the Tufted
Pansy. The rayless character of the blossoms
ajipears to give them a charm which those
with central rays do not possess, and such
flowers are very beautiful when arranged in

small vases on the dinner-table and other posi-

tions in the house. Dr. Stuart, the raiser oi

the Violetta type, has also raised Sylvia. The
progeny of this ])lant has given us some flowers

of high quality, and each season notes some
distinct advance either in form, colour, or size.

Opinions differ as to time of planting, but to

deteimine when this should be done, the object

in view, whether it be an early or a late dis-

play, must be considered. Autumn )jlanting of

pieces rooted during August and September
should jjrovide a glorious spring and early sum-
mer display, while if the planting be deferred
until the early spring-time, a midsummer eftect

may be ensured. Locality, too, plays an im-

portant part, proving the wisdom of spring

planting in low and damp situations. (.)fteii,

too, these plants are set out much too close

together; a distance of 9 inches apart is not too

much, a healthy and vigorfius-rooting plant

soon filling up the intervening space. The
system practised in many gardens of lifting the

]jlaiits ju.st before .summer bedding takes place

is one to be discouraged, as the Tufted Pansy
just then is at its best, and if the growths are

thinned out and the oldest shoots removed,
there is no reason wdiy they should not jjro-

vide a brilliant display right through the season

and until Sejjtember or October.

D. B. Ckase.

P.IOONIES.

Although mj' first notes on the above were
headed " P;eonies and Rabbits, " in answer to a

direct query on these, Mr. E. Jenkins must
know that I did not confine ray remarks
to the rabbit question, as the following ex-

tract—"I fear that the results with these in

rough herbage will only be successful in the case

of strong growers, such as P. officinalis "-7will

show. Jlr. Burrell's query embodied the remark,
" I should like to be fairly certain on the point

(/.(., if rabbits would attack P;conies) before

attempting to naturalise." It was this that led

me to give my experience on the matter of plant-

ing in positions where the Pieonies had to share

the ground with other things. This lias been ray

object all through the correspondence, and there

has been none of that " alteration of the subject
"

of which Mr. Jenkins writes. No reader of The
G.iRUEN needs to be told that herbaceous Pajonies,

like all other plants, may be well grown when
their requirements are fulfilled, and to say now
that they will grow in the middle of a wood, pro-

vided a special clearance was made and the soil

freed frora roots, with everything done, in fact,

to suit thera, is simply begging the question alto-

gether. Of course they may be so grown, but

that would be gardening and not naturalisation,

for it would still be necessary to keep the bed or

plot so treated clear of tree and other roots. Mr.
Jenkins talks lightly of clearing "a few feet or

yards one way or another," but I doubt if he

lully realises what this means, especially in the

case of deciduous trees which I may be allowed

to suppose that his imaginary wood ^ould con-

tain. Distance is verv little object to the roots of

these hungry subjects, especially when there

is anythiug in the shape of a rich larder

or newly turned up soil within reach. Elm and
other roots will run fifty yards, and probably

more, to enjoj' the feast, and the Pa'ony bed in

the wood would soon become a mass of roots very

objectionable to the Pa-onies. ilr. .Tenkins is

anxious to know of what rough herbage 1 am
writing. It is hardly necessary to enumerate
e\erything, but I may say that I have established

P. ottieinalis in coarse grass mixed with Ox-eye
Daisies and other indigenous growth, and if Mr.
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.Jenkins doubts this, I will gladly send him a
photograph illustrating the result, the Reonies
in tine flower surroiinded by grass and by hun-

dreds of the Ox-eye Daisy flowers. I could men-
tion more than a dozen otiier Pivonies which were
selected for similar planting by reason of the

strong growth they made under more favourable

conditions, but none of these have succeeded
well though planted in the same way and at the

same time. I am pleased to see that Mr. .Jenkins

and I are in accord as to the requirements of

I'aeonies in general, and that the word "naturali-

sation " has been the stumbling-block. If this

means making a specially [)repared bed and keep-

ing it free above and below ground from the

growth of indigenous plant life, my views are

all wrong. One of the ])leas for naturalising

jilants is that it relieves the planter of after care.

Would that it were so, but many know differently.

There are comparatively few herbaceous flowering

plants that are not natives which can overpower
tlie indigenous plants in the struggle for exist-

ence, and this is but natural even where space
has been cleared for the former when planting.

Planting in a natural manner is one thing, but
naturalising a plant is another.

J. C. T.U.L.VCK.

THE GIAIs'T BELLFU)WER.
(OSTEOWSKVA MAGNIFIC'A.)

The failures with this Bcllflower are so nuuier-
uus, that the engraving (p. 481 last vol.), with
the accompanying note from Mrs. Burroughes,
n ust have been of peculiar interest to many,
especially as the note contains full details of

the position and tlie method of cultivation

ailo])ted. It would not only be interesting,

Ijut valuable if others wlio have succeeded in

growing this Osti-owskya would give us in the
same careful way the conditions under which it

was grown. It may be that Rutland is one of

the few favoured localities in which this Bell-

flower thrives, or it may be that the success is

due to the thought given by Mrs. Burroughes
towards pro\iding everything she considered
necessary for the jjlant.

I know a good many in various parts of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland who, like myself,
have tried and failed repeatedly to flower
< >strowskya nuignitica, and from a careful colla-

tion of tlieir experiences, I am inclined to think
that much of the disappointment is due to mild
and moist winters and the sliort period of rest
the plant consequently obtains. I have had
<). magnitica planted in a bed of sandy peat
with the fi'eest jiossible drainage and have
guarded it carefully from spring frosts after it

came into growtli, yet it never flowered, and be-
came weaker year after year until it dwindled
away. The best jjiant I have seen in .Scotland

was one gri.iwn in good, rich, well-manured
loam and in tlie ordinary border. It had been
jilanted for several years and was grown in

.an almost due south exposure, yet it failed to
flower. Unlike plants in my garden, it showed
a tendency to increase a little in size, but the
di.sappointment of .seeing it flowerless year after
year would try the patience of more than the
grower. My C(jrrespondence with others shows
how couiraon this experience is, but, on the
other hand, I believe it has done well in several
Surrey and other south-east gardens. While in
Ireland in IS'.NJ I saw the Giant Bellflower in
bloom in front of the range of houses at (ilas-

uevin. ]Mr. F. W. Moore has, however, a poor
o]iinion of it, and I could only too truly express
my entire concurrence with the talented curator
of the Botanic (iardens. The position was
almo.st similar to that at Ketton, and it

was perhaps due to this southern exposure that
the colour of the flowers was disappointing
and the foliage unsatisfactory. One would

like to know if the plants grown by Mrs.
Burroughes were pleasing in these respects.

•Judging from the photograph, the foliage looks
healthy, but one would fear that in a south
border the colour of the flowers would soon
become bleached and faded. Not far from
the Ostrowskya at Glasnevin were the tine

flowers of Gerbera Jamesoni and those of some
of the Crinums, and it must be said that the
Bellflower compared very unfavourably with
these.

There may be exceptions, but I venture to

express the opinion that the Giant Bellflower is

not likely to succeed well in localities where it

has not a fairly long resting time and a drier
climate than is to be found along the western
counties of the three kingdoms. No one would
lie better jjleased than I to hear- that this

hypothesis is wrong, and no one would have
move pleasure in again attempting the culture
of this stately flower under other cr>nditions.

C'.irsethoru, Dumfries, X. B. S. Arnott.

Winter-flowering plants.—I can add to Mr.
Bean's list of winter-flowering shrubs the follow-
ing, which bloom in this garden, situated two
miles from the sea on the Sussex coast : Novem-
ber and December, Choisya ternata ; the whole
winter, Correa cardinalis and Abutilon vexillarium.
I must, however, confess that the se^ ere frost of

January, IS!)."), cut back the Abutilon to the same
degree as my Fuchsias, but it has been in bloom
ever since; — Wm. Kkmi-, L[/minxtiir Houxe.,
Aninilil.

Tellima g-randiflora rubra.—Mr. Burbidge
has done well to direct attention to this useful
winter fine-foliaged jilant, which really appears
to be too little known. A year ago I «as much
struck with its effectiveness on the rockwork at
Ditton, where in a rather open position it was
very conspicuous. It should always, however, be
borne in mind, as Mr. Burbidge points out, that
its worth in this respect is eontined to the winter.
With increased exposure also I And a more tell-

ing colour effect, even though the leaves indi-

vidually may be smaller. Isolated examples form
cushion-like tufts that are most pleasing, though
perhaps the broader patclies for the rock garden
are the more desirable. The plant is readily in-

creased, which is in its favour.— E. .J.

Leucojum sestivum and L. Hernandezi.

—

The beauty of these summer Snowdrops when
naturalised in bold groups or when cut, nicely
arranged with their own foliage or something of

similar character, is gradually being appreciated.
Although among the plants recommended for

growing under trees, it is hardly advisable to use
them in such positions if the shade is at all

den.se ; the growth made under such conditions is

free and luxuriant, but the proportion of bloom
is small. I think they are seen to perfection on
a gentle slope facing about noith-west. Apart
from the best places to plant from a purely flower
standpoint, I think a principal consideration
should be as to which plants show to the best
advantage with certain surroundings. Given, for

instance, planting under trees where the top
branches of the latter interlace and the ground
lieloiv is not usually bare or covered with short
Moss, ]jlants of dwarf, compact habit and with a
tendency to stiff' flowers, like, for instance, winter
Aconite, autumn Crocuses, hardy Cyclamens and
some of the Grape Hyacinths, are seen to better
advantage than Leucojums or Daffodils, the latter

Ijeing at their best in the 0|)en with just enough
of other things between the clumps to add to the
beauty of the flowers.— E. B.

Herbaceous Lobelias and Tigridias.—As
the simplest [ilan to keep tlie former safe through
the winter will commend icself, I should like to

state my experience. The plants are cut down
to the level of the soil about the middle of October,
which will accelerate a fresh start of crowns, so
that the clumps will become plainly discernilile

before lifting in November in open weather
They should then be placed on a layer of small

brickbats in a cold frame, pressed together, and
sprinkled w-ith a little sandy loam, so that tlie

visible rootlets are covered ; a few small frag-

ments of brick would help to keep the clumps to-

gether. In March the crowns will show- growth,
and if all the fairly strong ones are potted singly

into iVinch pots in April, replaced in a frame
and planted out in May, the result will be stronger
spikes than if the clumps are left, as they contain
decaying roots that lead to damage. Shallow
pans can be used very efl'ectively instead of a
layer of brickbats, and in both cases a little

sandy loam to rest the clumps on is useful.

Water sparingly, and once only, when arranging
in the winter (piarcers, and do not recommence
until growth is apparent in March. This plan
sliould suffice for the north also, but, of course,

a covering of mats in severe weather will be an
assistance in cold frames, giving air as soon as

practicable, as damping off must be guarded
again^t. I should ])refer pans and bricks to

using boxes as receptacles. As to Tigridias, I

should advise that jiart of the bulbs be [ilanted

several inches deeper, taking care that clay is not
the substance where they are expected to grow
well. Several years' rest will do much towards
success. In case of protracted frost a layer of

leaves would be equal to several inches deeper
planting.—H. H. R., Fonxt Hill.

HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS.
" S. W. F." expresses the opinion that non-suc-

cess in the culture of these hardy pei'ennials must
be attributed to other causes than cold and exces-

sive moisture. With this opinion I am in com-
plete accord, and those who wish to make success
a certainty must adopt a method of counteracting
the disease which in many places is the cause of

failure. It is a curious fact that this rust or

canker affects plants grown where the drainage is

good and the soil light to the same extent as where
the conditions are apparently less favourable to
fleshy-rooted things like these Lobelias. Whether
the disease is inducea liy an excess of or a
deficiency of any chemical ingredient in the soil I

have no means of judging. In some places the
plants will remain quite healthy from year to year,

whilst in others, although the natural staple is to

all appearance identical, they persistently die out.

I once had to grow these Lobelias in a garden in

Normandy which was situated on the slope of a
hill, the soil being light loam, lesting on chalk.

The natural drainage was of course so good, that
it was impossible for stagnant moisture to rest

round the roots in winter, and yet by early spring
the plants were ruined, the roots being almost
completely eaten away. Happening to look
through a garden in the neighbourhood in early
spring, I saw a lot of these Lobelias in small pots
in frames. I in(|uiredof thegardener if hemadea
practice of wintei ing his plants in that way, and on
receiving a reply in the atiirmative, I asked whether
he did so on account of tlieir not being sufficiently

hardy to withstand the winter. He then ex-

plained that it was by no means a cjuestion of

hardiness, but that the roots were liable in that
locality to the attacks of what he termed "canker,

"

but which is identical with what we in this country
call rust. As soon as the flower-stems decayed
he lifted the plants carefully, washed the roots,

cutting away any diseased portions, potted them
in light soil, and plunged them in a gentle hot-

bed. This caused them to form new roots, and
thus assured them against decay during the
winter. The following summer I saw these

plants and they were blooming grandly. About
the middle of the following October I lifted my
plants, and I found e\en at that early period that

many of the roots were spotted with rust, and
must have been much injured by the close of the

year. Not having a hotbed at command just

then, I placed the jilants in the cool end of a
warm house for a couple of months. By that

time they had made fresli roots and had formed
some new leaves, and I then removed them to a
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cool house. They were in llie finett possible con-

dition wlien I pKanted them out the following

springs, made a capital growth, and gave an
abundance of bloom. Those who have command
of a little warmth may certainly ensure them-
selves against failure by .idopting the above
method, and these Lobelias are well worthy of

some trouble. It is indeed curious that in some
places these herbaceous Lobelias can be grown
almost without care. I once saw about >50U large

plants, many of them a foot or more across, i n a
garden near Paris. They had remained undis-

turbed for some years, and had produced thousands
of flower-stems.

Some of the newer varieties of Lobelia fulgens,

such as Firefly and Huntsman, are very fine, and
among the most eti'ective of late summer and
autumn flowers. The fact that they can be had
in good condition at so late a period greatly en-

hances their value for the outdoor garden. I

have occasionally seen (juite a nice display of

bloom late in October and when frosts had cut

oft' tender things. To ensure lengthened bloom-
ing, the ground should be deeply dug and well

enriched witli rotten manure, a mulch of the same
being very helpful later on. J. C. B.

LEUCOJUMS.
(SNOWFLAKE.)

A .SHALL group of for the most part dwarf
bulbuus-rooted plants that in their season,

where the majority are grown, furnish flowers

in spring, summer, and autumn. Ffirnierly the

more frail me)nbers of this group were referred

to by the generic name Acis, by which they

still figure in some lists. The most recent re-

vision, however, places the whole of the species

under the above head, and certain kinds, for

example, the spring Snowfiake, are almost as

well known and as popular as the Snowdrop.
Of the value of this handsome kind there is not

the slightest doubt when once it has become
established in any garden. Its earliness to

bloom, apart from the jjretty foliage and hand-
some, fragrant flowers, fits it for association

with the earliest flowers in the rock garden or

the border. At the same time it is invaluable

for naturalising. Equally well suited is it for

planting somewhat deeply on grassy Ijanks or

at the base of low-growing shrubs and the like.

In all such places rather thin placing of the

bulbs is suggested, as well as rather deep plant-

ing, the latter fully (i inches deep. Where the

Primrose thrives on shady banks the sjjring

Snowflake will generally bo found to do the

same, and, being perfectly hardy, will take care

of itself. Of quite another pattern is the

summer Snowflake (L. icstivum), which pos-

.se.s.ses a vig( lur of its own and will not only thrive

in any ordinary soil, Ijut increase abundantly
also. In the border or the wild garden this vig(U'-

ous plant will be quite at home. A third set, so

to speak, finds its representative in L. autuuniale.

This is a charming species, possessing all the

grace and elegance of the Snowdrop, though
requiring a certain amomit of care to grow it

well. The chief point, however, is to provide a

warm, sunny position, high and dry, with per-

fect drainage, and at least a foot deep of very
sandy soil. Peat, leaf soil, and loam in equal
parts, with plenty of grit or charcoal dust
added, will suit these dainty kinds best. Such
is, indeed, well-nigh essential to the autumn
Snowflake to long retain it in health. Rather
shallow planting has long been recommended
for bulbous plants of diminutive growth, yet I

feel assured many things would give more satis-

factory results in the end were they planted
nearly twice tlie usual depth. In many posi-

tions some such carpet as Sedum Lydium or its

variety glaucum would pio\-e of service in kee[)-

ing the flowers clean, as also carpeting the

ground in their absence. L'nlike the spring

and .sunnner Snowflakes, these smaller kinds

multiply less freely at the root, and of some it

will repay to save the seed so as to increase the

stock of these frail flowering gems. In all

cases sow the seed as soon as ripe, preferably

in a pan or a charred box in prepared soil in

the open, covering with a board or dark piece

of glass. The following species are in cultiva-

tii}n, though some are still far from common ;

—

L. AfTCMNALE (autumn Snowflake).—This is

the most freely met with of the autumn kinds,

and when well grown attains nearly (i inches high.

The flowers are white, with a touch of delicate

pink at the base of the perianth segments. When
established this elegant species will produce two
and sometimes three of its dainty blossoms on

rather dark and slender stems, the blossoms ap-

pearing about August and prior to the slender

linear leaves. Very few indeed of the summer
occupants of the rock garden possess the ex-

quisite grace and beauty of this elegant little

plant with its drooping bell-shaped flowers. A
warm, sunny spot and deep soil, as above sug-

gested, is the best for this graceful little species.

It is an old inhabitant of gardens, and a native of

Portugal, &c.

L. .usTivuM (summer .Snowflake).—This is the

tallest and most vigorous of this family, and may
be planted in almost any position in the garden
or woodland where a fairly deep soil exists. In

moisture-laden soils the plant is especiallj' vigor-

ous, attaining fully 2 feet high, and often more
after a season or two. Such a condition is, how-

ever, by no means essential, as in dry soil the

plant grows and blossoms fi-eely as well as in-

creases freely at the root. This species may be

planted from September to the end of the year.

When established in large groups the clusters of

drooping white, green-tipped flowers are very

pretty.

L. Hernandez: is a form of the summer Snow-
flake usually given in lists of hardy bulbs as L.

pulchellum.' This is a smaller leaved plant and
the scape less numerously flowered. At the same
time it is useful, as it flowers in advance of tlie

type. Both are of easy culture, the summer
Snowflake having been at one time frequently

found in moist meadows in the south of England.
Withering, however, while citing several locali-

ties, casts a doubt upon its being indigenous, but
seeing it was always found in moist meadows or

near rivers, it should be of value when planting

such spots in the garden.

L. cRANDiFT.OKi'M.—A very pretty species with
beautiful pure white blossoms somewhat larger

than those of L. autumnale. It is extremely rare

in cultivation, and, like the species just named,
an autumn bloomer. The plant requires a similar

mode of culture. It is scarcely inches in height,

and comes from Numidia.
L. ROSEi'M.—This is at once the smallest as

it is the rarest of these pretty autumn bulbous
flowers. The pleasing rose-coloured flowers are

bell-shaped and not more than half an inch long,

the scape about 4 inches high, and bearing two, or

sometimes three, of its miniature blossoms. A
native of Corsica, only rarely seen in cultivation.

L. TKicnoi'HVLH-M.—In the chaste and elegant

blossoms this species somewhat resembles L.

autumnale, though quite distinct from that kind.

The blossoms are white, with a flush of rose colour

at the base of the segments. This species belongs

to Portugal, where it is found growing in pure

deep sand. For this reason it is of doubtful

hardiness in this country, and would be better

suited for frame culture or growing in jiots. The
plant usually flowers in midwinter even before

the Snowdrop or winter Aconite has dared to

a|ipear.

L. VERNUM (spring Snowflake).—For garden
purposes perhaps this is the most valuable of this

interesting race. The large, handsome, snow-

white, drooping flowers are \ery attractive, and
rendered niore so by the peculiar green spot on

the tip of each segment. In some soils this spe-

cies takes a little time to become established, but

invariably in all light warm soils such as are of a
sandy or peaty nature the plant grows freely. In

all these it is not only an elegant garden plant, but
it is well suited for cutting, and its pretty fragrant

blossoms are e\er welcome. Once established, the

blossoms appear very early in the year, frequently

in February after a mild Minter. Bolder both in

foliage and flower than the Snowdrop, it is well

suited to naturalising on grassy slopes or beneath

low-growing deciduous shrubs, ^\here heavy or

cold soils form the staple in any garden, this

should be removed to a foot deep, and sand, peat,

leaf-soil and old potting material used instead.

In very sandy and warm soils it is surprising how
well such things grow. Indeed, it is largely due
to the long-lingering moisture about the roots of

such plants that many small bulbous plants are

not a success. In the rock garden the spring

Snowflake is always welcome. One thing in its

favour is its cheapness, which permits of a variety

of experiments in the garden that are hardly

practicable with more expensive material. Bulbs

of the spring Snowflake are largely imported each

year, atid should be planted as eaily as received.

A distinct \-ariety of this species is L. carpathicum,

which has the flowers in pairs on the stem instead

of solitary, as is usual in the type. This is also

known as L. biflorum and is worth a place in all

gardens. This latter flowers some weeks later

than L. vernum, and thereby maintains a long

succession of these useful and beautiful flowers.

E. .1.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Primula floribunda, referred to p. 13, de-

serves all the praise there given. An appropriate con-

trast to the above is the mauve-coloured P. Forhesi, a

i-ather taller variety. They are also effective in the

rock garden, avoiding exposure to toj much sun.

—

H. H. R., Forest Hill.

Bulbs and the weather.—The mild winter

and a considerable amount of rain have caused early

and strong growth on the majority of the above, and

if no spell of sharp frost comes to check them we shall

get an early and most probably a tine display, as the

Snowdrops are already (January 10) bursting, and
Tenby DalTodils in sheltered spots are pushing up
their spikes. This, of course, applies to established

clumps ; antunui-plantea stuff of 1897 is naturally not

much atfected by the weather.—B., Surrey.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1154.
LAVATERAS.

(with a coloured plate of l. trimesteis
and var. alba.*)

There are probably about two dozen sjiecies

of Lavatera known, the majority of which are

natives of the Mediterranean region and
Western Europe. One species is found in

Australia, whilst others occur wild in the

Canary Islands and in Central Asia. Under
cultivation in English gardens two species only

can be said to be of importance, one of which,

however, may be classed amongst the most
beautiful and showy of the hardy annuals we
possess. This is L. trinrestris, the beauty of

whose individual flowers is admirably pour-

trayed in the accompanying drawing. The
genus belongs to the Mallow family, and is

nearly allied to Malva, from which it dift'ers

chiefly in the lobing of the outer envelopes of

the flower. The name was gi\en by Linnieus

in honour of two naturalists (brothers) called

Lavater, who lived in Zurich during the last

century.
L. TRIMESTEIS.—This is the best and the com-

monest of Lavateras in gardens. It is an annual,

» Drawn for The Garden at Gvavetye Manor,

Sussex, l>v 11. G. Moon. Lithographed and printed

by J. L. GoHart.
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and is a native of Southern France, Spain,

Morocco, and most of the countries that surround
the Mediterranean Sea. It was first introduced
to Britain in \6Xi, and is certainly one of the

showiest of hardy annual plants, and grows ahout
3 feet high. The leaves towards the base of the

stem are larger and more rounded than those

towards the top, where the}' become narrow,
jjointed, and lobed, as seen in the drawing. The
(lowers are each ."? inches to Si inches in diameter,
iind in the typical plant are of a bright rose

colour with a patch of maroon in the centre. In
r.he variety alba they are pure white. The flower-

ing season extends from July to September. The
flowers are charming for indoor use : the greater

part of the stem, with its open and unexpanded
blossoms, should becut and arranged in vases, &c.,

in which the blooms will continue to open and re-

main in full beauty for several da3's. The plant
is worth growing in a reserve plot for this pur-

pose alone. The seed, which can be purchased
tor a few pence from any seedsman, may be sown
in March or early April on the border s\here the
plants are desired to grow and i3ower, thinning
them out when an inch or two high. Like most
of the Mallow family, the plants like a deeply-dug
and well-enriched soil. The variety malva'formis,

discovered by the late Mr. John Ball at Reraj'a,

in Morocco, has smaller flowers of a pale purple
colour.

L. .4.RBOREA (the Tree Mallow, or Sea Mallow).

—

This is a shrubby species abundant near the sea
in various parts of South-Western Europe and in

the British Isles. It has been gathered wild in

the south-w'cst of England, in Ireland, and on the
Bass Rock in the Firth of Forth, always near the
sea. Inland, in the latitude of London, it is not
hardy, but in the gardens (often cottage gardens)
near the coasts of Cornwall and Devon it is very
often to be seen. Under cultivation and grown
in rich, deep soil it reaches 6 feet to 10 feet in

height and has thick succulent shoots bearing
large, soft, and many-lobed leaves. The flowers

are each 2 inches to 3 inches across and pale
purple. A more showy and attractive plant than
the type is the var. variegata, a form sent out
some fifteen or sixteen years ago and given a first-

class certificate by the Royal Horticultural
•Society. It is, unfortunately, no hardier than the
o;reen-leaved plant and requires protection in

winter, but it is a striking plant when well grown
and in full vigour, the leaves being splashed with
large, irregular patches of white. It is worth
growing in an unheated or cool greenhouse, can
be propagated from cuttings, while it comes
fairly true from seed.

The two following are in cultivation (as are

also several others), but it is chiefly in botanical

<j(.>llections that they are to be found :
—

L. Olbia (the Tree Lavatera).—A native of the
south of France and especially common in Pro-

vence, where it is known as Lavatere d'Hyeres,

and whence it was introduced to Britain in

1570. It is now naturalised in some of the
warmer parts of this country. It is naturally
of shrubby appearance, growing from 2 feet

to 6 feet high, with live-lobed leaves of the

usual soft texture and reddish-purple flowers,

each measuring 21 inches across and produced
' from July to October. The varietj' hispida is a
iinoro woolly form, native of Barbary.

L. THiKiNiaACA.—A hardy perennial that was
in cultivation in Britain in 1732 and mentioned
by Philip Miller in his Dictionary, but not of

sufficient merit to be generally cultivated in these
days. It grows wild in Scandinavia, (Jermany,
the region of the Danube, Asia Minor and
Siberia. The stems are annual and bear their

purple flowers during July and August. B.

Primula mollis.— If this species cannot be
considered so attractive as some, it certainly pos-

sesses a good deal of interest to botanists and
others. To gardeners, however, it is better
known for its value for winter and spring flower-
ing and for the long profusion of deep reddish
blossoms that are produced upon well-grown

Ijlants. The foliage, too, is well marked and is

pleasing bj' reason of its abundance and the soft

down-like pubescence that covers the leaves. If

freely grown after the manner of P. sinensis from
seetl this Himalaj'au species will jjroduce se\eral

whorls of its distinct flowers, and being fairly

hardy, is well suited to quite cool greenhouse treat-

ment in winter with frame or e\en open-air cul-

ture with shade in summer.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEX GARDEX.
Early Cauliflowers.— In most gardens the
Cauliflower is more valued in May than in July,

and though some growers have neither the room
nor the means to winter large quantities of

autumn-sown plants, they need not lack small
neat Cauliflowers for the May supplies if sown
now. I adopt both systems, having autumn plants,

and sow at the end of this month also. By so

doing, if the autumn plants fail I ha\e those sown
now to fall back upon. The plants sown now do
not produce large heads, but that is of little con-

sequence for private use, as a small Cauliflower in

ilay is appreciated. It is necessary to sow an
early kind, those of the Snowball type being ex-

cellent, as they turn in so quickly—in fact, may be
had fit for table in three months from time of sow'-

ing. We ha\ e had some splendid additions to the

early Cauliflowers of late years. Early Forcing is

\ery good for present sowing, verj" dwarf, and
just the kind for growing under glass. Indeed,
so useful is this variety, that I ha\'e grown it

under glass from the start to the finish when the
weather was so severe as to kill the autumn
plants. Another equally good frame kind is

First Croii. This sown in the open in April

turns in in less than twelve weeks, and is one of

the best sown in frames owing to its compact
habit. Requiring vegetables in quantitj-, I place

much importance on the spring supply, as often

in May there is a dearth of good vegetables ; and
when one can bring the Cauliflowers to meet the

Broccoli, there is no difficult}', as though at that

season Asparagus will be plentiful, there is a
great gain if the grower can vary the daily suppl}'.

1 would advise sowing in a frame for the early

crop. I make up a bed mostlj' of leaves. A^'hen

the seedlings are large enough they are pricked out
into flames, and when established, freely exposed
and planted out at the end of March in rather

deep drills to protect from winds. Many fail

with plants given much heat at the start, as these

are so soon aftected in cold weather. Plants in

frames from autumn sowing should be freely ex-

posed in favourable weather, as the planting
season will soon come round.

FoRciN'i; Frexcii Bean's.—Beans forced ]ire-

vious to this date cannot be termed profitable,

but now w'ith lengthening days there need be no
failures. The choice of variety for the first crop
is important. It is not wise to grow at this early

period kinds noted for mere size. There are some
excellent early varieties, but much depends on the

heat at command, size of pots, and the quantity
required. For first crop I have always found pots

most reliable, 7-inch ones being a useful size. If

not crowded, the plants give a quicker return than
with larger pots. Sow half a dozen seeds in each

pot and thin to the three strongest plants. When
sown I stand over hot-water pipes. They then
quickly germinate, and when well above the soil

are placed on shelves near the glass. Avoid much
moisture from the start, and a genial temperature
is needed, (ilj° to 70° by day, lower at night, and
in fine weather a gentle dewing over w ith tepid

water early in the day will do good. Water with
tepid water when dry and omit syringing when in

bloom. If sown every three weeks there will be
constant supplies.

Broad Beans.—These sown now will give early

dishes. I find in light soils the early plants are

less troubled with fly than late sowings. For a

very early supply, plants raised under glass and
planted out in about six weeks from time of sow-

ing give a good return. Few grow this \egetable

in pots at the start, but few things force better if

given the same culture as early Peas, ilany used
to sow this vegetable in the autumn. There is

no need for this, as a few rows sown now on a warm
border will give as early produce if the beans are

soaked in water for tweiKy-four hours previous to

sowing, the soil selected being well drained and
not too heavy. The Early Longpod section can-

not be beaten for present sowing. Those who
have a \ery hea\y soil to deal with or land much
exposed may with advantage raise an early supply
in cold frames. I ha\e sown in various ways—in

jiots, boxes, and in the frames. If in the two
latter, more care is needed when planting to secure

a ball of earth to prevent the plants drooping.

Large On'ions.—I am aware the sowing of this

vegetable under glass to secure large bulbs does
not meet with general favour, but it is much more
common than it was, and is certainly worth doing
as a means to get a few large bulbs for use as a
vegetable either cooked whole or in slices. Many
who need very large Onions sow in December, but
very excellent produce ma}' be had from January
sowings ; it is best to sow in heat. Avoid thick

sowing, as each seedling will need careful lifting

when large enough. Boxes are the handiest,

though pots are frequently used if for extra large

bulbs, and when the seedlings are well through
the soil, give ample light to secure a strong plant.

Many grow in a warm frame from the start,

placing on a board over hot-water pipes, and
gradually inuring the plants to the cooler parts

of the frame. Ailsa Craig, Record, or Excelsior

are among the best as regards flavour amongst
the lai'ger kinds.

Early Celery.—I am not in fa\our of sow-

ing Celery till February is well advanced, but
much depends upon the time it is needed. I

think the best flavoured Celeries are those grown
from April sowings and eaten in mid-winter, or

grown as naturally as possible. For August sup-

lies it is well to sow six months in advance. Only
a small quantity of seed should be sown, and
avoid thick sowings. Much Celery is ruined in

the seed-pan, as often one may be doubtful of the

seed germinating and make thicker sowings, and
owing to pressure of work or Mant of space, it is

left too long before it is transplanted. Far better

sow a less quantity of seed, and if possible give

more room. I prefer shallow boxes, keeping the

surface moist b}' co\"ering with glass or sheets of

paper till the plants are through the soil. I find

much better plants are obtained when trans-

planted into frames as soon as large enough, as

treated thus they have more room, can be grown
closer to the glass, and do not dry so quickly. In

sowing, give the boxes or pans ample drainage,

use a light soil in which leaf soil predominates, and
sow an early kind, such as White I iem or Early
Rose.
CrcuMBERS.—To get early supplies it is well to

sow at this date, as with longer days and more
sunshine the plants will grow more freely. Even
now, unless the grower can command ample
warmth, it is best to defer sowing for a few
weeks, as from the time the plants are well above
the soil there must be genial \varmth and a moist

atmosphere free of draughts. Sown now in 3-inch

pots, the plants will be ready to plant out in three
weeks, and if the beds have to be made of manure
this should be done to allow rank steam to escape.

Much may be done to forward a crop by warmth
or bottom heat at the start, and if the seed pots

can be plunged, so much the better. Very little

moisture will be needed at the roots till they
reach the sides of the pots, and none till the

seeds are through the soil if it is at all moist.

Many can grow a few early fruits in pots.

E.\RLY Tomatoes. — Few vegetables of late

years have found more favour than Tomatoes,
and those who like them early would do well to

make a start and to sow an early variety. I find

Conference ami Early Ruby excellent. The
former is specially good, as it gives medium-
sized fruits in clusters and continues a long time
in bearing. To get a fe%v strong plants, I find

sowing three seeds in 2.J-inch pots three parts
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filled with a light compost Ijetter than sowing
many seeds in a pan, as the pricking off causes
delay. When the jilants are well above the soil

it is an easy matter to thin to the strongest plant.
It is necessary to grow in a genial heat and close
to the glass. When sown in pans avoid thick
sowing to allow of lifting without breaking the
tender roots. Any potting on or shifting should
take place in the house where grown, as Toma-
toes soon suffer from ex[)osure at this time of
year. The plants sown in autumn for early fruit
may now be given a shift or planted out for early
fruit. Pots are best. These plants retjuire less
warmth than seedlings ;

(30° at night is ample,
with a rise during the day, giving air freely in

bright sunny weather. S. M.

HARUY FBUIT GARDKN.
Strawhekries.—Although the present is not a
time for the making of new ])lantations, there may
yet be work to be done amongst the older ones.
There is a deal no doubt to be said in favour of
ammal planting, but it is not advisable in every
case to adopt it. There ore other crops to be con-
sidered and also the question of labour and of
space. It is, however, an excellent plan to be
jjrepared for the next season's planting by potting
up the later runners of last year wlie're the beds
have not so far been cleared and the ground
forked over. These late runners, if now potted up
and then plunged closely together on a spare open
plot, will make the very best of plants to put out
before it is possible to secure the runners of the
ensuing season. Besides which, as we know from
practical experience, the first and best runners go
for forcing, and, should the weather be dry just at
that time, the later runners, too, will be rather
late in establishing themselves. With a good
stock of these runners as advised above, it will
often be possible to make new plantations well in
advance. There will be the ground from which
late Broccoli, winter Spinach and other late green
crops are taken. This if immediately broken up
will make suitable plots for these Strawberries
during the latter part of May and early in .lune.
A reserve of these runners may also prove of ser-
vice where a large number, and early, too, has
to be secured for jjot culture. My plan is to pot
these runners at any time convenient during this
period of the year and plunge them over the rims
of the pots at once. Then, should the work of
clearing oft' the old beds not have been finished,
no time ought to be lost in seeing to it. The pre-
sent would be a good opportunity for giving a
dressing of well-decomposed farmyard manure,
merely forking it in on the surface, as no deep
digging between the rows should ever ba entei-
tained.

Raspberries.—Where not completed, all need-
ful routine attention amongst these should be
pushed forward as speedily as possible. Here,
again, a dressing of farmyard manure, well broken
to pieces and then forked into the first 6 inches of
the soil between the rows, not so deeply, of course,
immediately surrounrling the stools, will be a
capital ajjplication. Some cultivators advise no
digging or forking between the rows. If they
find it answer their purpose, the .advice now given
is to keep to the practice, but others, myself in-
cluded, prefer to fork between the rows and
stools, not to an immoderate extent, but sutticiently
to apply the manure advised. By the latter plan
the soil is in a manner .acted upon by the air, and
that to advantage, whilst it also affords an oppor-
tunity for removing all wandering runners. The
autumn-bearing Raspberries are worthy of at
least a small space being devoted to their culture.
These should now be cut down close to the sur-
face, and then be treated as already hinted. Note
also that young plantations of the others are cut
back to 18 inches or 2 feet if strong and planted
early, but to the ground-line if weakly or late
planted.

(JoosEBERRiES.—Where small birds are destruc-
tive to the buds, jiruning has possibly been de-
ferred, but any further delay is scarcely advis-
able, at least not beyond the end of this month.

Then it will be better to rely upon thread lightly
entwined upon the upper branches. In pruning,
guard against leaving too much wood towards the
centre of vigorous bushes, but towards the ex-
tremities it is not so important. Spur-i>runmg is

a good plan to prevent o\ererowding, only allow-
ing a lateral branch where there is room ; the ter-
minal of course can be left longer. The old-
fashioned ])lan of bush culture, however, bids fair
to be considerably lessened in many gardens in
favour of cordon and espalier culture. These
latter systems have much to be said in their
fa-v-our. The pruning is far more easily accom-
]ili.shed, whilst protection by netting is readily
applied, and it is also possible to make a more
protitable use of the ground between the rows.
For late dessert fruit a north wall will be found a
suitable position, where either single or double
cordons can be advantageously jjlanted. There
need not be any bare wall space now that cordons
of various fruits are so much grown.
Currants.—The notes on Gooseberries gene-

rally apply in the case of these fruits also, par-
ticularly as regards pruning to avoid o\ercrowd-
iiig. Some of the old wood may, by reason of the
depredations of birds, have become destitute of
spurs. These, where it is jiossible to do it, can
be thiimed out, depending on young shoots to
supply their places. It is not too late yet to
make new plantations, not forgetting that here
we have again excellent subjects for vacant spaces
on north or other walls where it is scarcely expe-
dient to place choicer fruits. Do not lose sight
of the fact that bushes of immense size are not in
all cases the most profitable, especially in gardens
of limited proportions. The winter dressing of
manure as advised for Raspberries will also apply
to Gooseberries and likewise to Currants. Wliere
the growth is not over-luxuriant, then it had
better be omitted for a season or two.

The Locan Berry and the Wine Berry.—
Those who are in search of novelties should give
vhese fruits a fair trial. Thus far it cannot be
said that their culture has been fully tested. The
latter is to all appearance very productive ; the
former has not yet been proved to this extent
even. Their treatment should accord with that
of Raspberries.

Blackberries. — For garden culture I have
thoroughly tested the cut-leaved Bramble, and
can strongly recommend it. Even if the space at
disposal in the fruit border proper be all too
limited, here is a fruit which may be turned to
the best possible account in the wild garden,
being both ornamental and useful. Many an un-
sightly or spare spot might easily be turned to
better account by planting this Blackberrj'. Its
berries, which ripen later than the American
varieties of the Wilson .Junior type, are suit-

able for dessert during August and early Sep-
tember, being by some most relished at the break-
fast table.

Watering established fruit trees.—AVith
some, perhaps, this subject may not need much
attention ; with others it may be otherwise. All
depends upon the soil and situation. If the soil

be light and porous, with the subsoil disposed to
be gravelly, it will often pay well to give thorough
soakings once at least during this season of the
year. Possibly the borders of wall frmt trees are
considerably raised aboA'e the ground level : tliis

in some cases may be advantageous, but not
alw.ays so. Borders facing the sun will dry up
tlie most, and should the trees on these walls be
large, then a good watering will assist tliem,
being possibly a means of tiding them safely over
the fiowering period and the critical time imme-
diatel}' following it. The liquid manure should
not in an}' case be allowed to run to waste. On
the lowest side of a heap of farraj'ard manure a
hole should be sunk to receive it. Cesspools,
however, are the most convenient ; these, I am
fully persuaded, are not oftentimes made the
most of for garden purposes, and fruit trees in

p.artieular. By the judicious application of the
contents of cesspools, it is possible to reach the
roots of trees where solid manures could not
readily be so effective. Lose no chance, even at

this time of the year, to make good use of these
liquid manures, provided the ground is not frozen.

HORTUS,

Ferns.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM FOR CUTTING.
There is no more popular Fern f(jr cutting than
this ; in fact, in many cases it is overdone and
used with flowers that would look far better
arranged with their own foliage, and which
would often last longer. But this fact testifies

to its excellence generally, and in few gardens
is there any too much ul it. I'pun the way it

is grown and the way it is cut a good deal de-

pends, and a more reprehensible practice than
that of always cutting and snijjping the frond*
promiscuously can hardly be imagined. I am
aware that in some cases gardeners are power-
less to prevent this, but in many others they
are themselves the wor.st offenders.' No fronds
should be taken from any plant until there is

plenty of large, well-matured ones ready, and
one plant should have all these removed before
another is started. The object of this is partly
to prevent bruising the other fronds, but more
particularly to give the plants a chance to recover
themselves, and although the first year the out-

put of a given number of plants may not be so
great, o\'er a scries this will be the other way,
and not only this, but the lasting quality

will be improved. A. cuneatum is a green-
house kind, and for the purpose indicated

should be gi-own as cool as possible, for

when the fronds are fully matured they
last a long time on the plant—an almost
indefinite time, in fact. This for all private

])laces will be found sufficient without forcing,

as the market men are sometimes obliged to do.

A correspondent in The Garden recently

called attention to the fact that Ferns required
rest just as much as other plants, and where
this species is grown for cutting it is well to

keep this in mind. It may not always be con-

venient to rest them exactly at their natural

time, but to keep them always on the move is

\ery wrong. If a plant gives one good crop of

fronds in summer and another towards the end
of the year, tliis is quite as much as can be
expected of it and as much as it will do if it is

to increase in size as well. Take the case of a
plant cut over in November or a little later.

This should be kept on the dry side for a little

while in a cool, moist house, but never so dry
that the pot will ring when tapped, or many of

the small roots around the outside of the ball

will be killed. If repotting is intended, the

plants may be turned out of their pots and laid

for a week or two on a moist stage or in boxes
just as they commence to grow. A little rough
Fern compost should be placed between them
and kept moist. When the young fronds are

about a couple of inches high thoy may be
jiotted into larger pots than before, and it will

be noticed on lifting them out that new roots

will have formed and taken hold of the ma-
terial jilaced about them. Pot only moderately
firm, and there will be no check, while had
the jjlants been left in the pots, the roots would
be probably damaged in removing them. I I

never care to repot this Fern until it begins to

grow, as it is apt to be a long time in starting

new roots, and the fresh compost gets sour and
close befoie they have a chance of getting hold

of it. But one caution is needed ; the plants

must not be taken to a draughty cold shed for

potting, and if only such an one exists, they

must be potted in the house where growing.
< )nce they feel the new compost, growth will

be very rapid, and after tlie check of removal is
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over, let them have abundance of light and air-

shading only from direct sunshine. Such plants

need no hardening ofl", and taking them out of

the house only cliecks the younger fronds. Re-
move the mature ones carefully when ready,

and give rather less water at the roots until

again moving freely, a slight rise in tempera-

ture, if it can be arranged—say by moving the

cut plants to the closest part of the house

—

being beneficial. Next time they are cut there

will be few young fronds, and each plant may
be cut clean over to again go througli the .same

routine. By this means, and by starting them
successively, a good supply of mature fronds

can always be had, and it may be noted in

passing that tlie removal of these does not

check the plant so much as taking away half-

grown ones. As soon as cut, the fronds should

be thrown into a tank or tub of water and
allowed to remain there a little while before

using. This will be found to greatly help their

lasting qualities. Plants in the second year
after potting may be given occasional waterings
with clarified soot-water, with a little very weak
guano for a change ; but small specimens ought
not to remain in the same pots more than two
years. A good compost is cijual parts of good
fibrous loam and peat, with plenty of crushed
charcoal and the coarsest silver sand obtainable

added. If peat is scarce, use equal parts of

this and half decayed leaf-mould.

Propagation is usually efl'ected by division.

The proper time to do this is before laying

them out as described above. They must not
be shaken out, but the crown cut through and
pulled a]iart with the hands. There are often

small offshoots from the rhizomes, too, that

may be taken off, potted loosely in the smallest-

sized pots, and kept only just nioist until they
begin to grow freely, when they may have a
shift and be grown on with the other stock.

Propagation by spores is practised where a large

number is required, and the mode has often

been described in these pages. In tlie hurry to

secure large plants growers often take the ymnig
pieces of Fern out tocj large, and this leads

to a crowded, inishaijely plant. Besides this,

stronger-growing kinds often make their aji-

pearance and smother the Adiantums. and had
the patches been smaller these could have been
more easily removed.

DECEMBER IN SOUTH DEVON.
DrRiNG the past month rain has fallen on eighteen
days to the amount of 7'IG inches compared with
7"37 inches on twenty-four days in December,
189C. This exceptionally heavy rainfall, the a\er-
age for the month being but 3 '47 inches, has
.brought the 3'early total up to 36"2S inches, which
fell on 1(14 days, against a total of 2li-.Si2 inches on
159 days in the preceding year, or an increase of
nearly 10 inches on the rainfall for ISfili. The
average for twenty years stands at 34-49 inches,
which has been exceeded this year by 1 '79 inches.
On December 29 the gauge showed ^li inches of
rain, the heaviest twenty-four hours' fall of the
year. Although the month has been wet, it has
also, curiously enough, been very sunny, 79 hours
10 minutes of sunshine having been registered,
which is 27 hours in excess of the December aver-
age of .")2 hours .5 minutes, and nearly double the
record for the corresponding month of 1896, when
the sun shone for only 40 hours 30 minutes. The
total sunshine for the past twelve months is

slightly below the yearly average, the latter stand-
ing at 1711 hours 1,') minutes, while the past year's
total is 17110 hours 2.") minutes, and that for ISOU
1712 hours 5'> minutes. These differences are,
however, so trifling that they may be practically
ignored.

The mean temperature of the month has been
46°, the average for December being 42'9'', and

the record for the corresponding month of 1S90
42'8'', so that the past month has been unusually
warm. The highest screen temperature was 50'U'
on the 16th, and the lowest 32= on the 3rd, while
the lowest gr"ss temperature was 27 '4^ on the
same date. The highest sun temperature was re-

corded on the 15th, when the mercury rose to
S2'l''. On five nights the grass thermometer
showed readings of 32* or below. The total hori-
zontal movement of the wind has been 10,541 miles
against 8894 miles in December, 1896. With the
exception of March, 1897, when the total mov'e-
ment reached 11,7.'J9 miles, the past month was
the windiest for three years. The greatest daily
run was 812 miles on December 29, or an average
of over 33 miles an hour for the whole 24 hours :

the highest hourly velocity, 42 miles per liour,

was reached between the hours of 11 a.m. and
noon on the 2!)th, but for several hours the rate
exceeded 40 miles an hour, occasionally running
up to HO miles in the gusts. The humiclity of the
month has been 79 per cent, against 9(.l per cent,
in December, 1896, and the amount of ozone in

the air 52'9 per cent, against oo'3 per cent. In
south-westerly winds the volume of ozone ranged
as high as 90 per cent., falling as low as 5 per
cent, during an easterly wind.

In the open garden there are few flowers that
are at their best in the darkest days of the ye.ar,

and their very rarity adds an enhanced \-alue to
their charms, though even if they were wont to
expand their blooms when floral beauty was at its

zenith in the garden, the Christmas Roses and
the Algerian Irises would not lack appreciation.
Of other flowers that bloom in mild Decembers
the list is composed of a few stragglers that still

remain as relics of the departed host of summer
and autumn bloomers and the daring vanguard of
the flowers of early spring. Even now in warm
corners the St. Brigid Anemones and the Star
Anemones (A. fulgens) are in blossom, while
Arabis and Aubrietia are already starring their
compact mats of foliage with white and coloured
flowers. Of Helleboies, the giant Christmas Rose,
which in South Devon commences to bloom in
mid-October, is now past its best, but many white
cupped blossoms can still be gathered for the
decoration of the house, though tlie individual
flowers are less than half the size of those
produced in the preceding month, but with
such excellent followers as the Riverston va-
riety, St. Brigid's Christmas Rose (H. juvernis),
Madame Fourcade, and the Bath \ariety, the
succession of bloom is easily kept up till mid-
January or later. Owing to the mildness of the
season, the Lenten Roses (H. orientalis) unclosed
their petals before the end of the year. Of these
there are many good named varieties, H. o.

Commenzienrath Benary being one of the most
attractive, (ireat strides have been made of late
years in hybridising the Lenten Rose, Mr. Archer-
Hind having been particularly successful in rais-
ing several beautiful seedlings, the best of which
are not surpassed by any of the named \arieties
in commerce. A few Chrysanthemums continued
to brighten the garden through December, and a
perfect scape of Crinum capense in a sheltered
nook, backed by a wall of rock, formed a picture
of unlooked-for loveliness. Here and there the
Camellias are studded with flowers mostly still in
bud, but a few already expanded. Crocus Im-
perati has in some gardens disclosed its lilac and
buff blossoms, while from Doronicum plantagineum
excelsum Harpur-Crewe a goodly gathering of
large gold star flowers can now be made. Fuchsia
Riccartoni is as yet not blossomless, and the
Forget-me-not (Myosotis dissitiflora) has com-
menced to flower, its blooms, however, possessing
at present no hint of the lovely blue that renders
it so exquisite in the spring garden, but being
entirely pink in tint. An occasional deep blue
flower of the Oentianella marks the spot that in
a few months will be a sheet of living colour. A
few blooms have remained on Hypericum Moser-
ianum, and the white Paris Daisies have enjoyed
an unusually prolonged season of beauty. To-
wards the end of the month I sa^- a large plant
of this variety, fully 6 feet through, growing in

a dry position at the edge of a rockery, literally
white with flower. In damp positions, however,
both this and the yellow variety are out of
bloom. Iris stylosa, or unguicularis, as it is some-
times named, has been most lovely throughout the
month. Jlany a day a dozen or more exquisite
blossoms could have been cut. No flower is more
charming for indoor decoration than this Iris,
and if the blooms be gathered before they are
fully expanded they will be found to last in fresh-
ness for some days. Their sweet fragrance renders
them additionally acceptable in the house, while
the faint la\-ender-blue of the type and the white
of I. s. alba form a delig-htful colour-scheme if

arranged together. While upon the subject of
floral decoration I may say that tlie Hellebores,
when cut for tlie house, sliould have their stems
split up with a sharp knife into four sections to
the length of about 2 inches before being placed
in water. This will tend to prevent their flag-
ging. The Lenten Roses will be found to last
better if, in addition to splitting the stems, they
are totally immersed in water for two or three
hours before they are arranged. I have already
seen scapes of the early Polyanthus Narcissus
which liave been cut in the open garden, and
Scilla sibirica has also shown its blue blossoms on
a sunny rock bank. Perhaps the unusual amount
of December sunshine experienced in this locality
may have been instrumental in causing this pre-
cocity. The lesser Periwinkle has been blooming
freely, and a plant of its double variety has also
produced flowers. Early in December Schizostylis
coccinea was in bloom in dry situations, but
neither this, which is aptly named the Winter
Flag, nor Iris stylosa succeed in heavy damp soil.

I have lost many plants of both w-hen planted in
such a situation, whereas on a bank where rapid
drainage is assured they increase and flower freely.

The first Snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) opened
their blossoms before the advent of the new year,
thus anticipating liy two months their customary
season of bloom, which has gained for them the
epithet of " Fair Maids of February."

Since Dec, 1894, Roses have in no winterbloomed
so late. In that year a plant of Safrano growing
againstawall providedagatheringof buds and halt-

opened flowers on Christmas Eve, and this year the
same old Rose hasbeensiinilarly indulgent. In mid-
winter, Roses from tlie open air are such a reversal
of the accepted order of things, that sentiment
endows them with an added charm, though the
opening buds of yellow fawn, through which is

infused a suspicion of ]iink, their outer petals

stained at the base with dark crimson, arc beauti-
ful enough of themselves to evoke admiration
without the ad\ entitious aid of the imagination.
Occasional blooms of Marie van Houtte, Mme.
Lambard, and Catherine Mermet have also been
gathered from the walls, and about the middle of

the month a singularly perfect blossom of Gloire

Lyonnaise opened on a standard plant. In a
corner of the garden, where its grasping manners
are innocuous, the Winter Heliotrope (Tussilago
fragrans) has thrown up numbers of its quaint,

scented flower-heads, in close proximity to which
the Water Avens (Cieum rivale) has not been
flowerless for many mouths. The Violets, which
ga\e a jirofusion of bloom in October and Novem-
ber, hax'e for a time become almost flowerless,

although on moving the foliage apart a promise
of future flowering is gi\en by the numerous
small buds that are clustered round the crowns.
The Red Russian has, however, just commenced
to bloom, and, should the weather remain open,
will flower well in January and February. The
White Czar is also blooming sparsel}', and a few
flowers may be picked from Pri ncess of \\'ales,

California, Wellsiana, The Czar, ^Marie Louise
and Admiral Avellan, though the blooms at
present to be found on plants of the last do not
possess the distinctive colour that marks them
when the sun has gained more power. Wall-
flowers are coming into bloom, and here and
there a fully-ex|)anded tlower-head may be seen.

Happening to be at Kingswear, on the banks of

the Dart, in mid -December, I was surprised to see
a jellow Banksian Rose in bloom, close to which
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a large bush of Rosa viiidiflora was covered with
its curious inflorescence. The Mesembrj'anthe-
mums were still blooming in a sloping garden over-
hanging the water, and a tall specimen of Acacia
dealbatawas showing signs of profuse blossoming,
while Berberis nepalensis was in flower. This
Bai'berry is, I believe, rather uncommon in

England, probably owing to its not being suffi-

ciently hardy to withstand many degrees of frost.

One of the largest specimens in this country is

growing in Lord Ilchester's garden at Abbotsbury
Castle, Dorsetshire. It is about l-l feet in height,
the trunk 3 feet 6 inches in circumference at
I foot from the ground. Solanum jasminoides
held its white flower-clusters, though diminished
in number and size, until the end of the month.
Physianthus albens against a cliff has perfected a
large number of huge seed-pods, which have at

present a very quaint appearance. Jasminum
nudiflorum is everywhere strikingly beautiful, as
is the Passion Flower, where it has fruited freely.

In many cases, however, the crop of oval orange
fruit is distinctly less than was the case last year.

Chimonanthus fragrans is the December-bloom-
ing shrub par tixceHenrp.. Many a time have I

gone out of my way during the past month to
gaze at a fine bush of this well-named Winter
Sweet, some S feet high and as much through,
covered to the tip of its smallest twig Mith per-
fumed blossoms. When it can be grown in bush
form in the open, as in the case of this example,
the effect is infinitely more pleasing than if it has
to be trained against a wall. Colletia cruciata
and the Correas mentioned in my notes for Novem-
ber were still in bloom during the past month,
while Choisya ternata, L'ytisus fragrans, Olearia
stellulata and Pittosporum Tobira were in flower
in many instances. The bright berries of Coton-
easter microphylla, where borne in profusion, make
quite a spot of colour in the garden, as do the red
stems of the Dogwoods. Daphne indica is in

bloom in a secluded garden, its blossom-laden
shoots distilling a subtle and delightful fragrance
on the hea\y air. \\'eek by week the mantle of

flower on the Laurustinus becomes whiter, bloom
is covering more fully the shoots of the shrubby
Veronicas, and now and again a vivid crimson
blossom of Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica may be
marked glowing on a white wall. In the lanes
many a December Primrose has been gathered,
while the banks were starred with the white
blossoms of the wild Strawberry and the pink of

the small Cranesbill, with here and there a yellow

hand, but, remembering the bitter cold that in
]

1895 succeeded an equally mild December, one
hesitates to shaz'e the careless optimism of the rapt
singer. S. W. F.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE ELDERS.
(sAMBurus.)

The Elders, of which there are about a dozen
species in all, are spread widely over the tem-

our native Elder—have considerable economic
and medicinal value, the bark, the flowers, and
the fruits being all employed. These .shrubs-

are not particular as to soil or position, al-

though, like most other things, they prefer
liberal treatment. They are not averse to-

slight shade, bat flower and fruit better fuUy
exposed to the sun. The finer cut-leaved varie-
ties of S. nigra and S. racemosa are worth grow-
ing well, and should be afforded a rich, loamy
soil and plenty of moisture. Most of the Elders-

, I
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Sanibucus racemosa tenuifolici. From a photor/raph sent by M, Barbier, (irleans

perate parts of the globe,

but they do not appear in

South Africa, and in the tro-

pics are met with only on the
cooler heights of the high
mountain ranges. With the

species, however, that come
from sucli places as Bolivia,

the Argentine Republic, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, etc., the
horticulturist in this country
has little concern. The only
species that have so far proved
themselves really useful shrubs
here are S. nigra and S. race-

mosa, both of which ha\e
produced numerous varieties

under cultivation ; but we
have also in cultivation two American spe-

cies (S. canadensis and S. glauca) as well as

the herbaceous S. Ebulus, the Uanewort of

Britain. The Elders vaiy from dwarf herba-

ceous plants to trees of goodly size, the Ameri-
can S. glauca being occasionally as much as

j
50 feet high. The leaves are always pinnate

bloom of Toadflax. The highest shoots of the ^^'ith an odd number of toothed or laciniated

Elm trees already show signs of thickening with leaflets, and the flowers are small, yellowish, or

the rising sap, and from the topmost liough the sometimes pinkish white, and produced in dense

thrush carols as though spring were already at umbels or thyrses. Several species—notably

Vane's Blood (Samhticus EbulusJ.

bear jaruning well, and can easily be propagated
by cuttings.

S.iMBUcus NiiiRA (the common Elder).—To
country-bred people there are few of our native
shrubs more familiar than the common Elder. Of
its \ irtues as a medicinal .agent the old herbals
have much to say. According to them, there are
very few, apparently, of the ailments afflicting

mankind that some part of the Elder plant will

not cure or alleviate. Elderberry wine is (or wa&
not so long ago) one of the most cherished pro-

ducts of the rural household, and the species has
been cultivated for this purpose alone. In various-

parts of the Continent, too, a preparation of the
fruit is used for colouring wines, and even for

adulterating port wine. Usually a shrub, it may
sometimes be met with as a low tree, 20 feet or
even .SO feet high. It is not without beauty when
in bloom, being then (in .June) covered with large
flat clusters of creamy white flowers ; or, two or
three months later, when its fruits have become
black and ripe. In gardens, however, it is usually

relegated to the back of shrubberies or out-of-the-

way corners, where its capabilitj' of taking care
of itself makes it useful. Numerous varieties arft

now in cultivation some of which are really orna-

mental shrubs. The following are some of the best,

of them :

—

S. N. FOLiis .\rREis (the Golden Elder).

—

Among yellow-foliaged deciduous shrubs there
are few so valuable as this. The leaves are en.-
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tirely of a bright }elIow, and the colour is retained
right up to autumn. In this respect it is superior
to the yellow-leaved varieties of Philadelphus
coronarius and Xeillia opulifolia. It should be
grown in a group, and the most efifective display
is made by cutting it back annually—a process
which helps the development of strong and well-
coloured shoots.

S. N. v.\RiEi4ATA.—This IS another useful and
ornamental tine-foliaged plant, and in town parks
and similar places, where variegated things are
popular, it is planted abundantly. It thrives
well near London, and in the public garden at
Acton especially it is quite a prominent feature.
The variegation is usually a creamy white, some-
times more decidedly yellow, sometimes approach-
ing pure white. This also is improved by an
annual pruning. Of the varieties differing in the
colour of the fruits the most important is leuco-
carpa, with white fruits : another is virescens,
with yellowish green fruits. Besides all these
there are other \arieties whose differences are
shown in habit and in the shape and cutting of
the leaves. Of the former, \ar. pendula, with
graceful weeping branches, is the most ornamen-
tal, whilst the most curious is pyramidalis, with
strong, perfectly erect branches. Among the
cut-leaved varieties, laciniata (the Parsley-leaved
Elder) is the handsomest, the leaflets being cut
into narrow pointed segments ; it is found wild in
Britain, and there is also a variegated form of it.

In var. linearis (or heterophylla), which is grown
as a curiosity rather than as an ornament, the
leaflets are very narrow and end in a thread-like
point : sometimes the blade is so much reduced
as to lea\e little more than the stalk and midrib.
The variety rotund ifolia has rarely more than
three leaflets to each leaf, and they are rounded
and toothed so as to very much resemble the leaf
of an Elm ; it lias been found wild in the Isle of
Wight. Several other varieties are catalogued by
nurserymen who make a speciality of them, but it

is not necessary to mention more than two double-
flowered forms, one of the ordinary colour, the
other—Hore roseo pleno—tinged with rose. S.
nigra is a native of Europe, Western As'a, and
North Africa. Sir Joseph Hooker collected it in
S. Morocco, on the Greater Atlas, at SUIIIJ feet to
7000 feet altitude.

S. R.\c'EMOs.\ (tlie Hart's, or the red-berried
Elder).—In a wild state this species has the most
extensive range of all the Elders. It occurs in
Europe (not in Britain), in Kamtschatka, China,
Corea, Japan, and in North America. It is a
shrub 1(1 feet or 12 feet high, and from the com-
mon Elder is to be distinguished readily by the
pyramidal (instead of flat) inflorescence, by the
fruits being red, and by flowering much earlier—
in April and JIay. Its fruits are ripe almost by
the time the flowers of the common Elder are
past. To bring it to its greatest beauty as a
fruiting shrub a sunnier climate than ours seems
to be necessary ; at an\- rate I ha\e ne\er seen it

really well set with fruit in this country. Near
Paris it succeeds admirably, and during July it is

one of the loveliest shrubs in some of the Swiss
valleys. I have noted it especially in the Val
d'Anniviers, above Sierre. But, although we
have to forego in a great measure its beauty in
that respect, it has, on the other hand, sported
into quite a nuinerous variety of cut-lea\ed and
other forms that jirovide us with some of the
most beautiful of this class of hardy shrubs. Of
these varieties the following are the most note-
worthy :

—
S. K. sERR.\TiF0LTA.—This Variety has long leaf-

lets, the edges of which are cut up into deep
teeth. Of the cut-leaved varieties of the red-
berried Elder liere mentioned it may be distin-
guished as the one in which the blade of the leaf-
let is least lobed, and from it there is a gradual
transition in the extent of the lobing through the
following varieties down to tenuifolia, which has
the narrowest segments.

S. K, nxMos.v may be described simply as hav-
ing the leaf margins more deeply incised than
serratifolia.

S. R. PLUMOs.v KiiLiis AiREis.—Messrs. Wezelen-
burg and Son, of Hazerswoude, near Leyden,
raised this beautiful variety in 1S91. In colour
it is wholly yellow , and of as bright a shade as is

the common Golden Elder. Besides this it has, of

course, the fringed margins of the leaflets. The
Royal Horticultural Society granted it an award
of merit in May, 189.").

S. R. i.AciNUTA and S. R. ovat.4 are varieties

intermediate in the character of the leaf-lobing
between plumosa and tenuifolia, the leaflets being
divided almost to the mid-rib into lanceolate
segments.

S. R. TENUiKciLiA, of which an illustration is

here given, is, as before stated, the variety whose
leaves are most deeply cut, the segments being
reduced to long, narrow strips one-eighth of an
inch or less wide. It is a very handsome shrub.

S. K. si'KCTA BILLS has Creamy white flowers of a
purer shade than any other variety ; whilst in

S. R. kos.efloea they have a pink or pale purple
tinge.

S. R. I'UEESCENs is a natural variety, native of

North America, and kept up by some authorities

as a distinct species under the name of S. pubens
or S. pubescens. Its leaves are very pubescent on
the under side.

S. CANADENSIS (the American Elder).—This is

the common Elder of North America. It is not

so strictly woody as the European species,

although it grows (i feet to 1'2 feet high. The
leaves are pinnate, and the leaflets are often more
numerous than in either S. nigra or S. racemosa,
sometimes being as manj- as eleven, with the
lowest pa'r often cut up into two or three seg-

ments. The flowers, which are dull white, are

borne on a long-stalked, flat, cymose inflorescence

about a month later than those of S. nigra. The
fruit is purplish-black.

S. EiiCLUs (I)anewort or Dane's Blood).—This
hei-baceous species is a native of Europe, North
Africa, India and China. It grows from '2 feet to
4 feet high, and its long pinnate leaves consist of

seven to thirteen leaflets. The flowers are white
inside, reddish externallj', and are followed by
fruits not unlike those of the common Elder.
The whole plant has a nauseous smell when
crushed. The popular names of Dane's Blood or
Danewort are of Saxon origin, and refer to the
legend that the plant first sprung from the blood
of the Danish invaders of Britain.

S. CLAICA.—The most distinctive character of

this species as seen in this countrv is the very
glaucous covering of the fruits, giving them, al-

though they are really black, a blue-white appear-
ance. Judging by the dimensions given by
Profe.ssor Sarsrent in his " Silva of North
America," t. 222, it is apparently the largest of all

the Elders, growing from .'-io feet to ."in feet high,
with a trunk enlarged at the base to a diameter
of 1 foot to Ih feet. In Harden and Forcxt, vol.

iii., p. 508, there are given some particulars of a
remarkable specimen growing in the United
States. This tree was planted in 18."i9 or I860,

and seven years ago had reached a height of

40 feet : the spread of its branches was ;iS feet

:

its girth at 3 feet from the ground was 7 feet

2 inches, and at the enlarged base of the trunk
12 feet. At Kew it is a small shrub as yet, but it

fruited last year, and the fruits had the glaucous
colouring very marked. In foliage it is very
similar to our native Elder. It is common in

California and other ^\'estern States, where its

fruits are used for making pies and preserves. It

'

was discovered early in the century in Oregon by
the party which crossed the North American con-
tinent for the first time under the leadership of

Lewis and Clark.

During the past year Professor Sargent has
figured two Elders in Garden and Forest. The
first of them (vol. x., p. 135) is called

S. MELANocARrA.—This had long been con-
founded with S. racemosa, and in haliit and the
shape of its leaves it is practically identical with
it, but the fruits are black. It is common on the
Northern Rocky Mountains, where it grows in

moist situations at from ,3nuil feet to 8000 feet

elevation. It is a shrub 5 feet to 6 feet high.
The second plant figured (vol. x., p. 17">) has
been named

S. LEiosi'ERMA.—It extends, according to the
author of the name— ilr. Leiberg—from the moun-
tains of Oregon and Washington, northward to
Alaska. Its distinguishing character appears to
be solely in the nutlets, which are smooth, those
of S. racemosa being wrinkled.

\\'. J. Bean.

THE PINES.
Pixrs Strobcs (the White Pine) is the most
xaluable tree of the whole genus for the parks
and gardens of the wide region which it inhabits
naturally. Wherever a collection of trees was
planted in the North-eastern States more than
fiftj- years ago, the White Pine is fountl to sur-
pass all other conifers, when any others have sur-
vived, in height, thickness of trunk, and health.
Impervious to the cold of the Canadian winter
and the burning suns and dry winds of the
prairies of Kansas, the White Pine flourishes also
as no other exotic conifer flourishes in Central
Europe ; and in the gardens of Northern Italy it

is as vigorous and beautiful as it is in the forests

of Micliigan and Minnesota. The brittleness of
' the branches of this tree, which frequently break
under a load of snow or frozen sleet, is the one
drawback to the White Pine as an ornamental
tree, the symmetry of isolated specimens being
frequently ruined from this cause. The White
Pine grows w-ell on dry sandy drift gra\ els, but
only attains its noblest dimensions on well-

drained, rich soils, when its roots can reach
abundant and constant moisture. In cultivation

here at the north it will usunlly outgrow from
the start almost every otlier conifer, but newly-
plauted seedlings do best when they are protected
from wind and sun, for the White Pine is a shade-
enduring species, and in the forest the seeds ger-
minate most freely and the seedlings grow for

man}' years most vigorously under the shade of

other plants. No other tree breaks up so well
the flatness of the forest roof, and no other tree

that can be used here is so valuable to enliven

the monotony of a sky-line with its dark green,
wide-spreading crowns raised high on stately

stems.
Pints moxticola is only surpassed in magnitude

by the Sugar Pine. This is a widely-scattered
species, being distributed from the western slopes
of the Northern Rocky Mountains, over a large
part of the elevated regions of the west, growing
from the level of the sea on the shores of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to about 10,(iO:i feet on
the Californian Sierras, where trees with enormous
stems and short contorted branches withstand for

centuries the fiercest mountain gales. Pinus mon-
ticola has |jroved perfectly hardy in the neigh-
bourhood of Boston, where it has already pro-

duced cones. The cultivated trees can be dis-

tinguished from Pinus Strobus by their narrow
pyramidal habit, short remote branches, and
rather thin foliage.

Pints Cembra (the Swiss Stone Pine) is

another of the White Pines with narrow seed-
wings. It is a native of the mountains of Central
Europe, of Northern Russia, and of Siberia,

where it sometimes forms pure forests of consider-

able extent. Pinus Cembra is always a slow-
growing tree, with short, slender horizontal
branches which in youth form a dense compact
pyramid, and stout rigid blue-green lea\es clus-

tered at the ends of ttie stout branchlets. This
tree is an old inhabitant of gardens and is per-

fectly hardy in New England, where, however, it

grows very slowly, retaining its dense, handsome
pyramidal form until it is twenty-five or thirty

j'ears old, and then frequently becoming thin and
ragged. A species, Pinus pumila, near y relited

to the Stone Pine, covers the high summits of the

mountains of Northern Japan with broad, almost
impenetrable, thickets 4 feet or ."> feet high, and is

widely scattered also over.Saghalien, Kamtschatka
and the Kurile Islands. This shrub has probablj'

never been tried in our gardens, where it may be
expected to be hardj- and to grow very slowly.
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In Japan the five-leaved Pines are represented

by--
PlXns PAKVIFLORA AND PlNUS PENTAPIIYLLA.

—

The former is one of the most attractive of the

exotic Pines which decorate our gardens. It is a

common inhabitant of mountain forests above

elevations of 5000 feet, through which it is found

scattered either singly or in small groves, occa-

sionally growing to a height of 60 feet or 70 feet.

This tree is a great favourite with the Japanese,

and one of the principal subjects which they em-

ploy in dwarfing. In our gardens, where there

are now specimens from 20 feet to 25 feet in

height, Pinus parviflora grows rapidly, sending

out long picturesque, persistent branches clothed

with tufts of blue-green leaves and loaded with

short oval cones which, after ripening, turn

nearly black and do not fall for months. This

beautiful tree, which is still rarely seen in this

country, is admirably suited for the adornment of

small gardens. Tlie other Japanese five-leaved

Pine (Pinus pentaphylla), recently distinguished

by Mayr, is a rare inhaliitant of the mountain

forests of Southern Yezo. This little-known tree,

long confounded with Pinus parviflora, has been

raised in the Arnold Arboretum, where it seems

to be hardy enough, although it is still too early

to say much about it.

P:Nrs KOR.\iENSis is another really ^•aluable

plant in tlie gardens of the North-eastern States.

A native of Corea, Northern China, Manchuria,

and Kamtschatka, it was long ago introduced

into Japan, probalaly by Buddhist priests, and is

now one of the plants commonly seen in temple

gardens. From Japan it was brought to the

United States about thirty years ago, antl has

proved quite satisfactory here. In the colour

of the leaves it resembles Pinus Strobus, but it is

more compact in habit and the foliage is much
more dense, as the leaves do not fall until their

fourth or fifth year, and therefore clotlie the

branches for a long distance back from the tips,

while in Pinus Strobus the leaves mostly fall dur-

ing their second year, leaving the branches liare,

e.xcept at the extremities. Pinus koraiensis now
grows freely in the neighbourhood of Boston,

producing seeds, which, like those of all tlie five-

leaved Pines with narrow seed-wings, are large

and edible.

—

Gardrii and ForeM.

Some good shrubs.—A few shrubs of large

size that can be recommended as occasional plants

for small lawns or for shrubberies are Spiriea

ari;tfolia, Stapliylea colchica, Colutea arborescens,

Exochorda grandiflora, and the double form of

Ueutzia crenata. They should in all cases be

allowed plenty of head room tliat they may show
themselves to the best advantage.—E. C. B.,

Clarrmoiit.

Benthamia frag'ifera. — This only attains

with me the dimensions of a large shrub of

spreading habit and produces its fruit sparingly.

Tlie flowers are produced in quantity, and
although short-lived are when at their best very

bright, and the plants give a bit of colour to

shrubberies that is very welcome. There is a
poor form of the Benthamia sometimes sold

for fragifera whose flowers are poor and but

sparingly produced, and which I have never known
to fruit.—B.

Asimina triloba is a unique and interesting

tree-like shrub, with flowers in shape and colour

not to be found in any other outdoor plant.

They are produced in great profusion on esta-

blished plants, and, although by no means beau-

tiful, are remai'kable for tlieir colour and a

peculiar odour as they approach the decaying
stage. They appear to possess at once an attrac-

tion and a fatal influence to insect life. I have
often found tliem studded with gnats that, once

caught, seem to have no power to make their

escape.— E.

Cliiorantlius virginicus.—This, commonly
known as the Virginian Fringe Tree, although

introduced 100 years ago, is not often found in

gardens. It grows here into a shajiely specimen
if planted in a sheltered position, the plant being

15 feet high and nearly as much in diameter. In
its season there is no more interesting plant to be
found in the garden alike from the wealth of bloom
and the delicate beauty of spike and the tiny
individual flowers. I cordially recommend it to

planters as one of the finest large shrubs.—E. B.

,

Clarrmovt.

AMERICAN NOTES.
C'bat.T'X:us coedata.—Fifty-j'ears ago this so-

called Washington Thorn was more frequently
seen in our gardens than it is to-day, although it

is one of the most beautiful of the liardy small
trees available for our plantations. It is very
hardy ; it blooms later tlian the other species and
its flowers are produced in great profusion. These
are followed by small showy orange-coloured
fruits, which hang on the branches until winter,

a delightful contrast at this season with the large
oblong bright scarlet, lustrous haws, which hang
on the branches long after the leaves fall and well
into the winter. This interesting tree originated
in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, where it was.
raised, it has been said, from a seed of Crataegus
mexicana. More probably it is a hybrid of
Crataegus Crus-galli, which it resembles in many
characters, and of some species not easily deter-
mined. Whatever its origin may have been,,
however, this is a perfectly hardy tree of good
habit, and in the autumn it is unsurpassed in
beauty of foliage and fruit. Altogether, it is one
of the most desirable of the whole genus for the
north, and a plant of first-rate merit.

CRAT.'EGrs PiN.N'.\TiFinA, Sometimes cultivated
in China for its edible fruit and distinguished by
its deeply divided leaves, is conspicuous in the

i

autumn from the brilliant orange and scarlet

Samhucus glauca (syn., S. californica). (See p. 07.)

and in No\ember, after the foliage of most native
plants has fallen, the lustrous leaves turn bright
orange colour and make a delightful contrast with
the darker fruits. Tliis is such a clean, hardy,
well-belia\ed plant and so entirely free from the
attacks of insects and fungoid diseases, tliat it

ought to be one of the most popular of our native

trees for general park planting. Hardly less

beautiful at this season of the year is

Cr.-vt.ecus viBiDis. This is one of the largest

of the American Hawthorns, and a southern spe-

cies. It has, however, proved hardy in the
Arnold Arboretum, where there are now a number
of large plants which during the first week of

November were brilliant with their orange and
scarlet foliage and small bright red fruits.

Chat.ici!US Carrieri. — This is valuable, not
only for the beauty of its fruit, but for the splendid .

orange and scarlet tints of its leaves, which make

tints of its foliage. A perfectly hardy small tree,

this promises to be an important addition to
plants of this class.

CRYrTOMERiA.i.ii'ON[CA.—Japan owesmuchof the
beauty of its temple gardens to the Cryptomeria.
The Sugi, as Cryptomeria japonica is called in its

native country, is tlie most generally planted timber
tree of the empire, and its wood is more generally
used tlian that of any other conifer. It is one of

the commonest trees in all temple gardens and in

many roadside plantations, and sometimes rises to
the height of 125 feet, with a tall trunk tapering
abruptly from a broad base, covered with bright
cinnamon-red bark and crowned with an irregular

conical dark green head. In beauty and majesty
of port it has no ri\al except in the Sequoias
of California. The wood of the Sugi is coarse-

grained, with thick layers of annual growth, dark
red heartwood and thick pale sapwood. Easily
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worked and strong and durable, it is employed
in all sorts of building. The bark, which is

always carefully preserved when the trees are cut,

is used to cover the roofs of houses. Cryptomeria
japonica does not really thrive in Europe or in the

United States, and although it was first sent to

Europe more than fifty years ago, I ha\e never seen

a pi'omising specimen of this tree outside of .Tapan.

It is fairly hardy even in tlie neigbourhood of

Boston in sheltered and well-protected positions,

but never looks truly happy in regions which
might be supposed to be much better suited to it

than Eastern Massachusetts, like the South
Atlantic States, Southern England, and the Italian

lakes, a district where nearly all conifers grow
more freely probably than in any other part of

Europe.

Taxodium disticiium.—Tlie pride of our south-
ern coast forests, and one of the largest and most
valuable timber trees in the world, Taxodium
distichum, in tpite of its semi-aquatic habit and
southern home, has proved a first-rate park and
garden tree, showing the vigour of its constitu-

tion in its ability to flourish when transplanted to

dry ground in climates of severe winter cold and
summer drought, like that of Eastern Massa-
chu.setts, where several sijecimens have been
growing for seventy or eighty >'ears. Up to the
present time, however, the Bald Cypress has re-

tained in cultivation its rather formal pyramidal
habit, and I have never seen a cultivated tree
which showed any indication of assuming the
mature form with low, broad, flat crown of wide-
spreading branches which distinguishes this tree

in its native river swamps, and which, raised high
above dark waters on its stately buttressed trunk,
makes it one of the most majestic and impressive
trees of our forests. There is a form of the Bald
Cypress in gardens with pendulous branches (var.

pendulum), which is a distinct and handsome
plant.

TiiK Mexican Bald Cypress (Taxodium mu-
cronulatura), which was first distinguished from
the tree of the Southern States by an Italian

botanist who studied a cultivated plant in the
Botanic Garden at Naples, is possibly a distinct
species, althougli when more thoroughl}' known
it may prove to be a mere geographical form of

our tree.

A CHANT TiUMA.—A portrait of the base of the
trunk of a remarkable specimen of the so-called
Red Cedar of tlie north-west coast (Thuja plicata
or gigantea) is published in a recent issue of TIi<:

Pacijii- Hiirril Pnxi. This tree stands near Sno
qualmie Falls, on the Seattle and International
Railway, and the circumference of the trunk at
the ground is given as loO feet 7 inches. As this
is one of the showiest-growing of the western
conifers, this tree has probably lived for more
than lUOU years.

W(ioi) OF Tuur Tree.—In the display of
timbers representing 118 varieties made at the
Nashville Exposition by the Nashville, Chatta-
nooga, and St. Louis Railroad, and occupying
10,OOIJ square feet of floor space and a large out-
side area, are two remarkable specimens of Yellow
Poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera). One of these
is a log 42 feet long, 1(1 feet 4 inches in diameter
at the butt, and 7 feet in diameter at the smaller
end. This sijecimen contains 12(i0 cubic feet and
is about 60l( years old. The other specimen is

48 feet long with an a\ erage diameter of 7 feet.

Prunus Max[mowic/.i has been raised in the
Arnold Arboretum from seeds brought by Pro-
fessor Sargent from Northern Japan, and al-

though it has not yet flowered in this country,
it gives every hope of success here in its rapid
healthy growth and perfect hardiness. At the
end of October the plants were conspicuous from
the scarlet colouring of the leaves, which are even
more brilliant than those of Prunus Pseudo-cera-
sus, its associate in the forests of Yezo. Of the
deciduous-leaved trees entii-ely new to cultivation,
this Cherry is certainly one of the most promising
and interesting.

ExKiANTiius CAMPANULATUs, the representative
of a small genus of Southern and Eastern Asia, is

one of the most beautiful flowering plants in
Japan. In its native forests it is a tree occasion-
ally ."0 feet high, with a trunk sometimes a foot
in diameter, covered with smooth, light red bark
and abundant campanulate Andromeda-like white
flowers borne in elongated, many-flowered, race-
mose panicles. Raised in the Arnold Arboretum
from seeds gathered by Professor Sargent in 1892,
it has so far jiroved hardy in tlie climate of
Massachusetts, although, of course, it is too soon
to form any oiiinion of its real value as a garden
plant in this country. During the last week of
October the plants in the arboretum were par-
ticularly noticeable from the brilliant colour of
the leaves.

—

Garden and ForeM.

Market Gardening.

THE TROPICAL SUMMERS OF 1896-97 :

THEIR EFFECTS ON THE FRUIT
TREES AND FRUIT CROPS.*

In reviewing the many-sided effects of the tropical
summers of 1890-97, the facts range themselves as
favourable and unfavourable. The tropical heat,
combined with drying winds, and the general
absence of rain during the spring months of the
period under notice, dried the soil to an unusual
extent ; and although in 1898 abundant autumnal
rains fell, in 1897 the months of September and
October were the driest known for years. The
efl'ect of the heavy rains of the autumn of 1890
was felt in the activity of the sap and the remain-
ing of the foliage on fruit trees rather later than
usual, ami consequently the trees did not get that
rest which is as necessary for the vegetable world
as for the animal creation ; and I agree with Mr.
R. D. Blackmore that the general failure of fruit
crops of 1897 was largely due to that cause. The
want of power in the trees themselves to lay up
that necessary nutriment, and ability to perfect
embryo fruit-buds, was arrested at a critical
period, and, as reported in the gardening papers,
many cases of imperfect blossoms were noted in
fruits, and doubtless many more facts would have
been discovered had they been suspected and
looked for. To outward appearance the blossoms
were perfect, the corollas being bold, as usual

;

but in many individuals either stamens or pistils
were wanting, and no doubt also the upper or
fruit-nourishing roots suflfered from the want of
surface moisture, and thus were prevented from
doing their woik—while lower anchor - roots
struck deeper and deeper to gain moisture and
sustenance for the development of the tree, making
the subject less fertile, and adding gross wood to
all garden trees. Tims trees were found to re-

quire root-pruning more than usual to restore that
relative balance of fruit and wood- producing power
which a well-managed fruit tree should exhiliit.

In orchards (especially among young trees) the
want of fruit is a distinct benefit, as the trees are
then enabled to grow strongly befoi-e starting to
crop, and a foundation is thus laid for full deve-
lopment and after- success ; as if a young orchard
tree commences to crop in its earlier stages, its

after-growth is checked for years, and in the
future such checked trees produce pecks where
bushels of fruit should be garnered. In the drj'

autumn of 1897 matters were difterent, and the
glorious and gorgeous colours of the foliage on
Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines, the fine russet-
brown of the Apple foliage, and the golden Plum
leaves lead us to infer that Nature's work has
been well and truly done, and witli a fair spring
a good all-round crop may be anticipated in 1898.

Although from a nurseryman's point of view the
shorter and stouter growth fruit trees made in

1890-97 meant some loss and extra expense
in staking for standard trees, itc, still the
growers cannot fail to be great gainers in having
the wood of fruit trees well ripened, as lieavy

frosts tell much less severely on such perfected

trees. If this is felt in the south, how much
more must it benefit planters who live in the mid-

land and northern counties ! The pretty fruit shown
by Mr. Day, from (ialloway, and the grand Pears

from Mr. Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens, sent to

the Royal Horticultural Society, bear out this

fully.

Colour in the Fruit.

The fruit of the Jubilee year, 1897, will be
remembered more for its remarkably high colour

and development than for great size. Many
examples submitted to me have been more beauti-

ful than in former years ; for example, crimson
Blenheim Orange Apples, Warner's King, and
other green Apples with scarlet flushes on the

sunny side, and Doyonnedu Comice and other Pears

with lovely red cheeks ; while many Russets have
lost their character and come out with golden
skins, only broken here and there with russet.

Many of the less hardy Apples, as Lord Suffield,

Ribston and King of the Pippins, with Glou
Morceau, Bergamote d'Esperen, Gansel's Berga-

niot, and other Pears, have been so handsome and
good, that planters have called for them freely,

forgetting that they are not to lie relied upon (as

a rule) for freedom from canker or remarkable

for quality. Their extra good appearance,

flavour, &c., point a moral, and doubtless we
ought to place these and similar good but

variable Apples on walls or in warmer places.

Apples of the type of American Mother, Melon,

Scarlet Nonpareil, Allen's Everlasting, Duke of

Devon, Stunner Pippin, with those that do not

always ripen well, as Calville Blanc, Boston

Russet, Calville Rouge, Chatlcy's Kernel,

Reinette du Canada, and Dutch Mignonne,
with Beurrc Diel, Bergamote d'Esperen, Olivier

des Serres, Beurre Ranee, Beurre Baltet, Presi-

dent Osmonville, Easter Beurre, Zephirin Gre-

goire, &c.. Pears, would not be out of place on

many walls which are well situated, and now
devoted to a doubtful crop of Peaches or Nec-

tarines, especially those old walls, unpointed and
full of nail-boles, one often sees in gardens, where
choice Pears and Apples would flourish and gi%e

good results. The extended use of large and
handsome Apples for decoration should lead

growers to place Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bucking-

ham, Belle de Pontoise, the Queen, King of Tom-
kins County, Twenty Ounce, Gascoigne's Seed-

lings, &c. , on walls for this purpose.
One special feature of the 1897 fruit crops wi s

the general success of the British raised varieties,

such as Nonpareil, Northern Greening, Wyken
Pippin, Blenheim Orange, Devonshire Quarren-

den. Yellow Ingestre, Stirling Castle, Wellington,

Ecklinville, Kerry Pippin, Keswick Codliii,

Winter (,lueening, Nanny, Hormead's, Lane's

Prince Albert among Apples ; and Hessle,

Althorp Crassane, Hacon's Incomparable, Bishop's

Thumb, Pitmaston Duchess, Crawford, Aston
Town, Eyewood, and Knight's Monarch among
Pears, causing a demand to arise for trees of

many old and superseded kinds, which for market
purjioses are yet valuable. The general crops on

the Codlin and early Apples and Pears need only

be noted to state the fact that such kinds ha\e
time to recover themselves after the fruit is

gathered, and so prove regularly fertile. Ex-
ceptional prices have been made of some fruits.

In my district, Devonshire Quarrenden, Ingestre,

and Ribston Apples have sold well (one grower
selling 100 bushels of the last as gathered at

14s. Od. per bushel), while Cox's Orange Pippins

made up to '2,5s. per bushel retail ; and Welling-

ton, with a Peach-like colour, made 10s. Od.

wholesale. As might be expected, the heat and
drought have caused all late Pears to ripen

montlis before their usual season, and by the

time this is in print many fruit rooms will scarcely

have a Pear in them ; at present Olivier des

Serres and Beurre de .Jonghe, with a few Easter

Beurr^ from open trees, are all I possess. But 1

am inclined to think thorough ripening will allow

hile thev willA paper read at a meeting cf the Horticultural Ajiples to keep as late as usual.

Club on Tuesday, the 11th inst., by Mr. George certainly not be so large examples— in short,

Bunyard, The Nurseries, Maidstone. I beauty will compensate for mere size.
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Peaches and Nectarines.

I'erliaps no outside fruit felt the grand weather
of 1896-97 more than Peaches and Nectarines on
walls. The trees made that reddish wood so dear
to the cultivator's eye and the crop set well, and
the fruit where the trees were copiously watered
grew out to a fine size, and coloured to perfection,

raising the almost lost hopes of man}' old
gardeners to encourage them to persevere in their

open-wall cultivation ; those who had late Peaches
made long prices, as the fruit under glass was
forwarded by the heat, and thus made a market
for the outdoor cro|>. Peaches and Nectarines are

yearly more in demand. I attribute the failure of

the Plum crop to the causes already named-
Plums, by their surface-rooting nature, would
naturally be attected more than deeper- rooting
fruits. I cannot refrain from again cautioning
gardeners against relying on a few varieties for

an annual crop ; and the best kinds for quality
should be planted in various positions to ensure a

return, and also to lengthen the season of each
kind. Market growers naturally go in for the
sorts favoured b}- tlie public, but I am inclined to

think many less known but reliable croppers
should be introduced. Strawberries, Raspberries
and bush fruits generally cropjied where good deeii

culti\ation was practised.
In conclusion, it is evident that cultivators

should do all in their ].iower to utilise all the sun-
shine possible, and the protection they possess
added to careful thinning of boughs and fruit,

giving liberal encouragement to the trees that
crop, and not over-feeding those that are barren.

Rose Garden.

ROSES DOUBLE BUDDED.
We are fre<iueiitly reminded of the advantages
to be derived from double grafting certain

varieties of Pears, but one seldmn hears of the

system being recommended for Roses that are

sliy Howering or weakly in grciwtli. Cloth of

Gold is probably the most difticult Rose the

Rose grower has to contend with, not so much
as regards its growth as the paucity of blos-

soms it yields. We read of it flourishing under
the name of Chromatella in various favoured
spots on the Continent and in serai- tropical

climates, and this does not cause us surprise

when we consider the tliorough ripening the
wood receives. Some years ago I liudded this

lovely old Rose uptin a one-year-old jilant of

Cheshunt Hybrid that had been budded upon
the De la Gritt'eraic stock. The Cheshunt
Hybrid had made two strong growths, and in

early August the buds of Cloth of Gold were
inserted at the base of these shoots. The
following February all the growths of Cheshunt
Hybrid were removed as far down as the
inserted buds, and by the autumn two strong
shoots of Cloth of Gold were produced. The
plant was carefully lifted and planted into a

tub in a cold house for the winter. During the
summer this house was kept close and moist
for other sidjjects, air being freely admitted l)y

l~!eptembei'. The result of this treatment was
a splendid crop of ripened shoots. No pruning
whatever was done, merely si)reading out the
shoots the following spring, and never have I

seen such a grand cro]i of blossoms from a three-

year-old plant as 1 obtained that year. The
Hciwers were lovely, every one perfect in form
and delicate in colouring. I feel convinced tlie

double budding, aided certainly by the thorough
ripening of the shoots, and the let-alone system
of pruning was the chief factor in giving this

tuperb display.

I would recommend any lover of this old

variety to bud a few this coming sunnner on
to some vigorous young climbers growing
ujjon walls, and if possible have them removed

and grown under glass, and they will be amply
repaid, for, apart from the incentive natural to

every gardener of producing what has hitherto

been considered ditticult, he will have a Rose
that even to this day is unsurpassed for beauty

of form and purity of colour.

A friend of mine some years ago was always
enabled to exhibit Cloth of Gold in fine form,

and he said his flowers were produced from
buds inserted into young, vigorous shof)ts of an

old established i)lant of the yellow Banksian
Rose growing upon a south-west wall. The
roots of this Banksian were in close proximity

to an old cesspool. It was a marvellous jilant,

full of vigour, and always flowered most abun-

dantly. The young shoots that had been

budded were removed as far down as the in-

serted buds, otherwise the Banksian was not

interfered with. P-

Rose Bridesmaid as a winter Rose.—
This Ho;c remains unecpialled as the best pink

\ariety for winter blooming. It must, however,

be remembered that this only applies to the

winter months from No\ ember to March, for with

the advent of spring comes a demand from the

florist for the pale and lovely Catherine Mermet.

It becomes, therefore, necessary for the grower

to retain both varieties. Some recent kinds, such

as Maman Cochet, will never dethrone these two
beauties from their proud position of being the

best pink varieties for early forcing. Maman
Cochet opens much too slow ever to be of any
value to the grower for market, however grand it

maj' lie for the exhibitor.

Renovating climbing Roses on walls.—
Now would be an excellent time to rejuvenate

such climbers as are showing signs of becoming
worn out. Remove about a cartload of the old

soil, taking care to save every small fibrous ro,t.

The tap roots, or at any rate some of them,

may be severed. Replace the soil removed with

some good compost consisting of three [jarts un-

sifted maiden loam, one part two-year-old cow
manure and a sprinkling of lime or old mortar,

charcoal and crushed bones or bone-meal. Lay
the roots out as carefully as if a Vine was being

planted and tread soil in firmly, afterwards

mulching with some well-decayed manure. The
result following this treatment will quickly be

manifest, and instead of small, puny flowers we
shall obtain (juantities approaching exhibition

form.
Rose Mme. Isaac Pereire.—From this beau-

tiful Bourbon Rose I gathered the first week in

December some very good blossoms. Although
perhaps Roses have been exce[)tionally late this

year, ne\ ertheless at the time stated there were

very few other varieties yielding buds. I should

mention that the plants of Mme. I. Peieire were

on their own roots. It becomes more clear to me
each year that Roses on their own roots are the

best to give a succession of flowers. The colour

of the blossoms is \ivid carmine, and the \ery

vigorous growth and splendid foliage single it

out as a most worthy variety to grow as a

standard, for it makes a splendid head, a point

never to Ije lost sight of when planting standard

Roses. It is also very successful in pillar form

or for massing. As it seeds freely one may reason-

ably expect some good ott'spring from a Rose that

has already given us that superb variety, Mrs.

Paul.—P.
Rose E. Veyrat Hermanos (Tea).—New

varieties of climbing Roses are very slow to es-

tablish their claims upon rosarians, for their true

character cannot be developed under three or

four years. Those who were fortunate to see the

above Rose flower last summer immediately re-

sol\ ed to obtain a good stock of it. The flowers

have a certain resemblance to those of Comtesse
de Nadaillac and Jean Ducher when these Roses
assume their best bronzy yellow tints. One
cannot well give a Rose a better character than

this, and I shall be much surprised if this variety

does not speedily take a leading position. It

shimld flower well from two-year-old standards
where the growths are left almost intact, but of

course this remains to be proved, (lenerally

speakinw, climbing Teas are best grown as stan-

dards, the more so if wall space is limited. The
raiser of the Rose under notice is M. Bernaix,
and he has already given us some useful kinds,

such as Claire Jacquier, Adelina, Viviand Morel,
Mme. E. A. Nolti', and Josephine Marot.

Roses of I'Ideal type.—It is not surpris-

ing that these Roses invite attention. Novelty
of colour in flowers appears to be the predomi-
nant attraction, and in I'Ideal we certainly have
a unique shade of colour. Not content with
giving us this lovely Rose, the French raisers

have produced two or three varieties that some-
what approach I'Ideal in tinge. Dr. Rouges is

one of these. Its colour is deep red with orange
shading. The buds are long and handsome.
Another beautiful variety is Beaute Inconstante,

with flowers of fair size and of an intense hue
suffused with coppery orange and scarlet. The
blossoms vary considerably, many of them coming
of a pale creamy colour on the plant that bears

the coppery scarlet flowers. Yet another Rose
of the same type is Wasily Chludoff. This is

described as coppery red tinted with yellow, and
as it was introduced by the raiser who sent out

I'Ideal, it should prove to be a worthy acquisition.

—P.

Kitchen Garden.

BROAD BEANS.
Theke are now so many varieties of these cata-

logued that unless one is well acquainted with

them it is puzzling to know which to select.

There are, however, at least half-a-dozen varie-

ties grown in our gardens now that were in

existence at the commencement of the present

century, thus showing that this vegetable does

not degenerate so (piickly as some others. The
impro^•ement has not therefore been so rapid

as one would have thought, considering what a

favourite vegetable it is with some. There can

be no doubt that of late a much greater advance

has been made, both in the long-podded and
Windsor varieties, but from observations it

takes a long time to make any marked improve-

ment by selection, and this can only be accom-

plished by a careful study of the habits of the

plants. There may be a triHing difl'erence both

in colour of foliage and habit, but it is so slight

that none but a careful observer would notice

it. After several years' .selection of the finest

pods of the most distinct character the type

becomes fixed, and may then be said to be an

improvement, such as is observed in the Mas-

terjiiece Longpod. It was once the jiractice

to sow the Early Mazagan and Dwarf Fan in

November, as it was thought the others were

not sutticiently hardy to withstand the winter,

but I have never known any of the Longpods

suffer during winter unless they have been ton

forward. It is, however, well in exposed places to

afl'ord them some shelter in severe weather in case

the cold, biting winds we sometimes experience

should seriously injure them. I have sown Broad

Beans early in Nu\ember and transiilanted

them in February, when the weather has been

mild, with marked success. This transplanting

caused a check which was beneficial to the plants,

rendering them less sappy. If sown in the

autunui. except in favoured places, it is far

better to dibble the seeds in a few inches ai)art

each way, and afterwards transplant them in

rows. I have tried many methods to get a

forward crop, but have found none better than

that just described. When the seed is sown

in boxes, unless the plants are thoroughly

hardened ofl' liefore being planted out, they are

sure to suft'er should a se\'ere frost follow.
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while if grown in the open there is no risk of

having the plants drawn up before being trans-

j)lanted. It is a conimcm practice to grow this

crop too thiclvly togetlier, wlieruas if more
room were allowed them there would be a better

chance for the flowers to set more freely. If

a double row is jjlaiited in February or JIarch,

tlie two lines forming this ought not to be a less

distance from each other than a foot, and a

space of '•• inches should be allowed between
every plant. Where the ground is in good
heart this will be found none too much, as the

j)lants W'ill grow strongly. Early - planted
Beans usually make a number of ofl'sets close to

the ground ; it is, however, advisable not to

allow these to remain, as they take the nourish-

ment from the main stem, and as they would
not grow so strongly are frequently Ijroken off

or fall over when in flower, the consequence
being the seeds do not swell so rapidly. If thej'

are removed early the main growth will stand

upright and set a quantity of flowers at each
joint. These early sowings or plantings always
grow stronger than those made later in tlie

season ; for this reason a greater distance should
be allowed them.

.Successional sowings should be made about
every three weeks till July. The.se late sow-
ings, however, are sometimes very troublesome,
as the Broad Bean does not thrive on a hot, dry
soil. Given a stifi', retentive, moderately rich

loam, good crops may usually be had till late in

the autunui, but on light, dry soils in the

south they make but slow progress in hot
weather. When the plants have attained a

height of 30 inches or 3 feet the hearts should
be taken out of them, as this will induce the
flowers to set more freely and prevent the
black fly to a great extent from doing serious

damage, as it is in the points of these shoots
that they mostly harb(.>ur, tin; young leaves

nverlapping each other making it ditticult to

dislodge them. There are now so many good
varieties of Longpodsthat the Windsors are but
little gronn. The former, being much more
easy to grow, are more productive and find

favour on the exhibition table, but the Wind-
sors are certainly the best flavoured. Had
there been as nnich improvement made in these
as there is in the Longpods, they would doubt-
less have still held their own both in private
gardens and market gardens. The ground fi.ir

Broad Beans shouhl be dug in tlie autumn,
that it may settle down before planting time,

particularly if of a light, sandy nature, as it

would be too loose for the well-being of this

crop if turned up in spring. Care should be
taken in gathering. It is far better to u.se a
sharp knife, and take only those that are ready,
instead of pulling all ofl' together that hajipen
to be growing in a cluster. H. C. P.

Pea May ftueen.—This is one of the very
best of the earlj- Marrow varieties and should he
largely grown. It is good in the open air, or it

may be grown in boxes under glass, and is sure
to give satisfaction at the table. The haulm is

fairly strong and reaches aliout 3 feet in height,
and, if thinly sown and otherwise properly culti-

vated, will be covered almost from the ground
with the cliaracteristic long, liroad pods. Such
Peas are far preferable to the Kingleader type
and equally early, plants raised under glass in
February and planted out being ready to gather
from early in May.

Potato Windsor Castle.—This popular kind
is one of the few Potatoes that turn out of good
quality in a heavy, moist soil. It is one of the
moit useful anywhere, for not only are the tubers
of good quality when dry, but if kept properly
they are equally as good far into the new year.
Here it is far less liable to disease than Magnum

Bonum, and it possesses a hardiness of constitu-

tion that is wanting in man}' other good Potatoes.

Out of half a dozen second early kinds tried last

season, this was the best in cropping and quality,

though the seed has been grown in the same gar-

den several years in succession.—H., ^iiijth/L:

Sowing Radishes on early borders.—
Where it is desired to make the most of small,

early borders, Radishes may be sown in alternate
drills with the smaller early Carrots, the Radishes
being off the ground before the Carrots need
much room. I know some growers object to sow-
ing Carrot seed too early outside, but the covering
necessary for the Radishes protects it, and I have
never had it fail. In the west of England man}-
of the market growers sow Parsley as well, the
other crops being pulled and the Parsley trans-

planted, one row always containing sutticient

plants to make two.— H.

Italian Corn Salad.—Where frame and house-
room is scarce, this should be largely grown for

salading during the first three months of the
year. It maj', of course, be used all the year
round, but in summer, when Lettuce is plentiful,

it is not always so much appreciated. The best
position is on a sheltered border, and the soil

should be in good heart, but not o\er-rich, the
aim being to get strong, yet hard plants that will

stand any reasonable amount of frost. For early

spring use the seed may be sown thinly in drills

at the latter end of August, other sowings being
made at inter\'als from February till June if re-

quired in summer and autumn. Keeping the soil

free of weeds is all the attention afterwards
needed.

Dwarf kidney Beans.—Rarely do we hear
of eti'oits to accelerate dwarf Beans for early out-

door cropping by raising plants under glass to put
out on to a warm border so soon as danger from
frost is o\ er. Yet it is very evident that if seed
of any good variety for the purpose—ilohawk,
Xe Plus Ultra or Long-podded Negro—be sown
singly in small pots early in April and placed in

a gentle warmth, yet in am[)le light, very
stout, sturdy jilants may be had ready to put
out by the middle of Ma}-, especially if previously

somewhat hardened by exposure in a cold house
or frame. Plants so treated would be fully three

weeks in advance of any sown outdoors at the end
of April, and being somewhat potbound, would
naturally turn in to fruit early also.

—

I).

Size in vegetables.—Arising from a discus-

sion as to the relative merits of larg3 r. small
Brussels Sprouts, a protest was raised some little

time ago in The (i.vKnEN as to the ever-increasing

size in vegetables. I can understand anytliing

that is coarse being shelved, but, given an eciuality

from a quality standpoint, I think the largest pro-

ductions will always stand first. The note has
arisen from a few plants of a variety of Brussels

Sprouts that are new to me appearing this j'ear in

a batch of Paragon, a good strain for late work.
From the 300 or 4(.IU put out I have selected, per-

liajis, half a dozen, the plants below average
height, sturdy and compact, with very thick

stems, the sprouts very large, nearly 'iA inches

long and 2 inches in diameter. A peculiarity of

the strain is a blue-grey tinge, pervading the

whole plant. The sprouts are of excellent (juality,

as mild as can be desired, size certainly not being
in this case allied to coarseness. Just the same
conclusion was drawn in the case of the garden
Drumhead Cabbage. It is a large type averaging,

with good cultivation, 10 lbs. each, and 3et, well

cooked, every whit as mild as the best Tom
Thumb Savoy or St. John's Day Cabbage. Four
or five of the latter are as good as one Drumhead,
that I admit, but the argument, again, as in the

case of the sprouts, is that a big Cabbage is not
nece^farily strong, but, on the contrary, is as

good as the smaller types, just as a Slagnum
Cauliflower is (juite up to the mark of a small

early Snowball, and although not holding a

special brief for big vegetables, I do not think

they should be condemned. Huge roots of

Parsiiiiis and Carrots are now available not from
any specially prepared soil, but from seed sown

on the ground on which Celery was planted in

1896, with no further dressing. Is quality in this

case sacrificed in favour of size ? Not a liit of it,

and the extra weight secured is a decided advan-

tage where a large supply is required. Once
again, from a big quarter of Red (Uobo Turnip I

have pulled and tried two distinct types of roots,

the one very large, the other of medium size.

There is absolutely no difference in them, the

extra sized roots are as firm and solid, and cook

just as well as the others.—E. C. B., Clunmonl.

Notes of the Week.

Funkia vndulata fol. var.— If s^alted early

into growth, this prttty form will be fouDd m03t usefnl

in ibe conservatory or elsewhere for its efl'-ctive foli-

age, which when grown under glass protection is even

brighter than is usual in the open ground.

Epaeris Vesta.—This, with its sp-kes of snow-

white blossoms that are very freely produced in ijuite

small plan's, i.> among the most useful of this group

in winter. Plants of two yeirs' u- owth, and li'tle

more than 18 inches high, are very useful at the pre-

sent time.

Eupatorium cdoratum. — This useful plant

is grown in large numVers at Syun House, where

it is found of great service by^reason of its simple

cultural requirements and its a-iaptability to early

forcing generally. It is an excellent plant when grown
into large bushes.

Camellia Monarch.-Though giveu to ppirt in

some of the flowers, this handsome kind is among the

most striking and attractive at mid.viuter, when the

brilliant erimson-Ecarlet blossoms, which are also of

large size, are most efl'ectiv. The tine glossy foliage

and vigorous habit enhance the value of this, oue of

the showiest of its tribe.

Pourcroya eubensis Lindenl.—A very hand,

some specimen cf this in the succulent hou e at

Kew attracts attention. One of the larger exiraples

in a square wooden box has the variegated parts mOot
pronouiu;d, and being raided to a good height by the

receptacle containing it, forms a rather conspicmns
fea'ure. The massive leaves are of cnus djtab e

length, and being well coloured are ve-y striking.

Lenten Roses from Fontainebleau.-M.
Dugourd, of Fontainebleau, who has raised many
fine varieties of these, sends us some fine blooms,

mostly richly spotted and handsome dark plum-

purple kinds. The mild season has hastened

their blooming and given the early blooms greater

size, but no matter what the year, these plants are

always ready to open their flowers before the

winter goes.

Eranthemum pulchellum.—This old-fash-

ioned greenhou.se plant is not so often seen as

formerly, though it is still worth a ))lace for the

sake of its ett'ective colour. It also makes a

capital subject for winter flowering when grown
for this purpose, and being of easy culture, good
plants are readily formed . The spikes of rich and
bright blue flowers are very attractive among the

other occui>ants of the conservatory at this sea-

son, and where the plants have been stopped once

or twice in the season of growth are produced
freely also.

Rhododendron Lord Wolseley. — In the

clear orange apricot flowcis of this kind there is

a distinctness of colour by no means connnou, and
which at once attracts attention. It is one of the

many javanico hybrids, and evidently a free-

flowering winter variety also, the heads of blos-

soms being of good size and compact, ^'ery dis-

tinct, too, is one called Sybil, a sort of rose-cerise

sliade, while Aphrodite is of that delicate blush

and pink shade that is ever jjleasing to a large

number. These are just now very attractive, and
flowering as they do in quite small plants, are

acceptable in many ways in the greenhouse, where
they continue a long time in good condition.

Veltheimia viridifolia.—This is one of the

most interesting bulbous plants now in flower,

and a plant by no means >o fref|uently seen us its

merits deserve. Even for its beautifully undu-

lated leaves the plant is worth growing, yet apart

from this it is a very free-flowering plant alto.
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Quite ordinary-sized roits will produce a single

spike of flowers, and with increased strength this

may reach to half-a-dozen or even more. As the
age of the plant increases offsets are produced
about the parent root, and these in turn each
produce a spike of bloom. The flowers ars pro-

duced in a large terminal spike or raceme, and
closely clustered together in considerable num-
bers. The floweis are reddish and sometimes
spotted, pendulous, and borne on a stout stem
I J feet above the handsome tuft of wavy leaves.

A very cool greenhouse is ample for the require-
ments of this useful plant.

Filmy Ferns.—At a meeting of the members
of the Sunderland Gardeners' Society, held lately,

Mr. G. W. Fowler, an amateur, exhibited a
magnificent collection of Hymenophyllace;e, grown
under cold treatment, showing that this lovely
class of Ferns can be grown well under adverse
circumstances. The following were the specimens
shown : Hymeno[)hyllum tunbridgense, H. imi-

laterale, H. cruentum, H. chiloense, H. demissum,
H. demissum var. nitens, H, polyanthos, H.
fucoides, H. caudiculatum, Trichomanes radicans,
T. venosum, T. exsectum, and T. auriculatum. I

think the above worth notice, as showing what
can be done with this beautiful class of Ferns
under quite cold treatment—a sunk frame outside
matted up during frost. These jjlants are easily

grown in a damp frame, giving very little trouble.
- P. N. Fkaser, ]\0<-kjield, Miirnn/fi(rl(/, Er/lii-

litir(ih.

Chrysanthemum W. H. Iiincoln.— This
still occupies a good position, not only as an early
kind, but as a late variety also. Quantities of its

flowers are now marketed in October in good con-
dition, while yesterday, January 16, I cut the
last of the season's supply. These were from
cuttings inserted in April and May last, the last-

named batch having been produced in the open,
and therefore sturdy and strong. I have often
had excellent blooms as late as the 10th and 12th
of January by a similar method, which is worth
adopting where ver3' late supplies of blossom
must be maintained. This variety, in my opinion,
is a naturally late one, even though very early
flowers are secured by special means. I fear

many err on the side of too late stopping, and
have blind buds as the result. Cuttings of the
April batch grown without stopping at all yielded
a good supply for the Christmas decorations.—J.

Cypripedium insigne.—While it is generally
admitted that the flowers of this species with
others also of the same genus last a long time in a
cut state when remo\-ed from the plants, few
would realise that flowers would keep quite fresh
for weeks after being placed in water. On De-
cember IG a few blooms kindlj' given me by a
neighboui'ing gardener were placed in water in

the sitting-room, while to-day (January 10) only
two of the number are fading. Several others
are quite fresh and plump, and in the two faulty
blooms it was noted that the sheath of the scape
first showed signs of distress. The flowers
have been kejjt in ordinary water, to which the
smallest pinch of salt was added. Once every
week the water has been changed, a small jior-

tion being removed from the stem each time, tlie

flowers being allowed to drain a few hours in a
dry glass, which may possibly have assisted in
keeping them so long fresh and .sound.

Deutzia gracilis.—It speaks volumes for the
pojiularity of any plant that is grown by the
hundred in a private garden for the sake of its

cut bloom. At Syon House the plants of this
ranged from such as were suited to 6-inch
pots and others up to 12 inches across. In
one of the forcing houses there were at least one
hundred plants in these varying sizes that quite
early in December were just showing the points
of the trusses. Many of the larger examples
were fine bushes full of useful-sized twigs whose
value can scarcely be overestimated, for whether
required for cutting or for furnishing they will

undoubtedly be of great service wlien in flower.

It is one of several such batches that are each
year forced into bloom. The ^vhole of this

immense stock has been raised in the gardens
at Syon, and a glance at the plants is sulticient to
satisfy anyone of their value. In the large
bushes there will be a long and welcome supply of
material, and the graceful sprays of blossom are
effective in any arrangement of flowers at this
season.

Helleborus niger (Bath variety). — It is

scarcely possible to conceive a more valuable
N'ariety than this from any or every standpoint.
It is of excllent constitution, with pure white
blossoms that are borne more freely than in
any other of the generally cultivated Helle-
borus niger forms. In all these respects this
valuable Christmas Rose is not only a fitting
ornament for any garden, but equally so for cut-
ting, where the large, handsome, and finely im-
bricated blossoms are sure to play a most con-
spicuous part. It may be used also as a pot
plant for the cool greenhouse, but for such work
it requires to be lifted rather early in August and
potted so that the young roots may have an
opportunity of assisting the foliage and flowers
in due season. Such excellent kinds as this
should not be sacrificed by lifting, potting and
rushing forthwith into heated structures, but by
selecting plants with good foliage and by a per-
fectly cool treatment allow them to prove their
value to the full. Solitary clumps of this grand
kind are now a feature in the garden. A fine
display of its flowers may now be seen at Messrs.
Barr's Long Ditton nurseries, where many hun-
dreds of nearly snow-white flowers are at their best,
several beds being devoted to this kind alone.

Californian Irises.— There still exists much
uncertainty about these, and, in spite of all ex-
planations and descriptions, we are not perfectly
sure about their identity. About ten years ago I
received from my friend Professor Foster, with
special recommendation, two packets of seeds
labelled I. macrosiphon and I. bracteata. This
was late in the year, and after sowing these in
pans I exposed them to frost ; they germinated
well in the ensuing spring, and I decided to prick
them out into a border. This was a failure, and
I lost a great many, only a few taking to the soil

and making a little growth. Next year these went
on well, and it is from one of these that the
photo of bracteata published in The Garden was
taken. The description of Mr. Baker did not
quite agree with it, neither did the colour of the
flowers. After communicating with Mr. Purdy,
he stated that he was quite convinced that my
bracteata was a new species which Miss Eastwood
was about to describe as I. Purdyi. He was
afterwards good enough to send me a part of '

' Pro-
ceedings of Calif. Acad, of Natural Science," in
which work I. Purdyi is described and exactly
figured, but this figure does not by any means
agree with my bracteata. I intend next sum-
mer to submit complete material to Mr. Baker,
when the question will be finally settled.

—

Max
Lkichtlin, Bnibn-lkulen.

The weather in "West Herts.—The past
week was on the whole rather a warm one for the
time of year. The (itli was one of the warmest
days I have yet recorded here in January, the
lowest temperature in the screen being 43*, and
the highest 5.3°. On two nights the exposed ther-
mometer showed 10° of frost. Both at 1 foot and
2 feet deep the ground is at the present time
about 3° warmer than the January a\-erages for
tliese depths. No rain has now fallen for nearly a
week. On the ~th the sun shone brightly for

."li hours, but since then dull weather has prevailed.
The winter Aconite came first into flower in my
garden on the 7th inst., which is seventeen days
earlier than its average date of first flowering in

the previous nine years, and earlier than in any of

those years.— E. M., Berkhnmsttd, Jaiumry 14.

A week of very gloomy and changeable
weather as regards temperature. On two days
the liighest reading in shade rose to .lO", but on
two others it never exceeded .'i(i°, and ditl'erences

in the night readings were equally marked. At

2 feet deep the ground is now 3' and at 1 foot
deep as much as 6° warmer than the respective
averages for midwinter. No rain has fallen since
the 5th, but on several days small measurements
of moisture collected in the rain gauge have been
made by fog. Throughout the week no sunshine
at all has been recorded. Crocus Imperati came
first into flower in my garden on the 18th, which
is three weeks earlier than its average for the
previous four years, and nearly a month earlier
than last year.—E. M., Bi-rk/iam.'tlfd.

Public Gardens.

Manchester improvements.—An important
scheme has been propounded for widening the
streets around the Manchester Royal Infirmary,
and for setting out as an open space, to which the
public shall have access, a considerable portion of

the infirmary grounds. It is proposed that the
Corporation shall purchase from the infirmary
trustees about 12,000 yards of land at a cost of

£280,000.

New recreation ground for Newport.—It

has been decided to open next summer the new
recreation ground given to the town of Newport,
Isle of Wight, by Mr. Tankerville Chamberlayne
in commemoration of the Queen's Jubilee. 'The

Corporation intends to spend fllOO in making a
road from the town to the ground. Mr. Cham-
berlayne has also sent 1500 trees from his Hamp-
shire estates for planting round the ground.

Gift of land to Ventnor.—A meeting of the
inhabitants of Ventnor was lield in the Assembly
Rooms on Friday night of last week to thank
Mrs. Evans for her gift of several hundred
acres of land on the Downs overlooking the
town for the free use of the inhabitants for ever.

Mrs. Evans is carrying out the wishes of her late

husband in making this gift to the town. There
are to be no restrictions be3'ond the prohibition of

public-houses and the erection on the land of re?!

dential buildings. It is to be open and free to all.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.^W'e have
the pleasure to announce that Air. C. E. Keyser,
of Aldermaston Court, Reading (formerly of

Stanmore), will preside at the festival dinner of

tlie Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, which will be
held on April 2() at the Hotel Metropole.

Veitch Memorial Trust.—At a meeting of

tlie trustees, held on .January 19, Dr. Maxwell
Masters in the chair, it was unanimously resolved

that medals for objects to be hereafter determined
should be allotted for the present year, at exhibi-

tions to be held at Bristol, Leicester, and Cardiff

respectively. A sum of £20 was voted to the

trustees of the Lindley Library towards the pre-

paration of the catalogue now in progress. Medals
were also allotted to M. Marliac, in recognition of

his success as a hybridi.ser ; to M. Ed. Andre, of

Paris : and to M. le Comte de Kerchove, of Ghent,
President of the Royal Agricultural and Botanical

Society of Ghent, for their respective services to

horticulture.

English Truffle hunters.—Will any reader

in the southern counties or elsewhere kindly give

me the address of an English Trutfle hunter, or

state the districts in which English Truffles are

mostly found for the market?— R. (i. C.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Cullure of Vegetables and Flowers." Seventh

edition. Sutton and Sons, Reading.

National Footpath Presenation Society. 13th

Annual Report.

Names of plants.— G. /.—Lonicera Standishi.

T. R. Ciifkneii.—Your I.a3Ha is a remarkable

form of La4ia auceps Sanderiana with the colour

almost wholly washed out tf the lip. It is very

distinct.
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Flower Garden.

NOTES FROM CARSETHORN, N.B.

Although the weather for a consideraljle time
has been unusuallj'- mild for the season of the
3'ear, flowers liave not made the progress one
would have anticipated. The rainfall has been
excessive, and the soil consequently sodden with
moisture. There has also been remarkably
little sunshine, so that the winter-flowering
Croci have been unable to ojjen. Crocus hye-
malis Foxi has had its blooms destroyed by
rain without oi)ening, and, unless the weather
takes a change for the better, some of the others
will be in no better plight. Still, their little

flowers, closed though they are, look Ijright and
cheery aiuid the gloom which so much rain casts

over the garden, t'rocus vitellinus is among
the deepest coloured of the yellow varieties at

}iresent in bloom. It is sometimes called the
Yolk of Egg Crocus, but it must be said that

it is even brighter and deeper than the .shade

we generally associate with this. Another
English name might be more pleasing to the
ear. The lighter yellow blooms of C ancy-
rensis, the Angora Crocus, are also open,
but a raid of slugs, aided by worms, made
havoc in the small clump of flowers. C.

Crewel is also ready to open with a
brighter day. The fawn-coloured striped ex-

teriors of the outer segments are not particu-

larly noticeable in this dull weather, but the
opened flowers will be pretty with their white
ground, yellow zone, and black anthers. Har-
jiur-Crewe's Crocus is a rare one, for which I

ha\e been indel)ted to Mr. James Allen.
Crocus Sieberi is also ready to open, together
with the variety C. Sieberi versicolor. Several
of the varieties of C. chry.santhus, which is

usually one of the earliest Crocuses of the year,

would open were a bright, sunny day granted
us. Among the prettiest of these in its un-
opened stage is C. c. albidus, with white and
purple exterior. C. aureus is also very far

advanced. Crocus Imperati is very late, and
the only flower ready tc) ojien is one on a seed-

ling from seed I saved in 18',K5. This is much
earlier than any from the same sowing, or any
others of the same species in my garden. I

observe, however, a few in a clump of im-

ported corms which will soon follow. C. gar-

ganicus is ready to open in favourable weather

also, as are a number of \arieties of Crocus

biflorus.

Within the past few days the Snowdrops
have made rapid progress, and a considerable

number have now reached what I always con-

sider their flowering stage, viz. , when they

first droo]! their flowers. The so-called autumn
Snowdrops are very late, and such as (ialanthus

octol)rensis, G. corcyrensis, and G. Elsa- are

only in full bloom at present. G. Elwesi,

from several quarters, is also in bloom. Among
the earliest varieties of this fine Snowdrop is

G. E. unguiculatus, kindly .sent me by Mr.
Whittall a few years ago. Mr. Allen's tine

early seeilling named Aurora is also in flower.

(i. KUkenny Giant, a variety more noticeable

for its stature than its beauty, is also in bloom.

One of the finest of all our Snowdrops,

G. Imperati var. Atkinsi, is well advanced, and
the pretty little Snowdrop, G. flavescens, with

yellow markings and seed vessel, is well in

flower. G. Alleni is well forward, too, and G.

plicatus Fraseri will soon be in flower as well.

One could considerably extend this list, but

must forbear. The winter Aconite has been in

flower for some time, and its simple yellow

flowers are always seen with real pleasure.

Erica camea and its white variety are now
assuming their prettiest a|>pearance, and a

few flowers on Othonopsis cheirifolia and
Doronicum caucasicum add to the brightness

given by the colour of the yellow-flowered

Crocuses and the naked-flowering Jasmine.

The pretty little Hyacinthus azureus or

Muscari azureum (H. ciliatus of the Kew
Index) is showing its azure siJike through its

enveloping leaves, and the bright red flowers of

Cyclamen coum are gay, though small in size.

It is as yet hard to tell which of the Daffodils

will be the first to bloom. The little minimus

is often one of the earliest, but an examination

to-days leads one to think that there may be a

race between it and pallidus precox, cycla-

mineus major, Henry Irving, and the Sara-

gossa Daflbdil. Any one will be welcome when
it first opens. A note from Mr. Allen in-

formed me that he had Scilla sibiriea open in

December, but here I cannot as yet see it above

the soil. This is a little surprising, as Primroses

have been more or less in bloom all through the

winter. I have even had an almost perpetual-

flowering double pink Daisy in bloom for

several months, and a few Christmas and Lenten

Ro.ses and Wallflnwers have been in sight as

well. However, the interest of the garden has

fairly begun, and soon we shall be almost over-

whelmecf with the beauty and variety of the

flowers before us. S. Ahnott.

JaiiMrtri/20.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Propagating.—Some thirty years ago spring pro-

pagating for the flower garden would mean the

multiplication of tieraniums, Calceolarias, Lo-

belias, and things of similar nature in then-

thousands, but this is now becoming rarer with

each succeeding year, and in many cases the few

tender things used are obtained by the aid of a

pinch of seed. Spring or, perhaps more properly,

winter propagation is now mainly confined to the

increase of those particular varieties of perennials

(in their respective species) that have proved

thoroughly reliable for the flower garden and is

carried out by cuttings, division, or from seed.

Things obtained from seed were treated of earlier

in the year under the heading of annuals, and

embraced the majority of perennials that from

various causes are in certain gardens accorcled

annual treatment. Of others whose propagation

is accomplished by cuttings or division it may be

said that the method employed will depend on

the quantity required. If only a small quantity,

then division is naturally the best, giving, as it

does, good results at a cost of little time and

labour, it being simply a question of good pre-
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paration of the several places to be planted,
then careful liftincf, severance, and replantin".
A sight of splendid masses of such things as
Phloxes, Pyrethrinns, herbaceous Lobelias, &c.,
with strong shoots pushing their way might
seem to the novice to indicate that a rough- and-
ready sort of division could very well be practised.
If, however, tlie pieces are to be planted straight
away in permanent positions it is well to avoid
unnecessary mutilation and to cut the clumps
through carefull}', reserving for replanting the
pieces with the strongest breaks. In all cases
where cuttings are to be taken, and it is thought
advisable to get on with the operation as early in

the year as possible, a bit of rough litter should lie

thrown over the old clumps at the first sign of
sharp frost. Whether the material employed be
bona-fide cuttings or bits already rooted nipped
off from the old stock, it is well to place them
singly into pots. Soil turned out from Melon,
Cucumber or Bean pits will answer the purpose
admirably, and if a little on the stiff side, a bit of
leaf-soil with some ordinary sand can be added.
Place the pots on a firm ash bottom to avoid worms
and slugs and just keep out frost with the aid of
mats. Fern or some rough litter. Autumn-sown
Ijlants of hardy things now in seed boxes can be
pricked out into frames as the weather will per-
mit, making the soil firm about themandsprinkling
coal ashes over if slugs are troublesome. Among
the many things that can be obtained in this way
I should like to refer to that very useful jilant,

Statice latifolia. I noticed a batch of seedlings
flowering last autumn for the first time, and
found that they varied very considerably alike as
to the time of expansion, size both of individual
flower and panicle, and also in the colour of same,
the latter not to any great extent, although the
difference in the shade was quite perceiitible.
There was nothing in the treatment that would
account for the \ariation, as the plants were all

growing under exactly similar conditions. Taking
them as a whole, tliey were dei-idedly later than
established clumps. After growing perennials in
variety for some two or three seasons, the ditter-

ence between those that will stand for many years
with little deterioration and others that are all

the better for annual, or at least biennial renewal
is soon a[ipaient. It may, however, be well to
point out that there are few jilaces in which
things like the double Peach-leaved Campanula
or, in larger plants. Chrysanthemum maximum
will stand more than two seasons. Anything that
during the flowering season shows signs of going
down hill should by all means be renewed the fol-

lowing season.

Shrub borders.—I have gone througa large
borders devoted to small specimen conifers (as
Ketinosporas and Thujopsis) and a few useful
shrubs to give the little pruning that is neces-
sary to keep them within bounds, and any gaps
that exist will presently be filled in with a few-
plants that are likely to show to advantage in
company with those already established, for,
given careful planting, there is no reason why
borders of this description should not be rendered

attractive as any other part of the garden.
lUontbretias and Schizostylis, for instance, are
capital subjects to associate with the light and
graceful foliage of Retinosporos and Tamarix
gallica or the big plumes of Hydrangea panicu-
late, and occasional small clumps of Sea Lavender
will complete the arrangement. Any pruning of
the abo\e description should be put into the
hands of a man who knows his work, and, failing
previous experience, he should have careful
coaching. The use of the knife is often neces-
sary, but there is a wide difference between
judicious pruning and mutilation. It may be
well also to give the reminder that an annual in-
spection is imperative; it is often difiicult to
make a satisfactory fini.sh after two years' growth.

P,i':osiKs.—The slight passatje of arms over
PiBonies in the concluding numbers of last year's
• tarijen possibly aroso from the fact that my
(uory was indifferently worded. Naturalisation
in the fullest senso of' the word, that is planting
Oil Uirf, as \s'e do I'l^lTodils ftod oth«r lAilOs, •\ylth-

out previous preparation is impossible with me
so far as P;eonies are concerned, simply because
with this soil they would never be satisfactory
under the.se conditions. The aim is to form
colonies of these and other families in certain
])ortions of the pleasure ground from which old
Laurels ai-e gradually being removed. The
opportunity will not oft'er of working in any
manure, but prior to trenching the portions I
shall put on a very heavy dressing of half-decaj-ed
leaves and let these be stored midway in the newly-
trenched ground with the view to add moisture
to the sandy subsoil. Once established, I think
the Pa'onies will do well ; the position is shady,
and there will be little chance of drying out. I
have as yet done very little with single Pieonies.
\\'hat is the duration of the flower in a cut state
if the same is taken before expansion, and is

there any difference from this standpoint between
the dirt'erent forms, such as arietina, decora,
officinalis, and peregrina? I am just planting
varieties of each of these, also Broteri, and hope
to report progress -ttith the same later in the
year. E. B.

Chiremont.

ROOF GARDENING.
The suggestions made by Mr. E. Jenkins on
page 47 arc of much value to those interested in
tliis subject, and I liopc to profit by sonic of
the remarks nuide. Tln^ conditions of wall and
roof gardening are, however, so dissimilar that
it is nece.s.sary to jjroceed carefully unless pre-
pared to lose a number of plants while the roof
garden i.s in an experimental stage. The weight
of soil and stones which can be placed on a roof
without injury to the timbers is necessarily
linn'ted, and thi.s tends to reduce largely the
variety of plants which can be used with success.
A thatched roof is more suited to the growth of
plants making long roots than a slate one, and
many flowers which would tlirive on the fi>rmer
would be shrivelled up on the latter. Another
important consideration is the water supply.
Where this is ami)le and can be applied by
means of a hose-pipe there will be little ditti-

eulty, but wliere, as here, water has to be
pumped from a well and carried to tlie i-oof it

becomes a necessity to select plants which will
re(]uire watering as seldom as possible. The
roof of my outhouse is fully exposed to the sun,
and a few days' briglit weatlier would shrivel up
the Aipiilegias. For the introduction of such
plants. as this, I believe, it is necessary in the
first i)lace to cover tlie portion of the roof
with some of the trailing .Stonecrops, and then
to insert seeds or young plants in the soil below.
The carpet of Stonecrop abo\ e prevents to some
degree the roasting the other plant would re-
ceive were there only bare soil between its roots
and the rays of the sun. Most plants grown in
walls .ire cooler at the roots tiian one can secure
on a roof garden such /is that of which I spoke.
They have also an ojiportunity of running their
roots deeply into the wall by finding a crevice
between the stones. On some walls it is difli

cult to establish plants other than tlioso of the
most succulent nature. I believe it is very de-
sirable in roof gardening to see that the slates
are entirely covered, so that the intense heat
they absorb may not bo communicated to the
adjoining plants. The use of stones, as advo-
cated by Mr. Jenkins, is, however, necessary
with some plants, and wc shall probably find
sandstone the best to employ for the purpose
as absorbing and retaining inoro moisture than
many other stoi.e.y. The weight is tho great
obstacle to the usa of Etonos of any land, but
in addition to their use as warders-uli' of heat,
thoy servo a good purposo in tlin formation irf

niiniatui'o terracuw tu jireVoiit hi'iivy m\m frmii

Winning otft'oo (|uiol<Iy,

I'ani rather doubtful of success with Saxifraga
sancta and S. apiculata in such a position un-
less water can be freely supplied in summer.
As I have plenty of both, I shall be glad to try
them, and may, perhaps, have a favourable re-
port to make at another time. With a little

additional soil, I think the Helianthemums sug-
gested by Mr. Jenkins ought to do. A roof
covered with these in full flower would be
a picture indeed in early morning. Their
beauty would be more evanescent than in a
more sheltered place, however, as the wind
would soon scatter their petals. In conclusion,
let me thank " E. J.'' for giving so useful a
note, which is all the more valuable as coming
from one with so great an experience of hardy
Howers. y. Ak.nott.

Ca.-fcthorn, Dninfiins, X.B.

EKIGKRON (JLAUCUS.
After reading Mr. Arnotfs note concerning the
above, in reference more particularlj' to the i)late
in Wooster's "Alpine Plants," it is olivious there
is variation in foliage and flower in the separate
numbers, a possible result of colour iirinting.
In my copy, for instance, the foliage is mostly a
dark green varying to a much ]>aler tint here and
there. This docs not, of course, at all represent
the slate-grey tone of the leaves in Nature, and
whichi refer toin my original notes as "glaucous."
Nor does the colour of the flower-heads (luite
represent the true character of the plant. These,
however, are details readily accounted for, and
possibly difiicult to exactly imitate in the past.
Yet apart from these shortcomings there is un-
mistakable character in the ovate-spathulate
leaves, and equally so in the leafy inflorescence,
the sub-shrubby tendency, the \voody stem so well
shown, and not least the complete rosette of leavcs-

anil the manner in which the inflorescence emerges
from the rosette. All this, with the rigid stem and
shapely form of the flower-heads, shows E. glaucus.
So far as absolute certainty* in respect to tlie sj-no-

nym K. glaucus with Aster bonariensis is con-
cerned, I fear I cannot help Mr. Arnott, though it

is quite possible there is confusion, seeing there
is a species E. bonariensis noted as an annual in

Loudon's " Hortus Britannicus," published 1830,
as coming from Buenos Ayres in 1732. I note
that Mr. V. ^\'. Meyer refers to the plant growing
at Exeter as havinu' " long prostrate stems,'
which I take must be due to the position the
plant occupies rather than its natural growth in

the border. In the plants I have seen there is

not the least tendency to a prostrate growth
— rather the reverse, a character well brought
out in Wooster's plate. I note the prostrate
character of the example growing at Exeter, but
while a'ble to find a few leaves bearing the
character of the true plant, the complete rosettes
of leaves, that in E. glaucus can scarcely be hid-

den by the flower-heads, are entirely wanting in

Messrs. Veitch's jilant. I also observe Mr. Meyer
gives July and August as its flowering period,
while the plant I am referrin" to is distinctly a
May-flowering species. Much of Mr. Meyer's
note represents tlie plant referred to ; at the
same time there is such an absence of rigidity in

the flower-stems and so much of the prostrate
character Mr. Meyer describes that I am inclined
to ask if the examples are identical. With a view
to clear up the matter I have sent a small scrap
to Mr. Meyer for comparison. E. J.

Feather Hyacinths.—Those who have a \ery
light soil to deal witli will find the old Feather
Hyacintli one of the most satisfactory things to

grow. The finest display of this old hardy flower

I o\er saw was in a cottage garden tho foil of

which was iilmost pure sand, and which when it

got dry to a depth of several inches never seemed
to become moist again before tho advent of heavy
winter rains, In this j;nrden there wore big

clumps of Feather Hyacinths, Star of lietJilohom,

Tulips of vftvious colotu'8, iir.tl Crol!(i«e8, >vhieh hrtd
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evidently remained undisturbed for many years
They bloomed in their season in great profusion'

the Feather Hyacinths bein;? remarkably good,
covering the ground with their flowers, wliich

were borne on good stout footstalks. In many
soils this pretty bulbous flower does not seem to

be happy ; in fact, in low-lying localities and
where the soil is of a close nature it refuses to

bloom. It evidently loves a warm porous soil

and requires a lot of exposure to sun and air in

order that the bulbs may become thoroughly
matured.— .J. C. B.

Chrysanthemums.

PRESENT - DAY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Although coarseness is still to be found among
the newer Chrysanthemums, it is satisfactory to

see that the proportion of those which have

nothing but size to recommend them is not

large, and, on the other hand, there have been

sent out during the past two or three years

some excellent varieties which are very suitable

both for exhibition and for home decoration.

One point that deserves far more consideration

than it gets is tliat of colour ; there are far too

many varieties boomed by their raisers and
otliers that are very ineft'ective. Either they
are washed-out looking flowers, or .so many
shades are combined in their colouring, that the
result is not pleasing. Catalogue-makers go
into ecstasies over the colouring of the "reverse'
of the petals and how well it is shown in this

and that flower, while, speaking generally, this

showing of the " reverse " is a decided blemish
except in flowers that are true selfs, and it is

the latter which deserve most encouragement.
Speaking of colour reminds me of a description
which I recently saw of the new sport from
Viviand Morel, named Lady Hanham, in which
it was .spoken of as "golden cerise with slight

shades of gold, old rose, ochre and cream."
Now Lady Hanham may be a most beautiful
Chrysanthemum as far as I know, but such a

description embodies to me a very bilious-look-

ing object that few would care to see.

Of pure whites and yellows there are almost
enough really good varieties, but clear and well
furnied selfs in other colours will still be wel-
comed. The following notes deal only with
those newer varieties which I have grown, and
this necessitates theomi.ssion of many that have
been noted as excellent on the show-board. In
writing of them as new, I hope I may not oti'end

tlie susceptibilities of anyone, for I know that
it is the fashion among specialists to relegate
all varieties which h.-ive been in existence long
enough to become fairly distributed to the
" old " list. How else would they find room to

boom so many new varieties, most of which
only appear and disappear year by year '!

I take first those varieties which have not
pleased me, and among them all that much-be-
lauJed variety International is the worst. True,
it is big enough, but I have not .seen a flower
worth looking at twice ; the colour is too poor
for words, and the flowers are very coarse.

Lady Randolph is far too lumpy, but this is its

only fault, for the plant is a good grower and
the deep shade (jf amaranth is also good. A
gracefully forjned flower in this colour would
jirove a treasure. M. Georges Biron, generally
described as crimson with gold re\urse. might
better be detioribed aa terra-cotta and but}' ; the
petals turn and twist in such a way as to show
too much of the latter wlmde, and this renders
the flower inefl'eotivo. Mine, Charles Capitimt
Is d n Huautlfiil floflh-plnk gmmd colour slightly

speckled with yellow, but not suthciently so to

be easily seen. The flower, however, is not
attractive in form, which is a pit}', as a good self

flesh-coloured variety is mucli needed, for al-

though we have Lilian 13. Bird, Eda Prass, Comte
F. Lurani, and others in the colour, the.se have
each some trait by which they miss being per-

fect flowers. Eda Piass is the best grower of

them all, but is inclined to be lumpy, and the

colour becomes paler aiul le.ss attractive as the

flowers reach full size. Mrs. Briscoe Ironside I

have not yet tried, but though it is of good
colour, its form would prevent its becoming a

universal favourite, and we seem to be getting

too many incurved Japanese flowers. .Silver

Cloud is a finely-made flower, rather inclining

towards lunipiness, but, as the petals are

narrow, this defect is not so apparent as it is in

some that are really no heavier ; the colour,

however, is poor, and I cannot imagine its ever

becoming popular. H. Jacotot fils is. another
heavy-looking flower, with broad petals of tlie

old Comte de Germiny type. Miss Rita

Schrocter, generally described as a ''glorified

Belle Paule, " is with me far inferior to that old

variety both in colour and form.

Turning to those which are, from my point of

view, as one growing more for home decoration

than for show, really tine additions, Phiebus
stands at tlie top of the list as being probably
the best yellow in existence when judged from
all points. Other good yellows are Lago
Maggiore, rather early, somewhat like the old

Sunflower in form, and also, unfortunately, in

weakness of stem ; Duchess of Wellington,

graceful in form and of a fine deep rich shade ;

M. Pankoucke, which will soon rank as an old

variety, but will not easily be beaten for form
and habit ; and Edith Tabor, a fine flower, but
one which docs not last well when cut. C. W.
Richardson is a beautiful flower of grand colour

and elegant form ; H. L. Sunderbrucli, greenish

yellow, with long pointed petals, has a distinct

form and dwarf habit, the flowers lasting well

when cut, but want of length in the stems of

this \'ariety is a defect. Le Rhone, a fine

late variety, I have had a good word for in

former years ; and last, but not least, among
this already long list of yellows is Golden Gate,

seldom seen on the show-board, as the best

flowers come from late buds and ai'e not fairly

out in the show season. It is a grand variety,

the flowers well filled, and the moderately
broad, rich golden apricot petals droop grace-

fully and naturally, forming an iileal flower
;

indeed, I place it quite at the head of the dark

yellow varieties. Whites, like yellows, are

plentiful. Mine. Caniot takes jiride of place,

though it has not been seen in this neighbour-

hood in nearly such good form as it has been
in previous seasons. Many of the early

flowers came hen-and-chickeii fashion, and the

later ones were thin. Mrs. C. Blick is a good
additifiii, but the flowers vary considerably in

quality. Mutual Friend is a grand flower,

something after the style of Mine. Marie Hoste,

bnt more refined in form and less suliject to

damping. The best flowers of Mrs. SV. H.
Lees were too early and the later ones poor ;

these defects may, however, be remedied, and I

liked its form and general habit very much.
Mine. Ad. Chatin was lumpy on first crowns
and thin on terminals, and I much prefer Mrs,

H. \\'eeks, a very chaste flower of the incurved

Japanese tyjio and the best I ha\-e grown of

this form. W. J. Newitt is a veiy fine white,

with a general resemblance to ^Inie. Caruot. It

is now with me (Jan. 10) at jta best. Two fine

additions to the scaroo red varieties are Mr,
A. U. Hubbuck and Khama, tho former a full

flowr with narrif^' tlrowping petels, the latter

a grand thing ; the crim.son-chestnut, rather

broad strap-shaped petals show a lustrous tinge

of carmine, which is very attractive. Pride of

Madford has been disappointing, probably be-

cause the plants were weak ; the upper sides of

the petals are of a rich amaranth, but my
flowers showed too great a tendency to expose

the under sides, and this destroyed the rich

effect. Reine d'Angleterre is of a most beautiful

shade of rosy mauve ; flowers from crown-buds
were coarse, but I think it will prove a grand
variety on further actpiaintance.

From the above 1 select the following as being
not only good kinds for growing on the dis-

budded system, but which are also good stayers

after being cut with long stems, this being a

matter seldom considered by those who write

on Chrysanthemums, but one of vital import-

ance to those who grow for decoration : Phoebus,

Golden Gate, LeRhone, H. L. Sunderbrucb,
M. Pankoucke, Mr. A. G. Hubbuck, Khama,
Mrs. C. Blick, Mutual Friend, Lady Randolph,

H. Jacotot fils and Reine dWngleterre, and to

these I may add, though I have not mentioned
them earlier, M. Gruyer, Souvenir de Petite

Amie and G. W. Childs. J. C. Tallack.

BUSH CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Plants to produce exhibition blooms or flowers

good enough to win prizes have not ousted

ordinary conservatory or bubh plants, but, on the

contrary, there would appear to be more of the

latter grown every year. This is as it ought to

be, and may be said to be largely due to the in-

troduction of so many new and lieautiful varieties.

First the novelties are tried for producing large

blooms ; the second season both disbudded anil

bush plants are grown, and a true verdict is then

arrived at as to the value of the varieties for one

or both purposes. Man_y market growers as w-ell

as private gardeners thus test the varieties as

they get into their hands, and what are eventually

found to give the best results in market gardens

are usually equally as serviceable and popular for

conservatory and house decoration. As far as my
experience goes, large blooms are not so much iii

demand as formerly. Cut with long stems and
arranged boldly either in mixture or, better still,

in separate colours in large, deep vases, they are

most efl'ective, but if cut with short stems and
arranged in small vases, they fail to please.

Sprays or branches of flowers are the most beau-

tiful, and more of these have been seen in the

principal florists' windows than for many seasons

past. Those who are wise, annually weed out a

portion of the older varieties or any that fail to

bear favourable comparison with the newer sorts.

Whether the markets are supplied or plants and
cut blooms are recpiired for home decoration, the

same rule holds good with regard to necessity for

growing a good batch of each distinct colour, in-

discriminate mixtures being objectionable, espe-

cially for the dining-room. This weeding out has

recently been done liy me, and my experience

with new and old varieties mav be of some service

to readers of Tiik Gaudex.

EaRLV VAKIliTIES.

The Desgrange family were never better than

they were early last autumn, the mild, dry

weather being suitable to these and other va-

rieties planted out. Lady Fitzwygram was to

have wholly superseded Jlme. Uesgrange, but is

more likely to drop out of cultivation itself. It

certainly is dwarfer in habit and remarkably free

flowering, but is very liable to have all its foliage

destroyed by fungus, especially if August should

be wet, as w'ith me. ilytchett \\'hite yiromises to

be the best early dwarf wliite yet introduced, and

it will be grown extensively next season. For pot

culture Queen of the Earhes is hard to beat. It

possesses a good constitution, is dwarf in habit,

and produces large, folid, pure whitg blooma

borne on etitf footBtalks, It ie an early October

variety, Bni'bBrn' Forbes is ft little liitw m] nm
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become popular, but I prefer the Queen. Emily
Silsbury, of which I also grew fifty plants, may
be briefly described as an early Thrrese Rey, only
dwarfer. Late-struck bush plants duly disbudded
gave fairly large reflexed, pearly white flowers
that proved most attractive. It is only a few
days later than Queen of the Earlies, and was
well ahead of Lady Selborne. The last-named is

still a general favourite, and will not be dis-

carded just yet. Of early coloured varieties none
has gained more attention than Mme. Marie
Masse. This is grand either planted out or in

pots. In habit it is dwarf and bushy, and pro-
duces a profusion of rosy mauve flowers through-
out September and October. Harvest Home is

also of free- flowering habit, but is better planted
out than in pots. In Roi des Precoces we have
a good early pot variety. It is dwarf, erect-grow-
ing, has pretty foliage, and produces handsome
reddish crimson flowers in October. Comtesse F.

de Cariel, orange, shaded bronze, is grown for

October flowering, and is the best of the colour I

have yet tried. The best early yellow is Ryecroft
Olory. It does well planted out, and in pots it

grows sturdily, branches freely, requiring few or
no stakes and flowers profusely. This has quickly
become a general favourite. Yellow Selborne is

most disappointing and will quickly go out of

cultivation. It lacks constitution, the flowers are
small and too soft. Yellow Source d'Or has not
proved such a success as desirable, but the old
Source d'Or is yet hard to surpass as an October
bronze. W. Holmes, rich crimson, with golden
reverse, suffered from the rainy weather experi-
enced in this district last August, but will be
grown till something of the same colour and
more reliable is forthcoming. What may be
tarmed good

JIlDSEASON V.VKIETIES

are becoming plentiful, and weeding out these is

no light undertaking. The old Mile. Lacroix has
had to go, owing to the blooms not standing up
stitHy. Florence Piercy is also finally condemned.
La Petite Ami has superseded these, but even
this sturdy, branching, floriferous, long-keeping
variety has one serious defect : it is very liable to
mildew. Ivory is sturdier still, etpially good for

pot culture, is free flowering and the blooms
keep well— no mildew in this case. I am under
the impression the comparatively new Mrs. J.
Lewis will become popular for conservatory deco-
ration and for affording superior blooms in quan-
tity, and I have also formed a good opinion of the
long-keeping Simplicity and the grandly incurved
Western King. Good midseason yellows are
none too plentiful. Pallanza and Mons. Pank-
oucke hang their heads badly and will not be
grown again. Modesto is also weak in that respect
and will not long remain popular with market
growers. It is true every growth gives a solid

incurving rich yellow bloom, but if next season a
stake must be placed to each, and florists have to

stiff'en the peduncles with wire, it is easy to deter-
mine what will happen. Phcpbus is far more
likely to become a popular variety with market
growers, and this season it has done remarkably
well under all methods of culture. Mars, sturdy
growing and branching, is a rich yellow in colour,
reflexed and good. Oceana, jjalo yellow, broad
incurving florets, and tlio beautiful dark straw-
coloured Sunstono will lie given a second trial,

but Australian (!old is distinctly disappointing.
Major Bonaffon is one of the best for conservatories
and for affording cut bloom in quantit}'. It is of

vigorous growth, branching freely, while the
blooms incurve tightly, and are a rich yellow in

colour. It is more serviceable than Globe d'Or.
Edith Tabor and H. L. Sunderbruch were not
successes, but Cecil Wray succeeded so well that
it will be grown extensively next season. It is of

a sturdy, branching habit of growth, every small
shoot giving a good bloom ; colour, pale yellow.
All things considered, not one of the yellows
proved so generally attractive as Clinton Chal-
font. This variety forms straight, wiry growths
closely furnished with small leaves, and sur-

mounted with a comparatively large bloom, or
head of blooms if not disbudded, with broad

reflexed florets, and of a rich yellow colour. It

is particularly good for cutting. All the Viviand
Morel family are of weak constitution, and the
blooms soft, travelling and keeping badly. I

have done with them other than for a few show
blooms. Miss Mary Godfrey, of which a large
batch was grown, was the best pink tried for mid-
season flowering. It is of sturdy, but not branch-
ing, growth, requiring few or no stakes, and the
blooms, of a good substance, silvery pink in

colour, keep well and please the ladies. Louis
Boehmer, grown as a hush plant, is most attrac-

tive, producing large sprays of incurving, hairy-
petalled blooms of a pinkish heliotrope shade of

colour : Autumn Leaves, white, splashed with red,

is very distinct and good, succeeding well as a
bush plant, also promising to last till near Christ-

mas ; Ernest Asmile was tried as a bronze, but
succeeds better planted out and lifted than in

pots constantly. Col. Smith is too flabby, and the
lighter coloured, free-branching J. S. Dibbins
will also be discarded, the blooms being too soft.

As yet, nothing has been found to take the place
of E. Molyneux, a variety lacking a strong consti-

tution. The varieties of blood-red and maroon
shades of colour all keep badly. Col. Bourne,
G. W. Childs, Egyptian, M. G. Biron, R. Dean,
and Amy Shea have all proved disappointing.
Nor can I speak highly of Australie, Beauty of

Teignmouth, Miss Maggie Blenkiron , Philadelphia,
Rose \A'ynne, or Hairy Wonder.

Late Varieties.

Varieties at their best about midwinter are
still limited in number. Only by late stopping
and retarding can Niveum be had fresh and good
at Christmas. It is a grand variety for growing
as a bush plant, and the yellow form shortly

to be distributed by Mr. H. .J. Jones should be-

come equally popular. Mrs. H. Weeks also re-

quires good management to keep it late, but the
blooms on bush plants well repay for all the
trouble taken with them. The large florets,

pure white in colour, incurve tightly and present
a most attractive appearance. Kentish White is

very dwarf, requiring no stakes, but the blooms
show too much eye. Mme. Carnot flowers late

and does well, trained. As a bush plant it is a
failure, the growths sprawling badly. Princess
Victoria, if grown strongly and allowed to branch
naturally, produces a profusion of medium-sized
reflexed blooms creamy white in colour, all borne
on long, stifl^ foot-stalks. It is one of the most
profitable mid-winter varieties that I am
acquainted with. L. Canning is both dwarf and
late, and when at its best gives the impression of

being invaluable. Florists who buy the flowers

to sell again think otherwise. The hard stems
fail to convey enough moisture to the blooms,
and they flag quickly. W. H. Lincoln is still

the most popular late yellow. Its sturdy, branch-
ing habit of growth, stout stems, and solid blooms
are just what are desirable in the case of bush
plants, (iolden Dart is also dwarf, branching,
and free-flowering, but though attractive the
flowers do not sell so well as those of W. H.
Lincoln. (Iolden Gate is not sturdy enough,
otherwise it would be extensively grown. Each
growth gives a perfect reflexed Ijloom, deep yellow
in colour, my large batch of it presenting a most
beautiful appearance during the second week
in Decemlier, the display lasting till Christmas.
Miss Phj'llis Fowler, an incurving variety,

with narrow florets of a primrose shade of

colour, is blooming very late with me, and may
prove good for mid-winter flowering in the future.

Duchess of York, canary yellow and of good
form, will not be fully expanded till late in

.January. E. G. Hill, a free-branching variety,

[iroducing neat blooms of a bronzy-yellow colour,

I can strongly recommend for late flowering, and
the best late pinkish-white variety is the well-

known Etoile de Lyon. A good red variety is still

unknown to me. Elmer D. Smith I have grown
extensively, but it is disappointing. In constitu-

tion it is weak, while the blooms fail to stand up
properly. Royal Standard, a rich crimson reflexed

•Japanese, with me is only just opening, and I have

good hopes that this will prove to be a valuable

addition to the late-flowering varieties.

\\. I.

Chrysanthemum Niveum.—This splendid

variety is too well known to need any descrip-

tion, but I do not think I have seen any mention
made of its habit of throwing up flowering suckers

from the base at the time that the main shoots

are in flower, and if the old shoots are cut clean

away and the pots set up near the glass in a light

position they develop some very useful blooms in

January, a time when flowers of any kind, and
white ones in particular, are in great request. I

have no doubt but that if a portion of the plants

were cut down late in the autumn they would
develop good heads of bloom considerably later

than they can usually be got. Nearly all the first

made suckers appear to have bloom-buds in

them, and therefore of little service as cuttings.

In cutting down my old plants of this varietj' lately

I observe the majority have more or less of these

flowering suckers at the base.— .1. G., Gosport.

Chrysanthemum cuttings from the stem.
—As many will now be taking their Chrysanthe-

mum cuttings, all young growths likely to make
cuttings will be secured, and these may include

some from the old stems. These appear all right

now, but in the summer-time these stem cuttings

have a persistent way of forming flower-buds, and
not growing into shoots in the usual way. When
the buds are picked off they may make a little

more wood, and then want to flower again. I

have had many plants of this kind to deal with,

especially when new sorts were brought in, as I

think I was in the unfortunate position of getting

plants propagated from stem cuttings, with the

result that until the second year I could not secure

a presentable plant. This is always the case with

plants propagated from such cuttings, and I

strongly advise all who are now propagating

Chrysanthemums to use the sucker-like growths
that spring from the root of the plant only.—M.

New Chrysanthemum Frank Hardy.—A
good many Chrysanthemum fanciers hereabouts

are wondering wherein the English variety Frank
Hardy differs from Fuji Snow, introduced by the

Yokohama Nursery Co. in 1895, as a sport from

Good Gracious. We note that Frank Hardy is

said to lie a sport from Good Gracious. I would
like to ask which name has priority ; or are we to

infer that Frank Hardy is a provisional name,
used for exhibition purposes only?—E. G. GiL-

LETT, Cinrinnati, in F/oristti" Excliwuje.
*,* Frank Hardy is a pure white sport from

Good Gracious, and originated in England ; at

least, that is what the grower who sent it out

says. That is my side of the question, if there is

any question at all, which I doubt very much.

Your correspondent has raised the doubt ; he can

also furnish the proof if he buys Frank Hardy
and grows it.—A. Herrington.

There are comparatively few growers to

whom the name of this variety is in the least

familiar, and although catalogued for two or three

years I doubt very much whether a really satis-

factory flower has been exhibited in this country.

The plant in question is a pure white sport from

Good (Jracious, exhibited here with more or less

success for about two seasons. The ))uro white

sport has, however, acliieved wonderful distinc-

tion at the leading Chrysanthemum shows in

America during the past season, and may fairly

claim to be tne most popular novelty placed

before the committees there. It may interest

American growers to know that Frank Hardj'

sported from Good Gracious in 1894. It was
carefully nursed where it sported at Ryecroft

Nursery until 1S9G, in which year it was sent by

Jlr. Jones to America. If Fuji Snow, which,

according to the American papers, was introduced

by the Yokohama Nursery Co. in 189,5 as a sport

from Good Gracious, is the same as Frank Hardy,

why has it not yet achieved the distinction the Eng-

lish sport has? While endeavouring to settle

these questions, it is still very interesting to ob-

serve how under change of climatic conditions

different varieties develop.—C. A. H.
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Orchids.

THE M0CA.S8IN FLOWER.
(CYPRIPEDII'M SPECTAISILE.)

Among tlie beautiful and interesting species
of the liardy Lady's Slippers the above is

the most valuable from a garden standpoint.
Indeed, in these respects it is quite unique,
since no species can in any degree compare
with it in beauty of colouring, much less in the
fine eflects tliat may be, and indeed are, pro-
duced by it under cultivation. Mucli of its

value in tlie garden is doubtless due to the free
and ready way that it lends itself to culture in
British gardens, as once it is estabii.-hed under
suitable conditions it may be looked upon to
flower freely and regularly each year. This is

passed through my hands in the years 1875 and
1879, the root fibres being well-nigh as fresh
and sound as when they were placed in the
barrels prior to shipment. These two con-
signments contained many hundreds of plants
of all sizes all in fresh condition. Transit is so
much more rapid than formerly, that with ordi-
nary care in packing there is no reason why
the plants, roots and all, should not reach
the owner quite fresh and sound. Intending
planters of this beautiful Orchid would consult
their own interests by placing their orders not
later than October each year with the hardy
plant dealers, with a recjuest to send on imme-
diately the plants are to hand. The fresh root
fibres of this species, which radiate horizontally
from the crown, are of great length and of a
straw-yellow shade. Exposure and a dry, arid
condition, however, speedily alter this, and

shape of the grouj), it is best to remove the
original soil, say a foot deep, and replace it by
an inch or two of rough material for drainage,
tilling in the remainder with peat screenings
and leaf soil in about equal parts ; a depth of

from (i inches to H inches of this is sufficient at

the start, as the Mocassin Flower is not a deep-
rooting subject naturally, provided the supply
of moisture is maintained. In forming the bed,
space and a varied surface will permit of a ({uite

interesting arrangement. When we remember
that such Primulas as rosea and Sieboldi
varieties, the Marsh Marigolds, Trilliuras,

and such Ferns as Lastrea Thelipteris, Ono-
clea sensibilis, and Adiantum pedatum may
occupy the same bed, to say nothing of such
moisture-loving Lilies as Lilium superbum, L.
pardalinum, itc, that would make a really

beautiful display and provide variety also. In

Mass uf tJid Mocassin Flower (Cypripedium speciahile) in tlie hog garden at Warleij Place. From a photograph by Miss Willmott.

an important matter to cultivators, and, un-
fortunately, does not with equal force apply to
several prominent as well as beautiful species
of the same genus. Equally satisfactory is the
fact that the above species may not only be
secured ir plenty, but also in good-sized pieces
by those who may so desire. Frequently in a
large importation many of the tufts range
from 12 inches to 18 inches across, and con-
tain from six to a dozen tine solid crowns,
and not only crowns, but the old stems and
leaves of the previous sea.son's growth, that go
to prove the character of the growth. I have
frequently measured these old stems, to find the
longest often 2h feet in length. Much the
largest tufts of this handsome i)lant I have seen

where the plants have for a few weeks remained
unsold, shrivel and discolour, many of the worst
turning black. Such roots are useless and are

best removed, while the fresh fibres are best

protected by moist Sphagnum, or even Cocoa-
nut fibre, in a cool place till planted.

The excellent group in the illustration that

accompanies these remarks speaks for itself,

and atfords the best proof of the conditions

under which such a plant will thrive. The
primary conditions are of course root moisture,

with shade, or with plenty of moisture this

may succeed in full sun. Shade, however,
always acts beneficially, and if only for the

sake of longevity of the blossoms is to be
preferred. Having decided as to the size and

gardens that are favoured by moist spots there

is ample material to make such among the most
interesting of the garden, by including Irises

as shown in the photograph, not omitting I.

Kiumpferi, I.gigantea, and I. sibirica in such an
assortment ; then again, some Bamboos, as c.ff.

B. Metake, together with half a dozen of the

IMeadow Sweets in variety, the brilliant herba-

ceous Lobelias and Himalayan Poppies, and, not

least, the Royal Fern (Osmuiula regalis). In

many gardens the overflow from the terrace

fountain basin, instead of being so frequently

run to waste, will provide just the supply neces-

sary to keep a small bog bed or garden in the

right condition, besides ottering .support to

other plants in the onward course. In this way
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many plants that do not require saturation are

immensely benefited by feeling the moisture at

hand. And not only in the garden, but in and
around tlie woodland there is no better way of

permanently beautifying moist spots than by
such groups as that shown in the picture or

in company with some of the plants herein

mentiimed. For planting this fine Lady's
Slipper there is no better time than midwinter,
and as soon as the ])lants can be obtained.

Even a glance at one of the imported tufts is

full of information respecting the requirements
of the species. In the long and clean roi5ts we
have proof that these must have been drawn
from a .spongy or wet bed, while in the thick

accumulations of vegetable matter on the sur-

face there is testimony of the I'ich nature of the
food supplies. In planting, make the soil fairly

firm about the roots and ensure a supply being
over and above them, ultimately burying the

tufts to the ordinary level. In after years an
annual mulch of decayed leaves, with a little

very old manure added, will supply all that is

needed in this respect, and will maintain them
in good condition for years. A good companion
for the above and quite easily established is C.

Calceolus, which requires a more loamy soil, or
loam, peat, and leaves in equal proportions.

This, with rather less moisture, is usually quite
satisfactory. E. J.

Epidendrum xanthinum.—Very beautiful
are the large globose heads of golden yellow
blossoms produced on the top of the long reed-
like stems of this species. It is worth growing
by all who ha\ e room for it, and has a fine effect

in large tropical houses, being in flower for

several months in the year. Grown against a

trellis or wall, or even on the roof, it will thrive
if plenty of light reaches it. Fairly large pott
and a rough open mixture of peat and Moss suit
it well. It is a native of Brazil.

Bletia Shepherd!.—The flowers of this Bletia
are very briglit and effective, especially when
arranged tastefully with other and lighter-
coloured Orchids, as Odontoglossums. The spikes
are freely branched and many-flowered, and the
colour is a deep rosy purple, with a white or yel-

low centre to the lip. The foliage, too, is very
ornamental when it is preserved intact, but too
often this is knocked about and bruised, when it

is just the reverse. It should be grown in the
cool house and placed out of doors in the autumn,
this treatment tending to make the plants very
free-flowering.

Oncidium nubigenum.— This pretty Orchid
should be grown in quantity owing to its distinct
colour, that is uncommon in the genus. The plant
is dwarf, the spikes containing several of the
brown and purple flowers. It should be planted
in small pans or |)Ots with only a thin surfacing
of compost. It may be potted when starting to
grow, and all the year round may be ke|)t in the
coolest house Rest, as usually considered, is not
required, but at the time growth is least active a
slight diminution in the water supply must be
made. It is one of the oldest known of the
Peruvian Orchids, and was introduced bj' ^lessrs.
Backhouse.

Oncidium obryzatum.—The flowers of this
species are small individually, but the spikes are
large and branch freely. The colour is golden
yellow with brown markings, but these and the
ground colour vary considerably. It is a capital
plant for grouping with other Orchids, Fand all

the time the plants are in flower the blossoins
emit a sweet and pleasant fragrance. It is a
more compact grower than some of the other
kinds with scandent scapes, and consecpiently
thrives in medium-sized pots. The compost may
consist of the usual peat and Moss mixture, and,
being a native of Peru, it should be afforded a cool,
moist atmosphere all the year round.

Lycaste Deppei.—This is not so large or
showy as the better forms of L. Sbinneri, but a

very pretty and interesting species. The outer
segments are greenish yellow, the petals white,
and the lip is yellow with red spots. It is not
.seen in cultivation as often as it might be, and is

worthy of much more attention. In a fairly cool
house it is of the easiest culture, requirintr only
to be potted in a mixture of peat. Moss, and a
little loam. All thronyh the year it should be
ke|)t fairly moist at the mots, more water of
course being needed when in active growth than
when resting. It is an old species, having been
introduced by ISIessrs. Loddiges in 1828.

Miltonia cuneata.—The flowers of this spe-
cies are large and handsome, and it is a strong,
robust-growing plant well worthy of careful cul-

ture. The sepals and petals are yellowish, with
distinct brown markings, the lip being usually
white or nearly so. It thrives best in a mixture
of peat and Moss in rather wide pots or pans
ne.arly filled with drainage. It may be grown in

a light sunny po-ition not far from the roof-glass
in the Cattleya house, where it will not be possible
to give it too much sun if the other occupants of

the house are studied. Care is necessary that the
plants do not get loose in their pots, as they are
apt to do when not well rooted. It is a Brazilian
species, introduced about 1843.

Oncidium tetrapetalum.—Few things are
more really beautiful than this delishtful little

Oncidium, which seems rather difficult of cultiva-
tion. I received it a few years ago from Jamaica,
but though it flowered fairly well for a season or
two, it never seems really happy under cultiva-
tion. The blossoms are small individual!}', but
produoed in considerab e numbers upon the
spikes at various tiines in the year. The sepals
and petals are small, yelUiw, with spots of red,

the lip rosy white, with a few spots about the
crest. Judging by the habit of the plant, it

should do best on blocks or in small pans, but it

is easily checked apparently without cause.—H.

l.I':lia anceps.
For producing a wealth of bloom at midwinter,
few Orchids, with perhaps the exception of the
Calanthes, can equal the above, and while admit-
ting that the latter are most successfully grown
in many gardens, my experience is that they cer-

tainly need more careful treatment than is re-

quired for this La^lia. The fact of this being so
easily managed and flowering at the season named
should be sufficient inducement to growers to in-

crease their stock, as by a little attention many
of the plants could be considerably retarded after

the flower-spikes form, and so prolonsf their

season over many weeks. The flowers being borne
on Ions' slender stems enable the decorator to use
them in various ways to form graceful and pleas-

iner designs. A few spikes arranged loosely in

tall glasses, with long sprays of Asparagus phimo-
sus or A. tenuissimus alwavs make a striking
feature. I have recently used the blooms for table
decoration with great success, but instead of

shortening the stems to make them suitable for

filling small glasses, silver bowls were filled

with plants of Adiantum Farleyense and the flower-

spikes were thrust into these. In this way they
arched over the table in a graceful manner, and
the .soft tint of the Fern fronds h.armonised
S])lendidly with the delicate shade of the flowers,

at the same time producing a striking effect. The
cool and somewhat dry atmosphere the plants are
subjected to while in flower not only assists to
preserve them, but the plants themselves are
greatly benefited by the enforced rest. Neither is it

necessary to remove them intoahigher temperature
and more humid atmosphere for a week or so after

the flowers have been cut. Both these should be
afforded gradually when it is seen that new
growth is pushing out from the base and fresh
roots have commenced to form. Before I his stage
is reached, however, attention should be given
to tip-dress or repot the plants if required, as this

cannot be done afterwards without injury to the
tender roots. Some large exhibition jilauts that
had not been disturbed for years, but « hich were

still in the best of health, though .somewhat un-
wieldy, were torn to pieces two years ago just
before new growths formed, and several dozen
smaller plants were made up in 7-inch pots.
They grew away remarkab'y well and proved
moat useful the following Christmas, as they
could be used for vases in the reception rooms,
which previously they were unsuited for, owing
to the size of pots they occupied as well as the
contour of the plants. After repotting, the
jilants were for weeks simply dewed over, shad-
ing them from the sun, but as soon as the roots
took to the new material frequent applications of
sheep manure water were afforded. The roots
appeared to relish this and the foliage made was
of the largest size and deep green in colour, very
different from that made by plants which are
practically starved on small blocks. I have two
distinct varieties, and though all the blooms are
much alike as regards shade of colour and mark-
ings, those of one lot are considerably larger than
in the case of the other. R. Parker.

Goodwood.

Cattleya chocoensis.—A nice form of this is

in bloom with me ; the plant being small and weak,
only one flower was produced from the sheath, and
this, as is usual, has not expanded fully. It has
pure white sepals and petals, the lip having a
suffusion of rose at the base and a blotch of

bright purple in front, not so clear as in the C.

Trian:e varieties. This pretty Cattleya is similar
to the last named in habit, and flowers about the
same time and is best grown alongside it. The
growths are made up early, and it .should be al-

lowed to rest from this time until midwinter, when
the sheaths begin to swell for blooming. At no
time must water be entirelj' withheld.—H.

Masdevallia cucuUata.—This species is not
so bright in colour as the majority of the genus,
but a remarkably interesting jilant. It takes its

name from the hood-like bract that is produced at
the base of the flower, this latter being brownish
purple with yellow tails about 2 inches in length.
Being a native of New Grenada, it does well under
cool treatment, and as it is larger in all its parts
than many other kinds, need not be so much
pinched for pot room. At no time in the year
should the plants be really dry at the roots, and a
moist atmcsphere with plenty of light in winter
suits it best. Although long known to botanists,
this species was not introduced until 1883, when it

was received by ilessrs. Shuttleworth and Co.

Comparettia macroplectron. — This is a
dwarf and pretty species by no means common
in collections. It seldom exceeds 6 inches in

height, but produces longish horizontal or pendu-
lous racemes of about a dozen flowers. The
labellum is spreading and constitutes the greater
part of the flower ; in colour it is a bright ro.sy

inirple. C. macroplectron does well suspended
from the roof in the coolest jiart of the Cattleya
house. The compost may consist of equal parts
of peat and Sphagnum over good drainage.
Water must be freely ap])lied while growth is

most active, and at no time quite withheld. It

is a native of New Cirenada and was introduced
in 1S7S.

Ada aurantiaca.—It is early for this Orchid
to be in flower, but I have noted it in sev'cral col-

lections recentl}'. The efl'ect of a well-flowered

specimen is very good indeed, the colour being
very bright and eft'ective, but the individual

blossoms are small and do not open properl}-.

The scape appears in the centre of the \oung
growth, is erect at first, the weight of the blooms
gradually bringing it to a leaning position, in

which the flowers show better. The culture of Ada
aurantiaca does not present any |iarticular diffi-

culty, and anyone interested in Orchids may take
it \\\> with every jirospect of success. The cool

house is the proper place for it, and here it should
remain all the year round in the lightest available

position, jet shaded from bright sunshine. When
the new pseudo-bulbs are finishing—often in early

summer— the plants must be allowed plenty of

air and very freely watered. The roots are fairly
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large and flesliy, consequently they must not be
expected to thrive without an open, well-ai-rated
compost, and for this reason the pots may be
rather larger than those used for Odontoglossums
and the smaller-growing cool Oncidinms. Scale is

the most frequent insect enemy, and must he
kept under by sponging. A. aurantiaca is the
typical species, there being only one other in cul-
tivation. It is a native of New Grenada, and w as
introduced into this country about ISfiO. — H. R.

WATERING ORCHIDS.
Fko;\[ tlie nature of the queries that come to
hand from amateur cultivators there is still the
idea among them that certain Orchids must of
necessity be dried otl' for a longer or shorter
period annually, and that any departure from
this means little less than ruin to the plants.
Ideas of this kind are \ery often ditiicult to get
lid of, but although there are doubtless some
kinds that are better for an absolutely dry
period their number is very few in comparison
with that of cultivated species. At one time,
and not so long ago eitlier, it was the custom
to dry very .severely such plants as the East
Indian distichous-leaved Vandas and similar
kinds, and in many places even now there are
signs of the old treatment in what should be
line old specimens. From the base for a couple
of feet or more perhaps not a leaf is to be seen,
the result of injudicious resting as it was
termed. A much more natural and sensible
mode obtains now-a-days, and .such jilants are
really rested by lowering the temperature
somewhat and watering sufficiently to jirevent
any shrivelling of the foliage. C'attleyas,
too, are even now kept far too dry during
the winter, and here there is far more
excuse for the mistake. For instance, a
plant of Oattleya Trian;o after the young
pseudo-bulbs arc mature takes little w.ater
for a month or two, and cultivators are
apt to forget the forming flowers towards
the end of winter. These then are made
entirely at the expense of the stored up nutii-
ment in the pseudo-bulbs, and no sooner do
they appear out of the sheath than the bulbs
begin to shrivel, showing only too plainly how
severe the strain upon them has been. Thus
small plants especially get the name" of not be-
ing strong enough to flower, and the shrivelled
pseudo-bulbs are in.'.tinced as evidence of this,
when in reality the plants have simply been
starved from want of water. A worse evil
is often in wait for them ; the roots as well as
the other jiarts of the plants are weakened and
rendered unable to carry out their own work.
The water supply is increased, of course, when
this is seen, but it is too late and the weakly
parts die back by inches. Here then is another
case to point out the advisability of giving each
species the treatment it requires ; foV plants of
Cattleya Jlossiiie, for instance, may be kept
much drier than those of C. Trian* or C. Per-
civaliana without harm accruing. Another
ponit worth noting as bearing on the amount
of water needed during winter is that well-
mitured pseudo-bulbs or foliage will stand
being kept much drier tlian others that
are unripened and green at tlie beginning
of the resting .seas<in. This must be kept
HI mind when wintering any specimens
that may have finished grow'ing so late
in the season that there was not sufli-
cient sun to ripen the growth made. With
plants of a deciduous cliaracter the condition
as to ripeness or otherwise is fairly easily known,
but more watching is rei[uired for the evergreen
kinds. IMany fine specimens of Ph.ahenopsis
have been ruined by inattention in this way,
and often in ci-ns3quence the h<iuse they are

growing in, the neighbourhood, and the quality
of the water are blamed when a little care would
have prevented it.

.Just now there is a decided waking up as it

were of Orchids, and every week a more liberal
water supply is needed by tlie plants. The
deciduous Dendrnbiums, for instance, as the
days get longer and the nodes swell for flower
will lie found to shrivel a little if kept quite as
dry as tliey have been for the last two months.
C'ymbidiums. of course, are never really dry,
but the lengthening spikes make them dry more
frequently. A plant I have in a 10-inch pot is

throwing up six spikes, and as it is rather
pinched for pot room, it seems aliuost impos-
sible to keep it moist enough. In watering
such kinds as Anguloas and Cliysis, that
flower upon the young growth as it is made, a
good deal depends upon the condition and
strength of the plants, also upon tlie material
they are grown in. Without a doubt they
are safer on the dry side, at least until
the flowers appear, and, if at all strong
or well grown, they may be so kept without
the least danger. CNelia macrostachya is a
peculiar plant to flower ; in one place it is as
free as possible, while in others it seems very
dittieult to get it to show a spike. Here
nearly the same treatment may be advised, only
the fact must not be lost sight of that it is more
strictly evergreen than either of tlie last-named
and will not thrive without a little moisture at
all times. Among the most thirsty subjects at
this season of the year, Angnecuiu eburneum
and its varieties may be noted. The spikes are
rapidly advancing and the roots are growing
very freely preparatory to starting at the tops,
for it will be noticed that most of the distichous
kinds commence activity at the roots first, while
as a general rule pseudo-buIb(jus kinds root
most freely when a little pi'ogress lias been
made with the young shoots. As an instance
in tlie opposite direction, Odontoglossum citros-

muui may be cited, this requiring to be kept
quite dry until the tips of the flower-spikes
appear. Even O. grande and others of that
class that have flowered are taking very little,

as no signs of growth have as yet aijjieared and
last season's bulbs are quite finished. The
state of the weather and the quality and con-
dition of the compost all need consider<ition in

connection with watering. On dull or wet days
the compost does not so readily dry as when
brigliter conditions prevail, and it will be found,
too, that once the roots have taken a good hold
on new material, they need a much freer water
sujiply than others growing in an older and con-
se(|uently closer compost. H. R.

Dendrobium capillipes.—The blossoms of
this Dendrobe are not very large, but on healthy
plants are xery freely iiroduced, making a much
finer show than some of tlie larger-growing kinds.
They occur in pairs on very fine stalks and are
of tw'O distinct shades of yellow, the deeper occur-
ring on the lip. It should be grown in suspended
baskets or on blocks, very little compost being
retiuired. Plenty of heat and moisture, a good
clear light, and abundance of air when the bulbs
are finishing suit it well, and while at rest enough
moisture must be allowed to prevent shriveUing.
It was discovered bj' the late Rev. C. Parish grow-
ing on trees in the mountainous parts of British
Burmah, and sent to Messr.s. Low in ISIiO.

Dendrobium "War-dianum.—There are few-

more beautiful species than this, a good form of
it having a chaste appearance possessed by few-

other Dendrobes. The earlier plants now in

flower should, if the basal shoots liave not made
much progress, be kept as cool and ((uiet as pos-
sible. It is one of the worst of all to grow out of
season, and several plants here that had finished
their growths far too early last summer I kept in

heat, and they have produced and fairly ripened
another set. This may not at first sight seem
very good practice, but the stems are now covered
with the bursting nodes, and I have no doubt
that both the earlier and the later bulbs will
flower. It is just possible that if this plan were
tried again many of the nodes on the earlier
shoots would start into growth instead of bloom-
ing, but this time they are all right. I have an
idea that since a more rational way of treating
the roots of this species has been practised, the
plants are longer lived under cultivation than
formerly.^ They appear to thrive best when
packed firmly together and growing over each
other, so to speak, and it is surprising what a
length of stem may be grown in small pans a
few inches across if kept thoroughly soaked with
water during the growing season. The healthiest
plants are ahvays those that keep dormant
longest, and every endeavour should be made to
grow them unchecked when once they have
started.—H. R.

AERIDES OUORATUM.
Perhaps the difterenee between cultixated and
w-ild specimens is in no other instance so plainly
shown as in the genus Aerides, of which this well-
known species is the type. Instead of the creep-
ing untidy-looking stems that are characteristic
of newly imported plants we have in well culti-

vated specimens handsome objects that grace
our houses whether in or out of bloom. Nor is

their culture at all dittieult when care and atten-
tion are bestowed upon them. It will be noted
that wild specimens have many more roots in
proportion to the length of stem than those we
grow- at home, obviously a provision of Nature for
the mechanical support of the plant cpiite as
much as a manurial one or more so. In the moist
heat of the Orchid house, these collect a certain
amount of the food of the plant no doubt, but
they are not required to the same extent, conse-
quently they are not produced. A. odoratum is a
noble flowering plant, and although every week
sees new additions to the list of Cypripediums
and other smaller kinds we could do with a few
more such as tliis splendid Aerides. The racemes
are extremely elegant, the colours beyond reproach,
while the scent of a few flower spikes per-
vades quite a large house, and is of that warm
aromatic kind that one does not tire of, like
that of other and more popular flowers. Com-
ing from some of the warmest parts of the
world considerable heat is neeessarj', but not
so much as is often thought. Alongside
other East India kinds, such as Saccolabiums or
even where the warmest section of Cattleya
thrives, A. odoratum will usually be satisfactory.
Plenty of light on all sides helps materially to
strengthen and harden the plants, and if arranged
at a fair distance from the roof glass, the leaves
will lie found to stand more sunshine than many
other Orchids. Small examples in baskets, such
as the tops of plan's or side breaks taken oft' in

spring, are generally placed rather close to the
glass, and here, of course, more shading must be
resorted to. The best material to grow it in is

clean Sphagnum Moss, with lumps of charcoal
added in dift'erent sizes, according to that of the
pot or basket. In every case the drainage should
be carefully attended to, for it is a thirsty subject
when healthy and in full growth. It commences
to grow in the earl^' spring months and pushes
its flower-spikes from the upper parts, and when
once the roots are getting well away, it is impor-
tant that they are not dry for any length of time
until they lose their green tips and cloud over in

autumn. While at rest keep the plants fairly dry,
but avoid a high or dry temperature in the house,
this leading to insects in plenty and having a
weakening efl'ect upon the plant. A. odoratum is

a native of various parts of India and China,
being, in fact, a very widely distributed plant,
and has been in cultivation in this country close
upon 100 years.

Cattleya Trianee delicata.—The rich tint on
the front of the prettily frilled lip contrasts very
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nicely with the i)ale delicate rose on the outer

segments, and it forms a capital companion plant

to the usually deeper tinted C. Percivaliana.

These beautiful labiate Cattleyas may almost be
said to flower the whole year round. As a matter
of fact they do in collections where all are fully

represented, the quietest time being when the old

autumn flowering kind is past. The lovely form
named above is one of the best of the C. Trian:f

varieties and one that is not so often obtained
true, as one would imagine by the frequency with
which the name is heard.

Zygopetalum crinitum.—This species is not
so often seen as Z. Mackayi or Z. intermedium,
but it is a pretty and useful plant when seen in

good condition. The flower-spikes are stout and
the individual blooms large, the sepals being light

greenish yellow and the lip covered with short

shaggy hairs. The ground is white, veined
irregularly with bluish purple, these veins run-

ning from the centre outwards nearly to the
margin. Tlie plants have roundish, light green
pseudo-bulbs, the darker foliage being much
broader than usual in the genus. Its culture

does not differ materially from that advised
recently for Z. Mackayi.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
The days are lengthening, and preparations for

a busier season with Orchids must be made.
Already Dendrobiums are beginning to push
from the base, and nearly all the deciduous
kinds have the nodes swelling for flower. A
little more warmth now that the turn of the

year is past may be allowed in this section, but
it must be very gently applied and must not be
accompanied by much atmospheric moisture,

t'attleyas, too, are on the move
; many plants

of C. Percivaliana are in flower, and the earlier

forms of C. Trianre are close behind. Later
plants liave the points of the flowers just ap-

pearing at the top of the sheath. All such
plants should be placed in the warmest and
lightest part of the house, those of the C.

Mossipe and C. Gaskelliana sections being kept
as quiet as possible. Comfortable quarters,

too, ai'e necessary for Cymbidiums that are

throwing up theii spikes, and where C. Lowi-
anum, for instance, has a large number of these
pushing, encouragement may be given by a little

more moisture at the roots than they have been
receiving lately. It will be a saving of time
later on if any plants of this description or
Sobralias needing top-dressing are attended to

row. They are often left until too late owing
to the number of things reijuiring attention in

a few weeks time, while no harm can befall the
plants by doing it too early. Lielia superbiens
is throwing up its long cane-like spikes, and a

little encouragement in the way of warmth and
moisture is well repaid. As the earlier plants
of L. anceps go out of flower, these and L.
autumnalis, L. furfuracea, and L. peduncularis
may be attended to at the roots. So much
moisture is required by these plants while
growing, and so little compost is neces.sary,

that all should be looked over annually. But
few may need repotting ; in fact, if properly
done in the first place and afterwards judiciously
treated, they may often remain in the same
pots for five or .six years. A little fresh mate-
rial, however, is often of great service, this

being placed near the leading pseudo - bulbs
within easy reach of the young roots that are
annually produced. None of this class of
Orchid should be disturbed at tlie roots if

the pseudo-bulbs have been at all weakened by
flowering, but if the latter are nicely jjlump at
patting time, they may with advantage be kept
on the dry side afterwards until new roots are
forming. L. majalis must be liung up in the

full sun and not watered much until the growths
start.

Lyoaste Skinneri in its many forms is now
making a fine show. All are fine showy blooms,
but the best are undoubtedly the pure white
forms and those that display a deep crimson on
the lip. The.se and the nearly allied Colax
jugosus like rather more warmth at this season

than is present in the Odontoglossum house, and
must be carefully, though somewhat freely,

watered at the roots. Pleiones as they go out
of bloom must be potted on the lines recently

noted, also Oalanthes and Thunias, as when these

are attended to early it relieves the press of work
later. Large plants of Cielia macrostachya,
Zygopetalum Mackayi and others of a like habit

may also have a little assistance by top-dressing

and a plentiful water supply to finish up the

new pseudo-bulbs. In the warmest house there

ai-e already signs of activity among the distich-

ous-leaved kinds, but it is too early yet to

disturb any of these. The long cylindrical

racemes of Sacoolabium giganteum and viola-

ceum fill the house with their pleasant aromatic
fragrance, and many of the charming Moth Or-

chids are either in flower or rapidly advancing
thereto. No great difference is necessary as

yet in the temperature, but as daylight increases

it is .safer to raise rather than lower it.

Avoid pressing the fire-heat much, especially at

night, (iO"-' being ample for all East Indian plants

just now. The highest temperature now re-

quired is where the Australian kinds of Dendro-
biums such as D. l)igibbura, D. superbiens, or

any others that may hajipen to be growing are

arranged. The Cattleya house and cooler de-

partments may remain as advised in my last

notes, the only advance allowable being on
bright days by sun-heat. All spare time should

be utilised in preparing a stock of potting
materials, labels, stakes and clean pots and
baskets. H. R.

ONCIDIUM SI'LENDIDUM.

This Orchid is aptly named and one of the \'ery

finest spring-flowering kinds. From a roundish
green pseudo-bulb bearing a thick, leathery
iDronzed leaf the flower-spikes spring. The indi-

vidual blossoms are produced in considerable

numbers upon these, and are remarkable for the
beautiful showy lip. This is 2 inches and upwards
across, bright yellow, the sepals and petals small,

with brown spots and blotches. Under cultiva-

tion the plant is becoming much more of a suc-

cess than formerly. It does not like a large

amount of material about the roots, especiallj-

when the plants are small or weak, but a well-

divided medium about an inch in depth. The
roots, though large and fleshy-looking, are very
easily surfeited with moisture, more especiallj'

during the time of rest. It makes best progress

in a light sunny position, this hardening and
ripening the growth as it is made and rendering
it less liable to insect attacks or checks from other

causes. The temperature of the Cattleya house
is suitable, and here the plants may remain all the

year round. Growth starts some time during the

spring months and goes on all through the sum-
mer and autumn, tew plants of a similar habit

requiring such a long time to make up their

growths. It must not be thought that placing

them in a high temperature will mend matters
any, as this only tends to a soft, unsatisfactory

growth. Hardly are the jiseudo-bulbs finished

efore the flower-spikes push up, and the produc-
tion and maintenance of these make a certain

amount of watering necessary. But at any time
when the bulbs are finished, and no signs either of

growth or flower-spikes can be seen, the drier the

plants are ke|)t the better, provided they do not
shrivel and the roots keep plump. In its native

country O. splendidum is said to sometimes grow
on the ground amid long rough grass, so that

one might almost be led to think it a semi-terres-

trial kind, but to act on this would probably
lead to disaster under cultivation. Good fibrous

peat and clean Sphagnum iloss are quite hold-

ing enough for it, but plenty of crocks and char-

coal must be mixed with it, or it settles down
too closely into an inert condition. Insects, as a
rule, give 0. splendidum a wide berth, not appa-
rently caring much for the hard foliage. Scale

may occasionally be noticed on the bulbs, but is

easily got rid of by the usual means. Green-fly

sometimes attacks the flower-spikes and should be
kept down by passing a damp sponge up each one
daily. Where many of this and other Oncidiums
are coming into flower, it is good policy to give a
couple of light fumigations on successive even-

ings. It is a native of Mexico, introduced about
1870.

VANDA AMESIANA.
Tins is one of the most useful of the winter-

flowering A'andas. It is usually considered a
difficult suliject to deal with, but when a position

suitable to its requirements is found there are

few Orchids that grow more freely or yield a

better return than this. There are in the collec-

tion of which I have charge at the present

time, in spite of the recent foggy weather we
have experienced, several plants in flower, two of

the largest having seven and nine spikes respec-

tively, many of them being upwards of 2 feet

long, with numerous branches. There is no
doubt that a great manj' people fail in the culti-

vation of this species through over-drying and
resting the plants before the proper resting season

has arrived. I have noted in several collections

this has been treated as a practically cool species.

The result is that one usually finds the flower-

spikes considerably dwarfed, and consequently

only a few flowers on each. My own experience

leads me to consider it a species requiring the

East Indian house treatment throughout the year.

It should not under these conditions be allowed

to suffer from want of moisture until the flower-

spikes have been removed. Being a winter-

flowering plant, it should be placed in such a
position in the house as to avoid as little risk of

checks as possible through the variability of the

outside conditions, and to obtain the maximum
amount of light. I find it best to grow the

Vandas in teak baskets, so that they may be
suspended near the roof glass at the warm end of

the house. After the flower-spikes have been re-

moved I usually place the plants in a cooler

position, with onlj' sufficient moisture to keep
them in a ])Iump condition. They usually re-

main in a dormant condition until the end of

April or beginning of May, when they begin to

show signs of activity. I find this the best time

to do any potting that may be required, but un-

less the plants have become leggy through loss of

the basal leaves, very little repotting is required.

If the decayed material is removed and replaced

by good living Sphagnum (no peat is required),

pressing it moderately firm amongst the roots is

all that is necessary. After this season they are

more liberally treated, both at the roots and with
atmospheric moisture, which must be maintained

well into the autumn. H. J. C.

Cattleya luteola.—This u <i dwarf winter-

flowering Cattleya not often aeen. Tlie p ouJo-bulbs

are each little more tbau a couple of inches high, .ind

each bears a single short leaf. The spikes bear about
four or five blossoms, wliicb, as the name implies, are

yellowish, the lip having streaks of purple on a lighter

ground. It likes less heat than the majority of

Cattleyas, and a.i it is said (o grow only in siady
positions by the river banks in its native habitat, it

should have plenty fif shade and moisture. The
plants do best in shallow baskets or pans nearly filled

with crocks, with over these a liitle p^at and Moss.

Saccolabium miniatum.—This is a rare and
pretty dwarf-growing species, throwing erect

spikes of bright orange-red flowers like those of

tlie Later-blooming S. curvifolium. It reiiuires

abundance of heat and a moist atmosphere while

growing, and only enough shade to prevent

scorching of the foliage. It is best suited in small
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wooden baskets or suspended pans, these being
well drained and just large enough to take the

plants easily. It must be grown in almost pure
Sphagnum, a few lumps of crocks and charcoal

being added to prc\ent closeness, The proper

time to repot is directly the flowers are past. It

is a native of Java, and was introduced in 1816.

Trees and Shrubs.

SOME FLOWERING CHERRIES.

Of all the Prunus tribe, comprising as it does

the Almonds, Peaches, Apricots, Cherries, and
Plums, the Cherries when in flower are, I

think, the most beautiful. The delicate beauty

and grace of the blossoms, marked as these

characteristics are in every one of the Prunus
groups, reach in the Cherries their highest

development. 'Neither are they surpassed else-

where in the abundance of the blossoms, as

may well be judged by the four illustrations

here given. A selection of the best of them is

indispensable, therefore, for even the smallest

of gardens ; for those large enough in size, prac-

tically the whole of the Cherries and Bird

Cherries are available, containing as they do at

least two dozen trees and shrubs unsurpassed

in beauty and interest, as well as others which,

if not in the very first rank, are still worth
growing. Many tpf the best of the ^^Cherries

The doulle flowering Cherry (Pritnus pseudo-
Cerasus). From a photograph sent by Mr.
C. Metcalfe, Mill Bouse, Halifax.

coiiic Irnm .lap.-iii and Chnia, where longpuiiods
of cultivation have largely developed the size

and attractiveness of the flowers. The same
has happened at home with our native flower-
ing Cherries, the double varieties of which

almost rival the best Japanese varieties. The
doubling of the flowers of Cherries is, indeed,
in every way an improvement, adding to their

showiness and duration without detracting in

tiie least from their gracefulness.
The double Cherry here figured is Prunus

pseudo-Cerasus, a native of China and Japan,
and perhaps the loveliest of all AprU-flowering
tree.s. In Japan, wliere it has been planted
in great quantities along the highways and in

gardens and temple grounds, its flowering
marks one of the national festivals. Sargent
mentions an avenue at Koganei several miles in

length, where ]0,(M)() Cherries were planted
a century and a half ago. In the best varieties

<iC P. pseudo-Cerasus the flowers are fully

2 inches across and of a soft rosy white. One
of tlie best is known as Cerasus Watereri.

The single-flowered Cherry, a branch of wliich

shows such a remarkable wealth of blossom in

the illustration, is Prunus Avium, or the Gean.
It is a native of Britain, and is one of the

parents of our fruiting Cherries. It makes an
erect tree, 20 feet to 30 feet high, and flowers

about the middle of April, when its branches
become wreathed with thick clusters of mostly
pendulous blossoms. The doulile - flowered

variety of it is only second in value to P. Pseudo-
eerasus ; it flowers with all the freedom of the

type, whilst the doubling of the petals gives

greater substance and durability to the Islos-

soms

.

Prunus Padus, or the Bird Cherry, of whose
gracefulness in a cut state the accompanying
picture gives so admirable an illustration, is

another of our native trees. It is larger than the

preceding ones, reaching a height of 40 feet, and
it flowers a month later. It varies considerably

in merit, as might be expected from its wide
distribution, for it extends from Northern and
Central Europe to Manchuria and .Japan. Some
of its best forms (of which that figured is evi-

dently one) have both racemes and individual

flowers much larger than in others. I remem-
ber the late Mr. Anthony Waterer a few years

ago pointing out a very fine variety growing in

the Knap Hill Nursery with racemes, if I

remember rightly, at least 8 inches long. One
still finer, perhaps, was obtained from the

Continent two or three years ago ; it is called

flore-pleno and has racemes 8 inches or 9 inches

long, each flower three-quarters of an inch across,

double, and lasting longer in beauty than any of

the single varieties. Another variety in the

collection at Kew which has been brought from
Manchuria may also be briefly alluded to ;

it

has large flowers and racemes, but is more
especially noteworthy as coming into bloom at

least a month earlier than our British Bird

Cherry does
The beauty of the illustrations will probably

lead many readers of The Garhex to represent

the Cherries in their gardens more plentifully

than they have hitherto done. To such, pos-

.sibly, the following representative selection of

a dozen of the best species and varieties may
be of some help, especially as the planting

season is now in full swing :

—

Trbe-s. Shrubs.
Prunus Avium fl.-pl. Prunus japonica (sinen-

Cerasus persiciflora. sis).

,, Rhexi fl.-pl. .Tacquemonti.

pendula. prostrata.

pseudo-Cerasus pnmila.

(Waterer's).

Mahaleb pendula.

Padus fl.-pl.

acida sempcrfloreiis.

W. .J. B.

Cotoneaster Simonsi.—This is perhaps the

brightest berried kind in the genus and a capital

plant for winter effect. The berries are very
freely produced and of a bright crimson colour,
and as the leaves may be almost described as
evergreen, these make a nice setting to the
former. It is not particular as to soil, though, of
course, growth will he most free in a medium
staple where it can root freely. Here it is grow-
ing in a cold, heavy clay, badly cultivated, in
fact only waste land, and though not long planted
—about two years -seems already quite at home.
In a light sandy soil it it easily propagated by
layering the lower branches.

—

H.

Cornus sibirica Spathi.—This makes a very
pretty shrub in summer, when the variegated

The trild Cherry (Prunus Avium). Frovi n,

photograph si^nt by Mr, C. Metcalfe, Mill
House, Halifax.

foliage is at its best, while during the winter
months the briglit red of the stems is attractive.

Though perfectly hardy, it does best in a shel-

tered position, as if much exposed, the leaves are
apt to be badly cut and bruised by hail and wind.
It is very easily propagated by cuttings made
from the young growing tops, these being in-

serted in any light, sandy soil and covered with
a handlight. It may also be rooted in pots in

the greenhouse and kept just free from frost

during the first winter. After this the plants
may be set out in lines for a season, and even-
tually planted out in permanent po.sitions.—H. R.

Gaultlieriaprocumbens.—Inquiriesare often
made concerning plants available for carpeting
purposes, particularly such as are effective at all

seasons, and many subjects have been from time
to time recommended. In the front rank of suit-

able plants must be placed this Gaultheria, which
possesses several desirable features. It succeeds
well under conditions such as the other hardy
Ericacea? delight in, and though they all do well
in soil of a peaty nature, it is not absolutely
necessary for their well-cloing, and they may
often be seen in a flourishing condition where the
soil is loamj' provided it is free from lime. The
beauty of the plant at this season is greatly
enhanced bj- the little glowing red berries, which
nestling among the bronzy leaves form one of the
brightest features of a dull winter's tiay. There
are many ways in which this (iaulthcria can be
employed with advantage, for it is very efi'ectivo

in the cool moist parts of rockwork, and for

carpeting a bed in which S]5ecimens of tlie larger
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Ericaceje are planted it is just in its element. At
Kew a bed containing some half-dozen plants of

the winter-flowerinfT Hamamelis japonica shows
that beautiful Japanese shrub to ^ery great
advantage, springing as they do from a dense
carpet of this little Gaultheria. A second species,

U. Shallon, is altogether a more vigorous-growing
subject than this last, and reaches a height of

"i feet to 3 feet. This will succeed under trees

better than most shrubs, providing the soil con-
tains a good proportion of vegetable matter and
is fairly moist. In some districts it is used for

covert planting, the berries being much appre-
ciated by game. In the spring the spikes of urn-
shaped pinkish blossoms are borne in great profu-
sion, and add greatly to the ornamental appear-
ance of the plant.—T.

Planting near the sea.— Mr. Low will have
no cause to be dissatisfied with the following plants
in a maritime exposure : Finns maritima, Pinus
montana (for extreme exposure), Cupressus macro-
carpa, t^uercus ilicifolia (Evergreen Oak), Q. Cerris
(Turkey Oak), Ash, Sycamore, Sea Buckthorn
(for extreme exposure), Laurustinus, Fuchsia
Riccartoni and F. globosa, Olearia Haasti, 0.
Traversi and 0. ilicifolia, Escallonia macrantlia,
tlriselinia littoralis, Euonymus europivus and the
evergreen species, and Rosa rugosa.

—

Heebeut
M.V.WVELI,.

THE SCARLET-FRUITED THORN AS A
STOCK FOR GRAFTING.

In grafting, there is pretty often occasion to em-
plo}' the White Thorn as a stock, and it is not
only commonly so used in grafting the various
species and varieties of the genus Cratiugus, trat

in certain cases is or may be employed in grafting
some other rosaceous trees, such as the Medlar,
Service Trees, various kinds of Pears, the Ame-
lanchier, Eriobotrya japonica, Raphiolepis, &'c.

,

with all of which the common White Thorn
(Crataegus Oxyacantha) is habitually used as a
stock.

Here, perhaps, it may be well to remark that
very probably nurserymen most frequently em-
ploy the monogynous form of the Crataegus, and
not the typical form which has double-stoned fruit.

The former, which is sometimes regarded as a dis-

tinct species under the name of C. mono"yna
(Jacq.)and sometimes referred as a variety to V.
Oxyacantha, occurs far more commonly in the wild
state than the double-stoned form, and to it we
must refer most of our tine varieties which have
pink, red or scarlet Howers, single and double. It
also furnishes the greater part, if not the whole,
of the handsome arborescent specimens which one
often sees in some parts of the east of France
growing singly here and there on the boundaries
of fields—specimens which with age have attained
the dimensions of trees of the third man--
nitude. Being more vigorous in growth than the
common White Thorn, C. monogyna becomes
taller in stature, and as the nurserymen naturally
prefer to gatlier the haws for sowing from the
rinest and best-groun trees, the chances are very
great that, without being at all aware of it, they
select them from trees of C. monogyna. Although
it possesses substantial qualities and is, on the
whole, preferable to the double-stoned typical
form, yet C. monogyna has some drawbacks,
especially in being of comparatively slow growth,
and also in being furnished with numerous spines
at an early age and in losing its sap quickly.
Tbe species which I desire to recommend here,

namely, the Scarlet-fruited Thorn (Crataegus coc-
cinea, L.), exhibits these objectionable features in
a very much less degree. This is an American
species, native of the United States and Canada,
and one of the handsomest from an ornamental
jjoint of view. The tree grows to the height of
from IG feet to 26 feet, forming a good head. The
Ijark is of a whitish tint ; flowers white, of com-
paratively large size, and very numerous ; fruit
or haws ovoid or sub-globular in shape, and aljout
as largo as a medium-sized Cherry, of a very fine
soarlet-red colour, and generally containing four,
and Qccasionully five, ,'stones. Thoy ripen in Sep-

tember, when they produce a brilliant effect,

which often lasts but a short time, as birds are
very fond of them, especially blackbirds. On this

account this species of Cratiegus is very suitable

tor game coverts.*

It was somewhat accidentally that I became
aware of the advantages which the scarlet-fruited

Thorn otters as a stock for grafting. In the year
ISS") we were shield-grafting some plants of

Crat.fgus at the Museum when our stock of the
common White Thorn fell short, and to supply
the deficiency we made use of a number of young
plants of Cratregus coccinea and C. Crus-galli. The
result was \ ery satisfactory as regards these two
species, but the Cockspur Thorn (C. Crus-galli),

even when it is quite young, is furnished with
formidable s})ines which are very troublesome to

the grafter, so we dropped it out of our exiieii-

ments, which, however, we continued with C.

coccinea, the young jjlants of which up to the age
of three or four years are entirely, or almost
entirely, spineless.

An experience of it during twelve years has
given us an increased appreciation of this species.

It retains its sap for a longer time than the
common White Thorn does. At the same age
plants of it are stouter, better furnished and more
supple, the bark is thicker and more easily raised

in grafting, and the grafts grow more vigorously,

at least during the first few 3'ears. We have
proved that the species which are ordinarily

grafted on the common White Thorn succeed
ei|ually well when grafted on the scarlet-fruited

Thorn, viz., species and varieties of the genus
Crat;egus, also Pears, Service trees. Medlars, &c.

Carriere's W^hite Thoi-n (C. Carri&rei) notably
when thus grafted has given very good results.

I may add that C. coccinea ])roduces an abund-
ance of fruit, each haw generally containing four
stones, so that from a single tree one may raise a
large numlier of plants, and, lastly, with regard to

the soil in which it is grown, it is cjuite as easily

satisfied as C. Oxyacantha or C. monogyna.—L.

Hexky, in Le Jardin.

The colour of Eng'lish trees in autumn.

—

Mr. Joseph Meehan writes to an American ]>aper

describing the trees of England as " keeping up
their dark green-hued foliage to the last !

" He
must have left us too soon, as this is a bold thing
to write in a year when our woods and trees were
full of colour right through the autumn, including

some of the finer American trees, which for people
who have the art to group and mass tliem in any
eti'ective way have sometimes as fine colour in our
country as in their own. But it is a delusion to

suppose that our native trees have not fine colour,

for scarcely one of them is not remarkable for it

in autumns like the past, and some of them every
autumn. The Oak woods round London were
superb in colour in the autumn of 1S!)7, and the

Beech woods nearly every year from Scotland
downwards. In fact, wearenotsure, whether to the

artistic eye, open to delicate gradation and variety

of good colour, the colour of British woodlands
would not be thought quite as good as any other,

not forgetting the winter colours, often most
beautiful, from that of Alders massed by the
winter stream to the Birch on the airy hill and

* Cratii'gus coccinea of Liiina'us (Alespilus c^cciuea,

Willd.) lias amongst its numerous sjnoujnis that ot

C. acerifolia, Hort. This is likely to cause confusion,
since the epfcitic name acerifolia has also been applied
to a very distinct species, viz., C. conlata, Ait. (C.

populifoha, Walt., C. acerifolia, Mcench, MefpJus
corallina, Desf , &G.), so that as a synonjm of C.

cTccirea it should be entirely renouncfil. In tbe year
1889 M. Ch. Baltet mentioned C. ccrdata of Alton,
under tbe name of C corallica, as liav-ng jielded re-

markable vctults as a stock under tbe bands of ]\I.

Diibarle, of Keiras. From some specimens wbicli M.
Dubarle sent me, I was conviiced that the stock in

question really was C. cordala, and I was \ery much
surprised nt this, because at Ibe Museum we bad
found this species to be only a very poor subject for a
strck. So true is it tliat, in cultivalion, one should
always take into accouirt tire nature of tlie soil and
other external conditions, aird be very 'arei'ril not to

generalise too hastily.^L. H,

Oaks massed close with stems silvered by Lichens.
—Fidd.

THE SHASTA FIR.

(aBIES SHASTENSlS.)

The following important article will be read
with interest by English lovers of th.e great
Pacific mountain Firs. It occurs in the hist

number of Gairhn and Forest, a paper whicli

gave us the Vjest information we ever had as to

the trees of North America :

—

Among the conifers of the Pacific coast, two
Firs, Abies nobilis and Abies magnifica, have long
been a hard knot for botanists. Abies nobilis was
described in IS.'B, Abies magnifica in 1803, and
after various biljliographical vicissitudes, during
wliich the real distinctness of the two was seriously

questioned by the highest botanical authorities
both in the United States and Great Britain, the
essential distinctive character of the species was
considered by Dr. Engelmann in 1878" to be the
exserted bracts on the cones of A. nobilis, a tree

ot the Cascade Mountains of Oregon, and the in-

cluded bi-acts of A. raagn'fica, a tree of the Sierra

Nevada of California, a position he still main-
tained in lS8tl.f Two years later, however, after

a trip through Oregon and California with I'ro-

fessor C. S. Sargent, he expressed the opinion

that the real difl'erential mark of the two trees was
the grooved leaf of A. nobilis and the two-keeled
leatof A. magnifica. { Now, on Mount Shasta, which
is intermediate in geographical position between
the Cascades and the Sierra Nevada, occur large

forests of a Fir with two keeled leaves and ex-

serted bracts. In the liglit of his earlier opiirion

Dr. Engelmann considered this tree a form of A.

nobilis, but afterwards, in the light of his later

opinion, a form ot A. magnifica. In 1890 Mr.
J. G. Lemmon took the matter up, following Dr.

Engelmann's later view that the grooved leaf

constituted the real character of A. nobilis, and
ventured to describe the Mount Shasta tree as a
variety, shastensis, of Abies magnifica ; and in

May of the present year he published it as a dis-

tinct species, Abies shastensis.

During the past summer the writer, in com-
pany with Mr. Elmer I. Applegate, of Klamath
Falls, Oregon, had ample opportunity, on a

* Ergelirann, Trans. St. Louis Acad., iii., G02

(1878).

t Kiiffehnaun in Bre.\er and Watson, But. Cal.,n.,

U'J (1S8U).

I Engelmann, Bat. Gazette, vii., 4 (1882). I find

that while Dr. Engelmairu was the tirst, apparently,

to bring this leaf distinction prominently before

botanist-i, especially as a key to tbe difference between
true nobilis and the Mount Shasta tree, this leif

character bad been advanced as early as 1875 {Qar-

deii'.rn' Ctironicle. page 752) by Mr. Syme, tbe Loii-

dou nurseryman, as a me.ns of distinguishing nobilis

from magnifica,. In the note, written by Andrew
Murray, in which this cbaiacttr is announced there

is an evident hesitation to assert its constancy. The
note I'eids " There are a great many plants

ia this eoualry (Great Britain) mhicb have always

been eonsidei-ed I'icaa nobilis (uow Abies nobilis),

which have been bought as P. nobilis, which have

been raised from seed sent home to Gi-eat Brilain as

P. nobilis which jet have tetragonal leaves. I an-

ticipate Mr. Syme's answer to this objection, that

P. magniti.a has hesn cOTfounded with P. nobilis in

its rative country (tbe north-west cuast of America),

and tliat these plants with sirbtetragonal leaves ai'e

really P. magnitica raised from seed sent boaie as P.

nobilif by mistake." This suggested solu'irn uf the

ditficully is undoubtedly cori'ect in the main, but. the

trees ciiliivated in (.ireat Britain under the incoiTeet

name of Abies nobilis, having tetragonal or two-keeled

leavfs, may be not magnifica alone, but some of them
shastensis. The original importation of seeds by
David Diuglas in 18i0 was, of course, true nobilis.

John Jeffrey's impoitalion in 1851-53 was a failure, as

none of bis seeds grew. The seeds sent by William

Murray and A. F. Beardsley a few years later reached

tTreat l^ritain iu good condition and were successfully

grown, hut none of these could have been A. nobilis,

for that tree does not grow irr the regioir iu whiclr tliey

got Ibeir Kcds. All tbe trees grown from this im-

lio.talioa n.uat be either iragnilrca or shasteutis.
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journey from end to end of the Cascade Moun-
tains of Oregon, to examine both A. nobilis and
A. shastensis. As no botanist has made this trip

before, many new facts regarding the geographi-

cal distribution of plants were observed, and
among other interesting things, the most of which
must be deferred for later pulilication, the rai her

startling discovery was made that the bracted Fir

abundant in the Crater Lake region and for

nearly 100 miles towards the north along the

Cascades, is not Abies nobilis, as has heretofore

been supposed, but is in reality Abies shastensis.

We entered the Cascade Mountains from the east

at a point about fifteen miles north of the Oregon-
California boundary, and turning northward from
Buck Lake toward Lake of the VVoods, we came
upon the Shasta Fir near the summit if the

divide between these two lakes at an ele\ation of

a little more than .5000 feet. On the following

day, travelling south-westward from the Lake of

the Woods about two miles on the Dead Indian
Road we found the tree again, on the summit of a

divide of about the same altitude as the other,

and probalily continuous with it. These two
localities, about twelve miles south-east of Mount
Pitt, are situated near the point where the great
Cascade range breaks down, being separated from
Mount Shasta, sixty miles to the south, by a broad
gap through which the Klamath River flows ocean-
ward from the elevated plains of the interior.

From these tii'st localities we observed the tree

northward along the Cascades at points of suit-

able elevation as far as the mountain immedi-
ately south of Davis Lake, one of the reservoir

sources of the Deschutes River, about latitude

forty-three degrees thirty-five minutes. The tree

has been reported by Mr. Lemmon as occurring
also westward from the Cascade Shasta gaji in

various smaller range-" toward the sea, including
Mount Eddy, the Trinity Mountains, Scott Moun-
tains, and the Siskiyou Mountains, all except
the last lying wholly south of the Oregon-Cali-
fornia line In the Cascade Mountains
the Shasta Fir belt has an elevation of from
5000 feet to 7000 feet, and the tree is usually

associated with Tsuga Pattoni, growing chiefly

in the lower part of the Pattoni belt, but it often

also crosses the Pinus Murrayana belt and some-
times overlaps on its lower side the upjiermost
edge of the Pinus ponderosa belt. In its best
development, as, for example, on Huckleberry
Mountain and near the summit of the Fort Kla-

math-Rogue River Road, it is a superb tall tree

of magniflcent proportions, easily the queen of

the forest. Its common height is from 1.50 feet

to 200 feet, and its trunk diameter 3 feet or

4 feet. The trunks of two large, but by no
means extraordinary trees near the lower camp-
ing-ground at Crater Lake measured 1;5 feet

7 inches and \o feet 8 inches in circumference
about 4 feet from the ground. The crown of a
mature tree is narrowly oblong in outline, usually

equalling from one-half to two thirds the total

height of the tree, supported on a straiglit, only
slightly tapering, branchless trunk, from 40 feet

to 75 feet in height. The bark is of a reddish-

grey colour on the outside, is regularly and rather
deeply fissured, and within has the colour of

Hemlock bark in alternating layers of dark red
and reddish brown. The branchlets are extremely
symmetrical in their ultimate ramifications, so

that one standing beneath a tree can always dis-

tinguish it by this feature alone from A. lasio-

carpa, concolor, grandis or amabilis. The large

cones, described in detail below, sit erect upon
the branches, and are continually suggestive of

little owls.

In general a)3pearance trees of Abies nobilis

and Abies shastensis are to me indistinguishable,

though a more intimate acquaintance with them
might discover some gross differences. The cones
of the two trees, though very similar, can always
be distinguished by one familiar with both. The 1

cone of A. nobilis is the slenderer of the two,
measurements of the specimens of five collectors

giving an average length of 1,3,3 millimetres, and
an average thickness of .57 millimetres, giving a
ratio of 2 3S— in short, a typical, well-developed

cone is noticeably more than twice as long as broad.
In A. shastensis, cones from six different places give
an average of 131 millimetres in length by 70 milli-

metres in breadth, a ratio of 1'87, indicating that
they are usually a little less than twice as long as
broad. The cone scales of A. shastensis are
usually from .30 millimetres to 35 millimetre.-

Ijroad and the seeds about 13 millimetres
long, these measur^ments in those of A. nobilis

being aliout 20 millimetres to 25 millimetres and
10 millimetres respectively. In external appear-
ance the cones differ also in another way. The
exposed portion of the bract is usually longer and
more inclined to be obcordate in A. nobilis, and is

abru|)tly reflexed and appressed to the surface of

the cone, thus usually completely covering the
scales. The awns of the bracts above the mar-
ginal serrations are commonly 5 millimetres to

7 millimetres long. In A. shastensis the awn is

2 millimetres to 3 millimetres long, and the
shorter exposed part of the bract, seldom retuse

at the apex, is rather loosely recurved, so that a
considerable portion of the surface of the cone is

commonly visible. Probably the best character
of the tree, however, is in the leaves. Unfortu-
nately, good series of the lower leaves of the

two species are not accessible, but those of the
upper branches, broken dead twigs from which
can almost always be found underneath the trees,

have been examined in quantity. In both species

these leaves are thick, stiff', u|)vvardly curved,
keeled on the lower suiface, and often, especially

on cone- bearing branches, sharp pointed. On the
upper surface of the leaves of A. nobilis there is,

however, a sharply-detintd, narrow groove, while

in tho-se of A. shastensis the upper surface is

keeled like the lower, tlie cross section therefore

being rhomboidal like that of a Picea. The
groove in the leaf of A. nobilis does not always
reach all the way to the apex, and .sometimes in

the leaves situated along the middle of the upper
surface of the twig, and therefore without lateral

curvature, it is entirely wanting, but in the out-

side leaves of the twig it is invariably present.

AiiiEs NOBILIS is primarilj' a tree of the Cascade
Mountains, the locality best and longest known
for it being Mount Hood. It has been known for

several years to exiend as far north along the

Cascades as Mount Ranier, and now it is reported

by Mr. A. J. -lohnson, of Astoria, Oiegon, as

occurring on Mount Baker, in extreme Northern
Washington, close to the British boundary.
Southward along the Cascades in Oregon we found
it as far as Browder Piidge, on tlie northernmost
headwaters of the Mackenzie, an affluent of the

Willamette. This is about .50 miles north of the

northernmost point at which we found Abies
shastensis. Our route between these two points

lay wholly on the eastern slope of the Cascades,

but examination of the western slope in this region

will undoubtedly show that the range of the two
species approaches much more close!}', if thej' do
not, indeed, actually meet. Mr. .Johnson has also

reported it from tlie coast mountains of South-

western Washington. The tree grows here, I am
informed by Mr. B. E. Fernow, at an elevation of

usually 1500 feet to 3(00 feet, sometimes extending
as low as oOOfeet, as, forexample, on the north slope

of the divide between Griys River and Skamo-
kawa River, about four miles from the sea.

C. V. CoVILLE.

Early Daffodils.— Among the early flowers

of the year there are perhaps none more refresh-

ing and beautiful than the several kinds of Nar-

cissi that so readily lend themselves to forcing.

Always among the earliest is the ever-welcome
Tenby Daffodil, and a few days later the some-

what larger Irish kind known as Irish King or

Ard-Righ. Both these are very pleasing, and
possess a value of their own, though neither can

boast of a good sound constitution, a fact greatly

to be regretted in such as force readily and well

as do these. Ard-Righ is the larger of the two,

while the Tenby has the better golden hue and a

sturdy vigour in the jierianth segments not easily

surpassed, Later still is the far more handsome

Golden Spur, one of the finest of its tribe, and in

every way a splendid flower. All these by judi-

cious treatment may be had in flower quite eaily
in .Tanuary, and occasionally the two first named
before the old >ear has gone. Grown in pots, too,

H ith their pileasing foliage they are in every way
more graceful and satisfactory than the jraudy

Tulip or the lum|)y, formal, and solid spikes of

the Hyacinth, that so long held sway among the
indispensable early plants for forcing.

Kitchen Garden.

EARLY DWARF UNSTAKED PEAS.

As far as I am concerned the day.s of excessive

neatness and painful trinniess' are over, and the

aim now is to produce good crops at a minimum
cost in labour and money. It is not a question
of growing for profit, but rather of having
abundance of Peas in close succession and of

tlie best quality for my own use. Those extra

small podded, :-ound-.seeded sorts of the Ring-
leader type are not in my estimaticm worlih

garden rocun. On the other hand, many of the

tender, wrinkled-seeded kinds, some of which
mature very early if the plants are raised under
glass and duly set out in rows on a warm border

are unsuitable for sowing early in the open
ground, owing to the liability of the seed to

decay in cold, wet soil. William Hurst, other-

wise Chelsea Gem, has long been a favourite

with me for .sowing under glass and planting

out, and it succeeds admirably when sown in

the open ground about the first week in Match.
It is far superior to American Wonder, and de-

servedly popular, but has now been replaced by
Springtide, a variety that may be briefly de-

scribed as a dwarf improved form of William I.

Sown on February 22 quite in the open, on
level, light, and not particularly rich ground,

and not staked, a surprisingly good crop was
produced. The first gathering was made during

the third week in -June. No fault could be

found with the quality of this excellent early

Pea. Early Morn was sown at the same time

as Springtide, and is truly a fine variety. Un-
staked, the haulm was scarcely 2 feet in length,

but the crop was remarkably heavy, the pods

nearly the size of those of Duchess of Albany,

and closely filled with Peas equal in quality to

anything I had on my table all through the

season. It was only tliree days later than

Springtide. FiU' weight of croj) Dwarf Favourite

gave the greatest satisfaction. It is dwarf,

early, heavy cropping, and the long, narrow
pods are densely packed with good-sized Peas

of excellent (piality. Gradus and Daisy com-

pleted my list of dwarf early and second early

varieties to be grown without stakes, and both

sorts succeeded admirably as in previous years.

They are second early, large podded, and of

su|)erior quality.

If Peas succeed well in the open fields grown
without stakes, why not also in private gardens >

Because the varieties form much haulm when
staked it does not follow that they will make
haulm equally long if unstaked, and become a

ccmfused, insejiarable mass accordingly. On
the contrary, it is the staking that fosters the

formation of tall haulm. Left on the ground

the growth is much shorter, turns up at the

ends, and comes into bearing earlier than does

the staked haulm. Growing without stakes is

certainly the best plan where birds interfere

seriou.sly with the pods when tilling, while

plants on the ground do not suffer so much from

excessive heat and drought as do those staked,

though they may get slightly the worst of it

during a dull, wet season. No sjiecial prepa-

ration of the ground need be made for Peas
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A free-working, medium soil should be manured
and dug one good spit deep for unstaked Peas.

Seed sowing may commence, if the weather is

dry and open, during the first fortnight in

February or as soon after that tiuie as the

weather will permit. Where the .soil is of a

clayey nature it ought already to have been
dressed with strawy manure and laid up roughly
in order that it may break down finely during
the second or third week in February. Make a

successional sowing directly the first sown lines

are showing through the soil. Tf the Peas are
not to be staked, sow in single lines, rather
than in broad drills, 30 inches apart. Mould
up the plants in good time, and all that is

further necessary is to keeji down the weeds.

W. Igguiden.

to all others. This is distinct from the Hammer-
smith, though probably a selection. At any rate

it is a splendid winter Lettuce.—S. M.

Pea May Q,ueen.—This Pea did so well when
forced that I gave it a trial last year for first

sowing in the open, and it was really good. I

had previously grown it in pots and planted it

out, and seeing its robust haulm with earliness
combined, as I gathered the last week in May, it is

well named. This variety is only from 2 feet to

3 feet in height, pods large for so early a variety.

It is as early as the small round Peas, with the
advantage of a full Marrow flavour, and having a
robust habit it is not readily affected by frost; in-

deed, frost does less harm than wet soil. For
parly sowing well-drained soil is important.—G.
WVTIIES.

American Potatoes.—"A. D." (p. .35) is not
quite correct when he states that Beauty of

Hebron is the longest-lived, in this country of the
American introductions, for it was many years
previous that Early Rose came over, and is still

grown in large quantities. We were among the
first to bring it into general notice, and have still

the original stock on our seed farms. As proving
that there is still a market for it we may state
that we have already disposed of a large quantity
of seed this season. Most of the American va-

rieties serve us best here in a dry summer, and
give the most satisfactory crops on light and
well-drained .soils.— James Cartek & Co., Loudon.

Cabbage Little Gem.—For two seasons I

have grown Little (lenr as a summer Cabbage,
and it is all one may desire, as the quality is

cijual to tliat of a well-grown Rosette Colewort in

autumn, and there is an absence of that strong
Savour which large cabbages in summer often
possess. It is recommended as a very early
variety, and doubtless it would be valuable for

early cutting where small Cabbages are needed,
but with EUam's and and Mein's No. 1 so good I
have not retiuired better. I have sown Little
Gem in tlie spring for summer use and been much
pleased with its good quality. Sown in April,
there will be nice Cabbages in July, and a later
sowing iti May will provide a September supply.
Its great value is that when fully grown it

remains good so long a time and does not split.

There are scarcely any outer leaves. The plants
are compact and the colour a beautiful green.

—

G. Wytiies.

Lettuce in winter.—Though we have had a
remarkably mild m inter. Lettuces left in seed beds,
if sown at all earl\-, are \ ery poor. I am aware
many growers have a certain date for sowing their
Lettuces to stand through the winter, but even
then they cannot be relied upon, as after a hot,
dry summer, with the soil in a warm state, growth
is so quick that the plants get too large and are
soon injured with a few degrees of frost. It is

surprising what few losses there are among the
plants put out in October. This is often a risky
proceeding, but with a mild winter it is best, as
( ransplanting gives a chccli and prepares them for
our variable climate. 1 am aware excessive dani|j
is equally as injurious as frost, and this is the
reason plants at all thick in the seed beds winter
so badly. My best plants are those sown rather
thinly in well-drained soil, and not protected in
any way. So far, Lee's Hardy Green is superior

CROPPING ARRANGEMENTS.
The season so far has been a most propitious
one for all kinds of work in connection with the

kitchen garden, and wiu'k should inconsequence
be in a forward condition generally. Gardeners
will now be busy consulting last year's notes
and making preparations for the forthcoming
season. To carry this out in a thorough manner
demands a great deal of consideration, particu-

larly when the establishment to be supplied is

a large one and a full supjjly has to be main-
tained the year round. In the first place the
nature of the soil to be dealt with has to be
considered, as it frequently happens that it

varies considerably in a garden of large extent.

When such is the case, the best plan is to select

sites best suited to the needs of each particular

crop, and then prepare them accordingly.

A\'hen the soil is of the same character through-
out matters are much .simplified, and the only
thing needed is to so arrange the cropping that

a complete change of ground is effected. This
is assuming that the ground has not been dug,
or it it has, that due regard has been paid to

the natui-e or wants of each crop that it is likely

to have to carry. Indiscriminate manuring and
digging of plots regardless of the crops which it

is desired or necessary to grow upon them are

bad practice and cannot be too severely con-
demned.

^^'hen from various causes a particular crop
is found to succeed better in one portion of the
garden than in another, it is folly to abandon
it simply for the sake of eft'ecting a change of

ground. A compromise can be ettected in this

case by devoting a portion or one half of the
plot to the growing of whatever the crop may
be for the one season, utilising the other por-

tion the next year, and so on. Such crops as

Carrots and Parsnips sometimes ha\e to be
dealt with in this way in order to secure
serviceable, well-shaped roots. Borders under
south and west walls should be reserved for the
earliest crops, and those under east, and par-
ticularly under north walls, for things that
require a cool and shady position during the
summer months. The same thing holds good
with regard to the arranging of the plots in the
open by utilising the warmest and sheltered
portions for early crops, and the cooler and
shaded parts for those things which need it in the
summer time. When all these matters have
been well thought out and a final decision

arri\ed at, a rough plan of the garden should
be drawn and the crop that it is intended
each portion shall carry should bo marked
thereon. If this is thought too irksome,
short notes respecting the site each ci-op is

to occupy, together with the area to be devoted
to each, will do equally as well. Whichever
plan is adopted, the man who has charge of the
kitchen garden cropping should have access to

it, so that he may know how to proceed in the
absence of his chief, or witliout liis having
always to be troubling him for the necessary
information. The adoption of a carefully con-

sidered plan in the manner indicated leads to

the saving of much time later on, and leaves

the gardener's hands free when there is gene-
rally great pressure in r)thei' departments.

A. VV.

Cauliflower Early Forcing'.—It is nnpor-
tant to get Cauliflowers for May and June sup-
plies, as at that season I find there is a greater
demand than later with abundance of other vege-

tables. Many have not convenience to winter
autumn-sown Cauliflowers, and here the value
of the early quick growers comes in. Early
Forcing is a splendid variety for sowing in heat
at this season. It is not a large grower, l^eing

somewhat like Earh- Snowball in habit, but with
a dwarfer stem. The plants, if not forced hard,
are medium-sized and have a beautiful white
curd. This variety with me, sown the last week
in January in a bed made up of leaves and again
pricked out when ready into a cold frame, was fit

for use in the middle of May, and at that date was
most useful, as it followed the late Broccoli. The
Ijest results are obtained by sowing in frames and
planting out in a sheltered border. Plants raised
in strong heat suffer when planted out should cold

winds follow.—S. H. B.

Globe Beets.—The note on deficiency of

colour in these early round-rooted Beets at

liage 3B recalls an incident which occurred at a
local flower show in August last, when there was
a special competition for a collection of vege-

tables. A market grower in a large way of busi-

ness took exception to the placing first of a collec-

tion that included some handsome globe-shaped
Beets, as against collections that included taper-

ing-i'ooted Beets, on the ground that the round-
rooted ones would not be even looked at in the
market. Just to test the matter from a table

point of view, for the market custom had no
reference in this case, I, being one of the judges,
cut roots of all the Beets shown, with the result

that the one dish of round roots had by far the
best colour and texture of flesh. It was of the
Blood Red stock, a superior one considerably to

the original Egyptian Turnip-rooted variety. But,
then, whilst this stock was well in season in

August, the tap-rooted ones were not, and could
not have attained proper colour. Seeing that
each has its season, it is not desiraljle to place

the two forms into competition. That there is

still room for impro\ement in the round-rooted
strain there can be no doubt. I found in a trial

of Beets during the past year that whilst Dell's

Crimson, Nutting's Dwarf Red, Pragnell's Ex-
hibition, Cheltenham Green Top, and one or two
others were as good as it seems possible they well

can be in character, habit, anfl quality of flesh,

yet the Turniji-rooted stocks came irregular,

varying as regards leafage, root and flesh. I

selected two roots marked for depth of colour

of root, also excellence of form, and with dwarf
foliage like that of Dell's Crimson, and hope next
season, by growing them remote from all other

Beets and seeding them, to secure a good true

stock. Tap-rooted Beets have long been well

fixed. They are now quite reliable, but Turnip-

rooted ones are still in the throes of evolution

and will yet nuich improve.—A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1155.

ROSE MARIE DORLBANS.
(with a coloured pl.we.*)

We do not think that among the little-known

Roses of the English garden there is one more
worthy of a place than this. We got it some
seven or eight years ago, and e\ery year since

it has been a source of great pleasure from its

hardy, vigorous growth and masses of large

flowers, w hich are best of all perhaps in autumn.
Those who have it and treat it fairly well

will not see a flowerless bush in autumn,
but will find it, perhaps, the handsomest plant

in the garden. We bought it in the usual

way worked on the .seedling Dog Rose, but
in planting it placed tlio union of the Ro.so and
Dog Rose just below the earth, so probably

—

* Drawn for The Garden at Gravetye Mauor,
Sussex, hy H. G. Moon. Lithographod and printed
by J. L. GotJart.
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we cannot say certainly—the plant I'ooted itself,

us it very often throws out vigorous flower-

laden shoots from the bottom in tlie autumn, a

liabit of Tea Roses on their own roots. As to

cultivation, it has grown in deep, heavy loam for

seven years, but no manure on the surface

during that time has ever been given ; in

fact, it lias been growing all the time out of a
mass of mossy Rockfoil (Saxifraga hypnoides).

This covers the surface of the bed winter and
summer, and may have done a little harm

;

but covering the surface of the ground with
a light rooting living mulch like that in very
hot weather prevents the loss of water from
the ground, and the foliage of the Rose is just

sufficient to shade the moss a little and save
from the exhausting eflects of the sun this cool

mountain plant. In .some way we have come
to call this Rose Princesse Marie d'Orleans, but

carmine. The wood is strong, the s| lines large

and of a reddish colour ; foliage beautiful shining
dark green ; the young shoots bronze-red. It is

a verj' stout grower, forming a compact bush,
reaching over a yard in height and of equal
width after three years' growth.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

E.4KLY Vines in pots.—Under the most favour-

able conditions these should soon be in flower

where started at the beginning of November.
When the tirst capsules are seen to be liberated

the right temperature for cold or windy weather
may average 05°, less if it be very cold, rather

than exhaust the humidity of the house to an
excessive degree, but a trifle higher should the

^i/

A douhle-flowerinij Cherry tree in Victoria Park, BatJi. From a photograph ly
Mr. Walter Rossiter, Elm Place, Bath. (See p. 81.)

believe its true name is Marie d'Orleans. It

was raised by MM. Nabonnand at Golfe-Juan,
and if these raisers had only given us what we
think are among the most precious Roses of all

—Georges Nabonnand, Marie d'Orleans, and
Papa Gontier—they would be entitled to the
gratitude of all English Rose growers, for these
three Roses suit our climate admirably and
cannot be left out of any beautiful Rose garden.
They not only grow vigorously, but, blooming
from Rose time as we know it, carry us through
with noble Roses the fair autumn days, and in

mild districts may even gladden the coming of

winter with their liuds and blomn.
W u append here the rai.sers' description,

which we think quite a just and modest account
of such a Rose :

—

Large, full, fragrant flo^vers of a deep bright
rose colour. The buds are long and of a brilliant

weather be mild, say G7' during the evening, fall-

ing to Go° or so at daj'break, and rising during
the day from about 7° to 10' by flre-heat, or 1.3"

by sunshine in addition. Whilst in flower a\oid
steaming the pipes and also for a ^veek or two
afterwards : the leaves usedasafermentingmaterial
will give ort' ample moisture. Look closely also to

the condition of the pipes as regards sulphur,
should it thus far have escaped notice, as the

slightest amount of sulphuric fumes will be fertile

in producing rust, which is in\'ariably to be
dreaded more then than at any other season, the
tender condition of the skins of the berries being
even more sensible to injury under early forcing.

Attend to artificial fertilisation daily with a

camel's-hair brush oi' a rabbit's tail, cither (.if

which is greatly to bo preferred to the use of the

hand, as the very slightest amount of perspira-

tion will have the same effect as the sulphur

fumes. Remove to a moderate degree the super-

fluous bunches, taking care still to keep a margin
for bad weather contingencies. If there be any
indication of curling up and a cessation of growth,

a slightly increased temperature will in a measure
remedy it, and so also will a less degree of

humidity. Pay close attention to the watering ;

it is yet too early to water freely without closely

examinins; the state of the soil.

Perm.^nkxt Vines.—Those started with the

new year will now be swelling their buds, but it

will yet be too early to disbud with safety. The
regular continuance of the use of the syringe is

advisable up to the period of disbudding, when it

may be graduall_y discontinued. It should, bow-
ever, be noted that in the case of vineries with
large inside borders the syringe need not be em-
ployed so freely as in those where all the sur-

roundings tend towards a dry, arid condition of

the atmosphere. In houses at this stage the night

temperature should not exceed 52^ to 5.5°, with
10° rise during the day, otherwise oftentimes the

earlier buds will advance too rapidly for the more
backward ones. Now is the time, if mealy bug
be prevalent on the Vines, to keep a close watch
for its first appearance ; five minutes now will lie

worth fully five hours later on. When this pest

is seen issuing from its winter quarters, all that is

needed is an extra strong application of the in-

secticide already recommended for its extinction.

Musc.iT Gr-II'ES.—The [iresent is a good time

for starting the earlier of these with every pros-

pect of securing a good set when the root action

is in a healthy condition. Of course, these fine

flavoured (irapes may be started with the new
year, but it is not advisable to adopt it generally.

I am now thinking more particularly of the

Muscat of Alexandria. For earlier purposes

Madresfield Court Muscat is by far the best Grape
to grow. The early small Grapes, as represented

by the White and (irizzly Frontignans, are, unfor-

tunately, not popular with many growers. The
fact that they are not so well suited (to catch the

eye) for the exhibition board has, in my opinion,

something to do with this prejudice. For the first

few weeks the temperature of Muscat vineries

need not to be advanced beyond that of Black
Harabui'ghs.
Late (Jrapes.—These, if still kept on the Vines,

will need as close attention as ever, whilst if it is

contemplated to still retain them in this way, it

will be advisable to shade the house with a thick

mixture of clay and water, a plan adopted by
some of the large market growers. This will pre-

vent a rapid rise of temperature and also check
any tendency towards an early start into new
growth

.

Peach and NECT.iRiNE houses.—The first

flowers in my case, under steady forcing, were
open a fortnight back, and artificial fertilisation

lias been performed on every favourable opportu-

nity. In doing this, it is most essential to use

all possible care not to injure the stigma, a side

touch being better than a direct one. ])uiing the

flowering period the direct use of the syringe

should be avoided, but the floors and the pipes,

too, may be freely damped once or twice a day,

according to the state of the weather. To keep
an absolutely dry condition of the atmosphere is

as undesirable as it is unnatural. The best plan

to adopt at this period is that of warming the

pipes early in the morning, when the first damp-
ing down maj' be given. Then as the temperature
rises, the ventilation can be attended to, guarding
at all times against a sharp or direct current of

exterior air, the object being to render the atmo-
sphere light or buoyant, and in this manner to

make it possible for the pollen grains to be more
effective. The first Nectarine to unfold its flowers

is again Cardinal, and the next, Early Rivers,

whilst of Peaches, the first is Early Grosse Mig-
noiine, and the second, Stirling Castle, wdiich.

although only a second early variety, is useful for

its ]irolific amount of poUfn. There are niaiLV

complaints this season, and that fiom the most
expert cultivators, of bud-dropping to a serious

extent. This, in my opinion, goes to prove that

for early forcing it is never advisable to prune the

trees to such an extent as in later houses : fore-
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shortening rather than thinning out too muoh
Kood is the most rational method, for the buds
which escape are oftentimes those seated at the
base of the shoots. The actual causes (the plural
is used, for undoubtedly there is more than one)
want some fathoming, so as to be safeguarded in

the future. Dryness at the roots in the autumn
and noxious fogs both operate to a serious degree.
During the flowering time it is not advisable to
increase the temperatures to any extent. During
the daytime 00° by fire-heat is am()le, 5° in addi-
tion being allowed by sunshine, in lioth cases,
however, with ventilation. At night 50° is

enough at any time, a few degrees more or less
being countenanced according to the state of the
weather.
Strawhkkkies.—Where the first batch is in

flower, pay close attention to artificial fertilisa-

tion, this being needful thus early in the season
to a far greater degree than it will Ije in a few
weeks' time. For these the best place is a shelf
near the glass and where there is a free play of
air about them. These will give better satisfac-
tion if kept in a house where the night tempera-
ture does not exceed 55° and during the day a
rise of 10° or thereabouts. Vicomtesse H. "de
Thury will bear a few degrees more—at least such
has been my experience. A large batch should
now be got under glass, some, it possible, being
accorded more warmth than the rest, so as to
e-xtend the season. Royal Sovereign started now
will yield reliable crops at the end of Aprih La
Orosse Sucrf e shows its spikes rather earlier than
the preceding, hence I find it better in some small
measure for the first early kind. Wherever there
is any spare room in fruit bouses at rest it will
be advisable to fill up with pot Strawberries from
pits and frames ; the free currents of air will
benefit the plants, and the space thus vacated
will readily be put to a profitable use for bringing
early vegetable crops forward. Let all the drain"
age be examined closely, and the surface soil

be pressed down firmly when sufficiently dry.
Wherever mildew is prevalent, either dust the
plants with sulphur or apply it in a liquid form
by the syringe or by dipping. This will also
safeguard the plants in some degree against red
spider. Hortus.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MusHKOOMs.—There is no better season than the
present to obtain an abundant supjply of Mush-
rooms, but it is necessary to prepare materials
some weeks in advance so as to keep up a succes-
sion. The modern Mushroom house is usual!}' a
heated building at the back of fruit ranges, and
in many cases is not the best, as it is often too
dry and the heat fluctuates. To avoid this in a
mild winter such as we are now experiencing, I
have done without fire-heat at all, preferring to
place heaps of heating material on the floor. By
so doing tliere is a moister atmosphere, and
though growth is slower the beds last longer and
the Mushrooms grown thus are more succulent.
To produce the best Mushrooms, and as long as
possible, the manure must be sweet, and when
placed in bulk there must be an absence of dry
white heat, as violent heat soon fails and the
spawn may be spoiled at the start. Though I ad-
vise well-prepared manure, I do not in any case
advise delay so that the heat declines, and the
bed is in such a condition that it is too cold to
cause the spawn to run. I find the best beds are
those spawned when the manure is nearer 100'^

than otherwise. Amuch lower temperature isoften
advised, but I prefer this heat if the house is not
kept at a high temperature. In no case do I ad-
vise a high temperature for the house, .50° to 55° is

ample with plenty of moisture in all parts. I
much prefer an underground Mushroom house that
does not need artificial heating. In such a house
one may secure good crops all the year round,
whereas the modern house fails for nearly six
months, as from Api-il to October this structure is

too dry and the Mushrooms, if any, are infested
with small worms. I have seen splendid crops in
disused stoke-holes, and anyone who intends to
make a winter Mushroom house will find the

underground one the most profitable. Old beds
beginning to fail may be assisted by watering
with tepid water to which has been added some
salt, but to be beneficial it must reach the spawn,
not merely wetting the surface. A little fertiliser
in the shape of guano or fish manure will do good.
Anyone who desires to get new beds into bearing
quicker than by ordinai-y spawning may do so by
transferring living spawn from bearing bals.
Such beds, however, do not last so long.

Riiur.Aun foeckd. —With a poor Apple crop
forced Rhubarb will be more in request, so that it

is well to cover roots in the open air to form a
succession, and in some cases rough coverings
have to be made use of. If only a few sticks are
bent over the crowns and long litter ))laced over
the sticks earlier produce may be had, and of a
nice colour. Where pots and manure are used it

is well to avoid rank steam, as this spoils the
stalks and gives them an earthy flavour. On the
other hand, if boxes or o!her materials are used
as covers and only litter employed to cover, there
will be fine stalks in a few weeks and of good
([uality. Lifting roots for forcing, as is often
done from November to I'ebruary, unless there
is plenty of material, greatly reduces the open-air
supply, and it is well to provide for future forc-
ing. I do not advise replanting roots that have
been hard forced, as much better results may be
procured by dividing old roots, these being grown
on specially for early lifting in rich soil on an
open border and well fed.

Rm'BARii KKOM sEKi).— One rarely sees this
mode of culture advocated, but it has its merits
both for lifting, for forcing, and for jjermanent
quarters. As Rhubarb soon exhausts the soil, it

is necessary to make new plantations, say, every
half dozen years, as then less ground will sufiice
for the stock, as better produce is secured. By
.sowing seed now or at any time till the end of

March one may secure good forcing roots in two
seasons. By sowing in boxes in frames and
pricking out the seedlings when large enough
into boxes and planting out in rich soil in May
'.i feet apart, there will be excellent forcing roots
after the second season's growth. There is an
advantage with roots raised from seed, as the
plants have much vigour, and I have found them
force ijuickly. For forcing, Johnston's St. Martin
is very early, as is also Royal Albert, and for

general use or late supplies in the open Hawke's
Champagne is one of the best : indeed, for jjre-

serving I do not think it can be e(]ualled for
colour. Many dislike old Rhubarb roots because
they throw such a number of seed stalks. This
may be prevented by growing younger plants.
One of the best non .seeding varieties is Paragon.
Rhubarb should not be sown in the open air till

April.

Cakkots in rit.i.MKs.—For some years I used to
force Carrots in frames in much greater (|uantity
than I do now, as then I relied upon roots sown
in April for latest supplies, and these were past
by the early spring. I now sow in June or July for
winter roots, and though small, they are a great
saving, as this plan does away with hard forcing.
Carrots raised under glass are valuable, as they
give a supply weeks in advance of the roots in the
open. Now is a good time to prepare a frame,
and those who can spare a brick pit will find it

superior to ordinary frames or manure, as the
heat can be better maintained. If movable
wooden frames are used, it is well to employ a
good body of manure that will heat slowly. That
with a goodly portion of leaves mixed is best,
making it as firm as passible to prevent shrinkage.
In an}' case it is necessary to sow near the glass,
keeping close till the seed germinates and avoid-
ing thick sowing. The .soil, though light, should
be made firm and at least (i inches in depth.
Early Nantes and Early Gem are excellent for
frame culture, the former being the earlier.

Frame Radishes.—These are at times sown
with Carrots, but it is not a good plan, as Radishes
do the Carrots harm. I would not mind sowing
between rows of earl}' frame Potatoes, but with
this reservation, let there be no Radishes left when
tlie Potatoes are about (J inches high, as they

obstruct growth and prevent tubers forming.
The safest plan is to devote frames to these plants
and grown thus one can force them on more
quickly and soon clear the crop. For these roots

little bottom-heat is needed, but a rich light soil

made firm when sowing the seed. If sown in pits,

it is well to have the soil as near the glass as

possible, as then there is quicker growth. There
are some good varieties for frame culture, and
some have so little top growth that they may
be sown (juite thickly. The White Olive is a
very small grower, but a tender root with excel-

lent flavour. Forcing Carmine is equally good,
and sown under glass it may be had fit for use in

four weeks. The well-known French Breakfast
is one of the best, and of the longer roots. Wood's
Frame is also good.
Herbs.—Mint is in constant demand from the

early part of February in most places, and it is

well to be provided with a liberal supply. It is

immaterial how it is forced, provided it is near
the glass and not too much heat employed.
Young roots give much stronger shoots. I propa-
gate yearly for forcing ; the shoots are taken from
open-air beds when from 4 inches to G inches long,

and dibbled in (i inches apart into rich soil.

This is much better than di\iding the roots and
gives less trouble, the only care is to give suffi-

cient water to the cuttings at the start. Roots
may be placed in front of fruit trees in houses,

and if ke|)t moist will soon give a supply. If

only small quantities are needed shallow trays

may be used. These are handy, as they may be
transferred to cold frames. Old beds in the open
should now be cleaned, lightly forking away
weeds and giving a top dressing of light, rich

manure to encourage strong top growth.
Tarragon.—Much the same treatment is needed

to produce this herb as in the case of Mint, but
the demand is not so great. Roots lifted now and
|)laced in a temperature of 50° to (iO° will give

a cutting in three or four weeks. I prefer cold

frames if a large supply is needed, as though it

grows slower the growth is stronger and the

flavour better. Tarragon is best pro[iagated by
division of roots, and the ])lants if not much
forced grow again, but it is better to make a new
(juarter yearly, and thus secure strong roots. A
light, rich soil will be best, and if very early

supplies are not needed it is a good plan to place

some light material over the crowns and uncover
in bright weather.
Parsley so far has wintered sjilendidly, so that

the usual advice as to lifting is not needed. It is

well to be on the alert and preserve a portion, as

the plants often suffer later. Though lifting may
not be necessary it is well to cover with a frame
some of the best plants, and to dress others over

freely with soot and wood ashes to prevent losses

in the early spring. Old plants that have given

the winter supply, if cut closely over and given a
dressing of a rich fertiliser, will soon furnish new
growths in spring. S. M.

Pampas Grasses re-named.—In his revision

of the genus Arundo and its allies, published in

the Gardeners' Chronirlc, Dr. Stapf, of the Kew
Herbarium, has separated five of the species of

Gynerium from the sixth, G. saccharoides, which
is now monotypic. the other five constituting a
new genus for \\'hich the above name is proposed.
Only one of the five is generally known in culti-

vation, namely, Cortaderia argentea, the Pamjjas
Grass of gardens, hitherto known as a Gynerium.
It is common in some parts of Brazil, and ex-

tends from Southern Brazil to Patagonia, but no-
where crosses the Andes. The name Pampas
Grass was first used witliout stated reason by
Paxton in his "Flower Garden," 1850, p. 175,
where the plant is mentioned as a new introduc-

tion into horticulture by Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Dr. Stapf says " all the evidence tends to show
that this plant is confined to the neighbourhood
of watercourses and to depressions where there
is a constant and sufficient supply of underground
water, and that it is absent from the greatest
part of those vast grassy plains which we gene-
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rally call Pampas. The grasses which form so

|>rominent a jiart of the Pampas vegetation belong
rather to very different genera." A second spe.

eies, named C. Qiiila by Dr. Stapf, ha.s been in

cultivation for some years under the names of (!.

jubatuni, (I. roseuni, and (i. Rendatleri, but it

has failed to win much notice from cultivators,

probably because of its comijarative tenderness,

although it is a most beautiful plant, the ))luraes

being longer, looser and more elegant than those

of the Pampas Grass. It is a native of Bolivia at

high elevations, "in wet jilaces among cliti's.''

The Kew plants of it are grown in pots in a cool

greenhouse, but it is hard}' in the south of Ire-

land. The three other species of Cortaderia are

C. araucana, a native of Chile, Valdivia, kc
,

and described as a very fine species with rather

narrow, dense and exquisitely lustrous panicles ;

C. speciosa, also a native of Chile, and C. radius-

cula, from the Argentine, &c. This species re-

sembles C. argentea, but is smaller and more
slender. These three are not known to have ever

been in cultivation.—W. W.

Stove and Greenhouse.

NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Ptmei.ea DEcr.ss.nw.—The culture of Pimeleas
generally is not to be undertaken with any pros-

pect of success, except by those who have had
some experience with what are commonly called

hard-wooded greenhouse plants. Such species

as spectabilis and Hendersoni require the hand of

a master to bring them to perfection. P.

decussata, on the contrary, is one of the most
easily managed things of its class, and may be
taken in hand with confidence by amateurs having
a fair knowledge of plant culture. It is a charm-
ing object when well grown and covered with
its bright rosj' tiowers, and is well ada]ited, by
reason of its neat, compact, dwarf habit, for

decoration. It is one of those things that should
be rescued from oblivion, for it is really better

worthy of a place in the greenhouse than many
of the newer introductions that have thrust it

into obscurity. It requires good sandy peat, good
drainage, plenty of sun and air when growing,
and a temperature of about 4.5^ in the winter.

ArA( ]A AKMATA, very largely grown some
thirty years ago. even notv one occasionally

comes across a nice healthy lot of this Acacia.

It is, however, by no means popular at the

present time, and one may go through a score of

private gardens without seeing a single specimen
of it. Probably a large proportion of the younger
generation of gardeners are unaware of tlie excep-

tional merits of this Acacia, which in former
days was to be found in good condition in ill! per
cent, of gardens where greenhouse plants are culti-

vated. It is very showy, the abundant yellow
blossoms contrasting well with the foliage, which
in a healthy state is rich green. It will bear a

lot of rough usage without sutl'ering perceptilily,

and may be kept in the same pot for several years
without loss of foliage. Good loam with a little

peat and leaf-mould will induce a strong growth,
which must be matured by full exposure to the

sun in the open air from July to mid-September.
The only enemy this Acacia is liable to is scale,

Mhich, however, is rarely troublesome when the
plants are not coddled or starxed in the growing
season and are kept well supplied with moisture
at the roots. Affected plants can be effectually

cleansed by dipping them when at rest in

Gishurst compound. After blooming the long
shoots shoukl be cut back hard. Plants kept
more than one year in the same pots should get
nourishment of some kind in the form of top-

dressing or weak liquid manure from the time
they start into growth. In the form of good-

sized specimens a yard or more through, this

Acacia is of much service for conservatory deco-

ration.

Ekica SrE.sCEElASA.—Some thirtj^ years ago
this Cai)e Heath was freijuently seen in the form

of large specimens at the London exhibitions, but

at the present time it is but rarel)' met with.

It is a free-growing kind, effective in the form

of good-sized plants, and it is not liable to go
off in the way that so many of the family do.

In habit it resembles the stronger - grow -

ing members of the ventricosa section, and
I should imagine must have resulte<l from
crossing one of them with a soft-wooded kind.

Plant growers nowadays fght shy of that class of

plant, which requires several jears' careful cul-

ture, and for this reason principally the large and
varied family of Cape Heaths gets so little atten-

tion from private growers. It is a pity to leave

out in the cold a class of plant so distinct

and beautiful, and in good-sized gardens where
pretensions to good plant culture are made some
of the more easily-grown kinds might find a

place. E. Spenceriana is one of the most easily

managed of the genus, onl} requiring good peat

with plent3'of white sand and cool treatment, with

careful watering in the winter and strict atten-

tion in the growing season.

Tetkatiieca EKieoiDES.—If not a striking, this is

certainly a very pleasing object when in bloom.

The soft-coloured flowers are produced in great

jjrufusion even on small specimens in G-imh pots,

and they are very lasting. It grows with much
freedom, and is not liable to disease of an\- kind.

With ordinarx- care it may lie kept in good con-

dition for years, the Heath-like foliage not being

so liable to suffer and fall ijrematurely as is the

case with many things of this class. After

blooming, the main shoots should be cut in

moderately, any repotting being done just as

growth commences.

HovEA Cei.si.—Blue-flowered greenhouse plants

are by no means common, and, if only for this

reason, Hovea C'elsi rhould tind much favour with

plant growers. It is of easy culture, and the

tiowers are produced in such abundance as to

render a good-sized speoinien a most attractive

object. I do not know of anything finer among
greenhouse (lowers than this Hovea when in good
condition. A good many years ago there lived at

Twickenham a nurseryman who grew this Ho\ ea

remarkably well and in a way not generally prac-

tised. Uiibke other things of its class, it is more
easily raised from seeds than from cuttings, and
this way of increase was at that time invariably

employed. Cuttings are a long time rooting, and
never" go away freely, whereas seedlings make
vigorous growth from tlie first. The giower
alTove alluded to allowed the plants to run up
with a single stem to heights varying from

IS inches to 4 feet, thus forming standards with

heads from 1 foot to 3 feet through. When in

bloom these standards had an imposing and re-

markably attractive appearance, the fine colour

of the flowers being displayed to the best advan-

tage. After flowering they were pruned in rather

hard to keep compact leafy heads on them. For

dotting about in the conservatory good -sized

specimens grown in this way are very serviceable,

and, as before mentioned, the colour of the flowers

affords a fine contrast to other things usually

employed for decoration. .1. C. B.

Acacia pubescens.—There is a fine old

specimen plant of this Acacia now flowering in

one of the large greenhouses at Bush Hill Park
Nurseries, and although rather cramped for room,

the pretty jiinnate foliage has a light and graceful

effect, which will be greatly heightened when the

whole of the flowers are open. The cultivation of

all these beautiful Acacias is so simple, and they

flower at so useful a time, that it is strange in-

deed they are not more grown. No great amount
of heat is required at anj' time, and during their

summer glowing season they may be stood out-

side with advantage.

Statioe profusa.—Among the many green-

house plants well grown by Messrs. Low at Bush
Hill this fine plant takes a leading position.

Owing to its lasting properties it is a favourite

market plant, and there is a darge and healthy

stock of it in various sizes. Other species or

varieties are grown, but the above is, apparently,

the most popular. S. profusa is not, perhaps, so

much grown in private places as foimerly, but

during the later summer months it wouUl jirovo

extremely useful, the light graceful spikes being

probably unrivalled among greenhouse plants foi-

the tops of epergnes and similar uses. It is pro-

pagated by offsets and thrives admirably in a cool

light house all the year round.

Dracaena indivisa.—On p. 32 of Tin; (iAiU)i;N

(.Jan. S) there is a paragraph on this plant, which,

however, is now more correctly known as Cordy-

line australis. The true Cordyline (Drac;i-na)

indivisa is a very rare plant in gardens and quite

different and distinct from C. australis, which is

very common, being easily raised from Cornish

or Irish seed by the thousand or from root-cuttings

\-evy freely. The finest specimen I now know of

—C. indivisa vera— is at Tresco, which flowers

now and then and has borne seeds. I ha\e had
imported seeds from New Zealand several times,

but could never rear a plant, nor could those

friends with whom I divided the seeds. The true

Cordyline indivisa is figured in Lowe's " Beautiful

Leaved Plants,'' plate .V2, and is there said to have

lieen introduced by Messrs. J. and C. Lee, of

Hammersmith, in 'lS.')-2. Mr. Howard, Messrs.

B. .S. Williams and Son and others used to grow
and exhibit fine specimens in their collections

of stove and gi-eenhouse plants years ago, but

the plant never has been conuuonly met with in

our gardens : in fact, I and many others would
be much obliged to hear where even small plants

(true) can be purchasedatthe present time.—F. W.
BrniuucE.

TWO MID-WINTER WHITE IRISES.

(mor^a iridoides and ikis assvri.ua.)

luisKs are not superabundant at Christmas, and

even in May and June, amid the innumerable

purples, lilacs, and yellows, white varieties can

hardly claim to be common ; conseciuently a note

on the above species may be of interest to some
of your readers, to whom the Hyacinth and Poly-

anthus Narcissus are not the nlj/ha and omnja of

greenhouse culture in winter. I. assyriaea is, I

believe, of quite recent introduction, but both

are to my mind of exceptional beauty, ilonea

iridoides is, of course, strictly speaking not an

Iris at all, and can only be called so by taking

liberties with the Equator and violating the

botanical integrity of the Southern Hemisphere ;

however, its remarkable likeness to an Iris seems

to have struck even the most orthodox of its

godfathers, while during its chequered career it

appears to have figured under at least seven other

aliases, including those of Iris crassifolia and

Dietes compressa. There is also a garden form,

Dietes Macleai, which I fancy I noticed in some
catalogue not long ago. The petals or falls of

this species are a beautiful ivory-white (like that

of I. orientalis), while the keel is rich yellow.

Mr. Baker describes the inner segments or stan-

dards as " concolorous." I am nota good enough

botanist to understand this expression if it has

any technical meaning, but in their relation to

the rest of the flowers the standards in my plant

are certainly not " concolorous,'' for they are of

a bright lilac, thus making the whole flower

pre-eminently tricolorous. Morsea iridoides be-

longs to the sub-genus, which also comprises

the famous (though s\irely not well known)
M. Robinsoniana, the Wedc i:ig Flower of Aus-

tralia, and it is conceivable that the plant itself

might prove hardy in favourable situations—

haroy, that is, to the extent of not being abso-

lutely killed by frost— but it seems to me,

judging by the time the blooms take to open even

in a greenhou.se, that it would be practically im-

possible to get it into flower in the open. Iris

assyriaea, in the white of which there is a larger

admixture of the blue or grey tint, has the growth

of an Orchis, and is evidently closely related to

that lovely plant I. sindjarensis. If any of your

readers, not in especially favourable localities,

have successfully established either of these last-

named species in the open, I should be interested
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to hear of it. They «ould be a great addition to

the interest of the spring garden if they could be

induced to postpone their blooming period till

March. I. orchioides, a more expensive plant

than either of those named, seems capable of

being treated in this way. With regard to I.

sindjarensis, I think I may have made some cul-

tural mistake. I flowered this well in a green-

house last year, but when I came to look at the

bulb with a view to re-starting it in the early

autumn, I found it shrunk to a small size and
shrivelled. It may have been over-dried, but it

also may be that this, like some other bulbs, will

not stand any sort of forcing, and practically

dies after flowering under such treatment. This

year the bulb has only thrown up a leaf or two.

J. C. L.

Tuberoses after flowering.—In The G.\r-

DEN of November 13, page 379, an article appeared

giving the culture of Tuberoses up to the flower-

ing stage, but not stating what should be done with

the bulbs after blooming. I have always thrown

them away as soon as the flowering was over. I

have been recently told that by putting them on

a stage in a cool house, and drying them oft', they

will continue to flower for several seasons. Is this

so?—A. T.
•,* The bulbs are of no value whatever, and no

one would advise keeping them. I fear drying

ofl' the bulbs and resting on shelves has not been

tried. I have tried bulbs not forced, but obtained

very poor results, so poor, indeed, that I would
not advise anyone to follow my example. I fear

your only course is the one always adopted, viz.,

to throw away the bulbs when done flowering.

—

G. W.

Cyclamen Bush. Hill Pioneer.—This is

doubtless a fine addition to the list of Cyclamens
and a striking and effective novelty. The crested

form of Cyclamen has appeared in other places, it

is true, but in none is it so regular as in the Bush
Hill strain, which comes quite true from seed.

There is not the least tendency to doubling, which
would spoil the contour of the flower, but the

crest IS more like that seen on the lip of some
Orchids, notably Odontoglossums and Oncidiums,

running from a broad base to a feathered tip and
greatly enhancing the a|)pearance of the flower.

At present the white form only is offered, but no
doubt future seedlings carefully hybridised will

show considerable variety. There is practically

no limit to what may appear, and one can easily

imagine future forms showing a deep-coloured

crest on a )jure white ground, or vice rerxd. The
crested form appeared some years ago, since when
the Messrs. Low have, by careful selection and
weeding out of the worst forms, obtained the fine

variety above named. It is evidentlj' quite as

vigorous and free as the ordinary strains now so

popular.

Greenhouse plants and the fog. — On
page 31 mention is made of the fact that Camel-

lias are proof against the heavy sulphur-laden

fogs experienced in the neighbourhood of London
during the winter season, and of which we have
had a considerable amount of late. As a rule,

plants with firm, glossy leaves are much less in-

jured than those whose foliage is thinner in tex-

ture and more or less hairy. Among the com-
monly grown plants of a shrubby texture may be
mentioned the Azaleas, which sufter terribly, for

the young lea\es shrivel up as if burnt, while the

mature ones drop wholesale, and frequently leave

the bush nearly devoid of foliage. Even among
the Indian Azaleas some varieties resist fog much
better than others, one of the best in this respect

being Mme. Van der Cruyssen, which is seldom
afl'ected to any extent, while another, Sigismund
Kucker, is often killed outright. Both these

kinds are very. popular with the Belgian cultiva-

tors, and arc .'cnt here in considerable numbers,
but the latter is useless in the London district.

Greenhouse, Rhododendrons that have originated

from the intercrossing of R. ciliatum, R. Edge-
worthi, and R. formosum, and which now consti-

tute an extensive section of for the most part

white-flowered varieties, all suffer somewhat, and
frequently the flower-buds are killed, while, on the

other hand, the Javanese or tube-flowered section

is quite indifferent to fog, for the members of it

will even flower throughout the winter in the

London district. The charming little Rogiera
gratissima suffers terribly, nearly as bad in fact

as the Bouvardias, which are cjuite scorched up.

Most of the ditterent species of Eucalyptus sutler

considerably, but none other to the same extent

as Eucalyptus citriodora, which frequently loses

every leaf and dies outright. If the foliage is

kept clean, that pretty shrub Thibaudia acumi-
nata does not seem to mind the fog, but there are

very few subjects that are not more or less affected

by it. Soft-wooded plants of course suffer greatly,

the members of the various sections of Pelar-

goniums often losing nearly all their leaves, while

Primulas, Cinerarias, and other things look as if

burnt, in addition to the foliage being blackened
with soot. Cyclamen leaves are seldom affected,

but the flowers quickly perish.- H. P.

POINSETTIAS AND EUPHORBIA JAC-

QUINLEFLORA.
I n.wK a few plants of the above. The bracts

of the Poinsettias are about over, and the Eu-
phorbia has likewise finished flowering. W'ouh'.

any propagator of these plants tell me how to

treat them from now so as to get cuttings from
them, and also how to strike them, as I under-

stand neither is easy of propagation ? The Poin-

settias are single-stemmed plants.—A. E.

*,• Both the Poinsettia and Euphorbia are

propagated from cuttings of the young shoots,

but the treatment differs in some respects. The
Euphorbias that have done flowering, though
somewhat shabby, should have a good place in

the stove assigned them, and be kept sufficiently

moist to encourage the formation of new shoots,

but an excess of moisture must be guarded
against. Early in February, or at least during
that month, the first crop of cuttings will be
sufficiently advanced to be separated from the

jilant. When the j'oung shoots are about 3 inches

long they should be cut off' close to the old stem
and inserted into pots of hght sandy soil, such as

a mixture of loam, peat, and sand in equal parts.

The cuttings may be put singly into small pots,

or about half a dozen around the edge of a 4-inch

pot. By this latter method they do not take up
so much room in the propagating case, and they

can be potted oft' without any injury to the roots

if carefully done. The cuttings must not be ))ut

in too deeply, otherwise they are liable to decay,

or an excess of moisture will have the same effect.

They should be inserted .as soon as possible

after being separated from the parent plant,

otherwise they quickly flag. If placed in a

close propagating case or under a bell-glass

in a stove temperature they will not need

any water for a few days. Under such treat-

inent they will soon root, when they may be

gradually hardened off. The old plants will give

several crops of cuttings, and the early struck

ones may after a time have their tops taken off' for

the same purpose. If possible, the propagating

case in which these Euphorbias are struck should

be given entirely up to them, as they will often

need more air than is suitable for many other

subjects, for, as above stated, too much water is

likely to prove fatal, and surface moisture may
be kept down by tilting the lights. The late-

struck cuttings make the most effective plants

when put three in a pot, as they will not need so

much stopping in order to produce well-branched

specimens.
Poinsettias may now be placed under the stage

in the coolest part of the stove or intermediate

house and kept dry, just giving them an occa-

sional watering to prevent them becoming parched

u[i altogether, (ienerally they may Ijc allovvcil to

remain there till the end of March or e\ en later,

when they may be put up on the stage in a warm
house and more water given. The result of this

treatment is shown in the plants starting freely

into growth, and when the young shoots are

about 4 inches long they may be taken off' as cut-

tings. These should be put singly into small

pots, using the same soil as recommended for the

Euphorbia. The cuttings must be taken off close

to the old wood. They should then be placed in

a close propagating case in the stove, where they
will ([uickly root. Poinsettia cuttings are not so

liable to damp off' as those of the Euphorbia.—
H. P.

BROWALLIA ELATA.

B.ADLY grown and drawn plants of this species
are not very attractive, but nice sturdy specimens in

G-inch pots grown for winter flowering are among
the prettiest of greenhouse plants just now.
They are useful for conservatory or house decora-
tion, and the little deep blue flowers are elegant
when cut. The culture depends entirely upon
timely attention and care, and it is one of the
best amateurs' plants in cultivation. Seeds are

off'ered by most nurserymen, and these may be
sown at midsummer for early winter flowering, a

later sowing being made for sucoessional plants.

Sow thinly in pots or pans, just covering the seeds
with fine sandy soil in a greenhoi'.se or frame. If

the ))ans of soil are well soaked with water before

sowing and afterwards covered, no more water
will in most cases be required until the plants

appear. Shade them for a few days, baring them
as quickly as possible to induce nearly full expo-
sure to sunlight. Prick them off 2 inches apart
when large enough to handle, and eventually pot
singly into 3-inch pots. The roots are rather

easily damaged, but if carefully handled will take
no harm. When established give air on every
possible occasion and dew the plants over with
the syringe twice daily. Never close the frame
entirely until the nights are getting cold in Seji-

tember, by which time the plants will be in their

flowering pots. A sound fibrous loam mixed
with leaf-mould and peat in equal proportions is

the best compost, but, as a rule, one has to make
the best of what is to hand. Drain the pots well

and make the soil moderately firm, replace the

plants in the frame and keep a little closer for a
few days. If kept well up to the light from the

first and never crowded either in the pots or

against each other, it is possible to obtain nice

shapely plants without stopping, nor will the

flower-buds appear if always kept growing freely.

Rather than let them get drawn, the points of the

shoots may be taken out once or twice. The
frame should never be closed just as the plants are

syringed, as this causes the drawing comjilairted

of. If space allows, the plants should be housed
in a light, sunny greenhouse in October or grown
in jjits where a little warmth may be turned on at

night to allow of ventilation. This will harden

the stems and make the plants more free-flowering.

After housing, a little weak soot water may lie

given at intervals, this helping to keep that dark

glossj' green tint in the foliage that is so much
admired. Dryness at the root must be avoided
while in flower, or this will cause the blossoms to

drop. There is a white and also a blue variety of

B. elata, but the latter is, I think, the more
popular, as it is a favourite colour, while the white

is not exactly pure. Geower.

The best white Azalea for forcing and
cutting.—Unlike the Camellia, the Azalea has not

been superseded by anj' other class of plant for

cutting and using in various decorations, and
from Christmas till early summer few flowers are

more acceptable than a pure white Azalea. Some
varieties are shy in forming new growth, and the

wood is so scarce that little or none of it can be

cut oft' with the flowers, which is a disadvantage,

as the Azalea blooms never look so well as

when they are surrounded -with some of their own
foliage and witli a little bit of wood .ittached.

But there is only one variety that will aft'ord this,

and that is the old Fielder's White. This is the

freest-growing of all the Azaleas. If all the

small shoots are cut off it in winter and it is

placed in a genial growing atmospliere afterwards
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it will produce an endless number of them again,

which will form bloom-buds in the summer that

will furnish flowers in the winter again. It is the

easiest to force of all Azaleas. The flowers are of

the purest white and their form is most pleasing.

Other varieties of white-flowered Azaleas have

been tried for mid-winter forcing on a large scale,

but they have all been discarded in favour of this

old variety, which is so easily managed.— il.

Acacia Drummondi is among the neatest of

this rather extensive genus when grown into

small bush form. Particularly distinct and neat

is the pinnate foliage of this kind, and equally so

the pale lemon-coloured, cylindrical drooping

spikes of flowers. It is an easily-grown species,

and rooted cuttings in the second season make
compact little bushes. To secure, this, however,

it is necessary to pinch the growth (piite early

after rooting, and again when ."i inches more
growth have been made. After this the growth
may uin unchecked for the first year, when the

young plants may be rather closely cut back. This

may be done in .January and the plants given a

shift into 5-inch pots in March and grown on

without further pinching. After this the plants

are easily kept to a moderate size, such as is suit-

able for conservatory or room decoration. When
grown in quantity by the trade the cuttings are

rooted over a considerable period ; but amateurs
and others requiring but a few plants will find

short cuttings with a heel will root readily in a

cold frame in .July and August when covered by a

bell glass, or again in February or March in the

greenhouse. A dozen or so of such things rooted

each year will provide a useful batch when they

ha\'e reached the requisite size. Quite cool treat-

ment, very firm potting, and a soil almost w'hoUy

of peat are the best for these plants.

Epiphyllums in bloom.—Flowering as they
do in mid-winter, the dilierent varieties of Epi-
phyllum are particularly valuable, owing not only

to their brightly-coloured blossoms, but also to the

fact that they are so totally distinct from any-
tliing else in bloom. These Kpiphyllums are

rot grown to anything like the extent the}'

were a generation ago—why it is difficult to say,

as their cultural requirements are very simple.

They are usually grown as standards, being
grafted on to stems of the Pereskia, and in this

way their semi-pendulous style of growth is seen

to .advantage. Still, it is not the only method of

culture available for these Epiphyllums, as they
are well suited for growing in suspended baskets,

in which case cuttings are far better than grafted
[jlants. They strike root readily under almost any
conditions, hence sliould a basket prove at all

faulty anywhere the defect can be easily remedied
by sticking a few branches in the weak places,

where they will soon root and grow away freelj'.

Epiphyllums do not need too heavy a compost,
yet the major portion of it should consist of good
loam, which must be lightened with sand, mortar
rubbish, and a little well-decayed manure. Good
dr.ainage is essential, and care must be taken not

to use too large pots, as the roots are not parti-

cularly numerous, and large specimens can be
grown in comparatively small pots. When this

is the case, a little liquid manure will be of

service.—T.

Nerine Manselli.—I have lately observed
several articles in The Garden" about Nerine
Manselli. Perhaps it may interest some of your
readers to know the origin of this beautiful

Nerine. In March, 1880, I purchased three seed-

ling Nerine bulbs from jlessrs. E. (_!. Henderson
and Son, of St. John's Wood, under the names of

Nerine elegans, N. cinnabarina, and N. san-

guinea. N. sanguinea died, the other two did
well and flowered. I was so charmed with the
blooais of both these seedlings that I wrote
to the person I understood was the raiser of

these Nerines, viz., Mr. .James O'Brien, when he
was with Messrs. E. G. Henderson and Son. We
had a long and interesting correspondence on the

Nerine famil}', and I sent some of the blooms of

Nerine Manselli to Mr. O'Brien, who afterwards
sent them to Mr. G. Baker, of Kew, who thus

wrote :
" It is a fine plant, just about halfway

between its parents, with a very broad fleshy leaf,

and bright red, slightl}' irregular flowers. A
decided acquisition to the series of garden forms."

I sent some of the blooms of Nerine Manselli on
December 18, 1887, to the Royal Horticultural
Society, South Kensington, and was awarded a
first-class certificate under the n.ime of Nerine
Manselli. I have several bulbs of this Nerine,
although I lost some during the severe frost

three years ago. As regards Nerine elegans, I

have always cherished it. I consider that it ranks
ne.xt to N. Manselli. It blooms rather earlier, but
it is neither so free-flowering nor so vigorous.

—

John L. Mansell.

Chorozemas in bloom.— Several different

forms of Chorozema are quoted in the various

li.sts of this class of plants, but through the whole
of them there runs a strong family likeness, so

that two or three sorts will be sufficient for

general purposes. One of the best is C. Lowi,
which Messrs. Low brought prominently forward
seven years ago, at which time it attracted a
good deal of attention. Its style of growth is

more bushy than in some of the others, while the
colour of the flowers is particularly bright. The
dark green Holly-like lea\es also form a pleasing
feature. C. cordatum with lighter tinted blos-

soms, and a much looser habit of growth, is also

a ver\' desirable kind, and for the sake of variety
the yellow-flowered C. fla%'um is worthy of a
place. This last is far less common than the
others. The little acicular leaved C. Henchmanni
is very pretty and di.stinct, but it is seldom met
with.—H. P.

GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS FROM
ORMSKIRK.

The recently published portrait of Mr. Davies'

of Ormskirk, appeals strongly to all admirers of

greenhouse Rhododendrons, for he raised many
beautiful varieties, and one group especially,

viz., that obtained by crossing R. multiflorum
with the Himalayan R. Edgeworthi, includes

some of the very finest varieties that we have.

In this group are Countess of Derbj-, Countess of

Sefton, Duchess of Sutherland, Lady Skelmers-
dale, and Mrs. .James Shawe. Though all are

beautiful and most deliciously fragrant, the first

place must I think be assigned to Countess of

Derby, which is, however, less vigorous in growth
than one or two others. A variet}- raised b}' Mr.
Davies, and an extremely pretty one, which I did

not see mentioned on page '2(3, is Rosy Bell, a

small, sturdy - growing bush that flowers very
freely. .Judging from the general aspect of the

plant, one of the parents is I should say the

Indian R, ciliatum, which has been largely em-
ployed for hybridising. In the variety Rosy Bell

the flowers are rather blunt in shape and widely

expanded at the mouth, being from 1^ inches to

'2 inches in diameter. In the bud state they are

of a deep reddish pink colour, but after expansion
they become much paler. The interior of the

flower is a delicate blush, almost white. The
blooms, which are borne in clusters well abo\e
the foliage, are slightly drooping or arranged

in a nearly horizontal manner, and a pretty

efl'ect is produced by the contrast in colour

between the unopened buds and the ex-

panded blossoms, as well as by the crisped

edges of the petals. It is extremely useful for

greenhouse decor.ation early in the spring. The
little compact-growing, free-flowering varieties

Queen of Dwarfs and Pixie Queen will force

almost as readily as an Azalea, and so will another

of the same section. Bridal Bouquet, which does

not seem to be much known. Mr. Davies sent

me a plant of this some three years ago, and I

was extremely pleased with it. This variety is

even more compact than Queen of Dwarfs, and
the flowers are also borne in closer clusters. The
edges of the petals are much crisped, which adds
greatly to the attractive appearance of the plant.

With regard to R. Daviesi, a hybrid between R.

retusum and R. javanicum, I scarcely know what

to say concerning its culture. It does not adapt
itself to circumstances so readily as those pre-

viously mentioned, and is somewhat difficult to

grow into a shapely bush. The foliage, too, is

more or less curled, as if it had received some
great check. I am not alone in my experience of

this \ariety, for Mr. Davies himself used to com-
plain of the same thing. It certainly needs some-
\\ hat more heat than the others, which is easilj'

understood, by reason of the native country of its

parents. R. Daviesi was not the first hybrid
raised between these two kinds, for Messrs.

RoUisson many years previously sent out one
known as Prince of Wales, which was much in

the same way, including the tendency to bear un-

satisfactorj' foliage at times. I have not grown
Prince of Wales for some years, but the flowers, I

think, were not cjuite so bright as those of R.
Daviesi. This latter is extremely showy when in

bloom, the rich orange-red blossoms being really

brilliant. It was certainly a great pleasure to

visit .\lr. Davies and inspect his many pets, whose
history he knew so well. H. P.

Rhododendron jasminifiorum carmina-
tum.—Of the numerous hybrid Rhododendrons
belonging to the Javanese section this is an especial

favourite of mine, ]]Ossessing as it does many
desirable qualities. It is a hybrid between two of

the original species, viz., R. jasminiflorum, and
R. javanicum, with white and orange flowers re-

spectivelj'. R. jasminiflorum is naturallj' of a
free branching habit, with small deep green
leaves, while R. javanicum is very apt to run up
spare and tall. The newer form partakes \ery

much of the habit of R. jasminiflorum, but it is

ratlier more vigorous, while the flowers are in

shape much like those of that kind. In colour,

however, it dift'ers widely from either, the blos-

soms being of a rich carmine tint, with the ex-

terior of the tube somewhat paler. It is very

free-flowering, and a i)lant of it in London has,

despite the dull foggy m eather, been blooming for

some time, and every new shoot terminates in a
flower bud. Some of the brightly tinted forms

have a tendency to run up tall and thin, but it is

not the case with this variety. It is by no means
a novelty, having receiv ed a first-class certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society in the

autumn of 188(1—H. P.

Acacias at Bush Hill.—Messrs. Hugh Low
and Co. have a large and varied stock of these

useful greenhouse plants, and a look round their

nursery at any time within the next few months
will prove very interesting to lovers of greenhouse
hard-wooded plants. There is no need to men-
tion all that are in bloom, but a few of the more
prominent kinds deserve a note. The handsome
Swan River Acacia, A. Drummondi, is chiefly re-

presented by standard specimens, and very beau-

tiful it is when grown in this way. The bright

lemon-yellow blossoms occur on drooping axillary

racemes, and have an extremely fine efl'ect upon
the prettily cut foliage. The distinct A. armata
is \ery largely grown, but is not yet in flower,

though it will be very fine in a .short time. A.

ovata, A. dealbata, A. longiflora and its variety

magnifica are all well represented, the jilants in all

sizes, but in every case healthy and vigorous.

The propagation of these greenhouse Acacias is

best elVected by cuttings of the half-ripened wood
taken in summer and struck in sandy Jieaty soil.

If well watered at first and placed under bell

glasses in a greenhouse or frame they root readily,

but take some time to callus. When well rooted

air should be freely admitted until the plants are

potted singly, when a closer atmosphere is

re(iuired for a time. Pinching and stopping

should be done in accordance with the habit of the

species.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE <t- GREENHOUSE.

Sollya heterophylla (mentioned p. 12) and
other forts that have come under my notice are less

pleasing tliau .S. Drummond'. wirth I grew twenty or

thirty years ago, but which I have failed to find in
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nurseries in more recent yeai-s. Its flowers are of a
much richer blue.— H. H. R.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine and Begonia
Gloire de Sceaux.— Having a few plants of the above
recently purchased and still in flower, I should be
greatly obliged if jou would publish a reply to nty
query. I wish to know how to treat the plants from
now onwards in order to have them in blonm uexf
autumn or early \viuter, but more particularly would
I like to know how to treat them now so es to obtain
cuttings from them.

—

Anxious.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

THE MELCHET COURT VINE.

The Black Hamburgh Vine at this place is (so

far as I can gather) 120 years old. Some twenty-
five years ago it occupied the centre house of

the range (.size of house, '2() feet by 15 feet).

Lady Ashburton, finding the Vine had not
sufficient space, pulled the whole range down
and rebuilt the present structure, a three-

one or two good dressings of Thomson's Vine
manure, thoroughly washing it in.

Melchel Courf, Jioms<:t/. George Hall.

Pear President Barabe A new Pear
whicli is fortunate to get an award of merit at
one meeting, to be first also in the prizes for
flavour and get a first-class certificate the follow-
ing meeting the second week in January, will
doubtless be considered one of the best in culti\a-
tion. I have this variety in cordon form, and it

promises well. Mr. Allan's fruit when first

staged was much above medium size, of a good
bright colour with rich russet markings, and free

of the roughness late Pears often have. The
flavour is ^ery good indeed, and, though I did
not think the fruits staged on the 11th equal in

quality to those staged four weeks previously,
the flavour was excellent for so late in the season.
We have so very few good late Pears that an
addition, if of good quality, is welcome. I am
aware we have [jlenty of Pears, but they lack
quality at the season named, as, though many are
described as melting and good well into spring,
I find there are few which come under this cate-

of its acidity. On the other hand, many persons
like a bi-isk-flavoured fruit. The compact growth,
freedom of fruiting, and long-keeping properties
make Fearn's a profitable garden variety. Few
winter dessert Apples are more pleasing than
this. I have seen very heavy crops on small
standard trees, the fruit also being of a better
colour, and richer in flavour.— S. H. P..

PEAR NAPOLEON.
I XOTICE (at p. oO) " H. H. R." refers to a Pear
named Piince Napoleon. Does he refer to
Napoleon ? A variety named Prince Napoleon was
grown at the society's gardens at Chiswick, but
it was quite distinct from the Napoleon I refer to.

I ha\e always classed Napoleon as poor in quality,
in fact on an equality with Beurre Bachelier, a
much overrated \ariety. Napoleon with me is

decidedly second-rate ; in fact, I have recently de-
stroyed some large trees on a south wall, giving
the space to later kinds of recent introduction.
The skin is smooth, soft, and greenish-yellow,
flesh watery. It is in season with me through
November and December. This cannot be the
variety " H. H. R." refers to at p. .51 . As I have

The Black Hamhurgh Vine at Mdchet Court, Eomscy, Hants. From a xhotograph hy Mr, Stuart, Southampton.

quarter span running east and west, llli feet

long by 1() feet wide, which the Vine has filled

some time since. It generally carries from
600 to 700 bunches, varying from 1 lb. to ?> lbs.

each, good in berry and well coloured, with ex-
ceptionally fine flavour. A few years ago the
Vine furnished 1000 bunches, but I now prefer
to reduce the bunches to 600 or TOO, gaining
thereby in ([uality and .size of berry. It is

planted outside in a prepared border, 76 feet
by 1

") feet, but its roots doubtless extend to a
considerable distance in the adjoining pleasure
grounds. No attempt is made at early forcing ;

it is left to break naturally about the end of
March, when the house is .shut up .and helped
on with a little fire-heat and sun. No fire-heat
is used from May until September. I light the
fire in the early part of September, or earlier if

the weather is wet, and keep a nice warm, dry
atmosphere till the end of (October to thoroughly
ripen the fi-uit and wood. From June till

colouring commences I give copious supplies of

water, first well nudching the border with farm-
yard manure. I also give during the season

gory. President Barabe is certainly a splendid
midwinter Pear, and I should think by its habit

and the freedom with which it makes fruit spurs
it would make a shapely pyramid on the Quince.

I am aware Mr. Allan grows Pears grandly in

Norfolk, as some of his Marie Louise were the

finest I ever saw. The newer \ariety grown
under ordinary conditions may not be so fine as

Mr. Allan's, but even then if only medium-sized
it will be a welcome addition to our winter

Pears. I have no knowledge how the fruits in

question were grown, doubtless on cordon trees.

—C4. Wytues.
Apple Fearn's Pippin.—This variety at one

time was a great favourite in the market on
account of its good colour, shape, and excep-

tionally attractive appearance. In many old gar-

dens it will still be a favourite, but the foreign

nnportitions have in a measure pushed it aside

for market, as unless one can send in great quan-
tities the prices are poor. The flavour of Fearn's
Pippin in some soils is not so good as one may
desire, but much depends upon the soil and
locality. Being a firm fruit it keeps well into

April ; indeed, I have kept it till June. If

gathered late and kept till spring it loses much

it, it would stand no chance for flavour with Olivier

des Serres and the newer Le Lectier. Tlie one I

have described is well known. Will " H. H. H.''

give us more particulars, as good-flavoured Pears

in February are scare, and I fear there will be but
few at the meetings during February and March
if there was only one good dish in January. In

Mr. Barron's excellent classification of Pears

Prince Napoleon is described as a large roundish
fruit, skin rough bronzy-russet, a late stewing

Pear. This cannot be the fruit "H. H. R." notes,

as Mr. Barron does not mention flavour. There
is a Pear named Napoleon Savinien, a January
fruit. Is this the variety in question '.'

One of our le.ading fruit growers in his cata-

logue omits Napoleon altogether, whilst another

gives us a Prince Napoleon as a large January
Pear, a seedling from Passe Crassane, melting
with a rich aroma. Is this the variety " H . H. R.

'

refers to ? It may be a new introduction since

Mr. Barron completed his notes in LSSo. If .'O, it

is misleading to have it named Prince Napoleon.

I note another large firm of fruit growers gives

the ordinary Napoleon as very juicy, rich and
well fla\-oured, far too good a character. Le
Lectier, the new Pear alluded to by " H. H. R.,"
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1 fear will not be seen at a future meeting, as,

though classed as a January to March fruit, with

me it was ripe in December. It is only fair to

add the fruit was grown on a south wall in light

soil on gravel, and the past hot summer may in a

measure be answerable for its earliness. It is a

very handsome fruit, not unlike one of its parents,

Williams' Bon Chretien, but of course later. The
flavour is excellent, flesh melting and highly jjer-

fumed. W. S. M.

PRUNING YOUNG PEACH TREES.

Foil many years past readers of The Garhex
and its contemporaries have been repeatedly

blamed for wa.sting so much time and labour

over their trees, and time after time instances

have been given of large, profitable tree.s

having been grown in about half the time that

would have been necessary if the old-fashioned

methods of pruning and training had been

adopted. Judging from what I see in my visits

to various private gardens— in the western

counties more especially—not much heed has

been paid to the advice tendered in the direc-

tion of adopting quicker methods of bringing

the trees into a profitable condition. In most
instances the initial mistake is made in planting

comparatively large trees, or those that have

been pruned at least three times before leaving

the nurseries. These trained trees are attrac-

tive in appearance, not unfrequently highly

creditable to the skill of the growers, and
expensive. I'nder favourable circumstances

newly-planted, trained trees make good pro-

gress in their fruiting (juarters, but more often

than not they prove disappointing. They miss

the rich nursery soil, and when pruned, all too

severely in most cases, they break irregularly

and are apt to produce one or more very gross

shoots near the surface, which, if not nipped in

the bud, soon gain the ascendant, and a one-

sided, rank-growing tree is the result. Some
few people cut the gross shoots clean out, but

by far the greater portion take every care of

them and do their best, unthinkingly, to make
them fatter. Strong growths on young trees

invariably push out various side shoots, and
these are carefully cut out, with the conse-

(juence that at the end of the summer these

strong gniwths are from 3 feet to 4 feet long,

with few or no fruit-buds, and "blind" joints

wherever the laterals were cut out. They have
to be pruned back hard then, or to below where
they commenced branching, with the result that

three or four rank shoots are formed where only

one existed before, and the old round of taking

care of shoots that will not pay for keeping is

commenced. The remedy that occurs to those

responsible is root-pruning, and after this, to a

certain extent, unnatural and uncalled - for

method of making a tree form wood of a fruit-

ful character has been put into operation, there
is a possibility of a crop being obtained.

It is maiden trees that ought to be planted,

and by maidens I mean trees that have made
one clear season's growth from the bud and this

wood not ]iruned in any way. Not only are

these much the most economical to buy, but
curiously enough, they are the quickest to arrive

at a productive state and to develop into large

trees. Trained trees are frequently selected

because it is thought that these would be the
first to give fruit in quantity. No greater
fallacy could be imagined. Maiden trees planted
in March, 18!Hj, gave two dozen fruits apiece,

and this season should produce five or six

dozen fruits each. Maidens planted by Mr.
Challis, Wilton House, Salisbury, are expected
to do even better than this, as these are actually

fruited the same season as planted, and yet
make satisfactory wood growth. What Mr.

Challis can do—and it is only fair to state that

he was one of the first to break away from the

old practice and to plant maidens, as being the
most ])rofitable in every way—other people can
also accomplish. It ne\er occurred to me to

fruit the maidens till I heard of the AN'ilton

House practice, but that mistake will be reme-
died in the future. At all events, the experi-

ment will be tried this season on a large scale,

too, as I have 250 maiden Peach and Nectarine
trees either planted under glass or in pots.

All of them have branched strongly, while
the side shoots are firm and abundantly fur-

nished w'ith what ap[)ear to be perfect fiower-

buds. Instead of cutting the wood away,
it is, in the case of pot trees, merely shoi'tened

to form jjyi-aniids, while those to be trained have
the best placed shoots only reserved ;ind laid in

antl the leaders cut back to good tiiple buds.

The young main stem rarely fails to produce
four or more strong shoots, and these are

cn(.iugh to lay the foundation of a well-balanced

head. There are no rank growths and no neces-

sity for root-])runing to cause the trees to become
fruitful. Being allowed to bear a crop of fruit

is the best and most natural way of checking
over-luxuriance, and if the trees fail to make
satisfactory progress, it is owing to starving

them at the roots. Those who have tried the

cordon system of training Peach and Nectarine

trees are well ])leased with the results, but as I

am only just giving this plan a trial, I can only
state maidens have been planted, and that I hope
to have a few fruits from each, partly because

the fruits are vvanted, and largely because lightly

cropping the trees will obviate any necessity for

root-pruning.

Treatimext of Maihex Trees.

Hitherto my [ilan with maidens has been to

cut them down to just below where they com-
menced branching. Usually a length of from
4 inches to i) inches of clear stem is to be found.

As this is well furnished with wood-buds, f jur

shoots— two on each side—are saved and laid

in at an easy^ angle and all the rest rubbed off

before they have made much progress. The
two uppermost of these branches are nearly

certain to take the lead, but instead of allowing

them to grow unchecked, only to prune them
severely and of necessity the following w inter,

they are topped when about 30 inches in length.

This causes them to break strongly, but only from
four to six of the shoots are saved and laid

in on either side of the branch and the

rest cut out. Thus favoured, the reserved

shoots attain a length of 18 inches to 2 feet,

and become firm and well set with fruit-buds.

At the winter pruning the two lower growths,

which have attained a length of 30 inches or

more without becoming gross, are lightly short-

ened, and the secondary .shoots formed on the

topped branches pruned to a length of 12 inches

to 18 inches, cutting the weakest hardest. In

this manner a respectable tree is obtained, and
this when trained is kept slightly open in the

centre. Every shoot is .set with buds, and a

crop of two dozen or rather more fruit is pro-

duced by them the following summer without

prejudice to the wood growth. Extra strong

wood has been sent to me this winter by
readers who have taken my advice as to what
to plant, but who failed to top the stronger

branches. When this important detail is

omitted a bad start has been made, and it is not

much fruit that the trees will yield for another

year ; whereas when tt)pping is early resorted

to, both the primary growth and the secondary

shoots will jiroduce fruit the following season.

Rivers' Early Nectarine possesses a robust con-

stitution, and has disappointed cultivators

owing to the trees growing too rankly to be

fruitful in a young state. My trees that were
topped last summer are well furnished with

fruit-buds at the present time. Much of the

fruit i>btained from open-air wall trees is pro-

duced by late-fonued wood, and in the case of

maidens the bearing wood is developed under
still less favourable circumstances. Why, then,

should there be any hesitation about topping

strong growths early formed under glass, espe-

cially seeing that these may be depended upon
to prevent the increase of grossness and of the

production of a good supply of fruiting wood ?

My experience with a tree of Peach Crimson
Galande, that has covered a roof area of 8 feet

by 13 feet with fruiting wood of the best

description in two seasons, is worth recording

as showing the good results of topping strong

leading growths. When about three years old

and doing well, this tree unfortunately got

injured, and I had to saw oft' the head 4 inches

above where the stock was budded. From the

shoots that were pushed forth by the stem one

only was reserved and trained up rightly till the

roof trellis was reached, and then up the roof

for another 4 feet. It was duly topped, this

strengthening the side shoots already forming,

the best placed of these being reserved and
trained. Many of them, thanks to the healthy

state of the roots when the accident happened,
attained a length of 30 inches. At the winter

pruning the shoots were shortened lightly,

leaving them about two thirds of their original

length, and were disbudded, saving only as

many shoots as could be found good room for.

Some of these took an undue lead and were
topped at a length of ."> feet, the resulting

growths reacliing the ridge of the house. Last

summer eighteen fruits only were gathered

from that tree, but there ought to be a full crop

this season. On measuring the new stem just

above where it started I find that it is nearly

(i inches in circumference, and better wood I do

not wish for. W. Iogulden'.

Apple Margil.—For the first time this winter

the above variety found a place in the competition

for flavour at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. Though an old variety, it is

certainly one of the best mid-season dessert

Apples we have, as when well grown it approaches
the Ribston in flavour, and keeps well into March
if left late on the trees. I believe Mr. Tallack,

who secured the first place with this \aiiety,

grows it as a standard, and it is certain that in

some soils it is quite at home grown thus. On
bush trees on the Paradise stock I have found it

very poor as regards cropping, and though not a
gross grower, it cannot in my soil be termed a

profitaole variety. Jly fruits are less juicy than
those noted above, of a dull green colour, and not

so sweet. In (Jloucestershire this W'as a favourite

variety, but most of the trees were standards.

Doubtless this is the best mode of culture, as it

appears to me the severe pruning does not tend
to promote its free-fruiting properties. — O.

Wytiies.

Apple Court Pendu Plat.—This is an excel-

lent variety for midwinter and spring use, it being
much apiireciated by those who relish a firm-

fleshed, crisp-eating Apple. To have this variety

in perfection it should be grown as a standard,

when the fruits attain a brilliancy of colour such
as they never assume on garden trees. It is a

good grower, but on the Paradise stock it is

rather suVjject to canker. When worked on the
Crab and grown in st indard form it is quite free

from this clefect. Another point to be advanced
in favour of this variety is its late blooming. Its

flowers do not expand in a general way until most
other varieties have bloomed and set, and they
invariably escape the eft'ects of late spring frosts.

It is on this account that it is called in some
parts of the country the Wise Apple. Other
names which it is known by are Wollaton Pippin
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and Ciarnon's Pippin, but the name at the head of

this note is the one under which it is generally
known and grown. It is a very free-bearing

Apple and a tirst-rate sort to grow for market, its

brilliant colour greatly enhancing its value. Last
year it was very plentiful, and as might be
expected after such a hot summer and iine

autumn the fruits were fine and richly coloured.
It is an Apple which sells readily at remunerative
prices, and (juantities have been seen in fruiterers'

shop windows during Christmas and since, the
price being 'M. per lb., or the same figure at which
Blenheims have been retailed.—A. W.
: Apple Tom Putt.—Although at the best this

can only be termed a second-rate Apple, it is

astonishing how readily it sells and what good

there is a demand for the fruit. It is a capital
grower and standards soon make good heads,
which when established bear very freely. It is of
De^ onshire origin, but is grown most e.xtensively
in many parts of Herefordshire.—A. W.
Young' Vines barren.—In this age of forcing

and feeding it may well be asked if we do not do
too much of this work. This year I note a failure

in con.sequence of over-feeding and too much
anxiety to get strong wood, jly early Grapes
are usually obtained from canes siJecially gi'own.
Last season the canes, owing to a favourable
summer, made a much stronger growth. Though
well ripened, this gross wood has only given me
one bunch where there should have been four.

This I attribute to excessive feeding and undue

a young state. This variety grown on walls is a
sure cropper, and in places where Pears succeed
it does well in bush or pyramid form. My best
fruits are obtained from trees on the Quince
stock. I think it is not at all particular as to
stock, as in poor soils I have seen good results on
the Pear. This variety does grandly in the north.
At the Edinburgh fruit show this variety was a
few years ago exhibited in splendid condition. I
never saw finer fruits. It is certainly deserving
of extended culture.—S. M.
Peach buds dropping.—I am aware this is

an old cry, but there is no cessation, and growers
in certain localities are in a fix to know how to
prevent it. This year I am inclined to think the
cause is fog, as for the last few years, with more

Tlie Bird Cherry {Prunus Padus). From a photograph sent by Mr. C. Metcalfe, Mill House, Ealifax. (See p. 8L)

prices can be realised for it. The reason for this

is not far to seek. In the first place the individual
fruits are from medium to large in size, according
to the age of the trees, and they are always
brilliantly coloured. This latter fact alone secures
a ready sale, and no better Apple than Tom Putt
can be grown for sending into mining districts

and other industrial centres, where appearance
is the first consideration and flavour only a
secondary matter. This Apple is eagerlj' liought
up by the dealers in the autumn, who give fair

prices, but much more remunerative prices can be
|

obtained by those who take the matter into their
own hands In' gathfring and despatching the
fruit themselves. lirowciS continue to plant this
variety, and they are wi.se in doing so so long as

anxiety to produce finer fruit tlian usual. Some
Vines in a house adjoining will give a good
return though the wood was much poorer. I have
found the same failures occur by using fertilisers

to excess in previous years. One can certainly

over-feed the Vine in a young state, and a cane
the size of one's thumb is not always the best.

—

(Jroweu.
Pear Marie Benoist.—This is one of our

best Pears this season, and the quality is really

good. It is a handsome Pear, fruit large, with
white melting flesh, and rich for a late .sort. I

am just finishing the supply of this variety

(middle of .January), and this season the quality

is better than usual. It is a fine fruit when
grown on cordon trees. The tree bears freely in

freedom from fogs, there has been little bud-
drojjping. This autumn we have Iiad more or

less dark weather and fog since October '20, and
this season it has aff'ected those kinds which
rareh' suft'ered previously ; indeed, all the early

trees are alike, while previously it was only the
American \'arieties. I fear there is no help for it,

as at the time I write, trees in the open are black
with the deposit from heavy fogs, and before one
can wash all the glass once round it is necessary

to do the work over again. Well-known kinds

we could rely upon in pots and borders are quite as

denuded of buds as the much-blamed Early Alex-

ander. It would be interesting to know if there

is any trouble with trees in the country, or if bud-
dropping is local this year,

—

West Muidi.ese.\.
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Societies and Exhibitions.

THE f4ARDENERS' RO^'AL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Thk fifty-ninth annual general meeting of the
above charity was held at Simpson's, 101, Strand,
W'.C. , on Thursday, January '20, when Jlr. Harry
J. Veitch occupied the chair. The secretary (Mr.
<;eo. J. Ingram) read the report, which had
received the approval of the committee, and also

presented the accounts for the year 1897 as
examined and passed by the auditors (Messrs.
Thos. Manning, Thos. Swift, and Jesse Willard).
Both the report and the accounts are undoubtedly
the most satisfactory of any previous year. The
succes.s of the special appeal towards establi.shing

the "Victorian Era Fund " is in itself remark-
able ; the total amount thus raised is u)) to
the present nearly -C-tlOO. The object, be it

noted, of this fund is to provide assistance for

tliose candidates for the pensions who have
themselves been subscribers to its funds,
liut who have thus far in their candidature
lieen unsuccessful. Tlie assistance thus given is

)tro rain to the years they have subscribed, with
the proviso that no one candidate receive more
than £1(( in any one year. By this means some
of the candidates (eighteen) will immediately be
assisted up to the amount specified, and others
will receive various sums down to 10s., which is

the lowest amount, and which represents one
year's subscription. The working of this par-

ticular fund surely deserves the notice of gar-
d -ners who are (not to their credit be it said) not
already subscribers. This is essentially a self-

help fund, to which no impartial person can take
exception. It is still open, we are glad to learn, it

lieing the desire of the committee to raise it to
t'.">i )()(). They deserve every encouragement in so
doing.

At the recent meeting there were ten candidates,
who were all elected without the anxiety and
trouble, not to mention the cost, of a contested
election. Tliese candidates were all old subscribers
of from thirty-si.x years down to fifteen years, the
average number of years per candidate being
twenty-two and a half. This to even a casual
observer must carry home conviction, if it is pos-
sible to do so in mere facts alone. There are
others who, being non-subscribers, have stood the
contest of five and even si.\ elections, and are
still not successful. One can scarcely imagine
what this anxiety means, and the regrets beyond
a doubt that these candidates must have in not
ha\ing been themselves subscribers when they
were able to be such.
To say more on these subjects, i.e., the }iro«i of

subscribers and the conn of the non-subscribers,
seems to be superfluous, for surely no sane person
who is a gardener can now a flbrd to neglect an insti-

tution wnich is so admirably arranged to render
assistance in calamity and old age.
Nine other candidates were elected who polled

the highest number of votes, vi/,. : Henry Ellis,

4-240
; Thomas Bundy, 390(1 ; Robert Begbie, .SSTH

;

James Baker, ."iSlW ; William Wood, o790 ; I)a\id

(Jornell, .'>llli:i : (loorgc Hewitt, .'5051; Edwin
Thomas, .'i."..")!! ; and Lydia Rose, S.^U. By the
special stipulations of the Tliompson Bequest of

t'4.")7 odd— wliich was left to the institution by the
lute Mr. J. i\I. Thompson, who was gardener to
His Majesty King (ieorge III.—the interest of

which is to b3 devoted annually to the next widow
who is an unsuccessful candidate at any election,

the candidateelected wasElizabethMcCuUoch, \\ ho
whilst she lives will be the recipient of this special
pension, being known as the " Thompson Bequest
Pensioner." (It should be noted as regards this

candidate that her husband was a life member of
thirteen years, and also paid during that time
eight annual subscriptions. Hence she started
with oW) votes to her credit, as per rules. ) This
candidate received in all 3031 votes. For fuller

details, as contained in the report, we would refer

our readers to the secretary, Mr. G. J. Ingram,
at the office of the Institution, 50, Parliament
Street, Westminster, S. W.

It is satisfactory to note in the balance-sheet
that the legacies left to the institution in 1.S07

were larger than usual. The annual dinner held
in May last, when Lord Rothschild presided, was
an unprecedented success, and added largely to
the funds, notably the Victorian Era Fund.
The number of pensioners now on the funds ex-

ceeds that of any previous year, -nhilst in no two
previous years have forty candidates (twenty each
year) been elected. This involves an increased
expenditure, and the committee are justified in
appealing to the patrons of horticulture and to
gardeners for additional help to meet these hea\ y
liabilities.

It is a regrettable feature that there were again
so many voting papers which were rendered use-
less by the non-attention to that most important
item, viz., the signature of each subscriber, by
which means 1035 votes were lost to the candi-
dates for whom they were intended, whilst
through neglect of payment of the annual sub-
scriptions 117 more votes were nullified.

The annual friendly supper took place the same
evening after the declaration of tlie poll, when
Mr. Arthur W. Sutton, of Messrs. Sutton and
Sons, Reading, took the chair.

National Chrysanthemum Society.— On
Monday evening last the general committee of
this society held a meeting at Anderton's Hotel,
Fleet Street, Mr. T. W. Sanders being in the
chair, and su[)ported Ijy a fairly full attendance of
members. Much of the work was purely of a
formal nature, the report of the rules revision sub-
committee being one of the principal items on the
agenda. These are to be laid before the members
at the annual meeting on February 28 for final

adoption. Among the alterations the most impor-
tant is perhaps the proposed appointment of a
finance committee, and in future the general
committee will be known as the e.vecutive com-
mittee. A list of special prizes was read out, and
a rough financial statement submitted. Several
new members were elected.

Horticultural exhibition in Cairo.—The
annual horticultural and agricultural exhibition
was opened on the 14th inst. by his Highness the
Khedive. In several of the sections a distinct
advance was shown. A new feature was a collec-
tion of pottery exhibited by the Egyptian Pottery
and Faience Society, many of the pieces being
tasteful and artistic in design and colourino-.

The exhibits of timber-woods showed the great
capabilities of the Egyptian soil and climate for
their production, and the Finance Ministry is

now making experiments in forestry on a con-
siderable scale, and planting out 190,000 younc
trees of about 100 varieties. A novelty was seen
in a substance called cerosie. It is extracted
from the scum which rises to the surface of liquid
sugar after the cane is crushed. The resulting
substance is stated to possess the qualities of
ordinary beeswax, which it resembles in appear-
ance though darker in colour.

The Japan Society and flower arrange-
ments. -An interesting gathering took ]]|ace on
Wednesday evening in the galleries of the Insti-

tute of Painters in Piccadilly, the occasion being
the conversazione of the .Japan Society. The
guests, who numliered about 400, and included
a considerable proportion of natives of Japan,
were received by the Japanese Minister and
Madame Kato, and there was an exhibition of

flowers arranged in bronze bowls or vases of

water in the Japanese fashion. There were some
beautiful vases among those sent, especially
those shown and arranged by Mr. Washburne and
by Mrs. Trower, but on the whole the show was
not cfiual to what might be looked for from such
beautiful llower vases and such graceful arrange-
ments. We hope some more serious attempt will

be made to show Japanese skill and resources in

flower arrangements. Even the flowers of the
season that come from .Japan and China, such as
the Winter Sweet and Wj'ch Hazel, were not seen
at all, though in fine bloom freely round London

;

nor did any of the exhibitors make use of tho

pretty growths of Lichen and Moss on small

<jr gnarled branches that adorn both British and
Japanese woods in winter.

Notes of the Week.

Galanthus caucasieus.—Though a neat and
pretty as well as early specie3, this has not the merit
of a good robust constitution, an item that greatly

detracts from its usefulness.

Rhododendron arboreum in ShefiBeld.—
My Rhododendron arboreum is covered with buds on
the south side, and if this mild weather eoatiuues it

will shortly be in bloom. The small birds are rather
troublesome in picking off the leaves of this and some
other kinds of Rhododendron. Others they do not
meddle Tvitb.—M. K. Ciiampio.v.

Mildness of the season in Co. Cork.—Tbn
Potato stalks are green in open air. Early Bird
Daft'odil. Crocuses, Snowdrops. Ribes sangaineum and
Prunm Pissardi are in flower. All sorts of double
Daffodils are in bud. Blackbirds and thrushes are
pa'ring. Narcissus maximas auperbu? lougivirens is

afoot high and in bud.—W. B. Hartl.ixd.

Begonia pruinata.— If less showy than some of
the species, this is o3rtainly not without its value
when in Hower. Tlie leaf character and tho growth
generally have some of the style of B. manicata, the
tlowers produced on nearly erect and forked branches
fairly freely. In the bui the flowers are of the most
delicate pink, changing to pure wliite when expanded.
It is a graceful and pretty kind.

Galanthus nivalis.— It is nui'e possible that
points of interest or of merit may be unearthed with
every new species of this genus when tirut introduced.

At the same time it is doubtful whether for its beauty,
apart from its adaptability to the gai'den and woodland
generally, this beautiful old species has ever been
equalled. If a common, it is still a very precious

flower and seen in tine clumps lovely in the estrcme.

Lilac Marie Lemoine.—Compared with the

older forms of Lilac there is little doubt about the

superiority of this variety. Xot only is it among the

purest, but the individual blossoms also are of good
size and form and produced in a well-proportioned
pyramidal head. Even small plants of this are satis-

factory when forced, and the snow-white heads very

chaste and beautiful.

Flow^ers from N. "Wales.—I enclose a few
sprays of Cytisus racemosus grown in the open at

Baron Hill, also a few Rose buds, showing the mild-

ness of the season.—W.M. Hunter, Baron HiU Gar-
denSy Beaumari:^.

*#* A beautiful gathering of this Cytisus, the spikes

quite- as good as we see in London in house-grown
plants. The Roses included both Teas and H.P.'s.

—Ed.
Iris japonica is quite a gem among those winter

Irids that require a cool house to grow them well. It

is when the plants attain to a good size and flower

profusely over several weeks at this season that their

value is best demonstrated. The blue of the tlowers

is of a most pleasing shade and, coupled with the

fringed petals, very attractive. In the case of large

plants the beautiful arching leaves form a perfect set-

ting for the numerous flowers.

Rhododendron multicolor Curtisi. — If

only for its remarkable colour this is indeed a valuable

kind, as it is in this respect well-nigh unii|ue. The
flowers also are not larg-^, but ^he intense crimson-
lake that prevails throughout is very effective. One
point in its favour is the fact that medium-sized
plants such as may readily be grown in 5-inc'i pots

produce one to three and sometimes more of these
trusses that last a long time in parfection.

Magnolia Campbelli in bloom at Exeter.
—The enclosed flower of Jlagnolia Campbelli has been
cut from a plant about 10 feet ti 12 feet higli

growing in the open in our nursery, and which is no w
in full bloom. It vrxs planted in its presoat position

about twelve years ago, and although on several occa-

sions it has produced flower-buds, it has never before
brought them to maturity.—R. Veitch and Son,
Erefer.

**#* A full description with a coloured plate of this

handsome Sikkim Magnolia will be found in The
Garden of August 21, 1895. So far it generally
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b'ooms in April, its flowers iu many seasons being
browned by early spring frosts.

—

Ed.
j

Violet Marie Louise.—I am sending you a
fe\v blooms of Marie Louise Violet to show j-ou I

the result of a careful study of the various articles

which have appeared in TiiK Garden on Violets

during the past three years.—F. C. Siiekgolu,
Hordnifloii Houm, Te})ipiecomlie, SomersfJ.

*j,* A beautiful gathering of flowers, the blooms
as fine as we have seen.— Ed.

Orchids from Burton Closes.—Mr. Taylor
Whitehead sends us from his garden at Burton
Closes, Bakewell, a fine form of Cypripediura
insigne Chantini, as also a spike of Lielia anceps
Dawsoni, in which the sepals and petals are pure
white, the inside of the li|) having purple lines

radiating from the base, the yellow crest under
the lip prominent, the front of the lip undulating,
deep rosy-purple near the extremity, and broadly
margined with white.

Sanseviera Ehrenbergi.—A very striking
and distinct species of this genus from Somaliland,
apparently a recent importation, may be seen in

the succulent house at Kew, where in a group it

has been planted in the open house. Some of the
longest of the stem-like leaves of this species
are more than 5 feet, nearly erect, and solid,

tapering to a point. The stem-like leaves are
greyish-green and quite devoid of the distinct
markings characteristic of some other species, as
S. zeylanica, S. guineensis and others.

Agave Morrisi vaiiegata.—A very hand-
some specimen of this, quite near the entrance
to the succulent house at Kew, is very con-
spicuous at the present time. The handsome
leaves are of great size and substance and fully

(j inches broad, possibly even more. The example
in question is a magniliceiit one and finely pro-
portioned, while the broad margin of gold, here
and there striated, as it weie, upward towards the
centre, presents a very strikingappearance. The
golden hue of the variegation is also exceptionally
deep. This handsome form belongs to Jamaica.

Prunus floribunda.—This is certainly one
of the most delightful of deciduous plants when
brought into flower in the greenhouse at this sea-

son. The rose-pink and white flowers, a mixture
that approaches Apple blossom perhaps more
closely than aught else, always appear to good
advantage at this season, particularly where sub-
jected to judicious treatment when being forced
into bloom. A few plants are very attractive in

the coolest conservatory just now, where for the
time being the bolder, tine-foliaged plants hold
sway.

Cineraria maritima variegata.—This is a
popular market plant, but might also be grown in

small pots for furnishing in the house or conser-
vatory, where it would stand well. Being nearly
hardy it should be grown entirely out of doors
during the summer months, and when brought
inside in winter should not be placed in heated
houses. The soil used should not be too rich, as
the poorer it is in reason the better the variega-
tion. Cuttings root freely in light, sandy soil,

and should be stojiped once or twice and then
allowed to run, being kept a little pinched for
pot room.

Cytisusracemosus elegans.—In this variety
we have a distinct break-away from the common
Genista, as it is popularly called. The foliage is

larger, with distinct trifoliate form, and the flowers
are borne in long racemes over a much longer
period than in the typical form. For keeping up
a display in the conservatory or greenhouse it will
be very desirable, and it may be as easily grown
and is quite as hardy as the common form. When
grown from cuttings the plants should be potted
into small sizes at first, freely stopped in the
younger stages, and grown quite cool with abund-
ance of ftir. A fine lot ii now coming into
(lower at Messrs, Hugh Low and Co.'s nursery.

Browneas in flower at Kew,— B. grandlcops
ts liov in flower in the large I'ulm )wuae at

K^, thoViph it fthovlcl be noted the floVer-

heads are on stems between 20 feet and .SO feet
high. At this distance, however, the \ivid colour
renders it a conspicuous object. The habit of

the species is somewhat thin, the flowers being
produced in a large and dense head and of a
scarlet hue. Another kind, B. Crawfordi, is also
in bloom, the flower-heads in this instance being
of a salmon-scarlet and very effective. Quite
recently in the same house B. coccihea was noted
in flower. Not only is this of dwarfer growth, but
the flowers are borne in a fasciculate head and
incline to droop. B. grandiceps in its native
home, Venezuela, is said to attain (iO feet in

height, and if at .all freely flowered, would con-
stitute a very striking object. The most unfor-

tunate item with regard to these magnificent
flowering shrubs of the tropics is the size to

which they attain. Could such things be induced
to flower in a smaller state their value would be
greatly increased.

Winter Aconite.—The golden cups of the
Winter Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis) now carpet
the ground freely in many places. The plant is

charming in almost any position in the open gar-

den, though more p.articularly in those places
where a fair depth of soil is at hand. As a carpet
plant beneath dwarf deciduous and evergreen
shrubs it is ever welcome, and equally so in the
grass beneath the larger trees in places where it

can be induced to live. The extreme poverty of

the soil, however, coupled with dryness, does not
afford it an opportunity of gaining strength in the
latter instance, and as a rule it becomes weaker
each jear. In the hardy fernery, too, the value
of the Winter Aconite is considerably enhanced
by the russet-brown of the over-mature fronds,

and as in these positions the soil is usually good
and dee]i. the Aconite is fre()uently seen in fine

form. There is no occasion, when endeavouring
to naturalise this, to plant too thickly where light

and warm soils prevail, as in these it is usually a
success. Quite recently we noted a group of the
Siberian IJogwood carpeted with the golden blos-

soms of the Aconite, giving a very pretty etfect so

early in the year.

Sternbergia Fischeriana.—This is one of

the most beautiful of winter-flowering bulbous
plants, and if more reliable in its flowering would
be of great value in the garden at this season.

In colour and generally in habit it is of the style

of S. lutea, diU'cring, of course, in the time of

blooming as in some other details. But just now,
with only the Winter Aconite to give this shade
of colour, the clear golden yellow of the above
plant is pleasing. Not only is it a rather shy-

flowering species, but it lacks the vigour of the

older kind, as also its freedom of growth. It is

not likely that our climate will agree with the

native haunts of this beautiful plant. Seeing
there is so great a season of inactivity, above
ground at least, a spot should be given it where
special treatment may be meted out to this

or otliers of like habit. Large establislied bulbs

are of course desirable before much can be done,

yet its merits are so obvious that the plant is

worthy of special care in any garden. Shoidd
any reader of The G.\eden possess established

clumps of this lovely species, I would be grateful

to know the treatment accorded. In any case

where home-saved seeds are possible, such are

likely to be of the greatest value in securing a
more permanent or reliable stock.— E. J.

Narcissus pallidus prsecox.—Already this

rather early kind is sliowing for bloom in a warm
position on a south border, where with a slight

inclination of the soil it appears fairly well suited,

at least for a time. A few years back I remem-
ber a se\ere frost setting in just as the flowers of

this kind were ready to exjiand, and continuing

for about a fortnight, though varying in intensity.

The soil was, however, frozen to some depth, and
the flower buds, then in the drooping stage and
many showing colour, remained ioe-bound the

whole timo, 'Tbo most curious point when tho

frost hud gpno was that tho flowers opened
freely as though nothing hud happened, sorao of

them e^[tondlng oil the lliivcl day and pivlnpr no

evidence of the fact that for days they had been
laid le\'el with the earth and apparently lifeless.

In most soils this pretty Pyrenean kind is not
reliable when planted permanently, though in

very sandy or light warm soils it often produces
the best results in the second year of planting.

As a pot plant it is very charming, and being
among the cheaper kinds may be more largely

grown. Speaking of early Narcissi, I am re-

minded of how well suited is N. Leedsi to pot
culture under glass. If potted at the end of Sep-
tember it may be had in flower in the second or

third week in January. Thus grown it is nearly

pure white and a most beautiful object in a
vase.

SOME GARDEN ENEMIES.
R.iTS AND Chillies.—In December a brick pit,

•20 feet by 8 feet, in a neighbouring garden, in

which Chillies had been grown during the summer,
was cleared of the plants, which were covered
with vermilion seed-pods, and 1 noticed, much to

my surprise, that between 200 and 300 ripe pods
had been bitten ofl' and lay on the soil. From the
centre of each pod a piece from half an inch to an
inch in length was eaten away. Indications

rendered it evident that rats were the culprits,

though even in midwinter one would have sup-

posed that Chillies would ha\-e proved rather too

highly seasoned for the palate of the omnivorous
Mus decumanus, especially as in many cases the
pods had been eaten right through the seed-

centre. However, from the amount consumed, it

appears that the hot morsels pro\ ed appetising.

Mice and Sparaxis.—During December, in a
garden on the banks of the Dart, I saw a bed of

Sparaxis, then about G inches high, from which
mice had taken heavy toll, ilany of the corms
had been eaten, the grass lying prone on the soil.

W.^TER K.\TS AND Ikises.—111 my garden the
water rats have pursued their destructive tactics

with a little variation. This 3'ear, in addition to

eating oft' the leaves of the variegated \\'ater

Flag, they have destroyed a fine clump of Iris

Ka^mpferi, and have rooted up and devoured bulbs
of Iris orientalis (ochroleuca). S. W. F.

South Drroii.

Williams Memorial medals.—At a recent

meeting of the Williams Memorial trustees. Dr.

Masters in the chair, it was decided to ofler t«o
silver memorial medals at the summer show of the
Royal Botanic Society to be held in May, and two
siher memorial medals at the i'ork gala to be
held this year.

The weather in West Herts.—The past

week was a remarkablj' warm one for Januarj'.

On three days the temperature in shade rose to

53', and on three nights the lowest readings in

the screen were 0° higher than would be season-

able at mid-day. There was one moderately cold

night when the exposed thermometer showed C"

of frost. On the 22nd the temiierature at 2 feet

dee|) rose to 44°, and on the 21st, at 1 foot deep,
to 46°— the former being 1° and the latter 2'^

higher than any reading pre\ iously recorded heie

.at these depths in the month of January during
the thirteen years over which my records extend.

No rain worth mentioning has now fallen for

nearly three weeks. Taking the last eighteen

days, the sun has shone brightly for altogether

less than six hours— indeed, on fifteen of them no
sunshine at all was recorded. Iris Histrio first

came into flower in my garden on the 18th,

Galanthus Elwesi ochrospeilus on the 19th, Iris

Bakerianaon the 21st, Crocus Sieberi on the 23rd,

and Leucojum vcriium on the 2oth, The double
Snowdrop was first out on the 26th, or a fortnight

earlier than its average date of flowering in tha

previous eleven years.— E, M,, B^rkhumsled.

Namf B of plants.— Ji!, P. AmUrun-n,—], pleafo

send coiiip'ote Afou; 9, tho Turkey Oiik, Wo will

ti-y and fimloot ths »snw ef tbs eltw en tlis Ajoibs

eonii
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Flower Garden.

FLOWERS IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—I wish you could have paid me a visit

the other day, for I think I could have shown
you a January garden which goes beyond your
widest experience. Of course, I am referring

only to the efl'ects of this very strange and ex-

ceptional season. It may be said that things

are always early in the Isle of Wight as compared
with other places, and mine is such a verj' sunny
spot that we must be well on in the race ; but
earliness is no word for the condition of things

we now have here. They almost seem turned
upside down, and summer in winter is the best

expression I can hnd so as at all to describe

them. As you were unable to come to me the

other day, I will give you a few names, and I

will send you a few specimen flowers that are in

blossom just now. They are in some cases

about two to three months before their time.

Sternbergia FLscheriana, about which " E. .J."

inquires in last week's issue, is a very charming
flower. It does well here in a rather raised bed
of sandy loam. At present it is one of the
greatest ornaments of the garden. Iris sind-

jarensis is fully open in two or three
places, and I see the month given for its

flowering is March in Professor Foster's "Notes
on Bulbous Irises." I had it from Herr
Max Leichtlin at Baden-Baden. It would be
interesting to me to know if he ever looked
upon it as a January flower ; it has an air about
it of a balmy April day. My friend "J. C. L."
records its blossoming with him in a greenhouse
last year (i-(V/f your last impression, page 88).

I am afiaid lie will think I am labouring under
some strange delusion when I say that in

several jilaces it is now in blossom here in the
open ground. But, speaking of Irises, I cannot
too strongly recommend the whole section of

bulbous Irises for any sunny place. Late in

the year Iris Yartani gladdened mo with its

very pretty appearance. Then, hard upon it. Iris

Histrio came into flower, then Iris Vogeliana

from Persia, as the name was given to me, then

I. Bakeriana, then I. histrioides in great

number, and soon I. Danfordite will follow in

support of its congeners. I cannot praise all

these enough for a winter garden. Narcissus

minimus is by a long way the first to the front

of all its race. Corydalis ruthsefolia is coming
out. Snowdrops are in evidence in great quan-

tity all over the place. Galanthus lutescens,

G. Fosteri, G. plicatus, G. caucasicus grandis,

G. robustus, G. Cassaba, several of Mr. Allen's

beautiful seedlings, and others besides these are

now very pretty indeed. Chionodoxa Lucilia; is

in full flower. Cyclamen coura by the hundred,

I may say, enlivens the borders just now.

Leucojum lestivum and L. vemum go hand in

hand with it. Daphne Blagayana is well on in

bud, and I may mention Crocus Imperati, C.

Korolkowi, C. sulphureus striatus, C. Sieberi,

C. Weldeni violaceus, C. minimus and some
others as being very happy at present. But
my list is not at all exhausted by all this.

Muscari Ihigulatum is a very delightful spring

flower of a sort of turquoise-blue colour, and it

has now come quite to the front. Anemone
stellata alba has been out for the last three

weeks, and, together with it, Anemone fulgens

and the diflerent varieties of Iris stylosa should

by no means be forgotten, for they are among the

very best of all winter flowers. A very large

clump of Iris stylosa alba has often during the

last few days had a dozen spikes of blossom at

one time. The type also, which I think I like

as well as any of them, has enjoyed the sunny
days we have had.

But I think I may as well stop here, and by
comparison with the above take no heed of the

Ficarias, the Aubrietias, the Primroses, the

Hepaticas and Hellebores, and many other

things which at present aco.impany them,

though perhaps it may be worth while just to

say that Mr. G. F. Wilson's blue Primrose is in

blossom and very greatly admired by some
persons

But of all the above. Iris sindjarensis is the

most out-of-the-way thing in my garden. While

the birds arc singing all about rae and the buds

are bursting, I have a sort of feeling which I

should think Alice in Wonderland must have

had in her unusual circumstances.

H. EwiiANK.

Pleasure-ground -work.—A special feature

in pleasure-ground work, now that leaf-raking,

sweeping, and carting are once more at an end, is

what may be described as an expansion of the

better class and the partial or total extirpation of

common things. This takes two forms ; in the

one case the rooting out of brakes of Laurel in

variety and common Rhododendrons, and prepa-

rations for future planting with better things, and

in another an inspection of the surroundings of

high-class shrubs, both deciduous and evergreen,

with the view to give plenty of room on all sides

to allow of full development. In this latter direc-

tion a great deal may often be done to brighten

up pleasure grounds originally well planted, but

that from various causes have, perhaps for years,

had little labour bestowed on them, and whose

best things are gradually crowded out. .An in-

stance of what I mean may be mentioned in the

case of oijening up some years ago a lot of grass

walks on which huge bushes of Rhododendron

ponticum had much encroached. In cutting back

and layering these, large plants of Azaleas,

Exochorda, Forsythias, and other things were

disclosed oiiginally in line with the Rhododen-

drons, but completely smothered by them and

naturally miserable objects, with long, ragged

shoots. These were taken in hand, some shoots

pegged down, some shortened, others tied in,

and the result, after a little annual attention and

keeping the Rhododendrons well back, is in the

season of the flowering shrubs a very pleasing

display. Few brighter contrasts are obtainable

throughout the year than the masses of white and

yellow, flanked and backed by the dark foliage of

the evergreens. Large clumps of Azaleas growing

in rather shady positions are inclined to get a bit

weedy, but this, too, can always be remedied

with the aid of a few pegs and an occasional tie.

Among the better things brought to light after

the onslaught on the rough stuff were several
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plants of an evergreen Myrica that I take to be
cerifera, a shrub very seldom seen in modern gar-

dens. Of very slow growth, it was a longer
matter getting them into decent form, but tliey

pro\ed amenable to the treatment accorded to

others and are now fine bushes. Writing of this

shrub reminds me to notify intending planters of

the same that it is a true evergreen, although
catalogued with M. C4ale in more than one in-

stance as deciduous.—E. Bukkell, Clanmoiit.

P.^ONIES.

NoT\viTiisT.\XDixi: that Mr. Tallack has esta-

blished Pieonia officinalis and Ox-eye Daisies in

coarse grass, as stated by him, and which I have
not in the least disputed, there still remains the

fact that all other Pieonies have failed under the

same treatment. Now my contention throughout
has been that scores of the varieties of P. sinensis

are equally vigorous in growth and equally robust

in constitution as P. officinalis, yet where the

latter succeed the former are a failure. This is

very significant and curious also, the more so

when we remember the Chinese P:eony would
have a considerable start in growth over the

grass or the Daisies mentioned by Mr. Tallack.

In short, by the middle of May the Pa-onies

should be nearly or quite 2 feet high, and there-

fore quite masters of the situation. On the other

hand, P. officinalis is the much dwarfer plant in

all its forms, and should tlierefore have been the

first to suft'er, assuming all the plants were of

equal size at the original planting. From what I

can gather from Mr. Tallack's remarks, I should

incline to the opinion that some local infhience,

as, c.;/. , exhausted soil by previous occupants, has

more to do witli the failure of the named Pa'onies

referred to. I am the more strengthened in this

view because Mr. Tallack expressly states (page

4S2, vol. !ii.) "the surface herbage has been
cleared away twice a year since planting" to give

the Pitonies a better chance. In these circum-

stances, therefore, the rough herbage would be
but little detriment, and w-e must look for failure

either wholly or in part in another direction.

Again, planted in August in tlie woodland or

similar place, the soil would be very dry, and
where trees abound especially so. One very
important item which Mr. Tallack appears to

lose sight of in his endeavour to naturalise these

Peonies is the exceptional length of time such
things take to establish thems-elves in well

trenched and enriched soils. Yet what is a most
essential item to continued succees in the open
garden in rich soil Mr. Tallack views with alarm
when such things are relegated to the woodland
for purposes of naturalisation. It is not so much
the after attention, but of this I am certain, that

for success to attend deep rooting and gross-

feeding subjects like these Pa^onies, they must
at least be well planted in deep and good soil even
in the woodland.

In my references to clearing, &c. , I had no
" imaginary wood " at all in my mind's eye, as Mr.
Tallack suggests, unless indeed one of many acres

in extent could be so termed. In this wood I have
had from time to time pleasurable experiences as

opportunity offered in this very work of clearing,

trenching and naturalising, and I may say at

once that the soil was invariably worked 2 feet to

'2h feet deep as an essential to success, and this

for many things far more easily accommodated
than are Pa'onies. Oak was the prevailing timber
in the wood I have referred to, with occasional

Oak stools, whose stems had been cleared jire-

viously. Nut bushes also abounded, with Brambles,
Bracken, and rough weeds galore. All this useless

material was cleared, and it was not regarded as

too much trouble not only to well trench the soil,

but to add a few loads of additional material.

P;eonies in woodland scenery are nut impossible,

but they must be catered for. The majority

of those who succeed at all in furnishing the

woodland and its vicinity with garden plants do
make special preparation by deep digging and a
first clearance of the worst impediments to success.

If Ave would successfully plant the woodland with

garden subjects it must, if we court success at

all, be first gardening and naturalisation after.

E. jKNlilXS.

Lilies failing.—I wrote some time ago to

Thk CiAKDEN to ask what I should do with \-arious

Lilies (auratum, speciosum, Batemann*, Leicht-

lini, &c. ) which grew very well for a bit, but
whose leaves and ouds turned yellow and brown
later on. I have since then examined the bulbs
and find them perfectly healthy. Is it possible

that they can suffer from the same disease that

has affected Potatoes so much in this country
(Ireland), and would it hurt the Lilies to try the

spraying mixture which has proved so successful

in checking disease in their case ?

—

Hibeenia.

Leucojum sestivum.— I have now had the

Summer Snowflake in my garden for fi\ e years,

but although I have tried it indifferent positions,

it has up to the present declined to bloom. It

makes vigorous leafage in its various quarters,

but its good health does not apparently act as an
inducement to flower-formation. I am led to pen
this short note by the perusal of " E. J.'s''

article on the Snowflakes (p. G2). I notice he
writes that the bulbs should be planted G inches

deep. In my case they are only at a depth of

3 inches, which shallow planting may have a
detrimental effect, yet I know cases in my imme-
diate neighbourhood where they bloom well

planted at this depth. The soil is heavy and
moisture-retaining, and the leaves, as " E. J.''

says is the ease under such conditions, attain a

height of about 2 feet. Leucojum vernum flowers

freely with me.— S. W. F., .S'o«(/i Devon.

Bulbs for cutting'.—Now that Narcissi are

imported in such enormous quantities and at

such a low price, one would hardly think it

worth while to grow any bulbs of these kinds

for the purpose of supplying cut flowers. There
is a vast difference between the blooms of those

that have been crushed into pads or boxes and
those of the same variety that expand in one's

own glasshouse. There is yet another advantage
about growing them at home, viz.., the beautiful

foliage that can be gathered with them, withou!

which no flower can possibly be seen to advan-

tage. As the bulljs of such kinds as the Paper
White, Double P^oman, Grand Monarque, Soleil

d'Or, &c., are very cheap, I like to have a few

hundreds in boxes of light rich soil for cutting,

as the foliage is, in my opinion, worth as much
as the flowers, for the imported ones come to us

without a vestige of leafage.—J. U., G'o-^poii.

Early Gladioli.—" Delta " remarks (p. 4S3)

that the early Gladioli are only suited for green-

house culture. Over a great ]jortion of the

British Isles this statement, doubtless, holds

good, but there are favoured spots where they

flourish permanently in the open air and increase

as rapidly as they do in the Channel Islands.

Last year on the banks of the Dart I taw several

clumps that had not been disturbed for two years

which were in the most vigorous condition, and
which had evidently quite trebled their number
of corms. The situation of the bed in which
they were growing was high, the drainage jier-

fect, and the soil light. In my garden, twelve

miles distant, they die out and must be added to

every year if effect is to be maintained, but the

conditions of soil and situation here are the

direct opposite of those which obtain in the spot

where they are evidently so much at home.

—

S. W. F., hmlh Jhroii.

The Spring Snowflake.—The first of the

Spring Snowflakes is now in bloom here. It is

one which I bought a good many years ago as

Leucojum vernum caipathicum. There is some
dift'erence of opinion as to the true L. v. carpatlii-

eum, but, according to Mr. J. G. Baker, that

variety has yellow spots, while the one to which
I refer has these green. It also flowers earlier

than the yellow spotted one, and, besides produc-

ing more than one flower on a stem, is more
robust in its growth. There is, however, more
variation among the Spring Snowflakes than most

people suppose, and those who wish to grow one
of the most pleasing spring flowers would do well

to endeavour to secure as many varieties as

possible. There is, for instance, a small-flowered
variety known as Miss Hope's which is later than
any of the other spring-flowering Snowflakes. A
well-informed corres|)ondent tells me of much
variation among seedling Snowflakes in his gar-

den, and states that yellow-spotted and twin-
flowered \'arieties appear. \\'hile this is so, Mr.
Baker names a tall robust form with two flowers

as var. "Vagneri, Stapf ("Handbook of Amaryl-
lidea'," p. 19). This seems the one I now mention.
— S. Arnott, C'urxi:thorn, Dinnfrl(:'<, X.B.

Montbretias.—Young growth of Montbretias
had pu,shed up .some 4 inches or 5 inches, but in

all cases where old foliage and consequent shelter

afforded had been remo\ed this was cut down by
a frost of 17 degieas experienced on Christmas
night. I should like to suggest that in all cases

where the removal of this old foliage is not abso-

lutely necessary it should be allowed to remain
until all danger of sharp frost is over ; not that

the corms are tender, as they will come safely

through the sliarpest winter, but the cutting
down of the earliest formed growth naturally

means retarding the flowering season to some
extent, and as the graceful s[)ikes are so much
appreciated for vase work the sooner the clumps
bloom the better. Vigorous clumps will continue
in flower nearly three months. They will suc-

ceed in rather dense shade, but are not so vigor-

ous or free as on sunny borders. M . crocosmia'-

flora is the most vigorous of the family that I

have tried, but a .selection of its diff'erent forms
gives a splendid variety from the primrose-yellow

of Solfaterre, to the intense shade furnished by
Etoile du Feu. \\'hen making preparations for

Montbretias, planters should not forget a batch
of Schizostylis coccinea, another flower in great

request for autumn cutting.—E. B.

VIOLET MARIE LOUISE.

In the correspondence relating to this useful and
beautiful Violet in The Garoex recently I have

not noticed any reference to one important point

in its culture. This is the fact that the plants

are lifted just at the time when they are least

able to bear the strain—that is, just at the com-
mencement of the flowering season. I am sure

that this has a lot to do with the foliage damping,

or rather decaynig. I always grow more plants

than I can find frame room for ; some of thofe

left are piotted and grown in a cool Peach house,

a few are usually lifted and transplanted to the

base of a warm wall, while others—and these

naturally the weakest and worst plan's—are left

in the beds where grown until the ground is re-

quired. Should the autumn prove mild, I gene-

rally pick the best flowers from the plants that

have not lieen disturbed, while most of the foUage

needed is also taken from them. Decayed leaves

are never seen, and this proves tliat the disturb-

ance has something to do with it. If it were pos-

sible to grow the plants in beds just the size of the

frames that are to co\er them, this would be a

ready way out of the difficulty, but this is not

convenient for one or two reasons. The use of

very shallow boxts with only height enough to

clear the plants would facilitate matters, and

as long as severe frost held off', no doubt plenty of

blooms could be had, but later the plants miss

the sheltered waim positions that are usually

allowed the frames, as these would not exactly

suit the plants in summer. Still, where there is

room to spare and a few shallow boxes with well-

fitted lights are at command, I think it would be

possible to obtain a lot of first-class flowers in

most seasons up to Christmas, and often later.

The boxes would be quite sufficient to ward off

the earlier frosts, while the plants, not being

disturbed, would respond readily to the applica-

tion of a little of a good artificial fertiliser.

Although in many gardens the same plants are

crown °on for years, I think a fresh stock

occasionally is desirable, especially in small

places where there is not nuicli chance of chang-
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ing the ground for them annually. Where hot-

beds are made up for the plants, a good deal ot

care is necessary at first, but in nine cases out of

ten these do more harm than good. If a nice

gentle warmth could be ensured in winter to

keep the roots gently moving without the steamy

vapour entering the frame, it would do good, but

in many cases the heat is \ iolent at first when not

wanted, while afterwards there is but little.

Taken all round, good light, well-glazed pits,

with a single 4-inch pipe running round, are best

for keeping up a succession through the winter.

H.

Herbaceous Lobelias.—The notes that have
appeared on the abo\e during the past few weeks
appear to emphasise the contention tliat these

handsome plants thrive better in a damp, heavy
soil than in a light and dry one. Doubtless Mr.
E. Burrell's plan (p. 503) of mulching " to retain

moisture " is that best calculated to ensure suc-

cess in light soils. ^Ir. (iordon Cooke's note

(p. 3) is seemingly conclusive. The Lobelias here

mentioned "grew splendidly in a \ery wet,

heavy soil.'' They were taken up, planted in a

dry place, and died. Mr. S. Arnott (p. 20) tells

us that in his light, dry soil it is impossible to

keep them alive through the winter, while

"J. C. B." (p. 61) relates a precisely similar

experience. With regard to "H. H. R.'s" note

(|). 01), I would venture to suggest that if the

])lants remain in the open without any protection

winter after winter and continue in vigorous
health, there is no necessity for pursuing any
other method of culture. If the clumps "contain
decaying roots," it is, I take it, proof positive

that they are not in good health, and «ould be
benefited by being lifted and treated either as
" H. H. K." or "J. C. B." advises. My clumps
have shown no signs of decaying roots or of

deterioration since the first of them was brought
into the garden from the village six years ago,

and they annually send up spikes from 4 feet to

5 feet in height.— S. W. F., Soiitli Jkroii.

SHORT XOTE.—FLOWER.

Erigeron speciosus.—I note that in the articli-

upou the family of Erieeron (p. 481 last vol.) tlie in-

ference given is that E. speuiosua is quite ImrJy. I

tird, however, that in h^avy, damp soil in a lo\v-l>in,i.'

pcsitii>n plants of this Erigeron disajtpear each winter,
though in the contiguous garden on a trifle higher
elevation none are lost. T was under the impres.-ii n
until a few years ago that E. speciosus was capable of
withstanding almost any amount of frost and Jnup
with impunity. Djubtless on warmer and drier soils

it would ilo so.— .S. W. F., South Devon.

Stove and Greenhouse.

GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED
FLOWERING PLANTS.

It is not at all improbable that many young
gardeners have never had the opportunity oi

becoming acquainted with the cultivation of
hard-wooded plants, amongst which is in-

cluded a portion at least of the finest of all

Howcring plants. With some of us it has become
a popular notion (in some respects decidedly a
mistaken one) that this class of jjlants is not
suited to present-day gardening, whilst many
no doubt have been prevented from embarking
further in their culture from the idea that
they are difficult to manage. To the former of
these reasons we are having more and more
proofs in the admirably-grown small examples
of Ericas, Leschenaultias, itc, whicli are being
sought after in greater numbers, that they
are so suited ; wliilst the second is in many
cases but a poor excuse. Some are, it is true,
rather difficult plants to manage, but should that
bo a i-eason why they should be kept, as it

were, out in the cold ! I think if we had a few
more of the best of this class of plants and a

few less of soft-wooded plants, as Geraniums,
Cinerarias, and the like, we should not be
making a mistake, nor should we detract in the

least from the display created in cool houses
and conservatorie.s, but rather add A'ariety in-

stead.

For some years past I have noted the decline,

and that with great regret, of the interest taken
in this section of flowering plants. There must
be reasons for this, and some of these are not.

[ think, very ditiicult to be understood. One,
no doubt, is the very great increase in the
numbers of decorative plants either as small ex-

amples for indoor use or for cutting, and that
to .-1 great extent of such subjects as are easily

propagated and rapidly grown. For botli of

the aforesaid purposes many of the plants now
under consideration might, with certain limita-

tions, be advantageously grown, these limita-

tinns being chiefly as it relates to a moderate
u.se both as plants in the house and in a cut
state for decoration. Another cause, no doubt,
is the decline in the number of classes at flower

shows which has resulted in a lack of interest

in their culture— just as if they were not of as

equal value .at home as in the exhibition tent.

The extension of fruit culture under glass has
also had something to di with their decline

in numbers. Yet, whenever we see well-

managed plants, be they .small, medium-sized,
or ;is specimens, what an amount of interest

is created in them. Note, for instance, the

plants that have been exhibited and over
which the visitors (practical and amateur) have
so often lingered at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Temple shows in May of recent years.

I allude to the Leschenaultias and Boronias
from Mr. W. Balcliin, Hassocks Nurseries

;

to the Aphelexises and Pimeleas from Messrs.

H. Low ami Co., of Clajiton ; and to the well-

managed plants, small, it is true, of Ericas and
E])acrises from various sources. It is easy to

make out a case in favour of some <jf these

]:il;ints. Take, for instance, the Epacris family,

which are most profuse flowering, lasting from
first to last for months in good condition. The
long spikes of these are admirably adapted for

cutting, lasting fresh for nearly a week in

water. These plants have the additional advan-

tage of a wide range of colour. Ericas of nearly

every descri|)tion can also be cut in small pieces

at least, whilst some of these with more spike-

like growth may be taken in greater lengths.

What a useful plant in a small state is Erica

Cavendishi, lasting fresh for weeks I Take
Tetratheoa ericifolia as another case in point ;

there is nothing like it in colour. It is as

unique as Leschenaultia biloba major in this

respect. Then there is Dracophyllum gracile,

a singularly beautiful plant of slender growth

with its white, sweetly-scented flowers. Very
dissimilar to either of the preceding are the

Chorozemas and the Eriostemons, both hand-

some and distinct and no mean subjects f(jr

cutting either. I have often used flowers of

the latter as a substitute for Orange blossom.

What is there like unto the Aphelexis when
well grown, or to the Boronias or the Hedaro-

mas t They are all distinct and handsome, too.

The marvel is that such a class of plants with

so great a diversity in colour, form, and habit

should ever have ceased to have been popular.

Gkower.

A new Passion. Flower (Passiflorii pruinosal.

- This ne^^ species was discovered in British

Guiana by M. Everard im Thurn, who sent seeds of

it to Kew in February last. It belongs to the

Granadilla section of the genus, and in habit and
foliage it most resembles PassiHora violacea.

The flowers are solitary on long stalks, ."{ inches

across, petals rather shorter than the sepals, pale

violet, sepals green outside, white within. The
•orona is large, and composed of wavy filaments
of varying length and coloured yellowish. For
gardens the plant may equal P. violacea. The
Kew examples have grown very freely in a stove.

-W. W.
Forcing' Lilacs.— Few plants respond more

readily to heat and moisture than Lilacs, and
where a large quantity ot cut flowers is required
they are amongst the very best of things that a
gardener can get to fill his flower basket. I well
remember the enormous bushes we used to lift at
this time of year from the woodland drives, and,
after tying the heads together with a rope, carry-

ing them to the forcing houses and setting them
in any vacant corners, simply covering the roots

with soil and keeping the tops syringed until

they burst into flower. If shaded with mats and
in a high temperature the purple variety will

come quite white, and for table decoration during
the London season the flowers are invaluable.

—

.1. G., Cospoii.

PITCHER PLANTS AT SYON HOUSE.
TliESK plants are grown at Syon not merely for

the part they play in the ornamentation of the
plant houses alone, but for their actual worth for

decoration generally. In this way being far re-

moved from the usual run of such things, these
Nepenthes come in each year, or at least all those
that are at the required moment in a fitting con-

dition, for a good share of interest and of admira-
tion. Of interest to those who know them and
can enter into their culture and peculiar structural
details, and of admiration from all, whether in-

terested in gardening or not, because of their

many and varied characteristics, and not least the
fine colour of the mature pitchers. On a recent
visit I was attracted by the numbers of fine

plants representing this interesting group. Of
even greater interest was the remarkable pr. fu-

sion of the pitchers in many stages of growth.
That the collection is a rich one may be gathered
from the fact that some three dozen species and
varieties are grown in the collection at Syon,
man}- kinds being represented by several ex-

amples. This aflbrds an opportunity of utilising

the plants with a free hand, for, as I have said
previously, these things are grown here for other
purposes than for merely ornamenting the green-
houses all the year through. Especially are these
picturesque plants in request each year when the
gardens at Syon are gay and guests abundant.
At such times these Pitcher plants greatly
enhance the attractions of the groups, whether
in hall, reception room, or marquee. Too cold
frequently for such things and too draughty,
yet they play their part, and the gardener
has to do his best to restore them after. In
some of the plants, however, this is a tedious
business, particularly where by long exposure to

a ver3' low temperature and draught especially

the plants receive more than an ordinary check.
In all cases where possible, however, the [ilants

are cooled down or hardened off to meet this ex-

ceptional strain. There is plenty of plants ready
for such emergencies, while the general collection

is maintained in a high state of efficiency. The
majority, if not all the kinds are grown in baskets
in rough peat and Sphagnum with charcoal, and
are brought to their present state of excellence in

the warm moist stoves. In this large collection it

need scarcely be added that the best and most
worthy of the genus are to be found here mainly
in good-sized examples, some of the older kinds
being represented in still finer plants with many
handsome pit(;liers. Among those of which
special note was made were the somewhat rare N.
Veitchi, a \'ery distinct species from Borneo, witli

its handsome cylindrical pitchers, strongly riljbed

at the mouth, and N. Hookeriana, a well-known
handsome kind. \'ery striking is N. Amesiana,
one of the finest and showiest of the group. The
]jitchers in this kind are very freely produced and
of a distinct bulky rotundity, the extended rib
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being often 2 feet in length. N. Mastersiana is

very handsome, with many well coloured pitchers,

N. Morganiie has large and richly coloured

Citchers, and others in the younger examples
eautifully mottled making it a most conspicuous

form.
N. mixta and its variety sanguinea were in

splendid form, also N. Wittei, with long narrow
piteliers. N. Rafflesiana, still one of the hand-

somest and most remarkable of this truly wonder-
ful family, is well represented. Of this species

alone there are many fine examples, all bearing

pitchers of lai-ge size. This picturesque kind is

always among the most attractive, and in isolated

positions one of the most valuable in point of

effect.

The above are but a few of the many lovely

kinds that are grown in these gardens.
E. .T.

Carnation Mme. Therese Franco.—Pro-
bably no so-called winter-flowering Carnation has

received so great a measure of praise as this, and
no variety of its colour has deserved it less. In-

deed, it does not appear to possess a solitary re-

deeming feature, being weak in growth, decidedly

weak in constitution, and flowering only at rare

intervals. In short, as a wintrr kind it is worth-

less, as between the beginning of December and
the end of February the plants scarcely produce
a flower at all, and the few that appear burst open
from the side of the calyx and never properly ex-

pand. In the early autumn it behaves somewhat
better, provided the cuttings are well rooted and
have a start in the old year. But when the few-

autumn flowers are gathered there is a break of

some four months before any more appear ; in

fact, it has but the smallest claim to perpetual

flowering of any pink variety I know. A really

good reliable variety of the shade of pink so

much prized is still wanting. In Miss Jolifife

growers of these winter flowers had a most re-

liable kind for many years, a beautiful shade of

pink, an exquisite flower, with ever\' claim to

perpetual flowering. Miss jolift'e is of that bushy,

compact growth that flowers abundantly and well

when good plants are secured, and it is still a
charming winter kind where it is yet grown with
success. Unfortunately, many growers ha\ e been
compelled to discard this old favourite by reason

of its deterioration. The same remark applies to

Mme. T. Franco, the largest growers having
found it quite useless for winter work.— E. J.

Bichardia EUiottiana Rossi.— This lias

been announced as a new golden-flowered Calla,

but whether it has yet blossomed in this country

I cannot say. If any reader of The (.Jaruen can
give a few particulars concerning it I shall feel

much obliged. The adsertisement of it states

that the superintendent of the Botanic Gardens,
Cape Town, says it is distinct from R. EUiottiana

and a decided improvement. The follo\iing

sentence also occurs: "The bright variegation

of the fohage, combined with the large golden
blooms, makes an exceptionally handsome spe-

cies." Not having seen tlie plant in question, I

can of course say nothing concerning it, but I

have grown some hundreds of these golden-

flowered Richardias from imported tubers, and
find there is a certain amount of variation

amongst them, more, however, in foliage than in

flower. My experience of these imported plants

is that they all consist of R. Pentlandi, for

amongst them I have never met with the true

EUiottiana as flowered first by Captain Elliott,

and of which the stock was sold by auction some
two or three years after. True, some of the im-

ported plants have the foliage variegated after

the manner of R. EUiottiana, but in their case

the blade of the leaf is longer and more pointed
and the stem less mottled ; in fact, they are the

exact counterpart of R. Pentlandi, except that
the leaves are spotted. In R. EUiottiana the
blaile of the leaf is rounder and of greater sub-

stance, while the stem is marked with brown in

such a manner as to remind one of an Alocasia.

I have met with imported plants bearing spotted

leaves grown under the name of R. Pentlandi

maculata which seems to me quite correct, as,

except the variegation, they have all points in

common with the typical R. Pentlandi and are

quite distinct from R. EUiottiana. Though I am
not aware that this last has been imported since

Captain Elliott was fortunate enough to obtain it,

yet it produces seed so readily, that it is now
pretty well distributed throughout the country.

-H. P.
'

HYMENOCALLIS.

To lovers of this really choice genus of bulbous
plants " W. W.'s" notes in The G.4.rden of

Jan. 22 will undoubtedly have been very welcome.
Considering the intrinsic beauty and easy cul-

tivation of most members of the Hymenocallis
family, it is surprising that these plants are

not more generally met with, and what is

also surprising is the fact that where one finds

them in collections it is rarely that they can
boast of being correctly named. That the plant

figured in the above issue really represents the
beautiful H. littoralis will be doubted by many
to whom such classical botanical works as the
Bolanieal Magazine, the Botanical Kvrjisttr, Baker's
" Refugium Botanicum," and Redout6's splendid
volumes are accessible, and who themselves have
the opportunity of comparing the live specimens.
Clearly the species figured on p. 57 is not H.
littoralis, but the plant of which excellent col-

oured plates may be found in the works above
cited under the name of Pancratium rotatum.
Flowering specimens of the true H. littoralis have
always three to six flowers open at the same time,

a number of buds following in succession ; where-
as the plant figured on p. 57 has only one flower

open on each stem, three or four buds only follow-

ing. The rotate staminal cup, style over-topping
the anthers, and erect foliage also point to the

species rotata (lacera if one sticks to the priority

rules of nomenclature). A luxuriant form of this

plant—not of littoralis, as " W. W.'' says—was
distributed a few years ago by a French nursery-

man under the name of H. Deleuili. To be
frank, neither rotata nor Deleuili are worthy of a

place among choice collections, the flower-stems
containing so few flowers, which are also of a very

fugitive character. H. Harrisiana is a widely
different plant, and not at all similar to it, as
" W. W." says. That the beautiful H. Amancaes
can, happily, still be supplied true will appear
from the fact that a very good figure of a strong

specimen of this very distinct species appeared in

these pages not very long ago (p. 168, 1895). The
hybrid form between Amancaes and calathina may
be plentiful in England ; it is not so here, and my
only means of getting it has been to reproduce

the cross effected long ago by Herbert and also

more recently bj' Col. Clarke. It is quite curious

in what a short time the Amancaes forms ripe

seed. Of a specimen flowered by me in a pot in

a cool greenhouse the seeds were ripe within four

weeks after the flowers had faded. These on
planting in the same jjot around the maternal
bulb had formed nice little bulbs of 2 inches in

length, which completed their growth even before

the large bulbs had shed their leaves. The rais-

ing of bulbs from seed usually being a most tire-

some and tedious process, this exception is well

worth recording.

C. G. Van Tubergen, Jun.

Zwanenliurg, HaarUm.

Sparmannia africana.—The pretty flowers

produced at all seasons by this old greenhouse
plant are always welcome. It thrives in any
fairly moist greenhouse. Cuttings of young wood
form a ready means of propagation, and as soon

as these are struck they should be potted very

firmly in good loamy soil and pinched once or

twice in the younger stages to induce a bushy
habit. There is not everywhere room to grow
this into the fine specimen plants that show best

the beauty of the species, but even neat little

bushes with a few bunches of flower on each are

remarkably pretty.— H.

ARUM LILIES.
I WAS greatly interested in the remarks of " R."
at page 1-t concerning these valuable winter
flowering plants, and am further pleased to find

that he favours an all-round system of pot culture,

for, as is well pointed out, the rich soil and the
trendies "are about the worst thing possible if

early and continuous blooming is looked for."

I would like to advise "R.'' not to permit his

plants to have a drop of water for several weeks
in succession, for I am sure he will be more than
repaid for so doing by the extra blooms. Many
gardeners object to keeping the plants in pots

the year through, because it is thought to entail

more trouble in watering in summer, whereas
water during summer is absolutely unnecessary.
" R." has come very near to proving the truth of

this when he says, "and often I am afraid were
none too well supplied with water, but no harm
was done." For fully fifteen years I have both
advocated and practised the summer drying off

for these plants with the best results, and
always with large numbers of plants. When
the plants are finished w-ith in May, they
should be stood out in a sheltered spot or a cold

pit till all fear of frost is past, withholding water
by degrees. A month of this usually suffices, and
by the first week of June the plants, pots, and all

are laid on their sides or stacked in a heap. In
this way during June and July they are not per-

mitted to have any water at all. Early in August
the plants are stood up, and if no rain comes by
the middle of that month a good watering is

given, more with a view to soften the soil prior to

repotting than aught else. At this time a solid

spiral crown 2 inches or 3 inches long is all the life

visible above the corm. Repotting is done about
the middle of August, one to three cornis accord-

ing to size being placed in an 8-inch pot. Annual
repotting is much preferred, and the bulk of the

soil is removed regardless of any old roots that

remain. A thorough watering follows the jiotting

and afterwards as required. A fairly rich com-
post is given with soot and bone-meal added, and
firm potting always indulged in. The plants arc

housed by the middle of September, by which
time the first good leaves are unfolding, and by the

end of the same month splendid s|)athes are ob-

tainable. It is always a pleasure to see the clean,

firm, vigorous growth these plants make compared
with the gross, lank, and flabby leaves and stems
of those planted out all the summer. The crop of

spathes is also largely increased by the drying off,

more particularly due to earliness and there is a
greater profusion hereafter. If this be not suffi-

cient, there is still the labour-saving clause of

the summer to be added. E. J.

Tremandra verticillata.—The fact of many
of the Australian hard and soft-wooded plants

going out of cultivation, or nearl}' so, is a distinct

loss to gardening, and to a certain extent a slur

on present-day gardeners. This pretty [ilant, for

instance, and lots of others that might easily be

named would make welcome additions to our

greenhouse flowering plants. It is a graceful,

erect-growing, Boronia-like sjiecies with hght and
elegant foliage and pretty blue flowers produced
on slender stalks during the present and few
succeeding months. Like all of its class, it wants
careful growing from the first, and from the time

the cuttings are inserted until the fully grown
plant is in flower, a cool, airy, and moist atmo-

sphere is required. The cuttings should be made
of half-ripened wood, and placed fairly thickly in

small pots, using a sandy soil and keeping close

until rooted. Small shifts are necessary, but the

growth is more free than that of some similar

plants. During the summer months the plants

may stand out of doors in tlie full sun, but a

little shade to the roots is advisable. In all stages

of growth water must be carefully supplied, and
any hard water strongly impregnated with lime is

ba<l for the roots. Any light and well-ventilated

house will suit the plants during winter and early

spring. It is a native of South-west Australia,

and received an award at Chiswick as far back as

1846.
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Market Gardening.

MUSHROOM CULTURE IN FRANCE.
In passing tlirough the outskirts of Paris, and

especially in the low grounds which he to the

south and west of the city, there conies into

view a constant succession of wooden structures

of rather singular appearance, in the form of

square towers rising from the ground in the

most unexjiected places—in waste land, culti-

vated fields, gardens, and even on the glacis or
slopes of the fortifications. Sometimes a cloud
of .suKike will issue from the top of one of

them, increasing the curiosity of the passer-by,
who is puz/.led to understand where this smoke
can come from. These mysterious - looking
structures, howe\er, are really nothing more
than draught chimnevs constructed for the

grating certain organic compounds. But this

is exactlj' where the obscurity commences. Not
one of the hydrocarbonaceous or nitrogenous
substances which serve as food for the Muce-
dineie and others of the lower orders of Mush-
rooms is capable of being assimilated by the
species of which I am speaking. We cannot
consequently " cultivate," in the scientific appli-
cation of the term, any of the higher orders of
Mushrooms. Brefeld, it is true, succeeded with
a " culture" of Coprinus stercorarius in manure
in a glass vessel, and Hartig with one of Agari-
cus melleus on Plum tree roots. I>ut these
.savants, in reality, did little more than to intro-

duce mto the laboratory the empirical practices
by which in Italy they grow Agaricus caudici-

nus on dead roots of the Black Poplar, or Poly-
porus avellanus on singed branches of the
Hazel Nut tree. What would be particularly

interesting is to know why these special habi-

I.

—

Common Methods of Cultuke.
The common edible Mushroom (Agaricus

campestris) is (with the Coprinuses) of all the

higher orders of Mushrooms the most particular

in the choice of its habitat. It always displays

a marked prefex'ence for half-decomposed stable

manure, and consequently it frequentlj' finds in

gardens a medium suitable for its growth. In
this circumstance obviously we may find the

origin of Mushroom growing as a special branch
of culture, the cradle of which was a Melon
bed. What gardener tif genius— the expres-

sion is, ])erhaps, not too strong—conceived the

idea of taking up the Mushroom spawn from
one of these beds in which Mushrooms had
made their appearance spontaneously, in order

to insert it in a fresh l)ed in the hope of thus
obtaining a new kind of crop from this special

process of sowing ? The name of this originat-

ing genius has not come down to us, but it is

View in Mushroom cave at Montronge,

purpose of facilitating the ventilation of the
extensive subterranean quarries now devoted
to Mushroom culture, a branch of industry
but little known, although it deserves to be,

both on account of its intrinsic economic im-
portance (the value of its produce in the out-

skirts of Paris alone amounting to several
millions of francs annually) and on account
of the mterest which it possesses for the bio-

logist. At the present day, in fact, one of the
great defects in vegetable biology is our total

ignorance of the elements which constitute the
food of the higher orders of Mushrooms, espe-
cially the entire order of the Biisidiomycetie and
that of Discomycetie. It is very evident that
these vegetiible growths, which are devoid of

chlorophyll, mu.st, when they do not exhibit a
parasitic or .symbiotic mode of existence, ac-

quire the food material necessary for the build-
ing up of their tissues by destroying or disinte-

tats are adapted for the Mushrooms I have just

named, and to be able to repi'oduce in a purely
artificial medium the chemical conditions of

their natural growth.
With this object in view I have for several

years been engaged in experimental operations
with the common ediljle Mushroom (Agaricus
(Psalliota) campestris) as my principal subject.

This species of Mushroom is particularly well

adapted for experiments of this kind on account
of the readiness with which it is propagated in

farmyard manure and the comparati\'e rapidity

of its growth. The results which I have so far

obtained, although incomplete, are, neverthe-
less, calculated to throw light on and improve
in many particulars the common practice of

Mushroom growers, and these results I now
place at their disposal. I shall first, however,
briefly describe the technicalities of this branch
of culture.

certain that the culture of Muslu'ooras in hot-

beds commenced in France in the latter half of

the last centuiy. It was at first only a very

acce.ssory branch of market gardening, and was
only carried on in spring and autumn. In the

beginning of the present century a nurserj-nian

named Chambry thought of growing Mushrooms
in the underground quarries, which afibrd the

equable conditions of temperature and mois-

ture which all cr}'ptoganis require. Having
succeeded in establishing a very profitable

business in this way, he had many imitators,

who quickly took, possessifjn of all the vacant

spaces from which stones had been quarried.

At the present day Mushroom culture, although

extensively practised in France and other

countries, has its chief centre in our Parisian

underground quarries. These quarries were
formerly almost exclusively confined to the

left bank of the Seine, in the circuit which
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extends from Meudon to Ivrj' - sur - Seine,

comprising tlie district of the communes of

Vanves, Clamart, Ciii'itillon, Montrouge, Bag
neux, Arcue.il, and Gentilly. Thence they
extended their ramifications, even under Paris,

as far as the Val de Grace quarter, wliere they
are well known to the Parisians mider the name
of "Catacombs." At a more recent period,

fresh excavations of a no less extensive nature

were made undei' the plain which reaches from
Mont Valerien to Saint Germain-en-Laye and
Argenteuil, around Nanterre, Houilles, Car-

rieres-Saint-Denis and Montesson. I might also

mention the less important groups of Maisons-
Alfort, Romainville, Noisy-le-Sec and Ville-

taneuse. Eventually, as the means of trans-

port became more available, quarrying opera-

tions were carried on at a greater distance from
Paris, and are now hicated in the valley f>f the

Oise near Meru and in the neighbourhood of

('reil. The quarries are excavated in coai'.se

limestone, a few being worked in chalk, as at

Meudon, or in gypsum, as at Argenteuil. The
most ancient of them are simply labyrinths of

low, narrow galleries in which there is often

some difficulty in walking erect ; but in the
quarries of more recent dates the galleries are

lofty and wide, are supported by strong pillars

hewn from the limestone, and have a picturesque

and even imposing ajipearance. The adaptation
of one of these quarries to the culture of Mush-
rooms is a very simple matter. Tlie cultivator

provides for ventilation, if that has not already
been done liy the ((uarry-men, by means of

draught-chimneys jilaced whei'e they will be
most efl'ective. He also sinks a well in <u'der

to liave on the spot the large supply of water
which liis work requires, and, if the quarry is

too dry, he covers the floor of the galleries with
finely-broken limestone, which he then waters
and beats flat, and which thus forms a sort of

reservoir of moisture. The
Management op the Manure

in which the Mu.shrooms are to be grown next
claims our consideration. As near as possible
to the mouth of the (piarry the cultivator marks
out a certain sjiace on slightly sloping ground
from which water will readily flow oft'. This
space is intended to receive the manure, which
the cultivator should be able to obtain in large

quantities at a time—a necessity which explains
why the profitable cultivation of Mushrooms
can hardly be undertaken except in the neigh-
bourhood of large towns. The quality of the
manure is a matter of the first importance. The
only kind that is suitable for the jjurpose is

horse manure, and, moreover, there are great
{

differences in the quality of supplies of this
j

manure coming from diiferent sources. The
richer the manure is in excrement and urine

,

the better it is. The manure from gentlemen's
stables is worth nothing, because it is not left

long enough under the horses. The best manure
of all is that which comes from stables in which
draught horses are kept. Tliese horses do a
great deal of hard work and are fed on highly
nitrogenous food

; their urine is, consequently,
more highly charged with urea and hipj)uric

acid. Certain alterations in the rations (jf the
horses produce changes in the quality of the
manure which are sometimes disastrous to the
Mushroom grower, as in the case of horses
which are fed with Carrots and of horses that are
frequently dosed with purgatives, etc. I mention
these details here because further on we shall

see the bearing of them. When a sufficient

quantity of manure has been got together, it is

turned over with a fork in order to properly
mix the manure, the dry sti-aw, and the straw
that has been soaked with urine ; it is then
watered and made up methodically into large

heaps or masses, which are termed " jjlanchers."

The dimen,sions of these "planchers " are very
variable, some of them containing from .500

yards to 1000 cubic yards of manure. In order
to obtain good results, a bulk of at least '20 cubic
yards is necessary, but cultivators seldom em-
]_)loy less than 100 cubic yards to form a

"plaucher." The only thing which is invari-

able in the dimensions of the "planchers"' is

their height, which is fixed at about i feet.

Less than this would not allow the manure to

heat sufficiently, while a greater height would
cause the central pai'ts of the mass to heat too

rapidly, with the result of drying them up and
arresting the fermentation. As soon as the
manure is made up into these heaps and beaten
firm, fermentation commences. The tempera-
ture at the central parts of the heap rises in a

few days up to from 178° to 195° Fahr. At
the end of eight days the manure is turned
over, care being taken to moisten it in order to

make up for the water lost by evaporation, and
to place the outer parts of the heap in the
centre so that they may in their turn undergo
fermentation. It takes three weeks and three
successive turnings of the manure to bring it

into proper condition, when it presents a

characteristic appearance. The straw is not
blackened, as in farmyard manure heaps, but is

of a uniform tawny-l)rown colour ; each stem
appears distinct and intact, except in so far as

it has been twisted and triturated in the pro
cess of turning the manure ; nevertheless, if

it is examined more closely it will be found to

have entiiely lost its rigidity and power of re-

sisting pressure, and when rolled between the
finger and thumb for a moment or two it

resolves itself into a bundle of fibrous matter,
exactly as hemp or fiax does when taken out
of the steeping-pool. The odour of this manure
also is quite peculiar to it, and somewhat I'e-

sembles that of the Mushroom itself. At this

period the heap ajipears to be not much more
than half its original height, and it should con-

tain just so much water as that, when a handful
of the manure is squeezed tightlj', it will moisten
the hand without allowing a drop to escape.

The manure is lowered into the quarry, where
the workmen receive it and make it up into

long, narrow beds with sloping sides like the

roof of a house, which run through the entire

length of the galleries, and, where there is

room enough, are placed side by side like the
ridges in a field. These beds are made as

regular as possible, well beaten down, and all

protruding straws are carefully removed from
the surface. Experience has shown that the

proper dimensions for these beds are a width
of Id inches at the base and a height of 10 inches

in the middle. Thus made up the manure will

again become slightly heated and attain a tem-
perature of from (iO'^ to 70° Fahr. ,whicli it

does not exceed. When tJiis temperature is

reached it is time to spawn the beds.

Spawxino the Beds.

The pieces of INIushroom spawn are inserted,

in quincunx order, in each slo])ing side of the

bed and completely covei'cd with the manure,
which is then .slightly pressed down to bring it

into contact with the spawn as clo.sely as

pcrsible. Provided that the spawning has been
tlone at the proper time, that is, while the
manure is still warm and moist, the spawn, in

which the vital power was previously clorniant,

soon starts into active life, enutting filauients

which spread in every direction, and eventually

pervade the entire bed in a period of time
which varies with tlie conditions of heat and
moisture that produce in each quarry a climate

of its own. The regulation of these conditions,

although facilitated i)y the depth of the quarries

which protects them from the eftects of sudden

changes in the over-ground temperature, is the

nicest point in the operations of the Mushroom
grower. The difficulty is especially owing to

the fact that Slushrooms consume an enormous
cjuantity of oxygen in the process of respiration.

In this respect these plants can only be com-
pared to animals. When fresh air is not suffi-

ciently supplied, the growth of Mushrooms is

arrested as soon as it commences, and the
Mushroom growers then say that they are
"sulking." Hence it is nece.s.sary to provide
the quarries with some means of maintaining
a thorough ventilation. On the other hand, it

is equally indispensable to success in this branch
of culture to keep the air moist almost to the
point of saturation, and to avoid irregularities

of temperature. To reconcile these conflicting-

requirements the Mushroom grower has hardly
any resource except the action of the draught-
chimneys of which I have spoken ; sometimes
he increases the draught of these liy lighting a
fire at the bottom, and sometimes he diminishes
the draught by closing doors and pai-titions

which ha\e been set up for this purpose here
and there throughout tlie galleries. Mere
routine work does not suffice to make a skilful

Mushroom grower. He must also possess innate
qualifications, an observant mind, good judg-
ment and ingenuity. The spawn, if left to

itself in the bed, would produce only a poor
crop, and in order to obtain an abundant yield

of Mushrooms, the surface of the bed must lie

covered with a layer of calcareous soil or sand.

The necessity of covering the bed in tliis way
arises from a physiological property of the
Mushroom spawn, which is well illustrated by
the following experiment ; In a large glass

vessel layers of manure and covering material
are j)laced alternately, and in the uppermost
layer of manure spawn is inserted. The spawn
when germinating strikes downwards towards
the bottom of the vessel, and it is then seen
to change its character completely accordingly
as it passes through a layer of manure or one of

covering material. AMien it is passing through
the manure it takes the form of a felt-like sub-

stance, the very tine filaments of which more
densely envelop every straw-stem like a sheath.

When it is traversing the covering material, on
the contrary, it appears in the shape of thick,

cylindrical cords, which have few ramifications

and which seem to draw the sap from the
surrounding filaments, as tliese soon dry up and
wither away. The explanation of this is that

the spawn on getting into a material which
contains no nutriment for it prepares itself for

the process of fructification in accordance with
a very general law in the biology of crypto-

gamic plants, and, following another e<jually

constant law, the protoplasm, which was pri-

marily dirt'used throughout the entire vegetable
structure, then changes its position and becomes
accumulated at the points where the fructifica-

tion takes place. This is, in fact, what occurs in

the Mushroom beds. As soon as the filaments

of the spawn have penetrated the covering
material, they group themselves together intcj

cord-like collections, the extremities of which
on coming to the surface of the soil expand
into clusters of small tubercles, in each of

wliich the outline of a Mushroom may be
traced. The action of the covering material is

entirely physical in its character, and it is a

mistake to add to it, as some often advise, nitrate

of potash or any other mineral manure what-
ever, which I am convinced is not of the
slightest use in Mu.shroom growing. Mush-
rooms will be produced from the same bed for

a period of two or three months on an average.

Their growth, however, is not continuous, but
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occurs with intervals of non-prdduction, dining
whic'li, no (loiil)t, the spawn is extracting from
tlio manure a fresh supply of nutriment. Of
cultivated Muslu'ooms there are a good many
varieties, whieli may be referred to two princi-

])al kinds, viz., t lie white and the blonde-coloured
Mushrooms, so called from the colour of the
pileus or cap. The pure white kinds always
Command a somewhat higher price in the
markets. The most important distinction, how-
ever, from a commercial point of view is Ijased

on tile diti'erences in the weight or, more
properly speaking, the density of the Mush-
rooms. Some varieties have a slender, liollow

stem and spongy ti.ssues, while others have a

thick, solid stem and dense or substantial

llesh. It is evident that a certain nuiiil)er of

these last will weigh appreciably more than the
same number of the others of the same size,

and as Mushrooms are sold by weight, the

pr<jtits of the Mushroom grower depend to a

large extent on the quality of the variety which
he cultivates. Unfortunately, his profits also

are influenced by other matters which tend to

make the success of the crop always uncertain,

and render Mushroom growing one of the most
risky operations known to cultivators. With-
out touching on the difficulties of a physical

nature which the Mushroom grower, as I have

already stated, must overcome almost every

il.-iy in keeping the atmosphere of his tjuarry in

a pro])er condition for the Mushrooms, I shall

here only treat of the causes of failures that are

to be found in the bad (juality of the manure,
the special physiology of the Mushroom spawn,
and, lastly, of the diseases from which the

Mu.shroom is not more exempt than in any-

other plant in cultivation.

II.

—

The Prf.i'akatiox of thk M.v.nirk.

In the whole of this subject the two following

jioints are cardinal : (1) The manure is

rendered capable of supplying nutriment suit-

al)le for Mushrooms only by means of fermenta-
tion. (2) This fermentation is of a specific

character and dlft'erent from the ordinary fer-

mentation of the farmyard manure heap. Fer-

mentation is necessary, because if we take fresh

manure, sterOise it and sow in it Mushroom
spores which are ready to germinate, the Blush-

rooms will never become fully developed in

this material. The spawn will germinate and
emit filaments, which may be developed to a

large extent, but there will be no Mushrooms.
It acts, in fact, like seedling plants which live

on the store of food which is contained in the

seed without ab.sorbing nutriment from any
other source. All the higher ox-ders of Mush-
rooms, the spores of which I have succeeded in

causing to germinate, have a sterile spawn of a
similar nature which only recjuires the condi-
tions of a moist substratum to enable it to exist

for an indefinite period and to propagate itself

to great distances from the point where it com-
menced to grow, the older portions of the
spawn drying up and withering away as the
more newly-formed parts push forwai'd their

growth. If the fresh, sterilised manure does not
aft'ord to Blushrooms the conditions under which
they are naturally produced, still less is this the
case w ith com]iosts formed with only some of the
Constituent elements of manure. It is only in

good iilain staljle manure properly fermented
that Mushrooms can find a favourable growing
medium. In the process of fermentation the
manure becomes peopled wath microbes, and
from this a preliminary question arises as to

whether the presence of these myriads of

micrfibes is not essentially necessary for the
normaldevelopmentof the Blushrooms—wliether
between the latter and one or other of the

species of microbes which, in the combustion of

the hydrocarbonaceous matters existing in the

straw, set in motion such a large amount of

active energy, there might not be an intimate
union of existence, such as prevails between
many others of the higher orders of Mushrooms
and chloroiihyllous ]ilants of all kinds -trees,
herbaceous plants, algie, ttc. Such a supposi-
tion is easily disposed of in the following
manner : In large glass vessels covered with
a sheet of tin place prepared manure so that
the vessels may be two-thirds filled with it

;

cover the surface of the manux-e with a layer of
soil, sterilise the whole, and spawn the manure
with Mushroom spawn just germinating, taking
care to keep tlie culture pure to the end. In
this way it is proved that the spawn, in the
absence of living microbes of any kind, deve-
lojis itself ju.st as well as it does in the beds of

the Mushroom growers, increases manifestly in

bulk, and jiroduces Slushrooms in the course of

a few months. The hypothesis of the existence
of a ".symbiosis" (or intimate union of vitality)

properly so called is thus exploded. If the
microbes are of any u.se to the Mushrooms, they
are only so through the elaborated products
which they place at their disposal, and this

subject brings us into tlie domain of clieiuistry.

Ever since the investigations of MM. Deherain,
Gayon, Schhesing, and others, it has been
known that the changes which take place in

manure heaps are of two kinds, one being pro-

duced by the fermentations cau.sed by microbes,
and the other being the result of chemical com-
bustion, which ne\er fails to occur when cellu-

lose substances (such as hay, tobacco, &c.) in

a sufHciently finely divided form and sufhciontly

moist are hea])ed together in large ([uantities.

M. Schliesing, experimenting sinniltaneously

on sterilised and unsterilised quantities of

manure, discovered the part which each of

the two kinds of transformation plays under
the ordinary conditions of a manure !iea]j, and
he has shown that the fermentations due to

microbes, the acid fermentations of matters
originally soluble, and the formenic fermenta-
tion of cellulose matters which follows com-
mence on the third day and continue as long

as the temperature does not rise as liigh as

about 178^ Fahr. As soon as this degree of

temperature is reached, all these fermentations
cease entirely and are succeeded by the process

of chemical combustion, which, on the other
hand, increases in intensity in proportion to

the elevation of the temperature. These data

have already given us grounds for suspecting

that the microbes do not play the principal

part in preparing manure as the IMushroom
growers use it. In fact, it is only in the central

parts of their beds that the sti-aw undergoes
the specific changes which I have described.

Now in these parts of the beds the constant

temperature ranges from 178" to l!Kj° Fahr.,

and amongst the gaseous matters which I have
draw n off from them I have never found any
combustible gas. In order to carry the demon-
stration further, I have made a variety of ex-

periments, in which I employed chemical com-
bustion alone as the active agent. In doing

this, I placed in bags or in large glass vessels

straw finely broken and moistened. These
bags or vessels I then deposited in the centre

of a manure heap in full fermentation and with

a temperature of not less than 18(i' Fahr. in

that part of it. After twenty days, those quan-

tities of straw which had not been exposed to

the air during that period appeared to ha\e
undergone no ]jerceptible change. On the other

hand, those which I had taken care to expose

to the air several times had lost from 2.1 per

cent, to 30 per cent, of their weight, liad

assumed a brown colour, and presented nearly
all the characteristic qualitie.s of the best
Mu.shroom manure. In one point only was
there any difi'erence, viz., the fragments of

straw had not become disintegrated in their

cellulo.se substance, but still preserved their

cohesion and rigidity. It was evident that this

straw had undergone chemical oxidation, at

least superficially, but as the high tempera-
ture to which it was constantly exposed did not
allow the cellulose ferments to destroy the
pectic matters which serve as an intercellular

cement, the eflects similar to those in the ret-

ting of flax or hemp (mentioned above) could
not be produced. In the straw thus prepared 1

planted some pieces of IMushroom spawn, which
did perfectly well and produced Mushroiuus
just as well as in the ordinary Mushroom
manure, only not quite so plentifully, which is

easily accounted for by tlie fact tliat the trans-

formation of the straw ni the experiment was
not so complete as in the case of the Mushroom
manure. In order to study more closely the
conditions of the practice, I added to some of

the quantities of straw a large proportion (5 per
cent, to 10 per cent.) of ammonia or carbonate
of ammonia. The results were still nuire

marked. Combustion went on more rapidly

and thoroughly, and the straw treated in this

way formed quite a superior kind of food foi-

Mushrooms. I cannot explain how the am-
monia acts so favourably in the oxidation of

the straw, but its action is exceedingly well

marked and is of itself sutticient to account for

the heating of manure heaps without bringing

in the aid of microbes even to set the process

a-going. Thus, I have proved that a bag of

broken straw, moistened with a solution of

ammonia and closely pressed together, will in

twenty-four hours attain a temperature of from
85° to 10.5° Fahr. With somewhat larger quan-
tities of straw a temperature of 178° Fahr. can

be very easily obtained. It is to be observed

that this heat-generating property belongs only

to ammonia and carbonate of ammonia. The
neutral salts of ammonia do not possess it,

neither do the nitrates, which excludes the

supposition that this ammonia might act liy

aflbrding nutriment to microbes.

To sum the matter up, in order to prepare

straw so as to render it suitable for Mushroom
growing, all that is necessary is that it should
undergo a certiiin amount of chemical oxidation,

a result which can be fully attained without the
intervention of microbes, especially if care is

taken to pulverise the straw, as I did in carry-

ing out my experiments. This gives us the key
to the rationale of the practices followed by
Mushroom growers. The straw, broken by the

trampling of the horses, saturated with their

urine, in a state of complete ammoniacal fer-

mentation, kept in an equable condition of

moisture by judicious waterings, heaped in .a

compact mass and aerated from time to time by
turning it over as often as this is necessary, is

brought into the most favourable condition that

can be imagined for furnishing a ready sujiport

of chemical combustion and bringing it rapidly

to its maximum degree of intensity. This com-
bustion, in fact, commences in the manure heaps
almost as soon as they are made up, and if the

temperature which is generated in them seldom
exceeds 195° Fahr., it is because, when it reaches

that point, it is checked by the rapid evaporation

of the moisture and the desiccation of the straw.

As for the microbes, their office is confined to

assisting chemical combustion by raising the

temperature during the first few hours after the

manure lipap is made up, and also especially by
disintegrating the straw and laying bare its

fibrous matter, which is chiefly effected by the
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formenic ferment
going

The manure after under-

The Fermentation

remains, as it was before, in a chemical point

of view, a compound of infinite complexity,

the immediate complete analysis of which would
not be possible in the present state of the

science. We should, therefore, for the present
give up the idea of learning from it anything
more about the nutriment of Mushrooms, ex-

cept for the following fact. If we take some
Mushroom manure and make from it an extract

with either hot or cold water, or, better .still, if

we squeeze from it some of its native litpiid, it

will be found that neither of these liquids con-
tains any nutritive matter suitable for Mush-
rooms even when it may be incorporated with
material of a porous nature like that of manure.
On the other hand, the manure after it has been
drained of all its soluble matters by the water-
ings which it received, is found to have lost none
of the elements which aflbrd nutriment to

Mushrooms, as in it they grow and come to

maturity in a normal manner. From this ex-

periment we learn that it is some substance
which is insoluble in water that is utilised as
food by the Mushrooms, and consequently it is

certain that it is amongst the cellulose matters
that this sub.stance[must be looked for. This idea
of an alimentary substance which is in its

primitive form insoluljle in water is, moreover,
no novelty in vegetable biology, and especially
in the biology of cryptogams. I need only men-
tion starch, which is so closely allied to cellulose

matters in its origin and properties. With re-

spect to the cellulose substances themselves, we
are in possession of numerous facts which prove
that these substances are capable of being assimi-
lated not only by the herbivorous animals, but
also by numerous cryptogamic plants. It is

true that we do not know the conditions under
which such assimilation takes place, whether
the cellulose matter requires to be hydrolised
by some agency independent of the Mushroom,
whether it is necessary that it should be trans-
formed into oxy-cellulose by oxidation, or still

further resolved into its constituent particles,

amongst which occur some sugary matters such
as the pentose elements. We cannot, therefore,
clearly explain the process by wliich fresh
manure is changed into manure suitable for
Mushrooms. The destruction of all the s<.iluble

organic matters, which disappear through the
agency of bacteria or are consumed in the pro-
cess of oxidation, is certainly an important
factor, because it does away with the notion of
tlie co-operatinn of microbes and mould-fungi
and sterilises the manure to the advantage of
the Mushrooms alone. We may, however, also
believe that the oxidation of the cellulose matter
of the straw has the direct result of rendering it

more capable of being a.ssimilated by the Mush-
rooms. On this subject I shall refer to the
works of MM. Cross, Bevan and Smith, who
have demonstrated thatoxy-cellulose substances,
that is, cellulose substances in which oxidation
has commenced, continue to be oxidised under
the slightest niducing conditions, .such as a tem-
perature of 212" Fahr. Now, the great amount
of oxygen consumed by the Mushrooms, as well
as the evolution of heat, with the formation of
water and carbonic acid which accompany
its growth, testify sufficiently that the produc-
tion of nutriment suitable for Mushrooms de-
pends above everything else on the action
of oxidation. In any case, it is certain
that it we prepare a quantity of pulverised
straw and deprive it completely of its soluble
or extractive matters by drenching it with hot
or cold water, alcohol or ether, sterilising it

also, Mushrooms will not be produced in it,

although they will grow abundantly in the same
straw after it has undergone chemical oxidation.

Observation of what occurs in Nature teaches us
the same lesson, as, although it is not unusual
to find Agaricus (Psalliota) campestris growing
on half-decomposed roots, leaves, and sawdust,
and even in paper-paste that has been left for

a long time in a damp position, yet it is never
found growing on fresh wood. It is not rash to

suppose that the majority of the higher orders

of .saprophytic Mushrooms live, like the culti-

vated Mushroom, on cellulose matter. If this

is really the case, we can understand how it is

that all attempts to cultivate them have so far

failed—viz., because the experimenters have
always tried to prepare a nutrimental ci impost
tor them from the soluble matters contained in

their natural growing medium instead of

directing their attention to the insoluble con-

stituents of the same medium. I must add
that, in order to cultivate a Mushroom of any
of the highest orders, it is not sufficient to

supply it with the particular cellulose which it

prefers. We must also—and here lies the
difficulty—supply it in a form in which it can
be assimilated by it. Although we have reason
to believe that in the case of the cultivated

edible Mushroom oxidation alone is sufficient to

modify the cellulose to the desired condition, on
the other hand, I am in jjossession of facts

which aflbrd grounds for the opinion that, in the
case of other Mushrooms of the higher orders,

the preparatory transformations which the
cellulose must undergo are of a more complex
nature, and are probably brought about by the
agency of microbes. In any case the complex
nature of the cellulose molecule and the infinite

number of dift'erent kindsof cellulose which occur
in the vegetable world allow us to understand
the minute specialisation exhibited by many of

the liigher orders of Mushrooms in the matters
of their habitats and the affinities which are

observed between some of these Mushrooms
and some species of phanerogams, the organs
of which, living or dead, appear to serve as

hosts for these species of Mushrooms. In this

order of ideas it may be said that the progress
of our biological knowledge of the higher orders
of Mushrooms is intimately connected with an
increa.sed knowledge of the chemistry of

cellulose matters. I will not delay here in

dwelling on theoretical considerations, but I

cainiot avoid drawing a comparison between the
mode of nutrition, thus understood, of the
higher orders of the saprophytic Mushrooms
and that of the species of the same group which
live m a condition of intimate union with
living plants. This parasitic condition has been
already demonstrated in a great number of

cases, and it is allowable to suppose that nearly
all the Basidiomycet:e, which have their habitat
in the immediate vicinity of certain kinds of

trees, have their spawn attached to the rootlets

of these trees in the form of mycorrhizaj. Car-
bon is, consetiuently, assimilated by the higher
orders of Mushrooms in two distinct ways :

some of them connect themselves with living

plants and share with them to some extent the
benefits conferred by the action of chlorophyll,

while iithers of them choose for food certain

hydrocarbonaceous compounds, the chemical
combustion of which supplies them at the
same time with carbon and also with the
energy necessary to fix the carbon. Now
it is a curious fact and well calculated to

show the relation which unites the two condi-
tions of existence, viz., saprophytism, or living

on decayed matter, and .symbiotism, or a para-
sitic mode of existence, apparently so difl'erent

from each other, that in certain cases they are

interchangeable. This is certain at least in the

case of Agaricus (Psalliota) campestris. I have
proved, in fact, that in the pastures where this

Mushroom is gathered in abundance its spawn
is constantly attitched to the roots of grasses with
which it forms mycorrhiz;e analogous to those
found on the rootlets of the Cupuliferje. This
spawn, instead of taking the form under which
we find it when vegetating in manure, is thus
reduced to a few scarcely perceptible filaments,

which occujiy the position of radical hairs, and
can hardly be distinguished excejjt by the
characteristic odour and by the appearance in

autumn of carj)ophores, the dimensions of which
seem out of all proportion with the hair-like

growths on which they are produced. The
proof that this is plainly a case of symbiotism
is that the grasses on which these mycorrhizte
are produced are distinguished from all others

by the greater size and the dark green colour of

their leaves. They are seen from afar in the
pastures, where they form rings or circles which
increase in size every year, and are similar to

the rings formed by Marasmius oreades, an-

other Mu.shroora which lives on grasses. The
grass, in its turn, is aft'ected by its union with
the Mushroom, and profits by the nitrogenous
aliment which the latter elaborates probably
by fixing nitrogen derived froui the atmo-
sphere. By carefully removing to the manure
bed these mycorrhizre of the field Mushroom,
or, better still, by placing manure in long-con-

tinued contact with the roots of the grasses as

they grow, the spawn is easily acclimatised in

this new growing medium. In this we have an
instance of a Mushroom which supplies the
absence of the action of chlorophyll sometimes
by a symbiotic and sometiuies by a saprophytic

mode of existence, and which passes from the

one to the other without any apparent modifi-

cation except a large increase in size and
growth in the latter case. To return to the

manure of the Mushroom growers. From
what I have just stated, it appears that the

CUAKACTERISTIC OF GoOD MuSHROOM MANURE

is that it is the product of the chemical oxida-

tion of the straw, and that it is not produced
by bacterian fermentation. In fact, not only
has the action of bacteria no efl'ect in render-

ing the cellulose on which they act capable of

being assimilated by the Mushrooms, but their

presence in excessive numbers is detrimental

on account of the putrefied matters produced
by them, which are in a high degree poisonous

to Mushrooms. The causes which tend to

check combustion and to favour the action of

bacteria, which means the decomposition of

the manure, are chiefly the three following,

viz., an excess of moisture in the manure, a

deficiency of ammonia, and the presence of

putrescible organic matters. The water which
is contained in a free state in the manure dis-

solves the extractive or soluble constituents of

the straw and becomes transformed into a

veritable "culture broth," in which bacteria

rapidly increase in numbers ; moreover, it has

a physical action in preventing chemical com-
bustion from commencing, for if we repeat the

experiments in spontaneous heating, which I

have mentioned above, using straw not merely
moistened, but soaked with water, these experi-

ments always fail, no doubt because an ex-

cessive amount of water filling up the spores of

the straw renders it impermeable to the air,

and so prevents oxidation from taking place.

It is necessary, therefore, to be careful as to the

quantity of water which is added to the manure,
and it would be entirely a mistake to imagine

that the same results will follow the giving of it

in large quantities at long intervals, instead of

a moderate supply administered frequently.
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Accidents, unfortunately too common, also

occur, which prove the disastrous eft'ects of too

much water, and it has frequently happened in

some very wet seasons that all the manure
heaps in process of preparation have been

entirely ruined thereby. Annnonia, as we have

seen, is a powerful factor in the spontaneous

heating of manure ; moreover, its presence in

a large proportion favours the formenic fer-

ment to the detriment of the bacteria of putre-

rooms growii

quarries, the

cation of the

takes place

quickly, and
mains in the

View in old siihlcrnineun quarries devoted to Mushroom culture.

faction, Ijecause that ferment can endure a

much higher degree of alkalinity than is toler-

able to most microbes. For these two reasons,

manure heaps which naturally contain Vmt little

urine and those which have been washed out by
rain become heated with ditticulty, and are

always more or less liable to undergo decompo-
sition. A tolerably practical method of remedy-
ing a deficiency of this kind in a manure heap
would be found in adding to it some pure Peru-
vian guano, which is rich in uric acid, but that for

many years jjast such guano has not been in the

market. On the other hand, the employment
of annnonia pure and simple would be too diffi-

cult a matter for anyone to think of undertaking

it. I have, therefore, reflected whether it would
not be possible to supply its place to a certain

extent by using carbonate of soda, which, it is

true, has not, like the annnonia, any direct in-

fluence on the intensity of the chemical com-
bustion, Vjut may, nevertheless, be usefully

efl'ective in bringing the m.anure into a condition

of alkalinity sufficient to check the action of the

bacteria of putrefaction and to allow the for-

menic ferment to get the uitjier hand. This
mode of treatment, which as yet I have had
only one opportunity of testing, has afl'orded

me results so encouraging, that I think I can
recommend it to Mushroom growers, should
occasion for employing it arise. It is essential

that the soda should be ajiplied to the manure
when it is being made up in the heap, as if it is

delayed to a later date, the bacteria will have
already done their work.

I might here speak of the alterations of a

secondary nature which may take place in the

manure of the growing-beds during the period
in which the spawn is running. Here we should
find the explanation of many failures for which
the most expert Mushroom growers have been
unable to account, but the subject requires a

treatise to itself, and would carry me beyond
the limits of the present article.

III.

—

The Physiology of the Spawn.

The spawn is the vegetative or growing part

of the plant, of which the Mushroom, properly
so called, represents the fruit. At first it is

composed of simple filaments only, which
anastomose with each other in an irregular

manner. In this condition it is called "blanc

mousseux " by the Mushroom growers, and we
might describe it as amorphous mycelium or

spawn. But we have seen that as soon as it is

preparing itself for the production of Mush-
rooms, the filaments unite to form cylindrical

cords of comparatively large size . This is the
first step towards a higher and more complicated
organisation, which, by means of root-like pro-

cesses furnished with a cortical layer, which are

also found with some other Agarics, leads

directly to the stems and
roots of the vascular

cryptogams and of the

phanerogams. The cells

of which these cords of

spawn are composed have
by this time reached a cer-

taindegree of modification.

Now, we know that the

more a vegetable cell be-

comes modified, the less

adapted it is to reproduce
a new plant when it is

detached from the plant
of which it formed a part.

While the amorplious
spawn can propagate the

Agaric for an indefinite

period without any loss of

vigour in the plants, the

cord-like spawn, when transplanted, producesat

every fresh generation only a more diminished

growth and a poorer crop of Mushrooms. In
the case of Mush-

in which spawn is produced for future use

placed in the open air, or, at least, never to lift

any spawn for this purpose except from beds in

the coolest parts of the ijuarries. In spite of

these precautions, the cultivated Mushroom
always manifests a progressive degeneration,

which leads at first to the diminished market
value of the crops and eventually to a cessation of

production. In the case of a flowering plant being
exhausted by repeated cuttings, the cultivator

can resort to seeds, but the Mushroom grower
cannot avail himself of this radical method
because he has no means of raising Mushrooms
from spores, and must content himself with lefs

natural methods. He tries to renovate his

spawn by cultivating it in a low temperature,
or he exchanges it with a brother grower in the

hope that in a fresh growing medium it may
turn out better, but he tries, above all, to pro-

cure some virgin spawn—that is, spawn which
has grown spontaneously from chance-borne
spores in farmyard manure heaps which have
remained undisturbed for a long time. The
searching for this virgin spawn has become a
kind of branch of industry with certain indi-

viduals, who make it their business and traverse

the country for 15 leagues to 20 leagues round,
turning over manure heaps, old Melon beds,

etc., in the hope of finding some deposit of

spawn in them. They sell this .spawn to the
Mushroom growers at a pretty high price,

which, however, is not so objectionable as the

fact that the article is very variable in quality.

in the
modifi-

spawn
very

it re-

amor-
phous state only in

its youngest parts,

that is, in a sur-

rounding zone only

a few inches wide.

It is, then, almost ex-

clusively with spawn
which has changed
into the cord-like con-

dition that the Mush-
room growers spawn
their beds, and this

is all the better, since,

in order to be able

to judge the merits of

the variety, they are

accustomed to wait for

the appearance of the

first Blushrooms be-

fore they lift any of

the spawn for future

planting. To this first

cause of deterioration

of the race is added
another. In the grow-
ing beds the spawn
meets with a tempera-
ture much higher than
thatof the soil in which
it grows naturally and
sometimes finds itself

exposed to sudden
elevations of temperature up to from 85° to

95° Fahr. Now, the experiments which I have
made on this subject have shown that when a

temperature of 85° is reached the spawn sufl'ers

from it, and that if this temperature is kept up
for a few days, its vitality is sensildy diminished

and it becomes attenuated. The Mushroom
gi'owers are well aware of this evU effect of a high

temperature, and their rule is to have the beds

Plan of suiterranean quarry at Fortes Terres, Frepillon

The purchaser, in fact, is not only liable to be
imposed on by the very common fraud of pass-

ing ott' old spawn for virgin spawn, but he is

also hampered by the diversity of varieties and
the difi'erences in their cultural value, so that

he is sometimes obliged to test spawn obtained

from eight to ten different sources before he

can find a satisfactory sample. Such as it is,

virgin spa'svn has long been the only resource
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(if wliicli tlie Mushroom grower could avail

himself for the purptise of keeping up the cul-

tivation of his crops, and, from what I have
stated on this subject, it will be easily under-

stood that the question of spawn is, as it were,

the vital point of this branch of culture. The
idea of i-aising virgin spawn by sowing the

spores must have occurred to many minds ; in

fact, it has often been mooted both by culti-

vators and botanists. Nothing is more easily

obtained than

Mu.sHROOM Spores.

All that is necessai-y is to place a full-grown
Mushrocjm on a sheet of paper, and in a few days
the spores will be found to have fallen on the
paper in the shape of a brown-coloured impal-
pable powder. The difficulty is to get the spores
to germinate. Chevreul ajjpeais to liave suc-

ceeded in doing so : at least, the process M'hich is

attributed to him is certain!}' capable of yielding
good results. However, it does not appear that
this process has ever been continuously followed
up, and it is only recently that the subject
has been revived independently and simulta-
neously by MM. Oostantin and Matruchot on
the one hand, and the author of the present
article on the other. There is no mystery in

the germination of Mushroom spores. It can
1)6 brought about on any of the nutritive media
which are employed in bacteriology, on damp
sand, or simply in moist air, as well as on
manure. Undoubtedly this germination does
not take place with the same spontaneity and
rapidity as that of tlie sjjores of the lower
orders of Mushrooms : it requires to be stiuui-

lated by some artificial means or contri\ances
which vary with the ideas of the operators, and
which are discovered after some fruitless e.xperi-

nients have been made. The .sjiores that will

germinate (and these are always the fewest in
number) counnence doing so by becoming
swollen and assuming a lighter colour. Then
they emit at one of tlieir poles a very fine ger-
luinatuig tube, which (juickly increa.ses in size

and branches out in every direction from buds.
In this way a small tuft of spawn is formed,
which only re<juires some favourable medium,
such as manure, to enable it to grow to an in-

definite size. This very sinqjle method enables
us to obtain virgin spawn at will, and is em-
ployed commercially in the manufacture of
Mushroom spawn from spores, which I have
established as the outcome of my researches in
conjunction witli some improvements which
have added a better appearance and quality to
the product. For the practice of producing
spawn in beds, which only yields sp;iwn that is

not of a very homogeneous character, exposes
it to sudden rises of temperature and fa\ours
the inception of the cord-like form, which ^ve

]<now to be destructive to the vitality of the
surrounding spawn, I have substituted the fol-

lowing process. Tlie manure is distributed in
layers of uniform depth, on the top of which
plates of sheet-iron are placed, wlien they are
put into a jiress and subjected to a jiressure of
110 lbs. to the scpiare centimetre. When they
are taken out of the press the manure is found
to be in slabs ab(nit half an inch thick, almost as
hard as wood, and therefore very easily handled.
These slabs are then sown with Mushroom
spores and placed under conditions most favour-
able to the growtli of the spawn, care being espe-
cially taken to avoid any rise in the temperature.
The growtli of the spawn is moderated in this
way, but its vigour and activity when it is trans-
ported into the warm atmosphere of the
quarries become wonderfully increased. When
the slabs are thorouglily per\-aded by the spawn,
they are divided into small rectangular por-

tions about 3 inches long, each of which forms
a set for planting. This operation is I'apidly

eft'ected by means of a special cutting machine,
the use of which constitutes a set-oft' to the

extra manual labour required in the prepara-

tion of the slabs. In the result we have a
product as reasonable in price as the oi'dinary

spawn of the Mushroom growers and more
convenient for use. It is hardly necessary to

allude to the favourable influence which this

new introduction cannot fail to have on the
business of Mushroom growing. Not only is

the problem of renovation by means of virgin

spawn—a question cropping up continually

—

now solved once for all, but henceforth the

Mushroom grower will be able to .select the

\'ariety which does best in his own quarry and
is also a profitable one to grow, as spawn
raised from spores faithfully reproduces the

slightest morphological and jjhysiological pecu-

liarities of the original race. Lastly, this

spawn is not liable to be attacked by diseases,

a consideration which, as we shall see, also

po.ssesses in a high degree an interest of its

own.

IV.—DlSE.\SES.

Mushroom beds are frequently ravaged by
diseases which are caused by some of the lower
orders of cryptogams, amongst wliich we must
distinguish the true parasites, which live in the

very tissues of the Mushroom, from the sapro-

]ihytes which content themselves with a .struggle

for existence in which they more or less com-
jiletely crowd out the Mushrooms from the soil

in which they were intended to grow. ( )f the

former class the most formidable representa-

tive is Mycogone rosea (Magnus, Prillieux),

which produces the disease called "lamolle."
Mushrooms when attacked by tliis disease as-

sume an abnormal appearance before they
reach their full growth ; the jiileus or ca]i

becomes deformed and wasted, and the stalk

changes into a globular form. As the Blush-
room increases in size it becomes covered
with a rosy-coloured down formed by the
conidiferous filaments of the parasite. Finall}',

at the time when it should be fully grown
it softens and melts away, exhaling an
infectious odoui'. The losses caused by this

disease are very serious, being estimated at a

million[,francs yearly by the Parisian Mushroom
growers. Amongst the saprophytic enemies of

the Mushroom are Blycelioiihthora lutea (Oos-

tantin), which produces the condition of the
soil known as " vert-de-gris " ; a species of

oidium which covers the surface of the beds
with its creamy-white, flat fronds, known as
" le pli'itre "

; Monilia fimicola ; and, lastly,

Clitocybe candicans and Pleurotus rutilus,

which, according to M. Costantin, produce
the net-like growth of filaments to which the
Mushroom growers have given the name of

"chanci." Few inquiries have hitherto been
made as to the nature and origin of these dis-

eases. M. Costantin thinks they are propa-
gated in the Mushroom beds by means of

spores, and he recommends that the (juarries

should be disinfected by sprinkling a .solution

of lysol about. In this matter I think a dis-

tinction should be made between the sapro-

phytes and the Mycogone, as I do not believe

tlie process of disinfection would be of any
service in the case of the " vert-de-gris," the
" platre, " or the " chanci," since in most cases

these conditions are entirely the result of a

bad preparation of the manure. Sometimes,
however, the manure is of good (quality, and
in tliat ease the disease has been conveyed in

spawn taken from a diseased bed. Exclusively
of these two circumstances, the Blu.shroom spawn

always keeps sufficiently ahead in growth to

dispute the possession of the soil successfully

against the saprophytes which I have mentioned.
The intervention of the spores of these crypto-

gams which may occur in the quarries is not
very obvious, especially when we reflect that a

good supply of them is always brought in with

the manure. The matter is certainly different

as regards the Mycogone, a true ])arasite, the

propagation of which is indeiiendent of the

(piality of the manure. Here, two very dis-

tinct cases have to be considered : (1) When
the spawn has been already infected with the

Mycogone before it was planted, and the disea.se

shows itself at the first gathering. This means
the tot.al loss of the crop ; and (2) when the

spawn is fi-ee from infection, but the quarry has

been infected with spores originating in pre-

vious Mushroom beds. In this case, the Mush-
rooms, having the start of the enemy, will gene-

rally yield, especially in winter, one or two
gatherings before the " molle " disea.se has

spread to any considerable extent and the loss

sustained will not be so great. These two cases

are observed in practice, and I have, more
especially, seen striking examples of the disease

being introduced with the spawn in beds which
were ravaged by the disease from tlie first, side

by side with other beds made with the same
manure, but free from the disease and liearing

a fine crop of Mushrooms. The reason of this

ditt'erencc is that the latter were spawned witli

virgin spawn, while the others were furnislied

with .spawn taken from (juarries in which the

disease was rife. The Mushroom grower, there-

fore, is assured of success in combatting the
" molle " disease if he will only use precaution

in two points, viz., (1) only to use sjiawn which

is certainly not infected by the disease, and in

this respect sjiawii raised from spores offers him
a guarantee which lie will not find elsewhere,

and (2) to piurify the recesses of his (juarry,

after the beds have ceased to yield, by imme-
diately removing the used-up manure and the

soil used for casing the beds, after which the

whole place should be disinfected, as M. Cos-

tantin advises. I do not think, however, that

the sprinkling of a solution of lysol which he

recommends is a very practical method of dis-

infection. Anyone who knows the difficulties

attending a thorough disinfection of some locali-

ties will admit that it is hardly possible to dis-

infect, by means of sprinklings, a subterranean

passage with a superficial area of many
thousands of S(juare yards, t(.gether with the

irregularities and crevices which abound in the

walls. In my opinion it would be better to

employ the fumes of sulphuric acid. By
burning sulphur in a (juarry, after Iiaving closed

all the outlets and openings, we might not cer-

tainly destroy all the germs of the disease, but

we should, at least, clieck it and prevent it from

spreading.

V.—Statistics.

There are in the department of the Seine

•ioO disused (juarries which arc devoted to

Mushroom culture. Formerlj' there were nearly

the same number of other places in which

jMuslir(_ioms weie giuwn, Ijut from the tendency

to centralisation the nuuiber of these is now re-

duced to seventy ov eighty, to which may be

added twenty more which are found in the

adjacent departments. On the other hand,

these Mushroom - growing establishments are

now geneially more flourishing than formerly.

One of them employs as many as IdO workmen,
others from forty to fifty each. The total

number of workmen employed must exceed

1000, and the total value of the produce ranges

from si.\ to seven millions of francs. Mush-
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rouiu growing, it vill be seen from this, is by

no means in a state of decadence, but, on the

contrary, is every day becoming more extensive

in iiroportion as the enlargement of the quarries

supjilies more room for this brancli of culture.

In many places it has become the chief Ijranch

of industry, the proprietor of land excavating

([uarries (the stone from which he sells at cost

price) for the e-special purpose of growing Mush-
rooms in them. The cost of the manure con-

stitutes the most serious expense of the Mush-
room grower. Times are very much changed

since the period when the manure of the

Parisian staljles was given away for nothing to

anyone who would remove it. At the present

time it is bought on a yearly agreement by

contractors, who sell it again to the Mushroom
growers at the rate of from 7 francs to ]() francs

l)er 1000 kilos (= nearly a ton). Half of the

manure made in Paris goes to the Mushroom-
growing establislnnents, and after it has been
useil there is dis])o.sed of to the cultivators of

the surrounding districts, who find it a most
excellent manure for forage plants. All ex-

penses included, every yard in length of the

Mushroi_)ni beds represents an outlay of from

2i francs to ."i francs. To cover the expenses

and allow a ]jrotit to the grower, the crop should

jjroduce at the rate of from (ii lbs. to lbs. of

Mushrooms to every yard in length of the Vjcds,

and that the market price should not fall below
about .r)d. per lb. I'nfortunately, of kite years

it has often liai>pened that this minimum price

has not been attained during a great )jart of the

sumniev. This, no doubt, is due to the circum-

stance that the consumpuon of Mushrooms is

indirectly aii'ectcd by the abundant supply of

vegetjibles at that season, but also, and especi-

ally, because the manufacturers of preserves,

who ordinarily demand large quantities of

Mushrooms, then discontinue purchasing them,
in order to devote themselves exclu.sively to

making up preserves of green vegetables. To
]irotect themselves from the effects of such a

trying state of things, which recurred periodi-

cally and threatened a fatal blow to their busi-

ness, the Mushroom growers, setting an ex-

ample of taking a very interesting initiative,

have founded a kind of co-operative society of

jjrotlucers, and erected, from subscriptions
amongst themselves, a preserve factory in

which they make up a portion of their

crop of Mushrooms whenever the market
price of these falls below a certain tigure.

Notwithstanding all this, it is not likely that

they will ever again see ([uoted in France such
prices as 2 francs and '2h francs per kilo.

( = 2' lb.), which still prevail in countries where
Mu.shrooni growing in (| uarries is not much
practised, England and the United States for

example. Hut if the French Mushroom growers
are thus less favoured than their foreign fellriw-

cultivators in the sale of their produce at home,
they have the resource of exporting it in the
preserved form at a price which is not only as

good as what they would receive for fresh

Mushrooms, but also challenges competition in

all the foreign markets. Moreover, this export
trade, already considerable, has every prospect
of a continuous increase.

We may, therefore, hope that the Mushroom
growing branch of industry will go on prosper-
ing, especially if the growers, by giving it a

more .scientitic direction, succeed in freeing it

from risks and ensuring the success of their

crops, which are still so uncertain ; and I shall

be delighted if the investigations on the subject
which I have detailed in this article should help
to bring about such a result.

—

Dr. Ch. Kepix,
of the Pasteur Institute, in licrue Gciu'ralo chs

Sciences.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE WHITE FIR.

A HIES, the name now given to the Silver Firs, is

one of the widely distributed coniferous genera
with a larger number of species than any other

except Pinus. Abies, which is usuaUy found on
the slopes of high mountains, is represented in

North America by ten species, seven of them be-

longing to the flora of the Pacific States and one
to Mexico ; it is common in Japan with several

species, and is widely scattered over Siberia, the

Himalayas, Asia Minor, Central and Southern
Europe, and Northern Africa. The Silver Firs

are pyramidal trees with small branches arranged
in regular whorls and usually thin bark tilled

with large conspicuous resin vesicles ; some of

the species grow to a very lai'ge size, especially

those of Western America, and others are valuable

timber trees. No geiuis of conifers probably has
contributed more to the beauty of gardens, for

nearly all Fir trees are extremely handsome while

young. Their tendency, however, to become thin

and lose their lower branches early when they are

taken from cool mountain slopes makes the first

thirty or forty years of the lives of these trees the

most attractive period of their garden career.

The species which grows in the swamps and on

the mountains of the north-eastern part of this

continent from Labrador and the shores of Hud-
son's Bay southward to the high mountain peaks

of \'irginia, the so-called Balsam or Balsam Fir

(.Vbics balsamea), is a beautiful tree while it is

small, with lustrous foliage and dark purple

cones. Its beauty, however, is short-hved in cul-

tivation. Of the Silver Firs of Western America
the most valuable here as a garden plant is

Abiks (oncolor, the White Fir of the Southern

Rocky Mountains, of the California Sierras, of the

Pacific coast ranges, of many of the interior

mountains of the South-western States, and of

Northern Mexico. No other Abies flourishes in

such hot, dry regions, or has been able to sustain

itself among such climatic hardships ; and it is

not surprising that a tree, which is equally at

home in the sea-fogs which ssieep in from the

Pacific over the California coast ranges as it is on

the mountains of Lower California, Southern Ari-

zona, and Central Colorado, should find little to

fear from the cold blasts and hot summers of New
England. Both the Californian form, with its

rather shorter and greener leaves, which in

England is still called Abies Low'iana, and in

this country sometimes Abies Parsonsi, and the

handsomer Colorado form, with longer blue leaves,

are jx-rfectly hardy in New England. The oldest

specimens here of" the California tree are already

becoming somewhat thin and are beginning to

lose their lower branches. The largest of the

Colorado plants, however, in eastern gardens,

which are now probably i-t feet in height, are

still perfect in habit and density of foliage, sur-

passino- in vigour, lovely form and colour all the

kinds of Abies hardy in New England, and are

still as full of promise as trees of the same age

in sheltered ravines of the Rocky Mountains.

However ugly and unsatisfactory old trees of

this Fir may" become here later, it deserves a

place in evei'y garden for the beauty of its early

years.— d'anlui and Foful.

The Evergreen Oak as a town tree.—

While in Exeter lately, the first thing that struck

me was many excellent specimens of Evergreen

Oak that are growing in some parts of the town.

They are trees with long stems, finely developed

heads with a luxuriance of dark green foliage,

which was displayed to great advantage, and gave

their positions an agreeably furnished appearance

exceedingly pleasing to those only accustomed to

see leafless trees in the streets from October till

April.—M.

Cedrus Deodara.—A recollection of a recent

note on the above tree occurred the other day

when I heard that some SOOO had been ordered

for a single estate. Evidently some one has faith

in the Deodar Cedar, and, as with Pears, is

planting for his heirs. " W. 0." may be right in

the sun-gestion that on some soils the tree is short-

lived, "but I am glad to say that here there are

at present no signs of failure . A more careful

inspection shows the largest tree to be 9 feet in

girth and close on 70 feet in height, and a special

point is that growth last year from base to the

highest point discernible was very kindly, all

extremities of branches averaging 9 inches, and

back growths from 3 inches to 6 inches, invariably

clean and healthy.— E. Burkell, Clanmont.

Golden-leaved shrubs. — Mention of the

( lolden Elder on p. 07 and the fact that it retains

the rich tints of its foliage till the end of the .sea-

son remind one that we have two totally distinct

classes of shrubs with yellow fohage—firstly, those
'

which are in their attractive stage soon after their

leaves develop and by midsummer have lost a

good deal of their richness of colouring, and,

secondly, those whose foliage when first expanded

is a kind of yellowish green, which tint gradually

becomes more golden, till by July the entire jjlant

will be of a rich deep yellow hue, that is if it is in

a position well exposed to the sun, as a good deal

of the depth of colouring will depend upon this.

Among the most prominent in the first group are

Philadelphus coronarius aureus, Ribes alpinum

pumilum aureum, and Spira-a opulifolia aurea.

These three have at one time or another attracted

a considerable share of attention, and in the first

half of the season they are decidedly attractive,

but lose a good deal of their beauty as the summe
advances. On the other hand, the Elders, Cornu.s

Spathi, Catalpa aurea, and Weigela Looymansi

aurea become much deeper in colour, and are at

their best in July and August provided they are

in the full sun and not too much dried up, as

when this is the case red spider is apt to attack

the foliage and quickly disfigure it. The

Weigela is particularly subject to this insect pest.

—T.

Pruning Pyrus japonica.— I .should be

grateful for some directions respecting the prun-

ing of Pyrus japonica. I have one on the front

of ray house which has become so rampant that

it must be pruned. It has flowered so well un-

touched, that I have always been afraid to meddle

w ith it. I should like to know also which is the

best month for pruning a Holly hedge. --AM.\TEini.

*,* Pyrus japonica will always flower in a far

more satisfactory manner when allowed to grow

naturally than it will it closely pruned. Such being

the case, the plant should be cut back only as far

as is absolutely necessary to keep it within the

assigned bounds. No pruning to particular eyes

or fuds is required in this case, the mam con-

sideration being the space at disposal. At the

same time any old or exhausted shoots should be

cut out, as by so doing the young, clean growth

upon which depends a good deal of the future

display of bloom is thereby encouraged. A good

time for carrying this out is directly the flowernig

season is over, as the specimen has then a long

growing period before it. The best season for

pruning the Holly hedge is in the latter part of

April or in Mav, as the new growth then quickly

takes oft' the otherwise l^are appearance.—T.

'Wier's Cut-leaf Maple (Acer dasycarpum

laciniatum).—The following note in an American

contemp rarv calls attention to a very fine variety

of Maple, and also shows the folly of the now too

common practice of grafting in the case of trees

and shrubs: "This is one of the very best trees

for the law n, and looks well against a background

of evero-reen trees. Although it does not throw

out such sturdy, sw-eeping arms as A. dasycar-

pum, it is a fast grower. In autumn the tree

stands second to none among the ilaples, its

colouring combining, as it does, the scarlet of

Acer rubrura and the gold of the Sugar Maple.

Although it has been in cultivation nearly a

quarter'ot a century, fine trees are rare, owing to

a habit the tree has of making several strong

branches close together, which, as they get heavy

at the extremities, are liable to split or become

twisted off by strong winds. Much, however,

may be dope to obviate this by carefully stopping
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any extra vigorous shoots or by judicious pruning
in spring. It is usually propagated by grafting
on A. dasycarpum (Silver Maple) stock, which
fact, when unknown, may be the cause of some
disappointment and sometimes surprise, when it

is found that the entire tree is broken off at the
union as if rotten. I have had trees 3 inches in
diameter blown out 4 inches below the surface.
Disappointment is also caused by the vigorous
shoots which are almost certain to start from the
stock, and if the bark is cut or broken, the tree
being planted where attention is not given, these
shoots will quickly starve the cut-leaved part."

Kitchen Garden.

VEGETABLE GROWING UNDER
DIFFICULTIES.

NoTE.s a.s to the selection of vegetables and the
cultivation of the land for their growth are
often given in the pages of The Garden by our
leading growers. These are of incalculable
value, but such of necessity to become generally
practical deal with culture under favourable cir-

cumstances of soil, climate, and situation, but
they are valueless, especially in a district such as
thi.s, which might be termed experimental in
many respects. Perhaps a brief note on the
methods of cultivation which obtain here may
be of interest to some, and applicable to those
similarly situated. The elevation of the kitchen
garden here ranges from a few feet to 100 feet
above sea-level, about three miles inland, and
occupying a steep southerly slope at the foot of
densely wooded, high hills, which eft'ectually

shelters it from the north, but little from the
east winds. These hills also deprive it of the
benefit of sunshine early in the afternoon.
Owing to this comparatively low elevation and
proximity to the sea, there is no great amount
of frost—about 18^ or 20' being about the
severest in very hard winters—and snow only
lies on the land a short time, but the keen and
piercing esisterly winds are far more destructive
to vegetation than any incurred by frost alone.
Westerly gales, to which the garden is mucli
exposed, blow up the narrow valley from the
sea with great force and play .sad havoc, espe-
cially during the autunni months. There is in
addition a liberal share of humidity in ordinary
seasons.

The medium in whicli to cultivate the pro-
duce is a shallow, stony and hot material. On
account of the sharp irclination of the ground,
necessitating immense labour in the applying of
farmyard manure, I have long discontinued its

use for enriching the so-called soil, relying en-
tirely on chemical manures, selecting those
which contain the nearest approximate con-
stituents for the necessities and feeding of the
various crops, and so well satisfied am I with
their use and results even under such unfavour-
able circumstances, that after many years' expe-
rience I would be sorry to have to rely on farm-
yard manure alone, even under more favourable
conditions. Under this mode of cultivation and
on such a site everyone is aware that mulching
to prevent rapid evaporation becomes a neces-
sity, and this I m;inage chiefly by utilising Moss
as far as available, this being plentiful in the
surrounding woods. Sliould a deficiency of this
arise, the mowings from tlie lawns and any light
materials are brought into requisition. Con-
trary to the orthodox teaching,
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are left until early spring, and I wish to
emphasise this, for, so convinced am I of the
advantages accruing from the practice where
the winter rainfall is generally heavy, that I
have adopted it for many years, solely because

the continuous winter rains batter the surface
of soft-dug ground until a crust forms, which is

impervious to either wind or sun ; consequently
the labour at such a season here would be worse
than useless ; whereas turned over in the eai'ly

spring it is friable and quickly becomes work-
able, frost (if any), wind and sun penetrate
through and pulverise the whole. I may be
wrong, but my impression is that far too much
winter digging is carried out, when spring
digging would prove far more beneficial. By
the same token and for the same reason, crops
planted or sown late in the summer to with-
stand the winter follow others without the
ground being dug but merely drilled—for
instance, Cabbages on Onion ground, late

Broccoli and winter stuff's following Straw-
berries, Turnips and Spinach following Peas or
Potatoes, and so on. With these exceptions,
bastard digging is the rule here. The soil is too
thin to go much deeper in many cases, and if but
one spit were dug, crops would more quickly sufler

from drought than they do with double-digging.
Treading the ground to solidify it as much as

possible before and after either sowing or plant-
ing is invariably done. Owing to the exposure
to gales, all the Brassicas are planted in rather
deep drills, so that when mature the ground is

level. I thus obviate having ridges, and the
plants have a firmer roothold, which is neces-
sary, or they would be blown out of the ground.
Potatoes are planted with the dibble, the holes
over the tubers filled with leaf-mould or .some
prepared light material, for the soil being so
stony is unsuitable for the purpose, and would
break the buds by pressure on them. (Anions
are raised in an earth jjit, and when ready
planted out. Before adopting this method the
maggot was ruinous, whereas now tlie bulbs are
jiractically free from its ravages. Carrots I can
do nothing with on account of the grub, unless
sown late—June onwards—but Beet is always
good and winters in the open, and so do Tur-
nips. Peas—a very important crop—are sown
thinly in wide drills ; 3-feet to 4-feet varieties

predominate, and Beans of each section in the
usual way. Lettuces and salading are grown in

pits.

Such hungry soil must of necessity have good
feeding to produce vegetables in abundance and
of good quality. I am fortunate in having a
fair sup[)ly of house sewage easily apjjlied to

the greater part of the kitchen gardens. This,
together with strong and good artificial ferti-

lisers judiciously but amply ajjplied, timely
attention to mulching, and the usual details of

culture, enable me to supjjly a heavy demand
even from among the hills and rocks.

John Roberts.
The Gardens, Tan-y-bwlch.

Leeks.—Even well blanched Leeks seem not
to h.ave fixed exhibition values in the estimation of
judges. Some prefer stems of exceeding thick-
ness and of moderate length, others favour stems
of medium thickness and blanched from 12 inches
to 14 inches. It would be well if exhibitors of
these products always knew judges' partialities,
or else that show committees indicated their own
desires and instructed judges to act upon them.
I have seen the most diverse judging at the same
show. Without doubt judgments so far have en-
couraged the production of far too big Leek stems,
and because so big, also coarse, tough eating.
When wanted for table a selection less in dimen-
sions is invariably provided. Stems may be
blanched to as great a length as they can be, but
they should never be too thick, because fitness for
taljle should be as much considered as any other
element in Leek jiroduction. The stems should be
\ery white and clean, free from stain or abrasion,
and all the stems in an exhibit should be equal in
thickness and length.—A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1156.

FANCY CAENATIOXS.
(with a coloured plate of C4RXATI0>f

LADT ARDir.AUX.*)

" Fancies embrace all flowers witli markings
on coloured grounds, and also those too dis-

tinctly marked on white grounds." The
object of this paper is to elaborate somewhat
the brevity of this stitement, which is an
extract from my " Hints on Carnation Cul-

ture." The subject is a very large one, and
therefore, notwithstanding its great interest

to all amateurs of these beautiful flowers,

cannot be other than superficially treated, as

a book could be written on the subject did

space jjermit. A Carnation is called a fancy

if it cannot be includeil in either of the fol-

lowing classes—bizarrfs, flakes, Picotee.', or

selfs. It may consist of any mixture of

colours or any number in combination ; in

the combination of course depends its beauty.

Let us take the German kinds first. There
are few fancies from that country that can

be considered in the first flight. Stadtrath

Bail is perhaps the best, and Gneist is very

pretty, but is very subject to sporting.

Monarch is an excellent variety, and Stambu-
loil', Climax, and the German President Car-

not are good, but beyond these there is

nothing very striking in German fancies.

The colours given as representing different

varieties are not understood by the English

grower. AA'hat, for instance, is the meanicg
of " Isobel, yellow, with rose and steel-grey,"

or " chamois-yellow, with cinnabar-scarlet ?
"

These are merely instances of colours given

in the list of a leading German raiser, an I

are tjkcn haphazard from a catalogue before

me. The German varieties are clearly not ftr-

tilised on scientific principles, but are left to

the tender mercies of bees in the open border;

hence the varieties thought worth preserving

in a large breadth of seedlings are fancies cer-

tainly, but of very little value. Moreover, they

are not particularly strong growers, and can-

not compare in this respect with French Car-

nations. For the last ten years I have grown
large quantities of Carnations received from
France, and, taken as a whole, they are the best

border varieties that can be grown—that is if

you do not require plants exclusively for exhi-

bition in first-class society, and are only vvish-

ful to have such as are strong growers, with
clear, bright and beautiful colours, for the

embellishment of your garden or for cut flowers

for your table, then there is nothing that

will give better results in all soils than French
Carnations, and as my subject is fancy Car-

nations, I will name a few that are particularly

worthy of culture. Comtesse d'Archiao is

a very large red and white fancy ; Due de

Blacas is a dark red striped maroon ; Corni-

quet is a very lovely fancy, spotted scarlet

;

Poet lluct is a splendid fancy ; Mme. Albert

Ku?chler, rose and heliotrope ; Litterateur

* Drawn for The Garden liy Maud West from
flowers seut by Mr. H. W. Wegueliu. LiMiographed
and printed by J. L. Goflart.
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Marinaux, a yellow ground fancy ; I'Eilen,

lavender and pink ; Gasseudi, Grippimoi de,

Eniilie Savoie, &c.,are all good. But a state

of things has arisea these last few years,

owing to the great improvement in English

Carnations generally (thanks in a great

measure to the efforts in this direction of the

president of the National Carnation and

I'icotee Society), that fancies must be very

good indeed for them to stand any chance of

a first prize in first-class company.

Oi course there are two ways of looking at

the subject. If you are only growing for

your own pleasure, you may roam about

amongst the most lovely English, Eiench and

German varieties, but if, on the other hand,

you wish to see your efforts crowned by the

tirst prize card at a good exhibition, you will

have to be very careful not only in the varie-

ties you select, but that those varieties com-

prise the particular points that are considered

at the present time essential by the judges as

worthy of consideration. For instance, many
of the most beautiful fancy Carnations have

sen-ated edges, and many of these are delight-

fully perfumed (which is a great advantage to

any Carnation), but, however lovely such a

Carnation in itself may be, it has not the

remotest chance of even a passing glance

from a first-class judge. The petals must be

smooth, symmetrical, and perfectly flat to be

of any use at all, whether the flower be a self,

fancy, Picotce, or what not.

But now we will come to the subject of this

paper more particularly, that of English fancy

Carnations. I have no doubt your readers

will have often remarked when walking

through the avenues of a large Carnation

exhibition how the ffakes and bizjrres are

passed witliout comment ; the white ground
Picotees are glanced at, but when the yellow

ground fancies are reached a halt is at once

made, with the exclamation, " How lovely !

"

And that many of the yellow grounds, and
some of the English white grounds also, are

lovely there is no doubt. I am glad to see

that in first-class shows now the mixture of

the yellow ground Picotee and the yellow

ground fancies is not tolerated, although

the line is not quite so clearly defined

as can be desired. Take, for instance,

Mrs. Robt. Sydenham and Voltaire ; there

is no doubt that Voltaire looks like

a fancy ; but take any of the indi-

vidual petals, and you will find they

are clearly marked with the edging of

colour on the yellow ground, but, taken

as a whole, it has the appearance of a

fancy. There are only really about a

dozen true yellow ground Picotees ; the rest

are fancies ; and these being the subject of

my paper, I will give a few good varieties oi

the very first class lower down ; but although

there is any number of white ground Picotees,

many of them of great beauty, there are very

few white ground fancies. Perhaps Duchess
of Portland (Lamb) and Lottie Collins

(Weguelin) are about the best of this class
;

they are both strong growers and excellent

border varieties. But when we come to yel-

low ground fancies we have a class in which,

to my mind—and I do not think that I am
singular in my taste—we have the most
beautiful combinations that these lovely

Howers can produce. May Queen, The Gift,

The Dey and President Carnot (the English,

not the German variety of the same name).

Cardinal "VVolsey, Cowslip, and Voltaire are

all from Mr. Martin Smith's garden at Hayes.

Charles Vickery is a good one of mine, and
H.E. Lady Cadogan is a novelty of my rais-

ing not yet sent out ; but of all the lovely

fancies I have seen for some time there is no
more beautiful combination of pomegranate and
lavender than in the new variety Lady Ardi-

laun, figured in this number of The Garden.
This variety was sent to me from the Emerald
Isle for an opinion some four years ago. I

was greatly struck with it, and recommended
the fortunate raiser to grow all he could of

it. This has been done, and I have grown a

good many myself, and can recommend it as an
exceptionally strong-growing border variety,

whereas it is equally beautiful under glass.

It is hardly necessary to touch on American
fancies, as they are not much grown in this

country, and most of the Americans that we
have over here are selfs. Both Buttercup

and Bouton d'Or are pretty yellow ground
fancies and flower well during the winter

months. There is one great advantage the

American Carnations possess, and that is they

are all sweetly scented, whereas ours, par-

ticularly the yellow ground fancies, have
little or no scent at all. It would be a good
thing if the leading florists and amateur
growers of choice Carnations were to direct

their attention to this great desideratum. In
our own Tree or perpetual flowering varieties

for winter blooming, the greater portion of

them are selfs, and so are the Malmaison?,

with the exception of Lady Middleton, which
is a striped red and white variety, but a very

indifferent flower according to my ideas. There

is a very pretty French perpetual which I have

grown for some years that can be recom-

mended. It is of rainbow hue, a mixture of

all sorts of colours, and a very showy button-

hole flower, and is called Eolie Bergcres, and
Jean Sisley is also very pretty and a plant

that always does well, but of English Tree

Carnations for winter flowering there are

hardly any fancies. H. W. Weguelin.

St. Mary Church, Torquay.

good wide path, the plants received plenty of

sunlight and air ; consequently they made mar-
vellous growth. The only drawback to this other-

wise beautiful picture is the dearth of blossom in

autumn. To remedy this, some of the long shoots

of the Ayrshires and Evergreens could be oudded
in .June with autumnal varieties, such as General
.Jacqueminot, Bardou Job, and other free-bloom-
ing kinds. Several buds may be inserted on one
shoot. The following year a pretty sight will

meet our gaze, for we shall have interspersed

patches of brilliant colour when the Ayrshires are

in bloom, together with a promise of an autumnal
display from these inserted buds. The only pre-

caution to take is to keep the young shoots rubbed
oil' above the inserted buds. Of course, sufficient

of the natural and graceful shoots of the Ayrshires
must be preserved intact, so that the effect gener-
ally produced by these lovely Roses may not be
impaired.

—

Philomel.

The Week's Work.

An attractive Rose walk.—In any fair-

sized garden a Rose walk is always a pleasing
feature. I am afraid a common mistake is made
in covering these walks instead of leaving them
open at top to admit the sun and air. The best

Rose walk I have ever seen was very simply
formed. A number of iron rods were driven into

the ground about 4 feet apart, and some iron

wire was laced on to these rods, forming when
finished a network with meshes about 1 foot

square. The ground each side of the walk had
previously been well trenched, working in at the
time some good decayed cow manure. Some
good plants on own roots of the best Aj'rshire

and Evergreen Roses were planted together with
the Boursaults and some of the strongest hybrid
Chinese varieties. The long shoots were tied on
to the wires, no pruning whatever being allowed.

In a very short time a wall of lovely Roses was
formed each side of the walk, and as it was a

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early vegetables.—Several things may be for-

warded by sowing early in February, and there is

no better plan than preparing a frame for the

various seeds needing attention. I use leaves

largely for the purpose, as though the heat is not
so strong, it is more lasting. On the other hand,
it is a simple matter to sow in cold frames, but
here more care is needed, as if sown at all thickly

the seedlings damp ofi' badly and the season is

lost. Whatever plan is adopted, thick sowings
should be avoided, as I find in most cases every
seed germinates under glass, and this should be
considered. A movable frame on a gentle hotbed
is excellent to raise early vegetables, and the
heating materials should be made as firm as

possible to retain warmth. In case there is a

shortness, it is a good plan to sink a bed or place

longerlitterround the outsides to retain the warmth
as long as possible. The bed should be prepared
some little time in advance of the sowing to be
in condition and prevent steam making the soil

too moist. A light soil should be employed, the

frame facing the south. The soil should be
within 6 inches of the glass, using mats or other
covering material to ward off frost at night.

Bri'ssels Sprouts.—These claim first attention,

and are best sown under glass as advised to secure

a long season of growth and a strong plant. I

am averse to sowing in strong heat. JIany sow
in boxes, but so far I have always secured the

best results by sowing broadcast in a frame as

advised above, as grown thus the plants get more
natural treatment and are more freely exposed as

growth is made. There are some excellent varie-

ties, and in private gardens doubtless the medium
growers, such as the Gem or Paragon types, are

the most suitable. It may be thought large

growers are more productive. I fail to see this,

as the smaller kinds may be planted closer. I

have found some very large kinds give a heavy
percentage of o])en sprouts at the base. No
matter what kind is grown, much heavier crops
are obtained by starting under glass, pricking off

again on a warm border and planting out early in

May. The transplanting makes a dw-arfer plant

and the sprouts are superior. For later supplies

I always so%v in the open.
Cabbage.—It often happens there are none too

many Cabbage plants for what is termed spring

planting and for the summer or early autumn
suppl3'. A little seed sown now in a frame will

furnish plants for April planting ; such plants

grow very quickly and are of delicious cjuality.

Many growers do not trouble to grow summe
Cabbages, leaving the plants that were put out
in autumn to produce sprouts. I do not advise it,

as the young plants give better returns and the

ground can be given better cultivation. For
summer cutting ilaincrop and Favourite are ex-

cellent varieties. Large quantities are not needed,

so that it is well to sow now, and again in six

weeks' time in the open. This will provide a sup-
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ply of small tender hearts up to the end of August
or later. Plants left over in autumn in beds or
tliat were pricked out in rows may now be planted
out, making each plant quite firm and drawing
the soil up to the lower leaves. These will form
a succession to the earlier or what are termed
spring Cabbages. For autumn use few varieties
are better than Christmas Drumhead and St.

John's Day.

SowiNc CvrnFLOWEKS.— Cauliflowers should
receive attention, and though a few weeks ago I
advised .sowing a pinch of seed in heat if the
autumn supply had failed, with the mild weather
we have experienced this winter many plants
sown at all early will button and be useless.
Seed sown in a frame now will give nice plants
for the .Tune cutting if an early variety is sown.
There is an ample choice for the season named.
Such kinds as Early Forcing, a small variety, is

the earliest, but Dwarf Erfurt, Mammoth "and
Pearl are excellent for succession crops to the
autumn plants. The plants should be grown as
sturdy as possible from the start, and as mildew
at times affects tlie plants in a close frame, it is

well to water sparingly at the start and dust over
the seedlings with dry wood ashes and sulphur to
arrest it. Caulidowers in frames or pots should
be given free e-xposure in favourable weather and
the (|uarters got in readiness for planting. The
soil should be fairly light for the first crop and well
enriched with decayed manure to promote rapid
growth. Plants in frames at all tliick should be
thinned.

Lkeks.—To get good Leeks it is well to .sow in

a frame as advised. Even for ordinary use a
thick, well-formed root is best, and to obtain this
it is advisable to make a small sowing under glass,
as the Leek, in a young state I mean, for the first

few weeks giows slowly. But sown thus there
must be no coddling. Avoid thick .sowing, as
this prevents the ^ilants being lifted with a fair

amount of roots, which is necessary at the start.
The Leek delights in a light rich soil and more
raoistuie than many other plants. The seed
should be sown on a firm bed, or in boxes if room
is not plentiful. The boxes are best placed in

cold frames when the plant is growing freely.
The large roots raised thus are best for early
winter supplies. Probably the Lyon is one of the
best for sowing as advised. It is not so lonc^ as
many, but its thick, sturdy growth with mild
flavour makes it a favourite in the kitchen.

Salads.—Owing to the damp and fogs, many
autumn -sown Lettuces have been destroyed.
I always make a point of sowing in a frame at
this season. The plants give a welcome supply
even in a plentiful season, as they follow the
autumn-sown plants. There is always a demand
for Lettuce in the spring, and few plants repay
for culture under glass better, as if sown no\v and
given shelter at planting they soon turn in with
lunger days and more warmth. So far the best
early Lettuce I ha\e grown is Golden Queen.
As it may be had in three months fit for table, it

is specially suitable. SeedHiigs raised in a frame
with a little warmth, and when large enough
jiricked out and protected for a time, will give
good heads in May, and of just the size liked for
salads. It may happen that Lettuces are needed
earlier than May and to get tliem thus it would
be well to transplant to a warm bed with frame
jjroteotion as soon as the plants are large enough
to handle. For salads in a small state I have
sown an early kind in boxes and cut over when
large enough. This is a quick way to get cutting
material.

TiTRNirs IN KKASiKs.—These force well if given
ample time and not too much heat. I find leaves
and manure in about equal proportions the best
for forcing, keeping the plants near the glass.
Sow in a light soil, but made as firm as possible
to assist bulbing. The seeds sown thus may be
relied upon to give a supply at the middle of
April, a time the old store roots have lost flavour
and become dry. Few vegetables in the early
spring are more useful than frame Turnips. An
early variety is needed for the purpose ; the Extra

Early Milan is one of the best. There are two
kinds, the White and Purple To)), but both are
alike in quality and earliness. For years I grew
the Early Paris Market, but the above are earlier

and better. With frame culture it is essential to
grow thinly at the start, also to give air in fine

^^•eather to prevent the plants getting drawn.
The best roots I ha\e had were from movable
frames on a hotbed, as the plants could be
kept cooler than where hot-water pipes are em-
ployed.

Seakale.—There is no difficulty in getting
regular supplies of this vegetable from roots
lifted and forced in a dark, warm place, but to
get fla\our the crowns should grow quickly and
not suffer from M'ant of moisture. Now is a good
time to cover over roots in the open with pots or
other protection, placing over this a (juantity of

manure. Avoid over-heating, as too much steam
causes an elongated, weak growth and decay,
also poor flavour. It is an easy matter to keep
the top temperature from getting too high by
having a thinner layer of manure, or in a strawy
state mixed with leaves. I ha\e seen ecpially good
Kale with leaves alone where these can be obtained
in quantity. It will be well at this o'ate to pre-
pare the quarter to give the latest supply of Kale
in the open, as owing to the mild season growth
is more advanced than usual. I use soil well
ridged over the crowns. A depth of at least
•2 feet is necessary, and to do this it is well to
liave the plants a fair distance apart in the row
to allow of the moulding up. In heavy soils or
where slugs are troublesome it is well to cover
the crowns over with fine ashes before adding the
soil. Plants covered now will give a supply
through April and May. Kale grown thus is far

superior to that lifted and hard forced.

S. M.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
(IKCUAKD TREES.—The Orchard trees are often-
times the last to receive what needful attention
they require in the way of pruning, top-dressing
and cleansing. In addition also it should be
added that from want of time, more often than
actual ovei'sight, this necessary work is altogether
passed over. Let, howe\er, some etibrt be made
to do at least what is the most pressing work in

this direction. In one case it may be ]iruning, in

another it may be symptoms of an impaired consti-

tution, and in yet another it may be insects that
cause annoj'ance, whilst in some cases it may be
the non productive character of the trees that is

at fault, over which possibly the patience of years
has been expended to no purpose.

Pkuninc.—I have proved after several years of
testing that a moderate amount of pruning is a
decided boon to all orchard trees of whatever kind
of fruit they ma}- consist, and other writers of

practical experience ha\ e done the same. What
1 advise is a moderate course, even in cases where
the trees have become very dense, as it is better to

do the work gradually than by extreme treatment
more, so to speak, in the way of wood cutting
than anything else. For fruit tree pruning two
tools are necessary, that for the outer or extreme
branches being the long bi'anch ])runers as repre-
sented by the " Standard " tree juuner. A more
imjjortant tool, however, particularly where the
undergrowth is dense, is the fruit tree pruning
chisel. This h.rndj' tool with a little practice
in its use is infinitely better in all respects
than the pruning saw or large branch-pruners

;

the pruning is more expeditious and the cuts are
made in a much cleaner fashion. Besides which,
its use is more convenientfor the operator himself,
as he can see whilst upon the ground what wood
can be taken out of any tree to the best adcan-
tage far better than lie can when in immediate
contact with the branch itself. If the trees have
in the past been neglected, having in all proba-
bility become too dense towards the centres, then
I advise for the first year that the thickest of

the branches be thinned out by the removal
of the weakest ones and those which have no

chance of developing good fruits. Foi- this work
the pruning saw is not to be compared with the
pruning chisel in expert hands. All that is needed
with the latter is a keen edge, the chisel itself
being mounted upon a stout Ash handle of some
.) feet or (i feet in length, the operator being pro-
vided with a mallet as if he were a carpenter.
Three branches with this tool may be taken out
of any tree whilst anyone is looking at one and
taking it out with the aid of a ladder by means of
a saw. In some parts of the country these chisels
are but little u.sed, in others more so. The chisel
with practice will make a clean cut, needing no
more trimming, whilst with the saw the knife
around the edges is afterwards called into requi-
sition to complete the work. If any large
branches have to be taken away, I always advise
the u,se of a little dark paint or tar to cover over
the ^^•ound. The regular appearance of the trees
from the exterior should also be noted, and any
branches which appear to be taking up too much
sap to the weakening of others should be partially
removed. In the pruning of smaller trees, those,
for instance, whieli are only in the process of
development, a deal of judgment is necessarj' so
as to regulate and modify tlie growths. Too
much pruning is a decided evil ; but, on the other
hand, too many main arteries leading from the
stem are also bad. These latter should be taken
out before they become any too large ; then there
is e\ ery possibility of the wound healing over in
process of time. Keep an eye at the same time on
all sorts of Apples and Pears which are liable to
produce fruit-buds at the ajiex of the young
shoots of the past year's growth— such, for cases
in point, as Waltham Abbey Seedling from
amongst Apples, and Josephine de Malines of the
Pears. Newly-planted orchard trees require but
little pruning at the start ; a mere tipping of the
shoots is oftentimes quite enough.

I.MrAiREn CONSTITUTION.—This may in the case
of orchard trees even be .successfully treated. It

may arise through the roots having gone to too
great a depth in search of food, and hence be
drawing up an excess of moisture, thereby caus-
ing canker, or it may arise through tlie soil being
impoverished. Searching out the main roots at a
good distance away will be an assi-stance in the
former case, whilst in both a liberal dressing of

manure to the surface, so as to encourage the
roots upwards, will be a decided gain. If the soil

be light or shallow, a dressing of farmyard manure
is about the best ajiplication ; on the other hand,
if it be heavy, with a tendency to sappy growth,
the best stimulant to apply is bone-meal or any
oilier manure, as lime rubble, in which the same
chemical properties are in some measure to be
found. Bone-meal will tend towards a solidified

growth and the after-jiroduction of fruit buds.
L'nder this heading it might be noted that an
" impaired constitution " in a Pear or Apple tree

can be checked and acted upon successfully by
again grafting the tree in question. I had
abundant evidence of this only lately wherein
the vigour of old trees has been greatly increased
by regrafting a stronger grower upon tlie old
branches. This goes to prove that it is not always
the stock that is at fault, but the non-suitability

of the scion (original) to the stock itself.

Insects.—These should be carefully noted, and
be dealt with according to each individual case.

It should be borne in mind that if a large number
of trees has to be dealt with, a simple and at the
same time efficacious remedy is imperative. This
is afforded in the case of a paraffin or petroleum
emulsion. Guard, however, against any injury
from unequal mixtures. This, if applied with
warm A\ater, which may be heated in a jiortable

co]5per on the spot, will have greater penetrating
power. Other remedies will be noted as occasion
requires.

Nox-rRODicTiVE TREES.— It is not always the
best plan to remove these root and branch, but to

consider first what maj- be accomplished by re-

grafting. For the present do not touch these
trees, but secure the grafts of other kinds and
lav them in in soil until required. Hortus.
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Orchids.

KOTKS ON EPIDENDRUMS.
As at present ci instituted, this genus contains,

lioi-liajjs, a greater number of species than any

other in the order. Many ai-e very beautiful

and useful garden Orchids, while there is a

number that maybe described as mere bot;inical

kinds and as garden plants of little use or

beauty. The habit is as varied as the flowers,

some exceedingly minute, many of medium
size, with a Cattleya - like habit, but the

maiority, perhaps, have tall, reed-like stems

clothed more or less with foliage and varying

in lieiglit from a foot to a couple of yards or

more. The plants are found growing naturally

over an iunnense area in continental and insular

America, cuil)racing a wider range of temjiera-

ture than any cither genus. What Dendroliiums

ai'c t(i the Old World, Epidendrums are to tlie

New, many of the species bearing a strong re-

semblance to the former. Their cultural re-

i|uirements, then, are naturally varied, some
needing tlie warmest possible treatment, while

representatives will be noted that are suited to

every house devoted to Orchid culture, from
this to the codlcst compartment. The mider-

mentioned kinds are probablj- the best known
and most useful :

—
EriDEXiiurM .\TKO-iTEri"RF.iM has pseudo-buUis

each about 4 inches high, bearing very much
longer leaves and flower-spikes containing several

(lowers, the sepals and petals of which are in-

curved at the tips, brownish, with a yellow base,

tlie lip spreading, of various tints of rose and
pur|ile. This species should be strongly grown to

obtain tlie best results, and though a quiet season

oecuis with it, at no time should the roots be very

dr^'. It likes a very rough, open compost, and
nmst be shaded from strong sunlight. It grows
well in the cooler part of the Cattleya house, but
while at rest it may lie placed with the Odonto-
glossums. It is a native of New Grenada and
iMexico, and first flowered in this country in ISSli.

E. AiK.VNTiAiTM was introduced about the .same

time as the preceding by Mr. U. Ure Skinner. It

has long stem-like pseudo-bulbs from which the

spikes issue after the manner of a Cattleya. From
six to ten flowers are usually produced, and these

are deep orange-red. It thrives well in the

Cattlej'a house all the year round in small pots

or baskets ; it comes from Guatemala.

E. lucoHxi-Ti'M is perhaps the most beautiful in

the genus, and also one of the most dithcidt to

keep in health o\er a long series of years. For a
few seasons after being imported it grows freely

enough and produces racemes of a dozen or more
of its beautiful (jure white blossoms from the apex

f of its hollow bulbs. It comes from Triniilad, ami
couseciuently must luive a hot and very moist at-

mosphere. At the same time it delights in copious
supplies of fresh air when these can be arranged
without unduly lowering the temperature. Good
drainage is an absolute necessity, for the roots

will perish by scores iu a badly aerated, close com-
uost. If an inch or so is left and filled with three

jiarts of clean Sphagnum Moss to one of good
fibrous peat, it will be ample for all but the largest

plants. Yellow thrips is its worst insect enemj',

and is best subdued by fumigating and the fre-

i|uent use of tobacco in the form of powder or

juice. It first flowered in this country in 1834.

E. Bkass.woL-I: is a prettj' and interesting spe-

cies bearing short spikes with about six flowers on
each, these having narrow outer segments of a

dull yellow with a pointed purple lip. The colour

\ aries considerably, and to a less extent the size of

the blossoms. It thrives at the cool end of the
Cattleya house in pots of peat fibre and Moss, and
nmst be kept fairly moist all the year round. It

is a native of Central America, and though first

discovered in 1848 did not flower until 1867, in

the late Mr. Bateman's collection.

E. ciLiAKK is a pretty Orchid common in col-

lections, and widely distributed in trojiical

America. For cultural purposes, E. cochleatum,

E. fragrans, E. inversum, E. glumaceum, and E.

radiatum may be bracketed with it. All do best

in an intermediate or Cattleya temperature, and
should be allowed a rough open compost and not

too much pot room. E. ciUare has pretty whitish

flowers with a fringed lip, this latter in all the

other kinds named taking an inverted position.

Clear light must be allowed, but shade from the

brightest sunshine and water must never be en-

tirely- withheld.

E. EVECTUM is a stout-growing New Grenadan
kind, attaining ."> feet or more in height, and
having I'ound leafy stems. The colour of the

flowers is a bright magenta-purple, the fringed

lip being very ornamental. Thisand E. Frederici

(iulielmi, which bears larger and deeper coloured

flow ers, do well in large, roomy pots, and may be

grown ill the Cattleya house. The roots are per-

sistent and dislike disturbance ; consetiuently

when repotting let it be thoroughly done, and
perfect drainage, allowed. The latter was named
in honour of the King of Prussia, and was dis-

covered bj' Warscewicz in Peru.

E. NEMOKAi.K is a beautiful plant that should

be much more grown. It may lie cultivated as

advised for atro-jmrpui-eum, but may be almost

entirely unshaded. It produces a long raceme of

most attractive blossoms, these having a large

sho«y lip and narrow outer segments. It is a

native of .Mexico, and was introduced bj- Messrs.

Loddigcs in 1844. With two more well-known
kinds this list must close. These are

E. viTELLiNi'M, a beautiful showy cool house

kind that has often been noted in these pages,

ami E. xanthinum, a loose - growing Brazilian

species, bearing large, dense flower-heads of a

brilliant yellow. It remains in flower for many
weeks oii end, and, though requiring plenty of

room, should be grown wherever this can be

found. It is one of the oldest known kinds, and
thrives well in a light house and intermediate

temperature. H. R.

Odontoglossum Krameri album.—This is

a pure white form of the species, and a nice lot of

it is now flowering at Bush Hill with Messrs.

Low. In the habit and shape of the flower it is

identical with the tyjie, but all traces of the

violet-purple tint are lost. About three or four

flowers occur on a spike, and these are each about

}\ inches across. It is a native of Costa Rica,

and requires more warmth than the other Odonto-

glots. The plants do best suspended from the

roof in an intermediate house, and, owing to the

fact of the roots being none too vigorous, a thin

compost only should be allowed.

Cypripedium Curtisi.—This is certainly one

of the finest of the Cypripedium species and an

excellent garden Orchid. The habit is good and
tlie leaves are prettily marbled with deep green

on a lighter gi-ound. The dorsal sepal is not so

showy as that of .some other kinds, being green,

with markings of purple and white. The petals

are drooping, purplish white in ground colour,

with veins of green and heavily spotted with dark

purjile. The lip is brownish in front, the mouth
much lighter, with spots of blackish purple. It

is a native of Sumatra, and was sent to Messrs.

Veiteh, of Chelsea, about 188-2 by their collector,

whose name it bears. Plenty of heat and moisture

and a shady position suit it best.

Dendrobium nobile nobilius.—A small

plant of this superb Uendrobe is now floweiing

with Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., and is interest-

ing as being part of the original plant purchased

many years ago by Mr. .James, of Norwood. This

Clant, "it is said, was one of a bundle of twelve

ought at a shilling or so apiece, but so seldom

has it appeared since, that one seldom finds it

quoted at less than a guinea even now. The
blossoms are large and most beautifully coloured,

the segments almost entirely covered with a rich

rosy purple suflusion, becoming a crimson-purple

towards the tips. The lip is white in ground

colour, but little of this is seen, the blotch iu the

centre being a dark and rich crimson-purple.

Odontoglossum grande.—It is getting late

for this plant to be in flower, but I noted it in

good form during the week. Like 0. Insleayi and
others of this class, it is now at its quietest time,

and though not recpiiring to be absolutely dry, no

more water than is needed to keep the pseudo-

bulbs plump should be given, and the atmosphere

mav with advantage be kept slightly drier. If in

bad condition at the root the plants may be

repotted after the shoots at the sides of the bulbs

have begun to lengthen, using a rough and open

mixture of peat and Moss over good tlrainage.

When growth is most active, O. grande and its

allies like rather more warmth than the ciispum

section.—H. R.

Cypripedium Victoria-Marie.— I shall be

much surprised if this Orchid ever gets very popular,

or even as popular as the now better-known C.Cham-
berlainianura, which in some respects it resembles.

Still, it has its good points, and, as a well-known

cultivator recently remarked to me, " if we could

by hybridising get something bright and showy of

the same vigorous habit it would be an acquisi-

tion." It has doubtless a good habit, but the

long ungainly-looking spikes, with seldom more
than a couple of flowers open at a time, leave a lot

to be desired. C. Victoria-Marie has a greenish

dorsal sepal flushed with red, and the twisted

petals are each about -2 inches in length, the lip

purple.

Dendrobium undulatum.—This plant is imt

often seen in cultivation, not being cared for by

the majority of Orchid growers. Still, where a

representative collection is sought for it should

be included. Not unlike 1). taurinum in general

appearance, the flowers of D. undulatum are much
lighter in colour, the sepals and petals more
twisted and the spikes not so strong. I ha\'e

noticed it in bloom in several collections recently,

and the colour of the flowers varies a little, though

the characteristic bull's head shape is the same in

.all. 1-). undulatum is more difficult to grow than

the majority of Uendrobes, and should be planted

in [lOts or baskets of limited size and kept well up

to tlieliglit.— K.

Phalaenopsis denticulata.—This is a rather

uncommon iloth Orchid, not so showy as P.

Luddemanniana, which it resembles in growth.

The blossoms, which appear on few -flowered

spikes, are each about a couple of inches across.

The sepals and petals are creamy white with

faint brown markings across, the lip purer white

with a yellow centre, and lines of light purple on

the side lobes. P. denticulata thrives in company
with the species above named, and shoulil be

grown in small wooden baskets. Considerable

care is required with all these small-growiiii;

kinds during winter. I noted it in flower in

Messrs. Low and Co.'s nursery the other day.

—

H. R.

Dendrobium Waltoni.—This beautiful hy-

brid Dendiobe has more names than most, ami

although 1). crassinode Wardianum is presumably

correct, the older designation comes more natu-

rally. A fine jilant of it with over fifty blooms

open is now to be seen at Messrs. Hugh Low &
Co.'s nursery, the flowers not showing ([uite so

much of 1). crassinode in them as is sometimes the

case. The growth is exactly intermediate be-

tween its supposed parents, the nodes not being

so fully developed as in 1). crassinode, but still

more so than in U. Wardianum. The Ijright and

telhng colour of the blossoms gives such a fine

specimen a \ery showy appearance. The plant is

a native of Burmah, and thrives well when treated

as described for deciduous kinds generally.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum. — This

pretty plant is now in flower, a good form of it

being among the best of the Odontoglots of 5U[i-

posed hybrid origin. Although the segments are

usually narrower than those of such as 0. cris-

pum or 0. triumphans, this in no way detracts

from its beauty. The spikes often bear a very

large number of flowers, and these are usually of

a creamy yellow in ground colour, all the scg-
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raents spotted more or less with chestnut-brown.
In some forms there are no spots on tlie lip, but
these are uncommon. Under cultivation it likes

a cool, moist atmosphere all the year round and
a plentiful supply of fresh air. It is a native of

New Grenada, and was named by Reichenbach in

compliment to Mr. James Anderson, of Meadow-
bank fame.

Oncidium serratum.—This, one of the earliest

to bloom of the section, with long, twining
fJower-spikes, is a very useful and beautiful

plant when well grown. The spikes attain con-

siderable length, often as much as 10 feet or

12 feet, and are clothed at short intervals with
small side branches of golden yellow and brown
blossoms. Like all others in the same class, it

should be thoroughly healthy before it is allowed

to flower, but it is perhaps as good a grower as

any of them. The roots will be found to spread
laterally a good deal, and for this reason the

small pots and pans used for others in the genus
are not suited to it. But, on the other hand, a
great bulk of compost is undesirable, so the pots
used, though fairly wide, may be almost filled

with drainage material. This will also allow of

several additions to the compost in the form of

top-dressings without unduly thickening it, and
these are desirable just when the flower-spikes are

pushing up. A cool, moist, and rather shady
position suits it best, being a native of Peru,
whence it was introduced in 1850.

Platyclinis (Dendrochilum) glumacea.—
This is no doubt the most useful and attractive of

the numerous varieties of this species. It pro-

duces its flowers with the new leaves when the

latter are about half their natural size. It is an
early-spring flowering species, and should now be
growing and developing its flower-spikes freely. It

requires to be grown in the hottest house avail-

able, and should recei\e a liberal supply of mois-

ture both in the atmosphere and at the roots.

As soon as the spikes begin to show prominently,
the plants should be placed in such a position

that the maximum amount of light maj' be
obtained. When the flowers are fully expanded
the plants may be removed to a cooler house,
where, if the atmosphere is kept moderately dry,

they last in perfection a considerable time. The
best time to pot this species is when the new
roots commence to make their appearance from
the base of the new growths. The potting com-
post should consist of good fibrous peat and living

Sphagnum Moss in about equal proportions with
a liberal supply of rough sand or finely broken
crocks to keep the material open. It is one of the
most tractable Orchids in cultivation, and as it

can be bought very cheaply it should have a far

more prominent position, not only in the Orchid
house, but also in tlie stove.—H. J. C.

Cattleya Lawrenceana.—This species when
well grown is one of the finest Cattleyas in culti-

vation . During the last season I had flower-scapes

carrying as many as seven, eight and nine flowers

each. It is a species that requires considerable

care during the winter months, which, unfortu-
nately, in this countrj' is its season of growth.
The e.xceptionally dull, foggy and sunless winter
we have had has considerably added to the usual
difficulties one has to contend with in the neigh-
bourhood of London. 1 have found it necessary
to place this species in a warmer division than the

ordinary Cattleya house to enable it to finish its

growths in a satisfactory manner. Where this

has been accomplished, it is advisable to keep
the plants in a somewhat more friable condition,

and they should be placed in such a position that
they may obtain all the light available. This not
only assists in properly maturing the new bulbs,

but it will be found to have considerable eftect in

the proper development of the flowers and the
colour will be better. As soon as the flowers are

observed in the sheaths the plants will rerjuire

more liberal treatment as regards moisture at the

roots. It, however, needs considerable care in

this matter at all seasons of the year. Considering
the short time since its introduction, it has
received a good deal of attention from the

hybridist, judging from the fine things that have
resulted therefrom. Owing to the difficulties of

importing from the region of the Roraima, it is

fast becoming a scarce and valuable Cattleya. To
illustrate the difficulties in procuring it, a collector

friend of mine, who collected it a few years ago,

recently observed to me tliat if he were ofl'ered

t'lOOO to collect it again he would not undertake
the journey. But as it has now become such a
common occurrence to hear of big prices being
paid for ordinary things, jjerhaps the refusal of

the collector should receive as much attention as

the fairy tales. about the Dendrobium that thrives

best on dead men's skulls and other tales that

have appeared in the Press.—H. J. C.

MOTH ORCHIDS AT CLAPTON.
It will not be possible to write of Orchids at this

famous nursery much longer, and that there was
abundant need of a change to a clearer air is

evident by the ravages of the fog on the splendid
collection of PhaLtnopsis now in flower here.

Perhaps the worst of all to suffer is the beautiful

P. Schilleriana, and, as Messrs. Low's grower was
careful to point out, the spikes of this kind cannot
be shortened in the way advised for P. amabilis
and others in order to make them flower later.

Nor will early pinching, with a view to later

spikes, do, as this is apt to cause the production
of central spikes at the expense of the lead of the
plant. So the splendid spikes have to be left to

take their chance against the fog, and a poor
chance it is for any that happen to be expanded
or on the point of expanding. Yet there were
many fine flowers to be seen of all the leading
varieties, and a little later, when the retarded
spikes of P. amabilis open and the manj- fine

varieties of P. intermedia Portei, P. i. Brymeiiana
and others come on naturally, there will doubtless
be a grand display, though possibly we shall have
to go further afield for it. The plants are one and
all in capital health, finishing up tine thick
leaves every season, and many are large speci-

mens. I noticed some grand examples of P.

intermedia and P. Stuartiana, the foli.ige of

the latter very similar to that of P. Schilleriana,

though quite distinct when seen side by side. The
plants are already on the move at the roots,

the long green points showing remarkable vigour.

Though they have just passed through their rest-

ing season, the Sphagnum about the roots is still

fresh and green, as it should be to obtain good
results. There is nothing worse for the roots

than a lot of sour, decayed Moss, and if duly cut
back a little as M inter approaches, it is easy to

keep it from holding too much moisture on the

one hand, or decaying and dying on the other.

There need be no hurry yet in repotting, surfac-

ing, or whatever is needed by the individual

plants. The later it is left in reason, the better

the atmosphere the plants will have to recover

in, light and sun-heat being important factors in

their well-being after disturbance. Hybrids are

now getting fairly numerous, and there are many
healthy young plants in all sizes. The strongest

are throwing up their flower-spikes, and every
care is being taken with these to prevent the fog
reaching them, not by hard firing to drive the
fog out, as has elsewhere been advised, but by
placing the plants under large bell-glasses as far

away from the roof as possible every night, and
also by day when necessary. Broad, healthy-

looking foliage and a vigorous habit are charac-

teristic of these hybrids, and it is to be hoped
that as time goes on more cultivators will take to

raising these beautiful plants, which, although
taking longer to flower than Cypripedes and
others much aft'ected Ijy hybridists, are well

worthy of the extra care. H. R.

Cattleya Trianas Backhousiana. — This
fine variety is now flowering at Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co. 's nursery, where there is a large

number of plants of the species coming into

bloom. One long house at Bush Hill is filled

with it, and there are many hundreds of plants,

some showing much more than ordinary merit.
The variety named has large flowers, the seg-

ments bright Ijlush-pink, the lip having a large
purple area in front and a white throat. Some of

the other forms have the outer segments nearly
pure white, with A-ery rich and deep blotches on
the lip, and the contrast here is verj' striking and
beautiful.

Phalaenopsis Sanderiana.—This is one of

the best in the genus and a remarkably fine Or-
chid. It comes nearest in general character to

P. Schilleriana, having, however, shorter leaves.

The flowers are pale rose in colour on the outer
segments, the lip is white, tinged at the base
with yellow and spotted with purple. It is a free

growing plant that flowers abundantly, and cer-

tainly one of the easiest of all to cultivate. In its

native habitat it is found growing in proximity
to Vanda Sanderiana and other heat-loving kinds,

and this points to its management under cultiva-

tion. Heat and moisture, shade in summer and
light in winter, with careful attention to cultural

details will ensure its well-being.

Oncidium sarcodes.—Flowers of this bright
and pretty kind come from a correspondent who
has a spike 4 feet long and strongly branched.
This shows good cultivation, but " R. R." must
be careful not to flower his plants to death, the
pseudo-bulbs not being nearly so large as those
of some others that throw much smaller spikes.

The flowers are each about IJ inches across, of

the clearest yellow, excepting a few spots of

brownish red. It thrives under Cattleya or in-

termediate house treatment, and is best accommo-
dated in baskets of limited depth. Three parts

of Sphagnum Moss to one of peat suit it well, and
it must be sparingly watered until well esta-

blished. Afterwards plenty of moisture both at

tlie root and in the atmosphere is necessary.

Lselia cinnabarina.—This bright and effec-

tive La'lia I have noticed in flower in several col-

lections this week. The blossoms are produced
in plenty from near the top of the flask-shaped
pseudo-bulbs or racemes. The colour is a bright
cinnabar-red, and the effect of a few plants in

flower arranged with lighter-coloured Orchids is

particularly striking. It grows freely enough when
once the young shoots are well away from the base,

and does best in a full Cattleya temperature. Tlio

pots used for it may be fairly large, but must be
well drained, and the compost, consisting of a mix-
ture of peat fibre and Moss, should be used in a
rough open condition. L. cinnabarina is a native

of Brazil and was introduced to this country in

18.36 by Mr. Young, of Epsom.—H. R.

Cypripedium Niobe (Short Hills variety).

—

This, a distinct and lovely v'ariety raised in the
Short Hills nursery of Messrs. I'itcherandManda,
New Jersey, U.S. America, has been in flower in

the collection of Mr. R. B. White, Arddarroch, for

some weeks past. The dorsal sepal is much
broader than in the typical form, white at the
top, suffused and heavily veined with bright rose,

pale green at the base and spotted with brown.
The petals, with the deflexed character of those

of C. Fairieanum, are pale green, suffused with
brown, spotted and heavily lined with a darker
brown, the lip brown, shading to pale green. It

is the result of crossing C. Spicerianum with the
])ollen of C. Fairieanum. This is certainly one of

the finest forms of this desirable hybrid I have
scen.-H. J. C.

OdontoglossumXJro-Skinneri.—Thisusually
flowers with me during late summer and autumn,
but I noted a fine S|)ike of it open during the

week. It is nearly allied to O. bictonense, but a
superior Orchid to most of the varieties of the

latter. The greenish yellow outer segments are

almost covered with chestnut-brown markings,
the lip is rosy white, prettilj' crisped and frilled.

A shady, moist position with I'atlier more heat
than suits the crispum set is best for O. Uro-
Skinneri. ^^'hero 0. grande thrives it will usually

be satisfactory, and the cultural requirements in

other ways are very similar. O. Uro-Skinneri,

a native of Ciuatemala, was sent by Mr. Skinner
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to the Messrs. Veitch as far l)ack as 1854, and has

frequently been imported since, though even now
it is far from common.—H. R.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

STRAWBERRIES IN N. WALES.
From the numerous and interesting notes on
Strawberries from all parts of tlie country

which appeared in The G.\rijen during the

autumn months, it is apparent that soil and
situation have a great effect on this valuable

fruit, and probably taste accounts somewhat for

the many varieties lauded or condemned, as

the case may be. In some inst;inces cropping

(jualities, irrespective of quality, are held in

high esteem. As I am peculiarly situated as

#*^i
Passage in Mushroom cave. (See p. 99.)

regards soil, situation, and climate, perhaps a

few notes on their behaviour hei-e will be of

interest. Some of the varieties grown and ap-
preciated here seem to be little grown gene-
rally, but the soil is hot, thin, and stony—far

from an ideal one fur Strawberries—and what I

cultivate are practically all used for dessert,

hence flavour and colour are of more importance
than cropping quahties, and late sorts are more
valuable than extra early ones. For flavour

combined with fair cropping ([ualities I consider
Pauline, La Grosse Sucr^e, Marechal BIcMahon,
and Loxford Hall Seedling, the best. It isditticult

to account why the first-named finds so little

favour with private growers, unless it is owing
to the peculiar shape some of the fruit assumes,
for it is very early, of good colour, a heavy
cropper, and of superb quality.

La Grosse Sucree is better known and more
generally grown. Marechal McMahon is also

an excellent variety for succession, producing
enormous crops of large, solid fruit of good
flavour, and is satisfactory in' pots for April and
May work. Loxford Hall Seedling, by far the
most delicious of the late kinds, is, unfor-
tunately, not so robust in constitution as one
would wish. It is treated as a biennial here,

(-'an anyone recommend a stronger-growing
variety than it, equally late, and possessing its

superb quality '. Such, I am certain, would
prove a boon to many of us. Sharpless Seed-
ling (very early), Auguste Nicaise for succes-
sion, and Eleanor (syn., Oxonian) for late use,

form the bulk of others grown, all heavy

croppers, but lacking the quality of the four

named above. Sharpless is highly valued by
my employers, both forced and in the open, for

its flavour, but personally I consider it soft and
mealy—an instance how taste differs. It is an
enormous cropper. The other two varieties

are so well known and widely grown, that com-
ments of mine are unnecessary. Noble, Com-
petitor, Sensation, Keens' Seedling, President,

and others have been discarded, some of them
years ago, as they proved unsatisfactoi-y, chiefly

from lack of quality. Sir Chas. Napier lias at

last shared the same fate, owing to the ten-

dency of the young fruit to scald during hot

sunshine. A limited number only of Waterloo
is grown, the colour being objected to. Having
for years selected kinds that thrive and suit my
purpose tolerably well, I do not experiment

much with new sorts, and have not extended
the trial of even Royal Sovereign and Latest of

All long enough to form a decided opinion on

their merits and demerits.

CfLTURE.

I plant a quarter and clear one annually,

taking three crops oft' each, and owing to a

heavy winter rainfall generally I defer plant-

ing until the .spring, having selected the

earliest and strongest runners from the plot

planted the previous spring, but not cropped,

and laid in over the winter. As previously

noted, Loxford Hall is an exception. The
method of planting I now adopt is irr beds, four

rows in a bed, "24 feet between the rows, the

jilants being 2 feet apart in the rows, with

2-feet alleys between each bed for the con-

venience of cleaning, gathering, &c. Having
no strawy litter available for mulching, I use

Mo.ss (Si)hagnum and Wood Moss as raked in the

woods), and find it answers well, and most

valuable in a dry season in conserving mois-

ture in the soil. Strawberries follow any

crop that has received liberal treatment,

and generous feeding in the way of regular

and repeated applications of gciod and suit-

able artificial manures is continued

while the Strawberries occupy the

ground. The first sunnner all

blooms are pinched ott', and only

the requisite number of runners
for forcing and planting a similar

quarter the following year are

allowed to remain. Spring-sown
Onions are planted between the

rows and in the alleys the first

season. Jno. Roberts. , .^ ....

Tau-y-bu-lch.

Nelis. It is also pleasing to have his favourable

verdict of the keeping qualities of the promising
new Pear Le Lectier, though its pronounced Bon
Chretien blood is not reassuring as to its keeping
sound till March. This writer also refers to the

keeping properties of Nouvelle Fulvie from
bushes, pyramids and walls. It is also pleasing to

hear of the well-proved Thompson's being his best

October Pear, and equal in flavour to Doyenne du
Cornice. No wonder " S. M." calls out for later

kinds equal in quality to Thompson's. I have
the greater pleasure in (juoting this high estimate
of this fine old favourite Pear, as it was raised by
Van Mons, who sent it to the Royal Horticultural

Society without a name, and Mr. Sabine, long and
honourably known for his distinguished services

to horticulture, named tlie then new Pear Thomp-
son's, after the late Robert Thompson.— 1). T. F.

PEAR NE PLUS MEURIS.
I WAS much interested in Mr. Parker's note on
this and other Pears (p. 33). Ne Plus Meuris has
seldom been grown so generally as it deserves.
Possibly its somewhat uncomely appearance is

partially responsible for this. I quite agree with
Mr. Parker's hi^h estimate of its good quality
and serviceable cTiaracter. It is also a mistake to

suppose that grittiness in Pears can always or

generally be prevented or grown out of them by
semi-roasting on south walls. On the contrary, it

often happens that dryness and harshness of flesh,

running into something akin to or sheer grittiness,

may be produced or aggravated by an excess of

sunshine above and a dearth of water at the roots.

Most of the more famous old fruit growers had
far more faith in the watering-pot, syringe and
garden engine than their modern successors.

Daily, and not seldom twice a day through dry
spells of weather, Peaches, Pears, Plums and
other fruits were flooded with water overhead.

This treatment did much to keep them clear of

insects, to supply their water wants, and to create

and sustain a local atmosphere around the fruitsand

foliage, thus preventing sudden checks of growth,
probably the most fertile sources of grittiness in

Pears and inferior flavour in other fruits. A good
many years ago I had a large garden mostly fur-

rA- ni-^

'
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Mushroom bed in open air in January. (See p. 100.)

Apple Adams' Pearmain.—
Permit me to add my testimony to

the value and usefulness of this fine

Apple, though to add to "D.'s'' or

the editor's testimony may seem
hke painting the Rose, &c. I never,

however, met with it in East Anglia
, t. mi n c

under the synonymn of Norfolk Pippin. But nished with Pears. There were many walls ot

as to the quality and usefulness ol this fine every possible aspect and Pears were found upon

Apple for dessert "from December to February, or them all. It was in this garden that I found my
e\en well through March, too much can hardly first and strongest proofs that sunshine was not

be said in its praise. It may seem almost a

waste to cook such a useful eating Apple, but

the crispness, hardness, juiciness, and colour of

its flesh make this Apple specially valuable for

this purpose.—I). T. F.

Pears not ripening' in season.—The few

facts stated by " S. Jl." in a recent issue

(pp. .53 and 54), and many others that might b3
given, show the need for a complete revision of

dates of ripening, especially among Pears. As

the be-all and endall of high flavour in Pears or

other fruits. On the whole, the Pears on the east

and west walls were found to be more luscious

and useful than those on the south. More curious

and unexpected was the discovery that not a few
of our highest-flavoured Pears reach their highest

quality not on hot south walls, but on bushes,

standards, and pyramids in the open.

By growing the same Pears or other fruits in

every variety of aspect and form we may likewise

this writer shows, the old year carries few good extend their season by a month or more, as ^yell

Pears into the new. " S. M." is fortunate in
j
as impart a more charming variety to their size,

having had a good keeping stock of the Winter ' colpur, and quahty. This may be a doubtful
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benefit to those who grow quantities of one sort
for market, but is of immense advantage to those
who have to maintain a continuous supply of
good Pears or otlier fruits for private families all

the year round. iNIr. Parker's experience with
Ne Plus Weuris, as being in the most suitable
condition for Christmas, is different from that of
i\ot a few growers, who find this fine Pear will
keep sound through .January, February, and
sometimes well into March.

But, then, such changes in the ripening times of
Pears are among those things that none of us quite
understand. Of this we may rest assured, the
vexation and drawback are not all against the
growers, as we often find first-rate Pears in prime
condition that ought to have been rotten months
before according to our fruit manuals.— D. T. F.

Conflicting opinions are expressed (p. o4)
as to the merits of this Pear. My experience
of it agrees in the main with that of " S. M.,''
tliough I have been able to keep it in some
years later than the date he gives, viz., the
beginning of February. With me it is an abso-
lutely poor-flavoured variety, seldom if e\er
tolerated as dessert, though often used and liked
for .stewing. It is a constant bearer here, and
this constitutes its greatest merit. Judging from
Mr. Parker's remarks it would seem to be good in
certain situations, and I know, too, that it is well
thought of in (Jalloway, so that it is not only in
the south that it comes to perfection. I should
hesitate here to plant it on a north wall, and
should expect fruits from that aspect to lie more
insipid than those grown in the open, allowing
such a thing to be possible.— J. C. T.\r,r..\('K,

Lii-criiurv Purl; Bury St. Edmimdi-.

PLUM REINE CLAUDE TARDIVE
DE CHAMBOURCY.

This Plum, whicli was admitted by the Pomo-
logical Congress in 1890 under the name of Reine
Claude tardive, in 1.S97 regained possession of its
true name—Reine Claude tardive de Chambourcy.
The tree bears a great resemblance to the Reine
Claude \-erte, but it is rather capricious in bear-
ing, and the seasons in which it produces plenti-
fully are somewhat rare. The fruit is pretty
large and nearly globular in shajte, gi'eenish in
colour, deeply tinged with carmine where it is ex-
posed to the sun ; flesh somewhat firmer than
that of the Reine Claude doree, well flavoured,
\ cry sugary and juicy ; ripens in September. On
the whole, this is an excellent dessert Plum, which,
(in account of its good qualities and late period of
ripening, may command a high price.
The culture of this variety, however, has re-

mained almost localised in its native place. When
I .say "native place," the expression is not,
perhaps, strictly correct, for the locality in which
this Plum originated is not known with'certainty

;

however, I may here state what we do know about
it.

The first tree of this variety was observed at
the commencement of the present century at
Chambourcy (near Saint Germain-en-Laye) in the
garden of M. Bourgeois, senior. Where it came
from is not exactly known. It is possible it
might Iiave come amongst other trees from ^'itry,
long celebrated for its fruit tree nurseries, and at
that time almost the only district which supplied
the culti\ator3 about Saint Germain-en-Laye.
However this may be, it appears certain that this
variety, if it really was known at Vitry, no longer
exists there, and that the cultivators" there have
lost it.

When the tree fruited with M. Bourgeois, he
soon perceived that, on account of their late
tuiie of ripening, the Plums might sell for a high
jirice, and that the variety was really worth culti-
\'ating. Accordingly lie propagated from it by
grafting the form which soon obtained the name
of Reine Claude tardive de Chambourcy. From
all these circumstances of the case it appears to
be well established that this variety was first pro-
pagated at Chambourcy. It made' its way, how-
ever, into cultivation but slowly. Some land-

owners planted trees of it in their fields, but when
the fruit ripened it was generally stolen, and to
such an extent, that I have known some owners
who, seeing their crops thus ravaged year after
year, decided on rooting up the trees. By degrees,
however, the variety came to be grown in gardens,
and about twenty years ago the nurserymen about
Paris, recognising its worth, commenced to pro-
pagate it extensively. About that period it was
exhibited at the Pomological Congress of France
under the erroneous name of Reine Claude tardive
Latinois, which was at one time near becoming
the accepted one, but eventually it was abbre-
viated to Reine Claude tardi\-e. The people of
Chambourcy, howe\er, resohing to have the
origin of the wariety clearly stated, sent, through
M. Lecointe, of Louvecienne?, to the congress in
]897asuccessful remonstrance, and the name Reine
Claude tardive de Chambourcy, by right of
priority, still continues in use, as the true desig-
nation of this excellent variety. There is no
reason why it should not be retained except the
\ery improbable event of the discovery of the
actual locality in which the variety originated.

—

I'lERitK Passy, in Rei-ne Iloiiicole.

LATE PEARS.
J\Iii. Parker writes very favourably of Ne Plus
Meuris Pear (|i. 5:1), more so, in fact, tlian

many growers are able to, but probably his
trees are young, or, at any rate, in good bearing
condition, the aspect favourable and cultural
conditions undoubtedly of the best. I have
only one tree, a large e.spalier-trained specimen.
8(1 far as cropping is concerned it is very good ;

indeed, there is no other tree in the garden so
regular or free bearing. It occupies a corner
on the south end of a west wall, and although
the latest Iceejier I liave, it is ready for gathering
before many others naturally early. The large
crop borne accounts to some extent no doubt
for lack of high (juality and the barely medium
size of the fruits when gathered. The fruit

invariably requires thinning. The value of late

Pears is brought into prominence somewhat by
the fine samples of our garden varieties now so
largely imported from distant lands. It is, I
jiresume, a direct impossibility for English gar-
deners to produce such fine .samples of Easter
Beurre, Glou Morceau and others m the winter
season as those imported, although for quality
they may hold as good a position. No dtmlit,

as Mr. Parker points out, Pears of the late-

keejiing sorts would be more satisfactory if the
fruits were left longer on tb.e trees. With
large bush trees such as I have to deal with, it

would be no easy matter to attempt to sling

e\-ery fruit with a strip of matting or string,

and without some such provision one cannot
keep them on the trees. The falling of the
fruit, too, is taken as an indication of ripeness,

and I never attempt to gatlicr until it is unsafe
to leave them longer. Like other growers, I

have to complain of tlie short time Pears re-

m;.in fit for use, and the early date at which the
majority of sorts were ready this season. Tom-
tits, liornets, and wasps assert their priority of

claim so much that in the case of some of the
higher-class Pears one is tempted to gather
early to save a portion of the crop from these
pests. It is somewhat strange that these pests
and birds should be so persistent in their attacks
on the open-air trees and yet leave the wall
fruits alone. This is what generally happens
here, though perhaps the greater quantities
available in the open account for this some-
what. This freedom from attack on the wall

trees does not occur with choice Plums and
Cherries. In this case, it is true, there
are no standard or busli trees to attract
them, and so keep theni from the wall

trees. It would seem, too, that when crops

are light, as they were last year, attacks from
birds and wasps are more persistent. In the
case of Pears, they did not even discriminate
between stewing and dessert varieties, but made
an effort to prove them all, and this sampling
by tomtits makes it very convenient for hornets
and wasps to carry on their destructive work.
I incline to the opinion that a portion of a cool
wall could be most profitably set apart for late
Pears, and in the private garden cordon trees
would be the method by whicli the walls and
the fruit store would be the miu-e quickly fur-
nished. There is a direct conflict between the
actual ripening of many sorts of Pears and the
times given by catalogues, which certainly jioints
to the need of a revision, as " S. M." points out
in his notes (p. o.'j). Winter Nelis always ripens
before Christmas with me, and Josephine de
Malines does not remain for use in February.
In a great many gardens tliere are more
Pears in October and November than can be
used, but the remaining months of the winter
are not very well supplied, and the difticulty
as to the means (jf carrying out a change is by
no means a small one, and if one attempted the
remedy from some catalogue descriptions as to
times of ripening, the loss would probably be
greater than the gain. Grafting would be pre-
ferable to rooting out healthy trees ; scions of
approved kinds can be as easily supplied as trees
by nurserymen, provided application is made
for them in good time. Although not regarded
as a good practice, it is yet possible to put on
two varieties on one stock, and this plea may
reasonably be given in favour of late kinds
where there is an absence of a sufficient supply
and a i)reponderance of earlier Pears. Soils

have such varied influence on Pears, that how-
ever good a variety may be in one garden, it is

next to worthless in another, and herein may
be found the opportunity of changing the re-

sults by regrafting with another kind.
mits. W. S.

The Black Currant mite.—This pest is

gradually spreading over the country, and I

woukl advise those who ha\e not yet been un-
fortunate enough to meet with it to look over
their bu.shes and pick oft' all abnormally swollen
and rounded buds, repeating the operation at fre-

quent intervals before the bushes burst into leaf.

The buds which show signs of being att'ected are
already spoiled, and would carry no fruit in any
case, while if left they form nurseries for myriads
of the tiny insects which no insecticides can reach
in time to prevent their spreading. Needless to say
the buds [licked off should be burned.—J. C. T.

Apple Gravenstein.—I am glad I have en-
couraged a discussion. As a matter of fact I
have eaten good fruit of this variety a week before
Christmas. If "A. D.," who writes about the
excellence of Cox's Orange Pijipin well kept into
January, had lieen able to supply Gravenstein
from the same cpiarter, the admission could not
have been withheld that it had kept at least
equally well. If any grower were to bestow upon
Gravenstein all the good treatment granted Cox's
Orange, the great national favourite, which at its

best I, as others do, prefer to Gravenstein,
it would gradually become more appreciated. I

do norj say that (Jravenstein is at its best at
Christmas, but it is one of the few good ones
obtainable so late in the seiison. It would cer-
tainly be a mistake if at the great fruit show
early in October next Gravenstein W'cre not
scheduled separately under dessert Apples.

—

H. H. R., For(.^t JlU'l.

The Almond in commerce.—The principal
centre of Almond cultivation is the arrondisse-
ment of Aix, where (iOOO hectares (14,820 acres)
are devoted to it. In the plain of La Fare and
the lands adjoining the lake of Berre a great
number of Almond lirees are also grown. In the
arrondissement of Aries the greatest breadths of
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Almond trees arc to be found in the communes of

T.amanon and Orgon. Throughout the depart-

ment of Bouches-du-Rhone the Almond is planted

alone or in association with the Vine. The tree

has also a certain importance in some parts of

Vaucluse, the Hautes and Basses Alpes, and Var.

The trees yield CNcellent crops in good years, and

in ordinary years the yield is satisfactory. Years

of com|)lete scarcity are rare. It may be esti-

mated as a general" rule that a tree o\ er thirty

years old should yield 7 francs to 8 francs worth

of fine and demi-fine fruit, and 4 francs to 5 francs

of the rough sort. In Provence Almond trees in

full bearing have often been known to yield an

average of IIMIO kilogr.ammes (2200 lbs.) of hard-

shelled Almonds per hectare (247 acres), and
.{DO kilogrammes to 400 kilogrammes (CtiO lbs. to

8S0 lbs.) of soft shelled fruit.

Japanese Wineberry.—I was glad to see in

" Notes from Suliolk ^'
(p. 22) a few words in

favour of the Japanese Wineberry (Rubus phu-ni-

colasius). As " Suffolkian '' observes, it is dis-

tinctly valuable as a decorative plant, inde-

l)endently of its properties as a fruit producer.

The wliite undersides of the leaves contrast

prettily with the maroon-red of the hairy shoots

and c;llyces, some of which latter show the fruit

within, "ranging in colour from yellow to polished

crimson, according to its varying stages of ripe-

ness. The berries have a pleasant, brisk flavour,

and when thoroughlj' ripe are very palatable

as dessert fruit, being preferred by many to Rasp-

lierries, while for tarts and jam they are ec|ually

useful. Complaints were made in ISOli that the

berries were small and dry. This objection was
not groundless, but was attributable to the unpre-

cedented drought of that summer. During the

past year and in ISO.j the berries were twice as

large and juicy. The plant appears to be every

M-hit as hardy as the Raspberry, for in the severe

weather experienced in the early part of IS'.Lj the

little damage done to both was identical and only

amounted to the loss of the upper portions of the

longest and most sappy canes. From all accounts

it is hardy in Scotland as well as England. The
]]lant was introduced in 1S77, but it is only during

the livst six years that its distribution has

liccome general. Its culture is less precarious

than that of the American Blackberries, while,

up to the present, the Loganberry, Mayberry, and
Strawberry-Raspberry have yet to prove their

merits in this country.—S. W. F. , Toe'/ /'»//.

LATE FRUITS.
I RKAD with much pleasure ilr. Parker's note in

last week's (Jarden' on Adams' Pearmain Apple as

verifying an opinion I have often expressed as to

its merits. On this sandy soil it is one of the

three most reliable late varieties I have, coming
into use with the last of tlie King Pip|iins and
keeping sound and good until the end of January.
Its merits as a consistent cropper can be shown by
the statement that this is onlj- the second time in

fifteen years that the trees have failed. Finding
such capital results were obtained from old trees,

I planted a batch of young standards of the same
variety eight years ago. These came into bearing
([uickly and now give annually some fine, well-

coloured fruit, decidedly better in this respect

than that taken from the old trees. In connec-
tion with this and one or two more varieties

available for dessert I think the fact that the_v are
a decided success on soils where sorts like the
Ilibston, Cox's Orange, ilargil, Claygate Pear-
main, and others are more or less a failure cannot
lie too strongly enforced. Cornish Aromatic is

another cajutal variety and a point better than
Adams' in one respect— viz., it has never failed to

crop in the fifteen years. Even in this disastrous
Apple season we have plenty of good, sound
fruits that will last out until February is

well advanced. It is not, I admit, first class

from a quality standpoint, but still a useful

and reliable Apple and a handsome fruit, putting
on a brilliant colour on the sunny side. A mistake
is often made in gathering this Apple too soon. It

should hang on the trees until the beginning of

October, only, unfortunately, where tits are

troublesome these mischievous birds have a lik-

ing for the best and most brilliant fruits and tap
them to a considerable extent. One more good
late dessert Apple is Cockle Pippin. I do not get
the size or the bronz}' russet colouring I remember
in the Sussex orchards, but it crops quickly and
heavily and keeps well. My four best late cook-

ing Apples, omitting Norfolk Beaufin, respectively

from bushesandstandards are Alfriston, Bramley's,
Wellington, and Hambledon Ueux Ans. Of the

last, it is sometimes argued that it should make
way for better varieties. Possibly when it is a

question of planting, but when one has some big

old trees tliat bear consistently and yield large

fruit that keeps sound and good, these should be
left alone.

In connection with late Pears, an interesting

exjjerience has to be chronicled this year. I have
two big old trained trees of Bergamote d'Esperen,
the fruit of which, although borne rather freely,

has never been of the slightest use except
for stewing. It is therefore gratifying to record

that a fair amount of fruit obtained from half-a-

do/.en cordons is this year ripening satisfactorily,

and although posses.sing little flavour is fairly

melting and refreshing. The latter characteristics

are also noticeable in the case of Beurre Kance, a

very erratic fruit in the matter of ripening. I had
some this year ready at the beginning of January,

but the majority are still, at the expiration of a
montli, as hard as bullets, and all from the same
tree. Josejihine de JIalines is my best late Pear.

For a December Pear I have nothing to touch

(!lou Morceau, an excellent point in its favour

being the slow ripening and consequent long

season. Winter Xelis is good sometimes, but in

the majority of seasons it cracks badly.

Claremonl. E. B.

CATHERINE II. OF RUSSIA AS A
GARDENER.

In a rather recent life of this remarkable woman
by K. \\'alis/.ewski (1894), entitled " The Romance
oi' an Empress," it is shown that Catherine was
fond of gardening, although not particularlv

fond of flo«'ers according to our more modern
ideas. A\'aliszewski tells the story of the little

Oerman princess who was taken to St. Peters-

burg and married to the Grand Duke Peter when
little more than a child, and her ultimate deve-

lopment into one of the ablest and most remark-
able women who ever sat on a throne. On page
oWO of the English translation we find the follow-

ing paragraph on Catherine as a gardener :

—

Catherine is passionately fond of gardening, and
plantomania, as she calls that taste, rirals with her
thelastetor building. She follows, in this respect,

the fashion of the a ^e. "I am madly enamoured at

present," she writes in 1772, '* of gardens in the

English manner, curved lines, gentle slopes, pools in

the forms of lakes, archipelagos in terra firraa, and I

have a profound scorn for straight lines. I hate foan-

ta'ns that torture the water to make it take a course

contrary to Nature ; in a word, anglomania dominates
my plantomania." And live years later, " I often

enrage my gardeners. I foimd that the greater part

were mere pedantic followers of routine ; the depar-

tures from routine that I often propose to them
horrify them, and when I see that routine is too strong

for me. I employ the first docile young uirJener that

conies to band. There is no one who langhs at my
plantomania so much as Count Oilof. He spies on
me, mimii-3 me, makes fun of me, criticises me ; but
on going away he asked me to look after his garden
during the summer, and this year I am going to play

pranks there after my own fashion. Ilis laud is close

to mine. I am very proud that he has recognised my
merits us a gardener."

That Catherine's interest in good gardening

was a real one may be inferred from the fact that

she made arrangements for engaging an English,

or rather Scotch, gardener, and John Aber-

crombie actually embarked for Russia, but was so

terrified at the prospect of a sea voyage, that he

cancelled his engagement at the last moment and
returned home.

The above extract throws a lucid side light on

the great Empress's character, and shows her

horticultural taste and feelings to ha\ e been far

beyond those of her times. F. W. BfRTsincE.

Books.

THE AMERICAN FRUIT CULTURIST.*

Tins, the twentieth edition of a valuable work on

fruit culture as practised in America, is a marked
improvement on its predecessors and ought to be

in the possession of all fruit growers or owners of

land in this country who are anxious to succeed

in fruit culture. It is a closely printed, copiously

illustrated work of some 7.50 pages, and treats

upon the propagation and culture of all kinds of

hardy or nearly hardy fruit that may be profitably

grown in America. "Naturally, much that is in-

cluded is not of any practical value to British

fruit growers, but if not particularly serviceable,

those chapters relating to the culture of Oranges,

Bananas, Dates, Guavas, Loquats, Persimmons,
Pine-apples, and Pomegranates afl'ord interesting

and instructive reading. The reviser of this work
has not relied exclusively upon his osin experi-

ence, which at its best could only be of compara-

tively local value, but has had the benefit of the

experiences gained at upwards of fifty agricultural

State-aided experimental stations to be found in

nearly as many States. I have previously had
occasion to lament our backwardness on this side

of the Atlantic in respect to starting experimental

stations or fruit farms in various parts of the

country, and not till we have something of the

kind shall we have impartial and reliable informa-

tion u[ion \arious subjects connected with hardy

fruit culture placed before us. Our Government
has never moved in the matter, and our leading

agricultural and horticultural societies are even

more to blame, so little have they done towards

promoting hardy fruit culture on sensible lines

in this country. Holding hole - in-the -corner

meetings, reading a few cut-and-dried papers,

and arranging exhibitions of fruit, the greater

portion of which is grown in an artificial manner,
amount to very little indeed. Nothing has been

heard of these proceedings in districts where
hardy fruit could be grown in quantity superior

to what is sent from America if only the holders

of the land knew how to go to work. We want
some good solid work done and must not be con-

tent with a few experiments on a small scale

conducted by a fussy committee in a worn-out

town garden. This could be done if only the

matter were taken up by a person or pel .sons of in-

fluence, and who would not be content to rest on

their oars just when their services were most

needed.
Each time it falls to my lot to review a work

on fruit culture I cannot help contrasting the

productions of American writers with those pub-

lished in England, to the disad\antage of tlic

latter. Ours are too much of a timehonourtd
stereotyped cliaracter, and the illustrations are

equally at fault, many of them doing duty in

various jiublications. Something more than mere
trade lists are required, and the works ought to be

issued at a price that brings them within the

reach of all classes. In the book under notice not

a single important detail is omitted, and of the

hundreds of illustrations (there are nearly 8(10

of them) few if any of them fail to convey

a lesson of some kind. The first chapter in

this book, briefly yet plainly Mritten, com-

prises the leading "principles of the growth

of trees, and this is followed by a few

hints on the production of new varieties. Then
comes a particularly valuable description of

various methods of propagation, including

striking cuttings, layering, grafting and bud-

ding, numerous illustrations doing good service

in connection therewith. Soils, manures, situa-

* "The American Fruit Cnlturist." By John J.

ThoniEs. ReNiscd and enlarged by WiUiam H. S.

Wood. New York : 'William Wood and Co.
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tion and enclosures are next discussed, and
instructive reading is afforded. Good and bad
methods of forming hedgerows for protection are
given, the author rightly favouring the Scotch
system of forming hedges much the widest at the
bottom, or wedge-shaped, these being much the
strongest and best. The hints upon transplant-
ing are to the purpose, and the summary of these
I consider worthy of repetition here. The points
to be observed are :

—
(1) A previous preparation of a rich, deep bed of

mellow earth to receive the roots, and land which
cannot be water-snaked. (2) Removing the tree with
as little mutilation of the roots as practicalile.

(3) Paring oit' the braised parts of the trees and prun-
ing the broken roots. (4) Shortening-in the head in a
greater or less degree (before the buds swell) to
correspond with the necessary loss of roots. (5) Im-
mersing the roots in mud. (6) Filling the fine earth
carefully among the roots, spreading them out witli

the lingers. (7) Planting no deeper than before.

(8) Staking or embanking, when necessary, to prevent
injury by the wind. ('J) Watering the stems and
branches only before the appearance of the leaf.

(10) Mulching where danger of midsummer drought is

feared.

The following additional rules, self-evident to
men of e.xperience, but continually disregarded by
novices in setting out orchards and fruit gardens,
are next given, and these are

(1) If the roots of a tree are frozen out of the ground
and thawed again in contact with the air, the tree is

killed. (2) If the frozen roots are well buried, filling

all cavities before thawing at all, the tree is uninjured.

(3) Manure should never be placed in contact with the
roots of a tree in setting it out, but old finely

pulverised earthy compost answers well. (4) A small
or moderate-sized tree at the time of transplanting will
usually become large, and bear sooner than a larger
tree set out at the same time, and which is checked in
growth by removal. (5) To guard against mice in

winter with perfecti success, make a small, compact,
smooth earth mound nearly a foot high around the
stem of each young orchard tree. (6) The roots of a
tree extend nearly as far on each side as the height of
a tree, and hence to dig it up by cutting a circle with
a spade half a foot in diameter cuts off more than
nine-tenths of the roots. (7) Watering a tree in dry
weather affords hut temporary relief, and often does
more harm than good by crusting the surface. Keep-
ing the surface constantly mellow is much more
valuable and important, or if this cannot be done,
mulch well. If watering is done from necessity, re-

move the top earth, pour in the water and then replice
the earth, then mulch or keep the surface very mellow.
(8) Shrivelled trees may be made plump before plant-
ing by covering tops and all with earth for several
diys.

After more hints upon the treatment of newly-
planted trees, the principles and practice of prun-
ing receive full attention, and a few extracts
bearing upon this seasonable work may prove
acceptable. This is what the author says of

Pruning as affkctixg rRuriruLNESs. — As a
general rule the rapid formation of leaves and wood is

adverse to the production of fruit. On the other
hand, the slow growtli of the wood favours the for-
mation of fruit-buds and the production of heavy
crops. These two adverse tendencies may be more or
less controlled by pruning. When the too numerous
branches of a tree produce more leaves than can be
properly supplied with nourishment, resulting in a
feeble or dimiuished growth, new vigour may be often
imparted by judicious pruning, directing the sap into
a smaller number of channels, and thus increasing its

force. Trees after bearing some years and yielding
smaller fruit than on fresh young trees will assume
all their former thriftiness by partly cutting back
the heads. Dwarf Pear trees wliich have not been
sufficiently manured and cultivated, whose prun-
ing has been neglected, and heavy bearing allowed for
a number of jears, have been restored by severely
pruning back the branches and thinning out the fruit-
spurs. In all such operations as these it is indispens-
able to observe the rule abeady given, to do the cut-
ting back in the winter or early in spring before the
buds have swollen. If trees are too thrifty and do
not bear, a check may be given, and n any of the leaf-
buds thus chansed to fruit-buds by a continued pinch-
ing back during the summer. Fruit-buds may be
produced artiticially by checliog the growth of
vigorous trees, but sucli treatment, out of the ordi-
nary course of nature, though somefmcs uselul,

should be cautiously applied, as the first crop gives
still another check, and often materially injures the
tree and the quality of its subsequent crops. When
pruning Apple orchards in bearing, the chief requisites
to keep iteadily in view during the operation are : (1)
To avoid cutting oS large limbs except in case of
absolute necessity ; (2) to admit light equally into all

parts of the tree by thinning out the branches
; (3)

to remove all crooked or bad growing limbs, and re-
serve a handsome, evenly distributed top ; (4) to do
the work gradually, or in successive years, corn-

more or less pruning occasionally becomes necessary.
The owner is often unable to attend in person to all
the details, or to direct the labourer in the removal of
each successive limb. To obviate this difiiculty, attach
a cylinder of chalk to a rod several feet in length, and,
taking this rod in hand, make a distinct white chalk
mark at the precise spot where the pruning saw is to
cut through for the removal of the rejected branch.
The workman follows with the saw and cuts off every
branch at the right place, with greater accuracy than
verbal directions cou'd point out and without hesita-

mencing by preference at the top or centre, which
will favour an open top.

Having had some experience with labourers
and knowing their way if left to act as they
please, I would specially commend the conclud-
ing paragraph in the chajjter on pruning to the
notice of owners of trees recjuiring thinning.

Trees which are kept in good shape while young
will not rc'iui e heavy pruning in after years. But
orchards ra ely receive this perfect macagement, and

t!on or delay. The owner may mark out enough work
with the chalk in an hour to occupy the labourer
through the day, and the whole operation be per-

formed with skill and accuracy. If the trees are tuU
the marking may be done on horseback.

Chapters on management of nurseries, thin-

ning, gathering, keeping, marketing, insect pests

and diseases follow in due course, and a consider-

able amount of space is devoted to descriptions,

accompanied by numerous diagrams, of the best
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varieties of fruits f;rown in America. Each kind
is treated upon in detail and much valuable
advice given. Wild and unclassified fruits, in-
cluding BuflTalo Berry (Shepherdia argentea),
Elivagnus, Huckleberries ((iaylussacia and Vac-
cinium), Medlars and PawPaw (Asimina triloba),
have a few pages devoted to their history and
cultural requirements, and the sub-tropical fruits
mentioned at the outset come in for a good share
of attention at the hands of Mr. E. H. Hart, of
Federal Point, Florida. At the end of the book
are to lie found a descriptive list and index of
fruits, followed by a glossary of terms and a
general index. W. li;c;ii.r>EX.

Notes of the Week.

Prunus Eavidiana.— I liope many of your
readers are now enjoying the bfauty of Prunus Da-
vidiana. It is to-Jay (January 30) in full bloom,
and the pure white of the fully-opened flowers, set
oft by the rich red of thr buds, makes a picture not
easily forgotten.— .\rtiiur K. Bullkv, West Kirhij,
Che.-<hirt\

Eranthemum nervosum. -This lias reilly
blue flontirs, profusely borne in the winter efason,
and is a good companion to E. pulcbellum, a better-
known species with larger, broader leaves and fuller
beads of its blue flowers. Both kinds are deserving
of free culture for the sake of the okur, wliich is not
abundant in midwinter.

Iris Danfordise.—I have sent by sample post a
few specimens of Iris Danfordijie, a specially selected
ttrain. Tbis Iris is earlier here than even the Winter
Aconite, and its pure bright jello.v blossoms mjke
a brave show. Notwithstanding its rather small size,

it is among the most brilliant of spring Irises.— C. G.
V.tN TiBERGKX, JUN., Zivayjenburg.

Hepaticaa.—Some of the earliest blosfoms have
been expanded since .lanuary 20, and very beautiful
they are in tlie occasional outbursts t f sunshine that
now and then prei.nil. Contrary to usual experiences,
those flowf ring belong to the H. triloba or Anemone
llepatiea group, and not to the larger-Howered H.
angulosa, which is the tirst of its kind to flower in the
o; en air.

Anemone blanda.—This beautiful Windfl.wer
has already opened its earliest flowers, and very
pretty they are here and tliere as they peep cut from
the more sheltered spots. The plant is by no means
in its best form yet, though with the present mild
weather it is merely a (juestion of a few days before
the plant will be aglow with its lovely blue flowers.

Qalanthus Ikarise.—This recently introduced
and beautiful species promises to become a worthy
companion to Eome of the older species. The broad,
handsome foliage is a special attractiuir in this kind,
aud with the large handsome blossoms renders it con-
spicuous. It is growing and flowering trcc'y at Kew
in the upper parts of the rock garden, where it is

planted, so to speak, broadcast.

Scilla bifolia.—The two-leaved Stjuill came into
bloom for the first time this season on January .30.

The first to flower is one from among a number
of bulbs collected on the Bitbjnian Olympus at a
high altitude. These have rather larger flowers than
the ordinary S. bifolia, and are ficer and earlier than
the flowers from bulbs collected on the lower slopes
of the same mountain.— S. Akxott, Dumfries.

Strobilanthes isophyllus.—When well gr-own
this constitutes a very pretty plant for the greenhouse
or conservatory, and when flowering freely its blos-

soms of the palest tone of mauve or lavender are very
pleasing. It is, however, only occasionally such things
are grown. The genus inidudes several very pretty
species, and among them the above is one of the most
attractive, and will be best known to some as Gold-
fussia isopbylla.

Iris assyriaca.— Of this I have had little ex-
perience, having received it from my bounteous
friend, M. Max Leichtliu, only two years ago. It
flowered last year (I was too busy with other tbirgs
to be able to study it carefully, but it seems, as
*' J. C. L." says, to b*^ at all events, near I. sindjaren-
sis) and is so far doing well also in the open, in spite
of my friend Max Leichtlin's caution about its need-
ing special ti-eatment.—jM. F., Camhridje.

Helleborus orientalia guttatus.—Quite re-
cently in a large garden we noted the plants of this
fine variety had suffered greatly as though by piercing

wind-frost. The margins of the leaves to almost one
half were shrivelled and brown, while not far off other
kinds were as happy as possible. With so large a
portion of the whole singularly free this year so far
from these defects of foliage, this variety stands out a
conspicuous exception, and the plants being large and
well ostabHshed, the reason is not clear.

Merendera caucasica is a pretty bulbous
plant, invariably among the earliest flowers of the
year.

_
The genus is a small one and allied to the

Coif hicum family, requiring very similar treatment.
The plant is exceedingly dwarf and about equal to
Colcliicum montanum in this respect, the some-
what tubular-shaped blossoms of a rosy purp'e hue.
A warm corner in the rock garden is best suited to it,

where it may be planted rather thickly. The plant is

now in flower in the long bulb border at Kew.

Violets from the Mendip Hills.—Having
a few days' grace with our Violets, I have sent you a
few bunches of different sorts, some grown iu the
open, as you will see ncarked, other.=! in frames. I
have enclosed foliage of each sort. We are very cold
and damp here, just under the Mendip Hills. I may
say that I have not been without Vicdets for the past
eighteen months.—E. Woollen, The Gardens, Charl-
ton House, Shepton Mallet.
** Very handsome bunches of many kinds, admir-

ably p:rown, with large and healthy foliage.

—

Ed.

The large form of the netted Iris (I.

reticulata major).— lluw lovely is Iris reticulata now :

but the flowers of I. reticulata major, of which we send
you a boxful, are wonderfully fine and at this season
invaluable. We hope they will aiTive safely. This
variety, besides being so much finer t'lan the type, is

also untouched by disease apparently and much more
robust than the older form.

—

Kklwav and Son,
Langport.
%* The handsomest and most fragrant bunch of

this we have ever seen. We wish it would thrive
equally well in all soils as it does at Langport.—En.

NareisEus minimus. — This little Trumpet
Daffodil has been the first to come into bloom here,
the first flower opening on January 24. The greater
number of rtowers were not, however, showing colour
to day (January 31). Although I have not kept a
complete record of the flowering of this Daffodil, 1

have a note, taken at the time, which shows that N.
minimus was a little earlier in 1S!)I»,—S. Arnott,
Carsethorn, Dumfrie.'i, X.B.

It is delightful to again welcome this
little gem, the blooming of which means with me
the opening of the DaHodil season of 1898. The
first flower opened here on .January '2'.), about a
week earlier than usual. N. Ajax cyclamineus is

showing strongly for bloom naturalised in the
grass, and so far all Daffodils look very promising.—Andrew KiNcsMiLL, The Holt, Hnrroir Wmld.
A note from Dublin. — Our old (iarrya

bush, which Mr. Nicholson says is the largest he
has ever seen, was very fine this year and much
admired. Some of its best catkins were Hi inches
in length, doubtless owing to mild days and no
frost. Crocuses are all aglow to-day— sun and
shower—in the old garden, and I hear Snowdrops
are good at Straflan and elsewhere. Iris stylosa is,

and has been, very beautiful.— F. \V. Birbidce.
Agave Sartori.—This very di.stinct species,

which for some time past has been in flower at
Kew, has a straight trunk or stem for .'5 feet or
4 feet, when it branches out into a thrice-
divided head, the terminating rosettes being com-
posed of flatfish leaves, each 18 inches or 2 feet
long. The inflorescence is drooping and of con-
siderable length, the greenish- coloured flowers
partaking of tlie character of that of A. dasy-
lirioides, without the somewhat curious odour so
noticeable in the flowers of the latter species.

Jasminum nudiflorum in Scotland.— I have
never seen this .Jasmine flowering so profusely as
during tlie past month of January. The very
mild weather which we have had in this part of
Scotland (the southern portion of Midlothian),
which lies at an elevation of over (iOO feet above
sea level, has brought it out in great profusion of
flower and brilliancy of colour. Its thousands of
bright yellow flowers have a cheering eft'ect in
the dull winter days. It is truly a plant worthy
of a suitable place in every garden.—\V. L. M.
Helleborus viridis purpurascens. — In

this well-marked form there is a certain depth of

colour that not only renders it distinct, but
attractive also. It is a tone of colour, moreover, in

common with others of its class, that appears spe-

cially suited to the season of the year wherein it

is seen. A nice group of it when well established

is seen to the best advantage perhaps on the

grass, and surrounded with the green blades is

much more attractive than when in touch with
the bare soil. A good deep bed of well-enriched

soil should alHa\-s be afforded these useful plants.

Narcissus incomparabilis Stella.— If lack-

ing the purity of some, this is still an elegant
kind for pots. In the warm greenhouse just now it

is surprising how readily this and others near
akin respond to the warmer temperature and
expand perfectly in a few days. The stems are

very graceful, and in the case of strong bulbs will

frequently reach '20 inches in length. Other kinds
well suited to bear it company are N. i. Beauty,
N. i. Glow and N. i. Cynosure ; these with Princess

Mary are all very beautiful in form and effective

in colour.

Crocus biflorus Pestalozzse.—Admirers of

the early Crocuses maj- have their attention

directed to this small but pretty variety of

Crocus biflorus. It has quite a number of small

white flowers with a yellow base. The blooms
are produced with the leaves, and look exceed-
ingly pretty rising from amid the grassy foliage.

It came into flower about the middle of January.
Boissier is the authority for the name, but Mr.
George Maw considers it a sub-variety of C. b.

nubigenus (Herbert). It comes from the shores of

tlie Bosphorus.— S. Arnott, Carxtthorn, lnj Dum-
fi-kx, X. It.

Weather in N. Wales.—After a week of

dull but dry weather, though daily threatening
rain, it culminated last night in a heavy storm of

wind and rain, aud, accustomad as we are to

heavy downpours, I think this beats our record.

At least I have never measured such a quantity
in so short a time ; fur from 10 o'clock last

night until 9 o'clock this morning the measure-
ment in the gauge was 3'8.') inches, with the
result that the rivers are overflowing their banks,
submerging the whole valley, the hillsides streaked
with foaming torrents, cascades and waterfalls

galore, stokeholes flooded, and roads and walks
terriljy torn up.

—

.Jno. Robekts, Tan-y-lnrh-h,

h'S.t)., .Jan. .'iO.

Crocus Imperati longiflorus purpureus.—
Crocus Imperati is very variable, and the multi-
plication of names gives rise to much trouble. It
is, however, sometimes an advantage to have a
clump of the same shade of colour and blooming
at the same time. Thase who desire this and
wish to have a large-flowered, deep-coloured form
of this most valuable Crocus may with all safety
include the above currbrously named variety, now
in flower, in their next order. The flowers are
very large and the colour a deep yet bright
purple. Those who do not wish to have a mass all

in flower at once, and who do not oliject to a little

difference in the shades, will probably find as good
flowers among imported bulbs or seedlings.— S.

Arnott.

Garrya elliptica.—A fine specimen of this
shrub is now in flower at The Hollies, St. John's,
^^'oking, formerly the residence of the late Mr.
George Jackman. This specimen is literally

cohered with catkins and presents a beautiful
appearance. It is trained on a trellis fastened to
the wall and is about 10 feet in height. Although
there are several other specimens in the neigh-
bourhood of Woking, it is the best I have jet
seen. On a wall or trellis this shrub is seen' to
the best advantage, although it is equally as
serviceable in the shrubbery border. A light
sandy soil, such as we have at Woking, seems to
suit it remarkably well, although it is by no
means essential, as I have seen plants flower well
in very heavy soils.—E. S., Woking.

Flowers in Lancashire.—Some of your
readers may perhaps be interested to know the
flowers that in this mild winter are in bloom
out of doors in the extreme north of Lancashire,
on the borders of Westmoreland. Roses : Old
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Crimson Cliina in bloom, William A. Richardson seed. During that period it has pone through
in bud ; Rhododendron arboreum, R. Nobleanum, some se\ere frosts, and obviously, were it not for

Anemone Hepatica, A. angulosa, Christmas Roses, its tendency to start early, it would be as hardy
Lenten Roses, Crocus Aucheri, C. Sieberi, C. Impe- ! as I. caucasica.—M. F., i'nmhridijc.
rati and C. susianus, Omphalodesverna, Saxifraga
Burseriana, Scilla sibirica, Chionodoxa Lucilia",
Primroses and Polyanthuses in fair quantity.
Primula denticulata alba type. Narcissus minimus,
and Doronicum Clusii. In addition. Narcissus
pallidus pnijcox is showing flower and N. Polyan-
thus Paper White has burst its sheaths, though
the flowers want a dav's sun to open them.

—

A. M.
• ^

Kniphofia primvilina.—Several examples of
this new yellow-flowered Kniphofia are now in
flower in the temjierato house at Kew. Either
this is an exception to other KniphoQas in its
habit of flowering in midwinter, or the genus as a
whole might Ije made to serve a useful purpose
for the decoration of the conservatory in winter.
In habit K. primulina resembles K. aloides, hav-
ing a large tuft of keeled green leaves each S feet
long and an inch wide, and erect scapes 3 feet high,
bearing heads (i inches long of numerous canary-
yellow flowers each U inches long, and peculiar
in being constricted in the lower half. The plant
was introduced from Natal by Herr Jlax Leichtlin,
to whom Kew is indebted for it. Other species
«ith yellow flowers from tlie same region are K.
natalensis and K. longicoUis, the latter being
similar to if not identical with K. primulina.

Pitcairnia corallina.—A large specimen of
this noble Bromeliad is now bearing three strong
spikes of rich coral-red flowers in the Neiienthe's
house at Kew. Pitcairnias generally have grassy
leaves and long, slender scapes of elegant tubular
flowers, but P. corallin;i has broad leaves, and
may be likened to a Curculigo, except that the
blade is flat and covered with a white scurf on
the lower side. The inflorescence is also remark-
able in being horizontal and comparatively short
and thick, wliilst the flowers are by far the largest
in the genus, being each 2 inches hjng and half an
inch in diameter. They last about a month, and
are most attractive in colour. This is an excel-
lent plant for a large stove, and it is perfectly
happy when planted on a raised bed, the finest
exam|)le ever grown perhaps being treated in this
way in the once famous garden at Pendell Court.

Early-blooming' Rhododendrons.—I feel I
must send you a few trusses of these lovely
Rhododendrons before they are over. The
lowers open pure white indoors. They have
been e.xceptionally fine this vear owino- to the
open mild weather and tlie' absence of frost.
Ihis one variety alone has attbrded plenty of
material for cutting for church and other decora-
tions through November, December and January—a long season for one kind—and you can
imagine that large bushes covered with fine
trusses of blooms and buds form striking and
cheering objects througli the dull winter season.
It IS to be regretted that this class of Rhododen-
dron is so much neglected and so sparsely
)jlanted, foi although frost checks and sometimes
destroys, some of the blooms, on its cessation, more
quickly expand, and in spite of these occasional
drawbacks they form more effective objects and
are more useful over a jirolonged dull season than
some things on which far more care is lavished.
The trusses sent represent the smallest.—J. R.,
Xo,//, ]Va/,s.

Iris sindjarensis.—" .J. C. L." has made the
mistake, which we all are apt to make, of taking
too much care. I. sindjarensis is perfectly hardy
if the winter is not too mild. By this paradox I
mean that if it be not lured into premature
giowth by a too green Christmas, but be kept
back by seasonable midwinter frost, it will thrive
in a following genial spring ; but if a bitter
spring follow a frostless winter, it gets much
damaged and things may go hard with it. I have
had It in the open since 1888, in which year my
friend M. Max Leichtlin gave it me; it has
thriven, has increased, has flowered e\ery year, I
think, sometime freely, sometimes rather scantily,
and has shown that it is liappv by going well to

In reply to Mr. J. C. Ley, I may say that

there is no difliculty here in flowering Iris sind-

jarensis in the open. At first I did badly with

it. I put it in the ordinary border (very sandy

in my case). Here it multiplied amazingly,

but only gave me leaves each spring. I thought

I would treat this Mesopotamian Iris on the

same lines as the Cushion Irises : therefore

when the foliage began to die down I lifted

the bulbs and laid them out in the sun to grill.

I turned them occasionally to ensure a good all-

round cooking, then stored them away till

autumn, and finally replanted. The result was
that every bulb flowered jirofusely, making there-

by a most deliglitful effect of delicate colouring.

Last year I gave Iris assyriaca a similar baking,

and will in due time report as to its behaviour.

—

Aktiiur K. Bi'LLEV, irt.v( Kirin/, Ckcshire.

Public Gardens.

New park for Islington.—The Vestry of

the parish of Islington has voted i']il,.">llO for the

purpose of laying out tlie recreation grounds

which were recently purchased in the Cattle

Market area of West Islington for the sum of

fsOOiX

Ham Common and Lammas lands.— At a

largely attended meeting of ratepayers and in-

hafitants of Ham, near Kingston, on Monday
evening, called to consider the schemes proposed

by the Board of Agriculture in refennce to the

future control of Ham Common and the extensive

Lammas lands of the parisli, it was resolved to

rcipiest the Urban District Council to apply to

the Board to be constituted the managing body,

and to urge the council to use every endeavour to

persuade the trustees of the Earl of Dysart to

transfer to them the manorial rights in the

common.

The Commons Preservation Society.—
Mr. G. Shaw Lefevre presided over a meeting of

the executive committee of the Commons Pre-

servation Society, held at 1, (Jreat College Street,

Westminster. Mr. Percival Birkett, the hon.

solicitor to the society, presented a report upon
the provisions of private Bills afl'ecting commons,
open spaces, rights of way and roadside waste.

It appeared that notice has been given of the

proposed introduction of fifty-four private Bills,

under which powers are sought to acquire in the

aggregate nearly 1700 acres of common and other

open land, and to extinguish a large number of

rights of way in difl'erent parts of the country. It

was determined to make further iiKiuiries concern-

ing a number of the Bills, and should the promoters

be unwilling to agree to grant favourable terms

to the public, the society to oppose the Bills in

Parliament.

Public Gardens Association.—A meeting
of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association

was held recently, by permission of the Earl of

Meath, at 8.'-i, Lancaster Gate, Sir W. Vincent,

vice-chairman, in the first instance, and subse-

quently Mr. Bernard (iibson, presiding. The
secretary (ilr. Basil Holmes) announced the

death of Mr. Ernest Hart, one of the vice-cliair-

men, and, on the proposition of the chairman, it

was agreed that a letter expressing deep regret at

Mr. Hart's death should be sent to his widow.
It was stated that the subscriptions, donations,

&c. , to the society during the past year were
£2044, and the special receipts £3141, while the

special disbursements were £392.5, and the general

disbursements £656. The secretary said that a

short time before his death Mr. Ernest Hart
initiated a scheme for the acquisition of part of

the Golders' Hill Estate in order that it might be
added to Hampstead Heath. The estate was
ve-tcd in tlie trustees of the late Sir Spencer

Wells, and they had ottered to sell 20 acres for

the purpose at £1250 an acre. It had been
suggested that Mr. Ernest Hart's friends in the

medical world might be inclined to raise subscrip-

tions to assist in carrying out the scheme as a
memorial to his memory, and the council of the

British Medical Association had been approached
on the subject. No doubt if a reasonable amount
could be obtained in subscriptions the Hamp-
stead Vestry and the London County Council
might be induced to contribute towards the

cost of the purchase. With reference to the

vacant piece of land in East Street, Walworth,
which had been puchased partly with funds pro-

vided by the association, and was being laid out
as a recreation ground, the secretary said the

County Council had parted with a strip of the land

to the local vestry. The association had pro-

tested as a matter of principle against any of the

land being surrendered, it being evident that if

the County Council had a right to part with any
of the land to the vestry they had an equal right

to part with it to a builder. In reply to a letter

from the secretary, the County Council wrote
that the surrender of the piece of land referred to

had been made for the purpose of improving the

recreation ground and making the exit less

dangerous for children. The opinion was ex-

pressed that the throwing of the land into the

footpath \\ould impro\e the street, but -would not

improve the entrance to the recreation ground,

and it was agreed that the secretary should enter

into further communications on the subject. It

was announced that a firm which had purchased
the disused burial ground called the Cross Bones,

Southwark, had announced its intention of build-

ing on it, though Mce-Chancellor Bacon decided

in 1884 that it would be illegal to build there. It

was agreed that the local authority should be

asked to take action in the matter, and that, fail-

ing their doing so, the association should do what
it could to prevent building operations. Several

other matters having been dealt M-ith, the meet-

ing terminated.

Societies and Exhibitions.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society will be held on Tuesday, February

8, in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster,

1 to 4 ji.m. At 3 o'clock the annual general

meeting of the society will be held in the Lindley

Library, 117, Victoria Street, S.W.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—A
meeting of the executive committee was held on

the 2Sth ult. at the Horticultural Club, when
the following special contributions were an-

nounced :—Scottish Horticultural Association,

£50 ; the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Societx

,

£26 5s. ; Chesterfield (iardeners' Association,

£5 18s. 4d. ; Mrs. Wills, Onslow Crescent, £5 5s ;

Messrs. W. Thomson & Sons, Clovenfords, box,

£4 OS. 4d. ; Mr. J. H. Vallance, Bristol, £4 ; the

Leeds Paxton Society, £2 15s. ; Mr. H. Herbst,

Kew Road, Richmond, £2 2s. ; Mr. J. Smith, £2 ;

Mr. George Fry, Lewisham, box, £1 3s. 5d. ;

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, box, £1 2s. 8d. ;

Bournemouth ( iardeners' Association, box, £1 Is. ;

Mr. George Nicholson, Kew, box, £1 : Jliss

Forrest, Anderton's Hotel, box, £1; Mr. T.

Turner, Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, box, 15s. 8d. ; Mr. J. Selway, Bettes-

hanger, 17s. 4d. ; Mr. H. Cannell, box, lis. ; Mr.

J. Miller, Ruxley Lodge, Esher, 10s. ; Young
Men at Ruxley liodge Gardens, 10s. ; Mr. A. D.

Christie, Ragley Gardens, Alcester, box, 7s. 6d. ;

the Young Men at Fairlawn, Tonbridge, 7s. 6d. ;

Chislehurst Gardeners' Society, 6s. The secre-

tary submitted a draft annual report and financial

statement, which were approved for presentation

to the annual general meeting on the 18th inst.

This being the last meeting of the committee

]irevious to the annual general meeting, a cordial

vote of thanks was passed to the chairman, Mr.

William Marshall.
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GREEN PEAS-JUNE TO NOVEMBER.
A correspunilence was raised in the daily Press last autumn upon

gardens and on the market. We now offer the following as representing

season. It would be difficult for us to give precise dates for putting the

Successional sowings may be made any time between these dates, and
HEIGHT.

NAME. DESCHIPTION.
f^_

Cartels' Lightricg First Early White Bonn 1 2.J ...

Caiters' Early Morn First Early Marrowfat 3

Carters' Daisy Second Early Marrowfat IJ ...

Carters' Da nby Stratagem Mid-seafon Marrowfat 3

Carters' Model Telephc in Main Crop Marrowfat ;>

Carters' Jlcdel Telegrajh Main Crop Marrowfat 5

Carters' Michaelmas Late Marrowfat 3

the shortness of the season when Green Peas are

the best collection selecied from 1024 rows we h

seed into the ground, as so much depends upon
the last sowing not later than the second week

EXPECT HEADY
TO PICK.

M^y to June

WHEN TO SOW.

In February ...

End of March ..

Middle of April

EndofApdl ...

Middle of Apiil

End of April ...

May to June . .

.

available, both in

lid under trial last

soil and situation,

in June.
CABKIAGB FREE.

Per pint. Per qrt.

The
Collection

^...., each of 7 varieties, price 12s. 6d.
quart each of 7 varieties, price 22s. 6d.
Oftez-ed in Senlcscl Packets only*

f 1 pint
I 1

During June ..

Eirly July
July
July
July and Aug. ...

Sept. to Nov. ...

Carriage
Free.

2s.

2s.
2s.
2s.

2s.
2s
2s.

3s. 6d.
3s. 6d.
3i. 6d.
3s. 6d.
3s. 6d.
3s. 6d.
3s. 6d.

23T, 2S38 &. 97, HIGH HOr^BORM^,
LONDON.

AN ORDER COMPETITION DEFIED!
OUR UP-TO-DATE SEED CATALOGUE

lor 18','S proves that our prices are far below any others. We guarantee our Seeds to hd

N'EW, OKC«UXNX:, and lR:EE^IJi.'BT^'E.
In dealing with us great hmeflt is derived, as we do not spend our clients' money in costly advertisements ;

nor i3 our

CataloKuc a work of art, entaihng enormous expense (needless to ask wha pays for this). We have shown what we can do m
the BULB TRADE on the sc.nu .,f cunoniy and excellence and wc shaU supply our Seeds on the same basis. Thtreforo, sent

f .r our Cataloj^ue (free), and ju.l^.- l.>r -.oin-selves.

ALL FLOWtH SlEOS CARRIAGE F«EE. Tuberoses, Excelsior Pearl, 1st size Bulbs, 6/- per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO., 3*, wi^n^^iii^^^^rr^S'^l-t^f'^--^-". ^-c-
KSTAlil.ISHlin ISSii.

FOR CLAY'S
Should accompany that for Seeds, Plants, dc.

Sold Everywhere in 6d. and Is. Packets and
Sealed Bags, 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d ; 11 lbs., 4s. 6d. ; is lbs.,

78. 6d. ; til Ib.s., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or direct from the
Works. Carriage P.aiil in the United Kingdom for cash witi
order {except Cd. Packets).

Every Packet, Bag, and Seal bears the Trade
Mark, as shown in centre of the above cross,
^hlch Is the only Guarantee of Genuineness.

CLAY^lON,
IVjaiiure IVlariufacturers and Bone Crushers,

STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

NATIVE GUANO.
Best and Cheapest Man ure for Garden Ute. Price )Li 10s. per
Ton in Bags. Lots under 10 cwt., 4s. per cwt. ; 1 ewt, sample
lag sent cai-riiige paid to anv station in Englaud on receipt of

P.O. for 5s.
Extracts from 22ud Annual CoUci-tion of Reports :—
NATIVE GUANO FOR POTATOES, VEGETABLES.

R. Webb, Swallowfield, Heading.—Used for6 yeirs forOnions,
Carrot.s, and Mangolds. Results :

' AU very good. Best and
cheapest manure, and great preventive for maggot in Onions."
A. Rock, Cheltenham.—" Grand manure for Cabbage, Sprouts,
&c. Potato crop especially good, also Onion.s, Turnips, ..^c."

NATIVE GUANO FOR FftUIT, ROSES, TOMATOES, &c
A. Coles, Nurserj-man, Edmonton.—Used for 2 years for

Cucumbers and Tomatoes. Results: "Satisfactory in every
way." W. RowLA-VD, Exeter.-Used for Strawberries, Grapes,
Tomatoes, Vegetables, Dipladenias, Allamandas, Stephanotis,
Palms, Az.aleas, &c. Results :" Excellent. Cheapest manure
in the market." J. Fdrlev, Worthing —Used for Vines with
good results. "A good and cheap manure."—Orders to the
Native Gdano Co., Limited, 29, New BridgeStreet, Blackfriars,
London, where Pamphlets of Testimonials, &c., may be
obtained. AGENTS WANTED.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

Nothin;: so profitable and
easy to grow.

8o Acres of Saleable Trees.

THE BEST PROCUIIABLE.
Lists Free.

HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and

• Carriage free for Ca.-h with order.

HI- per doz.,60/- per 100.

AU other Xurseiy Stock
carrhgc /crward.

}SE$iNP0TSFroml5-adoz.
Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres,
A Superb Collection cr

HerfcaceouB PlantB.
Four flcrts of Class.

Clematis eOCCO from 15 doz.

N.B.— 'Sin^uriants a7€ scuiat

siigkiiv increased fiices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(fiv.'r li"or.aEf«' of Nurs-TySloct,

artistlcallv jirniliicei-V continnine

some biiii.ir.il3 of UltistratK^ns,

and fuU of valnaMe infonnation,

free on receipt of 3d for postage.

« 'tm^SST—

"

Please mention this Paper.

RICHARD^SMITU Jir' WORCESTER,

NEW
BULB AND PLANT CATALOGUE

Bulbs from all comers of the earth.

Perennials, unique collection, 1000 varieties II

Iris, all sections .and true to name, 200 varieties II

Carnations & Picotees, new and old, 100 varieties II

Narcissus, a first-class selection, 125 varieties !!

Liilles, fully described, only the best, 84 varieties II

Michaelmas Daisies, guaranteed true, 80 varieties I!

PERRY'S X'J"* Winchmore Hill, LONDON.

TO THE TRADE.
WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE.

We h'lve now [nibli-ln:d our Wholesale Catilopiie of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds
CoutainlDg also tU<; bast Nuveltiea of the beason, all th-j recent

improved varieties of Sweet Pea^ ; a^so List of over 150 vaTietiea

choice Fern spares. May be had on application. Any of

our Customers not having lei-eived one by p<ist will obligd by
letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.

'WA'TKINS & SlMPSOM^,
SEED MERCHANTS,

Exeter Street, Strand, LONDON, W.r.
Seed and Trial Grounds- Feltham & Twicktnham, Middlesex.

ROSES.
All the leading varieties in Standards, Half-Standards,

Dwarfs, Climbers ; also tn pots, of superlative qualities.

PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE.

D icKsons
,
Nurseries,jhester.

[f you want

fi:^ait Trees
Chat will bear regularly, purchase Applps worked

. apon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to select

from, and shall be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALITY.
Catalogue, with notes on Planting, Pruain(i,d:c., Free on Application

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

ESTABLISMBD 1782.

CANNA S ! CANNAS ! CANNAS !
—

Finest Gladiolus flowered varieties, strong plants (tubers)

in GO pots, per doz., 5s. and 7s. ijd. Free for, cash with order

t" T. l.inN, Park Xurscry, Staunmrc, Middlesex.
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WEBBS
WW ^^>>:£^^si^3

iGETABlESs-TLOWER^
For Vines, i"^'- l';^fe"'f 2^ 11^^-

For Potatoes, ditto

For Tomatoes, ditto

Fur Chrysanthemums, dittn

For La'wns, ditto

WEBBS' COMPOUflD M/VNURE.
The best general Manure for Vegetables and Fluwors,

1 lb., Is.; 3 lb., 2s. 6d.; 7 lb., 5s.; 28 lb., 13s.

Kedi'ce-X Rates for Large Quantities on application.

^^0' Our Manure Works at Saltnev, Chester, ah?;

5 Acres in extent.

WEBB & SONS,
'

The Queen's Seedsmen. WORDSLEY, STOURBIjIDCE.

fiREAT REDDCTIOHJN FRAMES.

OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

Portable Plant Frames.
These Frames are made of the best materials, and can be put

together and taken apart In a few minutes by anyone.

Sizes and Frloos. Glazed and Fainted. £ r. d.

6 ft. long by 3 ft. wide "\ _ , / 2
6 ft. „ 4 ft. „ I Cask Prices. 250

12 ft. „ 4 ft. „ I f,-l»w, J
4

6 ft. „ 6 ft. „ (
timagi ( 2 15

12 ft. .. 5 ft. „
I pjlfl. 4 15

12 ft. ,. 6 ft. „ J

*""*
1,6 12 6

Larfftr nza at proportionate priea,

R« laLBJLTjJl^Rrr& Co.
BOTAL HORTICULTDBAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS

"FRIGI DOMO '

(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)
ASK FOR "raiGI X>OIVIO " CANVAS.
Made of Prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-conductor
of heat or cold, keepiog a fixed temperature where it is

applied.

To be had of all Nurserymen and Florists.

GARDEN EDGING TILES.

LAND DRAIN PIPES.
EASTWOOD & CO., Limited,

BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH.

EEP FROM DAMP.—White Indiarubbei
Waterproof Sheets, 46in. by 42in., with brass eyelet

holes, 2s. each ; 7ft. by 4ft., 58. ; 6ft. by 6ft., Ss. ; or any size,
price in proportion. — Carriage paid from Hy. J. Ga.9S0n,
Government Contractor, Rye.

RICHARDSON'S

^
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Rose Garden.

THE DOUBLE BUDDING OR GRAFTING
OF ROSES.

I WAS mucli interested in "P.'s" note on this

subject (p. 70), and jiossibly it will be long

before we learn our last lessons on this subject,

either among Roses, flowering shrubs or fruit

trees. It is only reasonable to assume that

mi,\ed blood in the stocks of Roses might prove
equally eiJ'ective in increasing the numbers, en-

larging the size, heightening the colour, im-
proving the form and intensifying the odour of

our Roses.

To prevent disappointment, however, it is

needful to bear in mind a broad distinction

between Roses and fruit trees. Sterilitj' is not
a common fault among Roses, and where it

does exist it is mostly a fault of culture or

manipulation rather than of any constitutional

trend towards a paucity of buds or blossoms.

"P." seems to admit this in an early sentence
in his interesting note, which reads thus :

" Cloth of Gold is probably the most difficult

Rose the Rose grower has to contend with, not
so much as regards its growth as the paucity of

blossoms it yields.
'

"P." then proceeds to show that the cause
of the paucity of blossoms may mostly be found
in the unripe wood of the Cloth of Gold and
the severe and unseasonable pruning to which
it is so often subjected. I also am disposed to

agree with " P.'' that the double budding of the
Cloth of Gold on the Cheshunt Hybrid, in so far

as that heightened the maturity of the wood of

the Cloth of Gold, formed a factor in giving

the grand display. But a far more powerful
factor was the lifting of the budded Rose in

February, its growth under glass through the
summer producing abundance of ripened shoots
in September. The whole of the latter were
left intact, as no pruning of the Cloth of Gold
took place that year. "No pruning what-
ever was done" are "P.'s" emphatic words,
and hi.s comment on the results of non-

pruning is to the effect, "Never have I seen
such a grand crop of blossom from a three-

year-old plant as I obtained that year." Most
of the readers of The Gardex ^vill heartily

sympathise with your correspondent in his

success, and will agree with him that the Cloth

of Gold at it-s best is well worth the special

efforts he used to reap such a golden harvest.

"P.'s" second example is, however, more
within reach of general readers, or more to the

point of proving the potency of double or mul-
tiple grafting upon the freedom of flowering of

Roses. Many years since, in my attempts
to grow Cloth of Gold and deliver Marechal
Niel from the grip of gout or strangling warts

on the stem, I found three stocks of the highest

service. These were the White and Yellow
Banksian and Gloire de Dijon Roses. Many
others were tried—in fact, most of the free-

growing Teas, Perpetuals, Noisettes, Hybrid
Chinas, and climbing Roses. Some of these

were only single-grafted, as the stocks were on
their own roots ; but the majority were on the

Dog Rose, worked with the Banksian, Teas,

lie, and the latter worked again with Cloth of

Gold or Marechal Niel. Roses on walls, over

arches, forming pyramids, and running up trees

were also worked at diil'erent heights and in

various positions. The results varied widely, but

in the main they pointed in the same direction

as "P.'s," in favour of the Banksian Ro.se as

the best stock for the Cloth of Gold and the

Marechal Niel. "P.'s" plan of allowing part

of the stock of the Yellow Banksian to bloom

with the Cloth of Gold is efl'ective arti.stically,

as well as on the ground of aflbrding some ad-

ditional protection to the more tender Rose.

In "P.'s" case the south-west wall proved a

fostering influence in favour of perfect maturity

of wood and consequent free blooming ; but the

stock itself seems to favour free-blossoming,

greater hardiness, and immunity from disease,

apart from such adventitious advantages as

warm walls, fostering sites, etc. For example,

quantities of Marechal Niel, alike as dwarfs or

standards of difl'erent heights, have been grown

on Banksians with few or no warts, in better

health, and with more bloom than on the

Dog Rose or other stocks. The second best

stock for either of these fine golden Roses was
the Gloire de Dijon.

While admitting all this, and valuing double

grafting highly also as a ready means of raising

Cloth of Gold, Marechal Niel, Fortune's Yel-

low, William Allen Richardson, A:c., to more
telling coigns of vantage on high houses, walls,

arches, or tall trees, &c., yet methods of culture

have far more to do witli their longevity and
blossoming than methods of propagation. At
first sight no two Roses could seem more in-

congruously matched than Cloth of Gold and
the Banksian. Leaves, shoots, blooms could

hardly be more unlike, and yet their vital

wants and cultural needs are identically the

same. These are, that each Rose should be
allowed to make and mature its wood one year,

and that this ripe wood should be left intact,

that is, i;npruned, to bloom the next. All else

is matter of detail. This is the vital point, and
it is on this main principle that two such

difierent Roses can be single or double-grafted,

or grown singly or abreast, so successfully.

On the other hand, the knife has wrecked
more golden and other choice Roses than

our climate. Thousands and tens of thousands

of charming Banksian Rose buds were cut or

clipped off every year before cultivators learned

that the time to j)rune Banksian Roses was
before or about midsunuuer, the moment the

flowers faded. After this every tiny shoot

.should be left intact, and if properly ripened

will bloom from base to crown. Cloth of Gold,

Marechal Niel and many other choice Roses

grown on similar lines will yield equally ricli

harvests, barring the very rare accidents of

zero winters or springs. D. T. F.

Roses in cold pits.—Now would be a very

suit;ible time to introduce some of the best H.P.'s

and H.T.'s into cold pits to produce blossoms in

May and early .June. All gardeners know the

great value of Roses of good quality in May and
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early June. Plants potted in the autumn are
best for the purpose and will gi\-e flowers quite
up to exhibition size. These plants should have
been plunojed outdoors up to the present time ; if

so, their roots will now be acti\e. Prune the plants
at once, cutting back to good plump dormant
eyes, and plunge the pots in a cold pit with a
good exposure to the sun, but sheltered from
north and east. Keep off the lights night and
day for the present, unless frosts threaten.
The flowers will come much finer if the plants are
brought on very steadily. When the new growths
are each about 1 inch in length, give the plants a
good soaking in a pail of water, afterwards using
great care when watering, for on this hinges suc-
cess or failure. The shelter aff'orded by the pit
will considerably hasten the flowering of these
plants. If three to five good growths crowned
with blossoms are obtained from a plant in an
8-inch pot, the plants may be considered to have
received good attention and will certainly come
in very useful. After flowering, plunge the
plants outdoors, and, if carefully tended, these
same plants will give a fine lot of flowers that
will come in just after the first flush of the out-
door Roses.

Chrysanthemums.

TIMING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
'WHjh you kindly give me a little hel|.) in the way
of timing, pinching, and taking the buds of Chry-
santhemums for grouping? I have had some cut-
tings of the leading varieties, and my employer
would like to exhiliit, if possible, a group on
November 4 at our show. I do not quite under-
stand the meaning of first crown, second crown,
and terminals.—Iunoramu.s.

*,* One of the chief points in connection with
Chrysanthemums for grouping is to obtain plants
of varying heights from a foot or so above ground
when in bloom, up to 5 feet. They should have
well-developed foliage, and be clothed with such
down to the pot's rim, as bare stems and sticks
not hidden are serious defects. With such mate-
rial bearing clear, well-coloured flowers one may
arrange an effective display. If the plants are

frown naturally, as recommended for the pro-
uction of large exhibition blooms, many, in fact

most, varieties are too tall ; therefore the system
known as cutting back should be followed. Cut-
tings may be rooted in the usual way, duly |jotted
singly into small pots, and be grown with one
stem through the winter and early spring. They
should receive a shift into o-inch and 6-inch pots,
the strongest-growing ones to occupy the latter.

This may be done during March and April.
Properly protect the |jlants from spring frosts,
but give them ample room up to the end of May.
By this time they will be in the open and should
ha\e sturdy stems, some, perhaps, 2 feet in
height. The pots will be well filled with roots
and the plants in a fit condition to be stopped.
Cut each stem back into the harder portion, and
leave from 6 inches to 9 inches only above the
pot. After this operation the soil should be
allowed to get on the dry side. It will be well,
therefore, to return the plants to the frames, so
that glass may be put over them in case of ex-
cessive rainfall. The leaves that remain may be
sprinkled each day, this to assist the stems
to push out new shoots freely. \\'hen the latter
are about 3 inches long, again place the plants in
open quarters and they will in a few days be ready
for the final shift. Pots 9 inches in diameter are
used. Do not be in a hurry to thin the shoots
resulting from cutting back—some may go blind
at the tips—but finally select three that appear to
develop with equal strength. Tie these securely,
as they are apt to snap from the base with the
slightest touch. Respecting

The Different Buds,

crown buds are those which form in summer and
early autumn, and are always accom|janied bj' a
cluster of little growths around them. These buds '

cause the stems of the plant to become bushy if

left alone. But to gain time, that is to say, to
allow a long period of time for the bloom-buds to
develop, we retain them. By this is meant that
the cluster of growths is removed, so that the
strength of the stem may go towards building up
a big flower. In the case of some sorts these first

crown buds come too early, and if they be retained
the blooms would either open before they are
wanted or come ill-formed and badly-coloured.
Instead, then, of taking away the little growths
mentioned, we remove the crown bud on each
stem, also all excepting one of the growthp.
Those left, grow on, and in time perfect other
buds. Now, in a great many instances the buds
that come will be terminal—the last of the year

—

and they differ in this way. The cluster this time
will be all flower-buds instead of one flower-bud
and growth shoots. If the last-named appearance
be noted the bud is a second crown. But the
buds which immediately concern "Ignoramus"
for grouping are crown buds, and it will be safe

to state that in the case of cut-back plants the
earliest that come may generally be retained. If,

however, such appear before the last week of

July do not keep them, but let other shoots run
up to perfect buds later. It may be well to point
out as departing somewhat from the foregoing
items that just a few notable kinds require ex-

ceptional treatment. If, for instance, plants of

the variety Mrs. H. Weeks were cut back in May
flower-buds would not appear before November.
Thus there would be no time for the same to
develop into large blossoms. The best plan in

the culture of this sort, as well as John Neville,
Mrs. F. Jameson, The Queen, Mrs. John Shrimp-
ton, and Sunstone, all Japanese varieties, is to
strike the cuttings during February, let them
grow one stem only and produce i but a single
bloom ; or if rooted early, pinch out the tips of

the shoots by the beginning of March, selecting
three stems to grow on. This plan of late strik-

ing maj' be adopted with advantage generally
where grouping is done. By this means it is

possible to obtain capital material to finish off' the
groups in front, so that pots and the like become
hidden. The tops when the plants are cut down
in May need not be destroyed. If rooted they
will form nice little plants in small pots and bring
the bloom of the group almost down to the
ground.—H. S.

TABLE DECORATION.
The frequent failure to attain artistic effect in

the " table-decoration " classes at flower shows
is apparently due to a variety of causes. Per-
haps the most common is the endeavour to do
too much in the limited space afforded. Heavy
candelabra, bowls of gold fish, mirrors repre-

senting sheets of water, on which mimic swans
repose, and massive epergnes, though eminently
suitable for a civic banquet, are altogether out
of place on a small table. Then, again, as to

the floral matter used, some competitors appear
to think that, as in classes for groups of Chry-
santhemums, " quality of bloom " is to be " the
primary consideration," and employ mammoth
flowers. Such blossoms, when cut with long
stems and arranged simply in tall vases, as at

the National Chrysanthemum Society's Novem-
ber shows, would doubtless be well adapted for

the decoration of large tables, but the same
flowers, crowded closely into an epergne on a
little table, are the reverse of ornamental and
produce a heavy effect that the most pains-

taking attention to minor details is powerless
to efl'ace. The use of too great a quantity of

flowers in the centre-piece, or for strewing the

table, too many or too thick trails of Smilax for

linking together the vases, are all antagonistic to

the light and graceful efl'ect that should be
aimed at, while dozens of little flower -glasses

on a small table, a fault of constant occurrence,

efl'ectually dispel the sense of restful beauty
'

which should rightly be suggested. Many
competitors seem to come into the show-room
with little or no idea of the decorative design

which they are about to work out, but such

conceptions are rarely satisfactorily evolved on

the spur of the moment. Not having thought

out a plan beforehand, the operator not infre-

quently finds it difficult to know where to stop,

and keeps adding, until what might have been an

artistic creation is hopelessly burdened by super-

abundant material. But if failure oftentimes

arises from inability to appreciate form at its

true value, it as frequently happens that colour

proves the stumbluig-block that causes the com-

petitor's discomfiture. In table decoration too

little care seems to be taken to arrange the

colour schemes in artistic contrasts and har-

monies. Not many months since I saw at a

flower show a table which, as far as form and

colour of the floral design were concerned, was

distinctly meritorious. The flowers consisted

of Glorio.sa superba and white Bouvardia,

while acoesssories in the shape of Ferii fronds

and other graceful foliage were used with dis-

cretion. The tawny orange of theGloriosa con-

trasted well with the white of the Bouvardia

and of the cloth, but the etiect was entirely

marred by a pedestal of vivid blue on which

the centre-piece stood, and by ribbons of the

same colour which adorned two white china

ornaments. On another table a rather daring

arrangement of Begonia blossoms and autumn
foliage was displayed, a colour-harmony that

passed, by almost imperceptible gradations,

from scarlet, through ruddy orange, gold and

chrome to palest sulphur, l^ifortunately, some

flowers of the pink Cosmos were utilised in this

colour-scheme, and the pink, being of a cold

tint that lield a suggestion of blue, destroyed

the harmony and created a discord. Few
decorative schemes are so effective as the simple

contrast of white with some other colour, given,

of course, an adequate setting of green
;
not

necessarily a vivid contrast, though this, as in

the association of Euphorbia jacquiniwflora and

the Paper-white Narcissus, is singularly strikmg.

Harmonies composed of variations of the same

or allied colours are also oftentimes very attrac-

tive. The presence of more than two decided

colours, besides white (which, strictly speaking,

is not a colour) and green, both of which are

inevitably present in ninety-nineoutuf ahundred

cases, almost invariably creates a bizarre «neot.

The hundredth case, whichisnecessarily excluded

from competitive decoration, occurs where the

polished mahogany, sliining like a mirror, is

left uncovered to reflect the silver and crystal.

On such a table I have seen an arrangement of

Viscountess Folkestone Roses laid, the glossy

darkness of the wood setting off the shell-pmk

petals of the flowers to perfection. Many com-

binations that appear particularly charming m
the daytime lose much of their effectiveness

when viewed by artificial light. Some blues,

like that of Salvia patens, look almost purple-

black at night, whilst other flowers, such as

ruby-tinted Cyclamens, gain an additional bril-

liance from the lamplight. It may, however,

be reasonably urged that these considerati()ns

must be disregarded in judging decorative effect

at flower shows, where the prizes are awarded

for the appearance of the tables and other floral

arrangements at the time of the judges' inspec-

tion in the forenoon.

In assessing merit in these and kindred com-

petitions, first impressions are generally correct.

There is no question as to the individual merit

of tlie flowers employed, general efl'ect being

tlie sole consideration, and the verdict is in

danger of being obscured by too close an

examination into detail. 8- " •
F.
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Orchids.

RENANTHERAS.
The genus Renanthera is not a large one
numerically, and botanists have reduced the

number considerably by removing some of the

species to Vanda or Araclinanthe. Those men-
tioned below are not all true Renantheras, but

they are probably better known as such. For
the most part they are scrambling plants with

tlie foliage arranged in a disticlious manner
along the stems, and though not always as free-

flowering as may be wished, the spikes when
they do appear are very showy. Most of the

noteworthy specimens in this country are grown
in large conservatories or Palm houses, and
these structures seem to afford just the kind
of atmosphere that the plants like. In fact,

atmosphere, and during winter are quite safe in

a house that does not fall below 55°. If I were
taking up the culture of Renantheras and had
a suitable house for them, I should obtain the
strongest plants I could and place them in a
large tub or box with a wooden pole or piece of
Tree Fern stem of good height for the young
tiers of roots to take to as thej' are produced.
Birch has been recommended as more suitable
tlian any other wood for them, but this was
only on account of a fine and often-mentioned
plant doing well upon it, and without a doubt
any fairly close - grained, long - lasting wood
would answer the purpose equallj' well. Where
the i)lants are tied on in the first place
to the pole, a little Moss should be placed
about them to encourage the roots to ex-
tend ; afterwards, if kept moist, they attach
themselves readily enough to the wood. The

properly balanced temperature with a suitable

root-hold they are easOy propagated. A pretty

way of growing R. coccinea is to cut it into

lengths and tie them on to the stems of a grow-
ing Tree Fern, and if tlie Fern is in a suitable

temperature, flowers will soon be produced.
An amateur friend of mine has wired some
Moss to the tie rods of his greenhouse, and on
them the Vanilla is growing freely, but the Re-
nanthera so far is not satisfactory. Root mois-
ture must always be maintained, for though the
plants take a season of rest, they like a little

moisture at the roots all the same, and these

not being embedded in peat or Moss can hardly

be kept too wet during summer. Tlie oldest

and best known kind is

RENWNTHEFiA COCCINEA.—In this the flower-

spike occurs towards the top of the growth, and
the manner of its issuing from the stem and not

Renanthera Storiei carryiytg eighty-three flotrers on the spike. From a photograph sent by Mr. A. Herrington, Madison, New Jersey, U.S.A.

there are many of the Vandas and similar

(_)rchids that only need this class of house to

make them satisfactory, while in the close,

narrow houses often used for them they never
thrive for any length of time or attain their
full proportions. It is the same with Renan-
theras. When tliey can grow at will among large
Palms, their roots taking hold of the stems or
of poles provided for their accommodation,
they have a natural appearance and thrive
well. I have seen Renantheras tried on back
walls and similar places much as the Vanilla is

treated, but they are not so close growing, nor
are the roots so easily accommodated as those
of the Vanilla. The house where Renantheras
are grown, if well \entilated and kept nicely
moist, need not be kept at any great lieat ; in
fact Renantheras are often—like Vandas—kept
too hot. They cannot stand a stuffy, close

poles have a much more natural appear-

ance when the bark is left on and the

roots like the roughness better. Where small

bits are put on charred poles stuck in the

middle of a pot in the ordinary Orchid house

they need as much shade as any other kind,

because being so close to the glass the foliage is

apt to burn, but in a large house with their

heads yards away from the glass it is cjuite dif-

ferent, and the afternoon sun, at least, should

always shine full upon them after closing time.

The plants should not be left to get bare and
untidy, for they may, as a matter of fact, lie cut

into as many pieces as a Vanda teres, and any

length of stem with a few roots will eventually

make a flowering plant. I do not say they are

as easily grown or as quickly flowered as the

Vanda ; indeed, in perhaps the majority of col-

lections they flower but seldom ; still in a

from the leaf axil is well shown in the accompan}--

ing cut of R. Storiei. The spikes are heavily

branched, from fifty to 150 flowers being on recoid

as having been produced on one, so that the

effect of a few spikes may be imagined when one
considers that each flower is upwards of 3 inches

across. The dorsal sepal and petals are narrow

,

I

the lower sepals broader, deep red, the upper seg-

I

ments much spotted with yellow. The usual

1 showy lip is small and inconspicuous in Renan-
; theras, though very brightly coloured in this in-

;
stance. R. coccinea is a native of Cochin China,

!
and although introduced very early in the cen-

i tury, did not flower until 1827.

R. Low I is a magnificent Orchid where there

is room for its full development, and one that

requires more heat than R. coccinea. A peculiarity

of the plant is that it produces on the lower part

, of the raceme large flowers of quite a ditt'erent

I

aspect to those further up. The former are yel-
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low with small spots, while in the latter the

gi'ound colour is almost hidden by reddish brown
blotches. It is not uncommon for this species to

show flower-spikes lU feet long. It is one of the

discoveries of the late Sir Hugh Low, who found
it in Borneo, and collectors who have found
it since say that in most cases it grows quite close

to water, overhanging the streams in many in-

stances. This points to the fact of abundant
moisture being essential to its well-being.

i;. Storiki, the species illustrated, is a tine

showy plant, unfortunately difficult to grow, but
not as a rule taking up so much room as I!

coccinea. It is a native of the Philippines, and
has been grown with the PhaLtnopsis in baskets
of Sphagnum Moss and charcoal. The flower-

spike, as will be seen, is large, containing a

great number of flowers, these being each about
'2.1 inclies in their vertical diameter. Tlie upper
segments are briglit orange-j'ellow, the lower
broader sepals being bright velvety crimson.

Doubtless this kind would grow as large as the

old species, but is not, I think, often seen in this

condition under cultivation. It was introduced
in ISSll. A less-known kind is the rare and
beautiful

I!. liMSCHofJTiAN'A, wliich was sent to Kew in

l.SOl Ijy M. van Imschoot, and of which Jlr. E. H.
W'ondall exhibited a plant befoie the Rojal Hor-
ticultural Society in June, bS!l5. This is related

to the last named kind.

R. 5i.\TUTiNA is an old and showy kind dis-

covered in Java in 1824, and subsequently intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. H. R.

Oncidium splendidum. — I noticed a nice

plant of tliis with two flower-spikes, each carry-

ing eighteen flowers, in one of the large Cattleja
houses at Bush Hill. The flowers are bright and
effective just now when grown in pure air. 0.

splendidum first flowered in this country in 1S70,

and comes from ^lexico, whence it was imported
in considerable quantity a few years since. A long
season of growth with all available light and air,

a rather short but decided resting season, are tlie

chief requisites for its culture. Tlie plants may
ba grown in well-drained pots and allowed a
rough, open compost.— H. R.

Odontoglossum crispum.—A large number
of plants of this popular species are in flower at
Bush Hill, and amongst them, of course, tlie usual
variations. One peculiar form I noticed particu-
larlj'. The flowers were of medium size, each
sepal having a yellowish brown bar running the
entie length, the petals having a similar one of

brighter yellow. One plant bore finel3' spotted
flowers in the way of 0. Horsmani, and others could
be named of exceptional merit. Scores of develop-
ing spikes will carry on the display here for
months, and doubtless as the season advances
more of the finer spotted kinds will appear.—H.
liycaste Skinneri mirabilis.—In this va-

riety, a plant of which is flowering just now at
Ickworth Park, Bury St. Edmunds, the blossoms
are very large and sliowy. The sepals, which
stand well out, are white, just flushed v>'ith the
palest rose, the petals rather deeper in colour,
while the large showy lip has spots of the deepest
crimson on a rosy ground colour. It is such fine

varieties that make a plant worth growing, and
such a cheap species as L. Skinneri may well be
purchased in quantity on the chance of securing
such. Few Orchids are so easily grown, so free-
flowering, or so long-lasting as this, one of the
finest species ever introduced.

Dendrobium Rubens. — I have recently
noticed this fine hybrid in flower. The plant is

possessed of a very robust habit and good consti-
tution, and blossoms as freely as D. nobile, to
which it is related. Its parents are D. nobile no-
bilius and D. splendidissimum grandiflorum, and
it has remarkably fine outer segments, as highly
coloured as in the former fine kind. The lip, too,
is not so much like that of 1). Ainsworthi as a
Tariety of nabile, theljlotch not being featlieredor
veined, or only slightly. The blossoms are each
4 inches across in the best forms, such as Rubens

grandiflorum, which has petals at least an inch
across, and is one of the finest binds in existence.
D. Rubens was raised at Cheltenham in Mr.
Cypher's nursery, and is as easily grown as any
in the genus.— H.

This is a secondary hybrid, the result
of a cross between 1). splendidissimum grandi-
florum and I), nobile noliilius, and, as might be
expected, is a great improvement both in size

and colour on the ordinary 1). splendidissimum
crosses. The sepals and petals, very large and
fine in substance, are white, heavily suff'u.sed

with rose, becoming darker at the apex. The
lip also is larger and more open, with a deep rose
tip in front of the broad band of white which
surrounds the large maroon disc. It i-5 a most
distinct and desirable form. A plant with four
bulbs is now in flower in the collection of Mr. T.
JIcMeekin, Falkland Park, South Norwood.

—

H. J. C.

CYMBIDIl'M EBUKNP^riM.
This is without doubt one of the most beautiful
(if the Cynibidiums, and a fine sjiecimen carry-

ing a score of its large spikes of pure white
blossoms is very showj'. The flowers are very
chaste and fragrant, the sepals and petals jiure

ivory-white, the lip having a faint yellow centre
and often a few [lurple spots in front In the
culture of this pretty plant a good deal depends
upon keeping the roots in a healthy state—in

fact, if this is done the plants are nearly sure

to be satisfactory in other ways. The best

specimen I have ever seen was one about 'A feet

across, with every leaf perfect and each lead

carrying one or two spikes of flowers. This
was growing in a mixed house of Orchids, along-

side Cattleyas, evergreen Dendrobiums, Mil-
tonia vexillaria, and niany other popular kinds,

in an amateur's collection near Salisbury. This
shows that the plant is one that will accommo-
date itself to circumstances, and I have also

noted it doing well in company with C. Lowi-
anum and C. giganteum in (piite a cool house.

But freedom at tlie roots, plenty of atmospheric
moisture, and protection from tlie rays of the
sun are necessary wherever it is grown. C.

eburneum should be given fairly large pots if

tlie plants are healthy and a good jierccntage of

loam in the compost. Chopped Sphagnum, peat
fibre, and loam may, in fact, be mixed in about
e(iual jiroportioiis for medium-sized plants, and
the larger and stronger the plant, the more
loam may be added. Plenty of rough crocks
and charcoal is also necessary to keep the
material open, and the drainage should have
especial attentioii, covering the crocks with a

little rough Mo.ss to (irevent the earthy particles

of the peat from swilling down among tlieni. The
habit of the jilant is peculiar ; at first sight it

appears like a Vanda or some similar non-pseudo-
bulbous kind, and, indeed, when the plants are

very young there is no perceptible bulb, but as

they get older the stems thicken considerably,

though never losing their stem-like appearance.
The plants then must not be potted below t!ie

crown of roots, for in this way they ditt'er from
the kind with which I have compared them.
The line of compost may rise from the edge of

the pot, and all tliat is necessary in fixing may
be done with the dibber, unless, of course, the
plants are badly out of health and liave lost

most of their roots, in which case staking and
tying would have to be resorted to. In bright
weather when the plants are full of growth the

.sj'ringe may be freely used about the foliage, a

good bath of clean tejiid water being the most
ettectual way of keeping down insects. The
atmo.spheric and root moisture may be kept well
up as long as the plants are growing, but while
at re.st considerably less is recpiired. But at no
time should the conijiost be really dry for any

length of time, as this is sure to lead to puny
spikes and flowers of little substance. When
in flower the plants may be taken to a cool and
sliady house, not so moist on the one hand as

to damage the flowers, or so dry on the other
that the plant suflTers, and although in such a

structure the blossoms last for many weeks in

good condition, I have never found any harm
done to the plants by leaving them on— pro-
vided .always they were strong and healthj'.

The .small scale so freiiuently seen on C. Lowi-
.anuiu and its allies sometimes attacks C. ebur-
neum, and needs a lot of jiatienee to get rid

of when once it takes a good hold. .Soft water
and the free use of the sjionge will clear it in

time, and this is much sifer than using insecti-

cides, no matter how good and harmless the
maker may say they are.

With regard to feeding these plants with
manure-water it is not often necessary, and
very fine results may be obtained without its

use. Experienced cultivators often feed with
good results both at the roots ami in the aciiup-

spliere, but to those less acquainted with the

use of stimulants of this nature they are dan-
gerous allies. A few cans full of soot-water

used about under the stages at .shutting-U|)

time can do no harm, and by generating a little

ammonia in the atmosphere may do good, but
beyond this 1 would not advi.se beginners in

Orchid culture to go. C. eburneum first flowered

in this country in 1817 with the Messrs. Lod-
diges, of H.ickney, but it had btjen discovered
in India some years previousl}-. For many-
years it was a rare kind, but subsequent impor-
tations have made it much more plentiful, and
ils undoubted beauty has made it very popular.

H. R.

Dendrobium endocharis. — This is one of

the mo,st charming hybrids of the many raised

from D. aureum, and, like this fine old species,

has a delightful fragrance. It was raised by Mr.
J. Seden at Messrs. Veitch's nursery, and is the
result of crossing the above-named kind with 1).

japonicum. The habit is fairly strong, and the
blossoms each about 'i inches wide, the outer seg-

ments broad and nearly white. The lip has a

feathered, deep crimson-purple blotch at the base,

and in front it is brought to a wavy triangular

shape with recurved point.

Cypripedium leuchorrhodum.—This is one
of the most beautiful hybrids among those of the
.Selenipedium section, and a cross between C.

Roezli and C. Schlimi albiflorum. The flowers

occur on long, branching scapes, and have whitish
dorsal sepals, the petals more heavily tipped with
bright rose. The foliage is deep green, long and
narrow, making a \'ery ornamental plant whether
in or out of flower. It does well in a shady house
in an intermediate temperature, and may be
allowed a full water supply the whole 3'ear round.
It should be grown in fairly large pots in a com-
post as recommended for Cypripediums generally.

Odontog-lossum tripudians.—This was re-

centlj' flowering, somewhat outof seasoni thought,
at Bush Hill with the Messrs. Low. It is a bright
and effective plant, but its chief recommendation
to extended culture is the fact that it often sends
up its spikes when others of a similar class are
over. The form in question had bright yellow-

outer segments, almost covered with two broad
chestnut-brown blotches on each, and the lip is

whitish with the usual rose markings. O. tripu-

dians was first introduced to this country by
Messrs. Low, though it had long been known,
having been disco\-ered by the collector Wai-
scewiez about IS.IO in New (irenada.—H.

Dendrobium Schneiderianum. — Among
hybr'ds this takes a prominent place, and is a
first-rate kind. It is the result of crossing I).

Findlayanum and 1). .aureum, and although the
swollen nodes are not so prominent as in the

former kind, they show its influence in a marked
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degree. The outer segments are rosy-white with

tips of deep lilac, the yellow lip haviiij; radiating

lines of pur[>le, this colour being continued on

the front of tlie lip. It is named in compliment
to .\lr. Schiieider, of Manchester, in whose collec-

tion the cro.ss was effected. D. Schneiderianum
thrives well under the treatment recommended for

deciduous kinds generally, and isacipiuil grower.

During the autumn months the plants cannot be
too much e.Npose<I to sunlight.

Cypripedium GodseflBanum.—This distinct

hjbritl seems to i)C as free - Howering and
vigorous as its parents, C. Boxalli and C
hirsuti-ssimum. It has lately been flowering in

iMessrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea and other

places, and ha.s eien made its apjiearance in the

sale rooms. The large and attractixe flowers are
thrown well up above the plain green, stra[)-

shaped foliage. The dark blackish-brown upper
sepal has a pale yellowish-green margin, the lower
sepal being smaller, and of a soft yellow colour
with a few dark spots in the centre. The petals,

whicli are somewhat wavy on the margins, are
heavily spotted towards the yellowish-brown base,

while the bright mauve-purple portion in front is

free from spots. The well-formed pouch is of a
.soft brownish tint, with deeper stains here and
there. This seems to be very easily grown. It

was raised some live or six years ago in the collec-

tion of Mr. Norman C. Cookson, of Wylam-on-
Tyne.-J.

STANHOPE.-iS.

riissiT'.i.v these will never again be favourite
Orchiils, their one failing, that of the fleeting

character of the flowers, heing all against them.
But they are beautiful jjlants, nevertheless, and if

only given ordinary attention they produce a lot

of flowers of pleasing colours an<l unique shape.
The lovely pure white S. eburnea, for instance, is

difficult to beat as a garden Orchid, owing to the
number of flowers successively produced, their

purity and splendid texture, and their sweet
scent. Stanhopeas are mismanaged in collections

generally, hung U|) and left to themselv es, while
had they the same amount of attention as is

aflbrded other kinds the results woidd be (piite

different. It has become a recognised idea among
irany cultivators that these plants will not flower
for a very long time after being disturljed at the
roots, consequently they are left in their baskets
until every bit of nutriment is washed out of the
compost and they are litenilly starved into flower.

This is not cultivation, and though I am aware
these Orchids do not like disturbance, on account
of their large, fle.shy roots being so easily damaged,
yet when rebasketing becomes necessary it should
be done, and if carefully carried out n^ gre.it

harm will accrue to the plants nor will they miss
flowering. The spikes of these plants, as is well
known, usually- proceed in a downward direction,

and consequently the baskets used should be
shallow rather than deeji. Wire baskets were
formerly almost exclusively used for them, but
teak ones answer the purpose equally as well.

They may be made witli the rods rather thicker
than usual, this allowing more space between
them, and the bottom and sides may be thinly
lined with Moss. Let the drainage consist of

large, rough pieces laid as far apart as practic-
able, and cover this with another thin layer of
Moss. For compost use peat and Sphagnum
in equal proportions, and add to this some good
fibrous loam and plenty of rough lumps of charcoal.
If the old material is in very bad condition and
sour it is best to remove the whole of it and cut
out any pieces of dead roots. Wash the remaining
ones entirely free of all peat or Moss, an<l after
they are dry repot, taking care of the roots that
are alise. Should they not be bad, it usually
suffices to pick out the worst parts of root and
material, and basket in the usual way. Keej) the
leading pseudo-bulbs a little above the surface of
the compost, and arrange the plants with the
leads as far as possible from the rods or wires of
the basket. Should roots not be plentiful, a safe
plan is to tie the plants securely in position, as

there is a danger of snapping the tender young
roots when the plant rocks aliout after being dis-

turbed. The best place for the baskets is not far

from the roof-glass in one of the warmest houses,
but the foliage will not stand exposure to the full

sun. Plenty of light and plenty of air, with a
high temperature and abundant atmospheric
moisture, are what these plants delight in. .Just

after the young growths start and all through the
grjwing season the syringe must be freely plied

about the foliage, as if this is not done red spider
and thrips soon make their appearance.
Stanhopeas are, in fact, more liable than many

other Orchids to be attacked by spider. When
the spikes push at the base, it is well to be careful

in watering, as the water is apt to lodge in the
sheaths about the stem and cause these to deca}',

especially in the case of flowers forming in winter
and early spring. As the blossoms develo]), the
plants may be taken to cooler and drier quarters,
this preserving the flowers. The growfh finished,

a more limited water supply may be allowed ; in

fact, in a moist house very little water is required
during winter. Never let the rooting medium get
dry and hard. (Jrow Eft.

Odontoglossum aspersum. — This [iretty

Odontoglot is flowering now in many collections

around London, and though sometimes mistaken
for a good form of O. Rossi, is really quite dis-

tinct. The petals are yellowish-white with a few
spot.s at the base, but the sepals are almost
covered with chestnut-brown spots, the ground
colour being similar to that of tlie petals. The
lip is broadly heart shaped, white with a yellow
centre, while the habit is not unlike th.at of a

small 0. maculatum. The best position for 0.

aspersum is near the roof gla^s in the coolest

division, and at no time of year should the roots

be allowed to get really dry.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei.—This distinct

and handsome species is already in flower. The
better forms usually occur later in the season,

and by present appearance they will T>e very fine.

0. Pescatorei is easily distinguished by its fiddle-

shaped lip, and often this has bright stains of

colour in front, the broad segments helping to

build up a full and beautiful bloom. The ground
is usually white, and among recent importations
some finel}' spotted forms, almost as large as the
best forms of 0. crispum, have been found. Like
this well-known kind it does best in a cool moist
house, and should lie well watered at the roots the
whole year round. It is a native of New Grenada,
and was introduced about I.S."il.

Dendrobium nobile Ballianum.—This rare

and beautiful variety I noted in flower this week.
No other variety of I), nobile has such chaste-

looking and delicate blossoms, the ro.sy tint having
almost entirely disappeared from the sepals and
petals, and being seen only in the faintest blush
at the tip of each. In place of the usual maroon
blotch on the lip there is a faint ro.se area, this

beinj repeated at the tip of the segment. It is

very free flowering, but apparently not quite so

strong in growth as the typical form. It is

worth all the trouble needed to grow it, and those
having plants should endeavour to raise it by
layering the stems. I), n. Ballianum appeared
among an importation of the tj-pe about five years
ago.

—

Gkowkr.
Laelia anceps.—A fine plant with many

s|jikes and of a very good variety W'as recently
flowering in the conservatory at lokworth Park,
where this species is very well grown in a house
chiefly devoted to warm greenhouse plants and
Ferns. It is surprising how many Orchids can be
grown in this way when due attention is given to

arranging the plants in their proper temperature.
The species in question is largely grown in this

way, and I ha\e often come across old liealthy

specimens that grow and flower with a vigour one
sometimes looks for in vain in places where
Orchids are made a speciality. I know of more
than one place where these Lselias are quite a
failure, yet other and seemingly more difficult

plants are done well. A good light and abund-

ance of air are needed to do this plant well, and
all through the growing season, if the roots are

healthy and in a thin, open compost, it is impos-

sible to water too freely. It would be quite

different, of course, with plants in a sour or

heavy description of material. The present is a

good" time to look over the plants and give new
compost when required, either in the form of top-

dressing or by repotting. When placing in new
pots arrange the plants so that the leading

pseudo-bulbs will not reach the sides the first

season or two, this making it necess.ary to I'epot

more frequently than is necessary.— Visitok.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Dendrobium nobila Cooksonianum. —
This is now in flower at Messrs. Low's, aud, as

usual, makes a liue show, the blotches on the petals

being similar to those oa the labellum of the

typical form. But, although a kiad of iiionstrnsity, it

is quite constant and very effective. The habit and
general appearance are similar to those of the typical

form, .and the treatment of both is identical. Thia
variety was first exhibited by Mr. Xorman CooksoD,
\i whom it was dedicated by Keichenbacli.

Odontoglossum pulehellum. — While not
possessing? cither the size or the distinct markings
characteristic of the forms of O. crispum, this species

may still be classed among the most delightful of its

genus, in the spotless purity of its blossoms it is

not surpassed or even equalled by any other species,

while among other moritovious points it is a most
profuse bloomer and exquisitely fragrant. The slender

and almost wiry stems are erect, and with cool treat-

ment tlie flowers remain in good condition for a long

time.

Kitchen Garden.

TWO DANGEROUS DISEASES OF
ASPARAGUS.

Prokkssor W. G. .ToHNsiix, State Entomologist
.at the Maryland (U.S.) Agricultural College,

writes :

—

Two new enemies to Asparagus have made
their appearance in this State, and, if not taken

in hand at once, may prove a very serious draw-
back to the culture of this vegetable. They are

not insects, but fungoid diseases which attack the

wild as well as the cultivated Asparagus. Large
fields badly infested with the disease have been
observed by me in Dorchester, Talbot, Caroline,

Kent counties on the eastern shore, and in Wash-
ington, Frederick, Montgomery, Prince George's,

Anne Arundel ancl Baltimore counties in Western
Maryland. Two distinct species have been ob-

served in this State ; one is popularly called the

Asparagus rust (Puccinia asparagi, D.C. ) and the

other is anew species, belonging to the group of

Anthracnoses, and has not yet received a scientific

name. 1 have proposed to call it the Asparagus
leopard spot, on account of the peculiar mottled
condition of the plants, which resembles the coat

of a leopard. The former is a comparatively new
pest, having been first observed as a serious enemy
to Asparagus in New Jersey, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island last year, and public attention was
first called to it by Dr. B. D. Halsted, of New
.Jersey, Prof. Maynard and Dr. Stone, of Massa-

chusetts. So far as is known at present its dis-

tribution is confined to the Atlantic Coast States

north of Virginia. It will be wise for Asparagus

growers in other States to acquaint themselves

with these dangerous pests. The present out-

break is the first recorded in this State. Judging
from the blighted condition of many large Aspara-

gus fields in Dorchester and Caroline counties, the

leopard spot is quite as- destructive a pest as the

rust.

A field infested with these fungi has a seared,

blighted, rusty apjiearance, or an occasional plant

here and there may have a sickly, brownish or

yellowish look, showing that an unhealthy con-

dition exists. On examination it will be found

that in the case of the rust the main stem and
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smaller branches will have the skin raised as if

blistered. These blisters are filled with brownish

spots, which vary greatly in size and shape.

Sometimes the blisters are covered with other

small blackish dots, giving the stems a dirty,

mottled appearance. This is due to still another

fungus (Darluca filum, Cast.) which is parasitic

upon the rust ; in other words, this latter is a

parasite upon a parasite, and there is some hope

that it may prove helpful to the Asparagus

growers of this State, as it has been found

abundant in several fields. If a stem of Aspara-

gus infested with the leopard spot is examined it

will be found that it has a mottled appearance ;

but very different from rust. Here the stem is

covered with somewhat elongated oval patches,

which vary in size. They are not usually raised

in blisters, the yellowish centre looking more like

as if the epidermal layer had been drawn tight to

the stem, with the edges bordered with brown.

This, in contrast with the green stem, is very con-

spicuous, and at once suggests the leopard's coat.

These diseases are produced from minute spoies,

very much like seeds, which pass the winter in

the old stems and in the ground. Under favour-

able conditions they find lodgment upon new
plants in the spring, germin.ate or sprout, sending

their microscopic threads or rootlets into the

tissues of the Asparagus, sapping it of its life's

blood. When the fungus is mature, innumerable

spores are again produced in the brownish spots.

The most hopeful remedy is the destruction by
burning of all the infested plants as soon as pos-

sible after the disease is noticed. If a field is

badly infested it should be mown and burned
over thoroughly. When cut, the infested grass

should be handled as little as possible, in order

that the spores may not be scattered. Asparagus
growing wild should be destroyed, as such plants

are excellent propagating places for the rust.

Cauliflowers in frames.—These have never

ceased growing all the winter : consequently they

are tender and will require full ventilation on

every available occasion when there is no east

wind blowing and the weather is not frosty. Ex-

posure to an east wind will certainly bring on an

attack of mildew, and this must be guarded
against if good results are expected, for though
the attack can be checked by dustings of sulphur

or of burnt wood ashes, a certain amount of injury

is done by the slightest attack. For early crops I

much prefer these autumn-sown plants to any
raised on a hotbed early in the year, but I believe,

too, in getting them into their permanent quarters

early, and to do this safely they must be well

hardened off' in the meanwhile.

—

J. C. T.

Beck's Dwarf Green Gem Bean.—This is

one of those really good old Beans that has some-

how been overshadowed by newer and much more
highly praised things of recent introduction.

The same arguments that make the dwarf sec-

tions of Peas so popular ought to hold good in the

case of Broad Beans, for, as a rule, the gardens

of amateur cultivators are of limited extent, and
therefore one of the first considerations ought to

be how to get the maximum returns from a mini-

mum of space. In this Bean we have a variety

that may be planted in rows about H feet

apart, and yet yield more pods than any of the

other varieties at 3 feet apart. Beck's Dwarf
Green Gem, or Cluster Bean, branches close to

the ground, and the joints on the stem are set

closely together and the pods are in a complete
mass. The beans are of a beautiful green colour

and just the size for table.— J. G. , Gosport.

Potato Duke of York.— There are two
Potatoes under this name. The one to which I

refer here is a very early variety sent out, I believe,

by a Norwich firm. I find it one of the very best

early Potatoes, a first-rate cropper, and the tubers

on an average larger than those of any other first

early that I know. Some care is required in

wintering the planting tubers, as it is such a pre-

cocious variety that young shoots are formed long

before those on the ordinary Ash-leaf kinds

under the same conditions, so I give it the coolest

possible storage short of freezing. Those who
care to try the variety will find it quite excellent

eating. This year I am using it for frames, and
anticipate good results. Sharpe's Victor, a variety

well liked in many places, is of no use here, the

tubers being few in number, soapy, and of poor

flavour.—J. C. Tallack.

Sowing Onions.—The mild and dry weather
we have had for some time past gives an excel-

lent opportunity for comparing the results be-

tween early sowing of Onions in the open and
sowing in boxes for planting out later on. Only
very rarely can the soil be found in such a work-
able condition as it is at present, during January,

and the chance is too good to be lost. I have

found the best results from transplanting, as the

young plants are then but rarely troubled with

the maggot, but I always sow some of the crop

where it is to stand, and I find that when this has

to be put off until the March winds have dried

the surface soil the results are generally bad
unless the Onion fly is watched for and destroyed

before it has had the chance of doing much
damage.— .J. C. T.

Savoy Bijou.—Savoys are a welcome addition

to the green vegetables in season in the new year.

At p.2o, " W. S.," Wilts, notes the value of a

new variety named New Year. I c[uite agree

with his remarks as regards its usefulness, but I

do not like its size, as in rich soil it is very large,

and to be late must be planted in poor soil.

Bijou is the reverse of New Year and is just the

kind for a gentleman's table. It is very compact,
with few outer leaves and may be had good up to

March, being the latest variety I have ever seen.

It may be planted 15 inches apart each way, and
if so%vn in early May there will be good winter

supplies. It is quite distinct from Dwarf (4reen

Curled and Early Dwarf Ulm, the heads being

much firmer and of a different shape. When full

grown the heads do not split, as those of the early

varieties do. It is also of first-rate quality when
cooked. — G. W.
Forcing French Beans.—I am glad " W.S.,"

Wilts (p. 25), has noted ray omission of several

really good varieties, and I thank him for his kind

remarks concerning my note. I have no'; given

Early Forcing a trial. I saw it good in various

places, and am of the same opinion as " W. S."

It certainly is a grand forcing variety. I am a

lover of the larger podded section, and my aim
was to secure a good-sized pod with earliness com-

bined. I did not mention Early Favourite, one

of my own seedlings given an award in 1.S95

under the provisional name of Northumberland
Prolific. In the trial of forcing Beans at Chiswick

in April, 1897, this was given an award of merit

for its foi-cing qualities. The well-known good
qualities of Ne Plus Ultra " W. S." refers to. It

is really a fine forcing Bean. Mohawk is not re-

ferred to, and this I find etjually as early as Early

Forcing, with greater size of pod, but it is sooner

o\er. This variety comes in nearly all at once,

but it will bear a lower temperature than Ne Plus

Ultra. Mohawk and Ne Plus Ultra were the

parents of Early Favourite. I am rather sur-

prised " W. S. " has not so far given Syon House
a trial. It is one of our best forcers, not large by

any means, but a valuable pot variety for growing

in small houses. I grow it largely for forcing,

and as an early crop in the open, like Early Forc-

ing, it makes up for smallness of pod by the

quantity produced.—G. Wytiies.

Vegetable Marrows. — Bush Marrows, of

whi. li there are two or three excellent varieties

in commerce, do not seem to become popular.

Perhaps that is due to their being yet little

known. The best of these no doubt is that stock

which produces long white fruits and freely. The
habit is identical with that of the Bush Custard

Marrow, which has been in cultivation much
longer. No doubt the trailing Marrows owe much
of their popularity to that habit which enables

them to be grown so well on heaps of refuse or

to run over hedges or sheds, or cover unsightly

garden objects during the summer. Tlie Bush
JIarrows are ill adapted for this purpose, but

grown in a line on the flat ground they are very

neat and also prolific. Where fruits are desired

early, no doubt it is wisest to sow seeds in pots

and raise them under glass. Four seeds sown in

a 41-inch pot and stood in a gentle heat soon

come up, and then the best pair being left the

others may be pulled out. When strong, two or

three of such pairs put out into a frame over a

manure bed make rapid growth and fruit early.

When the weather is warm, the frame may be
remo\ed and the plants continue to fruit for a

long time. Outdoors, where plants may not be

exposed until all danger from frost is over, holes

dug out at 4 feet apart in rows the same distance

from each other, nearlj- filled with warm manure,
and then a few inches of soil added, three or four

seeds being sown on each hillock, then covered up
with handlights orcloches, give very strong plants

that fruit fairly early also. Market growers use

largely boxes of half-inch board 10 inches deep, the

boxes being some 14 inches in diameter, the tops

being a movable pane of glass, and stand them
over the pairs of plants turned out on to each hill

or over the seeds if they be thus sown in prefer-

ence. In all cases, however, the earliest fruits

pay the best.

—

A. D.

Parsley.—This most useful and universally

grown herb gets scant courtesy at exhibitions,

because it is then in relation to competition

simply regarded as a product for setting off' the

beauty of Potatoes, Onions, Tomatoes, &c., but

no more. That is hardly fair treatment for a

product that is grown and used by everyone in so

many ways. Probaljly it is largely because of

this ignominious treatment we so seldom see

really good Parsley stocks in gardens, although

seedsmen have them of the best. I would suggest

that a really good class might be found in a com-

petition for half-a-dozen plants singly in 6 inch

pots. Some seedsmen who have shown their best

strains in this way have evidenced the value of

Parsley not only as an ordinary herb, but for its

pleasing decorative effects. A gardener may
reason that any leafage is good enough to chop up

for seasoning or flavouring or to bed collections

of vegetables into at exhibitions, but no one who
has the least regard for excellence of stock as seen

growing in gardens would say so. In the many
gardens the stock is coarse, unrefined, and mixed.

In the few where taste prevails the gardener will

have none other but the best, handsomest,

greenest, and most compact strains. No doubt

some occasional competitions of Parsley plants at

shows would materially help to mend matters.

The present best strains are neither of the old

pale green double curled nor of the dark -leaved,

pretty Moss curled, always a rather uncertain

strain, but seem to be composed of both stocks,

giving intermediate form that is singularly true

and handsome. Such stocks as these, apart from

all other uses or values, are distinctly pleasing

and decorative in the garden. To have plants in

their best form, they should either be hard

thinned in the seed bed or be transplanted thinly,

as then their finest features are seen.—A. D.

TRUFFLE HUNTING.
" R G. C." in a recent issue of The Garden asks

for the address of an English Truffle hunter and

the district in which Truffles are mostly found I

enclose the name and address of a man who for

years has made his living l:)y Truffle hunting, and

give a few particulars that may be interestnig to

readers. The neighbourhood of Salisbury has

long been famed for the excellence of the Truffles

(Tuber a'stivum or Black Truffle) found there-

about, and within a few miles of the cathedral

spire is the village of Winterslow, where several

families of Truffle hunters have lived for genera-

tions. These men hunt for the fungus with

speciallv-trained dogs, the breed most faxoured

being a'small woolly-coated terrier. Tlie Truffles

usually grow a few inches below the surface of the

soil, often under the shade of Beech, Oak, or Ilex

trees. When I was at Roche Court, near Salisbury,

there was one place on the lawn under a large

Oak where the fungus could always be found.
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Arrived on the ground, the " hunter " - armed

with a stick, shod with an iron point at one

end and a claw for breaking up the ground at

the other—sets his dogs on the lee side of the

I)laco where Truliles are known to exist. So

keen is their scent, that at 30 yards or 40 yards

distant they "get the wind,'' make straight

for the spot wliere the Truffles grow and com-

mence to dig. Tlie hunter follows with all

speed, and helps the sagacious little animals by
means of the tool referred to, and after a nest of

TruHles is secured each dog is rewarded for his

find with a piece of bread, cheese or meat. A
move is then made for another likely "place," and
very interesting it is to watch these well-trained

and lively little dogs do their work. It may be
noted that the dogs will not "scent" an unripe

tuber or one unfit to dig, nor will well-trained

dogs eat the fungus without leave any more than

a good retriever would a partridge, though when
given a small one by their master they eat it with
evident relish. Besides the edible TrufHe referred

to there are several other kinds, and I have
several times found the common red variety in the

flower garden at Koche Court, where it had douljt-

less been introduced with decayed leaves. If

" R. G. C." has time and inclination to visit the
neighbourhood named, he would find much to in-

terest him, and will doubtless learn a good ileal

of the life and habit of this fungus.—H. Riciukds,
The Cankns, Coldham Hall, Bury St. Edmuiidji.

MUSHROOMS IN UNDERGROUND STRUC-
TURES.

The remarks by " S. M." in the kitchen garden
calendar, on p. 80, should be read by all who are

anxious to grow this crop well, for not often are

so many useful hints given in such a small space.

Without a doubt the underground cellars and
similar places are the best possible for growing
Muslu'ooms in. When living in the west of

England I had what was quite ray ideal of a

Mushroom house. The dwelling-house w'as at

the top of a steep hill, and a winding, steep

drive led to the front door. Beneath this were
large arched cellars, and the only opening to the

air was protected winter and summer by one of

the largest evergreen Oaks I have ever seen.

This kept the siui out, even from the nearest part

of the cellar, and I think I am right in saying
that at the farther point the temi)erature would
not vary more than about o" summer or winter.

The manure used was prepared in front and taken
back to the bed as needed, and Mushroom grow-
ing under these circumstances was a pleasure.

All through the year, with the exception of a
couple of months in summer, I could produce as

man}- as would stand thickly on the beds. The
manure, after being sweetened and prepared in

the usual way, was rammed very firmly, and
though I never used a plunging thermometer, no
doubt the beds were <iuite as hot as "S. al."

describes at spawning-time. The spawn was put
in when the heat was just on the turn, the soil as

a rule being put on a few days later. A good
supply of turfy loam is of the greatest advantage
to the grower of Mushrooms, for not only is it a

more natural medium for the young " Buttons " to

push through than the ordinary kitchen garden
soil frequent!}' used, but it is much easier kept
moist. Beds made with a sharp slant in front,

and covered perhaps with light, sandy soil, are

\ery difficult to keep properly moistened, the

water running off, and though saturated at the

top, ijuite dry underneath. Loam with plenty of

fibre carries the moisture downwards, and lets

more air in to the spawn. It is better in every

way in fact. I recently saw some very nice beds
at ickworth, and these, too, are in a house under-

neath the surrounding level. I have had no per-

sonal experience with salt for Mushrooms, though
for years it, has Ijeen advised for their growth, and
i lune seen good specimens grown therewith.

When the beds were slackening a little, I used to

give them a little of whatever was to hand in

the shape of artificial fertilisers, always using it

highly diluted, and never, if it could possibly be
avoided, usingany other than soft water,

H. C. H.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PEAR GLOU MORCEAU.
This in warm soils may be classed as first-rate

for late use. Few varieties are superior to it

for cropping if the soil is well drained and the

trees kept well thinned. I am aware in some
localities it does not always thrive, but with me
it does grandly in any form. I have this

variety in bush and pyramid form, and on walls,

and it is as a v^aM fruit I would advise its

of fruit spurs, which some varieties when
grown as cordon fail to do. Glou Morceau is

a very old variety, and has been grown largely

in the southern parts of the country. When
grown in unsuitable soil it is difterent in texture

and appearance, the skin rough and the flesh of

poor cjuality. Unfortunately, in wet soil this

variety cracks badly and is much spotted, but it

is worth special culture even in adverse soils, as

one can readily assist it by drainage and by
using potash freely. I find the Quince stock

the best for this variety. I have it on the Pear,

but the fruits are smaller and not so well

flavoured. I have it on three different walls,

and from a wes't aspect get splendid fruits ;

those on a north wall are not so clear and
smaller. We have so few good Pears at this

season that any variety which gives a good
supply is valuable, and especially those

which are free bearers and reliable.

G. Wythes.

Fruiting hranch of Pear Glou Morceau. From a
photograph sent by Miss Ryres, The Mount,
Budleigh Salterton, Devon.

culture. Few varieties equal

Home-grown v. imported Apples.
—The supply of Apples, both home-grown
and imi)orted, appears very much below the

average, and prices rule high. When the

barrels come over plentifully we find

hawkers with their barrows retailing them
in every street, but this year they are con-

spicuous by their absence, and those home
growers who happen to have any good
late keeping Apples can now get a good
price for them. Such good old favourites

as the Cockle Pippin, Russets, or Welling-

ton are very hard to get even at from Ss.

to IDs. per bushel, and growers would do
well to turn their attention more to the

planting of really late-keeping varieties.

Unfortunately, the majority of Apples that

have been so freely planted during the

past few years are of the early or mid-

season kinds, and in many cases they are

by no means profitable, for our home
growers rush both early, midseason, and
late sorts into market at once, and prices

are knocked down far below what the sup-

plies would warrant it more judgment were

displayed in selling the produce. That
there is plenty of good varieties that keep
well until the days are lengthening is well

known, but not many of them are so prolific

as the early varieties of the Lord Suffield

type. I shall in future reduce my stock of

Nearly cooking sort;s and fill their places with

the latest keepers, for even with a light

crop they are more profitable than the

early ones.

—

.J.\:mf;s Groom, Gosporf.

President Barrabe Pear.—This will

justify in time to come all the praise Mr.
Wythes bestowel on it in Thk Gar-
den, page .50. He evidently seeks to know
more of it. It w-as grown here on a double

cordon (Juince stock planted on a south

wall. Here many of the best Pears do

notriiien satisfactorily on bush or espalier

trees ; therefore, to give a new Pear a fair

trial, a good position on a warm wall is

absolutely necessary in this cool climate.

So far I "have it only on south walls, but

intend to try it on west aspects. With
Glou Mr. Wythes, at Syon and in the home ccunties.

of late years just suit it, as tins irear u«,s:.l,» . ^.^^. .^ appearance, having a bright russety
m what may be termed a tropical sumtner 1^._^ ^^ perfect clear shape, with an open eye
For wniter suppbes the fruit sliouid be lett

] resembling the Quince. When once seen it is

hanging (m the trees as late as possible. I
i easily recognised again. When I first tasted it

find it best not to gather till the leaves are
; j,, .Januaryt 1895, I was certain then there was no

partly off' ; by so doing the fruits keep other Pear ripe at that season to eciual it in

sound well into .January. This variety grown
|

flavour, and that it would be sure to win a first-

in bush form also fruits freely. It makes
j

class certificate from the Royal Horticultural

one of our best cordon Pears, anil out of
i
Society's fruit committee sooner or later. After

some fifty varieties grown thus it is one of reading descriptive notes on Pears in the pages

the most productive and makes abundance of The G.irden I look to see where the lines
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were penned, and am disappointed occasionally
to find only initials. If after the initials the
name of the county followed, the descri|jtion

would be more helpful, giving one an idea of the
climate in which the fruit was grown, ilr.

Parker, of Goodwood, writing in Tjie (Jakdjjn,

.January 'I'l, speaks highly of Ne Plus Meuris
Pear. I know the Pear to be a \aluable late

variety from seeing it in two places in Suftblk,
large and delicious. At (iunton, whether grown
on south or west Malls, or in the open, it is worth-
less ; it neither grows nor ripens. Climate mars
or makes these late Pears.

—

Wm. Allax, O union
Park.

HARDY FRUITS FROM SEED.
I FAIL to .see how the raising of fruit trees from
seed is likely to be helpful to those who, having
a limited space at command, desire to make the
most of it. No man in his senses would plant
a wall with seedling Apricots and Peaches on
the chance of their proving as good or better
than existing well-tried kinds. Is it likely

that fruit growers of the jiresent day will de])rive

themselves of the benefit of the labour and
nkill of the men who have given us the line

varieties so much prized at the present time 't

The man who intends to furnish a wall with
Peaches or Apricots, or is going to plant an
orchard, will employ kinds which with proper
treatment can be relied on to yield good croiis

of the best ipiality and .suitable for home con-
.suraption or for market. Fruits vary as much
when raised from seeds as do flowers ; in fact,

of the two I think they are more variable, and
it certainly is more dithcult tor,ii,se a good new
fruit than an im[)roved variety of some garden
flower. The combination of ipialities which will

render a hardy fruit generally useful is dilticult

to secure. Tiiere must be vigour, hardiness,
fertility and (juality, to lie found only in a small
proj)ortion of seedling plants. I have ;it vai'ious

times raised a number of Strawberries from
crosses carefully made between the be.st kind.s

we have, but have never been able to get one
that could be considered better than existing
varieties, and not more than five per cent.

were eij^ual to their parents. Some years ago
I crossed the old Alice Maude, then a great
favourite for early forcing, but which was
hardly large enough for midseason crops under
glass with Sir t'. Napier. Of the number raised
I selected one that seemed to realise what I had
been trying for, i.e., an early kind with much
of the size and apjjearance of Sir C Napier.
The first year's trial with two or three dozen
jilants was very encouraging

; the flowers set

with remarkable freedom and the berries wei-e
of good size and tine apjiearance. In the course
of the following season some lumdreds of plants
were secured, but the result of forcing them
was disastrous, as quite cme-third of the crowns
was barren. Further ti-ials proved that this
partial sterility was a confirmed cliaracteristic
of tha variety, and it was therefore, in spite of
other good qualities, of no use. In the case of
all other seedlings selected for trial, some de-
fect declared itsulf, and I came to the conclu-
sion that one must be very fortunate to obtain
anything worth keeping One man may raise
thou.sands oi plants and (jbtain nothing difierent
or better than existing kinds, whilst another at
his first attenqit gets a really good thinir.

Naturally skill counts for nuich, but there is

certainly an element of luck in raisnig novelties
among fruits and flowers. Four firsr-class new
Chry.santhemums were obtained from one lot of
about three dozen seedlings <uily, whilst others
who have raised many hundreds did not
get one worthy of a name. In the same
way it may turn out that a chance seedling
grjwing unnoticed for years at length takes

rank among reliable hardy fruits. The Crit-

tenden Damson, which stands in the fore-

most rank, was, I believe, a chance seedling,

and was cultivated in the locality of its birth

a considerable period before its value for supply-
ing our markets was recognised. The Pershore
Plum is said to have originated in the same
manlier, and some of the continental Pears
which are imported to this country in quantity
owe their origin to chance. Those tine Apples,
Cox's Orange Pippin and Cox's Pomona, were
chance productions, and Magnum Bonum
Potato, the most useful variety ever grown,
was raised in haphazard fashion. Some years
ago a cottager's wife in this neighbourhood set

an Apricot stone at the foot of a wall. In time
the seedling plant covered the wall and bore
good crops of tine fruit, and I am inclined to

think that had this been raised by a trade

grower it would have been distriliuted as a

novelty. Cnfortunately the garden changed
hands, the tree was neglected and ultimately

died.

It will tluis be seen that in raising hardy
fruits from seed everyone has a chance of

getting something good, and for this reason

where chance seedlings occur they should have

a fair trial. Many a good thing has prob-

ably been lost from want of this. If

hardy fruit growers generally would make
a practice of annually raising a few seedlings,

the interest in their gardens would be much
increased. It is an easy matter to set a few
Peach or Apricot stones. Pear or Apple pips,

or sow a little Strawberry or Raspberry seed,

the after care does not involve much laljour,

and there is always a chance of getting some-
thing very good. I have often thought that if

a man sowed the seeds from one Strawbei'ry an-

nually from the time he commenced to cultivate

this fruit, he would lie almost certain sooner or

later of obtaining an improved variety. Every-

one knows that Sir C. Napier has long held a

foremost position among Strawberries. With
the exception of Sir J. Paxton, no Strawberry
has ever been grown to such an extent for

profit under glass, and yet this variety so valu-

able, so distinct from all others, came from a

berry taken by chance from a punnet in Covent
Garden Market. It happened one day that the

late Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, and another

grov\er met at a fruiterer's shop. On the

counter there stood some baskets of a large

French Strawberry, and it occurred to these

men to select each a berry and sow the seeds

from it. Tiie result of this sowing was as in-

structive as remarkable, for one seedling de-

veloped qualities of such excellence as to prove

a little gold mine to the fortunate raiser, the

remainder being (piite worthless. It may, I

think, be taken for granted that this variability

will in a more or less degree be found to prevail

in the case of all hardy fruits raised from seed.

J. C. B.

Peach buds dropping.—Bud-droppiuf,' is not
coufined to one locality aloue this year, as it is preva-

lent here in Wales, in the pure air of the opeu country.
"West Middlesex'* thinks that the f^igs cause the

bads to drop, but I fail to see what elTcct fog has on
l^eacli trees in causing the buds to drop oft'. There ia

no doubt that the mischief is done in too early forc-

ing, keepiuj,' the trees without water too long through
the autumn months.—Soi rii Wales.

. I have no doubt that more buds will drop
this season than usual, but I hardly think " West
Middlesex " is right when he attributes the cause
to fog, though fog may aggravate the evil. It is

now some years since I have had much experience
with Peaches. I was then in the country, where
such fogs as we get in the neighbourhood of

London were unknown, and this bud-dropping

was one of the most ditficult problems I ever tried

to solve. With trees under glass I found the
early varieties were more inclined to drop than
later ones. I also found that the trees at
the end of the house where the hot - water
pipes entered suffered more than those at the
opposite end. The pipes being connected with
a boiler that heated other houses, there was al-

ways a little warmth, and this led me to try some
experiments, the result being that pot plants
taken from the cold end suffered the same as
those planted out. With trees out of doors buds
rarely drop if we get cold weather during the
ealy part of the winter, and a continuance of

warm weather after we do get a change. If trees

indoors can be kept dormant until the time
comes to start them, and keep them going in the
spring there will be no bud-dropping. I have
come to the conclusion that bud-dropping is

caused entirely through the trees starting prema-
turely and then receiving a check. Few fruit

trees are so im|jatient as the Peach. A \'ery

little warmth will cause the saj) to begin to flow

and the buds to swell, then if there comes a spell

of cold they stoji again, and later on when a fre.sh

start is made the buds will drop off wholesale.

There are other subjects which suffer in a like

manner from the same cause.—A. Hemslev.

ISHOllT NOTE.—FRUIT.

Fea'^ Uapoleon.—In reply to " W. S. M."
{page i"», January 2'J) the variety I referred to is

Prince Napoleon. 1 bought several pyramid and
gridiron-trained trees a dozen years ago or more.
The trees must at that time have been four years or

inure from the graft.—H. II. R., Forest Hill.

The Market Garden.

WATERCRESS : ITS HISTORY AND
CULTIVATION.

Watbkc'RBSS adds no decided flavour to a inixe<l

salad, but is rather detrimental. In France it

is .sometimes served up as a dish instead of

Spinach, it makes admirable soup, it is used as

a decoration to roast fowl, and often instead of

Parsley for garnishing. In this country it occu-
pies a unicpie position, and stnids nearly alone
ill public favour. It is on the table of rich and
[loor alike, and is apiireeiated as a relish as well
as for its medicinal virtues. No condiment is

needed with it but salt, and it lo.ses its indi-

viduality when partaken of with any other
herb. Watercress grows freely in wet, and
especially in shallow, ])laces. It is generally

assumed to owe its pungent taste and medicinal
value to the presence of an essential oil, con-
taining, like that of Mustard, a considerable
(piantity of sulphur. But the chief constituent
of the essential oil of Watercress, though rich

in nitrogen, contains no sulphur. There is,

however, much sulphur in one form or another
in this plant.

The multitude appreciate highly Watercress,
and eat it freely as a simple relish with bread-
and-butter. It may be truly described as the
most popular and most wholesome of salad
plants. Growing wild in brooks and streams
in the neighbourhood of London, it was carried
in a b.isket on the back of the itinerant vendor,
and we read of "the barefooted nymph, who at

sunrise had dipped her feet into the bubbling
runnel, and used to carry this luxury to the
breakfast table of our citizens." The

AkeA of CuLTIVAtlox

is .sju-ead over Europe, Asia, and Amoric.i,

in the temperate zone of those continents.

Watercress has been reported as grown in

Hindostan, under .sheds. Wherever John
Chinaman has settled as a gardener, in
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Australia or California, tlicro is an abundance

(if vegetables anil salads. On tlie continent

of Europe. Watercress was cultivated to a

tn\ial extent in France at the conunence-

iiK^iit of tlie fourteenth century, in tlie depart-

njents of Oise, Nord, and Fas-de-Calais :
but in

I'aris and the neighbourhood there is no record

of its cultivation until the present century. It

had been grown previ(jusly with marked success

in the environs of Erfurt and Dresden, on a

large scale, and by intelligent methods.

In England, the regular cultivatiim com-

menced rather earlier tlian in France, for whilst

the Frenchuian was tliinking of his enterpri.se,

an Englishuian was alreadj' in the field. It was

in ISOS that William Bradbery first st;irted

\\'atercress as a crop. Springhead, about a mile

and a half from Northfleet, in Kent, close to the

out-of-the-way village of Swanscombe, was the

birthplace of tliis adventure, and Cress has been
grown there, without interiuission, until the

present mouient. Th\is England, Germany, and
France have cultivated this plant ;is a croj) for

well-nigh a century ; and since its introduction

as a vegetable, it has received a very gener.il

and ])opular support. The primary stej) in

establishing Cress beds is to choose a .suitable

locility. This niu.st bs in the neiglibourhood

of a populous town, or within a reasonable dis-

tance of railway accommodation. Cress needs

as much caution iii transport to market as

Strawberries : consequently the choice of situa-

tion is a serious matter, and the disposal of the

crop nnist play an important part in the de-

liberations. If the journey is prolonged, if

delay occurs, the Watercress will suH'er on the

w.-iy, and on its arrival at market will be faded

or yellow. Stale goods are of no value, and un-

less the Cress has a brilliant dark colour when
mipacked it might as well be left at homo.
Railway companies offer special facilities from
certain statiiuis, during the Cress season, which
afford op[)ortunities for quick delivery. When
the foruiation of Cress beds is under considera-

tion, it will be prudent to learn, before com-
mencing operations, what is the train service,

and what is the rate per ton to an eligible

m.irket. The

Choick ok Soil

is an important feature in the success of any
|

crop, and Watercress is no exception to the

geueral rule. Land witli a sandy subsoil should 1

be avoided, as much water will disapjiear by
|

downward filtration, and difficulty will arise,

with the gangways and the sides of the Cress ,

l)eds, which will slip in. Wharting along the

sides with short posts and rough boards is used '

to some extent, but when constructed by the

tenant is a serious outlay of capital. Clay land

is sticky and awkward to work, and peat re-

(piires nnich judgment in its manipulation,

w hilst both are apt to give grave inconvenience

in wet seasons. Chalk in some places makes a

capital foundation for the bed, covered with
loam for the rootlets to strike into. Gravelly
loan], with a clay basis, retains the water, makes
a firui bottom, and furnishes nutriment fcu- the

plant. r>ut all will be of no avail without an
.uuple supply of suitable water. The source of

the water may arise in natural springs. The
])rosperity of the Cress bed depends mainly on
the Continuity, force and regularity of the

current. An abundant and perpetual streaui

is an absolute necessity, as the health of

the plant depends on this condition. With-
(uit it the Cress cannot be well nourished,

the leaves will Ije stunted, and there will not
lie a bountiful growth throughout the season.

The water affords protection from the heat of

the summer and the cold of the winter, both of

which extremes must be guarded against ; the

former burns the foliage and makes it sticky
(hard) ; the latter freezes the steius and
irretrievably damages the crop. A strong
streaui, maintaining a fair volume of water
.luring heat and cold, is invaluable. The tem-
perature of the water follows the temperature
of the earth whence it lU-iginates, and should
not fall below 51" Fahrenheit. It does not
answer to carry the Cress beds to<j far from the
source, as the water naturally cools down as it

travels away from the orifice. This factor

limits the length of the Cress beds, for when
the temperature of the air is lower th.an that of

the water, the latter soon loses heat. Exposed
to the cold atmosphere it falls below the re-

ipiired temperature, and the Cress suffers in

con.se(|uence. Were it not for this hindrance,
Cress beds would only be limited by the
strength of the stream. The depth of the beds
must depend on tlie level of the stream

;

some are not above a foot deep, whilst others
h.ave been constructed at great expense, and
are perhaps .'? feet or 4 feet below the level of

the surrounding ground. There niu.st needs be
a slight inclination downwards from the spring,

.so that the water may How gently through the

Cress. Tlie fall of the bed should be extremely
gradu.al, f(jr if the declivity be sharp, the

celerity of the current increases and washes
away the soil. disturl)ing the plants. .\ gentle

movement of the runlet from end to end of the

Cress bed is what is required. Tlie beds are

made of no particular si/.e, but mostly follow

the ccniiguration of the land ; they may be
(i feet or 30 feet in breadth, but in the latter

case longitudinal gangways will be required at

suitable widths to carry oft' the crop when
picked. These gangways are generally only
liaiiks of earth, but in some cases they are

cemented on the surface, which makes the

labour of gathering easier in a rainy season.

Little bridges of rude planks are constructed

across the beds, whilst dams are erected in suit-

able places to hold back the water at ordinary

times and to give opjjortunity to flatten down
and submerge the jilants in seveie weather. I

Diti'erent practices prevail in this respect, as the
,

severity of the cold is most felt in exposed
situations. In certain mouths of the year, I

when the demand for Cress is .slack, the beds

are cleaned out, and brook water may be
|

utilised for irrigation, but facilities must bj at

hand to divert all subsidiary supplies at the
|

approach of cold weather. Careful precautions

should also be taken to keep out storm water,
'

and special channels must be provided where
Cress beds from their level and situation are

|

liable to ftood. It may be advisable to construct

'

a tunnel or culvert of a considerable length ;

when there is backwater tli.it iiuy inundate the

Cress bed. The best authorities recommend |

AxsiAL Cle.vxsikg .4X0 Replanting.

This operation, wdiicli involves considerable

expense, should be carried out during the slack

months of August and September. The tops

of the Cress are tirst gathered and stored away
in a convenient place, sheltered from the sun

and wind, until required fiu- replanting. The
dykes are then thoroughly bottomed out and
the muddy .soil removed, with all the old roots,

weeds, and living creatures it contains. This

(jrocess is followed liy a careful levelling of the

bottom, and a stream is allowed to flow for a

sufficient time to thoroughly scour out all

impurities. Everything is now ready for re-

planting, which is carried out in the following

manner. The cut Cress is carefully laid down
in rows, or spread broadcast on the ground,

being sometimes secured by large stones where
it is in danger of being shifted from its position.

It is advisable to turn on the water sparingly in

the first instance, for fear the jilants should be
disturbed : f)ut in the course of four or five

days the young rootlets will begin to strike and
to take hold of the ground.

All this work needs skilled labourers who
have had experience in the business, and tliey

must be specially equipped for their task. Tlie

most important part of their (mtfit is the boots,

which are provided by the employer at a cost
of from 44s. to (JOs. [ler pair, and are similar to

those used for marsh work. In addition to the
expense of cleansing, the laying down a Cress
bed would cost Gs. or 8s. per perch if tliu

plants were purchased. In order to jirocure

fresh shoots for this autumn plantation, it is an
approved plan to lay down some beds in March
and set them apart for this purpose. The clean
plants from these rearing beds will be vigorous
and free from weeds and other impurities.

Small brooks and ditches inconveniently situ-

ated for market wcjrk are utilised for the pur-
pose of obtaining fresh plants.

Readers of this article will naturally ask
wh.at it would cost to construct a Cress bed.

We have already seen that the purchase of

plants is a large item. The preparation of the
ground is a more serious matter still. Much
depends on the situation of the land, the irre-

gularities of the surface to be overcome, and
the level of the field or meadow in relation to

the springs which it is desired to utilise. If the
task is merely to sliajie out, to straighten, to

take oft' the angles, and level the bottom of a
ditch so that the stream may have a gentle,

steady swing, then 4s. or 5s. a perch might sullice.

The formation of large Cress beds to any extent
is a heavier undertaking. There are the e.xciva-

tion of and the moving away of the surplus
earth, making a true and correct incline to regu-
late the ftow of the stream, and this may soon
involve considerable expense. Tj take a medium
figure, jjcrhaps it would cost £90 to £10') per
acre in tlie formation of the beds, and with tlie

plants at £1 per cwt., or £20 per ton, of which
nearly two tons would be reipiired to thoroughly
plant an acre, the further cost would be £10.
Tlius £1.'W or £140 would be the rough estimate
arrived at. The best pulled plants, if purchased,
are difficult to acquire, though not costing so

much when supjilied on the farm. When the
w'ork is done by the occupier liiinself these
alterations are carried through in an economical
way, and at much less cost than any contractor
would attempt them. Yet, after due con-
sideration, I feel that, without a thorough know-
ledge of the surroundings of each case, such
estimates must be rather conjectural and hy-
pothetical. The

MAKKETIXii

of the Cress is an important jiroblcm, and needs
much attention and forethought. London claim.s

the first con.sideration, as the largest consumer,
but the big towns in the provinces must be re-

membered. The probable demand must be
gauged as far as possible, or the markets would
certainly be glutted. The gathering and ] lack-

ing of the crop are mainly done by men, whilst
women take a part in tying up the bunches. In
cutting the Cre.ss, the men in big boots wade
through the beds, having long boards to stand
on when the depth of the water is abnormal or
the bottom of the bed is treacherous. The use
of boards has also the ad\'antage of pressing the
roots of the plants into the soil, and flattening

down the stems and foliage under the water.

Careful workmen are must particular in select-

ing the foi-ward stems, which should be gathered
singly, or, at most, two or three sjn'igs at a

time ; the more cautiously this is done, the
sooner the bed is ready to be culled again. The
picked Cress should be carried in flaskets or
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half-load baskets to the shed, where it is washed
free from Duckweed or any trivial impurity.

Women take up this department, and tie tlie

Cress up in small bunches at about ^d. per

dozen, and skilled hands often earn 2s. (id. pei'

day. RatKa is now largely imported for tying

purposes. The cost of the rafha ranges from
£40 to £50 per ton. The Cress, after tying,

has to be packed in baskets called Hats, wliich

contain about eighteen dozen bunches. The
weight of a flat varies according to the size of

the bunches, which again depends on the

season ; some growers make them up about
half a cwt. in the flat, but tliere is no uniform
weight for all districts. I find in my researches
o:ily two distinct kinds well known, though
there may be slight variations. Brown Cress
has the first place, and has the highest reputa-
tion

;
green Cress is not so highly valued, and

only comes in tlie summer. The former, with
careful treatment and under certain conditions,
is available, and is gathered, in the coldest
seasons ; the latter is a delicate plant, which
thrives only when the weather is mild.
The brown Cress may be sent all the year
round, but is only needed in small quantities
during the summer months, whilst the I'reen

Cress is in abundance. The Cress sent to the
north of England is forwarded loose or in bulk,
as traders there prefer to make their purchases
by weight. The men pack the flats as well as
pick the Cress, and know how to fill the baskets
to their full extent. Cressmen accustomed to
water work have diflerent pay in different dis-

tricts, their wages ranging from 15s. to 25s. per
week, according to locality and season. Good
wages are current when the trade is in full

swing, and much of the gathering and packing
is done by piecework. Speaking generally.
Cress-workers earn rather more than the aver-
age rate of the labourers amongst whom tl

reside.

The great difficulty in sending a long distance
is that the Cress is apt to heat and change
colour

;
to obviate this tendency it is laid lightly

in the middle of the basket, that the air°may
ventilate it. The French method, with the
same end in view, is to have the baskets con-
structed with air space in the middle, and to
thus keep the contents cool. When sent to
Manchester or Liverpool from the south, a
block of ice is often placed in the centre of the
Cress, and tliis has a good eflect. ^^'atercress,
on reaching London from the provinces, is dealt
with in various ways. Many salesmen pay
special attention to this class of business, and
thoroughly understand the trade. Large quan-
tities change hands on arrival at the railway
stations in London, and dealers thus obtain
their supply.

Enemies.

Various animals, including insects, are, as
well as weeds, troublesome in Cress beds.
Water rats always find out where Cress wrow.s,
and must be trapped or shot. Dogs cannot
be used without doing damage. Freshwater
shrimjjs (Gammarus fluviatilis) are often numer-
ous and are very destructive

; but quicklime is

an efficacious remedy, and puthito the incoming
water kills them without injury to the crop"
The water beetle (Dytiscus marginalis) is a fre-
quent inhabitant of some Cress beds, Ijut is not
complained of so much as the caddis worm.
Small snails are also rather troublesome in
.some water, but I was unable to find out the
exact genus of mollusca to which they belong.
Various weeds thrive in (,'ress beds, which the
expert readily detects and endeavours to eradi-
cate. The most troublesome is Duckweed
(Lemna minor)

; and of the Pondweed tribe,
Potamogeton dcnsus is very perjilexing to the

ley

picker. (_)ne known locally as Network or Silk-

wort, on account of its thread-like stems, forms
a tangled mass around the Cress, and must be
cleared off in preparing for market. Procum-
bent Marshwort (Helosciadium nodiflorum) is a

plant with the habit of Watercress, in company
with which it often grows, and for which it is

sometimes mistaken. Water Starwort (Calli-

triche aquatica) is also a frequent intruder, and
flourishes in the spring water ;

Canadian Water-
weed (Elodea canadensis) also is often seen.

Brooklime (Veronica Beccabunga), I discovered,

is a succulent plant Thick abounds in situations

favourable to Watercress. Some varieties of

the Crowfoot tribe, such as Ranunculus aqua-

tilis, thrive in running as well as in stagnant

water. The Water Parsnip (Sium angusti-

folium), the Mare's-tail or Water Milfoil (Myrio-

phylluiu spicatum), and the Horse-tail (Equise-

tum jjalustre) are also treated as weeds in a

Cress bed, and are more or less troublesome.

Some Gkoweks.

My first visit was to Springhead, in Kent,

where I saw Mr. Sylvester, who carries on the

business established by Mr. \V. Bradbery in

1808. The Cress grows as bountifully as at

first, for there is an endless supply of water

from the chalk. Mr. Sylvester plants his Cress

in rows which allow the water to pass through

it freely. He was cleaning out his beds in

August and replanting the crop. When this is

proceeding he allows his ducks to follow- the

men, as they devour the caddis worm, which is

always a nuisance among the young plants. In

preparing the Cress for London, he packs the

l)unches in large square baskets, which hold

four gross each. He leaves a space in the

centre of this large receptacle to aerate the

Cress and keep it cool. My next visit was to

Hampshire, and I was warmly received by Mr.
Thorp, who showed me his beds and explained

his methods of procedure. The land around
Mapledurwell and Basing abounds in springs,

and the water rises in abundance, Mr. Thorp
says that fifty dozen bunches of his Cress weigh

1 cwt. AH the Cress sent from this farm is tied

up in bunches. The Cress goes to Basingstoke

Station, on the South Western Railway, and
the carriage to the metropolis is 18s. 9d. jjer ton.

Miss Dudney is also at Mapledurwell. In send-

ing Cress to Liverpool in summer. Miss Dudney
uses ice, whilst in severe winters she finds it

advisable to line the baskets with brown paper

to keep out the frost. Large hampers, contain-

ing fifty dozen bunches, are used instead of

flats in frosty weather. The beds which she

has are of very varied sizes and shapes, and
intersect her grounds in all directions, with the

view of taking advantage of every suitable

spring ; sometimes a narrow strip, anotlipr time

a wide breadth, just as the water favours tlie

culture. A piece like a pond at the roadside

is often appropriated, with good results, and

a luxuriant growth is promoted by a strong

spring. Yet any attempt to add another perch

to the area would be unsuccessful, as the spring

would not have sufficient strength. In the

middle of the season she sends fifty or sixty

flats ])er market day to London. Mr. C. Hill,

at Kintbury, in Berkshire, has beds in a

pleasant valley adjoining the Kennet and Avon
Canal. He utilises the canal for tlie conveyance

of his Cress to the railway station liy means of

a small punt. The bottom of the beds is on a

peat foundation, which has caused difficulties

in construction and working : the men at times

have had to stand on Kentish hurdles U< pre-

vent them from sinking into the bog. Mr. .J

.

Coe, of Abinger Hammer, near Dorking, farms

with his brother about thirty acres of Water-

cress, and has also six acres at Arundel, in

Sussex. His home land is watered by the

Tillingbourne Brook, which he uses for irriga-

tion during the summer months. But spring

water is needed for Cress in the proper season,

and as the water did not freely rise to the sur-

face at the right elevation, Mr. Coe has bored

in several places. The springs were reached

at about 70 feet, and the water flows on to his

beds at a temperature of 51°. This is the

largest acreage of Cress that I met with under
one firm. There are extensive Watercress beds

at Rickmansworth, in Hertfordshire, and its

neighbourhood, an<l Mr. Richard Bradbery, a

large grower lives there. In 1819 Mr. William

Bradbery migrated to West Hyde, near Rick-

mansworth, and there established Watercress

culture, where it has continued ever since under

his family.

Ill noticing these bold enterprises in Water-

cress culture, one is struck by the fact that the

plant derives its sustenance almost entirely

from the water. The roots are attached to the

soil by numerous fibres, but the vitality of the

plant depends upon the liquid nutriment. The
best brown Cress is grown in selected locations

where there is an endless supply of brilliant

water direct from the chalk. Watercress, like

oysters, should be scrupulously guarded from

all chmce of contamination, and on every farm

that I have visited this is strictly enforced. In

France a diflerent system is pursued, and

manure is regularly applied after replanting.

For this reason M. Chatin urges that Cress beds

should always be established near to cow byres,

so that a liberal .supply of suitable "amend-
ment " may always be available. This promotes

a vigorous and rapid growth in the summer
season, but it is open to doubt whether the

dietetic worth of the vegetable is not diminished

.

The cultivation of Cress is carried on in

numerous places in the basin of the Thames,

some of which have been already mentioned.

On the Colne, between Korth Minims and

Staines, there are about twenty-two acres ;
on

the river Gade, between Great Gaddesden and

Rickmansworth, about forty-two acres ; on the

river Bulbarne, from Dudswell to Hemel
Hempstead, about forty- one acres ;

on the

Mibaume Stream, from Great Missenden to

Denham, about seven acres ; on the tiver

Chess, between Chesham and Rickmansworth,

about sixteen acres ; on the Aldenbaume,

between Fulmer and Ives, about four acres
;

on the river Ver, from Marget to Watford,

about five acres ; on the Tillingbourne, between

Abinger Hammer and Chilworth, about fifty-

one acres. There are other plantations farther

away in Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Hamp-
shire, and Gloucestershire, in the valleys and

streams of these counties.—W. W. Glenn Y,

Barking, in the .Tonnud of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England.

Summer Stocks.—I obtained most beautiful

as well as satisfactory effects from pyramidal

Stocks last year by sowing the seed in patches

thinly and in colours on a long border, where in

the autumn the plants attracted attention.

Generally seed is sown under glass and the plants

put outdoors late in May or early in June. If

\ery hot weather prevails' many often do badly.

Tlie plants from outdoor-sown seeds bloom rather

later than where raised under glass, but if so,

because the weather is rather cooler, the colours

are often brighter and the flowers more enduring.

Of course, in all strains some singles come, but if

ill the clump sowings these appear later they may
he pulled out, and' that generally proves to I'c

ample thinning. There are so many things to be

seen to in the early spring and summer, that any-

thing which saves labour in the flower garden is

welcome.—D.
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Garden Flora.

PLATE 1157.

lliniSCUS MANIHOT.

(with a colouked plate.*)

This plant has lately attracted attention tlimngli

the exiiibitiun la.st autumn of flowering speci-

mens at several meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, and also in consec|uence of an
exceptionally tine specimen which grew and
flowered freely last year in the new Mexican
house at Kew. Here it was about II feet high,

and bore numerous flowers on the ujjjjer part

of the branches, the largest blooms being over

6 inclies across. They were of a bright prim-

rose-yellow colour, with a large eye-like blotch

of crimson maroon at the base of the petals.

The Kew plant flowered continuously for about

two months. At the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society held on September 7 a

plant of this Hibiscus, shown by Mr. F. D.

Lambert, Moor Hall, Cookham, was given an

award of merit. It was about G feet high,

pyramidal in shape, with pedately lobed leaves

Hibiscus Eosa-sinensis.

(i inches across, and it bore numerous yellow
flowers each 4 inches across. It had been
grown in a pot in a warm greenhouse. To
most of those who saw this plant it was a new
discovery, and it was generally admired as a

first-class pot plant for the conservatory.

The Kew ])lant had been grown in a pot for

some years before last spring, when it was cut
down to about a foot in height, and when it

had begun to make new growth it was planted

in a border of loamy soil in a sunny position in

a house where the temperature was inter-

mediate. Here it made vigorous new shoots,

which by October were !) feet long, as thick as a

man's finger, and they bore long-stalked leaves

18 inches acrcss in some cases, pedately lobed,

the lobes irregularly notched. Both the stalk

and blade were covered with soft silk-like hairs.

Each flower lasted only a day or two, but they

wore numerous, and opened in rapid succession.

It has been suggested that this is not the 11.

Maiiiln>t of botanists, which is described by

* Drawn for The Garden ia the Koyal Garden?,
Kew, by II. G. Moan. Lithographol and priuted

by J. L.Tjotfart.

them as an annual with almost glabrous leaves

(i inches long and wide, and flowers .5 inches in

diameter. Probably, however, the leaves and
flowers vary in size with the conditions under
which the plant has grown, and whether it is

of annual or perennial dmution is also often

decided by circumstances. Under cultivation

it is certainly perennial, and the whole plant is

decidedly hairy.

With regard to the history of the plant, we
have the authority of Dr. Masters, who has
monographed the Indian species of Hibiscus,
for the following particulars : H. Manihot.seems
to be distributed throughout the tropics of the
(_)ld World, but whence it originated it is not
clear, some authorities stating that it is Chinese,
others Japanese, and others Australian. It has
been cultivated in this country, according to

the Botiitiicat Mufiaune, since 1712, at which
period it was sent to the Royal Society as one
of the fifty specimens then required to be de-

livered annually to that society by the Society
of Apothecaries, whose headquarters was the

Chelsea Botanic (iarden.

The genus comprises about 150 species, which
are mostly tropical. Only very few have any
interest for horticulturists ; indeed one might
limit the number hitherto recognised as good
garden plants to three, viz., H. Rosa-.sinensis,

of which there are numerous varieties ; H.
schizopetalus, the elegant shrubby species from
Zanzibar

; and H. syriacus, sometimes known
as Alth:ea frutex, also represented by numerous
cultivated varieties. Plates of these three have
been published inTHEGAiuiEX. Besiilesthe.se,

however, there are many other large, handsome
flowered species which only requiie to be
brought into notice to find favour. The species

represented herewith is a case in point.

W. W.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
.Si'i;iNo Onions.—We rarely get so suitable a seed-

sowing season as the present, and the sowing of

Onions should not be longer delayed. I do not

advise beds, it is better to sow on the flat, leaving

a fair working space between the rows. Many
may object to the sowing of Onions so earl}', but
there need be no fear of losses if the ground is

well prepared. Much depends on the nature of

the soil and the earlier stages of preparation, as

though one cannot have soil too firm wlien of a
loose or sandy nature, in heavy, clay soil this is

not advisable. The best crop of Onions 1 ever

saw was grown on hard land not manured in anj'

nay previous to sowing, but unlimited supplies

of food were given in a liquid state during
growth. My Onion ground this year is the early

Celery C[uarters of last season, and the feeding

for the Celery with deep working should make a
good bed. I do not aim at very large roots.

Land that has grown Celery is soon got into con-

dition, but even here it is well to guard against

maggot, one of the worst pests this vegetable has

to contend with. In a previous calendar I

noted the importance of preparing the ground for

Brassicas, and it is equally important witli

Onions. Where there is the least fear of maggot
now is the time to take measures to prevent it

spreading. So far I have found no remedy equal

to gas-lime. I admit it is a drastic one, but sate it

applied [jroperly. I prefer to dress the land

weeks in advance, but it this has been overlooked,

apply gas-lime finely broken up, but that has

been cNposcd a short time. This dug in will give

freedom for a season. Other aids arc soot and
wood ashes spread on the surface previous to

drawing the drills. In heavy, clay land road

scrapings laid ujj in Imlk for a time and spread in

dry weather pre\ious to dra^ving the drills are of

great assistance in making the soil porous, and
readily broken down. There are other aids, such as
burnt garden refuse or old potting .soil. For Onions
select as open position as possible and thoroughly
break up the surface soil previous to sowing. For
a few days I used a long-toothed wooden rake for

ground dug in the early autumn, and this done
early in the day soon dries the soil. Light soil

may be rolled afterwards, in fact I roll before
drawing the drills and after sowing. I am not
much in favour of hea\y dressings of manure, but
rely more on surface feeding during growth.
Avoid thick sowing, as thinning loosens the
plants and checks growth. There is no gain in

having the rows too close ; 12 inches at least

should be given, as this allows of hoeing between
and feeding. Select a dry day for sowing.
Varieties of late years have increased so much
that one catmot keep pace with them, and the
grower must study the consumption and season
in which the bulbs are needed. For early winter
use there are some fine types, such as Newnham
Park and Maincrop, whilst Excelsior, Record,
Ailsa Craig and The Wroxton are all good. For
late keeping there are no better kinds than Bed-
fordshire Champion and .James's Keeping, and
for pickling or very early use the Queen is excel-

lent.

Wi.NTER O.NioNs sown last August will now
need planting out should the weather continue
mild, as I notice growth is earlier than usual and
the plants ha\e wintered very well. I am aware
it is not always adxisable to transplant if

hard frost follows, but there is little gain in

leaving too long, and if changeable weather should
follow planting, cover between the rows with
spent ^Iushroom manure. The plants should be
set out in rows in land richly manured. Plant
1'2 inches apart in the row and half that distance
between the plants. In poor .soils guano or fish

manure will assist the plants, the manure being
given in wet weather or hoed and raked in after

spreading. A row or two of autumn sown
plants may be left for salad if required, and the
plants intended to mature should be made firm

by treading, ])assing the hoe between the rows to

check weeds whenever needed. Any bulbs grow-
ing out badly maj' be [jlanted out thickly. These
will give a supply of green material for cooking
in advance of the winter varieties and prove useful

should the supply be at all limited.

P.iRSNirs.—Many think Parsnips cannot be
sown too soon, and go to much trouble to secure

exhibition roots. The ground for Parsnips is

best if of a loamy nature, but in soils where these

roots canker <at the crown, I would certainly defer

sowing till early in April, as then growth is

quicker and I think the roots are of better

flavour. I am aware roots sown in April lack the

size of those sown earlier, but for home use I fail

to see their value. In no case should these roots

be gi\en freshl3'-manured land, as in such the

roots fork badly and lack qualit}'. It is well to

give land that has been well worked and is in fair

condition. Avoid crowding ; a space of 18 inches

between the rows is none too much. Probably
the best medium sized Parsnip is The Student,

though the new Tender and True, given a trial

last year, is a gain in the right direction. It is

smaller, but of perfect shape and superior in

quality to the older kinds.

Sii-VLLOTs AND G.VKi^Kj.—Large Shallots may lie

obtained by giving good culture, and the plants

need a fair amount of food, planting in well-

maimred land, in rows or drills 12 inches apart

and 3 inches deep. The bulbs when planted

should be firmly pressed into the soil and not be

closer than 6 inches in the drill from each other.

Birds are very fond of ))ulling up the newly-

planted bulbs, so that a sharp look-out is neces-

sary. In heavy land both these roots well repay

a liberal addition of si)ent Mushroom manure or

other light material to give the roots a start,

and ill dry seasons they will take copious siqi-

plies of liquid manure or other fertiliser. The
Jersey Shallot is a fine type and far superior in

flav our. Garlic is less grown than Shallots, but

it is valuable for cooking, and even when not
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given special culture, a bed should be planted

yearly in the herb quarters to meet any calls.

RAnisHKS.—There is always a demand for early

Radishes, and probably many will ha\e sown ere

this. If sown early select a south border^ if

possible, and protect the seed from birds. The
Scarlet Olive and White Olive-shaped are the

earliest, and as these have scarcely any top the.y

may be sown thickly. If larger roots are desired

the French Breakfast, a medium Olive shaped

variety, is one of the earliest and best. I find it

well to cover the soil thus early in the season with

long litter after sowing, as this a5sists germination

and protects from frost and birds. For later use

or succession a sowing in the open of Early

Frame or a Turnip variety will be useful if there

is a good demand. Frame Radishes should now
be given more air on all favourable occasions to

prevent the tops drawing. It is well to thin if at

all thick, as plants under glass soon get past their

best if much crowded.
Si'iN.vcH.—The winter Spinach has this year

been abundant. Owing to the mild winter growth
has been good. Xow is a good time to assist the

plants by giving a little fish manure, guano, or

other fertiliser between the rows. This hoed in

will assist in the formation of new leaves. With
a mild winter the autumn-sown i)lants will run to

seed quickly in the spring, and it may be well to

sow on a sheltered border, not in large quantities,

but to give a supply after the winter plants are

past their best. I am not in favour of sowing be-

tween rows of earlj- Peas, as is often done. Far
lietter sow a few rows, say every three weeks, the

first two or three sowings on a warm border, but

for later use on a north cool border. For early

sowing tlie Victoria is an excellent variety, and
gives large succulent leaves, but for summer use

the Long Standing Round, an improved stock of

Victoria, is a splendid variety. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER OLASS.

Eaui.v Melons.—Some growers, who by reason

of an early demand will have sown their first

batch of seed, and already have their young
plants advancing into the first rough leaves,

will do well to sow again now in the event of the

earlier sowing not starting away as freely as could

be wished. There is but little gain in point of

time by sowing in .January, and any advantage

•which is gained is not commensurate with the

extra trouble involved. Early February sowings

will give ripe fruit at the end of May under

favourable conditions, and the crop should be at

the same time a good one. My earliest sowing

was made the third week in January, and the

seedlings look well, being now in their first rough

leaf. I am puzzled, however, as to where to grow
them under the peculiar circumstances just at

present with no proper Melon house, and others

no doubt are similarly situated. The growing of

any particular fruit in private gardens has often-

times to be accomplished under adverse condi-

tions, and early Melons with me are a case in

point. It is all" very well for non-practical writers

at times to dilate upon what certain growers for

market or otherwise accomplish, but when the

thousand and one things besides have to be duly

consitlered it is altogether dirt'erent in practice.

The best early ciop of Melons I ha\e ever grown
was in a Pine stove, where many others have,

I know, obtained good results. The climatic

conditions for first early Pines and these Melons

are similar. Mine were grown in inverted Seakale

pots upon the back shelf of a lean-to house, and
thesuccess was encouraging. Pine stoves, however,

are not now in vogue, having been in many in-

stances turned to a better account, but not to the

advantage ofthe Melons. Thereisalwaysatendency
to take advantage of the congenial warmth and
moisture of a Melon bed made up of fermenting ma-
terial to propagate cuttings tliereon and raise seed-

lings, hence an overcrowded condition is liable to

arise. I shall this season again grow the earliest

Jlelons in Seakale pots, standing close together,

these being plunge<l in a lied of leaves and manure,

with two plants in each pot ; the plants being

trained single cordon fashion and the growths

regulated according to the success or otherwise of

the whole stock, some of which may possibly fail.

It is not well to aim at an excessively high tem-

perature as yet ; take every advantage, however,

of the weather when fine and mild. For the pre-

sent G.5° at night and 7o° to 8(1° by day will be

ample, a little ventilation being given whenever a

favourable rise is attained, provided the house

by its peculiar construction does not afford a sutti-

cient change of air without ventilation, which

some houses will do. It is not advisable in the

choice of varieties to depend upon untried kinds

or novelties. (Jive such a trial by all means, but

rely upon those soits known to be good, as, for

instance. Hero of Lockinge, Sutton's Scarlet and

Hero of Isleworth, respectively white, scarlet and

green fleshed kinds.

PiNE--\i'i'LES.—There are still some who prefer

our home-gi-own Pineapples to the imported ones.

In this the connoisseur of this luscious fruit can

easily give his reasons for his preference of the

former. A well-ripened home grown fruit of The
Oueen is infinitely superior to any Smooth Cayenne

that has ever yet been imported, whilst for winter

use only, when the latter variety is most in

request, it has a decidedly dangerous rival in the

Black Jamaica. The imported fruits are fine

beyond any question, but as regards high-class

flavour there is no comparison. The present

is a very opportune period for overhauling the

stock and selecting the most promising plants of

The Queen Pine-apple, if in pots, for starting at

once in a higher temperature to fruit in June and

July- The"mistake, above many, that has been

made in Pine-apple cultivation has been in con-

structing too large houses for their culture.

Small houses can be far better managed and be

made to give more dependable successions. Being

an old hand at Pine-apple culture. I can speak

with exiierience on this point, for oftentimes it

has been a question of a glut or a scarcity, and

that chiefly through these large divisions. Plants

of The (,)ueen variety which have made a full

growth and have had a quiet resting period for

the past three months will soon show, first the few-

short leaves and then the crown of the coming

fruit. These plants will now bear a temperature

of (j.')^ to TO" at night and 80" to 85° by day, with

a bottom-heat of 80', or at the most not more

than 8.5°. Be careful not to over-water these

plants, but, on the other hand, avoid the opposite

extreme. Do not yet syringe overhead, in fact

not until the fruits have safely passed the flower-

ing stage, otherwise the accumulation of water in

the axils of the leaves will encourage suckers too

rapidly, and that to the weakening of the fruit

itself. The floors can be damped down and the

evai)orating troughs filled. This will be ample

for the present. Younger stock should be looked

after as regards repotting and rearranging.

\^'here these have been wintered in small pots it

will not do to leave them thus much longer,

otherwise, by reason of drought and the im-

poverished condition of the soil, they will receive

a check. A good compost is turfy loam and peat

in about equal proportions, with a little decayed

manure added to it, and a little half - inch

bones next the crocks. If the plan adopted is

that of planting out, preparations should soon be

made for so treating the young stock, in order to

make the most of the season as it advances. In

this case less peat is needed than in the other.

Ban.vnak. — For a commencement with young

suckers now is a suitable time, selecting those

which possess the most vigour. It does not

matter if these have no roots of imijortance so

long as the crown is a sound one. Plunge these

in a hotbed, and do not let them afterwards re-

ceive any check. Large plants which have about

completed their growth will not be long before

they commence to develop their flowering panicle.

\\'hen this is seen to be the case, a slight increase

in warmth and moisture will be beneficial.

Stkawbekries in i'ots.—The earliest plants of

such as La Grosse Sucree or Vicomtesse H. de

Thury will now bs swelling off their fruits.

Atiord these liberal treatment as regards both

the temperature and the watering. It is always

important to gain as many days as one can ;

hence a few of the forwardest ones can possibly

be given a position upon a shelf in a pot vinery,

early Melon pit, or plant stove. Upon the first

appearance of colouring guard against o\ er-feed-

ing, so as not to deteriorate the flavour. Continue

to introduce into a growing temperature, steadily

at first, fresh relays of plants, bearing in mind
that a medium number at more frequent intervals

is better than a larger quantity at extended

periods. Avoid overcrowding at all stages of

growth, for one plant well cared for in this re-

spect is worth two that are drawn up weakly.

Red spider should not yet in any case occasion

trouble, but, nevertheless, it will be as well to

keep one's eyes open. Hurtus.

Stove and Greenhouse.

NERINES.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the Royal

Horticultural Society's meetings during the past

year was a group of different varieties of Nerines,

all of which were raised by Mr. Elwes, whose

name is so well known in connection with many
classes of bulbous plants. The brilliantly -coloured

N. Fothergilli or curvifolia would ajipear to have

been employed in the production of some of them,

that is, judging by their vivid tints, but even

the paler kinds were very beautiful. It was on

October 21) that these varieties were exhibited,

and the fact that no less than seven received

awards of merit from the floral committee would

indicate that they possessed at least some desir-

able features. The seven varieties so honoured

last October exceed by one the number that have

received certificates or awards of merit since the

establishment of the Royal Horticultural Society.

One of these—N. coruscans major—dates back as

far as Se]jtember 27, 1864, a first-class certificate

being then awarded it. The others are N. ex-

cellens, September -25, 1888 ; N. ManseUi, Decem-

ber 13, 1887: N. elegans alba, October 10, 1893 ;

N. No\elty, October 13, 18(10; and N. flexuosa

major, October 27, 1890. With the exception of

the last two, these received first-class certificates,

but that does not in any way prove that they

were superior to the hybrids from Jlr. Elwes, as

ideas with regard to the granting of certificates

and awards are now greatly altered to what w as

at one time the case.

These new varieties are not yet in commerce, but

there are many of the older kinds that are very

beautiful and can be obtained at a moderate

(nice. Few, liowever, of our nurserymen now

keep them in stock, the demand being so limited.

In any selection the brightly-coloured N. Fother-

gilli cir curvifolia must have a place. This species,

which was introduced over a century ago, is

grandly grown in quantity at The Dell, Egham,

•and during the flowering season it attracts more

attention than even the Orchids of that world-

famed collection. In a general way, October may
be regarded as the month for the Xerines to

flower, Ijut some of them are later than that, par-

ticularly N. Manselli, which has been the subject

of several notes of late, and which it will be

noticed did not receive a certificate till Decem-

ber 13. The Cuernsey Lily (Nerine sainiensis) is

a well-known kind that used to be grown in very

large quantities in the Channel Islands, but the

loss among them was so great during the severe

weather experienced three years ago that they are

not grown so much as formerly. There the bulbs

are lifted early in the autumn, and tho.se showing

tlowerspikes are selected for sale. They can be

easily sent even by post, and if potted and kept

in an ordinary greenhouse, and of course properly

watered, the flowers will open without check and

develop as well as if they arc established speci-

mens. Nerines from South Africa are sometimes

disposed of in the London sale-rooms, but they

generally consist of N. coruscans, one of the

larger growing forms. The genus Nerine is

nearly related to Lycoris, and the plant known
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:is Ncriiie japonica or Lycoris radiata is sent heru

from Japan in thousands during the winter months
in company with, and under similar conditions to,

the Lihes from the same region. However desir-

able a flowering bulb it may be in its native

country', it does not take high rank here, being
rai'ely seen in l.iloom.

The general behaviour of the different species

and varieties of Nerines may be summed up in a

few words. Tliey flower in the autumn, and com-
plete their growth afterwards. Then towards the

end of spring they go to rest, and continue in this

!-tite till the autumn, when the tlower-stems make
their ai)p3arancc. Being bulbous plants, the mis-

take is by some made of keeping them dry during
the winter months in order to rest them, wherea,s

they are in full growth at that period. The cul-

tural reijuiremeiits of the Xerines are not particu-

larly' exacting, but at the same time they need
careful treatment to llower them well. The soil

should consist principally of good yellow loam
with a liberal amount of sand, and if necessary
a little welldecayed leaf-mould to kee|i it open.

Ill common with many other bulbous plants they
resent being disturbed at the roots more than is

absolutely necessary, and will flower well when
the bulbs are t ightly packed together and almost
lifting each other out of the soil. Such a compost
as above recommended will keep sweet for years,

hence its value for such ijlants as these. During
the winter and early spring the plants should be
kept in as lighta ]iujition as i>jssible in the green-
house and watered moderately during that time
in order to encourage good, fiee growth. Tlien,

as the leaves .show signs of going to rest the water
supplv must be diminished, and when dormant
the bulbs should be kept totally dry. A sunny
slielf in the greenhouse is a verj' suitable spot for

them during the summer, but as they are by no
means orn.amental at that ])eriod it may be desired
I o keep tliem out of sight, in which case they may
be placed in a frame with the lights tilted to

allow a circulation of air, and at the same time
the rain will be kept off. Tlic frame should be
fully exposed to the ra3-s of the sun. No water
will be reiiuired till the flower spikes make their

appearance, which will as a rule be in August or

September, after which tliey must be regularly

\\atered. If the blossoms arc fertilised seed is

roadily produced, and the raising of seedlings is

p II ticularly interesting. H. P.

Magnolia conspicua.—Gardeners and others
\i ho are e\er ready to embrace really good and
showy subjects for winter flowering will be
pleased to learn that this may be brought into

bloom in the dead of winter when the plants are
fairly well established in their pots, and, of

course, giving some indication of the presence of

llower-buds. Its value in the open garden or

against a wall is well known, 3'et it is ever
admired to the full, more especially when in

its blossoming it is not overtaken by late s^ ring
frosts, which occasionally occur in some districts.

As a subject for forcing, however, it may be new
to many. (Juite recently at Kew, however, in

one of the greenhouses we noted some medium-
sized plants of this with several of the magnificent
blossoms fully expanded and spreading their

welcome fragrance all around. Readers who have
large spreading trees with branches near the

ground may layer these, and in this way provide
a stock for growing in pots for future use.

Tuberoses after flowering.— I would like to

re-echo the remarks of "C \\'.'"in his reply to

>"A. T."(|iageSS of Tiiii G.uiuiiN). The Tube-
roses we grow and flower year by year are grown
in a warmer climate than our own, with the result

that for the most part good tlowering roots arc

produced. But even then, so far as my experience
goes, when large 1 ts are forced or even grown in

pots with no forcing, only some 7o or S(J per cent.

]jroduce good spikes, unless, indeed, a special

(jrice is paid for picked bulbs. .Much the largest

percentage of flowerless roots ensues when
grown for verj- late work, though this may be
modified with better methods for retarding such
things. All pot-grown roots are quite useless for

after-flowering, a fact readily determined by any-
one who cares to examine the bulbs, and so ascer-

tain what sort of new bulb has been formed.
Usually this latter amounts to something of the
size of an ordinary Crocus, which will be found at

the summit of the old root. Compare this with
an American-grown root of 4 inches or 5 inches,

and " A. T." will have a good idea of what may
follow. I have repeatedly tried the experiment,
though always in vain, getting an occasional as

well as very poor spike of bloom.—K. J.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Replying to

•'Anxious'" (p. !Mi), there is little difliculty in

propagating this useful Begonia. The only thing
is to wait patienth' until good cuttings can be
had. This will probably not be until late in the
spring. Plants cut back now will be almost sure
tJ flower again before they will make suitable

growths for cuttings. It is better to leave them
until they have exhausted their flowering season
and cut them back later. The cuttings should be
taken as soon as the young shoots from the base
are from 1 inch to 2 inches long. I like the very
short cuttings taken oft' close to the old stem.
These may be put in singly into small pots, or

about a dozen intoa -tj-inch pot, using light sandy
compost, which should be moistened just suth-

ciently to keep the cuttings fresh, placed in the

clo.se propagating pit and shaded. They should
have very little water until well callused, and,
provided they do not start damping, there is

little difliculty in rooting them. Cuttings from
flowering shoots will root, but they will not branch
out unless taken olV below where the first flowers

appear. This applies to all of the fibrous-rooted

Begonias, but there are few so dithcult to get
catlings of without bloom. Cloire de Sceaux
must be cut back l)elow where it has flowered to

get it to branch out and make good cuttings.—

A

A NEW RACE OF BEGONIAS.
The discovery of the distinct and highly orna-

mental Begonia socotrana in 18S0 has resulted in

the production of an entirely new race of hybrid
Begonias, the members of which are of [jarticular

interest from the fact that they flower during the

autumn and winter months. Several varieties

have been raised on the Continent, resulting in

most cases from the inter-crossing of B. socotrana

and some other distinct species. Of these by far

the best known is Gloire de Lorraine, which is

getting popular everywhere. In this country-

Messrs. Veitch are chiefly identified with these

new hybrids of B. socotrana, their great success

being the raising of hybrids b:-tween this kind

and some of the summer-flowering tuberous-rooted

varieties from the Andean species, which are now
so universally grown. The first of this class, and
I believe the first raised hybrid from B. socotrana,

was John Heale, which was obtained Ijy fertilis-

ing B. socotrana with the pollen of a bright-

coloured, tuberous - rooted variety. Viscountess

Doneraile. The seedling (for only one germinated)
flowered first in ISSo, and was distributed, I

think, a couple of years later. After this other

varieties soon followed, and we have now ([uite a
group of these hybrids, several of whicli have
won golden opinions during the last season.

B. Adonis, the second to put in an appearance,
resulted from fertilising a tuberous - rooted

variety with pollen from John Heale. It is a
vigorous, sturdy-growing form. After these two
came Winter Gem, a rich crimson-searlet-coloured

flower, and a highly ornamental variety. Since

then Messrs. Veitch have distributed otherhybrids

of this class, for last spring they sent out Ensign,

with large double pink blossoms like those of one

of the summer-flowering hybrids : Mrs. Heale,

whose flowers are 3 inches in diameter, of good
shape, and of a bright rose-carmine shaded with
scarlet ; and Myra, of a particularly graceful

habit of growth, with a profusion of carmine-rose

flowers.

During the present season two varieties have
received awards of merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, viz., .Julius, a plant of compact

habit, with numerous double pink blossoms, which
was shown on November 23, and Winter Cheer,
whose nearly erect, semi-double flowers are of a
bright rosy-carmine tint. In referring to the
above as a new race of Begonias, exception may
perhaps be taken on the ground that the first was
raised a dozen years ago ; but as a class they are

not much known, though the}' have made con-

siderable headway of late, and it is very probable
that in time they will vie with the summer-flower-
ing group. H. I'.

PALMS FOR DECORATION.
The present is a good time to look over the stock
of Palms used for indoor decoration that will often

by now be in rather a bad waj'. In countr}'

houses, where shooting and hunting parties arc

frequent, there is a drain on the houses for deco-

rative plants that after now is slightly relaxed.

As the midseason vineries and other fruit houses
are now coming iiito work, room may be found in

these for such as Kentias of the hardier kinds,

Cham:erops, Arecas, and Latanias, and the moist,

genial conditions prevailing are very recuperative

to plants that for perhaps months have been stand-

ing about in draughty, ill-ventilated passages and
rooms. It is adN'isable to keep all plants for

house decoration in the smallest sized pots |)0S-

sible, and although in many cases a good shift

may be necessary, this fact must be kept in mind.

It is surprising how well some kinds do with very

limited rooting space if fed with properly concen-

trated manures. Plants that have badly-coloured

leaves, but are well rooted, may be greatly as-

sisted by a little nitrate of soda, using a teaspoon-

ful to a gallon of tepid water at first and slightly in-

creasing the quantity as the colour returns to the

foliage. Soot water or well-diluted guano makes
a good change froai this, b it none of these manures
should be applied where the plants are dry at the

roots. When the growth is getting away, keep
the syringe going freely about the leaves, but it

is best to rely on sponging at first to keep them
clean, as the water from the syringe is apt to

cause mischief bj' getting down into the crown of

the ijlant and damaging tlic forming leaves.

Palms of these hardy kinds do well in almost any
description of compost, and where a rapid growth
is needed it is well to make it very rich. Chemical
manures are more suitable than animal, as they

take up less room for the amount of plant food

contained in them, and for Palms this is an im-

portant point. It is also a good time to shift o:i

young stuft' that needs this attention either for

growing on or for use in a small state. The
more room in reason the young plants get the

better proportioned are they eventually, and even

such tall growers as Kentias cannot attain that

pleasing spreading habit that is their chief attrac-

tion when crowded closely together. Where
plenty of warmth is at command, any large old

plants that have lost the best of their foliage

owing to cold or standing in unsuitable jjositions

may have the worst leaves removed, and as this

materially decreases their size, the roots may also

be cut in a good deal. This is, of course, a

serious check to the plants, but they are quite

worthless for furnishing when the size of pot re-

' quired is altogether out of proportion to that

of the plant. I would not advise anyone
attempting this unless plenty of room in well-

heated houses is at command, but if it is, it

[
may be carried out with every prospect of

success. As a matter of fact, many of the Coi:-

j

tinental grown Palms that find their way by
thousands to the London and pro\ incial markets
are grown o\'er tan or some similar material that

the roots enter, and these have to be cut oil' before

the plants are packed. This doubtless accounts

for many of them dying, but the f c^< that the

majority li\e and do well if properly treated

afterwards testifies to their long - suffering

qualities. The roots must be clean cut, not

bruised, and those remaining must be spread out

a little when placing in their new pots. Rich
soil is not advisable in this case, as of course the

mutilated roots have to heal and push out new
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points before they have the power" of assimilating

much in the way of food. Subsequent shifts will

be necessary, and then a better staple may be used,

or if not repotted the plants may be assisted by
feeding from the top when it is evident the roots

are getting over the check. The first few leaves

produced will naturally be smaller than usual, but
they improve afterwards and soon make good
specimens again. I am not, of course, advising
this treatment for good specimens, but only as a

means of bringing old and almost worthless plants

back to vigour, and if successful in a fairly large

percentage of cases it is well worth doing.

H. K.

Correas. — These are useful and beautiful

greenhouse shrubs too little cultivated. In a cool,

light, and airy house, growth, though not rapid,

is fi'ce and in most cases clean, insects, as a rule,

giving little trouble when the plants are propeily
attended to. The treatment advised for New
Holland plants generally suits Correas well, but
they ai-e more trouble to propagate than some
other kinds. The large Heath-like blossoms are

extremely bright and telling, looking remarkably
well when grouped in lots of separate varieties.

C. cardinalis and C. bicolor are two of the most
charming of greenhouse plants.

Azaleas for cutting.—Fielder's White is as

good as " M." (p. ISS) represents it to be, and for

cutting it is invaluable by reason of its lasting so

v\ ell in rooms. The good old Iveryana is also very
useful for this purpose. A large specimen which
I have not shifted for ten years makes wood and
flowers freely every year. A surfacing, after re-

moving the old soil an inch or so, with leaf-mould,

peat, loam, and sand, to which is added a ferti-

liser, wlien done Sowering, suits the old specimen
admirably. I have a high opinion of Borsig and
narcissiflora among double whites (the latter 1

have often seen in great quantities in Edinburgh
nurseries for bouquet - making). The useful

Deutchse Perle is also very popular in the north.

—M. T., Citi;-oii,]\\B.

Cyclamens at Bush Hill.—Cyclamens are

largely and well grown by Messrs. Low, and a
recent visit to their nursery was well repaid.

The \arieties are many of them named, but to

recount these is hardly necessary. Suffice to say

that the strain is an excellent one in ever}' way,
the blossoms large and well developed, the
favourite colours being well represented. Among
the salmon-coloured forms there are some of ex-

ceptional merit, but all are good. I was shown a
liouseful of selected plants for seed in the various

colours, and all the forms were first-rate in every

way, the colour clear and well defined, the flowers

of immense size, and the habit all that could be de-

sired. The age of the plants naturally cropped up,

and this I found to be rather over twelve months.
The measurement of a typical specimen was IS ins.

across and from fifty to eighty was the number of

flowers open at one time upon a plant In another
house was a batch of the charming old sweetly-

scented form of C. persicum, and although of

course not coming up to the giganteura strain for

size, the plants were in every way a success.

These are grown as cool as possible, and efforts are

being made to obtain large forms with the scented

flowers. If these are obtained tliey will be a dis-

tinct gain.

—

H.

S-HOET NOTES.—STOVE ct- GREENHOUSE.

Ardieias with variegated leaves.—lu tli"

catalogue of one of the Japanese nursery firms the
well-l;no\vn Ardisia crispa (crenulata) is thus referred

to: "More than twenty varieties of variegation are
knowu either marginal, speckled, or striped " The
same number of variegated forms is also claimed for

the allied Ardisia japonica. While acknowledging
Japan as tlie country of vari?gated-leaved plants, the
question is suggesti'd. How many really distinct forms
are there amongst them ?— II. T.

Freesias.—Freesias are as easily grown as any
bulbs that we possesj. There is, however, ounpoint on
which, I think, too much stress cannoi be laid, viz.,

the thorough ripening of the bulbs. I only grow them

in a small way, but I take care after they hav.? flowered
not to lay them under a stage, as is done with many
bulbs, but to put them up on a slielf near the glass in

the warmest part rrf the house, where they are left

until the soil is dust-dry. Freesias are very prolific,

and every year I have some ditficulty in knowing what
to do with the small halhs which are annually pro-

duced.—D.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE CISTUSES.

The Cistuses, or rather the greater proportion

of them, unfortunately stand on that uncertain
line that divides hardy from tender plants.

They are so tender that, when grown out of

doors entirely, a winter comes sooner or later

which clears most of them off. On the

other hand, very few people have the inclina-

tion, or at any rate tlie convenience, to grow
them indiiors, or even to house them during
severe weather. Tlie consequence is that the

work, which appeared from 1825 to 183tJ. The
greater proportion of the Cistuses described by
Sweet were killed in the .severe winter of 1837-8,

and the genus does not appear to have ever re-

gained the important position it held in English
gardens previous to that date. But in spite of

all this the Cistuses are very delightful plants ;

none of our dwarf shrubs are more beautiful

during the time they flower. Although the
individual blossoms last so .short a time, there
is a constant succession of them maintained
during sunny weather, and some of the species

keep on flowering for a couple of months.
Cistus is represented in the warmer parts

only of Europe, especially in the countries

bordering the Mediterranean Sea, North Africa,

and the Canary Islands. They are shrubs, and
the tallest of them grow from 5 feet to 7 feet

high, ranging from that size downwards to

dwarf spreading plants scarcely 1 foot high.

They are very nearly allied to the Helianthe-
mums, and, like them, have flowers resembling
a wild Rose and lasting but a single day ; they

'g'^sr

Cistus fiorentinus in the rod garden at Buycliffe, Lynn.

Cistuses have gone largely out of cultivation.

In the early part of the century, however, they
appear to have been widely gr(.iwn and sought
after. The interest in them and their allies

was, at any rate, sufhciently general to admit
of the publication of an elaborate and, no
doubt, expensive volume devoted entirely to

them. This was Robert Sweet's " Cistineit!, " a

book in the style of the Dotankal Magtr.ljie,

which contains a coloured plate and a rather

dift'use description of every species then in cul-

tivation. It still remains the chief wox'k of

reference in our own language dealing with this

family, although the author, like so many mono-
graphers, exaggerated the importance of minute
dift'erences and gave specific names to many
plants that can only be regarded as varieties or

crosses. From the cultivator's point of view
as well. Sweet took a rather too favourable

estimate as to the hardiness of many of them.
This, possibly, was owing to a series of mild

winters just prior to the publication of the

difl'er in having the seed-vessels five to ten-

celled, whilst the Helianthemums have only

tliree-celled seed-vessels. Many of the Helian-

themums have yellow flowers ; whereas in

Cistus they are white, or of some shade of red

or purple, but never wholly or mainly yellow,

although every flower, so far as I have seen,

has a patch of that colour at the base of each

petal. The leaves, opposite and .always entire,

are frequently covered with a fragrant glutinous

' exudation, especially noticeable during hot sun-

shine.

With regard to their cultivation, the thing of

greatest importance to bear in mind is their

,
love of sunshine. They have no particular

preference for any one kind of soil ; it should,

however, be well drained and should not be of

,so rich a nature as to induce .-i. rank and too

succulent growth. When once established iu the

open, Cistuses never suS'er from drought
;
in-

deed, hot or even parching conditions are what

they most enjoy. Thus they are best suited on
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sunny, dry banks and such like places. As has

already been intimated, the gardener's chief

difficulty is in regard to temperature. One or

tv.o of them are of undoubted hardiness ; C.

C. ALBIDUS.—Under favourable conditions this

species grows some 5 feet high, and is distinct

chiefly because of the lea\'es, which are covered
with a white pubescence. It is to this character

Ciatiis fonnosus.

laurifolius, for instmce, went through the
first two nionths of 18!)3 (as trying a time as

we have experienced in recent years) without
the least injury, but the majority were killed out-

right. Tlie present winter has, so far, been perfect

for them, the short spell.s of about 10' or 12° of

frost having left them (juite untouched. But
they can only be said to exist on sufferance,

and to be absolutely safe need house or frame
room in winter. In some gardens the tender
sorts have been grown in pots and stood out-

side against a sunny wall during summer, but
wintered indoors. Specimens 4 feet to 5 feet

high are thus obtained, which are objects of

great beauty during their flowering season.

Although I have not seen it tried, I believe the
more tender sorts would succeed in a very cool

or unheated greenhouse in a position where
they got the maxiuium amount of air and sun-
shine. \Mien grown outside, a permanent winter
covering of mats or like material is worse
than useless. A better protection is a light

covering of Bracken or dry leaves, which allows
the air to circulate about them and does not
foster damji. With this precaution and the
selection of a dry, sunny position above the
general level of the ground the outdoor cultiva-

tor has to rest content. Many of the Cistuses
are very probably naturally short-lived plants,

and for this reason and that of their suscepti-
bility to cold, a stock of young jjlants ought to

be kept in pots. Propagation can be eii'ected

by seeds and by cuttings rooted in a cool frame
towards the end of summer. They are iui-

patient of disturbance at the root, and should
be grown in pots until permanently planted
out. Where several kinds are grown together
they are apt to hybridise. Indeed, an endless
variety can be obtained by interci-ossing. In
M. Thuret's garden at Antibes (near Cannes)
M. Boriiet raised 'i4.5 hybrid Cistuses a few
years ago, but none crossed with Helianthe-
mum. In the following notes and descriptions
Sweet's book has been freely drawn upon.
Several of the Helianthemums have occasionally
been noted in this and other journals under the
wrong name of Cistus ; amongst them are H.
alyssoides, H. algarvense, and H. formosum.
Mention of the.se is, of course, omitted.

that the speciSc name refers, and not to the

flowers, which are of a bright lilac or rose, aud
each '2S inches to 3 inches across. Sweet describes

it as one of the most desirable of its tribe, and
(]uite hardy in almost any position not too moist.

The leaves are without stalks, the

bases of each pair uniting and sur-

rounding the stem.
C. coRB.iRiENSis.—A natural hy-

brid between C. salvifolius and C.

populifolius and a native of the
mountains of Southern France and
Spain. It has heart-shaped leaves,

1 inch to 2 inches long, slightly

glutinous and pubescent beneath.

The flower is IV inches across, white
with a 3'ellow centre, and tinged
with red at the points of the petals.

Although killed in severe winters,

it is one of tlie hardiest, and in

summer flowers continuously over a

period of two months, being each
sunny day covered with a profusion

of blossoms. It is a quick grower
aud forms large bushes. In gardens
it is known also as C. cordifolius.

C. CRisi'us.—Like the preceding
species, this is hardy except during
the severest winters, and is un-

doubtedlv a very charming shrub
when seen at its best. It is com-
pact and bushy, 2 feet high, with
sessile, narrow-lanceolate leaves aud
red-purple, saucer-shaped flowers 2i

inches across : they are borne in a
cyme and are distinct because of

the very short foot-stalks. It flowers

freely during .lune and July, and
even into August. A native of

South Europe, and most abundant
in Spain.

C. cvriiirs.—To a great extern,

tliis resembles C. ladaniferus, but it

may easily be distinguished during
the flowering season by the blooms
appearing several together in a sort

of umbel, whilst in C. ladaniferus

they are always solitary. It is also

somewhat hardier. It is a large, bushy shrub
with glutinous branch s and leaves, the stalks

of each pair united at the base and forming
a sheath round the stem ; the upper surface is

glossy and smooth, the lower one clothed with a

dense white wool. The flower is 3 inches across,

white, with a large purjjle spot towards the base
of each petal. Although it has always been put
down as a native of Cyprus, Mr. WoUey-Dod
points out that Boissier, the chief botanist of the
Levant, did not find it wild in Cyprus or any-
where else. Loudon records that in 1834 there
was a plant of this species at Minard, in Argyll-
shire, nearly S feet high and 12 feet in diameter

—

surely one of the finest Rock Roses ever seen in

Britain.

C. FLORESTINCS.—This plant, of which so
charming illustrations are given, is one of the
dwarfer Rock Roses. It is a compact, twiggy,
much-branched shrub, with narrow-lanceolate
leaves that are hairy when young, becoming
smoother with age. The flowers are each 2
inches across, white, with a tinge of rose at the
tips and a yellow spot at the base of each petal.
How freely it blossoms the engraving bears wit-
ness, and it illustrates, too, the best situation for
this species and others of similar cliaracter. It is

a native of Spain and the south of France, and is

possibly a natural hybrid between C. monspeliensia
and some other species.

C. HIRSUTCS.—In gardens this species is often
grown under the name albiflorus. It is a native
of Spain and other parts of South-west Europe.
Its young branches and leaves are densely
clothed with hairs, the leaves blunt and each
1^ inches to 2 inches long. The flowers are
white, upwards of 2 inches across and profusely
borne in cymes at the ends of the shoots. Of its

hardiness. Sweet observes that it will bear all our
winters except the very severe ones, when a cover-
ing will preserve it, but that even this is seldom
needed, This is borne out by my experience ; it

was one of the few that survived the winter of
1894-9o without protection.

C. LAD.ixiFERUS (Gum Cistus\ —This is one of

The Laurel-leaved Rock Rose (Cistus laurifolius).

the larger species and grows 4 feet to 5 feet high.
The leaves have scarcely any stalks and are flat,

narrow-lanceolate, 4 inches to .') inches long,
sticky on the upper surface and woollj' beneath.
The flowers are always solitary, 3 inches or morj
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across and white. It is a native of South France, leaves. The flowers are sometimes solitary, hut

Portugal and Spain, and is very abundant on some i occasionally as many as six appear on one stalk ;

of the mountains. The name'would suggest the they are of a bright reddish purple, with a large

species to be the source of the aromatic resin or velvety maroon lilotch just above the yellow base

gum called labdanum ; in part it possibly is, but
j

of each petal. It succeeds well in Cornwall and

it is nob the only or even the chief source. There
; like places, but requires protection further noith

are two varieties of it, both figured by Sweet,
| in se\'ere weather

viz., maculatus (t. 1), which has a large crimson

blotch at the base of the petal just above the

yellow patch, and albillorus (t. 84), pure white,

except for the yellow in the centre.

C. L-vrRiFOi.ns. — This is undoubtedly the

hardiest of all the Cistuses and the only one

which, in many districts, has withstood the

winters of the last ten years in ordinary posi-

tions with no protection whatever. As a hardy
evergreen of very great beautj' when in bloom
it deserves much more extended cultivation

than it obtains at present. It is of erect

habit and grows 5 feet or G feet in height and as

much in diameter. The lea\-es are stalked (the

stalks swelling at the base and clasping the

stem), ovate or lanceolate, the upper side viscous,

the under side clothed with a pale brown wool.

The flowers are wliite, each 3 inches across, and
produced in great abundance from June to

August. The variet}' maculatus is a rare shrub

of perhaps e\'en greater beauty than tlie type,

each petal having a large blotch of purple-crimson

at the base. This species produces seeds freely

and regularly, and by their means the stock ought
to be renewed every few years, as the old plants

are apt to become leggy and worn out. It is a

native of the south of France, Spain, &c., and was
introduced in 1771.

C. i.rsiTANiii-s.—Most probably this Cistus is

of hybrid origin, its parents being C. ladaniferus

and C. monspeliensis, but of this nothing abso-

lutely certain is known. It is at any rate nearly

allied to C monspeliensis. It is a dwarf, compact,
dense bush, with \ery dark green leaves and
large white flowers, with a rich purple spot at

the base of each petal. It resembles V. ladani-

ferus in flower, but is of dwarf habit ; altogether

one of the prettiest in the genus.

C. MONSi'ELiEN'Sls.—In gardens this is fre-

([uently grown as C. Clusi, a diS'erent species,

probably not now in cultivation. It is hardier

than many species, and when it has survived a

winter or two grows into a large compact bush.

The leaves are sessile, narrow-lanceolate, wrinkled,

and viscous. The flowers are each 1 inch to IJ

inches in diameter, white, with a yellow centre,

and are produced in a sort of umbel at the end of

each shoot, the weaker ones bearing three to five

flowers, the stronger ones ten to twenty. ]*"rom

June to August it is a very delightful plant.

C. OHTrsii'oLiis.—This is a dwarf shrub of

spreading habit and very handsome where it

succeeds. The leaves are stalkless or nearly so,

ver3' stirt' and rough to the touch, and clothed on
both sides with a stellate pubescence, as are also

the young branches. The flowers are white,

crimped, If inches across, and borne on a many-
flowered cyme. A native of Crete.

C. r.-VRViFLORUS.—This is also a Cretan species.

It is a spreading, much-branched plant, with
tomentose, twisted leaves 1 inch long. The
flowers are small (1 inch across), pale rose, and
borne on a terminal cyme.

C. niin'i.iFoi.u's.—Although Sweet remarked
that this is a rather tender plant, it has proved
hardier than many others. A plant 7 feet high in

the gardens at Syon House is recorded by Loudon
as liaving stood the winter of 1S37-S without
injury and quite unprotected. It is distinct from
most of the Cistuses by reason of the long leaf-

stalks, which are W, inches or more in length.

The leaves are heart-shaped and pointed, with a

rough surface and undulate margins. The flowers

are '2 inches across, white, and borne in a cymose
cluster. A native of Southern France and Spain,
and introduced in 1656.

C. iTiUTRErs.—This is another of the Cistuses

whose origin is doubtful ; most probably it is a
hybrid of natur.d origin. It was introduced from
the Levant. It grows .'i feet to i feet high, is of

C. SAi.viFoi.irs.—This, the

Rose, is widely spread over the soutli of Europe,

and is especially plentiful near Biarritz. The
branches when young are clothed with clusters of

woolly hairs borne on little excrescences on the

bark,"which, when the hairs fall away, give it a

certain roughness. Its leaves ai'e stalked, ovate,

more or less wrinkled like a Sage leaf, and ho.ary

when young. The flowers are solitary, white,

and about ly inches across.

C. vn.i.osus.—Several of the plants figured liy

Sweet under specific names have since been re-

duced to varieties of tliis species. It is widely

spread over the .Mediterranean region, and has

profusely. The early frosts destroy the leaves,

but from October on till nearly Christmas the

berries hang in pendent wreaths, and are most
attractive in their unique violet colour. Is

this Callicarpa americana of " Nicholson's Dic-

tionary," where it is spoken of as a greenhouse
shrub? Possibly the thoroughly ripened wood

Sao-e-leaved Rock
]

contributes to its hardiness, but I should imagine
there are many southern and western English
gardens where it would thrive and make a glorious

(lisplay of berries. It is worthy of a wall if that
were necessar}' to encourage it.—A. HERRixfiTON,
M(t<IUi,ii,X..r., U.S. A.

Deutzia Lemoinei.—The little free-flowering

Heutzia gracilis has long stood in the front rank
of hardy shrubs suitaljle for forcing into bloom
early in the season, and when Deutzia parsiflora

with its flattened corymbs of white flowers was
introduced, it was thought likely that this newer
form would be used for the same purpose. It has,

"lowever, never made much headway in thii

been in cultivation in Britain for more than three respect, but a hybrid between the two raised by
centuries. It is a compact bush with the leaves

] m. Lemoine, of Nancy, and distributed under the

roundish-ovate, wrinkled, covered with a grey
|

name of D. Lemoinei, has proved to be a very

wool. The flowers, borne one to three together, desirable shrub either for the open ground or for

are reddish purple and 2!, inches across. Sweet
|

forcing. 1). Lemoinei, which received a first-class

describes it as one of the commonest of Cistuses certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society

in all nurseries seventy years ago.
_

two years ago, is a stouter and straighter grower

C. V. VAR. fRKTiirs (figured as C. creticus by
|
than I), gracilis, while the individual flowers are

Sweet, t. 112).—This is one of the best varieties large, pure white, and in the manner of their

of \ illosus. It dift'ers from the type in the lea\es

being of a more spathulate outline, the base being

attenuated to a short stalk ; they have the same

greyish aspect due to the woolly surface. The
flowers are purplish red. The jilant is the chief

source of the fragrant resin or gum known as

labdanum or ladanum, formerly of great repute

in medicine, especially during the (Ireat Plague.

Now it is used chiefly in perfumery. It is some-

times confounded with laudanum, a drug, of

course, with which it has no connection.

C. V. VAR. KOTiNDiFcu.irs (figured as C. ro-

tundifolius by Sweet, t. 7."i).—This is of dwarfer

arrangement about midway between the flattened

corymb of D. parviflora and the elongated cluster

of i). gracilis. In the case of these Deutzias that

have been forced into bloom the young shoots that

are produced under glass will, if treated as Fuch-

sias and such things, strike root just as readily,

.so that a considerable quantity can soon be

obtained. The large-growing I) crenata and its

double variety flower naturally so much later in

the season than these smaller kinds, that they are

not available for early forcing. Still, they form

veiy pretty objects for the greenhouse or conser-

atory if brought on gently, though they are not
- " T.habit than the type and very bushy ;

the leaves
^
oftcn'seen treated in this way,

arc very blunt and often as broad as they are

Flower Garden.
long, and the flowers are purple, 2\ inches across,

and borne on one to three-flowered peduncles.

C. V. VAR. rTNDULATrs.—This was figured by

Sweet as C. undulatus (b. 63), who admits it to be

very similar bo the Cretan plant (creticus), bat

diflering in the longer stjle. The flowers are

2 inches across and purple.

At least as many more Cistuses might be

added to the above, many of them
beautiful, but those mentioned includL. -

hardiest, and they adeiiuately represent bhe
,
largely to the floral_ beauty

genus in all its diversities of size and mode of

growth, as well as most of the shades of colour

seen in its blossoms. ^^ • J- T^-

Crataegus pinnatifida.—This Chinese Thorn,

which in the American notes (page 08) is referred

to as being conspicuous in the autumn from the

brilliant orange and scarlet bints of the foliage,
j

would apjiear to behave somewhat differently on

the other side of the Atlantic from what it does

in this country, for, as far as my experience of it

extends here, bhe leaves die ott' a clear pale yellow,

quibe disbincb from any other member of the

genus. It also possesses other uncommon features,

for it is one of bhe earliest of all Thorns to pub

forbh ibs foliage in bhe spring, and bhe huge

deeply divided leaves have unusually long foot-

sbalks, which being labher weak cause bhe foliage

bo parbly droop. The large showy fruibs, boo, are

very nobiceable, and, bakenalbogebher,ib is worbhy

of a place among bhe selecb Thorns.—T.

A hardy Callicavpa. -There is a Callicarpa

here that grows admirably oubsideand wibhsbands

zero weabher. lb is killed down bo bhe ground

by severe frosb, bub in ordinary shrub planba-

bions wibhout protection the root sbock lives,

gpriiifing up again each year afber bhe manner of

blie hardy Fuchsias in most English gardens.

Durino- bhe summer its shoobs quickly atbaui a

RIVIERA NOTES.

It has been well said bhab he who makes bwo

lilades of grass to grow where one before existed

equally is a benefactor to mankind. Wliat, then, should

the
I be said of bhe man who has conbribubed so

f bhis sunny shore

by" raising the ubiquibous Ivy-leaved Pelar-

gonium Mme. Crousse >. Of all bhe winber-blooni-

fiig planbs on this coasb I hardly think there is

anybhing so charming, so unfailing in flower as

bhis. lb liangs in fesboons down every sunny

wall, and garlands wibh ibs soft pink blossom

I miles of roadside banks and berraces bhab wibh-

I

oub its flowery mantle would be dull and ugly

1 indeed. lb greets bhe earliesb arrival in October

wibh a wealth of flower which conbinnes, never
'

failing, till bhe labesb lingerer leaves in June,

I

and for all bhab 1 know may continue as free

flowering as ever during bhe torrid months of

summer. To those who, like myself, renicm-

r bhese -shores before bliis mosb valuable addi-

bushy habib, and has oblong-lanceolabe, wrinkled ' heighb of 4 feeb or more, branch freely, and nower

la

tion to modern gardens was raised, the contrar-.t

between " theii^" when only bwo shades of a

rather dull lilac were the represenbatives of

bhis section, and "now," when the whole winter

long the cheery pink blossoms of Mme. Crousse

light up the berraced hillsides, is cpiibe amazing.

No wonder visitors of later days accepb ib grabe-

fuUy, bub wibhoub realising how much we all

owe bo its happy raiser, who deserves a bribube

of heartiesb bhanks from an abler pen bliau

mine. Perhaps the mosb sbriking eft'ecb caused

by this plant just now may be seen by passers-

by im the lower road near Monaco, where in Sir

E. Malet's garden may be seen what may wibh
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little exa<;gefation be tsnned a whole hillside

c.vr|ietL-cl with this fair flower, one soft mass of

silvery pink, with here and there a hoary Olive

stvuiling out from the rosy maze of bloom,

("nder the bright sunshine of a tine January

afternoon there is no plant that so entirely can

cheat one into believing it is Jun^ and not

January, and as we .all chng so eagerly to illu-

sion of one kinil or another, what more can be

said, for June could not bj fairer?

This genial season the Bougainvillea is in

great beauty on many a sunny villa, .a contrast

to its frost-bitten leaves last year at this time.

Wigandia caracasana is splendidly liandsome

now with its rich leaves and puri)le-blue cymes
of flowers untouched by any cold or storm.

Even tlie rather coarse Senecio or Cineraria

macrophylla with its velvety foliage and large

Kagwort-like he.ads of yellow bloom tills a use-

ful mission in decking cold and damp corners

where nothing else wamld flourish in midwinter,

and gives an idea of summer luxuriance.

Almond trees in their pink and silver glory

light up the hillsides, and contrast with the

green and gold of the Orange ;
Violets are

scenting the shady banks, while starry Ane-
mones and the larger Celandine liglit up the

rough ground. No longer are the terraces lit

up witli red and ])urple Anemones, for they are

niiw either gathered young for the market, or

else they are transferred to garden ]ilots, so as

to be more under control, but the scent of the

flowering Beans is wafted uj) the hillside in the

warm afternoon sunshine, and tells us that

spring lias come ere we realised that winter

existed for us. E. H. \V.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Margyricarpus setosus. — When the herba-

ceous things have almost totally disappeared, and
ijefore the spring bulbs flower, the value of this is

evident. It is certainly a charming plant for

the rock garden. The procumbent habit, the

evergreen and glossy leaves with their spear-like

points, and the pearl-like fruits numerously
ntudded over the whole plant, all go to render

this one of our most useful and effective rock

plants in winter. If the winter is mild like the

: present, all the better. In ver}- severe wintei's it

' is all the safer for a glass shelter.

Lithospermum Gastoni and L. purpureo-
ciiTuleum.—Speaking of these relatively, and for

the garden, they are quite distinct when noted
the year round, and still there is a similarity,

especially if you confine your comparison to the
fruiting stems of the latter. L. Gastoni is rare,

or, at any rate, a scarce plant in commerce ;

L. purpureo-co»ruleum is almost a common plant in

every sense of the word. The common species is

really the better, showier, and more free, hence
I think the more valuable for the garden.
Tlie short and erect stems of L. (iastoni are

beautiful when .after years you have got it into a

strong specimen. In the case of our British

form by garden treatment you get a strong plant

in two years ; its habit, however, is to make long
bounding stems, a sort of half stolons, the extreme
ends taking root. I mention these because it is

by checking this habit that you get the central

erect stems of a foot in height, and these are the

parts which, from the quantity of deep ricli blue
flowers, which we fail to find in other genera than
• ientianaand Lithospermum, almost startle one
by their intensitj-. It is in the greater profusion
and equal colour that this commoner kind excels.

The one thing not to forget is the stopping of the
barren stolon like stems. I chance to have a
wide patch of it, and it is from ttiis fifteen-year-

old patch that I liave gained my facts. For years
the yilants grew and spread, and there were few
flowers. Latterl}- it was decided that it should
extend no further ; that decision implied pulling
off the runners as they grew. As soon as th.at

was dons numerous erect short growths from the

chief centres became topped with bloom. Tiie

plant likes a deep, rich soil and a moist position,

and its efTjitiveuess is all the greater waen you
allow it t3 lirst broaden out by a few years'

natural growth ; then the stopping may be done.

Anemons fulgens.— It is well known that the

tubers of thi-; largest, brightest and earliest of the

Windflowers serve but for one year's flowering,

however strong when planted or whether planted

in early or late autumn. The results most com-
monly met w'ith after the first season are dwindled
foliage and very few if any flowers. You will find

the once large tubers have split into a number of

small ones, with signs of their having been
gnawed b_v some ground pest. Where this happens,

it may lie well to try the tubers in rather strong

loam,' and when they are being planted give a

liberal dressing in the lines over the tubers (before

the earth is drawn over) of well-charred garden
refuse, just as you would treat kidney Beans. I

cannot tell whether it is the potash in the dust

that checks ground pests or the carbon that pre-

vents the aVmormal decay of the tuber or what,

but I find that this dressing is highly beneficial.

Woo'lnll,-, Kirh^'ill. .1. Woon.

Winter Crocuses.—The several species which

by right may be grouped in this set are now-

flowering freelj', more especially where the groups

are established. This is a very important matter

so far as concerns the flowering of these plants at

the right moment. Nor is it merely a ([uestion

of lifting and drying them and thereby keeping

them out of the soil tor some weeks in succession,

as much the same results ensue when disturbed at

all, even it planted again at once. This has

been again clearly demonstrated thisj'ear, where a

portion was merely lifted from one side of the bed to

the other to ecjualise matters. Those undisturbed

be^an flowering in the middle of .January, while

as yet the transplanted bulbs had not made their

appearance, though perfectly sound. It is by no

means a new experience, and the fact is worthy
of notice where beds are planted for eftect.

One of the most lovely of all is C. Sieberi, a

clear, deep, lilac-blue, with rich golden base and
large cons|)icuous orange anthers. C. Imperati,

also a beautiful kind, and in addition sweetly

scented, is a fit companion for the above ami
beautifully shaded.

Iris assyriaoa and other Juno Irises.—
The group of bull)ousrooted Irises included by
botanists under the oUective heading of the

Juno section contains some very distinct and
lovely species, of which the old and generally

known Iris persica may be regarded as the t^-pe.

They have all more or less elongated bulbs and
stout, fleshy roots, the foliage very distinct, in

some instances having quite the growth of such

Orchids as Vanda or Aerides. The flou'ers, which

are generally very beautiful, are produced from

the axils of the leaves. At this time of the year

the rare Iris Kosenbachiana, one of the most
lovely species of this group of Irises, may be

found in bloom in the open border in those gar-

dens where a constant succession of rare and
beautiful flowers is ]ireferred to a gaudy ma5s of

colour at one time. Such species as I. cauc.asica,

sindjarensis and its variety assyriaca, oi-chioides,

and other members of this group are also showing
above ground and keep up the suiiply until April.

All these Irises are essentiallv- open-air plants :

they delight in a warm position and a sandy,

loose, well-enriched soil, where the long roots

may ramble at will, and they are also decidedly

benefited by a distinct season of rest, which may
be given to them by taking the bulbs up in July

and keeping them in an airy, dry place until

October. They ra }• for one season be successfully

fully grown in the greenhouse, where their quaint

beauty will be fully appreciated, but they cannot

then be expected to form bulbs strong enough to

produce flowers another season. Aprojiot of Iris

persica, I have now some verv' fine forms of this

old species in my collection, none of which is

more distinct tlian a form which I imported three

years ago from Mesopotamia. The bulb, foliage,

and flower are nearly double the size of those of

the type, the exquisitely tinted blooms having a

bold blue black spot on the blade of the fall.

This plant is so distinct that I have appealed to

Prof. Foster, whose great botanical knowledge
will settle the question whether it should be
classed as a variety of I. persica or whether it

may have the honour to stand as a species.

—

C. G. VAX Ti'BKRcKN, Jvs.,Haa.}-/em.

ALSTRO:.\IERIAS.

TiiEKE is still time to safely undertake the trans-

planting of these useful hard}- flowers, and of

course where the dry tubers may be obtained,
planting may be done with impunity. It is not
advisable to longer delay this than is ]jossible

now, as those left undisturbed will have made
considerable growth, and not a little to their

ultimate advantage. In certain positions these
plants are most ett'ective in the garden. It will

depend much on the nature of the shrubs as to

the advisability of planting at some distance or

in close proximity, though in any case it will be
better not to plant too thickly at the start. Pro-

vided the tuljers are about 9 inches asunder e.ach

way, such a group may, if well planted, be safely

left alone for ten or a dozen years, though in less

than half that time a good display will be forth-

coming. When planted in good ground it is

surprising how deeply the roots will descend,
and how it is well-nigh impossible to trace them
after a year or two. More than once I have dug
to a depth of 3 feet in search of the tubers in

an old standing group without finding them
at all, notwithstanding there were signs of

the ever-descending growths even after this

depth was reached. \\'hile these old-established

groups flower each year with great freedom,
a system of annual or biennial lifting be-

comes a necessity where saleable roots are re-

quired. A good and safe depth to plant the tubers
at is G inches to 8 inches, not less than the former
to keep them secure from frost. At this depth,
however, they are safe even in the event of

exceptional frost such as that experienced a few
years ago, while the older-established groups are

proof against any frost we experience in the
British Isles. As a rule these things prefer a fairly

light, s.andy loam, rich and of good depth.

\^'here the soils are shallow, saj' not more than
IS inches deep, it is a good plan to give a layer

of cow manure at li inches below the roots. When
planting it is best to keep such things free of the

ordinary herbaceous border, and devote space

elsewhere where they are not likely to be fre-

quently moved. Where the soil is of a clayey

nature it is a good plan to mix leaf-soil freely,

ani with grit this will make an excellent rooting

niidium. The most detrimental condition is a

sjil that is water-logged or retentive, and to all

s ich a drain is of the first importance, failing

which a raised bed abo\-e the ordinary level will

meet the case. The best sorts for the garden are

A. aurantiaca, which attains to S feet high when
established ; A. chilensis, a dwarfer and variable

species, beautiful when well grown ; and A.

psittacina, with more tubular and somewhat
curiously hooded flowers of crimson and green.

In the more favoured jdaces A. pelegrina and its

lovely white variety are worth a trial, but these

are less hardy and not so vigorous as the foregoing

sorts. E. J.

Raising seeds of hardy perennials.—The
best way to do this, excepting in case of

extremely small seeds or very scarce kinds, is iu

drills or e^ en broadcast in small beds, provided

there are no slugs or worms. Of course some-

thing could Vje done to check these, but not by the

rough and ready means over seed beds, as in the

case of strong or established plants. Another
thing that could be done would be to so prepare

the beds that for a time the seeds would be

comparatively safe. As to the time that condition

of soil would last would constitute another
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important consideration, because one of the
advantages 'of sowing in beds is that perennials
may remain (in many cases) in the seed beds for
more than ^a year and be better for doing so.

shadowed it. Those that I planted were coum
and Atlvinsi. These have now possibly been self-

fertilised, as in this space of some 2 yards or
3 yards square I have many varied colours, shades

"'
Cistus purpureus. (See p. 132.)

Seed beds are wonderfully helped by slight cover- of reddish purple, white, &c. The foliage in most
ings of cocoa-nut fibre : this saves evaporation, and instances is beautifully marbled. The whole aspect

of the plant is very dwarf and neat. So well does
the situation suit them that they have seeded
freely. As one oftentimes hears of difficulties

in growing these charming bulbs, it may be
helpful to some of your I'eaders to
know liow readily they will adapt

mechanically (irevents the crawling of slugs. A
thin—very thin—covering of straight straw, kept
in position by pegs and tarred twine, has similar
effects. The pot, pan and box sowings, either for

out of doors or under glass, are all very well
where they can be well looked after ; they im|jly

a maximum amount of care and certainly are not themselves to a situation which is

essential for hardy seeds. Their uses come in fa\ourable to them. I should add that
more for seeds as above indicated — seeds minute, there is a good deal of chalk about
scarce, or otherwise very valuable ; these, of them, so they do not seem to object
course, are worth3' of and should l.ave the greater to a calcareous soil. In summer they
care. Where the land is sandy or otherwise get thoroughly baked, and I think this

light, such mulchings of fibre or straw are abso- is one great secret of the situation suit-

lutely needful on the score of preventing rapid ing them.

—

Delta.
evaporation and the consequent " malting " of the

;

Unseasonable flowers.—We liave
seed. \\'hen the seedlings have shown up pretty
well, the straw should by degrees be removed
carefully during dull weather, and then in many
ways light dressings of silver sand become help-

^

__ ___^
,

ful. The dressings may be gi%en twice a week or , early district,—the south-east corner of
oftener until the plants have got fairly strong.— Kent,—we can hardly be said to have
J. Wood. had any winter There has not
Hardy Cyclamens.—The exceptionally mild been a flake of snow, and frosts have

season lias brought these all early into flower. ' been exceedingly rare and of a very
With me they always precede Crocuses, Snow- slight and transient character. As a
drops. Primroses, or any other spring flower. I ' result we have had things in bloom
tried them in various parts of the garden, but

,

which are most unusual ; thus I have liad all
without success, but seeing somewhere or other through the present month blooms of Polyan-
that they rejoiced in a warm situation, and did I thus Narcissus opening freely in the border
not mind trees overhead, I planted a few bulbs

j

in front of my little greenhouse, and I have
where there was not much depth of soil, with at also had Gentiana acaulis exhibiting its grand
the back some tall trees which partly over- blue blossoms, and the other day (.January 26)

there was a flower of Chionodoxa Lucili;e out
on the same border. Here this mild weather
is accompanied by extreme dryness, and in the
higher parts of our neighbourhood tlie wells
are dry and the cottagers have had to draw water
from a distance ; the springs have not risen, and
unless February fulfils its character of fill-djke,
I am afraid in many places the want of water
may prove serious. What will be the result to
our gardens it is impossible to say. I do not find
that fruit trees are pushing very fast, notwith-
standing the high temperature which prevails.
It is a curious fact, showing how variable the
weather is in our islands, that wliile we are de-
ploring the want of water there should have been
in the west of England, such as Devonshire and
Soutli Wales, in the month of December 14 inches
or 15 inches of rain, which is more than half our
rainfall for the whole year.—D.

AN AUTUMN BORDER.
Given several large beds or borders either already
partially filled with flowering shrubs, or, being
empty, liave to be planted with tall flowers, it is

worth the attention of planters where cut bloom
is in great request to devote at least one of them
mainly to autumn flowering plants. It is hardly
necessary to point out that although little diffi-

culty is experienced in furnishing the flower-
basket all through the spring and early sum-
mer months, the task is not so easy from the
advent of September until towards the end of
October. Three of the best species for such plant-
ing are Starworts, Sunflowers, and Dahlias, the
last to supply colour not obtainable in autumn
perennials. Great variety is not advisable, the
main consideration being a selection of those
things that will combine the ability to provide
a good display and be of value for cutting. In the
preparation of the border a great amount of
manure is not necessary. Plenty of root room,
however, is essential, and I should advise bastard
trenching, working in a bit of rough stuff before
turning over the bottom spit. It is impossiljle to
advise as to actual planting arrangements. That
is altogether a matter requiring discrimination to
meet existing circumstances. It may, however,
be noted that Starworts are available in all shades
of blue, from deep to pale lavender, 'and also
in white more or less pronounced. Sunflowers
from deep yellow to primrose, and the unique
striatum, whilst the selection of Dahlias to afford
an effective contrast would naturally be in the
crimson and scarlet shades. I would also' sug-
gest, so far as the perennials are concerned, a
careful note as to the height the different varie-
ties are likely to attain, that no after disap-
pointment in the arrangement be experienced.
In a small selection [of Starworts I should in-

lieard a good deal of the plants and
bulbs that are in flower in tliis remark-
ably mild winter ; in truth, in this part
of England, which is by no means an

Cistus jloimtuius at ^linhy f hitt. Lnyiaitd Jut lllK LtAR-
DEN fro7n, a photograph by Miss Willinott. (See p. 131.)

elude Shorti, coorabefishacre, cordifolius albus
and c. Diana, Novi-Belgii Purity, John Wood,
Robert Parker, Autumn Glory, panicula-
tus W. J. Grant, viraineus and its varieties,

and Tradescanti. Whether in perennial Sun-
flowers preference is given to the single or double
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forms will depend on tlie tiiste of those concerned.
I should say a fair proportion of each, choosing
the best types, will be sure to give satisfaction.
Helianthus striatus, la-titlorus. iliss Mellish, and
Soleil dOr (double) with Harpalium grandiflorum
are five fine varieties, (liven the acceptance of
brilliant colouring in the Dahlias, preference
should be also given to those varieties that are
very free and that throw the flowers well above
the foliiige ; the latter point, indeed, is absolutely
necessary, for however good individual blooms
may be they are useless either for a display or for
cutting if hidden among the leaves on short stems.
The inclusion of Dahlias among the perennials
may be objected to on the ground that they are
likely to be disfigured by the first frost. It is,

however, certain that just a few brighten up a
border wonderfully at a dull time of the year,
and that these can be protected against an ordi-
nary frost with the aid of a few stakes and some
sheets of brown paper. Where borders are extra
large and it is desirable to face the tall families
with flowers of somewhat dwarfer habit, the latter
are to be found in autumn Chrysanthemums, Sea
Lavenders, Schizostylis coccinea, and occasional
plants of Senecio p'ulcher, the shortest of the
Chrysanthemums of the type of Flora or I'Ami
Conderchet being reserved for the extreme edge.

Clartmont. E. B.

Societies and Exhibitions,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Febri-.vry 8.

It was by some frequenters of the Drill Hall
meetings surmised beforehand that there would
not Ije any great display on the above date.
Rarely, if ever, has there been seen a brighter
display than that of Tuesday last. The attend-
ance, too, was surprisingly good.
The mild character of the present winter was

clearly demonstrated in the bright display of
hardy spring flowers, bulbous and alpine. These
came chiefly from the well-known sources at
Thames Ditton, Cheshunt and Tottenham, and it
was quite enjoyable to inspect the early Crocuses,
the Cyclamens, the iluscaris and Narcissi to he
seen in these groups. Hellebores, too, were very
beautiful from Cheshunt, and so were the early
forms of Iris from Tottenham, notably I. reticu-
lata.

Of greenhouse flowers, the Chinese Primulas
bo.-e away the palm, two very fine collections of
choice strains coming from Chelsea and Swanley.
The former consisted of wider ranges of colour,
and the arrangement was specially good, the
double forms from seed being unusually fine. The
latter group was the larger, only needing a few
im)re darker colours to have made it strikingly
effective. Camellias, very finely-grown, luxuriant
plants with a profusion of flower, came from \Val-
tham Cross. Freesias in the best possible condi-
tion came from near Slough. Xo better recom-
mendation than that afl'orded by this exhibit could
possibly be needed. Particularly fine were the
superbly flowered branches of Bougainvillea spec-
tabihs, intensely rich in colour, from Battle Abbey,
from whence also came the seldom-seen Bignonia
venusta, but the colour did not blend with that
of the Bougainvillea. Small decorative Ferns of
hardy, wiiy-looking growth came from Edmon-
ton, betokening good culture. A bright miscel-
laneous group came from Roupell Park, and from
Richmond a collection of dwarf plants of Euony-
mus, &c., whilst from Canterbury came the first
instalment of cut Roses—charming blooms of
Catherine Mermet.
The Orchids, too, were numerous, the two best

groups being those from Chelsea and Burford
Lodge

; the former contained many rare and choice
hybrids, notably of Dendrobes ; the latter con-
sisted of finely-grown plants, notably the Sophro-
nitis and the Angrcecum. A profusion of Cypri-
pedium insigne came from Ru.\Iey Lodge, wliilst
from Holloway and Enfield were contributed two

other good groups. The fruit committee did not
appear to have much to do, but it was pleasing

to note the extremely good competition for the

flavour prizes given to .-Vpples and Pears. The
best exhibit of all amongst vegetables was that of

Sutton's Early Spring Broccoli, of which two
baskets were shown in superb condition ; the
heads were as firm as they could be, and the
colour all that one could desire.

Orchid Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to—
L.i:LiA AXL'EPS wADDONiENSis.—This is a lovely

form of the white section of this species, the
sepals about 3 inches long and ui)wards of half an
inch in breadth. The petals are U inches broad,
of good form and of fine substance. The lip

is pure white on tlie front lobe shading to yellow
at the base ; the side lobes white, suffused with
yellow towards the base, where it has numerous
indistinct purple lines. It is one of the finest and
most distinct forms we have seen. The plant
exhibited by Mr. P. Crowley, Waddon House,
Croydon, bore two spikes with two flowers each.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-

ing :

—

Calaxthe si'Lendexs.—A lovely form, with
deep rose-purple sepals and petals of fine form
and substance : the broad lip deep rose-purple,
suffused with a darker shade of colour in the
centre. It is the result of a cross between C.
rosea and C. Bryan, and is quite distinct. From
Mr. N. Cookson.
Phaio-Calanthe (iRANDis is another bigeneric

hybrid between Phaius grandifolius and Calanthe
Bryan ; the sepals and i)etals white, suffused with
pink at. the base ; the broad lip purple, mottled
and margined with white. A fine plant carrying
a raceme of ten flowers came from Mr. N. Cook-
son.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons were awarded a
silver Flora medal for a grand group, consisting
principally of finely-flowered Dendrobiums, Cypri-
pediums, and Cattleyas in variety, both hybrids
and species. The most prominent amongst the
Dendrobiums was D. Cybele nobilius (nobile
nobilius x Findleyanum), a charming variety,

having the intermediate characters of the two
species ; the sepals and petals deep rose, lighter
at the base ; the lip rose, shading to white, which
surrounds the purple disc. Numerous forms of

D. euosmum and D. splendidissimum were also
shown. In D. Cordelia riavescens the sepals and
petals are pale cream, the lip cream, with the
yellow and brown suffusion on the lip as seen in

D. aureum. I). Wardiano-japonicum was repre-
sented by a fine plant with twentj- flowers on the
growth. D. Schneiderianum (aureum x Findley-
anum) is distinct, having the intermediate charac-
ters of both species. Amongst the numerous
Cypripediums were good forms of C. (Jerminy-
anum, C. Godseflianum, C. Enea (C. bellatulum
X C. Spicerianum), and a magnificent plant of
a fine variety of C. Lathamianum with nine
flowers. The most prominent amongst the
Cattleyas was L.-C. Myra (Laelia flava x Cat-
tleya Trianie), the sepals and petals yellow
suH'used with pink, the lip yellow, suffused
and veined with rich brown-puVple. L.-C. Cas-
siope (C. exoniensis X L. pumila), L.-C. Ziphyra,
finely-flowered Miltonias, and other interesting
Orchids were also included. Messrs. H. Low and
Co. were awarded a bronze Banksian medal for a
small group containing finely-flowered C. Trianie,
numerous Cypripediums, and Dendrobiums in
variety. The most prominent of the last was
D. nobile Ballianum, flowers white with a salmon
pink disc. Several finely - flowered plants of
Platyclinis glumacea were also included.
Messrs. B. S. Williams sent a small group con-
taining finely-flowered plants of La'lia anceps,
CVelogyne cristata and Cypripediums in variety.
Messrs. F. Sander and Co. senta splashedpetalled
Cattleya Trian.t, Oncidium splendidum, La'lia
harpophylla, and Lycastes in variety. Sir T.
Lawrence was awarded a silver-gilt Banksian
medal for a group containing finely • flowered

Dendrobium endocharis, D. Juno, and Dendro-
bium burfordense. In Brassio - Cattleya Lind-

leyana the sepals and petals are white suffu.sed

with rose ; lip white with deep rose on front

lobe. The plant carried 2.) flowers. Sophronitis

grandiflora, which had been in the collection

since 18811, carried 44 flowers. A finely-flowered

plant of Epidendrum Endresi, E. polybulbon,

with numerous flowers, Cypripedium hirsuto-

Sallieri, and a finely - flowered specimen of

Angr.'ecum pertusum were also shown. Sir

F. Wigan sent Odontoglossum Schillerlanum,

a lovely form with yellow and brown mark-
ings, and the true form of La^lia pra'stans, now
rarely met with. Mr. N. Cookson sent Cypripedium
Sanderiano-superbiens, a lovely form derived from

the parents indicated in the name. The dorsal

sepal is green lined with rich brown, the petals

green thickly spotted and suffused with rich

purple-brown, the lip wholly deep brown. C.

Morgana', C. Youngianum magnificum, C. Ceres,

and a good form of C. Juno were also sent. Mrs.

Wingfield .sent a good form of Dendrobium nobile,

and Mr. P. B. Tubbs a grand form of Cattleya

Triana;. Mr. W. Thompson sent a grand variety

of Odontoglossum hystrix and a light O. excel-

lens named spectabile. Mr. S. G. Lutwyche sent

C. villosum an! a form of C. insigne, and Mr.

C. W. Chard, Clapham, had a pretty form of Cy-

pripedium Chapmani. Lord Foley was awarded a

bronze Banksian medal for a large group of C.

insigne of the old type. Baron Schnuder showed
CypripediumAntigone(niveum X Lawrenceanum),

both parents being easily recognised in the shape

and colouring of the flowers. Mr. ilurray (Mr.

Cookson's gardener) had specimens of his new
Orchid stand in various sizes. There is no doubt

this will be found most useful in places where

there is trouble with fungus arising through the

plants standing on wood trellises ; being of wire,

it will be impossible for this pest to reach the

plants where these stands are used.

Floral Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to—
ANxmRirM Dr. Lawrence.-A splendid ad-

dition to this group, judging by the cut speci-

mens shown. The leaves are each about 18 inches

long and 9 inches broad, thick and leathery, and

dark green in colour. The richly coloured spathes

are of a salmony-red shade, each 7 inches long

and () inches broad, the glossy surface tending

to render it more conspicuous. From S r T.

Lawrence (gardener, Mr. Bain).

From Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, considering

the early date, came a truly remarkable array of

hardy flowers in pots, occupying a considerable

amount of staging. The group contained very

fine examples of Narcissus Golden Spur and N.

Henry Irving, very good in colour and with hand-

some foliage. Particularly good was the pure

white Primula denticulata alba, with many
trusses of its snow-white flowers, a plant to which

the Tottenham firm has devoted considerable

attention. Very effective also were fine established

masses of Iris reticulata in splendid flower, as also

the lovely I. histrioides and cut specimens of I.

stylosa. Snowdrops were represented by the

Crimean G. plicatus and the more recent (1.

Ikari;e, a novelty that possesses a fine constitu-

tion, while its large handsome flowers must make
it among the most popular. Hyacinthus ( Muscari

)

azureus, a lovely sky-blue, is always delightful,

and equally pleasing the Siberian Squill and its

pure white form. A grand mass of Anemone
Pulsatilla in a pan 18 inches across was very

striking with its silken cups of purple, and,

together with a large mass of Megasea crassifolia,

occupied the centre of this varied and pleasing

group. Other notable things were Leucojum
carpathicum, Gaultheria procumbens, and Vel-

theimia viridiflora, while rarer subjects were

represented by Scoliopsis Bigelowi, Colchicum
libanoticum, and Adonis amurensis. A mar-

gin to the whole was formed of pots of the

early yellow Saxifrage, S. apiculata. Messrs.

Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,
also had a nice assortment of hardy flowers,
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the Lenten Roses in this case predominating.

We incline to the opinion, however, that a better

result would be secured by exhibiting these

things without sticks or ties of any kind, as the

natural drooping tendency of the plant is thus
lost. Most noticeable here were H. colchicus

coccineus, a very finely coloured form ; H.
lutescens, the yellow and very distinct kind ; C.

Benary ; Olban Otto, white, freely spotted ; and
Gretchen Heineman, rosy puce, heavily spotted.

Other subjects in this group were Amygdalus
Davidiana alba and a large basket of Saxifraga

apiculata, to which in this case the erroneous

name of S. luteo-purpurea appears still to cling.

A lovely lot of Cyclamen coum was also shown.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent (iarden, likewise

had a small exhibit of hardy p'ants, in which the

various species of Crocus or their varieties largely

figured. Among these. Crocus aureus with clear

golden cups is very telling, and not less so C.

chrysanthus albidus and C. versicolor striatus.

Lenten Roses were well shown, the more telling

being Apothtker Borgen, rubrissimus, and James
Atkins, the last of a reddish purple hue and very

good in form. Leucojum vernum (the spring

Snowflake), Galanthus Elwesi, very pure, and
with large globular flowers, and Scilla bifolia

were all shown in pans. A warm glow of colour

was added by many pots of Cyclamen ibericum
rubrum and C. i. lilacinum, while Narcissus

minimus and Lachenalia Nelsoni were conspicuous

by several masses in full bloom. Iris reticulata

Krelagei, Muscari azureum, and Saxifraga apicu-

lata were also shown. A curious and interesting

plant, Bellevalia lineata, had three of its com-
pact spikes of blue flowers, which in colour are

not unlike Hyacinthus amethystinus. Me.ssrs.
( 'annell and Sons, Swanley, furnished a table

with Chinese Primulas, the plants well grown
and freely flowered. Her Majesty, grand
white, with waxy petals ; Cannells Pink and
Emperor, scarlet, were very fine. The pyra-

midalis strain was also largely in evidence,

(silver Flora medal). Messrs. Veitch and Sons
also brought a fine strain of Primulas from Chel-

sea, doubles and semi -doubles in this instance
predominating. One of the most exquisite of the
latter is Double Rose, a really charming rose-

pink of great merit ; batches of Double Blue,

Double Crimson, together with Giant Rose, Chel-

sea Crimson and Chelsea Rose were also arranged
in their descriptive shades of colour, the group
being flanked by baskets of the blue Primrose (P.

acaulis ccrulea) in full flower. The same firm

also had a fine exhibit of Amygdalus Davidiana
alba in full flower (siher Flora medal). Of great
interest was a splendid group of stove and green-
house Ferns from Messrs. J. Hill and Son, Lower
Edmonton. In this instance the plants were
shown in neat oblong baskets containing a dozen
or more plants each, so far as the smallest exam-
ples were concerned. In this way the charming
tints noticeable in the young fronds of such as

Adiantum Victoria Regina, A. Victoria, A.
scutum and A. rhodophyllum were well displayed.
Other very noticeable kinds were Asplenium
Colensoi, a welcome plant for furnishing, very
compact and dense in the fronds, which are dwarf
and arching and of a lovely deep green shade ;

Cheilanthes elegans in splendid condition, and C.

EUisiana, another charming plant with longer
fronds and very pleasing. These were all in small
pots and in excellent condition throughout.
Largerexamplesof Microlepiahirta cristata, Adian-
tum elegans, G^'ninogramma Alstoni, G. peruviana
argyrophylla and others formed the background
(s Tver-gilt Banksian). Messrs. Peed and Sons,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood, had a mixed
group consisting of forced Lilacs, Genistas, Cycla-
mens, Lilies of the Valley, Cinerarias, double
Daftbdils, Saintpaulia ionantha associated with
Ferns, Pandanus Veitchi, Begonias in variety,

backed by Palms, Aspidistras and Ferns, for

which a bronze Banksian was awarded. Somew hat
more exceptional were the Euonymuses from Mr.
Russell, Richmond, arranged in a semi-circular
form near the entrance, and comprising well-grown
plants of all the leatling kinds of these useful

subjects. E. japonicus latifolius albus margina-
tus, and E. argenteo-ovatus were conspicuous. E.
microphyllus argenteo-variegatus is a small, com-
pact-growing kind well suited to window boxes.
Mr. Russell also had fine bushes full of flower of

Daphne Mezereum in three varieties, the white
being particularly good and well flowered, while
a fine Dush of Andromeda Catesbiei gave a dis-

tinct effect with its richly bronzed foliage.

A very handsome group of Camellias from
Messrs. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, proved
most attractive, the plants large and loaded with
richly-coloured flowers. Some of the best were
Exquisite, scarlet ; Conspicaa, crimson-scarlet

;

Mme. A. Verschaffelt, salmon-blush ; Jlarchioness
of Exeter, crimson-scarlet, large ; and Mathot-
tiana, still a grandly-coloured kind and one of the
showiest. The group also included several plants
of Double White, while baskets of cut bloom fur-

nished a margin to the whole, and made a rich

display (silver-gilt Flora medal). Messrs. R. and
G. Cuthbert, Southgate, brought an assortment
of bedding Crocuses in variety in pots, as also a
quantity of Scilla sibirica and S. s. alba. Among
fngrant flowers a tine group of Freesias was con-
spicuous, something like 100 pots of these in

splendid condition coming from Major the
Hon. H. C. Legge, Fulmer, Slough (Mr. J. G.
Mowbray, gardener). The whole of the plants
were freely flowered, well deserving the silver

Banksian medal awarded. From Canterbury
Mr. G. Mount brought a lovely box of Rose
Catherine Mermet in fine colour (silver Banksian).
From Colchester the Messrs. Wallace sent lovely

masses of Iris Histrio, I. histrioides, I. reticulata,

and I. reticulata Krelagei. Bunches of California

Violets came from Rostellan Castle, Co. Cork, and
Pelargonium J. L. Baldwin from the Duke of

Richmond and Gordon, Goodwood (gardener,

Mr. Parker). From Exeter, Messrs. Veitch and
Son sent flowers of Magnolia Cami]belli, lovely

in colour and delightfully fragrant, the flowers

more closely resembling some of M. Marliac's

hybrid Water Lilies than an outdoor shrub in

February. Rev. W. Shirley, Fareham, sent a
large plant with two scapes of Crinum zemense,
the blossom pure white, drooping, while a Violet,

named Mrs. J. J. Astor, of an exceptional red
tint and decided perfume, came from Mrs. Cham-
pernowne, Totnes. Of its distinctness there is no
doubt, but such tilings are always best when sent

in strong flowering clumps rather than a few
flowers, which after a journey by post or rail

carry but little of their original freshness. A very
fine Lenten Rose, named Stejihen Olbriteh, was
likewise put up for certificate, but failed to obtain

any award, notwithstanding its undoubted merit
and fine form. From Her Grace the Duchess of

Cleveland, Battle Abliey (gardener, Mr. W.
Camm), came handsome flowering wreaths of Bou-
gainvillea spectabilis, splendidly coloured, and
flowering examples of the rare Bignonia venusta,
with terminal trusses of brilliant orange-scarlet

flowers. It is only rarely this lo^ ely plant is seen

in flower, though deserving attention where space
can be given it. A coloured plate of this species

appeared in The Garden, April 22, 1882, with
cultui-al notes on the genus.

Fruit Committee.

The exhibits before this committee were fairly

numerous for tlie time of year. The Veitcli flavour

competition was larger than anyone could have
expected. Doubtless the notice that these prizes

would soon discontinue had an effect, as rarely

have so many I'ears and Apples been staged in

variety at this season.

First-class certificates were awarded to :

—

Pe.4R Passe Crassane.—The fruits of this old

variety were very fine and of excellent quality.

Some growers have a difficulty in getting this to

succeed, but the fruits shown were very fine in-

deed, much covered with russet, of a roundish

turbinate shape, flesh melting, with a distinct

aromatic flavour. From Mr. Woodward, Barham
Court Gardens, Maidstone.
Apple Lord Hindlip.—This is above medium

size. It is an excellent late variety not unlike

Cornish Aromatic in appearance, the skin being
flushed with red and having abundant russet

markings. It is conical, flesh sweet but refresh-

ing and of excellent quality. From Mr. James
Watkins, Pomona Farm, Withington, Hereford.

An award of merit was gi\en to

—

Cucumber Every Day, a variety which has
been shown on several occasions of late. The
fruit has scarcely any neck, skin green, with
few spines. It is noted for its free-bearing and is

an excellent winter variety. From ilr. O. Thomas,
The Royal Gardens, Frogmore.
Apples came from Mr. Mount, Canterbury.

These were staged along with Roses, thus pre-

venting this committee dealing with them in a
proper way. We think it is a great mistake to

mix up exhibits in this way. Each should be
staged so as to be dealt with in the proper way.
There were excellent fruits of Cox's Orange.
Court Rendu Plat was very good, also King of

the Pippins and Blenheim Orange. There was
also a grand heap of Mere de Menage, splendid

as regards size, colour, and firmness. Mr. Mount
has evidently got a splendid mode of storage

(silver Banksian medal). Mr. Miller, Ruxley
Lodge Gardens, staged Apples, Pears, and Mush-
rooms in quantity. The best Apples were Alfris-

ton, Wellington, Northern Greening, Blenheim
Orange, and Sandringham (bronze Banksian
medal). The only Tomatoes at this meeting
were staged by Mr. Empson, Ampthill House
Gardens, Beds, these being very nice fruits of

the Chiswick Red type. Mr. Parker, Goodwood
Gardens, Chichester, had fruits of his new Apple
Goodwood Pippin. There were other new Apples,

but not superior to older kinds. Messr.-". Sutton
and Sons, Reading, had a notable exhibit in the

vegetable section, two large baskets of their

superb early White Broccoli, these having been

grown without shelter of any kind. The heads
staged were as large as those of Autumn Giant

Cauliflower. A nice basket of Peas was staged

by the same firm, the variety being Bountiful ;

these had been grown in a cool house. This

variety had a first-class certificate in 1S96.

Mr. Woodward was an easy first in the flavour

competition with grand fruits of Passe Crassane.

Rarely have we seen such specimens of this

variety. Mr. Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens,

was second with good Olivier des Serres. ^
There

were ten competitors, such kinds as Knight's

Monarch, Ne Plus Meuris, Jean de Witte, Easter

BeurrS, Josephine de Malines, and Bergamot
d'Esperen being staged. In Apples the premier

award went to a dish of Cox's Orange Pippin.

This we regretted to see, as this variety has

received so many awards on previous occasions.

Others less known sliould have been given a place,

as everyone should know the qualities of this

variety. The dish staged came from Mr. Divers.

Mr. Woodward was second with nice fruits of

Cah'ille Blanc ; this variety is noted for its

sprightly favour, and at this season is very good.

There were no less than twenty-two dishes of

Apples in addition to the above, the varieties

being Court Pendu Plat, Scarlet Nonpareil,

excellent Cockle Pippin, Bess Pool, Clapham
Beauty, Blenheim Orange, Reinette du Canada,

Fearn's Pippin, King of Tompkins County,

Lemon Pippin and Old Nonpareil. At this meet-

ing the council made a new departure, three

members from each committee being deiiuted to

judge the groups and collections. This caused

some friction and strong comments in certain

(juarlers.

General Meeting.

The annual general meeting took place at the

society's offices, 117, Victoria Street, Sir T.

Lawrence, Bart., the president, in the chair.

The attendance was very large. Tlie pre-

sident stated he was pleased to say the past year

had been most successful. The shows and meet-

ings had been fully maintained ; in fact, the latter

could almost be termed flower shows, owing to

their size and cjuality, and the limits of the Drill

Hall often compelled them to restrict the space.
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Tlie same remarks were a[iplicablc to the Temple
j;rouncls, kindly lent by the Benchers. Here the
s|>ice was restricted, but there was no better
position in London for a show, and they much
appreciated the loan of the gardens. At the
Cr^'stal Palace there was ample space, but to

make the show a success it was necessary to pro-

vide a fund for the same, as it was important that
this show should continue. Last season's show at
the Crystal Palace was a great success as regards
the fruit shown, as, though a bad fruit season,
there was no falling olf in the exhibits and the
ipiality was excellent. The president then
referred to the Victoria Medal of Honour given
by the soc'ety to commemorate Her Majesty's
Jubilee. He was glad to inform them they had a
Ijalanee of nearly t'ilOJ this year, and that was
most satisfactory. Chiswick Gardens had cost
t'lSOl), and they hoped to make the gardens of

greater interest to Fellows. The gardens and
builjings had been allowed to fall into a bad
state owitig to want of funds, and of course it took
time to repair glass structures ; but they had done
a great deal, and this year would finish the work
and pl.iue the hous;s and buildings in a proper
cjndition. The space at Chiswick was limited
and they could not extend it. Reference was
made to the increasing number of awards given,
and he hopjd by care in their distribution to
make these more valuable. The first-class certifi-

cate of the society sh:)id 1 1)3 the blue ribbon of
horticulture. The co insil hid made an arrange-
ment with Di-. Va3lcker to advise Fellows and
give analyses of soil or manures at a small cost,
the society paying a portion of the fees. To-day
they hid a deputation from the Ro^'al Society on
an important horticultural matter, and this

showed there was a greater interest taken in their
societ}'. During the past year some of their
body had vis ted the great Shrewsbury show, and
^^•ere most kindly received bj' that society. No
less than 'il-'y more Fellows were elected last year
than in the previous one, and this year they had
li;i. The council heartily thanked the various
committees for their attention to the work of the
society. Their thanks werj also due to exhibitors.
He wished to tender his thanks to Mr. Sherwood
and Jlr. Graham for their kindness in placing
valuable prizes at their disposal, to the donors of
books and papers, and to those who had con-
tributed papers on various subjects.
Surgeon Lieut. -Col. Ince [jroposed the adoption

of the report at great length, referring to several
matters of detail. Dr. Masters seconded, and re-

lerred to the manner in which the society had dis-
tributed the Victoria medals, a difficult task, but
fron the numerous communications he had re-

ceived he could say that the awards had given
general satisfaction. He also stated that the
catalogue for the society's library which he had
been entrusted with was now nearly complete,
and would make a valuable addition to the
society's books. Surgeon Lieut. -Col. Ince pro-
jjosed a vote of thanks to the chairman for his
valuable services. This was seconded by Mr.
Geo. Wythes, and carried unanimously. The
Fellows appointed to be scrutineers, Messrs. (Jeo.

Bunyard and Harry Turner, stated that Sir F.
Wigan, Bart., Messrs. J. tiurney Fowler and
.las. Hudson had been unanimously elected mem-
bers of council in the room of Messrs. Cookson,
Douglas, and (Jabriel, and the officers of the
society had also been re-elected. Mr. Douglas
was given the best thanks of the meeting for his
great help on the council for the past nine years,
and the council greatly regretted losing his
valuable services.

The weather in "West Herts. —Another
very mild week, and the fifth in succession. On
the last two days of January the temperature of
the air rose to 5,j°. Only once before during the
last thirteen years has such a high reading been
recorded in that month. The temperature of the
toil at 2 feet deep now stands at 44", and at 1 foot
deep at 40% both of which readings are much
higher than any previously observed here in Feb-

ruary. No rain worth mentioning has now fallen

for nearly four weeks, and no measurable quantity
of rain-water has come through either percolation

gauge for six days, the latter a very unusual
circumstance at this period of the year. During
the night of the 3lJth ult. the wind blew with the
force of a moderate gale, direction west. The
past January was the warmest of the last thirteen,

ijut the mean temperature was only very slightly

higher than in January, 1S90. In 18110 the days
were rather warmer, while the nights, on the
other hand, were warmer in the .January of the

present j'ear. Taking the lowest readings in

these two months, the greatest cold registered by
the exposed thermometer last month was 10° of

frost, whereas in January, ISJIO, the same ther-

mometer showed 14° of frost. Rain fell on only
ten days, and to the aggregate depth of little

more than three-<iuarters of an inch, making this

the driest January with two exceptions (ISSll and
1 888) during the past forty-three years. The sun
shone brightly on only nine days, the total record
being twenty-two hours, or half the average dura-
tion for the previous twelve .Januaries, and smaller

than in any of them. Since the winter half of the

drainage year began in October only (i inches of

rain have fallen, against an average rainfall for

the same period in the last forty-thrao yeirs of

11 inches. So that, although no rain is as }"et

wanted in the gardens, it is much recpired for

our underground water supply. The Coltsfoot

was first in flower on the 31st ult., or earlier than
on the same bank during any of the previous
seven years.—E. JL, ISirkhum-:! -d, Frliriinry '>

The past week has seemed rather cold after

the very mild weather of that preceding it, but as

a matter of fact the temjjerature has been on the
whole about average, while the exposed ther-

mometer has at no time shown more than 10° of

frost. The ground temperatures have fallen some-
what during the week, but are still from 1° to li°

warmer than is seasonable. About half an inch
of rain has fallen since the beginning of the
month, which caused the drainage through both
percolation gauges to recommence on the 6th.

The winds have again been high, and on the 2nd
a moderate gale was recorded—direction W.
Since the beginning of the month the sun has
shone for altogether 21 hours, or nearly as long as

during the whole of Januarj'. Narcissus mini-
mus came first into flower on the 2nd. A selected

patch of j'ellow Crocus first showed an open blos-

son on the (ith, or eighteen days earlier than its

mean date for the previous eleven years.—E. M.,
Birkhifii^tnl.

Notes of the Week.

Narcissus cyelamineua.—This unique species
is now well in flower, and, this season at least, in the
i.p3n border is as eirly as the Snowdrop, and a cli .rm-
ing companion plant.

Galanthus plicatus.—The strong stems, fully

y inches high, ani haudsome drooping flowers make
this a really uonspicuous kind even among many really

charming and beautiful forms, old aud new. The
strong plicate foliage and bold s'enn render it a
fitting ornament for the rock garden at this time.

Saxifraga Boydi alba.—This is a charming
little plant for the rock garden in sunny lissures jii5t

now, with snow-white flowers and pretty tuFts that
bid fair to possess a good sturdy constituti )n. It

is rather slow in growth, perhaps, but this is natural,
yet it makes a really charmiug plint so early in the
year.

Blue-eyed Mary (Omphalodes verna).—Spread-
ing masses of this are now aglow with the intense blue
flowers that mate one of the most exquisite subjects
for a cool or moist p sitioa. At times we see it in

quite opposite positions, though the plant is never so
happy or luxariant as'when carpeting s)me mo'st and
rather shady spot. In such it is a lovely p'aat indeed.

Chionodoxa sardensis.—This most brilliant

of blue flowers is now charming ; indeed, it seems
only a few days since the earliest of its bronz\-
coloured leaves appeared ab:)ve the soil, to be so closely

followed by the charming anl.'liowy sprays of r!cli

Gentian-b!u3 flowers. That so really beautiful a

flower is popular is not in the least surprising ; the

wonder is that it is not seen in every garden.

Mildness of the seisoi — -Vt the present time

(end of .lanuiry) vegetation is everywhere very for-

ward. Roses have grown s ime inches and many fruit-

buds are bu'-stiog. Chrysa'ith^mums oats d^ aro

growing as freely as they should do during Ayiril.

The hardy shrubs are moving premiturely. Garry l

elliptici as a pvrimid in wet positions was never iiuer.

—M. T., Carron, N.B.

Poman Hyacinths.—Perhaps one of the most
striking proofs of an abnormally early season is to b-^

found in the fac'; of til's abore being in full fl iwer in

t'ae open at Ditt m. The species is represented by blu2

and white forrns. In this ins'anca perhaps tli'3

fl J Bering is hastened by the bulbi having been grown
in a warmer clime than our own, the very mild winter

permitting the b'.ooms to open at this early date.

GalanthuB cieilicus.—The tloweiing of this

new species scarcely heirs out the accounts that

preceded it. Those stated it to resemble G. Fosteri,

but iistead of the s'rikingly broad glauc lus foliage

and largs glolmlar white flowers of the latter, we
have a singularly small and frail form, w.th equiUy
frail and puny flowers, tliat bear more resemblance to

thos! of G. ciuoasicus or a weak' y G. nivahs than
aught else.

Narcissus pallidas prsecox. — Following
cl isely upon N. minimus, this Datf dil is now in flower

here, or, to be fctrictly accurate, buds gathered yesr.er-

day from a clump planted sevu i years ag > ia a warm
c irner are now fully open in wat-^r in the house. The
Tenby Dall'odil is very strongly in bud, and in fome
cases verv nearly showing colour.—A. Ki-NGSMILL,
Harrow Weald.

Narcissus minimus.— The perfect form (f

this miniature trumpet DatTodil is one of its greite.

t

charms. A-, Kew we noted it qu'te recently riady to

open. Singularly enough, in the light warm soil at

Uitton, where beds of the plant have existed in pait

years, the flowers are much earlier thau in the more
permanent quarters. These, however, are p'aatt d
quits shallow, while others that are buried de?p in the

soil have alreidy burst int-i blonm.

Anemone blanda tauriox. — Th? richij-

c il lured flowers of this ars again with us, daily

expand ug in the warm sunshine. In a quiet nook in

the rock garden where shade and a uniform conditii n
of moisture pr vjil this is always more or less con-
tent. In a mixture of peit, lotos, and leaf-soil it is

generally best suited, and when in flower oae of the
most celightr'ul nf early s^rin^ plants.

Iris Bakeriana.—This lovely dwarf spsciis
is now among the early gems in flower in Messr.-.

Barr's grounds at Long Ditton. It is lovely in

colour, delightful in its fragrance, and surpasE-
ingl)' beautiful even amid the wonderful and
varied class to which it belongs. Rather dwarfer
than the well-known I. reticulata, it is still a de-

lightful flower. Very striking is the intense
violet shade of the margin of the fall, and equally
so the central patch of creamv- white or yellow
with its innumerable spots within the colour just
named. It is ([uite hardy, and is usually auiong
the first to flower.

Colchicum montanum. — This distinct
species is now in flower in the open lieds with
Messrs. Barr at Ditton, and is represented in

both the typical and the white-flowered forms. It is

of the latter that the group is mostly composed. It

is a pretty bulbous plant, 4 or (i inches high. The
outline of the segments of the perianth strongly
resembles a small half-expanded Tuliii rather than
the more erect, linear and pointed segments that
some illustrations of the plant pourtraj'. It is a
pretty plant, the white form particularly so, and
would make a capital subject for the rock garden,
where a low carpet of some evergreen could con-
tinue the display at other seasons.

Hepaticas in bloom.—A few blossoms were
to be found on these in tlie beginning of January,
and now (February 8) a good many plants are in

flower. As you remark on p. ll.'i, they belong to
Hepatica triloba or Anemone Hepatica, and not
to H. angulosa. I do not think old plants are
flowering quite so profusely as usual, but seed-
lings are doing well. Growing from seeds is, if

slow, very interesting work, and seedlings are
usually veiy \igorous. H. triloba splendens is
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particularly brilliant, but for effect in the garden
none are superior to the double pink Hepatica,
which has, moreover, a splendid constitution.—S.
Arnott, Car>iefliorn, hy Diiinfries.

Daphne Mezereum.— In its various forms
this shrub is flowering much earlier than usual,
the larger bushes being loaded with bloom. In
many parts of the garden the bushes may be em-
ployed with advantage, more particularly where
a background of evergreens or the like for the
moment atones for its leafless stems. On grassy
slopes it is often seen to advantage when the
plants are mixed together, and a carpet of the
Winter Aconite at this season will make a com-
plete picture in outdoor gardening.

Bellevalia lineata.—Under this name a
]3retty bulbous |ilant is now flowering for the first

time in Messrs. Barr's collection at Long Ditton.
The plant is about 6 inches or rather moi-e in
height, the scape appearing in the centre of a jjair

of bronzy leaves that encompass it after the
manner of the Tulip in the early stages. In the
above species the scape does not exceed the foliage
in height. The flo%vers are blue, of the shade of
Hyacinthus amethystinus, though shorter and
somewhat contracted at the mouth instead of
gaping as in th? species of Hyacinth named. It
is a curious and interesting plant, quite distinct
from anything so early in the year.

Hepatica angulosa is now very charming
with its pleasing pale blue flowers "larger than
any others of its tribe, and singularly beautiful
in their way. Very pretty, too, is the mixture of
its blue blossoms and woolly leaves. In these
respects it is (juite unique, and for a sheltered
position in the garden one of the most beautiful
of early flowers. We saw this species in plenty
the other day in one of the shelters at Ditton, anS
close by a fine lot of the old double blue. Other
kinds are fairly plentiful. We were surprised at
seeing so much of this really old-fasioned garden
plant. It is usually content as a margin to beds
of Rhododendrons, or among groups of Azalea
mollis and such things that provide shelter from
very hot sun.

The blue Hippeastrum (H. procerum).—
This has recently flowered in Messrs. Veitch's
nursery at Chelsea, and is worth mention on
account of its rarity, the jieeuliarity of its growth
as compared with other Hippeastruras, and tlie
distinct colour of its flowers. The flowers of this
species have been called blue, but this colour, it
may be remarked, is about on a par with that blue
we hear of so much occasionally as being asso-
elated with certain Orchids. The flowers are
lilac-mauve, and even then the colour consists of
numerous spots very closely arranged on a white
ground. The flowers are" 4 inches or 5 inches
long, tubular and wavy, and as many as six are
occasionally produced' on the top of the thick
fleshy peduncle. The appearance of the plant
suggests a Crinum or a Coburgia rather than a
Hippeastrum, owing to the long flask-shaped bulb,
from the top of which proceed two rows of long
strap-shaped and falcate leaves of a glaucous hue.
One other remarkable difference between H. pro-
cerum and its congeners is that the peduncle
springs right out of the centre of the bulb, whereas
in the other kinds, such as H. equestre, it is deve-
loped from the side of the bulb. On the whole,
H. procerum is a very distinct plant, and if only its
colour can be got into the other Hippeastrums,
we may yet see a splendid race of bulbous plants
in our greenhouses. H. procerum is a native of
Brazil, and a coloured plate of it appeared in TiiE
G.VRDEN- in April, 1894.

Anoiganthusbreviflorus.—A coloured plate
of this beautiful winter-flowering greenhouse plant
was published in The G.\rden in 1891 (vol. xl.,

p. 54) prepared from a plant at Kew, where it has
since flowered aimually and is now blooming
again freely in the Cape house. Many bulbou's
plants from South Africa are beautiful, but ditKcult
to manage in this country, but Anoiganthus is as
easy to accommodate as an Agapanthus, the bulbs
multiplying by means of offsets, and growing

vigorously if planted in loamy soil in pots and
kept moist all the year, except during the few
weeks between the fading of the leaves in

October and the pushing up of new leaves and
flower-spikes in December. The leaves are tinted
with red-brown when young ; the scapes are each
about a foot long, and they bear each an umbel of

about ten flowers, which have a slender stalk an
inch long and a tube li inches long.

This exquisite species, recently noted in

The Garden, is a gem among choice bulbs for

winter flowering. The charming colour and
the great profusion of its flowers render it es-

pecially valuable, and when to this is added the
fact that its cultural requirements are almost as

simple as those of Vallota, little should be wanting
to make it as popular as it is beautiful and dis-

tinct. The clear golden yellow of the erect cups
is very telling, and when fully expanded the

flowers last a considerable time in good condition.

JANUARY FLOWERS AT YORK.

I H.iVE been making a list of flowers in bloom

in January, as I usually like to do, and this j'ear

it is so much longer than usual, that I thought

perhaps you might be interested in seeing it. In

many cases I ha\'e been able to add the dates on

which they first appeared. With the few more
found to-day it brings up the number to over UIO,

which is the largest I have ever known in

January. M. L. B.

Aconites (Erauthis hyc-
malis)

Adonis amureneis
Auemoue blanda

braeteata
coronaria
Hepatica triloba

Arabis procurreus
Berberis Malionia
Celandiae (Fiuaria Ranun-

culus) (Otli)

large (F. grandiflora)

(30th)

Chickweed (Stellaria
media)

C'himoDauthus fragraua
Cbrysanthemuui
Colchieum croeiflovnra

Crocus cbrysauthus festus

tiuotus (24tli)

aui'Gus (25th)

l;ovigatu3 (22nd)
^

Imoerati longit'olius

Sieberi (19th)

Boryi (19th)

versicolor (19th)

b i tl o r u s argenteus
(30th)

leucnstigma (31st)

Aucheri (31st)

Daisy (Bellis porejinis)

double red
double white

Daphne Mezereum (20tli)

Blagayana (29th)

laureola (24th)

Pliilippi (29th)

Dorouicum excelsum
Draba verna (19th)

Maweana (21st)

Erica caruea (9th)

carnea alba (9th)

Geum miniatum
Eweni

Gentiana acialis (8th)

veina
Galanthus montanus

(11th)

nivalis (20tb)

corycensis

Hyacinthus azureus
Hepatica augulosa (18th)

Helleborus atro-rubena

colcbicus

corsicus
caucasicus punctatns
fcetidus

guttatus

Helleborus uiger
olympicus
sulphureus
autiquorum

Iris alata (S'h)

Bakeriana (19th)

histrioides

pumila lutea

reticulata (30th)

-lasiuinumnud tlorum (8th)

Lithospermum rosmarini-

t'olium (25th)

Leucojum vernum (20th)

Lamiuiu purpureum
Myosotis dissitiflora (31st)

Morisia bypogsa
Narcissus minimus (14th)

Bulbncodium uivalis

(31 St)

Omphalodes verna (20tli)

( )rnithogalum sororum
Primula vulgaris (lltb)

purpurea
single white
single crimson
single lilac

Miss Massy
Polyanthus
Pansies
Polygala Chamjebuxus

purpurea
Potentillasplendens (2otli)

Pulniouaria olbciualis

Pyrus japonic!
Ruses
Rudbeckia hirta

Rhododendron dauioum
(Uth)

Strawberry, alpine (20th)

Symphytum officinale

(ICth)

Scilla bifolii grandiflora

(29th)

bifolia (30th)

sibirica (31st)

Saxifraga Burscriana
Burseriana major

(7tb)^

oppositifolia

Senecio vulgaris

Tussilago fragraus

Vinca minor (20th)

minor alba (20th)

Violets : Viola odorita
(21st)

pale blue
Veronica agrestis

Wallflower (yellow) (22ud)

Public Gardens.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting on
Wednesday of the Metropolitan Public Gardens
Association, 8.3, Lancaster Gate, W., Sir William
Vincent, vice-chairman, presiding, progress was
reported in regard to the laying out of the East
Street and York Street, Walworth, recreation
grounds, and it was stated that the improvements,
as arranged, were being carried out at the Jewish
burial ground in Fulham Road and at St. Nicholas
Churchyard, Deptford. A letter was read from
Lord Llangattock's representatives stating that,
the Building Act Committee of the London County
Council having withdrawn its objection to a pro-
posed new road, the scheme suggested by the
association for the preservation of the Paragon
open space. New Kent Road, which it had agreed
to lay out as a public garden, could now be pro-
ceeded with. It was announced that the Pad-
dington and Charing Cross Railway Bill for the
construction of a railway under the parks bad
been abandoned, that the Edmonton District

Council had introduced a Bill for the acquisition
of Pymmes Park, and that a member of the asso-

ciation had provided a drinking fountain for the
Guy's Hospital ground, Bermondsey, now being
laid out. It was agreed to offer to pay for the
opening on Saturdays of certain school play-
grounds in Wandsworth, and to take steps for

the acquisition as public open spaces of sites in

Bermondsey, Islington, the Strand, Hampstead,
New Cross, Camberwell, \\'andsworth and Bow.

TRADE NOTE.

Pure Peruvian guano.—In the very interest-

ing article on Mushroom growing which appeared
in last week's Gakhen, Dr. Repin states (p. 103)

that a "tolerably practical method of remedying
a deficiency of urine in a manure heap would be
found in adding to it some pure Peru\ian guano,
which is rich in uric acid, but that for many years

past such guano has not been in the market."
However true it may liave been some years ago, I

think it can hardly be justified at the present day.

The Anglo-Continental Guano Works (Ohlen-

dorffs) have for many years past placed upon
the market pure Peruvian guano, which they im-

port in great quantity from the Chinchas group
of islands situated off the coast of Peru. The
Anglo-Continental Co. guarantee their guano to

contain from 10 to 17 per cent, of ammoniii, and
about 20 ]3er cent, of uric acid, and also phosphate
and some potasli. It is possible that the importa-
tions of this company were overlooked by Dr.

Repin when such a statement as the above was
written.—J.

Mushroom cultvire in Britain. — Api-ojio.':

of last week's article on JNIushroom growing in

France, we purpose soon to jjublish an account of

Mushroom growing in Britain generally, and
shall be glad if any correspondents will tell us of

interesting establishments of this kind.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Carnot.—Will any
reader of The (iAiMiEX kindly inform me in what
^^•ay this should be gro«n to get good blooms?
This variety will not do with me. The buds
always look very promising, but at the time they

should open they turn black, or half the number
of the petals unfolds, while the other half refuses

to do so.—R. K.

A correction.—In my note on " Vegetable

Culture under Difficulties ' of last week's issue

of The Garden (page 10(5), there appears an

error or two (clerical). In the eighth line, for

"valueless'' read "not practical," and in the

ninth line, for "experimental" read "excep-

tional." The former seems too sweeping an

expression, and the latter alters the meaning
altogether.— J. Roberts.

Names of plants.— C. L.

Fi il:.—Iris stvlosa.

-Cryptomeria elegans.
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Flower:—
Anemone fulgens

Bonier of Cantcrburi/ Bdls
anff Irises

Borders, mixed
Erigeron glaucus
Fluwer garden notes .. ..

Flowei-s, expansion of frozen
Krittllaria oranensis
Helk-borus Stephen Olbritch
HeJlcborus trifoliatus .

.

Lavatcra"*
Leuten Rof^c, culture of
Litliospermuni Gastoni and

L. purpureo-cteruleum .

.

Margyricarpus sctosus - . .

.

Piuonies
Pleasure ground work , . .

.

Primi-oses, bunch
Hoof gardening
Saxifraga apiculata . . .

.

Scilli sibirica
Suffolk, notes from
Viulet Marie Louise
\ iolets failing

The Market Garden : -
America, Viulets iu .. ..

liatlacc, tin: ichitc

140
I

141
I

141
142

U2 :

HO
141

142
141

143
143

140
140
143
140
141

143
141
1311

142

HO
139

H5
145

Fruit trees, erroneous pnin-
iigof 146

Plum Earlif Prolific .. .. 146
Plt'.m yictoria, fruiting

branch oj .. 144

Plums, market, in Hereford-
shire 144

Orchids :—
AngTa?cum ebumeum .. 147
Cattlcya labiata (Cambridge
Lodge var.) 148

Cattleya Percivaliana .. ,. 147

Cattleya Pheodora 148

Cattleya Triana* alba . . .

.

147

Chysis bnictcscens . . .

.

147

Cypripediimi Lathamianum 148

Cypripedium Kothschildi-

auum .. .... 147

Dendrobiimi Bn.-merianum 148

Dendrobium cra^sinodo .. 146

Dendrobium eviosmura vir-

giuale 148

Dendrobium Hildebrandi .. 148

Dendrobium nobile . .. 148

Dendrobium subclausum .

.

147

E^ilendram Endrcso-Wallisl 148

Lwlia anceps Dawsoni
(Crawshays var.) .. 148

Oncidium cheirophorum .. 147

Oncidium dasystyle .. .. 148

{Rlustratitms in Italics.)

Garden Flora:—
Pansies, Tufted 14S

Pansy, Tufla/, IH'.rhcs^ at

Sutherland 14S

Punsij, Ti'ftol, M.-t. Gray .. 149

Week's Work:—
Fruit garden, work in . . .. 150

Kitchen garden, work in .. 1;»0

Stove and Greenhouse:—
Anun Tallies

Cacti, flowering
Camellia Conspicua
Carnation Mme. Th^r&sc
Franco

Cfrcus tipcrioiissi>itv.^

Clematis indivlsa
Greenhouse and hard-wooded
plants

Honeysuckle, the Trumpet
Hymenocallises
Narcissi in pots
Pelargoniums, zonal, as pot

plants
Poinsettias, propagating .

.

Seeds, sowing

Books :—
" Essays and Sketches

"

Trees and Shrubs:—
Abies shastensis 156

Gan-ya elliptica 167

Lilac, a flue 156

Pyrus japonica in the open .

.

150

Rhododendron, a seedling .. 156

Orchard and Fruit :—

Api'le trees, winter care of . 157

Fruits from seeds 157

Melons 157

Pear Passe Cnxssane iu

Feljruary 157

Kitchen :—

Onions, sowing 15S

Peas, dwarf 15s

Potatoes, American, varieties

of 15S

Tomatoes 158

Notes of the mreek:—
Amygdalus Davidiana alba . 15^

Audromeda Catesbaai . . .

.

159

Anemone Pulsatilla ., .. 150

Aspleniuni Colensoi .. .. 150

Bignonia ventista 150

California, winter in .. .. 150

Cytisus proliferus 150

Daffodil, the Saragossa . . .. 150

Galanthus Fo>terianus . . .. 150

Helleborns lutescens .. .. 150

JIuscari azureum 150

PL'largonium J. L. Baldwin 150

Platycerium angolense . . .. 150

Poinciana Gilliesi 150

Primula denticulata alba .. 159

Rose Catherine Mermet .. 159

Saxifraga Burseriana .. .. 150

Public Gardens:—
Botany in ]>ublic parks .. 160

Our common lauds . . .

.

160

Miscellaneous :—

Baden-Baden, notes from .. 149

Culnea scandens iu January 156

Cup, the Sherwood, for an-
nuals and bieimials . . .

.

160

Kew Guild 16

Matthioliodoratissima . .. HiO

Oak, galls on .. . -. 160

Odontoglos<ium Wilckeanum 160

Rainfall at Inverio 160

Rainfall at Tan-y-bwlch .. 160

Weather in West Herts . 16

Wellingtonia leaves, sup-
posed poisoning of two
hUiesby 160

Flower Garden.

8CILLA SIBIRICA.
TuK Scillas are general favourites, and we liave

no [jrettier sight in our British woodlands than
a great e.\panse of the "Blue Bell " of England
or, as our Scottish country folk call it, the
" Craw tae." Long before Scilla nutans comes
into bloom we may, however, enjoy in our
gardens the fine blue flowers of the Siberian
Sijuill of which I now speak. Grown in pots
it is valuable for the greenliouse or conserva-
tory, or e\'en for the window, but to see it in

full beauty it must be grown iu the open air

where its flowers have a fitting setting among
the grass or the greenery of other plants. It is

comparativtly cheap, and one may, without a
heavy call upon the purse, plant it freely. Not
every seasi>n does it come with the Snowdrop,
but when it does the contrast is a delightful

one, especially if the two are mingled together.

In the Scillas we usually find considerable
variety of colour. Scilla bifolia and the Spanish
and English Squills have sported into white
and pink and pale and dark lilue forms. The
Siberian Squill has been less indulgent to us in

this respect, but now that it is so largely culti-

vated we may confidently expect to obtain a
greater variety. Some may say this will be no
gain, but where Nature sets the example. Art
need not fear to follow. I know haunts of

Scilla nutans where it has sported into pink
flowers of various shades, whites of different

degrees of purity, and blues varying from a
pearl blue to a deep, dark shade. And those
who admire the little Siberian Squill are not
visionaries in thinking it, too, susceptible of

equal changes. Some of these changes have
been secured and others are still to come, and
most assuredly will come

.

The typical S. sibirica is of a very beautiful
and distinct porcelain-blue, the inside of the
flowers being paler than the exterior, but we
have now a pure white form, and there are
besides dark blue and striped varieties. ' The

first of these originated in a Dutch nursery, and
is now ottered at what must be considered a low

price for sucli a flower. The dark blue appears

to be a selection, and the striped or margined

form, which will, one would hope, lead to a new
race, is from tlie garden of Blr. James Allen.

There is also the variety known as S. sibirica

niultiflora from, I think, the Taurus Mountains.

This comes into bloom earlier, has more flowers

on a stalk and is lighter in colour. The type

comes from Russia, Persia and Asia Minor.

The white form of Scilla sibirica is \-ery beau-

tiful and well worthy of a place. It appears,

however, to be a little more delicate in consti-

tution, and should therefore have a more
sheltered position. For the very dark blue form

in my garden I have been indebted to IMr. W. B.

Boyd, of Faldonside, Melrose, who informs me
that it was selected by the Rev. Dr. Paul, of

Roxburgh. It has been the first of the forms of

S. sibirica to flower here this year. It is of a very

deep blue and looks well beside the Snowdrops
near which it grows. The variety raised by Mr.

Allen at Shepton Mallet, and named by him S.

sibirica marginata, is a very distinct one, with

flowers which might be better described as

" striped " blue and white rather than " mar-

gined." It is not in bloom as I write, but I am
looking forward to a renewal of the pleasure

experienced iu former years. The flowers a

little way ofl" remind one of partially expanded

Japanese umbrellas, so peculiar do they look,

but pretty withal. Seeing these varieties

naturally induces one to search among seed-

lings and imported bulbs for something dis-

tinct. It must be said, however, that it is not

very encouraging work. The flowers alter con-

siderably from the time they first open until

they are past their best, and we are apt to

fancy we have found a new variety, only to see

in a few days that the flower becomes like its

neighbours. Yet the fact remains that others

have been successful, and this should spur some
on to take up the work of seedling-raising and
.selection. It is .slow work in the ca.se of most

bulbs, and the disappointments are more

numerous than the rewards. Still, there are

rewards which will repay the amateur gardener

and will give him a keener pleasure in his gar-

den than mere following in the beaten track

would do. Scilla sibrica presents m.any possi-

bilities for such work. In a light soil it grows

well and seeds freely. A break once secured,

the potentialities which may flow from it are

many. Other flowers have given great results

in the hands of skilful men. Simple though it

is, the Siberian Squill may yet give us garden

treasures new and rare. S. Aknott.

VIOLETS FAILING.

Can you tell me the cause of my Marie Louise

Violets going ofl" so badly? I has-e sent a sample

for you to see. They are planted in brick pits iu

manure and soil within a few inches of the glass,

and look as if they were burnt in some way. The
plants seemed to be very strong and healthy till

about a month ago. They have plenty of air in

the daytime.—A.

*,* Oar eS'orts to assist would have been

materially strengthened had "A." furnished fuller

particulars as to soil, also the season when planted

in the pit. E-^pecially heliiful would have been a

complete plant with the roots attaclied, rather

than the fragments before us. "A." does not

eN en furnish particulars of the condition of the

roots, yet -we suspect these are greatly at fault.

We incline to this \iew as the flowers as well as

the foliage are attacked. The last phrase in

the aljove note, viz., "the plants seemed to

be very strong till a month ago,'' would appear to

indicate that the roots have reached some obnoxious

material and are virtually poisoned as a result.

In the material sent there is no sign of scorching

whatever. Indeed, the margins of the leaves, that

invariably give the first sign of distress, ai-e quite

normal. The perfect condition of the membrane-
likewise dispels the pi-esence of fungus. In these

circumstances, therefore, we imagine that the soil

is either unduly rich, or what is equally bad, or

worse, the roots are in actual contact with the

manure itself in bulk. Your plants have too long

remijined healthy to attribute, the, cause of failure

to too much heat by fermentation, as this would
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ha\'e happened much earlier. Therefore we suggest

that the bed of soil in which the plants were put

out when planted in the pit is much too shallow,

thereby bringing the roots of the Violets at once

into touch with the manure. If our view is the

correct one the remedy is simple

—

i.e., increase

the bed of soil. Perhaps one of the most prolific

sources of failure with winter Violets in frames is

due to planting the clumps on a solid heap of

manure, a quite unnecessary thing when we
remember how perfectly these plants will grow
and form scores of flower- buds in a single clump
when planted in good garden soil during the

summer. Success would be more often complete
when such things are transferred to tlie frame for

flowering if the usual bed of fat manure was dis-

carded, providing instead a soil somewhat lighter

and more freely drained than that in which the

plants were grown in the open.

—

Ed.

VIOLET MARIE LOUISE.

I WAS very pleased to note " H. 's " remarks on
the above in The Garden (page 9G), but his ex-

perience and mine differ greatly, especially in

respect to the plants left out in the beds where
grown, for with me the blooms and foliage pro-

duced by these after the end of October compare
most unfavourably with those from plants put
into pits a month earlier, the former lacking the

deep colour and the latter the luxuriant green of

the pitted ones ; in fact, unless one is hard driven,

they are scarcely worth the picking. My experi-

ence of carefully lifting strong, healthy, clean,

and vigorous plants with well-ripened crowns and
large balls of fibrous roots leads me to the con-

clusion that the check received is infinitesimal,

even when in full flower, causing no injury to

either blooms, buds, or foliage, and if a rational

treatment be followed at pitting, and after, in the

way of a thorough soaking of clear water and full

exposure during open, favourable weather, the

cause of decaying foliage must be looked for else-

where. Diseased plants, such as I described re-

cently, are exceptions, and will lose their leaves

and go wrong under any treatment. I am also

under the impression that artificial fertilisers

should be applied earlier, viz., during the grow-
ing season, and liberally then, for at the late date
" H." suggests the roots are comparatively in-

active, even in plants that have not been dis-

turbed, and consequently unable to .assimilate

food to any extent ; in fact, I believe the plants

should have been so built up during growth and
ripening as to obviate further feeding until fresh

growth commences early in the year. Practically

the buds that produce the winter blooms have
been formed in the growing quarters, and have
sufficient stamina stored to develop perfectly

withoi'.t the aid of further feeding. On the other

hand, what may be termed the second crop

—

that thrown up in the early spring— will be bene-

fited by judicious feeding, to which the plants
quickly respond, as then roots become active

and accompanied by top growth. I have tried

growing the plants in the pits where they are

wintered, but the result was not satisfactory, and
I fear the shallow box frames " H." mentions
would not be a success, besides being imprac-
ticable on a large scale. Respecting hotbeds for

this variety, I am at one with " H." as being a
delusion and a snare, and am not a keen advocate
for even the heat from a 4-inch pipe, retarding

often being more of a necessity than forwarding.
As climatic influences, as well as situation, soil,

and treatment evidently affect this lovely Violet,

notes from divers growers in various parts of the
country would be instructive and interesting.

-

Jno. Roberts, The Gardens, Tan-y-lndch.

I have read with great interest "H.'s
letter in your columns of Feb. 5 on the Marie
Louise Violet. I quite agree that the damping
of the foliage is a great drawback to the
successful cultivation of the Violet. Of course,

most gardeners have different ways of bring-

ing this beautiful flower to perfection, but if

the plants are taken up with good balls in the
be'ginning of Se'ptember and planted in the flower-

ing frame, leaving the lights off until it is abso-

lutely necessary to protect them at night from
severe frost, and when the lights are put on in

the daytime they are given plenty of air, I think

this will get rid of most, if not all, of the damping
of tlie leaves. I have been very successful in the

cultivation of the Marie Louise Violet for several

years, and consider it requires more attention

than most gardeners give to it. Taking the cut
tings in March, striking them in a hand-light,

taking them from the hand-light, planting them
in the open ground under the shade of a north

wall in tlie beginning of May, and keeping all the

runners off' during the summer and also after

they are put into the flowering frame, take a lot

of time and trouble which many people will not

give. Good loam, with plenty of leaf-mould, sand,

and a little well-rotted stable manure, forms a

very good compost for the Violet. The soil

should be 1 foot to 18 inches deep in the frame,

with plenty of drainage under. I have tried

artificial fertilisers, but the Violet will do far

better without them. Making a good bed in the

first instance is very essential, and do not water
except when the soil gets nearly dry ; then regu-

larly drench the plants in the morning, leaving

the lights oft' all day afterwards. My Violets

were out well on November 1 last, and now are

very good, many being over the size of half-a-

crown. There are several gardeners round here

with Violets equal to mine, if not better, but all

grow their plants in the same way.— J. R. B.,

Treijye, PerraniccJl, GornwaU.

Anemone fulgens.—As my experieneo of Ane-
mone fulgene is exactly the contrary of Mr. Wood's, it

may be useful to stale it. I planted a dozen tubers in

the autumn (end of September) of 189-1, and the clump
has improved steadily ever since. Last year it flowered

very freely, and this year it has alrtady (February 12)

some flowers open and several buds. It is planted in

an exposed bed, which is very much dried up in sum-

mers like those of 189G and 1897. The soil is light and
rather poor, and all the attention I have ever given

the pliTit is that of leaving it alonn.—Arthdr Tilley,
C'lmhridge.

Margyricarpus setosus.—This little shrub
deserves all the praise it has received from Mr. J.

Wood, and I refer to it principally to emphasise
his recommendation to cover it in very severe

winters. One may grow it for several years with-

out any protection, and then have the misfortune

to find that it has been hopelessly injured by the

frost. Small, self-sown seedlings, which occasion-

ally appear, are not quite so tender, but in the

exceptionally hard winter of 1894-5 I lost not

only the old plants, but also the seedlings. It

can be grown from the berries as well as from

cuttings. So far as I am aware, the other species

named in the "Index Kewensis," viz., alatus,

Clarazi, imberbis, and microphyllus, are not in

commerce, if in cultivation.— S. Arnott, Carse-

thorn, Dumfries, N.B.

Iiithospermum Gastoni and L. purpureo-
co'ruleum.—Few who have grown both of these

Gromwellswill dispute Mr. 'Wood's discriminating

remarks regarding their relative value. The
scarcity of L. Gastoni may make it more sought

after, but its brilliancy is faint compared with

that of the commoner L. purpureo-creruleum.

Still, to many the more compact habit of Gaston's

Gromwell will give it many advantages over the

other. It increases slowly, and in a good many
places this will be held to be an advantage rather

than a deficiency. Its drawback is the difficulty

some experience in establishing it. This failing

is not often experienced with L. purpureo-caru-

leum, but its barren stems and the necessity of

checking these do not recommend it to many who
find themselves short of time to spend upon these

details. If these stolons are left unchecked, not

only will tlie plant fail to bloom, but they soon

find their way and root among other plants where
their presence is unwelcome, and at times injuri-

ous. At the same time, this common Gromwell
has such a beautiful colour, that it is worth some
trouble and pains. If the runners are left alone,

a gobti sp^fce will soon be ocbupied. L ptirpiireo-

citruleum seems to prefer a little lime, but L.

Gastoni does not appear to mind.—S. Arxott,

Carsethorii, by Diim/riex, N.B.

PLEASURE-GROUND WORK.
A BIT of pleasure-ground work for the new year is

the removal of a brake of big, old Laurels some
70 yards long by over 40 yards in width, in all

rather over three-quarters of an acre, that has

long been an eyesore, blocking out as it did, de-

spite annual cutting, lovely lake views that but

for this would have come in from different stand-

points along stretches of lawn. Now that the

Laurels are cleared away, no light job by the way,

for they had been in possession for many years

and had stems like young trees, the idea is to

make just a few bold beds so arranged that

glimpses of the lake are seen between them,

putting the remaining space down in grass. I

have been thinking what to plant in these beds,

and it is not an easy matter to come to a decision.

Anything in the shape of greenery, that is, plants

whose claim rests solely or in the main on their

foliage is unnecessary, because there is in tree

and shrub life already a superabundance of this

in the immediate vicinity; anything small or

formal, too, would be quite out of keeping with

the surroundings. I have decided on some of the

strongest forms of Iris for the bed nearest the

lake; for another, occasional plants of Gyn-rium
argenteum, filled in with Kniphofias ; another.

Delphiniums, and yet another, a mixture of Tree

and dwarf Pa-onies, the last in a position where it

will be partially shaded by a big Cedar. The
Delphiniums in such a position would seem to

savour of the formality I am anxious to avoid,

but I think this may "be obviated by planting

rather thinly with perhaps something between,

as Foxgloves or things of a similar nature. I want
to avoid all flowers throwing big level heads of

bloom after the style of Phloxes and some of the

Starworts. In connection with the bed in which

Kniphofias are to be associated with the Pampas
Grass, it will be in the recollection of Gakdex
readers that some five or six years ago a corre-

spondence took place in its columns as to the

hardiness of the former. I do not think any

of the varieties are absolutely hardy, and deep

planting, which was advocated at the time, is

useless in a season when the frost penetrates to a

depth of 12 inches. Under these circumstances

some protection is absolutely necessary. If

Bracken is used some bent Hazel or Osier twigs

should be placed over the same to prevent its

dispersal with the first high wind. I am able to

use the dead foliage of Taxodium distichum,

which has been previously noted as one of the

very best things for the purpose. An endeavour

will also be made with respect to this bed to get

the true form of Pampas Grass. I do not mean
Gynerium argenteum as opposed to Arundo con-

spicua, but the true Gynerium, of which there are

two distinct forms, the one a splendid autumn
plant, the other absolutely useless with its

weakly stems and very tiny plumes. E. B.

Claremont.

Expansion of frozen flowers.—The note

(p. 94) on the expansion of buds of Narcissus

pallidus pnecox after being frozen for a fortnight

reminds me of an occurrence that happened in

my garden during the early part of 1895. In the

first week of January many buds of the giant

Christmas Rose (Helleborus altifolius), some un-

closed and others partially expanded, were frozen

and remained ice-bound until after the com-

mencement of March. On the departure of the

frost the limp stems recovered their consistency

and the flowers opened, none the worse for their

lengthened period of torpor, furnishing a gather-

ing of perfect blooms on March 7. The Chry-

santhemum blooms, imported in solid blocks of

ice from the antipodes and subsequently ex-

hibited in London, also proved that flower-petals

are not injured by being hard-frozen, ah hough

alternations of frost and sunshine quickly mar
their beauty.— S. W. F.
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MIXED BORDERS.
It is to the mixed l)orcler that the lover of

flowers and of Kature turns for relief from tlie

formal lines which, even in tlie present day,

And too many advocates. IMi.xed borders are

by tliese dismissed witli the sn-eejiing assertion

that they are confused muddles, that they do
not provide a continual display of gay cohmr,
and that they lack orderly arrangement, a dis-

paragement that confesses the critic's inability

to conceive informal, and therefore natural,

beauty. Such a border as thus illustrated in

the accompanying engraving is both natural

and charming. The vista of the long walk,
narrowing into the distant shade ; the over-

arching greenery : the varied form of flower
and leaf, and tlie hint of mingled sunshine and
shade are all delightful. In the foreground
the Canterbury Bells stand boldly out, and the
tall Irises bear aloft tlieir handsome flowers.

nently injured. No s])epies can be more quickly
grown into large spreading patches than this.
During the summer the phxnts dehght in plenty
of moisture, and if this is assured, a full crop of
the bright yellow blossoms will follow in early
spring. By reason of the numbers of flower-buds
the plants are in blossom for several weeks in
succession.

Fritillaria oranensis.—One of the greatest
surprises recently presented to us in the open at
Ditton was a mass of this in full bloom, the earliest
flowers opening in the last days of January. At
the time of our visit many flowers were fully
open, and b\- the time this note ap[)ears there will
be a really charming display of this unique
species— unique, inasmuch as it is above ground
and in flower before many other species are astir.
The species attains to a foot high with large
drooping flowers of a rich vinous purple and
shaded with green. There is some variation in
the flowers, the intense colour penetrating through
the perianth segments in some instances and

as many others also. The species above named
is later in flowering, but, by establishing a large
plant the previous year in a pot, it could be for-

warded into bloom for the purpose indicated.

-4 border'of CavfeHiury BellSy IriseSj ^'c. From a photograph sent by
Miss Mabel Gaisford, The Qrove, Diitnboyne, Ireland.

while far as the eye can reach foliage and blos-
som mingle to create an harmonious picture.
Beautiful mixed borders such as this are none
too common, and it is well that their present-
ments should appear wliere they may empha-
sise to the flower-lover's eye the grace of
natural grouping. S. "\V. F.

Saxifraga apiculata. — The free spreading
tufts of this species, as also its free and profuse
manner of flowering, at once fix it as among the
best of its tribe, lb is also one of the very earliest
to bloom. Indeed, in this respect the flowers are
at times overtaken by frost and snow. This is
due to a natural inclination to early flowering, and
often in a mild December the buds may be seen
pushing away from the rosettes of leaves. Unlike
some kmds, as, f-.y., S. coriophylla, the above does
not suddenly die off, and in truth will endure a
good deal of rough urage before being perma-

assuming a rich glossy hue. It is without doubt
one of the most valuable of the genus by reason
of its early flowering. The same species came
before the Royal Horticultural Society at their
first meeting of the present year.

Helleborus trifoliatus. — At the present
time, when so much attention is being turned to
improving the forms of the Lenten Rose, this
handsome plant seems to be overlooked. At the
same time, with its free-growing chxracteristics
and certainly picturesque habit, it is quite pos-
sible it would form an excellent parent in the
cross-breeding of these handsome subjects. Pos-
sessing greater hardiness generally of foliage, its

tough leathery leaves always render it a most
conspicuous object in the rock garden, and if

some of this distinct bearing could be infused
into a new race, the seedlings should possess un-
doubted merit. For example, the fine form of H.
orientalis, known as ilrs. Lambert, should make
an excellent pollen parent in such an experiment.

BUNCH PRIMROSES.
Some people object to this name, and contend
they should be known as large-flowered Poly-
anthuses. I consider Bunch or Polyantluis
Primroses the most suitable name. I observe
some seedsmen class them as hybrid Primroses.
I fail to see how they can be called simply by
the name of Primroses, seeing that they only
produce single flower-stems in the early stages
(many of them throwing the blooms in bunches
from the first). As the spring comes on
they produce all their flowers on a stem in
big bunches Last spring a lady ordered a
packet of seed under the name of hybrid Prim-
roses. The following season when they came
into bloom she was disappointed, as she
expected them to bloom as Primula acaulis did.

It is of importance to have a correct name to

this type of hardy border plant, which has
become fixed. I doubt if there is another class

of hardy border plants that can compare with
them for producing an effect in the open garden
through the spring months. To cut from they
are grand, seeing tliey have such long stems
and the colours are so bright and varied. As
pot plants to grow in frames or in cold houses
they have much to recommend them. When
potted up early in the autumn and given frame
room thty begin to bloom early in the autumn.
For window boxes they are most useful. When
in Norfolk recently 1 saw tliem used in a way I

had not before—namely, for planting in large

masses under trees where the shade was not too
heavy, and to my surjjrise they were in a most
vigorous condition, and I was assured they pro-

duced a most gorgeous display in spring.

I grow them here in very large quantities and
use them for the jjurposes above named as well

as for planting in the grass. I never think of

growing them from divisicm unless it be a kind
I wish to increase. The best results are
obtained by raising a batch of seedlings every
year, and when tlie plants get weak and worn
out I throw them away.

Raising seedlings is a very simple matter.
Two methods may be adopted. Seed may bo
sown in early spi-ing or it may bo sown as soon
as ripe. I adopt the former method, as it

answers my purpose best. Early in February I

get some shallow boxes, filling them with fine

sandy soil, pressing it lightly into the boxes
and making it level on the top. On this I

scatter the seed thinly, covering it lightly with
the same kind of soil passed through a tine

sieve. The boxes are removed to a house or
pit with a little warmth in it, covering the boxes
with a mat or paper to keep the soil from drj'-

iiig. If the seed is sown in the autumn as soon
as ripe, it comes up more quickly, and the
young plants are nice and robust to go out in

spring. Some cultivators sow in the open, but
this I have never found advantageous, as the
worms drag the young seedlings into the ground,
and should the weatlier be dry, it is trouble-

some to keep the surface moist. Wlien the
seedlings are strong enough (wliich is about
May), they are pricked out (i inches apart

into a somewhat shady border. During dry
', weather they are moistened over every night.

By the autumn these are nice strong plants

large enough to go into beds, &c., and if

removed carefully they soon get established.
I Should they have been sown tlie summer pre-

vious, then they need pricking out earlier in
' spring and wider apart, as by this method the
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largest plants are produced. I have found tlieoi

do grandly when living on a dry soil in North
Hants gi'own between tlie Gooseberry bushes.

One of their great recommendations is the

length of time they continue in bloom. I have
often observed they begin early in the autumn,
and if tlie weather is not too hot they will

continue till well into Blay. This season they
have given me good bunches all through the

winter. If needed for effect in the garden, then
they should be grown in separate colours.

Fdi-de Abhey, Dorset. J. Crook.

ERIGERON GLAUCUS.
Is reference to my note concerning this plant,

1 may say that, from material kindly sent me,
Mr.. F. W. Meyer is fully justified in describ-

ing this plant as having long, prostrate stems.
The growth kindly sent by Mr. Meyer is

nearly 2 feet, though in justice it must be
said that it does not well represent the species.

It is, indeed, an elongated stem, and owes its

abnormal length to the position occupied by
the plant at Exeter. This has so altered the
general appearance of the plant, that the com-
plete rosette of leaves to which I referred pre-

viously is transformed into an elongated stem
with alternate leaves on the last 4 inches or so of

the stem. In the border the radiating growths
issue from the main stem in a nearly horizontal
manner, quite clear of the earth usually, and
when about !l inches long incline upwards and
are terminated by the complete rosette of leaves,

which render it so striking and attractive. The
trailing position occupied by the Exeter plant
has, however, altered much of this natural growth,
and, though not improving the appearance of the
plant, judging by the material before me, has ap-
parently prolonged the flowering. It is, in short,

a striking instance of what position and environ-
ment will accomplish even in a well-marked species
such as this.—E. J.

My remark on page 19 regarding the illus-

tration of this plant, as grown in Messrs. Veitch's
nursery at Exeter, referred to the form of the
flowers. A close examination of the engraving
and of a plant growing in the border here leaves
little doubt in my mind that the Exeter plant is

the true E. glaucus as shown in Wooster's " Alpine
Plants." I think that even in the border this

Erigeron has a tendency to become prostrate, as
its outer stems touch the ground here, although
those in the centre of the plant remain upright.
The one-sided and pendent position the plant
must necessarily occupy on rockwork \\'ill induce
this prostrate haliit to become still more marked.
Mr. Buxton has kindly written me a most inter-

esting note on Erigeron glaucus and Anthemis
tinctoria, in which he has enclosed a pen-and-ink
sketch of the Erigeron with a habit which can
only be called prostrate. I think if " E. .T." will

again examine the small engraving in TuE G.\rdex
of December 18, 1S97, he will see the character
of Wooster's plant with the exception of the
upright growth and the sub-shrubby habit, the
latter being concealed by the prostrate posi-

tion The rosette of leave-< is apparent, but it is

due to " E. J." to say that the plant appears more
free flowering than when grown in the border.
As to the flowering time, I cannot tax my memory
with an attempt to fix its first coming into bloom,
but I can say that it is in bloom in July and
August, with a few flowers in September. It may
come into flower in May, but if so it does not go
out of bloom then, but lasts for a considerable
time. I think the time given by Mr. Meyer is the
correct one. There are several beautiful Erigerons,
but none which give more satisfaction than this if

we except the border plant known as E. speciosus
superbua, a most valuable plant from every point
of view.—S. Arnott, Carsethorn, Dumfries, N.B.

the Royal Horticultural Society, should in the

I

opinion of that body be regarded as unworthy of

an award, and on February 8 be passed by Vv'ith-

1 out comment. Indeed, had I staged to fine a form
I should have been greatly dif^appointed at the
result, and now I can only mar\ el as to the reason
of so handsome a kind being passed by. Of
course I shall be told that no one, or an insulficient

number, \oted in favour of an award, or that, hav-
ing a mover, no seconder was forthcoming. Of the
origin of the variety in question I know nothing,
but of its merits I am assured. It is not of the
dirty white or greenish hue that is all too pre-

valent in this class, as many of these are without
distinction and with but little merit. It is such
as these that require weeding out. I believe I am
correct in saying that, so far as trade collections

are concerned, this variety is unique, as much in

its warm rose shade as in its perfect cup-like
form. The sepals are indeed nearly orbicular,

heavily imbricated and beautifully veined, in

form approaching the highest standard of excel-

lence. Is it possible that such flowers are not
sufficiently regarded at the table? The merit of

such things is not determinable by the merest
glance as a scarlet Pelargonium. At any rate I

am by no means alone in regarding the above as
a really fine kind, and as such deserving some
mark of distinction.—E. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

Helleborus Stephen Olbritch.—It is curious
that this vaiiety, one of the very finest Lenten
Roses ever placed before the floral committee of

NOTES FROM SUFFOLK.

This has been a mild, but not sunny winter, yet
the flowers are peeping out by degrees, and to-

day (January 31) the bees are flying to and from
the hives as if they knew the Crocuses had already
I)ut in an appearance. Now a midwinter bouquet
from the garden in East Anglia is, in ordinary
seasons, a rarity, yet a dainty little nosegay
might be gathered to-day without intruding on
frame or greenhouse. First, Snowdrops, single
and double, Violets (blooming as freely as if they
had not been with us all through Christmas),
Crocuses, Winter Aconites, purple Anemones, only
a day or two in advance of Anemone fulgens, of

which the buds are just opening, and bright
Hepaticas. Peeping, too, from among choicer
shrubs there is the Spurge Laurel, its green
flowers reminding us, by their sweet perfume, of

its aristocratic connection with the Indian Daphne,
which grows well when grafted on its humble
congener. Abutilons have stood through the
winter unharmed, as have Calceolarias, Esch-
scholtzia (seedlings), and many others. To com-
plete the bouquet we have Ribes sanguineum and
Laurustinus in profusion, with "hard Ferns"

—

for this is not a Fern country— and a few catkins
from the heavily-laden Filbert bushes to take oS
an}' stifl'ness of arrangement. Filberts remind one
of purple Filberts, so rich and beautiful in their

coloured foliage, so pretty in their fruit on the
dessert dish, but too little known or grown. The
same remark might be made of Prunus Pissardi,

of which leaves and fruit are alike charming.
Fine-foliaged plants are, thanks to our modern
writers on gardening, brought now into notice,

much to the beneKt of gardens and their owners,
but a word or two on flowering shrubs would be
acceptable to many who do not dream of the
beauty which lies hidden under long Latin names
in nurserymen's catalogues or gardening dic-

tionaries. Prunus sinensis fl. -pi., often grown in

pots for greenhouse decoration, is a perfect gem
as a standard in the open, and just now is covered
with tiny buds, soon to open as perfect little

rosettes. Abroad may be seen the use made
of standards, for plants and shrubs are
chiefly grown here as dwarfs or bushes. One
border seen at The Hague or Cologne was particu-
larly effective. In this case the standards were of

alternate Heliotrope and white Roses ; between
them, on festoons of fine wire or string, was
trained the light, graceful MaurandyaBarclayana.
A large white bud en Magnolia grandiflora is as

eloquent on the mildness of tlie season as in the
kitchen garden the luxuriant growth of Chervil,

Parsley, and Tarragon. The fruit-buds are swell-

ing fast, and the Hop bine is some inches from the
fostering shelter of mother earth. On the Holly
fence the hawfinches are taking the last berries,

and gardeners are wishing that sparrows and
other little feathered gourmands would follow
their example, and leave the green buds of Goose-
berry and Currant bushes alone.

SUFFOLKIAN".

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Preparations for summer.—In cases where little

or nothing in the shape of beds or borders is to
be found in the immediate neighbourhood of the
dwelling house, a goodly supply of plants in pots
is often required to brighten up the surroundings
through tlie summer months by the formation of
occasional groups in odd nooks and corners where
they can be employed with due regard to their
effective and pleasing contrast with permanent
things. The present month is a good time to

make preparations for the same, as it necessitates
not only growing on a lot of strong, healthy
plants, but a certain amount of time to get them
into condition for standing outside in the way of

hardening off. This naturally does not apply to

a number of hardy things that can be grown in

pots, tubs or boxes, but to things like Fuchsias,
Heliotropes, Pelargoniums, Marguerites and the
like that are all well adapted to such work. It may
be accepted as a good rule that a small number of

large, well-grown plants is infinitely better for the
purpose than a host of little things. There is a
patchiness about the latter that should it possible
be avoided, and a minimum of pot room is sure to

result before the end of the season in sickly foliage

and poor bloom, especially if the situation is

exposed and a hot, dry summer necessitates con-

stant watering. Francoa ramosa. Campanula
pyramidalis and Cannas in variety are good plants

to mix in with the things already mentioned. Of
the first named I strike a number every year, but
the young plants are kept for indoor work and
the older ones that will throw a number of spikes

for outside. In Pelargoniums the best are the
free-flowering doubles. The majority of the
flowering plants when once established are re-

tained for several seasons if they continue in good
form, but renewal is practised when a sign of

deterioration is shown, and operations with all

that are retained consist in the examination of

drainage, \\'hich should be as slight as possible

consistent with the prevention of water-logging,
the removal of an inch or two of top soil, and a
top dressing of equal |jarts loam and cow manure.
A caution as to tlie drainage is necessary, because
there is sometimes a tendency to overdo it, witli

the result that tlie plants if fully exposed dry out
very cjuickly and the water pot is in constant
request. A great number of varieties of Fuchsia
are not advisable, free-flowering sorts of short-

jointed, compact habit that will grow into dense
bushes or pyramids being most serviceable.

Plants of the white and yellow large-flowered

Marguerite will have to be closely watched for

any sign of maggot, if they are clear a tri-weekly
dewing over with i|uassia extract will act as a
preventive.
Proi'aoatinc.—A few tender plants that arein-

ereas d from cuttings are required in most garde ns,

and the |iropagation of the same will soon have to

be considered. Heliotropes are always useful, and
if the new form proves out-of doors as much moie
vigorous than the better known varieties as it has
in pots, then it certainly is worth attention. Tips
of old stock plants will be found to go awaj'

quickly and kindly, and if shifted on as soon as they
are rooted will make big stutt' for summer beds.

Plant thinly, running the main stem up a 2 feet

stake to increase tlie height, and carpet Mitli

silvery Centaurea, Gnaphalium lanatum orCuphea
platycentra. The dwarf Ageratum, I mean the

variety that keeps about 4 inches high, is always
acceptable, and failing a good supply of Tufted
Pansies of a somewhat similar shade, there is

nothing like it as a carpet plant for large bush or

pyramidal plants of Fuchsias or Ivy-leaved Pelar-

goniums selected in varieties to make a pleasing
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rind effective contrast. Tropa^ohims I have dis-

pensed with for some years, as the various her-

liaceous plants have frriidually strengthened, but
whore summer bedding is a main consideration,

colour as supplied bj' varieties of which Vesuvius
and Mrs. C'libran may respectively be taken as

types, will be found useful, and these forms are

also invariably of com[)act habit, free-flowering,

and lasting well. The two best coloured leaved

plants, medium and dwarf, are probably Iresine

Lindeni and I. Wallisi, that is, for ordinary places

where there is not accommodation for the winter
housing of Coleuses and Alternantheras. I think,

however, that nosv we are getting such brilliant

colouring in the leaves of some of the fibrous

liegonias with, in addition, an abundance of flower,

|)lants grown solely for their foliage may gradually
be ousted. Save when some special shade is re-

quired, it is hardly advisable to trouble about
cuttings of Verbenas, Petunias, Lobelias and the
like, as very fine flowers are expeditiously obtained
from seed, and the young plants so raised are
generally free and vigorous. If, however. Lobelias
are wanted for some particular purpose it is best
to propagate from cuttings. Seedlings vary con-
siderably in size and habit, in size and brightness
of eye, and in the more or less pronounced shades
of blue. A store of boxes should be ready to hand
to which seedlings or cuttings should be trans-

ferred, giving them suliicient room that tbey may
develof) into nice bushy plants ; such plants when
carefully removed come away ([uickly without,

the check that is inevitable in the case of those
things whose roots are mutilated. E. B.

Clrinmonl.

UOOF-tJARDENING.
To THE Editor of The Gardex.

Sir,— I have been much interested in reading
the able contributions to your paper on this

subject. It seems that a great many difficulties

have to be contended with before success can be
expected. It may be news to your correspondents
that in Norway roof-gardening is carried to per-
fec ion without the help of men, either in sowing,
planting, or watering. Although most Norwegian
houses are roofed with either boards or large thin
stones, many of them in out-of-the-way places are
covered with Birch bark, well overlapped to keep
out the wet, and over which squares or blocks of
turf about i) inches thick are placed, not with a
view to floral or arboreal eft'ect, but to prevent the
bark curling and for warmth. The result is that
if it happens that flowering plants already exist in
the turf, w-hich is usually the case, the garden is

already made ; a nd it they do not, Nature soon sup-
plies the deficiency. In many parts of Norway not
usually visited by the ordinary tourist there is any
number of small buildings which have their roofs
covered profusely with the most lovely wild flowers
and even with small self-sown Fir and Birch trees.

I have seen the most beautiful display of Viol.is
and 0.x-eye Daisies growing on roofs of houses,
and the best crop of wild Strawberries I ha\e
ever seen in that country of wild Strawberries
(excepting once in a churchyard) was on a roof.
Usually one see patches of various colours of
Viola and even a mixture of Violas, Ox-eye
Daisies and other flowers, but occasionally either
one or the other has a roof to itself, entirely
covering it with colour. It is by no means an
uncommon thing to see several Fir trees, and
occasionally Birch trees, up to 8 feet or 10 feet
high growing vigorously on roofs, but they
usually die before they reach that size—I suppose
from want of support.
Your contributors appear to have plenty of

means at their command, so I would suggest that
they cover any roof .at their disposal wTth thick
turf, grass side uppermost, to prevent heavy rain
washing the soil away, and then plant it.

I send you a rough sketch of a small Norwegian
farm building showing the roof covered with bark
just ready to receive the turf. You will observe
that a board or piece of wood has been fixed to
prevent the turf slipping down, and that it is

held up by large wooden hooks which are attached

to roof framing. Such an arrangement might be
easily applied to an existing slated roof and turf
placed on the slates. If thick enough, I think
that in ordinary seasons suflicient moisture would
be retained to last until the next rainfall.

Lcii-isi,

,

Ch.\.s. S. Robinson.

CULTURE OF THE LENTEN ROSE.

I 11.WE a dozen good clumps of the Lenten Rose
on a south border in rather light and dry soil,

but the flowers have not been so plentiful the last

year or two, during which time the plants have
been going back. They have been five or six

years undisturbed, although top-dressed every
spring. I am thinking of removing them to

another part of the garden, and would like to
know the best time to do this and the soil and
situation most suitable for them.—J. J. A.

*,* Provided our estimate of the present con-
dition of your plants is correct, viz., that they are
in a somewhat sick or weak condition at the
moment and the present flowering of but little

worth, we would most certainly take the plants
in hand at once. On the other hand, if the
flowers are surticiently good and plentiful to

deserve it, it may he well to wait till flowering is

over. By carefully regarding your letter, how-
ever, seeing the plants have been going back for

a year or two, the wisest course will be to discard
the flowers now for the sake of the future well-

being of the plants, as it is quite clear that they
have not only exhausted the soil, but that the
annual tO|)dressing fails to sustain the plants in

your case. We would most certainly advise you
to replant them, and in doing so to select a dif-

ferent aspect. "A south border' would, in the
majority of cases, be too hot and dry in summer,
and we imagine this has been so in the present
instance, as five years are by no means an
abnormally long time for these plants to remain
in one position ; indeed, well planted at the start,

they should be now, after five years, splendid spe-

cimens. The treatment best calculated to m.ake
them a complete success is as follows. Select a par-

tially sheltered position free from tree roots, where
the plants would not feel the hottest sun and be like-

wise free from cutting winds in spring, the latter
even more important than the former. A bed of soil

at least 2 feet deep should be given and thoroughly
enriched These Lenten Roses often send their

roots to a depth of 3 feet where opportunity'oft'ers,

and should therefore be catered for accordingly.
As your soil appears rather light, we would
suggest a very liberal addition of well-decayed
cow manure, working it well into the soil 18 inches
from the surface, and if possible a few barrowfuls
of rather heavy loam or clay to render the whole
more holding. If this is not possible use the
manure with a liberal hand, keeping it of cour.-jc

free from the roots and avoid burying it in solid

lumps. This special depth of soil and preparation
are always the more necessary where the soil be-
comes too dry in summer, an item to be avoided
where these handsome plants are to be made a
success. In removing the plants these will be
greatly benefited by division, and under no cir-

cumstances is it well to transplant large clumps
intact. Clumps of the age you describe should
make four and probably six good plants fully

large enough to successfully transplant. Even it

space is limited, we must still urge the division of

the clumps, as the divisions may be replanted to
form groups in sheltered spots on the side of the
lawn or shrubbery. A capital implement to break
up the plants is a small hand fork, thrusting the
point of the prongs sideways into the clump and
then wrenching it asunder. This is far better
than a knife, which cuts and destroys many roots.

In replanting do not for convenience sake shorten
the roots unless there is disease or decay present,
in which case the shortening becomes a necessity
so far as the decay reaches. It will also be well
to retain all the old foliage ; even should this be
shabby or disfigured, it is still of assistance in pro-
moting root action, and when the young foliage
springs forth the old will die a natural death.

Avoid huddling the toots in a mass in a small
hole, and plant them straight down. Frequently
these plants sufl'er through want of moi>ture in
summer, and in the event of a dry season a few
liberal soakings of moisture or liquid manure will
be well repaid. Take care also with the fre>hly-
planted subjects that they do not suffer from the
same cause in the coming spring, but once they
take to a well-prepared bed, as above suggested,
these Lenten Roses will n t readily turn back,
and another year should see them fully recovered
and flowering again.—En.

P-i:ONIES.

Mr. Jenkins continues to ignore the fact that
my original notes were intended as a specfic
answer to a specific question, and had n thing
whatever to do with P;eony culture at its best.
This being so there is but latle more for me to
say. I do not i now what I have said to give my
critic the impression that I have lost sight of the
" exceptional length of time that such things ta e
to establish themselves in well trenched and en-
riched toils." Surely a ten yiars' trial is or ought
to be long enough. The whole thing amounts to
this : A great number of plants, varying in habit
but all robust under cultivation, have been tried
under absolutely identical conditions, and of thtse
one species has singled itself out as succeedir g
well, the others have been comparative failures.
Mr. Jenkins theorises on what ought and what
ought not to be ; my experiments have been
practical, and the results have been stated as I
found them. The very dwarfness which my critc
says should be a disadvantage in P. officinalis is

really an advantage, for the broad leaves spread
and cover a larger area than do those of the
upright growers, and kill out more of the
contentious vegetation in consequence. I

view none of the essentials of cultivation with
alarm, but what have they to do witli
naturalisation ? I hardly think that the quota-
tion I give here, and which appeared from Mr.
Jenkins's pen as lately as June 19, 1897, is likely
to encourage people to attempt the naturalisation
of these Pa'onies. In addition to many other de-
tails Mr. Jenkins says :

—" Next in importance to
planting, is the soil, which cannot be either too
deep or too rich for these gross-feeding and
vigorous perennials. Select a spot away from the
roots of large trees, and dig the soil as deeply as
circumstances will permit. 2 feet or 3 feet if pos-
sible. Work in quantities of well - rotted
manure and bone meal, old mortar rubbish,
and the like, also leaf soil where this
is plentiful and the natural soil very stift' or
water-holding.'' Later on comes the further
advice "sink the surface of the bed below the
ordinary level, so that manure water miy be
given freely at any time when needed." Now I
am blamed by Mr. Jenkins for saying that plants
with these requirements cannot be iiatuiniis-d,

and that they will not fight their way with native
vegetation. I have never claimed to have estab-
lished Ox-eye Daisies—Nature has done that; they
grow higher than the grass or P.ejnies and flower
with the latter. They form a portion of the
"lierba^e" about which Mr. .lenkins's inquiries
were so minute, and were so mentioned.
Before finally quitting the subjf ct I should like

to thank Mr. Burrell for his explanation (p. 74),
and shall look forwari with interest to the report
of progress which he has promised.

J. C. T.\LI.ACK

Lavateras.— The beautiful varieties of these
figured recently merit much wider culture than
they now receive. The lovely rosy form s
the more beautiful, but where the white and
rose varieties are grown together they reprc-
duce each other from seed freely. The Lava-
teras grow to quite 3 feet in height and send out
large side Ijranches, which, cut and placed in
vases, form very pleasing objects. These, how-
ever, should be cut early in the morning. The
selection rosea splendens is particularly fine and
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etfective. I saw it flowering superbly afc Stratli-

tieldsaye, and had it blooming gloriously in

Surrey during the past summer season.—A. 1).

The Market Garden.

MARKET PLUMS IN HEREFORDSHIRE.

That Plums for market are not more exten-
sively grown in Hereford is a matter fcjr sur-

prise tk) those who take an interest in fruit

culture, particularly when the suitability of the
climate and the nature of the soil are taken into

consideration. In making this statement it is

not inferred that Plums are but little grown,
because several enterprising men have taken the
matter up in earnest during the past few years,
and have found it remunerative. Although this

is so, there is yet ample scope for further
development of this particular branch of fruit-

growing. If Plum-growing was only taken up
more largely, and the best methods of culture
pursued, equally as good and remunerative
crops of fruit could be produced in Hereford-
shire as in the neighbouring county of Worcester,
and to the general benefit of all concerned.
The climate is suitable, as proved by the fine

old trees of Plums and Damsons met with in

farm orchards, also in the flourishing condition
of the trees in plantations of recent formation.
The same argument holds good with regard to
the soil, as, with but few exceptions, it contains
all the elements neces.sary to promote a healthy
and fruitful growth, also to build up the fruit.

Growth under these conditions is quick, con-
sequently the trees soon form good heads and
commence bearing early. Happily this matter
of extended culture is now receiving increased
attention, and jilanting is going on quietly, but
earnestly, and in the course of a few years
larger areas will be devoted to the cultivation
of this popidar fruit. Plum-growing for market
as it is carried on in the county will now be
considered, and it will be well perhaps to
first note which

Form of Tree

finds most favours with growers. With but few-

exceptions, standards with stems about (i feet
in height are generally employed, the height
depending on the use the ground is put to
beneath the trees. Some of thelargegrowers pur-
chase their trees from the local nurserymen,
while others procure them from a distance. The
local nurserymen do not propagate many of the
trees themselves, but buy them in. The reason
for this is that the young trees, from the time
they are worked, take too long a time before
they arrive at a saleable size. From this cir-

cumstance it is found to pay better to buy the
trees from other parts of the county where
growth is more ra])idly made than to propagate
them at home. Some growers, also farmers
and cottagers, prefer to bud or graft their own
stocks, but now that established trees of good
size can be purchased so cheaply the practice,
with but few exceptions, is not largely followed.
Three and four-year-old trees are generally
planted. These soon become established, and
ni from three to four years' time the grower
begins to reap some return for his outlay.
Bush trees succeed well, but standards are most
in request, even where market gardening is

carried on, the ground beneath generally
being devoted to bush fruits. Strawberries or
vegecables. With regard to the Damson and
Greengage trees seen in cottage gardens and
farm orchards, the majority, it not all, have
without doubt been raised either from suckers
or seed.

Among the worst
Enemies

growers have to contend with are insect attacks

and bullfinches. A few of the latter soon
worlc great havoc among the trees, and if left

undisturbed they have been known to practi-

cally ruin the crop by taking the majority of

the buds. The best remedy is to shoot a few
of them, and bullfinches being naturally shy
they soon get scared. Aphides and caterpillars

are the two principal pests, but an annual
spraying with caustic soda and potash solution

tends to keep them within bounds. Washing
or splashing the trees with a mixture composed
of freshly slaked lime and fresh soot helps to

clean both branches and stems, and it also has

the advantage of rendering the buds distasteful

travellers, and can, if gathered in the right

condition, be sent to almost any distance with-
out the fruit sustaining any damage. The
f)ther most popular sorts are Belle de
Louvain, Victoria, and Diamond, all of
which are very productive, and although by the
time they are ready for gathering Plums are
generally becoming plentiful, they invariably
return the grower a good profit. When the
trees are heavily lad n with fruit th»^ crop is

sometimes thinned, and the thinnings sold ni a

green state to the jam factors forpul})ing. This
. nhances the value of the remainder of the
crop, as the fruits then attain a much larger
size, and consequently command higher prices.

Of course it must not be assumed that the five

sorts named are grown to the exclusion of all

A fruiting branch of Victoria Plum. From a photograph sent by
Mr. F. Parren, 38, Northgate, Canterbury.

to birds. Unfortunatel}', this question of deal-

ing with insect pests recei\-es as yet but scant
attention, and I know of but few growers who
follow up the matter in a systematic manner.
It Jtays to keep down insects equally as much in

regard to Plum-growing as with other fruits.

Market Plujis.

Rivers' Early Prolific occupies the leading
position, and is most extensively grown. This,
as is well known, is a very productive variety,

its fruits ripen early, and it is therefore grown
in very large numbers for supplying both local

and distant markets. The Czar follows closely,

and this is almost as valuable as the first-named,
while the fruit is rather larger. Both are good

others, as many more varieties are cultivated,

but not in such large numbers. Of these,

Prince of Wales, Cox's Emperor, Orleans,

Magnum Boiium, red and yellow, and Green-
gages may be mentioned. The first is a heavy
cropper, but the great drawback is its liability

to die off suddenly, and when a tree has attained

full size this occasions a great loss. Cox's

Emperor is a fine prolific Plum of good quality,

but it has a tender skin, and is therefore not a

good traveller, but it finds a ready sale in the

local markets. Oi-leans is early and reliable,

but not nearly so remunerative as Prolific or

Czar, and Greengages are always in request.

Magnum Boniim ripens at the time when the

market is well supplied, and except for local
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purposes does not pay so well to send off. (Jf

Damsons, Shroi>shire Prune finds the most
favour, Farleigli Prolific not being liked on

account of its small fruit. The most of the

sorts of Plums envmierated are also gi-own hy

Pliun Early Prolific.

smaller occupiers and cottagers. Generally
speaking it is the early and late sorts of most
kinds of fruit which pay best to grow for market,
and the same rule should hold good with regard
to Plums. Autumn Compote, Archduke, Pond's
Seedling, Late Orleans, Monarch, and Wyedale
are all good late kinds and sure croppers, and
the whole or a portion of those enumerated in

this Hst could be planted with every chance of
their succeeding.

Marketing the Fruit.

Some of the larger growers pick and pack the
produce in half-sieves, which hold from 20 to

25 lb. each, and others in smaller baskets con-
taining from 10 to 15 lb. each. These are
desi^atched to London, Manchester, Cardifl",

and great cpiantities are also sent to the large

towns in the north. When the season first opens
some growers sell the fruit at so much per lb. , but
the largest cultivators generally sell per cwt. oi

by the ton. As the Plum seastm advances and
prices begin to come do-ivn, a great deal of the
produce is disposed of at so much per pot. This
latter is a basket holding from 50 to CO lb., the
weight depending on the variety, as some sorts
weigh so much heavier than others. A great deal
of the fruit is also sent into the local market, to

be disjiosed of by auction, but the best is sent
away as indicated above, as higher prices can be
realised for it, particidarly if it has been care-

fully gathered and pre iperly packed. The smaller
growers, who may have perhaps only a few
liundredweights to dispose of, either send them
to the nearest market or sell them to the fruit

tlealers who travel the district. Cottagers as a
rule find a ready sale for Plums at the fruiterers',

and they also sell a good deal of fruit to private
customers. Damsons are now more often sold
by the hundredweight than by the pot. Some
are dispi ised of h ically in the same way as Plums,
but the bulk is sent away to the large towns.
The most important matter of all, that of the

Prices Realised,

has been left till last. The prices of Plums
\-ary considerably, as much depends on the
season. \\'hen there is a good all-round crop
it is the eai'liest kinds only which jiay to send
to market. On the other hand, if the cro))

amounts to but two-thirds or only cne-half of

what it should be, then good prices can be
realised so long as there is any fruit to dispose

of. Another thing which influences prices is

tlie (|uality of the fruit. The higher the quality

the better the prices, and the greater the de-

mand. The Prolific, being the
first to reach the market, com-
mands a (juick .sale, and fetches

good prices. In the generality

of seasons it realises from £15
to £20 per ton ; but last year,

which was one of scarcity, it

fetched from £H0 to £35 per
ton. The Czar generally sells

almost, if not <|uite, as weU as

Prolific, and last year the prices

were about equal. Belle de
Louvain, Victoria, and Diamond
do not, of course, sell at such
higli prices as the foregoing,

and as far as can be gleaned,
and strikLng an average for

three years, they sell at from
£8 to £10 per ton. Good
samples of Plums sold at tlie

rate of £20 per ton in the local

market last year in the middle
of September, but the season
was an exceptional one. When
the markets become too well

sup])lied, prices go down, and
much fruit is then sold to the jam factories for

what it may fetch, on a few occasions as low as
50s. to (JOs. per ton. The prices for Damsons
reached high figures last season, as much as 35s.

per cwt. being given in one instance, while

l)lenty changed hands at 18s. to 20s. per cwt.

The average price for Damsons for the last three
years was about 10s. per cwt. Another matter

the eye, is the person who obtains the highest

prices. A. W.

VIOLETS IN AMERICA:
AtTKR a varied experience—extending over many
years—in the culture of \"iolets, it is only within
the last few years that I have been able to feel

pretty sure of coming out on the right side by
spring. For the benefit of those who may be
interested in the growing of these plants, I will

endeavour to explain method. I do not say that
it is the right way, and it no doubt dift'ers

materially from that of many successful growers,
but it will show that with Violets, as with all

other classes of plants, tliere is more than one
way to grow them successfully. I have found by
experience that more money is gained by studying
carefully the needs of the plants in j'our own par-
ticular locality, the style of house, aspect, &o.

,

and more especially the soil that is available,

than in trying to imitate a successful grower in a
totally different locality.

My \'iolet houses, of the ridge and furrow style,

are span-roofed, witli small glass sashes, each
house lOyllO and about 8 feet from floor to ridge.

As four of these houses are entirely open to each
other, this gives an almost soliil surface of bed
411x110. 'The Violets are planted in solid beds
which are about 2 feet deep, upon an ash bottom,
and from ;! to 5 feet from the glass, thus admit-
ting of a free and constant circulation of air

through all the houses.

Some time during June or early in -July, as

other work will admit, about inches of the old

soil are removed. The remaining soil is >\'ell

manured and thoroughly dug, a good coating of

bone meal and about 3 inches of horse and cow
manure mixed are put on top ; after this the beds
are tilled with good rich soil, usually the same as

1 use for the Roses. The Violets are now planted
about 6 by 8 inches. 1 use either rooted cuttings

The White Bullace.

which greatly influences prices is the way the

fruit is sent to market. The man who pays
strict attention to grading, and who keeps back
the damaged and inferior fruits, and who,
moreover, packs his produce so that it travels

well and in such a manner that it is taking to

or divide the old plants as I plant. I have tried

both methods and see no difference in the results :

but if the weather be very warm, the rootetl

cuttings will take hold quicker. As fast as a

bed is planted it is thoroughly soaked from top

to bottom ; no shading is used whatever, and no
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sashes are removed. The ventilators are put up
full, and are never let down until frost ; but
remember this, the beds are kept choroufrhlv
snakfdalllhe lime. No other care is taken of

them except w. eding and cutting off the runners
This latter work during September and October
is quite an item with me; the plants grow like
weed?, and need constant attention to keep them
fr jm forming a complete mat.
From October on, more care is taken with the

a'ring and the temperature, the latle- ranging
from 40 to 45 degrees at night to 65 and 75
decrees on sunny days ; but the beds are always
kept thoroughly wet, consequently red spider is

an vinknown factor, for I never S3'ringe overhead,
always striving to maintain a dry atmosphere, as
I do not like to encourage spot. Under the
above treatment the plants produce good flowers
with long stems and of good colour ; last yfar
t'ley averaged forty-four flowers per plant. This
may not be a good average, but any way it is a
satisfactory one. I grow a few White Violets, as-

there is always more or less demand for them.
These I find are more productive when grown on
benches with 10 degrees more heat than the Marie
Louise requires. The Swanley White is the
variety I use, and this will produce immense
flowers when allowed to fully develop ; but if the
Eoil be too rich, many of the flowers are apt to
revert to the parent colour, which, T should
judge, is that of the old Neaijolitan now so
rarely seen, unless it be under its new name o1

Lady Colin Campbell, for I fail to see the dif

ference. This latter variety is probably the
most productive, and hence the most profitable,
Violet I know of, if one could sell the flowers
I tried it two seasons, but no one would buy them
at any price.

The Californian T also experimented on with
the same result. What a rank grower this is '.

Nothing will sell but the Marie Louise at present,
and, as it is the most difticult to grow, the |irict

of Violets will stay up for a while yet, or until
fashion changes.— F. Goldrixg, in Amenran
F/ori.st.

ERRONEOUS PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES.

Whoever attempts to prune a fruit tree of any
sort before cutting off any limb, branch, twig,
or fruit-spur, should be able to as-ign a reason
for pruning ott' one or more of such portions of
the tree-top. If a pruner is not able to give a
reason for cutting back or removing any part of
the top, he will be quite as likely to damage a
t-eeas to improve the growth or the fruit pro-
ductiveness of any tree.

When I was a small boy, my father sent an
illiterate wood-chopper to prune his Apple trees,
using no tools but a wood-chopper's axe. He
knew how to chop down trees, how to trim off the
branches, and how to pile up the brush and the
wood ; but he had not the slightest conception of
the knowledge essential to prune a tree so as to
improve its laieral or its upward growth, or its
fruit-productiveness. Consequently he went to
work in the orchard as he would when clearing
ground of a forest.

°

The trees were large and in full bearing ; very
few of them needed any more pruning than cut
t'ng off, here and there, a small branch. But
that pruner chopped off many large and leadincr
limbs from every tree. Many of the limbs were
14 feet to 18 feet long, and 6 inches to 8 inches in
diameter at the butt end where they were
severed from the parent stocks. Then the
branches that were allowed to remain were all
trimmed neatly and clean of every twig, leaf spur
and fruit-spur, leaving nothing but a large bush
at the end of a long limb. I well remember how
long, and destitute of branches and tw gs, most
of the limbs were. In many instances more of
the top was slashed away than remained. Huge
and gaping wounds on every tree were exceed-
ingly damaging to those trees. From the time of
that reckless pruning the rapid decay of the mo-t
fruitful trees commenced. Every season the yield
of fruit continued to diminish, jilany of the trees,

I well remember, continued to decay, at the heart,
until there was nothing left except an old, half-
lecayed tree, standing on two prongs.
Every fruit tree (if it is a generous producer of

fruit) will send out fruit-spurs on the sides of all
r,he limbs and small branches, covering the sides
ind upper surface with fruit spurs and leaf spurs
'rom the body of the tree to tlie extremity of the
branches. These should never be removed ; yet
iiany owners of orchards, with saw or hatchet,
lip off every fruit-spur from the main part of the
'arge limbs and small branches, leaving only a
denuded branch.

FRUlTSri'HS

are small shoots only one or two inches long.
These should not be cut oft', nor jammed off by
• me's feet when he is plucking the fruit. Fruit-
^purs produce fruit-buds in one season for the
:rop of fruit the following season. Leaf-buds
nay appear one year and the following .season
they will produce fruit-buds, and the succeeding
season the fruit-buds will yield fruit Nature
would cover all the large branches with leaf-ljuds

or fruit-buds and leaves, for the purpose of pro-
'.ecting the b.ire branches from the scalding heat
of the summer's sunshine. That is one point of

importance to be remembered by everyone who
owns a fruit tree of any sort. Still another con-
sideration should be well remembered. When
the fruit-spurs of any tree are full of fruit, the
crop will not be half so liable to be shaken off by
furious winds as is the case when the fruit

jrows at the extremity of long and swaying
limbs. Most Cherry trees will produce fruit-buds
in abundance on every limb and branch if they are
not cut off', or jammed off by the reckless feet of

leople who pluck the fruit. Thoughtless pickers
A-ill often claw off a large cluster of Cherries and
cake also the fruit-buds, thus destroying the crop
if fruit for the next season. Such pruning of

fruit trees is always very damaging to the fruit

iroductiveness and to the growth of any fruit

tree.

We have only one large Cherry tree, the limbs
and branches of which are well covered with fruit-

spurs. No one is allowed to climb into that tree-

top to pluck Cherries until he or she is made to
understand that the fruit-spurs must not be
clawed ott' with the fruit. The branches of our
Apple and Pear trees are well covered with fruit-

spurs; and the spurs always yield a generous
amount of fruit. It is a wrong pra';tice to irune
away all the small branches, twigs, fruit-buds,

and leaf-buds from the interior of a tree-top,

making it like the interior of a tent. The old
stereotyped rule was to cut away the interior of a
tree-top so as to let in the sunshine and air.

There is no sound reasoninj in such direction for

pruning trees. The foliage at the extremities of

r-he branches will exclude all direct sunshine.
Fresh air and wind will sweep through a tree-top,

even when the top is so dense that a person cannot
climb around among the branches. Fruit trees

require but little prnning. Many need none at
all. The fruit buds should not be removed at all.

Every tree that needs pruning should be pruned
when the superfluous branches are small. When
the branches are allowed to grow ad iihitimi or at

random until they are as large as a man's arm, it

will be very damaging to the tree to cut off such
large branches. If we examine any fruit trees and
some ornamental trees we can see at the junction
of the limbs with the main stem a sort of crease or

seam or cicatrice extending around the base of

each branch. That natural seam indicates the
better place for severing the limb from the main
stem. If a branch is sawed off at that seam, the
wound will always heal much sooner than if the
cut was made on either side of it. I have directed
the attention of many intelligent men to this im-
portant point, but not one of them had ever ob
served that seam. Wherever I go about the
country or city or village, I see many fruit trees

and ornamental trees ruined by ignorant pruners,
who saw off" large branches several inches from the
main stem ; whereas, they should be severed at the
seam indicated in the growth of the bark.— S. E.
TopD, Exsix Count!/, N.J., in Conntrt/ deiilkman.

Orchids.

DENDROBIUM CRASSINODE.
This species is justly popular on account of the
bright showy blossoms so freely produced upon
the singular knotted stems. It is one of the
brightest of the deciduous kinds, and although
lacking the chaste appearance of the better
forms of D. Wardianura, it is a better grower
and more constant even than this well-known
kind. The only thing apt to go wrong with D.
crassinode is a drying oft' at the base of the
steins, and this fortunately does not often
occur. I have found it worst in plants semi-
established or in the second year, but it rarely

appears in old, well-established specimens. The
stem at the base, it w ill be noticed, is very small

in comparison with the upper portion, and when
damaged in the least the weight of the latter

soon twists the stem oft'. It is difticult to

account for, but in all probability arises from
being damaged in a young state though ever so

slightly, and the weight referred to does the
rest. Nothing can be done to save the bulb,

but if carefully tied up it may keep plumj)
long enough to flower, and if only a few on a

plant are affected, not much harm is done.

D. crassinode is an epijjhytal species and should
be grown in small receptacles ; the roots seem
to delight in growing over each other and
twisting tightly about the rods of small baskets
rather than pushing through inches of coni-

[iressible jjeat and Moss, no matter how
well drained and aerated. As noted recently

when treating of Udontoglossums, the size of

pots and other receptacles used is smaller now
than formerly, and it is just as good practice for

these Northern Indian and Burmese Dendrobes
as it is for the alpine favourites from New
Grenada. There can be no doubt that the com-
post and pots are required by the plants chiefly

as a mechanical support, and the bulk of their

nourishment comes from the atmosphere. As
long, tiien, as tliere is enough material to

conserve a little moisture about the roots

this is enough. With regard to tempera-

ture and position, jjlenty of heat and atmo-
spheric moisture with as much light as

possible without actually burning the foliage

suit this species while making its growth. A
thorough ripening in autumn completes the
annual routine, and after this the plants may
rest until a few weeks before they are wanted
in flower. Introduce them to heat successively

if the blossoms arc needed over a long period,

but it may be noted that the slower and more
naturally they come on the better the flowers

will be and the stronger eventually the young
shoots. The same care in providing a brisk

temperature while growing, in watering in

early spring, and in keeping insect pests in

check as advised for other nearly related kinds
is necessary for D. crassinode, and there is no
need to recount these again in detail. The
typical form has been known to botanists for

many years, having been first discovered by the
late Rev. C. Parish. It was introduced to cul-

tivation in 1868, having been sent home by
Col. Benson from Moulmein. The flowers are

each upwanls of 2\ inches across the outer seg-

ments, white heavily tipped with rosy magenta
;

the lip has a yellow centre and a purple blotch

in front. The variety Barberianum when ob-

tained true is a magnificently coloured form,
i_|uite distinct and in every way siiperi(ir to that

labelled Barberianum in the majority of places.

It is in fact one of the showiest Dendrobes in

cultivation, and is to D. crassinode what
nobilius is to the typical D. nobilc. This and
D. crassinode albiflorum occasionally appear
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auioiig impurtatiuiis, the latter more frequently

tlian "the former. Albiflorum lias pure white

.sepals and petals, the lip also white with the

exception of a yellow centre. It is a variety

that varies considerably in size and purity, and

before the worst forms I should greatly prefer

the poorest typical form. But when seen in

really good order it is a chaste and pretty Orchid.^ H. R.

Cattleya TriansB alba.—Among the deeper-

L-oloin-ed forms of the species this beautiful

variety shows to great advantage. There is a

chaste appearance in the all)ino Cattleyas not

excelled by any other white Orchid, and though

C. Trian;u alba is as common as any of them, it

is equally good. The flowers on a plant 1 have

are as large as those of any good form of the type,

the lip having a deep yellow stain in the centre,

the rest of the blossom absolutely pure white, the

lip prettily crisped at the margin and of good
open shape.—R.

Dendrobium subclausum.—This cannot be
described as a showy kind, but it is interestingon

account of its colour, a brilliant orange-red, very

uiuisual in the genus. In habit it is peculiar, the

stems being vtry thin and pushing out a quan-
tity of young ones all along somewhat after the

style of D. Falooneri. A plant in riower with me
has a very pretty appearance, quite distinct from
any other kind, and one hardly takes it for a
Dendrobium at Hrst glance. It will probably re-

i|uire plenty of heat, and, judging by its habit,

something for the j-oung shoots to root into as

they grow would be an advantage. It is a native

of tlie Malay Archipelago, and has been recently

introduced by Messrs. Veitch and Sons. —
Ukosvek.

Cattleya Percivaliana. — One of the finest

forms of this lovely winter-flowering Cattleya we
hive .seen has been sent us by Mr. Denning from
the collection of Sir W. Marriott, The Down
House, Blandford. The sepals and petals are

very large, of good substance, and of a remark-
I ably deap ro?e colour. The lip also is much
I

larger than usual in this species, deep rose in

front, becoming darker towards the centre, where
it becomes rich purple ; the side lobes rosy pink,

shading to deep orange at the base, heavily lined

and sufl'ased with rich purple-brown. This
species deserves more attention where Orchids
are appreciated, as it is very useful at this season
of the year. Coming in as it does before the
bulk of C. Triana', it helps to brighten the houses
when there is little else in flower. The flowers

are not so large as in the other sections of the

C. labiata group, and only produces a single

flower on a scape. We think these drawbacks
ought to be considered, seeing the dull season at

I which it flowers. It is a Cattleya that uj) to the

present time has not been used to any great
extent by the hybridist, but surely the unicpie

colouring of the lip is worth consideration in this

respect.

Oncidium cheirophorum.—In a cool house,

where greenhouse Ferns and Araucarias were
growing freely I have noted this pretty plant in

good condition, the bright little yellow blossoms
on the wiry scapes being set off to perfection by
the greenery all around. Though one of the
smallest, it is also one of the most charming of

cool house kinds, and if not a very vigorous plant,

its culture presents no special difficult}'. The
species thrives in the coolest house, where during
the summer the air always seems cool and refresh-

ing when entering from outside. Near the roof

glass in such structures there is usually a free

I current of air, and if 0. cheirophorum can be
suspended in this the treatment is to its liking.

Keep the atmosphere loaded with moisture and
shade the plants from early morning until well on
in the afternoon while the foliage is young and
green. As autumn approaches more light is

necessary, and during the last three months of

the year no shading at all will be needed. Plant
the bulbs in small pans, these being more than

half filled with clean crocks, the compost consist-
ing of S|)hagnum and fibrous peat, with small
crocks and charcoal added . The roots must never
be dried and insect pests kept carefully in check,
as these soon ruin the [ilants' appearance. The
present is its flowering season, and it is a native
of New (Jrenada.—H.

Cypripedium Kothschildianum. —There
are many beautiful forms of this fine species now
in cultivation, and such an one came under my
notice recently. The plant is bearing three
spikes containing thirteen flowers, and these are
very rich and deeply tinted. C. Kothschildianum
is a strong-growing, vigorous plant, and, where
its wants are properly cared for, soon makes a
fine specimen. Fairly large and well-drained
pots should be chosen for it, the compost being
made very rough and open, and consisting of

chopped Moss, peat, and loam in about equal
proportions. The best place to grow it is in a
moist tropical house, where it will be screened
from sunshine. It must be freely watered all the
year round and kept free of insects. It is a native
of Neiv Guinea, whence it was introduced in 1887.

—R.

ANGR.IXUM EBURXEU.M.
TiiKKE are few of the Angnecums so easily culti-

vated as this strong-growing species, and al-

tliouuh the spikes have a rather stiff appearance,
the blossoms are very beautiful. The leaves are
broad and deep green on healthy plants, gi^'ing

them a fine appearance whether in or out of

flower. The spikes appear towards the upper
part of the stem, and are produced from the ba-^e

of the leaves. The blo-soms have usually very
pale green sepals and petals, the fine heart-shaped
lip being of the purest white, but sometimes
petals, sepals, and lip are all white. To grow
A. eburneum properly, a large, roomy house is

needed, as with the foliage close up to the glass
in narrow structures the latter is sure to he-

come spotted by sunburn, greatly disfiguring the
plants. In a large stove, or even a vinery or
Peach house, it is just as much at home as in the
Orchid house proper, and as long as there is

plenty of moisture in the air the grow th will be
free and vigorous. The roots are ver}' strong and
persistent ; conse<i'iently large pots or baskets
must be used, these being about half filled with
rough crocks for drainage, or with the largest

sizes a small pot may be inverted over the drain-

age hole and the surrounding space filled with
crocks. Cover with a little rough Moss, as large
plants of this species like a little peat mixed with
the Sphagnum used as compost. Large, rough
lumps of peat are better for it than all fibre, the
roots running through these like those of a Palm
when thoroughly healthy and strong. Smaller
plants would, of course, be better suited with
Moss alone, and in either case abundance of rough
charcoal should be added. Repotting may take
place at almost any time, but preferably just

after flowering before the growth has made much
headway. \\'ater must never be withheld from
the roots summer or winter, and when growth is

most active, plentiful and frequent washings from
the S3-ringe help to keep the foliage clean and
insects of all kinds in check. A. eburneum soon
outgrows its pots, and if potted as often as neces-

sarj- would make immense specimen plants that,

co\'ered with the fragrant blossoms, would make
a grand show during the dullest and most
dreary months in the year, but as the rule now is

to lessen rather than increase the size of the

houses, such plants will never be common. It

is a native of Madagascar and the Seychelle
Islands, whence it was sent to the Chiswick
Gardens many years ago, and first flowered there
in 1831. Since then it has been occasionally im-
ported by nurserymen and others, but has never
really become a common plant under culti%'ation.

Besides the type there is the variety virens, a
plant much smaller in all its parts and having
more slender spikes than the type. This was first

flowered in Messrs. Loddiges' nursery, and is still

occasionally imported.

CHYSIS BRACTESCENS.
This handsome, yet very singular Orchid is

worthy of attention by all classes of cultivators.

The pseudo-bulbs are fleshy, greenish, stem-
like, and the foliage is deciduous. Tha young
growths appear very early in the new year, and
from the centre of the.se the flower-spikes are
produced. In some instances these bear a

large number of flowers, in others they are few,
and in the latter case they are always larger

and have more substjince than when more are
produced. The. best varieties have flowers each
upwards of o inches across, these being pure
white, with the exception of a yellow stain on
the lip. C. bractescens does with a little cooler
treatment than some of the other species, and
may be grown in the Cattleya house or with
East Indian plants, as is most convenient. The
roots are of i|uite a dift'erent character from those
of most Orchids, and are flattish and very con-
stant. Few plants get a firmer hold of their
pots, baskets, or pans than this, and for this

reason it is best not to disturb them oftener
than is necessary. The compost is not an im-
portant point. They do well in peat and
Sphagnum, and also in a mixture of these and
good fibrous loam, but in any case plenty of

crocks and charcoal must be mixed with it and
the drainage must be perfect. The best time
to repot is as soon as possible after the flowers
:.re past, as by then the young growths will be
getting stout, but will not have made many
young roots. Being of rather a long habit of

growth, one bulb coming considerably above tl e
last, it is as well to put the plants rather low at

first, as by top-dressing, the young pseudo-bulbs
will be fed and disturbance will not be neces-
sary so soon. The compost will be brought up
to the base of the young growth, whether sur-

facing or repotting, and though not needing
much moisture just at first, the roots as they
begin to run in the new material will take free

supplies. The growth will be rapid in a warm,
moist house, and the f(jliage may be very lightly

dewed over with water from the syringe occa-
sionally. Heavy douches will not do, as the
water gets carried down into the centre of the
young growth and causes this to decay. By the
end of the summer the pseudo-bulbs will be
fully grown and need ripening, for it must be
noted that the foliage of Chysis is easily in-

jured by sun early in the season and has to
be shaded during the greater part of the day.
This, then, has to be made up in autumn by
almost constant exposure to sun and a liberal

supply of air. Of course, the exposure will be
done by degrees ; it would not be good practice
to ripen off the foliage too rapidly, as this would
most likely cause shrivelling of the pseudo-
bulbs later on. Some plants lose their foliage

entirely in autumn, but others carry it later on
into the winter or even the spring. But, as a
rule, the plants take a decided season of rest
without the leaves, and at this period no water,
or very little, is needed at the roots. The plants
must not be allowed to shrivel, of course, but
if well riijened they will go for weeks without
water. The best place for them at this time is

in the coolest part of the Cattleya house, but
as soon as the first signs of young growth
appear, they must be kept rather moister and
if possible allowed a little more heat. C. brac-
tescens is apt to be attacked by red spider if

the house is at all dry, and it is important that
this pest be not allowed to make headway.
Careful and fretpient sponging with tepid soft

water in the earlier stages is at once the safest

and the most efl'eetual way of getting rid of this

pest, but, of course, when plants are badly
affected, more drastic measures have to be taken.

A little dry sulphur applied with the bellows
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about the young growths is distasteful to these

insects and also to thrips, but fumigation is

necessary in bad cases. C. bractescens is a

native of Blexico and other parts of Central

America, where it is said to grow abundantly,

"hanging from the branches of the trees by

the long grey roots." It was introduced by Mr.
Barker, of Birmingham, with whom it first

flowered in 184^0.

Cypripedium Lathamianum.—This hybrid

is getting fairly plentiful. A nice variety recently

noted had a fine dorsal sepal, the broad puri)le

line showing up well and the other segments
being very broad, not unlike those of a good form
of C. villosum aureum. It has broad, deep green
foliage and is a good grower, thriving well under
Cattleya house treatment as to temperature. It

was first raised and flowered by Mr. Latham, of

the Birmingham Botanic Gardens, and is the

result of crossing C. Spicerianum and C. villosum.

Dendrobium Hildebrandi. — This pretty

Dendrube was introduced a few years since from
the Shan States by Messrs. Hugh Low and Co.

The blossoms are produced along the stem in

small racemes, and have jjale yellow sepals and
petals, the lip white, with reddish blotch in

front. I). Hildebrandi is not, perhaps, quite a

success under cultivation, though possibly when
it is better known we may be more successful

with it. Really well-dowered plants would have
a fine effect, and the colouring is rather dis-

tinct. It thrives under the warmest treatment
in pots or pans of medium size suspended from
the roof if possible.

Dendrobium euosmum virginale.—This
is one of the most distinct hybrid Dendrobiums
in cultivation. It resulted by crossing D. endo-
charis and D. nobile. It is curious that the per-

fume as well as the colour of the lovely little D.

japonicum should be so prominent in this secon-

dary cross. The sepals and petals are pure white,

of tine form and substance, the large lip also pure
white, with a deep maroon disc, which has numer-
ous white lines at the base. The habit of growth
is considerably dwarfed by the D. japonicum in-

fluence, and has the appearance of D. endocharis,
but it is longer and equally as free flowering as

that hybrid, the blooms being as large as in a
good form of D. nobile.—H. J. C.

Oncidium dasystyle.—This is a pretty little

Brazilian Oncid when well grown, and one that
is worthy of more care. From small roundish
pseudo-bulbs the sepals spring, bearing several
blossoms, yellow in ground colour, with purple
spots on the sepals and a large blotch on the lip.

It thrives well in the Cattleya house in a light,

airy position, still where the sun does not reach
it in the middle of the day. The plants should
be grown in small pans or baskets suspended from
the roof if possible, and the ordinary peat and
Moss mixture suits the roots well if thinly placed.
During the time growth is active, well-rooted
plants require a good supply of water, but while
at rest much less sufiices. It was introduced by
Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son in 1S72.

Dendrobium nobile.—A very pretty effect is

produced by growing this plant suspended from
the roof, so that the stems hang dov\nwards, the
variety called pendulum being the most suitable
for the purpose. This free, unstaked growth
seems the proper thing for this class of IJen-
drobes, and the flowers have always a finer ap-
pearance in this way owing to the fact that the
bright colours on the labellum are seen more
plainly. Rough, open material and a fair amount
of room for the roots are both important points
in growing this fine old plant, for the roots are
quite different from those of the usual deciduous
kinds. These can hardly be grown too closely
together, but those of I), nobile like rambling
about over rough charcoal or lumps of peat and
anywhei-e that plenty of air reaches them.

Lselia anceps Dawsoni (Crawshay's var. ).

—

This is truly a typical form of the old var. of L. a.

Bawsoni, distinguishable from the latter-day in-

troductions by its shortened, more oval and
broader sepals and petals, so characteristic of

the old form. The lip also is more squarely
made, the side lobes open and considerably de-

flexed. These characteristics are clearly defined
in Mr. De B. Crawshay's variety. The sepals and
petals, as in the typical form, are pure white, the
distinguishing feature being the front lobe of the
labellum. Instead of the rich crimson-purple,
the eround colour is wholly white, with a I'ich

rosy suffusion in the centre, with a deep yellow
raised disc at the base. The side lobes are white,
heavily lined with rich purple at the base. It is

a distinct and lovely form. A fine plant is now
in flower in the Rosefield collection.—H. J. C.

Dendrobium Brymerianum.—The prettilj'

fringed lip of this species makes it always attrac-

tive, while the bright golden tint of the blossoms
is unsurpassed. Both habit and flower are very
distinct, though of course an evergreen kind has
more of the habit of the deciduous species. I find,

too, that to flower it well it requires more drying
off and more careful ripening than the evergreen
section usually. It is a native of Burmah and
likes plenty of heat while growing, a rough open
description of compost over good drainage, and
abundance of water while growing freely. D.
Brymerianum is easily propagated by means of

the small growing shoots that appear on the top
of the last season's growth. These may be left on
until they harden up one little stem and have a
few roots, when they may be taken off and either

potted singly or grouped five or six in a small
basket or pot. In this way nice healthy little

specimens are soon [jroduced, and for the first few
seasons it is best to get all the growth possible
into them. This Uendrobium should be repotted
soon after the flowers are past and before the
young shoots begin to push roots. The flowers

are usually produced in small racemes of two or

three, and the long, curling, interlacing segments
of the lip are its chief characteristic.—H. R.

Garden Flora.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Pheodora.—Thia distinct and beautiful
hybrid is now in fl jwer in Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons'
Langlev Nurseries. It is the result of crossing C.
iiit^rmt'dia with C. maxima, and has the intermediate
characters of both parents. The sepals and petals are
pure white, the lip white, with the rose-purple vein-

iugs, as seen in C. maxima, through the centre and
throat. It is a remarkably free-Soweriug and useful
Cattleya, although not so large as many of the 0.
labiata section. It is far more distinct than a great
many of the latter, and is worthy of every considera-
tion. The white sepals and petals show a great con-
trast when mixed with coloured forms of this section.

— H. J. C.

Epidendrum Endreso - Wallisi.—This is

one of the most charming hybrids of the Epidendrum
family. It was raised by Mr. Seden by intercrossing
the two species from which the name is derived.
Several remarkable forms of it are now in flower in

ilessrs. ^'eitch's nurseries at Langley. One of the
m^st striking was a variety with deep purple sepals
and petals shading to white, each about 1^ inches in
length. The ground colour of the broad lip is white,
with rich violet-purple markings. This is certainly
one of the tinest varieties we have seen. The habit of
growth is intermediate hetween that of the two
species. It certainly improves each year as the plant
becomes stronger.

Cattleya labiata (Cambridge Lodge variety).

—

This is another addition to the albino varieties of the
old autumn-flowering C. labiata, and was lately in

flower in Mr. Measures' collection at Camberwell.
The sepals and petals are pure white, of fiae form and
substance. The lip has a white margin, upwards of

a quarter of an inch in breadth, in the centre a large
oval-shaped blotch of crimson purple, veined with a
darker shade of colour. The side lobes are pure
white, with some yellow at the base. The plant
carries a raceme of three flowers. It is a very dis-

tinct and lovely form, and there is no doubt the
flowers will improve as the p'ant becomes established.—Visitor.

PLATE 1158.

TUFTED TANSIES.

(WITU A COLOUREn fLATE OF— I, liuKlPEB

WITCH; 2, WILLIAM NIEL; 3, ETHEL HAN-
rOCK; 4, LAVINIA.*)

With the near ajiproach of spring, the claims

of the Tufted Pansy for the embellishment of

the flower garden seem to force themselves upon
us. < >ftun at the time when there is the
prospect of a long-continued display of their

delightful little blcjssoms they are unfortunately

uprooted to make room for other subjects

for summer flowering, and these often far less

interesting and pretty. This practice of plant-

ing the Tufted Pansy in the autumit, with the

definite object in view of getting a display in

the spring and early summer only, is to be depre-

cated. The Tufted Pansy can never be seen at

its best given such treatment.

The notice which the Tufted Pansy has
obtained during recent years is having a good
effect. Not only has the habit of the plant

improved in a great many instances, but we
have now such a capital variety of colour that

it would be quite a simple matter to satisfy

the taste of the most fastidious. It seems only

a few years since that the heavily-rayed flowers

were represented only by white, blue, purple.

Tufted. Pansy Duchess of Sutherland,

and yellow colours. Welcome though they were
then, and, in fact, are still in many garden.s

throughout the country to-day, it is cpiite safe

to say the newer sorts are now thrice welcome.

The Tufted Pansy is even more valued now by
the cottager for the beautifying of his small

garden, and is equally serviceable in the gardens
of tlie rich, and only needs a tithe of the

eiicoui'agement that many other less worthy
subjects obtain to give a really handsome
return.

Owing to the patience and untiring zeal of a

few enthusiasts, we now have quite a distinct

race of plants. To the majority of the lovers

of this hai-dy flower these newer types of the

plant are comparatively unknown. The won-
derfully dwarf, compact, and sturdy plants are

typical of what a Tufted Pansy shoidd be. The
constitution, too, is as robust as could well be

wished for, while the smallest pieces, even if

planted (juite late in the spring, make nume-
rous growths from their base in a very short

time, and with a little care plants of large

dimensions are easily obtained long before the

summer season is over. (Jld plants, too, cut

• Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon in

Mr. D. B. Crane's garden at Highgatc, X. Litho-

graphed and printed by J. L. Goffart.
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back (luring the autumn, develop perfect tufts,

and these are the first to flower in the spring,

when they are literally co\ered with blossoms
of the most chaste description. One of the

chief characteristics of the newer tufted sorts

is the splendid condition of the plants during
the second season, and, in some few cases, for

three successive seasons. Such plants are a

welcome change from the older sorts, with

Iheirlong and straggling habit of growth, many
of them being anything but tufted. Of course

among the older sorts there are exc;ptions to

this rule, notably in the case of that excellent

old variety. Bullion. For general tlowex--

garden work, pl.mts ])artaking of a dwarf and
compact style of growth surely would be better

appreciated than those less so, consequently

this is a further point in their favour. When
massing the Tufted Pansy in beds and borders

jireference certainly should be given to plants

of the latter kind, as not only would the general

effect be better, but, by a system of planting,

or ten days there will again be a bright

display-

The wealth of ci'lour in which these newer
varieties are now obtainable is almost remark-
able considering the short space of time in which
the change has lieen effected. Among the blue
shades there are indigo, mauve blue, deep blue,

lavender blue, china blue, soft blue, besides

others. Of yellows tliere are rich yellow,

canary, primrose, yellow shaded at the edges,

gulden, and others. Of other colours there are

many shades of lavender, blush-rose, purple,

crimson-purple, snow-white, pure white, and
cream. All the foregoing are selfs, antl these,

together with the many margined, lilotched, and
reticulated flowers, form an interesting and
pleasing variety. There is, however, one serious

failing in several of the newer introductions.

During the spring and early sunuuer, when the

temperature is of a genial kind, some really

charming sorts are seen in perfect condition.

The blossoms are large and freely produced.

Tufted Pansy Mrs. Gray.

the soil Would soon be covered by a beautiful

carpet of rich green foliage.

The last few summer seasons have been phe-
nomenally dry, and those who have grown
Pansies, jjarticularly the tufted sorts, in large

numbers have had a very trying time. After
close observation of the plants which have had
a liberal mulching in the .June of each year,

together with an occasional hea\-y watering, it

is safe to say they have come iiut of the ordeal

well. Towards the latter part of the summer
some sorts seemed to blossom freely, this some-
what weakening the plants. Such jilants were
cleared of all buds, flowers, and spent blossoms,
old and coarse growths cut out, and then allowed
to go ahead again. An occasional watering with
liquid manure soon restored the^^•eakened ones,

and these, in return for the treatment accorded
them, blossomed with renewed vigour shortly

afterwards. For these plants to be kept in the
best condition it is important that a rest be
given to them now and then. Spent blossoms
must be jjinched off continuously, and when
signs of weakness are noticeable, all blooms
should be picke<l ofi'. In the course of a week

and the colours, more particularly of the

blotched, margined, and other fancy types of

the flower, are most beautiful. With the ad-

vent of midsummer, sometimes earlier and at

other times later, varying according to the

peculiarity of their respective seasons, with the

increased heat and diy atmospheric conditions,

the sorts here alluded to often fail to retain

their colours, so that during such a period the

blossoms get (juite out of character. In the

accompanying plate the beautifully shaded and
reticulated pale blue self Border \\'itch is pleas-

ingly portrayed. This is a rayless variety with

a neat yellow eye. Both early and late in the

season, when cooler weather prevails, this is one
of the best kinds, the flowers produced freely on
plants possessing a capital habit. But as soon

as we experience a spell of hot and dry weather,

the blossoms lose their colour, until at last there

is only the faintest tint or margin of blue upon
a dirty white ground. This is the experience

with southern growers, while the same has to be

recorded of midland gnawers also. Yet this

variety serves a useful purpose during the

periods previously referred to, and should be

retained. This loss of colour during seasons of

great heat is hardly noticeable with the true

selfs, altliough there are instances where the

colour of the blossoms becomes somewhat
blotched and undecided ; others, too, get

blistered and disflgured. William Niel, als.i

figured here, has been a standard sort for

some years. Its pleasing rose-pink blossom -s

appear chaste and beautiful at all seasons, and,

having a desirable habit, it is deserving of a

placa in all gu-dens. There is no other Tufted
Pansy quite like this in colour, and this it retains

very well. < )nly in very hot weather does it

become slightly pale, with a whitish tint u|jon

the blooms. For producing a distinct efl'ect

when massed it is well worthy of extended

culture. Ethel Hancock, one of the purest

whites extant, is a valuable rayless sort, being of

medium size, of splendid substance and a most
profuse bloomer. The constitution of this plant

IS robust, the pure white blossoms having a rich

orange eye. It was certificated at the Viola

Conference at Birmingham in 1894. Lavinia,

the pretty little miniature sort, of a delicate

shade of "blush, has deeper shadings of the same
colour. This plant was much admired last

season, when its shoots bristled with in-

numerable little blossoms for some months.

These miniature kinds are not appreciated

as they deserve to be. The plants increase

in size and vigour if allowed to remain

in the same position two or three years, when
they may be divided as ordinary hardy peren-

nials. The true miniature sorts, of which

Violetta was the parent, are sw-et-scented, on

this account perhaps tieing additionally attrac-

tive.

The following selections may be welcome, as

they represent both the best and most interest-

ing of the ditierent types of the flower :
—

Yellov Selfs.— Pembroke, Princess Louise,

Lemon (^ueen, MoUy Pope, Ardwell (lem, and
Bullion.

White ."^cZ/s.—Ethel Hancoct, Christiana, Nellie,

White Empress, Pencaitland, and Devonshire

Cream.
Blue Selfs.—Blue Gown, Britannia, William

Haig, Max Kolb, Mrs. C. Turner, and Ethelinde.

Lavender and Blush Selfs.—Bridegroom, Hosea
pallida, Florizel, Lottie McNeil, Charm, and
Mabel, and Duchess of Sutherland.

Pur/jle auil Hose S<l/s.—WilUam Xiel, Magie,

Acme, Mrs. Cordon, Councillor Waters, and J. B.

Riding.
Edged and Bordered.—Border Witch, Duchess

of Fife, Goldfinch, and White Duchess.

Fanei/ or Blotched.—Cottage Maid, Mrs. C. F.

Gordon, The Mearns, Lucy Franklin, Princess

Beatrice, and Isa Fergusson.
Miniature Sorts.—Violetta (white), Lavinia

(blush), Queen of the Year (China blue). Gold

Crest (yellow). Belladonna (blue and white), and
Celeste (lavender-blue). D. B. Ckane.

Ifiijke/aie, 2^.

Notes from Baden-Baden. - 1 do not quite

agree with the statement on page 93 as to Galan-

thus cauoasicus, this species doing well here. To
my mind there is no better Snowdrop than (!.

caucasicus grandis, a variety grown by Mr. Bed-

ford, of Straffan House. I never observed any

trace of disease or malformation in this variety.

It is not the earliest, Ijut it comes evenly, robust,

and beautiful in form. Colchicum montanura, the

Persian variety, is now one of the very first spring

bloomers. Although small, the lively pink colour

of the flowers is charming. To the black variety

of Iris reticulata a white one has now been added,

but owing to the scarcity of material to compare,

the question remains whether these are not spe-

cies by themselves. Both are natives of .4isia

Jlinor, not garden varieties. The season is mild,

but not very favourable for the development of
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spring flowers, which prefer a rapid change from

frost to genial warmth.—Max Leiciitlin, Badm-
Baden.

The Week's Work.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Newly-I'L.4.nted orchard and other trees.—
MnxHiNG.—This pr.ictice is undoubtedly more
in vogue now than it was in past years, and
rightl_y so. The kind of mulching, however,
should depend upon the depth and (|uality of the

soil. If it be of good average deptli and other-

wise in good condition, the only thing necessarj'

is a top-dressing of spent Mushroom manure, so

as to keep the roots from suffering by the parch-

ing of the soil. On the other hand, if it be a
shallow soil or relatively poor, the mulching may
with advantage be one of farmyard manure.
This latter will enrich the soil and tend to en-

courage the roots upwards rather than otherwise,

and be found much more to the point than
placing the manure under the roots in too great a
quantity. That these mulchings are decidedly

a Ivantageous is beyond doubt. If thus far this

important wo k has either escaped attention or

been deferred it will not be advisable to postpone it

any longer, for we shall soon have the proverbial

.March winds. In neither case should a mere
covering of the soil be tolerated. Tliis will be
found to be deceptive in the long run. In

connection with this mulching it will be well,

more especially after the comparatively dry
period, to again water all newly-planted trees.

It is, of course, assumed that watering was at-

tended to when the planting was being performed.
If not, then give a double dose, not only to afford

moisture but to settle the soil, this plan being
better than excessive treading. Should the «ork
of securing the stems of newly-plnnted trees have
been deferred, this again will be a present-time
item to bear in mind. For this purpose threestakes
are better than one, with a less possibility of in

jury. Should the newly planted trees have been
put upon grass land, look to it that the grass does
not grow to within 3 feet or i feet of the stem ; here
is the space for the mulcliing in such cases. In

non-calcaieous soils the addition of scra3 bone-meal
will be a decided boon : it will bring about more
beneficial results in the fruit than in the wood
growth, but in this also it tends to the solidifica-

tion of the wood tissues. If larger trees have been
moved, these also will require attention as re-

gards mulching, letting it extend as far as the
roots. These older trees will often bear more
pruning, relatively speaking, than will the
younger ones both at the roots and the branches.

Where there is any suspicion of bark-shrivelling,

a bandage or two will be advisable; then, and
even in other cases as well, a rather free use of

the syringe upon the choicer examples will be of

considerable benefit, more especially if they be
wall trees. Do not let newly-planted trees if

freely provided with fruit-buds develop all their

flowers, otherwise if they do there is at once a

weakening tendency, and that, too, at a critical

period of their existence.

Peaches .\nd Nectarines.—Nailinc or tyinc.

—In some cases this work, with the view of

hastening its completion, may have been already
completed, but the plan does not commend itself

by any means in actual practice in such mild
wmters as the present one. I would rather pull

the trees away further from the wall than
otherwise for a week or two longer, so as to

slightly retard the blossom. The pruning of

nailed trees can be proceeded with, but the nailing

in of the young wood or the regulation of the older

branches sliould he deferred as long as possible.

When this is done look well to the older fasten-

ings, for it is probable that some branches may
be bearing on the nails. If so, there is an
inducement to canker when any wound is

made. For the securing of the main branches,

studs in some instances are preferable, esjie-

oially if the walls be of extra height or the

trees of considerable spread. These studs with

either yarn or small sprigs of the yellow Willow

\\ill be better holdfasts than shreds. On the

other hand, if the walls be wired in a sensible

manner in diamond fashion with the wire close to

the wall, all that is then needed is a soft and not

too durable a yarn (by this is meant such an

article as will last long enough and not hold too

tightly when the wood expands). Walls ought

never to be wired so as to permit of the Mires

being an inch or so away from the wall. Where
this is done there is a cold current of air passing

which is not beneficial to either wood or fruit,

whilst oftentimes many of the fruits will be found

fixed in awkward positions, where they cannot

possibly swell in a perfect fashion. Walls that

are wired longitudinally oftentimes have the wires

at too great a distance apart ; thus the process of

securing the trees thereto is not easy. These may
be advantageously crossed with perpendicular

strings of strong lasting yarn. All this work may
be pushed forward so as not to ha\'e such items to

cause any hindrance when the final tying has to

be completed. Should any of the wires need

painting, there is yet time to give at least one

coat, but if not actually bad it had better stand

over.

Protectin<i the blosso.m.—More will be said

upon this matter later on ; for the jjresent it is

sutheient to allude to Apricots only. These will

now be well advanced, and on warm sunny walls

possibly already in flower. Look, therefore, to

the protection of the blossom by means of light

scrim or frigi dome, either of which should rest

upon an under stretch of netting to keep it from

beating against the trees in windy weather.

HoRTUS.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
French Beans.—Succession crops of this vege-

table should now be sown, as with longer days

and more sunshine growth will be stronger and
the plants give a better return. I do not yet

advise such kinds as the Canadian Wonder, as

though this will produce much larger pods, these

require a longer period to mature, so that on the

whole they are not so profitable. Such kinds as

Ne Plus Ultra and Syon House are reliable, but

there is no lack of varieties. The best results are

obtained from clean pots and new soil, or a portion

of new top soil. Much larger pots may now be

used, but, whatever size is employed, it is well to

avoid crowding. I ha>e frequently seen as many
plants in one pot as would sutKce for three. I am'

aware growers are always anxious to get as large

a return as possible from the space at command,
but from close observ.ation I find three plants in

an .S-inch pot produce double the <iuantity of

nine plants or six in the same size. It will now
be well to sow every three weeks to keep up a

regular succession for the next three months.

Many growers may need only occasional supplies,

and to gtt these it is well to allow six weeks from

the time of sowing till the p'ants are in a bearing

condition. In some cases the crop may take a

little longer, as much depends upon the growth

at the start. I prefer to place the seed pots in a

liberal heat till germination is effected, as, should

the seed be at all weak or imperfectly ripened,

liberal warmth at the start will prevent losses. I

place the pots on the hot-water pipes for a few-

days, and even in this position no moisture is

needed till the plants are well through the soil.

Ample drainage should be given if the pots are

laro-e. The old system of top-dressing the plants

I consider does more harm than good, owing to

the short time the plants take to produce the

crop. I prefer filling up the pots or boxes to

within '2 inches or 3 inches, relying on food in the

way of fertilisers and liquid manure. I use spent

Mushroom manure freely for the earliest crops

under glass.

Beans in frames.—For early crops in frames

I have found it a saving of time to sow in small

pots and plant out. It is essential at this date

to have bottom-heat to get a profitable crop. A
great depth of soil is not needed, but it is well to

use good loam with something to lighten and
enrich it. Of course with ample heat at command
anyone may sow in the soil when quite warm.
(irown thus, there must be sparing sujiplies of

moisture till the plants are growing freely.

When manure is used to supply warmth, the roots

of the plants have a tendency later on to go down
into the manure and produce too much leafage

and few beans. I do not advise this mode of cul-

ture for early supplies. I find the best results as

regards the dwarf early kinds are produced in

shallow beds with hot-water pipes under them.
Grand crops may be grown in frames with manure
only, but this mode of culture I would recommend
for supplies from the end of Ajiril and during
Ma}'. Grown thus, the plants will give two or

even three cro[>s if well fed and encouraged to

make new growth by rich top dressings. The
only difficulty with plants grown in frames on
manure is that strong growers, such as Canadian
Wonder, are gross, and to prevent this it is well to

invert pots or use slates or boards directly over

the manure to check gross root growth. Plants

grown thus may with advantage be raised in

small pots, and if sown now and the frames pre-

|)ared at the same time the plants will be ready
to plant early in March. If the frames are not

heated, it will be well to defer sowing for two or

three weeks.
Asi'.VK.AOl's.—Those who have beds in the open

and which have been forced will find little diffi-

culty in keeping up the supply. I find the roots

in tihe open are easily excited this winter. Of
course many arc obliged to rely upon purchased
roots, and the^e are never any too strong. In

their case avoid hard forcing, as the growth comes
so weakly. With mild weather the plants in the

open will this season bo earlier than usual, as

though we may yet have frost, the sun's power
is now much greater. Those who need early

supplies in the open will find it advantageous to

place strawy litter over the beds at night, remov-

ing in the day in fine weather for the sun to warm
the soil. I have also used a warm co\ering of

manure on a bed for a special supply. The alleys

also must be well covered. To this practice some
object, as the grass is white and the manure must
be moved to find it. I only note its value for a

special supply to avoid lifting roots so late in the

season. Permanent beds force now quite readily.

In all gardens it is well to devote some space to

permanent beds, as, once prepared, they gi-ve

lit le trouble. This year I commenced cutting

from beds forced annually (with leaves mostly)

in January, and the grass improves daily owing
to less bottom-heat and more sunshine. These

beds give us an ample supply well into May if

needed. It is advisable to cease cutting as soon

as the beds in the open come in. There is no

comparison between the produce of plants lifted

and forced in heat and that from beds, the latter

being so much stronger and more succulent.

Seakale. — Excellent produce may now be

secured by placing boxes over the roots. These

may be placed close together, and the boxes

cover d with long litter. Seakale grown thus for

March supplies is of better quality than that

grown in a strong heat. Large growers merely

get out a wide trench, placing the roots in

thickly, and covering with warm litter. The old

plan of covering over in the open in its growing

quarters is noH' less practised. I do not advise

this plan, as often the roots are a good distance

apart, and to cover them retiuires too much
manure. Seakale can now be grown so well in

one season from root cuttings that the old forcing

or bed system is nearly obsolete. The land for

planting next month should now be prepared.

Few roots require more food in the way of well-

decayed manure and deeply-dug soil. Root cut-

tings should be examined, cut over, and laid

thinly into the soil in readiness for planting.

Autumn-sown Cauliflowers.—Rarely is it

necessary to plant out autumn-sown Cauliflowers

so early. In my case growth is so far advanced,

owing to the mild winter, that the plants are much
larger than usual. I regret to say some plants

of the Early London section have buttoned,
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but as I grow bub very few, relying on Wal-
clieren, I have few losses. Those who have win-
tered their plants under hand-glasses will Hnd
little ditiicult}' in planting out if the soil is fairly
firm and a ball of earth attached to each plant. I
found the worst jjlants were those in frames, as
they were tender and had none too many roots.

With tender plants it is necessary to shelter after
planting. Much may be done to give timely
shelter by drawing deep drills when planting,
well firming each plant, and in severe weather a
little long litter between the rows will prevent
damage. The season of growth is so short that
the plants need plenty of food in the soil and a
warm border is preferable. Small plants may he
planted a fortnight later in the open, these form-
ing a succession.

C.VBBAiiK.—The spring Cabbage this season is

so well advanced that cutting will be earlier than
usual. Out of several varieties on trial, EUam's
is the earliest, and so far I have not lost a single
plant out of some thousands, although the weather
has been .so mild. Now is a good time to feed
the plants. In many gardens large quantities of
manure are |)laced in the soil previous to plant-
ing, but I fail to see the need for this. Jly Cab-
bage invariably follows the spring Onions, the land
for which is made as firm as possible, and previous
to planting the Cabbage it is merely hoed over.
I now feed freely and give such aids as guano, tish

manure or other \egetable foods, and the plants
only having a few weeks to make their growth
soon respond when food is given ; the hoe i.sused
freely between the rows. Feeding is best done
in showery weather. My remarks ap|jly to
those just turning in. If there is a scarcity of
plants, it is well to plant out even small ones left

in seed beds. S. M.

Stove and Greenhouse.

GllEENHOUSE HARD-WOODED PL.'^NTS

Their Distinctive Features.

These are such as to claim for them a place

in the front rank. Not only is there a wide

range of colour in the several genera, but this

I applies to the species also in the larger of these.

Take the Heaths, for instance. There are tiiose

with pure white blossoms, others with yellow,
others with pink, and others with red and
crimson shades, whilst the parti-coloured varie-
ties are most numerous. Note, for instance,
the beautiful combination of bright red and
green in E. Massoni major, of blood-red and
greenish white in E. retort i major, of wliite

and ^rden in thn forms of E. Aitoni md in E.
Shannoni, of light and dark tints of red as seen

I
in E. Fairieana. Phienocoma prolifera Barnesi

I
should be mentioned in conjunction with the
Aphelexis, being of disthict growth, it is true,
but yet a member of the Compusit:e. This
Ph(enocoma does not often flower so freely as it

I
might do, but it lasts a long time in good con-

' dition and blooms later than the Aphelexis.
In the Urge fiiu.ly of Acacias there are many
tine kinds, beautiful plants for the early spring,
and as profuse in flowering as they are beauti-
ful. Of the.se, A. armata, A. dealbata, and A.
Drumuiondi are perhaps well known as three of
the best kinds in general cultivation, but A.
Riceana, A. cordata, A. pulchella, of which A.
grandis is perhaps the better form, and A.
verticiUata are alike worthy of notice. In
Aotus graciUima we have a singularly distinct
plant, producing long spikes of flowers, the
growth slender, but almost self-supporting with
good management. The Boronias furnish us
with some of the most popular oi present-day
hard- wooded plants, whilst others, old favour-
ites, of the same genus are looked at askance,

Of the present-day kinds, B. niegastigma, for
its delicious fragrance, and B. heterophylla, for
its great profusion of rosy purple flowers, stand
in the front rank of New Holland plants. Of the
older kinds, B. Drummondi, B. pinnata, and B.
.serrulata all claim attention. The.se three are
of more wiry growth than those first noted,
especially B. pinnata, to grow a good specimen
of which thirty years back was looked upon as
a fine piece of work. Rhynchospermum jas-
minoides is, I consider, a hai-d-wooded plant
and one more common than many, but n(jne
the less a plant of excellent qualities. The
Correas are seldom grown now ; they are rather
ungainly-looking, this chiefly resulting, by-
tlie-by, from the want of moderate pruning.
C. cardinalis is a good type of this family, and
so is ('. Brilliant, both having crimson-scarlet
flowers. Turning to the Hedaromas, we have
in H. tulipiferum one of the handsomest of all

hard-wooded jjlants, and one that is in every
respect decidedly distinct ; it is surprising that
such a plant as this is not grown more exten-
sively. True, it wants a bit of attention, but
it amply repays for that. Wherever it is

grown and flowered well it can scarcely fail to
be a source of great attraction. H. fuchsioides
is totally distinct, with smaller flowers, but as
tliese are jiroduced in greater profusion as a
rule, this deficiency is quite made up. The rich
and varied marking of the former is entirely
absent in the latter ; nevertheless it is in its

pale or brick-rcil colour a noteworthy j)lant.

The Croweas are in\arly related to the Erio-
stcmons, but as a rule they flower later in the
season. C. saligna, otherwise C. latifolia, is a
good July or August flowering jilant with
bright pink blossoms. The Croweas are in-

clined to grow stronger than the Eriostemons.
Both of these genera are, I believe, found to be
of easier increase by means of grafting than
from cuttings, the Correas being chosen for this

purpose. All of these belong to one order
(Rutaceie), C. alba is found to be the best stock.
The Citrons, Oranges, Lemons, and Shaddocks
all belong to tliis same order, so after all it is

not altogether inappropriate to use the flowers
of the Eriostemons when those of the Orange
fail for special i iccasions. Camellias come under
my heading, but I shall not dwell on them, as
they are so well known.

Dracophyllum gracile, now rarely e\er seen, is

a most profuse flowering jjlant, and one not so
difficult to manage by any means as the Leschon-
aultias or the majority of the Boronias. The
one thing that acts as a prejudice is no doubt
its straggling habit, but this can be overcome
b3' moderate pruning. The Kennedyas are an
almost forgotten class of jJants of climbing
habit, chiefly with large Pea-shaped blossoms,
scarlet and red predominating. K. Mari-yatt;e
is about the best of this class, and I have
noticed that it is being well cared for at Kew.
Leschenaultia biloba major has been so well
grown, and shown, too, of late years by Messrs.
VV'm. Balchin and Sons, that it scarcely needs
any recommendation. It is a plant that is well
worthy of all the pains bestowed upon it, and
with care it may be kept in good condition for
several years. I grew it once into a nice sized
specimen and staged it at one of the old
Brighton .June shows, although it is more of a
May plant. It is und(mbtedly the finest of the
deep blue flowering plants grown in the green-
house. I should much like to see L. formosa
and L. splendens grown again as they used to be.
I remember the former of these used to be
shown at the June shows and again in Sep-
tember, its flowering season covering a long
period. It is now a very rare occurrence to see
a plant of Sollya linearis or of S, Drunnnondi ;

both have deep blue flowers and are of com-
paratively easy culture. Being climbers, they
are of distinct service on greenhouse roofs.

8tatices are fairly well known as exh-bition
plants, but as smaller plants they are equally
valuable at home in the greenhouse or conser-
vatory. I scarcely know if these should be
included : some growers would no doubt term
them " .soft," but S. profusawhen well managed
is not to be despised, nor are the stronger
growers S. intermedia or S. Halfordi. Perhaps
there are not many of us who have grown or
even seen a good plant of Styphelia tubiflora.
It is somewhat in the way of an Epacris,
belonging to the same order ; the flowers
are produced scarcely so freely as in the
Epacris, but the distinct red tube-like blossoms
are very showy and distinct. It will grow well
along with the Ei>aeris, but is a little more
difticult, in my experience at least, to manage
well. Tetratheca ericifolia and T. ericoides,
which is a synonym of T. pilosa, are both well
worthy of every care and attention, being so
profuse in flowering and lasting so well. These
are beautiful plants for the cool house. T.
verticiUata (or Tremandra Hugeli) is scarcely so
useful, being of a much more straggling habit.
Lapagerias we all know as fine sidjjects in what-
ever way they are grown. They like more
moisture and shade than many plants, however.
What can we have finer in their way than the
greenhouse Rhododendrons ! I mean by these
the strictly cool house siiecies and hybrids, as
R. Countess of Haddington, R. Gibsoni or R.
formosum, R. Veitchianum, R. Sesterianum,
R. exoniense and R. Falconeri. Some of these
may be inclined to grow tall, but they are
splendid objects when in flower. The javanieo-
jasminittorum forms of hybrid Rhododendrons
are not, strictly speaking, cool house plants :

they need a little warmth and moisture, but
whoever can thus accommodate them will find

amongst the many hybrids now in cultivation a
great treasure- they possess such a wide
range of colour, pure whites and pure yellows,
orange, terra-cotta, butt' and salmon tints,

pinks, reds, scarlets and deep crimsons. Indian
Azaleas, I think, may be passed over, as they
still hold their ground fairly well. There is,

however, a tendency oftentimes to overpot
them, which is a mistake not afterwards so easy
to overcome. (.»f the Grevilleas that are useful
as flowering plants, G. Preissi is one of the
best and most compact growers, singular if nnt
very showy.

Othek Plants.

A few words ought to be said in fa\our of

Pleroma elegan.s, which, with its deep, rich blue
flowers so freely produced during July, August,
and sometimes in September, has nothing in its

way to equal it. It is not a difficult plant to
grow if it be given the warmest corner in the
greenhouse. When it grows too tall it may
be dried ott' and then cut hard back, after
which it will break away again. What 1 have
found best is to freffuently stop young plants
and any shoots that show a tendency to grow
too strongly. P. macranthum, or Lasiandra
raacrantha, as it is oftentimes called, is a bad-
habited pot plant, ugly when trained, and difii-

cult to thus manipulate, but plant it out in a
well-prepared bowler and let it grow of its own
accord up the roof or sides of a lofty house, and
it is difficult to find anything more efl'ective

during the late autumn and winter months.
This plant is thus grown at Kew, i.nd yearly it

flowers in the greatest profusion. Daphne
indica and its white variety may very well be
included ; it is not often, however, that a really

good plant is seen. A few years back I advised
the planting-out system for this species in The
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<jrAKiiEN, ;uul it di'ow forth a reply from an
ardent cultivator sayinj; that he had so grown it

with great success. Given a good sized con-
servatory with a border available for jjlanting

out, there is not an eijual to Luculia gratissima
for the winter season when its large Rhododen-
dronlike trusses shed their fragrance around.
Lagerstrceniia indica ouglit not to be passed
over ; it is a most lovely plant for flowering dur-
ing July, when its bright pink trusses make a

line display. The Myrtles, which are in the
south so often grown outside, are not hardy
enough in some localities to withstand the winter,
hence they should at least be noted. I much
prefer the Box-leaved form to the common kind
for pot culture.

There are two plants I must name, neither
of which is now often seen or even thought
of. I refer to Iloella ciliata and Acrophyllum
venosum. The Roella belongs really tt) the
Campanulaceie, being designated the African
Harebell. It is a plant of very uncertain
character, hence possibly this is the reason
why it is not more grown. I hope to give

it a trial again and see if I can succeed better
than in the past. The Acrophyllum is another
difficult plant to manage, but most beautiful

with its Spirrea-like plumes during May. Chil-

man and Baines, two noted old plant growers,
used to sIkjw it well. Like the Roella, it is a

fractious plant to manage. I do not see, how-
ever, that there is any reason why we should
avoid these or other jilants that are not so

easily grown as some which we see in their

hundreds. Rather let us try to find out
some of their jjeculiarities, and introduce
some out of the ordinary run of greenhouse
flowering plants. Either as decorative plants
or as specimens many of these plants that I

have enumerated will, I know, do good service.

They will not inxolve more labour in the long
run than is bestowed upon soft-wooded plants,

there being far less potting needed as a case in

point. CiROWER.

I'ROl'AGATING POINSETTIAS.
I w oLLD like to add a few remarks to the inquiry
of "A. E." concerning; the above at p. 88 and in

addition to what has Deen advanced by " H. V."
It is quite true under the usual treatment that
not a few experience diihcult}' in raising a stock
of plants ; at the same time a good deal of anxiety
may be sa\ ed in a rather simple way. The chief
causes of failure are due primarily to undue
grossness on the part of the cuttings employed,
and frequently to the making of such cuttings to
a joint. With heat and moisture in the propa-
gating frame such as these quickly succumb,
and, indeed, from the first it is difficult to keep
the leaxes from going down. The only way
to obviate this is to grow the stock plants in a
more airy house, a warm greenhouse instead of
the stove being ample, and this also well venti-
lated. From now to the end of March I would
prefer my stock plants to be in the fullest light,

as on a shelf near the glass, if only a temporary
one. I note " H. P." suggests placing these
under the stage, which I regard as wrong. When
we remember that now the bracts are past, an
efficient ripening or maturing of the eyes all

along the stem is best ensured in full light,

while they are more liable to keep dormant also
I well know it is customary to place them as
suggested, but in many gardens such conditions
are the reverse of favourable. At the end of
March remove the plants from the shelf, and,
having thoroughly watered them to soak the dry
ball, knock them out of their pots and lay them
on their sides on a side stage in a warm green-
house, covering the ball of earth with cocoa-nut
fibre and settle well with water. In this fibre the
roots soon become active and a more uniform
warmth is maintained about the roots than by

soil. In this position very little after root moisture
will be needed and a good batch of cuttings
quickly result. Cuttings 4 inches long are a good
size, and these are best removed from the stem of
the old plant with a little bark, thus securing
a good heel, !.e., the complete base from whence
the growth began, and which in these it is most
important to retain intact. Such cuttings also
suffer less from the inevitable bleeding that ensues,
and which is best checked by momentarily placing
the detached portion in dry silver sand. Without
delay these cuttings should be inserted singly in

small pots quite firmly in the soil, already recom-
mended by " H. P." Avoid all possible exposure
to [air while the cuttings are being potted, and
insure a good watering to each on comjileting any
batch. Now place them in a small frame on
bottom-heat, where a uniform temperature of 80°
to 8.")° can be maintained. In this the pots may
be plunged nearly to the rim and sprinkled over-
head and closed. Cuttings obtained in the same
way also root quite well in sand and cocoa-nut
fibre in ecjual parts, and frequently more quickly
thus than in soil. If rooted in this wa_y, however,
it is necessarj' to place them in a close, warm
frame when potted. Later on, say in May and
June, Poinsettias may be easily rooted in a warm
manure frame, and if transferred to the same
quarters after potting, grow vigorously and well,

apparently delighting in the ammonia-laden at-

mosphere of the frame. E. J.

Clematis indivisa.—This New Zealand spe-
cies of Clematis stands in the front rank among
greenhouse climbers, and it is just now laden
with the white starry blossoms. It is of good free
growth, and will soon cover a consideralile space
in the greenhouse or conserxatory. Two enemies
to be particularly guarded against are ajjhides,
which are especially liable to attack the young
shoots during the growing season and quickly
injure them ; and, secondly, mildew, which if

once established will often destroy nearly all the
foliage. This latter is particularly liable to
attack the leaves during the dull autumn and
early winter months. This Clematis is sometimes
propagated by grafting on to pieces of the roots,

as is usually done in the case of the hardy kinds
;

but this is by no means necessary, as cuttings of
the half-ripened shoots strike root without any
difficulty in the spring. There is a variety of
this Clematis known as lobata, which is readily
distinguished by the leatiets being lobed instead
of entire as in the type. Though distinct enough
from a foliage point of view, the flowers of both
are about the same.

—

T.

Narcissi in pots.—These have greatly in-

creased in favour during the past few years, and
will, doubtless, in time supplant to a very large
extent Hyacinths and Tulips, for they are de-
cidedly much more graceful antl etteotive plants,
and recjuire but \ery little in the M'ay of forcing
to get them into bloom. The great thing is to
get good, well-ripened bulbs, potting them as
early as possible in the autumn, covering the
pots with ashes or cocoa fibre out of doors, and
Ifa\ ing them until the tops are pushing through
the covering, a sure sign that the pots are full of

roots. The old Paper White Narcissus is natur-
ally very early, and may be had in full bloom in
January with only conservatory or warm green-
house temperature, and a constant succession
may be easily maintained by growing the later
varieties, such as Grand ilonarque, (lloriosa,

Soleil d'Or, kc, on in cold frames, and introduc-
ing them by degrees until the Poet's or Pheasant's-
eye come in, with thelovely late Double White, per-
haps the most beautiful of all, to finish up the sea-
son of these lovely flowers. Of the Daffodils, the
old Double Yellow responds very readily to gentle
heat and has greatly increased in favour as a pot
plant of late years, while N. Horstieldi makes a
grand show with its large blossoms.—J. G., Gog-
port .

Hymenocallises.—M. Van Tubergen's note
(see p. 9S) is to some extent an indication of the

confusion of names among the cultivated plants of
this genus. He doubts the accuracy of the name
given to the plant represented on p. 57, and says
it is rather H. lacera. The reasons he gives, how-
ever, are rather doubtful, the number of flowers
in the umbel of both species (httoralis and lacera)
being nearly the same ; Baker says four to eight
for H. littoralis, two to six for H.'lacera, and men-
tions a form of the latter with a ten to twelve-
floM-ered umbel. Both species vary considerably
in this respect, as also they do in size and number
of leaves, &c. However, as far as it goes, the
illustration would do equally well for one of the
forms of either species. H. Deleuili is included
in the List of New Garden Plants of 1894, pub-
lished as Appendix ii. of the Kew Bulletin for
1895. It is therein described as " A vigorous
plant, with a scape 2i feet high, bearing an umbel
of from twelve to twenty flowers. Cochin China.
This is H. littoralis, Salisb." I had overlooked
the woodcut of H. Amancaes published in The
Garden' in 1895 and the descriptive note by M.
Van Tubergen, in which he states that the flowers
of his plants are of the deepest yellow. I hope
he will send a bulb of this form to Kew.—W. W.

ARUM LILIES.

I HAVE been greatly interested in the remarks of
several correspondents during the last year relat-
ing to these beautiful autumn and winter-flowering
plants. " E. J.," I see, advises pot culture all
the year round, that being the best means of
obtaining the earliest and most substantial
flowers. I have followed "E. J.'s" advice this
season and I am not satisfied with the result. I

very glad I only tried one-tliird of my batch. My
practice is after the flowering season to gradually
dry them off in a cool house or pit, and as soon as
all danger of frost is over, I stand them outside in
any sheltered position. About the middle of June I
break away all side shoots, retaining the strongest
for renewing the stock, treating them the same as
the old plants, viz.

,
planting them out on a sloping

position facing south on grounddeeply dug and well
manured. After planting, if the soil is at all dry, I

water them well in, thoroughly soaking every inch
of ground. I then mulch with good rotten
manure, not covering the crowns, which I lea\c
fully exposed to the sun. I water them occasion-
ally during July and August if the weather is very
dry.

At the end of August, when I pot them, they
lift with balls a mass of roots. Each plant is jiu't

into a pot as small as possible without injuring the
roots, stood in a shady position for a few days
and syringed in the evening. They are then put
into a cool, airy house for a week or two ; after that
a temperature of from 55" to 60^ suits them admir-
ably. At the end of September the first spathes
appear, and from then until the end of April there
is no lack of flowers. Last year each plant
averaged five spathes. The batcli that was planted
out this season is also doing well, some of them at
the present moment carrying four spathes, with
leaves of a beautiful dark green and of vigorous
growth. Not so the batch that was treated as
" E. J." advises: they are weak compared with
the others, the spathes not nearly so large or
so numerous and a fortnight later. I also treat
Little Gem the same with very good results.

M. T.

Camellia Conspicua.—This is very attrac-
tive just now with its fine deep-petalled, semi-
double blossoms. The petals are very massive,
the outer ones fully 2 inches in diameter, and
when it is known that the flower is twice as deej)

as any ordinar}' Camellia, its fine appearance
may be readily imagined. The petals are few
certainly, not more than twelve in number, and
these are of a beautiful lively carmine-pink, some
of them, but not all, being tipped and flaked with
white. The centre of the flower is rather con-
fused, but not sutiicient to hide from view the
charming array of yellow stamens. These in-

formal flowers are beautifully set off by a wealth
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of rich green foliage, a fact that makes tl\is

Camellia one of the most showy for the green-

house.

CARNATION MME. THEKESE FR.ANCO.

I w.vs sorry to read " E. J.'s" disparaging re-

in irks on this beautiful and useful Carnation. It

would be interesting to more than one reader of

The Garden to kno%v what kind of treatment he

has given his plants. It would be a pity for the

many who are interested in winter Carnations to

discard this variety just because certain growers
lind it difficult to manage. I have been most
successful with it here in Shropshire, and have
liad flowers continually since early in December,
when they are most useful, and when " E. J."
says the plants scarcely produce any bloom. Jly
jilants are strong, and the flowers have been both
large and well coloured. Undoubtedly a mistake
is made by many gardeners in sticking to uard
and fast rules in treating Carnations, especially

in the summer. Some will insist that to do them
well you must strike the cuttings early in January
in heat, others will say that the syringe is mo.st

detrimental to the plants and refrain from using
it, while others will say that they must be plunged
in ashes in the open air all the summer. I find

it a good plan to follow none of these rules

strictly. I can say nothing against striking the
cuttings in January, but they can be propa-
gated quite as easily in a cool temperature
as in heat. The plants from which I have licen

picking, and of which I have spoken, were
struck in April of last year, nine or ten cuttings
in .j-inch pots of red sand. These were placed in

handlights in cold frames, where they were
syringed two and three times a day, never allow-

ing them to flag. Ninety-eight per cent, of them
rooted and were potted otJ' singly into .3-inch pots,

and finally into 5-inch in a mi.xture of loam, peat,
old mortar, sand, leaf-mould and a few half-inch
bones. They were kept in cold frames until

October, shaded from the hottest sun's rays and
kept syringed several times a day. After October
they were put into a warm house and fed with
soot water and other liquid manures. Whether
this is the right or the wrong treatment, they
have done remarkably well and have been greatly
admired. I intend to grow several hundred more
plants of it this year than last and have them
struck in batches at intervals of a month. The
first batch of 300 is already rooted, some will be
plunged in ashes in the open later on, as I have
not sufiicient frame room to hold them all, but the
majority will be grown in cold pits and shaded
from hoc sun. I need hardly say th.at when the
plants are established in 3-inch pots they are
]iinched, and not until they have well broken are
they put into their flowering pots. I never keep old
plants, as I prefer the neat-looking j'oung ones in

which you have both beauty of plant and flower,
and they are not so likely to be over-watered as
the old ones.

—

Geo. Bcrrows, />' rn-ic/.-, Hhirirn-
liiiri/.

"E. .J."' cannot possess the true variety,
or he would not condemn the above Carnation
in the way he does at p. 08. After growing mast
of the so-called winter-flowering varieties of this
colour, viz., soft pink, I have discarded most of

them in favour of the above. It meets my re-

quirements in every respect asa winter Carnation ;

and when I tell " E. J." that on January 27 I cut
800 blooms for table decoration, and these of the
finest, it might induce him to give it a further
trial. I might say that it is the best grower I

have, much better than Miss Jolift'e, more robust
in every waj', produces flowers more freel}-, the
blooms twice the size and of a deeper colour. I

ought to say that I cut the above number of
blooms from less than 200 plants, which are in

4i-inch and .5-inch pots. A little later than this
I have cut 600 flowers in one day from this
variety, and think I shall be able to do so again
this season. I think it is a splendid Carnation,
and everyone admires it who sees it here.—T. A.,
Cireiici'ilcr Honst Garde.nn,

FLO^^^RING CACTI.

Ckkki'S .speciosissimus was many years ago a
very popular plant in gardens, as its large,

brilliantly-coloured blossoms were so very dis-

tinct from anything else at that time in cultiva-

tion. The flipwei'ing Cacti show signs of in-

Cereus speciosissimus.

creased popularity, which is, I think, principally

owing to the fact that Messrs. Veitch have de-

voted their attention to this class of plants, and
several beautiful varieties raised by them have
been many times exhibited, notably at the

Temple show, for the last two or three years.

This species is sometimes included in the genus
Phyllocactus, and between them numerous hy-
brids have been raised. The following are superb
varieties: Delicatus (light satiny pink). Bril-

liant (vivid scarlet), Agatha (rose, shaded red),

crenatus (creamy white), Romeo (light red and
purple), Vesta (white), Jessica (light pink),

Rowena (criuison), and Plato (very bright

scarlet).

All of these Cacti are of very easy propaga-
tion and culture, and they liave much to com-
mend them, for the more they are neglected
the more .satisfactory they will often prove to

be ; that is to say, they must not be put into

larger pots directly they appear to need a shift,

nor must the water-pot be too freely used among
them. The soil best suited for these Cacti is

loam, with an admixture of brick rubble, well-

decayed cow manure, and silver sand. Thorough
drainage must also be given. A shelf in a spot
fully exposed to the sun will suit them well,

though, of course, when actually in bloom they
should be removed to the shaded part of the
greenhouse, as the flowers will last much longer.

Tlie amount of water required will depend to a

certain extent upon the season of the year, as

in spring the plants push fortli their new growth,
when the soil must be just kept moist, and this

will hold good throughout tlie summer months.
At that tiuie an occasional syringing will be of

service. Towards autumn, as the growth is

finished, the soil should be kept drier than
hitherto, and throughout the winter very little

water will be required. A light, airy green-

house just free from frost is the best place for

them. Tlieir propagation is equally simple, as

if a piece is broken ofi' it may be potted in mucli
the same compost as that recommended for

estaljlished plants, except that the manure is

omitted and an additional amount of sand
added. On no account shift into larger pots

unless it is absolutely necessary, for even though
the plant may appear to be too much confined
at the roots, an occasional stimulant in the
shape of weak liquid manure will often yield

far more .satisfactory results than if shifted. In
speaking of the gorgeous flowers and the almost
indescribable hues of some of them, I omitted
to mention the fact that the individual blooms
are of but short duration—a couple of days or

so ; but they succeed one another so quickly
that a continuous display is kept up sometimes
for weeks. When the size ancl brilliant colour-

ing of the flowers of Cereus .speciosissimus arc

taken into account, the effect produced by the

plant figured may be readily understood.

T.

Tlie Trumpet Honeysuckle.—There are
few plants more suitable for covering brick w alls

and other bare places in cool greenhouses or con-
servatories than this bright ancl effective Honey-
suckle. The growth is free, yet not too rampant,
and singularly free from all manner of insect

pests. It will thri\e in any fairly good soil, and,
when once planted and making headway, will

take care of itself. A border about a foot deep,
running the length of the wall or whate\er it is

intended to cover, may be prepared, good sound
loam, with a liberal addition of leaf-mould and
some rough lumps of charcoal, making the best

compost. If there are tie-rods or pillars in the
h'juse, a few shoots may be taken along these,

and the deep green foliage and bright blossoms
have a pretty eflect upon them. Tfien in many
places there are verandahs and similar structures
where this plant would do admirably, as it is

nearly, if not quite, hardy. The roots must
always be kept moist and the growths rather

thin, so that air and light plaj' freely about them,
ripening the wood and rendering it \ cry free flower-

ing. Propagation is easily effected by cuttings of

halt-ripened wood in autumn, a mode too little
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practised in pi-ivate gardens for difForent shrubs
and climbers. These strike freely in a cool house
under bell-glasses or in a shady frame. They
may be left in the pots until spring and planted
out in rows for a season or two, or placed in their
flowering positions, as is most convenient.

ZONAL PEL.IRGONIUMS AS POT
PLANTS.*

In choosing this .subject I think I have selected
one that has been somewhat neglected at horti-
cultural meetings, although it is one, as you
know, that is not new. But as to how long the
zonal Pelargonium has been in cultivation I do
not propose to inquire, its ancient history or its

botany being outside the scope of this paper,
which I intend to be cultural, as I take it quite
the greater portion of this meeting is composed of
practical, working gardeners. To make myself as
clear as possible, it may be \*ell to divide the
matter into headings, such as " Propagation,"
"Specimen plants," " Winter-flawering,'' "Varie-
ties," and so on.

Pr.orA(;.\Tio.N.

This is a matter that is not attended with any
difficulty during summer and earlyautumn. There
is, however, some risk when we attem))t to strike
cuttings at this time of the year, or rather a bit
earlier. I may say propagating from cuttings is

the plan generally adopted, raising plants from
seeds being confined to obtaining new and im-
proved varieties. I am not particular about the
size of the cuttings used, but pay more attention
to the growth being hardened before taking the
cuttings. Nor have I ever favoured the welting
process practised by many after tlie cuttings are
made. Many items of culture have become ortho-
dox because no one has attempted any other way.
Thus with regard to drying Geranium cuttings,
and, again, by being careful to cut immediately
under a joint. Now, in practice I find this sub-
ject, as well as most soft-wooded plants, root
readily from any portion of the stem, and there-
fore cutting to a joint is unnecessary. The gain
is considerable ; bt-cause when we are dealing with
a choice \ariety, two cuttings may often be ob-
tained in the place of one trimmed in the usual
way. The chief cause of failing to root Pelar-
gonium cutiings is that they are liable to rot
iiefore tlie process of callusing has taken place.
To prevent this when cuttings are put in early
in the season, I tie each to a piece of thin stick, so
tiiat I may fasten the cutting to the earth, only
allowing the base of the same to just touch it.

A batch of -2001) cuttings was put in in this way
during January, and I lost less than lialf a dozen
in lOU. So early in the year I would favour a
slight bottom-heat, liut in this case a surface
of fine soil was put on a bed from which
Tomatoes were removed, and the cuttings just
resting on the soil as mentioned, placing them
about 3 inches apart. Later in the spring it

is not necessary to go to that trouble. I simply
take a cutting off and plant it anywhere in soil,

andha\e now (.\pril) some hundreds among the
young Tomato plants. These will be rooted
before the leaves of the latter unduly shade them.
Pelargoniums may also be struck singly in small
pots or thickly placed in larger ones, also in
boxes or the like and stood on shelves. The only
danger here is that they may become too dry
without one noticing that condition. There is

said to be enough sap in a ( ieranium cutting to
root the same without the aid of water. That
may lie so, but I usually sprinkle the leaves on
sunny days. If the cuttings are rooted out of
pots as suggested, take care to pot them the
moment i-ooting has taken place, or the plants
will soon run up spindly and soft.

I will not detail autumn propagation, as tluit is

so well understood, but I would advise continual
striking, .so that we have always young succes-
sive batches.

* Paper read liy Mr. H. Sliocsmith, Clar.'mont
Nurserv, VVokias, before the Reading and District
Gardeners' Improvement Society.

Complicated mixtures of soil are not at all ne-
cessary. If I had loam, a little grit and bone-
meal, I should have all I needed for Pelargonium
culture. Excellent results may also be obtained
liy the use of the old partly worn-out compo.-t
that Chrysanthemums have been grown in the
previous year. It is a common fault to find these
plants in a soilrich in animal manures, which in this
case, I am sure, leads to the growth of leaves and
soft wood. I have in my mind's eye some remark-
able specimen plants which were being jjreparcd
for an exhibition. This was some years ago, and
they ha\e remained to me as choice examples of
how not to do it. In the first place they were
potted into I -i-inchpotsloosely. The compost was of
the richest description. In summer a spot outside
that was fairly well shaded by trees was selected.
They, of course, had abundance of stimulants, and
I should say when finished for competition each
plant was a mass of large healthy green leaves
some 4 feet high and nearly as much in diameter,
but blossoms were sadly needed to make them at
all presentable. Now my idea of a well-grown
zonal Pelargonium is abundance of bloom and
comparati\'ely few leaves.

Plants in small pots are very showy when well
grown. They form useful objects for conserva-
tory or room decoration. A sight I shall not
readily forget was a greenhouse filled with minia-
ture specimens in 4-inch pots with huge trusses,
only one on each plant. This was a few years
back in the garden of a gentleman known for his
skill in raising choice Jj^ichsias—Mr. Banks, of
Deal. Individual (jips and trusses were here
cared for with that same pride which we know
many florists of the old school regard Auriculas
or Carnations. I will, however, take the 4.'i-inch

pot as the limit for flowering small plants,
and it is wonderful what a blaze of colour we
may obtain from specimens in this size. They
will need but one shift from the small size in

which the plants have been placed as soon as
rooted. Over the hole put one fair-sized piece of
crock, and then cover tins with a good handful of
quarter-inch bones, using such ordmary soil as I

have indicated. Firm potting is most essential.
An autumn-struck batch should be ready for this
shift now. The temperature of an airy green-
house is one in which the plants will flourish
satisfactorily, and stand tliem as near the glass
as convenient. Before the shoots have a chance
to run up tall pinch out the points, also the
flower-buds for a time, until you get a bushy
specimen with four or so short, sturdy growths.
Meantime, watering must not, of course, be
neglected. The Pelargonium will take abund-
ance of moisture at the roots, but I do not
favour sprinkling overhead after the cuttings
have rooted. In stopping the shoots, I ought
perhaps to mention now a fact we may easily note
by observation. The plant naturally in growing
makes one joint with a leaf on either side ; the
next is a flower-bud and one leaf. Again, above
that comes a leaf-joint, and so on. There-
fore we must bo careful, if a bushy growth
is desirable, not to top the shoot at the
joint where tlie flower-truss forms. But for
the fine development of individual trus.ses of
bloom we should snip out the tiny growth im-
mediately above the flower, so as "to arrest the
further growth of leaves. When nice little

bushes are obtained I would allow all flower-buds
to remain on the plant, and then—the pots by
this time being well filled with roots—feed with
something of a stimulating nature. I find anj'
fertiliser containing an abundance of ammonia
best for zonal Pelargoniums. Peruvian guano is

first-rate. Soot water is also excellent, but this
should be clear, and I would not advise the use of
any manure that clogs the soil, such as thick
liquid from cow manure and the like. Shade
when in bloom is necessary. When the plants
have passed their best they may be stood in the
sun for a few days to harden, and then cut back
to make useful material for growing into large
specimens another year. Later batches should
also be ready to take their place, it being possible
by this means to have bloom the whole year.

Specimen- Plants.

By this term I mean here those large examples
we like to see at exhibitions. I say we like to
see, because in the south of England at least
well-grown zonal Pelargoniums are generally mo.st
conspicuously absent. At the York shows really
fine, handsome plants are annually seen. In and
around London the specimens met with are de-
cidedly poor. In the first place, I do not like the
mode of training. Flat or half oval-shaped trellis-

work is made of wire, the long growth is tied
down in all sorts of ways to get a geometrically
even surface, and each truss of bloom is tied in an
equally formal manner, so much so as to exhibit
a superabundant supply of woodwork and wire
that in many cases scarcely enough leaves and
blossom are to be seen to cover it all. This may
not be the case in the north. But, be this as it

may, I will detail a system without the aid of so
much training material that has produced re-

markably well-flowered specimeis, in many in-

stances bearing over 100 huge trusses of well-
developed blooms. Cuttings are rooted in early
spring and duly repotted. Every growth is

stopped at a leaf-joint and the flower-buds re-

moved ; thus a bushy formation is aided from the
first. From the smaller pots the jilants may go
into those 6 inches in diameter, and the soil be
firmly rammed in with a potting-stick as advised.
After the end of May stand them in the open air
on boards or the like to prevent worms from get-
ting into the soil or the drainage from becoming
clogged. Early training may be accomiilished
by placing a few small sticks around the edge ot
the jiots in an outward direction, drawing the
principal growths carefully down to them. Water
when needed, and takeaway a few leaves now and
then to prevent overcrowding. This also aids a
thoroughly firm, short-jointed growth. By mid-
summer we may give the plants their final shift,

this time into pots of 9-inch diameter. As the
shifts get larger, drainage in greater quantity will,

of course, follow, and I need not go over again
the partiality I have for bones at the bottom of

the pots. All the summer pinching must con-
tinue as well as the prompt removal of every
truss of bloom buds. By the middle of Sep-
tember the pots will be filled with roots and
specimen plants of a good size obtained. They
sliould at this time be stood in their winter
(juarters. A light shelf in a greenhouse or vinery
whence frost is just excluded is an excellent posi-

tion for them, and all that is needed is to keep
them quiet during the dull months. By February
we should allow fresh growth to take place and
gradually train the shoots as they grow. Pinch-
ing away flower-trusses is still carried on, as well
as stopping any shoot likely to run. By this

means one may obtain huge bushes of hardened
growth with comparatively small leaves. With
the advance of spring weak doses of liquid food
Mere given regularly. About two months before
the plants were required in perfection their

restricted growth was allowed to break away into
blossoming, and the result was as I have stated.

It would not be exaggerating to state that one
solid mass of colour was obtained a yard or more
through. The trusses were sent up on stems a
foot or more out of the leaves, and in shapa the
whole had a natural though symmetrical look.

About fifteen months from the time of striking the
cutting may be thought by some too long. But it

was an experiment which answered and which might
well be copied. It ahvaj'S occurs to me that once
we let a zonal Pelargonium bloom the plant loses

its vitality. " Bloom itself to death " is a not un-
common ]ihrase in reference to this subject.

Winter Flowering.

This phase is not the least important of all,

and a-i a plant to provide liright cheerful colours
during the dull months of the year the zonal is

scarcely surpassed. It is a matter of special
culture and a )iroper selection of x'arieties. I

prefer sjiring-struck plants to start with, and the
same rules as to .soil and firm potting are equally
applicable in this case. Do not overpot. The
S-inch jjots are generally large enough. In no
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case would I use those above Clinches in diametor.

From May to the middle of September the plants

may be stood in an open sunny spot outside.

Placed on boards alon^ the sides of kitchen

garden walks is often a very convenient position.

Due attention must be given to watering, stop-

ping, and removing all tlower-buds when in a

young state. As the blooms take a considerable

time in developing, especially late in the season,

I would discontinue taking away flower-trasses

after the early part of the last-named month,
mentioned above. The winter quarters is a vital

point, because there must be heat enough to ex-

pel dam]) as well as favour growth. A tempera-

ture about .").")' is required. All light available

should be allowed where these plants stand, and
the closer they are to the glass, provided all is

dry, the better the colours will come out. In

some instances, where zonal Pelargoniums in

winter are a speciality, the cultivator has hot-

water pipes fi.xed immediately under the glass

above the blossom. This plan, however, is not

likely to be followed generally, nor do I think it

necessary. The greatest enemy to Geranium
blooms in winter is thick fogs, and it is next

to impossible to grow such with success in or

close to large towns, where the air is charged
with smoke from a multitude of chimneys. Pure
country air and the medium temperature named
make matters tolerably easy. Care is re(iuiretl in

watering. As little as possible should be allowed

among the plants, and the work ought to be done
during the morning. Care, again, must be exercised

in air-giving, so as to avoid draughts as much
as possible. It is easy to overdo the roots

with stimulants in the winter months. This
item, therefore, should be watched. Many varie-

ties, in fact, bljom better in winter without any
feeding, more especially the whites and other

light shades. Single varieties as well as douliles

are used, the former being the more showy, but
less useful for cutting, as the petals so easily

shatter. To prevent this, liquid gum is droppeil

into the centre of each pip. If this be done and
the stems placed in water directly they are cut,

the blo.ssom lasts a considerable time, liumming
the petals applies to single varieties at all times of

the year, and for show especially the blooms w ould
soon present a miserable appearance if the matter
were neglected, after being shaken by the neces-

sary removal.

Genee.il WiN'TEU Treatment.

Apart from flowering plants, during dull, sun-

less months Pelargoniums should in all cases be
kept <iuiet. We should endeavour to prevent
much top-growth by having a low temperature
consistent with keeping out frost. The roots may
be on the dry side, but not so parched as to kill

them. If such practice be followed, those plants
that require heading back will have aljundance of

hardened cuttings to provide material for an early

start in propagating a stock.

Diseases and Insects.

Fortunately, zonal Pelargoniums are not troubled
with anything in the way of insect pests worth
speaking of, but there are a few diseases, brought
aliout by the careless grower in most cases. Take
spot in the leaf. I seldom note this on a plant
which has not been over-watered. My remedy
is to remove such a plant and put the pot on its

side, neglecting it entirely for a week or two.
The soil will then get thoroughly dry and
sweetened. With care in watering afterwards,
the plant may in nine cases out of ten be brought
round and again made to grow freely. Then
there is decay at the liase of the stem. This, I

fancy, is often caused by faulty watering. Al-
though it occurs with me sometimes, I am mostly
careful when potting to avoid it somewhat by
placing the stem well up in the centre, not bury-
ing it deeply, as is sometimes done. And when
water is given, do not pour it right on to the
stem. It is just as easy to pour it near the in-

side of the pot's rim.

Varieties.

Selection of the best varieties for a particular
purpose always appears to me a phase not less

important than culture with regard to Pelargo-
niums or any flower. For example, we find well-
oidtivated plants of winter-flowering Geraniums
composed of sorts like Henry Jacoby, John
(iibbons and even commoner kinds. Thes3 are
good free-flowering varieties I admit, but why not
have in their stead sorts as rich in colouring and
infinitely superior in form, substance, size of pip
and truss V

One remarkable fact is this. The zonal Pelar-
gonium has within the past few years been
(piietly altered and improved by a few enthusiasts
with no special society to foster their efforts.

The Rose, the Chrysanthemum, Auricula, Carna-
tion, Dahlia, Viola, and I know not what, have
societies devoted to their exhibition and improve-
ment, but the Pelargonium has none. It had.
This, however, died some time ago and has never
been restored. Yet, as I say, the Cannells,
Pear.sons and one or two others have during the
|)ast ten years given us unquestionably most supe-
rior sorts. Indeed, in lookmg through old lists

whilst preparing these notes, I may say that
very few of the best varieties were in commerce
half a dozen years ago.

It is somewhat curious that one raiser may
obtain a good break in a particular shade of
colour, whUst his neighbour may surpass him
in another. I find that in salmon shades Messrs.
Cannell are responsible for, to my thinking, the
best, namely, Mrs. Routh, T." W. Lawton,
A. F. Wooten, Mrs. Robert Cannell, and others.
In lo'.ely shades of cerise, salmon scarlet, and
the like, Alessrs. Pearson claim remarkably tine

ones — witness, Kitty, Phyllis, Enid, Olivia.
0. W. Holmes, and so on. The late Mr.
Miller gave us whites of fine form and size in
Niagara, Duchess of York among others. The
crimsons, tjo, of this raiser are grand; Souv.
de S. B. Miller and Volcanic 03cur to me. Here
and there a kind of exceptional merit springs up,
but the three names I have mentioned raised
the greater portion of up-to-date sorts. How
many seedlings are required to obtain one good
vaiiety is unknown to me. Probably one person
gets a strain that will produce more improved
varieties among a hundred plants than another
would in a thousand. There cannot be any rule to
this.

I was told the other day of an instance where a
gentleman raised a few Carnations from ordinary
purch-ised seed, and has thereby obtained at least
two kinds likely to create a stir among the fancy-
when they are free to the public, whilst another
might try for years and not have the like results.
It is in the unceitainty of seedling raising that,
I suppose, its greatest charm lies. H. S.

SOWING SEEDS.
The time is now at hand when many choice seeds
may be sown. Begonias, Gloxinias, Celosias and
other subjects that are to flower the same season
should be sown not later than the middle of
February. In the neighbourhood of London, or
other districts where fogs prevail, it is not safe to

sow much earlier, but where the air is pure it

will be quite safe to sow early in .January. The
prevailing idea is that all seeds should "be well
shaded until they germinate, and under this treat-

ment they undoubtedly do start better, but how
often are they lost after they have germinated.
I have long advocated that almost all seeds should
be fully exposed to the light, and many do not
require shading from the sun at this season of the
year. If a little extra care is given until the seed-
lings are large enough for pricking oil, those fully

exposed to the light will make sturdy short plants
and quite as large a percentage of seeds will grow.
It is of the first importance that moisture should
be sustained, and when well exposed there is not
so much danger of the soil getting sour. In pre-
paring the pots for very small seeds, the surface
soil should be sifted through a fine sieve, and
after the seeds are sown it may be lightly
pressed down, but no surface covering should be
given. Good drainage is almost always advocated,
but I prefer a good depth of soil, as it can be kept I

moist with less trouble. Drainage is of more
importance when preparing the pots for pricking
off. For such seeds as require a surface covering
care should be taken that the compost is not
inclined to cake after it has been watered. It is

sometimed caused through pressing it down too
firmly. Some dried Sphagnum rubbed through
a fine sieve is a good addition to the compost, as
it prevents caking and holds moisture as well.

For such seeds as Primulas, Cyclamens, &c.

,

Spliagnum and sand only should be used for

covering.

Many seeds will germinate better and more
evenly if soaked for a time before sowing. The
]ieriod of soaking will depend upjn the nature of

the seeds. Such as Cannas, Acacias, and other
hard seeds may be kept in water for some time,
but the water should be changed, and when the
.seeds have begun to ssvell the}' may he .sown. In
no case should they remain too long. From one
to two days will be long enough for many seeds.

Conifer seeds take some time to soak. If mixed
with wet sand and ke|it well moistened for a
week or so, the sand may then be washed out and
a little dry sand shaken among the seeds to pre-

vent them sticking together. In no case must
seeds be allowed to get dry after they have been
soaked. One great advantage in soaking seeds is

that they do not lie dormant so long and are less

liable to damp otf, as the soil does not have time
to get sour. If a little more care and judgment
were exercised in sowing seeds, there would be
fewer complaints about bad seeds being supplied.

H.

Books.

ESSAYS AND SKETCHES."
The book is a rejirint of some of the prose writ-

ings of the author. A Manchester man by adop-
tion, if not by birth, the smoky atmosphere of the
northern town has not blinded him to the beauties
of hill and dale, meadow, wood, stream, and moor ;

in fact the book is the work of an enthusiastic

botanist and naturalist—a loyal knight of the
spud and vasculum he describes himself—who
has traversed many a long league of Irish bog
and Scotch mountain in the search for natural

beauties. The chapters on " Rambles in Town
and Country, ' and the essajs on " Window (gar-

dening," "Town (iardeningand Climate,'' "Town
Trees," are well worth reading, and those who
like poetry will find ample and appropriate quo-
tations on almost every page from Wordsworth,
Burns, Fergusson, and others who ha\ e sung of

natural beauties. The author's own st3'le is the
reverse of dull. Writing of Bolton Abbey, in

Yorkshire, he notes the presence of the beautiful

Wallflower (Cheiranthus Gheiri) there :

—

The Cheiranthus is one of the sweetest of British

wild tl twers, as it is a plant with the most melancholy
associations, being only found on the crumbling walls

and roofless towers of ruiued Cistles and churches.
Another interesting wall plant is thtj Parie-

tdriaothcinilis, common Pellit .ry of tlie wall so-called,

but "cjramoa" it is not, baiug now rarely met with,

like the VVallrt)wer, exi?ept <n t le crambliug walls of

rained, or rumou?, ca tie, church, or mansion. This
we also found at Boltjn, along with the Wall Rue
Spleenwort (Aspleaium Kuta-mararia) and the brittle

Bladder Feru (Uystopteris fragilis). It was delightful

afterwards to explore botaiiically the farmhouse and
cottige gardens of tlu neighbourhood. A notable
feature of these was the abandanca of climbing plants

on the walls, i (cluJing the Gloire de Dijon and Crim-
son Boursault Rosej, the Cotoneaster and the Honey-
suckle, with which last several cottage fronts were
lit-rally sm ttliered, while the delicious tragrance of

their creamy blossoms loided the air. The brilliant

red of the "CentiM-.thus (C ru'jer) and tha glorious

jellow of the Welsh foppy (Mecjnonsis cimbrioa)

were also there, Ugh ing up many a quiet nook.

In the chapter " Down in Cheshire " the author
describes this county as the gardening county

*"EtSiy3 a.nd Sketches." By Abraham Stans-

field. The Manchester Scholastic Teaching Co.,

Deansgate, Minchester.
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pm- excellence of Northern England, and he is

delighted with the blossoming fruit trees —
chietiy Pear and Cherry— "clustering in snow-
white masses about the old farmhouses built of
the hillside stone. Did ever fruit trees so blossom
before?" The Lichens, too, "covering the hard
stones with a garment of beauty, and the mosses
with their varied and soft-hued verdure" cause
him to wonder that we should ever consider any
season a dreary season. How little in the form
of natural beauty escapes the author's eye, and
how skilfully he can convey his impressions to
the reader will be best seen by reading the
volume itself, which is not large, and, in these
days of heavy books, conveniently liglit. It
might have been better, perhaps, if the prelimi-
nary essays on " A Neglected Manchester Man

—

Thomas de Quincy," "Some Characteristics of
the Time," being a humorous protest against the
over-athleticism of the day, " Folk-Lore of the
Manchester Border," " A Manchester Book-
hunter," and one or two others had been printed
apart from those that deal with gardens and

som. With me Prunus Pissardi has many blos-
soms out. The list might be greatly extended.
— G. P., Dnhlin.

Trees and Shrubs.

the cottages with their prodigal blossoming, in
some instances, as is the case not far from where
I write, liaving attained such stature, that their
topmost flower-shoots overtop the ridges of the
thatched roofs. S." W. F.

A FINE LILAC.
There are few flowers more intimately asso-
ciated with our youthful reminiscences than the
Lilac. In those days the march of time was
measured rather by the coming of the flowers
than by the arbitrary calendar of the months.
There was the time of the Snowdrops, tlie time
of the Daft'odils, the old double Daflbdils that
grew in a certain well-reraombered field, and
loom through the distance of years as vastly
larger and of brighter gold than any to be found
it the present day. Then came the time of the

-
Lilac, the gracious spring-time, when the air

flowers and kindred subjects : but, however that was odorous with its countless flower-clusters

may be, the book as it stands is a very readable
one.

Cobsea scandens in January.—This rapid-
growing, useful climber will us\uxlly do well in a
warm situation out of doors in summer, and, if

sown in heat early and then planted out, will
flower from August onwards, but is almost certain
to be killed in winter if there is any frost to speak
of. This season a plant on the front of my house
(near the Canary Creeper mentioned in a former
note), so far from being killed, has been flowering
for some weeks past, as have many other plants
this exti-aordinary winter. The strange weather
came to a climax on January .SO, with a mean
temperature of i")?", the maximum being CI" and
the minimum ."jS" ; but since then there has been
a change—much colder, some sleet and frost.
Narcissus maximus is about a foot high and
showing colour, while N. Bulboeodium citrinus
opened its first flower—the first outdoor Daflbdil
—on Friday last (4th), far in advance of N.
precox. A friend in Cavan tells me he has the
Banksian Rose in bloom. I am thankful to say I
have not. Another has a Pear tree in full lil'os-

A seedling Rhododendron.—I am sending
with this note a truss of Rhododendron which I
have cut from a bush about .3 feet high, and
which is flowering in the open. There are thirty-
two trusses on the plant, the first one opening
before Christmas. It is a hybrid raised by the
late Mr. J. H. Mangles, of Valewood. I do not
know Its parentage. Can you in any way guess
what the cross is ?—Clara Mangles.

*** We should say a very pretty seedling of R.
arboreum.

—

Ed.

Pyrus japonica in the open.—Will you
kindly tell me whether Pyrus japonica ever grows
satisfactorily as a shrub ? In the absence of wall
space I have two plants on a wire fence. The
fence is crowded with Honeysuckle, Clematis,

Roses, Jasmine, Virginian
Creeper, &c. On account of
tlie competition of the other
plant life, which is very vigor-
ous, it is difficult to train the
Pyrus japonica espalier-wise,
which was the original inten-
tion. Would the plants if

lift 3d be likely to do as shrubs?
Lifting would be quite pos-
sible, as the plants are only
in their sixth year.

—

Bever-
ley.

*,* Pyrus japonica will suc-
ceed perfectly if planted as a
shrub in the open ground, that
is if the conditions as to soil,

&c. , are favourable. It thrives
best in a deep, fairly moist
loam provided it is not at all

waterlogged. On the other
hand, in dry sandy or gravelly
soils this Pyrus will not
flourish, though it will hold
its own under very adverse
conditions. The Pyrus natur-
ally forms a dense bush, and
tliongh, of cour.se, it does not
commence flowering so early
in the season as where grown
on a sunn}' wall, yet its bright-
ly coloured blossoms are tho-

roughly appreciated, even if

they do not put in an ap-
pearance till the spring. Then
its period of blooming is spread
over a longer time than that
of many hardy shrubs, for the
individual flowers last a good

and the Laburnum's golden shower drooped while in perfection, and besides this a succession
from every spray of tlie old trees that grew in is usually kept up for some time. The two plants

A fine Lilac luxh at Bridgnerston House, Amcsbury, Wilts. From a photograph sent ly Mrs. B.. F. Shuttleworth Kendall
10, Apsley Road, Clifton.

the corners of the cottage gardens, and the
double pink Thorn blossomed, its precincts
murmuri.>us with the booming of the burly
cockchafers that in the gloaming circled around
its fl(jwer-laden branches.

The common Lilac, the ornamental qualities

of which the accompanying illustration affords

evidence, is an old-fashioned flower, and is,

fortunately, widely distributed throughout the
length and breadth of England. It is a favourite

with the cottagers, who, indeed, possess a tine

discrimination in their appreciation cjf sweet-
scented plants, as manifested by the Madonna
Lilies, nowhere so fine as in cottage gardens,
sweet Rockets, Pinks, Carnations, Myrtles,
Roses, Sweet Brier, Bergamot, and other per-

fume-giving subjects which are to be found
growing in their gardens. Many villages it is

a pleasure to walk through in the spring-tide,

if only for the scent of the great Lilac bushes
that lean over the winding ro.ad and embower

in question having so long had the su])port of the

fence should, when transplanted, be secured to a

good stake. They will, however, soon push uj)

suckers and make their position secure.

—

Ed.

Abies shastensis.—The article relating to this

tree, quoted from tlic Can/en and Forest in your
issue of January 29, is of great interest to all

lovers of the conifera'. A beautiful engraving of

a branchlet with two cones attached was published

by the O inlen<rs' Clironiiic in 1S,S,"> (fig. 147)undtr
the name of A. nobilis var. robusta. In the Kew
Hand-list of the Conifenv it is named A. mag-
nifica var. xanthocarpa, A. shastensis being given
as a synonym, and now we are informed that Mr.
liCmmon has pronounced it to be a distinct spe-

cies. All these kinds belong to the '

' curly-leaved
''

type of Silver Fir, in which the leaves are incurved

upwards instead of being spread out flat and hori-

zontally. There should be no difliculty in veri-

fying A. nobilis by the distinct groove along the

upper surface of the leaf, but whether those grown
under the name of A. magniflca and bearing tetra-

gonal leaves really belong to that species or to
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shastensis would appear to be indeterminable
until they produce cones, when the included or
exserted bracts would settle the question.—R. C.

Garrya elliptica.—If this Californian shrub
were perfectly hardy we should no doubt meet
with it far more often than is the case at the pre-
sent time, for a good specimen veiled with its long
pendulous catkins forms one of the most striking
features to be found among outdoor shrubs in the
depth of winter. It is liable to be injured by
severe frosts, but where this does not happen it

forms a free-growing bush, clothed with leaves
each about "2 inches long, which are very much
like those of some varieties of the Evergreen Oak.
The male catkins, which form the attractive por-
tion of the inflorescence, are borne from the axils

of the leaves, and, as a rule, very plentifullj*.

These catkins, which on exceptionally vigorous
examples will reach a length of nearly "a foot, are
of a greyish green colour, tlie flowers themselves
being small and nearly hidden. The male and
female blossoms are borne on separate plants, and
the female, which is far le5s showy than the other,
is very rarely seen. The (iarrya may be treated
as a wall shrub where it is not sufficiently hardy
to be depended upon, but though very beautiful
in this way, it is seen at its best as an open bush.
—T.

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

FRUITS FROM SEEDS.

1 MIST apologise for not having replied earlier

to the queries put on this matter by "\V. S.,

Wilts," and "A. D.," but as the subject was
mooted too late for i)))eratif>ns this spring, ex-
cept where seeds or stones have been kept in

reserve, the delay will liave done no harm.
Respecting the great number of chance seed-
lings noted by " W. S." as coming up with him
in 1895, I have frequently noticed similar
occurrences, and presume that they are caused
by some exceptional climatic influences. Some
years ago scores of seedling Figs came up in a
Rose border here, a thing that has never
happened before or since ; only very few of
these were saved, as there is no room under glass,

and out-door culture is not attended with very
good results without special appliances in this

garden. I wish now that I had kept more.
Could the exceptionally severe frost experienced
early in 1895 be responsible in any way for the
germination of a larger number of Peaches than
usual in the spring : Peach and Apricot stones
can be induced to germinate with tolerable
certainty the following spring, if they are
sown directly the fruits are eaten and
the soil about them is kept moist. Taking
the queries of " W. S." as they come, I

may say that Apricots sown in 1883 fruited in

1888, and Peaches fruited in four years. With
ordinary Plums my exjjeriments and observa-
tions have as yet led to nothing in the way of
fruit, but seedling Green Gages have in six

years proved tliemselves, about 30 per cent,
having already fruited, and of these most have
reproduced the old form exactly ; many more
out of a large batch will probably fruit this

year. Cherries have not proved a success as
regards producing good varieties ; those that
have fruited have produced small fruits. Apri-
cots, as I .said in my former note, have all

been good. The only failures I have to record
with Peaches and Nectarines have been the very
few weakly seedlings which have gone wrong
while young. Out of six raised in 1883 and
established on walls, five produced most excel-
lent Peaches. The other turned out to be a large
green Nectarine very similar to Prince of Wales

;

this would probably have been useful under
glass, but was too late for outdo'oV chlthre. I

have no record of the parentage of the fore-

going half-dozen, but of a similar batch raised

since, and which all produce good and luscious

fruits, a record of pai'entage has been kept. I

do not claim that these seedlings are any advance
on our best named varieties, but they are really

good enough to encourage those who are inclined

towards fruit-raising to proceed with the work,

and, as said by " W. S.," to make a home study

of it. If the statistics here given are not quite

satisfying to "A. D.," I mu.st ask him to wait a

year or two longer for more. It requires more
than the efforts of one or two private growers

to establish reliable and extensive records.

The facts here given are mostly from experi-

ments in two gardens, and in neither can very

much space be devoted to pvirely experimental

work. J. C. T.4LLACK.

PEAR PASSE CRAS3ANE IN FEBRUARY.
EviDKNTLY the recent notes in these pages on
winter Pears have borne fruit, as at the meeting
of the R.H.S. on the 8th inst. there was a
goodly number of dishes, though several kinds
noted as excellent for winter supplies were
absent. There was a surprise in store for many
of the members of the Fruit Co umittee, as Mr.
Woodward, of Barham Court ( iardens, Maidstone,
exhibited magnificent fruits of the above variety,

not only securing the first prize for flavour, but
also gaining a first-class certificate as well for

this old variety. I never saw such specimens
and so sound at this time of year. This varitty

has been grown for over forty years, having been
raised in France, and first fruited in 1855. Un-
fortunately many fail to grow it well. Mr.
Woodward, who grows hardy fruit so well, is

to be congratulated on his success. His trees

are on a west wall on the (,>uince stock and
watered freely—indeed, three times a week in

dry weather. The trees had recently been root-

pruned, and the secret of Mr. Woodward's suc-

cess in keeping the fruits good till this date was
that each fruit was tied to the tree to prevent its

dropping, and allowed to hang till every leaf had
left the trees. The fruits in question were free

of the grittiness so common in this variety,

solid and melting, with a rich flavour. There
would have been no ditliculty in keeping these

Pears till March. I well remember Mr. Black-
more condemning this variety when he grew
Pears so largely at Teddington. Probably, as in

my case, he had a gravel subsoil to deal with, and
I do not think Passe Crassane grown in such
soils would give a good return, or, at any rate,

such fruits as Mr. Woodward's. My trees bear
well, but the fruits are poor. I have large

pyramids on the Pear stock, not the best evidently
tor this variety. The flavour competition will have
done good work, as it has shown how well certain

kinds of Apples and Pears can be grown in this

country, and equal to those of warmer climates.

(!. WVTHKS.

Winter care of Apple trees.—The orchard
does not provide self-cultivation. In neglected
orchards the bark becomes dull and lifeless, a
limb cut or broken ofi' leaves a dead stump, and
decay ultimately eats into the heart of the tree.

Such results are the direct etl'ectof neglect, either
frorn w»nt of knowledge or attention. Orchards
of this class may be resuscitated and made profit-

able by the application of the pruningknife and
scraper at this season, and other care later on.
Winter pruning should be done carefully, re-

moving as few of the large limbs and as little

healthy wood as possible ; but do not fear to open
the tree so that no limbs cross, and so that day-
light will flow freely through in every direction.

Do not fear to cut, then scrape away all dead or
weak, small limbs and rough bark ; and, as far as
possible, leave only healthy wood and an occa-
sional strong "sucker" to fill the head. Crisp,
bright, sound fruit will grow only on absolutely
healthy w'o'o'd, no matter what amount of g'rtiund

cultivation, tree pruning or spraying you may do.

— D. E. HowATT, in Country Geiiihmnii.

MELONS.
Will some reader tell me which are the best

scarlet - fleshed Melons for house work I
—

R. Katzer, St. Pfteisburcj.

*if.* The above query implies a difficulty

many growers experience in choosing a few

from among so large a selection now offered by
all the leading seedsmen, most of whom claim

novelties and standard sorts of their own raising

or introduction, as the case may be. Except

for experiment, neither large nor small growers

require many sorts for house work ; more
uniform results obtain from fewer varieties in

duplicate. The ambition of the grower as

well as the seedsman is to keep well up to

date ; to do this, old and well-proved sorts are

liable to be dispensed with, sometimes, it may
be said, without the gain hoped for. On the

other hand, Melons, unless very rigid attention

is paid to the fertilising of the flowers, are

liable to deterioration through loss of character,

hence the necessity of obtaining new varieties

of proved excellence. A course I have always

found satisfactory is to retain a selection of old

favourites that one may rely upon, and each

year, with the advent of the new catalogues,

.select one or more of those up-to-date kinds

from either section—green, scarlet, or white-

fleshed—likely to meet the demands of the

grower, and high favours from a consumer's

point of view. It often happens that one

gardener may grow all scarlet-fleshed Melons,

and find these valued at the table, while anotlier

would afl'cird the greater pleasure in producing

those with a green or white-coloured flesh.

Individual tastes vary as much as do varieties of

Melons, and it certainly is not the fault of the

hybridist if there are not sufficient even of good

ones, and to spare.

One gardener under whom I served a few

years since possessed a very fine stock of

Blenheim Orange, so good in point of size,

handsome form, and beautiful netting, that

he was very rarely defeated in open com-

petition, and his Melons were always a

strong feature in a collection of ripe fruit.

Fruits varying from 5 lb. to 7i lb., of the

most symmetrical form, having great depth of

flesh and most excellent flavour, won for them-

selves unstinted piaise from all concerned.

Blenheim Orange is what may now be considered

an old Melon, but it is one that I have so high

an opinion of, that, were I confined to one sort,

I should not hesitate to choose it in preference

to all others—at any rate from those sorts I have

grown up to the present time. Triumph can

be recommended, both for freedom of setting,

good size and quality ; so also Sutton's

Scarlet. Sutton's A 1, in a keen competition

last autumn, I noted as being in a foremost

position for flavour. Empress, too, I found of

good quality, deeply netted, and handsome in

form. The older Read's Scarlet still com-
mands a good position with some growers, both

indoors and in frames. Frogmore Scarlet and
Syon Perfection are kinds I anticipate will take

a high position. One that proved most satis-

factory last year was Hamstcad Park Seedling,

extra free in setting, with a strong constitu-

tion, very pleasant flavour, and the flesh of a

distinctly pale scarlet. To those '" R. K." may
add, if necessary, novelties of the year, which I

have not myself proved, but which are well

spoken of by exjierts, to whom, apparently,

they have been submitted for trial.

Melons are greatly influenced by the methods
of cliltur'e ado"pted, and a c^ourse s'uitted to ohe
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garden, soil, and grower might prove quite tlia

contrary in another. Some find greater success
by close jjlanting and restriction of the growth ;

others, again, succeed better on the extension
princijile. The Blenheim Orange referred to
above was treated on this latter course, two
crops, and sometimes three, being taken from
one set of plants, and, invariably, the larger
fruits came from the second crop. Loose
bricks were employed to form small pits about
live or six courses deep, 2 feet wide, and 3 feet
in length. These, filled with heavy loamy
soil, with which were incorjiorated a goodly
quantity of lime, either refuse or fresh, and, of
course, some drainage, carried the plants on for
some time. Before there were any signs
of exhaustion apparent the bricks were
tiken down to allow of an additional width of
new soil being added. This addition of soil

sets up a renewed growth, strong fiowers follow-
ing, which, if carefully fertilised, swell away
freely, and make a good successional crop. To
carry out this principle, plenty of head room
must be available. It may be said, too, that
all Melons are not adapted to the extension
treatment, and it is only by experience that the
adaptability of the newer varieties can be ascer-
tained. While a strong-growing sort would be
more profitable and satisfactory with unlimited
trellis space, moderate and weakly growers must
be given the opposite treatment, several plants
being jnit in where one would otherwise be
sufficient. Where canker has to be reckoned
with it is not advisable to attempt extension
culture, for a collapse comes just at a time when
least expected, and a large space is then left un-
furnished, and time as well as opportunity lost.

Melons delight in a heavy soil ; they may be
grown in pure clay, if this is stacked some time
before it is used, and pulverised by the action
of frost and air. Lime in almost any soil may be
used with good eflect ; indeed, I always consider
it indispensable for successful growth and fruit-
ing. For combating canker I know of nothing
better than dry cement, rubbed into the atlected
parts daily.—W. S., Wilts.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES.
Given attention to a few simple details and
(jrdinary care, there is no easier crop to grow,
yet deep, rich borders and hot, moist houses
are the conditions under which they are ex-
pected to thrive. (Jne of the most useful aids
to Tomato culture is a good heap of the refuse
from a garden smother, where hedge and fruit-

tree pruuings, edgings of garden walks, and
every other description of rubbish are charred.
This material must be kept dry until wanted
for use. If left outside, much of the goodness
is washed out by the rain. For seed-sowing I
use half-and-half of this and light loam, filling

the pots to within an inch of the rim and
making the soil very firm. Dibble the seeds in
1 inch apart over the surface of tlie pots or
pans. It takes a little time, but the time is

well rejiaid by the ease with which the young
plants can be lifted. The seed germinates
quickly in a warm, moist house, and as soon as
the seedlings appear the pots containing them
umst be set on others, or in some way brought
quite close up to the glass. The advantage of
thin sowing now comes in, as the young plants
may be left until the rough leaf is fully de-
veloped. They can then be easily raised with
good roots and a nice little ball of soil to each.
They may be potted singly into the 3-inch size,

and if kept for a few days rather close and

warm, not one plant in a hundred will be lost.

When they are again established they must be
arranged on the front stage of a vinery, or in

some structure where plenty of air and light can
reach them. A hard, sturdy habit is easily
induced by this treatment, but few plants draw
more quickly than Tomatoes when the con-

ditions are reversed. At first the plants may
stand pot-tliick, but after a few leaves are
formed they will need more room. The leaves,

in short, must never be allowed to touch.
When these plants are about 8 inches high or
thereabouts—according to the variety—the first

Ijunch of flowers will be seen forming, and this,

from my own experience, is the best time to

plant. Many growers shift the plants into

larger pots, while some consider it necessary to

let the first bunch of fruit .set in tlie small pots.

The former plan entails a lot of useless labour
—unless, of course, the house is not ready—the
latter means the starving of the plants and loss

of time I never put more than 3 inches or
4 inches of soil on the stages where the Tomatoes
are grown, while those growing in boxes have
very little more to start with. The compost con-
sists of the best description of loam I can get

and the Ijurnt refuse above referred to, and this,

before planting is done, is rammed thoroughly
hard. The plants must be moist, but not re-

cently watered, at jilanting time. A distance of

18 inches apart gives good results, and the
[jlants not being really pot-bound start away at

once. In a few days the flowers will open, and
it is the safer way to take out the large centre
Hower and fertilise the others with the pollen.

I find it an advantage to keep the plants on the
dry side until this first bunch of fruit is set,

and even if the plants flag a little just then no
liarm is done. A light tap with a small stick

on the back of each bunch of flower at midday
helps to distribute the pollen and is conducive
to free setting.

Feeiiing and Tr.\ining.

With such a small body of soil it will be
necessary to feed the plants when tliey get into

full bearing, or the later fruits will be small
and poor in quality. Where a long-continued
crop is required, there is a distinct advantage
in thinning the fruits on the bunches, for many
of these in the case of free-setting kinds will not
swell freely, no matter how they are treated.

These small fruits contain as many seeds as the
large ones, and are just as much strain on the
plants, hence the necessity for their removal.

Some growers, perhaps, may not take kindly to

thinning Tomatoes, but it is an advantage as

much as thinning any other fruit, and for the

same reason. Tliin top-dressings of rich soil

constitute the best form of feeding, and any of

the advertised fertilisers used in conjunction

with the materials named above will ]jro\e a

good stimulant. There are so many of these

on the market, that it is difficult to say which is

best, but any that show a good percentage of

potash in the analysis will be suitable. The
simplest style of training is the single-stem

system, pinching out all laterals as they form.

There may be a slight advantage in pinching
out the lead at each buncli and taking the next
lower shoot up in its place, but it is only in the

slight diversion of sap to the fruit. No space

is saved, as is usually supposed, as the shoot
grows to an e(iual length before fruiting again.

Where the houses are low, the plants may be
topped and a healthy shoot taken up in place

of the lead, but this is not always to be had,

and until one is secured the plant must not be

stopped. Want (jf light, owing to the surround-

ing plants being higher, prevents these second-

ary shoots fruiting quite, so well as the primary

ones, but they will give useful fruits after the
others have reachetl the glass and are of no
further use. Thinning of the f jliage is often
much overdone ; to reduce the stems to mere
straight sticks is as wrong culturally as it is un-
natural, but still the air and light must be let

in, and, like most other details, it is successful
only when gone about with judgment. I never
care to touch the foliage above the last-formed
fruits, but as soon as a bunch is set and swell-

ing freely the tips of tlie leaves may be taken.
Little ami often is much better than taking out
a lot at a time. H. R.

Dwarf Peas.—Experience has shown me that
should the dwarf Peas be sown in the least
thickly oil rather rich soil they are not satisfac-

tory unless they have some support. This, how-
ever, may be easily furnished, as a few short sticks

or short Bamboo canes fixed on each side of the
rows at 6 feet apart, around whicli on both sides

any verj' common string can be secured serve to

keep the plants erect. When erect the plants
bloom almost close to the ground. With ordinary
3-feet Peas, lying on the ground is less injurious,

because these never begin fruiting until some
18 inches from the ground. Still, even with these,

especially if the soil be deep and holding, the
crop produced from supported rows is relatively

much greater, being also more prolonged. It is

true that Peas lying on the ground shade the
soil somewhat from fierce sunshine, but that shad-
ing is so much easier and more desirably fur-

nished by mulching with long manure between
the rows. Having had a wide experience in the
production of seed Peas from laid breadths, I

have frequently found the best produce to come
from where the soil was much less rich than it

ordinaril}' is in gardens. When laid, the conditions

are very dissimilar, and thin sowing, even though
the plant growth is not gross, is always the most
productive.—A. 1).

Sowing' Onions.—Having for the last few
years to deal with hea\'y soils in different parts of

the country I have got into the habit of using the
ground that has been occupied Ijy Celery for the

Onion crop as owing to the soil lying high during
the winter it keeps drier and works well in early

spring. I have just had this prepared for the

crop by forking over to bury a light dressing of

artificial manure and soot. Sparrows being so

abundant first led me to sow in boxes in frames in

place of the open ground, thinking that the extra

labour involved would be more than recompensed
by a good bed of bulbs rather than the patched
aft'air the birds made of it. But subsequent ex-

perience has amply proved that this is by far the
betterplan,andreall}'asavingof labour rather than
otherwise. A man who is used to the work can

soon fill a large piece of ground with Onion plants,

especially if allowed a boy to separate them and
lay them out ready for his hand. Last season I

planted out the whole of the Onions grown here

and intend doing so again, as when once planted

there is no trouble afterwards beyond keeping
the ground clean. Of course the one drawback to

the system where a lot of plants is needed is the

room taken up under glass at first, but this is not

for long, and any odd corners in resting or cool

fruit houses, frames or pits will do for them ; a
fair light and freedom from frost being all that are

required.— H. R.

American varieties of Potatoes.—I am not

at all forgetful that American Rose, as also its

counterpart Extra Early Vermont, really a dupli-

cate of the other, were in cultivation here before

Beauty of Hebron. I can go back farther even,

and tell of a Brazilian variety known as Red
Emperor, yet another known as Red Regent, and
the well-known American Red, over which there

was many years since such a battle royal in the

papers. But I did in referring to Beauty of

Hebron, assume as I still do that it is practically

the oldest of the American Potatoes now in com-
merce. For one bushel of the Early Rose that is

grown, there are 100 bushels of Beauty of Hebron.
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The former is rarely seen quoted in the market
reports, and throughout the rural districts amongst
cottacre and amateur growers it is rarely found,

whilst everybody has Beauty of Hebron. The
pink form is being rapidly displaced by the white
one, and that again is hard run by Puritan,

which is in all respects very like White
Beauty. Sameness has greatlj- characterised the

imported American varieties. Tlie new Potato
referred to previously has tubers so closely

reseoabling those of Hebron, that mixed they can-

not be sepai'ated. Everyone knows the variety so

foolishlj' named White Elephant, because its

tubers also are pink, is but a rather later Hebron.
A\'hen it is remembered how many American
varieties of Potatoes have been introduced into

this country, it is surprising to find how few after

all have come to stav.—A. L).

Notes of the Week.

Galantb.ua Posterianua.—A very hindsome
and distiuct Snowdrop with large, pure bloisoras and
Btout, sturdy leaves that are distinctly glaucous. It

ia one of the most effective of all Snowdrops.

Amygdalus Davidiana alba.—This is among
the most welcome of early-tiowering dec;duoas Iree?,

the branches and often the snialleet twigs being
wreathed with the beautiful and delicately tinted

iiowerp. Several cliarmiog lots were to be seen at the
Drill Hall last week, and very pleasing and attractive

were they.

Pelargonium J. L. Baldvrin.—Some very
handsome trusses of this variety were before the floral

committee at the Royal Horticultural Society's recent
meet'ug to show its merits as a wioter-floweriog kind.
The trusses were c»riainly very handjc me, the stems
being of considerable length, but to give an idea of

its value, plants in flower should be showu.

Helleborua luteseens At the present time,
so far as is generally kuawn, tliis kind occupies a
uniijue piaitiou by reison of the disinct yellowish
tone of the blossoms. A really good and distinct
yellow in this grouj would prove an aciiuisition. This
will make its appearance in time if geediings are
freely raised from tlie existing plant, which is even
now very beautiful and especially interesting.

Rose Catherine Mermet.—Possibly no Rose
flowering in niiduiuter more quirkly declioes in colour
as the days .shorten and the atmosphere assumes a
heavy leaden hue week a'ter week. Xear London this
is especially noticeable, the blojms being at times
well-nigh c. I lurlesss, aad even the tine bljoms shown
before the Eoyal Horticultural Society last week,
wnile of good size and excellent in furm tor the season,
were still deli. lent in point of coluur.

Museari azureum.—This charming bulbous
flowering plant has probably made a record this year
by its very early flowering, as scarcely had the month
of January passed when its compict pyramidal spikes
were fully aglow. It is an exquisite little flower. It
is not alone by any means, being quickly followed by
several forms, notably M. a. robustum, and M. a. py-
gmieum, JI. azureum being usually the earhest, the
others following in the order given. All are very
beautiful, and the exquisitely clear shades of blue are
singularly effective at this season.

Cytiaus proliferua.—We send yon a specimen
of Cytisns prohfeius sent us by a friend in Portugal,
who says it is at present a mass of bloom in bis garden,
the plant measuring i t feet 3 inches in height. Most
of the plants in his garden have had tbcir leaves com-
pletely burnt up by a violent gale cirryif g with it sa't
spray, but this Cytisus shows no damage. In shel-
tered situations in mild localities in England we think
this plant might be grown successfully. It can be kept
low by topping. Our friend tells us that the leaves
are excellent food for cattle.—Baur & Sons.
Winter in California.—Carl Purdy, writiag to

us from Ukiah, California, on Janmry 25, says :
" We

are having a singular winter. Up to this "date the
ground is only moistened to about 15 inches in depth.
The top of the ground has been kept io good condition
by frequent li^ht showers, but below that it is as dry
as in summer. Grass and grains are in good con-
dition. The weather has been very frosty nearly all
through December and January, reaching the .lowest
point known in the history of this place. On January
12 it was 10" above zero, which is about 5° below the
coldest heretofore known. Plants were seasoned by

the gradually increa-ing cold and stood it surprisingly

well."

Andromeda Catesbaei.—There is a pleasing

and most etfective side to this species even before

and after its flowering, which assumes its maxi-
mum when the foliage has put on that reddish

hue more freciuently seen in some forms of the

Dogwood. With the richly-coloured foliage as

mentioned above, the plant is at once valuable

and attractive, and in those gardens where effec-

tive grouping is carefully considered, such well-

marked subjects as this are deserving of more
than ordinary attention.

Poinoiana Gilliesi.—This beautiful shrub we
were surprisetl to find hardy and free in the Isle

of Wight, as no doubt it would be in various

south coast gardens. It is a very beautiful and
distinct plant, a native of South America, and is

more tropical-looking both in flower and leaf

than shrubs that are hardy with us. The plants

were raised from seed in the Rev. Henry
Ewbank's garden at Ryde, and grow against

the hoa?e. It has ([uite a free, vigorous habit,

there at least, growing about 12 feet high and
flowering freely.

Asplenium Colensoi.—This excellent kind,

as noted in TiiK G.vkukx last week, is destined
to become one of the most useful of green-
house Ferns for furnishing, particularly in the
form of a table plant. The vigour and fresh-

ness of the plants, the dark green of the fronds,

the latter heavily recurving or arching over, all

go to make it an ideal small pot plant. More-
over, the usually hardy character of the grou|) to

which it belongs, and the ease with which fresh

stock may be raised, are points of importance
that cannot be overlooked.

The Saragossa Daffodil.—This small but
pretty Trumpet Daflodil has this year shared the
honour with Narcissus pallidus pra'cox in follow-

ing X. minimus. These two flowered on February
1(1. The Saragossa Daffodil is one of Mr. Peter
Barr's introductions, and is a pretty, almost self-

coloured yellow flower, with hooded [lerianth seg-

ments, suflfused with green at the base. The
trumpet is rather deeply serrated. I believe this

is a variable species in colouring, and that pale
yellow flowers also occur. Th^ bulbs here pro-
duce flowers as described above.—S. Arxott,
t'i(r<i l/ioni, hi/ Duiiijrieit, X.B.
Bignonia venusta.—Some flowering sprays

of this handsome Brazilian climber exhibited a
week ago at the Drill Hall attracted as much
attention by their striking beauty as by the rarity
of the exhibit. Doubtless one of the reasons why
many such things are so rarely seen is the fact
that they seldom attain to the flowering stage un-
less planted out in the warm greenhouse or con-
servatory. In some text-books this lovely species
is described as having a "crimson" corolla, a
shade that in no wise agrees with the examples
at the Drill Hall last week or with the coloured
plate given in TnK (;.\rden so long ago as April
•22, 1882. In the plate in question the shade of
colour is identical with that of the examples now
referred to, and which came from Her Grace the
Duchess of Cleveland, Battle .\bbey (gardener,
-Mr. H. Camm).
Anemone Pulsatilla.—A fine mass of this

with dozens of its silken purple cu|)s formed a
conspicuous feature at the Royal Horticultural
Society last week. It is a good plant, and, for-

tunately, common, or at anj- rate cheap, and
for this early season it would be impossible
to conceive anythin^more beautiful and interest-
ing. At the Hale Farm Nurseries several beds
are filled with this old-time British species, and
some thousands of its lovely purple cups may now
be seen. Left alone in a quiet, sheltered nook I

where the soil is deep and fairly rich and free
from drought in summer, the plant is of quite
easy culture, and soon forms good tufts of its

finely-cut leaves. The species may be raised
abundantly from seeds sown as soon as ripe,
preferably in deep and light soil in the open,

'

where the plants may remain two years at least. I

At the end of this time good plants should result, '

when they maybe permanently planted in groups.

The plant does not object to peat, and will grow
freely where Rhododendrons thrive.

Platycerium angolense.—A new and dis-

tinct species of Stag's-horn Fern may now be seen

in the tropical Fern house at Kew under this

name. It has lately been introduced from the

region of the Congo, where it was first discovered

by Dr. Wehvitsch. It differs from all other

Platyceriums in having fertile fronds, which, in-

stead of being branched or lobed so as to resemble

a stag's horn, are wedge-shaped : they are each

IS inches long, an inch wide at the base, and
widened gradually upwards to a width of about
9 inches. The sori form a roundish patch

on the under side near the apex. The barren

fronds are as large and striking as those of P.

grande. There is a fine collection of Platyceriums

at Kew now, some of the species being repre-

sented by large trophy-like specimens. The rare

P. biforme is represented by a mass as large as

an elephant's head.

Primula denticulata alba.—Twenty years

ago, or thereabouts, Jlr. T. S. Ware, of the Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, possessed a so-called

white form of the above Primrose, but which, in

fact, was more of a washy lilac and white com-
bined than aught else. To-day the same firm has a

pure white form of this handsome Himalayan spe-

cies. The snow-white form is indeed an acqui-

sition, and as seen in Mr. Ware's beautiful gioup
at the Drill Hall last week serves to demonstrate

what may be accomplished by steadily pursuing

one course and with one object. It must not,

however, be inferred that it has taken well-nigh

twenty years to secure a pure white P. denticu-

lata ; far from it, as the jiresent plant has not only

been many 3-ears in existence, but has also pro-

duced an offspring so abundant as to be now scat-

tered all over Europe, if not indeed the more tem-

perate portions of the globe where such things

may be grown with success. By a curious coin-

cidence the coloured form, always represented in

considerable variety and with many superior

forms, has not received the same attention in seed-

ing or selecting, with the result that the white

form has left the original somewhat in the rear.

Saxifraga Burseriana. — It is doubtful

whether any member of this genus, so far as white

flowers is concerned, can surpass or even equal

the above lovely plant that is now in its fullest

beauty. In saying so much I am not unmindful

of the" major variety of the same species, which is

doubtless a really tine plant when one possesses a

decidedly larger form. I do not know, however,

if the experience is general, but I have seen cer-

tain variations in the so-called major form of

Burser's Saxifrage that are not equal to the best

forms of the original species. Doubtless with

these plants, so many of which are continually

being replenished in their native home by seed-

lings, slight variations ensue, as noticeable in

the less tufted or more spreading growth as in the

flowers. The latter, however, differ more parti-

cularly in point of size rather than the whiteness

of the flowers, and one of my plants now in splen-

did bloom is equal to any major variety I have
seen. In all its forms, however, the plant is a

great beauty, and e\ery endeavour should be made
to increase the stock by means of seeds or very

careful division. Seeds, of course, when home-
saved, are especially valuable, but the seedlings

recjuire care in the early stages, otherwise they

damp oft" wholesale. I have also been fortunate in

rooting cuttings of this species, and as the plants

occasionally become patchy or rusty, and finally

perish, it is well to be on the alert with fresh'

supplies. Sandy loam and brick rubbish finely

broken suit this species exactly.—E. J.

The weather in "West Herts.—A very warm
week for the time of 3'ear, the temperature in

shade on four days rising above oO", while on no
night did the exposed thermometer indicate more
than 2' of frost. At 2 feet deep the ground is now
4°, and at I foot deep 6° warmer than the February
averages for these depths. Some rain^fell on four-
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days of the week, but to the total depth of only
about a tenth of an inch. The wind has on
several occasions been rather high, and the direc-

tion some westerly point of the compass. The
record of bright sunshine proved very small,
averaging only about half an hour a day.—E. M.,
Berkham>ited,

THE SHERWOOD TEN-GUINEA SILVER
CUP FOR ANNUALS AND BIENNIALS.

Mr. N. N. Sherwood, Master of the Worshipful
Company of Gardeners, having signified his
intention of giving a silver cup annually of the
value of £10 10s., and having left to the council
of the Royal Horticultural Society the decision as
to what it shall be given for, it has been decided
to offer it in 1898 as follows :

—

The Sherwood Silver Cup, value £10 10s., will
be given to the exhibitor who shall obtain the
highest total number of marks at the meetings in
June, .Fuly, August and on September (i, for collec-

tions illustrating the suitability of annuals and
biennials as cut flowers for decorative ]iurposes.
The attention of intending exhibitors is particu-
larly directed to the society's " Rules for
Judging," sections 160, 161, 169, &c. Exhibitors
may exhibit at any one or more or at all of the
meetings during the months named. Marks will
be given at each meeting, and the total announced
after September 6. The contents of each tube
(section 169) must consist of one variety only, but
in addition to the flowers shown in tubes an
exhibitor may set up at each or any of the meet-
ings not more than three j)/a/« glass vases con-
taining an assortment of varieties and kinds
arranged for effect—all stalks touching the water
or sand. The vases must be provided by the
exhibitor, and must not exceed 6 inches in

diameter, and may ba filled with water or with
wet sand at exhibitor's pleasure, always remem-
bering that the clearness of both water and glass
is a distinct point of advantage in decorative
vases. Notice of intention to compete and space
required must be sent to the R. H.S. secretary
117, Victoria Street, at least the Thursday Ijefore

each meeting.
,

The above details, given on p. 48 of the society's
"Arrangements, 1898," do not appear to some
people sufficient, and various applicants have
asked the following questions, which with their
answers the president and council would be
greatly obliged by your publishing for the informa-
tion of others :

—

"The contents of each tube must consist of
one variety only." Am I to understand that
Coreopsis grandiflora and C. Drummondi, or
Nasturtium Cloth of Gold and N. Crimson King,
and so on, may «o; be exhibited in the same tube?— They may not.

Are the tubes '• not to exceed 3 inches dia-
meter at the top side?"— r^f?/ must not exceed.

" The vases must be pro\ided by exhibitors,
and must not exceed 6 inches in diameter inside."
Does this apply to the " plain glass vases " only?— Yes; the tubes must not e.rceed iiiirhrs, nor the
rases 6 inches.

Who provides the tahes'i—E.vhihitor, unless he
is content with the stoneware jars the society pro
vides at all times.

Will Regulation XI. be enforced—"All speci-
mens must be the honti fide property of and grown
liy exhibitor ?"

—

Yes.

Must exhibitor stage, i.e., arrange his own
exhibit, or may he call in professional help ?

—

A
special person may not be jn-ocnred for this special
purpose. Exhibitor or his qardener, or some mem-
ber of the family of either, must arrange exhibit.

Can the exhibit be repeated?— Fe 9.

Will other foliage be allowed I—Only the foliage
of the variety itself.

May grasses be mingled with flowers.

—

jVo.

after spirited bidding, a plant of this variety was
sold for 7'2 guineas. On the same occasion, Loelia

anceps Schrcuderiana — one of the finest white
anceps known—realised 35 guineas, while .small

plants of Cattleya Trian.<e fetched from 4 guineas
to 10 guineas each.
Supposed poisoning' of two fillies by

Wellingtonia leaves. — Two \ aluable yearling
fillies, says " Y. T. T." in The Field, were turned
into a fresh pasture, in which there is a Welling-
tonia, the boughs of which hang somewhat over
the metal tree guard. Shortly after, they were
seen nibbling at these lower branches, and were
driven away from the tree. Soon afterwards they
were both found lying dead. There appeared to

have been no struggle, but they had lain down
and died quietly, and apparently within a very
short period of each other. Apost-mortcm has been
made by an experienced veterinary surgeon.
Have any of your readers ever met with a similar
case? Cattle and horses had pulled at the tree in

question, and others of the same kind, frequentl}'
befoie without any injury. The stomach and in-

testines of one of the fillies did not contain more
than a couple of handfuls of the Wellingtonia
leaves, the field was good pasture, and the stomach
was full of grass. Both fillies were in perfect
health.

Public Gardens.

Odontoglossum Wilckeanum.—Last week
at MesSr's. Protherde and Morris's auclio'n rbdms.

Our common lands.—The commons adjacent
to the metropolis are being gradually brought
under proper government. The latest that has
been taken in hand by the Board of Agriculture
is that of Harrow Weald, Middlesex. It is pro-

posed to appoint a body of conservators whose
duty it will be to preserve the turf, shrubs, trees,

plants, and grass, to execute such works of

drainage, levelling, fencing, planting, &c., as

may be necessary for the protection and improve-
ment of the common, and to set apart a portion
or portions for games. They will also be em-
powered to frame and enforce bye-laws for the
preservation of order.

Botany in London parks.—A joint com-
mittee of the Parks and Open Spaces Committee
and the Technical Education Board of the London
Count}' Council has been considering the prac-

ticability of laying out plots of ground in certain

of the London parks in such a manner as will

afford assistance to scholars at elementary and
secondary schools in the study of practical

botany. Reports have been presented to the
committee on the educational side of the question
by Dr. Garnett and Dr. Kimmins. The following

suggestions were contained in these reports

:

(1) That a very valuable experiment could be
conducted on a scale sufficiently wide, if, in each
of three parks, about twenty rods of ground were
devoted to the cultivation for school purposes of

hardy typical plants belonging to twenty natural

orders. (2) The beds should be arranged near
the paths, one bed being devoted to each order.

They should differ in size, the largest being a

little under 500 feet square, and the smallest about
100 feet square in area, so that the average of the

twenty beds would be approximately one rod.

(3) The specimens selected should be such as are

suitable for growth, and each should be labelled

with its common name and its Latin, or sj'stematic

name. (4) Labels giving the names and natural

orders sliould be attached to the more important
trees, shrubs, and plants throughout the parks
selected. (5) A botanical guide to the parks
selected should be published under the superin-

tendence of the Technical Education Board and
the Parks Committee jointly. (6) Teacliers hold-

ing printed orders from the Technical Education
Board should be able to obtain from tho superin-

tendent in each park such specimens as might bo
required for botanical study in the schools, so far

as could be applied without detriment to tho

specimens. In a report upon the matter tho

Parks and Open Spaces Committee adopt these

suggestions, and, putting them in the form of

reoommetidatlo'ns, will shortly submit them to

the County Council for approval. They point out
that some further suggestions were made, but they
thought it would be better in the first instance
to deal with the subject quite in the sense of an
experiment, and if, later on, it should prove to be
resulting advantageously to the schools, possibly
the arrangements might be extended to the cul-

tivation of important tj-pes of the lower orders of

plants, such as fungi. Mosses, Ferns, &c., and
facilities might be afforded for the study of

aquatic plants. The chief officer of the Parks
Department reported that the proposed arrange-
ments were quite practicable at any of the larger
parks, but that some expenditure would be neces-
sary. Upon that point the chief officer had been
instructed to submit a report. It is proposed
that the experimental beds shall be formed at
Battersea Park, Ravenscourt Park, and Finsbury
Park.

Galls on Oak.— The galls sent by Mrs.
Anderson, Jersey, are formed by a gall fly known
as Cynips calicis.—G. S. S.

Kew Guild.—We are asked to state that the
annual general meeting will take place on Thurs-
daj' evening, February 24, at 8 o'clock, in the
lecture room in the Royal Gardens. Entrance by
Melon Yard gate.

Matthiola odoratissima.—Can any of your
readers tell me where I can obtain plants or seeds
of this species? It was figured in the Botanical

iVaga~ine, No. 1711, and was much grown in

greenhouses some years ago, but appears to have
gone out of cultivation. I have applied to the
leading seed merchants and nurserymen in vain.

—CoRYNDOJT Matthews, Plympton St. Mary,
Deron.
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Roses:—
Uns; I liKvigata 162
Rosa lucida i>lenR .. ,, 162
Rose Duke of WeUiiigti*n . ir>2

Rose Mme. Auguste Pen-in 1*^2

Rose Princess of Wales .. li>2

Roses, pruniDg 162

Flower :—

Ainlrusacc pyrenaica .. .. 161
Carnations, fancy 164
Crocus Floischeri 163
Daffodils 163
Galanthu^ Charmer .. .. 161
Cilariinlj. jiliuiting 163
I.eiu-ojuni it'stivuni not
Howering 163

Aarrigitv-i Ifo fiid'/l on the

/men at U'a->'U't/ Plice .. 163
Paionies, single .. .. 161
Plants, hardy, notes on .. 164
Ranunculus Lyalli 164

Kitchen:—
licans, early dwarf .. .. 166
Keans, quality in Broad .. 166
Beetroot, Globe, and colour 166
Beet, sugar, cultivation of, ii»

England 165
Broccoli, Snow's Winter
White 166

Broccoli, winter 167

Cauliflowers, axitumn .. .. HiJ

Peas, early dwarf, unstaked 165
Ptaf, forwarding 166
Potatoes, early 16)>

Vegetables, size in .. .. 165

Trees and Shrubs:—
Conifer notes 167

Erica codonodes 167
ilagnolia Campbelli .. .. 167
M'tgnoUa Campfn'Jli .. .. 167

Prunus japonica 1 67

Orchids :—
Brassia Lanceana lOS

Cuttleya Walkeri:ina ,. .. 170
Cheltenham, Orchids at .. 170
Cypripedium calurum . . .

.

160
Cypripedium G. W. Law-

Schofield 170
Cypripedium Saudcriano-
superbiens 170

Cypripedium Swinburnei 169
Cypripedium Youngianum
superbum 170

Dendrobium chrysodiscus li!9

Epidendrum variegatum .

,

169
Lielia harpophylla 170
Odontoglossum Halli .. .. Itf9

<_)dontoglossum Wllckeanum
(Ro.sel}*n variety) .

.

170
Oncidium Wentworthianum 109
Orchids for cutting ,. .. 168
Orchids, pots for 169

(TZiiwfrations in Italict.)

Garden Flora:—
Roses, single 170

Week's Work:—
Fruits under glass, work
among 171

Kitchen garden, work in .. 171

Books :—
" A Flower Hunter in
Queensland and New
Zeiiland " 173

" Garden Notes for the
Colonies and Abroad" . 172

" The Metropolitan Public
Gardens Association ' .. 173

" The Propagation and Cul-
tivation of Palms" .. .. 172

Stove and Greenhouse:—
Aglaonema versicolor .. .. 176
Amaryllis aulica 176
Bignonia venusta 175
Boronia megastigroa ,. .. 175

Broom, the Teneriffo .. ,. 175
Camellias 177

Cytisus filipes 1 75
Greenhouse hard - wooded
plants 174

Imantophyllums 176
Mandevilla suaveolens .

.

176
Pelargoniums, scented-
leaved 175

Pfiftultf* grouii for sfaf in

Miisrs Carttr's nursery at

IW'H Hill 175

Prim ula?, Messrs. Carter
and Co. "s 175

Strobilanthes Dyeriauus .. 175

Orchard and Fruit :—
Apple Margil 170
Applep, well kept ISO

Apricot Moorpark .. .. 170
Ajiric'tt Moor/ arh 17S
Fruit prospects for 1 9S .

.

ISO
Pear trees, ornamental .. 17'.*

Peach trees, training .. .. 170

Peaeh Royal George .. .. 17S
Pmrh lioiial Otorge .. .. 17S
Peaches, "bud-dropping in .. 177

Wiiieberry, Japanese .. ,

.

ISO

Chrysanthemums :—
Chrysanthemum Mme. Car-
not ISO

Chrysanthemums, English
and American ISO

Societies :—
National Chrysanthemum .. ISl

Royal Garden ers Orphan
Fund ISO

Hotes of the Week:-
Asjiloniiim Nidus multiloba-
tum 182

BismarckianobUis 181

Crocuses at Kew 181

Frost, severe 181

Gladiolus tenellus 181
Glory of the Snow ISl
Iris stylosa 182
Iris tuberosa . . . .

.

181
Irises at Winchmore Hill .

.

181
Latania Commersoui . . .

.

181
Morisia hypogaja 181
Narcissus Victoria 181
Primroses, G. F. Wilson s

blue 181
Prunus divaricata 181
Rhododendron Countess of

Deri)y .. .. 181

Saxifraga Boydi alba . . .. 182
Spinta Van Houttei .. .. 181
Streptocarpus polyanthus .

.

181
Tulipa violacea 181
Violet California 182

Public Gardens:—
Pahii house, new, for Liver-

ptiul 1S2
Temple Gardens, the .

.

1S2

Obituary :—

Mons. N. A. PuilUeux . . .

.

1S2

Miscellaneous :

—

Cypripedium, or what? .. 174
Hyacinths failing 182
January in South Devon .

.

173
Weather iu West Herts .. 181

Rose Garden.

THE PRUNING OF ROSES.

With February like Jivnuary, some 8^ or

1(1" warmer than the average of these months,
and April-like growths on our Roses in beds
and borders in the middle of February, not a

few growers may be tempted to start pruning.

It is very trying to note so many shoots and
embryo buds rushing to their almost certiiin

fate from harsh winds or biting frosts later on
;

but this m.ay prove the less of two evils—the

second, or a comparatively roseless summer,
being far the worse of the two. Fortunately, the

highest, or crown buds on Roses break and grow
first. Another fact of importance is that the

faster these shoots grow, the more dormant the

liuds at their base remain. In this fact lie the
hopes of experienced rosarians. True, all these

myriads of forward shoots with their embryo
buds may be hastening to total destruction

later on, but meanwhile they are acting the part

of safety valves to the semi-dormant buds at

their base, and it would prove at the least im-
politic and might be ruinous to prune them off.

It would, in fact, concentrate vital forces and
the extra temperature of this April-like Feb-
ruary into the only reserve buds at the base of

the growing shoots. The net result would be
unseasonable growth and activity of our last

re.serve buds that could yield us a full harvest
of Roses in season. The rate of growth would
also be dangerously accelerated through the
minatural activity of the roots, stimulated by
the unseasonable and extraordinary growth of

the crown shoots on the branches. By prun-
ing the latter off now, we place our Roses at

a double disadvantage. These crown shoots
have grown so fast and so far as to have
roused the roots into vigorous action, and if

we suddenly contract the area of their expendi-
ture V:!y severe pruning now, we increase the
speed of growth in our reserve buds in a dan-
gerous ratio. As the season gets more advanced,
wo may safely prune our Roses back to the best

dormant or semi-dormant buds with this tolerable

certaiirty, these then proceeding into their

blooming stage in fairly genial weather. Now,
however, the less pruning the better. There
are still, however, Rose growers among us who
prune the bulk of their Roses hard back in the

early winter or spring. So far these escape the
risks and the dangers incident to the eaily

growth of crown buds. It must also be admitted
that the dormant buds at the base of the
shoots break later than those on the crowns
and to that extent early pruning may contribute

to late breaks and growth in the spring. But
in such mild seasons as this the danger of

breaking the only reserve buds too early for

their safe growth and perfect blossoming out-

weighs all other considerations and becomes a

powerful plea for the late pruning of Roses in

the spring. But though the Roses ought not
to be pruned now, their present foiward con-

dition forms a powerful jjlea for the mulching
of their roots.—D. T. F.

Some alarm will naturally be felt at the
present time among inexperienced Rose growers
at the very forward condition of their plants.

JIany rosarians can recall several such seasons as

the present one. I was talking recently to a well-

known Rose grower on this subject, and he said

he well remembered the year 1844. From Novem-
j

ber of 1843 to March, 1844, it was a similar season

1 to the present, and he had pruned all his Roses,
and they had fully 6 inches of growth upon them,
when on March 13 frost set in so severely as even
to cut down such shrubs as Laurels. My advice,

then, to Rose growers is, do not be in a hurry

I

about pruning your Roses. Doubtless when the
' operation is performed the plants will " bleed," as

I they are in such a forward condition, but I have
I never found any ill effects to follow. Roses on
walls, fences, and pillars should claim our atten-

tion first, and these may be taken in hand at
once, bearing in mind that the fine long growths
produced before midsummer last jear will give
the best flowers if retained almost intact. Rather
would I sacrifice one or two of the older shoots
than these. Indeed, this is often necessary. Cut
them clean out and other strong shoots will be
induced to break up from the base. Do not

trouble to retain the late strong shoots, for such
being unripened are practically useless and should
be totally removed. The Ayrshires, Banksians,
and similar tribes will require little or no pruning,
merely removing dead wood and also an old shoot
now and then to avoid overcrowding. Semi-
climbers on walls, such as Marie van Houtte, may
be left rather longer than plants of the same
kinds in the open borders, but it is not advis-

able to overdo this. Oood plump eyes give the
best blossoms, and we do not, as a rule, require
such Roses to get too far up the wall. Summer-
flowering Roses, such as Gallicas, Mosses, Hybrid
Chinese, &c. , may also be pruned now. The
vigorous growers must be left quite 12 inches
long from liist j'ear's pruning, and in a few
cases even longer than this, or we run the
risk of obtaining no flowers at all. Scotch Roses
require no pruning, and the Austrian Briers
should have the points of the little twigs slightly

shortened back, or the growths may be oent over,

when they will flower from every eye. For the
Hybrid Perpetuals and the Hybrid Teas closely
allied to them, the middle of March will be soon
enough to prune them, but the Teas should be
left until April. When pruning the Hybrid Per-
petuals they should be cut back to dormant eyes.

I remember one season I left a quantity of young
growth on my Hybrid Perpetuals, but a May
frost dispelled all my hopes of some early blooms,
and not only that, but those shoots that appa-
rently escaped proved to be almost useless, for

the flowers were thin, almost single, and many of

them came green eyed and malformed. Although
these green centres are oftentimes the result of

overfeeding, in this case it was clearly brought
about by the frost ; therefore, when pruning this

season, do not be tempted to retain this young
growth, but cut clean past it to good plump eyes,
and, if possible, to one pointing outwards, which
tends to preser\'e a well-balanced plant. In the
case of these Hybrid Perpetuals, the late shoots
should be cut clean away, only retaining the
sound, hard ones that were formed before mid-
summer. Asa guide in pruning, vigorous growers
such as Her Majesty should have their shoots left

long, say, from 12 inches to 15 inches from last

year's pruning ; the Duke of Edinburgh, Charles
Lefebvre, and similar types from inches to

12 inches, and the Baroness Rothschild habit.
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to the plumpest ej'e either near the top of shoot
or at the base ; for such varieties are sure to
flower even if cut down level with the ground.
The very moderate growers, such as Marie Coin-
tet, must be cut back hard—almost to last year's
pruning. All weakly shoots must be removed,
and the centre of the plant kept as open as pos-
sible. The plants should be carefully watched,
and during April and May it may be advisable to
remove one or two of the shoots that appear
wrongly placed, and of course severe thinning of
weakly shoots during the latter month will have
to be done in order to secure the best results
from the plants. Pegged-down Roses should have
their laterals shortened, and, where possible,
bring down fresh, well-ripened shoots, as this
plan of growing Roses soon wears out the bent-
down branches. The Polyantha and China Roses
may be treated similar to the Tea-scented except-
ing under special circumstances, such as when
grown as hedges or edgings ; then they will re-

quire merely to be trimmed over and dead wood
cleared away.—P.

Although it is full early for pruning,
doubtless many will have commenced before
these notes can appear. Much of the future suc-
cess and pleasure depends upon how we use the
knife ; and whatever good and promising wood
may have been obtained during the past summer
and autumn, and carried through the winter well,
the whole may be spoilt by oad pruning. As
early as the middle of January I saw se\eral
dozens of Roses that had already been pruned. I

write the word "pruned" with much hesitation in

this case, because I feel the more correct word
would be "mutilated." Almost the whole of the
plants were extra strong growers, including Mme.
B^rard, William Allen Richardson, Aimee Vibert,
Gloire de Dijon and Rive d'Or, yet they had been
pruned upon exactly the same lines as General
Jacqueminot, John Hopper, Baroness Rothschild
and other old favourites. Year after year these
plants have been treated the same, and the owner
has more than once threatened to cut oct the
extra strong growers, because, as he says, " they
grow well, but never hardly bloom." Nor will

they ever flower freely so long as the knife is used
in such a thoughtless manner. We have no freer

bloomers than these very Roses which are so often
condemned. The sole fault lies in pruning.
Simply because a strong shoot did not flower last

year is no reason why it would not do so this

summer. Rather the opposite, for we get our
best and showiest crop from such shoots. Just as
many other flowering shrubs have the peculiarity
of blooming from growths made the previous
season, so is it with this class of Roses. Near me
is a grand plant of Reve d'Or, covering the whole
front of a by no means small house. It is never
pruned, except when a quantity of flowers is cut,
and every year it is one mass of blossom. If we
were to prune any of these extra strong growers,
even that old favourite Gloire de Dijon, we should
get but very few flowers. The best rule I can
give is to prune a Rose hard or not according to
whether it is a weak or extra vigorous grower.
The weaker the variety the harder it should be
pruned.—P. U.

Rose Princess of Wales.—This is one of the
finest of the Teas. The colour is rosy yellow on
outside with deep buB-yellow centre. The mag-
nificent outer petals are often prettily marbled
with a rosy pink tint. Anyone having a nice

warm border under a south wall could not do
better than plant some of this Rose in such a spot,

or, better still, train it on to the wall between
climbers. It is sometimes found a difficult Rose
to grow, but like Comtesse de Nadaillac it well
repays a little extra trouble in its cultivation.

Rose Mme. Auguste Perrin.—Perhaps with
the exception of the Teas, Hybrid Teas, and
Monthlies, no Roses are so free-flowering, both in

summer and autumn, as these Noisette Pei-petuals,

of which the above is on3 of the most charming.
The colour of this variety is exquisitely beautiful.

It may be best describsd as a soft pinU, with a

delicate flesh tint towards the edges of the petals.
For cutting it comes in most useful, as fine long
stems may be obtained usually crowned with im-
mense trusses of blossom. The individual flowers
are not large by any means, but this fact should
rather enhance their value for decoration. However
grand the exhibitor's monsters may appear in an
exhibition box, they have a very incongruous, stiff,

and clumsy effect in vases.

ROSA LAEVIGATA.
It is difficult to understand why this very orna-
mental species of Rose is not grown in every
amateur's garden, but perhaps its want of popu-
larity is due to the great number of names
wliich have been applied to it, one after another.
It is, in fact, remarkable that this species, which
is so distinct that it would appear impossible to
confound it with any other, has, nevertheless,
been mistaken by some eminent botanists and
possesses a most involved synonymy well calcu-
lated to not only confound the mind of the
amateur, but oven to lead astray a specialist of

the highest authority. I have, therefore, thought
it might be useful to give an account of its

varied nomenclature, together with a description
taken from a living specimen of this superb
Rose, and to direct the attention of the public
again to its ornamental value.

First of all, we should retain the name Rosa
Lfvigata, given to it in the year 1803 by
Michaux, who collected specimens of it in New
Georgia. Lindley, in his "Monograph of the
Genus Rosa," describes R. hevigata as his 68th
species, and as his (iOth species a Rosa sinica,

which, he says, diflers but little from the pre-
ceding species. As his 71st species he mentions
a Rosa Hystrix, which appears to be only a
setigerous form of Rosa lit-vigata. De CanduUe
described it in the year 1813 under the name of

Rosa nivea, and under this name Redoute
figured it in his work "Les Roses." A note by
De Candc ille accompanies the illustration, stating

that the plant grows to a height of hardly 2
feet (sii-), which shows that this botanist had an
imperfect knowledge of the species, a specimen
of which, in the year 1807, covered an arbour in

the garden of M. Boursault, at Yerres. The
rest of De Candolle's description agrees pretty
well with the species.

Seringe and, after him, Trattinick admit Rosa
hcvigata, R. Hystrix and R. nivea, and, more-
over, from a badly-drawn Chinese illustration of

Rosa hevigata, they (according to M. Crepin)
each erroneously created a new species, viz.,

R. araygdalifolia (Seringe) and R. cucumerina
(Trattinick). Box gave it the name of R. tri-

foliata, under which it was generally known to

horticulturists at the commencement of the
present century. Poh-et described it in 1804
under the name of R. ternata. Don named it

R. cherokeensis in the year 1815, and Prevost,
jun., grew it at Rouen about the year 1820
under the names of R. trifoliata. Box, R. ter-

nata, Poiret, R. sinica, Lindl., and R. nivea,

D.C. De Ronville in his "Nomenclature
raisonnee des especes, varietes et sous-varietes

du genre Rosa " (Paris, 1818), and also in his

translation of Lindley 's "Monograph of the
Genus Rosa," declares that he had only seen
this species in the herbarium of Michaux at the
Museum, where, he says, the specimens were
poor and not easily recognised, and he adds
that these were the only specimens which were
then to be had.

In addition to the foregoing, I may mention
that this superb species has been recentl.y re-

introduced into France under the name of Rosa
Camellia, which, however, is the name under
which Von Siebold grew it in Japan. Here we
have, I think, a rather perplexing number of I

synonyms, and I must confess that I have never
been able to comprehend why such a long series

of names, one after another, has been applied
to a species which is so distinct and has such
well-marked characteristics.

The following is a description taken from a
living specimen in the year 1897 :—A climbing
species, growing to a gi-eat height in warm
countries, and quickly attaining a height of

several yards in the climate of Paris when its

growth has not been checked by severe frost.

Leaves almost always trifoliate, large, quite
smooth, of a peculiar fine, brilliant green
colour, and glistening as if varnished. Flowers
very lai'ge, of a handsome porcelain-white
colour, which, in conjunction with the form of

the corolla and the appearance of the foliage,

gives it a marked resemblance to a single white
Camellia. Blooms in the latter part of May
and in June in the climate of Paris. Found in

the wild state in China, Japan, the island of

Formosa, New Georgia, &c.
A pink-ttowered variety has been recorded,

but this I have never seen. It is admitted that
Rosa Fortunea is a hybrid obtained by cross-

ing R. lit'vigata with R. Banksia. From a
purely horticultural standpoint, Rosa lajvigata

(Michaux) is of the highest order of merit and
exceedingly ornamental. The only defect it has
is that it doi-s not withstand severe winters in

the north of France, and it is not the only one
of the genus which has this drawback. Grown
either budded close to the ground or on its own
roots, with its base protected in autumn by a

slight mound of soil, and sheltered by some old

matting when necessiiry, it will easily with-

stand ordinary winter weather. We have a

plant here which has passed through the last

two winters uninjured in the open air without
any protection. This splendid species, when
trained along a wall oi forming a column, wUl,

by the beauty of its brilliant foliage, the size of

its magnificent flowers and by its unicpie general

aspect, largely repay the amateur for any addi-

tional trouble which the care of it in severe

winters may involve. In the south of France it

is quite hardy.
I have attempted to render it more capable of

enduring cold by crossing it with R. rugosi,

and the seeds of the crossing which I gathered
this year (1897) appear to be fertile. If, as I

hojje, the operation has succeeded, we shall

know the value of the new hybrid in due time.

—CocHET-CocHET, in Revue Horficole.

Rosa luelda plena.—This very pretty double
form of K. lucida makes a good subject f r the rock

garden, if only for its bands ime foliage. It does not

like pruning, and if allowed to grow naturally the
somewhat pendulous branches soon become clothed

with tiny, deep piok-coloured flowers of a most
exqu'site form, which doubtless suggested the name
of Rose Button sometimes applied to this variety.

Rose Duke of 'Wellington.—After a lapse

of over thirty years, this Rose still holds its own
as one of the most brilliant varieties we possess.

It has been frequently described as moderately
vigorous, but in reality it is a very good grower
when on the stock which suits it best, namely,
the Brier. Exhibitors find it a very reliable

variety, foramid the numerous crimson Rosesintro-

dueed far too many of them fail at the moment
they are wanted most. The form of Duke of

Wellington is of the style known as pointed, such

as exhibitors always hail with delight, and it has

also a fine substantial petal. The colour is bright

velvety-red, edged with a very vivid scarlet,

which appears to light up the flowers in a remark-

able manner. It is an excellent autumn-flowering

Rose, and succeeds well as a pot plant under cool

treatment. A variety named Rosieristo Jacobs

was sent out some twenty years later than Duke
of Wellington, but experts consider the two varie-

ties identical.
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Flower Garden.

DAFFODILS.
Hebe is a view giving something like a fair re-

presentation of the fine way in wliicli the larger

DaHodils have been massed at M'arley Place,

where the soil suits them well for their life

in the grass. The effects were wonderfully

line, and a- fine may be had almost anywhere
where there are cool meadows or moist, hold-

ing soil in any position in covert, orchard or

lawn.

Planting Gladioli.—The bulbs of these beau-
tiful fiowers are feeling the influence of mild

rows. The great thing in cutting the spikes is to
leave the lateral spikes that may be seen by
the time the first one is fit to cut, and cut just
above it, for a strong root will push up three or
four spikes from each bulb. I find that Gladiolus
The Bride planted in November has already
pushed up right through the litter placed over
the beds in case of frost.—J. G. , (lonport.

Crocus Fleischeri.—This pretty little Crocus,
which has been in liower for some time, is not
often seen in gardens. It is said by some to
require greenhouse cultivation, but I have had it

here since the autumn of lS9n, so that it may be
said with some confidence that it is at least hardy
in a light soil. During all this time it has had no
protection, except that in some winters it has had
a sheet of glass placed overhead to throw off

heavy rains from the flowers. C. Fleischeri

My corms were purchased from a firm in Italy, as
I could not procure them in Britain at the time.
The flowers have been compared with the figure
in Mr. George Maw's monograph.— S. Aknott,
Carsethorn, hy Dumfries, X.B.

LEUCOJUM .liSTIVUM NOT FLOWERING.
So far as my experience goes, the non-flowering
of the above species, to which " S. W. F." refers
at page 96, is rather exceptional, the more so
when the vernal Snowflake under, I presume, the
same conditions of soil flowers freelj'. It is the
more ditticult accurately to determine what ia

amiss with " S. W. F.'s " plants as they appear
to grow freely and retain healtli. Now and again
in certain gardens and soils, and with certain
species of plants, a method exactly the reverse of
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Narcissus Horsfieldi on the latcn at Warley Place. From a photograph sent hy Miss Willmott,

weather, and must very shortly he planted. As
the soil intended for this year's plants is now in

splendid condition, I shall begin to plant about
the third week in February. When planting,
select a fine bright morning, and break the
surface soil down with a fork, so that it gets dry
on the surface in a couiile of hours, then stretch
the garden line the whole length of the ground.
One man with a spade lifts the soil deep
enough for another man, with a boxful of bulbs, to

place one in each spot. The rows are 2 feet apart
and the roots li feet. If planted about 6 inches
below the surface they are perfectly safe from
any frost we get after the middle of February,
frequent surface stirring of the soil is all the sum-
mer attention they require, and it is surprising
what a quantity of spikes may be cut from a few

comes from the limestone hills of Asia Minor,
and is al.so found in Lycia and Cilieia, so that

growers will not be wrong in adding a little lime

to the soil should it be deficient of this. It is a

pretty Crocus, but the flowers are rather thin in

substance. Still, it is a very pleasing little

species, and I think its beauty is heightened by
the flowers appearing among the leaves. The
throat is yellow and the segments white, the

outer segments being marked on the outside with

three purple lines. The anthers are orange and
the stigmata a kind of brick-red. C. Fleischeri

belongs to Maw's Section IV. or Intertexti, so

called from the corm tunic having plaited or

stranded fibres. Mr. J. G. Baker places it in his

Section III., Scbizostigma, in which the style

branches are cut into several capillary divisions.

the orthodox way is found to succeed admirably.

I have known this to occur in more than one in-

stance in the Iris Kaimpferi where the heavy soil,

by its too retentive character, has brought about

a too sluggish rooting, and thereby failure. As I

pointed out in my original notes on the Snow-
flake, the moisture conditions are not essential,

and my advice to "S. W. F." is to wholly discard

them with the above pretty jjlant. In quite dry

soil on a south border, in rather sandy soil also,

and again in rather heavy, though drier, wood-

land soil, I have always grown and flowered this

species with perfect ease. Indeed, it is among
those I would have recommended as suitable to

both a variety of soils and positions. I would

now advise " S. W. F." to allow the plants to re-

main till the end of .July, then to lift them and
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give a complete rest out of the soil for six weeks.

At the end of this time replant in fresh soil with

good drainage. This, I imagine, is the item at

fault, as not a few plants delight in abundant
moisture, with free drainage, yet dislike the

water logged condition ever present at the roots.

Unless the drainage is remedied, the deeper
planting in tliis instance would end more
disastrousl}^ Should the garden soil generally

be wet and retentive of moisture, I would then
advise planting in proximity to, or amid, shrub
groups, where the roots of these latter, by
absorbing some of the moisture, play a useful

part in assisting this Snowflake. At times these

every-day subjects ai-e brought into a debilitated

condition by planting when in full leaf and in

crowded clusters. At such times the simplest

remedy is to lift when the bulbs are resting and
replant after dividing and separating them. I do
not think that mere shallow planting in this

instance is the wholecau.se of failure, if, indeed, at

all. At the same time there is evidence of some-
thing wrong, but which a lighter and more per-

fectly drained soil sliould rectify another year.

Though usually more robust in a rather moist soil,

it is quite possible the usual attainments of the

plants will be surpassed if a little special care be
given in the present case.—E. J.

It is difficult to account for the non-
flowering of the summer Snowflake in the garden
of " S. W. F." (page 96). I do not think the

shallow planting can have anything to do with it,

as I have L. wstivum and L. pulchelUim at various

depths, and both flower at greater or less depth
than even the 3 inches. Neither flowers so freely as

the spring Snowflake, but they never fail to bloom,
although I have seen the buds of L. pulchellum
injured by late frosts. When planted at greater
depth the foliage is more vigorous. "S. W. F.''

might try this Snowflake in drier soil. I have never
before heard of anyone who has grown it for Ave
years without obtaining a flower.— S. Arnott,
Car-iethorn, htj Dumfries, X.B.

Galanthus Cliarmer.—This is one of Mr.
Allen's double - flowered seedling Snowdrops,
and shows how much \ariety we may obtain by
raising these floners from seed. Personallj' I do
not care much for double flowers, but all are not
alike, and even those who admire the beauty of

the best single Snowdrops can find some interest

in the double forms. Charmer is quite distinct

from the ordinary double Snowdrop (which,
by the way, as all Snowdrops do, looks best on
grass). The green markings are much deeper in

colour, the doubling is extremely regular, and
there are no extra outer segments. I have
omitted to ask Mr. Allen if this is the one
mentioned by him in his conference paper which
appeared in TiiK Garden of September 19, 1891.

—S. Arnott.

Fancy Carnations.—Mr. H. W. Weguelin's
letter in last week's issue has doubtless been read
by many lovers of these beautiful flowers. There
are in it, however, several statements which de-
serve attention from an exhibitor's standpoint.
The opening sentence (an extract from Mr.
Weguelin's "Hints on Carnation Culture") is

much too drastic a rule, for then under the cate-

gory of " fancies" must come almost all the j'el-

low ground Picotees. I am prepared to admit
that up to the present no hard-and-fast rule has
been framed by any Carnation Society, hence
every exhibitor has shown a doubtful bloom
among the "fancies;" whereas very often it

should have been classed among the yellow
ground Picotees. Things have become so ex-
tremely awkward that the Midland Carnation
and Picotee Society in their schedule for the
coming show have made a genuine attempt to

solve a very thorny problem. Their definition is

as follows: "A 3'ellow ground Picotee is one
which has a continuous edge upon a yellow
ground. More than one colour upon the ground
disqualifies, and makes it a fancy." Under that
ruling (and it appears to me a good one tempo-
rarily) yellow grounds become a much more

numerous class than Mr. Weguelin supposes. I

should class as Picotees Mrs. Robert Sydenham,
Countess of Jersey, Mrs. Douglas, Mr. Nigel,

Voltaire, Miss Alice Mills, Empress Eugi?nie,

Dervish, Hygeia, Wanderer, Stanley Wrightson,
The Gift, &c. These all have a continuous edge,
either light or heavy, and although some are

marked on the petal, that is no detriment provided
the markings are of the same colour as the edge.

The above society hasalsomadeadistinctive feature

of the border classes. They have been thoroughlj'

revised with the object of inducing amateurs and
the trade to cultivate a better class of flower.

—

R. Chatwin CARTWRKiiiT, Sdly Park, niir Blr-

mbuiharn.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Adonis amurensis.—It may be too soon to

speak of time of flowering of this species,

since stock was available only a year or so ago
for planting, and, besides, this abnormally mild
winter may have something to do with the early

flowers. Anyhow, its big yellow flowers with me
were passed and gone ere the last day of January.
In an ordinarr winter I suppose it might be quite

a month later.

Earliest Saxifrag'es.—In the last week of

.January the kinds in flower here were S. luteo-

purpurea, S. Malj'i, S. Burseriana major and S.

Boydi alba. So far as I know, Burseriana major
may not be in commerce, and it may be useful to

mention that the plant in form and habit closely

resembles the type, but the flowers are grand in

size, a shilling would barely cover one. They are

perfectly flat and snow white, and opened here on
.January 16.

Iris reticulata.—Is it not a curious fact that
this early Iris should be so indifl'erent to tempera-
ture ? I cannot see that its Violet-scented flowers

are likely to open before the usual date for all the
mildness of the whole of January ; besides, when
I have tried to force a few of the bulbs, I have
never got them more than a few days earlier than
plants in the open air, and not half so good in

substance or texture.

Gentiana asclepiadea.—This should be given
a shady place even in our cloudy climate. The
finelj'-pointed leaves are soon injured by power-
ful sunshine ; hence the plant is often seen with
browned leaf points, small flowers, and few of

them, and often not more than a foot high

;

whereas in suitable garden conditions you may
grow it nearly 3 feet high. In giving a shady
jjlace, it should not be too shaded ; due east or

west sunshine will not hurt, but it also likes a
deep, rich soil, and to find it shade from mid-day
sun in a shrubbery where the soil is full of active

roots would not do. I find it does best among
dwarf shrubs of a thin habit, where the soil is

known to be rich to a good depth. Once you get a
strong group of this tall and free flowering Gen-
tian into good form, you will admit that it is one
of our most valuable summer flowers and worth
every care, though, when once properly planted,

it needs nothing but the keeping back of other
things that might overgrow it.

Pyrola umbellata and P. maculata.—These
are, perhaps, better known by the generic nameChi-
maphila. I have grown both with some protection

in frames for several years, but I cannot say the}'

have been a success. So distinct and beautiful in

both habit and form and colour are these sub-
shrubs that they are worth all care. If any
reader of The Garden should chance to have
these, or either of them, doing well, I should be
most grateful for particulars as to the conditions
under which they are growing, especially mini-
mum winter temperature, for though they are
N. American plants and they may stand plenty
of cold in their wild state, a corresponding degree
of cold here with the damp and fogs of our climate
may make all the difference ; besides, I believe
the plants are found only in the more Southern
States of N. America.

CEnothera speciosa.—I never saw this at its

1-iest on heavy land, and its type of root implies a

light and deep soih In rich, deep, black soil I

have seen it in magnificent form nearly a yard

high, with stems thicker than an ordinary lead

pencil. Who can mention a more glorious and
profuse white flower than this? Each bloom is

from 2 inches to 5 inches across, and a succession

is kept up for nearly two months. Where the

land is heavy, I would suggest that a couple of

barrowloads of sandy loam and leaf-mould be pro-

vided, leave them in a sort of small hillock alto-

gether above the ordinary surface, and plant.

Very soon the whole will be knit together with

the running roots, and the group so grown will

not only prove a permanent feature, but one

worthy of the best style of gardening.

Shortia galacifolia.—By preference I would
set this in turfy loam with a fourth of peat and
plenty of the finer silver sand. This is especially

suited for pot culture. It will do also for the

border or the rock garden, only it should there be

made quite firm and the position should be such

as to get plenty of natural moisture. It is really

a fast grower once you manage to get it going.

Small imported bits of three years ago are here

now overgrowing 9-inch pans, the leaves large

and flower-buds abundant. J. Wood.

M'oodrilli:, Kirkstall.

Andrjsace pyrenaica.—This little alpine

gem is now flowering freely at Woking, owing
probably to the mildness of the season, as its

proper period of blooming is during the summer
months. Some of the plants are literally covered

with their diminutive flowers, which are white

with yellow centre, and borne on scapes each

about a quarter of an inch high. Androsace cylin-

drica, another Pyrenean species, is also very

prett}', but is not yet in flower. This is a very

rare species, although not difiicult to grow, need-

ing a damp situation in a soil consisting of peat

and leaf-mould, and planted in partial shade.

This also has pure white flowers. Both of these

species are deserving of more extended cultiva-

tion, as they associate well with Saxifraga opposi-

tifolia, Morisia hypogaia, and other alpine plants

at this season of the year.—E. S., Wokinj.

Single Pjeonies.— " E. B." inquires as to

the duration of these in a cut state if the flower is

taken before expansion, and continues "Is there

any diflerence in the several kinds mentioned at

page 74 ? " The answer is that the flowers of

none of the single Pieonies are very long-li>fcd

when cut, though they are decidedly the best

when cut from the plants as soon as it is seen the

petals have nearly attained the full size. Removed
from the plant in this stage, and while the buds

are still cupped, the flowers remain good for

several days, provided they are plunged in a deep

vessel that will ensure the stems being nearly two-

thirds their length in water and kept in a dark

place till required for use. There is but little

difference in the lasting properties of any of the

kinds, though for eft'ect the forms of tenuifolia,

by reason of their graceful and elegant leaves, are

usually much admired. The varieties hybrida

and laciniata, both forms of tenuifolia, are more
vigorous in growth, and with broader leaf seg-

ments. In both these, as also the type, the colour

is very striking. P. albiSora, figured last year in

The Garden, is very fine for grouping ; the

satiny-white petals glisten in the sun, and are

rendered more conspicuous by a fine tuft of

golden anthers. This is of taller growth (2^ feet)

than several mentioned by " E. B.," and there-

fore better suited to cutting. There is now con-

siderable variety in this latter section alone, some
of the forms being decidedly pleasing, while pos-

sessing greater vigour than is found in some
named by " E. B." in his inquiry.—E. J.

Ranunculus Lyalli.—"E. J.," in his paper

on Ranunculi in your issue of October 2 last,

writes of R. Lyalli as though it were an aquatic.

How it can survive such treatment is a puzzle to

me, as I have grown the plant for many years in

my garden, and have frequently seen acres of it

in its native haunts. It is true it is a moisture-

loving plant in its season of growth, but it is also
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inpatient of excess of moisture when at rest, as

the ro.its are when subjected to such treatment
apt to rot. It thrii-es best in a peiity loam, ke))t

damp but well drained. It will frvow fairly well

and flower in any r,'Ood jfarden soil not too wet in

winter. I have gathered it in the neighbourhood
of Mount Cook from gravelly banks composed of

moraine debris, and one of my specimens was
brought from that locality, where I got it at mid-

summer with its leaves all yellow and withered
through the lack of moisture, but as the root was
a large one its growth must have been vigorous at

other seasons. After having it about seven years

I observed it was dwindling, and on taking it up
I found that the root was much smaller than when
I got it. It had been rotting off at one end and
growing at the other. I made a deep hole, which
I filled with stones and brickbats to within S inches

or 10 inches from the top, and over this I re-

planted the Ranunculus, which seems to be doing
well. Like many New Zealand plants, it does not
flower equally well every year. In the localities

where it grows wild one will always find some
flowers in the season, but in some years every
plant seems to bloom in the greatest possible

profusion. As it grows high up in our Alps, it

ought to be hardy in Britain, and would probably
prove so with proper treatment. I obser\'e that

at home it is called the Rockwood Lily ; here it is

called the Mountain, or Mount Cook, and occa-

sionally the Shepherd's Lily. The first-mentioned

name is the most usual, and as it is a mistake to

mukiply names, I think the New Zealand Moim-
tain Lily the most appropriate name. " E. J."'

makes no mention of our R. insignis, a handsome
species with a yellow flower, as large and stron''-

growing as R. Lyalli, and more easily cultivated.

It would be an acquisition to British gardens.
—A. BoRTH(:.\TE, The dint, Diinii'u,.

Kitchen Garden.

SIZE IN VEGETABLE.?.
I A^t surprised to read (p. 71) that anyone wlio
h.as to sup]ily vegetables for table can advocate
size in preference to ijuality. I am aware size

in every case does not denote inferior quality,
but in many cases it doe.s. (_)f late years at
shows the coarse things in some instances get
more notice. I fail to see where the value
comes in with ooar.se vegetables. " E. C. B.,"
Clarenv'.:!., j^es not notice Potatoes, but from
many years' e.xperience I find the medium-
sized Potato the best. Large Potatoes are
often split in the centre, others are discoloured
and lack quality. Paragon Brussels Sprout is

given as a type of co.arseness, but this with me
is anything but coarse. Cm " E. C. B." have
the right kind, as Paragon is of compact growth,
hearing medium-sized solid sprouts, not at all

large >. I find large sprouts are often loose, and
tlie fir.st to run or bolt. "E. C. B." mu^t, 1

fear, have some leaning to the market quality of
vegetables, as size in these is an important factor.
I would not care to send a large Drumhead
Savoy weighing 10 lb. to my employer's table.

I think for private use a Drumhead Savoy as
bad as Cow Cabbage, and though it maj' be a
marketable commodity, I do not think anyone
will class it as a good vegetable. I am not of
the same opinion as " E. C. B." that large
Cabbages or Savoys are not strongly flvvoured

;

I consider them so, and cannot see where the
comparison comes m with smaller kinds. I

admit they have one thing in their favour. A
large, coarse Cabbage or Savoy is grown with less

trouble than a number of small ones, but I

think this should not be considered by those
who wish to supply the best. After reading
"E. C. B.'s" notes I had a Bijou Savoy cooked
and a medium Drumhead, and as regards
quality there could be no question, as the smaller,

having less heart, was greener and sweeter.

I do not think there is a more delicious winter

Cabbage than St. John. I am also equally at

\ariance with the remarks made concerning
huge roots. I would not sow roots so early

tliat they got .so coai\se as " E. C. B." notes.

I am sure small or medium Carrots grown in

half the time cannot be compared in any way
as regards flavour with those so many more
nuinths in the soil. Of late years, many growers
who have to study their employers' tastes have
found that roots grown in a shorter time are

more liked, and are certainly more palatable.

If we accept " E. C. B.'s" theory, we shall be
told that huge Carrots are equal in quality to

frame roots. If this is the case, why is there

so great a demand for French Carrots in the

early spring, when laige roots are plentiful ?

What does "E. C. B.'' say to the keeping quali-

ties of coarse vegetables ? They are the first

to lose quality and go bad. I am rather sur-

prised that Turnips are mentioned, as nearly

everyone knows a coarse, huge Turnip is not
liked. I admit one may find an odd root here
and there, but the majority I have found poor
in the e.vtreme. I should never think of stor-

ing the large, coarse roots, as these would be
the first to go wrong, I admit at shows vege-

tables at times are favourably noticed if large,

and there is a tendency to make size superior

t<j usefulness. Tomatoes at one time were
looked upon as superior if large, but they were
in nine cases out of ten found deficient in

flavour. There are few who would favour a

Cauliflower as large as a peck basket. A small
or medium-sized head will never lack quality.

A Lover ok (ioon VEi^ET.iBLEs.

Cultivation of sugar Beet in England.—
E.vperiments in the growth of sugar Beet which
were initiated by the Warwickshire Chamber of

Agriculture, and also simultaneously and indepen-
dently by Mr. Sigismund Stein, of Messrs. Cross-

field, Barrow and Co., Liverpool, promise to

assume considerable importance. They are to be
carried on by sending parcels of seed from the

best French and German sources to farmers

throughout the country to be grown during the

present summer. In Warwickshire there will be
fifty competitors, while in Shropshire there will

be twenty-five, as well as thirty in South Wilts.

Mr. Stein has alreadj- had 24!) applications for

seed from all parts of the United Kingdom. A
certain number of roots from each experiment
will be analysed for their saccharine properties.

Autumn Cauliflowers.—Could we but fore-

see the real nature of the winter to follow, how
much more readily could the vegetable needs of

the winter be provided for. Seldom has there

been found so abundant a supply of Cauliflowers

well into the winter as was seen up the end of the

past year. Could it have been known that the

season, at least to the present time, would have
been so mild and open, by later and wider plant-

ing of the Autumn Giant and Self-Protecting

varieties, there seems no reason to doubt but that

the supply of these ever-welcome vegetables may
have run on to the end of .lanuary at least.

Oddly enough, whilst the weather has been so

open. White Broccolis have been scarce. There
should lie plenty of later white ones, but all de-

pends on the nature of the weather of the ensuing
few weeks, and whether there be many grown.
As a rule, market growers fight rather shy of

White Broccolis, both because so long on the

ground and the uncertainty of their surviving a
hard winter. Whilst Cauliflowers are without
doubt the most popular of all winter-grown
Brassicas, they have to give place to Brussels
Sprouts both for profit and popularity during the

hard weather. The present mild winter has not
been favourable, in a market sense, to these ex-

cellent vegetables. They have grown and pro-

duced sprouts too rapidl_v, and the heads have

he.arted so soon that it has been needful to cut

them and send to market or allow them to spoil.

The result is a pecuniary return hardly equal to

the cost of marketing. So early in the season as

February 1 I saw large breadths in Kent being

cleared, stems and all, the ground being manured
and ploughed, and thus got ready for early Peas.

Savoy C:U)bages, Coleworts, and White Cabbages
have hearted in prematurely and are practically

useless. All the hardy Kales will doubtless bo

over early, and but for earh' small Cabbages there

will be a" veo-etable dearth in April and May.

—

A. D.

EARLY DWARF UNSTAKED PEAS.

U-SDEK this heading an article by Mr. Iggulden

lately appeared. He says that as far as he is

concerned he does not trouble himself about trim-

ness, and then goes on to describe his method of

growing dwarf Peas without stakes just as if this

were a new plan. In the first pUce it m:iy be all

very well for a market gardener to adopt this

mode, but I doubt very much if it would
answer in a private garden, where the most has

to be made of the ground and trimness is a con-

sideration. Gardeners in private establishments

are not their own masters, and it is pirt of their

duty to see that not only the most is made of the

ground, but that everything under their charge is

kept as tidy as possible. I have grown acres of

Peas, both with and without stakes, and can

testify to the extra yield per acre from those that

were staked, to saj' nothing of the tidy appearance

produced by having the stakes neatly put to the

rows. Mr. Iggulden then goes on to describe the

varieties to be grown without stakes, and as I

have grown them all myself, both with and with-

out sticks, I will here give my experience and will

give them in the order he enumerates. First he

says he has given up growing the small-podded

Ringleader type, as he considers them worthless,

and then goes on to say that American Wonder is

replaced by Springtide, which is a i-ariety that

may be briefly described as a dwarf William I.

Mr. Iggulden should know that William I. is a

small-'imdded round-seeded variety of the Ring-

leader type ; in fact, one is often fold in the

trade for the other. Springtide, on the contrary, is

a wrinkled variety, being a selection from Exonian.

Chelsea Gem and William Hurst have been great

favourites with Mr. Iggulden for sowing in pots

and planting out. Has he ever tried them sjwn
on a warm border in the autumn ? If not, he will

find them quite as hardy as the early round-seeded

\arieties. I grew a row of Early Morn 60 feet

long last season, and had stakes 4 feet high put

to them, half a pint of seed being used for sow-

ing. Half a pint of this variety contains about

430 seeds, so your readers may judge the distance

the seeds were apart. The haulm reached the

tops of the stakes, and was clothed with pods for

the greater part of its length, over three bushels

of pods being gathered from the row. The same
quantity of seed was used in another row of

smiilar length which was not staked, and the

produce was only a little o\'er a bushel of pods.

This latter row had haulm about 2 feet high, and

though tliey both received the same treatment,

the joods from the row that was staked were by

far the finer. Now the question is, Did the extra

cjuantity of produce pay for the stakes and stak-

ing, to say nothing of the tidy appearance pro-

du'ced ? Chelsea Gem is a dwarf variety if grown

on the best of ground, not more than 2 feet inches

high, while Springtide will, under thesame treat-

ment, attain a height of 5 feet. There is no com-

parison between Gradus and Daisy, for, growing

side by side with sticks put to them, the former

grows 5 feet high, while the latter reaches 2 feet.

Both are good Peas, but with stakes the former

will produce more than double the crop from a

given piece of ground than it will without

them. Peas are grown in fields both for gather-

ing when green and for seed. It would be a

difficult task to stake acres even if they would
' pay for the trouble, therefore a different mode is
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adopted. Having grown acres without sticks,

specially for gatliering green, I can assure your
correspondent this is no protection from the

birds ; it is rather the contrary, for in districts

where wood pigeons are plentiful, the pods near
the soil are the first to suffer. Grown for market,
the rows are sown at various distances apart,

varying from 2 feet to 30 inches, according to the

variety and district where they are grown. If

we take the dwarf varieties, such as William
Hurst, Daisy, Early Marrow, Sutton's Seedling,

American Wonder, and the like, a distance of

2 feet between the rows is ample. If possible, tlie

rows should run east and west, and, when the

plants are about 6 inches or 8 inches high, soil

should be pulled up to them on the south side :

this will cause the haulm to lie over to the north.

If sufficient soil is pulled up on to the plants, this

will prevent the wind from rocking tliem about,

so that all will lie in the same direction. Single
rows should always be sown when this mode is

adopted, otherwise the haulm would be over-

crowded. When grown in a field for seed, drill-

ing is regular, so that all plants have the same
space alike, the tendrils of one holding the other
up, and as it is not necessary to go in amongst
the plants to gather the pods, they remain in this

condition until the seed is ripe. I would strongly
advise those who want to make the most of a
limited space to use stakes, as they will cer-

tainly get a far greater return from a gisen space
unless the very dwarf varieties are grown, and
these, as a rule, are not profitable to the poor
man. There are many good varieties that might
be grown without stakes where space and tidiness

are no consideration, but where these have to be
taken into account, then staking is by far the
best. H. C. I'.

FORWARDING TEAS.

In the list of choice vegetables, Peas take quite
a unique position. There is no other vegetable
so valued by gardeners or in the kitchen, and any
means that can be taken to forward the crop are
anxiously tried by those who have to supply vege-
tables in season. The plan usually followed is to
sow in bo.xes or small pots during .January or
February, afterwards planting these out in tlie

ordinary way. Perhaps in one season out of half

a dozen this may forward the crop by a few da^'s,

but I am sure that in the majority of instances
there is very little in it. For several years I have
sown Ringleader and Chelsea Gem on the same
day under glass and in the open, and though at
first the indoor-raised plants looked better and
were apparently forwarder than the outdoor ones,
there has only in one season been any appreciable
diflerence in the time of gathering. The space
taken up by the Peas at this time of year under
glass is very valuable, and though no one would
grudge it if productive of any good, I think the
advantage of these sowings is very slight, for the
resulting plants have seldom quite the vigour of
those grown entirely in the open. If suitable
varieties are sown and protected in cold weather
during the latter end of February and March b3'

Fir boughs and rough dry litter, these give the
better results, and, as noted above, are usually as
early as those sown under glass. The best plan
with Peas sown under glass is to keep them in

boxes made lai-ge and deep enough to accommo-
date them until the Peas are ready to gather.
These need not remain under glass all the time

;

in fact, they come out almost as soon as the others,
but may be lifted under cover on cold nights.
By the begiiming of April the boxes may be
st od in a warm corner of the frame ground or
some similar place and covered over witli litter,

this being changed occasionally should wet
weather set in. Varieties differ in height, of

course, and the lower in reason the better for
this mode of culture, but one I have grown with
very satisfactory results is May Queen. There
may be others as good, but I can safely recom-
mend this variet}", w'hich is a good, clean grower,
a heavy cropper, and of excellent quality. Mid-
season and late Peach houses often make good

places to take early crops of Peas from, and in a
span-roofed house I have a bed in the centre
running the length of the house in which I

always get a good crop of Peas before the foliage

on the Peach trees gets forward enough to shade
them unduly. In a neighbouring garden, where
tliere is a fine lot of old standard Peach and Nec-
tarine trees, the front border is utilised for Peas
and small earlj' salads with the very best results.

Many other useful crops may be forwarded as

indicated. Grower.

Snow's Winter White Broccoli. — This
variety is now considered almost indispensable
if the supply is to be kept up during the winter
and spring. I read with great interest " S. M.'s

''

remarks in The Garden of December 25 (p. 512)

on Snow's Winter White Broccoli, and I agree
with him. It is a good old variety, and if once
grown will always recommend itself for future
planting. I was much disappointed to find the
above-mentioned variety is losing the good repu-
tation which it has maintained for upwards of

forty years. I am under the impression that
" S. M." has not the true strain. By making
three successive plantings I have had it turn in

in very northern localities from the middle of

December up to the first week of March. I am
writing from where this variety was raised, and
during the past winter I was able to cut as fine

heads as might be desired, great care and atten-

tion being always bestowed on keeping the stock
true. No other variety of Broccoli or Cauliflower
is grown for seed.

—

George M.\cKinlav, Bed':.

Early Potatoes. — The high prices that

Potatoes are now realising w'ill cause growers
to bestow more attention on the production of

early outdoor crops, for if the old stock keeps up
well in price, the new crop is sure to at least start

well. In this locality we have a light, well-

drained soil, and being close to the sea the spring
frosts are light, consequently we can reckon on
getting crops ready for market somewhat in

advance of the inland growers. Even a few days
make a deal of difference in the price. It is

singular that, with all the new and improved
varieties of vegetables that are every year
brought before the public, the old \arieties of

Potatoes are in the greatest favour for the very
early crop. The Ashleaf, that goes under a good
many names, is still looked on as the one that
combines earliness with quality, while Sharpe's
Victor, of more recent date, is about equal in

point of earliness, and, having very little top, is

well suited to frame culture. Its somewhat
yellow flesh is not much drawback, as it is of

excellent quality. But for first crop in the open
air I do not think any variety, at least that is

grown in quantity, can surpass the White Beauty
of Hebron, and on this light, dry soil it is very
different in quality to what it is in stiff, wet land.

The value of this variety is that, although such an
early sort, it is equally good until quite late in

the season. I think White Beauty of Hebron is

more largely planted than all other sorts put
together.

—

James Groom, Go.yjort.

Quality in Broad Beans.—With so much
improvement in the Longpod section of Broad
Beans it seems strange to see the old Mazagan
advised for earliest supplies, as this variety can-
not be compared in quality to the Green Longpod.
The Mazagan is small and soon loses flavour.

Most of the Longpod section are noted for their

green colour and earliness, and they may be sown
as early as the old kind referred to. On the other
hand, the Longpod Beans are of poor quality if

at all old. The Windsor type retains the peculiar

flavour much longer than the Longpod section.

On the Continent the Seville Longpod is more
grown than the Green, and the giant variety is a
Bean of first rate quality, but with me so subject

to blight of late years that I have not grown it.

The old theory that only the small beans of the
Mazagan type will stand hard weather has long
been exploded. The Longpods ai'e equally hardy.
Of late years we have an intermediate type of Bean,
much longer in the pod than the old Broad Wind-

sor, and the beans are of excellent quality, as they
have the green colour of the Longpod with the
good qualities of the old Windsor. The best
dwarf early Bean as regards quality was Beck's
Green Gem, but this is now superseded by the
larger Greenpod and the numerous types now in

commerce. I think even now we may with ad-
vantage get a dwarfer Bean with the good quali-

ties of the old Taylor's Green Windsor, to my
mind the best-flavoured of all the Broad Beans.
A dwarf Bean with medium-sized pods and of the
quality referred to would be a gain for private
use. The Royal Cluster Bean closely approached
the ([uality I describe, but it lacked the flavour of

the Windsor type.— S. M.

EARLY DWARF BEANS.
At p. 71 "D. " remarks that we rarely hear of

dwarf French Beans being raised in pots for

planting in the open in May. I fear "D."ha8
not closel}' scanned these pages of late years, as I

have seen it advised every year, and it is a general
practice in large gardens, to forward not only
dwarf Beans, but Broad Beans and Peas also. I

would sow for May planting in a cold frame, not
placing in heat at all. In this \\'ay there is no
fear of a check when planting out. I find many
plants raised in heat and not well hardened off

are apt to fail. A frame is preferable to a house,

as the plants get more light. Little moisture
must be given at the start it the Beans are grown
in cold frames. I give an occasional watering
with tepid water and give air for a short time to

dry up the moisture. The plants grown thus go
away freely, planted as "D." advises. For
gathering at the end of May or early in June I sow
Mohawk, as it is earlier than Ne Plus Ultra or

Negro Longpod. Five-inch or 6inch pots are

used, tlie seed being sown at the end of March
and the plants raised in heat. As soon as they
are a few inches above the soil they are trans-

ferred to frames and planted out at the end of

April at the foot of a south wall. Hand-glasses
or spare sashes are needed. I use both, and also

cover at night with mats for a short time.

From these plants one can gather in quantity in

a month from planting. Of course, in cold places

or wet, heavy soil it would be useless to attempt
planting out so early as advised. My note refers

to the southern parts of the country and a
light .soil. I have planted at the foot of a south
wall early in May and only protected with mats
and stakes at niglxt, and, provided the plants are

well hardened, they soon fruit, as ti.c po*^'? confine

the roots and induce early fruiting. Manj years

ago I lived with an excellent grower who used
turf pits for this vegetable. The pits were
covered at night with straw hurdles, and I have
never seen better crops. The kinds grown were
Syon House and Osborn's Forcing, both valued

for their dwarf habit. These were raised in heat,

and followed crops of early Radishes and where
Lettuce or Endive had been wintered.

S. M.

GLOBE BEETROOT AND COLOUR.
I FEAR "W. S.," in common with many others,

must have got hold of an inferior strain of the

Beet in question, as for several years I have
noticed the plants anything but true if the old

Eclipse variety is grown. Last j'ear I saw some
so-called Egyptian Turnip-rooted Beet with white
markings and poor in the extreme. These roots

had been a long time growing, and in dry, light

soil. I find to get Gloue Beets of good colour one
cannot give the same culture as to the longer
roots, i'here must be quick growth, rich soil, and
ample moisture, as the least check in the growth
causes the roots to be of poor quality. " W. S."

does not give us the kind of soil he has to deal

with. The best I have grown is Sutton's Globe,

a splendid Beet as regards colour, distinct from
the older forms, being rounder, with more tap-

root, not unlike Snowball Turnip in shape, and
of excellent flavour. Another equally good Tur-

nip Beet as regards colour and quality is Crimson
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Ball. This is of a bright crimson and of fine

flavour. Doubtless there are others equally good.

I noticed in a trial of these roots in the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens tliat these varie-

ties differed with regard to colour from different

seed houses, and " W. S." may have got hold of a

poor stock. For many years previous to the intro-

duction of the Globe varieties, I used to sow the well-

known Dell's Crimson in ,3-inch pots—a few seedsin

a pot—and thin to the strongest. These roots were
excellent, and no one could complain as regards
coloui'. Of course the roots were small, but this

did not matter for salad. This variety will never
fail as regards colour, no matter how early it is

sown. I note "A. D." (p. 8i) thinks these

Beets are not yet fixed. There certainly was
great diversity in the Chiswick trials, but I also

noticed some of the long rooted kinds were rather

poor as regards quality and shape. Those he

every day and have been able to keep up a coutiiiuous
supply all through the autumn and winter. I was
fortunate enough to obtain a good sti'ain of Snow's
Winter White (a thing I liavy not done for years).
Tliis commenced to heart in during Decemher, and with
the new year Early Penzance began. Should there
be no severe frost the supply will be unbroken.

—

Dorset.

Trees and Shrubs.

MAGNOLIA CAMPBELLI.
Thi.s, a flower of which is here illustrated, has
justly been described "as one of the most
gorgeous of Indian forest trees." It is un-
doubtedly a bjvely Jl.iguolia, Messrs. Robert
Veitch and Son, E.xeter, sent flowers of this

Magnolia Campbelli. From a photograph of a flower sent ly Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter.

names were very good. Not one out of many
stocks of the Cheltenham Green Top failed in
colour. This Beet grown in rich soil is much too
largo. After growing it for fifteen years I still

find it the best winter Beet. " A. D." also refers
to the value of Globe Beet in a collection of vege-
tables, and though I thoroughly agree with his
remarks as to the superiority of roots from a good
stock of Beet for August, I do not think Beet
in a collection of vegetables should be classed
as a strong dish with a wealth of other vegetables
in season to select from. G. A\'yTHi;s.

SHOUT XOTES.—KITCHEX.

Winter Broccoli.—I never remember a winter
so f.ivourable for this vegetable. I can cut good heads

noble tree to the Drill Hall lately, the
richly coloured blossoms gorgeous in the ex-

treme and delightfully fragrant. The flowers

were cut from a tree whicli had been planted
twelve years. What a lovely subject for the

dinner-table set in shallow bowls where the full

light would be shed on the brilliant blossoms I

Coming, too, from the open at this time seems
only to show its greater value, particularly to

those who live in favoured districts. Hundreds
of plants, species, and varieties vastly inferior

to this are grown in glasshouses. Such a struc-

ture, however, for this lovely plant would rob
it more or less of one of its chief chai-ms, viz., its

lovely colour. At the same time it is so excep-
tional in every way as to deserve every pos-

sible care to make it a success. Against a
wall in a very w-arm and sheltered position,

with height ensured at the .same time for de-

velopment, is the most likely place for it, in

time providing a display of its charming crimson-
shaded blossoms.

Erica codonodes. — This South European
Heath flowers quite early in the year, and where
it is thoroughly hardj', which is, however, only in

the especially favoured parts of this country, it

occupies a prominent place among early-flowering
shrubs. It will also flower well under glass, and
as it blooms naturally at this season no forcing is

required, simple protection being all that is

necessary. It forms a shrub 3 feet to 4 feet high,

the branches being numerous, slender, somewhat
erect, and thickly clothed with small leaves.

During the flowering period the shoots are com-
pletely wreathed with tiny bell-shaped blossoms,
which in the bud state are pinkish, but become
white after expansion. When flowered under
glass the pinkish tinge is not so pronounced as in

the case of plants growing in a sunny spot out of

doors. The blossoms last a long time in perfec-

tion, especially where just protected from the

weather.—T.

Prunus japonica.— This extremely pretty

little member of the Plum family has been long
known as Prunus sinensis, but in the Kew list it

bears the above specific name, and Professor Sar-

gent, in the " Forest Flora of .lapan," also calls it

P. japonica It is an extremely free-llowering

.shrub, being one of the best for forcing that we
have, as well as a charming object later on in the

open ground. This Prunus forms a rather
upright-groiving, freely-branched bush, whose
slender shoots are thickly studded for some
distance with flouble blossoms each an inch or

nearly so across. There are two forms, one in

which the blossoms are white, tinged on the

exterior with blu^h, while in the other they are

pinkish. Plants obtained from nurseries are

usually grafted or budded on to the Sloe and form
a most pronounced object-lesson against grafting,

for suckers and shoots from the stock are always
a nuisance, and, as happens also in the case of the

allied Prunus triloba, the point of union is often

aft'ected with canker. It will strike root readilv

from layers, while in the case of forced plants the

young shoots produced under glass may be taken
and treated as Fuchsia cuttings are. When
rooted they can be gradually hardened off.—T.

CONIFER NOTES.
I READ with great interest Mr. Burrell's notts

on conifers (p. G), and should like to support
Ills views respecting the merits of Cedrus
Deodara. I have noted many specimens in

diverse situations in the southern counties,

where they have generally borne out the

character Mr. Burrell gives this tree in his re-

marks. No doubt, like many other conifers,

especially those whose native home is on the

hillside, the Deodar may refuse to grow satis-

factorily when planted in a cold, low-lying wet
situation. Unfortunately, " W. O." (p. .'37) does

not mention the kind of soil or situation in

which the specimen had been growing which had
attained a height of 00 feet, and of which every

root was rotten—although he says others are

growing freely, but younger specimens. I

.should be inclined to doubt whether it was
really a natural death in this particular tree,

and should rather look for some specially local

cause that might have brought about its destruc-

tion. If in a low-lying situation, a flooding of

the roots, especially if any sea-water be present

—

and I believe I have read of Fota Island being

partially submerged— nuiy have set up an un-

healthy condition and caused the death of the

tree. As to the verdict of this conifer being

short-lived, the specimens growing here, at
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least, do not bear out this theory, as no trees

could be healthier than the oldest growing here,

planted in 1834. These latter are three of a

group of live originally planted, of which it is

recorded in our conifer catalogue by my jire-

decessor, the late Blr. Vrost, "that one died

soon after planted from some unknown cause, so

that four remained. Of these one was de-

stroyed by lightning. (_)n July .5, 1881, a

violent thunderstorm passed over at 8.30, and
the lightning out the top clean ofi'as with a saw,

about 15 feet up ; it was then supposed to be the

largest tree of the kind in the kingdom. Near the

ground the trunk measured 12 feet 3 inches in

circumference." The height was not recorded.

Excellent boards over 3 feet in width were cut

from this trunk ; the wood is admirably adapted
for cabinet work, being of tine grain, fragrant,

and taking on a high polish. (.)f the three I'e-

maining trees, two are very fine specimens, now
assuming more of the spreading character of

growth wliich, I believe, is attained with age

in their native forests. They are in robust
health and annually make a free and strong
growth ; the largest exceeds 70 feet in height,

with a girth of 10 feet. At what age a Deodar
is supposed to lia\-e attained its majority as far

as growth is concerned I am unable to say, but,

at any rate, those between sixty and seventy
years planted are here still growing vigorously.

It seems pretty certain, however, that the

Deodar will never reach the 1.50 feet or more in

height in this country which it is said to do in

the Himalayas. Other specimens planted a few
years later (1840) exceed in girth the one men-
tioned above, measuring over ll! feet at 3 feet

up. < )ne or two trees auiong the many \mve
from some cause suffered slightly, in that the

points of the young branches have died some
years since, but in these a renewed vigorous
growth has taken place.

Mr. Burrell finds Abies Smithiana ragged and
unsightly in specimens attainmg any size. This
is here one of the liandsomost of the Spruces,
the pendent branchlets giving a graceful and
eti'ective .setting to the tree. There are three
distinct types of tliis variety, \arying in length
and density of the branches. In some the
drooping branchlets are .3 feet to 5 feet long,

while in others not more than half that length,

others shorter still, giving the s;iecimtnsa distinct

appearance. In our rather light and gravelly soil

the trees of this variety grow fast and remain in

perfect health. A. Menziesi is also here subject
to the fault of accumulating a quantity of dead
branchlets, which cau.ses a certain unsightliness
which might be lessened did time permit of

their removal. The Hemlock .Spruce (Abies
canadensis), so sickly with Mr. Burrell, is, as a
rule, in the best of health here, and appears to

flourish in either light or heavy soils. A.
Albertiana deserves to be more frequently
planted, as it forms so handsome a specimen, is

perfectly hardy, and of rapid growth. Among
the Silver Firs, Abies grandis has here been a

fast-growing tree ; a specimen planted in 18fjl is

fully 70 feet in height, with a good spread of

branches in luxuriant health to the ground.
Reverting to the Cedars, the glaucous types of

Cedrus atlantica are very desirable for planting
where sufficient space can be given for futurj
development. Among the Pinuses, mention
may be made of P. .Jeft'reyi, one of the long-
leaved vaiieties and a very handsome species.

Elegant and quick- growing are also Pinus
excelsa and P. Strobus, the Weymouth Pine.

A great point, especially in light soils, is to

help these coniferous trees with an occasional
top-dressing of .soil or mixture of vegetable
refuse of almost any kind when it can be given.
On lawns and dressed grounds it is frequently

the }n'actice to clear up and remove every
particle of vegetable matter, decaying leaves,

etc., that would eventually rot, and so nourish
the roots in a small degree. Where the
branches spread down well to the ground
especially, any rubbish, as weeds and soil in

mixture, that may be cleared from flower

borders or kitchen garden might be utilised for

tlie purpose, much to the advantage of the

trees to which it is applied. C. Herrin.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS FOR CUTTING.
As years go by and Orchid culture gets niore

and more understood by gardeners, the value

of Orchids as cut flowers becomes better

known. For choice table decoration and
bouquets, sprays and button-holes Orchid
flowers are in great request, theii- beautiful

form and texture and their long-lasting quali-

ties recommending them ; so much so, that

those who supply the markets with choice cut

flowers have taken up their culture largely.

Probably there has never been a season when
cut flowers of all kinds were in such request as

last, and at many of the principal functions

Orchids entered largely into the floral decora-

tions. There is a decided advantage in growing
these plants for cut flowers as distinct from
decoration on the plant, as it is a well-known
fact that many kinds when in a suitable atmo-
sphere carry their blossoms longer than is good
for them. But when cut, the strain on the

plant is relieved and it benefits accordingly.

In forming a collection of Orchids with this end
in view, it will be necessary to cou.sider which
species best combine freedom of flowering with

ease of culture, and a succession of flower the

whole year round being usually desired, this

also must have attention. Three houses will

usually be sufficient, as it is not nece.s.sary

to grow those that are fastidious as to tern

perature, and they should be large, for it

is surprising how many plants are required

where the demand for cut flowers is heavy.

These, for convenience, may be described as the

warm, intermediate, and cool iiouses, and it will

be found that with careful management and
judicious ari'angement of the plants all those

named below may be accommodated.
Early in the year CLologyne cristata stands

high as an Orchid for cutting, for there is no
use that cut flowers may be put to for which
this cliaste .species is not well suited. The
loose racemes used entire are ideal dress sprays,

and they go well with any other class of flower.

A shady position in the intermediate house

suits its best, but where room is scarce in the

( h-chid house it will thrive in ferneries. Peach
houses, or in a warm, moist greenhouse. Some
growers still persist in drying this plant in

winter, and only during last week I was look-

ing through a small collection in the neighbour-

hood where this is largely grown. The plants

had been kept dry—why, it is difficult to say,

for the shrivelled bulbs only too plainly told

how little the treatment was to their taste,

but possibly just because they are Orchids.

These plants cannot possibly flower so strongly

or produce flowers of the same substance as

they would have done had they bien more
rationally treated. Where plenty of flower is

needed the plants must not be allowed to get

too large, but be Ijroken up to obtain as many
leads as possible. Peat fibre and Moss, with

a little leaf-mould and plenty of charcoal, suit

it best as compost. Sophronitis grandiBora is

of a totally different colour and furuis a

splendid contrast to the last named, the

deep crimson blossoms being the showiest

for their size in the whole family. This

is easily grown, too, and as from twenty to

thirty flowers may be grown on a plant occupy-

ing a 4-inch pan or basket, its value is obvious.

It should be suspended from the roof, near a

ventilator if possible, in the same house, though

fine specimens may be grown in the coolest

division. Very little compost, but aljundaiit

drainage is necessary, and the roots must be
kept moist all the year round. Odontoglossum
Pescatorei flowers somewhat later, though their

seasons join, and this fine species is, in my
opinion, far before (). crispum as a useful kind

for cutting, though possibly the latter is more
grown. But both are lovely Orchids, and they

thrive under precisely similar conditions. The
large and valuable spotted forms are not of

course needed when growing for cut bloom, but

they make a change from the whiter forms.

Small, clean and well-drained pots, with a thin

compost kept always sweet, is what these like,

and a cool, moist and airy house, with plenty of

root moisture all the year rouni, is congenial to

tlieir well-being. Other good free-blooming

Odontoglots requiring the saure treatment are

O. triumphans and O. luteo-purpureum (yellow)

and the variously tinted liybrid kinds, such as

< ). Andersonianum, O. odoratum, O. gloriosum

and the common but pretty O. Ro.ssi and its

varieties. The varieties of ( ). grande and O.

Insleayi are cheap and plentiful and extremely

useful as cut flowers during autuum and winter.

The roots of these ai'e a little larger and more
fle.shy than in the last nimed, and may have

rather rougher compost and slightly larger pots.

If a house kept a little liigher than the cool struc-

ture referred to is at command, these kinds will

be better suited, but this is not absolutely neces-

.sary. A fernery where greenhouse Adiantums
and Pterises thrive is quite to their liking, and
comes very near to the conditions under which

they are found growing naturally in Guatemala.

Denorobiums

form a large and interesting genus, almost
every one of which is suitable for cutting, and
the various species keep up a display nearly the

whole year round. Two kinds seem to stand
out very prominently in this connection—D.
nobile and D. Phahunopsis. In late autumn
and winter the magnificent racemes of the latter

are the showiest and most beautiful of all Or-

chids, and it has with ])erfect justice been de-

scribed as the king of Dendrobes. Hundreds
of plants of this delightful species have been
inqjorted, only to flower respectably for a little

while and then die, but that it can be grown
and kept in health there is no doubt. Several

of the plants here were imported in 18111, and
they have flowered every season since and are

quite healthy. They should be allowed to havs
their own way, and when it is obvious that they
mean growing, encourage them by gi\'ing plenty

of heat, moLsture, and light. If they are in-

clined to rest, let them do so in a genial tem-
perature. D. nobile need not be dwelt on
here, for it is one of those kinds that seem to

thrive on neglect even, while, given reasonable

care, it is one of the very best in cultivation.

Most of the deciduous section and many of the

evergreen kinds may be cited as useful for

cutting, especially D. crassinode, D. Wardi-
'anuiu, D. Bensonia', D. Devonianum, and D.
Pierardi of the former, while D. densifiorum,

D. thyrsiUoium, D. chrj sotoxum and D. Farmer!
are hard to beat in the latter section.

It is difficult to over-praise the labiate Catt-

leyas, for as cut flowers they have few eiiuals.

From the time the first of the autunni-flow ering

C. labiata opens till the last of the C. Gaskelr
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liana there is not a month in the year but is

graced liy their lovely and gorgeous blossoms,

and, what is greatly in their favour, all tlie best

kiiuls may be grown in one house. Newly-

iuiported iilants of the more popular kinds .are

ottered almost every week, and are obtainal)le

at so cheap a rate that all should add theni to

their collections. There is always the certainty

of obtiiining a useful garden plant, while anyone

might cliance on a good form worth a lot of

money. C. Dowiana and its variety aurea and

the l)right and telling C. superba like more

heat than the majority of kinds, but all the rest

thrive in the intermediate house, Howering

freely every year and adding to their size and

value. A rough, open compost and a fair

amount of pot room should be given, the plants

taking rather less M'ater during their resting

season than when in active growth. Where
briglit shades of golden yellow are appreciated,

the Oncidiums should be largely grown, their

graceful spikes fitting them for light and

elegant effects in vases or for table decoration.

To mention a tithe of them is not possilile

here, but perhaps the best and most popular

of 1.11 are the sweetly-scented O. tigrinum,

the showy O. Marshallianum, O. crispum

and allied kinds, O. ampliatum, and, not

least, O. varicosum. The culture of all these

kinds has often formed subjects for these

pages, and many others could be named of

sterling worth. Ma.'sdevallias of many bright

and showy kinds we have in plenty all through

the smnmer months. Cypripediums arc always

witli us, excelling for their lasting qualities and
ease of culture, while among Vandas, Aerides,

Angnecums, and Saccolabiums there are large

numbers of species excellent for the purpose in-

dicated. La'lias are only second to Cattleyas

in gorgeous beauty, while some of these give

us tints not common among Orchids. Such are

L. cinnabarina and Ijt harpophylla, tlieir

bright orange-scarlet s]iikes always eliciting the

warmest praise from lovers of bright yet not

garish colouring. No list of Orchids for cutting

could be complete without tlie exijuisite Moth
Orchids (Phalienojisis), but these, of course, are

more costly tlian many of those above named.
They are the finest of the order, and it is a matter
for regret tliat amateurs do not take up their

culture with more spirit. It is not dithcult

when once the knack of growing them is caught,

and certainly no other genus is more deserving

of care. The last to be mentioned is the indis-

pensable deciduous section of Calanthes, a group
of plants that does much to brighten up our
houses during the last dull months of the year.

The hybridists have obtained some grand results

from these witliin the last decade, but the oldest

hybrid of all—C. Veitchi—is still as popular

and useful as any. This and the two best

known forms of C. vestita, viz., luteo-oculataand

rubro-oculata, form a trio of charming and effec-

tive Orchids for cutting.

Cypripedium Swinburnei.— I have seen some
nice forms of this hybrid during the week, some
under varietal names, and all pretty and interest-

ing. It is the product of a cross effected by
Messrs. Heath, of Cheltenham, some years ago,

and its parents are C. insigne Maulei and C.

Argus. The leaves are pale green lightly tesse-

lated with a deeper tint, the blossoms large and
show}'. The dorsal sepal has a pale green suffu-

sion at the base, the margin and upper portion

being white, more of this being shown in some
forms than others. The petals and lip are of

various tints of green and red, the former having
a number of purple sijots towards the base.

—

H. R.

Oncidium pubes.—The Howers of this species

are showy and bright, yet the plant is by no

means generally cultivated. It is a dwarf-liabited

plant, seldom growing much above G inches

in height, the scapes being about 18 inches high

and freely branched. The flowers are individually

about an inch across, the segments chestiuit-

brown marked with bright golden -yellow, though
tliis tint \aries considerably. The plants thrive

well in medium-sized pans or baskets in a good
light, and if suspended from the roof all the

better. In the cool end of the Cattleya house it

does well, never .allowing the roots to get dry.

It is a native of Brazil, and has long been in cul-

tivation, having been introduced very early in the

century.

Brassia Xianceana.—The flower-spikes of this

Brassia arc among the finest in the genus, and
contain a large number of blooms. The elon-

gated segments are pale yellow at the tips, the

basal half spotted with brown; the lip is white,

with a few brown spots. It may be grown in pots

of medium size, and if these are well drained the

roots will easily take hold of a fairly thick body

of compost, this consisting of peat and Moss with

a good sprinkling of large rough nodules of char-

coal. It needs a very abundant water supply

when once established, and must be kept free of

insects. The warmest end of the Cattleya house

is the best position for it, it being a native of

Surinam, whence it was sent to the Horticultural

Society by Mr. Lance in 1834.

Oncidium "Wentworthianum. — Although
this class of Oncidium is very common, yet this

pretty plant is still -worth a place. It has pseudo-

bulbs' about 3 inches high, and produces long,

branching racemes of flowers e.ach about an inch

across. The sepals, petals, and lip are .all bright

golden-yellow blotched with reddish-brown, and
the contour of the spikes is very graceful. It is

an easily-grown, free-flowering species, thriving

in a cool hou.se, and rooting freely in an ordin.ary

descrijition of compost. Water must be rather

freely supplied the whole year through, espe-

cially while the plants are in flower. It is inte-

restinr' just now as being one of the plants sent

home?rom (iuatemala to the late Mr. Bateman,
with whom it tirst flowered in 1840.

Dendrobium chrysodiscus.—The flowers of

this Dendrohe 8 re not large, but they are ex-

tremely pretty and interesting. It is a second-

arv hybrid, rai.sed by crossing D. Findleyanum
.and 1). Ainsworthi. The sepals and petals are

whitish with purple tips, the latter the broader

of the two ; the lip is yellowish white, with lines

of purple and a purple tip. In habit it is inter-

mediate, and the stems have the characteristic

yellowish tint of I). Findleyanum. I), chryso-

discus may be grown as advised for U. nobile and
similar kinds and is fairly plentiful, yet would

])a3' for propagating even now in the manner
recently described. It was raised in Sir Trevor

Lawrence's collection at Burford Lodge.

Epidendrum s'ariegatum.—This is one of

the older members of the genus, not much grown,

but one comes across it occasionally in out-of-the-

way places. As to colour it is one of the most

variable known, the usual tint being a greenish

yellow, though I have seen flowers of quite a dis-

tinct purple shade, and there are usually spots or

blotches of the latter colour. The lip is heart-

shaped, white or rose-pink, with a few downy
hairs about the crest. The stems, each nearly a

foot high, .Tre swollen in the middle, and bear two

or three gieen leaves. The plants are of easy

culture and thrive in the Cattleya house in a mix-

ture of peat fibre and Sphagnum over good drain-

age. Water must be freely applied during the

growing season, but sensibly diminished after-

wards. E. variegatum, a widely distributed

plant in South America and the West Indies,

first flowered in England in 18.32.—H.

Odontoglossum Halli.— Good forms of this

species are getting more common, and I have just

seen a splendid spike of the white-bpped form.

This was over a yard in length and bore a very

large number of flowers, each about 4 inches

across. The sepals have about three larso

blotches on a yellow ground, the fringed lip

having a few spots of crimson, a much superior

flower to the ordinary 0. Hall'. It is one of the

easiest species to grow, and is known by its thin,

furrowed pseudo-bulbs from any other in the

genus. In comparison with 0. crispum and
others of that ilk the plants like rather larger pots,

with more material about the roots, though
naturally small bits must not have too much
room. Good drainage is necessary, as it likes an
abundant water supply, and it maybe kept in the

cool house all the year round. It is a native of

Ecuador.—H. R.

Cypripedium calurum.—This pretty hybrid

is now plentiful and cheap, but there are very

few more beautiful among the newer hybrids in

the same section, and certainly there is no more
free-flowering or healthy-growing kind in the

whole genus. The habit is like that of most of

the longifolium kinds, and the flowers have the

upper sepal white, with a rosy suffusion and veins

of green and rose ; the petals are greenish white,

margined with rose : the lip pale rose, becoming
deeper outside ; the throat almost pure white. C.

calurum does well in any moderately heated,

moist, and shady house, and should be refiotted

in early spring, using equal parts of peat, loam,

and chopped Sphagnum, with plenty of rough
crocks, limestone, or charcoal. This hybrid was
originally raised in Messrs. Veitoh's nursery.

POTS FOR ORCHIDS.
A coon deal has been said of late against the use

of pots for Orchids, on the ground that they are

injurious to the roots, and many of my correspon-

dents have sent questions bearing more or less

directly u[)on this point. One sends a piece of a
broken pot that a plant of Cattleya Percivaliana

has been growing in, and this has several roots

upon it, quite black and dead-looking—as he says
— " as if tJhey had been burnt." On the face of it

this looks like a case against pottery ware, but

the same thing has often occurred when wood has

been used both in the case of baskets and blocks.

The cause of this blackening is not always the

same, but as often as not it is caused by the root

having been broken higher up and dried up, not

naturally, but with the moisture in it, preserving

its form and getting quite hard, while had it suc-

cumbed in the ordinary way the juices would
gradually ha\e dried out of it, leaving only a

white or greyish skin with a few fibres inside.

The roots of" the majority of Orcliids are short-

lived when compared with those of many other

plants, and before falling out with pots when a
dead root is found upon them, this individual root

should be traced back to its source, when it may
be found to have proceeded from a growth of

several years back and died quite in the natural

course of events. I am sure there is a class of pot

that is bad for Orchid roots—pots badly, i.(.,

insufficiently or over-baked, while there may be

certain descriptions of clay that are unsuited

to the roots of certain kinds, as Phahtnopsis. New
pots should never be used for Orchids until they

have been at least twelve months from the kiln,

and they are much better stacked outside, exposed

to all weather except frost, than kept in sheds or

similar places. A new pot absorbs moisture like

a sponge and never parts with it again, but a well-

seasoned one holds moisture in suspension and
gives it off to the roots adhering to it ; else why
do they cling to it so freely, ramifying in all direc-

tions and living for years on end? It may be

hardly fair to quote the broken pieces of pots used

for drainage or mixing with the compost, and yet

I fail to see why, because the material is the same
though exposed to different conditions. The
roots take hold of these fast enough and cling firmly

to them long after those in the compost are dead,

and this is, in my opinion, a strong argument in

their favour. But of course the most cogent of

all is the fact that there are perhaps 100 Orchids

to-day in cultivation growing in pots to every one

in any other class of receptacle, and I use the

word "pot" as meaning everything made of burnt

clav. It is not necessary here to state where

difl'erent constructions of wood, cane, wire, and
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other materials fall short of perfection, but perfec-

tion they are not, as many of us have found to our
cost. Nor of course is burnt clay, but it has for

so many years been the standard article, and is

to-day such a great aid to Orchid culture, that it

will have to be a remarkably good substitute to

oust it from its position.

Odontoglossum Wilckeanum ( Rosslyn
variety).—This is one of the most beautiful
forms of this natural hybrid I have seen,
the sepals each 1 j inches long, three-quarters of

an inch wide, pale yellow, heavily blotched with
large chocolate-brown blotches. The petals are
bright yellow with one large brown spot in the
centre and numerous smaller ones at the base,
the lip yellow with a large blotch in the centre and
numerous smaller ones at the base. It is a dis-

tinct and remarkable variety. A plant carrying a
raceme of thirteen blooms has recently been in

flower in the collection of Mr. H. T. Pitt, Rosslyn,
Stamford Hill.—H. J. C.

Cypripedium G. W. Law-Schofield (C. bella-

tulum X C. callosum).—This is a remarkable form,
and was exhibited at the Manchester and North
of England Orchid Society's meeting, when it

was given a iirst-class certificate bj' the com-
mittee. The dorsal sepal is upwards of 2^ inches
in length by 2 inches in breadth, the colour deep
rose with some green at the base, heavily lined
and spotted with dark brown, and having a nar-
row outer margin of white. Tlie lip is rose-

purple, shading to greenish white. The same
parents have pre\'iously produced C Woottoni, in

the collection of Mr. 'R. J. Measures, and also
C. callo-bellum, in Sir T. Lawrence's collection.

1 have seen all three, but consider this distinct
from either, although all ha\e to a certain extent
similar characteristics, and must lead to contusion
unless original names are recognised. Surely C.
Woottoni (G. W. Law-Schoheld's var.) should be
quite sufficient, thereby recognising previous
records.—H. J. C.

Cypripedium Youngianum superbum.—
This is another distinct and beautiful hybrid, the
result of crossing C. superbum (Veitchi)" with the
pollen of C. philippinense. This form differs from
the original in its broader segments and superior
markings. The dorsal sepal, 2^ inches long and
2 inches broad, is white at the top, suffused with
purple and a little green at the base. It has
numerous dark brown lines running from the
base to its margin. Tlie ground colour of the
petals is creamy white suffused with purple on
the margins, with numerous pale green veinings
running the entire length, and thickly covered
with large rich purple spots. The lip is purple,
suffused with brown in front, shading to pale
green at the base. It is a free-growing and de-
sirable variety, and was raised in the collection of
Mr. Norman Cookson who recently exhibited it at
the Drill Hall. It is one of the most satisfactory
of the C. Morgana; section of hybrids, as it is not
nearly so shy flowering as many of that section.
Stklis.

Cattleya Walkeriana—A nice form of this
beautiful Cattleya comes from a correspondent
for a name, he having; received it from a friend in
San Francisco. He is lucky to get such a fine
Orchid, as my experience of Orchids collected
promiscuously and sent home is far from favour
able. The plant is a fairly good grower, and
should be grown in baskets or pans suspended
from the roof of the Cattleya house, where they
will get abundance of light and a good circulation
of air about them. The compost may be of the
usual character, but it is best to avoid givino-
very much, as the habit of the species is more
to cling closely about the rods of the basket or
over the sides of the pans than to push the roots
through a great thickness of material. The plant
does not flower from the apex of the growth, but
from a small stem that occurs beyond it' and
seems to have no connection with the economy of
the plant in any other way. Attention to details
in keeping the compost sweet and the plants free

of insects is the likeliest way to keep them in
good condition over a long series of years. Water
must be given in accordance with the state of
growth, but no drying off is necessary. C.
Walkeriana is a widely distributed plant geogra-
phically, occurring in various parts of Brazil. It
was discovered as far back as IS-tO, but for some
years it was not introduced in good enough con-
dition to make it a success. A few years after it

was sent home by a continental collector and has
frequentl}' been imported since.—H. R.

Lselia harpophylla.—This showy and dis-
tinct species is nicely in flower, and there are few
that make a finer display than this when it is well
cultivated. From the top of a thin cylindrical
pseudo-bulb the flower-racemes spring, these con-
taining a large number of bright orange-scarlet
flowers that last well in good condition. The
culture of La^lia harpophylla is not difficult, not so
difficult in fact as is usually thought, as many
growers give it far too much heat, the conse-
quence being that the growths produced are
weak and incapable of withstanding the slightest
check during late autumn and winter. The at-
mosphere it likes best is an airy yet moist and
buoyant one in a good light, and a temperature
rather below that of the Cattleya house if any-
thing. In this the growths are far harder and
flower more profusely than others in warmer
quarters. During the winter months it is quite
safe in a house devoted to the Mexican section of
the genus. The habit is close and tufted, and
the roots not being particularly vigorous, the
plants are best accommodated in pots only a little

larger than the base of the plant. Equal parts of

peat fibre and Sphagnum do well for established
plants, and they must have good drainage.
From the time the young shoots are getting well
away plenty of root moisture is needed until the
pseudo-bulbs are finished, but during winter
much less is needed. L. harpophylla has been in
cultivation since ISli", but was a rare plant for a
long time. It is a native of Southern Brazil.

—

H. R.

ORCHIDS AT CHELTENHAM.
Where a large collection of Orchids is grown
there are invariably some in bloom, and when the
list further includes some of the newest and best
species and varieties of all the mast popular
families, then there is always sometliing interest-
ing. Such, at any rate, is the case in Mr. J.
Cypher's Cheltenham nurseries. On a recent
\isit about the middle of February not only were
many of the mid-winter gems still in a presentable
condition, but those that are usually at their best,

in large quantities too, during the spring wei-e

also fast expanding their lovely blooms. Evi-
dently the display of L;elia anceps in variety had
been alone worth a long journey to see. L.
anceps alba, the most valuable and beautiful of all,

was still well represented, and I noticed that on
many of the spikes there were four perfect blooms.
The other varieties of L. anceps still fresh and
good were Sanderiana, Hilli, Williamsi, Percival-
iana and Stella. In another house, the second
long span-roofed structure built principally for
Cattleyas, there was a fine display of Cattleya
Trianw, which comprised several valuable forms.
One plant of Cattleya Mendeli was blooming out
of season, and the lovely Cattleya speciosissima
was re)iresented by several well-flowered plants.
One span -roofed house and part of another are
wholly devoted to Cu-logyne cristataand varieties.

These were quite at their best, and a granderdisplay
of bloom could not well be found. The pure white
varietj', C. cristata alba, is doubtless invaluable,
but scarcely so beautiful as C. cristata Lemoinei,
white, with a blotch of citron-yellow on the lip,

while for effect the Chatsworth variety is hard to
surpass. Cypripediuras, which always seem to
the fore, were fairly numerous, and comprised
several rare species. C. msigne Sandera' and C.
insigne Sanderianum had been in flower for two
months and were still special objects of interest,

while C. insigne Maulei still retains its popu-
larity. Very beautiful are C. Leeanum and the

beautiful forms of it alongside, while the other
noteworthy Cypripediums were Boxalli in variety,

villosum. Calypso, Harrisianum superbum, nitens,

Creon, Arthurianum, Spicerianum, and Sedeni
candidulum, of all of which there are many fine

specimens.
Dendrobes seem to grow "like weeds" at

Cheltenham. In but few other nurseries or
private gardens can such strong, healthy plants,

many of them rooting in tiny pans, be seen, and
nowhere else are they flowered more profusely.

A speciality is made of them, and batches of

seedlings raised from seed saved in the nurseries
have already been the means of adding valuable
varieties to the lists of choice Orchids—the beau-
tiful D. Ainsworthi Cypheri as an instance.
Those Dendrobes already flowering -freely com-
prised perfect specimens of Ainsworthi, Leechi-
anum, Leeanum, splendidissimum, Cassiope,
Schneiderianum, and Dominj-anum. Odonto-
glossums, again, are fast becoming gay. I

noticed grand spikes and superior forms of cris-

pum, Pescatorei, triumphans, cirrhosum, Blandy-
anum, Rossi in variety, luteo-purpureum, and
others. Lycaste Skinneri, of which there were
more than one good form noticeable, and the
beautiful L. Skinneri alba never fail to attract
attention. Much might also be said about the
beauty of various Oncidiums, Zygopetalums, and
Masdevallias. I.

Cypripedium Sanderiano - superbiens.

—

This, one of the most beautiful hybrid Cypripe-
diums that has ever been raised, is the result of

crossing the species from which the name is de-

rived, and was raised in Mr. N. Cookson's collec-

tion. The dorsal sepal is ,3 inches long, white,
becoming suffused with pale green in the centre.

It has a broad band of purjile running two thirds
of its length, with numerous dark brown lines on
either side. The petals, with a peculiar twist,

each measure 6 inches in length, the ground
colour creamy white, brown .at the base, becom-
ing more purple towards the apex, the whole
being thickly covered with dark brown spots and
blotches. The huge lip, the front lobe of which
measures upwards of 2 inches in length, is rich

purple suffused with brown. This lovely form
was recently exhibited by Mr. Cookson at the
Drill Hall. The plant bore two racemes of flower,

with two blooms on each. Mr. Cookson is to be
congratulated in flowering this variety. Like
many others of this section, it does not bloom so

freely as might be desired.

—

Stelis.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1159.

SINGLE EOSES.

(with a COLOUIIEII PLATE OF KOSA ALTAICA
AND R. TOMENTOSA WOODSIANA.*)

We have so often spoken of late of tlie single

Roses, or such of them as are now in cultiva-

tion, that it is needless to go over the ground
again. The plate to- day tells its own story.

Single Eoses, like many other plants, have
often " more names than growers "—that

is, they do not differ so essentially a? one

VFOuld wisli, bat in the case of the Altui

Rose it is not so, the blocmi being quite dis-

tinct from any other and of great beauty and
very gracefully cariied. I'he Altai Rose is

large and handsome enough to suggest that

it might be used with advantage by the

hybridiser. It is allied to our Scotch Rose,

but the flower is bolder and larger.

* Drawn for The Garden liy II. G. Moou at
Gravetye ^laiior, .Sussex. Lithographed and printed
by J. L. Goffart.
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The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early Peas.—With so mild a season there need
be no further delay in sowing the first lot of Peas
in the Ojien ground, selecting, if possible, a shel-

tered border. The small round varieties, white or

blue, will now do in an open position and in soils

where the Marrow varieties would fail. I do not
think the small white round Peas of much value,

the pods being verj- small, the Peas also, and they
are of short duration, as they get old so quickly.

In many gardens these varieties are still grown,
but I would adWse growing kinds which give a

longer succession, are much sweeter, with Marrow
flavour, and of a better colour. With the great
advance in Peas of late years, there is now no lack

of variety. When the Marrow type of Pea is

sown, a warm border is advisable, as, though the

jilants are equally as hardy as the small early

kinds, if the soil is wet or heavy the seeds do
not germinate so freely. The soil should be well

drained and made as light as possible. In a
heavy clay soil the seeds may be sown in a wider
drill and somewhat more thickly. It is a good
plan with the earliest crop in the open in a heavy
soil to remove a portion of it previous to sowing,
replacing with any light compost, such as old pot-

ting soil. This will prevent decay in germination
if the seed is at all weak. This plan will give the
cultivator a little more trouble, but it is well
repaid in the excellence of the crop and the cer-

tainty of success. In sowing Peas of any kind,

earl}' or late, the plants need a rich soil. It is

much better to prepare the land for the early

crop in the autumn. If prepared just before
sowing, it is well to manure freely, placing the
manure well below the surface and frequentlj'

stirring the top soil previous to sowing to get it

as dry as possible. I sow the earlier varieties

much closer than the later ones, as growth is less

robust. In most cases ,3 fe;t apart will sutlice, as,

though they are 3-feet-high Peas, if inclined to

go higher it is an easy matter to pinch out the
points, this also inducing early podding. In
most gardens there is a scarcity of warm south
borders, and it is well to make the most of them.
This is why I advise less space between the rows.
It is a simple matter to thin if the plants areat all

thick. In light soils it is necessary to make the soil

firm by treading previous to sowing, to enable the
plants to make a sturdj' growth. In heavy soils

one may with advantage incorporate such aids as
road scrapings, old leaf-mould, mortar rubble,
or similar materials to lighten the soil. Those
who prefer very dwarf Peas have a wide choice.

These, if w'ell moulded up, require no staking.
Chelsea (iem rarely fails in heavy or poor soil.

Wm. Hurst is similar, except in colour of seed.
Harbinger, a new introduction, is a grand cropper
and one of the earliest I have grown, and under
1 foot in height. Any of the above may be sown

, 2 feet apart. There is a splendid selection of

3-feet Peas, and on these I place most importance,
as they crop longer than those named above and
are almost as early. Gradus is a fine JIarrow,
pods large and the Peas of specially good flavour.

Daisy, one of the best in heavj' soils, cannot
be beaten for crop, and is a true dwarf early
Marrow. Bountiful is equally good for poor soils.

It is wonderfully prolific and very early, and Slay
Queen, if sown now on a south border, may be
gathered in May. Though not a true Marrow, it

is a delicious Pea when cooked. The true old
Stratagem, still one of the best as regards crop,
is later than those named.
FoRCKD Pe.vs.—Under this heading may be

classed those grown in frames or houses from the
start and those raised in pots under glass. I will

briefly refer to tlie former, as only a few can
give Peas house-room. The plants, "to be produc-
tive, must be grown as naturally as possible, and
with genial weather. Avoid hard forcing, as though
the Jilants will stand heat fairly well, after the
crop is set the blooms drop if they lack air or
moisture. The best results I have obtained under
glass have been with plants near the light and

staked, as even the dwarf forms, such as Chelsea
Gem, should not be allowed to lie on the soil ;

indeed, early staking is important, as it allows
the sun and light to reach the sides of the
rows. When giving moisture it is well to use
tepid water, and with healthy plants liquid

manure may be given weekly. Should the plants
grow too much to leaf, omit the food, give more
air, and pinch out the points of the shoots, to

cause side shoots to bloom freely. A gentle
dewing overhead early in the day in bright
weather is beneficial if much heat is employed.
Such varieties as Chelsea (Jem, Bountiful, and
Wm. Hurst do well in a cold frame : the plants

should be covered at night in severe weather and
given supports early.

Peas for pl.\ntin'G out.—The value of pot
plants I touched upon in a note two months ago,

and if sown in pots as then advised they will be
in nice condition to plant out early in March.
These will need care at the start in the way of

protection from cold winds. I have in earlier

notes advised using a fair-sized pot, sowing thinly

to get a strong plant, and giving cold frame treat-

ment from the start, as plants grown thus are
much hardier and can be planted out with little

trouble. In planting it is well to open out the
ball of each plant, not using force or breaking the

roots. Plant in rich soil on a warm border or at

the foot of a wall, staking at the time of planting
and well drawing the soil up to the plants as the
work proceeds. When possible it is advantageous
to jilace pieces of Yew, Laurel, or other evergreens
along the sides of the row , and it may lie necessary

to cover with nets, as small birds soon play havoc
with the tender growth. These plants will also

need water frequently should there be drying
winds and no rain after planting.

Broad Beans forced.—Plants raised under
glass as advised some time ago will now be in

condition to plant out. It is not necessary to

give much shelter if the plants have been raised

in cold frames and freely exposed previous to plant-

ing. An open border will suit these plants, as if

given a dry soil they do not bear so freelj-. I

usually plant them in the open quarters, drawing
deep drills, as these break the force of cold

easterly winds. It is well to preserve the ball of

earth and roots intact, as the roots soon lay hold
of the new soil if the plants are made firm at

jilanting. There is a great advantage in raising

Broad IJeans under glass, as the plants are much
dwarfer and may be placed closer together. I

plant at "2 feet inches apart in the row. This
allows ample space for gathering and keeping
clear of weeds. The plants raised thus only
attain a height of 2 feet or so. After jilanting it

is necessary to give moisture to settle the soil

round the roots, drawing up the soil to form a

ridge on each side of the row to w-ard off cold

winds. If taken out of boxes it is advisable to

place a few twigs between the plants if at all

drawn, as they rarely do well if allowed to flag or

bend over.

Main'-c^roi" Tojiatoes.—Now is a good time to

sow the above for the summer supply. I treated

upon an earlier supply a few weeks ago. At this

date there will be much less trouble in raising

seedlings, but it is well to get them as strong as

possible. I am not in favour of raising the plants

too long before needed to plant out, as many get
starved if left a long time in one sized pot before

planting out or potting up for fruiting. Early in

March is a good time to sow. I have seen

splendid returns by treating the seedlings much
in the same way as Celerj' is grown, that is, sowing
in pans or boxes, and when large enough pricking
oS' into a hotbed cohered with 3 inches or 4 inches

of soil, which should be within 9 inches of the glass.

The seedlings make a much sturdier growth than
when raised over dry hot-water pipes and often

far from the glass. The plants can be lifted in a
few weeks' time, and may then be planted out or

potted on. Of course, all may not require To-
matoes in quantity, but at this season a hotbed is

often needed for other things, and a corner given
up to Tomatoes as advised will give a good
return.

E.VRLY Celery.—The seedlings will now be
large enough to prick out. Many use shallow
boxes, which have their merits, being handy to
move about, but in a few weeks' time the plants
get crowded and so become drawn and weak. I
advise pricking out into a frame. Only a little

warmth is needed at the start, and the plants
grown within U inches of the glass are sturdy and
go away when planted out, as they scarcely miss
their shift. When grown as advised, it is well to
harden thoroughly by removing the sashes in

fine weather as soon as the [ilants are growing
freely. Preparations should now be made for sow-
ing the main crop. I prefer to sow broadcast in
a cold frame. I am aware grown thus the seeds
are longer in germinating, but if the glass is

covered at night to ward off cold winds the re-

sult is stronger plants. In cold districts it may
be advisable to use bottom-heat, but it should be
slight, as once the plants are growing freely they
revel in the cool, moist, rich soil. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Vines, early, in pots.—These with me are now
about all thinned, theearliest being well advanced
in the first swelling stage. In every house of pot
Vines there is almost invariably a slight variation

in this respect, and for private supplies it is best
that it should be so. I have often noted that it is

these first early Grapes which are most liable to

injury from rust (so called), the epidermis being
more than usually sensitive in this respect. As
early pot Vines are often grown in rather low
houses or pits, every care should therefore be
taken to avoid this vexatious defect. Do not on
any account allow the bunches to be touched by
the hand nor to be brushed by the hair, and in

thinning avoid touching the berries with the

scissors. Thin cautiously at first so as to leave a
margin, and also keep at least one or two more
bunches on the Vines as a reserve. No distress

will result from doing so for at least another fort-

night, b}' which time it can be seen how the crop
stands. It is during the stoning, erroneously
called oftentimes the standing still, period when
most harm will be done and onwards during the
second swelling. As soon as the thinning is com-
pleted a top-dressing of good turfy loam should
be given, mounding it up around the sides of the
pots and making it quite firm in so doing. A
slight addition in the waj- of an artificial manure
will assist them considerablj', being mixed wiih
the top-dressing. Watering will now have to be
attended to more closely. If well rooted canes to

start with it will be practically safe to water them
every day. Regulate the growths by stopping
the stronger and thereby encouraging the weaker
shoots. Never stop all at once. Watch closely

when there is a bright sunnj' day after dull

weather ; perchance a Vine or two may then show
symptoms of distress. If so, guard against

scalding by a slight amount of shading. At this

stage and onwards until colouring commences the

night temperature may range up to 70° during
mild and (juiet weather, but .5° lower when cold

and windy. The day range may be up to 85°

with bright sunshine, but 10'' less when cloudy.

Paj- close attention to ventilation, never allowing

a great inrush of cold air to cause a sudden chill.

Pot Vines for next year, preparation of.—
Being no advocate for starting these extremely

early in the season, this item of work was not al-

luded to in the earlier weeks of the new year, but
it escaped notice a fortnight back when it would
have been quite soon enough to take action. In

many cases, however, the convenience for an early

start is not all that one could desire. Mine are

starting steadil}-, their first position being in an
old-established vinery now breaking k ndly, since

which they have been shifted into a low three-

cjuarter span where the atmosphere will be more
congenial to their requirements, and where a

genial bottom-heat can be given them. The young
shoots are now each about 2 inches in length, the

disbudding to the best break having just been

done. As soon as the roots are showing symp-
toms of fresh growth these young Vines will be
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shifted into their fruiting pots, those of 12 inches

in diameter being preferred. It is very essential

to pot firmly : upon this much will depend the

following season, althougli it will be possible to

develop even larger canes, perhaps at times witli

feeding when not so potted. What is needed is a
hard, solidified growth, all the better ripened

when the potting is done well, with, as a natural

sequence, more fibrous roots rather than gross

feeders. Choose for the potting good fibrous loam,

rather on the dry side than otherwise, so as to

facilitate ramming, and depend upon this chiefly.

If a non -calcareous loam, then add some lime

rubble or be more free in the use of bone-meal ; a

dash of Thomson's manure would, however, supply
both of these requisites in an easily assimilated

condition. In my case the young Vines will when
potted be plunged in leaves and manure, the tem-
perature not exceeding 80°, and be kept there

until well established. The night temperature
will average 65° and the day SO^ to 85". Over-
crowding will have to be guarded against, so as

not to encourage a long-jointed growth or ab-

normally large leaves, but deficient in texture.

Vines from .l.-vst year's eves.—Unless the

express method of culture be practised so as to

fruit the Vines the following season in pots, and
this I do not advise, there is no gain in starting

too early in Februarj'. All that is needed the first

season is a well-ripened wiry cane in a 6-inch pot
to be cut back tlie following spring. Grow these
Vines from eyes without any excess of bottom-
heat or without any at all, but do not starve them
in their earlier stages from want of a shift up to

the size indicated. Should these young Vines be
needed to plant out this season, it will be better

to treat them a little more generously in order to

obtain more vigour. I do not forget that some
of the very l^est canes ha\ e been so raised and
treated. In the case of all pot Vines, I have
frequently noted that clinkers from the furnaces
when broken up fine make the best possible drain-

age medium ; the roots will permeate these in all

du'ections. If the plan of raising the young Vines
upon turves be practised, no better time than the
present can be chosen. Tliese may then be
placed in a growing temperature, as in the case of

the pot Vines already alluded to.

Permanent Vines—the kir.st early imrsEs.

—

Where pot Vines are not reliei upon, these will

soon be in flower under favourable conditions. If

there be any symptoms of the bunches curling up
and ceasing to grow or looking at all yellow, it

will be as well to slightly increase the temperature
and also to slightly clieck the moisture. This
will often occur with Vines of weakly constitution
or when the weather has been the reverse of

favourable. When the bunches are in flower,
65° to 68" at night, with 10° to 15" rise during the
day, will be a good line to follow. I do not
believe, however, that it is necessary to keep an
absolutely drj' atmosphere at such times, but
guard against any steaming of the pipes by all

means. Do not thus early be too severe in stop-
ping the secondary shoots.

Second early and midseason Vines will now
be gaining strength daily. The former of these
ought to have been disbudded down to the need-
ful number of shoots ere this, but do not be in too
great a hurry to tie down. The shoots will gain
in vigour ratlier than otherwise by deferring this

operation for a time. The Vines in later houses
should receive attention as to disbudding as soon
as the best shows can be selected. In doing this

do not allow double breaks to remain, unless it be
to supply a vacancy caused by a dead or dying
spur. Close attention should be given to young
rods, so as to secure as even a break as possible ;

continue to depress these if need be, or even to

rub out a too much advanced shoot at the ex-
tremity. See that all inside borders where the
growth is active are well supplied with water, not
mere surface waterings, but such as will pene-
trate to the bottom of the borders.
Late summer and the latest Vines.—These

may with advantage be brought steadily forward
now, but do not unduly excite them, otherwise
bleeding may ensue. If any dressing of 6ty[itic

has been omitted where by any possible chance
it may be needed, do not defer it any longer.

These later Vines do not require any assistance in

the way of syringing ; in fact, I prefer to do with-
out this operation in their case.
Strawberries.—First earlies are now nearly

ripe, and the first position must in my case be
accorded to La Grosse Sucree, though Royal
Sovereign presses it closely. Thus far I cannot
complain in tlie least as regards the way the
plants are behaving. Nearly everyone shows its

spikes kindly. Tlie successional plants should
have all due attention, guarding against starting
any in too warm a house. Auguste Nicaise will

now be a suitable kind as a companion to Royal
Sovereign ; it does not thrive so well when started

too early. It will pay to still give close attention
to fertilising ; at any rate shake the shelves well

every day. Look to the later stock of plants now
in frames or pits, which are better places than
outside tieatraent; jirobably some may be getting
on the dry side. Ventilate freely, removing the
lights on fine .^unny days. When the first forced
plants have been cleared of their crop it will

scarcely pay to keep them, unless it be Vicomtesse
H. de Thury, which variety will if planted out in

good time give a fairly satisfa-^tory return after

the latest of the outdoor crop has been gathered.

Hortus.

Books.

THE PROPAGATION AND CULTIVA-
TION OF PALMS.*

The elegant little volume of 128 pages written

on this subject by Dr. Udo Damnier (tlie well-

known curator of tlie Royal Botanic Gardens in

Berlin) will be hailed with delight by all lovers

of Palms. Tlie bor>k is intended cliiellv for tlie

amateur who would have to grow liis Palms in

an ordinary room, but the professional grower
also cannot fail to be jileased with the book,
which in a concise form gives a great number of

most useful hints based on practical know-
ledge and experience. The book contains

twenty-four full-pase engravings prepared from
original drawings by the artist Herr C. L.

Becker. These pictures are most excellent, and
illustrate chiefly the varieties not so generally

known, including Phu'nix Rcebelini, Acanthor-
rliiza aculeata, Bismarckia iiobilis, Latania Com-
mersoiii, Calamus cinnamoineus, Caryota Mitis,

ChaniiedoreaErnesti Augusti, Morenia corallina,

Synechanthus fibrosus, C)reodoxa oleracea,

Archoiitophi enix Cunninghaini, Dijjlothemium
caudescens and others.

The first chapter deals with the requirements
of Palms generally, their geographical distribu-

tion, required temperature, liglit. ^jrotectimi

against sudden changes, mode of wintering, itc.

How to obtain Palms from seeds and what to

choose when buying in a nursery is next dis-

cussed. The author describes in a most in-

teresting manner the process of termination in

various types of Palms. Tlie third chapter is

devoted to the treatment of Palms. Here most
useful hints abound. Speaking of soil, the

author says that Palms with thick, strong roots

after the Phcenix type require a lieavy loam,

mixed with small stones or gravel of the size of

Peas. Palms of the type of Sabal or Kentia
rer|uire a similar soil, but mixed •with more
gritty sand, while Palms wliose roots are thin

and much branched, like the Arcca type, re-

i|uire a light, loose soil rich in humus, /iiid

Palms with true stilt roots, which grow natur-

ally by the waterside, require boggy soil. This

* " Palmenzucht nnd Palmpiipflege." Anweisung
znr An/.ucht and Pflege der Palmeii. Von Dr. Udo
D.i-iimer, Ku^tos dps Kniiigl Botfinisfhen Gartons zu
Berlin. (Trowitzsch & Son, Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

latter soil is best obtained from the bottom of

slow-flowing streamlets traversing a plantation

of deciduous trees, and containing, therefore,

decaying leaves, &c. Potting, root-pruning,

watering, drainage, &c., are discussed in such a

manner, that no amateur could fail to grasp the
meaning or remain in dcjubt. The manuring of

Palms receives special attention in a separato

chapter, and a description is given of various

li(]uid manures and tlieir use.
" Sick Palms" is the title of the fifth chapter

which enumerates the various diseases of Palms,
their causes, prevention and cure. Here the

various insect pests and the best mode of their

extermination are also described. In the last

77 pages tif the book a synopsis is given of the
most suitable Palms for cultivation with a full

description of the different species. Thougli
the various plants are described in a most
popular manner, the classification and nomen-
clature are strictly scientific, and based partly on
Drude's work in Engler-Prantl's natural orders
and partly on " Index Kewensis."
That a very great jiortion of the names of

Palms found in the nurserymen's catalogues is

utterly wrong has long been recognised among
botanists, and Dr. Daninier's book is, no doubt,

a further step in the right direction towards
establishing a universal nomenclature all the

world over. But the gardener will be slow to

forget the names that held sway for many
generations and substitute the new names as

required by the scientists. Our old friend

Areca lute.scens, for instance, will, I am afraid,

long be known by that name, although it is no
Areca at all, but should, according to "Index
Kewensis," be called Chry.salidocarpus lutes-

cens, and, according to Dr. Daminer, Hyophorbe
indica. Of true Arecas, we are told, only very

few are in cultivation, and the plants generally

known by that name belong to other groups, as

for instance —

Areca aurea should be Uictyosperma aureum.
A. rubra should be U. rubrum.
A. Baueri should be Kentia Baueri.

A. sapida should be K. sapida.

A. gigantea should be Pinanga ternatensis.

A. crinita should be Acanthophtenix crinita.

A. rubra should be A. rubra.

A. madagascarienss should be Dypsis madagas-
cariensis.

A. monostachya should be Linospadix mouo-
stachya.

A. oleracea should be Oreodoxa oleracea.

In a like manner many other genera arc re-

named. Chamterops humilis remains a Chanue-
rops, but its cousins, Cham.crops excelsa and
C. Fortunei, are Chani:erops no longer, but are

now called Trachycarpus Fortunei, while
Chaniierops stauracaiitha has become Acan-
thorrhiza aculeata. Kentia Belinoreana is altered

intoHowea Belmoreana, and Xeroxylon niveum
into Diplothemium caudescens.

As the book can be had elegantly bound for

the moderate sum of 4s., it must be confessed

that it sujiplies a long-felt want, and if trans-

lated into English will doubtless be a success in

this country. F. W. Meyer.
Elmside, Kxd('i:

GARDEN NOTES FOR THE COLONIES
AND ABROAD.*

A rsEH'L little handbook for those who are com-
pelled to live in the colonies, India, and British

and foreign possessions and spheres of influence,

&c., and who carry their love of English flowers

and vegetables along witli them. It will tell

them what seeds to get, when to sow, to prune,
transplant, water, &c. The position of many of

" Garden Notes for the Colonies and Abroad.''

Jas. Gaiter and Co., Seedsmen, High Holborn.
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these colonies, depemlencies, &c. , in tropical or

semi-tropical latitudes might lead one to suppose
that any attempt to cultivate the products of

temperate climes must be attended with great,

if not insuperable, difficulty. This is not so,

however, for experience has proved that with

very few exceptions all our best known English

vegetables and flowers will thrive under reason-

able conditions. Such conditions are to be found
often in perfection in those altitudes where the

exhausted government otticial, merchant, lawyer,

as the case may be, goes to revive his exhausted

energies after the burdens and the heats of the

plains, as in India, the Himalayas and other

mountain ranges, or in the rich and fertile valleys

which are sometimes to be found more to the

north. In the flat, treeless, parched and dusty
plains, also, given constant care and attention,

much maj' be done. For more than half a cen-

tury Messrs. Carter an I Co. have made the ex-

portation of seeds to all parts of the world a
special study, and the experience they have
gathered at great expense and constant ettbrt

they now place before the public at the modest
price of one shilling.

THE METROPOLITAN PUBLIC (i.ARI)ENS

ASSOCIATION.*
The fifteenth annual report of the Metropolitan
Public Gardens Association is a record of good
work done in the securing of open spaces for

public recreation. Ths association depends on
tlie generosity of public-spirited peoi)le for its

funds, and its operation-j are strictly limited by its

p3cuniary resources. Wealthy jjersons making
theirwillsshouldbeartheassociation in mind. The
chairman is Lord Meath. Attached to the report
is a map wliich looks like one of those war maps
l>ulilisherl by a well-known firm of map-sellers.
The whole face of London is doited over with red
marks, showing the acquisitions made by the asso-

ciation since the commencement of its useful
existence—tliat is to say, 18SJ. This includes of

course not only sites ac(|uired for the use of the
public, but also trees planned and seats place.! in

convenient spots, also unde: takings in which the
association has materially ad id. As regards ISO",

it saw the laying out of three new gardens, the
provision of gymnastic apparatus for one play-
ground, drinking fountains placed on three sites,

seats placed in twelve localities, trees (ilanted in

three places, and assist.mce gi\en in the preser-
vation, acquisition or improvement of thirteen
open spaces. We ought not to omit to mention
that the Hampstead Heath Protection Society,
whose |)raiseworthy etl'orts we have chronicled on
former occasions, was formed with the assistance of

the association. We commend the association to
the support of all who desire the health and beauty
of the metropolis.

A FLOWER HUNTER IN tjUEENSLANI)
AND NEW ZEALAND, t

Tills is the story of an adventurous lady whose love
for the flora of Australia led her into many out-of-

the-way places where she witnessed many curious
and often weird sights. Her experiences and im-
pressions she embodied in letters to her friends,
so that they have all the charur of freshness now
when collected in a book. The style is graphic,
as becomes an artist, and very little that is in-

teresting escapes her notice. Near Mackay,
Queensland, Mrs. Rowan took her first wall; in

the wild tropical jungle, and we will let her
describe it in her own words :

—
I entered sketch.book iu hand by a narrow little

pathway, probably made by an alligator. I kicked, as
I thouglit, a grey stick aside ; it was a enake, and
ijuick as lightumg it lighted off, while I gi'ew hot aud
cjld by turns. There was such a death-iike silence

* Fifteenth Annual Report for 1S97 of the Metro-
politan Public Gardens Association. 83, Lancaster
Gate, S.W.
t " A Flower Huater in yaeeoalaud aud New Zea-

laud." By Mrs. Kowau, London ; John Murray.

about me that I felt an intruder there, and the thick

and tangled mass of rank vegetation completely hid
the sun from sight. A few steps further on I came
to an openiDg. aud below- me lay a miniature lake, its

water covered with large blue Lilies floating amid
their leaves on which the sun shone through a net-

work of graceful Palms ; scarlet, yellow-eyed dragon-
tlies skimmed over its surface, while presently a great
butferHy tremulously fluttered past, and the sunl glit,

catching the metallic lustre of its wings, changed
them to every rainbow hue. The trees were clasped
and liulced together by delicate tendrils, and climbing
Ferns and large Caladiunis covered the ground. It

Wds a scene of wild mvdterious beauty, but in the dis-

tanee there was the hum of a thousand gossamer-
winged and huugiy insects, and I hurried on with my
plceTeh, for the mosfjuitoes had already found me out.
Toi much wrapped iu my work to turn round, I

pushed tnice aiide fr im my cheek what I took to be a
liansing tenlril ; but tureiy it moved too quickly.
(Jne wild jnmi) and I \va3 yards away. It was a loog
tree snake ttat had fastened its tail to a branch, and,
curious to find out what nvnner of being this might
be that distu'b?d its solitud', was gracefully swayiuer
backwards and forwards That same night I

heard a great fluttering in the aviary, ancl going out,
found a large copper-coloured snake hanging from a
heanj. It had already swallowed one bird and was in

the act of crushing another.

Later on Mrs. Rowan had the " ])leasurable

excitement '' of being introduced to the Nettle
Tree, some branches of which she picked, not
knowing, and hand and arm ached for many a day
afterwards. Naturally she saw a good deal of

native life and character, and was present at a
" corroboree." Throughout the book she records
her emotions with a simplicity of candour which
adds greatly to the charm of the narrative. The
illustrations are her own, and they are numerous.

JANUARY IN SOUTH DEVON.
DiuiNi: tSe past month the rainfall has amounted
to O'SSofan inch, which fell on six days, com-
jiared with •2'4S inches on sixteen days in .laimary,

1897, the average for the month being ."j-iil iiiclies.

The average of sunshine for the month has been
very meagre, only eighteen days on which the
sun shone having occurred. The amount of sun-
shine recorded has been HO hours .5tl minutes, the
a'-erage for the month being 06 hours 35 minutes,
while in Januar}', 1S!)7, the record was oil hours
3.') minutes. The temperature for Jaimary, LS98,

has been unusually high, being over .8° higher
than that of the corresponding month in 1807, the
mean of the highest and lowest screen tempera-
tures being 47'1° against .39 ()° in January, 1897,

and an average for the month of 41 .">^. The
highest sun temperature registered was 98o^ on
.lanuary 21, the h ghest in the screen, 5.5 7" on the
same date, and the lowest in the screen, .33 9', on
January 8, the lowest reading of the grass ther-

mometer being 3fi-2'' on the .same date. On no
day did the screen thermometer fall to 32 0'-',

while on only two days did the mercury in the
grass thermometer fall to the freezing point.

The total horizontal movement of the wind was
58.39 miles, compared with bGlO miles in .lanuary,

1897. The greatest twenty-tour hours' run was
763 miles on January 30, and the highest hourly
velocity was attained between the hours of 9 p.m.
and 10 p.m. on the same date, when the anemo-
meter showed a speed of 44 miles for the hour. Two
days prior to this gale occurred the calmest day
of the past four years, a movement of only 10 miles
being recorded for the i.)ast twenty-four hours.

The direction of the wind has been from southerly
to westerly on twenty days out of the thirty-one.

The mean percentage of ozone in the air has been
42'5, against 47'4 percent, in January, 1897.

In the garden the remarkably open weather o*

the month has marvellously forwarded the spring
flowers. The Winter Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis)
has opened its bright gold cups on glossy whorls
of leaves. This flower is seen at its best when
natural'sed about the boles of deciduous trees, but
it does not succeed everywhere, often dying out
even when the greatest care has been bestowed
upon its naturalisation. Poppy Anemones have

been in bloom. Many blossoms have also unclosed

on beds of the Star Anemone (A. fulgens). In

many places the rock garden is white with Arabis
albida, and the honey-liees are already busy among
the blossoms of the Mountain Snow, as it is popu-
larly styled. The Aubrietias, purple and pink,
have also commenced to don their coloured flower-

robe, and on sunny mornings the Crocuses, golden,
purple and white, make breadths of glorious
colour, while the bright blue of the Snow Glory
(Chionodoxa sardensis) has spread its deep azure
over a bed hard by. The flower-spikes of this

Chionodoxa are very strong this year, many of

them exceeding 7 inches in height and carrying
from a dozen to eighteen blooms. C. Lucili;e is

later, not having as yet opened its flower buds.
Cyclamen coum is also in bloom, as is Coronilla

glauca, while I remarked several scarlet blossoms
on a large plant of Clianthus puniceus growing
against a sheltered south wall. The first yellow-
brown blooms of Dondia Epi]iactis have expanded
in the rock garden, and the great golden stars

of Doronicum plantagineum exeelsum Harpur-
Crewe are already plentiful, though the flower-

stalks lack the length they attain later in the
year. In dry situations the little Mexican Daisy
(Erigeron mucronatns) is still blossoming, and
the Dog's-tooth Violet (Erythronium Dens-canis)

has begun to unfold the petals of its white, flesh-

coloured and pink flowers. The tint of the

Forget me-nots is slowly changing from pink to

blue, and in sunny corners has the veritable

azure tint. Of the Christmas Roses, the giant
Helleborus altifolius had passed its zenith

ere the commencement of the month, but
its place was well filled by the Riverston

and Bath varieties, H. niger Mme. Four<;ade

and H. n. Juvernis, St. Brigid's Christmas
Rose, which in some gardens seems to be con-

sidered identical with H. n. angustifolius. The
Lenten Roses (H. orientalisjbave been in splendid
bloom, the named varieties, H. o. antiquorum,
pallidus, punctatus, guttatus sub - punctatus,

guttatus punctatissimus, guttatus Leichtlini,

purpurascens, atro-rubens, olympicus, colchicus,

Gretchen Heinemann, and Commenzienratb
Benary, all having been covered with blossom.

Some of the.se, especially the last two, are very

attractive, but even the best are equalled, if not

surpassed, by the choicest of the English-raised

seedlings, many of which are of exceptional merit.

These flowers are often found to fade shortly after

being placed in water, but if the precautions of

immersing them in water for three hours and
siilitting their stalks are taken, they will retain

their beauty for some days. I ha\e now before

me a vase of flowers which were cut five days ago,

yet show no symptoms of flagging. The He-
paticas have already commenced to bloom and
the Roman Hyacinths are bearing their graceful

white spikes freely, these flowers being infinitely

more beautiful than the densely-crowded, stiff

spikes of the florists' Hyacinths. Iris stylosa and
its white variety still yielrl their lovely scented

blossoms, and Iris reticulata has perfected its

violet-purp'.e flowers. The larger form of this

Iris appears to possess a stronger constitution

than the t}'i)e, which dies off in many localities

when planted out. The Spring Snowflake (Leu-

cojum vernum) commenced to bloom on .lanuary

28. In 1895 its date %vas March 15, and in 1896,

February 9. Its date of flowering last year I am
ignorant of, being absent from home at the time.

I note that " E. M." (p. 94) gives its date this

year at Berkliamsted as January 25. The Musk
Hyacinth (Muscari moschatum) is throwing up
its bloom-spires, and the Narcissus season has

begun in earnest, many of the Polyanthus
section being already' in bloom, while the

delicate little N. minimus and the Tenby Daffo-

dil (N. obvallaris) expanded their blossoms before

the end of the month. Untouched by frost, the

Paris Daisies are still blooming in some gardens,

while Primrose and Polyanthus are both in flower,

and the lesser Periwinkles stud the bank with
their taint blue flowers. January is not the

month to write of outdoor Roses, yet many have

been gathered from the walls during the past
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four weeks, Safrano yielding by far the greater
proportion of the blossoms. It is the Snowdrop
season now, and Galanthus Elwesi has borne its

large bells, while no more exquisite picture can
be imagined than Galanthus nivalis naturalised
in countless numbers. These are now in their
full beauty, and stand in glimmering array by
thousands along the wood-paths, clustering in

colonies around the gnarled boles of the old Elms,
and, from amid the Ivy trails that wreathe the
verge of the bank, mirroring their whiteness in

the dark water. Unfortunately, however, for the
Fair JIaids of February, they are not permitted
to enjoy the seclusion of their sanctuary undis-
turbed, for beauty has its price, and the flower-
snatchers swoop down between the lights when
the coast is clear, and, ruthlessly tearing them
from their native soil, sell them into bondage in

alien earths. In a few gardens, where the soil is

light and the situation sunny, Schizostylis coc-
cinea is still in bloom, and the Winter Heliotrope
(Tussilago fragrans) boars its inconspicuous blos-
soms in a corner of the wild garden. The red
Valerian (Centranthus ruber) is still in evidence
here and there, and the Wallflowers have com
menoed to bloom. Violets are now flowering
freely again, California pioducing a goodly num-
ber of its large, long-stalked, fragrant blossoms,
with Princess of Wales, equally large and long-
stalked, but with broader petals, following suit.

The White Czar is also blooming well, as is its

purple type, while the Red Russian is in full

flower.

At Kingswear, on the banks of the Dart, Arum
Lilies (Richardia) planted in a sheltered position
by a streamlet were flowering in the open, and
Acacia dealbata was in bloom, some of the flower-
laden branches being as golden-yellow as if their
parent stem was rooted in Rivieran instead of
English ;o;l. Lithospermum prostratum was
blooming in the rock garden, and Jlesembryan-
themums, in many colours, held expanded blos-
soms, while a large plant of Melianthus major,
with deeply-cut glaucous foliage, fully .5 feet in
height, was in bloom, and the Banksian Rose, to
which I referred in my December notes, was not
altogether flowerless. Of shrubs, Berberis Dar-
wini shows its orange blossom-sprays, and Camel-
lias, red and white, are in bloom. Cornus mas is

bearing its umbels of minute yellow flowers, and
Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica has, in many places, its

well-nigh leafless branches scarlet with expanded
blossom. Cytisus racemosus is blooming freely in
sheltered spots, and Daphne indica exh.'iles

fragrance from its blossom-laden sprays. Jas-
minum nudiflorum still shows from afar its

golden gleam, and the orange fruits of the Passion
Floiyer gleam brightly amid its dark foliage. The
Jew's Mallow (Kerria japonica) against a cottage
wall is bearing its orange-yellow blossoms. The
Laurustinus is everywhere in bloom, the variety
bearing large snow-white flower-heads being jiar-
ticularly attracti\e. Here and there Olearia
stellulata is flowering, while Pittosporum Tobira
is thickly set with sweetly perfumed flower
clusters. Prunus Pissardi has also commenced to
blossom, and the shrubby Veronicas are in flower.
The month has passed without a sign of the ad-

vent of that severe weather which the mildness of
the concluding months of 18!I7 led us to anticipate.
The Elder, which is popularly supposed to be
dowered with such fore-knowledge in matters
meteorological that it never buds until all danger
of frost is past, is already unfolding its leaves, and
one feels it ])Ossible that one may have misjudged
the songster whose Christmas roundel.ay appeared
such an anachronism; that, perchance, he shares
the intuition of the sapient Elder, and may merit
the compliment paid him by the poet Browning,
who writes of him as " the wise thrush."

S. W. F.

Cypripedium, or what ?—The botanists are
at it again. Some one among them has discovered
that the name Cypripedium is too small for the
genus, and has therefore divided it into four, viz.,

Phragmopedilum, Paphiopedilum, Selenipedilum
and Cypripedilum. Linna=us's Greek was, it ap-

pears, faulty, and when he meant to compliment
Venus's boot or slipper by the name Cypripedium,
he was really complimenting her foot. Even the
botanists cannot agree, however, on this point,
one of the most eminent suggesting that Cypri po-
dium should be preferred. And so it comes to
pass that a name which has become as familiar as
Rhododendron, Iris, and Nymphiva is to be
altered out of recognition, and that plants which
have been grown for generations as Cypripediums
are in future to be called Phragmopedilums, &c.
How does the practical gardener like the name of
Paphiopedilum Chamberlainianum figured in the
Bolixnicril Miiyaz'me this month ? Surely the pages
of /'uiic/i are the proper place for funny philosophy
of this kind. So far as I can see, "there is less

difference between these so called new genera
and the different sections of such genera as Iris,

Narcissus, Pehtrgonium, Chrysanthemum, and
hosts of others. Gardeners are justified in pro-
testing against this tinkering and meddling with
plant names. If the botanists will let our popular
garden plants alone and restrict their squabbling
to the dry chaff and hay of the herbarium, we
shall feel less concerned. The questions of priority,

etymology, and nice generic distinctions do not
concern horticulture. The pity of it is that
botanists are allowed to force their names upon us,

or rather many horticulturists aie too weak to
oft'er any resistance to this nonsensical meddling.
— O.VE I.VTERESTED.

Stove and Greenhouse.

GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED PLANTS.
Heaths and other Plants.

In Heaths there is as wide a diversity in habit
as there is in the colours and foi-ms of tiie

flowers. Some, again, areciuite .slow growers, as

Erica depressa, E. Mariiockiana, and E. exiniia.

These are all types of compact habit, taking
years before they become unduly large. Others,
again, are of spike-like habit and more rapid
growth. These are admirable for cutting. Take
as cases in point E. intermedia (pure white),
E, mamraosa (reddish purple), E Eweriana (dark
red and greenish yellow), all of which are late

sunnner or autumn-flowering kinds. To foUov,-

these we have the well-known E. hyemalis as
well as E. Wilmoreana in the early spring, and
later on E. persoluta alba, E. Iiybrida, and E.
Cavendishi, the taller forms of E. ventricosa, as
well as the varieties of E. vestita, against which
the chief fault is their bad, or leggy, habit. These
are all types of varieties that can witli advan-
tage to the ])lairts be cut pretty freely. As
small decorative plants in flower, but not so

well suited for cutting, we have in E. ventrico.sa

coccinea minor, E. Parmentieriana rosea, and
E. perspicua nana three of the best types. E.
Cavendishi should al.so be added here whilst in

a suuiU state. The whole family of Heaths is

almost invariably popular, but I should much
like to see some of the les.s oommoir kinds
taken in hand more extensively as small plants

;

such, for instance, as the following half dozen :

E. Eweriana, E. Austiniana, E. infundibulifor-
mis, E Victoria, E. Devoniana, and E. Fairie-

ana, which are not the most difficult kinds to

manage. Next to the Ericas, the Epacrises
claim attention. Those, when well managed by
animal pruning, early growth afterwards, and
a thorough ripening, are, more strictly speak-
ing, winter-flowering plants. With me these
were always pruned by the first week or
so in March, after ha^"ing counnenced to

flower in October. Of these, note should be
made of E. Vesuvius, E. Vesta, E. Lady
Alice Peel, E. hyacinthiflora, E. candidissima,
and E, exoniensis. Epacris miniata and E.
Eclipse always flower later, being amongst the

most beautiful, but these do not bear pruning
so well. Chorozema.s are most profuse flower-
ing plants, and no more difticult to grow than
the average Indian Azalea, beautiful alike in any
size of plant. Of these, two of the best for
general ]iurposes are C. Lawrenceana and C.
Chandleri, and as a newer kind intermediate in
a measure between these two, there is C. Lowi.
Of white-flowered plants, the Eriostemons are
aiuongst the best : these are, in conjunction
with the Chorozemas, most beautiful spring-
flowering plants. E. buxifolia and E. lineari-
folia are two of the best. Then there are the
Pimeleas, in every way so distinct and amongst
the most profuse flowering of all. There i.s

nothing in flower during April and May of
similar character that is so showy. Note, for
instance, such as P. decussata, the most com-
pact grower of any and as free flowering

; P.
Hendersoni, another beautiful variety, deeper
in colour than any, and P. spectabilis with its

var. P. s. rosea, which have the finest trusses,
being also the earliest to flower. The only
fault to be found with P. spectabilis is that it

grows too fast. The Polygalas furnish another
quite distinct type of plants, being of easy cul-

ture in every respect, lasting in flower a long
time ; no other plants furnish the same colours
in their sea.son so effectually as the.se, viz., the
rich shades of i)urple as seen in P. Dalmaisiana
and P. oppositifolia. It is hardly possible to
select more distinct-looking or more showy
plants than are to be found amongst the Aphe-
lexis. In A. rupestris grandiflora and A. ma-
crantha rosea are to be found two of the best of
this genus. Lasting a long time in perfection
on the plant and afterwards, if taken before too
much faded, and some time longer still as " ever-
lastings," is surely a sufficient recommendation,
in conjunction with ea.sy culture. As regards

The General Uses

of greenhouse hard-wooded plants, these will

apply more strictly speaking to each individual
case. Some hints have been given. The
climbers are suited not only to trellises

of globular form, but they may frequently
with even greater advantage be grown or,

more correctly speaking, trained to cover bare
walls, and that with decidedly good effect, also

for furnishing arches and columns in cither

the greenhouse or conservatory. For a some-
what shaded jilace there are the Lapagerias,
L. alba and L. rosea, Rhynchospermun jas-

minoides, and Pleroma niacranthum, neither of

which, may be noted, is from the Cape of Gcjod
Hope or from Australia. Daphne indica will, I

believe, thrive well against a wall with partial

shade. When we come to the New Holland
plants, then we have subjects which need more
.sunshine to ripen their w-ood prior to flowering.
Such, for instance, are the Chorozemas, which
are really beautiful plants for training over
arches, up rafters, &c., and are never seen to

better advantage than when thus grown. The
tall-growing Acacias are suited to the same
purpose, such, for instance, as A. Riceana.
Brachysenia latifoliuni can be used in the same
way as the Chorozemas ; also the Kennedyas, the
Hibbertias, the Hardenbergias (of which genus
H. monophylla is the best), and the Sollyas.

These are all best suited to light positions
where only a moderate amount of shading is

used even during the brightest weather.
Having enumerated the climbers, it is ea.sy to

include all the rest as bush plants. But some,
perhaps, may say these even want a good deal
of training ; not so much, however, for home
use as when taken out for exhibition. A deal

can be done in very many instances by judicious

training when young and by occasional or fre-

quent stopping, as the case may be. Given a
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young plant, the aim should be to lay a good
groundwork in regulating the growth by stop-

ping or depressing the shoots, then afterwards

tliei-e will be far less trouble. The omission to

do this results oftentimes in leggy, scrubby
{)lants, not of prepossessing appearance cer-

tainly. Planting' out in beds can be well applied

in many instances, as in the case of the Luculia,

the Acacias, and the Rhododendrons, the gi'owth

and limit as to size being kept in order by prun-
ing, which can be largely accomplished when
taking cut Howers. Grower.

Boronia megastigma.—There appear to be

two forms of this Boronia, one of more shapely
growth and with more deeply-coloured blossoms
than the other. As a set-off, however, the pale-

tinted kind is the more fragrant. This Boronia
is grown by some of our nurserymen in consider-

able (luantities, and sells readily when in flower.

One is often asked bow to treat the plants after

long and about threeijuarters of an inch across
the mouth. They are a kind of mauve-purple in

colour, with a stripe of a deeper tint. The indi-

vidual blooms do not last long, but a succession
is kept up for some time. To do it well this

Strobilanthes requires the temperature of a stove,

at least during the winter months, but in the
summer it may be grown quite cool. This Stro-

bilanthes can be proijagated as readily as a Coleus.

—H. P.

Scented - leaved Pelargoniums. — These
plants are very useful where much indoor furnish-

ing has to be done, and though they take up a lot

of room where it can least be spared, a few plants
should be grown by all. Varieties are \ery
numerous, but there are few to beat the old Oak-
leaved Geranium, as it is called. Cuttings of this

strike readily in summer, and may be grown
entirely in the open air till September, when they
require a light, well-glazed pit. They should be
pinched once while still in the cutting pots and
about once after this, forming a nice bushy plant.

Primulas grown for seed in Messrs. Carter's nursery, Forest Hill.

blooming. They should be cut back hard (not in

a half-hearted manner), and as .soon as they have
broken into growth may be repotted. This must
be carefully done, using pots a size larger and a
compost consisting of good sandy peat. After
this the}' may be kept closer for a few days till

root action recommences, when they must be
given ordinary greenhouse treatment. As the
summer advances the plants may be stood out in

the open in order to thoroughly ripen the wood,
as a good deal of the future display of bloom de-
jiends upon this.—H. P.

Strobilanthes Dyerianus.—The pretty free-

flowering Strobilanthes isophyllus has been re-

cently noted in The G.arden as a very useful
subject for the decoration of the greenhouse at
this season, while S. D^'erianus, chiefly grown for

;

the brilliant colouring of its leaves during the
!

summer months, is not without merit when viewed
from a flowering point of \aew. It blooms as a !

rule in midwinter, and the flowers, which are
freely borne, are each a little more than an inch

The most useful sized pots is 4-inch, the plants
in these making a spreading head nearly a foot

;
across bj' the new year.

Bignonia venusta.—The general appearance
of this magnificent climber is well shown in a
coloured plate in The Garden as long ago as
April 22, 1882, it being in fact the first Bignonia
to be figured therein. The specimens from which
the ijlate in question was prepared were from Sir
(Jeorge Macleay's garden at Pendell Court, which
at that period was remarkable for the interesting
collection of plants brought together. Among
other notable subjects that flowered there about
that time was the Waratah (Telopea speciosissima),
which was also figured in The Garden. In com-
mon with several other members of the genus, it

needs a good sized structure, for if cramped in

any way, flowers may be sought for in vain. It

requires little, if any, pruning, and when the
shoots are allowed to dispose themselves in grace-
ful festoons the result is infinitely more pleasing
than if tied in a formal manner, while it is only

I the loose, naturally-grown plants that yield a
wealth of blossoms. Bignonias of this class

I succeed best it planted out in a prepartd border
I of good open loamy soil, and while they need
I |ilenty of water both overhead and at the roots
during the growing season, less moisture is re-

j

quired when at rest. The same treatment is

needed for another showy member of the genus,
viz., B. Cherere, which, though kept in stock by
many nurserymen, is very rarely seen in bloom.
These Bignonias are readily propagated by cut-
tings during the spring and summer months, and
under liberal treatment they grow away freely.

—H. P.

MESSRS. CARTER AND CO.'S PRIMULAS.

The Chinese Primidas at Messrs. James Carter
and Co. 's nurseries at Forest Hill are now well

worth seeing,'new forms and shades of colour

being raised every year. There are now three

distinct sections recognised by the foliage alone,
namely. Palm-leaved (palmate
would be more accurate),

Fern-leaved, and Moss-leaved,
each section producing a great

variety of colour, ranging from
the purest white, through pale
and dark rose, crimson and
scarlet, until a distinct advance
towards true blue has been
definitely fixed, and will no
doubt be improved upon as
time goes on. Among the
varieties that struck us as
being particularly vigorous in

growth and beautiful in blos-

j,.^ som were Holborn Queen,
*^PI_^ '^B Imogene, Venus, Ruby, Rose,

jl^^UA * ^"'' Elaine. These are the
J ^ » most distinct of the Fern-

leaved .section, and among
them the purest white and
deepest ruby with inter-

mediate shades are repre-
.sented. Boucpiet is ijuite dis-

tinct on account of its sturdy
habit. It not only throws up a
large umbel of white blossoms
from the centre, but, in addi-
tion, other flowers spring
separately from the base of

the plant. Holborn Elaine
(both Palm and Fern-leaved),
Princess May, Carter's Crim-
son, and Carter's Scarlet are
decided acquisitions, the three
last particularly so. To
these may be added Hercules,
the deep rosy crimson flowers

of which are of extra size

and of fine substance. Among
the double - Howered forms mention may
be made of Blue Rosette, with lilac-mauve
flowers ; Carmine Empress, a free variety, with
deep carmine blossoms ; Prince of Wales, with
flowers like a small rose Carnation ; Snowflake,
pure white ; Vivid, deep crimson ; Aurora,
rose

; and Lilac Queen, with charming lilac

blooms produced well above the foliage, and in

great profusion. There are many other fine

things to be seen among the thousands of

plants now in bloom. The plants here repre-

sented (the electro kindly lent by Messrs.

Carter and Co.) are only six months old.

The Teneriffe Broom (Cytisus filipes).—-This
is by far the most graceful of all the Brooms ; in

fact, it is in elegance of growth surpassed by
none of the occupants of our greenhouses and
equalled by very few. Just now the slender

green branches, which are pendulous, are studded
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for some distance with white blossoms about the
size of those of the common Broom. In the case
of young plants a few trifoliate leaves are some-
times produced, but, as a rule, the specimen is

almost if not quite devoid of foliage, a pecu-
liarity to be found in several of the Brooms. For
a couple of months or so a well-developed plant
of this Cytisus will keep up a succession of bloom,
and it is then most striking ; but at all seasons,
from its bright green, gracefully disposed shoots,
it forms a particularly pleasing specimen. This
Broom was introduced sixty years ago, but it is

now very uncommon—why, it is difScult to say,

as it is so beautiful and withal of easy culture.
It is sometimes grown as a standard, either on its

own roots or grafted on to its near relative, Cy-
tisus racemosus. The Laburnum, too, is sometimes
used as a stock, and the plant grows rapidly thereon

,

but I have occasionally seen it when grafted on
this die oiFquite suddenly even when large. Seeds
are sometimes produced from which young plants
can be readily raised. Another way of growing
it is to secure the leading shoot to a stick and
allow the side branches to grow at will, when it

assumes more or less of a pyramid shape. A
structure from which frost is just excluded dur-
ing the winter is quite sufficient for its require-
ments.—T.

MANDEVILLA SUAVEOLENS.
The present is a good time to propagate this

beautiful greenhouse climber either from seeds or
cuttings, the latter for preference where a good
variety of it exists. It is very di,sappointing in

its earlier stages, and it is probable that this has
led many to relinquish its culture without really
giving it a fair trial. To be a success, the plants
should have been grown on for a season in pots
and then planted out in a well-prepared border,
the shoots being taken up wherever they are
wanted and the plant encouraged to make a
strong and vigorous growth. Say ' it is to be
grown over a large conservatory; let the border
be made large enough in the "first instance and
filled with good rich compost. The roots will
grow freely in this and large, strong shoots will

be thrown up. These must be as thinly arranged
as space will allow, as it is an important point in

its culture that the wood be well ripened. Being
so nearly hardy, the plant should be grown in the
coolest house, for if exposed to fire-heat in winter
it soon gets smothered in insects ; but kept clean
and well ripened and very lightly pruned in early
spring, the plants will, when a few years old, sur-
prise anyone who has only seen half-starved, in-

.sect-infested specimens growing in pots. Great
clusters of the pure white blossoms appear all over
the plant, and these are very sweetly scented. If

trained up one or two of the principal rafters
in a large cool house and some of the shoots
allowed to depend from the main stems, it has
a very fine effect. In many places there are
glass-covered corridors and similar structures
that could, by planting this Mandevilla, be
made very gay all through the summer months,
and by starting the plants early and keeping
the young growths well syringed it will flower
earlier and more continuously. In some of the
southern counties in warm positions the plant
succeeds outside, and probably wiih such winters
as the last three have been it would prove hardy
anywhere, but severe frost will kill it outright
unless the roots are thoroughly established and
well co\ered, and even then the stems would be
killed. Still, it is well worth trying in suitable
plac'S, and one good flowering would well repay a
lot of care. Any good soil will grow it, but the
position must be well drained whether under
glass or in the open. The unripe points of the
shoots only need be cat back, and, as hinted
above, the looser in reason the growth is left the
better the eiTect when in flower. Seeds are
oft'ered, and should be sown as soon as received in
a warm, moist house, the plants grown on as
f|aickly as possible, but not in much heat. Cut-
tings may be taken of the short stubby sideshoots
and placed in pots of sandy soil, plunged in a

gentle 1)Ottom heat until rooted, when they may
be grown on as advised for seedlings. It is im-
portant that the plants do not get pot-bound be-
fore shifting, as this checks the growth and
renders it more liable to insect attacks. B.

IMANTOPHYLLUMS.
When grown in an ordinary cool greenhouse it

is generally late spring before these plants are

seen at tlieir best, by which time the conserva-
tory is crowded with many other flowering
plants, and cut bloom is to be had both in

ipiantity and variety from outside borders. A
nice group of the.se plants is pleasing at any
time, but much more so, and certainly more
useful, when they are induced to flower at mid-
winter and onwards, when for a time after

Chrysanthemums are over there is a lack of

variety, especially of flowers that will last in a

good condition for any length of time after they
are cut. Indeed, it is this latter i;uality that

makes the Imantophylluius so valualile and
such a great help to those who are pressed for

cut bloom in large quantities during the dull

months of the year. This winter, by changing
the water frequently, I have had large vases with

as many as a dozen trusses of bloom in them
which have not re(iuired changing for a fort-

night in spite of the trying influence of the

heat and etiects of gas in large reception rooms.
I do not think it possible to name another
])lant which can jiroduce flowers to stand such
a long and severe test as this. In fact, I am
so pleased with them, that I have already com-
menced to divide those which flowered first

with a view to increasing the stock as much as

possible. I should nut like to say how long
some of these plants have been in the same
pots without a shift, but, like the .Agapanthus,

it is often considered unnecessary to re-pot

them until the roots, from the want of room,
burst the pots. Tin plants will continue to

exist for many years v.nder such unfa\(uu-able

conditions, but there is no comparison between
the size and depth of colour in the flowers com-
pared with those from plants which have received
m<,>re generous treatment.

The cultivation is very simple, and they may
be grown most successfully in a coolgreenhou.se
or even in a brick pit for one half of the year.

If a number of old specimens have to be dealt

with, some little patience is necessary to dis-

entangle the mass of fleshy roots and prevent
the base of the different offsets being bruisjd.

Having succeeded in dividing them, the dif-

ferent growths should be graded into sizes and
potted into such pots as are likely to prjve
most convenient for the purpose required. I

am using those of about 7 inches in diameter,
which take either three of the strongest or four
smaller plants. All the bruised portion of the

roots must be cut oft' neatly, and if the foliage

is inclined to fall over the side of the pots, this

should be kept in position with strips of matting
and a few small sticks until new roots form.
The compost used is chiefly turfy loam, to

which are added coarse sand, charcoal, and
about one-fourth part spent Mushroom manure.
Good drainage should be secured and the com-
post rammed firm, but not sufficient to bruise

the roots. Tlie object of potting as early as

possible is to get growth completed by July,

which will give a season of rest and enable the
first flowers to form without much heat before

Christmas. Having potted up the desired num-
ber, keep them by themselves in an intermediate
house where they can be dewed over until

growth commences, when water is increased

according to the jirogress made by the roots.

When tlie plants are growing rapidly plenty of

light is necessary to give strength to the foliage,

but it would be advisable to shield it from the
full force of the sun at mid-day. After the
plants have made their growth they should
liave plenty of ventilation, and gradually give
them cooler treatment until about a month or
six weeks before they are required to flower,

when with extra heat and water the trusses
will push up at once, and a succession be main-
tained liy introducing a few jjlants once a
fortnight into the forcing house.
There are several new kinds which are

improvements on the old variety both in si/.e

and coliiur, and a collection of the.se would form
an attractive group in the garden, and, for

reasons stated already, certainly prove cme of the
most useful for yielding ]ilenty of blo.im in

winter. R. I'.^rkeii.

<T(in(lirnvd.

AGL.\ONEMA VERSICOLOR.
Theke are manj- species, or probably several forms
of two or three species, of Aglaonema in cultiva-

tion, most of which are characterised by curiously
mottled leaves, in the colouring of which
various shades of green greatly predominate.
The most pronounced in this respect is A. versi-

color, a Dieffenbachia-Iike plant, whose leaves,

each from inches to S inches long and jjointed

at the apex, are irregularly blotched with
dark olive-green, two or three shades of lighter

green, and a pale greyish tint, almost white,
which give it a very singular and striking appear-
ance. It is seen at its best when about a foot

high, at which time it forms a very attractive
decorative plant. One drawl>ick to this class of

Aglaonemas from an ornamental point of view is

that they produce their blossoms (which are not at
all showy) so freely, that the development of the
foli.age is arrested until the period of blooming is

over. They strike root from cuttings as readily
as their allies, the Dieffenbachias, and, like them,
the leaves are somewhat thin in texture, hence
they will not stand exposure to draughts as well

as some otlier stove plants which are grown for

the sake of their foliage. A. versicolor, which, in

common with most of the others, is a native of the
East Indies, is a comparatively n3w plant, having
been first put into commerce some three or four
years ago. Belonging to this group are the forms
known as A. pictum, A. pictum compactum, A.
pumilum, and A. maranta'folium, while another
kind, A. costatum, is of cjuite a difl'erent habit.

This, which was introduced by Messrs. Veitch
from Borneo and distributed in 1S9"2, attains at
best a height of little more than Cinches. In this

the lea', es, which are produced in crowded tufts,

are short-stalked, with a spreading blade of

broadly ovate form about 3 inches wide. The
ground colour of this leaf is a rich, dark, shining
green, while the midrib is clear ivory white.
The rest of the leaf is also blotchel in an irregular

manner with white. The distinct variegation of

this plant is charming, and its low spreading
style of growth eminently fits it for edging group)
and purposes such as this. It is also a jilant of

easy culture if [lotted in fairly light compost and
given general stove treatment. It is increased
by division. H. P.

Amaryllis aulica.—Though in shape this

cannot be compared to the numerous hybrid
forms of Amaryllis, yet it is a fine bold-growing
species of vigorous constitution, and with ordi-

nary care and attention it may be depended upon
to flower well year after year. The blossoms are
of a rich scarlet, veined with crimson, but in the
depth of colouring there is a certain amount of

individual variation. The flower-scape reaches a
height of from IS inches to 2 feet, and the showy
blossoms remain fresh longer than some of the
others. It usually blooms earlier than the garden
hybrids, for flowers are often expanded in De-
cember and .lanuary. A. .aulica is by no means a
no\elty, having been introduced from Rio de
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Janeiro in ISUI. Several of the original species

would no doubt be more generally grown if they

were not eclipsed by the numerous garden varie-

ties with their gorgeous flowers. Amaryllis par-

dina is a very pretty and distinct species, the

flower of which is large and of a bright cream
colour, with just a suspicion of green, while the

petals are jjrofusely dotted with crimson. The
Barbadoes Lily (A. equestris) is a very common
species that often makes its appearance in the

London auction rooms in considerable numbers.
This Amaryllis is sometimes met with under the

specific name of ignescens. The flowers are small

and of a reddish orange colour. In the case of

freshly imported bulbs the flower-spike is often

on the point of being pushed up, and if potted at

once and placed in a warm house, the lilossoms

soon make their appearance. —H. P.

CAMELLIAS.
I SUPPOSE the growing taste for flowers of a light

and graceful character, small and apparently
insignificant as many of them are, is answerable
for the decline of the Camellia, a decline notice-

able in the scant favour accorded it in private

places and in the low market price, as it is now
hardly at any time a saleable flower. There is,

however, a refined beauty in manj' varieties ver}-

attractive to those prepared to recognise beauty
in almost every flower ; and certainly the long
season of cutting afibrded bj' Camellias is a very
useful feature, especially in those places where
there is little opportunity of supplying forced

flowers in quantity. With just enough fire heat

to keep out frost (as a matter of fact, the fire has
only been used seven nights all through the pre-

sent winter), I start cutting at the end of

No\ ember and continue until about the middle of

April, or as long as the flowers are required. It

varies a little with the season, a hot summer with
plenty of sun or one dull and damp making all

the difference in an early development of bud ;

but this would represent tlie a\erage duration of

the flowering season. The exact time that the
plants have been in their present quaiters is not
easily determined, the largest probably close on
one hundred years, and as the flowers show no
deterioration either in qualit}' or quantity, it

must be granted that there are very few green-
house plants that wear so well. The dimensions
of the house do not admit of the plants attaining
a great size either in height or breadth, 1.5 feet by
S feet being the maximum, and severe annual
pruning is necessary to keep them within bounds.
They have, however, developed some fine stems,
the largest being 3 feet in circumference. One of

these unnamed is evidently the variety figured in

Mrs. Loudon's book as japonica Pomponia, ani!

may be best described as loose Anemone-flowered,
a bit erratic in shape and still more so in colour.

In the latter respect the variation has seldom
been more pronounced than during the present
season, some flowers nearly a pure white, others a
pile pink throughout, others white with a pale
pink tinge after Lady Hume's Blush, and yet
others W'ith a white ground more or less splashed
or veined with pink. This is the earliest variety
I have. Some splendid blooms are now avail-

able of the old Donckelaari and Conspieua, the
contrast between the bright yellow - tipj^ed

stamens and the parti-coloured or pink flowers
being \ery fine. Conspieua throws the larger
flowers, but the petal markings of Donckelaari are
exce])tionally delicate and beautiful. The former
is seldom found in England. I believe our plant
was brought from the garden of Buonaparte's
birthplace in Corsica. Two old varieties that
hold their own for button holes are Lady Hume's
Blush and C'jp of Beauty. The groundwork of
the latter is [lure white with occasionally a very
thin pink streak. This, although tiny in size, is

very clear and well defined ; the flo«er is

comparatively small, retaining its cu]) - like

character to the end. Other sorts in the
beds are Alba plena, as large a plant as Pomjionia,
Marchioness of Exeter, \\'oodsi, Chandleri, and a
dark scarlet under the name of Rubens.

The Camellias in question are quite a con-
tradiction to the theory sometimes broached
that a certain amount of open-air treatment is

essential to the proper develojiment of tlower-
buds. Xot otdy have they been under cover all

through their c-ireer, but the house is also poorly
ventilated. It is a span with a brick wall at back,
high front sashes, and a very flat-pitched roof. Of
the back portion of the roof none of the lights are
movable, and in front only one in three, ventila-
tion being mainly supplied by means of the front
sashes, as well as in summer by the opening of all

doors. For some time I used no shading of any
form, but, finding that the j'oung growth was apt
to scald a little owing to the hot sun striking on
leaves that had been damped by rain driving
through tlie open sashes, I have for the last few
seasons shaded a little, as the young growth was
well started. With the end of flowering a con-
siderable amount of pruning is always neces-
sari,-, especially at the top of the house and to the
wall of foliage facing the front sashes. I like to

get the pruning over as soon as possible, because
if front growth has to be cut away it naturally
means relying on back wood to furnish another
season's display, and consequently this .should

get all possible benefit of light and air.

Varieties differ considerably in the amount of

flower-buds annually furnished, some only just

about enough to get a fair display all over the
plants, whilst in others they are produced in great
profusion, necessitating a lot of disbudding. Alba
plena, Pomponia and Woodsi are the most prolific

in this respect, from five to nine buds often
showing on pieces of wood not more than i inches
in length. In such cases I generally leave one
terminal bud and another towards the base of the
shoot, a succession of flower being thereby
secured. Watering is regulated by the seasons—in

summer once a week, in spring and autumn once
a fortnight, and in winter once in three weeks,
care being taken, whether the operation is per-

formed fretiuently or at wider intervals, always to
give a thorough soaking. Cow manure is the
only stimulant used, the invariable practice being,

so soon as the flower-buds show signs of plumping
up, to pick up a couple of loads from the park
and cover the beds all over with the same rather
over an inch thick. I used to put this on in early

summer in ilay, directly after pruning and tying
in were finished, but discontinued it until later in

the 3'ear, finding that the earlier surface dressing
had a tendency to promote rank growth, and that
flower-buds under such circumstances were but
sparingly produced. E. B.

Claremont.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

BUD-DROPPING IN PEACHES.
I H.KVE a Royal George Peach which yearly

casts a large quantity of buds during the

winter. I shut up the house on February '28 last

year. This year the buds are more forward. A
gru:it quantity has already dropped, the re-

mainder, I chink, will stand. I have a Violette

Hative Nectarine, which in other years has been
laden with blossoms. They expand all right

and have an abundance of pollen. I have gone
over them witli a rabl.nt's tail daily, but they

fail to set. They are good, healthy trees,

been planted four years, and are just getting

their allotted space filled. The house is due
south, the trees being on the back wall. On
testing the border the otlier day, I find the

soil is quite warm, getting near the bottom.
Do you think this will have anything to do with

the cause ? The back wall is 1-i inches thick. I

do not think want of water is the cause.—J. W.
*jj.* Every season we hear complaints of

Peach and Nectarine trees grown in heated
structures dropping their flower-buds, but there

are more than usual this winter. Sometimes
bud-dropping is a serious matter, though very

often sufficient buds remain on the trees to

expand and gi\e fruit. Various causes are

assigned for this premature dropping of buds,

but none to my knowledge have ever been

advanced that could be generally accepted as

correct. Dryness at the roots, more especially

during the autumn, is most often stated to be

the cause of wholesale bud-dropping, but this

theory will not bear investigation. For in-

stance, I have a number of Peach trees on each

side of a .span-roofed hou.se that are behaving

very similarly in the matter of casting buds this

winter, yet those on one side have at least half

tlieir roots in an outside border that has been
constantly moist to its full depth since July

last. The inside row of trees has s[)read the

roots through into the border of adjoining

house, and which is still occupied by Tomatoes,

so that this is fairly moist and also much warmer
than the outside border. These trees are about

as forward as those rooting in the cool, outside

border, and have cast no more buds prema-
turely. On these grounds then I attribute the

partial failure described by "J. W." neither to

the extra warmth in, nor a possible dryness of,

the border in which the trees are established.

Some varieties are more addicted tobud-ca.sting

than others. The greatest ofl'enders are the

early American varieties, notably Early Alex-

ander and Waterloo. With me the trees

of these two varieties invariably shed more
buds tlian can be spared, and instead of

good, evenly distribut*!d crops of fruit I have

to be content with all I can .set in patches.

After trying a change of soil, employing a

stronger loam than formerly, also root-pruning

and applying more water than hitherto witli-

out satisfactory results, I have reluctantly

enough commenced t-utting away the trees to

make room for others of Amsden June—an

early variety that does not shed its buds whole-

sale. Royal George Peach, however, is about

the last variety I should expect to behave as

de.scribed by "J. W." With me that is one of

the few that expand far more flowers than are

really required. Crimson Galande and Sea

Eagle are two more sorts that invariably flower

most profusely, the fruit set requiring to be

thinned out very severely. Barrington is very

diflerent from these, thisvariety seldom retaining

its buds satisfactorily. According to my ex-

perience, the most failures occur in the case of

forced trees, very few being met with in un-

lieated structures, and none wdiere the trees

are grown against sunny, open walls. Even
tliose American varieties mentioned have witli

rae produced heavy crops evenly distributed on

trees in the open, so that it is not a question

of imperfect ripening of wood, but rather

whether it is not pos.sible to overdo it. It

would really appear that our forced trees have

too long a period of rest. They have formed

their buds and done most of their work for the

season early in August, but instead of a perfect

rest from that period till the time has arrived

for forcing to be commenced, they are almost

unavoidably subjected to various clianges, and

my theory is that premature excitement may be

responsible for much of the bud-dropping that

takes place. If, after the fruit is gathered, wo
could take the liglits oft" the roof in the old-

fashioned style, the chances are tlie trees would

be far less liable to shed their buds prematurely.

It is worthy of note that the more vigorous

young trees, or those, say, which have been

plantied three or four seasons, are the most

difficult to fruit satisfactorily. Either they cast

their buds, or else the flowers dron off' without

leaving a fruit behind. ".I. W.'s" tree of Nee-
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tarine Violette Hative woukl appear to be a case ! of the tree one autumn and the other side the
in point. It is just possible the introduction of ' following season would, perliaps, be less likely
a little foreign pollen, or that obtained from his to give a too severe check to the growth of the
tree of Royal George Peach, might etfect a per- tree and prove equally eft'ective. It is certainly

r>

£ .i^.^.iiS

Peach Royal Qeorge. From a photograph sent ly Mr. ^Y. Parren, Canteriury.

feet set. If the Peach is first gone over, enough
pollen should collect on the rabbit's tail to fer-

tilise the Nectarine, and the "cross" do good
.service. The flowers formed on extra strong
growth are not always so perfect as they
appear to be. We are apt to think that
because a fruit tree flowers abundantly no
root pruning is needed. The owner of a
grand Apple tree in an orchard at Leigh, near
Cheltenham, has good reason to think dif-

ferently. This particular tree flowered abun-
dantly every season, but never produced the
semblance of a crop of fruit. The remedy sug-
gested was root pruning. A wide, deep trench
was opened wholly round at a distance of (i feet

from the trunk, and all long, strong roots,

of which there were considerable numbers
found, were sawn asunder. No undermining
was attempted, as that would very probably
have crippled the tree beyond recovery, but
the trench was refilled with the soil previously
thrown out and a liberal dressing of farmyard
manure applied to the ground inside of the
cii'cle. This work was done in the autumn, and
the following summer the first heavy crop this

large tree had ever produced was obtained.
This by no means drastic measure of root prun-
ing .seems to have completely checked rank
root growth, and as a consequence of abund-
ance of root-fibres taking its place, no more
gross shoots are formed, while crops are ob-
tained from the tree whenever the season is

favourable to the fruit setting and swelling.
If, therefore, "J. W.'s" trees. Nectarine as

well as Peach, once more disappoint him, root
pruning ought to be resorted to next autumn,
a short time before tlie leaves fall. He may
open a trench 4 feet from the stems and
undermine to within 2 feet of the same, in
particular searching out the deep running
roots, pruning these severely and the rest
lightly, relaying all in a mixture of old and
new soil. The plan of root pruning one side

the safest mode of root-pruning that can be
adopted by those who cannot afl'ord to run any
risks.—W. ICOULDEN.

Mr. A. Hemsley's remarks on Peach bud-
dropping at page 12-t coincide with my own
experience. Anyone having a set of pot
trees and the con ifenience for ao doing can
soon satisfy himself as to the true cause
of this trouble. The remedy will then
suggest itself. I have no pot trees here,

but I am expected to have ripe fruit at

the end of May. I have therefore to force

permanently planted-out trees under a fixed

roof of large panes of glass facing south.

The plan I adopt, and which I have before
mentioned, I think, in these pages, answers
well. Perhaps it is worth while to repeat
it, which is as follows ; As soon as the trees

are cleared of fruit I shade the house with
whiting. The 5"oung wood is then partially

ripened. I tie old .sackcloth round the tree

stems and bare branches that are exposed and
near the front ventilators. This packing and
the trees are syringed with cold water twice
daily, morning and evening, and the house
kept as cool as possible day and night, this

1 retarding and causing the partially ripened
wood to finish off slowly and enabling the

trees to pass through the trying months of

summer in safety, not forgetting to keep
the borders well supplied with cold water.

Your correspondent says :
" I have no doubt

more buds will drop this season than usual."

This is also my opinion, and, from the numer-
ous inquiries which are appearing in the

gardening papers, such seems to be the case.

I may say I am indebted to one of your
esteemed correspondents, D. T. Fish, for

the hints on stem-protection. It is some
years ago now since he referred to the sub-

ject. If he should notice this communica-
tion, I hope it will draw from him a few
lines, which I am sure would be greatly ap-

preciated by many Peach growers at the

present day. — .T. Easter, Noxtdl Priory

Oardim,

PEACH ROYAL GEORGE.
Few varieties of Peaches have such a good
record as this. Royal George is one of the best
known and is largely grown in all parts of the
kingdom. For forcing I have found Royal
George rarely fail, and, what is so valuable to

those who force hard, it will stand more heat
than many of the earlier kinds. This latter

point, I am aware, may not be the opinion of

everyone. I find this variety forced yearly sets

grandly. It does not drop its buds like many
others and is not at all fastidious as to the posi-

tion given. It makes a grand back wall tree,

and, provided the wood is not crowded, the fruits

are large and very sweet, with the distinct

flavour so much liked. The fruits, given the
best culture, are medium sized, skin pale,

speckled with red in the shade, and marbled, as

it were, near the stalk, the portion exposed to

the sun being a deep red. The flesh is a pale

yellowish white, the portion near the stone very
red. The flowers are small and the leaves are

without glands. In the open it may be termed
a midseason variety, ripening at the end of

August on a warm wall.

In cold, wet soils on open walls this variety

is not reliable, as it mildews badly, no- matter
how well treated as regards food. Even in

light soils in the most favoured localities at

times it fails badly. Doubtless this failing is

caused at times by the stock not suiting the

variety. I have had the trees in splendid health

up to the time the fruits were the size of small

Walnuts, and with much rain or dull, cold

weather the trees have been 'suddenly attacked,

and, unless means are taken to check the mil-

dew, it so badly disfigures the fruit that it is

not presentable at table, and the trees present

a wretched appearance. On the other hand, in

even heavier soil, but in an elevated position

near the sea-coast, trees have never been at-

tacked. In the Thames valley it rarely escapes.

Api-icot Moorpark. From a photograph sent iy

Mr. W. Parren, CanterMiry.
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For open walls, Stirling Castle, one of the Royal
George type, is a grand variety where the older

one mildews bvdly. This is hardier than the one
described, and should find a place where Royal
George fails. In cold houses it does at times

mildew, but I think this is caused by too much
moisture at certain parts of tlie day. This

variety should never be syringed overhead so

late that the leaves are not dry by sunset, as I

have found mildew troublesome if the above is

the case. I have also had trouble with this

variety when grown too near the glass. In old

houses the trellises in some cases are much too

close, and the cold air near the glass, with

warmth at the lower part of the houses, wiU
cause mildew. In the most favoured parts of

the country I have seen this variety on east

walls never touched by mildew. As a pot tree

for orchard-house culture, no one need be afraid

of its failing. Grown thus, the fruit sets so freely

that it must be thinned severely. In the open
I have found dn-arf fan-trained trees mildew
less than fan-trained standards. Grower.

APRICOT MOORPARK.
This well-known Apricot is a great favourite

where it succeeds, and may be classed as one of

the best varieties grown owing to its size and
excellent quality. The shoot illustrated shows
how freely it crops in some localities. The
fruits of the true Moorpark are large, very
juicy, and richly coloured. It ripens on a
south wall in August and on a west aspect early

in September. The tree is a free grower in its

earlier stages. Gross wood .should not be en-

couraged, as it often ends in canker if the knife

is used too freely. Should the young trees

make too much wood, lift in the early autumn
in preference to pruning severely. In warm
localities a south wall is not desiiable, as it is

too hot and often too dry for the Apricot. 1

have in warm soils seen splendid crops on an
east wall ; indeed, finer fruits than on the

south wall. My best fruits are produced on
trees grown on a west aspect. ( )ne rarely sees

a very old tree of the variety in question. The
oldest trees I know are at Farnham Castle, and
though they have lost a goodly portion of

branches, by nailing in new wood the trees bear
grandly. I find old Apricot trees that have a
hard border to root into do best. I had trees in

the west of England whose roots were growing
under a hard gravel path . The trees made a short,

sturdy growth, but, on the other hand, there
were no canker and always a fair crop. In soils

deficient of lime it is well to give such aids as

old mortar rubble or chalk, making the border
firm. The disease to which this variety is

liable is difficult to combat. There are several
theories, but so far I am unable to state which
is correct, as the branches die off suddenly when
the tree is in a good condition, and often trees

given ample attention sutler most, causing gaps
at a time they cannot be made good. I notice
this often occurs with trees at their best. An
old tree which escapes often lasts for many
years. The only consolation, as far as I can
see, is to keep a reserve of young trees to make
good the losses. I have tried Apricots on
diverse stocks and adopted other means to

secure a good healthy tree, but only met with
poor success. There are two distinct forms of

Moorpark, one being much earlier and with
smaller fruit. This is the Early Moorpark, an
excellent Apricot, but lacking the size of the
old variety. In this the fruits are rounder, more
dotted with small crimson spots, and three weeks
earlier. G. Wythes.

Apple Margil.—This well-flavoured and free-

beiring variety does not do very well as a stan-

dard in the north, but where a suitable position
can be afforded it on a wall it is one of the best,

and in flavour equal to the popular Ribston
l*i[)pin, which has been grown in some of the
East Lothian gardens to great perfection. I have
seen it at spring exhibitions in capital condition.
Extraordinary crops of Margil and of excellen-.

quality used to be grown at Fulham, S.W., every
year in the private garden of the late Mr. Thomas
Osborn, nurseryman.—M. T., Carron, X.Ii.

Maltreated Apple trees.—I was asked a few
days since to look at some young Apple trees

which their owner informed me he did not think
were 1 raking well. I found that the trees in

question, about 100 in number, had been
planted in an orchard five years ago. It was
apparent at a glance that the greater part were
dead, and on taking some of them up the
reason of their failure was palpable. They had
evidently been grafted as standards in the nursery
ground where they were grown, and had not been
shifted until sold, probably a period of seven
jears. They had consequently formed thick and
far-spreading roots, which, when thej' were sold,

were cut off, only from G to 12 inches in length
being left. Some of these roots were as much as

2 inches in diameter. There being practically no
fibrous roots, these barbarously-treated trees had
no chance of making growth in their new quarters
or of taking h )ld of the ground. Those I

examine^l had evidently made next to no fresh

roots during the time they had been planted.

Five years were absolutely wasted because the
trees sent out were so maltreated as to be unfit for

planting.—S. W. F.

ORNAMENTAL PEAR TREES.
I sH(U'Li) be glad if someone would recommend me
a standard stewing Pear which in time would be
likely' to develop into a large and ornamental
tree. The site would be on a lawn. I planted
two Catillac standards this autumn in my new
orchard. I would piano another if this variety is

thought to meet my needs. The only large orna-

mental standard Pear to my liking in this district

are Hessles.

—

Bkvkki.ev.
*»* As a lawn tree the Catillac would be hard

to surpass. It is of a noble spreading habit of

growth, is not particularly slow in arriving at a
tree-bearing state, and is distinctly ornamental
when in flower, as well as in the autumn when
the fruits are maturing. When in flower the
Jargonelle is the most beautiful, but Catillac is

only slightl}' inferior, as it forms grand trusses of

large pure white flowers, and besides, as a tree it

is better adapted for growing in isolated positions.

Stewing Pears are too often passed over in favour
of dessert varieties, which fail to keep long and
are far less valuable accordingly. It does not
follow that the Catillac is the only variety well

adapted for lawn culture. On the co itrary, I

have seen grand specimens of Autumn Bergamot,
Windsor, Bishop's Thumb, Lammas, Eyewood,
Uvedale's St. (iermain, and Vicar of Winkfield
on lawns. In but few instances, however, were
the trees actually planted on lawns, but they
either formed part of an orchard or else occupied
sites previously devoted to the growth of fruit

and vegetables, and were left when the pleasure
grounds were extended in their direction. They
form good object lessons, which few, unfortu-

nately, have profited by. Forest trees too often

occu])y sites that ought to have been devoted to

either Apple or Pear trees. The number of varie-

ties of Pears adapted for planting on lawns is b^'

no means limited, as, in addition to those named,
mention may also be made of Pitmaston Duchess,
Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre Diel, Hacon's In-

comparable, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Souvenir du
Congres, Beurre Hardy, and Chaumontel. Per-

sonally, I should gi\'e the preference to the "Iron"
Pears of m}' youth, that is to say, those hard,
stewing varieties, which few boys or adults care

to steal, and which are not always battered to

pieces when they drop. Black Worcester, Uve-
dale's St. Germain, and Catillac would be my
choice. If fruit trees on lawns fail to make good

progress the blame generally rests with those

who plant them. Very frequently the landscape
gardener has had occasion to remove the best of

the surface soil, while in many cases the ground
is " made," or in other words is a mixture of

foundation, and other earth collected from various

sources, duly levelled and made solid. In any
case, to plant without any special preparation of

site or much as the average farmer sticks young
trees into old orchards is only courting failure.

What may safely be termed faulty planting con-

sists in digging holes only just large enough to

hold the roots in a cramped state, covering the

latter deeply with ordinary soil and returning the

turf on the top of this. That is the novice's way
of doing it ; whereas a circle (i feet in diameter
should be cleared of turf, the best of the surface

soil thrown out, and the now bared subsoil broken
up deeply with a fork and left where it is. On
the sub-soil throw the turf, grass side downwards,
chopping it to pieces, and on this distribute a
little good loamy soil or compost collected for the

purpose if the ordinary soil is very poor, making
all firm. Place a long, strong stake in the centre,

and against this set the tree, a better plan than
planting first and staking afterwards. Prune the

roots, cutting away all injured portions and
broken ends, and then distribute them somewhat
flatly and evenly through good fine soil. Fix
with the heel, making the sjil moderately firm,

and finish off neatly. Properly planted, the

"collar" of the tree, or that portion of the stem
from which the topmost roots spring, would be
well above the surrounding ground level, the

settlement that fo'lows not bringing it below the

level. Three inches of soil over the topmost roots

are sufficient. Mulch directly after planting with
short stable manure, though that more strawy and
therefore most conspicuous is to be preferred, not

disturbing this mulch during the following sum-
mer. Turfing over the roots is a great mistake.

Keep the grass from growing for at least three

clear j'ears.—W. I.

TRAINING PEACH TREES.
Mr. W. Iugulden (p. 91) writes a highly inter-

esting article as to quicker methods of bringing

young Peach trees into a profitable condition.

There he advises to plant maiden trees. I am
sorry I was not actjuainted with this new method
sooner, because last autumn I planted one house
with fine young fan-trained trees. I got them
from England, and was pleased with them. E ich

tree is furnished with about eight shoots, that is

to say, four on either side. The shoots, each

about 3 feet in length, seem to be well ripened,

and are chiefly furnished with triple buds. I am
very anxious to learn how I shall proceed with

these trees as to [iruning and pinching, in order

to get them as soon as possible into a bear-

ing condition and at the same time quickly

co-er the allotted space, about 200 square feet

for every tree.—R. K., St. Ftittr-fhimj.

*,* Let me undeceive " R. K." as to the new-
ness of the method of training Peach and Necta-

rine trees I described on p. 91. Fully twenty
years ago Mr. J. Simpson, of Wortley Hall Gar-

dens, very ably advocated what he termed the

extension system of training, and I was among
the first to follow his advice, also taking every

ojiportunity in succeeding years of drawing at-

tention to its superiority over the older and
slower methods. I have only planted one fan-

trained tree similar to those described by " R. K."
during the past fourteen years, and only then

because it was sent in the place of a maiden.

The plan usually adopted with these trained trees

is to shorten the shoots to about one-half of their

length, cutting the weakest the hardest. They
are laid in much as they were trained in

the nurseries, keeping the centre somewhat
open. Disbudding is early resorted to, leav-

ing one shoot at the ends to form leaders and
another at or near to the base of each pruned

growth, the latter filling in the spaces between

the leading shoots as they spread. If all goes on

well the foundation of a well-formed tree is laid
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the first season, and the new wood formed may be
of the right character to produce fruit. More
often the young growth is of a \'ery irregular

description, becoming gross near the centre and
weakly on the outside branches. Under such

circumstances more than ordinary skill is required

to train a well-balanced head. In the case of my
trained tree very little growth of any description

was made the first summer, but the following

season four of the strong shoots springing from
near the stem developed, and these I determined
should have a chance of extending almost un-

restricted. All the other shoots that pushed
forth were rubbed off, and all the old wood or the

remnants of the trained shoots that formed the

tree when received were cut clean away during
the summer. Those four reserved shoots attained

a length of about 5 feet when they were topped.

From the resulting side shoots a few of the best

placed were laid in and the rest pinched or cut

out, so that at the end of the second season I had
a tree nearly as large as those grown from maidens
and equally as capable of producing a good crop
the following season. When the trained trees are

dealt with in what is still the orthodox fashion,

some of the old stumps or branches, formed by
the two or more prunings given while yet they are

in the nurseries, frequently fail to make good pro-

gress ; they become stunted, in fact, and the almost
inevitable consequence is gumming and ultimate

loss of whole branches—one of the troubles

growers of Peach and Nectarine trees under glass

find very dithcult to arrest. Having early got
rid of my old wood and substituted clean,

(juickly-grown branches, my trained tree promises
to keep as sound as those originally planted as

maidens. I am not prepared to take the responsi -

bility of advising " R. K." to severely prune all

his trained trees with a view to obtaining a few
strong branching growths, but it I had charge of

them, a portion would be severely dealt with.

The chances are, if two or even four of the eight

branches are cut clean out and the reserved
shoots shortened to a length of "2 inches, subse-
quently laying in four or six well-placed young
shoots only, topping these when from 4 feet to

5 feet long, a healthy, well-balanced head would
result the first season and some fruit be had next
year. The branches resulting when the trees are

treated much as I have attempted to explain
seem to be always in a healthier state than
those built up more slowly and by much pruning.
They are constantly pushing out shoots, so that
there is never any likelihood of the lower central
portions of the tree becoming naked or void of

fruiting wood. Extra strong shoots on Peach
and Nectarine trees ought either to be rubbed or

pinched out before they have made much pro-

gress, or else be allowed to de\'elop freely, duly
topping them and laying in some of the lateral

growth. As previously stated, pinching out the
side shoots only is a mistake. The worst of

occasional strong growths is, that they out-grow
and weaken the rest of the tree, and that is one
reason why I would have two or four of them
and let these form the tree.—W. Igculde.v.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

fast swelling up, while on wallg Peaches are certainly

forward, and Apricots as usual will very soon flower,

thousrh this is by no means tli lirst tinae I have seea
the Apricot bloom expand in February.— J. Groom,
Gosport.

Chrysanthemums.

Japanesa Wineberry.—I am phasrd to see
several of yo'U- correspondents commenting si fa\our-
ably on the above. Hitherto its merits as an orna-
mental subject seem to be more appreciited than its

utihty as an edible fruit, but it is undoubtedly a
valuable addition to onr hardy small fruits, and merit-
ing more ex'ended rul'ivation as such.—J. M.
Well-kept Apples.—The sn^all c llection of

Apples shown at the Drill Hall recent meeting V>y Mr.
Mount, of Canterbury, though cbiefly Wellington,
Lane's Princs Albert, Gloria Mandi. Cdx's Orange
Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, and a few others, showed tlie

excellent nitnre of the varieties as keepers when the
storage is of the h?st. Very likely mucb of this excel-

lence is due to thorough ripening on the trees.—A. D.

rrnit prospects for 1898.—Our Apple trees

have all tbeir buds as tinnly rolled up as they usually

are at Christmas. Pears are mure variable, f ^r while

some varieties are quite dormant, ethers are bursting

ioto flower nore rapidly. Plumi aad Cherries are

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CHRYSANTHE-
MUiMS.

Will some reader kindly tell me the best English
and American-raised varieties of the past two
years suitable for growing for exhibition blooms ?

—L.
*,* The following list includes the best of the

English and American-raised varieties of the past

two years, and is given in something like their

order of merit. They are selected for their

value as large exhibition blooms. Jiipaiiesc

(English).—G. Warren (yellow Mme. Carnot),

Mrs. H. Weeks, Ella Curtis, Lady Hanhara (sport

from Viviand Morel), Lady Ridgway, Robert
Powell, Lady Byron, Jos. Brooks, Matthew Hodg-
son, Julie Scaramanga, Mrs. G. W. Palmer (sport

from Mrs. C. H. Payne), Royal Standard, Dorothy
Seward, John Neville, Emily Silsbury, General
Roberts, Elthorne Beauty, George Seward,
Mrs. M. (irant, C. W.' Richardson, Mrs.
H. Kloss and Milano. Incurred (English).

—

Duchess of Fife and Ernest Cannell. Miss
Dorothy Foster and Miss Violet Foster were intro-

duced into England, but I am not certain about
their origin. Japauexe (American).—Georgiana
Pitcher, Western King, Simplicity, Modesto, Mrs.

F. A. Bevan, Mrs. John J. Glesner, Belle of

Castlewood, Sunshine, Mrs. S. C. Probin, and Red
Warrior. Inrurred (American).—Rena Dula and
King of Orange.
Although the above list is not a long one I would

not like to claim all the sorts as being first-class.

It is really a small number among these that have
ei ther been certificated or introduced. B utsomehow
a large percentage of such fail to reach expecta-

tions on acquaintance. The fact is, many English-

raised sorts are pumped up as it were by very

skilful growers so that the coveted award may be
obtained, and when they get into the hands of the

average cultivator it becomes apparent that no
improvement upon older kinds exists. On the other

hand, novelties that improve as time goes on are

introduced from all (juarters. Notable examples
are Lady Ridgway, Ella Curtis, Georgiana Pitcher

and a slightly older one. Miss Elsie Teichmann.
In estimating the merits of new kinds the

above facts should be borne in mind, and I hope
the time may come when a growing plant with

the blooms upon it will be insisted upon when
awarding certificates. It would then be easier

to determine whether or not a variety seen

for the first time be an acquisition. Two sorts

not mentioned that are being distributed this

spring may be safely recommended, namely,

Mary Molyneux and Joseph Chamberlain. The
colour, size, and form of both make them decided

gains. So, too, will be the sulphur sport from

Mme. Carnot named Mrs. W. Mease, if it prove

distinct enough from other yellow sports of the

same variety.—H. S.

splendid blossoms. Another way is to strike the
cuttings in March, select two shoots to a plant

after the first bi-eak, and retain the earliest buds
that form upon them. Mme. Carnot, like most
white Chrysanthemums, is very free-rooting, but
the roots are tender. The soil, tlierefore, should
not be rich in manures, but rather a simple mix-
ture kept porous and sweet by ample drainage.

Nor does it require large pots ; 9- inch size is

recommended. Great care is required in water-

ing, as over-abundant supplies result in a loss of

foliage. In autumn, when the soil is filled with
roots, weak stimulants may be given with advan-
tage, and shade when the blooms are opening
because the variety is liable to damp.—H. S.

Societies and Exhibitions.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Carnot.—Judging
from the note of " R. K." (page 138) the fault in

culture is too early bud selection. Early buds of

this sort do not open satisfactorily. On the other

hand, very late ones do not develop into full,

deep, hand.some blooms. There is more than one

mode of growing this highly-esteemed white
variety successfully. The first is to strike the

cuttings about Christmas, and repot them when
required. If the stems do not produce a break-

bud early in April, pinch out the points, and
select three shoots to grow on. These in their

turn will produce flower-buds which, however,

will be too early to retain. But the buds that

come after the next period of growth may be

kept. This will be about the middle of August
—a capital time—and from these one may obtain

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
The annual meetirtg of this deserving charity

was held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street,

on Friday, February 18. The executive com-
mittee in its report referred with pride to the

progress made during the ten years which have
passed since the starting of the fund. During
this period a large number of orphan children had
been helped and a small reserxe fund established.

Referring specially to the report of the past year,

regret was expressed that the receipts were not

so satisfactory as could be desired. One specially

pleasing feature of the annual report was the

receipt by the executive of letters of deep thank-

fulness from the parents and guardians of those

children who have ceased to derive benefit from
the fund. Not only have the orphan children

received the weekly sum of 5s., but special grants

have also been made in several cases to children,

to give them a start in life by apprenticing them
to some trade. Since the fund was first started

ninety-eight children have been benefited, and
sixty-two at the present time receive a weekly
allowance, this number to be increased after the

election on that day. A sum of £5807 5s. is the

total amount paid to children since the fund was
instituted. Very gratifying, too, are the amounts
received from collecting boxes, proceeds of con-

certs, sales of flowers, &c., at provincial flower

shows. Special mention was made of £50 re-

ceived from the Scottish Horticultui'al Associa-

tion, part of the proceeds of the fine exhibition of

Chrysanthemums held in Edinburgh in November
last, also £26 5s. from the Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society. The Chislehurst Gar-

deners' Society contributed £23 12s. 6d., and the

Altrincham Gardeners' Society £18 Ss. , being

proceeds of concerts. A bequest made by the

late Mr. J. W. Thomson, of Haywards Heath,

and represented by £-157 53. lid., will henceforth

be known as the "J. W. Thomson Trust." The
annual dinner in April last realised in subscrip-

tions the sum of £635, and the committee acknow-

ledge their gratitude to Sir J. Whittaker Ellis,

Bart., for his able advocacy of the objects of the

fund. Theinvestmentsnowrepresent£9't92 14s. 2d.,

divided up into Consols and Canada Stock.

In the evening the committee and a few

friends met under the chairmanship of Mr. N.

Sherwood, in the absence (through illness) of Mr.

Peter Veitch. After the usual loyal and patriotic

toasts had been proposed, the chairman proposed

"Continued Prosperity to the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund." After stating his sincere regret

at the enforced absence of Mr. P. Veitch, the chair-

man referred to the very able address last year of

Mr. Owen Thomas, who then expressed the hope

that that year would be a record one for the fund.

In reading the report of the past year's work, ho

regretted that the year had not been so successful

as could be wished. Looking into the figures, it

was not so bad. He hoped that now the Jubilee

was past they would use their best endeavours to

make the present year a record one. They had

just put on the fund nine children out of eighteen.

On looking through the record of this charity,

which M'as founded in 1SS7, they had reason to be
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proud of what had been done. In ten years thej'

had been able to help ninety-eight children, and
spent some £5807, and had pub by for the children
in investments £9492. He was not satislied, how-
ever, and thought they should do much better.

He would like to see the £9()0U increased to

£2H,00(). During the year they had received some
handsome donations. He mentioned Mr. H. .J.

.Jones's contribution of £14 3s. Id., which was
made up of 2501 coins, thus showing how
widespread the interest was. We want, he
said, to get provincial gardeners and gentlemen
having gardens to ta^e an interest in the
fund. Special mention was made of Mr. Miles,
of Southampton, who had introduced no less

than fifty-five new subscribers. Those are the
things we must do, he said, to make the fund
more generally known ; and what gardener would
object to pay 5s. a year 'i His sympathies were
especially with the orphans. In nearly every case
they are totally unpro\ided for, and with an
average in each family of four or five.

Mr. W. Marshall, in responding, mentioned
that in the election that day those cases had got
in that ought to, and those most deserving had
been successful.

Other toasts were given, including one to the
secretary. The chairman, in proposing the last-

mentioned, stated that Mr. A. F. Barron had
done his utmost for the permanent good of the
institution, and he hopd he might be spared for
many years to come. The following is the list of

successful candidates with the number of votes
each received :

—
Agnes Mcintosh
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So far as can at present be determined, however,
this species does not appear to improve so greatly

under cultivation as some, 'e.g., T. Kaufmanniana
and others. The above species may, however,
improve if better material is forthcoming, al-

though the collected roots in most instances
rarely have size to recommend them.

Saxifraga Boydi alba.—In spite of the well-

known and intrinsic beauty so characteristic of

Burser's Saxifrage, this kind may be said to com-
pare most favourably with it. Indeed, by some it

is regarded even as superior. In the above plant
the petal is of the purest white and of much
greater substance than in Burser's kind, which
only produces solitary flowers, while S. Boydi
alba usually has three on a stem. The flowers are
so closely arranged, however, as almost to deceive
on this point, yet they develop in course of time.
The above plant, however, lacks some of the size

of S. Burseriana, though it may possess a better
constitution, which is a great point, as nothing is

more %'exing than to see fine patches of Burser's
Saxifrage become rusty and perish.

Iris stylosa.—It can scarcely be too widely
known that this winter-flowering species, which
commenced unfolding its blossoms early in De-
cember, is still producing flowers in the end of

February, having in the meantime provided an
abundant supply of spikes without a break.
There still appear growths with blooming sheaths
that will carry the flowering well into the third
month. It should, however, be stated that the
plants have a warm and favoured position against
a wall, and this, coupled with the fact of the
clumps being well-established and large, will in
some measure account for so continued a display.
Other plants fully in the open have not shared
the freedom of those referred to, a fact not to be
overlooked when planting this species, which is

best done early in April.

Asplenium Nidus multilobatum. — The
Bird's-nest Fern is not uncommon in gardens,
where it varies in size according to the treatment
it gets, liberal treatment resulting in specimens
6 feet to 9 feet through, with a vasiform whorl of
fronds 6 feet or more long and nearly a foot wide.
Hitherto the only varieties known have difl'ered

from the type mainly in size of frond, but a new
and distinct variation has lately been introduced
to Kew from Queensland. This has fronds which
are divided into numerous branch-like lobes a foot
or so long, and these are again lobed, so as to
give the plant the appearance of a gigantic
crested form of Soolopendrium vulgare. Generally,
Ferns reproduce peculiarities of this kind through
their spores ; consequently it may be expected
that the batch of seedlings now at Kew, and
which have been raised from the large plant
received last year, will result in a large supply of
this crested varietj for distribution. It may not
be generally known that the type is perfectly
happy in an ordinary greenhouse temperature.
This may be seen from the vigour and size of
several specimens in the temperate house at Kew.

"Violet California.—This handsome kind has
been one of the most freely flowered this year in
the open ground, where in rather strong and fairly
good soil it is full of promise. Equally satisfac-
tory is its growth. A year ago less than 100
single crowns with here and there a runner were
planted, and these have so far i)ro\ed a great
success, making fine tufts full of flower-buds by
the end of August, with a good crop of cuttings
in sight. All the earliest of these were secured
in the autumn as soon as possible; many that had
appeared during summer, having been 'fixed by a
stone to the, earth quickly took root without
any care. In six weeks these were planted out
in a fresh bed, taking care only to remove as
little of the runner as was possible, as this would
still break with favourable conditions. The tufts
of roots produced on the fixed runners were all

that could be wished, and as a good deal of the
holding soil came away in lifting, the plants
quickly took fresh hold. Only the largest were
replanted ; the smaller were simply detached from
the runner stem to remain for spring. This step

was regarded as best in view of a severe winter
ensuing, but they are now capital plants, full of

life and vigour. As further proof of the progress
of this variety, several thousands of cuttings

have been inserted since the year began, the old

tufts flowering abundantly through the winter.

The length of stem is a most acceptable item in

this kind.— J., Hampton Hill, Middlem x.

Public Gardens.

THE TEMPLE GARDENS.
May I draw the attention of members of Par-

liament and of your readers in general to a
modest-looking little Bill, which is being intro-

duced this Session, entitled the Inner Temple
Buildings (King's Bench Walk) Bill'; By this

Bill the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple
seek power to erect buildings in extension of

their King's Bench Walk buildings upon some of

the land which was reclaimed from the river

when the embankment was made. By the

Thames Embankment Act, 1862, the Metro-

politan Board of Works was authorised to exe-

cute various works, including the embankment
from Westminster Bridge to the eastern boundary
of the Inner Temple, and it was provided that all

the land reclaimed from the Thames, and lying

in front of the then southern boundary- of the

Temple, should belong to the societies of the

Inner and Middle Temples respectively. But the

Act also provided that no building should be

erected on this reclaimed land other than certain

keepers' or gardeners' lodges, of one storey only,

of which the First Commissioner of Works might
approve. The present Bill seeks to give power
to the Inner Temple to appropriate for building

purposes so much of the reclaimed land as lies

between the former southern boundary of the

Temple and the District Railway tunnel, with a

width of about 80 feet measured westwards from

the eastern boundary of the Inner Temple. To
this extent the Thames Embankment Act, 1862,

would 'oe set aside if the Bill passes, nor is any
provision made for compensation to the public. But
the restriction against building imposed by the Act
of 1862 was a perfectly fair one. The frontage

land was not created by the Metropolitan Board
of Works with money provided by the Inner

Temple, and if the land had been sold for build-

ing purposes by the Board it would have realised

a large sum, which would have been some set-off

against the cost of the embankment. One would
have thought that the land should have been

retained by the Board of Works as a public

garden in extension of the existing Embankment
Gardens. But the very least Parliament could

do, in giving the land into the hands of those who
can exclude the public therefrom, was to impose a

condition that it should always remain as an open

spxce.

If Parliament in its wisdom now thinks fit to

allow this open space to be built on, then clearly

the Inner Temple should be made to buy it at its

market price as a building site, and the money so

obtained should be devoted to open space pur-

poses. But I trust that Parliament will definitely

decline to allow our noble embankment to be

seriously injured by the formation of a building

frontage so close to the public thoroughfare. If

this attempt of the Inner Temple to obtain liuild-

ing land on the cheap is successful, it will only

be°a question of time before they and the Middle

Temple secure the remainder of the open space

as a most profitable building site without pay-

ment, when of course the Temple tJardens, which

add so much to the beauty of the embankment,
will be much curtailed, and will be shut out from

pubhc view.—B.\siL Holmes, Secretary, Metro-

politan Public Garden's Association, S.J, Lancaster

Gate, If., in The Times.

New Palm house for Liverpool. —Mr.
Henry Yates Thompson, of Bryanston S(|uare,

London, and Thingwall Hall, near Liverpool, has

arranged to provide for Stanley Park, Liverpool,

a Palm house somewhat similar to one he placed in

Sefton Park in the same city in 1896. The Sefton
Park Palm house and its plants cost over £12,000.
That for Stanley Park will be about 120 feet long,
and will cost about £6000. Mr. Thompson
waited upon the Parks and Gardens Committee,
with Mr. Mackenzie, of the firm of Mackenzie and
Moncur, horticultural builders, Edinburgh, who
submitted the plans of the structure which the
firm will build. Mr. Thompson was warmly
thanked by the Lord Mayor and Alderman Ball,

chairman of the committee.

Obituary.

MONS. N. A. PAILLIEUX.
The death of Mons. N. A. Paillieux on February
8 will be regretted by all who have known
that worthy man. He was 85 years of age, and
had been for many years engaged, with inde-
fatigable perseverance, in introducing or popular-
ising a great number of kitchen garden vege-
tables, the history of which he related in a
charming book which he published, in conjunc-
tion with M. I). Bris, under the title of " Le
Potager d'un Curieux." Mons. Paillieux was
well known for having popularised the culture of

Stachys tuberifera, to which he gave the French
designation of "Ci-osnes" (from the name of his

native village), and which has long since come
into very general use as a vegetable for the
dinner-table.

—

Rertie Horticole.

Hyacinths failing.—I send you herewith a
sample of my Hj'acinths grown in water. They
are a complete failure. Toper cent, being as en-

closed. Those which are grown in pots are very
similar. As you will observe, the flower-stem has
failed to extend from the bulb. I have grown
Hyacinths for many years and never experienced
such disastrous results as this season. Where the

roots have become dried is simply because they
were taken from the glasses before I had decided
to write you. I shall be glad to have your
opinion in an early issue of The Garden.—J. M.

*„* From the samples of Hyacinths received, we
fear your bulbs have had a check of some kind,

either in the way of too much warmth at the start

or from being placed too quickly in the light.

Your bulbs have made too much top growth in

advance of the roots, and this is, we think, the

cause of failure. The roots of bulbs sent, with one
exception, are much too poor for bulbs at the

flowering stage, and the one exception is only a

fair specimen. The roots of Hyacinths in water

to be satisfactory should be long and nearly fill

the glasses. Yours are much too short and poor.

You give us no particulars, only that you have
not failed previously. Have you given the same
treatment, as the bulbs are fine and well matured ?

Do you not think this season your bulbs have been

hurried too much '! Do you start the bulbs in

the dark and grow cool ? The bulbs should not

be exposed till root growth is well advanced.

The water may have been stagnant or slimy. If

you will give more details we may be able to help

you as to cause of failure.—Ed.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Ij<!8sc>ng with Plants " By L. H. Bailey, with

drawings frnm Nature hy Mr. S. Holdsworth. Mdc-
milUn and Co., Ltd., Londoa and New York.

L's' of Seeds for Exchange Rnyal Botanic Gar-

dens, (ilasnevia.

Annual Report of M jlropjlila-.i Gardens A'^soc'.a-

tion for 18'J7.

Names of plants.— Norma'i Fuahicnrth.—Cor-

nus mas. H. Riiler Raagitrd.— Vfe have had several

snecimens this season of the flowers you send. •

Sprinqhil I.—The Orchid is C.vpripedium villosnm j

the succulent plant Echeveria retusa, and the other

Imantoplivllum miniatum, f.ir culture of which see
I Gardex this week. In sendiug fluw^ra for name,
' please attis numbers to same, so as to identify. F.

I

CUbborn.—A very fine form of Odintoglossum tri-

umphins.
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GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED PLANTS.
CuLTi'RAL Hints.

Frequent failures arise in potting, watering,
choice of soil, temperatures, and ventilation.

First, as to

POTTINC!.

Never use dirty pots, nor new ones even,
without first soaking them. Avoid over-
large shifts, which are sometimes given with
the best intentions, and for a time the results
appear to be all that one can wish, but
ill proportion to the rapidity of advance-
ment, so afterwards will frecjuently be the de-
cline. Do what we will, the routs will always
have a tendency to tiud out the sides of the
pots. If, therefore, there be a considerable
quantity of fresh soil surrounding the old ball,

some of this does not get permeated with roots
as it should do at the outset, and afterwards,
as the fresh soil becomes less fresh, the roots
will be less disposed to retrace their steps.
The soil, therefore, that is not assimilated
becomes sour, and in time too porous, as we can
note when after a watering it runs away too
freely. What was termed the "one-shift sys-
tem " was at one time very popular. I remem-
ber reading of its advocacy by a gardener now
dead, viz., Mr. Ayres, who then was living in
the London district, but not such a successful
exhibitor under this system, if the old records
are to be relied upon, as others who preferred
the slow and more sure method of procedure in
potting. In shifting these plants, my advice is

to proceed one step at a time, i.e., one size of
pot larger at each potting ; this will be found
quite enough. As regards the potting itself,

there is oftentimes room for great improvement.
It does not pay to pot hard-wooded plants in
the rough-and-ready fashion adopted by those
who grow large numbers of soft-wooded stuff.

The two cases are quite different. In one case
it has to last much longer ; therefore do it care-

fully and well ; whereas in the other the plants

are either shifted again or reduced at the roots,

as the case may be, or are, after flowering,

thrown away. Take Azalea mollis as a case in

point. Plants of this when potted up are
oftentimes rammed into the pots in a rough-
and-ready fasliion, with the result that they do
nut always flower .so well the first season as

they should do, and afterwards are of but little

use. Pot them carefully and well in good soil

and mark the difference ; then they will, as I

have proved, go on for years and give excellent

results. I am a strong advocate for firm pot-

ting of all plants that are of permanent charac-

ter, but in no case more so than when dealing

with these now in (juestion. So long as the

pots are not burst the plants will not come to

any harm afterwards. Never allow for any
amount of surface-dressing when dealing with
specimens or future .specimens, but rather let

the additional soil be at the bottom, where the
roots will make better use of it. Make due
jirovision for watering, but of the two it is safer

to allow an excess rather than an insufficient

space for this purpose ; otherwise it may happen
that the plants will not receive enough water
to entirely penetrate the balls. Drainage, and
tliat of clean material, should be used freely.

Broken pots are the best, but I would favour a
slight sprinkling on these of finely - broken
clinkers or cinder ashes to make it uncomfort-
able for the worms.

Soil.

For the major part of these plants peat is the
staple soil, and that should be of the best. Peat
that will suit Ferns, being somewhat soft in

handling, will not answer so well as that which
is liarsh and hard to the touch with plenty of

good fibre in it. In other words, peat with
Bracken in it suits Ferns, etc., whilst that with
traces of the Heather in it is best for hard-
wooded plants as a rule. The best kind of

peat is usually thin, never running so thick as

the other, but the under side will often have
some refuse on it devoid of any fibre at all.

This will come in for less important uses. To
give the special soils for each particular genus is

hardly necessary. As a rule, the following course

may be adopted, viz., the finer the roots of any
plant and the greater their profusion, the more
need is there of good peat alone. Heaths and
Epacrises, Dracophyllums and Aphelexisare all

instances of this. Chorozemas and Eriostemors,

Pleromas and Hedaromas will thri\ e well with

a small proportion of fibrous yellow loam, whilst

Polygalas and Acacias, Statices and the Lager-

striemia will do well with even more loam in

the soil. In some instances a little charcoal is

an advantage. I would use it with Aphelexis,

with the .slower-growing Boronias, and with the

larger-sized plants of Leschenaultias and with

Hedaromas. Should the peat not be of the

very best and no other obtainable, I would not

hesitate to use a small amount of fibrous loam
and silver sand more freely at the same time.

Always, however, make a good use of the latter

indispensable article. I am no advocate fur tlie

use of even the best of leaf soil ; it leaves the

soil too porous and open after a tiuie as decay

proceeds. Care should be taken that the soil

is neither too wet and soddened, nor, on the

other hand, too dusty and dry ; a medium con-

dition is much the best. See to it that the

balls are well moistened throughout before pot-

ting ; large plants often need a thorough soak-

ing, otherwise trouble will afterwards arise.

The reduction of the balls priiir to potting

should also be done cautiously. I do not

favour it except when the soil is sour and the

root action indifferent, such, for instance, as

when the plants have been overpotted pre-

viously, or when inferior soil has been used.

In some cases it will be better to cut the out-

side of the old balls away as cleanly as possible.

This allows of the plants oftentimes being again

placed in the same size of pot. The best time

to pot young and small plants is in the spring,

so that they become partially established before

hot weather sets in. Specimens of such as

have passed their flowering stage before the end
of July or early in August can be potted at once.
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Later kinds had better be potted the following

spring, as a rule. Slight damping overhead and
a moist atmosphere for a short time afterwards

will be found beneficial, but guard against any

excess. The
Watering

afterwards must be attended to more closely,

and do not, if possible, let specimens be
exposed during heavy rains. Watering should

at all times be attended to carefully and
in a rational and sensible manner. Both
extremes are bad enough, but of the

two I think extreme drought is the worse
—most certainly it is to healthy, well- rooted

plants ; unhealthy plants will suffer most
undoubtedly from tie other extreme. In
watering medium-sized and large spcimens the

second dose is often needed, so that the balls

are soaked to the drainage. Rain water is the

best, most decidedly, and hard water, also that

direct from wells, about the worst that can be
used. I do not favour manures in any form
whatever. I will not say that no good is ever

done by their use, but there is more risk of

doing harm than there is hojie of doing good.

Water that is slightly tainted with soot is as

good as anything that can be used, but it should

be so weak as to be hardly, if at all, perceptible,

and then even there must be no semblance
of sediment. When it is added, a small

((uantity in a small bag should be dropped into

the tank and be left afterwards undisturbed.

Sulphate of anunonia is used, I know, by some
trade growers of small Heaths, &c., but its use

can be detected in the darker colour fjf the

foliage and a more robust appearance. Wait,
however, and see what the.se plants will be like

the following season after . changing hands, or

even before they flower sometimes. They h>ok

more attractive at the time, and I suppose that

answers the purpose.

I like to stand the plants outside during the

summer after the growth has been made or

become partially hardened, but let them have
all the sunshine possible. This treatment will

tend to tlie thorough ripening of the wood and
be largely in accord with wliat they receive in

their native habitats, especially the Cape and
New Holland plants. The second week in

September is quite late enough to leave them
outside in any case, but if it^be a wet time,

earlier housing is preferable. When outside

let them stand on bricks or boards, so as to

keep the worms out of the pots. Small plants

in pits may have the lights left on during the
day and be taken ofl' towards evening, so tliat

they receive the benefit of the dews. When
housing, avoid by all possible means any over-

crowding ; this will never do, nor can its ill-

effects be easily overcome. Present-day houses,

it is true, are far lighter than the old-fashioned

ones were when these plants were the pride of

many a garden and its gardener too.

Ventilation,

like the watering, should be done in a sen-

sible manner ; too much at times will bring
on mildew, especially with dull weather
and cold, cutting winds after a few days
of waim weather. A light, buoyant atmo-
sphere is much the best, any approacli to

stagnation being harmful to a degree. A little

warmth in the pipes during dull weather in the
daytime with air on is much better than warm
pipes at night with the house shut up close.

These remarks apply, of course, to the late

autumn, wintir, and early spring, and not to

the rest of the year, when plenty of air should
be given. During the quiet or resting season,
40° to 4.5° at night, according to the weather, is

quite enough, but I would prefer to see the

glass at 35° or so in the morning rather than
make the pipes too hot. There will be a .slight

rise as the spring advances, but it is never ad-

visable to use any fire-heat when above 40" or
42°, unless in the daytime, as afoi-e-mentioned,

in ventilation. I have known plants to be
frozen and come to no harm. Grower.

CARNATION MME. THEKESE FRANCO.
WRiTixii from the Thames valley, a district note-

worthy for damp and fogs, it is a pleasure to find,

from correspondents in Shropshire and Gloucester-

shire, that the above Carnation is a success in

both instances. All the same, generally through-
out Middlesex and some portions of Herts the
variety is so far a failure as not to pay for its

room, and has therefore been discarded. This
last item frequently means a great sacrifice, or

rather loss, for in some of tlie instances I could
name it is not a question of one or two hundred,
but thousands of plants. Within a mile of where
I write at least eight market growers have dis-

carded this Carnation for tlie reason I lia\e

already stated, while a little further away two of

the largest Carnation growers for Covent Garden
have thrown out their entire stock. One of my
immediate neiglibours, who grows winter Carna-
tions Ijy the 10,000, is very sorry he ever spent a
penny on this variety, so that near London the
experience is not an isolated one. I have one or

two blooms struggling to open at the moment
from nice bushy plants in (i-inch pots, but tliey

do not open at all, as the calyx bursts prematurely
and the petals refuse to expand properly. Other
kinds in the same house with identical treatment
throughout are all one could wish. Both Shrews-
bury and Cirencester are excellent localities,

which I know from experience ; tlie red sand-

stone of the former and the pure air of the
latter should help such things as winter Carna-
tions. I would, however, like to ask your corre-

spondents if they get more than a single flower to

each stem in this variety, which is the usual
number here. A few plants shown at the

Aquarium Chrysanthemum show in November
last only carried a solitary flower to each stem,
and blooms of poor quality also ; in fact, the
petals incurve and not expand to the reflexing

point at all. I notice " T. A.," Cirencester House
Gardens, suggests I have not the true variety,

and certainly his description of the above is

enough to tempt one to try it again. " T. A."
also says it flowers more freely than Miss Joliffe,

yet the latter has produced from four to six

flowers to a stem in this locality, while Mme. T.

Franco will only produce one, and that of poor
colour and bad shape. I am extremely obliged

to Mr. Geo. Burrows, as well as " T. A.," for

their frank statements, as it is gratifying to know
this Carnation is not an absolute failure in all

districts alike. E. J.

Camellia delicatissima.—This variety belorgs

to what might be termed the Hollyhock Camellias.

As the intensely stiff and formal typo has been un
doubtedly the cause of the recent unpopniai'ity of

the Camellia, so will the semi-doubles, singles, and
such varieties as the above tend to raise this grjnd
winter-flowering shrub to its former pisi ion. This

varii-ty is very doub'e, but the resemblance to the

lloUyiinek relieves it of any formality. The colour is

a beautiful ivory white, somewhat tinged with lemon,

and there is a faint line of ca'mine disceraible on
some ot" the petals.

Double Violets in frames.—Notes on these

are helpful to many cultivators, and that from
Mr. Jno. Roberts accords with my own experience.

I never consider those left in the open where they

are grown in summer pay compared with those

Hfted and planted in frames. On light sandy soil

in Norfolk, Violets when left where they grow
are very useful, coming in after those in frames.

This I attribute to the soil and the drier state of

the atmosphere. I find nothing answers so well

as striking the cuttings in shallow boxes in March

and April, placing these in cold frames till rooted.

I grow them on deeply-worked, rich soil in

an open position during the summer, and
lift them with good balls in September. I

am not troubled with damping of the foliage, as

I make it a rule to keep the lights off as much as

possible. I grow my plants on old spent hotbeds.
I give them good soakings of water during the
months of September and October, and from this

till the end of February they do not require any :

this allows the surface soil to get dry, and as I am
in a low situation and very damp I find this most
helpful. Violets are not good this year, the single

kinds outside being very po:r. I attribute this to

the plants blooming so much out of season last

autumn.—J. Crook.

ARUM LILIES.

I CAN only say in reply to " M. T." (page 152)

that I suspect either some local influence has
intervened, or that " M. T." has not followed

exactly the cultural directions I have given. I

have grown these things from a flower-producing
standpoint largely for market, and for this purpose
I strongly advocate permanent pot culture.

When I tell " M. T." that I have obtained ai

many as five spathes per pot by the end of the j ear,

he will see that an average of five for the season

comes very short. Frequently—indeed, almost
invariably—by the pot system two spathes come
in quick succession from the same leaf ; in fact,

the second is frequently in sight when the first is

cut. This is by no means so frequent when the
corms are planted out during summer. With two
spathes from a single leaf, the number I ha\e
stated is quickly forthcoming, and the system has
found many adherents in my own im oediate

locality where these things are largely grown for

market. "M. T." says the batch treated as I

have suggested "is weak compared with the

others." I am willing to admit that the pot-

grown plants do not produce the exceedingly
large leaves of those planted out, nor do I desire

it. I have seen many plants ti feet high where
planting out is adopted ; whereas by permanent
pot culture, with repotting each year, the plants

commence flowering when barely 2 feet high.

The question of producing the very biggest

spathes possible is of no moment when grown for

market ; in fact, these gross, over-fed monsters
are frequently refused for the smaller, better

formed and usually more solid blooms that may
be one third smaller. Very large examples are

usually out of proportion in many floral arrange-

ments, and are not regarded as the most desirable

by florists generally. Private gardeners, how-
ever, have often different tastes to cater for, and
of course do their best to meet the case. I need
hardly add that after the first few weeks the

plants are regularly supplied with liquid manure.
I believe " M. T. " to be the only correspondent
who has given a contrary opinion of the pot
system, while numbers who have succeeded are

greatly in its favour.—E. J.

I have been interested in the remarks
of " E. J." appearing in The Garden respect-

ing the drying of Arum Lilies in summer,
and resolved to try some last year. I found
(like "M. T." in a recent issue) that those

treated as advised by " E. J." were not to be
compared to those that were planted out. Cer-

tainly they are much dwarfer and have bloomed
well, but the flowers are very small. I can get
much larger flowers, finer plants, and ecjually as

much bloom by planting out. Some may say
that there is no necessity for very large flowers,

and I quite agree with them when they are

wanted as cut flowers for making wreaths and
also for house decoration, but where the plants

are wanted for either the conservatory or mansion
they are nowhere alongside of large plants covered
with fine flowers. I plant out about June 1 on a
moist border facing north-east. When lifting in

September I only reduce so that they can be
crammed into the pots, and the result is an abund-
ance of large flowers during winter and spring.

—

D. C.
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Trees and Shrubs.

SPIR.«A PRUNIFOLIA FL.-PL.

First impressions are not always borne out by
facts. During my tirst spring here—when ten

days after snow and frost disappeared I s:iw

groups of Forsythia a mass of yellow, and
Spineas covered in bloom — the impression

forced on nie that surely I had never seen such
profuse bloom before on these familiar shrubs.

This is now more than sustained, not merely
in one or two varieties, for every good flowering

shrub known to me in Engli-sh gardens—at least,

such as are hardy here—gives us a display of

blossom .-dtogether surpassing anything I had
previously seen.

The accompanying illustration shows one of

a group of several plants of this Spinea, and

mutilated stumps. Others plant Privet, doubt-
ful evergreens, or Rhododendrons of uncertain
hardiness, and such glorious possibilities as the

picture portrays fall short of realisation.

Madison, N.J. A. Heruington.

Azara microphylla is one of the evergreen
shrubs now in bloom, a fact more quickly felt than
seen, for it is the delicious fragrance in proximity
to a plant that induces one to look for the insig-

nificant flower that produces it—merely minute

f
olden-headed stamens. The tiny flowers are
orne chiefly at the back of the branchlets in the

axils of the leaves, and are so inconspicuous, that
they only appear as golden dust among the Box-
green leaves. The mode of growth of this shrub
is so suggesti\'e of a wall plant, that one naturally
plants it in such positions, and a beautiful object
it is as a wall covering. In this district there is

the two species. In S. nigra the inflorescence is

generally cjuite flat on the top and the flowers are
sweet scented. In S. canadensis tlie inflorescence

is generally cushion shaped, and what odour the
flowers possess is of rather a disagreeable kind.
In all these particulars the Oolden Elder agrees
with S. canadensis, as it also does in its leaves

and in all its other characters —A. D. Rich.\rd-
SON, Royal Botanir Ganhn, Edin'nirrjh.

Pyrus japonica as a shrub.—May I say, in

reply to your correspondent, that I have long
grown this beautiful plant in my shrubberies, and
have never experienced the least difficulty with it.

With me it has just to take its chance with
Laurels, Lilacs, &c., and it succeeds quite as well

as they do. Many years ago I noticed great
bushes of it near the I^ago Maggiore, grow-
ing in the greatest luxuriance, and covered with
flowers. I was so struck with their beauty that
on my return I determined to try it here. I had
always grown the Pyriis on walls, but I have

SpirosT, prunifolia ^ore-pleno. From a photograph sent hy Mr. A, Serrington, Madison, New Jersey.

its profuse bloom as shown is by no mean.s an
incident of the season, since the group in ques-
tion was just as beautiful the spring before,
and doubtless ere long will look like it again.
It is not an outcome of good cultivation either,
as the plants are growing in stony ground over-
lying gravel, and the only attention they have
had lias been to keep the weeds down. Sucli
fine specimens, however, whilst they might be
common enough on American lawns, are all too
rare, owing to the ridiculous and excessive
shrub-pruning that seems to be the rule here,
so that you see Forssythias, SpirEeas, Deutzias,
Viburnums, Weigelas, etc., cut close into a
semi-rotundity of outline, to the total destruc-
tion of their natural form ; though even this
barb.irous traatment does not prevent them
blossoming abundantly in due ssason on their

no necessity to plant it against a wall, for it

thrives well as i 'uish in the open. Ripened
shoots inserted d^-epiy in sandy soil in a sheltered

position strike treeiy and quickly make good
plants.—J. R., Merioneth.

The Golden Elder. — In his interesting

article on Elders, published on .January 22, Mr.
Bean describes this plant as a variety of the com-
mon Elder (Sambucus nigra). That the belief

that it is a variety of that species is very preva-

lent is evident from the fact that in nearly all

nursery catalogues, and also in a number of

books, it is so designated. This, however, is a

mistake, as may easily be proved by an examina-
tion of the plant when in flower. In S. nigra the

prevailing number of pxrts in the calyx, corolla

and andne:;ium is four—rarely five. In S. cana-

densis the prevailing number is five, rarely six.

There are besides these other differences between

found that it does even better as a shrub, and
gives much less trouble so. The subsoil of our

shrubberies is hungry enough, and in summer the

roots of the trees rob it of every drop of superficial

moisture. The Pyrus, however, seems to get its

fair share, for I have never seen it looking dried

up, and I expect that its roots go down deeply.

I cut the plants back when necessary, as I should

a Gooseberry bush, but the more they are cut the

better they flower.—F. W. Har.mer.

Hibiscus Manihot.—Referring to the notice

of this plant lately in TuE G.\kden, it may be of

interest to know that the plant as used in Japan
in the manufacture of papar from the Paper Mul-

berry (Broussonetia papyrifera) is always a peren-

nial, inasmuch as the thick tap root is the part

used. It is known as the Tororo, and the fol-

lowing description of the plant and it j use is given

in a report on the manufacture of paper in
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Japan, issued from the Foreign Office in 1871 :

"TheTororo flowers in spring: the seed is en-

closed in the flower and is small and sexagonal

in shape, resemljling the Sesamum. Neither the

flower nor the seed is of any use in the manu-
facture of paper, but the root is used. The slirub

is not unlike the Cotton plant. The root of the

Tororo is taken during the rainy season of the

fifth moon, after the flower has died and dried.

Tlie size of the root is about the same as that of

the common Dock, unless it grows in stony

ground, when it is shorter. The sprouts and skin

of the roots are scraped off, and the root is then

beaten. When required for use, the Tororo roots

are boiled into a tolerably thin paste, a quart and

a half of which is required for each ' boat ' of the

paper stuff. The Tororo paste should Ije strained

through a fine hair sieve into tubs, and may then

be used as required." The use of this root by the

Japanese Avould seem to be one of some anti-

quity. Thunberg says :
" In Japan the mucilage

of the root is used to give consistence to paper."

The sketch I send you is copied from a Japanese

drawing of the plant, which accompanies the re-

port, and gives a good idea of the root.

—

John R.

J.\CKsnN, Museum, Kew.

PLEASURE-GROUND PLANTING.

An inspection of old pleasure grounds often

leads to the conclusion that planters who were
doing their work from the middle to the end of

last century did the same, as a rule, better than

the generation that immediately preceded us.

I do not know exactly why this should have

been so, unless that the introduction of many
things, of which Sequoias and Araucarias may
be taken as types, coupled with the craze that

suddenly arose for everything in the shape of

conifenc, led to an extensive and indiscriminate

planting of the same without suthcieut study as

to tlie soil and situation suitable for thera. One
outcome of this taste was the planting of

pinetuins, some of which may have been a fair

success, whilst the majority at the expiration

of a generation show only a miserable collec-

tion of stunted trees, that have gradually to be

removed to make room for common, but in-

finitely more beautiful trees. Even if a regular

pinetum was not formed, the newer trees were,

as I have said, stuck about with little regard to

their surroundings, and so we find Araucarias

and the most formal of the Cupressus in

close proximity to fine deciduous trees, and
Cryptomeria elegans, Thujas, and things of

similar character in positions for which they

are utterly unsuited. As a contrast to this,

it is a pleasure to contemplate work of, say,

130 years ago and to realise how the old

planters, with far less material to hand,

managed in the majority of cases to score a

distinct success. Take the majority of the

Lebanon Cedars, for instance, and I think we
shall find that, whether as isolated specimens
well developed on all sides, or in clumps that lack

indi\idually the size and spread of branch, but
sending up fine straight boles, splendid in colour

and great in girth, they are in touch with their

surroundings and invariably seen to the best

advantage. The Yew, again, a much neglected

tree, but one which, bearing in mind its heavy,

sombre character, may certainly be over-

planted, is occasionally found in old pleasure

grounds in positions for which it is admir-
ably adapted as a tree that is developing

at will, showing its true character and not
cut and trained into fantastic shapes. The
Yews are a case in point if planted in posi-

tions where they can show their true form
without interfering with other things. Is it

not better to have them so than trim them into

the shape of a peacock, a Chinese pagoda, or

anything the operator may incline to ? Apart

however, from cutting and trimming into formal

shapes, it is certain that indiscriminate huddling

at planting time is answerable for a lot of severe

pruning, and the chief considerations before

planting are, therefore, the suitability of the

diflerent things for the positions to which they

are assigned, and plenty of room in which they

may individiuilly develop. Trees not easily or,

rather, satisfactorily associated with other things

were treated by these old planters alike with

boldness and discretion, and we have cases

close at hand in clumps of Silver Firs—now,

unfortunately, fast going to decay—and in

isolated specimens of Quercus Ilex, the latter

large and well furnished and very handsome
trees. Where pleasure grounds are of sufficient

size to admit of the presence of deciduous trees

alike in considerable quantity and variety, it is

always advisable to have more than <.ine careful

inspection before deciding what and where to

plant, and it is obvious that in the case of soli-

tary trees, as widely different in foliage as, for

instance, the scarlet Oak and the Birch, the

large-leaved Plane and the Mountain Ash must
have positions chosen for them in which the varia-

tions in size, shape, and foliage may be seen

to the best advantage.

In smaller pleasure grounds the lack of

deciduous trees is often noticeable. Thanks,

however, to the increased liking for tree

and shrub life and with the increased liking

a more careful study of the same, the fact

that there are many deciduous trees with

very handsome foliage quite adajjted for small

lawns is now generally understood and acted

upon. Among the later introductions likely to

be very useful in such work may be mentioned

Carpinus cordata. Magnolia parviflora and

M. Watsoni, whilst older things would include

JIagnolia macrophylla and M. tripetala, the

best of the Acers, Ginkgo biloba and Laurus
Sassafras, with good selections from the Cra-

taegus and Pyrus families. The inclusion of

any trees that will combine fruit bearing with

spring flowers and summer foliage wiQ naturally

depend on the taste of the planter
;
personally,

I should say by all means include them. They
might be represented by Apples likely to grow

into large trees, as Blenheim Orange and Deux
Ans, Bergamot Pears, with an occasional

Quince, Medlar, Mulberry, and Siberian Crab.

The last might always find a place ; it is a

beautiful tree both in flower and fruit.

ClitreiiKjnf. E. BlRIlELL.

Rose Garden.

ROSE SPORTS.

M.4NY have been struck with the fact of several

plants sporting in exactly the same direction

and at the same time, but in very widely dif-

ferent localities. This is not so remarkable if

looked at in the following light. We do not

tinil plants that are usually produced from seed

doing this ; it is such as the Rose, Chrysanthe-

mum, and Pelargonium—plants that are in-

creased from cuttings, buds, or other parts of

the original ; therefore, the same tendency to

variation may be in several specimens increased

from the plant containing such, and which would

develop at the same age. In a couple of in-

stances this has occurred with me, while we
have notable examples in Souvenir de S. A.

Prince and The Queen ; one an English sport,

and the other an American, both appearing at

the same time, and upon the same variety.

Catherine Mermet gives us Muriel Grahanie,

but I had it here upon the same variety, and

simultaneously with its appearance at Reigate.

Heinrich Schultheis gave us Paul's Early Blush
and Mrs. Harkness at the same time ; one in

Y'orkshire, and the other in Herts. I could

mention other cases of simultaneous sjjorting.

Perhaps the best sports have been given us by
Catherine Mermet, a grand Rose in itself, and
one that seems to impart all its good qualities

to its ofl'spring. Muriel Grahame is so good
that it secured two of the National Rose
Society's silver medals the first year after in-

troduction. It always comes good. Now this

same departure occurred upon a Catherine
Mermet in my Rose houic, and from that time
the same part of the plant has always produced
Muriel Grahame. In the autumn of 18'.»5 Mr.
R. Harkness happened t > see a small flower or

two upon plants I h: d propagated from this,

and immediately exclaimed, " Why, you have
got Muriel Grahame !

" I had, and. a good
batch of plants, but not what I thought suffi-

cient to send out. Upon such an authority as

this, and the fact that I had seen a flower or

two of Muriel Grahame, I decided not to send
it out, and so create what would certainly have
been another of our already too numerous du-
plicates. Since its introduction, I have grown
both side by side, and they are absolutely one and
the same in every respect. Catherine Mermet akso

gave The Bride, Bridesmaid, and Waban, the two
first being among our very best Tea Roses for

any purpose except as climbers upon high walls.

Another instance of simultaneous sporting

which came under my notice, was Souvenir de
S. A. Prince, which not only sported in this

country and America, but occurred in an adjoin-

ing parish (Framfield). I happened to be talk-

ing to a likely customer about the merits of

Mr. Prince's introduction, when my companion
said he believed he already possessed it. I

was shown the plant, and it was S. A. Prince
upon Souvenir d'un Ami. Since then the

plant has died, and the sport with it ; but I

was allowed to bring home a piece, and I found
plants secured from this the counterpart of

Souvenir de S. A. Prince and The Queen, the

latter name being the one given to the intro-

duction from America. White Barone.ss, Mabel
Morrison, and Merveille des Blanches are all

white sports from Baroness Rothschild, and I

am under the impression that Merveille de
Lyon is also. It is rather singular that this

Rose should give aU white sports, and no im-

provement as regards its own colour, in the

way of more double form ; nor do any of its

sports possess scent. Sunset originated from
Perle des Jardins, but it does not open the

majority of its flowers so well as Perle des

.lardins. The last named gave us White Perle,

but this is not of much value, as we already

had several white Roses of better habit and
form. This also opens indifl'erently when com-
pared to its parent. Six years ago, Sunsat

gave us a sport that will undoubtedly be a

great acquLsition to the so-called garden Roses.

It is a grand flower under glass, and for the

coat. Its chief peculiarity lies in being a deep
crimson on the reverse of the petals, while in

perfume none can surpass it. I was afraid it

was tender, but for the past two winters it has

stood well outside.

Mme. Hoste is given in one of the continen-

tal lists as being a seedling from Victor PuUait,

itself a seedling from Mclanie Willermoz ; but

we so often see a flower of the same character

upon Anna Ollivier, while the growth is so

much alike, that I fimly believe it to be a fixed

sport from Anna Ollivier ;
all the more so from

the fact that a sport from this was shown at

the Reading exhibition of the National Rose
Society in 1890, which was .similar to Mme.
Hoste. I believe that Mr. S. Treseder, Cardifl",
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has a white sport from Anna 011i\'ier, which
appeared two or three years ago. It is de-

scribed as having a pale lemon centre, with
the exact habit and growtli of the parent.

This would come very close to a pale flower

of lime. Hoste, but if we could get a

pure white of Anna Ollivier type, it would
be a great improvement upon both Niphetos
and Souvenir de S. A. Prince for outdoor cul-

ture. Comtesse d'Oxford gives us the best of

all striped Roses in Pride of Reigate, also a

good .saluion-pink in Pride of Waltham. I have
a plant which has borne Comtesse d'Oxford,
Pride of Reigate, and Pride of Waltham, some-
times a couple of them simultaneously, and
oftentimes Pride of Reigate scarcely striped at

all. Heinrich Schultheis not only gave us Paul's

Early Blush and Mrs. Harkness simultaneously,

but a prettily striped l)loom named IMerrie

England. I believe the last originated upon
the same jilant as Mr.s. Harkness. I saw
Merrie England several times before its intro-

duction, and have grown it since, but never in

better form than at Chester (National Rose
show) in 18!t2, when both of Mr. Harkness's
sports were staged. Since growing Merrie Eng-
land I have found it revert to Mrs. Harkness.
I had INIrs. Harkness in sufficient nuuiber with-
out indoor jiropagation, so that there can be no
question of mixing the wood, only Merrie Eng-
land being used. Another sport that has re-

verted is Sir Rowland Hill, a very peculiarly

coloured sjjort from Charles Lefebvre. Lady
]\Iary Fitzwilliam has given us several depar-
tures, the best of which is White Lady. Etienne
Levet gave us Duke of Fife, Duchesse de Jlorny
produced Ellen Drew, Jladame Willermoz gave
us Letty Coles, Marechal Niel the White Mar6-
chal Niel. Several others might be mentioned
in which there is absolutely no departure from
the oi-iginal except in colour. La France is

responsible for a good many of these. Mrs.
Rumsey is a grand sport from Mrs. Geo. Dick-
son, and has the merit of being mildew-proof.

By no means the least interesting point about
sports is the remarkable way in which several
of our dwarf and puny growers will suddenly
send out a shoot of extraordinary vigour, even
when compared to well-known strong growers.
Perle des Jardins, Niphetos, Devoniensis, Vic-
tor Verdier, Captain Christy, La France, Queen
of Queens, White Pet, Souvenir de la Malmai-
son, and Kaiserin Augusta Victoria are ex-
amples of tliis. All grow with extraordinary
vigour, and frequently produce growths of from
10 feet to 15 feet, or even more. They retain
this characteristic so tenaciously that it is seldom
indeed we find a plant reverting, and then only
directly it is propagated. What I mean is that
a Climbing Niphetos which has shown the
vigour of this sport will not revert to the
normal form, but you may now and again find
a dwarf among those budded from the sport
which will keep to the normal form, never
showing the least tendency to extra vigour. I
have also noticed that all of these climbing
.sports are erratic in their flowering ipialities,

some being \evy free and others scarcely pro-
ducing a bloom, although jiropagated from the
same plant, and treated in a similar way.
What I consider to be tl:e best twelve sports

here mentioned are Muriel Grahame, The
Bride, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Pride of
Reigate, Bridesmaid, Duke of Fife, airs.
Rumsey, White Lady, Danmark, Sir Rowland
Hill, Pride of Waltham, and Ellen Drew

;

while Climbing Niphetos, Perle des Jardins,
Souvenir de la Malmaison, Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria, La Prance, and Captain Christy are
all acquisitions. I have purposely missed Mme.
Hoste, Merveille de Lyon, Mrs. Pierpoint

Morgan, and Augustine Guinoisseau as being
doubtful sports. There is a grand new sport
in store for us ; I allude to that from Suzanne
Marie Rodocanachi, exhibited by Mr. F. Cant
at Portsmouth in grand form, but which was,
unfortunately, the cause of his being disquali-

fied.—A. Piper, in Rosariim's Year-Book, 18',)S.

IN THE ROSE HOUSE.
Pkrhai's we have no more busy time in the Rose
house than the present. Plants are in full growth,
or soon will be, while insect foes have already put
in an appearance. March and April are always
trying months for Hoses under glass, as we so
often get a bright sunny day accompanied by a
keen wind ; and even thus early in the season it

is surprising what a vast difference half an hour's
sun w ill make in the temperature. Whether in

pots or planted out, in cool or heated houses,
Roses will be well on the move. The first batch
of pot plants is well in flower now, and tliose still

in the cool pit have growths of some 2 inches or
so. I would bring on the last batch now, or we
shall find those in warm quarters outside coming
into flower before the last of our late batch of pot
plants is over, and Roses from under glass are of

much less value then. A house where one can be
sure of keeping out frost at night, and preventing
too great a fall in the temperature, will do very
well for the late batch. The fact of the plants
being so completely sheltered, together with a
little sun heat, will usually bring them on sutti-

ciently when started at this date. It is quite
diti'erent with plants that were started in Decem-
ber and are now in full growth. These must
have a rise of temperature to give them as nearly
as ])0ssible an equivalent to our summer. One of
the most ditticult points to manage at this time of

year is ventilation. One hesitates very much
about admitting air upon a bright day, and
rightly so ; and yet, unless we do open the venti-

lators a little, the temperature rises far too high.
Roses can far better withstand 90° ( Fahr. ) of sun
heat than they can 7o° obtained from the hot-
water pipes only, and we can assist the plants
very much by seeing that the atmosphere is not
parched. A little care with the fires and a slight
study of the weather will generally overcome the
difficulty of heating.

Insects will, of course, be a great trouble to

man}'. But here, again, we can reduce the
trouble very much by a little forethought. Why
is it that year after year so many will let insect
pests obtain such a strong hold before taking any
measures to check them? When once insects
have increased it is not an easy matter to kill

without more or less injury to the plant at the
same time. It is impossible to destroy all at
one stroke, even when this is so severe as to
almost kill the plants as well. Then why not
take milder measures promptl}' and continue
them ? The question of liquid manures is of im-
portance. There are not many gardens where a
house is devoted to Roses in which it is not easy
to obtain the drainings from a stable or cow stall,

and these, especially the latter, have proved of

most service with me. Guano and other irtificial

manures may be used, or a light surface sprinkling
of the same may be given, when their feeding
properties will be conveyed to the roots, as they
become soluble through watering in the ordinary
way. After a tr3-ing day of sun and wind I have
found it advantageous to syringe gently overhead
with tepid water. It refreshes the foliage and, if

not o\er-done, does not leave the foliage too damp.

RinoEWOOD.

fortunately, rather addicted to mildew, and for

this reason should be procured on the deep-rooting
seedling Brier rather than upon surface-rooting
stocks. It is only moderate in growth, but this

does not imply that its nature is weakly.

Rose Caroline d'Arden. — Rose-coloured
Roses are perhaps tlie least admired of any, so

many of them changing to dull magenta, but one
should not condemn them wholesale, as there
are a few among the number that are almost in-

dispensable even in small collections. The above
variety, which is very free-flowering, must be
classed among the rose-coloured kinds, but its

large full flowers are of that delightful soft shade
that should please all lovers of bold massive Roses.
Having the somewhat stiff, robust habit of

Marquise de Castellane, the flowers are well dis-

played and their fragrance is delicious.

Rose Clothilde Soupert (Polyantha).—If I

were asked to recommend a Rose for culture in

small pots that flowers continuously and a good
marketable variety, I should name the above as

one likely to give the most satisfaction. The
flowers are large for a Polj'antha, very double
and of most perfect form, and prettily im-
bricated somewhat like an Aster. The colour is

pearly-white with a clear rosy-pink centre very
liable to vary, producing often red and white
flowers on the same plant. A sport emanating
from this Rose and named Pink Soupert has not
turned out a very great success, owing to the \ ery

dull colour of the flowers.—P.

Rose Comte Henri Rignon.—This makes a

short, stumpy growth, which, in my opinion, is

a point in its favour, for it is not from the strong
and vigorous-growing kinds that our best Roses
for groups are obtained. A quantity of this

variety planted together makes a very effective

display, being a perfect sheet of blossom, and, of

course, one need not be too critical about the
form of the individual flowers if garden decoration

is the object. The crossing of Baroness Rotli-

schild with Ma Capucine is said to have produced
this Rose, and it certainly shows traces of botli

parents, although not very pronounced. The
colour is salmon, tinted with flesh-pink and
shaded with yellowish buff.

Rose Mme. Noman.—It would be difficult

to name a more perfectly formed Rose than this.

The petals are so numerous as to give the flower a
very tight appearance. In the season one may
nearly always be able to cut a button-hole flower
from it, and this fact alone should commend it to
gardeners. The colour is white, with the faintest
linge of pink at the base of the petals. It is, un-

ROSES UPON THEIR OWN ROOTS.

The question whether these are better than
plants worked ujjon some foster roots has fre-

quently caused a heated discussion between
rosarians, but more especially so among a few
amateurs. The truth of the matter is that some
varieties will thrive in this form, and many are

far too weakly in themselves to do well without
the aid of roots with a stronger and more vigorous
constitution. Of course we can grow all Roses in

this form, but, as we naturally wish to have each
variety at its best, it becomes necessary to study
the habit and needs of the various kinds. In al-

most all sections or classes of Roses we have some
that will do upon their own roots alone, and
others that are almost useless in this form. To be
so biassed against any stocks, as are some of my
rosarian friends, is little short of folly. There are

advantages and disadvantages, and, so far as the

experience of most Rose growers goes, the latter

predominate. The question of soil, and whether
the plants are in pots or in the open border, must
also be taken into consideration. In France and
in America many Roses that will take several

j'cars to make a presentable plant here are of full

size and vigour two years from rooting the cutting.

These notes were suggested by a conversation

with a friend who had just received a consignment
of dwarf Tea and Noisette Roses from France, and
which he believed to be upon their own roots.

However, upon close examination, I was able to

convince him that they had been grafted upon
the seedling Brier. And such is the case with

many plants that amateurs fancy are upon their

own roots. When a dwarf Rose is budded as it

should be, i.e., well down upon the crown of the

stock's roots, and the age and size of the stock

selected are in proper proportion to the variety,
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the average amateur would find it difficult to

determine whether it was upon its own or foster
roots. I am convinced that a large number of

amateurs mean such low-worked plants when they
ask for Hoses upon their own roots. A Rose so
worked will generally push out some roots just
above the junction of Rose and stock. This is

especially the case when worked upon the
Manetti. For this reason many have condemned
the Manetti, under the not unnatural impression
that as the Rose breaks upon its own root so
freely, the stock is distasteful to it. The Manetti,
like all other stocks, is very useful in its proper
place.

It is generally, and rightly, suggested that only
free and strong-growing Roses should be grown
upon their own roots—that is, taking the three
chief classes or sections, viz., H. Perpetuals, Teas
and Noisettes, and Hybrid Teas. The Bourbons,
Chinas, Provence and Mosses, as well as the
Polyanthas, will do well in this form. It is a
question of time in securing a representative
plant of any particular variety. When worked
upon foster roots we secure this end in one or two
seasons only, but when upon their own roots the
time is generally doubled. Still, if we look at
the time taken to produce the stock of foster
roots, there is not so much margin between the
two processes. We root a dwarf cutting of Brier,
Manetti, or Be la Grifl'eraie, plant it out the ne.xt
autumn, bud upon it the ensuing summer, and
get our maiden Rose plant the season following,
thus occupying three years, in which time many
\arieties would have produced a fair plant from
the cutting. The great advantage of own-root
over worked Roses lies in the fact of all growth
being valuable. There are no suckers of stocks,
hence no waste ; nor need there be that doubt as
to which is stock and which is Rose, a point that
evidently troubles many amateur growers, if one
is to judge from the quantity of De la Grifferaie
and Manetti growth we frequently see carefully
pruned and attended to in small gardens. A
dwarf Rose properly grafted or budded upon any
stock should be so nearly free from suckers as to
give little trouble, and for all practical purposes
this is the best form in which to purchase. The
general public have an idea that puny and very
indifferent plants have been foisted upon them bj-

the nurseryman, when varieties of only medium
growth upon their own roots are supplied.

RiDGEWOOli.

Rose Wm. Allen Richardson in the forc-
ing hou.se.—Such a unique coloured Rose as this
will always be in demand for button-holes, and a
hint as to the best method of flowering it may be
opportune. As a rule, the Rose house cannot
have climbers on the roof at a time of year when
every ray of sunlight is precious ; therefore to
Hower this Rose on the pegged-down system is

by far the best method of obtaining an abundance
of its lovely rich bronzy yellow buds. Pot-grown
plants with well-matured long rods should be
procured. Place the pots on the side stage as
near the glass as practicable, and tie down the
long growths to a framework of Bamboo canes
raised about 15 inches from the bench. By so
doing nearly every eye the whole lengtli of the
rod will yield a bud. W. A. Richardson does
not like severe forcing. The best temperature
would be about GO" by day and from 55" to 50°
by night. The colour under these conditions is

always good, and, of course, much improved by
a sprinkling now and then of guano or some arti-
ficial manure. After flowering, cut back the long
rods hard, leaving about three eyes from the top
of pot. Put the plants into a vinery or stove
where plenty of heat and moisture is maintained,
and repot when the plants are on the move. As
they grow train the rods to the roof, and by the
fall they should be quite 12 feet in length See
that they are thoroughly ripened, removing them
outdoors for this purpose, and the next season
another crop can be taken from them. Any gar-
dener will readily appreciate the value of a good
supply of this well-known Rose during the
months of Febiua-y and March, and by adopting

the method described above he can have a profu-
sion of bloom without encroaching very largely
on his space.

Flower Garden.

PLANTING LILIUMS.
The consignments of Liliums that have come to
hand during the past few weeks have in the
majority of instances been received in splendid
condition. Tliis is not so of one particular kind
or of one consignment, but of many, and in a
great variety of kinds. They are to hand with
scarcely a bruise of any note upon them. In
some cases, in fact, they are faultless ; and to no
group does this remark apply with greater force
than the golden-rayed Lily of Japan (Lilium

The Madonna Lily {Lilium candidum). From a photO'
gra/ph sent hy Mr. John A. Lloyd, Broad Hinton.

auratum), of which a fine group is shown in

full flower in the accompanying illustration.

The typical kind, always in the greatest quan-
tity, is especially good ; hundreds—indeed,
thousands— of great plump, solid, and heavy
bulbs that give promise of good variety, and,
being still quite dormant and singularly good
and fresli withal, are in the best po.ssible con-
dition for immediate planting. In the open
garden, in pleasure-ground, shrubbery, or wood-
land there is room to plant or group such things
with a free hand. This Lily, as indeed others,

would ajipcar particularly happy in the peat
and leaf mixture that usually obtains for Rho-
dodendrons, or where these latter thrive as a
rule it is not at all difficult to make many Lilies

permanentlj' happy. Lily specialists wUl doubt-
less remember the famous collections of both in

the late Mr. Macintosh's garden, Dunedin,
where not only L. auratum, but all its forms
were to be seen in fine condition every year.

Nearly twenty years ago the now well-known
L. a. macrantliumand L. a. rubro-vittatum were
really splendid in this garden, and the grand
spikes of L. Krameri, that raised their deli-

cately-tinted heads far above the Rhododen-
drons, were a feature in themselves.

_
That this lovely race of bulbous plants appre-

ciates the companionship of other things in this

way I firmly believe, and with so great a mass
of root-fibre around there is no likelihood of

undue moisture for the Lilies. Moreover, there
is protection of a natural kind in spring from
damaging frosts without unduly encumbering the

Lilies with artificial covering, while

again in summer the surface is sheltered

from a burning heat that is not welcomed
by any Lily in cultivation. For these

reasons, therefore, there is much in

favour of planting Lilies where shrub
growth, while not overwhelming, will

afford a timely protection at two sea-

sons, if not indeed in winter also when
more or less at rest. It should not,

however, be thought that peat is essen-

tial to their successful culture, as in the

light loamy soil of the Thames valley

they do exceedingly well, and even
^vhen planted by thousands in the open
fields minus shelter of any kind they
give many splendid spikes with no more
culture after the first planting than
would be given to a field of wheat.

Such rough and ready methods are not
recommended for the better forms, as

L. a. platyphylluni, L. a. rubro-vittatum
and L. a. virginale. In noble bearing

the variety platyphyllum is perhaps the

finest of all, and in its massive petals

and remarkable size quite unique.

Equally so is the spotless purity of

virginale. All these exceptional forms
merit special care. Happily, they are

as easily cultivated as the typical spe-

cies, and if afforded a rather deep bed
of sandy loam with plenty of leaf-soil

and road grit, are usually content in any
sheltered part of the garden, though
preferably among shrubs and their roots,

as just stated.

Equally chaste and beautiful in the

garden is the well-known Madonna
Lily, a spike of which is also illustrated.

Indeed, in those gardens where immunity
from disease is enjoyed it is still a most
desirable Lily, the glistening snowy
spikes surpassing all else. It is, how-
ever, late for planting this kind now
unless sound dry roots are forthcoming,

which is not usual, as the permanent
groups are now furnished with their full

complement of radical leaves—a uniipie feature

in this species. Where preference can be given,

August and September are the best months for

planting this .species.

In planting, a depth of from 4 inches to

(5 inches will be found sufficient. A point to

avoid is a soil over rich in manure ; this is

generally more harmful than otherwise, and
with sweet, fresh soil may be dispensed with

altogether. The same is true of pot culture for

these, providing a similar soil with well-drained

pots, the former sufticiently moist that no water
is needed for some time. For pot culture the

following simple rule is best : Use ordinarily

moist yet not wet soil, plant the very largest

bulbs in Cinch or 7-inch pots an inch below
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the surface, then plunge forth^Hth in coal ashes

in a cold frame, covering not more than 3 inches

deep. Tliis will secure a perfectly uniform con-

dition of tlie soil till growth has begun, and no
water will really be needed till 4 inches or

(i inches of stem growth are visible. Careful

watering in the early stages is necessary, but
with Ijud formation later the supplies may be
increased. Some prefer starting the bulbs in

cocoa-nut fibre, but this involves a possible

breakingof the very brittle roots in after potting,

which should be avoided. E. J.

Iiithospermum Gastoni and L. purpureo-
ciiruleum.—With the criticisms from the general

places (four other habitats besides Eau Bonne are
given in (Jarnier and Godson's " Flore de France"),
but it is still "rare" in the botanical as well as
the gardening sense, though other plants, such as
Alyssum pyrenaicum or .lankjea Heldreichi, may
have since " gone one better " in point of rarity.

—J. C. L.

Californian Irises.—The following extract
from a letter received a short time ago from Mr.
Carl Purdy may help a little further in the iden-
tification of some of the plants already established
in European gardens. He says:—"As to Iris

macrosiphon var. flava, in all probability it comes
from Oregon. No Californian collector or dealer
has used the name, while Thos. Howell, the well-
known botanist and former collector, listed ' I.

Lilium auratum. From a photograph ?ent by Mr. A. F. Scott,

The Rectory, Bray, Co. Wickloiv.

gardening point of view which have been passed
on these plants I am afraid we must all agree,
but with regard to the opinions expressed as to
the relative brilliance of the blues I am somewhat
disposed to demur. L. Gastoni, as people con-
versant with these matters know, is rare in gar-
dens, and by far the best plant I have ever seen
in bloom was in Mr. Wilson's wood-garden, near
Weybridge. There the blue was equal in brilliance
to that of any Gentian ever found at or near the
snow-line, and certainly brighter and bluer, i.e.,

less alloyed with pink, than I have ever known L.
purpureo-ccuruleum. However, in this respect
plants may, and probably do, vary. With regard
to the rarity of L. Gastoni, the plant which was
figured some years ago in the Botanical Magazine
was then stated by Sir J. Hooker to be "one of
the rarest plants in Europe." It has since been

I

found in some abundance, I boheve, in other

'

macrosiphon var. flava ' for years. Now I hear
that Howell is satisfied that his I. macrosiphon is

a new species, and will name it." He adds (allud-

ing to a plant of mine) :
" The fact that the bog

variety does not retain its leaves would indicate

an atlinity to I. longipetala or I. missouriensis,

and its living in a bog would indicate the same
thing." This, however, will not do, for the plant

in c|uestion has been absolutely named by Mr.
Baker "I. macrosiphon var. flava." Moreover, it

is rosy at the base of the young shoots, as are also

I. Douglasiana, I. Purdyi, and I. bracteata, but
the tint is entirely absent from the young growths
of the two species named.—J. C. L.

Kniphofias.—"E. B." mentions the doubtful
hardiness of the above subjects in a note (p. 140),

and points out that deep planting unaccompanied
by surface protection is not suflicient to prevent
destruction during severe frosts. Where the soil

is heavy and very retentive of moisture the plants
are apt to succumb to the effects of frost far more
readily than in a dry situation ; but even in the
former case a light protection of Larch boughs
and Bracken will generally sufHce to avert the
total loss of the plants, although I have known
specimens growing in a damp soil fail to survive
the winter even in South Devon.— S. W. F.

BUNCH PRIMROSES.
Whether known as Polyanthuses or bunch Prim-
roses it does not seem tome to matter very much,
they have, as pointed out by Mr. Crook (p. 141),

a peculiar fitness for the flower garden or winter
pleasure ground borders, or under the shade of

trees. Mr. Crook says he has not been successful
in raising them in the open, but prefers sowing
in the early spring in boxes. Since 1 have had a
stock from which I can save my own seed I have
found it much more advantageous to sow the seed
as soon as ripe on a shady border. At the pre-
sent time I have thousands of sturdy seedlings
awaiting their removal to summer quarters, some
of which are pricked out on a piece of ground set

apart for the purpose with which to furnish the
flower beds in autumn, others are planted per-

manently around the margins of the shrubbery
borders. Any particularly distinct are reserved
when removed from the beds in summer and go to
replenish the stock kept for seed, the rest being
thrown away. Seed raising, as Mr. Crook says,

is a very simple matter, so simple in fact that I

am surprised he should find it unsatisfactory (o

sow outdoors where they give so little trouble.
If recourse is had to purchased seed each year it

certainly would be better to sow in boxes than
outdoors, because one cannot foresee what the
influences of the weather may be. With plenty
of seed such as one may get from home-saved
stock, there is not much risk of getting the
desired quantity of plants, and thus sown and
treated they cause very little trouble. I usually
sow as soon as the seeds are ripe enough to

gather, and from then until the seedlings are
planted out no attention is usually needed bej'ond
keeping down weeds with the hoe. The same re-

marks apply to their summer treatment. Shade
from the summer sun is one of the principal
objects to bear in mind. This can be obtained
from lofty walls or the near proximity of trees.

The bright yellow selections give much the best
effect when grown in flower beds. W. S.

Wi/fs.

VIOLET MARIE LOUISE.
I AM far from convinced by Mr. Roberts' note, or
by that of "J. R. B.," that disturbing the roots
of this Violet has not something to do with their

frequent failure under glass. I am not saying
that to plant them in permanent positions would
prove an absolute panacea for the trouble
Indeed, I am sure it would not, but I have
followed an exactly similar mode of treatment to

that described, and still, unfortunately, have
decayed leaves in greater or less number every
season. The winter of 1890-7 was the worst I

have known, but the present has been, perhaps,
the best. I have been picking beautiful flowers
for many months, and now the plants are full of

flower-buds, so that there could not have been
much wrong with them at planting time. I can-
not agree with Mr. Roberts that the roots are
inactive at planting time. In fact, if I did not
see hundreds of young feeding points at the time
of planting I should think there was something
wrong. These young roots are so obviously
searching for food for the forming buds that I

should think no one would call them inactive or
"comparatively inactive," for I take it they are
as busy just then as at any time in the plant's

career. Doubtless good, well-grown plants have
the flowers in embryo when taken from the open
air and placed in frames, but I am sure if plant
food was readily available for them at this time
it would be greedily taken up by the roots. We
may as well say that Strawberries grown in pots
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for forcing cannot assimilate food after the
crowns are made up. Then as regards pipes in
the Violet frames. Surely because the 4-inch
pipe is in the frame we need not turn the heat on
in mild open weather, so the argument that the
plants oftener need retarding than forwarding
means nothing. If Mr. Roberts reads the last
sentence of my note again he will find that I
advised frames with a single pipe "for keeping
up a succession through the winter," and this I
cannot do in cold frames in Suffolk, though
possibly in Wales it may be practicable. With
the glass standing at only a few degrees above
zero, Violets, hardy as they are, would be quite
at a standstill, and would, moreover, have to be
covered up through the greater part of the day
in cold frames, but if a little warmth could be
turned on and a chink of air put on top I know
from my own experience that this beautiful
Violet may be picked any day during the hardest
winter. I am quite in agreement with both Mr.
Roberts and ".J. R. B." as to the attention
needed to get the best results with this plant,
and without a doubt it is worthy of every care.

H.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

A GARDEN OF Aktierhinums.— I do not advocate
such a monopoly, but it struck me the other day,
when comparing notes as to the behaviour last
year of different strains of this flower, that a dis-
play in which Antirrhinums predominated would
be as gay, certainly more varied and effective,
and possibly more lasting than one in which
Begonias or Pelargoniums were the leading
feature. The flower has been wonderfully im-
proved of late years. It includes now variations
in height from (i inches up to 3 feet, in habit from
a dense, compact mass to one in which the tall
spikes are thrown irregularly well above the foli-
age, and in colour from nearly pure white to a
deep crimson with mixtures of various shades,
the most striking being those in which the cup
and lip are quite distinct in colour, each well
defined, and presenting a somewhat striking con-
trast. The mention of the different heights of
the several forms is sutticient to indicate their
value for large or small beds, and the question as
to the arrangement of colour is comparatively
easy, the Antirrhinum being one of the flowers of
which it can be said that its several shades when
planted together offer no objectionable contrast.
The selection of anything to plant with them to
break in some degree the sameness of tlie beds is
not so easy a matter, tor with all of them, espe-
cially the dwarf kinds, there is a certain formality
that does not lend itself readily to an association
with other flowers. Fine-foliaMd plants, as ( Jre-
villea robusta or Acacia lophantha, are probably the
best for the purpose. The treatment of Antirrhi-
nums from an annual standpoint has often been
discussed, and may, therefore, be summed up herem a few words, viz., to sow early and to prick out
the seedlings as soon as they can be handled into
boxes or frames in a bit of nice light soil.

CUPIIE.1S.—I notice that a leading firm respon-
sible for the introduction of many sterlino-
no\-elties that have helped to make the flowe'r
garden gay announces a new Cuphea of very
strikmg appearance. I have not as yet grown it.
If It comes up to the description it should prove a
very attractive plant and a decided acquisition for
small beds, especially if it is up to the standartl
of platycentra m freedom and endurance. In
bygone days, before Pelargoniums and, after
them, Begonias had swept away so many old-
fashioned things, C. platycentra was rather
extensively used, and some very charming beds
were the outcome of its employment as a carpet
plant to nicely-grown specimens of Heliotrope
There was nothing, perhaps, p.articularly striking
about the combination, but it was very soft and
pleasing.

TctTED Pansies.—Mention of carpet plants is
a reminder to note that the plate of Tufted
Pansies in The Garden of February 19 comes

very opportunely, suggesting as it does to all
interested in flower garden work the advisability
of employing them in variety in this particular
way, the dwarf habit sometimes dense and com-
pact, at others slightly inclined for trailing,
coupled with its profusion of flowers and its long-
sustained character, rendering them among the
best of things for the purpose. A great variety
in the Violetta type that we may confidently
expect, now that other distinct colours have been
produced, will be a great boon ; in fact, I think
they will gradually oust sorts at present included
among Tufted Pansies, but which can hardly
claim the necessary characteristics. For the
benefit of those who are growing these Pansies
for the first time on a rather light .soil, I would
suggest that more than one variety in each colour
be tried, first in nursery beds just in the natural
soil, to make sure as to which are likely to be the
most satisfactory. Here, for instance, some well
spoken of, and certainly throwing nice flowers,
could hardly claim to warrant a place in the
flower garden where the preservation of a distinct
colour and a long-sustained display are the princi-
pal considerations. With me the best are those
of very dwarf habit approaching the nearest to
the true tufted form as (in different shades)
Bullion, Lilias and WilHam Niel ; also on this soil
a good surface mulching is absolutely necessary if

they are to flower right through the season. Two
varieties grown last year for the first time that
were much admired were Joseph and Hamlet.
More accurate information as to their value for
the flower garden will be obtained with another
season's experience.

Beds for half-hardy annuals.— It will soon
be time to sow what may in this matter be termed
intermediate annuals, that is, those it is not
necessary to put in too early in the year, but
wliich from certain causes are better sown under
cover and transplanted than put in late in the
open ground. Just a little warmth is advisable,
and this will be supplied by a bed of good leaves
where plenty is available, only if no other material
is used the depth of the bed must be increased.
Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi,
Nemesia, and other things of similar nature can
be sown in this way. Sow thinly in rows 4 inches
apart. Any new annual tried "for the first time
can be similarly treated. The quantities sown
will depend on the amount of bed and border
sp.-ice available. It is not much use overdoino-
this class of plants if space is limited ; at the same
time it may be remembered that many of them
ai-e very enduring, and will m.ake a better display
than so-called bedding plants. Two things
omitted above I can specially recommend : the
best strains of Salpiglossis and the comparatively
new Tagetes 'Legion of Honour, the latter a
splendid little plant for small beds. \\'hen seed-
sowing is practised on beds rather than in pans or
boxes, a little extra care is necessary with very
small seed, as, for instance. Lobelia, Petunia, and
Portulaca. In their case, after getting a [jerfectly
level and fine surface, slightly indent the soil with
a smooth round stick, sprinkle a little fine sand
along the rows and just a little over the seed.

Sweet Peas.—If these were sown early in the
open, a careful watch must be kept for signs of
spearing and consequent visitation of birds. If
on the flat, some rows of black thread or cotton,
failing a supply of guards, will be the best preven-
tive, and if in trenches a few Beech or Birch
twigs may be placed along the lows until the
plants require staking. Late-sown batches m.ay
probably be attacked by mice, and when these
little animals find anything to their liking, traps
possess little attraction for them. Under such
circumstances, .although always loth to use it, 1
have found a little poisoned wheat answer the
purpose. Needless to say, it should be placed in
position the last thing at night and remo\ed very
early in the morning before anything in the way
of bird life is on the move— tliat is, if the mice
have left any, which does not often happen.
Where soil is naturally dry and light the trench
system will be found the best, affording as it does
opportunity for heavier mulching and the better

absorption and retention of moisture when this is

applied. E. B.
Claremoitl.

CARNATION NOTES.
The winter on the whole has been favourable to
the plants in the open ground, and where autumn
planting has been delayed the layers should be
severed from the old roots and put into their per-
manent quarters early in the month of March.
Those who grow the Carnation for exhibition pot
the layers in early autumn ; in fact, keep them in
pots throughout the season. I have noted this
year the difference between plants wintered in
cold frames and those on stages in light green-
houses. The appearance of the griiss is all in

favour of the latter. Carnations like an airy at-

mosphere, and the open lattice-work stages pro-
vide an abundance even among the pots. This
condition cannot be obtained on the ash bottoms
of frames ; consequently spot is somewhat trouble-
some even if plenty of top air be given. In light
houses the leaves are very clean, but the plants
are overhauled every week. The ordinary black
spot does not, however, affect the permanent
well-being of the plant, but is a great eyesore,
and shoukl therefore be avoided. A disease of
quite a different order is the rust-like fungus
that comes by the formation of little warty
lumjjs on both surfaces of the leaves. These
develop, burst, and spread with too great
rapidity, and finally attack the constitution of
the plant itself. I know one careful cultivator
wlio isolates every plant with the least sign of
this disease from the bulk. Sorts more liable
than others are destroyed. The best way to
stamp out a disease like the rust is by constant
watching, removing all affected parts before it

has time to mature. So, too, with the maggot,
which, however, is prevalent more or less in

different seasons : the only way to battle with it

is by watchful labour. In early autumn and
winter we find this pest in evidence. The Mal-
maisons are particularly liable to attacks. I lost

a considerable number of plants a short time back
through it. These had been Layered in the open
and covered with glass, but even then the damp
surroundings of autumn seemed to favour its

spread. The soil in this neighbourhood is es-

pecially dry, and I fancied Malmaisons would do
well in the open. This experiment will not, how-
ever, be repeated ; they are essentially indoor
types. It w-as time successful raisers of new
varieties attempted the improvement of growth
in Carnations, the old-class flowers, as they are
called— the edged, flaked, bizarres, and so on

—

being generally too w-eakly for the ordinary
grower. The Martin Smith varieties are excep-
tionally fine in both flower and habit of growth,
but even they are scarcely a success in the open
air. A hardier race, less tall, is desirable for

border purposes.
The importance of keeping Carnations in pots

on the dry side during dull weather can hardly be
exaggerated. The roots of this plant seem to

ramble among the drainage when the soil is ap-
parently dustdry. But in this condition the
earth is sweet, and tlie plants are able to bear a
dark, moist atmosphere outside without injurj'.

I would only employ fire-heat in very wet
weather— it is not needed to warm the plants

—

nor should the ventilators ever be (juite closed.

The mildness of this winter has caused the
plants to unduly push their growth, and .some are
anxious even at this early date to send up the
flowering shoots. This is not dtsirable ; still pre-

paration h.as been made for potting, and quite
early in March I shall begin to shift the plants
into their permanent pots for the season. Nine-
inch pots are employed. In the case of the
strongest plants two are potted together, then
three or as many as four of those of weakly growth.
I do not use animal manure in the soil ; in fact,

none except what is contained in a dash of

soot and broken oyster shells. The compost is

—

loam two-thirds, brick rubble, sea-sand, and the

above-named articles. Soot must not be too freely
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used, a o-inch potful to one bushel of earth being

enoucrh, but the other parts are not so easily over-

done because the Carnation roots are partial to

anything; of a gritty nature.

The coloured plate of Carnation Lady Ardilaun

in The Garden of February 5 portrays a very

tine and distinct kind, but in reading the notes

which accompany it it appears to me hardly

necessary to have separate classes for yellow-

ground Picotees and fancy yellow grounds. A
class that includes Cardinal Wolsey, The Gift, The
Dey, Voltaire, and Cowslip may well take in Mrs.

Robert Sydenham, Mr. Nigel, Ladas, and (Jolden

Eagle among others. There is too much division

of types by florists. Few persons, for instance,

care to inquire the difference between show and
fancy Dahliis, and in Chrysanthemums the sub-

divisions of Japanese incurved and .Japanese re-

flexed proved a source of trouble and never

succeerled. H. S.

ANEMONE FULGENS.
I BELIEVE successor otherwise with this is greatly

dependent on the character of the soil. Here in

the Thames valley (Hampton), as also in the

light sandy soil at Tooting, the s|)ecies was a

success and invariably formed permanent patches.

On the other band, I have had experience in

Birmingham, Gloucestershire, Cheshire, and
Notts, where on heavy soils the plant was not

seen, or if seen, useless after the first year. In-

deed, the only way to get even a few flowers in

the second year is to lift the tubers quite early in

the season and dry them for a long time. Where
lias claj' constitutes the subsoil, and where the

top soil is heavy and retentive, this Windflower
is rarely happ3', and though I can recall instances

where sickly stock has been resuscitated, I re-

member others where the lifting and resting have
proved of no avail. In Mr. Arthur TiUey's cise

I have but little doubt the summer drying re-

ferred to is of great help, and this, eo\ipled with
the light soil, is jointly respoisible for its con-

tinued success. In the light soil of this district

the plant grows and increases, many of the tubers

being twice their original size after a season's

growth. One drawback to this as a parminent
subject here is due to the rapid growth in the
event of early rains after a protracted season of

drought, the beds being a dense mass of foliage

early in November, and in exceptional seasons
flowers appearing also. In such a case should a
severe winter ensue all this growth would be
sacrificed ; indeed, in one instance, even with a
rough frame and lights, this was actu.ally the

case, and for the safety of the stock, which was
very large at the time, annual lifting was pursued
afterwards. A short complete rest in this way
prevented the eaily autumn growth referred to

and saved the \ ery severe check that otherwise is

unavoidable. I am of opinion, however, that
much more could be done with this species were
the soil made very light and free, followed by
lifting and resting, or covering after growth is

matured till far into the autumn months. In

such cases the lifting is, of course, the best way.
— E. J., Hampton Hill.

Mr. Arthur Tilley's experience with Ane-
mone fulgens (page 140) is certainly a most satis-

factoi'y one, but, unfortunately, such success
is far from being general. Many years ago I

planted a bed of light soil with tubers of this

Anemone, which during the first season was
a sight of surpassing brilliance. The second
year, however, only a few tubers flowered, and in

the third no blooms appeared. Procuring a second
supply of tubers, I replanted the bed, and, being
advised to thoroughly bake the tubers during the
summer, I lifted them after they had flowered
equally well as the first batch, when the leaves
died down, and laid them on a sunny shelf in the
greenhouse, planting them again in the autumn,
but this method gave no better results than when
the bed was left undisturbed. In heavy soil I

now find their behaviour every whit as unsatis-
factoi-y, and I know that many are unable to

retain them in good health whether planted in

light or heavy soil. Some of the best that I have
seen were the result of self-sown seed, and possibly

seedlings may possess a more vigorous constitu-

tion than imported tubers.— S. W. F.

LILIUM AURATUM.
I HAVE this winter overhauled some large beds
of Lilium auratum which had not been dis-

turbed for ten years. Late last May there was
a hard frost, which lasted all night, with the

result that many of the Lily stems, which were
.3 feet and 4 feet high, turned brown at the

tops and all chance of flowering was destroyed.

I ha\ e always advocated that when Lilies seemed
thriving the beds should be left alone, but the

injured stems of last year suggested digging up
the beds and examining all the bulbs. On doing
this I found many fine bulbs, but a larger number
of small ones produced by large bulbs having
broken up. I found also, I am sorry to have to

say, a large number of destructive grubs; some of

these were the well-known cockchafer grubs, but
there was a much larger number of a long, white,

narrow grub. Not knowing them, I sent some to

a friend, an eminent entomologist, who tells me
"they are the grubs of the small swift moth
(Hipiatus lupulinus), a destructive beast to any-

thing underground." It is often said that, con-

sidering the great number of bulbs imported
every year from .Japan, it is curious that the

number of the Lilies in this country does not seem
to increase. I suspect that grubs have a good
deal to do with this fact. Many bulbs of L. aura-

tum are planted in unsuitable situations, either

too moist or too dry ; but many are jilanted in

right places and soils by experienced gardeners,

liut yet the cry often comes that they bloom well

the first and second years, but afterwards

dwindle away. My old friend Mr. Macintosh
used to grow L. auratum and some other Lilies

for many years .at the edge of his Rhododen-
dron beds. I have grown L. auratum in Rho-
dodendron beds for more than thirty years,

but when you go in for quantity you cannot give

this shelter. I had good evidence that under
really favourable circumstances the bulbs will

make good increase in this countrj'. In one of my
beds there were eight strong steins very close

together. Thinking that by mistake the bulbs

had been planted too near each other, I had them
dug up, and found that one bulb had produced
se\ en good bulbs. In the same bed a plant looked

unhealthy and was dug up ; I found a number of

large dingy dark grey grubs all round it. I am
sorrj' that I did not get their name, but I never

found this grub before or since. In the year 1S93

the large L. auratum beds made the best show,

not having been injured by any late spring frost.

The greatest enemy at Wisley is late spring frost,

though I have never before had this neaily so bad
as last year, and even last year in the wood at

\\'eybridge, which is warmer and more sheltered

than that at Oakwood, all the Lilies bloomed
well. I believe that my practice in future will be

to take up small parts of the beds every winter

and judge by what I find how much farther it is

desirable to go. Where many hundreds of bulbs

are grown, it takes time that can ill be spared to

dig up all the large beds, but after this year's

experience I think the grubs must not be allowed

to increase. Georce F. Wilson.

Anemone fulgens in pots.— If liberally

treated in the matter of soil and cultivation

generally this is a very striking plant in the cool

conservatory from Christmas onwards. All that

is needed is to plant the tubers in .\ugust in fairly

rich material, placing about four large tubers in a

Ginch pot 1 inch below the surface. Errors in

using this attractive species in pots are that the

tubers if much dried off shrink considerably, and
often too many are planted together. Unless en-

lightened by previous experience, few would
realise how great a mass of roots, leaves, and
blossom the tubers of this plant have wrapped up

'n them, and when six or eight have been planted

in a 5inch pot, it is very difficult to afford the

plants sufficient moistuie to develop all the

flowers that should ensue. Six medium-sized
tubers, or, as above stated, four large ones, are

ample for a (iinch pot. In this way by affording

plenty of moisture and a little liquid manure this

plant is very useful t|uite early in the year, ex-

celling the Tulip in brilliancy and entirely super-

seding it in usefulness either in a cut state or in

pots.

Anemone fulgens.—The notes by Mr. Wood
and Mr. Tilley regarding this Anemone must be
of considerable interest to many readers of The
Garden who have failed to bloom it after the first

year. This is a very common experience, and
many times I have been told of sucti failures. I

am not disposed to attribute these disappoint-

ments to the cause assigned by Mr. Wood — that

of the tubers splitting up. It is more likely that

the failure to flower is due to the imperfect ripen-

ing of the tubers. This is the conclusion I have

been forced to come to after making several ex-

perimental plantings and seeing the behaviour of

the Anemone in other gardens. Here, unleiS

planted in exceptionally dry and sunny positions,

it will only flower the first season after planting.

If planted" in these dry and sunny places it blooms

from year to year without further trouble. Mr.

Tilley's success is not improbably due to the con-

ditions under which he grows Anemone fulgens,

and if his remarks on page 140 are referred to

they will be found to support the view I advance.

Light, dry soil thoroughly dried up in summer
with full "exposure to the sun will give some
chance of securing flowers year after year.

—

S. Arnott, Cuisethorn, hij Ijnuij'rki, X.B.

FANCY CARNATIONS, Ac.

I Rp:(:Rf:T to see, by your issue of February 26,

that your correspondent, Mr. B. Chatwin Cart-

wright, has not done me the favour of reading my
letter on the above subject with attention. One
object of that paper was to demonstrate the dif-

ference between a yellow ground fancy and a yel-

low ground Picotee. I said : "lam glad to see

that in first-clxss shows now the mixture of the

yellow ground Picotee and the yellow ground

fancy is not tolerated." I referred of course to

the National and Birmingham shows, and then,

again, I say; "There are really only about a

dozen true yellow ground Picotees ; the rest are

fancies ;
" and had I proceeded to give a list of the

dozen I had in mind at the time, I should in all

probability have given the same list as your corre-

spondent, although the latter half, with the ex-

ception of The Gift, will not have been seen by the

generality of your readers until the flowering sea-

son of the present year.

The subject of my paper was " Fancy Carna-

tions," and to that subject I devoted my attention.

That the definition of a yellow ground Picotee is

a rather difficult problem to solve is certain. So

long as the number of really true varieties of this

cla.ss is so limited, there is always the desire of an

exhibitor in this choice class to try and squeeze

through with one or two doubtful blooms, and I

think, until a hard-and-fast rule is laid down as to

what named well-known varieties are yellow

ground Picotees and what are considered fancies,

there will always be a ditticulty in this direction.

A short time ago I received a notice to the

effect that a meeting was about to be held in

London by the National Carnation and Picotee

Society, the subject for discussion being given

to "The Classification of Yellow CJround Pico-

tees.'' As I was greatly interested in this par-

ticular subject, I wrote to the secretary, request-

ing him to kindly forward me the decision that

was arrived at, as I could not personally attend

the meeting, and in due course I received a notice

that " Nothing had been decided upon.''

The matter, therefore, stands in »/(!'« quo, but

on the face of the rule given in the schedule of

the forthcoming Birmingham show I cannot but

think that if anybody exhibits a yellow ground in

the Picotee class that has " spots or streaks on
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the ground colour of the same colour as the
margin," they will not stand the ghost of a chance,
with such judges as they have there, with such
exhibitors as are able to show yellow ground
Picotees with a clean edge and perfectly pure
ground colour. H. W, Weguelix.

St. Mary Church, Torquay,

VIOLET CULTURE.
BEiMf: a grower of Violets, I feel greatly in-

terested in the several articles which have ap-
peared in your paper of late. The cause of
" A.'s " Violets going off so badly is, I think, due
to excessive watering. The soil they are in has
become sour and stagnant, which is fatal to
them. I have had experience in growing Violets
for many years, and now ha\'e about 3000 plants.
I have never had any difficulty in their cultiva-
tion. I plant them on a piece of well-manured
and deeply-dug ground facing the full sun. .lust

before the cuttings are planted out I work into
the soil plenty of wood ashes or burnt soil and
soot, from which they derive great benefit. I

always get well-rooted cuttings readj- for planting
out b}' the second week in April. I pUnt 1 foot
apart each way in beds of four rows, allowing a
wider space between the beds for the convenience
of working among them. When they commence
to grow freely they require constant attention in
keeping all the runners cut off. It is a great mis-
take to let them get 3 inches or 4 inches long
before doing so. I give them a good dusting with
soot several times during the summer, and after
hot, drying days I give them good waterings
overhead with the garden hose, and so keep them
free from red spider. By the latter end of Sep-
tember they are nice plants, well set with bloom,
and ready for their winter ([uarters. I plant
them in cold frames as close up to the glass as
possible, watering to settle them in. They re-

<|uire no more «ater for five months. I cover
them well in frosty weather, but always admit
air as soon as the thermometer rises to freezing
point, and so prevent damping. Under tliis treat-
ment I get an abundance of fine blooms from
August to the end of April. Marie Louise and
its white companion, Comte de Brazza, are by far
the best varieties to grow for frames. I also grow
the double Victoria, whicli has a beautiful dark
colour, is very sweet-scented and free-iiowering
during March, but its season is very short.
Among the single varieties, I think the Princess
of Wales is the best ; it is quite as free as The
Czar. Princess Beatrice is also good, but more
sturdy in its growth than the former and not
quite so free. The California I was disappointed
with, and shall now discard it altogether, as I
consider The Czar much tlie better of the two.
I have a few of the Odorata sulphurea this season.
It is very pretty and sweet-scented, but the
flowers are much too small to be of much use.

with me on a south border and is much prized for
cutting, a heavy mulching last autumn of good
manure, and the leaves are just peeping through.
—E. BrRRELL.

Hellebores. — I see another of your corre-
spondents has a difficulty with his Hellebores. I

remember once finding a quantity of Helleborus
niger growing wild in a wood near the Lake of

Como. Just before, I had received from ilr.

Archer-Hind some seeds which he had obtained
by hybridising some choice kinds. Many of them
came up, and I put some of the young plants into
a wood within my grounds. 1 never saw anything
do better. They are now full of flowers, varying
in colour from dark crimson to greenish white. I

generally grow Hellebores in the shrubbery in

old petroleum casks sunk in the ground in order
to protect them from the competition of the roots
of the trees. If your correspondents are experi-
enced gardeners, they will of course understand
that when anything is planted in an old-esta-
blished shrubbery, it is necessary, in order to give
it a chance, that a fair-sized hole should be dug
for it and filled with fresh soil. There is no part
of the work of the amateur gardener more pleasant
than than of naturalising really good things in

woods or in the wild garden. It is much more
likely to be successful, however, when we have
seen the plants growing in their natural homes.
—r. W. Harmeb.

Llangedicyn GardenK, N. Wah
G. J. Squibbs.

Narcissus cyclamineus It may be inte-
resting to record the fact that the first flowers of
the above—one of the smallest, but one of the
most beautiful of the family—opened on Feb-
ruary 6, and the small space devoted to this
variety is just now (February IG) very gaf. I
was, unfortunately, not cognisant of the conditions
under wliich the variety was found on receiving
my small stock of bulbs, and consequently planted
them in a position that dries out rather quickly.
They have, however, done very well and flower
freely every year, not making the progress of
some varieties, but still on the whole satisfactory.
In this matter of annuiil strengthening, provided
they are in a soil to their liking, I have previously
noted the satisfactory progress of the late-flower-
ing poeticus. The buds of this variety are just
discernible, and an inspection of two or three
clumps shows that I shall this year get an aver-
age of twelve to fourteen flowers from the single
bulbs planted some six years ago. I gave the
double Gardenia-flowered form, which does well

HARDINESS OF ERIGERON SPECIOSUS.
" S. W. F.'' points at page 97 to an instance
where the above plant has failed in some quantity
each year. The circumstances, however, are ex-

ceptional, and it is more than likely that two-
thirds of our reputedly hardiest subjects would
succumb similarly if placed under the same con-
ditions. Even in dry and well-drained soils I

have known grossly fed plants lose all the
usual tuft of leaves this forms on the surface, and,
save for a few buds on the stems below, may even
have perished outright. The circumstance, how-
ever, was so exceptional, that I did not mention it

in connection with actual hardiness, a thing very
difficult to determine wlien a plant will pass
through a winter of severe frost unhurt, and
succumb to a sort of combination winter where
frost, snow, rain, thaw, and frost again occur in

twenty-four hours. In this way I have seen
Helianthus multiflorus pi. and other varieties
killed outright by this mixed kind of winter and
safely jiass through another much more severe,

where not only a stead}' dry frost prevailed, but
where the land and the surroundings were dry
when frost set in. Scores of plants considered
quite hardy pass in their native haunts a winter
of complete rest and quiet, not for a day or a week,
but for many weeks beneath a bed of snow and
leaves where real hardship never reaches them.
Here they are dry, snug, and, above all, at rest.

The same plants transferred to a British garden
are forced to battle with a winter, unceasing in its

changes, where excitement and unrest jointly

play their part in undermining the constitution of

many a plant. In such circumstances as these
the hardiest of herbaceous plants are those that
prove not only the most deciduous, but such as

early seek shelter beneath the surface. Other
things, like the Erigeron above-named, that have
a tuft of growth on the surface have to face all

the hardships that follow. Little wonder, there-

fore, in some instances that the plant suffers or is

lost. E. J.

Lilies from Japan.—Since Christmas im-
mense numbers of Lilies from Japan have been
disposed of at the London sale rooms, the varie-

ties of L. speciosum being particularly well repre-

sented. Taken altogether, I never remember see-

ing them in better condition, even the bulbs of L.

auratum being plump and good. The earliest

importations of this last-named Lily .are often far

from satisfactory, for we seldom get any very
good ones till just before Christmas, and this

season the best have reached here in the new

year. The forms of L. speciosum are generally
limited to three, viz., Krretzeri, with white flowers;

rubrum, a good coloured kind, and Melpomene,
the best of all the deep tinted forms. The bulb
of Kra>tzeri, which, by the way, is often disposed
of under the name of album, is of a yellowish
colour, and is totally distinct from any other
form of L. speciosum sent here in quantity. In
the case of rubrum, which is also known as rubrum
superbum, the bulb is close and compact, and
flushed more or less with red. The bulbs of Mel-
pomene are in most cases somewhat deeper in

colour than those of rubrum, and not so sym-
metrical in shape, as they frequently show a ten-

dency to divide up into two or three smaller bulbs
rather than to form one solid whole. As a rule a
few bulbs of Melpomene crop up among those im-
ported as rubrum, but this does not occur so fre-

quently as it did at one time. Apart from its

more irregular shaped bulbs and their somewhat
deepercolour, the true Melpomene can be detected
as soon as growth takes place by the much broader
and rounder leaves and the deeper coloured stems
and leaf-stalks. The crimson banded form of L.

auratum known as rubro - A-ittatum is very
numerous this year. The bulbs of this are, viewed
from the standpoint of the ordinary L. auratum,
always small. Of other Lily bulbs sent here from
Japan, perhaps the greatest surprise of all is the
immense size of those of the woolly stemmed Tiger
Lily, known by the varietal name of Fortunei or
sinense. The bulbs of this, as compared with
English or European-grown bulbs, are simply
giants, and they yield a grand display of bloom.
-T.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1160.

PKESENT-DAY CACTUS DAHLIAS.

(with a coloured plate of dahlia fantasy
and d. white cactu.s.*)

From the decorative point these have made
great strides during the past few years. It is

not more than three or four years since . the

single Cactus forms first came into notice, and
even now they are being slowly recognised by
the strict florists, but, nevertheless, it will take

some time to oust them where they have had a

fair trial. They are so free-tiowering, with the

blooms in the case of the best varieties thrown
well above tlie foliage, decidedly more so than
in the majority of tlie double Cactus forms

;

whilst in a cut state for vases, they are quite

the ideal flowers to choose from an artistic

point of view. Some groweis may be surprised

at this statement, I know, but let them give the

best kinds a fair trial by cutting them almost
before the flowers are expanded, then grouping
each kind separately, and the result will not be
a failure. All single Dahlias should be cut
before the flowers are advanced. My selec-

tion for this season of single Cactus kinds
from a large number grown last year is ; Guy
Mannering, creamy white ; Brenda, chromt-
yellow ; Pirate, dark crimson ; Ravenswood,
old gold colour ; Novar, crimson - purple

;

Ivanhoe, bright rose ; Marmion, glowing crim-

son-scarlet ; Sir Walter Scott, rose-pink, deep
orange disc ; Alice Ijce, pink to white ; and
Meg Merrilics, beautiful clear yellow.

The form of double Cactus in the coloured

plate called Fantasy originated only a year or

two back. It is a most useful variety for cut-

ting as well as for really decorative uses as a

garden plant, as it is a most profuse flowering

variety. The only possible complaint to be
made against it is its rather short flower-stems.

* Drawn for The Gardin by H. G. Moon in

Messrs. Camiell aiul Sotis' nnrfcryat Swuiiley. Lithu-
graplied and printed by J. L. Gotiart.
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It is a decided gain as a garden flower and has
no element of coarseness about it. The illus-

tration depicts it at its fullest size. For use in

a cut .state it bids fair to be sought after exten-
sively during the coining season.

Grower.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

pKArUES AND NECTARINES—EARLIEST HOUSES.

—

The fruits in these should now be swelling away
kindly with the more genial and sunny weather,
but it is yet too soon to unduly push them bj' a

much hightr night temperature. I do not mind
at all if I see in the early morning the thermometer
touch 5(P or even a little lower when colder than
usual. If the temperature at banking-up time be
oo', there is sutiicient room for the fall to 50° dur-
ing the night. The day temperatures may run up
a little higher, say to 70' or 75", closing in fairly

good time so as to catch the higher record. Do
not, however, be too free in using the syringe,
otherwise the leaf growth will incline to size more
than to substance, whilst too much moisture will

conduce to check the fruit growth for the same
reason. What is wanted is a hardy close-jointed
but not sappy growth. A due limitation of atmo-
spheric moisture and judicious ventilation will

greatly assist towards its attainment. See that
the trees do not suffer from want of moisture at
the roots ; a check here and now may lead to
disastrous results. What will govern and control
one case, however, will not do so in another, for it

must be duly considered how the border is con-
structed, whether concreted, or well drained or
otherwise. If these matters were better con-
sidered, there would be less complaints of gross
wood and of canker too. At the first watering
now given, a light dressing of bone-meal or one of

the best and most reliable of artiHcial manures
will in most cases supply a need in time to assist

the trees through the stoning period. Guard
against surface-hardened borders, and do not
allow them to be trodden upon. Disbudding has
possibly been attended to ere this in some cases,
but so far I have done very little, being no be-
liever in early disbudding, which only tends to
add \igour to the young shoots, a circumstance
not in every case to be desired by uny means.
When it is done, guard against doing too much
at one time, rather let it be gradual. Keep a
close watch for any symptoms of green-fly. So
far I have not seen any on the trees, whether in

pots or trained. This I attribute to using a dose
of XL All Vaporiser just prior to the first flowers
expanding.
Second early trees invariably set better crops

of fruit, thus with these there will not be much
to fear, and it is oftentimes safe to thin out some
of the misplaced fruits quite as early as it can be
done in the most advanced cases. Do not excite
these houses beyond 50=" at night, with 45" as an
early morning reading. The later and latest trees
will no doubt be in flower now—mine out of doors
even are upon the point of bursting into flower.
With these there is not the same need of artificial

fertilisation as in earlier houses. Keep the latest
houses as cool as possible, consistent with not
touching the freezing point. Should any of these
not be heated at all and the w'eather be frosty, a
few wax or composite candles will greatly assist

in keeping out the frost ; co\ering with canvas or
matting will also assist in such cases. The latest
trees in pots, if still out of doors, should now be
brought under cover. Give these and all late

trees an early application of the above vaporiser,
and thereby save trouble later on.

Ai-ricots rXDER CLASS will in all probability
have set their fruits. Whether so or not, still

keep them cool, only just excluding frost and, on
the other hand, shade, if need be, when very
Ijright and warm. (Note the derivation of the
word "Apricot'' and the French Abricott', or
in English, " shady -side" tree.)

Figs—EARLIEST in pots.—The value of the
newer kinds, as represented by St. John's and
Pingo de Mel, have again been put to the test,

and that in a thorough manner in my own case.
My first early crop is now nearly all gathered,
the forwardest of these having been ripe by the
middle of February. The plants producing these
were started the third week in October last. To
follow them, another batch was started a month
or so later, and these will, to all appearance, make
a good succession. After that, say the end of

March, the planted-out trees of older kinds will

take up the running and keep up a constant
supply onwards to the autumn. My treatment
thus far has been given, and to again describe it

in a few words is but to sa- it follows on similar
lines to that of early pot Vines in almost every
particular. Abundance of light is absolutely
necessary to strengthen and sobdify the growth.
The beneficial effects of the brighter weather
during the past three weeks or so have been sur-
prising. The leaves gain wonderfully in sub-
stance, and now withstand the sunshine and a
day maximum temperature of 85" very well in-

deed. At night the temperature for these early
pot Figs now ranges from 65° to 70". Watering
has of course to be watched more closely than a
few weeks back, occasional applications of weak
farmyard manure being given, and at times a
sprinkling of artificial manure.

Fii;s in borders.—Where these show indica-
tions of making too luxuriant a growth, the wood
itself being rank and the foliage also large, it will

be found a good plan to modify the treatment in

a measure by lessening the atmospheric moisture
and withholding, but not beyond the safety point,
water at the roots ; thus, in conjunction with
slightly more ventilation, some check may be
given. It is well known that, unless the roots are
under some control, there is at times this difficulty

to contend with. To succeed the earlier houses
of planted-out Figs, now will be a good time to
start, beginning slowly and not in any degree
hurrying them. These will give ripe fruits during
.July from the first crop, and in September from
the second, or later even if the variety be Negro
Largo, which for late work is the most reliable,

as Brown Turkey and White Marseilles are for

mid-season kinds.
Newly-i'lanteii trees, &c.— If this woik be

contemplated and not already done, now is a good
time to do it, perhaps as suitable a time as can
be chosen, provided in removal there is not too
great a check given at the roots. In every such
case arrange, if it can possibly be done, to limit

the border. This should be possible by means of

a brick pit, by taking out the sides of which it

can be extended to meet the needs of the case as
occasion maj' require. In making a new border,
guard against using anything of an exciting
character in the soil. Good turfy loam and lime
rubble will supply all that is needed, taking care
to have the soil on the dry side so that it can be
thoroughly well rammed. The present is also a
good time to put in eyes or terminals for a new
stock of plants, treating exactly as Vine eyes.

Success now is more certain than if done earlier.

Peaches and Nectarines on open walls.—
Possibly in some instances the nailing or tying,

as the case may be, and the pruning, too, will

have been done. It is not, however, as far as I

have proved by a quarter of a century's practice,

a good plan to be too forward with this the last

I

of the wall tree work. Conclusively, year after

I

year I have proved, by never missing a crop of

I

fruit upon open walls, that this work when done

I

late, even when the first flowers are expanding, is

far more satisfactory. Never mind in the least if

a few flowers are injured or displaced in the pro-

cess ; better this than wholesale destruction by
frost through having been done too earl}', when
protection even is not always sutficient to save the
crop. Against this it may, I know, be urged that
then itwill taketoolongto doitproperly intheusual
orthodox fashion by one, or at most by two pairs

of hands. My answer to this is do it quickly. It

is an exploded fallacy that only one or t«o in a
garden can do the wall tree work ; let all hands as

far as possible take a turn and they will soon get
used to it. It is best to let the pruning be done
by one or two so as to have one line followed out.
In doing this my plan is not to be too severe ; it is

an easy matter to foreshorten later on or thin out
when the indications of the crop foreshadow the
future. Some hesitate to let any one shoot over-
lap another, even if by so doing the wall can be
covered in a more satisfactory way. Such prac-
titioners seem to forget that very soon the walls
will be covered with leafage and overlapping not
visible. My advice is to bear in mind that fruit

trees are grown (or they should be) for bearing
crops of fruit and not as mere ornaments in the
way of training.

Protecting the trees.—After the work al-

ready alluded to has been completed, do not
allow any time to be lost in protecting the trees

against spring frosts and sudden outbursts of

stormy weather in the way of snow, sleet, and
hail, as well as by cold rains. To do this some
urge the necessity of wall copings (glass or other-

wise). That they are very well is readily ad-
mitted, but they are not absolutely a matter of

necessity. I have none, and do not want them.
Perhaps if I had them the red spider would be
troublesome ; now it does not do so. My plan is

to fix in a transverse fashion some long bamboo
rods (1^ feet to 15 feet), securing them to the top
wire and allowing them to gain a footing- on the
soil at about 5 feet from the wall. These are

placed at 8 feet or 10 feet apart, and are secured
by two horizontal lines of tarred string. Then
three or four thicknesses of sijuare mesh net-

ting, which covers better than the diagonal, is

stretched upon the rods and the work is done.
No frost or fall of any kind can then injure the
bloom to anj' serious extent — at least this is my
experience. Hortus.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Potatoes in frames.—The tubers planted as ad-
vised in January will now be making good pro-
gress. The aim of the cultivator should be to

keep the root grow th ecjual to the top growth.
(Jive air freely in bright weather, and in severe
weather it is a much better plan to cover the
glass at night than use much warmtii in the hot-
water pipes. With heated frames more care is

necessary in airing, as the top growth is more
tender. It is well to give tepid water when
needed, giving a thorough soaking. I do not
advise moulding u]) plants grown thus, provided
there was a good depth of soil at the start, as I

have found the newly-added soil is of little use,

the tubers rarely getting any benefit from it.

The soil often keeps the sun's rays from the roots,

causing the new material to retain moisture.
These remarks are only applicable to heated
frames. It will be found tlie soil close to the
pipes dries quickly, and here a little short strawy
litter placed over the surface would be beneficial.

Many growers employ fertilisers at this stage of

growth. I find liquid manure the best used with
hot water, as it gives the plants assistance

promptly, and if not given too strong is jusb the
help needed, as the time is so short to build up a

crop. On the other hand, much manure of any
kind is not needed if the soil is good.
SrccEssioNAL BEDS. — These are usually in

frames without heat with manure for the roots.

Here with care one can secure the best tubers.

Of course, the season of growth is longer, but the
results are better, as growth is more natural,

(irown in brick frames one can better husband
sun-heat, and by attention to closing early in the
day just as the sun declines and covering the
glass at night, the crop is much earlier. On beds
made up a few weeks ago and planted, the growth
w'ill now be several inches above the soil. I find

this the best time to add fresh soil if needed
before the top growth is far advanced. Even in

cold frames I am not much in favour of top-dress-

ing, for the same reason as advised with the
earlier crop. Less moisture is needed in cold

frames with a good body of top soil, and it leaves

can be used freely with manure to give the neces-
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sary heat the bed retains moisture, and this the

tubers delight in. Beds on manure with movable
frames maj' require extra linings to conserve
warmth if the heating material has fallen away
from the frames. It is well to see that the glass
is not resting on the haulm ; if so, previous
to adding the additional material, raise the
frame. These beds will need ample covering at
night and avoid cold draughts.

Bed.s in the oi'EX.—Now is a good time to

make up any out-of-the-way corners that are

sheltered for a crop of Potatoes to follow
those in frames. This is more important in

northern localities than in the south, and in

many gardens there is a deficiency of south
borders. For many years I obtained excellent
crops in turf pits with thatched hurdles as a night
covering. The beds should be of a good thick-

ness to retain warmth. I usually save the rough
leaves. For this purpose an early kind should be
chosen and the sets well advanced. Previous
to planting, reduce the sprouts to the two
strongest, and it is well to make the bed
as firm as possible, placing the soil in in time
to get warmed through, and having at least

1) inches to 12 inches of soil for the tubers. I

usually plant at lo inches between the rows, with
!) inches between the sets, as it is necessary to

make the most of the beds. After planting, the
whole surface is covered with litter or Bracken
till the tops push through the soil. As growth is

made the soil is gently drawn up to the growths,
and then the hurdles or night covering are used.
Beds made thus are of great vahe for other crops.
I use mine for pricking out the seedlings of tender
vegetables raised under glass, and they do well
for Marrows if the root growth is not allowed to
run wild. A few tubers may be found room for

at the foot of a south wall, as here one may give
protection in the shape of mats and a few stakes.
If a south border with a warm, light soil is at
command, the first lot may be planted. The
grower will do well to make deeper drills, not
filling up level at planting, as by so doing he will
have more soil to protect with.

E.\n.Lv TruMi'S.—In light soils a warm border
should be selected for an early supply of Turnips.
In places where the soil is not suitable it is well
to prepare a small piece of ground. Few vege-
tables are more appreciated than early Turnips.
With a little care in preparation. Turnips may be '

had from the open ground at the end of May.
The Extra Early Milan, of which there are two
types, the red and white, is the best for present
sowing. It is not advisable to sow large quanti-
ties. The roots need a good soil, as quick growth
is needed. I prefer to sow on the flat, sowing
thinly, as when too thick the plants run if dry
at the roots. Succession crops should also be
sown in a few days. These are best on an open
border and in soil well prepared some time in
advance, so as to be in a workable condition.
Avoid thick sowing. It is also necessary to guard
against birds. I cover the seeds with red lead,
oiling the seeds first. For this crop Snowball is

a splendid variety.

E.iRLY C.\RR0TS.—With the soil in a nice con-
dition there need be no longer any delay in sow-

|

ing the first bed of Carrots in the open. Carrots,
like Turnips, need a warm border— indeed, more
shelter at the start, as the seed is longer in ger-
minating. Much may be done to assist germina-
tion by placing litter over the beds at night,
and in frosty weather also, by having raised beds
if the soil is heavy, and by incorporating such
materials as old potting soil, spent Mushroom
manure, leaf mould, and other aids freely. A
little extra trouble in culture is amply repaid by
(|uality and earliness. For this sowing the Early
Nantes is one of the best of the stump-rooted
section, and though a few days later than Parisian
Forcing, it is of better quality. Early Gem is a
very fine Carrot, but needs more time to develop.
It is excellent as a succession variety. I sow all

three at this season and get plenty of roots in
succession. In heavy soils a free use of wood
ashes or burnt refuse before sowing and for cover-
ing the seeds is of great assistance.

Early Vegetable Marrows.—In many gar-

dens there is a demand for early Marrows, and
a first sowing for the earliest may now be made. I

prefer to sow the earliest lot two or three seeds in

a 4^-inch pot, and when above the soil to thin

to the strongest. Many fail by having a weak
plant at the start. After the third leaf appears
it is best to grow cooler—close to the glass, and
keep free of insects. Marrows are well worth
frame culture if the frames can be spared. The
i-oot growth must be restricted, as, given a rich

soil and ample room, there are far too much leafage

and only few fruits. For frames Pen-y-byd is

good, but it needs using in a small state. Plants
for beds in the open should be grown in cold

frames after they have made their first leaves,

and sheltered from the wind in cold weather.
Artichokes.—The Globe section tliat has been

protected should have the litter or other material

removed, and any blanks made good by cutting
away side growths with a portion of root attaclied

and [)lanting with a portion of fresh soil added.
I usually pot up suckers in the autumn in case

severe weather destroys old plants. Where new
plantations are made it is well to give ample food
and space, as the plants occupy the soil longer
than many other vegetables. The Jerusalem
varieties should all be lifted, the tubers stored

under a north border, and covered with litter to

keep them from growing. Artichokes well repay
for attention, as though they will grow any-
where, they are of a better shape and quality
when given good culture. In selecting seed
tubers choose those above medium size ; the
rounder and freer of irregularities the better.

Give an open position, and keep the plants to

one or two principal growths. S. M.

The Market Garden.

FRUIT-DRYING.
The subject of fruit-drying is a most important
one, as hitherto the grower has been content to

market his fruit in the fresli .state, and has had
to take what prices he could get, which were
often very low and in many instances scarcely

paid the freight and marketing. Great care

must be taken in the selection of trees, keeping
in view the necessity of choosing such as pro-

duce the best drying fruits—that is, for colour

and size, and such as will lose the least weight
in drying. One of the objects (in fact, the
main object) is to produce a dried fruit of good
size and bright, clear colour, which, when graded
and properly packed, will present a most attrac-

tive appearance.
In districts where sun-drying is not practic-

able, good results may be obtained by drying in

the evaporator, and where this process is used
it has the advantage tliat, with careful handling
after the fruit is dried, there is very little lisk

of the fruit becoming infested with moths.
APRicoT-iiRYiNC— As previously suggested,

the planter should choose and grow only those

kinds which make a good, bright, clear-coloured

fruit, and one wliich does not dry away too

much during the process. To begin with, tlie

tree must receive, from the time of its planting,

the necessary care and attention to enable it to

produce a good crop of the very best fruit, botli

for quality and size. This necessitates syste-

matic and judicious pruning and thinning. If

it is seen that a tree has set too much fruit, or

more than it can possibly develop jjroperly, pick

off or thin evenly over the whole tree, leaving

imly such quantity as the tree will properly
develop.* If irrigation is carried on and

* I would advise that this thinning should b3 done
at two different times, the first thinning to be done
about three weeks after the fruit is well set, and a
final thinning when the stone is well formed, as in

stoning very often the tree thins itself, a good many
of the fruits dropping at this period.

the climate is very dry, do not be afraid

to irrigate the trees at the time of ripen-

ing if they appear to require it, as a little

neglect at this particular time may make
a great difference in the quality of the

dried fruit. In a cool, moist climate I would
recommend the grower to pay particular atten-

tion to liis cultivation. To make the best dried

fruit, allow the Apricots to hang on the tree

until they are perfectly ripe, but not over-ripe,

or so that they cannot be cut in halves witli a
sharp knife and still retain their shape. When
the fruit is fairly soft, pick it carefully into

cases ; this will necessitate going over the trees

five or six times in all probability. As soon as

possible have the cases carted to the cutting-

shed, where the fruit should be carefully and
evenly cut in lialves (not pulled apart) and the

stones removed. Place evenly on the trays

with the cut side up, and as soon as possible

remove each tray to the fumigator, where it

may remain, with the door closed, until the

fumigator is sufficiently full to start the sulphur
burning. This is of the utmost importance, as

when once the fruit has been cut it must not be
exposed to either sun or wind. When every-

thing is ready, place sufficient sulphur or brim-

stone to fill the room with the fumes for about
three hours (from 1 lb. to 2^ lbs., according to

size of room) ; but if possible allow the fruit to

remain in the sulphur-room from eight to ten

or twelve hours, or until the cup* is full of

juice. It can then be taken out and placed

either in the sun or in the evaporator (as the

case may be) immediately. If in the evapo-

rator, do not place the fruit in the hottest part

to begin with, but gradually work from the

cooler to tlie hotter part, say, starting at that

part which is 140', and finishing oft' at 1(>0° or

170'. In this way the fruit will dry in from
fourteen to eighteen hours, but the greatest

care must be taken not t ) allow it to

burn, and some practice will be required

to tell when it is just dry enough. If

the fruit is to be dried in the sun, use

wooden trays, 2 feet by .'! feet, wliioh are

made for the purpose, with a 2-inch cleat at

both ends. These are easily handled, and can

be used in connection with all fruits. In cut-

ting the fruit and placing it on the trays, place

it on tlie top part or so that the cleats at the

ends will be resting on the grouud, thus allow-

ing a current of air to pass underneath and
assist in the drying process. If the weather is

hot, it will take from two and a half to three

and a half days to dry the fruit, which will

rccjuire to be sorted over, so that any which is

ncit quite dry may be put on other trays and
allowed to stand for another half day or so.

The dried fruit should be taken from the trays

and put into clean calico bags immediately and
securely tied, so that the moths may not reach

it. When sorting over in the above manner,

any fruit which is small or of bad apjiearance

should not be mixed up with the good, but

sorted out and marked as inferior ;
while the

good also can be marked accordingly. When
the fruit is dried and bagged it should be at

once stored in a cool, dry place ; if exposed

to heat it will become hard, lose in weight,

and deteriorate in quality. Should, by any
mischance, the moths have got into the fruit

and deposited their eggs therein, an effectual

means of cleaning or ridding such infested

fruit is to dip it into boiling hot water for a few

seconds, and then spread on trays and allow to

dry by expo.sure to the sun's rays for a few

hours.
Peach - drying. — The process of drying

* That is the depression where the stone was re-

moved from.
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Peaches is very similar to that followed witli

Apricots, but there are so many hundreds of

poor varieties grown that it is very difficult to

find Peaclies that make a first-class or commer-
cial dried fruit. A freestone is really the only

variety to grow for drying purposes, and one

with a firm, yellow flesh, not too juicy and
above medium size. A Peach of this descrip-

tion will make the very best commercial article,

and one which when properly dried and packed
would bring the highest price. A cling.stone

Peach will dry, but will not sell so readily, and
brings a much lower price. It is true it will

not dry away so much, but with the market as

it is, with keen competition from America, it

will not pay the grower to place an inferior

article (m the market, for three rea.sons, viz. :
—

(1) Inferior fruits placed upon the market tend to

lower the prices of good fruits
;

{'-) they sell at

such low prices that it barely pays the grower
for his work in picking, curing, packing, and
marketing

;
(;}) they are usually the last fruits

on the market to be sold, and very few whole-

sale dealers care ti i handle such fruit, and, in con-

se((uenco, will accept almost any oft'er to get rid

of it. Although in California peeled Peaches have
always brought a much higher price than the

unpceled, they have not in Victoria sold for

sufficiently more to pay the grower for the

e.\tra trouble of peeling, and in consequence
nearly all dried Peaches found on the market
are unpeeled. With some varieties it is found
chat the skin will slip oft' (juite easily with a

.slight pressure of the thumb and finger imme-
diately after the fruit lias been fumigated, while
other v.u-ieties require the use of a Peach peel-

ing machine. For drying, the Peaches should
be cur evenly in halves, placing them on the

trays with the cut side up, in every way similar

to the Apricot, except that, at the most, tliey

only require two hours' fumigating : but if de-

sired they may remain for a longer time in the
sulphur-room, by opening the doors and allow-

ing the air to circulate freely through the trays,

after wliich they are placed in the evaporator
or in the sun, as the case may be, and exposed
to the same temperature as the Apricot. They
should be removed from the tray while ([uite

])liable and not allowed to over-dry, then tied

in calico bags and stored in a cool, dry place

until ready to pack. If Peaches are very un-
even in size it is best to keep the different sizes

together on -the trays, as they dry more evenly
than if the large and small fruits are mixed on
the same tray.

Nectarines.—This fruit is handled in a

similar manner to the Peach, requiring the
.same treatment. I have seen them peeled, but,

as they dry away considerably, the practice is

to dry without ijeeling.

Pkune culture and iiRvixo.—In the Prune
growing districts of California and C)regon the
following varieties of Plums have as yet been
most extensively grown for converting into
Prunes by the process of drying, have been
found to bear fairly well, and proven profit-

able, viz. :—Prune d'Agen, or French Prune,
which is of medium size, with greenish yellow
flesh, full of sugar, rich, but clings slightly to

the stone. Tree hardy and very productive.
The Italian Prune makes a good-.sized Prune,
larger than the Prune d'Agen, but the tree is

not quite so free a bearer. The dried fruit is

of excellent quality, and is bluish black in colour
when dried, and freestone. The Silver Prune is

a rich fruit, of good quality, but is inclined to
be a shy bearer. It dries a light colour, and is

one of the largest grown. I have named the
above three varieties, as in California they have
produced the best crops of good, commercial
fruit

; there are, however, several other varie-

ties which have done nearly as well, these being

German Prune, Reine Claude de Bavay, Bul-

garian and Giant. The fruit should not be
picked until it is thoroughly ripe ; then dip it

in a solution consisting of 1 lb. of concentrated

lye to 10 gallons of water, to be brought to the

boil, and the fruit immersed from five to ten

seconds, according to the toughness of the skin,

or just long enough to slightly crack the skins.

The fruit, which should be placed in wire or

perforated metal baskets, should be diijjjed in

the sohiti(m when it is just ofl" the boil, and
immediately after immersed in fresh, cold

water, so as to rinse it. It should then be
spread on trays, and in the case of Silver or

light-coloured Prunes, should be put into the

fumigator just long enough to set the colour

well. After this the Prunes are placed in the

sun or evaporator (as the case may be). In the

latter event the temperature should be about

I'.Vf to start, and increased to 170° or 180°, this

usu.ally covering from one to two days, accord-

ing to the size of the fruit. The fruit, when
done, should be pliable : and when removed
from the evaporator should be allowed to lie in

sweat boxes for a fortnight, so as to even up
;

then graded and neatly packed in boxes lined

with white paper. There is a machine which is

used to prick the skins in place of dipping,

which some people claim does equally good
work, if not better. The length of time required

for drying the diB'erent varieties in the

evaporator varies according to size. The
smallest are sometimes dried in les.s. than a day,

while the largest take two days.

Fics.—The Fig is only fit for drying when it

is dead ripe, as if dried when only partially ripe

the fruit will be found worthless, and possess-

ing none of the rich flavour which characterises

the well-developed and ripe fruit. The varie-

ties which have been found to bear fairly well,

and make a very good dried fruit, are the Wliite

Adriatic and NVhite Genoa, the former, I con-

sider, being the better of the two. The Smyrna
Fig, as grown in Smyrna, makes the best dried

article ; but, as yet, it has not been successfully

grown here, as in no instance have I seen the

fruit mature. When the Figs are picked they

are placed on trays, with the bloom end down,
and exposed to the sun for two or three days,

when they should be turned. If picked when
properly ripe, it should not take longer than

five days of our ordinai-y sunauer weather to

dry the fruit ; but they must not be allowed to

get at all h;ird, being taken up while quite

pliable. After the Figs are dried, it is well to

place them in a tight box, with a weight on the

top to press them firmly together. By this

means they will even up, all being brought

to a uniform degree of dryness. In a week's

time they are ready for packing ; but before

packing, the fruit should be dipped into a weiik

brine, which not only assists crystallisation, but

also adds to its appearance. In packing, the

Figs should be well worked out between the

thuudj and finger, and packed in boxes or

druuis holding from 1 lb. to 28 lbs. I have im-

proved the appearance of Figs by the use of a

little sulphur ; but, as I have seen so many
dried Figs practically ruined by over-sulphur-

ing, I would not recommend its general use.

Ai'i'LEs.—With the exception of some of the

very juicy Apples, nearly all of these will make
a marketable fruit, although the most suitable

are the larger cooking varieties, with firm,

white flesh. It is necessary to have a gcjod

macliine, which will peel, core, and slice at the

same time. The fruit is then placed on trays

(wooden ones being largely used for this jjur-

pose in America, as it is claimed by many that

the galvanised wire slightly damages the fruit

during the process of sulphuring and drying
;

however, as yet this is a disputed question),

and subjected to sulphur fumes just long

enough to set the fruit a nice light colour.

Great care must be exercised in the sulphuring,

as if the fruit is left too long it becomes strongly

flavoured with the sulphur, and consequently of

very little value. Also, it must not be allowed

to stiind any length of time before being placed

in the sulphur-room, as it discolours rapidly.

After 'oeing bleached, the fruit is placed in the

evaporator and allowed to remain there until

perfectly dry, that is, from six to eight hours

exposed to a temperature ranging from 140° to
100°. Care must be taken not to allow the

fruit to burn or bake, as it would in either case

harden as soon as exposed to the air. It is

then put into sweat boxes and allowed to stand

for a few days, so as to even up the whole.

Care must now be taken to keep the dried fruit

away from the moths, otherwise they will get
in and deposit their eggs and the fruit will be
spoilt. If the fruit is to be kept for some time

before packing it is always best to keep it in

calico bags, securely tied. Pears can be treated

in every way similarly to the Apple.

Raisin Grapes.—It will be found that the

best raisin Grapes are grown on the lighter and
richer soils, and I have never yet in the colonies

seen a first-class raisin made from Grapes grown
on a stirt' soil. To make a good table raisin, the

Grape must be grown to perfection, that is, the

Grape when ripe should be large, thin-skinned,

fleshy, and containing plenty of sugar, and the

bunches must be well filled, the larger the

cluster the better the appearance of the fruit

will be. For making either pudding or table

raisins, be sure that the fruit is perfectly ripe

before picking, as for the latter purpose an
under-ripe Grape, when exposed to the sun,

will turn red (in most cases), and will also take

longer to dry than a ripe one, and when dried

will be a sour and inferior raisin. My experi-

ence with regard to picking is that, in nine

cases out of ten, the inexperienced fruit grower

imagines that as soon as his fruit is sweet

enough to eat, the Grapes are ready to pick for

raisin-making, and, contrary to all advice, wil

start [licking, only to find out at the end of the

first week that the Grapes are not turning a

good colour. He then decides to stop picking

(if, indeed, it is not too late and the Grapes all

picked) for a fortnight, so as to allow his fruit

to become thoroughly ripe. The only Grapes

which have so far produced a good counnercial

raisin in Australia are the Gordo Blanco and

the Muscat of Alexandria. I have had samples

of raisins sent to me made from other kinds of

Grapes, which did not present a bad appearance,

but if the grower placed these on the market to

com])ete with the raisins made from the Gordo
and Bluscat, he would find that they would not

sell, so long as the latter were obtainable. The
process of curing the table raisin is as follows :

Pick the very best clusters— that is, oidy such

as are well filled with large fine Grajies, cut out

all damaged or hard Grapes, and lay the bunches

carefully on the trays, which are then placed in

the sun. By the end of one week one side

should be fairly well dried, and the bunches

should now be turned. This turning is iiccom-

plished by placing an empty tray on the top of

the full one, two men can then take hold of the

sides and invert the two, thus exposing to the

sun the side of fruit which had been lying next

to the tray. After this turning it usually

requires another week to finish the drying pro-

cess, if the weather is favourable—that is, dry,

warm days and nights. It usually takes from

two to three weeks, under favourable circum-

stances, to cure good layer raisins ;
but if the
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weather is clamp or threatening, it is better to

stack up the trays at night, covering the stacks

up with empty trays. If a table raisin gets wet
during the curing process, it darkens the stem
and spoils the bloom, and thus lowers the grade
and value of the fruit. I do not consider that

it will ever pay to cure table raisins in the

evaporator, as they require to be dried slowly,

and when exposed to a temperature, while dry-
ing out of doors, of more than 9li°, they will

burn, and thus spoil the sample. I do not con-
sider they could stand more than 110° in the

evaporator, and I doubt if the green fruit could
stand even this temperature without it having a

damaging effect. Therefore I would not recom-
mend growing Grapes for raisins in a climate

where the evaporator would have to be resorted
to. Grapes intended for pudding raisins or lexias

should also be picked when fully ripe ; all

partially ripe and dried fruit should be re-

moved, and the Grapes then immersed for

about three seconds in a lye made in the pro-

portion of 1 lb. of caustic soda to 8 gallons of

water, and this must be kept just under the
boil, as the dip will lose its effect if the lye is

only fairly hot, and the fruit, instead of turning
out a nice golden colour, would be brown.
This, however, is not always the cause of the
raisins being brown in colour, as it is impos-
sible to make a good, bright lexia, or good
quality of raisin of any sort, from Grapes
grown on some of the heavier or stiffer soils.

After the dipping, it usually takes from five to

eight days for the fruit to dry—this depending
on the weather. About the fourth day after

dipping, the Grapes should be turned, but do
not allow the fruit to become too dry before

taking it in, a nice pliable fruit being always
the best. If there is any uncertainty as to

whether the fruit is sufficiently dry or not, it

can be tested by scjueezing a few of the raisins

between the thumb and finger, and if no mois-
ture exudes, then the fruit is quite dry enough.
The lexias should be stemmed and graded as

soon as possible after they are dry enough to

remove from the tray to the sweat box, as if

allowed to stand any length of time the stem
becomes toughened and hard to separate from
the raisin.

Curing SuLTAN.is.—My advice to those

growers of Sultanas who have never yet dried

any is to this effect : When you think the fruit

is ripe enough to pick, leave it for at least

another fortnight, as when they are quite sweet
and fit to eat they are not by any means fit to

dry. When they are a clear amber colour and
perfectly sweet, without a trace of acidity in

any of the berries, they should be about ready
to pick. The last fortnight, before the fruit

has attained this stage, adds considerable sugar,

which means increased weight and a better

quality of dried fruit—consequently it is best

to pick when it is dead ripe, and dip as soon
after as possible in a lye made in the proportion

of 1 lb. of caustic soda to 8 gallons of water.

The fruit must be dipped while the lye is just

under the boil, but must not be immersed for

longer than two seconds, after which the Grapes
are spread thinly on the ordinary drying-trays

and exposed to the sun for a day or two. If

the weather is very hot, the trays may be
stacked up and allowed to remain thus until

the Sultanas are dry. Never expose Sultanas

to too great a heat, or the colour will not be
good, and it is essential, if the grower desires

to get the best prices for his fruit, to make a

good light-coloured article.

Zante Currant curing.—The Zante Currant
is very easily cured. Allow the fruit to hana
until thoroughly ripe, that is, until some of the

Currants begin to shrivel on the bunches, then

pick and place on trays, but do not fill these
too full, or the fruit will roll off. Expose to

the sun for four or five days, when they should
be dry enough to put in bags. Care must be
taken with this fruit, as, if exposed too long,

the moths will infest it, so that I strongly
recommend bagging it until the fruit is stemmed
and properly packed. A good-sized room for

an ordinary grower is one 9 feet by 10 feet and
6 feet G inches high on the inside, built of

tongued and grooved boards and put together
with white lead. Any small cracks can be
filled up with putty, and if the room should be
found to leak, it can be papered inside. Fruit
sulphured in a large room rarely ever tastes of

the sulphur, and this is the great advantage of

having a good-sized room, even though it takes a

little more sulphur. A room such as this will hold

,300 trays quite easily, and requires about 2 lb.

of sulphur. If the grower has only a small

quantity of fruit to handle this could be
sulphured by taking a good-sized packing-case

capable of holding a dozen trays
;
paper it

inside, and having stacked the trays one on top

of another, place the box over the top of the

whole. This should be placed partly over a

hole in the ground, previously dug for the pur-

pose, and from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet deep,

wherein the sulphur is to be burnt in a small

iron pot. When the sulphur is lit, cover the

hole closely on the outside with a piece of iron

or board so that the fumes cannot escape.

—

W. J. Allen, intheAfiriniUiirnl Gcr.ette nf Neir
South Wales.

THE PAST YEAR IN SOUTH DEVON.

In comparing the temperature of the past year
with those of 1S95 and 1896 we find a considerable

rise in the mean of the maximum and minimum
readings. In 1895 this mean was 50'1°

; in 1896,

31'5°; and in 1897, 51-9°. The highest sun tem-
perature for the past year was 124 '6°, recorded on
.luly 16. In 1896 the record was 125-5° on July 10,

while in 1895 the maximum was 125'3°. The
highest screen reading was 78"7°on July 16, while

in 1896 it was 78'8°, and in 1895, 77'0°. During
the past year the mercury in the grass thermo-
meter fell on thirty-three days to 32° or below.

In 1896 the same thermometer showed sixty days
of frost, and in 1895, eighty-three days, while the

screen record shows on eighteen days readings of

32° or below in 1897, compared with twenty days
in 1896, and forty-four days in 1895. In making
a comparison of the monthly records of frost

registered respectively by the screen and grass

thermometers throughout the year, we find that in

January, frost was registered on fifteen days in

the screen and nineteen on the grass ; in Feb-
ruary, on no day in the screen and two on the

grass ; in March, one in the screen and five on

the grass ; in April, on no day in the screen and
two on the grass ; in November, on no d.iy in the

screen and one on the grass ; and in December,
two in the screen and four on the grass. The
lowest screen reading was 24 '0°, or 8° of frost, on
January 24, against 26-2°, or 5-8° of frost, on

December 18, 1896, and 18-4°, or 13-6° of frost, on
February 12, 1895, while the lowest grafs tem-

peratures of the three years stand respectively at

20-0° in 1897, 24-2° in 1896, and 17-0° in 1895.

The average of the yearly sunshine stands at

1729 hours, while the amount registered in 1897

was 1706 hours 25 minutes. In 1896 the sun

shone for 1712 hours 55 minutes, and in 1895, for

1818 hours 20 minutes. Of sunless days there

have been seventy-three, against fifty-five in 1896,

and forty-seven " in 1895. The greatest daily

amount of sunshine was, curiously enough, the

same— 14 hours 35 minutes in 1897 and 1S9G,

being 10 minutes more than the greatest daily

amount of 14 hours 25 minutes, registered in 1895.

The month of July showed the greatest di \ergence

from the average, the record showing an excess

above the normal sunshine of 56 hours 35 minutes,
while April showed a deficit of 43 hours .55 minutes.
The rainfall for the past year has been slightly

in excess of the average fall of 34 '49 inches, the
record for 1897 being 3628 inches. 1896 was a
singularly dry year, the measurement of the year's

fall amounting to only 26 '82 inches, while that of

1895 was 34 '37 inches, so that the rainfall of the
three years gives an average exactly 2 inches
below that of the past eighteen years. If, how-
ever, we add in the fall of 1894, which amounted
to 43'23 inches, we get a four years' average of
.35' 17 inches, or a slight excess. On five months
the rainfall was below the average—.lanuary, 0'76

of an inch; May, 0'30 of an inch; July, 1-85

inches ; October, 3'41 inches, and November, 2'79

inches, while on the remaining seven the excesses
were—February, 0'46 of an inch ; March, 347
inches ; April, 1'64 inches ; June, 0'3S of an inch ;

August, 0'56 of an inch ; September, 070 of an
inch, and December, 3 '36 inches. The driest

month was July, with 0'88 of an inch of rain,

while December, with 7'16 inches, was the wet-
test. This amount, however, falls short of the
record of 7 '37 mches for December, 1896, while
this is exceeded by November, 1895, with 7 '98

inches. The greatest fall in the 24 hours occurred
on December 29, when 2'14inches were measured.

The anemometer shows the year to have been
more boisterous than either of the two preceding,
the total horizontal movement amounting to

86,793 miles, against 81,526 miles in 1896 and
82,464 miles in 1895. March, 1897, with a record
of 11,759 miles, holds the record as the windiest
month in the past four j'ears, while December,
1897, with 10,541 miles, comes next, slightly

ahead of March, 1896, with 10,486 miles. The
calmest month in the past three years was Sep-
tember, 1895, with a total horizontal movement of

only 3175 miles. The greatest daily velocity in

1897 was 925 miles on March 3, against 79(1 miles

in 1896 and 862 miles in 1895. The highest hourly
velocity of 61 miles was attained in 1897 on March
3. The highest hourly velocity of 1896 was
50 miles, and of 1895, 49 miles. In 1897 the wind
was southerly to westerly on 233, while in 1896 it

was blowing from this direction on 239 days.

The ozone test shows an average of 51 '5 per cent,

of the possible against an average of 58"1 per

cent, in 1896. The highest percentage of ozone
in the air was reached in February, when 95 per
cent, was recorded, whilst the lowest, 70 per
cent., occurred during the dry month of July.

The highest percentages of ozone invariably occur
with south-westerly winds, while during easterly

and northerly winds it often falls to 5 per cent,

or lower. The highest and lowest barometrical

readings of the year both occurred during the

month of February, the reading on the 2nd of that

month being 29161 inches, and on the 22nd,

30688 inches.

On the whole, the year in this neighbourhood
has been a fairly satisfactory one. The drought,

which seems to have affected some parts of the

country, being never severe in the south-west, for

in July, the driest month of the year, nearly

1 inch of rain fell, and the rainfall of the months
on either side, June and August, exceeded the

average. In .lanuary there were nineteen frosty

nights, but the cold was never severe and came
at a time when it was harmless. The April frost,

1° on the grass, was not felt at the height of

3 feet. Pears and Plums gave but a poor return,

and Apples, as a rule, but half a crop, but the

young trees benefited thereby and made gocd
growth, a desirable consummation that is

indefinitely retarded when they are allowed to

bear heavy crops in a young state. Spring
flowers were early, but not quite as forward as in

1896, nor as in the present year, but the wonder-
fully mild weather that marked the closing months
of the j'ear and the absence of disastrous gales,

such as that of September 25, 1896, resulted in a

protracted display of open-air flowers such as is

seldom seen, even in this favoured region of the

south-west. Dahlias were still in bloom at the

end of November, and the outdoor Chrysanthe-
' mums were not flowerless until close upon
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Christmas, at which time many large bushes of

the Paris Daisy were white with blossom. Not a

week has passed since May on which Tea Roses

might not have been gathered in the garden, and
the half-hardy plants that were put out in the

spring of 1895 have made the most of their time

in the eighteen months that have since elapsed

to protit by the absence of frost, the Californian

Poppy (Romneya Coulteri) having thriven well in

the interval. This and many other plants are

now throwing up strong shoots, and a hard frost

at the present time would work incalculable

damage. The large standard Magnolia grandi-

flora has for the second year in succession enjoyed

a season of bloom extending over six months, and
has ])roduced, as in 18911, over ."iOO blossoms.

Solanum jasminoides has been permitted by the

absence of frost to extend its season of bloom
into December. Its first flower-cluster expanded
on June 2.3, so that it has blossomed for a period

of twenty-four weeks. It is without doubt the

climber par excdkiice for the south-west, as

it is a very rapid grower, climbing to the eaves of

a two-storied house in a couple of seasons,

and being specially at-

tractive throughout its

lengthened lowering
period. It is true that
a prolonged frost, such
as that which visited

us in the early part of

1895, damages it, but
I do not know of a single

case in the neighbour-
hood where this climber
was killed. There hav-
ing been no frosts to

administer a timely
check to vegetation, it

is slowly growing when
rest would be more ad-

vantageous, and it still

remains to be seen
whether the present
benefits we are experi-

encing will not be out-

weighed by their after

results. S. W. F.

Torqtcay.

Greenhouse Cinera-
rias —How diverse are

these both as plants and
flowers, even from the

same strains grown un-

der diverse conditions.

I have seen just recently

two large collections of

plants of practically

the same stock, one of

several hundreds, rather
early, many plants then
blooming, but having
leafage of quite huge
dimensions, and rather discoloured, showing
yellow blotches materially. The liowers were
large and of rather uneven and irregular char-

acter, and the heads of bloom relative to the leaf

area small. The discoloration in the leafage was
doubtless due to rather early forcing or too much
warmth, too little light and air, and botli over-

potting and excess of humidity. Through lack of

light and air, chlorophyll was imperfectly formed,
and the leaves, though so large, were thin and
somewhat attenuated. The other collection in-

cluded some 3000 plants, all in G-inch pots, not
one overpotted nor having unduly large leafage,

air was freely given, and light was abundant.
No heat beyond sufficient to exclude frost had
been given, the plants having throughout kept
comparatively cool and but just moist. They
were all the same, very sturdy and robust, the
leafage being very green and stout. That the
blooms will presently be of the very finest there

can be no doubt, as under this form of treatment
annually they always are. The treatment con-

sists simply in sowing seed early in July, getting
the young plants early pricked off into small pots

singly, keeping them fully exposed to light and
air, always as cool as possible, never over-

watering, and especially so in the winter, and
letting the plants come on and bloom (juite

naturally. It is thus such dwarf, compact plants,

carrying such superb flowers, are seen in March
and April, whilst from the verj' same stock,

plants grown in warmth, seldom show fine

quality in the flowers.—A. D.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

APPLE GLORIA MUNDI.
This, one of our best cooking Apples, is often

grown under the name of Belle Dubois. It has

several other names, a favourite one in America
being Baltimore. It has for many years been
grown in France under the name of Belle

Dubois, and is now well known in this country.

As the illustration shows, it is a fine fruit. It

Apple Gloria MiimU From a photograph sent by Mr. F. Parren,
Canterbury.

was staged by forty-seven exhibitors at the

great Apple coni,ress held in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's gardens at Chiswick in 1883,

Mr. Barron showing very fine fruits of it from
trees on the Paradise stock. This is a favourite

Apple with exhibitors, owing to its great size.

It keeps well into the new year if given cool

storage. Its season is from October to Christ-

mas. At that season we have no lack of excel-

lent cooking Apples, but this one well deserves

a place for its size and appearance. It is a

roundish fruit, with flattened base—at times

when very large it is oblong—flesh firm, with a

somewhat acid flavour. It is best used early in the

autumn, as it soon loses its briskness. Many
growers object to this variety on account of its

being a shy bearer. In some soils it is not a

heavy cropper ; indeed, on the Crab I have

seen poor crops. In a light soil on the Para-

dise it rarely fails to crop, and I have seen very

fine fruits in the Chiswick Gardens in heavier

soil. So far as my experience goes, it is use-

less as a standard—at least I have never seen
profitable results when grown in this way. It

makes a fruitful tree if grown as an erect cordon,

and grown in bush or pyramid form it makes
a handsome tree. I prefer bush trees, as if

not too large the crop can be thinned. I have
seen tliis variety described as quite distinct

from Belle Dubois and recommended for or-

chard planting as a standard, but I have never
been able to see any difference between the

two. A variety very much like this as regards

size and shape is Lord Derby, but a little

different in colour and a very excellent kind.

I have frequently seen this under the name of

Gloria Mundi. Lord Derby is a better variety

for sbxndard culture. For market, doubtless

Lord Derby is more profitable, but grown as a

bush for garden culture, no one will regret grow-
ing Gloria Mundi. G. Wvthes.

Apple Lord Hindlip.—This capital late va-

riety is not at all new. It has been grown for

many years at Hindlip Hall, where it seems to

have been alone found. The trees there were
some ten years since regarded as quite old. The
fine fruits of it recently shown have been doubt-

less produced on young trees, and thus its true

character is much more clearly seen. It is a very
abundant cropper. The fruit is very broad at the

base, and, hke Rosemary Russet, tapering to a
somewhat sharp point, the skin being covered
with russet and richly coloured. The flesh is sweet
and pleasantly flavoured.—A. D.

Pruning fruit trees.— In The Garden (f

February 19 appear two reprints from the
Coiuilry (lentlemaii upon the above subject, the
views of the writers being diametrically opposed.
On page 14G we have Mr. S. E. Todd's opinion

that there is no sound reasoning in cutting awaj'

the interior of a tree top so as to let in the sun-

shine and air, a dictum which, I venture to think,

will find few adherents among our successful fruit

growers of to-day, and which is directly opposed
to the advice of his fellow contributor, Mr. D. E.

Howatt, on page 157, the latter writing, " Do not
fear to open the tree so that no limbs cross and
so that daylight will flow freely through in every
direction." A comparison of the results obtained
by judicious thinning with those ensuing from the
" let alone " principle should convince the most
sceptical of the deterioration both in quality and
quantity that follows the latter method, or want
of method, of culture. — S. W. F.

Apple Gravenstein.—Referring to the re-

marks of "(J. \V. S." on the Apple Gravenstein

(p. 54), lam much surprised that this gentleman
and, as he states, other growers in England value

this moit excellent variety at such a low rate.

Is it possible that the climate of England can
effect such changes in an Apple which in Germany
is considered to be one of the very best dessert

varieties? It is true, indeed, that the (iraven-

stein attains its perfection in Northern (lermany,
especially at the seaside, and in Denmark and
Southern Sweden, and that in warmer regions it

loses a deal of its excellent flavour. Certainly it

is only a fruit of autumn and early winter, being
in use from the end of September to December
(under favourable circumstances keeping to the

end of this month), but at this period, as a

juicy, briskly and finely-flavoured and beautifully

coloured Apple, there is hardly a \'ariety to beat

it. It is highly appreciated by His Majesty the

German Emperor, who wants to see it on his

table every day during the time it is in use.

—

L. Sp.\th, Berlin.

Pear Glou Morceau.—This Pear, so well re-

presented on p. 123, I happened to see fine at

Syon House last season, and quite agree with all

that Mr. Wythes so well says of it. I also know
Budleigh Salterton, Devon, and can well imagine
what Glou Morceau is capable of in that genial

climate. I have also seen some fine samples in

that county as well as in various others, and
grown it successfully for many years in East
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Anglia, though Mr. Blackraore, who ought to
know something of Devonshire Pears, writes of
this that it is bad on a standard and worse on
a wall, flat and loose-textured, whatever that
may mean. At its best, few experienced fruit
growers will agree with him. Of course, we all

know the seasons of fruits vary with locality,
soil, aspect, and treatment, but I have frequently
had this fine Pear carry me well into February.
Then I grew it on several aspects, on walls
and as cordons, bushes, and pyramids in the open.
(Jenerally, too, I found the fruit later as well
as larger on the Pear than on the Quince stock.
It would have added to the interest of the illus-

tration to know whether the fruit was taken from
a wall tree, cordon, bush, or standard, also
whether on the Quince or Pear stock. This
variety is a good doer and a free setter, and liy

thinning the fruits can be enlarged to 3j inclies
long and 2:^ inches wide. The flesh is solid,

white, tender, juicy, and of a rich sugary flavour.
Its size and colour are all that can be desired.
So much is this the case, that I never remember
the most fastidious epicure find fault with Olou
Morceau, though it not .seldom had a run at table
for three months at a stretch.—D. T. F.

KITCHEN GARDEN WALLS.
Walls covered evenly with well-trained fruit-

ful trees are not the least important feature in
a well - kept garden. Walls played a most
important part in the production of the choicest
kind of fruit long before Peach or orchard
houses were thought of, and a well-grown and
ripened Royal George Peach from a south wall
is still unsurpassed by those produced under
glass. It is a mistake to suppose, however,
that, having gone to the expense of building a
wall, full crops of tine fruit are to be the annual
return without further trouble or expense after
the trees have once made a start. Success in
fruit culture is not so easily attained. Wall
trees have a decided advantage over standards
and pyramids if proper attention be only paid
to root and branch

; but should this be
neglected, then I consider they are growing
under greater disadvantages than tliose trees
planted in the open, as the latter reap the full

benefit of the autumn and winter rains, also
the refreshing showers and dews during the
growing season. Trees planted close to walls
are to a certain extent cut off from these
natural advantages by the height of the walls
and the projections in the shape of copings, iVc.

Tlie foliage also sutlers after such a continuation
of hot days as we have experienced the last
three summers by radiation during the night
from the heated brickwork. A thick flail with
its massive foundations can absorb moisture
from the soil for a considerable dista)ice, and
the roots of trees growing in close proximity
must naturally sutler in consequence where this
is not counterbalanced by copious and fre(iuent
applications of water. Without doubt at the
present time, when there is so much need of
heavy rains to swell the springs in so many
parts of the country, there are hundreds of
wall trees lacking moisture at the roots, the
evil of which, I feir, will be heard of
later on, especially with Peaches and Nectarines
-shedding their buds. The evil is not apparent
to r,he casual ob.server just now, but if the .soil

w s oested at the foot of south walls sufticiently
deep, where most of the roots are located,
growers would be surprised to find it quite dry.
There will be sufficient moisture in the stem
and branches, together with passing showers
and dew.s, to cause the flower-buds to plump up
to a certain stage ; then there will be a sudden
check, through the inability of the roots to keep
up the flow, resulting in the buds shriveUing
and dropping in consequence. This may be

taken as a hint by those who may consider their
trees safe. A copious watering attbrded south
borders in early spring miglit not only be the
means of securing a full crop, but the roots
would be in a position to assist rapid leaf-de-
velopment, and thus enable them to outgrow
insect pests and blistered foliage, which generally
follow enfeebled growth.

LAR(iE r. Small Trees.

The pride of the fruit grower in former years
was to cover the walls with trees, perfect
models as regards correct training, and the
more .space each tree covered, the prouder was
he of his handiwork. We are sometimes re-

minded that the present-day gardener cannot
compare with the former generation in the
management of wall trees, and that perfect
training is a lost art. The change, however, in

this department is only on a par witli many
others in the garden, and what found favour
formerly could not be followed now, when
everything is wanted not only in large quanti-
ties and variety, but at a season when it would
have made growers of yore start with amaze-
ment. While admiring the skill and patience
bestowed formerly on these fine specimens,
many of which are still to 1)0 seen, there are
serious disadvantages connected with them
which cannot be ignored in spite of their orna-
mental appearance. As an instance I may
mention that growing against a west wall 14 feet

high there are several Pear trees with a spread
of branches quite 12 yards ; this means something
like 600 feet wall space per tree. Nothing is

complained of when the branches are well laden
with fruit, but sliould tlie bloom be nipped by
frost, or for other reasons the trees fail to bear,

what a .sacrifice of space ! It is here the grower
finds the value of small trees, such as cordons,
which not only allow of a variety of kinds being
planted, but should one or more happen to be
in flower during perhaps only one frosty night,

others only a day or so later in unfolding their

buds escape, and perhaps out of a long wall the

greater part of it is covered annually with an
average crop of fruit. Again, it is not only a
matter of securing a full crop of fruit that the
present grower has to consider in many gardens,

but the cost of producing it has to be taken
into account when formerly this was of small

moment, provided every twig was at the right

angle. When these giant specimens become
unfruitful and decay sets in, they prove a

source of trouble, as they cannot be disposed of

at once, so they must dwindle away gradually,

and years elapse before others can be grown up
to fill the space again. With snrall trees this is

avoided, and the wall can be more easily and
quickly furnished with healthy trees.

Cordons are undoubtedly the best for this

purpose, and when well managed produce the

finest fruit. Little or no attention is needed
in training—a great saving—while the chief of

the pruning required is the stopping of the

shoots during the summer. The roots are

easily kept within bounds and under the con-

trol of the grower, while should one or more
varieties fail to suit the locality, removal is

easy. Trees can be replaced by others without
loss of crop, while they can be manipulated in

other ways, especially in keeping them away
from the wall in si)ring to retard their flowering

—a simple process, but which may be the

means of saving a crop without the aid and
expense of blinds to cover them. The fruit,

too, is of higher quality than that produced on
larger and older trees, whose yield barely meets
the expense of annual training. Cordons may
be used for covering dwarf walls, as well as the

tallest, with equal success. It matters little, I

think, whether they are trained upright or
obliquely, the latter, perhaps, being best for
walls less than feet in height, as a longer run
for the leader is obtained. In training them in
this way they should be made to point south
when planted against west or east walls, which
allows the sun to strike between each tree,

whereas they would shade each other, the fruit

especially, if allowed to lean in the opposite
direction. For one reason, I prefer single to
double cordons, especially for Pears and Apri-
cots, as it is not always possible to bring two
leaders up equally furnished with fruit spurs,
without which the wall presents a patchy
appearance.

BORIIERS.

Restricted borders, especially in depth, are
to be recommended if the trees are to remain
fruitful and their produce to be of the finest

quality. If the roots are allowed to strike
down into the subsoil, .strong breast-wood is

formed instead of short fruiting spurs, which
no amount of stopping or pruning can produce.
In one respect well-managed cordons are similar
to fruit trees grown in pots, and no one can
saj' the restricted root-run prevents these trees
producing not only fine fruit, but also that of
the finest <juality, the secret being in the mass
of fibres round the stem, these being easily fed
while the crop is swelling. A restricted root-

run also allows the greater part of the best
borders in the garden to be fully cropped,
which is no small gain. The expense of renew-
ing exhausted borders may be the cause of

piany not grubbing out old trees and planting
young ones, but this need not be made a
laborious undertaking if properly gone about
when preparing for cordons. The soil at the
base of the wall might bu taken out 2 feet wide
and the same depth, and if labour has to be
considered, this might be .s])read evenly over
the re.^t of the border, and all that remains is

to till in the trench with fresh mould, even if

this is taken from another part of the gard'.n
which has hitherto produced vegetables only.

This may be improved somewhat by adding
wood .ashes or old mortar together with road
grit, carefully avoiding rank manure, which
would induce gross growth. This will pi-ovide

a sufficient rooting medium to last the trees for

years, pro^'ided the surface i-oots are properly
fed and mulched during a dry season.

Guodicudd. Richard Parker.

Fruit trees— under-cropping.—What to
plant under fruit trees so as to profitably utilise

the land without unduly exhausting it is still a
vexed question with many, and although I cannot
hope to give an answer to suit all cases, I feel

sure that the following plan will suit some. The
idea is briefly to plant standard fruit trees, with
stems about 6 feet high, in rows about 80 feet
apart, and allow them to form naturally wide-
spreading heads, with scarcely any pruning at
all, and between these rows to have three Aspara-
gus be:Js, of about (j feet wide each, with alleys

between, the ground quite under the trees being
entirely uncropped. The high culture necessar3'

to ensure good Asparagus suited the fruit trees
quite as well, and no deep digging or mutilating
of the roots was necessary, as pruning and dressing
the trees, cleaning and manuring the beds could
be done in the winter. I feel sure that many
growers of fruit living in remote rural districts,

where it is impossible to retail either fruit or
vegetables to advantage, would do well to lay out
their land with late-keeping Apples, such as the

Wellington, and crop between the trees with
Asparagus.

—

James Groom, Ooxjioii.

Cockle's Pippin and other late Apples.
—I was glad to see Mr. James Gr oora's note
on these (page 123). It is many years since I
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made my first acquaintance with Cockle's Pippin,

mostly called Cockle, though it was raised in

Sussex by a person of the name of Cockle some

100 or more years ago. It is an excellent dessert

Apple of the finest qu.ality, in season at a time

when most of our best Apples and Pears are gettincr

scarce—from January to April. The flesh is yel-

lowish, crisp, and juicy, with a rich aromatic

flavour resembling a gooJ russit or a mellow

Ribston Pip])in. The sliin is a greenish yellow,

merging into deeper yellow as it ripens, dotted

with grey, and the base covered with brown russet.

Hud it only had red cheeks, it would no doubt

liaye had a more brilliant career, though the

cnjour and character of such Apples as Cockle's

Pippin—also rather appropriately named Nutmeg
Pippin—are a surer index of (juality than the

reddest fruits that now fill the markets and com-

mand the highest price. It must be cheering for

home growers of useful fruits to have it attirmed

again on the authority of Mr. Groom that such

useful late Apples as Cockle's Pippin, Russets,

and Wellington are very hard to get at the pre-

sent time at even from 8s. to 10s. per bushel.

The Wellington or Duraelow's Seedling continues

in season till the end of March, or even later with

cool storage. The Royal Russet or Leathercoat

is an excellent Apple for cooking or dessert, and
is in season from now to May. It isa good grower
and a free bearer.—I). T. F.

THE ALENCONNAISE CRAPE VINE.

M. RoMANET DU C.4il.L.\UD, who had forwarded
to me some seeds or stones of Vitis Romaneti,
V. Davidiana, V. Pagnucci, and V. Carrierei in

the year 1884, sent me in 188.) also some seeds of

Vitis Chensii, a Vine from the province of Chen-si,

producing table Grapes as large as the fruit of the
Service tree, of exquisite quality, and knonn in

China by the name of Wa - nao- pon - tao. He
obtained the last-named seeds from the Lazarist

missionaries, who also informed him that these

fine Grapes yielded a wine resembling Moscatel,

a statement which we shall soon be able to prove.

I sowed the seeds on May 3, 188."), and from them
I obtained three plants, one of which bore in the
year 1890 several large and small bunches of

Grapes. The first Grapes thus obtained have a
good appearance and an also good for table use.

My opinion of them was verified on October 10,

1800, by M. Langlais, departmental professor of

agriculture for rOin3, and as the (irapes

appeared to us to be of excellent quality, I

resolved to continue cultivating the Vine, to

which I gave the name of I'Alenr'onnaise. In
order to propagate it speedily, in the year 1891

1 layered the Vine, fastening down each of the
rods to a pot well sunk in the soil. In 1892, after

detacliing the rooted layers from the parent plant,
I took the latter up and replanted it, but as it

did not again produce any fruit until the year
1897, it is probable that it suffered from having
being deprived of the rods which were layered.
In that year (1897) I placed one of the small
bunches in spirits of wine to preserve it and to
show the difference in size between the first

(irapes (produced in 1890) and those of the year
1897.

As is well known, the first Grapes on all Vines
raised from seeds are always small—very much
smaller than those produced by the same Vine
five or six years later on. Moreover, the same
Vine when grafted on another must yield larger
and better Grapes. Cultivators are not ignorant
of these facts, and they do not throw away their
seedling Vines because their first Grapes are of

but middling quality. However, patience and
perseverance are necessar)'. I have been sowing
Grape seeds and making notes for twenty-eight
years, and from my experience I have found that,

although from 5 to 6 per cent, of the seedlings
will commence to bear fruit in five years from the
time when they were planted out in the open
ground, many have not yet begun to bear, al-

though from fifteen to seventeen years have
elapsed since they were first planted out. Should
these b3 destroyed on that account ? My answer

is, "No." Let us try and find out the kind of

pruning which suits them, and if we have not

patience to wait for results, we can graft any of

them that seem to be permanently vigorous and
free from all kinds of disease.

It is an established fact that in countries where
the Grape Vine did not exist the inhabitants can

now make wine from the fruit of the Prt'coce

Capiat and other Chinese kinds of Grape Vine
;

they can henceforth, by cultivating the Alenijon-

naise, provide themselves with fine-looking Grapes
of good quality for table use.

—

Victor C.\i"t,AT, in

I'linif llorliroU.

FRUIT TREES FROM SEEDS.

Though this phase of fruit growing, which is

so clearly and forcibly given by Mr. Tallack

(p. 157), has no commercial interest, it un-

doubtedly conveys to the private grower some
encouragement to carry on seed-raising as an
experimental hobby. I thank Mr. Tallack for

his reply to inquiries made for further informa-

tion. I had not intended referring to the sub-

ject again at the present time, but the contri-

bution by "J. C. B." (p. 124) on the raising of

trees from seeds would seem to demand a pass-

ing reference. The opening and concluding

paragraphs are at such variance one with the

other, that one scarcely knows whether it is in-

tended to condemn or commend the practice.

It is .scarcely possible to do both at one and the

same time. "J. C. B." says, "No man in his

senses would plant a wall with seedling Apri-

cots and Peaches on the chance of their proving

as good or better than existing well-tried

kinds." Very few private growers would have

the opportunity of doing this, for as a rule tlie

[ilanting of trees on walls is carried out to re-

place old tress or unsuitable varieties that are

not in a profitable state. To clear a south wall

of trees more or less established witli a view to

planting seedling Peaches or Apricots Avas not

advised or intended by Sir. Tallack in his

original article bearing on the matter. Such a

course would be to court severe criticism. On
the other hand, there is often sufficient room
to be found on a warm wall to plant a young
tree or two, seedling or otherwise, with a view

to their being brought into a useful bearing

stage at a later date, when they may replace

others probably worn out or useless.

In another paragraph " J. C. B." says " that

in raising hardy fruits from seed everyone has a

chance of getting something good," and "if

hardy fruit growers generally would make a

practice of annually raising a few seedlings,

the interest in their gardens would be nuich

increased.'' This is quite true, and is what I

take to be the object ISIr. Tallack had in view.

As I pointed out in my previous notes, the seed-

ling Peach, Apricot, or any other fruit tree has

commonly had a very low estimate set on its

value, simply because of the uncertainty of ob-

taining anything equal or superior to existing

kinds. Mr. Tallack, in giving his opinion based

on experience, raises the status of the seedling

tree and the prospect of getting something

worth retaining, and I shall be surprised if

even "J. C. B." does not set a higher value on

the seed-raised tree, whether it be haphazard

or intended. Your correspondent strengthens

the conviction that seedling trees have a value

apart from the interest their growth and atten-

tion entail by instancing the origin of such in-

valuable Apples as Cox's Orange Pi]3pin and

Cox's Pomona, Pershore Plum, Crittenden Dam-
son, and the cottager's Apricot. "J. C. B.''

truly says '

' there is certainly an element of

luck in raising novelties among fruits and

flowers," and tlie fact cannot be disguised that

fortune does not favour everyone in obtivining

quality such as these names suggest. If my
half dozen seedling Peaches in pots fail to pro-

duce even one of superior merit I shall not be

disappointed, but if they furnish average-sized

and fairly good quality fruits, they, in my case,

will serve a useful purpose, at any rate for

a time. Instead of trees, " J. C. B." has turned

his attention towards the raising of seedling

Strawberries, and he admits without any very

satisfactory result. No doubt a great many
others have a like experience, and would hesi-

tate in advising anyone to embark on a work of

such great uncertainty. What, however, has

been the contention of Mr. Tallack and myself
has been the attention in the matter of raising

fruit trees from seed as a home study, or as a

subject on which one may centralise his spare

moments, and not so much with the object of

attacking or interfering with a commercial

interest. Were this attempted, it would in the

majority of cases turn out a dismal failure.

Gardeners who undertook the raising of a few

trees would find it much more interesting to

liave a record of the parentage ; results could

be much more easily gauged and comparisons

made, favourable or otherwise. It would seem
strange that I'lums and Cherries should have

given so little satisfaction from seed-raising in

;\lr. Tallack's case. Judging, however, from

the slow rate at which new ones are sent out,

tlie same condition of things obtains in the case

of those who make a speciality of it.

WdU. W. S.

SETTING PEACH FLOWERS.
Rarely ha\e those engaged in fruit forcing had
so fine a time for fertilising the flowers and
other details connected with the work as they
have this season. Second early varieties have
been especially favoured by the weather. Trees
started here at the new year have set the fruit

well, and during the whole of the flowering time

it has never been necessary to shut the top venti-

lators entirely or to push the fires beyond just

keeping the pipes gently warm. This has al-

lowed us to damp freely at midday after shaking
the trees well to distribute the pollen, and so a
nice genial temperature and buoyant, natural

atmosphere free from any suspicion of stuffiness

has been maintained. The good results of this

are two fold ; not only has almost every bud on
the trees set, but owing to the natural conditions

obtainincr there is not the least trace of insects of

any kind. The practice of hghtly dewing the

trees when in flower is not sufficiently appreciated.

The water should strike the trees in the. most
gentle of sprays, not enough being applied to wet
the foliage even—what there is of it— and is best

applied by keeping the forefinger very tightly

over the jet of the syringe. The pollen is dis-

turbed by the mist - like vapour being driven

forcibly against it, yet is not sufficiently wetted

to lose its potency. The best time to spray the

trees is about eleven o'clock, so that there is

plenty of time for what little moisture collects

about them to dry off' thoroughly before the sun

loses its power. In dull, wtt, or very cold

weather, or at any time when free ventilation

cannot be allowed without loweiing the tempera-

ture, I should not advise the spraying. The best

mode then is to use a rabbit's tail, though this

is often the cause of much damage to those kinds

having weak pistils. More care than is usually

thcught necessary should be taken in using it,

and sooner than put it into the hands of a careless

man or boy to use, I would depend on giving each

tree a smart rap. With regard to root moisture

while the fruit is setting, I bslieve it is much
better to have every part of the border thoroughly

soaked just before the trees come into flower, but
rather than allow the roots to get dry I would
not hesitate to water while in flower. If possible,

I would choose a fine sunny day for the operation,

and should turn on a little moio warmth in the
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pipes to allow of ample ventilation. To let the

roots become dry for fear of moisture settling on
the flowers is obviously bad practice. Nothing
is more likely to cause the buds to drop, and it is

surely wiser to even wet the pollen by watering
than to run the risk of losing the flowers alto-

gether. B. S.

Orchids.

DENDROBIUM NOBILE AND ITS

VARIETIES.
The prominence during the past few years of

both species and hyljrids of Dendrobium has

from a photograph taken from a plant grown in
the gardens of Mr. R. J. Measures, Ladymead,
RDgate, Sussex. Although one of the old varie-
ties, it is by no means to be despised. The deep
rose-purple sepals and petals and beautifully
shaped lip make it a prominent feature in a
collection even when represented by a small
plant, but the specimen here represented had
nearly 400 flowers and was very handsome.

D. N. .\LBrM.—This form, that originated in

the Downside collection, has white sepals and
petals, with indistinct tips of pink ; there are
also the usual maroon disc and a pale tip in front
of the white. A variety flowered last year in Mr.
T. Rochford's nurseries at Broxbourne is far more
worthy of the name of album, the whole of the

It is a most distinct and desir-and much larger,

able form.

D. N. Ballianum.—This is one of the most
distinct and beautiful forms; the sepals and
petals pure white, of fine form and substance

:

the li p white, with a distinct salmon-pink disc.
It is one of the most desirable varieties of recent
introduction.

D. N. CooKsoxi is a distinct and desirable
variety, the petals blotched on the basal half with
maroon similar to that of the disc. It is a free-
growing form and one of the most beautiful in
cultivation.

D. N. liURFORDiENSE.—This form differs from
D. n. Cooksoni in having the basal half of the

Dendrolium nolile cwrulescens. From a photogra^ih sent 61/ Mr. It, J. Measures, Ladymead, Rogate, Sussex.

brought the many distinct forms of D. nobile
to the front, and it is remarkable the demand
at the present time for imported plants of this
species. The reason for this may be attributed
no doubt to the fact that some very distinct
varieties have cropped up amongst recent im-
portations. This is not so much to be wondered
at when we consider the countries that have
been opened up of late years around its native
liabitat, affording fresh fields for the energetic
collector, both amateur and professional.

Dendrobiom nobile ctERULEscENs, the subject
of the accompanying illustration, is reproduced

flower being perfectly white, even the disc

entirely disappearing.

I). N. ALKIFLORUM is a lovely form with pure
white flowers, without the trace of any other
colour, except the disc of the lip, which is a
blackish maroon-purple. The segments, being of

fine form and substance, give the flower a very
striking appearance.

D. N. Amesi.*; is a variety that has turned up
amongst imported plants of late years. It re-

sembles D. n. albiflorum, with the exception that
it is altogether larger than that variety, the
disc of the lip being slightly different in colour

lower sepals blotched with maroon. It is a dis-

tinct and beautiful variet}'.

D. N. Cypheri is an average-sized flower, the

sepals and petals being covered at the back with
deep rose-purple, giving the variety a very dis-

tinct character. The lip is very large, with a
broad band of white in front of the maroon disc.

D. N. ELECJAN'S is remarkable for its form and
substance, otherwise it resembles the typical

forms.
D. GIGANTEUM closely resembles I), n. nobilius,

but is a little lighter in colour. It is a desirable

and lovely form that has originated from recent

importations.
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I). X. Rajah is a distinct form in the way of

D. n. albiflorura, but the sepals and petals are

slightly flushed with rose, giving it a very pretty

effect.

D. .N. KOSEI'M is in the way of D. n. giganteum.

The up|3er halves of the sepals and petals and the

apex of the lip are of a peculiar rose with a slight

flush of salmon.
D. X. MiRRHixiAcu.M.—One of the most beauti •

ful of Dendrobiums, in the way of 1). Ballianum ;

the disc of the lip rich violet veined with rose-

purple, giving it a distinct and attractive appear-

ance.

D. X. xoBiMCS.—This, the king of the species,

was figured in The Gardex some years ago. It

is the largest and deepest coloured variety known.
D. x'. PURPCRATi'.M is in the way of D. n.

elegans, with deeper purple markings.
D. X. piLrHERRiMUM is a lovely form with deep

purple sepals and petals, the whole surface highly

polished, giving the somewhat small flowers a

striking effect.

1). X. rEXDiuM, one of the old forms with
dark flowers, is very similar in many respects to

Cypher's variety.

1). x. SiHRcEDERiAXVM.—This is a distinct and
lovely form in the way of 1). n. Amesi^u, but
superior in all respects to that variety. It has a
alight tinge of yellow in the lip with a slight indi-

cation of rose at the apex. The sepals and petals

are very dark with a finely-shaped deep purple
tipped libellum.

D. X. ixtkkmedh'm is nearly white, the disc

of the lip rich purple.
I). X. WALLiiHiAxr.M.— In this the flowers are

deep rose- purple, and often produced with the

foliage, giving it a, pleasant appearance.

H. J. C.

Odontoglossum cirrhosum. —This graceful

and beautiful species is already making a fine

show, and is perhaps the most generally useful

Odontoglot that flowers at this season. Though
not so variable as 0. crispum and others, there is

a vast dift'erence between the best and the worst
forms, those having large blotches on a pure white
ground being especially valuable. (Jrown along-

side O. crispum, it gives little trouble if planted
in small, well-drained pots and well wateied
during active growth. No dry season is needed,
but a slight diminution of the water supply is

necessary in winter.

Dendrobium Wardianum album.—A fine

form of this rare and beautiful variety has been
sent us. The sepals and petals are pure white,
very fine both in form and substance ; no trace
whatever can be distinguished of the usual pink
tips of these segments. The lip also is remark-
ably broad, white in front, the whole of the upper
portion being rich yellow ; no trace whatever can
be discerned of the usual maroon disc at the base
typical of this species. It is a rare and valuable
variety, though of later years it has fretjuently

made its appearance amongst imported plants.
The form sent is one of the best shaped varieties

we have seen, and is worthy of everv attention.

Dendrobium spaciosum Bancroftianum.—
The type is a very well-known Orchid, but this

variety is less common. It is smaller in all ics

parts and the racemes are more elegant. The
flowers have longer sepals and petals, and there
are a few very small blackish-purple spots about
the base of the lip which give it a very pretty ap-
pearance. The culture during the growing season
IS practically the same as that of the type, but it

will not need so severe a rest or stand such rough
treatment during the winter months. It dislikes
being disturbed, and should be well potted in the
first place, using medium-sized pots and the usual
mixture of peat and Moss over good drainage. It

is named after Mr. Bancroft, its discoverer, who
sent it home in 1881.

Aerides Fielding'!.—A nice plant of the "Fox
Brush " Aerides is now in flower bearing three of
the characteristic drooping racemes. These are
crowded with the pretty lilac-rose blossoms, each

spike being about 18 inches in length. In any

warm moist house where the leaves are not

exposed to the brightest sunlight this species

does well, growing freely and flowering every

season. For large heavy plants large pots are

needed, but small specimens look very pretty

when in flower if suspended from the roof in

suitably-sized baskets. Freshly gathered clean

Sphagnum Moss and charcoal are all that is

needed as compost, and an annual top-dressing of

tins is helpful just as the roots commence to

lengthen. It is a native of India, and was sent

home to the Chelsea nursery by Mr. T. Lobb in

1850.

Odontoglossum triumphans.—This is one

of the most useful of the spring-flowering Odonto-
glossums. A fine form, flowering from an im-

ported plant, has been sent us from Ireland. The
sepals and petals are 2^ inches long and broad in

proportion. The sepals have unusually large

blotches of dark chocolate -brown, barred and
tipped with greeni-ih yellow. The petals have

each one large blotch and numerous smaller ones

towards the oase of the same colour as the sepals.

The lip, H inches long and upwards of an inch in

breadth, has a most distinct heart-shaped choco-

late-brown blotch in the centre of the front part,

margined with white, the upper portion white
sliading to yellow on the disc. It is a lovely form
which should improve under cultivation and
thoroughly merits everj' attention.

Dendrobium Wardianum candidum. —
Though an old variety, this very seldom turns up
now, and I was glad to get a flower from a corre-

spondent this week. I can hardly ciU it an
improvement on the type, for it has, in common
with a few other white-flowering Orchids, rather

a washed outlook. The sepals and patals are not

tipped with bright purple as in tlie type, but

neither, on the other hand, have they that pure
waxy whiteness that is so noticeable in the spe-

cies. The lip has the usual yellow area at the

base and also the maroon blotches, but these are

considerably toned down. The flower appears to

me to be from a poorly- established plant, and
such a one as I should put back for another year

before feeling sure about it. I remember some
ten years ago flowering a plant of D. Wardianum
in which there was no trace of the purple tips,

only the palest suH'usion of rose or lilac, but the

next year it was decidedly tipped, and simply a

good form of the ordinary species.—R.

Cypripedium Antigone.—This, the result

of crossing C. Lawrenceanum and C. niveum, was
introdu:red many years ago through Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons, from whom it passed into Baron
Schneder's collection, where it has recently

flowered. Though one of the first of the C.

niveum crosses, it has never been surpassed, the

delicate rose tint that suff'uses the whole of the

flower marking it as distinct. The dorsal sepal is

2 inches in diameter, white, suffused with bright

rose, shading to green at the base. It has nu-

merous rich purple bands running from the base

to the margin. The petals are each upwards of

"2 inches in length and nearly an inch broad, pale

green at the base, becoming suffused with rose ;

the lip is white, heavily suffused with rose; the

disc of the column white, suffused with rose, with
some green veinings in the centre. It has the in-

termediate characters of both parents both in the

flower and habit of growth of the plant.

—

Stelis.

Oncidium undulatum.—This is one of the

best and most easily grown of the Oncidiums,
with long, twining spikes, and a handsome
species when well done. The pseudo-liulbs are

large and with the foliage deep green, the flower-

spike appearing in the centre of the young
growth. This attains a length of about 4 jards

or upwards, and is covered from the second yard
or so with small branchlets of flower. The pretty

shades of chocolate -brown and purple make a wel-

come change from the yellow so frequent in the

genus. O. undulatum may be best grown in

fairly large pots, as the roots are large and fleshy.

Use the compjost in as rough a condition as

possible and avoid elevating the leading pseudo-

bulbs much, as these naturally grow some dis-

tance one above the other and soon get out of

reach of the compost. Annual top-dressings are

advisable and are best given when the spikes are

forming, this ensuring the young roots a hold as

they are emitted from the base. If not covered,

insects are apt to attack them. It is a native of

New Grenada and delijjhts in a cool, moist and

shady atmosphere the whole year round, allowing

as much air as possible during ihe summer and

autumn and plenty of light in winter. It is more

vigorous than 0. macranthum, and when healthy

takes a great deal of moisture. The spikes should

be tied out to strings as they grow, not twisted

round stakes, as is far toj often practised.

THE MOCASSIN FLOWERS AT HOME.

The article in the issue of The Garden for

January 2!) relating to the culture of the

Mocassin Flower has led nie to believe that a

description of its native habitat might be of

interest to your readers. The plant is some-

what rare in the North-eastern I'nited States,

but it is occasionally found in the bogs of the

Catskill region. One such swamp lies in the

midst of a grove of trees growing in an ex-

tremely rocky country. Tall brakes, bound to-

gether by Bedstraw and Cuscuta, separate the

wet, dark woods from an an open, sunny marsh.

A faint path winds about it, with tussocks of

grass, very tall, coarse, and saw-edged, as step-

ping-stones. Underneath this waving grass and

half smothered by it lie the rosettes of mottled

green and purple Pitcher Plants, rather ragged

from the winter's wear.

In early June the Lady's Slippers stand in

thick clumps, perhaps as many as twenty to-

gether at a time, ;ind about 2i feet high, cro\vned

by the gleaming flowers—a stalk sometimes

bearing two blossoms. The groups are generally

ensconced under bushes of Poison Sumach, which

would be itself one of our most valued shrubs,

with its red-stennned, foreign-looking sprays

bearing shining green leaves, were it not for

its disagreeable cjualities ; or under the dull

green swamp Azaleas, whose white flowers are

extremely fragrant, and are so sticky that the

shrivelled brown films of yesterday's blooms are

tangled among those of to day.

The purple"and white Lady's Slippers all face

one way, looking out from their semi-shade

over the sunny marsh, on which the scanty

leaf-tufts of a few broken Larches cast no

shadow worth mentioning. The soil in which

they all stand is black and filled with decaying

Fern roots and Mosses. Doubtless, later in

the season the I'tricularias share the little pools

in the marsh with the Jewel and Joe Pye weeds

—the latter a wonderful magenta-coloured com-

posite that looms up over our marshes in mid-

summer.
There is another swamp Lady's Slipper (Cy-

pripedium pubescens) which, I should think,

would also thrive under cultivation. It has a

large yellow flower, with all the members of

the perianth, except the bulging sac, more or

less narrow and twisted. Like the former, it

grows in clumps on the shady tangled edges of

swamps or slow-moving brooks, and is more

common than the showy Lady's Slipper. With

a smaller, rarer, yellow Lady's Slipper (C.

parviflorum) it shares the doubtful honour of

appearing in the American pharmacopi uia, an

extract of the roots of both being used as a

medicine .similar in its effects to Valerian. C.

parviflorum prefers dry leaf-mould as a home,

and seems to appear in solitary glory or with

only a few stalks standing near one another.

The flowers are each about an inch long, with

much twisted perianth, streaked and splashed

with burnt sienna
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The commonest of all our eastern C'yinipe-

diums is the cheerful acaule, that springs up in

suiniy, dry woods about May 15. Its rose-

coloured sac is covered with veinings of deeper

colour and is long and nodding, beneath green

and crimson perianth leaves, being peculiar in

that its front is slit. A plant that I dug up
rather carelessly and transferred to a back yard

in Jersey City, so near the bay that tide water

occasionally damps the next yard, a little lower,

by creeping up through the made soil, blossomed

for two years, and perhaps was killed then only

by being thrown away in the spring.

New York, U.S.A. H. Ingersoll.

of sun and plenty of air. The atmosphere of the

house should be kept fairly moist, liut they do
not need the saturation that is enjoyed by grow-
ing Dendrobiums and other plants from tropical

Eastern countries. Well-established plants take

a lot of water at the roots while growth is active,

their position in the house making them dry up
very quickly, and even in winter the plants must
not be really dry for any length of time. O. pul-

chellum is an old species, having been sent to

this country in 1827. It is a native of Jamaica
and other parts of Central America and the West
Indies.

Kitchen Garden.

Cypripedium Swinburnei.—A distinct and
pretty form of this hybrid Cypripedium has been
sent us from the collection of Mr. W. W. Palmer,
Rutland Lodge, Shortlands, Kent. It differs

from the typical form in its broader, iinely-marked
dorsal sepal. The outer margin has a broad band
of white shading to green, which is covered with
numerous lines and thickly spotted with dark
brown. The broad petals are pale green at the

base, becoming suffused with purple and thickly

covered with large dark brown spots. The lip is

light brown, shading to pale green, veined with a
darker shade of brown. It was purchased as an
unflowered C. Crossianum. Mr. Palmer has
every reason to be satisfied with the result of his

purchase, as it is no doubt a fine form of C. Swin-
burnei. It is a cross between C. insigne Maulei
and C. Argus, which was first raised by Messrs.

Heath, of Cheltenham.

Laelia flava.—This species is not common,
but I met with a plant of it in flower this week.
In habit it is rather dwarf, having pseudo-bulbs
each about 8 inches high, with a few narrow
bronzy leaves towards the top. The spikes bear
about half a dozen flowers—more in some in-

stances no doubt—of a pleasing shade of bright
}'ellow ; they are much smaller than in the ma-
jority of the genus, the best forms I have seen
being only about 3 inches across. L. flava may
be grown in a light position in the Cattleya
house, and the plants do well in small baskets or

rafts or even in small pans. It has a great dis-

like to a heavy or sour compost, and may in fact

be grown almost bare, provided tlie atmosphere is

kept right. Watering should be \ery carefully

done in the earlier stages of growth, for, like the
nearly related L. cinnabarina, the young shoots
are easily injured and will dim[) oft' from an over-

dose. The more thoroughly established the plants
are, and the better they are rooted, the more
moisture they will take, but it is not a thirsty

kind by any means. A good compost is three
parts of Sphagnum to one of peat, and so little of

this is required that crocks or charcoal, except as

drainage, are not needed. During the winter the
roots may be kept almost dry with advantage, a
little more moisture being necessary while the
plants are in flower. Gi\en attention to these
few points, L. flava is not a ditJicult plant to grow,
though not, of course, so robust as some others.

It was discovered in Minas Geraes, in Brazil, and
sent to this country in 1839.—H. R.
Oncidium pulchellum.—The colours in this

Oncidium are distinct from most in the genus,
being almost white. The only colour on the
sepals is a suffusion of light rose-pink, and there
is a yellow stain on the lip. It has no pseudo-
bulbs and requires a good deal of care to grow it

well. It likes plenty of warmth, and should be
grown in three parts of Sphagnum to one of peat
fibre, in pans just large enough to take the plants
easily and allow a margin of about an inch
all round for compost. Only a thin layer of this

is needed, so considerable care is required in fix-

ing the plants. Stakes are not ornamental, but
it is better to use these for a time until the plants
are well established than to have the latter rock-
ing about in the pot or pan. A good clear light

is of great importance in the culture of these
West Indian Oncidiums, and as long as the foliage

is not injured they will stand almost any amount

PEAS IN NORTH WALES.
Compared with many parts of the country, the

past season proved a most favourable one for this

crop in this locality. Situated in the wilds of

Wales, I seldom get the opportunity of seeing

either extensive trials of novelties or as exhibited

in first-class shows, so that I have of necessity to

gain information by description or hearsay' of the

novelties most likely to be an advance on older

kinds. For these reasons I do not presume to

set down the following selection of Peas as an up-

to-date one, but merely note them as suitable for

my purpose and satisfactory in this climate and
situation. No extra early varieties are required

here, but an unbroken succession extending over

as long a season as possible after the middle of

.lune, quality and productiveness combined being
the essentials. Many kinds have been tried each

year ; a few retained, and some discarded. Al-

though William I. has held the foremost place for

years in the earlier sowings, I am almost convinced
that it will have to give place to Gradus and Har-
binger. I intend sowing less of it this year than
usual, and shall probably discard it next. Preju-

diced as I am against very dwarf Peas, I keep
growing more of Daisy each year, for it has good
qualities to recommend it, and only wish it was as

tall as even Anticipation, an excellent Pea in

every respect. As a succession to these and com-
paritively dwarf come Danby's Stratagem, Veitch's

Main Crop, Magnificent, and Sharpe's Queen, all

splendid kinds. From some cause Sutton's Mar-
rowfats are not so satisfactory here as elsewhere,

those doing best being Peerless, Matchless, and
Perfection.

Of taller kinds fully eijual in quality and crop-

ping and coming in at the same season are Alder-

man, Criterion, Evolution, and Boston Unrivalled,

and following in close succession are Chelsonian

and Autocrat, while for the latest crops, Sutton's

Late Queen, Carter's Michaelmas, Gladiator, and
Omega are extensi\ely grown. Although I have

grown both Autocrat and Michaelmas each year

since their introduction (sown late), I find that,

should late September and October happen to be

very wet, these two excellent sorts do not fill

satisfactorily, while Gladiator, though not equal

in quality to them, invariably fills well, and as

the crop of this variety practically becomes fit to

gather all together, it proves useful duriiig a scarce

time when a quantity of one kind is required. I

prefer Omega, old as it is, to Sturdy. It will be

observed that only two tall kinds are grown—
Chelsonian and Criterion. This is owing to our

exposed position.

The above are some of the sorts that are most
satisfactory here, taking one season with another

;

but besides these there are some that I have not

formed a definite opinion upon, for all have at

least two seasons' trial. Others I am adding this

year. J- R-

Tan-y-hwlch, Merioneth.

P.S.—There is one variety, excellent in every

respect, that I have lost for some years. I believe

it was named Speeiaht^. Can anyone inform me
if it is still in the trade, and, if so, where it can

be procured ?

Potato Challenge. — This is a rather new
' main-crop round variety. Challenge has tubers

of a flattish-round form. They bear the closest

resemblance to Syon House Prolific tubers of any
I have seen, but the tops materially differ. Whilst
doing remarkably well in the north, the variety

has yet to be tested in the south, but if it at all

approaches in vigour and cropping the well-known

Up-to-Date, it will become a popular variety.

—A. D.

Potato Sharpe's "Victor. —Having grown
this variety for many years, I find it the earliest

and best for private use. In the market it always

commands a higher price than any other early

variety I know. I am planting a large quantity

of it this season in the open away from shelter,

and it will be ready for market the second week
in May. I have frequently dug it from under

south walls the second week in April.

—

Richard
NisDET, Tudor Cotlaije, Market Drayton, t'atop.

Broccoli 'Vanguard.—This is one of the very

best midseason Broccoli, the curd large and white,

the heads well protected by ample foliage. It has

very strong stems that are apt to suffer if severe

frost sets in early in the season, but this is its

only fault. It is larger than Snow's and a little

later, though if two sowings are made it is hardly

worth while growing the former unless the true

form can be depended on. Sown in March and

again in April, Vanguard will give a succession

of fine heads for a month or five weeks at a very

useful time, and before the handlight Cauliflowers

are in.

Main-crop Peas.—Out of such an immense
number of these as now exist, even of the popu-

lar .'i-feet section, it is very ditticult to make a

selection of half a dozen that would suit all soils,

but, having had several I mention grown in diverse

parts of Surrey last year, I found all reports

tallied with my own experience. Thus Senator,

3 feet, is a wonderful cropping second early

marrow. Triumph, Magnum Bonum, Prolific

Marrowfat, Magnificent, and Queen were first-

class, giving fine pods and rich quality. The
popular Autocrat is rather too tall, but is a

splendid late Pea.—A. D.

Potato Bo 766.—I have tried this new kind.

Two years ago a friend sent me two tubers by

post. These weighed 7 ozs. They were cut up
and planted on good land. In the autumn I dug
40 lbs. These were saved for seed, except a few

that were used for cooking Last spring this

seed was planted in the kitchen garden, and want
of room compelled me to plant somewhat closely,

which I considered against them. From this I

dug 4 cwt. of good tubers. I consider it an early

form of Beauty of Hebron. The quality was good

.

One of its greatest merits is that, coming into use

and ripening off' so early, the ground can be usf d

for another crop. I am planting it again this

year, using the very smallest tubers to try the

results of small seed.—J. Crook, Forde Alihey.

Parsley.—I am quite at one with " A. D."

respecting the poor forms of this useful plant

that have to do duty in some gardens, though the

number of places where really good strains are

grown is larger than the tone of his note would

imply. Many have the idea that the finest strains

are not the hardiest, and, compared with the old

pale green form still occasionally met with, they

are not ; but if we are going to grow a double

curled variety, there is little dift'erence in this

matter of hardiness between a good form and a

bad one. I like to see a few Parsley plants

coming up promiscuously about the rougher parts

of the garden, between bush fruits. Sometimes

after a hard winter, when protected plants even

have been killed or used up closely, there are use-

ful leaves on these semi-wildings that seem to

possess a vigour and precocity that are quite un-

attainable with more highly cultivated plants.

But where Me are going to cultivate it properly

by all means procure a strain that is worthy of a

garden, for nothing looks worse than badly

coloured, limp-looking leaves without enough

strength in the footstalk to hold themselves erect.

Parsley to grow it well needs a good staple and

plenty of room for its development, and, if seed is

to be saved, rigid " rogueing " every season. A
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number of rough old frames in out-of-the-way

|ilacc9 tilled in autumn with strong plants are of

the greatest value for winter gatherings where
the dercand is heavy.—H. R.

Potatoes.—In the short paragraph on page 84

Messrs- Carter have described very accurately the

conditions under which the American varieties of

Potatoes are seen to the best ad\antage, and in

all cases where land is a little stiff it will be found
advisable, failing a good supply of sj^ent Mushroom
or peat moss manure, to put on a hea\y dressing
of half-decayed leaves. Three inches thick will

not be too much before digging is performed.
Early Ro,se I have not grown for years. It was
objected to as being strong and earthy. Duke of

Albany, Beauty of Hebron, Early Puritan, and
the best form of White Elephant have all been
tried, and of the quartette I prefer the first-

named. Dake of Albany is not quite so heavy a

cropper perhaps as Puritan or Elephant, but
giving in fairly good seasons an average of close

on ten tons per acre of large sound tubers that
both cook and keep well. It possesses the addi-
tional merit of not wearing out. I have planted
my own seed for the last ten years. I have not
tried White Beauty of Hebron, and, after judging
dishes st.aged under this name at local shows, can
see very little difference, if any, between this and
Duke of Albany. Perhaps Messrs. Carter as

Potato experts will say if they are synonymous.
I ask because in the lists sent out by the best
firms sometimes one is catalogued, sometimes the
other ; the two names very rarely appear in the
one list. Two varieties now in use are The Bruce
and The Saxon, and in cropping, keeping, and
cooking qualities there is little to choose between
them. The Saxon is a darker skinned tuber, a
little larger, and being shallow-eyed is perhaps
rather more economical.—E. Burrell.

SEED SOWING UNDER GLASS.
NoTwiTHST.\NDixG the oft-tendcrcd advice, "sow
thinly," it is surprising what an amount of seed
is wasted by thick sowing. When seeds are ex-

pected to be of good germinating power the
smaller kinds can hardly be too thinly sown ;

with larger kinds the mistake is not so often
made. As an instance I Lave been just sow-
ing Thunbergia alata, and though it gives a
little more trouble, I always dibble in the seeds
about an inch apart, pressing them in slightly.

Then, in consequence of this, the young plants
lift out singly with a little soil to each, while had
the seed been sown broadcast on the surface,
many plants would be in pairs or larger numbers,
and it would be impossible to sepirate them with-
out injury. Tomatoes, Capsicums, and other
similar seeds are often carelessly and thickly sown,
with the result that they get crowded at the first

and are bad to transplant ; but of a batch of
several hundred Tomato plants I have not lost

more than half a dozen by the flagging that often
takes them off after potting up, and this I attri-

bute to thin sowing and firm soil. In a less

degree the same thing applies to snail seels that
are sown with a view to pricking off. There is

only room for a certain number of plants in a box,
pan, or whatever is used, yet some growers per-
sist in sowing about four times as much seed as is

necessary. Provided the plants were thinned very
early not much harm would be done, though there
would still be a waste of seed, but when left

long enough to become drawn, the stems of all of
them become weak, and a very bad start is the
result. When sowing fine, delicato seed, the sail

should if possible be sterilised by placing it in
heat. It should be firmly placed in the pans and
thoroughly soaked with water before sowing the
seeds, covering them afterwards with dry soil.

Most seeds germinate quickly in total dark-
ness, so they may be placed in a propagating
frame with a double thickness of mats over, or
the pans may be covered with a little Moss.
Grevillea robusta is one of the most difficult plants
to raise freely from seed in the ordinary way, and
though occasionally one gets a good batch, more
often than not about half a dozen plants are all

that appear from a packet of seed. Last year I

happened to be in a neighbouring garden and
noticed a line batch of young seedlings just

through the soil. On intiuiry I found that, the seeds

had been pressed into the soil point downwards,
as one plants Cucumber seeds. I am far from

saying that this will make any difference in the

results, though I am trying it myself ; still, I give

the hint for what it is worth. Possibly other

readers have tried it. My opinion is that the

seeds in question were newer than are usually

sold and their germinating power was above the

ordinary. I have never found any advantage in

using (leat alone as a seed-bed for this plant,

though the plan is often recommended. R.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

Asxr.iL Meetinc.

On' Monday evening last there was a large

attendance of the members of this society at

Anderton's Hotel, when Mr. T. W. Sanders occu-

pied the chair. When the secretary had read the
notice convening the meeting and also the minutes
of the previous annual general meeting, he sub-

mitted the proposed annual report and financial

statement for the past j'ear. The chairman, in

formally moving the adoption of them, said that

they represented the work of the society for the

past year, and it was for that meeting to say
whether they considered it satisfactory. The
motion having been duly seconded by Jlr. H. .J.

Jones, the discussion, a somewhat lengthy one,

was opened by Mr. Starling, who had tendered
his resignation. He commented on the financial

position of the society, and explained that the

society had of late years grown to such an extent
that he could no longer give the proper atten-

tion to the duties which he considered were re-

quired of a treasurer, and he also thought that

the accounts required to be kept in a different

form. He regretted leaving after having been
with them for twenty years, and hoped the
society would see its way to having the accounts
properly set forth and also to appoint paid
auditors.

The secretary replied to several of Mr. Star-

ling's criticisms, and considered that the com-
mittee was justified in saying that the societj' was
in a sound financial condition.

Mr. Geo. Gordon at considerable length re-

viewed the ([uestion of finances from several

points of view, commenting upon the expenditure
for luncheons, annual dinners, show expenses and
prize money. He thought something should be
done to check the increasing expenditure, and
that it was a matter that ought to be faced b}'

the members. He moved as an amendment that
the annual report and financial statement be
referred back to the general committee, with
instructions to prepare a proper balance sheet, an
estimate of expenditure for 189S, and to report on
the advisability of a reduction in the number of

shows or of the prize mone}'. This was seconded
by Mr. Moorman, who objected to the statement
that the society was financially sound, as there
were amounts remaining unpaid. Mr. T. Bevan
supported the view expressed by the previous
speakers. He thought a proper balance sheet
should be prepared, and that the meeting should
be adjourned until that was done. Another
member objected to being asked to pass accounts
unless the}' had been printed and previously cir-

culated amongst the members.
The secretary explained that the schedule sub-

committee was responsible to a great extent for

the increased expenditure, and pointed out that
the prize-list was larger this year and that it

could not go on increasing, as, although many
new members joined every year, yet the loss in

numbers was considerable.

In the end Mr. Gordon's amendment was
carried. Mr. Cholmely moved that the accounts
be printed and in the hands of the members at

least seven days before the date of the adjourned
meeting. He thought such a course only a usual

one.

Subsequently it was resolved that the meeting
be adjourned to that day three weeks, at p.m.

Royal Horticultural Society.— The next
fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society will be held on Tuesday, March 8,

in the Drill Hall, .lames Street, Victoria Street,

Westminster, 1 to 4 p.m. The committees will

meet as usual. At :i o'clock the Rev. Professor

Geo. Henslow, MA., will lecture on "Some of

the Plants Exhibited."

Notes of the Week.

ITarcissus Countess of Annesley.—No
Trumpet. Daffodil can compara with this in the great

abundance of its Howera. It is haujsome, too, when
fully open, with its widely expanded and heavily re-

curved rim.

Corydalis rutsefolia. This is one of them-st
distinct and pretty of early flowering plants. It is

distinct by reason of Ibe somewhat trailing stems and
glaucous leaves signified in the sp-citic name above
given, and pretty in the reddish pink to purple of the

Itlossoms. For a cool and shady position in loam and
peat this is well suited.

Narcissus Trim on.—This is a chaste and beau-

tiful form for pc t culture, or for any mc de of culture,

though as yet it is scarcely sutRciently plentifal to be

gruwn otherwise. A few plants of it growing in a

wa'm frame were well in flower in Messrs. Barr's nu--

seryat Ditton quite early in f'tbruary, so that an es-

pecial value is secured to it by thus adapting itself t>

this treatment.

Scilla sibiriea alb l.—This is, perhaps, one of

the neatest among white-flowered bulb lus plants (a'ly

in the year, and well worthy of being freely planted in

the rock garden or grown m pots for the greenhouse.

For the latter purpose it is useful for friiiging the

stages in the conservatory, and is also attractive where

inside window boxes of such things have to be fre-

quently replenished.

Pitcairnia corallina.—A large example of this

attractive species, that, without the flowers, may be

regarded as Gurculigo recarvata, has been flowering in

the Kew Nepenthes house. The pectdiir part of the

plant is the production of the inflorescence at the base

of the growth, almost, in some instances, barely

escapin},' the sod. Bnt the brilliancy of the eat re

inflorescence is beyond doubt. One eiample had three

strong spikes about 15 inches long. It is a native of

Colombia, in the heart of the tropica.

Colcliicuin libanoticum.—Compared with

the autumn-flowering species of this genus the

above kind is small in all ways, dwarf, free,

and somewhat varied in point of colour. In this

latter we have shades varying from pure white to

deep rose, the flowers compact, and appearing

quite early in the present month. A nearly allied

species flowering also in early spring is C. mon-
tanura. These dwarf kinds are quite easy of

culture and suited to grouping in the rook

garden.

Narcissus Bulbocodium.—Perhaps one of

the most useful of small kinds is this charming
yellow Hoop-petticoat Narcissus, as, besides being

remarkably cheap and easy of culture, particularly

when grown in pots, it is showy and very profuse

in flowering. Indeed, it is simply surprising how
great a number of flowers are produced by a

single bulb, and when well cultivated is among
the most useful of such things that the privatt;

gardener could possess. The small well-coloured

blossoms are singularly efl'ective in quite small

glasses on the table.

Megasea crassifolia, which was advanced
towards flowering when the cold weather began a

few days since, is now in fine condition, more
particularly a large sheltered plantation where
it receives constant protection. This latter is

afforded by a large belt of shrulis, while the Jle-

gasea, occupying a raised position, are well drained

and warm. In one position in the garden, where
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it well-nigh carpets a large space near some trees,

this species performs a \ery useful work, and,

mingling with common Ivy, its rose-pink trusses

and picturesque leaves is very effective.—E. J.

Solandra grandiflora.— I am sending you a

flower of Solandra grandiflora, a plant one seldom
meets with, although of very easy culture if con-

fined in pots and well ripened in summer, tho-

roughly drying up and standing outside in the

full sun. It comes in at a good time by so doing.

A bush in a 12-inch pot with two dozen expanded
flowers is refreshing for its fragrance. The
flowers have been gathered two days, so I am
anxious to see how they carry.— Geo. Bol.\s,

Wirliivorth, Derhyshire.
*^* Fine flowers of a very distinct plant, the

flowers large and beautiful in form. They travel

very well. A coloured plate of it will appear
soon.— Ell.

Daisy Blush ftueen.—A little tuft of this

miniature quilled Daisy has given me much
pleasure during the past winter on account of the
constancy with which it bloomed. I do not think
it has been out of flower since October. The
flowers are small and the colour is pretty well

described by the name it bears, although the
pink may be a trifle too pronounced for the word
"blush." The double Daisies, large and small,

deserve to be looked up, and an effort to gather a

few varieties together has been productive of

some pleasure. The names are, it is to be feared,

a little doubtful, but the flowers, if a little stiff,

are very pretty. Seedling raising is a little

tantalising, as the proportion of poor flowers,

both single and double, is large.— S. Arnott.

Anthurium Dr. Lawrence. — This hand-
some novelty, exhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence
(gardener, .\lr. Bain) at the February meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society, well deser\ed
the first-class certificate that was awarded it. It

is one of those striking forms that require but a

single glance from any plant grower to determine
its worth. Beyond this, it is one of the most dis-

tinct hybrids that has yet appeared. The spathes
are singularly bold and handsome as well as
striking and effective in colour, the latter a
salmony-red shade, and, so to speak, reflected in

a higher degree by the finely \arnished surface.

The spathes are 7 inches long and G inches broad,
and borne on long stems. The foliage, too, is

very handsome, as becomes so decided a novelty,
broadly sagittate in form, and some 18 inches in

length. These, as also the spathes, are supported
by strong petioles some '2 feet or so in length.

Scilla bifolia Pink Beauty.—This is one
of the many beautiful seedlings of bulbous plants
raised by Mr. .James Allen. Its colour is well

indicated bj' the name given by the raiser, and is

quite worthy of it, which is more than can be
said of many flowers with attractive names. Pink
Beauty is a bright little Scilla of dwarf, sturdy,
upright habit, and having a good number of

flowers in a truss. One of its good points is its

early flowering. Here for the last two years it

has flowered several weeks in advance of Scilla

bifolia rubra, of which it is, I believe, a seed-

ling. It flowered this year in the beginning
of February, and to-da}' (February 28) S. b. rubra
is only through the ground. Very few of us seem
successful in seeding the red two-leaved Scilla, or

we might obtain some interesting seedlings such
as the one under notice. Another of Mr. Allen's

seedlings is S. bifolia ruberrima, which has
bright pink buds and chocolate-coloured leaves.

Two others, S. b. Kose Queen and S. b. White
Queen, are in bud.— S. Arnott, Carsethorn, hy
Dumfries, N. B.

Adonis amurensis.—Mr. Wood refers to the
season of flowering in this species, and surmises
it is too early to fix its rightful period for

flowering. Under these circumstances Mr. Wood
will be interested to learn that the first flowers
appeared quite early in February both in 1S90
and in 1897- The fully expanded flowers in the
latter year appeared about the 10th or 12th of

February, so far as the established specimen in

the rock garden at Kew is concerned, and

though the flower-heads were laid level with the
earth by subsequent frost and snow, these did
not apparently injure the beauty of the blossoms.
It will be remembered that the flowers of Adonis
generally only expand with sunshine, so that the
blooms would receive an attack of frost or snow
when closed. In this way injury would be
merely external, and this the fully open flowers
would not reveal. A small pot plant of this

species was noted at the Drill Hall on February 8

last, so that it is generally an early species.

Singularly enough, the Kew plant this year is not
flowering so early as in previous years.

—

E. J.

Iris reticulata.—Is not Mr. Wood's experi-

ence somewhat exceptional when he speaks of

the forcing of this beautiful Iris at page 164 of

The Garden ? In my experience, it is quite
easy to get it to flower in pots from Christmas
onwards, but one or two things are absolutely
essential to secure this. First, the bulbs should
be potted early, preferably by the end of August
or even before, and plunged in ashes for some
weeks so as to get well rooted. In this way
scarcely any water is needed for some time, which
is an advantage. Finally the pots should be in-

troduced to the cool greenhouse, giving if possible

an airy shelf near the glass. The plant will not
in reality endure forcing as this term is under-
stood, and a temperature by artificial means ex-

ceeding 48' or 50" appears to act in a retarding
capacity, and the flowers absolutely refuse to

emerge from the bulb. This is so with other
bulbs, e.ij., many Narcissi, where these are either

put in too early or into too much heat at once.

For the above Iris the end of November is quite
early enough, and if the "forcing" just keeps
frost at bay, a gradual growth will ensue and
flowers be obtained at Christmas or shortly after.

A temperature of 40° to 4.5° is all the forcing this

species can with safety endure.—E. .T.

Saxifraga oppositifolia vars.—The pretty
group of Saxifrages distinguished by the aljo-ve

name is now making a pleasing display in its

several forms. Without exception, so far as my
knowledge of the varieties of this section is con-

cerned, I believe all the kinds are of compara-
tively easy culture

—

i.e., in a general way.
There are, of course, exceptions, for these things
do not care for heavy soils, and equally so they
are not content in very dry positions. But with
good drainage and a free supply of moisture when
growing, and, not least, exemption from a posi-

tion that is very hot in summer, these pretty
plants grow freely and flower abundantly. As a
whole perhaps this section lends itself to many
useful positions in the rock garden with success,

and by reason of its early flowering of some kinds
and the free carpet of growth that it forms, is

worth more attention. It is not improbable that

by seeding and selection this group may be vastly

improved, particularly in good, bright-coloured

forms in place of the rather dull shades of some
existing kinds. In the coloured forms it is not

possible to say what would be the outcome of

a series of crosses. Certainly such would prove

of interest, while intermediate or possibly dis-

tinct shades might be added. Size is already

secured in some, but a greatly improved white
would be welcomed by all.—E. J.

Fritillaria aurea.—Already the handsome
drooping flowers of this well-marked species are

with us, the earliest blossoms appearing, as is

almost natural, on plants that have remained un-

disturbed in the pots. In some instances, how-

ever, where the resting season of these pot plants

was not so complete, a loss of vigour and there-

fore' of stature is the result. This is obvious

where the complete rest of former years was not

adopted, and affords striking proof of the value

and importance of a definite resting period in the

case of some bulbous-flowering plants that have

but a comparatively short existence above ground.

With some other bulbs, and notably many trumpet
Narcissi, despite the fact that all the root fibres

perish each year, the exact opposite is the fact.

That is to say, in these latter the loss of vigour

and stature follows the lifting and resting, while

in certain other instances, of which the above
species is an example, the loss of vigour ensues
when the resting period is either not complete or

when insufficiently prolonged. Doubtless this

Fritillaria when in open groups in the rock gar-

den or similar place is influenced for good or the
reverse by this rest, and where it cannot be given
entirely, a good plan will be to select a position

where the sun may to some extent assist to the
fullest ripening. Where the plants are grown in

pans or pots all this is greatly modified, and its

beauty and usefulness are such as to render it

worthy of this special care. After flowering, the
bulbs may be ripened up to ai}' extent on a green-
house shelf without removing rhem from the
flowering pots.— E. .J.

Destroying bullfinch.es.—Can any of your
correspondents recommend a plan for trapping or

destroying bullfinches? Circumstances preclude
me from shooting them in this garden, and the
damage they do to the fruit trees is almost in-

conceivable. Scarcely a bud is left on the
Gooseberries and Currants, and nine-tenths at

least of the flower-buds are destroyed on several

of the Pear trees, which are for the most part in

bush form.—H. MiDDr.ETOX Ro(;ers, Tunhridijc

W<IU.

Cypripediums unhealthy—I enclose you
three leaves cut from Cypripedium Sedeni, C.

Crossianum and C. barbatum, which have been
curiouslyaffected for the lastfew months. The plants

were all clean and healthy until this brown appear-
ance arose. Can you inform me what this brown
appearance is caused by ? Thej' were watered for a

short time with water which came through some
newly-laid iron pipes, and perhaps the water had
been aff'ected by the black tar paint applied to the

pipes. This water is not used now. I should be
glad to know if this is a known disease affecting

Orchids, and if it is likely to spread, as in that

case I would destroy or isolate the plants affected

before it touches the remainder of mj' collection.

—J. Burnett R.ims.w [Captain).

*.»* The rust on the foliage of C. Sedeni, C.

Crossianum and C. barbatum sent us from Captain

J. Burnett Ramsay is due to the plants having
been severely attacked with yellow thrips, which
occurred probably during the hot, dry weather of

last summer. This has had the effect of crippling

the foliage and taking most of the substance from
the leaves, consequently during the damp, dull

winter months the atmospheric moisture has

been too great for the plants to withstand in their

weakened condition. The damp spotting is the

usual result of such conditions. The yellow

thrips are very difficult to dislodge. Being so

minute they work their way dow-n into the axils

of the foliage, whence it becomes difficult and
well-nigh impossible to dislodge them by the

ordinary methods of cleansing. The most success-

ful way to deal with them is to fumigate the houses

with Richards' XL All fumigating vaporiser

on three successive evenings. After waiting a

week, which will allow any eggs in a forward

condition to show signs of life, repeat the fumi-

gation on two successive evenings, after which it

should be done through the summer months once

a week. Through the winter months once or

twice a month is sufficient. There is no occasion

to destroy the plants affected, but it is advisable

to isolate them from the others to prevent the

thrips attacking those plants that are clean. As
the young growths advance, it will be necessary

to keep constant observation, and where there are

any signs of thrips, the houses should be fumi-

gated without delay.—H. .1. C.

BOOK RECEIVED.
"Bulletin of Miecellaneous Information : Keport

of the Economic Kesources of the West Indies." By
D. Morris, C.M.G , M.A., Royal Gardens, Kow.

Name of plant.—Lyminster.—Dendrohium pri-

mulinum.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

GOOSEBERRIES ON TRELLISES.

Ther?; is much to be said for this form of train-

ing this useful fruit. Doubtless, where much
of the produce of the trees is gathered in a green

state, a greater weight of fruit may be taken
from buslies, but there is often a place for a

short espalier or some simple form of training

where there would not be room for a bush, and
when well-grown fruits are required for dessert

there is no (juestion as to the advantage of the

tranied trees. The growths being kept thin,

air and light play upon the fruits from all sides,

while the concentration of sap to the spurs

ensures their fullest development as to size, and
therefore quality. The large Gooseberries one
comes across frequently at shows, where
cottagers vie with each other in getting the

largest fruits irrespective of quality, can possibly

be grown as well on thick, untrained bushes as

anywhere, bvit in the majority i>f instances these

have nothing but tlieir size to recommend them.
Hut nn the other hand fruits of good Havnured
varieties cannot bo too large or luscious. For
flavour, no doubt a wall is the best position, as

the temperature is higher, and many bare spaces

between Peach, Pear, or other fruit trees may
with advantage be tilled with single or multiple
cordons. But here, unless very carefully

looked after, the trees are apt to be in-

fested by insects, and especially red spider.

This pest seldom attacks trees on espaliers

made of light Li'on standards and wire—a kind
of wire fence in fact. They are as much ex-

posed to the elements as it is possiVjle tor them
to be, while on a wall they are protected from
cold winds and rain, giving earlier crops of

course, but, as mentioned, requiring a lot of

cleaning, syringing, &c., to keep the insects

down. For espaliers, the best plan where a

ijuick return is wanted is to obtain well-rooted

trees in the second year, and plant about 3 feet

apart. Trees with three good shoots are most

suitable, these being planted as early in the

season as possible, and the centre shoot taken

up, the lower ones trained horizontally on the

lower wire. It is important that the trees are

not tied to the trellis at planting-time, as any

sinking afterwards would cause them to be

strained at the ties. .\ loose tie with room for

tlie tree to settle down is, however, of advan- ',

tage, as it prevents the latter being blown

about by the wind. By the spring, it planted '

in autunni, the trees may be tied, and wlien the
j

buds break one should be secured on the hori-
j

zontal branches at every 6 inches or thereabout,

all the others except the leader being rubbed

out. The additional strength thus given will

ensure the formation of shoots at least 2 feet

in length from these buds the first season, and
these being carefully secured to a string or

j

small stick running across the wires in an

upright direction, a nice shapely tree the first

year will be the result. The leaders of the

horizontal shoots will be encouraged until they

meet, when they must be stopped or turned

upwards to form one of the vertical branches as '

is most convenient. Unlike many other kmds
;

of fruit, Gooseberries seldom grow too strongly
j

to fruit, so a good staple should be used for the

borders.
|

In most cases a mulch of about 2 inches of
|

half-rotten manure should be laid on, the ex-
}

ception being in very rich soil, when a mulch

of loose, dry soil and half-decayed leaf-mould

will be most suitable. In ordinary seasons no
furtiier attention to the roots will be necessary ,

beyond keeping the ground clean about them,
]

but if the weather prove verj' dry a couple of

good soakings of water should be given. Fre-

quent syringings morning or evening, or a tew

turns with the garden engine are of great advan-

tage to the young growths, keeping green-fly in

check and tending to the fullest development
of the trees. Training after the first season is a

very simple matter. The steins must be brought

up until they reach the top of the trellis, all

side-shoots not required for fruit spurs being

rubbed off as they appear. To leave the latter

too closely is a mistake, as the trees—espe-

cially when young—make a lot of summer
growth, and if this is allowed to form a

mass, the whole of the advantage of this

mode of training is lost. In this connection it

m.ay be noted that some of the stronger-growing

kinds make much larger leaves than the weaker

ones, and should on this account have more

room left between the spurs. It is a mistake to

pinch the summer shoots too early or before tlie

basal leaves are almost fully developed, nor

should they be pinched too far back. At least

half-a-dozen good leaves must be left at the first

pinching; more, if possible, with the larger

growers. Sub-lateral growth should be kept

closely pinched in, as the aim will be to plump
the buds up well for about an inch from the main

shoot. This much left the first season forms a

good stout spur, from which there will always be

plenty of choice of sound .shoots another year.

Constant spurring Ijack weakens the .shoots in

time, and when tliis is found to be the ca.se a

young shoot .should if possible be secured from

the bottom branch and brought up to take the

place of the worn-out one. But in most cases

the trees by this time will be getting weaker,

and a fresh hit is the ea.sie.st way out of the

dirticulty, adding any variety to the cnllectinn

that may be found necessary. Winter pruning

is usually left till late in the season, owing

to bullfinches and other birds being so fond of

the fruit buds ; but if a thickness of old net can

be laid over the trees this will keep the birds

away, and pruning may be done any time after

the leaves have fallen. A Grower.

Peach buds dropping.— I cannot agree with

A. Hemsley's note on the above (p l'2i). I have

had a great deal to do with Peach culture of late

years, and I certainly think fogs, if of long dura-

tion, affect the buds. In bright seasons there is

little bud-dropping, but in such winters as this

there have been great losses. The theory of deti-

cient water at the roots, as " South \\'alss " notes

on the same page, will not hold good, as no good

cultivator would keep his trees without water in
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the autumn months, especially if he had been

troubled with bud-dropping in past years. I can

also inform A. Hemsley that trees in the open

have dropped their buds badly this winter ; in-

deed, the buds of some )>ot trees (not dry at the

roots) dropped very badly in January, but this

ceased when placed indoors.

—

We.st Middlesex.

Pear Olivier des Serres.—I have just finished

this variety, and it must be classed as one of the

best winter Pears. I am aware with many it

does not find favour, but I find it valuable to

follow Josephine de Malines, and the quality is

very good if the fruits are not gathered till

October is well advanced. Few varieties shrivel

worse than the above if gathered early. I have

it on the Pear stock in pyramid form, and the

fruits are not worth storing, but from an east

wall on the Quince the quality is good, though
the crop is not heavy. I also have cordon trees.

They crop well, but the fruit does not keep well,

being on a west aspect. With so few really good
Pears at this period of the year, new kinds if late

and goodwill be welcome.— S. H. B.

Thinning Strawberry blooms.—With very

early forced Strawberries it may not be necessary

to thin the flowers as they open, as there may be
none too many on such a \'ariety as Vicomtesse
H. de Thury, but stronger growers will furnish a

much greater number of flowers than will be
needed, and thinning may be done with advan-

tage. It may occur to many that to thin before

the crop is set is a doubtful proceeding, but such

is not the case, as the plants, relieved of a portion

of their flowers, will make a stronger growth. In

thinning, one may leave a dozen of the strongest

flowers, and there will be no fear of a poor set.

Indeed, I have, in the case of plants in small pots,

thinned to nine, and that number will suffice if

well-tinished, first-class fruit is aimed at. By
thinning at this stage there is less demand on the

plants, and one can readily see which are the best

when the flowers are sufficiently expanded. When
all are allowed to set, it happens at times the

thinning of the fruits is overlooked for a few days,

and the plants suffer.—G. Wythes.

LATE-KEEPING APPLES.

It is gratifying to learn that the planting of

late-keeping kinds of Apples for market work
is now receiving increased attention. The cul-

tivation of late sorts of Apples is a matter that

I have strongly urged growers to take into

serious consideration for several years past, as

I liave always felt confident that it would prove

a lucrative undertaking. When speaking on

this subject to a nurseryman quite recently, it

was pleasing to hear him remark that the

demand for trees of late sorts of Apples had

been heavy during the planting season. This

is a step in the right direction, and it is to be

hoped that the matter will now be taken up
most earnestly, so that in due course our

markets may become as well supplied in the

late winter and spring months with English-

grown Apples as they are in the autumn and
early part of winter. Growers have been slow

in awakening to the fact that it is greatly to

their advantage to grow and store late Apples,

but the scarceness of good samples of fruit of

English growth at the time indicated has

proved to many that there is not only a de-

mand, but that high prices can be realised for

such produce. It is a well-known fact that

sound, well-kept Apples of good varieties, or

such as are attractive from a market point of

view, always command good prices in late

winter and spring, surpassing in this respect

the returns obtained for fruit disposed of earlier

in the season, uiiless it should be extra fine

samples of fruit. Fruit of the latter quality,

as a matter of course, realises handsome prices,

no matter what the season may be, but for

jiverage quality fruit the returns fall oft" con-

siderably when the American consignments come
to liand. This happens, too, when the markets
are often glutted, especially if the crop is a full

one, and it is to be regretted that, in addition to

rushing into the market early-maturing sorts,

those which would pay their owners to store

share tlie same fate. This, combined with the fact

that foreign fruit is now plentiful, materially

assists to depress prices, and leads many
to run away with the erroneous idea that Apples
do not pay for growing, while the fault is really

their own. The early sorts invariably yield

good returns, as they are disposed of before the

importations of American fruit have a chance of

competing with them. It is the mid-season
sorts which have to run the gauntlet, as it were,

of foreign competition, and if the output could

only be restricted it would be greatly to the

advantage of all concerned. In the first place,

it woukl be a wise proceeding if many trees

which bear second-rate fruit were grafted with

late sorts, with the view to diminishing the

supply of inferior fruit at the time named.
This alone would in time tend to increase the

yield, and if growers would store, instead of

market late Apples prematurely, as is now so

often done, it would soon effect a radical altera-

tion, greatly to the advantage of both producer
and consumer. After the turn of the year

English Apples are often very scarce, and this

at a time when the grower has the market, as

it were, in his own hands, because the season for

American produce is waning. It therefore

generally happens that when high jjrices could

be realised there is little or no fruit left to send
to market, or, at any rate, nothing at all com-
mensurate with the demand. Regarding the
((uestion (if

Storage,

most, if not all, farmers who turn their atten-

tion to fruit-growing have plenty (jf facilities

at command for this purpose in the shape of

granaries and other buildings, whicli could be

converted to such use for the time being.

Elaborate buildings are not needed, and a struc-

ture from which frost can be excluded and an
equable temperature maintained suffices for the

storage of Apples. Cellars are not to be

despised, and if the atmosphere is somewhat
damp the fruit keeps all the better, so long as

it can be kept cool. If a special building has to

be erected, it is unnecessary to spend a large

sum of money on the .same. A good store can

be built with hollow walls witli the aid of Oak
uprights and Spruce boards, filling in the inter-

vening space with sawdust or dried Moss. Ordi-

nary rafters will suffice to carry a good roofing

of thatch with wide, overhanging eaves, and
with a door at one end. This would form an
effective and inexpensive building in which fruit

would keep well for a long period. The tiers

of shelves could be made of flooring-boards or

the less expensive Spruce boards, as the latter

could be papered over before placing tlie fruit

on them. I well remember a building tliat

was built in the side of a bank si>mewhat in the

form of a cellar, and used for Potato storing.

This to my mind would have formed an ideal

Apple store, as the temjierature was always

cool at any time of the year. Apples may also

be stored in barrels, large boxes, &c., the main
thing being to keep them in a cool and rather

moist temperature. Ways and means soon

suggest themselves once the general principles as

regards storing are mastered. Concerning the

expect the fruit to keep sound and plump. If

allowed to remain on the trees until the end of

October or the first week in November, accord-

ing to season, late sorts of Apples will keep
sound well into the spring months. The gather-

ing must also be carefully done by hand, and
no shaking down, with the consequent bruising,

allowed. The same rule should also be ob-

served in the storing of tlie fruit, and turning

it out of the gathering baskets on to the

floors, shelves, &c., should be discountenanced.

Beyond using clean paper for placing on rough

boards, nothing else is needed, as hay or straw

imparts a peculiar flavour to the fruit. The
floors, shelves, barrels, or whatever may be

used, should be clean and in a dry condition

previous to storing. During severe weather, if

the fruit is in any danger of becoming frosted,

the use of hay or straw as a covering would be

permis.sible, but bags or covers would be better,

and even old new.spapers form a good protection.

By paying attention to the foregoing details,

no difficulty would be experienced in keeping

the fruit sound until the time arrived at which

the grower could dispose of the same at enhanced
prices, while the packing could be done at any

time convenient to the owner. A. W .

Gathering,

this should not be done until the last moment
—that is to say, the fruit should hang as

late as possible. l'nle.ss due regard be paid

to this most important detail, it is useless to

Apple Gravenstein. — In reply to Herr L.

Spath (p. l'J7), who writes from Berlin, allow me
to say that this variety is highly prized in thi<

country as a first-class Apple either for dessert or

cooking. I have several trees of it, and they

seldom fail to produce a fair crop of fruit. The
trees grow vigorously and the fruit attains a good

size. It is one of the very handsomest of all

Apples, having a lemon-coloured skin, tinged and
streaked with crimson, and when ripe covered

with a greasy or waxy kind of covering. It has

such a powerful perfume that even a single dish

will scent the Apple store. During its season,

from September to near Christmas, many people

in this locality prefer it to any other Apple for

dessert, as it is very crisp, juicy and with a

piquant, yet sweet, flavour. With me the fruit is

very liable to drop from the tree long before the

whole crop ought to be gathered. I generally go

over the trees at least three times and take ofl'

the forwardest fruit and place them in a box for

a few days to get their beautiful colour to perfec-

tion. No matter how plentiful or cheap other

kinds may be, the Gravenstein will always com-

mand a good price. My trees get the benefit of

the sea breeze. I find it does best on a naturally-

grown bush or pyramid.

—

James Groom, Oospor(.

Apple Gloria lllundi.—The illustration of

this fine Apple may mislead intending planters

who are looking out for profitable late-keeping

Apples. I find it anything but a profitable sort

to grow for market ; in fact, I have headed down
the majority of the bush trees that I had of it and
regrafted them with Lane's Prince Albert, for

being a very vigorous grower it makes a capital

stock for other and more prolific varieties. I

have grown it in a good many different soils and
situations, and although it usually carried some
very large fruits, it very rarely bore anything
approaching a heavy crop. The fact of its being

staged by so many exhibitors at the Apple con-

gress in 1883 is no proof of its value for market.

Varieties that have only size to recommend them
are grown specially by exhibitors of Apples on the

chance of being able to pick out a good dish. I

have had a good many years' experience of Apple
culture both in private gardens and for profit,

and any gardener who has had a long experience

in private places will still have a deal to learn as

to what varieties to grow if he embarks in Apple

culture for profit. Mr. Wythes refers to Lord

Derby, and says it very much resembles Gloria

Mundi. With me one tree of Lord Derby would

produce on an average as many fruits as three of

Gloria Mundi and of more marketable size.

—

James
Groom, <lo'<porl.
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Rose Garden.

ROSA LAEVIGATA.
The Rose from which the photograph repro-

duced in the acconiijanjing iUustration was
t,aken was sent to Enghmd a few years back
from Abbotabad, in North-west India, and in

tlie genial atmospliere of Kingswear, close to

where the river Dart debouches into the sea,

has found a climate that apparently suits it to

perfection, since it has made vigorous growth
and flowers well during the early summer. It

is planted beneath a narrow verandah, through
which its shoots have now found their way, and
are now spreading over the wall above. If its

growth was left unrestricted it would doubtless
cover the whole hous(^-front in the course of a

soms, many of them exceeding 5 inches in
diameter, it is a sight worth travelling far to
see. On the plant now under notice over

!
lot) flowers were e.xpanded at the same time,

;

and even when its blooming season has passed, its

handsome foliage of polished green imjjarts to it

a particularly attractive appearance. The num-
ber of .synonyms enjoyed by this Rose, and

,

which M. Cochet-Cochet suggests may have
tended to render it unpopular, may, perhaps,
be not unreasonably attributed to the catholic
appreciation of its beauty. If, as it is alleged,

it is identical with Rosa sinica, its habitat is

China, though it is evidently naturalised in

North-western India, and its title of Cherokee
Rose points to a long-standing connection with
America, while it is said to have been common
in the West Indies for a long period, and I have

The CheroJcee Rose (Rosa Iwviqata) in South Devon. From a photograph sent bu
Mr. S. W. Fitzherbert, Torquay. __

few years. The situation is certainly particu-
larly favourable, as it is entirely sheltered from
the north and east winds, ^vhile in all proba-
bjlity the climatic influences which obtain at
Kingswear are better calculated to ensure the
w-ell-being of tender subjects than those expe-
rienced at any other spot in the British I.sles,

except, perhaps, in the outlying group of the
Scillies. At this spot, on the banks of the
part, Arum Lilies were in bloom in the open
in January, while Acacia dealbata bore shoots
covered with golden blossom, and on some
houses Cytisus racemosus, trained against the
walls, grows to the upper windows. In the
reprint from the Reni,' Hurt /role, which appeared
upon page 162, M. Cochet-Cochet justly recog-
nises the merits of Rosa Itevigata. When in
full Woom, covered witli its chaste single blos-

seon it, as Rosa sinica, blooming in Algeria.
Thus its distribution is world-wide. The .single

white Macartney Rose (R. bracteata), intro-
duced from China thirty-six years later, is not
unlike R. liievigata in flower, though its blossoms
rarely attain the size of well-grown Ijlooms of
the latter, and instead of being an early sunnner
blossomer, the Macartney Rose flowers steadily
from June until October, its foliage being very
dissimilar from that of R. hevigata. Rosa
laevigata is well worth a trial by anyone who
can aflbrd it a sheltered aspect and tlie protec-
tion of a wall. 8. W. F.

Suiith Derun.

coloured Roses. The flowers are very massive,
perhaps a trifle rough in outline, but certainly
very showy on the jilant. This fact, combined
with a very vigorous constitution, will tend to
save this Rose from the fate of so many novelties,
namely, utter oblivion after the first or second
year of their introduction.

Penzance Briers in conservatories.—How
refreshing is the fragrance of the Sweet Brier,
especially after a .shower in spring. As we en-
deavour to obtain in our conservatories a fore-
taste of this charming season of the year, what
could be more appropriate than a few of these
Sweet Briers twining around the pillars. They
would require frequent syringings to keep them
clear of aphides, but this operation would also
tend to diffuse the sweet perfume of their foliage.
Of varieties to grow we, perhaps, have a surfeit,
but Lady Pen/ance should certainly be one, as it

is very lovely with its coppery tinted buds.
tUher desirable kinds are Anne of Geierstein,
.Minna, Lucy Bertram, and Jeannie Deans. Pos-
siblv Diana Vernon, iSIatilda Marchant, and Alice
Bridgnorth will be found more valuable than
some of the above-named \arietie3.

In the Rose garden.—Wherever possible,
let decayed weeds, leaves, and manure be mixed
up together and used freely as a mulch between
established plants. By mulching now, there is a
good prospect of the feeding properties being
washed down to the roots at a seasonable time.
Stocks of both dwarfs and standards may still be
planted. When planting dwarf stocks, be sure
and bear in mind what class of Rose it is you pro-
pose working upon them, and let the stocks be
at a suitable distance apart for such. My own
dwarf Roses, budded last year, have been cut ofl'

close to the bud and dug between. Of course this
lias been done verv' shallow, while a somewhat
heavy mulching of manure was given previous to
digging. I have found this shallow digging very
beneficial among all Roses. It loosens the ground
and gets rid of the few autumn and winter weedj
at the same time.

—

Ridgewood.

Rose Mme. Joseph Bonnaire (H.P.).—

A

Paul Xeyronsized flower of a silveiy blush-pink
colour should be a welcome addition to our light-

R0SE3 WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON
AND MARECHAL NIEL UNDER GL.A.SS.

.AhTER having tried" a large number of climbing
Roses under glass, 1 have no hesitation in recani-
mending the abo\ e as the best and most profit-
able where a wall or roof can be devoted to them.
William Allen Richardson was sent out in 1878,
and is still unsurpassed as a climber, whether in-

doors or out. As a climber under glass it has
never failed with me. There are a" few pecu-
liarities worth noticing about this variety. It
varies very much in colour, changing from that
almost indescribable orange-yellow so much ad-
mired, and which undoubtedly made this Rose
so popular, to a by no means clear or pleasing
white. I frequently find several variations upon
the same truss ; a self-coloured orange, a bloom
almost white, and combinations between these.
This variation has frequently been the cause of
much disappointment, and upon many occasions
trade growers have been blamed for sending out
a wrongly named plant because the desired
orange colour was not present in the first few
blooms. M\- experience is that we get a far
greater (jercentage of the deep orange blossoms
from plants under glass than among the earliest
flowers in the open. This variet}' has been tried
upon several stocks, and, so far as my experience
goes, the De la (Jrifi'eraie has been most suc-
cessful. \\'illiam Allen Richardson is almost
as much subject to canker as Mar^chal Niel.

It also has the same peculiarity of erratic

growth. A plant will either grow away at once,
or remain (juite as much a compact dwarf as
Mme. Falcot and others. A second specimer,
planted side by side, and at the same time, often

behaves quite difl'erently. I am not acquainted
with any Rose that produces more l)looms during
a season than this, nor of any climber which con-

tinues flowering so long. Treated upon the long-

rod system it is a certain bloomer, and every bud
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or flower is useful. As a market Rose from under

glass it is quite equal to Marechal Niel, and as

good a variety for forcing.

Marechal Niel, unlilse W. Allen Richardson, is

not of great merit outdoors unless in an excep-

tionally favourable jiosition. It is true we do
now and .again get some grand flowers outside,

both early and late. Maruchal Niel is also change-

able, some flowers being of a deep golden-yellow

and others very pale and indifl'erent in com-

parison. The new variety, named White Mart-chal

Niel, is not any paler or whiter than I have often

had the normal variety, but it certainly keeps

more consistently to the lighter shade.

These two Roses are grand under glass, but

both Climbing Perle des .Taidins and Climbing
Niphetos have rather disappointed me by not

being sufficiently reliable as regards free

flowering. U. S.

Rose Reynolds-Hole.—One cannot recom-

mend this to the novice, it being so uncertain,

but those who are able to bud a few stocks each

year of this Rose (which is best as a maiden), will

be well repaid if they only obtain a very few
perfect specimens of its lovely flowers The
colour is a rich maroon, shaded velvety black,

and usually flushed at the edges of petals with

scarlet. The flowers are bold and massive, of a

deep, globular form. Although preferring the

Brier, it may be obtained in very fine form from
the Manetti stock, especially in a cool season,

which suits it best. It belongs to the Duke of

Edinburgh race ; wood smooth and of a reddish

shade. As most of the dark Roses are free-

seeders, it is rather surprising that so few sterling

novelties have appeared during recent years.

There is ample room for several more if they can

be obtained with the requisite qualifications to

secure them an enduring popularity, namely, free

flowering, good habit, weather - proof, sweet
scented, and of the rich dark shade equal to that

of Abel Carriere. Our collections at the present

day are teeming with pink Roses ; it is, therefore,

to be hoped that raisers at home and abroad will

turn their attention towards improving the most
popular colour, barring yellow and orange, that

we have in the whole range of our collections.—P.

Striped or variegated Roses.—These are

not universally admired, and yet one is compelled
to admit that many of the varieties are most
lovely. Take, for instance, Rosa Mundi, com-
monly, but erroneously, known as the York and
Lancaster. What can be more lovely than to see

its large, almost single flowers prettily flaked with
red and white, or the beautiful, refined, perfectly-

formed Dometille Becar, psrfcctly distinct in its

form and marking from all others. Then, again,

we have Village Maid and (Killet I'arfait, both
very old favourites and worth growing even
to-day. All of these, however, are summer
blooming onlj-, but we have some good perpetual-

flo%vering kinds, mainly of recent introduction.

Pride of Reigate is sometimes prettily marked,
but it is very inconstant, reverting frecjuently to

Countess of Oxford, the variety from whiclj it

sported. This fault, combined with absence of

fragrance, is not likely to commend it. Rainbow
is a very beautiful striped form of the popular
Tea Rose Papa Gontier, and it cannot fail to

please. Our French friends two years ago sent us
Panachee de Lyon, a striped form of the Portland
or Damask Perpetual Rose du Roi. This is likely

to prove a variety of merit. More recent intro-

ductions are Panachee de Bordeaux and Coquette
Bordelaise, two varieties said to resemble Paul
Neyron in size, and beautifully striped witli red
and white. If these only turn out constant they
will be a great gain, for we all know how showy
Paul Neyron is, especially in the autumn months.
A very pretty and novel bed could be formed by
mingling together the varieties named, or, better
still, they might be trained in pillar form and
planted about 4 feet apart. Their beauty is then
seen to perfection, and if sparsely pruned an
abundant supply of blossom is assured.

—

Philomel.

Flower Garden.

CALIFORNIAN IRISES.

I HAVE read the interesting letters about Cali-

fornian Irises by "J. C. L." and Jlr. H. Ew-
bank, published in The Garhen of .lanuary 1.5,

1898, and while the subject is fresh I would

like to add a few remarks. Mr. Ley is rather

pessimistic as to the susceptiliility of Cali-

fornian plants to cultivation—at least in Eng-

land. The only thing worth considering in

such matters is that of trial, and "J. C. L "

has undoubtedly had a wide experience. There

are doubtless many plants in every country

which possess a weak constitution, or whose

reijuirements are so peculiar, that in a given

climate it is practically impossible to grant

them ; but while this is true, the failure to grow

a plant successfully is in a far greater number
of cases caused by our failure to comply with

some simple requirement, which it is quite

within our reach to do, or which our neighbour

may readily conform to. Nothing could more

strongly emphasise this than " J. C. L.'s

indi'.r exp>i)-tiiiti'i-iits and the interesting corre-

spondence it called forth. An Index expinyd-

tiiriiis written here by the ordinary gardener

would include many of the best garden plants

in England, and, among others. Hyacinths and

Tulips. Yet these failures are usually due to

a neglect to adapt to changed conditions. With

Hyacinths and Tulips, for instance, I am very

successful where many others fail. One cannot

too strongly emphasise the fact that in speaking

of Calif(jrnian plants or climates generalisation

is entirely impossible. People who speak of

all Californian plants as if their requirements

or natural habitat were similar need to be re-

minded that between San Diego County on the

south and Siskiyou on the north, the 750 miles

in length and 250 miles in breadth which

measure the limits of this great State, nearly

every variation of climate from that of Algeria

to that of the Swiss mountains, the highlands

of Scotland, or the south coast of England can

be found with the most abrupt transitions in

soil and temperature. I must bef, therefore,

to demur from "J. C. L.'s" opinion that the

Californian habitat of a plant is of itself a pre-

.sumption against its susceptibility to English

culture. At the same time I will certainly

agree that plants from the hotter and more arid

jiortions of this State are not easily grown in

England. Many of them are not here.

The rule of priority in botany now generally

accepted, broadly stated, demands tliat a plant

shall retain the name originally given it, no

matter how long it may have been in mistake

called by some other, or how long its proper

name may have been applied to other plants.

Tlie original description may have been so

loosely written as to make it possible for two or

more species to be confounded under it, as in

the case of Iris macrosiphon. In that case the

only way to decide to which plant the name
properly belongs is to either identify by com-

parison with the particular specimen (the type)

from which the species was described by its

author, or, where the exact locality is known to

a certainty, by the examination of the plant as

it grows there. Such an identification is practi-

cally conclusive. No one knows better than so

eminent a botanist as is Mr. Baker how easy it

is, in the absence of a duplicate of the original

specimen, to mistake a species where it has not

been very accurately described and figured in

the first instance. Iris macrosiphon was first

described by Torrey in Pacif. R. R. Reports,

vol. iv., p. 144. In his description he stated

that his specimens were from Corte Madera,

which is a place across San Francisco Bay from

that city, and only twelve miles distant. At
the point he mentioned, and for some distance

in the same region, Iris macrosiphon is still

plentiful. The only other Iris there is the true

Iris Douglasiana. The identification of the

original Iris macrosiphon is therefore, I think,

jierfect. I have now in my garden a number of

large clumps of it collected only two miles from

the original locality. I can state positively that

these plants are totally different from Iris

Purdyi, which has been called I. macrosiphon

in England . I can also state that while these

plants are much nearer to the Iris californica of

Herr Leichtlin, yet from evidence at hand I

believe them sufficiently difterent to justify

him in creating the new species. On this

latter point I can, however, speak con-

clusively when I have had an opportunity to

compare the fresli flowers. Since writing the

foregoing I have read Herr Leichtlin's letter in

Garden of Jan. 22 (p. 72). He has evidently

made a mistake in writing I. bracteata, as the

photo published in Garden, Aug. 14, 1897

(p. 12(i), was I. macro.siphon. The plant in

the phr)to cannot be I. bracteata, for it has not

the characteristic leaf of that species. It is the

plant in the photo (which he called I. macrosi-

phon) that I believe is identical with I. Purdyi.

There need be no great trouble in proving the

identity of the original of most of the old

species of Pacific coast Irises, as with most of

them, as with I. macrosiphon, the original

locality is known and easily reached. Thus
Iris longipetala and Iris Dougla.siana were fir.st

collected by the Beechy Expedition at San

Francisco, and Iris macrosiphon, as I have

before stated, and I. bracteata near Waldo,

(Oregon, by Thos. Howell, the discoverer still

living, and the locality accessible. The flowers

of which I spoke in a previous letter were

from the original locality. These flowers were of

a much darker yellow than in either Iris Purdyi

or any of the yellow forms of Iris californica.

While this is true, it is by no means impossible

that Iris bracteata at some other point in its

range may lie of the siiade that Herr Leichtlin

mentions. Other of our Irises are extremely

\ariable in colour. Why should it not be '.

As to the best time to move Irises, Mr.

Ewbank's experience ought to be conclusive as

to the fact tliat spring is the [iroper time to

move them in England, and his experience

coincides with that of Max Leichtlin as given

in Gtirden and Forest a year or two ago.

Really, however, these gentlemen have arrived

at the same conclusion as myself, plus the dif-

ference in climate. My experience pointed to

October as the best month to move them in.

In California Irises lie dormant in the dry sea-

son from .lune to October, and start with the

first rains. My plants, lifted in October dor-

mant iind placed in my moist garden soil, start

at once and grow all winter. \Vith you, on the

other hand, it is evident that they take their

rest in tlie winter and start in spring, and
plants lifted there in April would correspond to

tliose lifted here in October. Plants sent from

California in the fall would have to be given a

little artificial heat to correspond to our con-

ditions and to allow thein to strike root there.

Again, plants sent from here in April would be

far along in growth. I. macrosiphon flowers in

April at San Francisco.

One more chapter of experience for a close.

I planted a large bed of Iris californica (col-

lected plants) last October. Avoiding my error

of a year ago, I gave them a bed so raised as to

give perfect drainage and a soil of about equal

parts of sandy loam and ground spent tan bark

—a loose, warm soil. The season has been ex-
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eeptionally dry and cold. For two months it

froze nearly every night, oftener going to
24' above zero, and once to 10' above. At
this date every plant is alive and throwing
down new roots. Still better, the old roots are
sending out rootlets. Last year the same species,

planted at the same time, but in cold, heavy
soil, showed few living plants at this season.

Vkinh, Oilifoniia. Carl PiRin'.

VIOLET MARIE LOUISE.

That this is the Violet most sought after no one
will deny, especially from a market point of view,

good flowers of this always commanding a re-

munerative price. Being a fairly large grower of
this variety as well as most others, perhaps a few
words as to their culture and behaviour, espe-
cially the one under notice, may not be out of
place. Early in April I lift and split up all my
old plants, carefully preserving the strongest
young growths or side shoots that have roots
attached, discarding the centre of the old plants,
also any weak or diseased ones. These are
planted in rows 1'2 inches apart by 1(» inches, the
plot of ground having been deeply dug after a
good dressing of well-rotted leaf soil had been put
on the site, which is generally an eastern or
northern one. The plants are kept well watered
when at all on the dry side until they get esta-
blished, all runners removed every few weeks,
and the Dutch hoe run through them after this
operation. In the meantime a brick pit of twelve
lights that was filled with leaves in .January, and
from which a crop of Potatoes had lieen taken,
had been prepared by taking out the soil, raising
the bed up to within a foot or less of the sifi

with partly decayed leaves (no manure of any
kmd), well treading this, and placing the same
soil back from 10 inches to 1^ inches deep, some-
times with a little loam added. Early in October
the plants are carefully lifted with good balls of
soil attached and planted as closely together as
the roots will allow, so as to work down a little
soil all round : this generally leaves the plants
clear of each other. They are gi\en a thorough
soaking with water, and about 2 inches of cocoii-
nut fibre refuse placed amongst them. This acts
as a mulch, as well as keeping the flowers clean.
The lights are not placed on until there is a like-
lihood of frost. The lights are drawn off everv
day unless frost or hail should be experienced".
The bed soon sinks a little, and leaves the plants
within a few inches of the glass. But with
all this attention, disease or damping occurs
towards the middle of December, and continues
for five or six weeks, or until the sun gains more
power. This decayed foliage is promptly re-
moved, or else the whole plant would soon suc-
cumb. I have tried dusty charcoal, also wood
ashes sprinkled amongst them, but neither did
much good, hand-picking being the only remedy.
Swanley White in an adjoining pit escapes this
cvd, bemg much stronger in constitution than
Mane Louise. The strange thing about it is the
plants in the open do not exhibit the least sign of
this damping, and they have given me a much
larger quantity of bloom during the winter than
those in the pit, and nearly as fine as regards
colour and size. Of course, the season has^een
an extraordinarily mild one and all in their favour.
I could not depend upon this supply every year.
Now the question arises as to the cause of this
decay of the foliage. There are two things I put
it down to in my case. The frame ground is
enclosed with a wall about 10 feet high exceptino-
the east end, which is 3 feet 6 inches high. The
wall in front of pit is about .30 feet away, so does
not keep off much sun, but here I do not consider
the plants get as much air as is beneficial to
them. I think the higher and drier the position
the more free are they of this decay. The other
cause I attribute is being only 2}, miles from the
sea-coast and but 100 feet above" sea-level. This
naturally makes the climate humid, and not in

favour of Violet-growing under glass in the winter.
—J. Mavni;, Biiton, Hn^i Diron.

Mr. J. Roberts's remarks on the culture
of this Violet (p. 140) are eminently practical
and worthy of the attention of all growers of
this and allied varieties. As he observes, the
check given to strong, vigorous clumps by
being carefully transferred from the open
ground to the Violet pit is infinitesimal, and,
provided the plants are not neglected in the
matter of watering at this juncture, the expan-
sion of the flower-buds is not retarded. Last year
plants lifted and transferred to a pit over 200 feet
in length, late in September, flowered finely
through the whole of Ortober and November, and
though not blooming with such freedom in
December and .January, have not been flowerless
since. His ads ice as to artificial fertilisers being
applied during the plants' period of growth in the
open rather than after their removal to the pit is,

no doubt, good. Plants well attended to in the
matter of stimulants during their growinof period
are lifted as vigorous clumps studded with tlower-
J>uds, and immediately take hold of the new soil,

which consists in the case I have in my mind of
loam enriched with old Mushroom bed manure, the
compost being fairly porous and not caking into
a solid mass. Most growers, and certainly those
in the south of England, will agree with Mr.
Roberts as to the use of hotbeds being unne-
cessary, but I believe that a row of 4-inch pipes
round the pit is an advantage, as this permits of
the temperature lieing kept above the freezing
point during spells of exceptionally severe
weather. J. Roberts' method of raising his plants
(p. 14(1) is no doubt an admirable one, and doubt-
less renders success doubly sure, Ijut from the
labour it entails is scarcely likely to find favour
with many growers, especially those who make a
livelihood by supplying the market, and whose
profits are curtailed by any increase of the labour
bill. These growers plant the runners perma-
nently where they are to remain until they are
lifted as strong plants in September, and, in South
Devon at least, this practice is followed by excel-
lent results, the plants commencing to bloom soon
after they are pitted, flowering freely through
October, November and part of December, and
after an interval, during which the blooms are
less frequent, producing an ample sei'ond r-rop of
blossom during the early spring.—S. W. F., South
1)' roil.

Iris.reticulata major.—The netted Irises are
not flowering freely with me this year, and there
is no appearance of blooms on several plants of
I. r. Krelagei, which I do not remember to have
failed me before. I. r. histrioides has not flowered
either, so that one prizes even more than usual I.

reticulata major. It can, however, more than hold
its own as regards beautj- with any of its relations.
The large dark blue flowers are very charming.
Fortunately, the dreaded fungus has not as yet
appeared in my garden.—S. Arxott, Carielhorn,
hy I)ii)ii/rie<; \.B.

Dividing: Lenten Roses.—On page 143 the
use of a small hand-fork is advocated for the
division of clumps of this Hellebore, it being
alleged that the plants are less harmed by having
their roots broken by this instrument than if the
division be effected by cutting them with a knife.
If, however, the roots are cleared of soil, the
plants may be divided with a sharp knife, pro-
vided it is used with judgment and care is taken
not to sever more roots than absolutely necessary
for effecting division of the clumps, without in
any way prejudicing the after-growth of the
plants. An indiscriminate di.'ision of the plants
bj' cutting into sections, regardless of the sever-
ance of roots that should be retained, is certainly
to be deprecated, but wrenching the clumps
asunder with a hand-fork is apt to cause a certain
amount of root-breaking and bruising, which can
be avoided by a careful division with a sharp knife,
as above suggested.— S. W. F.

Violet California.—Mr. Goldring in the re-

print from the Amerv-un Flori-if (p. 140) on the

subject of \'iolets complains that no one will buy
the flowers of California. In some districts of
England its large sweetly-scented flowers are
much appreciated and meet with a ready sale, as
do the blossoms of its rival, the single Princess of
Wales, which is equally large and long-stemmed,
but possesses wider petals, and therefore, though
exhibiting a more even expanse of bloom, lacks
the grace of the former variety. In America,
from Mr. Goldring's account, no Violets except
Marie Louise will sell, and hence the culture of
large single varieties and doubles, such as Lady
Hume Campbell and Jlme. Millet, would be
waste of time and space. In England, however,
each has its admirers, and individual taste in-

fluences the demand. — S. W. F.

CHIONOSCILLAS.
Those who wish t<-> see flowers they admire
obtaining a greater share of favour in the eyes
of garden lovers must often regret the names
they bear. Some who are, as it were, immersed
in flowers and their nomenclature take but
little notice of the difhculties of a name, but
there are many—especially ladies—to whom a
plant with a long or unpleasing name is, if

not shunned, at least not sought after. Tlie

possession of an attractive English name by a
l)lant is a passport to many gardens where
Latin and Greek words are not favourites.
Some, too, of the compound names, denoting
the hybrid origin of the plants to which they
are applied, are far from pleasing and are
almost cryptogainic in their difficulties to those
not well versed in plant nomenclature. So far

as regards their scientific name, compound
though it is, the Chionoscillas are more fortu-

nate than many other jjlants, for, as is fairly

easily seen, the word is a combination of

Chionodoxa and Scilla, and the Chionoscillas
are hybrids between these two genera.

The Chionoscilla is an interesting and pretty
plant, possessing, it appears to me, considerable
claims upon our notice at present, and giving
hope of even greater beauty resulting from it in

time to come. So far as I am aware, the only
Chionoscillas as yet in cultivation have origi-

nated from Chionodoxa Lucili;e and Soilla

bifolia. The.se hybrids are found where the
Glory of the Snow and the Two-leaved Squill

grow together, and apjjear to be now frequently
occurring in gardens where both are cultivated.

Mr. Edward Whittall, of Smyrna, informed me
that he had seen these hybrids growing, and it

appears that one was found on the rock garden
at Kew among some Chionodoxa bulbs received
from that gentleman. At Shepton Mallet, Mr.
Allen has raised some, and from seed from one
of his plants I have flowered seedlings. I have
heard of others, and it is not unlikely that many
have made their appearance and have been un-
noticed in the gardens where they originated.

Specimens in the Kew herbarium were sent bj'

Rev. C. Wolley-Dod, Edge Hall, Malpas, and
Mr. Allen. The general appearance of Chiono-
doxa Alleni, as this cross has been called, is

that of one of the best forms of C. Luciliie,

l)ut one received from Mr. Allen has, in my
garden, been finer than any C. Luciliie I have
yet grown. A fine truss of flowers of good size

and colour, such as it has shown, has given
much pleasure. Mr. George Nicholson, in a

note accompanying an illustration of C. L.

Alleni in the <Tiirdeners' Chronicle, well sum-
marises its cliaracter in the words :

" The colour

and general aspect are those of a good Chiono-
doxa Lucilia\ but the perianth segments are

cut to the base ; in structure it comes near to

Scilla bifolia," So far as I am aware there are

neither pure white nor pink forms of Chiono-
scillas, but this want will probably be soon sup-
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plied by crosses between the white or pinkisli

Chionoloxas and tlie Scillas of similar colours.

It is, indeed, likely that a cross between

Chionodoxa Luciliie alba and Scilla bifolia rubra

would give us a pink Chionoscilla of better

colour tlian we can find at present among tlie

so-called "red" Chionodoxas, which are more
of a vinous-purple than a red. In artificial

crossing the larger Chionodoxa Alleni might be

employed witli advantage. Considerable variety

may also be produced by crossing the Chiono-

doxa with Scilla sibirica and other species,

which might be induced to bloom either by

forcing or retarding growth. Beautiful and in-

teresting as are our early flowers, the discovery

among them of some hybrids such as the

Chionoscillas renders them, if not more beauti-

ful, more interesting than Ijefore.

This hybrid Scilla seeds freely, but the

greater number of the young plants from the

seeds reverts to one or other of the parents.

Seedlings began to come into flower here last

year, and this year still more are coming into

bloom. Among them are Chionoscillas, Chiono-

doxas, and Scilla liifolia. They form rather

an interesting little patch, and others who
think of working among these bulbous plants

will find they will derive much pleasure in so

doing. S. Arnott.

GfirKefhoni, hij Dumfiiex, N.B.

fully exposed to the sun where they are planted.

The position is, however, very sheltered from cold

winds, whereas in my case the plants are exposed

to the east. I have remarked that when cold

winds prevail during the late sjiriug months I get

no bloom, and that when the growing months are

genial and comparatively free from parching winds
the flower-stems come up freely. One condition

of success, therefore, in the culture of this bulbous

flower may be shelter from drying winds.— J. C. B.

C. cilicicum.

4. C. neapolitanum.
cyprium.

C. gra-cum.
o. C. repandum.
6. C. persicum.

THE CYCLAMEN.
The geographical distribution of Cyclamen is

limited to the northern hemisphere in Central

and Southern Europe, North Africa, and Asia

Minor, none having been discovered in the New
World or even in South Africa. The members
of this genus are great favourites. All have

most lovely flowers, some very fragrant, of long

duration, and produced in profusion over very

elegant and ornamental foliage. The hardy

species are of the greatest value for planting on

rockwork in the wild garden, under trees, and

in shaded spots where no other plants would

grow. The popular C. persicum is one of the

all other supposed species being probably mere
garden or geographical varieties. In " Hortu.s

Kewensis " seventeen species are given. How-
ever, I will divide the Cyclamen into three

groups, in which the botanical specific charac-

ters correspond exactly with the gardening dif-

ferences.

First ORori',

Peduncle twisted after flower-

ing; petalsplicateorauricled

at the base ; autumn flower-

ing, hardy species

fC. afri

C. cili

I
C. eur

•C. africanum
cilicicum
iropasum

IC.
cyprium

C. gnecum
^C. neapolitanum

Second Group.

Peduncle twisted after flower- I q ^tkinsi
ing ; petals not plicate nor I q ggy^,
auricled at the base ; spring

j q jbericura
flowermg, hardy species

Id
Ic. repandum

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS HYBRIDS.

With the exception of a few Lemoinei varieties

exhibited in small bunches, all the remainder
consisted of the gandavensis hybrids, and com-

prised mostly our own seedlings and some of

Souchet's French varieties. I do not consider

any other Gladioli ecjual in beauty or efl'ect as

garden plants to the fine gandavensis hybrids,

which I find quite as easy of cultivation as any
of the other sections, and which I increase

stock of by growing a certain number of the

small bulbils annually to replace the old corms,

which naturally wear out after being cultivated

a certain number of years. The spikes illus-

trated were cut from corms planted in April on
strong yellow, well-drained soil, and which had

been manured for the previous year's crop. I

avoid as much as possible adding anything to

the soil likely to create an excess of humus,
which is harmful, in generating disease. It is

generally supposed that Gladioli require a light

sandy soil, but from careful observation over a

number of years I would prefer to plant in

heavy yelli:)W loam, where the latter can be got

into a finely puherised condition by being well

exposed to the j)revious winter's frosts and
winds. Corms raised on well-prepared heavy
loam I find have greater life and vigour than

the large, .soft, watery ones from light sandy
soils, and that the size of flower and spike in

no way suft'ers on the former, I think our exhi-

bits over a long number of years fully bear out.

CamJ)i-l(hje. J. BvEKEI.L.

The Summer Snowflake.— I have about half

a dozen clumps of this hardy bulb planted in the

grass on a bank which edges a small pond. I

thought that this would be an ideal position, as

the roots in the growing-time can always touch
moisture, and it is, I believe, under such con-

ditions that this Snowflake grows naturally. The
result has not fulfilled expectations, for, although
in some seasons the flower-stems ha^e come up
freely, in others the flowers have remained partly

buried in the sheath, much in the way that Lily

of the Valley sometimes behaves when forced into

bloom at an early date. In a friend's garden
from whence my bulbs came this Snowflake
blooms freely, the soil being light and the border

Part of group'of Gladioli shown by Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge, at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting in September, From a photograph by Mr. A. J. Boivden, East Dxdmch.

most important florists' flower.s, being groivn

very largely for markets, and may he seen

literally covered with bright flowers from the

month of November until April. Immense
(piantities are cultivated for cut flowers. The
tubers are strongly acrid, yet they are the

principal food of wild boars in some localities,

hence their common names. In old times these

tubers were supposed to possess important medi-

cinal virtues, which have not the least credit at

present.

The nomenclature of Cyclamen is one of the

most confused and auibiguous ;
each species hav-

ing a long list of synonyms, some names such

as hedenefolium, vernum, europivum, having

been applied to almost every species, and it is

most ditticult to detect those described by old

writers.

In considering closely the genus, I find only

six distinct species, viz. :

—

1. C. africanum. C. Atkinsi.

2. C. coum. ibericum.

alpinum. 3. C. europiEum.

TiiiuD Groit.

Peduncle not twisted after
|

flowering ; autumn and > C. persicum

spring flowering, not hardy J

It is a well - known peculiarity that the

peduncles of the hardy species get spirally

twisted when the seed is formed, and naturally

bring the capsule down to the ground, so as to

bury the seed in the soil ; whilst in C. jiersicum

the seed-bearing peduncle always lies flat on tlie

ground. The tubers of Cyclamen vary in size,

shape, colouring, &c. ; they are generally

globose in their young state and flattened or

depressed when old.

1. C. .VFRiCANUM (Boiss. and Reut. ), C. a. macro-

phyllum (Hort.), C. autumnale (Tournefort), C.

macrophyllum (Hort.), C. neapolitanum (Ue C,
not Teno're) ; C. robustum ; African or Algerian

Cyclamen, large-leaved C. (French: Cyclamen do

Corfou, C. d'Afrique, C. ii grandes feuilles).

North Africa ; plentiful in Algeria and Tunisia in

sandy Oak woods. This is the largest of the

genus and closely allied to C. neapolitanum ; tuber
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4 inches to S inches in diameter, black, flat,

irrcfJiilar, producing roots from all parts ; leaves

\ery larfje, each 6 inches to 8 inches broad and
lonfj, thin, ovate or sinuate, serrate, sometimes
angular, beautifully marbled with white aljove,

purplish beneath ; borne on petioles 8 inches to

12 inches long, ]iroduced with the flowers, but
not fully developed liefore December; flowers of

medium size, sweet scented, I inch and more in

length, pale or deep rose, with a purple s|)Ot at
the base of each petal, which is auricled and
narrower than in C. nea]iolitanum. These flowers
are produced in October and November. Amongst
collected tubers white-flowered plants are occa-
sionally met with. It is said that the form
having green coloured leaves beneath is scent-
less, but this I have not ex|)erienced. This spe-
cies requires slight protection in winter against
sharp frosts if not cultivated under trees or in a
cold frame. It is an extremely fine plant, jiro-

ducing large tufts of beautiful foliage ; if culti-

vated in pots, plants may be used the whole winter
for decoration, though the flowers are over.

'2. C. .\LPixrji (Hort. ), Alpine Cyclamen.—

A

dwarf i^lant recently discovered on the Mount
Taurus, in Asia Minor, at a very high altitude ;

said to be closely allied to C. coum ; leaves faintly
marbled ; the flowers are ]jink in the type. It

must be accepted with great reserve, as it may
turn out to be a geographical form of one of our
old species, probably C. coum. There is already
a white form.

.3. C. Atkinsi (Moore's ex Lemaire), (J. hybridum
(Hort.), Atkins' Cyclamen.—A hybrid between C.
coum and C. ibericum, raised by Mr. Atkins, of
Painswick ; others say it is the result of across be-
tween C. coum and C. persicum. The latter origin
seems to be wrong, the planthaving every character
of the former parents; in fact, it is a tine form only of
C. ibericum, from which it is hardly distinguished by
its larger foliage, sometimes shaded with whitish-
green above, and by its larger and more conspi-
cuous flowers which are white, rose, red, lilac,

])urple, &c. These varieties are known in the
trade as C. album, roseum, rubrum, lilaceum, &c.
Valuable plants for spring flowering: besides their
hardiness in open ground they make a splemlid
display when grown in pots or in pans, kept
under a frame or in a greenhouse like C. persicum,
producing in winter a profusion of bright flowers
of long duration. For pots it requires the same
culture as C. persicum, and must be treated like
C. coum if planted in the open ground.

4. C.fiLiciri-M (Boiss.and Hel(l.),CiIicianC3-cla-
men.—Mountains of Cilicia and Asia Jlinor, in
forests of Fir trees, near Mersina ; 1849. Habit
of C. europanmi, from which it difl'ers by its

[luberulent calyx and segments shorter than the
tube ; leaves entire or slightly serrate, purple be-
neath, contemporary with the flowers ; in Septem-
ber—November; fioVers pale rose or pure white,
strongly scented ; petals lanceolate, auricled,
blotched w^ith purple at the base ; peduncle
spirally twisted after flowering ; probably a form
of C. europitum due to climatic influence of the
locahty; perfectly hardy; same cultura as C.
europ:vum. This plant has been scarce for a long
period, but it is easily procured now.

5. C. COUM (Parkinson), C. caucasicura (Wild.),
C. coum vernum (Kegel), C. elegans (Boiss. and
Buhse), C. europium (Pall., Led., C. A. Mey.),
C. hyemale (SaUsb.), C. ibericum (Stevens, non
Goldie), C. vernale (C. Koch), C. vernum (Sweet,
non Lobel, non .1. Gay). The above synonyms
are sometimes indistinctively applied to C. iberi-

cum by some writers. Ommon round-leaved
Cyclamen (French : Cyclamen de Chio, C. de
Tile de Cos).—Asia Jlinor, Caucasus, <Treece,
Turkey, Syria, mountains of Thrace at a high
elevation. loilO. The smallest of the genus, not
over 3 inches in height. Tuber small, globose or
flattened, 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter ; leaves
few, much like those of C. europieum, nearly
round, entire or faintly serrate, dark green above
(never marbled), deep jiurple beneath, borne on
very short petioles ; contemporary with the
flowers, which are small, deep purple, scentless.

produced from December to March; petals not
auricled at the base, peduncles twisted after

flowering. There are several varieties in cultiva-

tion. A very interesting plant on account of its

early flowering and easy culture. It is perfectly
hardy. A remarkable fact is that its leaves and
flowers are not hurt even after having been frozen.

(See C. ibericum and C. Atkinsi.)

G. C. cvrRirM (Unger and Kotschky).— This
Cyprian Cyclamen, sometimes called C. cyprinum,
is a nati\e of Cyprus. It is so closely allied to C.
neapolitanum, from which it diSers chiefly in its

unlolied leaves and longer and narrower petals
;

the tul)er is generally globose, the flowers white,
with a purple spot at the base of each segment,
which is auricled at the throat ; peduncle
twisted after flowering. Same culture and uses
as C. neapolitanum, of which I consider it to be
a mere form. Very scarce if still in culture.

7. C. la-Roi'.Ki-M (Linn.), C. festivum (Parkin-
son), C. autumnale (Hort.), C. anemonoides
(Hort.), C. coninum (Hort.), C. cordifolium
(Stokesi, C. coum (Reich.), C. floridura (Salisb. ),

C. lodona'um (Loggers), C. odoratum (Hort.), C.
orticinale (Wender), C. orbiculatum (':) (Miller),

C. ])urpurascens ( Miller), C. pyrenaicum odoratum
(Hort.), C. retroflexum (Miunch.), Cyclaminus
europ*us (Scop.), ('. autumnale. Sweet Euro-
pean Cyclamen, Sowbread, common Sowbread.
(French: C. u'Europe, ('. commun, C. odorant,
Arthanite, ("oquette. Pain de Pourceau, Pain
de Cochon, Rave de terre, Violette des Alpes.

)

Widely distributed in the mountainous regions
of Central Europe, in the Alps, Switzerland,
Caucasus, Asia Minor, Greece, &c. It is dith-

cult to ascertain whether the Cyclamen orbicu-

latum of Miller belongs to this species or to C.
coum. C. europ.'cum is generally known in Dutch
horticulture under the name of C. pyrenaicum
odoratum and as C. anemonoides on account of

rhizome accidentally produced under the tuber,

which may be used for propagating if cut into

pieces. C. europ:eum is a true gem for the sake
of its easy culture, its neat, dense green, compact
foliage, almost persistent all the year round, and
its level}', highly perfumed purple flowers. Tuber
rarely flat, irregular, black, emitting roots from
all parts, often throwing up a persistent rhizome-
like appendix from its top centre, from which
leaves and flowers are produced ; leaves reniform,

obtuse, deeply cordate at the base, firm in tex-

ture, usually entire, serrate, never angular, dark
green, marbled with white above, purplish be-

neath, borne on petioles 5 inches to 6 inches long,

contemporary with the flowers, and [lersistent

nearl}' all the year round ; flowers purplish red,

darker at the base, strongly fragrant, produced
from July until October, sometimes in tjune. There
are several varieties, some being entirely out of

cultivation, viz. : C. e. album (Hort.), C. e. Clusii

(Lindl.), C. e. littorale (Reichb. ), C. littorale

(Sadler), leaves entire, with rosy flowers ; C. e.

Peakianum (Hort.), a strain with larger flowers.

C. colchicum, noticed last year in Tin-; G.\kden by
-\I. Correvon, and discovered in 1802 by Albert'

near Okoum, in Asia Minor, is a form of C.

europ:eum, with larger tuber, the leaves more
regularly serrate, and the petals more obtuse.

C. europaium and its varieties are perfectly

hardy. Like C. coum, they delight in the rock
and alpine garden. Calcareous soil preferred,

but they are impatient of pot culture.

8. C. CR.KCUM (Link), C. persicum (Sibth. and
Smith, not Miller), C. latifolium (Hort.), C. Poll

(Chiage). — (irecian Cyclamen. Nixtive of the
Caucasus, Crete, Jlorea, mountains of Greece,
North Persia. A near relative of C. neapolita-

num, of which it is probably a mere geograjjhical

form ; tuber large, reddish, irregular : leaves in-

termediate between those of C. europ:eum and C.

neapolitanum, small, hardly serrate, slightly

marbled above, green or faintly tinged with
purple beneath, produced with or after the flowers,

borne on long j^etioles, twisted after flower-

ing—in September—October. Flowers light or

deeiJ lilac (rarely white) with a purjjle blotch at
the base of each petal. These flowers, variable in

size and colour, are faintly scented. It is very

scarce, if not out of culture. Same treatment as
C. neapolitanum.

9. C. iBERici'M (Goldie), C. coum ibericum
(Boiss.), Georgian Cyclamen.—Iberian Caucasus.
1831. This is only a larger and finer form of C.
coum, so near C. Atkinsi that the two strains
are sold one for the other in the trade ; leaves
have a white zone above ; flowers purple in
the type, generally varying froni white to pale
and deep rose, produced a little later than those
of C. coum, and scentless; petals sometimes
blotched with purple at the base ; peduncle
twisted. It is a charming spiing flowering plant,
much more ornamental than the type, and re-
quiring the same culture as C. Atkinsi.

10. C. XEAi'OLiT.VNUM (Tenorc), C. europteum
(Moore, Smith, Miller, Lindl., not Linn^), C.
ficariifolium (Desmoulins), C. autumnale (J.

Boos., not Hort.), C. hederifolium (Koch, nofc

Alton), C. hedera-folium (Wild. ), C. subhastatum
(Reichb.), Neapolitan Cyclamen, Ivy-leaved Cy-
clamen. (French ; Cyclamen de Naples, C. a
feuilles de lierre, Rochelaise).— Italy, Corsica,
Greece, south of France, but not in Asia Minor
nor in England. This is the C. europieum of the
Dutch gardens, and the C. autumnale and C.
heder:i;folium of several catalogues. This fine

plant has much aflinity with C. africanum. Tuber
flattened or depressed and irregular when old,

4 inches to 8 inches in diameter, emitting roots
all around ; leaves variable, each 3 inches to
.) inches long and broad, elegantly and beautifully
marbled with white above, purplish beneath,
produced in succession in a luxuriant mass shortly
after the flowering of the plant, and lasting until
the ripening of the seeds in the following June ;

flowers of medium size, rose in the type, red or
white in the variety, faintly fragrant, produced
from the month of August until October ; petals
spotted with purple at the throat ; peduncle
spirally twisted after flowering. The following
varieties are frequently cultivated : C. album
(Hort.), C. hedenL'folium album (Hort.), C. autum-
nale album (Hort.), a white-flowered variety ; C.

rubrum (Hort.), C. hedenvfolium rubrum (Hort.),

a form with red flowers ; C. grandifolium (Hort.),

a variety with much larger leaves, which probably
is C. africanum. This plant, being perfectly
hardy, makes a capital species for growing out-
doors on account of its fine foliage, whilst it is

very useful for pot culture, like C. africanum.

11. C. REi'.i^-DUM (Sibth. and Smith), C. baleari-

cum (Willk.), C. europa'um (Savi), C. ficariifolium

(Reichb.), C. heder.i'folium (Ait., not Koch), C.
immaculatum (Pieri), C. romanum (Griesb. ), C.
vernum (Ait., J. Gay, De Lobel, Bartoldi, Reichb.),
angular-leaved Cyclamen, Spring C.—Native of

Southern Europe, (ireece, Majorca, plentiful in

Central Italy and in mountains of Corsica, ascend-
ing to 4-6000 feet : I.j81. Tuber small, globose at
first, depressed when old, producing roots at its

base only ; leaves toothed, angular or triangular,
'2 inches to 3 inches long, beautifully marbled
with white above, purplish beneath ; jiroduced in

March—May with the flowers, ^\hich are rosy
white, fragrant, spotted with purple at the base
of each petal, larger than those of C. europ;eum.
C. repandum is the C. ficariifolium of Dutch
merchants. In various catalogues C. vernum is

offered as a distinct species, but the two plants
are the same, unless C. coum is supplied for it.

It is said there is a pure white variety, but I have
never seen it. Like C. afiicannm, this plant may
be a little more tender than other sjiecies, but
when carefully grown it may be considered as
perfectly hardy.

CuLTfRE.

The above Cyclamens are all perfectly liardy

in the hands of experienced growers, who will

give them treatment similar to that they enjoy
in their native home. In their native localities

they are found on rocks, sloping banks, gener-
ally shaded under trees, in a northern aspect

;

on chalky, stony, j)or(.)us soil, out of reach of

any stagnant moisture ; tir, as in Algeria and
Tunisia, on most arid, dry sand

;
the tubers
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alv/ays, wliolly or partially, above ground,
amongst Moss, herbs, and buried in dry leaves in

winter, which prevent the soil from getting hard
frozen. Obviously if they are grown in gardens in

open ground or an open space with no i)rotection,

the tubei-s may get seriously injured in case of

severe frosts. As it is in most cases naturally
impossible to give a situation equivalent to their
home, the fo'ljwing advice may be observed :

When planting, select a perfectly drained
border or sloping bank of porous soil ; if of a
heavy nature add plenty of sand, well decom-
posed leaf-mould, limestone, pieces of old mor-
tar, iV-c. Plant the tubers when they are at rest,

viz., from June to August for autumn flowering
species, and from July to November for spring
flowering ones ; surround the tuber with sand,
and take care that the top of the tubers is level

with the ground. If the soil is dry, give a good
soaking, and apply immediately a thick layer of
sand, leaf-mould, cocoa-fibre. Moss, or any
other similar material. Be careful the first

winter the ground does not get hard frozen,
as the tubers, being not yet well established,
might be lifted out of their position. In subse-
<iuent winters ajiply yearly plenty of decom-
Ijosed leaf-mould and a thick layer of dry leaves,
and let the plants remain undisturbed as long
as possible. In spring protect the flowers to
prevent them being spoiled by rain, mud, snow,
itc. In The Garden, February 13, l,si»7, it is

advised to plant the tuljers 3 inches to 4 inches
deep. I do not feel inclined to try the experi-
ment for fear of losing all my plants. Even in
Tunisia C. africanum is growing on most arid,
burnt sand, the tubers entirely above ground.
Accordingly I conclude that deep planting is

against the nature of these plants. Hardy
Cyclamens succeed equally well planted amongst
evergreen or deciduous shrubs or at the foot of
a wall, and this always for the same reason

—

tliey are shaded part of the day, and the super-
abundant moisture is taken away by the roots
of the shrubs or through the stones of the wall.
For pot culture, treat them exactly as C. persi-
cum, keeping them in a cool atmosphere, allow-
ing plenty of fresh air, and in summer plung-
ing the pots in the open in the shade. Do not
allow them to get quite dry in summer.

Pkop.\g.\tiox.

Hardy Cyclamens may be propagated, first, by
cutting the tubers into jjieces, leaving one eye
attiched to each division ; second, by cuttings
of leaves, leaving a small portion of the tuber
attached to the ba.se of the leaf-stalk. Insert
these cuttings in pots or pans in a mixture of
sand and peat, and cover with a bell-glass.
Gentle moisture will ])revent decay. Above
processes are most barbarous, and must be
avoided. The only practical way is by seeds,
whicli are freely produced. When fresh they
germinate in a few weeks, but when old they
are very capricious, and sometimes do not
come up before twelve (U- fifteen inonth.s. They
will retain their growing powers for ten years
and more. .Sow tlie seeds as soon as ripe in
pans or boxes in light, .sandy soil ; keep moist
and sliaded

;
six weeks after every plant will

be up. Winter in a cold frame for the first
year, and the following autumn, when the small
tubers are at rest, replant them ] inch or 2 inches
apart, and subsequently treat them as adult
plants. They will flower the second, third, or
fourth year. It is not unusual to .see the seeds
scattered around the mother plants to germinate
spontaneously and produce a quantity of seed-
lings, which may be treated as aforesaid.

12. C. PERsic(T.M (Miller), C. alepense (Hort. ),

C. allepicum (Fisch.), C. indicum (?) (Linn.), V.
hederaceum (Sieber, not Alton), C. hedenefolium
(Sibth, and Smith), C. latifolium (Sibtli. and

Smith), C. pyroIa;folium (Salisb.), C. utopicuin
(Holi'm. ).—Persian Cyclamen. (French : Cycla-
men de Perse, C. byzantin.) Asia Minor, Greek
Islands, Syria. 1731. Tuber globose when young,
flattened and depressed when older, of a brownish
colour, 2 inches to G inches in diameter, produc-
ing roots all around ; leaves ovate, irregularly
crenulate, more or less marbled with white above,
purplish beneath, contemporary with the flowers,

borne on cylindrical purplish petiole ; flowers
large, petals oblong, ovate, four or five times as
long as the tube. These flowers are produced in

succession from October until April, and can
be obtained nearly all the year round. A
very strange fact is that in some plants the
flowers are fragrant and on other plants they
are scentless. They are almost of every shade
of colour excepting yellow. C. persicum is by
far the most conspicuous and the finest of the
genus, and may be considered as one of the most
important market plants. Improvements are
wonderful, and the new strains compared with
the old type show an astonishing ditterence, so
much that the foliage and flowers are two or
three times larger than the earlier ones. These
marvellous results have been obtained in England
as well as in France, Belgium, Ciermany and
Holland. The following varieties are well known
and extensively grown :

—

C. r. GEANDIFJ.ORUM (Hort.), C. giganteum
(Hort.).—Above names are given to the new-
strains producing gigantic flowers of e\ ery colour,
but having no specific or special characters.
Some extra fine varieties received special names.

C. 1'. MON'STKOSUM (Hort.).—In this variety,
sent out a few years ago, the stamens have been
transformed into narrow petaloid segments, re-

flexed and confounded with the regular petals,
thus showing a flower with about ten reflexed
petals.

C. I'. FLORK-i'LENO (Hort. ), double • flowered
Persian Cyclamen.—Here the stamens have also
been transformed into petaloid segments, but
they are shorter than the above and are drooping
instead of being reflexed, thus giving the flower
a very strange aspect with reflexed and pendulous
segments. A jjlant with douljle flowers had
already been noticed in 1883 in England, and an-
other in 188(j in France. Sent out in 1S9.5.

In the above two varieties almost everj' colour
has been obtained. They are less showy than
the large-flowered type and have a tendency to

degenerate or spoil any other strain allowed t)

seed in their vicinity ; the flowers also are less

numerous.

C. ]. CRLST.WLM (Hort.), Bush Hill Pioneer C.
(Crested Persian Cyclamen).—This very strange
variety was exhibited in London by Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co. on December l.j, KSiHi, and figured in

the ii'tin/i'iii is' Chroiiiih on Pecember l!l, 1895.
Tlie plant has the habit of the tvpe, but on each
petal was produced a fan-like crest, giving the
flower a peculiar ajipearance. Such an anomaly
has been prodviced in other places.

C. p. Papilio (Hort.).— A most remarkable strain,

of Belgian origin, sent out in 1897. The name
Papilio is probably an allusion to the flower re-

sembling a butterfly. In this new variety the
petals are not reflexed, but spread horizontally,
and in some varieties the flowers are even stand-
ing upright and the petals fi'inged, giving the
flower a very fine and strange aspect ; several
colours have already been obtained.

C. p. FOLiis v.\rie(::atis (Hort.), variegated-leaved
Persian Cyclamen.—Another grand novelty, of

French origin, which will not be sent out before
the autumn, 1898. The plants have the same
habit as C. persicum grandiflorum, but instead of

having comparatively small, dark green, hardly
marbled foliage, the leaves are of a gigantic size

and beautifully marbled, veined and zoned with
white, cream, greenish and greyish white. This
new strain will be welcomed, not only for its

fine fragrant flowers, but for its elegant decora-
tive foliage, which produces a marvellous eftect

under artificial light. I am inclined to think that
C. africanum had something to do with it,

although the peduncles of this new race are nob
twisted.

CULTTXRE.

A quarter of a century ago, two or three years
were thought necessary to obtain a good market-
able plant, but now seedlings are generally
ready for sale when twelve or fifteen months
old. The greatest mistake in their culture is to

employ compost that has been used for growing
other plants. The following mixture will

answer well : Rich, light, turfy loam, three
parts : dry leaves, two parts : sandy fibrous

peat, one part ; sharp sand, (Jiie jiart. Mix
carefully the whole in a heap, turn it over onc(!

a month, and when the whole is thoroughly de-

composed, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four
months after, it is ready for use ; let the loam be
as turfy as possible.

In private gardens sow the seed thinly broad-
oast, as soon as ripe, in well-drained pans ; press

the seed into the soil with the bottom of a

flowei -pot, but do not cover it ; water thoroughly,
put a sheet of glass over the pan and keep in a
warm greenhouse. The seed will come up in

three to five weeks ; admit air gradually as the

seedlings appear, and finally take the glass

away. Transplant the seedlings into other

pans when they have two leaves, 1 inch apart.

About December they may be transplanted
again into pans or potted in ^^-inch pots,

and continuou.sly kept at the same tempera-
ture, say 50°. In March or April give them
larger ])ots or transplant them to a hotbed,

where they must remain until the month of

August, time of establishing them in their

flowering jjots. They will make fine plants

ready to flower in October. Specialists do not
sow their seed before October or November.
They transplant the seedlings as soon as largo

enough into other boxes, and let them remain
until spring, when they plant them on a teiii-

[lerate bed under frame, where they make their

full growth, until the autumn, when they are

potted into their flowering pots, then kept under
frame until they are fully established, and finally

taken into a warm greenhouse to expand their

flowers, which takes place, according to the tem-
perature, from November until March. To
ensure success the following remarks must bo
fully observed. Keep the plants always near the

light ; cover the frames with mats in cold weather
;

shade when the sun is hot and bright ; admit
plenty of air each time tenqjerature allows it ;

water the st>il liberally in summer ; syringe once
or twice a day. In summer some growers re-

place the glass lights by wooden blinds, which
is not a bad practice, thus saving a great deal of

hand work. Cyclamens reipiire to be firmly

potted, and the to]) of the tuber must be level

with the soil.

It is generally believed that plants having
flowered once are not worth growing any more

;

such is not the ca.se—in fact, fine specimens
can be obtained from tubers three and four
years old only, although no more than half

of these plants will give good results. When
the flowers are over, gradually withhold water,
and about June stand the pots outdoors in a
sheltered corner on a bed of sand or ashes,

protect from rain, sharp sun, and cold winds,
give the plants just enough moisture to keep
them alive, and about September pot them up
again, shaking away the old soil and leaving a

small ball of earth around the tuber. It is the
only way to obtain fine plants with a few
hundred blooms open at one time. Flowers
produced before Christmas rarely give any
seeds, therefore selected plants for stock must
be potted late in the autumn, say October, kept
C(Unparatively cool in winter, so that they do
not exjiand tlieir bloom before January, and.
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if these flowers are daily fertilised with a suft

brush or even the top of the linger, a fair

crop of seed will be secured ; but beware of

excessive moisture during the winter. C.

persicuni does not require a warm tempera-

ture ; it succeeds perfectly well in a cold

greenhouse; it is even he.althier, but natur-

ally the flowers are produced much later in the

spi-ing. I have known tubers of this species

planted in the open outdoors, and for three

years they were not injured by frosts.

DiSEASE.S.

Sometimes plants look weak, the leaves are

curled and yellowish, and growth is suspended.

In that case the tuber is generally infested with

myriads of a small greyish mite and worms.
There is nt> remedy but to take the plant away
at once to be burnt. Mice are very fond of the

tubers and of the seeds : they must be de-

stroyed with traps. Slugs are very trouble-

some, eating the leaves, buds, flowers, and
capsules of seeds; a sprinkling of powder of

quicklime around the plants will keejj them
away. Green-fly, thrijjs, and aphis are most
annoying, and are the result of want of air and
moisture. The former must be watched for

and got rid of by repeated fumigations, either

with ti.>bacco paper or by evaporating nicotine,

which is the safest and most practical. A liatch

of Cyclamen infested with green-fly rarely le-

covers. Thrips and aphis must be destroyed
and prevented iu the usual way. Some growers
dip the foliage in a solution of one part nicotine

at 14° and ten parts of water. This is not ad-

visable, as the plants have always a dirty

appearance after. Caterpillars will destroy the

foliage of a whole batch in a week if left undis-

turbed. They must be destroyed by hand
and their grubs carefully looked for around the
tubers. The greatest enemy to Cyclamen is

earth worms, which are invariably found in

(juantity in each pot. They make the soil sour
in a very short time ; besides, thej' often stop

the bottom hole of the pot. I have known
sijeci.dists around Paris give up their culture

on account of earth worms. Quicklime water,

salt, nicotine, and several other remedies have
been advised, but, although they destroy the
worms, they kill or damage greatly the pl.ants

as well. However, a most etticacious and in-

ofl'ensive remedy has been recently discovered.

It is a powder called "lombricide," which is ap-

plied as follows : Put six or eight spoonfuls of

the powder in a can of water, stir up well, and
water the plants thoroughly when they are

somewhat dry. Within half an hour every
worm touched by the liquid will be killed.

There is no fear of using too much jiowder ;

on the contrary, it is a first-class stimulant for

all plants. It kills almost every kind of worm,
and ought to be tried against bulb mites.

The following Cyclamens described by various

botanists have ne\ er been brought into cultiva-

tion, I believe, therefore it is impossible from
their abridged description to ascertain whether
they are species, forms or varieties, or synonyms
of the above. I will briefly name them as a

mere reference :
—

C. Antiochium (Decaisne, 185.5).—A mere form
of C. persicum, with entire leaves and oblong
petals.

C. DELTOiDEr.M (Tausch., 1.S29).—Xo origin, no
description, flower laciniate.

C. HAsTATi' 11 (Tausch., 1820).—Flowers laciniate,

no origin, no description.

C. iNDicfM (Linn.).—From Ceylon.

C. iNTER.MKLin 51 ( Wendcrs, 1S25).

C. LiXEAKiEoLii'M (l)e CandoUc).—Discovered

about 1800 in the woods of Seouves, between the

Arcs and Uroguignan, in the south of France.

Leaves linear, 8 inches long, 1 inch to IJ inches

broad, entire ; bearing flowers similar to C. euro-

p:L'um. Spite the most active researches, this

singular plant has never been discovered ajrain.

C. M.VCROPUS (Zucc., 1846).—Orient. No de-

scription.

C. MACROPHYLi.uM (Sieber, 1823). — From
(ireeoe.

C. VEKN.\LE (Miller).— Italy. Most likely C.

repandum. D. Giihenei'f.

Kitchen Garden.

SI/K IX VEGETABLES.
I no not hold any special brief for the advocacy
of extra size in vegetables, and had no wish to

imply that this should be the main considera-

tion in their cultivation. The contention is

sim]jly that, given a combination of .size and
quality (and this is very often attained), the

outer}' against very large produce is decidedly

unreasonable. Your correspondent in last week's
(jrAKMEN misses the point iu connection with

Paragon Sprouts. I did not say it was a coarse

form or of extra size ; on the contrary, having
grown it since its introduction, am able to

testify to its merits as a medium-sized sprout

of excellent quality. From a break of Paragon
some half a dozen distinct plants were picked
out this season with sprouts nearlj' double the

size of the type and equally good in quality. I

m.iy ;idd that there was no sign of splitting
;

they were, although so large, firm and sound
from base to crown. I admit that small Cauli-

flowers, as Early Snowball and First Crop, are

very good, and are in request because they are

small, but they are no better from a quality

standpoint than a King or an Eclipse, which
with good cultivation can be grown equally

white and firm and nearly twice the size. "A
Lover of Good Vegetables " scores against me
in the matter of colour between small and large

Cabbages, but I am yet open to conviction

whether it would not require a very fastidious

taste to tell the dift'erence blindfold between a

St. .lohn's Day and thoroughly well - cooked
specimens of the best strains of INIain-crop or

garden Drumhead. Again, would any grower
be prepared to say that the marvellous increase

in size in Beans, whether runner, dwarf, or

broad, has only been attained at the cost of

(;uality, always provided they are gatliered at

the proper time '. A Bean nearly 12 inches

long is certainly as good as one at 4 inches or

5 inches. Tliey are welcomed in gardens as an

instance of good cultivation, and always win on

the show table.

It is just the same with Cucumbers and
Tomatoes ; a combination of size, quality, and

colour IS always appreciated. Certainly, market
growers prefer a smaller Tomato because two or

three fruits to the pound are apt to bring the

remark from the customer that "he does not

seem to have much for his money." Passing on

to the root crops, I did not mention Potatoes,

simply because, whether large or small, the

quality in their case—that is, of course given a

variety that can be done well—is altogether a

matter of soil, and this failing, the necessai-y

natural characteristics must be made to suit the

tuber. Sutton's Supreme, to mention one of

the newer varieties, will from a soil both light

and fairly good come very large, the tubers

sound as a bell throughout, white and floury

when boiled, and of excellent quality. The
catalogues of five difl'erent firms that have made
.I speciality of Potatoes are before me, and in

every case the majority of new varieties, for

which they are severally responsible and which

have found fa-sour with the public, are described

as large. I readily admit the great demand for

young Carrots, and with three or four sowings

manage to have them at least nine months in the

year, but, gi\en the attainment to full size and
both young, is, for instance, a Scarlet Model
better than a thoroughly good strain of Inter-

mediate '. ( )f Onions it is hardly necessary to

write. The best growers have vied with each

other for j'ears in the production of immense
bulbs until they have assumed astounding pro-

jiortions. It has not been found that this is

detrimental to quality : the keeping property,

although an important feature, was hardly the

matter of discussion. I was not treating of

vegetiibles from a Tiiarket standpoint, and, as

stated earlier, .should be sorry to advocate size if

unaccompanied by quility. It is, however, simply

a matter of fact that the two are very often

(more often than not) associated. This can easily

be verified by an inspection of the kitchen

gardens of our leading vegetable growers,

whether they cultivate solely for private con-

sumption or to combine showing with this.

E. B. C.

French Beans forced in winter. — For
many years I used to sow a goodly number of

pots every three weeks or so. This is the advice

usually given, but it often happens that there is

a good lot of pods at the commencement of the

crop and a falling off later. To avoid this I

adopted a different system, and instead of sowing,

sa3'. Kill pots, I sow thirty every week, and by so

doing there is no break in the suppl}'. I find

weekly sowings much better, as I get no gluts.

—

S. M.
Arctic Kale.—This is a very late and hardy

form, as whilst all the others, with very few

exceptions, are bolting, the new Arctic varieties

are firm and show no signs of running whatever.

There are two distinct types, the purple and
green. 1 prefer the green, as it is more like the

useful Scotch, but both are excellent when cooked

and not strongly flavoured. Though the leafage

is rather large, "the stalk when boiled in plenty of

water is tender and of excellent flavour. Any
Kale that withstood the severe winter three years

ago may be considered hardy, and these Arctic

Kales did so.—G. W.
Parsley.—There is no lack of Parsley this

season. Most growers are dependent on the

seedsmen for their stock, as 1 find, no matter how
good the strain of seeds is, if saved year after year

in the same soil. Parsley degenerates badly. I

am pleased to find " A. T>." at the conclusion of

his note points out the value of hard thinning.

This is a cardinal point. Many very excellent

stocks have been ruined by sowing and growing

the plants like Mustard and Cress. Many sow

far too thickly. Parsley, like other vegetables,

well repays the best culture, more especially in

poor, gravelly soils.— S. M.

Onion The ftueen.—In some gardens there

is a demand for small bulbs for special purposes,

and I find The Queen invaluable for early sup-

plies. This is the quickest-growing Onion in cul-

tivalion, as sown now it will be ripe early in June.

There are other varieties almost similar in growth

and colour, but larger. The Paris Silverskin

is one of these, but it is less symmetrical and of

stronger flavour. The Queen is of great value

for cooking in seasons when the autumn-sown

Onions are getting short and the spring crop is

none too large. It is not necessary to sow this

varietv with the main crop, as given a warm
border it will soon turn in, or it may be sown in

July or August for late autumn use.—G. W. S.

A good Broccoli -Superb Early "White.—

So far the season has been a fa\ouraljleone for the

Broccoli, but with the most favouralile weather

some kinds do not always turn in at the tune

stated, so that those tha"t are reliable are worth

noting. Having failed for the past few years to

get Broccoli in February, I gave several new
varieties a trial, and Superb Early White is a

reliable stock for the season named. It has a
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pure white curd ; the growth is compact. For
many years I grew the well-known Snow's
Winter White, but it has of late years failed to

give a supjjly at the season required, and the
variety in question was after a trial last year
given more space. It is not unlike the true
Snow's in shape and size and very hardy. This
variety was ready at the end of January. I sow-

in April for the midwinter supplJ^—G. Wvtuks.

Beck's Dwarf Green Gem Bean.—This is

an excellent Bean and well worth "J. G.'s"
remarks ; but are not some of the newer green
Longpod Beans of equal merit ? Indeed, I think
this class of Bean far superior to the old type, and,
being quite as hardy, is an advance in the right
direction. Only recently I saw the old Magazan
Bean advised as superior to others, but most
growers would hesitate before growing the last-

named in preference to the newer early green
Longpod section. The objection to the small
Beans of the (jem type is that they so soon get
old when the soil is light and the position at all

warm.— S. B.

Globe Beets.—When Mr. Wythes takes ex-
ception to my including Globe Beets in a collec-

tion of vegetables in August because there is

then a wealth of other vegetables, it is well to
understand that my reference applied solely to a
considerable collection, and not to a limited one.
At that season of the year Peas, Potatoes, Runner
Beans, Tomatoes, autumn or winter-sown Onions,
and Cauliflowers are the very best possible six

kinds, and to make up nine may be added Cu-
cumbers and Marrows or Nantes Carrots, and
what then is better than good (ilobe Beet ?

There remain Broad Beans, then out of season ;

Ca'ibiges, seldom good or enticing just then
;

and dwarf French Beans. Globe Beets well
grown are better than either of the lasi three.

—A. D.

Vegetable Marrows.—Having of late noted
the quality of the Bush Marrows, I gave them a
fair trial and like them very much, but it is essen-
tial that the fruits be cut young, as they lose
flavour much sooner than the trailing varieties.

The well-known and much-grown Marrow in pri-

vate gardens—Pen-y-byd— is not at all a market
favourite ; in fact, a large grower last year told
me he could not sell it. The same remarks were
made concerning tlie Custard and Bush varieties.

"A. IX's" remarks (p. 122) as to raising the
plants are excellent for small quantities, but onlj'

last week I saw thousands of seedlings sown
•2 inches apart over warm manure in frames.
These will shortly be transferred to other frames,
and early in May lifted carefully into their fruit-

ing cjuarters. It is surprising how well these
plants lift. They are sturdier than pot plants and
go away more freely.— S. M.

Pea Danby Stratagem.—For fifteen years
I have grown Stratagem Pea as a second early
and it has never failel. Few varieties are superior
in cropping and the quality is unquestionable.
It is now, however, superseded by the above as
regards size of pod, and the quality is equal to
that of the older variety. Doubtless when the
newer selection is as plentiful as the older
favourite it will be largely grown by those who
need early Peas in quantity. The new variety
differs from the old m having larger, straighter
pods, which contain more Peas. Doubtless it is a
selection from the old type, and if it remains
good as long it will meet with the same favour.
The haulm is very roljust, 2 feet to 3 feet in
height, and equally as strong as in the older
variety. It is specially good in light soils where
Peas mildew badly. It should be given ample
space—at least li feet or 4 feet between the rows.
Treated thus it will crop down to the soil and give
a long supply, the (juality also being very fine.—
G. Wytiies.

Bush Marrows.— I do not think that the
want of popularity of Bush Marrows, as mentioned
by " A. D." (p. 122), is in any way connected with
their being but little known, but rather that they
have been tried and found wanting. With me

they are never so satisfactory as the running type
of Marrow ; neither are they so prolific in propor-
tion to the ground covered. The running x'arie-

ties do, as "A. D." says, owe something of their

popularity to the fact that they will cover
unsightly heaps of manure and the like, and I

know of no more practical use to which the residue
of the manure heap and other semi-deca3'ed vege-
table matter can be put than to the growth of

these Marrows. In almost all gardens there are
accumulations of this sort which are not fit to be
dug into tlie ground at digging time, and a heaj)

formed of these may be profitably covered and
hidden in yards or enclosures which would other-
wise be lying to waste through the summer
months. I have found the Bush type of Marrow
useful for filling up blanks among other crops
where such occur, but they are certainly not to

be depended on to give a lasting succession of

fruits, no matter how well they may be fed, and
it is in this that they are beaten by plants of the
running type. —J. C. T.

Planting early Potatoes.—When in such an
open winter as is the present, because a few warm
days lead to the belief that spring is here, those
having gardens and allotments are induced to
plant early Potatoes in February where shelter
or protection against late frosts is not possible,
what wonder if in April, being then precociously
through the ground, the tops get cut hard back
with frost and the entire breadth is greatly
injured. Wherein then is found the gain in early
planting and how relatively wreat is the loss.

Unless a nice warm sheltered border be at dis-

posal and some rough kind of framework is pro-
vided over which mats, nets or canvas can be
stretched when the tops come early through, it is

folly to plant before April, and even then not too
soon. If the sets have been kept very cool and
quite at rest, or if they have been sprouted in

darkness so that the shoots are weak and spindly
and have to be pulled off, then they may lie five

or six weeks in the ground ere the growths appear
above the surface. By that time all danger from
frosts may have passed away. But where sets
have been stored in shallow boxes and exposed to
ample light and air, and the sprouts they push are
stout and sturdy, such sets will often push their
tops through the surface of the ground within
three weeks from the planting. In such case to

be safe the third week in April is early enough.
The great thing desired in Potato growth is to
have it robust and healthy and as ([uick as
possible. When the tubers are planted very early
in cold ground growth is very slow, and the
shoots thrown out are commonly elongated and
weak.—A. D.
Autumn and winter-sown Onions. — An

interesting example of the value of winter or
under-glass sowing of Onion seed is ne^ativelj'
furnished in the Royal Horticultural Gardens at
Chiswick, where what was in the early winter a
fine breadth of autumn-sown Onions has been
much lessened by fogs during the winter. As the
leaf cuticle of the Onion plant is somewhat stout
and leathery, and does not present surface for the
accumulation of soot deposit or of gaseous com-
pounds, the injury thus done seems all the more
remarkable, and strange, too, is the fact that
some plants seem to be left in every row, which
represents either a distinct variety or a diverse
stock. The sown rows being 3 feet apart, it was
purposed to lift from each row in the spring and
replant a second row, and a third was to be filled

by a spring sowing from the same stock. Now
the proposed transplanting seems to have been
rendered impossible. Had there been made a
winter sowing of each stock in the same waj' that
growers of large bulbs for exhibition or otherwise
raise their plants, transplanting from these would
have been easy. Of course to have done such
would have rendered considerable labour and
house space needful. On the other hand, the
special object of the trial, apart from the dis-

' crimination of varieties, was to exemplify Onion
culture in the open ground. The result has been
to show how singularly amenable is the Onion
plant during the winter to injury from fogs.

No matter whether Spani,sh, Tripoli, or what
variety sown at Chiswick, all have alike suffered.

-A. D. a

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1161.

SOL.VNDRAS.
(with a COLOUKEIi I'LATE OP S. (iUANHlFLuRA.*)

This is a small genus of tropical .shrubs related

to Datura. It comuiemorates the name of Dr.
Solander, the fellow-traveller of Captain Cook
and Sir .Joseph Banks. A native of Jamaica,
whence it was introduced in 1781, S. grandi-

tlora is now a favourite climber in many tropical

countries. Gardner found it climbing to the

tops of the highest trees of the forest in the
Organ Mountains, in Brazil, ornamenting them
with its large and beautiful yellow flowers, and
Dr. Morris saw it recently in Madeira, cover-

ing an immense area of rock and trellis, and
producing great masses of bloom in January.
In our stoves it grows very vigorously, but,

unless exposed to bright sunshine in a dry
situation, it does not flower freely. In the

Palm house at Kew there is a large specimen
trained against the roof glass which never
flowers, but there is also another in the Cactus
house wliich blooms freely and continuously
every summer. It is planted at the base of a

pillar in a gravelly bed, its main stem being
about ;^0 feet long and 3 inches in diameter at

the base. It is grown on the short spur system
as applied to Vines, every year making long

succulent shoots clothed with bright green
fleshy leaves and long trumpet-.shaped creamy
yellow flowers, splashed with purple inside.

When grown in pots the treatment should be
one (if starvation as regards root room and soil,

with exposure to bright sunlight all summer
and absolute drought from November to March.
This induces a short growth and the production
of flowers in autumn. The flowers vary in size

and colour. According to the Bufioilral Mmjn-
::ini' (t. 1874), they are pale flesh-coloured 141

Jamaica, and are known as Peach-blossomed
trumpet flowers ; in other gardens they are said

to have been white and purple. Those on the

Kew plant were colourecl as shown in the plate,

and measured It inches long by ii inches across

the nuiutli ; they were produced from July to

November. This plant has ripened fruits, which
were heart-shaped, '.') inches long, green, and
each weighing nine ounces.

S. orTTATA is a Mexican species, very similar to

S. grandiflora, differing chiefly in having hairy
leaves and a narrow-tubed corolla, coloured
ochrous yellow streaked with purple. It was in-

troduced in 1832, and flowered in Tate's nursery
in Sloane Street in early summer, when Dr.

Lindley figured and described it in his Hotiminii

S. L.q;vis is described as a shrub of dwarfish
habit, 2 feet high, with long trailing branches
and white trumpet-shaped fragrant flowers a foot

long, otherwise not unlike that here figured. It

was introduced by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince and
Co. in 1S47, with whom it flowered freely in an
ordinarj' stove. If in cultivation now (I have
never seen it), it well deserves to be brought into

prominence.
S. VIRIDIFLOBA.—This is a dwarf plant of some-

what scrubby habit which was introduced many
years ago from Rio de Janeiro to Chelsea Botanic
Garden, and which is still to be seen in botanical

collections. It blooms annually in a stove at Kew,
producing its drooping, terminal tubular flowers

* Drawn for The Garden in the Royal GardeDS,
Kew, by H. G. Moon. Lithogi'aphed anJ printed by
J. L. Goffart.
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ill mifisummer ; they are green, ."> inches long and
curiously intiated just below the mouth. It has
been referred to the genus Dyssochroma. Several

species of Fagrea have been called Solandras, i.e.,

S. nitida and S. oppositifolia.

For large tro])ical houses there is no nioi'e

worthy climber than S. grandiflora, and it is of

the greatest .service in gardens in the tropics

for covering verandahs, screens, &c. Cuttings
either of young .shoots or the ripened wood root

readily in .sand. W. W.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Sowisi; vkc;et.\1!LEs.—From seeds of Lettuces
sown now there will be abundant supplies through
the latter part of May and in .Tune it the beds are
sheltered and the seeds sown thinly. Many sow
the first crop in the open on a south border and
thin early, using the thinnings to form a succes-
sion. Sown thus there is no check, as those left

in the beds soon turn in for present sowing.
Perfect Gem and Golden Queen Cabbage varieties

are excellent. Of Cos varieties. Hick's Hardy Cos
and Balloon Cos are good. It is best to sow everv
three weeks to avoid gluts, the next sowing being
later kinds and on a cooler site. Cauliflowers for

summer supplies sown now in the open will follow

those sown last autumn or those raised in heat.
Such kinds as Walcheren or Pearl are reliable. I

advise both, as a succession is then secured. Those
who need early autumn Cauliflowers will do well
to sow for the October cutting. Many sow in

heat in cold districts, but I prefer plants grown
in the open from the start. The well-known
Autumn Giant cannot be beaten, and a newer
type. Extra Early Giant, is valuable if needed for

use during September. Much the same remarks
are applicable to the early Broccoli. Brussels
Sprouts to be good should be sown early in March
for supiilies from October to Christmas. Many
sow in heat. I usually sow a small quantity of

seeds in heat for an early supply, but the best
sprouts are obtained from plants sown in the
open, given ample room and an open position.
Paragon or Northaw Prize are good medium-sized
types, and Dwarf (Jem is suitable for latest su|3-

plies. A sowing of anj' of these now and in six

weeks hence will give plenty of material. Cab-
bages sown now will give heads from June to

September. Matchless and Model are good. I

do not advise sowing Savoys thus early, as these
plants make a (juick growth. April is ([uite time
enough for early supplies. Leeks should be sown
in rich land. When planting out, select a flat

border. The Lyon for early supplies. Model for

mid-season, and Musselburgh for late cannot be
beaten. The Kales are mostly needed for winter
or early spring use. It is well to defer sowing
till next month, or even May, for late supplies.
Where birds are numerous it will be necessary to
protect seeds sown now. There is no better plan
than rubbing the seeds with oil and then rolling
in red lead ; if this is not done, nets must be used
after sowing.

E.4KLV Bkooioli.—The early Broccoli crop is

always valuable, and most gardeners endeavour to
get varieties that follow the autumn Cauliflowers.
For autumn supplies, that is from October to
December, I would advise two sowings of Self-

protecting Autumn, one now, another in May ; and
though the latter may turn in during the latter

part of October or early November, the heads
may be kept if lifted and stored in a shed. For
an early winter supply it is diliicult to beat
Snow's Winter White when a true stock can be
secured. This should be sown this month for

mid-winter supplies. For two seasons I have
found Superb Early Winter (not unlike Snow's)
most useful for February cutting. This sown
now will be found good for the season named.
Early White Penzance, Spring White, and Main
Crop are all good for succession to the earlier

kinds ; these give heads through March and

April. The varieties to provide heads from
Christmas to March need more care than later

\arieties, as these plants must be put out by
early .June if good results are expected. I am
aware many growers are averse to planting liberal

breadths of early Broccoli, as it is often destroyed
by frost, but much depends upon variety and cul-

ture. The latter should be as hardy as possible

from the start, and be given ample space.

VE(iETAHLEs R.\isF.i> iNiiER iii.Ass.—The early
Cauliflowers grown thus will need removal into

frames or where shelter can be afforded. I usually
prick out on a warm bed and place movable
frames or sashes o\er the plants, giving a rich soil

at the start. Seedlings left too long mildew and
soon lose strength in the seed beds if under glass.

In pricking out give :t inches of space between
each plant, more if it can be afforded, to allow of

lifting the plants with a ball. Make the soil firm

previous to pricking oft'. The same mode of cul-

ture is needed for other plants raised in heat, such
as early Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts and Lettuces.
With a scarcity of Lettuce it may be desirable to

leave these plants to finish, as lifting later on
will check growth. A little warmth at the roots
will be of great assistance. Beds occupied with
plants as advised above come in useful later on for

many purposes. Other seedlings, such as Celery,

may follow, or Vegetable Marrows may be planted
for a summer crop. It is well in forming the beds
for the seedlings to use slow heating materials ;

strong heat means a weak plant.

Late Seakaj.k. — This vegetable this sea.son

will be exceedinglj' valuable, as, owing to the
mild winter, most green vegetables have run to

seed earlier than usual. Where Seakale is grown
naturally for latest supplies, with care it may be
had well into Maj-. For April cutting, any
crowns that were lifted for forcing and not used
may with advantage be placed under a north
wall and covered with litter. These will give
nice dishes, but it is necessary to keep the growth
dark to get it blanched. I always grow a good
quarter of Kale for late use. This is grown for

two years and then destroyed. The lirst year
good heads are cut, but better the second ; after

that the roots get too wide and are not so good.
To get these supplies I plant a plot yearly. For
late use the roots should be 3 feet apart between
the rows, as this allows of material for covering.

I am aware many use boards or pots. I only use

soil. A covering of fine coal ashes is at this sea-

son placed a few inches thick over the crowns,
and the soil is then taken from between the rows
and ridged up IS inches high, made smooth with
the back of the spade, and as the Kale grows it

soon lifts the soil. Of course, grown thus it

needs more care in cutting. I also place long
litter over the soil if the weather is warm to keep
it cool and moist and retard growth. Where only
small quantities of Kale are grown for late sup-

plies, pots or boards may be used for covering
over the crowns, but even then there must be
other materials, such as soil or litter, to exclude
air and light.

New Seakale iieds.—Now is a good time to

plant roots for future supplies, and if the strong
pieces of roots have been prepared for the pur-

pose, they will make good planting material.

The land should be trenched or double-dug, a

liberal quantity of well-decayed manure being
placed under the first spit. For ordinary cul-

ture, that is to lift to force, a distance of 2 feet

between the rows and IS inches between the plants

is sufficient. I feed liberally from the sur-

face instead of using large bodies of manure.
For what may be termed permanent plants,

manure liberall3- and give more space, at least a

yard between the rows and half the distance
between the plants. Many growers who force

start the root cuttings in a little warmth, and by
so doing they gain time, as the roots planted out
early in April are on the move, the crowns are

formed, and it is a simple matter to rub the
weakest otf, only leaving the strongest. In very
heavy clay land I have seen excellent results by
making large shallow holes with a Potato dibber,

fining in with leaf-mould or spent manure, push-

ing the sets into the rich material, and finally

firming round them by treading. Treated thus
the sets make a much better start and are of

a large size for autumn forcing. Many growers
may have some small roots that are not worth
forcing. These if cut over, trimmed and planted,
will make very good forcing material by next
October, as they will be earlier than those from
root cuttings. It is important that the crown
growths be gone over early in the season and
reduced to the strongest.
AspARAcius BEDS.—No time should be lost in

making new beds if it is intended to do this work
this season, as owing to the mild winter growth is

earlier than usual. I am not an advocate for

making very costly Asparagus beds. There is no
need, as if anyone interested in its culture would
note the growth from plants in open fields

sown merely for planting, they would see there
was no need for so much labour and materials
as are often employed, and with very poor results

in some cases. Provided there is natural drainage,
double-dug land, with a fair quantity of manure,
is ample, as it is far better to feed from
the surface during growth than plant in manure
which sours the roots before they have strength to

absorb it. In many gardens one can assist the
laud if clayey by the addition of road scrajjings,

burnt garden refuse, wood ashes and old mortar
rubble. In light soil more food is necessary, and
I find there is nothing equal to liquid manure
from stables from May to September. Food given
now in the shape of a (juick-acting fertiliser is

advantageous. Fish manure or guano is a good
fertiliser mixed with soil, and this placed on the
surface, raked in and the beds made trim for the
season will be good work done. Salt should not
be given for a few weeks, as it retards growtii.

\\'hen giving food of any kind, it is far better to

give it say once a month or oftener than all in one
dose. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

New Vi.ve p.ormeks, soil, and I'REI'Ak.vtion oe.—
The remarks that will be made under this head
will have more particular reference to private

gardens than to market establishments. The
two cases are wide apart as regards both
means and treatment. In almost every instance
the grower for market is sufficiently alive to the

fact that suitable soils, with the minimum of

labour expended in prep.aration, make all the
diff'erence in the outlay so as to be enabled to

secure a reasonable profit. In the case of \ ineries

in pri\ate gardens, however, these facts are not
in many cases borne in mind at the time the
houses are erected. It is also well known by all

practical gardeners that the surroundings of many
vineries are not such as they would desire, yet the
best has to be made in each instance. I could
easily name cases where it would be practically

impossible to grow, much more to keep, tirapes.

Fortune favours one, so to speak, more than
another, but to judge by this alone of the respec-

ti\'e abilities in each instance would be manifestly
unfair. When one reads the glowing accounts
that are at times written of what some market
growers accomplish, it niiglit be thought that
Nine culture in private gardens was a failure.

No case, however, can be rightly estimated with-
out a thorough knowledge of the work ; therefore

such reports are altogether beside the mark,
clearly indicating a want of practical information
by the writers.

Drainage a primary consideration.—In any
case this should obtain either by natural means
or artificial, for without it a stagnation at the
roots must inevitably ensue. In my own case I

have had to drain carefully, having, in fact, only
concreted borders to deal w ith. This arose through
no fault of mine in the first instance, and it was
caused by two distinct evils—one being a severe

attack of the Phylloxera, and the other owing
to the vineries lieing built on such low ground as

to compel the making of borders sunk in the clay

subsoil. By concreting, the first evil was cut oft'

where it was not expedient to trace out all the
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roots, and by tlie same operation the roots of the

Vines then to be planted were prevented from
permeating the clay, which would be a fertile

source of shanking, a failure which with me is

now a comparatively unknown quantity. With
good drainage the soil composing the border will

remain much longer in a sweet condition, making
it a much safer course when manuring is prac-

tised. If there be a supply of clinkers from tlie

stokeholes, this will be a convenient time for their

disposal ; they make an excellent drainage medium
above and around the drain-pipes. Over this

again some rough turfy sods should be inverted,

and then the border will be fit to receive a portion

of the soil. Those are most fortunate who can

with safety plant right away without any previous

preparation. For my part I prefer the top spit

of an old pasbure, upland being preferable to low-

land, with less possibility of becoming too close in

course of ti:ne. This may be used straight awaj'

from the digging if need lie, but I would prefer

it from a stack made last autumn. One great

feature should be made of securing the soil rather

on the dry side, so that it may lend itself more
readily to being made firm by treading, for a

solidified border is much the best in the long ran.

The work of making a new border, be it noted,

should be fine weather work alw'ays. The soil

will need to be turned about twice when it is found
necessary to add anything to it, and whilst so

doing, any pieces that appear to be too large can
be broken down, but avoid crumbling the soil.

Additions to the soil.—When there is a
tendency for the loam to be close or heavy, then

the addition of burnt ballast will serve a good
purpose. Charcoal will do so, too, in any case, so

will lime rubble and half-inch bones, but each case

should be controlled according to its special

needs. What has to be guarded against is that of

the border becoming close, thus holding in sus-

pension too much moisture, thereby also being
rendered impervious to the air. To enrich the

soil with manures too freely, whether they lie

animal or artificial, is a coaimon en or ; for a time
it may yield apparently good results, but ulti

mately the opposite will almost invariably be the

case. When borders are being made, guard
against making up too great an extent at the out-

set ; it had better be done a few feet at the time.

Of course the greater part of the foregoing notes
does not apply when the natural soil and surround-
ings are ta\orrable; this, however, in private

gardens is rarely ever the case. And to further
hinder one's best intentions, the most suitable

loam is at times denied for various reasons.

PL.lNTiNi-i.—This work should be done during
the present month in every possible case, the best

time being when the buds are seen to be swelling.

Having got good Vines with plenty of roots, the
temptation to plant them with the balls intact or

partly separated should not prevail, but rather

shake them out CJmplet3ly, yet carefully. Having
prepared the surface of the border with some of

the finer loam, then lay the roots out somewhat
in the same way as a fan-trained fruit tree is, and
cover them first with rather fine soil and the
rougher afterwards, so that the roots are about
4 inches under the surface. Then a thorough
watering should be given so as to settle it well

around the roots, and over all some light litter

may be laid to keep a genial moisture. For the
first season I prefer to start the young canes from
the top of the side-lights if the Vines be strong
ones ; if weakly, prune back to near the base.
For the first season, one leading cane is sufficient,

more particularly if supernumeraries are provided
for, as overcrowding must be avoided. At first

let the temperatures be steady, with the usual
treatment as regards moisture.
Vakieties TO i'L.\NT.—To some extent this will

be a matter of choice. For the earliest house the
four I recommend are Black Hamburgh, Madres
field Court, Foster's Seedling, and Royal Musca-
dine ; for mid-season, the two first repeated with
Muscat of Alexandria ; for late use, LadyDovvne's
and Alicante with the Muscat again, and Lady
Hutt for the latest white kind. For quality, do
not depend upon Uros Maroc or Gros Colman

;

for exhibition or appearance merely they may be

tolerated, but these ought to be minor matters.

Cherries under i!Lass.—These, if brought on
steadily, will now be in flower, or approaching
that condition. As a body, gardeners have some-

thing yet to learn as regards Cherries under glass.

They are most sensitive to fire-heat, and on no
account should they be hurried at any stage. The
house should never be closed unless the tempera-

ture falls below or to about 40°. With a little

heat in the pipes and ventilation at top and
bottom, a light, buoyant state of the atmosphere
can be maintained. Anything approaching a close

or stufi'y state of things cannot be tolerated in the

case of the Cherry. Mine are now in some in-

stances passing the flowering stage, having been
all the winter under glass in a cool house ; others

are just at their best, and fertilisation by the use

of a camel's-hair brush has from the first been
diligently pursued, and will be to the end of tliis

stage. A tree or two, if merely under pot cul-

ture, of the May Duke family is a great assistance

in the way of pollen. French growers find the

May Duke valuable for this purpose, and they

excel us in forcing the t'herry. H<irtus.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS ON BLOCKS.

The growing .season for all classes of Orchid''^

is now commencing, and where there are many
plants grown on blocks, the present will be a

good time to look theui over and renew any
that require it. I do not recommend blocking

in a general way, as in a great many instances

the plants do as well in small pans or baskets,

and these are less trouble to look after as re-

gards mtiisture. But many amateurs like to

see (_)rchids growing on blocks, and if they have

time to look after them they do well. Again,

some few species are best grown on blocks,

their roots being of a kind that will nut thrive

when covered with peat and Mo.ss. The best

material fur blocks is undoubtedly stems of

Tree Ferns, tlie natural roughness of this mate-

rial forming a splendid rooting medium for

some of the smaller-growing Cattleyas and
Liulias, and even Sophronitises have a very pretty

and natural efi'ect upon this material. Cork,

again, is largely used, and, though a suitable

material, is not so good as the last-mentioned.

Some object to it as forming a harbour for in-

sects, but 1 am afraid those who do so are not

the class of cultivators to succeed very well

with any kind of Orchids. It is no more
trouble to keep insects out of cork than

out of a basket of Moss and crocks. If

any part of either is allowed to get dry

and remain so for any length of time, in-

sects, and especially woodlice, are sure to

congregate there. This is, in fact, often caused

by careless watering. If every pai't of the com-
post or block, as the case may be, is well mois-

tened every time the plant is watered, insects

find shelter in the one as little as in the

other. Teak is largely used, and is excel-

lent for the purpose ; also Birch and good dry
liieces of Apple or Pear. The plants once esta-

blished on these will thrive for a long time if

kejit pro]jerly moistened, but when in cour.se of

time the blocks decay, the plants must be shifted

to a fresh piece, or they soon go back. This is

a more ditticult job tlian at first appears ; not to

move the ]ilants, of course, but to get them to

take a fresh hold on the new block. When tii'st

jjlaced on blocks, ( )rchids are usually newly
imported, or, at all events, have not been very

long under cultivation, and they take with a

will to whatever is placed within reacli of the

roots. But by the time the first block has de-

cayed they have lost much of their initial vigour.

and as in the majority of instances they are of

dwarf habit, they will not take readily to the

new piece or easily get over the disturbance

consequent on shifting. The roots, too, will

often be found tcj have run through the decayed
parts of the block to where there is a little

.sound wood still left, and as these are

naturally the best feeding roots, the plant

feels the loss of these all the worse. Where
they run on the surface of the block we
are not in much better case, for, though
the roots niay with care be removed, it is

impossible for these individuals to ever attach

themselves to anything else. The work should
be taken in hand before any young roots are

produced from the new growths, as these will

give the plants the best start possible. What-
ever old roots are saved may have a little Moss
placed over them to keep them moist, but as a

rule they do not live long and the plant has to

depend on the newly-formed ones springing

from the young growth. Sometimes when flat

blocks are used the old one may be nailed to the

new, first cutting away as much as can con-

veniently be got at, including all decayed parts.

Then, as the young roots take to the new jjieoc,

the old \v ood can be gradually removed and the

plant brought down, or tlie old block replaced

by Moss. Many of the Dendrobiums when
newly imjiorted are ditticult to pot firmly

owing ta the weight of the stems, and one of

the best modes of estrblishing these is to wire

them to small blocks and place these in pots

among clean crocks. By the time these blocks

are decayed there will be such a mass of roots

among the crocks and Moss that the plants

will hardly feel their loss. Some of the

smaller evergreen Dendrobes, such as D. aggre-

gatum or D. Jenkinsi, have a very pretty

effect when grown on rough forked pieces

of Apple wood, and it is a good i)lan

culturally, for these small-growing .species never

seem thoroughly happy in jieat and Moss.

With regard to the Tree Fern stems, it is a very

simple matter to fasten tho plants to these.

Zygopetalum rostratum and o^. ( rs of this class

sliduld be wired on with very Liie copper wire,

this being passed over the rlii/.oines and around
the stem. The roots of many Orchids when
fastened on these stems run right through them,

making it quite impossible to remove them.

But it is not often necessary, as the material is

very lasting, and when at last it does decay

may b3 picked to pieces .and the roots with

these pieces attached may hi potted up in the

usual way without checking them much. Last

season I treated rather a large Cattleya Trianie

in this way, and the jdant hardly felt the

removal. Tliis, of course, is a strong-growing

species, and shoukl hardly be (juoted as an in-

stance of a block jilant, but the result is usually

good when weaker-growing kinds are operated

on. In fixing plants on cork blocks a little Moss
is generally recjuired about the rliizomes, and ;i

wire may be passed through the block and over

the latter very easily. The yielding nature of

the material will allow of the wires being pulled

very tightly, and if a thin strip of cork is placed

o\ er the rhizome no harm will be done to this.

Ordinary wooden blocks should have the plants

secured by cupper tacks and wire without any

Moss, or only a very little.

Epidendrum O'Brienianum.—This is a very

bright and ertective Orchid, a hybrid raised by
Messrs. \'eitch by crossing E. radicans and E.

evectum. It is a slender-growing plant, with

cylindrical stems about 2 feet in length, clothed

with deep green leaves, and producing small white

roots along its entire length. The blossoms are

larger than those of either parent and a pretty

bright crimson-purple in colour, the lip three-
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lobed and fringed. It is very free in habit and
succeeds well in medium-sized pots in the Cattleya

house. No dryinjj ott'is needed at any time, but

water must be supplied in accordance with the

state of growth.

Odontoglossum Buckerianum.—The better

forms of this lovely Odontoglot are hardly to be
beaten, and a flower to hand from " R. K." is cer-

tainly one of these. As large as those of a good
O. cris).)um, the sepals and petals only lack a little

width. The rose-purple margin to each of these is

clearly defined and not spreading irregularly over

the segment as in some varieties. There are a few
spots, principally about the base of the petals, and
one large blotch on the front of the lip. 0.

Kuckerianum is strictly a variety of O. crispum,

but the true forms are (juite different to those

sometimes labelled as such, which are simply rosy

tinted forms of O. crispum. It is named in com-
pliment to the late Mr. Hucker, of Wandsworth,
with whom it first flowered.

Ausellia nilotica.—This does not differ very
much from A. africana, being similar in habit,

but producing spikes of bright yellow blossoms
with chocolate-brown markings from the tO[) of

the leafy stems. It should be potted in a mix-
ture of Sphagnum and peat, strong plints having
in addition a little tibrous loam, all being used in a

rough, open condition. The growth is best in a
very light, almost unshaded position in the East
India house. While growing freely plenty of root

moisture is essential, and tbough when growth
is (|uiet the plants may be kept a little cooler

and drier, the time of rest is not always constant.

It is, perhaps, the best form of Ansellia known,
and was introduced from the Upper Nile regions

in bSt)3.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
St'.iKCKLV a day passes now that does not bring
with it something fresh in the way of dowering
Orchids; consequently the flowering house is very
gay. (Growths, too, on many of the plants are
getting well away and the houses are very in-

teresting. Dendrobiums are making a fine show,
all the varieties of 1). nobile and many of the
hybrids raised from it being in flower. Phahfnop-
sids, too, are very showy, their elegant spikes
giving a grace not attainable by any other de-
scription of Orchids. Cypripediums, C'ynibidiums,
and others are all giving us of their best, but
there is much work to be got through and little

time for admiring the blossoms. Potting is in

full swing, and many of the L:i_'lias of the
autumnalis and anceps sections will by now be
linished. Cattleyas are easily damaged by dis-

turbance at the root unless the proper degree of
warmth is kept up in the houses afterwards, and
though many of the C. labiata, C Percivaliana,
or even C. Trian;i' may be repotted now, there
are often cold, windy days in March and early
April that make one feel timid for the safety of
repotted plants, though established ones do not
suffer. Where thoroughly good heating arrange-
ments are in vogue and the houses can be kept at
a proper figure, the plants may be potted now
with advantage, for root-action will be getting
brisk, and they will have a better chance
of getting hold of the new material. Most
C.ittleyas like a very rough, open compost,
consisting largely of peat and large nodules
of charcoal with some chopped Sphagnum. The
better growers, such as those noted above, may
be grown in fairly wide baskets or pots, but for
small-habited plants the suspended pans are
better. All should have the decayed roots re-

moved, and those that are alive spread out as
well as possible, the materiil being worked
around them with the dibber. Plants of Gym-
bidium giganteum as they go out of flower ma}'
have a shift if necessary, and so strong and per-
sistent are the roots of this species, that they quite
enwrap the old material when healthy. Obviously
it will not do to disturb these, so the plants must
be placed in pots a couple of sizes larger, and the
new material worked down firmly between the
old ball and the new pot. The compost for this

species should be very substantial and contain a
good percentage of loam fibre. The plants must
be watered after repotting almost as freely as at
any other time, thus differing from many other
Orchids.

Cypripediums of many kinds may also be
repotted nov\', including all the late autumn and
winter flowering species and hybrids. Unless
the plants are weak, small, or semi-established,
there is no need to elevate them above the rims of
the pots, the size of the latter being chosen in
accordance with the habit of the species. To pot
the large-growing kinds like C. Hoezli or C. longi-
folium in the same sized pot as such as C. Charles-
worthi is so ob\iously wrong, that one would hardly
think it necessary to mention this point : yet it is

impossible to look into many collections that are
in the hands of inexperienced cultivators without
seeing that the caution is still needed. There is

not a large number of the distichous-leaved kinds,
such as Vandas and Aerides, now in flower, and it

is a good time now to look over these, giving
fresh material where this is seen to be necessary
and setting them right for the season's growth.
The tips of the roots of Aerides Fieldingi, A.
odoratum, and other large-growing kinds are
already advancing rapidly, and those that are
going to be disturbed may be done now and kept
a little closer and warmer afterwards. Little else
than clean Sphagnum iloss and charcoal or ballast

needed by these plants, which like a fairly good
shift and then to be left alone for a few years.
Calanthes and Thunias are getting well on the
move, and, if not already done, must have atten-
tion without delay, jiany other kinds may be
mentioned as needing attention now or a little

later, such as Epidendrums of various kinds,
Brassias, Oncidiums of the ebulbous class, Angu-
loas, Ljcastes that have finished flowering and
many others, but in most cases it is easy enough
to see what is wanted.

It is a great mistake to be pulling cool
Orchids about at this time of year. Their must
trying time after cultivation is usually the
summer months, and not onlj- this, but the roots
arc in nearly every case more active towards
autumn. As yet we have had little sun, and
shading has therefore not been reciuired, but
this is all the more reason why the blinds sliould

be got ready and fixed, liecause the plants are all

the more liable to be damaged when it does come.
Fitful weathei gives a lot of trouble in ventilat-
ing, and it is quite a relief when closing time
comes round, for then the houses are freely
damped and are safe for the rest of the day. The
warmer houses may still be closed as soon as
possible after middav'. There is nothing gained
by keeping them open after the air has been
changed. Open early in the morning and close
early in the afternoon is a capital ma.xim, and
should be followed as closely as circumstances will

allow the whole year round. Fire-heat will now
be a valuable aid to the Orchid grower, for the
temperature now rises naturally by day and cold
winds at night would make the temperature very
low. Not only at night is it needed, for when the
sun is shining the house may be opened much
more freely if the pipes are nicel}' warmed, to the
distinct advantage of the plants in every wa}-.

The increasing light is making a great difference
in the appearance of cool house plants, the Odon-
toglossums and Wasdevallias especially'. Flower-
spikes are now abundant, so are slugs, and great
watchfulness is reciuired to keep these pests
oft'. While on the subject of insects a word
may be said on the Cattleya fly. This pest, I

am glad to find, is being gradually exterminated.
Fumigation with the improved methods in vogue
is fatal to the female flies, and if these are killed,

of course no eggs are laid in the young bulbs, and
no swollen, unsightly growths will appear. The
remedy for these is still the same as I have
always recommended. They must be taken off

and burnt without the least compunction, for no
fumigation, however strong, can touch the 30ung
larva? so snugly ensconced therein, nor can any
method of treatment make the growths healthy
when once attacked. If there are any arrears of

winter cleaning, these must now be brought up,
for with every day increasing the amount of water
needed and the number of plants requiring potting,
there will bo less time for sponging. But let

whatever is done be done well ; it is better to
take a little more time in the first instance and do
it thoroughly than to have to go over it all again
directly. The East India house may still be
kept at 1)0° by night, though the temperature will
vary a little, higher or lower according to the
weather. A rise from natural causes or a fall is

not so injurious as a lot of fire-heat at night, this
bringing plenty of insects and causing weak
growths. The Cattlej'as like a little e.xtra

warmth, but not much ; let March be out before
making any great advance. In the cool house
the pipes should be just warm and a little air left

on, this keeping the night temperature from .50'

to 55°. H. R.

CiKLOGYNE PANDURATA.
TiiK blossoms of this fine species are (juite unique
and distinct from those of any other known kind.
They occur on long semi-pendulous racemes and
are upwards of 4 inches across. The sepals and
petals are bright green, the lip paler in ground
colour, but having in front a perfectly black
blotch and several warty protuberances and lines

of the .same colour. Such a fine contrast as these
two colours make is never passed by anyone who
has not before seen the plant, for the one colour
shows up the other to perfection. C. pandurata
requires plenty of heat to do it well, and where
there is a shady, moist corner in a house kept at
the usual East Indian temperature, this will
make a capital place for it. It is a very vigorous
grower in such a po ition, pushing out over the
sides of its pots or pans in a short time, and the
best way to treat it is to let it have its head and
try and provide something for the roots to take
to as the rhizomes extend. Rafts lightly dressed
suggest themselves, and they are excellent for the
purpose, bat beyond a certain size they are apt to

be untidy and awkward to lift about. Pans, too,

are suitable as long as the plants can be kept at
home in them, and these may be nearly filled

with drainage, a thin compost sutHcing. Equal
parts of peat fibre. Sphagnum Moss, and partly
lecav'ed leaves make a good compost. Some
growers add loam to the material for potting
C'li-'logynes, but my experience with it has
not been satisfactory. C. pandurata, like all

in the genus, dislikes being pulled about at the
roots, so it is best to give room enough at
first, and if the jjlants need it afterwards, they
may have the rhizome pulled downward or to one
side to meet the compost. When rhizomes and
roots are rambling about in the air it is bound to
lead to weakness of the pseudo-bulbs, and in con-
sequence the flower-spikes, so by all means get
the roots in juxtaposition to the material they
are supposed to occupy. With regard to root
moisture, it will be found a very thirsty plant,
delighting in a moist atmosphere and plenty of

water at the roots. The thin compost allows this

to pass away readily, so that almost daily water-
ings are necessary in summer when the plants are
growing freely. No resting season, as generally
understood, is required by C. pandurata, for no
sooner are the pseudo-bulbs finished before the
young shoots make their appearance. But this is

the time when the least moisture is needed, only
never let the bulbs shrivel for want of it. The
only insects that trouble this species much are
red spider and a small brown scale, the latter

being rather difiicult to eradicate. Frequent and
careful spongings are the best means of destroy-
ing them, while a healthy, buoyant atmosphere is

the best preventive. C. pandurata is a native of

Sarawak, where it grows in the jungle close to

the banks of streams, often on the trunks of tress.

It first flowered in England in 1853.

Oncidiutn MarshaUianum.—This is one of

the brightest and most effective of Oncidiums,
and a first-rate garden Orchid. It produces long
branching spikes from rather small bulbs, couse-
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quently the plants must not, unless quite strong

and healthy, be allowed to carry their flowers

until they fade. A nice spray of it comes from
" R. R.,'" being just a good ordinary form. It

does not, in fact, vary so much as many other

kinds, though some varieties show a brighter

colour and larger lip than others. It is a cool

house plant, and likes fairly wide pots, but a

compost of medium depth only. This may con-

sist of eijual parts of peat and Moss used in a

rough, open condition by adding crocks or char-

coal. It is a native of Brazil, and was introduced

in 1865 by Messrs. Hugh Low and Co.

Odontoglossum sceptrum.—A fine spike of

this Orchid is now open, the blossoms, though
not so large as those of luteo purpureum, being

very richly coloured and of distinct form. It is

usually classed as a variety of the above-men-

tioned species, and to this it is doubtless closely

related, but is quite as distinct as many that are

known as species—O. lyroglossum, for instance.

The segments are bright golden yellow in ground
colour, and the blotches are "chestnut-brown.

That in the front of the lip is very deep in colour,

and in shape like a horse-shoe. It thrives well in

the coolest house, and may be treated as advised

for 0. luteo-purpureum.

Dendrochilum glumaceum.—Large plants

of this, the Golden Lace Orchid, with many of

the pretty yellow siiikes open, have a very grace-

ful and pretty effect not always obtained from

larger, more brightly coloured species. The
pseudo-bulbs grow in clusters and the spikes hang
in rich profusion on well-grown plants. Thej'

like warmth and plenty of moisture, especially

when the growths are pushing and the flowers

open. No great amount of pot room is needed,

especially for small specimens, and the plants may
have new material after the flowers are past. It

is a native of the Philippine Islands, and was
introduced by Messrs. Loddiges about 1840.

Phaius grandifolius.—Though one of the

commonest and oldest of Orchids, a well-flowered

specimen is sure to excite admiration, the colour

being so distinct and pleasing. The sepals and
petals are reddish brown inside, with a sihery

white reverse, the lip white, with a yellow centre

and crimson markings. The growth is very

ornamental, the leaves being a couple of feet in

length and deep green. It is very easily grown
in an intermediate house, and should be potted in

equal parts of peat. Moss, and loam fibre, with

enough charcoal and potsherds added to keep
the whole in good order. The young growths are

usually far too numerous, and must be thinned

out rather freely in the spring. Plenty of water is

necessary in the growing season, resting after-

wards in rather a cooler house.

C3rpripedium tonsum. — I noted a fine

])lant of this during the week, and, though not

exactly its usual blooming season, the flowers are

always welcome. It is, in fact, rather an incon-

stant species in its time of flowering, plants being

in bloom at least eight months out of the year.

The spikes grow erect about a foot high, and
the blossoms, remarkable for the absence of the

hairs along the edges of the petals, are each

upwards of 4 inches across, the dorsal sepal

whitish, with green and purple veins, the petals

broad, with lines of a deeper hue than those on
the dorsal sepal, and several large blackish purple

blotches, the lip brownish and tinged with green.

It requires plenty of heat and moisture, being a

native of Sumatra.

—

H.

Oncidium Kramerianum. — A plant in a

4-incli pot with me is carrying three flowers, the

variety being very fine. The lip is very prettily

fringed, and has a deeper, brigliter margin than
usual, the centre being very bright golden-yellow.

The pretty frill on the sepals gives this a more
graceful shape than O. Papilio, which it very
closely resembles otherwise. Of the two, 0. Kra-
merianum is rather the better Orchid, though the

flowers of O. Papilio are larger. It may be grown
in pans or baskets suspended from the roof in a

very warm, light house, and the atmosphere must
always be kept moist. They are very pretty.

too, when grown on rough pieces of cork lightly

dressed with Sphagnum Moss, this being allowed

to grow rather freely during the summer months,
and in autumn cut back a little to prevent it

holding too much water during the winter. At
the latter season, and until there are signs of

movement in spring, the plants must be kept
well on the dry side, but in a fairly moist house,

and they should be so arranged that the sun
shines fully upon them. The foliage is a bronzy-
green with a number of reddish brown spots, and
the flower-spikes appear at the base of the bulbs,

these producing a large number of blooms in quick
succession all through the spring and summer
months. O. Kramerianum is a native of Central

America, and is named after a Hamburg gardener,
Kramer, who first flowered it soon after its intro-

duction by Warsoewicz in 1852.—R. H.

ported and in greater quantities, for it is quite

distinct from anything else in the genus, and
would prove a very useful kind. It was first sent

home about 1880, and has been introduced in

small quantities several times since.

Dendrobium pulchellum.—I recently noted
a very nice specimen of this pretty little Dendrobe
growing in a basket about 8 inches across. The
tiny stems had overgrown the sides and the rods

were almost hidden with these and the bright

little blossoms, not unlike those of D. Devonianum.
It is an easily-grown little plant, at one time more
popular than now, and may be cultivated in small
pans or baskets in the East India or Cattleya
house, removing to cooler quarters during the
winter and keeping well on the dry side. Its

correct name, according to botanists, is D. Lod-
digesi, but the above is the one generally used in

gardens, and therefore the best known.—H. R.

C(ELIA MACROSTACH^A.
This plant will not appeal to lovers of large,

showy flowers, but the pretty pyramidal rosy

pink spikes of small Hyacinth-like blossoms are

not devoid of beaut}'. They appear in spring at

the base of the pseudo-bulbs, and on strong

plants are about 18 inches high, the stem part

clothed with green sheath-like bracts and the

upper portion very thickly covered with flowers,

each with its attendant pale brownish or white
bracts of a narrow thread-like character. The
habit of the plant is not unlike that of Zygo-
petalum Mackayi, but the leaves are rather nar-

rower and the base of the bulbs is covered with
close-clinging, hard brown sheaths. It thrives

well in a house kept rather cooler than the usual

Cattleya house temperature, and likes plenty of

fresh air the whole year round. In fact, if flowers

are desired the latter is absolutely necessary, for

the plants will not bloom in a close, stuffy house.

I have had good results by growing it in a cool

Peach house all the summer, and in winter keep-

ing it cool and on the dry side until the flower-

spikes appear. The plants may be repotted or

surface-dressed in spring if no flowers are forth-

coming, but flowering plants maj- be kept until

the spikes are jjast. The roots are strong and
vigorous, and like a suljstantial compost consisting

of peat and Sphagnum, with a little loam fibre

or half-decayed leaf-soil. L'nless the roots and
compost are in a very liad condition it is not wise

to shake them out entirely, but nothing likely to

become sour and close should be left in. A fairly

good shift is advisable, as when in good condition

it is a vigorous-growing plant and soon reaches

the edge of its pot. Keep the base of the leading

b\ilbs fairly well up, but there is no need to

elevate the" plants much abo\e the rims. Water
should be sparingly applied just at first, but it is

a thirsty subject when healthy and well rooted.

Keep the water supply going until the pseudo-

bulbs are quite finished, when reduce it by
degrees until the middle of the winter, when only

enough to keep the bulbs and foliage fresh is

necessary, until the spikes, or young growths on
flowerless plants, appear. These, unless water is

given, will soon weaken the pseudo-bulbs, causing

them to shrivel and eventually to cast their

foliage, the spikes themselves being weak unless

well supplied. Insects in the atmosphere advised

above are not troublesome ; it is the weak, soft

plants grown in stuffy, hot structures that suffer

from these. But should scale put in an appear-

ance it must be promptly removed, or the healthy

green of the foliage is soon marred. C. macro-

stachya is a native of Mexico, and was sent in

1841 "by Hartweg to the Royal Horticultural

Society at Chiswick.

Oncidium Brunleesianum.—This pretty and
very uncommon species is now in bloom, the

spikes growing erect and branching, containing

many flowers of a bright golden-yellow with a

dark purple blotch on the lip. It comes from the

neighbourhood of Rio de .laneiro, and thrives in

the Cattleya liouse in rather small pots. It is a

jjity this pretty plant is not moie frequently im-

Cattleya Skinneri. — The usual flowering

season for this prett}' species is April, but I noted
a nice plant in flower this week. The spike was
carrying eight of the pretty rose-purple blossoms,

each about 4 inches across, and with the charac-

teristic L)endrobium-like lip. It is a plant thought
far too little of by growers, for it makes a very

welcome change from the labiata group, and is as

free-flowering a species as one could wish. It

may be grown in the usual Cattleya house tem-
perature, and may if convenient be allotted the

warmest part of the house, where it gets plenty

of light, but is protected from the rays of the sun

a little. It cannot be grown too well or strongl}',

the colours of the blossoms coming out much
better from strong plants, and the number of

flowers produced on the spikes being larger.

Good fibry peat, rid of earth and sand, may be
mixed with half its bulk of Sphagnum Moss, and
plenty of rough charcoal may be added. Repot
if necessary after flowering, and place the plants

with as little delay as possible in their growing
quarters. Water freely during active growth,

but diminish the supply b}- degrees after the

pseudo-bulbs are fully matured. There is consi-

derable variety among the flowers of this species,

including a white form that is much prized. The
type is one of Mr. G. Ure-Skinner's introduction

from Guatemala, where he discovered it, not far

from the coastline, in 1836. It has also been
found further south in Nicaragua and Costa Rica,

this wide distribution doubtless accounting for its

variableness.

Seedling' Orchids at Langley.—I have been
))racticall}' connected directly and indirectly with
this department since I was a boy, although it has

never been my good fortune to visit Mr. Seden
since he left the Chelsea nurseries until now. It

was indeed a great and agreeable surprise to find

the \arious Orchids so numerous and in such
vigorous health. The Cattleya family was repre-

sented by, I may say, hundreds of thousands,

from seedlings just germinating to strong plants,

many of them bursting into flower. As Mr. Seden
has had the advantage of using the pollen of the

various hybrid Cattlej'as that have been intro-

duced, he can throw more new blood into the

seedlings than it is possible for any other

hvbridist to ha\e obtained where these ad\aiitages

have been impossible. The same remarks apply

to Dendrobiums, many fine things now being in

flower. Hybrid Phalienopsids are also well repre-

sented. A special feature is also made of Epiden-

drums. A charming new hybrid between the

quaint E. pseudo-Epidendrum and E. radicans

was noted. In this the sepals and petals wei'e

rich orange-scarlet, the four-lobed lijj bright

golden yellow, with a few purple spots at the

base. The small plant carried a raceme of seven

flowers. Lycastes, Odontoglossums, Sobralias,

Cymbidiums, Cypripediums, Masdevallias and
other species were represented by thousands of

intercrosses ; these being made by practical and
experienced hands cannot fail to have satisfactory

results. The bigeneric crosses are represented

largely in various hitherto unknown combina-

tions. This has been Mr. Veitch's special

study for years past, and the enthusiast may
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look forward to some startling developments

in this direction from time to time. Numeric-

ally the hybrids represent far more plants

than many trade collections can show in general

stock. The houses being greatly exposed to

northerly and cold winds, Mr. Veitch has carried

a 1^-inch hot-water pipe around the roof to be

used in cold weather, or at other times when the

outside conditions require it. This is a system
that could be followed out with advantage in

e.xjjosed positions if necessary valves, so that the

heut can be discontinued in mild weather, are

provided. Mr. Seden is to be congratulated on

the condition of the various subjects under his

charge.—H. J. C.

Park and Woodland.

THE MONTEREY CYPRESS AT HOME.

One can scarcely imagine that the neat-growing

busily trees of Cupressus macrocarpa that are

dictum as to the survival of the fittest could
not be more clearly exemplified than among
the individuals of the same species in this

grove. The point that impresses one most in

tliis grove, as it dues also in the ^Vellingtonia

groves and the Redwood (Sequoia semper-
virens) forests, is the paucity of young trees.

Here and tliere one sees seedlings in the more
sheltered spots, but even these seem to liave a

hard life of it in the poor soil and wind-swept
exposure, and they ai)pear even from their in-

fancy to lean away from their enemy, as shown
by tlie clipped appearance on the wind side.

Can it be that this tree is slowly, but surely
approaching extinction in a state of nature ,'

The species is now almost confined to this small
promontory on the American continent, and
perhaijs, unless artificial means are taken to

a.s.sist reproduction, it will become extinct.

The Monterey Cypress is one of the most
interesting conifers of the Pacific coast of

America, which is so remarkable for its beauti-

ment of .January. At the time of its removal a
small portion was left with its roots protruding
from the thin layer of soil, which surfaced a bank
of rock that had to be (juarried away, but in
spite of its exposed roots and the hot weather
which followed their disturbance, it has con-
tinued its growth and has now formed a fair-sized
bush—S. \V. F.

The Market Garden.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES F(1R
MARKET.

Few cut fiowers in their season are of greater
importance among the London and provincial
markets than Roses of the Hybrid Perpetual
class, and they are grown in considerable quan-
tities for this purpose. This is not to be
wondered at when we remember the rich colour,
the beautiful form, and, above all, the uni((ue

vjiib

The Monlerey Cypress (Cupres/iis macrocarpa). This specimen is growing a few yards away from the Pacific Ocean, near Monterey,

California. From a photograph sent by Mr, Luther Burbank, Santa Rosa, California.

now so familiar to us in the mild parts of these
islands can be the juvenile stage (if such a pic
turesque tree as is shown in the illustration,

llartweg, in the first account he wrote of the
tree, described it as "a tree (30 or more feet
high with stems 9 feet in circumference, with
f.ir-spreading branches, flat at the top like a
full-grown Cedar of Lebanon, which it closely

resembles at a di.stance." It is only when quite
near the trees that one can discern the more
feathery foliage and small cones, and recognise
the characters of Cupressus. The Monterey
Cypress grove is a very remarkable sight,

but it does not quite accord with the dic-

tionary rendering of the word where umbrageous
growth and luxuriance prevail. On the contrary,
the feeling that steals over one in the Cypress
grove is that of loneliness and desolation, where
for ages there has waged an unequal struggle
between the trees and the unceasing and relent-
less winds that sweej) with full force from across
the vast Pacific. It is tlie winds that hold the
riiastery (jver the trees, and the skeletons of a
multitude show but too plainly that only the

ful trees. It was one of the first Californian

trees that attracted the attention of planters in

this country, and has been very extensively

tried, often failing. The reason is that much
of our country is too cold and " inland '' for a

plant which comes from one of the most genial

climates of the " temperate " world, and tliere-

fore it is seen at its best in Devonshire and on
the Dorset coast. In Hampshire on high

ground it escapes the winters fairly well. It

is very commonly killed about London and in

the valleys, but the tree is too good to give up

j

wherever the conditions are at all favourable,

I

tliat is to say, on warm coasts and high hills,

: especially where the soil is sandy or stony and

i
the rainfall rather abundant.

Pyrus japonica in the open.—In South
Devon Pyrus japonica, upon which subject a note
appeared on p. l.")6, flourishes as a bush. A
large plant which I moved in June, 1892, on ac-

count of some building operations, does well on
the grass, and comes into bloom early in the
year ; indeed, this year, though in an open posi-

tion, it has been in flower since the commence-

fragranee of some of the best of the H.P. sec-

tion. But perhaps one of the most remarkable

things in connection with this type of Rose for

market work in particular is the fact that not

one in a hundred are suited for the purpose in-

dicated. " Suited " in this sense is intended to

imply that the majority of H.P. Roses either

will not force at all or that they will not force

early enough, or possibly either lose their colour

or present far too many blind or flowerless

shoots to render the variety profitable. Indeed,

it all turns upon that one word, for if the thing

pays, the grower can comfortably pocket any
minor prejudices of his own that may perchance

exist concerning it. A good H.P. Rose for

market work must be of good habit and consti-

tution, a free bloomer, and, above all, of good
decided colour. And if to these can be added
fragrance, so much the better. Colour, how-

ever, in the H.P. section is the primary ((uality,

more especially so in the high-coloured class,

?.;/., crimson and scarlet shades. In all these

colour takes the lead as far as price is con-

cerned, for a so-called red Rose that is per-

vaded with the objectionable blue tint is well-
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nigh valueless ;
this is so, indeed, even suppos-

ing that size, form and fragrance are of the best.

Colour, therefore, may be safely regarded as the

most indispensable fjuality in a cut bloom of

this section of Rose, this being closely followed

by form and size. Colour is the best proof

that the cultm-e has been of the right kind, not

on one day or two, but throughout the entire

growing season. Indeed, this much may be
taken for granted by those who would succeed

in early forcing of " red " Roses that there must
be no fluctuatmg temperatures, no excessive

temperatures, and likewise no heavy moisture-

laden atmospheres. .\ny of these or a com-
bination of them will surely end disastrously.

Plirchasinci New Stock.

New stock is always best secured ir. early

autumn, say the month of (October for the

average of seasons. A little earlier or later

will not make much difl'erence, but this must
not be unduly prolonged, and the plants should

if po.ssible be not potted later than the middle
of November. The plants should always be
bought to sample, and it shf)uld likewise be
clearly understood what stock the plants are

l)udded upon. This is far more important as

regards the .after treatment of the plants than
it is as concerns establishing the new stock.

Prior to purchasing the stock it should bo de-

cided for what purpose the plants are intended,

i.f., whether for early, midseason, or late work.
" Karly " is here meant for those plants that

are forced into bloom by the end of Janviary or

up to the second or third week in February,
the mid-forcing season taking March and April,

and the late forcing those that come in May
and June, just getting clear of those from the

open. This last lot requires really no forcing

at all, so to speak. The plants for the two
tirst batches must l)e on the Manetti stock. I

cannot too strongly emphasise this statement,
since no other stock will lend itself to early forc-

ing at all, plants on their own roots being quite

useless also. The third set may with advantage
be on the seedling Brier, as this is less ex-

citable and comes more gradually when put
inside, and as the object is to prolong this

l)atch, something m.ay be gained by the lateness

of the plants to bloom. This dispenses with
two items, viz., the season for potting and the

most suitable stock according to the seasons.

The next in order will be

Securing the Plants,

an imjjortant item for whicli orders should be
given as near home as possible, not for the

s,ake of carriage merely, but with the hope of

receiving the plants as fresh as possible. It is

not, however, always convenient to .secure

plants in the immediate neighbourhood, and
frequently plants from a distance do better.

In the latter event, special instructions should
be given to pack in large crates and surround
the roots with packing material that is not
dust-dry nor yet wet. The preservation of the
small fibres is of the greatest importance, and
these will require careful examination when the
plants come to hand. I'sually Roses of this

class when ordered in bulk are bundled in tens,

and if the jilants have been delayed in transit

or are at all dry at the root, they should be
immei'sed in a tank of water without delay.

Ten or fifteen minutes in at least 2 feet of

water will till them up, as a rule, but if badly
dried this may be doubled with advantage.

Having given the plants their fill, they .should

be heeled in by the roots, taking the precaution

to unfasten the bundles and lay them in deep-
cut trenches, so that the roots are well covered.

Here the plants are safe for a few days, and if

moistened overhead twice daily, so much the

better. Some growers prefer to put on all

hands and pot the plants the moment they
arrive, but from experience 1 prefer to first

plump up the plants in the open ground, where
they may be watered freely with impunity.
^\'hen the plants are potted the moment they
are to hand, it becomes an absolute necessity

to saturate the soil in the pots to keep the bark
(juite plump. In fact, I have known serious

results ensue from tliis over-saturation, as not
only is the soil rendered too wet, for the new
roots refuse to enter it, and many perish as a

result. I have known many losses of freshly

potted Roses that in all probability were lost

owing to this over-saturation, and therefore ex-

cessively cold condition of the soil for weeks
together. Indeed, an inspection of the plants

has revealed the fact that fresh root-fibres have
been emitted by the plant, but these have
perished at the point evidently by contact with

some deleterious substance. When lieeled in

for a few days they may lie potted in a per-

fectly fresh condition. This, coupled with the

fact that the plants may be potted without undue
haste, is of considerable importance hereafter.

A good soil for these will be two-thirds good
loam, with the addition of a little leaf-mould,

about one-sixth of decayed manure finely sifted,

and sufticient sand or sharp grit to keep the

whole porous. The soil should lie comparatively

dry, so that the potting stick may be used

freely without making the soil adhesive or pasty

about the roots. A few remarks on

PoTTiNci THE Plants

may not be out of place. All pots should be
clean and well drained and of sufficient size

that the roots of the plant may be inserted

without injury to the bark or skin of the roots,

which is easily done. A little soil should

cover the drainage and be made firm, then place

in the plant and cover with soil to two-thirds

the depth of the pot. A few sharp raps on the

bench will settle this about the roots and pre-

vent the potting stick from injuring Iiy direct

contact the root fibres. Eventually the soil

sliould be made finite firm, and about three-

()uarters of an inch space allowed for watering.

Frames or deep pits are of rare occurrence in

sufficient numbers in market nurseries, .so that

daily attention in syringing will bs necessary if

the weather, perchance, is dry or drying winds
prevail, wliile root moisture may be given as re-

quired. With fair weather and good treatment
the new roots will start in about three weeks or

a month, and when these become active, the

plants are safe and on the higli road to becom-
ing established. Under any circumstance

these plants should receive the protection of a

cold house by the middle of December or earlier

if severe frost sets in, and the same will be
ready for

Prukinu

by the first week of January. The first prun-

ing requires some care and thought, and of

course will depend on the available wood.
Branches of the size of an ordinary lead pencil,

however, may be left about 8 inches long, while

those of half this size may ba pruned to two
good eyes, and so on in proportion. Usually

with ground plants of this description there is a

sufficiency of large wood, so that the inferior

may be discarded altogether and removed quite

close to the stem. This is advisable for several

reasons, more particularly because the larger

growths will get a decided advantage of light

and air, to the detriment of the smaller shoots.

Moreover, the larger shoots will, as a rule, pro-

duce two and sometimes three breaks from a

shoot, and a plant with three original shoots

will therefore possess a good foundation for a

well-balanced plant in the future. So far as is

possible or at least practicable in the original

pruning, the shoots may be kept to one level ;

this will be rendered easier where only the
strongest shoots are retained, and though not
many growers care to remove moderately good
wood, it is certainly a decided gain so far as

the quality of the flowers is concerned. An
original plant of three shoots producing
two breaks each would, if allowed, carry two
flowers to a shoot, and as such be regarded as

within the bounds of pi'ofitable work. The
same plant with all the shoots retained may have
carried at least eighteen blfioms, which for a

recently established plant would be too much,
and inferiority all round tlie inevitaljle result.

Trusses of four to eight bhjoms are frequent,
and I have known as many as sixteen on a
single shoot, and though these have been
reduced one half, both size and colour are

wanting in the end. Indeed, it should be
obvious to all that moderation is a good law
with plants that at best are only emerging, as it

were, from the "maiden" stage, and as years

roll on it will be seen that age, while producing
small wiry growth, will still provide Roses of

the higliest quidity in form and colour. The
pruning complete, the daily routine will be
simple enough, yet it is most essential that no
heat shall be given beyond what is needed to

keep the plants at about 40° to 45°— in short,

throughout the first season a very low, steady

tempei'ature must prevail, to be accompanied
by abundance of top air on all possible occa-

sions. Daring the present winter, even with
air day and night in many instances, it has still

been impossible to keep the temperature suffi-

ciently steady for these freshly-potted Roses, a

most desirable item if we would ensure gi'owth

of the right stamp. Cire will also be needed in

the matter of

Watering,

more especially in the early stages of growth
and up to the appearing of the bud. At this

time new roots are more active, and likewise

more plentiful, and while the plants must on no
account be permitted to become saturated on
the one hand, a state of habitual dryness on the

other is equally disastrous. A very serious

fault with many is that of giving "little drops
"

of water, thereby siturating the soil half-way

down, w-hile the bottom of the ball where most
roots congregate does not get half enough. A
plant never requires a "little drop;" it either

re([uires thoroughly watering, or it requires none
at all. And nothing more cpiickly brings soil

into a sour state than this continued wetting

without occasion. Two ye.ars ago I entrusted a

man to take charge of an early house of Roses,

giving him instructions how to act. In less

than three weeks the whole of the plants were

so saturated, that I was compelled to make
fresh arrangements. So thoroughly soaked

were tlie plants throughout, that scarcely a

plant required a drop of water for about ten

days. In fact, nothing is more generally

disastrous to the quality of the blooms than

this semi-sodden condition day after day with-

out change, and it must be guarded against

from the first. Too much root moisture, again,

with too high a temperature quickly results in a

quick and soft growth, and is the exact oppo-

site of that required by a Rose of any class

under glass. A dry, yet not harsh, condition is

best, while stagnant air or a close, stuffy coadi-

tion should be avoided. Side air should never

be given. There is no more prolific source of

mildew than this. It is also a mistake to rush

all the air on at one moment, and equally so to

close the house on a like basis. Watering

should all be completed by midday, so that any
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excess of moisture may escape before closing-

time. The most troul)lesomc time to cater

for in ventilating a Rose house is in the event

of a hot, scorching sun iu the end of Marcli or

early Ajnil, accompanied by a biting wind. At
such a time, and with the flowers expanding, it

is dirticult to know what to do for the best, as

the buds fly open prematurely, or rather the

outer petals do so, while the heart of the bloom
is not ready. Hot, scorching sun is not at all

desirable, and if likely to continue, a thin shade
.should be given. At such a time much may be
done bj' judicious stoking, and generally with

tlie developing of buds and blossoms very close

attention is needed to details in general. Finally,

the blossoms should be cut (|uite early in the

morning with as much stem as is possible and
[)laced in a cool and dark place, to be presently

.sortel into their various (|ualities, and then
bunched for the market. Sorting is most im-

jiortant. f'nl}' the very cream should be re-

tained as firsts, and so on into three sets,

afterwards bunching into half dozens and placing

in water for a few hours previous to packing.

Varieties.

The following are some of the best and most
popular kinds for the su])[)ly of cut bloom :

General Jacqueminot, Prince Arthur, Xavier
Olibo, Duke of Edinliurgh, Fisher Holme.s,

Mrs. .1. Laing, and La France. (_>f all these
the first is the best, and, well grown, is faultless

in colour, form, freedom, and fragrance. Duke
of Edinburgh is lovely in the extreme, but it is

not so free, and must not be hard forced. Mrs.
J. Laing and La France both recpiire a long

season of growth and plenty of time to open,
the latter especially so by reason of the fulness

of the blooms and the formation of tlie buds
jirior to expanding. Both kinds are best dis-

l)udded to a single bloom, and with a long sea-

son to open will develop finely-proportioned
flowers. Formerly, Baroness Rothschild was
grown, but at the present time there can hardly
be .said to be an3' demand for this distinct and
beautiful, though unfortunately scentless, kind.

Average Pkkts.

It is, however, by no means easy here to

strike averages, though it should be stated at

imcc that the colour of the blooms to which
reference has already been made is a most im-
jjortant factor in the matter of prices. AVithin

the past decade as much as 18s. per dozen
blooms has been realised for those earliest on
the market. The earliest blooms are upon the
market by January 2i) or thereabouts each year,

the variety (jreneral Jacqueminot taking the
lead. Thc^e if good reali.'-e about lis. per dozen
blooms during the first few days : exceptional
prices extending to I2s. per dozen are at times
jjaid for these when very early and of special

quality. In the matter of averages, however,
no two days are alike, but, taking week by week
from January to the beginning of Lent, the
prices range from Is. to 4s. per dozen blooms.
The exceptions to these prices are in the case
of flowers with very long stems now greatly in

demand, finely - formed and well - coloured
flowers of General Jacqueminot on stems a
foot long being eagerly sought after. This
useful Rose, however, produces many trusses
of bloom so that the best buds are ob-
tainable only on very short stalks. From
the opening of Lent L's. per dozen blooms
represents the average wholesale price of
these red Roses—that is to say, the tirsts, or
prime, may fetch double, while the seconds and
thirds bring considerably less. Other favourite
Roses now are Mrs. John Laing and La France,
both kinds being grown on the long-stem
.'-ystem with one bloom. In this way a length

of 18 or '20 inches of good stem is obtainable,

I

especially with the former, when the good
blooms are accompanied by splendid foliage

,
right up to the buds. These specimen blooms
bring increased prices, (!d. to Is. each
being realised, according to the season.

I

Singularly enough, while these kinds may be
grown with a margin of profit, the well-known
Baroness Rothschild has lost favour, reallj'

excellent blooms selling at Is. (id. to 2s. per
dozen, which means a loss all round. At the
present time this Rose is not worth growing
under glass, and, indeed, of the hundreds of

kinds in commerce, not more than half a

dozen can honestly he said to meet the rei|uire-

ments of the uiarket man.

A Grower for Market.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS WORTH GROWING.

It has occurred to me that a li.st of sorts, new
and old, with a brief note on the u.ses of each,

whether for exhibition, cutting, late or early,

the peculiar manner of gi-owth, and such
items chr.ractei'istic of individual varieties,

might be of some service to readers of The
Garpex interested in the flower. The same
would serve a double purpose. Some of the
finest varieties at exhibitions are di.sappointing

to what may be termed the ordinary cultivator,

they being either too tall in habit or weak in

con-stitution ; whilst others, which will not
develop liuge blossoms, produce a wealth of

prettily formed flowers, with the addition of

dwarf, sturdy growth. These latter may be
finite lost because of the rage for prominent
kinds at the shows. My notes are written
from a southern and .somewhat early locality ;

therefore growers iu late districts should be a

week or ten days earlier than the dates named
for topping plants of certain \arieties. Prob-
ably in the north, in the case of a considerable
number of kinds where it is rpconunended that

the plants be topped in April for intermediate
or second crown buds, the better plan would
be late propagation, say early February. I

have not practised in late localities, but growers
of the Chrysanthemum in the Liverpool neigh-
bourhood, for example, have told me there is

not the same ditticidty in obtaining the proper
flower-bud to perfect a fine bloom as we have
in the south. Again, I shall assume that the
plan of growing large blooms is known ; that a

plant is trained from its infancy \\ith one stem
(except as modified by topping), and that this

stem produces side stems naturally through a

bud forming called the "break," also that the
subsequent flower-buds, which appear at dif-

ferent periods up to early autumn, are crown
buds, the latest buds of all being known as

terminals.

.l.\r.\XESE.

A. H. FewivEs. —This is not large enough for

exhibition, but a first-rate kind for any other ])ur-

pose on account of its excellent dwarf habit of

growth. The blooms, yellow, of a deep and rich

shade, are slightly incurving in form, very full

and of good substance, therefore 1 isting a consider-
able time when cut.

A. H. Wood finds admirers, and develops very
large blooms with long narrow florets of a light

yellow shade. It appears somewhat thin, and is

not likely to last in favour more than a season or
two. Earl}' buds of this must be obtained, that
is, crown buds, as the blooms take a long time to

open. It lasts in a fresh state a long time.
Amiral Avellan'.—This is of a striking shade

of yellow, although there is a want of grace in its

formation. It is large, but flat. The growth is

dwarf. In its early stages the plant is not easy
to grow, the roots being especially tender, a fact
that should be noted when potting. Ample
drainage should therefore be provided and the
soil made open by adding charcoal or brick rubble.
Early buds must be retained. The variety is not
a desirable one other than for show.
ArsTRALiE is a fine exhibition sort, of massive,

5'et graceful build, and not of bad colour. The
surface of the florets mostly seen is a silvery rose
shade; these are long, broad, and thick. The
habit of growth is rather tall. The best blooms
are produced when the plant is not cut back and
obtained from a crown l>ud in August.
Bon.E d'Or (the new variety) is worth growing

because of its short, sturdy growth. The incurv-
ing blooms are not over large and of a nice shade
of buff'-yellow. By selecting difl'erent buds it

m.ay be had in bloom both early and late in the
season.

Calv.w's AiSTRAi.rAN Gold.—A lovely light

yellow bloom when seen at its best, and the habit
of gi'owth is all that one could desire. It produces
large, extra deep flowers, with a great number of

narrow intertwining florets. To obtain such, one
must get what may be called an intermediate bud.
An early one gives a rough bloom, late ones thin

flowers. Strike the cuttings early, top the plant
at the end of March, then run up three stems, and
retain the second flower buds that appeir.

Charles Davis is well known as one of the best.

Of late years, however, it has formed a habit of

developing premature flower-buds, and conse-

quently there is some diliiculty in getting a free

growth into the plant. I would defer striking

the cuttings of this sort till Februar}- or early
March. It grows very fast when the above-named
habit is absent. Do not retain flower-buds which
form before mid-August, otherwise the shape
and colour of the blooms will not be perfect.

This is a first rate sort for providing a quantity
of cut flowers as well as a grand exhibition kind.

Clinton Chalfont bears rather small blooms,
but is so good in habit of giowth and so free

flowering that it is an excellent variety for

cutting in quantity. The colour is rich, deep
yellow, and the form of petals recurving.

Col. W. B. Smith is not yet beaten in its

particular form and colour. Terracotta shade of

lironze describes the latter. The former is most
distinct and handsome. The florets are long anfl

have a tendency to point upwards. It is rarely

seen in good condition now-a-days. Cuttings
should be struck late and crow-n buds retained.

To bring its peculiar colour out, the sun should
not reach the blooms after the flower buds begin
to burst.

Dorothy Seward has fine blooms, but is an
uncertain sort. It has a good sturdy habit of

growth and must be topped in March, so that the
Bower-buds may be obtained in August. If not
so topped, the buds appear too late in the season
to give large flowers ; colour terra-cotta, with
crimson shade. This is useful for late work when
grown for that purpose.
Edith T.'iBOR, clear yellow, is a handsome and

highly finished flower for exhibition. The florets

are long, wide and thick, the points having a
graceful curl, which gives to the Ijloom a distinct

character. The habit of growth is a trifle un-

gainl}-, the leaves being loose and far apart. The
finest blooms are obtained from crown buds, a
good time for striking the cuttings being the end
of .January.
Edwin "Molyxeux.—An old variety as Japanese

Chrysanthemums go, but still the most striking

flower of any when in good form ; colour crimson
and old gold. It has extra large flowers, com-
posed of long, flat, thick florets and a strong habit

of growth. Of late years in many instances the

constitution of the plant has been impaired by the

leaves becoming small and curling. A change of

stock is advised in such cases. In the early stages

of the young plant little water is needed ; the sort

often turns yellow in the leaf if overdone. But
later it grows very strong and will bear a large

amount of water and stimulants at the roots.
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Strike the cuttings early, and should the stems
not produce a break bud by mid-April, pinch out
the tips. Then take up tluee shoots and secure
the buds from the second growth, termed second
crowns. Early buds will open, but the blooms
from such will be wanting in colour. It is not a

desirable kind except for show blooms.
Ella Cuktis.—This comparatively new variety

reminds us of the old Boule d'Or which ten years
ago was grown so well. It has very long, broad,
and thick petals of a bronze-yellow colour. The
j)lant is sturdy and not over tall. I should saj'

late struck cuttings and early crown buds will

give the best results. It is essentially an exhibi-

tion kind.

Elthokne Beauty is a dwarf-growing sort

with blooms of a bright shade of rosy pink.
Emily Silsbury, except for October flowering,

is not particularly \aluable. At that period it is

about the best white variety to grow.
Eva Knowles.—This is one of the strongest-

growing as well as the tallest of Chrysanthemums.
The blooms, however, are so fine when well grown
that it must be included. Its blooms have quite

an apricot tint in their colouring and droop the

petals into a striking form. I would top the
plants in March so as to get an intermediate

crown bud.
Gkapiiic. - Other than a show flower this is not

desirable. Its blooms are of large size and fine

shape, but, like the last-named, it is tall and re-

quires similar treatment. In its best form the
colour is a delicate mauve tint.

G. J. Warren has hardly been long enough in

cultivation to test its undoubted merits. Being a
yellow sport from Mme. Carnot it is likely to

prove equal to that splendid kind in size and re-

markaljle form. I would advise an intermediate
crown bud for show blooms in the case of this

variety by topping the j'oung plant in early

April and training up three shoots, the first flower-

buds being crowns which may not be retained.

Those that appear earliest afterwards are those

we most desire. These should come some time in

August. Bo not overpot this sort nor give it

a rich compost. II. S.

end of April and retain first crown bud. 13 and
14. Natural growth, second crown.

I may add that if any of the plants produce
premature side growths about the dates named
(as Chrysanthemums, especially early-struck ones,
sometimes do), the necessity for topping is there-
by removed. When stopping, merely take away
the points of the shoots or stems. This, the
softest portion, will branch out more quickly than
near the base of the plant.—H. S.

FUNGUS ON CHRYSANTHEMUM LEAVES.
I have sent some Chrysanthemum leaves affected
with a kind of fungus or rust. It has only ap-
peared on some cuttings bought in from a well-
known grower in December last. My own plants
are quite free. Simplicity, Sunstone, Western
King, and Pride of Madford are tlie varieties

attacked. Perhaps you will kindly tell me what
it is and the best means to adopt to stamp it out.

one must act promptly. Sulphide of potassium
at the rate of one ounce dissolved in a gallon of

warm water might be tried, the leaves being
dipped therein. It would be useful to communi-
cate the results of any such experiment to tlie

gardening press, because more is needed to be
known of this new Chrysanthemum complaint
before it becomes widely troublesome.—H. S.

Trees and Shrubs.

CORNus FLORIDA.
The accompanying illustration shows a charac-
teristic branch of a flowering tree that is widely
distributed in the I'nited States, and popularly
known as the Flowering Dogwood. As we see
it here it ranks next in beauty to the Chinese
Lily tree (Magnolia conspicua), with thi.s in its

TIMING CHRYS.^NTHEMUMS.
For some time I have followed the various articles

on Chrysanthemums and their cultivation, and
found them most useful. I should be much in-

debted for any information with regard to stop-

ping and tlie right buds to take of the following

varieties for large blooms to open about the

second week in November : .1. Agate, Mme. G.

Bruant, Mile. Lucie Faure, Mr. W. P. Fowler,

N.C.S. Jubilee, Oceana, Ma Perfection, Lord
Mayor, Duke of York, Golden Gate, Mile. T.

j

P„ey, Mrs. W. P. Lees, Emilie Nonin, and Mme.
Ferlet.

*,,* It may be necessary to point out that in

using the terms "crown" or "second crown,''

the first or natural break bud is ignored. When
a young plant is topped, the latter is also re-

moved -or, at least, in embryo — the topping
being done to make a plant produce side growths
at an earlier date than would result from growth
not so operated ujjon. The flower-buds which
come then after either the natural break or top-

ping are called "crowns.'' If we do not retain

these, another period of growth is assisted by
removing them, and the buds which appear in

due time on the points of such later growths are
"second crowns. " No. 1 on the list may be
topped in early April, and second crown buds re-

tained. '2. Do not top, but secure second crowns.
3, 4, Ti, G. Natural growth, second crowns. 7, 8.

Top late March second crown, or root the cut-
tings in February and secure first crown buds.
0. Natural growth, second (rown. 10. This
may be topped in March for second crown buds,
but it is rarely one can get the blooms to open so

early as the second week in November. It is

really a December varittj-. If early flower-buds
be retained, thej' will not open satisfactorily.

11. Strike the cuttings in February or March
and secure first crown buds. 12. Top the plant

Cornus florida. From a phvtograph sent hy Mr. A. Herrington, Madison, New Jersey.

The roots appear to be quite healthy and work-
ing in the soil.—T., Tuilei/.

*," The leaves sent are intested with the
fungus which is becoming known as the Chry-
santhemum leaf rust, and is giving some trouble
in many collections. It is believed to have origi- !

nated, at least in this country, on the leaves of I

the ^'ariety Niveum. Last autumn when the
plants were large it was noticed on the foliage

|

of other sorts as well, but it did not appear to

aftect the blooms to any great extent, because in

one striking case of fungus the collection pro-

duced flowers that won prizes at important exhi-

bitions. Be that as it may, it behoves all con-

cerned to try and stamp out a danger only in its

infancy yet, and the best way appears to be to

destroy every leaf witih a touch of the rust whilst
the plants are young. It has not been noticed
on the very 3'oung points of the shoots, only the
older leaves, and as the roots are not prevented
from vyorking, the loss of the leaves would
not materially attect the well-being of the pUnt.
Diseased plants, again, i-hould be isolated, and

favour, that being a native it is not (juite so

precocious, therefore less liable to be marred
by spring frosts. Last year the Magnolias had
been open about two days when a sudden drop

in temperature occurred ; the day broke with

bright sunshine, and before noon the flowers

were like a bed of Coleus after an early Sep-

tember frost. Cornus florida, however, v as

unhurt, and every spring it is among the

finest features, lasting from a montli to six

weeks in beauty. Though common about us in

the woods, it has been used Urgely in gar-

den planting, and rightly so, for one might
scour the world and find nothing to surpass

this as a flowering tree in tliese latitudes. 1 In a

wild state it is found abundantly in thin,' open

wood.s, being low of stature, but with branches

wide-spread, flat, and tabular, disposed tier

above tier, as it were, bearing thousands of

blossoms as pure and spotless as those of the

Water Lilies. It has the merit of being frep
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blooming, whether siiiall or large. The illus-

tration show.s two branches cut from a tree

only about 8 feet in height, growing with many
more on a .southern .slojie with no overhead
shade. In the wood.s you may often see trees

l(i feet to 20 feet in height with a diameter of

one-third moi-e, and just as profusely bloomed
as the branches here portrayed. < )ne can-

not but become enthusiastic over the beauty
of such a flowering Jtree that will grow
and bloom alike in sun and shade, and
under a variety of aspects spread its feast of

flowers over a ])rolonged period. Individually
the flowers devehip slowly, last long, and fade

gradually. To speak correctly, these so-called

flowers are not flowers at all, the true blooms
being inconspicuous, (piite small, and disposed
in a close cluster. They are seen forming the

dark centres of the so-called flowers in the

picture, and to those unfamiliar with the tree

they might be taken for the stamens, with
showy petals spread around them. The attrac-

tiveness, however, consi.sts in four large petal-

like calyces, which in embryo enfold and pro-

tect the true flowers. These unfold gradually,

are at first quite small, of a dingy brownish
green, but as they expand and grow in size

develop colour till they form a pure white
saucer around the true flowers, sometimes
4 inches across. As will be seen, they come in

advance of the leaves, l)ut they are so persis-

tent that they remain (piite fresh till the leaves
are well developed, ultimately fading oB" to a
green hue. The flowers are succeeded by oval

berries, which in autumn become a brilliant

coral-red, and the effect of the berries, together
with the pretty autumn tints the leaves take
.>n, makes the autumn aspect of the tree hardly
less beautiful than that of spring.

There are two or three varieties of the Dog-
wood, one of a decided weeping habit, and
another whose flowers are rose-tinted, becoming
quite red with age, but the colour varies in

diflerent seasons, although last year it was par-
ticularly fine, the eft'ect of a group planted two
years previously being quite vivid when seen
from a distance. There ought to be some gar-
dens in England where this tree would sliow-

somewhat of its beauty if planted where growth
would not be rank, with ample exposure to
ripen it. A. Hekrinotox.
Miidhvu, X.J.

(juestion. We have been advised to plant Prunus
Pissardi instead of the Maples, but it does not
commend itself to us as comparable in style and
haliit with A. Schwedleri.—E. M., ly/iiibKrr/li.

XOTES AXD (jL'h'ST/OXS.

Acer Schwedleri losing colour ily hus-
band and I greatly admired some J'oung trees of
this (ten years old) growing in the nursery
grounds of Messrs. Dicksons, near here, in 1S!)5.

We saw them in June and in September, and the
colour was a splendid red. Desiring to plant a
line of permanent red-foliaged trees along a par-
ticular verge of the park at our home in Dum-
friesshire, we went with the intention of ordering
Acer Schwedleri last October. To our disap-
l)ointment we found the self-same trees no longer
red in colour, but a dull green, not very distinct
from the ordinary Maple. We were informed
that the rapid deterioration in colour had only
begun to take place within the last two years,
and were given to understand that various
growers had corroborated this fact regarding A.
Schwedleri from their own experience, the dete-
rioration always commencing about the same ao-e.

The fact, if it is so, seems a remarkable one, and
1 should be very grateful for an opinion on the
subject. We are much disappointed at having to
give up our plan of planting permanently red-
foliaged (though, of course, deciduous) Maples of
forest-tree size. I suppose among the Japanese
varieties we should find several of the desired
permanency of colour, but their size, &c. , would
not, I fancy, be at all suitable for the position in

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 8.

Thk meeting of Tuesday last was a most remark-
able one, the hall being filled from end to end
with exhibits. The arrangement was excellent in

every respect, being well balanced, the stages
filled as full as they should be, but not over-
crowded, lb would not have elicited any great
surprise if the exhibits had been somewhat scanty,
considering the cold weather. The bright sunny
days of the past fortnight have no doubt had an
extremel}' beneficial influence upon vegetation
under glass, if not outside. The attendance, too,
was most encouraging. The various exhibitors,

as represented both by the trade and private
growers, are deser\ ing of every commendation in

the spirited eftbrts they put forth to further the
interests of the society at these (now) fortnightly
meetings. The meetings are evidently looked for-

ward to with the utmost enthusiasm, and thereby
the number of Fellows continues to increase. The
oft-repeated statement, that in order to obtain
good exhibitions valuable cash prizes must be
offered, does not, we arc pleased to say, hold good
in the slightest degree at these meetings, for fre-

(juently when cash prizes are offered the competi-
tion for them is not at all keen.

On this occasion the exhibits brought before
the floral committee were the most numerous and
and extensive. These embraced almost every-
thing now in season. Of Cyclamens there were
four large groups, all indicating high - class

culture. These made a brave show, being
judiciously disposed in various parts of the hall.

Of greenhouse plants there was an abundance
also, notably of Boronia megastigma and Tetra-
theca erica'folia from Hassocks, and of Acacias,
Epacrises, and Heaths from Highgate. From
Chelsea came one of the most instructive groups
in the whole show, viz., one of forced flowers, in

which Waterer's double-blossomed Cherry stood
out most conspicuous. From Edmonton came
admirable examples of Clematis, most attracti\e,

and suggestive of what may be done with this

family of plants. Roses from Canterbury again
formed an interesting feature. Mixed groups,
too, added to the general effect, but these, on the
whole, do not elicit so much admiration as those
which are individualised. Of Azalea mollis there
was a splendid display from Highgate, whilst
from (_'helsea and Westonbirt came some choice
seedlings of Amaryllis. From Tottenham was
sent a large exhibit of Daffodils, Musk Hyacinths,
Squills, and quite a feature in the Windflower
(Anemone Pulsatilla). Narcissus cyclamineus
from Thames Ditton was very fine. A highly
attractive exhibit was again made of choice deco-
rative Ferns, small plants chiefly, dwarf and
sturdy, being in their respective kinds especially

well coloured.

Of Orchids, the three best groups came re-

spectively from Chelsea, Bradford, and Godal-
ming, each eompiising choice things, notably
in Dendrobes and Phaius, all being very
freely flowered. Special note should also be
made of Phahtnopsis .John Seden, a charming
spotted variety of hybrid origin ; of Odonto-
glossum orispum (Baroness Schro'der's var. ),

richly coloured ; likewise of the grand forms of

the hybrid Calanthes, with their robust spikes
clothed with flowers. For the season, the ex-
hibits before the fruit and vegetable committee
were good and varied. From Syon (iardenscame
first-class Asparagus and the fine new forms of

the Jerusalem Artichoke, which must eventually
drive the old kind quite out of private gardens.
Kales in several colours came from Clielsea, well

curled and compact. A few exhibits of late

Apples were to be seen, but Pears are now past
their best.

Orchid Committee.
First-class certificates were awarded to the

following:

—

PuAius NoRMANi.—A hybrid, the result of
crossing P. Sanderianus and P. tuberculosus.
The sepals and petals are creamy yellow, suffused
with purple : the broad lip deep purple in front,
becoming suffused with brown towards the centre
and through the side lobes. There are also
numerous bright yellow lines through the base and
side lobes. The plant carried a spike of fifteen

flowers and buds. From Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Bradford.

PiiAU's NoRMANi KosKCs.—Similar to the last-

named, but having a distinct rose colour suffusing
the whole flower. It originated from the same
pod as the typical form and promises to jjrove
distinct. From Messrs. Charlesworth.
Odostociaissum Wilckeanum Pitt.e.—This is

perhaps the finest form of this lovely hybrid yet
seen, the sepals and petals of fine form and sub-
stance. The sepals have large blotches of brown,
barred and margined with bright yellow, the
petals rich yellow, with numerous large spots of

deep brown. The broad yellow li() has a large
brown blotch across the centre. The plant
carried a raceme of seventeen flowers. From Mr.
H. T. Pitt, Rosslyn, Stamford Hill.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow
ing:—
Dendrobum Ainswortui (Woodhabch variety).

— -A lovely form, with nearly white sepals and
petals, the broad lip creamy white in front of the
large purple disc. From Mr. T. B. Haywood,
Heigate.

CattleYA Miranda (C. Triana' x C. guttata
Prinzi).— In this the sepals are pale rose ; the
broad petals rose-splashed, and spotted with ricli

purple ; the li() rich crimson-purple in front, which
extends through the base ; the side lobes rose,

shading to white, with some yellow at the base.
PuAns NoRMAXi aureus.—This was from the

same pod of seed as produced the two former
varieties, the chief distinction being in its having
yellow sepals and petals, and deep yellow on the
lip. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.
Dendrobium Astrea (D. luteolum x D. crassi-

node).—The sepals and petals are creamy yellow,
with a broad blotch of rose-purple at the apex ;

the lip has a broad tip of rose-purple, margined
with white, which is the colour of the broad band
in front of the 3'ellow disc, which latter is streaked
and lined with rich purple at the base. From
Mr. N. Cookson, Wylam-on-Tyne.

L.^slio-Catti.eva wARNHAMEXsis.—In this the
se[)als are pale yellow, the two lower streaked
with purple ; the petals yellow, suffused with
purple, which is the colour of the lip. From Jlr.

C. J. Lucas, Warnham Court.
OuOXTOCLOSSUM NEEUI.OSUM PARDINUM SPLEN-

nENs.—This is a large form of this well-known
Odontoglossum, the spotting being far superior
to that of the type. A well-grown plant with two
racemes of flower came from iSIessrs. Hugh Low
and Co., Clapton.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons sent a large and
interesting group, consisting principally of hybrids
of various species of Orchids. In the centre was
a fine batch of Dendrobiums, consisting of finely-

flowered plants of 1). splendidissinmm grandi-
florum, D. Editha-, in the way of 1). splendidissi-

mum ; D. Euryalus ( D. Ainsworthi x I), nobile), D.
Wigani:e (D. nobile X D. signatum), the sepals
and petals pale primrose, slightly tinted with
rose, lip creamy white, with maroon disc ; and D.

Cybele nobilius(D. nobile x D. Findleyanum). In

D. Stratius (D. Dalhousianum x D. japonicum)
the sepals are pale rose, becoming darker at the
apex, the flat lip rose in front, shading to white
in front of the red-purple disc. D. Wardiano-
japonicum amongst the species was finely flowered.

The most prominent feature of this group was
Phala?nopsis .John Seden, the result of crossing P.

Luddemanniana and P. amabilis. The flower is

about .3 inches in diameter, the sepals white.
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tinted with rose at the base, shading to cream
towards the apex, thickly covered with reddish
brown spots on the upper portion, rose at tlie

base. The petals are almost wholly suffused with
rose, becoming cream at the margin and spotted
similar to the petals. The lip is rose in front,

becoming suffused with brownish yellow towards
the centre, the side lobes rose, suffused with purple
at the base. Amongst the Epidendrums was a
batch of E. elegantulum, E. Endreso-Wallisi and
E. O'Brienianum. Some finely flowered plants of

Epiphronitis Veitchi were also shown. Cym-
bidium eburneo-TjOwianum was shown with three
spikes of flowers. A silver Banksian medal was
awarded. Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Brad-
ford, in addition to the forms of Phaius Normani
referred to, sent several finely-flowered plants of

Odontoglossum crispum. Fine formsof 0. Ruckeri-
anum, C. Wilckeanum and other interesting species

were also included. A bronze Banksian medal
was awarded. Messrs. H. Low and C ). sent a

small group consisting of fine Odontoglossum cris-

pum, Dendrobium Brymerianum, and Cattleyas
in variety. Mr. C. L. Ingram sent three dozen
finely grown and beautifully flowered Dendrobium
splendidissimumgrandiflorum (cultural commenda-
tion). Baron Schra/der sent Odontoglossum cris-

pum Baroness Schni'der. This is the mo^t re-

markable form we have seen, the sepals and
petals being almost wholly covered with rich

brown, margined and barred with white. A col-

lection of cut Orchids, consisting of Calanthe
Baron Schru'der in three forms, Odontoglossum
Coradinei, 0. Ruckerianum, O. luteo-purpureum
Amesianum, a remarkably distinct and pretty
form with pale yellow flowers, and a spike of

0. Pescatorei with a dark blotch at the base
of the lip was also included (cultural commenda-
tion). Mr. W. C. Walker, Winchmore Hill,

sent a cut spike of Acineta Humboldti, and Mr.
R. J. Measures showed Pleurothallis pimctulata,
a distinct species. Sir T. Lawrence sent Dendro-
bium Euterpe (nobile x Wardianum) and D.
Clio, a lovely form with pale rose sejials and
petals. The broad lip has a distinct blotch of

yellow and brown in the centre. It is a cross be-
tween D. splendidissimum grandiflorum and D.
Wardianum.

Floral Committee.

The following plants received awards of

merit :
—

Am.^kvllis Princess Osr.v.— Flowers of the
largest size, and of a rich shade of vermilion with
a broad central white band. Capt. Holford,
Westonbirt.

Am.miyi.t.is N.\v.\r,.\. — This is a self coloured
flower of a decidedly novel and remarkable shade
of orange-salmon, good in form, and of large size.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.
Ay.AhEA (iRANiiiKi.oRA Ar,p,.i.—The flowers of

this are of the purest white and nearly 1 1 inches
across ; the form also excellent. The habit of

the plant as shown is not of the best. From the
St. (ieorge's Nursery Co., Hanwell.

Messrs. J. Hill and Son, Lower Edmonton,
again brouglit a large and highly interesting
group of Ferns, set up in the most effective

manner. The collection was certainly a most
comprehensive one, and included such useful
things as Adiantum scutum, A. gracillimum, A.
rhodophyllum. A. decorum, &c. , the warm tints
in the young fronds being distinctly pleasing.
Several kinds of Cheilanthes were very beautiful,

as also the more hardy and vigorous Aspleniums,
perhaps among the most useful for decoration.
A. Hilli is a very fine, densely-.set frond, slightly
recurving, and building up a splendid plant. A
noble piece of Alsophila excelsa had a fine head of

fronds spreadmg over all. A silver-gilt Flora
medal was awarded. Messrs. Veitch and Sons,
Chelsea, brought a fine batch of deciduous flower-
ing shrubs, notably Cerasus pseudo cerasus, in

splendid bloom, the plants 3 feet or 4 feet high in

many instances, the group being flanked right
and left by Prunus sinensis fl.-pl,, Staphylea
colchica, Spir^a confusa (a neat and pretty white
species), Corylopsis spicata, and sprays of Stachy-

urus pra-cox, with pale 3-ellow cupped blossoms
very freely produced. The same firm brought a
nice group of their well-known Hippeastrums, of

which Leonie (scarlet and white), Dryades (dark
crimson), and Miranda (maroon) were particu-
larly good. The whole group was arranged in a
setting of Maiden-hair Fern (silver Banksian
medal). Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate,
had a splendidly-flowered bank of Azalea mollis
in named kinds and seedlings. Particularly note-
worthy among the named sorts were Comte de Cer-
minj', a fine rose-salmon, and W. E. Cumble-
ton, a pleasing shade of yellow (silver Banksian).
Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, brought a
pleasing assortment of Irises that included the
lovely yellow I. orchioides, I. alata, I. persica, a
beautiful miniature of exceptional colouring, 1.

sindjarensis, I. reticulata, &c. ; also pots of

Muscari conicum, a lovely fragrant bulbous
S[)ring flower well deserving of pot culture for

early work. Messrs. Cutbush and Sons, High-
gate, had a large and interesting group of green-
house plants that included Eriostemon inter-

medius. Erica persoluta alba. Acacia Drummondi,
A. cordata, a rarely seen species, with nearly
columnar-shaped growths studded with sulphur-
yellow blossoms, very free and distinct, Epacris
Mont Blanc, Boronias, &c. Not the least pleasing
feature here was a large batch of the Otaheite
Orange, the small plants crowded with nice-sized

fruits. A central feature of this group was about
a dozen jilants of Richardia EUiottiana in flower
(silver Banksian medal). A group in some
respects similar in character as well as contents
came from Messrs. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill.

The chief feature here was a central group of

Clivia miniata, finely flowered, this being sur-

rounded by Caladiums, Begonias, Dracirna San-
derlana, 1). (ioldieana, and others, Richardia
EUiottiana, Crotons in several kinds, while plants
of smaller proportions included Sarracenia. The
groupalsoincludedStreptocarpusraultiflorus vars.

and a few Orchids (bronze Flora medal). Messrs.
Balchin and Sons, Hassocks, Sussex, had a

splendid lot of Boronia megastigma, the plants
apparently only of two seasons' growth. These,
owing to their health}- appearance and the perfume
of the flowers, attracted much attention. A finely-

flowered batch of Tetrathecas was also staged.

Mr. George Mount, Canterbur}', brought three
boxes of cut Roses in fine form, one of these
being devoted to Cvtherine Mermet, the re-

mainder consisting of the best Teas and H. P. 's,

&c. Some very hand.some blooms of Mrs. John
Laing, La France, and Captain Hayward were
shown on long stems (silver Flora medal).
A distinctly welcome and exceptional group of

(-'lematises in flower came from Mr. H. B. Maj',

of Edmonton, creating (|uite a new feature in

these early exhibitions. Not the le.ist important
point of this exhibit was that it at once demon-
strated the value of these lovely climbers for the

conservatory and greenhouse at this time. The
plants throughout were set in groups of one
shade, thus giving a good result. Among the

most prominent were Lady Londesborough, pleas-

ing lavender ; Fair Rosamond, white ; Sir Garnet
Wolseley, purplish shade, with dark bar ; Miss
B.iteman, white, and Mrs. Quilter, of the same
colour. The whole of the plants were in 5-inch

pots. The effect was very light and elegant, and
i-endered all the more pleasing by the setting of

Ferns from which the plants sprung (a silver

Banksian medal was awarded). Messrs. Wm.
Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, brought a fine lot

of Camellias, many being handsome bushes .5 feet

or (i feet high. Very charming is the blush or

flesh-tinted Beauty of Waltham, while by its side

the old Mathottiana is gorgeous in the extreme.
Very fine, too, is Marchioness of Exeter, a light

scarlet shade, while the pure whites were repre-

sented by Princess Charlotte, as well as the okl

members of this colour. Boxes of cut flowers

formed the margin to this fine lot of plants, to

which a silver-gilt Flora medal was awarded.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, had a large dis-

play of hardy plants, comprisingman}' Narcissi that
had been gently forced. Chief among these we

noted Golden Spur, Henry Irving, Horsfieldi,

PrincepSjIncomparabilissulphureuspl. ,Burbidgei,

ornatus, &c. The newer bicolor Victoria was
also shown, likewise Sir Watkin and Emperor.
Among various things in this group we noted the
new Adonis amurensis, Anemone Pulsatilla and
the singular Ophrys aranifera. A small group of

hardy plants came also from Mr. P. Purnell,

Streatham. This included many things of interest,

such as Cyclamen, Saxifrages in several kinds,

notably S. Burseriana, S. cochlearis minor, S.

oppositifolia, &c. ; Soldanella Clusii with a pair

of its dainty blossoms : Primula floribunda, P.

denticulata alba. Iris persica, and many pots of

Narcissi in variety (silver Banksian medal).
From Messrs. Barr and Sons came Chionodoxas,
Crocujes, Narcissus minimus (very beautilul),

Bellevalla hisjiida colorata (a pale blue kind),

Lenten Roses, Bulbocodium vernum and such like.

Cyclamens in pots were in strong force at this

meeting, no fewer than four leading growers
showing splendid groups, mostly of exceptional
merit. The great variety of colour and the
sterling quality of the strains were matters of

general admiration. In point of excellence those
from Mr. G. Bowles, Hanwell, were accorded the

first place, and received a bronze Flora medal.
The lot from Mr. J. May, Gordon Nursery, St.

Margaret's, however, ran these exceedingly close,

many of the plants in this group being crowded
with blossoms of the very finest strain. Some of

the pure whites here were marvels of purity and
freedom, while those of dusky crimson and ruby
were e.xcellent. These well deserved the silver

Flora medal awarded them. Another strong

group came from the St. George's Nursery Com-
pany, Hanwell, and made a really fine display.

Each group contained from KJU to 150 plants,

though, in our opinion, the merits of each could

have been more correctly determined had they all

been staged on one table and not separated.

From L. P. de Langhe-Vervaene, 150, Rue de
Constantinople, Brussels, came a score of plants

of the crested or feathered strain, all well flowered

and of considerable interest. Messrs. Peed and
Sons, Roupell Park, had a mixed group of

Primulas, Azaleas, Olivias, Lilacs, Acacias, Palms,
and other decorative subjects.

From Westonbirt, Captain Ho'ford (gardener,

Mr. A. Chapman) sent splendid examples of

Amaryllis Princess Xena, crimson ; Strom-

boll, a blackish crimson ; Rucy, a fine rich

maroon ; and Princess Helene, a scarlet, netted

freely with white, and white bands in the lower

petals, were exceptionally good. J. C. Va,n

Tubergen, jun., sent cut flowers of Lachenalia

pendula Aureliana, a much improved form of the

type; also G.Uanthus Fosteri. Sir Trevor Law-
rence (gardener, Mr. Bain) exhibited two crosses

between an Azalea and a Rhododendron. From
the same source also came Pavonia intermedia

Kermesiana with striking heads of scarlet linear

bracts. Flowering sprays of Bryophyllum caly-

cinum, a very singular stove succulent, came
from Mr. W. Neild, Horticultural College,

Holmes Chapel, Cheshire, the drooping cylindri-

cal blossoms, some 2 inches long or more, being

produced in a terminal forked panicle, externally

striped red and yellowish green ; and from Gatcs-

head-on-Tyne, Mrs. Newall Ferndine (gardener,

Mr. W. Hay) sent a flowering truss of Rhododen-
dron argenteum.

Fruit Committee.

At this season of the year the exhibits before

this committee are never very numerous. There
were good collections Of Apples from Ampthill

and Ta[)low, with grand fruit from Berkhamsted.
The Veitch flavour competition was strong in

Apples, but showed a weakness in Pears at this

season. A first-class certificate was given to—
Croi'MBER EvKKV Day.—This was given an

award of merit at the last meeting. Very nice

fruits were now staged. In appearance it is very

much like Lockie's Perfection, the fruits medium-
sized, deep green, not ribbed, with few spines

and a short neck. From Mr. 0. Thomas, the

Royal Gardens, Frograore.
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iMr. Empson, Ampthill House Gardens, staged
a collection of Apples in nice condition for the
season. A fine dish was a seedling from Beauty
of Kent, a very solid fruit, but ot poor flavour.

This was also shown in a cooked state. There
were good dishes of Alfriston, Lord Derby, Beauty
of Kent, Mere de Mi5nage, Annie Elizabeth,

Cox's Pomona, Kentish Fillljasket, and Golden
Noble. The dessert kinds of merit were Reinette
du Canada, D'Arc}' Spice, Claygate Pearmain,
Brownlee's Russet, Clapham Beauty, Adams'
Pearmain, with an excellent dish of Uvedale's
St. Germain Pears (silver Banksian medal). A
smaller collection came from Mr. R. Bullock,
The Gardens, Taplow Hill, mostly dessert
varieties, but of first-rate quality. The Cox's
Orange were equal to November fruits, and not
shrivelled in any way, the same remarks being
applicable to such dishes as Court of Wick,
D'Arcy Spice, Claygate Pearmain, Egremont Rus-
set, Mannington Pearmain, and Blenheim (bronze
Banksian medal). Messrs. Lane and Sons, Berk-
liamsted, received a vote of thanks for a basket
of Apple Lane's Prince Alljert, which was well
deserving of a medal. These were splendid fruits,

perfect in shape and colour and equally good in

(piality. This is certainly one of our best winter
Apples, and not at all b.ul for dessert where a
brisk fla\ our is liked. The same exhibitors staged
St. John's, a seedling from Prince Albert and
King of the Pippins, but it was evidently past its

best. A very tine dish of Apple Bess Pool came
from Colonel Evan Thomas, Frogmore, Ross.
This is an uncertain cropper, but an e.xcellent

variety. Mr. Wall, Tenbury, Worcester, sent
Apple The Ancient Briton, but of no special merit.
A dish of Newton Wonder showed what a valu-
able winter variety this is. Messrs. Veitch,
Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, staged a collec-

tion of variegated Scotch Kales. Mr. G. Wythes,
.Syon House, Brentford, received a cultural award
for Asparagus forced in permanent beds in the
open -excellent produce for the season. The
same exhibitor sent a half-dozen winter Cucum-
bers and three distinct varitties of white Arti-
chokes, one, a very long, smooth root, over
\'2 inches long and free of eyes, being much
admired. Another, named Vilmorin's White, is a
very fine Artichoke, Sutton's White being a
rounder root of great excellence.

The Veitch prizes for flavour showed a great
dearth of Pears, only one lot being staged,
Bergamote d'Esperen taking the second (irize.

These came from Mr. Maher, Yaitendon Court.
Newburj-. There were fifteen dishes of Apples,
and Cox's Orange was again first—from Mr.
Bullock, Taplow Hill. Cox's has had a lion's

I

share of the awards, and others could with advan-
tage ha\ e been noticed. Bess Pool, from Mr.
C. J. Salter, Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate, was
second. There were also excellent dishes of King
of Tompkins Co. and D'Arcy Spice. Reinette du
t'anada was shown by several exhibitors, the
other kinds being Court I'endu Plat, Sturmer
Pippin, Dutch Mignonne, Annie Elizabeth, Reine
tres Tardive (a fine dish), Reinette de Caux, and
Bess Pool.

The Midland Carnation and Picotee So-
ciety.—We have received the seventh annual
report of the Midland Carnation and Picotee
Society, which well shows the very spirited work
which has been done by this society. The rules
are sensible, the papers practical and useful, and
the prizes liberal ; and all who care for the Car-
nation must wi.sh well to the society.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—Seeing your
report of the meeting of the Gardeners' Orphan
Fund in last week's paper, I cannot help thinking
how much we who have its interest at heart have
to be thankful for, especially to our committee
past and present, also to our good .secretary, for
the able way in \\ hich they ha\e used the money
entrusted to them, and for the untiring labour
they have given for the benefit of others. Then,
again, there are those who ha\e helped us with
large sums of money, knowing that they them-
selves can in no way reap benefit for the same.

But how little have we to thaiik those who will be

the first to apply for help in their need—I mean
the gardeners of Great Britain, a body who seem
to forget that in helping this fund they are help-

ing themselves, and the consequence is that cer-

tainly not one-tenth of them subscribe. I wonder
if they have ever thought what the annual income
would be if everyone—gardeners, foremen and
jo^rne3'men—would subscribe one penny a week.
I think if they would sit down and work this out

the result would not only surprise them, but it

would, I believe, nerve them on to the eft'ort, and
with that income secured miny more ch'ldren

would be enjoying help which now has to be
carefully harvested, and the funded property

would be increased each year. — Cil.iRLES Peknv.

Notes of the Week.

Clivia miniata.—A sp'endid sroup uf this in

one of the greenhouses at Kew is evidence of the
sterling merit, beauty, and individuality of this easily
grcvn plant. Tbe lino colour effe:;t, too, when frejly
group''d is a feature in itself.

Iris orehioidee.—This distinct and showy sp?-
oies is now finely in flowe: in a warm position at Kew,
where its blossoms have been quite distinct from all ehe.
(,>aite near are the green and black blossoms of I. tube-
rosa, a very quaint combination at any time.

Begonia dicbotoma is in m my' respects dis-

tinct from other species of the genus. The tall tree-

like habit and free-branching character, as well as tbe
abundance of pure white though very diintyblo33>ms,
render it quite distinct from the majority even of
white-flowered kinds.

Begonia rhizoeaulis.—In this compict species
there is a resemblance to B. hydrocjtylefolia on a
rednc.d scale, the almost stemless leaves press'ng
closely on the soil. Notwithstanding its dwarf stature
it is very free-fliwering. s> much so that the blooms
well-nigh overlap each other. In this way it is very
attractive.

Viburnum Opulus var. sterile is one of
many u^etul deciduous shrubs suited to forcing in

comparatively small plants and pots, an item the con-
venience of which can scarcely be over-estimated where
Urge supplies and considerable var.ety also are
needed. The puff balls are not so rounded in form as
in some, but they are borne with equal freedom.

Solanum Seaforthianum. - For the green-
house tills is :i very pretty species ot climbing habit,
and producing many chist ;rs of the most delicate blue
or palest mauve shade. It is better suited by its neat
hibit for ascending one of the permanent root supports
rather than covering tbe rafters. In such a posi-
tion it would hi seen to advantage. Native of West
Indies.

Datura sangainaa.—A tine old plant of thi?
handsome species m the large greenhouse at Kew lias

recently commenced flowering. Planted out in the
central bed the example in question is of larsre size,

and, as may be exoectod, its flowers come in grtat
profusion. Large blossoms hang down freely on all

sides, and for some weeks to come will ba a feature of
interest.

Nareissua palUdua prffi3ox var. Asturi-
cus.—The forms of the beautiful Pyreaean Uaffjdil
when brought into cultivation are not usually long-
lived, Jet a capital clump of this variety bearing s:).i.e

fifteen flowers and buds is very charming in the rock
garden at Kew, where it has flowered well previously
by the side of a t aft of Vinci. At present it is in
perfect health.

Acacia pubescens.—This is one of the neatest
species of this genus in point of growth and flower-
ing, the leaves ix-eedingly minute and the pretty
globular heads of flowers equally f o. If planted out
in the Camellia house or where a similar temperature
prevails the plants provide a useful lot of mitjiial
for cutting, and far tiis purpose small sprays with
foliage coiuplete are the best.

Citrus Aurantium (Sweet Orange).—A batch
of Email plants in pots of this well-known species
has been flowering at Kew freely during the past few
weeks, the sprays carrying a surprising number of
blossoms for the size of the plants, which scji'ce y
exceed 2 feet in height. It is a very old species,
quite distinct in foliage and m fruit. The flowers in-

side are whitish and outside of a purplish tiuge.

The blue Chilian Crocus (Tecbphyla;a cyano-
crocus).—This lovely Chilian plant has been in full

beauty f r some days past, t'ae ini citable blue of

its w.dil/ expmded flowers even surpassing that of

th^ Gentian in splendour, nnd if only as amenible to

our British climate it would indeed be invaluable. Jlr.

Perry, of the Winchmore Hill Nursery, has, we learn,

bem fortunate in obtaining a large importation of this

in tine condition, many of the bulbs being of flowering

size. If planted deep it is quite hardy in this country
in a dry position.

Erythroniutn Hartwegi, one of the most
satisfactory of the Dog's-tooth Violets, is flower-

ing finely in the open ground in a rather cool and
somewhat sheltered place at Kew. Indeed, a

high wall a couple of yards olT provides ample
shelter from sun and wind at this early date, and
under the uniform conditions guaranteed by the

position the plants thrive and the flowers last a
long time in perfection. This excellent kind also

gives proof of increasing at the root when left

alone a year or two.

Narcissus Golden Spur.—Growing (juite in

the open on a south border at Kew, we were
rather surprised to note this handsome kind, as

also its near relative, Hem-y Irving, flowering

some few days in advance of the Tenby Daffodil,

N. obvallaris. In truth, on March ,"1 the two
first were ajiproaching to full development, while

the latter is several days later. As a rule, the re-

verse is the case. All the kinds appear quite

healthy. The kinds mentioned are greatly in ad-

vance of all else, and the collection is somewhat
extensive.

Gladiolus prsecox.—This remarkable species,

which is now flowering in the No. 7 range at Kew,
is unique, paiticularly in the peculiarity of its

flowers. The perianth tube is narrow and in the

lower portion only about I
.J
inches long, white in

the upper portion ; the corolla ex tends in an arching

manner for some '2 inches, thus giving a singularly

quaint appearance to the flowers. In colour we find

a mixture of green, yellow and scarlet, the latter

extending in a rather broad band on the upper
surface. The species is of vigorous growth and
very free flowering in the case of the stronger

bulbs.

Arissema fimbriatum.—This handsome and
remarkable ,\roid may now be seen in excellent

condition in the No. 7 range at Kew. The
spathes are singularly beautiful both in form and
in the well-marked reticulations, brownish purple

in colour, with slight shading of rose and some-

what heavily lined longitutliiially with white.

The spadix is slender and gracefully arching, the

free end for more than half its length being

covered with slender purple threads, resembling

a miniature Equisetum. Usually a pair of leaves

spring from each plant, these being thrice deeply

divided.

Crocus vernus George Maw.—This very

beautiful variety of the variable Crocus vernus is

at present in full bloom. The flowers are white,

and the tip of each of the outer segments is

marked with a Ijright yellow line. It has not the

size of the named white Dutch Crocuses, but is more
compact and less liable to injury from bad weather.

Size is not always a recommendation to some
flowers, and the intrinsic beauty and neatness of

this variety will commend it to many besides

those who prize it on account of its bearing the

name of the author of the magnificent monograph
of the genus.—S. Aknott, Cnr^cAhorii, hi/ Diim-

frhs, N.Ii.

Scilla bifolia alba.—Desirable as are such

pure and Ijeautiful forms as this, they appear at

times greatly in need of some sort of protection

from heavy, pelting rains and the like—some sort

of thin evergreen carpet from which they could

readily spring and flower before toe blossoms

were sjjoiled by some pelting storm. Small

groups in the rock garden may be easily pro-

tected, and certainly the snowy purity of the

flowers of this pretty spring plant merits such

care. Grown in pots or pans in a cold house all

the purity of its blossoms is retiiined, and for this

purpose it is well suited.

Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa) is atthe
present moment one of the delights of Kew,
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where stretches of it may be seen in many direc-

tions. In the rock garden it is particularly
pleasing on the higher jiortions and on the sloping
sides. In other places it carpets the otherwise
bare places beneath shrubs, and again on the
grass ; and yet again it may be seen at the lower
edge of the slope near Cumberland (Sate,

where quite a host of plants, mostly bulbous-
rooted, are fast coming into flower. Here the
Snowdrops are past, and, for the moment, the
Oocus holds sway, with t|uite a feast of Daffodils

to follow in rapid succession.

A new hybrid Fern.—Specimens of a new
hybrid Fern named Asplenium Hilli were ex-
hibited at the Drill Hall on Tuesday by Messrs.
James Hill and Son, of Lower Edmonton. This
Fern is undoubtedly a cross between Asplenium
bulbiferum and A. Belangeri, and the ciiaracteris-

tics of the two plants are at once evident and
well balanced. A. Hilli is neither so loose as A.
liulbiferum nor so dense as A. Belangeri, but it

])ossesses a habit which, in my opinion, is superior
in gracefulness to either, and I should not be sur-
prised if it does not become a very popular plant.
The fronds are gracefully arching and of a deep
shining green, with paler and brighter green tips,

and the pinna' are finelj' cut and jjroduce an
abundance of bulbils, as in A. bulbiferum, while
siiores are also freely developed.—J. W.
Stenomesson incarnatus. — The specific

name in this instance implies an approach to
a flesh-coloured blossom, though as a matter of
fact it is of much deeper hue, some portions of
the perianth rather inclining to vermilion, though
not of a bright shade. The scajie is about
IS inches high, and contains from four to six
handsome blossoms, which, save for a dark green
stripe in the middle of the segments, are of a
uniform colour generall}'. It is a very showy
species, and with good culture may be brought to
a high state of perfection. Perhaps the best
method to adopt is that of growing the bulbs
singly -say in G-inch pots. This is suggested for
the reason that all the bulbs, even when of about
the same size, do not flow'er simultaneousl}-. This
handsome member of the Amaryllideie is a native
of the Andes of Ecuador, and is now in flower at
Kew.

Saxifraga Salomoni.—There is ample evi-

dence of the hybrid origin of this pretty kind
even before the flowers expand, a fact mainly due
to the colour of the flower-stems, and in some
degree to the solitary buds that crown the stem.
In all these there is undoubtedly a touch of the
beautiful S. Burseriana. The flowers, however,
are distinct, as is the tuft of rosettes. It is very
neat and compact, and, if free-flowering, wiil
doubtless prove welcome. So far, however, some
nice-sized tufts do not exhibit this much-to-be-
desired property. Another year, however, should
bring it into a flowering condition. Given free-
dom of flowering it would probably surpass
Burser's Saxifrage, which at times is liable to
disappoint not only by its non-flowering tendenc\'
even in the largest tufts, but also by the way it

becomes patch}' with decay.

The weather in West Herts.— (in tlie

whole rather a warm week, both during the day-
time and at night. On the night i)receding the
i.ith ult. the exposed thermometer indicated
13° of frost, liut since then on no night has the
same instrument shown more than 6' of frost. At
I foot deep the ground is now at about a season-
able temperature, but at 2 feet deep the reading
is still about 1° in excess of the average. Rain
has fallen during the week to the depth of about
a quarter of an inch. The 2Gth ult. was the
brightest February day I have as yet recorded
here in thirteen years, the sun shining brightly
for !(.} hours. February was a warm winter
month, but not SO warm as either the Februaries
of 1804 or 1897. Rain fell on nineteen days to
the total depth of l^ inches, which is three-
<|uarters of an inch below the mean for the month.
The record of clear sunshine was in no way ex-

ceptional, but on the whole the past month must
be regarded as having been rather a sunny
February. Fi\e months of the present drainage
year have now passed, with an aggregate rainfall

of less than 7i inches, against an average of

1.3 inches.—E. M., /In-khain-ited, March 4.

A cold week. On two nights the exposed
thermometer showed 13° of frost At 2 feet deep
the ground is at the present time 1° colder, and
at 2 feet deep 2° colder than the March averages
for these depths. At the former deiith the ground
has not been so cold since the C'hristmas week.
Only about one-tenth of an inch of rain has fallen

since the beginning of the montli, and none at all

since the 4th. The sun shone brightly on an aver-

age for about 3.j hours a day during the week.
The air has been dry, and the winds have come
principally from some point of the compass bstween
north and east. — E. M., Bi rUuunslnl.

False teaching of garden design.—During
the course of the past month a lecturer to the (Jar-

deners' Association of a certain western town took
for his subject " Geometry in the garden," and
enlarged on the manifest advantages of the archi-

tect who designed the house being responsible for

the layingout of the garden. This system, ac-

cording to the lecturer, "appeared to be again
coming into vogue in the present daj'," and he
held that, " whether one ad\ocated formal systems
or not, the garden immediately surrounding the
house should be laid out by the architect to ensure
unity of style and efiect. '' He impressed upon
the younger members of the association the neces-
sity of acquiring this "higher knowledge" of

geometrical gardening, suggesting that the pos-

session of such attainments might lead to the
" j'oung hand taking a big ste[) upwards," and
concluded by demonstrating on the blackboard
the various geometrical figures most useful in

gardeners' work. There are, I trust, few true

gardeners to whom the foregoing doctrine will

commend itself. The "higher knowledge" in

gardening lore is, surely, not expressed in ignoble
patterns such as a child might work on a sampler,
but in illustrating, as far as possible, the truth of

the Latin maxim, " Arsest celareartem," keeping
ever present in the mind Shakespeare's memor-
able precept, "Art itself is Nature."— S. W. F.

Public Gardens.

Churchyard Bottom "Wood.—We under-
stand that the London County Council, on Feb.
22, voted f.'JOOO towards the purchase of this

wood. The scheme, therefore, can now be carried

out.

EppingForest.—The Epping ForestCommittee
of the Corporation have just issued their report

upon the work carried out in the forest during the

past year. It is stated that a large area of the

forest has been judiciously thinned in order to

encourage the growth of yoimg and promising
trees—namely. Oaks, Beeches, and Hollies—and
with a view, also, of making the beauties of the
domain more acces.silile. The portions thus dealt

with include Thej'don Coppice, St. Thomas's
t,>uarters. Honey Lane Quarters, Loughton Forest,

Whitehouse Plain, Lord's Bushes, and Waltham-
stow Forest. The committee also report that

they have made an inspection of other portions of

the forest where thinning is required, and instruc-

tions have lieen issued for the carrying out of the

work during the present winter. In order to hide

from view brick walls and other enclosures which
do not improve the appearance of the forest in

places, the planting of small clumiis of trees has
lieen carried on. Planting of a similar nature has
been done on a portion of VVanstead Flats. At
the desire of the inhabitants of the locality a por-

tion of Bell Common has been planted with an
avenue of trees in commemoration of Her
Majesty's Juljilee. The digging-out of a large

piece of swampy land known as HoUoer Pond has
lieen accomplished at a cost of f 1228, to which
the Lej'ton District Council contributed £300 and
the Corporation t'(i.")0. The result is a line piece

of water some eight acres in extent. A sugges-

tion by the Essex Field Club that the local

museum in the forest should lie enlarged has
received due consideration from the committee,
who report that the cost of the work is estimated
at £250. The proposal will be further considered.

The sale of thinnings during the year amounted
to £(143 13s. 9d. The keepeis' wages were .£11.'J0

and labourers' wages £10S.">. The committee
recommend that £4(J00 should be placed to tlio

credit of the committee to meet the expenses of

the coming year.

Open spaces.— .-Vt the monthly meeting on
Wednesdaj' of the Metropolitan Public Gardens
Association, 83, Lancaster Gate, W., Sir William
Vincent, vice-chairman, presiding, it was stated

that the Leathersellers' Company had contributed
£10 10s. towards the funds of the association, and
that the London County Council had acceded to

the application of the joint committee for a grant
of £.")()00 towards the acquisition of Churchyard
Bottom Wood, Highgate. Progress was reported
with regard to schemes for securing as public

open spaces Albion Square, Dalston, the Paragon,
New Kent Road, and some vacant land at Golder's

Hill and Hatcham. It was stated that the work
of laying out disused burial-grounds in Kipling
Street and York Street and a playground in East
Street was approaching completion. It was de-

cided to lay out a disused and neglected church-

yard at Plaistow, provided its maintenance could
be secured, and to take steps to oppose the Inner
Temple Building Bill, which sought powers to

build on part of the frontage of the Temple
Gardens, reserved as an open space by the Thames
Embankment Act. It was agreed to further

memorialise the Home Secretary and the London
County Council not to give facilities for the con-

version of the Cross Bones disused burial-ground,

Southwark, into a building site, to ask the Lords
of the Treasury to receive a deputation from the

association in reference to the " Postmen's Park "

and the promised Treasury grant towards its en-

largement, and to protest against the frontage or

any portion of the Acton recreation-ground being
utilised by its custodians, the district council, for

building. It was announced that through the

co-operation of a vice-chairman of the association,

who was the owner of the projierty, a new park of

2.') acres in extent had been secured at East Ham
and was being laid out.

Destroying bullfinches.—If H. Middelton
Rogers will procure a trap cage for catching birds,

also a hen bullfinch to put into the trap cage as a

call bird, and put some Privet berries or a few

twigs with fruit buds on them into the cage for a

bait, he will soon catch them.— R. Nisiset.

The yellow Moss Rose.—Can any reader

give me any information about the j'ellow Moss
Rose? I know that the one at Leicester Abbey
died about fifty years ago. Has it ever been re-

introduced? and does it still exist in France,

where it was originally raised? It is a pity so

beautiful a flower should Ijelost.—Ji'Ni.v.

Destroying squirrels. —Will any of your

readers tell me how to trap or otherwise destroy

a squirrel which is making sad havoc with my
Austrian Pines? Although I am within 20 minutes'

walk of the centre of a population of over 200,00')

people, I have been [ilagued beyond measure by
two of these pretty creatures. At first I wel-

comed them and fed them regularly, but tliey did

so much damage that they were condemned to

death. One was accordingly shot, and although

the other has not since been seen, it is doing

double duty in the way of destruction.— C. S. R.

Names of plants.— i/is. ieiV^/i. — Amarjllis

Ackermaniii. li. C. B.—Please send a speciraen of

the flower you refer to. /. M. C—No. Asparagus

plumosQs is a tine-foliageJ greenhouse plaut. IT.

P<irmns.—\, Dendrobium Pierardi ; 2, Cypripedium

villosum ; 3, Dendrobium cambridgeanum ; 4, On-
cidium sarcodes ; 5, Dendrobium priuiuhnum.

Alice iriison.- 1, Kerria japonica fl.-pl. : 2, common
Primrose.
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stove and Greenhouse :—

Araucaria cxcelsa 229
Arum Lilies 2iS
Camellia C, H. Hovcy.. .. 230
Camellia Comtessed'Hainaut 230
Camellia Duarte d"01ivitia 230
Camellia L'Avenir . .. 230
Camellia Marchioness of

Exeter 230
Camellia I'riucess Clothilde 230
Carnation Mme. Thir&ee

FVanco 220
Carnation?, winter-blooming 227
Ciasus diseolor 228
ClematUes as pot plants .

.

230
Uoleuses 227
Cytisus racemosus 220
Dracaena cougesta 230
Freesias with no scent . . .

,

230
Gesner.i cin-dinalis 228
Imautophyllums 230
Kew, greenhouse-flowering
plants at .

.

.

.

230
Laehenalia pendula Aureli-
ana 227

Narciesi in pots 230
Nerines 223
Pauicum variegatum .. .. 230
Pine, the Norfolk Island .. 229
Primula oboonica grandiflora 230
Primula stellata 229
P.tmuta si'Uata 229

Rhododendron Counters of

Derby 230

Toxieophlaia spe'-tabilis .. 227

Violet Marie Louieo tn pots 230

Orohids :—
IJifrenaria aurantiaca .. .. 232

Cattlcya Law^renceana . .. 231

Cypripedium Exnl .. -. 231

Dendrobium atro-violaceum 231

Dendrobium ochreitimi .

.

232

Dendrobiums, notes on .. 231

Galeandra Devoniana .. .. 231

Oncidium unguiculatuui .. 232

Pescatorea Kiabochorvim .. 232

Sophronitis grandidora .. 231

Flower:—
Anemone fulgens 235
Calandriniiis 235

Cyclamen cilicium 235

Erigeron spcciosus .

.

236

Eryugium alpinum album . 235

February flowers at I'kiuli . 234

Iris&tylosa 235

Leucojum iustivam .. .. 235

Lilium auratum 233

Pieonia o^cina/is ia the grasn

at Lirermere Pivh .. .. 233

Pfieonies in grass .

.

233

Primula Boule de Neigo .. 235

Plants foliage of h^rdy .. 23'>

Sanvitalia procumljeni .. 235

Ukiah valley 231

{lU'iUtratums in ItaXictJ^

Kitchen:—
Artichokes, (-7 lobe

Borecoles failing

Cauliflowers, autumn-sown
Kalos, variegated
Manure, fret^h or decayed ..

Peas, early, dwarf, unstaked
Potatoes, very early .

.

Thyme, garden

Garden Flora:—
Rose Milo. ^ vnnneGravicr .

Week's Work:—
Fruit houses, work in

Kitchen garden, work in ..

Orchard and Fruit :—

Apple Lane's Prince Albert
Apricot, derivation of .

Cherries, black aphis on ..

Fruit prospects and protec-

tion
Fruits, hardy, from seed .

.

Vine?, old, renovating . ..

Trees and Shrubs:—
Az;ira inicrophylla

Cani'.Uia alOapltiiu at CroicA-

tty Park, IltnUy-on'Tluuncs

Cam-l/ia, a />'uU; in the ojki'

ttt'- at Stilt irood -H
Camellia, the, outdoors . . 211

Forsythia suspensa . . . . 2 43

Laurel, the Alexandrian .. 213

Laurustiuus, the 2 13

Lonicera gigantea 213

Pterocaryas
Pyrus japonica
Rhododendron precox
Rosemary .

Ruscus racemosus . ..

Shrub?, early -flowering

Spintr_i prunifulia tl.-pl.

The Market Garden :-

Market ctrms private gar-

dening
Herefordshire, Pears for .

.

Societies:—
National l)ahlia Society
Royal HorticvUtural

United Hurticultural Benefit

and Pruvident Society ..

I

Motes of the Week:—
j

Adonis amurensis
2111 Amaryllis Navala

Amaryllis Walker's Crimson
2U Artichoke, anew Jerusalem

230
230
230
236
2J6
230
230
230

237
237

243
242
213
2(3
2J2
212

2i4

213

215
215
215
216

Ay-ilea mollis W. E. Gamble-
ton .

.

Azaleo-dendron Jules Closon,

Borouia megastigma .

.

Cerasua pseudo-Cerasua
Dodecatheon Hendersoni ..

Fritillaria pudica
Hyacinth, a curious ..

Iris persica
Muscari botryoides album .

Narcissus pallidus prfecox
varieties

Narcissus Victoria ,

.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum
album

Solandra grandiflora .

.

Soldanella Clusii

Public Gardens:—
Lee, open space at

Miscellaneous :—

Aciiuias

Botanists and plant names..
February in South Devon .

.

Messrs. Foster and Pearson,
Ltd

Sparrow, the, as an emi-
grant

"Weather in W. Herts . . .

.

215
240
240
215
216
215
215
245
21G

246
246

211

210

240
210

Stove and Greenhouse.

CARNATIONS- WINTER BLOOMING.

Mention lias been madu lately of the beautiful

Tree Carnation Theresa Franco, which was

raised at Nice about six or seven j-ears ago, and

shown with as many as eight tine blooms on

one stem at a flower show in March. On the

Riviera it is still by far the most prized of its

shade of colour, and maintains its value in the
market, which is a certain test of its worth in

this climate. In England it evidently behaves
diti'erently, but I think the special reason of its

failing near London is that it certainly requires
more heat, light, and air than most winter Car-
nations. While many varieties of the type of

Alegatiere answer perfectly in the open during
winter on these shores, Thercse Franco requires
some shelter ; and too strong a soil, combined
with dull, cold, or wet weather, will cause the
blooms to open rough and speckled with deeper
rose, instead of the pure, soft shade of salmon-
rose which is so much admired. Having grown
it myself in the north of England, I found that
unless it had special conditions of soil, air and
warmth, it was un.satisfactory under glass

during winter, and out of doors only produced
its lovely flowers to perfection in the height of

the summer. Still, as it is when well grown so
lovely, it is well worth coaxing a little, and will,

I think, repay any special attention in northern
climes. It is not often that the Carnations nxitt

in vogue on these shores are satisfactory when
transported to colder regions such as England,
but there is a Carnation that has here durinc
the last three years made such strides in popu-
larity that I would recommend it for trial.

It has several extra points that will commend
it to both growers and amateurs. Raised, I

believe, at or near Monaco, it was first called
Princesse Alice de Monaco, but now, curiously
enough, it is grown under the name of "Mal-
raaison," though it has nothing whatever to do

wiih that grand old variety. The way in which

the florists insist " c'est la vraie Malmaison " is

most amusing to those who kr.ow better, but

very misleading to those who are apt to take

their names and opinions from the first comer.

This Carnation is an extra good grower and

free flowerer. Its blooms, moreover, have the

power of lasting (piite twice as long as other

Carnations, which makes it much sought after

for exportation, and the buds open exception-

ally well also, so that I found a bunch of flowers

and buds lasted more than ten days in a warm
room when the water was duly changed and the

stalks cut every third day. The flower is of

large size for a winter Carnation, though not

nearly so large as the real Malmaison ;
it is

heavily fringed at the edge and has but little

scent. Its colour is unusual, as it shades from

bright rose in the centre of the flower and at

the base of the petals to white at the edges, so

that at a distance the ett'ect is somewhat flesh-

coloured. So bold and lasting a Carnation, and

of the winter-blooming type, deserves a trial in

England. If it happens to succeed, it will be

most popular, as it contrasts st) finely with dark

Violets and lasts so long in water. I suspect it

will re(iuire more air and warmth than the

Lyons-raised winter Carnation.s, but is evidently

hardier and more vigorous still than Therese

Franco. Edward H. Woodall.

Toxicophleea spectabilis. —This plant is well

worth growing, where scented flowers are liked, in

a large warm conservatory or stove, but the per-

fume is apt to be too strong in living rooms. The
blossoms are produced on axillarj corymbs, having

the appearance and somewhat the scent of a

Daphne. The plants grow upwards of feet

high, the bright green foliage being very orna-

mental. The best compost to grow it in is equal

parts of light fibrous loam, peat, and dried cow
manure, and the pots should be well drained.

Cuttings of half-ripened shoots root freely in

summer in a gentle bottom-heat, and these may
be shifted on as they need it, soon making nice

little specimens in a moist stove-heat. O'd speci-

mens in large pots are improved by frequent

applications of soot-water.

Coleuses. —To obtain the best results with

these popular fiiie-foliaged plants it is necessary to

strike young stock frequently and grow them
from the first in a very light position. They are

largely used for indoor decoration, being very

bright and useful for helping to fill large vases

and the difl'erent devices that are now-a-days
brought into requisition for holding plants in the

dwelling-house. Large plants, as a rule, are not
needed, but nice little stuflin 4-inch pots with a
habit that must difl'er with the variety. For in-

stance, any of the large - leaved section like

Countess of Dudley and Nabob look best when
grown straight up on a single stem, except in so

far as they branch naturally, and no stopping
is needed, but the smaller, brighter-leaved kinds

must be pinched as the plants are taken out of

the cutting pots. Grown in a good light and with
plenty of room all round, the once pinching causes

a sturdy bushy habit, and in pots of the size

indicated plants with heads upwards of a foot

across may be grown. These are nice for stand-

ing singly in ornamental flower-pots such as are

often used. Cuttings root very readily in sandy
soil, and when repotting use a very light descrip-

tion of compost, growth being rapid in this and
well coloured. If plants are required over the

one season or for growing on to specimen size, a

firmer soil and less heat are needed, but, as a rule,

these plants are grown, used once or twice, and
then thrown away, a suflicient stock being kept
through the winter to provide cuttings in spring.

Laehenalia pendula Aureliana. — This

handsome variety of an old and well-known
plant is now finely in flower here and is well

worthy of a note. The history of this variety is

nothing short of curious. It originated in the

south of France, where it was found growing wild

on the summit of Mont Esterel, Alpes Marl-

times, in the vicinity of the ancient Roman Via
Aurelia. A local botanist, the Abbi5 Pons, named
it Laehenalia pendula var. Aureliana. How has

this Cape of Good Hope plant come there '! And,
what would be equally interesting to know is,

what agency caused it to vary from its original

form •; Must the \ ariation simply be attributed

to chance, due to local causes, or has the hand of
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man contributed to its assuming a more brilliant

garb? This is a question which, I think, cannot
be solved. It differs from the type in flowering
from three to five weeks later. The individual
flowers are somewhat shorter, more open at the
mouth, and they have longer pedicels ; they are
also much more brilliantly coloured. The spike
is not erect, as in the type, but longer and arch-
ing. There is also a marked difference in the
foliage, the leaf of the variety Aureliana being
much longer and thinner ; it also increases but
very sparingly. Mr. Moore, in his elaborate
article on Lachenalias, which appeared in vol. xiii.,

part 2., of the Joiinial of //i< Royal Horticii'tiiral.

Socirti/, mentions a variety gigantea of Lachenalia
pendula. Can anyone tell me whether or not the
latter is identical with the Aureliana variety ?

—

C. G. Van Tubergen, jun., Zwaiienhiinj Nurseries,
Haarlem, Holland.

Cut spikes of this from M. C. Van Tu-
bergen, jun., were shown before the floral com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society at their
last meeting. Although no award was made, it

is doubtless a much-improved form. At the same
time, such things in a cut state, after a journey
from Haarlem, do not display themselves to ad-
vantage on reaching London. Pot plants grown
here would be quite fresh and good, and their

merits seen at a glance.—E. J.

ARUM LILIES.

There appears to be a difference of opinion
amongst growers as to planting Lilies out versus

growing them in pots. I agree with all " E. J."
has written respecting this permanent pot culture,
and have adopted this plan for the past Ave
years with far better results than I had when they
were planted out at the end of May and potted
up about the middle of September. My practice
is when they have done flowering and late spring
frosts are past, to stand them outdoors under a
north wall and water them about twice a week if

the weather is hot and dry, or if too wet the pots
are laid on their sides. Early in July they are
all shaken out, have their longest roots cut
in and repotted into similar sized pots rang-
ing from 6 inches to 10 inches, three rhizomes
being placed in the largest sized pot, using good
loam, cow manure, soot, a little leaf-soil, with
enough river sand to keep it porous. Any old
foliage remaining is carefully tied to a neat stake,
and they are again stood under this north wall
and kept syringed two or three times a day and
watered if necessary. In a few weeks, when the
roots have taken well hold of the new soil, and new
leaves are seen pushing up, the plants are stood
in the full sun, given plenty of space and turned
around occasionally. At no time are they allowed
to suffer from want of water. They remain here
until the appearance of frost, when they should
be removed to a cold house or pit. By this time
the plants should be well rooted and should be
afforded manure water twice or thrice a week. I

find they take this fairly strong. Undei' this
treatment I get a good percentage of flowers
open towards the end of November, and very
little inferior (as regards size of spathe) to those
from plants planted out, while the foliage is much
sturdier and requires no stake to keep it up. By
this pot culture I get flowers much in advance of

those that have been planted out, no mean advan-
tage at that dull season of the year when the
majority of Chrysanthemums are on the wane. It
stands to reason, when they have been planted
out and you start to raise and pot them up in

September, a large quantity of fibrous roots must
be sicrificed to get them into a medium-sized
pot ; consequently this gives them a severe check
and retards their flowering by several weeks.—J.

Mayne, The Gardens, Buton, B. Sfdterlon.

I can only add in reply to " E. J.," page
184, that I followed his cultural directions to the
letter, and I fail to see what local influence can
have to do with it. " E. J." says he has obtained
five spathes per pot at the end of the year. If

"E. J." will read my notes on page 152, he will

ee that my average was five spathes per plant for

the season. If I had grown three plants in each
pot, as " E. J." does, the average would have
been fifteen spathes per pot. " E. J." grows for
market, and I have no doubt there is a much
better sale for small flowers than large ones. I

grow for conservatory and house decoration, and
I would have liked " E. J." to have seen my batch
(thatwereplanted out), before theywere introduced
to the conservatory in November, carrying from
two to four spathes each and foliage down to the
pots. The conservatory is a lofty structure with
thick glass roof and not at all suitable for Arum
Lilies or any small plant, but even now there is

not one with the foliage above 3 feet 6 inches in

height. As regards feeding, I sprinkle a little

fertiliser on the pots once a week and water with
soot water occasionally.—M. T.

As I said in my previous note I am
greatly in favour of keeping these plants in pots
as "E. J." recommends, for I feel sure that in

no other way can such a number of scapes be
produced from a plant, nor are they so early.
The strong crowns may be all \-ery well if they
had not to be disturbed, but to grow these on by
planting in rich soil and then shifting justasthey
are expected to flower seems to me absolutely
ridiculous. I know of a north of England garden
where these are planted out under glass, and the
stems are not infrequently 5 feet high, with great
bases at least a foot in circumference. The house
in summer is frequently flooded with cold water
from the hose, and in spring it is a fine sight from
the number of large scapes produced. But these
are not disturbed, nor have they to put up with
mutilation of the roots such as plants get when
put out in summer and potted in autumn. In a
neighbouring garden last week I noticed a very
fine batch of plants, and enquiries elicited the
fact that these too had been kept in pots all

summer: indeed, dried off as " E. .1." describes.
With such conflicting opinions it is very difficult

for amateurs and others seeking for information
to know what line to go on, but I have had ex-
perience of both plans and have found this to be
far the better.— R.

I agree with all " E. J." says about
permanent pot culture of Arums. I grow
some in 7-inch pots for cut blooms. Each
plant sends up four or five nice spathes. I also
grow some in 12inch pots for the conservatory.
The plants in the large pots have as good
spathes and leaves as I have e\ er seen on
plants planted out. There is no reason why
Arums should be planted out, as after flowering
they go to rest, and do not make any growth
until the end of August or first week in Septem-
ber. Planting in rich borders or in barrow-loads
of manure, as I have seen in my early days, is

very little use. Let them rest in the pots they
flowered in, and when you see them start to grow
shake all old soil from the roots, repot in rich soil

and you will have abundance of flowers.— A
Gardener.

NERINES.
I WAS much interested in " H. P.'s" article (page
128) on Nerines, though I looked for more infor-

mation as to the best time for dividing the clusters
of bulbs. Most writers on Nerines avoid this
matter, either by accident or design, which is

unfortunate, for a time comes when the undivided
clusters become not only unwieldy, but compara-
tively flowerless—that is to say, a large number
of the bulbs in each pot do not throw spikes, and
many people would prefer to have their bulbs in

small pots. That they may be flowered splendidly
from single bulbs in tiny pots is certain, for in

the grand display of Nerines put up by Messrs.
Veitch, of Chelsea, at the Crystal Palace last

autumn all were in that state, but the question
arises whether these results came from established
bulbs, which would be sure to go on and prosper,
or from bulbs selected from divided clumps, which
had only to push up their flowers irrespective of

their future welfare, for the satisfactory condi-
tion of the scapes and flowers is no proof of the

bulbs being well established in their flowering
pots.

Most bulbous plants are best divided imme-
diately after flowering, but most of the Nerines
throw up their leaves and scapes simultaneously,
and by the time the flowers have faded growth is

well advanced. What I should like to know is,

whether it would be best to divide at that time,
ignoring the fact that leaf growth is in progress,
or later when the bulbs have ceased growth. I
have been fairly successful in dividing the clumps
while the bulbs are dormant, but should have no
hesitation in adopting the other method provided
I could be assured that there was no reason to
fear the actual loss of bulbs so treated, for it

seems to me the more rational way to get the
roots established in new soil some months before
the bulbs are called upon to flower or to make
their next year's growth. I have found that the
Hippeastrums succeed much better here when
potted while in growth, as I have not the con-
venience for plunging-beds, which are necessary
in treating these bulbous plants in the usual way,
and I shall certainly try at least a small number
of Nerines in the same way next year. Unfortu-
nately, the stock of these useful plants under my
charge is but small, or I should have proved the
matter for myself long ago, as I should prefer
small pots to large ones, provided dividing could
be done without depreciating the value of the
bulbs for more than one year. J. C. Tall.\ck.

Cissus discolor.—The present is a good timo
to look over plants of this fine climbing plant
growing on the root in the stove or similar posi-
tions. But little new growth has been made as
yet, but it is easy now to see where young shoots
are to be produced, and the removal of the badly
developed ends of shoots down to these tends to
a better appearance later in the season. Where
stock is wanted, any chance bits of young or old
wood may be placed in small pots of sandy soil

and plunged in a gentle heat. They root freely
and grow away at once, making nice little plants
for putting out this season or for growing on.
Where the young, brilliantly coloured shoots are
used for table or vase decoration, these should be
allowed to grow naturally—pendent if possible.

C. discolor does well in a moist stove heat, where
plenty of light reaches it, this bringing out the
lovely colours in the fresh young lea\ es. If kept
warm during the winter, the leaves remain on
the plants, though naturally they lose a good
deal of their colour, but in a cooler house it is

quite possible to keep it. The foliage in the
latter case, or most of it, will fall ; but if lightly
cut back in spring and again started, little harm
beyond the defoliation is done to the plants.

Gesnera cardinalis.—The earliest blossoms
of this Gesnera are just now expanded, and form
a very bright feature in the sto\-e, where they
are particularly welcome. Though gesneraceous
plants are very numerous and contribute largely

to the floral display later on, this is the first of the
section to blossom, and then only in the stove, as
some grown cooler are only just starting into
growth. The nomenclature of gesneraceous plants
is in a very confused state, and many that are
usually regarded as Gesneras have curious scaly
rhizomes, while this produces a firm, solid tuber,
in some cases as large as a man's fist- From the
upper part of this the flowering stem or stems
are pushed up to a height usually of about a foot.

The stems are sturdy, and, in common wiih the
bright green heart-shaped leaves that clothe them,
are thickly covered with hairs, while the same
may be said of the blossoms, which are borne in a
terminal cluster. The individual flowers are
about a couple of inches long, of a curved tubular
shape, and bright vermilion in colour. As the
season advances the foliage dies off', when the
plant must be given a season of rest. In the
autumn the tubers should be shaken clear of

the soil and repotted, but little water being gixen
till they show signs of growth. By varying the
resting and potting period, flowers may be had at

different times of the year.—T.
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PRIMULA STELLATA.
This is undoubtedly closely allied to the nonnal

form of Primula sinensis. Although the tine

forms of P. sinensis may be generally preferred,

P. stellatii will connnend itself to all who like a

profusion of bloom and a bright display of

colour. As will be seen by the illustration,

the flowers are thrown up well above the foli-

age. Each flower-stem will produce several

whorls of flowers, and attain to nearly 2 feet in

height. This group al.so possess the advan-

tage of seeding freely, and a bright display of

bloom is easily secured. For early autumn
flowering the seed should be sown in May, and

to keep up a succession further sowings may be

made l.-iter on. The raising of Primula soe<l re

loamy compost, and when well established
manure may be used freely, especially after
they begin to flower. By the judicious use of
stimulants the size and "colour of the flowers
will be improved and the flowering season con-
siderablj- extended.

At the Royal Horticultural ] Society's Gar-
dens, Chiswick, some years ago, the Chinese
Primulas were made a speciality, both the single
and double varieties being well represented. Of
the single varieties, seed from some of the lead-
ing continental growers w;is received, and
among these most of the colours were repre-
sented in the old form— that is, with each petal
simply two-lobed and quite smootli. Having in
my earlier experience had to discard all of this

White Star Primula (Primula stellata). From a photograph by Mr, F, Mason-Good,

ordinary varieties of P. sinensis. The tiers of

blossom rise one above the other, something

after the style of the old double white, but

they are produced with the greatest freedom.

All colours apparently are represented, a very

pretty form I noted especially being of a pale

soft rose. .Such plants must be invaluable for

cutting, the more so as the flowers are produced

on long stems. They last well and do not drop

so (piickly as those of the Chinese Primulas.

THE NORFOLK ISLAND PINE.

(araucaria excelsa.)

This is now a popular market plant. A few
years ago it was very scarce, but during the last

four or fixe j'ears we have received regular im-

portations of young seedlings, chiefly from West
Africa, which have come to hand in very good
condition. It is very rarely that seeds prove

satisfactory, as under an}' conditions they lose

their vitality soon after they are collected. I

believe the only safe way to import seeds is to

pack them in moist earth so that they can germi-

nate on the journey. Some years ago I received

from Australia some seeds of Araucaria Bidwill

which had just started before being packed in

moist loam. About !)o per cent. grew. The
seedlings of A. excelsa referred to above do not

make pretty plants, but after growing them on

for one season the tops may be taken off and put

in as cuttings, and these make well-furnishf

d

plants. The cuttings succeed best if put in in the

autumn or early in the spring. After the weather

gets hot it is difficult to keep them from wither-

ing, and then they take much longer to establish.

They should be put in singly into small pots,

using good fibrous loam, leaf-mould and some
sharp sand. They should be kept ([uite close

and frequently sprinkled, but not too moist in the

pots.

If the plants which have had the tops taken off

in the early spring are taken care of they will

give another good batch again the following

autumn. Young plants may bg grown on n

warmth, but, after they are established, the cooler

they can be kept the better, provided the tem-

perature does not fall below freezing point. In a

dry atmosphere they are liable to the attacks of

thrips and red spider. The syringe should he

used freely, but over-watering at the roots will

prove very disastrous. F.

quires a little care. It should be sown on some
good loamy compost and have a slight covering
of sand and Spliagnum rubbed through a fine

sieve. I have found the use of .Sphagnum of

great advantage, as it retains the moisture and
does not get sour so soon as any other material.

The seed pots should be placed in a shady, cool

position, but I do not like covering the pots up.
If exposed to daylight the seedlings come up
much stronger and are not so liable to danrp
oft" as when heavily shaded. A frame under a
north wall is the best position for the young
plants during the hut weather, and later on,

when they are ready for potting into their

flowering pots, they may be exposed to more
sunlight. All the Primulas like a fairly rich

type as rogues, I coukl not quite fancy growing

them in a collection, but I must say they found

many admirers, a white variety proving espe-

cially attractive on account of the mass of bloom
and its purity. The improved strains of

Primula sinensis have now become well fixed,

and it is not difficult to proem e seed of the

distinct varieties that will come true. In my
earlier acquaintance with Primulas it was very

difficult to get reliable seed, and even with own
.saved seed a percentage would revert to the

normal form. When growing for seed these

plants were always thrown away as soon as the

first flower opened.—A.
As grown at Rougham Hall, this is a

very beautiful Primula, ranking far befoi-c the

Cytisus racemosus.—Those who have only

seen this plant in pots can have no idea of its

value when planted out in a bed of good soil in a

cold house and allowed to grow freely. I recently

saw it growing thus in one of the cold conserva-

tories adjoining the house at Cricket St. Thomas.
It was a very vigorous specimen, had not been

cut in for some years, and had attained to

tl feet or 10 feet high and many feet through. It

was full of bloom. Grown in this way it is very

useful for cutting. By its side is a vigorous speci-

men of Arundo donax variegata, showing off its

fine striped green-and-white long leaves grandly

in contrast with the Cytisus. Another useful

plant growing hard by is Salvia (irahami. This

is lovely when in bloom.— Dorset.

Carnation Mme. Therese Franco.—The
notes that have appeared recently c this Carna-

tion show what a vast ditierence soil, situation,

&c., have on Carnations. But my experience

coincides with that of " E. .1." I am not alone

in this opinion, nor can it be said that private

growers are the only ones that condemn it. Last

.lune when in London I visited a large market

garden where Carnations are a feature, several

kinds being grown by thousands. When passing

through the Carnation houses I came on a batch

of this kind, and asked the proprietor his opinion.

He remarked that to grow this would starve any-

one, and he should not grow it again. It is in

such places as these where one can see the rela-

tive value of any kind. Living as " E. .1." does
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within easy distance of many large growers, no
doubt he has the true kind. I am aware Carna-
tions can be grown in many ways, but I would
not recommend growers in a damp situation to

adopt syringing as mentioned by Mr. Burrows,
as I have paid dearly for it in the past.

—

Dokset.

Rhododendron Countess of Derby.—Allow
me to protest against this name being used for a

new hybrid Rhododendron (p. LSI), as we have
already a variety bearing this title which was
raised and distributed by the late Mr. Isaac
Davies, of Ormskirk, and is now very popular.
It was obtained by the inter-crossing of the pretty
free-flowering R. multifiorum and the Himalayan
R. Edgeworthi. The Ormskirk Countess of Derbj'

is characterised by a free-branching habit, foliage

partially hairy, and large, deliciously fragrant
blossoms. These flowers are white when fully

expanded, but in the bud state are sometimes
flushed with pink, especially when fully exposed to

the sun. It is one of the best of the white flowered

Himalayan hybrids, whereas tlie variety referred

to on p. 181 belongs apparently to the Javanese
section. With the long list of garden varieties of

Rhododendron that we have now in cultivation, it

is a difficult matter to keep touch with the whole
of them, and consequently anything tending to

confuse the nomenclature thereof is to be dejire-

cated.—H. P.

GREENHOUSE FLOWERINfi PLANTS AT
KEW.

The No. 4 greenhouse in the Royal Gardens at

Kew is set apart, as is well known, for flowering
plants of a decorative kind, and in this way its

gaiety is maintained throughout the year. From
frequent visits this display should be helpful to

many amateurs, as showing what may be done in

season and the class of plants necessary to effect

a really good display. Frequenters, however, will

not be long in finding out that grouping, even in

the case of flowering plants, is freely indulged in,

and with good results. At the present moment
this house is exceedingly gay, not with excep-
tional or rare plants, but with every-day subjects
so to speak. The large central bed that runs
through the house has no staging ; specimen
plants with large Ferns at intervals occupy as it

were permanent positions, the flowering subjects
being grouped in and around. Here at the
moment, large Azaleas in variety. Acacias,
Richardias, scarlet Salvia, Genistas, and other
such things find a place. Near tlie centre a large
bush of Luculia gratissima has been recently
covered with many trusses of its welcome frag-

rant flowers, on the right being a permanent group
of Camellias, now gay with their blossoms in many
shades, the bushes in many instances l."i feet

high, the picture of vigour and health. On the
left are to be found many interesting things, large
bushes of Eriostemons, such as E. cuspidatus, one
such being (i feet across and crowded with its

pretty flowers, other plants in this section being
choice Rhododendrons, &c. Just now, howe\'er,
the side stages are the chief attraction, the follow-
ing being among the most important: Eupa-
toriums. Cinerarias, Primula obconica, Allium
neapolitanum. Citrus Aurantium, Spira'a Van
Houttei, a most charming subject for pot work,
wonderfully free and light ; double Prunu.s, also
P. floribunda, Lily of the Valley in large numl)ers,
many leading kinds of Trumpet Daffodils in pots,
with large handsome flowers, together with N.
Jonquilla, &c. On one side of the Camellia sec-

tion a large group of well-grown Cyclamens has
been gay for weeks past and is still flowering
freely. A splendid assortment of Azalea mollis in
infinite variety is very showy thus early, and
arranged with other and more leafy subjects
thnt atone for the lack of flowers, is very
effective. Begonia semperflorens rosea gigantea,
mx d with Allium neapolitanum, is pleasing.
Clivia miniata in many large examples is now in
great beauty, the richly-coloured heads have a
very telling effect. Tulips and Hyacinths are
numerous and of excellent quality, while Crocuses
in many shades of colour abound. Not least

among showy subjects is the scarlet Windflower
(Anemone fulgens), with its dazzling blossoms.

Many of these things are in groups of a dozen or

twenty, and thus make a very effective display.

Forced plants in flower of the Yulan (Magnolia
consplcua) were also recently noted ui the same
house. E. J.

NARCISSI IN POTS.

An instance of the extent to which these spring

flowers may be grown in pots is now in evidence

in one of the greenhouses at Kew, and, to say the

least, is most instructive, if only because of the

variety embraced. Grown coolly under glass is

perhaps one of the best ways of securing the most
perfectly formed flowers. No forcing is needed
at all, and the bulbs generally are much best when
plunged rather deeply in ashes till far into

.lanuary, or at least that portion of them required

for the month of March. All such may then be
introduced to a colel house, and even here progress

will be rapid when open weather prevails. Any
retjuired earlier will of course haAC to be )jlaced

in some warmth. Chief among the points to lead

to a successful result is early potting of the bulbs,

that a full complement of roots may be formed in

due course. Where this is the result there need
be little fear for the blooms, it the plants are well

supplied with moisture, and are not put into a
temperature exceeding 4.5°. In this the growth
is comparatively slow, and an abundance of foliage,

always graceful in the extreme, is thereby ob-

tained. It is remarkable that the Tulip and the

Hyacinth should so long have been grown for

conservatory work when the endless kinrls of

Narcissi are all so well suiteel similarly and
so replete with grace and beaut}'. At Kew the

following kinds may be seen in excellent condi-

tion : Beauty, Figaro, Frank Miles, Autocrat in

the Incomparabilis group, Bicolor, Portia,

Michael Foster, BarrI conspicuus, Orphe-e, Maurice
Vilmorin, Burbidgei, John Bain, and others. The
first-named is an approach to Sir Watkin, and a

really fine flower on stems 20 inches long. The
diversity of tlie flowers, accompanied by the

abundance of pleasing leaves, dispels any idea of

monotony. E. .1.

XOTES AXn (.lUESTJOXS.

Violet Marie Louise in pots.—These Violets

are well growu in France for table decoration in small

pots, but here the plants have not grown well or

thrown much flower. 1 shnuld be obliged for any in-

formatiou on the subiect.—M., Cork.

Camellia C. H. Hovey.—This brilliant crimson
Camellia is of exquisite form, but for effectiveness It

cannot he compared to the old and well-tried Jlathotti-

aua. It is less massive, and perhaps on a small plant

is more elegant ; but I certainly should prefer the
older kind as a conservatory specimen.—P.

Camellia Prine^ss Clothilde.— If one cin
imagine tlie Rose Rosa Mundi or York and Lancaster
with Laurel-leaved foliage, we have a fair representa-

tion of this fhowy Camellia. It comes as a welcome
change to the rather formal appearance of the majority

of varieties. There are others prettily striped and
fliked, but none so exquisitely be.iutiful as this

variety.

Camellia Comtesas d'Hainaut. — TU's

erand variety is worthy of more general cultivation.

The colour of the flowers, a soft pleasing silvery-pink,

shading in the centre to blush-white, is very distinct.

There is a certain waxy appeirance about the peta's

thatstiU further compels ouradmiration. The flowers

are of good size, rather high ia the centre, and of

regular form.

Camellia Duarte d'Oliviera.—A more dis-

tinct Camellia could not be found than this. It is

perfectly cup-shaped, every petal being fashioned like

a shell. Towards the centre of the flower the patals

are very numerous, and yet the form of each is seen,

giving the blossom a unique and extraordinary appear-

ance. The colour is a lively pink, somewhat the shade

of the Magna Charta Rose. It is certainly a first-rate

variety.

Camellia L'Avenir.—This variety is admirably

adapted for walls, and a very fine effect would he

produced by a well-established plant in such a position.

The form is as perfect as it is possible to obtain a
Camellia, flower, and this is no little commendation
where the majority of varieties are almost pprfect in

shape. The colour is grand, soft pink shatling to

salmon pink. The blossoms are large and exceedingly
showy.

Camellia Marchioness of Exeter.—Pro-
bably some individuals would consider this one of the
finest of all Camellia?. It lacks nothing in point of

si/.e and colour, and is prohib'y, next to Mathottiana,
one of the very largest in existence. I measured
some flowers the other day and they were each fully
."> inches in diameter. It is nothing unusual for this

beautiful variety to attain to this size. The colour is

rich rosy pink. It is certainly a Camellia of great in-

dividuality,—I'niLOMKL.

Freesias vrith no scent,—Can any reader give
me any reason for my Freesiai being almost entirely

devoid of perfume this year ? They are from my own
bulbs which have always done admirably, and the
plants are the picture of health and are covered with
blossoms. They were potted as usual, and have had
the usual greenliouse treatment with moderate use of

Ii(|uid eovv manure. In former years the fragrance of

these Freesias has filled the house, and it is now much
missed,

—

Lt,-Gol, H, J. O. Walker,

Primula obconica grandiflora. — This, a
large-flowered variety of the old Primula obconica,
is certainly one of the best things that can be grown
for cut flowers during winter and spring. Last year
about this time I procared a packet of seed, from
which 1 raised about fifty plants. They were grown
on in cold frames during summer, and finally potted
in August into ")-lnch pots. In September they wera
transferred to a light shelf in a warm house, where
they have continued to throw up fiue spikes of bloom
in quantity ever since, and now look hke going on
blooming indelinitely. As the blooms are light and
borne on long stalks they are very useful for b mqaeti
or tilling vases,— J, Groom, llofport.

Imantophyllums,—In a recent issue of The
(;.\iu>EN Mr, Parker did well to point out the

value of these most useful winter-blooming plants.

The flowers cut with long stems and arranged
witli sprays of dark green Ivy, I have found are

very effective over a fortnight. All those who
want these plants to obtain cut flowers from only

should grow tbem in big pots, say lO-inch to

1'2-inch, giving them good soil and drainage, and
then allowing them to remain till they get well

rooted. In this way they bloom most profusely.

—UOKSET,

Clematises as pot plants.—Some of the

varieties of tlie patens type now flowering are

very effective, and either for the conservatory or

house decoration they form a nice contrast. Two-
year-old jilants are perhaps the best, yet I have
seen ujiwards of a dozen flowers on a one-year-old

plant. The \arieties most suitable for pots are

Sir Garnet Wolseley, Mrs. Quilter, Lady Londes-

borough, and Albert Victor. The flowers, though
not so large as those of the lanuginosa type, are

produced in greater profusion. Arranged in

groups of several plants together, with a nice

undergrowth of Ferns, they show off to great

advantage.—F.

Panicum variegatum,—For the edging of

stages or groups of fine-foliagcd plants, there is

nothing more ett;ctive than this pretty variegated

grass. It is not of much value during the winter

except in the stove, but during the warm weather

it may be used in the conservatory or in the

house," and will do good service. Cuttings put in

now will soon make useful materiah About six

cuttings in a 3-inch jiot in light, sandy soil will

soon rooj if kept close in the stove propagating-

pit, and will be ready in a few weeks for potting

into .'i-inch pots, VVith ordinary care they will

keep in good condition throughout the season.

Used alternately with Isolepis gracilis, it makes
a fine finish to any group arranged for decoration.

—A.
Dracasna congesla.—Few plants can surpass

this for u-sefulnes-i in rooms and very few in-

deed can e(|ual it. I have had for several

months a jilant in my sitting - room. The
plant is watered once a week on the average,

and then it is soaked in a pail of water for

fifteen or twenty minutes, well rinsed over-

head, allowed to drain, and returned to its iilace.
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Ifc is upwards of •_' feet high, well feathered

to the pot, and without a faulty leaf. Too fre-

quently sitting-room plants are saturated with

moi--ture, and in this way ([uickly get out of con-

dition. Healthfulness is best maintained bj allow-

ing such plants to become completely dust-dry

occasionally, avoiding, of course, e.xtremes of

watering. "Then give a soaking to saturate all

the soil. In this way such hardy subjects as

this will do service for a long period.— E. J.

Orchids.

NOTES ON DENDROBIUMS.
The culture of Dendrobiums, altlu lugh fairly well

understood by amateurs generally, is nut taken

up with the spirit it ought to be considering

their value as garden Orchids. Almost every

tint of colour is represented, some of the ever-

green kinds especially giving us of the most

beautiful shades of gold and orange. V'sually

they fcike up little space compared with the

amount of flower they produce, and, biken all

round, it would be dirtieult to name a genus

more worthy of attention. To keep Orchids

of any kind clean is one of the most imporbmt
details of culture, and this applies especially to

Dendrobiums. There is iiroliably no kind of

in.sect tha'. infests our < trchid houses that does

not take up its home on them, and if allowed

to remain and work their will upon the plants

no amount of care otherwise will give good

results. A cold draught coming through the

ventilators in early spring is usually followed

by an attack of aphis, n hich often cripples the

young growing shoots, while thrips spring up
as if by magic directly any press of fire-heat is

allowed. Red spider, scale, and all other

insects find the leaves of Dendrobes greatly to

their taste, so that one must be always on the

watch for them and always ready with remedies.

Fumigations should be frequent, and there are

at least two of the preparations advertised that

seem almost perfect for the purpose. The most
delicate of flowers may be open in the houses,

or the young growths may be ever so tender,

but if used according to the maker's directions

no harm will accrue. Sponging with insecti-

cides is sometimes necessary, but as a rule

nothing is so efl'ective as light fumigations, fol-

lowed by washings with clear, soft water.

Insecticides are in nearly every case injurious

to Orchid roots in one way or another, while to

be ett'ective every part of the plant must be

washed, the base of the pseudo-bulbs and the

rhizomes being oftenest attacked. Some culti-

vators object to a moist atmosphere in the

house when fumigating, and possibly the drier

it is the more efl'ective are the fumes, but, on
the other hand, a moist film on the glass pre-

vents the fumes getting out so easily.

Cleanliness by these means being effected,

the culture is quite easy, and depends more on
arranging the plants in their proper tempera-
tures and watering according to their state of

growth and rest than on any other details.

When in growtli, the majority of Dendrobiums
like a strong heat and a moist, buoyant atmo-
sjjhere, the sun to shine on them as long as

possible in the day excepting just as young
growth commences, when more shading is neces-

sary. This treatment suits all the cylindri-

cal-stemmed deciduous kinds, also the semi-

evergreens as D. nobile, D. taurinum, and the
heat-loving nigro-hirsute kinds. The roots of

many of them like to be closely confined in

small pans or baskets in a rather closer descrip-

tion of compost than is used for Orchids gener-

ally. Others that have slightly larger roots may
have deeper and wider pots or baskets, but.

excciiting the large-growing D. Calceolus and a

few of this class, Dendrobiums do not show any
desire to push their roots very far from the

centre of growth. Those with more club-

shaped pseudo-bulbs, including the majority of

the true evergreen species, like a light position

in a temperature not much above that of the

Cattleya house. These rest a good deal longer

than the deciduous kinds ; in fact, some of

them only grow for about a couple of months in

the summer, but they must not be kept so dry
as the kinds above mentioned. A rough, open
mixture of peat fibre and Moss, with plenty of

rougli crocks and charcoal, they delight in, this

being made very firm over good drainage. The
stronger and more vigorous the roots the mcjre

water tliey take, such kinds as D. timbriatum
and D. Dalhousianum being very thirsty sub-

jects. Even of the black-haired group there

are a few that do not care for luucli heat,

not/ibly the beautiful D. infundibulum, which
grows strongest and best in (juite a cool house,

near the door or a ventilator in the Cattleya

house, or even in a moist fernery.

The Australian kinds, as a rule, are rather

difficult to cultivate. In some places they grow
very easily, in others no amount of care will

make them really satisfactory. In spite of re-

ports of success under other conditions, I like

to see such as D. Phahenopsis, D. bigibbum,

D. Macfarlanei, and others of this class make
their growths quickly when once they start,

and for this reason I prefer a hot, moist house
for them w'hilc growing. By all means keep
them cooler after the flowers are past and at

any time when they are not actively growing,

but I have always had the best results by en-

couraging a plant wlien it is obvious it means
growing, whether that time is what we considei'

the right one or not, and the same in regard to

resting. Habit has a lot to do with the treat-

ment of the roots, and there is no doubt that

all Dendrobes of the .same cla.ss as D. pulchel-

lum (Loddigesi), D. Falconeri, D. subclausum,

and probably the newer D. Victoria re(|uire

to have some new material often, so that

each little tier of roots can lay hold of it, or a

large piece of Tree Fern stem, where they will

be sure to find fresh rooting space at every inch,

for the roots, though plentiful, are by no means
far-reaching. H-. R.

Sophronitis grandiflora.—Some nice little

specimens of this species are flowering very freely

at Rougham Hall, where the}- are grown with

the C.ittleyas and are thriving well. It is siu--

prising how long these l>right and beautiful

plants last in flower, the brilliant scarlet of the

blossoms always eliciling praise from visitors. A
sweet and open root-run and free drainage are

essential to its culture. It rests for a month or

two each season, but must not, on this account,

be dried, or shrivelled bulbs and weak flower-

s()ikes will be the result. It is a native of the

Organ Mountains.

Dendrobium atro - violaceum.—This is a

very diatinct and pretty Dendrobe from New
( i uinea. The stems bear about three leaves, and
from the apex rises an erect many-flowered

raceme. The segments are of good substance,

whitish, closely spotted with deep purple, the

lip violet with a yellow reverse. It appears to

be a good grower, and is verj' free-flowering when
strong and healthy. It does best in a hot, moist

house while making its growth, and may after-

wards be rested at the cool end of the Cattleya

house. Equal parts of peat fibre and Sphagnum
Moss suit it, and it should be grown in medium
sized pans or baskets.

Galeandra Devoniana. — I noticed a very

beautiful variety of this Galeandra in flower this

week, the lip of which has a very delicate rosy-

1 purple suffusion in place of the greenish white

often seen, and the purple venations are thicker
than usual. It is a useful species that should be
more grown by amateurs and others who like

variety in their collections. So many present-
day growers go in for just the popular kinds, that
one feels sure of seeing the same plants in flower

in all. a. Devoniana does well in the Cattleya
house, and should be as strongly grown as pos-

sible, cultivated specimens being seldom so
vigorous as imported ones. It comes from t'le

Rio Negro, and was introduced in 1840.—H. R
Cypripedium Exul.—There is no question of

the beauty or distinctness of this Cj'pripedium,
but one seldom sees nicely flowered plants.

During the present week I have noticed it in

several places, but seldom so freely flowered as

oae might w ish. It would be interesting if any
readers of The G.vrdex ha\e done this pretty

plant really well, if they would record their ex-

perience of it. It is a plant that does not so

readily establish itself as man}' other Cypripe-

diums, and, if allowed to flower before it has
taken hold of its compost, takes a lon^ time to

get o^•er it, but when really healthy and produc-

ing strong scapes, it is one of the most beautiful

kinds. C. Exul is a native of Siam and was in-

troduced about 1892.—H.

CATTLEYA LAWllENCEANA.
There are few more showy or beautiful Cattleyas

than this, well-flowered plants having a very fine

effect. The growths are usually about 18 inches

high, of a rather Ijronzed appearance when old.

The spikes issue from the base of the leaf, and
bear about half a dozen of the beautiful rosy

purple blossoms. These vary considerably in

colour, but all are very well worth growing. C.

Lawrenceana likes a hot, moist house, and should

if possible be suspended from the roof where it

gets a fair share of sunlight. In the ordinary

Cattleya house temperature it may be grown if

allowed plenty of light, but the growths ar6 finer

in a house kept a few degrees higher. The high

temperature is not necessary after the growths
are fully made up ; indeed, it would be injurious,

but flowering rather late in the season, as it does,

there is none too much time for a set of growths

to be made up and ripened before the sun begins

to lose its power in the autumn. During the

winter the plants are safe in a house that does not

fall below 5.5' at night, and the leaves and bulbs

must, of course, be kept dry. Watering is an

important point, and is often overdone, especially

during the winter months. As I recently noted

when speaking of C. Triana-, it is a great mistake

to over-dry the roots, for although no signs of

movement can be seen, the flower-spikes are

forming, and if no water is applied to the roots

this is a'l at the expense of the stored-up nutri-

ment in the pseudo-bulbs. When growth and

roots are both active the water supply must, of

course, be consideraVjly augmented. The roots of

this Cattleya are not so large, as a rule, as those

of the labiata section generally. They are more
wiry and equally or more persistent, and this

must be kept in mind when preparing the com-

post. Large pots, pans, or baskets are a mistake,

as the roots can never find the outside, and are

less satisfactory when covered ap with several

inches of compost than when rambling about over

the sides of a pot or about the rods of a basket.

It is a mistake, on the other hand, to let them
grow away from their pots or baskets, because

roots hanging in the atmosphere, no matter how
suitable that atmosphere may be, can never have

the same power of carrying nutriment that others

have when firmly attached to compost, pot, cr

basket. If a margin of a couple of inches is left

around the base of the plant when it is potted, it

will go on for several years with no more disturb-

ance than is necessary to give a little top-dress-

ing in spring. The compost for potting this

should consist of peat and Moss used rather finer

and with smaller lumps of charcoal than for most

Cattleyas. Drainage is an important point, and

the crocks may with advantage be laid to within
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about an inch of the rim for small plants, the base

of the pseudo-bulbs being elevated a little when
potting, (luard carefully against rapid changes

of temperature or draughts during the growing
season, these being often followed by an un-

sightly spot on the foliage. C. Lawrenceana is a

native of the Roraima, and is found at the base

of the mountains often overhanging streams. Sir

Robert Schomburgk first discovered it in 1840.

H. R.

Dendrobium ochreatum.—The colour of

this Dendrobe is not so bright as that of many
other species, but the blossoms are very delicate

and pretty. They occur upon the young \\'Ood,

which seldom ripens up so hard and firm as that

of the usual cylindrical-stemmed kinds. This

makes the plant ratlier difficult to grow, for there

is nothing substantial about it, but if carefully

watered after the flowers are past they keep plump
enough to ensure sound eyes for next season.

To grow the plant well, it should be suspended

from tiie roof in small, well-drained pots or baskets.

The compost may consist of peat Moss and small

lumps of crocks and charcoal. Plenty of heat

and light and a moisture-laden atmosphere are

necessary while the growth is active, liut after-

wards the plants may be kept cooler. It is a

native of the Khasia Hills, and was introduced to

Chatsworth in 1837.

Pescatorea Klabochorum.—This is one of

the best growers in this section, and a very beiu-

tiful species when well done. The leaves grow in

tufts and are each upwards of a foot in height,

the flowers appearing on single-flowered scajies.

The sepals and petals are whitish with a brownish

purple tip, the lip wliite, covered with small, deep
purple hairs. The absence of pseudo-bulljs renders

the culture of this class of Orchid dift'erent from

that of Cattleyas and other kinds. They must be

potted up in equal parts of peat and Moss—

a

little loam may be added for strong, healthy

plants—and grown in a shady, moist position,

where they are well under the eye of the culti-

vator. While giowth is most active the plants

will take a copious supply of water, and even

when at rest a dry state of the roots must be

avoided. In many cases it will be wise to syringe

the plants, but this must never be done in dull

or wet weather. The temperature of the Cattleya

house is quite high enough for it, as here the

leaves are not so apt to be overrun with red

spider or thrips. P. Klabochorum is a native of

Ecuador, where it was discovered by one of the

lirothers Klaboch, to whom it is dedicated.

Bifrenaria aurantiaca.—This singular spe-

cies is not often seen. It has roundish pseudo-

bulbs and deep green leaves, the flowers occuring

on three or four-flowered scapes. The sepals and
petals are bright yellow, with spots of a deeper

tint, and the lip is three-lobed, similar in colour.

Althougli usually found growing on the stems

and branches of trees, this jjlant requires a fairly

substantial compost under cultivation. Equal
parts of peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss, with a

little loam fibre for the strongest plant, suits it

well. Good drainage is essential, and plenty of

charcoal and crocks should be mixed with the

compost or put in as potting proceeds. The
pots should be large enough to take tlie plants

for at least a couple of years, as the roots are

easily damaged by frequent disturbance. The
foliage is \ ery liable to attacks of red spider, so

the atmosphere should be kept moist, and on
bright days light syringings may be allowed. It

thrives best in the coolest and most shady part

of the Cattleya house all the year round, and
while growing freely an abundant water supply

is necessary. At no time in fact must water be

entirely withheld for any length of time, this

causing the bulbs to shrivel and the flower-spikes

to be small and weak. It is getting late for it to

be in flower, but I noted a nice plant last week
with several spikes.—H.

Oncidium unguiculatum.— Although this

Oncidium cannot be compared for showiness to

0. tigrinum or 0. splendidum, to both of which
it is related, there is no question as to its beauty.
It varies, of course, like many others, and I have
just seen a nice form of it at Rougham Hall, Bury
St. Edmunds, where it was labelled Odonto-
glossum Reichenheimeri. To this species it bears

a very striking resemblance in habit, but the

flowers, of course, are totally different. They
occur on rather loose, arching scapes, the in-

dividual blossoms being about 2 inches across,

measuring from the tip of the upper sepal to that
of the lip. The sepals and petals are rich reddish-

brown with a few spots and bars of yellow, the

claw of the lip being at right angles to the column,
and not, asin Odontoglossums, parallel or nearly so.

The kidney-shaped blade is a clear bright yellow
about an inch across. O. unguiculatum may be
grown in a compost of peat fibre and a little

Sphagnum Moss, adding thereto jilenty of finely-

broken crocks. The pseudo-bulbs should just

rest on the top of the compost, and being large

require careful fixing. It is very free-rooting

when healthy and likes abundance of moisture
all the year round, but especially during the most
active growing period. It may be grown in quite

a cool house, and as roots are freely produced
in late autumn this is the most suitable time for

repotting. The flowers are slightly scented and
very lasting.—H. R.

BOTANISTS AND PLANT NAMES.
Th.\t the present state of plant nomenclature

is intolerable to practical men there can be no

question. Who can wonder if the gardener

comes to the conclusion that he will ignore the

botanist and all his works—at any rate, so far

as they apply to plant naming. If we accept

his name to-day, what warrant have we that

to-morrow we shall not have to cast it aside for

another ? There is no finality about the matter.

Consequently, there are few, I think, who will

not admit that the remarks of '

' One Interested
"

(p. 174) have every justification. As one who
has some little acquaintance witli both sides of

the question, i.e., the gardener's and the bota-

nist's, I may perhaps be allowed a word or two
on the matter.

No reasonable man will dispute that the

nomenclature of a genus must occasionally be
revised and that of some of its species altered.

The double-flowered Kerria japonica was origi-

nally called Corchorus under a misapprehension.

That genus, of course, is far remo\'ed from

Rosacea', to which Kerria belongs. It is a pity,

therefore, that a name so erroneous should still

be perpetuated in so many nursery catalogues.

Another insUmce is that of tlie earliest intro-

duced of the tropical epiphytal Orchids, which

were mostly called Epidendrum. If there had

only been ten or a dozen of them that name
might have sufficed, but seeing there are

thousands of them, and that they are being con-

tinually added to, a periodical revision becomes

necessary, and no one ought to object to it,

provided it is conscientiously and competently

done. With regard to the particular instance

that has excited the ire of your correspondent,

that of the Cypripediums, I entirely agree with

him. There was, perhaps, sufficient reason tcj

have kept the herbaceous species of the Cal-

ceolus type separate if this had been done at the

commencement, but now it has gone on so long

it ought to remain, and the rest of the Cypri

pediums are so distinct from all other ( )rchids

and so homogeneous, that the one name ought

to .suthce.

What we have to protest against is the irre-

sponsible and needless multiplication of names
that has ended in the majority of plants be-

coming invested with a long string of .synonyms.

Take up the Kew List of Trees and Slirubs, for

instance : a tail of eight or ten names, besides

the accepted one, is quite common. Nursery-
men must to some extent share the blame for

this. They have a plant which they do not
know, perhaps sent to them by their own col-

lectors or agents, and, without ascertaining

from the proper quarters whether it is new or

not, they straightway give it a name (preferably

after themselves or a good customer), and thus
the plant, which may have been named and
described long before, gets into cultivation

under an alias, between which and the proper
name there may long be confusion. Some-
times, of course, there is the excuse that the
plant does not flower, and cannot therefore be
definitely named, but because of its handsome
foliage or some other character is a plant of

commercial value. A provisional name then
becomes necessary, and if it eventually proves to

be wrong, everyone ought to help to suppress
it. But after all this only concerns the fringe

of the matter ; the chief offenders are the

botanists themselves. To me there seems to

be one factor more than any other that has
brought about the muddle into which the nam-
ing of culti\'ated plants has sunk. This is the

incompetence and childish vanity of those who
are undertaking the business. In these days

these so-called scientific men appear to have
lost sight of the fact that a name is simply

something by which to know a thing. Rather
do they look upon it as something which shall

endow them with a sort of spurious fame by

their posing as the authority. What are we
to think, for instance, of a man like the late

Sir F. Mueller, of Melbourne, who was in tli3

habit, when in doubt as to the genus of a new
plant, of deliberately giving it several generic

names, so that whatever the ultimate decision

might be he would still figure as the " autlio-

rity','"

Then there is another group of " botanists
"

whose vanity shows itself in a form ([uite as in-

suft'erable. These gentlemen have come to the

conclusion that'. ' a specific name has once been

used for a plant, no matter how long obsolete

or how erroneously applied, it must be revived.

This conclusion has in their hands led to some
interesting developments. The proper name
for Magnolia grandiflora, we now learn, is M.
fietida '. And why ; Well, simply because Lin-

meus once had a parcel of American Magnolia

flowers sent him, and he made them all varie-

ties of one species—M. americana. Probably

grandiflora had decayed somewhat on the jour-

ney ; at any rate, he called it var. fietida. He
afterwards saw his error and gave it the suitable

name it now bears. But, no ! Linmcus must

not be allowed even to choose the name for his

own species. Tliis magnificent fragrant-flowered

evergreen must be called fietida—the stinking

Magnolia. Here is another instance. Tlie

first name given to Catalpa bignonioides was

Bigiionia Catalpa ; afterwards it was naturally

seen that it could not properly be called Big-

iionia, so the present name was given. That,

liowever, will not do for our new school of

" botany ;
" the original specific name must be

retained ; so we have arrived at the euphonious

appellation Catalpa Catalpa. A similar line of

reasoning has changed Rhus Cotinus to Cotinus

Cotinus, and so on.

Besides this our new "botanists" have

come to the conclusion that if, somewhere in

the dim past, a generic name has once been

used and afterwards become obsolete (even for

150 years), it must never be used again, and if

it has been used it must be forthwith altered.

What a glorious opportunity is there here for

the pushing young ".scientific"' man to pose as

the authority for a plant name without ever

going to the trouble cjf studying the plant
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itself or its relationsliip to its kind ! He has

only to rummage in fusty volumes long for-

gotten, drop on a generic name once used dif-

ferently to what it is now, and tlie thing is done.

"The present application of the name," says

lie, "is inadmissihle ; a new generic term must
be invented. I am the man to do it, and I thus

ai'rive at tlie dignity of a full-blown botanical

author all at once. " We all know the Snowdrop
tree or Silverbell tree— it is called Halesia—

a

simple and a pleasant name for a beautiful

tree. It helps to keep alive the name of

.Stephen Hales, a learned and venerable doctor,

and has been used in its present sense for abimt
1(50 years. But it must be changed, says the

new "botani.st ;" the name Halesia had been u.sed

previously for something else. So the gentle-

man who made this precious discovery— I forget
his name, and I am sure the readers of The
Garden are not anxious to know it—set to

work to put matters straight. He renamed the
Halesias "Mohria" (after a friend of his), and
published the whole thing complete, himself as
authority, with full synonymy, itc, Arc. I'n-

happily, Ijeing in such a desperate hurry to

Flower Garden.

PEONIES IN GRASS.

The accom])anying illustration shows well the

suitability of the orticinalis section of herba-
ceous P;eonies for planting in grass, or else-

where where the plants have to share their

(juarters with other things. It represents a
single plant, which has occupied its present
position for several years and which invariably

flowers well. The photograph was taken last

spring, and there were about a score of flowers

and buds on the plant at that time. Groups of

the same Pa^ony might have been chosen for

the purpose, as some of the.se were at the same
time in full bloom and quite gorgeous, but it

was thought best to show clearly what an in-

dividual plant will do under the circumstances.

Some years ago it was decided to try and intro-

duce some bits of colour at various points of

vantage on a grassy slope, where they could be
seen from a distance across the intervening

water, and this double form of the old crimson

Pivonia officinalis in the grass at Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds. From a
photograph sent by Mr. J. C. Tallacl,-.

correct men like KUis, or Liiui;eus, or whoever
was responsible for the other name, he omitted
to note that "Mohria" was itself a generic
term already in current use, and thus fell into
the very error he was rectifying, Kevertheless,
the distinguished friend did not go unhonoured,
nor did the stupidity of those old botanists go
uncorrected. Another try was made. Halesias
were called Mohrodendron (I think that is the
name), and so the whole thing once more ap-
jieared— himself as authority, synonymy, itc.

For the same reasons Caryas must be called
Hicorias, and so on.

There are, of course, many scientific men who
protest against all this. The director of Kew
recently likened such "botanists" to boys sent
on an errand stopping by the way to play, for

all the while there is plenty of good and useful
work to do. But what is the use of protesting?
They have, unhapj)ily, meansof publishing all this

nonsense, and vanity is the deepest rooted of

human foibles. The only thing to do is to

ignore the whole thing and use our old names.
H. O'M.

Pieony was chosen, among others, and has well

ju-stified the choice. It will be seen that the

plant has to fight its way with indigenous vege-

tation, but it was originally catered for by
taking out the natural soil to a depth and
diameter of about 2 feet and replacing it witli

some richer material, which for a year or two
had such a stimulating influence on the native

vegetation, that it was found necessary to clear

away the latter once or twice during the year
;

now, however, a proper balance has been re-

stored, with the happiest results. The plant

here shown is sandwiched between a Willow
growing on the pond bank on the riglit and a

bed of Laurels on the left, while only a few
yards away is a group of old Scotch Firs, so

that all the soil around is fully occupied with
roots of various kinds. Many such a spot

might be brightened by the introduction of

plants of this, the hardiest and most robust of

all Peonies, and of other things which have
been proved to do well in such situations ; but
in the jjroving there will come many failures,

and it is often the unexpected which happens,

for plants whicli are by no means robust in the
cultivated garden will sometimes do well, while
others which grow rank and strong when they
have the field to themselves will utterly fail.

J. C. Tallac'K.

LILIUM AURATUM.
Mr. Wilson has had such a long and varied experi-
ence as a cultivator of Lilies, that his advice, as
given on page 101, is valuable, for frequently in the
case of this Lily, a bed that hasyielded a fine display
of bloom one season will produce but a few stems
and a small number of blossoms the following
year. Then on examination, even if no grubs are
discovered, a great many bulbs will be found in a
sorry plight, the base being often decayed, so
that the scales separate from each other when
touched. Various notes appear from time to time
concerning this Lily, but I think by now the
general opinion must be that it is, to say the
least, very untrustworthy in this country, and,
except in occasional cases, is not likely to become
permanently established. The mortality among
imported bulbs is very great, and a good deal of

it is doubtless owing to a kind of fungoid disease,

for which various remedies hive been suggested.
In many cases the flower-stems are well developed
before there is any trace of this fell enemy, and
freijuently the earliest buds are on the point of

expansion when a few days will sutiice to change
a promising bed of this Lily into a comparative
wreck. This disease often shows itself by a
brown stripe up one side of the stem, from which
it was by some thought to be sunstroke, but it is

now, I think, pretty generally recognised to be of

fungoid origin. If the disease is generated, or
the germs of it enter by means of bruised scales,

one can understand why this Lily is so much
more afiected than the varieties of L. speciosum,
which are also sent here from .lapan, for their
bulbs are altogether much firmer in texture than
those of L. auratum. This may be readily seen
if a few imported bulbs of each are laid in cocoa-
nut refuse or planted in the ground, when, if

examined a short time afterwards, it will in most
oases be found that the bulbs of L. auratum are
studded with small indentations, showing signs of

incipient decay, while those of L. speciosum have
scarcely a mark, and even if bruised they seem to
heal up quite differently from the other. Still,

L. speciosum, though not often attacked, is by no
means proof against this disease, for occasional
plants may often be seen affected just in the same
way as L. auratum. I had a case brought under
my notice in which a bed had been planted with
L. auratum, and though promising at first, nearly
the whole of them went off in the manner detailed
above before flowering. In the autumn the bulbs
were dug up, when most of them were found to

be in a sorry plight. After this the bed was
planted with imported bulbs of the dark-coloured
\'ariety of L. speciosum known as Melpomene,
but the following season the mortality among
them was nearly as great as when the site was
occupied with L. auratum. The conditions under
which this last-named Lily succeeds best have
been many times detailed in The Gakden, but,
despite all that has been said in the matter, the
fact remains that failures are quite as frequent as
successful establishing. In the earlier days of

this Lily our Dutch neighbours made many
attempts to cultivate it after the manner that
proved so successful with many other Lilies, but
we never received L. auratum in any quantity
from Holland. There are, however, now such
facilities for transport between .Japan and this

country, that we are thoroughly supplied with
Japanese Lilies grown in their own native land,

and they are disposed of during the winter at a
very cheap rate. The majority of these will

flower well the first season, but the difference

between this and becoming permanently esta-

blished is very great. Lilium Krameri, which in

texture and general appearance resembles a small
bulb of L. auratum, is even more fickle than that

species. .Japan is by no means the onlv country
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that sends us Lilies which seldom establish them-
selves, instances of which are to be found in the
Neilgherry Lily (L. neilgherrense), L. Washing-
tonianum, L. Humboldti, and others, while L.

Henryi, which is of comparatively recent intro-

duction, seems at home almost everywhere.

H. P.

FEBEUAEY FLOWEES AT UKIAH,

CALIFOEXIA.

The autiimu rains in 1897 came a little

later than usual, but late in October there

was a generous rainfall, followed by favour-

able weather, and Nature at once sprang into

new life. In a few days a tinge of green

was perceptible by the wayside, and in a

couple of weeks the hillsides, so long brown,

began to show their spring colouring. Here we
only await an autumn rain to begin ploughing

and seeding, and every farm was at onco a

scene of activity. Until the first week of

December the season could not have been
more propitious. The showers were un-

usually light, but suthcient, and the tempe-

rature seldom reached the freezing point.

Over much of California scarcely any rain

had fallen, hut it is seldom that grass or

crops were more forward here. Then followed

a long series of frosts, getting colder and
colder until they culminated on January 1

1

in a snowstorm, followed by the hardest

frost since the place was settled. In several

places 10" above zero was recorded. Again
the series of heavy frosts set in, continuing

until Februiry 5. At that date the ground
was dry at 18 inches, and streams which arj

usually mountain torrents from November
were still dry, and the heaviest rain of the

season which followed barely started them.
Grass looked yellow and all flower growth
was backward, and evergreen trees and shrubs
which had wintn-ed many years were blown
and frost-bitten. In February came a series

of days too lovely to describe. The frosts

ceased ; the air was as soft at night as a day
in June, while at midday it was uncomfoit-
ahly hot. In a few days a dozen sorts of

plants were in bloom. The only flowers in

my garden during the long cold spell were
the Hellebores, which had been open since

Christmas.

Now (February IS) the Eoman Hyacinths
are in full flower, as is Elwes' Snowdrop.
The Dutch Hyacinths are well towards bloom,
and Narcissus Ard-Eigh has some full flowers.

The Eoman Narcissus preceded them. Ery-
thronium citrinum leads the Dog's - tooth

Violets, as it is in full leaf with several lull-

blown floweis. E. Ilartwegi will be about
ten days liter. Dodecatheon Hendersoni and
D. patulum are in flower—the one rose-pink,

the other creamy. Fritillaria pluritlora is

late. Last year there were flowers on
January 1 ; this year the first were about
February 14. A few Polyanthuses have been
flowering all winter, and ^^iolets here began
to flower in October. In the woods the

flowers are coming on rapidly. Manzinita
( Arctostaphylos manzanita) flowers very early.

I have seen the lovely little bells in Novem-
ber in warm situations. This season it was

well into January before we had the first,

but now every hush is full of them. Warm
slopes are pink with the American Cowslip.

Dodccitheon Hendersoni is our local form.

In cool woods the dainty Dentaria californica

is in full flower, while already a little jellow

composite annual yellows many wet places.

Ercdium cicutarium is one of our most valued

forage plants ; its pink blossoms are already

common. I noticed, too, some early flowers

of the red Calandrinia Menziesi. I noticed,

too, that in the shade many of the beautiful

spotted leaves of Erythronium giganteum,

our locjl Dog's-tooth Violet, were to be seen,

and buds were appoiring. On a heavily-

wooded mountain-side I was pleased to lind

one of my favourites, the beautiful Synthyiis

reniformis, in flower. The dainty white

flowers scarcely rise above the leaves, which
are its chief charm. They aie from an under-

ground stem, and form a low mat often a foot

across. They are reniform and crenatc, most
delightfully coloured in green and reddish

tints. I doubt if our. woods hold a prettier

little guest. Caul Purdi'.

UKIAH VALLEY.
Thk town of Ukiah is situated in a beautifu
valley of the same name in the cuast range of

nioimtains of Northern California. Twenty
miles further north the small streams which
near Ukiah join in forming Russian River have
their sources, and along their courses and that

of Russian River proper a chain of mountain-
hemmed valleys lies, opening into each other Iry

narrow vales or short gorges. Of these valleys

I'kiah \alley is the largest. It trends north and
south in the forjn of an ellipse, nine miles long
by a greatest width of three. All about it,

sometimes abruptly in single long steep slopes,

sometimes with intervening stepping-stones in

the shape of table-land or foot-hills, the moun-
Dains rise to from 2000 feet to 2.300 feet alti-

tude, while, towering above the intervening
ranges and from every part of the valley con-

spicuous, San Hedrin and Snow Mountains
rise to between 5000 feet and 6000 feet, north-

east and only thirty miles away. Their flanks

are covered with Pines, while in winter and far

into spring their tops are snow - crowned.
Twenty miles furtlier in its southward course
Russian River enters a wild canyon, and after

tearing and tossing for a rough course of eight

miles, enters a rich valley, which, widening to

the south, stretches unbr(5ken to San Francisco

Bay, a stretch of over fifty miles of some of tht!

most beautiful country in California. Tlie

river turns, and, leaving the valley, breaks
through a low range densely forested with

Redwood, and scarcely a hundred miles from
its sources flows into the Pacific Ocean—a range
whicli, lying only a few miles west of Ukiah, is

practically the limit of the Redwood forest. On
its west side the Redwoods fill the canyons and
extend far up their sides, but on our side they are

few and scattered, small groves or lines (jf trees

along the course of the mountain streams
which flow into the Russian River. The river

sharply cats oft' the Redwood region, whether
from climatic or soil conditions I cannot say,

but while Redwoods can be found on its western
bank, not a tree is to be found east of it in all

of our region.

Ukiah valley and all the adjacent mountains
are or were well wooded (most of the valley

and easy slopes are now cleared for cultivation),

and the woodland is of the most diversified

character. On the valley floor the White ( )ak

(Ouercus lobata) is fi'eijuent. It is a deciduous
Oak of great size, with a furrowed, whitish
trunk and widely branching habit. M;iny are
weeping trees, and all are heavily draped with
long grey Moss. A series of measurements
which I undertook a year ago showed that very
many of these great Oaks are from 100 feet to

l.")0 feet high, with as great a sjiread, that(i feet

is an ordinary clean diameter at o feet from the
ground, while one tree measured 2.'! feet
it inches at 5 feet from the ground. These
great spreading ()aks are still plentiful in all

parts of the valley, and many of the fields have
a park-like appearance. Along the river and
the larger lateral streams was a broad band lit

moisture-loving trees, such as Oak, Ash, Cali-

fornian Laurel, Box Elder, Elder, a variety of

Willows, some of them large trees, and the
Western Poplar, here called Cottonwood. The
table-lands and lower .slopes have their chanic-

teristic trees. The White (_)ak, there a small
tree, is rarer, but the Black Oak ((^)uercus

californica), the Post or Blue Oak {(). Douglasi-
ana), the Black Live Oak (Q. agrifolia) form
the bulk of the growth, with occasional

Madrono (Arbutus Menziesi). The Manzanit.'i,

(Arctostiiphylos manzanita), here a large shrub
or small round-headed tree, is ever present,

now scattering, now in extensive patches so

thick that one can little more than crawl under.
Both it and the Madrono are evergreens, and
shed their bark as well as their leaves each
summer after the new leaves have fully de-

veloped. The Douglas Spruce is not unconmion
about the valley's edge, and is found through-
out the mountains in small groups, (ir at times
forming the bulk of the timber. About the
valley, too, but less frequently, a form cif the

Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa) is found in dry,

gravelly lands. These, then, are the trees

which form the bulk of the forest in and around
the edge of the valley. There are many other

trees and shrubs less frequently met or more
localised in their habitat.

In all of the canyons which open into our
valley on the west side Redwoods are common,
and with them the Tan-bark <Jak (Q. densi-

flora), a beautiful evergreen with entire elhpti-

cal leaves, which is the princii^al—one could
almost say the only—Oak which accompanits
the Redwood in the main Redwood forest. On
the slopes west of our valley it grows in large

groves.

Quercus chrysolepis, the true C'aliforni;ui Live

Oak, which I distinguish from the Black Live
Oak by the name of Canyon Live Oak, is fre-

quent in the deeper and rockier canyons west
of our valley as a fine spreading tree, and on
the high slopes as a shrub, but it reaches its

best development with us in the canyons open-
ing into the east side of the valley, where it

develops into one of our grandest trees. (iHier-

cus Wizlizeni is rare. It is a very beautiful

tree with large, shining, sinuate leaves and a

black trunk. It unght readily be mistaken f(jr

our Black Oak (Q. californica) but for a jiortion

of its leaves persisting, and giving it a thinly

evergreen habit. Comparatively little of the

higher slopes of our mountains is bare or

openly wooded. (Jver two-thirds are covered
either with a dense growth of small trees and
large shrubs, which we call chapparal, or by a

dense smooth growth, much like a Heatli when
viewed from a distance, and composed almost
altogether of one evergreen shrub of the Rose
family, Adenoshoma fasciculatum (Chamiso).

This covers millions on millions of acres of

our higher mountains in a dense covering from
4 feet to 12 feet high, and so dense as to be all
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Ijiit impenetrable. Every year fires sweep un-

opposed over vast tracts of it, but it quickly

tirows again, forming a shelter for the deer,

and protecting many beautiful little vales and

woods.
The coast range here is a bro^d band of

irregular ranges, principally of shale, feldspar,

or sandstone, but with many sections of

volcanic origin or mineral-bearing. From the

ocean to the Sacramento valley it is about

seventy miles wide at this point, a perfect

jumble of irregulir ranges, mostly running

north and .south, but often at angles witli

the general triids. Such valleys as our own
fre(juently occur. An understanding of the

flora of any region is inseparable from a know-
ledge of the climate. In California, generalisi-

tions as to either climate, i-aiiifall, or produc-

tions are valueless. (.)ne must study each

locality separately. The high range to the

westward of Ukiali keeps off' to a large measure
the winds and fog of the Pacific Ocean, only

twenty miles distant in air line. Sufficient fog

finds its way over the mountains or f(jllows up
the river to materially ail'ect the humidity, and
light coast winds through the summer moderate
the heat to some degree. Still, this region is

much hotter in the suunner and colder in the

winter than either towards the coast or in the

Rus.sian River valley, only a little south, wliere

the influence of the bay and ocean is felt more
strongly. Thus with a minimum temperature of

10' or 12° above zero at Ukiah this unusually
cold winter, Cloverledale, a little town only
thirty miles south of here on the Russian River
and not over 300 feet lower, is at tliis time
holding a Citrus fair, where tons of beautiful

Oranges grown in the open air are on exhibit,

while on the coast west of us Fuchsias clamber
to the second-storey windows. Geraniums are

used for screens, and Callas flower profusely.

On the other hand, some of the adjacent val-

leys are too cold for the Grape, which flourislies

here. These sudden climatic change? are due
to the trend of mountains, proximity to ocean,

or snowy mountains, or to air currents. C.ili-

fornia abounds iu such paradoxes in climate,

and soils are nearly as v.iriable. The flora of

one canyon may be \ery dift'erent from that of

the next, or a hillside may have plants unknown
elsewhere iu the region.

The flora of our region is exceedingly varied,

as might be expected from such a variety of

conditions. In my future letters I hope to in-

troduce the English reader to some of the
canyons and vales, valleys, and seaside spots of

Northern California. C'-iRL Piruy.
UI;i'ih, 0<il., Fi'hnmnj IS.

FOLIAGE OF H.\HDV PL.\XrS.
Plants in beds and borders are now grow-
ing rapidly, although the spell of very keen
wind with slight frost experienced during the
past week checked their progress for a time.
The majority are as yet without flower, but
there are at once beauty and great \ariety
in the many dift'erent types of foliage. This
early foliage beauty in hardy plants is not, I

think, sufficiently recognised. That it exists in a
very marked form is appirent to all who make a
careful inspection of the same in early spring.

From the silver-grey of Carnations, Pinks, Cam-
pions, Veronicas, and things of similar hue, the
tints run up through e\ery concsivable shade of

green to almost a purple, the latter to be found in

some of the Tradescants, Starworts and Aqui-
legias, whilst Lobelias and Pa'onies are respec-

tively deeper or brighter and more striking. It

comes, therefore, in many cases that beds planted
with hardy things are doubly interesting from the
fact that the contrast of foliage in early spring,

so soon as it is well on the move, is as pleasing in

its way as the bright and effective flowers of

summer and autumn. The suggestion made last

autumn as to the fine display likely to be produced
liy the judicious grouping of Phloxes is a case in

point, so far as the spring foliage contrasts are

concerned. Clumps respectively of early and
late - flowering Phloxes, mainly good white
varieties, were planted in a large bed a
little over a yard apart, and the intervening
spaces filled in with Phlox setacea. The
majority of the white varieties both in the
decussata and suffruticoaa sections have very pale
foliage, and this, now some inches high, shows to

great advantage against the purple tips of the
growth of the alpine form, to be intensified later

when the latter is a sheet of pink. I have also

clumps of white Phlox on a carpet of Aubrietia,

but this is a contrast of flower and foliage rather

than between two types and shades of foliage. In

this same contrast of flower and foliage nothing
is more striking at this season than bold groups
of Tenby Daffodils with the bright foliage of

Pa'onies showing at intervals among them, and
such an association is the more to be recommended
because the two species have in common a liking

for a holding, or at least a deep, fairly moist .soil,

and are seen to the best advantage under such con-

ditions. Herbaceous Lobelias are not often in the
wrong place. They are just now making their

ajipaarance through the ground and act as a relief

to masses of Pinks or Tufted Pansies, or clumps
of Pyrethrum or Spinea filipendula with their

delicate Fern-like foliage. Hemerocallises in

variety are very fine at the present time : in fact,

from a purely tine-foliage standpoint, hardl3' any-
thing gives such a pure delicate shade or has
attained thus early in the season to such dimen-
sions. A much dwarfer plant, but at this season
somewhat similar in shade, is the old Sedum
spectabile. This shows to advantage among
misses of those varieties of Tufted Pansy whose
foliage with cold assumes a bronzy tinge. The
list of things witti foliage more or less varied in

character and more or less beautiful might be
continued to considerable length. Enough, how-
ever, has been said to show the opportunities in

this direction in the hands of a careful planter. It

must, however, bs added that autumn planting is

an essential feature towards securing the healthy,

vigorous foliage so effective both in itself and in

contrast. I was induced on one occasion to defer

a certain amount of planting until after the new
year ; a spell of frost came on that prevented anj--

thingofthe kind until the end of February, a

\ery dry summer followed, and the display that

season was not of a character to lead to a semnd
trial of spring planting. E. B.

Sanvitalia procumbens is one of the finest

continuous-blooming aimuals suitable for edging,

but one seldom sees it used for that purpose now-
a days. The double form is the best, the neatly-

built yellow flowers with a black eye being pro-

duced in great profusion from the end of June up
to November. I am surprised that the value of

this little neat-habited dwarf annual has not Ije^n

more fully recognised by those who have much
bedding-out to do. It might bs made to take the

place of some tender things, and a stock can

easily and inexpensivelj' be raised. I have grown
this annual from seeds sown early in April in the

open ground, but although in a favourable spring

the seeds germinate faiily well, they are a;)', to

fail in a very dry time. It is better to sow in a

frame either in (lans or broadcast, transplanting

when the seedlings have half a dozen leaves.

Plenty of room for extension should be allowed,

as, although this annual does not i u i much more
than 6 inches high, it grows with much frie lom,

soon covering the soil if planted from 7 inches to

1 foot apart. This Sanvitalia is one of the most
weatherproof plants I know. It remains in a

fresh, bright condition through psriods of incle-

ment weather, the miniature button-like flowers

being but little affected by heavy rains, and they

continue to open freely in a time of extreme heat

and drought. Early autumn frosts do not put a

stop to flower production, and I have had this

little annual in good condition in October, when
frosts and heavj' rains had destroyed the beauty
of most things. Plenty of light and air this San-
vitalia must have. In the matter of soil it is not
in any way fastidious.—J. C. B.

NOTA'S AX/) (,>rKSTWXS.

Eryngium alpinum album.—I tame across

a white form r,f EryiiLjiuin alpinum ia Bosnia last

autumn. Is this iu cultivation y— H. C. B.

C » landrlnias appear able to b3ir any amount of

dry h !at without Hiuchiog. They are hardy enough to

stand the winter if sown in the autumn, and if sown
in the op3n ground about tlie middle of March, they
will ha effective through th=! summer months.—B.

Primula Boule de Neige.—This is to bs met
with in some parts of the Continent, and it can he best

described as a litde later tlowering form of P. nivalis,

but with mealy fo'iigs. It would be interesting to

know how this originated. In its time of flowering,

though a littla later, iu the shape and colour of the

blossoms and manner of producing them, it is a counter-

part of the snowy Primrose of the Alps. Has anyone
succeeded in obtaining seed from P. nivalis ?—R. D.

Leueojum asstivum.— I must thank "E.J."
and Mr. S. Ariiott for their kindly and practical sug-

gestions (p. ICl) on the non-flowering of the above in

my garden. I have no doubt but that they are right

in their contention that the damp, heavy soil is a suffi-

cient reason to account for this Leueojum refusing

to liow<?r. I notice to-day that one blopm-spike has

appeared on one of the bulbs planted iu the driest

position I can find, but there seem to be no signs of

more to follow.— S. W. F.

Iris stylosa.—I notice oa page 183 a few Hues
on the above Iris, iu which the writer draws attention

to the fact that it commenced to bloom iu December
and continued until the end of Februiry. Here it

begins its flowering season earlier. I find iu my note-

book, under the date of October 18, "first bloom of

Iris stylosa." From thai date until Februai'y IS it

bloomed continuously. In my damp garden the only

place 1 can grow it successfully is on a very steep

bmk, almost wall of earth, well mixed with road-grit.

Here, well watered during the summer and suppUed
with liquid manure occrsioually, it d>es well.

—

S. W. F.

Cyelaman cilieluin.— Oa p. 211 this name is

spelt cilieicum. There ought to be only two c's in

the name, not three. It was wrongly spelt iu the

Kew Hand-list, but the error is now recognised.

It is rightly spelt iu '' Index Kewensis." The original

authority for the name is E. Bois^ier, who is seldom

wrong in the spelling of his cla-isical names. C. cili-

cium will be found on reference to his "Flora
Orientalls." The Litin adjective for Cilician is always

cilicius, never cilicious.—0. W.-Dou.

Auemone falgana.—For years I have grown this

variety on a south border, never having the least

trouble with it. The tubers were allowed to remain

in the ground. The soil is a thin gravelly loam with

a little clialk, and year after year the pUa^s produce

the mo^t brilliantly colou-ai blonoais—R. XlSBET,

Tudor Cottaje, Marlict Drayton.

The correspondence regarding the flower-

ing of Anemone fulgens reminds ms of my
experience of it. I planted some roots in the

sunniest, driest spot in the garden, where

the roois were well baked in summer. They
flowered one year and afterwards grew beautifully

less each year. Quite disgusted, I did not object

when a labourer forked over the border and seem-

ingly finished the disaster. Next year at the

opposite side of garden walk amongst Gooseberry

bushes appeared a strong tuft of Anemone leaves.

The plant flowered, and since then each year has

shown the tuft creeping outwards and more and
more flowers. The soil is the same as in the first

situation, but the border slopes down hill to the

north, but only '20 feet from a sheltering wall.

The plants also have the occasional shade from

Gooseberry bushes. Warned by my experience, I

planted a rich velvety magenta Anemone, which

has the leaf and shape of A. fulgens, and which I

I got in an old garden, close to the clump of

fulgens, and it, too, is increasingand flowering. I

do not find Anemones do well in this garden, so

the success of the fulgens is the more to be
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wondered at. I have tried ib since in several
situations witli tlie worst results.— S. H., Cork.

Erig'eroii speciosus. — Generally speaking,
this beautiful plant will, as indicated by " E. J.,"
be found absolutely hardy in almost every garden
in the United Kingdom. Although one finds this

to be the case, it is not unusual to hear some say
they have been unable to grow it, and " E. J."
has very clearly pointed out some probable causes
for these failures. I have found that a good many
of these arise from imperfectly established plants,
and others have arisen from some neglect in sum-
mer watering. I have grown it here for a number
of years, and have one plant which has never been
removed nor disturbed for five or six years. It

is in a dry place, and I find it necessary to give it

a good soaking of water in protracted dry
weather, when it is apt to show signs of distress if

n5g:lected. Were this left undone, I fear it would
dwindle away and eventually succumb. One
defect it has is its need of support. The high
winds which often prevail here would often blow
it about and break the somewhat tender stems
were it not well supported with stake and raffia or
twine. This takes from its beauty, but cannot be
avoided.—S. Arnott, Cai-xelhorn, hii Dumfries,
y.B.

Kitchen Garden.

BORECOLES FAILING.
I HAVE in previous numbers of The G.\rden
alluded to the disease in Kales, and hoped some
readers would have given their ideas as to causes
of the same. So far I do not remember to have
observed any note on the subject, and as it aft'ects

the su[)ply at this season it may be well to vary
the culture, and by so doing escape disease.
Rich land fosters disease, and I found it was
much worse after the plants had gone down into
the manure. I do not advise rich or recentl}'

manured land for Kales, or indeed any vegetable
which is reipiired to stand the winter. I saw a
large quarter much attacked that was freely
manured, but had not grown Kales or, in fact,

any green crop for a cjuarter of a century. My
plants in rich land were the worst. Some plants
that followed early Potatoes were badly diseased.
It may be that the soil had little to do with the
disease. It may have been in the plants pre-
viously and only developed when gi\-en the better
soil. The kinds that are ati'ected are the late
kinds, these, of course, at this season being most
\-aluable. I fear it is not altogether a matter of

soil, but of seed, as the seed may have been pro-
cured from an unhealthj' stock. My reason for
this assertion is that having seeded a new Kale,
some came up and a few were allowed to stand ;

whereas other plants from the same seed planted
close to others badly infested were much diseased.
Those plants left alone were free. In my opinion
it would not be safe to use such stocks for seed.
I have been told that by using various chemicals
freely when the disease first appears it is cured.
It was not so in my case by any means, and most
of the remedies were given a thorough trial as
soon as the plants were attacked. My remedy is

a simple one, and that is to plant such varieties
as far apart as possible and in land that has not
been gi\-en much food ; by havijig the plants
isolated there is less fear of others being attacked.
I intend to grow these plants in land just
cleared of root crops not manured in any way,
planting earlier than usual. Many may" think
late plants would have a better chance to escape.
I will try both. Unfortunately, late plants are
so small that they do not give enough cutting
material. I am dressing my land freely with
wood ashes and burnt refuse, hoping by so doing
to escape. I am sure if we could plant in more
exposed place?, such as open fields, we .should
often get better results, as the plants are too
much coddled. ( !. W.

flowers for early crops in the spring. After many
|

years' trial I can bear testimony to his remarks,
as much better results are secured by autumn-
sown jilants than when raised in heat in the
early part of the year. "J. C. T." does not
name \arieties, and this I regret. Has he found
Early London bolt badly this season ? My plants
of this variety have, and I have lost a large por-
tion of my stock. Of course, in a measure the
weather is answerable, owing to the mild season.

A later sowing is quite free from the evil referred
to. These plants have been wintered in the open,
the only protection being boards. My best early
Cauliflowers to sow to stand the w inter for May
cutting are Dwarf Early Mammoth and Wal-
cheren. I admit a good stock of Early London is

of great value if sown at the right time, but with
me it invariably bolts.— S. M.

Very early Potatoes.—As I need very early
Potatoes, any variety that is in advance of others
is welcomed, and Mr. Nisbet's note (p. 202) ad-
vising Sharpe's Victor as the earliest was read by
me with much interest, at the same time with a
certain amount of surprise, when he stated he
had frequently dug it from under south walls the
second week in April. There are many who will

envy Mr. Nisbet's sheltered locality if he can dig
thus early. I am aware the variety in question is

very early, but I have ne\er before seen it stated
to be fit the second week in April. Of course it

may not be done every year. Seasons vary, but
it is such an early date that it will make many
growers open their eyes as to the possibilities of

Sharpe's "S'ictor in future. I find Sharpe's, once
it is injured by frost, rarely makes headway.
Having a small top, it is soon injured, and the
result is a lot of very small tubers. Mr. Nisbet
says nothing about shelter for the early lot

;

doubtless he uses some means of protection other
than the wall referred to. I would like to know
his mode of culture.—S. M.

Autumn-sown Cauliflowers.—"J. C. T."
(p. 122) notes the value of autumn-sown Cauli-

NOTES AX I) i^iUESTIONS.

Globe Artichokes.—Tbese have liad a very
favourable winter, and a lot of plants quite unpro-
tected has come through safely. Wliere they have
been protected by litter or Bracken, it is not wise to

remove this, as such plants are naturally rather mire
tender tlian others that liave stood without any. But
it may be opened a little, especially if at all wet, a

soddened mass of straw or auything else about the
plants beiDs;- very injurious.

Garden Thyme.—In many gardens herbs are
not cared for as tliey ought to be, and Thyme is

often not to be had. 'J'his ought not to be, seeing how
easy it is to have a good supply. I am aware severe
winters will de.struy this, but this does not happen
when a young stock is raised from seed e\'ery year.

I remember a friend pointing out this to me more tlian

twenty years ago as I was looking over a large garden
in Worcestershire. He told me he made it a rule to

sow every year, destroying the plants after tlie second or

third year. Since then I have always sown some seed,

pricldng out the seedlings in Jlay, and now have an
abundant supply.

—

Douskt.

Variegated Kales.—At the meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 8th a group
of highly coloured variegated Scotcli Kales was
staged by Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea. Though such
Kales are pretty, they are not the most profitable

by any means, as a good t3'pe of curled Scotch
is superior when cooked. The plants in question
were well coloured, there being many forms, but
nearly all were well ailvanced in growth. The
true old Scotch form is much hardier. I do not
see much value in variegated \'egetables of any
kind ; they usually lack vigour and are the

earliest to run. — S. M.

Early dwarf unstaked Peas.—At p. l(i.3

" H. C. P." advises stakes for Peas, both on the

score of extra yield and for tidiness. In this

locality the majority of growers will agree with
Mr. Iggulden, for they are every year growing
more of the dwarf kinds, for the simple reason

that stakes cost as much as the Peas could be

bought for. I live in the outskirts of a large

town where gardens, as a rule, are small, the
land very dear, and Pea sticks exceptionally so,

at least compared with their value in rural dis-

tricts. Now, the gardens being small, the owners
are anxious to utilise them to the fullest extent,

and this they do by growing such kinds of Peas
as American and English Wonder, William Hurst,
and their gardens are pictures of neatness, and
certainly many get a maximum of produce from a
minimum of land. I have the extra assurance of

the popularity of these dwarf Peas in the fact

that every year I sell a larger quantity of them,
while the demand for varieties that must have
stakes or supports of some kind grows corre-

spondingly less.

—

James Groom, Gosport.

Manure—fresh or decayed.—Many people
would object to fresh horse or cow manure for

garden crops, simply because they have always
understood that good rotten manure was the
correct thing. The question is how far it is

desirable to carry this rotting process above
ground. I have lately been talking to one of our
largest Potato growers as to how far he carries

the rotting process out, and his verdict is

decidedly against the turning, sweating, and
sweetening process. Every week he carts all the
manure he can get on to the land and ploughs it

in. How often do we find the liquid from manure
heaps running to waste or polluting some neigh-

bouring stream, when it would be doing far more
good if placed on the land at once. Of course
there is a wide difference in the nature of soils,

and in very light, naturally drained soil the
manurial elements get washed down into the sub-

soil and out of reach of the crop if the manure
is dug into the land long before the crop is put
in. In these cases I find it is much the best plan

to put the manure on the land it is intended for in

medium-sized heaps, covering it with a good
layer of soil, spreading it on the land and digging
it in just before sowing or planting the crop.

—

J. G., Goxport.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1162.

TEA ROSE MLLE. YVONNE GRA.VIER.

(with a rilLorREI) I'r.ATE.*)

A.MdXi: the many Tea Rcses we have tried in

the open air unprotected at all seasons there

have been many baautiful kinds distinguished

by exquisite flowers, fine in form and colour,

but among them all we think there has never
been one so delicate in its refined C(.>lour as

Mile. Yvonne Gravier, which, in addition to its

great beauty, is also, as far as we have tried it,

a good grower, fiowering abundantly late in the

year. We may add, however, that the colour

of the flower is not easy to describe, and we
hope our readers will get their first ideas of it

from the flower itself. It was raised by Mons.
Bernaix, of Lyons, who writes to us as follows

about it :

—

Mile. Yvonne Gravier was sent out in th3 month
of November, ISill. I cannot say exactly from
which variety it had its origin. Its blooming is

extraordinary, and does not end until the frost

comes. The flower is large, the long bud of

beautiful form, and its colour—a rich creamy
yellow—is everything one can desire. The back
of the petals is a fine rofe, a new tint which it is

ditficult to describe, while the centre of the

flower at the base of the petals is shaded with a
pretty canary yellow. This Rose was named
after the daughter of a former chief secretary of

the Prefect of the Rhone.

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon at

Gravetye Munor, iSussex. Lithographed and printed

by J. L. Goffart.
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The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEX.
CJknkk.u. wiiKK.—The laying of Box edging?,

tiles, or other materials should now be finished,

and any new gravel or drains required should be
made good. A much nicer appsarance will result

if the walks are neat and clean, and although it

may not be possible to give new gravel in all

cases, much may be done by turning it over and
getting a clean surface. Of late years I have
substituted tiles for Box e lyings with great gain,

as one dressing of weedkiller in the spring keeps
the walks bright and clean for months. In gar-

dens where there is much ironwork in the shape
of fences, tree supports, or otherwise, it is well

to give the iron a coating of black varnish. This
is necessar}-, as it soon rusts with exposure. All

stakes for trees should be replaced where needed.

The necessary number of Pea sticks should bs
prepared and placed in bundles for use. All

arrears of digging should be completed ;
quarters

that are being cleared of their crops should be dug
and food given if necessary, as b\' earlj' digging
the land is sweetened and the soil pulverised for

the next crop.
PuT.\To pr.AXTiN'c.—This will now claim imme-

diate attention in the open. Of course the

weather will determine the proper moment to do
this work, and, I may add, soil and i)03ition

also. My remarks concern the main crop, and in

late districts the earliest crop. A warm border
in all cases is desirable for the first lot, and for

this purpose some of the Ashleaf or well-known
early kinds will be selected. A very early variety

1 grew last year was Ringleader. It pro\ed
earlier than Victor and gave fewer small tubers.

English Beautj' was equally good, though a few
days later. This latter is well adapted for heavy
soils. It has more top than Ringleader. The
various kinds of Ashleaf varieties are so well

known that it is unnecessary to describe them.
Many advise sprouting the earliest tubers under
glass for early supplies. I do not for planting in

the open, as there is a great check after planting
if the weather is cold. It must not be inferred I

am averse to sets having sprouts. I advise them
if sturdy and produced in a cool place. In heavy
land much may be done to promote early growth
by covering the sets at planting with any lighter

material such as wood ashes, burnt garden refuse,

spent manure, and old soil from borders or frames ;

in fact, anything which lightens and encourages
roots freely. I has'e found it a good plan
in exposed [jlaces to make deeper drills for

the first lot, as this allows of drawing more
earth up to the stem. As regards planting in

light soils, one may use a large dibber, as more
\\ ork may be done, but it is well to use care in

placing the sets, the ej-es being upward. The
seed should rest on the soil, not, as it were, sus-

pended. It is not well to |5lant as advised in

heavy clay land as there is danger of the Potato
sets being water-lodged. The soil does not close

round the sets, and the latter fail to root out
freely. In such land I have found it a good plan
to dig and plant at the same time, as then one
may with advantage give the rows a dressing of

light manure or an improved fertiliser. With a
medium soil the old system of forking the surface
of land prepared in the early autumn is a good
one, as when this is done it checks weed growth
and the seeds are placed in the best position

possible, and at the right depth. Strong growers
such as Triumph, Magnum Bonum, and Syon
House should have at least a j'ard between the
rows. The last-named makes a strong top growth,
but is a very heavy cropper and of good
quality, keeping late. For this, l.""> inches to

IS inches apart in the row in good land is none
too much. The best midseason Potato I have
grown is Windsor Castle. This is good in all

soils, and may be used in .Jul}', at the same time
being good at Christmas. This will do well at
2 feet apart between the rows. Of course for

first earlies 2 feet apart is ample, the sets 9 inches
apart in the row. I prefer whole seed to that

cut. If it is necessary to cut the sets do so some
time in advance of planting to dry the cut [jortion

thoroughlj-. Many make a mistake in planting
too small seed, it is best to have fair sized seed as

small tubers produce a weak crop. There is no
gain in cutting the seed, so far as my experience
goes, unless very large, as one may give the sets

more space. Avoid rank manures, these causing
scabby and rough tubers.

Potatoes in' frames.—This is a critical time
with this vegetable in frames, as the plants will

fail to produce tubers freelj' if checked in any
way. jloisture will now be needed in greater
quantities if there is a good command of heat,

and with heat there must be ample ventilation,

or a weak top-growth will follow. I do not advise
much top heat, as the best results are obtained by
a more natural growth. Many crops of forced
Potatoes are poor in comparison to the labour in-

volved, on account of too much top-heat at the
start. With biting east winds it will be dithcult

to give much air. I do not advise moulding up
plants at all advanced in growth, as the introduc-
tion of fresh soil gives a check, and, with a fair

depth at the start, there will be sufficient for

early crops. Plants in frames without heat will

not require much moisture. At times other
plants, such as Ridishes, are sown as a first crop.

These should not be left to interfere with the
growth of the Potatoes. Potatoes in frames will

now benefit by supplies of liquid manure, but it

is well to give the liquid at the same temperature
as the soil, or warmer.

MixT is used largely in most places, and it is

not well to allow the roots to remain too long in

one place, as much better results follow annual
planting. I need a large quantity for forcing,

and plants are not left more than two years.

Splendid material may be secured in one if the
soil is good and not too heavy. When the new
growths are 6 inches high in the spring, they are

pulled off from the old bed with a small portion
of root. These are planted in prepared beds in

rows \2 inches apart, 6 inches between the plants,

and in light soil trodden we'l. By autumn the
plants are good for forcing or growing on. By
growing thus, beds can be kept much cleaner,

and the culture is so simple, a great number may
be planted in a few hours in prepared land. The
old plan of planting portions of root growth in

a tangled mass cannot be advised by anyone who
grows in quantity, and even where small supplies

are needed it is well to have strong shoots. The
best kind is the broad-leaved variety. It is

shorter and more sturd}'.

Vakiuis herbs.— In places where Basil is

needed early, it is well to sow the sweet variety

in boxes for an early supply, and another lot also

in boxes for planting out. This sown now in a
cold frame will give a su[)ply in May, and by
sowing six weeks hence in the open it will give
material for winter use in a dry state. Bush
B.isil is hardier, but for an earl}' supply may be
ireated as ad* ised above. Tarragon is liked for

a variety of purposes, and it is well to grow it in

quantity-. It forces readily; if lifted or given a
little dry litter at night much earlier growths
will be secured. Now is a good time to divide

roots and make new beds. It can be divided
readily, but there are losses if force is used or the

plants given poor soil. I have treated it as ad-

vised for Mint with some success when stock was
short, but it needs more attention afterwards in

the way of shade and moisture. Sage will in-

crease freely from side shoots if taken off with a

heel to each plant and dibbled out in rows, well

firming the plants. It is an easier way, to get
bushy plants, to sow a box of seed, and when the
seedlings are large enough, plant them out. The
same remarks are applicable to Lavender ; this

strikes readilj' from cuttings at this season.

Thyme is often in great demand, and at times it

dies oil' badly after a severe winter if plants are

old or have been in the same place a long time.

Now is a good time to divide and sow also, if

needed. In any case it ij well to get young
plants occasionally and destroy old beds. In re-

planting it is well to plant deeply, as the new

roots push out above the old ones, and also to

make the plants firm. When seeds of anj' kind
are sown outside, the position should be an
open one and early thinning practised. Parsley
may now be sown in quantity for later supplies ;

this maj- form an edging to quarters or a finish

to fruit-tree borders. Wheres'er sown, if at all

thick it must l>e thinned earlj' and severely- I

sow in beds, as then the land can be prepared to

guard against p^sts, which ruin the jilants.

S. iM.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarixes on orEN walls.—
Since penning the previous notes on this subject

(see p. li)3, JIarch .">) the work of tying with me
has been completed. The trees promise well,

never better in fact, the wood and olossom-buds
both betokening a hardy and sturdy character

which one likes to see. Scarcely a blossom is yet
open (March I-ti, and now that the nets are all

fixed there will still be a slight check afforded

them. By present appearances the trees are not
likely to be in full flower before the end of the

month. From that time onwards there is not
much to fear from frost or cold winds, as the nets

will be left on through April and well into May
until there is sufficient foliage upon the trees to

protect the young embryo fruits.

Plums .\yi) other fruit trees.—Where there

is any fear of injury to the young blossom-buds
from birds at this stage, a keen watch should be
kept and means be taken to scare them away. It

will pay to give attention to this just for a week
or two; it will nit be much longer than that

before, for the present, any damage in this direc-

tion will be past. Sparrows can never be relied

upon as to what they will attack next. Last
spring, for the first time with me, they completely
destroyed all the advancing flower trusses of Wis-
taria sinensis. Sometimes they will attack most
mercilessly the Carnations. With such experi-

ences, it behoves one to be on the watch as to

their intentions upon Plums and the like. If any
Plums on walls are advancing somewhat fast

towards the flowering stage, it will be just as

well to be in readiness with some protecting

material in the manner previously advised should
the weather prove to be cold or stormy. Methinks
oftentimes the winds of the spring do quite as

much harm as spring frosts. It is surprising

what an amount of protection is given by one or

two thicknesses of netting at comparatively no
cost other than the time expended in putting

it on.

Peaches and Nectarines under (;lass.—The
first early crop, unless under peculiarly favour-

able conditions, will not have required much
thinning of the fruit thus far. At least this is

ray experience, for the loss of flower-buds is

always doing a certain amount of thinning at too

early a period. Now, however, it will be quite

safe to thin first early kinds, as Cardinal, Early
Rivers, and Lord Napier of Nectarines, and such
as Alexander, Early Beatrice, and Stirling Castle

of Peaches where these were started about De-
cember 1. (In case any surprise should be ex-

pressed at the mention of Stirling Castle, it is as

well to add that it is not a first early, but, never
theless, it is a most reliable variety, and that is a
great boon.) A margin had better be left for

later thinning in the case of any failure occurring

during the final stages of the stoning period. All

things considered, an annual crop, on the aver-

age, of one fruit to the square foot is a good time-

honoured piece of advice. \\'ith judicious feed-

ing in the form of phosphates, it is safe to

exceed the above limitation, but only when the

trees are in good vigour. Should there be during
the next few weeks any indication of shrivelling

in a fruit here and there upon a well-established

tree, it may be taken as pointing to a deficiency

of this essential element in fruit-tree culture, but
above all in stone fruits. It should not happen,
however, if the advice given in .January has been
followed out. There may, however, be time now
to save a crop from any serious harm by an ap-
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plication as previously advised. At this stage
I prefer an incentive which will act rather raore
quickly, such, for instance, as one which contains
in it a small quantity of blood manure. Second
early houses may also be thinned now of a part of

their crop, which, presumably, will be a heavier
one, and therefore a greater strain on the trees.

See that these are all well watered, also tliose

trees which were lifted during or after the fall

of the leaf. These latter will oftentimes show
signs of distress when the first few days of suiniy
weather occur ; then see that they have light
syringings more frequently, otherwise the fruits, if

the trees are in a bearing condition, will receive a
check ; and should there appear to be any cessa-
tion of growth, with some yellow leaves, then give
closer attention still, and shade if it be needful for
a few days.

SircEssiONAL iinrsEs, &c.—There will be plenty
of work in these—routine work, it is true, but
none the less imperative. These houses will no

'

doubt contain some of the high-class Nectarines,
'

as Pine apple, Stanwick Elruge and Victoria, and
such Peaches as Uymond, Grosse Mignonne and
Bellegarde, all of which are usually free setters

'

and good croppers. These will probably set very
heavy crops, so much so as to need thinning
at quite an early stage. It is quite safe to do
this, the best placed and mas'-, [jromisiiij fruit of
course being left. A constant watch ij needed
against any attack of green -fly, which in a few ,

days will cripple many a shoot, and increase, too, I

with marvellous rapidity. The greatest boon ever
brought out for this enemy in Peaches and
Nectarines is the XL All vaporising compound,
which may even be used whilst the trees are in
flower. Trees now in flower and which may

'

be termed late only need to have the fros't

'

barely warded off, say 30' to 40" for the night
'

temperature, being ventilated freely by day.
|Those who have to deal with houses that are not

heated should close early and, if need be, protect
with canvas coverings, or in cases of emergency

i

keep the temi^erature slightly higher at night by
burning a few candles (composite). In these Ute
houses there is scarcely any need for artificial
fertilisation

; a tap here and there or a good
shaking of the trellis will be sufficient for the
purpose. In all houses look to the removal of
surplus shoots which are not setting or carryiiio-
any fruits, that is if they can be spared to make
room for young wood.

|

STK.iwiiEREiKS IX roTs—The date on which'
this article appears (March I'J) is a very good
time for having the first fruits ripe and fit for

'

table. It may, as I ha\e said before, be acaom- I

plished earlier ; in fact, I have picked this year
as early as February IK, but it means a great
risk and oftentimes a sacrifice of plants too. I

From now onwards it is tolerably easy with the
plants and room at disposal to keep up a good ,

succession of ripe fruits. I am more impressed
than ever with the good qualities of Royal Sove-

|reign
; it is with me a splendid setter, wi"th a good

sturdy spike carried well above the foliage. So '

far I have not seen any signs of mildew, thanks
'

to the use of sulpliur as advised. In order to
push forward the earliest plants, they should be I

selected from the main stock, have the poorest
and latest fruits thinned out, .so as to lea\'e from
eight to a dozen for each pi int to ripen, and then
be taken to the warmest house at command.
Until the colouring has fairly commenced water
freely and apply stimulants, but after that
gradually withhold the water so as to assist the
flavour. When gathering has to be done let it be
a first early job in the morning, whether the fruits
have to be packed for dispatch or not. The
question of maintaining a regular succession of
ripe fruit often taxes the best of us, and about
now perhaps it may require a degree of inge-
nuity to find room enough for the latest batches.
One way which now is a great assistance is to
start them in frames or pits, not necessarily with
any artificial heat, for the sun's rays will now
assist greatly towards the object in view. All
that is needed is to clean them and otherwise do
the same work as advised previously, and then

place them in their quarters—near the glass, of

course. By closing early and covering at night,
they may be brought forward in this way until
room can be found for them in the houses. Do
not allow any frame to remain unoccupied when
there are Strawberries in pots waiting to be
started. Huktus.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

RENOVATING OLD VINES,
The Vine is certainly long-lived, but its vitality,

even when grown under what would appear
the most adverse conditions, is probably only
equalled by that of the common Ivy. It cannot
always be said, howev r, tliat Vines are eijually

prolific, and one not unfre(|uently meets with
cases where tliey are retained long after they
have ceased to yield anything like presentable
Grapes. This, probably, is the result of mis-
management in the past. On the other hand,
there are exceptions—and notable ones—where
time has had little intluence in reducing either

their vigour or fertility, and the fruit they pro-
duce would compare favourably with much of

that obtained from young canes. An instance of

this is furnished both at Hanqiton Court and
Cumberland Lodge. Instead of these Vines
.showing signs of decay, they were never more
healthy or fruited more freely than during the
past few years, owing to the skilful treatment
and patient care bestowed on the roots, or, I

ought to say, by inducing a mass of new ones
to form at tihe base of the main stem. Tliere

are other aged Vines to be met with equally as
interesting and fruitful, though less famous than
the above, and which are likely to continue
yielding good crops under the same treatment.
Growing in the ga'dens at Lavant House,
Chichester, is a Black Hamburgh, which has
been planted over 101) years. I have seen the
fruit, repeatedly, and, while admiring its good
i[ualiry, felt anxious to .see the Vine which pro-

duced it. A curious feature about this Vine is

that it was originally planted at the foot of a

south wall, the cane afterwards being layered
across a border about 1.5 feet wide, and trained

to an open trellis by the side of a path. The
fruit failing to ripen properly, a lean-to vinery
was built over it in a way that the main stem
came through the front wall at the east corner.

This appears to have answered, as a few years
later a much longer house was added for ex-

tending growth. The main stem was carried

along at the bottom of the roof, with side-rods

taken up each rafter. It must have remained
in this condition for many years until it became
so exhausted that the crop obtained was light

and poor in i[uality. The owner naturally

wished to retain such an interesting feature

in the garden, so steps were taken to renovate
it if possible. The dividing wall was cut away
and as much of the main cane as possible was
lowered and pegged into a narrow border pre-

pared for it between the front wall and hot-

water pipes. Incisions were made in the bark
at equal disfcinoes, which almost immediately
emitted a mass of new roots, which were en-

couraged by copious watering and mulchings of

rich material. The small amount of compost
afforded, the border being not more than ;i feet

wide and 1 foot deep, was completely tilled with
roots the first season, which hatl a nuirked im-
provement on the size and texture of the leaves,

and was followed the next with finer bunches.
This work was undertaken about seven years
ago, and the A'ine has continued to increase in

strength. The bunches last season would aver-

age 1 lb. each, and the berries were of the

largest size and jet black. The narrow border
has not been extended, but each year a portion

near the pipes is cleared, and the space refilled

with rich loam and manure. While the fruit is

swelling, li(|uid manure is used in large quanti-

ties, and, as the gardeirer remarked, it was like

jjouring on to matting, so thick are the roots.

On complimenting him on his handiwork,
and especially on the tine finish the berries

had, he immediately attributed this in a

great measure to the shade afforded by the

roof when the crop was colouring towards
the end of .June, which I could (juite believe, as

the panes of glass used are .'i inches by 2 inches,

and as these for the most part overlap half an
inch, a grateful shade was afforded against the

fierce rays of the sun at that season Here is

a proof of what may ba accomplished with old

and what would appear worn-out Vines when
taken in hand properly, and may serve to con-

vince young gardeners that it is not always wise

to condemn them and plant young ones until

they are sure such a step would meet with the

approval of their employers, and also that they

are in a position to maintain the sujjply during

the time of transformation, which at the least

must take two years, and then the supply would

be limited.

The labour and expense of tracing and lifting

old roots, the removal of many cartloads of soi',

and the work of forming new borders are not

always desirable, neither are they necessary, as

shown above, to bring enfeebled Vines into a

vigorous and fruitful condition. The removal

of a few barrowfuls of soil round their stems so

as to expose some of the largest roots is all the

labour required the first season, as by making
I'ather deep incisions in these and also at the

base of the cane, covering them afterwards with

a good depth of cow mmure and loam, njw
roots form immediately— that is, if the manure
is kept constantly in a moist condition, which is

most necessary, and the foundation is laid for a

new lease of the Vines' existence and their

renewed productiveness. I might also mention

that an exhibitor who gained first prize for

Muscat of Alexandria last season at a large

show was pardonably elated when he informed

me that he had gained like honours thirty years

before from the same Vines. Many other cases

could be (pioted to prov i how prolific old Vines

can be made when properly m.uiaged. It is not

the furnishing of new roots alone that secures

success. The natural outcome of thes8, of

course, is stronger growth and larger foliage,

but plenty of room must be provided for this to

develop freely, or root improvement will be of

small avail in securing better crops. Long
gnarled fruit spurs situated close together are

generally a prominent feature on old and ne-

glected Vines, and the removal of probably

every other is necessary before full leaf expan-

sion is obtained, without which it is useless to

expect plump buds at the base for next season's

crop. It may be said that these notes or advice

are offered too late to be put into practice this

season, but this is not so. Of course, I would
not attempt to prune back the rejected spurs

after growth has coumienced, but they may bo

disbudded much more freely than formerly, and

only one half of them allowed to tlevelop foliage.

They may look unsightly for a time, but their

bareness is soon covered by the increased size

of the leaves on those on either side, while

being in a dormant state during the sunnner

and autunui tliere would probably be less check

given to the Vines when they were removed, as

they would be partially or wholly minus of sap,

and the wounds causeel heal the sooner. If it

is decided to disbud old Vines as recommended
this spring I would further advise that in rub-
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biiig off tlie slioots, if the one at the bottom of

the first Vine is trained along the first wire, that

opposite on the next Vine should be removed,

and so on alternately up the trellis, ^^hich will

allow each lateral to extend the distance the

^'ines are ajtart, and so help to build up stronger

woiid and larger leaves. The extension of

growth in this way, even had nothing been done
to assist root action, would prove beneficial to

tlie ^'ines after the restriction they have pre-

viously been subjectjd to in pinching all shoots

regularly at the tliird or fourth leaf. As regards

banking the base of the Vines round with cow
manure, the best time probably for doing so is

just before they are started into growth, but I

would not hesitate to do so no'v, as there would
lie no more risk in disturbing the soil wliat is

nece.ssary immediately round the .stem than

there would be round any other aged trees,

.as few fibrous roots would be located there.

The incisions need not be so deep or fre([uent ;is

when done earlier, but these really are only an
aid in producing the emi.ssion of roots, as the

niciisture contained in tlie manure will h.ive the

s.-uiio eliect, only to a greater degree, as a too

humid atmosphere has, in producing them
further up the cane, esj)ecially when the roots

proper have extended into a cold subsoil, and
therefore less active tlian they would be nearer

the surface or confined tJ inside borders. The
canes generally being in clo.se proximity to the

hot-water pipes, the frecjuent use of the water-

can is important, or the manure soon becomes
dry and useless for the purpose for which it was
intended. Richard Pakkeu.

t_TOi>dtrninl.

In

HARDY FRUITS FROM SEEDS,

hi;; notes on the .above "J. C. B." (p. 124)

would seem to want to prove that it is almost use

less to attempt raising good fruits from seeds. If

that is really his object, he defeats it in his in-

stances. The question was mooted not with a
desire to deprive ourselves of the benefit of the

labour and skill of those who have gone before in

this field. What I suggested was only to carry

on the same good work in possibly a better or

more painstaking manner, confining the experi-

nisuts to the use of selected seeds from the be^t

known varieties instead of to chance seedlings

only, and to enlist a wider body of workers in the

same direction. ".J. C. B." writes of the labour
and skill which have be?n expended, but reserves

all his eulogies for things which have come liy

chance. What if Cox's Orange Pippin and Cox's
Pomona Apples and all the other good things
mentioned did appear as chance seedlings '; The
results only go to prove that there is a field open
to workers, and a fair prospect of success in it

provided it is entered upon with sufficient know-
ledge to enable the worker to place a proper
estimate on the value of seedlings which he may
raise as compared with the best varieties

already in commerce. I have no doubt that
many good fruits have been raised, and gone
under simply liscause thej' were raised bj'

chance and fell into the hands of people who had
neither surticient knowledge nor discrimination to

place on them their proper value. The same
things raised under a different system would
probably have been found among our best known
varieties to-day if means had been taken to get
over the difficulties of distribution which are
greater in the case of stone fruits, that do not
take kindl}' to grafting, than in that of Apples or

Pears.

"Chance" seedlings, however good, would
probably be left to chance, except so far as the
needs of the owner were concerned, but this would
hardly happen with any \ariety of merit raised

designedly by one interested in the work.
"J. C. B." gives an instance of a chance seedling
Apricot which turned out to be a \ ery excellent

one that only required placing properly tohave been

now ranking among the best named varieties. This
helps|inasmall measure to prove my contention that

good Apricots do reproduce themselves from seed.

The advice that " chance seedlings should be
allowed to have a fair trial," given by one who
discountenances methodical work of the same
nature, appears a little ridiculous. Why grant to

"chance " all thsse favours and do nothing in the
way of judicious selection r I should prefer to

test the produce of selected seed to testing any
change seedlings, and should have far greater
hope of getting something good from the former.

What could one do with the hundreds of "chance"
seedling Figs which I mentioned in a previous
note'/ Fruits vary considerably when raised from
see 1, but all kinds are not alike in this ; that is

to say, they do not all produce a high percentage
of poor varieties, and stone fruits do, as I have
attempted ti show, give good results. In my
original notes on this subject I purposely avoided
the Strawberry, a fruit on which " .1. C. B."
bases most of his remarks, as I well know how-

few the good Strawberries are in proportion to

the bad ones when raised from seed, no matter
how carefully sived. The veteran raiser, Jlr.

<i. H. E. Rundle, of Devonport, who has made a
hobby of Strawberry raising for very many jears,

told me many years back that scarcely one plant
in ln,(l(Kl seedlings was worth distributing, and I

have no doubt that other raisers have found their

case similar ; still, that fact has not pre\'ented a
considerable addition of good varieties in recent
years, and if this is possible with the Strawberry,
how much more possible is it with things that, in

spite of what ".I. C. B." says to the contra-j', do
not produce a big percentage of bad varieties.

—

J. C. Tallack.

—— It is extremely interesting reading the
various accounts of fruits from seed, and a few-

notes of various seedlings raised by me may be
of interest. A lot of joung Figs cune up in

a remarkable manner. Having a quantity of

shallow Fig boxes from an importer of fruits, I

used them for sowing seeds in. A fine crop of

Figs came up round the inside edge of the bo.\es,

and, being the best quality Figs, I saved a lot of

3'oung plants ; they vary very much in the
growth and leaf. I hope to fruit some this year ;

had I means to give them heat they would fruit

without doubt. I am growing a quantitj' of seed-

ling Gooseberries. They come in various types
and make strong roots. I have sown seeds from
the rtisins stoned for the Christmas pudding, and
these grew away rapidly. Seedling Grapes coming
up jiromiscuously on the inside Vine borders I

have inarched on the permanent Vines with good
results in both black and white Grapes, especially

the latter. I have showing for blossom fine

young Apple trees raised from fruits of Royal
George. This is an old Apple, distinct in growth
and fruit, a fine keeper, and possessing a remark-
able good propert}' of fruiting when others fail.

—

Georcie Bolas.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert. — At the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on the
Sth inst. a very fine lot of the above Apple was
staged by the raisers, Messrs. Lane, of Great
Berkhamsted. The fruits in question were
greatly admired, owing to their splendid colour

and freshness. Undoubtedly such exhibits as

this show we can grow Apples in this country as

good as those imported. As regards quality,

Prince Albert at this season is excellent either for

dessert or cooking. Many are aware that it does
not always colour so well as in its native place.

-\s regards cropping it rarely fails. For snail

gardens it is specially good, as it does grandly in

bush form. Grown thus the best coloured fruits

are obtained.

Black aphis on Cherries.—For many years
in a light soil I was troubled with this pest. No
matter in what position the trees were grown,
the result was the same, both Morello and dessert

Cherries being infested just before the fruits were
ripe and at a time it was impossible to use strong
insecticides. Some growers assert that only un-

healthy trees are attacked by the aphis. Such is

not the case, as the strong-growing Bigarreau
types are etiually bad as regards the pest. There
must be no delaj- in dealing with the pest, as the
buds are on the move earlier than usual, and
doubtless, owing'^to the mild winter, insect life

will be more numerous this season. I use a gar-

den engine to thoroughly moisten all parts of the
trees. I use soluble petroleum with tepid rain

water, and since using this the trees have been
free from the aphis in the summer.— S. H. M.
Derivation of Apricot.—In The G.iUUEX,

March .5 (p. lit.'! I, the following occurs : Note the
derivation of the word ".\pricot" and French
" Abricot^," or in English, " Shady side Tree."
It may be as well to note that the French Abricot
has nothing to do with French " ,abri " = English
".shelter.'' The curious history of the word is well
set forth in Littre's French Dictionary. Shortly,

it comes from the Latin " pnecoquum," derived
from Latin " pr^ccox,'' owing to the earliness of its

flowers and fruit. But the word went over to the
Arabs, where it got the Arabic article " al "

( = the)

tacked on to ic, and appears .as al birkouk. The
.Arabs 'orought it back to Srnin, whence it became
albaricoque, whence the French Abricot. Abri-

cotfi is merely a sugar Plum, which has Apricot
as its base, and of course has still less need of a
" shady sicle."

—

Suerborne.

FRUIT PROSPECTS AND PROTECTION.

The earliest Peach to expand is as usual Dr. Hogg,
and as nearly all the flowers are showing the
colour of the bud, an overhauling of material for

protection has already taken place. This always
takes the form of a double thickness of half-inch

mesh netting a material that proves quite surti-

cient for the purjjose in the south of England ; at

least, in only one season out of fifteen was it in-

adequate, and that, if I remember rightly, was in

18S4, when we experienced 21)" of frost the second
week in April. One or two warm sunny days
brought out red spider in force, so while they
were moving about very busily. Peach, Plum, and
dessert Cherry walls an I trees had a thorough
wetting with an insecticide that from observations

made last year is like'y to prove fatal to the pest,

this early syringing, although it d)es not ward oil'

later attacks, keeping the trees comparatively
free while the foliage is in a young and tender
stage. In connection with the first expanded
blossom above mentioned, is there any earlier-

flowering Peach or Nectarine than Doctor Hogg
Peach'/ I have noticed it both indoors and out,

and it is invariably the first, always before such
early ripening vaiieties as Alexander, Waterloo,
or Princess Beatiice. The last-named in these
days of larger early fruit is perhaps hardly worth
growing, only if trees are well established the

variety is a sure cropper and comes in well for

cooking. The show on outdoor Peaches and
Nectarines is remarkably good, the trees being a
mass of fruit-buds. Plums after two heavy crops
were a failure last year, at least the crop was very
light, only two or three varieties coming up to

the average. They are this season showing a very
fine lot of buds, and protective measures must be
adopted, for the Pium is a valuable fruit, lasting

asitdoes, given agood selection of varieties alike for

dessertand kitchen, nearly three months. OurPlum
wall, which is a little over 160 3'ards long, is divided

by piers into sections of 22 yards, and as these piers

stand out a considerable distance, their inter-

position renders covering with long stretchei of

net somewhat awkward, and the best plan is to

cover each section separately with lengths of net

that run between the piers. A length of wall

devoted to dessert Cherries is always covered, this

fruit being much appreciated and a selection of

four or five varieties will give a long successirn.

Flimsy in appearance as the bloom is, it is yet
fairly hardy and will successfully resist several

degrees of frost uncovered all the while it is dry,

but a little frost following a stormy afternoon is

generally fatal. Where the coping stands oit far

enough from the wall, so that the netting when
fastened to this swings clear of the trees, nothing
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else will be required. Failing this, however, some
pieces of wood must be placed at intervals along
the wall to effect the purpose. Strips .S inches in

width cut the necessary length from a piece of inch
boarding will do \ery well indeed.
A writer in a recent issue calls attention to the

ravages of bullfinches. Failing the ability to Iveep

a man always on the look-out, the only thing
where these birds are very troublesome is to en-

close the trees. Let a certain quarter of the gar-

den be devoted to (iooseberries and Currants, with
busl] Apples, Plums and Cherries if these are
required ; enclose it on all sides with galvanised
netting of sufficient height that at certain seasons
stretches of fish netting may be drawn across the
top. I like to be able to throw the trees open to

birds at certain seasons better than having the
place entirely shut in. Some may regard this as

an expensive business. I grant the initial outlay is

considerable, but, once erected, the side enclosures
will last a lifetime ; the crop under such conditions
is assured, and there is absolutely no other sure
remedy, especially if shooting is prohibited.

Clanmoiit. E. BrRRELL.

FEBRUARY IN SOUTH DEVON.

L>URIN(: the past month the rainfall has amounted
to 'lii inches with 15 wet days, against '2'98

inches on 1.3 days in February, 1897, and an
average for the month of '2."i4 inches. During the
first 2 months of the present year the rainfall has
amounted to 3'12 inches, against .5'46 inches for

the same period of 1897, and an average for the
two months of r)'7."> inches. February, in spite of

(lie snow that fell on the ^Ist to the depth of

5 inches, has been a very sunny month, the sun-
shine record showing a great excess abov'e the
average for the montli, and nearly double the
record of February, 1897. During the past month
the sun has shone for 102 hours 45 minutes, against
52 hours in February, 1S97, and an average for

the month of 75 hours 45 minutes. For the first

2 months of the year the sun has shone for 1.S3

hours 35 minutes, and for 111 hours 55 minutes
during the two corresponding months of 1897,

while the average for the same period is 142 hours
20 minutes. The mean temperature of the past
month has been 44-l°. In February, 1897, it was
46 '6°, the average for the month being 43 4°.

The highest sun temperature was 101 2" on the
27th, the highest screen temperature .56 '1° on the
1st, the lowest in the screen 29 '5° on the 24th,
and the lowest on the grass 25 '5'^ on the same
date. During February, 1897, the lowest screen

reading was 35'U'', and the lowest grass reading
28 9°. On 6 days in the screen and on 13 days on
the grass during tlie past month the mercury
fell to 32" or below. The total liori/.ontal move-
ment of the wind during February has been 8686
miles, against a total of 69.32 miles for tlic corre-

sponding month last year. The greatest daily run
was 662 miles on the 2nd and the highest hourly
rate 38 miles, which speed was attained between
the hours of 5 and 6 a.m. on the same date. On
24 days out of the 28 the wind blew from the
south or west. The total horizontal movement
for the first 2 months of the year has been 14, .525

miles in 1898, and 13,542 in 1897. The per-

centage of ozone in the air has been 58 9, against
71-3 in 1897.

In the garden, for the first three weeks of the
month, the outlook was more like April than
February, and in a sheltered position near the sea
I saw a large plant of Agathiea cci-'lestis, some
3 feet in diameter, that had evidently spent at

least two winters in its present position, covered
with its pale blue, yellow - centred flowers.

Anemone fulgens in places was a brilliant sight,

but this Star Anemone does not appear to bloom
sa'isfactorily from old tubers in this locality,

whatever it may do in others. The Poppy
Anemone has also produced many handsome
flowers, and the Pasque Flower (A. Pulsatilla),

with its purple blossoms, has been a pleasing

sight. Before the snow fell the blue Apennine
Windttower (A. apennina) had unclosed a few of

its pale blue stars, and on a sunny bank I saw A.
blanda coming into bloom. Arabis albida has

been a solid sheet of white, crowded with honey
bees on bright mornings, and the Aubrietias have
come into bloom in rock gardens and on sunny
walls. The Cape Pondweed (Aponogeton dis-

tachyon) produced its earliest blossoms at the
commencement of the month in tlie stone basin of
a neighbouring nursery, and the Glory of the
Snow was in full beauty, Chionodoxa sardensis
forming a sheet of vivid blue, while C. Lueilia',

with its larger blossoms of azure and white, was
individually equally charming, although not so
efl'ective as a lireadth of colour. These Chiono-
doxas increase in beauty and strength year b_\'

year, and assume proportions, after being undis-
turbed for some seasons, that would scarcely be
credited from their comparatively poor display at
their first flowering after being planted. At the
commencement of February the Crocuses, golden, '

white and purple, were very attractive, the white
proving the favourites of the burly humble bees,

who laboriously rifled their snowy chalices during
the morning hours of bright sunshine. The
yellow Crown Imperials came into bloom early
in the month, but their stature fell far short of

tlie accustomed dimensions. The great drawback
to these handsome plants is their unpleasant per-

fume, which is so all-pervading, that the whole
border appears impregnated with it. The clear

'

yellow variety is by far the most attractive, and
the drops of moisture, which hang suspended
and quivering in the recesses of the pendent bells,

and were in childhood's parlance called " toads'
|

tears," are better shown up by the yellow hue
than by the dark orange-red of the commoner
variety. The white blossoms, spotted with vinous
red, of Clematis balearica, also known as C. caly-

cina and C. cirrhosa, have been in evidence during
the month, and the inconspicuous greenish yellow
flowers of Dondia Ejjipaetis have carpeted a por-

^

tion of the rockery with their quaint inflorescence.

This Dondia is a little-known plant, but possesses

a modest charm that renders it acceptable in the
rock garden. It is also known by the name of

Hacquetia. Doronicum plantagineum excelsum
Harpur-Crewe has given a plenteous supply of

golden stars, but less in size and shorter in stalk
'

than those produced under the influences of the
warmer and brighter weather of spring. Early
in the month I saw a bed of Epimedium pinnatum
in full bloom. The bronze-coloured, beautifully

veined leaves showed off the numerous spires of

yellow blossom to perfection, the whole forming a
charming colour-scheme of brow n and gold. As
a rule this Barrenwort is an early summer
bloomer, but its bronzed foliage is particularly

valuable for winter decoration. The double scar-

let Ceum has produced a few of its brightly

tinted blossoms through the month, and the blue
(irape Hyacinths made a breadth of azure on a
sunny bank, forming a picture delightful in colour

and possessing the additional charm of fragrance.

It is of this flower that Kuskin writes that it is

" as if a cluster of Grapes and a hive of honey
had been distilled and compressed together into

one small box of celled and beaded blue." Their
sisters, the Musk Hyacinths, whose unattractive

blossoms do not appeal to the eye, but whose
delicious fragrance is scarcely to be surpassed by
any flower of the open air, still hold unexpanded
the flower-spikes which they showed in .January.

Unfortunately, several of the larger spikes have
been broken ofl" by the snow, which bent the
Crown Imperials level with the ground and broke
many branches of a large Tree Lupine that would
otherwise have been a sight of great beauty dur-

ing the coming summer. The Lenten Roses were
nearly over when the change of weather arrived,

and the plants were beaten to the earth by the

snowfall. The first of the German Irises, the

common blue Flag, opened its first blossom on
February 14, an anomaly that I have not
witnessed in my own garden before, though I

have seen the same flowers in bloom during
January on the banks of the river Dart. Iris

stylosa still continued to jiroduce a few .scented

blossoms up to the second week of the month, and

Iris reticulata remained in bloom, its flowers pos-
sessing admirable lasting qualities. The Spring
SnowHake (Leucojum vernum) has been blooming
well, and the bulbs being planted in the midst of
a sheet of Chionodoxa sardensis, the white bells
are shown up well by the brilliant blue of the
Glory of the Snow. On a di-y bank, in a sheltered
position in proximity to the sea, Lithospermum
prostratum and Mesembryanthemums were still

blooming. During the first week of the month I

noticed a colony of Megasea cordifolia on a steep
rocker}' that was an attractive siglit, the face of
the rock wall being covered with the great heart-
shaped leaves, from which dozens of large bright
pink flower clustei's stood out or hung pendent.
As a rule the Megasea is rather despised as a
decorative subject, but seen in blossom in the
winter in a mass such as I have described, the
effect is singularly striking.

Many of the Narcissi have been in bloom.
N. minimus commenced in mid-January, but
continued well into February, followed by the
Tenby Daffodil (N. obvallaris), N. palliduspraicox
and Golden Spur, which has this 3'ear been ex-
ceedingly fine. Many of the Polyanthus section
have been in blossom, the Paper-white just lasting
until the end of the first week of February, fol-

lowed by the Scilly-white and Gloriosus. Towards
the end of the month, maximus and princeps
appeared, together with the double Van Sion and
the little N. minor. In sheltered positions, the
Lent Lilies on the grass have opened a few blos-

soms. A few bulbs of N. cyclamineus, which I

brought from Western Spain last spring, have
borne some of their quaint, golden-yellow blos-

soms, but I doubt the soil at my command suiting
tliem. This should, I imagine, be wet, but light

and porous ; at least, it was in such soil that I

discovered the bulbs. I ha\e now in bloom in a
pot some other Spanish Narcissi that I brought
home four years ago. N. cyclamineus is quaint,
but I do not consider it very beautiful, while this

Daffodil (Narcissus triandrus albus) is the very
epitome of grace. The English name with which
it has been christened, " Angels' Tears." has been
liappily chosen for the drooping white flowers

poised so gracefully on their slender stems, and a
glance at the blooms before me brings back the
memory of a hillside white with tlieir swaying
blossoms, and of a certain steep and rugged
Spanish lane where, with constant trickling of

water through the gritty peat, they assumed a

loftier stature and bore from their tall stems as

many as four—and, in one instance, five—white-
winged bells instead of the usual two. I have not
dared to trust these foundlings in my heavy soil,

but have been content to enjoy them year after

year in pots, where they give a minimum of

"trouble, and last well in the house. Tlie ( 'reeping

Forget-me-not (Omphalodes verna) and its white
variety have been in bloom since the com-
mencement of tlie month, and the lesser Peri-

winkles have studded the tall banks with
their light blue stars. The large Paris Daisy
bushes, of which I wrote in my January
notes, were a good deal damaged by the snow and
frost, but appear likely to recover again. Prim-
roses and Polyanthuses have been blooming in

almost every garden, and wild Primroses have
been picked in quantity, basketfuls being hawked
about for a penny a bunch. The Tree Pajonies

seem to have suffered more than anything from
the cold snap. Some of the bushes were very for.

ward, having young growth a foot long and buds
as large as walnuts. These precocious specimens
have been badly cut and will not, in all proba-

bility, bloom this year, but those that were more
backward do not appear to have been injured

in the least. A few Tea Roses have been cut

from the walls from time to time, and the plants

have already made strong growth. On account
of the mildness of the season, some persons

pruned in mid - February, but the ensuing

frost and snow cannot ha\ e been very beneficial

to the treshly-cut shoots. Scilla bifolia and its

varieties, as well as S. sibirica, have been in

bloom, the first-named, like the Snowdroi)S, being
well-nigh over before the snow fell. The white
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star flowers of Triteleia uniflora were in evidence

early in tlie month, wlien the Violets were in pro-

fuse' bloom, California and Princess of Wales
affordincf many fine gatherings of their large,

long-stalked blossoms, whilst The Czar, White
Czar, Red Russian, W'ellsiana, Amiral Avellan,

and doubles, such as Marie Louise, New York,

Lady Hume Campbell, Comte de Brazza, and
Mme. Millet, yielded a good supply, the doubles,

however, being more jilentiful under glass than

in the open. Wallflowers are, in many cases,

coming nicely into blooom, and appear to have
lieen little retarded by the frost and snow. In a

remote corner of the wild garden the Water Avens
((ieum rivale) is still blooming, after having been
in flower for the greater part of the past twelve
months. The Almond trees came into blossom
during the tirst week of the month, having
been preceded, by a few days, by Prunus
Pissardi. Berberis Darwini is daily enlarging
its orange mantle, and the great Camellia
bushes were pink and white with blossom ere the
coming of the snow. Cornus mas was noticeable

for its numberless, minute flower-clusters, and

Currants (Ribes) began their blossoming. The
early Rhododendrons were in bloom before the
opening of the month, and the shrubby V'eronicas

were, week by week, becoming brighter.
The unusually mild weather of the past few

months has had a wonderful effect in forwarding
i vegetation, and when the frost and snow of the
latter days of the month arrived it appeared .as

though considerable damage was inevitable. As,
howe\er, the lowest screen reading shows but 2'.")''

of frost, and as the lowest on the grass only shows
Go", the liarm done is inconsiderable. Peach
trees in bloom on the wall when the snow came
are apparently uninjureil. Solanum jasminoides,
against the house, does not show a sign of frost-

bite, and, though the " Wise Elder's" letiveswere
well unfolded, the}' do not appear to have sufl^ered

any damage. Everywhere the Hazel wands are
I thickly strung with catkins, and the Willows are

j

fully a month in advance of their usual blossoming
season, for the " Palms" that the children pick in

Lent are already downy yellow. Towards the
middle of the month I observed, from the train, a
large Weeping Willow growing o\er a pond

Cainellui in the open air at Sallwood, near llytlte, Kent,
From a photograph sent by Mr. Lciiey.

April, 1897.

Cydoiiia (Pyrus) japonici, with its long shoots,
studded with bright crimson blossoms, was de-
cidedly effective whether trained against a wall
or growing as a shrub in the open, in which latter
form the beauty of its long flowering sprays is

more apparent than when they are closely
restricted to the surface of a wall. Many plants
of Cytisus racemosus were in flower at the coming
of the cold weather, and the blooming periods of

these and of Olearia stellulata were summarily
put an end to. Daphne indica produced its

fragrant flower-shoots early in the month, and the
hardy Heaths were in bloom. The catkins of
Garrya elliptica, on large plants, were unusually
fine, and Kerria japonica produced a goodly crop
of orange flowers, while the Laurustinus was
everywhere in flower. The first flowers of the
Yulan (Magnolia conspicua) opened in a sheltered
garden, and I saw a bush of the fragrant-flowered
Nuttallia cerasiformis in fine blossom. Pitto-
sporum Tobira was blooming well at the com-
mencement of the month when the flowering

that was omeralJ-green in e\ery .shojt. A case
was brought to my notice the other day w here a

specimen of Cedrus Deodara was found to be in-

fested with wingless plant-lice. The shoots and
extremities of the branches were simply smothered
with these aphides. The species is believed to be
Lachnus pinicola, which is usually found on
Scotch Firs, but rarely on the Deodar. One im-
formant tells me that the least cold is fatal to

these lice, so that their visitation was probably a
sequel of the mild winter. S. W. F.

Acacias.—These beautiful plantsare not grown
half so freely as they deserve, for few things are

more beautiful at this time of year or more easily

grown. At Rougham Hall there are several tine

plants now in bloom, among them being the
beautiful A. pubescens, A. grandis, A. dealbata,
and others. Their graceful flowers last well in

good condition, and they may be grjwn in a house
kept just above freezing during winter. Cuttings I

of half-ripened wood root very readily in summer,
and may be potted singly and grown on in a cool
moist house. When growing freely a plentiful
supply of water is necessary.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE CAMELLIA OUTDOORS.
Every now and then there are inquiries in

The G.iRDEN as to the hardiness of the
Camellia, a subject that cannot fail to be of
interest to those living in favourable situations
in the .south and south-western counties of
England. Although it is quite true that the
Camellia will stand with impunity a greater
degree of cold than the common Laurel, the
Laurustinus, and other shrubs which are gener-
ally considered hardy, yet the main stems and
the stouter branches are, nevertheless, su.scep-

tible to injury from severe frost, this weak
pcjint in the jjlant being worthy of attention by
those who would have fine bushes in the open
air. To many it may not be generally known
that the Camellia and similar hard-wooded
plants are liable in very severe winters to have
their main stems and stronger branches not
only cracked, but .split into longitudinal shreds.
Even after being thus injured the Camellia will

often, if it occupies a north wall well sheltered
from the wind, live on for several months before
it actually dies. All that is necessary to pro-
tect the plant at this weak point is to closely

enwrap the stem with straw or hay-bands,
laying at the same time a little Fern or other
loose material over the roots. The portions of
the stems near the ground are always the most
liable to sutler, while the leaves and smaller
branches will bear any amount of frost with
impunity, always of course provided the stems
are protected as just advised. In some cases
the foliage comes down close to the ground, this

protecting the stems from injury. Such is the
case in the Royal Horticultural Gardens at
Chiswick, where there are several fine plants in

a border facing the north. .Some may say,
' Why best(jw all this care and trouble on so

uncertivin a jjlant liable to be destroyed by any-

severe winter?" Surely the trifling annual
operation described above would be ample com-
pensation for any amount of care bestowed <jn

the preservation of a plant of such beauty both
in foliage and flower.

As regards culture, there is very little to bo
said. Give the Camellia the shade of a north
wall protected from the wind and a well-drained
Ijorder. Let the soil be firmly rammed round
the roots in planting, then watered for a time,
and no Camellias in pots, however well managed,
will compare with those in the free soil of the
open border. June is the best month to plant
them out, and care should be taken to well

harden oft' the plants before placing jierma-

nently in the open air. No greater mistake
can be made tlian planting them in a shaded
" nook." In such a jjosition they are no doubt
protected, but that would prove anything but
l)eneticial in the end, free exposure in summer
promoting free flowering and ripening up tlie

wood to withstand frost. The two illustrations

we give to-day show well the beiuty of the
Camellia in the open air, one being in Kent and
the other in Berks.

Azara miciophylla. — This Chilian .shrub

recently noted as being in flower is an extremely
beautiful evergreen, that is where it can be
regarded as hardy, but this is only in especially

favoured districts, for in most parts of England it

is often severely cut with the winter's frost.
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When first introduced (in 1873) it was thought
likely to be more valualile tlian it really is, for
it was then considered hardy ; indeed, the
" Dictionary of Gardening " speaks of it as quite
hardy, which it certainly is not. It, however,
grows quickly after being cut back, so that if un-
scathed for a season or two it becomes very effec-

tive. The other species—A. dentata, A. Gillesi,

and A. integrifolia— all seem rather more tender
than A. microphylla.—T.

Rhododendron praecox.— While not possess-

ing the large, showy blossoms of later blooming
kinds, this is still a valuable species on account of

its early flowering. Nor is there any reason why
thisearlj' characteristic should not be imparted to

other and more showy kinds, or, what woidd be
equally to the point, forwarding some of the better
and more showy hybrid forms under glass for

crossing with this early species. A possible result

of this may, perhaps, give to our gardens a race of

showy shrubs that would come into flower two or
three weeks in advance of the mass of R. ponti-

cum hybrids, while one or two generations of

hybrids would doubtless see great advances both
in colour and size.

Spiraea prunifolia flore-pleno.—The illus-

tration of this charming Spiriea (page 18;3) shows
well what it is capable of when allowed to de-

velop naturally, for crowded up with other sub-
jects its grace and beauty of outline are alto-

gether lost, but even under such adverse con-
ditions it will hold its own fairly well and yield

a good display of bloom. The lesson taught is

ecjually applicable here, where many of our beau-
tiful flowering shrubs are only too often planted
in such a way as to suggest that the object of the
planter was simpl_y to crowd as many as possible
into a given space. .Tudging by the remarks on
the above-mentioned page, the tree and shrub
pruner indulges in his vagaries on the western
continent, as in this country, where shrubs, how-
ever dissimilar in habit, are cut to one pattern,
and this, too, is frequently seen in places in

which, from their reputation, one would e.xpect

the plants to receive far more rational treatment.
The Spira-a in question is certainly entitled to a
place among the most ornamental members of

the entire genus, and it is one of the earliest of

all to unfold its blossoms, being second only in

this respect to the graceful S. Thunbergi, whose
small white flowers are borne on slender arching
shoots, and the narrow leaves, which are un-
folded about the same time, arc noticeable from
their bright green tint. Spira-a prunifolia fl.-

pleno is one of the many beautiful flowering
shrubs introduced from China and Japan by
Robert Fortune. The individual flowers are very
double, and in this respect it stands out as dis-

tinct, with one exception, from all the other
shrubby Spira;as. The remaining one with double
flo%vers is known sometimes as S. Keevesiana fl.-

]jleno, and at others as S. cantoniensis. This
forms a dense-growing, twiggy bush .3 feet or
4 feet high. The individual blooms are double
and somewhat larger than those of S. prunifolia
fl.-pleno, but it is not so free flowering as that
better-known kind.—T.

EAHLV-FLOWEKING SHRUBS.
M.VNY of the cottages in this district have for
some time past been gay with .Jasminum
nudiflorum, but it is an unusual thing to see
Daphne indica in full bloom in the open early in

February. Yet this can be seen in a cottage
garden in the village here. The other day I was
astonished to find a large plant of this shrub in

full bloom under a cottage window, and on mak-
ing inquiries was informed that the only protec-
tion that had been aftbrded it during the present
winter was a piece of canvas thrown over it when
there were signs of severe frost. The plant was
in perfect health and about .3 feet in diameter.
Most gardeners are under the impression that this
plant should be kept in a heated greenhouse.
This, however, is not necessarj', as a few degrees of

frost do no harm. It is, however, better that the

flower-buds should not get frozen ; therefore, keep-
ing it in a structure whence the frost is just ex-
cluded will be sufficient. Daphne Mezereum has
been in flower with me for some time, the different
varieties livening up the shrubbery borders, while
both Lonicera fragrantissima and Chimonanthus
fragrans have been in bloom more or less all

winter. Azara microphylla growing against a
sunny wall is just bursting into bluom and the
flowers quite scent the air. Magnolia budj are
fast swelling, and should the open weather con-
tinue, will be open soon. Spinea Thunbergi has
for some days past been in full beauty, while
the old China Roses are almost as fresh as during
the month of .June. Erica carnei I have never
seen look so fresh ; the plants are now one mass of

flower, and have been for some time past. Pyrus
japonica and some of its varieties are in full flower,

e\ en those bushes where no protection has been
afforded, and the Almonds are bursting their l)uds.

Of the early spring flowers, Scillasibirica, Dog's-
tooth Violets, Snowdrops and Crocuses are all look-

ing well, and in some sheltered places the Daffodils
are opening their buds. H. C. P.

rckjirhl.

PTEROCARYAS.
At present there are five species of Pterocarya
known, tliree of which are in cultivation. One
of them (P. caucasica, the species best known)
is a uati\-e of the Caucasian region ; the other
four arc natives nf China and Japan. They are
nearly allied to the Walnuts and Hickories, and,
like them, grow into big timber trees, but they
are distinguished by the two conspicuous wings
attached to the nuts. The fruit has no edible

qualities. The leaves have much the .same

character as tho.se of the two allies mentioned,
being pinnate and consisting of runnerous
toothed leaflets. Regarded as ornamental trees,

the Pterocaryas occupy a liigh place amongst
foreign trees hardy in Britain, although P.
caucasica is the only one that lias been long
enough in cultivation to have shown its real

character. The flowers, male and female ones
of which are borne separately on pendulous cat-

kins, are small and green and without beauty.
The following is a list of all the species hitherto

described :

—
1. P. caucasica (syiis., P. fraxinifolia, P.

Sjiachiana).

2. P. rhoifolia (syn., P. japonica).
'.'>. P. .stenoptei-a(syns., P. Itevigata, P. sinen-

sis).

4. P. macroptera. ) Chinese species not in cul-

5. P. Paliurus. ( tivation.

Probably all the species, and certainly P.
caucasica, succeed best where the roots are

easily within reach of water ; of this ample
e\ idence is afforded by the fine specimens at

Syon and at the Cambridge Botanic Gardens.
The absence of a pond or stream, however,
need not deter anyone from growing these trees

provided a good loamy s<iil that does not readily

become parched is availalile for them.

Pterocauva caucasica.—Although the exact
date at which this tree was introduced into

Britain is not known, it was first brought from
the East by Michaux the elder, who on his return

from Persia in 17S2 brought back seeds to Paris.

In this country it is by far the best known as well

as the oldest of the Pterocaryas in gardens.

Many fine specimens are to be found both in Great
Britain and Ireland ; near London the finest,

perhaps, is that at Syon House. There are also

fine specimens in the Botanic Gardens at Cam-
bridge. As the name infers, the species is a
native of the vast region between the Caspian Sea
and the Black Sea that is traversed by the
Caucasian Mountains. Under cultivation in

Britain it grows into a spreading tree, apt
to branch \ery near the ground unless pruned
to a single stem when young. It will ulti-

mately attain a height of 30 feet to 50 feet.

The leaves vary considerably in size ; ordinarily
they are from 10 inches to 18 inches long, but
sometimes over 2 feet long and 18 inches wide.
They consist generally ot six to nine pairs of

leaflets, these being stalkless, oblong-lanceolate,
bright green above and paler or even glaucous
beneath. The female catkins are l<» inches to
12 inches in length, the male ones about half as
long. It ripens fi'uit in France, but not very fre-

quently in England. The nuts, each about the
size of a Hazel nut and surrounded on each side
by a thing membranous wing, appear numerously
on long pendent spikes. The chief economic value
of the tree is in the timber it produces. This
timber is largely exported from the Caucasus, and
is highly valued in Western Europe for veneering
and in cabinet making. The large excrescences
which verj' commonly appear on the trunk are
especially sought after in fancy turnery. As
might be expected from the extensive area it

covers, the species shows some amount of varia-

tion. To one of its forms Lavallee gave the
specific name of Spachiana. According to him,
it differs in its smaller fruits and in its somewhat
sickle-shaped leaflets, the bases of which are
auricled. These characters have not been con-
sidered sufficient to found a species on, especially

as there exist all the intermediate stages between
them and those of the type. The name is now
dropped.

P. STENOi'TERA.— For the first introduction of

this tree to their notice, botanists are indebted to

a French missionary named C'alery, who sent home
specimens from the north of China in 1844, upon
which M. Casimir de Candolle founded the spacies.

It is a fine tree, with a fissured bark and branches
more erect growing than those of P. caucasica.

The leaves are each 10 inches to l"> inches long
and are frequently composed of more than a score

leaflets. These leaflets are stalkless or nearly so,

and the rachis (or main midrib) on which they
are borne is winged in the spaces between the
leaflets. This is the most readily recognised cha-

racter of the species, none of the other species

having the same peculiarity. The male flowers are

produced on catkins 2i inches long, the female
flowers on separate ones thrice that length. The
fruit is nearly globular and has two side wings,
each upwards of 1 inch long. The species ripens

seed abundantly in France. Owing to its later

introduction, there are of course no specimens in

this country so large as the finer ones of P.

caucasica, but the species gives every indication

of thriving well. It is about as hardy as the

common Walnut. Its distinctive characters are

the winged rachis, the long-winged, somewhat
Maple-like fruits, and the erect branches.

P. RHOIFOLIA.—Being the third and last species

of Pterocarya introduced to Britain, naturally less

is known of this plant and Its capabilities in this

country than of the other two. But, judging by
a specimen at Kew now some 8 feet high, it ap-

pears likely to succeed, and is, at any rate, hardj'.

It is a native of .Japan, and. according to Sargent,

is exceedingly common on the slopes of Mount
Hakkoda at iMi) feet to 4000 feet elevation. It

id one of the largest deciduous trees in that part

of Japan, often measuring 80 feet in height and
having a trunk 31 1 inches through. From P. steno-

ptera it is readily distinguished by the absence

of wings on the rachis of the leaf and by the

branches being more horizontal than erect. The
leaves are each about 10 inches long, the rachis

being woolly and the leaflets pubescent and
2 inches to 4 inches long. I do not know that

flowers have been produced in Europe, but

Siebold, who figures this species In his " Flora of

Japan,'' t. l.''>0, depicts the female catkins as

about 10 inches long, with the flowers a quarter

of an inch apart ; whilst the male catkins are

about one-fourth as long with the flowers very

closely set together.

The two following species, described about

five years ago by M. Batalin, of the St. Peters-

burg Botanic (iarden, have not yet been intro-

duced. Judging by the dried specimens and
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information in the Kew herbarium, they are

l)oth distinct iind liandsome trees, and would
make desirable additions to our garden flora.

P. MAcRoi'TERA.—This is a native of China, and
is, 1 should say, more nearly related to P. rhoifolia

than any other, but it is larger both in its fruits

and lea\es. The spike on which the fruit is

borne is, in the dried specimen at Kew, 10 inches
long, and the fruits (the large wings of which are

referred to in the spscific name) are only a little

under 2 inches across. The largest leaflets are
inches long, oblong-lanceolate, the veins and

midrib covered wich brown wool l>eneath, as is

alsi the rachi". The second speoiei described by
M. Batalin is

P. Paluri's, also a native of China. It was
collected in ISSS by Dr. A. Henry in the Hupeh
Province, and by the Rev. E. Faber on the Ning|)0
Mountains. It is a tree 40 feet high with vcrj-

remarkable frui's, the two wings of which are
united and form a continuous disc round the
whole fruit, giving it the shape somewhat of a
cymbal. The largest fruits are "2.V inches across.

The largest leaflets are 4 inches long and covered
with a brown pubescence beneath, especially on
the midrib and axils of the veins.

Ki": W. J. Bkan.

Rosemary.—As a dwarf and even attractive
shrub for clothing banks in a sunny aspect, the
Rosemary is excellent, and in such positions it

may be considered as hardy enough to withstand
all but the most rigorous winters. It is rarely
found in gardens except in the form of isolated
bushes, which give no idea of its beauty when
seen in big, thickly planted groups. To keep the
groups in good condition it is necessary to have a
supply of young plants growing on, so that any
blanks may be filled up as they occur. Stock
can be easily raised from cuttings taken during
summer and struck under a hand-light in a shady
corner.—.J. C. T.

Forsythia suspensa.—Here, on the outskirts
of London, this Forsythiahas on the last day of
February opened its earliest blossoms, and that,
too, not protected by a wall, but on a dividing
fence. It has thus anticipated the usual season
of flowering by a lengthened period— a remark,
indeed, that holds good of manj' spring-flowering
shrubs, tiiven a sunny spot, this Forsythia will
grow and bloom well under almost any conditions,
and, whether clothing a wall, rambling over an
arbour or arch, or as an open bush, it is e(iually at
home. In this latter position—that is, as a .shrub
in the open ground—it is not planted half enough,
as the long, wide-spreading shoots form a very
effective specimen, especially when laden with
their golden blossoms. It is in this way greatly
superior to its ally, the bushy-growing F. viridis-
sima.

—

T.

Tbe Laurustinus.—Only some twelve miles
south of where I write I saw on a hill-top recently
some old bushes of the Laurustinus in full blooni.
Many of these were 10 feet high and as much
through, sheets of blossom, and most effective.
The position was a breezy one without protection
or shelter of any kind, and the bushes must have
passed almost scathless through many se\ere
winters to have attained their present size. As
showing the value of elevation to such shrubs
which cannot claim to be entirely hard3-, I may
say that all the Laurustinuses here, where the
ground lies low and is surrounded by large sheets
of inland water, have been killed to the ground
three times during the past ten years, so that the
shrub is worthless for planting here. The big
bushes noted above are much nearer the sea, from
which, however, they are about sixteen miles dis-
tant, so that they csn hardly be said to feel the
effects of sea air, and must owe most of their im-
munity from injury to their elevated position.

—

•T. C. Tallack, Lirtrmere Park Gardens, Bnrif St.

Edmunds,

The Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus racemo-
sus).—Where this succeeds it forms one of the
handsomest plants that can be used as under-

|

growth, especially for planting among waving
Bamboos, the successful treatment of which ap-
pears to present exactly those conditions lender
which the Ruscus, which is not unlike a dwarf
Bamboo in growth and general habit, doss best.

Certainly it has its limits as to position and en-

vironment, and cannot be considered absolutely
hard}' everywhere throughout the country, but
there are few gardens or pleasure grounds with
varied elevations in which a spot could not be
found to suit it, and as it is not a rampant or
hungry (jlant, it does no h.arm to other things
among which it may be placed. It is not pvr-
ticular as to soil and does very well on chalk, on
which many things fail to grow. The narrow,
pointed, and very glossy leaves, or cladodes, are
borne on .slender branchlets, which are themselves
produced on slender Bamboi-like stems rising to

a height of from 3 feet to 4 feet ; these growths
are most graceful for providing greenery to go
with cut flowers in large vases, and last for a
very long while, but it is its bright and cheerful
appearance durin.; winter, as growing, that
makes it so valuable and unique.— .1. C. Tai,i.\i k

XOTK.'! AXD QUESTIONS.

Pyrus japoaica.—Those who Jo not prune this
beautiful shrub any more than they <riu hf^lp are now
gettinj^ a brilliant display of bloom. I never remembt_'r
seeing this old i;irdeu favourite in better form than at
present. Although almost invariably grnwu as a wall
shrub, this does well in the open, where it can be left

entirely unpruned, and in the fores^round of a shrub-
bery it makes a striking object when well estiblished.
—J. G., (JoAport.

Lonicera gigantea.—This is a grand new
climbing ()lant, and one that will be much sought
after. The growths it will make in one season
are truly marvellous, some of them being quite
S feet in length. These growths are as thick as
a penholder and of a pretty purplish hue. The
fine panicles of blossom, exceedingly showy, are
quite S inches to 10 inches in length and of a clear
buttercup - yellow colour, changing to cream.
Where large spaces on walls or arbouis and
similar places require to be covered quickly, this

Honeysuckle will be just the very kind to jilant.

The Market Garden.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
profit, like that of the

county.

PEARS FOR
PE.iK growing for

Cherry, is not largely ])ursued in this

which fact may be attributed more to want of

enterprise than to any lack of suitable natural
conditions, such as that of .soil and climate. Of
soil suited to the growth of the Pear there is an
abundance, consisting, as it generally does,
either of the shallower loams overlying the
limestone beds, or the richer and deeper de-
posits found wherever the old red sandstone
formation exists. In some few parts of the
county soils of a sandy texture are found, which
are not so suited to the Pear, but as a rule

soils of the first tw(^ named kinds preponderate,
both of which are admirably adapted for Pear
culture. Numbers of tine c3ld Pears are to be
fonnd that are still in a flourishing condition,

and wliich still bear heavy crops of fruit ; a
convincing proof that the soil is suited to their
requirements. Many of the.se trees have at-

tained dimensions rendering them more like

forest than fruit trees in appearance, and they
form (juite a conspicuous feature in many an
orchard attached to farmsteads in the county.
These trees, it must be admitted, consi.st princi-

pally of vintage kinds, but that does not signify,

as one of the objects for which this note is

written is to denujnstrate that the Pear does
and will succeed in the soil and climate inci-

dental to the county.

When the Pear trees already referred to were
planted, the miking of perry was a matter of

paramount importinca in the eyes of the
growers ; hence the reason why S3 few old trees

of dessert kinds, comparatively speaking, are
found at the present day in the orchards. The
few that were jilanted were intended more to

supply fruits for their owner's consumption than
with any idea of su|iplying the local market,
and this in a measure explains the scarcity of

trees. Until within the past few years,

relatively few Pears have bfen disposed of in

tliis way, and even now the (juantity sent into

the county market each season is meagre for a
County so well adapted for fruit growing. In
addition to this, it is to b3 regretted that a great
deal of the fruit sent to be .sold is of very poor
quality, consisting generally of the commoner
or very old-fashioned sorts. This .should not be,

as with the facilities at command as regards soil

and climate, i|uite as good fruit can be produced
in this county for market work as in any other
in the kingdmn. In recent years more trees

have been planted it is true, but the numbers
so far are insignihcant considering the areas of

land which could be profitably devoted to this

purpose. In saying this, it is not intended to

convey the idea that Pear growing should be
taken up to the exclusion of Apples, Plums and
other fruits, but rather to advise that wherever
suitable soil exists a good number of trees of

the leading market kinds should be planted. If

this were dcuic, I feel convinced that those who
would do so would find it a profitable invest-

ment. Pears will not of course stand so much
rough handling as A[>ples, and they must also

be marketed before the flesh becomes soft, but
the prices realised for really good samples more
than compen.sate the grower for the extra
trouble involved in gathering, packing and
despatching them to market. Regarding the

Sorts

found growing in old orchards at the present
time, the list is not a lengthy one, and consists

of Autumn and Winter Bergamot, Green Chisel,

.a few Hessels, Swans-egg, Brown Beurre, and
perhaps a few others. Plantations of more
recent formation contain Williams' Bon Chretien,

and Louise Bonne and Marie Loui.se d'Tccle
have also been found to answer very well indeed.

The late Thomas Andrew Knight did a great

deal towards improving the Pear by raising a

numlier of seedling.s which flourished well in

the Herefordshire soil. Several of the.se are

grown at the pre.sent day, two notable examples
being Monarch and Althorpe Crassane. These
seedlings would appear to have been planted in

a desultory manner throughout the county, as

trees of one <u' other of the many sorts raised

are to be met with here and there in orchards.

No doubt scions were also oljtained for grafting

existing trees with, to supplement the few
varieties cultivated at that time. There may,
perhaps, be instances where these Pears were
planted in iiuantity, but I have never yet

come acro.ss an orchard filled with them, and
as a rule the number seldom exceeds half a
dozen. In addition to these two sorts. Eye-
wood, Croft Castle, and Lamma.s are a few more
which may be named. Of these seedlings,

Monarch, Althorpe Cra.ssane, and Eyewood are

still worthy of cultivation, and it was pleasing

to note that in a paper read by Mr. Bunyard
before the Horticultural Club on January 1

1

last, that gentleman mentioned these three kinds

among others as " being a success last sea.son."

All three are heavy croppers, the.y possess

hardy constitutions, and although rather below
medium size, the well-known excellent (luality of

the fruit ensures a ready sale for them.
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For market work large fruits are required,

and if tliese were only produced in quantity,

and proper attention paid to grading and pack-

ing, they would pay well. I have it on the
authority of Mr. Meats, the gentleman appointed
by the Corporation of Hereford to conduct the
fruit sales in the Hereford market, that not the
slightest difficulty is found in selling good
samples of Pears at very remunerative prices.

For this purpose, then, the following sorts

would be found useful to grow ; Williams' Bon
Chretien, Souvenir du Congres, Jargonelle,

Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise Bonne, Windsor,
Fertility, Jersey Gratioli, Bishop's Thumb,
Beurre Bosc, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Josephine
de Malines, and Catillac, with the addition of

the three sorts already' mentioned above. The
sorts named would give a long succession if

the list was adopted in its entirety, and all

can be grown as standards or half-standards

on the Pear stock. Pitmaston Duchess
would also be a useful addition when
the latter form of tree finds favour. The
last-named sort on the list, Catillac, is, of

course, a stewing Pear, but it is an immense
cropper grown in standard form, and no doubt
there would not be the slightest difficulty in

selling the produce.

The Pears now sent to market are, with
the exception of Williams', of poor quality,

but there are some growers who send their

fruit direct either to London or some of the

large towns. The practice is to pack them in

fiats which hold about CO lbs. each. Some
growers also pack in " pots," and it is generally

in this kind of package that they are sent to

the county market. The prices, as may be
gue-ssed, vary con-siderably, the inferior .sorts

realising but little, while the better quality fruit

such as Williams' fetches nearly 4()s. per cwt.

This latter information, which has l)een kindly
furnished me by Mr. Meats, the official

auctioneer, should, I think, be sufticient to con-
vince cultivators that there is money to be made
in Pear growing if attention is only paid to the
following important matters : («) To grow only
those sorts which produce medium to large

sized fruits, such as those mentioned in the
above list ;

(h) to pay strict attention to gather-

ing, also to grade and pack the fruit carefully

and iu a tasteful manner
;

(i-) to allow the late

sorts to hang as long as possible on the trees

before gathering them, and then carefully store

them until ready for market
; (il) in all cases

to send the fruit to market just before it com-
mences to soften, so that it sustains no damage
during transit, and may be kept for a time
afterwards if required. A. W.

I

wanted and an ability to grow this to perfec-
I tion. It is not what the amateur market gar-
' dener thinks ought to sell, but what customers
will buy, that should be grown. For exam])le,

'an experienced gardener of my accpiaintance
was very successful with Grapes—Muscats in

particular—and by degrees arrived at a belief

ni his own powers to "make a lot of money"
in jjroducing them on a large scale for the
markets. A good situation was relinquished,
and a rather large sum of money was duly
invested in lands, houses and fittings. He was
successful in growing good Grapes, but at the
end of ten years was obliged to confess that it

MARKET VERSUS PRIVATE GAR-
DENING.

TuosK who imagine private gardening is a good
training for market gardening make a great mis-
take. Marketing surplus produce is a very
different matter to growing expressly for the
markets, with the usual round of heavy rents,
rates, taxes, liills for manures and sundries,
and, above all, the heavy labour account. So
many have started market gardening of late
years that we might reasonably anticipate gluts
of nearly everything they can produce ; but such
is not often the case, though prices rule lower
than formerly. The demand has increased on
nearly the same scale as the produce has been
put upcjn the markets. First find out what is

most in demand, and grow those particular pro-
ducts of the sciil extensively and well. It is not
an all-mund knowledge of gardening that is

required so much as a knowledge of what is

roofed houses i)rincipally for Tomato culture.

It was thought that if so many dozen plants
were capable of producing crops worth on an
average Os. per plant, then from each house
capable of holding 5t((( plants, and which would
cost less than £100 to construct, fruit to the
value of £150 could be marketed every season.

Scores of gentlemen and professional gardeners
have worked out figures in that pleasing fashion,

only to find that they were sadly out in their

reckoning. Giving close personal attention to

a few dozen plants is a very difterent matter to

doing all the work necessary for as many
hundreds, and selling locally at an average, say.

Camellia alha plena in bloom in the open air at Crowsleij Park, Henlev-on-Thames.

The plant has been in its present ponition for twelve years. From a photograph hy

Mr. Thomas Taylor. (See p. 241.)

was a poor speculation, and, further, that it

would have been nnich more to his advantage

if he had been content to rent suitable land and
grow Lettuces only. Lettuces were one of his

" bye-products," and were found to be the best

paying crop that was tried. That man has

Ixiught his learning and paid dearly for it.

Perhaps if he had relied on the despised Grape
Gros Colman he could have told a difierent tale.

Yet another instance. A gardener w'as so

remarkably successful with a few dozen Tomato
plants each year that at last his employer
decided to put up several long ranges of span-

of (id. per pound much morj satisfactory than

getting from the open markets an average of

about 4d. per pound. Then, again, the greater

the number of plants grown on a place the more

certain it is that diseases and insect enemies

will have to be reckoned with on an equally

large scale. Much the same remarks apply to

Cucumbers, while the profits on ".snap " crops

such as Strawberries, Beans, Potatoes, Radishes,

and flowering plants are altogether illusionary.

More often than not, muddling in the four

former, either ahead of or among the plants of

Tomatoes, ends in an actual loss to the grower
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in the form of lighter crops of fruit, more
especially (it a time when the best prices are

made.
Mushroom culture on a large scale seems to

have a fascination for some, and when we read

of what can be obtained from the surface of a

comparatively small bed it is not altogether

surprising that these deceptive appearances are

regarded as conclusive. Unfortunately, culti

vating Mushrooms on a large scale is very un-

certain, (ir an even greater lottery than (irape

and Tomato growing. In market gardening it

is all a ([uestion cif titne.ss for the work, and one

mm with the right sort of experience would
succeed where another would fail. W. I.

Societies and Exhibitions.

UNITED HORTICUr.Tl'RAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

TiiK annual meeting of this, we are glad to say,

ilourishing institution was held at the Caledonian
Hotel, Adelphi, Strand, on Monday evening,
1+th inst., Mr. Wythes, of Syon House Gardens,
in the chair. Mr. W. Marshall, one of the founders
of the society, was also present. There was also a
good attendance of members.
Mr. Wythes, in moving the adoption of the re-

l)0rt and balance sheet, said :
" It has been a ver}'

great pleisure to me to listen to the satisfactory

accounts of the working — financial and otherwise
— of the ' United' for the year ending January ll»

last. From inquiries I had made previous to

this meeting, I was enabled to glean something
of the progress of this excellent society not only
during ihe past year, but for .some years back.
Compared with the earlier years of the society,

the advance during the later years has been
astonishing. When the merits of the society,

however, are carefully pondered over, as they
ought to be bj' every gardener in the kingdom, it

is a matter of surprise to me that it has not in-

creased still more rapidly. This cannot be caused
through any doubt as to its sound financial basis,

for with an invested capital which, if taken at

Car value, is £13,000, but which, I am informed
y the treasurer, when a valuation was taken

after the last audit was actually worth the sum
of £14, 742 10s., caused through every stock in

which the funds are invested being at a con-
siderable average premium. The state of the
funds is only taken at par value, but they might
well be taken, I think, at their actual value.
There are about 720 paying benefit members now
oa the books of the society, which gives an average
of nearly £2(1 lOs. per member—more, of course-
close upon £90 in fact—to the oldest members and
less, as a matter of course, to the younger ones.
If one turns to the management expenses—and
here let me pay a well-deserved compliment to
the officers and committee for the admirable way
in which the affairs of the society are beinn-
administered—there is this gratifying fact to be
noted, viz., the entire working expenses of the
past year are only about B per cent, of the income.
Members and non-members should note this and
contrast it with other societies of a like kind. It
may well be asked, ' Can any other society of
any standinij show such a sound financial basis as
the " United"?'

" There must therefore be some other reason why
the members do not increase more rapidly.
Personally, I am disposed to think it is often
caused by negligence and apathy. Some do
intend to join perhaps, but put off doing so from
year to year. Some think possibly that they can
do better for themselves by joining mixed so-
cieties. Can they? I think not. It must be very
evident to everyone who thinks the matter out
that those large societies with many l)ranches all

about the country cannot possibly be worked so
cheaply as one like the ' United ' controlled by
a central board of management. There is a fasci-
nation perhaps in some few instances for the

regalia of some well-known societies, but this does
not benefit the individual members.

•' The investments during the past year, as we
have heard, amounted to £1200, or £100 per
month. For the past two years £1100 each year
was the sum invested. Thirteen years back, I

have been informed, there was invested the sum
of £3<ll 17s. Od., which for that year (1884) made
a total of invested moneys of £300(1, so that from
1SS4 to 1S97 the increase at |jar value even has
been more than £10,(1(10. The members should not
lose sight of the fact that the executive committee
are still enabled to allow each one respectively
3 per cent, per annum on the balances standing to

his account in ths ledger. This allowance of 3

per cent, cannot go on many more years at the
present jjrice of sound trustees' stocks, which
realise only something between 2i and 2j per
cent. At one time these stocks could be pur-
chased below par, this no doubt being the reason
why 3 per cent, has been continued so long. The
more one reads over and carefully considers the
rules of this society, the more dis|)osed will he be,

in my opinion, to give every credit to the
originators of the ' United.' I am glad to see
here to-night some of these original members, of

whom in all honour it should be said that they
have never drawn one penny from the funds.

Every member should do his best to obtain fresh

members, never missing a chance to press home
the essential features of the rules. Bear in mind
the motto of the society, ' Union is Strength.'
I have not the slightest doubt that there are
many candidates for the pensions of the (har-

deners' Royal Benevolent Institution who would
be only too thankful if they were members
of the United.' I should like to draw atten-

tion in a few words to the Voluntary Convales-
cent Fund. Its name describes its use very
well indeed. What an advantage this fund
should be to our young gardeners through-
out the countrj'—those, for instance, who after

an illness would be greatly benefited by a
change of air. I and many more now in this

room had no such opportunity as this affords.

To all young gardeners who are mjving from
place to place X would say, ' Bear this fund in

mind.' In conclusion, I would like to add a note
on what to me is a great pleasure, viz., the re-

markably low death-rate."

A special general meeting (Mr. Wythes, chair-

man) followed, to take into consideration the
advisability of altering the following rules, viz :

—
Rule 8.—Alteration on page !), line 8 from the

top, instead of " £20," read "£30."
Rile 14.—Page 11, line 10 from the bottom,

after the words "lower scale," add the words
" with the privilege of increasing this to."

RrLE 14.—Page 12, line 14 from the top, the
word " successive," after " twenty-six," be struck
out.

Rule IS.v.—" Voi.rNTARYC'oNV.\i,EsCEN'T Frxn.
—The object of this fund is to give members a
change of air during convalescence. The Com-
mittee of Management to have power to relieve

members of this society from this voluntary fund
as they may deem ad\ isable. All cases must be
recommended by a duly qualified medical prac-

titioner."

After some discussion for and against the altera-

tion of the above rules, they were finally agreed to.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next
fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society will be held on Tuesday, March 22,

at the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street,

Westminster, 1 to 5 p.m. A lecture on " Soils " will

be given by Mr. J. J. Willis at 3 o'clock.

Since issuing the schedule of arrange-
ments for 1898, the Royal Horticultural Society
have received from Messrs Barrand Sons, of King
Street, Covent Garden, the offer of a silver cup
for Daffodils, to be competed for at the society's

meeting at the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria
Street, Westminster, on Tuesday, April 12, open
to all amateurs. Notice of entry should be
addressed to the secretary, Royal Horticultural
Society's office, 117, Victoria Street, S.W., and

must be received on or before Thursday, April 7.

For the above prizes the Polyanthus section is

excluded, each of the three groups—Magni-
coronati, Medio-coronati, and Parvi-coronati —
being represented, the flowers to be arranged in

bottles which will be provided by the Royal
Horticultural Society. Not less than forty

dift'erent varieties and not more than three

lots of any one sort to be staged. Correct
naming and elegance of arrangement will be
taken into account. First prize, a silver

cup : second prize (given by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society), £1 10s. and a silver Flora
medal.

National Dahlia Society.—We are asked to

state that there will be a committee meeting of

this society on Tuesday, March 22, by permission
of the Horticultural Club, in their rooms at the

Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, S. W., to elect

judges, &c. Themeeting will commence at2 p.m.
In addition to the prizes offered in the schedule,

Mr. A. Dean has offered a special prize of 7s. (id.

for the best bunch of Cactus Dahlias, exhibited

in the ordinary classes. The Shrewsbury Horti-

cultural Society this year offer prizes for Dahlias
of all sections at the August exhibition.

Notes of the Week.

Amaryllis Navala. — This is cne of the

most recently certificated of the Amaryllises. The
shade of colour, however, is both novel and distinct, a

sort of salnioa-oraTf^e, that is quite exceptional among
these plants.

A curious Hyacinth.—We send herewith for

your inspection what we are sure you will consider a

curiosity. It is a hulb of Charles Dickens Hyacinth
that has produced two blossoms—the one blue, and
the other rose-pink.—.Iamks Caktek ami Co.

Azalea mollis W. E. Gumbleton.—Ths is

one of the most beautiful and pleasing of this showy
race of plants, the bushes a perfect mass of bloisom
of a pretty shade of yellow. Another excellent variety

is Comt3 de Garminy, a sort of rose-salmon hue, that

ii very striking and effective.

Soldanella Clusii.—This frail little alpine is

among the tirst of this small genus to flower, but it is

not of the largest size. The drooping fringed bloi-

Eoms possess a distinct pale purplish hue that is not

common amoug alpines generally. A rather close,

moisture -laden atmosphere, where it can be given, suits

this plant.

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) Walker'j
Crimson.—A fine plant of this variety bearing two
fpikes and ten handsome flowers of a rich crimson, as

shown recently at the Drill Hall, affords some idea

of what maybe done by growing these plants on into

specimen form. In this way they would cerlaiuly

prove most attractive.

.Adonis amurensis.— I planted a small batch of

Adonis amurensis late in the autumn. They were
planted thickly in a row. On Monday last (March 14)

1 counted fifty-two fully expanded blooms on tliese

plants. The soil they are planted in is rather sandy,

but they seem to thrive admirably. They have had no
protection, but have been fully exposed to strong

westerly gales.

—

W. S. S., Ness, Cheshire.

Iris peraica.—This, one of the dwarfest 'of all

tlie tribe, is well worth growing. It is not more than
4 inches high, the blossoms appearing from a tuft of

bright green leaves, being whitish, suffus3d with blue,

and heavily blotched with blackish velvet near the tips

of the falls. It is not only an early kind, but one of

the most Iragrant, a really Violet perfume pervadin'
the blo;s>ms whea expanded.

Pfitillaria pudica. — This lovely plant is

among the farly gems of tlrs extensive race of bulbous
Howers. and one of the few that may be highly recom-
mended for pots. Thus grown and kept in frames
it is always in advance of those in the open, even
when the latter enjoy a sunny and favoured position.

One of its most marked features is the wonderful
subttanc3 of thefloners; this, coupled with the rich

yellow, renders it one of the choicest of the whole
race.

Cerasus pseudo-Cerasus (double Cherry).

—

For immediate effect nothing could possibly be
finer than the handsome and well- flowered group
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of this staged by Jlessrs. Veitch at the Drill

Hall last week. The plants were not more than

3 feet or 4 feet high, yet abundantly flowered.

As a pot plant for the conservatory or similar

place, or for grouping amid Palms for some special

occasions, it will be found most useful.

Azaleodendron Jules Closon.—A couple of

plants exhibited at the Drill Hall a week since

came in illustration of this bi-generic cross, but
the result of mixing up such distinct subjects was
abundantly apparent in the poor examples shown.
One can see no possible good in such work,
and certainly if the examples shown are the out-

come of several years' work it is obviously time
wasted, to say nothing of trouble involved.

Boronia megastigma.—Those who saw the
lovely plants of this from Messrs. Balchin and
Sons at the Drill Hall the other day could not
fail to admire them. It was quite clear, from the
examples in question, that the old-time three-

year old method of growing finds no favour, and
the undoubted advantage of a more rapid system
of culture was amply illustrated by the manner
the plants were laden with branches, and these
with blossom. The near proximity to the coast-

line may also assist to the same end, but the chief

secret, if secret there be, is keeping the plants
growing from the moment of rooting.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum album.— Sel-

dom is this, the daintiest member of its r.ice,

seen in well-established clumps. The drooping
satiny-white cups depend on the most delicate
thread - like peduncle imaginable. The plant,
notwithstanding a naturally frail and apparently
delicate growth, increases freely at the root, more
especially when given that amount of shade and
moisture that it requires. A soil of sandy peat,
leaves and loam in equal parfs, a rather sheltered
spot, and a position never dry answer well for it.

With such provision the tufts in the course of

a few j-ears will reach a foot or more high, with
an abundant supply of their pretty flowers. The
purple-flowered form of this is equally good.

Dodecatheon Hendersoni.—A pretty Ameri-
can Cowslip received under this name last year
came into bloom in the second week of March. I

can find no mention of the name in any of my
books, so have no opportunity of comparing my
plant with any description or even of satisfying
myself that the name is a recognised one. The

I

'Index Kewensis" refers the various Dodecatheons
it names to D. Meadia, but Hendersoni is not
named in the work. So far as one's opinion is

worth, I can hardly think it likely to be worthy
of specific rank, but as a beautiful dwarf variety
it deserves a place in the rock garden. It is a
little over (3 inches high here, and is of a bright
crimson, with yellow ring. The petals are well
refiexed and the M'hole effect of the plant is very
beautiful, the leaves being of a pretty green.—S.
Akxott, Car.ie//ioni, hy Diimfrie-i, X.Il.

A new Jerusalem Artichoke.—The old
type of Artichoke is so rough that a variety
with few eyes and of good eating quality is

looked upon with favour. At the meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on the Sth inst., Mr.
Wythes sent roots of a very distinct cliaracter,
some over 12 inches in length, nearly smooth, and
st.ited to be of superior flavour. The roots in

question were devoid of the rough character
usually seen, and whiter in colour. This variety
should prove a useful introduction, as it may be
cooked like Salsafy and is not unlike it in colour
when dressed. Other white varieties were shown
by the same exhibitor, a very fine one being Vil-
morin's White ; this is distinct from the first-

known white variety, which was also shown. The
exhibit from Syon was interesting, as it showed
what advance has been made with the Artichoke
of late years.

Narcissus 'Victoria.—In this we have a
really hand,some bicolor Trumpet Dafibdil. So
far, however, experience is only very meagre con-
cerning it. It has a fine vigorous constitution.

in this respect being closely related to the Em-
press group. Indeed, if one may judge of its

Carentage, it would appear to be intermediate

etween Empress and Horsfieldi, with greater

substance and less purity of segment than the

latter, while possessing the well imbricated seg-

ments of Empress, without the greenish wave on
the reverse of the segments which is so marked
in Empress. The several pots of forced bulbs

brought to the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on the Sth were very good, though, of

course, one cannot accurately determine the true

value of such a kind as this from these out-of-

season flowers.

Muscari botryoides album.—Among the

starch Hyacinths none are better suited for pot
culture under glass than this, with its snowy
white spikes rising to nearly 6 inches high- Esta-

blished in the open ground it is fully this height,

but in recently potted bulbs there is usually some
diminution of growth the first year. The variety,

too, is now very plentiful, and, indeed, has been
for several years, so that there need be no dith-

culty on that account. It is recommended in

this instance in preference to the blue forms
because these are more plentiful, and from the

fact also that, while the blue shades do not improve
under cover, the white variety is only seen at its

best when subjected to this treatment. This is

especiall}' true near London or any large town.
For this reason a portion of the stock at least

should be in pots, if only that at flowering time it

may be given the protection mentioned. There is

little need to house such things till growth is well

advanced, which at once dispenses with weakly
and over-drawn as well as unsightly foliage. A
cool, well-ventilated house is best for such things.

Narcissus pallidus prsecox varieties.— It

is pleasant to see that the variety of the early

Pyrenean Daffodil named asturicus is still in cul-

tivation and doing so well at Kew. I was afraid

it had become lost to cultivation, as Messrs. Barr
and Sons have omitted it from their catalogue for

a few years. Another variety found by Mr. Peter

Barr the same year (1887) was dropped from the

list a few years before asturicus. This is Blond
d'Or, a pretty light-coloured variety. The year

after its introduction it flowered very early with

Messrs. Barr, and in 1889 I procured bulbs. It

has not fulfilled its promise of earliness, and is

to-day (March 1.3) not showing colour, although a

clump of pallidus pnvcox only \\ feet away has

been in bloom for a month. There is a very late-

flowering variety of N. paUidus precox here. So
far as I know it has no distinctive name, and was
bought at an auction sale. It is valued because

of its form and substance and its delicate colour-

ing. I have experienced no dithculty in growing

the Pyrenean Daffodil, although many cannot

keep it in health for more than a year or two. I

prefer to grow it in full sun here.—S. Arnott,
CarsrJhorn, hy Diiiiifrie-i, X.B.

Solandra grandiflora.— It may be of interest

to state the behaviour of this plant here. It is in

January a most attractive and grand decorative

plant for warm conservatory, corridor, &c. The
plant was brought here in June from Madeira,

wrapped in a newspaper without any soil. It

then looked like a dry, shrivelled stick. I put it

into a 9-inch pot, kept it for a time in a late

vinery, then put it into strong heat. It broke at

every eye and flowered early in the following

year. In July I placed it outside on ashes, fully

exposed to the .sun, letting it shris-el up. I put

it into heat in the middle of Septemlier, after re-

potting it into a 12-inch pot in fibrous turf and

sand, with a little soot and guano. I placed it

on a shelf close to the door. All the short

growths produced a mass of flowers from January

till March 14. When in flower it was watered

twice and three times a day, with a little guano.

The length of growths from centre of pot is 3 feet

6 inches. It requires no stakes and has never

been stopped in any way. The colour of the

flower is white, with pale salmon tint in the

trumpet, and sea-green first two days, the whole

of the flower when four or five days old sometimes

deepening to the lo\ely colour of a Wm. .\llen

Richardson Rose.—George Bolas, Hopton Gar-

dens, Wirknirortli, Derby.

The weather in "West Herts.—Since the

12th inst. the days have been warm, but, with two
exceptions, the nights have remained cold for the

time of year. On the coldest night the exposed

thermometer showed 13" of frost. At 1 foot deep

the ground is now about 2° warmer than the

March average, but at 2 feet deep the tem-

perature is about seasonable. During the present

month less than a quarter of an inch of rain

has as yet fallen, or only about a quarter

of what may be regarded as a seasonable amount
for that period. No measurable quantity of

rain water has come through the heavy

soil percolation gauge for seven days. In the:

early part of the week there was a poor record of

sunshine, but on the loth the sun shone brightly

for 8^ hours. An Early Rivers Peach growing on

a south wall in my garden came first into blossom

on the l.Jth, which is eleven days earlier than its

mean date of first flowering in the previous twelve

years, but three days later than in either 1896 or

1897.—E. M., Berklmmitvil.

The sparrow as an emigrant.—As that

curse, the sparrow, is being discussed in your

paper, I send you my observations of its dis-

position and destructiveness. When I came here

in 18.50, very few native birds had followed the

early settlers, but they soon made their appearance

in goodly numbers, until the country was tilled

with the melody of their vocal music. They con-

tinued to increase in beauty and numbers until

the advent of the sparrow. It is now about

twenty years since the sparrows made their

appearance in numbers worth noticing. From
that on they have increased a thousandfold, and

are privileged to continue to increase another

thousandfold. Their homes are in the towns,

where they are protected from the shotgun, and

are sheltered in the sheds, outbuildings and store

awnings. They search out the nests of our native

birds, kill their young, throw them on the ground

and eat their eggs. They will eat no wild

Mustard seed, C,)uack or Snapdragon, but strip

our gardens of such seeds as we would save for

spring planting. In all, they were created for

destruction and for destruction alone.—E. Rey-

nolds, Wisronisio, in Country Oentleman.

Public Gardens.

Open space at Lee.— One of the recommen-

dations in the report of the Parks Committee is

that the Council should take charge of and main-

tain as a recreation ground seven acres of land in

Bromley Road, Lee, which the Earl of North-

brook and Viscount Baring have presented to

the public in commemoration of the Diamond

Juliilee. ^^^^_^^^^^^____

TRADE NOTE.

Messrs. Foster and Pearson, Ltd.—We
understand that, owing to the rapid increase ni

the business of Messrs. Foster and Pearson, Ltd.,

horticultural builders, Beeston, Notts, Mr. CharUs

Mason, architect and civil engineer, of \\ est-

minster, and late surveyor to the vestry of St.

Martin-in-the-Fields, will join the board of

directors at Lady Day. We have no doubt that

the addition to the board of directors above

referred to will be to the material benefit of the

firm. _^^^^^_^_^_

Name of fruit.— IF. Crane.—Apple Rynier.

Names of plants.—R. S., Scvemaks.—'ly go-

petalum Claji. J.niia.—Please send some par-ticu-

lars aa to the soil aud position rn which your Chiono-

doxas are growing.
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Chrysanthemums.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM LEAF RUST.
Tuis new disease, which has apparently become
known on the Continent of Europe and in this

country within the past twelve months, seems
to be a destructive foe unless subdued on its

first appearance. I believe I am right when I

say that there has not been a case here in the
south of England until within the last three or
four months, when cuttings and plants have
been transported from place to place. At all

events, I had not a sign of it until I had cut-

tings sent me from another part of the country,

and those on their arrival did not show a trace

or anything unusual ; in fact, a better or a

healthier-looking set one could scarcely wish
for. To my great disappointment, they had
not been in the frames many days before they
became ijuite spotted over. The under side of

the leaf seems to be then the chief point of

attack, but I have since learnt the upper side is

not impregnable. Those cuttings were put with
the general collection, as I had no anticipation
of any evil consequences, and before they were
isolated the evil was done, the spores had
spread, and the majority of the plants had
become infected, which proves very conclusively
the enormous reproductive power this rust pos-
sesses. There is no doubt, I think, that some
varieties fall an easier prey to the pest than
others, but there is every probability that when
this is allowed a foothold on those varieties the
most addicted to it, it will not be long before
the whole collection would soon become badly
infested. Among the varieties which I have
found the most troublesome are Charles Davis,
Sunstone, Viviand Blorel, Mile. Lucie Faure,
and others. Sunstone I have had literally

covered with the small brown specks, which
are the spores just coinuiencing to germinate.
Their effects upon the leaf are most disastrous.

If the spores remain upon the leaf for any time
they completely riddle it, or the lt>af pre-
maturely falls off.

Many in dealing with this malady have re-

commended the burning of the leaves, but to

this I have never resorted, and yet I am pleased

to say that, with the exception of a very few
plants (otherwise delicate), the plants are clean

and healthy after a bad attack. I quite agree

that burning is a sure remedy, but in a bad case

to pick off all the leaves affected may mean al-

most the defoliation of the young plants, and if,

by-and-by, when the plants are in their last

stages of growth this should again make its ap-

pearance, and we should then be without a

remedy, the last state will be worse than the

first. Various were the remedies I tried. For
the benefit of readers I will mention only one,

and that I have proved to be effectual. This is

prepared as follows : Take half a pound of

whale-oil soap and boil this in one gallon of

water. Whenthoroughly dissolved add one gallon

of best petroleum oil (while boiling) and 2 oz.

of carbonate of ammonia ; stir them together

until thoroughly mixed. If put over the fire

and brought to boOing point after the oil is

added, so much the better, as it is far easier to

mix petroleum with a hot liquid than with a cold

one. Wlien treated in this way it will form a

composition of the consistency of gruel and quite

I

white in colour. This is used at the rate of one

j

part of the emulsion to fifteen parts of water,

: and kept constantly stirred while being used.

The plants are taken and laid upon bricks or

boards, or any elevated position where the

leaves can be kept from the ground, and the

solution is well applied with a syringe to the

under and upper sides of the leaf. After the

j

plants have been gone over once in this way they

are turned over, so that both sides are treated

alike. After a short time the plants are

syringed with clean tepid water and put back into

tlieir places. When treated in this way the

spots soon assume a dark colour and commence
to dry up. This solution is also a good insecti-

cide, and will clear the plants of anything they

may have upon them. I am convinced that

wherever this fungus makes its appearance in a

collection of plants, it is useless to only treat

the plants affected : the whole batch must be

gone over thoroughly, or it will be constantly

appearing. Every precaution also should be

taken with any varieties which are added to

a healthy collection, no matter from what

source they may come. They may appear all

that is desirable, and yet be carrying with them

the germs of disease. Wash them thoroughly

or isolate them long enough to prove that they

are clean . If every care is exercised there is

every possibility of its being stamped out, and

now, while it is yet in its infancy, is the time

to employ every available means and use every

efibrt to hasten its extinction.—R. W. Houdek,
Ponsunbij, Turipiiuj.

Some of my plants have been attacked

with this fungus, referred to in a recent issue.

The plants have been completely isolated,

as you suggest, and thoroughly syringed with

a solution of paraffin (not too strong), which

seems effective, the spots turning black in a

few hours. Seen under the microscope, the

spots which appear on the under side of the

old leaves consist of a number of tiny spores

like those of Ferns. It is entirely distinct from

what is known as the Chrysanthemum disease,

which frequently attacks "the variety Golden

Wedding. As to the fungus not attacking the

younger leaves, it probably does so, only the

spots, very tiny at first, are invisible until the

young leaves have become old ones. I have never

been troubled with this pest before now, and I

hope to confine it to the few varieties which con-

veyed it hither.—F. C. S., Torquay.

Chrysanthemum Lord Brooke.—This is

one of the best Chrysanthemums for furnishing

a supply of cut bloom during December. The
flowers have that rich bronzy yellow tint so much
admired at the present time, and if the plants are

well grown and moderate thinning of the buds
practised, a larger bulk of bloom can be taken
from the space than is possible with the generality

of Chrysanthemums grown for cutting. This is

an important item where this flower is grown for

profit, for many varieties otherwise admirable for

cutting are not free enough as regards bloom-pro-
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duction to render their culture profitable. An-
other point in favour of this variety is the length
of time the blooms can be kept in good condition
on the plants. Flowers which are fully open in
the first days of December will keep in good
order up to Christmas, and this is a great advan-
tage when the demand for Chrysanthemums is

very sluggish in early winter. From late-topped
plants I have had very nice blooms of Lord
Brooke at the new ye;ir, but I do not think it is

reliable after that date. It is a good plan to
strike two- lots of cuttings, one as soon as they
can be had in December, the remainder in Feb-
ruary or very early in March. The earliest batch
can be grown on in the ordinary way, merely
stopping once in May to make them bushy, and
thinning out the buds for large blooms. The
remainder should be stopped about the middle of

June, and if kept in the open air until the second
week in October they will furnish nice fresh
blooms for the new year. Lord Brooke will also
succeed planted out and lifted at the end of

September, but the flowers come smaller.

—

J. C. B.

Orchids.

NOTES ON ANGULOAS.
The present is a good time to look through
these, and it is as well to repot any that are

not likely to flower if they need this attention.

Those that are going to bloom will have the
fiower-buds prominent in the centre of the new
growth, or at all events the swelling charac-
teristic of flowering growths will by now be
plainly seen. It is best to leave these until the
flowers are past, the roots, as a rule, not making
much progress until after this, and even if they
have, it is not always necessary to disturb them.
The base of the young growth will be a little

above that of the older pseudo-bulb, and it is

easy to remove a little of the old material from
round this and place a little compost in its

place, so that what little root is produced will

enter this and can be lifted out entire. But
this is not often necessary, and it becomes
simply a matter of repotting in the usual way,
as I am now doing with flowerless specimens.
The roots, it may be noted, are not of the
strictly annual character of those of many other
Orchids ; consequently they should be studied
when repotted as much as those of a Cattleya,

instead of being pulled about like those of

a Calanthe or Thunia. If the centre, say,

of the compost is run througli with roots
and is in fair condition, let it alone and
place it in the new pot entire. It will

save the plant, and, should the soil be-
come a little sour after the first season, it

may be removed a little at a time, and its

place taken by new. Anguloas like a free and
open description of compost, but it must be sub-
stantial, and better results with less trouble
accrue from using a little loam than all peat and
Moss. Equal parts of each, the latter being
well chopped, and a liberal addition of crocks
and charcoal are suitable, and the pots should
be clean and well drained. For small, weak
bits allow a narrow margin only, but strong
plants may ha\'e plenty of room with advantage.
The subsequent growth will be stronger, and
the need of repotting will be less frequent than
when very small pots are used. In only a very
few instances is it necessary to elevate the
plants above the rim of the pot, this being
principally needed for newly-imported or badly-
rooted pieces. After potting, if roots are fairly

plentiful, give one good soaking of water to
settle the compost, and keep tliem afterwards
on the dry side until the roots are again very
active. They will then require a very liberal

supply, which must be kept up all througli the

growing season. By the end of the summer
the pseudo- bulbs will be fully developed,
and if there is no fear of frost by night,
the plants may now be placed out of doors
for a couple of weeks with advantage. The
best plan is to place them on a stage tem-
porarily arranged under a tree or to suspend
them from the branches, this shading them from
the hottest sun and sheltering them a little from
the rain ; or, of course, they may be placed in

the open and a shade of some kind rigged up,
but where there is a tree handy it serVes the

' purpose admirably. Though in their native
state Anguloas are probably strictly deciduous,

I

under cultivation they often carry their foliage

during the greater part at least of the winter.

I

When this is the case they may be allowed a

I

little more water than those which lose all their
I leaves, but it must be noted that the strictly

deciduous plants are the most free-tlowering.

In no case must they be so dried that the
pseudo-bulbs shrivel, or probalily the roots will

be lost as well and the plants badly checked.
The temperature that suits them best is one a
little above the cool house, yet not so high as

that recommended for Cattleyas. If no such
intermediate house is at conniiand, place them
with the Odontoglots, as the Cattleya house is

too high for them, or, at any rate, except just

when they are in active growth. There are not
many distinct species, and all thrive under
similar conditions. All like a moist atmosphere,
and unless they get it are subject to the attacks
of red spider and scale. Should these insects put
in an appearance, lose no time in setting about
means for their clearance, as no plant can be
healthy with tlie continual drain upon it tliat

these entail.

In appearance Anguloas are quite distinct

from any other Orchids in that the sepals and
petals overlap each other, incurving, and form-
ing a cup in whicli the column and lip are con-
cealed when looked at horizontally. When
\iewed from above they are plainly seen, and if

tlie plant or the flower-spike is gently moved
from one side to the other a plainly perceptible
rocking motion is set up. This is caused by
the lip being so loosely joined to the base of

the column that its own weight is sufficient to

give it this momentum, and the fact has led to

their being styled "Cradle Orchids." Besides
the principal species, A. Clowesi, A. Ruckeri,
and A. uniflora, all of which possess well-

marked varieties, there is a hybrid form, A.
intermedia, which has been raised in this

country and also im]5orted as a natural hybrid.
< )thers are on record, but are extremely rare.

The species are found growing naturally at con-
siderable elevation on the Andes of South
America from Colombia nearly to the Equator.
They principally affect Moss - covered rocks
and shady, damp woods. The genus is dedi-

cated to a Peruvian gentleman, Don d'Angulo.

Dendrobium primulinum.—This species is

now in flower in variety, the best forms being ex-

tremely showy, the large pseudo-bulbs or stems
closely covered with the pretty mauve and yel-

low blossoms having a fine effect arranged with
Maiden-hair Fernsor some other suitable greenery.
The flowers, too, are very fragrant and last well.

It may be grown as advised for deciduous Den-
drobiums generally, the resting and growing sea-

sons being kept very distinct. The form known
as D. p. giganteum is a fine thing, with a largo
spreading lip, but good forms of the type that
are not true are often so called.

Oncidium conoolor.—This pretty species is

already in flower, and is a universal favourite, the
clear sofo yellow of its blossoms always exciting
admiration. Grown in small pans suspended from
the roof of the coolest house, it is easily cultivated

if not allowed to flower itself to death. Enough
room to tide the plants over a couple of years
must be allowed, and as long as this is the case no
harm will come to them. Water them freely at
the roots all the year round, but especially when
hot, dry weather causes evaporation to be more
than usually rapid. Light syringings overhead
are also very invigorating to the plants in

summer.

Odontoglossum hastilabium fuscatum.

—

In this variety there is much more colour on the
sepals and petals than in the type, while the lip

is similar to that of the latter. The outer seg-

ments, too, are usually wider, though the plant is

not more beautiful. Like the type, it thrives
better in a slightly higher temperature than that
recommended for Odontoglossurag generally, and
if no intermediate house is at command, it does
well in the coolest part of the Cattleya house,

choosing as shady a position as possible. The
roots like plenty of room and a rough open
description of compost, peat and Moss with char-

coal over good drainage suiting it well. It comes
from Venezuela, and was introduced in 1856.

Phalsenopsis Boxalli.—This species is not
common, but is a distinct and pretty plant of rather

dwarf habit. The flowers occur on spikes H inches

or 10 inches in length, about a dozen on each.

These are small, with yellow sepals and petals

blotched with reddish brown, the lip white, of

extraordinary form, yellow, and purple. It is best

grown in rather small baskets filled nearly to the

rim with crocks, and .surfaced with living Sphag-
num Moss. This will prevent any or much dis-

turbance of the roots until the basket decays or

the plant gets too large for it. Plenty of heat
and moisture and water in accordance with the

state of growth are necessary. It is a native of

the Philippine Islands, and was introduced by
Messrs. Hugh Low and Co. in 1882.

ODOXrOGLOSSUM OERSTEDI.

Few of the smaller Odontoglots are more beauti-

ful than this little gem, a well-cultivated speci-

men freely flowered being only too rarely met
with. The haliit is dwarf, the pseudo-bulbs
roundish, each bearing a single deep green leaf,

the spikes springing from the base and bearing

few flowers, each aljout 1^ inches across. These
are pure white with the exception of the centre of

the lip, which is yellow—a pretty and eha.-te

flower. Many cultivators ha\e failed with

this species, yet properly treated it should not

prove difficult of cultivation, though its dwarf
habit does not fit it for withstanding severe

checks by drought or otherwise. Its habitat is

high up— JKKIO feet—on the hills in Costa Kica,

where it grows on Moss-covered rocks and trees in

a low temperature. In such a position it is

naturally exposed to rough winds, and to bring it

home and expect it to grow in a stuffy house
heated above the temperature of an ordinary

greenhouse is to court failure. 0. Oerstedi

should be grown in the coolest house at command.
In fact, from the end of the present month until

the end of August it is impossible to keep it too

cool. There are some gardens where the

houses are so high and exposed all day to

the sun that it is impossible to grow this

class of Orchid in them well. Damp, shade,

and ventilate as one will, the temperature
when a blazing sun comes directly on the houses
cannot be kept down. But in most jjlaces it is

possible to keep the inside of a closely shaded
house much cooler than the external air, and this

is all that can be done. The ordinary blinds at

such times must be supplemented by thick mats,

and these should be kept moist by frequent

syringing or hosing down. Damp freely inside

the house, keep plenty of air on in the cool of the

evening and early morning, and almost close the

houses at midday. Thus the temperature will

not rise much above 7.">° in the hottest weather,

and plenty of moisture will be about the plants.

They should be grown in small-sized pans and
hung up close to the roof, where the best of the
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air currents reach them. The best time to attend

to the compost is in hite summer or autumn when
the young bulbs are about half-grown and begin-

ning to root. It is the greatest mistake to pull

them about in spring. Use equal parts of peat

and Moss over good drainage, and put plenty of

crocks and charcoal about the roots as potting

proceeds. Never allow the compost to get really

dry, and if the Sphagnum about them keeps

gently growing the whole year round, so much the

Better. Insects are not usually troublesome if

the atmosphere is kept right, but should they put

in an appearance the plants should be at once
carefully sjjonged. Disturb the plants as little as

possible when repotting, and keep a very moist
atmosphere directly afterwards. 0. Oerstedi was
discovered many years ago by M. \^'arscewicz, a

Polish collector, but he did not succeed in send-

ing home living plants, and it was not cultivated

in this country until 187"2, when one of Messrs.

Veitch's collectors sent it home to the Chelsea
nursery.

Epidendrum e (tectum. — This is a stout-

growing species of the long-stemmed section, the

growths attaining a yard in height and bearing
on the apex long drooping panicles of purple
blossoms. It likes a rough rooting medium, and
is well suited in equal parts of peat and Moss,
with abundance of rough charcoal and crocks.

The plants require of course considerable head
room, and are in consequence best suited for large

houses. On the central stage of the Cattleya
house, where onlj' sufficient shade is applied to

prevent the foliage scorching, they will be satis-

factory as a rule. Plenty of air and a moist atmo-
sphere are also necessary.

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum. — One of the
most beautiful forms of this Orchid I have seen is

open with me this week, the blooms of large size,

and in place of the clouded white of the usual

forms the sepals and petals are of the purest
snow-white, very broad and handsome ; the lip

rich golden-yellow. It is a great pit}' these superb
Dendrobiums last so short a time, for they are
amongst the most beautiful of Orchids. As soon
as the blossoms are well open the plants should
be removed to a cool, fairly dry structure, and
shaded from the sun. This will preserve the
flowers over as long a time as it is possible to

keep them. D. th3rsiflorum is one of the many
fine additions made to the genus by Messrs. Low,
who introduced it in 1864.— H. R.

Ccelogyne ocellata.—Though not a particu-

larly showy species, this is very distinct and
pretty ; it is also one of the most variabU in the
genus. The pseudo-bulbs are each 3 inches or

so high, the leaves long and narrow, and the
racemes carry about half a-dozen flowers. In the
best forms these are upwards of 2 inches across,

the narrow sepals and petals creamy white, the
lip lined and spotted with orange-yellow. It is

best treated as a basket plant, and given a free,

open compost grows freely in a shady position in

the Cattleya house. It should be watered more
or less freely all the year round. It is a native of

Sylhet, and though discovered early in the cen-
tury does not appear to have been in cultivation
until IS38.

Dendrobium Griffithianum.—This is a very
fine species, closely related to, if not a variety of,

D. densiflorum. It produces much longer and
looser spikes of flowers, these being similar in

colour, viz., bright golden yellow. They are
freely produced from the upper joints of the
pseudo-bulbs, usuallj' when the latter are two
years old, but occasionally the first season. In
common with several others of the evergreen
section, it may be well grown in a lower tem-
perature than the deciduous species, thriving
well in a house devoted to Cattleyas. Give fairly

large pots and drain these well, using the com-
post in a rough and very open condition. From
early spring till late autumn the plants must be
well watered at the root, but they may then be
removed to a cooler house for a few weeks and
kept on tke dry side with advantage. The

Cseudo-bulbs must never be allowed to shrivel,

ut no more water than is required to prevent
this need be given. Thrips are very fond of this

section of Dendrobes, especially if grown in a

warm house, and they will greatly disfigure the

plants if not kept well in check. This line plant

is a native of Burmah, and was there discovered

many years ago by the botanist whose name it

bears.

Dendrobium Fytchianum. — This pretty

species is not so mucli grown as it deserves, for

it is a very beautiful Dendrobe and extremely
free. Small bits onlj* a few inches high are

almost sure to flower annually as long as they are

healthy and well-established, while larger plants

with full-sized racemes are among the most beau-

tiful in the genus. The growth is erect and the

flower-spikes occur either quite on the apex or

nearly so, and bear a number of flowers in accor-

dance with the strength of the plant. These are

pure white in. the sepals and petals, the side lobes

of the lip being streaked with rosy purple, the

centre one having a small tuft of very fine greenish

yellow hairs at the base. The habit is deciduous,

the ])lant losing its leaves earl", and, as a rule,

taking a distinct resi ing season. I irowth is most
satisfactory in small pans suspended from the roof

in a hot, moist house—with the majority of the

genus, in fact—and during the resting season

enough moisture only to keep the pseudo-bulbs
plump should be allowed. It is very subject to

the attacks of yellow thrips, which in times past

have made it ditticult of cultivation, but since the

advent of vaporising, this difticulty has to a great

extent disappeared. The plants may be kept
fairly warm while the flower-spikes are forming,

but to preser\e the lilossoms a cool, dry atmos-
phere is necessarv. D. Fytchianum is a native of

Burmah, and was introduced by Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co. in 18(U.

Ferns.

COLOUR IN FERNS.
I H.vvE on several occasions referred to the

beautiful tints in the young fronds of some
varieties and have given lists of the best sorts.

It is only under certain conditions that these

bright tints are fully developed. It is essential

that the plants should be fully exposed to the

light, and if from the time tliey begin to start

into new growth shading is not commenced,
they will withstand a fair amount of Ijright

sunshine. As the sun gets more jiowerful,

some shading during the middle of the day will

be neces.sary, but the blinds should be drawn
up quite early in the afternoon ; it will do no
harm even if the new fronds do wither a little.

It is remarkable that all of those showing the

red tints seem to enjoy sunshine, while most of

these of more sombre hues delight in shade,

though even with shade-loving sorts it is often

over-done. Even in raising spores I have

found that in the pots most exposed to the

light they germinate much better. I have seen

pots which have been partly under a stage,

where the spores have started much sooner

on the side most exposed to the light, and I

believe failure with seedlings often occurs

through over-shading. Watering is another
important matter, while in some instances I

have noticed that the colour has been entirely

lost through allowing the plants to get too dry

(this I once noticed in a batch of Doodia
aspera multifida). The colour will develop

better if the plants are kept on the dry side at

the roots, and no surface moisture should be

given. Of course this, together with being ex-

posed to the light and sun, necessitates careful

attention. I find that those which have well

filled the pots with roots usually produce
brighter tints than newly potted plants which

are growing vigorously. It is a remarkable fact

that in varieties of the same specie.s, under
precisely the same conditions, some will de-

velop the bright tints, while others retain the

normal green without the slightest colour,

though perhaps tlie green may be of a lighter

shade. I have noticed this particularly auuing
the Adiantums. Often in a batch of seedlings

of A. tenerura the two distinct characters may be
found. Among some seedlings of A. curvatum,
which is usually of a deep green shaJe, I Iiave

found a few plants, the young fronds of which
have shown a distinct bronzy tint. I believe it

is, as with flowering plants, in seedlings the

individual plants will vary in depth of colour-

ing, and if the best forms are selected when
collecting spores, it may be intensified. Sufti-

cient attention is not given to the fact that

among seedling Ferns variations will be found,

and that by careful selection of the best for

saving spores from, there is the same opportu-

nity of impro\ing Ferns as other classes of

plants. A.

Rose Garden.

VARIATIONS IN ROSES.

The question has more than once been asked if

Roses did not deterior.ate. I do not think a

variety loses in quality if due care and selection

be exercised when propagating. If we increase

from bad or indifferent wood, it is only reason-

able to expect a Ro.se of poorer ([uality. Cer-

tainly this will be the case until the plant has

succeeded in gaining strength and vigour, with

more healthy constitution. Another cause of

deterioraticm lies in propagating from a plant

showing the variations I will endeavour to point

out. That selection has great influence upon
stock we have ample proof both in the case of

vegetables and flowers. Then why not be more
careful as regards the many varieties of Roses ?

For example, we have that grand new Tea
Maman Cochet, which generally gives us a fine

.shade of flesh-coloured rose, more or less suf-

fused with carmine and salmony yellow, always

clear and opening well when coming as described

above. But we now and again get what
may be called a bad type of this. The
flower is of similar size and form, but the

fault lies in the petals being much thinner,

the colour pale and dull, the flower opening

badly. It is not that we get an occasional

bad blossom upon the plant, but all flowers

upon that plant are equally inditt'erent. I have

found it so in cases where I am positive the

buds were taken from Maraan Cochet, so that

it cannot be put down to mixture of varieties.

If we select buds or grafts of this variety indis-

criminately, we run great risks of perpetuating

the bad type. I am not alone in this conten-

tion, for, if my memory does not deceive me,

Mr. C. E. Cant, of Colchester, holds the same
views as regards bad types of this and other

Roses. I hope none of my readers will for one

moment imagine I am disparaging such a grand

Rose as Maman Cochet. I could not do so

when I have its beautiful blossoms under
glass at the time of writing, and bear in mind
the many ideal blooms seen during the past

three summers. But let us be more careful in

selecting the propagating material.

If we turn to another grand Tea of older

origin (1871), we find a similar variation. I al-

lude to Comtesse de Nadaillac. I am acquainted

with more than one instance where plants of

this Rose have produced such indifierent flowers

that they were useless. It is not an occasional

blossom, but the whole of those upon that plant
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are the same, notwithstanding they were side
by side and had tlie same treatment as others
which produced superb examples. It is the
same with Souvenir d'un Ami and several
others. Then we find Perle des Jardins vary-
ing in form more than colour. A plant will
persistently put forth flowers of perfect form,
whether they be large or small, while a second
plant just as regularly produces blooms with
split centres or so globular that they do not
open freely.

Until I had given the subject some close
attention I was under the impression it was
only an occasional or chance flower which had
these defects, but am now convinced that
some plants produce them so persistently, as to
call for extermination if we are to have a stock
that can be relied upon to give us blossoms of
these varieties in their best form. I have found
Marie Baumann, Duke of Wellington, Xavier
Olibo, Dr. Andry, and a few more Hybrid
Perpetuals vary in the same way. It is not due
to the season or weather, otherwise why do we
find the better quality flowers upon neighbour-
ing plants ? Nor is it the same kind of \-aria-
tion we find in Comtesse d'Oxford, Mme. Lam-
bard, William Allen Richardson, Anna Ollivier,
Marie van Houtte, I'ldeal, Beaute Inconstante,
and others, whicli are naturally changeable
without being of indifterent quality. It would
be interesting to know if others have observed
these variations, and if so, to what extent and
upon what varieties. None of us would think
of propagating from plants of indiflerent cha-
racter if we knew such to be the case, and I
feel sure we could secure a more reliable stock
of many varieties if a little more attention were
given to this subject. A. Piper.

Uckfield.

Rose The Bride as a pot Rose.— I con-
sider this a most useful Tea Rose for growing in
a pot to obtain early flowers. I am aware Niphe-
tos has many good qualities, but in shape I con-
sider The Bride superior. I grow several kinds
in pots. My plants this year were put into a
warm greenhouse early in November. From
Adam, Narcissus and several others I began cut-
ting about the middle of January. I find The
Bride does not come on quite so quicklv as some.
About the middle of February it began blooming,
and has since given some grand flowers.— J.
Crook.

Watering recently planted Roses.—One
need not fear to plant Roses so late as March and
April provided the plants are carefully tended
afterwards

; but if allowed to take their chance
the mortality must be very great, especially in
such a dry season as the present. Unless showers
come soon, all newly-planted Roses should have
some water at their roots about once a week and a
syringing overhead each morning. If planting
has not yet been carried out, I would recommend
that, prior to doing so, the roots of the Roses be
immersed in water for a few minutes and then
heavily sprinkled with dry soil or old cocoa-nut
fibre. In addition to this give each plant a
shovelful of good potting bench compost, filtering
It in well among the roots. By adopting such
simple yet essential methods few if any failures
should occur from spring planting, even if it be
deferred till Easter. -P.
Striking Rose cuttings.—Where plants for

indoor use are reciuired, such as Mareohal Niel
and other Teas, they may be produced in plenty
by dibbling the cuttings in rather thickly into
r>-inch pots and plunging in strong bottom-heat.
The roots soon form, and top-growth is also
quickly made. The cuttings may be about
6 inches in length of dormant wood from in-
doors, and they should have the bottom eyes
pinched out. / As soon as the cuttings are rooted,
the pots must be lifted out of the plunging
material and the plants potted singly a few days

afterwards, shading them until the young roots
are getting well into the compost, when they
may be very gradually inured to less heat and
moisture. While rooting, the cuttings must
never be allowed to get dry, and thev must be
inserted round the edge of the pot only. When
established in their pots, they must be cut back
rather freely and the resulting shoots taken up
singly if required for long rods, or as many as are
needed to form the desired shape of plant.

Rose Mrs. Pierpont Morgan.— For two
years I grew a small quantity of this Rose. It
was not a great favourite, for some unaccountable
reason, with the city retail florists. I do not en-
courage retail trade, catering exclusively for the
wholesale trade. Some persons will drop in, how-
ever, occasionally wanting flowers, and because
the dealers in I'hiladelphia did not take very
kindly to Morgan, this was the Rose offered to
retail customers. So well did it please them, that
I secured orders for delivery at regular intervals—twice a week. In addition to its other good
qualities it is an excellent keeper. These cus-
tomers frequently remarked that the flowers
when three or four days old were still in good
condition, and when the fresh ones were de-
livered the older ones were forwarded and pre-
sented with evident great pleasure to some less
fortunate person who did not have flowers often.
For this reason, if for no other, Mrs. Pierpont
Morgan ought to be grown to a greater extent
than it appears to be, especially in the smaller
towns where a florist is a combination of grower
and retailer.—L., in American F/orist.

NOTE ON CLIMBING ROSES.
Recently I saw a very novel idea carried out,
and one which I think might be followed to ad-
vantage. A large sandstone wall at the bottom
of a garden was planted with choice climliing
Roses. As the wall faced due south and the
north and north-east parts of the garden were
sheltered, it can readily be imagined how warm
and dry the border would be. So hot was it
during the past three summers that the Roses
were far from satisfactory, being parched and
baked in spite of free root-waterings. I now see
that a quantity of Oak cordwood has been laid
upon the border, many of the long shoots of
Roses being brought down and fastened to this.
The border is about 2 feet wide and has been well
manured. There is still an ample supply of wood
upon the wall, although enough has been removed
to clothe the logs as soon as the rods break into
growth. That the Roses grew well last autumn
will be evident when I say there were shoots of
Crimson Ratobler 10 feet and 12 feet long, while
Climbing Perle des Jardins had 14 feet of sound
wood. I have never before seen a climbing
"Perle" in such grand form outdoors. Other
varieties are William Allen Richardson, Climbing
Niphetos, Marechal Niel, &c. The idea was that
if it turned out too hot for Roses ujjon the sand-
stone wall, the shoots upon the logs would take a
larger proportion of the sap.

In the same garden are some stumps of old
fruit trees, and around these are Crimson Rambler—one planthad upwardsof adozen longshoots, some
of which had reached the top (10 feet) and still
spread out another yard or so—the Hybrid Sweet
Briers, and the stronger growers of the Ayrshires.
What pretty and natural pillars these will make can
readily be imagined by all who know their habit
of growth. They are not tied in close to the
stumps, but allowed to grow almost at will, and
will not be pruned. Roses are a great feature in
the garden referred to, but none are grown in
formal lines or secured to stakes in the stift' and
formal manner we so unfortunately meet with in
most cases. "Ridgewood.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—BOSES.

Dwarf hedge Briers for Tea - scented
Roses.—After a loug oi^periouee among all stocks 7

am convinced tliat very dwarf hedgerow Briers give
the best results both in quality of flower and in vigour
of plant. In a two or three-year-old hedge Brier ob-
tained with all its fibrous roots we have a pap produc-
ing power unequalled in any ot^er etock. Such Briers
may he budded level with the ground, thn lower the
better, and, provided the soil is good, some fitie plants
will be the result Tea lioses upon such Briers
phnted at the foot of walls in a rich, well drained soil

wou'd give blossoms of surprising quality.—P.

Rose Souvenir de Mme. Eugene Verdier.
—This Rose has the rather unusual trait of yield-
ing buds and expanded blossoms of totally dis-
tinct colours. Its pretty buds are of a clear
saffron -yellow, and in the forcing house this
colour is very jironounced, but the expanded
blossoms are almost pure white and have a great
similarity to those of the Hon. Edith Gifford.
The exquisite form of this latter variety is almost
repeated in the Rose under notice. Like the
majority of the Hybrid Teas, its flowers are
borne on good stiff stems. I can confidently
recommend this Rose, and I believe it will prove
to be one of the most useful that its raiser, M.
Pernet-Ducher, has given us.—P.

Pegging down Roses.—One rarely hears of
this system giving satisfaction. In my opinion
it is over-done. Rather than peg down the whole
of the branches, a much better result is produced
by pegging down, say, two or three of the growths
of a good vigorous kind, allowing the remainder
to grow in their usual manner. Last summer I

saw a bed of Grace Darling thus trained, and it

was decidedly successful. Many of the grand
Hybrid Teas and Perpetuals, such as La France,
Viscountess Folkestone, Mrs. John Laing, kc,
are amenable to this treatment, and sometimes a
growth may be layered during the early summer
months which would give a very useful own-root
plant to fill up a blank the following spring.

—

P.

Rose Fiammetta Nabonnand. —It only for

its delicious fragrance this Rose should be grown,
especially under glass. But, apart from such a
valuable peculiarity, this variety is worth grow-
ing for its delicately tinted, globular blossoms.
The colour is satin-white, beautifully suffused and
edged with rose, and its shell-like petals are very
handsome. It cannot be called a very double
Rose, but the petals fold over the centre so grace-
fully as to give the flower the appearance of being
a very hard one. The growth is not quite so
vigorous as one could wish, but perhaps it will

improve in this respect. A newer variety named
Baronne M. de Tornaco is said to be an improve-
ment on Fiammetta Nabonnand. Certainly it

appears to be rather more heavily marked with
rose, and the white petals have a decided tinge of

buff.
^

Long-stemmed Roses.—Many gardeners are
doubtless often sorely pressed to meet the re-

quirements of their employers for longstemmed
Roses in i he Rose season. The demand for large
showy Roses of the type of Mrs. John Laing with
long stems exhibits no sign of diminishing, and
for a gardener to keep up the supply entails a
severe strain upon his plants unless he takes pre-

cautions to obviate it. To cut several branches,
say 2 feet long, from a plant in the growing sea-

son must considerably impair its vitality. What
I would suggest is that gardeners should set out
a portion of the kitchen garden for this purpose
and have a double set of plants to cut from,
giving each set alternately a year's rest to recoup
their vigour. There is no reason why a gardener
should not be able to produce flowers as fine in

(piality as he can purchase from the growers. A
wellnianured kitchen garden soil is just the one for

tliem. Set out the plants in rows 3 feet or more
apart, give liberal dressings of farmyard manure,
supplementing those with bone-meal. Keep the
soil well cultivated, and fine, vigorous shoots will

be the result. As pink and blush Roses of the H. P.

and H.T. classes are most in request for table

decoration, the following kinds should be grown
in large (]uantities : Baroness Rothschild, Belle

Siebrecht, Captain Christy, Caroline Testout,

Clio, La France, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. G.

Luizet, Mrs. John Laing, and Spenser.

—

Grower.
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Trees and Shrubs.

SPIR.EA VAN HOUTTEI.
Among all the Spira?as the palm for beauty is

easily borne oS by this, so far as American gar-

dens are concerned. It maintains a nice suc-

cession, too, following after Thunberg's and the

Plum-leaved kinds, and, like every flowering

shrub in this sunny land, each shoot of the pre-

vious year's growth becomes a veritable flower

wreath. The picture shows part of a group of

thin out the wood that has recently flowered,
and the bushes quickly break away again into
shoots that will be flower wreaths the following
year. S. \"an Houttei is supposed to be a
hybrid between S. trilobata and S. media
and one of the hardiest of the family.—A.
Hekrinotox, Madison, N.J.

This is certainly entitled to a place
among the most select Spineas, and when the
coloured plate of Spiriea Anthony Waterer was
issued, Mr. Goldring placed it in the first

dozen. S. Van Houttei is not of quite such a

Spircra yan Houttei. From a photograph sent ly Mr. A. Herrington, Madison, New Jersey.

about twenty plants that fill an isolated bed on
the lawn, and at the time the photo was taken
the whole group was, as the portion shown, a
graceful, showy mass, the outer branches
drooping down to the turf with their floral

burden, the inner ones tossed together in
mounds for mutual support. Its eflect is better
massed in this way, it being of more slender,
upright growtli than most Spineas. It might
be thouglit that such profusion would be ex-
haustive and could not be sustained year after
year, but immediately flowering is over I well

louse, open style of growth as some of the

Spirieas, but still it forms a well-balanced bush
that is particularly effective when from 4 feet

to 5 feet high, though under some conditions it

grows taller than that. The flowers are pure
white and borne in neat, rounded corymbs.
So numerous are they, that when at their best

the plant is ahnost a mass of white. This
variety is of garden origin and is said to be a
cross between S. media and S. trilobata. Like
all the Spira-as, it needs at least fairly liberal

treatment, as in dry, sandy spots, or where

choked up in a mixed shrubbery, it is never
seen to advantage. An occasional mulching
and the removal of any old and exhausted
branches, thereby encouraging the clean,

vigorous shoots upon which so much of the

future display depends, are of great service to

many of the Spirseas.—H. P.

CALYCANTHUS.
This is a genus of fragrant deciduous shrubs
exclusively native of North America. There are

only three (or, in popular estimation, four) spe-

cies, one of which is found to the west of the

Rocky Mountains, the others in the South-
eastern United States. Some authorities even
reduce the number of species to two, viz., C.

floridus and C. occidentalis, making all the

eastern plants varieties of the former. The
only other plant well known in gardens that is

nearly related to these shrubs is the charming
V\'inter Sweet (Chimonanthus fragrans), from
Cliina and Japan. The Calycanthuses have
large opposite leaves, often rough to the

touch. The flowers are borne at the ends of

the shoots, and are made up of numerous sepals

and petals, between which no real distinction

can be drawn. Both are of what is usually

described as a "lurid purple," really a purple

in which red and brown also appear. When
crushed the flowers emit a fruity odour resem-
bling that of Strawberries, and quite distinct

from the aromatic, camphor-like fragrance of

the wood. The bark of C. floridus (conmionly
knomi as the Carolina Allspice) is said to

be used as a substitute for cinnamon. The
fruits, which appear to require a sunnier climate

than ours for their development, are of the
shape and size of small Figs, but hard, and
retaining the seeds for a long period.

All the species are of easy cultivation ; they
like a sunny position, a good friable soil, and
plenty of moisture. In this country they can
best be propagated by layers, or sometimes by
dividing up old plants.

CALYC.\XTnus FLORIDUS (Carolina Allspice).

—

Mark Catesby, the author of "The Natural His-

tory of Carolina," was the first to introduce this

species to England, which he did in the year
1720. According to the old records, the original

plants were gathered "back of Charlestown," a
noted city in Carolina. It remained a very scarce
plant till 1757, when it was sent o\er in quantity.
The one chsxracter which distinguishes this from
its fellow species is the soft down that covers the
whole of the under surface of the oval leaves and
3'oung branches. The flowers are of a red-purple,

tinged with brown. It is a rounded bush, rarely

more than 4 feet to 5 feet high—in this climate at
any rate— although Duhamel describes it as S fett

to 10 feet high. The wood has a very pleasant
odour resembling camphor. The species is a native

of the South-eastern United States, but does not
reach further north than the State of Virginia.

Asa Gray observed that in a wild condition it

grows chiefly on hillsides in rich soil.

C. oLAUci'S.—This species has been much con-

fused with C. floridus, and the year of its intro-

duction to Britain is generally given the same as

for that species, namely 17'2ti. According to

Lindley, however, it was first brought over by a
Mr. Lyon in 1800. It is a bush of much the same
general aspect as C. floridus, but is readily dis-

tinguished from that species by the leaves. Theie
have a longer and more tapering point, and are

glaucous and almost without down beneath ; the

upper surface is glossy green and rough to the

touch. The flowers are almost scentless, and each

U inches to 2 inches in diameter, the numerous
segments being of a chocolate- purple colour.

C. L.EVIGATUS.—The plant long known under
this name is now considered to be a form of C.

glaueus. It difi'ers from the latter in having the

leaves green on both sides, also in its smaller
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flowers, with narrower sepals and petals. It is,

however, connected with C. glaucus by several
intermediate forms, some being neither abso-
lutely green nor glaucous. No true specific dis-
tinction between the two e.xists. It is often
grown under varietal names of C. floridus, viz.,

C. f. nanus, C. f. elongatus, C. f. longifolius, and
others, all of which are this green-leaved form of
C. glaucus, generally known as C. hevigatus.

C. ocoiDENTALis. — This is the species that
represents the genus Calycanthus on the western
side of North America. It is a native of Cali-
fornia, where it commonly grows near the banks
of streams, and whence it was originally intro-
duced to this country by David Douglas in 1831.
In its native home it grows from 6 feet to 1-2 feet
high, and under cultivation here also it attains
to greater size than any of the other species. It
has large tapering leaves, varying from 3 inches
to 7 inches in length. They are green on both
surfaces, and, although paler coloured beneath,
are neither blue-white like those of C. glaucus,
nor downy like those of C. floridus. The flowers
are each 3 inches or more across, the numerous
strap-shaped segments being of a purplish red,
becoming tawny red towards the tips. It com-
mences to flower about midsummer and keeps on
for two or thi-ee months. Both the leaves and
wood have when crushed the characteristic frag-
rance of the genus, although it is not so pleasant,
perhaps, as that of C. floridus. In gardens it

may be distinguished from the other species by
its stronger habit and by the larger leaves. It is

also known as C. macrophyllus.

W. J. Be.vx.

The Ash trees of Northern America.—
The live species of the Ash indigenous to the
Northern States are all found in this immediate
vicinity, and I doubt if this can be said of any
other part of the United States. The white,
black, and green are the most abundant. The
Western Green Ash (Fraxinus viridis), commonly
called the White Ash, is found with its eastern
relative the true White Ash (F. americana). The
former thrives better on high land tlian the latter
and is a more rapid grower, but does not attain
the size of the White Ash. The Black Ash (F.
sambucifolia) is the largest of all, and is found
only in swamps and along streams. The Red
Ash (F. pubescens) is found at the bottom of
ravines only. Although a very slow grower it

makes a fairly large tree, but the branches are
more brittle than in any of the others. The Blue
Ash (F. iiuadrangulata) is a very desirable tree.
There are \ery few examples of this species to
be found here, but it appears to be as fast a
grower as the White Ash. The Green Ash grows
on a greater variety of soils than the others, and
is the best tree for the west. In a favourable
locality the White Ash makes a better street tree
than the green, having a head of greater spread,
and the leaves have a much brighter colour in the
autuinn than those of the green. Tlie Black Ash
is suitable for low and wet ground only. The
Red Ash will grow on drier ground, but is a
rather unsatisfactoiy tree on account of its very
slow growth. The Green Ash grows rapidly when
young, makes a fine ornamental or shade tree,
and affords excellent timber.—Tiios. H. Doi'(!L.\s,
Waukegan, III., in American GardeiiiiK/.

NOTES ct- QUESTIONS.-TREES d- SHRUBS.

Japanese Maples and Hepaticas.—Can
you ad\ ise me in what soil and aspect to plant a
collection of Japanese Maples? I propose to
carpet them with Hepaticas. ^^'ould the same
soil and aspect suit for both ?— A. J. B.

*.^* About London they do well in warm sandy
loam, and probably would do well in good peaty
soil also. Kindly repeat your various questions on
separate sheets.— Ed.

Forsythias.—The pretty yellow blossoms so
freely produced just now by Forsythias are very
useful for cutting, as there is so little from out-

side at all suitable. They are borne close to the
stems, and these may be cut entire in lengths to
suit whatever style of decoration may be neces-
sary. No harm is done to the buslies by taking
these points, as the young shoots tluit push from
the base are very quick growing, and on esta-

blished plants soon make up the deficiency. The
various species or varieties should be more freely
planted, for the foliage is fresh-looking and green
all through the driest summer, the thong-like
roots going deep for their moisture supplies. A
fairly hea\'y and moist loam suits them best, and
a few bushes should, if possible, be planted in

sheltered positions near the house, as here the
flowers come early and are handy for cutting.
Large specimens do not move particularly well,

but the plants about a yard high that are usually
sent out from nur.series do well, taking hold of the
soil quickly and rapidly making fine bushes. It

is also very easily propagated. Cuttings about
9 inches long taken early in autumn and placed in

sandy soil under handlights root ^ery freely, and
it the bush form is desii'cd, the e3'es must be left

intact below ground, these in the next season
pushing up strong sucker-like shoots that soon
make a nice plant, or the young half-ripened
shoots may be taken in summer and rooted under
glass, keeping in the cutting pots the first winter
and repotting in spring.

Kitchen Garden.

THE "DE TOUS LES MOTS" RADISHES.

The small early kinds of Radishes, known in

France by the term " de tons les mois," are
probably the most commonly grown and best
known of all ordinary vegetables. There is, in

fact, no garden, from the tropics to the poles,

in which they may not be cultivated, and there
is no table in any part of the world at which
they are not welcomed as a pleasing change
and wholesome relief to a diet of "canned"
provisions, or as a salutary stimulant to an
appetite enfeebled by the efi'eots of a warm
climate. At Paris not a day in the year passes
in which bundles of these small Radishes are
not to be seen in the markets in such quantities

that the aggregate, if put together, would form
small mountains of very respectable dimensions.
Similarly, in all towns of any size in Eurojie,

America, and the parts of Asia and Africa in

which Europeans have settled there is no hotel

of high or low degree, no restaurant, railway
refreshment-room, country inn, or seaport eat-

ing-house in which these small Radishes are

not served up nearly all the year round either

as a principal or an accessory part of the enter-

tainment. When, in the Soudan, Indo-China,
or Madagascar, our colonial troops occupy a

fixed post for a few months, one of the first

steps taken by experienced officers is to es- i

tablish a garden, in which Radishes are not
i

forgotten, more especially as these are well i

known to furnish a speedy supply, and may i

make their appearance on the dinner-table in

three weeks from the time of sowing. In the
long winters jiassed by whalers and arctic

explorers, supplies of Cress, Scurvy Grass
(Cochlearia), and Radishes have been grown

j

in boxes of soil, shipped expressly for this

purpose, and utilised as one of the best

'

remedies against the maladies peculiar to arctic

climates, especially scurvy.

There is a great variety of forms and colom-s.

It may be asked what is the use of so many dis-

tinct races of a vegetable which, after all, is

only of secondary importance and of doubtful
alimentary value. A sufticient reply to this is

the fact that these diverse races do exist, are
in demand and find purchasers, so that they are

easily accounted for in this way. It may be

added, liowever, that the peculiar merits of the
various races can also be appreciated and ex-

plauied, and we need not go beyond the con-

siderations of public taste and commercial
advantages to justify the existence of very dis-

tinct races especially adapted for cultivation at

dirt'erent seasons of the year and under dift'erent

modes of treatment. First of all, as regards

Earline.ss

or speedy growth, if it is considered that a dif-

ference of two or three days in this re.spect

allows of four crops being gathered instead of

three from the same hotbeds which were made
up for the winter's production, or permits the
grower to be some days earlier in receiving the
cash for several beds of Radishes the seeds of

which germinated in forty-eight hours, the
advantage will be obvious. In kitchen garden
culture, as in business of a more extensive
order, time is money. Combine the various
degrees of earliness with difl!'erences of form and
colour which are most in fashion or demand in

certain localities, and you will obtain a very fair

number of distinct races of Radishes. But this

is not all. Amongst the Radishes, as amongst
many other vegetables, a distinction must be
made between the kinds which are suitable for

the private gardens of amateurs and those which
are best adapted for market gardens. The latter

should be of rapid growth, uniform size and
fine appearance, quickly marketable, leaving

the ground free for a successional crop either of

the same or some other vegetable. It matters
little that the market garden Radish may have
a slight tendency to become hollow at the centre

if allowed to remain too long in the ground,
because it will always be gathered, bunclied and

I sold before it arrives at that stage. In
a private garden, on the other hand, the

gardener will, like the market gardener,

make his sowings daily or every two days,

sowing a quarter of a bed at a time, and will

reckon upon gathering from this 1013 Radishes
daily for eight or ten days at least. He, conse-

quently, will prefer a race which does not come
to full growth ([uite so rapidly as that which suits

the market gardener, but is of firmer texture and
less liable to become flabby and hollow-centred.

Gathering every day the best grown plants, lie

makes room for others, and so for a number of

days, without labour or difficulty, he keeps on
gathering a gradually maturing and successional

supply. As amongst these comparatively hardy
and durable Radishes for outdoor culture, in

order to satisfy difl'erent tastes, there must be a

variety of forms, round and long, and also of

colours in tlie roots, if the market garden and
amateurs' varieties- are added togetlier, there

will be found to be more than twenty distinct

kinds, which for the most part are known from
one another by some purely descriptive appella-

tion.

OuKilN* or THE RaFHSH.

The garden Radish forms one of the pretty

large luunber of vegetables the origin of which
has not been fully ascertained from a botanical

point of view. It seems doubtful whether the

hypothesis which has been frequently advanced,

and notably by M. E. A. Carriero, viz., that our
cultivated Radishes are derived from Raphanus
Raphanistrum (our native wild Radi.sh), can be

successfully maintained, as two very important
botanical characteristics are opposed to it. In

the first place, the jointed seed-pod of the

Raphanus difl'ers from the valveless pod of the

cultivated Radish, and, secondly, the flowers of

the latter are always white or pink, while those

of the wild Radish are frequently yellow. To
these may be added a pliysiological feature,

viz., the greatly inferior capacity of resisting
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cold which is observed in the case of the culti-

vated Radish as compared with the wild
Radish, which would lead us to suppose that
the former originated in a warmer or more
southern habitat. The analogy which is ob-
servable in the leaves, seed-pods, and general
appearance of the seeds is rather favourable to

the opinion that our cultivated Radishes have
sprung, like the oil-])roducing Radish of ^Madras
and the Mougri or Serpent Radish of Java, from
some East Indian species which has now possibly
become extinct as a wUd plant in its original

native home. Whatever may have been the origin
of the annual Radish, we can hardly be wrong in

supposing that the root must at first have been
of a red or violet coh.iur, as these are still the
prevailing colours of the roots of cultivated
Radishes. The white and yellow forms may
have sprung indifferently from either a red-
rooted or a violet-rooted parent form.

Up to the commencement of the present cen-
tury, the round pink (also known as the round
salmon-coloured) and the round white were
almost the only kinds in CDUiiiion cultivation,

together with a few long-rooted kinds, then
known by the distinctive name of "Raves,"
which they still preserve in many localities.

These are comparatively leafy kinds, somewhat
slow in growth, but, as a set-oft' to this, als(.i

slow in becoming hollow at the centre. In this

respect a somewhat later-rai.sed variety may be
compared to them, viz., the Radis rond sang de
bteuf, which is of a very deep red colour with
firm, crisp flesh, and well adapted for cultiva-
tion in ordinary soil during the summer months.
With this may be classed the Radis rond jaune
extra hfitif. The same modes of culture and
treatment which are applicable to these round-
rooted Radishes may also be employed with the
demi-long rose, the demi-long blanc, and tlie

demi-long 6carlate varieties. These three kinds
come to full growth in less than a month, but
continue for a long time in a firm condition and
fit for use. The first two are olive-shaped,
while the third is longer in form and pointed at
the lower extremity, by which features it may
be clearly distinguished. All these varieties
which I have just named may be comjirised in
a series to which I shall give the name of
"ancient " or " primitive."

The next series, which may be termed a
"modern" series, comprises varieties which
are more speedy in growth, more improved,
and, so to say, choicer, but also more exacting
as regards the kind of soil which they prefer
and the cultural attentions which they demand.
They are very tender and delicate kinds of
Radishes, preferring a compost to ordinary soil,

and needing frequent watering to obtain their
full quality. They should be gathered for use
as sot)n as they have reached a sufficient size,

but before they have had time to begin to
become flabby or hollow-centred. They are
kinds which are e(iually well adapted for market
garden culture and for private gardens which
are carefully managed. At the present time
they are the most highly e.=teemed and the most
extensively cultivated of the " de tons les mois "

Radishes.
Amongst the round forms of this series the

following are to be distinguished, viz., the
Radis rond rose hatif, the rond rose a bout
blanc, au excellent kind, deserving recommen-
dation for its exceedingly fresh and pretty
colour, its rapidity of growth, and its quality of
always preserving its flesh in a plump and
tender condition even when the bulb is allowed
to grow to the size of a small Walnut ; the
Radis rond blanc petit hatif, of a pronounced
flattened or depressed shape, with very delicate
flesh and very small leaves, wdiich are often

tinged with brown at the centre ; the Ridis
rond ecarlate hiitif, charactei'ised by its very
regular spherical shape and by the very lively

and intense colour of the skin of the bulb ; the
Radis rond violet hatif and its variety a bout
blanc, both of which are as tender and well-

flavoured as the pink kinds, and their peculiar
colour imparts a pleasing variety to dishes of

Radishes.

Tlie demi-long varieties are not quite so
numerous as the round kinds, and may be re-

duced to four or, I might say, five, because one
of them has become sub-divided into two races,

which are very appreciably distinct from each
other. This is the most important form of

them all, viz., the Radis demi-long rose a bout
blanc. In the horticultural world two races of

it are distinguished as being of very dift'erent

origin and ajipearance. One of these is of a

light pink in its coloured part, like an elongated
Olive in shajje, and is known as the " du midi "

variety. The other, which is more cylindrical

in form and of a deeper red colour, is known as

the "chevreusc" variety, and is the kind most
commonly used and seen in Paris on the tables
of the restaurants. Its very elongated form is

not a mere peculiarity of the race, but is due
to a certain extent to a special manipulation in

the culture, of which the Parisian market gar-

deners hold the secret. The R;idis demi-long
ecarlate a bout blanc shares with the preceding
variety the favour of the Parisians, and is

distinguished by its very intense scarlet colour.

The Radis demi-long ecarlate hatif, which is

Olive-shaped and coloured to the lowest ex-

tremity, is probably the most pronounced
scarlet-coloured of all Radishes. It is of very
speedy growth and very pleasing in its appear-
ance. Lastly, the Radis demi-long violet !k

bout blanc is a very pretty and elegant-looking

two-coloured Radish, which only requires to be
better known to be more widely appreciated.

The last series, which might be named that
of the "findesiecle" or "up to date" Radishes,
sliould be classed as first in the matter of earli-

ness or speedy growth. It comprises the extra-

early kinds with very small leaves, just sufficient

to elaborate the nutriment which swells the
roots, and also to aUow of the Radishes being
bunched, a matter of some importance in the
practice of business. In one of these forcing

varieties the root will be fit for use before the
second leaf after the seed-leaves is fully gromi,
and under favourable conditions these extra-

early Radishes may be gathered for table use
in from fifteen to sixteen days after sowing.
In this series, which is especially to be recom-
mended for winter culture in warm frames, but
which is also very valuable for growing in the
ojjen air in compost during summer, we have
the Radis a forcer rond rose, the rond rose a,

forcer a bout blanc, the rond ecarlate a forcer a
bout blanc, and the rond ecarlate hatif. The
longer-rooted forms are the Radis a forcer

demi-long blanc, an Olive- shaped kind, with
very small leaves, the demi-long rose a bout
blanc, and the demi-long Ecarlate a forcer a
bout blanc. Lastly, we must include in this

series a very singular form, which does not
exactly correspond with any of the series pre-

viously enumerated, viz., the Radis a forcer

rouge vif sans feuille. This is rather a botanical

curiosity than a kind which is worth recom-
mending for horticultural purposes. The root
is slightly elongated, or nearly spherical in

shape. The Radis rond ecarlate, and especially

the demi-long ecarlate a forcer, will produce,
just as speedily and with more certainty, roots

quite as good in appearance and quality.

From this long enumeration it appears that

the races of early or quick-growing Radishes

^

are sufficiently distinct and varied to satisfy the

I

most fastidious and capricious tastes. The
.shades of ditt'erences which distinguish them
are somewhat slight, and the conditions of cul-

' ture and treatment are much the same except
' in market - gardening districts around large
centres like Paris, where competition is active
and always on the watch. For most amateurs,
all the kinds enumerated are very suitable for
cultivation, and if, instead of growing only one

I

kind, a little variety of kmds is aimed at, the
advantage will be found in the variety of the

I produce and the interest of curiosity which will

j

be added to the gastronomic attraction in tasting
and estimating comparatively the pretty little

[

roots so diversely coloured. It is certain that a
dish of Radishes made up after the pattern of

' M. Godard's coloured plate would be most
tempting to any guest or diner possessed of

I

good digestive powers.—H. he Vilmorix, in
Jtei-KC Horticole.

SIZE IN VEGETABLES.
It is one of the curiosities of the plea for
size in exhibition vegetables that no such
plea is made for these products for table use.
When it is suggested that the primary object
of showing size in these products at exhibi-
tions is to display the capacities of each variety
or kind, then it is possible to understand the pur-
pose of showing large products. But, after all,

in one important respect, exhibiting picked vege-
tables in this way is misleading, because no clue
is furnished as to the actual nature of the crop
the sample represents. It is the power of pro-
duction, not necessarily the largest individual
samples, but the heaviest and best-paying aver-
age crop that merits encouragement. Thus, in

any discussion that may arise in regard to the
exhibiting of size in vegetables, there is to be
considered the purely exhibition value of size on
the one hand, and the vaUies of good table size

and profitable average cr.5p3 on the other. If we
take Onions, for example. In these bulbs there
has been for exhibition marvellous development
of size during the past ten or twelve years. No
one now questions the value of tliese fine bulbs
for many purposes, and the old objection that
they are wasteful so far as the cooks' needs are
concerned no longer holds good. The newer
method of culture enables wonderfully heavy
bulbs to be obtained, but still there remains the
question. Does, in the matter of average weight-
produce per rod, the result justify the expendi-
ture of labour and manure on these giant bulbs,
as compared with the weight obtained in bulbs
under ordinary culture ? The same rule of com-
parison applies to all other garden products.
Uenerally also the largest of products, no matter
what, show the greater proportion of water as
compared with those of less size, but ijroduced in
greater numbers. I have always held that what-
ever may be the objects of the grower of exhibi-
tion products, the awards should invariably be
based on average table excellence, beauty, fresh-

ness, and evenness being combined. Big Onions,
however, have nothing to fear in that discrimina-

tion, because these are, w'hen properly stewed
or baked, delicious table luxuries. A. D.

Seakale.—Not far from here, on the edge of

Southampton Water, there are several plantations

of Seakale that have flourished for years in t!.e

shingly beach just above high water mark. Some
of the finest Kale I have ever seen was cut from
old crowns that looked as if they had seen fifty

j'cars' growth. At this time of the year, just as

growth is starting, the owners of the portion of

shore on which the Kale grows go and heap the
shingle up in good sized mounds over the crowns,
and in April and May, when it is seen to be push-
ing through the mounds, the shingle is removed
and the Kale cut off with a portion of the old

rootstock with it. From seeing it grow in this

way, I was led to plant some in poor, stony
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ground that was scarcely considered worth culti-

vating, with the result that the Kale grew away
even more strongly than other lots planted on the
best soil. No doubt there is in many gardens
shingly soil that would prove just the place for

Seakale beds.—J. Groom, Gosport.

The produce of young plants of Sea-
kale is so much superior to that given from
stools several years planted, that one wonders
why the latter are tolerated in so many gardens.
Certainly from old stools a greater number of

growths may be had, but these often develop
incipient flower-heads, instead of the succulent
leaf growth which forms the best kind of produce,
this being a fault from which plants raised from
thongs, and not more than a year or two old, are
generally free. To obtain good results from the
latest batches, blanched where grown, I advise
that the thongs be planted now in groups of

three, each group standing at about 18 or "20

inches apart in the row, and the rows at 4 feet

ajjart, as this will give ample room for good
growth and to obtain sufficient soil to ridge over
the crowns for blanching. To economise space
single lines of thongs for lifting may be planted
alternately with the permanent lines of trebles,

as the former will be lifted out for forcing before
the soil in which they are growing is required for

the above-mentioned purpose. Any free-working
garden soil will provide the best possible medium
for blanching Seakale, though where the garden
soil is stiff and holding it will be necessary to
import .some other substance, such as finely-sifted

a-hes, le.af-mould, straw or sand, for the purpose.
The modern system of lifting Seakale and forcing
it. in suitable structures has at times, when first

tried, been brought into liad odour, simply
tlirough making the mistake of using crowns from
very old stools for the purpose. These make the
worst of material and refuse to push their crowns
kindly, through being of too old and woody a
nature. There is a very great difference in the
nature of the growth made from year - old
crowns which have been well grown in good, rich
soil, and that from crowns taken from stools which
liave been some si.x, seven, or more years planted,
and the ad\-antage is all with the younger
material.—J. C. T.^llack.

Dwarf it rsus tall Borecole and Broccoli.

—

The value of dwarf green vegetables is evident
after a heavy fall of snow (2 feet deep) wliich we
in the west have experienced. When the snow
had gone most of the leaves on all the tall kinds
of greens and Broccoli were broken down or so
damaged that they could not get up again. The
curled Scotch Kales were so damaged and the
young growths so smashed that the heads are com-
paratively speaking useless. The main leaves are
gone, leaving just a tuft of small younij leaves.

So severely are they damaged that if we get hard
frost the heads will be killed. Not so with the
dwarf kinds, as the leaves were long enough to
touch the ground and prevent them breaking down.
No doubt the cause of the Scotch Kale suffering
the most was from the leaves being so curled. I

noticed the same thing had happened in most of
the cottage gardens about here. The same thing
occurred with the tall kinds of BroccoH.—J.

Ckook, Chard.

GAS - LIME IN THE GARDEN AND
ORCHARD.

Gas-lime is not looked on with much favour
by many gardeners, but the uses to whicli it

may be put are manifold. As I have been for
some years experimenting with it, my experi-
ence may be of some use to readers who have
it at command, but who may not have utilised

it to the fullest ad\antage. I must first explain
that the lime I use is not sufficiently charged
with the impurities left behind, after filtering

the gas, to become much discoloured, though I

have no objection to it in any stage except
when tar-soaked and lumpy, and am guided in
its use by the colour, using of that which is

most discoloured less in proportion to the

ground to be dressed. I prefer for general use
that which has become of a light arsenic green
shade, and as it is a home product, taken from
purifiers in which the lime is changed once a
week, I seldom get it more highly charged
tlian this. As to its uses I may say, speaking
generally, that it has been of benefit to all

portions of the garden, for where it has not
acted directly as a fertiliser, it has done good
service as a grub destroyer, and it was for this

purpose that I first gave it a trial. I had at

one time great difficulty in producing good
Carrots, but by confining them to the same
plots, withholding manure, and giving each
autumn a heavy dressing of gas-lime, clean and
fine roots are now easily grown, though the
same course of withholding manure from the
plots has been carried out for eight or nine
years in succession. The plot on which I first

experimented skirted a portion of a row of

pyramid Pear trees, and I soon noticed that the
fruits from these trees improved in quality,

and I have since with great benefit applied gas-
lime to the roots of fruit trees (jf all kinds,
either as a surface-dressing (for orchard trees)

or mixed with the soil when planting or
root-pruning. Caljbage beds and other plots
of Brassicas in general were next experi-
mented on, and here the benefit was most
marked, as all leafage soon became many
shades darker than usual, while growth was
more stimulated, and I now never fail to dress
tlie ground moi-e or less heavily for this class

of produce when practicable, and never see
any harm result from direct contact with the
roots. Seakale, too, has grown .splendidly

under its influence, when the lime has been
applied in autunni to the surface and dug in

just before planting the sets. An early border
at the foot of a wall was a most convenient spot
in which to grow early Potatoes, but the ground
had become manure-sick, so tliat crops were
small and of very poor quality, but a heavy
dressing of the lime imyjroved matters very
much in later years, though I cannot recommend
the use of land so dressed for cropping with
Potatoes the same year or until some months
have elapsed from the time of application. The
same thing happens in the case of Peas, which
undoubtedly derive great benefit frour the
dressing during the second and succes.sive years
after it has been applied, but object to it while
still raw. Tomatoes also showed most marked
and beneficial results. Under a portion of the
plants grown against an outside wall was put a
layer of gas-lime some 3 inches thick and about
1.") inches from the surface. This was rammed
hard, but the roots found their way into it and
the crop was much heavier from these plants
than it was from others which were planted in

the ordinary way on the same wall, the fruits

also ripened some days in advance of the
latter, a great advantage when much depend-
ence has to be placed on outdoor Tomatoes.

It is, however, in the orchard and among
fruit trees genei-ally that most benefit is derived
from its use, and I know of ncjthing else that
will give such manifold benefits so cheaply
among fruit trees. I use it mostly as a sur
face- dressing in combination with burnt earth
and wood ashes, and feel sure that it influences

the colour of the Apples greatly for the better.

In planting stone fruits I invariably incorporate
gas-lime largely with the soil, and the way the
roots hug it is the best proof of its efficacy.

Lastly, gas-lime when used with an equal
portion of slaked lime (using more or less

according to strength) is sudden death to

Lichens and Mosses on the stems and branches
of trees, and does the latter no harm whatever.
I believe, too, that its caustic projierties help to

clear the trees of insects, for I am not nearly
so inucli troubled with the Apple blossom weevil

or grubs in general on the trees so dressed, the
mi.xture being applied by throwing it among the

branches in foggy weather as soon as may be
after pruning is finished. Of course, it is well

known that as regards the Lichens, pure, fresh-

slaked lime answers as well, except perhaps
that it does not stick so freely, but it is of little

use in killing insects or preventing their attacks

on trees.

The above experiments have been carried on
over a series of years. It must not be thought,
however, that I advocate similar applications

for all gardens irrespective of the nature of the
soil, but for all old gardens where the soil is

rich in humus, and where there is a deficiency

of lime, I am convinced that gas-lime used
judiciously will do all and more than pure limo

will do, and there is hardly a garden in exist-

ence where it may not be used with excellent

results on some large portion of the crops. If

further proof be needed, it is easy to carry

out experiments on a small scale to begin with,

then to carefully note results and act on them.
I have used from sixty to seventy bushels a

year for some years past, and never have as

much as I could wish for. I know that in

many private places where gas is home-made
gas-lime is looked upon with anything but
favour, and is mostly wasted—hence my plea.

J. C. Tallack.

Lieevmei-e Purl: Gardens, Bury St. Eduiunih.

LETTUCE IN SUMMER.
TniORE is no difficulty in having an ample
supply of Lettuce in May and June, but un-
less special means are taken to provide the
supply in July and August, there are losses

from bolting. To prevent this, it is well to

sow at least every three weeks in small quantities

and in good land. An open border is needed, but
the usual bed system is not good. Drills should
be drawn IS inches apart and the seed sown very
thinly, or, what is better, a few seeds dropped at

intervals of 8 inches to 12 inches, and, when the
plants are large enough, thinned to the strongest.

By growing where sown, running will in a great
measure be obviated, as it is the transplanting

during hot weather which is so difficult. Plants
gi-own where sown suffer less in hot, dry weather,
and I find they run less if the position is open and
there is no crowding in a young state. Many
sow under trees or on a north border, but if much
shaded, the leafage is thin and the plants weak
and poor. For summer Lettuces, rich land is

needed. Varieties differ much at the season
named. We have some which stand drought and
heat much better than others. One of the very
best of the Cabbage section is Continuity. This
Lettuce will remain solid a longer time than any
I have grown. It is a deep-coloured variety, pro-

ducing close, firm heads and of % cry good quality.

Another good Cabbage variety for standing
drought is Victoria, and though of the two I

prefer the former, Victoria stands well. If Cos
Lettuces are liked. Intermediate is a valuable
companion to Continuity ; this in shape is inter-

mediate Ijctween the Cabbage and Cos varieties,

in colour resembling the old Bath Cos, and a \ ery

fine Lettuce in ligiit soils to grow for summer
supplies. The plants grow quite close to the soil,

have an erect growth, and do well at '> inches

apart in tlie row. I have for years sown the well-

known Hick's Hardy Cos and the Bath or Brown
Sugarloaf for summer use. By sowing often there

is no waste, and the produce is mucli more enjoy-

able at a time Lettuces are valued. S. M.

NOTES AND QUESTIOXS.-KirCllEX.

Autumn-sown Onions.— In transplanting

these Onions it is advisable, in those districti
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where the Onion mildew is prevalent, to keep

them as far removed from the spring-sown Onions

as possible. Invariably it is the autumn-sown
plants that become affected first, but where the

plants of both sections are contiguous, the spread

of the mildew is so rapid from one to tlie other,

that both succumb, and as the younger section

will probably be only then half-grown, the result

in their case is esjiecially disastrous, as it leads to

light crops of Ijadly-ripened bulbs that will not

keep good half the winter through.— J. C. T.

Beck's Dwarf Green Gem Bean.—It may
not be generally known that this dwarf early

Bean originated as a sport from the old dwarf

sesses a certain delicacy of constitution, but this

can be to a considerable extent oxercome by good
cultivation.—R. D.

Chou. de Burghley.—Those who are fond of a
delicately flavoured Cabbage in winter should not
omit this from their list of seeds to be sown.
Those I have grown this year have had the Cauli-

flower centre rather more developed than usual,

but, it never amounts to much at any time. Though
not so hardy as most of the Cabbage tribe, the
large hearts once formed are well protected and
will stand good for a considerable time. The one
thing to be feared in the cultivation of Chou de
Burghley is sharp frost early in winter before the

parison a few sprigs of the ordinary kind tliat

have grown side by side. Both, of course, are now
past their best.-J. R., Tan-y-hirhh, R.S.O., X.
WahH.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Rhododendron Sesferianum. From a photograph sent by Miss Willmotf, Warley Place, Essex.

Fan or Cluster at Shiptonon-Stour during the
fifties, and was sent out by Messrs. Beck, Hender-
son, and Child, of the Adelphi. It has two ex-

cellent qualities— it is very early, especially where
sown on a warm, sunny border, and it is remark-
ably prolific. Then it branches freely, and as a
delicate Bean for table it is not to be surpassed.

I wonder it is not more employed for forcing in a
frame or in pots. If a small-sized Bean of deli-

cate flavour is necessary on a gentleman's table,

then it is supplied by this variety. It is probably
from its small size that the Mazagan Bean is so

much recommended by some for an early crop ;

but it is not early, it does not crop freely, and it

is of inferior quality. Beck's Green Gem pos-

plant has hearted. I would not recommend it for

extensive planting in very cold districts, but its

merits are so great, that it ought not to be en-

tirely overlooked.— .J. C. T.

Laurustinus lucidus.—Why is it we grow so

many of the ordinary Laurustinus while we have
such a superior variety in every respect as the one I

send herewith ? I believe I originally came by it

under the name of the Irish Laurustinus, but
whatever it is, or whether it has a name or not, it

is a grand thing, and provides abundance of

acceptable blooms throughout the x\inter. It

also thrives well in poor soil. I send you for com-

GHEENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS.

The illustration we give of the hybrid white-

flowered Rhododendron Sesterianum shows how
beautiful is the race of greenhouse Rhododen-

drons. They are very handsome plants

for the greenhouse and conservatory during
the spring montlis, and they are so easily

grown that anyone might manage to cul-

tivate them. The Himalayan group com-
prises all those with large flowers, such

as R. Dalhousi.-e, Countess of Haddington,
exoniensis, Veitchianum, &c. They are

not expensive plants, and their foliage is

at all times very beautiful. They will

succeed in any part of the greenhouse,

either on the sunny or shady side of it,

and they do not reijuire to be placed so

close to the glass as some plants. When
they have made their growths, if space

is then required in the greenhouse, they

may be placed out-of-doors. I fancy the

buds set quite as well out-of-doors as

tliey do in the greenhouse. Some of the

stronger-growing species make excellent

conservatory plants if they can be planted

out in a good deep border of turfy jieat,

and if this is not over-plentiful a little

yellow loam may be mixed with it. For
pot culture drain the pots well, as the

plants require plenty of water at the roots.

A good plan is to mix with the potting

soil a little broken charcoal. Liglit,

fibrous peat torn up by the hands is the

best material in which to pot them. A
very little loam added is useful, and a
small f|uantity of decayed manure or leaf-

mould is beneficial. The same treatment
applies to the R. javanicum group, except
that it requires a rather warmer tempera-
ture all the year round, and especially in

winter. There arc many very handsome
varieties of this grouji now in commerce.

W.

Rivina humilis.—Berried plants grown
under glass as a rule have a somewhat
heavy and crowded appearance, but tliis is

by no means the case with this Rivina.

The delicate little racemes of whitish flowers

are followed by small scarlet berries, and
as the habit of the plant is graceful they are
among the prettiest of subjects for decora-

tion. Their culture is not specially difli-

cult ; in fact, the plants grow freely almost
anywhere, but to obtain the best results

they are capable of, care is necessary. In

the first place they must not be grown too

quickly or too strong. The seedlings from
the first should be kept in a good light

and very firmly potted. Then the growth

I

will be quite vigorous enough, yet consoli-

dated as it is made. Another important point

I
is that from the time the blossoms show until

[
the berries are set the roots do not suflfer from

want of moisture. If they do, the flowers in-

stead of setting drop ofi' by scores, and instead

of the pretty pendent spikes being well filled

up, there will be a berry here and there with a

I

long, bare stem, not unlike a bunch of Currants

after a visit from a blackbird. As few stakes

as possible should be used, as nothing so detracts

from the beauty of this class of plant as a stiff,

unnatural pose of the bunches. A stove tempera-

ture is best until the berries are ripening, when
they last longer in a cooler, slightly shaded
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house. A good loamy soil without much manure
is best.

Pelargonium Venus.—Where Pelargonium
flowers are required early in the season this par-

ticular variety is especially valuable, as it is one
of the first of all to unfold its blossoms. The
flowers are white with just a slight feathering of

purple at the base of the upper petals. True, it

is neither so full a flower nor of so much substance
as some of those that open later on, but for early
work it is unsurpassed. The habit of the plant is

good, as it forms a sturdy, freely branched speci-

men, while the flower-stems are stout and the
blossoms borne well above the foliage. Where
cut flowers are required, and white ones espe-
cially are nearly always in demand, this variety
is very useful, as a succession of bloom is main-
tained for a lengthened period, especially if the
freshly expanded flowers are cut ofl'. A few old
plants kept in the warmest end of the greenhouse
or in a light part of an intermediate structure
will yield a great quantity of cut flowers, that is,

if they have been grown with that object in view.
For this purpose the wood in the autumn should
be thoroughly well ripened. I do not mean de-

void of foliage, but growth should be sturdy and
the foliage firm and dense, so that, as the days
lengthen, with a little additional heat and an
occasional stimulus in the shape of liquid manure
the buds will quickly develop. In order to ripen
the growtli the plants may be placed outside in a
sunny spot during the latter part of the summer.
—H. P.

ARUM LILIES.

With reference to what has been written on
this subject of late in The Garden, I may
state that the finest Arum Lilies I ever saw
were grown in pots all the year through, and
I am confident that excellent results can be
obtained in tliis way if the plants are properly
treated. The plants in question were grown in a
Rose house in one of the best managed market
gardens near London, and had evidently been
subjected to the high feeding practised by growers
for profit. I should say that they were consider-
ably o\er o feet high, the leaves and blooms being
proportionately large ; in fact, I never saw such
leaf development on plants that had been set out
in tlie open ground for the summer. In a private
garden in this neighbouihood Callas were grown
in this way for some years, and I never saw better
flowers than those plants produced. They were
grown in 10-inch pots, being shaken out in July,
repotted in rich soil, and when the pots got fiUel
with roots were top-dressed with rotten manure,
which I noticed was heaped up round the stems.
This top-dressing was undoubtedly a powerful
factor in the matter of flower production, as it not
only nourished the roots in the soil, but caused
the formation of a mass of surface fibres in the
decaying manure. In the case of such robust-
habited, quick-growing things .as Arum Lilies, the
question of feeding wlien the roots are confined
to pots all through the growing time is very
important. Plants which enjoy a free root-run in
good soil during the summer months have a dis-
tinct advantage over those kept in pots, and are
naturally likely to produce flowers of greater
excellence, unless the latter are constantly and
liberally fed from the time the pots are becoming
filled with roots.—J. C, Byflfel.

I have read the correspondence on tlie

above with much interest, and I thoroughly
agree with " E. J." where quantities of early
flowers are needed and the cost of production is

considered. In many private gardens cost of pro-
duction is a consideration. I am of "E. J.'s"
opinion that a few very big spathes are of less
value than a number of medium-sized ones, and I

do not consider the leafage is of much consequence.
I grow a goodly number of Arums for decoration,
and for the past few years have followed " E. J.'s"
system, and should be sorrj' to revert to the old
one of planting out, unless it was for a very few
large spathes. I find that plants grown in pots as
he advises of much greater value for this work.

They stand a good deal of knocking about, and a
shapely plant can be arranged with taste,

whereas one with much leafage cannot be
employed. Of course for cutting, a single huge
spathe may look well, but where many are re-

quired " E. J.'s" method will find many admirers.
By the method I describe anyone may get his
plants to bloom at certain seasons and rely upon
plenty of liloom, which is not the case with plants
turned out in summer.—G. W.

FORCED SHRUBS.

At the meeting held at the Drill Hall on March 8

the forced shrubs formed a very conspicuous fea-

ture, included among them being some of the best
that we have for such a purpose. Especially-

noteworthy were some plants of Cerasus pseudo-
Cerasus (Waterer's variety), which were profusel)'

laden with bloom, and in this stage well showed
their value for the greenhouse or conservatory at
the present season. This Cerasus is a very fine

form of the double blossomed Japanese Cherry,
the individual blooms being large and full, the
colour white, slightly tinged with pink. It is a
rather slow-growing, sturdy plant, whose flowers
are freely produced from short spurs all along the
younger shoots. It may he kept in pots and
flowered year after year, or it will bloom equally
well in the open ground. An award of merit was
given to this Cherry two years ago. Azaleas of

the mollis section were also largely represented,
there being now a considerable range in colour
among the numerous forms, all of which are very
beautiful when gently forced, added to which
they are among the readiest of all our hardy
shrubs to conform to this treatment, as from their
dense-rooting nature they may be removed with
but little check ; hence not much previous prepara-
tion is necessary in the case of the plants retjuirad
for forcing. They should, however, be potted as
early as possible, as a good deal of the lasting
properties of the flowers will to a certain extent
depend upon the plants being established before
forcing commences. This Azalea is now sold in

such numbers for forcing purposes that I have
of late seen pretty little plants full of bloom
hawked about the streets of London. Prunus
japonica, better known as P. sinensis, was also
very noteworthy, the neat little bushes being pro-
fusely laden with their double white blossoms.
Staphylea colchica has now become a very jjopu-

lar plant for forcing, there being nothing else in

the same way. Though the blossoms are less

showy than those of some other subjects, they are
very freely borne and agreeably scented. To be
seen at its best this needs to be grown in pots one
season before forcing. Spirsea confusa is now
grown in considerable numbers, but though an
old plant it is not very many years ago that it

was taken in hand as a shrub suitable for th'S

mode of treatment. When grown under glass the
flattened corymbs of white blossoms are freely

borne, while the peculiar glaucous green of the
freshly-expanded foliage forms a very pleasing
feature. The plants of this at the Drill Hall were
in very good condition. The Chinese Deutzia
parviflora, which has been grown in our gardens
for about ten years, is not often seen, and
though pretty and interesting, it is not so

showy as the newer D. Lemoinei, which
is a hybrid between the just - mentioned
D. parviflora and the ever-popular D. gracilis.

This hybrid, for which we are indebted to M.
Lemoine, of Nancy, partakes largely of the promi-
nent characteristics of both its parents. In D.
Lemoinei the shoots are straighter and stouter
than those of D. gracilis, and more regular than
those of D. parviflora. The inflorescence re-

sembles neither the flattened corymb of D. parvi-

flora nor the elongated cluster of I), gracilis, but
takes the form of an erect branching panicle,

usually shaped like a broad-based cone. It pro-

mises to become very popular, both as a subject
for forcing and as a shrub in the open ground.
These Deutzias are readily propagated by means
of cuttings, and soon attain flowering size.

Corylopsis spicata, which was also shown, re-

ceived an award of merit at the corresponding
meeting last year. It is a near ally of the Witch
Hazels, and, like them, flowers before the foliage

is developed. The flowers, which are borne in

drooping racemes, are small and of a pale yellow
colour, but they are very agreeably scented. An
additional feature of the inflorescence is furnished
by several comparatively large greenish yellow
bracts, which almost hide the flowers themselves.
A well-flowered plant of this Corylopsis forms a
very graceful object by reason of the numerous
drooping racemes of blossoms. Besides these
several forced shrubs above enumerated, the
diflerent varieties of Clematis in flower attracted
a large share of attention, for though we are
accustomed to see them later on, that is, about
the time of the Temple show, it was a revelation

to many to see them in bloom thus early in March.
This example will doubtless become very gene-
rally followed, as the plants so treated are avail-

able for many decorative purposes. That large

pots are by no means necessary to obtain good
flowering examples of Clematis was well shown by
the exhibit in question, as the plants were only in

ij-inch pots. H. P.

TREE CARNATIONS.
I LATELY saw a fine batch of Winter Cheer, the foli-

age fresh and healthy. I find that the above variety

has deteriorated very much, some growers having
altogether failed with it. I had the same experi-

ence a few years ago with Miss Joliffe, but after

procuring a fresh stock I was able to grow it well

again. Yet there are other varieties which have
resisted all attempts to get up a good healthy

stock. Among these I may mention Andalusia,

Laura and Empress of Germany, all of which
some years ago I found no difficulty in propagating
or in growing on and keeping in health and
vigour. Andalusia and Laura, which formerly

were inclined to grow too tall, I found gradually

decline, until I have had to give them up albu-

S3en getherlhive not met with them in any other

collection for some years now.

I think more attention should be paid to raising

seedlings, for although some varieties may sur-

vive for a numlier of years, there is a general ten-

dency towards deterioration among Carnations,

more especially those that are grown under glass.

Unfortunately, with seedlings, it necessitates

giving new names when intended for commerce.
I have often heard it remarked with regard to

new varieties that they were no improvement on
older ones, and I quite believe in the truth of such
assertions. I remember being told by an old

grower when Pride of Penshurst was first distri-

buted that it was no improvement on Mrs. G.

Hawtrey. I therefore procured some plants of

the latter for trial. Although I was able to pro-

pagate Pride of Penshurst, and the stock grew
freely enough, I could make little progress with
Mrs. G. Hawtrey. I have since found the same
dilficulty with Penshurst, and have had to give it up
in favour of Germania, which, though distinctly a
border variety, I have found to do well in pots,

two-year-old plants giving the best results. I

have also found Miss Audrey Campbell flower well

under glass, and for the past two seasons have
had some fine blooms in Jlay or even earlier. I

do not tliink it would do much good if grown
entirelj' in jiots, those which I have grown being

from stock obtained from layers in the open
ground. Layered early in the season, and potted

as soon as well rooted, they make fine plants for

the following spring, or a few of the forwardest

may throw up bloom in the autumn. F.

Asparagus retrofractus arboreus.—Easily

grown and of capital colour, this is one of the best

of the greenhouse species. Where plenty of room
is aflbrded, not only head room, but also at the

sides, it forms a really beautiful plant, the longish

branchlets pushing in all directions, and having a
fine effect among other plants. It is a capital

plant for grouping with Orchids, the deep green
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going much bettei- with tlie flowers than the paler

tints of A. deflexus, A. plumosus nanus, and other

older kinds.

The Market Garden.

PALMS FOR MARKET.
CoNsiDBKiNG the immense quantities of .seeds

annually imported into this country, it is sur-

prising that \vc do not get our markets t)ver-

stockeJ with Palms. I have often heard it

suggested that Kentias would soon come down
to a level with Geraniums in price, but this has

not yet occurred—at least, not for good stock.

The deni.and seems to have increased equally

witli the quantities grown. It is only a limited

number of sorts which can be disposed of in any
great quantities.

Ken'THS take lirst place, K. Belmoreana and
K. Fosteriana being the two principal sorts

grown. The former is the greater favourite, as

it makes a better furnished plant, especially in

a small state. K. Fosteriana makes a much
taller plant. It requires .some experience and
judgment in buying Kentia seeds, for among
the large importations some very inferior

samples come to hand, and I have seen large

ipiantities evidently perfectly good when col-

lected and packed destroyed in transit through
having been kept too dry. I have also seen
samples, which though very moist when un-
packed, prove unsatisfactory. Tho.se packed
in moist sawdust and charcoal generally turn
out the best. The seeds should be sown
as .soon as received. Some growers take ott'the

outer husk, but this is not necessary. I have
lieard the opinion expressed that it is better left

on, but I think it makes little difference either

way. If the seeds are dry, it is as well to soak
them for a day or so before sowing, or they may
remain in wet cocoanut fibre refuse for a week.
It is important that all Palm seeds should have
attention as soon as received. Kentia seeds
may be sown in pans, boxes or beds, but I

prefer to have them where there is a little

warmth underneath. The seeds do not all

start together, some remaining dormant for a

considerable time. As soon as the first leaf

begins to develop, the seedlings should be
potted singly. If a good projiortion start away
together the whole bed may be turned over and
all dormant seeds re-sown. A gnod fibrous loam
should be used for potting, and for young seed-
lings plenty (jf sand added. For larger plants
some manure ma}' be added, and in potting, the
soil should be pressed down as firmly as possible.

Although a high temperature is not necessary
for Kentias, they will make more rapid progress
in heat.

LATiNiA BORBOXic'.i is another popular Palm,
and is grown under varicjus conditions. It is

often grown in a high temperature, and crowded
up, the leaves tlien have long stalks, and for

decoration such are sometimes preferred to those
grown under more natural conditions. Given
plenty of room and a moderate temperature
the leaves spread out, and the plants will be
quite ecjual in width to their height. I may
mention that where it is intended to grow them
on into larger specimens, those with the long
leaf-stalks should be avoided, for, when given
more room, the new leaves will not run out to

correspond with those that have been drawn
out by overcrowding. Latania seeds usually

germinate freely. It is certainly one of the
le.ist ditiicult to manage. The same compost as

rec(jmmended foi- Kentias may be used, and if

supi]lied with either liquid manure or an arti-

ficial fertiliser regularly, quite large plants may

be grown in comparatively small pots. It is

one of the best Palms for windows or room
decoration where single plants are re({uired,

but it does not work in with groups so well as

mmy other Palms.
Coros Weddelluna.—This graceful Palm is

a universal favourite. Though not quite so

hardy as some, it will last for a considerable

time if it has been carefully hardened off before

being exposed to unnatural conditions. The
supply of seed of this is very uncertain. In

some sea.sons we get very scanty importations,

and then the .seed is of doubtful quality ; then
probably the following season immense (juanti-

ties will come to hand in good condition. In a

young state this requires some care. The seeds

may be kept in moist fibre until they begin to

start, but the seedlings should be potted singly

before they have made much progress. If the

fleshy tap-root gets damaged, it will be difficult

to estabish a good plant afterwards. If the

loam is not of good quality some peat may be
added to the compost for potting. It is essen-

ti:dly a stove Palm, and to grow it successfully

a regular temperature must be maintained. It

loves a moist atmosphere, but over-watering at

the root should be a\'oided. Confined t(j rather

small jiots, and supplied regularly with a little

stimulant, better results will be produced than

by giving too much pot-room. This Palm is

used by the London florists in all sizes, from tiny

])lants with about three leaves up to large speci-

mens, and as I ha\e before mentioned, it lasts

well when gradually inured to the altered con-

ditions.

GEfi.NOMA GR.U'iLis.- When well grown this

makes a more graceful plant than the preceding,

especially for table decoration, yet it can hardly

be regarded as a popular market Palm. Few
growers do it well, and it is too tender and ex-

pensive for general trade. The seed, too, is

generally scarce and very uncertain, sometimes
remaining dormant for a considerable time. It

is a Brazilian species, and requires stove treat-

njent, and to succeed, a very even temperature

and an atmosphere not too moist but never

(juite dry. Another species which has some-

times been imported under the above name is

intermedia, being of more robust habit, with

broader leaves ; though very pretty it is cer-

tainly inferior to gracilis.

Akeca H'TEsoens.—Previous to the advent

of the Kentias this was one of the most popular

Palms, and even now it finds many admirers

and is grown in consideraljle ((uantities. It is

often grown three in a pot together, and when
they attain to about 3 feet high and upwards

tliey are more effective than when grown singly.

When seeds have been properly packed they

come to hand in good condition and germinate

quickly. Plants of a useful size may be obtained

in one season; provided they are kept clean

and grown in a stove temperature they will

give little trouble. For summer use it will last

well, but it is very unsatisfactory in winter.

Ph(EN1.x: recli.vata.—This is a South African

species, and makes a most useful Palm for

market. Fairly characteristic plants may be

grown in 5-inch pots, yet it i^ as a larger plant

that it is most effective. The .seeds which come
to hand in the spring germinate freely, and

although it will thrive well in a cool greenhouse,

when required for market it may be grown on

in heat and will make more rapid progress ;
it

also makes a lighter and more graceful plant.

When Phcenix rupicola was introduced it was

thought it would entirely supersede the above.
' It is certainly very pretty, but too tender and

also difficult to keep in good condition.

I

Seaforthia elegans"—This is a Palm which

has gone out of favour since the Kentias have

come to the front, yet it is still grown to some
extent. It makes a tall stem more quickly

than the Kentias, and where large specimens

are required it cannot be dispensed with. It

is also used to some extent in smaller sizes, as

it can be produced at less cost than the Kentias.

The seed is inexpensive and germinates freely,

and, being of rapid growth, useful-sized plants

may be established in a comparatively short

time. Its greatest drawback is that the leaves

are easily damaged, but where it can be grown
for the conservatory and is not required to be

moved about for decoration, it makes a fine

specimen.
CoRYi'HA australis. — Although this does

not reiiuire much attention and seed may be
had at little cost, it is not a profitable Palm
to grow, being very slow, and it never com-

mands a high price. Its greatest recomnienda-

tion is its hardiness. Wlien grown in a cool

house it makes a short, dumpy plant, but grown
in heat and shaded it will make a more graceful

plant. Although it will live under almost any
conditions, a little care and attention will not

be wasted on it. I have seen this Palm grown
three together in a pot, but I should not recom-

mend this method, as it is quite dense enough
when grown singly.

Perhaps a few more might be added to the

list, but those enumerated al)(_)ve are the prin-

cipal sorts grown for market. I have given the

names by which they are generally known. I

think the time is far distant when Kentias will

become known as Howeas, or Areca lutescens as

Hyophorbe indica, except by botanists. F.

THE RATING OF MARKET GARDENS.

In the Court of Appeal, last week, before the

Master of the Rolls, Lord Justice Rigby, and
Lord .Justice Vaughan Williams, the important

case of Smith and others (Overseers of Worthing)
('. Richmond (Surveyor of Taxes) came on for

hearing. This was an appeal by the Surveyor of

Taxes from a decision of tiie Divisional Court

dated August 2 last. The matter cime before

the Divisional Court on a special case stated by

the quarter sessions for West Sussex on an appeal

by the overseers of the parish of Worthing frorn a

decision of the assessment committee of the union

of East Preston under the Agricultural Rates Act,

18(16 (59 and 60 Vict., c. 16). The case raided a

ijuestion as to the rating of glasshouses over

market gardens. By section 1 of the Agricultural

Rates Act, 1896, "the occuiiier of agricultural

land" in England is made liable, in the case of

every rate to which the Act applies, to pay one-

half only of the rate in the pound payable in re-

spect of buildings or other hereditaments. The
facts were as follows : Robert Piper was a grower

of fruit, vegetables, and flowers at Worthing, and

described himself and was commonly known as a

market gardener and nurseryman. He was the

owner and occupier of land rather more than four

acres in extent, on which fifty-seven glasshouses

or greenhouses of various sizes were erected. The

houses were used by the appellant for the purpose

of growing Tomatoes, Cucumbers, and G ra[)es, and

,

toasmallerextent, other vegetables, for the purpose

of sale. The area actually occupied by the tifty-

se\en houses was rather more than two acres. The

rest (rather more than twoacres) consisted merely of

Vine borders, paths, and the stokeholes. The whole

of the houses were built upon dwarf brick walls

like an ordinary greenhouse. It is provided by

section 9 of the Art that, "unless the context

otherwise requires, the expression 'agricultural

land ' means any land used as arable, meadow, or

pasture ground only, cott.age gardens exceeding

one quarter of an acre, market gardens, nursery

grounds, orchards, or allotments, but does not

rnclude land occupied together with a house as

a park, gardens other than as aforesaid, pleasure

grounds, or any land kept or preserved mainly or
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exclusively for purposes of sporb or recreation,

or land used as a racecourse." In pursuance of

the requirements of subsections 1 and 2 of sec-

tion (3, of certain regulations made by the Local

Government Board under subsection 3 of that

s3Ction, the overseers made the prescribed state-

ments, and sent them to the assessment committee
and the survej'or of taxes, and in such statements
they returned Mr. Piper's property and other

jiroperty of a similar nature as agricultural land.

The assessment committee, however, on the objec-

tion of the surveyor of taxes, decided that the

statement, to the extent to which it includes land

partly covered with glasshouses, was incorrect,

and corrected it by striking out that entry. Upon
the hearing of the appeal before the quarter

sessions it was contended for the appellants, the

overseers, that the particulars of the gross esti-

mated rental and the rateable value of the here-

ditaments in question were correctly entered by
them in their statement under the heading of

" agricultural land," and that the decision of the

a isessment committee to correct the statement

by striking out the entry was wrong, and in sup-

port of their contention they cited the case of

"Purser v. Local Board for Worthing" (18

Q B.D., 818). For the respondent it was con-

tended that the case relied on by the appellants

did not decide that the glasshouses were not

buildings, but merely that the land was not the

less used as a market garden because the glass-

h:)uses had been placed upon it, and that, more-
over, the definition of agricultural land in the

Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, was to be read sub-

ject to the context, and that the context in the

Act required that any buildings should be ex-

cluded from the term agricultural land, that the

glasshouses were buildings within the meaning of

the Act, and that it followed that either the whole
of the hereditament in question should be excluded
from the overseers' statement, or, alternatively,

that so much thereof as consisted of buildings

should be inserted under the heading of " build-

ings not being agricultural land." The quarter
sessions were of opinion that the contention of

the appellants was right, and allowed the appeal
and ordered the statement of the overseers to be
altered by restoring all the items which formed
t'le suliject of the appeal to the condition in

which they were before they were altered by the
assessment committee, subject to the statement
of a case for the opinion of the court. Upon the

appeal to the divisional court the judges differed.

Lord Justice Collins being of opinion that the

buildings in question were to be treated as part

of the market garden, while Mr. Justice Ridley
thought that no buildings were entitled to the

partial relief granted to agricultural land. Mr.
Justice Ridley, however, as the junior judge,

withdrew his judgment, and consequently the

appeal was dismissed. The surveyor of taxes

appealed to the Appeal Court. The appeal was
heard on February 8. The Attorney-General (Sir

Richard Webster, Q.C.), Mr. Day, and Mr. Trevor
appeared in support of the appeal ; Mr. Joseph
Walton, Q.C, and Mr. Clavell Salter were for

the overseers. The court allowed the appeal
(Lord Justice Vaughan Williams dissenting).

The Master of the Rolls said :—The question in

this case is whether glasshouses in or on a market
garden are to be rated as buildings or as agri-

cultural land under the Agricultural Rates Act,
1896. The Court of Quarter Sessions held that
the glasshouses ought to be rated as agri-

cultural land. On appeal to the Queen's Bench
Division the members of the court were equally
divided, and the appeal was dismissed, but leave

was given to appeal to this court. The glass-

houses in question are clearly buildings in the
ordinary legal meaning of the woi'd. The case

stated leaves no doubt on this point. The ques-

tion turns entirely on the true construction of

the Act of Parliament, .5!J and 60 Vict, c. 16.

The ninth section contains a definition of agri-

cultural land, but no definition of liuildings nor
of market gardens or nursery grounds. The
Interpretation Act, 1889, contains, in section 3, a
deSnition of land ; and this word, when used in

subsequent statutes, is to include buildings, un-

less a contrary intention appears. The Interjire-

tation Act, 1889, contains no definition of build-

ings, market gardens, or nurseries. The ninth

section of the Act of 1896 clearly shows that land

there cannot possibly mean or include buildings in

the early part of the section, for the definition is

that agricultural land means any land used as

arable, meadow, or pasture ground only. Market
gardens and nursery grounds are, however, also

declared to Ije agricultural land, and this is the

enactment whicli gives rise to the difficulty with
which we have to deal. The definition in section

9, however, must not be used to contradict other

parts of the Act, or to introduce anomalies which
the language of the enacting part of the statute

does not justify. Market gardens and nursery

grounds may or may not Tiave buildings upon
them. If they have not, no difinculty arises ; but

if they have, then comes the question, How are

those buildings to be rated? To answer this

question, we must look to the enacting c'ause,

which is section 1 . (His Lordship read the sec-

tion and continued.) Here we have "agri-

cultural land " used in connection with, and, as

I think, plainly contrasted with, " build-

ings and other hereditaments." Similar lan-

guage is used in sections 5 and 6. This

express mention of buildings makes the whole
statute perfectly clear to my mind, .and removes
the doubt caused by the use of the words " mar-
ket gardens and nursery grounds " in section 9.

The only conclusion at which I can arrive is that

buildings are not to be treated as agricultural

land for rating purposes under this Act of Parlia-

ment. The case of " Purser v. Worthing" (18

Q.B.D., 818) does not, in my opinion, assist the

court in construing this Act of Parliament. That
case merely shows that a market garden prima
facie includes the buildings upon it used for

market garden purposes. To urge that market
gardens and nursery ground do not cease to be
so because they are more or less covered with

glasshouses is to urge what is quite true, but is

beside the mark. The question is, How are such

houses to be rated under this Act of Parliament?

My answer is, if they are buildings, they must be
rated as such, and not as agricultural land. Mr.
Salter, in his very able argument, suggested that

buildings used only for covering land which was
cultivated under their protection ought to be dis-

tinguished from other buildings, and ought to be
held to be agricultural land. I can find nothing

to justify a distinction between one class of build-

ings and another for any such purpose as this

argument requires. Section 5 speaks, no doubt,

of buildings used only for the cultivation of land,

but this clause in no way shows that such build-

ings or any others are to be rated as agricultural

land. The case of " The London and North-

western Railway '. Llandudno Commissioners "

(1897, 1 Q.B., 287) turned on the construction of a
provision in another Act of Parliament, and does

not really assist me to arrive at the true interpre-

tation of the statute with which we have to deal.

In my opinion, the appeal must be allowed and
the order of the Queen's Bench Division and of

the quarter sessions must be reversed, with costs

here and lielow.—Lord Justice Rigby delivered a

written judgment to the like effect.

Lord Justice Vaughan Williams differed. His
Lordship agreed with Lord .Justice Collins that

the cases of " Purser i'. Worthing Local Board"
and " The London and North- Western Railway
Company r. Llandudno Commissioners ' showed
that prima Jiirii: this land covered with these

glasshouses was part and parcel of the market
garden, and therefore agricultural land, the

occupier of which was entitled to the benefit of

this exemption. The form and collocation of

words used in this Act were not new as defining

partial exemptions in rating cases. It was to be
found as early as the Puljlic Health Act, 1848,

and in the Pulilic Health Act, 187.'), and had
uniformly received such a construction that the

hereditaments catalogued in the definition had
been held to include the buildings thereon, wlien-

ever the buildings in ijuestion were part and

parcel of the specified hereditament. The build-
ings in such cases were treated as being practi-
cally incapable of beneficial occupation indepen-
dently of the defined hereditament. He could
find nothing in the tenor or details of this Act to
lead to the conclusion that the words "market
gardens " and the other collocated words should
receive a different construction, so as to exclude
from agricultural land the buildings on each
hereditament, whatever their character. After
discussing sections 1, 5, 6, and 9, his Lordship
arrived at the conclusion that the land covered
with glasshouses fell within the exemption, be-
cause the buildings were part and parcel of the
market garden, which by the terms of the defi-

nition was agricultural land, and were used ex-
clusively for the purpose of cultivating the land.— Timex.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1163.

GALLISTEPHUS HORTENSIS.
(the china aster.)

(w'lTH A COLOURED I'LATE.*)

Although named Aster sinensis by the earlier

botanists and still popularly known as the China
Aster, this plant was elevated to the rank of

a distinct genus 70 years ago. It had then been
in cultivation in Europe nearly a century, seeds
of it having been sent to France by a Jesuit
mis-cionary in China. Miller says he received
seeds in 1731, from which he raised plants,

some of which bore red and some white flowers.

Five years later he obtained seeds of the blue-

flowered form, probably that represented in the
plate herewith. They were then called La
Reine Marguerite by the French. In 1752
Miller had double-flowered red, blue, and
white varieties. For the re-introduction of

the type here figured we are indebted to M.
Vilraorin, who obtained seeds from China, some
of which were sent to Kew, where tlie plants

grew and flowered freely in a border last 3'ear.

They were far more elegant in habit and beau-
tiful in flower than any of the garden forms
now in cultivation, forming an irregular group
from 12 inches to 18 inches high, branched
freely, clothed with healthy dark green foliage,

and bearing numerous more or less nodding
flowers. These were from 8 inches to 5 inches

in diameter, with a broad yellow disc sur-

rounded by a single row of broad strap-shaped

ray florets, coloured pale mauve. Their charm
was in their elegant pose, their singleness, and
pleasing colours.

From this monotypic genus we have now a

race or series of garden varieties which are as

remarkable in tlie range of variation tliey show
as the Chrysanthemum. In a report on China
Asters grown at Chiswick in 1888, prepared by
Mr. Barron and published in the .Journal of the

Royal Horticultural Society, no less than seven-

teen classes or sections are enumerated, the
character of each class being indicated by its

name, i.e., Chry.santhemum, Ruony, Pyramidal,
Quilled, Liliput-flowered, itc.

The name German Aster indicates that among
tlie earliest breeders of China Asters were the
Germans, and it is from them that the bulk of

the seeds of these jjlants is obtained to-day.

The Dutch and French nurserymen also grow
them largely, M. Vihnorin being one of the

principal. In the size, form and colour of the

flowers we have a wide range of \ariation, and
there is also considerable range in the height

* Drawu for The Garden' id the K^yil GardoDs,

Kew, by H. G. Moon. Lithographed and printed by
J. L. Goffart.
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and vigour of the plant. Every shade of coh)ur

is represented, except yellow, consequently u

yellow-flowered Aster is as great a desideratum
with growers of these plants as a blue-tlowered

Chi-ysanthemum is with breeders of the Japan-
ese tiower.

The China Aster is a good exaniide of what is

termed cultural evolution, showing the great

amount of change which can be effected in a

single species by continuous selection under
cultivation. It is probable that practically all

the races and variations we now possess have
been raised in Europe during the present cen-

tury. As in the case of the Chinese Prinnila,

Cineraria and Cyclamen persicum, the varietie.s

reproduce themselves from seeds. It is scarcely

necessary to say anything in recommendation
of the China Aster as a garden annual, which is

unsur].)assed for freedom of growth and bloom,
and the continuous display it makes from
August onwards under ordinary treatment. A
word may be said as to the colours, some of

which are harsh and ugly and are often rendered
more so by indiscriminate mixing.

\Y. W.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

ViNKS IN roTS AND FIRST EARLY nofsKS OK TKIi-

MANENT Vines.—The earliest Grapes will now bo
showing colour where started the second or third
week in November. Mine are a few days later

than last season, although started under rather
more favourable conditions. These little varia-

tions are not always to be accounted for correctly,

bub I surmise it was caused by the extremely mild
weather and the consequent lack of sunshine,

b ist year I cut the earliest bunches on April I'i,

but ten days later will be about the time this

season. The crop, however, is a much more
satisfactory one in all respects, and this fact

alone will make amends for the slight deficiency in

time of ripening. As soon as the first indications

of showing colour are apparent it is useless to

think of hurrying on the ripening, more especially

if the crop be a full one. By almost imperceptible
changes see that rather more ventilation is given,
and do not let the night temperature rule any
higher, although the weather will be getting
milder. It will be safer, in fact, to slightly lower
the night temperature than otherwise. Continue
ihe application of manurial stimulants to pot
Vines about twice every week. On no account
water them day after day with manure water, or

the soil will become sour and the fibrous roots

possibly perish. Any check in this direction will

tend to lessen the chances of colouring in a satis-

factory manner. The inside borders of permanent
Vines with the fruit now on the point of colouring
should receive a thorough soaking with water of

the average night temperature of the house at
least. Then, if not already done, a mulching of

short litter or old Mushroom bed manure will

make a good covering and tend to prevent undue
evaporation.
Red si'iDEE ox Vines.—If there be any indi-

cations of red spider it will be perfectly safe to
.syringeany Vines up to the period when colouring
has began. Some, the writer included in the
pist, have and still continue to hesitate to do
this, bub it is the most effectual remedy there is

for keeping in check this insect pest upon Vines.
The only conditions that have to be imperatively
observed are to secure either absolutely pure rain
water or to use water which has bsen boiled, in

order to precipitate the lime which has hitherto
been held in solution. Given these conditions,

there is no fear of injury in the remotest degree.
With rain-waber tanks into which no other water
can enter the remedy is always at hand for red
spider on Vines, one far preferable to any appli-

cation of sulphur or of any chemical combination
whatever. The best time to syringe Vines is

immediately after closing the house, and it should
bo done effectually from all directions so as to

thoroughly drown the insects. A second applica-
tion a few days later will be advisable, or even
a third if the spider has gained any foothold. As
in many other instances, the old adage still holds
good, viz., "Prevention is better than cure;"
therefore, whether there be any spider or no, do
not omit to syringe as a preventive.

Sei'i>ni> early and mid-season Vines.—These
will now be advancing rapidly, the earliest to-

wards the Howering stage and the later gaining
on them apace. Now that the more critical

period is past it will be quite safe, unless one has
to deal with aged or otherwise sickly Vines, to

thin down the bunches to one to a shoot, leaving
them thus, save in the case of shoots too weakly
to bear a bunch at all, until it is seen after the
bunches are set how they promise as regards de-

velopment. Stop the lateral growths in good time,
so that all possible vigour at this stage is concen-
trated into the bunches. Do not stop, however,
during the flowering stage if it can be avoided,
more especially in tiealing with shy setting Grapes.
Perchance some of the rods have weakly or ugly
spurs. By letting the shoots from such have a
free run, it is possible to improve them. If not,

however, it will be as well to leave two shoots
upon the next spur if it be a strong one. M uscats
are at times liable to this failing, but by dupli-
cating the shoots contiguous any blank space may
be made up. Muscats will now in most cases be
developing the bunches, and it will be possible to
see at an early date what the future crop bids fair

to be. Be cautious with Muscats as regards
atmospheric moisture ; an excess is liable to cause
the bunches to run out. So also will a w'et and
consequently colder border.

L.VTEST Vines.—These will soon be fit for dis-

budding, as they grow rapidly. Do not delay
this work after it can be seen what the shows are
like, bearing in mind also, where possible, the
respective position of each young shoot. Vines
breaking naturally often make back breaks on the
spurs, and it is possible in this way to .shorten

them with advantage. Do not in late vineries

maintain an exciting temperature, but let them
come away quietly. Even then they will grow
quite fast enough for those of us who have to

crowd the vineries with various plants.
Next se.vson's pot Vines.—These should now

be in their fruiting pots, but all depends upon
when they were started and also upon the con-
venience as regards room. Let them by all means
have as much light as possible, training them
near to the glass. After potting be careful with
the watering until well established, giving them
a gentle bottom-heat by plunging if necessary.
With me it is not so, as I have pipes under them

;

therefore they will not be plunged. Vines from
eyes this spring should soon be fib to pot into
4^-inch pots. These need not be pushed on
rapidly if only wanted as the groundwork of next
year's Vines to grow into fruiting canes.

Strawberries.—If by any chance there happen
to be a few lights at disposal now—none the worse
if the frames are movable ones, too—it will be
found a good plan to arrange them in a sunny
position and fill with good soil, should it be
needed, or in any case to break it to pieces, so

as to secure a satisfactory planting condition,
and then fill them wibh Sbrawberry runners of

lasb season's growbh, in order bo keep up bhe suc-

cession of ripe fruits prior to the first early ones
outside being fit to pick. Compact, sturdy
runners of such as La Grosse Sucree or Royal
Sovereign will be suitable for this purpose

;

these may be lifted with good balls of soil, not
feeling any perceptible check if w-ell watered and
duly cared for, first by keeping the frames
close for a few days, and then by airing
cirefully and shutting early in the afternoon.
In this way it will be quite possible to

gain ten days to a fortnight in the ripening,
thereby to a great extent relieving the houses of

the latest stock in pots all the sooner and to a
decided advantage at a season when red spider is

frequently a source of trouble. In my case I have

a reserve of runners in small pots as well as a
fairly good stock of runners still on some old beds,
all of which can be turned to a good account. I

shall bed them into the frames in lines at about
(i inches apart and ab the rate of three plants to
each foot run. Those who may be contemplating
the cultivation of the alpine Strawberry cannot
do better than raise their stock from seed. Seed-
lings are incomparably better than runners. For
what reason the antiquated plan of pubbing out
runners can have so long obtained is inexplicable.
The seed should be sown thinly in shallow boxes
in gentle he.xt about this time. The best sorbs
are Rouge Ameliori, Bergor Improved, Sutton's
Large Red, Belle de Meaux and Improved White.

Horti's.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early dwarf Beans.—Few vegetables are so
valuable as the French Bean, and in our change-
able climate it is useless to sow boo early in bhe
open, as bhe seeds decay. There will be a great
saving of time if the plants are forwarded under
glass, and few \egetables give a better return for

the trouble entailed. I am not in favour of sow-
ing the seeds in strong heat, as, should unfavour-
able weather follow, unless the plants are
thoroughly hardened off there will be losses.

Much better results follow cold-frame culture. I

have raised these plants in other ways, but if

boards, boxes, or other shelter are employed the
plants draw badly if kept covered in cold weather.
I sow six to nine seeds in a 4.].-inch pot filled

with good soil made fairly firm, using the rough
part of the material as drainage. The pots are
placed in the frames, and should heat be employed
it should only be for a few days till the seedlings
are showing freely. Up to this time, if the soil is

fairly moist no water will have been necessary at
the roots. Even when growth is active it is

necessary to water sparingly in cold frames till

the pots are nearly full of roots. If no heat is

given bhe frame should be kepb close, and bhe glass
covered at night till the plants are showing the
third leaf. At this stage the seedlings should be
reduced to the four strongest, and more air

given as growth increases. I advise sowing as
soon as possible to get strong plants, and to

plant when thej' are 4 inches to G inches high.
Planting out may be done in four weeks or a little

more from time of sowing the seed if the plants
are grown from the start in a close frame. A
warm south sloping border or the foot of a wall
should be selected for the plants, a deep drill

drawn and soil left high on each side for shelter.

Plant firmly but with care to prevent bruising the
stems. After planting, protection at night must
be given for a few weeks. Handglasses are best.

I use spare sashes or boards on inverted flower
pots. Whatever is used should be removed dur-
ing the day, as the sun strengthens the plants.

After planting, if the soil is dry it is well to water
wibh tepid water, not webbing bhe bops. In Hue
weabher a genble dewing overhead will promobe
growbh. An early kind should be sown for bhis

purpose, and bhere will be pods weeks in advance
of those from seeds sown in the open.

Peas.—There will now be no fear of evil results

in any soil, and the choicest kinds may now be
sown. The seed at this date will germinate
freely. We have a great wealth of varieties for

present sowing, there having been some excellent
additions of late years. It is well to sow such
kinds as suit the soil. In a few cases some varie-

ties fail ; those wibh a thin, weak haulm are
usually the worst. I sow every three weeks from
this date, but even then it happens two lots come
in together, as, owing to the increased warmth in

the soil, the seeds germinate more freely, and it

ofben happens drought or heat pushes on later

sowings. In dry seasons, give more space to the
seeds ; crowded plants are the first to feel the
drought. I am axerse to the old method of sow-
ing so that the seeds touch. Much better drop
the seeds, say, "2 inches apart, and by so doing
save seed and get a much heavier crop. As
regards the space between the rows, much de-
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pends upon the variety. At least 4 feet to 6 feet

should be given Peas of that height and taller

varieties, as, even when land is scarce, one may
crop between—a single row of CauliSowers, Cab-
bage, or similar plants will do well—giving the

Peas more space and also sheltering the plants.

Many sow a row of Spinach between main-crop
Peas. I am not in favour of so doing, as tlie

Spinach runs up so quickly it ruins the lower
portion of the Peahaulm, and also robs the soil

of too much light and moisture. Whatever is

planted at the distance named should be of a
dwarf nature. Preparations must now be made
for later supplies. It can bs now ascertained
what amount of space the crop will need. In

light soils more than ordinary care is required to

ensure a full crop. In such soil ample food is

important. This can be given at this season.

For late Peas it is well to be even more liberal

with space between the rows than with earlier

kinds. The trench should have at least 4 inches
of thoroughly decaj'ed manure under the soil.

My plan is to dig it out a spade-deep, place
manure in the bottom, dig it in as for Celery, and
then cover over with a portion of the top soil.

At sowing this leaves a fair trench, and moisture
is readily conveyed to the roots during seasons of

drought. In heavy land less depth is required,

but there should be no lack of food. In poor
land, when trenches are not used, there must be
no lack of food to build up the plants.

.Spinach.—This grows so freely from March to

June that very few cultural details are needed to

provide an ample supply. For supplies during
May the autumn-sown is available till the middle
of the montli, and then the earlier March sowings
come in. Different treatment is needed for later

crops—an open quarter and rich land, as the
plants to produce large succulent leaves should
be well manured. Much better plants are ob-
tained by thin sowing. Many sow like Mustard
and Cress, each plant robbing its neighbours,
with the result the crop son runs to seed and is

of poor quality. Every plant should have at
least 4 inches to 6 inches space at the start, and
as growth increases every other plant may be cut
out for use. For early summer supplies Victoria
is an excellent variety, and for later use, say
from July and well into September, the Carter
Spinach is very good. This has a very large i^ark

leaf, very thick, and apijears to resist heat and
drought better than any variety I have grown.
From the end of April and through May, and
later, a north border should be prepared for sum-
mer Spinach, and then Ihere will be no break in

the supply if seed be sown every three weeks and
attention paid to thinning in the earlier stages.
For August or earlier use the Perpetual or
Spinach Beet is well worth a trial.

Ti'RNii'S.—This is an important summer crop>
and it is well to sow in land where growth is

rapid, as fresh, sweet, small Turnips are always
in demand. An open border is necessary, and,
where birds are troublesome, it will be necessary
to cover the seeds with red lead. Sow in drills

15 inches apart and in light soil. I find it advis-
able to roll the surface after sowing. This helps
the plants to get a better roothold. For present
sowing few varieties equal Snowball. This is of
quick growth and of the best quality. As a
succession Red Globe and Purple Strap-leaf are
excellent kinds. These do not bolt, and in dry
seasons remain solid longer than earlier kinds.
Last year I found Cardinal a very fine Turnip
during dry weather. It has a thick skin, and is

of very fine quality. For supplies through July
and August, a piece of land under a north wail
or lightly covered with trees will be found a good
place. Though those sown next month will keep
if the varieties advised are grown, it is well to
have small, tender roots. For that purpose I sow
monthly till the end of August. Plants raised
early will now need thinning, and growth will be
encouraged by frequently hoeing between the
rows and keeping an open surface.

Beet, Turnip-kooted.—The old roots will now
be growing out badly if not given a very cool
^tore. For early supplies the Turnip-rooted

varieties are most useful, as they soon turn in. I

always sow a box of seed in heat for May. It is

well to sow at this date in the open to give the
early June supply. So far my best early Globe
Beet has been Crimson Ball, a \ery shapely root
with a small top, of a bright, rich colour, and
in quality equal to the long roots. This is a great
advance on the older Egyptian or Eclipse. For
sowing early a good soil and a friable condition if

the land is heavy are essential. It will well repay
the cultivator to add some light material from
other sources. These roots suffer from heat and
drought more than the long-rooted kinds, and a
richer soil is needed. For keeping they are not
recommended. Where liked it is advisable to

make several sowings during the season, and later

on a cool border is more suitable to preserve their

bright colour.

S.\LADS

—

Lettuce and Radishes. — There is

always a brisk demand for salads from May to

September, and to keep up a regular supply it is

well to sow every three weeks. With longer days
one must vary the culture, as often plants run
badly in crowded seed beds. For present sowing
such kinds as All the Year Round and Perfect
Gem are excellent Cabbage varieties, whilst for

the salad bowl in a cut state there is none superior
to Harbinger. Excellent Cos Lettuces will be
found in Superb White and Intermediate. For
summer supplies the latter is really one of the
best hot-weather Cos types I have grown. For later

supplies the plants will stand better if sown very
thinly. The thinnings maybe planted in a cool

birder. Plants grown where sown in open borders
will not run like transplanted ones. For this

purpose Continuity is an excellent variety of the
Cabbage section. Radishes will now need sowing
much in the same way as ad\ ised for Lettuce as
regards position. Cooler sites must now be
selected, as the roots soon get hollow in a warm
border. They need rich soil, ample moisture,
and to be grown quickly. If sown on a north
border from April to May they will keep sweet
and firm longer. I prefer the long-rooted varieties

for the season named. S. M.

Flower Garden.

GERMAN CARNATIONS.
To THE Editor of The G.vrden.

Sir,— If you will permit me to make a somewhat
Ijelated reference to Mr. Weguelin's article on
" Fancy Carnations " in j'our issue of February 5,

I would like to protest against the depreciatory
tone in which he speaks of German Carnations.
Of course he has a right to his own opinion, but
I think it was, to say the least, quite unneces-
sary for him to advise your readers not to try the
German sorts, for that is what his remarks prac-
tically amount to. His statement that German
sorts are weak growers is not borne out by the
testimony of my customers in other parts of the
United Kingdom, from many of whom I have for
years past received declarations to the contrary.
Then as regards their quality from an exhibitor's
point of view. Taking the six varieties which
Mr. Weguelin admits ixs being in the first flight,

I find that in two of the leading English Carna-
tion lists thirteen other sorts of mine are quoted.
This makes a total of nineteen varieties of my
raising, and I think that anyone will admit that
this is a very fair proportion to the whole number
of fancy Carnations now offered. I may add that
my variety Monarch was classed two years ago at
the Birmingham show .as the best fancy Carnation
in the show, and a year later it shared that honour
with the English variety Voltaire. I am, in fact,

surprised that my sorts have held their own so
well, considering the strenuous and systematic
efforts now made by English raisers to improve
the section of yellow-ground fancies. I might in-

troduce many more varieties of great excellence
as show flowers, but as I grow my Carnations
chiefly for seed, I have to refrain from propagating
a large number of promising seedlings.

I must also say that I am quite unable to
imagine why Mr. Weguelin should go out of his

way to find fault with the descriptions in my list.

He must refer to mine, since I am, as far as I

know, the only German rai.ser publishing one in

English. I may state that in compiling it my
idea lias been to describe as accurately as pos-

sible the colour of every variety I offer. I have
purposely refrained from employing words of

general and vague significance, like "light "and
"dark," when more exact terms could be found.
When in describing yellows, for instance, I make
use of such words as "straw-yellow," "sulphur-
yellow," " canary yellow," &c., I think I am con-
vej'ing a much more definite impression to the
mind. Such terms as " chamois-yellow," " Isabel-

yebow," "cinnabar-scarlet," and " steel grey

"

ma}' not be every-day expressions, but I contend
that every one of them is English and will be
found in any good English dictionary—I have
" Webster" before me, which contains them all.

Having recently asked the opinion on this point
of a gentleman second to none in the English
Carnation world, he fully agrees with the fore-

going statement, adding that with one exception
he would be sorry to see my descriptions altered.

Erj'itrt. Ernst Benary.

DIVIDING HARDY PL.4NTS.

My experience does not at all coincide with that
of "S. W. F." (page 209), where he favours the
use of the " sharp knife " for dividing clumps of

hardy plants. It is fully fifteen years since I

gave up the knife for the purpose indicated, and
in its stead took to the small handfork for sepa-
rating the larger clumps of perennials. Pre-
viously I had had many years' experience with
the knife in some of the largest trade collections

that twenty years ago were in this country, and
it w.as due to many failures and losses occasioned
by the knife that, generally speaking, I put it on
one side. There are numbers of perennials I

could name that are most difficult to successfully
separate, without much loss of root, by the knife.

This is so even supposing as much soil as possible

has either been shaken or washed from the plants.

My earliest experiences on a large scale of dividing
with the knife began about 1870, when several

thousands of such things as Pyrethrums, Poten-
tillas, and Delphiniums had to pass through my
hands each year. In many instances, to ensure a
good insight into the trunk portion of the root

all soil was washed away, but even then it was no
uncommon event for a small stone to turn the
point of the knife in an unintentional direction,

and, in the case of a Pyrethrum, sacrificing a batch
of shoots by a single stroke. Such experiences

caused me to try a less sharpened blade, but still

I was not satisfied that I had found the best tool

for the purpose even then. Potentillas are most
troublesome in this way, and as the cuttings do
not root too readily, it was necessary to secure

the best possible divisions with roots. In this

plant there are much crossing and recrossing of the
roots, and cutting these carefully with a sharp
knife means that you are severing the very por-

tions you would retain. By the use of a prong, or
in larger plants two prongs, of the handfork there

is no cutting to waste ; the point is pierced into

the firm portion of the rootstock, and if intelli-

gently used the rootstock is the portion which is

rent asunder ; and this is rent even with the

grain, as in rending Oak, Ash, &c. It is merely
the point of the prong, or to about '1 inches deep,
which is inserted, though of course in large

clumps the whole fork is used with perfect

impunity. I have found the handfork of really

great assistance with such things as Hellebores,

Pa'onies and other plants for which in a large

state the knife is practically useless. In the case

of the two groups named, when separating large

clumps it has been necessary to use a pair of

handforks placed back to back, and to driv e them
into the wood-like trunk of the stool of these

plants.

In such instances the clump must lie on its

side, and by placing the forks a safe distance below
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the crown-buds, plants of the largest size may be

sejiarated with perfect ease, and, what is of

freater consequence, safetj'. Hepaticas when
ivided with a knife are sure to lose a great many

roots, and though a few may be spared from the

great wig tliese plants form, the work, on the

other hand, may be done with a fork with scarcely

a lost root ; this I say unhesitatingly, after having

divided many thousands of big clumps. Rud-
Ijeckia Newmani and R. purpurea are two plants,

again, that the knife is certainly not suited to.

Inileed, the former may be freely pulled to pieces

by the hand, but the latter, with its woody cross-

grained rootstock, is another matter, and a

straightciit witha knife through such as this could

only end disastrously. E. J.

Violet Victoria (double).— Judging from
the comments of Mr. Scjuibbs and others, I fear

the above Violet has nowhere realised our ex[)ec-

tations of it when sent out with such credentials.

I have endeavoured to grow it ever since its intro-

duction, and tried many ways, but have met with
but scant success. Certainly it has the meiit of

being very hardy and hard to kill. What lilooms

it produces are splendid in size, colour, and fra-

grance, but with me the stalks are too short and
the blooms always incline to bury themseh es in

the soil. I cannot say that it blooms freely here
at any time ; an occasional flower appears through
the winter with more in the spring. It is naturally

a late bloomer. I now give it similar summer
treatment to Marie Louise, and have for several

3'ears left it out where grown over the winter
unprotected, and I thus get a few fine blooms
in March. I found it did not pay for space occu-

pied in the pits under glass.— ./. R.

Narcissus cyclamineus. — One is pleased

to see, from the more frequent mention of this

quaint little Daffodil, that it is now less rare

in gardens than it was a few years ago. Mr. K.

BurreU's note on page 192 is evidence of the

pleasure N. cyclamineus major gives to those who
succeed in growing it from year to year. It is

not e\'erywhere that it can be induced to become
a permanent occupant of the garden, and one of

the greatest authorities on the flower in England
a year or two ago told me that he found it best to

raise it from seed, as his plants died off after

flowering. Mr. Burrell is fortunate if he has
been successful in establishing the Cyclamen-
flowered Daftbdil at the first attem))t. I lost

bulbs for several years in succession after flower-

ing, and it is only within the last three or four

years tliat I have succeeded in establishing it at

the base of the rock garden, where it is at present
in bloom. It is unique in its way, and very
lioautiful in its bright j^ellow colouring. — S.

AiiNoTT, Carsclhorii, by Dumfric-i, N.B.

Violet Marie Louise.—I thought the closin:^

sentence in my note on the above (p. 1411) in reply
to "H." implied my object in penning it. I

rertainly had no idea of endeavouring to "con-
vines " him of the error of his w.ays nor dictate

to him on the subject, merely giving a state-

ment of treatment that obtains here as one of the
many different ways adopted by growers in the
cultivation of Violet Marie Louise, thus, in a

measure, justifying m}' suggestion that " climatic
influences as well as situation, soil, and treat-

ment evidently aft'ect this lovely Violet." I am
sorry "H." cannot agree with me as to the
"comparative inactivity'' of the roots in the
winter season. I would really like to " con-
vince " him on this point, and as a means to that
end I would suggest that he lifts one or a dozen,

or as many as he chooses, of those clumps " pos-

sessing hundreds of young feeding points at plant-

ing (pitting) time so obviously searching
for food," &c. , say at Christmas-time, and observe
what progress and ramifications they have made
into the fresh soil in search of the available food
by that time, and note the result. Altliough the
Strawberries " H." cites is foreign to the subject,

he may still safely apply the same doctrine to

them, for once the crown is fully grown and

thoroughly ripened, he may comfortably save

further feeding until the roots become more
active and growth again commences. Probably
if " H. " had a more kindly winter climate to deal

with, he would know the value of retarding the

blooms in supplying a constant and prolonged

demand, and that forced blooms in the dark days
are not usually of high-class quality as regards

colour or fragrance.— J. H.

FEBRUARY FLOWERS IN KENT.

I .\si sending you a list of the plants that have
been in bloom here out of doors at North Cray in

February. Those with an asterisk were not in

flower in this garden, but in a garden in North
Craj' village. I had hoped to send a better list,

but many of my usual spring plants have suffered

by having been moved last autumn.

Aubrietii Leicbtlini GaUntlius plicatus

Winter Aconite Hepatica aiifrulo.-a

Aneroune blanda ac it lob i,

cironaria triloba

Andromeda Boribunda rubra plena

Arabis Hamamelis arborea
Auricula Zuccirin'ani
Cyclamen coum Helleborus colcbicus

ibericum Atlinsi abcbasicm
Berberis Mahonia roseus punotatus

Chiouodoxi I.ucilise antiquorum
gigantea niger

Eardensis maximus
CelinJinelFicariaprrand:- _ fcetidns

flora) Iris reticulata

*Crocus vernus *p?r3ica

nchroleucus .Tasminum nudiflorum
Iniperati •Lencojum vernam

*suaveolen8 Megasea cordifolia

biflorus argenteus Myosotis dissitiflora

*sulphureu9 *iluscari

•chrysmtbus Omphalodes verna
*Aucheri Polyanthu-', yellow

*.Sieberi various

Tommasi Primroses in varifty

etrascans * Primula caslmerlaua
Clotb of Gold Pyrus japonica
Olivleri Phododendr- n d ihuri-

Dapbne Mez^reum album cum
roseum SciUa bifolia

*Doroiucum montanum amiena
Uondia Epipactis Sisjriucbium prrandi-

Daffodil Figaro florum purpu;eum
obvallaris album
Telamonius plenus *Saxifraga Burseri
Saragossa *luteo-purpnrea
minimus *coriophylla

Erici carnea Vioea minor alba
alba Cfjerulea

Gilanthus nivalis plena
*latifoliu3 Viola odorata
Elwesi

A. J. B.

HARDY CYCLAMEN.S.

Vkkv interesting notes on these appear on p. 211

of The Garden. The writer, however, calls in

question ray advice to plant them ;! inches or

4 inches deep, and thinks that if he follows the

advice he may lose all his stock
;
yet he has a few

lines before advised planting the bulbs level with

the surface, and applying immediately a thick

layer of sand, cocoa-nut fibre, or leaf-mould. He
also advises to apply yearly plenty of decomposed
leaf-mould and a thick layer of dry leaves. The
advice is excellent, but, provided the soil is well

drained, I do not see the difference between
planting on the surface and adding at once and
ever}' year afterwards a thick dressing of leaf-

mould or planting at once 3 inches or 4 inches

deep in leaf-mould as I advised. 1 am well aware
of the tendency of Cyclamen bulljs to work to the

surface if allowed to follow their natural habit,

but, as I have often pointed out, it is not always

wise to imitate Nature in cultivation, and change
of climate and surroundings often requires an
entire change from natural conditions. I have
now thousands of . healthy Cyclamens about my
garden, chiefly C. neapolitanum (Tenore), and the

different varieties or sub-species of C. coum (Lin.).

When first I began to cultivate them I usjd to

be told that they ought to be planted on or near

the surface. The consequence was that at the

end of every severe winter a large proportion of

them lay frozen to death on the surface. I then
tried burying them amongst stones in leaf-mould
with excellent results. I must own, however,
that in sjiite of several attemjjts I have always
failed with C. europjeum (Lin.). I maybe allowed

to remark that the Cyclamen which is naturalised

in several places in England is not C. europ;eum
(Lin.), but C. neapolitanum (Tenore). No doubt
the synonyms are very confusing, but I have
carefully followed the nomenclature of "Index
Kewensis." In Sowerby's "English Botany"
the quasi-native species is called C. europa'um
(Lin.), but the description and coloured plate of

both the forms figured belong to C. neapolitanum.

Bentham in his " British Flora " makes the same
mistake, the excellent engraving given being
certainly a portrait of C. neapolitanum (Tenore).

Edge ffall, Malpaa. C. WOLI.EY-DOD.

PLANTS FOR BOLD BEDS.

In his notes on pleasure-ground work, " E. B." at

page 140 refers to filling some large beds with

bold subjects, and remarks, "It is not an easy

matter to come to a decision." I believe I have a

knowledge of the spot to which " E. B." refers, as

we conferred together some months back on the

subject. If (utticiently near the water, so that

the roots may receive some moisture in the grow-

ing season, a bed devoted to some of the swamp
Lilies, such as L. pardalinum, would prove very

effective, and with a carpet of Primula Sieboldi

grandiflora, also a moisture-loving plant, would be

effective. Iris gigantea or ochroleuca would also

])rove telling, and when established will attain
.) feet high, besides being good and of distinct

leafage. Iris sibirica in all its forms is very effec-

tive, either on grass or in bold beds with plenty

of room, or quite near the moisture these things

revel ; the grassy blades in their fine tufts are also

a pleasing item, while the various coloured flowers

are distinctly pretty. In the border this is rarely

more than ;H feet, but if the roots can reach

moisture it will attain nearly o feet. It is also a

cheap though good plant for such a purpose.

Some of the Jleadow Sweets should also prove

helpful—Spinea venusta (also called S. lobata), S.

digitata, and S. kamtschatica, S. Aruncus, S.

astilboides, or the lovely shrubby S. ari*folia.

Any of these are delightful, and, while rejoicing in

moist ground, grow to a fine size in good border

soil. Lupinus arboreus (Tree Lupine) is pleasing

in foliage and flower, and in many instances free

in growth and an abundant bloomer.

" E. B." may in all probibility find room for a

few other Lilies in variety in conjunction with

other plants in the same bed. A few of the mere
showy kinds are L. tigrinum in variety, L. spe-

ciosum in variety (preferably in a rather sheltered

place for these latter), L- candidum, L. monadel-

phum, and L Martagon in variety. Then, if not

too gaudy, the Oriental Poppies, and Lobelia

j

syphilitica in moister places, should such exist.

A fine feature could be made likewise of the

Himalayan Poppy (Meconops's), but this would
need annual sowing almost to maintain a yearly

display, and I take it this is not desired in the

1 present arrangement. A fine effect is procurable

from Bocconia cordata or the Polygonums, as P.

cuspidatum or P. sachalinense, the latter fre-

quently reaching 10 feet to 12 feet high. The

j

Acanthuses are \ery bold and picturesque, and
well suited to isolation ; equally so Helianthus

I orgyalis, 8 feet to 10 feet. Of good size also is

j

Pyrethrum uliginosum, and, if not staked in any
I way, not in the least formal. It is likewise a
' good autumn plant. ."Vnchusa italica is good in

colour and free, while other bold and showy

I

things include Sunflowers (Helianthus multiflorus

grandiflorui), Telekia, the boldest of the Meadow
Rues, as Thalictrura flavum, T. rugosum, &c.

Globe Flowers are also fine subjects where space

is abundant, also the bolder forms of Verbascum.

Some of the Bamboos may possibly be introduced
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in small plants in company with other things, the

former to take permanent place e\'entually. The
foregoing are merely oft'ered suggestively in the

hope that some at least will meet " E. B.'s '' re-

quirements. E. J.

CLIMBING PLANTS.

By close training upon wall or fence we lose

more than half the grace of climbing plants, as

they are never so beautiful as when permitted

to grow and flower with unrestricted freedom.
It is desirable that all bare walls should be per-

petually clothed with foliage, but hitherto

when this has been done we have ceased to use
climbers further, and have missed the true idea,

or the prettiest way of using them. By the

roadside I often see hedges wreathed in Honey-
suckle, Convolvulus or Hops, and our wild

Clematis climbs to the tops of the highest

trees and veils tlieir branches in beauty.
Similarly in gardens we Vjiight garland hedge,
bush, or tree if only we take a little trouble to

establish the climbers by giving them a good
start, and there would be no need for restriction.

There are about most gardens common trees and
shrubs upon which this idea could be easily

carried out, and the gain in interest and beauty
would be great. Any isolated tree or shrub is

the best adapted for the purpose, for it would
be useless to plant creepers in the average
shrubbery where things are already choking one
another to death. By selecting a suitable tree

a hole can be dug as near the stem as possible,

the climber planted and encouraged to grow by
the addition of a little fresh soil. A little early

training is necessary till its growtli reaches the
ibranches, when it can be left to take care of

tself, which it will do. Tall trees might have
their naked stems clothed, as I have seen them
occasionally, with Honeysuckle, Jasmine, and
Clematis. Moreover, the extension of the idea

would permit of the use of many other thing?-

that are far too rampant, according to our
present ideas of climbers and our ways of

using them. I was once rambling around
a large garden late in autumn when I came
upon a great Hawthorn enshrouded with a

Vine whose foliage was crimson and yellow,

whilst the amber leaves and crimson haws upon
the Hawthorn made up a colour combination
beautiful beyond description. Again, how
pretty must this be in spring when the Vine
has its fresh green leaves, and the Hawthorn
its clusters of sweet white flowers. This ex-

ample suggests a good use for many of the

wild Vines so handsome in foliage, but I'arely

seen in gardens.

The Clematis family is quite a host in itself for

this purjiose, especially such kinds as C. mon-
tana and flammula. The latter I once saw upon
a large Holly, and from a height of 40 feet down
to the ground it hung like a white .sheet, so pro-

fusely was it blooming, whilst its delightful fra-

grance pervaded the airforalongdistance around.
C. montana upon a Yew tree makes a charming
jiicture quite early in the year, and C. graveo-

lens in late autumn is equally as pretty ; in

fact, many of the species of Clematis that have
not come into general cultivation would be
sought after and grown when such a happy way
of using them had been discovered and carried

out. As shown in the cut is also a jjleasing way to

grow the Clematis. The Honeysuckles, again, are

quite a large family, and if we would enjoy
their fullest beauty we must permit them
to grow unrestricted. Many of our vigorous
climbing Roses that resent restriction would be
quite at home rambling over a tree. Even the

good old Gloire de Dijon will take care of itself,

as I once saw it monopolising an old Apple tree,

and growing and flowering to such an extent

til at the Apple tree had very little chance of

doing much good. The cluster Roses, so

rampant and so free, must disport themselves

upon tree or shrub to develop all their grace

and beauty. Such kinds as Mme. d'Arblay,

Adelaide d'Orleans, or Ruga will cover a low
tree or shrub, and in their season make it a

jierfect mound of blossoni. Some of the fine

Rose .species of climbing habit, such as R.
Brunoniana and others, could be put to good
use in this way, although they are rarely seen

in gardens.

These random suggestions show that there is

an abundance of vigorous climbers that can be

used in a free way, and it is to be hoped that

planters will pay greater attention to the beau-

tifying of gardens in this way, as the less

formality and the more natural beauty we have

through the soil. Take a sharp knife and run
down so as to sever them about 2 inches below
the ground-level. Insert these cuttings round
the edges of pots or pans and treat like any other
soft-wooded cuttings at this time of the j'ear. A
very large percentage of them will soon root, and
may be potted off singly and hardened off pre-

paratory to planting out.

—

.James Geooji, Goxport.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Conandron ramondioides. — A few plants
left outlook infinitely better than some stood in a
cool greenhouse, and, curiously enough, more for-

ward in leaf growth. On January 2, 1S97, when
this plant was figured in The Garden, hope?
were expressed that it might prove hardy. I

think present results are favourable, for just

within the last week my plants have been sub-

Clematis Jaclcmani over walk. From a photograph by Mr. C. Metealf, Mill House, Halifax.

in and about them the more interesting and
tasteful they will be. A.

Everlasting Peas.—All the varieties of

Everlasting Pea are useful, but the pure white
variety is especially so for supplying cut flowers

during the hottest summer months. I planted a

dozen 3'oung plants about six j'ears ago at the
foot of a wall, making a good deep border of rich

soil for them, and now they cover it from base to

summit, .S feet high, every year, without any
trouble whatever. I had the wall wired, as if for

training fruit trees. The wires were kept G inches

from the face of the wall by stout iron supports,

and the Pea haulm runs up the face of the wall

and clings to the wires as it progresses. The
quantity of bloom I cut is enormous, and the

only thing that is really necessary to ensure a
long season of bloom is to keep all the fully ex-

panded flowers gathered as soon as they are fit.

Everlasting Peas may be readily increased at this

time of the year by taking off the young growths
as soon as they have pushed about 6 inches

jected to 14° of frost without any sign of injury

to the 3'oung foliage. It will be a great gain to

our rock gardens if it can stand severe winters,

and even should it need a little protection it is

worthy of the care. This plant with its rhizoma-
tous root-stocks, I find, thrives wonderfully on
hard gravel with a thin cover of peat and sand,

but the position should be somewhat shaded and
damp, and the stratum of gravel solid.

Alpine Primulas.—It will pay to look closely

to these at the present season, and besides the
present is the best time to find the root pests to

which I particularly refer. Very near the surface

and at the collar of the plants the daddy-longlegs
grub may be found and easily removed. The
fat white grub of the Vine weevil, well known to

have a great partiality for primulaceous siiecies,

is, when present, to be found near the surface

too. If the plants are in pots, this grub will dur-

ing the winter have given unmistakable evidence

of its presence by the cut roots, especially the

stronger roots, and they will be mostly found in

cavities of soil close to the sides of the pots. If
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these pests are left at the roots of the plants tliey

are sure to kill them, whilst not only are they

easily found now, but almost any Primula will

mnko a fresh start after an attack if relieved in

early spring. Beyond a doubt, burnt clay or

loam, pulverised, and mixed with the soil, either

in the open or for pots, is both favourable to the

vigour of I'rimulas and tends to ward otf these

kinds of grubs.

Saxifraga oppositifolia alba.—How verj'

beautiful are healthy patches of this I It is sel-

dom eeen, however, in a dense and verdant con-

dition of foliage with a profuse mass of its white
flowers. I find it likes annual culture, either in

the form of replanting or liberal mulching. I am
(|uite convinced that the best soil is one totally

without humus, a free but not sandy loam having
answered best here. .Just now the plant is at its

best for flowers, and if I wanted to get healthy
tufts for ne.xt season, I should pull the present

flowering pieces asunder as soon as the blooms
were done and replant in a generous loam.

Corydalis solida.— Surely this common yet
quaintly pretty winter plant is worth notice.

Among hundreds of hardy things, this at present

stands out as one of the most welcome, and it is

one of those things that can take care of itself,

only needing a place. Of course, if we want
rarer forms of its group, the variety alba, with
white flowers and leather - brown bracts inter-

spersed with its spikes, is capable of coming up
to the highest standard of delicate beauty. This,
however, I always grow under glass, as, unless its

flowers can be kept pure in April, you do not see
it at its best, tliough in clean districts I have seen
it most beautiful in tlie opsn.

Shoi-tia galacifolia.—This beautiful plant is

r.ot only perfect!}' hardy, but one of the most
vigorous creepers, spreading by a set of stolon

-

like stems. It is growing here between stones
raised from the common surface level; in almost
pure sand with the Arenarias, in peat, in peat
and loam, and in every case is thriving and
carrying numbers of big pearly buds. I am quite
aware of the great numbers of failures, but, all

the same, after five years' experience with the
plant in anything but favourable surroundings, I

am sure it is no fault of the constitution of the
plant. I can think of nothing so conducive to

the almost general want of success as the im-
perfect or damaged material we had to work with
for several years after the rediscovery of the
species. Given good plants and a soil without
lime, I think it will be as hard to fail with it as
in the past it has been to succeed. I have big
pieces in dense leaf and flower. .J. Wood.

Woodril/e, Kirtstal'.

VIOLETS.
The notes on Violets that have appeared lately
in The G.\kdex will no doubt be of interest
to many. The various ways and methods of
growing them seem to make some dill'erence in
the results. I have grown Violets for some years
in large quantities wiih much success. I usually
plant in frames from .^OtlO to 4000, the varieties
being Marie Louise, Belle de Chatenay, and Cali-
fornia for a single. I am perfectly satisfied with
these sorts. The California for a single is the best
I know ; it blooms freely, is sweet-scented and of
good colour, and the foliage is very useful for
Bunching. I am not troubled with any of the
failures of damping, &c., plenty of fine blooms
being gathered for six months, except in very
severe weather. The situation where I have to
grow them is not one of the best, being very low
and damp, only a few feet above sea-level, and
very much enclosed on east to south—some high
buildings completely shadow them— the other sides
being enclosed by trees, so I have not the free cir-

culation of air some consider so necessary to grow
them. My success I attribute to growing good
plants for early lifting, and, most of all, good at-
tention when under glass; that is, I never let frost
get to the plants at all, giving plenty of air on
suitable occasions and water when required. About

the middle of April, when the flowering begins to

lessen, I split up the plants and pick out the best
pieces, with some roots attached, and plant about
a foot apart on some prepared ground, usually
borders facing west or north, which can be spared
best. These are watered and shaded until the
plants get well hold of the soil. After that, atten-
tion is paid to watering, hoeing, and removal of

runners. Then, early in September I put them
into frames prepared as a very slight hotbed, with
about a foot in depth of soil, a mixture of spent
Cucumber or ilelon soil—anything with leaf soil

and burnt earth—and plant close to the glass,

about thirty to forty in a feet by 4-feet light,

water and shade for a few days if required. I

usually pot up a few scores to grow in heated pits,

to give a few blooms when the weather is too
severe to allow of those in frames being gathered ;

these are thrown away as soon as the worst of

winter is over. If I had the use of heated |3its I

should plant just a few for that purpose, and only
for that. As regards the climate mentioned by Mr.
Mayne, I fail to see how that can be the cause of

his failing, as he says those outside are the best
and do not damp. Here Marie Louise left outside
is of no use whatever, generally dying outright.

Buliriiliam, Cdmhridijr. J. Hill.

XOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWEll.

Inoarvillea Delavayi.— I have a plant of
Incar\illci Delavjyi and shill be irlad nf any inforuia-
liiiu as to its treatnieat ; the books do not say much
about it — II. S

.

Violet Lady Hume Campbell.—In the recent
notes in your paper having retert'Dce to the cultivation

of winter \ iolets I have fouatl nj reference to the
variety which has done better with mo than any other
—viz.. Lidy Hume Campbell. The tlowers are lighter
in CO our than those of Marie Louise, but in my case
more numerous ; the leaves are a shining jjreen above,
while the fljwerj stind out boldly, tliu plants baing
very compaC. 1 have also found ir do well in pots in

a cjol greenhouse.

—

Aktulr T. Simpso.v, Hhijiston-
on-Stoiir.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

THE PLUM.*
The Plum is one of the most valuable of our
hardy fruits, and, if well managed, one f>f tlie

most profitable to grow ; it will thi-ive in almost
any soil, and one finds Plum orchards produc-
ing fine crops of fruit upon strong clay, and
also upon light gravel, chalk, and even sand

;

so that the range of soils upon which Plums
may be planted is an extremely wide one.

Time will not allow me to speak of tlie best
aspect and conditions for planting Phuns

;

suflice it to say that although they bloom
early and are benefited by shelter from cold
east winds, and enjoy a good aspect as well

as any other fruit tree, they are not so

very particular in this respect, and even so far

north as Clydesdale we find that the orchards
planted on a northern .slope are .said to succeed
better than those with a southern exposure.
Plums rejoice in a moist soil, but will not thrive

in a wet, undrained situation ; indeed, all fruit

trees are impatient of stagnant water in the
soil. 'J he demand for Plums is very great, and
when this fruit is in the market most others are

at a discount. Much has been written and
said about over-production and glutted markets

;

so far as my experience extends, there is always
a market for good fruit, and this remark applies
to Plums quite as strongly as to Apples and
(jther fruits. Of course the Plum is a perish-

able fruit and cannot be stored, but I hope to

show that by careful management such losses

* Papar read by Mr. A. H. Pearson lefore the
Royal Horticultural Society, Aug. 24, 1897.

as we so!iietime.s hear of may be avoided.
Certainly so long as our continental neighbours
are kind enough to make us an annual present
(by bounties) of some £'2,000,I)II0 to take their

production of sugar, we ought to be able to

make jams at such a cheap rate as to secure us
a monopoly in the markets of the world.

Propagation.

The natural method of propagation is by
seed, and this is, of course, tlie only way in

which new varieties can be obtained. We have
not a very complete record of the raisers of the
varieties of Plums which are at present in culti-

vation ; some of them were raised ger.erations

ago, when but comparatively little interest was
taken in these matters, and many more have
been introduced from abroad. Tlie home of

most of the new varieties raised in this country
is Sawbridgeworth, and Mr. Rivers has raised
and distributed more than [lerhaps any other
person. No list of good Plums could be made
without including such varieties as The Czar,

Monarch, Early Transparent, and Early Pro-
lific, all of which, with many others, were
raised at Sawbridgeworth. America has fur-

nished us with several valuable varieties, of

which I need only mention .Jeflerson (.Judge

Bush) and Deniston's Superb (Isaac Denis-
ton) to show our indebtedness to that country.
Coe's Golden Drop (.Jervaise Coe) was raised at

Bury St. Edmunds, Kirke's Plum (.Jos. Ivirkc)

at Bi(jniptiin, and Diamond (Hooker) in Kent
;

the bulk of the Gages seem to have originated
in France. Most varieties were doubtless
chance seedlings. In the days of our grand-
fathers planters seemed to think it was cheaper
to raise seedlings than to buy trees, and many
of our old orchards in this country abound in

seedlings both of Plums and Apples (especially

the latter), and from out of this cliaos there
would doubtless emerge from time to time some
novelty worthy of propagation. To-day one
does not think of raising seedlings except with
the view of obtaining new varieties, for al-

though some sorts, such as Green Gage, repro-

duce them.selves fairly true from seed, the bulk
of seedlings would be greatly inferior to exist-

ing varieties, and as they are more vigorous in

their growth than grafted trees, they would be
longer in coming into bearing. A second
method of raising young trees is by planting
suckers. The Plum, being a surface - root-

ing tree, is naturally inclined to throw up
suckers, and this habit is taken advantage of by
market growers in various parts of the country

;

for instance, in the Vale of Evesham the Per-
shore Plum is almost always raised from suckers,

as is the Johnny Roe in Nottinghamshire, and
the Damson in Cheshire. Trees grown in this

way are greatly inferior to worked trees, they
are difficult to form into shapely specimens, and
the tendency to throw up suckers is increased

by this method of iiropagatioii ; they are also

longer in coming into bearing. Mr. Rivers
says that Rivers' Early Prolific when raised

from suckers does not bloom for several 3-ear.s
;

whereas worked trees bloom the second year.

In the market gardens of Nottinghamshire one
often finds huge trees of Mussel jind Brussels
Plums, which have been taken as suckers from
trees worked upon these stocks, and which are

really only cumber-grounds, as the fruit is of

little value. The best method of jiropagation

is by budding or grafting ; the former is pre-

ferable, as the union of the stock and bud is

closer and more natural than that of a graft,

and in the case of Plums not .so liable to cau.se

gumming. With respect to the stocks used for

working, one finds that in many nurseries, botli

in this country and on the Continent, two or

at most three stocks do duty for all the varie-
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ties of Plums grown ; whereas in other nurseries

six kinds of stocks are used, viz., the common
Plum, the Brussels, the Mussel, the Brompton,
the Damas Noir or St. Julien, and the Myro-
balan. The origin of some of these stocks is un-
known, but that they are of different races
would seem apparent from the fact that some
cultivated varieties prefer one, some another,
whilst a few are acceptable to nearly all, and it

seems to nie that the secret of success is to
work the stock with a variety which is of
connnon parentage, or which at least has the
same blood in it. Let me explain my meaning
by an illustration. Neaily all Plums will grow
U|.)on the common Plum stock, although some
of them tlu-ive much better upon other stocks.
Prince Engelbert and Black Diamond, both
large, dark Plums, succeed well upon the
Mussel stock ; whereas ujjon the Brompton
they grow for a while and then part company
at the graft ; the union never seems complete.
Diive Bank, on the other hand, flourishes upon
both Brompton and Brussels, but will not grow
upon the JMussel. Belgian Purple will not
grow upon either Brussels or common Plum,
but flourishes upon Damas Noir, Mussel, or
Myrobalan. This brings me back to the idea
previously thrown out, that our cultivated
Plums cannot be all of common descent, or they
would probably all thrive upon the same stock.
To many people this subject of stocks may seem a
matter (if suiall moment, but it is one which
frequently carries results that are far from
pleasing. For example, an acquaintance of
mine bought 2.00 Damsons for planting in the
north of England ; they proved to be worked
ujjon a stock which is not hardy in the north,
and although they were fine trees, they were
killed by a severe winter two years after plant-
ing. My father once purchased a number of
Damsons worked upon the Mussel stock, and,
although they appeared to be good trees, they
all dwindled away year by year and had to be
replanted. I will not go further into detail,

but it must be obvious that this is a matter of
importance, and it is one which in some quar-
ters has been much neglected by propagators.
Before leaving this subject I may just say that
the one stock needed by all cultivators is a real
dwarfing stock, which for the Plum would
correspond with the Quince for Pears and the
Paradise for Apples. 8uch a stock is yet undis-
covered and is much to be desired. Of course
some of the stocks I have named will carry
trees of much more vigorous habit than others,
and the intelligent nurseryman does not dream
of using the same stock for his trained wall and
espalier trees as that which he uses for stan-
dard trees

; at the same time the difference is

not so great as we could wish, and a really
dwarfing stock would be a great boon. Bud-
ding is done about July, when the bark will run
readily from the stock and the buds are suffi-

ciently ripe. I need not go into the detail of
the operation, as everyone is conversant with
it, but I may say in passing that no matter how
well the buds are put in, unless they are pro-
perly tied afterwards and a wrap of the tying
material passed just above the bud, so as to
properly hold together the lips of the incision
on the stock, the result will be failure. If the
buds are inserted too early they will in all

probability make growth the same season (which
is undesirable), and if inserted too late there is

great difficulty in getting them in properly, and
very few will grow ; what is needed is just a
sutticient movement of sap to permit of the bark
running freely and to nourish the newly-in-
serted bud without exciting it into growth.
In a showery season, when the stocks are swell-
ing after budding, care must be taken to loosen

the ties before they cut into the stock, but
they should not be removed altogether, or the
buds, being dormant, will be thrust out. This
is often a cause of serious loss ; the ties .should
be taken off and replaced, wrapping and tying
lightly. Grafting is done in the spring, and,
as a rule with propagators, is only made use of

to make good the failure amongst stocks which
were budded the preceding sununer. Of course,
where it is desirable to re-work trees of some
age, grafting is the means to employ, but the
Plum does not lend itself to this operation like

the Pear and Apple, and the results are SBldom
satisfactory. I may just .say, whilst upon the
subject of grafting, that I have searched a good
many authorities upon this question, and they
almost all recommend that the cuttings to be
used as grafts should be in as dormant a state

as possible ; most of them say that they should
be cut off in December or January and taken
care of until required. With one exception,
which I will give, the whole of the authorities,

both new and old, that I have consulted are
agreed upon this point—dormant they must be.

But does this well-received statement rest upon
any solid foundation ! For fifty years we have
discarded it at Ohilwell, and my foreman (who
has been with us forty-two years) tells me that
his predecessor always ti:iok his cuttings as he
was ready for them, excepting, of course, in sea-

sons when the weather was very mild and buds
began to develop too much, in which case he
cut them off' and Ijuried them in a cool place for

a few days, but never for more than a week, or
at the outside a fortnight, before grafting.

Again, one reads that when it is necessary to

re-work old trees, the stocks should be headed
back early in the winter to prevent the move-
ment of the sap ; this is manifestly absurd, as

the end of the branches so cut back would dry
up, and it would be impossible to insert grafts

unless they were again cut back some 12 inches

to get fresh wood. I was so much impressed
with the constantly reiterated advice to have
one's grafts in a dormant state, that I made the
experiment one year of having them cut oft' a

month before they were recjuired and laid in

damp sand until the time for grafting. Unfortu-
nately, like some other experimentalists, I

started on a large scale, and the result was
most disastrous ; we had the worst failure that

we have ever known with the prepared grafts
;

whereas those taken in the usual way were as

good as need be. I have already said I found
one exception to the advocates for early cutting

and retarding grafts ; in M. Edouard Pynaert's

book, " L'Amateur du Fruit," he quotes from
the writings of M. Carriere, a Belgian amateur,
to the efl'ect that contrary to the usual practice

he never cuts his grafts until the moment when
he wishes to use them, and the only ca'-:e in

which he would use grafts, other than freshly

cut, is when one receives them at a time when
it is not possible to use them immediately, or

when the work has unavoidably to be d(jne very
late. It is needless to state that this ipiestion

of dormant grafts applies to all kinds of fruit

trees which are usually propagated by grafting.

Passing from the subject of propagation to that

of

Planting and Subsequent Management,

we find that as a rule Plums succeed best when
grown in an unrestricted form ; they are im-
patient of close pruning, under which treat-

ment they frequently gum ;
consequently most

market growers plant them as bushes or halt-

standards, and after cutting back the shoots for

a couple of years, so as to form well-balanced

trees, they leave them, so far as pruning is

concerned, severely alone. In our gardens we
frecpiently see closely-pruned pyramids, but

rarely do these carry fruit, for the Plum, being
somewhat rampant in its growth, when closely
pruned makes strong shoots at the expense of
fruit buds ; the only remedy is to lift trees
which are required for pyramids several times
whilst young, and thus check the root action
and thr(.iw them into bearing, and under this
treatment and with a favourable climate tlij

finest quality of fruit can be grown. From the
Trent to the Lowlands of Scotland all the best
varieties of Plums reiiuire and deserve a wall to
bring them to perfection ; many of our old
gardens are provided with tine walls, and a few
are covered with fine trees, but in the majority
of old gardens which it has been my lot to see
the wall trees (more especially in the case of
Plums) can only by courtesy be called trained
trees. It is true that the stems are fastened in
some way to the wall, but the spurs are so far
away as to be almost outside any beneficial
efl'ect of the radiated heat therefrom, and, as a
rule, if the wall be of moderate height the lower
half of the tree upon it is devoid of spurs, and
the larger part of the whole tree is above the wall
altogether. I have seen wires placed above the
wall and the shoots trained thereon carrying an
excellent crop of fruit, but one could scarcely
call this wall fruit. The reason of this state

of things is, first, the naturally strong growth
of the Plum

; and secondly, the method of

training. This is usually the fan system, in

which t!ie shoots are ti'ained at a natural angle
to the stem of the tree, and which, consequently,
permits the sap to follow its natural course of

rushing up into the leading shoots ; this can
easily be obviated by adopting the horizontal
method of training, which, by laying the shoots
at right angles to the stem of the tree, checks
the flow of the sap and causes them to make
fruit-spurs. This system has also the great
advantage of covering the wall from base to

summit, instead of wasting the lower portion,
and of disposing the branches at equal distances

from each other over their whole length, instead
of being overcrowded at their base, as in the
case of fan-trained trees. Being the first pro-

pagator to recommend and distribute horizon-
tally-trained Plum trees, I would say that they
are in every way as well adapted for this form
of culture as the Pear or Apple, and just as it

is now quite the exception to find these latter

trained for walls or espaliers in any other way
than horizontally, so I believe in the near
future will it be quite the exception to find a

fan-trained Plum. It will occur to everyone
that these remarks upon training apply with
special force to those walls which are of a

medium height, say 7 feet to 10 feet, but they
also apply to higher walls, inasmuch as a large

proportion of the space is wasted when it has
nothing upon it but naked stems ; it will also

be apparent that the so-called horizontally-

trained trees which are grown in France, and
which some cultivators have adopted in this

country, which have their branches trained at

an angle of some 4.5° from the stem, do not
check the flow of .sap, and thus cause fertility,

in the way that training at right angles to the

stem does, and that beyond the fact of their

branches being equidistant at all parts, they
have no advantages over fan-trained trees. I

may say in passing that the pruning of the side

shoots upon trained trees is better done with
the finger and thumb, in the way of pinching

young growths, than by the subsequent use of

the knife. It is not possible in a paper like

the present to go fully into the details of

Pruning, Training, and Management

of the Plum, but I have selected a few points

which I conceived to be of interest, mainly from
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the fact that they differ in some measure from

tht' usuallj' accepted methods. T will therefore

break oti' here and say a few words about the

habits of certain varieties and on general

nianageiueut. Plums .are, as a rule, very pro-

litic, and the heaviest croppin;^ varieties have
tlie habit of carryins^ enormous crops every

alturnate year, thus causing an over-abundant
supply one season and a dearth the next. For-

tun.ately this does not always occur over the

whole country at the same time, or the result

would be serious ; still, this habit has to a cer-

tain extent deterred market growers from
planting this fruit as extensively as they other-

wise would have done. It is generally said that

spring frost is the cause of these frequent

failures, but it is undoubtedly often the result

of over-exhaustion from the excessive crop

carried the previous year ; and when by any
natural cause the crop is reduced by one half,

the trees will cari'y fruit the succeeding year
without taking a season's rest. Many people

are fully aware of this fact, and yet but few,

comjiaratively, make any use of their know-
ledge. A market grower in my neighbourhood
tolil me some time ago that for many years he
had thinned all the fruit <m his Plum trees,

and that he never did anything which paid him
.so well. He connnencod one season when the

trees were so laden that the branches resembled
ropes of Onions, and removed more than half

the fruit just before the stones began to harden.
Tliis green fruit he took to market, and it was
eagerly bought up for cooking and preserving

;

the money he realised well repaid his labour.

Then when the fruit was ripo and the market
was glutted with under.sized, ill-coloured fruit,

the hucksters actually cpiarrelled to obtain his

tine well-coloured fruit, and pulled his baskets
out of the carts before he could unload. This
bears out my statement that there is always a

market for good fruit. Furthermore, he said

that the following year his neighbours just over
the hedge had their ill-developed and half-

starved bloom destroyed by frost, whilst his

came through the ordeal in safety, and he had
quite enough left to give an excellent crop. I

quote this to show what may be done on a

large scale, and of course such practice is even
still more applicable to private gardens. No
douljt very many gardeners regularly thin their

fruit in the manner indicated, but, alas ! one's

observation compels one to say that many more
never attempt it. Before leaving the subject

of market growers and that nightmare called

glutted markets, I would just point out that

one cause of glutted markets is to be found in

the fact that planters have confined themselves
too much to one or two varieties of Plums. In
the midlands and south of Scotland I should
say that ninety Victorias are planted as against

ten of any otlier variety, with the result that
the fruit often makes a poor price, whilst a
week or so before and after Victorias are in the
market Plums sell well. Again, much may be
done to improve the quality of the fruit grown,
both by thinning, as already mentioned, and
also by feeding the trees, when they have a full

crop, with mulchings of manure. I would sug-

gest also the feasibility of establishing, close to

the fruit grounds, jam-making factories (either

by individual or co-operative enterpi-ise), where,
favoured with our clieajj sugar, the surplus
fruit could be utilised and subsequently sold at

a profit, instead of being rushed off to London
and sold at such a price as will not cover cost

of transport and agents' commission. These
factories have been successfully established in

many districts, and will doubtless extend in

course of time. Fruit pulp is also made and
sold by auction. In March last, at Lenham,

near Maidstone, amongst other prices realised'

Damson l>ul|) made 40s. a ton, Victoria Plum
up to ,S7s. (>1., Green Gage 50s., Raspbeny
£'l".l, and Black Currant £45. In giving a few
descriptions of Plumo and their habits, it must
of course lie understood that I speak of them
as they demean themselves in the midlands, for

some varieties which fail with us are most valu-

able in the more favoured southern counties.

It would be out of place to attempt a catalogue,

and I shall only mention briefly our

Leading Varieties.

Tile heaviest croppers and those most usually

selected for market planting are Rivers' Early

Prolific, The Czar, Victoria, Diamond, Prince
Englebert, and Monarch. Rivers' Early is

perhaps the most profitable of any Plum (where

it will succeed), from the fact of its early

season, and also that there are so many soils

and situations wliere it is quite useless to plant

it. The other varieties named are all heavy
bearers, and will flourish in almost any soil.

In addition to these, Caledonian or Goliath,

Gi.sbornc's, Pond's Seedling, and Sultan

are all reliable cooking varieties, succeeding

well .as standards. Orleans and Cox's Emperor
are heavy bearers, but liable to crack in wet
seasons ; they do best on warm soils. Prince

of ^^'ales, which belongs to the same family, I

have long discarded from its being so tender ; in

severe winters both old and young trees are

often killed. White Magnum Bonum is a fine

fruit, and in some localities a good orchard

Plum, but with me it does not produce a crop

oftener than every third year upon an average.

Johnny Roe, previously mentioned, is a large,

coarse, reddish purple Plum of poor quality
;

but, being a great cropper, is largely grown in

Nottinghamshire ; the fruit is sent ott" to the
" Black Country," where possibly they have
nothing better. Our best dessert Plums in the

open are Jefferson, Early Transparent, and
Dove Bank. Jefferson is one of the best all-

round Plums we possess, and many growers
would name Dove Bank as a suitable com-
panion. Some authorities say that this variety

is synonymous with Caledonian—as they say

Sharpe's Emperor is synonymous with Victoria
;

the reason of this is that they have not seen

the true variety, and even to-day many cultiva-

tors supply Caledonian for Dove Bank. The
true variety was grown and distributed by
Spencer, of Ilkeston, the raiser of Spencer's

Favourite Apple, and is said to have lieen found

growing on the banks of the Derbyshire Dove.

It difl'ers from Caledonian in growth, and
whereas the leaf-glands of that variety are well

developed and red in colour. Dove Bank has

small ill-developed glands of a pale colour

;

with regard to the fruit there is no comparison
between the two. Caledonian is a somewhat
coarse cooking Plum, Dove Bank is a splendid

coi.iking Plum, and good enough for dessert.

Sharpe's Emperor, just referred to, is a second-

rate Plum, resembling Victoria in appearance,

but very inferior in point of cropping and
(piality, a decided clingstone, often gumming
at the stone, and ripening a fortnight later than
its supposed synonym ; not worthy of cultiva-

tion. Early Transi^arent is a most abundant
cropper, and does well in all forms. Green
Gage succeeds best where some chalk is present

in the st)il ; in most parts of the midlands it

carries a good crop in the open once in six

years. I see in a recent work upon fruits tlie

name of Washington Plum amongst the cooking
varieties, and the same thing occurs in the re-

port of the Plum Congress, Edinburgh, 18811.

This must surely be a mistake, for when this

variety favours us with a crop it is most de-

licious. I am quite unable to say how often it

crops in the open, but I have known a very
large tree in one of our orchards for thirty

years, and only once has it been my pleasure

to taste the fruit from it. One year in the
seventies it was fidl, and I spent most of an
afternoon in its shade. My foreman says it

also bore a crop about the time I was in short
clothes, but with these two exceptions it has
been resting, so that one may expect it to

attain a vigorous old age. In the craze which
has prevailed of late years for everything large

in the way of fruit, some of the smaller varie-

ties have been somewhat overlooked. I think
of this class, St. Etienne, Oueen of IMirabelles,

and Winesour are well worthy of notice. The
two former are pretty little yellow Plums,
ripening in Jul}' and early August, very accept-

able for dessert, and most delicious as bottled

fruit. Winesour, as all connois.seurs know, is

without a rival for preserving. The Plums I

have hitherto named all succeed as standards in

the open, although many of them are well

worthy of a position on a wall, but those

usually selected for walls are as follows ; Coe's

Golden Drop, which is, perhaps, our best Plum
for this mode of culture, closely followed in point

of merit by Deniston's Superb, Kirke's, and
Jeft'erson, all of which are of the highest quality

and heavy bearers ; Early Transparent Gage is

also most fertile and of good flavour ; Green
(^age, Brj'anston, Reine Claude de Bavay, and
Reine Claude Violette are all excellent, but not
quite such sure cropper.s. The foregoing are

all worthy of a south or south-west wall. I

would say here that it seems to me incompre-
hensible that planters should persist in plant-

ing such Plums as Victoria on a south wall,

where they are quite out of place and the fruic

they produce is so " mealy " as to be almost
uneatable, and yet one sees hundreds of them
in this position ; on a north or east wall they

do well. Space forbids my giving lists for

each aspect, nor can I mention more varieties.

I might easily extend the list, but have con-

fined my remarks to the cream of those kinds
grown in the midlands. I must, however, say

a word about a Plum which has, at a some-
what recent date, been honoured by an award
from this society. I refer to Early Favourite.

This variety has been before the public for

nearly forty years, and has been discarded by
nearly every cultivator on account of its ex-

treme shyness. I think, therefore, a note of

caution is not out of place. I have reserved

the

Damsons

for a word to themselves. From a profitable

point of view I should certainly not have placed

them last, for I know no fruit that, taking the

average of seasons, pays the same amount of

money as the Damson. By far tlie most popular
variety in the midlands is the Damascene,
Cheshire, Shropshire, or Prune, and many a

cottager pays his rent year by year from some
half-dozen trees in his garden. The demand
for the fruit is very great ; in seasons of great

plenty the dyers purchase them by the ton and
—may we whisper it ?

—" port wine " is said to

be manufactured therefrom ; but apart from
this there is always a very large sale in our
northern towns for cooking, preserving, and
bottling. The fruit ripens at a time when
nearly all other Plums are over, and when,
fortunately, our home-grown fruit meets with

no competition from abroad. Damsons are

grown in America, but they seem to be confined

to the English-speaking race, and I never heard

of their being grown on the Continent.

Bradley's King of Damsons is an excellent

variety, an early and heavy bearer, of good
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quality, ripening a little earlier than the Dama-
scene, and will doubtless become a popular

kind. The famous Crittenden or Farleigh Pro-

liSc the dwellers in the midlands will have

none of, and although the nurseryman may
propagate, the planters will not purchase. I

have .spoken of the Damascene as the Prune.

It is sometimes called by this name, but it is,

of course, quite distinct from the true Here-
fordshire Prune, of the merits of which I can-

not as yet say much. Mr. Smith, of Jlentmore,

kindly sent me some trees about twelve years

ago, but althougli they have grown freely and
made fine trees, they have up to now failed to

produce fruit. At Mentmore I hear this variety

crops well and is much esteemed. Damsons
are useful for planting on the outsides of Plum
orchards, as they form a good shelter from the

wind for the other trees. It is generally con-

ceded that all fruit trees do better on cultivated

land than upon land which is grass, but the

Plum is, perhaps, of

all others essentially

a fruit for cultivated

orchards or gardens.

Where cattle have
access to the trees

they often damage
them to a serious ex-

tent. Plums should be
gathered with the aid

of a step-ladder, or two
ladders fastened to-

gether at the top, for

as the wood is brittle,

a heavy ladder placed

against the trees will

frequently break them,
especially in a young
plantation. The fruit,

when required for

market, should be
gathered before it is

fully riije ;
great loss

is frequently entailed

by neglect of this pre-

caution, not only to

the grower himself,

but also to other con-

signers, as fruit placed

upon the market in

inferior condition has
always a tendency
to lower the general

prices. Where fruit

can be carefully gath-

ered and conveyed by
one's own vehicle to

market, so as to pre-

serve the bloom, it

will always command
it is surprising that

taken by the average
little points. It is scarcely necessary to add
that these remarks apply with still stronger
force to fruit grown for private use. If the
trees are looked over several times, instead of

gathering all the fruit at once, the season of

each variety is considerably pi-olonged. In
gathering Plums for dessert, they should be
pulled in tlie early morning whilst cool, and
handled with the utmost care. When placed
upon the table they should be in dishes, with
only one layer of fruit resting upon a few
leaves. Presented in this way, \\ith all their

bloom upon them, they are tempting to the
most epicurean ; but when one sees them
rubbed, shinj', and piiled up into a pyramid,
one is apt to be reminded of the polished fruit

tine sees in the markets, and to pass them by
untasted.

With regard to the

Newer Varieties

distributed in this country, we have a fair

number on trial, but I take it the consideration
of their merits or shortcomings falls rather
within the scope of a paper upon " New Fruits"
than in the present article. With regard to the
Japanese Plums, I cannot say much from per-

sonal observation. I purchased several varie-

ties, but they succumbed to the severity of our
winters in less than two years. The majority
died the first season, and the i emainder dragged
on an enfeebled existence, until the next winter
promptly ended their sufferings. Our American
fritnds speak very highly of Burbank (a

Japanese variety imported by Mr. Luther
Durbank), which they describe as "entirely
hardy." The fruit, as coloured in "U.S.A.
Department of Agriculture's Report upon
Pomology," much resembles Orleans, but is

\evy cause it arises that one so frequently sees
the trees at this season of the year smothered
up with aphis. The sluggard says they will do
no harm, but the careful cultivator knows full

well that they will weaken the shoots, prevent
their ripening, and so destroy the cliance of

either fruit or good growth in the coming season.

APPLE TREES IN BLOOM.
The accompanying illustration shows a charm-
ing spring picture that tells its own story and
needs no detailed description. The beautiful
and the useful are here blended in the happiest
way, and the picture is full of suggestiveness,
especially for those who have small gardens
from which they wish to realise the fullest

measure of use and beauty. The espalier form
of Apple tree is admirably adapted to gardens
of limited space, whilst if the trees are planted
about a vard from the edge of the walk the

An old espalier Apple tree in hloom.

an extra price, and
more pains are not
grower upon these

redder in colour. It remains to be seen whetlier

it is liardy in this country. Mr. Bux'bank,

whose experimental grounds are at Santa Rosa,
California, has raised a considerable number of

hybrids between the American and .Japanese

races of Plums, and also some cross-bred Prunes,

which he describes as of great merit. I cannot
speak of any of them from personal observation.

In conclusion, may I say a word about the

value of the Plum for filling up gaps in old

orchards. Most practical orchardists know how
useless it is to replant Ajiple trees on the site

where Apples have been grown previously

(though, alas, there are hundreds, perhaps
tbou.sands, of trees condemned to a lingering

death each year from lack of this knowledge) ;

whereas Plums will grow very well in such

places if the land be fairly fertile. I have
omitted to say anything about the enemies of

the Plum ; they are not many, and most of

them easily destroyed. Perhaps from this

intervening space makes a convenient flower

border. In the instance here shtjwn, the asso-

ciation of Narcissi and Apple blossom must have

given a delightful and harmonious feature of

refined colour, and many such spring pictures

could be created with the variety of spring-

fiowering things upon which we can draw. The
season when Apples bloom is one of the most
charming times in the garden year, and whether
we garden for pleasure or profit, the beauty of

Apple blossom appeals irresistibly to us.

The Nectarine Peach.—No one can go far

wrong in adding this excellent variety to his

collection, as from a long experience with late

Peaches on open walls it has proved itself one of

the best. In a case or late Peach house it is a

splendid fruit ; indeed, I consider it the best

flavoured lute September Peach we have, either

under glass or on a suitable wall. I ha\e this

variety on two aspects in the open, one on
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the south-west and another due south, and last

summer the fruits on both were over bj' the end
of September owing to the heat. In most years

tlie trees on the west wall carry the supply into

the early part of October. The fruits are very

large when grown under glass, with a smooth.
Nectarine-like skin. At the season named it is

richly flavoured. To get tine fruit in the open
the tree should be given ample space, as it crops
freely. I find it rarely fails to set even in adverse

seasons —W.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March H.
AsuTiiicii full meeting was held on the above date,

the Drill Hall being tilled almost to overflowing,

both the tables and ground space being made the
best possible use of. The attendance of Fellows
was most gratifying. It was, however, very un-
fortunate that a thick and typical London fog
prevailed for the bast part of the meeting. This,
during the time the committees were sitting, was
such as to defy any proper estimate being taken
of the comparative merits or otherwise of the
respective colours in many of the exhibits. It

was worse than semi-darkness, whilst the choking
.sensation peculiar to these fogs helped to intensify
the unpleasantness. If ever the great need of the
practical application of the electric light was
demonstrated, it was at this meeting. Perhaps the
most popular exhibits on this occasion were the
two splendid displays of cut Roses from Canter-
bury and Waltham Cross. These were specially
good, the former being the most varied, with
many of the blooms cut with long stems. Thus
they displayed their peculiar beauties to much
better advantage. A grand lot of the
tinest forms of Amaryllis was sent up from
W'estonbirt, the flowers bearing no evidence
of the long journey. Of Clivias there was a splen-
did bank of plants of the finest varieties from
Chelsea. The exhibit of Clematises was re-

peated from Edmonton, producing a beautiful
efTect as arranged upon the floor. The display of

bulbous plants, as Hyacinths from Waltham Cross,
Tulips from Southgate, and DaB'odils from Tot-
tenham and elsewhere, was most profuse. It
was gratifying to see Messrs. Paul and Son again
staging their Hyacinths. Roses in pots came also
from this source. Of florists' flowers there were
groups of Cyclamens and Cinerarias, a specially
good one of the latter coming from Farnham
Royal, the plants, singularly dwarf and com-
pact, bearing large, well - formed blossoms.
Some grand spathes of the yellow Calla were
to be seen from Higbgate, from whence also
came the old-fashioned, but beautiful, Thyrsacan-
thus rutilans, now very rarely seen. A fine group
of typical decorative Ferns came from the same
source as on the last occasion.
Orchids were not, strange to say, so numerous

as on the last occasion
; possibly it may be

attributed to the keen frosty air of the mornint's
just recently. The only group of any moment
was one from Enfield, set up in good style. The
individual exhibits, too, were not at all numerous,
one of the most distinct being an absolutely pure
white (so far as could be discerned) form of l)en-
drobium nobile. Neither fruits nor vegetables
claim much notice. The flavour classes still con-
tinue, but the winning kinds are chiefly old sorts.

The best exhibit in the way of fruit was a boxful
of punnets of Royal Sovereign Strawberry from
Syon Gardens.
The lecture on this occasion was upon "Soils,

their Composition and Treatment," the attendance
at which was good.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were adjudged to the
following :

—
Den'drobium >-obile AsnwoETHi.wcM.—This

is a distinctly shaped flower, having very fow of
the characteristics of the typical D. nobile. The

sepals and petals are pure white, with the twisted
appearance of those of D. tortile. The petals

have the characteristics of that species. The lip

differs from that of the typical D. nobile in

its open characters at the base. It is wholly
white and one of the broadest we have seen. A
small plant with six flowers was sent from Mr. E.

Ashworth, Harefield Hall, W'ilmslow.
Od(ixtoi;lossi"m ckisi'Im Princess Ciibistian.

—This is one of the most beautiful of the spotted

section. The ground colour of the sepals is

white, slightly sufl'used with rose and heavily

blotched with chocolate-brown. The finely shaped
petals are white, much fringed at the edges. It

has numerous dark brown spots in the centre, the
lip white, shading to yellow at the base, with a

brown blotch in the centre. The lip had some of

the characteristics of O. Wilckeanum and certainly

was not that of a true O. crispum. The plant
carried a raceme of twelve flowers. From Baron
Schrader.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-

ing:—
ODONTOi:LOSSrM IlVBRIDrM Asil WORTIIIANVM.

—

A distinct and beautiful natural hybrid of the

O. aspersum section. The sepals are deep brown,
marbled with greenish yellow, the petals rose,

lighter at the base, where it has numerous
spots of dark brown : the lip is bright rose, shad-

ing to clear yellow on the disc, the side lobes

yellow, lined with brown. The small plant
carried a spike of two flowers. It very much
resembles 0. aspersum violaceum. From Mr. E.

Ashworth.
Odontoiilossum Rociifordiant'm.—This is a

very distinct and beautiful variety of the O.
Hunnewellianum section. The sepals are bufl'-

yellow, with a slight suffusion of purple, heavily

barred and blotched with dark brown ; the petals

buft'-yellow, with a slight purple suffusion and
thickly covered with small purple spots; the lip

yellow, much fringed at the margin, and having
"bright pur[)le spots. The plant carried a raceme
of fifteen flowers. From -Mr. T. Rochford, Turn-
ford Hall, Broxbourne.

Oxriiin'M ci-crLL.wuM Pn.iL.i;Norsis (Brandt's

var.).—This resembles the typical form of this

species, but with richer spottings. From Frau
Ida Brandt, Switzerland.

Messrs. Hugh Low and Co. sent an interesting

group, consisting principally of fine forms of Cat-

tleya Trian.-u in large specimens and remarkably
well flowered. A grand form of C. Mendeli, and
a distinct form of C. Schrcederte with nearly

white flowers were also shown. Among the })en-

drobiums was a finely-flowered U. Boxalli, a
natural hybrid between D. Devonianum and I).

crjstallinum. In this the sepals and petals are

white, tipped and heavily sufl'used with rose, the

broad open lip having a deep pink tip, behind
which is a broad white band in front of the bright

yellow disc. It has several small bars of purple
at the base. Finely-flowered plants of D. Devoni-

anum, Ada aurantiaca, good forms of Odonto-
glossum crispum, a dark form of O. triumphans,
0. Rossi majus, O. aspersum (with three flowers),

a finely-flowered plant of O. Edwardi, and some
good plants of Co'logyne cristata alba were also

included. Among Phalajnopsids were fine forms
of P. Stuartiana and a dark variety of P. inter-

media Portei. Several distinct and beautiful

Cypripediums were also included. A silver Bank-
sian medal was awarded. Messrs. B. S. \Villiams

and Son sent a small group consisting of several

plants of Cd'Iogyne cristata alba, a plant with
seven flowers on the spike of Phaius Norman,
some fine plants of Calanthe Williamsi, and a

distinct form of Zygopetalum Perrenoudi, the

sepals and petals brown, marbled with greenish

yellow ; the lip rich purple with a blue sufl'usion,

margined with white at the apex. Several fine

hybrid Cypripediums were also included.

Mr. H. T. Pitt sent Odontoglossum excellens

(Rosslyn var.). This is no doubt the finest of the

section, the sepals and petals beautifully round,
bright yellow spotted with dark brown ; the
large lip also is yellow, spotted with brown. The
plant carried a raceme of ten flowers. Mr. J. T.

Gabriel sent a distinct form of Cattleya Trianse ;

the sepals and petals of fine form and substance,

very delicate rose in colour. The lip has a dis-

tinct blotch of purple in the centre, and was also

fine in substance. Mrs. Joad, Patching, Worthing,
sent Cymbidium eburneo-Lowianum and a three-

flowered raceme of C. eburneum. Dr. F. Hills,

Campljell Road, Croydon, sent Odontoglossum
miniatum with a raceme of ten brown and yellow

flowers. Mr. J. Drew, Bromsgrove, sent Odonto-
glossum crispum roseum with nine flowers on
the spike. Sir T. Lawrence sent Masdevallia

Pourbaixi (M. Veitchi x M. Shuttleworthi) with

seven flowers, having the intermediate character-

istics of the parents : a fine form of M. Veitchi,

three finely flowered plants of Epidendrum
Endresi, Sarcochilus llartmaiii, and Epidendrum
vancosum.

Floral Committee.

The following were given an award of merit :
—

Am.-vrvllis Beacon.—This is a magnificent

variety with splendidly formed flowers of an in-

tense "glowing crimson, the same hue pervading

the flower to the verv base of the trumpet.

From Captain Holford," Westonbirt (Mr. Clap-

man, gardener).

Amaryllis Clonia.—A delicate white, veined

in a remarkable manner with bright vermilion.

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Amaryllis Tacola.—Of the richest shade of

vermilion-scarlet, with white central band and

fainter stripes and reticulations. From Messrs.

Veitch and Sons.

Amaryllis Ideala.—White, with scarlet blotch

and similarly veined. From Messrs. Veitch and

Sons.
Clivia Favoi'rite.—This is remarkable for the

exceptional shade of colour—a sort of salmon-

buff, with a shading of yellowish buff that is

distinct and pleasing. From Messrs. Veitch and

Sons.
CuviA Optima.-A head of bloom of immense

size and flowers of the finest form, deep orange in

colour, with yellow base. From Messrs. Veitch

and Sons.
Dr.vcjena Exquisite.-This is one of the finest

we have seen for some time, the plants being

vigorous, yet compact.'and of a gracefully recurv-

ing habit of growth. The predominant colour is

pale green with broad vivid scarlet margin when

mature, but creamy white in the more youthful

stages. From Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

A/..ALEA JAPONICA RUBRA.-This IS of the small-

flowered group with a leaning to A. annvna type

both in leaf and flower, except that the latter is

much larger and of a reddish scarlet hue. Froiu

Mr. Nicholson, Basing Park (gardener, Mr. W.
Smythe).
Hyacinth City ok Haarlem.—This is the most

pronounced of the yellow kinds we have seen, the

truss well developed and fine, as also are the

blossoms individually. From Jlessrs. Wm. Paul

and Son, Waltham Cross.

One of the features of the exhibits on this occa-

sion was the really magnificent group of Hippe-

astrums (Amaryllis) from Captain Holford, of

Westonbirt (Mr. A. Chapman, gardener). It is

well known these jjlants have been a leading

feature at Westonbirt for many years, while the

unequalled success that has been achieved by Mr.

Chapman in hybridising the flower in question is

shown in the noble examples brought to the Drill

Hall this week. The fine bold spikes, and,

not least, the great massive blooms in their

indescribable colours, are not elsewhere to be

seen. The variety Beacon is one of the

most conspicuous of the glowing crimson

shades, but it is closely followed by several

others equally fine. For instance, J. O'Brien is

of the same hue of colour. In this variety Mr.

Chapman considers he has attained the very acma

of perfection, and that he will not be able to

surpass it either in form, colour or substance.

Other very fine kinds are Sybil, vermilion, niar-

gined with purest white; Vesuvius, deepest crim-

son ; Virginie, white and scarlet ; and Coquette,

scarlet, banded and reticulated with white.
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Considerable interest was aloo created by Mr.

Chapman bringing an example of the variety that

imparted this deep intense crimson glow to many
of the finest forms. Side by side with much of

its progeny it is small and comparatively of litt'e

value ; still, the colour is there. A silver-gilt

Flora medal was awarded this fine group. From
Walthara Cross Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son
brought pot Roses, chiefly Hybrid Teas, and a
splendid bank of well-flowered Hyacinths. The
Roses were arranged near the entrance in nearly
half circular groups, a b.ackground of Aralia Sie-

boldi assisting to reflect the many charming tints

of the Roses shown. On one side Enchantress
was in strong force, a splendidly flowered group
of well-grown plants representing this variety

alone. This is a most welcome winter Rose, and
with age the ])lants develop greater freedom
while increasing in size of bloom, quite small
plants carrying a score of well-finished flowers.

Other kinds noted were Sylph, blush, very full ;

Mrae. Jules Grotez, rosy peach: Souvenir de
Mme. Eugene Verdier, Souvenir de President
Carnot, very fine ; and Charlotte Guillemot, white.

Then immediately to the left were some 'ilKJ

pots of Hyacinths, well grown and e(|ually

well flowered—indeed, particularly so for the
middle of March. One noticeable feature was the
increased number of yellow kinds, of which Adeline
Ristori, Citj' of Haarlem and Stirling Beauty were
the best. Of course, theleading kinds in every shade
were well represented throughout, such fine

whites as La Grandesse, Anna, and British Queen
ever attracting attention, a similar remark ap-
plying to the blue, lilac, and pink shades. A
silver-gilt Flora medal was awarded the combined
groups herein named. The display of Roses from
Mr. G. Mount, of Canterbury, appeared to sur-

pass itself on this occasion, and in truth it is very
doubtful whether the bo.x of Mr.-s. John Laing at
any season of the year could be equalled. A
finer lot it would be difficult to imagine, so

uniform in colour and .size, the clear pink shade
lovely. Equally good were those on long stems,
only much more imposing, these being asso-

ciated with such as Capt. Hayward, La France,
&c. Other boxes contained a mixed assortment
of kinds, Catherine Mermet, Mrs. W. J. Grant,
Ethel Brownlow, and Comtesse de Nadaillac
being among the best blooms (silver-gilt Flora
medal). Cyclamens, though by no means in such
strong force as on the last occasion, were shown
in perfect condition by the St. George's Nursery
Company, Hanwell, who brought a group of

about 100 splendid plants. The masses of bloom
and the size of blossom were remarkable not in

one or two, but throughout. The pure whites,

crowded as they were with blossoms, were grand,
so also the pink and rose shades as well as the
ruby and crimson forms. A silver-gilt Flora
medal was here awarded. A group of Cinerarias
from Messrs. J. James and Son, Farnham Royal,
Slough, quite sustained the excellence of past
years. The dwarf, compact habit of the strain is

a notable feature throughout, many of the plants
being not more than 9 inches high, pot and all,

while none exceeded 12 inches high. Size of

flower as well as decisive colouring cannot
fail to attract, many blossoms by actual
measurement exceeding 3h inches across, some
of the very finest being pure white kinds
with violet-coloured disc. Some of the shades
are exceptionally rich, while that perfect for-

mation and definition of colouring so much
sought after by florists were represented in a
high degree. This fine group contained nearly
•JOO plants. A silver-gilt Flora medal was de-
servedly awarded. Messrs. Veitch and Sons
brought a magnificent group of Clivias, in all

some sixty large specimens, that made a really

bold and telling display. The trusses in many
instances were enormous. Near by were a few
shrubs, such as Pyrus floribunda atrosanguinea,
Corylopsis pauciflora, with yellowdrooping flowers;

Lindera sericea, Clematis Nellie Moser, and C.

Marcel Moser, the former pinkish white, with
deep pink band ; the latter, with broader petals,

being, more strongly flushed throughout with a

deeper pink shade. Both kinds are acquisitions

to this race, and will be eagerly sought after.

A basket of Shortia galacifolia in flower was also

shown (silver Flora medal).

Messrs. Hi'l and Sons, Edmonton, brought
another of their characteristic groups of Ferns,
mostly small and medium-sized plants. Among
these a large basket, some 4 feet across, filled

with Adiantum scutum was very conspicuous, the
bronzy-red hue of the young fronds being very
striking. Davallia tenuifolia stricta is a beauti-
ful and compact kind that in some degree repre-
sents Davallia Mooreana in miniature. Very
telling also was Lastrea erythrosora, a kind
requiring not much heat, the young fronds of a
dark bronzy hue ; while Pteris nemoralis is a
marked form after the pattern of P. tricolor. On
this occasion a silver Banksian medal was awarded.
Messrs. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, brought an
interesting group of stove and greenhouse plants,

that included Pandanus, Caladiums, Crotons in

variety, sev'eral Dracajnas, such as Sanderiana,
Goldieana, &c. ,Dieff'enbachias, Azalea mollis, Calla
Elliottiana, Streptocarpus, &c. ; alsoLatania aurea,
in which the fan shaped leaves are of a pale yellow
hue. In this group a fine plant of Leea amabilis
was very conspicuous. The same firm also

exhibited examples of wreaths and other floral

designs in variety, these, together with various
bouquets, displaying considerable taste in arrange-
ment as well as in the material employed (silver

Banksian medal). A large group of named Tulips
from Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate,
occupied a considerable amount of tabling, but
by reason of the absence of sun they remained
closed during the daj'. The plants were well
grown in pots and contained many of the leading
kinds in commerce. A capital group of Cinerarias

came from Mr. John R. Box, Croydon, the strain

good and the plants well grown, \aried and free

flowering. This is undoubtedly a strain of con-

siderable merit, the flower-heads nicely raised

above the foliage without any suggestion of being
drawn.

Messrs. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, had a
large and varied group of greenhouse plants, con-

spicuous among these being Calla Elliottiana,

Acacia Drummondi, Thyrsacanthus rutilans, with
its drooping scarlet racemes ; many beautiful

Palms, and a capital lot of Malmaison Carnation
Princess of Wales and the old blush kind. Mr.
\\'. Rumsey, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross,

had a beautiful display of cut Roses mostly in

boxes. Among these, Niphetos, Mar,'chal Niel,

and Souv. d'un Ami were superb. The new H.P.
Mrs. Rumsey is a tine pink kind, rather globular
in some flowers, as in La France, but in others

expanded and cupped like Mrs. J. Laing. The
colour is very tine and tlie flowers large and of

good substance. Some fine blooms of The Queen,
Victor A'erdier, General Jacqueminot, and Mens
E. Y. Teas were included in this fine lot of some-
thing like 200 blooms (silver Flora medal). Mr.
H. B. JIa3', Dyson's Lane, Edmonton, again
brought a fine group of Clematises in flower

in many fine varieties (silver Flora medal).

Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son, Upper Hollo-

way, staged a well-flowered group of Azalea
mollis in variety, together with a capital lot of

Amaryllis of their well-known strain, Clivias,

Staphylea colchica and others. A very fine jjure

white Rhododendron called Mme. Cuvelier also

came from Holloway, the flowers \ery pure and
sweet scented. The Messrs. Low and Co., Clapton,

had a group of their well-known Carnation Winter
Scarlet in small pots.

Hardy plants were not in strong force at this

meeting, though Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt,
brought some good things. Of these, several

varieties of Saxifraga oppositifolia were notice-

able. The same group also included double
purple Primroses, Hepatica triloba, Draba Hay-
naldi, a yellow-flowered species ; Anemone Pulsa-

tilla and Androsace carnea. Another group from
Messrs. Barr and Sons was largely composed of

cut Daffodils, with some few of the rarer kinds

growing in pots. These latter included such as

Glory of Leyden, Weardale Perfection, and the

new Victoria. Gloria Mundi, C. J. Backhouse,
Mme. Plemp, Mrs. Thompson, and the pretty
frilled Scotch Daffodil, Narcissus scoticus, were
noticed among many others. Anemone fulgens in

plenty, as also C'hionodoxas, Cyclamen Atkinsi,
C. A. album, &c. , Fritillaria aurea and F. nobilis

were also shown. From Tottenham Mr. Ware
sent a large collection of hardy plants, mostly
Narcissi, in pots as well as cut, in all the leading
kinds. Miscellaneous plants were represented by
Daphne Blagayana, Primula obconica rosea, P.
floribunda, P. verticiUata, Androsace carnea
eximia (very charming). Fritillaria Meleagris and
alba. Iris persica. Orchis pallens and such-like.

Fruit Committee.

This was one of the smallest meetings as regards
exhibits that we have seen for some time past.
Strawberries from Syon being the only fruit with
the exception of that for the Veitch flavour
prizes, for which there was a fair competition in

the Apple classes, but Pears were of poor quality
in most cases.

From Syon House, Brentford, Mr. Wythes
sent half a dozen baskets of Royal Sovereign
Strawberry. The fruits were fine for the season,
large and brightly coloured, well meriting the
cultural commendation given. Mr. Shailer,
Brentford, sent a new garden cultivator, an ex-
cellent invention. This was desired to be sent
to Chiswick for trial.

The prizes for flavour brought forth nine dishes
of Apples and five of Pe.ars. In the Apple classes

Mr. J. C. Tallack, Livermere Park, Bury St.

Edmunds, was an easy first with one of the best
dishes of Lamb Abbey Pearmain we have seen,

perfect fruits in the best possible condition. Mr.
Herrin, Dropmore. was second with excellent
Sturmer Pippin. The other varieties staged were
Mannington Pearmain, White and Scarlet Non-
pareil. For Pears, Mr. Ross, Welford Park
Gardens, Newbury, was second with nice fruits of

Ne Plus Meuris. The others shown were t^hau-

montel, Beurr^ Ranee, and Bergamote d'Esperen.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The committee met at Anderton's Hotel on
Monday last, ilst inst., at 5,.i0 to transact some
business which was necessary before the adjourned
annualgeneralmeeting, Mr. P. Watererinthechair.
After the minutes had been read and confirmed,
the accounts asked for on the last occasion, to-

gether with the pass books showing the state of

the accounts opened by the society at the London
and County Bank, Ealing Branch, were laid upon
the table. The report of the schedule revision

sub-committee was read, in which it was noticed
that substantial reductions had been made in the
prize list referred back to them, a total of between
£70 and £80 having been taken out of the pre-

vious .schedule submitted. In these amounts
were included a contribution of £10 to Dahlias
and Gladioli at the September show, and £6 for

hire of plants which it was thought might well be
saved. After a somewhat protracted discussion,

Mr. D. B. Crane moved and Mr. R. Ballan-
tine seconded, "That the report of the schedule
revision sub-committee be accepted for presenta-
tion to the adjourned annual general meeting,"
and upon being put to the meeting this was
carried unanimously.
The adjourned annual general meeting was

held at (i o'clock, under the chairmanship of Mr.
T. W. Sanders, chairman of committee. The
notice convening the meeting and the minutes
were read by Mr. R. Dean, the secretary'. After
the latter had been confirmed, Mr. Brian
Wynne called attention to the remarks of a
member of the committee with reference to the
medal account, and which he thought cast a slur

upon the recipients of the medals at the conclu-

sion of the jubilee year of the society. Mr. Geo.
Gordon explained that in criticising the accounts
on the previous occasion there were two sets of

accounts, and that he in no sense referred to the
medal offered to Mr. Wynne charged in the 1896
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account. He referred specially to the medal ac-

count of 1897, and, considering the position of

the society, he thought it was hardly prudent to

make presents of gold medals and illuminated

addresses. The meeting distinctly supported this

view. Mr. R, Bean read the amended financial

statement. This showed that £.50 hud been taken
from the reserve fund and all outstanding accounts,

representing £4" 1.53. 4d., met and paid. The
difference between these accounts (£2 4s. 8d.)

Iiad been again returned to the reserve fund,
which now stood at £.5(i IDs. Id. Assets repre-

ecnting £09 Is. 4d. were detailed, and this in-

cluded an item of £20 LSs. (3d. for arrears of

members" subscriptions. The chairman formally
moved the adoption of the financial statement,
this being seconded by Mr. Beckett. A lengthy
discussion followed, many questions being asked.
Mr. Cholmeley asked whether the income of the
society was exceeded by £58, and why no
auditors' certificate was appended to the revised
financial statement. A letter was read from
tlie auditors, who explained that they did not feel

they were called upon to audit any accounts after

February 24, the date ujion which the}' had pre-

viousl}' gone into the accounts. The secretary
explained the proportionate show expenses ex-

tending over several years. Mr. .1. ^\'. Moorman
referred to the big item for exp2nses of annual
dinner, and hoped it would not figure there again.
Mr. Spicer asked whether the financial statement
was sent out with the treasurer's consent, as it

Mas not now satisfactor}'. Messrs. McKerchar,
Mills, Rundle, Tagg, Gordon and the treasurer
also spoke. Upon being put to the meeting the
financial statement was carried unanimously.

The chairman moved and Mr. Beckett seconded
the formal ado])tion of the report. To this an
amendment was proposed by Mr. Moorman and
seconded by Mr. C. E. Wilkins, that the con-

sideration of the report be deferred until after the
estimates for the present year were read. Upon a
show of hands, fifty-four were shown in favour of

the amendment and forty-six against ; the amend-
ment was therefore carried. The amended esti-

mates which had been arrived at after the deduc-
tion of some £70 to £80 from the original schedule,
showed a balance in favour of the society of some
£23. A very lengthy discussion then followed
upon the report of the committee for the past
year, and, with the deletion of one paragraph,
this was ultimately carried. Votes of thanks
were accorded the president, Mr. Starling
(treasurer), and the auditors. Mr. Beckett pro-

posed and Mr. Ballantine seconded that the
honorary degree of Fellow, a small gold medal,
and an address engrossed on vellum be presented
to Mr. J. R. Starling for his twenty years' services

to the society. This was carried unanimously.
To fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of

Mr. Starling, Mr. R. Ballantine was nominated
to fill the position of treasurer. Mr. Geo. Gordon
was also nominated for this important post. In
accordance with the rules, it was agreed to vote
by ballot upon all contested elections. Mr. T. W.
Sanders expressed a wish to retire from the chair-
manship of committee, but upon pressure of the
meeting he agreed to continue in that position for
another year, and was unanimously re-elected.

Mr. Percy Waterer also was appointed to the
vice-chair. Testimony was borne to the good
work accomplished by Mr. C. Harman-Payne as
honorarj' foreign corresponding secretary in bring-
ing the objects and aims of the society before
the Chrysanthemum - loving public throughout
the universe, and he was unanimously re-elected.

Mr. Moorman proposed and Jlr. Rundle seconded
that the secretary in future be paid, and that he
be termed the general secretary ; his remuneration
and duties to be fixed by the committee. This
resolution was carried unanimousl}'. It was pro-
posed by Mr. H. Cannell that Mr. Richard Dean
be appointed secretary, Mr. Moorman proposing
Mr. Cummins for the post.

The election of treasurer, secretary, and com- I

mittee was then submitted to ballot, Messrs. '

Crane, Willis, Swales, Berridge, and another I

being appointed scrutineers. For treasurer, Mr. '

R. Ballantine received 70 votes, and Mr. Geo.
Gordon 34 votes. For general secretary, Mr. R.
Dean received 0.3 votes, and Mr. Cummins 43
votes, the first named in each instance being de-
clared elected. For the thirteen vacancies on the
committee, the following gentlemen were elected :

Messrs. Bevan, Langdon, Taylor, Howe, Wells,
Kendall, Higgs, Turk, Simpson, CJilks, Fife,

Daniels, and Outram. The last-named tied with
Messrs. Daniels and Rowbottom, but upon the
vote of the meeting afterwards Mr. Outram was
given the preference.

The recommendation of the committee that
M. Ernst Calvat, Grenoble, be elected an honorary
Fellow of the society for his work in connection
with the Chrysanthemum was carried unani-
mously.

Notes of the Week.

Pulmonaria mollis.—The freshly formed tufts
of this plant ;ire now freely covered with the vio'et-

pnrple bloasoms. with a deep violet-blue shade in the
oar y sta^'?s, thus giving to it an aspeut of distinctness
among early ilowers.

Primula Palinuri. — When not in flower
this handsome alpine species may h? taken for

a g'j d vigorous tuft of an alpine Auricula, so free

and vigorous is it in growth. It is equally att-active

when its clear yellow flowers are well expanded. At
such a time a large plant is quite showy. It is one of

the best doers among the hardy Primulas.

Morisia hypogaea is a brilliant litt'o cmciter
for the rock garden thus early with its golden vellow
blossoms and neat prostrate habi'-. It is essentially a
plaut for carpeting bare sp^ts, and where sufficiently

plentiful this may be done with advantage. It is sur-
prising the reniarkab'e profusion of flowers a sngle
plant can produce, and when growing in deep, gritty

soil is quite content.

Anemone blanda is still very finely in flower,

more particularly where the plants were sheltered
from the recent cold spell. Some blossoms lialf ex-
panded at the time of the frost appear as though
scorched, while others scare ly above ground are now
in t^o heyday nf their beauty. This year many
flowers were open in January, but these were not
generally of good quality.

Brownea coooinea.—A very fine tree—so fa''

as examples under cultivation are confcrned—of thi^
species is now beirin? a rich profusion of brilliant

blossoms in the large Palm hnuse at Kew, and will c in-

tinue gay for some time. Indeed, so very profuse is

this kind in its flowering, that it has scarcely been
without some blooms for many weeks during the
winter—a fart thi': renders it all the more valuable.

Acer palmatum is so well known for its beauty
and grace of foliage, that it is mentioned mere'y as a
reminder of the pleasing manner such things in a
small state associate with flowering plants in the con-
servatory. It is at this time, when so many plants are
in bloom, that flowering subjects need a little more
modihcition than even their own foliage is capable of.

If only for mere restfulness to the eye, a few plants
of these beautiful Accra come as a welcome change at
such times.

Clavija macrophylla. — This very distinct
plant, so rarely seen outside the botanic garden, is

flowering freely at Kew in the large Palm house. It

is very mteresting in this species to note the remark-
able succession of axillary sprays of deep orange-
coloured flowers issuing from a tree-like stem for
several feet in length, which apparently also has long
been devoid of leafage. In the tuft or rosette of
leases that crowns the stem it is not unlike some of the
Palms, from which, however, it is quite distinct.

Bowenia speetabilis.—This is one of the best
of the Cycads for decoration, and at the same time it

is one of the most interesting bofaiiically. It has a
Turnip-like rootttock, bipinnate, dark green elegant
fronds like a gigantic Adiantum, and floral characters
like those of a Pine 1 It is a native of Australia,
where it was discovered in Queensland in 1818
by A Cuuningh^im, but it was not iutr.iduced until
nearly half a C'Utury afterwards. I lately saw some
fina plants which had been raised from imported seed.

This does not look an unlikely plant for the market
grower.—W.
Daffodils in pots.—Time after time we see

hosts of Daffodils in more or less formal bunches I

at the Drill Hall meetings that give but very little

pleasure, yet this week, by merely growing a
few bold and distinct kinds in pots, quite a
new feature was set up, simply because these
few good kinds were accompanied by their grace-
ful and beautiful foliage. 'The effect was obvious
at a glance, and attracted immediate attention.
At the same time, it was but a mere handful so
grown ; still, sufficient to demonstrate what may
be done on certain lines.

Crinum podophyllum mag'nificum. — In
this handsome and well-marked form the greenish
colouring which is characteristic of the typical
species is wanting, the tube, as also the seg-
ments, being of the purest white. Dwarf and
compact in its habit of growth, it becomes free-
flowering when the bulbs have reached a good
size. Prior to expansion the large buds are
nearly oval, and even in this stage impress one
with the beauty of the expanded flowers. A good-
sized plant of this bearing two scapes, each with
six or eight flowers, is now flowering at Kew.
Claytonia virginica is one of the most pro-

fuse, as also one of the earliest, flowers of the year,
producing from a sort of procumbent habit and
semi-succulent stems and leaves quite a profusion
of pretty pinkish white blooms. It is a true
perennial with somewhat tuberous roots, and
succeeds well in a damp peaty soih Being very
dwarf and of a spreading nature, it is scarcely
suited for any position, and does better in com-
pany with such things as Soldanellas, Sisyrin-
chium grandiflorum, and Campanula hederacea.
It is a pretty plant when grown freely in large
pans in sandy peat, flowering many weeks in suc-
cession.

Daphne Blag'ayana.—This handsome species
is now beautifully in flower in the Kew rock
garden, where a nice spreiding bush is freely
covered with its distinct creamy yellow flowers.

The above species is by no means ommon, in

large examples at any rate, which is the greater
reason for recording instances not merely of
flowering, but where the species concerned ap-
pears to enjoy full health and vigour. At such
times we caimot go far wrong liy noting exactly
the environment of any such plant, for this, I take
it, has far more to do witli success in many in-

stances than has the soil in which the roots arc
accommodated

.

Iris assyriaca.— One of your correspondents
lately asked about the hardiness of this. This
is even more vigorous than the other Juno
Irises, and I think none of this section are
at all tender. I. assyriaca makes very largo
bulbs, nearly 3 inches in diameter, and is

coming along very strongly again this year,
after two years in the border without protection.
It scarcely compares in beauty of flower with
I. sindjarensis, which is the prettiest of the blue-
tinted forms, and none of the section is so attrac-
tive a border plant as I. orchioides, for yellow
flowers are precious at this dull season when there
is little green to enhance the dull blues of the
Scillas and the purples of the Irises. — .J. N.
GERR.iRi), E/iznhef/i, Xeir Jersey.

Muscari Heldreichi.—This has now been in

bloom for a week or two, its pretty blue flowers
margined with white making a pleasing picture
in the rock garden. It is often difficult to obtain
some of the Grape Hyacinths true to name, as if

grown near each other they soon become inter-
mingled by means of the seeds finding their way
into the quarters of others. There appear to be
two varieties of M. Heldreichi. One I got from
Italy several years ago has a smaller raceme than
a form since received from Holland. The latter I

was told of by a friend, and it is certainly finer

than that which came by way of Italy. There is

no difference in the colour of the two, the length
of raceme being all that one can distinguish them
by. This Grape Hyacinth is a native of Greece.
— S. Akxott, Car.-ij/ioni, In/ Bumfrie", N.B.
Snowdrops in New Jersey.—Owing to genial

weather flowers are more plentiful outside than
usual at this season, which is often very rigorous
here. The Snowdrops have been especially good
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his year, but I find that none of the recent intro-

ductions are as reliable or increase so rapidly as

G. nivalis. This appears rather surprising, as so

many of the other species are apparently much
more vigorous and larger in all their parts—bulbs

as well as leaves. But there seems to be a loss

among ostaljlished bulbs of most kinds from year

to year, even after they should be well established.

Their permanence in the garden must evidently

depend on increase from seedlings—not a ditticult

matter, as they seed freely, being visited and fer-

tilised by a large fly, evidently the one which we
know as the Chrysanthemum iiy, from its visiting

the Chrysanthemums in the autumn. — .T. N.
Ckr.\rd, lifizahet/i, New Jersey.

Fritillaria plurifolia.—Tliis handsome spe

cies promises to be among tlie most worthy mem-
bers of this varied and beautiful race of plant.-i.

It is quite distinct from all else both in growth
and flowering, as also in the colour of the blos-

soms. In this species the usual globular or bell-

shaped blossoms are replaced by those of a delicate

soft lilac-rose, deepening at the base to a darker
purple shade. Externally, a sort of rosy-purple

hue pervades the blossoms, which occur at inter-

vals on the stem, the latter reaching about
18 inches high in the stronger examples. The
blossoms are each about '2 inches across, widely
expanded, as in Camassia, and as many flowers

are contained in the spike, a lengthened profusion

of flower is the result. This species has been
likened to F. recurva, but it is widely distinct

from this well-marked kind. An excellent group
of this is now flowering at Kew.

Rose Pauline Labonte. — This is a grand
climbing Rose for the greenhouse or conserva-
tory, and practically unknown to most of our
growers, unless they have it under another
name. I have hunted up several trade lists, but
cannot find it catalogued. Given a light position
near the glass it is scarcely ever out of flower and
of robust constitution. Lady Gertrude Rolle
brought it from France just thirty-two years ago,
and the original plant is still thriving at Steven-
stone, North Devon, the seat of the Hon. Mark
Rolle. We have a fine bush of it here under
glass which has been loaded with flowers for the
past six weeks. It roots easily from cuttings, and
is worthy of extended cultivation. It is good in

the bud, and holds on well when fully expanded.
The colour is deep flesh and very pleasing, and
the flower has a true Tea scent. I am sending a
few blooms with these notes for you to see.

—

J. M.WNE, Birton.

Dentaria polyphylla.—This very distinct
species, introduced in 1S17 from Hungary, is by
no means a common plant to-day. Judging Ijy

small floB-ering examples, the species in question
is as free in growth and as vigorous as some of
the best known kinds, and if given the same
treatment would speedily develop to a good size.

The treatment tliese Dentarias seem to enjoy is a
position uniformly cool and shaded, with that
kind of moisture so well suited to Trilliums and such
things. This and a good depth of peat, leaves and
sand, and an occasional mulching of manure in
winter, suit them well, and strong plants quickly
ensue. Even supposing it to be rare in its native
habitat, attention should be given to seeding the
above species with a view to increasing the stock.
The pendent, almost cylindrical blossoms are of
a creamy yellow. In many respects it is a very
variable plant, well deserving of general cultiva
tion.

Cypripedium Schofieldianum This lovely
hybrid, the result of a cross between C. bellatulum
and C. hirsutissimura, has been sent from the
collection of Mr. G. W. Law-Schofield, Ne%v-
hall Hey, Rawtenstall, near Manchester. It is

one of the most distinct and beautiful of the C.
bellatulum section of hybrids. The dorsal sepal
is white, shading to yellowish green in the centre
and towards the base, the whole being covered
with numerous rich purple-spotted lines. The
petals in ground colour are white, thickly covered
from the base to apex with large rich purple
spots, the lip rich brown in front, shading to

creamj' white. There is no doubt this hybrid has
considerably improved since it was exhibited at
the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
April 21, 1896, when the Orchid committee
adjudged it worthy of an award of merit. It

is a beautiful hybrid and worthy of every con-
sideration.

Pulmonaria saccharata picta.—Although
not one of the most select of our garden plants,
the Lungwort which bears this name in gardens
is not without its uses. Grown in the border in

strong soil it becomes a little coarse, but it might
be useful iu wild gardening or for planting on
grass. I grow it on the top of a rock garden, and
it is so much admired and praised by garden
visitors that it may be worth while to mention it

now that it is in bloom. In the rock garden this

Pulmonaria is somewhat dwarfed, and is at pre-

sent about II) inches high. It blooms freely and
the purple- blue flowers look very pretty beside
the green and white spotted or blotched leaves.

After the flowers are over, the stems are removed
and the lower leaves, which are mucli larger than
the upper ones, look very pretty until far into tlie

autumn. It is not a plant for association with the
smaller rock plants, but for large rockwork it is

very desirable.— S. Arxott, Carxethorn, }i>i Diim-

,/v/,.s x.n.

Asparagus scandens deflexus.—Of the now
numerous species of Asparagus which have been
introduced as garden plants from South Africa,

this is one of the most ornamental. It has long
thin flexuose stems, copiously branched and bear-

ing bright green leaves a quarter of an inch long, in

the axils of which are borne solitary white star-

shaped flowers on hair-like pedicels an inch long.

These are succeeded by bright scarlet fruits as

large as Peas, which are ripe in November and
remain fresh upon the plant until Marcli or later.

Grown in baskets susjjended from the roof of a
greenhouse, the stems form an elegant c'oudlike
mass of brightgreenfoliage ayardorsolong, thickly

studded with bright red berries. Nothing could
be more suitable for the conservatory or more
appropriate for winter decoration. It is easily in-

creased by division of the rootstock or from seeds.

There are sometimes two or three seeds in each
fruit. The plant is often called A. deflexus

simply.

Saxifrag'a apiculata.—Very few Saxifrages

are better suited to pot culture than this. At the

same time the culture must be liberal to get the

best results. In every respect it is a free-growing
kind, flowering abundantly each year, and this

in a more reliable manner than many sorts. To
get an abundant flowering each year, the plants,

whether in pots or planted out, must ha\e good
room for development. This necessitates periodi-

cal pulling to pieces and replanting, for althougli

such as this and S. sancta will spread out

to -1 feet wide or more, it does not follow

their flowering will be increased in propor-

tion when the plants are left to themselves.

Indeed, it is the reverse, simply because the

rosettes forming such a patch have not the neces-

sary room to develop, and, like the common
Gentianella and other tightly-packed plants with
this close tufted character, become more or less

flowerless. The greatest need for division and
replanting with the above com*s after a good
flowering season.

Draba Mawi.—This is a very distinct and
early-flowering species with a dense, low-growing
tufted habit covered with pure white blossoms.

It is a singularly neat and dainty-looking plant

t|uite distinct from such as I), aizoides, and in

the leaf tuft more closely resembling Petrocallis

pyrenaica ; indeed, it may not inaptly be de-

scribed as this, somewhat enlarged and studded
with pure white flowers, each half an inch across.

It is a really charming alpine. The whole jjlant

is not more than a couple of inches high, yet it is

singularly neat and attractive notwithstanding.

It is of quite easy culture in sandy or gritty loam
fairly enriched, and, like other dwarf kinds, may
be well grown in pots with "ood drainage. In

such cases firm potting is most desirable, gathering

the tufts quite closely together. Many kinds

may readily be increased by seeds, and this

among them is certainly worth a trial ; indeed,

there is no reason why such things may not be

greatly improved by seeding, to say nothing of

the increase of stock.

Synthyris reniformis.—This pretty plant

appears to be represented at Ukiah, California,

by a white form, as Mr. Carl Purdy in his in-

teresting notes on February flowers in that locality

says :
" The dainty white flowers scarcely rise

above the leaves, which are its chief charm."
So far as I am aware this white variety of

Synthyris reniformis is not in cultivation in this

country ; if it is, I should be glad to know of its

whereabouts. The plant grown here has blue

flowers and corresponds with the description

given in the supplement to the " Dictionary of

Gardening," where the flowers are said to be
" pale violet." Those of the various species in

the genus are given as " bluish or reddish." The
white form which occurs at Ukiah will be a
valuable plant if as easily grown as the blue

one with which we are acquainted. It grows
more satisfactorily in a somewhat moist and
partially shaded position than in a dry and sunny
situation ; at least this is my experience and that

of others who have had Synthyris reniformis for

some years. Perhaps Mr. Purdy can kindly tell

us its local name ?— S. Ars<;itt, Carsethoni, by

Dumfries, X.B.

The Cactus Journal.—There is a little journal

started called The dietiis Journal, to which we
wish all prosperity ; but it is very difficult to get
readers enough interested in such subjects. There
is no doubt that some of the most interesting and
curious things in the vegetable kingdom belong to

this great family and others allied to it ; and not
only curious, but in many cases the flowers are as

beautiful as the plants are curious. Their beauty,
however, is much more visible in countries a little

warmer than ours, which admit very well of the

development of graceful blooms, such as those of

the Aloe, in the open air. In our country, out of

doors, it is very difficult to succeed, although the

Germans, with a brighter sun, manage to grow
some of the North American kinds very well—
kinds that in their own country live under the snow
in winter. As regards the greenhouse, however, in

which so many kinds can be well grown, there is

a monotony about the plants after some time
which works against their culture very much.
We trust that the new journal will do much to

popularise them.

The weather in West Herts.— The day
temperatures during the last ten days have been
high and remarkably uniform, but the night read-

ings have been vei-y changeable during the same
period. For instance, on the night preceding the

18th the exposed thermometer never fell lower
than 43°, which is unusually warm for the month,
whereas three nights afterwards the same instru-

ment showed 13^ of frost. At 1 foot deep the

ground is now about 2", and at 2 feet deep about
3° warmer than is seasonable. At 1 foot deep
there was on two days a difference of 2' between
the lowest night and highest day temperatures.
During the present month only about a quarter

of an inch of rain has as yet fallen. No measur-
able quantity of rain-water has come through
either percolation gauges for a week. On the

20th the sun shone brightly for ten hours, which
with one exception is the highest recorded here

during the past thirteen years for any day as

early as the third week in March.—E. M., Berk-

!iam''lcd.

Names ol plants.—Springhill.— 1, Braisavola

glauca ; 2, Co^logyue cristata Lemoniaoa ; 3, On-
cidium sarcodes ; 4, looks like Areca lutesceus.

I

T. Scott.—Tinnea sethiopica. Arthur J. Nix.—An
interesting variety of Ilex dipjrena without the usual

I

spines on the leaves. Native of Himalaya.— G. Hut-

ton.—We cannot undertafee to name Crotons. There
are now so many forms that it is impossible to be sure

,
of the names unless one has a collection for com-

'

pirisou.

—

A. C. i'ar(/io?oiiieu).—-Rosa laevigata.
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The Market Garden.

GROWING APPLES FOR PROFIT.

Although a good deal has been done during
the past twenty years towards supplying home-
grown Apples, there is still ample room for

more, and those who are about to embark in the
undertaking should look well into the causes
that have ended in failure. The most frequent
mistake has been the planting of too many
trees of the early and mid-season varieties of

soft light Apples of the Codlin type, and not
enough of those good old hard, heavy Apples
that will, with a minimum amount of care, keep
sound until the spring. I am well aware tliat

Tjiird Suffield, Ecklinville and many other kinds
i!u bear crop.s tliat one cannot get on Welling-
ton, but wlien they are sent to market the
Wellington, even with a moderate crop, will

quite outweigh the former in the matter of

returns to the grower. Last year could hardly
1(3 taken as a fair average one to go by, as the
crops were poor both at home and abroad, and
the supplies have been veiy short and prices

liave ruled high ; but if we take any ordinary
season with good supplies all round we find that
the very earliest that are put on the market
realise good prices, and this tempts growers to

rush their crops in and the prices drojj rapidly.

I have often made a high price of Lord Suffield,

Keswick Codlin and the earliest kinds of cook-
ing Apples by going over the trees and picking
oft" all the largest fruit directly they were of

marketable size, but by the time the remainder
had grown to full size the price had dropped so
much, that they did not pay for gathering and
market expenses. A grower with a .splendid

crop of non-keeping soft Apples on hand is

bound to face the fact that he had far better
have had half the crop of varieties that would
hang on the trees until the glut was over and
then keep in any cool store until prices had
regained something like a profitable rate. I
may remark that early dessert Apples, if of

good colour like the old Quarrenden or Red
Astrachan, the beautifully marked LadySudeley,
or Golden Pippin, are not a glut in the market
like the cooking sorts, for they travel better

and there is a great and growing demand for

fresh dessert fruits of all kinds.

Another thing that lowers tlie price more
than the quantity of fruit on hand would
warrant is the fact that many of the small

growers are unable to hold their crop back,

even for a short time, so as to get better prices,

but are compelled to rush early, mid-.season,

and late varieties into market directly they are

large enough to gather. I am freciuently asked
to purchase Hambledon Deux Ans, a good old

keeping Hampshire Apple, largely grown in the

New Forest gardens, weeks before it ought to

be gathered, and for less than half what it

would realise if stored until Christmas. The
fact of their being gathered too soon rendered
them useless for storing. Only last autumn,
with the light crop and certainty of gcjod prices

for stored fruit, I bought several bushels of

C'ox'.s Orange Pijipin that were gathered too

soon, with the result that they shrivelled, and
were not worth even the low price asked for

them. Too early gathering is a very common
mistake, for varieties tliat are expected to keep
some weeks into the new year should be left on
the tree until October is half through if

possible.

If I were starting a new fruit plantation I

should look out for soil that was deeji enough
to be safe from drought, for poor shallow soils

are useless for Apple culture. Wliat is called a

clayey loam, or where the gravel does not come
too near the surface, is the best, and if tliis has
been cultivated as arable land and free from
Couch Grass and roots of Bindweed, I would set

the rows out 12 feet apart and plant tlie trees

the same distance apart in the row, so that they
would be 12 feet apart each way. The holes

should be large and broken up well at the
bottom, but I think it is needless to trench the
land all over, for in some soils it does more
harm than good. The kind of tree I like best

of all is naturally grown pyramids. The trees

are the cheapest for their size of any form of

tree and come the soonest into bearing. I

have a good many, planted just .as they were
received early last autumn, with fruit buds
right to the tips of last year's wood, and have
on many occasions gathered a really good crop

the first year. With trees at this comparatively
short distance apart there is not much room for

cropping, but if liberally treated, the soil kept
clean and frequently stirred, no harm will be
done by growing salads or any such shallow-

rooting crop. Have nothing to do with bush
fruits or any of the Brassica tribe if you want
good Apples, and do not prune much. Once
get the trees into a fruitful condition, and a
minimum of attention will keep them so for

years. J.i.mes Groom.
Gnfport.

APPLE WORCESTER PEARMAIN FOR
THE MARKET.

This handsome and highly productive Apple
should be grown by all engaged in commercial
fruit culture, as it is one which alwajs commands
a ready sale and realises high prices. There is

never the slightest difficulty in disposing of well-

grown samples of Worce.ster Pearmain, and
dealers complain that they cannot obtain suffi-

cient quantities of it to supply their customers
with. Local growers greatly Vidue this Apple on
account of its maiket value. The colour of the
skin, when the fruits are freely exposed to the
sun, is of a deep crimson, and it extends over
nearly the whole surface, thus rendering them
remarkably handsome and extieinely attractive

from a market point of view. I am such a firm

believer in Worcester Pearmain, when viewing
the matter from a monetary standpoint, that I

have had a good number of it planted during the

past winter. I have also heard maiket growers
speak most highly of it—and one in particular,

who said that he is never in a position to satisfy

his salesman, so great is the demand. Further
than this, if I were consulted by anyone who con-

templated embarking upon Apple growing for

profit, my advice would be, if soil and locality are
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suitable, to plant Worcester Pearraain, and in

such numbers that the produce could eventually

be marketed in ton lots. It being an early Apple
the fruits can be gathered direct from the trees

when mature, packed on the spot, and despatched
without further delay to the market. It is an
Apple that will not pay to store for any length of

time, as it loses weight, and in addition to this

the fruits when fully ripe, unless carefully packed,
become damaged during transit. By gathering
and packing them at once all this is obviated,

and the fruit then goes into the market in a fresh

and bright condition, when it soon finds a pur-

chaser. To secure the highest prices, grading is

imperative, and two samples should accordingly

be made. The one should consist of all the

finest or first-sized fruits, and the other the

medium-sized ones. The very smallest should be
kept back, as to include these means spoiling the

sample.
So far I have said nothing about flavour. When

compared with many other eaily varieties, Wor-
cester Pearmain is, of course, only second-rate,

but this is a matter of secondarj- importance only

in the eyes of dealers so long as the appearance is

taking and colour good. Nevertheless, the flavour

is very pleasant when eaten direct from the tree,

or soon afterwards, and the flesh is then crisp

eating. Regarding its size, when compared with
the larger-growing varieties of Apples it cannot
be said to be more than medium, although fruits

on young trees will attain to a large size for a few
seasons.

As a tree, Worcester Pearmain thrives in any of

the approved forms, but yields the greatest bulk
of fruit when grown as a standard. As a stan-

dard or half-standard on the Crab stock the trees

soon form well-shaped heads and come into bear-

ing early. The largest trees of this sort that I

know of were purchased and planted in a farm
orchard when it was first introduced. Those are

now very fine trees, and ttie quality of the fruit

they produce is good. There are also other trees

known to the writer that produce magnificent
fruits, but which have not been so long
planted as the foregoing. Bushes and pyramids
also succeed well and are very prolific. The high
standards are the best for grass orchards if grazed
by cattle, but if by sheep only the half-standards

suffice. For a market garden, orchard bushes or

pyramids—preferably the former—would be the
best form of tree to employ, and these could stand
from 9 feet to 12 feet apart all ways, if the whole
of the ground be given up to them. These latter

should be on the English Paradise stock. Once
established, the trees require but little pruning if

pinched in during the summer. This, and the

fact of their bearing heavy crops of fruit, will

keep them in good bearing order and prevent
them from making gross growth. Standards
make compact, round-headed trees, and such being

the case they can safely be planted 20 feet apart
each way without any danger of their eventually
becoming crowded.
For private gardens two or three trees gener-

ally suffice, as there are so many other kinds ripe

or ripening at the same period. It can generally

be depended on for producing a crop. It is there-

fore valuable on this account, especially in seasons

when many others fail to bear. It is a variety

admirablj' adapted for ornamental planting in

pleasure gardens and shrubberies. Its large blos-

soms are handsome, and a tree in full bloom is a
most striking object and always commands
admiration. A. W.

Anyone possessing a certain plant on seeing the
same thing catalogued with a glowing description
under another name, may purchase it, only to find

it is an old acquaintance under a new name.
When I first commenced to contribute to the
press, being anxious to be quite correct with
regard to names, I consulted various authorities,

but finding the further I went the more puzzled I

became, I gave the matter up, and have confined
myself to the old familiar names.

Of course there are many plants which are
popularly known under two or more names, and
in such cases it is as well to refer to these. I find

that even among practical men there is in some
instances a disposition to dabble in the revision

of plant naming. Some time ago '' E. J." referred

to an old acijuaintance, viz., Bouvardia Humboldti
cor3'mbi flora. He stated that he had seen the
specific and the varietal names reversed in a
botanic garden, and consequently considered
that corymbiflora was the proper specific name.
Now I believe that Bouvardia Humboldti is an
original species from Mexico, and was discovered
by Roezl in the year 1854, and named by him in

compliment to Humboldt. The variety corymbi-
flora is of garden origin, and I believe Messrs.

E. G. Henderson and Son put it into commerce
about the year 1874.

The question of plant naming will always afford

a fertile subject for controversy, but I think the
nearer we can keep to the names by which plants
have become generally known, the better. It

will be a long time before the general public will

accept such alterations as Codiajum for Croton
and Howea for Kentia. A.

PLANT NAMES.
I w.\s much interested in " H. O'M.'s" notes on
the above subject. Undoubtedly botanists have
a right to their own method of nomenclature,
yet for all practical purposes I think the names
which have become famiUar should be retained.

There may be, as " H. O'AI." suggests, a few
exceptions, and I think most practical men
would accept necessary alterations, but the whole-
sale re-naming of plants is not only misleading,

but is liable to cause grievous disappointment.

LUTHER BURBANK'S EXPERIMENTAL
GROUNDS.

Luther Burb.\nk, the raiser of the Burbank
Potato, the Burbank and many other famous
Plums, the Burbank Canna, the California

strain of Gladiolus, and a multitude of other

plants and fruits, hardly needs an introduction to

the readers of The G.\rden'. Since he has made
the breedmg and improvement of plants his life

work, it is safe to say that no one has added more
or more valuable plants or fruits to our orchards

or gardens. Mr. Burbank was born in New
England, and while still a lad tried the experi-

ment of crossing Potatoes, from which the Bur-

bank originated. Ill-health drove him to Cali-

fornia, and at Santa Rosa, a pretty town of about
6000 population, he began a fruit-tree nursery,

which eventually grew into a large business. At
a time when his business had reached a very

profitable point ill-health again interfered, and he
was forced to retire. Through his years of nur-

sery business he had found time to pursue his

studies in plant variation and his experiments in

hybridisation with some such notable successes,

that on disposing of his nursery business he put
his entire energies to the improvement of plants

by selection, cross-breeding, and hybridisation.

His establishment is unique, for he retails nothing,

and the little wholesale business is only an inci-

dent. His profits depend almost entirely on the

outright sale of a novelty with all rights, and he
has not so much as a single specimen of many of

his most valuable productions. He is a highly

educated plant breeder, thoroughly conversant

with the doings of those who have gone before

or are now working in the same line. His know-
ledo-e of plant variation is so excellent and his

actual experience so wide, that the production of

a novelty, instead of a chance in thousands ob-

tained by haphazard methods, is a matter of

a definite aim, approached with a wide know-
ledge of the constituent elements and with a very

encouraging probability of success. The range
of his experiments is wide and exceedingly varied.

At one time he maj' be found trying to secure a
new vegetable by selection from the Sow Lettuce
(Sonchus) and cross-breeding the Plums widely,

producing a hundred thousand hybrid Lilies, and
crossing the Raspberry and Blackberry, hybridis-

ing Canna Mme. Crosy and flaccida to produce
Burbanki, and crossing some Siberian Rubus with
the garden varieties to add some quality or

flavour ; selecting Shirley Poppies to secure a
silver lining, and producing a handsome Walnut
hybrid only valuable for a shade tree. A mere list

of the crosses of a season would fill many pages of

this magazine, and his grounds contain a great
variety of plants from all parts of the temperate
zone.

Santa Rosa is about fifty miles from San Fran-
cisco, in a broad and rich valley. Its climate is

tempered by the nearness of San Francisco Bay
and the ocean. Here Mr. Burbank has his home,
his greenhouse, and liis seed and flower beds.

Such things bear concentration, and the Santa
Rosa grounds cover little over an acre, and
scarcely impress the uninitiated with the actual

importance of the work. In such a climate ex-

tensive greenhouses are entirely unnecessary.
Glass shades are all that need be used in bringing
on most of the seeds. A small, but very sub-

stantial greenhouse does for the rest. Mr. Bur-
bank is very systematic in everything and a close

student of agricultural science. All soil for seed
beds is carefully mixed and sterihsed by heat. At
Sebastopol there are ten acres on a sloping hill-

side given to the growth of the seedling bulbs,

vines, and trees, and an adjoining tract of four

acres is also used. Here the seedlings are put
out and grown until the test is completed, and
here, too, most of the hybridising is done. A
varied orchard is used tor propagating the fruits

worked on and for grafting. The climate at

Sebastopol is very mild. There are frequent fogs

and irrigation is unnecessary ; at the same time,

the heat is ample for perfectly maturing fruit or

seeds. The whole region thereabout is given to

fruit, vines, berries, and truck farming. For
such a work as Burbank's the climate is cer-

tainly favourable, not only in favouring a fertile

cross, but in bringing the seedlings to a speedy
maturity and giving a proper test of the merit of

the fruit or flower.

The busiest season for Mr. Burbank is from
March, when the deciduous fruits begin to flower,

till July. Every day during this period finds him
in tlie field with his assistants, selecting the

pollen from the male parent, applying it to tlie

female, isolating it and affixing a record of the

parentage, written on a tag, a duplicate of which
is kept. In such work, care, judgment, and ex-

treme diligence and watchfulness are needed. The
pollenised flower is watched and the fruit or cap-

sule preserved if the pollen has taken. A little

later another equally interesting work has to be

done, which can be entrusted to no one. Seed-

lings of former years are coming to maturity and
their fruits or flowers are to be examined and
judged. Very few indeed meet the critical judg-

ment of the breeder, and thousands, even hundreds

of thousands, are condemned to the fire. Those

selected are grown on for a fuller test ; if

fruits, grafted upon mature trees. Others are

selected as showing a break towards some de-

sired result, and serve as parents for another suc-

cession. The hybridiser must be a man of end-

less patience. It may be necessary to cross for

several generations before the longed-for break

occurs, but when it comes the hybridiser knows

that his plants can be moulded into any desired

form. Every stage of the growth, from the tiny

seedlings which, with only a few leaves each, show

a wonderful variation, to the mature plants, where

one seedling from a capsule may be a mere weed,

another an improvement upon any known form

of the sort. The successes are wonderful, the

failures equally wonderful, although practically

valueless.

Again, it at times happens that there is an

embarrassment of riches. I remember, in the

case of a cross in Rubus, Mr. Burbank's choice

fell on a now famous berry. Had I had the choice

it would have been sacrificed and another per-

petuated. In more than one ease his judgment

has condemned and sacrificed what another has

worked unsuccessfully for years to secure.

m-iah, California. Chart.es PtJRDY.
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Rose Garden.

BOLD EFFECTS WITH CLIMBING

K0SE3.

The visiting of many gardens, great and

small, in nearly all parts of the country leads

to the conviction that a very great many
people deny themselves an immense amount
of pleasure hy ignoring the existence of

climbing Eoses. Eoses of the conventional,

or what, for want of a better term, one may
perhaps call the exhibition type are often

well grown as dwarf plants or standards,

especially in the smaller gaidens ; and here,

of course, there is not room for the magnifi-

cent plants that the real climbing Roses

make. But in the large gardens, where space

is for all practical purposes infinite, any effec-

tive use of climbing Eoses seems far too

seldom made. It is not easy to account for

the disappearance of the beautiful Rose pillars

and arches that graced our grandfathers' gar-

of the past) at Rose shows, of exhibiting

nothing but solitary blooms of large flowered

Roses, undoubtedly conduced to the banish-

ment of Rose pillars and arches from the

garden, for many visitors to a Rose show,
knowing little about Roses, but with vague
ideas about Rose bowers, would order varie-

ties whose blooms they admired, and plant

them to cover arcades without any considera-

tion of their adaptability to the purpose, and
the ensuing natural and obvious failure would
only result in the condemnation of Rose
arches as impossible and ineffective.

The making of efi'ective Rose pillars and
arches, however, is simply a question of the

selection of suitible varieties, and perhaps

the best of all Roses for the purpose is the

sempervirens Fi'licite-Perpetue. This mag-
nificent plant, which is capable of covering a

large house in a few years, is absolutely

hardy, grows with a vigour and freedom
unparalleled, is practically evergreen, its

handsome dark foliage makiuE; a fine back-

Roses at Tresserve. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph fcy Miss Willmott.

dens, but it is not improbable that the intro-

duction of the modern race of Roses, with
their ponderous and misleading title of
Hybrid Perpetual, had a good deal to do
with it. Doubtless, many fine plants, because,
forsooth, they bloomed but once a year and
their individual flowers were small, found
themselves displaced by the new-comers, which
their owners fondly imagined would produce
the same fine effect in the garden as their
predecessors, but with the added glory of
being perpetually covered with large "and
handsome flowers. By the time the fact was
realised that in aiming only at an inciease in
the size of the flower the size of the plant had
been disregarded, and that "perpetual" meant
in the majority of cases merely the producing
of an occasional blossom in autumn, many of
the old favourites would have been lost or
forgotten. Then, again, the custom that too
long prevailed (though, happily, now a thing

ground for its immense trusses of pure white

flowers, each one of which is a perfect

rosette, and it will grow and flower profusely

in practically any soil or situation. A great

arch covered with Felicite-Perpetue is a beau-

tiful sight in June, and indeed looks well at

any time by reason of its abundant and per-

sistent foliage which clothes the plant to its

very base, and no Rose is better adapted for

covering the pillars of a verandah—a task it

will accomplish in a single season— soon run-

ning along the edge, too, from pillar to jiillar,

and framing the whole structure in a wreath

of foliage and snow-white blossom. If this

or any other really vigorous Rose be planted

to make an isolated Rose pillar, it is a good
plan, instead of the usual single pole, to put
in three poles triangularly 4 feet apart and to

plant the Rose in the middle ; the tops of the

poles should be inclined towards each other,

but not allowed to meet, being held apart by

cross pieces 1 foot or 18 inches long, making
a small triangle at the summit. The height

of the pillar must of course be regulated by
circumstances and surroundings, but poles of

from 10 feet to 12 feet out of the ground
make an effective height.

Another Rose that makes a fine pillar

is the beautiful Japanese species, Rosa
multiflora (syn., E. polyantha). The flowers,

though single and individually small, are

nevertheless produced so abundantly and in

such immense trusses, that the plant when in

bloom appears a mass of white, and the flowers,

moreover, are deliciously fragrant. The gar-

den variety grandiflora is even more vigorous

than the species, but is not so effective when
in blossom, as although the individual flowers

are larger, they are not produced so freely nor

in such large trusses.

The most valuable of the multifloras,

however, for the making of Rose pillars or

arches is the more recently imported Crimson
Rambler (Turner), a variety that is likely to

compel a revival of this mode of Rose grow-

ing, since everyone must needs grow it, and

the plant, magnificent in the open, will not

flourish against a wall. I have only seen

one fine plant of it on a wall, and even in

that case the plant was quite bare at the

base and was only in good condition at the

top, where it had got above the wall. In

the opsn, however, the effect than can be

produced by a single plant of this Rose must

be seen to be believed. The variety grows

with all the vigour of the species and pro-

duces similarly immense trusses, but of

double crimson flowers, which last an un-

usually long time when fully expanded, so

that the display, in addition to being most

profuse, is also exceptionally prolonged.

There is no other red Rose at all approaching

Crimson Eambler in its qualities of vigour

and freedom of flowering, and it is therefore

the more valuable ; for otherwise white and

pink are the prevailing colours of the very

vigorous and free Eoses, amongst which, to

obtain anything like a red, it was necessary

formerly to go to the Boursaults—uninterest-

ing plants with dreary flowers, which every-

one may be strongly urged to avoid planting.

Most of the Ayrshires are fine climbing

Roses, but some have insignificant-looking

foliage, and some a not too pleasant fragrance.

Alice Gray, however, which has white flowers,

and Ruga, flesh- tinted, are both beautiful and

valuable Roses, whUe the hybrid Musk, The
Garland, with its nankeen buds expanding

into pure white blossoms, is well worth

growing if only to show how immense a

Eose truss may be, for every tru=s of bloom

is a posy in itself.

All the Eoses so far mentioned are some-

what early flowering, being generally at their

best in June, but there are some varieties of

a species indigenous to the Western States of

America, namely, Rosa setigera(formerlycalled

Eosa rubifolia, a descriptive name, as the

foliage strongly resembles that of the Black-

berry, but now, happily, discarded, for it used

to lead to confusion with Eosa rubrifolia, a

veiy difterent species), which, in addition to
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being perfectly hardy and vigorous, are well

worth growing on account of the lateness

of their flowering—quite at the end of

July. Perhaps the best of these Prairie

Roses, as they are called in America, are

Qusen of the Prairies (pink) and Baltimore

Belle (white), both having quite double

flowers of good siz?. Kosa Brunonis, though,

of course, single, is a species that should be
grown where it can have plenty of room (it

is immensely vigorous), for it? great bunches
of pure white flowers with their rich gold

stamens are very beautiful and deliciously

fragrant ; and Rosa macrantha, with its large

flesh-pink blossoms, should not be forgotten.

There are two new climbing Roses which
seem likely to prove valuable additions

:

Aglaia, with large bunches of caaary yellow

flowers, and the Daivson Rose, with big

bunches of bright pink flowers which show
up finely against the dark green shiaing

foliage; but it is as yet rather early to speak
quite definitely about these.

In addition to the Polyantha Roses already

enumerated there is a variety that was raised

in France in the days before the species was
re-named polyantha, namely, Laure Davoust,
which is a splendid climbing Rose, producing
the characteristic great trusses of perfectly

double soft pink flowers, which are also

amongst the most sweetly scented Roses that

Ave have. There are, of course, some valu-

able climbers among the Hybrid Teas and
Noisettes, though not many that can be
confidently recommended for hardiness as

well as for vigour and freedom. Of the
Dijon race I should only recommend Bou-
quet d'Or, which is beautiful in foliage as

well as in flower. Gloire de Dijon itself gets'

too bare and leafless at the b )se ever to be
an attractive plant. Aimee Vibert, with its

great bunches of pure white flowers, and
Ophirie, with its unique coppery coloured
clusters, are both charming and valuable for

the lateness of their blooming, and William
Allen Richardson may be considered indis-

jiensable.

It is to the Hybrid Teas that we must turn
for reds, and though some of the older varie-

ties are sadly murky in shade, there are a

few bright ones, namely, Reine i\Iarie Hen-
riette, perhaps still the best ; Reine Olga de
Wurtemburg, richer in colour, bit only semi-
double, though with glorious foliage ; Long-
worth Rambler, crimson, and very vigorous

;

and Marie Lavalles, only semi-double, but of

the mo.st delicious shade of bright rose-pink.

T. W. GiRDLESTOSE.

Gold medal Roses.— If a Rose receives the
gold medal of the National Rose Societv, does it

imply that this particular Rose is superior to the
scores of varieties already in commerce? It it

does not mean this, I cannot but think that
awarding these gold medals is deceiving to the
general public. What I should like to see the
N.R.S. do is to award their certificate to any
variety considered worthy of the honour, reserv-
ing the gold medal for any really good Rose
either new or old. One can understand a gold
medal being awarded to Her Majesty and Mrs. J.
Laing, but to give the same award to such Roses
as Margaret Dickson and Marchioness of Duf-

ferin, thus putting them on the same equality as
the two first-named varieties, is, to say the least,

misleading. Does it not appear incongruous to
award a gold medal to Muriel (Jraharae, passing
over The Bride, a sporfc from the same variety
and equally as good ? —P.
Roses and the weather.—Precocious Roses

are being cruelly served by the sharp frosts we
have had recently, as the previous mildness of the
winter had started them into growth, and many
of those on south walls were showing bud freely
several weeks ago, but 20" of frost put an end to
their efforts to produce early flowers. With Hy-
brid Perpetuals and the true Teas the injury is

hardly material, as they may be cut back to dor-
mant buds, and in some cases to the ground level,

without destroying the prospect of a crop of

blossoms. The climbing Teas and Noisettes,
that cannot be cut in hard without cutting away
tlieir flowers, had broken into growth from
almost every bud, and these growths are spoiled.

Pfind this the most difficult class among all the
Roses to manage successfully here, where the
spring frosts are more than usually severe owing
to a low-lying position and proximity to a large
area of water. Protection of the upper portions
of these climbing Roses only aggravates the evil

during mild winters, as growth is sure to be
made, and is rendered more tender by the pro-

tection which has to be removed before the frosts

leave us.— .J. C. T.ii.lack.

Rose W. A. Richardson.—The interesting
note by " U. S." on the above Rose (p. 207) draws
attention to the peculiarly erratic growth shown
in different plants of this variety. During the
past few years instances of this have come under
my own observation. I have seen many plants in

neighbouring gardens that grow as rampantly as
Reve d'Or when in its most vigorous state. In
my garden one plant has made good growth, but
another, although in an almost similar position
and seemingly in good health, has not extended
appreciably during the past six years, notwith-
standing it has been liberally manured and
copiously watered whenever the weather was ex-
ceptionally dry. The failure of this Rose in many
cases to produce truly coloured blooms is a more
serious disadvantage than its inequality of growth,
the blossoms of many plants being, as " U. S."'

truly writes, of a by no means clear or pleasing
white. During the whole of the past year I did
not see one single plant that produced self-

coloured fawn flowers, the deepest tinted blooms
having light-coloured outer petals. The majority
of the several score that came under mj' observa-
tion, though flowering profusely, produced blos-

soms of a dingy white, which were absolutely use-

less for indoor decoration when so many Roses of

perfect beauty yielded their blossoms in quantity.
When in bloom there is, I think, no climbing
Rose to compare w ith R3ve d'Or, its chief draw-
back being that after its summer blossoming is

past it pi-oduces Ijut few autumnal blooms, but
when in the zenith of its beauty it forms a de-

lightful picture and its blooms are charming when
arranged in bowls and flower-vases.—S. W. F.

being less vigorous than the old favourite. A
good variety is Monsieur Boncenne. This is

synonymous with Baron de Bonstetten. Very
rich and dark are its blossoms in summer, but iD

is a very shy autumnal Rose. Abel Carriere is

also good, and is perha]53 obtained best from
standards, and in this form I have found it a very
fair autumnal variety. The colour of the flowers
is very rich and velvety, and the blooms are
sweetly scented. Emperor is a charming dark
button-hole flower with a smooth petal covered
with a bloom almost resembling a black Grape,
and quite distinct from other kinds. Gloire des
Bruxelles is good, albeit the purplish tinge is not
approved by everyone. But it certainly has an
intensely dark flower, i)erhaps the deepest yet ob-
tained. I must not omit to mention Xavier
Olibo, for although not so dark as the preceding
varieties, it is a very profuse bloomer. It lacks
vigour, and is best on maiden plants, from which
some superb blooms are now and then obtained.
A good, very dark climbing Rose would be most
welcome. Many of the so-called climbing varie-
ties are really only suited to be grown on pillars.
I do not despair of seeing a Rose with the true
clambering nature of Lamarque, Reve d'Or or
Feliciti^-Perpetue, and with rich velvety flowers
as dark as those of Prince Camille de Rohan.
We a'ready have pink and yellow hybrids of the
climbing Polyantha Rose, obtained by the agency
of cross-fertilisation. Our American friends have
also been successful in the same way with Rosa
Wichuriana; we may, therefore, reisonably expect
a good rich maroon -coloured climber in the near
future. P.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—BOSES.

DARK ROSES.
OxE is often asked to give the names of the
best dark Roses that are free-flowering and of

vigorous growth. Unfortunately, the defects of

dark Roses almost outweigh their good points, so
addicted are they to fading or burning. Whether
this burning is really caused by the sun is a moot
point. It is, nevertheless, a fact that the ex-

tremely dark Roses are very popular. Even at
the present day it would be difficult to beat
Prince Camille de Rohan as a good all-round dark
Rose. It is one of the best velvety-shaded kinds
grown, and yields quite the largest proportion of

good shaped buds and blossoms. As it is a very
strong grower it must be sparsely pruned if

quantity rather than quality of flower is desired.

As is well known. La Rosiere and Prince C. de
Rohan are bracketed together as synonymous
Roses. Their flowers may be identical, but there
is a decided difference in growth. La Rosii-re

Rose Mile. Germaine Raud (Tea). -In
this fine new Tea Rose we appear to have gained
a more vigorous form of that very old favourite,
Narcisse. There are the same spreading habit,
the same miniature bouquets of blossoms crown-
ing each shoot, and the same soft creamy colour.
The flowers ai-e perhaps a little more globular
than those of Narcisse and they are of most per-
fect shape. That it will become a popular Rose I
have not the least doubt. It is certainly deserving
of more general cultivation than it receives at
present.—P.

Rose Etoile d'Or (Polyantha).— We cannot
well have too many varieties with yellow flowers
of these charming Liliputian Roses. The tiny
buds of the above are of a very beautiful chrome-
j-ellow and the prettily reflexed petals of the
expanded flowers change almost to pure white.
The habit of the plant is \ery dwarf, certainly not
nearly so vigorous as in Perle d'Or, which is perhaps
an additional point in its favour. Raisers would
do well to strive for dwarfness in these Roses.
Several existing kinds, although bearing very
tiny flowers, have a strong, sturdy habit, which
seriously detracts from their usefulness for edging
and for small pot culture.

Books.

THE FLORA OF BERKSHIRE.*
Mk. Drice is well known as the author of the
" Flora of Oxfordshire." In the present work
he has endeavoured, and very successfully and
thoroughly, we think, to bring together in .a

handy book form the salient botanical features

of Berkshire. In his preface lie tells us that

The scanty leisure which a business life allows
me has, for the last ten years, been to a great
extent occupied in visiting every parish of the
beautiful and varied district comprised in the
Royal county and investigating its botany.

The book consists of two parts, the first being

an "introduction," and the second an alpha-

betical description of the plants, their habitats.

* " The Flora of Bdrkshire." By George Claridge

Druce, Hon. M A.Oxon. The ('lirendon Press.
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distribution, &c. In giving the distribution, the

|)!an adopted by the author has been to save

space by calling a plant "generally distributed"

when it was found in several places in each

of a hundred parishes, and " widely distributed
"

when its occurrence was noted in from sixty

to seventy parishes. The first part of the

book contains coiiious articles on the topo-

graphy, geology, and botanical districts, with

short biographical notices of the botanists

who have contributed to Berkshire botany

during the last three centuries. Berkshire

is rich in clays, including O.xford clay, Kimc-
ridge clay, London clay, and gault, and
where clay abounds tlie botanical features

arc generally uninteresting. It contains also

chalky and sandy districts, in which the flora is

much more varied, especially in the gra.ss-

covered chalk areas. Alluvium, or river deposits,

also fre(iuently occur. The author in dividing

the county into botanical districts selects the

river drainage as his basis, and his divisions are

five in number, namely : (1) the Isis, or upper
Thames, (2) the Ock, (3) the Pang, or mid-

Thames, (4) the Kennet and Lambourn, and (o)

the Loddon and Black water, or lower Thames.
At page (>! of the introductory part he aft'ords

us a glimpse of the county in its picturesque

aspect, which we reproduce here.

The summit of Boiir's Hill atfords one of those

views which are to be seen only in England, a

view which extends over a broad expanse of

countr}' that is at once well woodtd and highly
cultivated, and which has a special feature in the
spires and towers of a classic city set like a gem
in its centre ; such a view when seen on an even-

ing in late summer, before the corn is gathered
in, astonishes the beholder with the revelation of

beauty which it presents to the gaze. From
the heights the whole of the Ock valley can be
seen, the ej'e ranging southwards as far as the
abrupt escarpment of the White Horse Hill,

and the ridgway marked by the British

camps of Uttington, Letcombe and Cuckhamsley,
and with Blew bury and Lowbury Castles, east-

wards to Sinodun, guarding Durceaster, the foot

of the water, and south-east to the slopes of the
Oxfordshire chalk range, on which are the C'hil-

tern Hundreds, looking almost black where the
turf is replaced by woodland, as at Ruttield and
Shirburn. Westward the prospect reaches to

Faringdon clumps, standing up dark against the
sky, and Cherbury Castle, hidden in the trees, the
traditional home of Canute, on the fiat tract of

the vale, through which many branches of the
river slowly wind unseen, till the eye is carried on
to the spire of Abingdon almost immediateh'
below. The view to the north and east o\er
Oxford, which Turner painted and Matthew-
Arnold has sung, is scarcely less extensive, and
is, perhaps, of still greater beauty.

And at page 08

—

The view from the chalk downs of Lowbury,
Streatley, and Basildon .... offers a singularly
varied foliage, from that of the darkeoloured
Yew to the lightest green leaves of the young
Beech and the almost yellow leaves of the Oak,
which grows on such a shallow soil that it puts on
autumn tints before the summer has begun.
These, again, are relieved by the beautiful
foliage of the Beam tree (Pyrus Aria), which
a breeze of wind turns to siher. Beneath the
wood comes a strip of living emerald pasture,
gilded in spring with Alarsh JIarigold or frosted
with Lady's Smock, and adorned in summer with
rich riparian growths of Sedge, Willow-weed,
purple Loosestrife and Water Dock, or the exotic-
looking leaves of the Butter Bur. The river
itself in some of its back waters or in its shallower
channels will be seen thickly covered with the
brilliant white flowers of the water Buttercup,
with its masses of dark green foliage waving with
the currents of the stream ; its margins show the
turquoise coloured flowers of the Forget-me-not,

the holts exhibiting the purplish blue blossoms of

the meadow (leranium, and the satin shining
catkins of the Sallow, or the feathery flowers of

the ileadow-sweet. Then, it we shift our point of

view, we obtain a prospect over softly swelling
downs, which are studded with .Juniper bushes
and redolent of Thyme and brilliant with the
orange flowers of Hippocrepis, the Horseshoe
Vetch, and the blue of the chalk Milkwort
The red Poppies are sometimes so abundant as
actually to distress the eyes when gazing upon
them at midday under a bright June sun
The red of the Poppies, the crimson of the Clover,
the yellow of the Mustard and the white of the
Corn Chamomile in tliese fields form continuous
masses of colour, which are so pure in tone that it

would be difficult to find any effect of the kind
more lieautiful in any country.

REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS OF IN-

JURIOUS INSECTS DURING THE
YEAR 1897.*

The twenty-firstReport of Injurious Insects by Miss
Ormerod has just been published. It is of exactly

the same number of pages as that for the previous

year, but four more insects are reported, the total

number being thirty-six ; of these six have not
been, to the best of my recollection, mentioned in

these reports before, namely, the bark -felt-scale

(Crj-ptococcus fagi), the Angoumois moth (Sito-

troga cerealella), the American cockroach (Peri-

planeta americana), the lesser earwig (Labia
minor), the eyed ladjbird (Coccinella, or more
correctly Halyzia oce(ilata), and the black lady-

bird (Scymnus minimus). These reports, as

usual, deal more with insects that are of interest

to the farmer than to the gardener, but the latter

will find much that will be of use to him in them.
Miss Ormerod mentions that besides the insects,

mites, and eelworms reported on, she has had
inquiries sent to her about twenty different kinds
of insects, makinga total of sixty, and that " from
various causes the correspondence during the past

year, which amounted to about 3000 letters

received, has been larger than in any preceding
season." This is no light amount of work to dis-

pose of when, as w-as probably the case, many
contained specimens that had to be examined care-

fully. The authoress says in her preface that
" during the year 1897, as in the recent'y preced-

ing years, we had not presence of any one special

crop attack spreading widely over the countrj',

but the ordinary infestations were mostly present,

and in the case of orchard or fruit crops some of

the infestations were unusually troublesome.
"

The Beech bark-felt-scale (Cryptococcus fagi), a
well-known and common insect, has not before

been mentioned in these reports. It was found
last year to be doing considerable damage to

Beech trees at Burton-on-Trent. This insect

lises on the bark of the stems of Beech
trees, covering themselves with a white cottony
covering, which, when there are many of the in-

sects close together, forms a somewhat felt-like

covering to the tree. The insects when full-grown

are rather more than one-eighth of an inch in

length and are somewhat egg-shaped and of an
orange colour. Not only do they injure the trees

by drawing oft' the juices by means of their

suckers, but also by keeping the light and air

from the bark. Some of the trees were so much
injured that they were said to be dying. Syring-
ing or washing with a soft-soap wash, to which a

little sulphur or mineral oil has been added, is

recommended as the best way of destroying this

pest, but I should suggest that the stem should,

while still wet, be well swept down withastift'broom,

and that the wash should then be again applied,

and that as soon as there is any appearance of

the insect on a tree, steps should at once be taken
to destroy it. The Angoumois moth (Sitotroga

cerealella), or the fly weevil as our cousins across

the Atlantic call the insect, is unfortunately
named, as the insect is neither a fly nor a weevil.

* By Miss A. E. Ormerod. Simpl,in, Jtarsliall and
Co.

These common names given by illiterate persons

are a great nuisance, and it is a great pity that

Miss Ormerod should have helped to give currency
to it. It does not appear that this insect has
been found to have injured any corn in this

country except that in which it was imported, and
therefore it cannot be said to be a pest in this

countr}'. This insect has long been known to

injure corn in France and other warmer climates.

Thespecimens from which the present observations
were made were from a cargo of liarley imported
from the north of Africa, "which proved to be
infested to such a degree as to attract attention

of intending purchasers." " The moths much
resemble what are commonly known as ' clothes

moths,' and the mischief is caused by the
maggots, which hatch from the eggs laid

by the moths on matured corn, penetrating
into the grains and clearing out the con-

tents, so as to reduce them to mere husks,

emptied of everything excepting the dirt resulting

from the feeding of the maggots, and some re-

mains of chrysalis cases, web cocoons, or moulted
skins." The moths lay their eggs on ripe corn

while standing in the fields. In conclusion. Miss
Ormerod sajs "there does not appear to be any
reason for fear of the attack of the Angoumois
moth establishing itself as a field pest in this

countrj-.
''

In some observations on ladybirds two corre-

spondents were of opinion that their grubs were in-

juring their crops. One farmer wrote, saying that

they were in thousands on his Turnips, and that

they were cutting them to pieces. Another said that

they had done considerable mischief to his Man-
golds. In both cases the crop was being injured by
aphides, on which the ladybird grubs were feed-

ing. It is very important that everyone should
realise that these grubs never injure plants, and
are, on the contrary, of the greatest use. An-
other insect (that is not the least likely to ever

become a pest in this country) which is reported

on is the migratory locust of South America,
which is at times imported in trusses of hay from
Buenos Ayres. In one consignment they averaged
about one to every pound of hay. Few, if any, are

alive when they reach our ports, but the point of

interest is whether their presence in the hay is

injurious to the animals that are fed with it, or

not. This does not seem to be by any means
proved. A correspondent that used the hay
found two of his horses suffering apparently from

colic and inflammation. He changed their

food and " the illness vanished,"' but his cows that

were eating the same hay were not in the least

aft'ected. The caterpillars of the Gamma, or silver Y'

moth, were found this year to be doing much injury

to crops of Mangolds. In Ireland the damage was
estimated at from 15 to 20 per cent., and it was only

the rains in August that saved the crop. This is

a very common msect, but it is not often that it

is the cause of much injury to crops. The
timberman beetle (.-istynomus pedilis) is another

insect that is never likely to become a

pest with us. It is a handsome insect, nearly

three-quarters of an inch in length, and with

feelers or antenna four times the length of its

body. It is sometimes found in coal mines where
it has been imported in the timber used as props

from abroad. It is, however, hardl3' worth while to

mention this insect in these reports. Last season
'

' tulip-root ''in oats was unusually common. This

disease is caused by eelworms (Tylenchus devasta-

trix) feeding in the roots and the base of the

stems. The vitality of these creatures is astonish-

ing. One observer states that he "placed some
on a slip of glass with a drop of water and put the

slide away for quite six weeks, at the end of which
period, although the water must have evaporated

in twenty-four hours, on again applying water

the worms were as lively as ever. This or

very nearly allied species are the cause of the

diseases known as Clover-stem sickness and Onion
sickness. As a remedy for this disease the follow-

ing mixture is recommended ; Sulphate of ammonia
four parts, sulphate of potash one part, and
steamed bones two parts. This should be used

at the rate of 1-j cwt. per acre, and followed
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Up with a dressing of sulphate of ammonia at the
rate of 2 cwt. per acre. The ground beetles
again appear to have done mucb mischief to
Strawberries. It is curious that these beetles, which
are undoubtedly carnivorous, should have acquired
a taste for Strawberries, but it is so, and it is

mentioned that several lived for seventeen days
on nothing else, without, as far as could be seen,
suffering in any way, but they would not even
taste any other kind of fruit that was placed
in the jar with them. They attack both the ripe
and unripe fruit.j cracking open the seeds and
eating great holes in the fruit. There does not
seem to be any satisfactory way of destroying
them ; the only way is to trap them by laying
pieces of meat about and covering them with
sacking, or sinking vessels of water in the ground
so that their brims are on a level with the ground.
These beetles feed at night, hiding in cracks of
the ground, under stones, &c. It would probably
be worth while to water well with soapy water,
which would bring them out of their hiding-
places. The Black Currant mite is honoured with
an appendix to itself, why it is not easy to say.
Miss Ormerod writes: "For many years the
Currant gall mite infestation to Black Currants
has been a trouble to Black Currant growers, but
its steadily increasing prevalence, and the failure
of the remedial measures which have been hitherto
tried to do more than lessen the evil, are making
the matter a very serious one for consideration."
One correspondent, among other useful remarks,
says: "The Black Currant is so easily grown from
clean cuttings in the course of three or four years
to good sized bushes and bearing freely, that
the cleaning of old bushes at a considerable cost
is not, I think, judicious. Much better clear
off the bushes root and branch, and burn every
morsel of them on the spot. Grow other crops on
the land until all Black Currant mites are starved
out, and the remedy is complete." This is to my
mind most sage advice, and if acted upon in many
other cases of pests it would be much to the
advantage of the cultivator. It appears that a
series of experiments are now being carried out at
the Woburn experimental fruit farm, with the
hope of finding some beter method of dealing
with this pest than is known at present.
As I have often pointed out before, the value

of these reports would be much increased if the
information they contain were given in a more
intelligible form, by omitting what is irrelevant.

G. S. S.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE LILACS.
(SYRINGA.)

The confusion in the nomenclature of the
Syringas is perhaps as pronounced as in any
genus of hardy shrubs, especially considering
its small extent and the easily marked differ-

ences between most of the .species. The origin
or natural distribution, too, of several of them
(aUvays a matter of interest) has been, until a
comparatively recent date, either uncertain or
unknown, and errors in this matter and others
as to identity have so frequently been printed,
that pos.sibly the following notes may be of
some help towards clearing up the confusion, as
well as in showing the extent and variety of the
genus. There are now nine species in cultiva-
tion, and two others, although not in cultiva-
tion, are known to botanists. The genus is

not represented in the New World or in Africa,
but exists in widely separate localities in Eastern
Europe and Ncjrthern Asia. It belongs to the
natural order Oleaccce, and among well-known
garden plants has as its nearest allies the Jessa-
mines, the Ashes, and the Privets. Its leaves
throughout are opposite, and, with the excep-
tion of a sijecies not in cultivation, deciduous

;

they are also entire, except in the case of a
variety of the Persian Lilac. The flowers are

borne in terminal thyrsoid racemes. As now
con.stituted, the genus consists of two groups :

First, the true Lilacs, represented by S. vul-

garis ; and second, the Privet-like Lilacs, of which
some authorities have made a separate genus
under the name Ligustrina. The species in this

latter group are distinguished from the true Lilacs
by flowering later in the summer and by having
large panicles of smaller Privet-like flowers,
the corolla of which is white and much shorter
than in the other group. There are three of

them in cultivation—S. amurensis, S. japonica,
S. jjekinensis—which, however, some botanists
have considered to be merely geographical forms
of one species existing in Manchuria, Japan,
and China. The following is a complete list of

the species in gardens, with some of the com-
moner synonyms :

—

1. S. Emodi.
,, var. rosea (S. Bretschneideri).

2. S. Josik.iea.

3. S. oblata (S. chinensis).

4. S. persica.

,, var. laciniata (S. filicifolia, S.

pinnata).

5. S. villosa (S. pubescens).
6. S. vulgaris.

S. chinensis (S. dubia, S. rothomagensis)
hybrid.

Ligustrina Group.

7. S. amuren.sis (Ligustrina amurensis).
8. S. japonica (Ligustrina amurensis var.

japonica).

0. S. pekinensis (Ligustrina {lekinensis).

S. AMURENSIS (Ruprecht).—As a cultivated
shrub this species is the oldest in the Ligu-trina
group, and was discovered in Manchuria as long
ago as 1S57 by a Russian botanist named Ratte.
It was introduced to cultivation a few years after-

wards by way of the St. Petersburg Botanic
Garden. At Kew it is a sturdy bush about 5 feet
high, with stout, erect branches ; it does not
appear to become a tree like S. japonica. The
small creamy white flowers are borne on large
branching racemes. Sargent distinguishes the
flowers oi this species from those of its close ally,

S. japjnica, by the coroUa having obtuse lobes.

It is a native of the valleys of the Ussuri and
Amur Rivers. At Kew last year every shoot pro-
duced a young raceme, but tliese were all blasted
by the late frosts in A|>ril before they had fairly

burst from the buds. It is one of the earliest of
hardy shrubs to break into leaf ; this year early
in February the tender green of its young foliage
had already made it quite conspicuous while
every other Lilac was still at rest.

S. CHINENSIS (Willd,).—Originally given this
name by Willdenow under the impression that
it was a native of China, this plant is now
generally considered to be a hybrid (of garden
origin) between the common and the Persian
Lilacs. According to Duhamel it was raised in

the Botanic Garden at Rouen over 100 years ago
by the then director, iM. Varm, from seed borne
by S. persica. No undoubtedly wild si)ecimen
has been found, and the statements that have
been made as to its Chinese origin refer to S.

oblata, with which (being the S. chinensis of

Blurae) it has been confounded. The S. chinen-
sis under notice, which is known also as S. dubia
and S. rothomagensis, is intermediate between
its parents, although in general asjject it re-

sembles the common Lilac the more closely. Its
leaves are pomttd, 1 inch to 'A inches long, and
perfectly glabrous. It blossoms in Jlay, and its

tlowers are borne on jianicles intermediate in size

between those of its parents and are of the same
colour. It is a very free-flowering and pretty
Lilac, and might be recommended as a substitute
for the common Lilac in positions where the
latter would be too large. To add to the con-
fusion respecting its origin, this plant still figures
in some nurserymen's catalogues as the Siberian
Lilac ; why, it would be difficult to say.

S. Emodi (Wallich).—The credit of first raising
and cultivating this Lilac in Britain belongs to
the (then) Horticultural Society, to whose garden
seeds collected on the Himalayas were sent by
Dr. Royle, the Indian botanist. It is a sturdy
shrub, with erect stout branches that are thickly
set with conspicuous wart-like verticels. The
leaves vary in length from 2 inches to 5 inches

;

they are glaucous, or occasionally almost white
beneath, and are among the stoutest and largest
in this genus. Dr. Aitchison, who found it on the
Afghan Mountains in 1879 at elevations of

9000 feet to 10,000 feet, says it is there a hand-
some shrub of large size, and that it never occurs
at low enough altitudes to become associated
with S. persica (whose true native habitat was
then made known to science for the first time).

The panicle is 3 inches to 5 inches long, and
the flowers are white, tinged with rose on some
plants. On the Afghan Mountains, Dr. Aitchison
notes that they are pure or greenish white, never
purple.

S. E. v.\R. ROSEA is a handsome form raised in

Paris from seeds sent from North China by Dr.
Bretschneider. It is described as a more vigorous
grower, the leaves, panicles and flowers all being
larger than in the ordinary S. Emodi, and the
flowers are of a rosy colour. It is figured in the
Benie Hortirok, 1S8S, p. 492. There is also a
handsome variety with leaves more or less golden
(foliis aureis). When grown in rich soil I have
seen leaves fully 6 inches long and 4 inches wide.

S. JAPONICA (Decaisne).—This, the finest of the
Ligustrina group, has flowered annually at Kew
for some years past. The large branching
panicles appear in June and July, ai.d have been
over 1 foot in length. In the United States
(where so many .lapanese deciduous trees succeed
better than in Britain) they are described as

occasionally 2 feet long by 16 inches to 18 inches

broad. As in all this group, the flowers are small

(quarter of an inch across), white, and slightly

fragrant. The leaves are larger than those of the

common Lilac, broadly ovate, and of a ileep shin-

ing green on the upper surface. In Northern
Japan this Lilac becomes a tree sometimes 30 feet

high with a trunk 1 foot in diameter. Here it

seems inclined to remain shrubby if unpruned,
but can be made into a tree by removing the
lower branches and keeping it to a lead. Besides
its greater stature, it is distinguiohed from S.

amurensis liy the lobes of the corolla being more
pointed.

S. Ji)Sik.t:a (Jacq. f. ).—The first record we
have of this Lilac occurs in 1830, in the September
of which year dried specimens were shown by
Jacquin the younger at a meeting of naturalists

in Hamburg. It was named b}' that botanist in

honour of tne Baroness von Josika, to whom its

first discover}"was due. Like several other Lilacs,

its origin has been the subject of many conflicting

statements. It has been described as an escajie

from gardens and as a mere form of the North
Asiatic S. Emodi, but it has been found abun-
dantly on the mountains of North-eastern Hun-
gary under conditions that admit of no doubt of

its being truly indigenous there. It first ap-

peared under cultivation in Britain at Edinburgh
about 183."). It is a shrub G feet to 10 feet high,

with branches slighted warted, and young twigs
of a purplish colour. The leaves, pale or even
whitish beneath, shining dark green and wrinkled
above, ha\e a cuneate base, and vary in length from
lA inches to 3 inches or 4 inches. The panicles

are terminal, erect, and small compared with
those of the more showy Lilacs, being usually

about 4 inches long, rarely as much as (i inches or

9 inches. The flower is of the true Lilac shape
and colour, but the corolla is smaller and less ex-

panded than that of the common Lilac, the seg-

ments being almost erect. It blossoms in May.
From S. Emodi it is to be roughly di>tinguished

by its smaller leaves and more slender racemes
less densely packed with flowers.

S. oblata (Lindl.).—Lindley first described this

species in 1859, in which yearhesaj's the type was
in the nursery of Messrs. Glendinning at Chiswick,
and a white-flowered variety in that of Messrs.
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Henderson, of the Pine-apple Nursery, St. John's
Wood. According to Fortune, it was first dis-

covered in a garden near Shanghai. Although
Lindley was in doubt as to whether it was speci-

fically distinct from the common Lilac, it is really

more nearly related to S. \-illosa, another Chinese
species. Its most distinctive character is the
shape of its leaves, which are pointed, often con-

siderably broader than long, and varying in width
from finches to 3 inches. The flowers are borne
in loose, rather wide panicles, each 3 inches long,

and are purple ; they are about half the size of

those of our common Lilac. The white variety

mentioned by Lindley (Gardener-i' Chronicle,

October 2d, 18.')!l) I have not seen. S. villosa is

distinguished from this species by its leaves being

The leaves, which have long, slender petioles, are
dark green and ovate. The flowers are white and
borne on dense panicles.

S. PEUsiLA (the Persian Lilac).—Of smaller
stature than any of the Lilacs, this species is,

nevertheless, one of the prettiest ; its dwarf
habit, indeed, makes it useful in positions where
any other Lilac would be too tall. It forms a
low, rounded bush from i feet to 7 feet high,
with slender, graceful branches and small lanceo-
late pointed leaves three-quarters of an inch to
\\ inches long and from a quarter of an inch to
half an inch wide. The panicles bear numerous
flowers of a blue purple colour in the type, but
there is also a white-flowered variety known as
alba. The variety laciniata has its leaves pin-

In. the time of Roses. From a photograph hv Mr. F. Mason-Oood i/n Mr. Spencer
Charrington's garden at Guildford. [See p. 2/3.)

sometimes slightly hairy, by their being glaucous
underneath (S. oblata is green), and by never
having the cordate base common to S. oblata.

S. rEKiXENSis.—This is one of the three Privet-
like Syringas and one of the last introduced. It
is the Chinese representative of the Ligustrina
group, and was originally discovered on the
mountains of North China by the Abbi5 David,
although seeds appear to have first been sent to
Europe and America by Dr. Bretschneider. At
Kew it is at present about 8 feet high—a shrub,
but with a little artificial aid would form a small
tree. From its t\vo allies (S. amurensis and
S. japonica) it is to be distinguished by its long
and much more slender branches, which in one
form are distinctly pendulous (van pendula).

nately divided into usuall}- seven or nine narrow
oblong lobes. This character, however, will often

show itself in the ordinary Persian Lilac in a
greater or less degree. Some plants have foliage

showing every intermediate stage between deeply
cut and entire, and some may at first be pin-

natifid, but afterwards gradually revert to the
typical form. The two flower with equal pro-

fusion and grace. The exact length of time the
Persian Lilac has been in cultivation here is not
certainly known, but it was in English gardens
as early as IG.jS. It had long been cultivated in

the country to which it owes its name—since the
year r200, say some authorities—but it has never
been found truly wild in Persia. It was not until

1879 that its real native habitat was revealed. In

that year it was found by Dr. Aitchison on the
mountains of Afghanistan, at 7000 feef to 8000 feet
elevation. It flowers about the middle of May.

S. VILLOSA (Vahl.) (syn., S. pubescens).—It is
only in comparatively recent years that this Lilac
has been seen in English gardens, having been
sent to Kew from the Chihli province of China in
1880. It flowered first in 1888, and was subse-
quently figured in the Botanical Magazine, t.

70G4. Yet there are specimens in the Museum
of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris sent to .Jussieu
by the Jesuit missionary d'Incarville, who had
discovered it near Pekin about the year 1740. It
is a shrub, at present about 5 feet high at Kew,
with leaves U inches to 24 inches in length and
sometimes nearlj' as broad as long, being very
broadly ovate or almost round ; the upper surface
is dark green, the lower one whitish or semi-
glaucous. The specific name of villosa is an unfor-
tnnate one, for sometimes the leaves are netrly
glabrous, and are never hairy e.xcept at the base
of the midrib and on the main veins. The panicle
is 3 inches to 4 inches long, and the flowers are
pale rosy lilac, sweetly scented, and produced in
May.

S. vuLGAKis (common Lilac).—Although not a
true native of Britain, the common Lilac has been
in cultivation here at least 300 years, and no
flowering shrub, either native or foreign, except
the Rose, has become more closely identified with
Enghsh gardens and English country scenes. Of
the latter none is more characteristic of our
flowery May-time than the cottage garden with
its fragrant, blossom-laden Lilacs. The common
Lilac is a native of Eastern Europe, and although
it appears to have been originally introduced
from Persia about, or p evious to the year 1597,
it was found to be a native of Southern Hungary!
in the region of the Danube, especially on the
chalky precipices of the Cverna Valley and on
Mount Domoglet. It is not found truly indi-
genous further west than these localities, and it
is not, as has been stated, a native of Italy, al-
though no doubt it has become naturalised there
and elsewhere. Besides the ordinary Lilac and
its white variety there are many beautiful forms
that have been raised in gardens with flowers
double or single and of colours ranging from
purest white to a very rich red-purple. The
following may be mentioned as some of the most
desirable of these : Souxenir de L. Spath (the
darkest coloured of all the Lilacs), alba orandi-
flora (a fine white), Marie Legraye (perhaps the
finest of the whites), Charles X., La Ville de
Troyes. Of the double-flowered ones may be
mentioned Lemoinei fl.-pl., Mme. Lemoine, and
La Tour d'Auvergne. There are dozens more.

W. J. BEAff.

EFFECTS OF FOG.
DuKi.N'G the past winter fogs have been more pre-
valent than in any season I remember during the
twenty years I have lived in the neighbourhood
of London, thus affording a good opportunity of
judging of the efiects it h.as on plant life. My
observations are chiefly confined to plants grown
under glass. In the north of London the effects
have not proved so disastrous as might have been
anticipated. Speaking generally, I think plants
under glass have suft'ered more from want of day-
light than the actual effects of fogs, black as they
have been. Taking Ferns, I find some of the
varieties with a bright, smooth surface to their
fronds have in a few instances the appear-
ance of having been scalded, and some of the
Adiantums have their fronds much discoloured,
while the Gymnogrammas, and others with a
rough or pilose nature, show no other sign of
damage except weak growth. Palms do not
appear to have suffered in the least, though no
doubt they would have made more growth with
more daylight. Although a few young leaves of
Crotons have dropped oft", it is difficult to say if

this was caused by fog, as others in the same
house have not suffered in the least. Carnations,
which should be flowering now, have suft'ered con-
siderably, chiefly through the length of time that
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the buds have been developing. It seems much
easier to have good Carnation blooms during the
dark weather than it is for some weeks after the
foers have left us. Although the fog does not
affect the foliage of double Primulas, the flowers,
or a large proportion of them, go blind, and do
not open. I refer to the old Double White.
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine held its bloom well
througliout the wliole winter, though in the worst
of the fogs the flowers were small and pale in
colour. A very dry atmosphere will cause tlie

bloom to drop sooner than any other cause. I
have found that Begonia insignis will drop almost
every bloom after a lieavy fog, also the Abutilons
and Salvias. I can never flower the Bouvardias
after the first spell of dark, foggy weather, and I
have seen the leaves quite scorched, but not so
bad in the north of London as in the S.W. dis-
trict. Forced Roses will drop almost every leaf
after a heavy fog.

Although the bad effects of London fogs can-
not be entirely counteracted, they may be much
reduced. The first thing to avoid is a dry
atmosphere. Of course, in many instances it is

dangerous to use too much water in dark weather,
but as soon as the foliage becomes dry it much
more readily absorbs the poisonous gases con-
tained in the fog. It is also advisable to keep
the temperature as low as is consistent with the
safety of the various plants. Any growth made
will be unsatisfactory, and the plants will not so
readily make a good start when we do get bright
weather. A.

Stove and Greenhouse.

CLERODENDRON BALFOURI.
Few stove climbers are more beautiful or showy
than this when growing at all naturally, but
nothing so spoils its effect as tying it in closely
to balloon-shaped trellises, as is often done.
This plan, of course, is usually followed for
exhibition, and perhaps there is no better way
of showing the plants, or at all events no more
convenient one of taking them to the show

;

but at home they look far better growing loosely
about the roof or tm tie rods trained as little
as possiUe. The blossoms are too well known
to need describing, and they are very freely
produced when the plants are healthy and
strongly grown. "Various modes of propagation
have been tried. Taking cuttings of young
shoots (i inches long or less with a heel and
placing in strong bottom-heat is a favourite
plan with some growers. Others rely on cut-
tings of older wood taken at pruning time,
while, again, the stoutest and hardest'' of the
roots will often form growth buds if taken oft'

with a few fibres attached and planted in a
brisk heat in cocoa-nut fibre. Where bottom-
heat is not at counnand, stem cuttings about a
foot long may be made and placed in bottles, as
practised with Dracionas. The first season the
plants should be grown as rajiidly as possible
by giving them a light, rich soil and ]ilenty of
heat. Towards the end of the summer the
plants may be tied around stakes placed in the
pots, tliis causing them to break more freely
from the lower eyes the ensuing season. All
through the growing season the roots must be
kept very moist, and as one pot is filled with
roots, the plant should be shifted to a larger
one, as this Clerodendron is one of the most
rapid-growing plants in existence when placed
under suitable conditions.
Most of the foliage falls off in autumn, and

just then the water supply must be consider-
ably reduced. In winter hardly any is needed.
If the plants are to be kept in pots they must
be of good size, and the proper time to repot
is after a few inches of growth have been made
in spring. Many fine plants have been lost ],y

inattention to this simple matter, for shifting
tliem when at rest is almost fatal to them.
When growing freely above, the roots will
naturally be very active and will at once take
to tlie new material. The amount of flower
produced is strictly in accordance with that of
the growth, so if jjlenty of heat can be secured,
let the plants liave a good shift and use a very
rich compost. Equal parts of good yellow loam
and dried cow manure, with plenty of sharp
silver sand and lumps of charcoal sound a very
rich mixture, but if the pots are well drained
and the roots in quite an active state it is none
too strong, while the resulting growth will be
remarkably free. I'ntie the young plant from
the stakes after potting and place it in its posi-
tion, leaving plenty of room for side growths if

it is to be trained under the roof. When the
roots have filled the new pots and are taking
water freely, a little clarified soot-water helps
to keep the colour in the foliage.

Moisture in the atmosphere is important, as
in a dry heat Clerodendrons are sure to be
attacked with red spider and other insects,
healthy growth being then out of the question.
Syringing with teijid soft water twice daily until
the flowers begin to open is advisable, but on
account of plants growing underneath it cannot
always be practised. After the flowers are past
the plants may be pruned, cutting back lightly
or heavily according to space. It is best to do
this fairly early, for if left until winter comes
round the stems often die back and start badly
in spring. Fine .specimens may be had for exhi-
bition by keeping them on the roof until the
young shoots are showing the flower-buds, then
taking them ofl' and tying on the frames so that
most of the new wood stands a little out from
the rest. If too tightly trained the effect is

spoilt. ^ Groweu.

Daphne Genkwa.—This Japanese species of
Daphne is particularly noticeable just now in the
greenhouse, where it is flowering freely. An
especial item of interest in connection with it is

the great resemblance it bears to a Lilac ; indeed,
unless closely examined its relationship thereto
would not be questioned. The flowers, which are
borne thickly on the leafless branches, are of a pale
violet tint and agreeably scented. There appear,
however, to be more than one form, as some indi-
viduals are deeper in colour than others. The
flowers remain fresh longer than those of most
hardy shrubs that are brought on in the green-
house. Though so dissimilar in appearance from
the other Daphnes, it needs much the same treat-
ment—that is to say, a fairly cool, moist soil that
is not subjected to any great extremes. In the
open ground, where uninjured by frost, it does not
as a rule flower till April is well advanced—that
is, just before the leaves expand. In planting, a
sheltered spot should, if possible, be chosen for it.

This Daphne has been long known, but it is only
within the last few years that it has been generally
grown.—H. P.

Tropseolum Ball of Fire.—At one time the
climliing varieties of Tropi^olum were grown for
the production of cut flowers during the winter
far more frequently than they are now-a-days,
their place being to a great extent taken by the
zonal Pelargoniums, which are universally culti-
vated where brightly coloured flowers are needed

readily from cuttings, and the best results are
obtained when good sturdy shoots are chosen for
the purpose. If the cuttings are struck in the
spring they should be encouraged to grow away
freely during the summer, as if they are allowed
to fall into a stunted habit at that season they
become a prey to insect pests and are seldom
satisfactory. At one time Tropreolums of this
class were largely grown for Covent Garden
Market to supply cut flowers during the winter.
They are a good deal affected by the fogs, which
in the London district are the bane of plant
growers, but the same may be said of the Pelar-
gonium.—T.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
I siim-LD be very grateful if any of your corre"
spondents could give me some information as to
the best way of growing Malmaison Carnations in
the greenhouse. Is it true that they will bear
very little forcing and must be grown in a cool
house '! What is the name of a very fine variety
in a deep rose-pink shade?—P. H.

*,* This section is probably the most difficult
of all the Carnations to manage. I have found
the best stock to start with to be from those
layered in the open ground. These may be taken
up and |)otted early in the autumn, and if the
original stock plants were vigorous and healthy,
the layers will make good plants for the following
spring. They should be potted in good fibroul
loam, with a little leaf-mould and sand added, or
if the loam is not fibrous, a little peat may be
used. Three-inch pots should be used, and the
soil pressed moderately firm. They should be
placed in a cool pit, or, better still, in a house
where they can stand on a moist bottom. They
may be kept close and shaded for a few days until
they take liold of the new soil, after which plenty
of air and all the light possible should be given ;

the closer up to the glass they can be kept the
better. As soon as the pots are well filled with
roots they may be potted on into 5-inch pots.
Grown on in a cool greenhouse these should
be in flower about May. Air and light are
essential, and sufficient fire-heat to keep out
frost and to dry the air in wet, damp weather.
They may be brought into flower a little

earlier by giving them extra warmth after the
buds begin to show. Bright, sunny weather
will do more towards bringing on the bloom than
artificial heat, and under no consideration should
the house be kept close. The same plants may
be grown on for several years. Where it is

intended to grow them on, the flower-stems
should be carefully cub away close to the first

side-shoot, the plants cirefuUy cleaned, and each
of the strongest shoots should have a separate
stick. If not carefully handled tliey are liable to
split ott' at the stem. They should be potted on
as early as possible. It will depend a little on
the size and condition of the plants in regard to
the size of the pots to be used. Overpotting
should be avoided, and they may have another
shift in the autumn. During the summer they
will do better in the open, but it is safer to have
them in a frame where the lights can be put on in
case of heavy rains. Over-watering is very in-

jurious to all Carnations grown in pots, and often
proves fatal.

The plants which have flowered early in the
spring will often throw up blooms again in the
autumn from the side-shoots, but the.se do not
come so fine as in the spring, the true Malmaisons

^ . being essentially spring-flowering. I may add
throughout the dull season. Still, for all this the '

tliat manure may be used after the buds are well
merits of a good variety of Tropieolum, such as

: advanced, that made from cow manure and soot
Ball of Fire, must not be altogether passed over, being the best. It should be allowed to stand
as, apart from the supply of cut flowers, it is a long enough to become quite clear before using,
capital climber, and one that will yield a profusion

I Clear soot water may also be used for syrino-ing
of bloom for months together. As a rafter plant and will keep the plants free from insects. °
in a warm greenhouse this is very effective,
especially if the long flexible shoots are allowed to
dispose themsehes in a natural manner, as their
loose, informal arrangement, combined with a pro-
fusion of richly coloured blossoms, form a very
pleasing feature. These Tropicolums strike root

Of the true Malmaisons there are three distinct
shades, viz . the old form, of a delicate flesh

colour ; the pink, which is several shades deeper :

and the rose, probably the variety referred to by
" P. H." I do not know of any other distinctive
names for the above. Lady Middleton may also
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be considered a true JIalmaison ; this has stiiped

flowers. There are now several otliers included in

this section which are evidently of hybrid origin.

The Churchwarden is the finest crimson, but I

find it is inclined to sport. Mme. Arthur

Warocque, deep scarlet, is sweet-scented and

free, but the flowers are much smaller than in the

type. Another, which I believe I first had under

the name of Turner's Crimson Malmaison, is very

dwarf in habit and of sturdy growth. The
flowers are of moderate size and have a pleasant

perfume. There are several other newer varieties

wliich I have not yet had much experience with ;

but from what I have seen of it I am very favour-

ably impressed with Princess May, which is of a

deep rose colour. A. I£.

IVY-LEAVED PELAKC IONIUMS.

In many of the newer varieties of these charming
|)lants we are getting beautiful colours and shades,

but I think we are also losing the grace and
elegance that made the old Kn*nig Albert so popu-

lar at one time. In this section we hardly want
stiS', erect-growing plants, nor are stout flower-

stems and close, rosette-shaped, very double flowers

any improvement. An Ivy-leaved Pelargonium

to be pretty must have a loose habit of growth,

and the blossoms must be graceful rather than

very double. The old Mme. Crousse and the some-

what more recent Souvenir de Chas. Turner are

two excellent varieties in my estimation, and far

before such kinds as La Rosicre, Masterpiece, and
others of a similar habit. The present is a good
time to strike cuttings for autumn and winter-

blooming plants. They root freely now with the

advancing light, and will keep sturdy, hard little

plants that, if kept potted on as required, will not

flower much until winter. Three or four cuttings

rooted in a 4-inch pot make nice little plants for

furnishing baskets. These should be lined with a

littleMoss, anda suitable compost will be loamand
leaf-mould, with a little of a good fertiliser and
plenty of rough silver sand. This will be suitable for

pot culture as well, single plants flowering well if

finished in the 8-inch size, and these they will

easily fill if well grown during the summer. Light

pits are best for them, and the plants should be

frequently pinched to induce a well furnished

plant, the flower-buds picked out as soon as they

can be seen until within a month of the time they

are wanted to bloum. This they will do for six

months on end if judiciously fed and kept in a

temperature that will cause them to grown gently,

or say about ."lO" at night, with a good rise

by day from sun-heat. They must be so ar-

ranged that the light reaches every part of the

plant, and should green fly put in an appearance
the house must at once be fumigated. Ventila-

tion is as important as light, for without it the

growth will be spindly and weak, the flowers of

poor colour and texture, and but a few will be

produced. If large specimens are wanted the

plants may be lightly cut back in spring, and
w hen breaking freely shaken out and repotted into

the same size pots as Ijefore, shortening the roots

a little if it seems to be necessary. Shift on into

larger sizes as ref|uired, and tie or train them
according to convenience. They make excellent

pillar plants, and also do well on a back wall pro-

vided the position is not much shaded by other

plants. H. R.

Lilium auratum diseased.— I should be
greatly obliged if the Editor of Ttie Gakden
would tell me whether enclosed bulb of Lilium
auratum is diseased. I have had them placed in

dry soil, and all diseased parts scraped out and
dressed with sulphur and charcoal, but on exami-
nation each time I find them still worse. The
small spots today are large ones in a fortnight's

time.— J. R.4TNB0W.
*,.* The bulb you send, though not of the finest

quality, is certainly not diseased, as this term is

usually accepted. It is merely an instance of

bruised scales, for which there is small wonder if

we take into account the varying processes of

preparation and of packing to ensure the safe

arrival of the bulbs in this country, to say nothing
of a journey of many thousands of miles. You
will observe the heart of the bulb, which is the

germ of flowering, is comparatively free of the

bruises that appear on the outer scales, and as

the latter are of quite secondary importance so

far as flowering is concerned, little fear need be
entertained concerning them or the continued
decomposition of the parts badly bruised. These,
however, may be removed so far as the bruise

extends and the bulbs potted without any further

delay. The chief point in an imported Lily bulb
is a good sound base, /.<.., the point from which
roots are emitted, and a sound heart or centre.

The application of charcoal is right, but sulphur
is quite wrong, as nothing more quickly and
surely paralyses vegetable growth than this, and
in your case it would be well to rinse it free of the

base, otherwise the young roots may be injured

thereby. You should pot the bulbs at once in a

soil only moderately moist. Then, if placed in a
position uniformly cool and covered with ashes
.'5 inches deep over all, no water should be needed
till growth is apparent above the ashes. Remo\ e

the worst portions of bruised scales prior to pot-

ting and cover the bulb with a handful of moist
silver sand. Peat and loam in equal parts are a

good mixture for potting.— E. J.

MESSRS. JOHN LAINO AND SONS'
NURSERIES.

Althougu the winter is not exactly the best time

for seeing many plants in bloom in nur-^eries, still

even during that dull season there is much to be

seen that is of considerable interest. I was for-

tunate in finding the founder of the house at

home, and although Mr. John Laing is in his 78th

year he is still strong and well. He came to

Forest Hill more than thirty-seven years ago, but

long before this he was known in Scotland as a

good cultivator and botanist. Indeed, in 1847 he

received the silver medal of the Royal Caledonian

Society for a "Fasciculus of British Mosses"
which he prepared from specimens collected in

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. In the same
year he was elected an Associate of the Royal

Botanic Society of Edinburgh.
Orchids, stove and greenhouse plants. Ferns,

Palms, Cycads, Begonias, Gloxinias, Cannas, &c.,

are largely grown at Forest Hill. The tuberous

Begonias are of course famous all over the world ;

from January to March little is to be seen of

them except the tubers, but by May and June
they will be all in full bloom. One can hardly

realise when looking at the modern Begonia

in its single and double forms that it has been

developed in about twenty - five years from

species with comparatively small blossoms. In-

deed, it was not until 1801 that one of the first

varieties— B. boliviensis—was introduced to this

country, and its blood was in the first hybrid

Begonia, B. Sedeni, which was sent out in 1870.

B. Pearcei, which was the chief factor in the pro-

duction of the yellow, buff, salmon, and orange

varieties, appeared in 1865, and was followed by

B. Veitchi, B. rosieflora, and B. Clarkei in 1807.

B. Davisi did mt arrive until 1870, and at first

was much used by hybridists with a view to in-

breeding its neat dwarf habit and warm scarlet

flowers. These half-dozen species have been left

behind long ago, and some of them are in great

danger of disappearing altogether from cultiva-

tion. Mr. Laing began hybridising Begonias in

1875, chiefly using B. boliviensis, B. Veitchi, and

B. Pearcei, together with some of the best varie-

ties then known in England and the Continent,

and the success he attained is evident to all who
see his Begonias, either at Forest Hill or the

various exhibitions throughout tliC country. So

highly, indeed, were his hybrids thought of

in 1878, that he was awarded a gold medal

for tliem by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The uses of Begonias from a garden point of

view are many. As pot plants they make grace-

ful ornaments for the greenhouse, and a con-

tinuous display of bloom may be kept up from

April to November by starting the tubers in

batches at various periods. For the flower garden
they ha\ e become very popular of late years, and
when massed, either according to colour or mixed,
they are ert'ective, although occasionally they get
somewhat spoiled by heavy rains. They flower

tbroughout the whole summer from Miy to

October. They possess another great advantage,
especially to those with a greenhouse having a
warm corner. Seeds may be sown in .January or

February, and as likely as not the plants obtained
will produce as good, if not superior, blooms
as their progenitors, and in this way—especially

if care be taken to save seeds only from the
choicest flowers—improvement goes steadily on.

The fibrnus-rooted section is also largely grown,
and at the time of my vi>it thousands of tiny seed-

lings had been pricked oft' in readiness for plant-

ing outdoors in Maj'. Clivias are well grown at

Forest Hill, and each year new varieties are being
raised from seed.

Cannas and Carnations are grown in huge quan-
tities. Although the Cannas were just started

in a little heat, by June they will be vigorous

and well-hardened plants for the outdoor garden.

It is astonishing that although Cannas have
been known in British gardens since the time of

.lohn Gerard, 300 years ago, it is only of late

years that attention has been given to them as

decorative plants, either for the conservatory or

the flower garden. Botanically there are many
so-called species, but only a few have been used

by the hybridist to produce the popular kinds

of to-day, and the comparative ease with which
they are obtained is a favourable sign of their

very soon finding their way into almost every

garden. Like the Begonia, the modern Canna is

fast outstripping its parents in the great size,

beaut}', and cxtiuisite colour of the flowers, which

are a source of admiration when seen in our public

parks and gardens.
Herbaceous and alpine plants are also largely

grown, while from thirty to forty acres are de-

voted to fruit trees, Roses, and hardy shrubs and
trees, all of which are in the best condition.

J. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.STOVE.

Cytisus Andreanus under glass.—Being so

distinct from any other member of the Broom
family, this Cytisus rapidly became popular, and
it is now very generally met with, particularly as

a shrub in the open ground, while for flowering

under glass it is also of considerable value. It is

not seen at its best when forced to any great

extent, but rather when just assisted with a little

he;it, so that it commences to flower towards the

end of March. Most of the plants sent out from nur-

series are grafted on the Laburnum, and as a rule

they make rapid progress thereon, but they have

a most unsatisfactory knack of dying otf at times

quite suddenly. Plants struck from cuttings are

much preferable to grafted ones, while a good

percentage of seedlings coma true. Cuttings df

not as a rule strike root very readily, but they are

well worth a little extra trouble.—T.

Solandra grandiflora.—Tbe blossoms of this

being somewhat variable in colour, the question

is suggested whether there are not other points of

difference. Mr. Bolas flowers it well in a corn-

paratively small state, and though treating it in

the same way I have never succeeded in inducing

it to bloom satisfactorily, while, on the other

hand, when allowed to cover considerable roof

space, as at Kew, it flowered freely. My plant

was grown in a tub, hence the water supply could

be readily diminished and the wood thoroughly

ripened. The shoots covered the sunny portion

of the roof of a large greenhouse. After flower-

ing the plants were cut back hard, but soon made
vigorous growth. It is a subject for which there

is so little demand that it is kept in stock liy few

dealers, though if required a quantity could soon

be obtained, as it strikes freely from cuttings.—

H. P.

Arum Lilies.—"M. T." is scarcely fan- in

quoting my remarks, or, at least, partly quoted

thepi. I wrote one to three were grown in each
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8-inch pot " according to size," and surely no gar-
dener needs reminding that a pot containing three
plants would only contain the smallest plants of

the batch, many barely of flowering size, but yet
retained, and grown in threes to economise space,
and because of their worth another year. So far

as flowering is concerned, these plants always
yield the greatest number of blooms when ac-

• corded the utmost liberality of treatment. In-

deed, so long as fresh growth can be maintained
without check, so long they continue to flower.

As pointed out by "J. C," Byfleet, page 25(i, it

is scarcely possible to err in point of liberality of

culture when the plants are grown in pots con-
tinuously. It is quite clear, however, from the
abundant testimony given by gardeners of the
highest standing in all parts of the country, that
the permanent pot system is not only much in

vogue, but thoroughly appreciated, and where
special care is taken to treat the plants liberally,

no one need fear the result. Under the pot
system there is no fear of the plants being over-
taken by early frosts which I have known to
ensue when planted out and not lifted in time,
growth, the result of planting out, created the
This little delay, combined with an over-exuberant
necessity of several weeks' hard forcing to get the
plants into flower for the Christmas decoration,
by which time quite the best half of the crop may
b3 gathered where the plants are grown in pots.

—

E. J.

Kitchen Garden.

AUTUMN-SOWN CAULIFLOWERS.

RErr.YiNi! to "S. M.'s" query (p. 236) as to my
e.xperience with Early London Cauliflower this

year, I may say that I still find it a necessary and
most useful variety for filling the short gap
between Dwarf Erfurt Mammoth and Walcheren,
and I continue to plant it for that purpose. As
regards bolting, I have not been troubled with
this for several years, and the explanation I have
to give of my immunity is that I have of late years
adopted the plan of sowing late, generally the first

week in September, and plantingout early inMarch.
Up to the present time I have only seen one
buttoned plant out of several hundreds, and that
was one of the Dwarf Erfurt Mammoth. All my
stock has been planted out for about a fortnight,
and during that period we have had many cold
nights; 12 of frosthave been the minimum, but this

has been approached very nearly on several occa-
sions. This, however, has affected the plants but
slightly, and the younger leaves not at all. I be-
lieve it to be a fact that Cauliflower plants are
generally too much coddled and kept in the frames
too long, or until they get so big that they must
bolt. The few degrees of frost that it takes to
spoil the curd when it has formed have given rise to
the fallacy that the plant itself is very tender, so
that the young plants are generally put under
glass a month too soon and kept there a month too
late. Though very little top growth is made
during the first few weeks after planting, except
when the spring is very mild, the roots are active
and preparing themselves for the work they will
have to do later on in the way of building up the
plant, so that when the weather becomes mild,
growth is very rapid. To ensure the roots being
down out of reach of what frost we get, I plant
deeply. Last autumn I raised a goodly number
of Eclipse. The plants promise well, though it is

too early to say what they will ultimately pro-
duce, and it is my first trial of the variety for
autumn sowing. It should follow those above
mentioned, and my aim is to get rid of the
necessity for spring sowing under glass, the
accommodation of this sort Deing so much con-
gested during the spring months that any relief
of the kind will be welcome. I hope to report re-
sults later in the year.— J. C. T.

" S. M." has had to bewail the loss of many
of his Eiirly London Cauliflowers from bolting, a
common fault with this early kind when raised

in the autumn. It was this bolting which led me
to abandon the sowing of Early London at that
time and to substitute Walcheren in its stead.

The latter is almost, if not quite, as early, and it

is but seldom that any of the plants bolt. I sow
at the latter end of August, and the young plants
when ready are pricked out and wintered in a
cold frame. The plants are rather forwarder than
usual for the time of year, and have been planted
under the shelter of handlights in advance of tlie

usual date. In my opinion spring-sown plants
are not to be compared with those raised in the
autumn for earliness, neither do they give such fine

heads—at least such is my experience. I always
sow a good sized box with seed of Walcheren the
latter end of January. This is raised in a cold
house ; consequently the plants come dwarf and
sturdy. The latter are pricked out when ready in

a frame, and when planted out form a good succes-
sion to the autumn-raised plants. The batch to

succeed them will be from seed sown out-doors
early in March.—A. W.

DISEASE IN BORECOLES.

The allusion to the failure of Borecoles from the
attack of disease mentioned by " G. W." (p. 236)
furnishes information that is not very desirable.

Is not this disease brought about by some local

influence? I cannot help thinking there must
be some condition in the soil to account for

disease in so hardy a subject. Like "Ct. W.," I

find late plants too small to be profitable, and it

is not advisable to be very early, because in

moderately rich land they grow large and succulent
by the winter, and are then liable to injury from
severe weather. Borecoles may be grown on the
same ground two or three seasons in succession if

there is a little manure dug in at the clearance of

one and previous to planting another. Salt I

have found a good dressing for these Brassicas —
not put on in quantity, but lightly sprinkled over
the ground at planting time and again later on
when they are established. I have had even
stronger plants the third year than the first by
such treatment. This, I am aware, would be
accepted by many gardeners as bad practice,
but in the case mentioned there was no choice in

the matter, and the results certainly were such as
I had not expected. It proves that in the growth
of some vegetables, at any rate, there is not the
need for the keen desire for a change of site so
often advocated and |)ractised by most good gar-
deners. I am a great advocate for the employ-
ment of burnt refuse and wood ashes in the
vegetable and fruit garden, and never miss an
opportunity of burning up accumulated refuse, of

which there is always a considerable quantity in

all large gardens. I usually make an eff'ort to
apply the ashes to the ground while it is yet dry,
either before or after it has lieen roughly turned
up. Tlie soil and crop that follows then get the
full benefit of the application. It would be in-

teresting to know if other readers have had disease
in their Borecoles.—W. S. , H'(7As'.

It is unfortunate that the endeavour to
solve the mystery in connection with the disease
affecting certain types of Kale has not been suc-

cessful. Personally it is a question of the curled
rer.tHx smooth types, the former always coming
through successfully, the latter succumbing in a
sudden and mysterious manner just when the
quarter was looking its best. I refer to the
smooth types in a past tense because, having
tried them for se\eral years always with the same
result, they have not been grown lately, the
most reliable sorts that have not as yet taken the
disease being a good form of Dwarf Curled, Reid's
Hearting, and Cottager's. The failure of Aspara-
gus Kale and its various forms is to be regretted,
because where it does well it is at once about the
latest and the most delicatelj' flavoured of Bore-
coles. That all forms of the comparatively
smooth types are not affected is noticeable in the
case of the Thousand-headed Kale, of which
magnificent breadths many acres in extent are
to oe found in adjoining fields. I have never

grown this in the garden or tried it as a vege-
table. Failing garden forms, it should be worth
a trial. Personally, at this season I would waive
anything in the shape of Kales in favour of a
dish of Turnip-tops, of which Red Globe and
Chirk Castle are just now furnishing abundant
pickings.—E. B. C.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Variegated Kales.—I notice in a recent issue
" S. M.'s "letter on variegated Kales. No one
would use them for food in preference to the old
Scotch form, but I consider every gardener ought
to grow them, and in a sheltered place for winter
taljle garnishing they are the most attractive
form of ornament for dishes I know of, and make
the table very bright at the dullest season of

the year, the small sprouts after the head has
been removed being very eft'ective. I am sur-

prised how few gardeners grow them for this pur-
pose.—H. D. Kelmer, Colchester.

Cucumbers.—It seems a pity that more care
is not taken with Cucumber seed to send out
something that one has a chance to get up, and
this year's experience is worse than usual. I

purchased a couple of half-crown packets this year
of a variety—this has now been some years before
the public—and received a dozen seeds in each,

twenty-four in all. A careful inspection led to

the inference that a good return was not to be
expected, and this was emphatically the case,

four seeds germinating from the one packet and
eight from the other. Twelve plants for 5s. of a
comparatively old variety seem rather expen-
sive. The Cucumber harvest in 1897 from a seed-

saving standpoint was, I take it, hardly a suc-

cess.—E. B. C.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1164.

HIBISCUS CAMERONI.
(with a coloured plate.*)

Several large bushes of this handsome sub-
tropical shrub were attractive last summer and
autumn in the Mexican house at Kew, where,
planted in a border, they grew to a height of

about C feet and fully as wide, and flowered
freely. The species is not unlike H. Rosa-
sinensis. It was introduced from Madagascar
by a missionary, who sent seeds in 1837 to Mr.
Cameron, the curator of the Birmingham Botanic
Garden, after whom it was named. There are

several varieties of it, having yellowish, rose, or

red flowers. The Kew plants came from the
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, a few years ago.

There is some doubt as to the plant here
figured being the true H. Cameroni. I am in-

clined to believe that it is rather the hybrid
between that species and H. Rosa - sinensis

(fulgens), a figure of which was published by
Dr. Lindley in his "Botanical Register," xxx.,

t. 28 (1844), undei' the name of H. Cameroni
fulgens. He describes it as a fine plant, of

which he received a specimen in August, 1843,

from Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, who stated

that it was a hybrid between these two species.

The flowers are of the same colour as that here

shown, whereas H. Cameroni, type, has bufl-

coloured flowers with fine deep crimson spots in

the eye. The Kew plant is a first-rats shrub
for an intermediate house or stove, growing
from a cutting into a big bush in a few months,
and flowering profusely. It is most elegant

when the branches bearing several flowers are

cut and placed in a vase. Good seeds have

* Drawn for The Gardex in the Royal Gardens,

Kew, by H. G. Moon. Lithographed and printed by
J. L. Goffart. -
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been obtained at Kow by crossing this witli H.
Manihot, the large yellow - Howercd siiccies

recently tigured in The Gakden. W. W.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Ci-ci'MiiERs.—For supplies during the early sum-
mer it is well to sow at this date, as with a liberal

amount of sunheat there is less need of fire-heat.

Many years ago excellent produce was grown in

frames heated with manure only. Of course,

such culture needs more attention. At this

season it is well to sow in pots, two seeds in a

pot, thinning to the stronger when a couple of

inches high. Many sow several seeds in a

[)0t or pan and then pot up, but this checks the

plants. For present sowing a good strain of

Telegraph is difficult to beat for private use— that

is, cutting from the plants and using quickly, but
for quantity, Rochford's Market Favourite is

specially good. This is most prolific and remains
good after cutting longer than other varieties.

Previous to planting out, if in pots, the soil should
be got into position some time previous to get
thoroughly warmed, as it is important that the

plants do not get chilled at the start. Few vege-

tables are more sensitive to cold in the earlier

stages than Cucumbers. A light compost is

needed. Many advise a liberal addition of leaf-

soil, but I do not, as it is too poor when the

plants attain size and does not promote a sturdy
growth. I find spent Mushroom manure valuable

for mixing with the soil. It lightens it, but feeds

also, and is cooler for the roots than leaf-mould,

unless the latter is thoroughly decayed. Many
people plant too closely. It would not matter so

much if every other plant was taken out as growth
increases, but this is not done, with the result

tliat there is a tangled mass of foliage. For
regular supplies not less than 3 feet should be
given if the plants are to fruit for some time. For
a quick crop this would not apply ; many give
even more space than 3 feet. It is not necessary

to give all the soil at the start, much better give

say half a bushel to each plant, and by regular

top-dressings fortnightly keep up a vigorous root

action. If the soil is heavy or poor, bone-meal is a

splendid addition, and to lighten the soil, such
aids as wood ashes or fine mortar rubble cannot
be surpassed. Wlien manure is used as the heat-

ing agency, it should be placed in position some
two or three weeks in advance of planting, making
it solid to retain warmth and to allow rank steam
to escape before planting. The soil, wlien in

position, should be within I foot of the glass.

With frame culture less moisture is needed at the

roots. Sliade from bright sun and cover the glass

at night to retain warmth, airing sparingly for a
short time only at mid-day.

Fruitinc; I'LANTs.—In tlie case of these, top-
dressing should be done at least fortnightly, the
success depending iqjon the regular dressings
rather than giving large quantities at one time.

The material advised for plants earlier will hold
good now, but with plants given ample space a
little heavier soil may with advantage be used.

Do not omit such aids as bone-meal, and I have
used fish manure to advantage. In giving mois-
ture, liquid manure can be given to plants in full

bearing twice a week, and to keep up regular
supplies crop tlie plants evenl)-, not allowing too
great a quantity of fruit at one time. Regulate
the growths, as unless this is done once a week at

the least they get too advanced. Stopping will

be needed oftener, and pay particular attention to

wood that has fruited, cutting it out whenever
possiljle and laying in young growths. A liberal

temperature should be maintained. I give little

air, relying on copious supplies of atmospheric
moisture. (Irown thus there is no scorching and
no trouble with insect pests.

Early Tomatoes.—The early fruiting plants
are now nicely set with fruits and promise well.

On the whole we have had a difficult season and the

fruits are later than usual. Many, I am aware,
object to sowing in the early autumn for spring
fruits, but so far after man}' trials I find it the
best way to secure early fruits. These plants
may now be given plentiful supplies of food; being
in pots (10-inoh) and a mass of roots, they have
now sufficient fruit, and may be given liquid

manure or other fertilisers. For succession crops
I am running up a new shoot from the base, and
these growths take the place of the older ones
when the early fruits are cleared. Plants raised

at the end of the year will now be strong enough to
be placed in their fruiting pots. For early crops,
pots will be found preferable to planting out, as
thougli the latter will give a heavier weight of

fruit, earliness is essential. I have found it a good
|ilan to set out a number of plants if space can
be aftbrded, as these give a succession to the pot
plants. Avoid rich soil at the start. It is far

better to feed when in fruit than get gross plants
and few fruits. In potting, make the soil as firm

as possible and grow the plants near the glass.

Main-crop Tomatoes.—Now is a good time to
sow for what is termed the main crop. I am not
in favour of early sowing, as if the plants are left

too long in the pots they become starved and bare
at the base. For main-crop supplies growers will

have their own special kinds. Last summer from
Jul}' to October 1 found Duke of York the heaviest
cropper. A few fruits came rather large, but
these were only the early ones. Ham (Jreen is

still a favourite with me for crop, quality, and
colour, and, though it may now be classed as old,

it is one of the most reliable. Conference as a
medium-sized fruit is difficult to beat, and few
are so prolific. Yellow Tomatoes do not find

much favour, but for home use they are worth
growing, as they have a distinct flavour, and for

salads are specially good. Golden (^ueen and
Blenheim Orange are good types of the yellow-

fruited kinds. For open-air culture, seedlings

raised now and potted on as required into 6-incli

yjots will by the end of ilay be of a nice size

for planting out. Before placing in the open
harden off well ; cold frames are best, with free

exposure on all favourable occasions. Grown
thus, the plants will be studded with fruits at the

base, and these will furnish an early supply.

Celery. —The early plants sown in heat will

now lie ready to prick off into boxes or frames. I

prefer the latter, as more air can be given. In

the case of seedling Celery plants a rich light

soil is beneficial. Now is a good time to sow
the main crop, and much the same routine is

needed as advised for pricking off. A little

warmth at the start will assist the seed to

germinate more freely. There are some really

fine Celeries to select from. Solid White, White
Gem, and Superb White are good main-crop
white varieties, whilst Early Rose, Major Clark's

Red, and Standard-bearer are good red kinds.

Standard-bearer is the best keeping Celery I have
grown. By sowing in a cold frame, covering the

glass at night to retain warmth, and keeping the

frame close, the seeds will soon come through,
and growth will be strong and sturdy. For early

Celery the trenches may now be prepared. My
early Celery usually follows a winter green crop,

such as Brussels Sprouts.
Planting .\nd sowing Asp.\R-Agi's.—I am an

advocate for early sowing, as by so doing a longer

season of growth is secured. Asp.aragus is often

sown too thick]}', as it rarely happens the seeds

are poor if obtained from a good source. The
land is in splendid condition for the work, as it

breaks up finely. There should be no delay in

planting or sowing, as though planting is advised
later— in fact, up to the end of June—I am not
in favour cf the work being done then. Avoid
crowding the rows ; a space of 18 inches between
is none too much in the seed bed. By dropping
the seeds at intervals the seedlings can be more
readily thinned than when the seeds are sown all

along the row. Planting should be done quickly.

Make the space large enough for each root, and
avoid deep planting if the roots are mulched after

planting. Two inches of soil over the crowns
will suffice, or 3 inches when no mulch is given.

In dry weather newly-planted roots suffer if not
mulched or watered. One good watering, after-

wards mulching with short litter or spent manure,
will keep the roots in a growing state and pro-

mote new root growth, after which there is no
fear of loss.

Mushrooms.—I find there is always a demand
for Mushrooms in the early part of the summer.
Now is a good time to provide for the supply
during the early summer months. Another bed
may be made in the house if there is no artificial

heat. The bed should occupy the floor or coolest

part of the house, and to be a success should be
spawned at an early date, the house kept as moist
as possible, and, if the roof is much exposed,
covered with mats or tarpaulin to exclude the
bright sunshine. A bed may with advantage be
made in a shady corner, or, what is better, a cool

shed. For years I used a rather deep disused
stoke-hole, and it never failed me with a supply
at the season named. Beds made in the open in

ridge form and covered with a good depth of

litter will do much better than those in a warm
house. In some gardens there are cool cellars

or underground places where this crop may be
grown. From Ma}- to October it is next to im-

possible to grow Mushrooms in a heated, dry
house. In spawing o|jen-air beds it is well not to

let the heat decline too much. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Pinks.—The plants of the earliest stock for fruit-

ing should now be pushing up their fruits with
some variation no doubt, and if so, all the better.

As the flowers commence to unfold, guard against

wetting them in the use of the syringe, and also

be careful not to water the plants too freely at

the roots. The practice of syringing between the

plants is to be commended, but in doing it and in

watering see that every care is taken not to allow

any more water than possible to run down to the

axils of the leaves, as this oftentimes encourages

the suckers to push away too strongly. When
the suckers get too much in advance of the fruit

it is exhausting to the plant, and the swelling of

the fruit is impeded thereby. It more than one,

or at most two suckers are seen to be pushing up
they should be removed, i.e., the crowns should
be, as to pull these small suckers out completely
means the breaking down of the leaf-growth. If

crickets, beetles, or cockroaches are troublesome,

use every possible means to keep these pests in

check by the use of beetle poison, and by placing

jam-pots about and between the plants plunged
to the rim and with a covering of treacle at the

bottom to induce them to enter. Look to the
bottom-heat now, keeping it at from 80° to 85'.

The temperature of the house or pit may now be
maintained at from 70' to 7"2° at night, and at

from 8(1" to 90' by day, or even 9.5''' at closing

time when it is bright and sunny. Do not for the
present encourage the next fruiting plants of such
as the Cayennes or other autumn or winter-fruit-

ing kinds too much, otherwise they may sliow too

soon. With the younger stock it is of course

different. These may be encouraged without any
apprehension of their fruiting before their time.

If the variegated Pine-apple be grown, it will of

course be for its fine-foliage effect ; nevertheless,

it thrives best with the others, the better plan
being to suspend the plants whilst still small, so

as to colour them well and to preserve their leaves

intact.

Melons.—The first early crop with me is just

showing the first fruits. I shall hesitate, how-
ever, to allow these to remain, although the

plants for this season of the year are thriving re-

markably well. There is not a corresponding
gain in leaving these fruits; those which show a
few joints further on will be productive of better

results, as the plants must of necessity increase in

vigour during the interval. The plants in inverted

Seakale pots are making excellent progress, the

bottom-heat around them being 80° to S.i" on the

average. In keeping to the single cordon system
at this season I prefer to pinch out any laterals

below the first wire. The plants in the second
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house are now growing awiiy kindly, this lot

being planted out on a ridge. These, I imagine,
will give ripe fruits about the end of May. An-
other lot of seed may now be sown, and this time
I would advise a trial to be given of anj' new
variety which may have commended itself. It is

just as well to let any novelty have as fair a trial

as possible, and seedlings now raised will 3'ield a
fair crop at a time when all is in their favour for

perfect development. Do not, however, expect any
very marked adxance, as the best of well-proven
kinds are now hard to beat. There is, however, the
possible chance of improved constitution, or shall

I rather say a constitution congenial to the sur-

roundings, for it is not every kind that will thrive

well in every place. As the plants now raised

will come on quickl}', a forecast should be made
as to securing the spot for planting out as soon as

the plants are well rooted (not pot-bound) in at

the most li-inch pots. Some may be disposed to
give a trial to Queen Anne's Pocket Melon if they
can get it true, which I should like to do myself.

It is a novelt}', looking extremely pretty on the
dessert table. Note, howe\er, that it is a weakly
grower and does not need much space. \\'ith all

Melon crops now keep a sharp look-out for red
spider and whilst the pijjcs are still hot.

Fi<iS IN' roTS.—The first crop (an extra early
one) has in my case been all cleared off, and the
second is now ripening fast. With the pipes still

on the hot side, a sharp watch has to be kept for

red spider, and the syringe is used on every pos-
sible occasion where there are no fruits ripening.
As a succession to such as St. John's and Pingo
de Mel, the well-proven Brown Turkey will now
be coming on towards the ripening stage. This
Fig on the whole is more satisfactory in a limited
border than under pot culture ; it is, on the other
hand, the reverse with the two first kinds named.
These, if planted out, would, I fear, grow far too
vigorously to be fruitful. I shall pot the earliest

lot in a few weeks' time, so as to let them have
plenty of time to re-establish themselves before
the autumn sets in. Those now ripening are
kept at 70" at night, rising to 8.5° and 90° during
the day. Warmtli most assuredly imparts flavour
to the Fig. In treating those planted out,
guard against too much overcrowding of the
wood. It seems hard to cut out shoots, but in

the end it will pay. Some of the shoots maj'
possibly be dispensed with after the first crop has
been taken, such shoots having already been
stopped short with that object in view. Later
plants need not be pushed on too fast unless
any lack of fruit is anticipated. In any case do
not attempt to force the growth too much at an
early stage. The latest varieties should soon be
on the move, where such, for instance, as Negro
Largo is the chief variet}', than which there is

not a better late Fig, all things considered. The
last crop of all can be managed better if in pots
when the autumn nights grow cool ; these need
not be started j'Ct for a few weeks, and then only
in cold frames. Those who do not always suc-
ceed with early eyes will do well to put in some
more now, growing them on without any great
amount of heat, not attempting to force the
growth too much the first season. Eyes now-
growing must not receive a check.

C'OQL OlaiUKI) IlOl-SE TREES I.S I'OTS.—Tlie
weather during the week just ended (March 20)
has been most unpropitious as regards the more
ad\ anced of the fruit trees outside. I have already
stated my method for the protection of the bloom
on wall trees, and even now do not fear the results.

It may not be so in every case, however, as
localities vary in the influence on tlie fruit crops.
Such springs as the present, with keen wintry
weather late in Marcli, will make many fruit

growers long for a well-appomted cool orchard
house. Having had some experience of the
advantages to he gained by such, I have no hesi-
tation in supporting orchard house culture. Not
only is the practical gain apparent now, but it is

equally so in the autumn, when the fruit is ripen-
ing. When we experience a wet period in

September the outside fruit is often injured, more
particularly if wasps are troublesome. Not so

with that under glass, for there it is perfectly safe
against both of these evils. Plums in particular
with me have amply repaid for the protection of

a cool house. Let the connoisseur of a first-class

highly- flavoured Plum but try such as the Golden
Transparent Gage, Late Transparent Gage, Coe's
Golden Drop, Kirke's, Reine Claude de Bavay and
Ickworth Imperatrice when taken from either
pot or planted-out trees under glass, and he will

be convinced of their superiority. It might be
noted here that the Transparent <iages, through
being such vigorous growers, are well adapted for

pot culture, as this method checks the growth
and makes them more fertile. The latest of the
Peaches also, which oftentimes do not ripen well
outside, are well worth a place in the cool orchard
house - such, for instance, as Sea Eagle, Golden
Eagle and Exquisite of Peaches, and Albert
Victor, Humboldt and Victoria among Nectarines.
Pears, too, produce good crops, the fruits on the
whole being brighter and clearer in the skin.
The secret of the whole matter often lies in water-
ing, but anyone who really knows how to water a
plant can soon master this point. Hortus.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

THE APPLE SUPPLY OF THE FUTURE.
It is well do ask whether there is being made in
England r.hat provision for meeting the future
demand for fruit—and Aj^jiles in particular

—

that is certain to come. How little evidence
do we see displayed in any direction of a desire
to make ample provision. What is done in

private gardens is of no avail in the great re-

({uirement, whilst in market gardens where
planting on a huge scale might be looked for,

there seems to be no more than enough to re-

place old or exhausted orchards or fruit

breadths with new, so that in the matter of

enhancing tlie range of supply very little is

being done. Of cour.se, I refer to those popular
hardy fruits grown in the open on whicli the
mass of the consumers has to rely. Fruit
grown under glass, although that has during the
past twenty years developed enormously, still

is more a jjroduct for the well-to-do than fur

the million, liut this form of culture, whilst
so greatly expanding, yet hardly suffices to meet
ordinary requirements, and yet it has gone
ahead marvellously as compared with what is

seen outside. Far too much the aim of hardy
fruit growers has been to grow varieties natu-
rally productive, the fruit of which can be
marketed from the trees, thus giving least

trouble. Generally when early Apples, for

instance, are plentiful the market is glutted
with fruit. There is little room to complain of

the supply then, with the exception that when
it is so there is too much crowding of the sup-
plies on to a few chief nuirkets, and not with
them satisfactory distribution. But it is when
the winter really sets in that the need for a

better supply and of superior (piality, even in

abundant seasons, is felt. Apples then are too

dear for the mass of the people to purchase,
and the quality is not always tempting. p]ven
in the case of Plums we still crowd into the
market one or two varieties that have popular
appellations, leading again to great gluts.

If we seek for suitable sites for fruit tree

planting, they can be found by the million of

acres. At present our A]iple supply is far too
largely dependent on standard trees that reipiire

or get little cultivation. The produce of these
bears no comparison to the very tine fruits

obtained from bushes. Indeed, these latter

fruits indicate what is needed to satisfy market
demands, but do not in any way represent
existing market sujjplies. We want something

of that remarkable .skill seen in the production
of Grajjes and stone fruits under glass carried

into Apple production outdoors. In this case

we see quantity and quality of the highest pro-

duced in enormous abundance from limited
areas on a sort of high pressure system, that all

the same pays over and over, and has made
Grapes at least comparatively accessible to all

persons of moderate means. Apple tree plant-

ing to furnish absolutely satisfactory results

demands a liberal outlay on spade labour in

breaking up tlie ground far more deejjly than is

usually the case for standard trees ; on a huge
stuck of bush trees of the best keeping and
cropping varieties, not necessarily many, planted
111 all directions from 8 feet to 10 feet apart,

thus compelling early fruiting, and at the same
time furnishing to each other some useful

shelter. There must be, too, no lack of annual
manure mulchings, or of the use during heavy
cropping seasons of artificial manures. It is in

this way only that the finest of fruit in exceed-

ing ijuantity can be obtained. Cool roomy stores

and packing sheds are needful also, for the great

aim of the growers should be to put on to the
market the finest samples after the ordinary
early and midseason stocks are exhausted.

A. D.

APPLE YOPvKSHIRE BEAUTY.
This Apple, like Worcester Pearmain, owes its

high position as a leading market variety more to

outward appearances than to any special merit as

regards flavour. Although not nearly so deeply
coloured as the variety just quoted, Yorkshire
Be.aut^' is withal a very handsome Apple. The
colouring varies, much depending on the position

of the garden or orchard in which the trees are
grown, and also on the form of tree. A well-

grown fruit should be of a clear lemon-yellow on
the shady side, and a rich deep crimson on the
side next the sun. The richest and most highly-

coloured fruits are invariably produced by
standards, those gathered from Ijush trees gene-
rally being paler, the lemon-yellow then pre-

dominating. They are, however, none the less

handsome on that account, well-grown specimens
being quite wax-like in appearance. Last year,

owing to the unusual amount of sunshine ex-

perienced, the colour of this Apple was intensified

to a degree I have never before witnessed, the
crimson flush reaching quite to the stalk basin.

In an ordinary season the exposed portion of the
fruit invarialily takes on a good colour. This
fact, combined with size, weight, and good crop-

ping qualities, constitutes it a first-class market
Apple, and one which anyone may plant with
confidence for profit.

Grown as a standard, it is not what may be
termed a vigorous grower, but it may be relied on
to crop regularly. A few dozen trees well laden
with fruit are a sight not easily forgotten if

viewed just at the time the fruits are approaching
maturit}'. If grown as a bush on the Paradise
stock the tree makes stronger growth, but is

equally as prolific. Grown in this way the
branches should be kept thin, so that sunlight may
freel3' reach all parts of the tree. Care must also

be exercised when pruning bush trees, as York-
shire Beauty is one of those varieties of Apples
which form fruit-buds on the tips of the young
wood. These should therefore be left, to be
shortened back after the fruiting season is past.

As a market fruit it is in best condition for dis-

posal from the beginning until the middle or

end of October, according as the season is early

or late. The flesh is then in a fresh, firm condi-

tion, and is not liable to become damaged if it has to

be sent a long distance. If kept until thoroughly
ripe the skin becomes tender, and will then show
every mark unless the packing is exceedingly well

done.
Yorkshire Beauty is known and grown under

several diSerent names, among whichare Greenup's
Pippin and Red Hawthornden, but the one given
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nt the heading of this note is the most popular one.

For private gardens it is an excellent kind for

rooking during October and November. If kept

liter than this the flavour deteriorates and be-

comes flat and insipid. One or more trees,

according to the consumption of this fruit,

should therefore be included by those wishing

either to form a collection of Apples or to supple-

ment the existing one next autumn.
A. W.

Apple Crofton Scarlet. —This richly flavoured

Apple appears to be but little grown in gardens
and orchards generally. It should find more
favour, as the fruit is of the right size for dessert,

and no matter how long it is kept it always has the

same brisk flavour, is full of juice, and never

mealy. There are few better kinds for keeping
up to February or even March in a cool store, and
it is probable that if good fruits carefully gathered

were placed in barrels or boxes and these kept

open for a few days and afterwards closed down,
they would keep as long as any of the late dessert

kinds. In the Somersetshire and Gloucestershire

districts there are scores of old trees of it in

orchards and cottage gardens, but I have seldom
seen it well grown. The fruit is of a bright

russety yellow, the side next the sun being bright

red. The tree is of medium growth only, the

habit being inclined to be drooping rather than

erect when growing naturally. It makes a very

nice standard, while it should be as suitable as

any for espaliers. Anyone fond of a rich, sweet,

yet pleasantl}' acid Apple late in the season

would find this old Irish kind quite to his

taste.—H. R.

Hardy fruits from seeds.— It is strange that

Mr. Tallack should infer from my previous re-

marks that I wish to discourage tlie attempt to

raise improved varieties of haidy fruits from see 1.

I emphatically expressed the opinion that e\ery-

onehas the chance of raising something good, but
that the percentage of good things obtained is so

small that this method of increase cannot be relied

on to supplant the usual way of furnishing gar-

dens and orchards with profitable varieties. The
variability of hardy fruits from seeds, to which I

endeavoured to direct the attention of would-be
raisers, is well illustrated by Mr. Tallack himself,

who mentions the case of an experienced raiser of

Strawberries who did not obtain more than one
good variet}' from 10,(100 seedlings. Mr. Tallack
saysstone fruits give much betterresuits. I'robablj-

they do ; but what is the percentage of good kinds
that one may rely on? My opinion is that whilst
trying to raise improved fruits we must realise the
difficulties that stand in the way of douig so. Mr.
Tallack says that I reserve my praise for those
good fruits that have come by chance, but, as a

fact, I did not praise, but simply mentioned them
as instances of what may come even when seed-
ling raising is not conducted on scientific lines.

Those who go to work in a systematic manner
will naturally have the best chance of success.

—

J. C. B.

Fruit prospects and protection.—I quite
agree with Jlr. Burrell's note under the above
heading as to the eirly blossoming of Dr. Hogg
I'each. With me there is a ditt'erence of six days
between it and Alexander, and of three days "in

its favour when compared with Crimson (ialande
and Magdala. That fine Nectarine, Spenser, is

quite as early in its blossoming as Alexander,
w'hich is rather remarkable, it being a late-ripen-

ing kind. Raymacker on the same wall is almost
as early in flower as the last-mentioned, and so is

Alexandra Noblesse. Roj'al George is just coming
into bloom, and though the fruit ripen9 much
earlier than either Crimson tJalande and Magdala,
there is a week's ditference in the blossoming. I

have noted the same dissimilarity in the time of

flowering of these varieties in former years, and
Dr. Hogg is invariably the first to unfold its

blossoms outdoors. Should fine weather prevail

for the next few days, the majority of sorts will

be in flower, when protection will have to be
afforded nightly, and by day also, for the matter

of that, should occasion arise, as the weather
early in April is often uncertain. Everything is in

readiness for this to be done, the coping boards

and poles for preventing the blinds from chafing

against the trees having been placed in position

some few weeks ago, so that nothing remains to

be done but to hoist the frigi-domo blinds. This
will no doubt have to be done before these lines

appear, as, with a rising barometer and a cold

north-east wind blowing, there appears to be a

likelihood of frosty weather occurring. The trees

look most promising, the fruit-buds and flowers

being strong, well developed, and exceedingly

plentiful. The same may be said of Pears, Plums,
and Cherries, while Apricots have made a grand
display during the past fortnight and have set a

heavy crop of fruit. Since penning the above,

fro-sty weather has set in, as much as 1'2° being
registered on the morning of the ilst.— A. W.

ESPALIER APPLES AND PEARS.
Thk time-honoured plan of training these fruits

on espaliers of greater or less height has

obtained such a firm hold and is so pui)ular,

that one feels a little diffidence in saying any-

thing against it, and yet there is not the least

doubt that espalier-trained trees have in the

past been largely overdone. There are many
of our best Apples especially that show plainly

that the constant pinching and [jruning are not

at all to their liking even when the trees are

well numaged. To be successful with espalier

trees, a thorough knowledge of varieties and
their characteristics is necessary, and not every

gardener lias the opportunity to attain tjiis.

Tlie consequence is that trees are ordered pro-

niiscuimsl}-, or if good varieties are obtained

their suitability for this form of training is not

i(uesticjned, with the result that some few thrive,

but many others do not. To judge of trees grow-

ing in nursery quarters is misleading, for many
kinds—indeed, most—do well enough for a

few years under this method that afterwaids

are a complete failure unless well looked after,

and even then only a partial success. There
are positions, of course, in small gardens where
there is room for an espalier tree, but where a

more free method of training would be out of

the question ; but in larger places their too

lavish use is greatly to be deprecated from an
economical and also an ornamental point of

view. Long, straight lines of trees .so tightly

tied down and kept in check are certainly not

particularly beautiful at any time, while in

winter they are jiositively ugly. On the other

hand, fine spreading pyramids or even large

open bushes have a very beautiful effect when
in Hower or fruit, and are not unsightly in

winter. An argument that will appeal to

fruit growers much more strongly is that a

great deal more and finer fruit can be obtained

by this method with a minimum of trouble, and
consequently expense. Indeed, when once the

trees get into a free-bearing habit, their fruit-

fulness and free growth set up a proper balance

or sympathy between root and branches that is

always being broken by the unnatural prun-

ing and pinching necessary with the other

method. To cut trees of any kind hard back

year after year, and thus cause strong, fruitless

growth, and then fall back on root-pruning to

remedy the evil, seems about as absurd a system

as is well imaginable, yet it is what is being

done year after year in scores of gardens. To
a certain extent the same thing happens in the

treatment of espalier trees, and though as long

as they have room to extend the leaders fruit

freely enough, the centre of the tree in far too

many instances becomes a mass of growths,

which, for all the likelihood there is of getting

fruit from them, may as well be pruned with

the garden shears as the knife. It may be said

that bush cr pyramid, or even standard trees

will get into just as bad a state if neglected.

So they will, but the remedy in this case is far

easier. Anyone with the least idea as to what
is necessary may form a well-balanced tree of

either kind of free training, but it is far more
ditticult to keep an espalier, say of Bramley's
Seedling or some similar Apple, in order. So
convinced am I of the futility of growing
espalier trees where there is room for a more
rational and natural mode of treatment, that I am
doing away by degrees with all the espalier

trees here, ^\'here espaliers are necessary they
will be planted with Currants, Gooseberries,

and other small fruits easily replaced, but
where there is room. Apples, Pears, and Plums
will be given their liberty by planting trees and
pruning only as much as is necessary to admit
light and air to every |)art of the tree.

Besides the simple espalier there are other

forms of training practised, such as standards

with closely pruned, round heads, pyramids as

regular in outline and as close as a specimen
Fuchsia trained for exhibition ; all these are

ecjually bad and should be done away with. It

does not follow that the trees need be taken

out, for a few years of sensible training, or

even a season or two of no training at all, will

work wonders with them. In this garden,

when I took eliarge of it three years ago, there

were several standard Pears that every year

were snipped back close. These have merely

been left alone ; no pruning beyond a little

thinning of the branches the first year has been
done, and although for many years they had

produced nothing but a few cracked, under-

sized fruits, last season there was a nice

sprinkling of good fruit on them all, and this

year there is every appearance of their carrying

a heavy crop. Where the varieties are really

useless tlie trees may be cut back and grafts of

better kinds put on, this soon resulting in a

good head. Pears especially will often throw-

fruits so out of character on this class of tree

as to be quite unrecognised even by those who
know them well. H. R.-

Coldhim Hall, SiijfulJ..

PEACH BUDS DROPPING.

Bi'D-DROPi'ixr: in Peaches and Nectarines has

been freciuently referred to this season, various

reasons being assigned, though the solution of

the failing does not seem to be easily deter-

mined, nor do I think it is likely to be. There
must be more than one reason for bud-dropping,

or w'hy should trees in one garden give trouble,

and in another, probably adjoining, be quite

free from it ! Dryness at the root is rightly

accepted as a cause, and this not neces.sarily at

the time when the buds are swelling, but

weeks and, it may be, months previous. The
importance of watering with the same regularity

after the crop is cleared as during the earlier

part of the se .son does not appear to be uni-

versally accepted as the correct course to follow,

but those who neglect this, lose sight of the fact

that after one crop is cleared the trees have to

prepare and develoj) buds for the next year,

and the better they are treated the greater

are the chances of obtaining strong, healthy

bearing wood and buds. Unless the buds are

fully developed by the autumn, or at the fall of

the leaf, they will undoubtedly fail at starting

time. It is when the trees are being gently

excited into growth, either naturally or by
forcing, that the buds drop, and it is my belief

that in many instances this bud-dropping conies

from neglect at either root or branch dur-

ing some jjeriod of the present or previous
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year. Shortness of water at the root has a fatal

influence on the future crop ; so has an attack
of red spider, particularly if this is allowed to
remain even f(jr a short time unchecked. The
same may be said of scale, to which Peaches
are very liable. Shade from overhead trees,

too, has a similar efl'ect on Peach buds.
In this case proper ripening is at stake,
and unripe bearing wood denotes unde-
veloped buds. I had unmistakable proof of

the truth of this a few years since, the cause
of which was some overhead Roses, which, left

to grow unchecked, shaded the back wall, which
was furnished with Peaches. The following
spring, buds dropped so freely from these shaded
branches, that a very poor crojj resulted. A
resolution was at once made that whatever
prospects were held out by the Roses, they
should not be allowed the freedom to which
they had been accustomed. Tlie results speak
plainly, as no trouble as regards bud-dropping
has occurred since. Vigorous root growth in-

variably results in the loss of buds in spring,
and is only checked by careful root-pruning.
The vigorous state of the trees causes badly
ripened branches of the current or fruit-bearing
wood. There is one other condition that is

credited with the failure of buds to swell in

early winter or spring, and that is the dull
weather experienced in the autunni. This,
again, resolves itself into the same explana-
tion, namely, badly ripened wood. There are
other causes, undoubtedly local and general,
to which the dropping of the buds may be
attributed, but there are tin-ee which cer-
tainly account for a great deal of the trouble
complained of. These are badly ripened wood,
starvation from inattention to watering and
syringing, or it may be occasioned by over-
luxuriance through injudicious feeding with
stimulants, or by allowing the roots to go
deeply into the border, causing rank growth.

In the case of very early-forced trees, there
is a danger of the buds becoming over-matured
through being developed so early, and so long
before the trees are started into growth again.
Much may be done in such instances by giving
a light shade to the house—at any rate, during
the hottest part of the day—and keeping the
ventilators fully open, both roof and front, so
that a coolness is maintained about the trees in
the day and throughout the night. The shade
given must not be heavy, or more harm than
good may result. Usually it is the early
American varieties that give the most trouble
in regard to bud-dropping

; the older sorts do
not often cause much anxiety. The early sorts
with me retain plenty of buds when started
cool. I have trees of Waterloo and Alexander
that were total failures in the early house, that
now retain abundance of buds in cooler houses.
Outdoor trees sometimes sutler from dryness at
the root and absence of sunshine more than
indoor trees. With a favourable season as
regards sunshine, and the roots well attended
to with water more or less frequently, there is

generally not much cause for complaint on that
score. '\\'

J5

Wilt.,.

^-OTEi< AND QUESTIONS.—FJiUir.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert.—For years I
have been trying different kinds of Apples in a
cooked state to ascertain their value from a
flavour point of view. After close observation I
have come to the conclusion this Apple is over-
praised very considerably as far as flavour is con-
cerned. I admit it cooks well, but for flavour it
is not equal to such kinds as Alfriston, Hanwell
Souring, Blenheim and others. I have observed

those kinds that have very white flesh when
cooked are not of the best flavour.

—

Dorset.

A good October Peach.—Peaches in October
are not plentiful, and at that season one does not
look for tirst-rate quality. The variety I find use-
ful for late supplies is Golden Eagle. Though a
yellow-fleshed Peach it is excellent for the latest
supply. 1 am aware there are much later Peaches,
but they are not very good, (iolden Ea^le is a
free bearer. This is, I consider, one of the best
of the yellow-fleshed Peaches, the fruit large, the
skin a deep orange with a reddish tinge on the
sunny side, flesh firm and briskly flavoured. It
may be had good late in October. My trees are
on a west wall and gi\e a heavy return. It does
grandly in a case or cool house where outdoor
fruits cannot be grown.— S. H. B.

A good pot Fig.—After giving a good num-
ber of varieties a trial for pots, one of the best
both as regards cropping and good flavour is

Bourjassotte Grise or Grizzly Bourjassotte. It is

not a large fruit compared to Negro Largo, but it

makes up for size in the quantity produced. It
has a peculiar chocolate colour \\'hen ripe and the
flesh is bright red, the fruits being very juicy and
richly flavoured. It is not an early variety. I
prefer it in pots. Trees with me planted out are
none too free. In pots it does grandly, the points
of the last year's wood bristling with the embryo
fruits. I noted this was one of the best fruits in
the Koyal Horticultural Society's Gardens at
Chiswick a few years ago. Few Figs have the
rich syrupy juice of this variety, and though late,
it is a most excellent variety for general cultiva-
tion.—B. M.
Apple Gloria Mundi.—I think if my note on

this vaiiety (p. 197) is read again by Mr. Groom,
he will find I did not advise anyone to plant it

for market, as I stated many growers objected to
this variety on account of its being a shy bearer.
The note was written from my own experience,
and here it crops fairly well. I was not writing
from a market point of view, and may have, as
Mr. Groom asserts, much to learn as to what
varieties pay in the market. I mentioned that as
a standard Lord Derby was much better, and
said that Gloria Mundi was not unlike Lord Derby
in shape and size. If Mr, (iroom will read the
last three lines of my note he will see I stated
that for market culture doubtlets Lord Derby is

more profitable, and I do not think anyone will
be misled by the illustration in question if he
knows anything about Apples.— G. Wythes.
Fig Nebian.— I have grown the above variety

for late supplies and find it one of the best. I am
aware it is difficult to beat Negro Largo for
general cultivation, but Nebian difiers from the
one referred to, as it crops more freely and in my
opinion is equal in quality, which is saying a
great deal. I cannot advise anyone to grow it

for early forcing. By early forcing, I mean to
fruit in February, March, or April. For summer
fruiting it is a delicious Fig. The fruits are
above medium size—in fact, they may be termed
large — and of delicious flavour, the flesh dark red.

I first saw this Fig at the Royal Horticultural
Society's Gardens, Chiswick, a few years ago, and
was much imjiressed with its good qualities as a
pot variety. It is a free grower and is a splendid
variety to give autumn supplies it grown in pots
for that purpose. It is an excellent plan to
keep the trees in the open during the winter
and spring and grow in a cool house. (Jrown
thus, this gives fruit when Figs are scarce.

— S. H. B.

Apple Gravenstein.— I fear M. L. Spath
(p. 197) did not read the notes on this Apple which
appeared previous to mine, as there a correspon-
dent stated he hojied it would be staged for the
flavour prizes in February or later. My note was
sent to show that the variety in question was not
in season at the time named. At any rate, I am
unable to keep good fruits after November comes
in. I had no wish to depreciate this variety m
its [iroper season ; in fact, I like it. My conten-
tion is that it is at its best as an early Apple.
I have no knowledge of its keeping on the Con-

tinent, and I certainly would not place it equal
to Cox's Orange or Ribston Pippin. Herr L.
Spath will see that some of our leading fruit

growers class it as a cooking variety. I did not
say it was such, and possibly it may be greatly
superior in its native soil. Mr. Groom writes in
its favour (p. 206), but so far as I have seen no
one has done otherwise. " D.," at page 54, only
takes exception to the season. "H. R. H."
advises it to be shown in November, and states it

is at its best then, but I would say earlier. The
fruits with me colour grandly, and I find it a
valuable dessert Apple from September to Novem-
ber.—B. M.

Green-fly on Peach trees.—I have a Peach
house with two trees in it, one a Nectarine (Vio-
lette Hative), the other a Peach (Noblesse). The
Nectarine has just set its fruit, the Peach not
quite. On looking at the trees I find an odd green
fly on them. When the fruits are thoroughly
set, would it be safe to fumigate the trees?

—

Durham.
*,* You may fumigate when the fruits are the

size of small nuts. VVe have seen fruits drop
badly by fumigating just as the flowers set, and
in the case of Vines it is equally injurious. Of
course much depends upon fumigating as to the
size of house and strength of materials used.
XL All cannot be beaten. It is a grand invention.
Why not use the syringe freely, and then fumigate
when the fruits are growing freely. You see so
much depends upon the w'ay the work is done
with fruits at such a tender stage. You must
avoid strong measures ; far better fumigate
several nights in succession. We find a free use
of the syringe with young, tender fruits usually
eff'ective. Failing this, with trees in bloom you
may dust the aSected portion with tobacco
powder. Keep your trees moist and the fly will

not make much progress.

—

Ed.

Orchids.

ORCHID POTTING.
A (iRE,\T many (Jrchids require repotting just

now, and although it is impossible to touch on
all these without a good deal of repetition, a few
lines on the general procedure may prove of

interest to beginners. It is necessary in

potting Orchids to get away entirely from the
method followed in potting ordinary greenhouse
plants. The reason is that in the majority of

instances the compost is more in the nature of

a mechanical support than a manurial one.

Not but that Orchids doubtless derive some little

sustenance from the various materials used, but
this is principally in the way of moisture, and
could this element be continuously provided
there is no doubt that many of our best-known
species would thrive fur an indefinite time on
bare blocks of wood, provided also that the

roots had a good hold. A medium, then, that

the roots can enter freely, and which at the

same time holds sutticient moisture in suspen-

sion, is wanted. The nature of the roots pre-

vents their entering a close mass of earth, so it

is necessary to use something to keep the more
earthy particles of the compost apart. Thus we
see the advantage of using the oft-recommended
broken crocks or charcoal in the compost for all

epiphytal kinds. This point understood, the

varying types of root have to be considered, for

all Orchids havenotthe.same class of root, though
there is doubtless a kind of family likeness run-

ning through them all. To take a popular
class, say Cattleyas. The roots of the majority

of these are very easily damaged ; in any ease

they are short-lived, but unless a good medium
is presented to them the tips are lost at the out-

set and further progress is impossible. The
rough surface left by usnig the peat in lumps
and dibbling points of Sphagnum Moss about
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tlie rim of the pot seem more to their liking I

thun the trimly finished style of potting often

practised and admirably suited for the smaller

roots of ( )aontoglots, many Oncidiums and the

deciduous section of Dendrobiums. They ramble

freely over and about the rough lumps of char-

coal, ramifying in all directions, while in the

case of the trim convex mound they too often

run over the top to the rim of the pot and there

meet with some accident. This is not always

the case, of course, but it often happens. By
the above method the plants are not (piite so

firmly fixed and stakes will be necessary. It is

sometimes found difficult to get these firm, but

if the drainage crocks are put in on their edges

instead of fiat they may usually be driven down
between these and firmly held. Though very

similar in appearance to those of Cattleyas, the

rootsofC'ymbidiums are much stronger and longer

lived. It is difficult, in fact, to say how long these

roots do live under cultivation, for to pull them
about as we do those of Cattleyas would mean
the ruin of the plants. In their case, then, we
must provide a very lasting compost, which at

roots do with a somewhat closer compost. By
the same token the large roots generally like a

large receptacle, and vice versa.

In all matters perUiining to Orchid potting

cleanliness is very important, and with plants

that come out of the old pots with a lot of sour

old compost about them it is often advisable

to wash every part thoroughly. It is only

necessary in extreme cases, of course, but then

it is productive of much good. Plants that

have been several times top-dressed will often be

found when turned out to have the upper tiers

of roots in fairly good condition, while those

below and the compost too are decayed.
The more healthy parts may usually be re-

placed in the new pots, and the plants will not

be so much checked as would be the case were
they shaken out entirely. But in no case must
any decayed part, either of root or compost, be
allowed to remain, everything returned being

sweet and clean. The drainage in all should

be according to the habit of the species and
well protected by a film of the rougher Sphag-
num. A little extra care after potting is neces-
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subsequent repottings will be added to, not
replaced. It is in such cases that good fibrous

loam is of great assistance to the Orchid grower,
for un(|uestionably this lasts longer than peat
under similar conditions. Hardly less sensitive

to disturbance, yet not so well able to push
through what may be termed a heavy compost,
are the big fleshy roots of the Vandas. Here
we use Moss principally, as its decay leaves no
earthy deposit as do peat and loam, and if

properly kept apart by the addition of large

rough lumps of pottery Ijallast and charcoal,

does not become close or sour. The plants
then may remain in the same pots or baskets
until they grow out of them or the latter decay,
a thin top-dressing annually keeping them in

good order. In this way—although a good deal
must be learnt by actual experience—amateurs
may tell to a certain extent the class of compost
an Orchid requires by an examination of the
roots, and, without for the present giving any
more examples, a safe guide is their size. The
larger and more fleshy the roots the rougher
should be the material allowed, while the finer

sary until the plants are again established.

Watering must not be overdone, for it may be
noted in passing that the new compost dries

rapidly on the surface, and if kept always moist
is apt to be too much for the young roots.

But when these are getting well away, and
growth above is active, newly-potted plants

require a lot of moisture.

Phalsenopsis grandiflora.— Excepting in

the size of the flowers, this differs little, if any,
from P. amabilis, for though it is said to have a
difi'erent habit, it would, I think, be difficult

always to pick out the one from the other when
not in bloom. It is a most lovely Orchid and
should be grown by all who have the convenience.
The wire stands lately invented by a well-known
grower should be of service to lovers of this

class of Orchid, as it is well known that in some
cases it is almost impossible to grow them well
on the stages, no matter how close to the glass,

while suspended they do better. This points at

once to the fact that the more freely the air of

the house plays about the roots, the Ijetter for the
plants, and the invention indicated is a step in

this direction. P. grandiflora may be grown in

pots or baskets in clean Sphagnum and charcoal,
thriving under the conditions advised for P.

amabilis.

Lselia superbiens.—It is difiicult to account
for the vagaries of some Orchids, and the lie-

haviour of a large plant of this species is a case
in point. For five years it has flowered freely

every season, and although this year the pseudo-
bulbs were as strong and vigorous as usual, they
have not produced a single spike, though other
plants in the same house have bloomed well.

The species will probably never be really popular
owing to the amount of room required to grow it

well, yet when seen in good condition it is a
noble Orchid. The flowers occur in loose heads
at the top of a long spike and are rosy red, all the
segments rather narrow. It likes plenty of light

and a temperature similar to that for Cattleyas.
Being a very vigorous grower with stout roots,

the pots must be large and the compost free and
open. Give plenty of water while growing freely,

but only enough to keep the pseudo- bulbs plump
in winter. It is a native of Guatemala, and was
introduced by the Horticultural Society in 1842.

Dendrobium spectabile.— This, although
known for fifty j'cars, has only recently been in-

troduced to cultivation. It is a distinct and
handsome species and grows in parts of New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands. Several
hundreds of plants are now being offered for

sale, so that we may soon hear of plants
flowering in many collections. Dendrobium spec-

tabile belongs to the same group as D. macro-
phyllum and D. atropurpureum, but is larger and
more handsome. According to Mr. Rolfe, in the
Orvhld Herii'ir it was described as a new genus
by Blume in 184.S, under the name of Latourea
spectabilis, from a drawing made in New Guinea
by M. LutourLeschenault. Miquel transferred it

to Dendrobium, and in 1800 Mr. Rolfe, overlooking
the doubtful genus Latourea, described specimens
from the Solomon Islands as D. tigrinum, which
name, however, now falls to the ground in favour
of D. spectabile. The pseudo-bulbs are each
about a foot long, with four or five terminal
le;ives and erect racemes of about twenty to

twenty-five flowers, the sepals and petals each
\h inches long. The colour is yellowish white,
the sepals and petals being spotted, and the lip

beautifully veined with reddish purple.—J. W.

Dendrobium Leechianum.—Though one of

the older hyljrids, this is still one of the most
beautiful and free-flowering. It was raised from
D. aureum and D. nobile, and thus according to
strict nomenclature is a variety of D. Ainsworthi,
but it is certainly distinct. The flowers are
each about 4 inches in diameter, the segments
white, tipped with purple, the lip having in addi-
tion a large feathered blotch of crimson. Well-
flowered plants are extremely showy, and such
are not difficult to obtain. Small bits grow to
neat specimens in a very few seasons if properly
treated. Like I), nobile, it requires pots of

medium size, rather deep than wide, and a com-
post consisting of rough peat fibre and Moss,
with a few lumps of charcoal over good drainage.
All this section are greatly benefited by the
presence of ammonia in the atmosphere, which,
as has been often advised in these pages, is easily

generated by sprinkling drj' soot and lime about
under the stages and in out-of-the-way corners of

the house. In many places I have seen good
results by keeping all the nobile section in rather
cooler quarters than that advised for the deciduous
kinds, but in such it is necessary to ensure the
thorough ripening of the stems by a long growing
season and free exposure to light and air during
late summer and autumn.

Oncidium luridum.—This is a very fine

species \\ hen well grown and strong, but seldom
met with in this condition ; yet it is not a diffi-

cult plant to grow by any means in a suitable

temperature. It has no pseudo-bulbs, but a large

fleshy leaf, green, with spots of brown, is pro-

duced annually from each head. From the base of

this the flower-spikes rise, and on strong plants
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these are upwards of a yard in height, containing
,
purple. It is useless trying to grow E. bicornutum

many blooms. They are chestnut-brown in ground in any but the warmest house, heat, moisture and
colour, with a narrow wavy margin of yellow to air Ijeing necessary for its successful culture. For
the sepals and petals, the column usually wliite

rather an uncommon feature in Oncidiums. 0.

luridum may be grown in well-drained pots in a

compost consisting of one part peat to two of

Sphagnum Moss, and plenty of hard material

should be added to ensure aeration. Like many
other West Indian plants, the foliage is better and
longer-lived in a house kept fairly dry at mid-day
and where the temperature rises high. Then damp
down freely at night and growth will be rajiid,

}-et firm and solid. While growing, a liberal

water supply is necessary, but wh le at rest much
less suffices, though the absence of pseudo-bulbs
must not be lost sight of in this connection. O.
luridum is widely distributed over the West
Indian Islands and Central America, and has

been in cultivation in this country since very

early in the century.

BRASSAVOLA GLAUCA.
The pretty and fragrant blossoms of this Orchid
should ensure it greater popularitj'. The habit is

that of a small Cattleya or La-lia, the pseudo-

bulbs springing from a creeping rhizome, and the

flower-spikes appearing at the base of the leaf as

in Lrelias. These seldom produce more than one
Hower on each, this being about 4^ inches across,

the sepals and petals greenish, the beautiful

spreading lip pure white with a faint pencilling

or blotch of purple in the throat. A nicely-

flowered specimen is not very often seen, but

when this occurs it is very noticeable on account

of the fragrance of the blossoms, which quite fills

the house wherein it is grown. Many fail with this

species owing to giving it too great a body of

compost and a very hot, moist, and shady atmo-
sphere. These are not the conditions which ob-

tain in its native country, for it is purely epi-

phytal and grows in company with quite cool

species. The ])lants thrive best in a compost of

three parts Sphagnum Moss to one of peat fibre,

only a rather thin surfacing of this being needed.

Grow it in pans, and fill up to within an inch

of the rim with clean crocks, trimming the

compost oif neatly. The best position is

one close to the roof - glass in the lightest

and coolest part of the Cattleya house or

even with the Mexican La-lias. It may, in fact,

bo almost fully exposed without injurj', this

treatment making the plant hard and very much
more likely to flower. It is quite useless to

expect small weak bits to bloom ; the plants must
not only be well ripened, but they must have
suHicient strength, or no flowers will be produced.

Nor in most instances do they flower the first

season after being disturbed at the roots, so it is

safest to give the plants sufficient width in the

pans to carry them over a few seasons, the thin

compost allowing of this. Some cultivators choose

rough blocks of wood for this Orchid, and they
make an excellent holding for it if kept properly

moist. Tree Fern stems are also suitable if they

can be obtained. During the time growth is

active, plenty of water is necessary—indeed, well-

rooted plants can hardly have too much ; but while

at rest the supply must be greatly reduced and
the plants kept quite cool. The most suitable

time to repot is directly the flowers are past, the
present being its usual flowering season. B
glauca is a native of Mexico and was sent home
by one of the collectors for the Royal Horticultur.il

Society in IS.'iT. It is known also as Ljelia glauca,

its botanical structure somewhat resembling
that of the f.,;i_Uas and differing from the other
Brassavolas with narrow segments and terete

stems.

NOTES AXD V f 'E>^TIOXS.—ORCHIDS.

Epidendrum bicornutum.—A flower of this

chaste Orchid comes for a name from a correspon-
dent. It is a great pity it is not more easily

cultivated, for few things are prettier in their

way than the white flowers lightly dotted with

a few years after importing it flowers freely and
well in any hot moist house, but after this a lot of

care and attention is necessary. It is a native

of Trinidad, and was introduced in 183-1.

Oncidium lamelligerum.—A pretty effect in

conservat ries or flowering hou-ses generally is

obtained by arranging this class of Orchid when
in flower with Palms or large Ferns. The flowers

ire far more beautiful this way than tied up to or

around stakes stuck in the pot. They are each

about .S inches across, produced on long scandent

scapes, the sepals and petals yellow, barred with

brown, the lip bright purple. Rather large pots

are needed to do it well, and a very rough open
comjrost, the plants thriving in the cool house the

whole year round. It is a native of Ecuador, and
was introduced in 1877.

Phaius maculatus.—This is a useful and
beautiful old species with very ornamental foliage

and pretty yellow blossoms spotted with crimson.

It is of very easy culture, thriving well in a rather

shady part of the Cattleya or intermediate house.

It is best grown in pots, these being thoroughly

drained, and the compost may have a fair addi-

tion of good loam with the peat and Moss. Its

season depends a good deal on the time it is

started, and, if possible, a few plants should be

brought on at a time to form a succession. It

requires a very liberal water supply when grow-

ing, and light doses of liquid manure have been

found to give good results.

Brassia verrucosa.—A nice form of this old

species is now in flower, and although it cannot

be described as showy, it is extremely distinct in

colour and the spikes are very graceful. Tho
sepals and i^etals are greenish, the lip white with

several small blackish warts about the base. It

is an easily cultivated plant, not fastidious as to

temperature, and if properly attended to with

regard to moisture it thrives in an ordinary plant

stove or fernery. Shade is necessary during the

summer months, the fobage being easily damaged
by direct sunlight, though, on the other hand,

the plants like a light position in winter.

Odontoglossum Edwardi. — The pretty

branching spikes of this Orchid are now very

attractive, more on account of their unusual and
bright colour than their size. The flowers are

individually among the smallest of the genus in

fact, in colour a bright rosy purple. 0. Edwardi
is named after E. Klaboch, a collector who has in

years gone by sent home a great many cool

Orchids from Central America. It thrives under

the coolest treatment with such as O. crispum

and 0. Pescatorei, and should be grown in

medium-sized pots in a compost consisting of

equal parts of peat fibre and Sphagnum. No dry

rest is needed, the roots requiring careful watering

the whole 3'ear round.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS WORTH GROWING.

G. W. Guilds.—Although the blooms of thi^

variety are small, and therefore of little use fo''

exhibition, they are useful, because of their vivid

crimson colour, for conservatory decoration. It

is also among the best as a late variety. In fact,

the colour keeps bright later in the season than

that of any other dark red. It is of a dwarf,

sturdy habit.

Gkorcian.v Pitcher.—This is little known, but

it is a first-rate variety. It bears large, full

blooms of a distinctly well-formed type. The
florets are long and have a tendency to c\n\

towards a high-built centre. The growth is

sturdy. Early buds may be retained. This is

likely to make a valuable late yellow, the colour

being clear, but not a deep tint.

Goon Graiious is esteemed by some for its

peculiar shape. It has long, thick, rounded

florets that twist in a manner quite its own ;

colour blush white. It will never be generally

liked in this country, but a white sport from it

appeal's to have been the most striking of all

varieties at the late American shows.

Hairy Wonder.—Sorts with hirsute florets

appear to be bub little cared for after the first

novelty of their introduction is over, and this is

really the only one that has stayed beyond a year

or two. Personally I like it as a show sort,

because the blooms come large, and its flutfy

appearance adds variety to a stand. This is

easily grown, the later buds giving the best

blooms both in colour and form. A fair descrip-

tion of its shade would be bronzy brown.

International.—This is an exceptionally largo

flower and somewhat coarse. It is, however, often

seen in good condition, its salmon-tinted rose

being a distinct shade. It is dwarf in growth
and essentially an exhibition kind. Early buds
give the better formed blooms. They are then
composed of drooping petals, otherwise incurving

slightly and not particularly graceful.

John Neville is a fine new variety with a
splendid sturdy growth ; colour deep crimson.

Early buds must be obtained. For that object

the plant should be topped in early April. A
good way of growing this is to strike cuttings in

March, then to restrict the plants to one shoot

and one bloom. As a general decorative kind it

is of little value, late blooms coming single and
indifferent specimens of that class.

John Siiri-MPTON.—Among dark red Chrysan-

themums for other than show blooms this variety

is about the best. It is a dwarf grower, very

free, with blossoms of medium size and nice

shape.
JosErii Brooks.—This is an English-raised

sort of a pretty orange shade of colour. The
florets have fine substance, the shape being

slightly incurving. Its growth, too, is short and
sturdy. Crown buds may be selected for large

blooms.
JiLiE Scarajianga has flowers of a bronzy

terracotta shade and composed of a number of

narrow florets. Its blooms come large and ex-

ceptionally deep in build. This English-raised

variety is likely to be generallj' grown.

Kentish White is a useful kind for flowering

during late October.
Laiiy Esther Smith.— This is a dwarf-growing

white variety also capital early in the autumn.
Lady Byron is a charming Chrysanthemum ;

ivory white, large, full and deep in formation.

Every bud opens a perfect flower, the early ones

producing the larger specimens. Grown not dis-

budded it bears branches of blossom of the mos .

chaste description. It is somewhat early as a

show sort and does not last in perfection long, but

for general culture too much cannot be said of it.

Lady Haniiam is a sport from Viviand More'.

It retains the matchless shape and size of the

parent, whilst the shade of colour is most pleas-

ing. Salmon-rose is a short description of this.

For this as well as the type I prefer cuttings

rooted in February, and buds that come about

mid-August may be retained.

Lady Ridi!WAY.—This gives blooms of splendid

proportions for exhibition ; the salmon-butf shade

is (juite distinct. The flower-buds are small, and

one wonders that so large a bloom can spring from

them. Probably the best mode of culture is to

root the cuttings in February and secure crown

buds.
Lady Saunders.—This is grown well by only a

few cultivators ; not that it is ditficult, but some-

how only a limited number know the variety. It

is really a beautifully finished flower, the florets

drooping ; colour soft primrose. It has a dwarf,

sturdy habit and deserves to be widely grown.

Lady T. Law rence is a first-rate late-flowering

white variety.

L. Canning is a late-flowering white of short

growth, somewhat extensively grown for the

supply of cut blooms for the markets.

Louise is a blush-white of incurving form, with

a dwarf habit of growth. This was popular for

a time and is still useful as an early-flowering

variety.

I
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Mme. Ad. Chatenav.—A pure white bloom of

noble incurving form
;
quite the best of its typ3.

It is dwarf and sturdy. Second crown buds may
be retained, and little feeding is desirable, the

roots being especially tender.

Mme. Carnot.—This is acknowledged to be
the finest show Chrysanthemum j'et raised. Most
growers succeed with it. It should not be treated

too liberally with manures, and the soil should be
made porous. Nor would I use pots over inches

in diameter. Early-rooted plants may be topped
in early April, three or four growths trained

upwards, and the second-crown buds retained.

Early buds seldom open properly. When in good
condition, the florets droop in an archlike form,

building up a bloom about S inches across and
nearly as deep—a soliil mass of glistening v.-hite-

ness.

ilME. EnMiiNO Roger.—This is new, and will

become popular on account of its novel colour.

It is the most distinct of the green-tinted whites.

The blooms are medium-sized, and incline to in-

curve ; the habit %ery dwarf and sturdy.

AFme. OrsTAVE Henrv is a very easy sort to

grow, of a dwarf, sturdy nature. It is white. The
florets incurve somewhat regularly, and the blooms
are large and massive. In quality there are better

white sorts ; still, it is one likely to be esteemed
for a few seasons. Second-crown buds produce
the better blooms. H. S.

XOTKS AXD QUESTIOX.S.

ChTyEanthenxum Pink Mme. Carnot.—
There is considoraiile excitement in certain Chrysan-
tlieiiiuiu circles bectuse of the reputed discovery of a
pink sport from Jftne. Carnot. The great value of
th^ white and yellow forms of this handsome Hower
only enhances the value of this sport if io is a fact that
it does exist.— C. A. H.

Chrysanthemum Mychett "White.—Of the
many beautiful early-flowering Chrysanthemums
recently introduced there are few to equal
this variety. Planted in the open border last

season alongside several others, also of the purest
white, every visitor was struck with the neat
and dwarf growth of this plant. The plants con-
tinued in bloom for a long time. The footstalk of
the flower is just surticiently stiff to keep it

upright—an important feature in cut flowers. It
i', therefore, to be regretted that the plant has
been so seriously tried tlirough over-propagation,
that just now it is dirticult to get stock sufficient

to meet the demand made for it. The only course
open to those who do not wish to impair a
fairly good constitution is not to overdo the plant
further, and to plant a good stock outdoors to be
lifted directly after the flowering is over. In this
way this desirable acquisition may be saved.

—

C. A. H.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. J. Ritson.—During
the last j'ear or two much has been heard ot

Viviand Slorel and its sports, and during last

season it was possible to exhibit in one collection
of distinct varieties no less than three varieties of
the same familj-, viz., Viviand Morel, Charles
Davis and Lady Hanham. The variety under
notice, there seems little doubt, is a white sport
from the parent plant, and was obtained two
years ago. White sports from Viviand Jlorel
have often been mentioneH, but apparentlj* they
were blooms resulting from an early bud selec-

tion, and which often develop blossoms of a dirty
white colour, as upon a trial in the succeeding
year and a late bud selection, flowers quite
characteristic of the original both in colour and
form have been the result. That the variety
under notice is a distinct acquisition is proved by
the fact that blooms exhibited at the great Edin-
burgh show in November last were awarded the
silver medal for the best new Chrysanthemum
not then in commerce. — C. A. H.

New French Chrysanthemums. — Th^
French journal J^e Jantin publishes a list of the
new Chrysanthemums of 1898 which have received
certificates or other acknowledgments from the
different horticultural societies of France. Each

raiser's varieties are grouped together, so that
one ma_y see at a glance the numbers for which
the different cultivators are responsible. M. Cal-

\-at, many of whose seedlings are so popular in

this country, heads the list with thirty-eight

varieties : after which comes M. de Reydellet with
sixteen ; M. Hi^raud, fourteen ; M. Chantrier,
thirteen ; M. Nonin, eleven ; M. Tlozain, eleven ;

M. Scalarandis, eight : M. Morieres, eight ; and
M. Bonnefous, five. Four other raisers have
threa varieties each, among them being M.
Delaux, who at one time occupied a very ])romi-

nent place among the raisers of new French Chry-
santhemums. A couple of varieties each stand to

the credit of two other exhibitors, while eight
different persons are responsible for one each.

From this it will be seen that, what with the
varieties from other sources, ]).articularly from
America, Australia, and from this country, as

well as the 148 certificated French kinds, there
will be no lack of so-called new varieties during
the coming season.—T.

Flower Garden.

TUFTED PANSIES—WHITE SORTS.

After the spell of unpleasant weatlier such as

we liave recently experienced is over, the
sjiring planting of these invaluable hardy plants
will have to be carried out without delay.

White Tufted Pansies always seem to be more
in demand than the man3' other shades of

colour in which these flowers are now obtainable,

and a few remarks with reference to the best

.sorts may be welcome at this season. That
there has been an advance in the white kinds
within the last few years will be readily ad-

mitted, but, e.xcept to tho.se who have closely

followed the recent developments of these

flowers, comparatively little is known of the list

of excellent sorts which are now catalogued by
the leading specialists. There is a ditticulty,

however, in inducing old growers of the Tufted
Pansy to take kindly to the newer introduc-

tions, their partiality for the older sorts being
most pronounced. Among the many excellent

novelties there are those suited for almost every
]iurpose. Pure white flowers on a nice dwarf
habit of growth are Blanche, very large blossoms

;

\\'hite Empress, very similar in every respect

to the first-named, and both possessing a robust
constitution ; Niphetos, sent out by some
growers as Marchioness, a very refined flower

;

Ethel Hancock, of the purest white, the plant

of capital habit, also free-flowering. Mrs.
Sijott is another variety and a most profuse
blossoming plant ; the flowers are of good size,

)nit lack substance in the petals. Another new-

sort is Mrs. .J. Donnelly, which may be described

as a bluisli-white flower. It is a free-flower-

ing plant, and a batch of some thousands
of this variety in full bloom at Tamworth
last summer was very fine. Each of the fore-

going Sorts belongs to the rayless type of the
flower. .\ neat little plant and one deserving
notice is Pencaitland, sent out by INIessrs.

Dobbie and Co. two or three years since. This
has a beautiful compact habit, flowers very
freely, and has a rayed centre. There are

several other good varieties which cannot be
considered pure white, yet onlj' a few shades
removed, and are best described as creamy
white. Of the dwarf, compact style of growth
Christiana is perhaps one of the best. No one
who values the Tufted Pansy should be witliout

this variety. It is a free-flowering plant, being
literally covered from spring until autumn with
charming medium-sized blossoms, each of which
has a rich orange blotch in the centre. Sylvia

still retains its position as a good all-round sort.

Countess of Hopetoun still does well in many

gardens, although I have seen many instances
within the last two years where it has seriously

deteriorated. The substance, too, of the flowers

will not compare with that of many <if the newer
introductions. One variety in particular deserves
special mention, and that is Nellie, sent out by
Mr. J. Smellie about two years ago. Althougli
not quite .so compact and tufted as the fore-

going sorts, it is invaluable where a plant which
is free-flowering, with large blossoms, and a

long-continued display is wanted, and 1 have
no hesitation in recommending it to those
growers on the look-out for a variety possess-

ing all the good points just mentioned. Of the
taller growing sorts, so well adajjted for asso-

ciation with other plants, there are ju.st a few
wnrth mentioning. Countess of Wharnclifl'e is

].iroliably known to many as a chaste flower and
beautifully .scented. Gigantea, although so very
robust, has a neat and pretty style of growth,
and the flowers are of enormous size and sub
stance. White Flag is another strong-growing
plant, of which little is now heard. ( >ne variety

which should have been included with the

dwarf-growing creamy - white flowered plants

is Devonshire Cream. Tlie blossoms are of

medium size, freely produced, and it is a most
continuous biosscmiing sort.

1). B. Ckane.

The best hybrid Clematises.—Will some
reader kindly give me the names of the best
hybrid Clematises ?—X.

*,* Messrs. Jackman and Son, of Woking, who
have for many years paid much attention to the
Clematis, kindly send us the following list : Alba
magna, Ascotensis, Beauty of Worcester, Belle
of Woking, Blue (Jem, Counte.ss of Lovelace,

Countess of Onslow. Duchess of Albany, Duchess
of Edinburgh, Duchess of York, Fair Rosamond,
Fairy Queen, (iem, Gipsy Queen, Henryi, Jack-
mani, Jackmani superba, Jackmani alba, John
I i juld Veitch, Lady Bo\ ill. Lady Caroline Neville,

Lucie Lemoine, Mme. Grange, Mme. Edouard
Andre, .Mme. Van Houtte, Miss Bateman, iliss

Oawshay, Mrs. Geo. Jackman, Mrs. Hope, Otto
Froebel, Princess of Wales, Purpurea elegans.

Rubella, Sir (nirnet Wobeley, Star of India,

Stella, The Queen, and William Kennett.

—

Ed.

Androsacj carnea.—There is no brighter

gem in the rock garden at the present time than
this. Just now the pincushion-like tufts are

freely covered with bright pink blo?soms that

render it a perfect gem when seen in good condi-

tion. All that is needed for this delightful plant
is a good depth of moist, gritty loam for the roots

to descend into. It is also of service to cover the

soil with small stones to stay evaporation. Too
frequently failure among these plants is due to

indilferent planting. Nothing is more conducive
to health than firm planting in the right kind of

soil. Gather the tuft (piite firmly in the fingers

and insert in such a manner that the rosettes of

leaves lie upon the surface in a compact little

tuft, not loosely spreading about with much of

the old growth exposed. Some growers of alpines

fear to bury these parts, which is a mistake. If

covered somewhat firmly with gritty loam the

plants are much better able to endure any hard-

ships that ensue. A nic3 lot of this was sent to

the Drill Hall by Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt,
last week, the plants flowering quite freely.

Lenten Roses at Dulwich.— I am sending
you a gathering of Lenten Ko.ses, to show how
well they do in a cool, heavy soil composed of

yellow clay to within a few inches of the surface.

As we are fairly within the smoke zone, it may
be said that they are town plants. JIany of

these, especially the lighter ones, have been in

flower since Christmas, but in ordinary seasons

they do not commence blooming until the middle
of February. I have to-day counted o\er forty

spikes (in one case forty-eight) on one plant.

They are mostly seedlings raised from home-
saved seed, which is .sown as soon as it is ripe.
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Ifc is sown in a cool, shady border, where it lies

dormant until the following spring. The seed-

lings are left here until the following 'spring,

when they are, as soon as growth commences,
transferred to their permanent quarters. They
are planted in clumps of three in some well-

manured soil and where they are shaded from the

mid-day sun. At two years old the strongest

will flower, but it is three years before the ma-
jority are strong enough. They then get an
annual top-dressing, the old soil being worked
away from around the plants and replaced by
some well-rotted manure and leaf soil mixed.

With this treatment the plants increase in size

every year. Some of them have been in their

present positions for at least a dozen years and
are this season better than ever.— R. B. L., Wood-
hall, JJiilivirJi.

*^* A beautiful gathering, the flowers of good
size and the colours rich and varied.

—

Ed.

Exhibiting' Daffodils.—There is one point

concerning Daffodils which is very slow at re-

ceiving attention, but which may be carried out

eff'ectually by some leading specialists of the

flower. It is this : In place of the fan-shaped

bunches minus foliage, or the half-forced ex-

amples in 6-inch pots, why not cultivate a collec-

tion for exhibition in pans 12 inches or 10 inches

across, allowing them to come in at their natural

time, each pan to contain, say, a couple of dozen

or one and a half dozen bulbs ? In such examples
we should see all the beauty and grace of foliage

now wanting. Indeed, quite a mine of useful

information may be forthcoming from such an
exhiljit, and what a welcome change from the

perennial repetitions wherein one sees no change,
little fresh or novel in the flowers, and no attempt
at such so far as arrangement or design is con-

cerned. Daffodils thus grown and naturally

flowered would last two seasons perfectl}', and
two dozen representative pans would carry greater

weight and prove far more instructive than 150

present-style bunches. The thing wants doing,

but it needs doing well, the bulbs being potted

in early autumn, wintered and grown outside,

merely plunged to the rim, or perhaps 3 inches

deep, for the sake of safety of the pots from
frost.—E. J.

the weight of mats or cloths that are used as

covering, as well as a few inches of dry Bracken
when the weather is very severe. Alike for the

purposes of propagation or pricking off, from
8 inches to 4 inches of soil will be found suffi-

cient, and this may consist of old potting soil to

which have been added a bit of fresh leaf-mould

and a dash of road-sand. It should be pressed

down firmlj', be fairly moist, and rest on a hard
ash bottom. If these details—trifling it may be,

but none the less necessary— are attended to,

cuttings and pricked - out seedlings will come
away quickly and lift when required with a fine

mass of roots. Naturally, this pricking out in

the open applies only to those things that are

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
The work of pricking off annuals and other plants

treated as annuals that were sown early in Feb-
ruary will soon have to be started. None of them
require any great amount of heat. They come
along very satisfactorily on the slightly warmed
pipes of a vinery that is just started, or on a bed
of leaves that will furnish a slight warmth, and
with a top temperature that does not drop much
below 50'. The quantity and variety of things
will vary according to different requirements. In
my case they include Salpiglossis, Gaillardias,

Marguerite Carnations, Iceland Poppies, Antir-

rhinums in variety, and Pentstemons. A goodly
number of each is pricked out into a series of

home-made frames just cleared of Tufted Pansies
and Pinks. These frames, it may be added, play
a somewhat important part in the propagation,
after-growth, and protection of many things in

connection with flower garden work, and the
method of construction may be briefly described.
Pieces of quartering ,'i inches square, the ends of

which have been previously soaked in gas tar, are
driven into the ground to enclose spaces some
30 feet long by 5 feet in width, the back row of

posts being li-lk inches and the front row 13i inches,
the relative measurements representing respec-
tively the width of two and a half and one and a
half 9-inch boards. These are fastened to the
quartering at either side at back, front, and sides,

and the 3 inch space between the boards is

packed with Heatlier or Bracken, a packing
through which only tlie most severe and pro-
longed frost is likely to penetrate. For the top
covering, where old lights are available they are
used. Failing them, however, a substitute is

found in a light framework made in G-feet lengths
a,nd the width of the frame, strong enough to bear

A border of pillar Rose^ in Messrs. Coolinj and Sjit

at Bath. (See p. 273.)

I proceed, therefore, to a selection of hardy plants
adapted for the purpose, making a special point
of the small greenhouse and the ability to provide
the frame for protection. Daffodils will furnish
the first display, their season being prolonged by
a selection of varieties not necessarily very many
or expensive, but so that the flowering is con-
tinued from the earliest expanded Bulbocodiums
to the late-flowered poeticus. They can be potted
up in early autumn, stored away in the frames,
and introduced into the house as required.
Polyanthuses in variety are also capital plants.

I saw a very pleasing display last year in a small
greenhouse, where a well-grown batch of a good
dark variety was associated with a nice lot of Daffo-

dils. Plan ts potted u p from
a batch of seedlings answer
the purpose very well, and
can be grown in compara-
tively small pots. .Just

sufficient protection may be
given through the winter
to prevent frost laying hold
of the soil, but they must
not be coddled in any waj'.

Man3' varieties of border
Carnations, too, will give
every satisfaction if free-

flowering, non - splitting
sorts are chosen, and if a
selection of, say, some eight
or nine different colours is

made, the effect will be
\'ery pleasing. Thoroughly
well-rooted plants can be
potted up in October, but
if there is any doubt about
the supply of roots, they
can be left in the quarter
where layered until Febru-
ary. I generally' put them
into 5-inch pots, using as a
compost good friable loam
with which a little horse
droppings areincorporated.
Saxifraga umbrosa, Cam-
panula persicifolia, and the
herbaceous Lobelias are also

all good. A mixture of the
last-named with a nice little

batch of Funkia undulata
and its varieties is about as

effective a contrast as one
can possibly have, and with
their lasting properties the

Lobelias will hang on until

autumn has well advanced.
In Chrysanthemums, the
dwarf very free pompons
are the best for small
houses, and a judicious

selection will give a dis-

play for about three months.
Among the dwarfest of the
section, and consequently
the best adapted for the

circumstances under con-

sideration, are Anast.asia,

Early Blush, Flora, I'Ami

Condercet, Mignon, Deuil

de Pere, Jolivart, and

nur&cry

Piercy's Seedling. Another

hardy or semi-hardy, and not to tender sub- late summer and early autumn-flowering plant

jects that may have been sown about the same
,

is the Pentstenon, and a few m different shades

time.

H.\RUY PL.iNTS IN TOTS. — The reference to

home-made frames in connection with tiny plants

suggests a note on hardy plants in pots. I

am not writing now for big flower gardens,

but on behalf of the thousand and one subur-

of colour will be found to associate .admirably

with other things. In Starworts I have tried

dumosus and versicolor nanus in pots and

found them both useful. The above brief list

gives but a faint idea of the many hardy

plants suitable for pot work wliere, as I have

, . . , ' said, the glass accommodation is not of a nature
ban places around all our big towns where

^ ^^ _^^^j^ J; ^^j^^ production of a quantity of border
small greenhouses are increasing to an extent

hardly dreamed of in the old days. These small

structures are erected, and the outcome is the

want of plants to fill them, sometimes with

not the slightest idea ,as to how this can be

effected. A few hints on the best things and
the method of dealing with them are given.

things. It might be extended to very consider-

ablelengtli. Enough, however, has been said to

give an idea as to the kind of things available

and the comparative ease with which they may
be produced. E. Bi'RRELl.

Claremoiil.
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Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

.March 30.

The first show of the above society was held on
the above date. In many respects, regarded
mtinly as an exhibition of spring-flowering plants,

it was a success, this in spite of the fict that the
competing classes were by no means well filled.

The mis3ellaneous groups were in strong force

and alone constituted a very fine display. Cine-
r.irias from Messrs. Carter and Co , Holborn,
represented a really fine strain, in which great
variety, free growth and flowering were marked
features. Another fine group of these plants

came from the garden of the Hon. H. C. Legge,
Slough, the plants displaying good culture.

Messrs. Young and Co., Stevenage, Berks, also

contributed a group of these plants. The Orchids
from Messrs. Low and Co. contained choice
examples of Cittleya Trian«, Odontoglossum
gloriosum, 0. Rossi lubescens, 0. aspersum, O.
Alexandria, O. luteo-purpureum, O. Anderson-
ianum, Dendrobium Boxalli, Lycaste Skinneri,
Cymbidium eljurneo-Lowianum, and others. The
St. George's Nursery Company staged a splendid
lot of their m ignificent strain of Cyclamens, the
plants (about -JOO) profusely flowered throughout.
The Church Road Company showed a similar lot.

Messrs. J. Peed and Son contributed an interest-

ing bank of mixed plants in great variet.y. A
group of cut Narcissi came from Mr. \V. Grant,
Bassaleg, near Newport (.Mon.), and contained
some very good things. Not least among the
pleasing features of this exhibition was a fine dis-

play of Lily of the Valley from Mr. T. Jannoch,
Dersingham, arranged in circular and pj'ramidal
groups on a groundwork of green Moss and backed
by fine-foliaged plants and Palms. The Lilies

were especially well grown and the strain ver}' fine.

The Ferns from Messrs. J. Hill and Son, Lower
Edmonton, were, as usual, excellent, and con-
tained many good things. Davallia t«nuifolia

stricta, Lastrea erythrosora, Pteris nemoralis,
Cheilanthes EUisiann, Asplenium Colensoi, and
Asplenium HiUi (a cross between A. biforme and
A. Belangeri) were very good. Adiantum
decorum and A. scutum were also in fine form.
Another group of Ferns from Mr. H. B. May,
Edmonton, included Asplenium ornitum and
Asplenium Jlxyi, both kinds possessing similar
characteristics, the dark-coloured fronds in each
case being heavily laciniated. Other notable
I)Iants were Lomaria ciliata major, Nephrolepis
plumosa, and Uoryopteris Duvali, a broadly pal-

mate form. These, with Pteris longifolia Mariesi,
were very pleasing. Roses from Mr. Rumse}',
Waltham Cross, were a grand lot, and consisted
of some ten boxes, in which Mar(?chal Niel pre-
dominated with grand deep golden blossoms of
large size. Another lot of Niphetos was equallj-
good. The new Rose Mrs. W. Rumsey was again
in grand form, some of the blooms being of extra-
ordmary size with the clear pink shade so much
esteemed. In this Rose we have all the fulness
of La France without the conical point, which is

.a drawback to its opening well when forced early.
M igna Charta, Prince Arthur, Duke of Welling-
ton, and The Queen were other fine Roses in this
group. A lot of the Noisette I'ldeal, a saff'ron-

yellovv and rose-tinted kind, was charming. Floral
decorations and designs from Messrs. B. S.
\Villiams and Son, HoUoway, were very fine.

Messrs. Williams also sent a fine bank of
Olivias, Amaryllises, Lilacs, and Orchids, the
last including Cvmbidium Devonianum, Cvpri-
pedium Lathamianum, C. a-nanthum superbum,
C. politum, Cymbidium Lowianum, Odontoglos-
-um aspersum, O. Rossi, Dendrobium densiflDrum,
Cu'logynes, Masdevallias, Epidendrum radicans,
find others. The Amaryllises were very fine in
this group. A similar lot of floral devices came
from Messrs. Laing, of Forest Hill, pink and
red Roses, Olivias, and Lilies of the Valley
being chiefly employed. They also sent a mixed
group of stove and greenhouse plants in their usual

style. Crotons, Caladiuras, Ferns, Palms, Azaleas,

Tree Pseonies, Aralias, Olivias, Calla EUiottiana,

C. Little Gem, Streptocarpus, the handsome Leea

amabilis, Croton Laingi (a grandly-coloured piece),

and Acacia longifolia, with globular heads of

flower, freely produced, were also shown. Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had one of their

characteristic groups of cut Daffodils, in which

were also included some of the better kinds grown
in pots, the latter showing clearly what a few such

things are capable of when naturally treated.

Such fine things as Weardale Perfection, Empress,

Emperor, Glory of Leyden, Golden Spur, Queen
of Spain, Grandee, Horsfieldi, and Mme. Plerap

were in splendid form. Sir Watkin, many others

of the Incomparabilis and Leedsi sections, together

with triandrus and Jonquils were included in this

lot. Mixed plants included Anemones, Muscaris,

Chionodoxas, Allium neapolitanum, and Dog's-

tooth Violets in variety.

Hyacinths in pots from Messrs. Wra. Paul and
Son were very good, and included all the leading

kinds in commerce, the firm again showing City

of Haarlem, which was singled out for honours a

week ago. This group consisted of some 200 pots,

bai.-ked with flowering Prunuses and other plants.

Pot Roses from the same firm were also excellent,

the well-known Enchantress being again to the

front in many well-flowered plants. Others of

note were Antoine Rivoire, a lovely tinted flower:

Souvenir de Catherine Guillot, deep saffron and
orange : Mme. Cadeau Ramey, white, very full,

and Mme. Jules (Jrotez, a deep pink. A splendid

lot of Camellias was also exhibited by this firm-
pot plants as well as some half-dozen boxes of

blooms. Among the former, Beauty of Waltham,
a flesh-coloured variety, is exquisitely beautiful,

the whita Mathottiana, the finest of all whites,

being also shown. A bank of Narcissi from Mr.

T. S. Ware included many of the leading sorts,

some in a cut state and others in pots, the new
bicolor Victoria and a yellow self called Alexandra
being noticed, as also a pot of the pretty N.
calathinus. A highly creditable group of green-

house flowering and fine-foliaged plants was sent

by .Mrs. Abbott, South Villa, Regent's Park (Mr.

(J. Keif, gardener). This included Tulips, Hya-
cinths, Azaleas, Lily of the Valley, Narcissi in

variety, Deutzias, Ferns and other things. From
Highgate, Messrs. Cutbush sent a capital assort-

ment of greenhouse flowering subjects, such

things as Erica persoluta alba, E. hyemalis,

Boronia megastigma, Eriostemons, Calla EUiott-

iana, Acacias in variety, and Malmaison Carnations

being among the best. Some plants of Magnolia
Soulangeana in flower had a fine efl'ect in the

centre of this group. Diosma capitata, with

pretty mauve heads, was also shown.
A full prize list will be found in our advertise-

ment columns.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

On Wednesday evening last, the 2.jtli, the com-
mittee of this society met at Anderton's Hotel,

Fleet Street, E.C., and held a somewhat pro-

tracted sitting, under the chairmanship of Mr.
T. W. Sanders. The minutes of the previous

meeting having been read and confirmed, Mr.
Wells suggested that a special meeting of the

committee should be held to take into considera-

tion the question of the fungus recently seen on
the foliage of the Chrysanthemum. In the end
the matter was deferred for the time being. The
wording of the address on vellum to the late

treasurer, Mr. J. Pv. Starling, who had acted in

that capacity for twenty years, was agreed U[)on.

The secretary stated the members. Sec, on the

roll to be as follows : Ordinary members, TOlJ

;

Fellows, 101 ; foreign members, 43—a total of 850,

or a net gain on the year of seven, the smallness

of the net gain being due to resignations. A
vacancj' on the committee having occurred through
the retirement of Mr. Witty, the names of two
amateur members of the society were submitted to

themeeting, Messrs. C. E. Wilkinsand H. A. Needs.
As the result of a show of hands, the chairman
declared Mr. Wilkins elected. Messrs. George

Gordon and W. H. Lees desired to retire from
both the floral and classification committees, but
upon considerable pressure by the meeting, they
agreed to retain their positions. The election of

seven members to the floral committee was then
proceeded with, ten members of committee being
nominated. In the end the following were de-

clared elected : Messrs. W. H. Lees, .T. W. Moor-
man, I). B. Crane, H. Cannell, .1. P. Kendall, W.
Howe, and G. Langdon. The tariff of charges
for floor and table space at the forthcoming ex-

hibition was then agreed upon. The election of

the classification committee was taken next,

fifteen members in all being the required number.
Four new names were nominated, and upon a
vote being taken, the following gentlemen were
declared elected : Messrs. Gordon, Jones, Lees,

Bevan, GibsDn, Cinnell, Mease, Crane, Moor-
man, Beckett, Wells, (ileeson, Lyne, Stevens,

and Higgs. The committee meet on Monday
next to consider the question of preparing

a list of " too - much - alike Chrysanthemums."
Mr. Bevan moved, and Mr. Moorman seconded,

that a fixed sum be given as a salary to the

general secretary to cover all expenses for clerical

assistance. It was ultimately agreed that this

matter should be relegated to the finance com-
mittee. This last-named committee was then

chosen, Messrs. Gordon, Moorman, and WiUis,

with the officers fj-o[l!fio, constituting that body.

An instruction to the finance committee was
proposed by Mr. Gordon and seconded by Mr.
D. B. Crane, that they prepare a code of rules

for the administration of the finances of the

society, such rules to cover the expenditure and
disbursements of the funds, and this to be sub-

mitted to general committee afterwards. In

addition to the finance committee, the following

gentlemen, Messrs. Bevan, Crane, Taylor, Wil-

kins, and Outram, were to constitute a sub-com-

mittee to consider the question of duties of the

general secretary, and to report to the general com-
mittee. A drawing of the new diploma for the pre-

sentation of honorary fellowships was submitted
and agreed to. The resolutions carried at the

adjourned annual general meeting, and proposed

by Mr. Moorman, regarding the future working
of the society, were referred to the sub-committee

just formed. A further question as to the Cist of

medals to afiiliated societies was referred to the

finance committee for consideration. A vote of

thanks to the chairman concluded the business at

a late hour.

Notes of the Week.

Fritillaria nobilia.—lu stature as well as iu

the size of its drofipiog blassoms th\3 handsome form
may be compared to the golden F. aurea, except in

colour, which is a shade of crimson-marooQ. Its

exceptional colouring should mate it welcome for pot

culture.

rritillaria tulipifolia.—This very striking aud
distinct species from Kurdistan should prove a wel-

come addition to this extensive and higlily interesting

group. The leafy growth is about 9 inches high,

the blossoms very ooaipact and of considerable sub-

stance. In the flowers a dusky copper prevails ex-

ternally, while the interior is of a sh iiiug golden

bronze.

Plicea (Amaryllis) orniti.—This is a some-

what scarce bulboas p'aut, a consignmeat of which

his reached Mr. Amos Perry at Wmchm )re Hill. It

comes from the Chilian Andes, the compact, dark-

skinned bulbs being uot uulike those of s:)meof the

smaller Narcissi. The Howers are said to be of the

purest white, with a pilj bind in the centre of each

segment.

Soldanella pyrolffifolia.—This is. perhaps,

the most profusely fl wered species of this small,

though interesting gr up of alpines. The blossoms,

however, are small in proportion to the foliage, of a

deep lilac-blue shade, the segments so deeply cut as tj

form a miniature fringe like droop ng bell. It is

I extremely free flowering. This pretty kind was noted
I reemtly in the alpine house at Kew.

I

Hepatlca triloba vars.—These are now very

beautiful in the spring garden, more espeeiallv in semi-
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(.bady places. One of the greatest charms of the
Heraticas is their great variety of rolour, the fhadea
of bine fllone hein^ very considerable and many of
great beauty a'so. A tine exami le full of flower of a
goo^ blnp form was among the hardy plant exhibits at
the Drill Hall a week ago.

Tuned Pansy MoUy Pope.—One of the first

Tufted Pansies to bloom with me this spring is this

beautiful rayles< sort. It is a love'y rich jellow
fleer- Cmiparatively weak life pieces are each
carrying hi >fS"m8 nh'ch are very welcome thus early.
It is also worthy of note that at the close of list year's
display stock plants of this variety were in exception-
ally fine form.—D. B. C.

Eraba Loi'eleuri is a very pretty species from
Corsica, with goldtu yellow blossoms that render it

even in a small .^tate very conspicuous in the rock g.ir-

den in March. It is iu flower with the Earopean D.
aizoid^s, and partakes of the stjle of this in som^*
respect". The colour of the flowers, however, is much
more telling. The species promises to seed freely, and
in this way may be readily increased.

.drist'a Eckloni.—This very attractive plant,
which is by no means of every-day occurrence, is in
flower in tt>e succulent house at Kew. The example
is composed of a more or less erect tuft of leaves, the
latter intermediate between Gladiolus and Liber'ia,
with the nearly uprieht habit of Lib-rtia and at 2 feet

high producing an a'most endless arrty of bright blue
flowers. lb is a pretty and interesting plant.

JiiTythroniutn giganteum.—Where special
positions have been prrjiared for such things as Cy-
pripedium parviflonim, C. pubescens, the Umtarias,
and f tlier plants of like reqairements, a little colony
of the above, which is one tf the finest of this family,
would »lso prove attractive. It is in such p sitions
tliHse things usually come strong and vigoious each
year, and when the handsome creamy yelljw blossoms
appear the plant is iudeed beautiful.

Rhododendron Gibsoni.—A fplendid bush of
this handsome kind, which is some 8 feet or more
across, is now iu full beauty in No. 4 greenhouse at
Kew. The example in question is in excellent condition
and will contiime a feature rif this house for some con-
6i'*erable time, so great is the profusion of its pure
white flowers. Ai other well-known tloughvery dis-
tinct kind also in bloom i-i K. Tajlori. with pink and
salmon-pmk flowers that are very striking.

Tufced Pansies and the inclement
weat 'er. — Had the geaial weather which was
generally expeiienced during the earlier part of
March continued, many old plants which were cut
back last autumn would have ere this been covered
with bloom. These old plants were bristling with
innumerable little buds, and only needed a few more
days' sun.'.hine to have given an ex'^eptionally early
display of the welcome flowers.

—

D. B. C.

PritDU'a frondoea.— In many respects a glori-
fied foim, so to sptak, of Primula farinosa, but cer-
tainly a more useful kind, becau'e of its almost
C'ntinuous flowering. In this respect it is sur-
prising so small a plant should yield so great a
profusion of blossom. Its flowers are frequently
among the eai-liest in earlv spring, and still quite late
in summer and au'umn. To these good points it may
be addfd that the species is easily grown, flowering
and seeding with considerable freedom in ordinary
eandy soil.

Carnation Countess Ferrers.—I am sending
by Lady Ardilauu's directions a few blooms of
perpetual Carnation Countess Ferrers raided here
by me in ISOtj. The growth and habit of plant
are all that can be desired, and, as you will
observe, it is very sweetly scented. I have at
present a large Vjatch, all of which is flowering
freely.—A. Campuell, .SV. Ainie's, C/oiilnrf.

*»* Very cheery, yet delicate in colour, and
with a fine scent.

—

Ed.

Narcissus Emperor.—Even now this kind is

perhaps too valuable to be hard forced, but
with cold fraine culture and slight warmtli in

the latter stages, when the scape lias cleared the
orifice of the bulb, this \ ariet_\- may be flowered
much in advance of thnse in the open ground.
For such work, too, it is well suited ; its large
handsome blossoms have an imposing appearance
in a vase or even in the pots as grown associated
with its own leafage. Three or four bulbs, accord-
ing to size, are ample for G-inoh pots.

Shortia galacifolia.—A large pan of this at
he last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society attracted attention. The example in
question, however, lost some of its many charms
by being brought into flower under glass, the
effect being to elongate the stems and to take
away that ruddy glow of colour all admire so
much. It is so hardy and enduring, and withal
so beautiful in the varying tints of its crimson
leaves, that any such protection appears but to
rob this hardy gem of much of its true beauty
and worth.

Forsythia suspensa.—At the present time
this is one of the most valuable of deciduous
shrubs in flower. It is specially suited to group-
ing on the grass. Just now at Kew in close
proximity to the stove aquatic house a large
group of this plant is flowering abundantly.
The groundwork of the bed is ga}' with thousands
of sprays of Chionodoxa Lucili:e, obviously some-
what late planted in anticipation of the flowering
of the Forsythia. With both plants in the hej'-

daj' of their splendour the result is excellent, the
groundwork being a veritable carpet of the Glory
of the Snow.

Tree Pseonies.—A gently forced batch of

these is one of the most effective groups in one of

the greenhouses in the Royal Gardens, Kew.
They are represented in many shades of colour,
the principal being blush, pink, peach, and pure
white. It is scarcely possible to give an adequate
idea of the beauty of these plants in words, the
glistening of their petals or their crowning beauty
as seen in the usually fine tuft of golden anthers.
The grey tinted and much-divided foliage is dis-

tinctly pleasing when grouped wit bother subjects
at this season. These P;eonies, however, require
some care after flowering to make success com-
plete another year.

Megasea Stracheyi.—If regarded from the
point of view of flowering alone, this handsome
form may be said to be the finest of this group,
but it detracts greatly from its general value and
usefulness year by year to see the well-nigh com-
plete loss of foliage. In the rock garden at Kew
is a splendid group of this occupying a good posi-

tion, but still its weakness is obvious. At the
last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, had a fine mass
of it in full bloom, but this had obviously received
protection. Planted in the open, this lovely kind
should receive the most sheltered position and be
given a good depth of soil with free drainage.

Primula marginata coerulea.—Among the
earliest of the true alpine species, Primula margi-
nata is deserving of a leading place, as indeed are
all its forms. Possessing a decidedly vigorous
constitution, it is well suited to the rock garden,
where in deep sandy soil it is well able to take
care of itself. The chief ditterence in the above is

merely that of colour ; in other respects it is

identical with the type. These beautiful Pri-

mulas if planted beside a large piece of rock
receive a more uniform condition of moisture.
At the present time such things require attention

in the matter of fixing in position after the lifting

during winter. In doing this a slight mulch of

loam and grit with a little manure will be an ad-

vantage.

Isopyrum thalictroides.—Among the very
choicest and most dainty of alpines this frail little

species is ever deserving a place, but this must,
however, always be a warm and well-drained one,

thouiih by no means hot or excessively dry. In

the matter of soil it is, perhaps, best to grow it in

a mixture of equal parts peat, well-decayed leaves,

and loam, the whole made very sandj'. This if

kept well watered in summer will suit it well,

and provide one of the prettiest of hardy plants

early in the spring months when the exquisite

pure white blossoms put in an appearance. It is

not a plant for the ordinary herbaceous bortler,

and where no position for choice things exists is

better grown in pots or pans. In this way the

delicate Fern-like leaves are always welcome.

Fheedranassa chloracea.— This very dis-

tinct and beautiful plant is not often seen, yet it

possesses a certain interest as well as beautj' of

its own. It is a somewhat variable plant in point
of colour, the latter in some being of a rose or
purplish- rose, in others approaching to scarlet,

while occasionally a vermilion shade predominates
in the flowers. At the present time in No. 7
range at Kew some large bulbs are flowering, in

which the colour is bright scarlet, heavily tipped
with green. At times it is cited in hardy plant
lists as a hardy subject, but, grown as such in

the hottest parts of the garden, it has not been a
success. In the greenhouse, when grown on the
lines followed for Nerines and the like, the bulbs
flower each year after having attained to a sutii-

cient size.

Fritillaria aurea. — Though one of the
dwarfest of its race, this species is evidently
vigorous. Of a few bulbs planted in the autumn
of the past year, some were in full flower prior to
the wintry spell of the past week. That the mix-
ture of hail, snow, wind, rain, and frost would
have shattered its blossoms beyond recognition I

had but little doubt, and therefore it is all the
greater surprise to find the flowers little the
worse after such an experience. It is worth
noting, in case any reader is in similar circum-
stances and in doubt, that while some are now in

flower, others of equal size and planted at the
same time are only just emerging from the soil,

and will therefore be fully a month later in bloom.
This tardy growth is, perhaps, due to extremes
of dryness of the tubers at the time of planting.

—E. J.

TRADE NOTE.

Mr. Riley Scott, for twenty-five years gardener
and steward to Miss Foster, The Holme, Regent's
Park, and Oakover, Ticehurst, Sussex, has, we
learn, purchased the Station Nurseries, Horsham,
which liave been carried on for the past twenty-five

years by Mr. J. G. Jenner.

Correction.— In the article on the " l>e Tons
les Mois Radishes" in last week's Garden (p. •2,'i2),

near the bottom of the third column, instead of
" the valveless pod of the cultivated Radish

"

read "the one - celled pod of the cultivated

Radish."—W. M.
The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. —

We are reminded that the annual festival dinner
of this most deserving charity will take place on
Wednesday, April '20, at the Hotel Metropole,
under the presidency of Mr. C. C. Keyser, of

Aldermaston Court, Reading, and late of Stan-

more. Mr. Keyser is so well known as a patron
of horticulture, that we hope there will be a largo

number of gardeners present.

The weather in West Herts.—A very cold,

wet, and sunless week. On the 'ioth the reading
in shade rose only to 3t", while the exposed ther-

mometer fell below the freezing point on every
night, and on the coldest of these showed 11" of

frost. The ground temperatures have conse-

quently fallen, thit at 2 feet deep being about 2',

and at 1 foot deep about 3', below their respec-

tive averages for the end of March. Rain or snow
fell on each of the first six days of the week, the
total measurement being Ij: inches, making this

the wettest week as yet of the present year. On
the morning of the 25th, snow covered the ground
to the average depth of ih inches, but melted
c|uickly, and was only to be seen in places on the
following morning. About an inch of rain-water

has come through the percolation gauges during
the week. The winds were, as a rule, rather
high, and came mostly from some northerly jjoint

of the com])ass. Throughout the four days ending
the 2Sth no sun.shine at all was recorded.— E. M.,
Barlhiiinitid.

Name of plant.— K. ('- S. 11'.—An interesting

vai-iety of Ilex dipyrena without the usual spiuos on

the leaves.

Name of fruit —H. C. Bater.—Small fruita of

Apple Scarlet Pearmaiu.
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Roses:—
Kuse G. Nabonnand .. .. 2il2

Hose sports 292
Rose, the Musk 292
Roses, Bauksian 292
Roses, deterioratiou of .

.

292
Roses, different strains of .. 292
Roses, Noisette . . . - 291
Ituhcs, Noisette Perpetual 292

Flower:—
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.

295
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Cyclamens, hardy 29i
Cj'clamens, hardy 295
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Flower garden notes .. .. 294
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.
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Garden 296

Vines, planting cut-back .. 296
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ianum.. 297

Dendrobium Boxalli .. .. 298
Epidendnim sct^ptrum .

.

298
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Phaius amabilis 298
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298
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.

300
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Chrysanthemums :—
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struck 304

Trees and Shrubs:—
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flora 304
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Flower garden j.ests 305
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Begonia manicatii 308

Lilies in pots 307

Nerines, dividing 308

Notes of the Week:—
Amaryllises at Kew
Anemone angulosa . . .

.

Anemone Manda
Aotus gracillima

Bauera mbioides

Bomarea frondea

Cheininthus Harpur-Urewe
Corydalis cava albiflora
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Dendrobium splendidissi-

mum grandiflorum .. .. —
Fritillaria Meleagris in pots 309

FritiUarias 310

Gagca lutea 309

Iberis gibraltarica 310

Iris pumila aurea 309

Muscari botryoides came\im 310
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Narcissus Ajax Mrs. II. J.

Elwes 310

Narcissus Rip Van Winkle 309

Pivonies and Daffodils . . .. 310

Pimelea ligustrina 310
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.

309

Prunvis spinosa fl.-pl 310

Rose Mrs. W. Eumsey .. 310

Saxifraga Burseriana ,. .. 309
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.
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Tulipa saxatilis 309
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Dulwich 310
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Asclepias tuberosa . . .
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301

Gas-lime in the garden .. 303
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Plants, basket of, in the

Gardens, Regents Park .. 308

I'lmitt, basket of', in the (Jar-

ihiis, Ktgenfi Park .. .. 308

Rose Garden.

NOISETTE ROSES.

TiiK Nuisette Roses are classed with the Teas
by tlie National Rose Society. Although this

arrangement may suit the exhibitor, it is rather

misleading to the novice, for he would natur-

ally conclude they were all tender ; whereas
many of the old varieties are quite liardy and
are the most effective nearly evergreen, autumnal-
tlowering climbers that one could possibly desire.

The history of their origin is rather interesting.

A popular error prevails that Noisette Roses
take their name from the French word for nut
or Hazel, their bunches of flowers having a cer-

tain resemblance to a cluster of nuts. But if

the American version be true, they should
rather be called Champney Roses. .John

Champney, of Charlestown, South Carolina,

obtained a hylirid between the white Musk
Rose and the Blush China, which he named
Champney's Pink Climber. Philip Noisette, a

florist of the same town, raised a few years later

a blush variety from Champney's Pink Climber,
which he sent to his brother in Paris under the
name of Noisette Rose. This variety reached
England about 1820. It was perfectly hardy,
very vigorous, and most profuse in flowering.

From this Rose seedlings and hybrids were
soon raised, and in 1828 M. Vibert gave us that
even now most lovely Rose Ainiee Vibert,
which is almost unsurpassed as an evergreen
autumn-blooming, white rambling Rose. But
Rose growers of that day were not satisfied

with the white and blush colours at that time
prevalent among the Noisettes, so hybridised
them with the Tea-scented. These hybrids
produced some beautiful colours, but unfortu-
nately the tender nature of the Tea-scented was
also imparted to this hitherto hardy tribe. True
Noisettes are distinguishable from the Tea-
scented by their very elegant pendulous growths,
and large, ofttimes immense, trusses of flowers
with the Musk-like odour of one of their pro-

genitors. They almost invariably flower from
the long secondary shoots of the previous year,

difi'ering in this respect from many of the Teas
;

consequently they require vei-y careful pruning,

or rather non-pruning, for if these shoots are

removed to any great extent, little or no blos-

som will be produced.

A few varieties which most certainly belong
to the Noisettes are sometimes found in the

Tea-scented lists, and vice versa. To enume-
rate two or three of the true Noisettes that are

hardy and free-flowering, one must commence
R'ith

AiJiEE '\^iBEKT, mentioned above. In addition

to being a good climber or pillar Kose, it is seen

to great advantage on a hedge Brier, either of

medium height or very tall.

Celine FoRESTiER, a delightful primrose-yellow
variety raised nearly forty years ago, is still un-

surpassed in many ways. Its pretty buds, which
are sometimes splashed with crimson on outer

petals, develop into lovely, almost flat, blossoms.

The foliage and wood are of a very distinct pale

green shade. It is excellent as a standard both

outdoors or planted under glass, and one of the

very best for pots. Many -will remember the huge
specimens of this variety that were exhibited in

the palmy days of South Kensington.

Desi'REZ .\ FLEUR JAUNE is another pretty

rambling kind with reddish buflf-coloured flowers.

Although of irregular form, the general efl'ect of

a good specimen is good. As a standard it is,

perhaps, seen at its best when its long flower-

laden branches droop almost to the ground.

Deschami'S, known also as Longworth Rambler,
was raised by M. Deschamps in 1877. It is one

of the very best autumn-flowering climbers we
possess. Its rosy cerise flowers are lovely.

Fellenkeri: foUow-s closely on Deschamps and
is perhaps better known. It is a grand Rose for

massing where bold groups are wanted. The
immense shoots it will make in a season, almost
as thick as a walking-stick, are really marvellous.

Other good varieties to grow for their autumn-
flowering qualities are La Biche, Mine. Massot,

and Triomphe de la Duchere. If their flowers

are small, fine specimens in full bloom are very

striking.

Of a somewhat less hardy nature, but yet not

absolutely tender, mention might be made of

Adelina Viviand Morel, a delightful little

miniature bloom, with growth of cUmbing habit.

.Josephine Bernacchi, with long pointed creamy

yellow buds, is really first-rate.

Marie Lavallee and Reine Olga de Wur-
TEMBURG are sometimes classed as Teas or H.T.'s,

but they surely belong to the Noisettes, or at

least to the Hybrid Noisettea ; indeed, their

raiser, Nabonnand, describes them as hybrids of

Tea and Noisette. They are really excellent

Roses for climbing, the former continuing to

flower nearly to Christmas. The latter is rather

apt to run to growth and not flower.

Marie Robert, a recent variety of Blairi

No. 2 colour, is a very rampant grower and likely

to prove a valuable addition to this class.

Reve d'Or is too well known to need any de-

scription. One could not desire a better climber

than this, producing such an abundance of Safranc-

like buds. It is almost evergreen, and it has the

very good trait of breaking out into growth well

from the base. This quality cannot always be

claimed by the Teas, for they often have a most

meagre appearance at the base after a few years

Wm. Allen Richardson is almost as widel

known as Gloire de Dijon and Marechal Niel

and is quite essential to every garden. I have

found the standard Brier the best stock for it.

The flowers appear less erratic, but the seedling

Brier will also produce highly-coloured flowers if

deep root-room is afforded, and I believe the best

position for it as a climber is upon a west wall

where it can escape the fierce sun of midday.

Alister Stella Gray is a grand acquisition,

and is very valuable as an autumn bloomer. It is

not quite so clambering as one could desire, and
will perhaps be more valuable for low arches or

pillars. It is quite possible we may yet see some
improvements on this Rose. I understand Mr.

Gray raised it from seed he brought back with

him from his residence in the Azores. If this be

so, he must have some others, and perhaps even

better than this beautiful Rose.

The following are decidedly tender and

should be cautiously planted. Most of them
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are excellent under glass, and in favoured spots

outdoors they make delightful climbers of a

very refined and graceful character. In my
opinion such tender climbers as these would
well repay anyone for the trouble of erecting a

glass coping for them along a south or west
wall. Then if they were shaded from the sun
during frosty weather they would come through
the ordeal of our usually rigorous winters
practically unharmed. It is radiation that is

the cause of so much mischief accruing from
frosts. I have known Roses escape under a

north wall, whereas the same variety was killed

on a southern exposure.

Lamarqub can only be safely attempted under
glass, and very lovely it is when well cared for.

SoLFATERRE, a Seedling from the above, is also a
tirst-rate sulphur-yellow variety with very large
trusses of blossoms.

Marechal Niel is most decidedly a Noisette.

It can hardly be considered an outdoor Rose with
us, but there are, nevertheless, some grand speci-

mens in the country growing in sheltered locali-

ties, and many exhibitors are very successful with
it in standard form. The richest coloured blos-

soms are obtained from plants in cool green-
houses. The best lot I ever saw was on short
hedge Briers planted in an old Vine border with
simply the protection of a glass roof and sides, no
artificial heat whatever. A little blood manure
was occasionally given, and the blossoms were of

immense size and of that rich golden yellow that
is so attractive. Canker is its greatest foe. This
is often brought about by overcropping. A slight
cut down the stem of the Brier will often save a
plant from total destruction by this disease. But
the best plan of all is to select a really vigorous
young Brier with a network of fibrous roots

;

plant this carefully as one would a Vine, and
little fear but that the best results will follow. I am
not sure the white Marechal will be of any use to
us, but it has not yet had a fair trial. Perhaps by
a selection from this sport of still paler blooms a
pure white may eventually be obtained. This
year we are promised a red Marechal, and our
Continental friends are preparing a surprise for

us next season in a cross between Marechal Niel
and Maman Cochet, which is to bear the name of
Souv. Pierre Netting.

Cloth of Gold is a lovely but very uncertain
Rose, and requires the greatest skill in manage-
ment to induce it to bloom. No pruning what-
ever is required beyond thinning out mift'y

growths, and a very essential point to remember
is to thoroughly ripen the wood.

Fortune's Yellow, when grown as it is at
Wantage Park, is a gorgeous Rose. A conserva-
tory or greenhouse is the best place for it, and
even here it must have plenty of room and little

or no pruning. I must not forget to mention an
old favourite named

Ophirie. It was highly esteemed before the
advent of W. A. Richardson, but its flowers were
rather rough and irregular, although of a very
pretty colour.

Mme. Carnot is only suitable for indoor cul-
ture. Here it is excellent, with its globular, orange-
coloured, white tipped blossoms. And in

L'InEAL we have very enchanting colour and
delicious scent, but it is not nearly so vigorous as
commonly supposed. I like it best in standard
form or grown as a bush, with very little pruning.
This applies also to

Mme. Pierre Cochet, a charming acquisition,
with its great bunches of reddish orange buds and
blossoms.

With such a number of Noisettes there is

still room for improvement, but I think there
should be an attempt to infuse a hardier nature
into future additions to this class. As we
riginally obtained the Noisettes from the
Musk Roses hybridised, so also should we still

further utilise these Musk varieties and hybrids

of them, such as The Garland, Mme. d'Arblay,

the Fringed Musk and others, and cross-ferti-

lise these with such varieties as Deschamps,
Fellenberg, some of the very hardy Hybrid
Teas and Teas, and also the Bourbons of the

robusta type. P.

DIFFERENT STRAINS OF ROSES.

The remarks of Mr. A. Piper touch upon a sub-
ject which I am sure ought to receive more con-
sideration than it has done, and I am sure the
matter to which he alludes will explain many of
the conflicting opinions held by Rose growers.
How often has one heard discussed the habits of

some particular Rose. One will tell you that its

habit is very moderate and that it is diflicult to

keep, and another entirely disagrees with that.

How is it that they can form such different

opinions of the same variety ? I think most prob-
ably the explanation is that the plants have not
had an equal start ; some had been budded from
a vigorous shoot, and the others from a weakly
one, and these vigorous shoots ensure a continua-
tion of strong-growing plants. The extent to

which this change may exoend is exemplified in

the case of some of what are called climbing
Roses. Take, for instance, Devoniensis, a very
dwarf and moderate grower, and yet from it has
come that remarkable and rampant variety

Climbing Devoniensis, which will send forth

shoots 16 feet to 18 feet in length. The same
occurred with the climbing variety of Niphetos,
and we are continually seeing climbing varieties

of H.P.'s and H. Teas announced. The same
takes place with regard to the colour of some of

our Roses. For some years I had two plants of

Comtesse de Nadaillac, which were planted
against a wall facing S.W., and which had
blooms of the most brilliant colour, and this was
the more remarkable, as flowers in this position

generally have a good deal of colour taken out of

them. I have had in the same position W. A.
Richardson quite white without any of the

beautiful orange colour which makes it so con-

S])icuous and valuable, but The Countess remained
constant. The plants were very vigorous, and at

one time they reached to the top of the wall. In
the same way I remember seeing at Mr. Mount's,
at Canterbury, a strain of Marechal Niel which
he obtained from a plant in the neighbourhood,
and which in the brilliancy of its colour far

exceeded any other blooms that I had ever seen.

Where amateurs bud their own Roses of course
the matter is entirely in their own hands ; they
will take care to take their buds only from strong
shoots, and I think the}' may be pretty sure that

like will beget like. It is different, of course,

with purchased plants. In large nurseries

especially it is not to be expected that the same
discrimination will be used in the selection of

wood for budding. A\'here perhaps a couple of

hundred of one variety are wanted, every avail-

able piece has to be used. More especially is all

this true with regard to new Roses, and we are

oftentimes told when moderate plants are com-
plained of, " What can you expect when every-

thing that can be used for budding or grafting has
been taken, and when the plants .are hurried on
so as to enable a large supply of buds to be
available ? " One does not wonder to hear a grower
say of many a new Rose, "I can do nothing with
it." I would advise growers to be very careful

as to the wood they use in the propagation of

their Roses. Delta.

quantity of flowers is obtained in this manner.
Perhaps the best of the group are Baronne de
Maynard, Boule de Neige, Coquette des Blanches,
Louise d'Arzens, Mme. Alfred de Rougemont,
Mme. Auguste Perrin, Mme. Fanny de Forest,
beautiful as a pot Rose, with its large white blos-

soms, and Perle des Blanches. I think a still

further infusion of some of the Bourbons and
Hybrid Perpetuals, such as Queen of the Bedders,
General .Jacqueminot, &c., with these Hybrid
Noisettes would be productive of good results,

for these Roses run the Teas and Chinas very
close in their extraordinary profusion of blossom
and grand decorative qualities.— P.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ROSES.

Noisette Perpetuals.— These are hybrids

between the Noisettes and the Hybrid Perpetuals

and Bourbons. They partake of the character of

the former in their flowers, and of the latter two
tribes in their foliage and wood. Strangely, they

are all of a white or pink shade of colour. If we
could obtain a crimson Mme. Alfred de Rouge-
mont it would be very welcome and a great gain

as a garden Rose. Most of the varieties make
handsome pillar Roses, and where possible they

should be trained in that form. A far larger

Rose G. Nabonnand.—There is always—though
in greater degree in some flowers or varieties—among
the Tea Hoses a certain dehcacy or combination of

tone that not only renders them most charming in the

bud, but equally fascinating in the developed flowers.

It is so in this kind, and wliile it opens to a large size

it is by no means wanting in its pleasing cliarac-

teristics.

Banksian Roses.— It is no uncommon occur-

rence to liear growers of these say they cannot get

them to bloom. Frequently they are planted in

unsuitable positions, where they begin to grow very

early. Owing to the mild winter some plants on a

south wall here made considerable growth by the end
of February, but the severe frost early in March
destroyed the blooms which were showing. Far
belter plant where the growth is late in starting than

in sunny positions.

—

Dorset.

Deterioration of Roses.—I notice Mr. Piper

in The Garden does not take any account of the

influence of the stock on his Roses. May not that

very often be a cause of what is called deteriora-

tion? I had a large batch of tirace Darling,

which was the admiration of e\ erybody the first

year, and the next (not interfered with in any

way and in good deep soil) there were only a
few miserable flowers. It is clear that the failure

of this Rose, which is in perfect condition in many
gardens, could not be in any way attributed to

deterioration of the variety, but to some other

cause.

—

Rosarian.

The Musk Rose.—This is supposed to have

been introduced into England about 300 years ago.

There are not many varieties of the Musk Rose.

They are all beautiful, and if left almost un-

prunid give a good display of blossoms in the

autumn months which renders them valuable, for

the Ayrshires and Evergreens, although unsur-

passed when in bloom, are very transient. Per-

haps the best of all is the Fringed ; certainly it is

the freest grower. Eliza Werry is very sweet

;

so also is Rivers, a pretty pink variety. Of

course one does not overlook the elegant single

moschata alba or nivea, and Pissardi is also a

pretty single closely allied to the Musks and use-

ful for its autumn flowering. The pillar form is

the one best adapted to the cultivation of the

Musk Rose. The plants should be allowed free-

dom at the base, so that their long wavy shoots

are the better displayed.

Rose sports.—Referring to your extract from

my paper upon the above, appearing in " The
Rosarian's Year-Book " of this year, it may be of

interest to note that during February, 1898, the

same plant of Catherine Mermet which sported

Muriel Grahame in 1891 has now produced a

similar sport from the base, some 2 feet from the

first sport, and with a considerable amount of

Catherine Mermet wood inter\ening. I am
watching another sucker-like growth from the

same point. If the new sport from Maman Cochet,

which is described as a pure white and which

will be introduced next month, is really a counter-

part of Maman Cochet except in colour, we shall

have a grand addition to our white Roses.

Valuable sports from sterling varieties are be-

coming more numerous. I note that more than

half a dozen are soon to be distributed.—A. Piper,

Uchlidd.
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OLD DOUBLE ROCKET.

How seldom one sees this in a good state in

the gardens round London, and yet few memo-
ries are more pleasant than those of gardens in

old times, when this plant was well grown

—

best, perhaps, in moist Irish and western gar-

dens. Its brilliance and effect were both excel-

lent where people grew and grouped it well.

Any system of leaving it alone as a perennial is

a mistake ; to keep the plant in healtli, annual,

or at least biennial, division and removal to

freshly manured soil are essential for its health

and fine effect. Even where the system of flower

gardening does not allow of the use of such a

plant, it is cerbiinly well worth growing among
things for cutting, or in bold groups in the

mixed border. Mr. J. C. Tallack, from whom
we received the photograph from which the

engraving was made, sends us the following

note as to the way in which he grows so well

this fine old plant :

—

"The double white form of Hesperis matron-
alia depicted in the engraving is not only the

" Seeing that the plant is so early-flowering, it

might be thought that autumn planting would
be preferable to spring planting, as it would
give more time for the plants to become re-

established, but I do not find it so, and choose
the first mild weather that comes early in the
year for planting, after which root-action is

rapid and growth vigorous. I cannot too

strongly urge the necessity of replanting often,

for if this is neglected the plants die out whole-
sale after the second or third year, though in

some soils it lives on better than in others.

Annual planting will at all times give the best
results.

''The single forms of this Rocket, which are
numerous and may be had in various shades of

purple or in pui-e white, are also charming
plants for certain positions. I saw them last

year by the thousand in a recently planted
shrubbery which skirted for a long disfcince a

carriage drive, and I have rarely seen such an
effective sight produced by such a simple plant,

wliile the scent was delicious and filled the air

more than 100 yards away. Used in this way
there was uime of the spotted eflect given by
single plants here and there. These single

forms may be raised from seed or by division,

Double white Rocket (Hesperis matronalis alba plena). Engraved for The G.uiDE.N from a
photograph sent by Mr. J. C. Tallaek, Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds.

best of the Rockets, but its claims as a valu-

able, hardy, and earlj'-flowering plant for group-
ing are of the highest. Very compact in habit,

it is never straggling nor encroaching ; its

delicious scent, most powerful in the evening
and more delicate than that of the garden
Stock, pervades the air during the whole of the
flowering period, which begins in May and lasts

for over two months. On most plants in the
group here seen the central spikes reached a
length of 18 inches, and were thickly covered
with flowers ; these were succeeded by the
branching side spikes, which kept the plants in

full beauty for at least the time stated above.
I find the plant very easy to grow and not
liable to be picked or eaten by game or birds
of any kind. There is one essential in its cul-

tivation, viz., an annual or biennial transplant-
ing in spring. It is not necessary to remove
the plants to a fresh site, but only that they
shall be lifted, divested of much of the old root-
stock, and the portions carrying the strongest
crowns re-planted at a few inches apart in fairly

manured soil ; that in which the plants are
growing here is very sandy and raised slightly
above the lawn grass. In the same position
they have thriven for years, and form an excel-
lent foreground to crimson herbaceous Poppies,
which flower at the same time.

and they do not require the frequent trans-

planting necessary for the doubles."

CARDAMINE ROTUNDIFOLIA.
There are some flowers which, for reasons diffi-

cult to explain, grow in favour. We look upon
them at first with indifference, if not with a feel-

ing more akin to dislike. In time, however, with
these plants this feeling changes and becomes not

i merely toleration, but admiration. Such has been
my experience with some plants, and among these

has been the round-leaved Lady's Smock. It is

a good many 3'ears since I first saw it in a rock

garden containing an extensive and choice coUec-

I

tion of alpine flowers. There it remains still, and
for long every time I saw it made me wonder
how it came to be grown in that garden. "It
comes so early " seemed hardly a sufficient reason

for its presence, and had it not been that it found
its way here to be named, it would probably
never have been grown in my garden. A friend

sent a small scrap without a flower and in poor
condition, with a request that the name should

be determined. This was impossible at the time,

but the little plant was put in an odd corner so

that it might be named when the proper time
came. It bloomed and was identified as Carda-
mine rotundifolia, but was allowed to remain
until it became better liked. By that time the

spare corner in which it had been planted wa

required for something else and the Cardamine
was moved. It now occupies a somewhat con-

s[)icuous place behind a little Water Lily pool, on
whose margin it has a prominent position. The
individual Bowers are small and the leaves are a

little coarse—the plant is, in a word, inferior.

Yet it has merits. The expression "It comes
so early " is no slight praise when we have rather
a scarcity of flowers of its class. The heads of

white flowers come in well for mixing with other
hardy flowers when cut. They are longer in the
stem than those of the Arabis, which they so

much resemble. The aspect of the plant is dis-

tinct as well, so that it has at least some recom-
mendations. All this is, of course, the "faint
praise " which has so proverbial an effect, but
there is no attempt to disguise its deficiencies or

overrate its good qualities. It is difficult to trace

the intricacies of the nomenclature of the plant

through the " Index Kewensis," which does notadopt
the specific name of rotundifolia. It is known in

gardens by the name here given, and does not
answer to the descriptions of C. bellidifolia or C.

rhomboidea (to wliich it is referred in the Kew
Index) as given in the " Dictionary of Gardening."
Cardamine rotundifoha grows freely in partial

shade. In light peaty soil here it attains when
at its full height a stature of about 15 inches. It

blooms freely and lasts in flower for a consider-

able time, coming first into bloom in shade here

at the end of February or beginning of March.

S. Aknott.
Carsethom, by Dumfries, y.B.

FANCY CARNATIONS.

To the Editor of The Garde:*.

Sir,—In my article under the above heading of

February 5 I made some observations on German
Carnations, which I see by a letter in your issue

of March '26 M. Senary, of Erfurt, considers

a]iplied to his collection. My remarks were in-

tended to be general, not personal. I did not
mention M. Benary's name, and there are other

large florists in Germany that send over here

f|uantities of Carnations, and who issue a cata-

logue of varieties in English. I spoke of German
Carnations as I found them, judging from con-

siderable experience of most of those that at one
time and another have found favour in this

country, but which now, owing to the late great
improvement in English varieties, no doubt do
not command so much attention as they did a few
years ago. I am very pleased to hear that
Monarch has been classed for two years as the
best Carnation at Birmingham in the fancy class,

a circumstance of which I was not previously

aware. I shall look forward with increased

pleasure to see it flower in my garden this .July.

There are some excellent German varieties. We
have not yet succeeded in beating Germania as a
yellow self, although it grows sometimes, and in

some localities, better than it does in others.

Britannia emanates from Hayes, but I doubt if it

is better than the first-mentioned, and this year

we shall see what the new Regina is going to do.

That took first-class honours wherever shown last

year, and is now considered the best yellow yet

produced. But these are selfs, and what I am
being taken to task about is my observations re

German fancies.

The varieties in this class which appear in

some of the best catalogues comprise some
fifteen or twenty sorts, of which, I think, it will

be generally admitted that Stadrath Bail is one
of the best. Now let everybody who is interested

in German Carnations send at once to M. Benary
for his list and invest in the best dozen that

he can supply, say half a dozen of each variety,

and let us have a little amicable competition at

the next Birmingham show, which is held on
July 27 and 28—English versus German fancies.

I have no doubt my friend Mr. Sydenham, of the

Midland Carnation and Picotee Society, would be

pleased to put this crude idea into shape if he
were approached on the subject ; but anyhow, let

us see if something of this sort cannot be
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managed. This is the time to plant from pots
(although it is of no use to attempt to do so from
the open border), and M. Benary will, I know, if

applied to, gladly supply any number of his best
varieties, carefully packed and despatched in

pots. We shall then see examples of the best
fancy Carnations no doubt that Germany can pro-
duce, and these, with what we shall hope to show
against them, should make an interesting and
beautiful display. An extra prize might be given
for the best single bloom in this class, and we
shall then see whether Monarch will again prove
victorious, or whether we can bring anything as
good, or better, against it. I would suggest that
the competition be for one, two, or three trusses
of blooms, shown as grown in the open border, or
cut from plants grown entirely in the open air,

without protection of any kind and without
dressing of any sort. As to what I said about
the descriptions in the list I had then before me, it

would have been, perhaps, just as well if I had let

that alone. H. W. WEtiUELiN.

St. Mar-y Church, Torquay.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
E.\RLy-FL0WERixci Chrysaxthemums. — I have
potted off the batch of autumn struck cuttings of

the above, and the tips taken and inserted rather
over a month ago will be similarly treated when
they are fairly well rooted. These Chrysanthe-
mums are rapidly growing in favour for flower
garden work, especially in those places where a
a late summer display is the main consideration
and the majority of beds are of large size. As
there are a certain stiffness and formality about
them when planted in quantity without sonae relief,

I like to fill in round taller subjects already
sparingly planted, and for this reason have given
the preference to \'ery free pompons of dwarf
habit rather than sorts of which Mme. Uesgrange
may be taken as a type, and which are too
tall to be used as a kind of semi-carpet to taller
things. Where, however, the formality is not an
objection, beds simply a mass of flower and pre-
senting an efi'ective contrast can be formed by
planting such sorts as Desgrange, G. Wermig,
Mrs. Hawkins, Ryecroft (Jlorj-, and others in
alternate blocks with the early-flowering Starwort
Amellus major, or without resorting to other species.
Different varieties associated will afford pleasing
contrasts, as those above named in connection with
Alice Butcherand Ruby King, working down to the
edges of the beds with dwarfer sorts. Returning
again to the dwarf pompons, a selection compris-
ing all or either of such sorts as Anastasia, Deuil
de Pere, Mme. Picoul, or Mr. W. Piercy is just
about the height required for grouping round nice
bushes of Hydrangea paniculata, and in each case
the colour effects a pleasing contrast to the huge
masses of flower of the taller plant. The whites
and yellows, of which Nanum, Mychett White,
I'Ami Condercet, and Fljra are four of the best,
want something bright and glowing in shade as
the larger plants round which they may be
grouped, and the best thing for the purpose is

probably General Roberts Fuchsia, a fine dark
variety of free and lasting habit. If facilities for
growing on large plants from spring-struck cut-
tings are not to hand, old plants can be saved, and
these if started inalittlewarmth will make big stuff
by the time the Chrysanthemums are in flower
and show up well above them. The latter should
not be jilanted too closely either together or in
the neighbourhood of the Fuchsias. Plenty of
room to develop is a good rule, and the little dip
between the jilants helps in a measure to break
the formality. \\'hen getting the Chrysanthe-
mums ready for the open garden, a batch in diffe-
rent varieties can be set on one side for pots.
They make capital plants for summer decoration
of the conservatory.

DiVIDIXCi HAKDV PLANTS.—Like " S. W. F. ," I
have always divided the majority of my hardy
plants with a sharp knife—such things, at any
rate, as Lobelias, Pyrethrums, Phloxes, Spiraeas,
and others of similar nature, and have never ex-
perienced any ill-effects—at least;

portions come away well and flower profusely the I free hand at very little cost. Examples of this
first season, so the practice can hardly be so style may be seen at Kew, where some spacious
objectionable as " E. .j." .seems to imply. I think
it is entirely a matter of the careful performance
of the work. Indiscriminate cutting certainly
means mutilation, but if, after shaking the soil

well away, the fingers are passed about the
crowns, the cutting can be performed easily and
expeditiously with little injury. If a plant is to

be pulled entirely to pieces solely for the pur]jose
of propagation, the sj'stem advocated by " E. .J."

is doubtless the best, but so far as the severance
of any favourite variety into two, four, or six

pieces as the size may admit, simply to replant
and slightly increase the stock, is concerned, I

think the slight mutilation of root that may be
the result of division by the knife will lead to no
worse results than "splitting the grain in all

directions" with a fork. Writing of division

reminds me that one of the greatest favourites
among herbaceous plants (Gypsophila paniculata)
does not lend itself readily to this treatment — not,

at any rate, in the case of old-established stuff

—

and the most satisfactory way is to strike from cut-

tings. These at the time of writing are just about
the right length for insertion, and if they are
slipped ofli' and inserted firmly into li-inch or

3-inch pots, a nice little stock will be quickly
obtained. Let me suggest as a very interesting

bed alternate plants of this Gypsophila and fair-

sized clumps of Montbretias. It is an effective

and a charming contrast.

Daffodils.—Referring to Mr. Arnott's note on
N. cyclamineus, it would be interesting if he would
tell us if variations are found in these seedlings
alike in the elongation or diameter of the trum-
pet, in shade, or in the more or less pronounced
reflection of the perianth. Also if in their case
there seems a likelihood of permanent establish-

ment and not annual degeneracy. This last fail-

ing is noted with me year after year if the case of

bulbs it was desired to establish in the drier

parts of the pleasure grounds. Despite the fact

that they were planted at a depth of from (i inches
to 9 inches, it was only the first season that they
seemed at home, and since then show annually i

signs of increasing weakness. They are better in

the low-lying parts and have shown improvement, i

The soil is, however, in all cases too much on the
light side for them. I mean, that is, the natural
soil where it has not been improved by cultiva-

tion In certain parts of the kitchen and flower

giirdens where they were planted for cutting the
result has been invariably good, and c.

mounds are covered with the glowing orange
gold of the Crocus. One of these may be seen to
advantage from the extreme end of the large
Palm house, Victoria Gate end, the slight eleva-
tion of the grassy mound, together with the dense
verdant green sward around, providing a rich
carpet that is pleasing and efi'ective because not
overdone. A sprinkling of blossoms has been
apparent for some time, but now these grassy
mounds are at their best, and should be seen by
those interested in this style of gardening. The
profusion of flowers that is kept up renders such
places attractive for a long time.

HARDY CYCLAMENS.

clumps are now to hand as the result of the single

bulb planted some years ago.

E. Bl'KRELL

Like Rev. C. Wolley-Dod (page 261), I do not
see the difference between planting on the surface
and adding at once and every year afterwards a
thick dressing of leaf-mould or planting at once
3 inches or 4 inches deep in leaf mould. Plants
imported from their native habitats often have
the leaves produced from what one may call a
more or less elongat-.d "knob" .above the bulb.
This appears to be an indication that the bulb
was considerably below the surface, and in plant-
ing such corms I always cover thern in such a way
that there is a little soil above the part whence
the leaves are produced. In the case of corms
without this knob I only cover slightly until the
second year, when there is a top-dressing of light

soil added, so that the bulbs are well protected
from frost. lean only grow C. europieum (Linn.)

in shade, but C. neapoHlianum is less particular in

this respect. One troublesome thing here, and
one which causes me to lose time after time some
of the Cyclamens, is the way in which the gales
from the sea break off the leaves. This eventually
weakens the growth and causes me to lose a good
many plants. C. coum and C. europa'um are
more easily injured in this way than C. neapoli-

tanum. C. africanum I have been able to keep
for a year or two, but the climate is too severe for

this species, which is so ornamental with its hand-
some leaves. C. alpinum I had by way of Italy

about three or four years ago. The corms were
\ery much dried and the plants never showed
much vigour. A white variety soon succumbed,
but the pink form flowered for two years, but is

now lost. I have, however, a Cyclamen sent by

api'tal ^^^- Whittall from Kayen Kaya which appears
to be C. alpinum, although it has not flowered.

As M. Guiheneuf remarks, C. alpinum may be only

a geographical variety of C. coum. It is a very

beautiful little plant with much smaller leaves

and flowers than Cyclamen coum.
S. Arnott.

Oarsethorn, hy Dumfries, N.B.
Incarvillea Delavayi.—I note an inquiry in

your last issue as to the treatment of this plant.

As a large cultivator of it I can vouch as to its

perfect hardiness in any soil, a fact which is in

no way surprising seeing that it is a native of

Northern China, where the winters are far more
severe than with us. The tuber needs only to be „_„ , , c i,„,„v,o„<> r,r,a r.r,tUa^c

, , J . ^, , J ,, , t f -1 p. 270 and from references elsewhere, one gathers
planted in the border with an inch or two of sou K .'

, . , „ ,i;ff„™„„.^ „f ^^•.,o..;o„„n^1
.. J 4- 1 1 i 1 -t •!.•

I

that there must be some difference of experience
above its crown and to be fet alone, its position

,. ,. a \,. .^ „,>,« ^i^^^o r,«f ^.o,.o f.^..
, . I ,, ill i 1 t I . as to its nowering. As one who does not care lor
Ijeing carefully marked by a triangle of short I . , - "• t „ j ,..i,„ 1,..=, „„i,. L„^ e

,
° Ti. u ^-ci. J 1 £ J J growing alpines in pots and who has only had o.

stumps. It may be lifted in autumn if desired *= . , f ^, ."^ „ a:h„„„ t^,. ,„..„..,,r»fir.o.
1 ^ 1 . , 1-1 •- 11 apiculata under such conditions tor propagating,

and replanted in spring, in which case it will t „u.ii .,_.. j- t-^ „»;„„ tu„ „a^^Jiih„ °(

flower later than it allowed to remain undisturbed.

SAXIFRAGA APICULATA.

From the note on this beautiful little Rockfoil on

Then those who may be fortunate enough to

possess a stock of tubers may regulate the period

of flowering by the time of planting. When
lifted the tubers should be kept in a pot of soil,

not absolutely dry, to prevent shrivelling.

—

W. Thompson, Ipsiriih.

Crocuses on grass.—Colour effects in garden
landscape that are visible at distances of 200 yards
to 400 yards, provided the colour is of the right

kind, can scarcely be without considerable merit.

The latter is also much enhanced where the

effect is lasting and not merely momentary, or

lasting a few days only. When this may be

I shall not venture to question the necessity of

the treatment advocated when grown as a pot

plant, nor shall I dispute the value of pulling the

plant to pieces in gardens where its flowering is

unsatisfactory. In many gardens, however, this

is unnecessary, as this Saxifrage flowers with

perfect freedom without being interfered with. I

have had it growing here in one position and
without being removed since 1891 or 1892, and it

flowers every year with the greatest freedom. It

has now formed a nice cushion of considerable

size. Occasionally small tufts have been taken

off for propagation or for gi^'ing to friendswho

admired it, but otherwise this clump has been

left alone with the exception of having the oldlis may De ac . _
complished with the rich yellow Crocus, at once i flower-stalks removed. It is grown within 2 feet

one of the cheapest of bulbous plants, it may be ! or 3 feet of S. sancta and under the s;imo condi-

the divided I seen that such work may be indulged in with a ' tions as that species, but is much more free
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flowering. I find it does very well in full sun and
planted in sandy peat, with a considerable pro-

portion of grit mixed with a few broken shells

and a little lime rubbish. It is also well supi)Ued

with water in suranaer. Jluch of the value of

many of the Rockfoils consists in the beauty of

their foliage. This is seen to greater advantage
when they are allowed to grow into large masses,

which are admired at almost all seasons. If we
can secure such with abundance of flowers we are

fortunate. It is not always possible, but where it

is there is more pleasure in growing a plant than
is the case if it has to be periodically torn to

pieces. This is necessary with some things here,

but not with the charming plant to which I

refer. S. Arnott.
Cartstlhorn, by Dumfries, N.B.

DAFFODILS IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
SrALDiNi;, in Lincolnshire, appears to be a district

well suited to the growth of Dafl'odils, and if one
travel by rail from Peterborough to Boston or

from Spalding to Lincoln he will see in April large

quarters of Daffodils in full bloom. One grower
has twenty acres under cultivation with Daffodils.

He cultivates not only for supplying cut flowers,

but also dry bulbs at the proper season. The
leading varieties grown on a large scale are Sir

VVatkin, Horsfieldi, Emperor, Empress, Grandee,
Cynosure and Barri, all single, and of double
varieties. Van Sion and Orange Phcu'ni.x, with the
single I'oeticus ornatus. The soil is a dark loam.
It Dears a great resemblance to the soil of

Holland, but is of a rather heavier substance, and
better adapted for Tulips and Narcissi than Hya-
cinths. One sees long beds, some 7 yards in width,
some 10 yards and some 12 yards, filled wholly
with one variety or with two varieties, and when in

full bloom one of these beds presents a remarkable
\ iew. The flowers sent to market are gathered
when about half expanded. They are taken into
a house where a high temperature is maintained,
here they expand without a blemish on their
petals. They are then taken to the open in

bunches and stood in troughs of water for a few
hours, which imparts stiffness to the blossoms.
They are then taken into a large room, made up
into bunches by girls, then packed in boxes and
despatched in various directions.

It must not be supposed that the newer forms
are not also cultivated. There are beds of all the
obtainable novelties of recent years. But there
are standard varieties always in demand, such as
those named abox-e, and they are therefore culti-

vated in very large numbers. Every year
plantations are uprooted and new ones formed.
It takes from two to three years for a small offset

to matui'e and become a strong flowering bulb.
At the proper time the bulbs are lifted, carried to
spacious barns, sorted, packed and despatclied to
their several destinations. Double Snowdrops are
also largely grown. In walking through these
bulb farms the \isitor is struck by the order,
method and cleanliness observed on every hand.
Bulb - growing in Spalding is an interesting
industry—a latter-day development that appears
to be on the increase. R. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

Doable Primroses.—What a pity these are not
more often seen. I was impressed with their value
recently as I picked some blooms from a good strong
plant growing oa the shady side of a Gooseberry
bush. The blooms were large, very double, and had
long footstalks.

—

Dokskt.
Deep planting for Cyc-amens.—In your

issue of Mai-ch 12 in an interesting letter hy M. D.
Guiheneuf upon Cyclamens he says :

" I conclude
that deep planting is against the nature of these
plants." This is not my experience with the tubers of
the wild Cyclamens here in Attica, as to gat them it
is generally necessary to dig to some little depth.

—

E. H, Egertox.

Candytuft Empress.—In this the flowers are
white, large, and borne on long spikes several
inches in length. As the plants grow much larger

than the ordinary Candytufts, they should have
plenty of room, each individual having ample
space for development. They should also be in
good soil, for it is only when the plants are well
grown that they can be seen to the best advan-
tage. The seeds can be sown very thinly in drills

and theseedlings thinned out to 5 inches or G inches
apart, as they branch freely.—R. D.

Iberis stylosa.—This little Candytuft is one
of our earliest flowers, and in a sunny position in
the rock garden I have often had it in flower on
New Year's Day. It is, in the dry soil in which
I grow it, only about an inch high and incon-
spicuous, as are its little flowers ; they are very
welcome in an almost flowerless time. It also
lasts in bloom for a good while. The flowers are
almost white, with a slight tinge of rose through-
out and with conspicuous styles. It is for all

practical purposes a biennial here, but for the ten
or more years in which I have grown it I can only
recollect of having to raise it once from seed, and
that was from that of my own saving. Self-sown
seedlings always keep up the stock. Strictly
speaking, its recognised name is Noccaja stylosa,
but seed is usually offered under Iberis.—S.

Arnott, Carxetlioru, hy Dumfriei, N.B.

Hardy Cyclamen (. rratum).—! owe an apology
to Sowerby's " English Botany " for having said
that the portraits wiere given of British Cyclamen
are referred to C. europteum (Lin.). I find on
reference that they are named C. hedera'folium
(Willd. ), which is rightly there identified with C.
europ:eum of Smith's " English Botany " and of
Bentham's " Handbook of British Botany " and
with C. neapolitanum (Tenore). I was confusing
Smith's "English Botany" with Sowerby's.
Bentham, though he mistakes the identity of C.
europteum (Lin.), rightly calls the species which
is naturalised in England "the common Cycla-
men," as it is by far the commonest hardy Cycla-
clamen in English gardens. When, however, he
speaks of ten or twenty varieties, nearly all

belonging to it, being in cultivation, he might
have added that there are endless gradations
between the varieties both in the shape and
markings of the leaf and the colour of the flower,
all of which come from seed of the same stock.—
C. WoLLEY-DuD, Edije Hall, ilnlpaa.

Violet Marie Louise.—In my notes on this

I did not question the fact that "climatic influ-

ences, situation, and .soil aflect this Violet." I
did not say that the roots were acti\e at Christ-
mas ; and if the roots that possess feeding points
at pitting-time are checked by lifting, as I

argued, then I should expect to find them at
Christmas in just the condition Mr. Roberts hints
at. I have grown this Violet in South Wales, in
Suffolk, and various other parts of England,
and know full well " the value of retarding the
blooms,'' but I thought I made my meaning clear
in my last note that there is no need of turning
the heat on when it is not required. I am aware
that forced flowers in the dark days are not
exactly of first-rate quality, but tliey are greatly
valued in private places none the less, and fetch
a big price in the market. Hence my advice for

a single 4-inch pipe where a succession of flowers
through the winter is aimed at. A few dozen
pots in a cool Peach house may answer the same
purpose, but Violets in pots are more diflicult to
grow than in frames.—H.

Chionodoxas failing. — My Chionodoxas
grow in various pockets of a rock garden. The
soil is good friable loam, in which silver sand was
mixed when they were planted. The three clumps
of C. Lucilio?, planted in 1889, have increased in

size and beauty every year ; so have three out of

four of C. sardensis planted in 1S95, but the
fourth has always been affected by disease. The
bulbs are mixed with Narcissus minimus in three
of the pockets, but this flourishes in all. The
aft'ected flowers are of an unhealthy pinkish
purple, and each year the same three bulbs are
affected.—Junia.

*^* It would appear that fungus of some kind
or other is attacking j'our plants, which, however,
we were unable to determine from the specimens

sent. If, however, we are correct in our surmise,

the fungus will be apparent at the summit of the

tube ; this presently bursts, and the germs thus
liberated both disfigure and destroy the colour.

The only known remedy so far is to sprinkle dry
slaked lime over the aff'ected, if not the whole of

the plants now in flower, and later on when at
rest lift the bulbs, and, having given a complete
rest, replant in a fresh spot with new soil.

—

Ed.

Cyclamen cilicium.—On p. 23.3 Mr. WoUey-
Dod points out that the spelling of the specific

name with a third " c " in this case is wrong. He
points to the fact that Boissier (the authority for

the name) spells it without it, and he states that

Boissier " is seldom wrong in the spelling of his

classical names." He further states that "the
Latin adjective for cilician is cilicius, never
cilicicus." Now if it be the case that this name
should always be spelt without the third "c,"
Boissier, as a perusal of his "Flora Orientalis"

will show, is oftener wrong than right. In nine

genera—Carex, Euphorbia, Galium, Haplophyl-
lum, Nepeta, Pyrethrum, Salvia, Scorzonera, and
Verbena—he uses the third " o," while in seven

—

Allium, Astragalus, Campanula, Erigeron, Poten-

tilla, Senecio, and Vicia—he leaves it out. Bois-

sier and Heldreich use the third "c" in Sideritis,

while in Celsia and Cyclamen it is left out. Bois-

sier and Balansa and Boissier and Kotschy in-

variably make use of it in the eleven species de-

scribed by them, as do also all the other authorities

mentioned in this work who have applied the

name, with the exception of Kotschy, who in one
instance seems to depart from his usual practice.

In the genus Crocus he applies the name to two
distinct species, the third " c " being used in one
case and left out in the other. In the whole
" Flora " the name occurs with the third " c " in

thirty-six genera, and in ten without it. Which
is right?—A. D. Richardson, Royal Botanic Oar-

den, Edinburgh.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

HARDY FRUIT PROSPECTS.

After an unusually mild winter we have been
visited with some extraordinary weather at the

end of March. The rainfall up till the 24th

had been very light for the month, as only '38

of an incli had fallen, and the weather, with the

exception of the nights of the Gth and 1.3th, had
been fairly mUd. On these two dates we re-

gistered 14° and 15° of frost. The nights of

17th and 18tli were very mild. On the former

date the thermometer did not fall below 48°, and
on the latter 47°. After this the nights became
cooler, with bright sunny days. On Tuesday,

the 22nd, the temperature reached as high as 00°

in the shade. On the 24th and 25th snow fell

nearly all the time both days, the aggregate

when melted being I'OO. There was a little im-

provement on the 26th and 27th, though on
each night we registered 4° of frost. With
such weather there is little wonder that the fruit

trees in bloom suft'ered so seriously. Many of

the Apricot flowers were killed on the nights of

the 6th and 13tli, and what escaped then wore

destroyed later on. Peaches and Nectarines,

though not nailed until the beginning of the

month, were in full bloom and suffered in a

like degree. Many of the Plums, too, were in

full blooin, and, strange to say, those on the

north walls were the first to expand their

flowers, such, for example, as Grand Duke,

Purple Gage, and a few others. With the

Apricots it is not only the flowers that have

suft'ered, but many of the branches are

killed entirely. So far the Pears and Apples do

not seem to have suffered, though many of the

former were just expanding their buds. Goose-

berries have suft'ered seriously, as many of the trees

were in full leaf. In this district it is usually
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the mild winters that are tlie most destructive,

for growth commences early and is afterwards
checked by the late spring frosts. During the
last twenty years that I have had charge of the
garden here there have been several springs
when the frost has been most severe during the
time Peaches and Apricots were in bloom, but
rarely has this happened after a severe winter.
In low-lying places there is a greater range of

temperature than there is on higher ground
;

for instance, on the hills only a few miles away
the Calceolarias that were planted out last

sirring are still green, and many other things
that have died in the low ground are still fresh

on the hills. Provided shelter can be given
from high winds, kitchen gardens should always
be made on elevated ground. In years gone
by, when the appliances for raising water were
not so numerous, the lower ground was chosen
with a view of always having a good supply

;

but in these days of improved mechanical power
there is no need for making kitchen gardens in

low places.

It is too soon yet to say what damage has
been done to the Cherries, as but few of them
are in bloom ; those, however, that have ex-

panded have sufl'ered the same fate as other
fruits. There is a great advantage in having
the walls protected with glass, provided proper
ventilation is aflbrded. Houses so built ought
always to have movable lights, that the air may
be freely admitted in the autumn. When the
ventilators are hung at the top it is seldom that
sufficient air is admitted, the consequence being
that, unless great care is given, there is a plenti-

ful supply of red spider. Glass is so cheap
now that very little more expense would be
needed to cover the walls with it than is re-

quired for purchasing protecting material every
two years. But, as before remarked, all such
structures should be provided with ample ven-
tilation, and the ventilators kept f)pen both at

top and bottom whenever the weather is favour-

able, that a free circulation of air may pass
through, to retard the blooming period as much
as possible. I have frequently noticed that
trees in such structures are usually not so for-

ward as those against open walls, as the cold
current of air passing through keeps the tem-
perature lower than that against the walls until

the sun gets power to act direct on the glass,

when, unless plenty of air be afforded, the tem-
perature will rise rapidly.—H. C. P.

The uncertainty of our climate has
seldom been more manifest than during the
past few days, when, after one of the mildest
of winters and when we were congratulating
ourselves that all danger of anything like severe
weather was past, the wind suddenly changed
to north-east with almost hurricane force,

accompanied with sleet and snow. The Daffo-
dils, Hyacinths, and other spring flowers have
been sadly battered and weather-beaten. The
blossoms of our fruit trees give the most cause
for anxiety, and seldom has protection been
more needed for Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines,
and early Plums, which are very full of fully-

expanded bloom. Where protected by old fish

nets I think they have up to the present stood
the severe test well, for it is surprising how
well this apparently slight protection shields
the blossom from wind-frost. Fruit trees in
the open are, happily, not far enough advanced
to suffer niuch. Pears, which are the most
forward, have very few expanded blossoms.
Plums and Damsons are also safe, but getting
dangerously near the expanding point. Apples,
that are by far the most important of all our
fruit crops, are, happily, quite safe at the pre-
sent, and this check will retard them so much
that they will be little, if any, in advance of

ordinary years in the period of the blooming.
Bush fruits have not apparently suffered much
up to the present, although Gooseberries are
i etting well advanced in leaf and flower. The
check to vegetation will be especially welcome
to the growers of Strawberries, for the crowns
had been unduly forward all the winter, and
looked like bursting into bloom some weeks
back. I think the cold will do much more
good than harm.

—

James Groom, Qosport.

PLANTING CUT-BACK VINES.
There is often too much hurry in planting Vines
at this time of year, and I have to plead guilty of
it myself. Having the borders all ready and nicely
warm and the Vines in rather smaller pots than
I liked them, I planted the last week in February
in two small vineries here. They came away
beautifully, and I was congratulating myself, but
the present cold snap is all against them, not-
withstanding the temperature has been kept well
up. It is not that they are badly checked by any
means ; still, the progress during the last week
has not been so rapid as it was before, and this
cannot be styled quite satisfactory. In my case
the borders are entirely inside — unavoidably—so
that it is not at the roots that the trouble is. The
cold winds have done it, coming in at every
crevice as they do, and would do, no matter how
much heat was provided inside. Had the canes
been left in the pots, the roots would not have
been disturbed, and the young shoots, being
further from the glass, would not have felt the
difference in the temperature. The growth would
not have been quite so free up till now, but there
would have been no check afterwards had they
been kept in the pots and planted the first week
in April. Where any doubt exists as to the tem-
perature of the borders, the old-fashioned plan of a
mild hotbed of leaves on the surface is still a
good one, but considerable care is necessary in its

application and still more in its removal. I re-

member well a house of Muscats that for years
had been forced early were not making quite the
headway that was necessary if they were to be up
to time, and this plan was followed, with the
result that the laterals soon moved more freely.

When this was removed the lower couple of

inches was quite matted in places with strong
white roots, and as this was not quite expected,
there was nothing at hand to cover them with,
and being a bright day tliey were doubtless
rather dry. The last state of these Vines was a
good deal worse than the first, and what was
usually a creditable house of fine bunches was for
the season quite the reverse from shanking. Had
the material been removed piecemeal and a little

nicely tempered soil been laid on, the Vines would
never have missed it. Still, if young or old Vines
can be kept going without it, it is a good de.al better
for them, for the roots made under these circum-
stances are by no means the best. When plant-
ing Vines from pots it is a mistake to leave the
roots coiled up closely as they have grown, no
matter how many strong young points there are
upon them. The more they are spread out the
more freely they ramify afterwards, while the
check given by shaking out is not worth consider-
ing. A tight ball of roots will always be dry.

H.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRVIT.

Too many varieties of Pears.—The grower
who is about to commence Pear culture is almost
at his wits' end to know what to grow when so
many have so excellent references, and my advice
to those about to jjlant or select will be to reduce
the number to a dozen or eighteen sorts. Any-
one may get the cream if he does not exceed two
dozen kinds. I fail to see why so many poor
varieties are catalogued. I am aware that sorts
which succeed in one soil fail in others, as locality

affects the growth and cropping.—S. M.

Apple Court Pendu Plat. —This Apple is a
great favourite on account of its keeping ouali-

ties. It is a distinct-looking fruit, having a flat-

tened appearance and a firm flesh. The tree does
not make a strong growth. It makes a compact
bush on the Paradise stock, but I prefer it in

standard form for late supplies. This tree in

standard form is one of the last to open its flowers.

The fruits are very firm and sweet, of a bright
red colour, with russet markings. It thrives in

most soils. I have bush trees which fruit freely,

but the fruit does not keep so long as that from
standards.—G. Wytiies.
Peaches on open walls.—It is curious to

note that, although vegetation of nearly every
kind is much earlier than usual here, Peach trees
are fully as backward as usual. This will be all

the better, of course, provided we get the usual
white frosts in April and May, as the later the
flowers are in opening the more likely are they to
escape. Still, it seems rather singular that such
trees as Prunus Pissardi should be in full bloom
in an exposed position, the buds almost ready to
burst on Pears close to them, while Peaches on a
warm wall have not started. The flowers of

Pears, Plums, Apricots, and Cherries are in a very
orward state this season.

—

Suffolk.

Apple Margil.—This is probably one of the
oldest of known Apples and certainly one of the
best. From healthy well-grown trees the fruits

are of good dessert size, conical and pale russet-
yellow in colour, with a few streaks of crimson
and golden orange. The flesh is yellowish, juicy,
and of excellent flavour, the fruit keeping well
into March if properly stored. The dry shelf with
straw or paper on it in an airy light fruit room is

by no means the best position for keeping good
dessert fruit. Unless very clean and sweet, straw
is apt to taint the fruit, and the more delicately
flavoured kinds are the first to take a musty taste
from bad surroundings.

Apple Lamb Abbey Pearmain. — This
Apple is not seen so much as its merits deserve.
Possibly its small size may be against its being a
favourite. Those who study quality would do
well to include this variety in tlieir collections. A
few years ago I saw this fruiting freely in the
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens. A dish
of this secured the premier award for flavour at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society, eight others being pitted against it. The
fruits in question were as firm as when gathered
and of delicious flavour. They were no doubt
gathered from standard trees, as it does well
grown in this form. It is a valuable dessert
Apple during March and Aprih—S. H. B.

Peach Marquis of Downshire.—This is a
very fine late Peach not so much grown as it

deserves. Though many object to late Peaches as

being deficient in flavour, no one can complain of

this variety on that account if given a good posi-

tion and the wood grown thinly to allow of the

fruit finishing well. This is a distinct variety and
in season at the end of September or early in

October, according to the position it is grown in

and the locality. The fruits are above medium
size and handsome, with tender flesh. The stone

comes away freely from the fruit, the flesh being
very red at the stone. The flowers are large and
it sets grandly. I ha\e it on a west wall and
prize it more than Barrington as regards its

quality.—G. W. S.

Ripe Strawberries in Covent Garden.

—

With such large importations of various foreign

fruits, ripe Strawberries ha\e been selling badly.

I am aware there are other causes besides foreign

imports, as the immense quantities of glass that
have been erected and the great increase of

growers all tend to lower prices. Many othei

fruits, such as Grapes and Bananas, are so cheap
at the present day, that no one can wonder at these

being preferred to the Strawberry, which does

not keep and at times sadly lacks flavour. I note

that the fruits now sent to market are really

excellent, in most cases bright in colour and equal
in appearance to outdoor samples. There is no
cause to complain of quantity.—S. H. B.

Strawberry Royal Sovereign.—It is many
years since we had a new Strawberry with the
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general good qualities of the above. I am aware

for flavour it is not a British Queen. The advent

of Royal Sovereign was a boon to those wlio need

Strawberries in quantity and early. I find I can

get this variety ripe earlier than any others with

far less anxiety as to setting. There is no ques-

tion as to the value of the fruit when forced, and

it is a favourite in the market. I am aware

market value in many cases is not a test of

quality, but one must balance weight of crop,

cost of production, and other points against mere
i|uality. It travels well, and for a forced Straw-

berry is not of poor quality. For open beds it is

one of the best paying Strawberries I have grown,
and is not at all fastidious as to soil.—G. W.

Orchids.

HYBRID MOTH ORCHIDS.
The one ambition of the late John Dorainy
(the pioneer of Orchid hybridisation) was to

see the flowering of an artificially raised

hybrid PhaUrnopsis. This desire was never
gratified, for it was not until 1886 that Mr.
Seden successfuJly flowered and tliereby proved
the parentage of the previously known natural

hybrid P. intermedia. It was raised by the

intercrossing of P. rosea and P. Aphrodite
(amabilis). The seed was sown in 1882. This

hybrid and its varieties are too well known to

need description here. Tlie second hybrid to

appear was P. Rothschildiana, tlie result of

crossing P. SchUleriana with the pollen of P.

amabilis. It was also raised in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery and first flowered in 1887. It has the

intermediate characters of the two species. The
upper sepal is white, and the petals also are

white. The apical half of the lower sepals is

white, the inner halves light yellow, thickly

spotted with bright purple towards the base.

The front lobe of the lip is white, stained with
yellow towards the base, and thickly covered

with small red spots. P. Harriettas (P. amabilis

X P. violacea) also flowered in 1887 in Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons' nursery, the characteristics

of both species being clearly discernible. The

Phalcenopsis John Seden. From a pTiotograph
(ly Mr. Boivden, DiUwich.

sepals and petals are cream, stained at the base

with rose-])urple, the front lobe of the lip bright

purple, shading to cream, thickly spotted with

two shades of purple. The growth also has the

intermediate characteristics of the two parents.

In PhaUenopsis F. L. Ames (P. amabilis X P.

intermedia) the influence of P. intermedia

has had a deteriorating eflfect in its combina-
tion with P. amabilis, but it is, nevertheless,

an interesting hybrid. It was raised in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery, and first flowered in 1890.

The sepals and pet^ds are white, the front lobe

of the lip reddish purple, the side lobes white,

spotted with purple at the base. P. John
Seden, the subject of the accompanying Ulus-

stration, was raised in Messrs. Veitch and Sons'

nursery and first flowered in 1888. It is

a cross between P. amabilis and P. Ludde-

manniana. The flowers are each upwards of

3 inches across, the sepals and petals ivory-

white, densely and regularly spotted

all over with delicate purple. The
lip also has the intermediate charac-

teristics of the parents both in

colour and shape. The plant from
which the photograph was taken

was exhibited at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on March
8 last, and was thj first to flower

from a second batch of seed which

was sown in 18VI1. P. Vesta and
P. Leda closely resemble forms of

P. intermedia, having the sepals

and petals suffused with delicate

rose. Both were raised by Messrs.

Veitch. P. Artemis (P. amabilis X
P. rosea) also closely resembles P.

intermedia. P. Amphitrite (P.

Sanderiana X P. Stuartiana) ori-

ginated in Messrs. Sander's nursery.

The characters of both species are

well combined. P. Ariadne (P.

Aphrodite X P. Stuartiana) flowered

in Messrs. Veitch's nursery in 181J(J.

The sepals and petals are white ; the

lip as nearly intermediate as could

possibly be. It is an interesting and
beautiful hybrid. P. Hebe (P.

Sanderiana X P. rosea), as might

be expected, resembles P. inter-

media.
A few weeks ago a small plant was

in flower in the Clapton nurseries of Messrs.

H. Low and Co., the result of a cro.ss between

P. Schilleriana and P. Stuartiana. It was in-

termediate in character between both parents.

I have not seen any record of its being named.

H. J. CH.4PMAN.

and a very moist atmosphere serves to keep in-

sects in check. M. Veitchiana is a native of

Peru, where it is found growing at a great eleva-

tion, and was introduced by Messrs. Veitch and
Sons in 1867.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM VAR.
BARONESS SCHRCEDER.

This is one of the most remarkable forms of O.
crispuni in cultivation. In its distinct markings

Zygopetalum Perrenoudi.—A small plant of

this hybrid was shown by Jlessrs. Williams at the

Drill Hall on the 22nd. The spike bore several

flowers, the sepals and petals of an olive-green

tint, not attractive, but the lip is very bright and
pretty, of various shades of violet and purple.

Odontoglossti/m erispwm Baroness Schrxder, From a photograph
iy Mr. Bowden, Dulwich.

it is unique from any form that has yet been
seen. It was purchased by Baron Schneder
some twelve years ago, when it first flowei'ed

after importation. It was then a tiny plant

with only a single flower. O. crispum Baroness

Schr<eder seems to defy all endeavours to induce

it to gain strength and vigour. It is now very

little bigger than it was when it was first pro-

cured, and is considered by Mr. Ballantine one
of the most difficult plants he has ever had to

deal with. It was first exhibited at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meeting on June 12,

1894, when it was awarded a first-class cer-

The plant is of fairly strong habit, as would :

tificate. The accompanying illustration was
"'

"
' " • • taken when the plant was last exhibited on

March 8 at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting in the Drill Hall, the Orchid committee
again showing their appreciation of it by their

endeavour to recommend it for a gold medal.

The flowers are each 3 inches in diameter, the

naturally be the case, its parents being Z. inter

medium and Z. Gautieri. It more resembles the

former kind, and will probably thrive under
similar conditions.

Cypripedium Rothscliildianuin. — I re-

cently noted a nice form of this. It is one of

the fine.st of Cypripediums, not only bearing sepals almost wholly covered with rich crimson-
handsome flowers, but stately in haliit. The purple, margined and barred with white, the
ground colour is principally yellow, but so heavily petals wholly covered with crimson-purple from
spotted as to be almost hidden in places. It is a

^^^^ base to the apex, margined and mottled
good grower where plenty of warmth and a moist

^j,^ ^^^ ^, ^^.^^^ ^^. |,^^ j; ^j^j^ ^^^^^
atmosphere are at command, and should be , °

i i ^ u • i, ^^ „i,„,i;„„ <„
allowed fairly large pots and a compost consisting I

'^ '^^ge crimson blotch m the centre, shading to

of peat fibre, loam, and Sphagnum, with abund- ,

yeHow at the base. The siuall plant earned a

ance of rough lumps of crocks and charcoal. It
j

two-flowered raceme, the flowers of which were

is a native of New (iuinea, and first flowered in ' of perfect form and substance. There have

this country about ISSS.—H. R.
|

been a great many forms of O. crispum intro-

Masdevallia Veitchiana.— There are few
\

duced of late years, as a glance at The Garden

more showy species than this, the massive flowers,
|

reports of the past Royal Horticultural Society s

though not so richly tinted as those of some of the meetings will show, but fcir richness of colour

M. Harryana kinds, making a very fine display there is none to compare with the subject of the

just now. The flat portion of the flower measures
about .S inches in diameter, and is a purplish-

crimson in colour, varying in intensity. It does

well in quite a cool house, and may be grown in

pots in a thin but open compost over good
drainage. Water is necessary all the year round,

illustration. H. J. Chapman.

Rodriguezia planifolia.—A flower-spike of

this pretty and sweetly scented little Orchid
comes from a correspondent who has flowered it
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for the first time. It varies a good deal in colour,

but is usually some shade of orange with darker
markings about the lip. It is not always a suc-

cess under cultivation, being one of those plants

hat are singularly impatient of much compost
about the roots. The best plants I have seen

were grown on almost bare blocks suspended near

a tank in a hot, moist house, and during the

warmest months of the year the blocks were often

taken down and dipped. It may also be grown
in pans with a little Moss about the roots. It is

a native of various parts of South America, and
was introduced by Messrs. Loddiges about 1S2'2.

—H.

Epidendrum sceptrutn.—This is a variable

and pretty species, producing long racemes of

flowers of a yellowish-wliite with deeper-coloured
lip. The colour of the latter varies from a jiale

rosy-magenta to deep purple, and is often lined

with yellow. The plants are not at all difficult

to grow, though the flowers are not always very

freely produced. It does best in the coolest part

of the Cattleya house, or any structure kept a

little above that of the cool house. The pots for

it should be small, and a compost of the usual

cliaracter will grow it well. Water freely while
in active growth, and during the resting season
give enough to keep the pseudo-bulbs plump. It

is a native of Venezuela, and was introduced in

1843.

a pest to which this plant is liable when not well

managed.
The flowers of O. coronariura occur on erect

spikes, a good many being produced on each, and
each flower in a good form is about 2^ inches in

diameter. The sepals and petals are chestnut-

brown, the surface of these shining like the blos-

soms of O. grande, and the lip is yellow in front,

marked about the column with white and purple.

The species is somewhat variable, some forms
having a bright yellow margin to the outer seg-

ments, others being more or less spotted, but they
are all pretty and worth a little trouble to do them
well. O. coronarium is found growing naturally

at an elevation of about 1000 feet in New Grenada,
so that under cultivation a cool, airy house and
an atmosphere laden with moisture almost to

saturation point suit it best. But this is not

practicable in winter, of course, as our dark short

days would under such treatment be very dan-

gerous. A light house, a little heat on the pipes

to keep the air moving, and as free ventilation as

may be under the circumstances are the best we
can give them at this season. Shade heavily in

summer and do not allow the flowers to remain
very long on plants that are weak or only semi-

established. It was introduced about 1847 by M.
Linden, of Brussels.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CORONARIUM.
Theke are not many growers in the ordinary way
that are successful with this pretty species, but
now and again one comes across specimens that

are well managed and freely flowered. A great
many make the mistake of giving it too confined

a space, and, as I noted recently when speaking
of Cattleyas, using the compost too fine and
taking more care to give the plant a smart
appearance than to ensure its well-being cul-

turally. The habit is so totally different from
that of O. crispum and the usual run of cool-

house species, that to treat it on the same lines

is quite wrong. The roots are of the same class

as those of 0. grande and similar kinds, that pre-

fer rambling about over rough lumps of charcoal
and peat to coiling themselves closely within the
circumference of small pots. The pseudo-bulbs,
again, are produced at a good distance from each
other on the rhizome, so that they soon grow
out of their pots if treated in the ordinary way.
As very large pots are cumbrous, some growers
favour trellised rafts with a couple of inches of

compost upon them. They are excellent in

theory, but untidy in practice, no amount of

care at the time of planting preventing the
material from shaking out or being silted

out with the continuous watering. Pans are
not so heavy or awkward as large pots and
they keep the compost together. Flat, shal-

low baskets answer the same purpose, and are
perhaps to be preferred to either, for the plants
like light, and these may be easily suspended from
the roof, while a large pan is rather heavy for this
purpose. Plenty of rough material should, as
hinted above, be placed with the compost, and
width rather than depth is to be studied. O.
coronarium dislikes disturbance more perhaps
than any known kind, and this must be kept in

mind when giving new material. Give plenty of
room, even if it is filled up with crocks, as these
can be removed when necessary and additional
compost substituted. It is rather a singular plant
in its habit and has no proper resting season.
Often the plants are in growth the whole year
round ; sometimes they go for several seasons
without producing a flower-spike. At others they
flower very freely, and tlie large spikes constitute
a rather severe strain upon the resources of the
plant. Water then is necessary all the year
round ; more, of course, when active growth is

going on and the atmospheric conditions favour
rapid evaporation than when opposite conditions
prevail. Drought either in the atmosphere or
at the roots is wrong at any time, and is very apt
to lead to an attack of red spider in the foliage.

PHAIUS TUBERCULOSUS HYBRIDS.

It is not at all surprising to those familiar with

the beautiful characteristics of P. tuberculosus

to find the four seedlings have inherited many
of the fine qualities seen principally in the lip

of that species. Not only has the colouring of

the lip been transferred, but also the broad,

open, and somewhat flat characteristics pre-

dominate in each of the dift'erent crosses in

which it has been used. P. tuberculosus as a

species is one of the most diflicult Orchids in

cultivation to grow satisfactorily. I have had
four plants in my charge during the last five

years. All four have been placed under the

same conditions, within a few inches of each

other. One plant continues to grow in a satis-

factory manner, while the others are practically

at a standstill. I know various others whose
plants, like the majority of those in my charge,

have been in about the same condition for

years. The majority of the plants originally

introduced have disappeared altogether. It is,

therefore, surprising to note the robust habit

and constitution of the seedlings which have

resulted from intercrossing it with other species.

The seedlings require the treatment of the

warm intermediate house, the potting compost
consisting of good fibrous peat with a free

sprinkling of turfy loam and a little Sphagnum
Moss. To this may be added broken crocks or

rough sand to keep the compost in a porous

condition. When growing they require a lilieral

supply of moisture at the roots, with drier and
somewhat cooler quarters during the resting

season. While in flower the plants may be

placed in a conservatory where the blooms last

in perfection a considerable time.

I

Mr. N. Cookson, Oakfield, Wylam-on-Tyne,

j
was the first to flower seedlings of this section

of Phaius, his first introduction being

Ph.uus Cookson'i, the result of crossing P.

Wallichi with the pollen of P. tuberculosus.

This was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting on March 11, 1S90, when it was
awarded a first-class certificate by the Orchid

committee. The habit of growth resembles tliat

of the seed-bearing parent to a large extent,

being dwarfed by the influence of the smaller-

growing species. The flowers are produced on

stout upright spikes, as seen in P. Wallichi.

The sepals and petals also resemble those of this

species, being light rose in colour, sometimes with
ayellowish brown tint or pale salmon sufTusion along

the centre ; the petals are rather broader than the

sepals ; on the inside the colour is bright yellow

at the base. The side lobes are marbled with

crimson, sometimes suffused with brown, the

front lobe heavily fringed and somewhat reflexed

at the apex. Externally the flowers are bright

yellow. It is a desirable and beautiful form,

worthy of every consideration.

P. AMABiLis was raised by Mr. J. Seden in the

nurseries of Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, and was
brought into notice on Febiuary 14,189.3. It is

the result of crossing P. grandifolius with the

pollen of P. tuberculosus. In the sepals and
petals the ground colour is white suffused ivith

pink, the large lip similar in shape to that of P.

Cooksoni and externally yellow. The characters

of growth are intermediate. The flowers are

produced on scapes 15 inches to IS inches in

length. It is of good constitution and worthy of

every consideration, being one of the most attrac-

tive of the hybrid Phaiuses. It received a flrst-

class certificate when exhibited at the Royal

Horticultural Society's meeting on the above

given date.

P. Marth-E (P. Blumei x P. tuberculosus),

raised by Mr. C. Maynard in the nurseries of

Messrs. "F. Sander and Co., was first seen at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on

March 13, 1894, receiving a fir.st-class certificate.

This is one of the finest of the section. The sepals

and petals are pale buff-yellow, of good size and
substance, the front lobe of the lip white, blotched

with rose in front, yellow with golden brown

spottings at the base. In growth it has the inter-

mediate characters of the two parents.

P. Norman. — This is a cross between P.

Sanderianus and P. tuberculosus, and was ex-

hibited on March 8 last, when the Orchid com-

mittee unanimou.sly awarded it a first-class cer-

tificate. It was raised in Mr. Cookson's collection.

The sepals and petals are creamy yellow, suffused

with purple ; the broad lip deep purple in front,

becoming suffused with brown towards the centre

and through the side lobes. The flowers are pro-

duced on erect spikes. Some of the plants

exhibited carried as many as eighteen flowers and

buds. It appears to possess a robust constitu-

tion, judging from the numerous plants that were

exhibited. There is in this, as in all other classes

of seedling Orchids, considerable variation. Two
other forms were also selected for distinction, the

committee showing their appreciation of the dis-

tinctive merits by awarding a first class certifi-

cate to P. N. roseus—this variety had a distinct

rose colour suffusing the whole flower—and P. N.

aureus, which received an award of merit.

The many forms are worthy of e\ery con-

sideration, and there is no doubt they are

superior in every respect to any of their pre-

decessors, and should have a place in every col-

lection of Orchids. H. J. C.

Dendrobium Boxalli.—This pretty Dendrobe

is b3' no means common, and a few well-flowered

plants in Messrs. Low's group at the Drill Hall

were very attractive. The plant is now generally

supposed to bs a natural hybrid between D.

Devonianum and D. crystallinum, and this view

is considerably strengthened by the fact that the

scent is almost exactly that of 1). Devonianuin.

It resembles this latter species somewhat in

habit ; the sepals and petals are white with

purple tips, the Hp yellow, with a whitish border.

The blossoms are freely produced along the upper

part of the stems, usually in pairs. It thrives

under similar treatment to that recoramende<l for

deciduous kinds, and is a native of Lower Burmah,
whence it was introduced in 1875.

Vanda coerulescens.—The flowers of this

charming Vanda are now opening, and although

not so large as those of V. corulea, they are

equally beautiful, the long racemes of pale blue

flowers with deeper lip always being admired. It

may be much more satisfactory than it is if only

a little more common-sense were brought to bear

on its cultivation. The plants are natives of

mountainous regions in Burmah, where, although
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doubtless it is very hot at midday, the exposed

positions and the night dews form an atmosptiere

very different from that of a close Orchid

house at nicht. It delights in heat, no doubt

;

heat from tlie sun especially more than from hot-

water pipes, and, although we must perforce keep

it in a tropical house, let the ventilat'on bo per-

fect and keep the night temperature as low as

possible. As much sunlight as possible without

injuring the foliage is necessary, and for this

reason the plants are best grown in baskets, so

that they may be hung up near the gliiss. Keep
the shading off the roof, then ventilate the house
early and damp freely. The compost may be

clean Sphagnum Moss, crocks, and charcoal only,

and it is best to avoid very large receptacles. It

must be somewhat freely watered at the roots in

summer, but during the darker winter days very

little suffices, only enough to keep the foliage in

good condition being allowed.

Miltonia vexillaria.—The earliest flowers of

this popular and loxely Orchid opened with me
on ilarch 2.3, considerably before their usual time.

This should be grown by all who have an inter-

mediate hou.se at command. Too much heat is

doubtless bad for it, but I have never been really

satisfied with its behaviour in a cool house as

usually understood. The growth is not free

enough. I like to see the j'oung shoots come
away rapidly in early spring and root freely, so

that they take plenty of water by the time the

flowers open, and this they never seem to do in a

cool and much shaded house. Some have objected

to the warmer house because of thrips, but these

make their appfarance no matter in what tem-

perature the plants are grown, and are, if taken

in time, easily suljdued by fumigating. Damping
dow'n in the house with soot water or liquid

manure is very helpful in the culture of this

Orchid, and in my estimation far jjreferable to

feeding the plants at the root. The foliage soon

shows by its deeper, healthier tint the good eflTects

of ammonia in the atmosphere, and this without
any danger, but in feeding at the roots there is

always a risk of an overdose, and no matter how
carefully it is a)>plied it is questionable if much
lasting benefit accrues. Frequently dipping in

tobacco water and subsequent sj)onging are of

great benefit in case of tlirips appearing.— H.

Kitchen Garden.

CUCUMBER CULTURE.
WiTHOi'T wishing in any way to disparage the

many novelties among Cucumbers, I would yet

unhesitatingly place the market grower's sheet

anchor, Covent Garden Perfection, or Roch-

ford's first. Tlie fruit of the latter may not be

so handsome as that of a dozen other varieties

that could be named, but in j)oint of quality it

is unsurpassed, added to which it will keep

quite fresh and eatable longer by several days

than any other sort I know. In habit of

growth, Rochford's is as near perfect as I ever

expect to find a variety. It is of sturdy, short-

jointed growth, the leaf-stalks short, the leaves

of medium size, and the plants invariably very

productive, without being sensationally so at

any time in their career. For the benefit of

those who have not seen this variety I would
add that the fruits are of medium length,

straight, somewhat thick, well furnished with

spines— a point in their favour with the buying
public—and not overburdened with "handles."

Let me advise readers to try it. Once given a

fair trial, it will always be grown.

It cannot be denied that the best formed,

most quickly grown—and, therefore, the most
wholesome — fruits are produced by young
plants. Instead, therefore, of private gar-

deners adopting or still clinging to the old-

fashioned plan of putting out a few plants and

allowint these a considerable amount of head-

room with a view to keeping them in a healthy,

productive state the whole season, it would be

more to the purpose if the market grower's

metliods were followed. Four or five batches

of plants, sowing at intervals of six weeks or

so, ai'e none too many, with a sixth if fruits

are wanted in the winter. Whether two, four,

six or eight plants constitute a batch should de-

j)end upon the conveniences for growing them
and the requirements of the establishment to be

supplied. Very little more space will be re-

(piired, and ufit much more labour need be ex-

pended than is needed in the case of the older

plan, and there would be no comparison be-

tween the value of tlic crops resulting from the

two methods if tried side by .side. Cucumbers
pay for and must have good culture. From the

time the seedlings show through the soil they

must be kept growing strongly, and when the

plants fail to respond liberally to good treat-

ment, they are no longer worth house room.

Connnence well by sowing the seed singly in

lj-inch pots of light loamy soil (not many in a

pot. Mustard and Cress fashion), and place on

a Iiotbed or a staging in moi.st surroundings,

and in a temperature of (i5° to 75' to germinate.

When the seedlings are forming their third leaf,

top-dress with more of the same kind of soil,

and by the time this has become thinly

occupied with roots strong plants will be ready

for their tin.al quarters. There mu.st be no
undue delay in planting, stunted jilants not re-

covering quickly or .satisfactorily from a check

of that kind.

The fronts of well-heated lean-to and the

sides of span-roofed houses are the best posi-

tions for Cucumbers, arranging them where
those in charge can have easy access to the soil

tlicy are grown in. For early crops, or for

])lants raised early in January, bottom-heat is

indispensable, and it is of good service for for-

warding a successional batch. I jirefer heat

generated by hot-water pipes, the .soil not com-

ing into immediate contact with them, to hot-

beds of manure or manure and leaves, the latter

quickly losing heat, decaying and becoming
badly saturated. The roots ought scarcely, so

to speak, to be lost sight of, and the soil should

be of a light 0}ien character accordingly. If

really good fibrous loam is available, this greatly

simplifies the matter, but more often than not

heavy loam with little or no fibre in it has to

be used, in which case nearly fresh horse

manure, good leaf-soil and charred soil ought to

be freely mixed with it. On no account com-

mence with a large heap of soil for each plant.

They succeed far better if the start is made with

a peck or rather more soil in each mound, add-

ing more as the jilants gain size and the roots

become plentiful. Arrange the heaps 2 feet

apart and do not plant in them before the soil

is well warmed through.

Training

the plants is a very simple detail. They should

not be topped until they are about two-thirds of

the way up the wires on the roof. Any laterals

that may develop between the soil and lower

wires should be early pinched out and those

higher up be laid on each side and duly topped

just beyond the second leaf. Remove any fruit

that shows on the main stem and please your-

self about thinning out those forming on the

laterals. Top all second breaks beyond the

second leaf, making an exception in favour of a

leading growth when there is plenty of head

room, topping these after they have run

18 inches or 2 feet. Cut the fruits as fast as

they become large enough for use, as leaving

them hanging longer to fatten jiuts an uncalled-

for strain upon the plants. After the laterals

and sub-laterals have fruited, the plants will

have done good service and may be rooted up.

Where most mistakes are made is in the

Root Treativient.

If the heaps of soil are small, as I prefer they

should be, there must be no undue delay in add-

ing more soil similar to what was first used. As
the surface of the soil becomes overrun with
roots, add another thin covering of soil, and
which ought to have been previously dispo.sed

near the plants long enough to become well

warmed through. Top - dressings after the

plants have commenced fruiting may well be
given once a week, a network of active roots

taking possession of the fresh soil in the course

of two or three days. I'nder this treatment

the plants require—must have, in fact—abund-
ance of water. On bright, hot days three times

may not be too often to water, but on dull days

a single watering may sutlice, but let it be

thorough, as should the under portion of the

soil once become dust- dry, as it quickly will do

if neglected, it will be re-moistened again with

difficulty, and an early collapse of the plant be
the result. Liquid manure is also needed fre-

quently. This must be clear, anything that

clogs the surface of the soil and shuts out the

warm, moist air from the roots militating

seriously against the health of the plant. Soot

water is safe and good, nitrate of soda, dissolved

and used at the rate of one-quarter to one-half

an ounce to the gallon of water, also suiting Cu-

cumbers. The roots appear to like manures in

which dried blood figures largely, lightly sur-

facing the mounds of soil with these quickly

attracting them to the surface.

Diseases.

Red spider is the greatest enemy, as far as

the foliage is concerned, that growers of Cu-

cumbers have to contend with. An attack is

usually the outcome of dry heat, and once this

pest is established on the plants, it is next to

impossible to get rid of it again without the

remedies being strong enough to injure the

plants as well. If driven from the under sur-

face the spider takes possession of the upper

surface, where it is still more difficult to get at.

High temperatures, or say from ()5° to 70"

by night, with a rise of 10° to 1.5° in the

daytime, are necessary if Cucumbers are to be

grown rapidly, but they must be accompanied

by abundance of moisture in the aturosphere, or

otherwise red spider and burnt leaves will soon

be in evidence. If the express or non-ventilat-

ing system is adopted—this answering remark-

ably well in long houses with few or no brick

walls exposed—then must the plants as well as

the house be kept constantly moist all through

the hottest part of the day. Nothing but fre-

quently syringing the plants and well moisten-

ing the beds and floors will keep the leaves

from first flagging, and then Ijurning. The
roofs ought to be lightly shaded late in March,

hot lime-water made thin and applied with a

brush answering well, adding more to this in

May. During the hottest part of the summer
Cucumbers grow quite fast enough with air

admitted, and it is .safer to open some of the

top ventilators in the morning before the houses

become very hot. Black fly is no longer the

bugbear it was at one time, nicotine vapour

efl'ectually ridding the plants of these, and it is

a matter for regret that something equally

as simple and ettective has not been gene-

rally accepted as a remedy for the eelworra.

It has been stated that private gardeners

need not concern themselves about eei-

worm remedies, for the simple reason that

the plants under their charge are rarely, if

ever, troubled by this— in market growers'

estimation—dreaded enemy. Either my ex-
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perience has been a most unfortunate one, or
else the gentleman who made that assertion
was, to say the least, misled. What gardener
has not had to pull up Cucumber plants the
roots of which were all galled or knotted, the
result of an eelworm attack ? The first indi-
cation of trouble in that direction is flagging of
the leaves in sunshine, owing to the roots fail-

ing to perform their proper functions, and in a
few days there is a total collapse. Old plants
never recover from an attack of eelworm, but
if young plants just commencing to crop heavily
flag slightly from a cause other than dryness, it

is most probably due to eelworm. At this
stage it is possible to patch up the plants, or,
in other words, prevent the eelworm from
wholly ruining the plants, by watering about
once a week with Little's soluble phenyl,
diluted at the rate of a quarter of a pint to
thirty gallons of water. This valuable disin-
fectant also possesses manurial properties, or
how else are we to account for the improved
appearance of the plants generally after it is

applied thus well weakened ? A constant suc-
cession of young plants, as already advised, is

particularly desirable where eelworm is trouble-
some. W. Iggulden.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Tomato Cluster.—I shall be glad to hear if

any reader lias grown a Tomato under this name,
and if so, what his experience of it is. Last
August at Sidmouth, Devon, I found a Tomato
growing under this name. It was a very strong
grower and bore long clusters of fruit, each as
large as a Mctoria Plum. The cluster was from
12 inches to 18 inches long.

—

Dorset.

Potato Mona's Pride.—This Potato does not
seem to be grown much at the jiiesent time. I
have not seen it for years, although I note it is

catalogued in several trade lists this year.
I well remember some thirty years ago seeing
some grand crops of it. It was a very heavy
cropper, the flesh being yellow. I fear we are
putting to one side some of our best fla\oured
Potatoes, of which Woodstock Kidney and the one
above-named are types.

—

Dorset.

Stachys tuberifera—It is a pity this vege-
table is not more favourably received, because it
is both pleasant to the taste (at least to the
majority of palates) and highly nutritious, water
in which it has been cooked, if allowed to cool,
assuming the consistency of thick jelly. It would
make a very agreeable and wholesome change
through the winter months if properly cooked
where facilities for growing forced produce in
quantity are not available. It is, doubtless, the
lack of careful preparation that is answerable for
its rejection. The size of the tubers renders the
cleaning a work of considerable time, and as this
is a strong objection it is hardly likely the Stachys
will be popular until the size is so materially in-
creased as to allow of peeling the tubers —
E. B. C.

Sorrel.—In a few market gardens near London
Sorrel is grown. It is valualjle for salad and
well worth room in all gardens. There are
several varieties, but the large-leaved one is the
most valuable. This is the one liked as a vege-
table used like Spinach ; indeed, it could be used
as a substitute for Spinach, as when cooked it is
a delicious vegetable. Now is a good time to sow
thinly in drills 15 inches or 18 inches apart,
thinning the plants to half that distance in
the row. The plants are more often grown by
division at this time of year ; each small root or
piece or a plant soon grows. Many leave the
plants for years in the same soil, but treated thus
good results cannot be expected, as the leafage is
poor. Transplanted every year there will be
large leaves and plenty of them. The plant likes
ample moisture, and well repays a good dressino-

of manure. If starved it produces a mass of

flower-spikes and poor leaves.— S. M.
Carrots and disease.— In many gardens the

maggots of the Carrot fly bore into the roots and
sadly disfigure them. This pest is one of the
worst that growers have to contend with. Unfor-
tunately, there is more than one visitation in the
summer, and the later ones deposit eggs, remain
just under the surface of the soil during the
winter, and in the spring reappear upon the tops
of the tender seedlings in the fly state, and at that
stage they can readily be got rid of. I find by
using a solution of soft soap and petroleum, at
the rate of half a pint of petroleum to a gallon of

water, with suflicient soap to make the petroleum
soluble, the pest can be got rid of early in the
season. The mixture is syringed over the plants
in dull weather, thoroughly wetting the tops.
One dressing is usually sufficient. This is an

they will be shifted into a cold frame for a week
or two before planting. Heads of the first-named
sort are ready for cutting before autumn-sown
Early London, and, given facilities for spring
sowing and the necessary amount of attention, it

seems hardly worth troubling about keeping a lot

of plants during the winter.—E. B. C.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1165.

GARDEN VARIETIES OP ABUTILON.
(with a coloured plate of a. golden

FLEECE.*)

The genus Abutilon is a fairly extensive one,

and some of the original species are very beauti-

Abutilon igneitm.

excellent mixture for the Turnip fly also if used
in time.— S. M.

Potting up Cauliflowers.—Although there
is a certain amount of extra trouble entailed in

potting up early-sown Cauliflowers rather than
pricking them out into a frame, the results ob-

tained more than justify the extra labour. The
plants develop more quickly into good stuff', give
naturally an earlier supply, and are not so likely

to club, a disease to which in my soil they are
peculiarly susceptible. I have tried all sorts of

remedies, drawing deep drills and filling in with
fresh compost, wood ashes, coal ashes and the like,

dippingtherootsinasootandlimebath before plant-

ing, and other measures, but the only preventive, or

rather combined preventives are to plant out the
pot stuff' intact, and as soon as they begin to

move, earth up to the first pair of leaves. From
seed sown in boxes earl}' in February I have
potted up as many as are likely to be required of

Early Snowball, or First Crop, and Magnum
Bonum, placing them on shelves in a cool vinery
where they will remain until they make headwa}'
and show the slightest tendency to draw, when

ful, while in addition to them we have a great

number of varieties of garden origin whose
blossoms show a wide range of colour, as white,

yellow, pink, purple, and difl'erent shades of

red as well as striped flowers occur amongst
them. These numerous varieties originated

from the intercrossing of the pure white A. Doule
de Neige with the bronzy-red A. Darwini, and
Mr. George, of Putney, who was one of the
first in this country to take the Abutilons in

hand, commenced in 187<5. The result proved
very gratifying, and in the course of a few years
Mr. George raised a great number of varieties,

which were duly put into commerce. The early

history of A. Boule de Neige (which, apart from
its individual merit as still the best of the white-

flowered Abutilons, has proved of such value to

the hybridist) is almost unknown, the only
thing definite being that it made its way into

* Drawn for TuE Garden by H. G. Moou in

tbe Royal Gardous, Kew. Lithographed and printed
by J. L. Goffart.
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this country from the Continent about twenty-

five years ago. The other parent—A. Darwini
—is a native of Brazil, from whence it was intro-

duced in 1871. It is singular that the union of

these two varieties should result in such a

mixed progeny, with the colours of one or other

of the parents in turn completely eliminated.

The same results, however strange, have oc-

curred in other classes of plants, notably in the

Alulilon vexitlariitm.

case of the now popular Javanese Rhododen-
drons, the first hybrid of which, the pink-
flowered Princess Royal, was obtained from the
white R. jasminiHorum and the orange R.
javanicum, while of recent years Mr. Heale
could give many more instances such as this.

Apart from their large, well-formed, variously
coloured blossoms, most of these newer Abuti-
lons flower with remarkable freedom, and often
throughout the greater jjart of the year. Few
classes of plants lend themselves to so many
methods of treatment as these Abutilons, for
they may be grown as bushes in pots, in which,
however, they are not always seen to the best
advantage ; hence they are by sumo trained as
standards, as under such conditions the pendu-
lous blossoms are more freely displayed. For
clothing the pillars or furnishing the walls of a
greenhouse or conservatory many of the varie-
ties are very .suitable, but the finest position of
all for them is covering the roof of a glass struc-
ture, for which purpose the drooping character
of the flowers m ell suits them. Of the variety
herein figured. Golden Fleece, there is a large
plant in No. 4 greenhouse at Kew, which each
recurring season shows its adaptability for such
a position, and its great wealth of golden blos-
soms is the admiration of everyone. With a
temperature a little above that of an ordinary
greenhouse Abutilons will flower through-
out the winter, and the white variety Boule
de Neige is especially valuable for cutting.
Planted out during the summermonths, Abutilons
grow and flower profusely, and in the more
favoured districts are valuable as outdoor jflants,

for even if they are not (^uite hardy, a sheltered

spot may often be found for them. Those with
ornamental foliage, too, are well known and
frequently used as bedding plants during the

summer.
The list of varieties to be met with in diffe-

rent catalogues is a long one, and as, in some
cases at least, they greatly resemble each other,

a good selection is necessary. At all events
the variety herein shown (Golden Fleece) must
have a place assigned it among the 3-ellows,

while chry.sostcphanum is another distinct

yellow - flowered form. The variety Golden
Fleece I have at times met with as Golden
Queen. Of whites, there is nothing better than
Boule de Neige, if, indeed, it is equalled by
any other. The reds are numerous, and Scarlet

Gem, Firefly, and Sanglant are all good.

Difl'erent shades of rose and purple are repre-

sented by Anna Crozy, The Premier, and
King of Roses, while Emperor is a kind of

purplish crimson. To those fond of striped

flowers can be recommended striatum splen-

didum, while variety is afl'orded by the double
blossoms of the mottled-leaved A. Thompsoni
H.-pleno.

Quite a group of varieties claims recognition

from the foliage distinction alone, among them
being .Souvenir de Bonn, a form of A. striatum,

in which the handsome lobed leaves are broadly,

but irregularlj' edged with white. A second
and newer variety -Sawitzi—is less vigorous in

growth, while the white portion extends over
much more of the leaf than in the preceding.
Thompsoni, with its leaves mottled with cream,
is a well-known kind, while nuich the same
may be said of n;evium marmoratum. A variety

that needs more heat than many of the others,

and was at one time seen among stove fine-

foliaged plants when they were popular, is A.
Sellowianum variegatum, whose large, almost
horizonUiUy disposed leaves are marked with
tints of green and pale yellow in varying
proportions. To these variegated-leaved varie-

ties of Abutilon must be added A. Darwini
tessellatum, whose markings of diflerent shades
of green and cream are well expressed by the
varietal name of tessellatum. The variegated
variety of A. vexillarium, though pretty when
young, is apt to revert to the normal green-
leaved form if jjlanted out and growing freely.

There are several species of Abutilor., and
besides those above mentioned the best are A.
striatum, A. venosum, A. vitifolium, and A.
insigne or igneum. With these distinct kinds,

as well as the great number of garden varieties,

several possibilities suggest themselves to the
hybridist, as in the case of most of the Abutilons
crossing is readily effected. The results, how-
ever, may not be .always encouraging, to show
which I may mention that I flowered several

hybrids from A. ve.xillarium, or megapotami-
cum, as it is often called, none of which were
worth keeping.

Abutilons have been several times illustrated

in The Garden by means of coloured plates,

viz., A. igneum or insigne (vol. xviii.), a group
of seedling varieties (vol. xix.), A. vitifolium

(v(j1. xxiii,), A. vexillarium (vol. xxxvii.), and
A. vitifolium for a second time, along with its

white-flowered variety (vol. li.). H. P.

Asclepias tubevosa.—Why is such a beauti-

ful old plant Eo much neglected '! The root is

white, fleshy, tuberous, tapering, something like

a white Salsafy, and jiroduces several stems about
2 feet and more high, covered with fine dark
green foliage their whole length, and ending in

July and August in large umbels of bright red-

orange flowers of a rich shining colour. These
flowers will last a fortnight when cut and kept in

water. They are of the greatest value for cutting.

bouquet-making, and for market, the plant suc-

ceeding perfectly well in pots. I know some
florists who grow it in quantity for market and
realise large profits, the flowers always finding a
ready sale. It is known in America under the
names of Butterfly-weed, Canada-root, Flux-root,
Pleurisy-root, Orange Swallow-root, Silk-weed,
White-root, and Wind-root. It succeeds in almost
any soil, provided there is not excess of moisture.
It prefers a richly manured, sandy, open soil, in

the shade or in full sun. Plant the roots in spring
12 inches apart and give a good mulching. Water-
ing in dry weather will gre.atly increase the size

of the umbels. In autumn cut down the stems
when they are dry and protect with sand or dry
leaves in case of very severe weather. The plants
may stay five or six years without being dis-

turbed. For pots, plant the roots in spring,

plunge the pots outdoors and treat like open-
ground plants. If potted in autumn and the
pots taken to a warm greenhouse in February,
the plants will flower much sooner—about May.
It is increased by seeds sown in the open ground
in spring ; seedlings bloom when two or three

years old. It is advisable to transplant, them
when one year old, shortening the roots to a few
inches in order to make them branched.—D.
GniHENEDF.

The Week's Work.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Fruit crop prospects.— I never remember to

have seen a better promise for the future fruit crop
than now prevails round London. The frosts of

the past month have been invaluable in retarding

the blossom, and thus far it cannot be said that it

is an early spring. Upon looking closely into the

net- protected Peaches and Nectarines no real

harm is discernible, there being an abundance of

bloom which looks sturdy and hardy. A goodly
portion, too, is later than the rest, and this I like

to see, as it gives a better chance of a good set.

With the warm weather to-day (March 30) the
bees in the sun Ciime out freely and were very
busy for a time. This saves any tapping of the
trees, but if these most useful insects in the
garden are not plentiful, by all means t.ap the

trees if on wires or use other means to suit the

Abutilon Boule de Neige,

case as may be most expedient. I have noted
Grand Duke as the earliest of the Plums, several

trees being quite forward, too much so if no pro-
tection were jjracticable. Other Plums so far are
safe enough with me, and so are the Pears, of

which, it is to be hoped, a good crop will be
secured this year. As soon as the forwardest
upon walls commence to unfold their first blos-

soms, I shall, if the weather be at all unsettled,
protect with one thicknees of half-inch netting,

which in my case is hung on the square, thus
covering in full as compared with that on the
diagonal. It will well repay for the trouble to

have every atom of net in use now or in a week's
time if need be. The nets may .as well be
made the most of in this way, the advantage
being obvious as contrasted with any material
which has to be daily remo\ed or to be rushed
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on in a hurry when storms threaten. Choice
Pears on south walls in particular will need
some little looking after — at any rate, it

will recompense one to see to this work.

Apricots have been covered up rather more heavily

in my case, as they are cliiefly facing south, and
at the same time exposed to cold winds. The
heavier covering, however, is only No. i) netting,

this being removed on all fine days. Cherries on
walls are really not at all forward and the promise
of flower is prodigious in nearly all varieties,

whether they be early or late ones. Given a good
set, the croij will be a heavy one with the average

of fine weather later on. Failing during the

stoning process does not now give any anxiety ;

the remedy has been already given. Apples,

whether as orchard trees or as dwarfs on the

Paradise stock, are all looking exceedingly well.

Now in particular is it an excellent time to take

note of the peculiarities of certain kinds as

regards the disposal of the fruit buds. Some
sorts, it is well known, have a tendency to produce
tlie best, and even the majority, of their flower

trusses upon the terminals instead of upon the

short close spurs. To these must be added the

comparatively new Newton Wonder, which with

me is doing so in a most marked degree. Now,
to prune such a variety with the view of obtain-

ing the fruits upon close spurs would tend to

failure in a great degree. Fortunately, I had a
suspicion of its disposition in this respect and
treated it accordingly ; the result is a full show
for flower on e\ery tree. Gooseberries, I note, are

advancing rapidly, but, fortunately, they are not
thus far in any danger as this is being written.

Watekin'o.—A note on this may to some seem
superfluous—not so, however, if one has to deal

with newly-planted trees on well-drained soil.

Then it will pay to look to their condition, for it

cannot fail to be noted by the observant culti-

vator that we have had but a medium rainfall

during the present winter. In such cases the ad-

vice now given is to water well and then mulch if

it be not already done.

Oranges, Lemons, Limes, and Shaddocks.—
If any enthusiastic fruit grower has not yet in-

cluded the above in his list I would advise him to

do so, in some small measure at least. It is to be
regretted that we have not now nearly so many
fine examples of Oranges and Lemons in our large

greenhouses and conservatories as obtained from
thirty to forty years back. It is one of the

strange, almost inexplicable freaks of fashion no
doubt, combined with the now greater craze for

fine-foliaged plants and the larger number of

what are termed decorative plants. It may be
possible also that the present position of the

Chrysanthemum in such immense numbers, either

for exhibition or home use, has in some measure
elbowed out these and other plants of more per-

manent character in our gardens. If so, it does
not reflect any credit upon the present-day gar-

dener, either from point of taste or cultural skill,

to allow precedence to be given to plants of such
easy culture and fugitive character taking the
place of the fine old permanently ornamental plants

formerly seen in establishments where keen in-

terest in gardening matters prevailed. This is,

perha|)S, a slight digression, but it calls for some
notice as an excuse to recommend the renewal of

interest in the subject forming the above heading.
On reference to a well-known fruit catalogue of

last year I have noted the following remarks :

—

(!)ranges can ba growo to perfection in England
with a portion of tlie skill and care that is bestowed
upon Grapes. An ( )ransre house should he well venti-

lated, well lighted, and lofty, and as no excessive heat
is necessary, it will form a beautiful winter pronie-

nnde, tlie evergreen leaves and golden fruit making a
delightful contrast, very different from the dull

orangeries of former days.

With the foregoing remarks I am entirely in

accord, and would also add a measure of praise

on behalf of the fragrance of the blossoms. The
present would be a suitable time to commence
the cultivation of these fi'uits, better in many
respects than during the autumn. There is time
now for the plants to become acclimatised to their

new surroundings, with the best months of the
year before them. With the present-day greatly

improved erections in the form of winter gardens
and conservatories, there should not be any dith-

culty in finding convenient spots, whether the
plants be grown in pots or tubs, or even if planted
out. Large specimens in tubs are fine ornaments
in erections of corresponding dimensions, whilst

small ones may be associated with other plants.

The other method of planting out is also well

worthy of notice, more especially so in the case of

Citrons and Shaddocks, which, owing to their

more straggling habit, are well calculated for

training against walls where an average amount
of light is at command. These latter also can be
grown most successfully if planted out at the

backs of vineries, so long as extremely hard
forcing is not carried on. In no case is an over-

large border essential ; in fact, it will be better if

not so for the first few years at least. What is

needed is thoroughly good turfy loam. If the
loam be heavy, some road grit or sand can be
added, whilst if lime be deficien^, some old mortar
rubble or bone-meal should be added. Keep the
soil firm, whether the plants be in pots or planted
out. Look to the plants as regards cleanliness,

scale in particular being partial to them. Of
the Oranges, the best are Silver, Jaffa, Seville,

and Tangierine, of which the St. Michael's form
is reputed to be the better of the two. Of the
others, the Citron, the Shaddock, the Lemon, the
Lime, and the Forbidden Fruit can all be in-

cluded. HoRTUS.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
GENER.4L WORK.—With cold winds and morning
frosts, the early vegetables have had a rough
time. Unless plants raised under glass are well

hardened off, they suffer greatly. For years I

have advised raising plants in cold frames in

preference to strong heat, and this season Peas
planted out have scarcely suft'ered at all. They
will soon make headway if the soil is drawn up to

the sides and the hoe kept going between the

rows. Cabbages will now greatly benefit by the

application of some quick-acting fertiliser. This
placed between the rows and hoed or raked in

will promote early growth. Now is a good time
to feed Asparagus beds, just before the growths
appear. I use fish manure, which acts quickly,

and the rains at this season soon wash the food

down to the roots. I am aware near dwellings

fish manure has an offensive smell. This can be
minimised by covering it over with a little soil or

raking it in. There are other foods, such as guano,

that may be used with ad\antage at this season.

The same remarks apply to other growing crops,

such as winter Spinach and Lettuce. Any
autumn-sown Onions that are left in the beds and
not transplanted will be benefited by food given
now ; indeed, I find much better results follow

spring feeding than giving large quantities of

rank animal manures at sowing or planting to

such as are termed annual crops and those which
make little progress till spring.

Transplanting seedling vegetables.— If pre-

vious notes have been followed there will now be
several \egetable plants needing attention. Severe
weather may have hindered the work or retarded

growth, but it is not well to delay longer. Brus-

sels Sprouts sown under glass will need attention.

The plants should have been freely exposed, to

make them as hardy as possible, and if a little

warmth in the way of bottom-heat can be given

the seedlings for a few weeks, so much the better.

I usually make up a shallow bed and cover with
sashes or boards for a short time. The making
of the beds is not costly, as the same soil comes
soil, and after transplanting protect with spare

in for Celery later on, and after the Celery has

been removed. Marrows or other plants needing a

little shelter may be grown in the same place. In
pricking off, give ample room—3 inches between
the plants is none too much. Treated thus they

will lift with a ball later on. The soil over the

manure should be made fairly firm, to encourage
plenty of roots. Where glass is plentiful, cold

frames are just the |ilaces for pricking off, as

shelter can be afforded for a time. The same re-

marks are applicable to such plants as Cauli-

flowers, Lettuce, and Celery. Seeds sown in

boxes will need attention, as it is a difficult

matter to secure a fair plant if left too long in

the seed pan or box, growth being weak. Celery

is often sown thus for early crops, but it should

be transplanted when large enough to handle.

Onions and Leeks sown under glass will need care

in lifting, to preserve all the roots possible.

These, if large enough and well hardened ofl', may
be planted out in their permanent quarters. I

prefer to plant in drills, as, should the weather be

dry, moisture can be given more freely.

Broccoli.—I touched upon the early autumn
varieties a short time ago, and my note will now
concern those that give a midwinter supply. This

is an important crop, as a good lot of winter

Broccoli is of great value. I am aware in a

measure we are dependent upon the weather as

to the crop, but weather must not deter those who
would have winter Broccoli, as, provided the

plants are grown well, it is an easy matter to lift

and store when the heads are formed. Many lose

their crop by having poor jilants, in many cases

because land is not at command when the seedlings

are ready. To those thus situated I would
say, do not sow too early, as much mischief

is caused by thick sowing and leaving the

plants starving in the seed-beds. In all cases

reserve, if possible, a piece of open land for this

crop. Mine invariably follows the winter Spinach.

This is cleared at the end of Jlay and the Broccoli

planted. For midwinter supplies we have none

too many reliable varieties. A good strain of

Snow's Winter White is the best, but I have been

unable to rely upon it of late years. I find

Superb Early White an excellent variety for

February cutting if sown in May. This season I

am sowing it twice—now and a month later, and

by so doing hope to get heads soon after Christ-

mas. Anotner excellent variety, Christmas White,

is well worth a trial for the season named. Those

that come in for March cutting are best sown the

second or third week in April ; here there is no

lack of variety. Such kinds as Main-crop, Per-

fection, Penzance Early White, Leamington,

Cooling's Matchless and Mammoth Spring White
are excellent for cutting from March to May. I

advise sowing the later kinds early in May, as it

is best to get a quickly-grown plant, and there

will be ample time if the plants are given good

treatment. The useful Sprouting Broccoli must
not be omitted ; this is best sown now. I grow
two varieties, the Early and Late Purple. They
are excellent vegetables in their season.

Borecoles.—These are always valuable, as they

give a supply of green vegetables when others are

getting scarce. I advise two sowings—one now,

and another a month later. The earlier sowing

should be a small one if room is limited, as the

later the Kale the more valuable it is. Plants

sown now are useful for March and April supplies.

I prefer to sow these on a cool border—an east

one if possible—as here growth is firmer, and the

plants dwarfer. (iive ample space in the seed-

bed, and plant out before the seedlings are too

large. There are few better varieties than the

Dwarf Scotch for use from January to March.

This stands the severe winter better than the tall

green varieties. Reid's Hearting Kale is one of

the best types of Scotch Kale. This is the last to

run to seed and it hearts in nicely, making a

compact growth and resisting frost and wet

better than any of the others. In cold, late

districts it may be necessary to sow the later

varieties of Kale, such as Asparagus and Cot-

tager's, now. Delay sowing for three or four

weeks in warm soils, as the plants will be (|uit6

large enough for July planting. The Arctic

Curled— purple and green—varieties are distinct

types which frost, however severe, does not injure.

Brussels Sprouts.—Now is a good time to sow
for late supplies ; I mean from Christmas to

March. I have seen excellent results by drawing
drills and dropping seeds here and there, and
thinning the plants, but I do not advise this.
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Sow on an exposed border thinly, and transplant
when large enough into the permanent quarters.
These plants often follow early Potatoes, and as
the season of growth is none too long, it is neces-
sary to secure a strong plant. An open border is

advised. For present sowing, Paragon and Dwarf
(!em are excellent. The latter I consider the best
late variety. It may be planted at 2 feet apart
each way, as it is a compact grower. The soil for

the earlier crops of this vegetable should now be
ready for the plants raised under glass, and time
will be saved by drawing drills. Three feet apart
each way is none too much for large-growing
plants, but medium growers may be given (> inches
less. Those who need this vegetable as late as
possible will find it advantageous to prepare a
north border, as grown thus there is no difficulty

in having sprouts well into April if sown late.

M.viN'-CROi' C.VRROTS.—I am never in a hurry
to sow this crop. Doubtless in most places where
large Carrots are a necessitj' it is well to sow at
this date to give a long season of growth, and
where the roots often fail there must be more
attention paid to the preparation of the soil. I
question whether it is well to sow the large
growers ."^uch as are stored for winter, as these
being a longer time in the soil are more subject to
disease. I sow fewer main • crop Carrots than
formerly, relying now upon roots grown more
quickly. By making three or four sowings during
the year there are much nicer roots, as far as
quality is concerned, and at no greater cost. In
soil where Carrots canker badly I would ad-
vise liberal dressings of soot, wood ashes, or burnt
garden refuse, and in heavy soil other aids, such
as road scrapings and fine mortar rubljle. Land
badly infested with wireworm should have been
got ready during the winter, giving a dressing of
gas-lime. If this has been omitted use ordinary
lime freely with soot. For large roots 15 inches
between the rows is none too much, and such
kinds as Model, Summer Favourite, and Early
(lera are excellent for shallow soils. In heavy
land Matchless Scarlet and Scarlet Perfection are
very fine, the latter being one of the best quality
Carrots I have grown. I make several sowings and
do not store, leaving the roots in their growing
quarters. Where Carrots are needed regularly
frequent sowings have much in their favour, as
the roots are more tender. Sowings made in the
middle of May will furnish a late autumn supply,
and a July sowing will furnish a winter crop.
Thus the plants are quite hardy and can be lifted
as needed.
Peas.—The regular supply will be difficult if

some attention be not paid to variety. From this
date it will be well to sow what are termed con-
tinuous croppers. There is a wide selection. I
find Prodigy, Autocrat, Eureka, Danby Strata-
gem, and Telephone reliable for what may be
termed the summer crop if sown at intervals
of fifteen to twenty days. These will bring the
season well into August if sown at intervals as
advised. In sowing now give the seed ample
space, and in poor soils where the plants do
none too well make trenches with several
inches of manure under the plants.

S. M.

GAS-LIME IN THE GARDEN.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—Permit me to give your readers a word
of caution as to the use of gas-lime, lest in

following Mr. Tallack's advice they should
have serious cause to repent it. I am a great
believer in the virtues of ga.s-lime if judiciously

used. But Mr. Tallack not only speaks of

using it "judiciously," but also talks of a
"heavy dressing," though he does not -say

what in his opinion is "judicious'' or what is

a "heavy dressing." I have known a whole
field of wheat ruined and the land seriously

injured for the next season by the application
of four tons per acre. Dr. Voelcker's advice
was to use two tons per acre. But it should be

borne in mind that whereas in his time lime
was used in all gas-works for removing sul-

phuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, and
became sulphuret of calcium and carbonate of

lime, metallic oxides are now largely used to

remove the former and lime the latter ; so that
there are now two kinds of gas-lime, and Mr.
Tallack does not say which of these two he uses.

If the latter, I should say that he may use a

"heavy dressing" with impunity; but if the
former, then he must have found the virtue of

moderation, or his .soil must be very different

from any of which I have any experience.
-R. S. C.

As bearing on this subject, we herewith give
an article by Dr. Voelcker, which appeared in

The Jii\irntil of (ras Liijhtimi in April, 18(1."), on
"The Comijosition and Use of Gas-lime in

Agriculture "
:

—
Lime, it is well known, is largely employed in

gas-works for the purpose of removing from crude
coal gas, as it issues from the retorts, sulphuretted
hydrogen and carbonic acid, which deteriorate
its illuminating powers. After having served some
time in the gas-purifiers and become more or less

saturated with these and some other impurities,
the lime is replaced bj- a fresh quantity of quick-
lime and thrown aside for the use of the agricul-

turist. This gas-lime, or refuse lime from gas-

works, is generally obtainable at a much more
reasonable expense than most other forms in

which lime is usually emplo\-ed in agriculture,

and constitutes a refuse material which, in many
instances, has been applied with marked beneficial

effects both to light and heavy land. The success-
ful application of gas-lime to the land, however,
depends, like that of marl, chalk, and quicklime,
upon a variety of conditions, some of which are

peculiar to gas-lime. These conditions we pur-
pose briefly to examine, after having referred

more particularly to the composition of gas-lime.

Different samples, as may naturally be expected,
vary to some extent in their chemical constitu-

tion, but the diflerences are not so great as to

lead to the conclusion that whilst some samples
are very efficacious as fertilising agents, others

possess little or no manuring property. Judiciously
used, all samples are economical means for in-

creasing the productiveness of land adapted for

its reception. In order to guard against disap-

pointment, it may be well to state at once that

gas-lime is not a universal manure like farmyard
manure, benefiting more or less every description

of crop on every variety of soil, nor that it is a
concentrated fertiliser acting in a similar manner
to Peruvian guano, nitrate of soda, or bone
manures. In point of fact, gas-lime exercises a
most decidedly beneficial effect upon some soils,

but has no effect upon others ; success in its ap-

plication, therefore, depends mainly upon the

proper selection of the land upon which it is in-

tended to be put. On this point we shall have,

presently, to make some special remarks.
In the first place it will be desirable to inquire

a little more closely into the

CHE.MICAL Constitution of Gas-lime.

As already stated, the sulphur compounds and
carbonic acid in crude coal gas transform the
slaked quicklime in the purifiers more or less into

sulphuret of calcium, a combination of sulphur
with calcium, the metallic base of lime, and into

carbonate of lime. At the same time some tarry

matter, a little ammonia, and other volatile sub-

stances pass into the gas-purifiers and are par-

tially retained by the lime in a mechanical way.
Fresh gas-lime has a bad smell, arising mainly
from the sulphur compounds contained in it, and
should not be put on the land in this condition,

for the ameliorating influence of a copious supply
of air is required to transform these injurious

sulphur compounds into fertilising materials, the
presence of which, in some respects, renders gas-

lime exposed to air for some time superior to

quicklime. The oxygen of the atmosphere com

by changing the sulphuret of calcium in it, first

into sulphite, and finally into sulphate of lime, or
gypsum. There is thus an essential difference
between gas-lime newly removed from the puri-
fiers and after it has been freely exposed to the
atmosphere. In a fresh state it contains sulphur
compounds, which give off suljihuretted hydrogen
and are injurious to vegetable life ; in the latter
condition it contains gypsum, a well-known fer-

tilising substance. The longer this refuse mate-
rial is kept freely exijosed to the air, the more
completely these beneficial changes are effected,

and the more efficacious it becomes as a manure.
In addition to the constituents already mentioned,
gas-lime contains a variable quantity of water,
more or less unaltered quicklime, and all the im-
purities originally contained in the quicklime em-
ployed in the gas-works. In fresh gas-lime the
proportion of water varies usually from 30 to 40 per
cent. ; in old samples there is much less. The
following analysis, which I made some time ago,
of a sample of gas-lime, kept long enough to be
used with safety as a manure, will show at a
glance its complex character ;—

•

Composition of Gas-t.ime (dried at 212" Fahr.)

Water of c.initiDation and a little organic

with traces of

matter
Cxides of iron and alumica

plinsphorio acid
Sulphate of lime (gypsum)
Sulphite of lime
Carbonate of lime
Caustic lime
^[agnesia and alkalies ...

lueoluble siliceous matter

24

2-49
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soluble, or made available for the use of plants.

Gas-lime, like quicklime, materially hastens this

decomposition, and thus produces an effect similar

to that of a prolonged fallow.

Its Uses.

These remarks on the functions of gas-lime in

relation to vegetable life at once point out the

crops which are benefited by its application, and,

in a special manner, the kind of land upon which
it produces the most striking results.

The crops which are particularly benefited by
gas-lime are : Clover, Sainfoin, Lucerne, Peas,

Beans, Vetches, and Turnips. It is also a most
useful fertiliser for permanent pasture, especially

if the land is naturally deficient in lime. On
natural grasses, the best farmyard manure often

produces little improvement until a dressing of

lime, marl, or gas-lime has been applied. The
latter more particularly destroys the coarser

grasses and fa\'Ours the growth of a sweeter and
more nutritious herbage. Gas-lime also kills

Moss, Heath, Feather Grass, and other plants

characteristic of peaty land, and is therefore a

valuable means for improving peaty or mossy
meadows. For improvement of peat land, the

liberal application of gas-lime cannot be too

highly recommended. On such land it is best to

use gas-lime in the form of a compost, which
should be kept in a heap for a period of ten or

twelve months, and turned once or twice before

spreading. On land naturally deficient in lime

Turnips often refuse to grow, or, if they grow at

all, produce but a scanty crop, which is moreover
very liable to be attacked by a disease known to

practical farmers as " finger-and-toe." A large

dose of gas-lime applied to the stubble land in

the autumn, before it has been turned up by the

plough, in many instances is an effectual cure for

this disease. An interesting instance of the pre-

valence of " fingerand-toe " in a Turnip crop
grown on a light, sandy soil, and the complete
cure of this disease by a liberal application of gas-

lime, was brought under my notice some years

ago. On visiting the field where the Turnips
were affected by wart-like excrescences, and
forked and twisted into the most fantastical

forms, I noticed a spot on which the roots were
nearly all sound. On stooping down and examin-
ing the soil, I picked up some bits of a whitish-

looking substance, which appeared to me like

dried gas-lime, and I learned afterwards that on
this very spot a cart of gas-lime had been unloaded
the year before. The chemical examination of the

soil on this field showed merely traces of lime,

and, at my recommendation, the occupier applied

a heavy dose of gas-lime, which completely cured
the evil.

With regard to the quantity of gas-lime which
ought to be put on the land, no general rule can
be laid down, for the quantity should be regu-

lated by the relati\ e deficiency in calcareous con-

stituents which different soils exhibit. Speaking
generally, however, two tons per acre may be
used with safety, and in many instances a

heavier dressing will not be amiss. The proper
time for application is autumn or during the

winter months, when vegetation is at a stand-

still. On arable land gas-lime should be applied

to the stubble, spread out evenly, and left ex-

posed to the air before ploughing up for three or

four weeks. On grass land it should be spread
during the months of December or .January, or

at any rate before vegetation is making a fresh

start.

In conclusion, I may observe that it is well to

remember tliat gas-lime acts beneficially as a
fertiliser mainly in virtue of its calcareous con-

stituents, and tiherefore is most usefully applied

to land naturally deficient in lime. On land
abounding in this substance it has little or no
effect. Though by no means a substitute for

farmyard manure, guano, and other concentrated
artificial manures, gas-lime judiciously used is

unquestionably a valuable auxiliary manuring
agent which frequently can be used with greater

economy than quicklime or marl.

I concur to a very considerable extent
with Mr. Tallack in his observations in The

Garden of the iCth ult. with regard to the value

of gas-lime. A kitchen garden of mine of rather

more than half an acre was so infested with wire-

worm, slugs, &c. , after two mild winters that its

produce was disheartening in the extreme. My
liead gardener advised the application of a very
strong dose of gas-lime, to which I assented, and
it was applied in December, 1896. So strong was
the application, that he further suggested tliat to

a considerable extent the garden should lie fallow

for tlie year 1897. However, as I was making a

drastic experiment, I determined that the garden
should in every respect be cropped as usual, the
result being that I had in everything about the

best crop of vegetables I have ever had from this

garden—and this with very nearly fifty years'

experience on it— and I think I may fairly look

forward to similar results for several years to

come without any further application of gas-lime,

though this time will prove. This year I am try-

ing it on a Pear and Apple orchard, the trees

being much infested with blight and insects,

especially the Apple trees. I also purpose trying

it on my fruit garden in the hope that it may,
partially at all events, destroy the ravenous appe-

tites of the finches and sparrows who devour or

destroy the buds, no doubt infested with maggots,
especially on the Gooseberry and Currant trees,

and, failing this proving a remedy, I see no alter-

native but wire or other netting, so wretched has

been the produce for several years past.—

G

went.

In your issue for March 26 Mr. ,1. C.

Tallack gives a most interesting account of ex-

periments that he has made with gas-lime, but
unfortunately he has omitted to mention at what
rate per acre or yard he uses it. This is a very

important matter. He speaks of a "heavy dress-

ing," and says that he uses from (30 to 70 bushels

a year, but that does not meet my point. I, and
I am sure many others, would be very grateful to

him if he would enlighten us as to the proper
quantity to use.— G. S. S.

Chrysanthemums.

LATE-STRUCK CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
In a general way Chrysanthemums rooted in

April and the early part of May retain their

foliage tliroughout the summer nnich better

than those propagated in the winter. The
lower leaves being made at a later date in a

measure accounts for their remaining in a fresh

condition during July and August ; they escape

in a great degree the drying winds and bright

sunshine of the spring months, and do not,

therefore, feel so acutely the heat and drought

which are apt to prevail when the days are long.

The final repotting is also made several weeks

later, so that just at the most trying time for

Chrysanthemums and when early propagated

plants are getting root-bound, the roots of these

smaller specimens are beginning only to work
freely in the fresh, rich compost. Where plants

of comparatively small dimensions are required

either for edging groups or for room decoration,

a batch of cuttings should be put in during this

and the following month. One advantage of

propagating at this time of year is that there is

no difficulty in obtaining good cuttings. Even
kinds that are notoriously shy in making young
growths will give stout cuttuigs in April.

These having made their growth under very

different conditions to those that have to be

employed in the winter are fresh, free, and of

good substance. They root with great freedom,

and in about a month from insertion are ready

for potting off'. By the middle of July they

will be large enough to be put into 7-inch pots,

and if allowed to grow on without stopping

they will produce flowers of excellent quality.

I have, indeed, known instances where flowers

obtained in this way were good enough for the

exhibition board. When Princess Teck and
its varieties were grown for market and indi-

vidual good-sized flowers made good prices at

Christmas and the new year, I used to propa-

gate a lot in April, and I found that I got

better blooms late in the year from these

smaller plants than from those propagated at

the usual time. The plants retained their

leaves almost down to the pots up to the time

that the flowers expanded, and the foliage cut

with them was always very fresh and nice—an
important point where single blooms are used
with long stems. Tliis late propagation will

decrease the height by quite one-third, a dis-

tinct advantage in the case of low-pitched

houses or where groups which require speci-

mens of varying heights have to be formed.

Cuttings put in at the latter end of April and
early in May will make nice little specimens in

6-inch pots. One may really liave nice blooms
of both incurved and Japanese in such small

pots by thinning out to one bud only. Varieties

of a bushy habit having medium-sized blooms,

such as Boule de Neige, Cullingfordi, and
L. Canning, make nice little specimens suitable

for room decoration when grown in tliis way,

and I find that they come naturally into bloom
somewhat later than larger specimens. If so

desired, a portion of the stock can be retained

in 4i-inch pots, but of course they must be
liberally fed, and this feeding should commence
from the time the roots begin to fill the soil.

I have occasionally put in a batch of cuttings in

June, and have had a nice lot of very dwarf,

well-flowered .specimens. I put three cuttings

into a Si-inch pot, shifting as soon as rooted

into 5-inch and (i-inch pots. If these are put
into rich .soil they make nice little specimens

from 1 foot to 18 inches high, and are just

the thing for jardinieres and room decoration

generally. Some of the late varieties, such as

Boule de Neige, Etoile de Lyon, Golden Gem
and W. H. Lincoln, are well adapted to this

method. In the case of such dwarf plants it is

much easier to keep them in tlie open air to a

late period, as they can be put into cold frames

which are simply closed on frosty nights, the

lights being oft' in the day and at night in mild

weather. J. C. B.

Trees and Shrubs.

MAGNOLIA CAMPBELLI.

At Fota, this beautiful deciduous tree was in full

bloom on Feb. 18—much before its usual time for

flowering, in consequence of the very mild

winter. This is only the third time it has

flowered, although it has been planted over

twenty years, but never .so profusely as this

season. Every twig, as the illustration will show,

is furnished with a large terminal flower from
inches to 8 inches across, the petals of which

are very thick, of a light rose inside, and very

dark rose outside. The tree, over 20 feet

high, is backed by Quercus Ilex to shelter

it from nortli and east winds and flanked with

Rhododendrons. W. O.

Fota, Gorh.

Crataegus Pyracantha pauciilora.—M. Ed.
Andre writes in the Rem i Hoitirole in regard to

a variety of Pyracantha known as pauciflora. It

is a variety of the first order as regards its use for

ornament in gardens and it is scarcely known.
It is characterised by dwarf stature, bushy habit,

thorny branches, flowers in scantily . furnished

corymbs, and orange-coloured or reddish fruit.

It is, in fact, a dwarf form of the old and well-

known plant of which the variety obtained by M.
Lfelande, of Nantes, is the most \igorous form.
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Its special qualities are (1) its use as a shrub for

forming solid, evergreen, thickset and impene-
trable hedges

; (2) its singular adaptability for

adding picturesqueness to rocky places ; (3) its

capacity for resisting cold, which it has to a far

greater degree than the C. Pyracantha type and
the C. V. La'landei, as has been frequently proved
in the climate of Paris, Normandy, Beaufolais,

and elsewhere.

Destroyers.

FLOWER GARDEN PESTS.
Bv no moans the least of the difficulties that

the cultivator of plants has to contend with is

garden is a regular nursery for all sorts of
insects. Rubbish, stones, and the refuse of a
crop should never be allowed to lie about, as
they form a welcome shelter to many kinds of

pests. Anything taken from a plant that has
been attacked by an insect or fungus should at

once be burnt. Some plants sutler most from
the attacks of insects when they are quite
young ; in such cases the plants should be
pushed into vigorous growth as (juickly as pos-
sible by suitable cultivation. Birds should be
encouraged in gardens. Few persons realise

the enormous number of insects killed by
them, especially during the breeding season,
when nearly all the young birds are fed on
animal food. Toads also are most useful

Magnolia Campbelli at Fota, Cork. From a photograph sent by Mr. W. Osborne.

the number of difl'erent kinds of insects that
feed on the objects of his care, at times render-
ing all his ettbrts of no avail. To keep a
garden tolerably free from insect pests is never
an ea.sy task, and in some seasons an utterly
impossible one, but a great deal may be done
by a little well-directed care. Prevention is,

of course, '•much better than cure," and a
great deal may be done in this way by never
allowing any weeds to grow in a garden, as the
insects that feed on them often prefer those in
cultivation. A weedy, uncared-for corner in a

creatures in gardens, and should be encour-
aged far more than they are. All dead leaves
should be collected and burnt unless they are
recjuired for leaf-mould, when they should be
made into a heap as soon as possible. Any
leaves that do not fall with the others should
be picked off and burnt, as they often contain
chrysalides. Wlien borders are being dug, a
sharp look-out should be kept for chrysalides
or cocoons which may be turned up. Any
ground that is not in use should be kept well
hoed and broken up. This will keep down '

weeds and expose any insects which may be in
the soil to the birds. As soon as the attack of

any insect is noticed, steps should at once be
taken to check it, as in this case the old proverb,
" A stitch in time saves nine," is especially true.

If ants are seen running over plants, it is

generally the case that the latter aro'^in-
fested by aphides or scale insects, and when
ants make their nests at the roots of plants it

will often be found that the roots are attacked
by one of the root-feeding aphides.

Remedies will be applied in a more intelligent

manner if those who use them are acquainted
with a few elementary entomological facts ; so it

may be mentioned that a typical female insect
when in a perfect state lays eggs ; from these
are hatched grubs, maggots, or caterpillars, ac-

cording to the kind of insect ; these usually
feed voraciously and increase rapidly ; they
change their skins several times, and when full

gr(jwn become chrysalides ; from these in due
course the perfect insects emerge. Butterflies,

moths, beetles, bees, wasps, ants, and some
otlier kinds of insects undergo these changes,
which are very marked. Others, .such as
crickets, grasshoppers, cockroaches, bugs, ear-

wigs, green flies, and scale insects, really go
through the .same changes, but they are much
less apparent; the young just hatched from the
egg very much resembles its parents. It is, of

course, very much smaller and is never winged,
but there is a general family resemblance be-
tween them. The young one as it grows at

times changes its .skin, and at a certain change
the wings may be seen in a very rudimentary
condition. The insect is then in the state that
answers to the chrysalis state in the other in-

sects, and on the next change of .skin the insect

appears in its mature condition. After attaining
this period in its existence it never grows. A
butterfly, bee, wasp, fly, or whatever the insect is,

when in its perfect state never becomesany larger.

All insects in their mature condition luue a
general similarity in their structure, although
it may not always be easy to trace the three
divisions in which they are formed, namely,
head, thorax or forebody, and body, which in

a wasp are particularly well marked. The head
is furnished with the organs of the mouth, the
feelers or antenna;, and eyes. To the forebody
are attached the legs and the wings. The body
contains the breathing, digestive, and other in-

ternal organs. Every insect should liave three
pairs of legs and two paii's of wings, but in

some kinds they are altogether wanting, or
there is only one pair. Insects do not breathe
through openings in their heads, as the higher
animals do, but, as a rule, through pores ar-

ranged along their sides, which lead into tubes
that convey the air to all parts of the body.

Insecticides act upon insects in different

ways ; some smother the insects by clogging
their breathing apparatus, or by their action
on their skins, others by poisoning their food.

Those first mentioned should be used in the
case of insects which feed by suction, the others
when the in.sects have biting mouths. Insecti-

cides, as a rule, have no effect on the eggs, so

that it is always best in the case of insects that

breed very rapidly to use them again in the
course of a few days, and perhaps even a third

time, so as to make sure that the pest has been
exterminated. There are now several kinds of

spraying machines and spraying nozzles in the
market. With them the insecticides can be
used much more economically than witli an
ordinary syringe, and they can be ap[)Iied with

greater ease to the undersides of the leaves

where the insects are as a rule.

Insecticides.

CarboUc acid (crude) 1 pint, soft soap 1 quart,
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water 1 gallon, or carbolic acid 1 part, water 50 to

100 parts.

Paraffin 1 wineglassful, soft soap 1 pint, mixed
very thoroughly together with a little hot water,
and then add 1 gallon of w ater. This must be
kept well stirred.

Paraffin emulsion.—Soft soap 1 quart, well

mi.xed in 2 quarts of boiling water, while hot add
1 gallon of water, churn or pump the mixture
through a garden engine for 15 or '20 minutes,
then dilute ten or twelve times with water and
add a quarter of a pint of turpentine, or condensed
milk 1 to H pints, water 3 pints, mix totrether

and add 1 gallon of paraffin, churn until it forms
a butter, dilute with ten or twelve times its bulk
of water.

Quassia extract.—Boil 6 ozs. of quassia chips
in a little water for half an hour, strain off the
liquor and add it to 4 ozs. of soft soap and mix
thoroughly in 5 gallons of water ; if it is to be
used to kill red spider, add half a pound of flowers

of sulphur.

Tobacco water.—Boil 1 oz. of strong tobacco
in half a gallon of water and strain when cold.

Soluble paraffin.—Half a pint to 2 gallons of

water for mealy bug, (juarter of a pint to 2 gallons
of water for aphides or red spider.

The water used with insecticides should always
if possible be soft water ; if this be impossible add
a little soda.

Anemone ... .
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are not only rendered unsightly by the discolour-

ing and blistering of the leaves, but they suffer

very considerably in health. The best way of de
stroying this insect is by cutting off the infested

leaves and burning them, or, if the attack has

only just commenced, by pinching the leaves at

the part where the grubs are. Syringing -with

insecticides is not of much use, as they would not

reach the grubs, but they would have the effect

probably of preventing the flies from laying their

eggs on the leaves, if they could be applied at the

right time.

The Mrr.LEix moth (CucuUia verbasci).—The
caterpillars of this moth feed on the leaves and
flowers of the Mulleins, and when abundant quite

ruin the appearance of the plants. When full-

grown they are about 2 inches long and of a

greenish-white colour, with a yellow band across

each joint, on which are several large black spots,

so that they are conspicuous insects and may easily

be picked off by hand.
Plant bucs (Hemiptera).—These insects are

often injurious to the foliage and buds of plants,

the buds of Chrysanthemums being frequently in-

jured by them. These insects, of which there are

many species, are provided with a long beak, with
which they suck the juices of the lesives and buds.
They vary much in size ; the species that attacks
Chry,santhemums is about one-eighth of an inch in

length, the head and forebod}' are black, and the

wings brownish yellow. The perfect insects run
and fly readily, so that it is not easy to kill them,
but in their immature condition they have no
wings, and raaj' be killed by syringing or spray-
ing the plants with paraffin emulsion or quassia
extract and soft soap.

Red sririER (Tetranj-chus telarius).—This most
annoying pest is often very destructive to the
foliage of plants, particularly to those which are
dry at the roots. The best way of destroying
them is by spraying or syringing with one of the
following mixtures : 1 lb. of flowers of sulphur and
2 lb. of fresh lime, boiled in 4 gallons of water,
then add IJ lb. of soft soap, and, before using,

3 more gallons of water ; or the extract from G oz.

of quassia chips, 4 oz. of soft soap, and h.alf a
pound of flowers of sulphur, well mi-xed, added to

5 gral'ons of water ; paraffin emulsion ; or 2 oz. or

3 oz. of Gishurst compound in 1 gallon of water.

The Ruse beetle or creen Rose chafer
(Cetonia aurata).—This handsome metallic green
beetle is unfortunately very injurious to the
flowers of the Rose, P:¥ony, Candytuft, Lilac,

Elder, and several other trees and plants. Their
grubs alsi are destructive to the roots of many
plants. They are very much like those of the
cockchafer, and are frequently mistaken for them,
and are each about l^ inches in length and
scarcely half an inch in diameter, of a dirty white
colour. The tail, which is the thickest part of
the insect, is bluish. They lie in a curved position
souie 2 inches or 3 inches below the surface, so
that no insecticide can reach them. Watering
very freely with liquid manure or soapsuds is dis-
tasteful to them and may make them shift their
quarters. Thebeetles are each about three-quarters
of an inch in length, and are so conspicuous that
they may easily be picked oft' the flowers.

The Rose i:all-flv (Rhodiles rosa;).—These
gall-flies lay their eggs in the young shoots, and
in the midribs of the leaves of Briers, the young
grul s from which form the curious mossy galls
formerly known as "bedeguars,''sometimes2 inches
or 3 in -hes in diameter, often seen on Briers, and
at time 5 on other Roses. The best way of destroy-
ing this insect is to cut off and burn the galls.
The Rose s.^wflies (Hylotoma rosarum and

others).—The grubs of these insects feed on and
do much damage to the foliage of Roses. Some
(the species just named among them) eat away the
leaves, leaving only the thicker ribs: others" feed
only on the upper surface of the leaves, and do
not touch the lower skin or the veins ; another
species rolls up the leaves into tubes about the
size of a quill pen and feeds within this shelter ;

anotl^er lives on the pits of theyoung shoots. The
grubs mostly become chrysalides in the earth, so
that after a bad attack it is best to remove the

earth from under the bushes to the depth of about
3 inches and burn it, or bury it not less than
1 foot below the surface. The grubs should be
picked off by hand, or the bushes may be syringed
or sprayed with parattin emulsion, or quassia ex-

tract and soft soap, or Paris green. In the
autumn cut off' and burn any shoots that appear
to be withered, as they may contain chrysalides.

Scale insects (Coccid*).—These insects infest

Roses, Cotoneasters, &c. To destroy them spray
or sj'ringe with paraffin emulsion, or quassia
extract and soft soap ; then, if possible, any of the
insects that are on the stems or shoots should be
scraped oft". In the course of a few days spray
again to make sure of killing any of the young
that escaped the first application.

The cariien snail (Helix aspersa).- -There is

practically nothing to be done in the way of kill-

ing them but hand picking. Thrushes are very
fond of them.
Slcos.—There are several kinds of slugs that

infest gardens ; the commonest is Limax agrestris,

its ravages being only too well known. Small
heaps of bran, each placed on a small piece of

slate or board, make good traps. Dusting with
fresh lime is very useful, and large numbers may
be killed of an evening if the plants that are
attacked and the ground round them are searched
with the aid of a lantern. If the slug be stabbed
or cut through with a sharp-pointed knife at the
shield (that part just behind the head) the creature
dies immediately.
Snake millu'Edks (belonging to the genera

Julus, Blanjulus, and Polj'desmus).—These crea-

tures are among the most annoying pests in gar-

dens, as they are so difficult to destroy. They
feed on the roots of Lilies and other bulbs. Ane-
mones, Pansies, Stocks and various plants in the
flower garden. Few insecticides have any effect

on them, as their skins are so horny and smooth,
but a strong solution of salt or nitrate of soda will

kill them if it can be made to reach them. They
may be trap|ied by laying bricks, slates, tiles,

pieces of board, turf or Cabbage leaves about, as

the millipedes are fond of creeping under such
things. They may be distinguished from the
centipedes—with which they are often confused,
and which are of great use in gardens—by the
slowness of their movements, while the centipedes
are very active. There is, however, one excep-
tion, the luminous centipede, a long, threadlike
creature, 2 inches to 2i inches in length, which,
in spite of its extraordinary number of legs, moves
with the greatest deliberation. The snake milli-

pedes, according to the species, when full-grown
each measure from half to 1 inch in length, and
are composed of a great number of joints. With
the e.xception of the " flattened snake millipede,"

they are nearly cylindrical in form.
THRirs(Thrips adonidum).—This insect is more

injurious to plants grown under glass than to

those in the open air, but Phloxes, Carnations,
Dahlias, and some other plants often suffer from
their attacks. Syringing or spraying with paraffin

emulsion, quassia extract and soft soap, Gishurst
compound, or tobacco water are the best remedies
for outdoor use.

Various c.\terpill.\es.— Besides the cater-

pillars already mentioned, most plants in the
flower garden are liable to be attacked by the
caterpillars of various moths, which it is hardly
necessary to enumerate. Suffice it to say that
they are best destroyed by hand-picking.
The white Cabbage and Turnip butter-

flies (Pieris brassica? and P. rapi).—In the flower

garden the caterpillars of these butterflies are
very injurious to the leaves of Trop:eolums of

various kinds and Mignonette. The plants should
be carefully looked over, and the caterpillars

picked oft'. If very numerous, syringe or spray
with paraffin emulsion.
Wirewokms (the grubs of various species of

" cUck beetles," Elaterida').—These well-known
pests are by no means easy to get rid of, and as
they are over two years in coming to maturity, if

left alone they have plenty of time to do a great
amount of harm. They attack various flowering
plants, but they are particularly fond of Carna-

tions and plants of that nature. Those belonging
to the largest species when full-grown are three-

quarters of an inch in length, and much resemble
a piece of brass or copper wire of that length,
and they are almost as tough. No insecticide is

of much use, and trapping them is the best way
of destroying them. Slices of C.irrots, Turnips,
Potatoes, or Rape-cake buried about an inch
below the surface make good traps. Each should
have a small skewer stuck into it to show where
it was buried. They should be examined every
morning. Most birds are fortunately very fond
of them.
WooDLicE, if found to congregate at the base

of a wall or in other positions, may be killed by
pouring boiling water over them. They may be
trapped by laying bricks, tiles, or pieces of slate

or board near their haunts, which they will creep
under. Toads kill great numbers of them. Or
they may be poisoned by laying pieces of Potato
about which have been boiled in water in which
some arsenic has been placed. G. S. S.

Stove and Greenhouse.

LILIES IN POTS.

Of late years Lilies have been more generally
grown in pots than was at one time the case. As
we get some of the best from Japan, and the
importations from that country are just now
reaching here, the jjresent is a very suitable time
for obtaining and potting those that are intended
for this mode of culture. Of course, where the
Lilies have been grown in pots they should have
been repotted before this, but when fresh bulbs
are obtained they may all be got now in good con-
dition. In any selection of Lilies for i>ots the
different members of the tube-flowered group
occupy a prominent position. Of these, first and
foremost comes L. longiftorum in its numerous
forms, of which the most universally grown is

that known as L. Harrisi, which is sent here from
Bermuda in great quantities early in the season.

These have in most cases been potted forsome time,
and are employed for very early forcing. The
Japanese L. longiflorum is, however, just about
the same thing, though, owing to the different

conditions under which they have been grown, the
bulbs are totall}' difl'erent in appearance, and may
now be obtained in good plump condition suitable

for potting ; whereas the Bermuda bulbs, if kept
out of the ground till now, are very apt to suffer.

The variety Takesima, in which the stems and ex-

terior of the flower-buds are tinged with brown, is

another distinct kind. These different forms of

L. longiflorum may be grown in various ways
according to the purposes for which they are in-

tended. A single bulb may be flowered success-

fully in a pot 5 inches or inches in diameter, and
where large specimens are needed, about five bulbs
in a 10-inch pot will yield a tine display. Lilium
Browni is another beautiful tube-flowered Lily that
will bloom well in pots when the bulbs are potted
and placed out of doors, just protecting them
from se\ere frosts. I prefer to leave these outside
till the flower-buds are well developed, as the
beautiful and characteristic chocolate tinge is far

more pronounced than if the plants are grown
under glass. Treated in this way it flowers, as a
rule, about the middle of June. L. Krameri is a
very beautiful Lily, and with ordinary attention

will flower well the first season after importation
;

but the mortality among them is usually so great
that few will flower more than once. We some-
times hear of the successful culture of this Lily,

but with me it is a failure after the first year, and,
whatever may lie said to the contrary, the fact

remains that it is almost impossible to obtain any
bulbs of it from the dealers till the importations
from Japan arrive. It is in all stages impatient
of too much wet, and does best when potted and
kept in a cold frame. As this is by no means a
vigorous Lily, a pot 5 inches in diameter is large

enough for even the strongest bulb. L. candidum
(the Madonna Lily) is often grown in pots for
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flowering under glass, but the disease has lately

worked such havoc with it, and such immense
numbers of L. longiflorum are now imported, that
it is not forced so much as was formerly the case.

When in good condition, however, it is admired
by everyone. L. neilgherrensc, another of these
tube-flowered Lilies, is essentially a greenhouse
plant, though it may be turned out of doors
during the summer months. While some of these
above mentioned claim special recognition from
the fact that they can be forced into bloom early
in the season, the great merit of L. neilgherrense
is that it flowers in many oases after all the other
Lilies are over. The long tube-shaped flower is

generally of a creamy tint and agreeably, but not
strongly, scented. In height this varies from
2 feet to 4 feet, but if kept out of doors during
the summer it is dwarfer than if grown alto-

gether under glass. L. speciosum is just now
arriving from Japan in grand condition, and con-
sists for the most part of Krietzeri, usually d's-

posed of at the auction sales under the name of

album (a totally different thing), and several
forms of rubrum, and that to which the name of

^Melpomene is apjilied being the richest coloured
of all. This and the white Krietzeri are two of

the best and most distinct, forming as they do a
direct contrast to each other. The massive blooms
of album novum, which are pure white with con-
spicuous golden anthers, are sure to attract atten-
tion ; and of the Dutch forms, the pale pink
roseum and the variety known as album, in which
the flower is white inside shaded with chocolate
on the exterior, are two good varieties. One
variety, punctatum, has very pretty flowers when
in good condition, but it does not grow with the
freedom of the others, and is very apt to have a
diseased appearance, which shows itself at first

in the leaves as the stems develop. Among the
numbers imported from .Japan, there is among
the coloured kinds a considerable amount of
variation, and frequently if only a' small quantity
is purchased several distinct forms will crop up
amongst them. These varieties of L. speciosum
are particularly valuable where a greenhouse or
conservatory has to be kept gay at all seasons,
from the fact that they flower during August and
September Of L. sptciosum, a large bulb will

need a pot 6 inches to S inches in diameter, and
large masses in pots or tubs can be made up by
putting several bulbs together. When grown in

pots out of doors the lea\'es of L. speciosum are
sometimes liable to turn yellow just before the
earliest buds expand, and to obviate this it is a
good plan to take them under glass before that
period, or, at all events, on the first signs of the
leaves changing colour. L. auratum is undoubtedly
a grand Lily, and, at the same time, in some re-

spects a disappointing one, for it will often die
off suddenly without any apparent cause. Some
grand examples in pots may be, however, at times
met with, and in any selection of Lilies suitable for
pot culture this must have a place. There is an
almost endless variety to be found among this
Lily. The common Tiger Lily is, as a rule, not
satisfactory in pots, though the variety thereof

—

splendens or Leopoldi—will do well under such
treatment. The bulbs of this are cheap, can be
depended upon to flower and supply a colour
quite distinct from any of the others previously
mentioned. Of this three bulbs at least must he
put into a pot in order to ensure an effective
specimen. This may be grown altogether out of
doors till just on the point of flowering, which
will be about the latter part of July. L. davuri-
cum or umbellatum with its large heads of orange-
red blossoms makes a goodly show. L. elegans,
or Thunbergianum, is another somewhat in the
same way, but there is a far greater variety in
the height of the plant, colour of the flowers, and
period of blooming. The dwarfer forms of L.
elegans are most effective when grouped in a
deepish pan or in some similar manner. The
bulbs are small, though in the vigorous forms
which more nearly approach L. umbellatum they
are larger than in the dwarf kinds. L. croceum
is the common Orange Lily so familiar in some
cottage gardens. It will, however, flower well

in pots, and is occasionally met with so treated.
The Martagon group contain the greatest
number of species, but beautiful as many of them
are, there are very few that can be depended upon
to behave in a satisfactory manner when grown in
pots. L. Hansoni from .Japan is one of the best,
the smiU yellow flowers with their thick wax-
like petals being, as a rule, borne in considerable
numbers. The blossoms of this are not so heavily
scented as in some of the Martagon group, which
on this account cannot be kept in a confined
atmosphere. L. testaceum, the distinct and
pretty nankeen-coloured Lily, flowers well in pots.
Besides the above, which may if needed all be

grown in pots, there are a few which flower so
late that out of doors they would not expand at
all. Under this heading must be included L.
neilgherrense, L. nepalense, L. Wallichianum, L.
sulphureum, L. Lowi, L. polyphyllum, and L.
philippinense. The Chinese L. Henryi, which is

such a grand Lily in the open ground, is more
satisfactory in this way than in pots. H. P.

Begonia manicata.— This is a very old
variety seldom seen now, but still amongst the best

induce them to flower is fatal to many of the
roots and tries the bulb severely ; whereas If the
operation is delayed till the roots are on the point
of becoming fully active, the flower-scape and
foliage develop and the roots at once push forth.—H. P.

BASKET OF PLANTS IN THE GARDENS,
REGENT'S PARK.

This is an instance of the bold and picturesque

I

filling of vases, one of the good points in the
gardens of Regent's Park wliich we have so
often alluded to as an example of good work.
It is as varied and artistic at all times as it well
could be under the circumstances of the London
smoke and the other difficulties of a crowded
public garden. In such places a certain amount

' of beauty is sacrificed for the sake of fencing
and walks, which would be quite needless in a
private garden ; also the original design of the
place is without much dignity in some parts,

and little narrow borders are backed by hedges

Basket of plants in the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. Engraved for The Garden
from a pliotograph sent iy Mr. C. Jordan.

for blooming from the new year onwards. Where
large light-looking plants are needed for furnish-

ing, nothing can be more useful. I grow the
plants in 8-inch pots. In April I put three strong
cuttings round the side of a 5-inch pot. These
are placed in a warm frame, where they quickly
root. They are, when well rooted, potted into
8-inch pots, using loam, rotten manure, and a
little sand. These are grown on in cold pits and
in the autumn removed to a cold house. As the
days shorten they are placed in a warm house.

—

Dorset.

Dividing Nerines.—Though loth to divide
the Nerines more than is absolutely necessary, I

have tried it at different periods, and have derived
the greatest measure of success when the opera-
tion was carried out just as the flower-scajjes

make their appearance, as they develop with but
little or no check, and the roots being at once
active, they soon take possession of the new soil.

Even then they sometimes show their resentment
at being disturbed by refusing to flower the fol-

lowing year, and such is not only my own experi-

ence, but that of others who have been very
successful in their culture. In dividing plants
while totally dormant the ripening needed to

of Privet, borders in which it is not easy to

get good or simple eflects. But, on the whole,

we know no gardens that are better worth see-

ing for eight months out of the twelve than
those under Mr. Jordan's care here.

Richardia Elliottiana. — This beautiful

llichardia has within the last year or two ap-

peared in a new rule, for in its early days we
looked upon it as totally deciduous during the

winter, and starting into growth only with the

return of spring. Now, however, things are

somewhat changed, for at the last two meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society that were held
in the middle of February and the corresponding
period in ilarch, some grand flowering examples
of it were shown, and that, too, when if treated

as a greenhouse plant, it would be only just com-
mencing to grow. It, however, responds readily

to additional heat ; in fact, the temperature of an
ordinary greenhouse is in spring too cool for it, as

in a warmer structure the leafage is more attrac-

ti\e. Where placed under similar conditions R.
Elliottiana is much quicker at starting into

growth than the nearly related R. Pentlandi,
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whose flowers are also golden. It (R. Pentlandi)

is often imported in considerable numbers and
disposed of in the London auction rooms, but I

have never seen R. Elliottiana sent from Africa
in this way. It is true we have had some im-

ported under the name of R. Elliottiana Rossi,

out what this will turn out to be has, in my case

at least, yet to be proved, as they are only just

starting into growth.—T.

THE NURSERYMEN, MARKET GAR-
DENERS' AND GENERAL HAILSTORM
INSURANCE CORPORATION, LTD.

The following report was presented to the share-

holders at the third ordinary general meeting held
at Simpsons' Ltd., 101, Strand, London, W.C,
on Thursday, March HI.

The directors, in submitting to the shareholders
their third annual report on the business of the cor-

poration for the year ending February 23, 1898, to-

gether with the audited accounts, have t:> state that
no alteration in the amount ot capital igsued has taken
place during the past year. The hailstorms which
occurred during the year 189" will long be remem-
bered for their extreme violenca, for the large area

over wliicb tliey fell, and for the devastation and ruin
which they wrought, more than eighty nurserie.s being
very seriously damaged. Oa April Ifi, 1897, severe
storms caused considerable damage to glass and crops
at Luton, Dunstable, and Bedford, as well as in Lin-
colnshire, Cambridgesliiie, and North Herts. (Jn

June 21, 1897. hailstorms of unprecedented violence
occurred simultaneously in Esses, Hertfordshire, and
Middlesex, the results being nio3t disastrous at

Chelmsford, Ingatestone, Ponder'a End, Enheld High-
way, Waltham CiMss, Enfield, \ew Barnet, Heston
near Hounslow, and Harrow. The glass houses at

over sixty nurseries were wrecked by these storms,
and crops in several localities were completely
destroyed. Many of the nurserymen, market gar-
deners, and farmers were not insured, their losses

amounting to many thousands of pounds. In Essex
alone the damage to glass and crops was estimated at

over £50,000. On the other hand, the owners of

thirty nurseries whose glass houses were severely

damaged had insured with this corporation, who
immediately surveyed the properties, assessed the
damages, and paid the claims within s:x days of the
storms occurring.

When it is known that th?se nurseries are sitoated
at considerable distances from each other, that tlie

total length of the glasshouses exceeds twenty-five

miles, that every housj had to be carefully examined,
and every pane of glass broken or cracked by hail

ounted, the fact that all were surveyed, the claims
satisfactorily assessed (one amounting to £886 Is.)

and settled within six days, demonstrates the manner
in which this corporation carries on its business. The
vast amount of damage done by these hailstorms, to-

gether with the prompt and satisfactory way in which
the claijns were assessed and pa-d, have resultad in

the operations of this corporation becoming much
better known and appreciated.
The directors are also pleased to draw attention to

the fact that though the corporation had only bsen
established so short a time, the whole of the claims
were paid without any further call on the shareholders
being made. Every possible elTort has been made to
inform tlie pubhc of the special advantages and re-

duced premiums offered by this company, and the
directors are gratified to be able to announce that tlie

premium income this year is more than 50 per cent,
over that of the preceding year.
The directors again desire to draw attention to the

special advantage of insuring with this corporation,
viz., that those insured can replace immediately their
own glass broken by hail, the corporation paying them
at the rate per square foot at which the glass is in-

sured. Another special advantage, and of which
several insurers are availing themselves, is that of
being able to cover wholly or partially the value of the
contents of their glasshouses l>y increased insurance
of their glass—an advantage offered by no other in-

surance company. Twenty-nine additional agents
have been appointed during the year, making 101 in
all—viz., ninety-five in the United Kingdom, five in

the Channellslands, and one in the Scilly Isles. All
agents are paid by commission only. The direct :)rs

invite applications from gentlemen who would under-
take agencies in those districts not yet represented.
The board of directors meets not less than once in

every three months, whilst a couimittee of six of the

board meet as often as may be necesfary to carry on
the business of the corporation. The total number
of meetings held during the year has been twelve.

It appears from the financial .'statement that claims
to the value of upwards of £1500 have been paid dur-
ing the year.

The following figures show not only the growth
of insurance in this company, but also the amount
of glass there is in the country, and its rapid
growth.

Premium Income.

In 189.-)-6 £ 861 1 9
,, 189t)-7 889 II .->

„ 1897-8 1360 17

The premiums in 1897-8 are therefore 53 per
cent, more than in 1896-7, and 100 per cent, more
than in 1895 6.

Growth of Business.
Policies Sq. feet Value,
in force. insured.

Endof 1895-0 2Sr> 10,408,161 £13-2,21o 16

,, 1896-7 346 13,886,095 179,366 11 1

,, 1897-8 550 20,098,104 263,590 19 1

Cl.vims Paid Since Fokm.vtion.

In 1895-6 2 claims £ 283 17 4

„ 1896-7 — —
,, 1897-8 30 claims 15.32 17 5

One claim amounting to £886 1

All these claims were settled within six days of
the storms occurring.

Of the £399 43. 4d. formation expenses,
£239 4s. 4d. have been written off, leaving £160
to be written off in the next two years. The
£500 reserve for unexpired portion of premiums
is £200 more than the reserve of preceding year
owing to the increase in premium income.

Notes of the Week.

Iris pumila azarea is the first of this section of
Irises to open its fiowers. Maf^ses uf these pretty
dwarf Irises are now showing freely, and at Winch-
more Hill, Kew Gardens, Ditton, and other places
they will form a really pretty sight during the Easter
season and following days.

Amaryllises at Kew are now making a rich
and telling display in the greenhouse No. 4. The
plants are numerous and well grown, and in point of
colour represent many beautiful and choice kinds.
Some of the lighter kinds, with heavy veins of crimson
or scarlet, are very beautiful.

Bauera rubioides.—Among greenhouse ever-
green shrubs, for which quite cool treatment only is

needed, this species is notable for its free fiowering.
Compact bushes 2 feet across are now covered with
the deep pink and white shaded flowers that attract
attention because of their numbers and dainty appear-
ance.

Senecio macroglossus is a Groundsel with a
climbing habit well suited to the cool greenhouse or
conservatory in positions where it may be planted out,
and if allowed the freedom the plant deserves makes a
good display of its buff-yellow flowers, which are very
distinct.

Bomarea frondea.—This species, though not of
the largest size, is certainly among the most profuse
flowering of this pretty genus of climbing greenhouse
plants. For many weeks this kind will keep up a
succession of bloom, the drjoping orange-coloured
blossoms being shaded with a crimsou-red tone and
spotted freely.

Cheiranthus Harpur - Crewe.—One of the
most beautiful flower.s of the week is this, a delightful
plant in any garden, and possessing greater hardiness
than many of its race. A fine batch of this at Winch-
more Hill shows the plant in its fullest beauty. The
plant is easily grown and also readily increased by
cuttings later on.

Anemone (Hepatica) angulosa.—The Hepa-
ticas are just now in very fine condition, but this one
is the largest as well as one of the most desirable of
all. and is not equalled by any of the varieties of H.
triloba, notwithstanding these are all very charming
in their way, and greatly diversified in colour as also
in their prettily marbled foliage.

Anemone blanda in many of its seedling foi-ms
is now most beautiful, especially in those positions

where, by reason of a little natural shelter, the foliage

was not harnii'd by the recent cold, searching winds.
No more valuable plant exists, v. bile its infinite variety

from feed renders it stUl mere beautiful for grouping
freely in the garden. The scarlet Windflower. as well

as the Apennine kind, is also gay with blossom.

Saxifraga Burseriana.—Some of the hand-
somest

—

i.e., the largest and the most abundantly
flowered—plants of this we have ever seen arenow in

bloom in the alpine house at Kew, the cushion-like

mounds composing the plants being simply studded
with the large satiny-wliite flowers. Equally good,

though naturally of much larger size, is S, apiculata,

some tufts of this 8 inches across being loaded with
blossoms.

AotuB gracillima.—This is one of the showiest

and mcist beautiful of New Holland plants. The
flowers are not unlike those of some Chorozema in

colour, while the habit is more tbat of a graceful

CytisBUS or similar plant. The species is flowering

freely at Kew in the greenhouse just now, the stems,

between 2 feet and 3 feet long, being furnished for

nearly 2 feet in some instances witfi rich orange and
crimson flowers.

Q-agea lute a.—\a showing how great a variety

of bulbous plants may lie gro\vn in a semi-naturabsed

way in the grass or other place beneath trees where
Lrardening is not carried on in a strict sense, it is

uorth noting that this pretty little yellow-flowered

plant has been blooming at the foot of the mound
near Cumberland Gate at Kew for some tune. "The

i-hief display, liow^ever, in this spot at the moment is a

host of golden yellow Daffodils.

Tulipa saxatili''.—This, one of the most lovely

species of Tulip, has been flowering recently at Kew
in a warm border facing south. The warm rose-lilac

tint is particularly pleasing and distinct, and desoerids

half-way down the petals, then a circle of white, which

is folio veil by a clear golden base. Not only is this

a very handsome kind, but its early-flowering is also

of cou-idei'ablo moment ; indeed, it is one of the gems
of the Tulip family. A native of Crete.

Fritillaria Meleagris in pots. — In those

gardens where considerable diversity of colour

and form is of importance, FritiUaries are cer-

tainly worthy of more attention for cultivating in

pots. Easily grown and rapidly forced if needed,

the flowers are both pleasing and attractive when
grown as suggested. One point in favour of such

things is they are to be had at a cheap rate, and

after flowering in pots are helpful iii beautifying

such spots as are set apart for naturalising hardy

things in general.

Narcissus Bip Van Winkle.—The little

double Daffodil known as minor plenus or Rip
van Winkle is a curious little flower with many
pointed segments. In rich soil the flowers assume

a greenish tinge, but in grass or on poor soil they

are of a pleasing yellovp. It flowers here fairly

well, but in common with some of the other double

Narcissi, has given fewer blooms than usual this

season. This is more noticeable in partial shade

than in full sun. — S. Arnott, Car.iethoni, by

Dumfrie.i, X.B.

Primula acaulis varieties.—A lovely display

of these hardy spring flowers in wonderful variety

constitutes a great attraction at the Hardy Plant

Farm, Winchmore Hill. It is not possible to

enumerate the whole of the many shades of colour,

sufhce it to say that almost every conceivable

shade is represented from the richest velvet crim-

son to purest white. Among the latter, however,

a singularly fine variety is named Snowdrift, and
at least, is remarkable for size and purity among
these ever-welcome flowei-s.

Tulipa biflora major.—The two-flowered
Tulip, while not a showy flower, is an interesting

member of the genus. It came into bloom here
in the closing days of March. The exterior of the

flowers is green, and the inside white, with a yel-

low eye. The stems bear two or three, and some-
times four or five flowers. The whole plant is

from 3 inches to 6 inches high. The most suit-

able place for T. biflora is in the rock garden, in

a sunny nook. It was introduced from the Cauca-
sus in 1806.—S. Arnott, Carselhorn, Jiy Dumfrie.^,

N.B.
Corydalis cava albiflora.—This singularly

pretty plant is now flowering freely at Winch-
more Hill, where Mr. Pei-ry is growing it in some
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quantity. It is a really delightful little plant in

the rock garden or among choice things in almost
any position, though preferably where a fair

amount of moisture is forthcoming. Scarcely less

beautiful than the nearly pure white flowers are the

Einnately-divided leaves, these with a glaucous
ue and the reddish glaucous bracts supporting

the blossoms all assisting to make it even more
beautiful.

Narcissus Ajax IVIrs. H. J. Elwes.—Al-
though not one of the newest Daffodils, Mrs.
H. J. Elwes is one of the most satisfactory of

the yellow trumpets here. The flowers are of a
beautiful clear self-yellow colour, of good sub-
stance and with finely-formed, spreading perianth
and trumpet. Like the greater number of Daftb-

dlls here, it flowers freely when grown in full sun.

In the rock garden it has been very pleasing for

some time. This Daffodil was raised by the late

Mr. Edward Leeds, at Longford Bridge, Man-
chester.— S. Arnott, Car.'tethorn, hy Dmnfrie'i,

X.B.
Dendrobium splendidissimum grandi-

tlorum (Newhall Hey var.).—This is a remarkable
form of this lovely hybrid, well meriting the name
from its size and extraordinary dark colouring.

The sepals are deep rose in colour, the petals

dark rose at the apex, becoming lighter in the
centre and towards the base. The lip is deep
rose-purple in front, with a broad white band
surrounding the rich maroon disc. This lovely

form has recently been in flower in the collection

of Mr. G. W. Law-Schofield, Newhall Hey,
Rawtenstall, from whom a flower has been re-

ceived. It is certainly one of the largest and
best forms in cultivation.

Dendrobium Euryclia.—This lovely hybrid
was raised in the nurseries of Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons, and is the result of crossing Dendro-
bium lituiflorum and D. Wardianum. It has the
intermediate characteristics of both parents. The
sepals are each upwards of 2 inches in length, the
apical half deep rose-purple, the lower part nearly
white. The petals similar in length to the sepals,

are upwards of an inch in breadth. The lip has a
bright purple tip in front of the broad white
band. It is one of the scarcest and most beauti-
ful hybrid Dendrobiums in cultivation. The only
plant raised is now in flower in the coUeotion of
Mr. a. W. Law-Schofield.—H. J. C.

Fritillarias At the moment there are many
beautiful species of this genus flowering in the
open, with others that are decidedly interesting.
Among the latter a large collection is grown at
Kew in varying positions, though, perhaps, none
in which greater interest centres than those
naturalised in the grass at the base of the mound
near Cumberland Gate. These are very effective

thus grown, and deserve every encouragement to
make them a success. Of the more attractive
kinds, F. pudica and F. pluriflora are specially
worthy of note. The latter kind, which so far
promises to become a good garden plant, is also
floH-ering well at Winchraore Hill.

Muscari botryoides carneum.—The whole
of the Muscaris, or Starch Hj-acinths, are very
beautiful, and in their compact growth and free
and abundant flowering, singularly adapted to
the rock garden in masses or groups. Two of the
most charming of these are now in flower, the
above named and M. azureum robustum, the
latter varying from ultramarine to porcelain-blue,
the darker shade being rather the result of age.
Mingled with the porcelain-blue shade are white
lines and white tips ; internally, more white pre-
vails that lights up the flower as it were. The
variety carneum possess just enough of the flesh

shade to make its varietal name justifiable.

Pimelea ligustrina.—This, though not among
the commonest kinds of this race, is a beautiful
plant when well grown. It is also among the
most distinct, particularly in foliage. Like all

the race, the heads of blossoms, which are more or
less globular, are singularly pretty, and in others
very beautiful, but require a perfect system of

culture to attain the best results. P. Hendersoni,
P. spectabilis, and P. intermedia are all very

beautiful members of an apparently neglected
group ; indeed, the plants have been so neglected
during recent years as to render good examples
quite a rare occurrence. A large example of the
above-named, several feet across, may now be seen
flowering at Kew in the No. 4 range.

Paeonies and Dafibdils. — Messrs. Kelway
frequently tell us it is now time to plant Pseonies,

and rightly extol this beautiful flower. I would
like to suggest the great desirability of planting
Daffodils amongst the Pa?onies. The latter are
pushing up their young growth, usually of a
beautiful brownish crimson, just as the Daftbdils

are in flower, and the contrast between tfie deep
red of the Pseony stems and the various tender
yellows of the Narcissi is very charming. I saw
a glorious bed of these at Straffan, and in a very
meek way have imitated it ever since. There N.
princeps was the variety employed. I used Hors-
fieldi, which was more plentiful with me, and in

colour, I think, more suitable.—G. P.

Iberis gibraltarica.—We see this plant occa-
iionally as a pot plant under glass by which treat-

ment the large heads of blossom are nearly pure
white, but as seen growing in the open without
such protection the colour is very marked, and a
deep lilac or lilac-mauve is the predominating
shade. It is a handsome plant in the open, but
is not quite hardy in severe winters, unless, in-

deed, it be seedlings as yet not flowered, which
possess a certain vigour that assists them in great
degree. Unlike other kinds this is best raised
from seeds, and will make fine bushes, spreading
out IS inches across, and quite early producing
its handsome flower-heads. Most of the Candy-
tufts do best from cuttings, but the reverse is the
case in this species, and seeds are generally abun-
dant.

Rose Mrs. W. Rumsey.—The handsome
flowers of this fine new H.P. Ptose, exhibited at

the spring meeting of the Royal Botanic last

week, should do much to render it popular. In
point of colour it will assuredly take the place of

the well-known La France. Mrs. W. Rumsey is

of a fine rich shade of pink, a very full flower, yet
without the conical tip of La France and the
impediments its peculiar construction has ever
ofiered to free expansion. Not least among its

good points is the stifl' stem that permits of

the flowers being cut with long stalks. In its

foliage it is an advance on Jlrs. J. Laing. In La
France there are several inches of the peduncle
quite leafless, nor is the peduncle itself safe with-
out a wire. Mrs. Rumsey has none of these

defects, the peduncle being comparatively short
and of great vigour. It is also said to resist

mildew.

Prunus spinosa fl.-pl. (Double Blackthorn).
—The double Blackthorn is in every way a better

and more beautiful shrub than the single type.

The flowers of the common Blackthorn were, like

those of Prunus cerasifera and others, practically

destroyed by the frost and hailstorms at the end
of March, but the double-flowered one has not
suffered at all. It is now an almost complete
mass of pure white, and, this year at any rate, is

the most beautiful shrub in bloom during the first

week of April. The little rosette-like flowers are

each scarcely half an inch across, but every twig
bears them in profusion. This shrub is by no
means so common as its great beauty would lead

one to expect. The chief reason of this is pro-

bably because it is not a good nurserj'man's plant.

It does not grow rapidly, and is not a good shrub
to transplant ; consequently it is not a paying
shrub to grow in quantity.

Senecio kewensis.—The strain of Cineraria

here indicated by its botanical name is perhaps
one of the finest from a decorative point of view,

and one also that is open to much improvement.
In the ordinary florists' kinds we appear to possess

flowers of the highest possible standard, so far as

rotundity and size and clear and definite markings
are concerned, but all of which have been gained
at the expense of foliage and habit, with the

result that we now find the present race of garden
Cinerarias with flowers 3 inches or 4 inches across

on plants not much more than 8 inches or 10 inches
above the pot. For general decoration such
plants cannot occupy prominent positions in any
arrangement by their very dwarfness, which is now
overdone. It is in circumstances such as these
that we welcome the taller and decidedly freer-

flowering kinds represented by the above strain,

and those given a few more distinct colours should
prove of extreme value generally to the gardener.

Public Gardens.

The Postmen's Park.—It would now ap-

Eear that the Postmen's Park, in the City, is to

e acquired for the postmen. The negotiations
have been of a dilatory character, but only the
question of £100 now divides the vendors and the

Post Office. Hopes are entertained that the park
will be acquired for the recreation of the postmen.

The Horniman Park at Dulwich.—The
greater portion of the large park at Dulwich
which Mr. F. J. Horniman, M.P., has resolved to

present to the public, in addition to the free

museum and library he is about to build, will be
thrown ojien to the public at the end of this

week . Temporary buildings of a suitable character

have been erected for the accommodation of those

visiting the picturesque grounds, and in other

ways the comforts of holiday-makers will be
looked after. The new building will take at least

a J ear to complete.

Jubilee gift.—The Parks and Open Spaces
Committee of the London County Council at

a recent meeting reported that they had had
brought to their notice by a deputation of resi-

dents in the district of Lee an offer made by the

Earl of Northbrook and Viscount Baring to pre-

sent to the public, in commemoration of the

Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen, a

piece of land nearly seven acres in extent in

Bromley Road, Lee, for the purpose of a recrea-

tion ground. The only conditions attached to

the gift were that the ground should be taken over

by the Council and laid out and properly main-

tained by it as a recreation ground, and that the

costs of Lord Northbrook's solicitor and surveyor

should be borne by the Council. Building opera-

tions were going on in the district, and there was
a Board school close by. In the circumstances

they did not hesitate to suggest that the Council

should undertake the charge of the land on behalf

of the public. It was estimated that the value of

the land to be presented to the Council was
£41-25, and that the solicitor's and surveyor's

charges would therefore be about 40 guineas and
25 guineas respectively. There might, however,

be some other slight expense, and they therefore

asked for a vote of £100 in order to cover all

possible outgoings. They estimated the cost of

laying out the land, including fencing, seats, and
watch box, at £1000, and the annual cost for main-

tenance at £200. They recommended : "That the

Council do approve the estimate submitted by the

finance committee, and do agree to take charge of

and maintain as a recreation ground the piece of

land at Bromley Road, Lee, offered by Lord
Northbrook and Lord Baring, and do undertake

to pay the costs of Lord Northbrook's solicitor

and surveyor in connection with the matter ; that

it be referred to the solicitor to take all steps

necessary to complete the matter."

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be held on Tuesday, April 12, in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, 1 to 5 p.m.

A lecture on " Blight and Blessing," illustrated

by lantern slides, will be given by Mr. Fred.

Enock, F.L.S., at 3 o'clock.

Names of plants.—./.C.A'.—l, Narcissus inconi-

parabilis Cynosure; 2, N. Leedsi Dui'liess of Brabant;

3, N. Leeds! type.
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Ferns.

NEW FERNS.
The importation of new species is now of such
rare occurrence, that it would almost seem as if

the collectors had exhausted all resources in
which new Ferns may be found. Even when
we do get anything fresh it is generally a variety
of some already known species. Varieties of
garden origin are, however, as numerous as
ever, and among them some remarkably dis-
tinct things occur. In many cases, though not
quite distinct, they are yet, when compared with
older varieties, found to be great improvements.
As an instance I may mention
LoMAKiA ( iMATA MAJoK.^The normal form of

ciliata, which I have known for many years, has
never been of much service for decoration. The
variety major, however, seems likely to be even
more useful than the jiopular L. gibba, being of
robust habit. The fronds are larger and have
broader pinna' than the type. In a large batch
just raised I find there is some variation, many of
the seedlings being even better than the original
plant.

L. CILIATA iJKANiiis is another fine variety
raised at the same time as the above. The
general appearance suggests that it might be
of hybrid origin, it having some of the character-
istics of Blechnum brasiliense. This has not
proved so prolific as major, but a small batch of
seedlings has been raised, all of which appear to
be quite true to character.
DoRvopTEKis DrvALi. — This is a desirable

variety. I do not know its origin, but it appears
to be closely allied to D. nobilis. It is destitute
of the silvery grey variegation, the fronds beino-
of a uniform bright green. D. nobilis is

per-

haps one of the most ditticult Ferns to manage,
and is rarely met with in good condition!
D. Duvali, however, seems to be very free.
I find it produces a number of crowns, and
may be readily increased by division. If done
carefully these will soon start away again. I
have not yet seen seedlings, but I have no doubt
it may be raised from spores, and if so, it should
prove a really useful Fern.

Pteris Dri.nkwateri.—This is the finest form
of P. cretica major that I have yet seen. It is

certainly a great advance on Ouvrardi, a variety

which has long been one of our most popular
market Ferns. The fronds are of good substance,
with broad, slightly undulated pinna'. It appears
to come freely from spores and fully maintains
its character. It will undoubtedly become a
general favourite among market growers. It

would be safe to saj' that no Fern is in more
general demand at the present time than the
ordinary P. cretica major, and any improvement
will be welcome. A. H.

FERNS FOR CUTTING.
Since such a variety of other foliage has been
used for intermixing with cut flowers, Fern fronds
have not been so much in demand. Thedrawback
to the use of Fern fronds is that they do not, as a
rule, last well. Yet, provided the plants are grown
under favourable conditions, this objection maybe
overcome to a considerable extent. In the first

place, the plants should be grown in a light open
position, and suthciently far apart for air to pass
freely between them, and as little artificial heat
given them as is necessary for the full development
of the fronds. By this treatment the fronds are

not onlj' brighter and of a less sombre appearance,
but when cut they last much longer. Another
point is the selection of sorts. This, of course,

depends upon what particular purpose they are
required for, and also, to some extent, personal
taste. The beautiful, though somewhat fragile

Maiden-hair(Adiantumcuneatum) will always hold
first place, and as now grown by those who supply
the market, it is of cons^iderably more value than
when it used to be grown under heavj- shading,

a mode of treatment not yet extinct among private

growers. A. elegans is another Maiden-hair which
now finds much favour among Fern growers. This
variety has larger and more spreading fronds than
the old favourite. It is also hardier and will grow
freely during the winter months, where A. cunea-
tum would remain almost dormant. A. scutum may
be recommended as one of the best large-fronded
Adiantums. For some purposes, especially button-
hole bouquets and sprays, the slender-growing A.
mundulum is verv useful ; and the most beautiful

of all Ferns (A. Farleyense) may be added to the

useful Adiantums for cutting from. Among Da-
vallias there are several very useful sorts ; though
perhaps they do not produce their fronds so

abundantly as some, yet they have the advantage
of being of greater substance, and consequently
last longer. When grown in either wire or

wooden baskets suspended from the roof of the

fernery they are pretty, and produce a consider-

able quantity of useful material for cutting from.

The most useful sorts are D. elegans, of remark-
ably free growth ; D. Mariesi, which succeeds
well in a cool house ; D. decora and 1). Mooreana,
the last-named being especially useful where large

fronds are wanted. When constantly divided and
grown in light, sandy compost it produces very
pretty medium-sized fronds. Several of the

varieties of Nephrolepis may be included among
those useful for the above purpose, especially the

long, slender-fronded N. pectinata and N. philip-

pinensis, both of which are very pretty for small

vases, &c. , while N. exaltata and N. tuberosa are

very effective for larger work. The varieties of

Pteris serrulata are the most valuable of this

genus ; the lighter crested varieties, which droop
over just enough to be graceful, should be grown.
The normal form is not nearly so much grown as

it deserves to be for this purpose. Where large

spreading fronds are reijuired, the Chiswick
variety of P. s. major is most etfective. The
varieties of P. cretica are also very useful and
last well, but are rather stiffer than the above-
named. P. tremula when confined to^small pots

produces fronds which are very serviceable tor

large vases, &c. F.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FERNS.

Polypodium cambricum. — I have often

wondered that growers for market ha\e not taken
up the culture of this Fern on a large scale. It

has a remarkably pleasing appearance when
grown in pots, showing to better advantage in

this way than when in the open ground, Many
tender Ferns grown for decoration are not so

pleasing as this variety. It may be grown through

the summer in beds of good loam, and if potted

up in autumn will be found of great service for
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room and greenhouse decoration, or for corridors
where cold draughts prevail.—J. C. B.

Anemia rotundifolia.—The above isdescribed
in Hooker's "Species Filicum," and also referred
to in Mr. Schneider's "Book of Choice Ferns,"
and I lately saw it in Mr. W. Bull's nursery, but
I am not aware of its having been previously cul-

tivated in this country. It is a remarkably dis-

tinct and pretty Fern. The pinnate fronds are
each about a foot long, and terminate in a long,
slender stolon, at the end of which a young plant
is formed, as in Adiantum lunulatum, to which it

bears some resemblance, except in the fructifica-

tion, the fertile portion being confined to two
narrow, erect-growing segments at the Ijase of

the broader pinna?. The barren pinnaj are each
about an inch long, slightly lunulate, when young
of a bright reddish brown hue, changing to deep
green with a bright surface. It appears to be
free-growing, and should certainly be found in

all choice collections of Ferns. It is a native of
Brazil. If previously in cultivation it has evi-

dently been lost.

—

A. H.

Notes of the Week.

Claytonia caroliniana is a pretty species with
pinkish white flowers autl rather deeply coloured veias.

It is, like other members of this family, of easy cul-

ture and free flowering. The very delicately suffused
flowers of this always render it attractive, even where
grown in pans or pots.

Triteleia uniflora.—Grouos of selected roots are
now a mass of showy flowers. Tlie blooms, by reason
of an odour not always admired, are not in great de-
mand for cutting, yet it is one of the most free flower-

ing of spring plants. Sucoessional plantings will,

however, provide a good succession of blossoms also.

A seedling DafiTodll.—I send a few blooms of

one of my new seedling Daffodils. The perianth is

weak, but the fiery cups are fine in a mats and it is

very free growing and strong.—A. L. L.
*#* A beautiful flower with a highly-coloured cup,

but the segments are too flimsy. It is no doubt very
effective in the inass.

—

Kd.

Narcissus Mme. Plemp. — This handsome
kind, which is a recent addition to the list of good
things this family contains, promises to be among the
finest of all the bicolors, particularly in point of eize

if not in refinement. It is a bold and showy kind,
vigorous in constitution, and invariably attracts atren-

ti>n, even in a collection, by its size alone.

Anemone ranunculoides pallida is all the
name impUes, a pale yellow form of the species named,
but a pretty plant withal, though one which only
exists in very small numbers at present. It is a very
desirable form, however, and worthy of increase in

every possible way. A moist peaty and very sandy
soil suits it well, or in company with the Dentarias it

w:>uld be quite content.

Pinguicula caudata.—This is now one of the
m 1st brilliant plants in the greenhouse, and one that
attracts attention. The blossoms, too, brilliant at
any season, seem deci'ledly sj at the present time,
at least by comparison with these flowers that usually
appear late in the autumn months. Some plants
ot this appear well satisfied in the cool and moist
surroundings of (Jdoutoglossums or Sarracenias.

Synthyris reniformis.—This singularly pretty
I)'ant is now very attractive in the rock garden at
Kew, where it promises quite a profusion of its pretty
Hue flowers. The plant is not at all ditScult to grow,
but is generally most vigorous in those positions
where moisture and shade are afforded. Much of the
leafage forming the tufts scarcely justifies the specitic
name given, the leaves in some instances being nearly
orbicular and fringed.

Calypso boreal is.— Several examples of this
unique terrestrial Orchid are flowering in the alpine
show house at Kew. It is a beautiful as well as
elegant little plant, the only koowu species of the
genus bearing solitary flowers on stems 6 inches high
of a delicate rose-pink and brown, with a yellow crest
on the lip. The species should be grown in moist,
spongy peat in the company of Cjpripediums or
Trilliums, or, indeed, in any spot where a uniform
moisture prevails.

Epimedium pinnatum is now very attractive
with sprays of yellow blossoms in the rock garden,

where large established specimens are flowering freely.
Some species of this genus are wholly deciduous, and
in spring, simultaneously with the flowers, send up a
fresh loaf growth. This is not the case with the above,
that retains much of the old foliage till flowering is

oyer in spring. Both foliage and flowers are in tliis

kind very attractive. A deep, moist, sandy soil, or
even peat, suits tliess plants qtiite well.

Primula Clusiana is, perhaps, one of the most
useful of the Tyrolese species, and one well suited
to free grouping in the rock garden, where its
rosy-red flowers that nestle so closely to the glossy
tufts of leaves are now very pleasing. The species
succeeds well in gritty loam, preferring a position
where moisture can be freely given during the
growing season. Small crevices in the rock, or
narrow fissures that run deep, also suit this plant,
and if filled with soil mixed with grit or small
stones, drought does not so readily affect it.

Iberis saxatilis.—The plant frequently seen
in gardens bearing this name is not that now
flowering in the alpine house at Kew, which may
be best described as but a miniature, yet a very
beautiful one, of the other. The little Candytuft
here alluded to is one of the prettiest of all, not
more than 4 inches or so high, compact in its

growth and very free-flowering. It is a really
ideal plant for the rock garden at any time. The
corymbose heads are pure white and erect, much
smaller than in that usually sold for it, which
more nearly approaches I. Garre.xiana.

Romulea Linaresi.—This singularly pretty
plant, that some readers may recognise by its
synonym, Ixia bulbocodioides, has been flowering
recently at Kew among the choice plants in pots.
It is perhaps the most diminutive member of the
Irid family, yet every plant, exceedingly minute
and frail though it be, has its complement of
richly coloured flowers. Externally the flower is

of an intense violet-purple shade w"ith deep violet
inside, the flowers rising only some 2 inches or
3 inches above the soil, while the leaf blades, not
more than the eighth part of an inch wide, extend
an inch or two beyond.

Anemone nemorosa.—At the presentmoment,
even if a common-place plant, there is nothing
in flower more beautiful than the single white
form of the Wood Anemone. It is not always
that a plant is valuable by reason of great rarity

;

rather should it be valuable because abundant
and beautiful and within the reach of all. The
common Wood Anemone is all this, a perfectly
unique British wilding that all who garden at all
may grow, and enjoy the snowy wealth of ex-
quisite blossoms that spread and increase from
year to year, though always most, perhaps, where
a light leafy mixture of soil is at hand for the
roots to ramble in or for seeds to quickly vegetate.

Anemone vernalis. — The shaggy silken
cups of this interesting Witidflower may now be
seen among the alpines in flower at Kew in the
small house set apart for this purpose. The chief
colour is white, with a tinge or shading of palest
mauve underlying the heavy silken down which
so nearly covers every part of the cup, as also the
involucrum. The species is of slow growth, and
may be well grown in pots, or in quite moist
places in the lower parts of the rock garden. On
no account should it be placed where subject to
periodical dryness ; this it cannot endure. Seeds
are the best means of increasing this distinct
kind, and these are best sown soon after being
gathered. Such things give, perhaps, the least
trouble, and frequently are safer when sown in
shallow drills in the open in prepared soil, and, if

covered by slates or boards, require but little

attention up to the period of vegetating, which is

usually in the spring ensuing.

Primula rosea.—This, the brightest and most
useful of its colour of the hardy Primroses, is now
gay with many expanded flowers, which, with the
more intense hue of the advancing buds, render it

among the most conspicuous of its tribe. We
have now no more beautiful or useful species in
cultivation. Easily grown and easily raised from
seeds are points of importance in a good alpine

Primrose. The recommendation as to its mois
ture-loxnng propensity is, I think, frequently over-
done. That the species delights in a certain
amount of moisture is well known, but when the
soil becomes a sodden mass it appears to fail. The
finest clumps I have ever seen attained 15 inches
high and through in two years in deep rich,

though sandy, soil, which, owing to a high wall
near, never became dry. In quite heavy and
rather retentive soil with shade similar results

ha\e been secured, the tufts in each of these being
superior to those planted where the conditions
were semi-aquatic, or nearly so.

Campanula persicifolia grandiflora.—It

may not be generally known, and it certainly
cannot be too widely known, how well suited are
the varieties of Peach-leaved Campanula for pot
culture and gentle forcing. For the latter pur-
pose, however, those plants are best where pot-
ting was done in early autumn and the plants in

some degree established and ready for the pur-
pose. Many Campanulas are equally useful as
the above where colour is needed, but the pure
white of this, as also the shapely and handsome
flowers, are not surpassed by those of any of

the Bellflowers. As these plants so quickly
respond to artificial heat, the latter should be
only cautiously applied, otherwise the growth
will be too rapid and thereby weak. Possibly the
best results will be secured by frame culture till

the end of March, after which date the well-

ventilated greenhouse should be ample to bring
these plants into flower some time before it is

their wont in the open ground. Already this

year, as the result of too much heat, have I seen
a few plants of this variety in flower, but the
results do not commend the system to general
use. Obviously too much heat has been given in

the early stages and with recently potted ex-

amples. Far better pot .some good pieces into

7-inch pots now and plunge outside for a full

season if hard forcing is to be successfully
accomplished ; then without disturbance, and
given plenty of liquid manure when growth
begins, such plants will yield several beautiful
spikes of their snow-white flowers. By the end
of April the gently forced plants may be had in

perfection, and the tall, graceful spikes are
exceedingly useful for decoration during early
spring.

Cinerarias at Farnham Royal.—We have
written on more than one occasion of the Cine-

rarias in the nursery of Messrs. .lames and Son
at Farnham Royal, Slough, but as the plants are
in full beauty at the present moment, we again
refer to this splendid strain of chiefly self-coloured

varieties. Several low-pitched span-roofed houses
are filled with the plants, which are almost pain-
ful to look at from the brilliant colour of the
flowers. Each variety or type, whichever one is

pleased to call it, is kept apart from its neigh-
bour, and the eft'ect is remarkably rich. Deep
blue, purple, rose, pink, clear white, and many
other shades make the houses gay with colour.

We were delighted with the depth of colour in

the blue varietiies, and like also those tipped with
the same shade on a white ground. A large

house is filled only with the white Cinerarias, and
the plants make a snowy bank, relieved only by
the dark-coloured centre. The plants are ex-

tremely vigorous in growth and bear bold flower-

heads, the individual flowers very broad, of fine

substance and perfect form, yet not so formal as

to create an unpleasantly stiff effect. This race
of Cinerarias has been the outcome of years of

patient work to achieve certain results, and not
in vain. Mr. .lames has built another large house
for the hybrid Cinerarias, those graceful, airy

flowers which are becoming popular, hybrids re-

sulting from crosses made between such species

as C. cruenta and C. I'Heritieri. The plants are

very beautiful, the flowers carried in abundance
in lax racemes and more varied in colour than
in the more strictly florists' kind. Some of the
shades of colour are very tender and charming.
Those who wish to see the Cineraria in its finest

phase, whether the newer hybrids or older kinds,

will find a rich treat in store at Farnham Royal.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

A COVERED GARDEN WALK.
The picture represents a covered walk
formed and planted exactly twenty-two years
since, when I first came to Woodville, Kirk-
stjiU. It is not put forward as a thing to be
copied or as anything artistic, but more as a

suggestion as to what can be done by way of

adaptation. To me thi.s line of trees and
cliinbors is simply a partial, but very profitable

wind-break. The object in starting it was to

better the condition of a wind-swept garden,
and as I had plenty of orchard trees in pots and
tubs of fair size, and no longer intended to con-
tinue that form of fruit culture, they were
planted at Easter in 1870, and at once gave a
stout and substantial effect to the ironwork. A
few climbers, such as Clematis suaveolens,
Forsythia, Ampelopsis, Atragene, and Roses,
have been added from time to time. A friend
who called with his small camera said it might
make a nice picture then (autumn), and he took
it, with the result as represented by this accu-
rately engraved copy. I fancy it is one of those
subjects which a photograph flatters ; but still

it can be commended as a wind-breaker and
a pleasant cover in summer. One half of my
garden has its caj^bilities enhanced by what is

now a rigid line of trees and climbers, 9 feet or
10 feet high and G feet or 7 feet wide.

IVoodrille, Kirkstall. J. Wood.

ESPALIER APPLES AND PEARS.
Unher this heading " H. R." (p. 283) has pro-
duced an indictment against the system which
restricts the growth of these fruit trees within
a small compass. The indictment is not a
whit too strong, for there are but very few
Apples or Pears which can be profitably grown
as espaliers. The best that can be said of the
system is that the trees are more or less pic-

turesque and of some value as dividing lines in

the garden, the bareness of which in the winter
and sjjring months they relieve, and in the
summer act as a blind to the vegetable plots or
any other objectionable portion of the ground
which it may be thought advisable to shut oft'

from the main walks, also they are of some
service in small gardens where there is no room
for spreading trees, but in the latter case small
bush Apples on the French Paradise stock and
Pears on the (.^kiince could be substituted with
an increased fruit supply, for, as fruit pro-
ducers, espaliers fall far short of trees grown
on any other .system. Certainly the top branches
will now and then produce a few extra fine

fruits for exhibition, but taken as a whole the
crop of most varieties will be small, and no one
in his senses would think of planting such
troublesome playthings from motives of profit
or economy, as the amount of labour entailed
in keeping root and branch under subjection is

out of all proportion to the crop tliey bear,
leaving out of the question entirely the room
they occupy or render useless for other crops.
This wasted room is not to l)o measured by the
exact space occupied by the top-growth, as the
grower, having the welfare of his trees at heart,
would not crop with other things close up to
the stems, and, except perhaps on the sunny
side, would get poor results if he did. Again,
the closing in of vegetable ([uarters with espa-
liers or any other trees is by no means satisfac-

tory to the majority of vegetable crops, which
like a free play of air around them. Take
Onions and Broccoli as instances, and I think
that any gardener would admit that a plot.

especially if a small one, enclosed with espalier

trees would be rendered unsuitable for either.

Well-grown and well-trained espaliers, when
they can be found, are certainly a credit to the
grower, and may by dint of much labour be
kept in good condition, but when one remembers
that the majority of espalier trees met with in

gardens large and small are far removed from
the ideal trees we read of often and see but
seldom, one realises that the system is not to

the spurs had been allowed to extend until they
stood quite out of the reach of any warmth given
out by the bricks ; in fact the very object for
which the wall was built was defeated by letting
this extension of the spurs be carried to such a
length that it was ditticult to know what to do,
except to grub up the trees and start afresh. I

am by no means an advocate of close pruning or
training, but I do think that wall-trained trees
should have their growth kept close to the wall if

they are to get the full benefit of its shelter.
be commended for general use. There must be

j

Especially is this the case in seasons like the pre
thousands of such trees in the country in which

\
sent, when Peaches and Apricots were in full

the upjier branches have overpowered the
lower ones to such an extent as to have de-

stroyed all balance, and once that state is

reached there is no room for hope that the
latter will recuperate themselves again. The
years that it takes to build up espalier trees

so that the lower branches may be kejjt in

advance of the upper ones and to bring them
into l^earing, must always be against them, and
it is only by rigcu-ously carrying out this system
of l>uikling up that trees of respectable appear-
ance can lie fm-med. Apologists for the system
may argue that root and branch-pruning could
be reduced to a minimum by using dwarfing

bloom early in March, and when quite severe
frosts were almost a certainty. I am well aware
that spurs cannot be kept so close to the wall as
the annual growth of a Peach tree, but there is no
excuse for letting them get out of all reasonable
bounds. It is much better to cut them right off,

and train the young wood down close over the bare
portion of the stem, so that there may be young
wood furnished with short, stubby spurs all over
the face of the tree.—J. G., Gosport.

SUCCESSFUL STRAWBERRY FORCING.

At Westonbirt very hard forcing is not resorted

to, and if good fruit is forthcoming towards the
end of March, Mr. Chapman's
employer. Captain Holford,
is content. When I visited

the gardens — this being
during the first week in April
—a grand lot of ripe fruit

was hanging ready for gather-
ing, with abundance to follow.

The plants producing these,

with more to afl'ord succes-
sional supplies, are forced in

small span-roofed structures,

and arranged where those in

charge have easy access to
them. This is a great im-
provement on the older plan
of forcing Strawberries on
the front and back stages of

vineries and Peach houses,
where they are difficult to get
at and water, and where they
invariably become badly in-

fested with red spider, some
of which they leave as a
legacy of a most injurious

character to the legitimate
and more valuable occupants
of the house.

A garden walk covered with fruit trees and climbers at Woodville,
Kirkstall. Engraved 'or The Garden from a photograph sent

by Mr. J. Wood,

stocks for the trees, but the very varieties which
are best suited for espaliers on the free stock

refuse to make much headway on the dwarfing
stock, and take years to cover the wires unless

planted within a very few feet of each other. Then
again, such trees, and especially Pears on the

Ouince, re(|uire much attention in the matter
of watering in dry seasons. I think it may be
safely said that no one should go in for planting

espaliers largely except after the fullest con-

sideration and for a special object, entirely apart

from the production of profitable fruit crops,

and though not wholly condemning such trees,

I think them only justifiable in places where
the greatest possible variety is sought for and
where the limits of space are too narrow for

growing trees in any other form.

J. C. Tallack.

Arranged where they can
receive every attention in the

way of watering, feeding, and
syringing, the pots also not
being too small, the plants

are quite free of red spider. Each carries not
less than a dozen large, highly-coloured (where
ripe), and, for the time of year, richly-flavoured

fruit. Royal Sovereign is the favourite variety

for the earlier crops, but Auguste Nicaise is in

grand condition, the plants promising to produce
many sensational, if not highly-flavoured, fruits.

Mr. Chapman's metho<l of preparing Strawberry
plants for forcing appears to answer so well that

I propose to give a brief outline of it here. Late
in the season the recpiisite number of small runners
are putoutintonursery beds, where they remain till

the following .lune, having any flowers thatshow on
them early pinched out. They are lifted and placed
singly in 7-inch pots, not quite in the centre, but
towards the edge of the pot, as it is found that

the fruit hangs clearer of the pot and soil from
plants so arranged. The soil, principally good
fibrous loam, is prepared three months before it is

required for use, and the plants get the full bene-

fit of the sprinkling of bone-meal thus early

started decaying in the soil. A single oyster

shell constitutes the drainage, Mr. Chapman not

believing in either rapid or excessive drainage for

pot Strawberries. Being early estabbshed in

fruiting pots the plants are naturally prone to

Long spurs on wall trees.—During the late

spell of severe weather my attention was directed
to some Apricot trees growing against a wall,

but getting so little benefit from it in the way
of shelter that for all practical purposes they
might as well have been planted in the open, for ' divide "into two or' more crowns, but, thanks to
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the liberal root treatment, including a compara-
tively large size of pot, these double or treble

crowns are an advantage rather than otherwise.

If I remember rightly, Mr. G. Wythes, who
also is most successful with Strawberries, adopts
a somewhat similar practice, only in his case the
late runners are kept through the winter in small

pots. At Wilton House Mr. ChaUis adopts a
plan very similar to that followed at Westonbirt,
and he has been remarkably successful with
Auguste Nicaise, producing large quantities of

really sensational fruit every season. It does not
follow that two-year-old plants of Auguste Nicaise
are absolutely tlie best for forcing, but those who
have not been so successful as desirable in fruit-

ing young plants ought to try what can be done
with those somewhat older. I.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
The notes from various growers of Strawberries

in different parts of the kingdom that appeared
last autumn in The Garden were very instruc-

tive, as showing how kinds vary in different

localities. The well-known Sir Joseph Paxton,
for instance, i.s in many places absolutely wortli-

less for flavour, but many gi'owers included it

in their list for flavour, so that in some pai'ts of

the country and on some soils it must be good.
Many other instances of the same nature
might be given, but those who read the notes
carefully will have seen for themselves, and the

above is quoted as a very well-known kind only.

But with regard to time of planting there was
almost complete unanimity, and no douht can
exist that the best time for this purpose is as

early as good, well-rooted runners can be ob-

tained. Where forcing is extensively practised
there is often great ditticulty in getting sufficient

early runners for this purpose, to say nothing
of obtaining a large stock for pjlanting perma-
nent beds with. The plan followed in many
establishments is to turn out plants that have
been forced after the fruit is gathered, the mid-
season and late batches as a rule being chosen
rather than those that have been hard forced.

But it is not a good plan by any means, and
only admissible wliere it is quite impossible to

obtain a stock in any other way. Many growers
are far too chary in allowing the fruiting plants
to produce a few runners. Want of space has
been the cause of my leaving a fair number on
all my fruiting plants for years, although Iiad I

more space I should certainly leave a few, for

no great harm is done, and a mistake as to label-

ling is more easily discovered than when plants
are put out and the flowers pinched out for
layers alone. Many in fact who are most keen
for this method find often that they have to fall

back on the fruiting quarters for layers. In
principle it is all right, but, unfortunately, we
cannot all carry it out in practice.

But to go to the other extreme and let the
plants become a mass of runners, all draining
the central crowns, is a far worse plan, wrong
in principle and practice, leading to untidy
beds and sadly diminishing their productive
power. A safe course is the medium one, and
to take say three or four of the strongest and
earliest runners from each fruiting plant will do
it no harm, and at the same time will greatly
help the stock of young plants. As soon as
possible let them be separated from the parent
plant. They become largely self-supporting
when once rooted, and even if a light shade has
to be allowed for a few days to prevent flagging,
no harm will be done. After this first lot of
runners is removed all others should be rigidly
suppressed, unless in the case of a new or
scarce variety that it is desired to largely pro-
pagate. But this over-propagation is as bad
for the Strawberry as it is for any other plant.

and should in all cases where possible be
avoided. For my own planting I would prefer
the plants that liad been lightly forced—pro-
vided they were clean—to runners that are
not fit to plant by the end of August. In some
soils they may du, but here on a rather heavy
soil they would be quite useless. Some time
previous to planting, the plot or plots should be
])ut in order ; in fact, it is a good plan to have
it trenched and thoroughly manured in spring,

and to take a light crop of some kind that

will be ott' by the beginning of July. Straw-
berries may folhjw late Broccoli, this giving
plenty of time for a thorough preparation and
settling of the soil before planting takes place.

The great advantage of this early preparation
is that the plants may be put out before they
have time to coil their roots tightly about the
pots. I use the 4-inch size, but smaller or

larger will do, according to convenience, while

some growers root them into turf—a rather

questionable practice, I think. The runners
should be laid before they conimence to

root, and the absurd plan of tying these

up into bunches above the plants while the

pots are being placed cannot be too strongly

condemned. If the operation of layering is car-

ried out at the proper time, it is unnecessary
;

if left until the runners are rooting, it is pro-

ductive of much harm, the tender roots being

exposed perhaps for hours to a burning sun.

Pegs or small stones may be used for securing

the layers, and, in spite of a little inconvenience,

if a pot or two is turned over while watering or

gathering the fruit, I must say I prefer the

stones. They are not .so apt to pinch the
runners, and by their nature shade the roots a

little and keep them moist. Anyone with a

little experience can easily see when the layers

are sufficiently rooted for removal from the

parent plants, and every day they remain on
after this is time wasted. It is safest to stand
them for a few days on the north side of a wall

or hedge, or to shade them slightly in some way.

Planting

should be more carefully done than is very

often the case, and in the majority of in-

stances and on most soils is best carried out in

dry weather. No attempt should l)e made to

uncoil the roots or interfere with the ball in

any way, taking it for granted, of course, that

the plants have been treated as noted above
and not allowed to get pot-bound. If at all

loose, the plots should be trodden or lightly

rolled, and the top of the soil in the pot should

only be covered with a little fine soil when
finished planting. Too high or too low planting

is equally bad, the former exposing the roots

to drying winds and frost, the latter half stifling

the crowns. Plant with a trowel and see that

the soil is finely broken down about the roots

and round the ball. Tread them again firmly

and give a thorough soaking of water. All the

after-treatment necessary will be to keep the

soil clean by surface hoeing, and if dry weather

sets in, keep them growing by watering. Tlie

more the hoe is kept going between them the

less water is needed.
The distance apart depends upon the variety

;

most of the medium growers do well if kept
about 2 feet apart in the rows and 30 inches

between the rows, planting diagonally. The
stronger and weaker growers will have more or

less room respectively. Where large breadths

are grown, it is the custom to lay loose strawy
litter from the stable about the plants in

winter, the rains washing the goodness out of

this down to the roots, cleaning it, and it is then
left to keep the fruit off the ground. But for

I private gardens good clean wheat straw is

generally used, and nothing is better. The
straw should bo carefully drawn out, the leaves

on one side of the plants carefully raised with
one hand, and the straw pushed well under-
neath with the other. If this is done on each
side the outer leaves aiid the fruit is kept well

up, and only a very thin layer of straw is

needed between the lines. Some cultivators

have the straw twisted up into long bands, and
lay these along close up under the plants on
either side. Tiie plan has much to recommend
it. Where there are rough stretches of lawn
cut with the scythe after Dafl'odils are over,

the grass comes in about the time it is required
for Strawberry beds, and in many places it is

used. But it is not a suitable material by any
means. It lies too close and seldom lasts the

season through, while in a wet time it is worse
than useless, tainting the fruit and harbouring
insects of all kinds. Regarding the time the

plants may profitably remain in the ground,
much difl'erence of opinion exists. Certainly

the fruit is not so fine after the third season,

while some few varieties, like the richly-

flavoured Dr. Hogg, are seen at their best the

first two years ; but where there is a large

demand for fruit for preserving, such kinds as

Keens' Seedling, President, Vicomtesse, and
others may be left longer with advantage. I

have known beds and borders of Waterloo that

for six or seven years at least produced fine

fruit fit for dessert on the same ground.
H. R.

PEAR WILLIAMS' BON CHRETIEN IN
HEREFORD.

This popular Pear is, taking it all in all, one of

the best, if not the best flavoured kind grown for

market for late August and early September sup-

ply. It is also a good paying sort, and one that
commands high prices if sent to market in the
right condition. For this purpose the fruit must
not be allowed to hang until it begins to drop
from the tree or until it commences to change
colour. If allowed to do so, it is then too tender
to travel any distance, and quickly becomes
mealy and sleepy at the core. The fruits are

best pulled before the stalk parts freely and while

the flesh is comparatively hard. A good test is to

cut a fruit in two, when if the pips are found to

be brown there need be no hesitation in the

matter. If gathered in the right condition, as

indicated above, they can be marketed without
risk if properly packed, and will then realise

higher prices than riper samples, as they can then
be kept for a time if necess.ary. To the retail

man this is a great desideratum, as the liability to

loss from decaying fruits before they can be dis-

posed of is greatily lessened. Besides all this,

the somewhat premature gathering of the fruits

really improves them, as when ripe they are more
juicy and more highly flavoured than when
allowed to ripen on the tree.

GATHERINd

can be done at two or three different times, as it

is but seldom that all the produce i-^ in a fit condi-

tion for pulling at one time. 1 have frequently

known more than a week, and sometimes a fort-

night, elapse between the first and last gather-

ing of the fruit from a standard tree. The same
thing happens with regard to bush and wall trees,

only not to quite such a marked extent. This is an

advantage, as the trees when relieved of the for-

wardest of the fruits are the better able to mature
the remainder. The grower is then also able to

dispose of his produce at intervals instead of having

to market the whole of the crop at one time, and
both grower and consumer reap the benefit by
such a proceeding. Even in private gardens this

is much the best course to pursue with Williams'

Pear, and if more frequently done, there would

be fewer complaints heard of its season being of

such short duration, while the quality would be

found greatly improved thereby.
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Standards on the free stock are useful for plant-

ing in orchards for market work. The fruits do

not grow to so large a size as on bush and wall

trees, but they are invariably very good flavoured.

Grown in the form of a bush or pyramid, the

trees crop well and bear fine, handsome fruits.

If worked on the Quince and grown as a bush

slower growth is made, but its fertility is

enhanced, and, in my opinion, such trees pro-

duce the highest - flavoured fruits. The finest

fruits of all as regards size are undoubtedly pro-

duced by cordons. Such grow to a very large

size, the skins are very bright and clean, and they

assume a warm flush on the sunny side. The
flavour is, however, not to be compared with that

produced by bushes on the Quince. As regards

cropping, it is somewhat fickle, as the trees will

sometimes produce good crops two or three sea-

sons in succession and then miss bearing for a

year, or perhaps two. Such was the case last

year with mc, wall trees alone bearing anything
like a full crop, but in the neighbourhood some
standards bore well, and the produce proved ex-

ceedingly remunerative owing to the scarcity.

A. W.

APPLE WARNERS KING.

An Apple to prove really profitable for market
work must possess size combined with a fine

appearance. It should be firm, weighty, and of

good colour, while the tree should be a good
grower, have a hardy constitution, and be a regu-

lar and free cropper. Warner's King cannot be
said to possess all these qualifications, as there

are two exceptions. One of these is deficiency of

colour, as it is only on warm soils and in favoured
positions that the fruits really attain very high
colour. The other is the tendency which the fruit

has to become too soft for travelling if stored for

any length of time after being gathered. With
these exceptions, this variety possesses all the

other qualifications in a marked degree, and it is

one of the most popular and extensively cultivated

Apples we have. In Hereford it has been known
and grown as the Champion for the past fiftj-

j'ears or more, and is still as popular as ever. It

is a fine market Apple, the individual fruits being
so large and handsome, a fact which the fruit

hucksters were not slow to avail themselves of a

few years back, when they bought them up at

prices considerably below what can now be ob-

tained for them when sent direct to market. It

is also a splendid cooking sort, it ranking equal
with Lord Suffield, Wellington, and a few others

in this respect. The fruit is best marketed as

gathered from the trees, especially if required to
travel any distance, on account of its becoming
too tender for this purpose if allowed to become
thoroughly ripe. If gathered, carefully packed,
and despatched as taken from the trees, the fruit

sustains no damage, while the salesman or pur-
chaser can, if desired, keep them on hand for a
few weeks afterwards.

The value of Warner's King for growing and
succeeding either as a bush, pyramid or standard
renders it equally suitable for the farm, orchard,
market plantation, and the cottage and private
garden alike. As a standard it forms a fine

upright-growing tree, which is a true charac-
teristic of the variety, and a full-grown specimen
produces a great weight of fruit. In consequence
of its upright habit of growth the trees may safely
be planted 20 feet apart all ways for orchards,
either on grass or arable land. The great weight
of fruit is apt to bend the branches low down, it

is true, but this can be averted in a great measure
if the trees are looked after when young, and all

whip-like branches prevented from forming by
cutting back the young shoots somewhat. This
causes them to grow stronger, but they become
more quickly rigid, and are then more capable of
supporting the weight of the crop. It is gener-
ally on standards that the most highly-coloured
fruits are produced, as all which have free
exposure to the influence of sunshine become
handsomely flushed with crimson. Tliis, it is

almost needless to say, greatly adds to their

value. Grown as a bush or pyramid, the trees are

very prolific and rarely fail to bear. If the fruits

grown on such trees do not attain such a high

degree of colour as they do on standards, they

make amends for it by growing to an immense
size. I have seen equally as good fruit produced
by trees of this description in cottage gardens as

in any private garden, and this without any
special kind of cultivation whatever. One of the

synonyms of Warner's King is Poor Man's Friend,

and a verj' appropriate one it is, too, as it is found
to be so very profitable by those cottagers who
grow it. In private gardens space should always
be found for a few trees, as the produce will keep
in a cool store until the end of November and the

end of the year in some seasons, while for cooking
it cannot in its season be surpassed.

A. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Strawberries failing.—I should be greatly

obliged if you would tell me the cause of enclosed
Strawberries being crippled. Every attention has
been given them—well syringed previous to

flowering, kept dry at flowering time, and plants

are as healthy as one could wish. The enclosed

leaves will testify to their being clean and free

from red spider and green fly.—G. Hi'beard.
*,* Your Strawberries have been attacked with

mildew in their earlier stages, and not having
been arrested, the disease crippled the fruits.

From tlie appearance of the fruits sent the mildew
must have been bad before the flowering, and the

plants having been kept drier during that time
the disease did not make much progress. The
bloom was aff'ected, and this has prevented the

swelling of the fruits. The weather a few weeks ago
was very bad, and we have had many complaints.

Many used a sulphur solution previous to the

opening of the flowers and saved their plants. If

you examine the leaves of your plants you will

find black spots where the mildew was present.

You would do well to cleanse the house, shelves and
any part where the plants stood before replacing

other crops, using sulphur freely.

—

Eb.

The Market Garden.

MR. T. ROCHFORD'S NURSERY.
In little more than half-an-hour's run from
Liverpool Street (detraining at either Brox-
bourne or Cheshunt) the famous market nur-
sery of Mr. Thomas Rochford may be reached.

It is advisable to start as early in the day as

possible, as it will take not one, but many
hours to see the nursery. And even then there

will be a feeling that you liave only just

skimmed over the surface, and that a whole
year would really be hardly sufficient to gain

any idea as to the methods employed by Mr.
Rochford to bring his plants to such perfection,

and as to how he succeeds in arranging his

crops in such rotation that his houses are

always producing something. No sooner, in-

deed, is one crop finished than another is ready

to take its place.

The xiRSERY.—Nine years ago Turnford
Hall Nurseries were scarcely begun. Now they
cover nearly eighty acres of ground, and of this

more than thirty acres are covered with glass,

and building has not yet ceased, as there were
at the time of my visit seven new Orchid
houses, each about 200 feet long and 40 feet

wide, in course of erection, and others—some
of which will be much more extensive—are to

follow. Mr. Rochford has all his plans "cut
and dried," so to speak, before he begins opera-

tions, and he sees beforehand what the result

of his labour is likely to be.

To give some idea as to the extent of the
nurseries a few facts may be interesting.

About 2,000,000 square feet of glass ha\-e

been used, evety sheet being 24 inches by
18 inches. Ninety miles of hot-water pipe are

required to heat the houses. This immense
volume of water is kept in circulation almost

from one year's end to another by means of

106 huge boilers, known as the "Rochford"
horizontal tubular, made by Messrs. Chas.

Kinnell and Co., of Southwark Street. The
coke required for the furnaces reaches the re-

spectable total of about 9000 tons annually, and
is brought into Mr. Rochford's nursery in his

own trucks, giving constant employment to

several men and horses in distributing it. Speak-

ing of employment, it may be mentioned here

that, as a rule, about 400 men are engaged, but

this number is greatly exceeded during the

spring and summer seasons, when Cucumber
growing, Tomato tying, and Grape thinning

must be attended to.

The iNSTiTiTE, LIBRARY, Sic.—Mr. Rochford

not only employs a vast amount of labour, but

he has provided for the recreation and welfare

of his men after working hours. With this

object in view he has built an institute where

the men may obtain not only everything in

the way of food, but also books, papers, and

periodicals to read, all kinds of games to amuse

themselves, also a dormitory with sleeping

accommodation for over fifty men. In addi-

tion to the institute, which cost £5000 to build,

Mr. Rochford has also had numerous well-built

cottages erected close to the nursery for the

married portion of his stafl". This was almost a

necessity, as there was no place close at hand

for the men to live, so that now the nursery

and statf practically make a community in

themselves, and as far as population goes they

are certainly larger and more important than

some real parishes in the country.

Soil, water, manure, Ac.—Perhaps the

most impressive thing about the place is the

tidiness, neatness, and economy which are mani-

fest even in the smallest details. The broad

expanse of meadow round about the nursery is

made to play its part by yielding up an excel-

lent top spit of turfy loam, thus saving great

expense. In its place the old soil from the

nursery is spread, and as Mr. Rochford says

it will take about twenty years to clear oft' the

top spit from the meadow, by the end of that

time the first portion will be ready for cutting

again. As the soO, so the water. At the foot

of the nursery is a large moat with a plentiful

supply of water. A pumping engine has been
connected with this, and huge tanks are filled

to supply the houses from it. During the

hottest days of the year as many as 200,000

gallons of water are used for the plants.

REKRIIiERATOR ANP PACKING SHEDS.—Mr.
Rochford is always on the watch for any-

thing that is likely to be of use in his

business ; hence Iiis adoption of the refrige-

rator. With its help thousands of crowns of

Lily of the Valley may be kept in a state of

rest the whole year round, so that unless they

are really wanted they are ncit allowed to grow,

and according as flowers are required, so the

crowns are taken from the refrigerator and
brought on as described below. In all nurseries

the packer is an important individual. It

would never do to grow a plant well and then

have it spoiled or smashed in transit simply

through careless or ignorant packing. Thousands
of plants are sent oft" every week—every day

would be accurate—and each one is carefully

wrapped in paper and fastened in such a way as

to ensure safe delivery. Cut flowers have also

to be carefully handled—more so, indeed, than

the plants—and it was a sight to see large

shallow tubs filled with water containing Lilies
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of tile Valley, Tulips, Narcissi, Liliuni Harrisi,

&c., all being prepared for market or exporta-

tion.

The plants.—When I saw the thousands of

Palms, Ferns, Cucumbers, Vines, Orchids, Cro-

tons, Araucarias, Drac;Bnas, Aspidistras, Hy-
drangeas, Asparagus, Liliums, &c., I began to

wonder where all the produce sent to Covent
Garden went to. The Chrysanthemums were
over, but there were about 80,000 young plants
which will be in their glory next November and
December. The plants were all well grown,
vigorous, and clean. Mr. Rochford explained
this remarkable fact by saying that it was easier

to cultivate well thousands of a particular

species than it was to grow half a dozen of

this, that, and the other, each of which would
perhaps require difl'erent treatment, and while
special attention was being paid to one the
others would in the meantime sufi'er. Certain,

however, it is that if a gardener has to look
after a few houses of, say, Odontoglossum
crispum or Asplenium bulbiferuin, he soon
recognises what the type of a healthy plant
should be, and notices any that are not up to

or beyond that standard, and the slightest

departure one way or the other from the beaten
track. A passing reference to each of the chief

groups of plants cultivated may not be without
interest.

Cucumbers.—Several long houses were filled

with these, and some thousands of plants are
grown annually. Last year the plants were
attacked with the eelworm (Anguillula), which
Mr. Rochford thought was present in the
soil. To avoid its attacks this year a board has
been placed upon bricks right along the floor of
the house, and on this board little heaps of soil,

each containing a Cucumber plant, are placed,
and it is hoped that this will check the evil. As
soon as the plants have set their first fruits the
shoot immediately above them is pinched out,
and so are all the lateral branches, so that the
vigour of the plant is for the time being con-
centrated on the fruit. In this way the first

crop of fruit is readily obtained. But in the
meantime another leader has been allowed to
develop and to set more fruit, and then pinch-
ing-out is again done. In this way each plant
yields on an average about four crops, after
which it is practically exhausted and a fresh
plant takes its place.

TonrATOEs.—At the time of my visit about
80,000 plants were well advanced, each in a
12-inch pot and supported with a stout bamboo
cane. For the past three years the plants were
grown in the beds of soil in the houses, but
these having become exhausted in Mr. Roch-
ford's opinion, it would be unwise, or at the
least risky, to try them a fourth year in succes-
sion on the same ground. The Tomatoes in
one house alone of eighteen spans produced
120 tons of fruit last year, the area covered
being three and a half acres. This is somewhat
under .35 tons per acre, but if the fruit realised
an average price of, say, 6d. per lb., the result
would be about £1920 per acre. The expenses
must not be overlooked. Even at 3d. per lb.

the result for the three and a half acres would
be about £3360. The variety grown is one of
Ml. Rochford's own raising.

Vines.—I was prepared to see hundreds of
Vines in various stages of advancement for the
season, but I must confess I did not anticipate
•seeing almost a whole year's cycle of growth
represented in one day. There were Vines
dormant. Vines just budding. Vines .somewhat
advanced, and Vines a good deal advanced, but
the finest sight of all was some large houses
of Gros Colman with about 8 tons of last
year's Grapes still hanging. They alone were a

sight worth seeing, as were also a few hundred-
weights of Black Alicante in the same condi-
tion. To preserve the fruit from the effects of

the sun these particular houses were heavily
shaded with canvas. The floors were covered
with dry brown leaves which had dropped from
the branches, and here and there were still

some clinging, as though loth to part while the
luscious berries still remained. Unfortunately,
this prolongation of the fruiting season is by no
means good for the constitution of the Vines.
Mr. Rochford's keen eye has detected signs of
exhaustion, but for that he is evidently pre-
pared, and in due course these will be replaced
by others to carry out a similar programme. I

ought to mention that several baskets of these
Grapes were at the time being prepared for

shipment to America and the Continent, a fact

in itself showing their reputation.

Araucarias.—Of late years the Norfolk
Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa) has been very
popular among nurserymen, not only in England,
but also on the Continent, and thousands are
now raised and grown annually in 5-inch and
6-inch pots. To see hundreds of these plants
it is like looking upon a miniature Pine forest.

It is readily propagated by inserting the tops
singly in pots and placing them in a close, warm
frame, when they will strike in about two or
three months, according to the season. In the
summer-time they may be stood out in the open
air, but it is advisable to protect them from the
fierce heat of the summer sun by means of light

canvas or lattice-work. As this plant is liable

to be attacked by thrips, a sharp eye must be
kept upon that pest.

Asparagus.—Perhaps there is no plant so
popular for bouquet work among florists as the
Asparagus Fern, the name they apply to

Asparagus plumosus nanus. Many hundreds of

plants are grown at Turnford Hall up trellises

or wires about 12 feet high simply to supply
cut fronds. Two forms, however, seem to be
in cultivation—one, tall (12 feet to 15 feet), with
stout, plum-coloured stemsand rather harsh, wiry
fronds ; the other, short (3 feet or 4 feet), with
more slender and paler stems and much softer,

lighter, and more graceful foliage. The tall

variety is probably that known as Asparagus
comorensis, and this Mr. Rochford is going to

discard, as it is not so suitable for market. An
interesting feature about the germination of

Asparagus seeds is that if soaked in almost boil-

ing water they germinate more quickly and
more regularly than if sown without such treat-

ment.
Aspidi.stras.—Everyone knows the Parlour

Palm, which submits to all sorts of unkind
treatment. Mr. Rochford grows many thousands
of plants of both the green and variegated forms
of A. lurida, and they realise good prices in

market.
Anthumums.—Only one kind—A. Scherzeri-

anum—seems to be worth growing for market
on account of its beautiful scarlet spathes, which
realise as much as 4d. and Gd. each. This
plant is a native of Costa Rica, and may be
readily increased from seeds, which are borne on
the outside of the spadix in pulpy masses, which
when ripe resemble pale Red Currants.

BirLBS.—During the winter months some
little space is occupied by the forcing of Tulips,

Daffodils, and Hyacinths. Mr. Rochford forces

1,000,000 Tulips—red, white, yellow, <tc.

—

1,000,000 Dafl'odils yearly, and over 180,000
Hyacinths. These are all planted in boxes
about October, and plunged out of doors until

root-action has commenced and the flowers are
wanted. They are then brought in in batches.

After forcing it is waste of time and labour

—

from a market point of view—to give further
attention to the bulbs.

Ferns.—Although there are several thou-
sands of species of Ferns known, and many of

them are in cultivation, it is astonishing that
only a few find favour with market growers.
Mr. Rochford grows about sixty different kinds,

and of these some are much more popular than
others. Pteris cretica, P. serrulate, and their

improved varieties are very popular plants, and
when grown well with two or three plants in a
])ot, always realise good prices. The same may
be said of Pteris tremula, with tall, graceful

fronds not unlike those of the Bracken ; Poly-
podium aureum, Nephrolepis tubero.sa (of which
a new variety named Faulkneri has appeared),

N. plumosa and N. exaltata, Lomaria gibba,

and Cyrtomium falcatum, or Holly Fern. The
Maiden-hair Ferns are almost invaluable as a

croji for cutting, the varieties of Adiantum
cuneatum being chiefly cultivated with this

object in view. Adiantum Farleyense, which
at one time was considered a difficult subject,

is now successfully managed by the market
grower, and its fronds realise as much as 3d.

each, so that it pays for any extra trouble

it may entail. Another very popular Fern is

the New Zealand Asplenium bulbiferum, with

light green, gracefully arching fronds. The
above are all now more or less well known as

market plants, but they have been augmented
by a decided acquisition in the Bird's- nest

Fern (Asplenium Nidus-Avis). Seen as grown
by Mr. Rochford, this is a glorious plant with-

out blemish, its deep green fronds, with a black-

purple midrib, forming an inverted hollow cone,

at the base of which the new fronds are seen

untwisting their crozier-like heads.

The Ferns are in all stages of cultivation.

Hundreds of pots, standing in saucers of water

in glass cases, contain millions of spores just

germinating. Others show the prothalli well

advanced and fit for pricking otf into pans or

boxes. They are sold in immense quantities,

as many as 12,000 plants having been sold in

one day alone, so that it is no wonder that Mr.
Rochford speaks of growing millions of Ferns
every year in the thirty two large houses allotted

to them.
Paljis.—Several species of Palms are grown,

the most popular being Kentia Belmoreana and
K. Fosteriana, Cocos Weddelliana, Latania

borbonica, Areca Baueri, A. lutescens, Sea-

forthia elegans, Corypha australis, Geonoma
gracilis, &c. Others worthy of note are Latania

aurea, a distinct golden-coloured Palm, which is

really a variety of Livistona chinensis, and is

well worth growing. It came as a surprise to

Mr. Rocliford among the seedlings of Latania

borbonica. Pritchardia (or Licuala) grandis is

another noble Palm, with large, graceful fan-

like leaves. Mr. Rochford tried to obtain this

particular species for several years before he

was successful, and now he has reared some
magnificent specimens which would make strik-

ing objects in any Palm house or conservatory.

Cocos insignis (or Glaziova insignis) is a Palm
not very well known, and other species have

been and probably still are grown for it, but

Mr. Rochford seems to have the genuine article.

Phienix rupicola has become a popular plant,

and large quantities of it are now grown. To
give some idea of the trade done in Palms, it

may be mentioned that ()0,000 plants alone of

Latania borbonica are disposed of every year.

Several acres of glass are devoted to the Palm
houses, where large plants are grown. In addi-

tion to these are many smaller ones for the

and as soon as the flowers are fit they are cut I seedlings. Each seed of Cocos Weddelliana is

for market and the old bulbs thrown away. I sown by itself in a 2-inch pot. This is done
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because it naturally makes a tap-root which

goes straight down, and if sown in beds or pans

like Kentias, this tap-root would be broken at

the first removal and thus check the young
plant and probably spoil it. In the pot, how-
ever, the tap-root must coil itself round and
round, and when the necessary potting takes

place no harm is done. It is very interesting

to see the long lines of these young plants, each

frond turned exactly in the same way.

Orchids.—Mr. Rochford has spent £20,000
in these plants, all of which are clean, healthy,

and vigorous. There are thousands of Catt-

leyas, including labiata, Mossiiu, Trian;e, aurea,

Mendeli, and Lawrenceana, all in pots. Under
the stage is a duplicate one covered with

coke. The idea is that when the water has

passed away from stage No. 1, it is inter-

cepted and absorbed by the coke on stage

No. 2, and is given back again as vapour.

Odontoglossuni crispum has several housss
devoted to it. Dendrobium Phahenopsis reaches

! Another free-flowering Orchid is Oncidium
ampliatum majus, of which there were some
huge masses suspended over the heads of

Kentias, Cocos and other Palms. The spikes,

which averaged from 4 feet to 6 feet long, were
as thick as the little finger at the base, and bore

hundreds of buds, which when expanded are

a sheet of the loveliest bright yellow. The
plants were only imported twelve months ago

and they are growing like weeds.

Lily of the V.^lley.—Eight large houses

are devoted to Lilies of the Valley, six million

i

crowns being grown. During the winter months
they ai'O brought in from the beds outside

and placed on a hotbed, which is kept close

and dark by means of wooden lights instead of

glass. As soon as the flower-spikes have been
developed and the pale leaves formed, they

are taken out and placed in the daylight to

develop into the form in which they go to

market. In the summer-time the crowns are

brought from the refrigerator referred to above.

A seedling Oloxinia. From a photograph sent by Mr. A, Croucher,
St. David's, Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight.

a total of 10,000 plants. These Mr. Rochford is

growing on for himself to supply cut bloom.
For this jjurpose it is well adapted with its long,

arching sprays of large, Phal;enopsis-like blos-

soms varying from white to deep rose or purple.

Other Dendrobiums grown on a large scale are

D. Wardianum, D. Findlayanum, D. Devoni-
anum, and, of course, D. nobile, with a lovely

variety having creamy white flowers with only
a purple blotch in the lip- Litlia purpurata is

represented by strong pieces, as is also L.

harpophylla, all recently imported. At pre-

sent only a few kinds of C'ypripediums are

grown, the chief being C. insigne, C. Law-
renceanura, C. Spicerianum and C. Rothschild-
ianum. When grown closely together in

hundreds, as Mr. Rochford grows them, plants
of Odontoglossuni Rossi and its variety majus
make a beautiful picture. As a market crop O.
Rossi is very valuable, each bloom fetching

from 2d. to 4d., according to the demand.

From one year's end to the other a succession

is kept up, so that it is often possible to cut as

many as 5000 bunches per day.

LiLIUJI LONGIFLORl'M AND L. HaRRISI.—
There are several houses, each 282 feet long,

devoted to these. About 70,000 plants of L.

longiflorum are grown and 30,000 L. Harrisi.

These are in all stages of growth, the great

object in view being to keep up a good succes-

sion without at any time creating a glut in the

market.
Chrysanthemums.—This is a very important

crop, nearly 80,000 plants being grown each

year. The system adopted is three plants in a

])ot, shifting these on until they reach a

12-inch pot, in which they bloom without any
pinching out of the shoots, although disbudding
is attended to at the proper season.

PAXi>Aj\rs Veitchi.—There was one house

entirely filled with this lovely Screw Pine. This

plant is largely used for bouquet work. The

head of the plant is cut oft' level with tlie surface

of the soil, and the stalk serves as a handle. In
conjunction with the variegated foliage, Orcliids,

such as C'ypripediums, Cattleyas, &c., are used,

with Smilax (Medeola asparagoides) or Aspara-
gus according to taste, and a very efiective

bouquet is obtained. No manure is used to

bring the plants to such fine perfection, but a
little peat is mixed with the ordinary loamy
compost.
Drac-«nas and Crotons.—Of the former,

hundreds of terrainalis, imperialis, and ama-
bilis, as well as Lindeni and Massangeana, are

grown. D. gracilis, once very popular, is still

also grown, and is very elegant in habit. U.
Lord Wolseley is a beautiful sport from D.
terminalis. It has a splendid rich crimson and
green colour, and has the great advantage of

colouring even when only grown in a 4-inch

pot. The large house of Crotons contains many
fine specimens remarkable for their richness

and variety of colour. Of late years the foliage

of these plants has become very popular for

working into wreaths and bouquets, &c., and
in this connection it is very effective. Mr.
Rochford has been fortunate enough to secure

a fine sport from Croton Evansianus. It is of

a glowing golden orange colour, mottled with

green and red, and promises to be a very tine

acquisition.

Miscellaneous.—Under this heading must
be placed such plants as Nepenthes, of which a

very large number are grown chiefly for their

leaves and pitchers, which find a ready sale in

market. They are used for table decoration,

and the pitchers being half filled with water

make a natural receptacle for holding cut

flowers. Caladium albanense is a curious

species, quite unlike any other Caladium in the

shape of its leaf, which is somewhat bluntly

spear - shaped and green, with red stripes.

Heliconia illustris is a magnificent member of

the Ginger family with ornamental leaves,

feathered with brilliant red veins. Hydrangeas
occupy two or three houses, and are grown
both as bush plants and on the single-stem

system, with all the lateral shoots pinched out.

The beautiful white variety known as Thomas
Hogg was covered with bloom at the time of my
visit. Cycads are not forgotten. C. revoluta

and C. circinalis are grown for their fronds,

which are used for wreaths or memorial em-
blems. Several kinds of Zamia, a nearly allied

genus to Cycas, are also grown. J. W.

Stove and Greenhouse.

SEEDLING GLOXINIAS.

Gloxinias have been so much improved, that it

would appear difticult to imagine any greater

advance either in form or flowers or in richness

and diversity of colours, unless it were possible

to get a yellow variety. At the present time

we have all the various shades from the purest

white, pink, scarlet, crimson, blue, and on to

the deepest purple, with all intermediate

shades, and where it was formerly necessary to

depend upon named varieties, at the present

time all of these beautiful colours may be ob-

tained from a packet of seed. In a few in-

stances of extra fine varieties it may be worth

the trouble of propagating from leaves in the

autumn, but the great advantage of growing

seedlings is that they are of more robust

growth and less liable to disease than those

propagated from old stock.

The seed may be sown in February or

March. When sown early the seedlings re-

quire great care, being liable to damp ofif before
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they have liardly appeared above the surface.

I like to surface the seed pots with some leaf-

mould which has been baked to destroy all in-

sect or fungoid germs. This mixed with sand
and rubbed through a fine sieve should be
spread evenly over the surface and, after the
seed is sown, pressed lightly ; the seed will not
require any further surface covering. I like to

place the seed pots in a light, open position and
to avoid the direct rays of the sun. The pots may
be covered with glass during the day, this being
taken ofl' at night, and as soon as germination
has commenced the glass may be dispensed
with altogether. In the earlier stages the seed-

lings may be grown on in the stove, but with

as little shade as is consistent with safety.

After the plants are well establi.shed and
during the summer they may be grown without
the aid of artificial heat. When grown under
cool treatment they not only make more sturdy

growth, but the flowers are of greater substance
and last longer. It not infrequently occurs that

these beautiful plants are ruined through giving

them too much heat and shade. I have often

grown seedlings the first year planted out on a
spent hotbed. Under this treatment they make
good growth and the best varieties may be
selected for growing in pots the following

season. Gloxinias are often grown in a light

peaty compost, but I prefer using good loam,
leaf-mould and some well rotted stable manure,
with sand added. The first season the plants

will seldom have more than from two to four
blooms out at one time, but I have had upwards
of twenty blooms out at the same time on plants

in 5-inch pots the second season.—A.H.
Mr. A. Croucher, who sent the photo from

which the illustration was prepared, sends the
following note :

—

I send you a photo of a plant that I grew last

summer. It had fort3'-five fully expanded blooms
at the time the photo was taken and over thirty
blooms not open. It was grown in a 6-inch pot.

The bulb is about four years old.

MIGNONETTE.
When I first grew for the London markets I

started with a good strain of Parsons' White,
which variety I had known from its origin, and
which I had grown in Sussex with great success,
and always found it to be preferred to the dwarf
red variety which was grown by another firm. I

soon found, however, that for the London markets
the dwarf red was the general fa\ourite, the
variety known as Vilmorin's Giant Pyramidal
being the best form. Tliis has since been super-
seded by Matchet. Although I am still, per-
sonally, much in favour of the white variety, I

find a great advantage in growing Machet, for, in

the first place, it is much easier to manage.
When growing the two varieties together I have
had the white lose its foliage or turn a rusty
brown, while Machet has kept a bright fresh
green, and it is also of a dwarfer habit ; the flower
spikes do not run up so long, but they are much
broader.

Throughout the spring there is a very large de-
mand for Mignonette, much of it being used for
planting out and for window boxes, and for
these purposes it must be dwarf and only just
coming into flower. I have often seen quantities
of forward, well-grown stock left behind while the
short backward lot has been cleared out to a pot.
Of course for using as pot plants the forward is

preferred. For early flowering, the seed is sown
about August or earlier, so tluit the plants get
well established in the autumn. Some growers
use but one plant for a pot. After the plants
have made a good growth, they are twisted round
and pegged down. They then branch out and
flower, the plants being very dwarf compared
with those grown through the winter in the
ordinary way. For flowering in May and .lune
the seed may be sown in the early part of Feb-

ruary, further sowings being made at intervals to
keep up a succession. It may either be sown in
the pots that it is to flower in, or sown in boxes
and pricked off as soon as large enough to handle.
About six plants in a 44-inch pot will fill it out
well. When it is pricked ofl' it requires care in
handhng, and also in treatment. Until it gets
hold of the new soil it must be kept close and
shaded when the sun is very bright, but the
shading must be dispensed with as soon as the
plants have made a start.

Mignonette cannot be forced, but with plenty
of sunhght and air a little artificial heat may be
given. The great secret in growing Mignonette
is in giving it regular attention. It will grow in
almost any soil provided it is enriched with
manure. The pots should be filled as firmly as
possible. Provided the soil is in good condition
and not too heavy, it would be diflicult to press
it down too firm. The early batches may be
grown in houses where plenty of air can be given,
but later on pits with a southern aspect are best,
and the lights may be taken off in favourable
weather. Heavy rains must be kept off, but soft
showers will help it on considerably. Liquid
manure may be used freely as soon as the plants
are about an inch high, and continued until ready
for sale. Once neglect Mignonette and let it get
too dry, it will be ditficult to do it well after-
wards. Over-watering is also sure to prove fatal.

In dry, hot weather a good sprinkling overhead
twice a day will be beneficial. A.

A new variety of Asparagus plumosus.
—In addition to the well-known nanus, another
form of Asparagus plumosus has now appeared,
and is grown by Mr. T. Jannoch at Dersingham,
near King's Lynn. The new variety called cris-

tatus has deep green branches, somewhat more
densely clothed with verticillate clusters than the
ordinary A. plumosus. The chief charm of the
plant, however, consists in the main rachis being
several times divided towards the tip, then pro-
ducing a beautiful cresting after the style of the
crested varieties of Pteris serrulata cristata, only,
of course, much finer and more graceful in appear-
ance. In addition to the crested peculiarity it

may be added that the plant is not a climber, so
that if grown in pots it should prove very attrac-
tive and a great acquisition.—J. W.
Golden -leaved Caladiums.—The golden-

leaved Caladiums, which were raised by the late
Mr. F. Bause over twenty-five years ago, form a
very pretty and distinct class, and at no time are
they more striking than they are now, just as the
earliest leaves have unfolded, their colour being
particularly telling. There are about half a dozen
varieties, but some of them resemble each other
very closely. A good form is (iolden Queen, the
entire leaf of which is of a pale golden yellow,
while Prince of Wales, with a bright red centre,
but with the major portion of the leaf golden, is

also particularly effective. Other varieties are
Princess of Wales, Princess Royal, and Princess
Teck. Some of these were very telling in the
various groups at the Temple show last year, but
it is, I think, early in the spring that they are
the more effective. They are less robust in con-
stitution than many other kinds, and, though
grown for so many years, are rarely seen in quan
tity, even where they make a speciality of this

class of plants. Despite the number of new kinds,
this section has not received any decided acquisi-
tion of late years, though one of the newer Bra-
zilian varieties, Ouro Fino, promised, when first

imported, to be a valuable addition to this group,
but as far as I can learn it has not borne out its

early promise, the foliage being much too green.—H. P.

Thyrsacantlius rutilans.—This has recently
been shown in good condition, and when such is

the case one cannot help feeling surprised that
this one-time popular subject should be so much
neglected. It was, I think, a couple of years ago
that Sir Trevor Lawrence exhibited it in such a
manner as to be admired by everyone, and it has
now cropped up again. Cuttings of this Thyrsa-
canthus will strike root readily in the spring, and

should be grown on freely throughout the season.
Owing to the excessive length of the long, pendu-
lous clusters of blossoms, it is seen at its best
when grown as a standard, but I have also met
with it in a dwarf state, and then, during the
flowering period, the pots were suspended from
the roof, so that the long, pendulous racemes
could develop without let or hindrance. They
certainly presented a very uncommon and highly
ornamental feature in this way. According to
the " Dictionaiy of Gardening," the plant known
in gardens as T. rutilans is T. Schomburgkianus,
introduced from New Grenada in 1855, the true T.
rutilans being a native of Colombia, from whence
it was introduced two or three years previously.
In any case the name of T. rutilans is too well
fixed in gardens to be now changed.—H. P.

HIPPEASTRUMS AT VVESTONBIRT.
Ui'VVARUS of fifty years ago the late Mr. Hol-
ford, of Westonbirt, Gloucester, commenced
hybridising the genus Hippeastrum, which is

catalogued and better known in private gardens
as Amaryllis. A beginning was made with
species and hybrids purchased from the late Mr.
Sweet, of Clifton, Bristol, who at that time had
one of the finest collections in the country.

The best of these were H. Ackermanni, H.
Ackermanni pulcherrimura, H. Johnsoni, H.
reticulatura, H. solandrifolium, and H. sty-

losum. By crossing and intercrossing these,

several very pretty hybrids were obtained, but
the constitution of most of them, and more
especially those of high colour, became weak,
and signs soon became apparent of the need for

the infusion of blood of a more robust species

into the strain. In 1870 H. pardinum, a

sjiecies with flowers about inches in diameter,
with scarcely any tube, the colour being of a

creamy white, dotted over with crimson, was
obtained. This used as a male parent gave a

better constitution to the plants, resulting also

in improving the form of the flowers. In 1870
a variety of the Gravianum type, named W.
Pitt, was added to the collection, the flowers in

this instance being diminutive, of a brilliant

scarlet colour, with a broad white stripe up the

centre of the much curled petals, and this

cro.ssed with the best of the seedlings soon
added strength and new colours to the stock.

A species named Leopoldi was afterwards

purchased from Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chel-

sea. Some ditticulty was experienced in cross-

ing other varieties with this species, but Mr.
Chapman, the gardener at Westonbirt, per-

severed with it, the outcome being many of the

fine round-petalled varieties that florists admire,
and which also prove generally attractive. It,

however, became evident that, although this

species gave size and good form to the flowers,

the constitution of the plant was not good, nor
did the flowers possess the lasting property of

the older varieties. Some of the best seedlings

comprised deep crimson and purple shades of a

distinct character. In 1880 H. Empress of

India was purchased, and this finely-constitu-

tioned variety has done excellent service to the

collection. Having a number of excellent

varieties wliich had a tendency to curl their

petals, these were crossed with H. Empress of

India, and this gave the colour to many of the

seedlings for which the Westonbirt collection is

justly noted.

Captain Holford, who succeeded to the

property and evidently inherits his father's

good taste in all matters connected with horti-

culture, takes the greate.st interest m the Hip-
peastrums and the progress made in improving
the strain, and has had a span-roofed house

specially constructed for their culture and
proper display. This is about 56 feet long and
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24 feet wide, with a wide central pit and two
narrow front pits. Here at the time of my
visit a magnificent bank of Hippeastrums was
to be seen, not to be equalled probably else-

where for either extent, quality, or rich colour-

ing of the flowers. About 2000 bulbs have
bloomed or are still blooming this season, many
of them producing two scapes, while the flowers

are remarkable for their perfect form, sub-

stance, and ricli colouring of the petals. A
considerable number of them have been ex-

hibited at the Drill Hall recently, gaining the

silver-gilt medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and it speaks well for the keeping
properties of the flowers and the care taken in

moving the plants that they are still in a pre-

sentable condition. (Jnly those perfect in form,

substance, and colour are named, and oppor-

tunities of contrasting these with their parents

and older types are atibrded, this adding greatly

to the interest, a mere novice seeing at a glance

what great strides have been made.
Some of the most valuable varieties raised at

Westonbirt that came under my notice were
Princess Teano, richest scarlet, with white
stripes up each petal ; Lord Howick, a grand
flower, scarlet, with pure wliite base ; Countess
Hathurst, deep red ; Mrs. A. Grey, white,

flushed red ; Rearguard, scarlet, pencilled

white ; Sybil, vermilion, with white margin
;

Vesuvius, crimson, with deep crimson base
;

(Jiadiolus, so-called from its resemblance to

a Gladiolus flower ; James O'Brien, rich

claret, with deep maroon base ; T. M'.

Wright, rich crimson ; Coral, fine bold flower,

coral colour ; Virginia, white, pencilled rose
;

(-'harming, a beautiful flower, and one of the
most perfect in the light shades of colour

;

and Coquette, white, flaked rose. Marginatum
perfectum, with comparatively small flowers, can-

not be improved, numerous crosses, or rather
attempts, not having altered it in any way.
Many \arieties are under numbers ; hundreds
of seedlings flowered for the first time this

season will find their way to the rubbish heap,
only a very small percentage surviving the
critical tests applied to them. As before hinted,

great size of flower alone does not save a seed-
ling from destruction. Form and colour of

flowers and constitution must be as near perfect

as possible, and it only remains to be added
that some of the seedlings comply with these
conditions. Some of tlie flowers measure !t inches
across, while the petals are 3 inches to 3J inches
broad, well rounded, and of great substance.

Seedlings are raised and flowered in about
three years. The seed is sown when ripe or in

May in pans or boxes of light sandy soil, and
placed in a brisk moist heat to germinate. The
seedlings are first moved into 3-inch pots, three
plants in each, and kept growing in gentle heat
without a serious check, not being dried ofl' till

they eventually singly occupy 6-inch pots, in

which they are first flowered and proven. After
flowering and completing their growth, aJl the
bulbs to be saved, whether old or young, are
gradually dried ofl" at the roots, a good baking
in the full sunshine benefiting the bulbs and
leading to their flowering strongly the follow-

ing season. They are wintered in a dry, some-
what cool position, and will bear retarding in a
cool, dark cellar. At ^^'estonbirt they are re-

started into growth early in the year, half

plunged in a mild hotbed of leaves in the pits

previously alluded to. The blooms are not
produced much in advance of the leaves, and
they serve to show oft" the flowers to the best
adva-itage.—W. I.

At Chelsea.

The unique collection of these showy spring
flowers, for which Messrs. Veitch and Sons have

long been celebrated, is now in great beauty,
the centre bed of the large house devoted to their

culture being a blaze of rich and varied colours.

The dull, heavy weather has been rather against
the flowers this season, and in some instances
they have not developed to their full size ; yet
there are some remarkaoly fine things among
them, and a greater diversity of colour than I

remember having seen in any previous year. Many
seedlings are now blooming for the first time, and
the flowers show a distinct advance in form and
shades of colour. Jarbas is the nearest approach
to a yellow yet obtained. I cannot say the yellow
was very decided. It may, however, prove the
first step, and further generations may lead to a
distinct yellow variety, which would be a great
acquisition. Feronia is a perfect shaped flower of

medium size, each petal having a clear white edge
and a bright orange-scarlet centre. In Zabalus
the crimson-shaded scarlet flowers are very fine.

.Jobates, white ground veined with red ; Eury-
ades, rich crimson, with a lighter shade at the
bafe of the petals ; Uragus, bright orange, very
large flower ; Hadsor, deep crimson ; Adana, fine

flower of a bright orange-scarlet shade ; Alares,

white, veined with rose, and many other distinct

varieties deserve mention.
The cultural requirements of this showy class

of plants are evidently well understood and
attended to at Chelsea, the foliage being remark-
ably fresh and bright, the flower-stems short and
sturdy. All the plants are plunged in tan, which
evidently keeps the roots in the best possible

condition. Although these fine varieties properly
belong to the genus Hippeastrum, Messrs. Veitch
and Sons still keep to Amaryllis, the name by
which they have so long been recognised.—A.

XOTES AND QUESTIOXS.—STOVE.

Asparagus scandens deflaxas. — A noti
appears on page 27" respecting this plant. I would
like to know where it could be obtained, aud am willing

to exchangB a plant of A. decumbem for same.

—

G. Pi.M, Monk^itou'n,^ Dublin.

Tulip Early Single Maas.—This is a superb
new variety of the b^^ild ot" the P-tttebaklcerj, and of

a very deep scarlet huo. as well as of perfect gliape.

It will make a line companion to Vermilion Brilliant,

being distinct from it. At present it is both scarce

and deir, t^iough not beyond the reach of those
who pride tliemselvea on having a select collection.

—K. 11.

Tulip Early Single Golden Queen.—This
is proving a formiilible rival ti- ( )phir d'* *r. hitherto

our best single yellow. It has been described as thp
finest yellow in cultivation. It is of perfect shape and
immense size, and as an exhibition flower will be
greatly valued. It is somewhat scarce as yet, as time
is required to obtain a sufficient stock to put a new
variety into commerce.—R. D.

Double Tulip Yellow Tournesol.—This still

stands at the head of all the doulile yellow Tulips.

Cienerally regarded as a sport from the old Tournesol,

it possesses aU the good ijuilities of the type. Couronce
d'(.)r is also a double yellow, the blossoms of good
shap^, but, like those of yellow Tournesol. there is a
shading of bronze on the petals, and it i^ generally
regarded as inferior ti it. There is ample room for a
double Tulip of the rich golden tint of the single Uphir
d'Or—one with the low growth and rigidity of stem of

Tournesol.—R. D.

Early Tulip Bon Spaendoueh.—This is a

very distinct single variety and was prominent in a
coUectiDn from Jlessrs. Cuthbert. of Southgate, shown
at a late Drill Hall meeting. It may be described as

of a deep salmon-rose ground c:)lour, edged and tiaked

with pale canary, which mikes it attractive. Some-
times the canary or buff colour will predominate, and
sometimes the rose colour; in either form it is de-

cidedly attractive aud will be helpful in making up an
exhibition eighteen varieties or so.—R. D.

Camellia Mathottiana alba.—As with most
classes of plants that are in general cultivation,

there is quite a long list of dift'erent varieties of

Camellias, though many of them are but little

grown. Of white-flowered kinds we have .several

forms, the best known and the most generally
grown being the old double white (alba plena),

and for early flowering it is particularly valuable.

Among the later-blooming varieties, Mathottiana
alba is one of the best, and planted out it forms a
very handsome bush, the foliage being much more
ornamental than in tlie old double white, for the
leaves are of a very deep green tint, thick in tex-

ture, and of a somewhat rounded form. It flowers
freely, and when small is, as far as my experience
extends, less liable to drop its buds then alba
plena.—T.

Lachenalias. — These pretty winter and
spring-flowering bulbs are frequently neglected
from the time they cease blooming until they
begin to grow again, and they are sufficiently

long-suffering to bear such treatment and still

flower. There is, however, no comparison be-
tween the flowers from such bulbs and those
from others which have been well grown. Instead
of being allowed to dry off directlj' after the
flowers fade or are plucked, they should be kept
well watered for a time, giving occasional doses
of manure water until they show signs of want-
ing to go to rest. After a short interval of rest-

ing and dryness they should be shaken out of the
old soil and repotted in sandy loam well enriched
with decajed manure, and allowed to start natu-
rally in a cool house. It is surprising how early
they flower without forcing provided they are
potted early. The various batches should be so
treated that no forcing is required, as the plants
do not like it at any period of their growth.—
J. C. T.

Triteleia uniflora in pots.—This is seen
sometimes planted in the open ground, but it

never looks so happy treated thus as it does when
grown in pots in a cold frame, for the flower-

stalks bend so easily that the flowers soon become
weather - beaten when exposed to inclement
weather. Few bulbs are easier to culti\ate or

give more flower in proportion to the room they
occupy, and the starry white blooms with steel

grey shading are very efl'ective when seen to-

gether in such numbers as may be produced in a
(i-inch pot. They are, moreover, very sweetly
scented in themselves, though the stalks Avhen

bruised or plucked have a distinctly unpleasant
odour of garlic. The specific name seems to

imply that the stalks are one-flowered, but I find

that many bear twin flowers under pot culture.

Cultural needs are simple, and consist in shaking
out the dormant bulbs every two or three years,

sorting them into sizes, and repotting thickly in

ordinary sandy soil. With the help of a little

water when needed this will ensure an excellent

crop of flowers during March and April.—J. C. T.

Magnolias under glass. — The different

Magnolias stand out very distinct from all

other hardy shrubs that are forced prematurely
into bloom for the embellishment of the green-
house or conservatory at this season, yet several

of them readily conform to this treatment, and
are on this account very useful. The earliest

flowering kinds, such as M. stellata, conspicua,
Lennt5, obovata, and others of this class, are well

adapted for this purpose, as they need but little

forcing, and though some of them (conspicua
especially) attain tree-like dimensions, yet an
established plant not more than G feet high will

produce several of its large showy blossoms.
Again, the massive globular flowers of M. Lenn^,
which out of doors are conspicuous by reason of

their rich colour, are under glass, though some-
what paler, still very striking. The httle Mag-
nolia stellata may, if needed, be kept in pots for

years, and treated in this way it will flower pro-

fusely every spring, as indeed it will when
planted in the open ground. Though later in

blooming, the two newer kinds, M. Watsoni and M.
parviflora, will flower well in pots, and so will

the little evergreen greenhouse M. fuscata, whose
flowers, though not showy, are deliciously fra-

grant—a character common to most of the M.ag-

nolias. When needed for blooming in pots they
should be plunged out of doors in a sunny spot

during the summer and be well supplied with
water. — H. P.

Freesias after flowering'.—To ensure suc-

cess with home-grown Freesias, the plants need
to be well looked after for a few weeks after the
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flowers have faded, and those which have been
brought into bloom early by gentle forcing should
not be turned out into cold houses or frames till

the leaves have ripened off. Water must be
given freely while the leaves remain green to
ensure that the bulbs swell up to their proper
size before going to rest ; but it is mainly on the
subsequent treatment which they get during the
so-called resting period that next year's results
will depend, the great point being to thoroughly
ripen the bulbs by keeping them without water,
and by roasting them while resting in the driest
and sunniest spot that can be found under glass.
This i-oasting will ensure that the bulbs start
freely and regularly in a few days after being
potted, and such well-ripened bulbs will need no
aid in the way of covering the pots with some
few inches of cocoa-nut fibre or ashes, that is by
some thought necessary, but which makes the
plants weak at the collar unless carefully watched
and uncovered directly they peep through the
soil. In jiotting the bulbs it is well to select
from last year's earliest for the earliest pottings,
as these will produce their flowers by the middle
of January without subjecting them to a night
temperature of more than 48", and that only for a
few days when the flowers begin to show colour.
With such cool treatment the flowers are sturdy
and fine.—J. C. T.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS WORTH GROWING.
Mme. Edmond Roger.—The novel colour of this,

a distinct tint of green on a white ground, will
cause it to become a favourite for cutting. The
blooms are well formed, of medium size, and in-

curving in shape. It has a stout, bushy habit of
growth.

Mme. Ferlat is a new white variety which has
been classed as an incurved. But apart from its

value as a show flower, it has merits as a general
all-round kind. The habit is dwarf and branch-
ing, and the blooms, whicli are carried on stifl'

stems, have excellent substance.

Mme. Gustave Henry is somewhat early to
bloom. The flowers are large and double, of
loose, incurved form. It is especially free in
growth, therefore an easily-managed variety, of
a dwarf nature. Handsome show blooms have
been seen of this kind, and for such purpose late-
formed flower buds are best.

Mme. J. Bernard is a fine sort which has
escaped most cultivators. The flowers are full,

deep, and of striking substance ; white, tinted
cream and rose.

Mme. G. Bruant.—Extra large varieties are
eagerly sought after, and this is one. The shape
is drooping ; colour white, tinted rose on the lower
portion of the blooms. It has just a suspicion of
being undecided in tint, otherwise it is a sort
exhibitors will be anxious to obtain. The growth
is excellent. It is rather late-blooming—a fact
which makes late-bud selection necessary.

Mme. Marius Ricoud.—In colour this is a
bright carmine-rose, and perhaps the best of the
shade. Its blooms are not over-large, but full
and well formed. It is exceedingly useful as a
show bloom, because it supplies a colour which is
scarce among Chrysanthemums.

Mme. p. Riyoire.—This has been introduced
some time, and is yet comparatively unknown.
It bears very handsome pure white flowers of re-
curving shape ; the habit of growth also being
dwarf. It is an exceptionally fine sort for the
amateur as well as the exhibitor.

Mlle. a. de Galbert.—a season or two back
this variety was noted in splendid form. Some-
how it does not retain these fine qualities, and
was small and ill-formed last year. It would not
be wise to discard it, although white kinds are
plentiful. The form of the bloom is striking.

being large and of great depth. It is rather tall,

and is best from crown buds.

Mlle. Laurenx'e Zede.—This is one of the best
of recent introductions ; colour a bright mauve
tint. The flowers are composed of long, broad
florets which incurve and twist in an irregular
manner. They are very large and full. It is

easily grown, the habit being dwarf and sturdy.
Late buds may be selected for show blooms, a
purpose for which it will be esteemed, as well as
for general culture.

Mlle. Lucie Faure has white blooms of first-

rate quality. It has been classed as an incurved,
a form it takes when late buds are retained.
From early ones the florets recurve, and in either
case the flowers are charming.

Mlle. Therese Rey.—For some time this was
regarded as the best white Chrysanthemum, and
it certainly is beautiful when in good condition,
the substance of its petals being exceptional. But
of late years it has had a tendency to form
"blind "flower buds, which refuse to swell and
open. This habit detracts from its merits. It

Modesto has flowers of a particularly rich
shade of yellow. They are slightly incurving in
shape, not over-large, but very handsome. As
an exhibition kind it is true to character from
rather late buds, and the plant is easily grown.
It is also first-class for general culture, the habit
being not too tall.

Mutual Friend.—This is a popular white
kind for exhibition. The blooms are of extra
width and not o\-er-deep. This latter fact will
most likely cause it to be less cultivated in the
future. It is also liable to damp, as early flowers
are generally. Its habit, easy culture, and con-
stancy make it a good amateur's sort.

Mrs. C. Harman-Payne.—When well grown
this is a very fine large Japanese bloom, of a rich
rose colour, the formation of the bloom being
inclined to incurve to the centre. This is when
the plant has been cultivated well and late buds
selected. Often, however, we find this kind
among the worst in all respects save size.

Miss Elsie Teichmann.—This is one of the
finest Chrysanthemums yet introduced. For

Cactus Dahlia Loreley. From a photograph sent by Messrs. Ooos and Koenemann.

appears to grow better when cuttings are struck
late in the season—at least for show l^looms.

Master N. Tucker has flowers of a chestnut-
crimson tint, and is therefore welcome, as dark
colours are scarce among Chrysanthemums. The
only fault one can find with this variety is that
the florets are rather short. It bears large, full,

deep blooms, and the growth is sturdy.

M.vtthew Hodcjson is a valualile kind, because
of the rich crimson colour of the blooms and a
dwarf habit of growth. Not over- large as an ex-

hibition bloom, it is yet useful, and first-rate for

I

grouping or for cut flowers in quantity.

I

Mi5duse.—This is not cultivated largely, but
has been known some years. The colour is a
charming shade of bronzy terra-cotta. The
blooms are well formed. It is not large enough
for show blooms, but is early and especially free.

For the supply of a quantity of flowers in October
it is excellent.

quality of petal it is exceptional. The flowers
have size and rare grace of form, the florets having
a way of hanging down and curling upwards at
the points. When in good character the colour
is creamy white, tinted lilac, bright and pleasing.

Rather late buds may be selected for the finest

blooms.

Mrs. F. A. Bevan .—This has drooping shaped
blooms of a clear lilac-pink shade, not over-large,

but striking and especially refined. The growth is

somewhat tall, and late-formed buds produce the
better blooms.

Mrs. Blick is among the best of white varie-

ties. The flowers are not over-wide, but very
deep, solid and well formed. The florets liang

down and curl at the points, sometimes they form
quite a full incurving flower. A good way to grow
this variety for show is to root the cuttings in

March and allow but one flower to a plant.

H. S.
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Garden Flora.

PLATE 1166.

CACTUS DAHLIAS.

(with a coloured plate of I). LORELEY.*)

The cultivation of the Cac'.m Dahlia has

fjreatly increased in Germany, and the accom

panying coloured plate shows what progress

we have made in raising new kind^.

The first attempts to popularise Cactus

Dahlias in this country were somewhat dis-

appointing, a good deal of misconception as

to their proper value for cutting and massing

in the flower garden arising through the

indiscriminate introduction of second rate

predict a great future for the true free-

flowering Cactus type in this country.

HohenzoUern (shown in the illustration) is a

novelty for the year 1899, and a seedling

from < Horiosa, possessing every characteristic

of the parent except colour, which is an

amber-flamed apricot. Loreley will be sent

out this year. This seedling from Delicata

we place witliout hesitation in the foremost

rank as a cut flower, and for the flower garden

it inherits none of these bad qualities so con

spicuous in the parent, but possesses

distinct erect growth of medium height,

exceedingly free-flowering habit, and strong

stems, supporting flowers of the most perfect

porcupine quill shape. The colour is alove'y

rose, shading in late autumn to pure ivory-

wliite. Each of these novelties was award(^d

Cactus Dahlia HohenzoUern, From a photograph sent by Messrs. Goos and Koenemann,

sorts, short-stemmed and shy-flowering sorts

predominating, contrasting anything but

favourably with the lich-flowering Liliputian

varieties so long cultivated by German
florists. Their great value for cutting and

decoration has now been found out, and

every gardener depends in late summer on

the queen of all our autumn flowers, and no

public or private garden but includes

tliem. Probably their popularity is as

great here as in England, and we venture to

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon from
flowers sent by Messra. Goos and Koenemann. Litho-
graphed and printed by J. L. Goffart.

the large State medal at the Hamburg ex-

hibition. Goos AND Koenemann.
jVifdcr-WaUiif (Rheingau), Germany.

Arum Lilies.—Of the eleven notes that have
appeared during the present year on the treat-

ment of the above, eight have advocated perma-
nent pot culture, while only two writers have
favoured the planting-out system. There is, I

should imagine, but little doubt that, at all events
for market, the former method is preferable. The
cultural directions given by those who recom-
mend pot culture are in the main identical, the

most noticeable exception being that " E. J."
repots in the middle of August and houses in the

middle of September, while Mr. J. Mayne repots
early in July and houses before the appearance
of frost, which in South Devon would probably

mean mid- October. In each case the treatment
appears eminently successful, as the plants pro-

duce a quantity of bloom between housing-time
and the end of the year. Whilst being myself in

favour of permanent pot culture, a case has lately

come under my notice, from which it appears that
under certain circumstances plants fail to come
into full bloom before the advent of the new year.

The plants in question were dried off as recom-
mended and repotted at the end of July. In
consequence, however, ot there being no house
ready for their accommodation earlier in the
autumn, the batch—consisting of between 200
and 300 pots—were not brought under glass until

the close of October, and, instead of being in full

bloom at Christmas, produced their fullest com-
plement of flowers in .Januar}'. The only reason
that I could assign for the lateness of their blos-

soming was that their housing had been unduly
delayed, but Jlr. Mayne appears to house but
little earlier and to procure plenty of bloom by
Christmas. The house in which the Arums were
placed was a low span-roofed structure which had
been utilised for Cucumber culture, and a tem-
perature of 65° to 70° was maintained during the
winter months.— S. W. F.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The Vegetable Marrow crop.—I advised sow-

ing a small quantity of Vegetable Marrow seeds

some weeks ago for an early supply, but the

plants now raised with less heat may be termed
the main-crop supply. These will be strong
enough to plant in the open at the end of May
and will not need protection. Marrows grown
(juickly always give the best results, and, pro-

vided short, sturdy plants are secured, they fruit

quicker, and are therefore more profitable. Only
a little heat is needed at the start to assist the

seeds to germinate, as, owing to their fleshy

nature, they soon decay with excess of moisture.

I find it best at this season to sow two or three

seeds in a 4i-inch pot, and when the plants are

developed to thin to the strongest, placing at the
start in a warm house and removing to cold

frames near the glass. To secure a strong plant,

if ample time is allowed, the seeds may be placed

in the frames at the start, but moisture must be
sparingly given till growth is active. Plants

raised earlier as advised will now be in condition

to plant out in frames or under hand-glasses. At
this early date it will be well to give warmth at

the roots to promote growth, well covering at

night. I find frames from which the early Pota-

toes have been dug come in useful for the early

Marrows.
French Beans. — The early dwarf Beans ad-

vised to be sown for planting in the open and
protected will now be in condition to plant out.

Should the weather be very cold, it may be advis-

able to defer the planting a few days. An early

border at the foot of a south wall will be found a
suitable place, and if the soil is at all poor or

heavy it should be made good, and some lighter

material given at planting. When turned out
of the pots, it is not well to break the balls of

earth and roots if thinning was done as pre-

viously advised, as I Innd it a severe check if the

roots are disturbed. The plants delight in a
rich, friable soil, and need to be planted firmly.

I also water when needed with tepid water, and
for the next three weeks it will be necessary to

cover regularly at night. I use spare sash-lights

placed on in\ erted flower-pots, and use mats or

sheets round the sides. Mohawk and Early
Favourite are my earliest kinds. To save space

I plant at 21 inches between the rows and half

that distance in the row, planting very firmly, as

this encourages quick root action. Plants grown
thus are profitable, as in favourable seasons one
can gather at the end of May or very early in

June.
Beans in pots and frames.—A final sowing

may be made in pots or frames. This lot of
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plants will give a heavy return if not stinted for

food or moisture. I am averse to growing Beans
in fruit houses after April, as it is almost im-
possible to keep the plants free of red spider no
matter how well attended to. I adopt a middle
course and sow in large pots, plunging these up
to the rims in the soil. This saves much water-
ing, and it is an easy matter to shift the pots if

the frames are needed. Another reason why pot
culture is advised is that such varieties as the
Canadian Wonder in rich soil and with a large
root-run at times go so much to leaf that the crop
is a long time about. On the other hand, with a
shallow bed and warmth pot culture is not
needed. In pits one may take two and three
crops from one lot of plants by feeding, stopping,
and top-dressing freely. For a quick cro]) in cold

frames. Early Favourite is an excellent Bean
and very prolific, especially if a little warmth can
be given the roots at the start in the way of a
slight hotbed.

Beans in the open.— In the southern parts

of the country I always sow the first crop in the
middle of April. It is also necessary to sow new
well-ripened seed, as any old seed will lack ger-

minating power. It is essential to have a warm
well-drained soil, as unless the seed germinates
freely there will be slow progress. In heavy soil

it well repays the cultivator to remove a portion
after drawing drills and to replace with lighter

soil, such as old potting soil, spent leaf mould, in

fact anything that promotes quick root action.
An early variety sliould be grown. Those named
previously will be very suitable, and though it

may be necessary to sow thickly at this season,
one can readily thin when it is seen which are the
strongest plants. I do not advise large sowings,
as at the best Beans are a precarious crop thus
early. A small sowing now and a larger one at
the end of the month will be advisable. At the
latter date such kinds as Ne Plus Ultra, Sj'on
House and Early Favourite are good ; Canadian
Wonder should be sown later.

PoT.iTOEs.—All arrears of planting should lie

cleared up. It will be found that seed kept to

this late date will be more difficult to plant,

having long shoots. These will in some cases
need removal, leaving the best placed and
strongest. Many who are short of space are
obliged to resort to various means to plant the
late crop. I had Kales occupying the quarters,
and it was impossible to destroy them. I

forked between the rows, placing a good
quantity of spent Mushroom manure and
burnt garden refuse under the sets. It will

be an easy matter to remove the Kales later

and fork the ground previous to moulding
up. Plants just showing through the soil will

now cause the grower some anxiety, and I find

drawing the earth up over the plants not
sufficient. With small quantities it is a good
plan to place long litter over the rows at night,
removing it in the daytime. This will save the
plants. It is a good plan to keep the litter dry,
as in a wet state it is not an etticient protector.

Main-crop Beetroot.—From this date to the
first week in May the main -crop supply of the
above vegetable may be sown. I am aware in

some seasons there is a difficulty in getting the

seeds to germinate quickly. Ground that was well
manured for a previous crop is best for Beetroot.
On the other hand, there should be deep cultiva-

tion, and in poor soils one may with advantage
add some fertiliser. The plants always do best
in an open, exposed position and not crowded in

the rows ; 18 inches between the rows is none too

much, leaving tlie plants 12 inches apart. For
many years I have grown Cheltenham Green-top
as my main crop. It is not so shapely if grown in

rich soil and inclined to come large. Sutton's
Blood Red is a specially fine garden Beet, and
noted for its shapely roots and colour. The older
Nutting's Dwarf Red is still one of the best and
keeps well. In shallow soils the Globe roots are
useful. These sown about three times, say April,
.Tune and August, will furnish nice roots and pro-

vide a year's supply. The best kind I h-A\c

found to be Crimson Ball, a very fine root for
colour and quality.

Savoys.— In previous notes on Brassicas I pur-
posely omitted to advise the sowing of these.
Now is a good time to sow for late supplies, but
should there be a demand for early Savoys, by
sowing a small variety, such as the Early Dwarf
Ulm or Dwarf Vienna, there will be good cutting
material in August. I always sow on a cool bor-
der to secure a dwarf plant. For late supplies I

have found Drumhead sown the first week in

May most useful, and even this year, when vege-
table growth was early, the last-named Savoy was
good well into March. There have been some
very fine additions to this family of late years.
The new Perfection is an excellent late \ariety,
and such kinds as Bijou and Tom Thumb are
splendid little Savoys for table, having a delicate
flavour and most useful if sown for late supplies.
The last-named needs but little space ; \'i inches
between the rows and half the distance between
the plants are ample. The land should be fairly

good. Perfection is large, needing the same space
as the Drumhead, but it is remarkably hardy.
Autumn Cabbaue.—There are few vegetables

more useful than autumn Cabbage. Bj' this I do
not mean the well - known Colewort, but the
small, compact-growing Cabbages such as turn
in from October to Christmas and later. Now is

the time to sow, and as regards variety much
depends upon the size liked. I am greatly in

favour of the small or medium growers, as these
have such a delicate flavour ; in fact, are on an
equality with the early spring Cabbage in this

respect. St. John's Day, a dwarf - growing
variety with a short stem, is specially good.
This sown now will give a winter supply.
Christmas Drumhead is similar in quality and
equally hardy, and for earlier supplies from Sep-
tember to November I have found Dwarf Gem
very good. This is a cross liotween the Rosette
Colewort and a dwarf 1 )rumhead Cabbage. These
\'arieties may with advantage follow early Po-
tatoes or land cleared of dwarf Peas. It is not
necessary to give much manure, as if a good
fertiliser is used during growth the quality will

be excellent. I plant the above varieties "2 feet

apart between the rows, as this allows of hoeing
and cleaning during the summer. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The fruits in the
earliest house are now commencing to take on
their second swelling (or within a very near
approach of it), and with this change fairly begun
it will be safer to raise the temperatures both
during the day and the night than at any other

period of forcing. Now is the time when, by so

doing, it will be possible to gain a few days in the
ripening, almost or quite a week being possible

;

even if it be less, it is all-important to be a few
days earlier where the first pickings are of special

value. By what I can see of my own I estimate

to have Cardinal Nectarine from pot trees about
May 1, and Early Beatrice Peach a few days
later. When in the experience of those who have
charge of the watering it is considered safe to

mulch the pot trees, it should be done without
any delay. This will greatly assist the trees

during the final swelling, and at the same time
save some little labour in watering. Sufficient

importance is not at times attached to the
mulching of pot fruit trees, for it not only assists

in the final stages of the fruit development, but
it also greatly assists the trees in the completion

of the wood growth for the following season. If

it assists Chrysanthemums and other flowering

plants and pays to spend the time upon them, it

will do so in the case of fruit trees in pots.

This mulching of the pot trees ma}- be extended
with advantage to those that are planted in

shallow or limited borders, but where the borders
are without any practical limitation it will

scarcely be advisable, otherwise the growtlj may
Ije stimulated too much in the form of gross wood.
Save where tlie latter circumstance is likely to

obtain, a quick acting manurial stimulant will

now greatly assist the trees ; that containing a
small amount of blood, which can be readily
detected as a rule, will be a good choice. As
soon as the fruits are beyond any question
swelling up for the final stage, the night tempera-
ture may be 65° on the average at the time of

banking up the fires, and the day temperature
may safely range at 80° by sun-heat or 75" by
fire-heat, with ventilation, of course; at closing
time 85° will not be too much to aim at. With
the increased temperatures and also with the
greater influence of the sun, combined with the
easterly winds so often prevalent at this season of
the year, red spider may make its appearance.
This insect is more to be dreaded than any other
just now, but by keeping a constant and close
watch it can and should be kept in check. Per-
sistent use of the syringe, and that in no half-

hearted manner, will be the best remedy. Do not
resort to sulphur unless it is found imperative to
do so before the fruits are gathered. Red spider
is also encouraged by the greater susceptibility of
the foliage to its attacks when either a too close
atmosphere has prevailed or where there has been
any continued period of drought at the roots, in

both of which cases the leaf-tissue is weakened
and thereby made more liable to this pest.

Look to it, therefore, that neither of these cir-

cumstances prevails. The watering is an all-

important matter now, but do not yet use abso-
lutely cold water. I prefer to water the early
borders with the water at about the night tem-
perature of the house itself ; to do this should not
give much additional trouble. As soon as any
indications of colouring are apparent, see that the
fruits are as fully exposed to the beneficial action
of the sun's rays as possible. Trees trained
near the glass or on walls can have the fruits

trussed up on labels for the time being, or at any
rate have the leaves tied on one side, not cut off.

Tying aside the foliage will also answer for pot
trees.

Second e.vrly houses and later ones.—The
usual routine work in these, and which may be
gathered from previous calendars on the first

early houses, will need close attention. It is, of

course, safer to thin the fruits to a closer margin
now, unless by previous experience in any par-

ticular variety it has been found that too great a
proportion has given out during the critical

period of stoning. Watch also the wood growths,
and if there be any tendency to over-luxuriance,

endeavour to modify it by deferring the final

thinning of the superfluous shoots and also by
stopping the too sappy wood. It is surprising

what may be accomplished in this way by what
might be termed the exhausting process, and it

will be found far more practical in the long run
as well as a preventive of canker, or at any rate

it will modify this evil to some extent. The
latest houses will now be safely over the setting

period, and it will possibly occur that green fly

or its more-to-befeared relation, the black fly,

may make its appearance. Immediately this is

detected, even if only upon a few shoots, lose no
time in resorting to fumigation. It is far cheaper
to expend the time, and material too, in fumigat-

ing for the few than for the many. Above all, it

is quite safe to employ the XL All vaporiser for

this purpose even before the flowering stage is

past. In late houses with no fire-heat it will be
ad^'isable to close in good time, so as to assist in

keeping up the temperature, and, if need be, do
not hesitate to run some light material over the

glass if the trees are trained close to it. These
trees are scarcely any safer than those upon walls

during a stinging spring frost.

Apricots.—Grown under glass there will be a
slight gain of time as compared with trees on the

open walls, and by now the fruits should be
swelling away freely. Where there is an abundant
set it should be quite safe to thin a portion of the

crop for preserving in a green state, although

this method, for some reason not quite apparent,

does not now prevail to the extent it did a

generation back. Insects on Apricots are not

so very serious, the most annoying being the
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small dark caterpillar, which, after first knitting

together a few leaves, may attack the fruits.

Hand-picking for this enemy should be sufficient

:

if "very numerous, then treat as just advised

by vaporising. Note also the remarks on over-

vigorous Peach and Nectarine trees, and carry

out the same course of treatment. We should

not hear, methinks, of so much canker in

Apricots if a more rational mode of culture were
adopted, viz., less use of the pruning knife and
a smaller proportion of manure in the soil, es-

pecially of such as encourages too rank or luxu-

riant a growth. Do not let the trees sutler from
want of water, and see that they are well soaked
when water is given.

Pe.\ks .\nd Plums.—A few of each of these

useful fruits may possibly be grown in cool

houses. It must not, however, be taken for

granted that a safe crop of fruit is all the same
going to be secured by this means of protection.

Two points at least must be looked at, viz., that

tlie borders are well watered without being water-

logged ; and secondly, take particular note that

when a very bright sunny day ensues a light

shading is employed in order to protect the

flowers from undue warmth, so as not to set them
too quickly. Half-inch netting is enough for

this purpose. Hurtus.

Rose Garden.

SOME DISEASES OF ROSE TREES AND
THEIR REMEDIES.

The fungus known as Cercospora rosiecola pro-

duces on the upper side of the leaves small spots

of a violet-brown and orange-yellow colour,

which destroy the epidermis and cause the

leaves to fall rapidly. There are other forms

of these dangerous parasites which are still but
little known and are not determined. I shall,

therefore, confine myself to the forms which
come under the name given above and point

out the means which, up to the present, have
been employed to combat them. Twenty years

ago, before anything was known about using

solutions of .sulphate of copper, the leaves were
washed on both sides with a sponge dipped in

soapy water containing table salt in the propor-

tion of from 3 to 30 grammes of salt to 1

litre of water. This not very practical or

speedy operation was soon abandoned and re-

course was had to dusting the leaves witli

flowers of sulphur, which was attended with
better results. The sulphur being applied with
a bellows had the advantage of being rapidly

distributed over the Rose trees, and the appli-

cation could be repeated more frequently. It

was the remedy which was most effectively

employed. Under glass sulphur gives good
results, but in the open air its efl'ects are too

often counteracted by atmospheric influences.

Rose trees were also syringed with a solution

of .5U1J grammes of sulphur and the same quan-
tity of lime boiled for ten minutes in (5 litres

of water. There were also many other specifics

which gave more or less relief, and later on,

from the imperfect action of these various

nostrums, and especially the inconvenient
methods of applying them, recourse was had to

compounds of copper under the form of sul-

phate or ammoniate, which were used as pre-

ventive remedies. After a great number of

experiments, the use of sulphate of copper has

been established as the best method of dealing

with cryptogamic diseases, and at the present
day it is successfully employed against the Vine
mildew (Peronospora vitis) and other fungi

which attack the leaves of plants. Several

solutions of it have been tried and have given
the best results, notably tlie Bouillie Bordelaise,

the Bouillie Bourguignonnc or Dauphinoise,

and the Bouillie sucree. Everyone knows
liow these " Bouillies " are prepared, and the
proportions of lime, sulphate of copper,

carbonate of soda, and molasses which should
be used. It is well to remark that suljjhate

of copper when used by itself is corrosive in its

action and burns tlie leaves. The .solution

recommended by M. Weber, of Dijon, is a very

good one, and causes both the white and the

red fungus of Rose trees to disappear rapidly.

Tlie following is the formula for it : Dissolve

1 kilogramme (2i lb.) of sulphate of copper in

twenty litres of water (a litre is = Ifiy pint). To
this add 2 kilogrammes of slaked lime and
1 kilogramme of flowers of sulphur. Boil

the mixture for forty or fifty minutes, keep-
ing it constantly stirred ; then strain it. The
result will be a lic(uid of a yellowish-green
colour, 1 litre of which is to be added to 10
litres of water when required for application.

The diseases of Rose trees now under con-

sideration are generally produced by minute
cryptogamic plants, which live at the expense
of the vegetable tissue of the plants on which
they have established themselves, and multiply

with astonishing rapidity. Several sjjecies of

microscopic fungi grow parasitically on the

leaves and young shoots ; other kinds are found
on these same parts when they (the leaves and
shoots) are dead. I merely mention tliese last

kinds in passing, although it is possible that

.some of them may be injurious to young Rose
trees when they are commencing their growth.

The most common and injurious of these minute
fungi is the white kind, popularly named
"Blanc" or "Meunier," and which belongs

to the genus Oidium. Its scientific name is

Sphierotheca panno.sa. It attacks all the young
shoots of a Rose tree, preferring the Tea Roses
and more especially certain hybrids of the Geant
des Batailles race. Its presence is made known
by spots of a velvety pale grey appearance,

which rapidly increase in size. The parts

attacked become greatly altered in their appear-

ance, swelling up and shrivelling, the flower-

stalks and the calyces become irregularly twisted,

the flowers open badly and lose their brightness,

the growth of the shrub flags and it soon shows
signs of suftering, droops, and loses its leaves.

This fungus especially attacks Rose trees grow-
ing in the shade of walls or under trees ; every-

where, in fact, where there is not a free circu-

lation of air. I have often found that the first

attacks of the disease manifest themselves after

a heavy dew accompanied with fog, and even
after rain at times of very hot sunshine, such

conditions being favourable to the evoluticm and
propagation of the parasite. This most fre-

quently takes place in June and July. If the

conditions occur frequently, the fungus will

multiply very rapidly up to the time when frosty

weathercauses ittodisappear. Ontheother hand,

should the weather be dry and thesoil contain but

little moisture, its attacks will be of a mitigated

character and will not do much harm to Rose
trees. Another variety of the " Blanc" or white

fungus has been observed on the under side of

the leaves of Rose trees growing under glass.

This kind much resembles the preceding one,

but the spots which it forms are not so large

nor so well marked. Sometimes other spots of

a brownish colour appear on the upper side of

the leaves. These are produced by Perono-
spora sparsa ; they gradually extend themselves
over the whole leaf and destroy it. This fungus
is often insensible to syringings, sulphur-dust-

ing, and fumigation with sulphur, and the best

way of dealing with it is to pull oil' all the

afl'ected leaves and burn them. Another fungus
grows abundantly on certain kinds of Rose trees

in dry seasons. This is the "Rouillc" or red

rust, and is characterised by reddish spots,

more or less numerous, which make their ap-

pearance on the under side of the leaves. It

shows a preference for attacking certain varie-

ties of Hybrid Perpetual Roses. The Victor
Verdiers, for example, are afl'ected sooner than
the Moss, Cabbage, or Provins Roses, but the
kind which suffers most of all is Rosa laxa.

Two forms of this fungus exist, which, however,
are only two difl'erent stages of the same species,

the summer form being known under the name
of Uredo (Lecythea) rosie, and the autumn form
under that of Pliragmidium mucronatum. In
spring the red rust exliibits the appearance of

an ^-Ecidiuni, that is, it assumes the form of

roundish or oval pustules of a pale yellow colour.

The Phragmidium shows itself in patches of

spores, which have a \'ery difl'erent appearance.

This fungus is seldom dangerous to Rose trees,

but it covers the under side of the leaves with
an orange-coloured dust or powder, which com-
pletely absorbs the vegetation. Up to the

present it has been found difficult to destroy

it by any application, and the best plan is to

gather all tlie leaves afl'ected and burn them,
otherwise all the healthy leaves will speedily

become diseased. Some other fungi injurious

to Rose trees have been observed. The kind

known as Asteroma ros;e forms spots of a dark
purplish-brown colour, which appear to be com-
posed of delicate fibres radiating from a central

point. Marsonia rosa? early in the season forms
largish rounded spots on the leaves, which then
rapidly wither away. This fungus first attacks

tender varieties of Rose trees, gradually extend-

ing its ravages to those of a hardier constitution.

Its mycelium or spawn lives under the epidermis

of the leaf, which it tears or bursts in developing

its numerous elongated spores. My colleague,

M. Pernet-Ducher, successfully combated this

fungus with the following mixture : Sulphate of

copper, 1 kilogramme, dissolved separately in

water ; flowers of sulphur, 1 kilogramme ; and
lime, 2 kilogrammes, boiled in 20 litres of

water. The latter is then strained and the

copper solution added to it. The " Bareges
"

of the druggists may also be successfully used

in the proportion of 10 grammes to the litre of

water. In the same proportions it is also eff'ec-

tive against plant lice.

It may be added that coal cinders and wood
ashes sifted and sprinkled on the leaves will

destroy fungoid germs. Indeed, it may be
observed that Rose trees planted close to roads

from which they receive quantities of dust, and
also Rose trees which are constantly exposed to

the smoke from chimneys, are rarely attacked

by these diseases. Remedies in the form of

powder should be applied with a distributor,

and to obtain the best results care should be
taken to direct the play of the jet on both sides

of the leaves, so that the entire surface may be
as completely dealt with as it is when fumiga-

tion or vaporisation is resorted to. In vapori-

sation it is indispensably necessary to follow

exactly the directions given as to proportions or

quantities, and to shake the liquid well in the

bottle before putting any of it into the vaporiser,

so that it may be homogeneous ov of the same
strength throughout. Vaporisation should be

done in the morning or in the evening, but
never in the heat of the day if it is to be done
thoroughly well. When froui any cause a

single application does not prove effectual in an
advanced stage of the disease, it is absolutely

necessary to repeat it at intervals of eight days
until the disease is subdued.

It is imperatively necessary that vaporisation

should be done during dry weather, for in damp
weather the active principles contained in the

specific employed would be destroyed before
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they had time to act efi'ectively against the

disease under treatment.—P. Guillot, in Le
Roses,

Tea Rose Pauline Labonte.—In The Gar-
den, March 26 (page -70), there is a note from
4Ir. J. Mayne upon this old Rose. It has long
been a great favourite with me. It was sent out
by M. Praedel in 1851. I first obtained it at

Souvenir d'Elise—not the Vardon variety—and
upon finding it was not what is generally known
by that name, I made inquiries. The result was
that I found it was largely grown in Devon-
shire under the names of Souvenir d'Elise

and as Devonshire Souvenir d'Elise. Some twenty
years ago it was the means of my being dis-

qualified at Ealing after the first jjrize had been
awarded. Mr. R. Bean was the secretary, and
when I called his attention to the fact, he at once
recognised it as what he had frequently seen under
that name, viz., Devonshire Souvenir d'Elise, and
the disqualification was withdrawn. Three years
back I met with the same Rose at the Tunbridge
Wells show under the name of Souvenir d'Elise,

and failed to persuade the grower that it was
really Pauline LabontS. Mr. B. R. Cant, of

Colchester, has recognised flowers sent him as

Pauline Labont(''. In the course of a season I see
many Rose and other gardens, also the whole of

the chief Rose shows, and am frequently sur-

prised not to meet with it. Only twice during
the past twenty-five years have I seen it growing,
except in my own grounds. It is a very hardy
Rose, but, being so early, frequently fails to open
the first crop.—A. Piper, Uck;fie/d.

Orchids.

NOTES UN BRASSIAS.

Those who are fond of quaintly-flowered Orchids
will find in this genus a number of interesting

and beautiful plants that are very free-flower-

ing. Their culture, moreover, is very easy ;

anyf>ne liaving a little experience in Orchid
growing may take up Brassias with every jn-os-

pect of being successful. The plants come
from various parts of America, on tlie mainland
and the adjacent islands, and though some come
from warmer ])arts than others, they will all

thrive under cultivation in an intermediate or

Cattleya house temperature. If any are selected

for warmer treatment, the choice will fall per-

haps on B. caudata, B. Lanceana, B. Lawrence-
ana, and one or two others that are found at a

lower elevation and in warmer parts, but this

separation is not really needed. Choose a part

of the house where a good light reaches the
plants from all sides, but where they will be
shaded from direct sunshine. This latter point

is very necessary it plants with healthy green
leaves are desired, for, although the foliage has
a hard look and rustics when touclied, it is

almost as easily damaged as that of an Odonto-
glossum. Plenty of fresh air, too, is \'ery

necessary, the plants seldom flowering freely

in a close, moist house. But if giown with
Cattleyas and the house treated properly for

these, the Brassias will be satisfactory as far

as atmosphere and temperature are concerned.
When in good condition, the roots of Brassias

are, as a rule, wiry, strong, and persistent, and
when the conditions of the house ai-e congenial,

it is not unusual to see them pushing, not
downwards among the compost, but upwards
towards the light and air. In these cases the
plants are, as a rule, doing well, and usually the
pot is well filled before this takes place. When
repotting, tliese roots are covered with the
new material, and as they ramify in this the

plants gain additional strength. Generally
speaking, it is unnecessary to disturb tlie roots

much when repotting, and I have often put the

whole of the old ball into the new pot. But of

course, if in bad condition, this would not do,
as, like all other Orchids, Brassias will not thrive
in sour material. For the new compost use
two-thirds of peat to one of freshly gathered
clean Sphagnum Moss, draining the pots
thoroughly and covering the drainage with a

little rough Moss. The habit of the spe-
cies is in a measure the best guide to the size of
pot recjuired

; the health of the individual
specimen also requires consideration. For those
with the habit say of B. -verruco-sa, a larger
shift will be needed than for B. Lawrenceana,
because the distance the pseudo-bulbs are apart
carries them more quickly to the edge of the
pot. Fill up with the compost to the base of

the leading pseudo-bulbs and dibble a few
" points " of Sphagnum around the surface so
that during the summer it will grow up around
them, keeping them cool and moist.
The present is a good time to re-pot any

jjlants not in flower or showing the spikes, the
flowering specimens having attention directly
the blooms are past. If propagation is desired,
it is also a good time now to set about it. Most
of the species are extremely easy to propagate,
it being only necessary to separate the rhizome
at as many points as young plants are required
-provided always that there is a good lead

to each divided portion — potting them
separately into pots of suitable size. It is

necessary to look carefully after the old plant
for a time, especially if several young pieces
have been taken ofl", as this causes a severe
check in some cases. Water must be very
sparingly given until new breaks are produced
and the roots are again on the move, and the
same applies to the plants that have been
potted. But when once they get well away
water must be given freely, and this is why
the careful drainage spoken of is so necessary.
Even in winter Bras.sias need a lot more water
tlian most Orchids when strong and healthy.
If they do not get it the roots shrivel, and when
water is again given in spring they have not the
power to take it up, and decay in consequence.
Heavy overhead syringing is not advised, as

when a lot of water is used it wets the surface
of tlie comjjost and makes it very dithcult to

determine whether the roots are dry or not.

A light, gentle spray is, however, refreshing to

tlie plants on hot summer days, and more than
any other means that could be used keeps
insects in check.

Bt)tanically these Orchids come nearest to

Oncidiunis, while the habit of some is almost
identical. The flowers are, however, quite dis-

tinct. They occur usually on long, simple
spikes, and last a very long time in good condi-

tion. B. Lanceana and 6. Lawrenceana, for

instance, retain their form, and are i|uite rigid

even after the colour is gone, and they usually

turn from a pale greenish yellow to a very deep
orange ground before fading. A freiiuent

characteristic is the very long sepals, this

feature being more marked in some species and
varieties than in others. The oldest .species in

tlie genus is B. maculata, a .lamaican kind,

upon which the genus was founded by Dr.

Brown very early in the present century. It

contains upwards of a score of so-called species,

but probably not more than half of these are

really distinct or in general cultivation.

H. R.

Calantlie 'Williamsi.—This is a very beauti-
ful late-flowering Calantlie not sufliciently known,
for it is distinct from all the varieties of C. vestita,

and a winter and early spring-flowering Orchid of

much value. It appears to vary a little in colour-

ing, the .sepals and petals being nearly pure
white, the lip deep rosy crimson. In habit it is

nearest C. Veitchi, and it should be grown in a
sound, fairly rich compost consisting of equal
parts of peat, loam, and chopped Sphagnum
Moss, a little of either dried cow manure or guano,
and plenty of charcoal finely broken. It is a
native of Cochin China, and was introduced about
188.5 by Messrs. Williams and Son, of HoUoway.

Odontoglossum excellens.—The flowers of

this beautiful Odontoglot are bright j-ellow in

ground colour, this being almost entirely covered
in some forms with large purple-brown spots. It
is usually considered a natural hybrid between
0. Pescatorei and O. tripudians, but in the arti-

ficially raised plants 0. triumphans has been used
as the second parent. Such fine plants make a
welcome change from the better-known species
and are, if anything, more easily grown. The
roots should not be too closely confined, a margin
of a couple of inches around the plant being none
too much, and tlie general treatment is the same
as advised for 0. Pescatorei.

Epidendrum Endresi.— Although this lovely
little species was sent home by the collector whose
name it bears as far back as 1873, it has always
remained a rare Orchid, and even now is expen-
sive. It is one of the cylindrical-stemmed kinds,

of dwarf, though fairly slender habit, the leaves

seldom exceeding an inch or so in length and the
racemes erect and many-flowered. The individual
flowers are pure white, the only colouring being
a few violet or purple spots about the lip. The
plants are not vigorous rooters and may be placed
in medium-sized pots only, in a compost of peat
fibre and Moss, these being kept as near the light

as possible in the Cattleya house. It is a native

of Costa Rica.

Lselia harpophylla.—Very bright and showy
are the blossoms of this species just now. They
are produced from the apex of rather slender

pseudo-bulbs or stems in number according to the
strength of the plant or the individual stems.

The colour is cinnabar-red, the lip more or less

fringed with white. Not being a very large

grower, small pots only are needed, the tutted

habit rendering the culture in such receptacles

easy. It is better to tie the plants up rather

closely, for, much as this detracts from the beauty
of some species, the Liclia named looks very un-

tidy if the growths are allowed to hang about,

and being so small at the base are also liable to be
twisted otf. It does best at the cool end of the

Cattleya house.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.

The work of repotting will be going on rapidly,

and considerable care is necessary with repotted
specimens. The most careful cultivator and the

most experienced is not able to repot an Orchid
that has for several years been growing in a pot
without cheeking it less or more. This I was
reminded of lately when attending to some plants

of Cypripediums of various kinds, including the
old C. insigne, C. villosum, and some of the better-

known hybrids. All had been somewhat neglected
and the pots were quite full of roots. To get
them out without breaking the pots or damaging
the roots badly was obviously out of the question,

so the former was chosen as the less evil. But
even so, many of the roots are torn more or less and
a check is inevitable. Rather more warmth than
usual, a shad}', moist atmosphere, and light

dewings overhead are the conditions that most
newly-potted Orchids like. There are some kinds
that repotting really makes little difference to, as

the roots die annually, and the time chosen for

the work is just before the emission of new ones.

To this class belong Pleiones, Thunias, Calanthes
and others, and as far as disturbance goes these

cannot be injured provided they are repotted at

the proper time. The Phahvnopsids are a case in

point of Orchids easily injured at the roots by dis-

turbance, and plants growing in cylindrical or

other baskets are much more liable to damage
than others growing in pans or pots. But baskets

decay sooner or later in the moist heat of tropical

houses and must be replaced. There is no more
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suitable month than April for the work, as the

temperature from this time onward is easily kept

up and root action is just getting vigorous and
free, enabling the plants to take with a will to

whatever is placed for their reception. When a

PhaUvnopsis grows too large for a pan it is usually

a fairly easy matter to give it a larger one without

much injury to the roots, for this is easily broken

with a hammer and the roots may still be left

clinging to the ware. Often the old pan may be

placed entire in the new one, this plan liaving

much to recommend it when one is sure that no

sour or decayed material is present. The best and
cleanest parts only of the Sphagnum Moss should

be used for the Moth Orchids, and the quantity

needed will vary with the habit of the species and
the size of the plants.

Almost as much care is necessarj' with cool

house species of Odontoglossum, Masdevallia and
others that want attention at this time of year,

for with these it is often the case that they go on
growing for months without a single new root

being produced, and it is difficult to provide

be rather early than late with the shading just

now, the number of young growths on the plants
being larger than at any other season, and th;se
are verj' easily injured by sunlight.

Lycaste fulvescens. —This is one of the most
distinct and pleasing of Lycastes, and a plant
deserving of extended culture. It is a medium
grower, very free-flowering, the sepals and petals
dull brown with a paler base, the lip yellow and
fringed in front. The srapes take almost a pen
dent position, and a basket or pot suspended has
a very pretty eflfect when the plant is well
flowered. It is not a dithcult species to cultivate,

thriving well in a cool house with abundant mois-
ture all the year round. The compost may con-
sist of equal |)arts of peat, loam, and Moss, with
plenty of crocks and charcoal.

Maxillaria sauguinea. — The blossoms of

this species are very bright, though small, and it

seems to be a very near relation of M. tenuifolia,

the foliage being narrow and .Sedge-like, as in

Odontoglossum TTiVcieanum Fittm. From a photograph by Mr. Boxcden, Dulwich.

sufficient moisture for their needs without at the
same time making the new compost sour and
heavy. It is difierent of course with such as
Anguloas, that commence rooting early, or such
as Lycastes, Maxillarias or Sobralias, that root
constantly all the year round, and whose principal
roots often ramify after being disturbed, while
those of other species would either die back or
grow from one point only. The dry scorching
wind-? that we get at this time of year render the
ventilation rather a heavy task. Constant watch-
fulness must be practised, for when the sunshines
out brightly the houses rise rapidly, even with the
blinds down, but when dull the temperature falls

even more rapidly. Damping also will take a lot

of attention, for the wind dries up the moisture
from the atmosphere very quickly, and though the
stages or floors may appear to be moist, the air
around the plants is dry and harsh. Under such
conditions insects spring up as if by magic, and
nothing but frequent fumigations and spongings
will keep fly and thrips in check. It is wiser to

that old species, the flowers having the same
peculiar odour. Both are pretty little Orchids
that are suitable for cultivation by amateurs, as

they are easily grown, take up little space, and
flower freely. The pseudo-bulbs occur on erect

rhizomes, so that they in a few seasons get well

away from the compost. The pots or baskets
used need not be large, but must be clean and
well drained, and an ordinary peat and Moss
mixture suits the roots well.

Oncidium insculptum.—The flowers of this

species are very distinct in colour, and it would
probably prove popular if sufficient plants were
forthcoming to make it so. The flower-spikes
are each 12 feet or more in length, with many
small side branches, and the individual flowers

are not large. The sepals and petals are reddish
brown, with a narrow yellow margin. The lip is

greyish purple in front, the centre spotted with
deep purple, the crest yellowish white, not unlike
that of 0. serratum. The plant has strong pseudo-
bulbs and bright green leaves, and requires care-

ful culture. It should be repotted just as the
flowers are past, the pots being of medium size

and well drained, the compost consisting of peat
fibre and Moss, with some large, rough lumps of

charcoal. The rougher and more uneven the sur-

face of the compost is left the better. Grow it in

the coolest house in a shad3', moist position, and
water the roots in accordance with the state of

growth, never allowing them to be really dry for

any length of time. Like all in this section, it

likes a free circulation of air at all times, especi-

ally durmg the night in suinmer. Light o\ erhead
dewings from the syringe are helpful in keeping
down insects and serve to keep the foliage in

good condition. It is a native of Ecuador, and
was introduced in 1S72.

ODONTOUlJJ.SSrJI WILCKEANUM
PITT.E.

The subject of the accompanying illustration is

no doubt the finest form of O. Wilckeanum that

has been seen. It was exhibited at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meeting on March 8 of

the present year, when it was awarded a first-

class certificate. The sepals are IJ inche.s in

lengtli and nearly an inch in breadth, having,

as shown in the illustration, large rich brown
blotches, barred and tipped with bright yellow.

The petals are of the same length as the sepals,

but rather broader, the ground colour wholly

liright yellow, the spottings being of the same
brown shade as in the sepals. The large, broad
and heavily fringed lip is yellow, with a distinct

blotch of brown across the centre. Tlie whole
flower is of great size and substance. The plant

carried a raceme of seventeen flowers. It is

dedicated to Mrs. Pitt, the wife of Mr. H. T.

Pitt, to whom the plant belongs, he having

procured it in the sale rooms about two year.s

ago. It was said to be part of tlie same plant

as one that had previously been certificated as

O. W. Quetn Empress. Although somewhat in

the way of that form, Mrs. Pitt variety is

altogether superior, as was apparent from the

drawing which had been made at a previous

meeting of O. W. Queen Empress. S.

Dendrobium chrysotoxum.—Though not to

becomparedwithsomeothersof thej'ellow-flowered

section, this is a distinct species and still worth a
place. The pseudo-bulbs are evergreen, and the

blossoms occur on longish slender spikes. It

dehghts in ample moisture while growing, and
fully as much heat as any of the evergreen kinds.

The growing season, as a rule, is only about three

months out of the year. No absolutely dry rest is

needed, but water always in accordance with the

atmospheric conditions outside.

Aerides Vandarum.—This is a very distinct

plant, both in habit and the shape of the flowers,

and a very tine one as well when carefully grown.
Like many others of the distichous-leaved class,

it is apt to lose its lower leaves in spring, and this

is especially annoying after having grown a plant

carefully all summer and protected it from harm
through a long cold winter. It is doubtless

owing to want of air that these plants fail in

our Orchid houses. Heat and moisture we can
manage all right ; shading, too, is a fairly simple
matter ; but open the ventilators a little too wide
on a bright, dry day, and the proper balance of

the temperature is at once destroyed. A. Van-
darum likes heat and moisture, and, wherever it

is possible, something in the way of a piece of

Tree Fern stem or a Moss-covered block should be
provided for the roots to lay hold of as they are

produced. A. Vandarum is a native of Sikkim
and the Khasia Hills, and was introduced about
1857.

Lycaste Harrisoniee.— -A^ very fine form of

this old species comes from " .J. C." for a name,

the sepals very pure white, and the lip having

the yellow tinge underneath the crimson-purple
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veinings that is characteristic of L. H. eburnea.
In such form it is a lovely Orchid, and the scent

is very perceptible as I write. It would be in-

teresting to know how many of these fine varie-

ties of this species are in collections. I am sure

there are many. Only a \ery few years ago I

came across some fine old specimens growing in

an ordinary plant stove, and these, though very
badly grown and covered with insects, were very
beautiful, owing to the large number of flowers on
them. The temperature best suited to this Or-
chid is one slightly lower than that of theCattleya
house or in a shady part of this structure.

Atmospheric moisture should be plentiful, and
while growth is active plenty of water at the
roots is needed. The syringe may be freely plied

about the plants in summer. It is a native of

Brazil, and was introduced to this country about
1820.

Oncidiura cucuilatum.—The varieties of this

little species are fairly numerous, and form quite
a distinct set not less beautiful and interesting

than many showier and more popular kinds. The
habit in every case is dwarf, the pseudo-bulbs
seldom exceeding a couple of inches in height

;

yet these push fine spikes containing, when
healthy, perhaps a dozen or more of the bright
and telling blossoms. The culture is easy enough
when healthy specimens are obtained, but they
are bad to bring back from an unhealthy condi-

tion. I can confidently recommend anyone who
has such specimens to deal with to turn them
right out of their pots, and wash them quite clear

of every bit of compost, laying them out in a
temperature rather above that of their growing
quarters on crocks or Moss in the way usually

followed with newly-imported plants. It does
not matter if they are not potted up for a montli
or two—all the better, in fact—but when young
roots are pushing rather freely, pot them into clean

pots with a compost consisting largely of Moss.
The pots should be small for the first season, as
the plants may then be repotted into larger sizes

without any disturbance, or very little. For esta-

blished plants, a position not far from the roof-

glass, with abundance of air and moisture all the
year round in the cool house, is the most satis-

factory.

COLAX JUGOSUS.
AlTHOUfin the flowers of this Orchid are not

large or particularly showy, they are distinct

and very interesting. They differ little from
those of some of the Lycastes, but as a garden
plant this Colax is (|uite distinct. The habit is

dwarf, the pseudo-bulbs about .3 inches high, the

foliage broad and handsome, the spikes few-

flowered. Each flower is about 3 inches or less

across, the sepals and petals milk-white, the

latter somewhat heavily and transversely

blotched with chocolate or purple, the tint

varying a little in difl'erent plants. The lip is

marked with a deeper colour than that on the
other segments. This pretty plant is not often

seen well grown, and this as often as not is the
fault of the cultivator. The proper tempera-
ture for it is in the coolest part of the Cattleya

house near the roof glass, as it likes a clear

light, but in such a position that the sun does
not shine directly on the foliage, this being very
easily damaged. A moist atmosphere is neces-

sary all the year round, and this is very import-
ant. I do not know an (.)rchid of this class

more likely to be attacked by thrips than this,

and in the majority of the plants one comes
across under cultivation this insect has left

its mark on the foliage. Between the leaves

is a favourite hiding-place for thrips, and
liere it works sad havoc if left alone. A
damp atmosphere will check it of course, but
will not kill the insects when once they have
obtained a hold, and frequent vaporising and
syringing should be persisted in until they are

quite destroyed. The best plan is to fumi-
gate on a dull evening, and the next day clean

the plants, first immersing them for an hour in

a tank or tub of water to drive out any chance
insect from the compost, then dipping the
heads in a weak solution of tobacco water and
soft soap. This .should make a clearance of

them for the time, and must be repeated if they
again put in their appearance. With clean

plants one stands a chance of getting healthy
rowth. The plants may be grown in pots or

pans in soil consisting of equal parts of jieat

filjre and chopped Sphagnum Moss, a little

loam being added for strong healthy plants. In
addition, a larger quantity than usual of char-

coal and potsherds may be allowed, the drainage
also requiring careful attention. C. jugosus is

very impatient of anything in the way of

closeness at the roots, a lump of decayed
peat or thoroughly saturated charcoal being
often sufficient to kill any root that it

comes into contact with. The reason then for

great care in the selection of material will

be obvious. At the same time, the roots are

rather impatient of disturbance, but rather

than allow them to remain in a heavy or water-
logged compost, I would certainly repot an-

nually, or at any time in the year. Healthy
plants soon get a hold on the compost and
grow away very freely, rendering a frequent
application of water necessary. The Sphagnum
in the pots, if the atmosphere and compost are

right as regards moisture, will grow rapidly and
soon reach the bases of the pseudo-bulbs, keep-
ing them moist and making a capital hold for

the roots. Regarding overhead watering, it

must not be o\'er-done, as the texture of the

foliage is such that spotting soon takes place if

kept too moist during dull weather. But on
bright summer afternoons at closing time
nothing is more refreshing to the foliage than a

liglit sprinkling of tepid soft water. It keeps
it plump and stift', and is one of the very best

preventives of insect attacks. Though while at

rest a slightly decreased water supply is neces-

sary, at no time is drying oft' needed, this lead-

ing to weakened bulbs, and no corresponding
benefit accrues. C. jugosus is a native of

Brazil and was first introduced by Messrs.

Lodditres in 1840. H. R.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Mendeli.—The first flower of this

pretty species to open is a nice form of C. M.
granditlora, a beautiful variety, with flowers of

great size and substance, pure white on the sepals

and petals, the latter prettily waved and the lip

very finely tinted, showing well the characteristic

white band. C. Mendeli thrives well in the

Cattleya house under the same conditions as C.

Mossi;e, but, of course, flowers earlier and also

finishes up its pseudo-bulbs earlier in autumn.
It is one of the most beautiful of the labiata sec-

tion and a native of New (Jrenada. It was first

introduced by Messrs. Hugh Low and Co.

Coelogyne asperata.—In this species the

flowers are produced in long semi - pendent
racemes, and e.ach flower is about .3 inches across.

The ground tint is a milk-white, but the centre

of the lip is very beautiful. From a yellow

central ridge there are radiating lines of purple-

brown and yellow. Its culture is not ditiicult,

and such a fine species ouglit to be more grown.
Being a native of Borneo, a high temperature is

best lor it, ani as the growth is somewhat free,

plenty of room is needed in the pans, rafts, or

whatever is used for it. Water must be freely

given all the year round.

Dendrobium euosmum and its varieties.

—There has never lieen a more v.aried batch of

seedlings raised than has resulted from the inter-

crossing of D. endocharis and D. nobile, some of

them resembling in colour D. nobile, while others

have the pure white segments of D. endocharis.

Two forms are before me from Jlr. G. W. Law-
Schofield in which the hybrid parent predomi-
nates as regards colour. One is D. e. leucop-
terum, in which the sepals and petals are pure
white, the broad lip white in front and round
the large rich maroon disc. The other, D. e.

virginale, has narrower sepals and petals than
l>. e. leucopterum. The lip dift'ers considerably
from that of the latter variety in its being
rounder. Both are distinct and desirable forms
and worthy of every consideration.—H. J. C.

Lselia superbiens.—In a note in TiieG.vrden
of April '2 a correspondent says it is difficult to
account for the vagaries of some Orchids, and
gives the peculiarities of a plant under his charge.
My idea always was that it was an absolute neces-
sity to give it a strong light ; in fact, that it

almost required the full sun to induce it to flower
in a satisfactory manner. I have a plant that has
been in the collection about ten years and which
has flowered each year. During the last five years
it has had si.x spikes of flower, being in bloom at
the present time. Instead of the scorching-up
treatment commonly considered necessary, the
plant has been grown in a basket suspended from
the roof under the conditions necessary in the
successful culture of Vandas. The plant was
rebasketed last season, having grown out of its

limits. The check possibly caused the plant to

make a side break, from which it has now
flowered. The potting material used is the same
as recommended for Cattleyas, and no special

conditions of any sort have been given in the way
of resting, &c. The Vandas having the chief

consideration, dense shade throughout the
bright months of the year is necessary, thereby
upsetting the theory that strong light is a neces-

sary condition in the successful culture of this

species.—H. J. C.

Kitchen Garden.

PLANTING POTATOES.
The idea is rapidly gaining ground among
farmers and gardeners that early planting of

Potatoes is a mistake, and the experience of the

past few seasons tends to strengthen that view.

The kidney-shaped varieties are very much
more popular than formerly, the round kinds

seldom making so good a price in most markets.

But the former in the majority of cases are far

more liable to supertuberation than the latter,

as they do not require such a long season of

growth and the skins are often thinner. Rarely

has the land been in such good condition for

planting as this year, the dry winter and light

frosts experienced having taken all the surface

moisture from the soil. This has led many to

plant earlier than usual in case of heavy rains

being experienced during April. But, as a

matter of fact, nothing is gained by it even in

the most favourable seasons, while to get on

the land for early planting when in bad order

is very wrong. The evil of shallow working

of heavy, poor land is never better exempli-

fied than when it is put to Potatoes. The
sets are only just covered in the first place,

and through this often become the prey

of rooks, while those that escape come
through too quickly and are cut by frost. There

is not proper depth for the roots to get down,

nor is it easy to get enough soil to cover them
properly when hoeing. For several seasons I

have grown the bulk of the field Potatoes

between rows of newly-planted trees, and this,

from the trenching necessary, has put the

land into good order. But to grow good

Potatoes one season of deep working is not

sufficient ; the ground must be thoroughly

mixed, and plenty of manure of a suitable

character should be allowed. Given this, it

is quite easy to get good crops of first-
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i-ate quality for many years in succession from

the same iiiece of land, prevalent opinions to the

contrary notwithstanding. In the garden proper

the soil is usually (juite rich enough and suffi-

ciently cultivated. Potatoes should never be

grown on ground heavily manured the same

season, but after one green crop has been taken

it is usually in good condition for them. The
soil here being heavy and not too well drained,

I always keep a smother going, and refuse of all

kinds is charred upon this. The ashes are used

for many pur[)0ses, and as far as possible I use

them for Potatoes, drawing the drills deeply

and placing this material above and below the

sets. From this they come out clean-skinned

and of good quality, and there is a very marked
diflerence always between plots so treated and

others where they have no such assistance.

For the early crops on warm borders the same
plan is followed, and when they are coming up

a top-dressing of ashes is given. Owing to the

sharp, gritty nature of the material slugs dis-

like it and are not troublesome, while there is a

certain amount of manurial value in it as well.

Regarding varieties for early use, I still plant

the much abused Sharpe's Victor, for, though

the colour is not quite so good as in some others,

it is one of the best croppers, and this must not

be lost sight of where there is a heavy demand
and only a limited space to gi-ow them in.

Myatt's Ashleaf is another good kind to fullow

it, while for lifting and using at once there is not

another variety to equal Sutton's Seedling on

this soil. It is not a good keeper by any means,

and, speaking from my own experience of it,

rather liable to disease, but certainly one of the

nicest flavoured kinds in existence. Abundance
is a capital late kind, good at lifting time and
keeping well into May. It is also a splendid

cropper here if allowed plenty of room between
the sets. Imperator was a favourite of mine in

the south of England, but here it is quite use-

less. Magnum Bonum is the worst flavoured

of all, while all the Rose varieties I have tried

are not of good quality, though cropping freely.

Windsor Castle is my sheet anchor, and from
my experience of it on dift'erent soils and in

various parts of the country, there never was a

better kind sent out.

A SiTFOLK Grower.

coolest conditions. The tubers exhibited marked
pushing of shoots during tlie very open and mild
weather which for so long previously had pre

vailed. I found that, although exposed in a

very light, airj' store, growth was too rapid.

However, the recent check will be beneficial, be-

cause the tubers, although they have strong

shoots on them well hardened, will be in capital

condition for planting, and that work may pro-

ceed rapidly now. It will need a couple of weeks
of moderate sunshine and mildness to get the

ground into its earlier desirable temperature.

Tubers that have so sprouted are best planted in

drills as the forking takes place—a very con-

venient plan, especially if planting be not too

rapidly forced. Failing that method because the

ground is ready, then the next best course is to

fork out a rough drill beside a line where the row
is to go, then run along the bottom of the furrow
with a hoe, plant the tubers, draw in what of arti-

ficial manure, soot, wood ashes, or other material

may be cast in with them, fork the soil back over

them, and go on to the next row. By this way
the soil between the rows is much trodden, but
that can be forked up again later when there is

less pressure of work. Potato-planting often has
to be performed in a hurry. Generally, it is well

to plant fairly deep, especially in the case of seed

tubers that have been previous!}' well sprouted ; or

if not planted beyond 5 inches below the surface,

it is well to keep the soil in ridge form just over

the rows that the tops may be kept from harm by
late frosts as long as possible. For very hurried
planting of unsprouted sets the dibber is a very

useful implement on light loose soil. Much de-

pends in method of planting, on nature of soil,

condition, and size of sets, and time at disposal

just then.—A. D.

Late-sown Parsnips.—In many gardens it is

usual to sow Parsnips as early in the year as pos-

sible, as by many it is deemed necessary to have
very long roots. I would advise sowing in May
in preference to February. From a fairly long
experience I have proved that roots grown quickly
are more tender, have less core, and for private

use more ]>rofitable, as the\' are more readily pre-

pared, and of a better colour. Sown in May the
roots winter where sown. For many years my
early-sown roots were diseased, but by later sow-
ing they are free from this. 1 admit they are
smaller, but quite large enough for all purposes,
and the quality all one may wish.

—

S. H. B.

A new Parsnip.—The advent of the well-
known Student Parsnip a few years ago was of

great importance to lovers of this vegetable, as

up to that time there had not been much atten-
tion paid to Parsnips. We now have a new
variety called Tender and True, which promises
to eclipse the variety named. Tender and True
is a smaller root than Student. This I think is

an advantage. It is remarkable for its splendid
quality when cooked and its absence of hard core.

The old type of Parsnips had a yellow skin ; this

is much whiter, quite smooth, and with no waste
whatever. This \ariety is more suitable for gar-
dens of limited space, as it requires less room.
—G. WVTHES.

Potatoes.—The recent colder weather helped
materially to check the all too rapid growth seed
tubers were making even when stored under the

Should they need food, use soot, this keeping the
Celery fly away. My late Celery follows Peas.

The rows are made as soon as the Peas are cleared.

It is essential that the position be an open one,

not under trees, as a sturdy, hard growth from
the start is a necessitj'. I do not give late Celery
much manure or very deep trenches, as I rely

upon surface feedings. Plants given much food
at the start make a gross leaf-growth, which is

not needed for keeping. The plants are lifted

direct into their permanent quarters when ready
in .Tune or early July, and never flag or droop.

They are kept well watered, but there is no
attempt at earthing up, as this is fatal to keep-

ing. During August and September I give liberal

supplies of liquid manure, with an occasional

dressing of soot and salt. I never earth up till

October, only a little then at the base ; a little

more a month later. The plants being dwarf and
hard, the weather does not injure them. In
March or April, according to the weather, all the

plants are lifted with a good ball of earth and
placed closely together in rows under a north

wall or under trees, and a thin coating of strawy
litter placed over them in bad weather. The lift-

ing checks growth, and the plants treated thus

keep well into May.—G. W.

THE BEST LATE CELERY.
I WOULD be very thankful if some of your corre-

spondents could give me the name of a delicate

white or red Celery that would be at its best from
February until May. My employer informs me
that such a variety is supplied in the principal

London hotels at a late date. I would be pleased

to know the variety grown for the late supply of

the London markets, and also any information as

to time of sowing and cultivation. I have sown
the ordinary varieties as late as the middle of

May, and yet they have invariably bolted by
the middle of March, which renders them unfit

for salads.—T. S.
*^* The best Celery I have grown for late use

is Standard-bearer. This, I find, keeps later than
others and retains its sweet, nutty fli^vour to the

last. The variety in question is a red Celery,

a medium grower. There are others much larger,

such as Mammoth Red and Manchester Giant
Red, but for late use I find a medium grower
much the best for keeping. There must be
special culture to get late supplies. In some of

the market gardens, notably in the Fulham dis-

trict and along the Thames valley, the soil is

light and well drained, this assisting in keeping.

Fortunately, you have inquired just in time

to sow a late crop for next season. I find

the red or pink Celeries hardier than the white.

The seed of Standard-bearer is sown the first

week in April either in a cold frame broadcast or

on a border, and merely protected by mats or

boards. I place much importance upon growing
the plants as hardy as possible from the start and
avoid thick sowing. I sow under an east wall in

prepared soil, using plenty of decayed manure
and old leaf-mould for the plants to root into.

If covered over with mats, germination is more
rapid. Little moisture will be needed if the seeds

are covered over as advised. By sowing thinly

there is no need to transplant or prick ofl' into

beds previous to placing in their permanent
quarters. I go over the plants when they are

large enough, lift where thick, and prick out in

rows. The old bed is then watered thoroughly
and the disturbed soil is settled, the plants being

left till planting-time. By all means avoid drought
from the time the plants make the third leaf_

EARLY SPRING BROCCOLI.

OwiN(! to absence of severe frost, the spring Broc-

colis have been a most satisfactory crop. Many
people do not plant the late winter and early

spring Broccolis largely, as they are a precarious

crop in many parts of the country. Of late years

it has been a difiicult matter to get Broccoli

that could be relied upon for February and
March supplies, as some of the best are much too

tender in our climate if not given protection.

Many growers still rely upon Snow's Winter
White, but I am unable to rely upon this variety

now. A variety I have now grown for two years,

and one that so far promises to eclipse Snow's, is

Superb Early White. I cut the first heads in

February and am now just finishing the crop (the

last week in March). Of course if the weather

had been severe this would have failed unless

lifted and housed, but this is a simple matter.

The difficulty hes in getting a supply, not in pro-

tecting the supply when grown. This variety when
lifted last year remained good for weeks. Being
ashort, sturdy grower, itsutferslessinsevere winters

than larger varieties. This I sow at the middle of

March for February supplies, and again the first

or second week in April for a succession. It is

planted out on an open border, and usually follows

the early Potatoes, no manure being given.

There are other varieties which may be sown, such

as Michaelmas White. This turns in early in the

year, but is less reliable. Christmas White ii

earlier than the Superb White, but with me less

hardy. Last year I tried Winter Mammoth, but

this with me so closely followed the autumn
Broccoli, that I cannot advise it for early

spring supplies. The sprouting varieties of

Broccoli are most valuable at this season. Of
the two varieties I think the Purple Sprouting

the more useful. The white variety is more pro-

ductive and has a very delicate flavour, but I

find it runs to seed more quickly than the coloured

variety. G. W. S.

Imported Potatoes.—Amongst varieties of

kidney shape that proved to be the best at Chis-

wick last year was one stated to have come from

the Canary Islands. This was a great cropper

and cooked admirably. I have a few tubers of

this variety to grow against a long white kidney

which I recently purchased in a semi-green state

as being an early consignment from Tenerifle, and

may prove to be the same thing. I have thought

it may be w-ell to see also how far varieties that

are the product of tubers grown in those islands

may be able to withstand disease or otherwise.

Last year's experience was that no variety, how-

ever reputedly disease-resisting, was unharmed
by disease ; indeed, the tuber loss was great.

We have evidence of that now by .seeing in the
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shops a capital example of Magnum Bonum
Potatoes from Belgium. It is long since there
has been a market in this country for imported
old Potatoes, although new ones have an enormous
sale. I was able to purchase these excellent
Teneriffe kidneys at 2d. per pound. A famous
Potato for importation some years ago was Dawes'
Matchless, a very white, floury kidney, long and
flat in shape. It, however, diseased terribly when
grown here, as is the nature of all tubers having
the soft flesh of the Regent type. The well-known
and not at all good International Kidney is now
grown very extensively at Malta and in the
Channel Islands to furnish fine new Potatoes for

the English market, and in the young condition
it is as good as most very imperfectly matured
tubers usually are, and is sold in great quantities.
As a mature home-grown Potato whilst one of

the finest and handsomest ever raised, yet no one
likes it to eat. One of the most acceptable cooked
Potatoes I have tasted for many years is a white
kidney named The Devonian. I shall grow a few
this year, and I expect it will be tried at Chiswick.
A very handsome round, named Challenge, comes
with a high reputation from the raiser of that
popular variety Up to Date.—A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Autumn-sown Lettuce.—Among Cos Let-
tuce for autumn sowing and early clearance I

find Hicks' Hardy White to be the best, as it

requires but little blanching to get it tit for use
in the spring, and from its more appetising
appearance in the half-grown state it sells better
than Brown Cos of similar size. This is a great
point in its favour, as pale green Lettuces with
hearts a little blanched by tying up for a few days
psy well from Eastertide onward, however small
they may be. Were I growing in quantity with
the object of early spring clearance, 1 would grow
no other Cos variety liut this, for as regards
hardiness there is nothing to choo.se between it

and the Brown Cos, and it makes a bigger plant
in the same time. I do not recommend it for

summer use, as the thick midribs it develops dur
ing the summer, but which are not so noticeable
in spring, make it inferior to the best forms of

summer Cos. As a companion varitty of the
Cabbage section I have found none to beat the
old Hammersmith Green, which is also thoroughly
hardy, so that it keeps on growing almost all

through the winter and turns in fit for use after

a week or two of growing weather.—J. C. T.

Flower Garden.

THE WINTER HELIOTROPE.
(I'ETASITES FRAORANS.)

Thi.s is an unruly plant as regards growth, and,
no matter what the soil, it overruns everything
near. With a few trusses of its fragrant flowers

in the early winter, some winter Aconites and
Snowdrops, a very |)retty table decoration may
be obtained. It may be planted on rough banks
and in hedgerows, and will also be found useful
for carpeting shrubberies, where its sweetly-
scented pale dingy lilac flowers may be con-
veniently gathered.

A screen of Sweet Peas and Canary
Creeper.—In many gardens there are places that
it is found desirable to hide. In kitchen gardens
and around houses and frame yards there are
many spots that can hardly lia done without, but
yet are unsightly. Under these circumstances it

is often found desirable to use a screen during the
summer months. In my kitchen garden there is

a centre walk with the vegetable garden on either
side. I form a screen 6 feet away from each side
of the walk. This is done every year in just the
same position. Each year in January I prepare
the ground by removing the soil 2 feet wide and

2 feet deep. In this trench I mix the top spit

from the next, with old hotbed manure, putting
the bottom of the next trench on the top and
leaving it as rough as I can. Early in April a
drill is drawn. In half the width of the drill

Sweet Peas in different colours are sown thinly.

In the other half I plant out Sweet Peas that
have been sown in turf under glass. These are

planted in separate colours, as the effect is much
better than when mixed. In this way I obtain
an early supply, and by sowing at the same time
I get a long blooming period, as often I can
gather well into November when the autumn is

mild. As soon as planting out is finished, a few
short sticks are placed inside the plants, and
early in May the whole lot is staked. When the
summer is moist the Peas reach the tops of the

stakes, which are 12 feet high. When staking is

finished I go along the rows, making a small hole

between the Peas and close to the stakes, and
drop in three or four seeds of Canary Creeper.

By the time the Canary Creeper has begun to

run the Peas have got a good distance up the
stakes, and the Canary Creeper entwines itself

round the stakes and covers them. As they get
intermingled they are most attractive. Should
the summer be a very dry and hot one and the

Peas cease to bloom, then the Canaiy Creeper

The Winter Ueliolrove [Petaaites fragmns). En-
grai-ed for The Garden from a drawing by

H. 0. Moon in January, 1898.

covers the whole and keeps up a good display till

destroyed by frost. In very hot situations where

the soil is dry, Mina lobata would answer.—J. C,
in The Field.

PLANTS FOR BOLD BEDS.

On page 261 mention is made of certain plants

which might be used with good eflfect in beds of

bold design. Lilium pardalinum, which is

among those recommended, is remarkably hand-

some when growing in vigorous groups, its tall

slender stems and delicately poised blossoms

giving it a very graceful appearance. Although

this is a so-called Swamp Lily, I have found

that when once established it succeeds in com-

paratively dry soil. Bulbs planted in my garden

in a mixture of leaf-mould and loam, in a

naturally dry, though somewhat shaded posi-

tion, have for some years thrown up flower-

stalks, each feet and more in height, bearing

from two to six dozen blooms. Lilium super-

bum and L. canadense planted in the same bed

have not proved so satisfactory in a dry summer,

but growing in leaf-mould in a damp spot the

former does fairly well, though it never attains

the vigour of L. pardalinum. L. Humboldti
does well with me in loam with a third of leaf-

mould, and is very attractive when in flower, as

is the scarlet Turk's-cap Lily (L. chalcedonicum),
which has increased rapidly in the last few
years. The giant Himalayan Lily (L. gigan-
teum) is very effective in bold groups, but as
the bulbs perish after flowering, a considerable
number of bulbs, ranging in size from the
largest procurable down to bulblets, must be
planted to ensure a yearly display. Some bulbs
of this Lily appear to advance their growth very
slowly, one that I lifted last autumn having in-

creased but little in size during the past three
years, though the bulb was apparently healthy,

while others that three years ago were but half

its size have since flowered. Iris orientalia

(ochroleuca), also mentioned in the note above
referred to, is very ornamental when in vigorous
health, its fine leafage being valuable for effect

even when the plants are not in flower. Grow-
ing, with me, near the water, this Iris attains a

height of between 5 feet and feet. Two
equally decorative varieties, so precisely similar

to I. orientalis in habit that when out of

flower it is almost impossible to tell them
apart, are I. Monnieri and I. aurea, both bear-

ing yellow flowers. The variegated Water Flag
is extremely striking from its very distinct

variegation in the spring and early summer.
After the plants have flowered, however, the

variegation becomes less and less noticeable,

until in the autumn no diflerence can be de-

tected between the colouring of the leaves of

the variegated and the common form. Unfor-

tunately, my garden is so infested with water
rats, that I annually lose a portion of my Irises.

During the past winter the whole of the varie-

gated Water Flag has disappeared, as well as a

tUump of I. aurea and a few plants of I. Mon-
nieri, while the preceding winter witnessed the

destruction of two fine clumps of I. Ksempferi.

I. sibirica, the German Flags, and the bulbous
Irises have not as yet been touched, while the

only Lily that has been attacked is L. umbella-

tum. The shrubby Spira-as are invaluable for

efl'ect, and in moist situations increase in size

with great rapidity. A small plant of S.

Lindleyana which I placed near a streamlet in

1893 is now 10 feet high and as much in

diameter. This Spiriea is very charming when
covered with its ivory white flower-sprays, and
its deeply-cut foliage renders it a decorative

shrub even when not in bloom. S. ariiefolia,

whose flower-clusters are more pendulous than

those of the first-mentioned variety, is, perhaps,

a more pi-ofuse bloomer, large specimens clothed

with a veil of blossom being objects of great

beauty. The flowers of S. ariaifolia are more
lasting than are those of S. Lindleyana. S.

tiagelliformis is another variety of the shrubby
Meadow-sweets that is very decorative when in

bloom. Tall specimens of Abutilon vitifolium

feet to 8 feet high, when covered with their

lavender blossoms, are very efl'ective in bold

beds, and are often advantageously employed

for this purpose in the south-west, while the

Cape Hyacinths (Galtonia candicans), with their

lofty flower-heads of drooping white bells, have

a graceful appearance when grouped amongst

subjects of lower growth. Montbretias are

amongst the most striking of our late summer
flowers, the orange-scarlet of their bloom-scapes

being a very telling tint. They are generally

supposed to succeed best in a dry soil, but I

have never seen them growing in such luxuri-

ance as by the waterside in the gardens of

Abbotsbury Castle, Dorsetshire, where their

roots must have been below the water-level.

Tigridias close by were showing remarkable
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vigour, their leafage being fully 2 feet in height
and the large size of their blossoms evidencing
their robust health. S. W. F.

Saxifraga oppositifolia.

—

This lovely little

jilant is found in great luxuriance in the north of

Scotland amongst other places, and is generally
growing in wet places on the top of high cliffs

close to the sea and facing north. It seems to

like the salt spray, for it is never found in abund-
ance except where this can reach it easily. The
effect of its rosy flowers growing along the
sides of small streams running over the cliffs is

charming, and at the time of year almost unique
in the British Isles. February and March are the
best months to see it. The colour varies some-
what from deep jiurple to a lightish pink. It

seems to prefer a gritty, somewhat sandy soil

among stones and rocks, and where it grows pro-
fusely is always damp and even wet.—S. T.

Draba Mawi.—There is so much sameness
among the yellow-flowered species of this genus,
such, for example, as D. aizoides, D. Loiseleuri,

&c. , that one welcomes such as the above, a really

pure wliite kind and a gem of the first rank.
Happily, too, it is free-dowering and perfectly
hardy, and besides such qualities as these it is

easy to manage. It is almost Androsace-like
in the way the tufts are smothered with flowers and
the way in which the blossoms so closely nestle to
the tufcs. The species, a Spanish kind, is amen-
able to quite the ordinary run of good alpine
culture, and in the usual gritty loam and leaf-

soil succeeds admirably. It is a charming plant
at the present moment, studded with white
flowers, and deserves every encouragement.
Whether in pots or plantsd out it should rece ve
fairly rich soil, and with this firm planting also.

With many such things there is a tendency to
mound up the plants, an item easily carried to
excess, for the reason that the moisture is

directed from the plants, which is not requisite to
the extent practised by some, and certainly not
with these hardy and free-growing plants. In
deep soil such plants may ba quite happy on a
gentle slope, where they enjoy the moisture
as it descends and passes over the plants,
provided the latter by the mode of planting
permit it. Planted on a level with the soil, this

pretty species slowlj', yet surely, spreads itself

out if soil and position suit it.— E. J.

The old double Kocket.—The praise be-
stowed on this old-time favourite (p. 293) is well
merited. It would be difficult to over-estimate
it5 value as one of our best hardy flowers, though
the bedding craze has banished it from many a
garden, in common with not a few other old-

fashioned flowers, to the temporary, but, we will

hope, not irreparable, loss of such gardens. The
pleasures of the garden are manifold, but there
are none that transcend that of fragrance, not
even the delight of the eye in suave colour-
harmonies, effective contrasts, or breadths of
lovely tints. Mr. Tallack in his note refers to
the exquisite scent of the double Rockets, which
is well-nigh unrivalled amongst our hardy flowers.
In this immediate neighbourhood the culture of
the double Rocket has, providentially, not died
out—at all events, in cottage gardens—and on
dewy June evenings, when the perfume is most
potent, one has no need to look over confining
hedge or lattice gate to be aware of its presence,
for every breath of the moist air is heavy with
the odour. The advice to divide and replant in
fresh soil should be made especial note of by
growers of this plant, for on this depends its suc-
cessful cultivation. Plants that are left undis-
turbed for years, as far as my experience goes,
dwindle and lack vigour to exhibit their true
characteristics. I note that Mr. Tallack divides
in the early spring. I have done so in the autumn
with satisfactory results, the plants in this heavy,
damp soil attaining a height of about '2 feet and
flowering well. The single Rocket is grown in
some quantity and is much appreciated by the
bees, being charming in the wild garden, but for

the flower garden proper it must yield the palm
to the double variety.—S. W. F. , Torquay.

Narcissus cyclamineus.— In reply to Mr.
Burrell (page 294), I regret that I cannot give any
information as to the variation of this Daffodil

from seed. It is in e\ ery way probable that there

will be considerable difference among the seed-

lings. I have not yet flowered any raised from
seed by myself, and my correspondents have been
silent on the point in question. Regarding seed-

lings being less likely to degenerate, I can only

say that those who find it necessary to raise N.
cyclamineus from seed do so because they find it

cannot be established as a permanent occupant of

their gardens through its dying oil' generally after

flowering. Mr. Burrell's interesting note of the

behaviour of the flower with him bears out the

opinion that one has been led to form, that, as a

rule (but not an invariable one), dryness is un-

favourable to this Narcissus. In some of their

catalogues Messrs. Barr and Son gave an illustra-

tion of the home of N. cyclamineus, in which the

flower is shown in growth on the margin of a

stream. Brief notes of the conditions under
which it is successfully grown in this country are

appended. One curious thing is that we are told

tliat Professor Foster has grown it for several

years in his garden at Shelford with a subsoil of

chalk, and that there it has improved and is in-

creasing. This is contrary to tbe general experi-

ence on dry soils, but Professor Foster maj' have
some special method of cultivating it by providing
moisture. Since my last note on the sul^ject, I

have been told of other instances in this locality

where this quaint little flower has been esta-

blished with little trouble.— S. Arnott, Came-
tliorii, bi/ Dumfritx, X.B.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
To those who are fond of zonal Pelargoniums for

the flower garden, a trial of some of the newer
kinds hitherto grown chiefly under glass, or sent

out as desirable for that purpose, may be recom-
mended. They will not be quite so free outside

as Uoiid-jiih bedding varieties, bub individual

trusses and pips are much finer, and the relief

afforded by a bit of foliage between the bright
colour is very welcome. The pleasure, too, in

sampling the many different shades, the almost
perfect regularity of pip in some, and the enor-

mous size of others are, to the lover of these

plants, greater than a contemplation of varieties

simply furnishing a solid mass of colour. The
majority of these varieties being of vigorous
habit, the beds they are to occupy should not be
enriched with manure, at least to only a very
slight extent. A good plan is to take out some
3 inches or 4 inches of the natural soil if this is

somewhat light, and substitute an equal quantity
taken from a heap of rather stiff road sidings,

that has lain some time and been turned once or

twice ; such a compost, alike for outdoors and for

pot plants, causes short, sturdy growth and a

gooi display of flower. The under-mentioned
were tried last year and were very satisfactory.

They are not, perhaps, quite the largest to be
found in pip or truss, although some of them
measured respectively 2i inches and 9 inches in

diameter, but they are certainly very fair outdoor
sorts. In the crimson and scarlet shades, Red
Eagle, Duke of York, J. Bidwell, John Ruskin,
Cannell's Favourite, Lord Aberdeen, Majestic,
with a very large and clearly defined white eye,

and Volcanic, a \'ariety with a very rich shade or

rather combination of shades in orange tints :

Magnificent and Eleanor, the latter very free ; in

purples, Blue Beard and Royal Purple : in salmons,
Jlrs. Hall and Enone ; pinks, Ladj' Carlisle and
Constance : and whites, Niagara and Duchess of

York. Duchess of Marlborough was also tried,

and is a taking flower, but the colour not suffi-

ciently pronounced for outdoor work. In the
hybrid Nosegays, as previously noted, the flowers
are now of immense size, and with the size has
come increased substance. There is little of the
flimsy nature that was characteristic of old sorts

like Stella, Cybister and others. Vulcan, Mrs.
Mayes, and Dr. Rothera are three good varieties.

I have tried a few doubles outdoors, and have
found Raspail and Turtle's Surprise, scarlet,

Guillion Mangilli, purple, and Clontable, pink,
about the best. Where cut flowers are required
in quantity I would strongly recommend a bed
or two of these, as they give a brilliancy of colour
together with the speciality of standing remark-
ably well in a cut state, and they are welcomed
for vase and dinner-table work. The shape and
regularity of truss naturally render them a bit

formal, but this can be relieved by introducing
plenty of Gypsophila elegans, G. pinioulata and
Statice latifolia in their respective seasons, or,

failing these, such foliage as can be furnished by
Thalictrums, Tamarix gallica or the beautiful

.scented Pelargonium filicifolium odoratum.

XOTES AXD QUESTIOXS.—FLOWER.

Daffodils in windowr boxss.—I have lately

seen very good effects made by tilling window boxes
with the old variety of double Daffodil. The large

bulbs are selected, and may be all rel'od on to produce
at least o[je, and in many cases two or three blooms.

A single wire or striug ran along just under the level

of the flower-heads to support them is all that ia

needed.—J. G., tlosport.

Narcissus iacomparalailia C. J. Back-
house.—This is one of the most striding of the yellow

Peerless Daffodils. Tee perianth segments are of

medium size, and clear yellow in colour. The long

cup has a fine orange-scirlet colour. It is flowering

fairly well with me this season. Its d'stinctness and
beauty make it worthy of the first-class certilicate

awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society. It was
raised by Mr. Backhou-e. of Weardile.—S. AltNOTT,
Carsethorrij by Ditmfnes, N.B.

Narcissus LeedsiDuchessofWestminster.
—There are some very beautiful flowers among
the Silver Star or Eucharis-flowered Daffodils.

The variety Duchess of Westminster is a general

favourite with its charming blooms of white and
canary-yellow. The large perianth segments are

white and the long cup a pretty canary colour, the

beauty of the latter being heightened on first

opening by a tinge of orange. It blooms regularly

here. Duchess of Westminster is one of the late

Mr. W. Backhouse's seedlings.—S. Arnott, Car.se-

Ihorn, by Dum/rlf.i, X.B.

Corydalis Halleri.—Tastes in flowers differ,

and adverse criticism is sometimes a thankless

task, although a useful one. I do not think, how-
ever, that many will resent being advised not to

add Haller's Fumitory to their gardens. It is

catalogued as "blue," with what one can only

call a latitude beyond what is allowed in colour

nomenclature—even in describing flowers. The
common C. cava is much prettier, C. Halleri

being quite dull-looking and ineffective beside it.

Both are referred to C. tuberosa by the " Index
Kewensis," but they are distinct in colour al-

though very like in habit and form.—S. Arnott,
tVtr.vf//ior», by Dantfrii.^.

Yellow flowers for cutting.—During the

past few years there has been a great increase in

thedemand for yellow flowers, and during the spring
the supply is very largely composed of Daffodils,

of which there is now a great variety. TuUps and
Roses, followed by Doronicums and, later on in

the season, Helianthuses in great variety, are all

largely grown for cutting. When Chrysanthe-
mums come in late in the season, I find that

}'ellow-flowered sorts are in even greater demand
for house decoration than any other kind, and
those who have to cater for the market, or even
private supply, are bound to go in very largely

for this popular colour.—J. G., Goaporf.

Anemone nemorosa purpurea.—The charm-
ing Wood Anemone has sported into a considerable

number of varieties, some of which are very pleas-

ing. In some woods these sports are more fre-

quently found than in others. Rose and pale

blue forms are perhaijs those most frequently

found. The variety purpurea came to me from
Mr. James Allen, of Shepton Mallet, and is either
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a seedling or a selection from A. nemorosa crtTulea.

It is difficult to describe its colouring, which may,
however, be said to come between A. n. rosea and
the finest of all the Wood Anemones—A. Robin-

soniana. In bud it is very bright and effective,

and when open the tint of purple gives some
warmth to the flower.— S. Arnott, Crirselhoi-ii, In/

Dumfrie-i. 2^.B.
Gypsophila paniculata.—This plant, as Mr.

Burrell (p. 294) suggests, associates charmingly
with Montbretias. Its grey and billowy clouds
of flower-lace require a contrast of bright colour

and distinct form, and this is most effectually

provided by the orange-scarlet flower-scapes of

the Montbretias ; but with me it is generally past

its best before the Montbretia scapes are fully

expanded. The tall scarlet Lobelias also render

an effective contrast, but are open to the objec-

tion of being rather later in arriving at perfection

than the Gypsophila. Statice latifolia is a plant

whose inflorescence suggests that of the Gypso-
phila, although it does not approach the exquisite

lightness of the latter's fairy-like flower-sprays.

Its spreading flower-heads of countless minute
lavender tinted blossoms make a pleasing setting

for such subjects as herbaceous Lobelias. Groups
of Gladiolus brenchleyensis form a striking con-

trast when planted in association with this Statice
or the Gypsophila.— S. W. F.

Isopyrum thalictroides.—On page 290 I

observe a note commending this pretty and
seductive little weed to the delicate attentions of

the grower of alpines. I have had it in my
garden for about twenty years, and can assure the
writer of that note that kindness is thrown away
upon it. It is capable of surviving the hardest
winters in exposed situations, and seems not in

the least paiticular as to soil. I call it a weed
because it persists in growing where it is not
wanted, for when I first got it I planted it in two
or three spots on my rockeries, where it soon ran
into its neighbour's domains, and was so persis-

tent and troublesome, that I have tried in vain to
eradicate it from these places ever since. One
lot, dug up when in flower, I carelessly put into
tBe rather stiff clay at the edge of a neighbouring
Strawberry bed. There it was, and still is, quite
contented. Two or three other rough spots,
either damp or dry, where it could not annoy
choicer plants, seem to answer all its require-
ments. It naturally likes wet. I have seen it

growing in abundance close to streams in the
woods between Bayonne and Cambo, in the
south-west of France, but it has a wide range in

Central Europe. I think it might easily be
naturalised in similar positions in England. It

reminds one of the more choice Thalictrum
anemonoides, which soon dies out in this garden,
but the Isopyrum seems to intend to survive
without the least care.— C. Wollev-Dod, EJrje
llnll, Malpn.^.

Dividing Hellebores.— I notice that on p.
'2()0 " E. J." advocates the use of a hand-fork
rather than a knife for the division of hardy
plants. An expression of opinion by one whose
wide experience has afforded him ample oppor-
tunity of weighing the merits and demerits of the
different methods of division is entitled to every
consideration, and I, with comparatively limited
data on which to base a judgment, should not, if

I wished, fesl in a position to join issue with him
on what is a large subject. My note (p. 209) had
reference exclusively to the division of Helle-
bores, and detailed a system which has been
followed with excellent results in dividing large
clumps of these plants. I have been careful to
disentangle the roots as far as possible by hand,
and only to use the knife for severing such por-
tions of the root-stock as had necessarily to be
divided for the purpose of forming separate
plants. Treated in this manner the divisions
have always made good growth, far better, in-

deed, than some others that I procured, and
which, I think, were needlessly maltreated in

division, although I must admit that after the
first year or two the latter became practically as

vigorous as those that I ha\e myself divided, but
this I attribute chiefly to the care with which the

plants were attended to in the matter of water-
ing and mulching. The chief drawback to the

plan that I have pursued lies in a greater time
being occupied in effecting the division than if

the clumps are merely broken apart with the

hand-fork, and in many cases this fact would
doubtless prove an obstacle to its adoption.

—

S. W. F.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
April 12.

The show in the Drill Hall on the occasion of the

last meeting was large and interesting in spite of

the Easter Holidays . The chief feature was the

hybrid Cinerarias, of which there were several

groups, arranged with fine-foliaged plants to show
how decorative are these graceful flowers. Messrs.

VVm. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, exhibited

several new Camellias, and there were good dis-

plays of Roses, Orchids and hardy flowers. The
Rev. G. H. Engleheart also showed some of his

new seedling Daffodils, these being great improve-
ments on anything we have in cultivation at the

present daj'. With the fine varieties we now have
to work on, it is difficult to say what may be in

store for us in the course of a few years.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the

following :

—

CvpRiPEDiUM Olenus (Burford var. ) (C. bella-

tulum X C. ciliolare).—This is by far the finest

of the bellatulum hybrids. The large dorsal

sepal is white, shaded with pale green in the

centre, becoming suffused with deep purple at the

base, and heavily veined from the base to the apex
with deep crimson-purple. The broad petals are

white at the margin and suffused with rose and
rich purple at the base, the whole thickly covered

with deep purple spots. The broad lip is deep
purple, shading to green at the base. The plant

carried a spike with one open flower and a bud.

The foliage in comparison with that of the C.

bellatulum crosses previously shown was propor-

tionately strong. From Sir T. Lawrence.
EeLOPiiiELLA Peetersl\na.—This is far supe-

rior in every respect to E. Eli/.abethx', the sepals

and petals being about 2 inches in length by
an inch in breadth, bright rose-pink in colour,

the lip bright rose in front, the outside of the

side lobes deep rose, the inside white, shading to

yellow at the base, and lined with reddish brown.

The flowers are produced on a raceme upwards of

4 feet in length, carrying its cluster of flowers at

the apex. This is the lirst time this remarkable

species has flowered in Europe. From Sir T.

Lawrence.
0DO.N'T0OL0.SSnM WlLC'KEAN'UJI (Pitfs var.).—

This is superior to the variety certificated at the

meeting on March S last, although the colouring

is somewhat similar. The sepals are pale yellow,

having large blotches of brown in the centre ; the

petals yellow, much fringed at the margin, thickly

spotted with brown from the centre to the base.

The plant carried a raceme of two flowers. From
Mr. H. T. Pitt, Rosslyn, Stamford Hill.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the fol-

lowing :--

Phal.^enopsis ScHKreDER.i''. (P. leucorrhoda x

P. Portei).—In this the sepals and petals are

white, slightly shaded with rose ; the lip white,

suffused w-ith rose, with some yellow at the base,

and longitudinally lined with purple. The side

lobes are white, suffused and veined with rose at

the apex, and yellow, spotted with brown at the

base. It has the intermediate characteristics of

the parents. From Messrs. H. Low and Co.

PnAL.T!NOPSis Stuartiano-Mannl-This is a

distinct hybrid, the sepals and petals being yel-

low, barred and spotted with brown, the front

lobe of the lip creamy white in front, becoming

suffused with yellow, and deep brown at the base.

The side lobes are white, lined with brown at the

base. It is a most interesting hybrid, with the

intermediate characteristics of both parents.

From Messrs. .J. Veitch and Sons.

Odontoklossum orlspum var. Lindenl—This
is a beautiful form, the sepals white, with a
suffusion of rose at the base, with three to four

large light brown blotches. The petals are also

white, fringed at the margin, and having rich

brown blotches in the centre ; the lip white,

shading to yellow at the base, and thickly covered
with brown blotches and spots. A plant carrj'-

ing a raceme of eight flowers came from Mr. A.
Warburton, Vine House, Haslingden.
Dendrobium Aspasia lanoleyense (D. Wardi-

anum X D. aureum).—The sepals and petals are

pale yellow, tipped at the margin with purple ;

the lip pale yellow, tipjjed with purple in front.

It is a distinct and beautiful form. From Messrs.

•J. Veitch and Sons.

EPIDEN'DRUII elegantilum leucochilvm.—

A

distinct and pretty form of this well-known
hybrid. The sepals and petals are creamy white,

the lip pure white, with an orange blotch at the

base. It is the result of a cross between E. En-
dreso-Wallisi and E. Wallisi. From Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., sent a

choice collection of interesting hybrids, promi-

nent amongst which were well-flowered plants

of Cymbidium eburneo-Lowianum and its reverse

cross, much lighter than the form certificated as

C. Lowio-eburneum last year. Lselia Latona (L.

purpurata x cinnabarina) improves as the plants

become stronger both in colour and number of

the flowers on the racemes. Of L:elioCattleya

Pallas there were two plants with three fiowers

on each spike. In La4io-Cattleya Ascania (L.

xanthina X C. Trianse) the sepals and petals are

creamy-yellow, the front lobe of the lip suffused

with rose, with bright orange through the throat.

In Cattleya intertexta (C. ^^'arneri x C. Mossia;)

the intermediate characteristics could be clearly

discerned both in the flower and habit of the

])lant. Epiphronitis Veitchi, with its rich scarlet

flowers, was most attractive. Epidendrum ele-

gantulum in its varied forms was well represented,

as was E. Endreso-WaUisi. The flowers of Cypri-

pedium Schrcedera! were fine in substance, but

pale in colour. Among the hybrid Dendrobiums

was D. Wiganife (D. signatum X D. nobile), in

which the sepals and petals are cream suffused

with rose, the front lobe of the lip yellow, broadly

margined with deep rose, having a deep maroon

disc with some yellow at the base. In D. Niobe

euperbum (D. tortile x D. nobile) the sepals and

pet.als are deep rose, the lip white, tipped with

bright rose, and having a deep maroon-purple

disc at the base. D. Cybele and the natural

hybrid D. Rolfe.-e were also well represented.

Among the new Orchids were a nice plant of

L:\;lio-Cattleya Wellsiana (C. Trianie X L. pur-

purata), in which the intermediate characters of

both parentswere prominent, and a newhybrid Epi-

dendrum between E. vitellinum majus and E. radi-

cans. Mr. J. Bradshawsent a choice group consist-

ing principally of finely-flowered Odontoglossum

crispum, 0. Coradinei, good forms of 0. Wilcke-

anum and O. Hunnewellianum. Cymbidium
Lowianum, C. eburneo - Lowianum, Cattleya

Triana' in variety, C. speciosissima, and a white

C. labiata autumnalis, an imported plant in

flower, were also shown. A silver Banksian medal

was awarded. Major Joicey, Sunningdale Park

Ascot, sent a group consisting principally of

Epidendrum (Diacriura)bicornutum, finely grown

and beautifully flowered; Dendrobium atro-vio-

laceum with twelve expanded flowers, a finely-

flowered C. Triante, and Brassia Lewisi (silver

Banksian medal). Mr. J. Coleman was also given

a silver Banksian medal for a group consisting of

finely-flowered Dendrobium nobile nobilius and

other good forms of Dendrobium nobile. Lycaste

Skinneri alba with two flowers, Sophronitis

grandiflora, a finely-flowered Crelogyne cristata

alba, a distinct Odontoglossum ramosissimum, a

good Dendrobium Brymerianum and Miltonia

cruenta with fpur spikes of flowers were also in-

cluded Mr. R. .J. Measures sent an interesting
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group consisting of finely-flowered Cymbidium
Lowianum, C. eburneo-Lowianum, and the reverse

cross, C. Lowio-eburneum, certificated last year

;

finely-flowered plants of C. Devonianum, one

with seven spikes of flower ; Pleurothallis, Mas-
devallias, Dendrobiums and Cypripediums in

variety. Sir F. Wigan sent a grand cut spike of

Cu'logyne pandurata with nine of its green and
black flowers. Sir Trevor Lawrence showed
several Dendrobiums, amongst which was a

grand form of 1). micans, the sepals and petals

rose, lip rose in front of the disc, with a broad
band of white. Odontoglossum nebulosum can-

didum, a fine 0. coronarium, a tinely-flowered

Epidendrum Endreso-Wallisi, Cymbidium Devon-
ianum with six spikes of flower, a beautifully

flowered plant of Polystachya Ottoniana, a grand
Odontoglossum Pescatorei Prince of Orange,
a yellow form resembling 0. excellens, and a

grand plant of Epiphronitis Veitchi were also

shown. Mr. M. Cook sent a distinct form of

Cypripedium Chamberlainianum and Odonto-
glossum triumphans aureum. Mr. W. C. Walker
sent a pretty spotted 0. Andersonianum. Baron
Schrieder sent finely-flowered plants of Odonto-
glossum crispum Schni'derianum, white, thickly

covered with rich brown spots ; 0. Osmani, a
pretty form of the 0. Hunnewcllianum section,

anl 0. excellens dellense, in which the sepals and
petals are thickly spotted with rich brown. Mr.
J. Moss, Bishop's Walthara, sent a finely -flowered

plant of Odontoglossum Ruckerianum, and Mr.
C. J. Ingram showed a small plant of a fine va-

riety of Lielio-Cattleya Sir W. Ingram.

Floral Committee.
The following received an award of merit :

—
Amaryllis Dao.nes.—A beautiful variety with

bold trumpet-shaped blossoms of an intense ver-

milion - scarlet, with a pure white margin.
Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., Chelsea.
Camelll\ Mks. J. Buchanan is a singularly

pretty form of the semi-double type, the predomi-
nant .'?hade white, freely speckled with pink.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Walthara Cross.

Camellia Dlchess of Teck.—A lovely clear

pink self, of fine form and size. Messrs. Paul and
Son.
Camellia Pride ov Waltiiam.—A charming

flower, pure flesh-pink in colour and of fine form.
Also from Messrs. W. Paul and Son.

1)rac.i;na airea stki.vta.—This is a distinct

plant, the broad handsome leaves of that deep,
leathery green seen in the well-known Aspidistra,
the copious markings and stripes being of a
creamy yellow hue. From Messrs. Hugh Low and
Co., Bush Hill, Enfield.

Among the more noticeable groups on this

occasion was a fine bank of Rose Crimson
Rambler mixed with Spira?a jiponica and Acer
Negundo variegatum. The Roses were profusely
flowered, and being relieved by the Acers pro-

duced a really telling, if not indeed unique,
effect. This fine group came from Mr. H. B.
Jlay, Edmonton, and was deservedly awarded a
silver-gilt Banksian medal. From Messrs. Wm.
Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, came one of their
fine displays of Camellias. This fact, from the
many suocessional displays made by the firm, at
once shows the wonderfully profuse flowering
character of these plants. Particularly fine were
C. Cup of Beauty, white, flushed pink ; The
Duchess, flesh, lovely in shade and form ; C. .M.

Hovey, scarlet ; Conspicua, a lovely semi-double

:

and Montironi vera, a pure white perfectly
cupped bloom. Many boxes of blooms as well as
fine plants in flower were shown (silver Flora
medal). The cut Roses from Mr. W. Rumsey, of

Joj'ning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, were, as
usual, a feature, particularly in the several boxes
of Marc'chal Niel, of which the fine globular
flowers were really splendid, together with many
of the Tea- scented and H.P. sections. In these
latter, such varieties as Capt. Hayward. La France,
rideal, Niphetos, Duke of Wellington, Chas.
Lefevre, Jean Cherpin, and General Jacqueminot
were noticeable, and not less so the new pink
kind Mrs. Rumsey, raised by the firm in ques-

tion. This latter has been noted previously, and

the fine blooms on this occasion merely sustain

its previous character as an ideal H.P. for the

garden or for exhibition (silver Flora medal).

Another meritorious lot of Roses in pots was set

up by Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt. This group covered considerable

space and included dwarf.?, half-standards, and
standards. That fine H.T. Viscountess Folkestone

was grand, and very good were the plants of

Mme. Hoste, Mme. de St. Joseph with large

blush flowers, Innocente Pirola, Homere, La
France, Antoine Rivoire (H.T.), a lovely rose

shade, and Marquis Litta, a deep red-scarlet.

Other good kinds were Captain Hayward,
Souvenir d'un Ami, Rubens, and Helen Hillier,

of a rose shade and very full. In the margin of

this group Royal Scarlet, a single, a cross be-

tween Marie Rady and Cheshunt Scarlet, was
very conspicuous. A silver Flora medal was
awarded. Another fine exhibit of Roses came
from Mr. J. Walker, of Thame, Oxon, consisting

of Mar^chal Niel, which for size and richness of

colour could scarcely be surpassed. Indeed, if such

a grand lot could be said to have a fault, it was
on the side of size and massiveness—yet withal

the whole were marvels of rich colouring, and as

such attracted much notice. A silver Banksian

medal was awarded. Of rather an exceptional

character in Drill Hall meetings was a V)ank of

Azaleas from Mr. W. Kemp, of The Gumyat
Nurseries, Barnes. These consisted of plants in

6-inch pots on stems a foot high, and compact,
well-flowered heads throughout. The varieties

were numerous, but such as Bernard Andrea alba,

Corate cle Paris, Imp^ratrice des Indies, and
Othello were conspicuous among some six or

seven dozen nice plants, these being margined by
well-flowered examples of Lily of the Valley, for

which a bronze Banksian medal wns awarded.

Some cut Roses in boxes were sent by Lord
Gerrard from Eastwell Park, Kent (gardener,

Mr. H. Walters), consisting of Marochal Niel, La
France, Souv. d'Elise Vardon, (ieneral Jac(|ue-

minot, and others (bronze Banksian medal). The
Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had a small

though exceedingly interesting lot of hardy

bulbous plants, largely composed of Dog's-tooth

Violets in variety, most noticeable being Ery-

thronium giganteum, with its lovely creamy blos-

soms above the bronze marbled leaves, which is

always so great a feature when grown in the open

o-arden ; E. Hartwegi, creamy-yellow, with brown
base ; E. revolutum, E. Johnstoni, &c. Fritil-

laries were represented by the rose-coloured F.

plurifolia, F. lanceolata gracilis, F. cocoin<=a,

&c., and Muscaris by M. conicum and JI.

Szovitzianum (bronze Flora medal). Of Cine-

rarias there were three large groups, that

from Messrs. Carter, High Holborn, consisting

of well grown plants freely flowered, and repre-

senting a strain of exceptional merit. In this

case that over-rigid disbudding, which results in

half a dozen flowers only to a plant, had not been

indulged in (bronze Flora medal). In Messrs.

Veitch and Sons' group the plants were taller in

growth, and the habit as in the kewensis strain.

A third group, from Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

Reading, was arranged on the floor amid tall,

graceful Palms, kc. The blossoms were large and
greatly varied, and from them a useful decorative

strain' in the near future will doubtless result.

Another large exhibit of these came from

Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Esher (gardener,

Mr. Miller). The Chelsea fiim also set up a

few choice flowering shrubs, such as Deutzia

Lemoinei, Rhododendron racemosum, very beauti-

ful, and Azalea obtu?a alba, as shown only

some 3 inches or 4 inches high. Messrp.

Hill and Sons, Edmonton, brought again

a fine assortment of Ferns, most of which have

been previously noted. On this occasion Adian-

tum macrophyllura was lovely in small plants

filling a basket, the red-copper tone of the young
fronds being very pronounced. Adiantum scu-

tum possessed a similar hue of colour, as also A.

rhodophyllum. Among the handsomest is Pteris

arguta, a plant of noble habit. Messrs. L'aing

and Sons, Forest Hill, had a group of Palms and

Ferns, with Streptocarpus in many shades freely

interspersed. Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had

three baskets of Nepeta (Glechoma) variegata, a

pretty variegated plant tor trailing in boxes or

the like ; while from Highgate Messrs. Cutbush

and Sons brought a fine display of flowering

deciduous shrubs, such as Deutzia Lemoinei,

Cytisus Laburnum, fine plants 3 feet to 4 feet high

in full bloom, Staijhylea colchica, &c., the whole

set in a groundwork of Ferns and margined

with Isolepis. An interesting display of Camellia

blooms cut from the open air was shown by

Mr. F. T. Barry, St. Leonards Hill, Windsor
(gardener, Mr. R. Brown). While the flowers had

not size to commend them as compared with those

grown under glass, it is obvious that such things

are more generally hardy than is supposed, see-

ing there was considerable variety in the blooms

shown. A pink Calla called Trinder's variety was

exhibited by Mr. Trinder, Dogmersfield Gardens,

Winchfield, the spathes being of a decided pink

hue, and, though rather small, very pretty.

Some handsome heads of Olivias came from Sir

Peter Walker, Osmaston Manor, Derby (gardener,

Mr. Wm. Bardney). Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nur-

series, Tottenham, had a nice assortment of hardy

spring flowers, comprising TrilUums, TulipaGreigi,

Primula cashmeriana, P. frondosa, P. viscosa

nivea, Scilla sibirica alba, Iberis saxatilis, An-

drosacea carnea, Ophrys Speculum, Sisyrin-

chium grandiUorum, &;c. The same group con-

tained a curious and distinct l)ulbous plant under

the rather doubtful name of Melanthemum pinci-

florum, a plant of fragile growth and bearing pure

white flowers with purple base.

Narcissus Committee.

Apart from several large and important groups,

a considerable number of novelties was presented

for ceitificates. The Rev. G. H. Engleheart

secured no less than three first-class certificates

and two awards of merit for seedlings of his own

raising. Messrs. Barr and Sons also received

recognition for two novelties.

The following novelties received first-class cer-

tificates :
—

Narcissus Lady Margaret Boscawen.—This
is no less than a bicolor Sir Watkin— that is to

say, a Sir Watkin cup and segments, the latter

as pure as in Horsfieldi ; an undoubted acquisi-

tion. Rev. G. H. Engleheart.

N.iRcissus White Queek. —A pure white Sir

Watkin, though of self colour, the cup and seg-

ments of the perianth being of a uniform white

throughout. This was also shown a year ago.

Rev. G. H. Engleheart.

Narcissus i-oeticus Homer.—A variety with

snow-white obovate segments, expanding out to

very nearly 4 inches across, the petals well imbri-

cated and emerging, as it were, from a fine spread-

ing crown, heavily margined with crimson and

shading to orange at the base. Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

N.iRcissus Lucifer.—An incomparabilis kind,

segments pale yellow, cup large, of a nevv and

striking shade of orange, very fine. Rev. G. H.

Engleheart.
Narcissus Orifla.mme.—This is a remarkable

flower with creamy segments to the perianth,

and a lovely cup with an intense scarlet-orange

hue that pervades it to the very base. In this

respect it is quite unique. Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart.
Narcissus Lady Helen Vincent.—A finely-

proportioned, nearly self-coloured flower in the

way of F. Moore, the segments and the trumpet

of fine substance. Messrs. Barr and Sons.

Narcissus Apricot.—A rather small bicolor

flower, the trumpet having an apricot tone with

rather pale perianth. Also from Messrs. Barr

and Sons.
In the competitive classes, Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart obtained the first pcize for a unique group

of his own seedlings. Apart from the certificated

forms above-named, this group contained many
gems, tueh as Southern Star, Sir W. Scott,
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Dorothy Yorke, Flamingo, Cresset, Torch, besides
many seedlings as yet not named. One of these,

a cross between Horsfieldi and triandrus, has pro-
duced a pure white Horsiieldi, beautifully refined,

though of an intermediate white throughout. The
second prize was taken by Mr. J. W. Jones,
Woking, for a group of cut flowers of well-known
kinds, C. J. Backhouse, Barri conspicuus. Sir
Watkin, Empress, ma.ximus, tortuosus, and others
being noticeable.

Messrs. Veitcli and Sons, Chelsea, had a large
and varied display ot these flowers in all the lead-
ing kinds. Palms and Maiden-hair Ferns were
mixed with the flowers, producing a fine effect,

Mary Anderson, Glory of Leyden, Victoria, Maxi-
mus, Katherine Spurrel, Chelsea Beauty, a kind
much in the way of W. Wilks ; Leedsi Gem,
Maurice Vilmorin, Golden Spur, Empress, and
Sir Watkin being the best (silver Banksian
medal). Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
had one of their characteristic displays arranged
on this occasion in groups of one kind that
created an eff'ect of its own. The collection was
a remarkable one, and only a few leading kinds
ran be named. Michael Foster, M. J. Berkeley,
V. R. Barr, Ellen Barr, M. M. de Graaff', Portia,
Victoria, in more naturally grown flowers dis-

lilaying the wonderful solidity of its blooms
;

Minnie Hume, (Joliath, Henry Irving, rarely seen
in such condition : Fred Moore, C. J. Backhouse,
Sir Watkin, and many others were noteworthy
(silver Flora medal). A small collection of cut
Narcissi also came from Mr. T. S. Ware, Totten-
ham, in which many leading kinds were notice-
able. A very large and distinct Daffodil named
Pope's King came from Mr. Pope, King's Norton,
the flowers, which were of fine size, being after
the style of those of Maximus—indeed, a flower
possessing the rich colour of Maximus with the
massive growth and vigour of Golden Spur.

Fruit Committee.

There was very little in the way of exhibits
before the fruit committee at this meeting. A
fine basket of Royal Sovereign Strawberries was
exhibited by Jlr. E. Beckett, of Aldenham House
Gardens. The fruit was of good colour and of
uniform size, well meriting the award—a cultural
commendation. Mr. J. Miller, Ruxley Lodge,
Esher, showed Mushrooms in quantity, grown in
the open air on ridges. Some three dozen Brown
Turkey Figs were shown by Mr. McLeod, of Dox'er
House Gardens, Roehampton. These were gathered
from a trained tree, carrying a very heavy crop,
and covering a space of about 6 feet by IS feet.
The fruits exhibited showed the average size of
the crop and were very good for the time of year.

GARDENERS' ROVAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

VicToKiAN Era Fund.
Your readers will doubtless remember that this
fund was established last year to commemorate the
completion of the GOfch year of Her Majesty's
beneficent reign. They will also recollect its
object IS to temporarily assist unsuccessful can-
didates whilst awaiting election who have been
(or their husbands) subscribers or life members of
the mstitution. The total amount received up to
December 31 last has been invested, and the com-
mittee are glad to be able to announce that the
income derivable therefrom this year enables them
to distribute the sum of £106 10s., the first half
of which was sent on April 1 last to eighteen un-
successful candidates as follows, and has been
divided at the rate of 15s. for each year they (or
their husbands) had subscribed.

BryAu, Andrew ..

Nixon, Francis ..

PJevy, James
Staples, (Joorge
Wood, Caroliue .

Gibbons, John .

Watt, Jaraes

Years self or
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newly imported produce very much finer flower-
spikes than those that have been cultivated a
few years. In this they differ from the more
easily grown of the Brazilian species, for

many of these will go on gaining strength year
after year. There are exceptions, of course,
but in most cases they are plants of easy
culture. The present is a capital time to pro-
cure newly-imported plants of any that happen
to be on offer, as they have the season before
them and plenty of time to make up a good
growth by autumn. After a thorough cleansing
they may all be potted up in clean crocks and
charcoal, damping these occasionally, but not
too often, until new roots or growth ajjpear.

An exception to the usual run of Brazilian
Lrelias with regard to the amount of water re-

quired I have noted in L. grandis tenebrosa.
Looking through a well-known collect-ion re-

cently, I noticed that this variety, though
only recently received, was kept quite moist,
and inquiry elicited the fact that it was always
treated in this way. The appearance of the plants
showed the treatment was quite to their taste,

and the hint, I think, is worth taking. It is

better to take a little trouble in fixing and dis-

posing the plants, even though they are only
potted in crocks, as it saves a lot of trouble
afterwards. When properly set up, all that is

needful is to remove a few of the upper crocks
and replace them with a little good peat and
Moss when growth or root-action commences.
This being new and sweet, the roots push into
and through it freely, and soon establish them-
selves among the drainage material. This in
most cases will be found preferable to using
peat or Moss at first, for this material soon
becomes sour and unsuited to the new roots,
and if these do not take at once and with a
good will to whatever is presented to them at
first, the chances of the plant ever being really
satisfactory are very reinote.

Cymbidium eburneo - Lowianum. — The
flowering of this beautiful hybrid from an im-
ported batch of the latter parent is a very interest-
ing event, and should it appear in any quantity
our houses will be enriched by one of the most
beautiful of natural hybrids in existence. The
hybrid is by now fairly well known, though the
number of plants of this or the reverse cross in
cultivation is not large. This being the case, a
few plants of the naturally hybridised or wild
plant would be all the more acceptable. But there
is, of course, no reason for thinking that it will
ever be imported in any great quantity, for the
habitat of this species—C. Lowianum— has been
pretty well exploited in the last twenty years. On
the other hand, there are doubtless many unex-
plored nooks in Northern India, the Khasia Hills
and various parts of Burmah, from any of which
this plant may turn up. Like many other
hybrids, the growth of the plant is free, but still

it is of the character that does not lend itself

freely to propagation. The flowers of this hybrid
are produced on racemes, more after the style of

C. Lowianum than C. eburneum, but the flowers
are nearly white in ground colour, the lip white,
with a V-shaped blotch of crimson in front, the
disc yellow.

Coelogyne lentiginosa.—This is a distinct
and pretty Ca-logyne not much grown lately. It
has somewhat square-looking pseudo-bulbs that
occur at some 2 inches or 3 inches apart, a stout
rhizome separating them. The flowers are pro-
duced in erect, simple spikes, and are of a pretty
straw or pale yellow colour on the outer seg-
ments, the lip being bordered and crested with
reddish brown. C. lentiginosa thrives in a cool,

moist, and shady part of the Cattleya house, and
should be carefully grown. The roots are very
easily damaged by disturbance ; in fact, it is one
of the worst species in this respect. It is im-
perative then in preparing the compost to keep

in mind that a lasting make-up, and not too
much of it, is better than a lot of material that
will need renewing the next season. If pans are
used—and these are very suitable— fill them up to
within an inch of the rim with charcoal and
crocks, finishing by planting the rhizomes in peat
libre, a little half-decayed leaf-mould, and chopped
Sphagnum Moss. Begin at one side and work
across it, keeping the leads at a suitable distance
from each other and so disposed that a well-
balanced plant is the result. It makes very
pretty specimens in this way, that from their
comparative rarity will command admiration. It
was introduced in 1847 from Moulmein.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Maxillaria luteo-alba.— A well -grown ex-
ample of this with two fine spikes of its parti-coloured
flowers is among the Orchid attractions at Kew at the
present time. It is a native of Colombia.

Aerides Vandarum, attached tj an oblongpiece
of wood 3 feet or more in length, is producing a nice
lot of its nearly pure white blossoms in the Kew collec-
tion. It is a cbaste and beantiful species when in
flower, thougli possessing a habit peculiarly its own.

MasdevaUia Pourbaixi.—A nice plant of this
distinct hybrid is now flowering at Kew. The plant is

liearing a dozen or so of the rich orange and brown
shided blossoms. It is a cross between M. Veitcliiana
and il. Shuttleworthi, and is undoubtedly an acquisi-
tion to this group.

Lycaste brevispatha.—Among dwarf species
this is probably one of the most interesting. Not
only is it dwarf in habit, but the rosjcoloured and
somewhat heavily hooded flowers are equally dwarf
and generally wanting in that fine vigour so well known
and so characteristic of L. Skicneri. This somewhat
rare and curious species is now in flower at Kew.

Cymbidium Lowianum.—Of this handsome
and well-known kind there are many fine spikes in the
Orchid house at Kew at the presen'; time. The plants
are large, and iu some instances not at their best, as
several spikes were only developing a few days since.
The plants occupying as they do a raised position
spread their half circular sprays of blossom over many
things not now in flower.

Dendrobium Kingianum album.—This is

a distinct and pretty form of this species ; the sepals
and petals pure white, the lip bright rose, streaked
and lined with white. The flowers are produced on
spikes 'J inches in length. Tlie habit of the plant is

more robust than in the typical form, many of the
bulbs being upwards of G inches in length. Two fine
nlants are in flower at the present time in Messrs. J.
Veitch and Sons' nurseries at Chelsea.— H. J. C.

Odontoglossum miniatum.—Though pro-
bably a variety only of 0. coronarium, this differs

a good deal from it, being of a closer habit and
producing dense spikes of deeper coloured smaller
blooms. The colour is dark brown with a few
very faint yellow markings on the sepals and
petals, the lip bright yellow, with a large brown
blotch. 0. miniatum does well in rather large
pots, baskets, or pans, the roots being fairly large
and disposed to ramble. It may be grown close
to the glass in the coolest house, and kept moist
the whole year round. It is more free-flowering
than the typical O. coronarium.

Cymbidium Lowio-eburneum.—This lovely
hybrid is the reverse cross of the C. eburneo-
Lowianum, which originated in the nurseries of
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, and is quite dis-
tinct, the sepals being nearly white, slightly
suffused with purple, the petals creamy white,
the upper half having a slightly darker shade.
The front lobe of the lip is creamy white, with a
broad rich purple band covering two-thirds of its

area. It has a fine constitution and grows freely
in the cool intermediate house. The pottinn-

compost should consist of rough fibrous peat and
a little Sphagnum, with a free sprinkling of rouo-h
sand.—C.

Cymbidium Devonianum.—This interesting
and pretty species was recently flowering in the
Cambridge Lodge collection. One of the plants
had eight and another seven flower-spikes, while
several others had as many as four and five spikes

each. The flowers are produced from the liase of

the last-made growths on racemes 12 inches to

15 inches in length ; the sepals and petals pale

green, streaked and suffused with purple, the
front lobe of the lip green, with a purple
suffusion, which becomes rich plum-purple in the
centre, mottled with white at the base. It seems
to require confinement at the roots. The treat-

ment given the plants in the above collection is

the same as that for Miltonia vexillaria, free ven-
tilation and a liberal amount of moisture in the
atmosphere being allowed.—C.

Dendrobium Rolfse (D. nobile x D. [irimu-

linum).—In this the sepals are white, suffased

with rose, the petals white, slightly suffused and
tipped with deep rose, the lip creamy white,
tipped with rose in front, with numerous bright
purple lines and slight suffusions of purple at the
base. It was first described from a plant that
flowered in Messrs. Sanders' nursery in 1892.

Since that time it has flowered from imported
plants of D. nobile in several collections, and, as

is the case with most hybrids, in considerable
\ariety. D. Pitcherianum, the re\erse cross, had
previously flowered in the nurseries of Messrs.
Pitcher and Manda, in America, being similar in

every respect to D. Rolfie. It is an interesting

and desirable form, and worthy of every considera-

tion.—H. J. C.

Cypripedium Argo - Arthurianum.—This
secondary and pretty hybrid was raised from the

species and hybrid indicated in the name. The
dorsal sepal, 2^ inches long. IJ inches broad, is

white at the top and veined with a dark shade
of green, the whole thickly covered with la~ge
purple blotches. The petals are each neirly
3 inches in length, the ground colour greanish
white, suffused with brown towards the apex and
veined with bright green, the whole thickly covered
with large blotches of purple. The twisting and
dcflexed characteristics of the C. Fairrieanum blood
are very prominent here. The lip is pale green,

suffused with bright purple and thickly veined
with bright green. It is a distinct and desirable

variety, and has recently flowered in the Cam-
bridge Lodge collection of Mr. R. I. Measures,
where it was raised.

—

S.

Cypripedium Salis.—This beautiful hybrid
is the result of a cross between C. concolor and
C. Dayanum. It has in many respects a marked
resemblance to C. tesselatum, but the colouring
is totally distinct. The ground colour of the
dorsal sepal is creamy white, with a suffusion of

green in the centre, the whole being suffused with
a soft rose, streaked and spotted with purple at

the base. The petals are each upwards of

2^ inches in length, the ground colour pale
yellow, brightly suffused with rose and covered
with numerous small purple spots, the lip bright
yellow, heavily suffused with purple in front.

The foliage is beautifully tessellated with light

and dark green. The general characteristics are
intermediate between those of the species used in

its production. A plant of this was exhibited at

the Drill Hall meeting on April 12 from the
collection of Mr. R. I. Measures.

Dendrobium crassinode.—Among many fine

Orchids flowering in the collection at Kew at the
present moment none can equal the numerous
examples of this species, all of which are well
laden with blossoms. Quite a number of plants has
been in flower for some three weeks past, and
when we saw them recently they showed no sign
of fading. The plants suspended in small baskets
near the glass make a rich display, the white
sepals and petals more or less heavily tipped with
purple, and white lip with a base of orange, pro-

ducing a diversity of colouring diflicult to sur-

pass. Another species, D. Brymerianum, is also

in bloom, though it cannot compare with the
above from a free-flowering point of view ; at the
same time the intense golden orange hue of both
the sepals and petals renders it very conspicuous.
A similar shade of deep yellow is found in the lip,

which is furnished with a deeply cut and occasion-

ally forked fringe, the segments of the latter

1 J inches in length in some instances.
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HOLLAND HOUSE.
As privileged ramblers we pass through the

iron gates facing Kensington Road and up the

avenue of lofty Elms, and so arrive in front

of Holland House. The garden being our

object, we piss through on the right the Ivy-

covered gateway (designed by Inigo Jones),

which forms the entrance to the pleasure

grounds. This brings us on to the beautiful

lawn on the north side of the house, which
in the lajt seven years has been much en-

larged ; here there are a Catalpa, a Cedar of

Herb, Alstroemerias, &c. The delightful mass
of colour provided by the Lilies is well sus-

tained when the Larkspurs send up their

brilliant blue sjikes. These beds are divided
by a grass walk from beds of Hybrid
Perpetual and Tea Roses, Mme. Van Houtte,
Laurette Messimy, Princesse de Sagan, Caro-
line Testout, and Mme. Lambard being noted.
From here we go into the wild garden, which
until the last few years was completely
neglected. It has now become one of the
most charming features of this garden, with

Wistaria sinensis in Holland House Gardens. From a photograph sent by Mr. T. Dixon,

Lebanon and two Beech trees, all unusually
fine. Beyond the lawn, what used to be
a complete wilderness has in later years b^en
transformed into a lawn garden, planted with
groups of flowering shrubs, Hawthorn, Lilac,
Labui-Dum, Privet, Dogwood, Magnolias, M.
conspicua, M. grandiflora and others. We
were particularly struck witli the magnificent
effect which a bed of golden Alder, Prunus
Pissardi, and Spira;a palmata gave between
beds filled with Lilies (Lilium croceum, and L.
davnricum), Montbretias, Larkspurs, Willow

I

its grass walks bordered with Weigelas,
Syringas, and Rosa rugosa, carpeted with
masses of Shirley Poppie.=, red Campions,
Foxgloves, Sunflowers, Canterbury Bells,

Preonies, Asters and many others. A con-

tinuous succession of annuals gives a blaze

of colour from June to far into October.
Passirg on, we skirt an orchard with two

! avenues of crimson Chestnuts and scarlet

I

Thorns planted alternately. Passing through
the wood we come on another avenue of Limes,
planted to form an arch. This was planted by

the late Lady Holland. Turning to the left,

we enter the arboretum, and stop to ad-
mire the fine beds of Rhododendrons, Azaleas
and Andromedas growing luxuriantly, and one
of the most charming effects we have ever
seen was a bed of Hydrangea paniculata,
which was at the height of its beauty when
we saw it in August. Many varieties of Chest-
nut, Oak, Poplar, Alder and Pyrus have been
successfully jilanted here, Vines and Brambles
growing equally well. Here are three fountain
basins for Water Lilies, bordered with varie-

ties of Campanulas, Saxifragesand Dianthuses,
from which the water flows in a continuous
stream through the

Alpine Garden,

which we now enter by descending some
rough stone steps. This rock garden has
only been finished just over a year, but by
the vigorous growth of all we see, the

alpines seem to thrive well in spite of the

London smoke. The background of the
rock garden is formed by a charming group
of Birches on the south, and on the west by a

variety of rare shrubs, deciduous and ever-

green, including the tree Lupin, Caryopteris

mastacanthus, varieties of Broom, Gorse, and
other shrubs of newer introduction. Follow-

ing the course of the stream, which now
meets another from the dripping well, we
come to a large pond planted with Indian
Rice, Flags, Rushes, and Lyme Grass. From
here the stream forms a waterfall, and, passing

down the edge of the wood, it runs into

another pond full of different aquatics, on to

a third full of Cape Pond-flower, and ends
in another, so making a chain of lakes over

GOO yards long, all artificial. Standing here

we are much struck with the beauty of a fine

old Cedar, one of the finest now remaining
in the neighbourhood of London. Retracing

our step?, we come on the sub-tropical

garden, with its fine collection of Bamboos
and Yuccas ; here also is a rock garden of

^lesembryanthemums, over sixty varieties
;

these are grown through the summer months
mixed with Opuntias, and flower very well.

Then, crossing the west lawn, which was
originally an orchard, some of the old trees

still remaining covered with Mistletoe, we come
on a fine clump of Bambusa Simoni, seven

years' growth, and, pasising under some fine

old Walnut trees, we are much amused to see

two squirrels, and on inquiring we find they

have been imported from the country, and
have now been here for some years.

We now enter the green lane, a glade over

half a mile long, with its beautiful Elms,

Horse Chestnuts, Foxgloves and Bluebells

;

it is indeed hard to imagine we are still in the

centre of London. We now come to the

kitchen garden, with its broad herbaceous

borders full of Roses, Hollyhocks, Lilies,

Michaelmas Daisies, &c., its beds of Carna-

tions, Stocks, Sweet Peas, Vallflower,

Mignonette and Malva lateritia, all grown
in great quantities for cutting. We ju.st

glance at the vinerie.s, plant-houses, pits for

growing plants for the flower garden, frames

full of alpines, a new aquatic house just
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finishecl, the tank being planted with tropical

Water Lilies now making a start. On our

return we cross the green lane and enter the

Dutch garden through an arcade covered

with Ivy and Virginia Creeper. We come first

on a small garden devoted to the Dahlia,

which was first brought to England by the

third Lady Holland in 1804, she having

brought the seed of it from Spain. The
Dutch garden is laid out in tlie old-

fashioned style—flower beds in different

devices surrounded with ]5ox edgings, gravel

walks between. A small garden on the

right is laid out in the Italian manner with a

white marble fountain in the centre, in which
Water Lilies are floating.

The old red-brick south wall, which is on
the left of the Dutch garden and was formerly

devoted to fruit trees, is now covered with a

most interesting cjUection of hai\ly and half-

hardy climbers, Jessamine, Honeysuckle,

Akebia quicata, Olearia Haasti, Physiantlnis

albens, Bignonia caprifolia, Solanum jasmin-

oides, Abelia rupestris, Vitis Coignetia', Pitto-

sporum Tobira, Muhlenbsckia complexa,

Photinia serrulata, Pas^iflora ca^rulea, Pome-
granate, Choisja, and Wistaria, all equally

happy. Facing us at the top of the garden
are festoons of Clematis. These seen running
through the Vine covered trellis are among
the most pleasing features of this part of the

garden. We feel we have not half exhausted

the many treasures of this lovely garden, and
we can hardly persuade ourselves we are still

within three miles of Hyde Park Corner.

Cauolinr Roche.

Flower Garden.

NORTH AMERICAN PLANTS.
I BELIEVE I have heard or read somewhere that
the North American flora is characterised gene-
rally by subdued and sombi e colours. Whether
this is really the case I do not know. Such a

criticism is certainly not applicable to Californian
annuals, nor to certain well-known genera such
as Phloxes (which owe their name to the bril-

liancy of their colours) or Penstemons, both of

which are exclusively indigenous to the western
hemisphere.

It may be, however, that the great masses
of yellow Furze (Ulex europ(eus), which are said
to have so afl'ected the feelings of the great
Linnreus himself, and of Bluebells (Scilla nutans)
are absent from the unbroken ground and wood-
clearings in America, and that the Buttercups,
which make our meadows golden, and the
Poppies, which turn the worst of our corn land
into a blaze of scarlet, are less conspicuous in
the cultivated lands on the other side of the
Atlantic. Be that as it may, however, there is

a class of plants indigenous to North America
to which the term "characteristic" is some-
times apphed, which are either white, or in
which the colours are noticeably subdued, but
which are nevertheless beautiful and exception-
ally interesting, and as to some of which the
cultivation appears to present some of the most
difficult problems in hardy gardening

; and it is

to these that the following notes for the most
part apply.

I add at the end a list of those that succeds
and those that fail more or less or entirely in

this garden. The latter, however, must not be
mistaken for an " Index Expurgatorius," for in

the first place every plant named in it is ex-
tremely desirable, and many of them are suc-
cessfully grown in gardens in this country, and,
in the second, I desire to avoid wounding just
su.sceptibilities. Moreover, I see my good
friend Mr. Purdy is already beginning to regard
me as a sort of Schopenhauer among gardening
philosophers, and I must regain a character for
a decent amount of hopefulness.

The Trilliums are perhaps the best known
among the class of plants to which I allude.

Of these the best, T. grandiflorum, is fortu-

nately of easy cultivation, and it seems second
only in vigour of constitution to T. sessile var.

californicum, a taller-growing plant, also with
white flowers, which I should place at the head
of the list in point of ease of culture. There
are other tall-growing species, such as T. stylo-

sum, which I have not tried, liut which are

probably equally easy to grow. T. erythrocar-
pum, and even the commoner T. erectum, I

have never succeeded ia establishing here,

though I have bought " established " plants in

pots and tried to start them in that way.
Closely allied to the Trilliums is Scoliopus Bige-
lowi, an interesting plant ci_>ming into bloom
early in February ; it grows slowly but vigor-

ously here, has something the colour and mark-
ing of the zebra, and a scent which is as

redolent of the he-goat as Gorgonius him-
self. Two other plants of a totally different

order, but growing equally well under the same
conditions, are JeSersonia dijihylla, a curious
plant with the young leaves of a purple-pink
colour, belonging to the order Berberea-, and
the lovely and better-known Sanguinaria cana-
densis, which belongs to the Poj)pies and has
all the fugacity of that order. Dodecatheons
(the North American equivalent of the Cycla-

men) grow well enough in the same soil and
situation, though I have never, I believe, had
more than two or three species of these. Along
with them is the well-known Mertensia vir-

ginica, one of the most beautiful of all the
Boraginete, and also M. alpina, a more vigorous
species than the former, with green and not
glaucous purple leaves, and flower's of a brighter
but harder blue—not by any means so desirable

a plant. As is well known, Cypripediums are
difticult to establish or keep, and though I have
had most of them and flowered several, they
have all disappeared except C. spectabile. There
is, however, a curious CalifornianEpipactis which
has maintained itself here, growing in peaty
stuft' among Lilies, for many years, and this is,

I believe, with the exception of the Cypripe-
diums, the only American C)rchidaceous plant I

have ever tried. Uvularia (U. sessifolia, I be-

lieve), given me a year or two ago by Mr.
Wolley-Dod, is a pretty plant of easy culture

enougli, though it grows slowly. It is allied to

Convallaria. Galax aphylla maintains a doubt-
ful existence in an artificial bog, but it neither
flourishes nor flowers, and even less can, I re-

gret to say, be said for Shortia galacifolia, which
I cannot boast of ever having really got to live

at all. Aletris farinosa and aurea, Rhexia vir-

ginica, Pyxidanthera barbulata, Viola pedata
and its varieties (the one American Violet that

is especially worth culti^•ating), and that most
desirable and most heart-breaking plant Clin-

tonia Andrewsiana, have hitherto proved abso-

lute failures under all conditions. Epig;ea re-

pens I have never even tried. With regard
to some of these latter, however, they have,

as is well known, been successfully established

and grown elsewhere. Anyone who has ever
visited Mr. Wilson's famous wood-garden near
Weybridge (and the hospitality of its owner has

enabled very many to do so) must have noticed
that his success with some of the choicest of
these American plants is as remarkable as that
with Lilies. He was, I believe, the first to
obtain any real success with Epigtea repens,
while Shortia galacifolia and Rhexia virginica
grow with him with a luxuriance that I have
never seen equalled. There is not, so far as I

know, anything i)eculiar in the soil of Wisley,
which is siuiply rich in the ordinary humus
found in all woods. One is, therefore, forced to the
conclusion that it is the wood itself—the arrest
of rapid evaporation—which is the great secret
of .success. I do not know whether Mr. Wilson
has ever established Clintouia Andrewsiana,
and, as far as I can recollect, the only place in
which it has been successfully established in

these islands is in the Edinburgh Botanic Gar-
dens, though whether it is still growing there
I cannot say. A\'ith regard, however, to my
own failures with some of these things, I cannot
help suspecting that, apart from the evapora-
tion mischief— which nothing can cure here

—

"there is lime in the sack," asFalstaflfsaid, and
that, even when artificial soil is supplied, the in-

sidious poi.son carried in the water destroys the
vigour and ultimately the life of the plant.
Helonias buUata has died out in a bog here, and
one or two peat-loving plants such as Cornus
canadensis and Mitchella I have never tried.

Claytonia Ciroliniana is a bright little plant,
which I fancy nuist be an annual. It se^ds
freely when it is happy. It belongs to Portu-
laceai. Amsonia ciliata (belonging to Apocyne:e)
is a curious herbaceous plant with dull grey (the
nurserymen call it "blue") flowers. It is dis-

tinct and worth growing. Its Eastern congener
and representative is Rhazza orientalis, which
is, I think, still better worth growing.

Mr. Smith, of Newry, tells me he has estab-
li.shed the False Foxglove (Gerardia querci-
folia), now, for some reason, called Dasystoma,
but he doubts its ability to stand our climate.

It has never succeeded in Europe, I believe.

Polemonium confertum I have tried over and
over again, but can never grow it or bloom it.

There is, I see, a variety now oflered, P. c.

mellitum, which may prove more tractable.

The beautiful Lewisia rediviva flowered here
once or twice, but it is so long ago since I had
it that I forget even how or where I grew it. I
thought I had successfully established the two
beautiful North American Lithospermums, L.

canescens and L. hirtum, but they have both
disappeared. I suspect them of disliking the
dryness of my soil in summer or its composi-
tion, or both. L. hirtum is the somewhat more
vigorous plant of the two. There are a good
many N. American Gentians, but few of them
seem to lend themselves to cultivation. The
commonest of them, G. saponaria or Andrewsi,
I have never got to grow, though the white
variety of the same thing sold as G. alba has
existed here for some years. It has little

beauty. G. linearis appears to be growing, but
I have not seen it in flower. G. sceptrum, the
most remarkable Gentian ever introduced from
North America, appears to have disappeared
from cultivation. Spigelia marylandica, which
I suppose is more or less allied to this

order, though it is ju-operly a Loganiad,
does well in moist, light soil. Unluckily, very
few of the dwarf Pentstemons are thoroughly
hardy, nor will the blue species produce blue

flowers in my soil—they run to purples and
pinks. The only species fit for a rock garden
which will seemingly survive our winters is P.
Menziesi var. Scouleri, a plant with an abund-
ance of lavender-blue flowers. The answer to

Mr. D. Guiheneuf's question (p. HOI), "Why is

Asclepias tuberosa so much neglected ?" is that
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it is difficult or impossible to grow it, and still

more to keej) it. Romneya Coulteri, one of

the finest plants ever introduced, has grown
here for some years outside a greenhouse in

a sheltered place. I believe I could keep it

through a bad winter, but it is not altogether

satisfactory, for the number of perfect blooms
produced in summer is very few compared to

the size and vigour of the plant and the room it

requires.

Other North American gener.a maybe "clo-

sured in compartments.'' Nobody can want to

know anything more about Phloxes, Aquilegias

(the best Columbines in the world come from
the Rocky Mountains), .-Enotheras, Asters, Rud-
beckias or Helianthus, and the only composite
I have to note is a Colorado Daisy, which came
to me, I believe, under the name of Trimorphica.
It is a neat little plant, with glaucous cut foliage,

something in the way of a Matricaria ; it has
pale purjjle flowers and blooms late in Sep-
tember.

I do not projjose to say anything of the Irises,

nor of bulbous plants, except to remark that

Camassia Cusicki is a very good thing, nor of

Lilies, except to make the admission that the one
American Lily which is easy to grow (L. parda-
linum) comes from the west, the eastern repre-

sentative (L. canadense) being, in many gardens
at any rate, a difficult or hopeless subject. I

make Mr. Purdy a present of this argument
the next time he liolds a brief for the flora of

the west side of the Continent.

American Pl.vnts.

Succeed.

Trillium grandiflorum
sessile californicum

Jeffersonia diphylla
Scoliopus Bigelowi
Dodecatheon (sorts)

Mertensia virginica

alpina

Spigelia marylandica
Sanguinaria canadensis.

Fail.

Trillium erectum
erythrocarpum

Clintonia Andrewsiana
(ialax aphylla
Shortia galacifolia

Helonias bullata
Pyxidanthera barbulata
Polemonium confertum

J. C. L.

HARDY FLOWERS AT CCED EFA.
CiED Ef.\ 13 near Wrexham, and in the midst of
the North Wales colliery district. Here, how-
ever, there is a little hillside garden where a
rich store of herbaceous and alpines has been
brought together by Mr. Sturge. The small but
pretty piece of rockwork is well furnished with
choice alpines ; it has the protection of a tall

hedge from the harsh winds, but otherwise well
exposed— that is, to sunshine ; and a point to be
noted is that its position on the hillside is such
that its upper part is not above the natural sur-
face, and therefore less liable to such drought
as follows in cases where rockwork has ele-
vations on all sides. I think it must be due
to this favourable condition that Anemone ranun-
culoides flourished so well at the very top. This
had grown into a big, dense mass and was flowering
freely. Most often one meets with this in thin
patches and making but slow progress. Moreover,
the soil was of a loose or gritty nature. Andro-
sace lanuginosa, A. sarmentosa, and the smaller
European species, carnea, were as happy as could
well be, the last-named forming a bright object,
being covered with flowers.
The two Himalayan kinds were in big pieces,

falling over the barren faces of the large stones,
promising well for a more advanced season. I was
all the more struck with the vigour of the silky
lanuginosa, because it is a kind I cannot grow at
Kirkstall. At the lower, moister parts were
healthy specimens of Morisia coccinea and
Primulas in many species. Of the latter, viscosa,
with its telling highly-coloured masses of bloom,
especially attracted notice. On a small piece of
grass just by, Anemone apennina, with its sheeny
deep flowers, was of more than ordinary vigour.

The same is to be said of the Dog's-tooth Violets ;

flowers nearly ,3 inches across denote that culture
in the grass suits them. On a flat piece of black
soil kept moist from its near \icinity to the
water tank there was a large piece of Andro-
meda tetragona of a deep green colour, and
just coming into flower. On a lower and
sheltered piece of lawn is Arundinaria falcata.
Mr. Sturge has long been justly proud of this
fine specimen, and he protects this every
winter— doubtless a wise precaution, though it

may not be absolutely needful with a Bamboo so
long established. It is free from bare rods and
throughout well furnished with bright foliage as
seen in a more advanced season. A very pleasing
effect was got by planting (some time ago) the
common white Arabis on the southern side of the
hedgerow, on a sloping bank of 2 feet to 3 feet.

On Good Friday this plant was white over for a
depth of 3 feet or more, the upper part of the
Arabis having actually climbed into the lower
twigs of the 'Thorn hedge. The fact that in a suit-

able sunny place the common Arabis could hold
its own among the grass and wildlings of the hedge-
side suggested to my mind a wider used for this
early flower. J. Wood.

Woodrille, Kirlcslall.

LILIUM AURATUM.
" H. P." in his note on the above Lily (p. '233)

has accurately described its character by the one
word "untrustworthy." In a few cases the
plants remain healthy year after year and increase
in number and vigour, but in the majority, as far

as my experience goes, they dwindle after their
first year's blooming and eventually disappear.
This disappearance is sometimes gradual, extend-
ing over some few years, sometimes rapid, but the
end is the same. At my first attempt to grow
this Lil}' I had the natural soil removed and a
bed of fibrous loam and peat, 2 feet 6 inches deep,
prepared for its reception, with which compost
were mixed silver sand and broken charcoal.
Three dozen bulbs were planted, each being sur-

rounded by silver sand, enough of this being used
to prevent the soil from coming into contact with
the scales. The bulbs were in good condition
and fairly heavy. The first year they flowered
well, and in the following year I was delighted to

find that the growths that were pushing up from
the soil were considerably stronger than in the
preceding year. Only about a dozen spikes, how-
ever, appeared, and all but one of these died
before flowering, the solitary exception half-

heartedly expanding a few poor blooms and then
following its companions. These Lilies collajjsed

at heights varying from 6 inches to 3 feet. Their
appearance was perfectly healthy until slight

symptoms of flagging manifested themselves in

the closed leaves at the apex of the shoot, which
leaves seemed inclined to reflex instead of remain
tightly pressed together. The next day both
these leaves and those lower on the stem were
limp and drooping, and very shortly the stem itself

followed suit and lay prone u]5on the ground. I

have since tried several batches of this Lily, both
home-grown and imported, and have experimented
with several soils for their culture, but failure

followed peat as surely as it did loam and leaf-

mould, or the varying mixtures employed. About
five years ago I was given half-a dozen imported
bulbs, not very prepossessing in appearance, and,
not caring to take any trouble with them, planted
them in the ordinary garden soil, a heavy loam
inclining to clay, within 6 feet of running water.
These, curiously enough, have proved the most
satisfactory of the hundred or so that I have
planted during the past fifteen years, and are as

good after being planted for four years as they
were their first season, though they have not
materially increased in size. In the garden ad-
joining mine, however, I saw, lately, some excep-
tionally vigorous L. auratum shooting up from the
ground, the stems of which were nearly as thick
as spade handles, and appeared likely to develop
into flower-spikes 7 feet or more in height. The
bulbs in question were planted in January, 1897,

and flowered well last year. I noticed that one
small shoot was flagging and shall watch the sub-
sequent behaviour of these Lilies with interest.

I have proved that signs of increased vigour in

the spring are no guarantee of a successful flower-

ing season, but I hope that in this case my un-
fortunate experience will not be repeated.
Some of the finest examples of L. auratum that

I have e\er seen were growing in shallow, moor-
land soil about 10 inches in depth and containing
a quantity of water-worn pebbles, in Eist De\on.
These plants were nearly S feet high, had evidently
increased considerably in number, and were pro-
fusely flowered. These bulbs had not been dis-

turbed for some years.

Another Lily that refuses to become naturalised
in the garden is L. longiflorum and its varieties.

These do not hold out delusive hopes by strong
spring growth as did the L. auratum of which I

wrote, liut generally refuse to appear after the
first or second year, though one bulb flowered for

three consecutive years. I have obtained the bulbs
from various sources, and imported some direct

from Bermuda, but the final results have been
identical. S. W. F.

Tori] IIay.

DOUBLE PRIMROSES.
These are doing well with me planted on the

north side of a fence 6 feet or so in height ; the

soil of a fairly heavy .sandy nature. They re-

quire moisture and a deep, free root run, and
in such a position it does not matter if the soil

is fairly light. When planted in full ex-

posure to the sun, a heavier soil is recpiisite,

but as the double I'rimrose loves shade during
a good part of the day, it should be aftorded as

far as possible. My plantation gets the sun in

the morning and evening, and but little during
mid-day. Double Primroses are a delightful

group of plants, but many failures occur through
want of attention to moisture and coolness

during the summer months. If the plants

get dry at the roots, they often become a

prey to red spider, and speedily lose their

leaves, and it is then difficult to induce them to

put forth others. During the drought of last

spring and early summer I found the plants

were helped by loosening the soil round them,
and then placing about them some moist leaf-

mould, and on this a layer of heavy clay broken
up as finely as possible. This economises mois-

ture, and keeps the roots cool. They are cer-

tain to do well if the plants have this attention

and a free root run. Many die from defective

planting. For anyone to obtain some plants of

the old Double White or Double Lilac, then
merely to dig out a hole large enough to take

the ball, is to court failure. But this is how
many are planted, and it is not surprising they

fail. It is possible to purchase plants with long

roots, but these are sometimes of but little

service. The aim of the cultivator should be
to induce the plants to put forth fresh roots

above the old ones, and, when they do that,

there is hope of success. I have obtained

plants from Scotland with long, Carrot-like

roots, full of rootlets. I make a point of cut-

ting back the long roots to within 1 inch or

Ij inches of the leaves, taking care to leave a

few roots with young fibres, and this induces

root action near the leaves. They should be
planted in nicely moist soil, and no water should

be given until the plants show signs of becoming
active. Incautious watering induces rot.

Some persons who attempt to grow double

Primroses in pots fail from two or three causes.

One is because they use improper soU, light

and open, instead of loamy and fairly heavy,

with an admixture of leaf-soil and a little sand

;

or they pot indifterently, and instead of spread-

ing out the roots laterally, so that they can

reach the sides of the pots as quickly as pos-
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sible, crowd them in the centre. No water
should be given until there are signs of growth,
but sprinklings overhead will be found advan-
tageous. The pots should be placed in a cool,

shady place until active growth commences.
The commonest varieties are the Early Sul-

phur, the lilac, and the white, though the two
last-named are among the prettiest and most
useful. Platypetala plena (Arthur DumoUin)
is practically a double Polyanthus, as it thi-ows

up stout scapes with a truss of flowers at

the top. Croussi, a pale rosy lilac variety,

will sometimes do the same, but it is much
nearer the type of Primrose than the other.

There is a variety known as the Scotch Red,
which will sometimes send up Polyanthus
stems. Croussi is one of the finest when in its

best character, the flowers large and double.
The crimson, known also as Mme. de Pompa-
dour, is a very handsome variety, always scarce,

and needing care in cultivation, being of a
somewhat delicate constitution, though when it

does well it will grow quite strongly. The
purple or amaranthina is also very fine, the
flowers large and full. One of the largest is

the rose or salmon, the flowers very fine, but
it is shy blooming. Tlien there is the late

or giant yellow, also very fine indeed, and
a good free bloomer. The blush is a sport from
the white, very pretty when true, but apt to

run back to the type. I have met with three
or four varieties of Double Red, but I have
named tlie two best. In all my experience as
a raiser of Primroses from seed I have never
yet obtained a full double type. Last year I

had a white semi-double, but it produced .seeds

which germinated, and I am looking with some
interest to see if any double forms will result.

I have this season noticed a tendency on the
jiart of some of the single coloured varieties to

throw extra petals issuing from the tube or
throat of the flower, and I am marking these
with a view to experimenting with the seeds.

Occasionally a double form will appear among
the gold-laced Polyanthuses, but scarcely ever
among the show or fancy varieties. I have
been much more successful with the al[)ine

varieties of the Auricula, and have now a dozen
or so varieties. Seed saved from semi-double
varieties will yield a very small percentage of
double flowers. I have not seen the old double
yellow and the old double black Auriculas for

years. Have they (juite disappeared '!

R. Dean.

YELLOW AURICULAS.
It is not my intention to treat of the show
varieties, of which there are a very few, and of
which Horner's Buttercup is the highest develop-
ment, but a number of others which are to be met
with about the country, all more or less highly
fragrant and free blooming. Let me commence
with one grown on seme parts of the Continent
under the name of Sulphurea, a pale yellow
variety, not, of course, claiming much refine-

ment from the florist's point of view, but yet of
good quality, pale in colour and very sweet. I

think it must have some weakness of constitution,
as, though giving it considerable care, I have not
been able to grow it into anything like size.

Buttercup, which I obtained from Scotland, is a
small-flowered, bright yellow variety, singularly
fr.igrant, and with the foliage slightly mealed.
A few years ago, when visiting Normanhurst,
Lord Brassey's seat, near Battle, I saw a
very good single variety with fair-sized, deep
yellow flowers, quite distinct from anything I

had previously seen, with very handsome mealep
foliage ; this, for the sake of identification, I have
named Norman Yellow. I should like to know
the origin of this. Then there is Golden Queen,
with slightly mealed foliage and large, rounded
leaves. The flowers are buff-coloured ratlier than

yellow, but it is a good grower. This does well in
the open ground, being of a hardy constitution,
and it is to be met with in the midland districts
under several names. Yellow-coloured varieties
arenotuncommon among ordinary alpine Auriculas
raised from seeds, but they are not often so pure
in colour as one could desire, though occasionally
a very good one can be met with.
Seed from carefully fertilised flowers will pro-

duce but a mixed progeny, and seed from Hetty
Dean, one of the yellow self show varieties, has
never given me a single yellow form, though I

have raised several seedlings from it. They revert
to poor self forms of some kind. A good single
yellow, if the flowers be fertilised with their own
pollen, will yield yellow-flowered seedlings, and
from such I have obtained very good results. As
I am very fond of the class, I am endeavouring to
obtain as many distinct forms as possible. No
doubt the best results would flow if one could
grow nothing but yellows, thus isolating them
from contact with anj-thing else. It is worthy of

notice that in the case of seedlings from fertilised

show varieties of the best character pure yellows
are seldom produced, but occasionally nonde-
scripts, sometimes of singular beaut}', in which
yellow largely abounds, with pips of fine quality
and smoothness, which have to be classed under
the general liead of fancy Auriculas. Those who
care for this type will find them very interesting
to cultivate. R. I).

SOILS AND CULTIVATION IN THE
FLOWER GARDEN : WATER, DRAIN-
AGE, WEEDS, ROTATION, EVAPORA-
TION, SHELTER.

Most garden lovers strive for an ideal soil, but
this does not always lead to happy results, and,

even if we could have it, would oidy lead to

monotony in vegetation. No doubt many will

seek at all costs for the soil called the best,

but the wisest way is rather to rejoice in and
improve the soil fate has planted us on. In a

limestone soil people often take much trouble

to get peat in the vain liope of growing a few
Rhododendrons, labour which would be better

bestowed on imjiroving the staple of the natural

soil of the place. A good deep and free loam
is best for many things, and from the view of

high cultivation or market work, deep vallej'

soils are almost essential, but we often see

jjoor peats giving excellent i-esults, from a

flower gardening point of view, in enabling us

to grow with ease many more kinds of plants

than could be grown on heavy soil. How fertile

sands may becouie with good cultivation is

sliown by the fact that some of the very best

soils for hardy plants are those that have
been poor sea sand, but improved by cultiva-

tion, and sometimes such soils are drought-

resisting, as on reclaimed seashore lands. Yet
now and then we see certain sandy soils abso-

lutely refuse to grow Roses, Carnations, and in

such case it is often better to give up the

struggle. Chalky hills are wretched for trees

and some shrubs, but there are few soils more
congenial to garden vegetation than some chalky
soils, and chalk tumbling into a valley soil is

often excellent.

The most hopeless soils are the true clays, but
the word "clay" is used in a loose way by
many who have never seen a real clay. In the

ea.st of England and in Ireland, for exami)le, the

term is often used for dark free soil. The true

clay which occurs in northern suburbs of Lon-
don and near Horsham, Sussex, is not a soil on
which a man could get a living, or if he does so

he will get one anywhere ! With such a soil our

only hope is to cart good earth on to the gi'ound.

Whatever the nature of the soil in a given gar-

den, it should to a large extent govern what we
grow. If happy enough to have a sandy peat.

how easy it is to grow all the lovely evergreens
of the northern mountains, which rejoice in such
soil—things which, if they live on loamy and
heavy soils, never come to fresh health thereon.
On such .soil, too, all the most beautiful kinds of
liardy shrubs may be grown without trouble,
and planted among these shrubs the Lilies and
hardy bulbous flowers of Japan and America. If a
deep and at the same time poor sea sand comes in

our way, we can make perfect bulb gardens on
it, and also grow trees and flowering .shrubs
very well after a time.

Soil must not always be blamed for failure
with certain plants, because rainfall, elevation
and, very often, nearness to the sea will

aft'ect i)lants very much. Thus things that do
well near the sea will, on the same kind of soil,

perish on it far inland. It is essential to study
the secret of the soil and find out the plants tliat

enjoy it—often not a difficult thing to do.

Once free from the limits and needs of the
flower garden proper, the right way is to take
advantage of any local peculiarities of soil in-

stead of doing away with them. Thus, if we
have a bog, instead of draining it let us keep it

and adorn it with some of the often beautiful

things that grow naturally in bogs ; if we have
a sandy knoll, plant it with Rosemary or Rock
Roses ; if a peaty, sheltered hollow, make it

into a beautiful Rhododendron glade, and so

get variety of plant life in various conditions.

Then, as regards the natural habitats of

plants, which we may usually ascertain, there is

no doubt that it is useful to know where they
come from, whether plains, valleys, or rocks, and
what soil they grow on ; but it is a knowledge
that may sometimes mislead, because rainfall

and elevation and other causes may lead us to

suppo.se results due to soil which are really owing
to accident of position. Many of the beautiful

plants of the mountains of the East, such as

Aubrietia, and a number of rock plants which
grow in almost any soil with the greatest ease,

would do no better if we tried to imitate theii-

actual conditions of life in their native habitats,

which are often absolutely difl'erent from the

soils fif our lowland gardens in which many
rock plants thri\'e and endure for years.

CiTjTIVation and water. — Many think

that heavy watering is necessary in seasons

of drought, .and it may be worth while show-
ing how such heavy labour may be avoided.

There are soils which are so thirsty, like

the hot sandy soils of Surrey, that water-

ing is essential, and some chalky soils, too, are

almost hopeless \vithout heavy watering, while

water is often extremely dinicult to get enough
of on dry hills. But under general conditions

there is not much trouble in getting rid of

this labour and its attendant ugliness. The
essential thing is to make the beds deep
enough. Even with the best intentions, many
people fail to do this, and workmen employed
in forming gardens often neglect to nuike

the beds deep enough, and are sometimes

misled as to the depth of soil in beds, made
when gardens are lieing laid out, the soil when
it settles being really nuich less than it seems

in the making. The only safe w.ay for those

who care for their flowers is to dig the beds

right out to a depth of 30 inches below the sur-

face before any of the good soil is put in. Then,

if for general garden use such lieds are filled in

with good, rich, loamy soil and are gently raised,

as all beds should be in cool countries, 4 inches

or 6 inches above the surface, they will rarely

be found to fail in any drought. Much depends

on the size of the bed ; the little, angular,

frivolous beds which have too often been the

rule in gardens cannot resist drought so long as

broad simple beds.
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With these precautions, and also autumn and
winter planting, we ouyht, in the British Isles,

to free ourselves almost entirt'ly of the heavy
labour of watering, and it would be better to have
half the space for flowers well done than always

be laboiu'ing with the water barrel. To be busy
planting in autumn and early winter is a great

gain too, because the plants get rooted before

the hot time comes.
The source of success in flower gardening is

to be always busy sowing or planting ; there

is scarcely a day or a week that some things

have not to be planted or attended to if we
want a succession of beauty. For instance,

many bulbs have to be taken up in summer and
very soon planted again ; but when the men
are from morn to night busy hoeing and water-

ing and other routine woik, it is ditticult to

get time for securing the successions of plants

of various kinds on which the lasting beauty of a

flower garden, beautiful at all seasons, depends.
What kinds of plants we grow is important as

tlie country generally, there is no doubt that
such deep culture well repays the doing.
At the same time what is needed in this way

is often a (piestion of soil. In some soUs
plants may be almost dead from want of water,
when a few miles away in the weald the same
kinds will be proud with food and moisture

;

but in all cases deep culture will tell in the
flower garden. The farmer is often unable
to alter the sfciple of his ground owing to

its extent, but the flower gardener, deal-

ing with a much smaller area, should never
rest until he has got a deej) as well as a
good soil. This is given to numy by Nature in

rich valley lands, and on such happy soil

the flower gardener's main work as regards the
laljours of the soil is changing the crop now and
then with some modification of the soil to suit

cerfciin plants.

Soft water best.—Where, owing to the dry-
ness of the soil or subsoil or to shortness of the
rainfall, we have to resort to much artificial water-

and as in the course of years tlie ground
round most houses has been made dry
enough for use, and hence elaborate work
in drains, bottoming with brick-rubbish or
concrete, is often wasted labour. In some
years even in the moist west country we may
see plants lying half dead on the ground
from want of water, and the same plants in deep
soil, and no thought given to drainage, in
perfect health at the same time. There are
places where, owing to excessive rainfall and
the w-et nature of the soil, we may have to

drain, but it is often overdone.
Apart from the over-draining for ordinary

garden things, it may be well to remember
that flower garden plants in our country are
often half stiirved through drainage (Phlox and
scarlet Lobelia), which in their own country
are marsh plants, or inhabit the edges of pools.

In the southern country they simply refuse to

show their true character where the ground is

drained in the usual way. The men who began

Holland House {south front). From a photograph by ilr. H. N. King, Goldhawh Road, W. {See p. 335.)

regards the water miestion. If it is merely the
mass of bedding plants with v.'hich many places

are adorned in summer, these being all put out
in early June, in the event of a hot summer
there is nothing else to do but water all the
time, or we lose them, as of course the roots

are all at the surface in June. But where we
have deep beds filled with Roses, Lilies, Car-
nations, Irises, Delphiniums, and all the noble
flowers that can be planted in autumn or winter,

we may save ourselves the labour of watering
often. Thus it will be seen how much we
gain in this way alone by the use of right open-
air gardening.
What is here said, although true of the south

of England and dry soils generally, is not
so as to soil on cool hills and in the west
country where the rainfall is hea\ ier. In such
cases it is not nearly so important to have the

soil so deep, and a good fertile soil half the
depth, with copious rain, may do. But, taking

ing, it is a great point to save the rain water as the

best of all waters, not only for household uses,

but for plants. Next to it comes river water, but
to the very places that want most water, rivers,

unfortunately, do not come, so that for garden
use it would often be very wise to do what
people do more in other countries than ours,

and that is, save all the rain water we can
instead of letting it run to waste, as it does so

often.

Drainage.—In our country too much thought
and labour are given to drainage in the flower

garden, to the neglect of change of plants and
deep cultivation, and during our luit summers
some way to keep water in the beds is

more important than getting rid of it. Some
soils, too, are in little need of artificial drain-

age, such as free sands, sandy loams, chalky
and limestone soils, and much ground lying

high, and much alluvial land. Houses are

not usually built on bogs or marshy land,

the crusade about draining land in this country

found its eflects so good on sour, jjeaty clay

and saturated land, and talked so well and so

much about it, that some harm has been done

—

draining where it does more harm than good not

being uncommon.
Gardeners' land and farmers' land are very

dift'erent. Drainage is the simplest and best

way for the farmer to alter the tilth and
texture of saturated and cold or sour land,

whereas the fl(jwer gardener, dealing with a small

space for his beds, has the power of altering the

tilth and texture of his land in a thorough way,

and so making it open to the influence of rain

and air. The position of the flower garden also is

usually wholly dift'erent from that of agricultural

land. The flowergarden itself is frequcntlyraised,

and in a terraced, or at all events often healthy

position, so that little thought need be given to

the main drainage. Then again, the plan of

gently rai.sing the sui faces of flower beds to »
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height say of 4 inches to 6 inches enables us to
get rid in our flower gardens of the surface
water, wliich very often troubles the farmer,
and which he can best get rid of by drainage.
By raising our beds gently—not in the ugly
way practised in the London parks—we free the
surface of any water lying on it, and this is a
plan we much like, except in hot and shallow
soils, where it would be better not to raise the
surface above the level.

Rotation in the flower garden.—Flower
gardeners do not think enough of change of
crop or what in farming is called rotation. A
farmer soon comes to grief if he does not con-
sider this, but in gardens one may see the same
plants grown in the same beds for many years.
A cause of the poor growth of hardy flowers is

want of change of soil, and in addition the
border in which they grow may be robbed by a
network of hungry tree roots. There are botanic
gardens in Europe where the .same wretched
plants have been starving in the same soil for
fifty years, and little ever done to help them.
So, again, there are favourite borders in gardens
which are almost as much in want of a change,
but, owing to their position sometimes being a
favourite one, people hesitate to give it them.
In such cases we should prepare a new border
for the plants and remove them, and trench,
renew and improve the soil of the old beds or
borders, afterwards changing the crop for a year
or two. If we take a crop of annual flowers,
the annuals rejoice in the fresh ground, and they
might be followed by a year of Carnations, after
which a return might be made to a really good
mixed border. When, however, we do change
a border or bed, the staple of the soil ought to
be thoroughly improved and made deep enough
—changed if need be. In dealing with a soil

which is too rich in humus, an addition of lime
will impro\'e it, but generally in such cases the
soils are too poor and recjuire renewing and
deepening. Bedding plants have the advantage
of fre.sh soil and often a total change every year,
and hence the bright vigour they show when the
seasons are fair. A little of the same generous
care would help Roses, Lilies, and all the finer
things in an equal degree, though many of these
will be quite happy in the same soil for years
if it be well prepared at first.

Weeds and rubbish heaps.—There is no
institution of our land more firndy established
than tlie ancient one of the garden rubbish
heap, and certainly none which is more in want
of abolition. Often disfiguring spots that might
be pretty with Ferns or other [ilants, in addi-
tion they encourage vermin, filth, evil odours,
and everything that we do not want in or near
a flower or pleasure ground garden. In connec-
tion with the flower garden especially it is

wrong, and yet we see it even where labour is

scarce and the gardener is over-weighted with
work, he adding to his labour by removing
weeds and earth which might be lietter buried
where he found them. The rubbish lieap is less

necessary in the flower garden than in any
other, yet we find it established too often near
it and in pleasure grounds.
But it may be asked, when we liave weeds,

what are we to do with them 't The best way
is not to have weeds if we can help it, but if we
have them in the flower garden, let us not cart
them and the best of the surface away at the
same time, but bury them where they are, or
use them over the roots of trees and shrubs.
In most gardens there is some yearly planting,
or there are young trees which we wisli to
save from the drought, and, instead of remov-
ing the precious mixture of rich earth and fat
weeds, it is better far to bury them in the
beds, or use them as a mulcli to cover the

ground for 3 feet or 4 feet around young trees,

or orchard trees if near at hand. To keep the
ground clean is the first need, and that is only
done by prompt and frequent work, that is to

say, attacking the weeds when small regularly
during the growing season, say every second
week.
The old labour of grubbing up walks, which

was so constant and dreadful in the very heat of

summer, is got rid of by weed-killers, of which
one dressing a year will sometimes suHice to keep
the walks clean, and, better still, prevent us
from having to rip up the surfaces of the walks,
which was common in every garden until quite
recently, and is no doubt carried on still in

many places. The great gain of abolishing
ignoble routine work in all ways we can is that
we have time for the real work of the garden in

adding to its beauty with new or beautiful
things and improved ways of growing and
arranging them. One excuse for the rubbish
heaps is that they enable us to burn refuse, and
of this we too often see evidence in tli(; smoke
round country houses ; but we lose, not gain in

a garden by destroying such organic matter.
Certainly we have the ash, but much else is lost

which is useful, and burning therefore should
be kept to a few essential uses.

Fire as a cleanser.—A fire is a good aid in

the garden when active changes have to be
made and foul borders or shrubberies renovated
or replanted. Where, in stift' soils, Twitch and
other vigorous weeds take possession, with per-
haps a number of worn-out shrubs among
them, the simplest way is often to get rid of

all by fire, not trying to disentangle weeds
from the soil in the usual way, but simply
skinning the surface 2 inches, or more if need
be, and burning it and the vital parts of the
weeds, first removing any plants that are worth
saving. In light soils the labour of cleaning
foul ground is less than in heavy, adhesive soils,

but fire is a great aid in all such cases. If we
are removing ugly and heavy masses of Laurels
or other evergreens, which have never given grace
or flower to the scene, we should burn them
root and branch at the same time, the result

being that we get rid of our worst weeds, and
turn enemies like Goutweed into good ashes.

Nothing is more wasteful than the commoij way
of cleaning the surface of foul ground by wheeling
soil to some other place. This weedy surface of

old garden ground is often the best of the soil,

and it is much better to burn it on the ground.
Regular cleaning will keep down all young
weeds, but it is a struggle to get the old

and bad weeds out of the soil, owing to the
broken roots of Bindweed, Twitch, and Gout-
weed which escape the closest forking and
sharpest eyes. Next there is harrowing or
carting to take the weeds to some rotting hea]),

while, on the other hand, the friendly fire eats

up and kills at once the whole of the weeds,
and converts them and the burnt surface they
infested into good earth, and all this is gained
at once without barrow or horse labour. So
that, whatever we may thmk of cremation for

ourselves, it is a good friend in fighting weeds
and in helping us to thorouglily cleanse foul

garden ground. We have not even the trouble
that they had with Don Quixote's books—to

carry them into the yard to burn them—as we
can so often burn the weeds on the spot, insects

and grubs included.

Evaporation. — Mulching or covering the
surface with various kinds of light materials,

such as leaf mould, cocoa fibre, decayed
manure, and sand, or anything, in fact, which
gives an inch or two of loose surface to the
earth and prevents evaporati(m, is a great
aid on many soils, but may be not so im-

portant where the beds have been thorouglily
prepared, at least not for Roses, Carnations,
and many of the best flowers, because if the
roots can go down and find good soil as far as
they go they really do not want mulching, save
on very hcjt soils.

Mulching of \-arious kinds or loosening the
surface of the ground is, however, much easier
to carry out in the kitchen and fruit gardens
or orchard than in the flower garden, the
surface of which we wish to be quite covered
during tlie fine season This is the prettiest
way and is not difticult to carry out, as we often
see it in cottage gardens and in Nature itself,

where tlie health of the forest and other fertile

lands depends to a certain extent on the ground
being co\'ered with vegetation, which of itself

prevents direct evaporation. We see the same
thing occur in cultivation where the ground is

covered with the leaves of plants, as in a
well - cropped market garden. Taking a hint
from this, we are very fond of covering the
surface with living plants of a fragile dwarf
nature, which cannot exhaust the soil, and
whicli in very hot weather may even help to
keep it moist. This is done in the case of

Roses and other plants which, being rather
small and bare at first, want some help to cover
the ground, and a great number of very pretty
plants may be used for this purpose, which will

give us bloom in spring and good colour on the
ground. This, of course, prevents the use of
manure, hitherto a very common way of dealing
with the flower bed, for Roses especially. It is

very much better that the assistance of manure
should be given at the root instead of the surface.

If we give plenty of manure and rich soil, there is

no need for surface mulching. Covering the
surface with living plants is worth doing for
the sake of the efl'ect alone even it we have to

pay for it in other ways. One result of it is

that we may have a beautiful spring garden in

addition to the summer garden— that is to .say,

if our garden is planted for summer and autumn
with Roses and the like, by the use of Tufted
Pansies and other dwarf plants in the beds wegeta
graceful effect in spring, and through this living

carpet may come up many pretty bulbs. Thus
we may have in the same beds with a little care
and thought two or three different types of

flower life.

Shelter and wind screens.—Shelter of
some kind is important, and few countries are
so well provided with the means of shelter as

our own, owing to the numbers of evergreens
that grow freely with us and thrive in seashore
and wind-swciit districts. Shelter from trees is

of two kinds, i.e., lines near flower beds and
more distant shelter, which might be called

wind-breaks, across the line of prevailing winds,
and also against the north and east winds.
Here evergreen trees. Yew, Ilex, Cedar of

Lebanon (never Deodar), Fir, native, and a
few other hardy Firs, but no other single tree
better than the Ilex <u' European Evergreen
Oak from its close evergreen habit and storm-
I'esisting ways, as we may see at Waltham,
Killerton, St. Anne's, Goodwood, and many
places in the coast districts of England and
Ireland. But happily, even in the most ex-
posed places, a good many hardy flowers may
be grown with success, such as Carnations,
Pinks, and many of the rock plants, which in a
sense clasp the ground, and are therefore little

exposed to the action of the wind, and in any
case may be seen thriving in the irost exposed
soils, where soil and cultivatiijn are not against
them. English gardens are often well sheltered
by the house itself and by old walls and enclo-

sures, so that frequently in older places it is easy
to secure shelter for favourite kinds of plants. In
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old times shelter was often obtiiined from clipped

hedges of Yew and Lime, but the many ever-

green shrubs we now possess make the getting

of shelter much more easy and eft'ective, as

naturally grown shrubs soften the wind better

than clipped lines, and it is often easy to get

eii'ective shelter by using such shrubs, which

are themselves beautiful in leaf and bloom.

There is, indeed, in English gardens the danger

of overplanting and planting too densely at first,

so that after some yeai-s the place becomes dank

and the very house itself is made cheerless. The
pretty little conifers that people plant they do

not think of as forest trees, and parts which

should be in the sun are dark and overshadowed

—a great mistake in a climate like ours where

sun is wanted as well as shelter.

Among the kinds of shelter, walls, thickly

clad with climbers, evergreen and others, are

the best for close garden work, because

they do not rob the ground, as almost any

evergreen tree will. Among the best ever-

greens are the native ones. Holly, Yew, Bo.x.

and Fir. The largest of these are most eflec-

tive when they shelter the garden without

encroaching too much. Half-hardy evergreens,

like the Cherry and Portugal Laurel, should

never be planted to shelter the garden, because

they may get cut down in severe winters.

XOTES AXD QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

Carpeting plants.—Some time back I recom-
mended covering beds with the evergreen Sedam
(a bit of which I enclose) and dotting bulbs singly

about it. I have now carried this out on a large

raised bed at Oakwood, using bulbs having blue

Howers, such as Chionodoxa gigantea, C. Lucili;e,

C. sardensis, and different Muscaris. This has
been much admired, and is, I think, worthy of a

note. I propose trying another Sedum bed with
the best of the smaller and lower growing species

of Narcissus. Another quite different bed is now
in beauty, and a tree of Weeping Cherry (Cerasus
pendula) now in full bloom had thickly planted
under it Primroses of many different colours. The
effect of the flowers above and below is, I think,

good.

—

George F. Wilson.

Notes from Newry.— I send you flowers of

Azalea ledifolium var. narcissiflora. This is

valuable on account of its earliness. It is

scarcely suited for the open air here, but

in a cold house or a matted screen it is

quite safe. Its large semi - double rosy - lilac

blossoms are quite unUke anything else that we
have. Jlertensia oblongifolia is now in flower

here ; it grows only 3 inches or 4 inches high and
bears tjuite freely nodding flowers of the brightest

blue. Anemone syriaca, flowers of which I send,

is cjuite the most brilliantly coloured of the whole
race. A. fulgens looks pale beside it. A mass of it

in flower here is indescribably brilliant. Anemone
fulgens bieolor is an uncommon plant. The
flowers are really white, freely striped, flaked and
mottled with scarlet.—T. Smith.

Notes from Baden-Baden.—The Scythinian
variety of Anemone blanda is in unusual beauty ;

it is a fortnight later than the type, but it is

larger, and better of shape and colour. Its flowers

are each fully "2 inches across, the blue a pure
cobalt, and the white a 6ne snow-white. Fritil

laria imperialis ecbatanensis is in full flower,

being a fortnight earlier than the other varieties

and of a very much brighter red colour. The
white and rose varieties of Hepatica angulosa are

desirable, and H. a. nivea is better than alba, its

growth more robust, the flowers larger and
more showy. The deeply-cut dark green and
white marbled leaves of Delphinium tuberosum
from Persia mark a very distinct and striking

species. I have not yet seen its flowers, but am
told they are deep blue. Tulipa Kaufmanniana
pulcherrima shows well its gaudy colours, and
there is also a splendid species from the Black

Mountains in India. This is a charming white,

with a very faint shade of rose and violet anthers,

good and showy in form.— M.\x Lkichtli.n, Baihii-

Bad€n.
Cyclamen (cilicium or cilicicum ?).—With

due deference to Mr. Wollej'Dod's judgment in

this case (see p. "23.5), permit me to observe that
Latin adjectives derived from proper names of

countries ending in " ia " are almost invariably

formed by changing the final 'a' of the name of

the country into "cus."' Thus, from Germania
we have germanicus ; from Hispania, hispanicus ;

from Bithynia, bithynicus ; from Persia, persicus ;

from Illyria, illj'ricus ; from Gallia, gallicus ; from
Italia, italicus : from India, indicus ; from l)al-

matia, dalmaticus : from Helvetia, helveticus

;

from Iberia, ibericus ; from Numidia, numidicus
;

from Anglia, anglicus : from Scotia, scoticus

;

from Hibernia, hibernicus. Why then object to
" cilicicus," from Cilicia ! The foregoing numerous
examples appear to furnish overwhelming evi-

dence that it is the right word.—W. M.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

MULCHING FRUIT QUARTERS.
The value of annual mulching of all quarters

devoted to fruit is not fully appreciated. I

have lately been through a good many villages

and hamlets in this county, and it is sad to see

the way plantations of fruit are managed by
those who do other parts of their gardens well.

A common sight at this time of year among
cottagers and even gardeners in places of S(5me

pretensions is a quantity of loose manure laid

on the ground to be dug in with the spade.

There is, so to speak, a double disadvantage in

this ; in the first place the upper tiers of roots

are badly cut about by the spade, and whoever
has had much experience with Raspberries, for

instance, with their upper feeding roots and
lower thong-like ones—evidently designed by
Nature principally as a mechanical support

—

knows well what harm is done thereby. Then
the fact of turning up the soil at this time of

year to bui-y the manure is bound to let the sun
in more freely than is desirable during a dry
summer. But, all unconcerned about this, the

work goes on, and the cultivator views with

satisfaction the smart appearance of the plot

when the digging is completed. I have men-
tioned Raspberries as a class of fruit easily

injured in this way, but of course Currants of

sorts, Gooseberries, and other fruit trees are

more or less damaged. Had the soil been lightly

hoed and the manure spread as far as it would
go over the surface, far more good would have
been done. The roots, instead of being injured,

would be encouraged to the surface, most of the

feeding properties of the manure would be

washed down to them by the rains, while the

loose material on the surface forms the best

protection possible from the rays of the sun. A
little strength may, of course, be lost by evapo-

ration, but the loss is infinitesimal as compared
with the damage done the other way.

It is not everywhere that encmgh manure for

an annual mulch of all the fruit quarters is at

command, but a very useful material for the

purpose may be produced by laying up through

the season all turf edgings, leaves, refuse from
the potting bench, and, in fact, almost any
kind of garden rubbish not of an ofl'ensixe

character when decaying. Everything of the

latter class, and all material as hedge or tree

pruninL,s, twitch or perennial weeds, should be

slowly burnt in a smother and will form a wel-

come addition. Equal parts of these materials

and good stable or farmyard manure are the

best possible dressing for fruit quarters. Where

lime is deficient in the sod, a little of this

—

about a bushel to every two cartloads—may be

added, but in many soils this element is already

quite enough in evidence. Useful as it is, used

in due ratio with other substances, it is ea.sy

enough to get too much lime in many comiiosts

and soils. For stone fruits of all kinds it is

especially valualile, and if Peach borders and

the soil around I'lum and Apricot trees had a

little more of it, and less humus, there would be

often more fruitful growth and less fruit-drop-

ping at stoning time.

Two years ago I planted a lot of Apple and

Pear trees on the grass here, and, not knowing

much of the soil, no manure of any kind has

been given until this spring. In spite of all

that may be said in favour of closely heading

back, these trees have had practically no ]}run-

ing since they were planted. Growth has not

been particularly free, for we have had two dry

summers running ; still, I am perfectly satisfied

with their appearance, and this season all have

been given a mulch of about 6 inches of good

farmyard manure. As almost every tree is well

set with fruit-buds, this dressing—except in the

event of late frosts cutting the bloom—should
have its effect upon the fiuit, and will not be

thrown away in any case. It is the same with

old-established trees in grass orchards. In many
cases hay is made every season, and perhaps a

few sheep may be turned loose on the after-

grass. The product of the soil is taken away,

and nothing iiiven in return. A mulch, then,

of good material to trees growing in_ such

positions is of the greatest possilile benefit—in

fact, quite essential if good fruit is looked

for. Where sheep are folded and fed in an

orchard it is a different thing, but this is

seldom done. Where plantations of Apple,

Pear, or Plum trees are under-cropped with

smaller fruits, the need of these annual dress-

ings is felt even more than where the trees have

all the soil to themselves, and a mixture as

advised above is better and more lasting in its

effect than a mulch of manure only. Without

a knowledge of chemistry, such as some hold

is necessary for a cultivator, it is usually an

easy matter to tell in what direction a certain

soil falls shoit, and additions to these surface-

dressings may be made accordingly. H.

Sitffdk.

Peach Princess of Wales.—Like several

other of the later Peaches, this is not of good

flavour unless it is given the highest culture. The
fruit, in fact, is not worth eating, being soft and

woolly. I have a very fine young tree in a cocl

house, and though a few of the fruits at the to[)

were of fair flavour, the rest, though highly

coloured—for the variety—and of full size, were

not good enough for dessert, and small fruits of

Elruge Nectarine from an old tree outside were

preferred for table. It is a pity, for it is a nice-

looking fruit and comes in at a useful time.— H.

Peach. Waterloo.—This is one of the most
valuable of early Peaches, and trees started at the

middle of January have the fruits as large as a

.small Walnut and are stoning quickh'. It is

perhaps a little more prone to buddroi)ping than

some other kinds, but I have found it singularly

free from the troublesome habit of losing the

fruits after setting that is so noticeable in the

Noblesse and Grosse Mignonne types. The flavour

is good—as good, in fact, as that of Hale's

Early and other American kinds—and though
my experience may not accord with that of some
other growers, I find it not far behind the early

type of Grosse Mignonne in this respect.—H.

Orange culture.— •' Hortus," in the fruit

calendar for April 9, strikes a very suggestive

note in his remarks upon Oranges. In many
places in the past the Orangery was a dark,

dismal place, large enough to suit the most
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exacting in this way, but far from suitable for the

trees that were expected to grow there. In light

conservatories and houses of more modest dimen-
sions than were formerly thought necessary, much
more suitable quarters can be given, and there are

few more ornamental subjects. Certainly none
will be attractive over such a long season, for

there is not a month in the year in which a well-

kept lot of plants will not repay a visit. The blos-

soms are in request, and the fruit is useful and
beautiful on the trees, if not exactly suitable for

first place in the dessert. This being so. Oranges
should be more grown, for there is nothing diffi-

cult about their culture, as witness the many fine

specimens that have been produced under the un-
suitable conditions noted above. This week I

noticed some very fine old specimens in a neigh-

bouring garden, but so hemmed in with Pahus
and various other plants that their beauty and
symmetry were entirely lost, though their fra-

grance was perceptible enough.—H. R.

Forcing Strawberries.—Can any consider-

able number of private gardeners come to any-
thing like unanimity in selecting the best Straw-
berries for forcing, and which is the best method
of storing daring the winter pot Strawberries that

are waiting to he forced V The other day I saw
Royal Sovereign fruiting and also blooming most
abundantly. The fruits were fine, richly-coloured,
and presenting all that can be desired in forced

fruit, each plant in a (i-inch pot carrying from
ten to twelve fruits. Royal Sovereign is worthy
of the greatest possible praise, and is regarded as

the very best accession to forcing Strawberries
that has cropped up for many years. The latest

for cooler culture is Sir Joseph Paxton. How
many other growers, I wonder, would select these

as the best ? At Hackwood Park, Mr. Bowerman
stands the pots on a hard ash floor (juite out in the
open, the pots being plunged to their rims in

ashes. So treated any loss is very rare, and the
plants always have their crowns plump and in

capital condition. The fine fruits and crops the
plants produce are largely attributed to this

exposure to air and rain all the winter. There
are many gardeners who adhere to the old fashion
of clamping their pot plants on their sides. How
dry the soil of such plants must have become, and
how the roots must have suffered from lack of

moisture during the past dry winter, it is easy to
understand. All growers get fairly good results,

but still it would be interesting to learn which
method is, after all, the best.—A. D.
Apple French Crab.—At Westonbirt this

Apple, which is also known as Winter Greening,
is highly thought of. It is one of the few sorts

that succeed well at Westonbirt, and, according
to my experience, a more reliable variety could
not well be named. To all appearance Tasmanian
growers think more highly of it than we do, and
they are to be congratulated upon their sound
judgment. It is true a few trees are to be found
in west of England orchards, and those who were
not in a hurrj' to gather their fruit and store it

properly have recently experienced no ditticulty

in obtaining 123. per pot (72 lb.). Those who
are in a position to do so ought to regraft some of
their trees of \'alueless varieties with French Crab,
for it is very certain there are few more easily
grown or more profitable varieties to be preferred
to it. The tree is of a free yet remarkably pro-
ductive habit of growth, flowering somewhat late,

and rarely failing to set good crops of fruit. This
on the trees presents a grass-green appearance,
and is late in maturing. If gathered late and
stored in a cool, dark, and somewhat moist place,
the fruit will keep fresh and plump till Apples
come again, and, if need be, could be kept very
much longer. At the present time fruits moved
to warmer—not hot—quarters are fast changing
to a deep yellow colour, a flush of colour sliowing
on some of them comparing favourably with
foreign [iroduce. They are somewhat acid in
taste, pleasantly so if eaten raw, but cook admir-
ably. Trees may be grown as large bushes, pyra-
mids, or standards.—I.

Strawberries.—One of the results of the latter-
day system of only allowing the plants to remain

on the ground long enough to bear one or two full

crops, and keeping up always a supply of young
plants, is that they recover quickly from checks,
however caused. The drought last year tried the
plants severely, but they have made a wonderful
recovery, and are now looking in excellent condi-
tion, the plump crowns promising well for a full

crop. The fine dry March and early April gave
an excellent opportunity for cleaning the beds, so

that they should now be in excellent trim for

mulching, and the present is quite the best time
of the year to apply it, as the feeding roots are be-

coming active, and will soon require a great
stimulus from a coating of well-decayed manure
to be applied previous to surfacing with the
longer litter provided for keeping the fruits clean.

I never practise autumn mulching, as I find that
the plants winter much better with a clean sur-

face to the soil, and they certainly require no
feeding through the winter ; but the same thing
applied in spring makes them throw their scapes
and leaves up boldly and feeds the roots to their

fullest when the fruits are swelling : it also acts

better as a conserver of moisture in the soil at the
time it is most needed when applied at this

season. The varieties which promise best here
are President, Royal Sovereign, Noble, Leader,
Monarch, Cumberland, Triomphe, Dr. Hogg,
Latest of All, Countess, and the good old Vicom-
tesse Horicart de Thury, while those not so pro-

mising include Laxton's No. 1, Frogmore and
Baron Brisse. Among the above are some few
which have not yet fruited here, so the test for

quality has yet to come.—J. C. Tallack.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Apple Annie Elizabeth..—Mr. Chapman, the
gardener at Westonbirt, has formed a high opinion
of this Apple. He finds its succeeds admirably
where many other varieties have failed, the soil,

principally collected or made, not suiting Apple
trees as a rule in the gardens under his charge.
Fine, well - developed, carefully and sensibly
thinned out trees were shown me all in a most
promising condition as far as fruit-buds are con-

cerned—this in spite of having produced heavy
crops of fruit last season. The fruits of Annie
Elizabeth are rather large, heavy, and fairly

attractive in appearance. It cooks admirably,
and is one of the best for mid-winter use, but
when kept till February or March is quite good
enough for dessert. This variety is an old favourite
in the south-western counties.

Strawberry Royal Sovereign in small
pots.—I agree with "G. W." (p. 297) as to this

Strawberry. Like him, I too have found it good
for early forcing this year. But it is to its value
as a kind for growing in small pots that I wish to

draw attention. Last autumn having some four

or five dozen plants of this kind left over when I

had finished potting and planting out, I thought
I would try how they would force in these pots.

Accordingly I had them set out in the full sun
and well supplied with manure water. In De-
cember these were removed into a frame and stood

on an old spent hotbed. Early in January they
were removed to a house where the temperature
was kept at about 50' by night. The fruit set

well, and about March 20 I was able to gather
nice highly-coloured fruit. Many of the plants
gave from five to eight good-sized fruits.

—

Dorset.

Apple Gloria Mundi. — There is a very
general opinion, which has found expression

lately in these columns, that Gloria Mundi is a
very poor bearer. This conclusion is doubtless
correct in the main, although there exist excep-
tions to this rule of unfruitfulness. Mr. Wythes
writes that, grafted on the Paradise stock and
growing in light soil, it rarely fails to crop, and
my experience with a single specimen growing in

bush form in heavy soil has been satisfactory.

For each of the five past years, with one excep-
tion, when it carried but a few fruits, this tree

has borne well, and has compared favourably with
Warner's King growing by its side. The fruits

are very handsome, and being exhibited in the
" any variety " class on one occasion, easily won
firs-t prize. I mention this fact, as I was told by
a large fruit grower that if the tree was a good
cropper it could not be Gloria Mundi. I notice

that this year the shoots of the subject of this

note are well set with fruit-buds.—S. \V. F.

Which is the best Fig ?—In asking this

question consideration has to be given not to

merely size or flavour of fruits, but to general or

average excellence, easy culture, and freedom to

crop. Mr. Bowerman, of Hackwood Gardens,
recently gave as his opinion that, after trying the
best of other recommended varieties, none was
so satisfactory as Brown Turkey. Probably that
is the opinion of most gardeners. Where, how-
ever, collections of Figs are grown in pots as

at Chiswick, there may be some others entitled

to high consideration. At the last Drill Hall
meeting a box of superb fruits was shown by Mr.
Beckett, of Aldenham House Gardens, that had
been gathered from a tree carrying a very heavy
crop. At Hackwood there is in a lean-to house a
single tree that covers a width under the roof of

22 feet, and from base to top of branches 11 feet.

The wood is not at all thickly laid in, but the
fruits are disposed all over it evenly, and so

abundantly that the gardener estimates there are

1200.—A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1167.

DARK-FLOWERED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

(with a coloured plate of 1, JULIE LAGKA-
VERE ; 2, .70HN SHRIMPTON.*)

Probably no colour is so much sought after in

Chrysanthemums as the true crimsons without
any shades of maroon, and none other are so

generally admired. Progress is, however,
slower with such varieties than with those of

any other colour ; first, because the true crim-

sons raised are in a very small minority in com-
parison to the vast army of whites, yellows and
lilacs we get year by year ; secondly, many of

those which are raised and .sent out have some
inherent defects of habit or liability to damping
that prevent them from being (luitesatisfactor'y.

The two varieties in the accompanying plate

have taken a lasting position as being among
the best decorative varieties in the colour.

Julio Lagravere belongs to the reflexed class

and is one of the oldest varieties ; its flowers

are small and it should always be grown without
any disbudding, as it never looks better than
when in spray form as shown here. In habit

the plant is dwarf, bushy and very free flower-

ing, and the flowers have a rich velvety appear-

ance which enhances the charming colour. A
certain proof of its value is that it has held its

place for so many years in all collections where
decorative, as distinct from show, Chrysanthe-
mums are valued. John Shriuipton, the com-
panion variety shown in the plate, is a newer
introduction, but still old enough to be looked
upon as a standard variety ; it is often used as

a show flower when grown to its fullest size by
disbudding, but it also is most attractive in

sprays. In general form and appearance it

much resembles a still older variety, Culling-

fordi, but is bigger and fuller as a flower and
the plant is more robust.

In cultivating Chrysanthemums to produce

sjjrays of flowers it is necessary to stop the

young plants two or three times before the end
of .lune ; this w'ill force the development of a
surticient number of breaks to form the basis of

* Drawn for The (iARden ia Mr, Howard's gar-

Jea at St. Albxns by H. G. Moon. Lithographed and
printed by J. L. Goffart.
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a dwarf and bushy plant. The early striking

indulged in by growers of big blooms is neither

necessary nor wise fur bush plants, as such a

long season of growth leads tt) the loss of the

lower leaves and a straggling-looking plant.

My practice is to strike the cuttings at the end
of March or early in April, putting three cut-

tings into a 3i-inch pot, and all except the

stronger growers (which are struck singly) are

potted on intact, so that a sufficient number of

shoots is fcjrmed earlier than they would be by
single plants. The growths are staked out as

they advance, so that each is allowed sufficient

room to enable it to become well ripened, which
is an essential point, as, unless the stems
attjiin a certain amount of hardness, the flowers

will hang their heads instead of holding them
erect, this being a defect common to many dark-

flowered varieties. Early housing of bush
plants is a mistake, for every day that can be
spent in the open air helps to strengthen the

flower- stems, and it is better to afford a little

protection outdoors on cold nights than to house
the plants on the very first approach of frost.

After housing, ventilate freely, and only use
sufficient heat to keep out frost and to dry the
atmosphere, for any forcing of the growth tends
to produce weakness of stem and peduncle.
A selection of good crimsons suitable for the

growth of sprays will be found in the following
list, which is not exhaustive and consists only
of proved varieties, which are arranged in ac-

coidance to their season of flowering.

Crimson Precocite. — Small-flowered, dark
crimson a very free-flowering October variety.

\Vm. Holmes. —Rich crimson in early stages,
getting lighter as the flowers develop ; a very
free-flowering good variety with massive and
erect sprays.

(t. W. CniLDs.—One of the richest in colour
and good form. It cannot be recommended for

long sprays, as the terminal breaks do not deve-
lop freely.

ToKio.—This a most beautiful rather small-

flowered variety, its flowers bright crimson and
gold. The growth is erect and the flowers very
long-lasting when cut.

Cl'LLlNiiFORUi.—Rich deep velvety crimson ; a
charming old variety.

Crimson (4em.—Small, single-flowered, crimson,
with yellow eye ; excellent for small sprays.

Of other good crimson varieties suitable for

show blooms especially, but among which there

are some which also make nice sprays, are ;

William Seward, very dark ; Jeanne DSlaux,
crimson-brown ; Charles Shrimpton, similar in

colour, but a fuller flower, extra good ; Edwin
Molyneux, rich velvety crimson when seen at

its best ; Mr. A. G. Hubbuck, a large and
charming variety, bright crimson ; Matthew
Hodgson, very similar in colour to the preced-

ing ; and Richard Dean, crimson and gold. The
foregoing are all Japanese vari-rties ; crimson
being a badly represented colour in incurveds,

only one of which, Owen's Crimson, is worthy
of mention here, and this is a very uncertain

variety both as to colour and form.

J. C. Tall.wk.

Plant names.—The protests that have been
recently made in The Garden against the con-
tinual changing of names by many boUmists will

be upheld by every lover of plants, for nothing is

more confusing and aggravating to the practical

man than the system, or rather want of a system,
adopted in the naming of plants. The worst of

all is the bestowing of new names on old favour-

ites, and on this point no better advice could be
given than in the concluding sentence of the re-

marks of your correspondent " H. O'M." (p. 23.3),

viz., " The only thing to do is to ignore the whole
thing and use our old names." This advice will

certainly be followed by many, and it will, I

think, be a long time before the charming St.

Dabeoc's Heath (Dabwcia polifolia), which was
illustrated last October in The Garden, is gene-
rally known by its latest generic name—Boretta.
In the same w'ay Azalea is scarcely likely to be
discarded for Rhododendron, or Combretum for

Poisrea, while Lasiandra and Pleroma will hold
their own against Tibouchina, which is the latest

generic name for this beautiful plant. Though
the genus Amaryllis is swallowed up by Hippe-
astruni, Ampelopsis by Vitis, Poinsettia by
Euphorbia, Eulalia by Miscanthus, Weigela by
Diervilla, Rhynchospermum by Traehelospermum,
the older names are not likely to be discarded by
cultivators in general.—H. P.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Seakai.e.—Seakale well repays good cultivation.

Though it will grow on the coast in poor sand, the
produce is inferior in size and flavour to that of roots

grown in good land. Roots that have been forced

are at times replanted for another season's crop,

but to get first-rate heads I do not advise using
old roots, as excellent produce maj' be grown in

one season from root-cuttings. In planting with
a dibber, it is well to place the sets below the
surface, as there is a tendency to grow out of the
soil, and it is necessary that each set should rest

on the soil to encourage downward root action.

Roots or sets secured from late cuttings ma}' be
forwarded by placing in cold frames. They soon
form crowns treated thus, and at planting it is

well to reduce crown growth to the strongest.

Many leave the roots for years in one place.

Grown thus the roots get divided, and do not
produce such good crowns. Plants from root-

cuttings may be grown in rows 2 feet apart and
18 inches between the plants if they are to be
lifted for forcing. If for permanent work more
room is rei|uired ; quite 3 feet between the rows is

none too much.
NATruAi.LV-iiKowN Seakai.e.—Seakale grown

in the open and not lifted is far superior to that

grown otherwise, and now is a good time to make
permanent beds in well-cultivated land, giving
even more space than advised above if the plants

are covered with soil to blanch the growths. The
strongest sets or root-cutting-s should be got for

this purpose. Any weak roots of last season that

were too small to force will do well to plant now.
These should be cut over, as it is useless to leave

the growth just showing, as this will be a flower-

stem and of no value. In planting small roots of

last season's growth, it will be well to trim the

roots previously and make them as firm as

possible at planting if the soil is porous. Plants
grown thus will give a suppl}' from April to the

end of Ma}', and at a season other vegetables are

none too plentiful. Many use boards or frame
coverings for the supply in the open ground if in

light soil. I merely cover the crowns with fine

coal ashes to ward off' slugs, and then bank up in

ridges IS inches high with soil from between the

rows. If growers wish, they may use pots or

covers, but, needing large quantities, I rely upon
the simple and cheap method advised. Naturally

-

grown Kale may be forwarded or retarded as de-

sired. If the former, some warm litter between the

rows after earthing up will soon produce a crop ; if

the latter, some dry, long litter placed over the

ridges will retard it, as it prevents the sun warm-
ing the earth, keeping the roots cooler.

Seakai.e th.\t has been cut over.—Plants
that were grown in the open in warm localities

and covered will now have been cut over, and if

at all old I would advise new roots in preference
to growing on for another season. If this advice
is followed the culture given above will be advis-

able. I never leave Seakale roots more than
two seasons, that is, after two crops have been
secured, as the roots split up badly and make
smaller crowns no matter bow well tr'^ated. I do

not advise raising Seakale from seed. Forced
plants just cropped, having been covered with pots
or boards and left to produce a crop next season,
will need food. Fish manure or any quick-acting
fertiliser such as salt, soot, and guano will pro-
mote new growth, forking the manure between
the rows. As soon as new top growth is large
enough the crown growths should be reduced to
the strongest. It is not too late to fill up gaps in

the rows and make the quarters tidy for the
season.

Forced AsPAKAr.rs beds.—My note refers to
permanent beds forced in the open. At the end
of this month it will be well to cease cutting, as
in my case the beds have been bearing for three
months, quite long enough if next season's crop
is considered. Few vegetables are more valu-
able than Asparagus grown in the open. To be a
success, now is the time to feed and build up for

next season's crop. Liquid manure is a splendid
fertiliser if given from May to July, salt also
being used during that period. I find a top-
dressing of cow manure after cutting ceases is of

great assistance in a light soil. It is difficult to

give animal manures to beds forced at any season
other than theperiod advised, as they areoflittleuse
when the plants are resting. If the plants need
food, manure and .soil mixed with soot and bone-
meal will be of great value, and later beds will

benefit it treated similarly. I find two lots of beds
grown thus of great value, as in late seasons the
beds keep up a good supply till there is plenty of

Asparagus from oeds given ordinary culture in the
open.
Chicory.—This is mostly used as a salad, but

if grown specially for forcinij during the winter,
it should be sown early in May to produce large
roots. Though deeply-dug soil is advised, avoid
rank manures, as these tend to produce forked
roots and the plants run badly. The Witloef is

the best. This placsd in a dark house at a tem-
perature of .50'' during the winter months will

produce shapely growths not unlike Seakale, but
of a peculiar flavour and much liked by many.
As a salad plant Chicory is one of our most use-

ful roots, as it may be had in quantity from
November to May and is a great help when Let-

tuce is scarce. I winter the roots in the open
where grown till the land is needed for other
crops, and then place close together under a north
wall, covering with soil to prevent the roots dry-
ing. These plants make a large top growth,
needing 2 feet apart in the rows, and thinning to

1.3 inches between the plants.

Cardoons.—Now is the time to make a start,

and in well-drained, rich soil the seeds may be
sown in lines 3 feet to 4 feet apart, and IS inches
in the row. It is not necessary to sow in deep
drills. Time will be saved at the start by sowing
a few seeds in 4i-inch pots and thinning to a
strong plant when above the soil. If placed in

frames and near the light, the plants will be
strong for planting out in a month's time. If

sown under glass the growth is much stronger.

It is well to prepare trenches for the plants and
grow similar to Celery. Excellent produce may
be ob'ained by ordinary culture if the soil is good,
and a medium-sized plant is le^s inclined to run
to .'eed during the late summer. Plants raised

under glass need more space, as in the autumn a
good lot of soil is needed to bank up the plants

for blanching. There are not many varieties
;

the one mostly grown is the Spanish variety.

Celeriac is another vegetable often overlooked
by growers, but one worthy of attention, as it

may be used either as a salad or as a vegetable.

Sown like Celery it will give supplies all through
the winter months, and lovers of Celery in a
boiled state should not omit to grow Celeriac. A
box or pan of seed sown now in heat and treated

like Celery in its earlier stages will suffice. Like
Celery, it likes good soil, well enriched, and ample
supplies of moisture during groivth. It need not
be grown in trenches provided the soil is good. I

plant in rows 3 feet apart with IS inches between
the plants, and give liberal supplies of liquid

during growth. In cold clay soils it may be
necessary to lift in the autumn and store like
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other roots, but I liave nexer done so. It

keeps sound into April and is much liked for

salads when cut up like Beetroot. There are

excellent Continental varieties, such as the Early

Erfurt, a very good one for sowing in the ojien

ground. The Large Smooth Prague is a very large

excellent root, as is also the Apple-shaped, a

favourite in the Paris market. Any of the above
superior to the ordinary variety grown for flavour-

ing.

SalsaI'-v and Scorzonera.—These are valuable

in winter when the choiceof vegetables is limited.

Many will do well to defer sowing in very light

soil, as Salsafy sown too early runs to seed. In
good land from now to the middle of May is the

best time to sow. Avoid recently manured land,

as in this the roots are liable to come forked,

whereas a straight long root is needed. Both
need the same culture. Of late there have been
some improved varieties introduced. The Mam-
moth or Giant Salsafy is a great improvement on
the old form, and the new large Russian Seorzo-

nera is a larger root, thicker and more hardy.

These should be sown very thinly in shallow
drills in an open position, allowing 2 feet between
the rows and 18 inches between the plants, thin-

ning early. The plants run in verj' dry soils, so

that a cool border is most suitable. To get tine

roots liquid manure during the growing season
may be given freely. To prevent loss of roots by
running I ha\ e for some years sown later and in

deep drills and obtained excellent produce.
S. M.

FRUIT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.

Figs.—The earliest plants in pots are now almost
past. These in my case have been divided into
two batches in order to further extend the season.
The varieties grown for the earliest crops have
already been given, but it may be as well to repeat
them here. They are St. John's and Pingo de
Mel, both of which are most reliable as regards
the carrying of the first crop under hard forcing
during the very dullest season of the year. On
the other hand, I do not find them carry a good
second crop. The planted-out trees will now take
up the succession, and for this purpose Brown
Turkey and White Marseilles are the chosen
kinds ; thus a variety is aSbrded, whilst the
quality, too, is improved. Trees the fruit on
which is now on the point of ripening should be
kept somewhat drier at the roots, so as to avoid
cracking ; thus with a modified temperature as
regards moisture, but not to any excessive degree,
this evil may be overcome where hitherto it has
been prevalent. It is of course assumed that
rather more ventilation is given than previously,
and also that no shoots are pinched just prior to

the ripening. It will no doubt be necessary to

thin the crops on trees that are now rapidly
swelling off their fruits, as in all probability a
greater number will at this season under more
favourable conditions be, as it were, racing each
other for supremacy. It is hardly possible to set

any fixed limits as to the crop to be carried in

any case, but if the shoots be not trained too
thickly it may be taken as a guide to allow
strong shoots to carry three fruits, medium ones
two, and weaker ones only a fruit each. There is

oftentimes a tendency to lay in an excess of wood,
but it must not be carried too far, nor should the
lateral or side shoots be allowed to extend beyond
the fourth or fifth leaf at the most. The strong
or leading shoots may extend farther, but not to

a great extent, otherwise the strength of the trees

will not be equally distributed. Where it is seen
that any overcrowding is imminent, some of the
weaker or worst placed shoots can be cut back
after the first crop has ripened. The latest

Figs are oftentimes amongst the most valu-

able and useful ; these should not be pushed
on too fast, nor with the less need of fire-heat be
damped down or syringed so freely, otherwise the
foliage will expand too much, and this is not at
all desirable. For instance, such a vigorous
grower as Negro Largo requires care in this

respect, otherwise the embryo fruits will be back-

ward. Should any experience the non-fertile

character which sometimes obtains in the case of

this fine Fig, they are advised to pinch at the
fourth or fifth joint, and if the fruits do not then
push up to pinch again {i.e., the second shoot) at
the second eye. By this persistent pinching it

will not often occur that the tree is non fertile.

It is assumed in the case of trees that are more
vigorous than is desirable that they are not
manured or mulched or in any other way
encouraged in this direction. The latest stock
of all for greater convenience may be advan-
tageously grown in pots, and for this purpose
Negro Largo is one of the best kinds to rely upon,
although Nebian or GrosseVerte may be included.
The latter is really a grand Fig, but it has a
tendency to crack when just on the point of

ripening. My own stock for late crops is thus
grown in two or more batches for still greater
convenience. The earliest of these late ones are
only just started in cold frames, whilst the rest

are still kept absolutely quiet by being retained
in the coolest possible place and by keeping
them dry at the roots. Thus they may be
kept dormant another month or six weeks.
Should the earliest stock of St. John's or Pingo de
Mel in pots need to be potted, it may be done
during the next month or so when most con-
venient. I have found thi? plan to answer well,

considering it preferable to potting at the fall of

the leaf or prior to starting afresh. It must, of

course, be borne in mind that any tendency
towards overpotting is an evil that should be
guarded against. My stock was thus treated last

year, being stood outside to ripen during the
latter part of July. Pot firml3', use pots only
one size larger at the time, and employ good
fibrous loam as the staple soil, with either mortar
rubble or bone-meal in addition as the soil may
require it. After potting, a rather closer atmo-
sphere should be kept up for a time until the
plants are re-established and can withstand bright
sunshine. Any young stock of Figs, such as those
struck last year, should have every attention paid
them, so as to obtain as good a growth as possible

during the summer. The early kinds should be
pushed on first, and the later kinds follow as

room may be at disposal. These young plants

will need persistent pinching to form good bushy
plants. If potted soon, so as to afford a good
shift (say from (i-inch into Si-inch), they will be
well rooted by the autumn. Some eyes should be
put in from the late kinds. They will be found
to strike kindly now ; oftentimes more so than
early in the year. So far I have not tried the
plan of raising a stock from seed, but I hope to

expei'iment in this direction.

Meluss.—The first early crop of Melons in my
own case is doing much more satisfactorily this

spring than usual. The plan adopted was that
recommended in the earlier calendars, save that

instead of putting two plants into each Seakale pot

I could only, perforce of circumstances, allow one,

and thus far the results are good. The plants are

sturdy and short-jointed, some of the more pre
cocious showing fruit really too early. These
were pinched ott' to allow the plants to get greater

vigour and more roots. The earliest are now set,

and will with favourable weather ripen towards
the end of May. It would, I am aware, have
been possible to have forced the growth more,
but it would have been unwise to have done so

when the days were shorter and with a greater

element of uncertainty in the weather than can
now possibly obtain. Hence the plan that is now
adopted is that of pushing them along faster

;

tliis the plants will respond to freely, and the

fruits thus swell away kindly from the very first.

Noting that the bottom-heat material was sink-

ing, some more leav es and stable manure (not too

rank so as to endanger scalding) were mixed
together, and after being turned a few times
were added around the pots and made quite firm.

This, as a further safeguard, was surfaced with
leaves only, to assist in absorbing any escaping
ammonia. The bottom-heat has run up to just

over flO°, but this will (juite meet the case with
the increased day and night temperatures now

recommended. These may now range to 90° with
sunshine, closing esrly so as to run up the ther-

mometer to 95'; when the weather is dull 10°

loss will be safer, whilst at night, when the
fires are banked up, 1'}'^ will not be any too much.
A close watch ought to be kept against an attack
of red spider. My early crop was somewhat too

close to the hot- water pipes ; hence some large

panes of glass were placed between the pipes and
the plants, and in this manner the atmosphere
was not so parching near to them as it would
have otherwise Ijeen. So far there has not been
any appearance of this pest, but even if there
were, the soft- water tank would immediately be
resorted to as the initial remedy, and, failing

that, the sulphur duster would be called into

requisition. Do not denude the plants too freely

of side shoots, but allow the foliage to extend so

that all the trellis is covered, but not crowded.
Pinching with the thumb and finger is far better

than using the knife in any case. If not already

done, give a fresh surface dressing, and in doing
this make the surface firm. Do not, however,
employ too great an amount at one time ; half an
inch in thickness will be sufficient, another such
application as recommended being of far greater

service a fortnight hence, to assist in the final

swelling of the fruits. Second-crop plants to fol-

low the foregoing are also doing very well ; these

have reached the trellis, but will not be stopped,
as each plant will be treated on the single cordon
system, with two fruits to each plant, if they
happen to swell away together, or if two can be

chosen that are likely to do this. The best plan is

to set all the flowers that open for a few days. Bear
in mind, however, that it will be wise to carry one
fruit only rather than lose too much time in trying

to secure a couple. As these plants are planted
out they should carry a, couple easily, as in like

manner later crops of three or four may be
securely ventured ujion. This second lot should

be top-dressed as soon as the roots have taken
well hold of the soil in which they were planted.

Look also to sowing seed again, so as to keep up
a regular supply. In doing this it is well to cal-

culate as nearly as possible when the place chosen
for this crop will be at liberty, thus a serious but
frequent source of failure may be avoided. The
evil referred to is that of allowing the plants to

become potbound before they can be planted out.

Rather than this should occur, it will be better

to throw them away and sow another lot. Three
weeks prior to the time when they can be planted

out will be soon enough. Sow each seed separately

in a 3-inch pot now and shift into a (i-inch pot
when two rough leaves have formed. Do not in

any case allow the plants to become potbound.
Where frames are brought into requisition for

this, the summer crop, it will be well to sow at

once. Thus the plants will be fit to put out
about the third week of May, when that bugbear
of many gardens — the bedding-out plants of

tender constitution—can be placed in their sum-
mer quarters. For frame culture it will be safer

to depend upon well recognised hardy and free-

setting kinds, such as Hero of Lockinge, Sutton's

Scarlet and Blenheim Orange. Melons liable to

crack should not be grown in frames.

HoBTl'S.

Sprays for ladies.—The size of such sprays is

advancing by leaps and bounds year after year at

a rate that is (luite alarming. The first prize one
at the recent spring show in Edinburgh was a

mass of Dendrobium nobile and Lily of the Valley,

fringed with Ferns. It was 21 1 inches long and 11

inches broad, with a semi-spherical sky-line of

corresponding magnitude. The second was over
a foot long and (i inches wide ; the third 18

inches long and 9 inches wide. Unless the

present mania for size can be checked
societies will have to judge these sprays by scale,

or area of cubic feet. Judges and the ladies

themselves may do much to check this growing
evil through awarding tlie prizes to the smallest

sprays, distinguished by the most refined taste.

—

D. T. F.
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Kitchen Garden.

BROCCOLI.

The past winter has been an exceptional one
for this vegetable, there having been very little

frost to interfere with the growth, and witli the

exception of about Christmas time fine heads
could have been cut from the open ground all

the season. Here in mid - winter Christmas
Wliite and Superb Early White did good service,

as they succeeded the autumn varieties, leaving

no blanks. These two fine varieties should be
grown in all gardens where a continuous supply
of this delicate vegetable has to be kept up. If

two sowings are made—one about the middle of

April and the other in the early part of May

—

and the plants got out in good time, giving

tliem plenty of room to grow, they will not fail

to give .satisfaction. To succeed these. Van-
guard is a fine variety. Tlie heads are close

and compact, being well protected with leaves.

Snow's is also a tine variety, particularly if a

true stock can be procured. There are, how-
ever, SI) many that are said to be Snow's that it

is not always the true variety is grown. The
foliage is ample to cover the hearts, and grows
in a peculiarly twisted manner so as to pre-

vent the snow and frost exposing the hearts.

This season most varieties have turned in earlier

than usual, but Snow-white has with me behaved
in the opjiosite way, being grand at the present
time. This fine variety is of close texture, deli-

cate both in colour and flavour, more resembling
a Cauliflower than a Broccoli. Leamington is

also a good old kind, uf compact growth, and
one deserving of cultivation. It is not every
year that we have an opportunity of testing
the qualities of the ditterent varieties, as many
are frequently killed through the severity of the
frost, or are crippled to such an extent that

their true character cannot be estimated. There
is now such a great variety of Broccoli that one
is puzzled to know what to grow, but when
those of sucli sterling merit as the above, to-

gether with Main-crop and Veitch's Spring
White, are grown, there is little doubt that in all

ordinary seasons satisfactory results may be
obtained.

Tlie late varieties are looking well this year,

and will, no doubt, be very useful in the next
month. Amongst these should be included
Model, Standwell, Late Queen and Continuity.
The last-named is a new variety of great
promise. A mistake often made in the cultiva-

tion of Broccoli is sowing the seed too early,

and crowding the plants in a young state.

Better by far defer sowing the Main-crop and
late varieties until the end of April or early in

May than sow at an earlier date and allow the
plants to stand in the seed bed until they be-
come drawn. Though Broccoli i-ecjuires good
cultivation it is a mistake to feed the plants too
much in their early stages, as this makes them
too sappy. All the late varieties are much im-
proved Ijy having a dressing of either artificial

manure, such as guano, to be waslied into the soil

by liberal waterings during April and May, or a
soaking of liijuid manure from a farmyard.
This will not only help to de\elop the hearts,

but will enable them to resist the hot weather
and prevejit them becoming over-grown too
soon, for during hot, dry weather the soil be-
comes deficient in moisture and the hearts be-
come over-grown very quickly.

H. C. P.

Autumn-sown Cauliflowers.— I sow Early
London early in September on a sheltered border,
leaving the seedlings alone until March, when
they are planted out in the ordinary manner.

Should cold weather threaten, some dry leaves
are spread rather thickly among the plants, and
these are augmented by branches of evergreens
stuck in amongst them as the cold increases.
Except in \ery severe winters they come through
the ordeid very well thus treated, and the frame
room which they would otherwise occupy can be
devoted to something else. I have not tried
the Walcheren, but on the recommendation of
"A. W." (p. 2S0) I hope to do so another season.
No doubt there are some inferior stocks of this
Cauliflower, and, presumably, I have been unfor-
tunate enough to get them, for I have never
formed a good opinion of the variety. Autumn
sowing, if one can rely on getting strong plants,
affords a good relief where Cauliflowers are much
in demand and the convenience for raising plants
indoors is restricted. In any case it is necessary
to choose a sheltered spot for this outdoor sowing,
and it cannot be denied that many such exist in
gardens that are not always utilised. The same
remark applies also to early outdoor sowings of
Cauliflowers. A narrow strip against a forcing
house affords a valuable site for autumn or spring
sowing, and plants tlius raised can be perma-
nently planted in the open without the hardening
oft' which indoor-sown plants require. Early
Cauhflowers are such an indispensable crop r'nat

a little trouble in forwarding them inside or on
outdoor borders is well repaid.^W. S., Wilf-^.

PLANTING POTATOES.
With many gardeners this is an all-important
operation, especially where they have to provide
the winter supplies for a large family. JIany
will not take heed of past experience, but go on
from year to year in the orthodox way and put in
the sets at a certain date in March. Many in
this neighbourhood had finished (ilanting before
that month was far advanced. Now, I maintain
this is as great a mistake as very late planting,
though in some seasons both early and late-

planted crops may be a success, but in the
generality of cases the former suffer from late
spring frosts, while the latter have not time to
mature their growths before bad weather sets in.

There are but very few districts in this country
where it is safe for the Potato growth to be
through the soil before the end of May or early in
•lune. This being so, what advantage can there
be in planting so early in the season '.' We all

know that where a number of acres are cultivated
planting takes some time, but even in such cases
when the ground has once been got ready it does
not take long to put in the sets. As a rule,
planting should not be commenced before the
middle of April, and any time between then and
the second week in May will be found most suit-
able. The disadvantages of early planting are
manifold. In the first place, the soil where heavy
becomes beaten down bj- the rains until it is so
hard that growth has some difticulty in finding its

way through, and when in this condition fine

samples and heavy crops are seldom obtained.
The soil cannot be too fine for the growth of this
crop, for the looser it is the more even the size of
the tubers. Another most important point is the
preparation of the sets. Where these are of an
even size and have not been allowed to make any
growth previous to planting, the result will be
far more satisfactory than when a shoot has
been rubbed off to prevent it being too forward.
Potato sets for planting should be selected
at the time the crop is lifted, and none less
than l.T oz. or more than 2 oz. saved. Sets of
this size will always produce a stout growth from
the terminal eye, which will be ample. Whole
sets will usually give a greater produce per acre
than cut ones, though often the latter give some
of the finest shaped tubers. The distance, too,
allowed between the rows and plants plays an
important part in the cultivation of this crop, for
where the ground is in good heart it is not adWs-
able to stick to the regulation distance of 27 inches,
but allow a greater width between the rows that
the haulm may have plenty of room to develop.
With son.e varieties, where the ground is in good

heart, from 30 inches to 3 feet between the rows
will be found none too much. Better err on the
side of allowing too much room than have the
foliage so crowded as to prevent light and air
penetrating. We hear of very fine crops being
grown in some places when the season is favour-
able, and much more might be accomplished if

only due care were taken both in selecting the
sets and planting. All soil is not alike suitable
for the growth of this crop, for on cold, stiff land
the tubers do not grow to that perfection as on
light, sandy soil, or on that which has been well
cultivated for a number of years. I am no advo-
cate for using a quantity of farmyard manure for
this crop, for, when the ground is in good heart,
this does more harm than good, but where the
ground is poor a liberal dressing should be given
in the autumn previous to planting. H. C. P.

BORECOLES OR KALES.
Amoscst our winter and spring vegetables there
are but few to equal these either in point of
flavour or productiveness. When the winter is

severe and destroys the Broccoli, the gardener
may usually rely on these to give a supply until
other vegetables are ready in the spring. There
are now so many good varieties, that it is need-
less to mention them, but there is one of special
merit that should be grown in all gardens, both
large and small. I here allude to an Asparagus
Kale named Favourite. It is of dwarf, compact
habit, and produces an enormous number of

sprouts, which, if kept gathered close, will con-
tinue to form till near midsummer before going
to seed. The flavour is excellent and the colour
all that can be desired. The cultivation of the
Borecoles is very simple, but, like all other of the
Brassica tribe, they delight in a rich, well-culti-

vated soil. The seed should be sown some time
during the month of April, and the plants put
out as soon as they are large enough, that they
may not receive any check. The one point
to be considered is to let them have a free

growth from the commencement and in no way
to either crowd or starve them. They are far

hardier than the Brussels Sprouts, and by many
are preferred to that vegetable, but their season of

usefulness is not until the greater portion of the
Brussels Sprouts is past. During mild winters
the Kales will keep on growing and produce an
abundance of greens from March onwards till the
hot weather comes. The Cottager's and Aspara-
gus varieties, though not so handsome in appear-
ance when growing as the curled forms, are much
more delicate in flavour when cooked, and will

remain in condition longer before bolting. To
keep up a good supply it is essential that the
sprouts be gathered before they have grown too
long, for if allowed to show the flower-buds the
growth becomes hard and will not so readily
start again. For a late supply a patch on a
north border should be planted, and during an
ordinarj' season good sprouts may be gathered
till the time Peas are ready. If a piece is planted
in an exposed situation growth should be encou-
raged before autumn sets in, as in such positions
Borecoles usually make but slow progress.

H. C. P.

Open-air Mushroom beds.—Mushrooms are
most successfully grown on ridge-shaped, open-
air beds at Westonbirt, and that, too, at a time
of year when they are of better quality than those
produced on beds in heated structures. The site

selected for the beds is a well-sheltered corner
with a south-east aspect, to which only it is open.
Manure from hard-fed horses, or those in full

work and fed on dry food, is used, and with this

a good proportion of short straw is mixed. It is

well prepared by being thrown into a heap to
ferment, turning it every second day or so till

the rank heat is got rid of, a point of the highest
importance as far as ridge-shaped Mushroom beds
are concerned. The beds are put together solidly,

neither the width nor height at the ridge exceed-
ing 3 feet. Mr. Chapman departs from the usual
practice when it comes to spawning the beds.
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The bricks of spawn are first soaked in water and
then broken into about six pieces. Instead of

disposing these lumps of spawn about 8 inches
apart each way, they are inserted in the surface
of the beds about 3 inches apart, and results
evidently enough justify the practice. On re-

moving first well-thatched hurdles and then a
heavy covering of dry, strawy litter, a bed was
discovered nearly white with Mushrooms in all

stages of growth, surpassing even those attrac-
tive illustrations to be seen in seedsmen's cata-
logues. The first bed was spawned about the
middle of February, and on April 7 when I

examined it gathering was just commencing.
Other beds are following, and failures rarely, if

ever, occur. The work is done in a thorough,
methodical, painstaking manner, and the returns
are most satisfactory to all concerned. I was in-

formed that when a bed became exhausted it is

watered with tepid liquid manure and then
covered with a good thickness of moderately hot
manure, which has the effect of starting the
mycelium running afresh, a second crop of Mush-
rooms appearing in due course.—W. I.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Early Cabbages— It is difficult to write tco
highly of EU;iin's Early where a good stock of it is

seen. How these small pi-eoocious varieties are elbjw-
ing the old large late ones out of culiivation ia gar-
dens! Flower of Spring is another first-rate variety,
and Maiu-crop conies as a capital succession. I saw a
fine breadth of those three varieties, a total of over
2000 plints. a few days since, mauy of tbe heads
having baen cut, but out of the entire number only two
plants bad run to teed.—A. D.

Planting dwarf Beans.— Plants raised early
in April, either for frames or planting in the
open with protection, should be hardened off and
placed near the glass. Those who have frames at
their disposal will secure a good return by plant-
ing out at this date. A restricted root run is

necessary wlien manure is used for bottom-heat,
aa often plants on rich manure make a rank leaf-

growth. The quarters should be prepared for

the plants in the open. A sowing may now be
made in the open to give a succession. A warm
soil not too heavy will be needed, as it is well to
get rapid germination. A sowing of Tender and
True, tbe dwarf climbing variety, will prove a
useful addition. This is a splendid cropper, and
very early.—W.
Potting' up Caulifiowers.—The growing of

Cauliflowers in pots has much to recommend it,

as when they are potted into 4-inch pots and just
sheltered from severe frost through the winter
they can he planted out early, and only need a
little shelter. When they are not disturbed at
the root they do not receive any check. I re-

member seeing this method adopted in a Norfolk
garden twenty-five years ago, and this with the
very best results. In this garden thej' were able
to cut good heads early in Jane, and this without
any glass shelter after being planted out. During
the last twenty-five years I have tried many
methods and seen a good deal written on early
Cauliflowers, but from autumn sowing I have
always had the best results. Nothing that 1 have
ever grown or seen can surpass a good stock of

Early Erfurt for early work, and this, too, from
.sowing in the autumn.

—

Dokset.

Savoy Ormskirk Late Green.-In severe
winters Savoys are certainly amongst the most
valuable green vegetables. I prefer the small
kinds, such as Tom Thumb and Universal, as I

consider them by far the best flavoured. Another
recommendation to this type is that they can be
planted later, as they grow more quickly. In
some cases it is advantageous to grow large
kinds, and in such instances I strongly recom-
mend Ormskirk. I consider it a far better
Savoy than Drumhead. I have grown it three
years. At the present time (April (i) I have a
dozen large white, sound heads. These have been
in the open garden right through the winter. So
abundant were green vegetables through the

winter, that in a neighbouring town it was not
possible to sell Savoys or other Cabbages. I

plant this kind after early Potatoes, in July,
and in lines 2 feet by 18 inches.

—

Dokset.

Stachys tuberifera.—I am glad to see a note
in praise of this palatable vegetable (p. 3(MJ), and
am quite at one with " E. B. C." as to its merits.
As your correspondent hints, the cleaning requi-

site for the small tubers makes it an unpopular
vegetable in the kitchen, but when this and the
subsequent cooking are carefully attended to, it

is generally appreciated on the dinner-table.
The methocl of cooking usually employed is that
of boiling, but frying is productive of far more
satisfactory results. There is no necessity for

peeling the tubers ; they should first be washed
thoroughly in cold water, then dried on a cloth,

then dropped into boiling fat in a whitebait
basket, and, when cooked, drained on white
paper. Prepared in this manner the tubers are

golden brown in colour, and may be served with
game or as a vegetable course. When cooked in

this manner the tubers are sometimes eaten, like

whitebait, with brown bread and butter and
lemon juice, and this latter mode of consumption
is, to my mind, best calculated to impress par-

takers with the excellence of this vegetable, which,
from its worth, should command a wider vogue
than it does at the present day.—S. W. F.

MARCH IN SOUTH DEVON.
DuKiNii the past month the rainfall has amounted
to r87 inches on 12 days, against T) 89 inches on
18 days during the corresponding month of last

year, and an average for the month of 2'fi8 inches.

The records for the first 3 months of the present
year show 3"9i) inches of rain on 33 days, against
ir35 inch on 49 days for the same period in 1897,

the average for the 3 months being 8'33 inches, so

that we are already 4 ,34 inches behind the average
rainfall. During the past month the sun has
shone for 132 hours 40 minutes, against 13t) hours
M minutes in March, 1897, the average for the
month being 144 hours 25 minutes. For the first

three months of the year the records are 2(i6 hours
l."i minutes in 1898, and 248 hours 45 minutes in

1897, while the average duration of sun.shine for

tbe period is 286 hours 45 minutes. The mean
temperature of the month has been low, being
42' 1", against an average of 44-0°, while last year
the mean temperature of March was 46 '7. The
highest sun temperature of the month was 193'S
on the 23rd, the highest screen temperature 561''

on the 16th, the lowest screen temperature 296 ' on
the 25th, and the lowest readings of the grass ther-

mometer 26 '3", or 5'7'' of frost, on the same date.

In March, 1897, the lowest screen reading was
33'5'', and the lowest on the grass 29'5°. During
the past month the temperature in the screen has
fallen to 32^ or below on 5 da3's, and on the grass
on 22 days out of the 31. The total horizontal
movement of the wind has been 7195 miles,

against 11,759 miles in March, 1897, For the first

three months of the present year the movement of

the wind has been 21,7'20 miles, while for the
corresponding period of 1897 the record is 25,301

miles. The highest daily run was 545 miles on
the 1st, and the highest hourly velocity of .35

miles was recorded between the "hours of 11 and
noon on the same date. On 16 days the direction

of the wind has been from south to west. The
average of ozone in the air has been 60 per cent.,

and the humidity of the air 77 per cent., against
80 per cent, in March, 1897.

In the garden the ungenial weather of the past
month has to a great extent kept vegetation at a
standstill. This appeared to be particularly ex-

emplified in the case of the Poppy Anemones,
whose half-expanded blossoms seemed to remain
in practically the same stage of development for

days together. The Apennine Windflower has
continued in bloom throughout the month, and
the blue A. blanda has also been in flower, as

have the Star Anemone (A. fulgens) and the
Pasque Flower (A. Pulsatilla). The lovely A.
Robinsoniana, with its silvery blue blossoms, has

been a charming sight in sheltered nooks, while

A. ranunculoides, in a fairly open situation, has

spread the bright gold of its numerous Buttercup-
like flowers over its green foliage. The fragile

blossoms of Thalictrum anemonoides, sometimes
known as Anemone thalictroides, much resembling
the Wood Sorrel of our hedgerows, have appeared
above the delicate green leafage, and here and
there Adonis vernalis has produced a bloom in

weather certainly the reverse of vernal. The
bright yellow of Alyssum saxatile is conspicuous on
some sunny rockeries, and Arabis albida in a sheet
of white has apparently suffered but little dimi-
nution from the climatic eccentricities of March,
while the Aubrietias Lave been slowly but surely
extending their veils of purple and of pink over
Moss grown walls and rockwork. A few blooms
of the Christmas Roses have been obtainable
during the month, and the blue blossoms of the

Glory of the Snow were in evidence at its com-
mencement, Chionodoxa sardensis being the first

to depart, being followed in its retreat by C.

Luciliie, whose bloom-spikes faded towards the
middle of the month. I noticed in one garden a
fine clump of C. Alleni, which, undisturbed for

the past three years, had perfected many spikes

of large flowers. The Crocuses, golden, purple, J
and white, umler the influences of inclement '

weather, soon lost the brightness with which
they ushered in the opening days of March, a
stray bloom or two on Crocus Imperati scarcely

sufficing to merit its inclusion in the list of March
flowers in 1898, but the Crown Imperials, yellow
and red, held bravely on and have extended their

flowering period into the month of April. The
double Daisies have been blossoming freely in

cottage gardens, and I saw the other day a
bloom-scape of the Lyre Flower (Dicentra specta-

bilis), which had shot up from the ground in

advance of the leafage. Dondia epipactis has
covered a space of the rockery with its incon-

spicuous flowers of greenish j'ellow, and, though
by no means showy, is a plant not without a
modest charm of its own. Doronicum jilanta-

gineum excelsum Harpur-Crewe, undismayed by
the weather, continued to produce frequent

flowers, some of which were, however, sadly

marred by the cutting winds, sleet, and morning
frosts. In some gardens Epiniedium pinnatum
produced its golden blossom-S[)ires during the

month, their effect being set off to advantage by
the bronzy hue of the leafage. The Dog's-tootti

Violets (Erythronium denscanis), which were
blossoming freely at the commencement of March,
did not continue their floral display far into the

month, but before its conclusion the Snake's-

head Fritillary (F. Meleagris) and its white
variety were in bloom, and in a favoured spot not

far distant the pale 3elIow flowers of F. aurea

were to be seen, A'hile the not particularly attrac-

tive F. persica had developed strong many-
flowered bloom-spikes of dark purple. Close to

the Dondia a little clump of the yellow Gagea
lutea showed its flower-heads, much similar in

appearance to those of the Star of Bethlehem (Orni-

thogalum), while a few spots of the richest blue

marked the resting-place of a colony of (ientian-

ella, and the double scarlet Geum (G. cocoineum
fl.-pl ) had expanded the first of its bright blos-

soms ere the close of March. Tlie Grape Hya-
cinths (Muscari), azure blue, white, and pale

blue, grew strongly on bank and border, and
Musk Hyacinths bore spires of bloom, which,

if not particularly attractive to the eye, make
up for their somewhat dingy appearance by
the delicious perfume -which they distil. The
Lenten Roses have continued to bloom, but
flowers and foliage alike have felt the effects of

the weather. Hepaticas have been bright with

blossom, and the purple Honesty (Lunaria bien-

nis) has shown its flowers in out-of-the-way

corners. Its reddish purple is an unjileasing tint,

and for effect the white variety should always be

grown in preference to the type. Sjiring bed-

ding has been well to the fore, and the Hyacinths

and Tulips are making a brilliant display. Among
the latter, the well-named Vermilion Brilliant is

one of the most eti'ective, while the yellow Potte-
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bakker is good of it3 colour and the rose-pink of

Cottage Maid is especially tender in colouring.

Iberis corifolia h.as commenced its blooming
period, and tlie Violet Cress (lonopsidium acaule)

has already becjun to spangle a sheltered nook
with its countless minute blossoms. In many
[iluces this charming little flower reproduces itself

from seed, but probably a damp and heavy soil

militates against this desirable habit, as in my
garden I have rarely discovered self-sown seed-

lings, while on a certain partially-shaded rock
garden of porous soil that 1 know of it seeds itself

everywhere. I have seen this lonopsidium grown
as a pot plant with excellent results. The Flag
Irises, which I noted as being in bloom in Feb-
ruary, have flowered in many gardens during
March. In most cases this early blooming has
been confined to the old purple Flag, but I have
seen some expanded blossoms of I. florentina.

The purple Flag appears to l)e the most irregular

flowerer of any Iris in this district, and in this

rightful tint of clear azure, and is spreading
breadths of lovely colour over spaces of the wild
garden.

The Narcissi,
as is their wont during "the roaring moon of

Datibdil and Crocus," have provided a delightful

floral display. Some varieties have not flowered
so freely as in former seasons, Sir Watkin, for

instance, aff'ording but a poor crop of bloom.
Others of the incomparabilis section have, how-
ever, flowered well— Beauty, Cynosure, Figaro,

Frank Miles, Leedsi, Princess Mary and Stella

being very free. Of the golden Trumpet
Daffodils, Emperor and rugilobus have been
good, while Queen of Spain, the simple form of

whose clear yellow flowers is very pleasing,

blossomed at the close of the month. This
variety is excellently adapted for naturalising on
the grass, where its blooms are displayed to the

best advantage. Of the bicolor trumpets. Dean
Herbert and Horsfieldi are telling varieties, and

Part of the rock garden at Holland House. From a photograph sent by Mr. T. Dixon. (See p. 335.)

immediate neighbourhood I have seen it in bloom
in .January, February, March, April and May.
Plants that flowered in the .January of one year
did not commence to expand their blooms until
the normal period in the following year, in which
year other plants that usually produced their
flowers towards the end of April blossomed early
in March. The Violet- scented I. persica flowered
early in the month, while towards its close the
Snake's-head Iris (I. tuberosa) produced its
purple-black blooms. The latter Iris can scarcely
be called beautiful, but its quaintness renders it
interesting. The Spring Snowflake (Leucojum
vernum) was in flower in the early days of the
month, L. a;stivum following towards its close.
In my garden the latter is practically flowerless,
only two scapes being produced from some dozens
of bulbs. In other gardens, however, I have seen
this Snowflake flowering well. Megasea cordi-
foha has produced its pink flower-heads in quan-
tity, and Myosotis dissitiflora is assuming its

the white tortuosus and cernuus are ver}- lovelj-
as is pallidus prtecox, which, however, does not
succeed in all soils. Among the double Daffodils,
the old Telamonius plenus has flowered well, and
the sulphur Phtenix has produced a fair quantity
of light yellow blossoms. Queen Anne's Daffodil
(N. capax plenus) bloomed before the close of
March, but, in company with the other double
forms, lacks the simple grace of the singles.
Barri conspicuus, now so largely grown, is

a variety of great merit, as is Barri Sensa-
tion, with white perianth and orange-yellow
cup, while in the Burbidgei section, Agnes Barr
and .John Bain have expanded a few flowers,
although these and some of the varieties already
mentioned will not reveal their true value until
April. The Campernelle .Jonquil (N. odorus) has
borne a host of bright yellow blossoms, and the
early Pheasant's-eye (N. poeticus ornatus) com-
menced to bloom ere March had ceased its reign.
The Lent Lilies (N. pseudo-Narcissus) grow wild

in many localities in the neighbourhood, but their
haunts are industriously pillaged by the flower
hawkers, and it is rare to find any mead or
orchard, however remote from high roads, that
does nob exhibit traces of despoliation. The
creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes verna) and
its white variety have flowered throughout the
month, and Orobus vernus has produced it-j

purple-blue blooms. Pansies and Paris Daisies
in sheltered situations have aflarded a certain
amount of blossom, and it appears certain that
some large bushes of the latter will survive the
winter, as will many Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums
that were not taken up in the autumn. Tree
P;eonies in exf)Osed situations have been hardly
dealt with by the weather, and show many
drooping leaves and blackened buds, though
in sheltered nooks these have escaped harm.
Primula denticulata, P. Sieboldi, and P. mar-
ginata came into bloom during the month, while
Primroses, Polyanthi, and the Vincas, large and

small, single and double, blue and white,
have been blooming freely. Romulea pylea
opened its fragile Crocus-like blossoms and
Saxifraga Burseriana commenced its season
of bloom, while Scilla bifolia, with its white
variety and S. sibirica, have both been at
their best during March. The Satin Flower
(Sisyrinchium grandiflorura) and its white
form have produced their transparent flowers
amid the Hush-like foliage, and in some
gardens Stocks have commenced to bloom.
Triteleia uniflora blo.ssomed during the
greater portion of the month, and the Violets,
although the weather was against a profuse
display, bore a fair quantity of flowers, the
large singles, California and Princess of
Wales, blossoming almost as freely as their
less showj' sisters, while the Wallflower's
gold and brown showed from bank and bed
and was murmurous with bees during sunny
mid-day hours. The high banks of the
lanes have been yellow v.-ith Primroses, with
which, in some parts of South Devon, the
blue of the lesser Periwinkle is mingled,
forming a charming colour-scheme. Where
this Periwinkle has become naturalised it

increases with great rapidity, and the other
day I found large spaces in a wood of de-
ciduous trees thickly carpeted with the
foliage of the Vinca, which was bountifullj'
besprinkled with pale blue flowers, an effective
setting for the grey trunks. The Wood
Sorrel (Oxalis) shows its dainty white cha-
lices above its Trefoil leaves, and here and
there in moist meadows the Marsh Marigold
shines like fire, but the Blackthorn is but
just becoming white with blossom and the
rosy plumelets have not yet begun to tuft
the Larches, whose boughs show from afar
a faint haze of green. The Elms seem
scarcely more advanced than they were a
month ago, but in spite of sleet and fierce

north-eastern blasts, the thrush has been
sitting sedulously on her nest in the high
Laurel hedge, and her neighbour, the
blackbird, has completed his architectural
undertaking in which his dusky spouse

has already deposited the first of her many-
speckled eggs. Fruit trees look promising, and
the young Apple trees are so thickly furnished
with fruit-buds that, if a tithe of the blossoms
set, rigorous thinning will be necessary. A proof
of the lateness of the present season comjjared
with that of the spring of 1897 is afforded by the
fact that in a neighbouring market garden, where
considerably over 2000 heads of Asparagus were
cut from the open beds during March, 1897, not a
single head has up to the present time been
secured, and the Hr.st cutting will probably not
take place until the third week of April. Of

SnRrBS

there has been a fair quantity in bloom. A
large plant of Abutilon vexillarium growing
against a house began to expand its earliest crim-
son and yellow blossoms during the first week of
the month. This particular specimen, when
severe frost does not supervene, blooms for nine
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or ten months out of the twelve. Andromeda
and Azara microphylla have also flowered, while

in sheltered positions, protected from the north

and east winds, Choisya ternata, Cytisus race-

mosus, and Olearia stellulata have blossomed
sparingly. Cornus mas retained its minute yel-

low flower-clusters through the first half of the

month, while Berberis Darwini and B. Mahonia
increased their tints of orange and yellow. The
bare sprays of Daphne Mezereum were thickly

clustered with fragrant blossoms, the Forsythias

perfected their golden veil before the close of

March, and the double Kerria made a spot of

brightness on cottage walls. The Laurestinus

has bloomed throughout the month, and the

beautiful Yulan (Magnolia conspicua), perhaps

the most striking of the flowering trees of early

spring, bore its countless white blossoms on its

leafless branches. Nuttalia cerasiformis produced
its pendent racemes of snowy blooms, and Pitto-

sporum Tobira was still in flower early in the

month. The double flesh-pink Prunus, with its

pale rosettes, and Pyrus (Cydonia) japonica, with

its vivid scarlet flower-sprays, have been very

ornamental, while Ribes sanguineura, R. album,
and R. speciosum have all contributed their

quota of bloom to the month, as have the early

Rhododendrons and the shrubby Veronicas, while
the double Spiv;ea prunifolia has expanded the

first of its small white blossoms. S. W. F.

from them. If gardeners try this plan, they will

certainly be well pleased with the results.

—

(iiTTON, in Revue Horticole.

Destroyers.

MOLES.
Moles ai'e lauded by entomologists for the ser-

vice which they render to agriculture by daily

destroying a large number of cockchafer grubs,

wire-worms, and earth-worms. This, however,
does not prevent them from being regarded as

formidable enemies to the gardener, with whose
work they interfere, not by cutting the roots of

his plants, but by lifting them out of their posi-

tion when they are excavating their underground
runs. If they confined themselves to burrowing
only in the quarters in which large vegetables are

grown, I think many gardeners would saj' nothing
against them. But they follow the gardener
whenever he sows any seed or sets out any
valuable, carefully-grown plants. When he begins

to water his seed-beds, flower-beds, and decora-

tive plots of bedding-out subjects, immediately
the moles tunnel their runs in all directions in the
soil. And yet, they are only in search of earth-

worms, which form the principal part of their

food, and which are found in large numbers in

any part of the soil which has been watered.
It is impossible for a gardener who cares any-

thing about his work to regard with indifference

the displacing of his plants and the frustration of

his labour. He sets traps, and when a mole is

caught he is well pleased. Often, indeed, owners of

gardens will pay '2'> centimes (2id.) to professional

mole-catchers for every mole they catch, to en-

courage them in their work of destroying them.
What is needed, then, is some means of keeping
away moles from select parts of the garden and
banishing them to wooded parts where they
might burrow undisturbed and be useful without
injuring anything. Last year I made use of an
insecticide which proved very serviceable in

banishing moles. Early in .July we had a tennis-

ground made in a moist meadow, close to a river.

Every day this ground, which was naturally very
flat, was made perfectly level, but every succeed-
ing morning we found it literally turned up into
mole-hills. One would have said that all the
moles in the neighbourhood had made the place
their rendezvous. After two days' cogitation on
the subject, I resolved to pour some petroleum
into their run?, which I effected by opening the
runs under the mole-hills and pouring in about
one-third of a pint of petroleum at each opening.
I then levelled the mole-hills over the openings.
A second application of petroleum was necessary,
after which we had no more molehills, and to
this diiy the tennis-ground has been quite free

GARDEN DESIGN.
The help to be got from most books is slight,

and they are generally misleading in the way of

emphasising the error of one general idea for the

garden in relation to the house. When Mr.
Milner gave a lecture at the Royal Institution

of British Architects on this suljject, the view
iif all the sjjeakers was the usual one of mixing
up the building and the land.scape, the central

idea of nearly every modern book on the sub-

ject.

But this is only saying what nearly every book
on the subject has said, and the idea is the main
cause of the monotonous look of gardens gene-

rally. Once we make a rule and say this is the best

and only way, it is not only the good architect

and that still rarer being, the good landscape
gardener, who will carry it out, but anybody
who has any influence in building or gardening
will do the same thing in all sorts of positions

with any kind of material, including the "young
man in the ottice " and many other persons

who have never even given the slightest thought
to any kind of artistic planting, let alone

garden design from an artistic point of view.

The expression of this inartistic idea we
see painful evidence of everywhere in the

railway bank terraces out of place and ram-
pant through the land. On this bastard

Italian garden idea is based another leading to

greater evil, wdiich is that, once you have
got your patterned plateau, you cannot have
your flowers in natural or picturesque ways on it,

and so the poor gardener has to go on trying to

adapt his unliappy flowers to tlie ugly plan that

is given him. The second idea is false too, as

flowers may be arranged in right and natural

ways in any garden, but that fact has not yet

killed the common error that we cannot throw
formality overboard in arranging flowers.

The really artistic and right way would be to

have no j^reconceived idea of any

climate and the associations and capabilities of

a district as one who has lived amidst them
;

and if we come to the aid of such an (jwner with

an open mind as to style, we shall be much
better able to give efl'ect to his views in the

shape of artistic and distinct result, and not
merely stamp down for him the same con-

ventional plateau we see too often.

Chrysanthemums.

I

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE
CONSERVATORY.

I AM a novice at Chrysanthemum growint;

do not want to go in for large single or show
blooms, but those for conservatory decoration

and for cutting. I am bewildered over first

and second crown buds, terminals, stopping,

dates to take buds, and so on. If I had a con-

cise cultural note, from preparing plants from
which to take cuttings right on to blooming
period, I should be deeply indebted to you.
Will you also kindly give me the names of the

freest-flowering and best varieties for my pur-

pose, as also a list of the best early-flowering

varieties ?—A. E.

*ji.* To grow nice bushy plants for conserva-

tory decoration, or for the supply of a quantity
of cut bloom, io is not necessary to propagate
very early. One may begin (early April) with
rooted plants. These should be potted singly

into small pots and placed in a cool frame or

greenhouse without fire-heat. Use a compost
of loam, rotted turf (which may form a third

of the whole), and leaf-mould or thoroughly
rotted manure, adding a little sharp sand or road
grit. After being potted, give a good soaking
and shade the plants for a couple of days, also

keep the structure closed. In about a fortnight

another shift will be needed. This time 5-inch

pots may be used, as well as a similar compost,
only that the latter need not be sifted. It is

better to break up the turf, so that all the

fibre remains in it. Press the earth firmly into
style, but in the pots, which have been previously prepared

all cases be led by the ground itself and by the by placing crocks over the drainage holes,

many things upon it. Why should we in the When each plant is about fi inches high, cut ott"

plains or gentle meadows of England not give the points a couple of inches in length. The^e
effect to the beautiful lines of the landscape and ' may be struck to furnish useful little plants to

make our gardens harmonise with them >. Why, if
|

bloom in small pots. The cuttings make roots

readily if dibbled into shallow boxes filled with

any ordinary potting soil. The boxes may be
stood out of doors, but in the shade, and the

leaves sprinkled occasionally. As the older

plants will require another topping later, still

another batch can be rooted. Cuttings struck

as late as June will grow into sturdy little

bushes and give half-a-dozen or more flowers.

Such plants are convenient to stand on stages

or to furnish vases in the house. It is advis-

able to give some protection at night in case of

frost, otherwise Chrysanthemums succeed best

when abundance of air reaches them. About
the middle of May they can be stood in the

open air. Select an open spot in the garden
and allow each plant plenty of room. This

is important. I would put each pot a

foot or over from its neighbour ; and
later, when the specimens have reached con-

siderable dimensions, give yet more room.
Meantime, watering must be carefully attended

to. After potting, when a good soaking is

given, little will be required until new roots

take to the soil. Then, as the pots become
full, almo.st daily supplies are needed. Of course

one must be guided very much by the weather.

Early in June the forwardest plants should be

fit for the final shift. The il-inch size should

be used for the strongest plants only ; a size

an ai'chitect chooses to put a house on a rocky
blufl', should he be hampered by the considera-

tion that he must turn it into a stereotyped ter-

race, or be told that he must put walls where
walls would cut ofl" beautiful prospects ? The
right way is the opposite, viz., to carry no style

in one's head or pocket, and then, before say-

ing much, beat over the ground and see it from
every point of view. If the idea of the bastard

Itali n garden were the truest tliat could be ex-

pressed by man, it must inevitably lead to mono-
tony and to stereotyping of the garden ; but it

is not true, and it is only by respecting the site

itself and letting the plan grow out of it that

we can get gardens fi-ee from monotony, and
suggestive also, as they .should often be, of the

country in which they occur. If all our efl'orts

only go to stereotyping the home landscape, it

is hardly worth while going for a change from
the Midlands into Devon. Why should we not
in these islands of ours, where there are so

many ditt'erent kinds of landscajje and charac-

teristics of soil and climate, have gardens in

harmony, as it were, with their surround-
ings? Also the taste of the owner (or

in any case his leanings) ought to count.
Why should he be bound to any conventional
style and not free to take his own way? No one
is so likely to know the comlitions of soil and
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1 inch less in diameter will do for the bulk of

sorts. This time some care must be taken in

the matter of drainage, as the plants are to

stop in these pots until they have borne a crop

of bloom. Place one piece of crock over the

hole, and over this just a covering of pieces

broken small. Turfy loam may still form two-

thirds of the potting soil. The rougher it is—
that is, the more fibre it contains—the better,

as then there is little danger of its forming into

a heavy mass. Use rotted manure instead of

leaf-mould. Tliis should be in such a condition

that it may be passed through a sieve. Grit

should be added, also mortar rubble, the latter

to keep the earth porous. If the loam is par-

ticularly fibrous a small proportion is advised.

By the time the final potting stage is reached

the plants will have made three or more shoots.

These, a.T has been noted, may be cut back
when about (i inches long, the points being

saved for prop.agation. As firm potting is

essential, a stick is used for this purpose, so that

the earth may be rammed into the large pots.

Firm p(jtting assists a solid growth and well-

ripened wood. Tying the shoots to sticks may
be done early, thus preventing the loss of some
by wind and other causes. This will also bring

the plants into shape.

Manures, that is, concentrated forms, are not
advised as a mixture in the soil. It is far

better to use such later. It is so easy to overdo
them, and thus prevent roots forming, in which
case they positively do harm. About six weeks
after potting the plants will need feeding.

Ijiijuid from cow manure placed in a tub of

water is excellent, and tlie well-known ferti-

lisers whicli are advertised are capital, too. In
this form the manures are not unpleasant, and
may be sprinkled on the surface of the soil

twice a week. It is well to remember, how-
ever, that two weak doses are better than one
strong one.

The matter which puzzles you, namely, the

different crown buds, dates of topping and .so

on, need not concern you because those terms are

used in the growth of Chrysanthemums for

exhibition blooms only. You have simply to

top your plants (which may not be done after

June) to induce a bushy growth, and let the

bloom-buds come at will. The sorts will not all

develop the buds at the same time. If you de-

sire a few flowers of good size—not huge speci-

mens—the buds may be thinned. The plants
should not be left outside after September.
Wlien under glass, air should be admitted in

abundance, and at that time, the pots being
filled with roots, copious .supplies of water are

necessary. The later-struck plants may have
subsequent shifts, and the last sizes should not
be over () inches in diameter. After flowering,

cut the plants down almost close to the pots.

Keep them in a cool house to provide a stock of

cuttings for another year. Cuttings at all times
may be rooted in shallow boxes in preference to

other ])lans. They do so in winter and early

spring readily in a temperature of about 45".

USEFIT. FKEE-FLOWERIXG VARIETIES : A. H.
Fawkes, Boule d'Or, Australian Gold, Clinton
Chalfont, Charles Davis, G. J. Warren (rather
tall), Hairy Wonder, .lohn Shrimpton, Lady
Byron, Lady Hanham, Lady Saunders, Louise,
Master H. Tucker, Mme. Ad. Chatin, Mme.
Carnot (rather tall), Mme. E. Roger, JIme.
Ferlat, Mme. Gustave Henry, Mme. P. Rivoire,
Mme. L. Zed6, Mile. Lucie Faure, M. Ch.
Molin, M. Chenon de Leche, M. Ed. Andre,
Mrs. J. Lewis, Miss Elsie Teichman, Modesto,
Mutual Friend, N.C.S. Jubilee, Niveum,
Phiebus, Oceana, Pride of Madford, Souvenir
de Petite .\mie, Viviand Morel, W. H. Lincoln,
and Western King.

Goon OUT-OF-DOOR varieties: Ambrose
Thomas, Comtesse F. de Cariel, Coral (,,)ueen,

Flora, G. Wermig, Harvest Home, Ivy Stark,

Lady Fitzwygram, Mme. E. Morel, Mme. Marie
Masse, Mme. Desgrange, Mytchett White, M.
Dupuis, M. (i. Grunerwald, Roi des Precoces,

and Ryecroft Glory (late). H. S.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS WORTH GROWING.
Mks. G. W. P.tLMEK.—This no doubt will

become popular for exhibition. It was a sport

from Mrs. C. H. Payne, and is of a bronz}- rose

colour. Late buds may be retained, this taking

away its coarseness somewhat.

Mrs. H. Weeks.—Although this variety has

been in general cultivation two seasons, it has

not proved a great success. I mean but few have
grown it well because of its late habit of flower-

ing. It is a magnificent flower, blush-white, of

incurving form, with superb quality. I would
recommend late - struck cuttings (February or

March). (Jrow it with one stem in an S inch pot.

Secure the first flower-bud that appears, or put
a couple of plants in a pot of larger size and have
one bloom to each.

Mrs..I. Lewis.—This is a very fine pure white
variety of excellent quality. It bears recurving

flowers of massive proportions. Second-crown
buds may be retained, as early ones do not open
properly. It is a first-rate grower after the early

stages.

Mks. S. C. Pkobin gives blooms of a charming
pink shade and full, incurving form. It is doubt
ful if this will prove large enough to become
popular for exhibition, but the habit of the plant

and time of flowering are likelj- to render it useful

for a late supply of cut bloom.

Mrs. W. H. Lees.—This is often seen in first-

rate form at shows ; the blooms of large siz3,

especially in the north. It is not, however,

likely to advance in esteem because of a rather

tall habit and its uncertainty. Early buds must
be retained in this case.

Niveum.—This well-known sort is gradually

replacing other white varieties for late flowers,

but it is hardly large enough for exhibition.

NvANZA.—This is an excellent crimson variety

to produce blooms late in the season.

N.C.S. JrBii.EE is a new sort which is certain

to find favour, the heliotrope shade of its blossonis

being very distinct. The shape is incurving.

The plant is dwarf and sturdy. Second-crown
buds may be selected.

Oce.\n'a.—This appears to me to be one of the

finest Chrysanthemums yet raised. It has sturdy
growth, and full, deep, handsome incurving

blooms of a clear yellow colour. Its striking

characteristic is the great length of time the

flowers last. To obtain the best blooms I would
root the cuttings in February and retain crown
buds.

Ph(Ebus.—This sort was exhibited in perfect

form as often as any Isst autumn. In fact, it

repeatedly obtained the award as the premier
bloom in a show. Its full, reflexing flowers and
clear yellow colour appeal to most people, and it

is one of the choicest for general culture. The
growth is short and sturdy. Any buds seem to

open, and fine flowers are seen in October as well

as November.
Pride of M.\dford.—This is a first-rate kind

of capital growth. The inside of the florets is a

crimson -purple, the outside deep rosy lilac. From
early selected buds the blooms incurve, and there-

fore are not over-attractive. I would root cut-

tings at the end of February and retain the

crown buds for well-coloured blooms.
President Noni.n- seems likely to be a variety

of rare beauty. It is large, slightly incurving,

of excellent quality, and the colour a decided

amber. .A.dd to these qualities a sturdy growth.
Second-crown buds may be selected.

Robert Powell.—This gives full, handsome
show blooms of a bronzy yellow shade and in-

curved in form. As seen last year, this is quite

one of the best of recent varieties. It is rather tall

in habit, and crown buds should be retained.

RoVAL ST.\yD.\RD should be noted because of

its rich crimson colouring. The one or two fine

blooms seen last autumn exhibited first-rate

qualities. Of full, graceful form and a sturdy
habit, it should be a distinct gain.

SiMPLiciTV.—This is a nice flower, but I fancy
it will not be popular long, as so many blooms
come badly finished, that is, the centre looked

flat, whilst the bulk of the bloom recurved in a
graceful form. It has flowers of large size, and
the white is pure. Second-crown buds may be
retained for show, and the sort should be tried

for the supply of a quantity of cut bloom.

Souvenir de Petite Amie is well-known as a
good white sort of dwarf habit, which flowers late

in October.
SoLEil. d'Octobre is a new yellow likely to

[)rove a capital companion to the last-named.

The colour is especially rich and pleasing.

Si'.NSTONE has flowers of an apricot-yellow tint.

It is late flowering, and for that purpose most
useful.

Thomas Wilkixs.—This produces very full,

deep, reflexed flowers ; colour, a tawny shade of

yellow. It is a very good show sort, and also

useful for general culture.

YiviASD Morel.—This is a very fine type of

bloom, large and splendidly formed ; colour a dis-

tinct shade of mauve-pink. Good blossoms are

not so common as they were a couple of seasons

back, owing, perhaps, to a difficulty in getting

the plant to grow freely without showing flower-

buds. Late-rooted cuttings are advised, retain-

ing the flower-buds that appear late in August.

It is a first-class sort for any system of growth.

W. H. Lincoln.—An old variety, but still

among the best for the supply of late yellow

blooms. Its excellent dwarf habit renders it use-

ful to form a bush plant.

We.stern King is a new kind likely to be widely

grown for market when known. It is white, and
has blooms of looely incurving form. The petals

are of stiff, waxy substance, and last a long time.

It is not, perhaps, large enough for show, j-et

telling on a stand and excellent in growth.

Second - crown buds give the better - formed
blooms.
William Seward. — This rich dark crimson

variety is not often exhibited in good form, as it

loses its freshness so quickly. Being liable to

scorch, the sun should not reach the blooms when
opening. Flowers from late buds are the most
satisfactory. H. S.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM IN AMERICA.
When the Chrysanthemum craze began in America
in 1S8S there were complaints from those florists

who thought that there would be no great perma-

nent popularity after the first fever was passed.

Up to this time only Roses, Carnations, and
Violets were grown for market. More Chrysan-

themums are flowered now than ever, but the

fever is nearly gone and the time for high prices

is past. The Chrysanthemum has become dis-

tinctly a flower of the people. The only possible

objection to Japanese Chrysanthemums is that

the people of the north cannot cultivate them in

their gardens ; that is, they cannot produce large

exhibition flowers or even typical ones in satis-

factory quantity out of doors. Until twenty-five

years ago it would have been a fatal objection.

Never until the development of the peculiar

forcing-house industry of America was it possible

for a flower to win its way into the hearts of the

masses. It is the greater general use of cut

flowers that makes American gardening unique.

This American trait, combined with the universal

demand for long-stemmed flowers, and for the

favourites in every month of the year, has changed

the methods of cultivation. The keeping

quahties of Chrysanthemums are extraordinary,

and this happy circumstance is one great reason

why this flower has become so popular. Hun-
dreds of var:eties of Chrysanthemums are dis-
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carded because they are too tall, or require too
much staking or disbudding. Others cannot be
planted close enough together in the modern
method of growing them. The amateur can
afford to keep varieties with drooping necks if he
likes the flowers. He may be willing to stake
and tie such flowers, but the florist cannot sell

them. The amateurs must be relied upon to

preserve from oblivion the loose, free, and fan-

tastic forms. As a rule only compact and globular
Chrysanthemums can be depended upon to stand
a long railway journey. Wilhelm Miller.

Cornell Uiiinrxity, Ithaca, N. Y.

Trees and Shrubs.

BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS.

The interesting plant, of the natural family

Loganiaceie, which forms the subject of tlie

present note was described in the year 1894

by Mr. Herasley in the Jouiind of the Linnean
Society, London, from some specimens sent to

the herbarium at Kew by Dr. Henry, of the

Customs Department, China, and which had
been collected in the province of Ou-Pe, in the

mountainous region north of I-Chang and
Mount Omey in Se-Tchuen. The plant was
introduced into Europe at the same time by
the authorities of the Museum and myself.

Seeds which were sent us in the spring of 1893

by M. I'Abbe Soulie, a priest of the foreign

missions, produced plants which were exhibited

in flower at the summer and autunni meetings
of the National Horticultural Society in 1894.

The habitat of the plant, as indicated by tlie

Abbe Souli6, was Ta-tsien-lou, in the princi-

pality of Kiala, Eastern Thibet.

In the year 189C Mr. George Boucher dis-

covered a fine violet-flowered variety amongst
some seedlings raised from seed gathered by
him from plants which I had sent to him, and
we may hope that the specific name of "varia-

bilis" will be as fully justified by the colouring

of the flowers as it is by the habit and villous

foliage of this singular Buddlea. The flowers,

which have a rather agreeable perfume (tastes,

however, difl'er in this respect), commence to

expand about the middle of June and continue

in bloom till September. The ditt'erences in

earliness, and especially in the duration of the

flowering period, are great, some plants con-

tinuing to flower for a month after the others

have gone out of bloom.
In addition to the seeds sent me by the

Abbe Soulie, I have twice received Buddleia

seeds collected in Eastern Se-Tchuen from
M. I'Abbe Farges, of the foreign missions.

From a parcel of these, received in the begin-

ning of 189(5, I have raised and planted out a

certain number of plants, some of which exactly

resemble the plants raised at the Museum and
at the Ecole d'Arboriculture by M. Chargueraud.
Most of these plants flowered in 1897. Amongst
them was found a specimen with large leaves

(10 inches long) covered on both sides with a

very dense white down. The smaller ramifica-

tions, which are ecjually downy, have wood as

strong as that of the main branches, but do not
seem inclined to produce any flowering shoots.

The singular appearance of this plant and its

refusal to flower have determined me to plant

some cuttings of it in Provence as an experi-

ment.
Buddleia variabilis forms a strong and very

spreading bush if left without any pruning, and
it is generally better not to leave it to itself.

A rather vigorous-growing plant of it, near a

walk at Barres, was cut back to within a foot

from the ground in 189C. In the following

spring it produced five or six vertical shoots

about 8 feet high, on which grew numerous
branches, erect at first, but eventually arching
over and terminating in more or less drooping
flower-clusters. On the strong branches were
produced secondary axillary ramifications which
prcilonged the period of blooming in a notable
manner. Other plants of the .same species
which were not cut back produced numerous
flowering branches whicli trailed along the
ground—an undesirable result. Buddleia varia-

bilis does not produce closely imbricated or
scaly leaf-buds, but in autumn a very downy
bud is formed in the axil of each leaf, constitut-

ing the attraction of the young shoots when
they begin to push in spring, when tlie contrast
of their colour with the green hue of the old

leaves is very peculiar. It might be advan-
tageous to prune away three-fourths of tlie

length of the flowering branches of the preced-
ing year and half the length of the main
branches, thus giving the plant a winter pruning
similar to that of Rose trees. Whether the

particular about the kind of soil in which it is

grown. It seems to be pretty hardy, as it

passed the winter of 1893-94 at Saint-Mande
without any jirotection, and withstood 15° of

frost on January 5, 1894, without receiving any
injury. It can always be jjrotected by wrap-
ping straw round the lower jjart of the cut-back
branches in the beginning of winter.
Buddleia variabilis is very easily reproduced

from seed, which is contained in small two-
valved capsules. The individual seed is very
small, generally of a light brown colour, and
in shape like a small tip-cat, being swollen
in the middle by the kernel. Distriljuted

in March or April over the well - levelled
surface of the soil in a seed-pan, and then
lightly covered with a sprinkling of charcoal
dust, the seed quickly germinates and the
seedlings are very easily pricked out. The
young plants may attain a height of from
20 inches to 24 inches in the same year, and
will flower in the autumn or in the following

An Iris border the gardens at Holland House. From a photograph sent by

Mr. T. Dixon. (See p. 335.)

grace of the natural habit of the plant, how-
ever, should be preferred to an increased number
of flower-clusters depends upon the object in

view, and is a matter of circumstances and
individual taste.

This Buddleia is pretty easily grown in pots,

but, being a very greedy feeder, it then requires

to be repotted or manured rather frequently.

It may also be grown as a standard with a stem,

say, about a yard or more high and a roundish

head. It would be hazardous to try to force it,

as the flower-buds are not formed at the com-
mencement of the annual growth, but the

flowering time might be hastened by some
months if plants properly pruned are brought

into growth at an early period. It appears to me,
however, that the proper way to flower it is in

the open ground, either by itself or in a group

of other shrubs. It does not appear to be

year. Propagation by seed-sowing is practised

for the purpose of obtaining distinct new varie-

ties, and these are propagated by means of

cuttings, which are put in during the summer
months under cloches (bell-glasses) or frames,

occasionally even in the open ground in a shady

place. The cuttings are taken from herbaceous

or half-woody branches. When jilaced in good-

sized pots in autumn, and kept in an Orange-

house or conservatory if one wishes to be very

careful of them, these cuttings will fiower in

the following year.—Mauhick L. he Vilsiorin,

in Eenif Horticole.

Pterocaryas.—In connection with Mr. Bean's

interesting notes on the above trees, if he is at

any time in this neighbourhood he might like to

see what is perhaps the finest specmien of P.

caucasica or fruxinifolia in the country—at least,
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I have not seen or heard of anything like it;

height, 43 feet ; trunk girth, 15 feet ; spread of

branch, rather over 100 yards -a well furnished

specimen throughout. I am sorry to say that once

again the tree is not likely to be seen at its best,

the frost having crippled the whole of the catkins.

This is the tirst time in ray experience that they

have been cut at so early a stage. They are not

more than three-fourths of an inch long ; the frost,

however, has gone through them and they are

black throughout. The leaf, fortunately, is still

in the bud stage and is uninjured. It is very

tender in a young state, and a frost of S° or 9°

will cut it back to the wood. It breaks again by
the side of tlie first formed leaf, but the foliage

under such circumstances does not attain the size

the first formed leaves would assume. The result

of observations during the last fifteen years shows
that the proportion of seasons when foliage and
catkins come through uninjured would be about
three in five. —E. Burrell, ClaremoiU.

Buddleia japonica.—I have received from
the Royal Horticultural Society a plant of

Buddleia japonica, but I cannot find any refer-

ence to it in recent vols, of The (TARDE>f, which I

have consecutively since 1883. Can you kindly
tell me of any work in which it is referred to ''.

If you cannot, is it asking too much to give me
as much information as you can 'i—B. Bi.enki.n'soi'.

*,* This is a Japanese shrub of semi-woody
habit, growing 4 feet to 5 feet high. The young
stems are square and the leaves each 4 inches to

li inches long. It commences to bloom about the

middle or end of July, producing its flowers on a

terminal raceme 8 inches or more long. The
blossoms are very closely packed and of a pale
lilac colour. Not many are open at one time,
and they commence to expand at the base of the
raceme first. The flowers are followed by heavy
clusters of seeds. The species is perfectly hardy,
although the herbaceous tips of the shoots are
cut back in winter. It likes a rich soil and can
be easily propagated either by cuttings or seed.

It is an interesting shrub, but of no particular
value regarded as an ornament in gardens. We
shall publish an article on the hardy Buddleias
in an ensuing number, when you will be able to

study the genus more fully.

—

Ed.

The Market Garden.

RATING OF FARM BUILDINGS AND
GLASSHOUSES.

\Ve have already had an Amendment Act to the

Agricultural Rates Relief Act, with the object

of clearing up doubts and misunderstandings,

and of ensuring to market gardeners the in-

tended benefits of the original statute, and yet,

no sooner has the supplementary Act come into

force than we find another difficulty arising,

upon tlie (juestion whether the large glasshouses

which are to be found upon some of the more
extensive market gardening establishments are

to be interpreted as " buildings " or as agricul-

tural land within the meaning of the Act. At
present the Superior Courts, upon a rating

appeal, have found themselves compelled to

hold that such glasshouses are " buildings," and
to refuse to their occupiers the relief which the
spirit of the new statute obviously intended
them to enjoy. This is unfortunate, but the

fault must be ascribed to the drafting of the

text of the Act, and not to the Bench who had
to interpret the grammar of it. If the judges
of the Superior Courts had been in the habit of

visiting the Channel Islands, they might there

have had opportunities of observing incidents

of market gardening which might perhaps have
caused them to hesitate before they finally com-
mitted themselves to the principle that all glass

structures in gardens ought to rank as buildings,

or—alternatively—that all arable land which is

glass roofed thereby forfeits its right to relief

under the new rating Act. In the Channel
Islands there are ranges of glass the exact area

of which we hesitate to define. We can hardly

bring ourselves to believe that the legislators

seriously intended that a professional cultivator

of arable land should, simply because he goes

to the expense of sheltering the surface of the

soil from winds, rains, and frosts, be thereby

obliged to forego the relief which would accrue

to him if he were to unroof his ground. On
the other hand, we can also understand that a

court miglit hold that Jersey customs and prac-

tices of agriculture need not be held to be bind-

ing as representative of English culture, or to

be rele\'ant to an Act that has no force in the

Channel Islands. We only mention the Jensey

incident as tending to illustrate the special

hardship of the late ruling of the courts.

The complication and misundei-standing ari.se

out of the unfortunate concession to wanton
obstruction of the main Bill which was made
when it was agreed that the proposed rating

relief should apply only to agricultural surface,

and not to "buildings" of a farm. PriiiKi

fitrie, farm buildings are part and parcel of a

farm as much as the buttons of a coat are part

of the garment. They would not exist as farm

buildings but for the prior existence of the

cultivated soil. Cowsheds on a holding only

exist for cows, and the cows would not be there

unless the holdings provided keep for the

cattle. Tlie same may be said of fold yards,

and of farms which exist only to contain pro-

duce of the soil of the holding. The like may
be said of cart sheds, and even of the farmer's

own residence, for he, as a farmer, would not

be there to occupy it unless he had the use of

soil attached to the premises. However, the

concession was made in order to save time and
to obviate wilful obstruction ; and as the Act
itself is only probationary and on a three years'

trial, we fear that no further attempt to annul

the misunderstanding in this respect will be

made until the date shall arrive for the Act to

be reconsidered with the view of renewing, and
at the same time of remodelling, it for future

service. But we think that a question of so

nuich importance as that which is raised by
this exemption of farm buildings from relief in

rating, and which further leads to this un-

intended injustice to market gardeners, is one
which should be carefully considered mean-
time by the various chambers of agriculture in

the United Kingdom, so that they may have

time to formulate resolutions upon the subject

and to forward them to the Mini-sterof Agriculture

and to the Chancellor of the Exchequer well in

advance of the future session which will once

more tiike in hand the question of Agricultural

Rating Relief. Any expression of opinion on

this point from such sources, and illustrations

of the unequal eft'ects of the present interpreta-

tion of the term " buildings " under the Act,

will naturally go far to strengthen Ministerial

hands when the time shall come for reconsidera-

tion of the temporary Act.

It cannot be denied that a more oflicial defini-

tion of the meaning of "buildings " ought to be

appended to any new statute on the subject.

Those edifices which are used solely for housing

the occupier, or his stock, or his implements,

cannot be said to be agricultural land, for no
farm produce is grown under their roofs. Their

claim for exemption is based upon mere equity,

and on the commonsense aspect of their niisuii

d'etre, as existing solely for the object of cul-

ture of lands to which they are attached. But
soil which bears crops by the ton is in the spirit

of the Act agricultural land, whether it is ex-

posed to the elements or roofed in. Erections

over soil of this sort are " edifices " and " struc-

tures " perhaps, but are absolutely different

from ordinary farm buildings, which are appur-

tenances of agriculture, but which are not agri-

cultural in themselves, in that they rear no pro-

duce, and the surface under their roofs is

neither sown nor reaped. We have dealt with

this quandary and hardship betimes, so as to

give ample leisure for the due consideration of

it by all chambers of agriculture. Statutable

changes of importance cannot be promoted in a

Jay. We now take time by the forelock upon
this new difficulty in its twofold aspect of build-

ings in general and glass-covered market gar-

dens in particular, and hope in due time to

obtain support and co-operation from our lead-

ing champions of agriculture.

—

The Field.

RASPBERRY GROWING IN HEREFORD-
SHIRE.

The Raspberry is quite at home on the Hereford-

shire soil, as it both grows and fruits remarkably

well. Field culture differs in many respects from

the methods which obtain in gardens. The stools

are planted in long rows about 18 inches apart,

with a distance of 3 feet between the rows. No
wires or stakes are used, the canes receiving no

support whatever. The latter, instead of being

left from 4 feet to 5 feet long, are shortened back

to 3 feet, which renders them quite self-support-

ing. One grower of my acquaintance has the

canes drawn together and fastened with a single

strand of twine, but I do not know of any others

who take this trouble. There is one advantage

gained by thus tying the canes together in the

manner mentioned, and that is they are out of

harm's way when the horse-hoe is being used

between the rows for the purpose of cultivating

and cleaning the soil. The number of canes left

to a stool varies from three to live—generally the

latter number— all the weakest and badly-ripened

ones being cut away. Manure is given early in

the spring months, and varies, but as a rule arti-

ficials preponderate. These are sown on either

side of the rows after the land has been loosened,

and they are then covered with soil by a single

turn of the plough.

The two principal varieties cultivated are

Semper Fidelis and Victoria, both of which are

excellent croppers, the flavour of the fruit meet-

ing with the approval of jam factors. When that

excellent variety Superlative becomes more gene-

rally known, it will no doubt be also largely cul-

tivated. It is a grand cropper ; the individual

fruits are large and firm, and not so liable to

become a pulpy mass as soon as gathered as some
of the more tender kinds. The fruit when ripe is

gathered without stalks and placed in juice-tight

barrels, which hold from 50 lb. to 60 lb. of fruit

apiece, and are at once despatched to the jam

factories.

Growers are, I believe, well satisfied witli the

results of the sales in general, one cultivator inti-

mating that he realised from £23 to £27 per ton

last season. The returns, as a matter of course,

vary according to the quality of the fruit and the

condition of the Raspberry crop in general,

whether heavy or light. In a season when the

crop is below the average, the price per ton is

considerably in excess of the above quoted figures.

On the contrary, when the crop is a heasy one

the price falls to £16 or £18 per ton. A good

average price, therefore, is from £18 to £20. The
average yield per acre is from one and a half to

two tons. Compared with Strawberries, the ex-

penses attached to Raspberry growing are not so

great ; but as a set-off against this the crop sutlers

and is more quickly damaged during showery

weather, while a few days of heavy rain practi-

cally ruin it. Happily, such a disaster but seldom

occurs, and, taking it on the whole. Raspberry

growing for profit, though rather more specula-

tive than that of Strawberries, may be said to

pay well. The industry, where\-er it is carried
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on, also exercises a beneficial e6fecb on the locality,

as it aflfords a great deal of labour during the
summer months.—A. W., in Field.

Societies and Exhibitions.

THE GREAT FLOWER SHOW AT
GHENT.

April 16—24.

Once again the great quinquennial show at

Ghent has delighted thousands of visitors. At
'.•a.m. I paid my five francs, and witli a friend
entered the great casino in the city of Howers,
and saw an exhibition before which even Man-
chester and York in their best days must pale, an
exhibition far finer than our own Temple shows,
if we except the classes for Orchids and one or
two other things. Palms, Aroids, and Cycad.s
were superb, and English visitors were de-
lighted to see the once popular plants of New
Holland and tlie Cape again to tlie fore. The
best and most distinct new plant of the show
was undoubtedly Acalypha Sanderi, from New
Guinea, a green-leaved species forming an up-
right stem, and having spikes of crimson velvet-
like flowers hanging from every node. Since
the introduction of Poinsettia pulcherrima per-
liaps no flowering plant has created so much in-

terest, or has promised to yield so much beauty
under hothouse culture. If you imagine a
thick, light green stem set with petiolate green
leaves somewhat like those of Populus baksami-
fera you have some idea of this noble plant, but
the flower spikes remind one of these of Love
Lies Bleeding (Amarantus) and are 2 feet or
3 feet in length, one or more depending
gracefully from each axil or node. Nothing
but a painting or coloured figure could
give more than a mere suggestion of the uni(|ue
grace and efl'ect this plant is capable of jiro-

ducing, either singly or in groups. The
plants at Ghent were superbly grown, and
varied from a foot to about .5 feet or so in
height. I shall be much mistaken if such a
free - growing, profuse - flowering, and long-
enduring plant does ncjt mark an epoch in the
introduction to and culture of New Guinea plants
in our gardens. Mr. Thompson'.s Odontoglots,
from Stone, were much admired for their fresh-
ness and perfection, and c|uite a block was
caused by the admiring plant-lovers who
crowded around the superb Amaryllises of
Messrs. Kerr, of Liverpool, and Messrs. Veitch.
A group of the new Cyclamen Papilio varie-
ties in all shades of purple, rose and white,
also attracted much admiration. To s.ay that
Azaleas were superb in culture and in richness
and variety of colouring gives but a poor
notion of the extent and beauty of the numerous
c jllections shown ; but what appeared even
more remarkable and novel to English visitors
were the grace and variety shown in the seed-
ling Anthuriums of both the A. Scherzerianura
and the A. Andreanum sections of the genus.
These plants bid fair to rival even the Cannas
and Tuberous Begonias in variety of colour, size,
and general brilliancy. The same, only in a less
degree, may be said of the seedling Imanto-
phyllums, which were superbly shown by
several .specialists in their culture. It is not
easy to improve such plants as the Lilac and
the snowy Deutzia gracilis, but M. Lemoine's
seedlings almost caused a doubt in my mind.
He exhibited a collection of Lilacs that showed
great variety in colour and in size of spike, both
single and double, all redolent of their ever-
grateful perfume. France and Belgium seem
to be the home of well-grown Lilacs so far as

their garden culture is concerned, and these
new forms will be welcomed by those who
have facilities for their open air or greenhouse
culture, as well as for forced winter bloom.
Another special feature of the show were the
fine-leaved Aroids and the numerous species
and well-grown collections of Bromeliads—plants
that have never received duo attention in our
private or nursery gardens here at home. In
permanence of beautifully curved form and in

variety of colouring and markings of both leaves
and inflorescences we have but few plants that
can rival these epiphytes of the New World.
Many can be grown in cool houses or even in

rooms and in windows, and no class of plants
has (juite such an ever-varying permanence as
these possess. On the continent we find their
popularity increasing year by year, as tliey

doubtless are sure to do in London in the time
to come.

Though Orchids generally were not so well
represented as is usual at our best London
shows, yet an exception must be made ui the
case of the Amiectochili and allied genera,
remarkable for their exquisite leafage. A pan
of An;ectochilus petola, about 2 feet in diameter,
was superb in health and vigour, and there were
several well-grown collections as well that
attracted the attention of connoisseurs and
visitors generally. Amongst the rare plants of

peculiar interest was a large-leaved Aralia
leptophylla, with long spikes of green Ivy-like

flowers. Restio Moorei (F. W. Moore) rivals

the finest Asparagus in ligiitness, and Dracasna
Brooktieldi bids fair to rival D. Sanderiana,
having much longer white - edged leaves.

Anifctochilus Roi Leopold (= A. Sanderi) is a
very noble species from New Guinea, quite
worthy of its new name. Pandanus Sanderi-
anus, from Timor, is a fine pale golden varie-

gated kind that may prove a welcome and dis-

tinct companion to the already well-known P.
Veitchi variegatus. Several noble specimens
of the now rare Phienix Roebelini were shown,
a Palm that rivals Coco3 Weddelliana in grace-

ful contour. It is cert;iinly the most elegant

in port of all its allies of the genus PhtenLx.

A very distinct species of Miconia named M.
vesicaria having inflated .stipules or petioles

was shown by the Society Anonyraa of Brussels,

who also set up a most remarkable collection of

the plants introduced by the late M. Linden.
The same exhibitors had Adiantum lineatum

and A. Clresianum, both new varieties of the

A. macrophyllum group. Of new Orchids,

especially notable were (Jdontoglossum Roi
Leopold, profusely spotted and dotted with

red on a creamy ground, and Lycaste Baroness
SchriL'der, a finely-formed variety of a rosy

flesh colour. Encolirion cardinale, with a

scarlet crown of bracts, Tillandsia (Cara-

guata) Zahni, T. Wartelli, Nidularium ama-
zonicum, N. Treyeroini, and the gigantic

Vriesia Bloki were noteworthy amongst the

many Bromeliads shown. Noble examples of

Kentias, Phienix canariensis and other Palms
occupied suitable positions, and there was an
example of the giant Aroid Anthurium Gustavi

shown in one of the groups. A new Palm from
the Pacific named Areca Lslemanni, with purple
mid-ribs to its pinnate leaves, is a noteworthy
addition to the genus, as also is the swallow-

tailed Geonoma Pyni-erti. A collection of

Nepenthes, Sarracenias, Darlingtonias, Cepha-
lotes and Heliamphora from Chelsea attracted

much attention, as they deserved to do.

The whole country around Ghent is a flat

and sandy alluvial plain, dotted with towns and
red-roofed farm-houses. There are few fences,

and lines of gaunt bare-stemmed Poplars line

the roads, streams and canals everywhere.

Here and there is a windmill or a tall spire

amongst the Poplars, just now putting on their

first tinge of green. All over this widely-

extended plain, ribbon-like strips of cultivated

crops or newly-ploughed soil jjrevail. The
whole land looks like, and really is, one enormous
area of allotment gardens, and on all sides

you see the thrifty peasantry engaged in manur-
ing or cultivating the phjts of precious soil.

The fruit trees are everywhere bursting into

bloom. Snowy Pears and Plums, rosy
Apples, and still more ro.sy Peach trees bloom
near to the little villages and farms. The
golden Caltha and the pale Oxlips shine in

the low-lying little meadows, and the wild
Wood Anemone jewels every copse and
spinney wherever a bit of wood still remains.
But the main interest just now centres in the
gardens of the locality around Ghent. What
l^ulbs are to the Dutch, that and more even is

decorative plant culture to the hospit ible Bel-

gians, or Flemish people as they still love to

be called. All around Bruges, Ghent, and
Brussels, to say naught of other towns, nur-

series, many and varied in size, exist for the

culture and sale of the most long-enduring and
popular of evergreen decorative plants. Sweet
Bays, Araucarias (principally A. excelsa), Palms
(especially Kentias), Aspidistras, and flowering

plants, such as Acacias, Azakas of all kinds,

and Rhododendrons, are grown by the million,

and yet there always seems room for more. It is

an industry that largely appeals to the highest

instincts of all, and it is one that deserves

to increase and prosper. The great flower and
plant show at Ghent every five years, and
the per.sonal influence of His Majesty King
Leopold II., help to foster and increase one
of the great national industries in a way one
could wish were done nearer home. There is

only one word for the Ghent show. It is a

great national success, and it is an education to

all visitors who see it for the first time.

F. W. BuRBinoE.

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
Annu.vl Dinner.

The annual dinner of this excellent institution

took place on Wednesday evening last at the
Hotel Metropole, when upwards of 101.) subscribers

and friends were present. The chair was occupied

by J\Ir. C. E. Keyser, High Sheriif of Buckingham,
and amongst those present were Sir Trevor Law-
rence, Bt., Messrs. N. Sherwood, Martin J. Sut-

ton, Leonard Sutton, .John Gould Yeitch, Donald
Smith, R. Barr, (J. Barr, Geo. Wythes, G. Rey-
nolds, H. B. May, W. .J. Nutting, G. Baker, G.

Munro, H. Cutbush, B. Wynne, M. Gleeson, H.
Weeks, W. Assbee, H. Turner, S. M. Segar, R.

Cannell, G. Ingram, R. Dean, G. Gordon, G.

Nicholson, H. J. Jones and W. Marshall.

After the usual loyal toasts had been proposed,

special reference being made to the fact that

H.R.H. the Princess of Wales is patroness of the

fund, the chairman proposed success to the
" Fund," and in an excellent speech remarked
tliat the fund was started eleven years ago and
had made substantial progress, so much so that

the invested funds amounted to something like

£10,000, and during the past years help had been

given to 100 poor orphans. There are many more
children who require and deserve help, but with

an annual income of le.ss than £HlOO it was not

possible to do more. He thought it was an insti-

tution that was not known so much as it should

be. Mr. Keyser appealed earnestly to employers

of gardeners, gardeners, and everyone interested

in flowers to support this fund, which had such a

deserving object in view. This was responded

to by Mr. Sherwood, who has taken such

marked interest in the fund since its inaugura-

tion. As treasurer he thanked all on behalf of

the committee and the secretary for the sup-
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port given to the fund during the past year, but
he was sorry to mention one fact, that there was
a slight falling off in the annual subscriptions.
Surely, Mr. Sherwood said, this should not be,

and he hoped the time was not far distant when
every child will be put on the fund and none
rejected. It is a children's fund, and he thought
employers might help more in the way of collect-

ing boxes to increase the annual income.
The list of subscriptions for the evening was

then announced as follows :— Collected and sub-
scribed by the chairman, €116 ICis. ; through Mr.
Assbee, of Covent Garden, £(i,? (is. ; Mr. A. W.
Weeks, £16 liis. ; Martin and Loonard Sutton, .t25
each ; W. Robinson, lOgs. ; S. M. Segar, lOgs. ;

and various other amounts, bringing up the total
to £ol5.
The toast of "Gardeners and Gardening " was

proposed by Mr. Martin .J. Sutton and responded
to by Mr. A. W. Weeks. The toast of "The
Chairman" was proposed by Mr. W. Marshall.
" The Press " was proposed by Mr. Dean, and
responded to by Mr. (J. Gordon.
We have been at few more pleasant gatherings

than this. The tables were for the most part
decorated with Daft'odil flowers kindly sent by
Messrs. Barr and Sons, and the greatest interest
was shown in the proceedings by all present.
Mr. A. F. Barron, the secretary, who has devoted
so much time to promoting the success of the
fund, must have felt his efforts rewarded with
such a company assembled as on Wednesday last.

Praise is due to the committee and the secretary,
and we hope it will not bo said next year that there
is any deficiency whatever in the total of annual
subscriptions.

Royal Horticultural Ssciety.—The next
fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society will be held on Tuesday, April 26,
in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster,
1 to 5 p.m. In addition to the society's ordinary
show, the National Auricula and Primula Society
will hold its annual show. At 3 o'clock a lecture
will be given on "Sweet-scented Leaves rf(-.vi(.v

Fragrant Flowers," by Mr. F. W. Burbidge,
Trinity College Gardens, Dublin.

Notes of the Week.

ITaTcisaus Lady He'en Vincent.—This is a
very fine form, the flowers of good substance. Fine
as were the flowers shown by Messrs. Ban- at the
meetini; on the 12th inst., they a-e infinitely superior
when seen growing in the open ground.

Polyanthus Orangefield.—Though not pos-
sessmg either great size or rotundity of flowers, the
colour cf tins va-iety is so very distinct as to attract
at some ilistaiice. Tbe flowers are of a reddish orange
luie, freely produced on st^ms .S inches long.

Camellia Pride of "Waltham.—This is one of
the recently certificated kinds, and certainly one of
tbe most exquisite of this fine race of fiowerin<' shrubs
The colour is a charming shade of flesh pink very
dehcate and beautiful ; the flowers alsj of large size
and excellent in form.

A white Violet from Maidstone.—I send
you a plant of Hansom's White Violet. It is not
new, but is little known. (Jur nursery lines of it are
like snowdrifts. It is very dwarf and frei-floweringA large group of California edged with this has a fine
effect.

—

George Bi-nv.^bii.

Tulipa Leichtlini.-This is one of the most
remarkable of the lulip species. The slender erect
stems are some 'J inches high, with comparktivelv
small, tapenng perianth, that externally embraces
scarlet and a creamy bufl- shade, which is at once
striking and exceptional among the si plants
Narcissus cyclamineus.-ln the rook garden

ot the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, a few
clunips of the Cyclamen-flowered Daffodil were in
full bloom at the end of last week. Tae bright yellow
flowers looked well on the roekwork, and the plants
shon-ed every sign of being grown in congenial
quarters.—S. Arnott.

Narcissus Lady Margaret Boseawen.-
Ihis may be described as tbe finest novelty of the
present year. It contains so much of tbe Sir Watkin

blood as to give every promise of making as good a

garden plant as the latter has done. It is a true hi-

color Sir Watkin, and as such absolutely unique in

this endless tribe of spring flowers.

Narcissus "Weardale Perfection.—As seen

in the Daffodil grounds at Ditton, this noble kind sur-

passes all else by its noble proportions. That fine

self yellow kind—Jlonarch—is also in splendid condi-

tion. The flowers of both are produced on giant

stems and are conspicuous in themultitade of handsome
things to be seen in these nurseries.

Rhododendron raeemosum. — Some well-

flowered plants of this, from Messrs. Veitchand Sons,
were noted among the shrubs exhibited at the Koyal
Horticultural Society recently. The bushes were the

largest the firm have yet exhibited of this species,

which promises to be a most useful addition to the
early-flowering section of this genus.

Rose Royal Scarlet.—This new Rose among
single kinds stands out conspicuously. It was freely

shown at the Drill Hill a week ago by Messrs. Paul
and Son, The Old Nurseries, Chesbunt, and is the

result of a cross between Marie Kvdy and Chesbunt
Scarlet. The flowers are large and of a rich crimson-

scarlet shade that does not quickly fade.

Chysis braete"cens.—Last year I forwarded to

you a raceme of Cbysia bractesceos on which were
eight flowers. Afterwards I saw a note in The G-\r-

DKN t3 say one had been forwarded with twelve

blooms. I now send you a raceme with f- urteen
flowers. Last year's pseudo-bulb is 17 inches long.

—

T. IIeywooo, WeUfield, Bnry^ Lancafhire.

A. curious Daffodil.— I encloEc with this a twln-

rtowered bicolor Empress. Tbe stem is almost normal,

as you will see. and shows no sign of fasciation except

that, as compared with a single-flowered stem, it is

slightly more flattened. The bud sheath is single and
the flowera perfect, but the seed-capsules were at first

slightly joined at the sides.— .1. C. Tal(.A( k.

Three fine Dendrobiums.— I enclose a photo-
graph of three Dendrobiums, two plants of D. thyrsi-

florum, with twenty-five and twenty-six spikes respec-

tively, and one plant of D. nobile, with ."i.'jn blooms on
it. All three plants are grown in baskets suspended
from the roof of our warmest bouse—the propagating
pit.—CiUKLEs Cole, A'j.-s Hall Oardens, Pinxley.

Primula denticulata alba.—Good forms of

tb*? white variety of the Toothed Primrose are none
too plentiful, and one of the best I have ever seen is

growing in tbe mck garden at Kockville, Murrayfield,
Edinburgh. The flowers are pure white and of good
size, while the truss is large and of perfectly globular

form. Mr. Neill-Fraser is to be congratulated on the
possession of this fine varie'y.—S. Arnott.

Deutzia Lemoinei.—Free and good as is the

old D. gracilis, the latter must sooner or later give

place to the above beautiful hybrid, which is indeed
even now rapidly growing in favour. The newer
kind has all the merits of a good plant, being free and
compact, the trusses arranged in a slightly pyramidal
manner and tbe flowers possessed of a snowy wbiteness
that will do inui.h to make it universally papular.

Aubrietia deltoidea grandiflora. — The
spreading tufts of this are now covered with blos-

soms, and in many places where the patches are of

good size showy in the extreme. For planting freely

on rough pieces of rockwork where not much soil is at

h.iud Aubrietias are well suited, spreading and flower-

ing freely. Rocky banks near gi assy slopes can scarcely

be occupied with more suitable subjects than these.

Ranunculus amplexicaulis.—This valuable
species is now flowering freely in the open garden,
though giving its strongest growth and best flowers in
positions soniewliit sheltered from the hottest sun.
Few are better suited for planting freely than this, for
the reason perhaps that it is generally reliable when
once planted, gaining strength each year and flower-
ing more profusely. Where a deep moist bed of peat
and loam can be given there need be little fear of a
good crop of its pure white flowers.

Campanula isophylla alba.—This beautiful
trailing Campanula is so w?ll suited to flowering in
window boxes and the hke, that a reminder concerning
its propagation may not be in vain. It is now a good
time to start tbe plants. Those that have been in boxes
all the winter may be pulled to pieces with impunity
now that the growth is starting afresh, and re-
planted without delay. Better still if a, frame is at
hand to give tbe plants the benefit of it if small
divisions have been made. In this way it quickly
establishes itself.

Narcissus maximus (College Garden variety).
—Maximus is one of the best of the yellow Trum-

pet Dartbtlils, and few fail to admire its deep
golden-yellow flowers with their elegantly twisted
perianth segments. The College Garden variety

surpasses the type, and were it not for its higher
price would be likely to supersede it. The stock
in cultivation came from Trinity College Gardens,
Dublin. I saw it doing well in the garden of Mr.
John Maxwell, Maxwelltown, Dumfries. — S.

Arnott.
Pteris arguta.—This species was among the

most noticeable of Ferns shown at the Drill Hall
on the 12th inst., and is obviously well suited for

decoration generally. The plant is remarkable
for the size and spread of fronds that maj' be
secured in a pot 8 inches or it inches across,

these being sutticiently dense and well furnished
to quite hide the pot from view. The slightly

arching fronds possess a somewhat hard texture,

and being of a dark green, and otherwise distinct

and attractive, should be in demand for furnishing
generally.

Primula viscosa nivalis.—A number of

plants of the Snowy Primro.se crowning a peak in

the rock garden of the Edinburgh Botanic (iar-

dens are at present very beautiful. The fine

trusses of pure white flowers show how well the
plants have been cultivated. They did not
appear to have been long in position, and it will

be interesting to observe if they will continue to

do well. A moist soil is that generally given this

dwarf alpine Primula. It is a charming flower,

and good plants such as those at Edinburgh elicit

much admiration.— S. Arnott.

Muscari conicum.—Thousands of pyramidal
spikes of this bright blue flower gladden the eye
of the visitor to Messrs. Barr's nursery at Ditton.
The plants are growing in the long, narrow beds
characteristic of the place, and the efl'eet of so

much colour is very startling. Though some-
what formal, the spikes are singularly jjretty and
attractive in small vases, and (juite apart from
its form, tlie colour, and not least the unique
fragrance, render it welcome. This pretty plant
will grow apace in almost any soil, and besides,

it is one of the cheapest of all bulbous plants.

Narcissus Apricot. —This distinct Trumpet
Daffodil obtained an awaril of merit at the last

meeting of the Xarcissus committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society because of the new shade of

colour in the trumpet. It is by no means a first-

rate flower, inasmuch as the perianth is decidedly
weak, and the crown, as, indeed, the whole flower,

quite small in comparison with that of bicolor

Daffodils generally, to which section it belongs.

But as the progenitor of a new race possessing

this shade the new-comer may be useful. The
colour is buff, with orange rather than apricot, as

implied in its distinctive name.

Helonias buUata. —This Helonias is rarely

seen in such fine condition as in the Edinburgh
Botanic Gardens, where its wants are evidently

well provided for. Whether it is the climate or

soil at Edinburgh that suits it, it is a pleasure to

see it so healthy and showing such fine spikes of

its rosy purple flowers. The way in which it

grows there has been observed by others. In

light, dry soil it is not a success, but in the
artificial bog, or rather stiff clay, it is generally

more satisfactory. The spiked Helonias is not an
expensive plant, but is pretty enough to deserve
to be more frequently grown.—S. Arnott.

Crown Imperials.—These spring-flowering
bulbs are among the showiest of garden plants.

Only the other day a very fine display of a rich

golden yellow k'nd was seen in a Gloucestershire
garden, where a border, fully 100 yards long,

was at the moment gay with great quantities of

bloom. It was no long, straight line that caught
the ej'e, but rather the irregul-ar grouping that
told of things to come. The soil of this border is

quite heav3', and only strong-growing subjects
have been planted. In the grass the majority of

these strong-growing kinds thrive quite well, and
with extra care in planting increase in beauty with
years.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Plants of
this exhibited by Mr. H. B. May at the last
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meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
further illustrate what may be done with this

remarkable variety. The plants in question, after

flowering profusely throughout the autumn, had
been stopped, and then allowed to grow their own
way in a temperate house. The great difficulty

with this Begonia is to get stock, as it flowers so

persistently that it is very difficult to get good
cuttings. The plants referred to above were
about 7 inches or 8 inches high and a perfect
mass of bright pink bloom, almost entirely hiding
the foliage.

Jeffersonia diphylla.—Several clumps of the
" Twin-leaf " are growing well in the rock garden
of Mr. P. Neill-Fraser at Kockville, Murrayiield,
Edinburgh. The only fault of this .Jeffersonia is

that the flowers last a very short time. It is a
very interesting plant, and one worthy of a place
in the rock garden, the drier parts of the bog, or

in moist, half-shady borders. It varies from
4 inches to 10 inches in height, and has white
flowers each about an inch across, with yellow
stamens. The leaves are very distinctly divided
into two lobes, and are of a pretty green. They
look very attractive when a little above the soil.

Although not a rare plant the Twin-leaf cannot
Vie called common. It comes from Tennessee and
Virginia.—S. Arnott.
The Water Hyacinth (Eichornia (Ponte-

deria) crassipes), originally introduced as an orna-
mental plant from S. America, has (as we learn
from Barper'a Wnkly) now increased to such an
enormous extent in the St. John's River, Florida,
as to seriously imjiede the passage of steamboats
for a considerable distance below .Jacksonville. It
is also destroying the timber industry, as it is

impossible to float logs down stream through the
dense, entangling masses of vegetation. The
obstruction has been so loudly complained of
that the Agricultural Department of the United
States has sent an agent to Florida to ascertain
what can be done to free the river from this
pretty-flowered plant, which, by growing super-
abundantly in the wrong place, has become an
intolerable nuisance.—W. M.
Tulipa Greigi. — From time to time many

lovely species of this genus have been introduced
to our gardens, the majority of which side by side
with this one when in good form pale consider-
ably. It is perhaps of all the species the most
beautiful. A mass of it is certainly among the
finest things to be found in any garden. At the
last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
Messrs. Wallace, of Colchester, had one or two
very distinct forms showing its variability, some
of which were approaching to a yellow shade with
the orange-scarlet interspersed. Since then we
have seen a bed of it at Ditton, and here also the
same thing prevails. Yet in all its forms it

possesses the same intense brilliancy of tone
which, combined with the great size of the un-
opened flowers, stamps it as the best of the genus.
Many of the buds are fully 4 inches long, the
colour very rich, and the foliage the most beauti-
ful of all.

Anemons nemorosa Robinsoniana.—In a
very shady and quiet corner where the sun does
not reach the plants till past mid-day, the earbest
fully expanded flower appeared on the l.j(h inst.
Even in the bud state the dove-like shade is very
pleasing, though this cannot at all compare with
tlie lovely though delicate colour the flowers
assume when the sun reaches them. In sunny
positions the blossoms open quite early in the fore-
noon, while in very shady places they do not ex-
pand before noon. Where a good stock exists it
is well to plant in several positions and thus enjoy
the wondrous beauty as long as it is possible to
do so. All the varieties of this species put on
their greatest vigour in deep rich soil of loam and
leaf-mould. At the same time such is by no
means essential, seeing the acres of the white form
now in flower in woods near Gloucester and other
parts where but little summer moisture can reach
the roots. In such places, however, shade is of
the hifjhest importance.
SaxifragaBoydi.—Among theyellow-flowered

members of this family the above kind is un-

doubtedly one of the choicest. In some instances
— near London, at least—the growth is not all

that can be desired, as occasional rosettes now
and then perish without any obvious reason. The
failing referred to is more frequent with S. Bur-
seriana and S. juniperifolia, the latter frequently
becoming very much disfigured in consequence
whether in pots or planted out. In the above
beautiful plant the growth is so slow that any
loss as above suggested becomes a disfigurement
for some time. .Just now in the open the little

tufts are covered with the bright yellow blossoms,
perhaps the most highly coloured of all those
that may be included in this interesting section
of the genus. Considering the dwarf habit of the
plant, it may be regarded as free-flowering, every
tiny spike producing three blooms, each of which
in turn renders it attractive for some time.

Anemone nemorosa purpurea, about which
my friend Mr. Arnott has a note in last week's
Garden (page .329), is not one of my seedlings. I

found it in 18S7 on one of the low hills about three
miles to the south of Pau. It was growing on a
steep, shady bank, and its rich colour at once
attracted my attention, and I secured a few roots
of it. The bud is brilliant red and the expanded
flowers rich purple, quite diff'erent in colour and
darker than in A. Robinsoniana. I find that it

should be grown in a somewhat shady place, as
the colour quickly fades in the full sunshine. Two
patches in my garden look like distinct varieties,

one being on the north side of a rock garden and
the other fully exposed to the sun. In the neigh-
bourhood of Pau A. nemorosa is much given to
sporting into delicate shades of blue, but this is

the only form which I found worth keeping. The
leaf differs somewhat from that of the type. A.
Alleni, a seedling from A. Robinsoniana, is, in

Mr. Ewbank's opinion, quite the best of this

class. It bears flowers each '2\ inches in diameter,
the colour being superior to that of the parent.

—

James Allen, Park Jloiiie, Shej)fO)t Malht.

TREE P.^ONIES FAILING.

Will any reader tell me the cause of my Tree
P.-eonies rotting o3' in the spring? When the

shoots get about 6 inches long they suddenly

droop, and, on examination, they are found to

be roUen just where they break from the old

wood. They have done the same thing for three

successive seasons, and I find they are the same
this season. I enclose one for your inspection.

They are planted in a round bed sheltered all

around with shrubs, with the exception of the

front, which faces south-west. No frost gets there

to hurt them, and no wind, or only what gets

through theback-groundof shrubs, which arerather

thin near the ground. I trenched 18 inches wide
around the bed between shrubs and Peonies to

check roots in the autumn, and gave a good cover-

ing of half-rotten stable manure. As I have only

had charge of them for twelve months I do not

know how the bed was made, but am told it was
taken a lot of trouble with. It looks to be chiefly

loam, not very good, and is very close.— S. James.
*»* We were not able to trace any disease on

the shoot submitted for our inspection, and, in

the absence of fuller details, should attribute the

failure of the shoots to either frost or a keen wind
piercing through the background. You do not

say whether any of the strong flowering shoots

are affected in a similar way, or whether the fail-

ing shoots are all of the same size and character

as°the one sent. In the best possible positions,

these plants are subject to loss of shoots by spring

frosts, but usually where frost is responsible for

the mischief the tips of the shoots also have

suffered, and this was not so apparent in your

case as in some that have come under our notice.

The trouble appears to be at the junction of the

shoot, then it extends in an upward direction.

Assuming the failing shoots to be only a very

small percentage of the plant, and usually at the

lower level, it would appear rather an instance of

the survival of the fittest, that is to say, thatsuffi-

cient succour for the whole plant is not forth-

coming, consequent upon the roots of the adjacent
shrubs entering the bed and drawing nourishment
therefrom, with the result that the strongest shoots
survive and the others fail. It is, however, no un-
common occurrence in these Pa;onies for the more
subordinate branches to fail even when the culture
is of the best. In the present instance much de-
pends on the way the bed has been made, and par-
ticularly as to depth of soil. So far as position is

concerned, you have a good one, and you did well
to discourage the encroachment of roots from
other plants near. So far as the present season is

concerned you can do but little, beyond seeing
the plants do not suffer from want of moisture.
In tliis connection, however, you may render the
plants very considerable help by affording them a
weekly watering of liquid manure, say one bushel
of horse manure to 40 gallons of water, add-
ing half a peck of soot in a loose bag and stirring

thoroughly. Give the bed a goodwatering with this

every week or ten days during June, .July, and
August, with the object of securing more ample
leafage, and in turn better-developed buds. Too
frequently these plants are much too dry at the
root during summer, which of all seasons is the
best for laying the foundation of the next season's

flowering. With deciduous subjects such as these,

the autumn and winter mulching comes all too
late to be of service to the plant.

—

Ed.

WILD FLOWERS.

champs d'Anemones semes parDieu."—iZe/ixn,

Without a cloud, the sky is blue.

And blue the Violets that strew
The copse, as if between the trees

The April sky bad fallen through
Aud stained the earth with azure hue

Auemones, so thick thoy grow
Around the field, are white like sn:>w

;

And in the shelter of the wood
Marsh MariRolds begin to glow,

And Bluebell buds already show.

April, 18:8. M. C. D.

Flora of Norfolk.—C'an any reader tell me
what is the best book on tlie ilora of Norfolk, and
where it is to be obtained P—W. S. TiLLETT.

Is Andromeda floribunda poisonous ?

—

Would you be kind enough to let me know if

Andromeda floribunda is poisonous ? Some flower-

ing shoots were used in Easter decorations, and
during the last few days two sheep have died,

in their stomachs leaves of Andromeda bein^
found. If you will tell of any other case where such

a thing has occurred, or if it is poisonous, I would
feel much obliged.

—

En(Juikek.

The weather in West Herts.—There has
been as yet only one unseasonably cold day this

month, but on eight nights low readings have
been registered. Four of these cold nights

occurred during the past week, when the

exposed thermometer on each of them showed 4°

of frost. Both at 1 foot and "2 feet deep the

ground is at the present time about '2' warmer
than the April averages for these depths. About
a quarter of an inch of rain fell on the 14th, but
there has been none since. During the last three

days the air has been very dry, and on the Uith

the difference between the dry-bulb thermometer
and one with its bulb kept constantly moist

amounted to 13° at 3 p.m. There has again

been a good record of sunshine, the average

duration for the last five days being nearly Si

hours a day. A Wild Cherry tree growing in my
garden came first into blossom on the loth inst.,

or six days in advance of its average date for the

previous twelve years, but a week later than list

year.—E. M., Berkha muted.

Names ot plants. — E. Mansell.—1, Double
Daffodil Princess ; 2, N. incomparabili?, liggs and
Bacon

.
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Ferns.

GYMNOGRAMMAS.
These are amon<; the most beautiful of all stove

Ferns, especially those belonginj; to the calo-

nielaiios group. Most of those having the gold

or silver farina (or powder) on their fronds are

now considered as varieties of calomelanos, and
although, if you take the most widely distinct,

viz., peruviana, argyrophylla, and chrysophylla,

they appear to be sufficiently distinct to consti-

tute separate species, yet, when one examines
all the intermediate forms, it would be difficult

to say where the division should be made, for

where large numbers of seedlings are grown all

the various shades may be found, from almost
pure silvery white to rich golden yellow. I

find the new authorities give pulchella as a
separate species, and Wettenhalliana and Mayi
as its varieties. G. Mayi is certainly more
nearly allied to G. peruviana, and I think the
same may be said of G. Wettenhalliana. G.
sulphurea is also given as a separate specie?,
though distinct in its way. It is difficult to
understand why it is not included with others,
some of which are certainly more widely distinct
from the type than this. All of these Gymno-
grammas may be raised from spores, and usually
the varieties come faii-ly true in character.
Yet sometimes it happens that in a batch of
seedlings a great variety will be found. By
careful selection each type may be improved.
The following are the most distinct of the

named varieties, and, as I have previously
remarked, numerous intermediate forms exist
which serve to connect the silver and golden
varieties together. Of the silver Ferns, peru-
viana may be taken as the type. Argyrophylla
is the most distinctly white-powdered, and may
be regarded as the best silver Fern. Mayi
comes near it, but the powder has a slight sul-

phury tinge ; it is a vigorous grower and makes

much larger fronds. Sulphurea is of slender

growth, usually forms a number of crowns,

and carries a dense mass of small fronds.

Wettenhalliana is the best type of the crested

silver kinds, but among seedlings this varies

considerably ; a variety named argentea cris-

tata being an improvement. In this the farina

is very white, and almost entirely covers both

the under and upper surfaces of the fronds.

Grandiceps has a more decided sulphur hue, and

the terminal crests are very heavy. Tartarea is

a fine form, having large fronds, quite silvery

white beneath, and a rich, bright surface.

Pulchella comes near to this, but has long,

slender fronds, and the under surface is not so

well covered with white, especially in the fertile

fronds.

Of the gold Ferns, chrysophylla is perhaps

the best type, the rather long, narrow fronds

densely covered with golden yellow powder.

There are some good crested forms of this. I

believe Parsonsi is the oldest, and still one of

the best, being heavily branched and crested.

In grandiceps the terminal crest is not quite so

heavy, and each of the side pinTi:e terminates in

a light crest
;
grandiceps superba grows rather

more erect, and the bright yellow farina entirely

covers the surface as well as under side of the

fronds. It is certainly one of the most beauti-

ful of the genus. Laucheana has nearly triangu-

lar fronds, richly covered underneath, and a

bright green surface. Alstoni differs in having

the pinnules curled inwards, thus showing off

the golden under surface to advantage. At first

sight one might think this had been caused

through some neglect, but it is a freak of Nature

which is shown quite early in young seedlings,

but becomes more distinctly characteristic as

the plants age. Martensi is a distinct and
useful variety ; the surface of the fronds is

deep green, with a slight coverin g of pale yellow

beneath. I lately saw a fine batch of this in

a market nursery. It is, perhaps, the only one

that is found in quantity among ordinary market

Ferns. G. decomposita is another distinct form

with very finely-cut, erect-growing fronds, In

G. schizophylla gloriosa, the long, drooping,

finely-cut lace-like fronds are very beautiful.

A young plant is formed at the extremity of

each frond, and sometimes at the extremities

of the side pinn;e. It is best to propagate this

by rooting these, as, although sjjores germinate
freely, seedlings vary considerably, and are

often inferior to the type. Elegantissima is a

variety of this, with irregular pinnie, and the

silvery-white farina partially covers the upper
surface. Trifoliata is a distinct species in which
the narrow fronds grow erect, and attain to a

height of over <i feet— in fact, it would be diffi-

cult to say how tall it might be grown, for

when kept in a healthy state the fronds con-

tinue to lengthen indefinitely.

Culture.

All of those referred to above should be
grown in a stove temperature, or an excep-

tion might be made in the case of Martensi,

which does well in a greenhouse. They should

be potted in a rough, open compost, fibrous

loam, peat, and leaf-mould, with a liberal addi-

tion of sand
;
good drainage should be given

and care taken not to over-pot. When growing
freely they require a considerable quantity

of water, and soon shrivel up if they get a

little too dry. Over-watering will prove very

disastrous ; once get the soil wet and sour

before the pots are well filled with roots, and
the plants will never get away freely again. By
potting on as they require it, most of those

referred to above may be grown into large

specimens, but fresh, healthy plants in 5-inch

or (5-inch pots are the most attractive, and, as

there is no difficulty in raising seedlings, it is

not worth while keeping old plants. Gymno-
grammas should never be wetted over the

fronds, though they like a fairly moist atmo-

sphere. Schizophylla gloriosa should be grown
in a suspended basket or suspended pot, to give

the long drooping fronds a chance of full de-

velopment. Most of the others noted will do
well suspended, or stood on inverted pots.

A. H.
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Rose Garden.

ROSES ON IRON AND WIRE SUPPORTS.

Theee still seems a great diflference of opinion
among rosarians respecting the evil effects of

growing Roses upon iron or galvanised wire
supports. Although many leading Rose growers
do not advise this means of supporting and
forming arches for Roses to grow upon, and
point to the effect frost has upon plants grown
close to and upon such materials, I still fail to

see that they do worse upon iron than upon
wooden supports. My neighbour has a screen
of Roses at the bottom of his garden, designed
to hide a bare wall on the adjoining premises.
One part of this is composed of wood in the
form of lattice-work, and the remainder of gal-

vanised wire stretched from pole to pole. I

have taken especial note of this lot of Roses,
and not once have the plants growing on the
wires been more attected by frost than those on
the lattice-work. The very brown and frosted

appearance that Roses often have when grow-
ing over any supports seems to me to be quite
as general when cultivated over iron as wood.
I also notice it upon wall trees that had no iron

or wires near them ; but this is always when
the plants are growing in an exposed situation

—such, for instance, as where keen winds from
the north or east can gain direct access to

them. When Roses are trained over arches
they are far more exposed to frost and wind.
It is also the general rule to plant tliem in this

form to break the flat appearance of some open
piece of ground.
My experience points to frost and keen winds

as being the main cause of the Roses failing

upon such supports. If it were from any other
cause, why are they not always afiected '! When
plants are grown upon iron or wire supports in a
sheltered situation I have never known them to
be affected similarly to those growing in exposed
positions, while at the same time plants upon
wooden supports and in the exposed situation
have been equally as much afiected as their
neighbours growing upon iron or any other
metal. Even Roses that have no support and
are growing in the same position as those on iron
are similarly afiected. I think the real reason
lies in the greater exposure to frosty winds and
to the sudden thawing of the wood wlien the
sun peeps through for an hour or two.

S.

Some recent climbing sports among' Tea
and Hybrid Tea Roses.—It is rather early to pass
judgment upon these, but it they turn out to be
thoroughly fixed sports their value will be very
considerable. The Roses I allude to are climbing
forms of Bridesmaid, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria,
The Meteor, Rubens and Souvenir de Wootton.
We really require a pink climber of the refined
character of such a Rose as Bridesmaid. I have
seen that grand old Rose Souvenir d"un Ami, also
President, covering quite a large wall space, but
the growth was not equal to that of such Roses as
Climbing Perle des Jardins or Climbing Niphetos.
Therefore, really fixed climbing sports of Brides-
maid and the others named will be most valuable
acquisitions. It is very singular that a climbing
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria was announced last
season in Great Britain, and this year another one
appears in the United States under the name of
Mrs. R. Peary. This is said to make shoots
10 feet to 15 feet long in one season. The great
advantage of climbing forms of these Roses lies in
their capability to yield large quantities of blos-
som. Chmbing Meteor will be most valuable for
a house where a night temperature of 60° is main-
tained, for this Rose requires strong heat to bring
it out to perfection ; then its A. K. Williams-like
blossoms are most lovely, and appear doubly so

in the winter months. I do not expect it to prove
of much value with us for outdoor culture.
Climbing Rubens will perhaps eclipse the old
favourite Climbing Devoniensis for indoor work,
for this latter sweetly-fragrant Rose is none too
free-flowering under glass. It really requires a
large amount of space and little or no pruning,
and these conditions are not always practicable in
ordinary greenhouses. Climbing Souvenir de
Wootton must be very effective when well estab-
lished, for the dwarf form is a profuse bloomer,
albeit the colour is not one that commends itself

to all.—P.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—BOSES.

Rose Emilie Gonin (Tea).—This is another
of M. Guillot's productions, and promises to be
a valuable acquisition. Of course, one cannot
determine what a Rose will be like in our fickle

climate, even if it be good with us under glass,
but from what I have seen of this variety I fancy
it will be a first-rate exhibition kind, coming
somewhere between Mme. de Watteville and
Princess of Wale?. The colour is white tinted
with orange-yellow, each jietal heavily edged with
carmine. I am rather doubtful as to its vigour,
and must suspend judgment pending a better
acquaintance with it outdoors.—P.

Bose Souvenir de Jeanne Cabaud (Tea).—
The high reputation which M. Guillot has
attained as the raiser of some of our best Tea
Roses will be yet further increased when Rose
growers become more fully acquainted with the
above lovely variety. The flower, which is of

good size and double, has in its half-expanded
stage a resemblance to Comtesse de Nadaillac,
but fully blown it reveals a centre of rich apricot
and carmine, a distinct and very beautiful com-
bination of tints. The growth is vigorous, and I

believe this variety will take a prominent position
among Tea Roses of exhibition standard.—P.

Roses and the weather.—In a recent issue
Mr. Tallack gave us his experience of the effect

of the weather on Roses. On looking over the
Roses on April 2, I found them as badly injured
as those of Mr. Tallack. The Hybrid Teas and
Noisettes suffer most. I have a Reve d'Or on an
east wall of the abbey in a warm sheltered corner.
The shoots were showing bud, and every growth
is destroyed. A Cheshunt Hybrid, growing
against a chimney-stack, is just as bad. Bank-
sian Roses on south walls have shared the same
fate. The same thing happened to a fine Mart-chal
Niel on a warm wall on a cottage in the village.

This all goes to show how dangerous it is to
induce very early growth. Far better try and
retard growth, as is clearly seen by Roses of this

type growing on exposed sites. On low stone
walls here facing east, where no growth had taken
place, all is right.

—

Dorset.

Rose Crimson Rambler.— This has now
become a general favourite with our London
florists. One of its greatest recommendations is

that the flowers last so well. Under the most
adverse conditions the blooms will last quite a
week, and with good treatment and genial sur-
roundings even much longer. Among Roses I do
not know another on which the petals hold on so
well. The trusses of rich crimson flowers are
always well set off with a wealth of briglit green
foliage, and it is surprising what large jjlants

may be grown in small pots—in fact, it seems to
be an advantage to confine the roots, as tlie plants
do not then make quite such vigorous growth,
but flower better. From notes which have recently
appeared in the American Florin/ this Rose would
appear to be as much appreciated in America as
in this country. If we could get flowers of the
same quality in other colours they would, no
doubt, be equally valuable.

Rose Mme. Cadeau-Ramey (H.T.).—This is

a novelty of remarkable beauty, and one that will

be valuable to exhibitors. The form of the flower
is globular with g03d high centre, and as large
as Sou^•. d'EUse Vardon ; indeed, fie full blown
blossom appears to come midway between this

latter Rose and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam in point
of size. The colour is rosy flesh, and a very dis-

tinct feature of this beautiful novelty is the rich

saffron-yellow freely displayed at the base of the

petals and even more intensely in the lovely buds.

The growth seems good, although not extra

vigorous, and it is certainly a near relation of

Antoine Rivoire. M. Pernet-Ducher has been
very successful in utilising Mr. Bennet's grand
seedling Lady ilary Fitzwilliam as seed or pollen-

parent, for not only is it manifest in these varie-

ties, but also in Souv. du President Carnot and
Souv. de Mme. Eugene Verdier. It is a great
pity that fragrance in this lovely tribe is very
faint ; indeed, I think that at least one of the
parents of a Rose should possess this desirable

quality, for however beautiful a Rose may be its

beauty is heavily discounted by the absence of

perfume.—P.

Rose Niphetos on Manetti stock.—I was
recently informed by the manager of a large

nursery, where Roses are grown for market, that

he could obtain Niphetos of a much purer white
when grafted upon the Manetti than he could
from plants upon the Brier. The system of cul-

ture adopted by market growers quickly exhausts

Rose plants, but their durability is of little moment
to them provided they obtain good and quick
returns. It is quite true that the seedling Brier

is much slower in root action than the Manetti.

When planted out and only moderately forced it

is undoubtedly the most enduring stock for Tea
Roses. But this much can be said in favour of

the Manetti, that some few varieties grafted upon
it, such as Niphetos, Catherine Mermet, The
Bride, Bridesmaid, Mme. Hoste, Kaiserin Auguste
Victoria, Duchess of Albany, La France, and Belle

Siebrecht, if planted out under glass, will make
enormous plants in a very short time, and will

also give large flowers with good long stems—

a

most essential point at the present day. I would
not recommend the Manetti for Perle des Jardins
or Sunset, and several others absolutely refuse to

grow upon this stock, and it is only for the reasons

given that I venture to commend it.—G.

Gold medal Roses. — In your issue for

April 2 (page 274), "P." asks if the award
of a gold medal implies that the Rose to

which this award is given is superior to

all others. Most certainly so, otherwise why
give such a medal? If the award were given

simply because the variety was new, where could

we stop? I believe about a dozen lots were
staged last year at the Crystal Palace ; and, as

one of the judges, lean testify to the very high
standard set, before a gold medal can be awarded.
None of the varieties that have gained this high
honour are indifferent. Let me quote from the

schedule. " Three single trusses of any new seed-

ling Rose or distinct sport (either not yet in com-
merce, or not first distributed earlier than Novem-
ber, l.S!tU, a ground plant of the variety must also

be shown). The award is a gold medal or card of

commendation." This latter meets "P.'s" sugges-

tion that a certificate be awarded to those con-

sidered worthy. In tlie first place it must be a
new Rose of exceptional merit ; and if in com-
merce, cannot compete should it have been intro-

duced before November of the preceding year.

The Bride is an American production, and was
never exhibited for a medal. It is quite different

in the case of Muriel Grahame. Margaret Dickson
is hard to beat in most Rose gardens, and I

venture to say is quite as consistent as Her
Majesty. The sole idea of this class was to give

due prominence to a Rose of extra iiuality. Nor
can any Rose having once won the gold medal
compete for it again. Not only flowers are shown,

but a plant from the open ground, so that no one

can be deceived. Two cards of commendation were
awarded last year at the Crystal Palace Show, and
only one gold medal out of the eleven exhibits.

The medal was given to Messrs. A. Dickson and
Sons, Newtownards, Ireland, and the cards to

Messrs. G. Paul and Son, and one other firm

whose name I cannot call to mind. I do not call

to mind that any of the foreign-raised Roses have

competed for the medal.—A." Piper, Urlifield.
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Flower Garden.

GROWING DAFFODILS IN JARS.

The Narcissi here illustrated are growing in

nothing but cocoa-nut fibre and shell shingle,

about four parts of fibre and one part of ground

shell. Coarse sand may answer as well as the

shell. At the bottom of each jar are small

l)ieces of charcoal about the size of small nuts.

The bulbs are ke[)t in a cellar until fairly started

and then brought out into one of my cool green-

POTTING YOUNG STOCK OF AURICULAS.
This is a good time to repot such young plants as
have been raised from ofisets taken at potting
time, last May or June, or later. The offsets

having been placed in small pots have well filled

them with roots, and they can now have a shift

with advantage, not reducing the balls very much
and giving them a pot not more than two sizes

larger, and only one size larger if enough. Young
stock should be grown on as quickly as possible to

get the plants into size for blooming well next
spring. Some of the plants raised from last

year's offsets may show for bloom this spring.

Double IhigudiU groxnng in a lase in cocoa
Tenhy

houses and developed. There is no drainage
whatever, and when they appear to be dry I fill

the jars with water and then turn on one .side

and let any surplus water drain away. I have
had the most charming results with the diilerent

varieties of single Narcissi, Trumpet Narcissi,

and, more particularly, the Polyanthus Nar-
cissi. In the pot of double Daffodils were
eight bulbs, and these, as you see, threw twelve
fully-developed blooms, and there is another
bud at the back not fully developed.

Robert Sydenham.
Tenby Street, Birmingham.

nut Jibre. From a photograph sent by Mr. R. Hi/dcn

Street, Birmingham,

but if it is desired to get them into size as soon
as possible it is well to deprive them of their

flowers. If potted now they will grow away
freelj' at that time of the year—soon after mid-
summer—when the Auricula makes its chief

growth. There should be the avoidance of any-
thing like a compost that is likely to become close

and soddened. A compost made of fibrous yellow
loam pulled to pieces by hand, some good leaf-

soil, well decomposed manure and silver sand will

just suit them, but with adequate drainage. It

is better to repot a young plant two or three

times, giving it a bare shift, than to place a

small plant in a large pot, where it has to wa it

for anything in the way of growth until its roots

have made their way through to the sides "of the

pot. There is always a risk of rot setting in in

such plants, and choice varieties of Auriculas are

too expensive to permit of their being trifled with.

Some sorts of show Auriculas—Acme, white edge,
and Mrs. Potts, self—throw out a great many
offsets when the plants are in robust health,

while others are very slow of increase, and there is

necessity for the greatest care bsing exercised in

the culture of such. I have heard of a particular

variety not giving any offsets for three years.

There should be perfect drainage to the pots and
a little of the fibre should be laid over
the drainage to prevent the soil falling

down among the drainage and choking
it. So long as the water will pass
readily through the soil the plants
may be expected to keep in health.

Should they show signs of standing
still, it may be assumed there is some-
thing wrong with the roots, and then
it is wise to turn the plant out and
examine it as to the cause of lack of

growth, repotting as required.

_R. D

Aubrietias—A. violacea, which is

the largest and deepest-coloured of a)l
I know, and the rose-coloured Leicht-
lini are now in fine character, large
clumps over a foot in diameter each
way being dense cushions of bloom.
The plants, more than 100 in number,
occupy a low and rather damp position
in a sunny exposure. I think the
Aubrietias are fonder of moisture than
is generally supposed. They are often
planted on rockwork and to form
sloping edgings, and in such positions
the plants are subject to the action
of drought and suffer in consequence,
and never bloom so finely as when
they are in cooler and moister
quarters. But if they are growing
where they can be top-dressed oc-
casionally and have water supplied
to them when necessary, the growth
and blossoms are seen to the best
advantage. Seedlings from both of
these Aubrietias show but little varia-
tion ; a few may be a shade darker in

both cases and a few paler, but the
dift'erence of tint is not great. A good
supply of plants can be maintained
by sowing each year some seeds from
the best varieties, as soon as ripe
pricking the seedlings off into boxes,
and then planting out as soon as large
enough.—R. D.

Hardy Cyclamens.—As I have
for many years grown these success-
fully, my experience may be of some
use to those who are troubled with
the question whether they are to
plant the corms deeply or not. I had
tried C. coum and C. Atkinsi in

various places, but had not succeeded
with them ; but having been told
they did best in a sunny situation and
did not object to have trees near them,
I placed three or four bulbs in a part
of a rock garden bordering the drive up

to my house, with a shrubbery and some tall trees

at the back. It is, I should think, the hottest
corner in my garden, and my choice of a spot was
fully justified. I planted the original corms just
below the surface, and I have never done any-
thing to them since. Not only have they grown
and flowered abundantly every year, but they
have scattered their seeds all around them and
even into the shrubbery behind. I have just

looked at many of these seedlings, which vary in

size from the dimensions of a florin to those of a
good-sized tumbler, and I find that all of them
are just barely beneath the surface. I have never

top-dressed them and they have been severely

ham,
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left alone. As they are surrounded by such
dwarf plants as Aconite, Omphalodes verna.
Snowdrops, Triteleia, &c., it is just possible that
the decaying growth of these has afforded them
some slight top-dressing. I therefore think that
shallow planting is best for them, but the great
point is to have them in some dry, sheltered place
where they will be thoroughly baked in the
summer. It must, however, be borne in mind
that, like many plants, they will probably accom-
modate themselves to very different circumstances.—Delta.

Th.e flowering of bulbs.—When the different

bulbs such as Hyacinths and Tulips are planted
to form a certain design it is very important that
varieties should be selected that bloom at the same
period, for if one variety is over before another is

at its best, the whole arrangement suffers thereby,
An instance of this is very noticeable at Kew,
whereon a square of turf close to No. 4 green-
house there are several beds of Hyacinths, which
have flowered beautifully, and with one exception
ab just about the same time. The varieties in

question are Mme. Hodson, pale red ; Ida, white;
Gigantea, blush ; Siam, intense blackish-purple ;

and Grand Maitre, blue. While these were all

at their best at the same period, two beds forming
part of the group had not a flower left, the variety

with which they were planted being the single

white Grand Vedette, a very beautiful Hyacinth,
and one from its early-flowering qualities well
adapted for forcing. It flowered too soon to form
part of a design with the others above enumerated.
—H. P.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
The climate of Southern Oregon from the Cascades
to the Pacific is about the same as that of a similar
belt in Northern California, and many plants are
common to both regions. East of the Cascades it

is cold in winter and rainfall is light. It is

probably much colder there than in England. In
Eastern Nevada, much farther south in the same
belt, the thermometer went to 40° below zero a
few years back. But the aridity brings in a new
set of conditions, and I very much doubt if the
flora of that region would be as well suited to your
climate as that of the Willamette Valley, the
great valley of Northern Oregon west of the Cas-
cades. The Willamette Valley is a region of

great humidity. Summer rains are common there,
and the winter precipitation heavj . They have
some pretty cold weather there. A year ago the
Columbia river, a stream several miles wide and
of immense volume, was nearly frozen over. It

strikes me that that would be considered rather
cool in England. Most of the Erythroniums and
quite a variety of the Lilies, Calochorti and
Brodijeas that I list come from that region, and I

cannot understand why either your summer rains
or winter cold in England should harm them.
Farther north is the State of Washington, with as
much cold and a higher degree of humidity in tlie

western part than are to be found anywhere in

Europe. Eastern Washington is an extension of
the same region as Eastern Oregon, but colder.
Take again California, and you find plants growing
under conditions certainly more rigorous than a
sheltered situation in England would afford. I

do not refer to true alpines, for on those high
mountains, say like those about Donner Lake, the
first snows in September or October cover them,
and the 10 feet to 20 feet of snow which follows
does not melt until June or July, but take, for
instance, a little valley called Lyons Valley, where
I now grow my Lilies. It lies at about 2000 feec
altitude. For two months the bare ground was
frozen solidly in the shade to as much as 9 inches
in depth (below the roots of many of these plants
which you consider of doubtful hardiness), while
in sunnier spots the top thawed and froze alter-

nately for the same time. A year ago snow lay
there for fully six weeks. A plant cannot more
than freeze, and I certainly cannot understand
why a plant which will endure these conditions
unhurt will not with slight protection winter with
you. Calochorti are reputed tender, yet both C.

venustus oculatus and C. Maweanus are found in

this and colder valleys. Flowers there open in

late May to July, fully six weeks after those here
in the valley. I may be wrong in my deductions,
but I certainly think that the failures of English
growers with many Californian plants are not due
to climatic causes. Carl Pordv.

Stove and Greenhouse.

DOUBLE PBIMUL.iS.

The true double forms of the Chinese Primula
must not be confu.sed with the semi-doubles, of

which there is now such a great variety, and
which may be raised from seed, as they seed
almost as freely as the singles. The really

double forms, however, do not seed, and can
only be propagated from cuttings or divisions.

I have frequently tried to fertilise the (jld

Double White with pollen from singles, but have
always failed. It would seem that it is only by
accident that we get any new varieties, and, as

far as I am aware, this has not occurred within

the last few years. I have known instances of

full double flowers coming among the singles,

but this has always been confined to one form,

viz., the dark leaf-stalked, with white flowers

striped with red, similar to the varieties raised

by the late Mr. Gilbert some years ago. I have
also known the doubles to sport. On one occa-

sion I had a plant of Lord Beaconsfield with
two crowns. From one the flowers were ceri.se-

pink (the ordinary colour of the variety), and
the other produced almost pure white flowers.

To make sure if was not two plants accidentally

put together, I cleared the stem to where they

joined together-.

The great value of the double Primulas is that

the flowers do not drop and the plants keep up
a succession of bloom through the winter,

especially the old Double AVhite, which is one of

the most useful plants we have for cut bloom.
Some growers pot their plants on and grow
them into large specimens, but it is more satis-

factory to propagate annually, the present being

the best time to deal with them. The one-

year-old plants will have made se'seral crowns,

and when the old leaves are cleaned ofl" there

will be a portion of stem at the base. Each
crown may be cut ofl" and put in as a cutting,

but as there is some risk with cuttings even
with the best accommodation, I prefer to earth

up the plants with leaf-mould and sand. The
portion of stem whicii has been formed during

the year's growth will root into this, and later

on may be cut ott'. The young plant, being

practically established, if taken oft' at the right

time, potted, and kept close for a few days, will

soon get established.

Before earthing-up it is important that all

the old leaf-stalks should be cleaned off close to

the stem, and the soil pressed close to the

base of the lower leaves. Even if the.se are

partly covered, so long as the crown is quite

clear it will do no harm. I mention this as

many are of the opinion that to cover the base

of the leaf-stalks will cause damping. It is

natural for new roots to come from the stem as

it advances in growth, and it is only when
partially decayed leaf-stalks are buried that there

will be any risk of damping. These Pi'iraulas

like a cool, moist bottom and a dry atmosphere
above. During the summer they will do well

in a cool pit or frame. Potted in a fairly rich

compost consisting chiefly of fibrous loam, with

careful attention to watering, they give little

trouble, and there will be no danger of damping
unless in a wet, stagnant atmosphere. I find,

however, when premature decay does set in

it is very difficult to prevent its spreading.

A.

AZALE.iS—SMALL GROWING.
Amonc the greenhouse Azaleas there are several

small-flowering forms, many of which are just

now at their best, in which stage they form a
pleasing change from the large blossoms of the
Indian section. Of these little Azaleas we have
A. calyciflora, A. obtusa and its white variety, as
well as A. amn'na and numerous hybrids raised

between this last and various forms of the Indian
section. The first hybrids were raised by Mr.
Carmichael when at Sandringham, and some of

them are still among the best that we have. A
much more recent form is Illuminator, which was
awarded a first-class certificate by the Roj-al

Horticultural Society in 188.3. This is exceed-

ingly free-blooming and very bright and effective,

the colour being a kind of deep rosy magenta,
shaded in the centre with vermilion. One of this

class of hybrids has been figured in The G.^rdes,
viz., Hexe, of which a coloured plate appeared
August 6, 1892. This, which was raised by Mr.
Otto Forster, retains the hose-in-hose character

of A. am(ena, and taken altogether is a very
desirable variety. A. obtusa is a pretty little

free-flowering form with orange- red blossoms.

There is a variety of this with white flowers,

some of which, however, are occasionally striped

with red. A good deal in the way of A. obtusa
is A. calyciflora, but in this last the calyx seg-

ments are enlarged as in thfe ordinary A. amuma.
This (A. amiena) has a variety — Caldwelli—which
is a stronger grower and has larger flowers than
the type. All these little Azaleas form far more
pleasing specimens on their own roots than they
do when grafted, though grafting is so univers-

ally employed in the propagation of Azaleas.

There is no reason why this should be, as cut-

tings strike root readily enough and grow away
freely afterwards. The best cuttings are fur-

nished by the young, growing shoots taken just

as they have lost their succulent character and
before they become firm. They should without
delay be dibbled into well-drained pots of very
sandy peat and kept close in a temperature above
that of an ordinary greenhouse till they are

rooted, which will not be long. The young
plants thus obtained should be stopped freely

during their earlier stages, in order to lay the

foundation of a good bushy specimen.— T.

Mackaya bella.—A few years ago this was
regarded as a somewhat ditticult subject to flower

in a satisfactory manner, but now it does not seem
to give any trouble in this respect, for I have
several times of late met with it in good condi-

tion, and a large bush of it some G feet high and
as much through, planted out in the new Mexican
house at Kew, has been profusely laden with its

delicately-tinted blossoms. These flowers are

somewhat bell-shaped, each nearly a couple of

inches in diameter, and in colour a deep mauve,
beautifully -veined with purple. They are borne
in racemes, each consisting of a dozen or more
flowers, so that when in full bloom a plant of thii

Mackaya is really handsome. It needs a struc-

ture somewhat warmer than an ordinary green-

house, but if in too high a temperacure, though
it will grow freely enough, flowers are seldom
seen. Like several other subjects it has been re-

named of late years, and it is now Aystasia bella.

—H. P.

Epacris miniata splendens.—Epacris mini-

ata and the varieties belonging to that group
differ in two marked respects from the numerous
forms of Epacris that—in some establishments, a

least— are largely grown for winter flowering.

The first point of difference is the season of bloom-

ing, as E. miniata does not bloom till all the other

forms are over. The second feature is the marked
difference in habit, for all the other garden varie-

ties of Epacris are characterised by a more or less

upright style of growth, while E. miniata is, on
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the other hand, loose and spreading. This last

feature is more particularly noticeable if the

plants are not tied or trained in any way, but
simply allowed to grow naturally. By this means
the wide-spreading shoots are studded with long,

pendulous, bright-coloured blossoms for a con-

siderable distance. It is certainly a very orna-

mental plant for greenhouse decoration at this

season, and, with ordinary care, will remain fresh

and bright for some time. Though the specific

name of miniata has been long applied to this

Epacris, it is now called E. longifiora, which is

certainly an expressive name, as the blossoms are

a good deal longer than in the others.—H. P.

BOMAREAS.
BoMARE.\ FRONDEA, now in bloom, is a very dis-

tinct and free-flowering member of the genus, and
where these pretty South American climbing
Alstripmeriads are grown a place should be found
for it. About fifteen or sixteen years ago a good
deal of attention was directed towards these

Bomareas, owing to several species having at

that jjeriod been introduced, principally by ilr.

Shuttleworth, then of Clapham. B. frondea,

which flowered first in 1S82, was one of them,
others being B. conferta, B. Shuttleworthi, and
B. VVilliarasi. The first mentioned, B. frondea,
is a somewhat slender, yet free-growing kind,

whose flowers, which are borne in closely-packed
heads, are yellow, spotted more or less in the
interior with brownish crimson. The individual
blooms are a good deal in the way of those of

Alstrii'meria aurantiaca. A characteristic coloured
plate of B. frondea was given in Tub G.\rden',

vol. xli. Prenous to that, viz., .January 27, 1883,

the bright-coloured B. conferta was so illustrated.

This is a vigorous grower, and when once estab-
lished will soon cover a considerable space. The
blossoms, which are borne, as in most of the
others, in a many-flowered umbel, are of a bright
glowing crimson, paling somewhat after they have
been opened a few days. This is also known as
B. patacocensis. B. oUgantha, one of the older
kinds, will not cover so great a space as the pre-

ceding, but for all this it is of vigorous growth,
and pushes up a great number of shoots, most of

which in time flower. This is the most continuous
blooming of all the Bomareas, as a succession is

kept up for months together, and then the seed
capsule when ripe splits open and the segments curl
back, thus exposing the bright coral-red seeds,
which are very pretty, and remain attractive some
time. B. Carderi is the largest- flowered of all

the Bomareas, the blooms being in shape a good
deal like those of Lapageria rosea, but the colour
is pink, spotted with brown. The flowers are not
borne so closely together as in some of the others,
for a strong shoot will produce an umbel over a
couple of feet across. This seems to vary a good
deal, as some individuals are greatly superior to
others. Whether some of the species which were
introduced in the early '80's are still in cultiva-
tion I cannot say, as I have not met with them of
late.

The Bomareas do best when planted out in
a well-drained border. In the succulent house
at Kew they thrive remarkably well, and form
one of the most attractive features of that
interesting structure. Conditions such as exist
at Kew suit these Bomareas well, for though
spoken of as greenhouse plants, the generally
accepted idea of a greenhouse—that is, a struc-
ture from which frost is just excluded during the
winter—is too cold for them, and is, I think, the
cause of their being so seldom seen. H. P.

Bauera rubioides This pretty little green-
house shrub, recently noted in The Garden as
being in flower is both an ornamental and inter-
esting subject, while a succession of blossoms is

kept up for a long time. It is a native of New
South Wales, from whence it was introduced a
little over a century ago, and is classed with what
are generally known as New Holland plants. It
is, however, widely removed in its aflinities from

most of the plants to which the term is applied,
as it is a member of the Saxifrage family, though
its general appearance does not suggest any rela-

tionship thereto. This Bauera forms a small,
much-branched bush, whose somewhat spreading
shoots are clothed with narrow lea\es and studded
with saucer-shaped blossoms, each about three-
quarters of an inch in diameter, and mauve pink
in colour. Given ordinary greenhouse treatment
it can be depended upon to form an attractive
feature therein for some time during the spring
and early summer months. That such a neat,
unassuming little plant should be in any way
dangerous is certainly unexpected, yet a few
years ago a correspondent of The Garden pointed
out that in the moist climate of Tasmania it forms
a veritable man-trap. The danger arises from the
fact that this Bauera takes complete possession of

the ground, and forms a tangled mass of thin
wiry shoots, too tall to see over, and far too
flexible for an axe to be of any use. As the
shoots are not readily broken, escape when once
entangled is a very difiicult matter, the fact that
the mass is too tall to see over adding greatly to
the troubles of the victim. Though this Bauera
occurs in many parts of Australia, it is only in the
moister districts of Tasmania that it issufliciently

vigorous to be a source of danger. Its cultural
requirements are much the same as those of many
other Australian plants, that is, given greenhouse
treatment throughout the greater part of the year,
it may be placed out of doors during the summer
months. Sandj' peat with a slight admixture of

good yellow loam will suit it well. Cuttings of

the young shoots, put into sandy peat and covered
with a bell glass, are not at all difiicult to root.

—

H. P.

SMALL VERSUS LARGE POTS.
Wrrnix the last few years there has been a
decided tendency towards the use of small pots
for many plants that are grown in greenhouse
or stove. In nine cases out of ten it is an
improvement, ior the usual run of plants grown
for decoration is much more useful when grown
in small pots. The size of pot generally used
f(jr market plants is less than that used in

private places. The reason for this is obvious,

for large pots would be far more difficult of

transit. But there is another side to the ques-
tion. Market growers, when they have grown
a plant—say of a regal or show Pelargonium, a

Genista, Cyclamen, or what not—have done
with it when it leaves their hands as a full-

grown specimen, and they naturally feed some-
what freely with chemical and other manures
to get the very most possible out of any sized

pot. Wisely, too, but this would not always be
advisable for private growers, who have to per-

haps grow on the .same plants the next season,

or, at all events, have to take their stock from
them. Highly-fed plants are not suitable for

propagating from , and in many cases are almost
useless for growing on another season. Take a

plant, say, of the white Marguerites that are

now being sold so freely in Londonand other large

towns. If a market grower depended entirely

for stock upon jjlants that had been highly fed

he would find—as many have found—his stock

getting weaker every year, but turn an old

rough plant or two out for a few weeks in sum-
mer and let it take its chance after cutting back,

and a lot of hard wiry shoots that are unsur-
passed for propagating will be the result. In
many private gardens nowadays the old style

of keeping plants year after year has almost
died out, and all decorative stufi' is struck,

grown on rapidly and used for a season, then
thrown away. It is a capital plan, too, for

young clean stock of almost everything is best,

and it is in such cases that the advantage of

small pots is seen. In furnishing it is a very
decided gain to have plants of all kinds in small
pots. They are much easier to hide, they can

be placed easily in vases, and even when placed

singly have a much lighter and prettier effect.

It will be easily seen then that all quickly

grown things of what may be termed a tem-
porary character may be grown in as small pots

as jjossible, feeding in order to get the best out

of them and throwing the plants away afterwards.

Anything of a more lasting kind that improves
year by year should have pots sufficiently

large that undue feeding will not be necessary.

The pots used for growing Chrysanthemums for

specimen blooms are now much smaller, as a

rule, than was thought necessary only a decade
since. Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, Calceo-

larias, Begonias, in fact, almost every descrip-

tion of florist's flower, are grown in smaller pots

than formerly, and no one can say that they

are not as well grown. Such beautiful plants

of Cineraria as those exhibited by Mr. James
at a recent Drill HaU meeting would be a per-

fect refutation of such a charge, to say nothing

of the hundreds of thousands of really beauti-

ful plants that find their way from large nur-

series to the florists' shops or the more humble
costers' barrows. Gardeners in far too many
instjinces are badly handicapped, because of the

variety of things they are expected to turn out

of a very limited space ; having, for instance,

to grow by far the greater portion of their

decorative plants for the house in vineries.

Peach houses, or some structure principally

devoted to fruit. But even here the small-pot

system is a help in the right direction, and
many nice batches of Panicum, Isolepis, small

Ferns, and various other things are grown in

houses devoted to Melons or Cucumbers, coming
out of the way before the latter require the

whole sjjace.

Hydrangea Thomas Hogg'.—For Easter

decoration this is an invaluable plant. A few

days before Easter I saw at the Hassock's

Nurseries of Messrs. W. Balchin and Son a

number of two-year-old specimens, most of which

had eight and nine heads of bloom, and some as

many as twelve and thirteen ; the trusses of

bloom come pure white, and are of great value

for wreath-making. The shoots of these speci-

mens had been bent down, twisted, and tied into

shape, the result being the production of a

perfect specimen 18 inches or so in height. The
shoots will bear twisting even when a yard in

length. With them was a number of plants of

the common H. hortensis, growing like those of

Thomas Hogg in 7-inch pots, each with four and

five enormous heads of flower. It is not generally

known what an excellent indoor plant the

Hydrangea is. With attention in the matter of

watering and necessary light it will last in good
condition for two months.—R. D.

Glonera jasminiflora.—Whether known by
the above name or that of Psychotria jasminiflora

this is an exceedingly beautiful stove shrub that

is just now in full flower. It forms a neat-grow-

ing evergreen clothed with ovate leaves, glabrous

above, and whitish underneath. The flowers,

which are borne in terminal panicles, are, as

implied by the specific name, .Jasmine like, or

perhaps they are in shape and size more like

Bouvardia President Cleveland, but of an exceed-

ingly pure white tint. The plant needs much the

same treatment as an Ixora, and the watering

should be carefully done. There is another spe-

cies of Psychotria which used to be met with

more frequently a few years ago than it is now.

This is P. cyanococca, in which singularly enough

the flowers are not at all showy, but they are

succeeded by dense clusters of berries, which

when ripe are of a beautiful blue colour, and

remain fresh and bright for a long time. This is

a native of Nicaragua, and is consequently also a

stove plant.—H. P.

Three new greenhouse Bhododendrons.
—Two of these which received first-class certifi-
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cates at the spring show of the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society, WaverleyMarket, on April 6,

were raised by Mr. McMillan, gardener to Mr.
James Currie, Trinity College, Edinburgh. Such
exquisite fragrance as we get in most of the
greenhouse Rhododendrons is always welcome,
and makes a brilliant blend with the ;«sthetic

colour of Azalea mollis, and higher coloured hardy
Rhododendrons that may readily be forced to

bloom abreast of the greenhouse variety. Na-
thaniel Bryson, named after the assistant secretary

of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, has a
soft pink or salmon blotch on its finer white
flowers. The other new variety, Mrs. McMillan,
is pure white, and is likely to have a great future.

The third novelty certificated, Hercules, was shown
at the meeting of the Scottish Horticultural Asso-
ciation on the evening before the show. It was
raised by Mr. Calder, of Calder Bank, Trinity, and
is a fine, specially fragrant, pure white variety

of great excellence. I had every opportunity of

closely examining it. I may add that while
several other varieties were exhibited these seed-

lings well deserved the first-class certificate.

—

D. T. F.

THE CAMELLIA.
This splendid flowering evergreen shrub has

been very aptly called the "Queen of Winter,''

and it is gratifying to notice a revival of its

former popularity. For fine foliage and blossom
there is no shrub to equal Camellias save the

Rhododendron. Mistakes have doubtless been
made in their treatment, for, instead of giving

them abundance of air, they have been rele-

gated to the mixed greenhouse, where too free

ventilation would have been detrimental to the

other occupants.

To grow Camellias to perfection they require

the coolest treatment possible. They will even
stand as much as 7° or 8° of frost, and sufficient

artificial heat should only be used to keej) out

severe frosts and to ward ofl" dampness on dull

days. They should be grown in a house entirely

for their use from September to June. It is

preferable to keep them in pots or tubs, as they

can then be removed outdoors in June as soon
as their young growths have become partly hard
and the next year's buds are set, placing them
upon a bed of coal-ashes and shaded from all

but the early morning sun by a line of trees or

evergreens. The trees must not overhang the

Camellias, as the drip would be injurious to

them. About the end of August the plants

should be potted or top-dressed, and the drain-

age put in good order. The best compost for

the Camellia is three parts best yellow loam, of

a fibrous nature, and one part peat, adding to

this a little sand and charcoal and a few
quarter-inch bones. Remove the plants to the

greenhouse about the end of September before

they are injured by frosts or heavy autumnal
rains. Give all the air possible after removing
them to their whiter quarters. As the buds
swell the plants will be greatly benefited by weak
doses of liquid manure applied at intervals.

A very safe stimulant is about 5 gallons of

stable drainings to 50 gallons of rain water.

Camellias require sufficient water to prevent the

ball from getting dry, as this is a frequent

cause of their buds dropping. It is better to

give good soakings of water at long intervals

rather than sprinklings at short intervals.

When the flowering season is over, which will

be about April, the house must be heavily

shaded and kept moderately close, syringing
the plants twice a day, and giving plenty of

moisture at the roots, in addition to liquid

manure, as advised above. It would appear
that from the accounts of travellers who have
seen Camellia japonica growing in its native

habitat the treatment detailed above is very

similar to that in which the shrub naturally

revels.

If pruning is required to keep the plants

bushy, it should be done just after flowering,

before the young growths commence to start.

It is best to remove useless shoots when they
are in a soft condition ; then it is very easy to

obtain a well-balanced plant. With the Rho-
dodendron we can cut it back hard, and it will

break from any part provided the plant be well

established ; but with the Camellia it is some-
what difterent, and it is best not to risk the

life of the plant by a too severe system of

pruning. Much mischief is often wrought
when cutting the blossoms by removing a long

piece of growth with them. 'This practice should

be discouraged if we desire good, vigorous,

shapely bushes. Disbudding must be attended

to during the summer months when a too heavy

crop of buds has appeared. The enemies of the

Camellia are the aphis and scale. Ordinary

crimson kinds are 0. M. Hovey, Rafla, Beali,

Corallina, Chaiidleri, Mnie. Lebois, Manara,
and Reine des Fleurs. Among pinks, ranging
from delicate blush to deep pink or rose, the
best are Beauty of Waltham, Baron de Vriere,

Augustina superba, Camello Aureliano, Com-
mendatore Betti, Comtessa d'Hainaut, Elegaiis,

L'Avenir, Lady Hume's Blush, Marchioness of

Exeter, and The Duchess. In pure whites.

Alba plena, Fimbriata, Mathotiana alba, Monti-
roni, and Ninfa Egeria are the best. P.

Spiraea astilboides floribunda.— Among
recent additions to plants for early forcing, this

is one of the most valuable. Probably no plant
has had a longer run of popular favour than
Spiraja japonica, but it will find a dangerous rival

in the above, which is similar in habit, but has
foliage of greater substance and larger panicles of

bloom, the individual flowers also larger. I do
not know that it can be considered a new plant.

Camellia Conspicua {scarlet blotched). From a photograph i<!/ Mr. Bowden, Dulicich.

fumigation will quickly disperse the former, and
cleansing the foliage and wood with a soapy

mixture, such as Gishurst Compound, will soon

clear ofl' the latter.

As with many other genera, there are too many
varieties, and we could well dispense with

seventy out of every 100 kinds. The illustra-

tions depict three very beautiful varieties. Mnie.

A. Verscliaftelt is white, shaded with blush,

flaked and spotted with red. Its form is very

elegant, and foliage bold and massive. It is

much addicted to sporting, a very common
occurrence with Camellias. Conspicua is one

of the loveliest of all. We should gladly re-

ceive some additions in other colours to this

most beautiful of all forms—the semi-double.

The petals are very deep, broad and massive,

and of a rich bright rose colour. Mathotiana
has immense flowers of a very rich dark crimson

colour, and is, perhaps, the most attractive of

all for conservatory decoration. Good red and

but it is only within the last three or four years

that it has become known among market growers.

The only drawback to its culture is that it re-

quires a considerable space for its broad spreading

foliage. Yet, as this is compensated for by the

more showy appearance of the plant, it will always

command a higher price. Spirtea japonica multi-

flora compacta has finer heads of bloom than the

older form and is now grown to a great extent,

but for early forcing it is not so serviceable, as

the foliage is very tender and at any time it re-

quires care to keep it in good condition. For

early work it is almost impossible to have it good.

—A.
Plumbago capensis.—This is a capital plant

for large conservatories and corridors where ample

space can be afforded it. Young plants in 6-inch

pots when transplanted into a border of light

loam and leaf-mould soon cover a large area, and
present an attractive appearance when in bloom

towards autumn. When the plants attain a large

size they should be well cut back in spring ; in

fact, only three or four eyes on the preceding
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year's growth should be left. All weak growths
should be cut clean out and portions of the

stoutest shoots only left, otherwise such a dense

thicket is formed that sun and air cannot pene-

trate, and the plants in consequence sometimes
die off altogether. It is extremely hardy, suc-

ceeding well in any structure if frost is merely

excluded. No tying-in should be practised with

the Plumbago, but a free and untrammelled
growth encouraged.
Begonia Paul Bruant. — This Begonia,

which has been several times referred to in The
(Jarden and was the subject of a coloured plate

therein August 2.5, 189-t, has thoroughly borne out
its earlier anticipations, and proves to be a very
desirable variety for winter blooming. As it gets

more distributed it will doubtless be largely grown
for this purpose. For winter blooming it needs
the temperature of an intermediate house or cool

end of the stove. B. Paul Bruant is presumably
of hybrid origin, but some twenty years ago or so

be laid on one side for a little time in order to

allow the poisonous sap to exude. This Euphorbia
is a native of Bourbon, from whence it was intro-

duced in 1S26, and it was at one time more popu-
lar than it now is. In the older days when glass

structures were heated by flues, a plant that

would flourish in a hot, dry atmosphere would be
more appreciated than at the present day, when
plant houses are arranged so differently to what
they were then. Nowadays Euphorbia jacquiniaj-

flora or fulgens is generally grown, almost to the

exclusion of the older kind.—H. P.

PERSIAN CYCLAMEN.*

The Persian Cyclamens rank among the most

beautiful, the most serviceable, and the most

popular of winter- flowering plants. It is doubt-

ful if they have a rival, and they ought to be

Ca/mellia Mathoticma (crimson). From a photograph hy Mr. Bowden, DuUoich.

there was a Begonia occasionally to be met with
in the London nurseries under the name of B.
valida, which, as far as my memory serves me, bore
a great general resemblance to this newer form
I nave, however, not seen B. valida for some
years.—H,

Euphorbia splendens.—Sometimes there is

a hot, dry corner of the stove which gives a
certain amount of trouble to furnish in a satisfac-

tory manner, especially on the roof or near the
glass. In such a case this Euphorbia is a first-

rate subject for the purpose, as it will flower all

the better for full exposure to the sunshine. Out
of bloom it is by no means of prepossessing
appearance, the stout, rambling stems being
sparely furnished with foliage, but they are
plentifully supplied with long and sharp spines.

The flowers are bright red, and when the treatment
has been suitable they are at this time of the
year freely borne. By some they are when
cut, used for button-holes and similar purposes,
but before this is done they should after cutting

considered invaluable alike to private gardeners

as well as to trade or market growers. No
other plant that I am acquainted with—at any
rate, that may be raised so cheaply—can claim

to be so profitable. Well-grown Cyclamens are

capable of producing flowers freely from
October to March inclusive, and there is much
to admire in the foliage of the best strains, as

well as in the flowers and in their scent. But
there is a flaw in the character of this gem of

the winter. All appreciate their merits, but
how many among us can truthfully say they

invariably succeed in growing Cyclamens satis-

factorily ? There are far more failures than suc-

cesses. What gardener of an observant turn of

mind has not seen batch after batch of miserably

stunted plants, with a few leaves and still

fewer flowers, that represent the sum total of

* Paper read by Mr. W. Iggnlden before the Royal
Horticultural Society.

the various growers' skill in the cultivation of

Cyclamens ?

Persian Cyclamens carmot be grown to any
thing approaching perfection in the same hap-

hazard fashion that answers fairly well in the

case of Cinerarias and Chinese Primulas. From
first to last they must have every attention,

and ought really to be made quite as much a

speciality as are Chrysanthemums with so many
growers. Private gardeners, with their multi-

farious duties and manifold worries, are at a

serious disadvantage, especially when we com-
pare their conveniences with those at the

disposal of our most successful trade growers.

All the same, some of them grow Cyclamens
remarkably well, and so might many more if

only they went the right way to work. My
advice to gardeners generally is eitlier to do
them well, or else not to attempt their cultiva-

tion at all.

Sowing the Seed.

Wlien the rage for Cyclamens first set in^
this following quickly upon the commencement
of the wonderful improvement effected by
florists in the strains—most of us erred in sow-

ing the seed too late and too thickly. February

and March are too late to sow seed, though I

have succeeded well with plants resulting from

sowing seed early in January. Rather than

have the seedlings starving in pans, or, worse

still, in small pots in positions not good for

them (notably dry shelves in a forcing house,

owing to want of a better place), I would prefer

raising them in January. Of late years I have

sown the seed at least two months earlier, or in

October, while noted trade growers not infre-

quently sow some of their seed as early as

August or September, and the rest nearer mid-

winter. In each and every case new seed is to

be preferred to old, as it germinates more
quickly and strongly. From first to last no
check ought to be given to the growth of the

young plants. If once the roots are badly

broken or injured in any way, or if the tiny

corms harden prematurely, subsequent progress

will inevifcibly prove most unsatisfactory. In-

stead, therefore, of raising the plants Mustard
and Cress fashion as of old, the more modern
plan of sowing thinly, thereby obviating the

necessity for pricking out, is much the best.

Fill well-drained pans with a mixture of equal

parts of fresh loam and good natural leaf soil,

with silver sand added. Make this firm and
level, press the seed singly into it about

1^ inches apart each way, and cover with a

quarter of an inch or so of fine soil. Arrange

these pans on a slate-covered staging in a house

where the temperature will range from 60° to

7tl°, give a gentle watering, cover with squares

of glass, and darken this with brown paper or

Moss. Good seed will germinate, if the soil is

kept uniformly moist, in five or six weeks.

Wlien this has taken place, remove the shading,

and gradually inure the seedlings to the air and

light, eventually raising them up near to the

glass. Keep them growing in the same tem-

perature they were raised in, but carefully

screened from either cold currents of air or extra

dry heat, till sturdy little plants are formed,

when rather less heat is desirable. Spray them

with tepid water at least once a day, and keep

the soil in the pans uniformly moist, but not

saturated.

PoTTLVc; AND OTHER CuLTUKAl DeT.ULS.

Before the roots become interlaced with each

other the young seedlings ought to be placed

singly into 2i-inch pots. Seeing that they are

well apart in the seed pan, every plant can be

lifted out with the point of a label, with a small

portion of soil about the roots, and if properly
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potted no serious check to the plant's progress
will be given. For this first potting, soil

similar to that in which the seeds were sown
may be used. This should not be pressed
hard, and the tiny corms ought to show just

above the level of the soil. It is now when the
private gardener's difficulties become apparent,
especially when the first potting takes place in

the autumn rather than in March, as would be
the case if the seed were sown in December or
January. Young Cyclamens, as before hinted,
will not thrive in dry surroundings, and soon
become stunted and dirty on dry, hot shelves.

Where they succeed best is on an ash-covered
staging in low span-roofed houses such as trade
growers favour ; but failing these, plunge the
pots closely together in large shallow boxes
filled with either fresh Moss or cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, and block these well up to the light.

The soil must be kept on the moist side, and on
clear days lightly spray the plants overhead
in the morning and afternoon, also shading
them from strong sunshine. The temperature
may range from 55° to 65°, and the atmosphere
of the house should be kept moist. It is at

this stage of their career that many plants are
crippled by an attack of a small species of aphis,

this happening most often in mixed plant
houses. In former years we have been obliged
to dip tlie infested plants in soapy tobacco-
water, syringing this oft" the leaves next day,

but nicotine fumes are the present-day remedy.
If necessary to save tlie foliage from becoming
drawn, replunge or rearrange the plants, giving
them rather more room than previously.

Before they become badly root - bound or
weakened by being kept too long in small pots,

all worth the trouble should have a shift, this

time into 5-inch pots. A rather richer compost
is now desirable. To two parts of sweet, sound
loam, add one part each of good leaf-soil and
powdered dry cow manure with sand, and, if

the loam is devoid of fibre, " burn-bake ''added.
Pot moderately firmly, taking care not to

damage the leaves or to unduly bury the
corms. Return them to either an ash-covered
staging, standing them close together at first,

or, if shelves only are available, stand the pots
on green Moss, and keep this moist. In the
case of late-raised plants it will be advisable to

transfer them direct from the potting bench to

shallow frames on a mild or nearly exhausted
hotbed, placing abundance of ashes or else

boards under tiiem to keep worms out of the
pots. In either case gentle heat, plenty of

light, but no strong sunshine on the plants, a
moist atmosphere, and the usual round of

spraying are details that must be observed.
During the hottest part of the summer all the
plants ought to be thinly arranged in shallow
pits or frames sloping away from the south.
With me tliey thrive well in a shallow pit

against the west wall of a long span-roofed
vinery. Wherever located, the plants must
be carefully .shaded from stiong sunshine,
ought not to be exjjosed to drying winds,
and should be sprayed twice on clear

days. Be careful not to leave the shading
on when it can very well be dispensed
with, and avoid crowding the plants, as they
are much more ornamental when the leaf-

stalks are not unduly lengthened out. In
August, not later, some of the strongest plants
may be shifted into 7-inch puts, and if every-
thing has gone on satisfactorily, this size will

be found none too large. Any flowers that show
colour on the plants much before October should
be pulled oil'.

Treatment Dukino the Flowering Period.

As a rule late in September is soon enough
to housa Cyclamens; and this bi'ings us tj

another difficulty which trade growers do not
share with private gardeners. 'The majority of

the latter have no light span-roofed houses
with a central pathway and convenient side-

stages for their plants during the winter. But
this is what is wanted, especially if large batches
are grown. But because they cannot have just

what they want is no reason why gardeners
should muddle their Cyclamens among a variety

of other greenhouse plants. They must be
kept clear of everything else. Let them share

a side - stage in a warm greenhouse with
Cinerarias and Primulas, if need be, at

the coolest end. All of these plants are

better kept together in groups. If the stagings

are low or the sides of the house high, raise the

Cyclamens on inverted pots, keeping every plant

clear of its neighbour. In any case keep a close

look-out for greenfly, and subject these to nico-

tine fumes on the slightest signs of an attack.

I have seen hundreds of good plants spoilt,

ruined in fact, owing to a fortnight's too long

delay in dipping or fumigating them. Water
the plants carefully and always round the sides

of the pots, not right in the centre of the

corms. Plants with their pots well filled with
roots will be benefited by occasional supplies of

clear soot water or other weak liquid manure,
taking care to keep it off the foliage. All

flowers and any leaves to go with them should

be drawn clean away from the corms, never
cut. When stumps are left, they rot down to

the corms, and decay quickly spreads all round.

Remove all old flower-stalks in the same way,
early seed-saving weakening the plants and
being otherwise undesirable. No forcing ought
to be attempted, the plants flowering grandly
in a temperature of 45° by night to 50° or 55° by
day, accompanied by a gentle circulation of

warm, dry air.

The Second Season.

For several summers I tried the plan of only

partially resting the crowns, and planting them
with many of their old leaves intact in frames
on mild or nearly exhausted hotbeds. Some
were also planted in well-prepared soil in both
sunny and shady places, with the result in each

case of only a limited number of plants succeed-

ing sutticiently well to pay for carefully lifting

and repotting. These experiments, then, were
not satisfactory. It was subsequently proved
to my satisfaction that completely drying ott' the

plants, restarting and repotting, was the best

practice, and since adopting it a failure has

never taken place. As a matter of fact, my
two-year-old plants are frequently of more
value to me than well- grown younger ones.

Old Cyclamens should never be turned out of

doors, but after flowering ought to have water

gradually withheld from them prior to literally

baking them in the full sunshine. It is the

half-hearted drying-ofi' that is most likely to

end badly. Lay them on their sides if they
cannot be kept dry in any other way ; and I

nught add that the best hit I ever made was
when several plants were laid on their sides

on a shelf in a Melon house. They had
a thorough roasting. When they are thus

thoroughly ripened, a cool frame suits tliem

for a time. In June or early in July clean oft'

all dead leaves and dried leaf-stalks, set the pots

up closely together and water repeatedly, or till

enough has been given to thoroughly moisten the

soil. Then, if the frame or pit is kept close and
the corms syringed morning and evening, they
will break into growth over the greater part of

their surface. Befoi'e this growth is far ad-

vanced, all the plants should be overhauled.

Turn them out of their pots, pick away as mucli

of the old .soil as possible without breaking the

old and already active roots, and return to pots

a size or so larger than they were in previously.

If returned to the frames or shallow pits,

arranged thinly on a bed of ashes, watered,
sprayed, and shaded as advised in the case of

the young plants, progress will be rapid and
highly satisfactory. Instead of old plants being
later in flowering than the younger ones, they
are, if treated as I have advised, more likely to

be earlier. These old plants should have more
liquid manure than the young ])lants, and of

course require more room in their flowering

quarters. Seed-saving has a weakening effect

upon the young corms, and also interferes with
their preparation for flowering again.

Allusion has already been made to the in-

jurious effects aphides have upon Cyclamens,
and the remedy for them answers equally well

for thrips. Eel-worms sometimes attack the

roots of Cyclamens, causing them to swell ab-

normally, and having the eft'ect of completely
paralysing their action. For this reason the

pans containing the seed, and the young plants

later on, ought never to be placed in near prox-

imity to Cucumbers, Tomatoes, or other plants

the roots of which are very liable to be infested

by this nematode. The remedy is Little's

Soluble Phenyl diluted freely, a wineglassful,

or 2 oz. as measured by an 8 oz. medicine
bottle, proving sufficient for three gallons of

water. This applied occasioanlly instead of clear

water proves destructive to the eel-worm, and
stimulates rather than retards the growth of

the plants.

Not only are the modern flowers very much
larger than the type and the colours beautifully

varied, but the plants are also much stronger in

constitution than of old, and the foliage so hand-
some that the present-day Cyclamens might well

be cultivated for the beauty of their leaves

alone.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.STOVE.

Celsia cretica.—This old-fashioned plant is

admirably grown and flowered at Westonbirt.
The plants as I saw them in a greenhouse
had developed extra long and strong spikes of

rich yellow flowers, marked with reddish spots at

the base of the upper petals. So strikingly effec-

tive were they, that I remarked at the time how
surprising it is so few well-grown plants of this

species of Celsia are to be met with nowadays.
The cultural requirements of this plant are of the

simplest description. It is a half-hardy biennial,

and if raised from seed sown in gentle heat or a
cold frame in May or June, plants strongly

established in 5inch pots may be had by the

autumn. Winter them in a light position, keep
well supplied with water, applying hquid manure
after the flower-spikes commence forming, and a

grand display of flowers will be had in March,
April, and May.—I.

Solanum Wendlandi.—This Central Ameii-
can species of Solanum, which has been the sub-

ject of notes from time to time in The Garden,
and of which a coloured plate was published in

vol. xxxvii., has, judging by a letter in the Oar-

deiii'i-'i' Ghronich, proved to be of high ornamental
value in Cape Colony. The writer says :

" I

obtained a small plant from Kew about two years

ago, from which a large batch of plants has been
raised, cuttings rooting freely. Three of these

young plants were planted against a wire trellis

in the open ground in November, 1897, and they

are now (February, 1898) about 5 feet high and in

full bloom, with about nine trusses on each, some
of the trusses being 14 inches across. The plants

on this trellis make a splendid sight. It is, I think,

likely to become a market plant at the Cape, being

well adapted to the climate." Judging by its

behaviour in this country one may reasonably

expect that when it becomes thoroughly estab-

lished there the opinion of our South African
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friends as to its merits will be even more emphatic.

—H. P.

Abutilon vexillarium.—This Abutilon, an
illustration of which appeared on page 301, grows
well against a wall in the south-nest and Uowers,

unless cut by frost, nearl}' the whole year

through. ItJ long, arching sprays, from which
the crimson, yellow and maroon flowers depend at

intervals, are very graceful, and the individual

blossoms, though not particularly striking from a

distance, gain by a closer inspection. A specimen
of A. ve.xillarium variegatum planted not many
years ago in a sunny situation against a house is

now over 10 feet in width, and would probably
hvve exceeded that height had it not been limited

to 8 feet in that direction. As " H. P." points

out, this variegated variety of A. vexillarium is

apt, when planted out, to revert to the normal
form, and, in the case in point, there are now but
few signs of variegation on the leaves.— S. W. F.

Zephyrantlies coronata.—I should like to

cdl attention to this. My excuse for doing so is

because one sees it so seldom. This cannot be
because it is a difficult plant to manage. On the

contrary, it is one of the simplest. It requires

much the same treatment as Nerincs, Vallota«,

and such like, viz., after it has finished its growth
it should be placed on a shelf in the sun and kef)t

fairly dry at the root. I do not go so far as to

say it must be scorched, but it should be kept in

a fairly dry state until it shows signs of growth,
when it should receive sufficient water to moisten
the whole of the soil. A temperature of M' is

sufficient for it at all times. The flowers are of a

beautiful pink colour and borne on stitf stems
10 inches in length, and will last on the plant

from ten days to a fortnight. It is most useful

for cutting and very free flowering. I have plants

in oinch pots with- six and seven flowers each.

—A.

Kitchen Garden.

POTATOES.
The notes on diSerent varieties of Potatoes from
several correspondents are both interesting and
appropriate at this season, especially to those

who are expected to furnish a supply for the

greater part of the year from a somewhat limited

area. I was sorry to note that " A. 1)." chronicled

a considerable amount of disease last year and a

scarcity at the present time of home-grown
tubers. As he has opportunities for observation

over a wide area, it would be interesting if he
could tell us if many instances of spraying with
the mixture of sulphate of copper and lime came
under his notice, and, if so, what the results

were. Personally, I came through last year very
successfully, the sorts mainly relied on, viz., Duke
of Albany, Windsor Castle, and The Saxon, turn-

ing out remarkably well, with a very small per-

centage of diseased tubers. So far as the two
first-named are concerned, I am obliged to differ

from "A. IX'" as to late planting— that is, at any
rate, in the matter of the garden supply as op-

posed to field i^lantin^—at the same time admitting
that we are favourably situated and seldom get
frosts after the midille of April of sufficient

severity to cut down the haulm. Precautions
are naturally taken, and if there are indications

of frost, a man goes through the quarters, if the
growth is not sufficiently advanced for general
earthing, and draws a bit of soil to pushing
foliage. By planting early, both Duke of Albany
and Windsor Castle are approaching the ripening
stage when disease makes its appearance, and
the haulm can at once be removed. The Saxon,
which, taking all points into consideration, is mj'

best late Potato, was quite green in the haulm
when the disease struck it last year. All the

haulm was, however, cleared away before much
mischief was done, and the crop, although some-
what deficient in size, turned out clean and sound
and kept well. I can hardly understand why
"A Sufl'olk Grower " finds it necessary to grow
both Sharpe's Victor and Ashleaf, as these varie-

ties are just about contemporary in point of earli-

ness and very similar in cropping qualities, that

is, if a good type of Ashleaf is secured. The
heavy-cropping early varieties, of which Duke of

Albany and Early Puritan may be taken as types,

are rea-iy quite as soon as Ashleaf and give more
than twice the weight from a given area. Fail-

ing the ability on some soils to get these varieties

up to the necessary quality standpoint, I should
plant a border of Windsor Castle when Sharpe's
Victor was planted. It would not be far behind.

For small gardens, to furnish a supply during
nine or ten months of the year, I should recom-
mend Star of Reading and Windsor Castle.

E. BlRRELL.

Early Potatoes.—Many besides " S. M."
would like to know of a method of culture that
would ensure an early crop of Potatoes, even from
underneath sheltered walls, by the second week
in April. On page '202 Mr. Richard Nisbet saj's

he has frequently done so, and he certainly would
confer a great favour by givmg particulars of the
ways and means whereby such satisfactorj-

results are obtained. I have grown Sharpe's
Victor for several j-cars, but have not found it

superior to Ringleader, Carter's First Crop, or the
old Ashleaf in point of crop, earliness, or market
(juality. I have grown them on a warm border
under a forcing house, sheltered them with ever-

green boughs from the time when they appeared
above ground until they were safe from late spring
frosts, out I have never yet had the satisfaction of

digging the crop in April, nor within a month
later than the time stated by Mr. Nisbet. Like
" S. M.," I find Victor very tender in the foliage

when exposed to frost. Of this I had ample
testimon}' last spring, and more particularly in

the spring of 1S90. Then I had a border planted
with three sorts, including the one named, and
while the old Ashleaf had only a leaf or a top here
and there blackened by a late frost, the whole
batch of Sharpe's was cut down. I find, too, that
when injured by such late frosts the crop is

scarcely worth waiting for. Mr. Nisbet must
indeed be favoured by some extraordinary shelter

and warm borders to be able to dig so early.

Wiltshire certainly cannot claim many such spots.

These gardens are partictularly unfortunate in

the visitation of spring frosts, early crops suffer-

ing badly in some seasons. It would be quite
impossible for me to predict that a Potato crop
would be ready for use at any given date —that is,

the earliest batches—particularly in the open
away from shelter. Has not Mr. Nisbet made
some mistake in his dates?—W. S. , Hood A-^hlon

O'ardeiix, K'lY/s.

The reference to first early Potatoes in

recent numbers of The Garden reminds me to
say a good word for Star of Reading. It may
not be suitable for all soils, as no hard-and-fast
rule can be laid down in that respect. It cer-

tainly, however, is the best I have tried here,
doing its work as quickly as any, a long way the
best cropper—not, perhaps, in point of numbers,
but most decidedly so far as weight per root is

concerned, and this is an im[)ortant feature where
a large early supply is required and space is

limited. The first outdoor supply is taken from
a narrow south border, care being taken to earth
up as soon as the tops show through the soil, and
when these again make their appearance a few
bent rods are placed in position and a piece of
tiffany run along if there are any signs of frost.

—E. B. , Clnremonl.

Early Cabbages.—It is worthy of notice that
the bolting which characterised early Cabbages
so materially a 3-ear or two since has not been
repeated this spring. In every direction stock is

seen to be good, and the percentage of bolters
infinitely small. It is gratifying to find that
what was recently so marked a feature, either of
stocks or of the season, has not been perpetuated.
Judging by what has been seen of late, our stocks
of small early Cabbages never were better than
now. But it does seem as if the varieties grown
in gardens will be limited to a few, and those

chiefly of the dwarf, compact Ellani's type. That
valuable variety in its best form produces some
early heads, some later ones, and slight diver-
gencies in other respects. When a gardener
from a breadth of, perhaps, 1800 to 2000 plants
is able to say that he has been cutting con-
stantly for the past month, and will continue to
do so for a month longer, he is paying his stock
a very high compliment indeed. Whilst no abso-
lute unanimity of turning in is desirable, reten-
tion of character is essential. Through the agency
of these small early Cabbages it is possible to get
such sweet, tender Brassicaj on to tables where
hitherto larger Cabbages had been tabooed. Gar-
deners differ as to the merit attached to retaining
till the autumn a breadth of these early Cabbage
stumps. One able grower of vegetables recently
said that he did so, and always found the breadth
to bo invaluable in producing small sprouts
during the summer that were far sweeter than
ordinary Cabbages were. Presumably the prac-
tice is not universally followed.—A. D.

Early Celery.—Were it not for the retiuire-
ments of competitions at late summer shows, we
should probably see very little of early Celery.
Gener.ally it is a product that seems to present the
best flavour and highest degree of crispness in cold
weather. But the presentation of from three to
six, fine, well-blanched heads in a collection of
nine or twelve kinds of vegetables in August and
September is held to furnish a strong feature.
To have these plants in fine form undoubted skill

enters. Many things, such as Peas, Beans, Pota-
toes, Carrots, &c. , if there is a good soil, are with
ordinary skill not hard to obtain, but good solid,

blanched Celery requires trouble and ability,

whilst so early in the year it can hardly be re-

garded as in season ; j-et the fact that only
the best possible culture has produced it, added
to its imposing ajipearance, makes such Celery a
strong feature. For the making up of si.x dishes
only, in August especially, I should regard it best
if absent. We are then right into the natural
season of Peas, Runner or Dwarf Beans, Cauli-
flowers, Nantes Carrots, autumn-sown Onions
and Tomatoes, with still Potatoes and white
Turnips in reserve ; when more kinds have to be
selected, then there are Celery, Turnip-rooted
Beet, Peas, and early-blanched Leeks, so that
the range of selection is very good. Some ex-
hibitors even have Brussels Sprouts in very
early, but these, again, seem out of season.
Then there are also Cucumbers and Vegetable
Marrows. But amidst them all none commands
greater admiration for cultural skill than does
first-rate Celery. But even the best of plants
when so presented early sometimes prove weak ;

the centre stems are much elongated, and the
value of the product for table greatly deteriorated.
It is not at all easy to have fine Celery for show in
August, and yet prevent bolting to flower.—A. D.

XOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN,

White fly on Kale. — I have sent two or three
leaves of Kale which are infested with a little

white fly. I should be glad if you could give me
the name of same, also if you know any remedy
for getting rid of it. I find them mostly on the
Kales, Cabbage and Brussel Sprouts, which are
sometimes quite white with them on the bottom
side of the leaves.—E. P. N.

*,* The leaves of Kale which you sent are in-

fested with an insect known as the " snowy fly
'

(.Vleyrodes sp. ). Almost any of the ordinary
insecticides would kill it. The question is,

which is the least likely to impart a flavour to the
Kale ? This little insect is nearly allied to

the aphis.— G. S. S.

Early dwarf Peas.—Three rows, each 2o yards
in length, of William Hurst, Chelsea Gem, and St.

Osyth Gem were sown on a warm south border
the third week in November, and have each
opened their earliest flowers in the week ending
April 2,3. All have come through the winter well,

the growth being vigorous, and the colour the
deep healthy green one likes to see. The rows are
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30 inches apart, and I gave them a good surface
mulching of half-rotten manure early in the
winter to act alike as a slight protection from
severe frost (which has not troubled us), and as a
stimulant after heavy rains (which are yet to
come. Failing the rain the mulch will prevent
drying out on the warm, rather loose border. The
simultaneous flowering of the three varieties will
cause the after performances to be watched with
additional interest, and I hope under such favour-
able starting conditions to report later as to the
earliest and best.—E. Burrell.

Trees and Shrubs.

SHELTERED NOOKS AND CORNERS.
Now that the winter is past it is a pleasure to
look over the tender shrubs and find that so little

injury has been done by the frost. The winter,
though exceptionally mild, has been followed by
a cold spring, which, though somewhat retarding
growth, has done but little damage to shrubs, and
many have produced a wealth of flowers that
would well repay for any little trouble that might
be required in affording protection. When pay-
ing a visit to Battle Abbey the other day I was
struck with the healthy appearance of many of
the plants. The old abbey walls are covered with
choice creepers not often seen growing in the
open even in the south. The buttresses afforded
a protection against the wind and frost, which no
doubt had a very beneficial effect in preserving
the foliage, for many of the plants looked far
more healthy than those often seen cultivated
under glass. Habrothamnus elegans was flowering
most profusely against a wall facing south.
Physianthus albens covered a goodly space and
had bloomed freely, as one could see by the
peculiar seed-pods still hanging. Rhynchosper-
mum jasminoides was a picture of health, the
dark green foliage presenting that pleasing hue
so much appreciated by plant growers in general.
Mr. Camm informed me this was a sheet of bloom
during the latter part of the summer. Solanum
jasminoides seemed at home, its long rambling
growths being already furnished with flower-buds,
as also did Swainsonia galeg:ufolia, Bignonias,
Stauntonias, Aloysia citriodora, Clianthus, Tro-
pKOlums, and manj' others.
Turning to those in the open, I must not omit

to mention some fine clumps of Bamboo, particu-
larly B. Simoni, Azaleas, Camellias, Agapanthus
umbellatus, Myrtles, Bays, &c. The dry nature
of the soil has undoubtedly much to do with the
preservation of these plants, for during the
summer the ground must get parched, and, as
inost of it has been made, it is well drained. The
situation itself is a sheltered one ; though com-
manding fine views to the south, it is well wooded
to the north-east, and on the north is a fine Yew
hedge. There are many other places quite as
favourably situated where no attempt has been
made to plant choice shrubs, and I mention the
above as showing what might be accomplished if

more care were bestowed on some of these inte-
resting subjects of our gardens. Battle Abbey is
a place of some interest from an historical point of
view, therefore it is well that some of the old
associations of our gardens should be found there
also. It is in places like this that one unex-
pectedly meets with some old plant that has almost
been forgotten preserved with the greatest care,
for more is thought of old-fashioned flowers than
of those of recent introduction, and here at the
foot of the old ruins may be seen many of those
interesting curiosities. H. C. P.

Spireea Van Houttei.—The illustration of
this shrub which appeared on p. 251 will probably
induce many readers to obtain the plant for their
own gardens. Where it succeeds (and it evidently
does so to perfection in the United States) no
Spir.-ea is more beautiful. Yet my experience of
it in the London district is that it is one of the
most uncertain and disappointing of early-flower-

ing shrubs. It falls a victim to our treacherous
English springs two seasons out of three, or has
done so, at any rate, during the last six or seven
years. During the genial weather of January and
February it commenced to push into growth,
every bud disclosing its tiny raceme, but now,
after the bitter days of March, the edges of the
young leaves are brown and the racemes that
ought soon to have wreathed every shoot in white
are black and dead. Many of the early-flowering
trees and shrubs whose blossoms are so liable to

be spoilt by frost—such, for instance, as the early
Magnolias and Rhododendrons, are, as a rule,

safe in the liud state, but in this Spiraea they are
killed almost before they are in evidence at all.

The moral of all this is that it ought to be tried

before being planted extensively. It is not a
hard winter that injures it, it is the reversal in

order of winter and spring. In New Jersey I

suspect that when once winter has gone it does
not come back till its proper time. The flowers

are thus kept back till they are safe. A Spira-a

superior to the vagaries of an English spring is

S. arguta. It is quite as beautiful as S. Van
Houttei, and although a comparatively new and
rare plant at present, it is getting into the nur-

series, and will no doubt in time become as popular
as it deserves to be. I have never known it fail.

—W. J. B.

Wild gardening with Furzes and Brooms.
—This is an excellent time of the year to lay in a
little store of seeds of certain plants that look
very pretty in the landscape, such as Furze and
Broom. The readiest way to raise these plants is

from seed, and we like at this time of the year to

take a bag of seed of one of these and lightly

scatter it here and there, without any further
attention, in any broken ground and bare place
not too much frequented by rabbits. In new
plantations, where we wire for the sake of keep-
ing out rabbits, and the ground is often broken,
it is an excellent plan to scatter the seed of Furze,
giving, as it does, such a pretty cover, and, as
we find, not in the least interfering with the pro-
gress of young trees, such as Larch and Pines.

Fields treated in this way have been very pretty
through the late winter, and will be so for some
time to come. It is not only the common Furze
which is attractive in so many places throughout
the United Kingdom when treated in this way,
but we may use three kinds of Furze, namely, the
little autumn - flowering Furze, and what the
French call the Foxbrush Furze—a fine tall Furze,
making an e-xcellent growth, and, being of a
plumy habit, is easily made into good faggots
where these are wanted, and they are often most
useful both in farm and garden. The little Furze
(Ulex (ialli), again, is quite distinct from either of

the above, flowering in autumn. The common
Broom is one of the best of all shrubs treated in

this way, and little need be said about it. An
excellent plant also is the Spanish Broom, which
flowers later than any of them, and is a very hand-
some shrub, with the peculiar quality of growing
(no doubt from long habit in the arid mountains
of its native country) in any dry bank of rubbish,

on hot, sandy slopes, raw railway banks, and in

quarries, where in the hottest summers it will

flower handsomely. The seed is easily got, and
not dear, and the best way to establish it is to

scatter the seed in such places any time during
the coming month or six weeks—not the only, but
the best season for sowing, as giving the plants a
start before the winter comes. We have thus at
least five kinds of Furze and Broom which lend
themselves admirably, not only to the beauty of

the landscape in the early part of the year, but
help very well as low covert and foregrounds near
drives and grass rides, and many other positions

about a country place.

—

The Field.

NOTES ct- QUESTIONS.—TREES ^ SHRUBS.

Berberis buxifolia.—This South American
Barberry, though scarcely so showy as B. Dar-
wini or the charming hybrid B. stenophylla, is

for all that a very handsome shrub, and possesses

several characteristics essentially its own. In the
first place the flowers expand before those of

either of those just mentioned, and in colour they
are quite distinct, being of a clear bright yellow.

The Box-leaved Barberry forms a free-growing
bush that reaches a height of 6 feet to 8 feet, and
the flowers, which are produced in great profu-
sion, are solitary and borne on unusually long
stalks, this latter forming a noticeable feature.

Beside the specific name of buxifolia, this is also

known by that of B. dulcis ; indeed, one name is,

as a rule, used as fretjuently as the other. There
is a variety—nana—which forms quite a miniature
plant, and to those fond of such things it may be
commended. With this species in full flower, B.
Darwini and B. stenophylla rajiidly approaching
that stage, and others to follow, we have no lack

of flowering Barberries.—T.

Magnolia stellata.—The pleasure grounds at

Westonbirt are famous for the collection of

admirably grouped conifers, shrubs and hardy
plants to be found in them. Just now a bush
about 4 feet high of Magnolia stellata on the
grass is an object of great beauty, this being
covered with scores of white, sweetly-scented,
star-shaped flowers. It is a perfectly hardy
deciduous species from .Japan. Mr. Chapman
stated that it thrives best in a retentive soil, and
further that the finest specimen of the Magnolia
he has yet seen is in the pleasure grounds at East-

nor Castle, the bush having attained a height of

6 feet.—W. I.

Each recurring season this little Magnolia
adds to its circle of admirers, and this year it will

by no means lose ground, as it has been a perfect

picture everywhere. At Kew there are two or

three beds planted with bushes of this Magnolia,

which at a little distance form quite a mass of

white, as the blossoms can be counted by hundreds.

The effect is heightened by carpeting the surface

of the bed with some low-growing subject, such

as the beautiful blue-flowered Scilla sibirica, that

blooms at about the same time as the Magnolia,

and with whose pure white blossoms the azure-

tinted ones of the Scilla contrast well. Mag-
nolia stellata is just the thing for a small garden,

and it is thoroughly hardy.—T.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1168.

THE DOESET HEATH
(erica C1LI.\EIS

)

(with a ooloueed plate.*)

It is a common thing among gardening people

to talk of plants Leing neglected or not grown

so much as they deserve, &c.., and perhaps of

all the plants in ]]iitain there is none to

which these plu'ases might lie applied with as

much justice as the various Heaths of Britiin

and Europe. We would rather have them,

as far as the open garden is concerned, than

any family of plants from other countries.

The way they grow in any situation or soil

—

it is quite a mistake to suppose that peaty

soils are necessary for them, though they may
grow very well in such—their constancy and

profusion of flowers in charming colours and

fine variety, make them among the most

eflective aids the picturesque gardener can

ever find. Like many other plants they

suffer from the common way of dotting. Al-

though almost all of them are as easily in-

creased as the grass, _few people take the

trouble to group and mass them picturesquely.

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon at

Gravetye Manor, Sussex. Lithographed and printed

by J. L. Goffart.
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Even in places where there may be no room
in the flower garden for these plants there

is usually some gi-oiind near in whicli thej

would give good effects, especially as they are

evergreen or almost so. The finest kinds,

however, are worthy of a place in any garden,

and some of our native Heaths hreak into

mf'st beautiful varieties and colours.

Among hardy Heatlis there is none more
neglected than the species which i.= here figured,

E. ciliar.'s, called the Dorset Heath, and which
with us is quite free in dry sandy loam. The
habit is rather dwarf—about a foot high—
with pale red llowers which are very pretty

in colour, and generally continue to the end of

the summer and into late autumn. The
flowers die off' into a russet brown, and the
mixture of fresh bloom and the brown of the
past llowers is quite distinct and charming.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Late Broccoli.—This is an important crop, as
often the earlier kinds are destroyed by severe
frosts. If a hardy late kind be grown this may
escape and prove valuable. Many sow their
Broccoli in March, but it is too early, as fre-

quently the plants are left starving in the seed
beds and get weakened. What is needed is a
sturdy growth from the start, as a short-legged
plant is better able to resist frost. In fact,
such plants are often protected by snow.
Much the same advice as regards sowing
applies to earlier and mid - season supplies,
but by all means select an open quarter, as free
exposure is essential to get a dwarf plant. For
Broccoli good soil is needed at the start, with
plenty of moisture. Sloping banks are not suit-
able for the seedlings, as the soil is too much
drained. A flat surface, free of trees, and if pos-
sible a holding soil, are necessary. There is no
lack of mid-season kinds, but there is only a
limited number of really good late reliable sorts,
and these I will note. For manj' years I have
grown CattelFs Eclipse for April supplies, and so
far have had no reason to complain. It is an old
variety, but I have had it good at the season
named when all others have failed. JSIany would
object to the colour of the heads, but the quality
is excellent, and its hardiness goes a long way in
its favour. Late Queen cannot be beaten as a
succession to the one named. This is rarely
affected by frost, and in severe winters its dwarf
stem is uninjured, and it turns in early in May,
when it is invaluable. It may be grown in two
different positions, thus securing a succession.
For some years my best late Broccoli for use at
the end of May and early in June has been Model,
and no one who has once grown this variety will
discard it, as, owing to its dwarf growth and
dense foliage, the centre or heart being quite
obscured, it is of great value. This variety stood
the severe winter of 189-1, and planted at different
times there is no difficulty in keeping up a regular
supply till the spring Cauliflowers turn in. A
variety much liked in the north for late use is

Methven's June. This is not unlike the last two
named as regards hardiness and good quality. I
plant the Broccoli in firm laud not recently
manured ; indeed, it often follows Strawberries,
the ground not being dug. Grown thus the plants
are not so large as in better soil, but being sturdy
are better able to battle against our variable
climate.

Late Kale.—There is no better time to sow
Kales for the spring supply than early in May, as
by doing the work now a good plant is secured.
My remarks concerning the soil for the seedlings
of Broccoli are applicable here. In my case, late
Kale often follows early Potatoes or Spinach, and.

though I am a great advocate for a firm root-run
to secure a dwarf, hard plant, it is well to give
food in poor land to obtain good heads. For pre-
sent sowing there are some very fine varieties of

the Scotch Kales, a good early spring sort being
the Dwarf Green Curled. There is a taller variety,
but this is often injured by frost. The Arctic
Kales are of great value in cold localities. There
are two kinds, the Purple and Green, both being
noted for their hardiness and excellent flavour
when cooked. For April cutting Read's Hearting
is a superb variety, and one of the last of the
Scotch section to run to seed. For use from the
middle of April to the middle of May the Aspara-
gus and Cottager's Kale should find a place. The
shoots of these form a good dish when others are
running to seed. I usually plant these in out-of-
the-way places or on a north border, so as to pro-
long the supply. These, being gross growers, need
less food than the Green Curled varieties noted
above.
Late Parsnips.—I advised a sowing in Feb-

ruary if Urge roots were needed, but for use from
Christmas to May I would advise a small sowing
at this date in an open position, leaving the roots
in the ground all the winter. Seed sown now
produces medium-sized roots of excellent quality.
Roots of the size named are more useful in private
gardens than large ones, and they have other
advantages over the coarse roots. The flesh is

more tender, having been grown in a shorter
time, and, what is so important to many, there is

no trouble with disease. It is a good plan pre-
vious to sowing to dress the quarter with lime
freely, or, what is better, wood-ashes and soot.
This will clear the soil of pests that prey upon
the roots in winter. Recentlj-manured land is

not advised. My Parsnips will follow late Celerj',

the deep cultivation for the Celery just suiting
the Parsnip. Student has been a favourite for

many j'ears owing to its size and quality. I

regret there are some very coarse varieties s-old

under this name. Last year I grew Tender and
True. It is superior to the true Student ; not
quite so large, but of first-rate quality.

Spin.vch.—There will be no lack of this vege-
table for the next few weeks from the autumn-
sown plants. To keep up a regular supply during
the summer taxes the best cultivator, as in hot,
dry weather the plants run to seed badly before
they form much leafage. To guard against
failures, it will be advisable to sow on cooler sites

from this date. I advise a small sowing fort-

nightly. From the end of May through .June
and July it will be well to grow this crop on a
north border, and to sow thinly. Even then in

light soils it will be necessary to mulch the plants.
I find spent Mushroom manure excellent. By
placing this between the rows and giving a
thorough watering twice a week the supplies may
be kept up. I find there is always a demand if

the leaves are fleshy and green. For present sow-
ing up to the end of May, Victoria is a good
variety, and the Carter Spinach is excellent for

hot weather. I am not very much in favour of

sowing between rows of Peas. Spinach to be
good requires an open position, well-manured soil,

and room for the leaves to develop. It is often
sown too thickly, this causing running and weak
growth.

Peas.—Some time ago I advised as to the pre-

paration of the soil for the July crop and later

supplies. In poor soils there is a difficult}- in

getting full crops in hot, dry weather. Now and
onwards by sowing the seed in trenches prepared
in advance a better supply may be looked for.

There is no lack of good kinds for present sowing,
and to keep up a succession the most important
point is culture. In light land, or on sloping, dry
banks, it is well to make trenches 1 foot deep,
placing in these 6 inches of good manure well
decayed, and over the manure 3 inches of soil.

Sow the seeds upon this, and by placing the seeds
2 inches to ,3 inches apart there will be much
better results, as then each plant is able to
expand and is not starved owing to want of root
room. Crops just ready for sticking if at all

thick will repay thinning. There is plenty of

excuse for sowing thickly early in the season, as
one cannot depend upon the weather, but with
good seed there is no fear now—and we rarely
have to complain of bad seed in these days.

Turnips.—A good breadth of this vegetable
may be sown now for the June and later supply.
I am not in favour of large roots, so that it will
be well to reserve a cool border for a later
summer crop if ground can be spared. At the
same time, with a good lot of roots at command
in June and July, it is an easy matter to lift fully-
grown roots, lay in the soil under a north wall,
and thus prevent them losing flavour. For
present sowing I know of no better kind than
Snowball. It is a quick grower and of excellent
quality. If the roots are required for keeping it

will be well to sow Red Globe, this remaining
solid a long time. Some persons prefer the yel-
low-fleshed roots. Such kinds as Golden Ball and
Yellow Perfection are of delicious flavour. The
latter matures very quickly and is a first-rate

late summer variety. Those who need small roots
will do well to reserve a piece of ground slightly
shaded by trees, as grown thus there will be less

trouble, should the summer be hot and dry. For
sowing. Criterion is one of the best in light soils.

This roots deeply and resists drought.

Tomatoes.—Plants raised for early supplies
will ere now have been potted on. The early
plants will now be ready to place in cold frames
or in cool houses. It is important they be placed
near the light, to get them as dwarf as possible.

I have found it much better to give a shift than
to starve them in the pots if the plants are root-

bound, as if in the latter condition they often
cast their first fruits. In potting use good loam,
but no manure. Such aids as bone meal, wood
ashes, or spent Mushroom manure may be used
with poor soil. Firm potting is a necessity to
get sturdy growth ; small seedlings potted on
now will make nice plants for later supfdies if

they can be given glass protection for the next
month. Failing this, it is useless to sow late and
expect a full crop. Plants that are sheltered
under walls or copings may be given plenty of air

daily. Those sown specially for early fruiting
will now be showing their first flower-trusses, and
may be fertilised at mid-day in bright weather.
The quarters may be prepared for the outloor
plants. S. M.

FRUIT UNDER GLASS.

Vines in pots, &c.—Grapes, under the culture
detailed from time to time in these columns, have
been ripe forafortnight, but, owing to other circum-
stances, were only commenced upon a week since.

Now I am cutting dail}-, and have every reason
to be satisfied with the results. The bunches are
larger than usual for first earlies, the berries, too,
being all that one could expect from pot Vines,
whilst the all-important item of good colour
and finish is in evidence. There is—and I am
pleased to note the fact—no symptom of rust, a
serious drawback at any time, but more ])reva-

lent under early forcing. For a few seasons past
this latter subject had occasioned no small degree
of annoyance, and try as I would and take every
precaution, it still exhibited itself here and there,
even with the pipes well cleaned and painted. I

have the impression that there is a small but
imperceptible escape of sulphureous fumes from
the furnaces at the back ; hence I have decided
to shift the quarters for first early pot Vines.
Figs in the same house have come to no harm
at all. Just now there is a thin coating of dust
on the roof, otherwise if the glass were quite
clean I should have to shade temporarily during
very bright sunshine, some small amount of scald-

ing having occurred. This can easily be done
with a thin wash of whiting and water applied
with a syringe. Whilst on this subject of shad-
ing, it will be opportune to give a reminder that
some Grapes really stand in need of shade in a
small degree at this season and until the foliage

is thoroughly well hardened. The Muscat of

Alexandria and Lady Hutt are two cases in

point. Whilst I am no advocate of shading
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for Vines as a general practice, the fact that
scalding does at times prevail, even when the
ventilation is carefully attended to, cannot be
ignored ; therefore, if by a slight amount of

shading it can be prevented, it is only a common-
sense application. A thickness of 1 inch
netting is in some cases ample for the purpose,
and it should not give much trouble to draw this

up the roof in cases of need. Now that the early

pot Vines, and in some instances the first early

permanent ones also, are ripe and ripening, the
ventilation must be modified, an increase being
made day by day in a gradual manner, and at the

same time a sensible diminution in the amount of

atmospheric moisture. Thus the fruit will keep
in better condition and be at the same time
improved in flavour. If during the colouring,

ventilation be freely given (jome growers reach
this point and then fail), the colouring will be
facilitated, and, what is more, it will not afterwards
go off so soon as it does in some instances in such
Grapes as the Black Hamburgh. A night tempera-
ture of from 60^ to 65' when the fruit is ripe will

be ample, the day temperature being modified in

like manner. As soon as the fruit from pot Vines
is cut the rods should be cut down and all be
cleared away to make room for the next crop,

whatever it may be. It is a good plan to clear

one Vine at the time, making an exception where
the crop is above the average, in which instance

taking off one or more bunches may assist in the

final ripening of those remaining.

Packing karly Grapes.—As in most instances
the bunches are smaller, the boxes or baskets for

packing should be smaller too, as well as for the
additional reason of not having to cut so much of

the crop at one time. The best method of pack-
ing is that of fixing each bunch around the sides

of either basket or box, so that the weight is

borne by the stem when tied around the topmost
edge. Then with reasonable care the fruit should
not come to any harm in transit. To roll each
bunch in paper and then pack flatwise is not such
a good method, even if it be done ever so care-

fully.

Later houses of Grapes.—In these it is a
matter of routine work, but let each detail

receive attention in due time. For a case in point,

it does not take so long to thin a bunch of Grapes
when no larger than the seed of Sweet Peas
(which is quite small enough to take as an example
of fir.st thinning) as it will do later on when the

berries are as large as Green Peas. The scissors

in the former case can be manipulated so much
more readily and with less apprehension of injury.

In thinning, more allowance will have to be
made with some varieties than with others for

stoneless berries. As cases in point, such Grapes
as West's St. Peters, Alnwick Seedling, Muscats
in variety and Dr. Hogg all have a tendency at times
to produce these imperfect berries ; therefore, to

thin too freely at first is not a good plan. When
Vines are somewhat impoverished this failing is

more likely to occur, unless in cases where it pro-

ceeds directly from imperfect fertilisation. The
advice already given with regard to obviating the
recurrence of these small oerries by manurial
applications should be noted where necessary.

Attend to the stopping (pinching is perhaps a
better word to use, as to pinch with the thumb
and finger is much better than to stop with the
knife) in good time and guard against all over-
crowding of the foliage. An exception might be
made by allowing a greater run of leaf-growth
when the Vines show signs of weakness. Roots
win thereby be encouraged in proportion to the
top growth. To be unduly severe in the stopping
and thinning of the shoots when colouring has com-
menced is bad in practice and principle. White
Grapes, it is true, will put on colour better with more
light than black ones, but this can be accom-
plished by moving the leaves on one side just for

the time much more efincaciously than by depriv-
ing the Vines of any foliage. The advice given
more than a month back anent the red spider will

still hold good. We have better remedies in pure
rain water than in anything else, whether it be
applied cool during the growing season or hot

during the resting period. If the case be a really

bad one before any measures had been adopted,
then it may be needful to syringe with rain water
containing a thin solution of sulphur. This will

reach the red spider directly upon the under sur-

face of the leaves, where, generally speaking, it

congregates the most. To allow any case to be-

come a bad one is, however, most reprehensible

;

it affords no excuse for those who should see the

state of the case in due time.
Mildew on Vines.—I have often said that

if one wants to get an attack of mildew it is

very easy to do so. All that has to be done is to

be careless with the ventilation for a few days
when the weather is rather chilly after a warmer
period. For instance, suppose early in May we
have a week or ten days of fine warm weather,
with the wind in a genial quarter, the ventilation

then has to be somewhat free, with possibly a
small amount of side or front air put on. So far

all may be well, but if the wind veers round to

the east and a colder, chilly time ensue, with
little or no sunshine, these tactics must be
aboli-shed, or the mildew will soon appear. It is

still further engendered by neglect of the night

temperatures at such times. The fires may pos-

sibly have been going easily with a mildei spell,

and the same state of things still be allowed to

prevail without a due regard to the change of

weather. Thus a chill is given, and if there be
the very slightest tendency to mildew it will soon

spread rapidly. To sum up the case as regards

mildew, it is this : given careful attention to tem-

peratures and ventilation, it is rarely apparent, but

gi ven the reverse, it must cause no surprise if it soon

does irreparable injury. With changes in the

weather whilst the berries are about the size of

early Green Peas, it behoves everyone to be
careful and vigilant too.

Late Vines.— These will now be growing
apace, so fast, in fact, as to need an extra effort to

keep up with the work. Get the disbudding
done as soon as the best-placed and best-bunched
shoots can be chosen, but do not afterwards be in

a hurry to tie down, but merely relieve the shoots as

they touch the glass, or tie them temporarily down
for the time until the base of the shoot is rendered

more firm, for, owing to the rapid growth, it takes

but a slight efiort to force them out at the junc-

tion with the old wood. Alicante is liable to do
this, and so is West's St. Peters to a serious

degree. Late vineries will, in all probability, be

still crowded with plants, bedding and otherwise.

Endeavour, however, to work these out as soon as

possible. It is bad for the Vines, and bad for the

plants too, to remain much longer now under
these conditions. Should we, perchance, have a

change from the present dry weather to a wet
period, give attention to atmospheric moisture

more especially. Scarcely any damping down
will be required, whilst in addition even then it

may be necessary to gently tap the Vines both by
night and by day to remove any superabundant
moisture on the leaves. Hortus.

The Market Garden.

STRAWBERRIES FOR HEREFORD.
Strawberry growing for profit in this county
has sprung into existence witliin the past

twenty years, and as a commercial undertaking

has been attended with great success. It was
taken up with great entliusiasm in the first

instance, and according to jjresent appearances
Strawberry growing will be more largely em-
barked upon than ever. Last year several

hundreds of acres of land were utilised for this

purpose, and during the past few months other
plantations have been formed, which have
materially increased the total acreage. These
latter and the foregoing plantations consist

principally of large fields several acres in ex-

tent, quite open and unshaded, so that both
plants and fruit experience all the sunlight and

air possible. Generally speaking, most of these
fields slope gently towards the sun, but there
are a few acres where the opposite is the case.

The aspects vary and are any point of the com-
pass between due east and that of due west.

The sites chosen possess, as a rule, a good
depth of soil, and this in the generality of

cases is the deep, rich, red loamy soil peculiar

to the county. On this soil the .Strawberry
flourishes to a remarkable degree, and bears
very heavy crops of fruit. So well does the
soil suit the Strawberry, that, unless done for

convenience sake, the plants will continue
bearing for several years before it becomes
necessary to break them up and replant. There
is a plantation not far from here, some five

years old, which yielded over IJ tons of fruit

per acre last season, and, judging by the ap-

pearance of the plants, they look likely to do
the same again this year. The plants are

grown in rows about 30 inches apart, and are

from 12 inches to 18 inches apart in the rows.

In some few cases the plants are set out

beneath or between fruit trees and bushes, but
the most popular plan is to plant them quite in

the open, in the manner already indicated.

Planting

is usually done late in the autumn and con-

tinued on through the winter, weather per-

mitting. When planting is, however, stopped

by adverse climatic conditions in winter, it has

tlien to be deferred until spring-time. This

late planting causes a whole season to be lost,

as the young plants have not time to become
sufficiently established to enable them to bear

fruit. This is really the only serious fault that

can be found with field culture of Strawberries,

as, if planting were only done as soon as good
strongrunners could be secured, thegrower would

reap some return for his outlay the first season.

When talking to a large grower recently I

pointed this out to him, and after the matter

was explained he could plainly see that early

planting would be greatly to his advantage.

The first season after planting the principal

thing is to keep down weeds and runners

between the rows, which is done by means of

horse hoes. The following spring the soil,

after being lightly scuffled up and cleaned, is

then ready for moulding tlie plants with, which

is done by a single turn of the plough on either

side of each row, which serves a double purpose.

This moulding supplies the necessary quantity

of soil for the support of the new roots emitted

round the collars of the plants, thus taking the

place of the mulching generally practised in

gardens, while it has the advantage of keeping

the plants cool during a dry time. The plants

bear a full crop the second year, and the follow-

ing autumn, and sometimes during the winter,

the cutting away of runners and the cleaning of

the plantation are then carried out. Sometimes

this operation is left over until the spring, but,

as a rule, it is generally done at the time

indicated.

Manurino

is invariably left over until spring-time, or just

before moulding is done. The manures used

vary in their composition ; sometimes it is farm-

yard manure, and sometimes artificial. The
latter are the more extensively employed on

account of their easier application. Among the

artificial manures, quarter-inch bones, bone
meal, and fish guano are a few which find

favour, while shoddy is also used with good

eflfect by some growers. The manures are

sprinkled on either side the rows just before

moulding is done, to ensure their being buried,

so as to become the more quickly available for the

use of the plants. Soot would prove a valuable
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stiimilaiit for this purpose, as in addition to its

fertilising properties, it keeps down slugs,

especiiilly if applied in the spring or when the

ground is being worked. Some growers apply
the (juarter- inch bones in the months of

January and February, and the bone-meal just

before the plants come into blossom. After the

second year the plantation must be manured
each season if the plants are to be maintained in

a healthy, free bearing condition, otherwise both
the quantity and (piality of the fruit will be less.

It should liave been stated that when planting

on low-lying or damp ground, it is the rule to

set out the plants on ridges. The latter are

prepared in precisely the same manner as for

the sowing of Mangolds and Swedes. In fact,

I know of one instance in which the Swedes
were pulled early and the Strawberry plants set

out immediately afterwards. In this case the

ridges had been extra well manured as a pre-

paratory measure. Coming- now to the ques-

tion of

Varieties,

the most extensively-grown sort is Sir J. Pa.\-

ton. Royal Sovereign has also been large'y

planted during the last few years, and this will

eventually become extensively cultivated for

early su]jply. I know of a large grower who
used, if lie does not do so now, to grow the
Stirling Castle Pine for market work. There
may also be some other varieties grown, but the
two mentioned are the leading sorts. Both
Royal Sovereign and Sir J. Paxton are enor-

mous croppers and yield a long succession of

fruit. The fruits of the hrst-named are not
ijuite so firm as those of the latter, but this

drawback is more than compensated for by the
earlier ripening of the berries, while both are
very remunerative from a pecuniary point of

view.

Gathekixo.

When tlie berries begin to ripen a busy and
anxious time is at hand for the grower, and a
good deal of extra labour has to be imported to
enable the gathering to be done expeditiously.
Fine weather is also an important factor, as this

means not only a full yield, but the fruit ripens
more perfectly, the flesh is firmer, while the
flavour is considerably enhanced. Wet, showery
weather, on the contrary, leads to a consider-
able loss through much of the fruit being spoilt.

The past few seasons have been all in favour of
the Strawberry grower, as there has been little

or no rainy weather to occasion any loss from
this cause. Gathering is commenced early in
the morning, when the hands pick the best
of the berries only. These are put into punnets,
which latter are packed in cases or old Orange
boxes and despatched by early train for the
markets in the large towns. These punnets
are not the ordinary round ones, but are oblong
in shape, each one having a handle which, when
folded down, keeps the one above it from press-
ing unduly on the fruit when packed. Thin
strips of wood are placed between each layer as
an additional precaution, and one grower of my
acquaintance uses Rye-straw, cut to the exact
length of each packing-case for this purpose,
and pronounces it to be a superior and cheaper
method than employing wooden strips. In
these packages the fruits travel well, and the
punnets and contents, when lifted out, are at
once ready for sale without any further pre-
paration. Tlie "seconds" are gathered and
packed in baskets called " pecks," which hold
from 101b. to 141b. each. These baskets are made
of wicker, and are of a peculiar shape, much
resembling a pickle jar in appearance. They
are quite round, the sides are upright to about
three fourths of their height where they be-

come much narrower and the remaining portion
forms a kind of neck. Each basket is lined
with paper before the fruit is put in, and when
filled are packed in the railway trucks, one on
top of the other, when the neck portion of each
basket forms a support for the one above it and
prevents the fruit from becoming damaged.
The thirds or all the smaller fruits are gathered
for preserving, and these are put direct into
tubs which are supplied by the proprietors of

the jam factories. These tubs hold from 50 lb.

to GO lb., but, as a rule, the average weight is

about 50 lb. each.

With regard to prices, the first gatherings or
the best quality fruit realise from lOd. to Is.

per lb., and the seconds 4d. to (id. per lb., ac-

cording to the season. After Strawberries be-
come plentiful, prices naturally come down in

value, and then much greater quantities are de-
spatched in the peck baskets already alluded to.

The prices for the preserving fruit average
about 2id. per lb. Great quantities of Straw-
berries are disposed of in the county, but the
major portion of the yield is sent to the large
towns, a good deal of it going to INIanchester.

It is, of course, the prime quality fruit which
secures for the grower a handsome profit, and
even when the whole of the crop is lumped to-

gether the results are very satisfactory and
prove that Strawberry growing for market is a
profitable undertaking. A. W.

NOTES ON TOMATO CULTURE.
Growing Tomatoes for the market is not quite
such a simple matter as at first sight appears.
Not a few have made a mistake in their choice of
sites. A poor, thin soil may be made to produce
good crops for two or three seasons, as in the case
alluded to on page 31ti, but after that either a rest
has to be given or else a considerable amount of
fresh soil has to be added. I am able to add
about 3 inches of fresh soil—poor, sandy clay, it is

true, but 3'et good enough for the purpose— to the
cultivated depth each season. This is done by
bastard trenching, certainly the best and cheapest
form of renovating stale soil. If the only alterna-
tive consisted of adding fresh earth, each winter
well mixing this with the old soil, that would be
expensive and laborious and not invariably suc-
cessful. Mr. T. Rochford's %vay out of the diffi-

culty (see p. 316) is a good one, and one which I

have put into practice for three j'ears past.

Pot Culture

I hold to be much the most expensive method of
all, but properly carried out it pays well. With
me the plants start much better and produce
earlier crops than is the case with plants of the
same age planted out, presumably owing to the
soil in the pots not being so cold as that forming
a border. Each season, therefore, pots are used
for the two houses to be started early in the new
year, and which are not the same as have been
devoted to pot plants during the two preceding
j'ears. Small sizes, or anything under 12-inch pots,
are not recommended, the strongest and most
profitable plants being invariably found in the
larger sizes. This is a case of not less than
l'2(](i pots. The outlay on pots is a serious item
to beginners. Fresh soil, if it has to be pur-
chased, is another expense that has to be
reckoned with by those who, unfortunately, are
not in a position to dig all they require each
season from good land connected with their ven-
ture. In my small way it means carting two
great heaps to a convenient spot for wheeling
into the houses, and in Mr. Rochford's case it

must mean a mountain of fresh soil for his many
thousands of plants.

Where only a few plants are grown in pots,
room for one or more top-dressings may well be
allowed, but latterly I have had the pots nearly
filled with soil at the outset, allowing good space
for watering only. The work of top dressing

with rich compost occupies too much time, is not
unfrequently attended by damage to the foliage,
and the new soil misleads inexperienced or care-
less assistants, who when watering judge of the
state of the soil by the appearance of the new
soil, and not that crowded with roots below.
Occasional surfacings with special manures, with
abundance of liquid manure, commencing with
these before the plants present a starved appear-
ance, are applied, or otherwise light crops only
will set. Nor is this all. Those who depend upon
what can be done with plants having their roots
wholly confined to pots are likely to have light
crops for their pains. On a large scale they could
not possibly pay well. It is bad enough having
to water so many plants twice a day, but that
would not be often enough for anj' arranged on a
dry, hard base. I have tried arranging the pots
on undug ground, not preventing the roots from
spreading out into this, but they succeed better
either on loose or dug ground or a bed of ashes.
My forwardest have sent their roots out into
borders in all directions, and the ground has to be
watered occasionally, a mulching of strawy litter

about the pots also doing good service. It will
thus be seen that only a partial rest is given the
borders, but the change does undoubtedly act
most beneficially.

Roof Cpi.ture.

This season I am trying another method of
training in two long houses, and this, again,
ought to give a partial rest to the soil. The plan
of arranging the plants in rows across a house,
supporting each with either stakes or strings,
answers well when the structures are both wide
and high, but is not always a success in the case
of span-roofed houses 12 feet to 1-t feet wide.
This style of arrangement has been overdone, and
in many instances far better crops would have
been had if the roof had been covered with plants,
put out on each side of the house at a distance of
1 foot apart and confined to a single stem. In
addition to these outside rows, I have put out
two lines of plants 1 foot apart each way through
the centre of the house, and altogether about the
same number of plants are grown in a house
arranged in this way as would have been required
if they were spread over the borders. Tomatoes
trained up the roof crop so heavily that it is quite
possible the crops produced by the central double
row will be so much gain. Anyway, this arrange-
ment obviated the necessity for moving a bank of
Arums running through the centre of one of the
houses till they had given a valuable lot of flowers
for Easter. The outside rows of plants are
already nearly up to the glass. A somewhat
similar arrangement is carried out in what I term
my Carnation house, only in this case the central
rows are planted out and the outside rows were
well established in 12-inch pots before they were
arranged among the Carnations.

Overcrowding.

In our anxiety to produce as many fruits as
possible we are apt to err in the direction
of growing too many plants. What I mean by
close planting is when the plants are arranged
1 foot apart in rows 2 feet apart. After re-
peated experiments, I find that the best crops
are produced by plants about l.j inches apart in
rows 3 feet apart. Grown more thickly the
plants smother each other above ground and
starve each other at the roots. Given more room
they would individually produce much heavier
crops, and the fruit would be of superior quality,
realising better prices accordingly. Planting
thickly with a view to having enough in the event
of losses from the "drooping" disease is but a
poor reason, and instead of being a way out of the
difficulty is more likely to lead to severe losses
from this dreaded evil. When the plants are
arranged thinly, one side shoot developed low
down may be saved on each, either topping this
beyond the first bunch of flowers showing or else
laying it in to take the place of a neighbouring
plant affected by the " black stripe " or other
diseases. Plants with soft, sappy stems and large
leaves are undoubtedly the most liable to disease,
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but rank growth may be cliecked by applying
less water and manure than formerly, and an
abundance of sunshine—which Tomatoes revel

in—coupled with a free circulation of warm air,

ought to complete the hardening process.

Defoliating.

Kemoving the foliage from about the lower part
of the stems, so as to completely bare the clusters

of fruit during the ripening, often amounts to

wholesale mutilation. It ought to be remem-
bered that only fully-developed, healthy leaves

can properly assist in swelling and maturing the
fruit. Of these there are none too many if left

entire, and removing them recklessly injuriously

affects both the weight and quality of the fruit.

Those who would grow Tomatoes profitably ought
to supply fruit of superior quality, this meaning
not unfreipiently one penny a pound more than is

obtained for inferior produce. Even if the gain
is only a halfpenny per pound this should amount
to a fairly heavy gain on the year's working.
Those light-weighing—because somewhat hollow
— soft fruits produced by either much crowded or

severely defoliated plants travel badly, and do
not sell well, especially when Tomatoes are abun-
dant. Coarse, heavj' Tomatoes are not in demand,
but they are frequently of better quality than the
bulk of medium-sized to small Tomatoes gathered
from either crowded or defoliated plants. It does
not follow that because I am writing against
reckless defoliation it ought not to be practised
at all. It is the abuse of the o[)eration that is

objected to. I sometimes tind it advisable to

remove portions of leaves unduly shading the
flowers, and later on it is frequently necessary,
especially in the case of varieties dense in growth,
to reduce the size of the leaves when these ex-

clude sun and light from the ripening fruit—

a

very different matter to wholesale defoliation.

Setting the Fruit.

I believe in e.xposing the flowers to all the light
and sun possible. Strong, well-fertilised flowers
are usually followed by fruit containing abund-
ance of seed, and which, other conditions being
favourable, swell rapidly to their full size, form
and quality also proving satisfactory. Those
who are anxious to grow fruit good enough to
win prizes ought to select their floweis, early
removing all with malformed or fasciated centres,
this strengthening those reserved, as it is very
certain no large, perfectly-formed fruit ever
resulted from either puny or imperfectly fertilised
flowers. Nothing should be left to chance. I

prefer to go over all the plants daily towards
mid-day, or after the houses have been opened
long enough for the pollen to become dry, dis-

tributing this by smartly tapping either the wires
or stakes supporting the plants or else the stems.
Later in the season, or after the houses are set
wide open every day, no assistance is needed, the
fruit setting as freely as on plants quite in the
open. Failures occur in spite of these attentions,
and this is most noticeable during very hot
weather in the case of plants already heavily
cropped. The hot sun and heavy crops take all

the life out of the plants, and not till some kind
of relief, including liberal supplies of water and
liquid manure, to the roots is given will many
more fruit set. Topping shoots or leading growths
beyond a bunch of flower-buds has a strengthening
effect, favouring the development of the latter,

and a better set than would have otherwise been
the case if no topping had been resorted to.

Fresh leaders can be laid in. Excessive grossness
is also prejudicial to a good set of fruit, but this
rarely occurs in market growers' houses after the
first season. When it is seen that plants are fail-

ing to set fruit, owing to their gross habit of
growth, cease watering for a few days, or say a
fortnight, and, if flagging becomes very pro-
nounced, on bright days that will do more good
than harm. Reducing the size of the leaves also
tends to check grossness.

Watering and Feeding.

The ground for Tomatoes should be deeply
cultivated, heavily dressed with solid manure, and

further dressed with a mixture of chemical

manures, notably those abounding in phosphoric

acid and potash. This is what I consider a good
dressing for the poor, sandy, clayey soil I have to

deal with : Solid manure, trenched in, one cart-

load, weighing from loowt. to IVcwt. to the square

rod ; kainit (crude potash) 4oz., superphosphate
4oz., (basic slag 8oz. substituted in some cases),

and soot 8oz. per square yard, forking this into

the surface well ahead of planting. The kainit

and superphosphate are slow in dissolving, and
the basic slag still more so, and only one dressing

is given, but during the season soot-water varied

with nitrate of soda dissolved and applied at the

rate of :fOz. to the gallon of water is frequently

applied. We have been repeatedly warned against

mulching with strawy manure, as this is supposed

to favour the spread of slime fungus, or other

diseases of a fungoid nature, but personally I

would rather lose a few plants than dispense

with the mulching. Before these lines are in

print all the borders will have been mulched
with fresh strawy manure applied in a cool state

as a precaution against injury to foliage from an
excess of ammonia. These mulchings are a great

saving as far as the watering-pot or hose is con-

cerned, and the roots like them, keeping well up
to the surface accordingly. Without a mulching
of some kind to prevent rapid evaporation of

moisture we should be unable to keep the borders

so constantly moist as they ought to be, without
drenching them with water almost daily, and the

dry straw is better than exposed soil, the latter

keeping the atmosphere moister than desirable

at times. If plants are " going wrong," look to

the roots. The chances are not nearly enough
water has been given. If they present a starved

appearance give soot -water or other quick-

acting liquid manures, or otherwise the crops

will be neither heavy nor continuous.

Diseases.

If all who are growing Tomatoes for market
succeeded in obtaining full crops of sound fruit

from their plants, it is doubtful if the majority

would not find it a most unprofitable speculation.

So much fruit would be forthcoming that the

prices would, early in the summer, drop so low

that the average would not exceed 3d. per lb.

— a very poor return for so heavy an outlay.

Tomato plants would appear to be more liable

to injury from diseases than any other kind

of fruit or vegetable in cultivation. If one disease

weakens or nearly dies out, another one, equally

or more destructive, takes its place, and it is

doubtful if ever a complete mastery will be gained
over the various diseases by which the plants are

attacked. I have no faith whatever in any of the

nostrums recommended for "outward application

only." All that I have tried did more harm than

good, injuring either the foliage or flowers, and
those in which lime is included are the greatest

nuisance of all. My advice to market growers

is to leave all such doubtful remedies alone or to

those who have more leisure time and can afford

to run risks. The aim should be to build up the

plants strongly and to make them as disease-

resisting as possible. Theorists and so-called

experts condemn certain manures as being con-

ducive to the spread of diseases, and recommend
others that are supposed to prevent diseases, if

they do not wholly exterminate them. Unfortu-
nately, there is no unanimity about anything
that is recommended. Good culture is the best

preventive of most kinds of disease. If my plants

have stout yet hard stems, strong, dark green

leaves, and flower freely, they may yet become
diseased, the black stripe invariably showing on
some of them ; but the majority have grown
out of it in previous years, and I have good hopes
they will do so again this season. The drooping
disease is supposed to be a phase of the same
complaint that assumes the form of black stripe,

but to me it seems merely a paralysis of the

plant consequent upon having too few roots,

and these not kept sufficiently well supplied

with moisture and plant-food to meet the re-

quirements of plants with comparatively few

worst cases I have met with the plants were
leaves and heavily laden with fruit. In the
rooting in a poor, lumpy soil and did not get
nearly enough water.

Last season Cladisporium or yellow spot once
more re-asserted itself, and was responsible for

many partial failures. It must be atmospherical,

or how else are we to account for its outbreak in all

parts of the country ? Spraying with the Bor-
deaux mixture and other preparations only

cripples the plants and causes much extra labour
in the way of wiping all the fruit before it can
be sold. It might be I had become a little care-

less in the matter of ventilation. If one could
keep the foliage and atmosphere constantly dry
there would be little to fear from diseases of a
mildew-like nature. Fire-heat judiciously applied

is of great service, not only in ripening the fruit,

but also in keeping the air moving. That mois-

ture in the air we look for on entering a Cucum-
ber house must never be felt in a Tomato
house. It can be prevented by opening the

top -ventilators slightly all through still, warm
nights, and by opening earlier than usual in

many cases, or before the sun has had an oppor-

tunity of running up the heat considerably, open-

ing the ventilators still wider as the heat in-

creases. The closing should also be gradual, not

finishing early enough to unduly raise the tempe-

rature of the houses, as this is invariably accom-
panied by the moist feeling objected to. Chills

are sometimes followed by mildew, and why not

Cladisporium too ? Anyway, I object to admitting

muchsideorfrontair before Slay, treating Tomatoes
similarly to Grape Vines in this respect. A high

temperature, ranging, say, from 80' to 90', and
brought about by sun-heat, is not injurious,

always provided it is accompanied by a good
circulation of warm, dry air ; in fact, great heat

will kill the disease germs, and is a remedy well

worthy of a trial. Whenever we experience

tropical heat for a few days much fruit is spoilt

by being attacked at the nipple with a disease, or

else by scalding, in the same way that Grapes are

sometimes lost. Spraying with fungicides has

been recommended as a remedy, but I have my
doubts about its efficacy. The mischief is done

in the morning. During the nights, which are

often cold, the fruit also becomes cold, especially

if no fire-heat is turned on, and if the ventilation

is deferred to 6.30 or 7 o'clock in the morning
the rapidly warming air condenses on the fruit,

to be even more suddenly evaporated when the

ventilators are set wide open. While the fruit is

moist, disease germs may, and doubtless do,

effect a lodgment on them, and the scalding^

which can be detected at once, soft patches show-

ing—is brought about by a too rapid loss of mois-

ture by evaporation. Warmth in the hot-water

pipes, extra early ventilation, with abundance of

air, or all possible, admitted not later than

10 o'clock, is the best method of prevention I

have yet tried, and lightly spraying the roof with

thin lime-water is the next best preventive. The
more advanced fruit does not suffer below the

skins, but if scarred fetches low prices when ripe.

It is false economy, therefore, to wholly dispense

with fire-heat during hot weather, and at least

one responsible person ought to be attending to

the ventilation an hour earlier than the orthodox

time, viz., 6 a.m. W. Iggulden.

Cheiranthus Harpur Crewe.—This excel-

lent jilant has many points of importance that

should commend it. Fully as fragrant as the old

yellow Wallflower and very free, it possesses

much greater hardiness, that the older kind in

many districts comj^letely lacked. The spikes

are neither so large nor the flowers of that deep

orange-yellow that rendered the old yellow so

conspicuous in those gardens where it was wont
to thrive and grow into bushes '2A feet to 3.j feet

across, with perhaps a couple of hundred of its

rich yellow spikes. Such as these I have seen in

cottage gardens quite near to Birmingham, and

in similar positions on raised ground the above

would doubtless prove equally free and profuse,
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and, what is still more important, more strictly

perennial. The above may be freely raised from

cuttings in the usual way.

Orchids.

PHAIUS NORMAN.
The subject of the accompanying illustration

is reproduced from a photograph taken at the

Drill Hall meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on March 8 last, when it was exhibited

by Messrs. J. Charlesworth and Co., Heaton,

Bradford, on which occasion it was given a

tirst-class certificate. Two other forms from

the same liatch of seedlings were also shown,

the variety P. N. roseus gaining a first-class

certificate and P. N. aureus an award of merit.

These were fully referred to in the report of

the meeting in our issue of March 12 last.

They were raised by Mr. N. Cookson, who dis-

posed of the whole stock to Messrs. Charles-

worth for distribution. A plant was exhibited

by Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son at the

spring meeting of the Royal Botanic Society, on
March :iO. S.

Eulophiella ElizabetliSB.—This is perha|is

one of the handsomest of the many beautiful

Orchids now in bloom in the collection at Kew,
where a moderately-sized plant is producing four

flower-spikes. The dark green foliage is some
2 feet in height and inclined to arch for a third of

its length from the tip, the flower-spikes appear-

ing from the base of the pseudo-bulbs, and almost

emerging as it were from the soil. One of the

bulbs is producing two spikes of flowers, and,

compared with the nearly erect habit of the

leaves, the rigid horizontal spread of the flower-

spike is conspicuous, this being again enhanced
by tlie crimson-brown hue that pervades the

bracts, as also the entire scape with its numerous
pure white flowers. The plant, it should be

stated, has been grown in the Nepenthes house

adjoining, where great heat and a considerable

amount of moisture are constantly kept up.

Trichopilia suavis. —The forms of this pretty

ppecies vary considerably, though not many per-

liaps have received varietal names. In habit it is

also variable, but, as a rule, the bulbs do not ex-

ceed 3 inches in height. The blossoms are large

and fragrant, the pretty open lip being whitish with

rosy purple spots and a yellow centre. In a

variety that I have before me from a correspon-

dent, the outer segments are very broad, and in-

stead of the usual self white tint these have
blotches of purple. It is distinct, but not more
beautiful than the typical form. T. suavis should

be grown in a good light in the warmest part of

an intermediate house as with tlie Cattleya, and
owing to the pendent direction taken by the

spikes they look much better in baskets sus-

pended from the roof than in pots. The usual

peat and Moss mixture over good drainage suits

it well, and water must be provided in accordance
with tlie state of growth. Too much in winter
leads to the destruction of the roots, and once lost

it is diflicult to get the plants to root again freely,

simply because they cannot be properly fixed in

position and the rocking prevents the roots tak-

ing proper hold of the compost. T. suavis is a
native of Costa Rica, and was first discovered
growing on Oak trees by the Polish collector, M.
Warscewicz.—H.

Miltonia Warscewiczi.—This is quite dis-

tinct from all other Miltonias, and a quaint yet
fairly showy plant. The flowers occur on large

panicles and have reddish-brown sepals and petals

tipped with white or pale yellow ; the lip is pur-
plish, brown and white. M. Warscewiczi thrives

best in a hot, moist and shady house, more heat
being necessary than for any other species of its

class. The plants may be grown in medium-sized
pots in a free open mixture that moisture enters

and leaves freely. The amount of water required
while the plants are growing is very large, and it

at all stinted the pseudo-bulbs fail to swell

properly. When repotting it is therefore neces-

sary to drain the pots thoroughly and to see that
nothing of a sour nature remains about the roots.

Frequent light dampings overhead are very
refreshing to the plants in bright weather, but
must not be persisted in if dull days ensue.

Insects are not more than ordinarily troublesoaae,

but a soft brownish scale sometimes appaars, and
soon spreads if not quickly eradicated. A fine

plant of this species now in flower has over forty

flowers open on three spikes, making a pretty
show. M. Warscewiczi varies a good deal in its

colour-markings and the width and substance of

the segments. It is a native of the mountains of

Peru and New Grenada, and was introduced in

18GS.

Cattleya citrina.—Few Orchids have given
more trouble to cultivators than this Cattleya,

but it is worth going to a little trouble to obtain
success with it. The most diflicult part of its

culture is to maintain a suitable atmosphere for

Phaiiis Norman, From a photograph by Mr, Bowden,
Dulwich,

it while at rest, and keep it as far as possible to

its proper annual routine. The usual growing
season of Cattleyas is from early spring through
the summer months, but this is reversed with C.

citrina, and the trouble is to get it to rest at all.

Not being a vigorous-rooting plant, the speci-

mens should be wired to rough blocks in their

natural position, i.e., head downwards, and very
little is needed in the way of dressing. A little

fresh green Moss does no harm, but helps to con-

serve the moisture about the roots. Whatever
water is needed should be given by dipping the
plants in a pail or tub, not syringing them over-

head, and if possible keep the leaves quite dry,

especially at this time of year. Shade from sun-

shine, and suspend the plants in the coolest, most
airy part of the Cattleya house in winter, and in

summer in any light, airy, and comparatively dry
structure where they are well in sight and can
have immediate attention should shrivelling take
place. C. citrina is a native of high mountain
ranges in Mexico. It has long been known, and
was introduced in 1823.

NOTES ON CATTLEYAS.
The Cattleya house is very interesting now,
many plants of various species being in flower,

and others are interesting as just beginning to

grow. In many instances the plants will have
recently been potted, and the roots of C.

Trianre and C. Percivaliana have already made
considerable progress. It is not too late by
any means to re-pot any that need this assist-

ance, and for many of the summer-flowering

kinds it is the best season of the year. There
is no harm in allowing a few roots to ramble

over the outside of the pots ; in fact, I like to

see them do so, for they form excellent auxil-

iaries to those in tlie compost. It must, how-
ever, not be forgotten that the compost is the

proper place for them, and to let the leads

f'row far out over the rims is to weaken the

plants. When potting, the best class of mate-

rial only should be used and the plants dis-

turbed as little as possible. Where a large and

varied collection is grown in one house, the

arrangement of the plants has a lot to

do with success or the reverse, and if all

the newly-potted specimens are kept

together it will be ea.sier to give them
suitable treatment. Moisten the roots

only moderately, but keep the syringe

going very freely about the pots and

stage, shade rather earlier than for

establi.shed plants, and if there is any
difference let the warmest end of the

house be chosen for them. The cooler

and drier part of the house may be

reserved for jilants in flower, and if

there are any small Ferns or other fine-

foliaged plants at command these may
be sparingly arranged among them. Tlie

foliage of Cattleyas is not very orna-

mental and is heavy, so anything light

like the smaller leaved Aralias, Grevillea

robusta (small jilants) or healthy little

bits of Cocos Weddeliana looks much
nicer than such things as the broader-

leaved Crotons, Coleuses or Dietlen-

bachia.

One of the sliowies-t and most beau-

tiful Cattleyas in bloom is C. Law-
renceana, and the brigbt crimson-purple

"Ijlossom of this species shows up beauti-

fully among the fronds of some of the

finer Adiantums or Gleichenia. It is

important that this Cattleya be not

placed in cold draughty loonis or houses

while in flower, for its growing seastn

commences directly the flowers are past

and manyplants have been badlychecked

in this way. Other Cattleyas of course,

that are now in flower begin to grow

at the same time, but many are hardier

than this, though even they may easily be

injured as indicated. The same may be said

of the somewhat delicate C. Scbilleriana and its

varieties, and some of the dwarfer kinds, as C.

Aclandi;e. Where sponging and cleaning were

neglected during winter the eftect will now be

too apparent, iov with the increasing tempera-

ture insects of all kinds, especially scale and

thrips, will become very active. It is of no use

trying to grow the plants properly until these

are destroyed ;
they will cripple the best and

strongest growths, and if only a few insects are

present they increase just now at an alarming

rate. Established plants are now taking a fair

supply of moisture, but not quite so much as

will be necessary a little later when root and

top-growth are active. Watchfulness is the thing

both for these and the foregoing, especially

for plants growing close to the light in pans,

baskets, or on rafts or blocks. Never allow

them to remain dry for long, but always let the
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roots be on the dry side before water is again

applied.

The weather just now is usually fickle, and
judicious shading is a great help. Those
growers who have the lath-roller blinds are in a

far better position as regards this detail than

others who have to depend on the older style.

Those of a suitable width to take one light are

most convenient and useful, for often there are

plants in certain parts of the house that re(|uire

more shade than others, plants in flower or

newly-potted, or plants that are found to thrive

in a dense shade better than in a clear light.

These and the improved fumigating methods

are two of the greatest boons to Orchid culti-

vators, and the inventors deserve the warme,st

support. The next best thing for shading is

the garden-net, now so much used. For Cat-

tleyas a fairly open mesh may be used. The
numbers given by different firms are mislead-

ing, but a net that one can push a lead pencil

through is quite close enough. Lower the

blinds before the foliage gets hot
;
just as the

warmth can be felt by pressing it lightly in the

hand. On ventilation there is little to add to

what has already been said in previous notes.

The earlier the lights are opened the longer the

shading may be left ofl' the roof, as the cui-rent

of air playing over the foliage keeps it cool.

Damp freely on every possible occasion, the

bright sun and drying winds at this time of year

soon taking up the moisture from floors and
stages. Considerable latitude must be allowed

in the temperatures, the weather being so

changeable. Anything between 50° and 55°

will be suitable for a night minimum, rising

10° by fire-heat by day, and, when fine, to 80'

by sun.

Masdevallia Shuttleworthi santhocorys.
The blossoms of this pretty variety differ from

those of the typical form in being smaller and
having more yellow about them. The upper
sepals are pale yellow, the lower ones rather deeper

in colour, and very faintly tinted with mauve.
It is similar in habit to the type, and thrives

under similar conditions of culture. The plants

may be well grown in small teak baskets sus-

pended from the roof in a house kept as cool as

possibleby shading and free ventilation in summer,
and in winter the night temperature must not

fall much below G0°. The roots must be kept
moist all the year round.

Odontoglossum crispum Sanderianum.

—

This is by no means a novelty, but it is very
doubtful if there are many to beat it in its class.

Not only are the blossoms large and finely shaped,

but the plant is a good grower and flowers freely.

The sepals and petals are white with very fine

large blotches of the vinous red tint that is so

attractive in the best forms of O. crispum. These
blotches are not quite so regular as in some few
kinds, but this does not detract from its beauty.

There are many fine things now constantly turn-

ing up among the importations of this beautiful

Odontoglot, and it is very interesting to watch
the development of the spikes on plants flowering

for the first time.

Odontoglossxim triumphans.—A fine spike
of a beautiful form of this species is now open,

" the clear-cut blotches on the segments showing
up grandly on the golden yellow ground. I con-

sider it one of the very finest of the yellow-

flowered section, and it is, perhaps, the most free-

blooming of all. It is more easily grown than 0.

crispum, and thri\es in a cool, moist house under
the treatment often recommended for the New
Grenadan kinds. Plenty of air at all seasons
gives the foliage and bulbs of O. triumphans a

russety appearance that indicates good health.

The species was found growing at considerable
elevation in the forests of New Grenada in 1843,

but does nob appear to have been cultivated in

this country until some twenty-five years after-

wards, the
1867.—H.

earliest record of it being about

L.^LIA SUPERBIENS.
I AM quite at one with " H. J. C." respecting the
culture of this Lfelia, and his treatment is practi-

cally the same as I have followed for years. But
it does not explain the fact of the flower-spikes
not appearing this season, though the plant is in

the same place in the same house as it has been
the last three years, and has not before failed to

flower. Last season there were four spikes upon
it—fine, healthy spikes, with immense clusters of

flowers at the apex—but this time, though as

strong and vigorous as ever, there are no flowers.

Side-breaks from this species are easily induced
by notching the rhizome about half-way through
at about the same time that roots are produced
from the base of the young bulb. This is usually

in autumn, and, if left until spring, there is not
the same chance of obtaining breaks. By this

means I have formed fine, shapely specimens
from the ungainly-looking masses that come to us
from their native habitat. So troublesome are

some of these that in the days of the old large

perforated pots I have often taken stifl' galvanised
wire and tied down the rhizomes by passing this

over them and through the perforated sides.

Notwithstanding " H. J. C.'s" success in a shady
house with this species, I would never grow it in

dense shade had I a house where plenty of light

could reach it from all sides. I should certainly

shade it before the sun had sufficient power to

harm the foliage, but, this point conceded,
La?lia superbiens cannot have too much light ;

neither, for that matter, can Vandas. Both
Vandas and the La?lia in question—indeed, all

large, vigorous -growing Orchids — delight in

spacious roomy structures as distinct from small

narrow ones. The atmosphere can be made more
congenial to them, ventilation can be more freely

used, and by the same token less shading will be
necessary than when, owing to being placed in

small houses, the plants have their heads within

a few inches of the roof-glass. H. R.

NOTES ON TRICHOPILIAS.

The number of really distinct species this

genus is not large, but they comprise some very
pretty plants that because of their graceful

appearance when in bloom may be largely grown
with advantage. All are evergreen, pseudo-
bulbous plants with the habit of Oncidiums.
Many of them produce their flowers upon semi-

pendent racemes, and this makes them very suit-

able for growing in baskets or pans suspended
from the roof, the blossoms showing to good
effect. But there is an additional advantage in

the amount of light obtained by the plants when
grown in this way. In winter, when for days on
end the sun never shows and daylight only lasts a

few hours, the Orchids such as these that hail from

worst to recover. The growing quarters may be
with the Cattleyas, the large light houses often

used for these suiting their requirements exactly,

especially during the autumn. The amount of

water required in summer makes good drainage

essential, and the peat and Moss used as compost
should be kept well apart by the addition of a

liberal amount of charcoal and crocks. In the

majority of cases the Cattleya house temperature
is most suitable, but a few kinds, notably the

varieties of T. fragrans, do best in the cool house.

The genus is rather widely distributed naturally,

the type species, T. tortilis, being found in

Mexico, others occurring at various altitudes in

Costa Rica, Panama, and southwards to the

equatorial line.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Masdevallia Geleniana.—This is a lovely

little plant, almost perfect in its delicate grada-

tion of colour, and the quaint shape is just that

to appeal to lovers of this class. The sepals are

broad at the base, the ends of each being pro-

longed into a fine yellow tail, the lower part

being variously spotted and tinged with crimson.

The spots on the upper part of the sepals are

purple, and, as they occur chiefly on the veins of

the segment, appear to be lines of colour. M.
Geleniana is a cross between M. Shuttleworthi

and a variety of JI. Estrada-.

Dendrobium Pierardi.—Although a very

beautiful species, I was rather disappointed at

this flowering out of a batch of plants sent some
two years ago from Ceylon. Several plants of D.

Macarthiie were included, but I had never heard

of the above coming from the island, so probably

the plant is cultivated there. It was evidently

not D. Macarthia; by the growth and manner of

the flowering, but I hardly expected D. Pierardi,

though it is a very widely distributed species.

Has any reader had a similar experience or has it

been recorded as a native of Ceylon ?—H. R.

Sobralia leucoxantha.—The blossoms of

this species are extremely beautiful and chaste,

the outer segments of the purest white. The lip

is white, deepening to a lovely golden yellow in

the throat. Like the others in the genus, the

flowers only last a few days, but quite a large

number of them is produced from each stem in

quick succession. The plants like a gentle

warmth, or, failing this, a position at the cool

end of the Cattleya house. The best compost

is equal parts of peat, loam fibre and chopped

Sphagnum Moss, and the |)Ots must be thoroughly

drained, a lot of water being needed while

growing.
Cattleya Schroderse alba. —This beautiful

albino is one of the later additions to the list, but

not so rare as some others of the "labiata"

group. It occasionally turns up among imported

plants, and I have noted an instance during the

present week of a plant purchased very cheaply a

The prettily crisped lip is

high latitudes are much incommoded, and unless ^°"Pj^
pur'lst white except a pale 'orange bloteh

in the centre, and the outer segments are likewise

devoid of colour. It may be noted that there are

often the first season whitish forms of this and

other Cattleyas that afterwards take on more

colour, but in these there is usually a faint shade

of pink or rose in either the sepals or lip.—H.

Cypr.pedium Amesianum.— I have received

a very fine form of this pretty and free-flowering

hybrid from a correspondent, who asks if it is

worth naming. It has been already named as

above, though the flower sent having been raised

from C. villosum aureum shows an improvement

on the older form, which is the progeny of C.

villosum type and C. venustum. The dorsal sepal

is white, with a golden yellow margin and brown

base. The petals and pouch come nearer C. vil-

losum than C. venustum, though the greenish

venation as seen in the latter may be faintly dis-

cerned. This should prove a very useful free-

flowering variety.—H.

Masdevallia Peristeria.—This is a very

ery carefully and judiciously treated are bound to

suffer. Temperature is an important point, the

most suitable minimum being as near 50" as

possible. This will not encourage growth in the

dull months on the one hand, or cause any harm
to the plants in other ways by checking them.
Ventilation requires a lot of care, for without
plenty of air the plants will not long be satisfac-

torj', and it is impossible to open the ventilators

much when cold winds prevail. Root-moisture

is very easily overdone in winter. They need, in

fact, as little as any evergreen kinds, and if in

the least overdone the roots often decay right

back to the base of the bulbs, and this means a
very severe check to the plants. The greatest

difficulty will be found in inducing new root for-

mation, especially if the plants have been long

under cultivation. The likeliest plan is to pot
the plants in clean crocks and Sphagnum Moss,
placing them in rather warmer quarters than
usual, and keeping the atmosphere very moist.

The varieties of T. fragrans (Pilumna) are most
likely to be affected in this way, and are the

|
pretty species with rather small Uowera ot a dull
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greenish-yellow tint closely covered with minute
crimson-purple dots on the sepals, and the column
and lip are an exact counteipart except in colour

of those of Peristeria elata. The tails of the

sepals about U inches in length are bright golden

yellow. It is not a very strong grower and does

well in the closest pait of the cool house where
the atmosphere is not liable to much fluctuation.

It will thrive in pots or baskets, and either must
be well drained, the compost consisting of peat

fibre and Sphagnum Moss. It is a native of New
Grenada, and was introduced by Messrs. Veitch
in 1873.

Goodyera discolor.— Grown in a warm,
moist, and sliady house, this is a very lovely little

plant, the delightful velvety green of the foliage

being relieved by the silvery white of the mid-
rib. Unlike many of the Orchids grown for their

foliage, this is of very easy culture given the

above conditions and a free and fairly open root-

run. In a dry house it is far from pleasing, the

foliage taking on a rusty hue quite dift'erent from
its proper form. Water overhead is harmful and
should never be allowed. The present is a capital

time for making up fresh specimens, lopping off

small pieces with a few roots to each, putting as

many as are required into each pan, and encourag-
ing the old plant to break freely again.

one kind, though he notes, as everyone who is as a very safe quantity to commence with, 1

accustomed to its use or appearance must note, bushel to the rod, which is over 4 tons to the

that it varies considerably in composition. He acre, apply it to the surface, and dig in only
also recommends its application in the autumn after several weeks' exposure to the air.

at the rate of from 2 tons to 5 tons per acre. I J. C. Tallack.

My own practice in the use of gas-lime being
among garden crops in what would be, as com- '

RASPBERRIES
pared to field culture, considered small plots,

| j^ Raspberries are not the most serviceable of all

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

GAS-LTME IN THE GARDEN.
From the wide difference to be found in

samples of gas-lime and also in the capacity of

various plants to utilise it, it is difficult to give
any exact proportion that may be safely used
in all cases, and I notice that " R. S. C."
(p. 30.3), who professes a belief in the virtues
of gas-lime, but who only gives one instance of

its use, and that one in which its efi'ects were
decidedly injurious, avoids also any explicit

directions of his own as to the quantity whicli
may be safely used. It was just because of

this difficulty that I advised those not already
intimate with its uses to experiment in a small
way at first, and tlien to act on the results.

Soils vary so much, that a dressing which would
be most beneficial in one case would be abso-
lutely harmful in another. Probably the field

I if which " R. S. 0." wTites was one in which
lime was already present in quantity, and its

application in that ease was injudicious. Your
correspondent will have seen that I laid special
emphasis on its utility in old gardens with .soil

ricli in humus, and deprecated its use on soils

of an opposite nature, viz., those which may be
described as " poor," or those which are already
fully charged with lime. " R. S. C." raises the
point of there being two kinds of gas-lime. I

may say that quicklime only is used for puri-
fying the gas made here, so that the resulting
substance would probably be the same as given
in " Voelcker's Analysis," published in The
Garden (p. 303), and which, I conclude, is

always meant by those who speak or write of
gas-lime. If the produce of other methods of
purifying differs from this and is poisonous
to plant life, the fact cannot be too widely
known, and "R. S. C." will deserve the
tlianks of all interested by telling us more
about it, its exact composition, the harm
which may be looked for from its use, and
whether the poisonous elements it contains
will be dispersed or converted into plant food
by exposure to the air, as is the case with tlie

poisonous matter contained in the gas-lime of
which I write. Dr. Griffiths, in his "Treatise
on Manures," which was published but nine
years ago, though he gives no very flattering

account of gas-lime as a manure, writes of it

without any seeming knowledge of more than

and containing a large number of widely differ

ing subjects, varies much as regards both quan-
tity and quality of the lime applied, for liaving

charge of it from the first I can prevent the
mixing of the strongly impregnated with that

which is only sliglitly tainted, therefore I liave

no average (|uality to deal with, and this suits

me best. To explain my meaning as to the
different qualities, it may be necessary to say
that in the process of purification the gas
passes through a series of eight shallow, per-

forated trays, each of which contains a layer of

lime some 2 inches in depth. The trays are all

emptied and refilled weekly, and it is found that

the lime in that one nearest the point first

reached by the gas is completely saturated with
the impurities and discoloured, and by gentle
gradation this discoloration is lessened in each
tray, though the di.sagreeable smell goes througli

all, and the lime in the last trays reached is just

in that condition which I prefer for apjjlication,

mixed, as I stated in my first notes, with fresh

lime to the branches of the trees, ifcc. This is

put on one side under cover and kept dry until

wanted. It will thus be seen that it is pos-

sible to get eight grades of the lime, but such
a rigid selection is not necessary for practical

purposes, and I make three (jualities in all, the

least impregnated, as said before, for application

to fruit branches, the medium for general

ap[ilication, and the third or strongest for sur-

face dressings to plots which are not to be dug
for some two or three months, and for mixing
with wood ashes, &<:., to apply as a mulch to

orchard trees. The two stronger qualities are

tlirown into separate heaps out-doors, each heap
being added to weekly at the rate of one and a

half bushels. In using, the oldest lime in hand
is chosen, but, except for a little held back as

a reserve stock in case of emergency during the
few months when no gas is being made, all is

apjjlied to some purpose or other within six

months, and most within three months, of its

being made. I have used of the strongest

quality a dressing which would work out at

over ten tons to the acre for land that was not
to be dug or cropped for four months after the

application, and the result in that case, on
Carrots, worked out well. I have also used
almost as great a quantity for many other
things, when circumstances admitted that

several weeks might elapse before cropping
t<jok place, and have always found that when
the result has not been immediately beneficial,

it has, at least, done no harm, and nnich ulti-

mate good. It must not be held, however, that

I advocate such quantities for universal applica-

tion. I do not ; and prefer to leave the question
of safe quantities an open one, rather than to

fix arbitrarily upon a quantity as tlie best in all

cases, as I know very well the fatal results of

attempting to treat various soils as though all

were composed alike. Let each grower test the
gas-lime on his own soil. It is only by doing so

that its value will be found with certainty, and
the test need not be a wide one to begin with,

though I feel sure it would be increased in the
majority of cases in future, if once tested,

unless the soil already has a superabundance of

lime in its composition, in which case it would
be useless beginning with it. For an ordinary
garden soil which has been freely manured and
in cultivation for many years, I would suggest

hardy kinds, at least they rank amongst the most
reliable ones. Rarel}' indeed do we have a failure

from any cause. Now and then an excessively
cold, wet summer—happily, a rare visitation—
may fail to develop ripened canes, and these
probably die back in the succeeding winter, or an
exceptionally hot, arid summer may create such
poor growths that the next season's fruit produce
is poor also. This latter difficulty can, with the
aid of mulchings and waterings, be more easily

overcome than can the former one. If not one
of the most important of fruits, at least the Rasp-
berry is universally grown, and often exceedingly
well. At the latter end of the nineteenth century
we have some excellent varieties, and a wide range
of selection. In the earlier years of the century
some half-dozen distinct varieties were in cultiva-

tion, the best of these being the Old Red and the
Old White or Yellow Antwerp. These are still

largely grown, but in no case where a knowledge
of superior varieties exists. Now it would not be
difficult to make up a list of twenty varieties, yet
some half-dozen comprise the best and most
generally grown, and these seem to be more than
enough to satisfy ordinary requirements. Of red
varieties. Superlative, the great variety of the
day, Baumforth's Seedling, and perhaps Carter's

Prolific rank amongst the best for garden cul-

ture ; and in the market fields, Norwich Wonder,
Hornet, and Northumberland Filbasket are prob-

ably the best. The White Magnum Bonum is

the finest white so far, but when the new
White Superlati\e, a really white form of that
superb variety, becomes plentiful, that will

without doubt become the leading white. Oc-
casionally one meets with what seems to be a
little known, or perhaps a seedling, variety,

as, for instance, there is in the gardens at

Round Oak, Egbam, a strong-growing v.ariety

that throws out unusually long side shoots, in this

resp?ct quite excelling Superlative, and because
the laterals are thus extended the bearing goes on
some time longer than is the case with others.

The fruits are red, fine, and of excellent quality.

To have such a prolonged fruiter is no doubt a
distinct advantage. Not many care to grow the
autumn fruiters, as the fruits then seem rather

out of season, and are also then rather acid. But
most varieties, if their previous season's canes be
cut away, will carry fruits in the autumn on their

summer shoots. This is, however, practice hardly

worth following. Few fruits of their dwarf
nature endure longer on the ground than will

Raspberries, if well cared for. It does not follow

that allowing breadths to remain under such con-

ditions for many years is good practice, but cases

have been known where on deep, rich, retentive

soil plantations have continued to be profit-

able for half a century. Ordinarily it is well to

limit the age of a plantation to ten or twelve
years, except where very favourable conditions
prevail ; and where extensive breadths are grown
it is wise to plant more or less every year, as in

that way a fine profitable stock is maintained. In
planting, a primary consideration should be to

select a naturally deep, retentive soil, and where
not previously well worked, then it should be so

by trenching and manuring. There can be no
doubt but that, costly as the labour of trenching
ma}' be at the iirst, it is amply repaid and with in-

terest when planted with Raspberry canes, as the

better the ground is done at first, the longer will

the breadth profitably endure. Very strong

suckers are not the best for this purpose, especially

if lifted from near the stool, for these are

seldom so well rooted as are those suckers that

come up, if allowed, more remote from the stools.

These, as a rule, are abundantly rooted, and as

in the ordinary course of treatment after being
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planted they are cab hard back to the ground, it

is of far more importance to have a good cluster

of fibrous roots in tho soil than a cane ever so big

that has been cut away. Planting of tliese young
suckers may be done quite early in the autumn
if desirable, provided the weather be fairly moist,

ab the leafage helps all the more quickly to pro-

mote root-action, and that is a matter of primary
importance. If the weather and soil be very dry
it may be wise to defer the transplanting until

November. When done, however, some ordinary
care should be taken not to unduly expose the

roots to harsh drying winds. A very little

trouble taken to keep them protected is later well

repaid. For

Field Culture

planting in clumps seems to be the best method,
whilst in gardens there can be no doubt but that

planted in rows singlj', the plants being 12 inches

apart and the rows 4 feet apart, is good practice.

For this plan it is needful to have a rough trellis

of two or three stout wires or strips of wood fixed

along each row of canes, as then tying is rapidly

done, and the canes standing singly get much
more space and light than is the case when,
planted in clumps, the canes, some five or six in

number, are closely tied up to wooden stakes.

Practice in this respect varies very much. Some
allow their canes to remain fully (3 feet in height,

and are bunched to the stakes as closely as

rods in a bundle of sticks. Otliers cut back
to 4 feet or .'> feet, and either also bunch the

canes tightly or are content to tie the tops only
rather loosely, thus enabling the stems lower
down to bulge outwards and get more room. But
the great aim in all cases should be to encourage
free breaking towards the tops of the canes, as

the more the fruiting branches are kept above tiie

ground the better for the fruit, which is finer,

richer-flavoured and sweeter, and less liable to

harm from birds than is the case wherebreakinglow
down is encouraged. For that reason especially,

the single row of canes tied to trellises is so much
the best. The market grower of necessity must
cut liis canes hard back to at least H feet in height,

because he cannot allord to furnish trellises or

stakes to support them. They have to support
themselves. But, then, his soil is rarely trenched

—

perhaps, at the most, has been deeply ploughed
only—and although he does not fail to manure
freely, yet he seldom gets canes so tall and stout

as the deeply-worked soil of gardens produces.

If, however, he gets a fairly remunerative crop,

he is very well content, and rare is it, wliere cul-

ture is at all fair, that such is not the case. The
marketing of the fruits gives some trouble, as, be-

cause of the very soft. Juicy nature, they cannot
be sent in bulk in ordinary baskets ; hence they
go to the markets and dealers usually in tubs or

pails. As a dessert fruit the Raspberry is entitled

to a good position. It has much less sugar than
many fruits, yet those fully ripe and of the best
quality are pleasantly sub-acid, and prove a
welcome change on the table to many other fruits.

Gathered carefully with stems attached, the fruits

being thus untouched, and going direct to tlie

table in the baskets in wliich gathered, they merit
warm appreciation at any meal. A. 1).

pests at this early stage, and will need attention

earlier than usual.—W. B. M.
Cherry Early Rivers.—Early Rivers is cer-

tainly onejof^the best, either forced or otherwise,

as the fruits are large, rich, and very early. The
peculiarity of this variety is its small stone. The
fruits of this variety when ripe are black and
shining, very handsome and specially well

flavoured. On the open wall it is one of the

earliest to mature, but it soon shrivels if allowed
to hang when fully ripe. On a south-west aspect

last year I gathered this variety in the middle of

June. With me it is not a gross grower, but very

prolific, and does not canker like the stronger

growers. It never fails to crop, and is one of the

best under glass, either as a pot tree or planted

out. In a cool house it is splendid, and a valu-

able addition to the dessert in the early summer
months.—W. B. M.
Early Figs in pots.—Many persons can grow

pot Figs who have no room for plant. d- out trees.

freely even under pot culture. My favourite

varieties for early supplies are St. John's, a large

white-fleshed fruit, and a variety that does not
readily cast its crop, as it may be grown in strong

heat, and Pingo de Mel, a variety of great excel-

lence. There are others that force well, but
these are very early, and the trees soon grow to a
fruiting size. Trees raised from cuttings can be
fruited in two years. I have not included the

popular Brown Turkey. Its value for forcing is

well known, and few are superior to it as regards
quality.—G. W. S.

BROWN TURKEY FIG.

The really magnificent Fig tree at Livermere
Park is just now an object lesson to those in-

terested in high-class fruit culture. Those who
have only back walls of vineries or other houses

to devote to this luscious fruit are, of course, at

a great disadvantage compared with others like

Peaches and Nectarines on open walls.

—

During the severe weather at the end of March,
when sleet, rain and hail prevailed for three
days, these trees, if at all forward, had a very bad
time, and will, I fear, give a poor crop of fruit.

Fortunately, Apricots were set and appear to
have weathered the storm, but Peaches and Nec-
tarines now show that they experienced the force
of the gale, as the fruits are dropping wholesale,
and I tear many of the early kinds of Peaches are
cut badly. Nectarines such as Early Rivers are
well furnished with fruits, but trees ten days
later, such as Lord Napier and others, have lost

a great proportion of their fruits. On open walls
the loss of the Nectarine crop is to be deplored.
Fortunately, the later kinds have a better crop.
Late Peaches will, I think, be very good, though
many trees are badly infested with fly and other

Camellia Mme. A, Verschaffelt {white striped). From a photograph hy Mr. Boivden,
Dalwich. {See p. 360.)

I think that Fig trees in pots have of late years

received more attention, as theymay now be seen in

many gardens, and well grown also. With houses

of limited size there is one serious drawback to

pot trees, and that is the size the trees attain to in

a short time. Of course, with hard stopping the

trees can be kept dwarf, but I find we are far too

Mr. Tallack, who has the greater part of the roof

of a large house at command. But even so, the

result is remarkable. Judging by the enormous
number on the tree, the fruit has been thinned

very httle, if at all, but this evidently makes no

diiference to the tree, for the growth now being

made is just of the class one likes to see—short-

liberal with trees at the start, as much may be jointed, with the healthy, robust look that is the

done to get sturdy plants, not allowing them to
j

sure forerunner of good fruit and plenty of it in

run to wood. It is an easy matter to stop large , autumn. I do not know the exact dimensions of

trees when showing fruit, but no matter how hard the tree, but should say at a low estimate there

stopped, they must increase in size, and this is the are 400 square feet of the roof covered, while the

thing one tries to avoid. Many would advise stem is quite 6 inches in diameter. Over the

severe pruning when at rest to prevent overgrow-

ing, but so doing means loss of fruit for a year, as

the best fruits are produced on last season's wood.
It may be asked how can overgrowth be avoided.

I find the best plan is to grow a few trees yearly

from cuttings, destroying those that need severe

cutting back or that have become too large for

forcing. I am aware some kinds grow more freely

than others. Most kinds are inclined to grow too

whole of this space fruit hangs very thickly, and

the forwardest were just ripening. To the grower

for market, a few houses clothed as this is with

fruiting Figs would prove a veritable gold mine
thus early in the season, but, of course, this

means skilful culture in the earliest and subse-

quent stages of growth. Brown Turkey is one of

the most popular of Figs and also one of the best

and most easily grown. The most frequent error in
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culture is doubtless rich borders at the start. The
result is strong, long-jointed and sappy growths,

and pinching the same leads to a thicket of

shoots for which there is not room, and which

if laid in would not ripen. There need be no fear

about growth being free enough, for young trees

here planted in February, in borders consisting of

naarly half brick and lime rubbish and rammed
as hard as a road, have made a very satisfactory

growth already. Where new vineries are being

planted there is a better chance of getting the back
wall clothed with bearing wood than where the

Vines have already possession of the roof. In this

latter case it is little more than waste of time,

and in any case the top few feet should be left

free to admit sunlight to the Figs.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 21).

A MOST remarkable display was on view at the

Drill HiUon Tu3«laylnt Wed) not rera3mber

to have ever seen a finer show than thit now
under consideration. The capacities of the build-

ing had to ba made the utmost of to stage the

exhibits, whilst the quality was of the very best
description. Each of the committees had a fair

share of the work, the greatest e.\tent falling to

the lot of the floral section. The attendance also

showed a marked increase, it being a difficult

matter at times to inspect some of the most
popular flowers. Roses again were resplendent in

beauty, those from Canterbury, a< usual, being
remarkable for their individual freshness and
quality. Many of the flowers were fully equal to
the finest exhibition blooms in July. A grand
lot of Marechal Niel came from Thame, wliere
this popular Rose is grown to perfection. E([ual
in point of interest were the superb flowers of
Fortune's Yellow, from \\'antage, which made a
grand display, being also set up in a tasteful non-
orthodox manner, with one long flowering branch
in the middle. Roses also came from Waltham
Cross and Cheshunt. Hardy flowers were very
well represented, notably the D.iffodils, amongst
which those from Andover were the most promi-
nent bj' reason of the fine new seedlings
included. The mollis and (ihent Azaleas,
from Southgate, made a brave show, so also
did the Gloxinias (a fine group of high-class
quality) from Forest Hill. Anthuriums found
many admirers on this occasion, being of singular
interest from the point of variety and distinctness

;

these came from Burford Lodge and Brussels. A
most instructive exhibit, one of the best of its

kind in point of variety and high-class culture was
that of the Gold and Silver Ferns (chiefly Gymno-
grammas) from Edmonton. Before the Orchid
Committee there were some good groups. In that
from Chelsea many of the hybrids were of special
interest, showing that there is practically an in-

exhaustible field for the hybridist. From Bush
Hill Park came a good group chiefly of the best
species now in flower ; the same refers to that
from Upper HoUoway. From The Establishment
Horticole (Linden's), Brussels, came another splen-
did group, amongst which were several distinct
forms of Odontoglots, whilst the profusion of
flower and the high class culture were specially
noteworthy.
The Fruit Committee had before them two

high-class exhibits of vegetables and fruit, that
from Syon consisted of vegetables only ; that from
Ampthill of the same with forced fruit added. In
both instances the vegetables were of ideal table
quality, fresh, and not of gross or abnormal
growth, being far better from the cooking point
of view than the huge overgrown examples to
which prizes are oftentimes awarded. The lecture
was most instructive and of great interest, being
listened to by a large number of Fellows and
others.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the

following :

—

L.klio-Cattleya Thorntoni (C. Gaskelliana x

L. Digbyana).—This is a remarkable hybrid, and
a fine addition to the section. It has the inter-

mediate characteristics of both parents both in

the habit of growth and the flower. The sepals

are over 31 inches in length, upwards of an inch

in breadth, and delicate rose in colour. The
petals, upwards of 3 inches across, are much
crisped at the margin, and pale rose in colour.

The broad lip is heavily fringed at the margin
with pale rose, becoming whiter towards the
centre, the side lobes ro^e, shading to yellow,

lined with purple at the base. A fine, healthy
plant with one flower came from Me.«8rs. Veitch
and Sons, in whose nursery it was raised by Mr.
Seden.

L.kliciCatti.eva Wei.l'jiana Lanc;leyensis (C.

Trianse X L. purpurata). — In this the sepals and
petals are of fine size and substance, the ground
colour white, heavily suff'u^cd and mottled with
rose ; the broad lip crimson purple, with a darker
shade in the centre. The side lobes are rich

crimson, shading to yellow at the b.ase. It has
the intermediate characteristics both in the shaps
of flower and habit of growth. It is far supsrior

in colour to the original L -C. Wellsiana, and was
raised in the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch and
Sons, by whom it was exhibited.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

C.-vTTLKYA ScHRiEDER.t; AMABiLis.—A grand
form with broad, deep rose sepals and petals, fine

in shape and substanca. The lip is heavily

fringed at the margin, white, shading to rose in

front of the distinct orange disc, the side lobes

rose, shading to yellow at the base. The plant
exhibited carried a raceme of two flowers. From
Messrs. .1. Veitch and Sons.
C.iTTLEYA S(;hr(Eder.1': (Harefield Hall var. ).

—

A pretty form with pale, nearly white sepals and
petals, the lip pale rose, with a purple blotch in

the centre, the side lobes rose, shading to yellow
at the base. It is a distinct and desirable form.

A plant with five flowers came from Mr. E. Ash
worth, Harefield Hall, Cheshire.

Cattleya Mendeli Beatriie Asiiworth.—
This is a distinct form with almost white flowers,

the sepals and petals having a slight trace of rose

The hp is wholly white, with some yellow in the
throat. A small plant with two flowers came
from Mr. E. Ashworth.
Cymbidicm Canatk TLATiM.—This is a distinct

form with rich purple sepals and petals, the lip

reddish purple, with white in the centre. The
flowers are produced in dense scapes. From Mr.
J. Sparks, Ewhurst.
Cattleya Seheni (C. Lawrenceana x C. Per-

civalliana).—The sepals and petals are bright
rose, of fine form and substance, the lip rich

crimson-purple in front, the side lobes rose,

shading to yellow at the base. From Mr. C. J.

Ingram, Elstead, Godalming.
OdONTO(;LOSSU5I HrXEWELLIAXUM M.\-JUS.—

A

distinct and pretty form of the species, the sepals

and petals j'ellow, heavil\- spotted and barred with
brown; the lip creamy - white, with numerous
brown spots in the centre. A fine plant carrying
a raceme of eight flowers came from Mr. Green-
wood, Haslingden.
Odoxtoglossusi Pescatorei VAR. Duchess of

Westminster.—In this the sepals and petals are

white, slightly suffused in the centre with rose,

numerous purple spots covering the whole flower.

It is a pretty variety, but not equal to many of

the forms previously certificated. From the
Duke of Westminster, Eaton Hall, Chester.

Messrs. Linden, Brussels, sent a large and inte-

resting group, consisting principally of finely-

grown and beautifully-flowered Odontoglossums
of the various species and hybrids. Some
remarkably dark Cypripsdium Lawrenoeanum,
grandly-flowered C. Rothschildianum, a fine plant
of C. Lebaudianum with four flowers on the spike,

severalfinely-floweredMiltonia vexillaria invarious
tints of colour, a grand form of C. Mossia;, and a
nearly white form of C. Mendeli named The Pearl

were also included. A silver-gilt Flora medal

was awarded. Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd.

,

sent a small but interesting group, prominent

among which were several highly-coloured and

finely-flowered plants of La^lia Latona, the sepals

and petals pale yellow, suffused with purple ;
the

lip crimson-purple on a yellow ground. A tine

plant of Masdevallia Veitchi, with two dozan

flowers; Cattleya Philo, sepals and petals pale

rose, lip rose, suft'used with purple on the front

lobe, bright yellow in the centre ; two finely-

flowered plants of Dendrobium Boxalli, D. Chel-

tenhamense, and a fine plant and variety of

Epidendrum WalUsi were also shown. A silver

Banksian medal was awarded. Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co. sent a large and interesting group,

consisting principally of finely-flowered Cattlej'a

Mendeli and C. Mossi;e. C. Lawre-Mossi;e, raised

from the parents inrlicated in the name, has deep

rose sepals and petals of fins form and substance ;

the lip rich crimson-purple shading to yellow,

with .~ome brown in the throat. Odontoglossum

crispum, 0. Andersonianum, 0. triumphans, O.

luteopiirpuraum, 0. Ruckerianum, and O. Pes-

catorei were represented bv numerous forms.

F.nely-fljweied Dandrobium Bsnsonia-, D. Devon-

ianum, Ada aurantiaca, various Oncidiums,

Cypripediuras, and other Orchids were also shown

(silver B mksian medal). Messrs. B. S. Williams

and Son sent a fine group, prominent in which

were som? remarkably large jilants in fine variety

of Cattleya Mendeli, finely-flowered Vanda tri-

color, good forms of Odontoglossum crispum, O.

triumpiians, 0. cirrhosum, O. hystrix, O.Wdcke-

anum, and a remarkably dark form of O. Hirry-

anum, with ten flowers on the spike. Trichocen-

triitn tit'rinum, several fine forms of Trichopilia,

Miltonia, and a grand plant of Epidendrum

radio ins, with nine spikes of its scarlet-and-

yellow flowers, were also shown in this gr(J«P-

A silver Banksian medal was awarded. The

Right Hon. .J. Chamberlain, Highbury, Bir-

mingham, sent a grand form of Cattleya Schru'-

dera', a pretty form of C. speciosissima, Lxlio-

Cattleya Hio-hburyensis, Masdevallia Chamber-

lainiana with pretty rose and bright yellow

flovrers, in the way of M. Shutteriana, and a

plant of the rare Epi-Cattleya (iaatemalensis,

the sepals and petals yellow, with a suffusion

of salmon-red, the lip darker than the se^ls

and p3tals, with some purple in the throat. Mr.

J. Bradshaw sent a small group consisting prin-

cipally of finely flowered Odontoglossum crispum,

0. sceptrum, Dandrobium .Jamesianum, a hne

Cattleya Liwrenceana, and a nice plant of C. in-

termediaalba. Mr. Greenwood showedOdontoglos-

sum Humeanum with four flowers and 0. asper-

sum violaceum. Sir T. Lawrence sent a grand

form of Odontoglossum crispum with twelve

flowers and Mormodes osnanthum, a distinct

form with rich purple flowers. From Mr. Da B.

Craw,shay came Odontoglossum Lionel Crawshay,

previously certificated. Mr. W. Cobb sant Dan-

drobium albo-sanguineum, a fine plant in tioA-er

of Cypripedium (iertrude Hollington, Odonto-

glossum polyxanthum, and Cattleya interinadia.

Mr. J. Colman had a finely -grown plant of Litt-

leya Lawrenceana carrying four spikes of fl jwars.

Floral Committee.

The following plants obtained an award of

merit :
—

Azalea J. J. de Vink.—This is one of the

mollis sinensis hybrids, in which strain the

flowers are larger and the plants more vigorous

than in A. mollis seedlings generally, while the

pale primrose colour, with light orange spots, is

very eifective. The plant was a mass of bloom.

From Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate.

Primrose Evelyn Arkwrwht.—This is a re-

markable variety, with enormous flowers of the

true primrose shade ; the flowers, each 2 inches

across, being borne on long stalks. From Mr.

J. H. Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster.

Deutzia parviflora.—a lovely snow-white

variety that should prove welcome, the flowers

borne in small heads on neat bushes with small,
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slightly crenate leaves. From Messrs. Jas. Veitch
and Sons, Chelsea.
Pteeis ceetica Summeksi.—In this the fronds

are distinctly divided, and have heavy, tassel-like

appendages to even the smallest portions. The
plant is of dense, compact growth, about a foot
high and through, and well furnished with its

ample fronds. From Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's
Lane, Edmonton.
Calla Rhodesia.—A golden form with immense

flowers, very richly coloured and only slightly
marked at the base of the spathe with a dark
crimson hue. The leaves are large and handsome
and prettily marked with translucent spots and
blotches. From Messrs. Paul and Sons, The Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt.
Rose Psycue.—A lovely addition to the Poly-

antha class, producing in apparently well-nigh
endless profusion trusses of pretty buds and
expanded flowers that will do much to render it

popular. The older flowers are of a blush tone,
the buds and expanding blossoms of a lovely
flesh shade of pink that is ever welcome. This
lovely form has been obtained by crossing Golden
Fairy with Turner's Crimson Rambler. From
Messrs. Paul and Sons, The Old Nurseries,
Cheshunt.
Rose The Dawson.—A pretty, free-flowering

variety of the China section, bearing abundance
of rosy pink blossoms after the free manner of
this section. From Messrs. Paul and Sons, Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt.

One of the finest exhibits upon this occasion
was that of Mr. H. B. May, of Dyson's Lane, Ed-
monton. This was mainly composed of Gymno-
grammas

; indeed, the collection included some
twenty-live species and varieties of these alone,
and may perhaps be regarded as the most com-
plete assortment of the gold and silver Ferns
staged at the Drill Hall. Of late, groups of Ferns
have been somewhat abundant and quite a strong
feature, yet on no previous occasion has so fine a
set of these been seen. Among the more impor-
tant were noted (Jymnogramma Alston!, very
rich; G. grandiceps superba, G. multiceps, G.
flavescens, G. schizophylla gloriosa, a most beau-
tifully formed frond, the pinn.i^ exceedingly
minute and elegant ; G. argentea cristata ; G.
pulverulenta, G. Mayi, G. Parsonsi, beautifully
tasselled and of golden hue ; G. pulchella, G.
peruviana argyrophylla and others. These with
a few Cheilanthes and Nothockenas made up a
most exceptional group (silver Flora medal).
Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, departed
on this occasion from their mixed plant arrange-
ments, and set up a delightful lot of Gloxinias,
which, for -the early season and by no means
favourable weather of late, were very fine in every
respect. Indeed, it would be difficult at any
season to produce finer varieties or better grown
plants, the varieties being of the erect-flowered
type, and very handsome. The whole of the
plants in their varying hues of rich crimson velvet,
scarlet, rose, white, and others beautifully edged
were arranged in a groundwork of Ferns and sup-
ported by the graceful Cocos Weddeliana. One
kind in particular—Lady Tweedmouth—had a
dozen of its pure white flowers edged with scarlet
(silver Flora medal).

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford Lodge,
Dorking (Mr. Bain, gardener), had a magnificent
group of Anthuriums that included several
splendid varieties, all of great decorative value
and some at least acquisitions to this race. The
more telling were Elegans, pink, spotted scarlet,
with yellow curling apadix ; Triumphans, self
salmon - pink, a marvellous variety ; Album,
creamy-sulphur, shaded white, with scarlet tip
and yellow spadix ; Lawrenceanum, white, heavily
varnished ; Andreanum, glowing crimson ; Dr.
Lawrence, .salmon-pink ; and Perfection, in the
way of Andreanum, with a smoother spathe, and
a wonderfully varnished surface. Besides these
there were many seedlings of considerable merit
(silver Flora medal). Mr. Geo. Mount brought
a lovely lot of Roses from Canterbury. The
flowers of Catherine Mermet were super?) ; some
two dozen blooms of this so much alike in size as

also in the tone of colour, that they may have
come from a mould. The same kind on stems
•2 feet long was even better, and displayed the
value of the Rose in decoration when thus grown
and cut with such leafy, vigorous stems. Equally
good in its way was a lot of Niphetos, very pure,
and of good form and size ; while among other
kinds Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich Brunner, Comtesse
Nadaillac, and Caroline Testout were very fine.

Mrs. Sharman Crawford, in the way of Mrs.
Laing, was splendid, both in size and colour, the
same remark applying to some noble blooms of

Prince Arthur, splendid flowers in the pink of

condition (silver-gilt Banksian). A fine lot of

Roses also came from Mr. W. Rumsey, Joyning's
Nursery, Waltham Cross, these including the
new pink Mrs. Rumsey, Niphetos (very fine),

Merveille de Lyon, Marechal Niel, I5ride, Sou-
venir d'un Ami, The Queen, Ella Gordon (a really
fine dark Rose rarely seen in any form), Duchess
of Albany, and others (silver Banksian medal).
Mr. J. Walker, Thame, Oxon., again brought
some eight boxes of Mare'chal Neil in splendid
condition, large, handsome globular flowers.
A group of hybrid Azaleas, seedlings between A.
mollis and A. sinensis, were a great attraction
near the entrance, the plants coming from R. and
G. Cuthbert, Southgate. Particularly noticeable
was the increased vigour of the seedlings of this
strain, while the lovely shades of colour were also
splendid. A few of the best were Sebastapol,
salmon-pink ; Anthony Koster, yellow and
orange ; Alma Tadema, pale primrose, fawn
spots ; General Vetler, tawny-orange ; Nicholas
Beets, chrome-yello'y ; and Dr. Pasteur, deep
apricot-orange (silver Banksian medal). A lovely
lot of hybrids of Anthurium Sohertzerianum came
from L'Horticulture Internationale, Brussels, and
revealed many beautiful forms. Lady I^awrence,
a freckled kind, white and scarlet, strawberry
and cream, very curious ; Le Drapeau, scarlet,

very handsome ; Emperor, intense crimson

;

Grand Dame, clear salmon-pink, yellow spadix ;

Goliath, intense crimson ; and Baroness Schni'der,
deep salmon, were noteworthy in this attractive
group (silver Banksian medal). Among the most
attractive things in the exhibition was a splendid
bank of Fortune's V'ellow Rose from Lord Wan-
tage, Lockinge Park, Wantage. The blooms were
in splendid condition and formed a sumptuous
feast of this strikingly beautiful and effective

Rose, than which it is doubtful, if for decoration,
a better kind exists (bronze Banksian medal).
Exciting more than ordinary interest at these
meetings were some specimens of dried Ferns
and other things from ilessrs. Osman and Co.,
Commercial St., E.C. (silver Banksian medal).

Among miscellaneous plants exhibited by the
Jlessrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, were Deutzia parvi-
flora, with snow-white heads, and Celmisia cori-

ac«a, a composite, in which the florets forming
the ray are pure white and 2 inches across. The
same firm also had lovely plants of Chionanthus
virginicus, the snowy Deutzia Lemoinei, Rhodo-
dendron indicum Kiempferi, &c. A highly inte-

resting series of hardy Himalayan Rhododendrons,
cut from the open, came from the garden of Sir

John Llewellyn, Penllegare, Swansea. These
included R. Thomsoni, R. Campbelli, R. grande,
R. cinnamomum, R. arboreum album, &c. The
foliage was also handsome. Jlessrs. J. Peed and
Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries, had a group of

Drac.-enas of useful size for decoration arranged
on the floor with Ferns. The group con-
tained many of the best-known of the coloured
forms, one called Frederici, with dark foliage,

broadly margined with scarlet, being very
fine. D. Goldieana was likewise fine. Messrs.
Wallace and Co., Colchester, again staged a
most interesting lot of small bulbous things, in

which Trilliums, Dog's-tooth Violets, and Tulipa
({reigi were noticeable. Fritillaria macrophylla
(syn. Lilium Thomsoni) had two spikes of its

funnel-shaped blossoms, which are very showy.
Very good, too, were Erythronium giganteum,
E. revolutum, and E. Hartwegi. Fritillaria

Meleagris and M. alba were also noted. Messrs.
Paul and Son, of the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,

had a varied assortment of hardy plants in pots
and pans, which included several Tufted Pansies
and such things as Andromeda tetragona, Bryan-
thus empetriformis, the new single Rose Royal
Scarlet, and Gerbera Jamesoni with a large, richly-

coloured flower-head. Among alpines and other
hardy things were Geums, Doronicum plantagi-

neum exceUum, Adonis vernalis, Pulmonaria
arvernensis (a mass of deep rich blue), Trillium
grandiflorum, Androsace carnea, Anemone Robin-
soniana, and others. Mr. T. S. Ware likewise
had a small assortment of alpines and allied

plants : Tiarella cordifolia. Iris tingitana, Saxi-
fraga Boydi, Anemone alpina sulphurea, Thalic-
trum anemonoides, Androsace villosa, A. sarmen-
tosa, several species of Primula, and other in-

teresting plants. From Forde Abbey, Chard,
Mr. .1. Crook sent a box of blooms of Rhododen-
dron Veitchi l;evigatum, a very pure and beau-
tiful variety. A handsome, massive head of

Brownea Ariza was sent from the Botanic Gar-
dens, Glasnevin, and a huge specimen of Trillium

grandiflorum from Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House
(Mr. Empson, gardener). This is the finest speci-

men of this plant we have seen, measuring exactly

3 feet across and studded with its pure white
blooms.

Narcissus Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

—

Narcissus Will Scarlett, a lovely flower with
creamy yellow perianth, and a crown fully

1^ inches across of the richest and most 'ntense

orange, this fine colour being retained to the very
base. In vigour the raiser compares it to Horse-
tieldi, and certainly the leafage is as robust as in

that of this well-known kind. From Rev. G. H.
Engleheart, Appleshaw, Andover.
Awards of merit were given to the following:

—

N.iRcissus White Lady.—A Leedsi kind, with
segments of similar hue to those of Katherine
Spurrell, only greatly improved, and a lovely pale

yellow or lemon-coloured cup. Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart.

Narcissus White Wing.—Also of the Leedsi

section, the perianth segments beautifully refined,

and the cup of a pleasing light yellow shade, very
slightly crimped longitudinally. Rev. G. H.
Engleheart.
Narcissus Diadem.—This is an Incomparabilis

form, the primrose cup widely expanded, with
an edge of rich orange, the remainder being
stained with a yellow shade to the base. Rev.

G. H. Engleheart.
Narcissus Ivanhoe.—A small Incomparabilis

kind, with nearly white segments and a crown of

deep orange hue. A neat and compact as well as

showy flower. From Messrs. Veitch and Sons,

Chelsea.
Rev. G. H. Engleheart again exhibited some

remarkable seedlings. The Poet's kinds were
again a strong feature, more especially where
the combined forces of poetarum poeticus

and poeticus recurvus have joined hands in

originating an entirely new intermediate race.

Even to - day these forms connect ornatus

with recurvus, the latter the last of the race

to bloom, and the influence of the parentage

is seen in the progeny now referred to, as many
of the flowers required some days longer to develop
fully. Apart from those already noted, Tasso,

Longfellow, Juliet, Cycle, and Roundelay are all

Poet's kinds, and everyone a superbly finished

flower. Garnet, Amber, Golden Drop, and Bianca
are other gems in this set, apart from many seed-

lings as yet only numbered. A silver Banksian
medal was awarded. Messrs. Jas. Veitch and
Sons, Chelsea, had a really fine display of all the

leading sorts, as may be gathered from the follow-

ing selection : Minnie Hume, Mrs. Langtry,

Duchess of Westminster, Autocrat, Barri con-

spicuus, Maurice Vilmorin, (frandee, Sir Watkin,
Nelsoni major, Mme. de Graaff, Shakespeare (a

fine trumpet yellow in the way of F. Moore),

Mme. Plemp, &e. (silver Flora medal). Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had one of their
' char.acteristic groups, C. J. Backhouse, Maximus,

I

M. J. Berkeley, Emperor, Gloria Mundi, P. R.
I Barr, Beauty, Poetarum, Poeticus grandiflorus.
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Queen of Spain, Weardale Perfection, ( Uory of

Leyden, Mme. Plemp, Shakespeare, and (Irandee
being noticeable (silver Flora medal). Messrs.

I. R. Pearson and Sons, Chilwell, had a select

assortment of the principal kinds. Included
were five grand blooms of Weardale Perfection as

a central bgure, and such as Gloria Mundi, Glory
of Leyden for its immediate supporters. Among
many good kinds in this lot were noted J. B. M.
Camm, Bicolor of Haworth, Duchess of West-
minster, Santa Maria, and Grandee (silver Flora
medal). Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham, was the
only other trade exhibitor of cut Narcissi, and
here, again, a large number of the same kinds
was staged. There .were also some well-filled

pans of the yellow Hoop- petticoat, forming a
margin to the very cream of this family.

Fruit Committee.

There were some most interesting exhibits
before this committee, and it is gratifying to
note such excellent produce thus early in the
season. From Syoii House came excellent early
vegetables, from Frogmore, Melons, and Mrs.
Wmgfield sent from Ampthill good Strawberries,
Bananas, and Apples, witli many other smaller
exhibits, making, on the wliole, an excellent dis-

play. Awards of merit were given to

—

Melom Lord Eduard Cavendish, a white-
fleshed variety above medium size, with nicely
netted sk'n of a light golden colour. It has a
great depth of flesh of delicious flavour, and very
juicy. From Mr. Thomas, The Royal Gardens,
Frogmore.

Read's Sproutinc Kale.—In this the Iea%'es
have the appearance of a small Scotch Kale, but
the heads are studded with small sprouts like
Broccoli. It is a very free grower, giving a great
quantity of sprouts. From Mr. J. Read, Bretby
Park Gardens, Burton-on-Trent.

Mr. H. T. Martin, gardener to Lord Leigh,
Stoneleigh Abbey, Kenilworth, sent some very
1 irge heads of the ordinary purple variety of Sea-
kile. Mr. G. Wythes, Syon House, Brentford,
ssnt an excellent collection of early vegetables.
Potatoes were represented by three varieties of
shapely, clean tubers. They were English Beauty,
Sharpe's Victor, and Veitch's Ashleaf. French
Bians were well shown, the new Early Favourite
being specially good. Asparagus was large and
good. Broccoli was also good, and included
Veitch"s Model, Chelsea Favourite, Late Queen,
and Sutton's Main-crop. Of Kales six kinds
were staged. Tomato Early Red was good,
as were Carter's Early Jlorn and Chelsea
Gam Peas. Cucumbers in three varieties.
Cabbages in three kinds, EUam's, Sutton's
Favourite, and Earhest of All, the Lyon and
Musselburgh Leeks, Carrots Early Nantes and
Gem, with half-a-dozen varieties of Lettuce, com-
pleted the collection (silver-gilt Banksian medal).
Mr. Empson, Ampthill House Gardens, Beds.,
staged Royal Sovereign Strawberries in pots,
dishes also of the same variety and Sir J. Paxton,
a very fine bunch of Musa Cavendishi, Apples in
ciuantity, the best being Claygate Pearmain,
Annie Elizabeth and Alfriston, Rhubarb in
variety ; Leeks, Ailsa Craig Onions, Universal
Protecting and Mammoth Spring White Broccoli,
Cucumbers, Cabbages, Seakale and Asparagus
(silver-gilt Banksian medal). Messrs. Veitch and
Sons, Ltd., Chelsea, staged a new Broccoli called
Market Favourite, with nice compact heads. The
committee did not think it superior to Model, one
of the best, which it much resembles. Apples
came from Mr. Grimes, The Nurseries, Ryde, I»le
of Wight. A new Apple Queen Caroline's Seed-
ling was sent by Mr. Bull, Cottenham, Cambridge.
It is a very pretty fruit and good, but past its
bast. Some new appliances in the way of thermo-
meters came before the committee, one from Mr.
Outram, Fulham, called the registering indicator,
au excellent contrivance if the registering portion
were made more difficult to mov-e or get out of
position. A new electric alarm thermometer
came from Mr. Beck, Hatton Garden, London,
This rings a bell when the temperature declines.

The Veitch flavour prizes brough forth six

dishes and good quality fruits for so late in the

season, the premier award going to Mr. Powell,

gardener to Col. Brjmer, Ilsington House, Dorset,

for a nice dish of Allen's Everlasting ; Mr. "R.

Bullock, Taplow Hill, Maidenhead, being second
with Hereford Pearmain. Others kinds staged

were Easter Pippin, SuSblk Foundling, Northern
Greening and Bramley's.

Lecture. — Mr. Burbidge read a paper on
fragrant foliage as opposed to sweet-scented

flowers, and pointed out that while, as a rule, floral

odours were positive and given off, as it were,

spontaneously, the odour of leaves was negative

and but rarely perceivable, except when touched
or bruised. Flowers, again, exhaled perfume
only when at their freshest and best, but, thanks
to Mr. Hudson having kindly brought a verj' in-

structive set of fresh, and dead and dried leaves

of sweet-scented Pelargoniums, he could show his

hciirers that leaves were sometimes almost sweeter
when dead and dried than when alive. Mr.
Hudson had also pointed out to the lecturer the

interesting fact that the younger and hairy foliage

of the Citron-scented Eucal^-ptus (E. citriodora)

is sweeter than are its smooth and more adult

leaves. Mr. Burbidge said he hoped that they
would value sweet-scented leaves quite as highly

as they did sweet-scented flowers, and grow them
more generally in greenhouse and garden. He
further pointed out that some perfumes were 'at-

tractive to insects, especially floral perfumes ; but
that, on the other hand, some odours were deterrent

to insects, and as such used to prevent the ravages

of moths, ants, &c., and, as was well known,
man}' essential oils in emulsion or alcoholic solu-

tions were useful as insecticides in the garden.

Perfume is really vapour exhaled from essential

oils secreted by the leaves—floral or foliage leaves

of plants, as the case may be. They may in

some cases attract insects, and so ensure the

fertilisation of the flowers, but odour in foliage

often acted as a deterrent to browsing animals.

In conclusion, the lecturer advocated the more
extended growth of sweet and durable foliage,

and of sweet herbs for the market. Of flowers

there was often enough and to spare, but he
felt sure that there would be a ready sale for

decorative foliage, for pDt herbs, and for scented
leaves of the best kinds, both fresh and dried.

Perfumes and spices had been used from the

earliest times down to the present day, and in

conclusion Mr. Burbidge pointed out that modern
scientific experiments went to prove that there

was a solid sanitary basis attending the usage of

many perfumes, and that their usage was not
merely a sensuous or luxurious fashion. A very

choice collection of plants yielding essential oils

came from the Royal Gardens, Kew. Lord
Anneslej', of Castlewellan, co. Down, kindly sent

forty-three kinds of sweet-scented plants, including

the rare Laurelia aromatica and other things not

usually seen. Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea,

also sent a rare group of scented plants, including

the exquisite little violet-scented Fern, Lastra?a

fragrans. Cut specimens came from the Univer-

sity gardens of Cambridge and Dublin, and Mr.
Hudson, of Gunnersbury House Gardens (who was
in the chair on this occasion), brought up fresh

and dried specimens of five of the best of the

scented-leaved Pelargoniums—viz.. Pelargonium
fragrans (Nutmeg scented), P. radula majus
(Balsam scented), P. capitatum (Rose scented), P.

quercifolium (Pine scented), and P. Lady Plymouth
(Terebene scented)—an exhibit that excited much
interest from the numerous visitors present at the

meeting.

Auricula Society's show.—Owing to the
pressure on our space we have been obliged to

hold over the report of this until our next issue.

Royal Botanic Society.—A meeting of the
Fellows of the Royal Botanic Society was held
on Saturday in the museum at the society's

gardens. Regent's Park, Mr. G. W. Bell presid-

ing. Dr. Coode Adams delivered a lecture on
" Some Remarkable Cacti," illustrated by lantern

slides and coloured drawings, and some living

specimens from the large collection possessed by
the society. The lecturer remarked that to most
people Cacti, as seen in conser\ atories and green-
houses, were simply more or less ungainly mem-
bers of the vegetable kingdom, remarkable only
for the peculiar forms which their stems assumed,
and for the absence of lea\e3. It was, there-

fore, a surprise to many people to see these

plants blossoming and bearing, as they did,

flowers which were generally large and of very
gorgeous hues. In the course of his lecture Dr.

Coode Adams particularly mentioned the South
American Cactus, the Anhalonium Lewinii, the

fruit of which possesses extraordinary intoxicat-

ing powers, not unlike those of hashish. When
eaten, the Cactus in question causes most en-

chanting visions to pass before the eye, scene
following scene in rapid succession, while the
drug leaves no unpleasant after effects.

Notes of the Week.

Nareissua Nelsjni pulcliellas. — Amms
Nelson's Daffoilils, with their goblet-sliaped cups, the
variety pulcliellus, although smaller than some, is

very pre'ty. aad much alniired. Tde cup is yellow,

and tte pirianth is closaly imbricated and campanu-
late. Itprovej itself agojd growerhere.— S. Aknutt,
Dfnnfries,

Narcissus Sulphur Phoeaix.—Among the
double flowered Narcissi this one is eve; a favourite

by reason of its delie ite frag auca. It is a capital

kind for pots, anl, wh le it cannot witb impunity
endure a forcing temperdture, is particularly well-

saittd tD cooler treatment, under which the blossoms
are exceedingly delicate and pleasing.

Banch Primroses.—Herewith I am sending
you a few trusses of my strain of Bunch Primroses.

These are from a strain I have been selecting and
working up for the last iifteen years.—Jonx Ckook,
Forde Abbev, Chard.
%* A vigorous and beautifally coloured Eeries.

Xotbing surely is better worth a place in the garden.
— E».
Trillium sassile eilifornicum.—The forms of

T. sessile are not as a rule very attractive, though the

kind here named is an exception, the pure whit)
flowers with dirk base being s'.tuatad in the centre of

a handsomely blotched trifoliate leaf, the segments of

the latter broadly ovate, and siniraUrly effective in a
group. In a CDol, peaty bed this is esp'e'ially attrac-

tive just now.

Clem.atis montana.—The earliest of the pore
snow-white starry blossoms of this lovely apec'es ex-

panded on a western exposure on the 23rd instant

—

an early date, I believe, for this pretty free-growing
climb?r. considering the aspect referred to. On the
southern side, whire the mjrniog san reaches the

plant, it is still earlier and beautiful everywhere, par-

ticularly whjre a natural freedom prevails.

Gloxinias at Forest Hill.—We were pleased

to see in a large group of Gloxinias from Messrs.
.1. Laing and Sons at the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society so many beautiful

self-coloured varieties, the deep crimson and ruby
colours being remarkably brilliant. Lady Edridge,
deep purple, John Laing, of the same colour,

but set off with a white margin, and Lady
Tweedmouth, a very pretty flower, white, with
rose-coloured ring at the base of the petals, were
conspicuous amongsi named kinds.

Doronicum Harpur - Crewe.—This easily

grown plant just now is very showy in the garden.
Quite recently we have seen much of it, as, in-

deed, other members of this family ; but some of

the best positions in which we have noted it were
in front of dark-leaved Hollies, and again at the

foot of a sloping grassy bank, which displayed
the handsome golden flower-heads to advantage.
In the border, of course, it is excellent, but out-

side this limited sphere the plant possesses a
range of usefulness difficult to surpass.

Violets from 'Wales.— I am now clearing the

Violet pits of the plants, not because the blooms
are over, for they are most plentiful— sheets of

blue—but the pits are required for other uses.
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and the season of Violet planting has come again.
I herewith send you a few. All the plants have
produced blooms continuously, more or less, since
the latter end of July last.— J. Roberts, Tan y-
fnrlch.

*:,* A handsome gathering of flowers t|uite

equal to those we received in the early months of
the year.— Ed.

Fritillaria armena.—This I cannot retain in
my garden because of the slugs, which seem to
have a special liking for the plant and crop it

close to the ground before it is observed above
the surface and a zinc ring can be placed round
it. The type and the variety F. armena rubra I
saw in the garden at Summerville, Dumfries, the
other day. The flowers of the type are more
attractive than those of F. a. rubra, but both are
woithy of a place in the garden. They are
grown in Mr. Davidson's garden in the border,
and are perfectly at home there.—S. Aunott.
Narcissus Corbularia citrinus natura-

lised.— It is .seldom that the Hoop Petticoat Daflb-
dils naturalise themselves without special treat-
ment. It was thus with special pleasure that the
large sulphur Hoop Petticoat was recently seen
well established in the garden of Mr. John Max-
well, Maxwelltown, Dumfries. Not only were the
old bulbs established, but self-sown seedlings
were plentiful, some having reached the flowering
stage. The situation was not what one would
consider an ideal one, being on sunny rockwork.
The soil is fairly stift', but there are no special
arrangements for the retention of moisture, such
as are sometimes recommended.— S. Aknott.
Indian Rhododendrons.—We have received

with pleasure some very handsome Indian Rho-
dodendrons from Mr. Robertson, Stonefield Gar-
dens, Tarbert, Lochfyne, Argyllshire, in fine
condition of flower and foliage— noticeable being
fulgens and barbatum, splendid in colour : cilia-

tum, very fresh in foliage and good in growth;
glaucum, a neat, densely-flowered kind, with
flowers of a dull rose colour, which may have
suffered on the way ; niveum, most charming in
its silvery foliage ; cinnamomeum, very beautiful
both in leaf and flower ; campylocarpum, also
with beautiful foliage, brown and silvery under-
neath, Thompsoni, I'ampbelli, Falconeri, and exi-
mium.
Erysimum helveticum. — A dwarf-growing

as well as sturdy and free-flowering crucifer,
especially suited to the rock garden or in posi-
tions generally adapted to such compact subjects
as this. In greater or less degree the plant has
been flowering throughout the winter, but at the
present time it is one of the showiest of dwarf
rock plants with :Mr. Perry, Winchmore Hill.
The plants are not more than (J inches or 8 inches
high when planted out, but even at this height
the shoots, branching in all directions, are
crowned with the yellow heads of blossom. An
idea of the freedom of the plant may be gathered
from the fact of a single growth carrying as many
as twenty or more of its compact heads of flowers.

Saxifraga Rocheliana coriophylla.—For
planting freel3- in the rock garden no kind is

better suited, as witness the very line tufts, or
rather drooping patches, of it in the Royal Gar-
dens at Kew at the present time. One particular
example at Kew furnishes a small space, and then
carpets the side of a stone in its downward
course in the most perfect manner. Even when
flowering is past the tuft is very pleasing, but it

is even more so nov.- studded with its numerous
blossoms of snowy white. This kind is a good
grower even in common garden Eoil, and in the
higher districts of Scotland in some instances is

weedy by its very luxuriance. Such, however, is

rarely the case near London or, indeed, any large
town.

Magnolia conspicua.—In warm or sheltered
places, fine plants of the Yulan are now gay.
In more open positions the plants are not quite so
happy, owing to the chilly winds of the past few
days, while sharp frosts have done much to dis-
figure not a few of the handsome blossoms. Only
a few days ago some splendid plants, almost

pyramidal in outline and nearly lo feet high by
12 feet through, made a fine picture, but now
wind and frost have done much to mar the general
efiect. Some exceedingly old and splendidly-
flowered examples of this were an especial feature
in the Tooting nurseries of Messrs. RoUisson many
years ago, the huge trunk-like stem of the largest
of these foretelling something of the great age of

the plant. Each year these plants were crowded
with flowers, which, however, were proportion-
ately small—no doubt by reason of age.

Mertensia virg'inioa (Virginian Ciwslip).—
This is perhaps one of the most striking bits of
colour among hardy 75lants at the present time
Unfortunately, the plant has never been abun-
dant in British gardens. Of its beauty and
worth there can be no two opinions, the one most
generally expressed being that it is ijuite one of
the handsomest of blue spring-flowering plants.
" Blue," however, scarcely interprets the pretty
arching heads of tubular, drooping flowers of a
lovely mauve blue tone, very clear internally, and
with a suspicion of rose-purple externally in the
early stages. The habit of the plant is naturally
graceful, of a glaucous hue. which is very pleas-
ing. It prefers a sheltered spot, and thrives in
sandy soils generally, either of peat or peat and
loam. At Ditton and likewise at Winchmore
Hill this has been flowering beautifully of late.

The dry season.—A serious feature in the
weather has been the great lack of rain coupled
with the presence of a very dry wind from the
north-east. In London the total fall for the pre-
sent month has been less than half an inch, or
'.cry little more than a third of the a\erage for
the time already expired. During the previous
six months the total rainfall amounted to only
o7 per cent, of the average, an unusually small
proportion for so extended a period. In two
months out of the six the total was considerably
less than half the normal, while in one montih
(October last) it did not exceed one-sixth of the
normal. In many other parts of our southern
counties the weather since last summer has been
quite as dry as in London, and in the rural dis-
tricts the springs are in most cases alarmingly
low. This month the western and northern dis-
tricts appear to have fared better than other parts
of the country. Over the north of England the
rainfall has not been far short of the average,
while at some places in the west it has been
slightly in excess. In Ireland and some portions
of the west and north of Scotland there has been
a rather considerable excess.

Polyanthuses.—There are few things more
popular than these, and none more generally use-
ful in the garden where a free, pleasing array
of colour is the chief aim. One of the very
finest strains of these plants, however, that has
recently come under our notice was growino- in
the nurseries of Messrs. Collins and Gabriel^ at
Hampton. The plants are growing in quite open
nursery beds, so that when we say solitary plants
were the size of a large dinner-plate and a perfect
mass of bloom, some idea may be gathered of the
perfection and vigour of the strain. The shades
of yellow, from primrose to quite orange and
gold, could scarcely be surpassed, the blossoms
supported chiefly on stout stems 9 inches or
10 inches high, the flowers radiating on long foot-
stalks and permitting free development to a really
grand head of blossoms. Equally satisfactory
were the pure white and likewise the dark shades,
while among the less frequent of this class were
masses of hose-in-hose kinds that defy descrip-
tion. We ha\e rarely seen these plants in such
excellence, and, considering the exceptionally
dry season, as much as the naturally dry soil

of Hampton, the great vigour of this particu-
lar strain is remarkable. Several colours were in

separate blocks, the freedom from "rogues" at
once demonstrating that some little care had
been expended on the selection of the seed-bear-
ing plants.

The weather in West Herts.—A cold week.
On the 22nd the temperature of the air rose at no

time above 50°, and on four consecutive nights the
exposed thermometer showed from 6° to 8° of

frost. However, at 2 feet deep the ground is

about 1° warmer, and at 2 feet deep about 2"

warmer than is seasonable. A welcome rain

occurred on the evening and night of the 26th,

although the amount deposited was small, measur-
ing less than a quarter of an inch. Easterly
winds prevailed during a greater part of the

week, but their rate of movement at no time
exceeded seven miles an hour.—E. M., Berk-

ham>it-ed.

Obituary.

MR. E. MORSE.
We are very sorry to hear of the death of an old

and well-known nurseryman, Mr. E. Morse, of

Epsom. He was born in 1818, and commenced
his gardening career as apprentice at Miller's

Bristol Nurseries, being subsequently in the gar-

dens of Sir Joseph Bay ley, at Crickhowell, and those

of the Hon. Neville-Greville, Butleigh Court,

and lastly, in charge of the gardens of Mr. Henry
Drummond, Albury Park, Surrey, where he carried

out many alterations. In 1855 Mr. Morse ac-

quired the old-established business of Messrs.

Young, at Epsom, and this will now be carried on
by his two sons. Mr. Morse was at one time a

leader in all town affairs at Epsom, and by his

death we lose a thorough plantsman.

The edible Morel.—I should be glad if you
will in an early issue of The Garden tell me the

name of the enclosed fungi, and also if they are

edible. My employer has been told that the

people in the West of England prepare them in

some way or other, and make a powder to eat

with meat.—G. T. S.

*(,* The fungi are examples of the edible Morel
(Morchella esculents), and your employer is right

as to their use in a dried state. Some people eat

them stewed when fresh, but they are often very

tough and gritty, and almost tasteless.—W. G.

Smith.

Andromeda floribunda poisonous.—There

is little doubt that this plant contains the poison-

ous principle, Andromedo-toxin, found in a num-
ber of plants of the Heath family. It occurs

both in Azalea pontica and Rhododendron
ponticum, and was the cause of poisoning of

Xenophon's soldiers, who ate the honey derived

from the flowers of these plants. In the " National

Dispensatory " (StilM and Maisch, 1886) Kalmia
angustifolia is mentioned under the vernacular

names Sheep-laurel, Sheep-poison, Lamb-kill, and
Andromeda mariana as Stagger-bush. Both are

stated to be poisonous to lambs and sheep. The
poisonous effects of these plants, as well as of the

common Yew, depend much upon their being eaten

upon an empty stomach. It has been shown
that a certain amount of Y'ew leaves may be

mixed with other fodder without producing fatal

results. So many plants of the Heath family

have been found to contain Andromedo-toxin that

domestic animals should not be allowed access to

shrubberies or woods containing them. Andro-

medo-toxin has been found by the late Professor

Plugge in Andromeda japonica, A. polifolia, A.

Catesbfei, and A. calyculata ; in Bhodendron
ponticum, R. chrysanthum, and R. maximum

;

and in Kalmia latifolia.—E. M. H.

Insect among Orchids {Snhncriber T.).—

Looks like tlie N'ine weevil.

Zaphyranthes cirinata has beea by mistake

referred to as Z. eoroiKita on p. o(iJ.

Flora of Norfolk.- 1 believe a Noifolk flora

has been piibUsbed by Mr. H. D. Geldart, Tliorpa

Hamlet, Norwich. At all events he could give the iu-

formationdesiied.—E. M. Holmes, F.L.S.

Names of plants. — /. C. Allen. — Allium

triquetrum. 0. F. Wilson. — I, Rhododendrou
ciUitum ; 2, Camellia fallen to piece", uaable to iden-

tify. Truro.—1, Narcissus Nelsoni aurantius ; 2,

N. Schizanthe? orientalis.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

CARNATION DUCHESS OF FIFE IN

POTS.
The merits of this grand Carnation as a

border variety are well-known, few others being
equal to it as regards pleasing shade of colour,

delicate perfume, non-pod splitting, hardy con-

stitution, and free growth. It is grown here
extensively, and heavy gatherings of well-formed
blooms prove most acceptable during the month
of July for all kinds of cut-tlower work, espe-
cially tor tiible decorations, as the soft rose tint

is very striking by artificial light, and, when a

large number of blooms is used, the scent is

delicious. Useful as these are at the season
named, I have found them even more so during
the past few weeks, while, being produced under
glass, the flowers come to the fullest size and
perfection. Indeed, when grown as a pot
plant, this Carnation would undoubtedly be
preferred by many to the rauch-lauded S. de
la Malmaison, as a larger quantity of perfect-
shaped flowers would be obtained in less time
and with the least possible attention, and,
moreover, without the annoyance of seeing the
plants dwindle away through the much-dreaded
disease that so often ruins large batches of the
latter variety. It is not to be inferred by this
that I wish to decry the merits and beauty of
the S. de la Malmaison section, but it is a well-
known fact that for some reason or other they
fail to prove satisfactory in many gardens in
spite of the care and attention bestowed on
them. It is in such cases as these that I would
strcjngly recommend a trial being made of
Duchess of Fife as a substitute, as with ordi-
nary care a succession of flowers may easily be
obtained from Easter until September. It
might also be pointed out that it is not every-
one who cares to wear such large flowers as the
Malmaisons for button-holes and sprays ; while,
unless great care is used in arranging them in
glasses and for table decoration, they present
a heavy appearance, which is not the result

when flowers of Duchess of Fife are used, as

the blooms are borne on long, erect stems, and

can be arranged gracefully.

The plants from which the flowers I send you
were gathered were layered in the ordinary way
last autumn, and, when well-rooted some time

in September, the strongest were placed into

6-inch pots. In these they were encouraged to

make roots until frost appeared, when they

were afibrded the shelter of a cold frame—the

lights, however, only being used when incle-

ment weather threatened, which during the

past winter has certainly not been frequent.

In this position many of the strongest and
best-rooted plants were showing their flower-

stems by the beginning of the year, and re-

quired only the temperature of a greenhouse

for the flowers to be fully open by Easter.

Cool treatment from the first is most impor-

tant, or the grass comes weak and the flowers

lack size, substance, and colour. Of course,

being a border variety, it is not a perpetual

flowerer like the tree section, but, by potting

up sufticient plants in the autumn, they can be

brought on in batches, and so keep up a supply

till those are ready in the open borders. The
earliest batch has now passed out of flower, and,

rather than let them remain pot-bound during

the heat of summer, all the weakest shoots are

cut away, the plants turned out of their pots

and planted rather deeply in a cold frame. In

such a position all the best shoots are easily

layered, and an early, strong lot of plants will

be ready for potting again before it is possible

to secure them from those growing in the open

border. Although I have never tried raising

plants so early before, I am induced to give

this plan a trial with a view of flowering them
in the autumn, and so prolonging their sea-

son—of course, trusting to a later batch for the

supply next Easter.

Beyond watering with weak soot water after

the flower-stems form, no other assistance has

been afforded in the way of manure, as there is

the danger of over-feeding, causing the pods to

split. Fresh maiden loam, a little leaf-mould.

together with a good percentage of sharp road

grit, is the compost used, this appearing to

suit all their requirements. By allowing good
drainage, making the compost firm, and watering

only when really necessary during the winter, a

healthy rooting medium is secured, and there is

not the danger of the plants going off at the

collar which follows where the soil used is rich

and kejjt in a wet .state.

There are other border varieties suitable for

the same treatment, but I have generally found

that when the blooms are produced early, say the

end of March, they lack fulness in the centre,

with the exception perhaps of Gloire de Nancy,
which makes a good companion to Duchess of

Fife. It has also a distinct clove scent, and
being pure white the flowers are much prized

at Easter, as they are somewhat larger than

those of that useful winter-flowering variety,

Boule de Neige.

—

Richard Parker, Goodwood.
*#* This variety is largely grown for market

in the Thames valley, the flowers from their

beautiful shade of colour and perfume being in

demand. The flowers of Duchess of Fife in the

open air unless the position is slightly shaded

are liable to burn, this failing being very much
against its being grown largely.

—

Ed.

Double-flowered forms of Begonia sem-
perflorens.—In his catalogue for the present

season M. Lemoine, of Nancy, announces that he
will distribute during the coming autumn some
double and semi-double varieties of Begonia
semperflorens. They represent the fruit of several

years' labour in crossing, proving seedlings, and
rejecting many, till those now obtained are said

to be very desirable varieties. M. Lemoine states

that there are several distinct forms among these

double varieties, while the colours vary from
white, rose, and carmine, to almost scarlet. As
il. Lemoine was the first to raise tuberous

Begonias with double blossoms (Lemoinei and
Gloire de Nancy in 1876), the remembrance of the

immense strides that have taken place since then

in this class would suggest that a great future

may be in store for Uaese double forms of B.

semperflorens. The strong-growing varieties of
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this last, B. semperflorens gigantea carminata
and rosea, are very popular and valuable for
greenhouse decoration at almost any season, but
particularly in early spring. Of rosea there is at
the present time a very attractive group in No. 4
greenhouse at Kew. These two vigorous forms
just mentioned also originated with M. Lemoine,
who has, in addition, given us Gloire de Lorraine.
Some examples of these double forms of B.
semperflorens were shown at one of the Horti-
cultural Society's meetings last autumn, and it is

very probable we shall have an opportunity of
seeing them during the coming season.—H. P.

Bussellia Lemoinei multiflora.—By far tlie

best known of the Russellias is R. juncea, a native
of Mexico, and an extremely graceful plant that
requires the temperature of a stove, or it will
succeed in an intermediate house. It is totally
unlike any of the ordinary occupants of our glass
structures, the branches being slender and Rush-
like, while the leaves are but sparingly produced.
This feature, however, is not particularly notice-
able, owing to the bright green of the slender,
pendulous shoots, which hang down for a con-
siderable distance. The flowers, which are borne
in great profusion, are each about an inch in
length, tubular in shape, and of a bright scarlet
colour. R. juncea has an extremely pretty effect

when trained to a rafter in a small house, as it is

not sufficiently vigorous for a large structure.
Grown in this way the bright green pendent.
Rush-like shoots form quite a fringe, and when
lit up with the numerous bright-coloured blos-
soms, of course, additionally attractive. In sus-
pended baskets, too, its distinctive features are
well shown. It also forms an effective specimen
if the principal branches are staked upright and
the minor shoots allowed to dispose themselves at
will. The form at the head of this note, R.
Lemoinei multiflora, is a hybrid between R.
juncea and the less - known R. sarmentosa.
This hybrid, which is one of the many successes
of M. Lemoine, of Nancy, is extremely pendulous
in growth, and branches so freely that, grown in
a suspended pot, the shoots form a fringe all

around. The flowers, which are each about an
inch long, are of a bright carmine-red colour, and
borne very freely throughout the spring months.

AROIDS IN ROOM DECORATION.
If, in the decoration of rooms, we only employed
such plants as naturally possess a constitution
which would enable them to maintain a continued
existence in dwelling-houses, and would submit
to the capricious treatment of those who attend
to them, the number which we could use for this
purpose would be very small ; but, if we class
under the heading of " room plants " all those
which, in any way whatever, may be found
serviceable in embellishing our dwellings, they
would form a very long list, and there are few
plants, except those demanding some special
mode of culture, which may not be employed in
the decoration of rooms. The true room-plants
are permanent ornamental subjects, while the
others are only temporary ones, and amongst
these latter kinds the exotic Aroids must be
placed in the first rank. Although the greater
number of the plants of this family require to be
constantly kept in a stove, there are, however, a
few which can endure a less strict mode of treat-
ment, and may contribute, at least for some time,
to the decoration of rooms in dwelling-houses.
A certain amount of affluence or easy circum-

stances is necessary to enable one to indulge in
Anthuriums, Dieffenbachias, or Caladiums for the
decoration of his flower-stands and plant-boxes,
but, then, what plants are more in their proper
place amid every elegance of furniture, tapestry,
chandeliers, and mirrors, and how forcibly does
their presence impart an exotic feature to
the scene in which they meet the view !

They really appear as if they—the luxuries of
Nature—were created to live amid the luxuries of
civilisation, and it is there that we most appreciate
their foliage, sometimes velvety and dark- coloured.

sometimes light-coloured and adorned with the
most brilliant tints, and their flowers, which are
as beautiful as they are lasting. I would recom-
mend amateurs who have the means of indulging
in this branch of culture, and also gardeners who
have a stove and are often called on to furnish
materials for room decoration, to cultivate some
of these plants. The Aroids, however, when
grown for this purpose, should find in the rooms
which they are to occupy temporarily certain
elements which are indispensably necessary for
their preservation, and should be attended to with
a gardener's care, which is seldom accorded to the
majority of plants grown in apartments, and of
which the_ rules may be briefly set down as
follows : Keep up a pretty regular temperature,
which at night and in winter should never be
allowed to fall below 50" Fahr. Avoid sudden
changes of temperature and draughts. Let the
plants have as much light as possible and keep
them from coming into close contact with open-
ings in the heating apparatus or chimneys. Be
careful to water them in good time, but rather
moderately and often. Keep the leaves strictly
clean. When a plant droops and the leaves turn
yellow, take it back to the stove.
From the treatment which they require, Aroids

are more especially suitable for decoration
from May to October, but in warm rooms it is not
difficult to keep them through the winter if they
are carefully attended to. Under such conditions
many species of them may be used in room deco-
ration. The following list enumerates the kinds
which are most to be recommended for this pur-
po.se :

—
Flowering Plants.

Authurimn Andreanum Antluirium ferrierense
and its varieties Spathiphyllum* caudidum
Soherzerianum and its caniiipfolium

varieties liybridun
carneum Patini

Ornamental-lkaved Plants.

Amorphophallus Rivieri
and other species

Anthurium acaule
cordifolium
coriaceum
leuconeurum
subsignatum

Caladium viclaceum
Brazilian kinds (vigor-

ous-grooving)

DieiTenbachia amoona
Bausei
eburuea
imperialis

latimaeulata
ReginjB pieta

Pbilodendron pertusum
Remneatia vivipara
Xantbosoma sagiltifoHum

viclaceum

The foregoing selection is sufficiently varied to
permit anyone to form with these plants rich
embellishments of a temporary character in draw-
ing-rooms, &c., and, as they are also very striking
subjects when growing in a stove, there are two
reasons for recommending them for cultivation.—Jules RuDOLrn, in Fevtie Horticoh.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.STOVE.

Plumbago rosea superba.—This genu? pro-
vides flowers of red, white, and blue shades, and,
singalarly enough, all are chaste and beautiKil in
their way, and ever the admiratiou of those who see
them. In the above variety the flowers are large and
very charming in their delightful rose-pink shade.
This plant should always be found in the warm green-
house for the bright effect which it produces.

Pelargonium Princess May.—The flowers
of this variety are of a very distinct salmon-pink
in ground colour, different from all others I am
acquainted with. The upper sepals being nar-
rower than the lower ones, it does not make such
a full, round flower as some of the leading varie-
ties of the Duchess of Fife class, but it is a pretty
flower and the ground colour is well shown up by
the dark velvety crimson blotches on the lower
sepals. Although the growth is not very strong,
it is easily grown and makes a dwarf plant re-

quiring very little support in the way of tying or
stakes.

Ranunculus cortussefolius.—This Butter-
cup, which is a native of Teneriffe, is not suffi-

* The Spathiphyllumi are mire generally known as
Anthuriumg.—J. R.

ciently hardy to be generally planted out of doors
in this country, but it is well suited for the em-
bellishment of the greenhouse, imparting, as it

does, a very distinct feature. It is used in this
way in No. 4 greenhouse at Kew, the plants being
from 4 feet to .) feet high, and terminated by a
large open branching corymb of rich Buttercup-
like flowers, quite 2 inches in diameter. The
large deeply-lobed leaves are handsome and form
an admirable setting to the showy blossoms. A
coloured plate of this Ranunculus appeared in
The Garden in the early part of 1894.—H. P.

Rhododendron Forsterianum.—This is one
of the very largest-flowered of all the hybrid Rho-
dodendrons claiming parentage either directly
or indirectly from R. Edgeworthi, and, though
inclined to branch but sparingly—especially when
young—unless freely stopped, it is almost indis-
pensable where a collection of these plants is

brought together, the exceedingly large, massive
blooms causing it to stand out in a most marked
manner from its fellows. This variety was raised
by Mr. Otto Forster, the parents being R. Edge-
worthi and the Moulmein R. Veitchianum. The
flowers of R. Forsterianum are white with a
yellowish stain at the base of the upper petals.
Although sweetly scented, they are not so deli-
ciously fragrant as those of some varietie?.—T.

Lonicera sempervirens minor. — Anyone
needing a selection of climbers for the greenhouse
should, if possible, pay a visit or two to Kew,
where there is, taken altogether, a fine selection
of this class of plants. One of the most satisfac-
tory of all is this Honeysuckle, which for many
years has been greatly admired treated as a rafter
plant in No. 4 greenhouse, where it flowers
throughout the greater part of the year. The
bright orange-red blossoms of this Honeysuckle
are so showy and so numerous that it is fully

entitled to a place among the most select of green-
house climbers. The typical Lonicera sempervi-
rens is a hardier plant than is the variety minor,
which is a native of Carolina, the more vigorous
typical kind coming from Virginia. This minor
form will flower well in pots when comparatively
small, but to be seen at its best it needs to be
planted out in a prepared border.—T.

Pelargonium Dorothy.—This is a very ffne

variety, of a good habit and very free. The seg-
ments are white at the base, becoming first a
purplish rose and then a rosy red, the margin of

the flower undulated and almost white. On the
two lower segments there are a feathered blotch
of amaranth and radiating lines of this colour to
the centre. The whole flower has a shining
satiny appearance that much enhances the pretty
colouring. No stakes are required for this

variety, as the stems are \'ery stiff and the foliage

large, this making a dwarf, spreading plant quite
naturally. It is one of the easiest of all to grow,
and the immense trusses give it a very fine

character when in fiower. The individual flowers
are nearly 3 inches across and the segments over
an inch wide, so that the latter overlap each other
a good deal, making a very full flower.

Pelargonium fimbriatum album.—There
is not a more beautiful kind in existence than
this, the flowers being absolutely pure white and
very prettily fimbriated. It is so very weak in

growth, however, as to be almost useless, and I

have almost given up growing it. A much better
grower, and also bearing pure white flowers, is

Princess Alexandra, but the blossoms of this

kind have a tendency to doubling, which spoils

their appearance. The growth of fimbriatum
album makes little progress during the winter
and early spring, at a time when all the others
are growing freely, and, as the flowers appear
before many new leaves have formed, it takes
several years to get anything like a decent plant.

It should be grown in smaller pots than any other
kind, and will not require any stopping. Princess
Alexandra, on the other hand, is, if anything,
almost too strong, and the more vigorous of the
shoots should be pinched early to induce a well-

shaped, evenly-balanced plant.—H.
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Orchids.

EULOPHIELLA PEETERSIANA.
The accompanying illustration is reproduced

from a photograph of the cut spike exhibited

at the Drill Hall on April 12 last, when this

was awarded a first-class certificate by the

Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. E. Peetersiana was introduced by
and dedicated to M. A. A. Peeters, of St.

Gilles, Brussels, last year from Madagascar.
The rhizome of the plant climbs and twists

exterior of the side-lobes rose-purple, shading
to white at the base ; the interior white. It

has five erect, tooth-like crests in the centre,
which extend nearly to the base ; these are
brownish-yellow in colour. At the extreme
base there are three prominent ridges, the
outer ones white, the centre bright yellow.
Coming from Madagascar, it requires stove
treatment. Mr. White, Sir Trevor Lawrence's
grower, considers it a far easier plant to deal
with than E. Elizabethaa, growing more freely,

the general constitution being of a more robust
nature. Orchid growers will look forward to

Mulophiella Peetersiana, From a photograph by Mr. Bowden, Vulwich,

amongst branches of trees like a snake. The
leaves are each from 2 feet to 5 feet in length,
and the flower-scape, nearly 5 feet in height
and produced from the base of the new
growth, bears a cluster of twenty blooms or
upwards at the apex. The sepals are each
If inches in length and 1;^ inches broad, deep
rose-purple, shading to white at the base, and
tipped with darker purple at the apex. The
petals, rather longer than the sepals, are
li inches wide, the colour similar to that of

the sepals. The front lobe of the lip is rose-
pui-ple, shading to white in the centre ; the

its Ijeing introduced in quantity, as such a

noble species is worthy of every consideration

and should have a place in every collection. It

is certainly the finest Orchid that has been
introduced from Madagascar. C.

Cattleya Sohilleriana.—Good forms of this

beautiful Cattleya are to hand from " R. R."
(Bristol). It is one of the most interesting species
now in flower, and one that requires care to grow
it well. Not being so strong in habit as the spe-
cies of the labiata group, the compost should only
be thin, and the greater part of the pot or basket

may be tilled with clean crocks. Good results

have been obtained by fastening the plants to
Tree Fern stems, and some have gone so far as
to put it on blocks, but this latter mode is too
poor for it, and, unless the plants are very closely
looked after as regards moisture, the growth will

be weak. A light place during the early spring
months is a great advantage, for the plants are
often in full growth while many of the larger-

growing kinds are still at rest. The flowers
appear singly or in pairs, and are each about 4
inches across, the sepals and petals narrow, wavy,
and variable in colour— usuall}' some tint of

reddish brown, spotted with deep purple. The
lip is spreading in front, the side lobes curving
over the column, crimson-purple in front, with
white and yellow markings. It is sometimes con-
sidered a natural hybrid between C. Aclandise
and C. guttata, and was introduced to the con-
tinent in IS.')".

Dendrobium clavatum. — This old species
used to be much more grown, and in fact is

seldom seen now except in some old-fashioned
collection of plants. It is a pretty plant, with
club-shaped stems and evergreen foliage. The
racemes of flower appear at the upper part of the
stems, and contain fewer flowers than those of D.
densiflorum and other more popular kinds. These
are 2J inches across, bright orange yellow, with a
maroon blotch on the lip, this segment being
downy on the upper surface, with a toothed
margin. I), clavatum is not so strong-growing
as many of the evergreen kinds, and may be
grown well in pots or baskets not so large as are
used for these. The compost should consist of the
usual peat and Moss mixture, but only a little of

it is needed unless for large plants. It succeeds
best in a warm part of an intermediate house, and
a few weeks only are necessary for a set of stems
to form. It is not unusual for two sets to be made
in one season, but it is not wise to encourage the
plants to do this, as they are more free-flowering
when kept to their proper annual routine of

growth, rest, and flowering. During the resting
season it must not be much dried at the roots.

D. clavatum is a native of Nepal and Assam, and
though discovered as far back as 1828, was not
introduced until 1851.

SOBRALIAS.
The blossoms of these are so beautiful that one
can easily overlook their e\anescent character,
and the plants are so easily grown that the
merest tyro in Orchid culture may take up their

cultivation with every prospect of success. It is

one of the drawbacks to Orchid-growing that
peat of a suitable character is not always easily

obtainable and is expensive, but this need not
stand in the way of anyone growing Sobralias, as
very little of it need be used. I have often recom-
mended the judicious use of leaf-mould in mix-
ture for some of the stronger-feeding Orchids,
and the report of the Ghent show, detailing the
fact of such species as Oncidium sarcodes being
grown in this material almost alone, is suggestive
to say the least. Equal parts of this material
and loam, with a little chopped Sphagnum Moss
and peat, will grow Sobralias well, provided the
pots are well drained and abundance of charcoal
broken in lumps is mixed with it. Where Sphag-
num is not plentiful there are other native Mosses
that are equally good for these strong-growing
Orchids, though it does not do for others of an
epiphytal character and weaker growth. The
growths of Sobralias consist of tall Reed-like

stems of varying height, clothed almost from top
to bottom with broad green leaves, and they may
be repotted at any time when not in active

growth. The growth of most species is very free,

and in consequence rather large pots are needed.

So closely do the roots enwrap the compost, that

it is difficult often to separate it, and, unless

there is a suspicion of old, sour material in the

ball, it is much better not to do so. In case of

old, sour compost being present, the plants should
be shaken out and the material swilled out from
among the roots by a forcible jet of water from
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the syringe or hose. Unless the roots are
in really bad condition, give a good shift,

the new pots being quite a couple of sizes

larger than the old ones. If they are bad, cut
away all Cecayed roots after washing and drying
them, retaining all that are alive and planting
them carefully in small pots, using more Moss
and charcoal and less loam in the compost. The
plants need not be elevated, but kept a little

below the rims of the pots, and the compost
should be very firmly placed about the roots.

Where there is no room for the larger-growing
Sobralias on the stage, a corner in the house
may often be found for them, and although
ajipreciating a good position, they are so accom-
modating that they will make good flowering
growths in shady corners where other plants
will not thrive, I noticed some time since
nice plants of S. macrantha tied to wires on the
back walls of a lean-to house, and although it was
not their flowering season, I was assured by the
grower that they bloomed profusely every year.
For years I kept some fine old specimens in a
•linery all through the summer, and during tlie

winter these had to be tied up very close in order
to save room in a warmer house devoted princi-
pally to Cattleyas. So it will be seen that the
plants are easily accommodated, provided only
they have plenty of head room. While not
requiring to be actually dried oft', very little

water is necessary for a month or two in winter,
but beyond this the}' are very thirsty subject?,
revelling in moisture both in the atmosphere and
at the roots. The foliage is apt to be attacked
by red spider in an atmosphere inclining to dry-
ness, so that it is wise whenever the plants are
out of flower to keep the syringe going freely
.ibout them. There are several species more or
less distinct, and a large number of varieties of
the well-known S. macrantha. These bear in
many cases immense flowers that, while they last,

are very showy, and there is a pure white and
very chaste form of the species. Two good com-
panion kinds of rather dwarfer habit are S.

xantholeuca and S. leucoxantha.

DENDROBIUM DALHOl'SIANUM.
This is a large, handsome plant when well
grown, the tall, stately stems and the showy
racemes of flower being as fine as anything in
the genus. The plant in its native country is

probably deciduous, but under cultivation there
is always a certain amount of foliage on tlie

stems. The stems are terete, over a yard in
height, and usually tinted with purple ; the
racemes appear at the upper joints, and con-
tain about a dozen flowers, pale creamy yellow,
with a dark maroon blotch on the lip. It may
be noted that these racemes are produced two,
three, or more years in succession from the
same stems from higher or lower nodes, but
they are not often seen on the last season's
wood, as in the usual deciduous species. The
roots are strong and persistent, liking a very
rough, open compost and large, roomy pots.
Peat and Sphagnum in equal proportions, with
abundance of rough lumps of charcoal and
crocks, suit it well as compost. The pots mu.st
be more than half-filled with drainage, protect-
ing this with a layer of rough Moss before
putting the plant in position. Should the old
ball be in fairly good condition it need not be
much disturbed, for none of these large-grow-
ing species like to be much pulled about at the
roots. If there is anything sour, or likely to
quickly become sour, by all means take it out,
even if the roots have to be interfered with, but
the less this is done the better. Pot firmly and
keep the leads back as far as possible, so that
they will not reach the rims for a couple of
seasons at least, and finish the compost with a
slight rise to the centre. The young shoots
commence rooting after they have made con-
siderable progress, but it is not advisable to

wait for • this before repotting, as usually prac-

tised with the smaller growers. The reason is

that the roots below will have become very
active, and, of course, will feel the check wor.se.

The plants require a very long season of growth,
as may be readily imagined when the size and
lengtli of the stems are taken into consideration.

For this reason it is not usually possible to ripen
the stems in the ordinary way, for tliey are

often in full growth as late as November. The
glowing quarters may, if convenient, be a large,

light, tropical house, and it does not matter
whether it is devoted to Orchids or other
jjlants. This is much more to their taste

than small, narrow houses, where the blinds
have to be almost constantly down to pre-

vent injury to the foliage. A moist atmos-
phere must be kept up about the plants

by frequently damping the stages and paihs
and between the pots. No diminution in

the water supply need be made until late

autumn, and even then the roots must be kept
moist. A short resting season can usually be

managed in late winter or early spring, but it

is not so necessary for this species as for the

truly deciduous kinds that remain quite inac-

tive for several months. After the new growths
get beyond the first stage, light syringings over-

head are admissible, but until tliis the water is

apt to collect in the cup formed by the young
leaves, and this leads to their decay. Syring-

ing must be discontinued when the weather
begins to get cooler in autumn. The temj)era-

ture usually advised for Dendrobiums while

growing will suit this species, and during the

winter it is quite safe in a house that does not
fall below 50° at night. Insects are not par-

ticularly troublesome, and may be kept under
by ordinary vigilance. The plants before the

blooms ai'e fully open may be placed in a cool

and shady house, where they last huiger than
in the growing quarters, whore the individual

flowers seldom last over a week. It is a native

of Burmah, but was brought to this country by
Gibson—when travelling for the Duke of Devon-
shire—from Calcutta.

Schomburg'kia tibicinis.— Though nearly
related to the Cattleyas and L;elias, this Orchid
is not so showy as many of these ; yet the flowers

are very ornamental, and, where there is room, a
few plants should be included. The flowers

appear on tall spikes over a yard in height, and
are individually about ." inches across. The
sepals and petals are prettily undulated, reddish
brown, shading off nearly to white at the base

;

the lip yellow, streaked and blotched with purple.

The pseudo-bulbs are large, and bear a couple or

three deep green leathery leaves, from between
which the flower-spike springs. The plants are

best grown in fairly large i)ots in a rough and
^ ery open description of compost, as the roots

like rambling over rough lumps of charcoal or

crocks. The Cattleya house suits it well, and
the plants may have the lightest part of it in

order that the growth in autumn may be hard
and well ripened. The pseudo-bulbs are hollow,

and are said to be used by the Indian children as

horns — a circumstance that accounts for the

specific name. It is a widely-distributed plant,

naturally occurring over a great range of country
in Central America. It was one of the plants
sent home by Mr. G. Ure Skinner in 1S36.

Gongora atro purpurea. — The singular
flowers of this species appear at various seasons

;

indeed, where a few large plants are grown it is

seldom out of bloom. The spikes appear at the
base of the pseudo-bulbs, which are strongly
ribbed, and each spike contains a large number of

flowers that, hanging around a large specimen
plant, have a very fine appearance. The plant is

very easy of cultivation, growing strongly in

baskets half-filled with drainage material, and a

good open compost over this. So free-rooting
are the plants when in good health, that they
entirely fill the basket and push upwards into the
congenial air of the house. The Cattleya house
suits it best, and the baskets may be hung where
they receive the fullest light, only shading a little

in hot weather to prevent injury to the foliage.

During the greater part of the year the roots
must be kept very moist, and the foliage may be
frequently dewed over with tepid water during
the growing season. Red spider is its worst
insect enemy, and should be kept under, for the
foliage when health}' is very beautiful, but is

not so when over-run with these pests. G. atro-
purpurea is a native of Trinidad, and its peeu-
liarily formed flowers with recurved segments
are reddish brown, profusely spotted with purple.
From this there are one or two variations.

ORCHIDS AT OAKWOOD, WYLAM ON-

TYNE.
A VISIT to this garden is always instructive, for
neither Mr. Cookson nor his gardener, Mr. Wm.
Murray, makes any secret of the methods pursued
by which such a great degree of success has been
attained. The means are at the command of any-
one who will take the trouble to cross-fertilise

his flowers and has patience to wait for the
results. At the time of my visit (the middle
of April) the following were in bloom : Phajus
Cooksoni is very interesting as being the first

garden hybrid Phajus that flowered in England.
It was obtained by crossing the vigorous
and well-known P. Wallichi with the beauti-
ful and rather ditficult-to-grow P. tuberculosus.
The sepals and petals are rose, brownish tinted,

and much like those of the seed-parent, while the
lip more nearly resembles that of P. tuberculosus.
More recently Mr. Cookson crossed the stately

P. Sanderi.anus with P. tuberculosus, and ob-
tained Phajus Norman and varieties, referred to
in The G.^uden of last week. There were two
forms of Phajus Sanderianus in flower, one with
quite yellow sepals and petals, with the base of

the labellum orange-yellow. The flower resembles
in colour P. Blumei var. Bernaysi, figured in

Botanical Maijazine. The question is whether or
not most of these tall-growing species are merely
forms or sub-species of P. grandifolius. Even
Dr. Reichenbach regarded P. Wallichi and P.

Blumei as sub-species of P. grandifolius. At the
time of my visit the Dendrobiums were in great
beauty. Amongst them were very fine forms of

D. nobile, and of the darker varieties of this use-

ful species the variety D. nobile nobilius is the
best. Cooksonianum is very curious, the sepals

and petals being blotched like the lip. D. Arnoldi-
anum is quite distinct from Cooksonianum, bright
in colour, and the blotches are deeper. Several
other distinct forms were in flower, the variety
album being distinct and pretty, but not so fine

as another white variety named Amesia'. Most
of the Dendrobiums are hybrids raised at Oak-
wood, many of them being very beautiful. Den-
drobium dulce (Oakwood variety) is of vigorous
growth, the sepals and petals rosy-red, the lip red-
dish-purple. It is a cross between D. Linawianum
and D. aureum. D. Sibyl is a very handsome
Dendrobe with large flowers, the sepals and petals

of a clear rose colour with a tinge of purple ; the
lip of a rosy purple colour, throat yellowish. It

is a cross between D. bigibbum and D. Linawia-
num. I). Bryan, one of the most distinct of the
garden varieties, has the sepals, petals, and lip

of a uniform pale yellow colour, the throat orange
streaked reddish brown. It is a cross between
D. lutecium and 1). Wardianum, but it certainly

has most of D. lutecium. D. William Murray
was the most beautiful of all that were in flower.

This handsome form has been raised by crossing

D. albo-sanguineum with D. nobile. The sepals

and petals are pure white, so also is the lip, which
has a dense, maroon-purple coloured blotch in the
centre. D. Cassiope, a hybrid between D. nobile

and D. japonicum, has white flowers with a violet-

purple blotch. D. Cybele is a very interesting

cross between D. Findleyanum and D. nobile, the
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flowers very handsome, the sepals and petals

whitish at the base, flushed at the apex with pale

rosy purple. The lip has a conspicuous crimson-

purple blotch at the base. 1). Owenianum is

another of the D. Wardianum hybrids, and is

intermediate between its two parents, H. Wardia-
num and D. Findleyanum. D. Doris, a cross

between another garden variety, D. Leitchianum
and D. japonicum, is variable in character ; the

sepals and petals are elongated, white, with a
purpUsh lip.

Many of the ver}- finest Cypripediums have been
raised at Oakwood, and it was noticeable that
the hybrid forms are unusually vigorous, even
when one or other of the parents may well be
described as miffy. Thus we have in the gar-

den varieties C. Juno and C. vexillarium, fairly

vigorous growers, although the pollen-bearer, C.

Fairrieanum, is one of the most difficult to grow
well ; at least, it is supposed to be difficult. It

requires great patience to raise seedling Orchids.
Mr. Murray informs me that only 10 per cent, of

the seed-pods contain fertile seed ; and even when
the seed germinates, it irritates the most patient

cultivator to see the plants die off one after

another, notwithstanding the utmost care to keep
them alive. The wire stands invented by Mr.
Murray are in use at Oakwood, and are excellent
contrivances for allowing a free circulation of air

underneath the plants. Jas. Dodglas.

50°. M. nycterina, a native of New Grenada, was
introduced by M. Linden about 1874.

Trees and Shrubs.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Angraecum modestum.—The pretty pure
white blossoms— borne on semi-pendent racemes
—of this Orchid are always looked forward to and
welcome. It thrives well in small baskets sus-

pended from the roof in the warmest house, and
only a modicum of mass, with a few bits of char-
coal and plentj' of drainage, should be given.
But care is necessary when basketing the plants
that they are very firmly fixed and cannot rock
about ; otherwise they will never be satisfactory.

Plenty of water is needed all the year round, the
most, of course, when growth — root and top—is

most active.

Odontoglossum citrosmum punctatissi-
raum.—This makes a welcome change from the
typical forms, the flowers being in some cases
quite a deep rose, with spots of purple on the
sepals and petals. It has a very fine appearance
when a good spike of it is produced, being much
brighter in the mass than the variety roseum, or,

indeed, than any form of the species. 0. citros-

mum is one of the finest of plants for hanging
baskets, and in a cool conser\ atory or fernery the
flowers last a long time in good condition without
in any way harming the plant. It is very subject
to spotting if the flowers are kept in a moist
atmosphere.

Epidendrum atro purpureum roseum.

—

The flowers of this variety are deeper in colour
than those of the type, and the lip has a pretty
rosy tint with a purpHsh suffusion under the
column. They occur on tall, erect scapes con-
taining about a dozen, and are about 2^ inches in
diameter. The plant likes a light, cool, and airy
house, and shading is seldom necessary except in
the hottest weather. Equal parts of peat and
Moss over good drainage suit it for compost,
but plenty of rough crocks and charcoal should
be mixed therewith. Use fairly large pots, and
water in accordance with the state of growth. It
is a native of Guatemala.

Masdevallia nycterina.—The quaint yet
beautiful flowers of this species are now open,
and they bear a considerable resemblance to those
of M. Chimsra. They are produced on short
stems, the sepals brownish purple and yellow,
spotted with red and hairy, elongated into tails
about 3 inches in length. It should be grown in
a basket about three-parts filled with clean
crocks, the compost consisting largely of Sphag-
num Moss and charcoal, a little peat only being
needed. It does well in quite a cool house during
the summer—indeed, all the year round, if the
night temperature is not allowed to 'all below

THE BIRCHES.
(Betula.)

There are in all about twenty-five species of

Birch, and these are distributed oxer the cooler

parts of Europe, Asia, and North America. No
genus of deciduous trees penetrates farther

within the Arctic Circle than Betula does, nor
is capable of thriving under conditions more
generally inclement. From the shores of

Labrador and Hudson's Bay in the east, the

Birches extend right across the American con-

tinent to Alaska and the Yukon River region
in the extreme north-west, and from those in-

hospitable latitudes southwards to California on
the one side and to Florida on the other. In
Europe they are found in Lapland, southwards
to the mountains of middle Eurojje, whilst in

Asia they have been found on the Himalaya, in

Manchuria, and in Japan. In stature they
range from fine timber trees, IW feet high, to

low shrubs keeping within a foot or two of the
ground. Among hardy deciduous trees the
Birches are conspicuous in the peculiar grace-

'

fulness of their slender, mostly pendulous
branches, and in the shining, often coloured,

bark of the trunks and main limbs. Our native

B. alba, and the others with white trunks, are

in this respect amongst the most striking of all

deciduous trees. On a clear ninter's day when
the low rays of the sun strike the gleaming
trunks, and the delicate tracery of the branches
and twigs stands out against the sky, the Birch
gives one of the most beautiful efl'ects in winter
vegetation. None of the species appears diffi-

cult to accommodate. Although some are found
under very moist, or even .semi-ac|uatic, condi-

tions, and others in comparatively dry or rocky
places, they all thrive in ordinary soil. Even
B. nigra—the American River Birch—which
often grows naturally in positions covered with
water for several months each year, succeeds

very well, and makes a distinct and striking

tree in the sandy, dry soil at Kew. In regard

to propagation, the weeping, coloured -leaved,

and other varieties of garden origin have, per-

force, to be worked on stocks of their own
breed, but otherwise all the Birches should be
raised from seed. Plants raised by other means
are never so vigorous. The seeds may be sown
in pans or boxes in a cool frame, either in

autumn or spring, and should be simply pressed
into the soil, not covered with it. Where large

juantities of the Common Birch are required,

seeds can be sown on beds of finely pulverised

soU out-of-doors.

Whilst not complete, the following list of

Birches represents pretty fully those that at

present exist under cultivation. Some com-
paratively new species have been discovered in

South-Eastern Europe (Caucasus, itc. ), but of

these, as well as of some others native of Japan,
little is as yet known here :

—

Trees.

B. alba (including B. B. nigra (syn., B. rubra)
verrucosa and B. pu- B. occidentalia

bescens) B. papyrifera
B. Ermani B. populifolia
B. lenta B. ulmifolia
B. lutea B. utilis (syn., B. Bhoj-
B. Maximowiczi pattra)

Shrubs.

B. fruticosa B. intermedia
B. humilis B. nana
B. gland ulosa B. pumila

B. ALBA (White Birch).—Our native Birch is

well-known as one of the most graceful and effec-

tive of British trees. In winter especiall3' its

gleaming white trunk and pendent twigs give it

an individuality that no other of our native trees

possesses. It is not a long-lived tree, compared,
that is, with such trees as the Oak, the Beech, or

the Elm. It attains its greatest size—from
50 feet to 60 feet— in middle Europe, becoming
smaller, and even shrubby, in the far north. In
a wild state it is, in the British Isles, most abun-
dant in Scotland, and a sloping river-bank or the

precipitous sides of a hill clothed with the Birch,

the Rowan tree and others intermingled, is one
of the most characteristic scenes of that country.

The wood is white, and is used in furniture-

making and for the manufacture of such articles

as cotton reels, shoe-pegs, &c., also for many
household utensils. In the far north, where
growth is slower, the wood is much more durable
than that produced in more equable climates.

The smaller branches and twigs are still employed
for making brooms. The Birch-rod—an instru-

ment with which, as old Gerard puts, " school-

masters and parents do terrifie their children "

—

has gone largely out of fashion. In some of the

largest trees the trunk is from "2 feet to 3 feet

thick. The bark then becomes rugged at the

base, retaining its silvery colour further up and
on the main branches. That it is an ancient

tree in Britain is proved by its having been found

in the lowest strata of peat bogs near ilanchester,

where it had been preserved for probably

thousands of years, anci, curiously enough, with

the silvery bark still fresh and bright. It is

spread over all the northern latitudes of Europe
and Asia, whole woods often consisting of this

tree alone, especially in Russia, where it is the

commonest tree, and in Greenland, where it is

said to be the only one. A kind of wine is made
from the sap, which is obtained by tapping the

trunk in March and April. From the bark a use-

ful, fragrant oil is obtained, important in the

preparation of Russian leather. Of the numerous
varieties of the White Birch the following are the

more noteworthy ; they belong to two group?,

one of which (verrucosa) has glabrous leaves, the

other (pubescens) has downy foliage and young
wood. Other dilferences are to be found in the

lobing of the scales of the female catkms, and
the varieties in the verrucosa group are, on the

whole, of a more distinctly pendent and graceful

habit than those in the pubescent group.

B. A. VAK. DALECAKi.it'A.—In this handsome
variety the leaves are much more deeply cut than

in the ordinary form, being lobed as well as

toothed. It is also known as B. laciniata.

B. A. VAR. KASTioi.\TA.—A distinct variety with

erect branches and an almost Lombardy Poplar-

like habit.

B. A. VAR. PENDULA.—This has the pendulous

habit of the ordinary Birch still more markedly
developed.

B. A. VAR. rENDULA YouNiii.—Widely known
as Young's Weeping Birch, this is the best of

the pendulous Birches, and one of the most
striking of weeping trees.

B. A. VAR. AiREA is a new variety with golden

foliage.

B. A. VAR. PURPUREA has purple leaves, and
B. .\. VAR. VARIEGATA has them blotched with

yellowish white.

The above varieties belong to the verrucosa

group, the following to the pubescens group :

—

B. A. VAR. PONTicA. —A robustcr plant than

the others of this set, with larger leaves.

B. A. V.4R. PUBESCENS.—The type of this group,

the leaves being downy.
B. A. VAR. URTiciFOLiA.—This, the Nettle-

leaved Birch, may be compared with var. dalecar-

lica of the other section in its having handsomely
laciniated leaves, which are, however, very

downy.
B. Ermani.—In the mountain forests of the

great middle island of Japan this Birch is found

at elevations of 4000 feet to 0000 feet above the

sea level. It is the commonest of Japanese
Birches and was first introduced to Europe by
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way of the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden. It
resembles our native B. alba in having a white
bark on the trunk, but that of the branches is

yellowish-brown. The leaves are heart - shaped
with a tapering point, and an irregular double
toothing at the margin. The male catkins are
2 inches to 3 inches long, and are in full pollen
during the latter part of March. The species is

distinguished botanically from B. alba by the
middle lobe of the bracts of the female catkins
being spoon-shaped (instead of lanceolate or oval
as in B. alba).

B. FRUTioosA.—A shrubby species growing
some 4 feet to 6 feet high, and a native of North
Europe and North Asia. It has thin leaves, each
from three-quarters of an inch to 1 J inches long,
with the toothing shallow and more regular than
in most Birches.

B. uuMiLis.—Another shrubby species growing
about 4 feet high, with numerous close branches
and small leaves that are obovate, being rounded
and coarsely toothed at the apex, whilst they
taper gradually towards the base, where the
margins are entire. On the barren shoots the
leaves are three or four times the size of those on
the fruiting branches, which are often under half

an inch in length. A native of the most northern
parts of both hemispheres and a pretty little shrub.

B. OLANDULOSA is One of the American shrubby
species and is nearly allied to B. nana. It can,
however, be easily distinguished from that species
by the young twigs being covered with glandular
warts. From another American shrubby species
—B. pumila— it ditfers in having quite glabrous,
instead of downy, twigs and foliage. The leaves
are almost stalkless, and each half an incli to
three-quarters of an inch long.

B. INTERMEDIA.—This is a shrubby Birch in-

termediate between B. nana and B. fruticosa. It
grows on the mountains and in the arctic regions
of Europe, and is some 6 feet high, with erect
branches. From B. nana it may be distinguished
by its larger leaves, which are ovate, rather than
orbicular, as in B. nana.

B. LENTA (Cherry Birch).—A tree about 70 feet
high and a native of North-Eastern America, ex-
tending from Newfoundland and Canada to the

' State of tJeorgia. According to Sargent, it

reaches its greatest size on the western slopes of
the Big Smoky Mountains in Tennessee. The
leaves each measure from 3 inches to 5 inches in

length, and when quite young have silky white
hairs beneath. The marginal teeth are slender
and incurved. The male catkins are 3 inches
long when fully developed, about the beginning
of May, and are then bright yellow and very
pretty. In a young state the branches of this
tree are erect and the general outline pyramidal,
but after it has reached half its full size the
branches become more graceful and pendulous,
and the whole tree of a more rounded shape.
The bark is dark reddish brown, and when
bruised has a sweet, aromatic odour. A valuable
oil is distilled from the wood, which is used both
in medicine and for flavouring. This tree is

nearly allied to the following species (B. lutea),
but differs in having the scales on the female
catkins smooth (in B. lutea they are downy).
The bark affords another distinction ; it it aro-
matic in both, but, whilst sweet in B. lenta, it is

bitter in B. lutea.

B. LUTEA (Yellow Birch).— In the forests of the
north-eastern parts of North America this Birch
is one of the largest trees—sometimes as much as
100 feet high. It thrives best in cold latitudes
and in moist positions. Sargent observes that
even no farther south than southern New England
it is rarely a handsome tree. It is valuable in
Canada as a timber producer, the wood being
strong and hard and taking a fine polish. It
resembles B. lenta in its erect branches and
pyramidal habit when young, and in afterwards
becoming a round-topped tree with more or less
pendulous branches. The leaves are each 3 inches
to 5 inches long, the margins set with glandular
teeth. The bark is at first greyish, but after-
wards becomes red-brown or yellowish, espe-
cially on surfaces recently exposed by the curling

off of the outer layers. This tree thrives well
near London. At Kew there are specimens 20 feet

to 30 feet high, and handsome in growth as well
as in the trunks. It is nearly related to B. lenta,

under which species some differences are pointed
out.

B. Maximowiczl—This is the last new species
of Birch brought into cultivation, and, although
the largest specimens are only 6 feet to 8 feet

high, it is a quick grower, and altogether very
promising. We owe its introduction to cultiva-

tion to Professor Sargent, who obtained seeds of

the tree during his travels in Japan in 1892. He
says :

—
In the forests of Yezo we saw for the first time tliis

tree. It is certainly one of the handsomest trees ia

.Japan and one of the most distinct and beautiful of

the Birches. In Yezo it is a shapely tree 80 feet to

i'O feet high, with a trunk 2 feet to 3 feet in diameter,
covered with pale, smooth, orange-coloured bark.

Its most striking character is the large size of the
leaves. On our young plants they have measured
7 inches to 8 inches in length and 5 inches to

inches wide, and even on the large trees seen
in Japan by Professor Sargent they appear to

hive been only a little smaller. They are doubly
and irregularly toothed, dark green and shining.
The species ranges from the main island of Japan
(Hondo) through Y'ezo and Saghalien into Man-
churia. By the aborigines of Yezo—the Ainos

—

the tough bark "is used for many domestic pur-
poses."

B. NANA (The Marsh Birch).—In a state of

nature this Birch—the dwarfest of all the species
—is a low, bushy shrub, rarely more than 3 feet

high. Under cultivation, however, it is some-
times twice that height. In a wild .«tate it affects

wet situations, and for similar positions in gardens
or parks may be recommended as a pretty and
interesting little Birch. It will, at the same
time, grow well in fairly moist ground. It forms
a dense, much-branched bush, thickly set with
round leaves, which are each one-eighth of an inch
to half an inch across, and have prettily crenate
margins. The species is a native of the coolest

part of the north temperate zone, and often occurs
also under subarctic conditions. It is found in

Scotland, Ku-sia, Sweden, Lapland, &c. It is of

value to the Laplanders both as fuel and bedding.
Ptarmigan are said to feed on its seeds.

B. NiiiRA (The Red, or River, Birch).—Few of

the Birches are more interesting and distinct than
this. It is a fairly tall tree and grows in its

native country from 60 feet to 90 feet in height.
The trunk has the curious propensity of separating
into two or three divisions a few feet from the
ground, which gives the tree quite a distinct

appearance. These hmbs grow erect and have no
further tendency to divide. The trunk is very
rough and picturesque, because of the numerous
flakes of dark-coloured bark standing out all

round it. The leaves taper towards both ends,
but more abruptly towards the base. The mar-
gin is cut up into large teeth (or even lobes),

which are themselves toothed. When young they
are downy beneath, but gradually become smooth

;

later, they are of a dark, shining green, and
from 1 fi inches to 4 inches long. The male cat-

kins are clustered two or three together, slender,

and each about 2A inches long. This Birch is

a moisture-loving tree, and in a wild state in

Eastern North America is found mostly near the
banks of water-courses or swamps, often par-

tially inundated for several weeks at a time. In a

very interesting notice of this Birch in the " Silva
of North America," Sargent describes it as one of

the most remarkable trees in the genus, and the
only semi-aquatic Birch. "The charm of many
southern rivers is often largely due to this beauti-

ful tree, with its slender, flexible branches dipping
their ends in the water." It ripens its seeds by
early summer and they drop to the ground when
the water is at its lowest ; they germinate rapidly
and obtain a firm foothold before the autumn
floods return. It attains its greatest size in the
damp, semi-tropical lowlands of Florida, Louisiana
and Texas. It is quite hardy in England, and as

a water-loving tree of singular beauty it might

well be planted more freely in our parks than it is

now. It was first introduced by Peter Collinson
in 1736.

B. occidentalis (Black Birch).—This species,

which is not yet well-known in European gardens,
was first discovered by the North American
travellers—Lewis and Clark—in 180."), on the
banks of a tributary of the Missouri River flowing
on the eastern side of the Bitter-Root Mountains.
It is found also in British Columbia, California,

and Dakota, growing, as a rule, in moist soil near
water in mountain caiions. Although it is spread
over a wide area it is not common anywhere
(Sargent). It was introduced from Western N.
America to the Arnold Arboretum in 1874. It is

not one of the largest Birches, being sometimes
.30 feet to 40 feet high, with a trunk 12 to IS inches
in diameter, but more often producing a cluster of

slender stems only half that height. It is always
a graceful tree, with slender pendulous branches
covered with a dark, very glossy bark. The
twigs are thickly set with resinous glands. The
broadly ovate leaves are pointed at the apex and
blunt at the base, the margins furnished with
sharp glandular teeth. Following the American
custom, the common name of "Black Birch" is

here given to this species, although it is fre-

quently applied to B. nigra. The latter is, how-
ever, more correctly the " Red Birch," being the
B. rubra of Michaux. The two can easily be dis-

tinguished by the leaves and bark. In B. nigra

the leaves are bright green and pointed at both
ends, whilst the bark curls off' in thin layers ; in

B. occidentalis the leaves are dull green and cut
oft' sharply at the base, whilst the bark is close.

B. I'APYRiFERA (Canoc Or Paper Birch).—With
us this is one of the whitest-barked of all the

Birches, surpassing in this respect even our own
White Birch. It is a North American species, and
is widely spread over that continent. In the far

West it reaches from the coasts of Alaska and the

Yukon River Valley southwards to the States of

Washington and Montana. On the eastern side

it extends from the shores of Hudson's Bay and
Labrador as far south as New Y'ork and Pennsyl-

vania. It is famous as the tree whose bark is used for

building canoes. This bark is tough and resinous,

and water-tight, and is readily divided into thin

layers. It is also used for making baskets, drink-

ing cups, &c., whilst the wood is useful for the

manufacture of shoe-lasts, spools, shoe-pegs, &c.

The tree grows some 60 feet to 70 high (consider-

ably more in some of its habitats). When young
the trunk is smooth and of a gleaming white, and
the tree rather pyramidal in habit ; when older

the barls is furrowed and loses its whiteness, and
the tree assumes a rounded habit with pendulous

Iiranches. The leaves are each 2 inches to

3 inches long, pale beneath, with the mid-rib and
veins covered with whitish silky hairs The male
catkins are produced in clusters, and about mid-

April are in full pollen, and then about 4 inches

long. The species was introduced to Britain in

1750 by the Duke of Argyll.

B. POPULiroLiA (American White Birch).

—

Neither in this country nor in its native habitat

does this species attain to any great size or age.

It grows to some 20 feet to 30 feet in height, and
resembles our British White Birch in the colour

of the bark. Its leaves are somewhat triangular

in outhne, thin, 3 inches long, with a long taper-

ing apex, and coarse, irregular teeth at the

margin. Being borne on long, slender stalks,

they flutter with every movement of the air-
much after the manner of the Aspen and other

Poplars. Although a graceful tree, it is of less

value than many other Birches because of its

short life. Sargent observes that it is one of the

least desirable of American trees for parks, but

is useful in springing up profusely and rapidly

even in sterile soil, and thus providing shelter

to other more permanent and valuable, though

slower - growing trees. It extends down the

eastern side of North America from Canada to

Pennsylvania and other States.

B. PUMILA (American Dwarf Birch).—A shrub

varying in height from 2 feet to 8 feet, with the

young branches and lower face of the leaves
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usually covered with soft down. The leaves vary
in shape, and are each half an inch to Ih inches
long, tinely netted. Like our native Dwarf Birch

'

(B. nana), this species is found in wet, boggy
places, and in a wild state extends from Canada
southwards to New Jersey, Minnesota, and other

States of the Union. It was introduced in 17G2.

The tallest form grows about 8 feet high, and on i

account of its erect branches and slender habit is

known as var. fastigiata. From B. nana this
j

species differs in its densely pubescent young
foliage, and from another shrubby Birch— B.

glandulosa— in the absence of glandular warts on
the t»igs.

B. VLMiKuLiA.—This is a Japanese species
often grown under the name of B. alba var. cos-

tata, or simply B. costata. It is a tree as large,

apparently, if not larger, than B. alba. The
trunk is covered with bark as white as that of anj'

Birch, and the tree, on the whole, is as ornamen-
tal as any of the species. The leaves are larger
than those of our native Birch, broadly ovate,
and have a long, tapering point and a coarse,

irregular tootliing.

B. CTiLis.— It is chiefly under the name of

Betula Bhojpattra (very variously spelt) that the

this Chinese species, which is, as usual, flowering
profusely. It is, I think, in its most effective

stage when but a few of its showy semi-double
blossoms are fully expanded, as the buds are
much deeper in colour than the flowers are when
fully open. While Pyrus spectabilis ma}' be
planted almost anywhere, it is a first-rate subject
for a lawn tree where space is limited, and can be
depended upon to furnish a gorgeous display in

the spring, while the fruits are also decidedly
ornamental. It is frequently met with grown as a
standard, and where a belt of shrubs is planted
to hide any unsightly object, such a tree as this

may be employed to break up the otherwise too
formal appearance. Pyrus spectabilis is the
oldest Eastern species that we have in our
gardens, for it was introduced as long ago as

1780, the well-known P. japonica not reaching
here till some years later ; at least the year 1815
is usually given as the date of its introduction,
but in a copy of the Hortir idlured Reijinfer for

1836, the editor (James Main, A.L.S.) contributes
a series of articles on " Reminiscences of a
Voyage to and from China, in the years 1792 3
and '94," and says of this Pyrus :

" We got one
plant of the Hoitong (Cydonia japonica). This

Rosei> on arches^

few specimens of tliis Birch at present cultivated
in Britain are known. This name may well be
superseded by the older, more correct, and less

barbarous one here given. This Birch inhabits
the inner ranges of the Himalayas, often occupy-
ing the highest levels at which tree-like vegeta-
tion exists. It is said to be a native also of

Afghanistan and Japan. As is the case with our
native Birch, this species is gregrarious, whole
forests Ijeing met with that consist entirely of

this tree. At the lower elevations on which it

grows it is a tree of moderate size, rarely more
than .50 feet to HO feet high, but at its highest
limits is reduced to a mere shrub. The leaves
are '2 inches to 3 inches long, and more or less

downy when young. The main branches of the
tree are erect, the twigs drooping. The bark is

reddish or purplish brown, and peels oflf in broad,
horizontal flakes. Brandis observes that it is

used b}' the natives in various w.ays, such as for
writing on, for making umbrella covers, kc. ;

also that the Hindoos use it in various religious
ceremonies. W. J. Bean.
Kew.

Pyrus spectabilis.—Included in the genus
Pyrus are some of our most beautiful early flower-

ing trees, and of them all one of the very best is

plant had been introduced several years before

by Jlr. Slater, but repeatedly lost by being
treated as a stove plant."—H. P.

NOTES d- QUESTIONS.—TREES ,(• SHRUBS.

Juniperus communis aurea.—This pretty
golden form of the common Juniper is most effective

when it puts forth its new growtli ia the spring.

Little l)ushes about a foot or so in height would be
useful for window btixes.

Himalayan Rhododendrons.—Why do we
so seldom see these interesting and often beauti-

ful species ? Mention of two lots of their flowers

is made in your issue of April 30, but no hints

as to how they were grown. It would be a

great kindness to others if those who succeed
with Himalayan Rhododendrons would say what,
in their experience, the various species want—as
to soil, moisture, shelter from wind or frost, and,
above all, exposure to or shelter from the sun.

—

Stephen A. Makshall.

Planting Ivies.—Early in March I planted
against the west wall of a London house several

large Irish Ivies. At the time they were well
covered with bright green leaves, but now they
look very bad— nearly all the leaves are off, and

those remaining are for the most part yellow. Is

such a severe set-back usual and unavoidable?
Are the plants likely to recover ? —A New Sub-
scriber.

*,* Did you give the plants a good soaking of

water immediately after planting ? If not, this

would account for the leaves falling off. The soil

at the side of the house was no doubt very dry.

Keep the plants well watered at the roots and
syringe the stems freely, and new leaves will soon
push out.

—

Ed.

Shrubby Veronicas.—Some of your readers
may be interested to hear that several of the
shrubby Veronicas have seeded freely in my rock
garden. Seedlings of V. loganioides are growing
out of a patch of Thyme and Moss on the face of

a rock, apparently without any soil. The plant
itself was removed in February, 1896, and the
seedlings appeared in late autumn. There are
many seedlings from V. Lyalli, and a few appa-
rently from V. Haasti. V. lycopodioides flowers

very freely here, and I think I saw a seedling from
this, but it has disappeared.—E. C. Bu.xtdn,
Bettie.s ij-Coed.

Rose Garden.

ROSES ON ARCHES.
We ought to have much more of the Rose as a

climber and as a garland in the old way on
chains and walls and pergolas ; also the free-

growing Rcses should be allowed to form bushe.s

on lawns in tlieir own way, and certainly the

old garland kinds are the best single Roses.

How little can be seen now, even in good
Rose gardens, of the beauty of the form of the

Rose, which is so evident where it is grown in

a bold and varied way. One cf the handsomest
things we have ever seen was a collection of

climbing Roses grown over Oak arches at in-

tervals along a Gra,ss-walk in M. Cochet's

nursery in France. Seen in the blooming season

it was a thing not to be forgotten. There are

many other graceful ways of growing Roses
apart from the stiff standards and few feeble

ways one generally sees, especially in the large

gardens.

Rose Sylph—This Rose has quickly taken a
foremost position among the true Tea-scented
section, and not the least point in its favour is its

absolute immunity from mildew. The flowers,

which seem to come midway between those of

Ernest Metz and Souv. d'Elise Vardon in colour,

form, and substance, are thrown up well above
the foliage on good erect stems. Unlike most
Teas, it will form a handsome specimen without
the aid of sticks. It is a first-rate Rose, suitable

alike for exhibition, for cutting, or for bouquets
and button hole work.

Rose Mme. Rene Gerard (Tea).—M. Guillot

appears to have been very fortunate in securing
some lovely tinted Roses of late years. Last
season we were given the charming golden red
Souvenir de Catherine Guillot, and now this year
we have received the Rose under notice, which
appears to be a combination, as far as colour is

concerned, of Ma Capucine and ITdeal. The
raiser describes it as "deep coppery yellow,

strongly shaded with Nasturtium red," and the

description is as accurate as can be expected
when such charming tints prevail in a Rose.

What rosarians need to aim at is to improve the

size and substance of the kinds possessing these

tints, and it should not be difficult to those indi-

viduals who have the leisure to undertake it.

Hedges of Rose Crimson Rambler.—There
can be no better method of displaying the
extraordinary vigour peculiar to this Rose than
by planting a hedge of it. A few posts put
down, with stout wire stretched between them, is

all that is needed in the way of support. The
ground should be well trenched and drained.
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workiiifj in some good lasting fertiliser, and I

should prefer plants upon their own roots. In
two years a gorgeous effect will be produced. By
careful training and pruning this hedge may be
had in bloom from the very top to ths base. The
border in front could be carpeted with the
charming creeping Wichuriana Rose, a delightful
novelty at all times, but when seen running along
the ground, like Ivy, and rooting at intervals in

similar manner, its foliage and pretty single white
blossoms, that so much resemble those of the
Macartney Rose, produce a very pretty effect. If

more variety is desired, then a dozen or so of the
most decorative of the dwarf Polyantha Roses
could be massed in front of the hedge, and their
miniature blossoms would harmonise beautifully
with those of Crimson Rambler.—P.

"Work in the Rose garden.—In giving
liquid manure it is better to \-ary the kind. A
small quantity of air-slaked lime put into each
barrel of liquid is very beneficial to soils at all

deficient in this. Do not give liquid manuie unless
buds are seen. Hoeing well and often should be
the aim of every Rose grower. Never allow the
soil to become hard or crusted. A good tilth is

better than all the mulchings with manure, and
I would onlj' give the latter just before the blos-

soms expand, and then more to keep the flowers
clean than for any other reason. Searching for

insects is a troublesome but necessary task. It

is annoying to find a little black maggot has
spoilt a most promising bud, but such is too often
the case. A crowded plant favours insects.

Keep a good open plant free from weak shoots in

the centre and insects will not be nearly so trouble-
some. If we think too much hard wood has been
retained, no harm will follow the removal of a
shoot, and it is better this should be done at once.
Briers budded last summer will need careful
watching, placing a stake against each one.
Climbers on walls must have good soakings of weak
liquid manure.—P.

Filling up gaps in Rose beds or borders-
This is an excellent time to plant out a few Roses
from pots, especially now that we have received
the long-looked-for rain. Pro%-ided good plants
are procured, a fine lot of bloom may be had from
them, and those grown in 8-inch pots will not ex-
hibit any signs of being turned out of their pots
if the ball is previously well soaked before setting
into the soil. I have seen prominent beds filled

with such plants in May, and thegrowth they made,
with the resulting blossom, was truly marvellous.
It is true the beds were well prepared prior to
planting, for after the bulbs were removed the old
soil was replaced with some good loam that had
been sandwiched with cow manure for a twelve-
month. It is also a very suitable time to put out
plants grown upon their own roots and that have
been wintered in frames. Most of the Tea-scented,
Chinas and allied tribes succeed admirably upon
their own roots, provided a good start is made
with strong, well-rooted plants. These own-root
Roses are little thought of by some, but it is very
pleasant to the amateur to see these plants recoup
themselves from beneath the ground line when
severe frosts have cut off many of his budded
stock.—A Growee,
Planting out Roses under glass.—Glass

structures are so cheap that it is surprising so few
people plant out Roses under glass. I do not
suggest the practice could be profitably adopted
n the vicinity of large towns, but in the suburbs,
where good meadow land can be procured, the
growing of Roses under glass could be profitably
taken up. The chief points to consider are good,
w ell-trenched, fairly rich soil that is naturally or
artificially drained, a span-roofed house running
from north to south, with top lights removable,
perfect means of top ventilation both on east and
west sides, and as few rafters as possible so as not to
impede the sunlight. Given these conditions,
with one row of 4-inch pipes and a water tank in-

side we have a Rose house quite suitable for our
purpose. During the next two or three weeks is

the best time to set out the plants. These should
be young grafted stock of the current year, and
they must be worked on the Seedling Brier. Do

not let them become pot-bound before planting out,
for Roses in this growing condition should never
receive any check ; consequently the temperature
they are placed in must accord with that from
which they have been taken. These plants will
not make much show the first year, but in the
second will tell a different tale. When watering
is done let it be thorough, and a slight mulch of
stable manure will prevent excessive evaporation
during the summer months. It will surprise
many to see the enormous plants that this method
of culture will produce. I have seen The Bride,
Bridesmaid, Catherine Mermet, Perle des Jardins
and others with wood as thick as one's thumb,
and the plants as much as 3 feet through. Of
course the pruning is not of that vigorous style so
carefully adopted by the exhibitor, and yet the
resulting blossoms from these almost let-alone
Roses are quite up to exhibition standard. I

do not say they are hard forced, far from it.

If the first crop is ready at the end of March it is

considered to be eai-ly enough.—P.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

RASPBERRIES WITHOUT STAKES AND
PRUNING.

In many gardens the Raspberry needs staking
because the canes are not sufficiently strong to

bear any weight, and, if left to chance, would
bend over and look unsightly. In poor or un-
suitable soils the culture of RaspbeiTies with-
out stakes, wires, or supports would be out of

place. In many gardens the plants are grown
under the shade of trees, and in such positions

the canes are weak. With canes freely ex-

posed, and attention given to pruning after the
crop is cleared, there is no need of stakes. After
many years' trial I have found that Raspberry
canes pruned as soon as the crop is cleared will

give much heavier and finer crops than those
left to chance. The early pruning allows the
canes to mature thoroughly. For years when
I grew these fruits on a strong clay soil I lost a
lot of wood in severe weather, the canes dying
back badly at the top. This I found was mostly
owing to badly-ripened growth, as since the
thinning out of weak canes and pruning in the
summer I have rarely seen a single cane injured
when grown in the open. To grow Raspberries
without stakes it is necessary to summer-prune
and to restrict the growths at the stools. Some
growers object to summer pruning—why I

fail to see, as to allow the canes that have borne
fruit to remain to impoverish next season's crop
is bad policy. I have found summer pruning of

great value, and not only can old fruiting canes
be removed, but a large number of others

—

mostly weak ones or those not needed to pro-

duce next season's crop. Three canes left at a

stool are ample. I have seen double the num-
ber left, but would advise three or four at

the most. There is always such a large

numlier of shoots from a single root or stool

that growers often hesitate to cut away so

many as I have advised ; but it is a good
plan, as the reduction of canes to three or
four at the most is the chief point in culture.

In many gardens the canes are often left at the
pruning in the early spring 5 feet to G feet in

length. Of cour.se, when the canes are grown
without stakes this length is out of the (jues-

tion. Canes half the length fruit almost to

their base, and two rows of canes with double
the weight of fruit on each may be grown in

the same space. I plant at 2 feet apart in the
row. The best canes I ever saw were grown
3 feet apart, and cut down to .'5 feet annually.

In selecting the fruiting canes for next season's

work it is an easy matter to choose those in a
straight line, as if this is done the gathering is

facilitated and feeding is more readily accom-
plished. I would advise more constant renewal
of Raspberry quarters, as young plants produce
much finer fruits and in greater quantity.
The Raspberry will grow for many years in the
same place, but good results cannot be expected.
I prefer spring feeding, and a liberal top-dress-
ing now of rich manure will build up next
year's canes and assist in swelling up the fruits

on the bearing canes. If later on in the season
liquid manure can be spared it is of great value.

G. Wythes.

FIG TREE BORDERS.
The Fig under glass, if allowed an unlimited
root-run, makes nothing but wood and foliage,

and bears little or no fruit in consequence. To
counteract this, it is necissary to curtail its root-

ing space rather severely. This, if properly
carried out, brings about the desired effect.

This curtailment of border space restricts root
growth, which in turn induces the trees to
make not only a much less exuberant growth, but
wood of a more fruitful character. We can keep
the roots of Vines and Peach trees fairly under
control by the various expedients adopted when
constructing borders for them, but Figs require
something more than this. Their roots must be
quite under control, otherwise the grower will

experience no end of trouble, for it is astonishing
the distance they will travel if there is nothing to

prevent them doing so. Even common mortar
will not stop them, as the following incident will

prove. Some years .ago I planted a Fig tree at
the end of a Black Hamburgh vinery in a narrow
brick pit, which contained about three good
barrowloads of compost. The brickwork looked
so sound that it was thought impossible that any
roots could escape through the joints. The tree

made a deal of strong growth the first year, but it

was thought that matters would right themselves
the second season, so the roots were left undis-
turbed. However, the next year the tree grew
out of all proportions, so lifting was decided on.

To my astonishment it was found when the tree

was being lifted that a root had penetrated
through one of the mortar courses and had found
its way to an adjacent Vine border, in which it

revelled. The root between ths bricks was about
as thick as an ordinary slate pencil, but on the
other side it thickened and was about an inch in

diameter, and had branched off in all directions

in the Vine border. When this was severed and
means taken to prevent the same thing occurring
again, matters righted themselves. Since then
no further trouble has bsen experienced. By this

it will be seen how necessary it is to prevent the
roots from escaping. This is done in various
ways. .Some enclose the space which the border
is to occupy with brick walls, and either provide
a floor of bricks or concrete to prevent the roots

from descending to the subsoil. Another way is

to dig out a trench 2 feet or ,3 feet wide, and
surround the border with a good mass of brick

rubble, chalk, or similar material, rammed firm to

prevent the roots escaping in a lateral direction,

and if the bottom is concreted or paved this

answers very well. Another good plan is to con-

crete the floor and build the retaining walls of

turves instead of bricks. In this case a clear

space some 2 feet or 3 feet in width should be left

between the walls of turf and the soil in the body
of the house. This space if below ground may be
utilised for filling with fermenting materials, and
after this has done duty and decomposed, feeding

roots will push through the turf walls and take
possession of it and prove invaluable. I had
occasion to deal with a large old ti'ee in this way
some few years back, the roots of which had
found their way into a drain some 3o feet away.
In this case I cut away all roots found up to

within some 4 feet of the stem. A wall of turf

was built in a semicircular form I'ight round the

tree, and the space between it and the ball was
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filled in with a compost of equal quantities of

loam and lime rubble. The floor is of bricks laid

in cement, and the soil in the remaining portion
of the house or the original border is lield up by a
brick wall. There is, therefore, a space or pit

2 feet 6 inches in depth between this wall and the

turf wall cf the border, capable of holding about
three cartloads of leaves, which is filled when the

house is started. Some of my friends thought I

should kill the tree by adopting such drastic

measures, but I have never had cause to regret
the course I took, as the tree gives me two fine

crops of fruit yearly. The last method to be de-

scribed for constructing Fig borders is, I consider,

the best when the front of the house will admit of

it, and that is to build a brick pit entirely above
ground to hold the necessary quantity of compost.
The base may be of brick laid in cement, or

paving stones laid in the same material, or of

cement concrete. It matters not which, so long
as the roots cannot escape through the joints.

Ordinary brickwork in this case suihces, as the

pit being above ground there is nothing for the
roots to pass into should they penetrate the
mortar courses. A hole should be left at the

lowest corner or one at each corner for the water
to escape through. With a border contained in

such a contrivance the roots are as absolutely
under control as if the tree were in a pot, and it is

the lea^t troublesome of any method I have ever
tried. If desired, a second wall could be run
round the first at some 4 feet distant from it, in

which to place a bed of leaves to accelerate
forcing, but it is really unnecessary. I have two
trees grown in this way, which always give splen-

did results. With regard to the

Size of Borders,

this depends in a great measure on the size of the
house and the amount of trellising which the trees

will have to cover. A border 6 feet wide and the
same in length, with a depth of 2 feet H inches,

will support a very large tree. The border instead

of being 6 feet wide may be 3 feet, which will

give a greater length should these dimensions be
more suitable for the stjle of house to be planted.

A border containing from "2 to 3 cubic yards of

compost is capable of supporting a tree covering
an area of trellising equal to 360 or 400 square
feet. This is mentioned, as it may serve as some
kind of guide to intending planters. Personally,

I would rather provide a l^order of a small area,

and be compelled to feed liberally afterwards
when the trees become established, than err in

the opposite direction, for which reasons have
already been given. If a large area of trellising

has to be covered, necessitating the planting of

two or three trees, the border for each should be
kept strictl}' separate. It is unnecessary to con-
struct the border all at one time, as this can be
done piecemeal, in the same way that Vine bor-

ders are built. Drains should be provided for

carrying off the surplus moisture when the borders
are constructed below the ground-level of the
house, and good drainage at the bottom of the
borders is also essential. This latter may consist
of 4 inches of broken bricks, with a iJinch layer
of smaller metal, about half an inch in diameter,
on the top of this. On the whole lay turves
grass-side downwards, when the compost may be
got in at as soon as ready. As regards

The Compost,

the Fig is not very fastidious, as it will grow in

almost any kind of soil, but that best suited to its

requirements for indoor cultivation is a good
sound loam, and should it contain—as many soils

do — a high percentage of lime, so much the
better. Given a soil of this description, nothing
else is needed but some lime rubble, old plaster,

or chalk to mix with it. This calcareous matter
will ensure porosity by keeping the loam suffi-

ciently open for the free passage of water, and,
at the .«ame time, prevent the trees from making
rank growth. The quantity of this calcareous
matter that should be used depends on the class

of loam that has to be dealt with. For heavy
loams it should be in the proportion of one-third

of the whole. Lighter loams will not require so
much, and for sandy loams it may well be dis-

pensed with altogether. When little or no cal-

careous matter is used, bone-meal may be added
with good effect, and in the case of light, sandy
loams half-inch bones may be used in addition.
The bone-meal may be used in the proportion of
half a hundredweight to a ton of soil when used
alone. W'hen the half-inch bones are to be used
in addition, a quarter of a hundredweight of each
will suffice for each ton or load of soil. The loam
for this purpose should not be chopped too fine,

pieces from 3 inches to 4 inches square being suit-

able. Mix the ingredients thoroughly, and place
the mass under cover, or protect with shutters or
tarpaulins, if there is a large quantity of it, and
the houses are not quite read}'. \\'hen the com-
post is taken in it should be spread evenly, and
each layer consolidated either by treading or
ramming. Pay great attention to this detail, as
a badly-constructed border gives no end of trouble
in the way of watering, and the growth made
under such conditions is long-jointed and unsatis-
factory. On the other hand, when the compost
is properly compacted as the border is being
built up, it retains moisture, as water passes more
slowly through it, while growth, if not so rapid,
is more firm and short-jointed. The same class of

compost will suffice for bush trees if thoy are t3
be planted out—a method of growing the Fig now
but seldom seen. Great care must be exercised
in curtailing rooting space in this case, and a
separate compartment should be provided for

each. I abolished a small house of trees planted
in this way some time ago simply on account of
the difficulty experienced in keeping both root
and top growth within bounds, and now reap far

better returns from trellis-trained trees, whose
roots are strictly confined. If bush trees are
required or preferred, they are best grown either
in large pots or tubs, as they are then quite under
control. A. W.

Nectarine Early Rivers on open walls.

—

\A'ith such bad weather whilst the trees were in

bloom I was agreeably surprised to find this new-

early Nectarine had set a very heavy crop of fruit.

It appears to me to be hardier than the well-

known Lord Napier. Being a few days earlier

than the older variety may have possibly influence!
the crop, as trees of both \arieties side by side
have had just the same treatment, and the newer
variety is overburdened with fruits, while Lord
Napier is very tliin indeed. For many years
Lord Napier has Ijeen my standard variety for

forcing or otherwise, but Early Rivers has
proved its claim to front rank. It is invaluable
for early supplies, and grown in an unheated
house is of great value, as it fills in the void
between forced fruits and those in the open.—G.
Wytiies.

Strawberries for forcing-.-" A. D." thinks
it would be interesting to know w-hich varieties

are the best for forcing. Royal Sovereign should
head the list. With the usual treatment given it

flowers and sets abundantly, and the fruit swells
up to a great size, while the flavour is very good.
Next I must place President, a good old standard
variety, and hard to beat as regards flavour. I

find it will not set its fruit in so warm a, house as
Roj-al Soxereign : in fact, the cooler it is brought
on the better. Mine are brought on in an un-
heated Fig house, and aie generally fit to gather
at the end of the first week in May, while for the
latest crop I grow Sir Joseph Paxton, an excel-
lent Strawberry in every respect. I plunge the
pots of these in a cold pit that has been emptied
of Potatoes. This lot carries on the supply until
the outside ones come in, and again here Royal
Sovereign leads the -way. I have tried se\-eral

other kinds for pots, but up to the present none
has given me such satisfaction as the three named
above. As regards storing, mine are plunged
just above the rim of the pot in coil ashes in

the frame-ground without any overhead protec-
tion whatever.

—

J. M.4YNE, Bkton, Decon.

In his note on these as grown at
Hackwood Park, "A. D." (p. 342) ask^ for

views as to the best methods of storing the
plants for winter. 1 have always adopted the
plan of standing the pots on a hard bottom,
plunging them to the rims in coal ashes. I have
never found any harm to result from the method
either to pots or plants. The exceptional frost
experienced early in 1.S95 left the plants un-
scathed, though I view-ed them with some appre-
hension when the thermometer began to register
several degrees below zero. Plunging in frames
may be better, but I do not feel at all sure that
it is, and have not the convenience for storing all
in that w-ay if I did. Of course it is necessary
with outdoor plunging to have a batch or two
under cover, so that they may be easily got at for
removal to the forcing houses when necessary, as
it is not possible to get the plunged pots out of
the ashes in time of hard frost without much
damage. As for the old-fashioned method of
stacking the pots in tiers against a wall, I look
on that as nothing short of cruel to such a mois-
ture-loving subject as the Strawberry, and its well-
doing after such treatment should only be looked
upon as a proof of what a longsuffering plant it

is, and not that the treatment is right.—J. C.
TALL.4fK.

HARDY FRUIT PROSPECTS.
Ji'PiaNci from reports whicli have appeared
since the terrific storms of w-iud, snow, and rain
last month, a great amount of damage has been
done to the flowers of various fruit trees, which
at the time were fast opening, or in many
instances fully open. The depth of snow which
fell, and the severity of the frost experienced
at night, showed a great variation in difl'ereiit

parts of the country, and the resulting damage
on tender vegetation would seem equally
variable. Excepting Apricots and a few Plums
on an east wall there were no open flowers in
the garden here, and although their appearance
at the time gave but very poor hopes as regards
Apricots, there are some fruits set and swellinw.
Tlie trees themselves are very slow in showin"
leaf growth, and would seem to have suffered a
clieck consequent on the change from the mild
and sunny weather to that which favoured
winter, rather than the early spring, Wliere
so much damage was done to the flowers, no
doubt, was where they became moistened by
the drifting snow, and in this state exposed to
the biting frost and keen wind in the early
morning. Here the snowstorms were light,

and the trees, being comparatively dry,
escaped. Since more genial weather has set
in, trees of all kinds are moving rapidly.
Plums and Pears in particular showing
colour very fast. Peaches on open walls, too,
are making headway both in flower and leaf
growth. The cold nights retarding the bud ex-
pansion, the trees have madea spontaneous move-
ment of flower and leaf, an unusual case with
Peaches. As yet there is no sign of blister,

which in other years has given so much trouble.
Some Gooseberries which were in full leaf had
their foliage browned by the frost ; others now
show no sign of injury, and are developing their
flowers fast. Strawberries are starting, the
trusses of bloom, particularly in young plants,
becoming prominent. Raspberries with me al-

ways suffer more than other fruits from the
winter and sprirg frosts, the canes dying back
so much as to make the crop very partial. This
I attribute to the soU not being well drained,
and fresh plantations are in progress. Apples
never looked more promising than at the
present time, and if we get no severe weather
at the blossoming time there should be heavy
crops everyw-here. Cherries were not forward
enough to .''uffer at the time of the frosts.

Here the frost was similarly severe as that
instanced by " H. C. P." (page 295), with a
slightly higher rainfall, but this was less than
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half an inch for the month. The value of

coping or wall cases has been amply demon-
strated this spring, the fact of snow and rain
being carried clear of the trees making them
able to resist much more frost than would be
the case when either slightly or heavily charged
with moisture. I think with Mr. Groom that
the cold spell will do more good than harm.
Speaking generally, everything was making
such rapid progress early in the year that the
prospects were very uncertain. The trees seem
now to be in a normal condition, and it only
needs a continuance of genial weather to ensure
a good fruit year, with the exception of the
early districts where the damage occurred as
already reported.

^

W. S.

Wilh.

PEACH BLISTER.
Whethee the foliage on outdoor Peaches will

suffer this season to the same extent as it did
generally last remains to be seen, but if search-
ing east winds, with bright sun during the day
and a low night temperature, if not actually
frosty, are favourable for its appearance and
spread, as many believe it to be, then we may
soon begin to hear complaints, as the weather
for weeks past ' has been of this description.
Many trees which came under my notice last
May were more badly attacked than any I had
ever seen before, and many were the inquiries
what best to do at the time and how to avoid
future attacks. These are questions which it is

ditBcult to answer, as sometimes under the
most careful treatment, together with the use
of night coverings, the trees are not always
exempt from injury, though, of course, they
suffer much less than others that have not
received protection. So bad were some trees
last year that when the ruptured leaves were
removed—and it served no good purpose to
retain them—the trees were practically stripped,
and it was not until we had more balmy
weather that clean, healthy growth was estab-
lished. At one time it was thought that they
were so crippled that it would be almost impos-
sible to secure properly developed wood for
this season's crop, but it is satisfactory to note
that even the worst attacked trees were fur-
nished by autumn with promising shoots, and
so at the present time a full crop is secured so
far. Unless we should experience a very severe
frost, free thinning will have to be resorted
to later on. New growth up to the present is

quite free of blister. I am departing somewhat
from the treatment followed in former years,
viz., by delaying the work of disbudding, with
a view to a larger number of shoots acting as a
protection one to the other, as well as for s'creen-
ing the most exposed fruit, which, by the way,
when not checked by frost generally develops
into the finest. All the shoots that were grow-
ing towards the wall and pressing between this
and the branches were removed early, as their
growth would have become deformed, and made
suitable lurking places for greenfly and other
pests. Another way in which I am not follow-
ing previous treatment is in not syringing the
trees to dislodge aphis. It is not that diese
have not put in an appearance yet, but I
have dealt with them other than by applying a
solution tlirough a syringe, which will be cai-e-
fully avoided until the weather is safe enough
to do so freely.

So long as the foliage is in a dry condition,
east winds and cold frosty nights have less in-
jurious effects. The one great thing is to watch
that insects do not get the upper hand and
cripple free development of growth. To guard
against this the trees are being looked over al-
most daily, and any leaf which shows the least

sign of curling may be taken as having some
greenfly behind it or on its under side. The
workman, with the aid of a tobacco-dust dis-

tributor, gently presses the affected leaf be-
tween the thumb and finger, and after crushing
the fly, a little powder is applied, the moisture
from the insect causing it to adhere to the
foliage, thus saving wetting it for the pur-
pose. So far I am pleased with the results, and
though it is early to form an opinion, I do not
think I ever saw the trees look in a more
promising condition in every way at the present
date. Trees on both south and west walls are

equally free from blister and all heavily cropped.
The only protection I have afforded, and which
will be retained for some time, is a double
thickness of Strawberry nets arranged loosely

about 18 inches from the wall. This screens
the trees from winds during the day and frost

at night at the same time. Growth is not
weakened by the exclusion of light and air.

which is sometimes the case when thick blinds
are not used carefully. It may be considered
a mistake, and would certainly prove so with
indoor trees, to delay disbudding as long as I

intend this season, as there is the risk of

robbing the trees of so much robust growth ;

but care must be exercised in doing so piece-

meal, when with the fruit swelling rapidly little

or no evil results are apprehended, and if it is

only the means of warding off' blister from the
foliage the cure would prove much less harmful
than the disease.

With a view to further assisting the trees I

have found it necessary to water the borders,
but tepid water was used, so as not to lower
the temj^erature of the soil. Long dry litter

is spread over the border in the evening,
and slightly drawn on one side during the day
to allow the sun to act on the soil, by which
means the roots are brought into full activity

earlier than they would be if unattended with
these details, and result in top-growth being
better able to withstand troubles, whether
they may arise through the appearance of insect

pests or unfavourable weather.

Goodwood. Richard Pakker.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Apple Hubbard's Pearmain.—The small
but handsome and briskly-flavoured fruit of this

variety should ensure it a place, especially as in

addition to its good eating qualities it has the
merit of keeping well into the end of March, or
even later. Like all other good flavoured kinds it

is easily contaminated by musty straw or dirty
shelves, and therefore there is need of the greatest
care in the choice of a store. The fruit is below
medium size even when well grown.

A very old Pear tree.—There is to be
seen on the margin of a wood at Ruxley Lodge,
Esher, where the soil is a mixture of sand and
loam, a remarkably fine old Pear tree, that
serves to show how enduring some varieties can
be when surroundings are favourable. The tree

has a huge head and a fine, handsome, clean

stem of exceedingly pleasing rugged bark, and at
,3 feet from the ground it measures ll.V feet in

circumference. The fruits are small, something
after those of the Green Chisel, and only gathered
when other Pears are scarce.— A. D.

Apple Pine Golden Pippin.—Though not
usually considered one of the latest Apples, this

is still in capital condition at Livermere. This is

no doubt owing to rigid selection of the fruits at

storing time, careful handling, and a suitable

store, for without these aids long keeping would
be' impossible. It is a small, but good quality
fruit, varying a good deal in shape, but usually a
little angular, skin light russet, the flesh white,
juicy, and pleasantly acid. Such Apples at this

time of year must be extremely useful, for the

list of good dessert fruit just now is not a long
one.

Nectarine tree £8111115.—I send you a small
branch of Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, and would
feel obliged if you could tell me what it is that
has attacked the leaves ? The peculiar thing is

that only one half of the tree is affected, and it

seems now as if it were growing out of it, and the
fruit to all appearance is swelling all right. It is

a large tree with two branches. The union is

very much swollen. One half is perfectly healthy,
the other affected like the sample sent. All the
other trees in the house are in good health.

—

W. K.
*»* We fear your Nectarine tree is showing

signs of canker. For this there is no cure. It

often happens with the Peach and Nectarine
grown under glass. What makes us think it is

canker is that only half the true is affected. You
may ask why one side should be affected and not
the other. This is simply because the graft has
overgrown the stock, and in time all the tree

would be affected. We ha-\e seen trees that have
lost three parts of their branches exist for years
on .1 very slender bit of wood if the bark was
sound. We do not advise leaving trees in so poor
condition ; far better plant young ones. At times
the whole tree collapses, this taking place when
the leaves and new fruits begin to make increased

demand on the roots. The sap cannot ascend
through the decayed dry portion, and the tree

dies. If you examine the bark at the place

you refer to, you will doubtless find a
portion brown and lifeless. The tree will make
a little growth if there is any life in the

wood, but probably the fruit will not ripen,

though you say it is swelling. It is only a
matter of time. Some varieties are more subject

to canker than others. In some cases it occurs
from bad grafting or budding, and in many others

from the stock not suiting the scion. Such is

our experience, and we fear the evil will continue

as long as we are obliged to rely upon worked
trees.

—

Ed.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1169.

SINGLE-FLOWERED CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

(with a coloured PLATE.*)

It must be something like thirteen or fourteen

years ago since single-flowered Chrysanthemums
first appeared as competitors for public favour,

and although a few growers speedily evinced a

desire to sj^read the cultivation of the new type

little was accomplished in that way for some
years.

These single varieties are not in the strictest

sense of the word show flowers, and conse-

quently there was a strong disinclination on the

part of committees who were responsible for the

preparation of prize schedules to find any place

for them at the ordinary November shows.

This objection has, however, now been over-

come, but only to a slight extent, for the prizes

are few and of little value when compared with

those offered for other types of the popular

autumn flower. From an iijsthetic standpoint

single Chrysanthemums are useful, and in many
cases of simple beauty. They can be grown
without any severe irgiiiwii of disbudding and
systematic manuring, and the rich harvest of

blooms that rewards the cultivator will be an

ample recompense if the object be to have

flowers for the house or for purposes of decora-

tion in vases, &c.

There are two main divisions of the section,

the larger being generally called .lapanese

single, and of which Admiral Sir T. Syraonds

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon. Litho-

graphed and printed by J. L. Goffart.
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may bo regarded as the type, the other section

is usually referred to as small singles.

A few of the first came from America, others

have been introduced from France, but by far

the best and most effective are the produce of

such English raisers as Messrs. C'annell and
Sons, Mr. Teesdale, Mr. Owen, Mr. \V. Wells,

and one or two other specialists who have been
able to gauge the public taste better than the

foreigners, for after all is said the popularity

and utility of the singles depend more upon
public taste than upon that of the exhibitor at

shows. They are, however, shown sometimes
in very attractive form, but the only proper
method is in vases or in some similar receptacle.

To stage them on the ordinary green-painted

showboard is to do injustice to a light delicate

flower that was never intended by nature or by
art to be displayed in such a way. There are

many varieties in cultivation, and a glance at

the deilers' catalosjues will show how great is

colour very fine velvety wine coloured crimson ;

yellow centre.

S(JARLET Gem.— Small but good ; colour bright

crimson, with yellow centre ; short, flat ray florets.

Admiral Sir T. Symosds.—.Japanese single,

with long, broad florets ; colour rich golden-yel-

low.

Miss Wolseley.—Japanese single ; flat pointed

florets, rather large ; colour purple-amaranth.
Prin'CEss Macd.—Very pretty shade of pale

canary-yellow ; florets fluted. A very delicate-

looking flower.

Rose Pink.—Fairly large in size; colour rosy

amaranth, with white disc at the base of the

florets.

Ethel Sargent. —Rather broad flat florets;

colour crimson-chestnut, reverse golden. A close

neat bloom.
Kmily Wells.—A seedling from Miss Mary

Anderson ; pretty pale shade of rosy mauve.
Miss An'n'ie Holder.—A yellow counterpart of

the last-named.
Miss Mary Anperson'.—Rather small ; florets

Single Chrysanthemum M-ins Rose.

the diversity both in form and in colour. But
I think the number of really good and eflective

varieties is limited to narrower proportions than
some of the ardent advocates of the section are

inclined to admit. During the past three
seasons I have visited nearly every trade display

in the neighbourhood of the metropolis, the
public exhibitions in most of the parks, floral

committee meetings, shows and private collec-

tions of Chrysanthemums of all sorts, and dur-

ing that time I have made entries in my note
book of those singles which have appeared to

me to be most worthy of mention. It is possible

of course that others may be equally good that

do not find a place in the list appended to this

paper, but if so, it is only fair to say that I have
not met with them in the same condition as

those enumerated below.
Miss Mabel Wilde.—Of good size ; long ray

florets ; colour deep rose.

Rev. W. E. Kemfrey. —Long, flat ray florets
;

flat and of good breadth ; colour a delicate shade
of pale blush, centre yellow.

ViRiiiN yiEEN.—.Tapanese single ; colour pure
white ; a pretty flower.

Annie Tweed.—Broad flat florets ; colour deep
rich, velvety crimson.
Grs Harris.—Very pretty but small ; colour

rosy lilac.

Bl-ttehci'p.—Flat florets ; colour pale lemon
yellow.

Miss Chrissy.—Small ; florets flat ; colour deep
reddish-bronze.

Dolly Varden.—A charming little flower and
very free ; colour rosy pink.

Miss Rose.— Flat florets, starry-shaped flower
;

very free
; pretty shade of lilac blush.

Purity.— Large flower with broad florets;

colour white. C H. P.

The large Daisy-like single Chrysanthe-
mums are charming grown as bush plants, and
the flowers being so light and elegant are well

adapted for cutting. No collection should be
without them, as they are of easy culture. As
seen at the shows, much of their beauty is lost,

because of the general way of stiffly arranging

them on wires to get a level appearance. The
true beauty of singles, to my thinking, is seen

when the branches are not disbudded. Every
little lateral will produce flowers, and they hang
with peculiar grace. The tendency of exhibitors,

too, is to produce unduly large blooms, which
are not the most eflective. Mary Anderson,
Miss A. Holder and Miss Rose are excellent

types of single Chrysanthemums. The last is

also of very dwarf growth, thus lending itself

to the formation of a perfect pot plant.

Cuttings may be rooted during April and
May unless very large bushes be desired, in

which case propagation should start earlier.

Medium -sized plants are usually the most
acceptiible. Chrysanthemum cuttings root easily

at tills season. One has only to give them a

little soil and moisture. As soon as rooted they

may be potted singly into small pots in soil of a

loamy nature, and when the stems are (J inches

high the points should be nipped out so as to

cause a bushy growth. The larger plants can

be repotted into 5-inch pots, and finally be

placed into those 8 inches in diameter. Those

of weaker growth may receive but one shift

from the small pots, using those ti inches across.

In these sizes we may obtain most use-

ful specimens. Turfy loam three parts,

thoroughly rotted manure, with a free admix-

ture of gritty sand, is employed when the shifts

into the larger pots take place. Pot firmly,

and give the plants ample room. The sides of

garden walks are often convenient for Chrysan-

themums, and when they are stood in single

line there is little danger of a soft, drawn-up
growth—a condition not conducive to good re-

sults, whether they be single varieties or the

more imposing show kinds. Some protection

from frost at night is necessary until the middle

of May ;
otherwise the plants should not be

coddled in any way. It is advisable not to top

the shoots after June. By that time ample
stems may be had to form nice bushes. Tie

the stems to sticks before they get long, and

constant attention to watering is necessary.

Some stimulant will be needed when the soil is

well filled with roots, a yellow look in the

leaves usually indicating a starved condition.

Liquid manures must always be given often and

weak. Soot is a stimulant often neglected. In

liquid form it gives a healthy colour to the

leaves. A change of diet is advisable in the

employment of one of the many excellent ferti-

lisers which are easily obtained, and it is well

to choose showery weather when a surface

dressing is given.

Single Chrysanthemums are most effective

when the buds are not thinned, or at least not

unduly disbudded. It is well to point out

another defect of many of the sorts noted at

exhibitions. If grown naturally they produce

semi-double flowers. The florets are therefore

removed to one single row. A true single, to

my thinking, should not in any instance pro-

duce more than one row of florets, and in

naming a few varieties I shall bear this in

mind. Annie Tweed (dark crimson), Eucharis

(white). Golden Star (yellow), Mary Anderson

(blush-white). Miss Annie Holder (light yel-

low). Miss Kose (rosy white), Mr. Alfred

Double (terra-cotta), Mrs. D. B. Crane (cerise-

pink). Purity (white, rather tall), Kev. W. E.

Remfrey (crimson), Scarlet Gem (terra-cotta

red). Snow Wreath (fine white), Christmas

Cheer (small white, late variety), and Treasure

(tiny yellow, late) are good vaiieties.

H. S.
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The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
RouTiNK WOKK. — There will be much work
among the early-sown vegetables at this season

—

I mean those raised under glass—as many will

now be large enough to plant in their permanent
positions. Summer CauliBowers will need early

attention. Many plant between rows of main-
crop Peas, as the Peas shelter the plants at the

start. I have found it a good plan to plant the

smaller quick-growing varieties between rows of

Asparagus when the latter is given plenty of room.
Brussels Sprouts sown for early supplies will now
be in condition to plant out, and as regards space

between the rows much depends upon the \'ariety

and the condition of the soil, as if at all rich the

plants make a strong growth. A space of .3 feet

between the rows and 2 feet between the plants is

none too much. I tind it advantageous to draw
drills for these, or, in fact, any plants raised under
glass, as the drills convey moisture more readily

to the roots and also protect the plants from rough
winds. It is an easy matter to earth up later.

Much the same remarks are applicable to

Cabbage sown for summer supplies. Other
plants, such as Lettuce, will need attention

before the plants get too large for transplanting,

and if at all crowded in the frames it will be
better to thin out, even destroying weak, puny
plants to give those left to mature space to

develop. The first-sown Lettuces in the open are

now large enough to thin, and if the work is done
in dull weather the seedlings soon take hold, if

lifted carefullj'. A rich soil is necessary for these

plants, as unless growth is rapid the leaves are

tough and bitter. Every opportunity should be
taken to keep the hoe going between growing
crops or land waiting for a crop, as with drying
winds weeds are soon checked. With rain and
much warmer weather it will be very difficult to

prevent weed growth. Now is a good time to

kill weeds on walks. If there are no Bo.x edgings
I find a great saving in using weed destroyers, as

the gravel is then clean for a year. Peas coming
through the soil should be staked early, first

moulding up to encourage growth and prevert
winds twisting the haulm. Succession crops
should be sown every three weeks, selecting those

kinds which are noted for tlieir continuous crop-

ping. The seeds may now be sown more thinly

than earlier in the season.

Thinning CRors.-This will be necessary where
early sowing is resorted to. I am a strong ad-

vocate for early thinning, as, if Onions are sown
at all thicklj', if left to get large before thinning

those left to bulb are loosened and rarely do well.

By thinning early, rains fill up the crevices, and
drought is less felt in dry seasons. It plants are

needed for salad it will be better to lea\e

a row or two for that purpose than spoil the

whole crop. Onions left very thick in the beds
often mildew badly in wet weather. Carrots, to

be good, need thinning in their very early stages,

as I have noticed those left too late are frequently

attacked by fly, and it is then useless to thin.

Both Carrots and Turnips are subject to attacks

of fly, and it is well to dust the seedlings overhead
very early in the day with dry, fine wood-ashes, to

which may be added soot in bad cases. With
genial showers thinning is facilitated. So far we
have had a very dry spring, so that it may be
necessary to water some plants. I find it a good
plan to water the rows of seedlings overnight, and
thin early the next day. The plants do not sufl'er,

as it is an easy matter to give a. little more water
after thinning to settle the soil round the roots.

Lettuce soon spoils if left too long, and with
these quick-growing plants I would advise more
frequent sowing and more space to avoid trans-

planting in dry seasons.

Forced vegetables.—These are now giving

a welcome supply, and will in a way eke out the

somewhat scanty crop of green stuflF available.

Potatoes in frames that have set their skins will

be ready to lift. I adopt rather severe treatment

with these, needing the frames for so many other
things. I lift the Potatoes, burying the sets at
one end of the frame, and they keep good for

several weeks. Other crops are often grown be-

tween frame Potatoes at the start. These should
be cleared, as they do harm, not only crowding
the foliage but drying the soil. Beans in frames
will be making good progress. They delight in

warmth and moisture, so it is well to close early
;

at the same time avoiding cold draughts in sunless
weather. Owing to excess of moisture I have
frequently lost some of the earliest blossoms of

Peas, as they damp badly in dull weather. With
these it is well to leave a little air on all night to

allow moisture to escape freely. Turnips in

frames and also Carrots may now be given air

freely. Turnips will be benefited if given liquid

manure when watering. It is well to draw the

plants as soon as large enough, to give others more
space. Both these vegetables are often sown much
too thickly at the start.

Vegetable Marrows.—At this date one can
often forward an early crop by utilising spare
frames or hand-glasses that are now not needed
for Potatoes and other forced vegetables. A
sturdy plant at the start will be a great
gain, as weakly, drawn plants raised in strong
heat are a long time before they take to the

soil and come into bearing. I have previously
advised growing Marrows after the first week or

so in cold frames before planting out, as by so

doing a much better plant is secured. If a little

warmth can be given the roots at the start the

progress is more rapid. Avoid rank steam, and
in planting in soils without warmth water must
be given sparingly at the start. Marrows are

much benefited by covering them at night for the

next three weeks. Another sowing may now be
made for planting out in the open the first week
in .June. These I sow in cold frames and expose
freely as growth increases. One plant in a pot is

preferable to sowing in pans, and this sowing will

not need much manure. My plan is to take out
a little soil when planting, replace with a mixture
of good soil and decayed manure, and when grow-
ing freely mulch with spent Mushroom manure.
Plants grown on a mass of manure often run to

leaf badly. Grown as advised they are more
prolific and fruit a longer time. It is an easy

matter to feed freely with liquid manures when
fruiting freely.

Tomatoes.—Few plants grow more freely than
these after a certain stage. The earliest-sown

will now be showing fruit freely and need much
stopping to give the fruits free exposure. With
only a limited root space it may be necessary to

give a mulch. I find spent Mushroom manure the

best; it does not cause gross leafage, while at the

same time it conserves moisture and encourages
surface roots. I am aware many growers do not

advise manure in any form for Tomatoes. I do,

and in giving my earliest fruiters in pots their

final shift I add a small portion of bone-meal
mixed with wood .ashes or burnt refuse. Plants

to fruit in June and througli the suinmer months
should now be making headway. It is a mistake
to keep seedlings too long in small pots, as when
repotted they lose their lower lea\e3, and the

bunches at the lower part of the plant fail to set.

Firm potting is needed to create a sturdy growth,

and though I am aware many growers have to

make various shifts at this season, as space is

limited, it is well to grow as cool as possible and
near the glass. Plants for open-air culture, if in

small pots, may with advantage be given a shift,

as, unless shelter can be afforded, only in the most
favourable places can they be planted out till May
is well advanced. If repotted now, the plants

will make good progress. The plants potted for

some time and of a good size should get free ex-

posure in fine weather to prevent drawing, and if

a warm wall can be spared for a few by covering

over at night, an earlier crop may be secured. I

find a sowing made now of great value for early

autumn supplies, as the earlier fruiters will be
getting exhausted, and a stock of young plants

will provide fruits in frames or cool pits from
August to December. The plants from this sow-

ing are grown cool from the start in cold frames,
and may be fruited in pots or planted out.
Runner Beans.—As regards the date on which

these may be sown, much will depend upon the
locality. Many, to get early supplies, sow in

heat in pots or boxes. In the southern parts of

the country Runner Beans are generally sown
about the second week in May. I prefer rather
deep drills, as it gives the plant more shelter in

its infancy, and also assists to checks drought
later on. Many good cultivators grow in trenches
prepared as for Celery, and get very heavy crops.
No matter how grown, it is essential to give
plenty of manure, as the Runner is a gross feeder
and needs much moisture in light soils when in

full bearing. This vegetable is often too much
crowded. It is surprising what a large amount
of space one plant will fill if allowed to expand.
Many place the rows too close, this causing a
weak growth, and, unless the full light can reach
them, the blooms fail to set. In sowing the seeds
do not cover too deepl}'—about 3 inches. If the soil

is heavy, make it as fine as possible ; indeed, in

clay soils it well repays to cover with a better
material. Old hot-beds or potting-bench refuse
will greatly assist gecmination. The seeds in the
drills should not be closer than 6 inches, but
as one cannot always depend upon the seed,
they may be sown somewhat more thickly,

thinning later on. I would call attention to the
newer types of Runners which have been intro-

duced of late years. I mean those of the Tender
and True type. There are some very fine varie-

ties, and I consider them of greater value than
the old Runner. They are admirably adapted
for gardens where space is none too plentiful

;

they also give enormous crops, are earlier, and
the produce is much liked in the kitchen. The
staking is also much less, this in itself being a
great saving. S. M.

FRUIT UNDER GLASS.

Strawberries under glass.—Since my last re

marks upon Strawberries the work has been of a
routine character, and thus far as regards the

season there has not been anything to complain
of. It has even been more favourable in my case

than usual from the point of watering, as there

has not been a continuous run of clear sunshiny
weather, yet sufficiently so to perfect the fruits

both as regards colour and ripeness. That
fine Strawberry Royal Sovereign still continues

to give the best possible satisfaction ; true, it re-

quires slightly more labour expended upon it in

the way of staking, but this is amply compensated
for in the fine large fruits obtamed and in the
almost complete immunity from failure to set.

It packs and travels well, too, and this is of the

utmost importance. By the use of sulphur, well

incorporated with water and used as a dip for the

plants when introduced into warmth, mildew has
been completely subdued wherever this preven-

tive was applied. In some way a few plants were
overlooked, and here it made its appearance, but
it was observed and stopped in good time ; hence
the practical utility of the dipping was clearly

demonstrated. I grow Auguste Nicaise for May
fruiting, at which period it is a grand variety,

showing well, setting freely, and swelling up to

an enormous size ; earlier it is not so reliable.

The comparatively new variety, of French origin

also, Louis Gautier, which produces large fruits of

a pinkish white tint, is also showing well, with
as many as five and six spikes to a plant. Last

season I proved its setting qualities ; hence its

culture is not now an item of uncertainty, whilst

its colour adds variety and interest to the des-

sert. Both Latest of All and (Junton Park are

also pushing up strong spikes, but these varieties

in my case have not had a previous trial. No
Strawberries should now be kept in vineries ; even in

the latest houses their presence is undesirable,

and rather than adopt this method of growing
them it would be infinitely better to relinquish

their culture completely. Cool, or comparatively

so, houses of Peaches, Nectarines, and orchard-

house fruits will now suit them much better. Too
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much warmth now means a greater liability to

red spider, which if it gains a foothold now may
do irreparable injury throughout the season. I

have cleared them ail out of the Fig house and
vineries, as well as out of all the forcing pits, and
now only allow them upon clear light shelves in

orchard houses and in tie Strawberry houses
proper : thus the spider is not so much to be
dreaded. The latest plants of Royal Sovereign
are now flowering in cold frames, where with care

they will set well. The ne.xt to follow these are

of the same vatiet}', but small plants kept through
the winter in .'i-inch pots, being the surplus stock
of last year, and now planted out in frames with
mats over them instead of glass, which is not suffi-

ciently plentiful for a few weeks to come. In
order to make up the number to fill these frames,
some runners were lifted from outside beds (re-

served stock) ; these do not feel the check, all show-
ing their spikes kindly. These will give a gain
of at least one week as compared with the outside

plants.

Straweerbies IX THE OPEN.—To all present

appearances the plants look well ; the spikes are
showing strongly and the young foliage is

vigorous and he.althy. Mulching has been com-
menced, and will be pushed forward as speedil}'

as possible. It may require an extra effort to do
this thus early, but that it pays must be an un-

disputed fact. It does not take so long, and that

is worth consideration too. Before attending to

the mulching, do not under any circumstances
omit to apply a liberal dressing of lime or of lime
and soot. The lime is the l>est remedy for slugs,

whilst the soot in .addition is very efficacious for

the small black wireworm, which is oftentimes
etjually as destructive. If the lime can be applied
just before a sliower of rain, so much the better,

whilst in its application look well to it that it is

well worked in close to the crowns of the plants.

In most instances no doubt a genial shower has
already fallen, perhaps more ; this will for a few
weeks obviate the need of artificial watering, but
if there is in any case a suspicion of drought
existing as the spikes push up, and the tirst as

well as the best flowers expand, a liberal water-
ing should be given. It is not too late now to

apply an artific'al manure where such is considered
necessary. It will pay well to watch the weather
during the period of flowering, as, perchance, a
frost may supervene and cut off the finest blooms,
Failing anything better, the litter used as a finish

to the surfacing will answer very well ; it will

thus be on the spot for after-application, being
found to be a very convenient p."oteotion when
lightly shaken over the trusses.

Forced plants plaxted out.— Of these the
strong ones are much to be preferred, and as the
crops are cleared off and the plants duly hardened
off, the required number to suit any given case
should be planted rather than be allowed to re-

main in their pots, being probably overlooked for

watering in the meantime. This season I have
proved that the first early runners taken last

season from these forced plants gave by far the
best stock of plants for pots, notably in the case
of Royal Sovereign. This year I hope to take my
stock in this way and trust thus to gain quite a
fortnight in the final potting up. Vioomtesse H.
de Thury is still the best Strawberry for autumn
fruiting, and Ijy planting out the stock of forced
plants about now a good and reliable second crop
may be had during August and September. It

may not answer to grow this variety to any extent
for early forcing, but when an autumn crop has to

be provided then its value is fully proved. Mine
are now being planted on a west border, as the
crops are cleared off, 2 feet each way being
allowed, as I find if they are put any closer the
fruit does not dry sufficiently when the heavy
autumnal dews are falling. With a few weeks'
careful attention all of these forced plants will

soon become established, after which the second
crop of flower-spikes will appear. All the ruimers
should be taken off these autumn fruiters as they
appear.
Alpine Strawberries.—These are growing

away now very freely, both last year's plants and

those not yet fruited. The latter promise to make
very strong plants, having been raised from seed
during April of last year, and will take up the
succession for fruiting during August so as to

follow those which are a year older, and which are
now only needed for the first early and midseason
crop. These alpine Strawberries require the
same attention at this season as other Strawber-
ries do with respect to mulchmg, watering, &c.
Given good attention they pay well to grow for

private supplies. Seed has been sown at various

times during April, and is now germinating and
growing freely. These seedlings will be pricked
off as soon as they can be conveniently handled.
No runners of these alpine varieties are ever
depended upon when the seedlings are sufficiently

plentiful, as they lack vigour.

Cherries under glass.—The first early variety

with me has this season again been Guigne
Annonay (April 27). It is a Cherry of fine appear-
ance, black when fully ripe, and keeping well in

good condition if not immediately required.

Early Rivers succeeds it, and this, again, is

followed by Bigarreau de Schreken, between
which and Frogmore Early Bigarreau there is not
many days' difference. No attempt is made to

actually force the Cherries, i.i., as generally
understood ; a slight degree of warmth has so far

been maintained, but both side and top ventila-

tion is always on, save when it is actually freez-

ing. Shade has not been required on many daj's,

but it will still be resorted to if very bright weather
sets in. So far there has scarcely been any
appearance of caterpillars ; this enemy of the

Cherry in its earlier stages has been practically

ni/ since a free use has been made of XL All

vaporiser, thus proving its utilitj' as a labour-

saving medium. Black fly also has not been any
trouble at all, thanks to the same remedy.
Guard against any semblance of over-watering in

all stages; it encourages leaf growth too much,
and oftentimes at the expense of the crop of fruit.

These remarks apply equally whether the trees

are in pots or planted out. Some of the stronger

shoots may need stopping, even in the case of

leaders, so as to balance the growth. This had
better be attended to early, as it will then save
to some extent the use of the knife later on.

Where heavy crops are set upon trees in quite

cool houses and now safely towards the stoning

period some thinning will be desirable, in order

not to distress the trees and to secure at the

same time finer fruits. A mulch over the borders
will soon be desirable, as it will in some measure
save watering. Take note of any tree that may
show signs of casting its fruit at the time of

stoning, and apply either bone-meal or an arti-

ficial compound, as previously recommended for

this particular failing. Hortps.

The Market Garden.

MARKET GARDENING DURING QUEEN
VICTORIA'S REIGN.*

I pEui-osE to take the productions of our present

market gardeners in the following order :— 1,

vegetables ; 2, fruits ; 3, flowers ; each of which
m.ay also be subdivided into out-of-door or natur-

ally-grown varieties, and in-door or forced varie-

ties.

Vegetables.

With regard to open-air vegetables I may say

that the cultural details of sixty years ago, with
very few exceptions, remain the standard of the
highest present perfection. It is in the direction

of earlier and improved varieties, and in the in-

crease in quantities rather than in the methods
of culture, that a comparison will mostly tell.

I do not propose to enumerate the kinds of vege-

tables or the varieties which have been succes-

sively cultivated during the period under review,

* Paper read by Mr. J. Assbee, of Cojent Garden,
before the Rojal Horticultural Society, (October 2,

18!)-.

but I propose rather to touch upon a few marked
cases where important varieties have been intro-

duced, or new and extended fields of culture have
been opened up.
Asparacjus very fitly commences my list, as its

cultivation gives a striking illustration of remark-
able progress. Many acres of this have been laid

down during the past few years in places where
the soil and situation are favourable. The so-

called "grass" has become known by the locality

from which it is produced, such as Worcester
Grass, Cambridge Grass, Sandwich Grass, &c.

Though our local Middlesex growers still bear

the palm for excellence, I may quote the Worcester
or Evesham field as a sample of progress. About
twenty-five years ago certain gardeners in the

Evesham Valley began to grow Asparagus as a
market vegetable. These growers were happily

brought into touch with Covent Garden salesmen,

who taught them to properly grade and pack the

bundles for the market trade. The prices proving

remunerative, and the demand largely exceeding

the supi^ly, a considerable development of the

industry followed, and the railway, waking up to

the importance of encouraging a good customer,

granted better facilities for transit. It is now
estimated that there are about 40111) acres of

Asparagus in this district alone. Each acre in

full bearing will give 40,000 sticks, or 400 bundles,

of which about two-thirds come to London. These

figures are a moderate computation, and are small

compared with our importations of foreign

Asparagus.
Celerv is another example of extended cultiva-

tion. The increasing value of Celery as a vege-

table, either cooked or raw, has no doubt had a

stimulating effect upon its production. In Lin-

colnshire hundreds of acres are devoted to

Celery ; indead, it mxy be regarded as a regular

alternative crop with other market vegetables in

the black soil belt of the Trent Valley. It affords

another illustration of the railway system as an

artery of food products, beneficial abke to grower,

consumer, and carrier. As much as 50 tons of

Celery a day are brought to London by the Great

Northern Railway in the season.

Peas.—The cultivation of Peas has made great

strides, particularly in the Essex district. The
earliest Peas come from Kent and other southern

counties, and the latest from Yorkshire. The
season lists from the end of .May or beginning of

June till August. The establishment of the Great

Eastern Railway Company's depot for Essex gar-

den fruit has more than doubled the tonnage of

Peas brought by them into the London markets,

and opsned up a great outlet for other kinds of

market produce.
Onions,—The introduction of the Spanish and

Tripoli Onions has had a considerable efl'ect in

improving our English varieties. The market
gardener finds a considerable sale for bunched
young Onions during the spring and early summer
months. When we read that over 0,000,000

bushels of Onions, valued at £684,000, were im-

ported into this country in 189() we cannot con-

sider that we are overburdened with our home
supply.

Pot.atoes.—These are in every respect the lead-

ing vegetable at present in use amongst us. The
small market gardener has to a very great extent

given over the cultivation of this and certain

other vegetables to the farmer-gardener, if I may
so designate those large growers who combine

farming with the production of market crops.

There were 563,741 acres of Potatoes grown in

Great Britain in 1890. These were estimated to

produce 3,562,235 tons. Out of this quantity

Lincolnshire, our largest Potato-producing county,

grew 57,038 acres, producing 400,709 tons; whilst

Yorkshire grew 51,495 acres, yielding .320,849

tons. There does not seem to have been any

great increase in the quantity of Potatoes grown
recently in this country. The Great Northern

and Midland Railways have established depots

for the convenience of this trade, and as many as

1100 truck loads of Potatoes arrived at the Great

Northern depot in one day last season. Great as

is our Potato production there is still a large
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foreign importation, chiefly of early varieties,

from the Canary Isles, Jersey, and the Mediter-
ranean, as well as from Holland, the value of

which is about £1,000,000 a year. No vegetable
has been so prolific of varieties as the Potato.

Most of our new ones only last a few years, to be
in turn superseded by so-called improvements
supposed to possess better qualities. The great

object of the Potato raiser is to secure (1) a plenti-

ful cropper ; (2) a good eater ; (3) a di.sease-

resister. Of late years the system of spraying
has been introduced to accomplish tlie last

object.

Broccoli and Cauliflower have been greatly
improved and their period of growth extended
chiffly by the introduction of Veitch's Autumn
CJiant, which was a grand example of a new
variety fultilling a decided trade want. Cauli-

flower and Broccoli might also be quoted as

examples of the distance vegetables can be carried

for market. Our remotest English county, Corn-
wall, supplies us with many thousands of crates

of these useful vegetables, often in seasons when
neaier fields have perished with the frost. We
have also of late years impDrted Cauliflower largely

from Italy.

FoUCKD VEIiETAELES.

Besides the eft'orts that have been made to im-
prove and extend open-air vegetables, our more
advanced market gardeners are turning their

attention largely to forced goods. The earlier

climatic conditions in France, together with the
increased facilities for transit of produce, have
enabled the French competitor to secure great
advantages over the English grower in the market
for early spring salads and vegetables. Efforts

are being made to minimise this by forcing cer-

tain vegetables in England, though up to the
present the success has not been very marked.
A few things are, however, being very successfully
done, and this may lead to more serious attempts in

other directions.

Riiuiuius. — The present system of forcing
Rhubarb is a most marked advance on the old
methods. There is a popular nct'on that the
forced Rhubarb, so abundantly supplied to the
London market from the Leeds district of York-
shire, is in some mysterious way produced by
waste factory steam. This is merely a humorous
fable, as a visit to one of our locil growers who
is adopting its cultivation will clearly testify.

A field of Rhubarb is first cultivated in the ordi-

nary way. Large .sheds, usually 100 feet long,
30 feet wide, 5 feet high at the eaves, and 8 feet
high in the centre, are erec!ed at a convenient
spot, generally in the field or closely adjacent.
These sheds are perfectly dark when closed, and
the Rhubarb roots are lifted from the opsn ground
and placed very thickly in these sheds, which are
artificially heated and kept at the proper tempe-
rature and moisture. The Rhubarb is periodi-
cally pulled, bunched, and packed for market,
and when the forcing season is over the roots can
be removed and returned to the open ground for

recuperation and future use. A shed of the size

named will hold about an acre of Rhubarb, and
the varieties grown are chiefly Champagne and
Victoria. The season during which it is marketeel
extends from the latter end of .January to May.
In the height of the season—February and March
—it is estimated that over thirty tons a day are
brought into London alone.
Seakale and AsPARAiiUs.—These are now

forced upon a new and greatly improved system,
though the old practice of forcing Seakale is still

being worked. By means of a subterranean
chamber containing a hot pipe passing through an
open water channel, the roots are supplied with a
warm and humid bottom-heat. Well matured
roots, raised in the open ground, are lifted and
placed very thickly over this chamber in frames
and protected from the outer air and light liy

suitable covering ; and when the shoots are
matured a delightfully clean blanched vegetable
well rewards the grower for all his previous care
and pains. This system has been introduced by
one of our most typical and enterprising market
gardeners. With regard to Seakale, the bed will

produce abundant sets for future out-of-door cul-
ture, yielding in time a further supply. With
Asparagus, however, forced roots are of no further
use. In all systems of forcing vegetables by
packing such as I have described, a quantity of

adjoining farm land is necessary to keep up a
supply of well-grown roots.

Mushrooms.—The old system of forcing Mush-
rooms on triangular beds of manure with a straw
protection is still largely followed. The attempts
to force them in houses or sheds ha\e met with
very varying success. When well grown on the
latter system they have a more attractive appear-
ance ; but to grow Mushrooms successfully in a
house requires constant watchful supervision, and
experience often gained after much expense and
comparative failure.

Salads.— In the direction of forced salads and
vegetables there is a large field for enterprise still

open. Except Mustard and Cress, which are well
and largely grown, and a few French Beans, we
are almost entirely in the hands of French
growers for our early supply. I look hopefully
to the time when cheaper glass-houses and
frames shall enable British growers to com-
pete successfully with foreign and Channel
Island producers. At present English market
gardeners find a more profitable use for frames by
raising seeds in them and forwarding early out-
of-door crops. As a rule vegetables thus assisted
realise much higher prices than later ones.

Fruits — Open Air.

The system of planting a mi.x.ed garden of

top and bottom* fruits is generally followed.
The bushes below can be removed later on, when
the top fruits have grown sufficiently to cover the
ground, and thus the garden be turned into an
orchard ; or the mixed garden can s' ill be retained
by thinning out some of the tall trees. The bush
system of culture does not admit of this dual
arrangement after a few years. There has been a
great extension of fruit cultivation for market
during the Victorian era, anel particularly iluring
the last half of it. During the last decade the
acreage of fruit land has increased from .'{(5,724

acres to 70,245 acres, of which 32,t)y0 acres are
orchards and 30,6'.)!) acres are market gardens.
Besides this fruit land there are 90,096 acres of

market gardens in Great Britain. I find that
Kent is par excellence the greatest fruit and
market garden county, and well deserves its

title, "The Garden of England." The leading
market gardening counties are :

—
Acres of Acres of
Fruit. Miiiket Gardens.

Kent 22,132 12,072
Middlesex 3,870 !).40l)

Worcester 3,194 6,1,^9

Norfolk 2,!))3 2,8.'54

Yorkshire 3,091 5,121
Hampshire 2,149 3 145
Essex 1,929 4,042
Cambridge 2,721 2 125
Surrey 1,459 3,701)

Sussex 1,4S0 2,443
Lincohi 1,698 1,582
Bedford 264 7,997
Gloucester 1,743 2,277
Devon 1,533 1,613
Cornwall 1,948 2,1(11

Lanaik (Sco'laud) 2,107 1754
("Bd. Ag. Ret." 1896.)

Respecting particular varieties of fruit grown
for market there has been no doubt a greater im-
provement than in vegetables. The market gar-
deners are very largely the producers of their own
seed in vegetables. In fruit they are more open
to the introduction of new varieties from pro-
fessional nurserymen, especially so in new planta-
tions, of which there have recentl.v been so many.
There are, however, cases where the possession of

good varieties of market fruit has caused some of

our market gardeners to raise their own stock,
and occasionally to compete with nurserymen.
Foreign competition in certain fruits has, of

course, a considerable effect in determining the

* Top and bottom, i.e., standard trees with bushes
planted between them.

varieties produced by the home grower. The
public taste, too, is another matter of considera-
tion, especially in the introduction of new varie-
ties. The main points to be studied in a new
market plantation are (1) quantity or proeluctive-

ness : (2) ciuality and appearance
; (3) time at

which it can be marketed.

Apples.—Here the market gardener of to-day
is brought face to face with the American pro-
ducer. Consequently he must grow eitlier-(a)
Early varieties to clear before the American crop
arrives, such as Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield,

Lord Grosvenor, Devonshire Quarrenden, Yellow
Ingestrie, Duchess' Favourite, Peanrain, Duchess
of Oldenburg, Ecklinville, &c. ; or {b) middle-
season Apples of such well-known and favourite
varieties that they are always saleable at good
prices, despite all competition, such as King of

the Pippins, Blenheim Orange, Cox's Orange,
Ribston, &c. ; or (c) late varieties, which can be
kept till the bulk of the American crop is over,

such as Bramley's Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert,
Northern Greening, Wellington, itc.

Pears.—Pears, like Apples, have greatly im-
proved in variety, though only a few are grown
largely for market. Williams' Bon Chretien
is amongst Pears what Blenheim Orange is

amongst Apples, and what Victoria is amongst
Plums — undoubted favourite. The Hessel is

largely grown as a sure cropper. Amongst other
varieties I might mention Louise Bonne of Jersej',

Marie Louise, Pitmaston Duchess, Calabasse,

Fertility, Beurrr Diel, Duehcsse d'Angouleme,
Sickle, Winter Nelis, and Catillac as being
chiefly grown.

Plums have had many additions of late years,

the chief fdvourite being appropriately namecl
Victoria. Rivers' Earlj' Prolific is a very valuable

market Plum. Other varieties, such as Orleans,

Prince of V^'ales, Green Gage, The Czar, Monarch,
Diamond, Pond's Seedling, Gisborne's, Goes
Golden Drop, and Pershore, are largely grown.
Plums from France are over before our home-
grown ones are ready, and the Dutch Plums have
not the (juality of our English fruit.

Cherries are largely grown, particularly in

Kent, where the L'herry orchards are usually sold

as a crop season by season. The chief market
varieties are May Duke, Elton, Bigarreau, and
Morello. The grower of Plums and Cherries has

an object in securing early varieties, and with
Plums late ones also, so as to avoid a glut as much
as possible by lengthening the period for market-
ing.

Soft fruits.— Strawberries, Raspberries, Cur-

rants, and Gooseberries. Of these. Strawberries

come first in areaand extentof cultivation. They
vary much with the soil and situation, and are

more subject to change of variety. The Cornish
and Southampton fields have done much to drive

French Strawberries out of the market, and the

South-Western and Great Western Railways are

assisting distant fruit-growers. For flavour

there is none ecjual to the British Queen, but its

cultivation is more difficult. Paxton is by far the

most largely grown market variety. President is

a very useful olel variety. Napier is too soft, and
so is Noble, which, though of good size and pro-

lific, lacks quality as a market fruit. Eleanor is

late and sharp-flavoured. Royal Sovereign is

perhaps the best of the newer \arieties.

Bush fruits, as they are called, are very much
more largely grown than formerly. Gooseberries

have a double advantage, there being a great de-

mand for them in their green anel unripened stage.

Lads, Bobs, Warringtons, Industry, Ringer, and
Rifleman are the chief market varieties. Currants,

both red, black, and white, could with advantage
be even more largely grown. They doubtless
suffer somewhat from being often an undercrop.
Raspberries are difficult to handle except in tubs,

and more Raspberries in proportion go to the jam
factory than to market. In some fruit districts

local jam factories have been erected to deal with
such surplus fruit as cannot be more advan-
tageously disposed of, particulsrly in districts far

from large towns, such as some parts of Kent,
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Worcestershire, Cambridgeshire, Gloucestershire,

Besides our home-raised fruits there are enor-

mous quantities of foreign imported fruits. In

18!)G we received no less than G, 177, 103 bushels of

Apples from abroad, valued at £1,582,471 ;

483,8-_'.'! bushels of Pears, valued at £20G,G74 ;

.')8(),24fi bushels of Plums, valued at £241,782;

and 21fl,:)G7 bushels of Cherries, valued at

£111.5,241); and a total of 18,641,874 bushels of

raw fruit, valued at £5,o40,0G9, being an increase

of £2,200,000 since 1871. With such facts before

us can we wonder that English open-air fruit

culture is on the increase ? Cbuld we but depend
with any certainty on our climate, I should say it

was a great national waste that so much monej'

should go out of the country to pay for what
might profitably be grown within it. But unfor-

tunately the English fruit crop is very uncertain,

and many who might profitably engage in the

business have not sutticient faith to inspire them
with courage to make the attempt, or have not

sufficient means to enable them to await the

successful return for their outlay. Manj- instances

could be cited of large returns in one year being

followed by almost nothing another, and only by
a system of averages can the value of a fruit farm
be gauged. This uncertainty is very much against

e.xtended fruit culture. The latest competitor

with the home fruit grower has been California,

the climate of which country seems most admir-
ably adapted for choice high-class fruits. Jlr. A.

Block, of Santa Clara, is a very extensive fruit

producer, and he has induced the railway and
shipping companies to send fruit into London
markets in cool chambers. He has perfected a
system of packing for this purpose. The fruit

compares favourably with the choicest noblemen's
gardeners' productions here to-day, and is an
object-lesson for English growers how to pack and
forward to market. One great advantage of

foreign fruit in the market is the fact that it is

sold with the case complete, thus avoiding all the

vexations and troubles attaching to returned
empties.

Forced Fruit.

The cultivation of forced fruit for market has
made enormous strides during the last twenty-five
years. The small and comparatively trivial quan-
tities grown in 1837 are now hardly worth con-

sidering. The few Pineapples and Grapes then
grown were obtainable only by the wealthy,
Cucumbers were grown in frames and pits, and
Tomatoes were unknown as food and popularly
regarded as poisonous. No doubt the high prices

realised by Grapes and Cucumbers led to their

more extended cultivation, and the success attend-
ing these efforts, together with the more natural
method of growing Cucumbers pendent, and the
education of the public taste for Tomatoes as food,

have opened out the trade beyond all anticipa-
tion.

Other fruits forced are Strawberries, Peaches,
Nectarines, Melons, and Figs. The introduction
of Madeira Pineapples has caused their culture
for market as an English hot-house crop to cease.
Many of our large fruit growers under glass also
grow flowers, and by a judicious system of
management reap considerable advantage from a
succession of crops. As a rule, the most success-
ful men engaged in this business have grown up
in it. Having satisfied themselves of the sound-
ness of its commercial character, they have
applied their acquired experience in the practical
details of their work to its extension. The enor-
mously increased production has had the effect of
greatly lowering the market values, and this has
let in as buyers and consumers a large class, who
thus obtain choice fruit at reasonable prices.
This extension of trade has been made profit-

able by the cheapenincr of materials, the more
economic use of them by horticultural builders,
by improved systems in the construction and
heating of greenhouses, and by more effective
methods of carrying on the work on a large scale.
Through these means the grower is enabled to
face reduced prices with a fairly satisfactory
result. One of our largest market gardeners thus

sums matters up ;
—" I have to invest more

capital, to employ more labour, and to work
harder myself for less percentage of profit. The
public reap all the additional advantage." In
visiting the establishment of any one of the

large market gardeners we cannot but admire
the excellent order and regular system under
which their business is conducted. Every-
where are visible the forethought and direc-

tion of a master mind, cipible of grasping alike

the most trivial details of the work as well as the

highest commercial principles so necessary in orga-

nising and successfully conducting a large and
important business. A circle drawn with a

1.5-mile radius from Covent Garden will embrace
the larges''j proportion of the market glass. Per-

haps the Lea Valley contains the largest number
of growers under glass. From Tottenham to Rye
House there is a series of establishments which
are monuments of progress ; if the North of

London bo visited we find others in the Finchley
district ; if we journey up the Thames Valley and
its outlets we again meet with many equally

deserving, though more often hidden by the sur-

rounding fruit plantations ; the southern section

stretches away to the Bexley and Swanley dis-

tricts, where they bear equal evidence of import-
ance as local industries. Besides this home dis-

trict there are other neighbourhoods, such as

Worthing, East Grinstead, Chelmsford, and many
others, where colonies of fruit growers under glass

are springing up and extending. In fact, wherever
the soil and situation seem favourable to the suc-

cessful development of this business some enter-

prising person seems ready to open it up. I

should particularly like to quote Worthing as a

remarkable illustration of what a locality distant

from large centres of consumption can accom-
plish. It is now about twenty-six years since the

first commencement was made to produce glass-

grown fruit at Worthing. It has now become a

local industry of the highest importance. No
fewer than 650 houses of glass are rated as agri-

cultural land with a rateable value of £8500 a

year. They produce great quantities of Grapes,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, and flowers ; and the
united efforts and association of the growers have
literally compelled the railway to grant more
favourable terms for the transit of goods. I find

it im])ossible to give accurate information respect-

ing the quantities of goods raised under elass,

but so far as I can judge there are about 1000 tons

of Grapes, 6000 tons of Tomatoes, and 500,000
dozen of Cucumbers produced in this country at
the present time yearly. It is estimated that
there are 32,000,000 square feet of glass in the
United Kingdom used for fruit and flower cul-

ture. This would cover 735 acres of land, and if

put together end to end in houses, 15 feet wide,
would reach a distance of 400 miles.

Grai'es.—The chief varieties of Grapes grown
for market are Black Hamburgh, Gros Colman,
Alicante, and Muscat of Alexandria ; and in

smaller quantities Madresfield Court, Gros Maroc,
and Canon Hall.

TojiATOES.—The old wrinkled variety has gone
quite out of cultivation, and many growers select

their own seed, chiefly from strains of Chemin
Rouge, Perfection, Challenger, and Trophy.

Crcc.MBERS.—The present system of growing
Cucumbers in quantity has had the effect of

almost entirely driving out the Early Dutch
Cucumber from the market ; and when the British

public shall appreciate the value of this fruit as a
stewed vegetable, as well as a raw salad, there
will be an additional opening for its culture.

Improved varieties for hot-house culture have
followed the introduction of Telegraph and White
Spine, and hybrid varieties raised therefrom now
dominate the market. Many eminent growers are
their own seed raisers. Instead of importing
Cucumbers, there is now a considerable export
trade in them to Continental cities. Our Grapes,
too, are sent to the Continent and to America,
proving at once the superiority of our hot-house
fruit.

Pbac'Hbs and Neotakises are grown in certain
districts. Unless high-class fruits at top prices

are produced, there does not appear to be very

much profit attached to their culture. The Peach
is especially liable to damage from imperfect pack-

ing and change of temperature, and no fruit shows
such a difference in price between the first and
second grades.
Strawberries under glass are a profitable crop

when well grown, and they can be succeeded by
a crop of Tomatoes. In some cases a third crop
of Chrysanthemums is grown in the same house.

Flowers—Open-air.
Large as have been the areas of agricultural

land transferred from the farmer to the market
gardener to supply vegetables and fruits, and
great as has been the progress of those grown
under glass, the crowning point of modern gar-

dening is most certainly shown in the rise anl
progress of flower culture for market. There
can be no comparison made between 1S37 and
1807 in this branch of market work. The few
loads of plants in pots and bunches of flowers only
obtainable at Covent Garden Centre Row have
been changed into the unique and magnificent
spectacle presented by the early Covent Garden
Flower Market of to-day. Nothing so much
marks the advance of our working and middle
classes in material progress, in improved taste

and refinement, as their increased outlay upon
flowers. At .all seasons and under all conditions

of life, from the sick-room in a London lodging,

or the ward of a public hospital, up through all

times of joy and sorrow, to the highest function

of society (the Drawing Room), we find flowers

shedding their joyous light and delicious

perfume. Nature's most charming produc-
tions. Open-air flowers commence with the

humble Snowdrop, passing along with the

changing seasons through Violets, Narcissi,

Tulips, Wallflowers, Lilies', Pinks, Stocks, Roses,

Asters, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, and others,

till frost and snow again appsar. In early spring

a large quantity of rooted plants and seedlings

suited to suburban and window gardening is

daily sold in pots and boxes. These are suc-

ceeded by bedding-out and window plants, such
as Geraniums, Calceolarias, Marguerites, &c.

Forced Flowers—Pot Plants.

But however much we may admire our hardj'

and half-hardy bedding plants, they are eclipsed

by their more delicate brethren of hot-house cul-

ture. Pot plants (as distinct from cut flowers)

are of two classes: (1) fine-foliaged plants and
(2) flowering plants.

FiXE-FOLiACED PLANTS have recently become
more and more in demand, especially since our
growers have proved that they can raise them
without the assistance of foreign nurserymen.
The Palms, for instance, have so increased in

quantity and decreased in price as to bring them
within reach of a multitude of buyers. The chief

fine-foliaged plants brought to market are Palms,

Ferns, Crotons, Aspidistras, Aralias, &c. A
curious fancy for small boxes of mixed fine-foliaged

plants in 2.J-inch pots has sprung up of late years,

and one firm alone sells about two and a half

millions of these pots annually.

Flowerinc; Plants in pots give general evi-

dence of excellence of cultivation and magnificent

training. They change with the season much
more than fine-foliaged plants do. The succes-

sion runs through 'Tulips, Hyacinths, Primulas,

Cyclamens, Cinerarias, Spirseas, Deutzias, Musk,
Mignonette, Marguerites, Heliotropes, Fuchsias,

Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Lilies, Ivy and other

Geraniums, Heaths, Roses, Chrysanthemums, and
many others. Some have a longer period than

others, but all present in turn masses of colour,

supremely grand at all seasons. The grower of

plants for market is subject to fashionable caprice

more than any other producer. Many flowers for

almost unaccountable reasons have a run for a

few seasons and then get somewhat discarded for

newer favourites. As it takes some time to raise

a stock of any newly-fancied variety, the artificial

rise and fall in value are very disheartening to

growers. A faint idea of the extent of this im-

portant branch of market work may be gathered
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from the advertisement columns of the gardening
Press, where sales of hundreds of thousands of

leading market varieties of young stock are

quoted. In addition to the millions of pots

brought into London, there is a very large trade
carried on between the growers' places and dis-

tant centres of population, many thousand boxes
being thus sent direct by rail every year.

Cut flowers.—Besides the enormous quantity
of flowers and plants in pots grown for the market,
there has sprung up of late years an increasing

trade in cut blooms. In point of fact, many
growers are beginning to divert their attention

from plants to cut flowers, as entailing less work
and expense with more certain sale. In this

department, however, the local grower has to

enter into competition not only with the surplus

cut blooms of private growers and gentlemen's
gardens, but with more distant English market
growers, who can send supplies of cut blooms
readily by rail, and also with the foreign pro-

ducer, favoured with cheap rates and a more
genial climate. From the Riviera, for instance,

we have daily hundreds of baskets during the

winter and spring months, and this trade is

largely increasing. Doubtless thei-e are times

when this competing French flower trade has a
considerable effect in cheapening certain classes

of English goods. The choicest freshly cut

home-grown flowers, however, secure the best

class of trade, and in this as in fruit the

English grower stands unrivalled. As an in-

stance of the remarkable effect of opening up
a market with a remote locality I cannot but
quote the Narcissus trade of the Scilly Islands.

This was introduced by Mr. T. Algernon Dorrien

Smith, of Tresco Abbey, who sent the first lot of

flowers to Covent Garden in 1SG5, when they rea-

lised £1. Under this gentleman's fostering care

and untiring eftbrts the export in 1S85 had risen

to sixty-five tons of flowers ; in 18S7 it had in-

creased to 100 tons, and in 1896 to 496 tons of

Narcissi and fifty-nine tons of Wallflowers and
Tomatoes. The largest day on record was this

year, when 1000 boxes came to London alone.

The Narcissus as a market flower affords a remark-
able example of the way in which a popular
favourite rapidly develops. Perhaps this is due,

not only to its innate beauty as a flower, but to

the time of year when it blooms, to its good keep-

ing properties when properly gathered, and to the
admirable and effective method of bunching for

market. Great credit is due to those growers
who so successfully introduced this popular
flower. The chief cut blooms for market are

Lilies of the Valley, Roses, Carnations, Scarlet

Geraniums, Tuberoses, Arums, Camellias, Gar-
denias, Eucharis, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, &.c.

The great feature in connection with blooms is to

secure a regular and constant supply. Of course

this is impossible in certain cases, but there are

others where it is done. White and self-coloured

flowers are always in demand, and consequently
are less subject to glut and its attendant evils.

One of our latest developments has been to keep
Lily of the Valley roots in cool chambers, so that
they may be grown all the year round. It is im-

possible to give any statistics as to the quantity
of cut flowers or of the many thousands engaged
in the trade as growers and sellers.

wrens have a nest in a Mariichal Niel Rose,
trained against the back wall of a lean-to vinery,
facing due south. The nest is almost at the top
of the wall and not more than a foot from the

^lass, so that the temperature, when the sun is

shining, should save the prospective parents the

trouble of incubation.— S. W. F.

TURF IN AND NEAR THE
GARDEN.

FLOWER

Wren's nest in an Arum plant.—About a
month ago a batch of Arums that had been
flowering in alow, span-roofed house at a neigh-
bouring nursery, were shifted into a large, cool
house until they could be removed to the open.
The pots were placed close together, and the
spreading foliage of the plants, forming a natural
canopy, inspired a pair of wrens with the notion
that an ideal nest could be fashioned among the
tall shafts of the Arums' leaves, and, one day, when
the blooms were being cut, a perfectly-completed
nest was discovered, built between the leaf-stalks

of one of the plants. Unfortunately, shortly
afterwards, a boy watering carelessly with a hose
managed to swamp the nest and wash it from its

position. At the same nursery another pair of

Good turf is justly the pride of British gardens,

and though in old times, when labour was not

so expensive, many of the larger gardens showed
waste in mowing great areas of grass, the pos-

session of fine turf is essential in and near the

house and garden—we mean that wholly apart

from the open park or playground. Flower Ijeds

are often .set in turf, or there are small grassy

playgrounds and spaces near the house or the

garden on the good efi'ect of which depends
very much the beauty of the home landscape, as

they come so much into the foreground of what
should be pictures. One reason why we slmuld

take care to get the best turf wliicli the con-

tlitions of soil or climate allow is that no other

country but ours can have such good turf. In

many countries, even in cool Europe, they can-

not have it at all, but grass seed has to be sown
every year to get some semblance of turf.

Where, however, the natural advantages are so

great, our care should be to get the benefit of

them, and tliough in many places the turf,

through much care and the goodness of tlie

soil, is all that could be desired even in Britain,

in others a very poor turf is often seen. In such

cases much mis-spent efTort is often given in

vam attemiJts to get a good turf.

From want of knowledge or care, and occa-

sionally local or other reasons, many people,

thinking that any rough preparation will secure

them a good sward, merely trench and turf the

ground ; others think that turf will come of

itself ; but such people are often rudely disap-

jiointed, and therefore some instructicms as to

the best way of laying down turf, where the

work has to be done from the beginning, and
also for repairing it when out of order, may
be useful to some readers. The following is

written by Mr. James Burnham, who has nuide

some of the most beautiful garden lawns we
have seen, some of them laid in bad spring

weather.
Formation of good turf.—Should the spot

cliosen be on heavy soil, such as clay, take the

levels and fix them hi feet apart around the

outside of the piece intended for a lawn. Take
some levels across the piece, then take 12 inches

of the clay out below the levels. Should any of

tliese 12 inches contain good soil, wheel that on to

the outside of the piece, removing all the clay to a

place near and burning it into ballast. This can

be done by using slack coal. Find the natural

fall of the ground and place pegs 10 feet apart

in lines from top to bottom the way it falls, then

dig out the soil in line of pegs with a draining

tool 12 inches deep at top end, bottom end
18 inches deep. This will give a fall of

(i inches. Then lay in 2-inch drain pipes, with

at the bottom end a 3-inch pipe for a main to

take the water that drains from the sub-soil.

See that this main is taken to some outlet.

Cover the pipes with 3 inches of burnt ballast,

and spread 3 inches of burnt ballast all over the

piece of ground. Dig the ground over 12 inches

deep, at the same time mixing the 3 inches of

burnt ballast with the clay, taking care not to

disturb the pipes or dig below them. After

treading all over firmly, plac3 on the surface

2 inches of burnt ballast, filling to the level

with loam mixed with the good soil you have

laid on one side from the surface. If you have
no good .soil, fill up with loam mixed with coarse
gravel, brick rubbish, and burnt ballast. Tread
all over again as before, making it level with a
spade, pressing in any lump or stone that appears
level with the ground. No rake should be used.

You have now 2 feet of trenched earth. Do
not dig down deeper in one place than another.
A stick cut 2 feet long by the worker's side is

the best. He can, with the stick, test his depth
from time to time. In laying the turf keep the
joints of eacji piece half an inch apart. When
it is all laid down, pat it gently all over with a
turf-beater. It is better to take up tl;e turf

that is a little higher than the rest and take out
a little of the soil than to beat it down to the
level. Then spread some burnt ballast, ashes
from the burnt refuse of the garden, and the

top 2 inches of soil from a wood, sifted through
a half-inch mesh sieve, mixed well together,

all over the grass. Move it about until all the

joints in the grass are level. Wait for rain,

then go over the lawn and take out all weeds.

Give another dressing of the soil as before,

adding to this a little road grit and old mortar.

If no old mortar is available, slaked lime will

answer. Move this about until all is level again.

In the month of March or the first week in April,

if the weather is fine, sow all over the lawn some
of the best grass seed. Get .some fine Thorn
bushes, lace them together in the shape of a

fan heavy enough fiu' two men to drag about
the lawn in various ways. Roll with a light

roller. Keep off the lawn until the grass has

grown 3 inches, then cut it with a scythe, and
roll with a light roller the first season. When
mowing with the machine is commenced, see

that the knives are not set too close to the

ground.

Should the spot selected for a lawn not con-

tain clay, so much the better. Dig holes here

and there 2 feet deep in the winter months.

If no water lie at the bottom of the holes, this

shows it will not want draining ; if thei'e is

water, drain as on heavy soil. In trenching

the ground, if the subsoil be bad, take 3 inches

of this away, filling up to the level with good
soil to which have been added half-inch crushed
bones in the proportion of four tons to the acre,

fine brick rubbish and burnt ballast in the same
proportions as for the heavy soil. Turf and
treat as on heavy soil. If you have a good grass

field, take the turf for your lawn, also top spit

away, replace with rough soil, and place 3 inches

of the loam that has been dug out upon the

rough soil you have put in, then sow, bush
harrow, and lightly roll.

Treatment of old lawns.—Weeds, Moss,

and bare places on lawns show that they are

worn out. To renew this, take off the turf in

rolls 3 feet long, 1 foot wide, and 1 inch thick.

If the turf cannot be rolled, take 6 inches of

the surface away, then trench 2 feet deep, keep-

ing the good soil on the top as you proceed.

Tread firmly all over, and fill up to the level

with good soil ; mix with the loam, burnt

ballast, old brick rubbish, half-inch crushed

bones, and road sidings or sweepings. Then
turf and treat as in the case of new lawns. On
old lawns there are very often handsome de-

ciduous trees too close to which it would be

dangerous to trench. To get grass to grow
under these, take away 2 inches of the exhausted

soil, replace with good, and sow thereon grass

seed thickly. Rake the seed in gently, roll it

lightly, and water when necessary. This may
be repeated in the same way as often as the soil

under the trees becomes bare. In some
cases where turf is scarce, a roll of turf 3 feet

long and 1 foot wide may be taken and cut

in half lengthways. With tliis form the out-
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lines of the beds which have been staked

out previously, beat down to the level required,

and bring up the intervening spaces to the level

of the turf with good soil. Make this firm, rake

it level, and on this sow some good grass seed.

Rake it over, roll lightly, and protect from birds

where these are troublesome. Cut the grass

when (i inches high with a scythe and keep it

well watered during the summer if the weatlier

is dry. In this way a beautiful lawn may be

had at little expense as compared with turfing

it completely over.

Lawns on peaty ani> sanhy soils. — In

some parts of Hampshire where peat and .sand

abound seeds are by far the best to use to

form a good turf. Remove all peat from
the site you wish for a lawn, pile it on the

iiutside of the work and cast plenty of water
upon it. Then take out 2 inches or 3 inches of

tlie dark .sand tliat lay under the peat, cast this

also over the pile of peat. Take out I'J inches

of the sand, dig all over 12 inches deep and
tread it tirmly. Get all the road .scrapings and
riiul trimniings you can with a little clay and
stitr loam and cast upon the peat pile. Having
got together the quantity you think will till up
to your level, then cut up small the peat you
have in the pile and mix all well togetlier with
this, till up to the level, tread finnly all over,

then give all over a good coating of cow manure,
turn this .'{ inches under the surface, and tread

lirmly all over. In the month of March sow
thickly. Do not let the surface get dry the
tirst summer and cut the grass when (i inches

high with a scythe.

Attention .should be paid to keeping all lawns
free from weeds. Dress lawns once a year
with one bushel of salt mixed with fourteen
bushels of wood ashes not too much burnt.
When you see the wood is consumed, spread
the ashes al)road and cover with good soil.

Break the charcoal small, mix all well together,

do not sift, spread upon the lawn, and roll it in.

Chrysanthemums.

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

Along witli the late-tlowering, large-bloomed
Chrysanthemums which have been so much in

fashion for souie years past there are also some
varieties which should not be lost sight of, con-
sidering their special merits. I mean the early-

tlowering kind.s, which, on account of the period
at which they bloom, cannot appear at the ex-
hibitions where their late-tiowering sisters make
such triumphant dis])lays.

These early-flowering varieties, although, jjer-

haps, of more modest appearance than some of
the other kinds, are not less valuable in the
highest degree, possessing, as they do, the good
quality of blooming several weeks before the
late-tlowering kinds, and consequently of charm-
ing tlie sight at a time when the flowers of these
later kinds have not yet commenced to bloom.
They are, moreover, very easily grown, and do
not require any of the special attentions which
are exacted by plants grown for the winter-
furnishing of apartments and winter gardens.
They should be allowed to grow as they like,

and should not be disbudded ; they cannot be
grown in pots.

From the latter part of summer to the end of
autumn these early-flowering Chrysanthemums
may embellish our gardens with their brilliant

and abundant flowers, the blooming of which is

generally continued until very late in the end of
the season, as the early frosts are seldom severe
enough to damage them. It is to be regretted

that these plants have been so much put aside

of late years and sacrificed to the large-bloomed
kinds, wliich, although possessing their other
good qualities, are inferior to them in hardiness
;ind capability of being grown as open-air plants,

jiroperly so named. Twenty years ago, on the

contrary, early-flowering Chrysanthemums were
extensively grown, although large-bloomed varie-

ties of this group were not at that time known,
and only pompon kinds were cultivated. M.
Delaux, a grower in the south of France, had
the unexpected good fortune of raising the
first large-bloomed variety of early-flowering

Chry.santhemums. This precious variety, which
was named Gustave Grunervald, was taken in

hand by several growers, who, by judicious

crossings, have enriched the gardening world
with more than lOt) new varieties remarkable
both for the diversity of the forms of the flowers

and for their brilliant and varied colours.

I may, perhaps, as well mention how the flrst

early-flowering Chrysanthemum made its ap-

pearance in France. In the year 18.53 it was
raised by M. Pele, an eminent grower, who
named it C. Andersoni, in compliment to Mr.
Anderson, a London nurseryman, who pur-
chased the stock from him for the sum of

.500 francs (£20)—a high price at that time,

and indicative of the value of the new variety.

Mr. Anderson distributed this Chrysanthemum
in various parts of Europe, where it was highly
appreciated by amateurs, who at that period
were enthusiastic in their admiration of this

line race of plants. The colour of C. Andersoni
was a brilliant chrome-yellow, and the plant
flowered from the end of June up to the first

frosty weather. Other varieties, obtained from
this by the same raiser, continued the series of

early-flowering kinds. A few of the names,
taken at random, will give some idea of the fine

plants of the period, viz., Andromede, Belle
d'Aout, Orion, Regulus, Arc-en-ciel, Comtesse
de la Cha.stres, Homere, Mme. Louise, Sainte
Flore, Aigle d'Or, La Creole, La Carmelite,
Sainte Agathe, Alexandre Pele, Duruflet,
Trophic, Mme. Pel6, &c. Some of these
varieties, which are still sold in our flower
markets, were very largely grown for sale a

few years ago.

Amateurs have too much neglected the fine

early-flowering varieties, which adorned the
gardens of our fathers for nearly half a century,
for the exclusive culture of varieties with enor-
mous, I might say monstrous, flowers to which
their attention has been entirely diverted. I

repeat that they do not merit this neglect, but
have good reason to be recommended, and
notably for planting in flower - knots in the
grounds of amateurs, where they would advan-
tageously replace some kinds of plants which,
when summer is over, present no further
attraction. They would be all the more apju-e-

ciated because the holidays at that time of the
year send town-dwellers in crowds to country
residences, where flowers are never too plentiful

nor in too great variety. Besides, it must not
be supposed that all the flowers of early-bloom-
ing Chrysanthemums are of small size ; on the
contrary, the flower-heads of some of the new
varieties attain a pretty large diameter, and that
without any disbudding.

At the exhibition in June of last year held by
our society, five or six varieties of early-flower-
ing Chrysanthemums, with blooms of extra-
ordinary size for the season, formed a superb
group. The Parisian growers are certainly far
in advance of foreigners in the cultivation of
plants of this kind. In the group to which I
have alluded might be seen flowers of deep pink,
old gold, chamois or bufl", white and yellow
colours. The variety Gustave Grunervald was

largely represented there as well as the varieties

which have sported from it, and which have
achieved such a success at the exhibitions of the
Royal Horticultural Society in London. Such
an early blooming of these plants as was seen at

the exliibition in June, 1897, may be regarded
in the light of a .singularity, of a dithculty over-

come, but is of no interest as regai'ds the
embellishment of gardens, which at that time
of the year are plentifully supplied with
flowers. It is in the months of August and
September that these Chry.santhemums can be
liad in flower to the greatest advantage, and
they will then be appreciated by everybody.

—

M. Lemaire, in Junvufd deUi Soriete Nafianul''

d'Hiiii!i-iilf)ire de Frfince.

The trial in the gardens of the Royal Hor-
cultural Society, Chiswick, last season of these
must be considered a great success, and there is

little doubt that the display then made was a
surprise to many who had failed to keep them-
selves in touch with the progress made during
recent years. Only recently there was a pre-

ponilerance of the pompon sorts, and pretty
though these were, a large number were distinctly

formal in appearance, chiefly through a system of

severe disbudding and a comparatively limited

range of colour. Brighter colours were badly
needed, and these in flowers as represented in the
ordinarj'midseason sorts. Thiswasat length accom-
plished, the French raiser, Mons. Simon Delaux,
in particular deserving credit for the large and
varied selections he sent out, comprising .Japanese

sorts of rich and lasting colours and in numerous
and interesting forms. IE I remember rightly, in

one season he distributed some 200 distinct sorts.

This number was far too many for one season, as

it was almost a matter of impossibility to test the
merits of each satisfactorily. Only one firm of

specialists gave this importation a thorough trial,

and although copious notes were taken at the

time of the specially good sorts among them, only
a small proportion of these was again heard of.

That a large number were distributed throughout
the country in the succeeding season has since

been proved by the occasional notices that have
appeared in the horticultural journals respecting
sorts which can be traced to this particular im-
portation, but there is little doubt that many
excellent novelties were lost.

No longer can we complain of want of colour
and brightness in the early-flowering Chrysan-
themums, as these may now be obtained in

crimson, orange, bronze - yellow and white,
besides many intermediate shades. With very
few exceptions the habit of the plants is good,
while there are many instances in which almost
typical plants for outdoor work have blossoms of

the brightest colour. Most of the varieties may be
considereddwarf, and rarely exceed 3 feet in height.

The pompons are remarkable for their dwarfness,
2 feet being an average height for this type of

plant, and these generally are literally covered
with their pretty little blossoms.
One of the most eft'ective methods of growing

them I witnessed in a private garden last season.

In this case some half-a-dozen plants of a sort were
planted together, a distance of 2i feet to 3 feet

between each plant, and when the flowering

season came round the display they made was
remarkable. This method is worthy of repetition

in all gardens where a late summer and autumn
display is wanted, these plants coming in at a

time when the outdoor garden is beginning to

lose its beauty. An unfortunite mistake is some-
times made in severely disbudding the plants in

the hope of obtaining a few extra good flowers.

This is a mistake. The early-flowering sorts

seem to resent this interference with their natural

growth, which, if left alone, invariably produces
numberless blossoms of good colour, and which
last a considerable time in the open. In a few
instances the plants may be partially disbudded
with good results, and this in the case of those

plants which develop a number of buds in clusters

and ultimately finish unfolding their florets on
blooms with very short footstalks. In gardens
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where there is a great demand for cut flowers

during the period already referred to, it would be
found distinctly advantageous to grow a batch of

these plants in a spare piece of ground for this

purpose. I know of instances in which these

early-flowering sorts have only been grown for

one season in this way, and so pleased have the

growers been with the long and continuous sup-

ply which the plants have given, that they have
determined to extend the practice during the

present season.

The third week in May has been my time for

planting out for years, and if the plants are in a
strong and healthy condition at that time they
will be about 3 feet in diameter when the flower-

ing season arrives.—1). B. Crane, Hiyhgate.

Flower Garden.

THE WINTER ACONITE.
(Eranthis hyemalis.)

We have no prettier flower in the garden in its

season than the Winter Aconite. It is alike

interesting and beautiful, as well as useful in

many ways and various aspects in the garden.

In the latter one of the most beautiful ways of

utilising this plant is tliat of freely planting it

in the grass. On grassy slopes it is very beau-

tiful, particularly where later-planted roots

appear with the Snowdrops and the Glory of the

Snow. Not less desirable is this plant for the

margins of woodland walks. In all these places

the golden cups, snugly placed in the leafy nest,

make a very pleasing picture in the winter land-

scape, and if perchance its flowering is accom-

panied with sunshine so much the better,

as the golden-yellow blossoms expand to

their fullest extent and render it one of the

showiest, as it is also one of the simplest, of garden

flowers. In the rock garden likewise should good
use be made of this harbinger of spring, and
again as a ground-work for many deciduous and
flowering shrubs that make but little show in

the winter. In the past this plant has been
utilised in all the positions here suggested with

good efl'ect, not in a great tuft here and another

yonder, but a free sprinkling calculated to pro-

duce a natural carpet more or less freely distri-

buted over a large area, though not all in the

same vista. Such shrubs as the Mezereons,

Androraedas, Rhododendron prfecox, the Dog-
woods, Azalea mollis, and such like are a few of

those that may be— indeed, have been—fre-

quently successfully treated in combination with

this pretty flower. Quite in the early days of

the present year this plant figured freely at Kew
in such positions. One bed of the Siberian Dog-
wood we remember was very striking, with the

crimson stems of the shrub against the host of

golden-yellow cups that for the time constituted

the ground-work. Happily, too, the plant is

not fastidious as to soil. It will grow and flower

in poverty-stricken soils near to Laurel hedge
fences, almost with the same regularity as it will

in peaty beds where Andromedas and Daphne
Cneorum thrive so well, or again in heavy soils

or the cool surroundings of turf, the plants com-
ing and going and reappearing the following

year in the majority of instances. One position

—the hardy fernery—has been left till now, yet

the eflfect among the bronzy fronds is not only
pleasing but frequently surprising, thus add-

ing a winter charm to a usually deserted por-

tion of the garden.

ing to know in how many places in the United
Kingdom this Narcissus will live from year to

year. I have been unable to establish it yet.

Only a few miles from my garden it has been
grown in the ordinary border for six or seven

years, and the seedlings are flowering freely

around the parent clump. This is in the garden
of -Mr. tjames Davidson, of Summerville, near

Dumfries. The border is of good loam, and
N. triandrus albus makes remarkably vigorous

growth and produces a good number of n^owers

annually. Needless to say, the lovely white
flowers are much admired by all who see them.

—

S. Arxott, Carsethorti, by Dumfries, N.B.

Violet La France.—This large and fine

Violet has done \'ery well with us, even small,

weak plants of their first year, and Mr. Millet, of

Paris, the raiser, writes to us regarding it and
other varieties as follows :—" I am glad that my
Violet La France has succeeded so well with you.

I receive congratulations concerning it from all

parts, so that I am led to believe it will be a good

plant everywhere. Replying to your query on the

subject of ' Violet Culture in the Neighbourhood
of Paris,' I must tell you that this has much
changed in the last ten years, the soutli of France
having done much harm to Parisian cultivators,

and,on account of thiscompetition, Parisian grower.s

look out for the varieties which flower in autumn
and spring. They cultivate The Czar, Luxonne,
Princess of Wales, Four Seasons, and a variety

known in my catalogue under the name of (irosse

Bleue, which flowers in autumn and spring, but

scarcely at all in winter. There are also some
who devote exclusively to tiie Parma Violet from

-.^...,. .-*-,.:v^

The Winter Aconite {Eranthis hyemalis).

a drawing by H. G. Moon,
From

Narcissus triandrus albus.—Could we com-
pute accurately the number of bulbs lost in the
vain attempt to establish this beautiful Dattbdil

in the border or on rockwork in our climate, the
total would be surprising. It would be interest-

20,000 to 25,000 frames, which are warmed by
steam. The flowers are picked for winter use and
the plants in the spring are sold in pots."

Saxifraga aretioides primulina.—Among
the crusted Saxifragas at present in flower, I

think none can equal the above when seen in good
condition. Though naturally one of the slowest

to form really fine tufts, it is, nevertheless, beauti-

ful when it has reached specimen size, and then

flowers with great freedom. The blossoms, indi-

viduall}', are not so large as in S. Boydi, nor so

deep in colour, but these are more than compen-
sated for by their greater numbers. The shade of

yellow is the true pale primrose tint which is so

pleasing above the perfectly mounded blue-green

tufts. The plant is not a ditticult one to grow,
particularly if in spring and during dry weather
plenty of water is given it. Grown in pots it is

a perfect gem. My largest plant this year has
been exceptionally good, having produced nearly

four dozen of its pretty spikes, the majority of

which carry three flowers each. It is so good and
so apparently perfectly happy under pot culture

that one hesitates to plant it out, though doubt-

less given the right position it would be equally

successful. Much of the stock of this I have seen

from time to time is less free in growth. This I

think may be accounted for by my giving the

plant abundance of water, which I consider indis

spring. A free, rich mixture of sandy loam, finely

sifted very old manure, and broken brick is the
compost my plant is growing in.—E. J.

Leucojum sestivum.—The mention of the
Summer Snowflake in " S. W.F.'s" delightful

notes on "March in South Devon" induces one
to return to the subject of its non-flowering with
him, about which, it may be remembered, some
little correspondence appeared some time ago.
Since that time I have been comparing the free-

dom of flowering of plants in various positions.

These observations confirm the advice offered by
Mr. .Jenkins and myself that "S. W. F." should
try a drier position for Leucojum a?stivum. Here
there is one clump on the edge of a Uttle nook
prepared for Trilliums and similar plants. This
had the sides and bottom made almost watertight
so as to retain more moisture than usual. The
Summer Snowflake in this wet corner produces a
much smaller proportion of flowers than in any
other part of the garden, although there is prac-

tically no difference in the exposure. This clump
also makes growth earlier. It may be mentioned
that the foliage looks much finer than in dry
places, but this is compensated for by the plants

in the latter having five or six times the number
of heads of bloom.—S. Arnott, Carsethorn, by

Dumfries, jY. B.

Edg'ings.—Much beauty is lost to gardens by
not using suitable plants for edgings. Edge the

walks tastefully. Oyster-shells, bits of broken
china, and tiles are not pretty. Wood is objec-

tionable, as being a fruitful .source of fungus
troubles. Get stone if possible, and plant against

it tufted creeping things, as the Mossy Saxifrage

(S. hypnoides), like a soft mat, spongy as it were,

and of a cheerful green throughout the year. The
common Thrift (Armeria vulgaris). Pink Mrs.

Sinkins, or the old Fringed White : Creeping

Jenny, or the deep blue Gentianella (G. acaulis)

will be happy under such conditions. The Gen-

tianella is the most quixotic of these, sometimes
flowering and growing delightfully, sometimes

the reverse ; it likes a warm, light, gritty soil,

then one may expect the rich harvest of blossom

as deep as sapphire in tone. A garden may be

made beautiful in a way with edgings alone.

People lose much by not knowing what to plant,

and the soil for the things to root into. The beau-

tiful Speedwell (Veronica prostrata) makes a

thick mat, hidden for several weeks in summer
by a profusion of rich blue flowers. I once saw a

superb edging of this Speedwell, a picture in it-

self, and taking the place of ugly tiles and brick

ends in many gardens. I love to see the so-called

common White Pink as an edging. In June it is

covered with flowers as white as a snow-drift, and

a fragrance as sweet as a Tea Rose scents the gar-

den . When all this glory has departed, the sihery

tufts are hke a satiny sheen in autumn and

winter.—C.

Sternberg'ia Fischeri.—Apart from itscurious

habit, for a Sternbergia, of flowering early in the

year (March and April), this does not seem to be a

specially attractive plant for general cultivation.

It is well established here and blooms freely, but

the flowers are pale in colour, do not have long

stems, and are of a texture too soft or thin to pass

unscathed through some of our hard weather.

The average gardener would find much more
satisfaction in a clump of early-flowering Narcissi.

Of course everyone who grows S. lutea values it

highly, for it is one of the best low-growing

bulbous plants of the autumn. I notice re-

ports of many failures with these bulbs, and it

appears that both this and S. macrantha have

definite ideas of their own as to what position

suits them. Judging from my own experience,

S. lutea prefers a warm, sheltered place, where

the soil does not cool off too early. At least in

such a position it thrives here and always flowers,

while another clump planted in full exposure,

where every cold breeze sweeps over it, is only

now starting. This hint is merely a tentative

one, for on general principles one would not ex-

pect a plant, whose leaves appearing in the fall

are unaffected by the hardest weather, to be so

pensable to many of this family during the early | easily discouraged. However, one does not always
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garden by theory, and if a plant fails in what one
considers the proper environment, one must either
discard it or stifle his pride of cultural knowledge
and shift it to some other position.— J. N. Ger-
RARD, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES IN VINERIES.

It ia said of the Grape-growing industry that

the great dimensions it has so rapidly assumed
are largely due to the ever-increasing demand
for Tomatoes. Thanks to the possibility of

growing remunerative cro|is of the latter for at

least two seasons, or till the whole of the roof is

thinly covered with Grape Vines, there is no
long waiting for returns, and, as a oonseijuenoe,

the grower can aftbrd to part with his Grapes
at comparatively low rates and yet feel well

repaid for his trouble and outlay. The methods
of market growers have of late years been
largely followed by private gardeners, and not
always with unqualified success. By all means
grow Tomatoes in vineries and Peach houses so

long as there is room for them, but not at the
expense of the more legitimata and, in my
opinion, more generally profitable occupants of
those structures. Newly-planted Vines or trees

are very liable to be smothered by Tomato
plants disposed near to them, and that is what
takes place in small houses where too much is

attempted. Jlarket growers have, I feel cer-

tain, nearly all made the same mistakes. In
their case, however, there are, as a rule, no
expensively formed borders for the Tomatoes to
revel in, and, in addition, the bulk of, if not all,

the Tomato plants are grown in fairly large
pots and the roots allowed to spread out into
the border, as advised on page 367. The pots
have a restraining influence upon the growth of
the plants, and the roots do not rob the
borders to any marked extent. On the con-
trary, it is my belief that pot plants, which of
necessity have to be fed liberally, actually
leave the borders richer than they found them.
So well do Grape Vines and Tomatoes agree
together when the latter are not allowed to
gain the upper hand, that I have actually found
Vine roots in possession of the soil in Tomato
pots. If the Vines suffer from contact with
Tomato roots it is because they do not get a
fair share of the insufticient moisture supplied.

Vines, in common with Tomato plants, must
have plenty of light and sun if they are to
thrive, and it is useless, therefore, as far as
crops are concerned, to attempt their culture if

these conditions cannot be complied with. If
the former are disposed not less than 3 feet
apart and are planted ("cut-backs " are best)
in March, the rows of Tomatoes may come mid-
way between these and right across the house,
for one sea-son only, one class of plants not
greatly interfering with the other. The Vines
should be topped when about 8 feet long, and
all laterals and sub-laterals be stopped beyond
the first leaf on each break. If the roots are
kept properly supplied with water the rods
ought to be stout, requiring little or no shorten-
ing, and be capable of producing four to eight
bunches each without sustaining other than a
salutary check thereby. There should be no
cropping the full width of the vinery during the
second season. I tried it once, but was a con-
siderable loser thereby, more especially owinc
to the rubbed, disfigured state of the bunches
of Grapes. A lean-to house may safely be
cropped from the back walls to within 5 feet of
the front wall with Tomatoes, and in the case
of span-roofed structures 5 feet space on each

side should be given solely up to the Vines.
The leading growths of the latter being topped
when another 5 feet to (5 feet have been added
to the length of each rod and heavily cropped,
producing, say, from eight to twelve bunches
apiece the following season, attempting to grow
Tomatoes in the centre of the house would not
end profitably. Maiden-hair Ferns would be
a better crop. In some instances that have
come under my notice undue importance has
been attached to the Tomato crop, the Vines
being topped when about li feet long in order
that they should not shade the plants. This
hard stopping resulted in forcing out growths
from buds at the base of the laterals on the
young canes, practically ruining them. Allow-
ing the laterals to grow unchecked is an un-
called-for proceeding—a mistake, in fact ; but
the other extreme, or too severe stopping of
leading growths, is even more unwise.

As before hinted, if the borders are double-
cropped, very much more water must be applied
than would have been the case if no Tomatoes
were grown, a mulching of strawy manure both
conserving moisture and preventing the soil

becoming as hard as a road. I'nder this treat-
ment the Vines may grow strongly, though not
more than desirable, while the Tomatoes, if

planted out, will probably become toogrosstocrop
well. Checking this by withholding water will
not answer well, and this is a case where rather
severely reducing the size of the primary leaves
is both justifiable and desirable, as it serves to
prevent rank growth. Attempts to grow Toma-
toes in vineries frequently made by private
gardeners long after the roofs have been
covered with Grape Vines invariably end in
failure. The favourite positions are at the ends
and against back walls, but light without direct
sunshine does not meet the case. I remember
once seeing remarkably good crops of Tomatoes,
the fruit hanging in great clusters on plants
growing in boxes of soil arranged on high back
shelves, in the vineries at Forde Abbey, near
Ohard, Somerset, but they were not wholly
covered with Vine leaves, enough sun and air
reaching the Tomatoes to cause them to flower
and set fruit with the greatest freedom. What
Mr. Crook accomplished in that position, others,
too, may imitate with advantage, training the
plants down the trellis, as in his case.

There is one very good reason why a few or
many Tomato plants, according to circum-
stances, should be grown with Grapes in a
house. Wasps, curiously enough, have a great
aversion to Tomato plants, and I never yet
knew them to eat the fruit. They will not
pass through a row of plants arranged along the
front of a house, nor in my case have the Grapes
been touched by wasps where Tomato plants
are growing in fairly large quantities. Whether
a few plants againt a back wall would have the
effect of keeping wasps out of a vinery I am
unable to say, but it is no new discovery, and
there are numerous readers of The Garden
who could, if they would, enlighten us on the
point. In some districts wasps are such a
scourge that any simple remedy would be wel-
comed by innumerable gardeners, not a few of
whom have spoilt more Grapes than they have
saved in their efforts to exclude wasps from
them. Anything over the various openings
fine enough in texture to exclude wasps also
seriously militates against a free circulation of
air, and wholesale decay of ripe fruit is likely
to occur in a stagnant atmospliere. If my ad-
vice, therefore, is taken, a few Tomato plants
will be grown in vineries merely as a preventive
of wasps. More might also be grown immedi-
ately in front of vineries, either planted in a
disused outside border, or else in 12-inch pots

set on an outside border. If the plants in pots
are kept well supplied with water and liquid

manure, and also attended to in the way of dis-

budding, they will produce good crops of fruit

without doing any harm, and very probably ba
the means of keeping wasps away.

W. loGULDEN.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Broccoli Cattell's Eclipse.—This Broccoli
has for many years been grown largely, and
though some of the later introduction are superior
as regards colour, they are in many cases less
hardy and therefore, not so reliable. This variety
rarely fails even in hard winters, and comes in from
the middle of April to the end or even later,

much depending upon the soil and locality. I

find to do this variety justice it is necessary to
sow in April. I have referred to its colour, it

being what is termed a sulphur-coloured variety,
but this is not noticed where quantities are
needed. It^ hardiness makes it valuable when so
many fail. I always grow this variety to precede
the well-know Model. If the heads are cut in a
small state the colour is not at all objectionable.
-S. M.

Dwarf Bean Early Favourite.— I have this
season grown this Bean in pots and am much
pleased with its earliness, cropping and gooJ
quality. Ne Plus Ultra is reliable, but the
newer Bean, in addition to being very early, is

also larger in the pod and more fleshy, in tbis

respect resembling Mohawk, one of the seed
parents. Many at this season will be planting
dwarf Beans in ths open ; and I would advise a
trial of Karly Favourite, as it is one of the earliest

1 have grown and the quality is as good as when
forced. This variety has stouter foliage and
appears to be hardier—at least, it suff'ers less in

cold weather than smaller-leaved kinds. Its

dwarf compact habit will make it a favourite in

all gardens where earliness, cropping and quality
are considered.—A Grower.

Tomato Conference.—A great number of

Tomatoes has been introduced since the advent of

Conferance, but none to surpass it in quality and
cropping. I am aware there are many larger
kinds, but mere size in Tomatoes is not needed,
as large fruits are not always of the best quality.
Though this variety may be termed old in com-
parison to others, it is still as great a favourite in

private gardens as when first distributed. It is

just the size for a private garden, and its remark-
ably free fruiting qualities make it profitable.

For pot culture it is valuable on account of its

earliness, and it is equally good for the open
ground. The colour is very rich, and being a
smooth fruit it always finishes well. If quality
alone in Tomatoes is considered. Conference will

occupy a high place, as there are few either early
or late kinds superior to it. The nearest approach
is Ham Green. This, like Conference, is a very
good variety and noted for its quality, but it is

later.—G. Wythes.

Asparag'us and frosts. — Asparagus this

year is later than usual, as in 1896 and 1897 I cut
Asparagus from open beds the second week in

April, whereas this year it was the last week in

the month before the suijplies were at all good ;

indeed, if litter had not been placed over the beds
at night to preserve the grass there would have
been poor supplies. No doubt frosts have re-

tarded the growth, and this points out the import-
ance of sheltered beds for very early supplies. It

is a mistake to have the beds all in one place.

There will be no lack of Asparagus now, but
earlier supplies are welcome at a season other
vegetables, especially choice ones, are none too
plentiful. Much may be done to hasten growth
by covering the surface of the beds with Bracken
or dry litter at night. It is important that the
litter be removed and placed in the alleys during
the day, as the covering left on does harm, pre-

venting the sun warming the soil. My early beds
slope to the south in front of some houses, and
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these I find most useful, as they are quite a fort-

night in advance of those in the open, and in such

seasons as this with severe spring frosts an earlier

supply is obtained.—S. M.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY.
(Southern Section.)

ApRiL 26.

On this occasion there was a general roughne.ss in

the flowers owing to the weather. Some went
the length of stating that it was the worst
Auricula show held for years, not from any lack

of quantity, but from the absence of quality.

There were more entries than usual, showing that

the society does not lack members who grow for

exhibition, but some doubtless could not get

their flowers open in time. With the exception

of Mr. A. R. Brown, of Birmingham, the

Auriculas staged were all of southern growth.
Show Auriculas.—The principal class for

these was for twelve varieties, and there were
four competitors. The first prize was awarded
to Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookhani, and this fact

caused some surprise, the general opinion being
that Mr. Charles Phillips, of Bracknell, who was
placed second, should have won the first prize.

In this class green-edged flowers were repre-

sented by Mrs. Henwood, rather large and coarse,

yet a very fine variety ; Dr. Hardy, a very good
green edge indeed, attractive in all its parts,

having especially a fine golden tube ; Greenfinch
;

James Hannaford, a new variety, shown on this

occasion in good form ; and the Rev. F. D.
Horner. The best grey edges were George Rudd,
Marmion, George Lightbody, and Lancashire Hero.
Mr. Djuglas had a large new variety named Olym-
pus, which we thought somewhat coarse and want-
ing in quality, but it was awarded a certificate of

merit. The best white-edged flowers were Acme, a
charming variety when at its best, but which some
think to be degenerating ; Mrs. Dodwell, Rache',
Heather Bell, .lohn Simonite, and Miss Wood-
head. Mr. Phillips carried otT the honours with
his two superb dark selfs, Mrs. Phillips and Miss
Barnett. Others were Black Bess, Mrs. Potts,

and Negro. Mr. Phillips took the first prize with
six varieties ; Mr. Smith was second. The former
had Mrs. Henwood, green edge ; Richard Headley
and George Rudd, grey edges ; John Simonite,
white edge ; and his two fine selfs above named.
Mr. Smith had Conservative, a pretty white
edge, but rather small. The judgment in the
class for four plants, in which there were ten
entries, was also criticised. Mr. .1. Sargent,
Cobham, was placed first. His strong point was
green edge, Abbc5 Liszt, with sixteen pips, but
he had a very coarse Mrs. Potts, self. A young
grower, Mr. A. S. Hampton, of Reading, was
well to the fore with four well-balanced plants.

He had the Rev. F. D. Horner, green edge

;

Lancashire Hero and George Rudd, grey edges ;

with Heroine, self. There was a class for two
plants, in which Mr. P. Hennell, Winchmore Hill,

took the first prize with the Rev. F. D. Horner
and Acme, both good. There were fewer plants
than usual in the class for single specimens.
Mrs. Henwood took the first prize as the best
green edge. The Rev. F. D. Horner was second,
third, and fourth. Lancashire Hero, in good
form, was the best grey edge ; George Rudd was
second and fourth, with Rachel third. Heather
Bell was the best white edge, Acme taking the
second place. The best self was Heroine, a fine

but uncertain variety. Mrs. Potts and Miss Bar-
nett followed in the order of merit. The premier
show Auricula was Douglas's Ahh6 Liszt, above
mentioned, with sixteen expanded pips. It was
the best show Auricula exhibited. There were
three collections of fifty Auriculas—a class over
which it seems impossible to get up much enthu-
siasm, as they may be said to contain what is

scarcely good enough to go into the smaller
lasses. Mr. .7. Douglas was first, the Guildford

Hardy Plant Nursery Co. second. Ariel and
Ruby in Mr. Douglas's collection are worthy of

mention as two red selfs. Venus and Lady Ran-
dolph Churchill were two new white edges of

promise.
Alpine Auriculas.—These were, as usual, very

gay, though in many cases with an inclination to

coarseness. In the case of the show Auriculas

only one truss of bloom is permitted, but an alpine

may have as many as it will produce, and they in

consequence furnished ga3'er masses of bloom.

The alpine Auriculas are divided for exhibition

purposes into golden centres and cream or white
centres, and the margin should be shaded—a dark
colour round the centre shading to a paler tint.

The self-coloured alpines that were grown in the

early stages of its development appear to have
gone quite out of cultivation. The Viest twelve

came from Mr. C. Phillips, who has taken a

strong lead as a raiser of new varieties in this

section. Evelyn Phillips, Vandyke, Mrs. Martin
Smith, and Mrs. Gorton were the best among the

golden centres ; Lady C. Walsh, Edith Weston,
Perfection and Sister Mary, white centres. These
plants were large and finely grown and bloomed.
Mr. J. Douglas was second. He had a very fine

f
olden amber-tinted variety named Aurelia ; Fire-

y, very bright, the fiery crimson on the margin
contrastingwith the rich golden centre ; Dean Hole,

and Queen of the West. The leading white
centres were Toujours Gaie and Mrs. H. Turner.
Mr. J. W. Euston, Mr. Douglas's successor at

Great Gearies, had the best six, among them The
Bride, very bright orange-salmon, and a pleasing

white-centred variety named Tennyson. Mr. C.

Phillips and Mr. Douglas followed in the order
mentioned. Mr. Euston also had the best four.

Rosy Morn and Hiawatha, golden centres, being
most conspicuous. Mr. W. L. Walker, Reading,
came second, also with good seedlings of his own
raising. The best golden centres were Clara
Phillips and Dean Hole ; the best white centres.

Perfection, Edith and Toujours Gaie, Mr. Phillips

taking the first prizes in both classes. The premier
alpine Auricula was a gold centre, Mrs. Martin
Smith, from Mr. C. Phillips.

Seedling Auriculas.—No seedling show varie-

ties were staged, as they increase \-ery slowly,

but certificates of merit were awarded to two
alpines, viz., Miranda (C. Phillips), gold centre,

shaded amber, tinted with red, a variety of fine

shape and substance ; and Mrs. Barefoot (Bare-

foot), in the way of the foregoing, but with a
darker ground colour to the shading. Certificates

of merit were also awarded to the following varie-

ties shown in collections : Grey-edged Olympus
(.1. Douglas), a large-sized flower, having a weak
tube, good paste, thin body colour, and good
edges ; and to Mrs. Dranfield (C. Phillips), a pro-

mising violet self, tine pip, smooth, good tube and
paste. The following alpine varieties were also

certificated : Firefly (.J. Douglas), one of the
brightest-coloured varieties yet raised, maroon,
shaded with bright crimson ; and Hiawatha (.1.

Douglas), gold centre, with a dark ground, shading
to deep salmon.
Polyanthuses and Primroses.—Collections of

twelve of the former were very showy, but they
seemed to lack the quality we used to see a few
years ago. Mr. .J. Douglas was awarded the first

prize for fancy varieties, and Mr. (t. Dixon, Chel-

ford, came second. Baskets of Primroses and
Polj'anthuses were also gay. Mr. J. T. Bennett
Poe was first and Mr. Douglas second. Mr.
Douglas was the only exhibitor of twelve pots of

Primroses; they also lacked quality. Double
Primroses were rough and past their best. Messrs.

Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, had the
best six pans, Mr. Douglas following with the
same number of varieties arranged in a basket.

Mr. Douglas was the only exhibitor of twelve
species of Primula=. He had Sieboldi, verticillata,

mollis, japonica (two vars. ), intermedia, rosea,

decora, floribunda, pubescens, in fine character, a
poor pink form of the same, and Forbesi. Mr.
Euston had the best six, staging verticillata,

obconica, Forbesi, intermedia, floribunda, and a
ellow Auricula. Groups of any species or varie-

ties were also shown, the Guildford Nursery Co.

coming first with a basket of fancy Auriculas

arranged with tufa, moss, Sic. Mr. Purnell-Pur-

nell came second, having a round basket, in the

centre a group of P. Sieboldi vars., with various

species and Auriculas.

Boyal Horticultural Society.—The next

fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be held on Tuesday, May 10, in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, 1 to

5 p.m. At 3 o'clock the Rev. Prof. G. Henslow
will lecture on " Some of the Plants Exhibited."

The schedule of the show of British-grown fruit,

to be held at the Crystal Palace on September 29,

30, and October 1, is now ready, and can be ob-

tained on application to the secretary, Royal

Horticultural Society, 117, Victoria Street, S.W.

Notes of the Week.

Iris orchioides.—This rare and beautiful species

is niiw in full beauty at Wiuohmore Hill, where it is

in bloom in the open ground. The flowers, too, in

many instances are of a clearer golden-yellow t'an is

uEiially seen, with fewer of the dark blotches that in

some flowers are so conspicuous.

Hose The Daw^son.—This is indeed a Rose for

the garden, and in tlii^ way there is scarcely a limit

to its usefulness. The Dawson belongs to the China

section, and, apart from its beauty, is delightfully

free—iaots abundantly proved by the examples from
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshnnt, and which gained

the award of merit at the Drill Hall last week.

Hi tchinsia alpina.—Though this is one of the

freest growers among alpire plants, it is not so fre-

quently seen as one would expect. Quite small pieces,

if planted in sandy loam in spring, will often reach a

foot across in one season, and such patches covered

with snow-white flowers are very attra-jtivein the rock

parden. The plant is now beginning to bloom and will

continue flowering for some time.

NarcisBUS "Weardale Perfection.—At the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on the 20th ult.

Messrs. Pearson and Sons, Chilwell, showed no less

than five handsome blooms of this splendid variety in

the midst of their fine exhibit of these flowers. The
flowers, however, were not of the largest size, having

been taken from either small bulbs or offsets. This

constituted the largest exhbit of this variety yet seen

in London.

Fritillaria macrophylla.—This species, other-

wise known as Lilium Thomsoni, was shown by

Messrs. Wallace, of Colchester, at the last meeting of

the Royal Hoi-ticultural Society. Tbe plant in ques-

tion had two fine spikes of its funnel-shaped blossoms,

each spike hearing many of its rosy-lilac flowers that

are very much reflexed at the apex. The plant under

notice was about 2 feet high, both spikes being equally

strorg and well flowered.

Tufted Pansy Pembroke.—This variety is

one of the earliest to bloom, and for the flower garden

is almost indispensable. It belongs to the rayless type,

is almost circular in shape, and although a free-growing

tort is by no means coarse in its growth. One spe-

cially good point about the flower is its deUghtful fra-

grance, and when freely distributed about the rooms

in small receptacles this is very noticeable. As an

exhibition flower it is also highly prized.-D. B. C.

Celmisia coriacea var.—A flowering examp'e

of this handsome and striking New Zealand composite

was shown by Messrs. Veitch at the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society. Tliie plant is made up of a

tuft of oblong-lanceolate leaves, thick and leathery, and

freely covered with cottony threads, and below with

a dense silvery tonientum. The flower-heads ara

borne on sturdy, stout scapes each a foot high, the ray

florets of the purest white and upwards of 2 inches

across The species is siid to be hardy, and if so

would constitute a tine addition to hardy composites

generally.

Rose Psyche.—Those whose tastes incline to

miniature Rose-buds for bouquets and cutting

generally will find this new variety most welcome.

I ft is of the Polyantha section, and obtained from
I Golden Fairy and Crimson Rambler, which

imparts to it a wondrous profusion of bloom. As

a climbing Rose it should also prove excellent,
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while the charming blush and flesh-pink colouring

is pretty in the extreme. In the bud state it is

singularly beautiful.

Anemones from Lincoln.—By parcels post

I send you a box of specimen blooms of my
Anemone King of Scarlets, and a few blooms of A.
fulgens annulata, gathered this morning from the

open. After passing through such heavy rains

the last few days, you will, I think, appreciate

their value for beds or borders. — JoHX T. Gilbert,
Dyke, Bourne, Liiico/inhire.

*,' They are very handsome, and the variety

of the scarlet Windflower admirably grown.

—

Ed.

Primrose Evelyn Arkwright. — It is evi-

dent that improvement even in the Primrose
family is going on by leaps and bounds, as witness

this remarkable variety with its true primrose
colour and enormous flowers of more than 2 inches

across. Nor is this greatly increased size the

outcome of cultivation. The plants did not in the

least betray this, and the flowers of quite small,

though young, plants were as large as the single

pips shown. It is stated also that the variety

comes true from seed, which will render it an ac-

quisition.

Narcissus Will Scarlett.—A few years since

we had no variety of Narcissus with rich a orange
cup ; the only step in this direction was here and
there a kind with the margin stained or perhaps
suffused with colour. Now Mr. Engleheart in the

above-named has produced a hybrid with a cup
wholly of this much-sought-for tone. Not only is

the cup of this shade at the brim, but the same
hue, which is almost a scarlet-orange, is retained
throughout the crown and to the base. The
raiser regards this as his greatest attainment in

this direction.

Tulip Dame Elegante.—This is a pretty
g.vrden Tulip, to all appearance of the Gesneriana
type, and attractive from its delicate colouring
and neat form. Its main colouring, at first almost
canary-yellow, passes off into a pretty creamy
shade. It is lined inside with a broad carmine
stripe and the segments also have shorter carmine
streaks at the edge. These are not so formal as

to make the flower stiff-looking, but add to its

appearance as a garden Tulip. It is said to be of

French origin. It looks well associated with T.
Golden Eagle.— S. Arxott, Carsethorn, hy Dnm
frus,X.B.
Thalictrum anemonoides.—The Anemone

Meadow Rue is now in full bloom in shad}- nooks
of the rock-garden, and there looks prettier and
grows better than when exposed to the sun.
There appears to be a little variation among the
plants, the best of these being whiter and with
larger flowers than others. The single form seems
more easily grown than the beautiful double
variety, which always keeps comparatively scarce.
The single form is, however, very pleasing with
its white flowers and finely divided foliage.

—

S. Arnott, Carsethorn, hy DumJ'rie-i, y.B.

FritUlaria acmopetala.—Like many of the
Fritillarias, this species, at present in flower here,
is far from being showy or bright in colour. It,

however, gives character to a garden when grown
among other plants. The predominant colours
are green and dark purple, the prettiest part
being invisible unless the flower is turned up for
closer inspection, when the beautiful gloss of the
interior is made visible. The usual height, accord-
ing to the " llictionary of Gardening," is 1 foot,

but here it is fully 2 feet. The stems are also
said to be one-flowered, but they often produce
two flowers, which hang loosely from the glaucous
stems.—S. Arnott, Car.selhorn, hy Dumfries, N.B.

Androsic3 villosa.—This very charming
species, with its woolly tufts of leaves, is now
prettily dotted over with the white, red-eyed
blosjoms. The species, however, does not take to
our lowland fogs and moisture-laden atmospheric
conditions at all well, the wet and fogs, with their
ever-poisoning influence, telling heavily against
it. Yet if planted in a fissure of rock, somewhat
narrow, in a steep, sloping position, and in such a
way that the moisture may penetrate to the root?

without of necessity being strained through the

woolly tufts of leaves, there is certainly more
hope of success. It is a good plan also to wedge
the tuft rather tightly between pieces of stone.

In this way, with the rapid drainage afforded it,

much may be done with this lovely alpine.

Brownea Ariza.—A massive clustered head of

bloom of this striking species was sent from the

Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, to the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society's meeting on the 2i)th ult.

The colours of the flower is an intense rich scarlet,

exceedingly striking and showy, as may be

gathered from the fact that this immense head of

bloom was about equal to an 8-inch pot in dimen-
sions, only more nearly globular. Several species

of the genus have been flowering abundantly at

Kew during the pa=t few months, and in each

case are exceedingly rich in colour and most
attractive. The genus requires great heat to

grow it well. The above species, which comes
from New Grenada, is said to attain a height of

.'{D feat to 40 feet, so that when seen in full bloom
it would be verj' attractive.

Golden Callas.—Each year now is adding its

quota to the list of new golden Arum Lilies, and
of both sections also—that is to say, those with

plain or full green leaves, as in the old white kind,

and others again with the leaves interspersed

freely with translucent blotches. An addition to

the latter is Richardia Rhodesia, with a rich

golden spathe of large size and scarcely any of

the dark blackish purple at the base as seen in

some kinds. Another novel kind, and this pro-

bably the most valuable, is called Rotunda, of the

same rich colour, but with dark green leaves

as in the ordinary Richardia. The richly coloured

spathes of this latter are not so large as usually

seen in yellow kinds, though doubtless this will

be attained with age and increased size and weight

of the corm. Both kinds were shown by Mr.

.Jennings, g.ardener to L. de Rothschild, Ascott,

Leighton Buzzard, at the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society.

Primula farinosa alba.—Almost every lover

of hardy plants is acquainted with the pretty

bird's-eye Primrose. It is a veritable gem among
the moisture-loving kinds, and no plant is more
easily accommodated in the garden. This ii so,

even where no great moisture is at hand, as the

plant succeeds well in partially shady places also,

and being an abundant seed-bearer should be
made much of. To the typical kind, which from

seeds gives slight variations of colour occa'^ion-

ally, the above will add a new charm, owing to

its pretty heads of nearly pure white flowers.

This novelty is flowering with Mr. Perry at

NVinchmore Hill, and is certainly the daintiest

member of the whole race of Primulas, and to

British gardeners doubly interesting, because a

native species. The variety alba is in other

respects identical with the type, while its delicate

heads will form a pleasing contrast to those of that

species.

Rhodothamnus Chamsecistus.—One of the

prettiest and most interesting things in the rock

garden at Kew just now is a specimen of this rare

ericaceous plant, crowded with flowers. It is a
native of the Eastern Ca-rpathian Jlountains,

whence it was first introduced into England by
the Messrs. Loddiges about 17813. It bears its

flowers in clusters (of two to four blossoms) at

the ends of the twiggy branches, each flower just

over 1 inch in diameter, and pale rose. The low
or prostrate branches are abundantly clothed

with small hairy leaves. Whilst there are few
shrubs of its class so full of interest and charm as

this, there are few more difficult to establish. In

spite of the 112 years that have passed since Lod-
diges brought it to this country, it is still (and

h-as always been) one of the most uncommon of

the Heath family under cultivation. Fortunately
the difficulty has been overcome in the rock garden
at Kew, where a specimen has now flowered

annually for some years past, and keeps increas-

ing in vigour.
Cytisus prsecox.—Numerous as are the shrubs

that flower in April and May, there are few even

at that time so showy as this hybrid Broom.
It originated as a chance cross between C. albus

(the white Portugal Broom) and C. purgans—the
latter a comparatively rare plant nowadays. Its

origin was put on record in the G'arcleiiers'

Chronicle about a year ago by Jlr. H. J. Wheeler,

of the Warminster Nurseries, who stated that

a plant was found in a bed of seedling C. purgans

about thirty years previously by his grandfather

— the late Mr. George Wheeler—from which all

the plants now in existence have doubtless

descended. It has the wonderfully free flowering

qualities that characterise the taller Brooms, and
at this season is simply one mass of sulphur-

yellow blossoms. At Kew it may be seen in large

quantities. Even when out of flower it has a

claim to rank as a useful evergreen, although of

foliage in the true sense it has but little. Its

slender branches, however, are deep green, and

form a somewhat heavy, but still graceful, mass,

which in winter makes a pleasant contrast to the

ordinary leafy evergreens.

"White Narcissus muticus. — Hitherto I

have never found ([uite satisfactory evidenos of

what may be called an accidental albino amongst

wild Daffodils, but I have recently got a strong

case in its favour. Last year Mr. Digby, of

Warham, who has travelled a good deal amongst

the wild Diftbdils in the Pyrenees, sent me a flower

of a pure white Batt'odil, which he found some years

ago growing wild amongst N. muticus on the high

Pyrenees, between Gedre and Gavarnie. In

autumn he gave me a bulb, and both in leaf,

flower and season I find that it corresponds with

N. muticus (Gay), and not with N. moschatus,

which flowers much earlier, has narrower and

pointed leaves, and difl'ers in the shape of the

flower. The spot where it was found is at least

twenty miles in a direct line from the Val d'Arras,

where N. moschatus occurs plentifully, and no

Daffodil with white flowers is known to have been-

found nearer to Gavarnie before. There were

only two flowering bulbs ; they grew in the

middle of a mass of N. muticus, also in flower at

the same time.—C. Wolley-Dod, Edije Hall,

Md'pni.

Trillium grandiflorum.—This is one of the

finest perennials in flower at the present time, and

one of the most valuable hardy plants for the gar-

den or for pots. Good examples in pots, however,

notwithstanding it is one of the easiest plants to

grow, are rather exceptional, and for this reason

it was extremely gratifying to note the grand

mass of it in full flower as shown at the Drill Hall

last week. The specimen in question came from

Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House. The plant by

actual measurement was 3 feet through the hand-

some spread of its leaves, the growth standing

some IS inches high from the top of the pot m
which it was growing. The whole surface was

freely covered with its pure white flowers. Not

that this Trillium is an isolated example, as many
other good hardy plants may be grown with the

same ease and similar success if only taken in

hand in the same way. Such fine examples, how-

ever, are very rare, not only in hardy things but in

other departments also, the exhibit of to-day

being rather a collection of small, every-day

plants, and not in the least exceptional examples

of good culture through a series of years.

Cytisus Ardoini.—Among the dwarf or pros-

trate Brooms this species is especially valuable in

being the first to flower and in being also one of

the most beautiful. Coming from the mountains

bordering the north shore of the Mediterranean

Sea, near the frontier line between France and

Italy, it has, for a native of so well-known and
well-traversed a region, been kno%vn for a very

short time. It is only since the year 1871 that

it has really been under the notice of cultivators

of hardy shrubs. In that year it was figured by
Moggridge in his Flora of Mentone, t. 58, in

which work he observes that he first found it on

Mont Cima d'Ours, and subsequently on the sum-

mits of two other neighbouring mountains near

Mentone. It does not appear likely to grow more

than 1 foot in height, and has very small, downy.
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trifoliate leaves. Towards the latter end of April

the whole plant becomes thickly studded with
the small golden-jellow flowers, and is from that

time well into May one of the most charming of

dwarf shrubs. For the rock garden nothing can
be more suitable than this little alpine shrub.

Unfortunately it is as yet very rare, not only in

cultivation, but in a state of nature. It is said

to be very seldom found bearing seed on its native

mountains, owing to the continual browsing by
animals. For some years there was only one
small plant at Kevv, but, now this is large enough
to take cuttings from, a good stock is being
obtained. Cuttings strike fairly well put in under
a bell-glass in a cold frame during August.

Schizocodon soldanelloides.— This is still

rare, arising chiefly from the difficulties which are

to be found in the great distance which this plant
has to travel before it reaches our shores from its

eastern home in the mountains of Japan. I have
made several attempts to secure a stock of this

interesting and rare plant, and have at last suc-

ceeded. To the true lover of alpines there are

certain plants to which one takes a fancy at first

sight. The Schizocodon is one of that character.

Its dark bronzed glossy foliage borne on long foot-

stalks reminds one very much of that of the beau-
tiful Shortia. The foliage of the Schizocodon is

still more beautiful. Even as a fine-foliaged

plant it would at once take a front rank. The
flowers, which resemble those of a Soldanella
considerably enlarged, are of a deep rose colour,

prettily fringed, passing into blush or white in

the centre. It is one of the most charming hardy
plants introduced for many 3'ears. Galax aphylla
is a closely allied plant, and Shortia, Uiajiensia
and Pyxidanthera are its near relations. It will

no doubt do well under the same conditions as
the Shortia. The thick shining leaves give us
some indication that it comes from a moist
country, and that it requires a certain amount of

shade and moisture to grow it successfully.

—

W. H. Stansfield, Soulhpoi-L

Public Gardens.

cottage. The rest would remain much in its

present condition. It would not be cut up un-

necessarily, and it should still form one of the

most beautiful bits of wild country in the

proximity of London, and be, as it certainly had
been, a sanctuary of all bird life in the district.

Commons preservation.—The report of the
Kent and Surrey Committee of the Commons Pre-

servation Society, which has just been published,
states that during the year 18(17 the society has
been called to deal with no fewer than fifty-five

cases of encroachment upon common land, village

greens, roadside wastes, and obstructions of

rights-of-way, and that in several instances the
society was successful in removing the obstructions

and abating the encroachment. The society ex-

periences great difficulty in obtaining the neces-

sary support and information, and it is anxious to

obtain local branches at all important centres in

Kent and Surrey. A trustworthy map, showing
the footpaths between London and Croydon, is

announced as about to be published as soon as

possible.

Kew Gardens.—In the course of the discus-

sion in the House of Commons on the vote to

complete the sum of £115,000 for the mainten-
ance of the Royal Parks and Pleasure Grounds,
Mr. Akers-Douglas said that it had at length
been decided to open the Gardens on June 1 at
10 a.m., and to open them at that hour every
morning for the following three months. If it

were found that the public appreciated the new
arrangement, and visited the Gardens to the
extent that the advocates of the earlier opening
of the Gardens said they would, the Office of

Works would make the extension of hours— as far

as the summer months went—permanent. The
Queen's Cottage would be handed over by the
Lord Chamberlain's Department to the Otiice of

Works on June 1, and, as soon after as the Office

of Works could make the necessary arrange-
ments, the grounds would be open to the public.

It was the intention to preserve the grounds as

far as possible in their present condition. They
would only open a path from Kew Gardens to the

Mareclial Niel Rose.—Would you kindly

inform me whether I ought to syringe m}'

Mart-chal Niel Rose in a warm greenhouse ? It is

now in full bud. As the new leaves come on they

curl up and fall off.

—

Anxious.
*,j* It appears to us that your plant is suffering

from mildew. Is it covered with a greyish white
powder, or spots of same ? If so, that is mildew,
and must be checked as far as possible. A cold

draught or any sudden changes of temperature
should be avoided. There is never any harm in

syringing a Mar^chal Niel while in growth pro-

vided you do not use a strong insecticide. We
would advise you to add a little more flowers of

sulphur to any of the many useful insecticides

now in use. Keep the whole well on the move
while syringing, and it will leave a fine dusting of

sulphur wherever it has touched. Unfortunately,

you give us no idea of the treatment accorded, so

that we are somewhat in the dark as to the prob-

able cause. Nor do you say if you mean flower or

growth buds. We can only suggest It is mildew,
drought, or an over - dose of manure water

—

probably the first.

—

Ed.

The weather in West Herts.—A warm week.

On the '2nd the shade temperature rose to G5°, and
on the previous night the exposed thermometer
never fell lower than 44°. At both 1 foot and
2 feet deep the ground is at the present time

about 1° warmer than is seasonable. Rain fell en

six days to the total depth of nearly 1 inch, mak-
ing this the wettest week since that at the enil of

March. At the beginning of the week no
measurable quantity of rain-water had passed

through either percolation gauge for three days,

but since then more than a gallon of water has

come through both gauges, each of which is a

yard square. Until the 3rd inst. the record of

clear sunshine was very poor, amounting to less

than 4^ hours for the previous six days. A Blen-

heim Orange Apple growing in my garden came
into blossom on the 3rd, or two days earlier than

its average date of first flowering for the previous

twelve years, but one day later than last year.

April proved warm. On no night did the exposed
thermometer indicate more than I'i" of frost, and
after the first week never more than 7° of frost.

Rain fell on only eleven days, and to the aggre-

gate depth of less than H inches, which is about

half an inch below the average for the same
month in the previous forty-two years. I find

that all the last nine Aprils have been more or

less dry, while three of them were considerably

drier than the past month. The duration of sun-

shine was about seasonable, and on only two days

was no sunshine at all recorded.—E. M., Berk-

hamsted.

Tamwortli Pansy and "Viola exhibition.

—A unique display of Tufted and fancy Pan-

sies is promised for Saturday, May 21. Through
the enterprise of Mr. William Sydenham, in

whose grounds the exhibition is to take place,

no less than forty classes are provided for

amateurs, and opportunity will also be given

for trade growers to stage exhibits. Some of

the chief features of the display include classes

in which the decorative value of these flowers may
be illustrated. Classes are also provided for

Tufted Pansies in rayed as well as rayless flowers,

and in numbers to suit the small as well as the

large grower. These are exclusively devoted

to self varieties. Particularly valuable are

those classes in which three blooms of a variety

and of one colour are asked for, these embracing

rayed and rayless varieties respectively in blue,

yellow, and white, and one of any other colour.

This should bring into prominence the best

flower of each of these colours. Fancy Pansies

are also lilaerally provided for. A party from

London has made arrangements for favourable
terms with the railway company for the return
journey, and Mr. Leonard Brown, The Cottage,
Seven Arches, Brentwood, Essex, would be pleased
to hear from anyone wishing to join the party.

Provided ten or more persons agree to make up
a party, the railway authorities promise to provide
a saloon carriage for the purpose. The train

leaves Euston Station at S.43 p.m. on Saturday,
May21,arrivingatTamworth 11.3."). Theexecutivo
of the exhibition has promised to give the London
contingent facilities for staging their exhibits

before the judging commences.

Obituary.

A. W. BLICK.
We regret to announce the death, at Brentford,

on May 2, of Mr. A. W. Blick, in the seventy-

second year of his age. He was employed at the

Crystal Palace when this was being built. Here
he remained for ten years, afterwards coming to

the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington when these were being laid out.

He remained as foreman here for about twenty-five

years, thus being well known to gardeners and
others who visited the fortnightly meetings and
the summer shows in the best days of the society.

DR. ALEXANDER PATERSON.
Visitors to the Bridge of Allan, especially

Orchid growers and amateurs, will regret to hear

of Dr. Paterson's death. He was born in 1,S22,

and obtained his medical degree at Edinburgh in

1843. After having begun practice in Edinburgh,
his health became delicate, and as he had derived

great benefit from a visit to the Bridge of Allan,

he settled there and entered with much spirit into

the development of the place as a health resort,

and, thanks mainly to his energy, it is now a most
popular inland watering place. His genial kind-

ness and hospitality were proverbial, and no
visitor to his house or garden came away without

the most grateful memories of his kindness and
good nature. Dr. Paterson was a well-known

amateur Orchid grower, and his plants were re-

markable examples of healthy cultivation, and

many were also of great rarity. In the culture of

Sarracenias he was also an adept, and his garden

ever rewarded the closest inspection. Dr. Pater-

son belonged to the good old school of Scotch

gardeners, of which the late Mr. Anderson Henry
was another conspicuous example, and he was
always delighted to welcome strangers interested

in botanical or antiquarian studies. One of his

genial and liberal traits was shown in his sending

his choicest Orchids and other rarities to the

Queen on her birthday, or in presenting them ti

her at Perth Station as she journeyed to Balmoral.

The genial doctor will be widely missed and

gratefully remembered by all who knew him.

F. W. BURBIDGE.

Names of plants.—E. G. Loder.—'Sos. 1, 2, 3,

var3. of libododendron indicum (Azalea^ iudici).

Several of these have beeu introduced in recent

years; they are probably merely cultivated varieties

of the Japanese gardens, and have not received uamei

in this country. Colloquial names should suffice for

them, as thoy have no botanical status.^ No. 4 U
Speirautha convallavioidrs, a native of China.

S. T.—l. anOxllpj 2, Narcissus Nelsoni major.

Arthur B. G. TFav.— Ophrys lutea. C. P. L —The
Box Thorn (Lyciumbarbarum). Frances M. Wilson.

— Pyrus salvifolius. S. T.—Probably Azalea rhom-

buidea, but should like to see better specimen.

Mrs. Davenport.— I, Sprekelia formosissima ; 2, Nar-

cissus Burbidgei Vanfssa. T. B.—l, Waldsteinia

trifolia ; 2, Saxifraga muscoides ; 3, Aemna argentea ;

4, Linaria Cymbalaria ; 5, Arenaria balearica ; 6,

Adiantum ooncinnum latum ; 7, Fhlebodiura aureum
;

8 Nephrclepis sp. W. J. O.—1, Kerria japonica

fl'.pl. (double-flowered Jew's Mallow); 2, Epidendrum

cochleatum. F. J- Polkinqhorne.— l, Forsythia

viridissima ; 2, Grevillea rosmaiinifolia ; 3, next week
;

4, Deutzia crerata fl.-pl.
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ARUMS FOR PROFIT.
Several correspondents have lately contributed

their views upon the best or most profitable

methods of cultivating Richardia ;ethiupica. I I

propose describing the method that answeis
well with me without special reference toanj thing

that has been advanced on the subject. After
according both practices a fair trial, I un-

hesitatingly give the preference to planting out

as being the least trouble and most profitable

in the end. If my neighbours, some of whom
grow Arums constantly in pots, and in one

!

instance the same pots for two or three years, I

lint repotting annually, but merely top-dress-

iiil;, could show better results, or even so good,
1 should have less confidence in my own prac-

tice. As it hajipens, no one cuts Arum flowers

earlier in the season than I do, and apparently
few finish up so well. Within a week of hous-

ing the plants a few blooms were ready for cut-

ting ; all flowered freely before midwinter, the
(_'hristmas supjily being most satisfactory, and
from then till Easter all the plants were flower-

ing grandly. At the latter church festival

Arums were comparatively scarce. I wonder
why ? I had thirty-two dozen blooms peifectly

fresh at that time, and could have sold, in the

trade, double that cjuantity at good prices. A
fortnight after nearly as many blooms were
fully expanded, and a week later, when house
roo}n could no longer be att'orded the bulk of

my stock, the plants were still jjushing uji

flowers. Altogether from about 400 plants I

have cut 2350 blooms, the average market
value of which may be put at 3s. per dozen,
amounting to the respectable total of i'29 7s. (id.

There is nothing sensational about all this, but
it is satisfactory, especially seeing how easily it

was done.
After Easter it does not pay to keep Arums

growing in housts that are wanted for Toma-
toes, but in my case a few dozen are moved
into a Peach house to aftord blooms for special

orders and for memorial wreaths and crosses.

All the rest have to "rough it" somewhat in

the open, and seem but little the worse for ex-

posure to frost. It is true the leaves already

present a woebegone appearance, and so they

do in any case if thoroughly dried ofl' at the

roots—a necessary, and I may say imperative,

preparation for planting out. By the end of

May they are ready for planting, and an open
breadth of ground—the soil of which is largely

"made,' being a mixture of old potting soil,

this rejilacing much of the ordinary poor, sandy

loam taken away for potting— is levelled over

and prepared for them. No heavily-manured

trenches, which only serve to produce plants

coarser than desirable, and no solid manure of

any kind are needed or used. The plants are

duly shortened down, shaken clear of soil,

pulled to pieces, graded, and planted according

to their sizes from !• inches to 12 inches asunder

in rows 20 inches apart. If the ground at the

time happens to be somewhat dry, water is

given—this eft'ectually settling the soil about

the roots—but if im the moist side, the water-

ing is deferred till a dry time sets in. On one

occasion—the summer of 1890—1 found it neces-

sary to give a thorough soaking of water to the

plants after they had made good progress above

the ground, but in most seasons this is uncalled

for. The Dutch hoe should be run between

the rows occasionally, and that is all the trouble

that need be t;iken. Surely this must be a

most economical practice, saving both water

and labour.

Arum leaves are very tender, a light frost

injuring them, and in my case the first week in

September is as late as I can trust them in the

open. It would also appear that the greatest

care must be taken in lifting and potting the

plants, or otherwise they will be almost irre-

coverably crippled. That, however, is not my
view of the case. If the soil happens to be dry

at the time when the plants have to be lifted,

give a good preparatory soaking of water, but

this is not often needed. A few hours later the

Arums are lifted with forks and no attempt is

made to save a great ball of soil about the

roots of each, the aim being rather to save as

many of the roots as possible, these turning

cleanly out of the loose soil. They are carried

on hand-barrows to a convenient place for pot-

ting them and at once placed in pots. Only a

few are placed singly in 7-inch pots. The
majority are wanted to produce as many blooms

for cutting as possible, with a minimum amount
of labour, and they are found to do best in large

pots, ranging say from !• inches to 11 inches in

size. The larger sizes are made to hold three

strong plants, and the others are also as closely

packed with plants as possible without damag-

ing the roots. Good drainage to the pots is

att'orded, and ordinary moderately rich loamy

soil employed. After potting, the plants are

arranged where they can be lightly shaded from

bright sun and protected, if need be, from an

early frost. They are given a good watering

and syringed occasionally on bright days,

though not late enough in the day for the leaves

to remain damp at night. About the middle of

September—earlier if a frost is imminent -the

plants are housed and disposed at once where

they are to remain till the end of the season.

The position that suits them well is the

centre of long, comparatively low span-roofed

houses, and they are arranged principally in a

single line, the pots nearly or quite touching

each other. Here they remain remarkably

sturdy, and having a narrow walk on each side

of them are easily accessible. Owing to the

plants being in moderately large pots and

arranged on a moisture-holding base, they do

not require attention nearly so often as do

Arums in smaller pots arranged on dry stag-

ings, and they are further benefited Ijy being

allowed to send roots out into the soil under-

neath. Even in such positions the plants re-

quire and must have larger quantities of water

during tho season, and soot water applied

frequently is also of great assistance. The

check given to the growth of the plants when

they have to be lifted is scarcely noticeable,

and, as a matter of fact, does more good than
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harm, having the efl'ect of making them flower
early and abundantly, while the size of the
blooms is not such an objection as frequently
is the case with those produced by the neces-
sarily highly fed plants grown constantly in
pots. The temperature that suits Arums all

the winter is that intermediate between that of
an ordinary greenhouse and that of a plant
stove, or say from 45° to 50° by night, with an
increase of 5° to 10' in the daytime. An occa-
sional fumigation keeps the plants free of green
fly, and early in the season thrips—the cause of
the flowers being stained— must be destroyed in
the same way. \V. I.

Philodendron Lindeni.—From a climbing
or creeping stem beautiful lea\es of a glossy
velvety green are produced, and these have bands
and markings of deep brownish maroon that seem
to vary on each leaf. On the younger semi-
transparent ones it is very beautiful, while the
older ones have a pale green reverse that shows
oft' the colour to even greater advantage. The
plant is of the easiest possible culture provided
a hot, moist, and shady house is at command, but
without these conditions it is of no use trying to
grow it well. The stems may be made into cut-
tings and rooted over a brisk warmth, and if

they have afterwards anything moist to lay hold
of in addition to the soil in the pots, they are all
the better for it. The best position of all for it
is over a water-tank in a stove, and if they can
reach it, the roots will enter and thrive in the
water. On a moist back wall of a stove, too, it
is very tine, and makes a welcome change from
the usual plants found thereon. It is a native of
tropical America.

Imantophyllums at Holloway.—There is
a fine display of these just now at Messrs. Wil-
liams' nursery, all the finest forms being well
represented. There is a marvellous range of
shades of red in these plants, and this amply
compensates for the absence of other colours.
The Holloway plants are remarkably clean and
well grown, bearing immense trusses of flower.
These plants are very useful for conservatory
and house decoration, as nothing short of actual
frost seems to hurt them. The plants should be
potted in a good sound compost of peat, loam,
and well-dried cow manure, with a good sprink-
ling of rough silver sand, and allowed to make
their growth in a fairly moist greenhouse. After
this is complete, they may be kept almost dry in
a vinery or greenhouse and slightly encouraged a
f iiw weeks before they are wanted in flower. Such
a place as a vinery or Peach house starting to
work or a plant stove will give the requisite
stimulus to the growth, and beyond this nothing
but the most ordinary treatment is necessary.
Their culture, in fact, may be summed up in a
very few words : keep them clean, allow a good
season of growth and rest, and bring them on in
large or small batches as retiuired for flowering.

Eranthemum albiflorum.—There are several
species of Eranthemums, some of which are
d3cidedly more showy than this, but still E. albi-
florum is a pretty little plant, and one that will
flower when quite small. It is, like many of the
others, upright in growth, and if pinched freely in
order to encourage a bushy habit, the flower
panicles suffer thereby. To obviate this the
plants may be grown to one stem and grouped
in a large pan, as they are more effective in
this way than if treated as single plants. Even
under this treatment it will flower freely when
little more than a foot high. The leaves of this
species are ovate in shape and of a very deep
green colour, while the pure white flowers are
produced in upright panicles. At first they are
very much like a cluster of white Lilac, and pre-
sent a marked contrast to the deep green leaves.
E. albiflorum is, like the other members of the
genus, of easy propagation and culture, but being
less vigorous than some of them, care must be
taken not to overpot it. A second white-flowered
species now in bloom is totally distinct from the

preceding. This is E. tuberculatum, which was
introduced from New Caledonia over thirty years
ago. In general appearance this is very distinct
from most members of the genus, as it forms a
little shrubby specimen with a profusion of
branches clothed with small oval leaves of a
brownish green tint. The branches are studded
with curious little tubercules, from whence the
specific name is derived. In this the blossoms
are pure white with a long slender tube, some-
what after the manner of Bouvardia Humboldti.
—H. P.

Asparagus retrofractus arboreus.—This
charming Asparagus is just now, when making
its young growth, seen at its very best, and so
beautiful is it that one wonders it is not met with
in almost every garden, as it is so dissimilar from
any other kind in general cultivation. It is a far
more vigorous climber than A. plumosus and A.
tenuissimus, that have attained to a great degree
of popularity within the last few years, and needs
more root room than they do ; still very effective
httle specimens may be obtained in pots 6 inches
or 7 inches in diameter if the long rambling
branches are trained around a few sticks.
Planted out in a prepared border and secured to
a rafter or in some similar position, it is seen
at its best, and plants established in this way
are extremely useful for cutting from. This
Asparagus was first put into cultivation by M.
Lemoine, of Nancy, in 1890, under the above
name, but a couple of years or so later, when a
first-class certificate was awarded it by the Royal
Horticultural Society, the varietal name of
arboreus was dropped, the plant appearing simply
as Asparagus retrofractus. The stem of this is

hard and woody and of a greyish colour. Side
branches are freely produced, and the minor twigs
which they in turn push out are slender and wiry,
and have the leaves arranged thereon in little tufts.

These leaves are thread-like, each from 1 inch
to 2 inches long, and though always of a bright
green tint, they are when first produced unusually
vivid. This Asparagus if grown in pots needs
plenty of root room and a rough porous compost,
but, as above stated, it does better when planted
out than in pots. The sprays retain their fresh-
ness for some time when cut and placed in water.—T.

Pentapterygium serpens.—Every spring
this Indian Whortleberry forms one of the most
attractive plants to be met with in the Heath
house at Kew, but though attention has been
called many times to its great beauty, it does not
as yet appear to be in general cultivation. It
forms a large tuberous rootstock, from the centre
of which are produced long arching branches
sparingly furnished with small Pernettya-hke
leaves, and producing several shoots towards
their tips. The flowers, which are borne through-
out the greater part of these shoots, hang thickly
along the under sides thereof. They are tubular
in shape and of a most brilliant red colour. The
extremely graceful habit of the plant and the
profusion in which the flowers are borne, com-
bined with their vivid colouring, render it a
charming object for a cool house at this season.
It is a native of the forests of the Himalayas, and
is often found as an epiphyte, nestling among the
mosses on the limbs of large forest trees. The
genus Pentapterygium is nearly related to Vac-
cinium, and the plant in question is sometimes
known as Vaccinium serpens and Thibaudia
myrtifolia. To succeed in its culture it needs
plenty of drainage and a soil principally consist-
ing of sandy peat of a fibrous nature. A second
species, though less showy than the last, is

decidedly ornamental, and particularly interest-
ing from the curious markings of its blossoms.
This is P. rugosum, an evergreen shrub with
pointed ovate leaves and of somewhat loose habit
of growth. The blossoms are drooping, each
about 2 inches in length, urn-shaped, and pecu-
liarly marked, the ground being yellowish, with
zigzag hues of a reddish brown arranged trans-
versely, while the calyx is altogether of that hue. '

The blooms being of a stout, waxy nature, retain I

their beauty a considerable time before they drop. I

As a rule, this species flowers during the summer
months. The treatment usually given to green-
house Rhododendrons will suit it well.— H. P.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—STOVE.

Budgea macrophylla.-The habit of old
plants of this species is peculiar, but the pure
white, sweetly-seented flowers are very beautiful.
They are produced in dense heads and partly
hidden by the handsome deep green leaves. To
obtain the best results with this species the young
plants must be grown on strongly in rather large
pots and rich soil, keeping them in a moist, warm
greenhouse or stove temperature.

Anthurium Dicki.—This has immense deep
green leaves, and from the centre of the plant
the large, vigorous spathes rise. These are deep
purplish rose at the base and become much
paler above, sheathing around a very large
yellow spadix. It requires a stove and very
liberal treatment to obtain the best results, and
to prevent injury to the foliage the plants should
have plenty of room. Large plants of it are now
bristling with spikes at Holloway.

Spiraea astilboides floribunda.—This spe-
cies, which is referred to in such high terms on
page 360, is of continental origin, having been
distributed by a Belgian nurseryman in 1891. It

soon made its appearance in this country, where
in 1894 it received an award of merit from the
Royal Horticultural Society. At the time of its

distribution it was described as a seedling from a
plant of S. astilboides that had presumably been
fertilised with the pollen of S. japonica growing
in close proximity thereto, and such is doubtless
correct, as the newer kind is in general appearance
about midway between the two. With regard to

the foliage, the leaflets are larger and rougher
than those of S. japonica, and ao the same time
they are of a much brighter green than in S. astil-

boides, and do not become bronzed with exposure,
as that kind does. The inflorescence is more in

the way of S. japonica than the other parent,

being more erect and of a whiter tint than S.

astilboides. It is, however, a larger growing
plant than S. japonica. The second Spiraea
alluded to in the above-named article, viz., S.

compacta multiflora, is no doubt an instance of

the old golden-veined reticulata reverting to the
ordinary green-leaved form, for the inflorescence

of this last is exactly the same as the other, and
though admired by many, it is, from my point of

view, too lumpy to be compared favourably with
the typical S. japonica.

—

H. P.

Zephyranthes carinata.—This pretty little

bulbous plant, alluded to on page 363, is a great
favourite of mine, for not only are the blossoms
very beautiful, but with little attention it may be
depended upon to flower every year, and will fgo

on increasing and gaining vigour season after

season. Treated as an ordinary greenhouse plant

it does not flower with me so early as this, but is

usually at its best about July. The bulbs are not

large, being little bigger than those of a full-

sized Snowdrop, and the foliage is also narrow
and grass-like, so that one is scarcely prepared

for so large a flower as this really is. It is in

general appearance very like a small Vallota,

while the colour is a deep rich rose. Each flower

is borne singly on a stem 6 inches or a little more
in length. This Zephyranthes is a native of

Mexico, from whence it was introduced over

seventy years ago, but it was seldom seen till

within the last few years. In some parts of the

tropics it is exceedingly popular, cropping up
here and there as Crocuses do with us. I have
received it more than once from India as a

beautiful native bulbous plant, whose flowering

set at rest any doubt as to its being our old

Mexican friend. Large masses may be grown in

pans, but for general purposes planting about

half a dozen bulbs in a pot 5 inches in diameter

is a very convenient way of growing it A
soil principally composed of sandy loam and a

temperature such as Pelargoniums require are very

suitable for this Zephyranthes.—H. P.
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A STONE SEAT AT DROPMORE.
In giving this engraving of one of the few good
stone seats one meets with in English gardens,

we may perhaps say a word in favour of such
seats, the best for gardens, though, owing to

the prejudice against stone with us, it is pro-

bably hopeless to effect much change. The
defects of the wooden seat are so clear every-

where, that one ought to make an attempt to do
something better. 15y continual painting—

a

troublesome and messy business always—we
can, of course, keep seats of wood in some kind
of condition, but when we attempt to make
seats in natural wood, like Oak, the desire

is to keep them in their natural and best colour,

which excludes painting, and then we find that

decay soon sets in ; and, in fact, most wooden
seats begin to rot as soon as they are put up,

and the state of wooden seats in English gardens
is generally one of decay, often to the degree
that they cannot be used. A stone seat, on the

other hand, in a French or Italian garden is

often a picturesque thing, and the one difficulty

perianth. It is a worthy flower to bear the

name of one who did so much for bulbous plants,

and among them the Daft'odils.—S. Aknott.

Trees and Shrubs.

BERBERIS DARWINI.
In making a selection of the earliest tlnwering

shrubs that afford a display long liefore such as

Laburnum, Lilac, and Thorns show signs of

life, Berberis Darwini would probably take

precedence of all others. Although it is to be

met with in most gardens, it is only in a very

few that it is seen at its best, as by judi-

cious planting it can be made as useful as it

is ornamental, viz., to form screens and pic-

turesque hedges. No conception can be formed

of the size and beauty individual shrubs will

attain from the straggling specimens one often

finds in overcrowded borders where they have no

chance of retaining the lower branches and are

A slone sent at Dropmore in front uf a yroup of Ilex. Engraved for Tui, (..akhKX Jrvin

a photograph by Mr. J. James.

which may be fairly urged against it in Britain

is easily got over by putting a trellis over it of

Oak laths held together by cross pieces or any
similar trellis, which will make it as dry and
comfortable as any other. The ci ist of such seats

is sometimes greater at first than the cost of

wooden ones, and a little more thought is

required in design so as to place them where
they are really wanted, but the result is endur-
ing and we have no further trouble about their

maintenance. The seat at Dropmore is grace-

fully set against a group of Ilex in that charming
garden of trees.

Narcissus Ajax Dean Herbert.—Many of

the newer higher-priced Daffodils are unattain-
able by the greater number of flower-lovers, and
it is always well to grow some of the finest of the
varieties obtainable at a moderate price. Such a
Daffodil is Dean Herbert, one of the bicolors, and
raised by Mr. Edward Leeds. It would, perhaps,
be more appreciated were the perianth segments
white instead of primrose, passing to sulphur, but
its size and distinct appearance, as well as its

sturdiness, recommend it to many. The rich
yellow trumpet is quite in proportion to the

shorn of their natural habit and beauty. Another
important reason why it should be selected

before many others is that, being of a naturally

hardy constitution, there are few districts where
it would not succeed, which should be a further

inducement for jjlanters to use it freely. As a

lawn jjlant it has few equals, handsome speci-

mens being obtained in a few years if well-

balanced plants are selected for tlie purpose.

Growing on turf, the pendent branches laden

with their golden flowers are seen to advantage,

and are not damaged during stormy weather
like those growing in a dug border. Some of

the finest specimens I have seen are grown in

this way in one of the coldest districts in the
north, which proves its value for planting in

such localities. Where space would admit, a

bold feature could be made on the lawn by plant-

ing this and BambusaMetakeafewyards apart, .so

that each specimen stood clear of its neighbour,
showing a good carpet of turf between, and if

more variety were desired, a few tall standards of

Prunus Pissardi might be added, and a striking

contrast obtained between tlie dark young
foliage of the latter and the golden sprays of the

Berberis. This idea occurred to me recently
from seeing the two in close proximity. A large
clump of early-flowering shrubs planted two
years ago is now well established, and the
first striking feature presented by it this spring
was the two things mentioned above.

Berberis Darwini may be used in other ways
with the very best results, viz, , as a wall plant,

and prove much more interesting than many
others used for the purpose, but of course it

must be treated and trained accordingly. It is

common for even small plants to throw uj) one
or more long, straight shoots the first year after

planting, which are the ones to select to form
the foundation of the future plant. It may be
necessary to place several plants at the base of

the wall it is intended to cover, so as to secure
the desired number of shoots, and train them
upright from '.) inches to 1 foot apart. Having
formed a base by this means, all other growth
at the bottom should be cut back to allow the
strength to go into the leaders, treating them in

a similar way to upright cordon fruit trees, so

as to form a neat, even surface of foliage. The
necessary attention afterwards will consist in

pruning back the flower sprays directly they
commence to fade, and so encourage a new set

from near the base for next season's display,

and at the same time keep the plant within
bounds. The plant can also be put to even a more
useful purpose than described above, and it was
a happy thought that occurred to someone years
ago to form a hedge of it at Lavant House,
Chichester, where it acts as a boundary between
the pleasure grounds and park, and appears of

sutticient strength to resist cattle, while for

weeks in the spring a belt of rich golden colour

brightens up the whole garden, and may be
seen from many points and at a great distance.

This may prove a hint to some who are
desirous of forming a picturesque screen in the
flower garden or pleasure grounds, but who are

undecided what to select for the purpose. To
maintain a belt of plants in a fairly even but at

the same time not too formal (jutline, the shears
must be avoided, as all that is required is cutting
l)ack here and there some of the longest shoots
after they pass out of flower, when it will prove
an interesting feature in a few years, even when
not in bloom, and more satisfactory than the
common Laurel and Privet too often employed
for such a purpose. Richard Parker.

(Jouduiood.

Akebia lobata.— This comparatively new
species of Akebia is very distinct from, but less

ornamental than, A. quinata, to which in some
respects it bears considerable resemblance. A.
quinata is so well known that little need be said
concerning it; still, the extremely supple character
of its flexible shoots, together with the pleasing
tender tint of the young foliage and the
singular lurid purple of its blossoms, combine to

give it a most uncommon, yet decidedly orna-
mental appearance. A. lobata, which was figured
in the Botanical Muiiia~ine (tab. 748.")), is therein
described as differing from A. quinata in having
more woody branches and smaller flowers. The
new-comer is apparently as hardy as A. quinata,
but its shoots lack that extreme flexibility which
forms such a pleasing feature of that species. A.
lobata is a native of Northern China and .lapan.

—T.
Deutzia parviflora.—This pretty Deutzia

was fir.st introduced into cultivation through the
Botanic Garden, St. Petersburg. It forms a
somewhat upright-growing bush that reaches a
height of i feet or thereabouts, and whose branches
are clothed with deep green leaves, strongly
veined. The shoots of the previous year's growth
are studded throughout the greater part of their

length with small, flattened corymbs of white
Hawthorn-like blossoms, which open before those

of any other member of the genus, and on this
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account are sometimes injured by late spring
frosts. It is perfectly hardy and forms a very
pretty early-flowering shrub for the open ground
as well as for flowering in pots, but in both of

these respects it is, I think, surpassed by a variety
in the production of which it has played a part,
viz., D. Lemoinei. This was obtained by fertilis-

ing the flowers of I), parviflora with the pollen of

D. gracilis. This was done in the spring of 1801,

and a quantity of plants resulted therefrom.
Three years later it received a first-cla'ss certifi-

cate from the Royal Horticultural Society of

France, and in 189(i the same award was given it

at a meeting of our own Horticultural Society.
It has already become very popular as a forcing
plant and has been many times exhibited, and
now two years after it obtained a first class cer-

tificate, one of its parents (D. parviflora) has re-

ceived an award of merit.—T.

NOTES & QUESTIONS.—TREES .t- SHRUBS.

riowering Currant (Eibes). — Ribes san-
guiiieum on the grass looks well in any position,

especially when se^n iu big specimens or several
plants growing together, and when backed by green-
leaved shrubs tlie eflect is good. Beautiful as the
plants are when growing thus, they are equally so
when seen on the turf. X have a line bush of this on
the turf in tlie wild garden. A mound of St John's
Wort gives a gocd setting to the Ribes when in

bloom.

—

Dorset.

The flowering Currant is thus referred to by
Loudon :

" By far the most ornamental species of

the genus. It is easily propagated, and as hardy
as the common Black Currant. It flowers profusely,

and coming into bloom early in the .season forms
the most splendid bush to be seen in British
shrubberries, from the middle or end of March to

the beginning or end of May." Though many in-

troductions from all parts of the woild have been
made since that time, the above remarks are ag
applicable now as when they were first written,
but owing to the fact that this Ribes is of so ac-
commodating a nature that it is practically every-
body's plant, its great merits as a highly orna-
mental shrub are apt to be overlooked, from the
fact that it is in many places at least so very com-
mon. Beside the typical form there are several
varieties in cultivation, two of the most distinct
being well shown in a coloured plate in The (i.\R-

DEN last spring. There are album or albidum in

which the flowers are nearly white, and (Jordon-
ianum or hybridum, which resulted from a cross
between K. aureum (the Missouri Currant) and
R. sanguineum. The colour of the flower is

about midway between the two (a most uncommon
and pleasing tint). Beside these there are several
other well-marked forms of the Flowering Currant,
prominent among them being atro-rut5ens, of a
deep rich red, and glutinosum, of a peculiar
pinkish-lilac tint. A particularly showy variety
is the double-flowered (flore-pleno), whose blos-

soms are of a rich red colour, and apart from their
duplex character they are later in opening than in

any of the others. The flowers, too, remain fresh
and bright for a comparatively long time.

—

T.

"Wellingtonia gigantea.—One of the speci-
mens of this fine conifer to be seen at Westonbir'
is most interesting owing to its being one of th^
first trees of the kind introduced into this country.
It would thus appear to have been planted about
forty-five years, though I believe it was kept in a
pot and regarded as a tropical plant for some time
after it was received. It has attained the great
height of 74 feet, but is not so well proportioned
as other fine specimens to be met with elsewhere.
The trunk is, I think, remarkably large, as it; is

from IS feet to 20 feet in circumference 2 feet
above the ground, the thick layers of bark adding
to the beauty of the stem.— I.

Azalea rhombica. — Following closely on the
heels of the North American Rhodora canadensis
with its pretty rosy-purple blossoms we have
this Japanese Azalea, whose flowers are of much
the game tint, but altogether larger and more

showy than those of the Rhodora. It is the
earliest of all the hardy Azaleas to come into
bloom, and for this reason the blossoms sometimes
fall a [irey to late spring frosts. The flowers are
borne before the expansion of any of the leaves,
and in such profusion that the entire bush is quite
a mass of blossom. It has been in this country
for many years, but is still decidedly uncommon,
and rarely met with in nurseries. It is now, of
course, included in the genus Rhododendron,
which h.as quite swallowed up that of Azalea,
and the Rhodora canadensis above alluded to is

now Rhododendron Rhodora,—T.

Flower Garden.

NEW AND CHOICE DAFFODILS AT
DITTON.

Regakdeii from an all-round standpoint, the
spring of 1898 must be considered as generally

favourable to Narcissi, at least so far as the
flowering is up to the present time concerned.
This is so in spite of the almost entire absence
of rain, which in the average of .sea.sons is so

helpful to the development of foliage and flower
alike. Growers, too, of the flower on a large
scale will likewise be grateful for the absence
of those extreme cold, cutting winds, and, not
less damaging in its way, the scorching sun
that plays such havoc to many flowers, though
more especially such as Barri conspicuus,
Gloria Mundi, and others that possess richly

coloured crowns that render them so con-
spicuous in any arrangement of their flowers.

It is these kinds, moreover, that, if longevity of

the flowers in the open be consiJei'ed, should
be planted within a sort of sheltered domain,
so that the wind or scorching sun—the latter

especially damaging should the flowers be
moist with rain—may not reach them with its

fullest force. It was, doubtless, some such view
as this that caused the Messrs. Barr to construct
the many shelters and enclosures that now exist

in their Daffodil grounds at Ditton, shelters,

too—though not of a fancy kind, and perhaps
not ((uite the right thing for a private garden

—

one feels the expediency of as soon as you
are within their folds. It is within these tempo-
rary shelters at Ditton that the privileged

visitor may see within the limits of an hrjur

more of the cream and the richest gems of this

exceedingly rich family than perhaps in any
other nursery of its kind in Europe. It is here
that the gems of the Dutch raisers, as well as

those of the British raisers, may be seen side

by side, and liere also that one may compare and
.admire all this floral wealth and beauty. Here
the finest of the race may be seen, many of

them towering high on giant stems well-nigh
2 feet long, bearing aloft their noble blossoms
that in many instances are unique. Chief
among this category are such as Weardale Per-
fection and Monarcli — .splendid ac(piisitions

that will be many years before they are cheap
or even approachable by many jiresent-day

growers. Both these are grand in their way.
Some single bulbs of the latter were carrying
five monster blooms. It is a very reniarkable
fact in respect to these that the price is being
r.aised each year, and the famous Monarch

—

without doubt the noblest of the self yellow
trumpets ever raised—wliich, iti its earliest

days, was offered at £5 5s. per bulb, has now
reached the astonishing price of 15 guineas each.
The handsome Weardale, the bicolor kind, is

likewise a splendid flower. Quite near these
came the handsome yellow trumpet Fred
Moore, a novelty of last year, also a massive
kind of great vigour. This, however, has now
a close companion in Lady Helen Vincent, a

fine kind that only obtained its certificate of

merit on April 12 last. It is, however, note-
worthy of this recetit novelty that the flowers
at Ditton were greatly superior to those shown
at the Drill Hall on the day named. This will

make a fine addition to the nearly self-yellow

trumpet class. A large bed of Glory of Leyden
next received attention, the huge blossoms,
with spout-like crown, standing out boldly and
well on the sturdy, solid stems. This is a very
fine kind in many ways, the perianth, perhaps,
possessing a rather weak point, yet as a whole
a really grand flower of great size and fine

vigour. In the same shelter the smaller-
flowered Apricot, also a present-year's novelty,

was noticed. This distinct kind obtained the
award of merit chiefly for the break in colour,

a buff-orange tone having been imparted to the
trumpet, which thus opens out a new field to

the hybridist.

Still among the very choicest of the more
recent bicolor kinds is Mrs. Walter Ware.
It is not of the giant race, and may in

size be compared to Mme. de Graafi' or Mrs.
Thompson, both sufficiently large for all pur-
poses. The chief merit of Mrs. Ware is in

the pearly white of the perianth and in the full-

toned yellow trumpet so beautifully reflexed at

the brim, and in all respects possessing rare

finish. A bed of this with some 200 in full

bloom we regarded as among the very finest at

the moment of our visit. Possessing a good
constitution, this is a kind that will be sought
after much in the future, when a selection of

Daffodils of the highest standard of excellence

becomes a necessity. Another very fine display

was created by Victoria, also a bicolor Daft'odil,

yet not so clear as the last-named. Victoria

may be said to belong to the Glory of

Leyden group in so far as the shape of the

trumpet is concerned, that is to say, a trumpet
slightly widening at the riui and beautifully

frilled, but not recurving ; the .segments of the
perianth creamy white, and broadly overlap-

ping, and the whole flower very solid and sturdy-

looking. Here within the shelters and again

in the specimen beds in the open it is good, a

bold, prepossessing flower of indisputable pre-

sence. Not less bold and telling are Golden
Queen and Golden Nugget, both novelties of

last year and of the self yellow class, and with

the fine bold character and sturdy cjualities of

Emperor in the foliage and growth generally.

Another very handsome form, still scarcely

without equal, is M. J. Berkeley, the colour that

of Maximus in a flower of greater and, indeed,

nobler proportions generally. The huge flange-

like rim of this kind, bro.adly reflexed and beau-

tifully as well as heavily frilled, renders it at

once conspicuous. Not least of its charms is a

distinct pleasing fragrance that should be turned
to good account by the hybridiser, seeing it is so

distinct and withal so agreeable. Mme. Plemp,
Ada Brooke, Grandee, J. B. M. Camm, Portia,

among those not so well known as the ever-

populir Empress and Horsfieldi, are all

of the bicolor section deserving of .special note,

as we pass on to the beautifully refined

white Trumpet sorts, in which Mme. Plemp
is a very beautiful and chaste kind, as well as a

novelty of first rank. Other beautiful novel-

ties in this set are Grace Darling and Lady
Somerset, flowers in which the segments of the

perianth possess a distinctive curve suggestive

of Tortuosus in a glorified form. Here, too,

we find the lovely Mme. de Graaft", the most
prtjminent of this fair race of Daftbdils. Mat-
son A'incent, Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. F. W.
Burbidge, with Mrs. J. B. M. Camm, are

other gems in this section that satisfy and fasci-

nate most lovers of the flower, and constitute
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the very cream of the wliite and siilpliur sorts,

not only in size and beauty, but also in

constitution and vigour. Another very im-

portant section is

The Chalice-cupped Narcissi.

It is a noteworthy fact that this section

is naturally strong and vigorous, the race,

above all else, perhajis, best suited to

naturalising in grass, for here tliey retain

largely of their jirisline vigour and taller

growth that produce a unique eflect in garden
landscape. It is among these that the remark-
able Gloria Mundi shines out so well and so

conspicuously, the rich orange -.stained cup
being of large size and well expanded, a
flower as yet quite uni(iue in this respect.

C. J. Backhouse is of the same hue, but a
smaller flower in all its parts and much
earlier, while other notable kinds include
Commander (a novelty of ISiKi), Goliath,
Gwyther, and Autocrat (a distinct form of excel-

lent habit and very vigorous). Beauty also is a

conspicuous kind, showing well among the
ho.sts of these kinds. To omit Sir Watkin
from these would, of course, be to omit one of

the best, yet one so well known as to need no
comment beyond the fine stretch of it then at

its best with others later planted, on the eve of
opening.

Novelties in the Barri group, the "Star
Narcissi," are not so numerous as in some
other sets, but several of those now in
commerce are well-nigh indispen.sable in the
garden. Among the newer kinds, Dorothy E.
AVemyss is exquisite, the colour in the shortened
cup very conspicuous. Flora \\'ilson is also an
extremely pretty flower, the segments so very
pure and the whole flower compact ; several
bulbs of this were producing two flowers
to a scape. Another very beautiful kind is

Maurice Vilmorin, with a cup heavily stained
with orange-scarlet. Siddington, a variety of

1896, is also free and good, and frequently pro-
duces twin flowers in a scape. A very curious
kind in this group is Sensation, that appears to
possess as much of the Leedsi blood as the
Barri, in which latter it is, however, placed.
It is a handsome flower, the perianth whiter
than usual in these kinds, and the cup beauti-
fully edged with orange-scarlet. Tiiis is among
the very earliest of the Barri group, and was
passing when our notes were taken. ( )f course,
there is the world-renowned B. conspicuus,
perhaps the most deservedly popular of all the
Barri strain, but this is not grown in the
shelters at Dittun. It is to be .seen in tlie

open fields by many thousands in a batch. In
one quarter alone there were just fifty beds of
this, and each bed contained 1000 bulbs, a
similar lot gracing what is known as the New
Field—a valuable adjunct of many acres devoted
to blocks of the most popular sorts.

The elegant Leedsi section has remained till

the last, though the Silver St;ir Narcissi are Ijy

no means the least worthy of this valuable
tribe. Perhaps one of the fairest sights among
Uaftbdils -certainly in the writer's opinion

—

w.-is the beds of Duchess of Westminster and
Mrs. Langtry, then a mass of nearly pure white,
exquisitely crimped flowers, the biscuit-toned
cujis in some of these being charming against
the pearly delicacy of the perianth. The former
is the larger flower, and either in the beds as
growing here in the open, or in a mixed vase of
the two kinds, their real beauty must be seen.
Minnie Hume, Princess of Wales, Katherine
Spurrell, and Beatrice are all good and distinct
among these, and worthy every care. One other
kind, and this a Poet's Narcissus—N. poeticus
poetarum—was very fine indeed, many hand-
some flowers just opening.

The above n;iturally only represent a \ery
few kinds out of some 20 acres or 30 acres of
tliese flowers, .some of the kinds as, e.fi..

Barri conspiciuis, appearing in overwhelming
numbers, and, as viewed from the upper end,
revealed not less than 70,000 or 80,000 of its

handsome and graceful flowers : large numliers
of bulbs bearing three and others even four
flowers each—truly a wondrous si<'ht.

^ E. J.

A new form of Erythronium revolutum.
~A collector in Northern Humboldt Co., Cali-
fornia, sent me bulbs of an Erythronium last sea-
son which proves to be a connecting link between
E. revolutum type and E. revolutum var. .lohn-
soni. Like the latter, the leaves are mottled with
dark brown and have a varnished appearance. It
is usually onellowered, and the blooms are almost
uniformly of a dark pink, verging on rose, with
orange centre: in fact, the colour of lighter
flowers of var. Johnsoni. The typical E. revolu-
tum has light green leaves, mottled with white,
or rarely light brown, the flowers opening
white, tinged with pink and becoming purple.
This form, found as it is on a line between the
known habitats of E. revolutum and E. Johnsoni,
is evidence of the existence of a chain of connect-
ing links.—Caki. PcRnv, Vkiali, California.

Epigasa repens.—This exquisite plant is

referred to in the interesting article by "J. C. L.

'

on " North American Plants " on p. .'l.'W. I have
lately seen it growing well in a few Scottish
gardens, and believe that it may pretty safely be
said that "J. C. L." is correct in attributing the
success of the plant in ilr. ii. F. Wilson's garden
to "the arrest of rapid evaporation." This seems
to be the secret of success in many places
with a considerable number of North American
plants, and it is unfortunate that many
cannot secure it without employing what
may be called artificial contrivances — to be
avoided as far as possible in our gardens. In
nearly all the gardens in which I have seen it

established and in good health it was grown
under a hand-light, shaded in summer. By this
means almost uniform moisture was secured, and
the plants appear to enjoy the conditions under
which they are thus grown. Healthy plants of
the Ground Laurel are very beautiful, and it is

unfortunate that so many cannot secure the
clusters of fragrant flowers without some such
means. There are, however, many gardens in
which a shadj-, moist nook could be chosen in
which Epigsea repsns would look well and be at
home without any covering of the kind.— S.
Arn'ott.
Border Polyanthuses.— If the plants of

these, also falsely called Primroses, shown recently
at the Drill Hall were to be regarded as indicating
the best types or strains in cultivation, then would
it be needful to lament over the undoubted dete-
rioration that had taken place. That it is not so,
and that fine and more refined forms do largely
exist, is happily the case. Still, it was not possible
to look upon the coarse, clouded and roughly
marked flowers, with irregular habits, devoid of
all style and symmetry, without realising that
they were a verj- long way behind the strains that
used to be shown at the National Auricula exhi-
bitions several years ago. The large-flowered
German forms of border Polyanthuses that were
once so finely shown from Knaphill had in them
many redeeming features, even though coarseness
marked almost every flower. But the progeny
seems to have gone back sadly. Evidently those
who have been growing them have not regarded
them with florists' eyes and have not understood
their requirements or their possibilities. How
poorly were good self colours shown ! The pure
whites, sulphurs and yellows, with their stout
stems and bold trusses, seem to have disappeared,
and have given place to others of bixarre hues,
ragged of petal and borne on flabby stalks. How
poor has taste become was evidenced by the fact
that plants of Ijlue Primroses, because some of
the flower-stems had thrown up clusters, -Here

admitted into the class for twelve plants. A few-

years ago the judges would promptly have dis-

qualified such things. Evidently, at, the present
rate of retrogression, border Polyanthuses, with
their thrum e^es, pure yellow centres and distinct
colourings, allied to fine form and substance and
smooth-edged petals, will absolutely disappear, as
the lovely single Primroses we used to see have
apparently done so alread}'.—A. D.

Iris californica and Iris macrosiphon.

—

I have been able during the last two weeks to
make a careful comparison between fresh flowers
of Iris californica (Hort., Leicht.) and Iris macro-
siphon (Torrey). Of the former I had an abund-
ance of fresh flowers sent by a kind friend, who
collected them in various places near the original
locality. Ukiah Valle}- is the original locality for

Iris californica, and, while the plants are not yet
in flower generally, they have been in bloom for

several weeks on some hot, dry slopes in the
canyons. I find that structurally the flowers are
nearly identical, except that the tube of the
corolla in I. californica is one half shorter and not
nearly so large. The foliage of Ins californica is

coarser and taller, the clumps more dense. In
I. macrosiphon the scape is very short. In many
it may be said to be stemless, and 2 inches is an
unusual height. This of course brings the flowers
low down in the foliage. In I. californica the
scape is seldom as low as "2 inches, and oftener
4 inches to inches, or even more. In colour
there is quite a dirt'erence. In I. macrosiphon it

is usually a very deep velvety purple, much less

frequently light or medium. In I. californica it

ranges from medium purple to blue. East of here,

in Lake Co. , it is yellow, while in some places there
are all variations. To most observers I. californica

would seem a coarse-leaved, tall-stemmed form of

I. macrosiphon. From a garden point of view
the exquisite purple of I. macrosiphon makes its

culture desirable, while I. californica has especial
merit in its many colour forms.

—

Carf, Pi'rdy.

A VARIETY OF THE YELLOW-FLOWERED
SWEET SULTAN.

DiRi.Ni: the last two years there has been much
interest excited in the south of France—and espe-
cially at Lyons—by a variety of Centaurea with
large white fragrant flowers which have an un-
commonly elegant appearance. This variety was
first offered for sale in Italy under the name of
Margarita, afterwards altered by some persons or
other to Centaurea Margarita; or "Marguerite
Centaury," but it is nothing more than a large-
flowered variety of the yellow-flowered Sweet
Sultan (Centaurea suaveolens, Willd.). It differs

from the type in ha->ing much Uirger flower-heads
(sometimfs i inches or more in diameter), and of
a very pale straw-yellow, almost white colour
and silk}- appearance. The ray florets are deeply
cut or toothed at the extremities, and, standing
out flatly or horizontally from the centre, give
the flower-head a very elegant fringed appear-
ance. To this is added a slight but extremely
delicate fragrance, and the flower-stalks, although
long and slender, are quits rigid, and hold the
flower-heads very erect. These qualities are cer-
tainly more than any flower requires to secure its

immediate employment in bouquets, as happened
in the present case, and it was at Lyons, I believe,
that this Centaury made its first appearance in
France two years ago in tha form of cut flowers.
These flowers surprised the amateurs, and pleased
them so much that they soon became very much
sought after, and were sold, not in bunches, but
at the respectable price of from 2d. to 2id. apiece.
Not knowing the plant, many persons were
puzzled about it, and some of them sent me
flowers of it with the request that I would tell

them the name and give them some information
about the plant. This Centaury is undoubtedly
the result of a rigorous process of selection, which,
by simply increasing the size of the ray-florets,
has produced an exceptionally meritorious floral

variety, while the typical plant, although in cul-
tivation for more than 200 years, remains just as
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it was. This is another instance of what a little

thing is needed to completely change the horti-

cultural value of a plant, but this little thing is

absolutely necessary, and frequently the whole
lifetime of the most patient and skilful cultivators
may be spent in vain attempts to attain it. Since
its introduction into France the Italian name of

this plant has been corrected, and instead of
Margarita it has, for commercial purposes, been
named by some persons Centauree odurante h

grande fleur blanche, and by others, Centaur/e
Barbeau blanche odorante, which is nearly the
same thing. The plant has all the habit and
manner of growth of the type, together with its

annual duration. Its flowers are simply larger
and much more elegant ; but whether some of
them remain imperfectly developed, or whether,
when viewed growing on the plant and in mass,
the beauty of form and delicacy of detail in these
flowers escape notice, their ornamental effect does
not then appear to me to be equal to what it is

when the flowers are cut and brought nearer to
the eye. On this account it is especially for cut-
flower use that this Centaury is to be recom-
mended. Success in one direction gives encourage-
ment and leads to fresh experiments, so that we
may expect that various coloured flowers will

soon make their appearance. Of such we had an
instance last year in the case of the purple-
flowered Sweet Sultan (Centaurea moschata, L.,

a very near relation of the yellow-flowered variety ),

the typical colour of whose flowers is purplish
violet. While enlarging the size of the
ray-florets by selection, growers have also pro-
duced a variety of colours to such an extent,
that at the present day we have several tints

—

lilac, sulphur-yellow, passing into pink, violet,

purplish, &c., and sometimes passing from one
shade to another. This new, many-coloured race
has received the name of Centaurea Camcleon,
but its flowers—at least those of them which I

have seen—do not equal those of the white-
flowered Sweet Sultan either in size or in perfec-
tion of form, and their perfume, although stronger,
is not at all so agreeable, unpleasantly inherited,
as it is, from the parent plant, the flowers of
which have the odour of ants.

It is a well-known fact that the hardiness of all

living things diminishes in direct proportion to the
degree in which they have been improved beyond
the condition of their ancestors. The plants now
in question have not escaped the operation of this
law, for they are more exacting as regards their
cultural treatment than the typical forms from
which they are derived. Although it cannot be
said that they cannot be cultivated in the open
air in this part of the country, it is not less true
that they grow better and flower far better in the
south of France, for they especially require a good
deal of heat, full sunshine, and well drained and
light soil. Dampness in the soil and in the atmo-
sphere is their chief enemy. In the north, as well
as in the south, the cultural treatment of these
Centaureas is exactly the same as that of their
types, which have been known and grown in gar-
dens for such a length of time that we can hardly
venture to speak of it. However, one thing I may
mention, namely, that in many treatises on flori-

culture we read that these plants may be sown on
hotbeds early in the season, pricked out, and
afterwards transplanted to the position in which
they are to flower. This is very bad advice, be-
cause the truth is that these Centaureas are as im-
patient of bottom-heat as they are of dampness,
and when their roots have been bruised or broken
in transplanting, the plants never completely re-
cover from it. The mode of culture which suits
them best is also the most simple, namely, to sow
the seed in April, where the plants are to flower,
in drills about a foot apart, and thin out the seed-
lings so as to leave them IS inches apart in the
drills. They should be watered very moderately,
especially while the plants are young, as the lea.st

excess of moisture causes them to damp oft" at the
collar and perish. This is the most ditlicult point
in growing them in our climate. However, if the
grower is careful to select a very well-drained
position, sheltered, and well exposed to the sun.

he may, nevertheless, obtain splendid flowers, and
may, perhaps, be able to use these new varieties

of Centaurea in furnishing flower beds in special
soils and positions.—S. Mottet, in Beviie Horti-
cole

.

HARDY DOUBLE PRIMROSES.
The interesting note by " R. D." concerning
these beautiful plants at page 3.'?7 is well-timed.

As "R. D." says, "many die from defective

planting." Of this there is not the slightest

doubt. Despite the fact that double Primroses
dislike fog and smoke and the near proximity to

large towns generally, they are certainly amen-
able to cultivation within such limits if suffi-

cient care be exercised in dealing with them.
Where a shaded border is at hand, or even the
shelter of a few evei-green shrubs to break the
fiercest of the sun's rays, there need be no great
difticulty in securing double Primro.ses in fair

quantity. This is more especially true of the
white, lilac, and sulphur, as also the more gene-
rally robust kinds known as platypetala plena
and Croussi, while the double Pompadour or
crimson will, perhaps, need greater care. Many
growers of this latter class it as a "delicate
kind," but I incline to the opinion that it

requires a dift'erent mode of culture to bring
out the real vigour the plant contains. I have
secured stock of this from various sources,

though principally Scotland and Ireland, but
must say that by far the finest plants I have
received came from the latter place. Tliese,

though not massive clumps, were vigorous and
large as compared with the single crowns
usually received. Too frequently all this class

of spring flowers is planted in too light and
too poor soil, and if to these dryness is added,
failure is ensured from the beginning. As
pointed out by " R. D.," a rather heavy soil is

best, and if of good depth and somewhat
moisture-holding so much the better. On the
other hand, where lighter soils obtain there
are ample opportunities for success by proper
manuring and so forth, and for Primroses in

particular there is no manure to ecjual cow
manure, not so much for its richness as for its

cooling nature and moisture-holding properties
throughout the year. This and deep cultiva-

tion will compensate for much that is wanting
in respect to shade and other things. At this

season of the year when Primroses are in full

flower, ([uantities are purchased "balled" up
in clay or heavy soil that is absolutely im-
pervious, and in numbers of instances the
plants are dropped into little lioles anywhere
in the garden simply to die. Anything else

would be impossible, for the roots cannot escape
from their prison, and even could they emerge,
no hope of success exists from planting in a

soil that has only been disturbed sufficiently

to insert the clod of earth and its occupant.
Shade is an important factor with many Prim-
roses, and where this cannot be supplied to

the extent desired, greater attention should be
given to the soil, and to digging and manuring.
The fence described by " R. D." answers
admirably in many instances, and with the soil

dug 18 inches deep and given plenty of cow
manure, the majority of the double Primroses
will .succeed.

Many years ago I was told I could not
grow the double crimson kind in a London
garden but six or eight miles from West-
minster. I made the variety a complete success
in the following manner. In a low-lying part
I placed a two-light frame, cleared out the
soil 15 inches deep, and replaced it with old

potting .soil and some rather heavy sandy clay

from the garden ; this, with rotten leaf-mould,
formed the soil, except for a very lieavy dress-

ing of manure on the surface, and forked in

well under prior to planting. Before inserting
the plants the roots were shortened considerably,
though not to the extent recommended by
" R. D.'' ; and the plants were kept somewhat
low to enable the new roots to emerge from the
base of the leaves direct into the soil. When
all were planteJ a good watering was given and
the lights put on, the plants then being from 8
inches to 10 inches from the glass. The plant-
ing was done in April ; a thin permanent shade
was put on the glass, and a sliglit daily watering
given about 5 p.m. Later on, when it was obvious
that root action had commenced, the plants
were watered twice weekly overhead with liquid

manure, and by the end of the season these had
made splendid tufts, full of vigorous growth, and
a mass of roots also. Some years since I was
informed that manure was deadly to this crim-
son kind, but my informant could not conceal
his surprise when I showed him the above. My
own experience is that it delights in the richest

soils, and may be grown to perfection quite near
to London with the means above given.

One point in planting these Primroses is often
overlooked ; it is the manner in which the new
roots emerge from the base of the leaves each
spring. It is at this time that replanting should
be done, or at least a good mulching given to

assist these roots. In replanting, I prefer to

shorten the old roots to a length of .'5 inches,

unless in the case of the scarce double crimson,
and then as many as can be spared are removed
their entire length for replanting for stock.

These roots, if carefully dealt with, in time
produce young plants from their apex, and in

this kind at least, where any number of root

fibres can be secured, it is well worth the time.

With the treatment I have described flowers

the size of a crown piece and perfectly double
have resulted. E. .7.

Celsia cretica.—Attention has been drawn
(p. 302) to this excellent plant for spring flower-

ing in the greenhouse, a purpose for which it is

well adapted. It is equally at home for autumn
flowering in borders, and as it will bear mode-
rate frosts with impunity it goes on blooming until

quite late, later even than Pyrethrum uliginosum
and the Michaelmas Diiisies. For border.--, bien-

nial treatment is not desirable, as the plants get
somewhat rusty in appearance just when they
should be at their best. The better way is to

sow in heat quite early in the year, and grow the

plants as big as possible before planting out in

May ; such plants hold their foliage well and are

always handsome until cut down by severe frost.

In addition to the charming effect given by the

plant as a whole, the individual flowers are

among the most beautiful that can be seen indoors

or out. The spikes last well when cut and placed

in water, and are very effective when used in tall

glasses.—J. C. T.

Wallflowers.—Generally the dark or blood-

red variety does not seem to have been so truly

self during this spring as usual. I notice in every

direction broken or flaked flowers, especially in

gardens. This is probably due to some effect of

the winter upon the plants. Still, it is very im-

portant in growing stocks for seed that each dis-

similar one be very far removed from others, as,

because of the fecundity of pollen found in the

flowers and their great attractiveness to insects,

intercrossing is rapid. An exception to the rule

was seen recently in the Farnham district,

whereon the sandy soil of that locality the blood-

reds were in fine bloom and very true. There is,

on the whole, no finer Wallflower than is this

one, and plants stout and bushy and from

16 inches to '20 inches in height, carrying deep

reddish maroon flowers, are beautiful objects.

The very dwarf dark red, by some seedsmen

called Dwarf Bedder, has been very effective at

Hampton Couit. It is a capital companion plant
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to the dwarf Belvoir Yellow, which is the most
compact-habited of that colour. But the well-

known clear yellow variety Cloth of Gold is a

superb W'allflower, and makes a very efl'ective

companion to the strong-growing Blood Red.
(Jenerally pure self Wallflowers are more liked than
are flaked or broken flowers, as these give no
striking eft'ects. The pretty sulphur or lemon-
hued variety Faerie Queen is charming and a pure
self. Even in such common garden plants as Wall-
flowers what an advance has been made. A
spring flower garden may be made very beautiful

by masses of these alone.—A. D.

THE PRICKLY THRIFTS.
(acantholimons.)

Althi)Ui!U there are only three or four of these

lovely Statice-like-tlowered plants in cultivation

at the present time, many species are known.
They are to a large extent, if not wholly,
Asiatic, and it is to be regretted that we do not
possess a larger number in our gardens, seeing

distichous s|)ike of numerous and charming large
rose-coloured flowers. It continues a considerable
time in bloom, and is perfectly hardy in the
neighbourhood of London, and does not seem to

be affected in the least by the smoke. It may be
propagated freely from cuttings or layers, simply
notching and pegging down as many branches
as may be required. Cuttings should be placed
until rooted in a moderate heat, kept close, and
gradually hardened off as they become established.
It flowers in June, July and August, and was
cultivated about London as early as 1840. Native
of Armenia. Synonym, Statice Ararati.

A. .vcEROSCM is a rare species, forming dense
cushions of stiff leaves, glaucous, and armed with
sharp points ; it is, however, rather a shy flowerer

;

flower not so large as in the above ; colour rose.

July and August. Anatolia, Tauria, &c.

A. ANDRusACEUM is a Synonym of Statice
Echinus, and is nearly allied to the above.

A. KoTSciiYi, a handsome species with white
flowers, and

A. vExrsTUM, an illustration of which is here
given, are also desirable for borders. It is a rare

Acantlwlimon venustum carrying sirty-seven spiTces of hloom.

how well the districts where many of them are

said to be found have been explored by botanists

of late years. The few we already liave are

iiuite unique among our other alpines, flowering

all through the summer in profusion. They
aft'ect dry rather than damp situations, and to

see large plants flowering in the full blaze of

the sun is a sight never to be forgotten. In
soil well mixed with broken bricks they will do
well, and it is a good plan where possible to

plant them so that they may overhang clefts or
ledges.

A. (iLUMACEUM is the commonest in gardens ;
j

it is the most beautiful and certainly the most

!

free flowering. It is a dwarf-growing plant,

rarely more than a few inches in height, with
crowded, short grass-like foliage, the leaves stiff

and armed with short spines. The annual shoots
bear a tuft of closely imbricated, spreading, and
recurved leaves, the older ones generally wither-
ing as the growing point advances, which it does
very rapidly, the more quickly forming large
tufts. The flower-stems are generally two or

three times longer than the leaves, and bear a

and beautiful kind with rose-coloured flowers, and
was introduced from Cilicia in 1873.

The old double Kocket.— It may be that

some further explanation as to my method of

planting in spring instead of in autumn is due.

I see that " S. W. F.'' (p. .329), writing from
Toriiuay, says that he has planted in autumn
with satisfactory results, and this, too, was my
practice when I lived in Cornwall, where the

climate is similar to that enjoyed at Torquay, as

I found that the plants or divisions started root-

action through the winter and were benefited by
this early planting. I write now from one of the

coldest parts of Suffolk, if not of England, and I

find that in ordinary winters root-action is sus-

pended, and, the divided pieces of the plant

being necessarily very short after the woody
portion of the root-stock has been removed, they
sometimes suffer by being lifted out of the

ground with the severe frosts we invariably get
at some time or other, and after which the

growth is never quite so kindly as it is when
they can root freely at once after planting and

grow away without a check. It was for this

reason, and to show that spring planting need
not be feared, that I suggested the idea in ray

former notes, which might have been more ex-

plicit, and I thank " S. W. F." for the opportu-
nity given me to explain what might have given
rise to wrong impressions.—J. C. Tallack.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
The Daffodil season now fast coming to a close

has been a very good one here, though one reads

of partial failures in Scilly and elsewhere, where
Daffodils generally do well. The mild winter
brought the earliest flowers out earlier than
usual, and cutting has been extended well over

two months. Now as I v/rite (May 4) the later

kinds, such as N. bicolor grandis, IJarri con-

spicuus, Nelsoni major, N. aurantius, and the

curious little twin-flowered form, N. schizan-

thes orientalis, are at their best ; while, as the

result of accidental late planting, groups of

Golden Spur, Empress, Emperor, Sir Watkin,

F. W. Burbidge, Minnie Hume, and the Em-
peror-like P. R. Barr, which is one of the best

of Daffodils in habit and constitution, are still

quite good. Those who wish to extend the

Daffodil season another year would do well to

keep a portion of their stock out of the ground
until October and then plant deeper than

usual. The favourite early Daffodil here is

cambricus, which never fails to do well, and its

stems run up long enough to make it very

useful for cutting. This is succeeded by Golden
Spur and rugUobus ; then comes princeps, which
just precedes the mid-season varieties. Two of

the trumpet varieties, Ard-Righ and maximus,
never do well here, and Tenby will not live at

all. I have never met with Tenby doing well

far inland, and fancy it pines for the sea air

and breezes. Empress and Horsfieldi are too

much alike to be both needed, though the latter

is a little earlier. The greatest difference I can

see is in the leaves and habit, and here the

glaucous and more upright foliage of Empress
has the advantage. Its increase, too, is more
rapid, for in starting some years ago a new plot

for cutting, a similar number of each was
planted, and though they have both always

remained healthy and strong-growing. Empress
has more than doubled the increase made by
Horsfieldi. I should like to know if this ex-

])erience is general, as I do not remember
liaving seen it noted. N. bicolor grandis is a

magnificent Daffodil, the perianth broad and
whiter than in any other of the bicolors, and
the trumpet very fine in colour and form.

Being naturally one of the latest, it is espe-

cially valuable.

Of white-flowered forms, N. albicans is the

most satisfactory and carries its flowers longest

;

Leda (tortuosus) always has its leaves more or

less diseased, but bears a handsome flower

;

cernuus, with its straight cut crown, is not a

model in form, and I find the flowers very

fleeting. Only one other white trumpet, F. W.
Burbidge, is grown ; this has a very fine

trumpet, but the perianth is very flimsy. In

the medium and short-crowned forms my
favourites are the yellow Autocrat, one of the

best growers with a much expanded crown ;

Frank Miles, very distinct in form and of

excellent and strong growth ; the well-known

Cynosure and Figaro, and the magnificent Barri

conspicuus, a Daflbdil which should be in every

garden and which has not a fault. Among the

Leedsi forms, Minnie Hume and Mrs. Langtry

are two of the best that have come into my
hands, and both healthy growers ; the latter is

exceptionally free flowering. A group of lovely

Daffodils is to be found in those of the Nelsoni

type. They iln nut appear to be so commonly
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known as most of the others I have mentioned,
but they certainly deserve inclusion in all col-

lections, as the flowers are of exceptional sub-
stance and last for a long time. They also are
at their best when most of the Daflbdils are
over. Two of the best in the group are Nelsoni
major and Nelsoni aurantius, the latter unicjue
in its colouring, the lengthened crown being
deep orange -coloured throughout and the
perianth almost white. The former also fre-

([uently has a suffusion of orange in the crown,
but this fades away and leaves the crown of a
pure yellow by the time the flower is fully

opened, while in the variety aurantius the
colour remains, and in some cases deepens
during the time the flower lasts.

J. C. Tallack.

Lireniiere Purk Gi irdc ii.s. Bury St. Edmunds.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Some .svrinc; contrasts.—A small collection of
double Piuonies, of those varieties whose foliage
from the time it bursts from the ground up to
from 12 inches to 18 inches in height is hardyl
less beautiful than the flower, was planted rather
thinly on a narrow west border last autumn, and,
having a few good seedling Polyanthuses saved
from a deep yellow strain, I filled in the space
between the Pa'onies with these. It is difficult

to imagine a more striking contrast than that
afforded by this association, and it will be even
better another .season when both P:eonies and
Polyanthuses have strengthened with age. This
is only one of many striking spring contrasts pro-
duced as the result of judicious planting. Atten-
tion was drawn some few weeks ago to what
might be accomplished by foliage alone, but this,

pleasing as it is, has always a certain dulness
that is seen at its best when relieved by a bright
and distinct flower, and instances of this are now
strongly in evidence. A bed of that splendid
white Phlox Diadem, that has pale green foliage,
was carpeted with Phlox setacea, and the con-
trast in the foliage was at once distinct and
pleasing, but nothing in comparison to the effect

now produced with the carpet plant a sheet of
bloom. The new Aubrietia Fire King should .also

show to great advantage in contrast with the
foliage of the white Phlox. Again, there are
beds of herbaceous Lobelias associated respec-
tively with Pinks and White Swan Tufted Pansy.
For a time the bright contrast was in favour of
the bed in which Pinks are the carpet, but this
was ([uite eclipsed when the Pansies burst into
bloom. In connection with Lobelias, it may be
mentioned that divided plants are nover so early
as those that remain undisturbed from the pre-
vious year, although when division is necessary
great care is exercised in the operation, and it is

performed in early autumn directly the old
flower-spikes are removed. It is a great point in
favour of the majority of spring flowers, even of
those species of which there is now a wonderful
diversity of shade, as, for instance. Polyanthuses
and Tufted Pansies, that, given the planting of
any one family in quantity and in great variety,
there is nothing objectionable in the mi-xing up of
so many shades. On the contrary, the effect pro-
duced is decidedly pleasing. I cannot say quite
the same for the

|
ractieo that has grown of late

years of mixing dift'erent .species, for although
taste may be shown so far as tlie blending of
colour is concerned, there is something incon-
gruous in a mass of Tulips and Polyanthuses, or
the latter flower studded with Daflbdils. Despite
a marked contrast in their habit of growth and
type of flower, there is not the same incongruity in
a mixture of flower and foliage, examjilesof which
are to hand in large clumps of Spanish Iris jiushing
up through masses of the alpine Phloxes. In con-
nection with the Spanish Iris I would ask under
what conditions these are found in their native
habitat. I ask because a batch received was
planted, in lieu of a better place, in a poor border,
whose natural pos'erty is intensified by a col-

lection of various wall plants. They were planted
deeply, get an annual surface mulching of half-
rotten manure, and have done remarkably well,
getting stronger with each succeeding year.

SUMMEIi BEDDING PLANTS.—The spell Of Cold
experienced in the latter end of March and early
part of April was responsible for arresting the
progress of spring-flowering plants. Wallflowers,
Silene, Myosotis, and things of a similar nature are
consequently very late, and will have to be re-
moved when just at their best if the early plant-
ing of summer-flowering stuff is practised, the
alternative being to let them hang out as long as
they are furnishing a good display, and see that
the plants that are to follow them are thoroughly
well cared for, so that when they are planted they
shall be in a condition to go well away without
check. If, for instance, the weather prove hot
and dry during the next fortnight, watering
must be well attended to, and thorough soakings
rather than superficial sprinklings always given.
Special attention should be given to things
required for vases or boxes to see that the
foliage is kept healthy and clean. In this direc-
tion simple arrangements easily planted will be
found quite as effective as more elaborate arrange-
ments, such, for instance, as white Marguerites
with a deep edging of a free scarlet or pink Ivy
Pelargonium, that will both mingle its trusses
with the Marguerites and hang well over the
sides. General Roberts Fuchsia surrounded by
the white trailing Campanula, or arrangements
of a similar nature. Half-hardy plants raised
from seed early in the year and gradually
hardened off may go out at once, if not already
planted, especially where an early displ.ay is a
consideration. In beds already partially planted
with Tufted Pansies that have in former years
been filled up with tuberous Begonias, let me
recommend Pentstemonsas a substitute. I think
the mixture decidedly more pleasing, especially
where the flowers of the Begonias are of the
heavy, drooping type. Last season two beds in
which Andrew Hunter and Elsie Pentstemons
were respectively carpeted with White Swan and
Edina Tufted Pansies proved very attractive.
Antirrhinums, too, may be associated with the
Pansies, a good crimson type showing to advan-
tage against a mass of Violetta. The Snapdragons,
however, are a bit more formal than the Pentste-
mons, and in beds mainly devoted to the former
I would suggest that a bit of feathery foliage, as
Acacia lophantha, should be sparingly planted.
Early-sown Centaurea candidissima will now be
ready, and this forms a capital companion for the
fragrant Heliotrope. If good plants of a vigorous
variety of this are to hand, spaces may be reserved
at intervals for them and the remainder of the
bed filled in at once with the Centaurea; the
latter will be covering the ground and putting on
its best colour by the time the Heliotrope is

planted. Occasional plants of this Centaurea left

in the ground from last year came through the
winter safely and are growing away strongly.

Cars.\tions.—Seedbngs of the Grenadin and
early perpetual types are now ready ; they are, how-
ever, grown principally for cutting, and so do not
often find a place in the formal garden, but fill

up occasional gaps on outlying borders. Writing
of Carnations reminds me to inquire how growers
have fared this season with Uriah Pike. Of some
twenty border varieties grown, thi^ has been with
me the only failure, and the failure is most pro-
nounced. It was \ery slow in rooting from the
layers, and although the latter were left on the
stock plants until early spring, they were not at
all satisfactory when severed for planting out and
three parts of the batch are dead. It is to be
hoped that this variety, which I was relying on
to take the jjlace of the old crimson Clove, will not
prove equally uncertain. A friend advised me to
try Mephisto, but although hardy and a good
grower, it has little or no scent. Is this failing a
characteristic of the Carnations of Cinnes and its

neighbourhood ? I received a large box of flowers
from the Riviera about a month ago to show what
was obtainable outside at that time, and besides
Orange blossortj, liti^s, Fr^esiets ^nd dgub}e Ane-

mones, there were some ten sorts of Carnations.
Only one of the latter (.a pink) was scented, and
although coming at such a time they are accept-

able, as different to anything we have out of

doors, not one of them in point of quality would
hold its own with the best outdoor varieties

available later in the season. I am glad to say a
good word for an old favourite, Countess of Paris.

Rather slow, as a rule, to root, it does not always
come through the winter well. This year, how-
ever, only three plants are gone out of a hundred,
and those that remain are pushing away very
vigorously. Of last year's seedlings the best was
a buff, something in the way of Carolus Diiran,

but rather lighter in shade. It promised well,

being a large even flower with no sign of splitting.

Tufted Pansies.—Sporting characteristics are
developing earlier than usual among some of the
Tufted Pansies, and from beds of Annie King and
Blue Cloud I have picked respectively six and five

distinct flowers. There is an idea that this sport-

ing is only to be found in parti -coloured varieties

and does not apply to selfs. This, however, is not
always the case, as self sports run out into all

kinds of shades, a fact that prevents them from
being utilised in any arrangements where the re-

tention of colour throughout the season is a main
consideration, and it is gratifying to note that a
firm accepted as specialists in these flowers makes
a point of cataloguing any variety as a sport if it

has originated in this way. I am writing of a
light soil. Possibly on heavier land the sporting
tendency would not be so pronounced, and I

should be glad if any correspondent having stiff

soil would try a lavender sport from White Swan,
a large and handsome flower, which runs to a

much paler shade given a spell of hot, dry weather,
but one of the best I have all the time the
true colour is maintained. Of seedlings coming
into flower, the best at present is a flower of the

shape and size of William Niel, but much deeper
in colour. If it will retain all characteristics at

present a[>|)arent it will be a decided acquisition.

Other good things are an intense purple, almost a
black, and one something after Vernon Lee, but a
larger and better flower. The development of

flower in a batch of seedlings is watched with keen
interest, despite the disappointments that occur

when the blooms fail to come up to the standard
expected. E. Bukrell.

Claremout.

CALIFORNIAN NOTES.

The season in California, which in a previous
letter I sketched to February IJS, continues to

be phenomenal and, to most of our State, dis-

astrous. Week after week the rain failed to

come until hope turned to despair. A rain

early in April reached the northern half of the
State and did much good, but at this date
(April lit) the seasou'.s fall is the lightest since

18(i.J. South of the centre of the .State the
i-ainfall has been so scanty, that, except where
irrigated, tliere will be scarcely any crojjs, and
no rainfall from this onwards can alter that state

of afl'airs. Grass is equally dry, and stock of all

kinds is being shipped to more favoured sections

to save them from starvation.

From the central lino north the pro.spect is

much better. The rain that has fallen was
well distributed, and the shower early this

month was of great benefit, but evenwitli these

advantages the crop outlook is very bad. The
larger area can now jiroduoe at best but very
poor crops, and favourable weather is necessary
even for that. Some of the northern coast

range valleys will have good crops, and there

will be grass enough generally in Northern
California. The great drought has not been
California's only misfortune this season. The
exceptionally cold weather which culminated
on the night of January 11 had its climax
in March, and the orchards of the State—then

\i\ most places iii fnH l;looni—si)f}'erecl heftvily,
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The temperature was far below the freezing

point, and it is generally conceded that the

bulk of the deciduous fruit crop was destroyed

throughout the State. Of course it is yet

early, and later estimates may show the damage
to be less than supposed. Some sections where
the trees were backward escaped, and thinner

crops are in a measure compensated for by larger

size. In our valley early fruits were destroyed,

while Prunes, Apples, and Pears escaped.

The season here has been a severe test of the

hardiness of many shrubs and trees. Perhaps
we miss Acacia mollis more than any other

thing last. It has heretofore proved quite

hardj', and our town was full of large trees of

it, and in early spring they were glorious

feathery masses of golden flowers. This season

buds, leaves, and small limbs were frozen, and
the trees will have to start from the old wood.

The bright days of February stimulated Roses
to a new growth, and with the big freeze our
hopes of bloom went. An immense Banksian
Rose had every twig burnt. The change from
cold to hot was rapid. Before the middle of

April there were days when the thermometer
registered 85° in the shade. In my garden the

Narcissi have been especially fine this spring.

The first came early in February, but the hot

days blasted most of the very late varie-

ties, unless where shaded. Our cliuiate is

favourable to these bulbs, but I am sorry

to say that they are not grown as they
deserve to be. To be sure, N. Tazetta, or

the Chinese Lily as everyone here calls it, is

liberally distributed by the Chinese laundrymen
among their patrons, and is to be found in

every garden, but outside of Van Sion few
Daffodils are to be seen in California.

Among the wild flowers the season is now
as far advanced as it usually is four weeks
later, and is now at its best except on shaded
slopes. Everywhere they are to be seen, often

carpethig the ground—not, it is true, in the

luxuriance of a wet year, but so profuse as to

astonish one not used to such flower masses as

we enjoy. Early in the season the wet grain

fields were white with Cardamine angulata ; now
their pi'evailing tint is the yellow of two Butter-

cups. Of these. Ranunculus macranthus is found
everywhere and is tall and weedy, while R.
Bloomeri, a low compact .sjiecies found only in

wet places, has rather pretty foliage. Lim-
nanthes are now in flower in all wet places in

billowy masses. All are L. Douglasi, but in

two leaf variations. The coarser of these is

edible, and makes a substitute for Water Cress
rather superior to the true sort. Many grain
fields are yellow with the bloom of the wild
(naturalised) Turnip, prettier than useful.

It is in the dry grain fields and pastures
of the upland that the finest show is to be seen.
There is one twenty-acre field in sight of my
window which isone billowy massofEschscholtzia
in immense flowers of the deepest orange

;

then there is acre after acre of Lupinus nanus,
large fields as white as if c<ivered with snow
with an annual Eritrichium, while patches of red
Collinsia sparsiflora, of Cream Cups (Platyste-
mon californicus), and of tw'o Nemophilas, one,
the blue N. insignis, the other the lighter N.
Menziesi, brighten the fields. .Just now these
are the flower masses, but they have many less

conspicuous companions, delights to the flower
lover, and the woodlands and low wet meadows
are rich with their characteristic bloom. On
the hillsides all of these are to be seen, and
besides acre on acre of the beautiful Gilia tii-

color. On hot slopes, in woods and gravelly
places. Delphinium nudicaule, Cahjchortus pul-

chellus, Iris californica, and many others are in

flower, while high up in the nioiintaiijs Podg-

catheon Hendersoni, first of spring's blossoms, is

still to be found in perfectic)n, and even Carda-
mine pausisecta can still be found. A letter is

too sliort to give a full list of the beautiful

flowers which a few hours' walk would bring to-

gether in these beautiful April days.

Carl Purky.
Ukifth, GiUfornhi, April 20.

XOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

Daffodils and Apennine Anemone. I saw
the other day a very pretty ert'ect obtained by
carpeting a bed of large bicolor Daffodils with
the pretty little Apennine Anemone. Cultis'ation

in beds that will a little later on be cleared for

the inevitable " bedding-out" plants is not quite
the right sort of treatment for this Anemone, but
the combination gives a hint of what might be
done by making a clearance near the fringe of a
shrubbery or in a suitable spot in the wild garden,
where both plants might be left alone for years.

-J. C. T.

Primula rosea.—The note in The G.veden
of April 10 on this charming Primula reminds me
of the way it grows in the wild garden at Didling-
ton Hall, Norfolk. In this garden it is now grown
ver^' largely, and the position given it seems to
suit it. A stream runs from the lake and close

by the «ild garden, and beside this stream the
soil has been raised some 2 feet aliove the water.
In this position Primula rosea thrives admirably.
In another place has been formed a miniature
island, the stream running on both sides. The
outside is protected, so that the water cannot
wash the soil awaj', In the soil about •! feet

above the water large masses of this Primula and
Primula cashmeriana are growing, and one can
see how they enjoy the position by their large
leaves. I am convinced both of these Primulas
enjoy a cool, moist situation, although I agree
they ^^ill not thrive in wet, boggy soil. When
living at Farnborough, in Hants, owing to the hot
soil I could not grow them. They grew fairly

well in a shady position with plenty of water.
—DuR-SET.

Orchids.

ONCIDIL'M CONCULOR.
This will always be jjopular, and one never
seems to have too many of the beautiful

racemes of clear yellow blos.soms. It is a

small grower, but produces a great quantity of

bloom when healthy, its culture being com-
paratively easy. Many fail to get the best

results from growing it in large pots, in which
it never becomes really well established, for it

is not a very vigorous rooting species at any
time, and if once the roots are checked, healthy
growth is out of the question. Small pans or

baskets are the best receptacles for it ; in fact,

many gro« ers at first used to plant it on blocks,

but this treatment necessitates such close

attention to watering that it is not to be recom-
mended generally. As noted, the growth is

small, and if the pans or baskets show a margin
of a couple of inches, or even rather less,

around the plant, they are large enough. Fill

these to within an inch for the smaller sizes

with clean crocks, allowing rather more room
for compost with the larger specimens. For
these small-growing species it is quite as well

to have the compost kept separate, placing

first a little rough Moss over the drainage, then
filling up with peat and Moi-s mixed, having
plenty of finely broken crocks and charcoal

ready to hand, and pilacing these in freely as

potting proceeds. Make the upper layer firm,

trim it oft' neatly, and dibble in a few fresh

growing points of Sphagnum Moss around the

rim Of the top l^ods, 8,.e t^he cf^sg may be, Thp

leading pseudo-bulbs must not be buiicd.butthe
bases should just rtst en the top of the com-
post. The baskets or pans must Ije suspended
in the coolest house, as in such a position they
get the best of the light during winter. Mois-
ture in abundance is necessary all through the
growing season, for if the atmosphere gets at all

dry, thrips will be sure to attack the plants,
and this means a serious drawback to them.
When the young roots are running well in the
new compost they must never be really dry.

Taking down and dipping are preferable to water-
ing with a pot or syringe, as the water is sure
to reach every part of the compost and drainage.
The growths are not constant in their time of

appearance, but will usually be finished in the
autumn, and will take a resting season longer
or shorter according to the time the pseudo-
bulbs finish swelling. It must not bo a dry
rest, for if moisture both in the atmosphere and
at the root is not present, the ])seudo-bulbs will

shrivel badly and the plants will be seriously

checked. Care is especially necessary in late

winter when the spikes are beginning to form.
These alpine Orchids ditt'er from small-grow-

ing tropical kinds like Dendrobiums, for even
if these shrivel a little, a few weeks in more
congenial (juarters will to some extent, at least,

restore their lost vitality, while these small
Oncidiums and Odontoglots when imce badly
shrivelled do not recover so easily. Overhead
watering is easily overdone, but in summer
light dewings over the foliage are very refresh-

ing to the jjlants, helping, too, to keep insects

in check. If the atmosphere isright the Sphag-
num will grow freely about the base of the bulbs,

keeping them cool and forming a good guide as to

the state of the compost for moisture. Although
long known, it is only within the last two
decades that O. concolor has been popular. It

was discovered on the Organ Mountains by
(iardner in 18.S7.

Trichocentrum tigrinum.—This is a quaint
and beautiful little species now in flower in

Messrs. Williams' nursery at Upper HoUoway.
In growth it is not unlike a miniature Oncidium
Kramerianum. The flowers are each about
"2 inches across, the sepals and petals pale yel-

low, spotted with purplish brown ; the lip almost
triangular, broadest in front, with recurved
margin. It is pure white with a yellow crest,

and on either side is a showy blotch of

purple. The plants are grown rather warm, and
on account of their small size are best in limited-

sized baskets or pans.

Trichopilia marginata lepida.—This is a
very beautiful form of T. marginata, and is in

capital condition at Messrs. Williams' nursery.

The habit is that of the type, but the flowers are

larger, with rosy spots on all the segments and a

prettily undulated lip. The treatment of this

variety is similar to that recjuired by others in

the genus—just a little warmer quarters than the
Odontoglossums, a medium-sized pan or basket,

with rough, open compost and careful watering.

If once the roots of any of these get into a bad
condition it is verj' difficult to bring them round.

It is a native of Central America, and was intro-

duced in IST.'i.

Cymbidium Devonianum.—This pretty and
uncommon species is well grown at Holloway,
several plants of it being now in flower. The
spikes are pendent from the base of the pseudo-
bulbs and contain a large number of flowers, each
about ] \ inches across, the sepals and petals

olive-brown with purple spots, though this varies

in the difl'erent plants. The lip is deep purple in

the centre, the colour becoming much lighter in

front. It is best grown in baskets on account of

the direction taken by the spikes, and an inter-

mediate house is better than very warm treat-

mept. C.. Pevopiapwpi is ope pf the plants sep^
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by Gibson to Chatsworth about liS::{7, and is a
native of the Khasia Hills.

Epidendrum radicans.—The growth of this

plant is very intractable, and unless some means
is talien to support it the plants soon look untidy.

In an intermediate house it looks well if trained
up under the roof, and owingf to the freedom of

growth and theamountof light the plantsrecei vein
this way, they flower more freely than when kept
much shaded. The young growing points are the
most tender and must be shaded from bright sun-
light. When in flower few Orchids are brighter
than this, the loose heads of orange-scarlet and
yellow blossoms having a very telling appearance.
It is a native of Mexico and Guatemala and was
introduced about 1S60.

Cattleya intermedia alba.—This is a very
rare and beautiful albino, a small plant of it

having been exhibited at the Drill Hall on
April 26 by Mr. J. Bradshaw, of The Grange,
Southgate. The flower is absolutely pure white,
and the jjlant, though very small, was in fault-

less condition. It is by no means easy to culti-

vate, and from at least one place where it has
flowered it has now disappeared. In this it dif-

fers from the typical C. intermedia, for this,

though not particularly vigorous, will hold its

own with re.asonable care. The difference in the
size of the flowering bulb on the plant referred
to and those immediately preceding it was very
marked.

Vanda suavis.—This noble Orchid is well
represented at Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son's
nurseries at Upper Holloway, where the plants
are grown in a large house, and a score or so of

large sjiecimens in flower at one end has a beauti-
ful appearance. The fragrance, too, pervades the
whole house, and it is indeed difficult to account
for the neglect this splendid Orchid has fallen

into. V. tricolor alongside it is very fine indeed,
and the grand spikes of flower are hardly second
to those of V. suavis. There are a great many
spikes coming on in the same house, so that from
now until late summer or autumn a fine display
will be kept up. These Vandas and others of

similar habit may be grown with the greatest
ease by anyone, the only point where trouble
comes in being their habit of losing the lower
leaves. To obviate this, the growth must not be
rushed along in a close, shady house, but allowed
plenty of air whenever possible and all the light
the plants will stand without damaging the
foliage. Plants so grown seldom lo.se their
leaves.

L.ELIA SUPERBIENS.
In my previous note on this species I en-
deavoured to draw attention to the fact that,
contrary to the usual methods thought neces-
sary to induce this species to flower satisfac-

torily (a system I myself had thought necessary
for nearly twenty years), I found here a plant
that had been grown with the Vandas and had
(lowered well for ten years at least, and which
has continued to bloom satisfactorily under the
.same conditions for the last five years. It was
not my intention in doing this to detract in any
way from what had been previously written in
respect to this plant, nor was it my desire to
induce my fellow ( )rchid growers to adopt the
system I tliere set forth. But, whether right
or wrong, here is the fact of what is considered a
fcroublesome.specieshavingflowered satisfactorily
for fifteen years at least under conditions where
we liardly get daylight for at least si.x: months
of the year. Not only is the atmosphere smoke-
laden, but the roof-glass gets coated in such a
manner (although constantly washed), that it is

well-nigh impossible for light to reach the
plants.

In your issue of April 30 " H. R.," in deal-
ing further with this matter, says that he
"would never grow the plant in dense shade
had ho a position where plenty of light could

reach it, but he would shade before the sun
e(5uld damage the foliage." Surely in this

matter any man that had the least consideration

for his plants would never put shading on them
unless there was some sign of the sun damaging
the foliage. The extent also to which sunlight

may be admitted is in my opinion quite a con-

dition to be decided under the particular cir-

cumstances in which we may be placed. Here
from September to the end of March no shading
is required, but during the brighter months
of the year shading has to be more carefully

considered. Owing to the fact that the plants

having had very little light, they are more
liable to be injured by the strong rays of the

sun. This brings me to the point in question,

viz., the amount of sunlight Vandas will stand.

Though I have substituted the lath blinds in

the place of the woollen ones on all the other

divisions, I still stick to the old material for the

Vandas. If " H. R." (who has seen my plants)

can point out 300 plants of Vandas in a like

condition that have been grown under sunlight,

I shall be glad to fall in with his views with re-

gard to strong light. Further on he advocates

large structures. I thought this theory was dead
long ago. The house my Vandas are grown
in is 36 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 12 feet

high. Even in ahouse like this I think " H. R."
would find that the atmospliere could not be

kept so congenial to them as he would make
believe. If an example is required of big

structures, take the big Cattleya house in

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons' nurseries—fine for

a show house, but for growing plants in, I, wh
had charge of it for some years, would not
recommend it as a model. Again, there was
the big house erected for the late Downside col-

lection—a noble structure, but for growing
Orchids a failure. This should be suttioient

proof that large structures are a mistake. If

lofty structures were so advantageous as

"H. R." would have us believe, it is a wonder
that our great trade growers do not advocate

the system. Surely such people as Messrs. H.
Low and Co., who have recently built so ex-

tensively at Bush Hill, would have had suffi-

cient experience to have enabled them to judge
whether plants do better away from the roof

glass or within reasonable distance thereof.

which somewhat resembles that of 0. crispum. It

is a native of New Grenada and thrives well in

the coolest house under the conditions usually

recommended for O. crispum.

Odontoglossuni triumphans.—The showy
character of this species is now everywhere
apparent, and so distinct is it, that only a medium
form is far superior to the ordinary run of yellow-

flowering Odontoglots. Some grand forms of it

were shown at the Drill Hall on the 2(ith ult.,

especially the unique variety from The Dell.

I also noted some very fine spikes in the
Victoria Nurseries, one carrying fourteen large
flowers with clear-cut blotches on a deep golden
yellow ground being very attractive. It is also

one of the easiest to grow and very free.—H. R.

Odontoglossum Hunnewellianum. — The
flowers of this pretty species are not so large as

in many others in the genus, and cannot be
described as first-rate. The flowers are yellow on
the sepals and petals, and closely covered with
small spots of chocolate and brown. It is only a
medium grower, and thrives in small receptacles,

a fine plant growing in a 5-inch pot and noted
in flower this week having three spikes. The
general routine of its culture is the same as for O.

crispum and similar plants from New Grenada,
this coming from the neighbourhood of Bogota.

Vamhi'rireU, S.E. H. J. C.

Calanthe Sanderiana.—As a late-flowering

kind this is extremelj- useful, and the elegant
spikes are very beautiful just now intermixed with
such as those of C. Williamsi and the evergreen
C. veratrifolia. The blossoms are of medium size,

a pretty bright rosy pink with a deep crimson
blotch on the lip. In the colour of the flowers it

comes nearest to C. Veitchi, but the habit of

the plant and shape of the flowers are more those

of C. Regnieri. It is a native of Cochin China.

Lselio-Cattleya Thortoni.—The addition of

another of these beautiful bi-generic hybrids
between Lielia (Brassavola) Digbyana and Catt-

leya labiata is a distinct gain, and the Messrs.

^'eitch are again to be congratulated on their

success. This class, of which L.-C. Digbyana
Mo.ssia' was the first, will soon be getting

numerous, as a beautiful one was exhibited about
this time last year. The present hybrid is from
the LiL'lia named and C. Gaskelliana, and is very
beautiful in its soft shade of rose, with delicately

fringed lip.

Odontoglossum baphicanthum.—In this

plant, which is probably a natural hybrid between
0. crispum and one of the odoratum section, the
flowers are very distinct. They occur on tall

spikes and are each upwards of 3 inches across in

the best forms, the yellow ground colour being
almost hidden with pale purple blotches. The lip

is yellow, with reddish spots about the crest.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1170.

HEDYSARUM MULTIJUGUM.
(with a oolouked plate.*)

This is one of the newest species added to our
hardy leguminiferous shrubs, and is quite dis-

tinct from any of that family our gardens pre-

viously contained. It appears to have first

come into notice about fifteen years ago on the
continent, and was figured about that time in

the Gartenfltii-d, but it was not till some time
later that there is any record of it in this

country. It grows from 3 feet to .5 feet high,

is of spreading, somewhat sparse habit, the
stems being crooked on account of the growth
taking a different angle at each joint. The
leaves, composed of numerous small leaflets,

are of a greyish-green and 4 inches to (J

inches long. The flowers are of a purplish-

magenta colour, with a yellowish patch at the

base of the standard petal. They appear on
racemes often more than 1 foot long—want of

space having prevented the largest ones being
represented in the accompanying jilate. The
plants commence to flower about the beginning
of June, and continue to do so until August
and September, a new raceme appearing with

the leaf at every joint as the young growth
develops. It is a native of Southern Mongolia,

and is said to grow in desert regions. It cer-

tainly needs tlie sunnie.st position possible, but
the soil in which it thrives best—a good sandy
loam— is not one that is usually considered

characteristic of deserts, la this respect it

resembles a good many plants which in a state

of nature grow under arid conditions, but

which under cultivation thrive better (or, at

any rate, satisfy the recjuirements of the gar-

dener better) when treated pretty mucli the

same as plants from more fertile regions. One
of the chief recommendations of this shrub
consists in its flowering at a .season when com-
paratively few others are in bloom. There is a

large group of it in the Pea family collection at

Kew, which is very showy during .June and
.July, although the colour of the flowers is to

simie people not pleasing. It can be propagated

* Drawn for The Garden at Gravatye Manor,
August 12, 1837, by H. G. Moon. Lithographed

luid printed by J. L. Goffart,
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l)y means of layers, cuttings, and seeds, the

last being preferable when they can be obtained.

The seed-pods are small, flat, rough, and almost

circular, and usually contain a single seed. A bed
or group of plants can be made to give a better

furnished appearance by pegging down some of

the lower shoots. W. J. Bean.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Oexeral work.—Owing to the genial rains the
time will be occupied with the hoeing and thin-

ning of crops. The former must be loUowed up
regularly, as weed growth is so vigorous that it

is almost impossible to cope with it. Transplant-
ing will be done with greater ease and less risks

whilst the ground is cool and moist. Small
plants, such as salads, will need more attention

to keep up a regular supply. Lettuces are making
rapid growth, and those needed for succession
should be lifted carefully and will now give better
results if planted on a north border if not shaded
with trees. Radishes will need similar treatment,
giving them a cool corner and keeping the soil

moist. All arrears of sowing should be com-
jjleted at an early date if the plants need time for

growth, as though one may easily make up losses

well up to the middle of .lune, by this date it will

be seen what is needed, and by sowing now with
the ground in a favourable state there will be
better results. In these remarks I include main-
crop Carrots, Parsnips and Beet needed for

winter supplies. These, if needed in large quan-
tities, are none the worse if sown late, as though
the roots are smaller, they keep better than
coarser ones.

Frame CucrMEERS.—These may now be grown
in frames and without fire-heat. I am aware this

mode of culture is much less practised than
formerly, but it is one many who can give the
attention needed in airing and shading may
adopt. With frame plants every bit of warmth
should be conserved, then there will be healthy
plants and a good crop. I do not advise putting
out plants that have been some time in pots ; far

better plant those with four or five stout leaves
inches to !) inches high, with fresh roots that

will soon take to their new quarters. Shade,
warmth and moisture are the three principal

factors, and, given these, fruit may be cut in four
to si.\ weeks from time of planting. With shade
little air is needed and early closing is a necessity,

with ample moisture in all parts of the frame, not
merely at the roots, but all over the surface of

the soil. A gentle dewing overhead will do more
to keep down red spider than a free use of

insecticides. In planting give a rich soil, not
too light, as though the roots like it light at the
start, it is well to have soil that will build up
stout, short-jointed plants.

CriTMREiiS TN iiorsES.—The February plants
will now be showing signs of exhaustion if they
have been cropped heavily. For late June and
.luly supplies sowings should now be made. I

need Cucumbers in large cjuantities at the season
named, and rely upon young plants for the
supply. At the same time it is fair to add I use
houses that have gi\en other earlier crops. I

give these plants double the room allotted to the
sprint crop. So far I have found no variety to beat
a good strain of Telegraph. Market Favourite is

excellent where fruits are sent long distances or
for keeping, as it retains its freshness so long.
Plants in bearing may be assisted by frequently
top-dressing, using rich materials, such as bone-
meal and spent Mushroom manure. It is best to
crop thinly and evenly at the start, as this allows
of new wood being regularly laid in. Upon
the strength and quantity of the new wood future
supplies depend. A liberal day temperature should
be given—80° to 90° with sun-heat, with ample
moisture, closing early, with 70° to 80° night tem-
perature for fruiting plants, allowing the thermo-

meter to run up to l(Hp at closing, and damping
every part of the house and plants also.

Ridge Cucumders.—These are less grown than
formerly, as the small fruits of the frame or hot-
house plants are often used instead. Now is a
good time to raise plants for pickling or other
uses. A use one may with ad\antage put ridge
Cucumbers to is for boiling as a vegetable. The
long variety is excellent when the seed portion
is cut out and then stuffed and cooked. Sown
at this date in frames, two or three seeds in a
4-inch pot, and, when the plants are large enough,
the weakest removed, there will be good plants
by the second week in .Tune to plant in the open.
If a little warmth in the way of handglasses at
the start can be given, so much the better. These
plants delight in an open, sunny position and a
rich, light soil. 1 admit there are failures. Many
sow too early or plant out without due protection
at the start. Sown now in frames and well
hardened off, the plants will be safe in the open
at the date named. The fruits of some of the
Improved Long Ridge types are little inferior to
those grown in frames, and cannot be compared
with the yellow seedy fruits seen in shop windows.

Potatoes. — Since the genial rains a few
days ago the growth of early Potatoes has
made rapid progress, and moulding up must be
attended to frequently, as the tops soon push
through the new soil and are not yet safe from
frosts. Later kinds just showing through the soil

will need hoeing between to kill weed growth pre-
vious to moulding up. Now is a good time to
feed Potatoes if food was not given at planting.
Many are obliged t) double-crop the soil, and can-
not give the cultivation desired owing to late crops.
In these cases I have found a liberal dressing be-

tween the rows before hoeing do much to build
up a crop. I would advise feeding now in pre-
ference to earlier in the year, as now the crop will

receive the full benefit of the food given. Pota-
toes in cold frames will now be at their best, and
should not be dried off too quickly, as they lack
flavour if the growth is not finished. In a few
cises the small sets of frame Potatoes are ripened
for a late forced crop in the autumn. I do not ad-
vise it, but there is no difficulty in getting new
Potatoes in winter from seed ripened now and
planted in August.
Celery.— I am busy pricking out the seedlings

of what may be termed the main crop of Celery.
These plants are given but little heat. Having
been sown early in April in frames, they are now
fine sturdy plants. Needing large quantities, I

am obliged to prick out without glass protec-
tion. The Celery occupies a place on a south
border, and is merely covered with mats at night.

It is well to have some rich material for the seed-
lings to root into, as it is necessary to lift later on
with a ball of earth and roots. I use some spent
manure from an old hotbed or old Mushroom
manure made fairly firm, and then cover with
.3 inches of good soil. Many place in ordinary
soil, but it is well to get abundance of roots and a
sturdy growth. Ample space should be allowed
the seedlings : 4 inches to 6 inches is none too
much—the latter it the trenches are not yet ready
for the plants. I find I am often obliged to let

these plants when pricked out remain longer
than is desirable owing to the ground being
cropped with other things.

Late Celery.— I have sown as late as the
middle of May when a previous sowing failed and
got fair results, as with late Celery one does not
aim at size so much as a sturdy growth. To get
rapid germination it will be necessary to sow in a
frame, or to cover the surface with mats till the
seeds are through, not allowing the seedlings to

suffer from want of moisture. Standard-bearer is

the best late kind I ha\e grown. This I sow
thinly and transplant direct into the trenches,
not allowing the plants to get drawn. (Jrown
thus there is less trouble with planting and
watering, and should the seedlings be at all

thick I would advise thinning in preference to

crowding. I use the thinnings for soups and
flavouring, planting thickly in drills and merely
drawing up a little soil to the plants in November.

By growing late supplies Celery may be had good
well into April, as by lifting in March and laying
in under a north wall the growth is checked. It

will be well to make the trenches as soon as

possible, as the soil will then be in better con-

dition for planting in a few weeks. I do not
use large quantities of manure, but rely upon
liquid manure and fertilisers during growth, as

ample supplies of soot and salt with late mould-
ing-up add greatly to flavour and keeping.

Asi'ARAc;i"s.—The supply is now plentiful in

most gardens. I am strongly in favour of feed-

ing at tliis date. I admit it is not well to use
salt too freely on heavy land till cutting ceases,

but light dressings with soot or, what is better,

fish manure are of great benefit at this season.

With a later growth than usual, owing to late

frosts, the bearing period will be shortened some-
what, and feeding maj' be done earlier, as the
demand on the roots will be greater should the
weather be favourable. Guano mixed with wood
ashes is an excellent fertiliser for poor soils, as it

promotes root action sooner than animal manures.
Many leave the small seedling-like growths dur-

ing the cutting period. I fail to see their utility,

as they rob the larger roots in time, and, pro-

vided the bed is evenly cropped, they do much
harm. The hoe should be used freely among
young plants, as these being in rows are not diffi-

cult to keep clean. Gaps may still be filled up if

seedlings are lifted carefully. I would strongly

advise early thinning where the seedlings are

at all thick, as the plants it left in clusters cannot

be removed later without injury to the roots of

the permanent plants. S. M.

FRUIT UNDER GLASS.

Peaches an'p Nectarixes under glass.—The
estimate given on April 10 as regards the ripen-

ing of the first early kinds in pots was nearly

correct. The first Cardinal Nectarines and Early

Beatrice Peaches, both which were started on

December '2, were ripe and some picked on May 2.

Now (May 7) the regular supply has commenced.
The fruits of Cardinal Nectarine colour well, are

large, and emit that rich aroma found in the

finest midseason kinds. It is unmistakably a

grand early forcing kind. Early Rivers will bo

ripe in a week or ten days from the time of

writing, these, too, having been started on Decem-
ber 2, thus forming an excellent succession to the

preceding variety. Both of these Nectarines

have a peculiarity of swelling over and around

the stalk of the fruits, which is liable to cause

injury when the fruits are gathered. In order to

overcome this, the better plan by far is to use a

strong pair of (irape scissors with which the stalk

can easily and readily be severed without the

slightest harm to the fruits. Many, no doubt,

have noted this peculiarity in other kinds even.

Where such is the case the use of the scissors is

recommended to preserve the fruits intact, when
there is far less likelihood of premature decay

setting in. Fruit on trees of Cardinal Nectarine

started on December 22 is now colouring ; this

wnll ripen in about a fortnight from now. In

striking contrast is Lord Napier, which, started

on December 2, is not yet showiag any signs of

colouring.

Trained trees.—Fruit on the first early trees

in borders will now be coming on apace and be

probably nearly ripe. Look well to the borders

during the last three or four weeks and up to the

perfecting of the fruits, and see that they do not

suffer in the least from want of water. A great

deal depends upon generous treatment at this

stage, all the more so if the trees are carrying a

heavy crop of fruit, and the result will show itself

in the size of the individual fruits. If there is

any tendency towards making lateral growths

pinch them at once, and endeavour in so doing to

direct all the energies of the tree in the direction

of the fruits. Even leading shoots may be

stopped when a sufficient length has been made,

especially such as are disposed to grow too

strongly. Keep a close watch after red spider,

and use the syringe freely if there are any indica-
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tions of an attaok. If stopped in time a deal of

after labour and annoyance will be spared those in

charge. Black thrips will also give trouble in

some instances, the best remedy for which is the
XLAU vaporiser. These insects cause the fruits of

Nectarines to assume more of a marbled appearance
whilst they are colouring, and although no actual
disfigurement may be occasioned , i t is j ust as well to
avoid it. As the crops are close upon ripening,
the ventilation should be more liberally given;
this will assist both in colouring and flavour.

When the first fruits on large trees are seen to be
ripe, a still more liberal hand as regards ventila-

tion should prevail, so as to keep up a more pro-

longed supply. At this stage, if the weather be
very warm and the sun shining brightly, it will

be found a good plan to shade the trees. For
this purpose at such times I use the dark brown
cloths which are used for covering up during
frosty weather. These keep the houses quite cool,

and in this manner the supply from one tree may
be spread over quite three weeks with care in the
gathering as well. The shrivelling of which some
growers have had to complain in the case of Lord
Napier gives me no trouble at all ; this no doubt
in some measure resuUs from too mucli direct

sunshine. Whitening the glass would also be a
convenient method of shading. The work in later

houses will be of a routine character, but the
thinning of the ciop need not be delayed so long
when one has by one previous season at least

gained some knowledge as to the tendencies of

the trees to fail in stoning. Some kinds do this, I

note, more than others. The old Stanwick Nec-
tarine is given to it, and so is the newer Stan-
wick Elruge, but in a less degree. These latest

trees under glass will take water more freely

now, and if the drainage is known to be good
it will be safer to err in a slight excess than in

the reverse. The latest trees will now possibly be
exposed to attacks of green fly, more especially
if not fumigated at the time of closingthe house

;

attend to any such attack at once and nip it in

the bud. Newly-planted trees should have close

attention bestowed upon them now that growth
is starting away in earnest, especially as regards
t3'ing and training, but above all in respect to

maintaining a well-balanced growth all over each
tree. I am not a believer in disbudding young
trees so freely as is generally done ; it is better
to secure a more moderate growth at the base
than to have to deal with rank, sappy shoots,
which oftentimes upset the uniformity of a
tree. When any shoot shows this tendency it is

better to stop such growth, not only once, but
repeatedly if need be. Do not attempt to

accelerate the growth by the use of stimulating
manures of any kind where young trees are
planted in freshly-formed borders. Large leaves
as well as large shoots are quite undesirable.

Pkach and Nectarine trees on open walis.
—Some few complaints are already being made
that the crops are not so good as might have been
expected, more particularly on the earlier kinds.

I have no cause to complain ; an occasional tree is

thin, and this will occur from reasons beyond the
immediate control of anyone, but as a whole so

far the crop is ])romising well. A few green fly

are in evidence, but these will have immediate
attention. I thought an attack would have been
delayed or staved off completely by the winter
dressing, but, no doubt, a great many larvi-e were
then destroyed, though not all. (i>uassia extract
at about half the prescribed strength will be the
remedy, and if this be not suliicient the dose will

lie re|)eated. My choice of ti me when the weather
is quite mild is about 4 o'clock, in order that the
lic|uid may remain on the foliage longer and thus
be more effective, but earlier if somewhat colder
than usual. So far I havenot removed the netting
put on fur the protection of the blossom, but
now it must be done. The reason for delay has been
to safeguard the trees as much as passible against
the pernicious effects of the oast winds. lam dis-

posed to think the borders are a trifle on the dry
side too ; at any rate a good watering cannot
possibly do any harm ; therefore it will be given,

the border-s being n^yrgvf, No i^tteropt qt dis-

budding will be attempted for at least another
fortnight. I do not believe in the extremely early
disbudding pi-acHsed by some growers ; it often
causes too luxuriantagrowth, whilst it deprives the
fruits of a small amount of protection also. Plums
on walls will possibly need an application of the
([uassia extract too ; it will keep the small cater-

pillars in check as well as the Plum fly. Here
some cf the shoots which already are disponed to

grow strongly should be stopped. Apricots will

probably be a rather short crop in many gardens.
Those are fortunate who have them under glass,

and are thus enabled in a small manner to protect
them. Where the crop is really good and some
can be spared, they will no doubt be acceptable in

the kitchen or still room. Amongst these also

the first operations as regards pinching and stop-

ing will soon have to be done : actual disbudding
is not .so well unless the trees are at all weakly,
then it will do good. Look to the roots of all

Apricot trees in prepared or drained borders, and
see that they are well supplied with water at this

stage. HoRTus.

Kitchen Garden.

PLANTING GREEN VEGETABLES.
Foil some years I have planted the Brassicas

much smaller than is often practised, and have
found great benefit from so doing, as the jjlants

take to their new quarters more readily than
when at all large. I admit there are drawbacks,
the chief one being drought, but this is felt less

early in the season. Large plants of Cabbage,
Broccoli, Kales, and similar vegetables sutler

badly in dry weather. They are deficient of

roots, and the check is so great at planting

that they need a lot of .attention to tide them
over t'leir earlier days. If the loss of plants,

also filling up and other details are considered,

the planting of smaller seedlings will be found
to have much to recommend it. Weak, puny
plants are useless. The small .seedling.s, given

more room, are the most profitable, as being

sturdy they are a mass of roots, and though
the}' flag badly at the time of planting, a night's

dew or shade will make them erect ; whereas
older plants will often lose their bottom leaves

and fail to root freely. The weather at the

time of writing is most favourable for planting

small seedlings. My plan is to draw drills pre-

vious to planting. This is a ready way of

giving water if needed, as it is conveyed
directly to the roots, and the drills shelter from
winds at the start. For market my practice

may not find favour, but in gardens it is far

better than using drawn, naked, rootless plants.

Take Celery. Small plants of this could with

advantage be used. My late Celery is given

plenty of room in the seed-bed and planted

direct into the trenches, the plants being

dwarf and sturdy. Failing planting or having

the ([uarters at liberty when the ])lants are

ready, one may do much by transplanting in

lines. Of course there is more care needed at

the final planting to conserve the roots, and it

requires more time than when small seedlings

are used at the start, but it is far better than

leaving the plants starving in the seed beds.

G. Wythks.

Feeding Asparagus for forcing.—There is

no better time to feed Asparagus than from now
to the end of Jul}', as with a free growth the

plants reap the benefit. It must not be inferred

I do not advise liberal supplies of liipiid manure
from July to September ; indeed, there are few-

better fertilisers at the season named. At this

date if fish manure, guano or any other approved
quick-acting fertiliser is given, they will assist in

bijilding up strong growths. I feeil freely i^ssoon

as cutting ceases, and with showery weather the
food is soon washed down to the roots if the soil

is light. One may now use salt and soot freely.

This will check weed growth and feed also. In
clay, wet land the use of salt is not advised. One
may also with advantage give a mulch of decayed
manure to plants that have their roots or crowns
near the surface. This keepi the roots cool and
encourages new surface roots. The roots if at all

old have a tendency to lift out of the soil, so
that it is necessary to give top-d(essingsoocasion-
ally.-G. W. S.

Tomato Old Red.— I am loth to discard tlui,

as it has its merits. I have a seedling very much
like the old form, less corrugated certainly, but
still not unliie the older variety. My object in

calling attention to the above type is its value for

first supplies in the early spring and its free set-

ting qualities when others fail. A Tomato that
gives ripe fruit freely early in April is valuable.

I regret to say many of the smooth fruits are
none too free-setting with me early in the year.
I certainly do not advise growing this variety
after May, its value being either early or late.

The Old Red with me is earlier, and as regards
flavour it is excellent, its fault—and this, I own, is

much against it—being its shape. We must not,

however, despise this Tomato on account of its

shape, seeing the quality is so good.—S. M.

Thinning Peas.—Most growers when sowing
early in the year are inclined to sow thickly.

This did not matter so much when we grew the
small round Peas with wiry haulm, as it required
so many of these to make a dish, but with the
larger-growing kinds of the present day crowding
is a great evil. On the other hand, thick sowing
after March is not a necessity. Still, it is much
practised ; in fact, some are far too generous with
the seed, and one oftsn sees rows like Mustard and
Cress. Here comes the necessity for thinning,
and with a genial rainfall at the '-ime of writing
this note many would get a much better return
by thinning at an earlier stage and not leaving

the plants to battle with each other for existence,

let alone produce a crop. By thinning I have
noticed miny plants give pods closer to the soil,

as there is no loss of leafasre and tliey are enabled
to branch out better. Whtn thick, the haulm
shoots up and only pods on the top. The splendid
results obtained from Sweet Peas during the past
few years have been largely secured by growing
thinly, and the edible Pea piys for the same treat-

ment. -S. M.
Pricking out Celery into trenches.—In

growing Celery, as in many other things, culti-

vators are very apt to run in old grooves. In
most cases it is advantageous to prick out the
plants on a hard bottom in a sheltered spot, re-

moving them to the tranches when they are
strong. This is to be recommended when the
trenches cannot be got ready early. There are

times, however, when the land can be had early

in the year and the trenches dug in May. In
such instances the plants can be pricked into the
trenches from the seed-boxes or pans. I saw an
illustration of the advantage of doing so last

.Tune, when visiting Mr. Turton at Maiden
Erleigh, near Reading. When walking through
the kitchen garden I observed he had the greater

portion of his Celery planted out. He remarked
he could spire the ground, having just cleared it

of Kale. He dug the trenches and put in the
manure, treading the soil firm, and had the plants

pricked into their permanent places from tlie seed

boxes. He told me this spring he never had a

better lot of Celery. — Dorset.

Late-sown Parsaips.—I quite agree with
" S. H B." (|). 3'2T) that preference should be
given to late sowing of Parsni[)s rather than, as

is customary, sowing in February. The latter

month or March would, no doubt, be chosen by
those requiring exhibition roots in early winter.

For home use large roots certainly are not re-

quired, and are not so tender as the later-sown

and smaller roots. Old customs die hard, and
this probably is one reason why so many choose

\j\]Q early months of the jx^r insteaa of May fop
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sowing their Parsnip crop. There are the addi-
tional advantages, too, from late sowing that
there is less work in getting up the roots for

every-day use, and ground need not be reserved
expressly for them, as is customary, but that
which carries a winter crop can be freshly dug,
or, if preferable, sown without digging at all. I,

however, prefer to have freshly-dug, though not
recently-manured, land for Parsnips ; the plants
grow away nmre freely, I tind, on a broken surface
than on a hard or closely-set seed-bed. Seeds of

any kind put in during the cold months are much
s-lower to germinate, and this I invariably lind is

a condition slugs and other insect enemies take
advantage of.—W. S., H'l'^s-.

Tomato Golden Jubilee. — Yellow-fleshed
Tomatoes have not found favour in this country,
but for salad they are superior, as the quality is

so good, and, when cut and ser\ed as a separate
dish or mixed with other salads, the yellow kinds
are well worth extended culture, as they have a
peculiar flavour which is much liked. The Golden
Jubilee is not much known, having been sent out
only last year, but it is worth growing for its

shape and (|uality. In the latter respect it is

not unlike Green (Jage, one of the first yellow
Tomatoes ever seen, and still one of the best
flavoured, having a thin transparent skin and
beautiful flavour. The newer variety is cropping
grandly, and will make a standard kind, as its

shape and free cropping are equal to those of anj'
red variety. Those who like Tomatoes uncooked
should certaitily grow this variety, as the flavour
is rich and pleasant. I have had no experience
with it for winter or late crops, but as a summer
fruiter it is one of the best and most prolific of tlie

yellow kinds.—G. W.
Seakale.—It was rather amusing to hear a

gardener the other day asking whether his Sea-
kale was not of a distinct variety because it was
so very tine. Size was in this case purely a
matter of production, whilst as to variety, it

seems as if we were not likely to have other than
the old purple-tinted variety, which the one men-
tioned was, and the Lily-white, which is still so
rarel3' seen. When first introduced, there was
an impression that in time the Lily-white would
become very popular. Tliat expectation has
not been realised. Possibly it has not satis-

fied everyone, and apparently it is less robust
than is the old form. Then there is an undoubted
appreciation for the purple tint on the points
of the stems, which is in well-grown and blanched
Kale so pleasing. Whilst the very fine heads
referred to received a cultural CDmmendation, it

is very doubtful whether gardeners generally
would care to have stems so big round as a man's
wrist, and the whole somewhat coarse. Certainly
such huge Kale is not the best for table. Good
stems one-half the size are not necessarily less

profitable than are larger ones, as such roots as
would carry very big Kale can be grown only
where there is ample room allowed, and, no
doubt, the soil strongly manured. No intimation
was in the cise referred to given as to method
of production—whether from old-established roots,
or from root cuttings of the previous year. Gene-
lally, it was believed to be from the former. But
few gardeners of reputation now grow Seakale
as a permanent crop ; it is so easy to propagate
every year from root-cuttings, and the resulting
roots and crowns furnish such valuable material
for forcing or blanching over several months that
the method is productiN e of great gain. Really
we have iew winter vegetables of greater value
than Seakale when grown as an annual crop.

—

A. U.
Cabbage sprouts.—"A. D.'s "timely allusion

to the practice of cutting over Cabbages early
and allowing a second growth of sprouts may in-
duce those who have not tried the plan to do so this
year. It frequently happens in gardens during
April that there is a dearth of green stutf, except
that supplied by the various sprouting Kales,
and these do not invariably give satisfaction,
cspeciallv after the flower-buds are in evidence.
Young Cibbages, however, arealivays acceptable,
and, given a good bed of the.se to start onand the

certainty that a good later crop may be had from
the stumps, there is no need to wait long after
March before beginning to cut freely of these.
I began cutting EUam's Early on April .!>,

and the sprouts from tliese are already, just a
month after cutting, taking on that peculiar
twist in the leaves which is the first sign of heart-
ing, and by the end of this month or early in

.June it will be possible to commence cutting
the second crop if necessary. Growers for market
do not hesitate to cut early, as they can get a
better price for (juite small stuff than could be
got Liter on when the plants are bigger, and
private gardeners might well follow the example,
though with a different object in view. All varie-

ties of Cabbages do not sprout alike freely, but I
have always found EUam's excellent for the pur-
pose, and I do not believe in growing many
varieties. I have on trial this year a break of
Allan's Incomparable, seed of which was sent to
me by Mr. Allan, of Gunton. The stock is a
wonderfully true one, and a first-rate type of

what a garden Cabbage should be, being dwarf,
early, thrifty, and hardy-looking, also very dis-

tinct in appearance. I hope it will turn out good
as a sprouting varietj'.—J. C. T.

PLANTING AND THINNING ASPARAGUS.

Ye.\rs ago very many persons did not venture on
the culture of Asparagus, as they dreaded the
costly preparation of the beds and did not always
then get results in comparison to the labour and
expense entailed. Of late these costly prepara-
tions have proved a fallacy and the culture is

simple. Many will remember the labour formerly
incurred in making an Asparagus bed. I have
seen excavations 3 feet to 5 feet deep, many loads
of manure and branches being placed in the
bottom for drainage, I presume. In these days
we are unable to devote so much time to one
plant, as better results may be obtained by sow-
ing on the flat in land double dug and well
manured, sowing or planting in rows li feet apart
and not less than \i feet between the plants. The
old method was 4-feet beds, a deep alley between,
and three rows of plants ; so close in the row, they
were a mass of tops and roots could not expand.
I would point out the necessity of thinning and
giving ample space for the plants to develop. For
permanent beds the rows should not be closer
than 2 feet. In some soils it may be necessary to
add other materials, but there is no need what-
ever to remove the old soil and replace with new.
If the land w ill grow other vegetables, it will grow
Asparagus with a little assistance. The raised-

bed system I condemn in nine cases out of ten.

Formerly all the plants were grown in raised
beds, with the result that in dry summers the
roots suffered. They are all on the flat now, with
much better results. It is '.vrong to have raised
beds in light soil. To prove this I filled up the
alle3's with good materials, old Vine borders, and
have since got much finer grass. I have seen
Asparagus sown so thickly, that thinning was a
difficult matter without injuring the plants left.

I would urge early thinning. It is a simple
matter to go over the beds first with a small hoe
and cut out at regular distances, and by so doing
save much hand labour. I am not much in favour
of the seed being sown at intervals in groups, as
frequently advised, as it rarely fails to germinate,
and sowing thus adds to the difficulties of thinning.
Far better sow thinly in the rowsj so as to be
able to use the hoe, as then should the plants be
overlooked for a short time they are not much the
worse if the hoe is used early in the quarters.
With thin sowing and ample room at planting,
the growth is tnuch stronger and grass may be
cut sooner. G. Wytues.

KOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Jerusalem Artichokes.— Last year I pur-
chased two bushels of the white varietj', thinking
it would be preferred in the kitchen, but this
spring I hear ijothing but gomplaints s,boMt it.

The cook says it takes much longer in cooking,
and that it is darker when dished up than the old
pink-skinned variety. Have other gardeners had
the same complaint about the white variety 'i As
Mr. VYythes, Syon House, appears to cultivate
the white kind, will he kindly chronicle his ex-
potiencer— .T. Mavxe, Bktoii.

Early Cabbages The remarks of "A. U."
in the last issue of TiiK G.vkdex on the value of
small Cabbages mrxus large ones will meet with
approval from a good many private gardeners. I
am this season growing five sorts, viz., Mein's
No. 1, EUam's, Batters'ea, Enfield Market, and
East Ham, and with me they all prove medium
growers with the exception of Enfield Market.
Very iew have bolted, and those entirely confined
to Enfield Market. In my opinion, most private
gardeners who are expected to supply early
Cabbages will have a difficulty in beating EUam's.
—^.V.,aoHdhu,.sL

Late Broccoli.—This season the late varieties
of Broccoli will be more valuable than usunl, as
there will be few good Califlowers in May. There
is no lack of good Broccoli this season, and though
full early for such kinds as Model and LateQuee'ii,
I have already cut nice heads of these varieties,
and I fear there will be very few in the Lon-
don district early in June. This will be a
loss, as Peas make such slow progress that they
will, I feir, be later than usual. Fortunately,
these late Broccoli are well protected by foliage.
The sun does more harm, as it opens and discolours
the flower. Those who have late plants may with
advantage give a check by cutting round the
roots with a spade, or, what is better, lift with a
ball and lay in under a north wall. This will
retard growth and prolong the supply. This
lifting will prevent the plants attaining a large
size, but large heads are not needed for home use,
and late heads early in Juns will be welcome.

—

S. M.
Late sprouting Broccoli.-Few vegetables

are more useful tlian the sprouting Broccoli, and
the produce is so good when cooked that I am
surprised more plants are not grown in private
gardens. For market it is a great favourite, as
one may cut so many times, and there is a ready
sale for short sturdy growths. The purple variety
is the hardier of the two, and when cooked with
its leaves there can be no objection to the colour,
as it is of a nice green. I find the purple more
prolific than the white—I mean the sprouting
white. There is a distinct sprouting white which
produces small heads, these being produced freely
five to ten on a plant. This is a splendid type for
late supplies, and with me it has proved hardier
than the small white sprouting form. The newer
variety is named The Bouquet, aud the heads are
much like those of a miniature Cauliflower. The
sprouting varieties need an open position. My
plants usually follow early Potatoes and give a
heavy crop in March and April. - B. M.

Mint from cuttings. —In private gardens one
often notices Mint occupy the same position for
years. Treated thus the growths are much
weaker, as Mint, to grow freely, needs food and
good culture. Though many advise liberal top-
dressings, the roots being in a matted state do
not make the progress of those of plants with new
soil and more space. Now is a good time to get
new beds from cuttings. Propagation from cut-
tings is the plan adopted by growers who force
large quantities of Mmt, and it is a much better
method of raising a stock than by root division.
The cuttings are taken when the new growths are
4 inches to 6 inches in length. If the cutting is

taken close to the sdII the base will be found
bristling with short roots. The cuttings are
inserted firmly with a dibber in ground previously
prepared by being well manured. I never allow
the beds to remain more than two years, as I get
much better results by annual planting.—S. H. B.

Early Potatoes.—The rocent notes on early
Potatoes in The Garden have been very interest-
ing. I have this year tried in pots Britannia,
Maple (Jaeen, Daniels' Early \\'hite Kidney,
and '\"eitch's Improved Ashley.f, Tte seed of tng
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first three was given me by cottagers, and of the

four varieties I have a decided preference for

Maple Queen, botli as regards earliness and crop-

pins;. I know nothing of the origin of the variety,

and am unable to find it in any lists I have. Al-

though I have always in previous seasons been
perfectly satisfied with Veitch's Ashleaf, this year

I find both Britannia and Daniels' White Kidney
do better ; at the same time I am of opinion that

change of seed in the case of Veitch's Ashleaf

would be beneficial. My seed has been grown on

the same plot of ground at least four years. I

have this season been able to get a dish from two
pots of Maple t^)iieen, whereas it has been neces-

sary to turn out four of the A'ihleaf, both planted

on the same day.—E. P.\hslo\\', Brwiilfold, Uoiid-

humt, Kent.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PE.4CH-GR0WING IN THE LYONS
DISTRICT.

The .second half of the present century has seen

a veritable revolution in the culture of Peaches

in the country about Lyons. Not quite foi'ty

years ago, tlie greater part of the Peaches whicli

were used in our town or exported abroad were

produced by trees grown on walls, with an

amount of care and energy in which every cul-

tivator took pride. It was then considered in

dispensable that the forms of the trees should

be faultless, and a gro%ver would have risked

liis reputation if his trees did not come up to

this standard, so great was the rivalry at that

time amongst the brethren of the craft.

My father, who excelled in this branch of

culture and made many improvements in it,

sent to the Universal Exhibition in 18G7 one of

the most remarkable specimens that came from

the hands of the most skilful Peach growers of

the period. It covered over 45 square yards

of a wall and produced about 1000 Peaches
annually. Having figured for some time in

that famous reserved garden, where horticulture

was made more of than it has ever been since,

this wonderful Peach tree was preserved for a

long time at the Museum until the decay of the

wood marred its fine form, an illustration of

which, however, in the Rerup HoftiroU for

January, 18()8, affords a good representation of

it at its best.

At the present time very handsome wall-

grown Peach trees are seldom to be seen here.

The fashion has changed, and now it is from the

open ground, where the soil is suitable and well

exposed to the sun, that the enormous quan-
tities of Peaches which may be seen at our rail-

way-stations and markets early in July are

gathered. Tlie production of this fruit has in-

creased many hundredfold, and to it numerous
localities are indebted for their prosperity and
their reputation.

The date of this change in the mode of culture

goes back to the time when the Amsden Peach
and the series of early varieties which followed
it were introduced. It was very soon discovered

that these new kinds were very well adapted for

culture in the open air. Previously, more es-

pecially in Diuphine, the variety named Lydie
or Michal, was used for this purpose, and in the
southern parts of the Lyons district and else-

where, the Turenne or Turenne amelioree
variety ; but the fruit of these, which ripened
in September, was not produced in any great

quantity and was all consumed at home. \Mien
the American Peaches were introduced every-

thing was changed. The hardiness and produc-
tiveness of these trees, the earliness of their

cause them to be rapidly and abundantly multi-

plied.

<)av open-air Peach orchards are usually

formed on the slopes of hills, preferably on those

witli an eastern or a southern aspect. The
trees generally have a short stem (from about
'^ feet to nearly 5 feet long), and are grown in

the form of broad, spherical, thick-set bushes.

In this shape the wind has less power over
them and gathering the fruit is less difficult.

Tlie spring frosts, perhaps, may have more
effect on them in consequence of the heads of

the trees being near the surface of the soil, but
these orchards are made on ground suitable for

Vines where injury from frost is seldom to be
apprehended. The growers adopt the very

good practice of pruning the trees in a simple
manner and of thinning out the fruit when the

crop is so abundant as to suggest the probability

of its breaking off the branches, or exhausting

the tree (juickly by the superabundance of the

produce, it the fruit is not thinned.

The varieties which are most in favour are

the following, enumerated nearly in their order

of ripening : Amsden, which forms the principal

part of the plantations, along with some of its

equivalents, planted for comparison, Cumber-
land, Downing and Rouge de Mai. Next
comes Precoce de Hale (Hale's Early), which is

almost as much planted as Amsden. To these

are being added by degrees the variety Wilder,

which bears very dry weather better, Edouai-d

Andre and Pitavel, a more recently raised

variety. Precuca de Rivers (River.s' Eirly) has

been well tried, but with us this does not

succeed at all when grown in the 0])en ground,

although it is very good when grown on a wall
;

grown in the open it not only fails to colour,

but also cracks and decays.

Amongst the old varieties which were
formerly grown on walls there are some which
ripen more or less closely after the American
varieties, and succeed pretty well in the ojien

air, viz., Abb6 de Beaumont, Grosse Mignonne,
Admirable hative, Chevreuse hative, Madeleine
rouge, Pourpree hative, Reine des Vergers, &q.

If these kinds are not so extensively grown for

market as the preceding varieties, they, at any
rate, occupy an increasingly important place

amcmgst the kinds which are grown for the

growers' own use, and amongst them are some-

times included the yellow - fleshed varieties,

Rossanne and Villermoz. From time to time

fresh varieties are found to be more particularly

suitable for growing in this way. Of such I may
mention the Tong Pa, which rijjens as soon as

the Mignonne hative, but the tree which pro-

duces it is much hardier and more vigorous-

growing ; and there is also the de Franquiferes

variety, justly recommended liy M. de Mor-
tillet.

The series in which we find the greatest

number of the most vigorous-growing, produc-

tive, and largest-fruited varieties commences to

ripen in September. Such are Belle Blanche,

Admirable jaune, Reine des Vergers, Pi-ince

de Galles, Grosse Royalc de Piemont, Belle

(_'artiere. Fine Jaboulay, Belle de Vitry, de

Bergamote, Tardive d'Onllins, ito. , also Jaune
de Japon, an exquisitely-flavoured variety, in-

termediate between the white-fleshed and the

yellow-fleshod kinds.

To this list may be added some varieties

which have been recently tried and which ap-

pear to be still hardier, viz., Balmont, Belle de

Sanzy (Mme. Charnut), Superbe de Trevoux,

de Troyes, Baltet, Leatherbury (late), and Sal-

way. Lastly, a (|uite new variety, Belle de

Neuville, unanimously recommended by all who
fruit, and the favour with which they were at know it, ripening in the latter part of August

onC3 received in the markets, all combined to and destined to achieve a high reputation in

the markets, from the beauty of its shape and
colour, which surjjass anything of the kind that

we have ever seen in our climate.

All these varieties are very hardy and pro-

ductive when grown in the open air, but a few
of the latest-rijiening kinds only attain all their

good qualities in warm seasons ending with a

fine autumn.

—

Fr. Morel, in Revue Horticole.

STRAWBERRY NOTES.
The keeping in good condition of Strawberry
plants in pots for forcing through the winter has
been a subject for discussion for many years. I

have tried everj- s^'stem which I have read of, and
have for a number of years fallen back on the old-

fashioned plan of leaving them in the open,
plunged in ashes, and exposed to ail weathers.
Three winters ago the roots were frozen for over
three months, but when thawed gradually and
started slowly the roots soon were active and the

plants fruited well. I have seen them wintered
in frames, late vineries, Peach houses, and in

many cases, the pots stacked on their sides, all

doing fairly well. Allowing the roots to become
dry, as they often do when built up, is most
objectionable, and is the cause of many blind and
malformed flowers. Royal Sovereign is my earliest

variety this season, and is much valued as a free

fruiter, of fine appearance, and of good flavour.

John Ruskin and Pi-esident stand next in favour.

President does not grow freely in the open with
me, but I notice that the forced plants which
were planted last June, and given a liberal dres-

sing of good manure at the end of August, have
given fine healthy foliage and strong crowns. I

have in some gardens been able to grow easily any
Strawberry that came to hand, but I am well

aware that it is waste of ground to plant certain

sorts in soils and positions which are not suited to

their requirements, while other varieties will grow
and fruit under the same conditions. In this low-

lying garden I have tried some noted for their

excellence, but they died off the same season
thej' were planted. Early runners, which com-
plete their growth early in autumn and have
a long period of rest, invariably force well. Firm
potting, full exposure to sun, and absence of

crowding are of great importance when preparing
plants for early forcing. Crowding is a very
common error in many gardens,Fand plants which
have not space to develop their foliage are

rendered worthies?. M. Temi-le.

Cdrron, Stirlingshire.

Apple Grange's Winter Pearmain.—

A

dish of this excellent late-keeping little-known

variety came before the fruit committee at a
recent Drill Hall meeting, when it was found to

be, for the time of year, excellent, the flesh soft,

juicy, and well flavoured. Such a variety is well

worth wider culture for late dessert. But it

is never a great cropper. I had it in several

trees, originally under the name of Holland
Pippin, at Bedfont, where on the Crab stock it

grew very vigorously ; indeed, it is quite as robust

a grower as is Blenheim Pippin. It always had
some fruits, but never a big crop. Probably
taking one season with another it was a good
average bearer. The fruits are conical, having a
somewhat deep, broad eye ; not a few of them
resemble a conical Blenheim. They are usually

greener and more striped with red. Kept in a cool

store it is one of the best late Apples we have.

I have had no experience of its behaviour on the

Paradise stock.— A. D.

Setting' Melons.—Altliough a certain amount
of pinching is necessary to keep the growth of

Melons in check while the fruit is setting, mis-

chief is often caused by taking out laterals whole.

It is far better to look over the plants daily and
take just the extreme points of the shoots it is

intended to stop than to leave them to get so far

ahead that the knife has to bs used. But unless

carefully done, one is apt to either take the shoot

back too close to the foiming fruit-bud, or ot
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leave too many Ieave3 bej'ond it, the first often

leading to the fruit turning yellow and dropping

otV, the second tending to overcrowding by leaving

more foliage to form than there is room for. When
the second leaf beyond the fruit is just discernible

it is easy to pick this off, and this of course leaves

the one joint necessary beyond the fruit. The
male flowers used for fertilising should be a couple

of days old, and, even if the flower has faded, the

pollen is quite as potent, if not more so. The
very dry atmosphere occaisonally advised is not

really necessary to procure a good set, but a free

circulation of air is very helpful. It is, unfortu-

nately, often the case that in March, just as the

early Melons are flowering, cold, biting winds

prevail, and the want of air is more [)rejudicial to

a good set than a little extra moisture.

FRUIT TREES AT WESTONBIRT.
Mo.sT of the fruit trees against the walls surround-

ing two kitchen gardens at Westonbirtare trained

ditterently from any I have seen elsewhere. In

appearance they are not quite so smart as tliose

to be found in numerous other large gardens,

but they do good service, and this season are,

or were, without any exceptions, well furnished

with flower-buds throughout. The fan-shaped

tree is the most popular, but, according to Sir.

Chapman's contention, trees trained in that

form rarely cover all the space allotted to them
with good bearing wood, the centres being the

least satisfactory in that respect, while if whole

branches of Apricots, Plums, Cherries, and
Peaches die outright, as they are very liable to

do in the majority of gardens, the trees are dis-

figured and weakened beyond recovery. Mr.
Chapman's remedy is a combination of fan and

vertical training, and he claims for it the advan-

tages I readily accord to the Palmette Verriers

of the French, this being a combination of

horizontal and vertical training mostly applied

to Pear trees. There is a more even distribu-

tion of sap. Instead of the lower or outer

branches being the weaker and those in the

centre much too strong, the former, owing to

their greater length, coupled with a fair share

of sap, eventually become quite as strong as

those presumably more favourably placed near

the centre of the tree. It follows that all the

Ijest fruit is not produced on the upper or

central branches only, but is obtained in greater

numbers all over the trees. At Westonbirt,

instead of the main branches of fan-shaped

trees being laid in to their full length in the

angle in which they are started, all are given

an easy curve and taken upwards as they

clear each other. In this way there are no
high centres where the tree's energies are largely

expended upon the production of gross shoots

that are cut away repeatedly every season, but
the main branches are of more even growth
throughout, and, as before stated, are remark-
ably free-flowering. All the young trees planted

are trained in this way, and most of the older

ones have been made to conform to the same
method of training. If branches fail, others

nearly or quite as large are shifted into their

place, or else small shoots, of which there are

large numbers available for selection every sea-

son, these springing from near the stem, are

laid in. I saw no blank spaces or wrecks of

trees anywhere, but the walls were admirably
furnished with trees not ' taking " to the eye of

those accustomed to rigid fan- trained trees, but
in a most profitable condition.

One long wall clothed with Plum trees, prin-

cipally Gages, is especially noteworthy. iSuch

a collection of large, healthy trees would be
difficult to match. If only a tithe of the

flowers showing on them at the time of my
visit are followed by fruit, the requisite thin-

ning out will have to be severe. When Mr.
Chapman took charge of the place (some
thirteen years ago, I believe), the centres of

these trees were very bare of fruiting wood, the

bulk of the fruit being produced at the ex-

tremities of the branches. To remedy this by
no means uncommon state of afl'airs, the plan

of severely shortening a few of the main
branches each year till all had been gone over

was adopted, and from the resulting shoots a

few well ])laced were reserved and laid in. In
this way the character of the trees was gradually

changed for the better without ri.sk ing the loss

of a single crop of fruit.

Westonbirt is not on high ground, and,

judging from the state of the trees in neigh-

bouring orchards, there is more moisture in the

air than altogether desirable, or how else are

we to account for the Moss and Lichen cover-

ing the stems and branches of the trees > In

the gardens there are none of these observable,

but, on the contrary, the stems and branches of

trees against the walls and in the open are

necessary lowering of temperatures in mixed

houses, but one may with advantage grow the

plants cooler from the start, and by so doing

obtain size with flavour combined. This ye ir my
best early forcing Stra%vberry has been Koyal

Sovereign. This is a grand forcer and one of the

best for flavour when crop and quality are con-

sidered.—S. M.

Apple Wellingion^

singularly free of blemishes of this kind. It

was not always the case. The remedy is soap-

suds used straight from the laundi-y, well

syringing the trees with these when at rest, par-

ticularly on frosty mornings. W. I.

Good flavour in forced Strawberries.—
Many jiersons condemn forced Strawberries as

lacking flavour, but much depends upon the

way the plants are grown. I have found a few

varieties may be forced with fla\our almost

equal to that of open-air Strawberries if

the plants are given a cool and drier atmo-

sphere when the fruits are ripening. This year,

needing a lot of forced Strawberries at Easter,

some plants were started in .January and
brought on very slowly. Being short of space

they were placed on shelves at the back of

early Tomato houses. The Tomatoes needing a

free circulation of air to set the fruit, this just

suited the Strawberries, the fruits when gathered

being equal to those in the open ground. I am
aware it is not always an easy matter to give the

APPLE WELLINGTON.
The large importations from abroad afl'ect, of

course, our home-grown fruit, but this should

not deter amateurs from growing their own

supplies. Keeping is an important matter,

many not having the means to store largj

([uantities, but many can store sufficient for

their own use. If grown for sale it is impor-

tant not to grow too many kinds. I w.is

speaking a few days ago to an amateur who

makes gardening pay. He told me ho had an

acre of Apple trees, and certainly it was a most

profitable investment. He grew only a few

sorts, and the best one he considered was Cox's

Orange. He said no one for

some years will make a mistake

in planting Cox's, as if sold

direct from the trees there is

a good profit, if kept till late

in the winter there was a much
better return, and in spring

one could command a still

higher price. If we take cook-

ing fruits, probably the one

illustrated may be classed as

one of the best all-round winter

varieties. It is known under

a dozen diflerent names in

various parts of the countrj',

the one most general being

Dumelow's Seedling.

In Wellington we have one

of the best winter cooking

Apples, being as regards (luality

difficult to beat. Of course,

with over fifteen hundred va-

rieties of Apples to select from,

the amateur will do well to

avoid most of them, and if he

grows for profit, a couple of

dozen will suffice. An im-

portant point for consideration

is that of the stock the tree is

to be worked upon, the shape

and the after-culture. My ad-

vice to those who do not wish

to go to much trouble in the

way of food, pruning, and thin-

ning of fruit, and who require

fruit in quantity, is to grow half-

standards. These are trees with shorter stems

than standards, and they are most profitable,

but the fruits are not so fine as from bush trees.

In the case of dwarf standards the fruits are

easily reached, but cattle must not be allowed

near them. Standards on turf give very little

trouble and soon pay ; but for the garden, bush

trees on the Paradise stock give finer and

earlier fruits. In a well-kept garden few trees

are more ornamental than pyramid Apple trees,

and though the Apple does not make so natural

a pyramid as the Pear, it has its advantages.

Probably for gardens with none too much space

at command the bush and pyramid are most

suitable, and those on the Paradise stock are

most profitable in the majority of soils and

positions. A Gkowek.

Early planting of Vines.—After many

years' trial both of early and late planting I

would strongly advise planting early in April in

preference to earlier in the year. My note more
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concerns whatai'o termed cutbacks orcanes struck
last year. I have advised April planting for

several reasons ; one, and probably the most im-
portant, is, that with lengtiiening days the Vines
have a much better chance. They do not stand
still at any period like those planted earlier.

Needing young Vines in quantity for fruiting in

a small state, for years 1 started the Vines in

December and planted at the end of January cr

early in February. They usually made a spurt at

the start, but only for a few weeks. This is not
good for the canes, as I notice it usually ends in

a very small or contracted growth at the base and
a larger top or second growth. To avoid this I

have for years started the Vines later, and by so

doing, growth when once fairly active never
stands still, with the result that there are a more
regular growth and less anxiety as to the canes
attaining a fair size. Doubtless many would do
better earlier in the year if they had bottom-beat
at command. I have not, and am obliged to rely

on shallow borders. Last year I planted some
Vines very early in the j'ear as 1 needed the

house, but April-planted canes of the same age
are vastly superior, and I ftel sure there is no
gain whatever in planting so early. There is a
gain in other ways. By deferring the planting
the Vines break stron;;er with more light, and, as

is well known, the top growth is considerably in

advance of the roots. I always have double the
number of bunches show on April-planted Vines ;

whereas on the others they are none too plentiful.

—G. W. S.

FRAME CULTURE OF MELONS.
Where heated pits are at command the plants

will now be ready to put out, but good Melons
can be grown in cold frames or pits that have been
cleared of early Potatoes, salads and other crops.

The end of April is quite soon enough to sow the
seed for the^e frames, and in the meantime the
latter can be got ready for the reception of the
plants. IE a brick pit of ordinary depth, the soil

must be thrown out for at least 3 feet, this allow-

ing room for a slight hotbed of leaves, short grass
and a little manure. Prepare this by turning it

four or five times at intervals of a couple of days,
and put a thickness of about 18 inches in the
frame. Usually drainage is not necessary, but
if there is any doubt about the water getting
away freely, it will be safest to place G inches of

broken biicks or clinkers under the heating
materiaL Let the heat fall a little, then place
about 3 inches of sound turf^- loam mixed with a
little lime rubble over it. Two, or at most three,

plants will be ample for a large light ; for smaller
ones a single plant is suflicient. For each plant
a small mound of soil will be necessary, or a ridge
can be carried through the entire length if a range
of pits is to be used. A little soot and a few
lumps of charcoal may be added to the above for

forming the mound or lidges, ramming this

very firmly about a week previous to putting out
the plants. In many places the convenience for

raising Melons is not of the best, ami makeshifts
have to be made. It does not matter where they
are raised, but as soon as the seed-leaf appears,
and until the plants are ready for the frame, they
must be kept in a good clear light and sufficient

heat to keep them growing rapidly. Sturdy and
hard plants will be the result. When the fourth
rough leaf is about the size of a shilling, pinch the
plants back to this, and in a few dajs after this
pinching the plants will be ready for the frames.
If clean pots were used the seedlings will come
out easily and without disturbing a single root.
Plant with a trowel, covering the oldball with about
half an inch of soil, and ram as firmly as before,
finishing by lightly pricking up the soil with a
pointed dibber. Damp the frame lightly and
close at once, shading the plants if tliey flag.

Keep very close for a couple of days, admittino- a
little more air the third da}', when the plants will
need watering. Soak every bit of soil around
them thoroughly with tepid water and sprinkle a
little dry soot and lime about directly afterwards.
As the plants get established and begin to grow,

admit a little more air, and expose them to the

full sun, if they will bear ib without flagging. If
any plant droops a little, a handful of dry litter
placed on the glass immediately above itis pre-
ferable to shading with a mat. Close early with
plenty of moisture, and growth will be rapid.
The number of shoots taUen from the plant will
vary according to convenience, but there is usually
a sufficient number. Peg them down as they
grow, and before they reach the sides of the
frame— or whatever their space is—pinch out the
top. Fruiting laterals will now appear, and these
must be pinched at the first joint beyond the
fruit blossoms. A little care in selection will
ensure simultaneous opening of three or four
flowers the same day to each plant, and the next
day a similar number. It is not much use setting
flowers at more than a day apart, as those ferti-

lised first will take the lead in swelling, the others
swelling slightly and then falling. Mid- day, when
the pollen is dry, is the best time for fertilisation,
and a rather drier atmosphere must be kept up
in the frame until the fruits commence swelling.
When this takes place, the plants need all the
encouragement possible and plenty of water at
the roots. A thin top dressing of very rich soil,

warmed previous to application, may now be
given, one part of bone-meal to twelve of loam
being suitable for this surfacing. Watering with
liquid manure has a similar eflect, and it is safer
to give several weak doses than one strong one.
When the fruit begins to colour, all feeding

must be left off and clear water only given. From
the time the plants are established until the fruit

begins to ripen the roots must be kept moist, all

laterals must be closely pinchei at the first leaf

when a good set has been obtained, and the fruits
must be elevated on pots or pieces of slate when
they are about half grown. During colouring
the water supply must be largely withheld, only
enough being given to keep the foliage in good
condition. All the air possible must be put on
while the weather is fine, this helping the flavour
materially. Hero of Lockinge is a \ery popular
Melon for this mode of culture, but many of the
richly flavoured scarlet-fleshed kinds are just as
easy to grow and ripen from a fortnight to three
weeks earlier. A Groweii.

THE ALPINE STRAWBERRY.
The alpine Strawberry is at the present time
but little grown in many of our gardens. I am
fully persuaded that when it is given a fair

trial many will be disposed to even further ex-

tend its cultivation. The culture is of the
simplest, whilst, given weight for weiglit upon
the same space of ground, the crop of the alpine

Strawberry will rarely be one whit behind
that of the average crop of other Strawberries.

H I.STORY.—As far as English works are con-
cerned, but little appears (so far as I have been
able to ascertain) to have been written, nor in

conversation even can many hints be gathered.

In a catalogue of fruits issued by the Royal
Horticultural Society in 1842 a section is de-

voted to the alpine, or wood varieties, which in

the list includes twelve sorts. From amongst
these, two appear to be those that are known to

us at the present tir.ie, but in greatly improved
forms, viz., the Red Alpine, or Des Alpes de
quatre Saisons a fruit rouge, and the White
Alpine, or Des Alpes de quatre Saisons a fruit

blanc. There are also two other distinct forms,

which I surmise are the same now as tlien,

viz., the Bush Alpine Red and the Bush Alpine
White. After giving these last-named a fair

trial I have come to the conclusion that they do
not give adequate compensation. They have
one singular feature in that they never produce
any runners. Not so, however, with the others,

for they are, in fact, too prolific in this respect;

hence, I have no doubt, they have not been so

popular as they might have been in some in-

stances. On again referring to the list in ques-

tion, I note that the two first kinds which I

quoted are the only two put down as fruiting
from June to November, which confirm." me in
supposing that these are the parents, so to
speak, of the present-day alpine Strawberry.
The alpine Strawberry is by some made a
variety of the common or W'ood Strawberry
(Fragaria vesoa), but is possessed of greater
vigour and fertility when well cared for. I
have looked up what I could in the writings of
others upon this particular Strawberry. In one
well-known work, only a few years old, less
than a dozen words suffice, whilst in yet an-
other the writer appears to be on very uncer-
tain ground. For the more prominent notice
accorded of late to the alpine Strawberry we
are indebted to our neighbours the French,
who in many things are the pioneers of fruit
culture.

R.^isixi! FROM .SEED.—As far as I have gone
in the cultivation of this Strawberry, I have had
the best results from striking out a course of
my own. It was by the special request of my
employer that I was induced to go thoroughly
into the matter. In order to lose no time as I

thought, I immediately procured some runners,
tliinking to gain time by .so doing, but in this I

soon found out that what little I gained was not
commensurate with the greater crops from the
seedling plants in that particular instance.

And it has proved .so ever since. I was aware
that seedling plants were cultivated with suc-

cess at Chiswick some years back, but I never
attached then so much importance to the fact.

It is in the raising of one's own seedling.s or in

the purcha.sing of seedlings wherein lies the real

success of the culture of the alpine Strawberry.
The French grow their stock from seed, but it

is only within the last few years that English
firms have catalogued the seed, although the
plants from runners are, as a rule, oft'ered in

most of our Strawberry lists in a similar way to

the large-fruited varieties. This plan of ofi'ering

the runners instead of the seed did nothing for,

but rather acted agiinst, any extended culture.

A French writer of two or three years back
advocated seedling plants, the seed to be sown,
I think, in Augu.st or thereabouts. In iny own
practice I have found early in April to be the

best time for my jiurpose. My plan is to sow
the seed thinly in what are termed Celery

boxes, and then treat in a similar manner to

Celery itself, using a gentle heat to germinate
the seed, and then grow the seedlings on for a

time in a close pit or frame. These seedlings

should be fit to prick oft' with nice little balls

by the end of May, or as soon a.s the liedding-

plants are out of the way. I then prick oft'

into the same kind of boxes, and when well

established gradually harden the plants oft'

until fully exposed. The next move is to plant

them out at about from 4 inches to (i inches

apart, or just leaving room enough to allow for

a narrow hoe to be worked between them.

This will be about the end of June. In

another month, or early in August, watching

for suitable weather, they are again moved,
this time to about 8 inches or !) inches apart.

They remain thus till a convenient piece of

ground is at disposal for making the permanent
beds. Ill some cases this may be the end of

September perhaps (so much the better if it be

early), possibly it may be during October or

even in the early days of November. Owing to

want of room I have not been able to do this

work at the earlier date given, but during

October (about the middle) I made up my beds

of about 1000 plants in 1896, and they succeeded

as well as anyone could desire. This last

autumn I was more pinched for room and could

not plant out so early, it being mid-November
before I had finished. So far these young
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lilaiits look well ; the autumn was favour.ible

and the winter has not been severe, although

the London fogs have been more trying thin

ever 1 knew them before. As regards hardi-

ness, the alpine Strawberry will compare
most favo\irably with any known variety.

In the final planting out a space of 18 inches

each way is allowed. At first I planted more
closely, according to the French style, but

1 found the method of planting in l)eds at

\2 inches apart was far too close together. The
foliage was thereby so dense as to cause the fruit

to damp during wet weather and when the

heavier autumn dews come on. The advantage
of frequently pricking off the seedlings is .seen

when the plants are lifted for the final planting

in the large balls with which they can be moved.
This is important, as no check is given to the

plants, and at the same time it checks any
exuberance of growth that might ensue if the

weather were more favourable than usual. The
position 1 prefer for the seedling plants from
the first pricking ott' is the shelter of a high

wall, the aspect being east. Here 1 find them
thrive well, the comparatively cool position suit-

ing them admirably during the hot weather.

First runxers.— I have alluded to first run-

ners, but by this I do not mean the first runners
the seedling plants make ; thej' will make these

quite freely the first sea.son. What I mean is

the first runners after the plants are in their

permanent quarters, I.e, during the following

season. These runners will make very good
[ilants if well cared for, but never afterwards
take runners from runners, or there will be the
)jossil)le weakening of the constitution thereby.

These runners from the seedling plants direct

should be treated similarly to the seedlings, as

far as pos.sible. I believe more has been done
to prejudice growers against the .alpine Straw-
berry by the simple process of propagating
runners from runners, generation after genera-
tion, than by any other process, unless it be
that of retaining the old beds for indefinite

periods, which in the case of any Strawberry we
know full well is not commended as being sound
in practice.

Second se.\son treatment from seek.—
This will follow somewhat on the lines of Straw-
berries in general, and it will be possible to

pick ripe fruits by the time the earliest- known
kinds of the large-fruited ones are ripe. I do
not advise this plan, however, finding it better
to pick off the first ttower-trusses and those fol-

lowing up to the end of June and on to the
middle of July. By so doing, these plants
gain surprisingly in vigour, and amply repay for

the sacrifice (as it appears) of the earlier

trusses. The fruits under this treatment will

ripen from early in Augusts, or even from the
end of July, and a full supply will continue to

be had until the end of September, and a good
one up to the end of October. My latest pick-
ing last autumn was on October .31. From
early in the .spring the hoe should be lightly
worked between the plants and rows until the
]ilants are of full size with their first trusses
showing. Then 1 find it a good plan to mulch
rather heavily with well-decomposed leaf-soil.

This will be just about in time to preserve the
plants from any check by drought, or by the
soil on the surface being exposed too much to
the sun's rays, hence being made warmer than
is congenial for the roots of the alpine Straw-
berry, which is very partial to surface rooting.
The mulch thus given will be a great assistance
to the plants, and all that is afterwards needed
is a surface-dressing before the first fruits ripen,
so as to keep them clean. Slugs and snails will
give some trouble, as a matter of course, but
lime and soot will be found efficacious, at the

.same time having excellent manurial proper-

ties.

After-treatment.—As soon as possible after

the best fruits have been picked, the beds
should be gone over and be well cleaned of any
weeds or runners. All runners, in fact, from
the very first should be constantly picked off,

so as to concentrate all the energy possible in

the central crown. After this I give a surface-

dressing of either bone-meal or an artificial

compound in which the constituents are some-
what similar. I prefer this kind of manure to

either that from the farmyard or stable, as it

assists the plants without being productive of

excessive leaf development. The dressing of

bone-meal or otherwi.se is lightly forked in, and
thus the beds stand over the second winter.

In the spring following it is merely the routine

work over again, but be earlier with the dress-

ing of leaf-soU, as this time the first trusses

will all bo needed. The crop the second season

I find to ripen at the same time as Royal
Sivereign, but it is continuous up to the end
of July, when, as before stated, the younger
plants will be ripening their first crop. Thus,
I have been enabled to have ripe alpine Straw-

berries from the third week in June until the

end of October. This may to some extent be
accomplished from one and the same bed, but

I think it will be readily conceded that the plan

1 advocate is the better of the two. After the

second crop the beds are broken up, when it

will not be any difticulty to at once work the

ground in again for a different crop. With one

alternate crop it is quite pos.sible to continue

using the same ground time after time.

Soils.—The .soil with which I have chieHy to

deal is a light loam, ground upon which one may
work anywhere except during actual rainy

weather. The sub.soil where I grow these

alpines is clay, but the top soil is of good depth.

We sutt'er, however, more than one would
imagine under these conditions from want of

moisture. I am thinking of trying them in

amrther garden, where the top soil is .shallow,

resting on a deep soil of gravel. Here, 1 con-

clude, watering will need more attention. I have
also another bed planted this last autumn upon
a plot where the subsoil has been worked to

the surface and incorporated with the top spit.

I have yet to prove how I shall succeed, but

thus far the plants look well. Naturally, I

believe, the alpine Strawberry prefers a sandy
soil, but having so far done very well, I have

not added this in my case. If I had to deal

with heavy retentive soils I should at once set

about getting some road scrapings and use these

freely—not, however, from macadamised roads.

Position.—So far as I have ascertained, this

.Strawberry is not extremely difficult to manage
in this respect. An exposed situation, where it

is hot and dry is not so well suited as one where
partial shade or less exposure prevails. If

shaded by fruit trees to a moderate extent it

will thrive all the better, but it should not be
so much as to engender drought. If ground
cannot be found on the flat, it will not matter

much, so long as the slope does not cause the

rainfall to run off rather than penetrate to the

roots. Sloping banks with partial .shade will

also answer very well.

W.iTERiNG.— It will be gathered from what
I have already said, that this is an essential

item in the cultivation of the alpine Straw-

berry. The better the attention given during

periods of drought the more satisfactory will be

the results. In this respect it is the younger
plantation which will need the greater amount
of notice, especially when the earlier fruits are

swelling. It is also a safe plan to water well

for the early crop as one would for other Straw-

berries. The mulching before advised will

greatly assist in overcoming the possible check
from drought. When watering is done, let it

be in earnest, not merely a superficial damping
of the sod. The plants when u\ the seedling

stjige should be damped over once a day until

they are well established, and also every after-

noon when it has been a hot and trying d.ay fur

vegetation.

Flavour.—The flavour of the alpine Straw-

berry is distinct. It may be best described,

perhaps, as intermediate between Yicomtesse
H. de Tliurj' and the Royal Hautbois. It is

brisker than the latter, but sweeter than the

former. Its properties as regards flavour appear
to be lirought out well with the addition of

cream. The aroma surpas.ses that of any Straw-
berry I have noted in this respect. With a

shrubbery inter>eniiig, I have distinctly noted
this property during the summer season for

weeks together. The birds also are very fond

of them, and they are not bad judges on the

whole. As a protection, I prefer to stretch

nets on poles and wires at a sufficient height to

gather the fruits without any removal of the

netting.

Its uses.—It is for the dessert only that I

grow it, and it is at the breakfast - table

where it is most appreciated. My plan is

to gather the fruits very carefully without the

stalks, guarding against bruising the fruits

themselves. They are gathered into small

baskets of Indian make, to all appearance very

thin strips of cane, and placed thus upon the

breakfast-table, no second moving or overhaul-

ing of the fruit being allowed, unless when sent

away to a distance, and then even it is scarcely

necessary to do it. This is how it should be

with all tender dessert fruits like Strawberries.

Travelling properties.—Of this I had
during the past autumn as good a test as one
could wish. Having received instructions to

pick for packing, I chose the fruits rather under
ripe, but with flavour. These fruits were packed
in one layer only in shallow boxes upon leaves,

with leaves again over them, and then started

on their journey to the extreme north of Scot-

land, as far almost as it is possible for the rail-

way to carry them. Naturally, I inquired how
they reached their destination, and found that

they did so in a most satisfactory manner.

In pots.—Thus far I have not attempted this

mode of cultivation, but I intend to take it up
for next autumn, and my choice will be from
seedling plants raised now or as speedily as

possible in warmth. As these will not be

wanted in pots before the middle of October,

I have sufficient time before me, I think, to

accomplish it. I know by previous experience

that upon a sunny or warm border, given an
abundance of moisture through the summer,
Sutton's Large Red Alpine will fruit early

in ()ctober when sown early in February. I

accomplished this two years back as a test

of what can be done by the express mode of

culture.

Enemies.—The field mouse is very partial to

the fruits and has given rise to a lot of trouble

before I could stop him. A few of these will

soon spoil a sufficient number for a goodly sized

dish.

V.\RIETIES.—The alpine Strawberry as it was
known only a few years back must not be taken

as the present-day standard of this fruit. I

have grown the following very greatly improved
forms of it the past few years, viz. :

—

Rouge Ameliore, or Improved Red. — A
variety in every way distinct, having long fruits,

being in this respect very singular ; the length of

the finest fruits with me has often been 2 inches,
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and in shape somewhat like one's little finger

(i.e., the two extreme portions of it).

Sutton's Larue Rkd Ali'i.ve.—Although not
quite so long as thu foregoing, this is equal to it

in every other respect, and oy some would, no
doubt, be preferred because of its shape. I con-

sider these two the best for general cultivation.

Belle de Meaux is distinct from either of the

foregoing ; the fruits are of the same shape as

those of Sutton's Large Red, but quite a size

smaller ; the colour is the deepest of any, and the
flavour first-rate.

Beroer Improved is a variety that is thought
a deal of by some of the French growers, but, so

far, I have not thoroughly tested its qualities.

Large White Ali'ine.—Except as regards its

colour, this variety is identical with Belle de
Meaux ; for the dessert it makes a pleasing

change. There is yet another variet}', one not
yet grown I think to a satisfactory fruiting con-

dition in this countr}'. It is called

St. Joseph by the French, and although plants

of it have been in England
on trial during the past
season, it has not yet, in

my opinion, been tested as

it should be. It is recom-
mended for late cropping,
and as such it should be
grown. So far as I have
been able to judge by my
stock, I am well disposed
in its favour. That it is

a iirst-class Strawberry in

France I know for a fact,

as fome 1000 plants of it

are already being grown in

one of the largest private

gardens there. As grown
at FerriPres it is thought
highly of, ripening its crop
when other Strawberries
are over. It appears to be
intermediate between the
best type of alpine and
Vicomtesse H^ricart do
Thuiy. J. Hdiisom.

tion is so exhaustive to the trees that fertilisa-
tion is imperfect. But there is behind our fruit
bloom a much greater danger than this. It is

found in the now exceeding general dryness of
the soil, which is low down, and for the time of
year almost unprecedented, whilst there seems to
be little present prospect of improvement. Bush
trees may be watered, but big orchards seem to
be beyond the reach of such desirable ameliora-
tion.—A. D.

A FIFESHIRE GARDEN.
The illustration sliows a view of the garden at

Whitehall, Aberdour, Fife. This garden con-
tains a large and varied collection of hardy
shrubs, herbaceous, alpine, and bulbous plants.

The shrubs comprise many fine varieties of

Veronicas, Olearias, and other New Zealand
shrubs ; also Spirseas, Genistas, and Roses.
Of the Roses, a great many are single

the shrubs and herbaceous plants, and an old

pasture field which bounds the garden on the
south is planted with the larger and stronger-

growing varieties.

The Market Garden.

HYDRANGEAS FOR MARKET.
These are now grown extensively for market, and
there is a good demand for well-grown plants.

H. Hortensia is the best known. There are
several varieties, and under different conditions
they vary considerably, especially in colour. The
ordinary variety produces very large heads of

bloom, the colour almost white, and changing
from pale flesh to deep rosy pink, and in some
soils to a distinct bluish tint. The variety Otaksa
is usually of a brighter pink than the ordinary
form and is of dwarfer habit, though the trusses

A new yellow Rasp-
beir3'.—Manj' growers of

late years have discarded
yellow Raspberries, but
they will certainly btconre

popular agaiti, as in my
estimation the yellow fruits

have the better flavour if

they are well grown and
given free exposure. A
new variety on trial this

season is called The
Guinea. It is stronger
than many of the older

yellow varieties and of a

delicious flavour, being
brisk and pleasant, with
just enough acidity to

make it palatable. The
older white or yellow fruits

were very soft and sweet,
and not the best keepers in wet seasons.

The Guinea, being a vigorous grower, needs
plenty of room, as the canes grow to a good
length. The parent of this variety (Superlative)
is one of the best red Raspberries grown. Guinea
promises to be equally productive. It is a great
gain to have two such excellent varieties as these,

as of late years many of the older kinds have lost

vigour.—G. W.

Fruit bloom.—Everywhere there is on the
fruit trees what can only be described as a magni-
ficent bloom, and there are massive heads and
pyramids of whiteness in all directions. Seeing
that it has frequently happened when such exces-
sive bloom-displays have been seen that the fruit

product has been small and disappointing, it is of

interest to watch results this year, as bloom has
rarely been more plentiful than it is now. It has
been thought that the excessive bloom produc-

In a Fifeshire garden.

varieties, which thrive well, the soil being a

strong, rich clay. The collection of herbaceous
plants is also extensive, and includes almost
every species worth growing. The garden is

informal, and laid out in large beds and borders,

shrubs and herbaceous plants being mixed
together, and bulbs planted freely amongst
them. The alpine flowers are mostly grown in

the rock garden and amongst the stones with

which the walks are edged. Alpines do very
well. There is a large collection of Helianthe-

mums (Sun Roses), which grow into spreading
bushes. There are Saxifrages in great variety,

Aubrietias, Iberises, Lithosperraums, itc. The
bulbs consist of Liliums, bulbous Irises, Colchi-

cums, Scillas, Chionodoxas, and a very large

collection of Narcissi. The finer and rarer Nar-
cissi are planted in clumps in the spaces between

are not quite so large. H. cyanoclada is a dis-

tinct variety, having almost black stems ; the leaf

stalks and main ribs of the leaves are also of a
dark shade. The inflorescence, though not so

large as in the preceding, is very attractive, being

compact and of a bright rosy pink colour. H.
Thomas Hogg is very distinct, having smaller

leaves and medium-sized heads of pure white
bloom.

The Hydrangeas may bo readily propagated
from cuttings taken early in the spring. The
plants used for early forcing usually produce a

number of side shoots, which must lie taken off

and provide good cuttings. These will root freely

on a hotbed or in the ordinary propagating pit.

The cuttings should be made as short as possible,

and after they are rooted must be removed from
the close pit before they begin to run up, the most
important point being to get short-jointed thick
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growths. They should be potted singly in a good
rich loamy compost as soon as sufficiently rooted,
and kept close for a few days until they have
made a start, when they should be fully exposed
to all the sunlight and have plenty of air. A
little later on they will require potting on into

the pots they will flower in, and during the
summer they should stand out in the open quite
free from any shade or shelter. With careful at-

tention to watering they will make strong, short-

jointed growths, and will set their bloom early in

the autumn, to help which water may be
gradually withheld. .Some of the earliest plants
which are inclined to run up may be
stopped, and will form two or three shoots
which will each carry a head of bloom the follow-
ing spring. Old plants may also be cut
back after they have done flowering, and if potted
on into larger pots will make good specimens. I

have seen plants this season with from five to
seven large heads of bloom grown in 0-inch pots.

Another mode of treatment is to take cuttings
late in the summer, after they have stopped grow-
ing, and set their bloom. Cuttings put in in

August will flower the following spring. With
good treatment these will retain their leaves and
make nice dwarf plants for early forcing. The
chief point is to encourage root growth and
e-xpose the plants as much as possible to avoid
premiture growth in the autumn. In starting
the Hydrangeas in spring, they should be fully

exposed to all the light and sun that can be
obtained, and should also have plenty of air. The
syringe may be used freely, but water at the
roots should be given sparingly until they have
made a good start. No manure should be used
until the flower-heads are well advanced, after
which liberal supplies of liquid or artificial

manures will greatly increase the size of the
flowers and foliage. A.

French. Strawberries in England.—The
British Consul at Brest, in his report on the trade
of that district for 1897, says that the crop of
Strawberries in the Plougastel district last year is

estimated at 2870 tons, of which 600 tons were
sent direct to Plymouth by steamers chartered
by certain of the growers ; 345 tons via St. Male,
to Southampton and Paris ; and I92.J tons re-

mained for consumption in the neighbourhood of
Brest ; 342.S packages of Peas were also shipped
direct to Plymouth. The produce on arrival
there is at once distributed by special trains, the
principal markets being London, Manchester,
Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, and Glasgow. List
season two steamers were ]mt on to Plymouth,
but for the coming one it is said that an addi-
tional steamer is to be chartered by another syn-
dicate of growers. The co-operative movement
among some of the growers to ship their produce
direct to England has, so far, been very suc-
cessful.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
M.\y 10.

Co-MPAEED with the past few displays, that of
Tuesday last was of less extent, some considerable
amount of table space being unoccupied. Those
exhibits on view, however, were fully up to the
usual quality of those of many past meetings. It
is satisfactory to note that there is now seldom
any second-rate produce to bo seen. The
approaching Temple show accounted no doubt for
the absence of some exhibitors ; there was not
however, any perceptible diminution in the
attendance of those who are keenly interested in
gardening.

Several excellent exhibits of Orchids were to
be seen, conspicuous amongst which were the
singularly distinct Lajlio-Cattleya Latona, and
likewise the pure white form of Cattleya inter-
media. Another striking exhibit of Odontoglots
came as before from Messrs. Linden. We also
noted that more first-class certificates than usual

were voted at this meeting. Before the floral

committee there were not, on the other hand, so

many novelties as usual, but a few good groups
were to be seen. Of these the Roses again occu-
pied the premier position, of which favourite
flower there were two groups of pot plants and
several Ijoxes of cut flowers from Waltham Cross,

and another of those fine exhibits from Canter-
bury. The chief point of interest from the
cultural standard was the small, densely-flowered
greenhouse plants from the Hassocks Nurseries.
These consisted of Boronia heterophylla, small,

but beautiful examples ; B. serralata, larger, but
equally good and perhaps more attractive ; Erica
ventricosa nana, full of flower ; and a basketful of

the charming Browallia elata, a mass of bright
blue. Crotons, well grown and coloured, came
from Edmonton.
Fruit was represented by some superbly grown

Royal Sovereign Strawberries from the Hatfield

gardens, finer than which have never previously
been shown. Peaches came from St. Albans and
Forest Hill, and Cardinal Nectarines from Gun-
nersbury. Radishes from the Royal Horticultural
Society's Gardens and French Beans from Syon
constituted the chief of the remaining exhibits.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to—
L.-elio-Cattleva Fascinator (Lulia purpurata

X Cattleya Schrii'dera?).—This is a distinct and
handsome hybrid, the sepals and petals bright
rose, of fine form and substance. The front lobe
of the lip is rich crimson-purple, margined with
rose ; the side lobes rose, shading to white and
yellow at the base, with at the base several retl-

dish purple lines. The plant exhibited carried a
two-flowered spike. It was raised and shown by
Mr. C. L. N. Ingram.
SrATHOGi.OTTis AUREO-ViEiLLARDi, a hybrid

raised from the species indicated in the name,
having the intermediate character of both parents.
The upper sepal is pale yellow, slightly tinted
with rose at the margin ; the lower sepals similar
in colour, but with rich purple spots at the apex.
The petals are brighter yellow than the sepals,
thickly covered with reddish purple spots ; the
lip rich purple in front, shading to yellow, spotted
with brown at the base ; the side lobes rich purple
on a yellow ground, the exterior of the column
deep purple. It has improved since it was exhi-
bited at the Temple last year, where it received
an award of merit. It is a distinct and desirable
hybrid. From Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons.

L-«i.io-C.\TTLEVA HiPPOLYTA ( 1 )ulcote variety).

—This is a grand form of this lovely hybrid, which
has improved under cultivation It originited in

the batch raised in Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons'
nurseries. The sepals and petals are rich apricot
suff'a-:ed with purple ; the lip crisped at the margin,
crimson veined with a darker tint, and shading to
yellow lined with purple at the base. The plant
carried a raceme of five flowers. From Mr. W.
Cobb, Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-
ing :—

Sophro-Cattleya George Hardy (Sophronitis
grandiflora X Cattleya Aclandia.'). — In this the
sepals are deep scarlet spotted with a darker
shade of colour ; the petals scarlet spotted with
purple around the margin; the lip scarlet veined
with a darker colour, shading to yellow at the
base; the side lobes scarlet shading to yellow,
heavily veined with deep scarlet at the base. It

has the characters of both parents in the habit of

growth. The seed was sown in 1892. From Mr.
F. Hardy, Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-Mersey.
Cattleya intermedia Fowlkki.—The sepals

and petals are white suffused with delicate rose,

the whole of the front lobe of the lip rich crimson-
purple ; the side lobes white tinged with rose
and purple at the base. A plant of this distinct
form with six expanded flowers on the spike came
from Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, Glebelands, South
Woodford.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons sent a large group,
prominent in which were several finely-flowered

plants of Oncidium.ampliatummajus, 0. sarcodes,

0. carthaginense, and finely-flowered plants of

Cattleya Mendeli, C. Lawrenceana, C. Mossise,

and C. Schrifdera'. Among the hybrids was a
fine batch of Lnelia Latona. The novelty of the
group was undoubtedly a beautifully-grown plant
of C. intermedia alba, with five of its pure white
flowers. There is no doubt that this is the finest

of all the white Cattleyas. Finely-grown Odonto-
glossums of the O. crispum, O. luteo-purpureum,
and O. Andersonianum sections were also shown.
There were aUo two freely- flowered specimens of

Masdevallia Veitchi and a plant of Epidendrum
Wallisi with nine spikes of its yellow and rose-

purple flowers. AngriL'Cum modestum was repre-

sented by finely-grown specimens, the racemes
being nearly 2 feet in length. Cypripediums
were also prominent, and included good plants of

C. caudatum, C. Schm-dera' candidulum, a grand
specimen and variety of C. Mastersianum, C.
Annie Measures, and C. Germinyanum. Coch-
lioda vulcaniea with two fine spikes, Cymbidiums
in variety, and Dandrobiums were also well repre-

sented. A silver-gilt Flora medal was awarded.
Messrs. H. Low and Co. sent a nice group, consist-

ing of finely-flowered plants of Cattleya Mendeli
in great variety, several plants of L;elia pur-

purata, a good plant of C. Skinneri,and numerous
well flowered Odontoglossums of the O. crispum,
O. triumphans, O. Pescatorei, and 0. Ander-
sonianum sections. Oncidiums were represented
by fine specimens of O. Marshallianum and O.

concolor. Finely flowered plants of Dendrobium
Benson* ; a distinct form of V. teres, with pure
white sepals and petals, lip slightly tinted with
rose, and Bulbophylium claptonense were also in-

cluded in this group (silver Banksian medal).

Messrs. Lucien Linden and Co., Brussels, sent

some fine varieties of Miltonia vexillaria, about
thirty cut spikes of Odontoglossum crispum in

variety, and a grand spike of 0. Pescatorei with
sixty-five flowers. Mr. W. S. Ellis sent two
grand plants of Miltonia vexillaria and ten finely-

grown plants of 0. crispum, the flowers being
grand in substance and the spikes finely de-

veloped. Mr. F. Hardy sent cut flowers of

Sobralia macrantha alba, two light forms of LiBlia

purpurata, and a fine form of Cypripedium Gower-
ianum. Mr. Robson sent a light form of Odonto-
glossum Rochfordia'. Mr. T. Statter, Stand Hall,

Wheatfields, Manchester, sent Cypripediummacro-
chilum giganteum with two flowers, the tails each
nearly 2 feet in length, and Major Joicey showed
Eriopsis rutidobulbon and Angulox Ruckeri san-

guinea with six flowers.

Floral Committee.

The following received awards of merit :

—

Az.vlea Mme. Joseph Vervaene.—A very dis -

tinct and pleasing variety of the indica section,

with large blossoms of a lovely salmon-pink
shade, the petals having dark spots at the base.

From Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.
Az.ALEA Ami Chas. Vermeire.—Also of the in-

dica strain, with large, handsome flowers of a
dark crimson or ruby-crimson hue; a very striking

form. From Mr. Chas. Turner, Slough.
Auricula Gi.tNT Golden Y'^elluw.—A valuable

strain of hardy border Auriculas, which has been
brought to the present state of perfection by
selection. The strain is represented by many
beautiful forms. From Mr. D. Storrie, St. Madoes
Cottage, Glencarse, Perthshire.
Alyssc.m saxatile fl.-pl.— .\ double form of

an old garden favourite, which, apart from the
double flowers, is identical with the type in

general habit of growth, &c. From Messrs. Paul
and Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.
Auricula (alpine) Perfection. —A fine form

with handsome pips of a crimson-brown velvet,

and well-defined golden centre. From Mr. Jas.

Douglas, Great Bookham.
Auricula (alpine) Dean Hole.—Rich dark

crimson, with maroon shade nearer the centre,

which is of a clear yellow shade. From Mr. Jas.

Douglas.
Auricula (alpine) Zixa.—The flowers of this

are of a mahogany shade at the margin and
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blackish crimson nearer the eye, with a clear,
well-defined yellow centre. From Mr. Jas.
Douglas.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, upon
this occasion sent a remarkably fine group of
hardy flowers, notwithstanding the season of Nar-
cissi is well-nigh past, and, as a result, but few
varieties of theee remained. Upon this occasion
Tulips in their several sections made a really fine
display, and were admired for their exquisite
beauty and general freshness. Particularly fine
among these were the selfs, the cream of which
cannot fail to attract the visitor by their remark-
able colours. Ever conspicuous in this set is The
Sultan, with its handsomely-formed flowers of a
glossy maroon-black. The Shah, rich cherry
rose, is also fine, and not less so is Queen of
Roses, a really charming flower. Zephyr is a soft
rose-violet of exceptional hue ; Salmon King is

very effective. Flambeau is a fine scarlet. Dorothy,
a distinct dove and mauve shade combined and
shaded with white, is a late-flowering kind not
yet at its best. Gipsy Queen is another of the
Sultan class. Hecla, a crimson-maroon, is also
fine. The same group contained many charming
and rare species, such as the lovely Batalini, a
soft sulphury chrome shade ; Strangulata, clear
canary ; and Strangulata striata, a form of the
last. A rare species under any circumstances is

T. saxatilis, a small llower of a lovely rose-lilac
with yellow base—a great beauty even among
this sumptuous race of plants. Of other kinds
the hybrid retroflexa was in (juantity and very
beautiful in the clear yellow tone of its flowers.
The indispensable Bouton d'Or, the richest
yellow Tulip ; several forms of elegans, Picotee,
and the curious plum -coloured and yellow
Chameleon weie among the more important of
this group. Several species of Fritillaria were
also noted, particularly F. recurva, scarlet ; F.
jiyrenaica,^ a dark kind ; and the pyramidal-
llowered F. persica, a small free-flowering species
with pyramidal inBorescence and numerous cop-
pery shaded flowers. Several species of British
Orchids, some Doronicums, and Spanish Irises in
variety likewise contributed to the display, while
other hardy plants of note comprised C'orydaiis
iiobilis, Stylophorum diphyllum, various Scillas,
tngether with Primula rosea and P.Sieboldi vars.
V. denticulata, Saxifraga Rhei, Anemone fulgens,
Ifutchinsia alpina, Houstonia citrulea, a variety
of dwarf Phloxes of the alpine section, and such
like assisted in the display in this surprisino-
array of hardy plants. This fine group occupied
one entire table running the entire length of the
Drill Hall, and contained many really meritorious
plants and flowers (silver-gilt Banksian medal).
Another fine exhibit of cut Roses came again
from Mr. (J. Mount, Canterbury, and fully main-
tained the high standard of excellence achieved
by him in hi< exhibits of these. As usual,
those cut with long stems produced a most tell-
ing result, as may be expected from superb speci-
men flowers supported on strong stems 2 feet
long splendidly clothed with handsome leives.
Some of the best were La France, Mrs. John
Laing, Catherine Mermet, Duke of Edinburgh,
The Bride, Niphetos, Marie Finger, and Ulrich
Biunner, while Mar^chal Niel, General .Jacque-
minot, Anna Olivier, and others were eciually
good (silver Banksian medal). Another grand
exhibit of Roses came from Messrs. W. Paul and
Son, Waltham Cross, these comprising stan-
dards, half standards, and bush specimens in
large pots. The plants were arranged in half
circular groups on each side of the entrance.
The plants carried large numbers of really splendid
flowers, which in point of size and colour could
scarcely be surpassed. Especially noteworthy was
Enchantress, a lovely free-flowering Rose that
improves with age, the plants now carrying
handsome heads of four flowers to each shoot.
The cream-yellow tone in the buds of this is
quite a marked feature. Very fine also were La
Rosiere, dark crimson ; Duchess of Albany,
Violette Bouyer. white, very full ; Duke of Edin-
burgh, Duke of Teck, La France andGloire Lyon-
naise. Jeannie Dickson was superb both in colour

and size
; Comtessede Breteuil, deep yellow, extra

fine. Eugenie Verdier and Mme. Victor Verdier
were also first-rate. One called Danmark, in the
way of a silvery La France, was very fine. It is a
grand Rose, being full and charming in colour.
These groups were surrounded with Ferns and
boxes of cut Roses—Teas, Hybrid Teas, Chinas,
Hybrid Perpetuals and Noisettes (silver Banksian
medal). Messrs. W'm. Cutbush and Sons, High-
gate, contributed an interesting group of green-
house flowering and fine-foliaged plants, among
which were several Ericas, Boroniaheterophyllaand
Hydrangea Thomas Hogg, ^'ery attractive in
this group was Carnation Princess May, a Mal-
maison kind. The group, backed by "flowering
Wistarias, Palms and the like, was edged with
small Ferns, &c. (silver Banksian medal).
The^ bank of Crotons from Mr. H. B. May, of

Dyson's Lane, Edmonton, was a great attraction,
and, so far as a collection of well-coloured ex-
amples of the best kinds is concerned, of great
rnerit. In the narrow-leaved section, such as
Youngi, Picturatus, Mrs. Dorman, Superbus,
Warreni, and Flambeau were noted, while the
best things in the intermediate kinds were Mu-
saicus. Prince of Wales, a fine spiral form ; Golden
King, Sunshine, Mortefontainensis, and Gordoni,
a drooping-leaved sort. In the broadest-leaved
section such grand things as Reidi, Thomsoni,
Alexandra III., Goldei, and Baron Frank Selliere
were most conspicuous. A few Ferns relieved the
monotony of the richly coloured Crotons, which
were all growing in ([uite small pots suited to
table decoration and furnishing generally (silver
Banksian medal). Messrs. Paul and Son, The
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, contributed an assort-
ment of shrubs, such as Pyrus in variety, Cerasus
(Waterer's variety), Kerria japoniea, Acers,
and such like, together with hardy plants such
as Iberis superba, Hutchinsia alpina, Myosotis
rupicola. Primula rosea, P. Sieboldi in variety,
several Phloxes, such as P. canadensis, P. stellaris,
P. atropurpurea, &c. (silver Banksian medal). Of
somewhat similar character was a small group of
mostly cut sprays of flowering shrubs, &c., from
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, this including
Genistas, Prunus sinensis pi., Exochorda grandH
flora, Lonicera Ledebouri, Cerasus Padus, Ribes
aureum, the uncommon climber, Akebia quinata,
with its curiously coloured flowers, several forms
of Pyrus, and such like. A small collection of
Tufted Pansies in sprays was also shown. Mr.
Chas. Turner, Slough, had a fine display of
Azalea indica vars. Good kinds were Dryad,
double white ; Louise Cuvelier, double white ;

President van Imschaut, carmine-crimson. A
charming variety of Rosa Polyan tha called Thalia,
with clusters of snow-white blossoms, was very
pretty, while a couple of dozen well flowered ex-
amples of Carnation Princess May were showy.
Messrs. Balchin and Sons, Hassocks, had a small
group of Browallia elata with its lovely
blue flowers, Boronia serrulata and B. hetero-
phylla, both in quite small pots and abun-
dantly flowered. A mass of Erica perspicua
nana from the same source was delightful.
A scarlet Pelargonium, A. Tullet, a sport from
Raspail, was shown by Mr. Tullet, of Swanley,
and a batch of E ist Lothian Stocks of a capital
strain came from Messrs. F. Miller and Co.,
Fulham. Of more than passing interest was a
batch of hybrid Cinerarias from Mr. W. .James,
Farnham Royal, the outcome of crossing Cineraria
cruenta and the garden Cineraria in 1S9.3, and a
further experiment in 1S9(3 by infusing tlie blood
of C. lanata into these hybrids. The effect of
the cross was apparent in the seedlings. Messrs.
Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, brought a most inter-
esting lot of flowering shrubs, including Citrus
trifoliata, Daphne Cneorum major. Hydrangea
japoniea Mariesi, a remarkible kind w"ith very
large spreading pink pips and fine handsome
heads yet to expand ; Rubus deliciosus, with
lovely white flowers ; Notospartium australe,
with small mauve and white flowers on a
Genista-like growth ; and Cytisus Schipkoensi,
a lovely white form with slightly drooping
branches of l.anate leaves. A fine inflores-

cence of Dracajna indivisa came from Mr.
Bennett, Chevrels Park, Dunstable, and received
a vote of thanks. A series of Carnations,
mostly selfs, from Mr. G. Stevens, St. John's
Nursery, Putney, contained several really good
things, though not necessarily improvements on
older kinds. From Mr. D. "Storrie, Glencarse,
Perthshire, came a batch of sweet-scented, giant,
go'.den yellow Auriculas that will doubtless prove
of much value in the future in outdoor gardening.
This remarkable strain, it appears, has been
brought to its present state of perfection as a
result of fifteen years' continued selection from a
single yellow-flowered plant, which first appeared
in an ordinary batch of seedlings. From that
time the plants as presented at the Drill Hall on
Tuesday last have been grown, flowered, and
selected in the open, and have never under any
circumstances received the least protection. In
I his way, by insect and wind agency all shades of
col 3ur have each year resulted, and this without
hand-fertilisation at any time. One feature of
this excellent strain is the fine masses of bloom
and great all-round vigour of the plants, while as
a hardy race of jilants they surpass anything at
present in cultivation. The raiser of this strain
is Mr. D. Storrie, St. Madoe's Cottage, Glencarse,
Perthshire.

Fruit Committee.

There was a fair number of exhibits before this

committee, the magnificent Royal Sovereign
Strawberries from Hatfield being a great attrac-
tion. The Radishes in great variety from Chiswick
Gardens were also most interesting.

Awards of merit were given to the following :
—

R.\msn FoRCixG Carmine Oval.—A distinct
Radish, deep carmine in colour, with very small
top, flesh white and crisp. It is a very early
forcing variety and admirably adapted for frame
culture. Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading.
Radish Forcing White Olive. — This is

equally early, with a very small top. Messrs.
Sutton and Sons.
Radish First of All.—A scarlet-fleshed, olive-

shaped variety, of excellent quality. It has a
small top and is an excellent forcing R idish. From
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street W.C.
Radish First of All White Clive.—Similar

in shape to above, remarkably earb , leaves small.

Messrs. Barr and Sons.
Radish Wood's Frame.—This is an old Radish,

but in the trial at Chiswick still one of the best.

It is an excellent forcing variety and good in the
open. From Messrs. Watkins and Simpson,
Strand, W.C.
Some twenty-four varieties of forcing Radishes

had been on trial at Chiswick. These had received
glass protection at the start, and some of the best
known forcing kinds were past their best, it being
a difficult matter to catch Radishes at the proper
moment. Sutton's White Forcing is a small
variety. Earliest of All was past, having been
ready some days. Messrs. Toogood and Sons,
Southampton, sent some excellent varieties ; their

Long-shaped and Turnip-rooted were equal to
those given awards, but being earlier had lost

flavour. Messrs. Barr and Sons had numerous
varieties ; their Early Forcing Scarlet Queen (a

long root of excellent quality), Scarlet Perfection

(a very early variety). Long White and Solid Round
being excellent types of early Radishes, well worth
extended culture. Messrs. Watkins and Simp-
son sent numerous kinds : Red Turnip, White
Olive and others were good. Mr. Geo. Norman,
gardener to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatifield

House, Herts, staged the best lot of Laxton's
Royal Sovereign Strawberries we have e\er seen.

The fruit was perfect as regards size, but in our
opinion rather pale in colour. The committee
unanimously awarded a silver Knightian medal.
Mr. Hndson,Gunnersbury House Gardens, brought
up the first Nectarines of the season, excel-

lent fruits, richly coloured, well meriting the
cultural award given them. The variety was
Cardinal, evidently an excellent forcing variety.

The trees were started on December 2, 1897, and
the fruit was ripe on May 2 this year. This
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proves Cardinal to be the earliest Nectarine grown.
Some e.xcollent Alexander Peaches came from
Mr. Ryder, gardener to the Dowager Countess of

1-imeiick, St. Albans, well deserving the cultural

award given them. Of Peach Waterloo, nice

fruits from pot trees came from Mr. \V. Taylor,

Tewkesbury Lodge Gardens, Forest Hill. These,
though a little smaller than the Alexander, were
excellent for so early in the season. A very good
brace of Melons came from Mr. W. L. Bastin,

Buscot Park Gardens, Faringdon. It is a white
ilesh with thick rind, slightly netted, and excel-

lent for so early in the season. The same exhi-

bitor sent two dishes of Royal Sovereign Straw-
berries. Mr. Wytbes, Syon, Brentford, sent a

a new seedling Lettuce, Syon Hardy Cabbage, a
\try good type. This the committee desired to

bo tried in the autumn at Chiswick. The same
exhibitor sent a small collection of French Beans,
llie varieties being Syon Hou.'e, Early Forcing,
Ne Plus Ultra, Mohawk, and Improved Mohawk,
ne%v seedling of great merit which was given an
award last year. The award was confirmed. This
l)ears a very fleshy, broad pod, and forces well.

Messrs. \Vm. Paul and Son sent a new Asparagus
named White Columbia, but we failed to see any
improvement whatever in it on existing kinds.

The Veitch flavour prizes, the last of the series.

Ijrought forth a small competition. A dish of

Pears from Mr. Herrin, Dropmore, received the
second award, the variety being Beurrc- Breton-
neau, a nice-looking fruit. In Apples, we would
have preferred Calville Rouge, from Mr. Wood-
Mard, but this was second ; a good dish, but
flavourless, of Hereford Pearmain, being first

from Mr. U. Bullock, Taplow Hall, Bucks. Six
dishes were staged in the Apple competition.

an acre. But Daffodils also increase rapidly
under liberal culture, and it was mentioned as
one of the most i]romising features of this new
home industry that some labourers and small
holders had made £'20 a year of their bulbs, and
that their bulbs were the best in the market.
Packing and cool storing rooms are neces-
sary adjuncts on bulb farms. A very simple
means of storage consists in tilling pails or tubs
of water, latticing these over with laths, and
running the long stems through between the
laths into the water, leaving the flowers clean
and dry. Here women can deal with the flowers,

bunching them generally in dozens, and either

tying the stems twice near the top and bottom
or winding round the stalk a long piece of

matting from top to bottom. The bunches are
then packed in shallow boxes and travel safely.

The tying and bunching are mostly done by
women by the piece, at the rate of a halfpenny a
dozen launches of twelve flowers each, and it is

said they bunch or tie fifty dozen bunches, or

even 1000 single bunches in a day.
As to the quality of home-grown bulbs, it was

stated at the meeting that none better came from
the Scilly Islands nor anywhere else than those
from Lincolnshire. I). T. F.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTUR.i.L A3.50-

CIATION.
May 3.

A CROWDED meeting of this society was held in
the roomr, .>, St. Andrew's Square, on Tuesday,
May 3, Air. Todd, the president, in the chair.

The subject was " Bulb Growing in Lincolnshire,"
by Mr. J. Alexander, of Revesby Abbey, in Lin-
colnshire, consisting miinly of some notes from
observations in some of the largest and most suc-
cessful bulb farms in the county. In the absence
of Mr. Alexander, the pap^r was read by Mr.
R. B. Liird. Referring to the vastness "of the
balb trade from Guernsey, the Seilly Islands, &c.,
Jlr. Alexander remarked that few flowers bore
carriage so well as Diffodils. Mr. Kime grew
some 15 acres of Daffodils on rather poor land
some five miles from a railway station. The land
was poor naturally, a sort of hybrid between
moor and fen, but it had been greatly improved
with liberal additions of spent tan and other refuse,
and it now grows excellent bulbs and blooms.
It was foul as well as poar, and abounded with
Cjuch. A first crop of Potatoes proved an excel-
lent cleaning crop. August and September are
the best months for planting, the bulbs being
planted in rows from 9 inches to U inches apart^
or in beds 4 feet wide, the bulbs being from
4 inches to 6 inches asunder each way. The bulbs
are kept clear of weeds throughout the season
and top-dressed with soot and guano to give
verdure and breaith to the leaves. About the
rniddle of July the bulbs may be lifted and stored
till planted in Potato chippingboxes to more
thoroughly mature them. These are shallow
boxes in which seed Potatoes are stood on end with
their eye ends uppermost. Most of the best sorts,
such as Sir Watkin, Golden Spur, Princeps,
Poeticus, single and double, are grown, while the
popular and commoner varieties, such as Codlins
and Cream, Butter and Eggs, &c., are not
neglected. Great care is taken to keep the
stocks true to character and name. By growing
early and late varieties in proper succession,
much is added to the season of these beautiful and
popular flowers. To give some idea of the capital
employed in this promising home industry, it. was
stated that it takes some 200,iXltl balbs to plant

Royal Botanic Society.—At a meeting of

the society held last Saturday, Dr. Coode Adams
gave the second part of his paper on the Cacti,
dealing mure particularlj- with the Opuntias,
one species of which is the Prickly Pear of the
south, whose acclimatisation in South Africa has
been an unfortunate thing for the colonists, since
it is over-running whole districts, and no one
seems able to eradicate it.

The Temple show.—For the eleventh year
in succession the Royal Horticultural Society "will
hold their great annual flower show in the Inner
Temple Gardens on May 25, 26, and 27. Every
year the desire of growers to exhibit increases,

and the officials of the society hive a very anxious
task in endeavouring to do justice to those
growers who support the fortnightly shows of the
society held at the Drill Hall, and yet at the
same time to encourage others also to come for-

ward. The space is absolutely limited by agree-
ment with the Temple authorities ; no more nor
larger tents may be erected ; hence every new
exhibitor whose entry is accepted means curtail-

ment of the space allotted to previous supporters.
A catalogue of the show will be given gratis to

every visitor, and will contain a notice of new
and rare plants entered on or before May 19. It
will also contain a programme of the music to be
performed each day. On the first two days the
band of H.M. 2nd Life Guards, and on the third
day the band of H.il. Royal Horse Guards will

perform. The judges will meet at the secretary's
tent at lij 30 a.m. on May 25, at which hour
punctually the tents will be cleared of all exhibi-

tors and their assistants. The fruit, floral, and
Orchid committees will assemble at the secre-

tary's tent at 1 1 a.m. sharp, and the show will be
opened at 12.30. N.B.—All plants for certificate

must be entered on or before Monday, May 23.

Address : Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,
117, Victoria Street. S.W. They cannot be
entered under any circumstances on the day of

the show.

unsatisfactory in the matter of their nomencla-
ture, particularly Lady Scarborough. It is evi-

dent that this class of plants is yearly becoming
more popular. Is it not time, therefore, that
something was done to fix the nomenclature, so

that when the name of any one variety is men-
tioned there may be no doubt which one is

intended ? Might I suggest that a collection

should be grown at Chiswick during the present
season, and the name of each variety decided
upon by experts appointed for the purpose.

Only by some such means can I see a remedy for

the existing confusion. I hope this subject will

be taken up by growers and those interested in

these plants. I have about thirty varieties here,

many with doubtful names.— .J. E.\stek, Xoitr.lt

Priory GfinJeih'i.

Notes of the Week.

Fragrant foliage. — The account in The
Garde.v of April 30 of Mr. Burbidge's lecture on
" Sweet-scented Foliage," and the allusion to five

of the best varieties of scented Pelargoniums
brought to the meeting, will cause some mis-
givings by growers and persons interested in those
plants by the uncertainty as to which varieties
are really meant. Pelargonium fragrans, men-
tioned as one of the best five, I have seen under
two other names. I found it here named C^>ueen

Mary, and I think at Kew some years ago I saw
it under some other name. Even P. radula
majus and P. capitatum are frequently seen under
other names, and most of the other varieties
which I have seen at difl'erent time<are nearly all

Border Auriculas, so-called, are now iu the
very prime of their flowering, and few things are more
deservedly popular than these sweetly fragrant and
easily-grown plants. The strong C.jwslip-like frag-

rance of mjuy of these common kinds is very notice-

able.

IVsciUonia exoniensis.—Some very handsome
bushes of this grown in large pots are now very effec-

tive at Kew. The drooping Bowers are smaller than
in some species, but being a free-floweriug kind, it

should prove a welcome addition to these useful
shrubs.
Cypripedium pubeseans. -Tliis neat and

pretty species is amtjng the hardy subjects now in

flower at Kew, the brown and y«*llow flowers very
distinct. The species, too, has the merit of being
easily managed with ordinary care, and ia time Lice

tufts are formed, bearing many fljwers.

Moisea Pavonia.—It a rather small flower, this

is one of considerable beauty, if not abuost unique in

the rich peacoek-blue colour which always renders this

S3 striking. Quite recently small plants of it were
noted at Kew. The richness of colouring in the quite

small blossoms gives it a beauty which is rare indeed.

A double Berberis ste->ophylla.—We are
sending you by post a sprig of Berberis stenophylU
florepleno. It originated at the nurseries here, and
is not yet in commerce. We think you will agree
«ith us that it is a beautiful plant for this time of the

year.

—

Wli. Atkinson, Royal Nurseries, Hands-
wbrth, Sheffield.

Hawthorn —Xotwithstanding the past winter
was exceedingly mild, Jlay Day was ushered ia iu 1898
without its May bloesom, which, however, has since

put in an appearance. To some extent this may bs
attributable to a very dry llaroh and April, and also to
the intense cold wind that kept most things at a com-
plete standstill.

Carpentaria ealifornica in pots. A very
tine plant of this hinds ime flowering shrub was the
other day coming into bljom ia the greenhouse at
Kew. The plant is about 7 feet high, and beirs a
large number of flowering clusters, some of which con-
tain as many as ten or a dozen buds. When expanded
the flowers are pure white and very showy.

Kerria japonica.—The double form of this
plant is, perhaps, more frequently seen thin is the
typ?. which is now flowering on one of the walls
in the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at
Chiswick. Less showy than the double kind it may
h^, so far as mass of flowers is concerned ; at the same
time it is a very pretty and interesting plant.

Earyops pecinatus.—In the general appea--
ance of the flower-heads of this plant there is much
to favour the yellow Marguerite, but the general
hibib of the plant and woolly leaves are distinct. It is,

however, an attractive plant, and bears freely clear
golden yellow blossoms of good form. Some largo
examples of this are now flowering in the greenhonse
at Kew.

Rhododendron indicum amcenum is a
richly-coloured shrub, unequalled for its density of
habit and freedom of flowering, the hughes at the
present time being a veritable mass of reddish scarlet
flowers. Either in the rock garden or in beds devoted
to this kind, or, again, with choice shrubs, this valu-
able plant should be freely planted for its value iu
the garden.

Tulipa ratroflexa.—This is one of the showiest
among the yellow-flowered kinds, aid as a garden
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plant one of the most useful. In the bud state the
perianth is 3 inches to 4 inches long and tapering to a
point. The shade of yellow is singularly bright and
uniform, and the staraens also being of ihe same yel-

low hue, render it effective in a mass. This kiid is of
hybrid origin and attains nearly 15 inches high.

Calandrinia Tweediei, discovered by Mr.
A. J. Johnson,|of Astoria, Oregon, is a most notable
addition to our alpine plants. It is of dwarf tuftfd
habit. The flowers are bright red in the bud. flesh

colour, edgpd with bronze when fully expanded. They
measure 2 inches across and are very showy. Several
plants have come through the winter here without any
1 rotection. It is presumably, therefore, quite hardy.
—A. K. BULLEY, West Kirby.

Double-flowering Cherry.- One of the fines*
flowering examples of this we recently noted in a
villa garden ia the Hampton Hill district, the
branches being simply loaded with handsome clusters
of snow white flowers. It was a really fine display,
every branch being loaded with the snowy rosettes.
Some of the upper branehfs, spurred to a length of

8 feet or 10 feet, were a perfect mass of snow-white
flowers. From its position on the lawn itwasv, ry
effective.

Nepeta Gleehoma foliis variegatip. — At
a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
some very showy plants of this variegated trailing

plant were shown by Mr. Turner, of Slough. The
neat trailing character of the plant alone is desirable,
:ird where such plants can be freely employed for
wiodow-boxes and similar work, they should prove
effeolive also. The silvery variegation is supported by
a fair percenta;:e of green, and therefore more likely
t ) remain permanent.

Phyllocactuses at Kew.— Of these there
are many beautiful and showy kinds now in flower
in the large succulent house at Kew, the fine

richly-coloured blossoms being in many instances
very handsome. One marked feature of these
Phyllocactuses is that the plants may be had in

flower in pots i inches or 5 inches in diameter,
this rendering them very valuable for decoration.

Bulbine latifolia.—In this plant we see at a
glance characters of two genera. The above
plant with its Aloe-like rosettes of leaves possesses
an inflorescence, which both in form and in colour
may be regarded as that of Chrysobactron Hookeri,
also a liliaceous plant now referred to Bulbin-
ella. It is certainly a peculiar combination this
tuft of nearly succulent leaves, crowned with the
erect scapes of yellow flowers, and may be seen
in the succulent house at Kew flowering freely.

Aubrietias.—In their great variety and showy
masses of colour these hold considerable sway in
the garden at the present time, and by reason of
the way they adapt themselves to varying posi-
tions are as valuable as they are useful and beau-
tiful. In the rock garden such things are singu-
larly at home, and equally so in any position
where a quick-growing, free-flowering carpet plant
is desired. The plants grow freely in almost any
soil, and when in flower the richly-coloured tufts
are most efl'ective.

Ma,gnoIia Soulangeana.—A capital example
of this fine hybrid is a conspicuous object in the
Royal Gardens at Kew at the entrance from the
green. Here a fine bush se\eral feet through is

crowded with its handsome fragrant cups, and by
its very showy character attracts attention. The
same variety is flowering on a wall in the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens at Chiswick, and
here also it is making a fine display. The parents
of this handsome hybrid are M. conspicua crossed
with M. obovata.

Myosotidium nobile (Antarctic Forget-me-
not).—Some very fine specimens of this come to
us from Mrs. Rogers' garden, Burngoose, Perran-
well, Cornwall, where it came into bloom about
April 14. The large heads of flowers are blue in

colour, deepening almost to purple, and the
leaves are large and handsome. It is a native of
the Chatham Islands, and no doubt is quite at
home in the southern shore climate from which
these specimens come. It was figured in The
Garden of December 18, ISSti.

Rhodothamnus Chamsecistus.—Your in-

teresting note on this plant needs one correction.
It is not necessary to go so far as the Eastern

Carpathians to find it. I have seen it in the
greatest abundance on rocky slopes near Cortina
di Ampezzo, and Bennett's "Tourist's Guide to
the Alpine Flora" (a most trustworthy book)
gives as its habitat Tyrol to Carniola. t have a
well-established plant, but have not succeeded in

getting in to flower freely. Perhaps someone
will tell us something as to its treatment at Kew.
—E. R. Bek.n-ard, The Clone, Salidmry.

Tufted Pansy A. J. Kowberry. — This
Tufted Pansy is one of the best of its colour
among the rayless section. Of bright, but deep
yellow, with well-formed flowers entirely free

from any trace of the rays which are objection-
able to some, but not to others, it is quite an
ideal flower in its way.— S. Arnott.

*^* The flower is certainly very good, but in

habit the plant is one of the worst we have.

Were it not for the chance of getting an improve-
ment in habit by crossing it with some of the
true Tufted Fansies we should not grow it.

—

Ed.

Gaultheria trichophylla. — Among other
things flowering unusually well this season is

Gaultheria (Vaccinium) trichophylla. After the
severe frost of 1895 there were a good many
flowers, and the few berries which the birds left

ripened. I think three seedlings appeared on
a plant of Sempervivum Laggeri. At the end of

April a clump of this Gaultheria was flowering
from ever}' stem, and yet not a bloom is to be
seen unless the foliage is moved to one side. I

should think there are few true alpines so easy to

grow as the above, given pure air and plenty of

moisture.—E. C. Buxton, Betlirsy-Coed.

Stylopliorura diphyllum.—This is a very
showy plant when in bloom, and one that might,

perhaps, be more frequently seen but for the

evanescent character of the flowers in common
with other members of the Poppy tribe. In

general appearance the species is not unlike the

greater Celandine, but the flowers are consider-

ably larger and rather more saucer-shaped. It is,

however, worth a place in the border both for its

distinctly cut foliage and early flowering, the

blossoms appearing quite early in May in some
seasons. The plant is about 18 inches high and
produces numbers of its showy golden yellow

flowers. It is a native of North-west America, is

quite hardy, and easily raised from seeds or by
division.

Tulips from Ireland.—Early in February I

had a visit from Mr. Peter Barr, of Daftbdil fame.

The Daffodils were just in their prime, and he
was much pleased. Since his visit! have had one
unbroken display of bloom, and as I write

Haworth's Bicolor, Shirley Hibberd, and Muticus
are still beautiful. Then to carry on the season

the Poeticus varieties are now one mass of bloom.

I hope you will like the yellow sweet-scented

Tulips. The great elongated sweet-scented one

is Fulgens lutea, figured in The Garden last year

as Golden Eagle of the Dutch. This was in error,

because, though the Dutch Golden Eagle is a

very nice useful variety and equally sweet, it is

quite in the shade compared with Fulgens lutea.

1 send blooms of all the yellows here.—W. Baylor
Hartland.

*,* The various yellow Tulips sent are very

beautiful, and, we think, the best of all the

Tulips.—Ed.

Rose General Jacqueminot.— I herewith

send you a small gathering of this fine old Rose
taken from maidens potted up during the autumn
of 1897. The plants are all budded on the

Manetti stock, and singularly enough, and con-

trary to some previous experiences of the same
variety when budded on other and varying stocks,

not a single plant was lost out of nearly 1'200—

a

remarkable fact in newly - potted Roses. The
plants have been allowed plenty of time under
glass to make growth, &c. , with the result that

the earliest blossoms were cut during the opening
days of April. Quite a large number of these

flowers have been of the finest, both for size and
colour as well as form. The flowers sent .are but

the fragments of the crop, and by no means re-

presentative blooms. The foliage and growth
throughout have been splendid, without the least

trace of mildew.—E. .Jenkins, Hampton Hill.
*,* Handsome, richly coloured bhoms on stems

quite 15 inches long. In many cases the shoots
had borne three and four flowers. The foliage, too,

was exceptionally good, with that bright green
and leathery appearance so desirable in cut Roses.
—Ed.
Flowering Apples and Cherries at Knap-

hill.—Asking ourselves which is the most beautiful
of flowering trees of all the year, the answer seems
to come to us emphatically in a magnificent group
of flowering Crabs and Apples from Mr. Anthony
Waterer, of Knaphill. It is difiioult to decide
among so many excellent things which is the
most beautiful, but perhaps the variety of the
Apple called Pyrus Malus Scheideckeri would
carry the palm. It does in kind not look very
like the common Apple, being more willowy in

form. Also supposed to be a variety of the
Apple, but apparently quite distinct in its grace-

ful shoots and refined blossoms, is Pyrus M. atro-

sanguinea ; but P. Malus fioribunda is better

known and is also a lovely tree. Then there is

a brilliant series of the Pyrus japonica race, which
perhaps are richer in beautiful and pure colours

than any one shrub we know, chief among them
being perhaps the one called cardinalis, the
" Knaphill scarlet " being also a very beautiful

form. Some of these beautiful varieties were
raised by crossing the old P. japonica with P.

Maulei, by which a more distinct and beautiful

tone of orange-scarlet is gained. The value of

these for the open air and for cutting it would be
ditiicult to speak too highly of. We think very
highly indeed of the cross between P. japonica

and ilaule's Crab for the beautiful colours. With
these also come several fine shoots of the lovely

large-flowered Cherries of Japan and excellent

specimens of the small double Japanese Cherry
(Prunus japonica), both rosy and white. These the

light soil of Knaphill seems to suit admirably, the

shoots being solid wreaths of bloom.

TRADE NOTE.

Messrs. B. S. Williams and Sons.—We
learn that Messrs. B. S. Williams and Sons, of

Upper HoUoway , have acquired extensive grounds,

forming part of the Manor Farm, Regent's Park
Road, Finchley, for the purpose of further ex-

tending their business, and growing hardy trees,

shrubs, general nursery stock, and plants under

glass. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The weather in West Herts.—During the

past week the day temperatures, although change-

able, were on the whole about average. On the

night preceding the 7th the exposed thermometer
indicated 2' of frost, but since then all the nights

have been warm. At both 2 feet and 1 foot deep

the ground is now 1° below the respective aver-

ages for May. Some rain fell on all but one day

oFthe week, the total fall amounting to nearly

three-quarters of an inch. Throughout the 11th

the wind remained very high, and at noon reached

the force of a moderate gale—direction W. The
record of bright sunshine proved small for the

time of year, two days being altogether sunless.

A Lilac growing in my garden came into bloom

on the 11th, or two days later than its average

date of first flowering in the previous twelve years,

and later than in any year since 1891.—E. M.,

Berkh amxteil .

Kames of -plSLntB.— Weekly Reader.— \. the

Bird Cherry (I'runus Padus) ; 2, Scilla campanulata

aH,.,, T.' jf.—Peperomia resedasflora. F. J.

Pulkinghoriie.S, Coronilla Emerus. /. Turner.

—1, the Mexican Orange Flower (Choisya ternita).

-H. 0.— 1, Rhododendron Veitchianum. A.

Kings-mill —1, Orchis maculata ; 2, Habenaria chlor-

antha ; i, Coronilla Emerus. H. Si/dne!/.—Rubus

odoratus.

ITameB of fruit.—A. 0. Hoolcings.—l, Welling-

ton : 2, Nonpareil ; .3, Striped Beaufin.
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bub while at rest rather cooler and drier quarters
are advisable. The leaves may be frequently
sprinkled over in hot weather, this being refresh-
ing to the plants and serving to keep insects in

check. A little of the surface compost may be
removed annually and new substituted, always
placing a few pieces of charcoal or crocks in with
the peat and Moss. B. Lobbi is a native of Java,
and was sent to Messrs. Veitch in 1846 by the
collector whose name it bears.

Thunia Marshalliana.—This pretty plant
is already in flower, the fine racemes of pure
white blossoms, with yellow fringed lip, being
very distinct from anything else. The most free-

flowefing plants are always those that are grown
in a light, sunny position ; they cannot, in fact,

have too much sun while growing. The plants
I have were potted singly into 5-inch pots and
grown in the full sun at one end of a lean-to
house. From the time the roots begin to run in

the compost until the flowers appear they are
never allowed to get dry at the roots, but never
syringed overhead. They flower at various
heights—some at about 15 inches, others run to
'2 feet—but very seldom does a plant fail to
bloom. If grown in large pots they do not always
bloom simultaneously, and a patchy specimen is

the result, else when grown in this way and well
flowered they have a fine appearance. After
flowering the plants are kept a little drier, and
the water is still more lessened as the leaves fall.

They may be placed quite out of doors for a few
weeks in summer, turning them out of their pots
when taken in and hanging the stems up in a
fairly dry, light house until in spring signs of

new growth appear, when they must be potted up
again and kept dry until the young growths push
roots.—H.

DENDB.OBIUM RHODOPTERYGIUM.
The distinct colour of this jJendrobium makes it

a very attractive species, for, in addition, it is

extremely free-flowering, and small plants of it

have dozens of the warm rose -purple -tinted
blossoms open. There is no other Dendrobium
exactly like it, yet it does not seem to be very
much grown. The stems are stout and erect,

growing over a foot in height, and these are
covered almost from end to end with flowers in

small racemes of about three from each node.
The colouring on the lip varies a little on dif-

ferent plants, but is usually a deep crimson

-

purple. The plants are strictly deciduous, and
during the winter must be kept in a cool, dry
liouse without any water at the roots. When the
flowers appear at the sides of the stems, give the
plants a little moisture and keep them warmer, but
they must not be hurried until the form of the
flowers can be distinctly seen. Growth appears
often before the flowers are open, so, when these
are past, there must be no delay in getting the
plants into their growing quarters—a warm,
moist house, where during the greater part of
the day they will be exposed to plenty of light.

Especially is thisneeded in latesummerand autumn,
the stems being thereby well ripened, and this
is the sure forerunner of plenty of flower. Newly-
imported plants come away with a good deal of
vigour, but should a little slackening take place
in the course of a few seasons, the plants may be
taken out of their compost during the resting
season and thoroughly washed, a few weeks' dry-
ing afterwards doing them good. Then replace
in smaller pots or baskets, and grow on a^
before. I have found this treatment successful
with one or two other Den^robiums not of the
easiest culture, including D. Bensonife and I).

I'arishi, all species that do well for a few years
and then often go back. For all these species
careful and timely attention to small and seem-
ingly unimportant details is necessary. For in-

stance, the surface of the compost in spring after
the long drying is sometimes compressed and
hard, so that moisture and air do not pass
through it as freely as is desirable. Take a small
jjointed dibber and loosen this a little between
the roots, and the latter will have a much better

chance of entering it. Insects, too, such as
thrips and green fly are often left too long and
damage the growth before remedial measures are
taken. These small things make matters worse
for the Orchids, and should not be allowed to
go on. The best time to repot or rebasket is

soon after flowering, using medium-sized pots or
baskets only, and a rough compost consisting of
peat fibre, Sphagnum Moss, and charcoal. D.
rhodopterygium is one of the many species intro-
duced by Messrs. Hugh Low and Co. , and was
sent home by one of their collectors from British
Burmah in 1874.

SCUTICARIA STEELI.
Those who like quaint and singular-looking
Orchids might do worse than add a few plants of
this Scuticaria to their collections, the plants
having a very distinct appearance, and the
flowers, though not very freely produced, are
handsome and richly coloured. The growth con-
sists of short, almost imperceptible stems, and
long cylindrical pendent leaves, from which it is

known as the Whip Orchid. The blossoms occur
on short racemes at the base of these, and seldom
more than two or three are produced on each.
These are individually about 3 inches across, pale
brownish or cream j'ellow, with more or less heavy
blotches of reddish brown. The crest of the lip

is fleshy and bright orange.
The culture of this Orchid is not difficult, but

many err in allowing too much compost or keep-
ing it too dry. It may be best grown on cork
blocks lightly dressed with Sphagnum Moss, the
plants being wired down to these and kept
moderately moist until roots are produced, and
then giving more. Baskets are sometimes used,
and are very suitable if the plants are kept well
up in the centre, so that moisture cannot lodge in

the base of the young growths. These must be
nearly filled with drainage, and if the plants
are first wired to small blocks and these placed
entire in the baskets they will be all the firmer
and easier to fix. The growths are very
easily damaged when young. The best posi-

tion for the plants is one as close to the light

as possible. Some of the finest plants I have
seen were grown on an end wall, where they
were exposed nearly to the full sun. They were
directly over a water tank, and this doubtless
provided the atmospheric moisture that this

species so delights in. But given free exposure
to light and a hot, moist atmosphere the plants
will generally be satisfactory if otherwise well
attended to. The roots do not like disturbance,
so when placing on blocks let these be large
enough, and by placing a little fresh material
about them annually the strength of the plant is

maintained. Water must be freely given during
the time growth is most active, the roots being
large and fleshy. Afterwards a diminished sup-
ply will suffice, but at no time must they be
absolutely dry for any length of time. Over-
head syringing is advisable during hot weather,
the plants quite revelling in abundance of heat and
moisture. Insects are not usually troublesome,
and may be kept under by the usual means. S.

Steeli is a native of British Guiana, Demerara,
and other parts of America, and was introduced
in 1836.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Phalsenopsis grandiflora.—Flowers of this

Phahunopsis come from "J. H. G." They are
of medium size and good substance, and evi-

dently the produce of healthy, vigorous plants.

P. grandiflora is a stout-growing species, as easily

grown as any in the genus. It should be grown
in baskets filled almost to the rim with drainage
and in a house carefully ventilated and managed
in other ways. The flowers, which occur on long
stout racemes, are pure white in the type, with a
few yellow markings about the lip. It is a native
of Java, and was introduced in 1847.

Odontoglossum polyxanthum.—Good forms
of this species are very showy just now, the broad

clear cut segments having a massive appearance
that is lacking in many more popular Odonto-
glots. The pseudo-bulbs and leaves are green, the
flowers each about 3^ inches across. The sepals

and petals, yellow with large reddish - brown
blotches, are broad at the base and pointed.

The lip is very pretty, reddish-brown with a
yellow margin. It does best in quite a cool

house all the year round, and may have medium-
sized pots, well-drained, and the usual peat and
Moss mixture. Water very freely in summer,
and in winter give enough to keep the pseudo-
bulbs plump. It is a native of Ecuador, and was
introduced in 1878.

Oncidium loxense.—This is one of the most
beautiful of the scandent- flowered Oncidiums.
I noted a fine plant of it in flower with Messrs.

Williams and Son, of Holloway. The blossoms
are each upwards of 3 inches across ; the sepals

and petals chestnut-brown, with bars of pale

yellow. The lip in the plant noted is a very
beautiful deep orange. It is thriving well in

company with Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, and
other cool house Orchids, the plants growing in

fairly large pots of peat and Moss. 0. loxense is

probably a rare plant in its native habitat, for,

though discovered as far back as 184"2, it was not

introduced in any quantity, if at all, until 1883,

and even now it is by no means plentiful.—H. R.

Vanda Batemanni.—The very large growth
of this species is against its being generally

grown, but now and then one comes across a large

old specimen, which when in flower is always ad-

mired. The stems are very stout, the leaves

nearly 2 feet in length, and the large racemes of

flower bear as many as three dozen blooms yellow

with reddish or purple spots. It requires a large

house with plenty of atmospheric moisture,

and of course plenty of head and elbow room.

The blossoms are remarkably lasting, and from
three months to four months is no uncommon
time for a spike to be open. It is an Orchid of

many names, having received the one it is now
best known by from Dr. Lindley. Mr. Bateman
was the first to flower the plant in this country,

though as Fieldia lissochiloides it was known as

far back as 1826.

Dendrobium amoenum.—Though small indi-

vidually, the flowers of this species now open make
a very pretty show, and the faint though pleasant

fragrance will bean additional recommendation to

those who like scented flowers. It is a slender-

growing plant, usually needing a little support,

and the flowers occur singly or in pairs. They
have pure white outer segments tipped with
amethyst-purple in the type, but sometimes there

is a light suffusion of this colour on each. The
lip is white, downy, with a yellow centre and a
large spreading blotch of amethyst. It is not

diflicult to grow, many cultivators choosing the

warmer part of the intermediate house in prefer-

ence to the warmest house for it while making
its growth. During the resting season it may be
kept cool and for a time quite dry. It is a
native of Nepaul, where it was discovered early in

the century by Dr. Wallich, but not introduced

till much later.

Miltonia vexillaria.—Very lovely now are

the flowers of this popular Orchid ; indeed, it is

questionable if there is such another in existence.

But the very beauty of the flowers leads many
cultivators who have not seen the best varieties

to fancy they have something much better than

anyone else, and forthwith proceed to name it.

It does not matter when they keep the name to

themselves, but many are exhibited and occasion-

ally listed by trade growers that are not superior

in any way to existing types. Then many of the

finer varieties are indi\idual plants only, and the

constant publication of the names of the places

where they first appeared, or those of the owners,

gives no clue as to what they are really like. By
all means keep a good form when it appears, and
the greatest care should be taken of it, but the

list of names is certainly much too long, and

should only be extended when a special award is

made to a plant.
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A PERGOLA AT TRESSERVE.
Here is a pergola at Tresserve, and a very

charming thing too, with many climbers, Ferns,

and shade - loving plants underneath. The
structure explains itself. There is no doubt
that strong and fairly lasting structures of the

kind can be made of Oak or Larch, or the most
enduring wood to be found in any given dis-

trict, but perhaps the best and most satisfactory

way is to use stone pillars if one can—brick

pillars are not quite so good, but they are very

good and lasting too—and having got our
pillars enduring and often picturesque with

son, but it is unfortunate that it is so rarely seen
in flower. What can be the cause of this ? It

may be that it requires a warmer climate, but one
would imagine that the defect arises from the
prevalence of the general law which seems to
deny to variegated-leaved plants the perfection
of the flowers which is reached in those with
green leaves.—S. Armott.

APRIL IN SOUTH DEVON.
D0BING the past month the rainfall has amounted
to 1'27 inches on 11 days, against 398 inches on
20 days during the corresponding month of last

I'ergola at Tresserve with Ferns andflovjua ijcuealu. .

little plants attached to them, the labour of
renewing the top trellising is very little. The
use of covered ways is more imperative
in countries a little hotter than ours, and in
such countries also the plants enjoy the shade,
so that one can perhaps grow a greater number
of things under the partial shade of a pergola, as
in this case. In our country, however, of
recent years we have had so much heat as to
make such embowered walks very welcome.

a photograph hy AIns II i Wixiiey Place.

The silver-margined Crown Imperial.—
The form of the Crown Imperial with silver-

margined leaves is a handsome plant in its sea-

year, the average for the month of April being
2 '42 inches. During the past 4 months of the
year 20 inches of rain have fallen on H days,
while in the same period of 1897 the rainfall

amounted to ld33 inches on 69 days, or nearly
three times the fall of the present year, which is

less than half the average for the first 4 months,
which stands at present at lO'To inches. The
past month has been unusually sunn}', 192 hours
5 minutes having been registered, against an
average of 178 hours 35 minutes, the record for

April, 1897, being 132 hours 35 minutes. For
the first 4 months of the year 458 hours 20
minutes of sunshine have been recorded, com-
pared with 388 hours 20 minutes for the
corresponding period of 1897, and an aver-

age of 465 hours 20 minutes. Considering the
backwardness of vegetation, it is somewhat sur-
prising to find that the mean of the highest and
lowest daily temperatures, 48 '5°, is exactly Tabove
the mean of April, 1897, while it is slightly above
the average for the month—48'1°. The high
mean is, however, explained by the increase of

60 hours' sunshine over the record of April, 1897,
which additional sunshine ran up the day tem-
peratures, while the mean of the nightly readings
was below that of last year. The highest sun
temperature was 111'2'^, and the highest screen
reading 57 '6', while the lowest screen tempera-
ture of the month was 34-0*, and the lowest on
the grass 29 2'. Night temperatures were gener-
ally low, but, as has been shown, on no occasion
fell below 32° in the screen, while the mercury in

the grass thermometer showed only 6 frosty
nights. The total horizontal movement of the
wind was 6774 miles, against 7931 miles in April,

1897, while for the first 4 months of the year the
movement has been 28,493 miles, against 33,232.
The greatest run in the 24 hours, 633 miles,

occurred on the 10th, and the highest hourly
velocity recorded by the anemometer, a rate of

35 miles per hour, was recorded between 3 and
4 p.m. on the same date. On 16 days the direc-

tion of the wind was from the north or east. On
account of the prevalence of these winds the aver-

age amount of ozone in the air was only 52 per
cent., while the register of humidity shows 75 per
cent., against 79 per cent, in April, 1897.

The spring appears still reluctant to com-
mence her reign, and another month of retarded
growth must be chronicled. Though it is May,
many of the trees show scarce a sign of green on
their twigs, that seem to have thickened but little

during the past two months. Looking up at the
sky through the tall tops of the Elms, there is no
leafage to obstruct the view, but, seen against a
dark background, a palpable hint of verdure is

apparent on the boughs. A yellow glow envelops
the distant Oaks, and there is green in the spread-
ing fans of the Horse Chestnut as well as in the
young foliage of the Larch, the delightful tint of

whose vernal mantle is unsurpassed in our woods
and gardens. The leaflets of the Walnut and
Sycamore are slowly unfolding, and the Beeches
give but a faint hint of their .June-tide glory.

The Ash, as yet, makes no sign of bursting its

buds, and if the couplet that presages a dry year
in the event of the Oak being first in leaf holds
good, there would appear to be a probability that
the rainfall of 1898 will be decidedly scanty. On
May Day the great Lilacs that grow on either side

the winding village road are in most years
odorous with blossom, but this season riut a
flower-spike has as yet expanded its blooms.
Swallows have arrived, but not in plenty, and the
cuckoo's call, that at this time is usually echoing
in the air from dawn to twilight, is still infre-

quent. In February we appeared to be almost on
the threshold of spring, but cold winds and fre-

quent, though slight, frosts havs unduly delaj-ed

its advent. There have been but one or two per-

fect days, warm, sunny and still, during the
month, and these were succeeded by ungenial
weather. April, however, although disappoint-
ingly backward, has not been devoid of beauty in

field and hedgerow. The wild Cherry trees have
been white with blossom, and the Pear and Apple
trees are covered with flower and half-expanded
buds. Banks are yellow with Primroses, starred

here and there with the bending flower-scapes of

the Wood Hyacinths, that have not as yet
arrived at their full perfection. In the damp soil

by the watercourse's verge the Marsh Marigolds'
golden cups gleam brightly, and the pale Cuckoo
flowers, or Ladies' Smocks, both single and double,

bear on slender stems their faintly-tinted flower-

heads. By the unfolding Fern fronds beneath
high hedges the Wood Sorrel's frail white
chalices nestle, and the spikes of the purple

Orchis stand boldly up from their spotted leives.

Here are Dog Violets in profusion, and in a
neighbouring orchard the Water Avens is in

bloom. Cowslips are so rare in Devon that it has

been said that none exist in the county. A
few miles across its eastern border, however, they
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bloom in thousands in the
railway embankments.

fields and alonor th e

Hardy Flowers.

In the garden the yellow blooms of Adonis
vernalis are bright and the Anemones have
mostly remained in bloom throughout the month,
in the early days of which I saw the Apennine
Windflower naturalised on a grassy slope under
thinly-planted Oaks. The Anemones were inter-
spersed with Primroses, and the contrast of the
pale blue and yellow, with their accompaniment
of green grass and grey tree boles, formed a
charming picture. The Star Anemone (A. fulgens)
has ceased to bloom in most gardens, and the
flowers of the Poppy Anemone (A. coronaria) are
smaller- than in March, but I noticed A. blanda
and its white variety in full bloom in a sheltered
spot late in the month, and masses of the lovely
silver-blue A. Robinsoniana in the same garden,
naturalised in the grass, created a delightful
effect. The Pasque Flower (A. Pulsatilla) is still

in flower here and there, and the golden A.
ranunculoides has been a bright spot amid a
breadth of Forget-me-not, while the wild Wood
Anemones are blooming in their thousands be-
neath the trees by the higher waters of the Teign.
The bright yellow of Alyssum saxatile has become
more conspicuous, and last year's plants of Sweet
Alyssum are commencing to flower. Arabis albida
is seen on every hand, swathing rockery, wall,
and path edging with a compact mass of count-
less white blossoms. Aubrietia violacea and A.
Leichtlini are in fine bloom, and Armeria setacea
has commenced to flower. On grassy garden
slopes the white Wood Hyacinths have a charm-
ing effect, but the pink variety is not particularly
pleasing in tint, and in this respect is surpassed
by the wild Bluebell. Cardamine trifolia has pro-
duced its white bloom-heads, and the Fumitories
(Corydalis), yellow and pink, are also coming
into flower. Clematis montana is blossoming on
warm walls, but in shadier or more exposed situa-
tions it will not be in flower until mid-May.
Dicentra spectabilis (the Bleeding Heart of the
cottagers) is bearing its racemes of pink lyre-
shaped blossoms, the double Daisies are in full

bloom, and Doronicum plantagineum cxcelsum
Harpur-Crewe, with its wealth of large golden
stars, is the most conspicuous plant in the garden.
A beautiful colour-scheme is formed by growing
this Doronicum in company with the purple
German Flag Iris. The two are now in full
bloom, and the contrast of the breadths of rich
purple and bright gold is most effective. In the
rock garden Dondia Epipactis is still producing
its greenish blossoms, and the American Cowslips
(Dodecatheon) are bearing their umbels of droop-
ing flowers. The Mexican Daisy (Erigeron mu-
cronatus) has commenced its blooming period in
dry and sunny situations. In a garden not far
distant, well known as the home of many rare
and beautiful plants, Erythronium .Johnsoni and
E. revolutum were blooming, and many clumps
of Gladiolus tristis were in flower. This Gladiolus
has at a little distance the appearance of a light
yellow variety of (i. Colvillei. It attains a height
of rather over 2 feet and is most effective,
its sheaves of clear light sulphur blossoms being
singularly pleasing in the month of April. There
would appear to be a certain amount of uncer-
tainty in the application of the varietal name of
this Gladiolus, as the one I have mentioned is

certainly distinct from the form illustrated on
p. 301, vol. .52, as G. tristis, while this in turn
differs from thedescription given in some botanical
dictionaries. In the same garden a fine strong
plant of the Virginian Cowslip (Mertensia vir-

ginica) was in flower, as was the Celandine Poppy
(Stylophorum diphyllum), whose large golden
blossoms were very striking. A beautifully
netted form of Iris iberica was also in bloom,
and the Fritillaries naturalised in the grass
made a pretty picture. The Crown Imperials
have lasted well this year, remaining in bloom
for six weeks. Fritillaria armena has also been
in flower, and the many-blossomed heads of F.
persica were worthy of note at the commencement

of the month. Gentiana acaulis is rapidly filling

up the gaps in its mantle of deepest blue, and
the lovely little blossoms of Gentiana verna are
now more frequent. The double scarlet Geum (G.
coccineum fl.-pl.) is growing strongly and makes
bright spots of colour here and there, while Geum
montanum is beginning to expand its yellow
flowers. Of Hellebores, a few occasional blooms
were borne by the H. niger family, but the H.
orientalis section, the foliage of which has been
much injured by the cutting winds, being in
bloom remarkably early this year, has hardly
produced any late flowers. I found a plant of H.
viridis, not many days ago, growing in an old
orchard a long distance from any dwelling. The
white Honesty (Lunaria) is now in flower and is

very decorative in the wild garden. The dwarf
Candytuft (Iberis corifolia) is already thick with
bloom, and I have also seen I. gibraltarica in
flower. The Violet Cress (lonopsidium acaule) is

in many gai-dens a mass of flower, and seeding it-

self year after year gives no trouble. In some soils,

however, it has to be raised annually from seed.
The purple Flag Iris has been flowering grandly in
some positions, whilst in others it will not bloom
until May. Iris florentina has also commenced to
blossom in forward situations, and the varieties of
the dwarf Irises pumila and olbiensis have been
in flower. The Snake's-head Iris (I tuberosa),
usually a rather shy bloomer, was, I noticed, par-
ticularly floriferous in a neighbouring garden,
there being thirty flowers on one clump. On the
banks of the Dart, Ixias and Sparaxis were in
flower, and Lithospermum prostratum was blue
with blossom, while the Mesembryanthemums -
scarlet, crimson, rose, orange, and white—were
becoming more decorative day by day. Megasea
cordifolia is still in bloom, and Myosotis dissiti-

flora, over the banks of the wild garden, in bor-
ders, and in old tree boles, among the Irises, the
fast-growing Lilies, and the clumps of Narcissi, is

a sheet of azure. Of the bicolor trumpet section
of the Narcissi, Grandee has been especially fine,

and has bloomed most abundantly. Emperor has
also done well, and succeeds when naturalised in

the grass, where the distinct Johnstoni Queen of
Spain proves most healthy and is seen to best
effect. It is noticeable that two forms of Queen
of Spain are found in the bulbs sent out by
nurserymen. One, which is the typical form, has
a straight trumpet, without a suspicion of a
turned-out rim ; in the other the trumpet has a
spreading rim after the fashion of the rest of the
trumpet section. It is a pity that these cannot
be separated before being sent out, as the straight-
trumpeted form has the merit of possessing a
shape totally distinct from the remainder of the
trumpet section, while that with the spreading
trumpet does not share the same advantage, and
a group composed entirely of the former type
would be far more striking than if, as seems in-

variably to be the case, a proportion of the flowei s

is of the less distinct form. N. Leedsi and its

varieties are particularly adapted for naturalising,
their white starry flowers gracefully poised on
tall slender stems being especially attractive
in the natural environment of a grassy glade.
In such a situation they seem perfectly at
home, and I have lately seen groups growing
in the grass which are surrounded by self-sown
seedlings now growing strongly. Katharine
Spurrell is a beautiful flower of this section,
but its price still remains at a figure that renders
prohibitive the planting out of any quantity. I

saw N. triandrus pulchellus flowering well in a
border during the month. It evidently possesses
a far more vigorous constitution than its relative

N. triandrus albus, but lacks somewhat of the
grace of the latter lovely variety. N. Burbidgei
is a handsome Daffodil, and is in great request
for cut bloom. Here it flowered early in April
simultaneously with N. poeticus ornatus. N.
poeticus recurvus and N. biflorus are just com-
mencing to expand their earliest blossoms.
The creeping Forget-me not (Omphalodes verna)

and its white form are in flower, and Orobus
vernus is also in bloom. The Tree Pasonies, that
in 1896 were in bloom in April, will not perfect

their blossoms until May is on the wane. Mmy
of them have been so cruelly used by the bitter
winds, that both leaves and buds were destroyed,
and the plants will require the whole ssason to
recuperate. The Tufted Pansies are already
bright. Border Witch being a very taking variety.

The Polyanthuses have been very fine, and the
old double lilac Primrose has had a pretty eft'ect

naturalised in clumps in out-of-the-way corners.
The deeper colours of the blue Primroses are very
attractive, some of the purple tints being espe-
cially rich. There is, however, at present a con-
siderable diversity of tint in the plants produced
from a packet of seed. Primula denticulata, P.
marginata, P. rosea, and P. Sieboldi h inc also
been in bloom. The pink I'ulmonaria has been
flowering freely, and is quite a pretty plant when
in full bloom. Ranunculus amplexioaulis, with
its white, golden - centred blossoms, created a
charming effect in a garden I lately visited.

The Blood-root (Sanguinaria canadensis grandi-
flora), which I met with in a garden towards
the end of April, is particularly ornamental
when grown in large patches, its white flowers
being of singular purity. I also saw some well-
flowered plants of Shortia galacifolia, the white
blossoms being well set oft' by the bronzy leafage.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum and its white variety
were in bloom at the commencement of tin
month, and ere its close, in contrast to the general
backwardness of our flowers, the flrst bloom-
cluster on a Solanum jasminoides, which has
reached the eaves of the house, expanded its

white blossoms two months ear-lier than its usual
date. For the first time during some years the
plant in question has passed through the winter
absolutely unscathed, which may account for its

early bloom - production. Thalictrum anemon-
oides ceased to flower early in the month, but
towards its close I noticed Tiarella cordifolia

coming into bloom. Trillium grandiflorum has
been exceptionally fine, but T. sessile californi-

cum in my garden has not been so satisfactory,

the growth being weaker than iisual and the
flower petals very narrow. However, I have seen
it in vigorous health in other gardens. Triteleia

uniflora and its light blue variety have been in

bloom, and the charming Tulipa sylvestris and T.
retrofiexa have produced their quaintly fashioned
flowers. The Vincas, double and single, have
also been in flower, and the Violets have been
enabled by the cool weather to show an un-
diminished profusion of bloom, while the Wall-
flowers have been loading the air with fragrance.

Trees and Shrubs.

The plant of Rosa laevigata, figured on p. 207,
produced its first large white bloom early in April,

and gives promise of abundant flower later in the
season. Abutilon ve.xillarium, mentioned in my
last note, is coming into fuller flower, and at

Kingswear, in the garden that contains the Rosa
Ijevigata alluded to. Acacia Riceana and A.
verticillata were in flower in the open, as was a
healthy young tree of the Fire Bush (Embothrium
coccineum), whose clusters of vivid vermilion-

tinted flowers were brilliant in the extreme.
Azara microphylla is also in bloom, as are Ber-
beris Darwini and B. Mahonia. The white and
ivory yellow Brooms are already in flower, and
here and there Choisya ternata has opened its

blossoms. Coronilla glauca and C. Emerus are

flowering. Cydonia japonica still carries some
scarlet blossoms, and Cytisus racemosus is in full

bloom in many gardens. Through the early

part of April the Forsythias were sheets of bright

yellow, while the orange flowers of the double
lew's Mallow (Kerria japonica) have afforded

rich colouring. The common Laurels have been
a mass of bloom, large specimens, over 1.5 feet in

height, growing by the verge of a wooded lakelet,

being very effective, though the heavy odour of

the Laurel flowers that filled the air was dis-

tinctly oppressive. The Yulan (IVlagnolia con-

spicua) has been in fine bloom in spots sheltered

from the north and east, but where exposed to

the cutting winds it has presented a sorry sight.

Magnolia stellat.i, or Halleana, has also produced
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its comparatively small sweetly-scented flowers.

Olearia stellulata in some gardens has a few
sprays of expanded blossoms, but Pyrus Malus
floribunda has, from the few trees I have seen,

not flowered so profusely as usual. The early

Rhododendrons are in bloom, and a fine plant of

Kibes speciosum growing in the grass has its

branches thickly set with bright crimson pendent
flowers, while the well-known Flowering Currant
(R. sanguineum) and its white form are covered
with blossom. Rubus spectabilis commenced to

flower in April. The bloom on Spirrea prunifolia

fl.-pl. has increased little during the month, but
the white flower-clusters of Staphylea colchioa are
nearing perfection. S. W. F.

Trees and Shrubs.

NOTES ON TREES AND SHRUBS IN

FLOWER.
The DouBLE-FLowEREn Gean (Prunus Avium
fl.-pl.).—Perhaps the loveliest of all the trees

in flower during this early May-time is this old

and well-known Cherry, a variety of the wild

British tree from which a race of the fruiting

Cherries of our orchards has been derived. A
native of our own land, the Gean in all its

various forms, as might be expected, thrives

well, and is suiierior to the inclemencies of

weather that have this year spoiled the beauty
of many things that have come to us from
South Europe, the far East, or elsewhere.
Of the several varieties in cultivation none is

more beautiful than this popular double-flowered
one. It is, indeed, one of the most satisfying

of ornamental trees, blossoming without fail

every year and producing its flowers in won-
derful profusion. Every branch and twig is

now wreathed with flowers from end to end,
hanging in thick clusters on the lower side.

In the gardens near London and in some of the
parks tine old specimens are now in their fullest

beauty.

RiBES .4.UKEUM (the yellow-flowered Currant).
—With the possible exception of Ribes s.^n-

guineura, this species may be accepted as the
best of all the foi-ms of Ribes. Taken together,
these two species with their varieties are, as

ornamental shrubs, worth more than all the
rest of the genus put together. Both have
been introduced from the western side of North
America, but whilst the true R. aureum does
not reach any further west than the inland
slopes of the Rocky Mountains, the other is

common to the coast region of California, &c.
R. aureum is a shrub of free and graceful habit,
le.ss sturdy than its fellow species, and grows
4 feet to (J feet high. The flowers, crowded on
short racemes, are of a bright clear yellow,
which in the better varieties takes a distinctly
golden shade. They have at times a very
pleasant, slightly aromatic fragrance, but this
is not always very perceptible ; it is strongest
in the dewy morning or evening or after a
shower. Several named varieties are grown in
gardens, the most attractive being aurantiacum,
which has large flowers nearly three-quarters
of an inch across, and of a deeper yellow than
in any other. The variety most distinct from
both a botanical and a geographical point of
view is tenuiflorum. This is found on the
Pacific side of the Rocky Mountains (where the
true R. aureum never reaches), and its flowers
have not the fragrance of the type. The fruits
also differ in colour, being yellow instead of
black. As a plant for the garden this var.
tenuiflorum is inferior to the true R. aureum,
which this year Ls flowering with perhaps more
than its usual freedom.

The D017BLE GoRSE (Ulex europa;us fl.-pl.).

—

The best form of Gorse to cultivate in gardens
and pleasure grounds is undoubtedly the double-
flowered variety of l^lex europ;eus. Whilst it

flowers with all the [profusion that makes the
common Gorse or Whin the greatest glory of our
English commons and wild places, it has as a

garden shrub two distinct advantages over the
type from which it sprung. First, the doubling
of the flowers, and the consequent relief, in a

great measure, of the plant from seed-bearing,
allow the blossoms to remain much longer in

beauty, which is a strong recommendation.
Second, the plants themselves are always of a

dwarfer, sturdier, and more compact habit, and
therefore do not become gaunt and leggy, as

the common Gorse so frequently does in garden
soil. Owing most probably to this character,

the double Gorse did not .sutFer anything like so

much as the common one did during tlie severe
weather of January and February, 18'.)5. The
double Gorse has to be propagated from cut-

tings, and the following I have found to be a

successful method : The cuttings should be
taken in July or August, when the young wood
has Vjecome moderately firm, and they .should be
cut ju.st below a joint and left 2 inches to

3 inches long. No artificial lieat is needed, and
they may simply be put in in sandy soil under
a frame, handlight or bell-glass. The cuttings

should be dibbled almost as closely together as

they can conveniently be put. Shading should
be given them during sunny weather, especially

after being first put in. They will be rooted

sufficiently to pot off during the following

summer, and must then be grown on till large

enough to plant out. On account of the diffi-

culty in transplanting Gorse, the cuttings should
never be planted out except in the place where
they are finally intended to remain.

Rhodode.ndro.v RH05IBICU.M.—This is not
only the earliest of all the hardy Azaleas to come
into flower, but is also a distinct and beautiful

species. It is a native of Japan, and has long

been represented by a fine specimen in the

Azalea garden at Kew ; but until within the

last few years it was one of the very rarest of

hardy shrubs. Now, although still uncommon,
it is being raised from seed by nurseiymen, and
has also been imported direct from Japan. It

will, no doubt, in time become much better

known. It is deciduous, and its leaves in the

fall of the year turn a rich bronzy purple

colour. It is to their rhomboidal shape that

the specific name refers. The flowers are each

upwards of 2 inches in diameter and of a shade

of purple that is a distinct approach towards

blue—nearer blue, in fact, than any other

Azalea. At the present time the leaf-buds are

only bursting. It comes from the mountainous
parts of Japan, and when once it has passed the

juvenile stage is quite hardy in South Britain
;

but, like numerous trees and shrubs from the

far East that are perfectly hardy when fully

grown, it is tender when young, and when
raised in this country from seed requires care-

ful watching during the first three or four years

of its existence.

Pyrus flokibuniia.—There are numerous
species of Pyrus flowering at the end of April

and the beginning of May, but of them all,

none, perhaps, appeals to the lover of hardy
trees and shrubs so strongly as this shrubby
species. A bush growing 8 feet or 10 feet high,

it is of spreading habit, and sends out in every

direction its long, graceful branches—now trans-

formed into wands of beautiful rosy blossoms.

And it not only flowers with remarkable pro-

fusion, but with unfailing regularity. On the

whole it may safely be said that no shrub is

batter worthy of cultivation. In the typical

form the flowers are of a pale rose when fully

expanded, but in the bud state of a deeper,

richer hue. It is when the plants have half

their flowers expanded and half yet in bud that

its greatest beauty becomes apparent, the one
shade contrasting with and increasing the

efl'ect of the other. The variety known as atro-

sanguinea is becoming very popular ; its flowers

are of a richer rose than those of the type, es-

pecially when fully open.

CvTisus kewensis.—The finest of the taller

Brooms in flower at the end of April and early

in May is C. pnecox. Of the dwarf or prostrate

roup the most beautiful is C. kewensis. Both
are hybrids and both have the white Broom
(C. albu.s) as one of the parents. C. kewensis

is the latest addition made to the garden varie-

ties, having been raised at Kew within the last

half a dozen years, C. Ardoini being the seed-

bearer. The most striking chaiacter is its per-

fectly prostrate habit, this being more marked
even than it is in C. Ardoini, from which
species this mode of growth was inherited,

C. albus being very erect. Something analogous

occurs in the time of flowering of C. prajcox,

which comes into bloom considerably in advance

of both its parents. The flowers of the Kew
hybrid are creamy white and of goodly size,

the standard petal being half an inch high. The
flowers appear with all the characteristic pro-

fusion of the Brooms on the long slender shoots

made last year, and often 1 foot or more long.

The original plant now covers about 1 square

yard of space, but still keeps within 3 inches of

the ground. As a plant for the rock garden it

is very promising, especially to plant in positions

where its long trailing shoots can hang over and

drape some miniature clifl' or sloping surface.

RnoiiODENDRON cAMPYLOCARPUM. — Count-

ing Azaleas amongst the Rhododendrons (as

botanists do now-a-days), there are, of course,

numerous yellow-flowered species and varieties.

But among the hardy evergreen ones those

with yellow flowers are the rai-e.st of all, and it

is to being one of them that this Himalayan
species owes its charm. It is represented by

several plants in flower now at Kew. When
out of flower it resembles in a great measure

the better-known red-flowered R. Thomsoni,

having leaves of about the same size and shape

and of the same blue-white colour beneath.

The plant itself is dwarfer and more compact

in habit. The flowers have a well-opened

corolla, and are each between 2 inches and
3 inches across. They are borne loosely in the

truss, and the colour is a very pleasing soft

yellow. When fully in bloom this species is

not only one of the most distinct of Rhododen-
drons, but one of the most beautiful of the

dwarf kinds. In regard to hardiness it ranks

with such species as R. ciliatum and R. Tliom-

soni, which means that whilst near London and

in places with similar climatic conditions it does

not require artificial protection, still the best

sheltered place should be given it.

Prunus Puddum.—This tree (which deserves

a prettier name) is one of the true Cherries (or

Cerasus), and is a native of the mountains of

Bhotan and Sikkim, where it grows at altitudes

of 8000 feet. It i.s one of the most uncommon
of all the Cherries in cultivation, but, judging

by a tree about 15 feet high in the arboretum at

Kew, it has been undeservedly neglected.

Ju.st now this tree is a perfect mass of blossom,

rivalling even the beautiful Prunus Mahaleb in

its profusion. The flowers are almost pure

white, having only a faint ro.sy tint, but in the

matter of colour Indian travellers state that in

a wild state the species varies from deep rose

to pure white. Its fruits are about the size of

the common garden Cherries, and, like them,
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are reJ and hang on loii» slenier stilk?, bit
they are diBferent in ships, the uppar pirt
being tapering an! rather conical. When ripe

they are very pilitable, being less sweet thin
the Bigarreau Cherries, bat not so acid as the
Morellos

.

Cytisus puroans.—Although it is an old
garden shrub (having been introduced in 1768,
according to Loudon), and, moreover, one of

the parents of the popular Cytisus pniecox, this

Broom is quite an uncommon plant now-a-days
either in nurseries or in private gardens. It is

by no means so vigorous a grower as C. pnecox
and I have never seen it blossom with quite the
same freedom, yet it is, nevertheless, a beauti-

ful shrub and worth growing for the unusually
rich yellow of its flowers. None of the early-

flowering taller Brooms have flowers of so rich

a golden shade as this. It is not so tall a
grower as C. prsecox, and, if stopped a few
times when young, makes a comparatively
dwarf shrub and does not become leggy and
bare at the bottom so quickly as many Brooms
do. It is a native of the mountains of South-
western Europe, and can be increased by means
of cuttings inserted under a bell-glass or cold
frame in early August, or by means of seeds,
which are produced most years.

Kaxmia glauca.—Of the three Kalmias at

present introduced to this country, this is the
first to come into flower. It is, indeed, some
six weeks ahead of the other two, being already
at its best ; whereas they are not in bloom till

June. Its bears its flowers at the ends of the
branches in a flattish, corymbose cluster. They
are of a bright reddish lilac, the individual
flower being saucer-shaped and between half an
inch and three-quarters of an inch across. All
the three species of Kalmias are very distinct
from each other in foliage. In this the dis-

tinguishing marks of the leaves are the glaucous
white under surface and their rolled-under
margins. It is a twiggy shrub, usually seen
under 2 feet in height and consisting of a little

thicket of erect thin branches. It has been in

cultivation 130 years, and is, like the other two
species—K. latifolia and K. angustifolia—

a

native of Eastern North America. A couple of
large beds behind the Palm house at Kew filled

with this shrub are at present very bright and
full of flower. \V. J. B.

Amelanchier canadensis var. oblongi-
folia.—Amelanchier canadensis, or the Juneberry,
as it is called in the United States, is widely
spread over the eastern side of North America.
In consequence probably of the different climatic
conditions under which it exists, it varies a trood
deal in time of flowering. Some of its earlier
forms were past by the middle of April, but the
variety known as oblongifolia is still (in the second
week in May) in beauty. Besides its later flower-
ing it is distinguished also because of its shrubby
habit. A group of plants at Kew is only some
4 feet or 5 feet high, and instead of making a
small tree with a single stem, as is the usual habit
of the species, the plants are bushy, and send up
sucker growths freely from the base. The flowers
are pure white, and are borne in short racemes.
It is a charming little shrub, and is useful for
grouping in places where the commoner sorts
would be too big. Some of the varieties of this
Amelanchier are being selected and cultivated in
the United States for their fruits, one of the best
being a form of this shrubby variety known as
the Success Juneberry.

Kerria japonica.—There are three forms of
Kerria japonica at present in cultivation : 1, the
typical, single flowered, green - leaved plant

;

2, the variegated one, also single-flowered ; and
3, the old double-flowered variety that was first

introduced, and was originally called Corchorus
japonica. Of the^e three, the single-flowered

typical plant is the most uncommon, although as
a hardy shrub away from a wall it is the mist
satisfactory of them all. It forms a graceful low-
spreading bush, and bears its bright yellow
flowers profusely at this season. It likes a situa-

tion sheltered from north and east winds, such,
for instance, as the Bamboo garden at Kew,
where there is a plant now flowering very prettily,

but it does not require the protection of a wall to

bring out its full beauty. The double-flowered
variety does, in most districts, satisfactorily only
as a wall plant. Its growths are curiously thick,

succulent and vigorous, compared with those of

either of the single-flowered varieties, and perhajis

because of this it requires the heat of a wall to

ripen ofl' its growths properly and to prevent them
being cut back in hard winters, as they usually
are in the open.—B.

There are three forms of this Kerria in

cultivation, but by far the oldest and most
generally met with is the double-flowered (flore-

pleno), that has been grown in this country
for nearly 200 years. It is in many districts

a favourite plant with cottagers ; indeed, some
of the finest examples are often to be met
with in cottage gardens. It is frequently seen
crowded up in snrubberies or in some similar

spot, and even then it will hold its own fairly

well, while, given a good open position or even
treated as a wall shruo, it will keep up a succes-

sion of its charming golden Rose-like blossoms for

some time. The single-flowered form, which was
not introduced into this country till 1835, is even
now very uncommon.—T.

Khododendron Smirnowi.—One of the most
promising and interesting of the newer species of

Rhododendron is this from the Caucasus. It is

promising because its perfect hardiness and un-
usual dwarfness of habit are likely to prove of

value in the hybridiser's hands. The first plants
seen in this country were raised at Kew (along
with a nearly allied species discovered at the same
time—R. Ungerni), and these flowered for the
first time in May, 1893. Both these species have
very distinct foliage, resembling that of some
Himalayan species more than that of their nearer
neighbours. The leaves of R Smirnowi on first

opening are covered on both sides with an almost
pure white felt ; afterwards the upper surface
becomes smooth and dark green, but the lower
one retains its tomentose covering, which ulti-

mately turns a pale brown. The truss is nearly
as large as that of the best garden varieties, and
the individual flower, bright rose-purple in colour,

measures between 2 inches and 3 inches across.

When it first flowered at Kew in 1893 it was
crossed with some of the best garden varieties

then in bloom. Some distinct-looking plants were
obtained, one or two of which are now showing
flower. Its fellow species (R. Ungerni), dis-

covered and introduced at the same time, has
not, for some reason or other, proved a success
under cultivation here, although both it and R.
Smirnowi are found wild in the same locality.

The Chinese Magnolias.—There are few
trees and shrubs, even among the hundreds that

have been introduced to the British Isles, that
furnish a more striking contrast to the tree vege-

tation of Britain (or even of Europe) than the
Chinese Magnolias. Of the species from the
Celestial Empire hardy in this country, the best

known are M. conspicua (the Yulan) and M.
obovata (or M. purpurea), the former a low,

spreading tree, the latter a shrub. Both are

very beautiful, but neither is so valuable as are
the Magnolias that have been raised from them
by cross-fertilisation whilst under cultivation in

Europe. There is now a continuous series of

Magnolias originating from these two species that
give us flowers from early April right into June.
M. conspicua itself is the earliest to flower, swell-

ing its large flower-buds through March, and
being fully open soon after that month has passed.

Its beauty is then, perhaps, greater than that of

any other Magnolia, the trees being a complete
mass of large white fragrant flowers. Its great
defect is that it so often falls a victim to that

treacherous time. M. obovata, although its early
flowers may be open before those of the other
species are quite past, is, on the whole, a month
or five weeks later. By the hybridisation of the
two a succession of varieties has been obtained
which fills up the intervening time. M. Sou-
langeana was the first hybrid that appeared. It

usually follows M. conspicua in ten or twelve
days. Then comes a series of very similar forms
known as Norberti, Alexandrina, spectabilis,
nigra, cfeo., whilst last of all is the fine variety
called M. Lennei, now at its best. In some re-

spects this is the most useful of all this group of

Magnolias, because ii is least likely to be injured
by unseasonable frosts. It is also one of the
richest coloured varieties, the outside of the petals
being a deep vinous purple. The whole series

should, however, be grown in every garden where
there is accommodation for them. They are
amongst the most wonderful flowering trees of the
north temperate zone.—W. J. Bean.

Dwarf shrubs and bulbs in beds.—In a
garden set apart for shrubs and hardy plants
principally I have some beds of Rhododendrons
and hardy Azaleas. Some of these beds are on
the side of a hill, and the under stratum being
limestone, the Rhododendrons would not thrive.

Accordingly, I resolved to destroy them. The
site being within sight of the abbey, it was neces-

sary to plant something that would thrive and
give a continued display. After i-emoving some
of the peat soil and adding some of a more last-

ing nature, I obtained some nice young plants of

Berberis Darwini and B. stenophylla, Clethra
alnifolia, Olearia Haasti, Rhododendron hirsutum,
Moutan and herbaceous Pfeonies. These I planted
at one time, keeping the Barberries at the back.
The Olearias are placed equally about the bed
with the Moutan Pieonies amongst them, and
towards the outside are the Rhododendrons and
Clethras, allowing room for planting herbaceous
P;eonies near the front. These Peonies are kept
far enough back to allow of clump? of early-

blooming Narcissi, Tulips, &c. , and as the
Peonies are the late-blooming kinds they do
not begin to grow early, thus giving the foliage

of the bulbs time to ripen. Near the front I have
planted clumps of late-blooming Tulips. In the
centre of the bed I left room amongst the shrubs,

and here I plant Gladioli of several kinds, from
ten to twenty bulbs in a place. This bed is very
effective for a long time, one thing following the
other from February till October.

—

Dorset.

THUJA.
(arbor-VIT.E.)

This name is unfortunately too well known in

catalogues and books, and too well represented
in gardens by numbers of worthless shrubs and
mean trees ; happily, the species are not so

numerous as they seem from the immense num-
bers of names that have been given to mostly
ugly forms of trees such as the Western Arbor-
vitK, a native of Canada and the Southern
States of America, and which in gardens has

varied so much in colour and foliage and form,

that numerous Latin names have been applied

to worthless varieties, over twenty being found
in some catalogues. Some trees which break

into a number of varieties are themselves beauti-

ful, but in this case the original tree itself is,

we think, neither a good tree nor a decent

shrub. It is sometimes used to get shelter

fences and hedges rapidly, though by no means
so good for that purpose as our own native

shrubs like the Yew and the Holly, and it

would be no great loss to omit the Western
Arbor-vitiO from the garden altogether ; all the

more so, perhaps, as it is one of the clieap ever-

greens often used to form the muddle mixture of

the common shrubbery. Thuja gigantea of

North-western America is, on the other hand, a

noble tree, fine in stature and form. It is also

known as Lobbi, and the form plicata has re-
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ceived many names. The Japan Arbor-vitie is

supposed to be a variety of this.

Perliaps the most graceful and digniBed of

the whole group is the plant generally called

Thujopsis, which is a distinct and graceful tree,

line in colour and wonderfully hardy, and en-

during frosts that even killed Apple trees in

France. Happily, of this as yet few varieties

have been invented, these being a worthless

dwarf and a variegated kind. This is a good
background tree in the flower garden or pleasure-

ground, but it is not long enough in our country
to say whether it will attain the growth it does
in its own country, though in any case we are

sure of a graceful subject. The next Arbor-vit;i'

of any importance is the Chinese T. orientalis,

a native of Northern China and Japan. This
has also broken out into many varieties, varie-

gated and diflering somewhat in form, many
of them poor and ugly, the variegated ones es-

pecially so. Mr. W. Goldring writes of the

Chinese Arbor-vitw :

—

This is no doubt one of, if not the hardiest of

the eastern conifers, though in heavj' soils in in-

land districts it makes miserable growth, and I

should not think of planting it in the midlands
except on very dry, friable soils. I have no
affection for it and seldom plant it. It is too
" lumpy," and there are so many things better
that produce the same effect almost. But its

tender green makes it different from other coni-

fers, and serves as a pleasing foil for deeper greens,
such as usually seen in gardens. Potted about
singly on the lawn it has a poor effect, but it

groups well with tall spiral things. The golden
(or so called golden) form of it is the most usually
seen, and this is very much worse than the
species planted singly, as it is squatty and
globular. It is the common thing in cemeteries,
and for that reason I avoid it for gardens. There
are about a dozen different forms all dearly loved
by the nurserymen, and one is sure to find it in

the common or nursery style of planting— an-
other reason for avoiding it. All along the Bag-
shot ridge and in gardens about the New Forest
it thrives.

NOTES db QUESTIONS.—TREES & SHRUBS.

Cydonia Maulei supetba is a very valu-

able acquisition cf recent introduction. It is a great
improvement on C. Maulei both in colour and
eize of Hower. Very small plants of it flower freely.

Ribes aureum.— I have of late seen several

bushes of this shrub in cottage gardens which
were blooming very freely, their hght golden
flowers showing to great advantage against the

deep green glossy foliage. In all instances no
special cultivation seems to have been given, the
plants growing for the most part in the flower
borders attached to the cottages. Many seem to
have been in their present positions for a good
many years, and one would think that they must
have exhausted the soil within reach of the roots
some time ago. Nevertheless, they appear to be
quite at home in their surroundings, and when
seen in full flower are very effective.—A. W.
Shrubby Veronicas.—Mr. Buxton's note on

page 383 is interesting. Here several of the
shrubby Veronicas seed. V. speciosa, V. Lyalli,

V. parviflora, ^'. salicifolia, and some others pro-
duce self-sown seedlings. Old plants of V. parvi-
flora are sometimes killed in winter, but seedlings
come up plentifully enough. V. Arc-en-ciel,
which was planted out in a dry position in the
rock garden two years ago, has survived two
winters without protection and has now attained
a good size. Experiments with some of these
variegated hybrid Veronicas would be of interest,

although, like all variegated plants, they must be
used carefully. The deep red flowers of V. Arc-en-
ciel are very showy.— S. Arnott, Carsethom, by
Dumfrien, N.B.
Pyrus Halus floribunda Scheideckeri is

an improvement on the old favourite floribunda.
Its flowers expand much later and are very valu-

able for this reason. Apart from this, however,
the blossoms are semi-double and the tiny little

buds are of a rich ruby colour before they unfold,
developing into a delicate blush-pink as they
expand. These Pyruses are very effective if

planted in clumps. Maiden or two-year-old
plants set out rather thickly and kept well spurred
in after the manner of upright cordon Apples
make a splendid show when clothed from base
to summit with their attractive flowers. The
varieties named, either mingled together or
brought into juxtaposition with each other, would
make an effective mass of colour in spring, espe-
cially if the ground around them were carpeted
with Aubrietia Hendersoni, Polyanthuses or other
showy spring flowers.

Flower Garden.

RANUNCULUS LINGUA. .

This is one of the showiest of British waterside
weeds, and one also that occurs in some quan-
tity in certain districts. It is a most useful

plant for the position indicated and gives no

Ranunculus Lingua.
H. G.

From a drawing hy
Moon,

trouble once it has been planted or introduced
to any given position. It appreciates the rich

mud usually inseparable from the back waters of

large rivers or streams, and in like manner
when introducing it to artificial waters, as

lakes or ponds, this requii-ement should not be
lost sight of. It is easy, of course, to say the

plant wUl do well treated as an aquatic or even
when grown in moist soil away from water. All

this is very true and is often done for con-

venience' sake. At the same time those who want
to make the most of one of our showiest native

plants will not err in giving it a bed of rich

mud earth to grow in. In grouping the plant

at the side of an artificial lake or pond, it will

be found a good plan to dam the water back for

the moment with a clay bank of the size and
shape of the requii'ed group, which need not be
wide if long, i.e., extended at the margin, which
is its true position. Into this cavity the soil,

preferably somewhat retentive, may be placed,

and once the plant takes root it is safe. Where
heavy soils natui-ally obtain, the introduction of

such water-loving subjects as this is quite

simple. In nature the plant frequently clings

to the bank of wet earth and sends its golden
cups nearly 3 feet high. E- J-

NOTES ON CALOCHORTI.
The interest that is being taken in the Calo-
chorti makes it desirable that there should be
a better general knowledge of the nomenclature
and affinities of these lovely flowers. As a
grower and collector for many years I have had
peculiarly favourable opportunities for studying
the genus. The latest revision of the genus
was by Sereno Watson, published in "Botany
of California," vol. ii., and reprinted in The
Garden and elsewhere. This was in 1880, and
since that date many new species have been
discovered and much new light shed on the
species already known and their variations.

The time is coming for a thorough revision of

the genus. The genus Calochortus grows from
Nebraska to the Pacific Ocean and from British

America far into Mexico, an area over fifteen

hundred miles square of the most varying alti-

tudes, soil, moisture and heat. It is not at all

surprising that in such a widely distributed

genus there is some confusion, but the surprise

is rather that so much of the work of the earliest

botanists has proved stable. In many species

the years of later study have only amended the

work of the discoverer by extending the range
or showing some variation which only the
specialist would recognise. In other groups,

notably in C. venustus, C. VVeedi, C. splen-

dens, and C. Gunnisoni, we find species so

peculiarly prone to cross-fertilisation or hybridi-

sation, that the variety of colour forms is end-

less, and the observer has the greatest difficulty

in telling where species begin, or whether after

all he is only observing many forms of one
extremely variable species. In this article I

refer the reader to the descriptions in Watson's
revision, unless otherwise specified.

Section I.

—

Eucaxochortus (Stab Tulips).

Group 1.

—

Sitb-globose flowered.

C. A1.B0S (Douglas). — Watson's description

covers this closely, except that in colour it

merges into rosy shades. I do not think the var.

paniculatus well founded. C. albus as found in

the Sierra is larger in leaf and flower and very

much larger in bulb than the form of the Coast
Range, but otherwise it seems identical.

C. ,4M(ENrs ((ireene).—This is a lovely new
species from a small region of the Southern Sierra.

The leaf and habit are as in C. albus, but the

flower is differently formed, short in the petal,

and in a few days becomes nearly campanulate ;

gland broad, densely covered with reddish brown
hairs ; colour an exquisite satiny shade of pink,

very distinct.

C. PULCHELLUS.—Exactly as described by Wat-
son, excepting that in Mendocino Co. the flowers

frequently have a dark brown spot at base of

petal inside. In Sierra, Eldorado Co. ; in Coast

Range, Monterey to Mendocino County.

Group 2.— Elegans.

In all of these there are a single glossy radical

leaf, a graceful habit, erect or semi-erect cam-
panulate flowers, exquisite in form and shad-

ings, and pendent capsule. AH, too, are plants

of the woodland and none bear ofi'sets, propa-

gation only by seed except in C. apiculatus (see

below). Nearly all have at some time been re-

ferred to C. elegans.

C. Bentiiami.—There is nothing to add to

Watson's description excepting that a form is

common with a dark brown spot at the base of

each petal. This was once sold as C. Wallacei.

Last year I found a much larger paler form which
there is reason to believe is a hybrid between C.

Benthami and C. Maweanus v. major. Hybrids in

the Star Tulip group are not unfrequent, but so

far as 1 have seen never fertile.

C. Maweanus.—This species ranges from the

Columbia River to San Francisco. Watson well

describes the type from small specimens. This
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the case in several Calochorti, and is misleading
and unreliable. A forest fire sweeping over a
field will treble the size of a Calochortus as a rule,
and the difference between sunshine and shade or
of soil causes similar diversity. The species of
the elegans group are of about the same size
under identical conditions excepting C. Mawe-
anus v. major and C. Tolmiei, which are much
largrer.

C. Maweanus v. major.— In the Northern
Sierra occurs a form which I have named major.
It varies in no way excepting that when they
are grown side by side it is larger than the type
in bulb, leaf and flower. Well-grown flowers of
this are as much as from 2 inches to 3 inches
across.

C. Maweanus v. roseus.— A form from
Oregon in the decided rosy tinge of its flowers,
and a bulb easily distinguished from that of
all other Calochorti. The bulb of C. Maweanus is

a light brown tissue, rather stringy and fibrous.
In var. roseus the coat is a dark mahogany
brown, tissue not at all stringy, otherwise as in
type.

C. ocKRULEii.s.—Watson describes it accurately,
except that he again had dwarfed specimens. Its
most salient points are the short orbicular
capsule, the ciliate hairs on margin, and its
usually umbellate inflorescence. In nine cases
out of ten the flowers are in an umbel. To
Watson's range I would add Mount Shasta.

C. ELEGANS I have not seen. Several specimens
sent as such were C. apiculatus.

C. Ai'icnLATns. — In this species lack of a range
of specimens caused error. Mr. Baker described
it from Idaho. I add freaks in Oregon and Wash-
ington. I sent Mr. Baker large specimens from
Mount Hood, Oregon, and he identifled them as
e-xactly like his type. In the same lot of speci-
mens I had some of the tiniest plants. This
species was erroneously figured in Oardeiier.s'
Vhroniiie as C. Howelli, a very different thing.

C. Tolmiei.—This species is a large tall grower.
It differs only from fine specimens of C. Mawe-
anus V. major in a deeper blue colour ani the
absence of the scale above gland. I often find
the two confused in herbariums, and suspect they
run together.

C. UMEELL.ATUs (Wood), C. coLLiNus (Lemmon).
—This species has been sadly confused by
botanists. Wood's description, as early as 1870,
exactly covers it. It has, however, been confused
with C. elegans, C. Maweanus, and C. lilaoinus.
Watson refers it to the last species. Prof. E. L.
Greene called my attention to Wood's earlier
description. From C. uniflorus (C. lilacinus) it is
(asily distinguishable. In the description of C.
uniflorus in "The Botany of Beechy's Voyages,"
and Dr. Kellogg's original description and draw-
ing of C. lilacinus, C. uniflorus is portrayed as
bulbiferous. It is a plant of wet, open meadows,
while C umbellatus, like others of the elegans
group, grows in shaded, well-drained woods. 0.
umbellatus in leaf and capsule is clearly allied
to C. Maweanus, while its bloom is very like that
of others of the elegans group, its flowers beinf
nearly naked and white.

"

Group 3.—Swamp Star Tulips.

C. UNIFLORUS (Hooker and Arnold), C. lil.ici-
Nus (Kellogg).—I have examined the original de-
scriptions and drawings and specimens from the
original localities as well as from many other
points as far north as Southern Oregon, and am
thoroughly satisfied that there is but one species.
The older name, C. uniflorus, must be retained,
although not nearly so appropriate. C. uniflorus
is a plant of open, wet meadows, where in the
rainy season it may be covered with water for
weeks at a time. Its habit is leafy, the flowers
are produced in numbers, and it bears offsets very
freely, and, when protected, the growth of these
offsets produces dense masses. I have found fifty
well-formed bulbs in a clod U inches square.

C. KUDUS. — Watson's description is exact
throughout its range, from Yosemite Valley to
Southern Oregon. It grows in open, wet meadows,
does not offset, and has a single broad, shiny lea*.

It is much smaller and less vigorous than the
latter.

Section II.—Mariposa Tulips.

Group 1.

In this little-known group the capsule is un-
like that of the other Mariposas, but, like the
Star Tulips, usually erect. In leaf, too, they
are rather like the Star Tulips than the other
Mariposas, tlie leaf being single, long and glossy,
and usually equalling the stem. The five de-
scribed species are closely related, forming as
close a chain as in the Weedi group. I ani^ in-

clined to think them only colour species, but
much more extended observation is needed
before the lines can be properly drawn.

C. Gkeenei is lilac, barred with yellow.
C. Howelli is pale yellow.
C. LONGIB.ARBATUS, lilac- purple.
C. CILIATUS is very similar to C. longibarbatus.
C. NiTiDus.—This is a wide-spread species,

occurring from Eastern Oregon into Montana
and varying but little. The flowers are lilac,

with a large indigo-coloured blotch in the middle
of each petal. Flowers large, open, cup-shaped.
A very showy species, closely related to 0. longi-
barbatus.

Group 2.

—

Weedi.

In this group the leaf is single, long, and
glassy, and very much like that of 0. albus.
The bulb is a reliable character, being heavily
covered with a coarsely netted dark coat. No
other Mariposas have such bulbs. In flower they
are extremely variable. The type has large, full,

orange - coloured flowers ; the petals ciliate

within with yellow hairs. A similar white
form is found, which, oddly enough, blooms
among the first Mariposas, while the type is

the last to blossom. In petal the forms become
more and more truncated, until in

C. obispoensis (Lemmon) we have a very free-

flowering form, in which the petal is less than
one half the length of the sepal, and densely
covered with brown hairs.

C. Plummer.e (C. Weedi var. purpurascens)
is a full-flowered form, in which the petal is

purple or lavender above and yellow in the
centre. It is a better grower than the type of C.
Weedi. A peculiarity of this species is the bulb
division. The bulb divides into two nearly equal
bulbs. This division is inside of the coat, and
what is apparently one bulb will oftenerbe found
to be two closely pressed together.

Group 3.

—

Venustus.

The most brilliant as well as most widely
represented of the genus in California is that
great gi'oup of wonderfully varying forms, in-

cluding C. luteus, C. venu.stus, C. clavatus, and
C. Vesta, and which is connected with C. splen-
dens by C. Catalm:e (C. Lyoni). The forms
have been variously referred to C. luteus and
C. venustus. Watson makes most of them
forms of C. luteus. I prefer Mr. Baker's
former arrangement under C. venustus. Many
of the forms cross-fertilise readily in a state of
nature, and each form may be found growing
either separately in monotypic forms over large
areas, or in equally large areas, so confused, that
it seems impossible to properly define them.
It must not be thought that the varieties which
I will describe are merely types picked from a
confused mixture of hybrids. Such is not the
case, for they each can be found sepai-ately,

sometimes for hundreds of miles, clearly answer-
ing to description. Often one of the group
will be found surrounded by another form, yet
without transitional forms. At other points
the transitional forms are numberless.

C. luteus.—Watson's description well covers
this. It is a dwarf, small, yellow - flowered
form, marked with delicate lines of brown. It
has a range of over 200 miles in length, and plants

from the extreme limits are indistinguishable.
From Mendocino to Monterey County.
Var. 1.—Within this range, and apparently

only differing from it in being a major form.
Also in the Sacramento valley for 200 miles.

C. VENUSTUS OCULATUS, C. V. CITRINUS.— In
VVatson's revision these are described as varie-
ties of C. luteus. They are colour forms of the
same thing. In habit they are more leafy and
stronger growing than the type of C. luteus.
The flowers are large, the gland lunate; at centre
of each petal there is a conspicuous eye of brown
or dark brown. In oculatus the flower is from
lilac, through white, to cream and buff ; claw
purphsh and eye oculated with yellow. This
form is one of the best defined of the group and
occurs in Northern and Central California. C. v.
var. citrinus (luteus), a deep lemon-yellow-
flowered variety with a dark brown eye. This
occurs in a monotypic form in a large area north
of San Francisco, while in the Central Sierra foot-
hills 200 miles away the same form is found.

C. V. (Benth.), C. v. roseus (Gard. Chron.,Ja]y
6, 1895).—This is the type of C. venustus, but for
convenience amid the multiplicity of forms it had
better be known as C. venustus var. roseus. It is

of low, dwarf growth. The petals are very
broad, broader than long, marked with an eye in
the centre, a reddish brown base, and as a dis-
tinguishing mark a conspicuous red blotch near
apex of petal : colour white to lilac. Within its
range, which is from San Francisco Bay south to
Los Angeles, it varies but little.

C. V. VAR. suLPHUREus. — In the extremi
southern end of the San Joaquin valley. Central
California, there grows the form I have named as
above. It is exactly like var. roseus in every
respect except that it is yellow. It has the rose
blotch at apex of petal. Collected by Miss Alice
Eastwood.

C. v. (Eldorado strain).—This is found in the
Sierra Nevada from Eldorado County south to
Tehachipi, and probably to Los Angeles Co.
While var. roseus is a dwarf species, this is tall,

leafy and vigorous. In var. roseus the petals are
broader than long, in this, cuneate, longer than
broad. To the eye this makes a marked differ-

ence. In var. roseus the range of colour is from
yellow to white and lilac. In the Eldorado strain
the range is from rich cream, through white, to
lilac, deep purple and a satiny rich red. Usually
all of these and numberless other intermediate
shades are found growing together. In var.
roseus the red blotch is a constant feature ; in this
strain it is not the rule, and the blotch varies to
gold In some instances any one of the colours
mentioned may be found growing alone. One of
these is

C. v. VAR. PICTUS, described m Gai-d. Chroii.,

.July 6, 1895. This is the white form of the strain.

C. V. VAR. puRPUR.isc'ENS (Watson) was un-
doubtedly the purple form of the Eldorado
strain of C. venustus. The name has for years
been used for another and quite different vaiiety.
The C. venustus var. purpurascens described in
(Tiirdenera' Chroiiidn, .July 6, 1895, and figured in

The Garden as Watson's description, by no means
clearly describes either variation ; the name had
better be kept for the variety described and
figured more recently. This is a sort growing
in heavy, sticky soil in a very limited range. lb
is very leafy and strong-growing. This species
and C. Vesta have a peculiar habit of offsetting.
The offsets are \-ery large and soon form bulbs,
and a single bulb it undisturbed soon forms a
colony.

C. Vesta (G'tit-d. C/iroii., July (i, 1895).—This is

the strongest grower and most leafy of the
venustus group Its increase by oft'setting is re-

markable. It is tall, with long pedicels, bearing
large white or lilac flowers, with a brown band
across middle of petal and reddish centre. The
gland is narrow and undulate. Native of a heavy,
sticky soil, localised in a few places north of San
Francisco.

Besides these there are miny other varia-

tions of C. venustus, somo of which I will call

attention to in a future article.
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C. SPLENDENS VAR. ATROVIOLACEUS. —A small-

flowered dark lilac typo from Southern California.

At base of each petal is a dark red spot.

C. iXEXUosirs.—Low, leafy, and flexuous, pale

lilac. Said to be native of saline meadows and
growing in tufts of grass.

C. Palmeri.—Leafy, low, stem stiff; flowers

very pale lilac. There are several forms of this

not as yet well known.

Gitori' 4. —Macrocarfis.

This species seems to have no near relati\ es

among the Calochorti. It varies scarcely at all,

and answers closely to Watson's descriptiin.

In sandy Sage brush plains from North-east
California to Washington.

Group 5.

—

Nutialli.

The type of C. Nuttalli is well described by
Watson. It ranges throughout Nevada and
Utah to Colorado in a nionotypic form usually,

but in sections of Colorado it breaks into

numberless shades, through yellow to white,

lilac, and the most exquisite light pink. None
of these colour forms have been named.

C Leiciiti.ini.—In the high Sierra is a dwarfed
form having sagittate anthers and a smoky white
c.'lour, with very dark spot at base of petal.

C. Gnx.NisoNi.—In this species the gland is

transverse and the leaves very different from any
o her Calochortus. In colour it is as variable as

venustus, ranging from buff to white, light lilac

and pink. No varieties have been named.

Uliah, C'tdiJ'iirni<(. Cakl Pikdv.

ANEMONE ALPINA.

From a garden point of view this lovely alpine

Windflower may safely be regarded as the hand-
somest of its race. Many fail to grow it in low-

land gardens, or even to succeed in establishing

the frequently inadequate pieces too often made
to do duty as plants. Being vigorous and deep
rooting, it should only be planted where there is

a good depth of prepared, or at least good sandy
soil for the roots, as failing this it is not likely to

do well. Every year large numbers of its cron'ns,

with some 3 inches, more or less, of fibreless root-

stock attached, come to hand in late summer or

early autumn, bearing always the impress of

having been roughly torn from their place. This,

coupled with the green foliage, the long time
packed, and sweating consequent thereon, adds to

the difficulties of any would-be cultivator. To
plant these tibreless stumps late in autumn in tbs
average garden soil is to throw them away to the

extent of fully 90 per cent. The same pieces, if

planted thickly in cocoa-nut fibre for the winter
months in boxes 4 inches deep or thereabouts,
will emit root fibres during winter, and to the
extent of 70 per cent, or more will be ready
for planting out quite early in April. This is

no mere guess work, but the outcome of practice.

The way in which Adonis, Cypripediums, the
alpine Anemone, and other such plants produce
fibrous roots in cocoa-nut fibre is surprising, and
in some of these at least the same material is

helpful when finally transferring the plants to
their permanent quarters. Winter division of the
alpine Windflower is usually attended with
failure even when good established plants have
been employed, and this should never be at-

tempted. The largest isolated example of Ane-
mone alpina I have ever seen was growing in the
specimen border in the Hale Farm Nursery up-
wards of twenty years ago, the plant in question
being upwards of '2 feet high and as much
through. It was growing in the ordinary border
in company with other good hardy plants.

Where fresh seeds can be obtained this is un-
doubtedly the simplest way of raising vigorous
and reliable stock of this Anemone. The work, of

course, requires patience, but in the end repays
the trouble. Seeds of this species are best sown
in the open in shallow drills in fairly rich soil,

and rather thinly when it is known the seeds are

fresh, allowing the seedlings to remain at least

eighteen months without disturbance, and when
large enough transplanting always in the early

spring. Usually good plants are forthcoming in

two years from the seed, and in another two years
the plants will flower for the first time. When
properly planted in sandy loam, leaf-mould, grit,

and sandstone chippings this Anemone may re-

main for years without disturbance. In summer
the species, and also the lovely variety A. a. sul-

phurea, delight in plenty of moisture. E. J.

ISOPYKUM THALICTROIDES.
At page 330 the Rev. C. WoUey-Dod refers to this

pretty little plant as a " seductive weed," and by
subsequent remarks proves the truth of the asser-

tion, so far, at least, as the garden at Edge Hall
is concerned. As to the hardy nature of the
plant, I have no knowledge that this has ever
been questioned, but that it is not a success in

very many gardens I am aware from frequent
inquiries concerning it. Quite recently I have
twice been appealed to respecting this plant and
its requirements. I <iuite agree with Mr. Dod
that the plant loves moisture, and have repeatedly
recommended its being planted in such positions.

I have, however, a distinct experience of failure

with this plant when grown in moist, sandy peat
in company with Trilliums and Dentarias, and
another of it thri\ing well in the open in the light

sandy soil of Tooting. The very small bits of it

that one meets in hardy plant collections gener-

ally give but little idea of its weedy nature, and
I take it that in Mr. Dod'scase some local influence

is altogether favourable to its development. Near
London no sort of treatment appears to make
much difference to the plant. The peculiar suit-

ableness of Mr. WoUey-Dod's garden to this plant

is proved by Mr. Dod's own words, viz., " Two or

three other rough spots, either damp or dry, seem
to answer all its requirements," so that the plant

is obviously quite at home in any position at

Edge Hall, though frequently becoming less in

other instances. Even more curious is the fact

that Thalictrum anemonoides is not a permanent
success in the same garden, w hieh latter Mr. Dod
regards as more choice. And yet in the small

white blossoms and delicate foliage of each there

is a good deal in common.
The above is not an isolated instance so far as

Mr. Dod's garden is concerned, as I remember
another plant—Primula capitata—which gives

considerable trouble to some who grow it,

is one of the most successful of Primulas at Edge
Hall, not merely growing and flowering freely,

but seeding and springing up in all directions.

The success of the latter, coming as it does from a
great elevation in the Himalayas, proving quite

content in Mr. Dod's Cheshire garden, is both sig-

nificant and interesting. Indeed, such an experi-

ence would justify anyone regarding it as a most
accommodating species, though in a general way
this is not confirmed, but rather the reverse.

E. J.

Flag Irises.—The common blue and white
Flag Irises are the showiest of everyday hardy
plants at the present time. Almost regardless

of position, one sees these flowering in the same
profusion, with the same vigour of growth, and
year by year sending forth a splendid array of

blossoms on lofty spikes that are as valuable as

they are effective. Plants such as these, more-
over, that can, and indeed do, take care of them-
selves need but little recommendation, and even
when the flowering is past there is a picturesque-

ness in the strong tufts of blue-green leaves that

cannot fail to commend them to all lovers of

beautiful plants.

Tulip Dame Elegante.— I find that I have
unwittingly been led into error regarding the
origin of this Tulip through the statement of the
venrlor that it was of French origin. Messrs. E. H.
Krelageand Son, of Haarlem, have kindly informed
me that they introduced this \ ariety to the trade
and gave it the name. Messrs. Krclage consider

it to be a Dutch cottage Tulip, and, although not
knowing its origin, say it is certainly not French.
The name was chosen in accordance with Dame
Blanche, the pure white strain of the same Tulip,
introduced by Messrs. Krelage at the same time.
The latter is also a very pretty Tulip which I

grow here.—S. Arnott, Carielhom, by Dumfiie^,

Tulip Golden Crown.—This old Tulip always
attracts the attention of those who see it here.
In its various stages, from that of the bud until
it dies off a bright red, it finds favour with many.
The flowers are very beautiful in their early
stages with their prettily coloured and pointed
yellow buds. This self-yellow colouring of the
segments afterwards assumes a red edging, which
gradually extends until the flower is almost self-

coloured before dying ott'. In the last days the
flower opens out very widely to the sun, and is

really gorgeous in its colouring. It would, in-

deed, seem bizarre were it not toned down by the
greenery of other plants. I have grown it for
some twelve or thirteen years in this garden, and
have never found it necessary to lift and dry the
bulbs either to keep the stock or to induce flower-
ing. Both in the border and the rock garden it

has given great satisfaction.—S. Aknott, Car-se-

lliorn, hy Diimfrifi, N.B.

Saxifraga Rhei.—Few fail to admire this

mossy Saxifrage now in full bloom. Very pretty
is a mound of its Moss-like verdure spangled over
with pink flowers raised well above the leaves.

It is also known as S. globosa, a name by which
it has been sent out by some nurserymen. Accord-
ing to the " Index Kewensis," S. Rhei, of Schott,
Nym. , and Kotschy, is a synonym of S. muscoides.
The plant to which I refer may be only a variety
of that species, but it is distinct enough to have a
separate name. It is larger in all its parts. Per-
haps some one who has access to the work by
Schott and his colleagues referred to may find
something which will throw light upon the matter.
If the colouring of the flowers is mentioned, it is

likely we should be able, even in the confused and
puzzling nomenclature of the Saxifrages, to
arrive at some conclusion. For garden purposes
it would be unfortunate to merge this plant with
S. museoides. — S. Arnott, Carsethorii,liy Dum-
friry, N.B.

Corydalis Scouleri. -It is difficult to say
whether in the charming foliage of this Fumitory
or the distinct and pretty flower lies its principal
merit. For either of these the plant is well
worthy of being grown. One thing necessary is

a position sheltered from strong winds, especially

from the north and east, which destroy the tender
leafage and shrivel it up as by fire. Last year I

had this pretty Corydalis almost destroyed by
several days of bitter winds from the east.

Fortunately, the tubers were unharmed, and this

spring they were removed to a more favourable
position. Like most of the Corydalises, C.

Scouleri likes partial shade. The racemes are
pleasing with their long-spurred light and darker
purple blooms, while the Fern-like leaves are
attractive, especially before the flowers appear
and when they have nob lost the fresh green of

youth. C. Scouleri is a native of North-west
America. It forms a large tuber, which may be
divided for i)ropagation.—S. Arxott, Cdrsiihorn
hi) Dnmfriii, N.B.

Convolvulus Cneorum.—This is certainly the
handsomest as it is the most striking and effective

of hardy plants now flowering in the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew. The only fault in connection with so

well marked and desirable a species is the fact of

its not proving absolutely hardy in all positions in

the open. The position accorded to the Kew
plant is a decidedly favourable one so far as

warmth is concerned. At the same time similar

positions must surely exist in almost every garden.
Trained to a warm wall that receives a certain

heat from within, the plant is thereby protected
in severe weather, and what is of importance with
woolly-leaved subjects such as this, a certain dry-
ness of the foliage is more or less maintained.
The Kew plant is some 3 feet or 4 feet across the
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fan-like surface and about 3 feet high, this amount
of space being well-nigh covered with the clusters

of blossoms, which when expanded are snow-
white and each if, inches across, a long profusion
of flowers being maintained, owing to the number
of buds in each cluster. The plant offers no
difficulties to the cultivator and may be freely

rooted from cuttings where this is desired, and
where a warm wall can be given it no plant is

more worthy of the accommodation than this.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWEB.

Narcissus Burbidgei Iiittle Dirk.—While
we have doubtless too many varieties of Bur-
bidge's hybrid Daffodils, there are some charming
flowers among them, valuable alike for the garden
or for cutting. Little Dirk, one of Mr. Back-
house's seedlings, is one of the most distinct by
reason of its small size. All do not admire big,

lumpy, floppy flowers, and Little Dirk is so neat
and pretty in its way that those who like such
blooms will despise it. It has a short yellow
perianth, which passes to creamy-white, and a
short cup broadly margined with bright orange-
scarlet. Here the flower is this year exactly

1 J inches across, and this is its normal size in this

garden.— S. Arnott, Carsethorn, by Dumfries,
N.B.
Sweet Peas in May.—Towards the end of

last August some Sweet Peas were sown between
two glasshouses that stood about 10 feet apart in

the hope of obtaining a few blooms in the late

autumn. In this, however, the sower was dis-

appointed, as after reaching a height of about
3 feet 6 inches growth stopped. The plants were
left undisturbed, as the ground was not required
for other subjects, and no hard frosts having been
experienced, they have come through the winter
unharmed and are now expanding their blooms.
Large plants of the Paris Daisy in dry situations
have also endured with impunity a winter in the
open air, and in many gardens old plants of Ivy-
leaved Pelargoniums are breaking into fresh leaf.

-S. W. F.

Saxifraga peltata.—This Californian species
is so dissimilar from the other Saxifrages, that
very few would take it as belonging to the same
genus. The large peltate leaves, suggestive of

an umbrella, are as much as 18 inches across, that
is if the plant is favourably situated. To attain
these dimensions it needs quite a moist, even wet
soil, though it will grow and flower year after
year in a much drier spot, but under such con-
ditions its vigour is impaired. The flowers are
decidedly pretty, being borne in a many-flowered
flattened cluster on a tall, stout stem. They are
in colour a pleasing shade of pink. This species
forms a large flattish creeping rhizome, that in
yielding soil travels quickly. S, peltata was in-

troduced from California in 1873.—H. P.

Tlie Winter Aconite.—In the interesting
note that appeared on the above pretty winter
flower (p. 394) no hint was given that it some-
times proves difficult to establish. I do not sug-
gest that this difficulty is general, but I know
that in my own case a colony that I some years
since endeavoured to naturalise on a lawn and
beneath a spreading standard Fig tree gradually
became less and less and eventually disappeared

,

while, as far as my recollection serves me, 1 think
I remember reading accounts of other unsuccessful
attempts to establish it. Luckily, since the gold
of its cups spangling the grass is one of the few
outdoor brilliancies of mid-winter days, its culture
offers no difficulties to the majority. It flowers,
withers and disappears, to reappear again as cer-
tainly as do the wild Lent Lilies and wood Hya-
cinths that star the orchards with saffron and
spread the azure of the skies around the woodland
paths.—S. W. F.

Leucojum sestivum.—I must thank Mr.
Arnott for so kindly making observations of the
growth of the summer Snowflake in various posi-
tions for my benefit. I am growing the majority
of my bulbs in a considerably drier portion of the
garden than formerly, but the change at present

does not appear to have had any beneficial effect

as far as flower-production is concerned. As soon
as the foliage dies down I shall remove some to
the driest spot I can find and endeavour to
materially lighten the soil. It has, however,
occurred to me lately that very possibly it is the
heaviness rather than dampness of the soil that is

prejudicial to flower formation, for the other day
a friend of mine told me that in County Mayo,
Ireland, Leucojum aestivum flowered excellently
in damp meadows, with its roots sometimes below
the water level. In this case, however, the soil is

comparatively open and not close-grained and
clinging, as is the soil in which my bulbs are
growing. In the case of Iris Ksempferi, I could
do nothing with it until I lightened the soil and
replaced the heavy loam by leaf soil. With the
latter no amount of moisture at the root came
amiss to it, but with the former as soon as the
soil became sodden the plants became unhealthy.
—S. W. F.

Anemone ranunculoides.—In his notes on
"Hardy flowers at Coed Efa" (page 337), Mr. J.

Wood mentions this Anemone as flourishing in

the loose, gritty soil of the rock garden. As Mr.
Wood says, it is often met with in an unsatisfac-
tory condition, and, therefore, any particulars as

to the circumstances under which it succeeds are
worthy of note. A few years ago I received some
roots from Herefordshire, which I understood had
been grown in soil that was not of a particularly
loose nature. With some misgivings I planted
them in ordinary garden soil, a heavy loam, being
unable at the time to give them a prepared com-
post. However, instead of a dwindling such as

I was prepared to witness, the plants made suffi-

ciently strong growth to warrant their being left

undisturbed, and have since spread into a fine

clump, which in spring-time is bright with dozens
of golden blossoms. Their position is a very
sunny one. The behaviour of the plants in

question shows that A. ranunculoides sometimes
succeeds in heavy soils, though doubtless for

choice a lighter and more porous staple would be
preferable.— S. W. F.

Aubrietia Leichtlini from seed.—I note
that " R. D." (page 357) writes that seedlings of

this Aubrietia show but little variation. I do not
know if this is the general experience, but a case
has lately come under my notice where very con-

siderable variation occurred. The bed of seed-

lings of which I write, 6 feet long by 4 feet broad,
contained comparatively few plants with the
bright rose-coloured flowers that mark A. Leicht-
lini. Various shades of purplish pink were present,

as well as purples, dark and washed out, and pale
lavender. Fully three-quarters of the bed had to

be weeded out, and even then the remainder were
not all of a uniform tint. " R. D." deprecates the

custom of using these plants on rockwork edgings,
and suggests that they do not bloom so freely in

such positions as when grown in cooler and moister
quarters. In the south-west, at all events, this

does not hold good, as plants may be seen on every
side at the present moment that cover rock walls

and sloping banks with unbroken masses of bloom.
I know one old masonry retaining wall, 12 feet

high, not far from where I write, the face of which
is now a sheet of Aubrietia bloom.— S. W. F.

Gas-lime.—The various purposes for which
gas-lime is used in gardens are numerous. Among
bush fruits it is sprinkled over the surface of the

soil, and the fumes ward off caterpillar, which is

so common and destructive. Among young crops,

such as Onions, Carrots, and Parsnips, I have
seen it used with great success, but if used in-

judiciously it is most injurious, and when fresh

and not long exposed to air and damp, great

caution is necessary when applying it. A friend

who had several loads carted into a heap on a

piece of ground could not get anything to grow
on the land for two years. This necessitated the
removal of the soil about a foot deep and filling

the space with fresh loam. Many years ago I

incautiously dusted fresh gas-lime too liberally

on a break of young Onions, and the most of the

plants were either destroyed outright or much
injured.— M. T. Carkon, N.B.

Mr. Tallack's further communication in

your number for the 30th ult. seems to call for a
reply from me. I purposely avoided giving any
explicit directions as to the quantity of gas-lime

which should be used, preferring to quote Dr.

Voelcker, whose opinion must be of more value
than mine. And now that you have published
his article (p. 303), I think all who have read it

must possess every requisite knowledge. The
methods of purification of gas by lime now in use
in large gasworks are too complicated and too

technical to be described in your paper, but I

may say that whatever they are there is only one
kind of lime used, and that it is owing to the dif-

ferent processes adopted that two kinds are pro-

duced as refuse. This I have explained in my
previous communication. That which ilr. Tal-

lack uses appears to be obtained from a very
small gasworks with only one purifier, so that he
obtains from it several qualities or strengths of

lime. But in every large gasworks no lime is

removed from the purifiers as refuse until the
whole of it is fully saturated with crude gas im-
purities, and there is no doubt whatever that it is

much stronger than that which Mr. Tallack uses,

and that, therefore, more care should be exercised

in its application. The gas-lime analysed by Dr.

Voelcker was produced at an ordinary gasworks,
and the remarks made by him with regard to it

had reference to such gas-lime, and not to such as

would be produced at a private gasworks, which
probably might be used with advantage where
an equal quantity of ordinary gas-lime would be
injurious. I advise your readers before using
gas-lime to carefully study Dr. Voelcker's article

reprinted by you, bearing in mind that he was re-

ferring to refuse as produced at large gasworks
where there are appliances for making the lime

take up a very much larger percentage of impurity

than could possibly be the case in such a gaswork
as Mr. Tallack appears to obtain his supply from.

—B. S. C.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1171.

ALBERTA MAGNA.
(with a coloured plate.*)

I CONSIDER this to be one of the most useful

shrubs for the winter or sub- tropical garden that

have been introduced within the last ten years.

Although unrelated tn Embothrium coccineum,

it is likely to occupy a corresponding position

with that plant as a garden shrub. As yet

Alberta is scarcely known outside botanical

collections. It was introduced to Kew ten

years ago by means of seeds sent by Mr.
Medley Wood, curator of the Botanic Gardens
at Durban, Natal. For some years it was cul-

tivated in pots, the first plant to flower being a

pot specimen grown along with Cape Heaths at

Kew. A much finer specimen was, however,

grown in a bed in the winter garden, and in

the warmer section of that house there are now
several good examples planted out in beds,

where they flower several times during the

year, one being in bloom now. In habit the

plant may be said to be intermediate between
an Ixora and a Cherry Laurel, the leaves being

glossy green, evergreen, opposite on the erect

branches, upon the apices of which the erect

crowded panicles of tubular bright blood-red

flowers are borne. These last about a month
and are decidedly ornamental.

According to Sir Joseph Hooker, A. magna
forms a large evergreen shrub or small tree

30 feet high in the rocky mountains of Natal, at

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon in the

Royal Gardens, Kew. L'thographed and printed by

J. L. Goffart.
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elevations of 3000 feet to 5000 feet, where it is

a conspicuous and beautiful object from the

glossiness of its leaves and the beauty of its

flowers. The Kew plants have borne panicles

6 inches high and as broad at the base
;
pro-

bably larger, stronger plants will produce

panicles of still larger dimensions. Mr. Bull,

of Chelsea, included Alberta magna among the

new plants he ofl'ered in 1891. The allies of

Alberta are Mussienda and Ixora. Whilst the
corolla is fresh, the calyx has short regular

lobes, as shown in the plate, but after the

Howers have faded and the seeds begin to swell,

two of the calyx lobes lengthen into leaf-like

appendages an inch long. These, however,
have not been developed on cultivated examples.
Only two species of Alberta are known,
namely, that here figured and a second one,

native of Madagascar. It commemorates a

Dominican friar of the 13th century. Father
Albertus Grotus, and was founded in 1838 by
the botanist Meyer on the species here repre-

sented. \y. \v.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Clkaning the oround.—With genial rains dur-
ing the past week or so, the land will now need
frequent hoeing to prevent weed growth. This
advice is needed in light soils, as weed growth
is so rapid, that unless taken in hand at once it

is difficult to cope with it. No matter how light

the soil, by early attention to weed destruction
now, much labour will be saved later and the crops
will be benefited. Land waiting for crops may
soon be cleaned by running the hoe through in

line weather, and it will then be in condition at
any time to crop. The same remarks apply to

growing crops. Here one may often use a small
hoe and facilitate thinning, as it is slow work
to thin weedy ([uarters. A small hoe will destroy
many of the weeds in the rows and remove a
greater portion of the surplus seedlings not
needed. Walks are much better taken in hand
at this season, and in many kitchen gardens tiles

or permanent edgings are employed. Here a
weed killer may be used to advantage, but if Box
or plants form the edging it is well to omit these
aids, as with a sudden storm the weed-killer is

carried to the sides, causing much injury.

Cabis.vce CRor.—At no season of the year are
Cabbages more in demand than in the spring, and
in private gardens the small early Cabbages have
of late years found more favour, as they are less

subject to running, and turn in more quickly
than the larger kinds. There will now be no lack
of material. Small seedlings of the autumn sow-
ing left in the beds are often employed to provide a
later supply, but I depend largely upon seed sown
in February or March. A pinch of seed sown in

a frame at the season named will furnish the
supply from May to June, or a later supply if

sown in the open in March. Many think that
summer Cabbages are not needed. I do not care
for them unless quickly grown and perfectly
clean. We have now some excellent types, and
such kinds as Favourite, Tender and True,
Jliniature Marrow and Matchless are splendid
bummer Cabbages. I am not in favour of leav-

ing old plants to produce sprouts—I am aware
in this matter many think differently—my con-
tention being that young Cabbages can be grown
so quickly that there is no need to leave old ones
to bear sprouts. Plants for the summer supply
are now being planted, and in many gardens
shifts have to be made, as space is none too
plentiful. I frequently plant rows between other
crops. For instance, Cabbage may be planted
between rows of Seakale just coming through the
Soil, as the small Cabbages will be cleared before
the Seakale at 3 feet to 4 feet apart will need the

space. Cabbages also do remarkably well on

Celery ridges—indeed, any place that may be
spared for a quick-growing crop. Autumn Cab-

bage, such as St. John's Day, Christmas Drum-
head, or Favourite, will now need attention. I

usually plant these out at the end of this month
or the early part of June. For this crop an open
quarter is best, as the plants are longer on the

land. Mine usually follow late Leeks, and they

dehght in the well -worked soil. These are not

large types, so that they may be planted rather

close. I plant at 18 inches between the rows, and
Favourite 12 inches each way. These autumn
Cabbages must not be confounded with the

Autumn Colewort, which is hardier than the

Rosette, but not unlike it in qualit}'. It is not

too late to sow for midwinter supplies, and in

severe winters few vegetables are more service-

able, as the Coleworts are hardier than many of

the Brassicas; at the same time, being dwarf they

are not readily injured by severe weather.

Early Leeks.—For exhibition, Leeks are sown
in heat early in the year, and are given special

culture. I do not like extra large Leeks. For
early autumn supplies seedlings raised at the end
of February or early in March will now be ready

to plant out. I prefer trenches, having a light

soil to deal with, as moisture can be given more
readily. In making trenches many give a large

quantity of food in the way of manure, but it is

not a necessity if the plants can be given liberal

supplies of liquid manure, soot, or fish manure
during growth. Early Leeks are best grown in

single rows, and, should land be scarce, I have
well manured a piece of land, drawn deep drills

at 2 feet apart, and got excellent table produce
grown thus. In lifting from the seed-bed it is

essential to get the roots intact, as if broken they

receive a check. For early supplies The Lyon
and Holborn Model are specially good.

Cauliflowers.—Autumn-sown Cauliflowers are

now making good progress, but I fear there will

be a gap between the late Broccoli and the earliest

Cauliflowers, so that it will be well to encourage
rapid growth by giving fertilisers in showery
weather. So far my earliest Cauliflower is Wal-
cheren, and Erfurt Mammoth is but little behind

it in this respect. The latter is a splendid type,

doing well in strong soils. To eke out the Broc-

coli supply I have this week been lifting a few-

rows of Model Broccoli, placing under a north

wall and shading from bright sun. This retards

growth, and will, I hope, give heads till the

Cauliflowers are plentiful. In many gardens a

succession is needed, and here the value of late

Broccoli is seen. Succession crops of Cauhflowers

may now be planted for July and August sup-

plies. I plant between rows of Peas, Beans, or

other places, as grown thus the plants do well,

getting partial shade at the start, and are ready

to be cleared off with the taller crops. When
using small plants it is well to draw drills, as

watering in dry weather is more easily done.

AuTf.MN Cauliflowers.—In many gardens the

autumn supply of Cauhflowers is as important as

the spring supply, and, to get the best results,

the plants should now be placed in their perma-
nent quarters, as they need a long season's

growth. A rich quarter is essential to get large

heads. There is no better variety than the

Autumn Giant, of which there are several types.

These are large growers, needing much room. I

find 2^ feet to 3 feet none too much between the

rows, and 2 feet between the plants, if possible

growing the crop in an open position in land not

recently cropped with Brassicas, and planting

early. By this means the plants get a good start

and do not suffer in dry seasons. I usually

plant two quarters and get a succession, but
where land is none too plentiful it is well to rely

upon the Autumn Protecting Broccoli for late

supplies, as this is one of the most serviceable

winter vegetables grown, and hardier than the

Cauliflowers. In planting Cauhflowers for suc-

cession it is well to have the quarters some dis-

tance apart, as, should disease attack one, another

may be spared. In planting, choose dull weather,

and a dressing of soot or wood ashes in the rows
will ward off slugs and caterpillars.

Brussels Sprouts.—These plants should now
be in their growing quarters. A rich root-run is

conducive to early growth, but even then I would
advise a medium grower, as the large growers in

seasons of drought are strong and not so valuable
for a private garden. Of course, for certain pur-

poses large sprouts are the most profitable.

I usually make three plantings—a small early

one, giving the plants an open quarter, ample
space, 3 feet apart each way, and planting in

drills so as to give liberal supplies of moisture at

the start. The main crop is planted in June from
seed sown in the open in March. The plants are
given G inches less space. These give the best
sprouts, being solid, and the supply lasts from
November to February. A late planting is made
in -luly. This usually follows early Potatoes. I

give 2 feet between the rows and IS inches
between the plants. A dwarf variety is preferred,

Dwarf Gem being my favourite. This will bring

the supply well into March. It will thus be seen

these three plantings provide a six months'
supply.
Broad Beans. — Many do not trouble to grow

late crops of Broad Beans, as the plants are very
subject to attacks of fly. Such attacks may be
prevented b^' sowing in cooler quarters and top-

ping the plants as soon as the first flowers appear.

Select the heaviest soil, and if in a damp corner so

much the better, as the plants love moisture.

Much may be done by mulching along the rows
with heai'y manure, this keeping the roots moist
and a certain crop is the result. Those who are

fond of this vegetable may not like the Beans
when the skin of the Bean hardens and becomes
black at the edge. I find it an excellent plan

to skin each Bean before boiling after being taken
out of the pods. They are thus very tender and
e(iual to the j'oungest Beans early in the season.

It may be asked is it worth while to grow late

Broad Beans. I find many calls for them ; if treated

as advised they are equal to Green Peas, and it is

well to give as much variety as possible. I sow
on a north border at this date, using a Green-pod,

as this turns in quicker. By sowing between rows
of tall trees a late supply is secured. I have had
Beck's Gem well into the autumn by sowing as

advised, the principal points of culture being shade
and moisture. If small kinds are grown it is

essential to gather the pods in a young state, as

they soon harden. S. M.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Figs in pots.— First early plants.—These,

where forced extra early, will now have ceased to

be productive ; occasional fruits may be had, but

as a crop not remunerative. Now will be a capital

time to repot these early plants, better in many
respects than leaving this work until the leaves

aie either on the point of falling or have done so. If

potted now the roots will while still active lay hold

of the fresh soil, and thus assist the plants in the

completion of their growth. Of course, in potting

now it will not be safe to reduce the balls ; I will

assume, however, that a shift into pots one size

larger will be beneficial. In doing this work
guard against disturbing the roots more than is

necessary. If this precaution be taken the plants

will scarcely show any symptoms of distress, this

being mitigated by temporarily shading them
until re-established. They will afterwards revel

in heat and moisture tor a few weeks, after which

a gradual process of hardening oft' will be advis-

able. Some Figs when disturbed at the roots

just prior to restarting them into growth are dis-

posed to cast their first crop ; hence the greater

desirabiUty of potting thus early. Good fibrous

loam with a calcareous tendency will be the best

soil. Figs enjoy old lime or mortar nibble;

hence this should be added if the loam be not of

the character indicated. Drain the pots well,

and over the drainage place a layer of horn

shavings or half-inch bones. Pot firmly, and
leave sufficient room for a future top-dressing.

Look also to the younger stock of early Figs,

those which have not yet fruited. These may
also need a shift, after which with a gocd brisk
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heat they will complete another growth and then
ripen in good time. The three greatest enemies are
the brown scale, mealy bug, and redspider. Spong-
ing with either of the three following insecticides
will be sufficient for the purpose if a second
application be given before another stock can be
re-established—viz., Chelsea Blight Composition,
Bentley's Insecticide or XL All Insecticide—each
according to directions given ; the spider can
be successfully attacked with rain water and with
a solution of sulphur if it be a bad case. The
mealy bug needs to be attacked by a stronger
solution than for scale. Mid-season Figs in pots
must now be freely supplied with water, and if

carrying a heavy crop, with manurial stimulants
in addition. Should there be any room for an
addition in the way of atop-dressing it had better
be applied now. Continue to stop these plants at

least after making five or six leaves ; do not on
any account let the strongest shoots still gain
strength. Syringe this stock whenever it is pos-

sible between crops. Latest Figs in pots for

yielding supplies during September and onwards
should now be on the move. Mine are now
starting kindly in cold pits. They will remain
there until room is provided in the other fruit

houses now occupied with Strawberries and pot
Vines. The best kinds for late work are, without
any doubt, Negro Largo and Nebian. Ju'-t in

advance of these in point of earliness are White
Marseilles, Bourjasotte Grise, and Violette Sepor.
These last will give a good return after the latest

of the planted-out trees are over. It is scarcely
safe to plant out Negro Largo unless in a severely
restricted border, as it grows so rampantly. If any
repotting of these late pot Figs is needed it may
.still be done, hut do not err in this matter by
being too liberal ; better depend upon surface-
dressing. As regards Figs in borders, still take
note that over-generous treatment is not accorded
where the leaf and wood growth is showing any
tendency to be of a rank description. Too much
feeding when the trees are not bearing heavy crops
will tend to produce leaves of excessive size ; these
cause too much shade, with other attendant evils.

Stop all shoots as in the case of pot trees unless
they be leaders, and then even too much exten-
sion is undesirable. Some fire-heat had better be
continued through this month regularly ; it assists

in respect to flavour and keeps down any atmo-
spheric excess. In the case of young and newly-
planted-out trees endeavour to furnish them as
well and as evenly as possible from the base.
This can be accomplished by timely pinching and
by depressing any over-luxuriant growth. Al-
though these young trees must of necessity be
watered freely, they should not be supplied with
stimulants. With respect to Figs outside on walls,

scarcely anything can be added. It is, of course,
assumed that all such are nailed now. The
border had better be examined as regards mois-
ture, but probably it will be moist enough for the
present. It may, however, be advisable to fork
over the surface and add a fair dressing of bone-
meal and a light covering of fresh loam.

Pines.—All the stock should now be making
good progress. With the warmer weather and
early closing so as to run up the temperatures to
between IIU" and 100°, and with a nightly range of
70° to I't", Pine-apples make rapid growth, more
especially if kept quietly resting during the past
winter season. The earliest Queens will now
soon be giving indications of colouring; when this

is seen to be the case, be rather more cautious in

the use of the water can. Do not, as some writers
have recommended, withhold the water entirely

from that time onwards. At this time of the
year this is a mistake, the fruit when ripe not
being so full of juice under the drying process.
Should the crowns appear to be making too much
growth it may be checked by thrusting a hot iron
into the centre, but not low enough to injure the
fruit itself. Remove also any sma'l suckers, usually
termed gills, which grow out around the base
of the fruit. This needs to be done carefully,

so as not to injure the stem. The best indication
of a perfectly ripened fruit at any time is the
fresh, plump, and firm condition of the stem.

This cannot be had if too much exhaustion is in

process, fostered as it is by the withdrawal of the
water supply. As soon as the last tinge of green
fades away, a Queen Pine is at its best for eating
at this season of the year, there being but very
little fear of any black centres now. The stock
of Smooth Cayennes to fruit during the autumn
should soon be showing indications of the shorter
leaves which precede the fruits. These will pi-o-

bably appear in a month's time for September
cutting and later. The stock for winter sujiplies
should still be growing freely, being in fact en-
couraged to do so up to the middle of .July or
thereabouts. Separate beds of plants will facili-

tate this work of successional supplies. Suckers
taken off early in the year or potted then into
8-inch pots should now soon be fit to shift again
into their fruiting pots, say 11 -inch to I'J-inch

pots. These plants will then by the autumn have
well filled their pots with roots and be well calcu-
lated to start into fruit early another season to
give ripe fruit in twelve months or so hence.
These should be Queens as a matter of course.
The same work as it relates to Smooth Cayennes
and other winter Pines should be left for another
two months. After the first ripe Queens are cut
any needful stock of suckers should be secured,
but as almost every sucker may bs relied on to
grow, it is not advisable to overstock. Look to

the fermenting material, and add fresh if the heat be
falling or the manure becoming too much decayed.
.\ fresh surface-dressing of tan will oftentimes be
handy and eflfectiv'e, giving also a better appear-
ance to the pit or house as the case may be.

The Banana.— The fruiting of this is not
always reliable as regards time, but at any period
the addition to the dessert is most acceptable, in

spite of the almost constant supplies of foreign-
grown samples, which cannot compare with those
grown at home as regards quality. About four
months may be taken as an a^-erage period from
the first showing of the flower-spike and bunch
until the ripening is completed. If any plants can
be induced to show during the next month or so
the fruit will be useful when fresh outdoor fruit

again becomes scarce. Treat the plants liberally

now with that object in view. Remove all suckers
when large enough to handle with safety, so as to

secure a few roots if for stock, but if not so re-

quired these should be cut away sooner. If scale

be causing any trouble, sponging, as in the case
of Figs, should be resorted to without delay.

Overcrowding fruit hoises.—A few woixls of

warning at this season of the j'ear may in some
cases be necessary. It is, we know, a ditticult

matter to accommodate everything that has to be
grown in private gardens ; therefore to draw com-
parisons, as some clever people do, between what
is accomplished by those who can devote one
house or one department of a range to one par-

ticular kind of fruit for market supply or for seed,

and preface these remarks by hints calculated to

reflect on others who have in private establish-

ments to provide for a more continuous supply, is

unfair and misleading. It requires more over-

sight to manage a private supply when that has
to be constant than a crop of any given fruit

which immediately it is ripe is cleared off. The
mistake that is made in private gardens is that of

expecting too much from the given space, and the
additional one of mixing flowers and fruit far too
much, and that to the disparagement of both
crops. A congested condition of the houses
through the spring months is a great drawback
to the attaining of high-class fruit. Bedding
plants have to be accommodated, plants for fur-

nishing and to supply cut flowers must also be
provided, and the fruit houses oftentimes are
taken undue advantage of to meet these emer-
gencies. My plan is to always clear every vinery
of the plants as soon as the Grapes are in flower,

and when the thinning is commenced the houses
are entirely free of any other occupant. It would
be done sooner, but as plant houses are short there

is no alternative but to manage in this way.
Strawberries in vineries at this season are most
dangerous—anything, in fact, that adds to the

risk of insects attacking the Vines should be

studiously avoided. If it had not been for this

over-crowding, many Vines would not have been
ruined by that dreaded pest, the mealy bug.

HORTDS.

Stove and Greenhouse.

HYBRID GREENHOUSE RHODO-
DENDRONS.

At this time of the year the different hybrid
Rhododendrons—that is to say, those which have
originated from the intercrossing of the various
Himalayan species—strongly assert their claim
to extended cultivation, possessing, as they do, so

many desirable features. Their cultural require-
ments are not at all exacting, while they simply
need to be kept from frost during the winter, and
the blossoms of many are deliciously fragrant.

The profusion with which the flowers are borne
and the grand effect produced by a well-bloomed
plant is well shown in The Garden in the recent
illustration of R. Sesterianum, which, though an
old variety, is still one of the finest for growing
into a large bush, though in a small state there

are several others more free blooming. Most of the

numerous varieties with white or nearly white
blossoms that are of hybrid origin have been
obtained by the crossing and intercrossing of a few
distinct species and the many forms raised there-

from. The species that have principally con-

tributed to the formation of this class of Rhodo-
dendrons are R. Edgeworthi, R. ciliatum, R.
Gibsoni or formosum, R. virgatum, R. Veitchia-

num, and R. Dalhousi*. The first-mentioned, R.
Edgeworthi, with peculiarly rugose leaves and
large white blossoms with a yellow blotch towards
the centre, has been very largely employed by the
hjbridist, and the delicious fragrance of its blos-

soms has been transmitted to the progeny. In
conjunction with Gibsoni it has given us Sesteria-

num and fragrantissimum, while Princess Alice,

which at one time was thought highly of, was
obtained by crossing R. Edgeworthi with the

little free-flowering R. ciliatum. The Moulmein
R. Veitchianum, whose magnificent crisped blos-

soms are so much admired, is one of the parents

(R. Edgeworthi being the other) of R. Forsteria-

num, whose flowers are the largest of any of this

class. They have the thick wax-like texture of

R. Veitchianum, and, taken altogether, it is a

magnificent greenhouse Rhododendron. From
the twiggy-growing R. virgatum was raised the

Iiretty free-flowering R. multiflorum, which with

R. Edgeworthi has given us several desirable

varieties, all characterised by deliciously fragrant

blossoms. These varieties are Countess of Derby,

Countess of Sefton, Duchess of Sutherland, Lady
Skelmersdale, and Mrs. .James Shawe. R. exoni-

ense, a very distinct and desirable variety,

resulted from crossing R. Veitchianum and R.

ciliatum. A species with very beautiful flowers

is R. Dalhousite, but the habit of the plant is,

as a rule, neither good nor vigorous. In its

Himalayan home it is an epiphyte, often growing
on large trees, and stretching forth its slender

branches to obtain light and air. Though not

much grown, it has in conjunction with R. ciliatum

yielded Counte-ss of Hiddington, one of the most
pojiular of this class of Rhododendrons. It is of

good, free growth, wliile the blossoms are large,

bell-shaped, pinkish when first expanded, but

becoming afterwards almost white. Thereis a good
deal of individual variation to be found among the

plants of this variety, in all probability owing to

several seedlings hiving been raised, as they vary

a good deal even when the product of the same
pod. Duchess of Bucoleuch, another well-known

variety, was raised from R. Dalhousia^ and R.

Gibsoni. There are two very pretty free-flowering

forms. Queen of Dwarfs and Pixie Queen, which

were in all probability raised from R. multi-

florum, as they have many of the characteristics

of that variety.

While on the subject of hybrid Rhododendrons,

a word or two may well be said in favour of that

section known as R. kewense, which resulted from
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the crossing of R. Auckland! and R. Hookeri
There is a considerable amount of variation in the
colour of the flowers, as may be seen by referring
to the coloured plate of these Rhododendrons in

TiiK Garden, October 9, 1897. Though plants of

this group have proved hardy at Kew, they form
grand subjects for the conservatory where thtre
is any doubt about their passing the winter with-
out injury. Apart from the various hybrid forms
above enumerated, most of which have been raised
with the object of obtaining varieties that will

flower well in a small state, nearly all the original

HlMALiVAX SPECIES

are magnificent plants for the greenhouse or
conservatory where the winter's frost is too
much for them. R. grande or argenteum,
as it is often called, is tho lirst of all to
unfold its blossoms, sometimes by the end of
January. It is of quite tree-like habit, the major
portion of the leaves being clustered towards the
points of the branches. The flowers, which are
borne in large closely-packed heads, are deep
pink in the bud state, but after expansion they
become almost white, except a crimson blotch at
the base of the interior. This derives the specific
name of argenteum from the undersides of the
leaves, which are of a silvery whiteness, but
individuals vary a good deal in this respect. I

have been told that this will cross particularly
freely with R. Falconer!, and have been shown
young plants which in leafage at least appear
about midway between the two. R. argenteum
is essentially a plant for a large structure, it being
in fact quite a tree. Sir Joseph Hooker, in speak-
ing of specimens 4lt feet high, says :

' I know of
nothing of the kind that exceeds in beauty the
flowering branch of R. argenteum, with its wide-
spreading foliage and glorious mass of flowers.''

The just-mentioned R. Falconeri is, like R. argen-
teum, remarkable from a foliage point of view
alone. The lea\-es of this are large and of a
greater substance than in any of the others, while
they are thickly clothed on the undersides with
reddish brown tomentura. The flowers, which
are borne in closeli'-packed clusters, are bell-

shaped and of a light purplish tint, with a deeper
blotch at the base. R. Nuttalli is another large-
growing kind with handsome leaves, which when
young are tinged with red. The flowers of this
are very large and of a creamy white when first

expanded, but they afterwards become purer in

tint. The hugs blossoms of this Rhododendron
are not arranged in a compact head, as in most of
the others, but are disposed in a horizontal tier,

which usually rests on the large leaves that sur-
round the blooms. R. Auckland!, or Griffithi-

anum, is another grand Rhododendron for a good-
sized structure, the large shallow blossoms being
so arranged that each stands clear of its neigh-
bour. The flowers of this are white, flushed with
pink. R. arboreum is represented by several
forms, which vary in colovir from pink to crimson,
but all are beautiful. The brilliantly coloured
flowers of R. barbatum, R. Thomson!, and R. ful-

gens entitle them to a place among the very best
of the Rhododendrons of this class, and, beino-

less in stature than the several species imme-
diately preceding, they, may be grown in less
lofty structures. The primrose-coloured R. cam-
pylocarpum, though rarely seen, is a very hand-
some species, while the lilac blossoms of R. cam-
panulatum are borne in great profusion. The
white-flowered R. .Jenkinsi, or Madden!, known
also by several other names, is noteworthy from
the fact that it flowers after all the others are
past ; indeed, this will sometimes bloom as la'e
as midsummer. Some of the species, notably R.
Aucklandi and R. barbatum, possess an addi-
tional feature in the long bracts which surround
the leaf buds, and which when growth recom-
mences hang down just below the newly-formed
leaves. These bracts are in R. Aucklandi of a
reddish pink tint, and in R, barbatum crimson.
In R. Keysi and R. blandfordi:vBorum the blos-
soms are in shape somewhat like a Correa, the
colours being orange and red. As many of these
Rhododendrons are hardy in sever.al districts of

this country, exception may perhaps by some be
taken to including them with greenhouse species,
but it is only in particularly favoured parts
that they can be depended upon, for even if they
pass unscathed through the winter the spring
frosts are liable to injure the blossoms, as man_\
of them flowEr early. Planted out in the tern"

|icrate house at Kew these Rhododendrons u-erl

to be quite a feature, and so are those that st'll

remain, though many have been removed.
T.

Hoya bella.—Very beautiful now are the
flowers of this little climbing stove plant. They are
produced in umbels of about eight or nine, are
pure white, with a spot of amethyst purple in the
centre, the whole flower having a frosted appear-
ance. It is not a plant that is well grown as a
rule, yet it is by no means dilKoult to grow.
The stems and leaves contain a white milky juice,

which exudes very freely when the plants are cut,
showing that pruning is not to its taste. The
best plan, in fact, is to grow it in a basket sus-
pended from the roof in a shady, moist stove or
Orchid house and let it take its own waj'. Every
point in spring will grow and neaily every joint
will have a small bunch of flowers ut the base of
tho leaf. It is best grown in a rough, open
material such as suits terrestrial O.'chidi, equal
parts of peat and loam, with lumps of charocal
interspersed. Cuttings may be made of the
young stubby side shoots, rooting freely in small
pots of sandy soil in a propagating frame. Potofi'
singly and pinch the growth when young to induce
several young shoots, when let them have their
own way. (irow on one season at least in pots,
afterwards basketing as advised above.

Pelargonium fimbriatum album. — One
cannot help admiring this beautiful white-flowered
Pelargonium, yet, like your correspondent "H."
(p. 378), I find it to be such a weak grower that
its value is greatly discounted thereby. Still,

Messrs. Hayes, of Edmonton, would appear to
make light of any difliiculties in this respect, as
they turn it out in splendid condition, for neat
little plants, even in pots 4 inches in diameter,
carry several trusses of bloom, and, what is more
to the point, their leafage is all that can be desired.
The larger plants, too, are equally perfect. Few
cultixators succeed so well with Pelargoniums
in general as Messrs. Hayes, yet their plants do
not present the appeai'ance of having been at all

highly fed, one thing being that they do not
deteriorate as those do that have been given
strong stimulants. Of white flowers, another
poor grower is Queen of Whites, with semi-double
blossoms, some of which are very pretty, but
taken altogether it is not trustworthy. Princess
Alexandra, as stated on page 378, is indeed a
vigorous form, and if grown too freely is apt to
get coarse. This originated as a sport from Mme.
Thibaut, and I have .several times found it revert
to the typical form. One plant of this nearly
always produced striped or flaked flowers, while
another divided into two branches, one of which
bore the true Piincess Alexandra flowers, while
the other was simply JIuie. Thibaut.

—

H. P.

Winter-blooming zonal Pelargoniums.—
Whilst so many who have greenhouses like to
have these plants blooming well in them during
the winter months, too few do have them, due to
lack of preparation at the proper time. In one
of the best private collections of these Pelar-
goniums I have seen, and which is during the
winter literally a mass of flower of rich and \ aried
colours, the cuttings are taken at the end of

January. It is too late now to take cuttings,
but in many gardens there are nice rooted plants
from early spring-struck tops, now becoming
sturdy stuff in 3-inch pots. It is really of little

consequence what the variety is, for good summer
bloomers will with proper treatment bloom well
in the winter. So soon as practicable the young
plants may be shifted into 4j-inch pots, potting
firmly and using good turfy loam chiefly, so
that growth is hard and leafage not unduly
coarse. Kept in these pots for a few weeks,

roots are soon plentiful. In the meantime it will
have been needful to pinch the points out of the
shoots to induce compact and bu.shy growth.
A further shift may be made into 7-inch pots,
the plants also being soon after stood outdoors in

a funny place and on a hard ash floor, where for
a couple of months pinching out of tops and
bloom, occasional turning the plants to the sun,
liberal waterings, giving occasional ones of weak
liquid manure, constitute the chief needs. By
t^he end of August pinching may close and the
(jlants bs allowed to make proper growth. About
the middle of September they should be got into
the greenhouse, and soon after a little fire-heat

should be given. If the temperature ranges from
55" to 60', by the middle of October the plants
will he in full bloom, and with ordinary care they
may be kept so for fully three months, presenting
for the time of year singular beauty and rich
co'ouring.—A. I).

PROPAGATING FROM HIGHLY-FED
PLANTS.

ReI'ERKnx'E is made on page 3.59 to the fact that
highly, fed plants are not suitable for propagating
from, and in many cases are almost useless for

growing on another season. This is a question
that does not receive the amount of consideration
that it should, and many of the failures in strik-

ing cuttings result rather from the cuttings them-
selves being unsuitable than from the treatment
given them. The particularly exciting and stimu-
lating manures, of which we have now so many,
render a plant totally unfit for propagating from,
as in many cases the cuttings fail to strike, and
even when they root, the plants seldom grow away
with their natural vigour afterwards. As it is a
well-known fact that we learn quite as much by
our failures as by our successes, I may mention
that the subject of propagating from highly-fed
plants was once (now many years ago) brought
homo so forcibly to me, that it made a lasting im-
pression. It was in 1880, when the double-flowered
Bouvardia Alfred Neuner was first introduced
from America and the demand for it was very
great. I was fortunate enough to receive some
plants in good condition after their journey across
the Atlantic, and soon propagated a considerable
number therefrom. Then in an evil hour I began
using stimulants to push matters forward, the
result being that though I obtained plenty of

cuttings, many of them refused to root, and it

was some months before the effects of this wore
oS', so that I could prop.agate as readily as before.

True, the plants grew well, and I had soon many
good flowering examples, but this was at that
time of minor consideration compared with a good
stock of young plants. That highly -fed subjects
are unsuitable for propagating from is beginning
to be recognised, and for this reason many of our
large Chrysanthemum growers keep plants to
supply cuttings, and do not take them from the
highly-fed flowering examples, unless it be any
varieties that they specially require. In taking
cuttings of all kinds, a general rule to be observed
is to select shoots of moderate vigour only, pre-

ferably those that have been well exposed to the
light, while their condition should be neither too
hard nor too soft ; indeed, they are best in what
is known as a half-ripened state. There are
plants that require special treatment, but the
above general remarks will apply to the great
majority of plants. T.

Browallia elata.—Very few persons grow
this. There are very few plants that give such a
rich deep blue colour, and as it lasts a fair time
in bloom, it is most useful for spring decoration.
For many years the Browallia was a great
favourite. For early spring bloom seeds sown
next month will make nice plants. I sow in a
cold frame and grow on till September, exposing
freely, and syringe to keep off red spider and
thrips. The plants delight in a cool rooting
place. I grow on ashes, but leave the sashes off

at night till the weather is cold, stopping two or
three times during the summer and potting on
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into 6-inch pots. In the early spring if very

large plants are needed another shift may be

given, but for early blooms I prefer the smaller

pots.—W. B.
Henfreya scandens.—Th's is a decidedly

pretty stove climber, far

more frequently met with
at one time than it is now-
a-days, for it is at the pre-

sent a comparatively rare

plant. It is naturally a
climber, but not a par-

ticularly vigorous one, and
is most at home treated

as a rafter plant in the

stove or in some such posi-

tion. Trained round a
few sticks it will also

flower well, and forms an
uncommon and pleasing

feature when in bloom.
Though belonging to the
Acanthads, the flowers

bear a good deal of

general resemblance to

those of a, Bignonia. They
are somewhat trumpet-
shaped, nearly a couple of

inches long, and of a
creamy white tint. It was
introduced from Sierra

Leone in 184.5, and to

succeed in its culture the
warmest part of the stove

is necessary. A plant of

this trained to a rafter

was recently flowering

freely in the T range at

Kew. Though generally

known under the above
name, the genus Henfreya,
which commemorates the
name of the late Professor

Henfrey, is now merged
into that of Asystasia,

which also includes the
plant long known as Mac-
kaya bella, the subject of

a recent note in The Gak-
DEN.—H. P.

Caladiums at Messrs.
J. Peed and Sons.—The
leading feature in these
nurseries at the present
time is the Caladiums.
These are represented by
large specimens of all the
leading varieties. A few
of the most prominent va-

rieties already in com-
merce are C. Duke of Teck,
a dwarf form, with bold
leaves of a bright red on
a grey ground, and veined
with deep scarlet ; C.

Louis Van Houtte with
bronzy red leaves ; and
C. I'Automne, a distinct

variety, leaves pale green,

spotted with white. In
C. Mons. S. Waller the
leaves have a crimson
centre, with a broad mar-
gin of two shades of green,

the whole thickly spotted

with white and red. The
most prominent among
new seedlings raised in

the establishment are C.

Mrs. J. Peed, a pretty

variety, carmine centre

with green edges, dwarf,
and of fine habit; C. H. J.

Chapman, a distinct and desirable variety, the
leaves soft salmon-rose, shaded with amber, and
veined with rich purple. C. Charlotte HoS'-
man is a lovely dwarf form, the whitest I have
seen. C. Uustave Mellin is green, centre purple.

veined with a lighter purple and blotched with

red. Gloxinias also are represented by thousands

of plants in all stages of growth. The named
varieties are in a forward condition and will be

ready for the early shows. Prominent amongst

n
;«

W^#«i

seed. These showed remarkable form both in

size and substance. Other divisions are devoted
to Orchids, Palms, Olivias, Cannas, Anthuriums,
and various sections of soft-wooded plants of all

descriptions.

—

Visitor.

Brownea coccinea.—Some of the large-grow-

ing species of Brownea are well known as gorgeous
tropical trees, but to bloom them in this country
a large structure is necessary, therefore flowering

examples are very rarely seen, though at Kew,
Ijlasnevin, and a few other places they may be
met with. Brownea coccinea, on the other hand,
s a much smaller-growing subject, and in the
tove its bright coloured blossoms have been
remarkably attractive for the last six weeks.
This species forms a freely-branched bush clothed
ivith pinnate leaves. The flowers, which are
home in small drooping clusters often from the
uld wood, are of a bright vermilion colour, very
-itriking and efi'ective among the ordinary occu-

[lants of a sto\'e. It can be recommended as

dowering freely when not more than 4 feet or 3

feet high. Though Brownea grandiceps, one of

I lie finest of all, needs a lofty structure to flower

it well, it is worth growing from a foliage point
of view alone, as the young leaves, which are

pendulous, are of a peculiar pale tintmarked with
reddish brown. The Browneas succeed with
ordinary stove treatment, a suitable soil being
good tuify loam, kept open with a little peat and
^liarp sand. They enjoy frequent syringing
(lurnig the growing season, but towards autumn
this should be lessened, as well as the supjily of

water at the roots, in order to ripen the wood and
encourage the production of flowers.—T.

Rose Garden.

i:u.<t:„ ul. Treiserce. From a photograph fiy MU'S Wilhnott.

the varieties in flower was Beacon, a dark crim-

son-purple variety. I noted some thousands

of tuberous-rooted Begonias in all stages of

growth. I'rimulas, principally white, filled the

whole of one division having been set aside for

CLIMBING AND OTHER ROSES.

How to have Roses in bloom for as long a por-

tion of the year as possible, and in all sorts of

positions, is a matter worth serious considera-

tion. There are two classes of Rose growers
besides those who grow for sale ; the one has

for his principal object the production of blooms
for exhibition, while the other grows them for

decoration and the production of flowers for

cutting. Now there are so many families of

the Rose, and so many varieties belonging to

nacli family, that suitable Roses may be found

for almost all kinds of uses and positions in a

garden where flowers of any kind can be used.

The following are some" of the uses to and
positions in which Roses may be put in a garden
— viz., beds, borders, shrubberies, poles and
pillars, arches, arbours, walls (north, south,

east, or west), hedges, screens, &c. If only

the commoner kinds of Roses be grown, the

kind of soil is a matter of small importance.

The old summer-blooming climbing Roses be-

lonr;ing to the Boursault, Ayrshire, and sem-
pervirens classes, as well as most of the varieties

belonging to the Gallica, Hybrid China, Hybrid
Bourbon, Austrian Brier, and many other sum-
mer-blooming families, are not at all particular

in the matter of soil, being able to thrive and
grow in that of almost any description. Where
the best kinds of continuous-blooming Roses are

required to thrive and repay the cultivator,

there the soil mu.st either be naturally good
or adapted to the purpose by artificial means.

For poles, pillars, arches, ai hours, walls, sides

of houses, and high buildings, &c., only those

Roses are suitable which have more or lees of

what is called a climbing habit of growth.

The Banksian Roses are excellent as climbers,

but should only be planted against walls in

rather sheltered positions ; they are only sum-
mer bloomers. The old blush and crimson

China Roses will also run up the face of a wall

freely to a height of .30 feet, and, as before

stated, for continuous-blooming qualities they
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are unsurpassed by the varieties of any other

family of Roses. Tlie old-fashioned summer-

blooming Roses before alluded to are capable

of almost anything in the way of height. They

completely cover themselves with flowers dur-

ing the blooming period if rightly treated, and

all the treatment they require, if in good soil,

consists in tying them to their supports, prun-

ing out weak and exhausted wood, and en-

couraging to the utmost such vigorous young

shoots as may be required. No growths need

be shortened except to keep them within the

bounds allotted to the plant and to take off un-

ripened ends. Climbing Roses away from walls

should not be planted in very exposed posi-

tions, or, as a rule, they will fail to gratify the

cultivator. Climbing Roses may be used to

screen unsightly buildings, &c., by training

them to painted galvanised wire or other fences

or supports, and, except when the leaves are

oft', they answer this purpose admirably. All

the above methods of growing Roses not only

produce good decorative effects, but give sup-

plies of flowers for cutting.

IMPROVEMENTS AMONG HYBRID
PERPETUALS.

There is an impression that the Hybrid Per-

petuals are played out as far as novelties are

concerned. It is true our continental friends

have sent us nothing lately of any particular

merit, but this only proves that they are wide

awake to the popular taste. It does not follow,

however, that because continental raisers have

not given their attention to the production of

such Roses nothing further remains to be gained

among the Hybrid Perpetuals. The point is,

what do we require, or what should we term

desirable improvements ? I think all exhibi-

tors will agree that there are very few Roses of

the splendid deep-petalled form of Mme. Marie
Verdier. We should welcome this type in all

colours. Flowers with the depth and form
of petal of this tine Rose would be most
valuable to the exhibitor ; more so if vigorous

constitution were also added. Then take white

H.P. Roses. We really have not a show Rose
among the H. P. 's that can be said to be pure
white. Until we obtain such an one with the

form of A. K. Williams or Alfred Colomb, it

must be admitted that the raiser's work remains
unfinished. For my part I do not consider it

impossible or improbable that such Roses will

eventually be secured. One might have thought

that we had an anqile supply of pink Roses
until the advent of Mrs. John Laing, but as

soon as this splendid Rose appeared, then all

others of its colour were quite eclipsed. So it

would be with crimsons, scarlets, whites, and
very dark shades. What I object to is the

introduction of Roses totally void of perfume.
If they appear in the most beautiful colours and
forms, and fragrance be wanting, then are they
deficient of the greatest charm of the Rose.
The novices, who greatly outnumber the ex-

hibitors, care nothing for such Roses. They
see them at exhibitions and are attracted by
their false dressing, but they quickly discard

them for the free-flowering, sweet-scented Roses.
I really believe we must gradually eliminate the
Victor Verdier race from our collections to

make room for others that have all the good
points of this fine Rose minus its scentless

characteristic. Good autumnal Hybrid Per-
petuals of a brilliant colour are much netded.
Let raisers strive to improve this grand class on
the lines indicated above, then shall we be
doing something to still further pojjularise a

type of Rose that is so easily propagated, and
that has done so much to engender a love for

this popular flower. P.

IN THE ROSE GARDEN.
The severe check our Roses received a few weeks
back convinced many anxious growers that they

were not yet too late in pruning. Indeed, few

of our Roses appear to the average amateur
to be so forward as was the case during the

middle of March. I note that my own are very

backward, and from inquiry find others of the

same opinion. Some consider theirs full}' three

weeks later than usual, and mine are equally

backward. I do not mind this, believing it far

safer than if they were as forward as usual. We
so seldom escape a sharp frost at the end of May
and early in .June that a somewhat later break

than usual is likely to be more satisfactory.

Then, again, how ver}' rapidly Rose growth
comes on as soon as genial weather sets in.

Once more has it happened that our Hybrid
Perpetuals, as a class, have proved less able to

bear a sharp spring frost than the majority of the

Teas and Noisettes. I have shoots of such as

Duke of Connaught, Fisher Holmes, and Ella

Gordon cut down to the base, and yet these same
shoots were perfectly sound when pruned. Not
so with the Teas—if we except a few notoriously

tender varieties—which have undoubtedly greater

vitality than the H.P. class. The majority of

the Hybrid Teas also are hardier than the Hybrid
Perpetuals ; at least such is the case here. While
doing some late pruning (May '2) I note that

Maman Cochet has carried even the extreme

shoots of its growth safely through the winter.

It would be difficult to name a more useful and
reliable Tea Rose than this, whether for the open

or under glass.

Buds are looking particularly well, and, although

very backward, are now breaking strongly, both

upon dwarfs and standards. A mulching of well-

rotted manure, or a little artificial stimulant given

now, and worked into the soil before drawing it

up to the Rose-bud a few weeks hence is certain

to be beneficial. Stocks must be looked over and

suckers removed. It generally happens that

suckers are more forward than the Rose-buds.

Cut them out rather deeply, or the side eyes will

soon push up. As the Hose growth upon maiden
plants advances, pinch out the tip if you wish for

a bushy plant. Vou will lose the first flower but

gain a better plant and several blooms later on in

the season.

It is by no means too late to plant out Roses if

those from pots are chosen, and such will come on

quite as well as the early-planted ones from the

open ground. In some cases a few plants that

were forced early and have just finished blooming

might be turned out to advantage at any time

now, and would give a summer show if we except

the Hybrid Perpetuals. R-

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—MOSES.

Rose "W. F. Bennett.—With the exception of

Papa Gontier, it is questionable whether there is

a better red Rose than the above for winter and
early spring forcing. The Meteor requires very

strong heat, and somehow Francis Dubrieul does

not fulfil all that was claimed for it when intro-

duced. In the bud and half open state the

colour of W. F. Bennett is bright and rich, and
it is only when the blossoms are fully open that

the objectionable magenta tint is seen. It is

really a most free blooming Rose, quite equal to

the Chinas in this respect, and also wonderfully

fragrant, almost rivalling La France. I do not

recommend it for outdoor culture, although some
richly coloured buds are produced in the

autumn.—P.

Rose Francisca Kruger (Tea).— It may be

said that all Tea Roses are beautiful under glass,

but, granted that this is so, some few varieties

are exceptionally so, and this most certainly

applies to the above fine introduction of

M. Nabonnand. It requires to be well

thinned of its small growths, retaining a few
strong well-ripened shoots, then really grand
flowers may be had of a coppery yellow

colour, with a pretty peach shading. The

blossoms are large when thus thinned and of

exquisite form. Like most of M. Nabonnand's
introductions, vigorous constitution is its strong

point, this rendering it an excellent garden
Rose either for beds, tor low walls, or for stan-

dards.

Rosa berberifoUa Hardi (Rosa bracteata).

—

The culture of this deUghtful Cistus-like single

Rose should only be attempted under glass, unless

a very favourable spot can be found for it out-

doors ; even then it is very liable to be killed by
frost, so very tender is it. But given the protec-

tion of glass then is it seen to perfection. A most
suitable place for it would be upon a conservatory

or greenhouse wall, where it could obtain all the

sunlight possible. A little peat should be added to

some good loam and the drainage must be ample.

Its flowers are very fugitive, but when out they

reveal a truly beautiful combination of colours,

clear yellow, with rich maroon spots at the base

of each petal. It is unfortunately much addicted

to mildew, and for this reason must be planted

where cold draughts can be avoided.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

NOTES ON HARDY FRUITS.

The season so far has been very favourable to

hardy fruits, the welcome rains so badly needed

having done an immense deal of good. Frosts

of more than usual severity have occurred

during April, but little harm has been done, as

far as I have seen, to the blossom. The cold

snap experienced in March was very beneficial

to fruit growers and provided the very necessary

check to growth, and though the outside of

Cherry and Pear bloom was quite browned
from cold winds, here the flowers have opened

freely and the abundance of pollen has caused

a good .set. Some trees of Beurru Diel here are

quite covered with buds, or rather small fruits,

for they have all set and are beginning to swell,

and will have to be thinned rather heavily. On
the walls Peach and Nectarine trees are growing

rapidly and a little disbudding is necessary.

We are so subject here to blister on the foliage

that very early disbudding would be a mistake,

for often the most likely looking basal shoots

ai e the worst hit by this. Trees over-protected

during the flowering period are very liable to

blister, and a few rough pieces of old fish-net

are often of more practical use than expensively-

fitted screens. But none the less it is a mistake

to let the growths become much crowded before

thinning them out a little.

Bud-dropping outside is in evidence this

year, and although many other causes have

been assigned for this, I have little doubt that

a dry state of the roots is one of the principal

ones. One of the most frequently neglected

operations in fruit growing out of doors is dis-

budding such trees as Apples, Pears, and

Plums. Where grown on espaliers there are

always more shoots than can be found room

for, partly owing to the pinching and pruning

practised. While quite young they may easily

and quickly be rubbed ofi" with the fingers, and

no kind of check to the tree results, but if

left until a few inches in length and tlie base

getting hard and woody, it is quite difl'erent.

The top branches are usually those that need

most removed, and it is the neglect of this that

often leads to the lower branches getting bare

and unfruitful. The good results of liming old

trees are very apparent now, bark that was

covered with Lichen having quite a fresh green

appearance, the lime having now been nearly

all washed oft'. Mulching is being pushed

on as rapidly as possible, for the soil has

never become really cold this winter. Straw-

berries are looking uncommonly well out-
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side, those planted last summer espeoially

throwing up immense trusses that, should
severe frosts hold off while in flower, cannot
fail to produce large crops. Many growers
leave Raspberry canes far too thick when tying
them in, and an hour or two spent among the
plantations just now will often do good. The
majority of gardeners never think of lessening

the number of shoots on these, with the re.sult

that by midsummer they are quite matted to-

gether on the top. Finer fruit and more of

it would follow judicious thinning now. Where
new plantations are to be made in autumn, the

suckers chosen should be encouraged as much
as the fruiting ones for next season, and the

soil may be loosened about them frequently.
Gooseberries on walls or any form of trellis

need a lot of care now. To get the best
results the spurs must not be crowded, and the

removal of all superfluous shoots should be
early attended to. Where the trellis is not
filled, select a strong shoot for le.ader and dis-

bud back to it if it does not occur at the to,'.

Heel the shoots in with a flat strand of raflia or

bass before they become too hard.

—

Suffolk.

We have in 1898 some unique features

in connection with the setting of outdoor fruit

and the prospects of the same different from
anything I remember in some thirty-three

years' experience, some fruits, for instance,

that are invariably good being this year a

failure, whilst others that from one or more
causes often fail have set remarkably well and
promise a full crop. For the second time in

sixteen years a double thickness of half-inch

mesh tish-netting has failed to save the majority
of Peaches and Nectarines, all bloom being
destroyed that was fully expanded when H"
and IG^ of frost were registered on successive

nights, and the latter after a heavy storm of

sleet and snow. Early-flowering trees that had
set the bloom and others that were late and not
expanded have come through safely. Growth
moves very slowly, and, as a consequence, the
enemies in the field, like aphides and red
spider, have already been troublesome and
necessitated heavy and constant .syringing.

One enemy to fruit is likely to be conspicuous
by its absence. I mean the wasps. Queens
are generally plentiful, and some hundreds are
annually killed in the garden and its vicinity,

but this year the total up to the time of

writing (May 10) is only half a dozen. This is a

minimum record, and is the more strange
when the very mild winter and absence of

wet are taken into consideration. A welcome
crop with me is dessert Cherries, and these
have set well and are swelling away kindly.
Plums re.spectively on south-east and north-
east walls, the former covered with fish netting,
the latter unprotected, all promise well. The
expansion and setting of the bloom on the
colder aspect have taken place .since the severe
weather experienced in the end of March. I

have never before had so good a show for Plums
on a north wall. It is likely to be a good Pear
year. Plenty of fruit has set on old trees and
cordons four and six years planted, and as
the foliage is now well developed we are hardly
likely to get frost of sutticient severity to do any
mischief. Apple trees are a picture, standards,
both old and young, espaliers, bushes and pyra-
mids all being a mass of bloom. The maggot
is a little in evidence, but nothing to the extent
I have experienced in former years. Despite,
therefore, the partial failure of Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Apricots, I think I am justified in
saying that in the case of larger fruits the crop
is likely to be over average, and with bush
fruits and Strawberries very heavy. The cold-
ness of the ground, the result of the weather

experienced six weeks ago, has been responsible
for late blooming of Strawberries, and very
probably a much heavier crop will be the out-
come of the check.—B. Burrell, C'lrxremunt,

Surrey.

FERTILITY IN "EXBAUSIED" SOIL.

O.VE of the most interesting questions to the fruit
grower is whether additional fertilisers are needed
in bearing orchards to make them more pro-
ductive. That trees whose cultivation and
manuring have been long neglected cease to
produce fruit, and that when they have both of
these restored the trees become productive again,
are facts of common observation. It has conse-
quently been assumed, perhaps too hastily, that
the soil had become exhausted, and only needed
additional fertilisers, in available form, to make
the trees growing on it as productive as they ever
were. This seems to be the view of W. T. Mann,
of Barkers, N.Y., who writes in " Green's Fruit
Grower " the result of an experiment on this sub-
ject which was entirely opposed to what he sup-
posed it would be.

The trees were planted in 1874. Peach trees
were also planted in alternation, with the expec-
tation that until the time the Peach trees were
done bearing, the Apple tress would have all the
room they required. But the Peach trees soon
died with the yellows, and for a number of years
the orchard received very little cultivation and
no manuring. Under these conditions it pro-
duced nothing. Mr. Mann says the land on
which this orchard was planted was so badly run
down that the last crop of wheat it produced was
not worth gathering. In this view we think Mr.
Mann is mistaken. There is a great deal of fer-

tility in soil which has become too much
exhausted to grow wheat whose roots do not
reach far, and which cannot gather the mineral
elements that are required for a good wheat crop.
Analysis always shows, on clay lands especially,

that soils which have seemed to be entirely
exhausted, as judged by their crops, have yet a
great amount of plant food which it only requires
time and cultivation to develop. If left long
enough, Nature, through the operations of frost,

snow, rains, dews and air, will disintegrate the
soil so that more of its fertility becomes available.

A few years running wild will do this. It is the
method commonly adopted by Southern cotton
planters after their fields have been exhausted.
About 1894 this long-neglected orchard was

thoroughly tilled and sprayed. The crop was a
light one, for what there was had only been made
possible during the long previous neglect. In
1895 experiments with fertilisers began. This
was the first application of either farm manure or

chemical fertilisers to the orchard since it had
been planted. Muriate of potash, 80 to 85 per
cent. , was applied at the rate of "2110 lb. per acre
to four rows of Baldwins, and omitted from the
fifth row. A similar test was made on Mann
Apples. No effects of the fertiliser were observed.
The Baldwin and Mann Apples gave light crop?,

while the Greenings were overloaded. In 1890

the tests were repeated, adding 100 lb. of ground
bone on a part of the orchard, with 150 lb. of the
muriate of potash per acre. That year both
Baldwins and Greenings gave large crops, and the
trees were overloaded, so that they had to be
propped up. The Manns gave a fair crop. In
1897 the tests were repeated, but the fertilisation

apparently made no difference. The Greenings
and Manns gave fair crops, and the Baldwins
none.

From these facts, Mr. Mann's conclusions are
that the mineral manuring did no good whatever,
and that even the long-exhausted soil contained
enough of potash and phosphate to make the
crops of Apples secured in 1895 and 1896. The
latter year was in all the country so prolific in

Apple yields that trees everywhere bore without
much regard to conditions, if their foliage had
not been destroyed the previous year. This large

yield possibly made the trees unable to bear so

large a crop in 1897, but even then the Greening

and Mann Apples gave fair crops. The soil varied
in different parts of the orchard from sandy loam
to clay. We should like to ask Mr. Mann if the
Baldwin Apples, which in each year, save 1896,
gave the poorest crop, were not on the sandy part
of the orchard. If they were, it would confirm our
diagnosis of the case.

Apparently jNIr. Mann has the past three years
used up in these Apple crops a part of the reserve
fertility wliich always remains in all soils, even
after they have been seemingly exhausted of all
mineral plant food. There is much more of this
reserve fertility on clay soils, which as vegetable
matter decreases are apt to bake into clods,
which roots cannot penetrate. In sandy soil there
is less storing up of fertility, as roots can go nearly
everywhere. Yet in sand, mineral manures,
especially potash and phosphate, are apt to revert
and become insoluble. But in winter frost breaks
down the clay clods, and e\ en in the sand it every
spring sets free a little of the potash and phos-
phate which it contains. This in two or three
years makes the soil fertile enough to be cropped
again. After so long a rest as Mr. Mann's
orchard had there was enough potash and
phosphate to make two or three good to fair

crops of Apples. But if potash and phosphate
had been applied when the orchard was first

abandoned and good yearly cultivation had been
given, it is probsble that good crops might have
been grown in most of the years since, if the
leaA-es were sprayed to keep the foliage from
being blighted.

Most of the Apple crop and also of the woo 1

growth is taken from the air through the leaves.
All that will burn is carbonaceous. Only the afli

is mineral. But it must beremembered that such
applications of potash and phosphate as M .

Mann gave are too small to entirely supply a
large crop of any kind of fruit. The entire
supply in any soil of potash and phosphate is

never exhausted, though there will be more
needed in poor soils than thorough cultivation can
make available. There is one advantage in apply-
ing these fertilisers, that, unlike nitrogenous
manures, they are very unlikely to leach from the
soil. Once there, some of them can always be
made available each year by good cultivation, and
thus lessen the amount which must be yearly
applied to make good Apple crops.—Am'.ncaii
Cidtirntor.

VINE LEAVES UNHEALTHY.
CorLD you kindly tell me the cause of apparent
disease on Vine leaves ? The Vines were not
dressed when in a dormant state. They have
been well syringed morn and eve up to the time
of flowering. The borders were dressed with
slaughter-house manure. The berries are now
stoning and the Vines seem to grow vigorously.
The variety most attacked is Black Hamburgh.
Foster's Seedling, Madresfield Court, Muscat of

Alexandria, and Mill Hill Hamburgh are in the
same house. Air has been admitted on all

favourable occasions. There is a quantity of air

roots upon the rods, some about 6 inches in length.

The Values, which are about six years old, are
carrying a fair crop.—T. H.

*,* After a close examination of the leaf sent,

I have arrived at the conclusion that it is not
affected by disease, and, though not in a perfectly

healthy condition, it is well developed, thick in

texture, and dirk green in colour. There is a
warty appearance, or a conglomeration of small

green excrescences, on the under-side of the leaf,

and this may to a certain extent interfere with
its functions, but I should s.ay " T. H." has little

to fear from its effects generally. This occur-

rence is most noticeable in the case of thick-

leaved varieties of Grapes, notably Black Ham-
burgh and Gros Colman, and in some positions,

or during some seasons, is difficult to prevent.

Experts are of opinion that these abnormal swell-

ings, and which are frequently more pronounced
than in the case under notice, are caused by the

maintenance of too much moisture in the atmo-
sphere, coupled with faulty ventilation. It is
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rushes of cold air that do the most harm, and these

can usually be prevented by careful ventilation.

Instead of waiting till the sun has run up the

temperature llV, 15", and not unfrequently ^il"

before admitting air, the top ventilators should

be opened slightly soon after the sun shines on

the house, gradually opening them sufficiently

Hide to keep the temperature in the house to the

desired height. It will be found that early open-

ing obviates the necessity for excessive ventila-

tion during the rest of the day, the atmosphere

being dift'erent or more congenial than is the case

when much cold air, with its accompanying rush,

has of necessity to be admitted owing to opening

the house too late. Up to the present time there

has been no necessity for opening front ventilators

— at any rate, in all well-constructed houses, and

in my "case they will not be opened in May.

i'vushes of cold front air sometimes bring on an

attack of mildew as well as other evils. '' T. H."

may not have erred greatly in the matter of early

and sensible ventilation, but according to his own
showing the Vines under his charge have been

subjected to rather more heat and moisture than

are good for them, as shown by the adventi-

tious or air roots on the rods. If we treat Vines

like Cucumbers they will push out air roots,

especially if they are rooting in a cold outside

border, and, in addition, are forced early. A
moist, stagnant atmosphere is not good for Vines,

while the other extreme— a dry, arid atmosphere-
is equally injurious, this being particularly

favourable to the spread of red spider. It is the

happy medium that " T. H." and all other

growers should strive to maintain, and fewer

partial failures would then be heard of.—W. I.

Pear Pitmaston Duchess.—This tine Pear is

no doubt destined to play an important part in

the future as a market kind. As it is, great

numbers of trees have, I believe, been already

planted with the view of supplying the market,

Ijut there is yet an abundance of room tor further

enterprise in this direction. It is such a free-

fruiting \ariety, and the tree succeeds so well

either as a bush or pyramid, that it may be

planted without much fear as to results. Low
and high standards are also to be had, and although

one would naturally pause before deciding to

plant man}' of the latter, on account of the fruits

weighing down the branches, I consider it to be
worth the trial. With regard to the produce,

there never need be any fear of ditheulty arising

as to its disposal, as size alone would secure a

ready sale for the fruit, whether otlered in the

open market or privately to fruiterers. Although
not equal in point of 6avour to Marie Louise and
several others, it is superior to many, and when
ripe the bright golden yellow fruits are very beau-

tiful. There is many a tract of land in our fruit-

producing counties now carrj'ing Pear trees of

indifferent, and in many cases worthless, varieties

which might be turned to better account. If the

owners of such would plant a fair number of trees

of this Pear, if only as an experiment, I venture
to think they would find it a profitable invest-

ment.—A. W.
Vines at Chiswick. —When recently look-

ing through the Royal Horticultural Society's

garden at Chiswick I observed one or two things
connected with Vines that seemed to be very
interesting. First, there is the tine Cannon Hall-

like sport from a spur on one of the long rods on
the Muscat of Alexandria Vine on the right-hand
side of the great vinery and just within the

west entrance. Already the two laterals that
have broken show strength fully double that
seen on any other lateral growths on the

Vine. There is every probability that the
setting qualities of the sport will be more fully

evidenced this season, as two good bunches may
result. So far with small bunches setting has
been excellent. A few eyes from this sport have
already been struck. In the old orchard house
near the entrance to the gardens, and where now
Muscat of Alexandria Vines hold sway, there is

again this j-ear a marked difference between the

bunch shows on the downward rods and those

which are trained flatwise on wires across the

centre of the house. In the former case the shows
are capital, those at the extremities and just over
the pipes being very fine. Those on the flat or

level rods in the centre are at the best but of

moderate size. It is here quite evident that Muscat
wood needs ample light and air to mature it, and
must be near the glass for that purpose ; also that

ample warmth from pipes is highly conducive to

wood formation, to plumping of eyes, and to the

production of tine bunches. In the long corridjr

house where two years ago the supplementary
rods on the Vines—chiefly Ores Colman—were
brought down and pegged into the soil and thus
rooted, the effect is now most marked, as the

lateral growth is in every case much stronger
than are the growths on rods going direct from
the old stems and which could not ba layered.

—

A. D.

GRAPE VINES OX OPEN WALLS OR
BUILDINGS.

For covering walls we have few more useful

climbers than the Vine, as its beautiful tints in

the autumn make it an especial favourite. The
Grape in many parts of the country may be grown
to a fine state of perfection. Only last autumn,
in the western part of the country, I saw some
splendid fruit of the Esperione variety on a
trellis used as an entrance to the house, and it

was pleasing to see the health of the Vines and
the excellent condition of the fruit, as this had
been thinned and was above the usual size. Years
ago more attention was paid to the Vineintheopen,
and it was surprising the crops such Vines gave.

As a boy I can well remember the bunches being
gathered in lar^jje baskets, and should the season

be unfa\ curable, the fruit was valuable, as it made
excellent wine. The Vine I refer to was the

Royal Muscadine, which covered a large spice on a

west and south-west aspect. Only last year on an
east wall I had Royal Muscadine ripen well.

Crowding of the shoots is one of the principal

causes of failure ; it is impossible for the fruit to

mature with a thicket of wood. If new wood can
be laid in yearly there will be good fruit. The wood
must have space to develop, as if at all crowded
it is impossible to ripen the wood for another
season. It is an excellent plan to grow the Vine on
the long rod system if the position is a favourable
one—that is, taking up new rods yearly and remov-
ing old ones. It is not usuallv carried out, but is

well worth adopting by those who wish to grow for

fruit and not leaves only. Weak shoots should be
spurred hard back to one eye, and in many cases

it would be well to cut out a goodly number of

old spurs altogether, as these crowd the Vine
and prevent the sun reaching the fruit. The
removal of spurs where placed too thickly is

often overlooked : in fact, in many cases the
plants are so overburdened with top growth that

the fruit has no chance at all. If thinned out,

those left will be strengthened and next year bear
fruiting wood. No matter how the Vines are

trained, it is well to lay in young wood whenever
obtainable, and in the case of old Vines on
buildings, at times it is difficult to get new wood
from the base, but it can always be secured at

higher points and made good us3 of. Another
thing worthy of note is summer stopping. How
often is this neglected : whereas it should be done
as earl}' as possible and the growths stopped at

the first or second joint beyond the bunch, stopping
others close b.ack to the Vine where at all thick

or where two or three shoots proceed from one
branch. I am aware the plants often suffer from
mildew, but this is frequently caused by the
foliage being too dense. Now is a good time to

stop mildew, well covering the Vines with sul-

phur and Gishurst or other insecticide. Those
who wish to grow Vines on a low wall may do so
if they adopt the cordon mode of culture, as
strong rods will furnish Grapes freely. The spur
system of pruning will be the simplest, but I

would advise double cordons, removing an old

cane occisionally, running up new ones, or, if

single cordons, taking up a new cane from a lower
bud and in time cutting out the older one. For
cordon culture. Miller's Black is an excellent

variety, but the Black Esperione is earlier and
an abundant bearer. Foster's Seedling does well

on a south wall, but is later than Muscadine. In
unfavourable seasons it is important to grow
those that mature early. Old V^ines well repay
copious supplies of liquid manure when the Grapes
are set and a mulch of rich food when the roots

can be got at. G. W. S.

APPLE ECKLINVILLE SEEDLING.
M.\NY condemn Ecklinville Seedling as a market
Apple, giving as their reason for so doing that it

is too soft, especially if the fruit has to be sent

any distance. There is, of course, a certain

amount of truth in the assertion, but at the same
time it is a ditticulty that is not insurmountable,
as, after all, it depends a great deal on the time
at which the fruit is gathered. A great many
peojile err in allowing the fruits to hang and
become mellow, or nearly so, when, of course,

they are then very soft-fieshed and as difficult to

deal with as very ripe samples of Lord Suffield,

and are in consequence quite unfit for despatch-

ing long distances or to send to market. On the
other hand, if the gathering is done some ten

days or a fortnight before they would mature if

alloweil to remain on the tree ; the flesh is then
firm, and if packed with ordinary care they will

not take the slightest harm, however long the

distance may be. Last autumn I had occasion

to send away a large quantity of this particular

variety by rail. They were gathered as indicated

above, and packed much in the same manner
as the Americans pack and send their fruit to

this country. They had to travel a long distance,

but they reached their destination in splendid

condition and gave great satisfaction. It should,

perhaps, be mentioned that this slightly prema-
ture gathering does not in the least affect the

good quaUties of the fruit, while it is an easy way
of overcoming the only drawback belonging to

this fine Apple when grown expressly for market.
When sent to market in the right condition,

the grower secures a good and satisfactory return

for his produce ; in fact, it is a most profit-

able kind to grow for this purpose. The large

and symmetrically-formed fruits are more easily

and economically packed than is the case with
many other varieties, as they fit so close together

that very little space is wasted. When the pack-

ing is properly done and the package made secure

by the tying down of the lid, it is almost impos-

sible for the fruits to move out of place.

Ecklinville Seedling is a great bearer, and it is

so accommodating that it may be grown either as

a bush, pyramid, or standard with equal success.

A well-laden standard presents a fine picture in

the late summer or early autumn months, pir-

ticularly when the summer has been marked by
an abundance of sunshine. The fruits then colour

to perfection, their clear yellow skins -with the

rather large russety dots peculiar to the variety

—being flushed with red on the sunny side. In

an ordinary way the fruits may be pronounced as

being handsome, for, although minus the flushed

cheek, they alwaN's command attention. It is not

a long-keeping Apple, but for cooking it is excel-

lent. To sum up, Ecklinville is a valuable kind
both for private use and market, and those who
do not already possess it would do well if they

added it to their collections when planting time
again comes round. A. W.

Strawberry Royal Sovereign. — To Mr.

Norman, of Hatfield House Gardens, is due the

credit of having produced the finest fruits of

this most popular variety }'et seen. Nothing
shown at the Drill Hall on the 10th attracted so

much attention. Generally the fruits were twice,

and some even three times, larger than are the

average fruits of Royal Sovereign, many weighing
two ounces each. In spite of their great size they

were very solid and excellently flavoured; indeed,

they showed that, so far as the variety is con-
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cerned, size and quality could coexist. Mr.
Norman invariably grows some 6000 plants in

pots, using 6-inRh pats for fruiting in. He also

relies absolutely upon plants put out specially
for the purpose, and from which the blooms have
been pinched, to give runners. These, after laj'er-

ing into pots, are well watered, as securing roots
quickly is an important element in culture, and
at no time afterwards are the plants permitted to

suBfer from drought. When potting is done,
fully one-third of each pot is filled with rubble
drainage. The soil used is almost exclusively
turfy loam that is almost fresh, an admixture of

soot only bein^ given. Potting is very firm. Each
plant carries from 8 to 10 fruits. The main body
of plants is wintered out-doors, but if excessive
rain comes they are laid on their sides. As the
fruit is swelling some artificial manures of home
mixing are applied, and the fruits ripen in a com-
paratively low temperature close to the glass.

—

A. D.
OPten have we seen montionei the good quali-

ties of Royal Sovereign. When I visited the garuen-s

at Goi-ddigon (the seat of Col. Platf) on April 23 I

was surprised at the heavy crop and immense size oi
this Strawberry. The plants cirried on an average
fourtnea fruits each, EOme ready for gathering. Upon
inquiring about the weight of the largest, I was su--

prised when Mr. Coates, the gardener, informed me
it only required thirteen of them to make a p )und.
It would be interesting if Mr. Coates would give us
li's mode of culture.

—

Visitor.

GRAPE COOPER'S BLACK.
Before I had an opportunity of growing the
two varieties in the same house together my
impression was that Cooper's Black was another
name for Gros Maroc. That, I believe, is the
almost general opinion, and which only a

limited number of growers do not agree with.

Having once ventured to express this view of

the case, Mr. D. Thomson very kindly sent me
eyes of what he considered the true Cooper's
Black from Drumlanrig, and these were esta-

blished on rods of Black Hamburgh by the
method known as bottle-grafting. The wood 1

received was very strong, but well ripened,

and the rods that formed the first season were
equally stout and firm. Bunches were freely

produced, two or three showing on most of the
breaks, and a moderately heavy crop was borne
the first season. I soon .saw that the bunches
of Cooper's Black would surpass those of Gros
Maroc, more especially as regards length and
form. The bunches of Gros Maroc are in most
cases "dumpy" in appearance, whereas those

of Cooper's Black are of a good breadth across

the shoulders and taper down to a point, as

s'.iown in the accompanying illustration. Exhi-
bitors will appreciate this difference at its true

worth, and as far as appearance goes no hand-
s iraer or more attractive bunches of Grapes
will be seen than those of the variety under
mtice at their best. The berries are large,

more oval than round in ft>rm, thick skinned,
cjlour superbly, carry a thick bloom, but, un-

fortunately, are of poor flavour, or neither

better nor worse than Gros Maroc. It is my
belief that Cooper's Black is grown in some
gardens as the true Gros Maroc, and also,

owing to the too-much-alike character of the

two forms, they will never be separated, all

being grown as Gros Maroc.
In some vineries where Gros Maroc is grown

on its own roots and pruned nearly or quite as

closely as are Black Hamburgli rods, too few
bunches are produced, and these smaller than
desirable. The first Vine I planted of it failed

to start properly—a common occurrence I have
since learnt—and, wanting bunches the next sea-

son, two short lengths of matured wood were
inarched on to Black Hamburgh Vines. As it

happened, this was the best thing I could have
done, and, by adopting the long-rod system of

pruning and training, a short supply of bunches
was never noticeable during the years those
vineries were under my charge. The same line

of treatment was adopted with Cooper's Black,
and it answered rerairkably well. No Grape is

more easily coloured, and if only the quality
could be brought up to the level of that of the
Black Hamburgh, it would be classed as one of

the grandest varieties in cultivation. The only
instance known to me of Gros Maroc, or what
passes as such, being really good to eat was in

the case of a crop obtained from rods inarched
on Foster's Seedling in one of the vineries at

Hindlip in the late Mr. Barker's time. That
stock would appear to answer well as far as
improving the quality is concerned, but the
bunches that I saw were on the small side.

Unlike that other large-berried Grape Gros
Colnian, the quality of which is also condemned

ing the advantages and disadvantages peculiar to
that variety. The specimen shown in the photo-
graph is from a graft on Gros Colman, and which
was procured by Mr. Leslie, Pitcullen House
Gardens, from a friend who assured him that it

was the true Cooper's Black. Wishing for his
own satisfaction to settle this question, he has
paid pirticular attention to these two varieties,
but he has failed to find the slightest difference in
character between the two. Like Gros Maro3, it

is one of our best market Grapes, being easily
grown, a free setter, and bearing exceedingly
well, although perhaps in the matter of flavour it

can only be ranked as second class.

Grape Couper's Black. From a photuqraplu sent

Bellwood Cottige, Perth.

by connoisseurs, the flavour of Gros Maroc or

Cooper's Black does not improve by keeping.

It is neither better nor worse in October than

it is when ripe in August. I have had no ex-

perience with either Cooper's Black or Gros
Maroc as market Grapes, but have no doubt a

limited number of bunches would sell readily

enough, say during August and early part of

September, but would not be in good demand
after well-grown Gros Colman could be had at

the same price.—W. Iogulden.

Mr. A. W. Brown, who sent us the photo
from which the illustration was prepared, in

writing of this Grape, says :

—

It is the general opinion, in this district at

least, that this Grape is identical with Gros
Maroc and resembles it in every particular, hav-

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Fruit prospects.—It ia generally helieved that
the fruit crop3 will be abundant this season, every

fruit tree and bush in the
garden under my charge
being thickly studded with
fruit buds. But for fifteen

years past they have been
in the same condition.
Apples, Gooseberries and
Currants are always abun-
dant. All have been lifted

and replanted, with the
roots well up to keep them
above the ground, whioh
cannot be drained properly
by reason of its low-lyiig
position. When trees are
left untouched their rooti

speedily get to ihe subs il

and decay at once begins.

—M. T., Carron, N B.

The spineless
( iooseberry. — Under the

heading of "Mislead-
ing Descriptions" (p. 92,

voL lii.), I referred to

the Gooseberry sent out
under the above appella-

tion. I there said that
it appeared to be grafted

on the Currant. I now
find that the stock is

the Buffalo Currai t

(Ribes aureum). The
plants in question are

anything but spineless,

being furnished with
numerous long and
sharp thorns, and they
do not excel in tl e

matter of heavy fruitinf

.

What distinctive qual -

ties the flavour of their

berries may possess I

have yet to learn. —
S. W. F.

Apple Gloria Mun-
di.—Having known this

sort for forty years, I

am not able to speak
in its favour. When

grown as a standard, it produces a few per-

fect fruits, the others being one-sided and very

uneven. On the Paradise stock it gives ex-

cellent examples, but only a very few of them,
while it is true it makes a grand dish of showy
fruit for exhibition. I cannot recommend it for

general culture, as so many are better in all

respects—say. Tower of Glamis, the little-known

Belle de Pontoise, Newton Wonder, and Alfris-

ton. On the Continent it is generally called Belle

Dubois, and has also found its way here under

several other names. King of Tomkins Co. is yet

grand in our fruit-room.

—

Geo. Biinyard.

Plum Early Prolific.—The crops of this

valuable early Plum promise to be unusually

heavy this year, the fruit on all forms of tree

without exception, whether in gardens or orchards,

having set very freely. The blossoming has been

one of the most profuse on record, and the trees

by Mr. A. ir. Brou
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—whether as single specimens, in groups, or in

their serried ranks in the plantations—formed
([uite a feature in the landscape for the time
being. Unless overtaken by very severe frost

they are comparatively safe, as the trees have
now developed a great deal of foliage. Early
Plums are therefore likely to be very plentiful.

Early rrolitic is the first to ripen in quantity,

and the demand is in consequence always brisk.

A. W.
Apple Lamb Abbey Pearmain.—The ap-

preciative note by "S. H. B." as to the merits

of this splendid little Apple is well-timed, for

any kind that not only keeps firm until now, but
retains its delicate flavour, is worthy of inclusion

in any collection. At Livermere, where the pre-

mier fruits he speaks of were grown, there is still

a nice lot of good even samples. The fruits are
conical, with a small, deeply-sunk eye, yellowish
green, with streaks of crimson on the sunny side.

The flesh is pale yellow, of brisk flavour, but
sweeter than that of many of the small kinds.

There is not the least mealiness in the fruit, how-
ever, and it is apparently as firm now as when
gathered.

Growing Apples for profit.—Some two
years ago I had a splendid crop of a bright red
Apple of the Dutch Mignonne type, large and of

the very best quality. Its season is up to the end
of November. Having a big lot I had to sell

them, and I sent them to a large seaside town on
the south coast at Ss. per sick, the buyer paying
carriage. Out of the same orchard I gathered
some fine samples of Sturmer Pip()in the same
autumn. The following March I sold some of

these at Ss. a bushel A thin crop of really good
fruit of a kind that will keep till February
and March will pay better than a big crop of

midseason kinds. Many of our Apples for keep-
ing are gathered far too early. They will stand
light frost well enough.

—

Dorset.

Raspberry Semper Fidelis.—Many growers
of the Raspberry like those with a distinct acid
flavour for tarts and preserves. The above variety
is specially good for the purpose noted, and
though not included in many growers' catalogues,
it is a first-rate kind, its slightly acid flavour
being much liked. In Worcester and adjoining
counties Semper Fidelis is a great favourite.
This is, I consider, the best preserving Raspberry
grown. The newer Superlative runs it hard both
for flavour and colour and is a very fine introduc-
tion. Still, there is room for both. For field cul-

ture Semper Fidelis is an excellent variety, as
it may be grown without supports if given ample
space. This is a great gain in gardens, and is a
point often overlooked.—G. W. S.

Wintering: pot Strawberries.—It is very
interesting to learn that gardeners from so far
south-west as Devonshire and north-east as Liver-
mere Park, Suffolk, should be in entire harmony
with Mr. Bowerman, at Hackwood Park, in the
matter of storing Strawberry plants plunged in
ashes in pots outdoors as the best method for the
winter. Bicton is fully 100 miles below Basing-
stoke, and Livermere Park is much farther than
that to the north, and situated in what is invari-
ably a cold district. Thus three such widely-
separated gardeners agree that the rough exposure
to all weathers, the pots being properly plunged
in ashes, is the best method of wintering, because
the best results follow. Mr. Tallack does not tell

us which varieties he regards as best for forcinc,
but almost universally Royal Sovereign is ad-
mitted to be one of them.—A. D.

Mildew on Vines.—At p. 366 there is a valu-
able note on the above, and I am in a great
measure in sympathy with the writer. At times
it is not the fault of the cultivator, but of the
hous;. The grower cannot help old, badly venti-
lated houses and those needing repair. The
weather in the last week of March in this part of
the country was such that only in well-glazed
houses, waterproof or nearly ^so, could mildew be
avoided, as, no matter how well treated in the
way of temperatures, the blizzard found out the

weak spots and mildew was the result. One
great evil with many old houses is imperfect ven-

tilation. This is noted at p. .300 as one of the

chief causes of mildew. Only this year I saw
some splendid pot Vines infested because the

joints of the house were so bad, it was impossible
to prevent draught cutting the tender foliage

during the storm noted. In iron houses, if at all

old, mildew is always prevalent, as the sashes

warp and twist and the temperatures fluctuate

very much. Many vineries in private gardens—

I

mean old houses—are much too flat, and in such
mildew is soon apparent with hard forcing, a cold

north-easter finding its way through the laps of

the glass or between the sashes. It may be said

our predecessors grew Grapes in such houses.

Certainly, but in nine cases out of ten they did
not force hard, and that is where the" evil comes
in.-S. H.

Green Gooseberries.—Green Gooseberries
and Whit Sunday are somehow or other as-

sociated together b}' country people, and one
often hears the matter debated as to whether the
berries will or will not be ready for use by the
time the above-named festival falls due. Those
who are in the habit of looking forward to having
their first Gooseberry tart on Whit Sunday will

not be disappointed this year, as the berries are
growing apace, and those on the early kinds will

be of a good size by that time. The fruit has
without exception set very freely, too much so

for the bushes to be able to carry the crop
through to maturity. The sooner, therefore,

gathering is commenced the better for the re-

mainder of the berries, whether they are to be
gathered in a green state or to be left to mature.
When grown for market the bushes will experi-

ence speedy relief once the berries are sufficiently

large enough for gathering, but in many private

places the process is much more slow. Still,

much may be done to relieve heavily-laden trees

by taking the most forward of the fruits for tart-

making, Dottling, and last, but not least, for pre-

serving. With regard to the latter, opinions
vary, but there are a great many people who
prefer to use the fruit while green for this pur-
pose. So far the bushes are very clean, and there
is not the slightest sign of caterpillar, while
growth is being rapidly made under the influence

of the warm rains and sunshine of the past few
days.—A. W.

Pear trees unfruitful.—I have some Pear
trees which are thickly covered with short spurs,
but of which the immensely larger number pro-

duce only leaves. \\'ould you kindly say whether
it would be advisable to prune oft' a good number
of these leaf-spurs V The trees are a mass of

foliage, with four or five spurs of fruit-blooms at
most. The Pears are of good kinds.

—

Jersey.

*,* Thinning out the spurs would probably
meet the case, but I should prefer reducing the
number of branches. Not till more sun and light

can reach the interior of the trees will any great
quantity of good fruit be produced, pyramid and
bush trees, such as I presume "Jersey's" trees

are, resembling standards in this respect. Every
branch ought to stand out straight and clear of

its neighbours, allowing them to form in such
numbers as to practically smother each other
having anything but satisfactory results. Branches
may safely be cut out at the present time, inex-
perienced operators really forming a better idea
of the number that should be retained with advan-
tage when the pruning is done while yet the trees
are in full leaf. Admitting sunshine to the
reserved branches will have the effect of strengthen-
ing and developing fruit spurs, which are rarely
too freely produced on garden trees. " Jersey "

should carry out his idea of thinning out the spurs
on some of the trees, and adopt my suggestion of
reducing the number of branches on others, in

particular remoWng those crossing each other,
and be governed in the future by results. It is

just possible " Jersey " is referring to wall trees.

Wall trees sometimes behave somewhat as he
describes when grown in a position where little or
no sunshine can reach them. They will occasion-

ally produce crops of fruit under such conditions,

but more often than not very few fruiting spurs
develop.—W. I.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

May 11.

The summer exhibition of this society was
favoured by fine weather, and the exhibits ar-

ranged in the large tent on the undulating banks
displayed the variousgroups to the best possiblead-

vantage. The pot Roses from Messrs. G. Jack-
man and Son, Woking, were well grown and
splendidly flowered. Similar exhibits from Mr.
Rumsey and Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Wal-
tham Cross, were also excellent. The Tulips

from Messrs. Barr represented all sections of this

gorgeous flower in season. A group of Rose
Crimson Rambler from Mr. H. B. May, Edmon-
ton, interspersed with Acers and Spir.-eas, was
very effective, while Japan Maples from John
Waterer, Bagshot, were in their many forms very
interesting. Mr. Turner's Azaleas were well

grown ; Messrs. Feed's Caladiums and Dracamas
also excellent, the former especially so. A
similar remark applies to the mixed group from
Messrs. .John Laing and Sons. Orchids and
Clivias from Williams and Son, Holloway, were
varied. The vegetables from Mrs. Wingfield

formed quite a unique exhibit for the season, diffi-

cult to equal. Hardy flowers from Tottenham
were pleasing in their charming variety. The
floral designs from Forest Hill and Holloway
showed much originality.

Mr. W. Rumsey received first prize for a charm-
ing group of Roses, embracing pot plants and cut

blooms, Mrs. W. Rumsey, the new pink, being in

fine condition. Other good kinds were Claire

Jacquier, a lovely climbing sort, apricot shaded
with yellow ; Souvenir d'un Ami, very fine, lovely

pink flowers; La France, grand and full; Ssnateur

Vaisse, fine ; and Mme. Montet being among the

best. The ten specimen plants for which Messrs.

Jackman and Son, Woking, obtained first prize in

Class two were excellent, many of them 4 feet

through and splendidly flowered. La France was
a grand plant, covered with splendidly coloured

blooms of fine size ; Celine Forestier, Crimson
Rambler, Mme. Lacharme, SenateurVaisse, Magna
Charta, and others completing a fine exhibit, uni-

form in size and well flowered throughout. For
twenty-four zonal Pelargoniums in pots Messrs.

A. Young and Co. were awarded first prize for

King of Denmark, a richly coloured salmon-

pink, with splendid trusses of large size. For
twenty-four trusses of zonal Pelargoniums, Messrs.

Young and Co., Stevenage, obtained second prize

with good trusses of King of Denmark. For
twenty-four blooms of cut Roses, Mr. G. Mount,
Canterbury, obtained first prize, his be it being
La France, Catherine Mermet, Caroline Testout,

Mrs. John Laing, Prince Arthur, Ulrich Brunner,
and General Jacqueminot. Mr. W. Rumsey, Wal-
tham Cross, secured the second prize with hand-
some blooms of Duchess of Albany, Safrano, Prince
Arthur, Alfred Colomb, Alba rosea, Mar^chal
Niel, Ethel Brownlow, and others. For a group
of Orchids, Mr. G. Cragg, gardener to Mr. W.
Walker, Winchmore Hill, obtained first prize with
a beautiful lot of useful plants, consisting of

Odontoglossum crispum, 0. Pescatorei, Cattleya

Schrc:eder;e, C. citrina, C. Aclandia;, Dendrobium
thyrsiflorum, Odontoglossum Halli, Oncidium
Marshallianum, L.-elia grandis tenebrosa, &e., in-

ters[)ersed with small Palms.

Miscellaneous.

The Roses from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son,
Waltham Cross, arranged in a half circular group,
were also a fine lot. The blooms of Marechal
Niel were splendid ; La France, Empress Alex-
andra of Russia (a lovely buff-apricot, tinted with
carmine-rose). Souvenir d'un Ami, and Augustine
Guinoisseau were excellent, other good kinds
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being Tiiomphe de Caen, Jeannie Dickson, Duke
of Edinburgh, Danmark {a full pink), La France,
Enchantress, Violette Bouyer (a nearly pure
white), Duke of York, and Jean Ducher. Another
fine lot of cut Roses was that from Mr. G. Mount,
of Canterbury. Here Catherine Mermet, Mrs.
John Laing, Marccbal Niel, La France, Marie
Finger, The Bride, and Niphetos were very fine.

Messrs. T. Rivers and Sons, Hawbridgeworth,
had a splendid exhibit of their new Nectarine
Cardinal, the plants each carrying a score of

splen<lid fruits. There were some fifteen of these
plants, all splendidly fruited, and forming one of

the chief attractions of the show. Ripe fruits of

the same variety were also shown in baskets.
The Japan Maples from Mr. John Waterer,
Bagshot, were a unique lob, the plants numerous
and grown in quite small pots, which at once
demonstrated their value for the table. All the
leading kinds were shown, and displayed a
wonderful diversity of form and colour. Mr.
Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, brought
a fine batch of Azalea indica in variety, aho
Princess May Carnation. Of the former, Dryad,
Anna Klein, Fi'itz Seidel, and Louise Cavelier
were grand whites ; Jlrs. Turner is a lovely
pink ; Marie Vervaene, white, flaked scarlet ; La
Printemps, scarlet-crimson. Many of the plants
were of specimen size, and well grown and
flowered. Mrs. Abbott, South Villa, Regent's
Park (gardener, Mr. Keif), showed a mixed
lot of Palms, Crotons, Drac:tnas, Gloxinias,
and Lilium Harrisi. These were tastefully ar-
ranged, and, margined with Ferns and Grasses,
had a good effect. A group of Rose Crimson
Rambler, set in a groundwork of Ferns and re-

lieved by well-grown Spineas and Acer Negundo
fol. var. , was extremely attractive, everything
being disposed to the best possible advantage.
Some Hydrangeas and Begonia Gloire de Lor-
raine were also included in this pretty group,
which came from Mr. H. B. May, of Edmonton.
Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son, Upper Hollo-
way, contributed a fine bank of Orchids and
Clivias of more than ordinary interest, the plants
well flowered and in endless variety. Among the
Orchids were fine examples of Cattleya Mendeli,
Odontoglossum ciispum in charming variety, O.
Pescatorei, O. cirrhosum, 0. Ruckerianura,
Calanthe veratrifolia, Vanda tricolor, C.ilanthe
Sanderiana, Cypripedium grande, &(i. This hand-
some lot was flanked with groups of Anthuriums
and Clivias on each side, with Palms and Lilacs
as a background, and here and there relieved by
Begonias, Azalea mollis, Cannas, Ericas, and such
like, a margin being formed with Maiden-hair
and other Ferns. Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and
Sons, Highgate, staged a fine mixed group of
Palms, Heaths in considerable ^•ariety, Azalea
mollis, Malmaison Carnations—especially Princess
of Wales, a lovely full pink of the finest size, and
most profusely flowered—Boronia heterophylla.
Hydrangeas, fruiting Oranges in pots, Acers,
Palms, and the like, forming a remarkable exhibit
of greenhouse flowering plants at tliis season.
The Forest Hill group, from Messrs. J. Laing and
Sons, was tastefully disposed, the flowering plants
in this group rendering it most attractive. Par-
ticularly noteworthy were the finely-flowered
Gloxinias and Begonias, both sing'e and double
representing the latter, and these of tine form and
distinct colour. Caladiums and Draciunas were
also a great attraction, the Crotons and Palms
here and there adding a charm to an attractive
group. The handsome Palms in the background
told in a most ert'ective manner in this group,
which is one of the best we have noted for some
time past. Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, Roupell
Park, staged a grand lot of Caladiums and
Drac-enas, the former especially good and well
grown. The Drac;enas were also a most effective
lot, the plants of good useful size, and in the
leading kinds now in commerce. Alexandra,
Frederici. Mme. Bergman and Salraonea were
among the most distinct. Messrs. Barr and
Sons, Long Ditton and Covent Garden, had a
magnificent bank of Tulips, representing the
several sections of these gay flowers, the self-

coloured kinds being particularly striking. A
few of the most telling were Fairy Queen, May
Queen, Queen of Roses, The Shah, The Sultan,
Coquette, Salmon King, Dorothy and Phyllis

;

other good kinds were Picotee, Maculata, Macro-
spila, Bouton d'Or and Golden Eagle. At one
end a variety of hardy plants, including Ery-
throniums, Spanish Irises, Narcissus poeticus
poetarum, Orchids, alpine Phloxes, Cheiranthus
Marshalli, and Flag Irises were shown, consti-
tuting a most interesting display. A mixed bank
of hardy plants also came from Mr. T. S. Ware,
Tottenham, among which were Mertensia vir-

ginica. Ranunculus speciosus pi., Tulipa Greigi,
Aubrietias, double yellow Wallflowers, Trollius,
Trillium grandiflorum, Darlingtonia californica in
flower. Iris lupina (with glossy backfalls, feathered
at the tip with lighter shade). Iris missouriensis,
Orchis fusca, &c. Messrs. J. Peed and Sons also
had blooms of Begonias and Gloxinias in boxes,
representing a fine and varied strain of these
showy greenhouse flowers. Messrs. A. W. Voung
and Co., Stevenage, had a mixed arrangement of

hardy plants.

Floral designs and dinner- table decorations
were shown by Messrs. B. H. Williams and Sons,
baskets of handsome Roses, on stems 2 feet to

.3 feet long, being superb. Bouquets of Odonto-
glossum, Lily of the Valley, and white Roses had
only Asparagus to relieve them, and the effect

was charming. An arrangement of Odontoglos-
sum and Pink Malmaison Carnation was good,
while a showier bouquet wholly of scarlet Pelar-
goniums and Anthuriums was very striking. A
basket of Spanish Irises and long white Lilies, with
Smilax over the handle, was also fine. A table of

yellow Spanish Irises, with Grass and Pheasant's-
eye Narcissus, was arranged by Mr. .T. Prewett,
11, Lancaster Street, Bayswater, a third exhibit
in this way coming from Messrs. Laing, of Forest
Hill. Baskets of white Pelargoniums, Spanish
Irises, and white Lilies were ett'ective. Bouquets
of Roses and Lily of the Valley, and a horse-shoe
design of white Roses, Lily of the Valley, and
Gardenias, set in a groundwork of scarlet Pelar-

goniums, were also shown.
The vegetables from Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill

House, were a really fine exhibit and comprised
everything possible for the season of the year,

such as Leeks, Rhubarb, Cabbages, Radishes in

great variety. Onions, Carrots, Tomatoes, Cu-
cumbers, French Beans, Mushrooms, Potatoes,
Broccoli, Seakale, Asparagus, and Peas. Apples,
Bananas, and Strawberry Royal Sovereign were
also included.

THE ALEXANDRA PALACE.
M.\r 18, 19, 20.

TnEKK is no building in London so well adapted
for a flower show as the spacious concert hall here.

It is roomy, well lighted, and everything is seen

to the best advantage. It is regarded by some of

the leading exhibitors on this occision as an ideal

horticultural hall, and were it in the centre of

London instead of on its northern extremity it

would supply a pressing want. The exhibition

held on this occasion might be considered as an
experimental one. The directors feel that some
extra attraction is necessary, and, having regard
to the marvellous growth of population on this

side of London, they think the time is favourable

to the revis'al of flower shows in the district.

Should the success of this venture be commen-
surate with the wishes of the directors, it is

possible that a Rose, a Dahlia, and a fruit and
vegetable show may be arranged during the pre-

sent season.

Along under the arched roof of the hall was
arranged a very fine circular group of miscel-

laneous flowering and fine-foliage plants from
Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, nurserymen. Lower
Norwood, which was awarded the first |)rize in

class 1 ; also at the opposite extremity an equally

tine group from Messrs. W, Cutbush and Sons,
nurserymen, Highgate, which, not competing in

any class, was awarded a large gold medal. Be-

tween these two was a group of remarkably fine

Orchids from Mr. (xeo. Craggs, gardener to Jlr.

W. C. Walker, Percy Lodge, Winchmore Hill,

rich in Lselias, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Odontoglos-
sums, &c. , some beautiful varieties of Odontoglos-
sum Alexandnu, and a large flowered form of On-
cidium Marshallianum being especially striking.

This was deservedly awarded a first prize. Mr.
Mr. L. H. Calcutt, Fernbank Nursery, had near
this a table of charming floral decorations, vases,

bou(]uets, and other designs of great beauty ; this

was awarded a gold medal. Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy
Plant Nur.sery, Winchmore Hill, took a first prize for

a table of cut flowers occupying a space of GU feet

;

this contained some charming varieties of Iris

pumila, also of (ieums, a rosy-tinted form ot

Trillium grandiflorum, and other specialities in

bloom at this season of the year. At the opposite
end of the hall in the centre was a group of nine
fine-foliaged plants from Messrs. J. Peed and
Sons, consisting of Palms, Phormium tenax varie-

gatum, Drac*nas, Crotons, &c. , which was
awarded a first prize ; and close by a table con-

taining the bouquets, one bride's and two brides-

maids', shown in class fourteen. The first prize

went to Messrs. Perkins and Son, nurserymen,
Coventry, for a charming arrangement, pale-

coloured Orchids predominating ; Mr. H. O.
Garford was second, and Mr. L. H. Calcutt third.

At the sides, Jlr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery,
Farnham, had some boxes of Cucumbers and
Tomatoes of high quality, and was awarded a
gold medal. Messrs. Edwards and Son, Sher-
wood, Nottingham, had a table of their pretty
arrangements in Ferns. Mr. Thos. S. Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, had a very
large table filled with seasonable hardy plants in

pots and pans, and was awarded a gold medal.
Mr. J. Williams, Oxford Road, Ealing, sent new
designs in flower-holders with chaste arrange-
ments of flowers, and was given a silver medal.
Messrs. Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Ches-
hunt, showed cut flowers, occupying a space
of 120 feet. Azalea mollis. Tulips, Rhododen-
drons, P;eonies, Saxifrages, &c., predominat-
ing. To this a first prize was given. The
same award was made to Mr. George Mount,
nurseryman, Canterbury, in two classes for cut
Roses, one for twenty-four and the other for

twelve blooms. The leading varieties were Care-
line Testout, Mrs. .John Laing, Prince Arthur,
Ulrich Biunner, Catherine Jlermet, La France,
Perle du Jardins, General Jacqueminot, Anna
Olivier, Merveille de Lyon and Niphetos.
A collection of Cacti from Mr. H. G. Bowne,

High Road, New Southgate, attracted much
attention from the singular character of many of

the specimens, and it was deservedly awarded a
silver-gilt medal.

Messrs. W. Wood and Son, Wood Green, had
an imposing stand of horticultural requisites,

which attracted much attention. The Ichthemic
(iuano Company also had a stand of their

manures, &c. , and there was also a stand from
the Lawes Chemical Manure Company.

Flower show in Paris.—The annual flower

show of the Socii-'te Nationale d'Horticulture de
France was opened on May 17 under a spacious
structure in tlie .Jardin des Tuileries. In spite of

the dull and cold weather the display was mar-
vellous and the attendance enormous.

Grubs ia soil.—On two large borders in my
garden there are a great many grub worms, each
about 2 inches long and as thick .as an ordinary
(]uill |.ien, which have practically destroyed about
2000 Strawberry plants, both young and old. I

think they must have come from some manure
which was put upon the borders some months
ago. I should be extremely obliged for your
aclvice as to the best means of getting rid of these

pests, which are present in thousands. I have
tried paratfin oil, corrosive sublimate, soft soap,

turpentine, and chloride of lime, but the worms
are not killed by any of these. The worms lie
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about -2 inches below the surface, except at night,

when they come out to feed.—P. A. Simi'son.

*,* From your description it is impossible to

do more than guess at what insect is attacking

your plants, but I expect from what you say that

the culprits are the caterpillars of the common
dart moth (Agrotis segetum). It is very diffi-

cult to kill any insect when it is 1 inch or 2 inches

below the surface of the ground, as the insecti-

cide loses its strength in passing through the

soil, which acts as a filter. A heavy watering

with warm soapsuds, so that all the cracks and
holes in the earth are filled, is said to bring the

caterpillars to the surface at once, or they may
be collected by turning up the ground with a

Email fork or spud. Watering plants with 1 oz.

of salt to 1 gallon of water has been found effec-

tual ill keeping this insect away, and soot laid

thickly on the ground and dug in has been found

useful for the same purpose.—(!. S. S.

Notes of the Week.

Anemone and Scilla.— A rather unusual com-
binatiou of two white-flowered plants was noted
recently at Kew, when the double white Wood
Anemoce and Scilla c nipaiulata albx were growing
together, not indiEcriuiiDately, but in alternate groups.
The two were in flower together and formed a dis-

tinctly pretty arrangement.

Sa:xifraga sarmentosa is a very old irarden

plant, yet well-nigli uniiiue ii its graceful panicle of

elegant blossoms. Aboutthe rockwork in the conser-

vatory or where slight moisture is obtainable, as in

the fernery, thii is a capital plant, very pretty in

flower and not at all partiLular in respect to general
cultivation when ^'iven slight protection.

Polyanthus Black Prince.— 'I'bis, as the
name implies, is one of the darkest of this useful i-.tce

of spring flowers, and one of the few found deser\

-

ing of a distinct name at NViochmore Hill. In the
same collection another tine kind called Favourite is a

remarkably free-flowering variety. This has blossoms
of a rich velvet-tiimson. Both are singularly free and
robust.

Viola cucrllata.—Tuis is perhaps one of the
largest species of this genus and a plant well suited to
S;mi-moist spots and shady places generally. It is a
good plant, in c:tmraon with its variety alba, for

cirpeting the ground «here such moisture-loving
Lilies as L. pardalinum, L. superbum and L. cana-
dense are grown, and in such places it grows and
fl iwers freely.

Rhododendron Prireess .Alice in the
open air. — Herewith 1 am lending you a box of

flowers cf I'rincess Alice Rhododendron cut from
plants growing iu the open air without any p'otection
excepting shelter from the cold winds.—T. Tvt. ek.

The Qarde'ns, Creech Grange, Wareham.
*#* Neither the foliage nor the flowers cjuld be

better in the house.—En.

Richardia melanoleuea.—This very distinct
species was recently noted at Kew in the No. / rang,?,

and with R. KUiottiana near by i-^as bearing g lod

spathcs. The former, though now the smallest ot the
yellow-flowered class, was included among the eailiest
of this group, the pale yellow shade being intensifipd

by a dark base internally. Elliott's Calla is rich iu

colour, and the spathe also of great substance.

Primula involuerata.—This pretty moisture-
loving kind is flowering freely this spring in many
gardens, doubtless assisted by the frequent showers
during the past few weeks. It i?. however, not essen-
tially a moisture-loving species, hut likes a good deal
of water when ready to bciin its spring growth. In
shady places where a certain uniform dampness pre-
vails it is generally satisfactory and produc3s its

white-lilac shaded umbels of flowers rather freely.

Schizanthus pinnatus is certainly one of the
showiest of plants for the border during summer,
and as such well known and appreciated. As a
pot plant flowering in the greenhouse in April
and May it is not so often seen, yet it is even here
serviceable, offering a strikingly distinct piece of

colour. The plant is thus grown in some quantity
for the decoration of the greenhouses in the Royal
(iardens at Kew.

Tulip York and Lincaster.—This showy
garden Tulip may have another name besides the

above, which is quite inappropriate when it comes
into bloom. At this stage it is red and yellow,

instead of, as one would expect, being red and
white. The yellow dies oft' white. It is, how-
ever, an effective Tulip with its large red-blotched
flowers and tall habit. It is valued here, as it

may be left from year to year without particular
care.—S. Arnott, Car.irdhorn,hy l)u,wj'rk-i, X.B.

Iris bosniaca.—A lovely and valuable Iris o'

fairly easy culture and flowering in the open
ground almost simultaneously with I. nudicaulis.
Its chief value is in the lovely clear yellow blossoms,
that appear on stems each 12 inches or 15 inches
long. It is one of M. Leichtlin's introductions and
a really useful and valuable plant from a garden
point of view. The plant is flowering freely with
Messrs. Wallace, of Colchester, just now, where
it is a great success.

Rose Ci imson Rambler.—What may be
accomplished with this free-flowering climber was
very well exemplified by Mr. H. B. May, of

Kdmonton, at the Royal Botanic show last week,
where a half-circular bank was covered with small
bushes in pots, Acer Negundo variegatum and the
so-called Spinea japonica being used among the
well-flowered bushes to relieve the colouring of

the large clusters of Roses. In this way its deco-
rative value was at once seen.

Trillium grandiflorum roseum.—The spot-
less purity of the Wood Lily needs no improve-
ment when it is well grown and in good condition,
for then it is doubtless one of the best, as it is also

one of the easiest to manage among the hardy
plants of spring. The above plant, however, is a
very pretty variety of the type with blossoms of a
distinct rose colour. A small batch of it is very
promising with Mr. Perry at Winchmore Hill,

where side by side with the species it is very
charming.

Phlox amoena is one of the showiest of all the
alpine Phloxes, a perfect mass of rosy lilac blos-

soms that completely cover the leaves. Although
a dwarf and in some respects a slender plant,
this Phlox is one of the hardiest and most free-

flowering of all the dwarf kinds, and one par-
ticularly well suited to the rock garden or any
position where .a rich soil is at hand. Unlike
mary kinds, this frequently flowers in autumn
also, and in this way is helpful when most of its

class are at rest.

Genista hispanica.—The Spanish Broom is

very effective in the rock garden at present.
Large bushes are covered with bloom, and are
admired even in districts where our common
Broom is very abundant. It makes a neat, com-
pact bush and is quite hardy, although at times
little dead patches appear on the bushes. These
are usually soon covered with the young growth.
The Spanish Broom is very easily grown, and in

the sun a plant in full bloom is very effective.

—

S. Arnott, C'li-Mlhoni, hy l>}tmfi-U^, N.B.

Outdoor Camellias.—It may be of interest to
your many readers to hear of the hardiness of the
Camellia in exposed outdoor positions 4.j(l feet

above sea level. I send you a blossom from a tree
planted j'ears since in an open north-easterly
position, not in a pot, but in a heavy clay soil,

and it has alwa3's produced a goodly number of

blooms. This tree is always in the best of health
and vigour.

—

James Ei'PS, jun., Xorfolk House,
Btnlah Hill, U/iper Xorwoot/.
*,* A very good bloom and good foliage.

—

Ed.

Iris pumila from Winchmore Hill.—Mr.
Perry, of the Hardy Plant Farm, Winchmore
Hill, sends us a collection of Iris pumila, a
little plant which is perhaps too much neglected
as an edging and border plant. His varieties are
very strong, and some of them delicate in colour ;

but we miss among them a certain striking white
and purple form, looking like a miniature Vic-
torine, which used to be grown in some northern
gardens years ago. The yellowish greens are
delicate in colour, but such colours should not
predominate.

i

Lithospermum hirtum.—Theblueand purple
'

Gromwells are more admired than the spscies

with yellow flowers, but the latter are welcome in

large collections as well. L. hirtum is now in

flower, and, although it is said to come from the
southern United States, is hardy here. It grows
about 6 inches high and has orange-yellow
flowers. It was introduced upwards of eighty
years ago, and has also been known as Batschia
(imelini. I grow it here on a level spot in the
rock garden with a full south exposure.— S.

Arnott, Car-nlhorn, hy ])umfrif<, N.B.

Iberis gibraltarica.—Despite the fact that
this is the largest and, indeed, alsa the showiest
of the Candytufts, there is ever the fear about
losing it in winter. In other words, it is a better
biennial than perennial, and in its first year
appears to fear neither frost nor cold, but having
once flowered, this apparently youthful vigour
and hardiness are greatly diminished. For these
reasons it is worth raising in limited quantity
periodically from seed. Seedlings raised in April
or May preferably in the open ground soon make
headway and flower grandly when a year old.

The seedlings are always vigorous, but cuttings
rarely make good patches.

Androsace rotundifolia glandulosa. — This,
in so far as its beauty is concerned, is in no wise
a second-rate plant. The flowers are rather larger
than those of A. sarmentosa and of a pink and
white shade, (he latter predominating. The com-
pact trusses of blossoms are supported on erect
scapes, each 4 inches or 5 inches high even in the
small plants I have .seen, these being covered with
a short glandular pubescence. The foliage is be-

tween round and reniform, the stems each 2 inches
or S inches long, which renders it quite distinct

from that of other kinds. The plant appears to

beof the same easy culture as A. sirinentosa and
.should make a good companion to this kind.

Turban Ranunculus from Waterford.—

I

have pleasure in sending 3"0u so:iie lilooms of

sjedling alpine Auriculas, all raised by myself.

I think you will be pleased with some of the pink
and crimson shades. You will also find some
flowers of Turban Ranunculus.—Rev. W. W.
FlemV-Nc, Coo'riii, Pot/liiii; Wdlvford.

*,* The Persian and other Ranunculi are very
fine, and seem to grow better in Ireland than ihey
do in general, no doubt owing to the warmth of

the soil. The Auriculas are the usual mixed
strains. Nobody seems to pick out self-coloured

Auriculas and increase them. When this is done,
people will then see how much better the simple
and natural colours are than the weak mixtures
now grown.

—

Ed.

Acantholimon venustum —The beautiful
example of this rare alpine figured at p. 40.5

interested me considerably, as it is the finest of

its kind I have ever heard of. Some few years
since I flowered a very nice plant with upwards
of forty of its pretty arching spikes of pink blos-

soms, and at the present time I have still a nice

plant showing about fifty spikes. My former
plant was, unfortunately, lost in the great frost

of three years or so back, the present plant being
a cutting I luckily rooted from the original. At
the same time both these are much behind the
plant illustrated with sixty-seven spikes. Lln-

like A. glumaceum and some others, the above is

difficult to increa.se and equally difficult to obtain
seed of. This is so, notwithstanding its freedom
to flower, since every rosette will produce a spike
if the plant is in good health. The plant also is a
shy seeder, and upon more than one occasion I

have tried to fertilise with its own pollen to secure
a batch of seed, but without success. Indesd, I

have at the present moment batches of supposed
seed from the past two or three years' sa\ing, but
not a single plant has appeared, and I am still

loth to throw away the soil. The chief value of

the species is its lateness to flower, the first half

of duly being about the date, so far as memory
serves me, when most alpine flowers and things
generally in the rock garden are scarce. Indi-

vidual flowers of this species do not last long,

but the number on each spray is considerable,

a id in this way a good plant is most eli'eetive.

It is still to be classei among scarce if not, in-
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deed, rare alpine plants, yet not difficult to culti-

vate where healthy plants are available at the
start,—E. J.

Calandrinia Tweediei.—If, as presumed at
page 420 of Thk Garden, this plant is quite
hardy in British gardens, it will be an undoubted
acquisition to present lists of really good and dis-

tinct alpines. I have, however, some doubts con-
cerning its absolute hardiness, and the past
winter has been accompanied with so little lioth

of frost and wet - the chief features of an average
British winter—as to be scarcely a test for any
new plant. So many of the plants that succumb
in our gardens in winter are quite hardy in

localities that for actual lowness of temperature
and frost are much colder than our own ; but,
then, these plants usually have the benefit of

a deep bed of snow tor a long period each year,
and here they remain dry, snug, and, above all,

quite free from the ever-fluctuating changes that
in the British Isles go much farther in destruc-
tiveness than any frost we know. It is the com-
plete exposure to these elements that so keenly
tests the hardiness of many of our best things.
Should this Calandrinia prove quite hardy, as I

trust it may, it will be welcomed. In the tuft of

leaves it is not unlike a small Statice for form,
yet not possessing the same deep green tint of

this plant. In the alj)ine collection at Kew some
pUnts of this have been flowering of late ; the
blooms of these were a sort of yellow-buff, with
bronze edge and whitish base, interesting rather
for their novelty than their showy character.
From the description at page 420 it would there-
fore appear a variable plant in colour at least,

and from a decorative standpoint of all the more
value.— E. J.

Books.

FLOWER FAVOURITES : THEIR LEGENDS,
SYMBOLS, AND SIGNIFICANCE.*

This is a type of book that used to be published
very much more in the past than now. It seems
to be well done, and is a graceful, if not very use-

ful, addition to the garden library. Perhaps it

will be news to some that the Rose has a funereal
aspect in its symbolism. In medifeval times a
bride on her wedding morn would throw some
petals into water with the -words " Rose de ma
jeunesse ne quitte pas ma viellesse." The place
of the Lily in Christian symbolism is well known
—the Greeks dedicated it to Juno. The Cowslip
is known to the Germans as Himmelschliisselchen,
or " Keys of Heaven," and there is a very quaint
legend which professes to account for this. To
the same people the Anemone is known as the
Windrcischen, or little wild Rose, a name almost
as pretty as our Windflower. To the Greeks
the Anemone was the Bride of the West Wind
; Zephyr). No one associates Saffron Hill—now-a-
days one of the dingiest corners of London

—

with the Saffron Crocus, yet the association was
at one time a fact when the Bishop of Ely, of
Strawberry fame, had his famous garden in Hat-
ton Garden, and the Saffron Crocus grew in such
profusion as to give its name to the quarter above
mentioned.

The weather in West Herts.- A cold week,
both during the daytime and at night. On no
day did the temperature in shade exceed 00°,

while on several nights the exposed thermometer
indicated readings below the freezing (joint, and
on one of these it showed 4° of frost. Tlie ground
is still about 1° below average, both at 2 feet and
1 foot deep. There occurred but one day without
some rain ; the aggregate fall for the week, how-
ever, only amounted to about a quarter of an
inch. The sun shone brightlj' for 7:f hours a day,
which is a good record for a spring month. A
Horse Chestnut tree growing in my garden came

first into blossom on the 16th, which is six days
later than its average date for the previous seven
years, and later than in any year since 1892.

—

E. M., Berhhamated.

Notes from Baden-Baden.— Among the
early Tulips the red-flowered variety of T. Bata-
lini is very conspicuous, the form being good, and
the brilliant deep red is enhanced by a glaucous
bloom outside. Allium zebdanense has this sea-

son been more beautiful than ever ; the snow-
white flowers are borne on long stalks, and it has
the advantage of A. neapolitanum in being per-

fectly hardy, whilst the flowers are of a purer
white. Iris Meda, of the Cushion Iris group, was
very showy ; the flowers are straw-yellow, netted
and veined with brown streaks and lines, the falls

adorned by a violet blotch. Iris bosniaca has
greatly improved under cultivation ; it is a free-

flowering early species, the large, shining, citron-

yellow flowers attracting attention. A fine speci-

men of Tchichatscheffia isatidea, planted horizon-

tally in the alpine garden, is a great beauty.
Leontopodium alpinum var. tibetioum flowers
very freely, but the colour is not so good .as in

the European type, which flowers three months
later. Cyphomattia lanata is not a showy garden
plant, but very interesting to the true amateur
and botanist. It belongs to the Borage family
and is a hardy perennial. The flower-stalks and
pedicels are clothed with a thick woolly tomen-
tum, the brick-red flowers scarcely visible and the
stamens protruding. A new Paracaryum and a
new Geranium from the Hazara district, Afghan-
istan, promise to be good garden plants, early
and free flowering, in the brightest shades of

blue. Geissorhiza kermesina is a desirable plant,

for the rich crimson flowers are charming. A ten-

j'ear-old Lathyrus undulatus on a wall is now
covered with hundreds of spikes of its bright
magenta-red flowers. Ramondia pyrenaica Natna-
liae and R. serbica compete for first place. R.
serbica bears the larger, and Nathalia; the deeper-
coloured flowers. In pots plunged in a shady
place they are of the easiest cultivation. There
is, besides Jankiea Heldreichi, now discovered a
fifth species, of which I will give a description

when the flowers expand. Ranunculus nyssanus
is a yellow large-flowered Buttercup from Servia.

BornmuUera tympha?a, from Greece, is a hardy,
neat little Iberis-like bush, bearing freely pure
white flowers.

—

Max Leiciitlin, Baden-Baden.

* "Flower Favourites: their Legends, Symbols,
and Significance. " By Lizzie Deas. George Allen,
Charing Cross Road.

Public Gardens.

Botany in the London parks.—A scheme
for providing means for practical botanical tuition

in tliree London parks was approved at a meeting
of the London County Council on Tuesday last.

Churchyard Bottom Wood. —This, which
was recently purchased for public recreation,

has, says a correspondent, been re - named
" Queen's Wood," by the Hornsey Urban District

Council, in commemoration of Her Majesty's

Diamond Jubilee.

The Postmen's Park.—At last the Postmen's
Park, or at least that portion of it which has been
threatened by the builder, has been rescued by
the parish of St. Botolph, Aldersgate. Under an
arrangement which has now been made £0000 will

be paid for the western frontage, and the parish

will have the option of paying the remaining
£6000 within two years from midsummer.

An appeal for a cricket ground.—The
London Playing Fields Committee are appealing

for £10,000 to purchase their Prince George's

Ground, Raynes Park, Surrey. The committee
now provide over 100 cricket pitches and IS foot-

ball grounds in various places round London for

tlie use of clubs of clerks, working-men, and boys,

who, though not able to give the high rents

necessarily demanded by persons who let for

profit, can yet pay a sufficient sum for main-

tenance, and thus leave the limited area available

I

for games in the public parks and commons en-

1 tirely free for the poorest players. The com-

mittee state that if the present exceptional oppor-
tunity is missed the land will be built over.

The ftueen and London's open spaces.

—

Mr. G. Shaw-Lefevre opened on Saturday after-

noon Charles Square Recreation Ground, Pitfield

Street, Hoxton, acciuired by the London County
Council and the Shoreditch Vestry at a total cost

of £1000. Since the year 1604 the ground has
been used exclusively by the inhabitants of

Charles Square, and, as the result of lengthy
negotiations, it was purchased by the Vestry for

£300. Close upon £700 has been expended in lay-

ing out the ground by the Metropolitan Public
Gardens Association. In declaring the ground
open, Mr. Shaw-Lefevre said that within fifteen

miles of the centre of London there were 25,000
acres of land maintained for the use of the public,

and of that they were indebted to the Queen for

5000 acres in the shape of Royal parks.

Richmond Hill.—Richmond Hill is again in

danger. The hon. secretary of the Preservation

Committee writes as follows; "A scheme is on
foot for the construction of a railway actually

over the Hill. The proposed line is no mere
tramway, but a standard gauge railway for the

conveyance both of goods and passengers, applied

for under the powers of the Light Railways Act
of 1896, and intended to pass along the public

highway called the Queen's Road, past the Star

and Garter Hotel and Richmond Park gates,

down Petersham Hill, through the lovely spot

known as Petersham Common and the pleasant

village of Petersham, through ' umbrageous Ham,'
and so to Kingston and Hampton Court. The
proposed mode of traction is electricity, conveyed
by cables suspended on hideous overhead stan-

dards from a generating station somewhere on the

Middlesex side of the river. The line is one for

which there is no public requirement whatever,

and is designed merely in the interests of the

promoters, and possibly of the Hampton Court
tripper.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting, on
Wednesday, of the Metropolitan Public Gar-

dens Association, 83, Lancaster Gate, W., Sir

William Vincent, vice-chairman, presiding, a

letter was read from Lord Beauchamp offering to

provide the association from time to time with a

supply of plants and shrubs, and a donation of

£60 was reported for the erection of a drinking

fountain in Barn.sbury Square Garden. It was
agreed to communicate with the London County
Council respecting the erection of buildings on
the forecourts in King's Road, Chelsea, the mairi-

tenance of Kennington Green, and the acquisi-

tion of the central space in Nelson Square, S.E.,

as a public garden, to undertake the laying out

of a disused burial-ground in Long Lane, if the

Bermondsey Vestry acquire a lease of it, and to

communicate with St. Bartholomew's Hospital

respecting an enclosure adjoining Portland Place,

New Kent Road, with a view to its adaptation by
the association for public use. It was announced
that the laying out of the East Street site having

been completed, the ground had been informally

opened and was being largely used by children,

and that Browning Garden and Charles Square

would be ready for opening very shortly. Pro-

gress was reported regarding schemes for the

acquisition of vacant land in New Cross, the

Clapham Road, and Sumner Road, Camberwell.

Names of plants.—Mrs. iJogers.—Homeria col-

Una (S. Africa). Collins and Gabriel.—Impossible

to name from such a scrap. Tritro.—Tulipa cari-

nata rubra. J. Hiaga.—l, A'iburnum macrocepha-

lum ; 2, Lnnicpra tatarica ; 3. Orchis purpurea. •

Mcdimij.—The Bird Cherry (Prunus Padus). Suh-

scriber. Co. Corit.—Tulips : 1. orange form of Gesner-

iana; 2, Gold Flake; 3, old girden form, scar.ely

worth a niime ; 4. yellow form ot Gesneriana. S. T.

—Berberis stenopliylla. Suringhill.—Yes ;
this is

always the case; 1, send l)etter specimju ; 2, Spiraja,

Thunbergi ; 3, not recognised ; 4, see article m this

week's issue. Mr.^. Hubert.—We cannot name

florists' flowers. G. F. As/ifoii. — Ormthogalum
' arabicum.
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POWDERLESS GYMNOGRAMMAS.
If the giAd and silver Gymnogramiiias are the
most deciirative, it dues not follow that the
species with no powder on the under side are

not worth cultivating. There are among these
some highly interesting plants, such, for in-

stance, as the Malayan G. caudiformis, the
Peruvian G. ferruginea, the Bolivian G. Hookeri,
the Australian G. Jluelleri, the extremely curious
and beautiful G. trifoliata, the Chinese G. ves-

tita, and many other species. In this section

there is a much greater variety of forms, and
also of sizes, some of the plants having fronds
barely a few inches long, whereas others
measure as many feet. lu nearly all cases the
plants are totally devoid of any powder what-
ever, and in many instances that is rejilaced by
a covering of either rusty brown, reddish or
silvery hairs or scales, giving the plants a
downy aspect, which is very attractive. The
geographical distribution of the numerous spe-
cies belonging to this seCMion is also much more
extensive, and we even find among them a
truly British representative—G. leptophylla

—

which is distinguished fr >m all tropical kinds
not only by its superficial appearance, but also

and especially through its short-lived nature,
as it is essentially an annual, lasting but a few
months in good condition. A few of the spe-
cies described here require the same soil and
the same general treatment as that recom-
mended for the powdered Gynniogrammas, but
the greater part of them only refjuire a mixture
of two parts peat, one part loam, and one part
silver sand, and a place among other plants in

either the stove or the greenhouse, according
to the nature of their native habitats. Species
balonging to this section are very numerous,
but in the following list (jf descriptions only the
most distinct ones are given.

Gymnogramma aureo-.vitens.—This species, of

medium size, distinct from all others through the

conspicuously flexuose and woolly nature of the
stalks of its fronds, is a native of Peru. The
fronds are furnished with pinna' 4 inches to
inches long, '2 inches to .S inches broad, and cut

down into irregular pinnules nearly triangular in

shape, their under surface being densely matted
with wool of a bright rusty colour, with which
the stout stalks are also thickly covered. This
species requires stove treatment.

G. CAUDIFORMIS.—A very singular species,
native of Moulmein, the Polynesian Islands, and
New Caledonia. Its curious fronds, of a leathery
texture and entire, are produced from a creeping
rhizome of a woody nature, which is densely
clothed with pale brown scales. The fronds are
borne on firm, erect, glossy, pale brown stalks
6 inches to 9 inches long, and their leafy portion,
which in the barren ones is 6 inches to 9 inches
long and 3 inches to 4 inches broad, although of
the same length, is seldom more than '2 inches
broad in the fertile ones. To grow luxuriantly
this requires stove temperature.

G. ch.t:rophvixa.—This elegant species, native
of the West Indies and of various parts of South
America, is rare on account of its being essentially
an annual. In general appearance also it differs

from most other members of the genus. Its deli-

cate fronds, of a soft, papery texture, are borne
on slender stalks 3 inches to 4 inches long, green
in their upper part and chestnut-brown near the
base. They are of a pale, bright green colour,
with which the brown sori, which are abundantly
produced and disposed in close lines, form a very
pleasing and striking contrast. Although of only
short duration, this species, which requires stove
temperature, produces fertile fronds in abund-
ance, and as the spores germinate freely, it

usually makes its reappearance in various parts
of the house where the plants have grown the
previous season.

G. coRD.iTA.—A very singular stove species,
rnuch resembling in general appearance and
dimensions our common Scale Fern (Ceterach
ofEcinarum). Its fronds, 3 inches to 5 inches
long and IJ inches to 2 inches broad, are borne on
black glossy stalks seldom 2 inches long and more
or less scaly. The pinna- on the ujiper surface
are naked, while the under side is densely clothed
with scales of a rushy brown colour. It is a native
of Cape Colony and the Bourbon Island.

G. FERKUiJiNEA.—In this very distinct looking

species, which thrives equally well under stove or

greenhouse treatment, the principal attraction

lies in the stout tufted stalks, which are densely

clothed with woolly down of a rusty brown colour,

which substance also thickly covers the under
side of the fronds. These are about 12 inches long

and 3 inches to 4 inches broad. It is a native of

Peru and Panama.
G. (jRAtii.is, a very elegant species of large

dimensions, produces handsome fronds each
3 feet to 4 feet long and 12 inches or more broad.

The central pinniu are 4 inches to 8 inches long,

and 1 inch to 1^ inches broad. It is a native of

Jamaica and Guadaloupe, and delights in a warm,
moist atmosphere all the year round.

G. GRA.NDis.—This is another gigantic-growing
stove species, and a native of the Andes of

Colombia and Ecuador, with fronds 3 feet to

4 feet long, 1| feet to 2 feet broad, borne on
strong, naked stalks sometimes 2 feet in length.

G. HispiUA.—According to Eaton, this green-

house species, of small dimensions, native of

Mexico and the valley of the Kio Grande, and (J.

triangularis, previously described, are the only
two Gymnogrammas found in a wild state in

North America, G. hispida having a much wider
habitat, as it is also abundant along the San
Pedro and the Gila, growing mostly on rocks. Its

fronds, 2 inches to 3 inches each way, are produced
from a very slender creeping rootstock, and are

borne on hairy stalks 4 inches to G inches long.

G. Hookeri.—A very distinct species, with
fronds 9 inches to lo inches long and 4 inches to

5 inches broad. The general appearance of this

interesting species, which is a native of the Andes
of New Grenada and Bolivia and requires stove

treatment, is that of the better-known G. ochracea,

but the yellow powder in this instance is replaced

by a coating of rusty brown woolly substance,

which is not only observed on the under part of

the fronds themselves, but extends to the firm,

dark chestnut-brown stalks.

G. INVOLUTA, also known as Selliguea involuta,

is an interesting, but curious plant provided with
a creeping rhizome densely clothed with large

spear-shaped scales of a dull brown colour, from
which simple or undivided fronds, S inches to

12 inches long, about 2 inches broad, very pointed

at their extremity, but gradually narrowed to-
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wards their base to a short compressed stem, are

produced. It is a stove species, and a native of

Northern India, Ceylon, and the Solomon Islands,

also of Southern India, and, according to Bed-

dome, very abundant on the higher ranges of the

Neilgherrfes and other mountains on the western

side of the Madras Presidency, usually growing
there on rocks and trunks of trees.

G. JAPONICA. —A highly decorative species,

better known in gardens under the names of

Dictyogramma and of Selliguea japonica, and one

which has very little the appearance of a Gymno-
gramma of the conventional type, for the general

aspect of the plant is much more like that of a

broad-leaved Pteris cretica, of a dark colour and

stiff habit. Its fronds, IS inches to 24 inches long

and 8 inches to 12 inches broad, are produced

from a stout, fleshy, underground rhizome, and

borne on stout stalks of quite upright habit and

chestnut-brown colour. As its name implies, this

plant is a native of Japan, and is of a fairly hardy

constitution, thriving when planted outside in a

sheltered situation. It is almost an evergreen

Fern, its old fronds remaining on the plant until

the new ones make their appearance. It is a

great lover of moisture at the roots all the year

round, and the soil which suits it best is a mixture

of fibrous peat and loam. It may be here noted

that G. japonica particularly dislikes water on the

fronds, which, if subjected to frequent syringings,

turn black in a very short time.

G. jAroNiCA TESSELLATA IS a very pretty and

totally distinct garden variety, differing from the

species through the lively colour of its foliage,

which is of a thinner te-\ture than that of the

type, being of a mottled yellowish tint produced

by the transparency of the veins, which are

reticulated and conspicuous at all times, but

particularly so when the plant becomes fertile.

G. LEPTOPHYLLA.—Although a small-growing

species, and a short - lived one besides, this

singular little plant is very interesting for various

reasons, but especially on account of its being

the only representative of the genus which is

or may be considered a native of Great Britain.

The earliest information of its being a native of

the British Islands dates from 1852, when Jlr.

N. B. Ward found it growing wild in various

localities in Jersey, besides near St. Aubyns and

St. Lawrence, "where it was growing on moist

banks with a southern aspect and where the

common Liverwort flourishes." But it may be

stated here that this little species is of a very

cosmopolitan nature, and possesses an uncommon
and nearly unlimited range of habitat. The
barren and fertile fronds of this little plant are

totally dissimilar. The fronds are produced from

a small crown, which completely dies away when
they fall, at which time it is advisable to keep

the surrounding soil constantly moist to induce

the germination of the spores which may have
fallen around it. G. leptophylla may also be

propagated from spores specially gathered, pre-

served, and sown in spring, as young plants

attain their full size in the course of a few weeks.

G. MiCROPHYLLA.—A distinct greenhouse species

of small dimensions, native of the Khasya Hills.

The general appearance of the plant is that of a

slender form of our common Parsley Fern.

G. MueIjLebi.—This species is probably the

most distinct of all those in cultivation. When
in a young state it greatly resembles the common
Ceterach othcinaruni, the upper surface of its

fronds copiously dotted all over with white.

When fully developed its fronds are each 6 inches

to 12 inches long and 1 inch to 3^ inches broad.

It is a native of North-east Australia and Queens-

land, and succeeds equally well under either cool

or warm treatment.

G. KUFA.—The fronds of this distinct species,

which is a native of Me.xics and the West Indies,

are 12 inches to 18 inches long, 3 inches to 5

inches broad. The pinna- are thickly covered,

especially underneath, with reddish brown hairs,

which also densely cover the upright, firm, chest-

nut-brown stalks.

G. TOMENTOSA.—This stove species, native of

Brazil and Peru, somewhat resembles E. rufa in

general habit, as slso in the colour of the hairs

which clothe the underside of its fronds, but it is

readil}' distinguished from that species through
the distinctly bipinnate character of its fronds.

G. ToTTA.—This is another species with a wide
range of habitat, for, although usually given as a
native of Madeira and Cape Colony, it is also

reported from Ceylon, Japan, Hong Kong, the

Himalayas, and the Neilgherries. Its fronds, pro-

duced from a decumbent rhizome and borne on

stalks G inches to 8 inches long, are of a soft,

papery texture, 12 inches to 18 inches long,

6 inches to 10 inches broad. It succeeds well in

an ordinary greenhouse.
G. TRiFOLiATA.—Through its mode of growth

and the climbing nature of its fronds, this most
remarkable species, native of Brazil and Peru,

bears no resemblance whatever to any other

member of the genus. It is a robust grower, and
under liberal treatment and when grown in such
a place that its gradually extending fronds can

be trained near the glass, it forms a very pic-

turesque object. Its fronds, which are produced
from a single crown, and borne on stout, upright

stalks 4 inches to 6 inches long, of a dark chest-

nut-brown colour, often extend to 5 feet in length.

It succeeds well in a warm greenhouse, in well-

drained, light, porous soil, with an abundance of

water at the roots at all times.

G. VESTITA.—A distinct species, with fronds

8 inches to 12 inches long, Ik inches broad, borne
on wiry stalks 4 inches to 6 inches long, and
densely clothed with more or less matted, bright

rusty brown, very narrow scales of a soft, silky

nature. It is a native of Pekin and of the North-

western Himalayas, where it is found up to S(tO0

feet elevation, aad succeeds equally well under cool

or warm treatment.
G. viLLosA.—This distinct stove species, with

fronds 12 inches to 18 inches long and 6 inches to

8 inches broad, is a native of Brazil. S. G.

Pteris arguta.—I was pleased to see the

favourable notice of this old species in a recent

issue of The Garden. Some years ago, when I

required a quantity of fine-leaved things for room
decoration, I found this Fern very useful, as it

bears the dry atmosphere of rooms remarkably
well, and will remain in good condition for a long

period in constantly heated apartments if well

attended to in the matter of watering, with occa-

sional cleansing of the foliage. For planting out

in cool conservatories it is of great value, quickly

growing into large specimens. In a large winter

garden of which I once had charge I employed
it for carpeting the ground under large Palms.

The amount of water required for these latter

would have injured most Ferns, but this Pteris is

so hardy and vigorous, that it fairly revelled in

the copious supplies necessary at frequent inter-

vals. There is no difficulty in keeping up a stock

of young plants, as this species comes with the

greatest freedom from spores. It is one of the

most prolific Ferns I am acquainted with.

—

J. CORNIIILL.

Notes of the Week.

Narcissus posticus is one of the best of every-

day flowers at the momeat, the clear purity of tlie largo-

eyed blooms maHog a most sumptuous ami fragrant

LCroup. As a late flower it is of especial value in the

garden, requiring but little care to make it a success.

Phlox Nelsoni.—The masses of pure white

flowers characteristic of this plant render it valuable

in tlie rock garden at the present time. It is a good
plaut for the rock gardeu and will well repay more
tliau ordinary care and cultivation, and quickly re-

sponds to a soil liberally enriched with short manure
and of good depth.

CheiranthuB alpinus. — The pale sulphur

heids of the alpiue Wallflower liave hoen for some
time very showy. Its free growth, dvvarf liahit, and
abundant flowering should commend it to a large

number of those interested in spring gardening, espe-

cially as the plant may be freely raised from cuttings

during tbe summer months.

Iris Thunderbolt.— This is one of several

names appliel to one of the handsomest, as it is the

most p ipulir, of the bulbous Irises. Not only does

the variety possess much greater vigour than is usual

with Spanish Irises in general, to which section it be-

longs, but the size of tte blooms is greatly increased,

to say nothing of earliness and its unique colouring.

Gentiana verna.—Many as are the gems of

this lovely genus, few species cm surpass this in the

intense brilliancy of its flowers under a warm May
day sun. In some forms the white tube is_ more
clearly seen, and appears in striking contrast with the

pjtaU. One of the most remarkable items in respect

to this Gentian is the great variety of shades that

appear in a batch of collected plants, showing at once

the freedom with which the plants are cross-fertilised

in their native alpine meadows, and also the freedom

of such things from seed.

The Fuchsia Currant {Ribes speciosum).—

This is sometimes called Ribes fuchsioides from its

resemblance to a Fuchsia in the form of its grace-

ful and curious shoots of red bloom. We often

see it nailed on a wall, on which it flowers usually

very well, but on warm soils at least inhere would

seem to be no need of so growing it, as it is

blooming very freely quite in the open at Kew,
and so grown forms a handsome shrub.

Narcissus Ajax Border Maid.— Border

Maid is a bicolor raised by Dr. Stuart, Chirnside.

Flowers are on the table before me and are very

beautiful, with their neat, small-sized trumpet of

a clear yellow and large, broad white perianth

segments. The latter appear inclined to reflex a

little, so as to show the crown more fully. There

are many who appreciate such flowers more than

the massive blooms which some consider the only

perfect type.— S. Arnott.

Phlox divaricata.—This distinct species we
recently noted in the alpine house at Kew, where

it was flowering quite freely as a pot plant.

Usually anything that pertains to a slate-blue

shade in Phloxes is disapproved of, but this is an

exception, for the species is generally a favourite.

It is not at all difficult to grow in sandy loam,

and strong plants form a neat and attractive

group thus early in the year. The species is

usually about 12 inches or 15 inches high and

flowers most freely.

Cypripedium acaule (the Stemless Lady's

Slipper).—That a plant having a flower-stem

8 inches or more in length should by its specific

name be pronounced " stemless " seems rather a

contradiction in what undoubtedly is one of the

finest of its race. Beautiful in colour and
singularly fine in form, it is full of interest in

the spring-time. Not too robust in constitution,

unfortunately, and frequently difficult to estab-

lish are among the chief hindrances to its being

successfully grown. In a small peaty bed the

great drooping pouch of this species is now a

striking feature.

(Enothera ovata.—We are not too well sup-

plied with dwarf day-blooming Evening Prim-

roses suitable for association with the smaller

alpine plants. The one under notice—IE. ovata

—

is now in flower, and is in every way worthy of

being grown. It is a Californian plant, and may
be tender in some places. Here I have had no

lengthened experience of it, as it only found its

way to my garden last year. Last winter was a

mild one, but tbe rainfall was heavy, and such

plants as this are apt to suffer under such condi-

tions. It has, however, come up as strongly as

can be expected from so dwarf a plant, and is now
quite healthy and flowering freely. The prefix

"evening" is unsuitable to this species. <E.

ovata is a low-growing plant, barely 2 inches high

here when in flower, with bright yellow blooms

each IJ inches across. The leaves form a flat

rosette,"'and are rather deep green on the upper

surface, ciliated at the margin and with a narrow

brown edging. They are, speaking broadly,

ovate in form, but pointed and slightly twisted at

the extremities. tE. ovata appears in the Kew
Index.—S. Arnott, Garsethoni, by Dumfries, N.B.
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LOGGIA AT DROPMOEE.
At one limo making garden house?, summer
houses or temples was a very pojjular amuse-

ment, but, unhappily, the result was not

always good, and many of the larger and
older gardens and pleasure grounds are dis-

figured by too greit a number of such struc-

tures, often in a very uninviting state. When
such buildings are .some distance from the

house they are very apt to be neglected and
occasionally good work destroyed. The mis-

use of things, however, is no evidence against

their careful use, and the loggia at Dropmore
is perhaps one of the most beautiful in our

gardens. When not too far from the house

—

and we often think it is belter to have them
almost part of it—and made of perfectly

clean and sweet materials, such structures

have various charms and uses which make
them worth having. These qualities arc pos-

year the rainfall has been just 4i inches below the
average for the period, each month showing a
deficit, but December was a very wet month,
whose rainfall exceeded the average by nearly Si
inches. The two preceding months, October and
November, were certainly abnormally dry, their
combined rainfall falling 6 inches short of the
a\erage, but they followed an August and Sep-
tember which had both been wetter than usual,

so that this district shows a total rainfall for the
past nine months which is rather less than 6 inches
below the average for that period.—S. W. F.,

Tot'rjiiny.

THE GARDEN OF EDMOND DE
GONCOURT.

The following translation (made originally in

1887 for inclusion in a second edition of the

translator's "Praise of Gardens ") is from the

French of the late Edmond de Goncourt, and
describes the garden attached to his house.

No. 53, Boulevard Montmorency, AuteuO, just

LoyyiU iti L'r'upii Lihjraitd Jul- 1 ri h, iiai^hka j'roin a ijnotojrapit I'lj Mr. J. James.

sessed by the one we illustrate. A summer
or garden house made of rapidly decaying
materials like thatch and sapwood boards is

hardly ever worth doing, because it generally

becomes a nest of vermin and begins to rot

before it is well put up. The question is

really one of use and need, and it is an excel-

lent rule not to build unless we really require

the structure, and if a house of this sort

has any actual value for the sake of getting
a quiet corner in the sun away from the house,

it is pretty sure to be carefully looked after.

Simplicity of design is of course nio.st impor-
tant, and also the use of quitt coloured

material.

The dry season.— The note on the dryness of
the season (p. 376) is interesting to dwellers in
the south-west, since it shows that the district in
question stands in a far more enviable position as
regards rainfall—though this has been admittedly
below the average - than do the southern counties
and London. For the first four months of the

outside the Bois de Boulogne. It is taken from
vol. ii. of his " Maison d'un Artiste," wherein
he gave in 1881 a catalogue raisonnee et

litteraire of the treasures collected throughout
a long life of research, consisting of drawings,
books, engravings, etchings, manuscripts,
bronzes, tapestries, autographs, and pamphlets
illustrative of 18th century art and life in

France, and of the " Foukousas,'' the em-
broideries, and examples of the plastic and
graphic arts of Japan. Goncourt and his

brother, Jules, were the pioneer - collectors

in all these branches of taste, introducing
into France the passion for " Japanoiseries

"

and reviving the rage for the minor (though
not less fine) art of the 18th century ; the
genius of 0-kou-sai was as near to them as the
genius of Clodion, of Chardin, of St. Aubin,
and of Watteau. Both these predilections are
apparent in the present paper, in the choice of

plants and bushes of Japanese growth, and of

statuettes and porcelain of the 18th century for

the decoration of Edmond's garden. But his

admiration for this period did not blind him to

the beauties of later art, or to the charm of

that produced in our own country. He pointed
out to the present writer, when showing him over
his " grenier "—his "attic," as he called it—
in 1890, an etching by Seymour Haden—a river
flowing past a bank fringed with dark trees—as

one of the most precious things in his collection

:

its artistic value to himself being (juite beyond
words. The writer regrets that in the crowd
of delights he forgot to ask to see the garden,
although his introduction had taken place in

connection with this very translation. In this

he has despaired of reproducing the nuances of

the great colourist-writer's felicities of phrase,
but he hopes that its boHquef has not all evapo-
rated in decanting from one language into the
other.—A. Forbes Sieveking, F.S.A.

A few square yards of earth of one's own,
where the things of Nature shoot up green and
blossoming : the inner and personal enjoyment
for an old Parisian, for a man in " rooms "

1 And
what a "passionef seizes you for this nook of

earth, and what follies you commit there ! On
how many November days did I, rising at day-
break, beat up the horticulturalists and nursery-
men of the big suburb, floundering ten hours at a
stretch through the mud, returning at night web
through, frozen, worn-out, famished ! And how
many more days of this same November were
spent in watching the planting, and in myself
planting, the shrubs delivered by cartloads, after

which, at nightfall, the whole day's exposure to
the north blast, the pleasant and immense out-of-

door lassitude, often sent me to bed dinnerless !

And, in truth, what a Providence is a garden amid
great sorrows, when all a man's energies are
shattered, when he has no more courage for

work, when he shuns the society of those who
are happy on the earth, and when life hangs
heavily upon him in loneliness and supineness of

thought ! To such a man, who will not hear of

diversion, what a subtle and imperceptible sol-

vent of bis grief is that occupation, whicli he
takes to be only a mechanical means of tilling up
time, and how, by setting himself to love plants
and flowers, he resumes quite gently and uncon-
.sciously the love of life !

The garden, which I had bought with my house,
although planted with common, vulgar, philistine

shrubs, still possessed one beauty. At the bottom
of it stood a superb group of huge trees of the
ancient Montmorency Park, all draped in Ivy and
spreading over the head of a low rock one of

those great fans of verdure with which Watteau
shades the repose and siesta of his courtly groups.
This I had to preserve, while uprooting all the
rest, and to set this bouquet of great trees in a
centre of hardy evergreen shrubs, which simulate
a summer garden under winter sunlight ; and
these shrubs I had to choose from rare sources,

for the rare in everything, whatever may be said,

is almost always the beautiful. There was some-
thing further to do in the state of research and
actual progress of horticulture, and in the rehand-
ling and arlixf recolouring of natural verdure, it

was the duty of a colouri^t manof-letters to make
a painter's garden, and to set before bis eyes on
a large scale a palette of greens shading from the
deep greens to the tender ones, through the range
of the blue-greens of the Juniper tree,* the golden-

brown greens of the Cryptomerias, and all the
varied blendings of hue of Hollies, Spindle trees

and Aucubas, which, by the pallor of their leaves,
' give an illusion of flowers in their absence.

Let us confess that in this style of garden-
ing, which has a touch of bric-il-brac about
it, the bush elegantly branched, charmingly
trained, coquettishly variegated, becomes a kind
of art-object, which we see again with closed eyes,

dream of in bed, and imagine ourselves seeking in

the private garden of a great horticulturist, just

* "And myddia every herbei-e might be seen

The sharp, green sweet Juniper,

Growing so fair with branches here and there."

-The Poet-King James of Scotland, in rnptivit'j, on
the Royal Garden of ll'Du'sjr.
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as we might pursue a rarity hidden upon the shelf

of the private collection of a great curio-hunter.
And the shrub at last acquired, we place it in our
garden precisely as wo would place a daintj' piece

of furniture in our room. But shrubs, even the

rarest and costliest, did not suffice. Italy, with
her villas, had given me a taste for the "fur-
nished " gardens — those gardens where objects of

bronze, marble, terracotta, and [jorcelain on
every side peer througli the green of the foliage.

Instead of antiques, which were quite beyond my
means, I erected at the garden gate against a

trellis, executed aftera model of the 18th century,

two porcelain terminal statues ending in women's
necks, and little smiling cherubs' heads crowned
by baskets. At the slope of a staircase, with
balustrades and the lower steps carpeted with Ivy,

I placed two bronze Cupids, hailing from a sale of

Monbro, of defective workmanship, but of a
pleasing conceit. At the top of the small lawn
I placed a great Japanese crane, with the leg

thrown forward and the head back, and so life-

like upon its Water Lily leaf, that once a dog
crouched, pointing, at its bronze stilts. Into a
stone cippus, garlanded with creepers, I had
fitted a terra-cotta— it crumbles away, alas ! in

the air—a low-relief of Cupids by Angelo Rossi,

the powerful and robust sculptor of the Angels of

St. Peter's at Rome, who, as everyone has failed

to remark, is the true father of our Clodion, but
a father after the stamp of Michael Angelo.
Finally I surrounded ray clamps with a frame-
work of biscuit-jiorcelain, the invention of which
I credit to myself, and shaped some open-
worked hoops, which, halt buried in the earth, and
half crossing one another, form a completely orna-

mental network. For my favourite nook, my
little rock under the great trees, I sacrificed a bit

of white Saxe porcelain, a dolphin with the body,
snout, and fins modelled amid the ruggedness of a
graceful rockerj*, forming in the centre of the dark
vegetation of the fountain the most successful
white blotch. Once inside, shears in hand, how
short seemed the long hours, and you say to your-
self every five minutes, "Now then, I must go
upstairs," which you don't do, going on with your
lopping, cutting, and pruning.
Every month the garden has its entertainment.

Even in winter Nature has its flowering .season,

which keeps you planted on both legs before a
shrub in the attitude at once idiotic and beatific,

so well represented by that garden-lover, Gavarni,
when he drew his own caricature. Have I not in

my garden a certain yellow Jasmine, which
flowers in mid-December ; a paradoxical Heath
which blossoms with the Laurustinus all January

;

a spring Honeysuckle, which sheds its orange-
flower fragrance on the moist-frosty air of Feb-
ruary ': But the first month in which the garden
actually grips you, secures you, keeps you, makes
you loth to return to your work-table, is the
month of April, the month in which your eyes
are every day surprised by the green renewal of
life in tree and shrub. Then, upon the dried-up
shoots of the Deutzia, the shrub symbolising the
spring of the remotest East, little curled leaves
begin ti sprout. Then the pregnant buds of the
Japan Quince trees show a speck of red beneath
the rainy sun-stroke of a shower, which hangs, a
crystal pearl, to the point of each spray. Then
the infant green of the Japan Clematis wraiis
itself up in a silvered down. Then the Japanese
Mahonias, leather-leaved, disclose a little yellow
of their immortelle berries. Then the Azaleas in

their globing extremities assume a burnt-almond
tint. Then the Magnolias, with fallen leaves amid
their branching skeleton, disclose through the
brown envelopes of their flowers a little greenish
white, if they are white, or white streaked with
violet if they are mauve.

In .Japan, you solemnly betake yourself in
March into the orchards of Mumeyashi, on the
Tokaido, to behold the flowering of the Plum
trees, mum: ; in April you repair to Muko-Sima, to
Tlfeno, to Ojr, to see the snowing of the Cherry
trees* ; I, being only a lover of the blossomings of

* Wo reaJ in the " Annals of the Japanese Em-
piror :—• The second month of t'le t'lirj yeir

trees, descend e\'ery month sli ppered intomy garden
to see the Plum trees triloba flower, the White
Broom, which, stricken by the sun, is like molten
silver amid shadows of burnished silver, and the

Ebony trees, with their great yellow clusters, and
the Japanese Quince trees, which look like the

starsof an officer of the Legion of Honour gathered

into constellations, and the purple Magnolias,

with large cups half opening to the air, which
present the appearance of those pink porcelain

bowls from which the eighteenth century drank
its milk. And, although I may not yet be Japa-
nese enough to hang a commemorative sonnet

upon the branches of the admired tree, I do
happen to pause a long time enjoying the out-

line against the blue sky of those fair clusters,

whereon birds, building their nests, drop in

their flight bits of straw too heavy for their beaks.

Here is June with the flowering of the Rhododen-
drons, and the crumpling of their pink and mauve
tulle, which calls up visions of ball dresses, and
with their lovely tawny and black spots like drones

cradled in the core of the flower ; and here with
the flowering of the Rhododendrons come the

blossoms of the climbing Ptoses which mount
mto the great trees and are lost in the Ivy.

Trails, wreaths, cascades, arranged as deftly

as those of the old Venetian masters around
the curves of their ewers ; cascades of white, yel-

low, and pink Roses, which, with the sun enclosed

in their translucent jjetals, illumine the dark
verdure. And, at dusk, days which fade to the

scent of Pepper blent with the savours of Eastern

spices, to the slo-.vly modulated songs of the weary
birds, and where, upon a sunless day, a linger-

ing ray of the vanished sun gilds even at eight

o'clock the green of the lawn. It is the moment
beneath the twilight for the sport of young and im-

prudent blackbirds still unfledged, watched over

by an old, grave, and very ebon blackbird. And
amid the sinking into sleep of Colour, when the

white of a great headed Viburnum, the 3'ellow of

a bunch of Iris, the cerise of a Broughton Rhodo-
dendron, are no more than phantoms of white,

yellow, and cerise, the zigzags of little blurred

bats no longer seem like flights, but the shades of

flights. At last, in the mist of things in the

darkened garden, nothing but the almost spectral

pallor of a streaked Negundo, silvery pink in

foliage beneath the rising moon, calls to mind an
enchanted midnight tree, whither, in a shroud of

white satin, a slender wraith of old Italian

Comedy comes to cut ghostly capeis. In July,

still a whole month amid the foliage of coral-red,

currant-red, crimson-red, poppy-shaded-red, ama-
ranth-red, velvety scarlet, blackish purple illu-

mined by fire, bright and soft pink of satin tex-

ture, carmine-pink, lilac-pink, salmon-pink, pink

with a bloom of bishop-violet and pink of Maiden's

cheek. This is the month when the tree at whose
foot Chateaubriand slept a whole night with the

heads of the two Florida girls upon his breast, the

tree of love's remembrance so affectionately

cherished by him in his " Vallee aux Loups,"

when the Magnolia loosens upon the convex

lustre of its leaves the marrowy white of its

magnificent scented flowers, with their bold

design, their turgid and curling convolution.

August is here ; a dripping of light, as though
liquified, upon the glossy crinkling of Holly, a
light faceted and micacized* on the quiverings of

the Juniper, a metallic light upon the gloss of the

Magnolias, the Laurels, and the Crataegus, whose
head seems lacquered with rouge— all gleams, all

shines, all is illumined. The scorching sun

spreads over all this exotic verdure a dazzling

varnish, and I, who am reproached with my love

for zinc trees, look on in perfect contentment

(S12 A. II.) the Dairi went to i]\<i <r.irden or Sin-Yoa-

Sen (the garJ-nof the Genii Spring) to amuse him-

self by lonking a.t the fijwers and makhig verses.

It; is at this period thit the taste for flowers in

Japan begins." And since then suecesaive Emrerois
never fail to enter this garden to see tbe shrubs

blossom into flower, and tbe leaves of the trees

redden at the fall.

* Mica is a finely-foliated minerai, of a pearly

m^ta'l'c lusre.

from a little alley in scented shadow, towards the
pebbly stream so charmingly white after a
shower, which coils around Ivy-clad tree-trunks,

and is banked by little rough shrubs, akin to

the Oaks in china pots. From this alley, which
winds round my Saxe dolphin, I often witness the
amu.sing spectacle of a bird coming to take its

bath in the basin, the noisy splashing and almost
rage with which it douches itself with water, and
from which it rises with heavy wing, shaking out
drops of rain. Then in September, in the exuber-
ance of its foliage, in the projecting disarray of a
lustreless verdure which you feel to be no longer
permeated by the moist life of the sap, a few
Roses peep out with scanty petals, a few
maimed Japan Clematis, a few laggard Magnolia
flowers amid bronzing leaves. And it is still

the time for the scorched flowering of the
mauve - hearted Althrea and the dishevel-

ment of the Fuchsias, the thousand small

flowers with long pistils, all resembling little

tassels of red trimmings tacked to a shrub. And
amid the last reds of the flora in the deflowered

garden, the time of the intense, brutal, death-

dealing note of the Geraniums, those flowers

which seem painted with the minium* with
which iron is coated. October : Rhododen-
drons, clutched till noon by the white frost of the

mornings, the great failing leaves of the Magnolias,
their green devoured by snails, and their woven
nets in the day-time like a spider's web spangled
with dew, the foliage of the Azaleas turned
purple ; and over the purple, russet and yellow,

and over the black of the twigs and the small

branches of the great half-stripped trees, and over

the strangling of the last leaves, and over this,

winter purple, which begins to creep in among
the thickets, slight sun rays bounded by cold

shadows. November : A light of eclipse, in

which the rust of the last leaves takes flight.

December : Snow, snow everywhere. A garden
vanished, swallowed up, whence, from time to

time, beneath the whiteness, a green branch with
contracted and choleric leaves emerges, whilst a

thick flake descends to earth, hovering like a

feather fallen from the wing. And in the garden
gradually appear the two Cupids of the flight

of steps, keeping for whole days upon their heads
a heap of snow, which make huge white periwigs

above their little dainty bodies. Or if, indeed,

there be no snow, you have the view, in a bath of

yellow light, of the great trees filigreed with

sleet, and looking like gigantic crystal madrepores
seen in the murky waters of a deserted aquarium.

Unfortunate garden, perhaps lying dead, killed

by the winter's frost at the very moment I am
describing it ! How often, returning from a

dinner of men of letters, my eyes smarting from
the reflection of the gas, my head still heated

with the fumes of the ideas, the paradoxes, the

wit of a few minutes ago, I throw open a window
to the night, and leaning upon the sill, my head
thrust into the darkness, the stillness, the

•scent of wood rising from below, in this great

calm of Nature, only penetrated now, pi<ii)i'<''imo,

by the croaking chorus of frogs in the Auteuil

pond, I experience, as it were, a delight in feeling

myself so near to, and at the same time so far

from, Paris !

Netting as an investment.—I could but

notice recently in a large garden the great use

made of fish netting, which was employed for

covering probably half an acre of Peas, all staked.

When 1 inquired why this unusual precaution,

the gardener said that between pheasants, when
the Peas were in the early stages of growth,

and small birds, when they were in pod,

were not the rows netted up there woulct be

no Peas. In the case of the main crop varieties,

several, of numerous rows of each, had been sown
in one big block, and the nets ran right over the

whole lot, so that once under the nets it was pos-

sible to get at the Peas when ready with com-
parative ease. It would be well, perhaps, if

* Jlinium is red oxide of lead, obtained by roast'ng

metallic le d.
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many who complain so sharply from time to time
of the mischief done by birds to trees and crops
would use netting more largely than they do.

For Gooseberries and Strawberries netting is an
invaluable protection, but it does seem as if more
facility for its proper use might be ati'orded were
rounded rods or strips of wood fixed temporarily
on uprights driven into the ground at intervals

some .'5 feet or 4 feet from the soil, and over which
the netting could be easily thrown. In the case

of bushes and Pea sticks, the hauling of the nets

over without tearing them is ditlicult ; whereas
with proper rounde<l bearers the work would be
easy. In the case of Strawberries it is the rule

to allow the foliage to sustain the nets, but after

all the fruits are poorly protected. A light frame-
work of supports, "2 feet or 3 feet above the
ground, would cost little and be quickly fixed,

and, once netted over, the work of picking could
go on easily.—A. 1).

Rose Garden.

ROSES FROM MAY TO DECEMBER.
One often hears the remark, " My first crop oi

Roses is all over," and doubtless with .small

growers there are periods wlicn their Rose
jilant.s yield a very rneagre quantity of flowers.

Of Course with exhibitors and trade growers it

is somewhat ditlerent, for by having a ((uantity

of budded Briers and Manettis coming on,
which generally follow the established plants,

the fea.st of Roses is thus considerably ex-
tended. Again, when Tea Roses are grown in

quantity, these true ever-bloomers keep up the
supply, but what I more especially have in

mind is the H.P. class, that provides us with
so many of our grand, richly-coloured, sweet-
scented Roses, l^nfortunately, even the freest
bloomers among them have a considerable period
between their first and second crop, because,
unlike the Teas, they are not thoroughly per-
petual. In my opinion, much could be accom-
plished to render this excellent H.P. tribe
more useful than it hitherto has been. In
the first place, in order to have some flowers at
the end of May and early in June to follow the
indoor crop, I would recommend that some
plants should be potted into O-inch and 8-inch
pots in early autumn. Plunge these outdoors
in a sheltered spot until February, and then
place in a cold south pit, still keeping them
plunged and lights on at night and on cold days.
It will be found that such plants will give some
excellent blossoms useful for cutting. By the
time these are out of bloom we shall have what
are known as summer Roses in flower, i.e., the
Gallicas, Hybrid Chinese, Mosses, Damasks,
itc, and some Teas on walls and slieltered
spots, to be followed by the general display
of Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas. But we have
to look ahead an:l provide a supply for the
end of .July and early August. As I .said

before, unless we liave plenty of Teas or young
jilants budded last summer, we must make our
H.P. and H.T. Roses give us this supply.
Something in this direction may be done by
transplanting a portion of our plants in Feb-
ruary and Marcli, or by planting late in spring
some bushes that have been" well retarded"
As an additional means of continuing the sup-
ply, the growths of some of the general collec-
tion should be stopped about the commence-
ment of June. The arrested flow of sap will
quickly mature the shoot and young growths
will break out, to be afterwards crowned with
flower-buds that should be ready to unfold
from the middle of July to August. This
practice can only be attempted with really free-
flowering sorts like Mrs. John Laing, La
France, Alfred Colomb, Marchioness of Lome,

Dr. Andry, Caroline Testout, General Jacque-
minot, Ulrich Brunuer, io. By the time
these have finished flowering the second crop of

the H.P. and Tea Roses will be on the way,
and with the Bourbons and Chinas flowering to

(.)ctober we can thus have a really good supply.
Still further, Ijy a simple covering of glass over
some of the latter Roses and Teas, in order to

ward off damp and keep the flowers clean, the
season may be prolonged even to December in

favourable seasons. Some China Roses and
semi-double Teas should also be potted up and
grown outdoors during the summer months to

augment the crop in late autumn and early winter.

.Ml bloom-buds must be pinched oti' as they
appear until the month of September. If tied

out the plants w^ill form a ((uantity of flower-

buds by October, which will expand readily if

assisted with a very gentle heat. Under
favourable conditions such plants should be
most profitjible to those who liave large de-
mands for cut flowers at all seasons. P.

Rose Princesse de Venosa (Tea).—I cannot
say much for this as a garden Rose, for even last

summer the flowers would not open at all freely,

although its vigorous habit is all one could
desire. It resembles a highly-coloured Comtesse
de Nadaillac. There is, however, a difl'erenoe in

form in addition to a distinct violet shading.
Perhaps as a cut-back plant upon a low wall
exhibitors may obtain some good blooms.—P.

Rose Ferdinand Jamin (Hybrid Tea).—In
the above fine variety we have a Rose resembling
in a marked degree in colour and habit the
popular JIme. Abel Chatenay, and yet the difler-

ence in form between the two varieties is very
pronounced. Ferdinand .Jamin has its petals in-

curved in a way that recalls to mind the old

favourite Felix Genero, and altogether the flowers

are larger and fuller than those of Mme. Abel
Chatenay, but I am afraid the scent of the latter

Rose is wanting in the newer variety. It will,

however, become a useful Rose for the e.xhibitor

as well as for g,arden decoration.—P.

Rose Ferdinand Batel (H.T.).—The collec-

tion of Hybrid Teas is steadily increasing, and it

looks as though it would become the class in the
near future. Under glass the colour is of that

pretty nankeen-yellow shade that lends such a
charm to that fine climbing Rose Mme. Chauvry,
but the edges of the petals are almost white.

Outdoors the flowers are rather variable, and
sometimes there is a shade of rosy flesh upon the

yellow ground. As its growth is vigorous and
the colour so distinct and novel, it appears likely

that this Rose will become very popular for garden
decoration.

Rose "William Warden (H.P.).—The variety

Mme. Clemence -Joigneaux, from which the above
Rose sported, was thought much of thirty years
ago, and even to-day it is recommended as a very
good garden variety, possessing a delightful frag-

rance. But of William Warden even more can
be said in its favour, for, in addition to its fine

vigorous habit, splendid leather}', mildew-proof
foliage, and rich pink flowers, it has proved to

be an excellent variety for pots. Under glass

with cool treatment the pink colour is very at-

tractive, and its large, massive flowers are regular

in form. Like its parent, William Warden has
the sweet perfume of the old hybrid Chinese
Roses. I can thoroughly recommend this \'ariety

for town culture or for districts generally bad for

Roses. —P.
Rose Dr. Grill (Tea).—The above Rose is the

reputed pollen parent of Mme. Abel Chatenay
and Antoine Rivoire, and I should not be sur-

prised to learn that the other recent novelties of

M. Pernet-Ducher, namelj', Mme. Cadeau-Ramey
and Ferdinand Batel, have also this fine Rose for

one of the parents. Dr. Grill is an excellent Rose
for the novice. It grows well and blooms freely,

and one can alwaj's depend upon it for a pretty
buttonhole flower. The colour is rose, with

copperj' shading ; usually, however, the coppery
tint predominates. Under glass when grown
very gently its buds come very long. The ex-

panded flowers are flat, and, as is common with
Teas, there are several buds to follow when the
full-blown blossom has fallen. It is not an old

Rose, for it was sent out by M. Bonnaire in 1886,

but it is not nearlj' so much grown as it should be.

Rose Jean Ducher (Tea).—Although most
Tea Roses prefer a high temperature under glass,

there are a few that show their best tints when
grown in light, airy houses under cool treatment.
This is such an one. The colours of this superb
variety are a remarkable mixture of old gold and
bronze, the centre flushed with rich carmine-red.
The form of flower is globular, each petal when
half developed curling slightly over the edges and
the outer ones pointed .as in Mar^ch.al Niel. The
full-blown flower, however, is somewhat flat, in

the way of Gloire de Dijon, and in this stage the

unusual mixture of tints is very conspicuous.
.Jean Ducher is a very uncertain Rose outdoors,

but given a dry summer and planted near a wall

or grown as a standard some grand flowers are

obtained, but they generally lack the carmine
centres which the flowers have that are grown
under glass.

ROSA GIGANTEA.
Ai'coKDiN"(; to .lohnson's " Gardener's Dictionary

"

this Rose was introduced from Burmah or Siam,
both countries being n.imed as its habitat, in

1888, but little has been heard of it since in the
horticultural press. In vol. xlii. (p. 83) there

appeared a note from a correspondent at Reigate,

mentioning that with him it grew luxuriantly on
a west-south-west and also on a south-east wall,

but that there had been no sign of bloom, and
asking for the experiences of other growers of this

Rose in the open. To this query I can find no
reply. In vol. xlvi. (p. 37.")) " A. H.," in an
exhaustive article on single Roses, wrote :

" Rosa
gigantea, the giant of single white Roses, lately

introduced from India, is of doubtful hardiness,

otherwise it would be a great addition." These
two are the only notices of the Ros3 that I have
been able to discover in the back numbers of The
Gakdf.n. The authorities above (juoted give

three countries, Burmah, Siam and India, as its

home. Nurserymen also seem divided in opinion

as to its habitat, one giving the Himalayas and
another the mountains of Burmah, and it may be
that it exists in a wild state over a large extent of

country. As to its flowers, the dictionary already

([uoted gives their diameter as •"> inches, while a
Hose catalogue mentions o inches to inches,

but many blooms of Rosa ht-vigata exceed 5 inches

in diameter. As to its free-flowering qualities,

the only statement bearing on the point is the

negative one from which I have already quoted.

I myself have known plants grown in the open
ground which have never given a symptom of

tilossoming, and I should like to reiterate the

(|uestion of the Reigate correspondent of six years

ago and ask whether anyone has bloomed this

Rose in the open, and if so, under what condi-

tions. Then, again, comes the question as to its

hardiness. I have lately heard of a case where a
specimen, grown on a pillar in a Surrey garden,

after passing safely through the winters of ISIW

and 189(3, was killed by a "pretty severe'' frost

after it had started into strong growth in the

past spring. Doubtless, even in the warmest
localities of the British Isles, Rosa gigantea, as

well as R. hvvigata, should be aflbrded the pro-

tection of a wall, but as I have known the former

endure winters in the open without protection, I

should imagine that it was little, if anything,

more tender than the latter. But on this point

again I am anxious for information from those

who are in a position to give an opinion. Is the

Rose sufficiently hardy to be grown in the open,

with the protection of a wall, in the southern

counties ? Provided that it is so, is there a fair

probability of its flowering ? If either of these ques-

tions has to be answered in the negative, the

Rose is worthless for open air culture in this

country. S. W. F.
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Trees and Shrubs.

^

CATKIN BEARERS.
The pleasures of a country walk or ride are

perhaps most keenly enjoyed by those people

whose eyes are always open to the interest

and beauty of tlieir surroundings, be the

season the depth of winter or the height

of summer. They
;

enjoy the first signs i

of returning spring |

long before the burst-

ing of bud and leaf

and the gradual change
from rest to activity

in native plant and
animal life. The
awakening of spring is

most apparent among
those trees and shrubs
which for some mys-
terious reason begin
their round of active

life by flowering be-

fore the leaf-buds

burst, and in native

woods one sees the

catkin - bearers — the

Willows, Poplars,
Hazels, Alders, and
others—flowering with

other delightful har-

bingers of spring.

The most familiar is

the common Hazel,

which begins to cat-

kin before even the

nuts are browned in

September, and
throughout the winter
is thickly hung with
catkins, which in Feb-
ruary and March give

a glow of soft yellow

to hedgerow and en-

liven the woodland

—

so beautiful, indeed,

that a young wood of

Hazel in full catkin

is among the most
delightful phases of

country life. The Fil-

berts and Cob Nuts,
usually banished to

the orchard and kit-

chen garden, are

worthy of the garden
lawn, as no small trees

are better for shade
when full grown, and
give interest to a lawn
throughout winter and
spring by their multi-

tudes of dangling cat-

kins. In late autumn,
too, the foliage when
dying away puts on a
rich yellow hue, and
ranks among the rich-

est of autumn tints.

The purple-leaved Hazel, now commoner in
gardens, has made the same appearance in cat-
kin as the common sort, as do also the American
Hazels, C. americana and C. rostrata.

The Coxstantixople Nut (Corylus Colurna),
a rarer Hazel only to be found in old places, where
it grows sometimes 50 feet or 60 feet high, also
bears catkins freely when leafless, and its long
fringed nut-cups add interest to it in autumn. It
is a worthy tree to plant, and ought to be more
readily obtainable from tree nurseries.

\r

Alder catkins.

The Poplars are all catkin-bearers, but are

not of equal value in tliis respect. Everyone
must have noticed the ground beneath tlie great

trees of the Abele, Black, Cirey, Balsam, and
Balm of l^iilead Poplars strewn with ruddy-tinged
caterpillar-like catkins, but for the garden the
Aspen and its relatives, being of less stature,

give the best spring effect in catkins. The Aspen
is a beautiful lawn tree to plant wherever the soil

is moist or even wet, not otherwise. Of all the

Poplars for a lawn, the graceful weeping form of

the American Aspen is the best. This is the

Parasol de St. .Julien (P. tremuloides var. pen-

dula), or, as named in some collections, P. Juliana

pendula. In early spring one sees its leafless

twigs thickly festooned with large ruddy, droop-
ing catkins in a most graceful way. Its branches
are long and pendulous, its foliage pale green,

and, like that of the true Aspen, sensitive to the

breeze.

The Alders are, perhaps, in spring more
beautiful than at any season, when hung with
male catkins, and those who have seen in March
and April the fringe of the common Alder on the

banks of the sluggish Jlole, in the vales of Dork-
ing and Mickleham, must ha\e enjoyed the sight

Hazil catkins. Engraved for The Garden from
a drOAving by H. 0. Moon.

if they have an eye to the really Ijeautiful in

Nature. The great trees of the cut-leaved Alders

(A. glutinosa laciniata and A. incana incisa) one
sees by old ornamental lakes are of great beauty
in catkin time, as is also that most valuable Alder
A. cordifolia, the greenest of trees, and one which
flourishes in the driest soils. The new Japanese
A. firma promises to be of value as an ornamental
tree. It has wrinkled. Hornbeam-like leaves and
long, slender male catkins, but as yet there are

no big trees of it. It is certain!}' a tree worth
planting for trial.

The Willows in all their bewildering \'ariety

are among the commonest of catkin-bearers, and
the most familiar in this respect is the Goat
Willow (Salix caprea), found in all dampish woods
and hedgerows. Its flowering branches are what
country folk call Palm, and its association with
Eastertide is quite orthodox. It is represented

in gardens in a more refined way by the Kilmar-
nock Willow (S. caprea pendula), one of the best

of the Weeping Willows, as it is so pretty in

spring flower. Among choicer M'illows that bear

catkins and may be planted by a garden stream
or pond are S. daphnoides, purpurea, acutifolia

(violacea), which, in addition to their catkins,

have richly tinted bark, so pleasing in winter.

One of the best for catkins is S. mollissima, called

the Velvet Osier, which bears a profusion of silky

catkins, but it is doubtful if it is grown for sale

in nurseries.

The Bog Myrtle (Myrica Gale), that delicious

aromatic shrub which is often the only growth in

i >

'.,lh^

';f'

.mm-

Willoic tatkiuS,

swampy places, bears winter catkins so sweet
when bruised that it is worth growing in damp
spots in the garden in company with its relatives,

the A\'ax-berry Myrtle (M. cereifera) and the

graceful, Fern-like Comptonia asplenifolia, both of

which can, fortunately, be bought in nurseries.
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Tliere are various other native catkin-bearers,

such as the Birches, Oaks, Hornbeams, Hop
Hornbeams, and others, some of which are

very beautiful in later spring, but not so con-

spicuous as those that bear catkins early.
I

Fruit-hearing catkin of Garrya elliptica.

Among foreign catkin-bearers the most popular

is

Garkya elliptica, from California, a beautiful

evergreen that has found a home in our warm
coast gardens, where it thrives as a bush to per-

fection. During the past winter I have seen it in

Devonshire gardens in company with Aucubas
and such like shrubs, and in as great vigour. At
Nutwell Court, a delightful old tree garden on the

banks of the Exe, I saw it finest, and with catkins

(luite a foot in length hanging on all sides of the

plant in a most graceful way. In more inland

gardens it must be grown as a wall shrub, and is

ciuite hardy enough for a northern exposure. The
male form is by far the better to grow, being
more graceful in catkin than the female. G.

macrophylla, a newer shrub, is one that we know
very little about in this country at present

;

it may prove as hardy as the other, though it

is doubtful.—\V. GoLDKiNii, Ken:

A writer in an interesting article in the Pall

Mull Gfr.etfe on " The Catkin Days " says :

—

The catkin days might be said to commence in

the autumn, when the Aldercatkins form, alchough
they do not flower until early spring ; but country
folk do not look tor the catkins until late in the

winter or early in the spring. February and
March are the early months of the catkins, for

then, before the leaves appear, the Sallow and
Sweet Gale flower by the riverside and in damp
hollows of the moorland. The Hazel has been
described as a " look-ahead " tree, because it puts
out its grey catkins before all the nuts have
fallen and while the squirrels and nuthatches are

still busy among its branches. It is essential that

the flowers of these and other wind-fertilised trees

should open before late spring and early summer
verdure covers the branches and hinders the

carrying away of the pollen. In summer the

dense foliage almost conceals the flowers of many

trees, and the breeze cannot fertilise them ; so

while the copses and hedges are almost leafless,

and only the young seed leaves are \ isible on the

banks and in sheltered nooks of the woodlands,
the Hazels, Alders, Sallows and Wil-

lows hang out their catkins from their

otherwise bare branches. These trees

and shrubs thus adapt themselves to

their conditions of life ; for none of

them is fertilised by insects, nor are

there insects abroad so early in the

year, with the exception of the winter
night-flying moths. Besides flowering

before the leaves appear, tlie catkins

contain loose pollen, which the wind
can easily bear away. The catkin

flowers are, therefore, the earliest

of our wild flowers, blossoming before

the Marsh Marigold opens on the

bleak fen, and while the winter winds
blow keenly from the north and east.

Children call the Hazel's pendulous
catkins "cats'-tails," and some of them
are fond of telling their companions
that they are caterpillars, which, if

laid on the palm of the hand, will

crawl up the arm. The leafless twigs
of the Goat Willow or Sallow, which
bear soft, downy catkins, are often

cut oS' during the last week in Lent,

and used to decorate churches on
Palm Sunday.

While the soft, purple-tinted cat-

kins of the purple WiUow are appear-

ing on their richly-coloured twigs, the

barley is sown and the rattle of the

drill "is heard in the fields. The
shepherds have many sleepless nights

in the sheltered folds, where the lambs, after

beino- warmed into vitality by the fires in the

woo^^en huts, are placed with the ewes be-

neath straw-thatched hurdles or under thickset

hedges. Berries still deck the Hollies, Thorns,

and" Alders ; and here and there the fruit

of a wild Rose hangs like a red jewel among the

withered stems of Bryony, wild Clematis, and
Bindweed. Often during the early weeks of the

year the cold winds cease to blow, and there are

pleasant intervals of warm weather. At such

times small swarms of gnats may be seen when
the sun shines, and the frogs and toads leave the

mud at the bottom of the dykes and ponds, and

are seen lying, like creatures which have grown
listless through long inactivity, on the growing

weeds and rain-beaten Sedge. As yet they do not

seem equal to uttering even a feeble croak
;
but

as soon as the weather becomes more settled they

bestir themselves more vigorously, and the

tremulous trilling of the natterjacks is heard

among the marshes. As the Hazel catkins

lengthen, the flightshooter stays at home more,

the punt-gunner leaves his boat moored for days

together in the creek, and the decoyman rises less

early in the morning to see whether the night

frost has frozen the waters of the inlet which

leads to the mouth of his decoy. Linnets and

starlings, which have been flying about in flocks

during the winter, resume their spring and

summer habits, and the jackdaws return to the

churches and other old buildings.

So the catkin days carry us beyond the first

blooming of the Windflowers and Dog Violets and

the arrival of the swallows. They represent a

time of transition, of gradual but increasingly

perceptible change from winter into spring.

Some of the Willow catkins do not flower until

late in the spring, and others, such as those of

the dwarf and Whortle Willows, do not shed their

pollen until early summer ; but before then the

white Poplar, the Aspen, and the Birch have been

fertilised by the winds. The work which the

boisterous breezes do for these trees and bushes

is done for the later wild flowers by the

butter flies, bees, and moths, and when these

are abroad the catkin days are almost over, and

the time of sunny days and peaceful nights has

come.

BERBERIS STENOPHYLLA.
Amoxo hardy shrubs no greater success has
been obtained than that represented by Ber-
beris stenophylla. It was raised in the Hands-
worth Nurseries, near Sheffield, and its

parents are B. Darwini and B. empetrifolia.

The latter is a dwarf shrub, rarely more than
1 foot to 2 feet high, with thin, decumbent
branches. The better-known B. Darwini is

a sturdy, erect-growing bush, attaining possibly
some 20 feet in height in its native country and
extremely beautiful when seen at its best, but
here, near London, apt to be often seriously cut
back during hard winters. Whilst B. stenophylla
has got all the beauty of flower of B. Darwini, it

has also inherited the greater hardiness of B.
empetrifolia, and whilst it grows 10 feet or per-

haps more in height, the influence of the dwarfer
parent is seen in its singularly graceful habit.

It sends out every year long arching shoots 2 feet

or more long, which during late April and early

May are wreathed with beautiful deep yellow
blossoms. It is perfectly evergreen and one of

the hardiest of that

class, its small deep
green leaves being

an admirable back-

ground for the

flowers. Even at

"' 7" iMSfla
^^^^ time of year,

'U i^ Sf^ when hardy shrubs
-l^f«j*i AX. ^j,g peaching the

zenith of their

beauty, it may be

fairly said that this

hybrid Barberry is

not surpassed in

beauty by any
other shrub in

bloom. It strikes

readily from cut-

tings "dibbled into

a cold frame or

under a hand-light

about the middle

or end of August.
It perfects seed in

considerable quan-

tity in some years,

but rarely comes
true. The seed-

lings usually revert

to B. Darwini more
or less, and a single

sowing will produce
Male cathins of Garrya quite a variety of

elliptica. forms, none of

which, so far as I have seen, are equal to itself.

Mr. Smith, of Newry, has sent out one of the best

of these forms under the name of B. reflexa.

B.

Spir«a arguta.—Whilst most of the early

Spiraeas have this year been a failure, this hybrid

has been as beautiful as ever. The opinion has

been more than once expressed that it is the

most valuable of all the Spirieas that flower in

April and early in May, and cerUinly the expen-
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ence of the last two seasons supports that conclu-
sion. It seems, indeed, to be indifferent to all
kinds of weather. It was raised at Munden, in
Hanover, by Herr Zabel— the leading authority
on Spirseas at the present day—from S. multiflora
(the seed-bearer) crossed with S. Thunbergi. S.
multiflora is a hybrid between S. crenata and
hypericifolia, so that the present plant is the pro-
duct of three distinct species. The leaves are of
a vivid, rather pale green. The flowers, borne in
compact clusters on the upper side of the thin
and wiry, but graceful and arching twigs of last
year's growth, are of the purest snow-white, and
last long in perfection. All lovers of hardy
shrubs ought to obtain this Spir;ua as soon as
possible. Several groups of it may be seen at
Kew, these having been in flower since the middle
of April.

Bhododendron Vaseyi.—It is remarkable
that a shrub of so striking a character as this
species and a native of (as one would imagine) so
well-traversed a part of the world as North Caro-
lina should have been unknown to cultivation in
this country till within the last decade. But it
is only about ten years ago that there is any
record of its being sent to England, seeds of it

having been about that time receix-ed at Kew.
It is a deciduous shrub, and really belongs to the
Azaleas. On the mountains of IS'orth Carolina it

is described as forming huge bushes 15 feet high,
and when in flower one of the most beautfful
objects conceivable. The flowers begin to open
towards the end of April, and at first are of a
clear pale pink, with red-brown spots on the
three upper petals ; as they get older they change
to an almost pure white. Each flower is about
U inches in diameter. There is a group of plants
now fully in flower in the Azalea garden at Kew.
This species bears a considerable resemblance to
the rare Japanese R. rhombicum, both flowering
at the same time and whilst they are still bare of
foliage.

Citrus triptera.—This is one of the most dis-
tinct of all our shrubs, and particularly interest-
ing from the fact that it is the only member of
the Orange family hardy in this country, while
in places where it is now in flower it is very
attractive. It does not, however, bloom every-
where with eijual freedom, as it needs a position
where the wood will be thoroughly ripened

;

hence it should not be planted in moist or shady
spots. A flourishing plant of this Citrus is a
decidedly formidable object, as it forms a freely-
branched, sturdy bush, thickly studded with
stout spines, which are all the more conspicuous
from the fact that its leafage is but scanty.
These spines, the bark of the shoots, and even
the branches (except the very oldest) are bright
green ; hence in winter, when devoid of foliage,
it is almost as effective as an e\ergreen. The
leaves, which are trifoliate, die off in autumn
richly tinted with yellow. The stariy, white
flowers, so conspicuous just now, are each about
a couple of inches in diameter. The fruits, which
are like small Oranges, are rarely produced in
this country. The above name is that under
which it was figured in The Oarden, Sep-
tember 22, 1894, while in the Kew List it is

referred to as .Egle sepiaria. Other names that
have been applied to it are Citru.s trifoliata,
Limonia trifoliata, Pseud;egle sepiaria, and Tri-
)jhasia trifoliata. It is a native of China and
Japan.—H. P.

Cytisus albus.—Such a number of the Brooms
have flowers of some shade of yellow that the
value of this species is considerably enhanced
by its having white blossoms. It is known
as the White Portugal (or sometimes White
Spanish) Broom. It grows 10 feet to 15 feet
high, and when old is usually bare at the
bottom, the upper part consisting of a heavy mass
of long slender stems, which are almost devoid of
leaves, but are themselves of a dark green colour.
Like several others of this class of Cytisus, this
may, in spite of the absence of foliage, be in-
cluded among evergreen shrubs. It is now rapidly
coming into bloom, its flowers being almost pure
white, with no tendency towards yellow. It

appears, indeed, to be inclined rather to sport
towards red, the charming variety incarnatus
having flowers prettily tinged with pink. It is

best raised by means of seeds, which it ripens in
plenty every year. The young plants ought to be
topped occasionally during the first two or three
growing seasons so as to get a bushy, stocky base,
otherwise they are liable to run up a fingle stem
to some height and become lanky and bare at the
bottom much sooner. This Broom is very effec-

tive planted either singly or in groups in the
shrubbery, but it should be set back a few feet
from the front so that dwarfer things may be
grown to hide its base, and yet allow its dense,
but still elegant mass of flowering stems plenty
of room.

HIMALAYAN RHODODENDRONS IN

ARGYLLSHIRE.
I .\.M glad to be able to give your correspondent,
Mr. Stephen A. Marshall, some information re-

garding two very fine lots of these handsome
Rhododendrons, one being in the gardens of Mr.
C. P. G. Campbell, of Stonefield, Tarbert, Loch-
fyne, the other at the residence of Lord Malcolm,
of Poltalloch, Lochgilphead. Stonefield is situated
on the banks of Lochfyneand sheltered from high
winds. A short time ago I visited Stonefield and
saw the Rhododendrons in their glory—a grand
sight. They were in lovely condition, fine in

foliage, and laden with flowers. All are planted
on sloping ground, and get no protection whatever
except the shelter from the trees and shrubs grow-
ing through the grounds. They grow equally
well in different exposures, and many of them get
full sunshine. The following measurements kindly
given to me by Mr. Robertson, the gardener, may
give a better idea of the fine specimens to be seen
at Stonefield growing on the lawn, which is

adorned with large quantities of Wood Anemone
(A. nemorosa) and yellow Primroses.
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advancing crops, seedlings as well as newly put-

out plants being dragged down into holes whole-

sale by worms. Undoubtedly good service is

done by the latter in bringing up ifresh soil to the

surface and in forming natural drainage holes for

the surplus water that falls during the duller

months of the year. Fresh or newly-slaked lime

is one of the best remedies for worms I have ever

tried. This should be applied prior to cropping

the ground, at the rate of half a bushel or rather

more to the square rod, and duly forked into the

surface. I do not say that this dressing will

wholly rid the ground of worms, but it certainly

thins thera down and acts beneficially in other

ways. At the present time or during showery
weather a light surfacing of newly slaked lime

may be stirred in among rows of plants with ad-

vantage, and worms seldom interfere with plants

or travel on ground lightly coated over with

either lime, soot, or very fine ashes. Watering a

large breadth of ground with lime water is a

rather heavy undertaking, but is worthy of a

trial. Slake and add enough lime to the water to

make it the colour and consistence of milk, and
this applied freely to either cultivated ground or

11 lawn brings worms to the surface very tjuickly,

when they should be collecte'l and destroj'ed.

Watering with a weak solution of carbonate of

ammonia has been recommended, but this I have

not tried.—W. I.

Books.

GARDEN-MAKING.*
GabdeniN(1 is so essentially subject to conditions

of climate, that its practice in one country ob-

viously differs materially from that in another,

and particularly is this the case in countries so

remotely separately and diverse in climate as

America and England. Conse<iuently a book
written for the guidance of gardeners in America
can be of but secondary value to us in England,

however complete and excellent it may be. The
book under notice that has just come to us from
America is from the prolific pen of Prof. L. H.
Bailey, and is written presumably for use in the

Eastern States, where methods of culture dilTer

somewhat widely from our o%vn. But there is

alwaj'a interest to be found in reading what
Americans have to say about gardening. They
have a difi'erent wa}' of expressing themselves in

describing even the commonest garden opera-

tions, and we generally find some novel informa-

tion about methods, differing from our more con-

servative and, to them, perhaps, antiquated ideas.

This is more particularly noticeable in what are

called labour - saving appliances, which in a

general way the English gardener is sadly in

need of.

In the first part of the book these various con-

trivances for saving labour are dealt with some-

what fully, and the illustrations of these imple-

ments and tools make quite a formidable array.

If all these tools are used by American gardeners,

their tool houses must contrast markedly with the

modest assortment in English gardens. There
are subsoil ploughs (plows thej' call them) of

various types, as a saving of labour in the expen-

sive process of deep trenching, harrows of won-
derful design, wheel hoes, scarifiers, line markers,
and cunningly devised rollers, while from the

varied assortment of weeding weapons one is in-

clined to think that the American gardener has

to contend with a particularly troublesome tribe

of weeds. The forms of spraying pumps are

complex, and much space is devoted to the

ways of using the several mixtures for the annihi-

lation of insect pests, which, like the weeds, seem
to be of a virulent nature and a source of anxiety

in American gardens. A chapter on labels does

not teach us much that is new, and no mention
is made of the cast raised-type label so general

in use with us, nor of thnt best of all labels the

* Gdfden-Milcin^ ; Siijjgestions for thp Utilising

of Home Gr.niiiJi-" By L H. Bailey. Xew York
and London : Jlaciillan and Co.

" Kew ''—tablets of sheet lead stamped by steel

dies, very legible and imperishable. Some of these

implements, tools, and appliances might with
advantage be introduced to our gardens, and this

is why it would be well for gardeners in large

gardens to add the book to their library. But so

long as we continue to grow vegetables in private

gardens in the way we do in confined walled

plots ke|jt as neat as flower gardens instead

of the more rational plan of open field culture,

the various kinds of horsepower tools will be of

little use to us beyond the market garden.

The title of the book would lead one to suppose
that its main object is to teach " garden-making,'"
but the matter relating to this is quite sub-

ordinated to methods and details of culture. The
book is curious in this way, that while the first

part is devoted to methods of culture on a broad
scale, suitable as we should term for market
gardening on a big scale, the second part, dealing
with garden-making and i^lanting, is for the most
part descriptive of how to deal with forecourts

and backyards, so that the book does not add
much to our knowledge of the art known under
that much abused term, landscape gardening.
There is the usual chapter dealing with what are

called the "fundamental principles of landscape
gardening," the full meaning of wliich can,

perhaps, only be grasped by the writers of such
principles. People who essay to teach the prin-

ciples of designing and planting gardens seem
always to overlook the fact that one can no more
teach by written instructions how to make a
tasteful garden than to teach by writing how
landscape pictures should be painted. In both
arts the conditions are infinite and ever-varying,

and must be dealt with individually according to

the skill of the artist.

Mr. Bailey is obviously in sympathy with the
beautiful in gardens, in the free, unrestrained
growth of tree and shrub, and an opponent of

artificiality—if such, indeed, can be avoided in

making gardens, seeing that in nine of ten cases

a garden is purely an artificial creation. He con-

demns and ridicules carpet bedding, though it is

curious to observe (at p. 'M'.i) that his colleague

writes thus :
" The beauty of the carpet bed lies

largely in its unity, sharp contrast and harmony
of colour, elegance of design and nicety of execu-

tion," &c. Fine language this in which to

describe what in another part of the book is held

up to ridicule and inferentially condemned as

extremely vulgar. Carpet bedding in the public

gardens of the States needs no encouragement.
The fashion when I was there seemed to be in an
acute stage, but it will no doubt die out (as it

has in England to a great extent) when American
gardeners can educate the public taste by more
refined and quieter charms of tasteful gardening.

The shearing of trees and shrubs into shapes is

condemned by the author as barbarous. When
this is practised on flowering shrubs we all know-

that it is the work of men of a low type of intelli-

gence. It is pleasant to see that the methods of

systematic arrangement of mixed borders is advo-

cated, and a plan is given of irregularly-planted

ones such as was done here years ago in The
G.^RDEX by Miss .Jekyll. But the author praises

a border and illustrates it which is "2 feet or

3 feet wide ! " Let us hope tliat in a country of

bold ideas borders thrice the width will be made
in order to obtain a really fine effect from hardy
flowers.

There is a copious catalogue of trees, shrubs,

and hardy flowers which might with advantage be
more amplified in description, so as to render it

more useful. The chapters at the end devoted to

fruit and vegetable culture are no doubt excellent

and of value in America. What strikes one as

singular is that among all the varieties of fruits

and vegetables mentioned, very few indeed are

the same as we grow, unless, indeed, the same
sorts occur under other names.
On the whole it is a compact hand-book, though

in our advanced stage of gardening we perhaps
should consider that too many subjects are dealt

with in too narrow a compass. The book is

copiously illustrated, but for the most part the

illustrations are very inferior to the beautiful
work in this way that one sees in American books.

W. GOLDRING.

The Market Garden.

MAIDEN-HAIR FERN FOR MARKET.
The Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum cuneatum) is

without doubt the most indispensable of the Fern
tribe from the point of view of cutting. Despite
the fact that its fronds are in daily demand, yet
as a pot plant it is not so well suited to town
work. Its chief use therefore is for cutting. Yet,
popular as it undoubtedly is at the present time,
it is equally certain that its use has during recent
years been considerably modified, more especially
during the summer months, when so much of the
foliage of hardy trees and shrubs is put to good
use. Apart from this, however, it has a fairly

long season, and it is this fact which in the end
renders it a profitable crop, provided, of course,
it is well grown and of the right colour, both of

which are most important. So far as its culture
is concerned, it is so generally easy to manage
and is so free from disease and the like, that
almost anyone may embark in its culture, but not
necessarily grow it to the standard of excellence
required by the florists. Indeed, there is a very
wide difference between growing this Fern for the
costermonger and the West-end florist. Not
only does it require to be well grown, but it

requires both judgment and care in the pick-

ing and bunching also. A grower who makes
this Fern a speciality is freijuently put
to his wits' end to maintain the supply,
while his next door neighbour is requested not to

send any more for the present. This latter is fre-

quent during summer when the demand is slack,

and it is more frequently the outcome of work
slovenly done. Some few years ago a neighbour
was growing this Fern in quantity, but ever com-
plaining of the price he received — a price, indeed,
that would be ruinous if long continued. Calling

upon him one daj', he ventilated the same com-
plaint, when I made a few inquiries, which
resulted in my being introduced to his supply for

the following day's market, then already buiiched
and in water. Roughly grasping some bunches
from the tank, I was informed such bunches were
only realising Is. fid. par dozen on the market,
which was " ruinous." It was the grower's own
fault, as at least halt the bunch was composed of

waste, and the beet very inferior indeed. A closer

inspection revealed the fact that the Fern in

question had not been "picked"—this was too

much trouble—but had simply been scrambled off

by a schoolboy of a dozen years old, the bunches
in question containing many young fronds just

starting from the crown, and even roots, so ruth-

lessly had it been torn from the plant. Scarcely

a frond in the bunch was worth marketing, and
the plants were being ruined wholesale, yet the

owner was confident it would not pay to let a

more reliable youth gather it each day. Good
Fern was then realising from (is. to 7s. (id. per
dozen bunches, yet the grower in question was
virtually bringing about his own ruin by a care-

less mode of culture. The item, too, was no in-

considerable one, as the range was some .3G0 feet

in length, splendidly heated, and well suited to

the work. Eventually the crop was discarded as

worthless. This is a case of bad culture and its

results. In my own immediate district there are

many growers of Maiden-hair Fern, several in

quite a large way, who can afford to have succes-

sion houses, say one to four in cut, as many more
coming on, and an ec|ual number resting. It is

in this way the best Fern is produced, a way,
moreover, that is not only much easier for the

owner, but more sure to produce a good crop of

fronds simultaneously. In smaller cstablishmenti

much the same order prevails, only on a smaller

scale, the crop being gathered throughout the

house, taking wliat is ready from each plant
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individually, then passing fco the next, and so on.

The really

Essential Details

to good Fern growing are few, the chief of these

being abundance of heat and low, compact,
sheltered span - roofed houses. These houses
usually are about 12 feet to 14 feet wide and
100 feet or moi-e in length, 4 feet high in the
outer walls, and 7 feet at the ridge. Such a
house should have not less than six rows of 4inch
piping, and in truth many of this stamp have
seven, and otliers slightly larger, eight rows.

This is one of the most important items in the
successful culture of Adiantum cuneatum. With
the piping stated it will be quite easy to main-
tain a temperature of 70' to 80°, different growers
keeping their houses at varying temperatures.
In some instances there is no limit whatever to

the consumption of fuel for Fern growing. In
places such as these special men are kept, who do
absolutely nothing else all the year through.
Most frequently the pots are arranged on open
wooden stages—stout laths nailed on at about
2 inches apart. In this way the heat percolates

freely beneath and around the pots. The latter

in the best Fern-growing establishments are never
placed on a cold, solid bottom. On th6 open stage
the roots receive the warming influence from the
pipes, and these being in quantity are not neces-

sarily kept at a high temperature. In these con-

ditions growth is quick and the fronds assume a
good length, which is a point always in their

favour. Moreover, as at each picking all rubliish

is cleared off, the fresh fronds have ample room to

develop, and are not hampered in their progress
by many existing fronds, so closely is the crop
picked from time to time. It is here that a
great difference exists between the Fern grown
in private gardens and in market gardens. In
the former much is grown for decoration in pots,

in which case the plants are not picked. In the
latter all is grown for picking, and therefore the
fronds are usually removed as soon as ready, pro-

vided the season is right also. Overcrowding of

crowns is rarely known in the best market-grow-
ing places, as the plants are subjected to division

periodically, an item which means an enormous
increase of ttock, but this is not permitted
beyond the limits of the glass, as the oldest stools

are constantly being discarded. In this waj' I

have seen as much discarded in one season as
would fill three large houses 120 feet by 24 feet

merely to make room for younger stock. Such
great heaps as this are not wholly sacrificed ; as
the soil and Fern rot down they are used again for

Fern potting, and make a capital mixture. Usually
the

Dividing and Repotting

of this Fern take place in summer, when the pot-
ting bench may be placed in the open, and when
the demand for Fern is usually low. There is no
special rule with division, a plant being cut into
two or three, according to size, or it may be pared
down to make a good central piece for potting
again. Much of this depends on the stock, the
amount of space to be filled, and whether there is

younger stock to follow on. In some places a
considerable quantity of seedlings is raised, and
if grown rapidly from the first change of leaf,

food plants suitable for 6-inch pots can soon
e had. One great advantage of seedlings is

the usually increased vigour of the fronds and the
generally compact character of the crowns

; yet,
notwithstanding the seedlings do not meet with
the favour one might expect, unless it be in the
small pot plant department where Ferns in pots
of 2 inches and upwards are a feature. The soil

employed consists chiefly of loam, with a free
addition of leaf soil, some sharp sand, and occa-
sionally a little peat. As a rule, however, peat is

not employed ; indeed, in many places, with
thousands of this Fern in 6-inch or 8-inch pots,
peat is unknown, so to speak. Very little use
also is made in Fern-growing of the endless manu-
factures of manure, though frequently some well-
decayed horse manure is employed in the soil,

and this with advantage. Artificial manures in

the soil or as a top dressing are chiefly objected

to because of the tendency to make the Fern too

dark in colour, when it is not so saleable. What
is regarded as the best in point of colour is that

of a rather pale green tint, as opposed to tlie

heavy dark green shade so frequent.

Picking and Bunching

where this Fern is grown in quantity are of

course a considerable item, and also requiring a

i^ood deal of care and judgment. In some nur-

series both are done spontaneously, while in

others it is taken to the flower packing shed and
bunched by a separate staff. A bunch of good
Fern may contain from twenty to thirty fronds,

and when of the best, stems and fronds are some
12 inches or 15 inches long. The kind of bunch
that is mostly favoured is a rather flat spreading

one which is readily packed without much crush-

ing. In all Fern nurseries special water tanks

are reserved for its use when bunched, or where
no tanks exist the water tanks in the houses have

to do duty for the same. A good soaking of

water is, howev'er, regarded as necessary before

placing it on the market, and in some instances it

is in water for hours before being packed, while

others work the day's supply one under another

by keeping a day's picking always on hand in the

tanks. In this way in the busy season the grower
is ready in case of urgent telegrams being re-

ceived. One aim of the Fern grower on a large

scale is to provide a good stock for the winter

months, when it usually brings the best price. As
a rule, however, from the end of September there

is a fair demand until the end of May, though it

does not follow the price is uniformly good
throughout. Fairly good Fern is often bought at

3s. per dozen bunches, the better samples realis-

ing more, while much of the finest Fern is

ordered, and maintains a uniform rate between
certain fixed dates, to be lowered or increased

after according to season. "Ordered" Fern of

course does not come into market competition, so

to speak, though the regular buyers are the pur-

chasers of it. According to the season of the

year good Fern may realise from 43. to 6s. , later

on increasing to 7s. 6d. per doz. bunches. In

times of scarcity, however, lOs. 61. and 12s. per

dozen bunches is often paid for the finest Fern,

though half this amount may be taken as more
representative of average London prices.

A Grower for Market.

HOEING.
It is little short of remarkable how, in many
otherwise well-managed gardens, this most im-

portant of all summer cultural aids is neglected.

Why is not the hoe used more ? Were the hoe
used a little oftener, far better results in fruit

and vegetable culture would accrue. The garden
here is not large, it is true, but, as a rule, the

larger the garden the more strength allowed to

keep it up, and I may say that nothing gives me
less trouble to keep under than weeds, simply
because in keeping other crops growing they are

killed, or, it a vacant plot is in question, it is run
over with the hoes fortnightly. There are few
crops that are not benefited by running the hoe
lightly through them as often as possible ; it

allows sun and air to get at the roots, and by the

frequent disturbance of the surface makes a
mulch of fine loose soil. Vegetable or fruit

quarters freiiuently hoed give very little trouble,

as the weeds have not time to get up, but once
let them seed, and there is trouble in store for

several seasons. Soils freijuently hoed seldom
crack badly in summer, so that the time spent in

hoeing is more than saved in watering, to say

nothing of the tidy appearance always presented
when the hoe is freely used. I never have a

single plot hoed, but begin at one end of the

garden and go through it. No raking or sweep-
ing up is necessary ; a tidy man makes a clean

sweep with the hoe, and the weeds being small,

an hour's sunshine is fatal to them. Often, owing
to the carelessness of predecessors, there are posi-

tions difficult to clean of perennial weeds, such as

the wild Convolvulus, ground Elder, or Twitch,
and various kinds of Thistles. In the open quarters

these are rapidly got rid of, as no weed, however
persistent, can stand being repeatedly cut with
the hoe ; but round Raspberry canes, on Aspara-
gus beds, and in and about old clumps of herba-

ceous plants these are difficult indeed to thoroughly
eradicate. These must be cleaned with the hand
as often as the open quarters are hoed, a boy
being put alongside a man to do ic, and if this is

done as often as possible, a neat and tidy air is

given to the garden as a whole. B.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1172.

TWO CHRYSANTHEMUMS—LOUISE
AND DELAWARE.

(with a coloured plate.*)

Though the two Chrysanthemums shown in

the accompanying plate belong to widely difl'er-

ing sections of the Golden Flower, they have
one eminently satisfactory character in common,
viz. , dwarfiiess of habit, which tits them for in-

clusion in all collections, as they require no
lofty-roofed houses in which to display their

flowers. Louise, which was sent out in 181)15,

belongs to the incurved section of Japanese
varieties, a section which has vastly increased

in numbers of late years, and some of the latest

arrivals are of such a formal type that, except

to the eye of the specialist, who concerns him-

self more with the exact form of the tips of

petals than with the form of the flower as a

whole, it is hard to separate them from those of

the true incurved type, and it appears to be

only a question of a few years when the already

vanishing barrier dividing the two sections shall

have disappeared. It is to be hoped that this

increase will only be tolerated so long as it

gives us more beautiful varieties than we already

possess, and that the incurved Japanese will

not become fashionable enough to drive out of

culti\'ation many of the older types of .Japanese

which are certainly more graceful in form.

Against Louise, however, no charge of for-

mality can be laid ; it may be reckoned as

among the best of its type, and there is always

room for the best of all types. Moreover, it is

one of the easiest to grow, and is so amenable
to treatment that it may be had in good form
for from three to four months in succession ; it

is also one of the best for cutting. By select-

ing early buds, good flowers may bo had in

October, and, as the plants form a quick suc-

cession of breaks, either of which will give good
flowers, there is no need, except, perhaps, in

timing the buds for exhibition, to trouble as to

which bud is taken. The flower in the plate

appears to have been grown from an early bud,

and the colours and form of such a flower are

truly represented ; later selected buds would
give flowers with more colour in them and with

petals slightly less in breadth. I have had
excellent flowers of this variel:y on ])lants not

more than 2 feet in height, and it seldom
reaches more than o feet high. Being a healthy

grower it usually carries its fine leaves well

down to the pot and makes a cheerful-looking

plant. Delaware belongs to the large-flowered

section of the Anemone varieties, and is cer-

tainly one of the most lovely of thatlittle-grovvn

class. The colour contrast between tlie lemon-

coloured disc and clear white guard petals is

sharj) and well defined, a characteristic not

* Drawn for The Gardeh by H. G. Moou. Litho-

graphed aud printed by J. L. Goffart.
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common in Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemums,
the coloured xarieties of which are generally

mixed and indistinct as to colouring. I have
found Delaware rather delicate in constitution,

but a little trouble taken with it is amply
i-ewarded, and there are but few others which
can be depended upon to give such good flowers

from plants which rem:iin comparatively puny
during a great part of the year, though they
increase rapidly in vigour when the cool nights

of autumn come on. It is a variety that

reiiuires disbudding to get full-centred flowers,

and the best course of treatment is to select

the first well-shaped buds which show, irrespec-

tive of the break on which they may occui-. The
earliest buds are often defective in form and
will not make good flowers ; this trait is

common to the section. Delicacy of con-
stitution is an inherent failing among
many of the best-formed Anemone-flowered
Chrysanthemums, whether they belong to

the large - flowered, with their short and
mostly straight guard petals, or to the .Japa-

nese Anemones, with loosely arranged and
usually drooping petals, and I think it is due
to this failing more than to anything el."e that

they are not nKjre often seen both in private
collections and at shows, fur the flowers them-
selves are beautiful, and give a pleasing varia-

tion in form. The pompon Anemone section

embraces many beautiful and healthy-growing
varieties ; indeed, they are as a chiss better
growers than the others. Having been much
interested in Anemone Chrysanthemums for

many years, during which a large numl)er of

varieties have been through my hands, I give
here a short list of some that stand out very
prominently in my estimation as good, healthy
growers, and all have some special claims to

favour—some for their beauty as individual
flower.s, others for their value as producers of

attractive decorative sprays. All, too, have
stood the test of time, so trying to Chrysanthe-
mums generally, and the one true test for

intrinsic worth. The list might be extended,
but none of those chosen could ba left out of a
select list.

First and best among them all is a very old
variety, Fleur de Marie, a lovely pure white
flower, and magnificent whether as an indi-

vidual flower or as grown in the spray form, for

which it is well adapted, and always one of the
most admired. Mme. Robert Owen is another
good white, and if anything still more clear in

its whiteness than the foregoing, but with me
the plant is never so strong, and it has the dis-

advantage of being weak in the peduncle.
Lady Margaret is also white, but not so pure

;

it is robust for an Anemone and large-flowered,

but many of its biggest flowers come oval
instead of round in outline. Sieur Dorothee
Souille, a rather dwarf grower, gives beautiful
sprays ; the fringe of rosy lilac guard petals
curls inwards and lightly covers the white disc :

it is highly valued for the house. John Bunyan
and .J. Thorpe, .Jun., are two of the best

yellows. Descartes, a dwarf-growing variety,

.should be grown in any collection for its colour,

which is a good crimson-red. M. Charles
Lebocqz, also dwarf-growing, bears well-shaped
flowers, citron-coloured at first, but which be-

come tinged with carmine as the flowers get

old. It is excellent for sprays.

Among pompon varieties, the old Marie
Stuart, though tall-growing for a pompon, is

quite the best I have found for producing good
sprays, which can be cut with a good length of

stem and hold themselves erect ; it has lilac-

blu.sh guard petals and a pale yellow disc. Mr.
Astie, a pile yellow, dwarf-growing variety, is

also good. Reine des Anemones has small

white flowers freely borne in spray form, and
Emily Rowbottom, a creamy-white sport from
IVIarie Stuart, is the worthy oft'spring of a

worthy parent. J. C. Tall.\ck.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Autumn Peas.—Those who have a large demand
for vegetables will find autumn supplies invalu-

able. By the term autumn, the season from the
end of August to early October is meant, a period

there is never a great supply, as the tall varieties

sown now are not reliable if the season is hot and
dry or the rainfall excessive. In some soils late

Peas give little trouble. This is often the case

where there is a good depth of soil and moisture
is not lacking in the earlier stages of growth, as

should the latter occur mildew attacks the plant,

causing a failure. I am not much in favour of

the tall kinds for latest cropping. Even now,
with so many excellent varieties to choose from,
Ne Plus Ultra is diflicult to beat, but even that
variety does not succeed in all soils. To show
how soils and locality influence the growth of

Peas, when I lived in the north Veitch's Perfec-

tion was grown with little trouble well into

October, but in different soil and a warmer
locality I cannot grow it at all. This points

out the necessity of cultivators growing those

kinds which they find reliable. For autumn
supplies 1 find dwarf growers, such as are suit-

able for May or June cropping, good. I rel}'

largely upon Daisy, tlradus, and May Queen.
All are good, but the last does well in poor soils,

being a vigorous grower. As regards the culti-

vation of late Peas, the season and soil must be
studied, as the plants have more adverse condi-

tions to contend with than the earlier Peas. A
rich root-run is needed for this crop, it being
essential to rely upon a quick growth. Deeply-
dug land well enriched is a necessity. Thick
sowing is a mistake, as unless there is a good
plant to withstand the rapid changes of weather,
mildew is so prevalent that the crop does not pay
for culture. For early September supplies it is

well to sow at this date, and here large growers
may find a place for such as Ne Plus Ultra, Main-
crop, Continuity, or British Queen, but towards
the end of .June I would advise dwarfer kinds.

These, being rapid growers, mature more quickly.

For weight of crop, those noted above are excel-

lent. To get the best results in poor soil with
late Peas it is advisable to grow in trenches if the
varieties are tall, and even with the dwarfer
kinds it is well to manure freely or grow in deep
drills, the latter being valuable in seasons of

drought. Seed sown in drills or trenches should
be placed at regular intervals, say 4 inches to

6 inches apart, not sown so that the seeds touch.

If tall varieties are grown, it is best to give a

good space between the rows. I crop between
with dwarf plants, so as to give the Peas ample
space.

Dwarf Beans.—There is often a demand for

dwarf Beans, and in many gardens much space
cannot be given to runners. In sowing the dwarf
section at this season for succession crops, it

should be noted that to do the plants justice there

must be a deep root-run and ample food, as

drought or poorness of the land is fatal, the

plants becoming a prey to red spider. The newer
varieties of the Tender and True types are in-

valuable for present sowing. As these bear so

freely and so much longer than the smaller dwarf
kinds they are more profitable. Formid-.Julyand
August supplies I find the dwarf Bean does best

in an open position, as on a south border or

sheltered place the plants are more liable to insect

attacks. At this date, with rapid germination,

there is no excuse for thick sowing, as the plants

should have the space advised for late Peas. Any
of tha larger varieties, such as Canadian Wonder,
do well for the season named, using the smaller

Ne Plus Ultra or Syon House for latest sowings.

Plants just showing bloom in the open will be bene-

fited, should the weather be hot or dry, liy liberal

waterings overhead late in the day, and as growth
increases food may be given freely in the shape of

liquid manure or a good fertiliser. In the case of

plants in full bearing, it is well to gather every

other day, as, once the pods are allowed to harden,

the plants lose vigour and cease to bloom.

Runner Beans sown or planted early in the

month will now need staking. Staking is impor-

tant with the runner, as, if neglected, the plants

are later in flowering, and the season is none too

long. Thinning should first take place, as if the

plants are at all thick they become such a mass
of top-growth later on that it is impossible for

the flowers to set freely. The runner will bear a

much heavier crop if given plenty of room, and to

induce early podding the plants may be topped at

G feet from the soil ; indeed, some of the heaviest

crops I have seen were from plants grown with

(i-feet sticks, like Peas, and kept topped. In

plants 9 feet to 12 feet high it will be found

the bottom portion of the plant is bare. Such
tall plants are difficult to gather pods from, and

are the first to sufler from drought or frost. A
succession sowing may now be maie for latest

supplies on an open border, giving the plants

ample space in the row and between the rows.

Those who have not much space at command and
prefer the runner to the dwarf type may with

advantage sow in rows 3 feet apart, and stop the

plants at 15 inches from the soil. Repeated stop-

pings are necessary, as the plants must be kept

dwarf. This plan is largely adopted in market

gardens, and is suitable for gardens with none

too much ground at disposal.

Seakale.—So much depends upon the culture

of the plants during the next two months, that a

few notes as to feeding, thinning, and other de-

tails may not be out of place. Thinning of the

crowns is the most pressing work, as after the sets

are planted they push forth numerous crown

growths, and if all are left to grow they cannot

develop into strong ones for forcing. One crown

is ample. It may be necessary to go over the

crown growths several times during the growing

season to prevent new side growths making head-

way. With older roots the growths should be

restricted to two or three, one crown to each being

sufBcient. I do not advise retaining old roots, as

better results are obtained from young ones, or

those two years old at the most. Feeding may
commence early. My first dressing is a liberal

one of salt and soot given in showery weather.

In poor land later on few plants are more benefited

by liberal supplies of liquid manure. Fish manure
and guano are excellent fertilisers where liciuid

cannot be obtained.
Artichokes.—The Globe variety is now show-

ing heads freely. In some gardens liquid manure
is plentiful, and it should never be allowed to run

to waste. The Globe Artichoke will be greatly

benefited by weekly supplies, and few plants will

take it in stronger doses if not applied directly to

the leaves. Failing liquid manure, other food

should be given, as in Ught soil these plants need

much moisture. I'larly in the month it will be

well to give a mulch of partially decayed manure
along the rows. This will retain the moisture

given and prevent attacks of red spider. .Jeru-

salem Artichokes are now large enough to tliin

out, as it often happens with plants occupying the

same quarter in previous years, no matter how care-

fully lifted, that the sets throw up out of the rows,

and it is well to thin to a good distance ; a yard at

least between the rows is none too much, and half

that distance in the row. Frequently go over

the quarter with the hoe whilst the plants are

young to cut away stray growths.

Salads.—Radishes, as long as they can be

grown crisp and sweet, find favour with many,

but to retain their solidity it is necessary to vary

the culture in the early summer. There is more

difiiculty in getting good roots from this date

than in the early spring or late autumn, heat and

drought being fatal. A supply may be secured

by sowing in cooler quarters, and doubtless the

large, long-rooted kinds feel the eftects of
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heat and drought less than the Turnip-rooted
section. A cool corner may be secured under a
north wall ; failing this, a moist situation, or

between rows of Apple or Pear trees, the partial

shade from the trees keeping the plants cool. If

occasionally watered overhead after a hot day,
the roots do not become strong, and last longer.
Lettuces during the summer are more important
than Radishes, and are worth more attention, as
they cannot be grown too well. To have a regular
supply I sow every three weeks. From February
to the end of May the plants may be grown with
little trouble, as they transplant so readily, but
with uncertain weather they do not always lift

well after midsummer. Failures often occur when
the plants are grown in beds thickly and the
thinnings transplanted. Lettuce to be good
should never sufler from want of moisture. They
like a rich root-run, but are not fastidious as to

soil or position. For years I have obtained my
best late summer supply from seed sown on
Celery ridges. Lettuces delight in the fresh,

loose soil. If not sown thickly they never run,
and are cleared before the soil is needed to

earth up late Celery. Another pUn is to sow
thinly on an open quarter, well manured, in

rows 18 inches apart, and thin to 12 inches in

the row. In a light soil, at this date, I usually
sow in drills, as it is easier to give moisture in

dry weather. I have found the Victoiii, Brown
Dutch and Continuity excellent Cabbage varie-

ties, these being less inclined to run, and, in the
Cos varieties. Intermediate is a specially fine

summer type. This is a new introduction, but
one that stood the hot summer last year. Bath
Cos and Brown Sugarloaf are also among the best in

this section for the purpose named. Small salads,

such as Mustard and Cress, should be sown at the
foot of a north wall, and if Endive is needed, a
small sowing should be made of the Green Curled
variety on a cool border. In hot weather it soon
runs to seed, so that later sowings are best.

S^ M.

OUTDOOR FRUIT.
Cherkiks ((lUTsinK).—This important fruit crop
has never promised better than it does this season.
The best kinds of dessert Cherries, both early,

midseason and late, are in nearly every instance
carrying so far e-xceedingly heavy crops. With
the treatment practised as regards the trees in the
early part of the year, I never apprehend any
material loss during the stoning. This year the
trees so far are remarkably clean and healthy. In
one instance only thus far has any black fly been
detected, and this was dealt with immediately by
a strong dose of Bentley's quassia extract, which
is perfectly safe and at the same time a most
efl'ective remedy for this insect pest. A constant
watch, or at least three close inspections every
week, will be the rule now. I find it is much more
satisfactory to deal with the few as they appear
than with the greater numbers at longer inter-

vals. Very soon the first stopping by pinching
will be performed ; better by far do it thus than
leave the wood until the knife has to be used.
Early pinching and thinning, if it be necessary, are
much better. The time talten to glance over a tree

is infinitesimal compared with the after labour if it

be deferred until the wood becomes semi-hardened.
Fearing that possibly the trees are still on the
dry side, I decided a week back to water them
well, and have not the slightest doubt it will

prove beneficial. Those trees moved last winter,
if not already mulched, should have attention at

once ; for this purpose nothing equals well-decayed
cow manure, assuming of course that it has not
been freely used in the soil at planting time. If

80 used it might engender too rank a growth
with its attendant evil—canker. Do not omit
to net all the wall trees (and others too if possible)

in good time, for immediately there is the
slightest tinge of colour in the fruit the birds will

.ittack it. I am disposed to favour for Cherries
half-inch mesh netting hung on the square to

any other gauge. This kind of old fi?h netting
can be adjusted by the expert dealer in nets.

The loss in length by this alteration is about 2-5

per cent., but it pays well to do it, and the actual
loss when hung to the wall is far less, every part
of a tree being covered equally. The additional
shading of the half-inch netting is rather an ad-
vantage than otherwise in preserving the crop
both from the heat of the sun and from heavy or
repeated downpours of rain when the fruit is

about ripe.

Plums.—It is a little premature yet, perhaps,
to speak of the Plum aphis, which, like its black
coiijrh-e on the Cherry, soon tells its own tale.

In my case the remedy is the same and at a
similar strength. It is oftentimes more uirticult

to get at eft'ectually, however, as it is the under
surface of the older leaves which is attacked most.
It is now quite time to look over the Plum trees
on walls, to pinch those shoots which show signs
of excessive vigour in the wrong direction. Al-
though Plums do not like to be kept too dry at
the roots, yet the other extreme must be avoided,
otherwise ic will tend to a sappy growth rather
than short fruit-bearing spurs. As yet it is too
soon to think of any thinning of the fruits where
set thickly. It will be well to bear it in mind
shortly in the case of the choicer dessert kinds, in

which the flavour is freijuently deteriorated when
the trees are bearing 'sery heavy crops. I am
strongly in favour of the pot cultivation of the
finest dessert kinds, notably the Gages, which
groiT luxuriantly, as, for instance, the Trans-
parent and its golden form. These strong growers
when in pots are more easily controlled, whilst a
crop is practically certain if afforded protection
during the flowering period. Young standard
trees in orchards may need attention. In mj' case
these are in grass land, hence I mulch with
cow manure the trees from 8 feet to 4 feet

across at the base, and also water at times, as the
soil is very shallow. In exposed situations there
may be some apprehension of damage to the Plum
crop by reason of the recent change to colder
weather with an occasional frost. Where, how-
ever, the foliage is well advanced, more protec-
tion will be afforded.

Ai'i'LEs.—The show for bloom has been pro-
digious in the case of most varieties, and every-
thing bids fair for a very heavy crop, although we
know a deal will depend on the next two or three
weeks in many cases. I have noted a slight at-

tack of American blight on some dwarf, easily-

managed trees, but, being fully resolved that
strong measures shall prevail to prevent its

spreading, that attention necessary has been seen
to. I have used a strong application of XL All
Insecticide with good effect, which kills in a most
satisfactory manner. A large plantation of

young trees on the Paradise stock was watered
freely last week, after receiving the annual spring
mulching of cow manure to keep the roots cool

and moist. These trees are on grass, but with a
good open space around each for manuring and
watering, as may be necessary during dry weather
and when bearing heavily.

Pe.\rs.—Many of the foregoing remarks anent
Apples will apply equally to Pears. With respect

to watering even more so if any trees are growing
against walls where there is a po.ssible risk of

premature drought, more especially if the borders
be on a slope and the trees not old enough for

the roots to have extended beyond the imme-
diate surroundings. If time can be spared now
it will pay to look over all trained or other trees

easy to manipulate, removing some of the fruits

where in dense clusters, pinching out points of

shoots knitted together by the small caterpillar

which attacks Pears, and also those which by
their position are growing too strongly. So far

as the crop can as yet be judged, it appears to be
partial, some trees on walls in good positions not
having set well, whilst others have. If not
already done, take note that freshly planted Pears
need to be mulched, those on the C,>uince stock in

particular.

Bush fruits.— Scarcely anything should now
remain to be done amongst these. The hoe
should be freely worked between the rows both
to keep down the weeds, which m ly otherwi-^e

possibly get advanced through not coming so

much into notice, and likewise to keep the ground
open. Catch crops of vegetables may be growing
in any available space between bush fruits ; if so,

look well to it, that these latter do not suffer from
want of water. Autumn-fruiting Raspberries
should now be thinned down to five or six shoots
to each stool, to give strength to those remaining.
These should be treated liberally if dry weather
sets in. A sharp look-out should be kept for the
Gooseberry caterpillar where it has at any time
given trouble. Fortunately, with me it is rarely

seen. Liming may keep it in check, but a dose
of quassia extract will be better. Should aphis
attack the Currants— seen by the blistering of

the leaves—the last-named remedy will prove
ettioacious. Hortus.

Orchids.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
Growth is now well away on most of the

species, and the full growing temperatures
must be maintained in all the houses. In the

warmest division newly surfaced or potted
Phahenopsids are pushing new growth, and the

roots are taking well to the fresh, sweet Moss.

The new material dries more rapidly than the

old, necessitating rather frei|uent moistening,

but until the roots have really taken freely to it

it is safer under- than over-watered. The shad-

ing of such plants, too, needs care l)eyond the

oi'dinary, and where a mixed lot of plants such

as Angneoums, Saccolabiums, and the like are

grown in the same house, one is often at a loss to

know what to do. When in doubt, lowering

the blinds is the safest rule to follow as regards

the health of the plants, but shading is easily

overdone. I recently saw a tine house of

Cattleyas that are carrying very large pseudo-

bulbs and healthy-looking foliage, but flowers

have been few. Were they grown for the sake

of the health of the plants alone these would
be satisfactory, but unless a plant produces a

fair complement of blossom it cannot be said

to quite fulfil all that is expected of it. Heavy
shading conduces to this flowerless state and
should therefore be avoided. In these earlier

stages of growth more shading is necessary

than later on in the season when the leaves are

a little inured to light. To a certain extent the

same thing may be said of Dendrobiums, Epi-

dendrums, and the distichous - leaved kinds

named above, but these will not need considera-

tion in a mixed house, for they probably will

get quite as much shade as they need.

Oncidium Lanceanum is on the mo\"e, and
this species seems to need a greater quantity of

water than most, partly oa account of the mode-
rate amount of compost allowed it, and possibly

to replenish the somewhat wasted leaves after

their winter's rest. Overhead watering is not

particularly relished by this Oncidium, and all

such species require well moistening at the root

while growing- The butterfly species, O. Kra-
merianum and O. Papilio, are flowering freely

and growing, and, though not quite so strong

as the last-named, may be kept moist. Sacco-

labium giganteum has often a rather flagged

appearance just now, especially if it has been
allowed to carry its flowers imtil they fade, but

with the increased warmth and moisture they

should soon pick up again. If very b ire of

Moss, a little may be added in the form of a

surfacing, this being better than rebasketing or

repotting, unless they have outgrown their

receptacles. Thunias in flower may be removed

to a cooler and drier atmosphere than that of

the growing quarters, the delicate texture of

the blossoms rendering them very easily in-

jured. After flowering they will require a

gradual drying otf as the foliage falls. Calanthes

i
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are rooting and growing strongly and need
plenty "f water. Tlie late-flowering deciduous

kinds must now be repotted and treated the

same as the earlier ones were previously.

The t-'attleya house is gay, and where a good
stfjck of C. Mossia^ is grown there will be a

great abundance of flower. It is not yet t(jo

late to repot this, or even C. Mendeli, if the

plants need this attention, but they ought not

to be left long after the flowers are past. C.

Lawrenceana, if left alone, is a little straggling

in growth, so when the young leads show a

tendency to droop about on plants recently

potted a looj) of raflia may be used to keep them
in position, carefully avoiding a strain, this

causing ungainly-looking bulbs. The hybrid
Cattleyas, L:elio-Cattleyas and L;«lias are now
very numerous, and naturally they vary in

their recjuirements. As a rule they are easily

grown, and in this way do not give so much
trouble to the growers as fine varieties, which,

though very beautiful, have not the vigour of

hybrids. This is in a general sense, of course,

for there are weak-growing hybrids, just as

there are strong, vigorou.s varieties. The cul-

ture of a hybrid Cattleya or Ladia can often be
decided from a study of its parentage, giving it

that most suitable to the parent it more closely

re.sembles.

Cool-house species are often over-watered at

the roots at tliis time of year, the appearance of

the growths being somewhat misleading. A
moist atmosphere now is much more to their

taste than a lot of water at the roots, and occa-

sional light .syringings overhead are of great

assistance. The Sobralias, Anguloas, C'ym-
bidiums, Disas, and others of this class are

taking full supplies of cour.se, but many Odon-
toglots and cool Oncidiums may easily be over-

watered. Odontoglossum citrosmum is perhaps
needing as much moisture as any, the roots ap-
parently revelling in it after their long rest,

and the spikes lengthening almost visibly. This
plant does remarkably well here in a cool house
devoted principally to Ferns, its principal

Orchid companions being large Cymbidiuuis,
Odontoglossum grande, and CVelogyne cristata.

Insects of all kinds must be diligently kept
under by fumigating and sponging, and the
houses kept free of all kinds of litter. Places
out of order have always a good stock of wood-
lice and small snails, and the tiuie taken to

kee)> all smart and clean is nothing compared to

the damage these pests are capable of when al-

lowed to run riot.

Laelia grandis tenebrosa. — The earlier

plants of this line Orchid are now in flower,

making a distinct and welcome change from the
labiata section of Cattleyas and other Lrelias now
in flower. The plants are vigorous in habit and
free-rooting, liking good open material and fairly

large pots. Sometimes they flower upon the
young pseudo-bulbs in late summer and autumn ;

at others they re^t through the winter in sheath
and bloom in spring. The blossoms are large,

with brown sepals and petals, a deep purple lip,

becoming paler at the front, but the colour varies

a good deal.

Dendrobium suavissimum. —Very showy
and beautiful are the flowers of this Dendrobe

—

one of the best of the evergreen kinds. The
spikes are very freely produced, a large specimen
in bloom having a \"ery fine appearance. The
flowers are very bright golden - yellow, rather
loosely arranged on the spikes, and with bright
maroon blotches on the lip. Grown in an inter-

mediate house few give less trouble thin this,

and, unlike the deciduous kinds, no very distinct

dry rest is needed. The plant rests longer than
those with which I have compared it, but to dry
the roots severely, even in winter, would lead to

shrivelled pseudo-bulbs and small flower-spikes,

possibly to a cessation of growth entirely. The
habit of the plant is very strong and the roots

fairly vigorous, so it must not be too much
pinched for pot room.—H.

Cypripedium Lawrenceanum.—The foliage

and flowers of this fine Cypripede are both very
beautiful, and several very fine forms of it are

now in bloom at the principal nurseries. There
were some magnificient varieties, too, in the

group of Orchids put up at a recent Drill Hall

meeting by Messrs. Linden. It is one of the best
Cypripediums when seen in this form, and even the

worst ones are good garden Orchids. Where
|)lenty of warmth and moisture is at command
with shade from bright sunshine it is as easily

grown as C. barbatum, and it may be potted

in the usual mixture recommended for Cypripe-
<Iiums.

Paphinia rugosa.—This is a very pretty

little Orchid and worth attention. It has flowers

each about 3 inches across, creamy white, barred
and spotted with purple. The individual flowers

are not particularly showy, but when a nicely-

rtowerel specimen is seen it is sure to be admired.
I'aphinias are rather diflicult to grow, or rather

they require a good deal of care. The roots can-

not thrive with anything in the least close or sour

about them, yet they are easily damaged by fre-

(pient disturbance. The best of material should

be used for them, and even this will not usually

last for more than a couple of seasons. The roots

must be very freely watered, as, owing to the

small amount of compost they like, this soon runs
ilry. The leaves are of a rather thin texture, and,

like those of most New Grenadan species, must be
rather carefully shaded. They like light in abun-
dance ; cannot have too much of it, especially in

our dull, sunless winters ; but the rays of the sun
when pouting through the roof -glass are too much
for them. P. rugosa thrives best in the warmest
house or in a moist part of the Cattleya house,

and if the plants can be suspended from the roof,

so that ()lenty of air plays about the foliage, the

plants will be all the healthier for it. The leaves

are very apt to be attacked by thrips, so the

atmosphere must be kept moist and the vaporis-

ing fumigator used at intervals. If the thrips are

left alone, they make ugly black marks all over

the foliage and bulb, and quite check the progress

of the plant. P. rugosa is a native of New Gre-

nada, and was introduced to this country by
Messrs. Sander and Co. about ISSO.

much above the rim. When the pots are filled

with roots, others are usually pushed upwards
out of the compost if the atmosphere of the house
is congenial. The house must be kept moist
while the plants are growing, lightly shaded, and,
if more convenient, they do ([uite well in houses
devoted to plants other than Orchids. Growth is

most active during summer and early autumn,
and when the pseudo-bulbs are well finished up
the water supply may with advantage be slightly

diminished. During winter keep the pseudo-
bulbs plump, and give the plants all the light

possible, but avoid over-watering. These few
simple details followed, the i)lants will go on in-

creasing in size and vigour annually, and, when
strong enough, throw immense spikes a couple of

yards in length. The growth of this species keeps
singularly free of insect pests ; the only thing
likely to be troublesome is green-flj', which ap-

pears on the flower-spikes, but is easily got rid of

by passing a damp sponge up them once or twice

a week. 0. sphacelatum comes from Mexico,
whence it was introduced in 1840.

ONCIDIUM SPHACELATUM.

This is an old and easily cultivattd species, and
not thought much of by many growers at the

present day, yet there are few more useful or

beautiful. When in good condition the bulbs and
foliage alone are well worth growing the plant for,

being strictly ornamental. Large, old specimens
are occasionally met with in collections of stove

plants, and when well flowered these are very

fine, the long branching spikes being covered

with blooms and lasting well in good condition.

It is best grown in an intermediate house, in pots

according to the size of the specimens, but never

small, as it is one of the freest-rooting species

under cultivation. This in a measui'e accounts

for its being so easily grown, for with this class

of roots mistakes in watering do not so fre-

(juently occur, or, if they do, they do not do so

much mifchief. When repotting, the upper part

of the old compo?t will usually be found so full of

roots as to make it impossible to separate them,
and this should not be attempted, as the disturb-

ance will be harmful. Lower, the compost will

not probably be in such goo 1 order, and mo.-t of

it may be picked out. If the plant is doing well,

a good s'lift will be necessary, and abundant
drainage. Cover this with a little Moss and fill

up with good peat and Moss, with a little fibrous

loam or leaf-mould for the strongest plants.

Lirge lumps of charcoal and ballist must be put
HI at intervals, to ensure a swett and open root-

run, and there is no need to elevate the plants

Oncidium monachicum.—This is one of the

scandent-flowered section, and somewhat in the

way of 0. serratum. The sepals are deep chest-

nut-brown, the upper one incurved, frilled at the

edge with a narrow yellow margin, the petals—
reddish-brown — having a similar edge. The front

part of the lip is brown, the crest pale yellow. It

is a native of New (Jrenada, and may be grown
' in fairly large pots in the cool house. The roots
' often starting above the compost line may be
' covered with a little Moss to prevent their being

eaten by in ects, as this is very weakening to the

plants.

Odontoglossum nsevium majus. — Flowers
of this pretty plant come from a correspondent.

They are from an ordinary form, not larger than

usual, but not less beautiful on this account.

The habit is dwarf, the flowers white, with spots

of deep crimson-purple. Being found at an alti-

tude of some 800IJ feet in New (irenada, 0.

na'vium naturally requires a cool, shady, moist
temperature in summer, and the mre air

blowing about among the foliage the better.

During winter keep the plants well up to the

light, and never allow the roots to become really

dry.
Odontoglossum sceptrum.—The tall stout

spikes of tills Orchid are quite distinct from those

of O. luteo-purpureum, though whether its place

is as a variety of that species or not is a moot
point. As a rule the flowers occur further apart

on the spikes, the sepals and petals being also

shorter, so that it has not quite such a full effect.

But good forms of it make a flne show, and the

plants are so free thai it is worth a place in any
collection. It must be kept in the cool house all

the year round, well watered at the root in

summer and given enough to keep the pseudo-

bulbs from shrivelling in winter.

Brassia verrucosa.—I noted a large, well-

flowered plant of this singular Orchid this week,
and when, as in this case, the plant is seen at its

best there are few more beautiful. The spikes, at

first erect, gradually arch over, and the long seg-

ments of the flowers give it a very graceful

appearance quite apart from the quaint colouring

of the individual flowers. It is of easy culture,

thriving well in pots of peat fibre and Moss, and
when the plants are well rooted a free water
supply is essential. It is a native of (iuatemala

and Jiexico, and was introduced about 1,S3S. There

are .several varieties, differing principally from the

type in size.

—

H.

Laelia elegans.—There are few more useful

or beautiful garden Orchids than this, and it is as

easily grown as any in the genus. The sepals and
petals are rather narrow, pale rose in the type,

but in the different varieties ranging from pure

white to deep crimson-rose or purjile. The li|) is

blotiched with deep crimson. It is usually sup-

posed to be a natural hybrid between L. pur-

purata and Cattleya guttata or C. intermedia,

and produces its flowers at various times of the
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year. Some are now and have been for several

weeks very attractive, and the display—where
plenty of plants is grown—may be kept up until

quite late in the autumn.

Ccelogyne asperata.—This handsome and
free-flowering species should be much more
grown. It has large pseudo-bulbs and spikes
over a foot in length, the individual flowers
being nearly 3 inches across. The sepals and
petals are yellowish or white, the lip streaked
with reddish brown. It likes plenty of heat and
moisture, and, owing to its size, may be given
fairly large baskets and a rough, open compost.
No drying off is necessary, only a graduated sup-
ply to meet the demands of the plant at its various
seasons. It is a native of Borneo, and was first

introduced in quantity in 1849.

L^LIA SUPERBIENS.
As " H. J. C." and myself are now agreed
respecting the amount of shade necessary for this

Orchid, and I have never advised more or less,

this may now, I should say, be dropped. But
when he says that "any man having the least

consideration for his plants would never put
shading on them unless there was some sign of

the sun damaging the foliage," he is, I venture to

think, a little wide of the mark. I can assure
him I have often shaded Orchids when I knew
that the sun would not have harmed the foliage

for another half-hour or perhaps longer, but
would have so raised the temperature as to have
made it difficult to have kept it right afterwards.
Again, plants in flower often need shading liefore

there is the least fear of injury to the ifoliage.

With regard to my oft-repeated advice on houses
for Vandas and other large-growing Orchids, I

must, with all due respect to the experience of
" H. .J. C." at Messrs. Veitch's, adhere to my
previous statement. To instance such houses as

that at Chelsea is quite foreign to the point, as
probably there are not half-a-dozen such houses
devoted to Orchids in the country. I do not for

one moment suppose that " H. J. C." or anyone
else reading my note would have taken me as
referring to such structures. A house of the
dimensions given, viz., 18 feet wide and 12 feet

high, I should consider excellent for Vandas, even
had I not seen the very fine plants grown therein
by " H. .1. C." There is no need for cavilling or
going to extremes, and I will not reiterate what
everyone who has had experience with these
lovely Orchids must know to be true, but I have
had to grow Vandas of various species in a house
10 feet wide and furnished with side stages where
almost before the sun reached the house the
blinds had to be dropped. No one can say that
such houses are the best for large-growing
Orchids of any kind, though they are excellent
for small-growing species generally. If "H. J. C.

"

will bring forward evidence to prove me wrong
here I shall have great pleasure in perusing it,

but his arguments on p. 408 are not convincing.
H, R.

worth growing for the sake of its pretty leaves,

with their varied tracings of colour.

As a carpet plant to Lilies it would be found
suitable, and in many other pretty ways it

could be grown, associated with flowers of

taller growth. Its popular name is very appro-

priate, as a gri)up of it seen from a short dis-

tance is strikingly suggestive of a mass of foam.

It should be divided every second year, us it

appears at its best during the second season of

growth in one spot. A good way would be to

plant a new group every year, and this may be
done at any moist time after it lias ceased

flowering.

Flower Garden.

THE FOAM FLOWER.
(tiarella ooedifolia.)

This lovely (lower (here illustrated) will grow
and bloom freely anywhere, but in jjartial or
entire shade in a cool, moist soil it ai)pears at
its best, and is a lovely object for a month or
six weeks in early summer. It runs so freely
that there is not the slightest difticulty in ex-
tending the group, and though it makes a dense
mass of bloom, the eflect is singularly light and
graceful. The short-tailed field mice seem
specially fond of it, and on more than one
occasion they entirely spoilt a large group,
absolutely eating up every flower-sjiike that
some of tlie plants produced. It is almost

TUFTED PANSIES—PROSPECTS OF
THE SEASON.

In many respects the plants do not look so well

as they did a month or six weeks since. At
that time they were very promising, and one
looked forward with considerable interest to

the flowering just then commencing. Plants

The Foam Flower (Tiarella cordifolia).

put out in the autumn were fast developing
buds on the healthy growths. The latter

part of April saw these flowering freely and
presenting quite a bright display, and a very
welcome one thus early in the season. A
check, however, has since been experienced, the

cold winds prevailing during the past three

weeks seem to have kept the plants at a

standstill, and not only is this the case, but
there are many instances in which the plants

appear to be in a very unhappy plight. A
mulching of some old horse manure, this

ha\'ing been passed through a coarse sieve,

has applied to some beds with good results.

Such treatment is undoubtedly beneficial to the
plants during the prevalence of dry and cold

winds, keeping the roots somewhat nuiist and
aflbrding protection to the young growths just

breaking through the soil.

The present season and the trying weather of

late have convinced me of the great advantage
of autumn planting, and have given prominence
to those sorts possessing a good constitution. It is

interesting to note the results from plants which
were propagated during August last and placed

in their flowering (juarters during October.

The freer-growing sorts have come out of

the ordeal splendidly in comparison with the
dwarf and compact sorts. With me the beauti-

fully tufted sorts, such as Florizel, Blue Gown,
Rosea pallida. Princess Louise, Christiana, and
Blush Queen, each recognised as typical sorts

for the hardy flower garden, just now are far

behind those sorts first alluded to. This must
not lead others to suppose that varieties of the
kind named above have not advantages, later,

which the others do not very often possess.

For an early display there is no doubt an ad-

vantage in growing the freer-growing varieties,

those less free in the style of their growth car-

peting the beds and borders with their crawling-

like growths a few weeks later, and flowering

continuously through the summer and early

autumn.

Spring planting this sea.son has not been so

satisfactory as one would have wished. The
mild weather of last winter kept the plants

steadily growing as the days began to lengthen,

and although these were carefully

hardened oft' previous to planting out,

and afterwards even looked like out-

stripping those planted in the autumn,
at the present time they will not
compare with the latter. Several
beds which are devoted to trials of

new and old sorts, these grown
together for comparison, have been
provided with a little protection in

the form of 6- inch boards, so as to

break the force of the strong winds
to which ray garden is exposed and
give the plants more normal con-
ditions to grow under. Rarely have
Tufted Pansies been subjected to

such trying weather so late in the

spring, or I may now say early

summer. This experience we might
exjiect during March, but at the
present time more genial conditions

usually prevail.

I must not omit to mention the
names of varietips which are doing
well and worthy of notice by those
who are interested in this useful

hardy flower. Foremost is Pembroke,
a lovely rayless rich yellow, with
large and almost circular flowers,

sweetly scented, and with a splendid
constitution. Mrs. C. F. Gordon is

a flower very much like the Countess
of Kintore, but of better form and

with a much better habit than that variety.

Devonshire Cream is also looking well, its pretty
oval rayless flowers of rich cream standing out
prettily above its beautiful green foliage. Isa

Fergusson is a free-growing sort, but rather tall,

with large purple-violet blossoms. Endymion
has immense primrose flowers on plants with
a capital constitution, but at the moment
the flowers do not seem to stand out
from the plant so distinctly as they should

;

no doubt this will be better later. Cottage
Maid, another fancy flower, with alternate

purple-violet and whitish lavender markings,
is very pretty and free - flowering. Lord
Salisbury, an immense primrose flower, with

very dark and heavy rays running from the

centre, is a vigorous sort, but a trifle too coarse

at this time. It is better, however, during the

summer months.
The foregoing are only a few of the best soi'ts

in my garden, but there arc manj' others just

waiting for warmer weather to produce a very

fine ilisplay. The miniature sorts, of which
Violcita is the parent, are very late, only one

charming little novelty named Tom Thumb, a
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deep yellow with rays, being now in bloom.

This will make a very pretty plant for the rock

garden. D- B. Cr-INE.

Mighrjate.

NARCISSI AT VALLEYFIELD, PENICUICK.

Valleyfiei.d, the residence of Mr. A. Cowan, is

a charming nook in the valley of the Esk. It is

not a large place, but every inch of it is utilised

to the best advantage. Unfortunately, I was a

fortnight too late for the cream of the Daffodils,

though many good ones were still to the fore,

and the foliage of others revealed how fine and

perfect the flowers must have been. As most of

the garden proper is flat and almost level in the

trough of the valley, and the sensible system is

adopted of growing the leading varieties in long

beds or borders by fifties or hundreds in masses,

one has exceptional opportunities of admiring

their beauty and noting their superior culti-

vation.

A few of the more notable varieties noticed

were Lady Somerset, Duchess of Westminster,

Leedsi, Flora Wilson, Snowflake, and Barri con-

spicuus, well earning its name. Among other

good sorts were Mabel Cowan, William Goldring,

Hogarth, Mme. Plemp, Weardile Perfection,

and Maurice Vilmorin. I was, however, more
anxious to hie away through the woods of

Valleyfield, furnished with Daffodils of many
sorts in broad masses, carpeted with Ivj',

and varied with Penzance and other Sweet
Briers, and flowering and other shrubs. Fortu-

nately, rabbits do not eat either the roots or

leaves of Dartbdils of any sort. This a model

site for the naturalisation of Daffodils and other

hardy bulbs and plants, the hanging hill offering

many advantages of shelter and shadow seldom
so perfectly secured on the flat.

Returning through the garden, we passed

through a pretty fernery and a greenhouse con-

taining some very fine plants of Indian Rhododen-
drons and Camellias in large pots and tubs. The
plants were in the most promising condition, and
must have yielded enormous masses of bloom.

Three vineries in succession were in excellent

health and showing good crops. The kitchen

garden was a model of cropping and cleanliness,

showing that while Daffodils were a decided first

all over the place, they did not prevent other

things being well done. Next to hardy bulbs
come hardy herbaceous and other plants at Peni-

cuick. Such masses of Paonies, Delphiniums, Pyre-

thrums, c&o., are seldom met with. Fruit trees

on walls and trees in the open were whitened over
with bloom, though a good many fruits, including

such fine Pears as Marie Louise and Williams'
Bon Chretien, seldom have autumn sun enough to

ripen them perfectly. D. T. F.

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

STANDARD PEACHES AND NECTA-
RINES.

As far as quantity of fruit from a house is con-

cerned, there is no doubt that more can be
obtained by planting low standard trees. With
trees trained either on the roof or across a

house on trellises there is a large amount of

fruiting space exposed to the light, but there is

not the equal distribution of light that obtains
when open trees are planted at proper distances

and kept thin. They have, moreover, a very
pretty eflfect when in flower compared with
those on a trellis, or the curved arrangement
often used in lean-to houses out of considera-
tion to trees on the back wall. For the recep-

tion of the trees the border will be made on
exactly similar lines as for trained trees, and
will be placed wliere most convenient, accord-

ing to the shape and height of the house. The
trees are best obtained small, before the leaves

have fallen, and encouraged to do all they will

the first season. This is preferable to buying

larger trees, that will have to be cut in hard.

Di.sbudding the first season needs a lot of care,

and should begin always with the strongest

shoots, wherever they are placed. It is more
important to get a regular and even break

all over the tree than at first sight appears,

for shoots that are unduly strong one season

will throw strong, sappy shoots the next, while

weak shoots perhaps at the base of the tree do

not hold their own the first season, and gradu-

ally become weaker. The simple stopping at

about the fourth or fifth leaf has a wonderfully

steadying effect upon a very vigorous shoot,

and is also the means of diverting a little of the

energy to the weak ones. The oft- repeated

advice to begin at the top of a tree with dis-

budding and later to take the bottom is sound

enough, but in some cases it is followed too

literally, with the result that the freely thinned

shoots at the top grow even more vigorously

than before, while the lower shoots that are

supposed to be benefited are, as a matter fact, left

in a crowded condition, each striving ag linst its

neighbour. Disbudding, in fact, is one of those

operations that cannot easily be explained in

writing, and an hour's object lesson on a young
tree is better than a page of written informa-

tion. I do not wish to be understood as advis-

ing wholesale removal of shoots at one time,

but simply to point out that disbudding at the

top and leaving the shoots thick below .some-

times defeat the end in view. After this class

of tree reaches a certain stage there is not much
[iruning required, as the trees get into a habit

of producing short, stubby shoots, not exactly

spurs, but wood that does not elongate to any

extent, and whorls of leaves instead of the long

shoots characteristic of fan-trained trees. Very
little trouble is necessary with these beyond the

cultural routine, and the prunings of quite a

large house may be carried away in a small

truck basket. If in the first place the perma-

nent trees are planted, say, (i feet apart each

way in diagonal lines, the intervening space in

which they are growing may profitably be taken

up by pot trees, this being better than planting

supernumeraries and disturbing the border

afterwards for their removal.

When they have filled their allotted space

these trees require a lot of feeding, if the most
is taken from them they are capable of produc-

ing. To keep putting soil on top of the border

without seeing any surface roots is wrong, and
instead of waiting until the .spring and then

top-dressing, it is a safe plan to pare the sur-

face in autumn lightly until roots are found,

and then firmly ram in a couple of inches of

sound loam and burnt refuse. When I first

practised this I was warned of bud-dropping
and other evils, but so far this has not happened,

and I am contident that it has a tendency
to help the young buds to swell if gone about

with proper caution and at the right time.

Trees with healthy feeding roots at or near the

surface seldom lose many buds, but if the upper
roots are starved by drought or by the surface

soil becoming so caked that air cannot pass

into it, then we may look out for the buds
shrivelling up instead of swelling properly.

This is one reason why I like the burnt garden

refuse, for it invariably contains a lot of sharp

gritty material that mechanically prevents the

souring of the loam or a pasty condition after

watering. It may be noted that these trees, al-

though further from the glass than others

trained on the wires, are, if anything, more
liable to scalding than the latter. Many more
fruit houses than formerly are provided with

means of shading, and it is undoubtedly a step

in the right direction, for the proper ripening

—

perhaps a better word would be developing—of

fruit-tree wood is not merely a (juestion of sun.

I

Indeed, there is no doubt that after days of wet,

unkindly weather, when the sun shines out
I brightly in autumn it would be a decided ad-

vantage to be able to break the force of its rays

a little. To use a blind as a means of saving

trouble in ventilation is obviously wrong, but

there are many occasions when blinds are use-

ful, especially in modern-built structures with

wide panes of glass. H. R.

VINES FAILING.

I ENCLOSE some Vine leaves, a bunch of Grapes,
and the top of a leading rod for your inspection.

The leaves enclosed are from some Vines in a late

vinery ; the sorts are Gros Maroc, Black Alicante,

Lady Downe's Seedling, and Gros Colman. The
house is a lean-to, 30 feet long by 12 feet wide ;

the border is inside. It is quite a new border.

The Vines have only been planted five years. This
spring I have used no fire-heat, neither have I

watered them. I have had the house full of

plants all the winter. I fancy the border has be-

come too wet by constantly watering the plants.

Nearly all the leaves are affected like the ones I

have sent.— S. P.

*,* When inside borders are covered with pot
plants, this necessitating much trampling and
watering, they are liable to become wet and im-

pervious to warm air, to the great disadvantage of

the Vines. This state of affairs may have been,

and doubtless was, contributory to the loss of so

much foliage, but was not the sole cause. Low
night temperatures, followed by a sudden and con-

siderable rise in the heat soon after the sun shines

on the house, are mainly responsible for the mis-

chief. The warm, moist air first condenses on
the cold leaves, and rapid evaporation ends in

their scalding badly. The points of shoots, young
leaves, and bunches commencing to develop may
all, and very frequently do, suffer from the same
causes, but not often to quite such an extent as

complained of by " S. P." I am afraid he will

not succeed in producing good crops this season. If

the bunches survive, the loss of the primary leaves

will seriously militate against their arriving at

perfection, secondary leaves or those formed on
sub-laterals rarely' doing good work. I should

advise topping the injured shoots, laying in new
growth to continue leaders or to provide a few
healthy, well-developed leaves as quickly as pos-

sible. The varieties of Grapes named may be

grown without the aid of fire-heat, but can only

be produced to perfection with the assistance of

artificial heat. The hot-water pipes ought to be
kept comfortably warm every night from the time

active Vine growth commences up to the middle
of June at least, and the fires ought to be
started whenever the weather becomes cold or dull

and damp during the following four or five months,
or till the bunches are all cut. Low night

temperatures frec[uently lead to the loss of shoots

and leaves, also to scalding of Lady Downe's,
Muscat, Madresfield Court, and other (irapes

during the stoning period, and to cracking and
also premature decay of ripe berries. A genial

warmth in the pipes prevents stagnation of air

and the leaves and berrries from becoming
excessively cold. Then if a httle top air is given in

the morning before a great rise in the temperature
has taken place, gradually opening the top venti-

lators wider as the sun gains in power, no sudden
changes will take place and no necessity for

admitting a rush of cold air occurs. Later on, or

during the flowering, stoning, and colouring

periods, a little warmth in the pipe^ renders it

possible to leave on a chink of top air all night

long without unduly lowering the temperature

—another safeguard against scalding and crack-

ing. I would advise " S. P." to clear his inside

border of pot plants and to lightly fork over or

loosen the surface. It [may not be so moist as

he imagines, and in any case a good watering

should be given, preferably with liquid manure,
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directly it is found a little on the dry side.

Follow this up with a mulching of strawy manure.
—W. I.

Strawberries and colour.—Some persons

admire a beautiful rich colour in forced Straw-
berries more than mere size. One of the best

Strawberries as regards colour and appearance is

La Grosse Sucree. This is a splendid fruit, and
of such a rich colour that it always commands a

ready sale. There are larger Strawberries, but

this one is not at all small, and, in my opinion, is

the most profitable variety next to Royal Sove-

reign that can be grown for forcing for private

use. To send long distances the fruits when fully

ripe are bruised much sooner than those of the

newer variety, but for daily gatherings at home it

is a splendid variety, cropping grandly, and forc-

ing freely very early in the season. As a paying
crop for sale alone La (Jrosse Sucree cannot com-
pare with Royal Sovereign.—S. H. B.

Nectarine Cardinal. — For forcing under
glass this new Nectarine promises well. Its earli-

ness alone is sufficient to make it a desirable

variety for growers who need early fruits. This
season Cardinal is the earliest of all Nectarines,

as trees started late in December had fruits fully

ripe in less than five months. For years I con-

sidered Lord Napier the best forcing Nectarine
we have, but liave been compelled to alter my
opinion, as Early Rivers and the newer Cardinal
beat it in point of earliness, though Lord Napier
cannot be beaten for general crop either under
glass or in the open. 1 am unable to write of the

merits of the newer variety for open walls, but .am

of opinion it is sent out as a forcing variety only,

and for that purpose it is specially good. After
testing the three kinds named side by side, I find

C-irdinal is some days in advance of Early Rivers,

a grand fruit for open walls. The older Lord
Napier will be quite a fortnight later than Early
Rivers.—G. W.

Thinning Cherries on walls.—This season
Cherries on walls promise grandly. As regards
the larger kinds there are far too many fruits,

and if all are left, the trees cannot perfect the
same and thinning will be needed. Some of the
best Cherries, such as Bigarreau Napoleon, Noir
de Guben, Emperor Francis, and Geant de
Hedelfinger, are so large, that thinning is a
necessity if the best fruits are needed, while
medium growers, such as Governor Wood and
Early Rivers, fruit so freely that thinning must
be done. Many are afraid to thin Cherries at
this date, as they fear dropping, which is often
caused by leaving all the fruits that set too long
on the trees, with the result that many drop. I

am in favour of thinning earlier than is often
practised, as anyone who studies the growth of

the tree may see at a glance what fruits will take
the lead and thin accordingly. It is impossible
for wall trees with restricted growth to finish all

the fruits that set, and unless thinning is done
early, at times they shed their fruits wholesale.
Feeding is equally important. The Cherry is im-
patient of drought, and no one will err in giving
liberal supplies of food and moisture before the
fruits begin to colour. In dry seasons a liberal

mulch should be given.— G. Wythes.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert.—Owing to

its keeping qualities, this is one of the best AppUs
to grow in quantity for the purpose of storing,
with the view of disposing of the produce in the
early spring months when Apples of English
growth are scarce. So firm does the flesh of this
variety remain, that it ranks next to Wellington
in keeping properties, while it surpasses it in

point of size and productiveness. The fruits are
also invariably clean and attractive in appearance,
the shape rendering them just the type of Apple
suited for market work. In cold localities the
fruits colour but slightly, but on warm soils they
assume a depth of colour which renders them very
handsome. Owing to the even contour of the
fruit, it is a sort which lends itself readily to
convenient packing. Like Warner's King and
many other jjopular market Apples, there is not

the slightest difficulty in obtaining good prices

for Prince Albert, provided grading and packing
have due attention. Another point in its favour

is that owing to its being a firm-fleshed kind it is

a good traveller, and can be sent any distance if

packed with ordinary care. As has already been
mentioned, the variety under consideration is

very productive, and it may be added that it is

also a constant bearer, and this season it seems
likely to prove no exception to the rule. With
regard to growth it is both healthy and hardy,

but I have had no experience of it when the tree

is grown in standard form, but should imagine
that the branches would be too weak to support

the great weight of fruit which this sort is capable

of producing. As a bush tree I can confidently

recommend it. Cultivated in this form, with a

distance of from 9 feet to 12 feet between each

ages the surface-roots to come away freely into

the plunging material. The plants, if in beds
or pots, can be fed more easily if the roots are

allowed to run on the surface. It is not abso-

lutely necessary to plunge the pots, but it is

best to do so, as it saves labour in watering. If

not jjlunged I would advise 10- inch pots, which
should not be quite tilled at planting to allow

of top-dressing later. The space between the

plants will in a great measure regulate the

number of fruits to be carried. At 15 inches

apart I liave got three fruits from medium-sized
kinds and two from larger ones. For the

earliest supply I do not think it wise to fruit

such plants too heavily. Plants grown thus
finish at one time, so that the house may be
leared for other things, or the temperature

tree, an immense quantity of fruit could then be
.^^y j^^ lowered so that the fruits will" keep if

grown on a given area, and, to my m'nd, bush I

j^ggjgj_ Melons grown thus are not wanting
trees would be the best to select for forming _a, .^ ^^ ,^^ ^^^ moisture at the roots can be
plantation of this particular variety with. If

planted at the above-mentioned distance and the

trees allowed to grow away— if not altogether un-

restrained, certainly to curtail them no more than
is absolutely necessary to prevent them encroach-

ing on each other—I fancy the results would prove

eminently satisfactory.—A. W.

lessened at the right moment, which one can-

not always manage in borders or with more root

space. C)bjecti(jn may be raised to the number
of plants needed, but this is soon met, as,

unless the varieties be new or scarce, Melon
seeds are plentiful enough in most gardens after

a crop is once grown. I would advise growing
only one or two kinds the grower has a par-

tiality for, and if the plants are wanted for

seed, of course only one kind must be grown.

G. Wythes.

MELONS GROWN AS CORDONS.
I HAVE found cordon-grown Melons useful for

small pits or houises where roof space is limited,

and specially good for early and late crops, as

tlie fruits are secured on the first break. My
first attempt at this mode of training was many
years ago. I had a new span-roofed house of i

In this neighbourhood Pears have set remark-

large dimensions which I wanted for Chrysan- ably well, and although rather premature to

themums in the autumn, and having only a pronounce a decided opinion in the matter, ap-

liinited time, I worked up a .stock of plants '
pearances certainly point to the fact that the

some 200 in number. Fearing that by turning
I

crop will in all_probability be more than an

THE PEAR CROP.

out such large plants—they being in 7-inch

pots— I should lose a little time, I plunged

them in il inches of soil just as they were and
at a distance of 15 inches between the plants.

I was surprised to note how quickly they

fruited and also the fine fruits the plants bore.

Grown thus, I allowed a little longer growth
before stopping than usual, as, having a fair

amount of roof space, it was my aim to get the

fruit at the upper portion of the house, as here

more light was obtained. Since then I have

grown cordon Melons in low pits, stopping the

plants at 18 inches from the soil and getting

equally good results. It is essential to secure

the first fruits that show on the laterals,

as the roots being restricted, the plants do

not make a second growth freely. Melons
in a rich root-run frequently run too much to

wood and the fruits are none too plentiful.

The cordon mode of culture checks gross

growth and there is no need to use pots, as

these add to labour, provided a narrow border

can be given. One season I used old window
boxes 8 inches deep and 12 inches wide. A
hard and fast rule as regards root space is not

needed. Of course, with Melons grown thus

feeding is a necessity, but it is surprising what

good fruits may be grown in a limited space.

One year I used C-inch pots, but only took one

fruit from each plant. I plunged the pots

10 inches apart in a bed of cocoa fibre.

Grown thus the plants make a short, sturdy

growth and the fruit sets freely, while the

lower laterals that form are not allowed

to grow away after the fir.st stopping. If

necessary, the fruiting ones may overlap each

other, as they can be trained so that there is

room for the fruits to develop. By judicious

training there will be no crowding, and stop-

ping will take much less time than with plants

given more space. I have found it advisable to

plunge the pots over the rims, as this encour-

average one. The trees are freer than usual

from insect pests, and with but few exceptions

they are very healthy and fully clothed with

well developed foliage. The amount of blossom

borne by the trees was very heavy, and both the

dessert and perry kinds vied with each other in

assisting, with the help of Plums, Damsons, and
Cherries, in converting the whole country-side

for the time being into one vast floral display.

Although frost occurred on several occasions, the

embryo fruits were not damaged in the least,

and the result is as has already already been
stated. The surface soil, it must be mentioned,

was in a very dry condition throughout the

flowering period, and this fact would exert a

great deal of influence in neutralising the harm-
ful eft'ects of frost. Unless the unforeseen

should occur in the shape of very severe frosts,

the crop may now be considered as being quite

safe, but such a visitation is hardly likely to

take place at such an advanced date. From ob-

servations extending over a period of many
years, it is but seldom that we experience frost

here after the middle of May. In the low-

lying ground in the valley and contiguous to

the river frost has before now occasioned loss

in the orchards and gardens after that time. Its

eti'ects have, however, not been felt on the

slopes of the hills or on land situated above the

fog line, and we always feel secure after the

time named in consequence.

Owing to the scanty rainfall throughout the

winter months, wall trees were in danger of

becoming too dry at the roots at the time they

commenced to blossom. Water was, however,

withheld until the falling of the petals betokened

that the time had arrived when it could be given

with impunity. Then it was applied in liberal

(luantities after the surface had been dusted

with a quick-acting stimulant, and the border

was mulched as s-oon as possible afterwards.

The water was, I feel convinced, applied just
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in time, fur the fruit commenced to swell off at

once, but had it been withheld, many a tree

would, I am afraid, have cast the majority if not

the whole of its fruits. Fortunately, the neces-

sity for applying water by artificial methods has

not since then arisen, as the copious rains which

have fallen within the past three weeks have set

tliis matter at rest for some little time to come.

The mulch mentioned will prove of immense

benefit in conserving moisture, also enticing the

roots to the surface, where they can be fed as

occasion may demand. The trees in the open

did not feel the eftects of the winter drought to

any apprecial)le extent, and the rainfall has

])laced them beyond all risk of danger arising

from over-dryness at the roots. The crops on

these trees compare most favourably with those

on the wall and matters are about equal as

regards quantity. Some sorts have set very

many more fruits than they can eventually

mature without unduly distressing the trees,

and these will of course have to be t)iinned.

This must perforce be deferred for the present,

or until the fruits have developed sutHciently to

distinguish those whicli seem to be the most
likely to swell to maturity. It is a mi.stake to

thin Pears too early, as some sorts when tliey

have apparently set a heavy crop have a bad

habit of casting their fruits in a most annoying
manner when swelling off. Therefore, it is

always best to wait until they have passed this

stage, or .say the end of May, when it can then

be done with safety.

Fruits of old and well-proved favourite kinds

promise to be plentiful. Of tliese C'olmar

d'Ete, \Villiam.s' Bon Chretien, Souvenir du
Congres, Jersey Gratioli, Beurr6 d'Amanlis,

Beurre Superfin and Marie Louise may be

mentioned. INIany others might be named, but
the above will suihce, as the object in penning
this note is more to record the satisfactory con-

dition of the Pear crop as a whole than to give

a detailed list of sorts in bearing. It is also

pleasing to note that many of the newer intro-

ductions are fruiting. The ripening of tlie

fruits of these will be interesting, as some are

undergoing their third year's trial, others the
second year's trial, while a few are bearing for

the first time. A. \V.

St(,l;e Edith, Hereford.

WOODLICE AND WIREWORM AMOXti
CUCUMBERS.

At this season failures with Cucumbers in pits

and frames are frecjuent. In many cases the mis-
chief is done before the cultivator is aware of it,

with the result that the crop is lost and much
time wasted. In some cases woodlice are not always
at fault ; wireworra is equally injurious. For
years I was troubled with wireworm when I grew
the plants in turf stacked and cut from old pasture
land, as the wireworm was carted in wholesale,
.ind when placed in heat soon became active.

The plants attain a fair size before the woodlice
become numerous, and if not noticed they begin
their ravages upon the plants just below the soil,

completely destroying the bark or skin all round
the stem. The plants suddenly collapse after a
hot day or when fairly covered with fruits. Unfor-
tunately, there is no remedy with plants so badly
injured, as once they flag badly they cannot be
got into condition, as the sap ceases to flow up
the stem. The wireworm eats the tender roots
and is more ditticult to combat than wood-
lice. The best remedy I have found is to see
that the soil is clear of them when placed indoors.
I use the second s|)it, as it is an easy matter to
add food to make it ricsh enough. I use bone-meal
freely during the fruiting stages, and if the soil

is at all heavy, a liberal proportion of old mortar
passed through a coarse sieve. To prevent attacks
from woodlice is mora difficult, as these pests

have their hiding-places out of reach and come
forth at night. I have seen a crop of Melons
destroyed in two nights. To prevent these

attacks I bare the stem and place round it pow-
dered charcoal, and over this a band of cotton-

wool soaked in petroleum ; they will then leave the

plants and attack the young fruits. The old

plan of trapping is also good—that is, hollowing

out some large Potatoes or Turnips and placing

on the soil, the hollow portion downwards.
Small pots lightly tilled with hay make good
traps, emptying these into hot water. In this

way their numbers will soon be reduced.
S. M.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Plum The Czar.—This, like Eirly Prolific,

has set heavy crops of fruit this season and
promises to be quite as plentiful as the variety

just alluded to. Fortunately, it is a sort that

ripens early, following, as it does, close on the

heels of Prolific ; consequently the fruit can be,

and is generally, disposed of before a glut in the

market is likely to occur. The Czar Plum is held

in high estimation by market growers, and
rightly so too, as it is both hardy and prolific,

the fruit travels well, and good prices are in-

variably realised for the produce. It is also a

good kind to grow in private gardens either as a

bush, as a trained tree against a wall, or as a

cordon, it being equally prolific grown in either

method.—A. \V.

The blossoming' of Strawberries.—Straw-
berry plants without exception are showing a

great wealth of blossom, and so far the crop
seems likely to ccjual in yield that of last year.

The flowers on Royal Sovereign were the first to

open, and were followedclosely by thoseof Leader,

Veitch's Perfection, Monarch, Sir J. Paxton,

Cambrian Prince, &c. Oxonian has not yet begun
to flower. The plants are all furnished with

plenty of bold, healthy-looking foliage. Royal
Sovereign, if anything, having made more growth
than usual. Recent rains have done the plants an
infinite amount of good, and the mulch of stable

litter having been placed between the rows some
time previously, this is now in a clean, sweet con-

dition for the fruits to lie upon.—A. W.

Kitchen Garden.

NOTES ON TOMATOES.
.Si) accommodating is the Tomato and so useful

that many and \arious places in gardens can be
planted with every prospect of success. Where
warm sunny walls are devoted to Peaches and
other fruits there are often small stations where
a few plants may be put in, such, for instance,

as where a large old tree has been replaced by
a younger one, or under riders. The great

advantage in planting Tomatoes is tliat they
harbour few insects likely to Iiarm the perma-
nent occupants of the wall, and the plants may
be stojjped at any given point where they are

likely to interfere with them. It has been .said

that if Tomatoes are planted about a vinery,

wasps will not enter it, but though this is going
too far, there is no doubt these voracious insects

dislike the smell of Tomato foliage, and a few
leaves or parts of leaves freshly cut keep them
at a distance for a time. I always pot up plenty
of jjlants and treat them as well as circum-
stances will allow until there are places ready
for them, and just now I have plants in '.t-inch

pots ready to take the place of May (.^(ueen Peas
that have been gathered from a cool Peach
house. In newly-planted vineries they may
be set out between young Vines or kept in the
body of the house in large pots or boxes, the

fruit being often earlier from such plants than
that from the house devoted to this crop alone.

In the open garden here Tomatoes are not worth
growing, but, as noted, on warm walls, they give

a splendid return for the very little trouble
necessary when they are once planted. It

may not be the best practice, but I

always let my plants for outdoor culture

get I'ather more pot-bound before setting out
than those for indoors, and if possible allow
them to set a bunch of fruit. Under glass the
plants are in one's hands, so to speak, and it is

a simple matter to get the first bunch of fruit

set, say, at 10 inches to 13 inches from the
soil, according to the variety. ( )utside, al-

though they may be covered from cold winds,
they are not so easily managed, and warm,
showery weather, .so kind to many crops, is

often fatal to a good set of outdoor Tomatoes.
I like to see them flag a little under a hot .lune

sun soon after being planted ; they will make
headway fast enough when once they become
esfcvblished. Plant in rather poor soil, adding
only a little burnt refuse to the usual kitchen
garden soil. Where this is heavy or cold

naturally, keep the plants well up, even if a few
of the upper roots are bared. They will take
no harm for a while, and may be covered later

on when feeding becomes necessary. Ram the
soil firmly about the roots, and give the plants
time to settle before tying or nailing up. Rub
out the lateral shoots as they appear, keeping
strictly to the single stem, and let no shoots

get up from the base. At first make no attempt
at cutting the foliage ; the fruit is none the
worse for a little shade wiiile swelling, but
later on, before it begins to turn colour, tie the

foliage back where po.ssible, and where this cannot
be done reduce it a little by cutting oft' first the
tips, next time going a little farther back. A
mulch of good farmyard manure may be laid on
in July, and w hen a good crop of fruit is set feed

the plants rather liberally. Stopping the plants
when suthcient fruit is formed is not always
best, especially sliould the autumn prove wet.

Raisins' Marrow plants outdoors.—The
rule at Hatfield in relation to the raising of

Marrow plants is not to sow indoors and grow on
in pots, as is the customary method, but to throw
out a broad trench in one of the kitchen gartlen
quarters, fill it full of manure that has been once
or twice turned, tread it well down, and cover
with several inches of soiL Seeds are then sown
in thin clumps, some o feet apart, and over them
hand-lights are placed. Germination is quick,
and under the hand-lights growth is rapid, so
that the plants, being undisturbed, receive no
check and soon c;over the soil. As they spread, a
top-dressing of other soil and short manure is

given. The clumps are thinned down to about
three plants to each. The plan is an excellent one
in all cases, as it saves much trouble. It is very
e.asy, too, in that way to have the plants up early
if desired. -I).

Round Potatoes.—So many long or kidney-
shiped Potatoes generallj', coming frjm Magnum
Bonum, have been put into commerce, that we
naturally welcome any of distinctly round form,
tliat have excellent qualities. Of comparatively
recent introduction, S3on House Proli ::c is excel-

lent, and still more recent are the Scottish Chal-
lenge and The Crofter. These three have fine,

handsome, llattish round tubers, that are so much
alike generally it would be difficult to separate
them, but, like so many that have closely re-

sembling tubers, they have diverse tops. All
three may be regarded as %aluable additions to

the true round type. Probably the most popular
true round in cultivation so far is Windsor Castle.

Satisfaction is a remarkable cropping variety,

commonly termed round, but the tubers too much
belong to that indefinite section that is neither

round nor kidney. A few other homi Jidi white
rounds are White Perfection, Goldfinder, School-
master, Abundance, Snowball, London Hero, and
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Renown, so that there is ample room for selection

from varieties that are really round and admit
of no question. Of coloured rounds, none excel

Reading R.asset, King of the Russets, The Dean,
Lord Tennyson, Conference, and Purple Perfec-

tion, all being of the desired shape. A very

special recommendation of true rounds is that

they do not grow out or elongate in the same
way that the kidney forms are apt to do when
second growth takes place, after a check has been

given by heat and drought. The tubers then, as

a rule, when rain comes swell all over, whilst the

long ones become most unshapely. We shall see

this season how the new Scotch varieties behave
in the south of England.—A. D.

Japanese Mushrooms. — Mr. Robert P.

Porter, who has been conducting investigations

into the industries of Japan, states that one of

the most interesting studies in that country is the

growing of Mushrooms in the Shikoku Island,

where most of the camphor is produced. This is

an important article of export, mostly to China,
and during the year 1895, the last year for which
the returns are available, the quantity of Mush-
rooms exported from Japan to all countries

amounted to 1,780.597 pounds. Of the numerous
species of edible Mushrooms, the one called Shu-
take is the most important, being abundantly
exported abroad and also used for many cooking
purposes at home. Logs which are used for cul-

ti\ating this Mushroom are various species of

Oak. The principal districts where this Mush-
room is produced are the provinces forming Shi-

koku, Kiushiu, Wakayama, and Shioz.uka pre-

fectures. Oak trees twenty-five to thirtj'-three

years old are felled in the autumn, and incisions

made with axes at intervals of 3 inches or 4 inches,

the incisions generally reaching the woody layer.

The trees are then cut into logs of 4 feet or 5 feet

in length and left in dark, secluded parts of the

forest. After the third year Mushrooms make
their appearance in the incised portions. When
the growth lessens they are replaced by new logs.

The Mushroom grows at each season of the year,

winter, spring, summer and autumn, but the

growth in winter and spring is the result of arti-

ficial stimulus. The logs are steeped in water for

a number of hours, according to the dryness of

locality, and then struck with pommels or axes to

prepare the beds for facilitating the growth of the

Mushrooms. The autumn crop is the most abun-
dant. After being collected, the Mushrooms are

dried either in the sun or by artificial heat.

—

Joni-. Sor. Artt (Sci. A.).

Thinning Potato stems. — Could every

Potato tuber that is planted be first sprouted,

then disbudded to one or two shoots at the most,

a good deal of gain would result. We find the

advantage of this method when planting for early

crops or for the production of fine even tubers for

exhibition. With late or main crops the plan is

not always practicable. But it is possible to

materially thin the shoots, which as a rule break
up far too plentifully from tubers, that have not
been disbudded, as commonly five, six, or seven
such growths will come up in a cluster. These,
where labour can be spared, will be all the better

if thinned by pulling the weakest ones out,

although the operation must be conducted with
great care. Apart from benefitting the plants

bj' thinning, and also improving the average
character of the tuber crop, thera is gain in doing
so before the customary moulding up is performed,

as otherwise the soil compresses the stems together

into one solid cluster, leafage is crowded and
often much covered with soil. That should be
so far as possible invariably avoided. Moulding
up is not always intelligently done, and leaves

and stems often suffer injury. If the plants be
rather tall before earth ij drawn to the stems,

there is danger if hoes be used for the work that the

leaves will get much bruised. If done whilst the

plants are dwarf, the'r leaves and stems may be
too deeply buried. No doubt moulding is best

done with short, flattened forks, a long rod being
used to lift the leafage before the soil is placed

against the rows of plants. But to enable that

form of earthing to be conducted the rows should

be from 3U inches to 36 inches apart at least, and
if the soil be good and fine tubers are desired, the
width between the rows is not at all excessive.

Leafage fully exposed to the light and air is the

stouter and healthier and the more effectively

manufactures starch in the tubers.—A. T>.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE LION'S-TAIL.

(leonotis.)

Of the Leonotises, L. Leonurus (the Lion's-tail)

is the best-known variety, throwing up spikes of

bright red flowers during the summer. In the

south-west of England it blooms profusely, but

being a denizen of the Cape of Good Hope it

succeeds but indifferently in the open air under

cultural Society's meeting on May 10 by Messrs.
Balchin, of Hassocks. The pure clear air of the
Southdowns with their proximity to the sea
seems conducive to richness of colouring in the
case of plants grown within its influence, and this

applies not only to flowers but to foliage as well,

both outdoors and under glass. Browallia elata
is most satisfactory when treated as an annual,
and it may be had in bloom almost throughout
the year if sown at different times. By some it is

valued for its winter-blooming qualities, and for

this purpose the seed is usually sown about July,
and when large enough to handle the young
plants are potted three around the edge of a small
pot and shifted on as they require it.—H. P.

ARUM LILIES.

UNroRTiTNATELY, I had not paid much attention
to the discussion of this question until I noticed
a statement by " 8. W. F." in a recent number

that the testimony of your correspondents
has been in the ratio of eight to two in

favour of pot culture. If sucli is the pro-

portion, no one can wonder that " S. W. F.'.s''

conclusion is that for market work pot

culture is preferable. A good deal, how-
ever, depends upon where the pots are

during their period of rest and their initial

stages of growth. Not a few cultivators

seem to mix up the pot culture of the

Arum Lily in such a way as if it were
synonymous with growing the plant under
glass all the year round. The latter, how-
ever, is but seldom done. Arum Lilies are

generally rested and started into growth in

the open air or in cool pits— structures

oi|uivalent to the open air; and hence it

nuikes less difference to the plant than many
assume whether these preliminary proceed-

ings take place in pots or out of pots.

When growing Arum Lilies largely I gladly

.idopted planting out as a labour-saving ex-

pedient and a strengthening agency of great

force and value. By planting out Arum Lilies

in shallow trenches prepared as for Celery,

I was always sure of successive batches of

line- foliaged, free - flowering Arum Lilies

from December to May. I potted up
through August, September, and finished

the last week in October. About a week

/ °^^&'''>^SiS^' H ^PK^'^"^-
~"

'j'^fore potting, a spade was carefully passed

C'"^ J^h^iwr" i! fm \ round the Arum Lilies, slightly disturbing

and loosening the ball. The plants were
then lifted, the soil and roots slightly re-

duced if needful, and potted into 8-inch

or 10-inch pots, using good loam with a

da.sh of leaf-mould or sweet, mellow hotbed
manure. Firm rather than very solid pot-

ting was practised, so as not to bruise the

fleshy roots of the plants. The Arum Lilies

less favoured climatic conditions than are ex-
1 were placed under glass and flooded home.

perienced in the moist atmosphere of the shores This mostly sufliced to prevent the plants or

along which the slow tide " " /-. u-
..

Tne Liun'i-tail {LeoiioUs Leonunn).

of the warm Gulf

Stream flows. Where, however, it will not

thrive in the open, it will be found valuable if

grown in pots for the greenhouse. Where it

flourishes in the garden no association is better

fitted for it than that of the finer foliaged plants,

which, with their grace of outline, show oft" its

charms to the best advantage. L. Leonurus is

easily raised from cuttings in heat during the

early spring. S. W. F.

Browallia elata.—The Peruvian Forget me-

not has been in cultivation over 100 years, and in

some gardens it is regarded as a very useful sub-

ject for the embellishment of the greenhouse or

conservatory at different periods of the year, the

pretty blue blossoms supplying a tint but little

represented among indoor plants. Some lovely

examples of it were shown at the Royal Horti-

flower-buds from wilting or flagging in the

least. But if they showed the slightest sign of

flagging, the latter was prevented by overhead

syringing once or twice a day. Shading, too,

was sometimes needed to neutralise a sudden

outburst of October sunshine. But as soon as

the roots got a grip of the new soil, the more

light and air given the plants the better. Of

course, the advocates of pot culture all the year

round will say that potting up the plants from

the open ground or prepared trenches checked

them. I freely admit it, and add that the

slight check did the Arum Lilies good. It acted

as a powerful stimulus to the roots U) grip at

once the fresh soil and whipped up the early

blooms to open sooner than they would have

done had the roots not been disturbed, and also

ensured a longer, finer succession of flowers
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than by growing them in pots all the year
round. D. T. F.

Cocos Weddelliana.—This is perhaps the
most graceful Palm in existence wlien in a small
f'tate, and as such is extremely popular. Few,
however, have any idea of how charming it is in

large plants 4 feet or 5 feet high, its graceful
leaves hanging in all directions feathering the
pot and leaving no bare stem. Such plants for
furnishing in large halls may be stood singly, and
have a unique effect. They have the additional
advantage of remaining in good condition under
congenial surroundings much longer than smaller
plants of the same species.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETYS
TEMPLE SHOW.
May 2.5, 26, 27.

The general opinion of all who should be able
to form a correct opinion was that tlie ((uality
of the exhibits was fully maintained this year,
if not in some instances improved upon. Cer-
tainly there has been a marked improvement in
the quantity of fruit and vegetable exhibits.
It is liardly necessary to state that every inch
of space was appropriated in all tlie marquees.
The arrangement of these was as of late years
as regards position, but a most marked improve-
ment was effected in No. 4, wliere upon this
occasion the central and old- fashioned staging
was completely abolished. The plants therein
sta;5ed could be viewed with ease, while the
effect was all that one could wish.
The Rose has been a prominent feature at

the Temple show for years past, and on the
present occasion there was no falling off, but
rather an improvement in quality. A grand
group came from Waltham Cross (Paul's) and
from Canterbury (Mount's), witli others from
Cheshunt and elsewhere. The Clematis was
well represented from Woking and Worcester.
Begonias and other early summer flowering
plants occupied a large space, and hard-wooded
greenhouse plants also came from the usual
well-known (juarter. Cacti from the Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, were simply marvel-
lous, the colour being singularly soft, clear and
unique. Orchids in some cases were very tine,

but they did not impress one as being better
than last year. Caladiums, Crotons, and Ferns
were likewise very good from all points.

Orchids.

Messrs. .T. Charlesworth and Co., Heaton,
Bradford, had one of the most interesting and
beautiful groups in the show, prominent am°ongst
which were large bitches of Oncidium ampliatum
majus, finely Howered 0. Marshallianum, beauti-
fully grown Vandas of the V. tricolor section, and
Masdevallia Veitchi grandiflora. Amongst the
Odontoglossums were some hundreds of plants
of 0. crispum, O. Pescatorei, and hybrids of theO.
luteo - purpureum section. O. crispum Princess
is a lovely form, the sepals white, slightly tinted
with rose in the centre, heavily blotched and
spotted with rich brown spots ; the petals spotted
with brown ; the large fine-shaped hp white,
spotted with brown in the centre. O. crispum
beardwoodense is one of the most distinct and
pretty forms we have seen, tlie seprds and petals
white, heavily suffused with rose, thickly spotted
and blotched with bright brown. Phaius Norman
was also prominent. The most prominent among
Cypripediums was the lovely C. Schofieldianum
(C. bellatulum x C. hirsutissimum) with two
ilowers. Noticeable among the large assortment
of Cattleyas were beautifully flowered plants of
C. Lawrenceana and grand varieties of C.
Mendeli. In addition to the typical forms of C.

of C. M. Reineckiana and a
with almost a yellow lip.

Mossise were forms
lovely C. M. aurea
Among the hybrids was C. Olympus (C.

Aclandia; x C. gigas), sepals and petals delicate

rose tinted, the large lip having the intermediate
characteristics of the parents, deep rose-crimson

in front, white in the centre, the side lobes

white, shading to bright rose at the base. In L. -C.

Golden Gem (C. intermedia x L. fla-.'a) the sepals

and petals are rich golden yellow, the lip purple.

L;i4ia purpurata Sunray, a beautifully splashed

variety, bore five flowers. Messrs. F. Sander and
Co. staged a fine group. In the back row were
grand Oncidium ampliatum majus, a large

plant of La'lia purpurata, and a finely - flowered

Cu'logyne Dayana. Cattleyas of the C. Mossiaj

section were represented by numerous highly

coloured forms. The paler varieties were promi-

nent. Grand forms of C. M. Reineckiana were
also included. The Odontoglossums were the

prominent feature of the group and contained
remarkable forms of the typical and spotted

forms. The hybrids also were well represented.

Sobralia macrantha alba with two flowers, finely

flowered plants of Dendrobium Phahunopsis, Mil-

tonias, Masdevallias, Zygopetalums, and other in-

teresting species were included in this group.
Messrs. H. Low and Co., Clapton and Bushhill

Park, Enfield, sent an interesting group, consist-

ing principally of finely-flowered La-lia purpurata
in large specimens, grand forms of Cattlej'a Men-
deli, and their well-known strain of C. Mossia\
Odontoglossums of the O. crispum.section and the

hybrids were also well represented. The special

feature was C. Mendeli Oakes Ames, the finest

C. Mendeli in the show. Cattleya Mossiie Wag-
neri, Lajlio-Cattleya Lowise, the sepals and petals

rose tinted, the lip rich crimson-purple, shading
to wliite at the base ; Cypripedium Gertrude
Hollington, a fine variety with two flowers

;

Odontoglossum crispum W. E. Gladstone, and
Dendrobium Dalhousianum salmoneum, a sal-

mon blotched variety, distinct and beautiful,

were also noteworthy in this group. Messrs.

W. L. Lewis and Co., Southgate, sent a
large and interesting group, consisting of finely-

flowered Oncidium ampliatum, Lcelia purpurata
in \ariety, good varieties of C. Mossiie and C.

Mendeli, and well-flowered Odontoglossum citros-

mum and 0. crispum. The most prominent
among Cypripediums were good forms of C. (iert-

rude Hollington and C. Evenor superbum. Messrs.

Linden, Brussels, sent grand forms of Cypri-

pedium Lawrenceanum and Odontoglossums in

great variety. This was one of the leading fea-

tures of the show, the spikes being well deve-

loped and the flowers fine in substance and
colour. The most prominent were O. Roohfordi-

anum var. venustum, O. Pescatorei bellatulum,

the sepals and petals white, with rich purple

blotches and spots ; O. crispum zebrinum, creamy
white, sepals thickly spotted with rich brown

;

and 0. crispum decorum, a grand form, white,

with rich purple spotting. Numerous forms of

Cattleya Mossia; and finely-flowered Miltonias in

variety were also exhibited. Messrs. J. Back-
house and Son, York, sent La?lia purpurata, Cat-

tleya lobata, Odontoglossums in variety, and Mil-

tonia vexillaria Empress Victoria Augusta, as

well as various hardy Orchids. Mr. J. Cypher,
Cheltenham, sent a fine group consisting of a

large and varied assortment of L«lia purpurata,

Cattleya Skinneri, C. Mendeli, and C. Mossiie.

The Dendrobiums consisted of finely - flowered

D. Dearei, D. Apollo, and 1). Phala^nopsis. On-
cidium Marshallianum, O. cucuUatum, and 0. con-

color were also well represented. Among the

Cypripediums were grand forms of C. Roth-
schildianum, C. Schraderie, C. ciUolare, beauti-

fully-flowered Miltonias, Odontoglossums, and
ilasdevallias in variety. Messrs. B. S. W^illiams

and Son sent a large group consisting of finely-

flowered Cymbidiums, beautifully grown Vandas,
La?lia purpurata in variety, L. Latona, a dark

I form ; L.-C^ intermedio-flava, Odontoglossums in

' variety, Oncidiums, &c.

I

Sir T. Lawrence sent a choice and interesting
I group. The most prominent features were grand

specimen plants of Cypripedium superbiena
(grandly flowered), C. barbatum, the lovely C.

Olenus (Burford variety), and grand plants of C.

Lawrenceanum. In the centre was a fine speci-

men of Cymbidium Lowi. Cattleya Mossia;, C.

Mendeli, C. Lawrenceana, and Lalia purpurata
were also well represented. Miltonia vexillaria

in variety, Odontoglossum crispum, 0. Halli, O.

luteo-purpureum, and O. citrosmum were also

well represented. The Masdevallias were not so

prominent as in previous years, but included fine

forms of M. Veitchi, M. ignea, M. O'Brieniana,

M. Armini, and M. pachyura. Aganesia c erulea,

with two of its lilic-rose-tinted blooms ; Habe-
naria rhodochila, with bright scarlet flowers

;

Dendrobium Victoria Regina, with its dark blue

flowers ; Cirrhopetalum fimbriatum, Epidendrum
glumaceum, with rose-tinted flowers, E. Endresi,

E. elegantulum, E. Endresio - Wallisi, Epi-

phronitis Veitchi, with five spikes of its scarlet

flowers; Renanthera Imschottiana, with a fine

spike of its rich scarlet and yellow flowers ; a
grand specimen plant of Anajotochilus Petola,

various I)endrobium3, and other species made up
one of the most interesting groups ever exhibited

at the Temple. Sir F. Wigan had a neat and in-

teresting group, consisting of grand plants of

L;elia purpurata in various forms, fine varieties of

Cattleya Lawrenceana, beautiful forms of C. Men-
deli and C. Mossiie, a grand plant of C. Skinneri

alba with four spikes of flower, C. intermedia

albi with four of its pure white flowers, and a

fine plant of Aerides crispum. Finely-flowered

plants of Odontoglossum crispum, O. polyxan-

thum, and other interesting Odontoglossums,
Miltonia vexillaria in variety, Cymbidiums and
Cypripediums in variety were also shown. The
Rt. Hon. Earl Percy, Syon House (gardener, Mr.
Wythes), sent a large and tastefully arranged

group, consisting principally of Lcelia purpurata,

Cattleya Mossiie, C. Mendeli in variety, a large

batch of Cypripedium barbatum, Odontoglossums
in variety, finely-flowered Vanda teres, Thunia
Marshall!, Dendrobiums in great variety, On-
cidiums, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, a fine

dark form of Odontoglossum Edwardi and finelj-

flowered Miltonia vexillaria. Mr. S. Cook, Temp-
ton Hill, sent a choice collection consisting prin-

cipally of fine forms of O. crispum, O. Pescatorei,

0. luteo purpureum and other hybrids, finely-

flowered Cattleyas in variety, good plants of Cym-
bidium Lowianum, Masdevallias, Epidendrums,
and Cypripediums in variety. Mr. H. S. Leon,

Bletchley, sent a pretty group, in the centre of

which was a beautifully flowered plant and variety

of Cattleya Skinneri. C. Mendeli, C. Mossia;, a

dark lipped form of C. Luddemanniana, some dark

forms of C. Lawrenceana, several grandly flowered

Dendrobium nobile in variety, finely-flowered On-
cidium concolor, Odontoglossums in variety,

Lielia purpurata, Vanda tricolor, V. teres, Epi-

dendrums, Cypripediums and other interesting

species were also included. Mr. Ludwig Monk,
The Poplars, St. John's Wood, sent finely-flowered

Cymbidiums, Odontoglossums, Miltonias and Cat-

tleyas in variety. Mr. Thomson showed the finest

batch of Odontoglossums in the show, the most
striking being 0. crispum Thomsoni, white, with

rich purple spotti igs : 0. c. Dorothy, creamy white,

with light brown blotches ; 0. c. Lily, in the way
of O. c. SunUght ; a grand O. Wilckeanum,
several forms of 0. excellens, a dark spotted form
of 0. Rochfordianum, good forms of O. tripudians,

and other interesting varieties. Mr. E. Ashworth
sent Cirrhopetalum CoUetti with four spikes of

flower. M. .Jules Hye Leysen, Ghent, sent

Odontoglossum sceptrum, with dark chocolate

blotches ; 0. luteo-purpureum Vuylstekianum, a
unique form, with nearly yellow flowers ; a grand
form of O. polyxanthum and O. cordato-crispum,

creamy white, with large blotches of brown, said

to be a garden hybrid between the species indi-

cated in the name. A fine form of Miltonia Bleue-

ana gigantea, L;elia Latona, a dark L. purpurata,

and Cypripedium Lysinianum were also included.

Mens. A. Madoux sent Odontoglossum crispum

Charlesianum, a yellow ground, beautifully spotted

form ; O. Trian;e, a pretty form, petals white,
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sepals rose tinted and spotted with brown, and
0. crispum Harryanum, a hybrid between the
species indicated in the name, having the inter-
mediate characteristics of both parents ; good
Odontoglossum crispum, Cattleya MossiK, C.
Mendeli, and L.-C. Pallap. Mr. T. Statter sent
a dark form of Dendrobium Victoria Regina.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants and
Roses.

Mr. John Forbes had a magnificent display of
his new Carnation Yuletide, the flowers wonder-
fully fresh and bright in colour. A collection of
Pansies in this exhibit contained some fine things,
but was much toocrowded. Mr. Geo. Mount had
a grand lot of Roses—Mrs. J. Laing, Caroline
Testout, Catherine Mermet, and Niphetoa in

grand form, also some good blooms of Mme.
Suzanne Rodocanachi and some good specimen
plants of Crimson Rambler. Messrs. Koster and
Sons had a fine lot of cut flowers of Azalea
mollis sinensis, which presented a bright bit of
colour, but were not so effective as they might
have been if less crowded and with some addi-
tional greenery. Many of these were unnamed

;

among the named ones, Alma Tadema, C. Maar-
schalk, Betsie de Bruin, a new spotted variety, of
fine deep orange-scarlet colour ; N. Beets, a bright
apricot ; and G. Reichenbach, very large, were
the most striking. A small display of Carnation
Duchess Consuelo came from Messrs. Dicksons,
Chester, very fine in colour ; only a few flowers
were open, and these had nearly all bursted. A
fine display of greenhouse plants came from
Messrs. Balchin and Sons, of Hassocks, contain-
ing a nice group of Browallia elata, Boronias,
Heaths in quantity and grandly flowered, good
specimens of Hedaroma (Genetyllis) tulipifera and
some beautifully flowered small plants of Lesche-
naultiabiloba major. Messrs. Carter's miscellane-
ous group contained some splendid Calceolarias, of
which there were many crimsons as rich as it is pos-
sible to imagine them. Hybrid Streptocarpi here
were not very good. Some pots of the new Sweet
Pea, Pink Cupid, were nicely flowered. In
Messrs. Carter's display there were also many cut
flowers, including Anemones, Tulips, Ranunculi,
and a nice lot of Carnations. Messrs. J. Laino-
and Sons had two baskets of Draca;na Rose
Laing, a beautiful and highly coloured narrow-
leaved variety, and Distinction, also narrow-
leaved, the leaves having green centres and dis-
tinctly striped witli red and white on the margins

;

both these are capital decorative forms. Six
handsome young plants of a very narrow-leaved
Draca'na, D. Kippsi, with a graceful drooping
habit, were exhibited by Messrs. Dicksons, Chester.
This is worth growing in small pots. A very
bright sport from Pelargonium F. V. Raspail was
shown by Mr. A. TuUet ; this has large semi-
double pips and fine trusses of a deep scarlet. A
lovely seedling regal Pelargonium, Agnes Alma,
one of the finest we have seen, came from Mr.
.John Rigg, of Royston. The colour is bright
scarlet, the upper petals shaded deep crimson,
trusses and flowers very large. Messrs. Paul had
a fine display of Cannas, all dwarf and well
flowered. Among these we especially noted
lona, a hght crimson self ; Mrs. F. Dreer, yellow
ground, mottled deep orange ; Mme. Cha-
banne, bright rose with faint gold edge

;

William Tolfts, deep yellow, mottled scarFet

;

and Mrs. James Bailey, deep crimson. Messrs.
Kelway had a nice display of Amaryllises in their
miscellaneous collection of cut flowers. Some
good dark forms were very fine, .Jamts Kel-
way and Ziska, two of the best crimson selfs.
The labelling here left something to be desired,
as many labels were hidden and others entirely
absent.

An excellent group of Azalea mollis in variety
arranged on a groundwork of Ferns and Palms
came from Messrs. R. and G. Cubhbert. There
were also some good plants of A. rustica fl. -pi. in
variety—a very charming section. Mr. Frank
Cant had a fine display of pot Roses, among
which Marie Baumann, Duke of York, Augustine
Guinoisseau, Catherine Mermet, and Caroline Tes-

tout were good. Rosa Polyantha Thalia was very
striking in this exhibit. Messrs. Veitch's Cro-
tons, beautifully grown plants in grand colour
and variety, formed a large group on a ground-
work of Maiden-hair Fern. A most distinct Cro-
ton is Hawkeri, .seldom seen so well coloured as
this year. Messrs. W. Fromow and Sons, Chiswick,
had Acers in variety, with a sprinkling of
Lilium Harrisi. This was much admired, the
fine cut-leaved forms being light and elegant,
and the dark-leaved forms in excellent colour.
Messrs. R. Smith and Co., Worcester, had a
splendid lot of Clematises trained to balloon-
shaped trellises, the plants finely grown and
timed to a day in most cases. All were full of
flower-buds. Princess of Wales, Mrs. Geo. Jack-
son, Mme. Van Houtte, Marie Lefebvre, and
Mme. Edouard Andre, a deep claret or puce-
coloured variety, with the dpuble Countess of
Lovelace, and the dark-flowered Purpurea elegans
and Excelsior were among the best. Mr. W.
Rumsey had a nice group of Roses. Some very
good Marr'chal Niels were seen in this group, and
a fine lot of Niphetos ; also many plants and cut
flowers of the new Mrs. W. Rumsey, a fine variety
with magnificent foliage, grand for cutting,
Messrs. Cutbush, in the big tent, had a grand
group of miscellaneous plants beautifully set uji,

quite the prettiest arrangement we have seen at
these shows. It occupied all one corner of the
big tent, and was set up with a beautifully and
naturally undulating surface. Carnations, espe-
cially Malmaisons, of which there must have been
several hundreds in three or four varieties, formed
the basis of this group, and banks of mollis Azaleas,
Roses, Tree Carnations, Palms, Bamboos, Spirrvas,
Liliums, Calla Elliottiana, Ericas, Browallias,
and a fringe of Maiden hair pub the finishing
touch to a truly artistic and glorious display.
Next to this came another charming group of
hybrid Clematis coccinea. Best among these were
Graca Darling, Sir Trevor Lawrence, Countess of
Onslow, Duchess of York, Duchess of Albany.
The Caladiums from Messrs. Veitch, like their
group of Crotons, were magnificent ; better grown
plants can hardly be imagined. Among the most
striking were Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Geo.
Berger, Louis A van Houtte, Triomphe de
Comte, Lady Stafford Northcote, Mme. E. P3'naerb,
Lady Mosely, John Luther, Mme. Groulb and
Noaksi. Mr. William Iceton, of Putney, had a
beautiful group of miscellaneous plants. Palms,
Caladiums, Crotons, Dracaenas, Oranges (in fruit),

Araucarias, Lilies, &c. These were all good, well
grown and well seb up ; indeed, all the groups
showed a marked improvement in the arrange-
ment this year. Messrs. W. Paul and Son's Roses,
both pot plants and cut flowers, were very fine,

and the group a large one. Among cub blooms here
Margaret Dickson was in fine condition ; so, too,

was Danraark. Medea, a lovely soft yellow Tea, is

fine in the bud state for cutting. Aurora, a flower

something after La France, is of great substance.
The trained bushes and standards of Crimson
Rambler were covered with flower. Tlie Roses in

this exhibit were so fine that they might all be
specified if space permitted. Mr. C. 'Turner in

his group had some beautifully trained and
flowered plants of the Pelargoniums for which he
is so noted. Magpie being very striking. The
Carnations here, too, were good and tlie Roses
grand. The group from the Slough nurseries occu-
pied all one end of the tent. A plant of Juno and
another of Comtesse de Screnye reminded one of

the great pot Roses of former days, but were not
so effective as the more naturally grown plants.

Messrs. John Waterer and Son had some tine pot
Rhododendons full of flower. Messrs. J. Laing
and Sons' Caladiums were fine plants, but
suft'ered by comparison with Messrs. Veitch's
grand lot.

Messrs. .T. Veitch and Sons, Ltd. , showed a very
large group of Phyllocactuses, many of the
hybrids being superior to the named varieties.

Of the soft pink tints, Epirus and Norma were
fine, and a brilliant carmine seedling from .T. T.
Peacock is very rich. Named Glo.\inias from the
same firm are excellent, the popular erect and

spotted strains being freely represented. Argus
and Olivia were especially fine. A bank of plants
from Jadoo, Ltd., grown in their fibre was inter-

esting as showing the variety of plants that may
be grown in this material. Pelargonium King of

Denmark came from Messrs. A. W. Young and
Co., of Stevenage. It is a strong grower, throwing
up trusses of salmon-coloured semi-double flowers
with freedom. Good Gloxinias came from the
same exhibitors. Mignonette Civic, from F.
Miller and Co., is a vigorous selection from
Machet. Mr. F. Perkins, of Leamington, showed
a very fine Carnation, Primrose Queen, a very
free blooming variety and apparently a good
grower. Messrs. W. and .J. Birkenhead, Sale
Nurseries, Manchester, had a fine collection of

Filmy, greenhouse and hardy Ferns, small plants
in pots of the KiUarney and others. Trichomanes,
Todeasand Hymenophyllums were clean and well
grown. Polystichum divisifolium densum is very
disbinct. Lastrea fragrans (the Violet-scented
Fern) and some finely crested Athyriums, A.
plumosum elegans and Polystichum divisifolium
plumosissimum we noted as specially fine. Mr.
H. B. May, of Edmonton, had also a fine group of

Ferns, among which were several fine varieties.

Pteris gracilis alticeps is prettier than most
crested Ferns, and there are many good Davallias.

A fine example of 1>. fijiensis major is distinct

and makes a fine specimen plant. Phlebodium
Mayi is a very beautiful plant, the wavy
glaucous fronds being finely cut. Pella-a terni-

folia, Pleopeltis salicifolia, and many of the
finer Gleichenias, Adiantums, and Pberises flanked
bhe group, which was surmounbed by fine speci-

mens of Platycerium grande, Lomarias, and
various Pterises. Messrs. J. Laing and Sons
showed a bank of very fine Begonias, Lady
Charles Beresford (a fine double crimson), Lady
Merrick, Duke of Fife, Lady Gifi'ord, and bhe
lovely single yellow Miss Alice de Rothschild
being among the most striking. Fine Strepto-
carpi and Gloxinias were also shown. Mr. G. J.

Pritchard had an interesting group of Cactuses of

sorts. From Messrs. Backhouse, of York, came
a miscellaneous group of flowering and line-

foliaged plants, including a tine specimen of

Azalea rosieflora, Crotons and Dracaenas, inter-

spersed with Asparagus Sprengeri, Cyanophyllum
magnificum, and a few very fine Orchids. The
front was finished with Nep3ta, Sibbhorpia, and
obher creeping planbs. Mr. .J. Russell, Richmond,
showed a fine group of Carmine Pillar Rose, a

single Rose now well known, of greab beauty for

the purpose indicated. Gloxinias set up with
small plants of Adiantum cuneatum and Cooos
Weddelliana came from J. Peed Sons, Norwood.
Mr. T. S. Ware set up a le illy magnificent group
of tuberous Begonias, the colours extremely rich

and varied. The plants are set up with various

grasses, which helped the somewhat stiff arrange-

ment. M. le de Smet Duvivier set up a fine lot of

Anthuriums, principally hybrids from A. Soher-

zerianum. The colours of all are rich, and some
peculiar sports were included. A pretty bank of

Ferns came from Messrs. J. Hill and Sons, Ed-
monton, all finely grown and well arranged.
Begonias were very fine from Mr. H. J. .Tones, of

Ryecrofb Nursery, Beacon and Mrs. Beckett
being very good. From Messrs. J. .James and
Son came a group of Cilceolarias, the plants

vigorous, dwarf, and almost hidden by the

immense bloom-trusses, the colours ranging from
pure white to deepest crimson, spotbed types
being equally good. The tuberous Begonias from
Mr. J. R. Box were very fine. Messrs. Cannell
and Sons staged a superb group of plants. Cal-

ceolarias were especially good, all of the finest

tints, and thinly arranged, adding much to

the general effect. The Begonias were few
bub good. Tropa'olum Phtebe is a striking

plant, the flowers bright yellow, flaked with
vermilion. Cannas, as usual, were excellenb.

Mr. Leopold de Robhschild, Ascob, pub up a
fine group of bhe dark Malmaison Carnabion.

Messrs. Sander and Co. had a very bold group of

fine-foliaged and flowering specimen planbs,

comprising large Dracama Sanderiana, a
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psculiar Anthurium with a coloured leaf, and
Acalypbas, including lar^e plants of the new A.

Sanderi. Pandanus Siideriis a great improve-

ment on P. Veitchi, the yellow on ttie foliage and
partial absence of spines being in its favour. A
new Carnation R. H Measures is almost a scarlet

Messrs. Paul and Son, the Old Nurseries, Ches-

hunt, had a really magnificent bank of pot Roses,

tine standard sp3cimers of Alba rosea and many
of the best Teas standing up well above t'le

dwarfer plants. Messrs. Peed's Caladiuras were
very fine, imme.ise plmts, beautifully coloured,

each one a mcdjl. Messis. Veitoh and Sons had
a large and very ii.tjresting group, comprising
Azalea mollis, Cytisus of sorts, Eremurus himalai-

cus, the pretty Riphiole|ii japonica, Maple.=,

Viburnum-i and many others.

Hardy Plants.

The hardy plants tliis year, taken as a whole,

show a marked improvement, particularly in the

arrangement. In several instances—we refrain

from particularising—an attempt at designing
was noticeable, and, as compared with an appa-
rent hurried attempt of former years to till spice,

is a step in the right direction. Fragments, too,

both of plants and blooms were less noticeable.

Grouping in greater or less degree, so plainly

demonstrated in Nature, should be the one
special aim, and then exhibits would not only

please, but impress those who behold them.
Purely pot-grown plants, we were pleased to

note, were more numerous than in some former
years. Tufts of plants, always a weakening feature

in any display, are losing ground, and the de-

p'.orable way such things behave in close tents

shjuld alone denounce such things as next to use-

less. On the whole, therefore, improvement
marks the Temple show this year. Hardy plants

from Dltton, a really remarkable and representa-

tive gathering, also from Tottenham. Wmchmore
Hill, and Crawley were very beautiful. Especial
interest attaches to an exhibit mostly of bulbous
plants from Colchester in infinite variety. Paonies
from Langport were splendid. Exhibits of rock-

work plants were not so numerous, the Messrs.
Backhouse having oneof these nicely arranged with
rare alpines and other beautiful hardy plants.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
had a remarkable exhibit of choice hardy plants,

to which pot grown Brooms made a very
j)ret'y backirround. Among the most notable
plants were Cyclamen repandum, lovely in its rosy
crim-ion flowers ; Dodecatbeon splendidum and D.
Jetl'ieyanum, Adonis pyrenaica, Gentiana verna,

crowded with brilliant flowers ; Maianthemum
liifolium, a neat little plant with white spikes ;

Erigeron Roylei, Phlox Nelsoni, P. canadensis,
with deep blue flowers on plants I foot high

;

Corydalis nobilis. Primula japonica in varietv,
Orchises in many British kinds. Primula farinosa,

l/ychnis dioica rubra plena, Cytisus Ledebouri, an
exquisite plant with satiny white flowers ; several
hardy Cypripediuras, Lindelophia longifolia, in-

tense blue ; Geum Eweni, Heuchera sanguinea
splendens, Erinus alpinus, many beautiful Pyre-
thrums, both single and double ; Thalictrum
aquilegifolium, Trollius in variety, notabi}'
Orange Globe, a grand thing, fine in size and
colour, decidedly the best of its class ; Columbines,
Irises in many sections, Aubrietias, and a lovelj" lot

of cut Eremari. A vase of Fortin's Lily of the
Valley attracted attention by its grand flowers.

Poppies of all sections. Anemone sylvestris,

Tufted Pansies, a few Narcissi, Pa'onies, single
and double ; Hyacinthus amethystinus, Fritillaria

Elwesi, Gladioli of the early section. Tulips,
German Irises, as also a splendid assortment of

mostly Spanish kinds were also shown. The ex-
hibit of rock plants of this firm was also a feature,
being prettily grouped and arranged with evident
taste ; Daphne Cneorum, Dianthus alpinus, Gen
tiana verna, Viola psdata, Saxifraga longifolia,
Adiantum pedatum, Saxifraga Rhei, Cheiranthus
Marshall!, Menziesia polifolia, Dryas octope-
tala being among many lovely things in this

most complete and remarkably representative
gathering of hardy spring flowers. A group

of Tufted and fancy Pansies from Messrs.
I. House and Son, Westbury-on-Trym, near
Bristol, contained many fresh and good things.

Of the former. Prince of Wales, gold ; Stophill
Gem, mauve and crimson ; Blue Cloud, lona,
Florizel, d>^licate rose-tinfed, and Bronze Prince
were among the best. The bunches were set up
in Moss in lanshaped groups on a black ground,
the damp Moss keeping the flowers fresh. A fine

pare white called White Empress appears promis-
ing. A small group of alpines from Messrs. Paul
and Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, included
Orchis latifolia, Cheiranthus Marshalli, Erigeron
aurantiacus, Dianthus alpinus, Delphinium nudi-
eaule, Erodium hymenoides, Oxilis enneaphylla,
&e. The group of hardy plants from Mr. Prichard,
Christchurch, contained the more showy Colum-
bines, several Flag Irises, some Pyrethrums,
Trolliuses, Anemone sylvestris, A. alpina sul-

phurea, A. palmata alba, Saxifraga granulata
plena, Campanula Balchiniana, Edraianthus ser-

pyllifolius (smothered with purple erect bells),

(;entiana verna, Trillium stylosum (a delightful

pink flower), Anthericums, Delphinium nudicaule,
Primula japonica, Hyacinthus amethystinus albus
(very pure), Phlox canadensis, Eremurus robustus
Elwesianus, Rodgersia podophylla being among
the best in this pretty group that less crowding
would have greatly improved. Hardy flowers

from Messrs. Kelway and Son were magnificent,
the Pa'onies, mostly' of the Tree section, being
marvellous, surpassing any other previous attempt
bj' this firm. The pure whites were exquisite in

their chasteness and in variety. Some of the
gems of these are Julius Cesar, crimson-lake ;

Henry Irving, crimson-maruon ; Lady Millais,

white, exquisitely tinted with flesh ; .James Kel-
wa}', lively rose-pink ; and Lord Leighton, pink.

Other things in this group are Delphiniums,
Pyrethrums (single and double). Columbines,
Flag Irises, (ienista Andreana, Lupins, and
Eurybia Gunniana. Mr. T. S. Ware, Ttttenham,
brought up one of his characteristic displays of

hardy things. A giant spike, some 8 feet long,

of Eremurus Elwesianus towered in the midst of

this uToup, drawing attention from all by its

perfect form and massive appearance. Other
good plants were Anemone narcissiflora, A. syl-

vestris. Orchis militaris, Camassia esculenta,

Pyrethrums (double and single), the lovely

Cushion Iris Marie with rose-mauve flowers,

Cypripedium Calceolus, C. pubescens in large
pans, Heuchera sanguinea, Ramondia pyrenaica.
Iris tectorum (very fine). Primula involucrata,

Fritillaria recuri-a, Fl-ig Irises, Lilies of several

kinds, Tree Pa-onies, Aubrietias, Edelweiss, Myo-
sotis lithospprmifolia, Geum montanum. Anemone
sulphurea, Darlingtonia californica. Phlox cana-
densis, and others. From Tamworth Mr. Wm.
Sydenham brought Tufted Pansies set up in

baskets and other designs that at once displayed
decorative value of a high order, the shades of

colour delicate and beautiful, as in the choicest of

Orchids and in flowers that may be grown by all

who possess a few spare yards of good ground.
Flowers set up in bunches on a black ground were
also charming, Florizel, rose tinted ; Stephen,
tjold ; Pembroke, golden ; Blanche, white ; Amy
Birr, rosepuce ; Alth;ea, and Lucy Franklin,
white with gold crest, being among the best.

The pretty rock work exhibit from Messrs. Back-
house and Sons, York, was as always replete with
interest and full of the choicest plants of alpine
climes. Some of the best gems are Edraianthus
serpyllifolius, lovely spreading tufts of purple
cups ; Androsace villosa, pure white, pink eye

;

Eritrichium nanum. Campanula AUioni, a lovely

species ; Saponaria splendidissima, Adonis pyre-
naica, Polypodium trichomanoides, (ilobularia

nana alba, Sarracenia purpurea, Dianthus alpinus,
Lewisia rediviva, Cypripedium macranthum.
Anemone palmata alba, Pyrola rotundifolia, Cel-

misia verbascifolia, with pure white composite
flowers ; Iberis jucunda, with rose heads ; Alyssum
citrinum, Anthyllis atro-rubens, Ramondia pyre-
naica, Meconopsis cambrica fl.-pl , Androsaoe
sarmentosa, very charming rose heads ; Menziesia
empetriformis, Ranunculus cortussefolius, a grand

Buttercup nearly 3 feet high, golden-yellow

;

Anemone sylvestris fi. -pi., Gentiana acaulis,

Lindelophia spectabilis, Morisia hypoga'a, and
Thalictrums in variety. A background to this

most interesting group was composed of Heaths,
Japan Acers, small Bamboos, Ferns, and minia-
ture shrubs. Several bowls of the Marliac hybrid
Water Lilies completed a feast of the most dainty
and valuable of hardy flowering plants.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Kilnfield Gardens,
Colchester, surpassed themselves on this occasion
with the choicest of bulbous plants, Calochorti,
Liliums, Ixias and such things predominating.
The Cushion Irises were also a great feature here,

these latter being a most representative gather-
ing. Specially good were I. atrofusca, 1. Leicht-
lini, a smoky bronze, with azure-blue beard ; I.

Korolkowi and its variety violacea, I. Korolkowi
concolor, a deep mauve-shaded flower ; I. lupina,

I. susiana, I. Lorteti, I. iberica, a lovely thing,

the most proportionately-formed flower of all,

erect grey-mauve petals, and falls crimson, reti-

culated with pale j'ellow. I. Grant Dufli is a
curious yellow and green-feathered flower. The
rare I. Hartwegi, white and pa'est yellow, is very
charming and ojuite dwarf. Ixias in great variety,

Spanish and English Irises, the lovely I. juncea,

with golden flowers ; Hemerocallis flava, Tulipa
persica. Iris lusitanica sordida, Ornithogalum
arabicum, Delphii irm nudicaulr, a large bank o:

Lilium Thunbergianum in variety, L. longitlorum
and its vatiety giganteum, and L. candidum were
also very good. Several plants of Incarvillea

Delavayi in bloom were a great attraction, the
Gloxiniilike flowers of a rose shade and very
Urge. Near by was Lilium rubellum, a grand
new Lily, with lovely rose-pink flowers, in the

way of Krameri, though quite distinct, the fragil:)

stems, about 2 feet high, in someinstances bearing
three of the lovely flowers. Other lovely things

included hosts of Calochorti in great variety and
representing every strain of these beautiful bulbs.

Heuchera microphylla, H. sanguinea alba, Gladio-

lus delicatissimus, (ieums, and Flag Irises

were also good. A grand lot of hardy Cypri-

pediums included C. pubescens, C. parviflorum,

C. candidum, C. occidentale, C. speotabile, C.

acaule and others. This was one of the moit
comprehensive exhibits of choice hardy bulbs ever

shown. From the Hardy Plant Farm, Winch-
more Hill, Mr. .-Vmos Perry sent a choice lot of

hardy flowers, including TrolUus, Poppies, Iris

pumila in variety, Saxifraga Wallacei, Camassia
esculenta. Candytufts, Erodium macradenium,
Heuchera sanguinea, several beautiful Geums,
Ixiolirion Ledebouri, lilac-mauve spikes, Cam-
panula Portenschlagiana, Camassia Leichtlini, a

distinct form, nearly white ; Anemone sylvestris.

Tulips in variety, T. Gesneriana very striking,

and Aquilegia Stuarti very beautiful and not

more than 8 inches high. Trillium grandifiorum
roseum was also extremely fine, as also was
Arnenaria grandiflora, with snow-white flowers

Messrs. A. VV. Young and Co. , Stevenage, Herts,

contributed a mixed bank of Lilies in variety,

Columbines, Papiver nudicaule in variety, Flxg
Irises, Arum Dracunculus, Saxifraga pyramidalis.

Phlox Vivid, Geums, perennial Cornflowers, Ri-
mondia, Sempervivum triste, Aubrietia, &e.

Messrs. F. Miller and Co., Fulham Road, S.W.,
brought a fine bank of Mimulus of a good strain,

a very beautiful strain of Petunia being also

staged by the same firm and margined with fancy

Pansies and other plants. The group of hardy
plants from Mr. Geo. .Jackman and Son, Woking,
contained many showy things, such as Pa-onies,

single and double Pyrethrums, Cheiranthus
alpmus and C. Marshalli, Thermopsis montana
with pea-shaped, golden yellow flowers ; Lychnis
Haageana, very vivid in colour ; Codonopsis
ovata, a Campanula-like plant, with drooping
bells ; Columbmes, Spir.-eas, Popp'es, Day Lilies,

Dodecatheon meadia alba. Primula japonica,

alpine Phloxes, and others, all in good condition.

An assortment of cut Sweet Peas, from Mr. F. G.

Foster, Brockhampton, Hants, showed how amen-
able such things are to greenhouse treatment, the

group including many of the leading kinds in
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commerce—Lady Mary Currie, rose-pink ; Lady
Beaconsfield ; Aurora, pink and white ; Golden
Gate, white, mauve striped ; Countess of Aber-
deen, white and flesh ; Lady Nina Balfour,
lavender, mauve shade ; Cardinal, and Prima
Donna being among tlie best. Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons, Crawley, contributed an exhibit of

hardy plants on rockwork of an artificial charac-
ter, the plants including alpine Phloxes, aljiine

Poppies, Alyssum, Columbines, Armeria, Geum,
Genista Andreana, Anemone sylvestris, Litho-
spermum prostratura. Auriculas, &c.. Flag Irises,

Ptconies, Rhododendrons (very fine), Doronicums,
Geums, Tufted Pansies flanking right and left of

this group. From Reid's Nursery, Beckenham Hill,

Kent, came a group of splendidly flowered Rhodo-
dendrons, the crimson, mauve, pure white, and
rose and pink shades forming an imposing array
of these useful shrubs. A double white Auricula,
called Snowdrop, was shown by Mr. R. Dean, of

Ealing, as a result of twenty years' seeding and
selection. A tine group of bedding Lobelia called
Blue Queen was staged by Mr. W. Palmer,
Junction Road, Andover. The plants grown in

small pots are very free, and should prove most
useful for window boxes and the like. A
small group of alpine Auriculas from Mr. Jas.
Douglas, Great Bookham, was of special merit,
some of the varieties being those that recently
secured certificates of merit ; theselfs were mostly
good throughout. The only exhibit of Tulips
came from Mr. George Edom, Walton-on-Hill,
Epsom, Surrey, and included many good kinds.
Among selfs. Queen of England, Rose Hill, Mrs.
Barlow, Sir J. Paxton and Masterpiece were
noted ; the flamed kinds including Sulphur, Annie
McGregor, Bessie, Duchess of Sutherland, Talis-
man, Aglaia, Mabel, Mrs. Mellor and others.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Messrs. Rivers and Sons, Sawbridgeworth, sent
a magnificent collection of fruit trees in pots, and
a box of the Early Rivers Nectarine, immense
fruits and beautifully coloured. The trees, of
which some forty were staged, included Nec-
tarines, Peaches, Figs, Plums, and Cherries. The
front row was largely composed of maiden trees
of the Early Rivers Nectarine carrying several
fruits, with larger trees in the background having
over thirty fruits each. There were very fine

trees of Duke of York, Hale's Early, and Crimson
Galande Peaches. Plums were represented by
Rivers' Early Prolific and Sturt, trees of both
varieties laden with ripe fruit. The Figs Monaco
Bianco and White Marseilles were very good.
The trees of May Duke Cherry, grown as stand-
ards in very small pots, were well laden with fruit.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, sent
seventy dishes of Apples and Pears in excellent
condition. Ribston Pippin was specially fine,

as were Wadhurst Pippin, Claygate Pearmain,
Winter Peach, Bow Hill Pippin, Wagoner, and
Sturmer. Of cooking varieties there were really
fine examples, Bismarck, King of Tompkins Co.,
Annie Elizabeth, Sandringham, Lane's Prince
Albert, Lord Derby, Norfolli Beaufin, Russets in

variety, Wellington, Bramley's SeedUng, Alfris-
ton, and Beauty of Kent being the best. The col-
lection was backed with Pear and Fig trees in pots.

Mr. Hudson (gardener to Messrs. Rothschild,
Gunnersbury House, Acton, W.) filled a very
large space -some 400 feet—with fruit trees in

pots. The trees were remarkable for their large
fruits, and were arranged with pot Vines at the
back and boxes of ripe fruits at the front. The
Cherries, Strawberries and Cardinal Nectarines
were very large. Here was to be seen Louis
Gautier Strawberry, a nice fruit, white with a
pink tinge of colour. Auguste Nicaise Strawberry
was very large, also the gathered fruits of Early
Rivers Nectarine. The Vines in pots were each
carrying six bunches of fruit, the varieties being
Foster's Seedling and Black Hamburgh. Cherries
in pots were also a feature, no less than eight
varieties being .staged. Early Rivers, Elton, May
Duke, Empre.ss Eugenie, Frogmore Bigarreau,
and Bigarreau de Schreken were grand examples.
Nectarines were largely composed of Cardinal,

Early Rivers and Lord Napier, the two former
very fine. Peaches were equally good. Kale's

Early, Amsden .June, and Early Grosse Mignonne
being staged. Plums were equally good, though
not so ripe. Some splendid St. John's Fig and
other varieties were also included. Mr. Mclndoe
(gardener to Sir J. Pease, Bart.) staged a collec-

tion of forced fruits, including Melons in variety ;

Early Summer Frontignan, Foster's Seedling and
Black Hamburgh Grapes; Early Rivers, Lord
Napier, Dryden, and Elruge Nectarines ; Early

Grosse Mignonne, Condor, and Bellegarde

Peaches ; Brown Turkey Figs, Apples in variety,

several varieties of Lemons, Oranges, Cherries,

and several dishes of Tomatoes. Mr. Miller,

Ruxley Lodge Gardens, Esher, sent good Royal
Sovereign Strawberries, and from Mr. T. Robin-
son, Elsfield House Gardens, HoUingbourne, came
ilelons in variety, mostly small fruits, but well

ripened. Mr. E. Beckett, Aldenhara House,
Elstree, sent Melons and some very good Cu-

cumbers, the variety being Matchless. From
Mr. W. L. Bastin, Buscot Park, Faringdon, came
Melons, also Tomatoes, Cucumbers, French
Beans, Cauliflowers and new Potatoes. Mr. (!.

Featherley, GiUingham, Kent, sent excellent

Black Hamburgh Grapes, beautifully coloured,

Hale's Early Peach, Dryden Nectarine, Tomatoes,

Ne Plus Ultra Beans and Cucumber Covent
Garden Favourite. Mr. G. Mount, Canterbury,

sent several boxes of fine Mushrooms, and Mr. G.

Addey, Brentford, also sent a fine lot of Mush-
rooms. Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge, Farnham,
sent nine boxes of Tomatoes and some half-dozen

varieties of Cucumbers. The Tomatoes were well

grown and included Abundance, Best of All,

Mitchell's Hybrid, Eclipse, Perfection, Conqueror
and A 1. Of Cucumbers, Tender and True, Im-
proved Telegraph, A 1, Progress, Rochford's

Market and Lockie's Perfection were the best.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons sent a large collection

of Early iMarrow Peas, pods large and of splendid

quality. Here were Early Giant, a grand Pea

;

Excelsior, Bountiful, Empress of India and A 1,

all noted for their size and marrow flavour. Tlie

same firm also made a great display of Cucumbers
of splendid colour and shape ; Matchless, Pride of

the Market, Peerless, Improved Telegraph and

Sutton's A 1 were the varieties shown. The whole

were staged in large baskets and in mounds, mak-
ing an interesting exhibit. Mr. E. Beckett, gar-

dener to the Rt. Hon. Lord Aldenham, exhibited

a collection of well-grown vegetables, covering a

space of about 130 square feet. It included

A'eitch's Extra Early Forcing Broccoli, the heads

beautifully compact and good, also Champion,
Model and Perfection : very large Holborn Model
and Lyon Leeks ; Cabbages Flower of Spring,

Model, and EUam's Early ; and heads of Aspara-

gus—Mammoth Emperor. Carrots were very

tine. Tomatoes, consisting of Perfection, Duke
of York, Polegate, and two small dessert varieties,

Sutton's A 1 and Golden Nugget, were also good.

Potatoes embraced some half a dozen varieties,

the tubers being large, with clear skins. There

were also Red and White Milan Turnips ; a nice

dish of Early Morn Peas, the pods well filled and

even ; French Beans, Vegetable Marrows, Globe

Artichokes, Mushrooms, Cucumbers, Cabbage and

Cos Lettuce, Spinach, Radishes, Onions, and

Mushrooms. The whole of the exhibits were

nicely staged, showing to the best advantage.

A small c'oUection of vegetables was shown from

the Marquis of Northampton's gardens at Castle

Ashby (gardener, Mr. Hayes). In this collection

were some very fine heads of Asparagus. Veitch's

Champion and Late Queen Broccoli, Tomatoes,

Onions, Turnips, Potatoes, Cucumbers, French

Beans, Lettuces, Leeks were also included in

this exhibit. Messrs. Carter and Co., High
Holborn, exhibited some of their well-known

Tomatoes, both growing in pots and picked.

They also exhibited good pods of their Daisy and

Danby Stratagem Peas, Climbing French Bean,

and some very fine specimens of their Model

Cucumber. A good collection of vegetables w.as

also staged by Mr. W. Empson, gardener to Mrs.

Wingfield, Ampthill House, Beds. The exhibit

covered a very long stage, and comprised about
eighty varieties. Mr. Frank Chapman, Col-

chester, showed Rhubarb in about six varieties,

Royal Albert, Linn:cu3, and Victoria being the

best, also several bundles of Asparagus, one a new
variety named Pea Green, and another fine large

variety named Colchester.
We will refer to the floral decorations and the

plants to which certificates have been awarded in

our next issue. In our advertising columns will

be found a list of the awards in the way of cups,

medals, &c.

Public Gardens.

The Royal Palace at Kew.--By order of the

First Commissioner of Works, in accordance with
the commands of Her Majesty the Queen, the

grounds of the Ranger's Lodge at Greenwich
and the Royal Palace at Kew will henceforward
be open to the public. The grounds of the Queen's

Cottage at Kew were on Saturday, May 21,

formally added to Kew (hardens.

The early opening of Kew Gardens.—In

connection with the opening of Kew Gardens
after Wednesday, June 1 next, at 10 a.m. instead

of noon, a dinner to commemorate the earlier

opening will take place at the Star and Garter

Hotel, Richmond, on Monday evening, June 6

next, at which the mayor of the borough, the

member of Parliament for the division, and many
other public men have promised to attend.

London playing fields.—The City Parochial

Charities Board have promised a second sum of

£500 towards the £10,000 which the London
Playing Fields Committee are trying to raise for

the purchase of Prince (ieorge's Ground, Raynes
Park, as a playing field for Londoners of the

poorer classes. The Board have also again voted

£200 to the London Playing Fields Committee for

their general purposes. The £500 is contingent

on the purchase being completed.

Exeter pleasure grounds.—The remodel-

ling of Northernhay pleasure grounds, Exeter,

which was entrusted to Messrs. Robert Veitch

and Son, of Exeter, has now been completed, and
the somewhat difficult task has been accomplished

in a most creditable manner. One of the most
conspicuous improvements is the alteration which
has been efl'ected immediately opposite the band-

stand. Here, it will be remembered, were several

slopes, and on the top two narrow paths, which
did not admit one quarter of the visitors who
would have liked to listen to the band from that

position. This has now been turned into a wide
gravelled plateau, with sufficient room for at least

1000 persons.

The weather in 'West Herts.—A week o

very changeable weather as regards teraperaturef

For instance, on the 19th and 20th the maximum,
in shade never exceeded 50°, but on the 23rd rose

to 7-t°. The latter, although in no way a remark-

able one for May, is the highest reading in shade

as yet recorded here this year. Again, on the

night preceding the 19th the thermometer ex-

posed on the lawn fell slightly below the freezing

point, whereas during the following night the

same instrument did not fall lower than 47°.

The ground is now of about average warmth both

at 2 feet and 1 foot deep. There occurred but

two rainy days during the week ; the total

measurement for these two days, however,

amounted to nearly three-quarters of an inch.

The winds were light, and came mostly from some
northerly or easterly point of the compass. On
the ISth the sun shone brightly for ISJ hours,

making this the brightest day as yet of the

present spring. On the other hand, throughout

the two following days no sunshine at all was
recorded.—E. M., Berkhamsted, May 20.

Names of plants. — B. Ornxby. — Saxifraga

granulata H.-pl. H. Mitchell.—Orchis purpurea.

R. H. isT.—Spiriea arguta. F. Sand.—Sta-

phylea oolchica.
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

GUMMING IN STONE FRUIT TREES.

IMosT v( U.S who posses.s, or have the inanage-
luent of gardens know something about this

disease, so far at least as its effect upon the
trees is concerned. No fruit tree subject to it

can have a long or prosperous life. There may
be—probably there is—a predisposition to gum-
ming in certain trees. The Moorpark Apricot
is a notable sutJ'erer, and, I suppose, speaking
generally, there are at least four young trees of

the Moorpark sold for one of all the other varie-

ties put together, but the question that has
often occurred to my mind is this, Do nursery
propagators always exercise sufficient care in

choosing tlie subjects from which they obtain
their buds ! If buds are taken from an un-
healthy tree, we can easily understand that the
young trees will be subject to gumming and
dying of the branches. In a secondary sense
gumming may be said to be due to a parasitic
fiingus ; but even in the case of a tree pre-
disposed to gumming, the fungus can only esta-
blish itself in an open wound, and to a certain
extent give the cultivator power over it, if he
takes proper care in the pruning and training of
the trees. Gumming is often "caused by some
injury to the branches or a too free use of the
knife. A careless man perhaps gives a branch a
tap with the hammer when he is training the
tree, and forthwith the fungus spores which are
floating in the atmosphere find a home, and
shortly afterwards the gum is seen to be exud-
ing from the wound. A tight shred, by forcing
the branch into contact with a nail, may break
the bark and produce a genial home for the
fungus. As regards the cure, the same mea-
sures must be taken as a doctor would take in
dealing with a wound in a similar condition with
the human subject. He uses the knife, cuts
out what some people call the proud tiesh,

and uses the proper means for cleansing and
healing up the wound. When gum is seen

exuding from a branch or branches, it the tree is

to be restored, cut out the infected part, and

put on a poultice of cow manure, lime, soot, and
clay, tilling the wound with it and binding it

on with a piece of cloth, and keeping the air

from it until the wound has healed and filled

up with new bark. But it is necessary to act

promptly, as if the remedial treatment be de-

layed the disease will kill the branch, and then

amputation will become necessary. Trees which

are predisposed to gumming should be pruned

chiefly in summer, and the knife as far as possible

kept oft' them in winter and spring. If the rungs

of a ladder placed against the waU come into con-

tact with a thick branch a wound is created, and

a home for the fungus made perhaps without

anyone suspecting it. There are predisposing

causes in cultivation, the most common being

planting young trees in land which has been

made too rich with manure, or the immoderate

use of turfy loam. If the land is naturally suit-

able for stone fruits, I think a fairly plain diet

at the beginning is better than rich food, which

is calculated to promote grossness. H.

Plum The Czar.—This Plum should become
very popular, for perhaps no other variety will

stand such rough treatment and yet give good

results. On a wall it ripens in July, while open

standards produce ripe fruits by the second week
in August. The ilavour is not exactly first-rate

perhaps, but on more than one occasion I have

been glad to send it to table. It is early yet to

speak of what the crop is likely to be, but the

trees are very heavily laden with fine, pro-

mising-looking fruits, though many other Plums,

including Victoria, have very few. The culture

of Plums on a suitable soil is of the easiest

description, but one of the worst and most fre-

quent mistakes is planting in loose garden soil.

The Plum, perhaps more than any other fruit

grown in open quarters, delights in firm soil

;

indeed, the best trees I have are on the border of a

piece of ground used for standing Chrysanthe-

mums and other plants on, and which, of course,

is never dug. When planting, the soil should be

very firmly rammed, and never dug within a few

feet of the stem of the tree. Light hoeing wdl

keep it clean and allow tlie sun and air to enter

freely, and this is all that is necessary.—Grower.

Frame culture of Melons.—In an excellent

note on thealiove, " Grower " at p. 414 deals with

the cultuie of these in cold frames. There is at

times a difficulty in finishing the fruits when

grown in frames, and I would ad\ise growing the

plants nearer the glass than is often done. With

manure none too plentiful if in brick pits or

frames, I have for years made a trellis of bamboo

canes at a distance of 1'2 inches from the glas?.

The plants are trained over the improvised trellis

and the fruits ripen much better than when lying

flat on the soil. The fruits are supported on the

framework with slates or pieces of glass, and

grown thus are drier, getting more warmth and

light. It is a simple matter to fix the trelUs. I

place a stout piece of wood for the canes to rest

upon at the back of the frame, and the other end

of the canes rests on the pipes, the canes being

placed at a distance of 1'2 inches to l.i inches all

ways. The support is placed in position as soon

as the plants are strong enough, that is, high

enough to train over. Grown thus there will be

better shaped fruits, the plants being freer from

insect attacks and more easily got at to syringe

and regulate the growths.— S. H. B.

Blackberries.—Where these plants are grown

in gardens it is the rule to plant them in lines hko

Pvaspberries, but they are just as fruitful and

have a tar prettier etiect trained over an arch or

gateway, or up the stems of dead trees. The

wild forms are well worth cultivation, especially

where the soil is light and porous or can be made

so. The Parsley-leaved kind and many otheis

more or less distinct may be included, and a very

long succession of the luscious fruits may be had.

Though growing naturally, often in some of the

poorest soils the fruit is improved in si/.e and

quality by culture, and the routine may be not

unlike that practised for Raspberries. For mak-

ing plantations from wild plants clear as many
suckers as are likely to be needed in summer, and

lift these in September with as many root fibres

as possible. Plant at once, and if the soil is dry

give a thorough soaking and mulch with short

manure. When planting tor ornamental effect as

well as fruit the shoots may be topped at various
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heights and some brought down by bending when
j'oung. This will ensure a large quantity of

blossom all over the plants, and subsequently
fruit. Thinning the growths in autumn is not
exactly pleasant work, but it is well repaid by
the superior fruit produced.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FRUIT.

Apple Boston Russet.—I liave known and
grown this variety for thirty years. Grown a3 a bush
or standard it seldom fails to produce a heavy crop.

The flesh is yellowish white, juicy and richly flavoured.

As a late winter dessert Apple it is not to he sur-

passed, and is in season from January to the end of

May.—EiCHAED Nisbet, Longford Cottage, Market
Drayton.

Scalded Grapes. — Could you tell me the
cause of Grapes going like the enclosed speci-

mens? The house has not been heated since the
second week in May. It is thoroughly ventilated
night and day.— S. P. Bridgford.

*,* The berries you send are suffering from
scalding, which is caused through late or bad
ventilation on a bright morning when the inside

atmosphere as well as the berries are covered with
moisture. It always occurs when the berries are
about half-grown, as in the case of those sent by
you.— Ed.

Tomatoes in vineries.—Regarding the grow-
ing of these in vineries, I am at one with Mr.
Iggulden. It is some seven years since Mr.
Iggulden saw them growing in vineries here,

that being the second year I had grown them in

this way. I have continued to do so every year
since with the very best results. Under glass I

grow a Tomato wherever there is room for the
foliage without interfering with the space the
Vines want, and where Mr. Iggulden saw them,
namely, at the back of a lean-to vinery, on a
shelf in boxes, and trained up under a small,
narrow light, I now (May 20) have some grand
plants full of fruit. I am not particular as to the
position, provided I can get plenty of light. The
plants do well either in boxes or pots. In some
late vineries I have Tomatoes growing in boxes
from 8 inches to 10 inches wide and as much deep.
These are standing on shelves close to the glass,

where I grow Geraniums, Primulas, &c., in

winter.—J. Crook, Forde Ahhey.

Seedling Apricots.—On visiting a friend's

garden the other day I was surprised to see a
couple of healthy bush Apricots in pots in the
greenhouse that had been raised, as I was told,
" by fraulein to amuse the children." The plants
were as free and elegant in habit as young Birch
trees, and bid fair to develop into very healthy
and handsome trees. At Burghley years ago I

remember the late Mr. Rd. Gilbert telling me
he had reared a batch of seedling Apricots for

the walls there as he expected that they would
prove more healthy than grafted trees on the Plum
stock so generally employed for this tree. The
celebrated little 5lusch-Musch Apricots of Upper
Egypt are constantly raised from seeds, as also
are those of Cashmere and Thibet, where the old or
unfertile trees are cut down for fuel, and those
who have failed to grow grafted Apricots might
try seedling trees from the best varieties with
advantage. In any case, as Knight long ago
pointed out, if Apricots are grafted or budded,
let it be on seedling Apricot stocks and never on
the Plum or Peach ' stocks, on which they are
unhealthy and short-lived.—F. W. Bukeidge.

Vines on open walls.—The note on p. 4,37

is very interesting, and should be kept in mind
by those having unproductive Vines in the open.
There is a very fine old Vine on a hot brick wall
within a mile of this place that yearly bears a
tine crop of Grapes, small, but sweet and pleasant
to the taste. Some three years ago I was asked
why the fruit never ripened, and, though dubious
at first, I advised the owner to thin the growths
more, leave less wood about the old spurs, and
thin the fruit. This was done, and each season
the fruit has ripened. It is true the last throg

summers have been rather more sunny than the
average, but, as a general rule. Grapes will ripen

if the Vines are well cared for and pruned early.

A frequent cause of failure in cottage and other

small gardens is either cropping right up to the

stems of the Vines, or else planting in gravel or

stone walks where no moisture can reach the

roots. It is true that Vine roots run a long way
in search of food, but if they can be kept a little

in check, the growth is more fruitful and feeding
at special times is more easily accomplished. On
the thatched mud walls about Hampshire and
some parts of Wiltshire one often sees Grapes ripen

out of doors, showing that protection from above
is helpful.—H. R., Bury St. Edmtindn.

Notes of the Week.

Azaleas from Weybridge. — I send a few
blooms of Azalea indici, cut in our wood at \\'eybridge.

The plants were put out in September last year and
have hid no protection of any sjrt. Though the winter

was a mild one, the hard frosts in April would, I

thought, have tried them.

—

George F. Wilson.

Iris florentina.— This old-fashioned garden
plant is blooming fre;ly this spring, the flowers, more-
over, being very good and decidedly attractive. The
delicate suffusion of colour that pervades the whole
flower is cliarming, and when the plants are grouped
in the front of dark green HolU^s the effect is still

further enhanced.

Iris tectorum.—This species is flowering some-

wliat freely this season, and is very pleasing when iu

good condition. The pale lilac flowers, lined and
veined with a lighter shade of white, are quite distinct

even in a large genus such as this, and the fact of its

blooming just in advance of the majority of Flag Irises

is also favourable to its extension.

TroUiuB Orange Globe.—It would be difficult

to conceive a bolder or more imposing border flower

than this, so freely shown at the Temple last week.
That it is well to the front among good things is very

certain, and a plant that attracts the majority must
have unmistakable features of its own. In the border

in moist loam it is a fine plint when established.

The giant Forget-me-not in the north.—
I am sending you a flower of the Chatham Island

Forget-me-not which was planted in the open in

April. My father obtained the plant two years

ago, and though he had given it every attention,

it has not flowered until this year.—L. C.

LdWTHER, Brooklands, Penrith.
*•* -A good specimen of the plant ; flowers

large and beautiful.

—

Ed.

The weather in the north.—A considerable

fall of snow took place on Tuesday afternoon on

the Pennine Hills in Westmoreland. Stormy
weather for the end of May was experienced in

various parts of Scotland on Tuesday. The morn-
ing was bright and summer-like, but in the after-

noon snow and hail fell. The Perthshire moun-
tains and Fifeshire hills had a white covering,

while in Edinburgh there was a heavy fall. About
one o'clock at IJunblane the thermometer was
below freezing point. The weather generally is

cold, and crops are in a backward condition.

Edraianthus serpyllifolius.—This is per-

haps one of the most beautiful of this tribe, and
producing a perfect carpet of purple-violet cups.

It is in every respect an ideal rock plant, of easy

culture, and spreading into welcome patches of

colour. Just now, too, there is not much compe-
tition in this shade of colour, and for this reason

the plant is more valuable. Deep fissures of

gritty loam and a rather sunny aspect, so that its

creeping branches may spread over the rocks,

suit it well. At the same time the soil should be

good if the permanent health of the plant is to be

maintained.

Iris Balceng Miss C. M. Owen.—Hybrid
Irises promise to become plentiful, but some who
are not acquainted with the dwarfer hybrids may
be pleased to hear of this one, which is not only

easily procured, but is pretty and inexpensive.

It is one of a small series of hybrids between I.

balkana and I. Ciengalti. It is now in bloom
here (May 28) and has been flowering for about a
week. The flowers are well raised above the
plant, and here are 8 inches or 9 inches above the
level of the soil. They are a pearly white, with
purple veins. It is a delicately coloured Iris and
of considerable beauty.— S. Arn'ott, Carsethorii,

tiy Dumfries, N.B.
Anemone palmata alba.— Still among rare

plants may be said to be both the typical species

as well as the variety here noted, yet under cer-

tain warm conditions they are quite vigorous. It

is a plant that delights in certain positions near

the sea, though even this may be limited to warm
districts, as, for instance, the south coast. But
even should such a limit be placed upon it, the

value of the plant will remain. In gardens more
inland, and those near London particularly, the

[)lant is not much of a success, yet on the south

coast it will grow and flower freely. Usually a
rather moist peaty sand suits it well, and a group
of it in flower is very attractive.

Eritrichium nanum.—There is nothing more
beautiful or more difficult to maintain in good
health than this. It is so rare indeed that a small

tuft of it in one of the groups at the Temple
show last week appeared among the most con-

spicuous of hardy plants. The woolly tufts

studded with the brilliant blossoms, so closely

nestling thereon as to obscure the meagre foot-

stalk, render it unique among mountain plants.

It is a lovely plant, albeit too frail or delicate for

lowland cultivation unless in few instances, and
then so placed that damp cannot lodge in the short,

dense tufts that its leaves form. Soils of every

description have been recommended for this rare

plant, but, unless these are accompanied by an
almost perpendicular position, little good will

follow.

Plants lost at the Temple show.—We are

asked to state that at the Temple show M. Jules

Hye, of Ghent, lost the very valuable Orchids he
exhibited, and no trace can be ascertained of

their whereabouts. They were seen by him in the

tent soon after 9 p.m. on the Friday (the day on

which the show closed), but they had disappeared

by 10 o'clock, and he is naturally in great dis-

tress.
*^* The above, we believe, is not the only in-

stance where plants have been lost, as we have

heard of other exhibitors when clearing away at

the end of the show having missed some of their

plants. The public should in all cases be ex-

cluded from the tents and only exhibitors and
assistants admitted, thus preventing anything in

the way of fruit or plants being taken away un-

less by the owners.

—

Ed.

Lilium rubellum.—This lovely new species

attracted the attention of all lovers of hardy

flowers at the Temple show last week, mainly,

perhaps, because it is an entirely new species to

cultivation. The chief attraction, however, is

not that it is a novelty merely, but that it is a

novelty calculated to take front rank among its

fellows, and give a lovely tone of colour to our

gardens. In its habit of growth the species par-

takes of a slender-growing auratum, and in truth

exhibits, as do many Japanese Lilies, some varia-

tion in leafage alone. It is also a somewhat
variable species in point of colour and shghtly in

form. But in the dozen or so plants shown by

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. last week there was
ample evidence of great freedom of flowering even

in the smallest bulbs, while quite frail stems bore

three and four of the lovely pale rose or rose-pink

blossoms. In some flowers the deeper shade of

colour is very fine, and the more delicate equally

beautiful. Some flowers, too, are quite campanu-

late, singularly so also in their drooping habit,

and with the rather obtuse buds following give it

a unique appearance. The plants shown by the

Messrs. Wallace had, of course, been grown in

some warmth ; we may therefore expect to see

flowers of much richer hue when these appear

from the stronger bulbs and in a more natural

season.
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WILTON HOUSE.
Wilton House was built by the first Earl of

Pembroke about a.d. 1550 from designs by

Hans Holbein, and the gardens were laid out

by Isaac do Caus. Since then they have

been remodelled and enlarged, and owe a

great deal of their present beauty to the

second wife of the eleventh earl, Countess

Worenzow, who at the beginning of the

present century laid out the present gardens,

assisted by Sir Richard Westmacott. The
garden immediately round the house is laid

out in the Italian style. On the west side

one comes on a charming specimen of floral

embroidery, of which Art has supplied the

pattern, and Nature the rich and various

colours of which it is composed. This har-

monious combination ami arrangement pro-

duce a singularly agreeable effect, which is

heightened by the masses of surrounding

foliage. Leading from this garden is a de-

lightful alley, edged with fine old Yews and

fear of this beautiful group disappearing to

judge by the vigorous growth of the new
trees planted since 18G0. Near by are fine

specimens of Chamairops Fortunei, of a

Copper Eeech, and an evergreen Oak of

unusual size. The river Nadder, which runs

by here, divides the grounds from the deer

park, and is crossed by the beautiful Pal-

ladian bridge designed by Inigo Jones. What
strikes one most at Wilton is the splendid

stretches of lawn, which extend from the

house to the river. Between 70 icres and
80 acres are kept as lawn, and it would be

difficult to find even in a much smaller space

such splendid turf. A broad gravel walk about

300 yards long leading from the house is termi-

nated by a stone seat hedged round with
Yews. On each side of this walk are

beautiful groups of evergreen trees and shrubs

edged with Savin, with Rose gardens between.

The Oak planted by the Emperor Nicholas of

i Russia promises to be a fine specimen. There

great age (over 100 years), still yield crops

which for quality and quantity are hard to

equal. To protect the wall fruit against the

inclemency of our English climate, a curtain

of garden netting, suspentlel fr^m a gl ss

shelter, reaches to the ground. The lower

half of this netting has a much larger mesh
for ventilation. Royal Sovereign and August

e

Nicaise are the varieties of Strawberries used
for forcing. Two of the many houses are

devoted to growing Orchids for cutting. In
one of the houses a very large plant of the

night blooming Cereus, which is now very

rarely met with, was noted.

Caroline Roche.

Stove and Greenhouse.

AZALEAS.
It is not in ever}' place that these useful plants
are as well grown as they may be, and possibly
the low price of small Continental-grown plants

Wilton House. From a photograph by Mr. Stuart, Cromwell Road, Southampton.

Horse Chestnuts, and terminated by the

porch known as "Holbein Porch," which
once formed part of the old house. These
Yews and a few old Limes a'e almost all

that remain of the elaborate gardens laid out

by Isaac de Caus.

Turning to the left, wo come on what
will bo one of the most charming features

of the garden— a large island planted

with BimboDS and Willows. It is in-

tended that the Bambusa and Salix families

should be fully represented here, and when
the Iris KEemp.'eri is planted down to the

water's edge the effect will be quite unique.

It is from here that we have the finest view
of the celebrated Cedars of Lebanon—pro-

bably the finest in England. Ttjis was one
of the first groups of Cedars planted in Eng-
land in 1631. The original plan has never
been lost fight of, and succeeding planters

have always endeavoured to leplace what the

storms—which at timts have caus'd great

damage^have destroyed. There will be no

are also some very fine Acers and Ailantuses,

while the Horse Chestnuts at the entrance

to the courtyard are over 400 years old.

Near the river are a column and a statue of

Venus and an old sundial, which mirks the

division of the two parishes. Here two lovely

borders of Irises, both English and Spanish,

at the time of my visit were in full beauty.

The principal walk to the kitchen garden

was formerly the old turnpike road from

Salisbury to Wiltipn, which was diverted in

order to give greater privacy to the grounds.

The river Wylye divides the kitchen garden

from the pleasure grounds, and is crossed by
a stone bridge designed by Lord Bi'ownlow.

To the right and left of the bridge are charm-

ing gra=s walks and herbaceous borders.

Among the many glories of Wilton are the

fruit gardens, where every kind of fruit, both

under glass and in the open, is grown to a

high state of perfection. The grand old

Apple trees grafted on the Quince and

trained in vase fashion, in spite of their

has something to do with this. In some gardens
Azaleas are taken sery little account of when once
they have flowered, but to grow them one season

and afterwards neglect them is too extravagant.

The best plants and those that continue longest

in health are those that are only very lightly

forced, for though many instances may be given

of large old specimens of Fielder's White and
one or two other old-fashioned varieties keeping
in fair health over a great number of years

though forced, there is not the same substance or

lasting properties in the flowers as on plants

brought along almost without heat. Florists who
have to keep up a succession of bloom have, of

course, to force their plants, and, owing to the

quantity of wood cut with the blossoms, have to

give them warm, moist quarters afterwards, or

they would not be sufficiently advanced to form

flower-buds. But this is not the best way by any
means to grow the plants. From the time the

plants reach the grower until they are in bloom

the temperature should never be higher than that

of an ordinary greenhouse, and after flowering, if

the syringe is freely used about them, they will

make a stronger, healthier growth in the green-

house than anywhere. In modern touses with

large panes of glass and not much woodwork
these plants need a light shade while grow-
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ing, this being lessened by degrees as the
foliage hardens, removing the plants to an open,
though not necessarily a sunny, position to tlio-

roughly ripen the wood. When severe frosts
threaten, they may be removed to the shelter of a
cool Peach house, conservatory, or greenhouse,
keeping the atmosphere a little moist, and if

possible gently syringing the plants for a few
days. If anything is needed in the way of stimu-
lants, there is nothing better than frequent light
doses of clear soot water, this giving tone to the
foliage and substance to the Howers. By using
this, large old pot-bound specimens that it would
oe dangerous to shift may be kept in health for
years. For forming pyramid and other fanciful-
shaped plants a good deal of tying in is necessary,
but this may be entirely dispensed with and yet
plants of good regular outline be formed. The
fashion of cutting the flowers alluded to above
shows what Azaleas can put up with in the way
of pruning, and badly-shaped, neglected plants
may be cut in with the shears rather freely with-
out in any way injuring the plants or the prospect
of flowers. They should be taken in hand at
once when the flowers are past, and then there is

plenty of time for young shoots to push and
develop flower-buds. Top any that appear to be
gaining an undue advantage over the rest in the
earlier stages.

RKrOTTINO

should not take place the same season that the
plants are cut in, as the check given to the roots
may cause the plants to start weakly. Ordinary
cutting in, such as should be practi.sed annually,
would not matter of course, but when severely cut
one season they may with advantage be allowed
a year to pick up. The best time to repot is just
as growth is starting, using a compost of good
rough peat and loam with plenty of silver sand.
If in good condition the sides of the old ball
should be bristling with the tiny growing root
points, and these must not be disturbed on any
account. Have the plants nicely moist, but not
wet at the root before potting, and the comport
should also be in that condition. A thin potting
stick must be used, as large shifts are not advis-
able, but it is necessary that the new soil be made
very firm about the roots. The old ball should
only be just covered, and the upper surface
must not be rammed, but settled a day or so after
potting by giving a thorough soaking of water
from a tine rose. A suitable top-dressing for old
plants of Azalea is made by mixing soot, silver
sand and fine peat such as is beaten out when pre-
paring compost for Orchids, two parts of peat to
one each of the other material. This fills up all
interstices in the compost, such as shrinkage from
the pots, and the little manurial property in the
soot is helpful. Many of our principal growers
for sale buy the plants in a small state, but some
are in the habit of growing their own from
cuttings, and a short time since I noticed a fine
lot of plants so grown at Bush Hill. The cuttings
should be inserted very firmly and never allowed
to flag, potting them on and growing as quickly
as possible without anything in the way of forc-
ing. Should thrips put in an appearance at any
time during the growth of the plants, fumigate at
once, or the foliage will soon suffer. H.

Itea virginica.—Within the last few years a
great many more hardy shrubs are brought on
under glass and employed for the decoralion of
the greenhouse at an earlier period than they
flower naturally out of doors, and among others in
No. 4 greenhouse at Kew this Itea is just now par-
ticularly noticeable, being very distinct from most
of its associates. It is a native of North America,
and flowers naturally in the open ground towards
the end of July. It forms a freely-branched com-
pact bush that reaches a height of a yard or so,
but it will flower plentifully when not more than
a couple of feet high. The white flowers are
srnall, but borne in closely-packed racemes from
4 inches to 5 inches long. It needs a fairly moist
soil with a certain amount of vegetable matter
therein

; indeed, the treatment given to what is

the finest flowers and most brilliant colours. It
is but a matter of patience, not pushing on the
plants in heat, as that unduly ex-cites and invari-
ably generates aphis. Then it is wise not to
allow the plants to become infested before sub-
jecting them to fumigation. Whether tobacco
paper or more modern vaporisers be used, the
earlier applied oftentimes the more good is accom-
plished. Then sowing of seed should not take
place until July, as the plants will then not be
unduly large to winter. They should also be kept
rather on the dry than the moist side, the soil not
being rich, good turfy loam predominating. Of
course if very large plants be needed, sowings
should be made a month earlier, but for ordinary
greenhouse decoration large plants are undesir-
able. Really capital plants carrying fine heada
of bloom can be had in 7-inch pots. So far as
practicable it is well to keep the plants separate
from any others until they come into bloom, when
they may be put into the greenhouse.—A. 1).

CROTONS.
No plants show the efiects of good culture better
than do Crotons. It is not surprising that they
have been somewhat neglected, for as seen in many
places they are far from being attractive.

generally known as American plants will suit it

well. Its value as an outdoor shrub is increased
by the fact that it does not bloom till many others
are over.—H. P.

Ixias and Sparaxis Few classes of plants
show so great a diversity in the hue of their blos-
soms as the difl'erent Ixias and Sparaxis, some of
the varieties showing most marked contrasts of
colour. They are very useful for greenhouse
decoration at this time of the year, and they are
so employed with advantage in No. 4 greenhouse
at Kew. The bulbs can be purchased at a very
cheap rate, and they may be depended upon to
flower well if given just ordinary greenhouse
treatment, while their long wiry stems eminently
fit them for use in a cut state, under which condi-
tions they last a considerable time if gathered
just as the earliest blossoms are expanded. The
bulbs are small, and in order to be eff'ective need
to be grouped in some way or other. A very con-
venient arrangement is to put from six to eight
bulbs in a 5-inch pot, as when in flower they can
then be grouped in any way that fancy directs.
Any ordinary potting compost, such as loam
lightened by some well-decayed leaf-mould and
sand, will suit them well, and care should be taken
that they are not allowed to run up thin and weak
during their growing period. The bulbs go to places they are far from being attractive. The rich
rest comparatively early, and being small they

I and varied hues are hardly excelled even in the
brightest flowers, from pale to deep golden-
yellow, changing to various shades of pink, on to
deep crimson. One great drawback to their

culture for our London markets is that it is diffi-

cult to have them in good condition early in the
season. After the end of .June there is practi-
cally no demand foi choice plants, and it is not
until July or August that Crotons are usually
well finished. There are, however, some varieties

which colour well earlier in the season.

Those exhibited at a recent meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society gave a good idea of

what may be done with Crotons at this season of

the year. Although the broad-leaved varieties

are not so popular as those with the long, narrow,
drooping leaves, there are some which are of the
greatest value for decorations. Thomsoni almost
invariably colours well ; the bright golden-yellow
is well shown in quite young leaves. Mortefon-
tainensis is another worth mentioning, as it al-

ways colours well, and when well matured the
leaves have a bright red hue. Gordoni is a very
highly-coloured variety, but not quite so free-

growing as some. Reedi is remarkably distinct,

having very large leaves pale yellow when young,
and changing to a peculiar shade of almost
purple. Sunbeam, Flamingo, and Musaicus are

others worthy of mention.
To have plants ready for use early in the year

the first thing is to look to the stock, (lood

strong tops taken off at any time during the
winter will root without much trouble and will

retain the highly coloured leaves, making a good
base to the plants. A strong bottom-heat is

necessary, and the case must be kept close and
moist until the cuttings begin to make roots. Of
course, it is necessary to open the case for a short

time in the morning to sweeten the atmosphere,
but it should not be left open long enough for

the cuttings to wither. After the cuttings are
established they should be kept up close to the

glass and exposed to all the sun possible. Later

on, during the hottest part of the day a slight

shading may be necessary, but the less shading
the better. Whilethey are making their growth a

high temperature and a moist atmosphere should

be maintained. After they have made sutficient

growth they may be gradually hardened off.

Though plants with young tender leaves are very
unsatisfactory to use for decoration, if carefully

hardened off' there are few plants that are more
effective and last better than Crotons. A.

suffer more than larger bulbs if kept out of the
ground too long, hence if needed they should be
obtained in the autumn and potted without anv
unnecessary delaj-.—H. P.

Begonia Sutherland!.—Compared with the
huge blossoms of the numerous tuberous-rooted
varieties, the flowers of this South African
species of Begonia are insignificant, yet it really
is a i)retty and graceful plant, that is just now
flowering freely. It forms a stout, tuberous root-
stock from which are pushed up annual stems,
more slender and more numerous than in the
ordinary tuberous varieties. The stems as well
as the petioles of the leaves are bright red. The
blade of the leaf, which is about 4 inches or 5
inches long, is of a somewhat pointed shapj, the
edges being lobed and serrated. The colour is a
distinct shade of soft green, with reddish veins
and margin. The flowers, which are freely borne
towards the points of the shoots, are of a peculiar
coppery tint. This Begonia was introduced from
Natal in ISO" by Messrs. Backhouse, of York.
Apart from its own individual merit it is also
noteworthy as being one of the parents (the white-
flowered B. Dregei was the other) of B. wel-
toniensis, raised by the late Colonel Trevor
Clarke about thirty years ago, at which time he
was a prominent figure in the gardening world.
B. weltoniensis, which at one time was far more
grown than it is now, forms a freely-branched
bushy specimen, whose leaves, though not lai-ge,
are very pretty and supported by red leaf-stalks,
the stems being also of the same colour. The
flowers, which are freely borne, are pink, and a
good specimen is decidedly attractive. It flowers
throughout the greater part of the year, and is

very pretty bedded out during the summer. T.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—We have seen
these greenhouse plants, that seem to be so in-
correctly named herbaceous, in great numbers
and in almost gorgeous beauty at the Temple
show. They are wonderfully attractive, and,
though so long in cultivation, seem to be popular
as ever. No doubt this is largely due to the ease
with which, like the Cineraria and the Chinese
Primrose, they can be raised from seed, their par
ticular appreciation for cool treatment, and, not
least, their quaintly-formed though almost gor-
geously coloured flowers. None others give us
the curious bag-like form the Howers of the Cal-
ceolaria have, and few others can rival them in
rich colour. The chief difficulty to surmount in
culture is the natural tendency the plants have
to become infested with aphis, but that tendency
is invariably the less the cooler the plants are
kept. The most able growers find that cool cul-
ture with plenty of light and air produces the
stoutest and most compact habited plants, with

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—STOVE.

Thunbergia alata.—Trained up a trellis or

stakes, this pretty plant loses a good deal of its

beauty, but if left to hang loosely about a pot or
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basket, it has a really elegant appearance. As a

pedestal |)lant it is very fine; indeed there are

few wavs in which it cannot be used with good

effect.
"
It is of the easiest possible culture. Sow

the seeds in March in good sandy soil over a little

warmth, pot singly into small pots as soon as

ready, and repot or basket them as required. A
single |ilant will cover a couple of yards of space

if well grown, but if a ([uicker result is needed

plant more closely.

Canna Antoine Barton.—Now that the

large-flowering Cannas have attained the position

that their beauty entitles them to, they are not

so frequently noted as was at one time the case,

and though new varieties are being continually

brought forward, they do not show any marked
divergence from the forms already in cultivation.

When grown under glass and employed for the

embellishment of the greenhouse, the flowers

with yellow grounds spotted with crimson are, I

think, generally admired more than any other,

but out of doors they are scarcely so eftective as

those with more brilliant tints. Of the spotted

flowers, one of the very best is Antoine Barton,

which is of medium height, with ample bright

green foliage, while the spotting is clear and dis-

tinct. It is of good constitution too, and in this

respect surpasses several others of much the same
tint.—H. P.

Boronia serrulata.—A few years ago I tried

in vain to obtain half a dozen good plants of

Boronia serrulata, and at that time it appeared

likely to drop out of cultivation altogether. Of

late, however, Messrs. Balchin, of Hassocks, have

taken it in hand and done for this Boronia what
they some time previously did for the beautiful

blue-flowered Leschenaultia biloba major, and
that is, grown and flowered it in such a manner
that when exhibited it gained many admirers.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society it was very attractive, and in their group
at the Temple show last year Boronia serrulata

was much admired. This species is very dift'erent

in appearance from those which are more gene-

rally grown, such as B. megastigma, B. hetero-

phylia, and B. elatior, as through all these three

there runs a strong family likeness, the leaves

and leaflets in the case of the pinnate kinds being

narrow, while in B. serrulata the leaves are of a

peculiar trapeziform shape. This last is more
exacting in its cultural requirements than the

three previously named, and the watering at all

seasons—but more particularly during the winter

months—must be very carefully done. (!ood

fibrous peat, with a liberal admixture of rough
silver sand, will suit this Boronia, and, of course,

thorough drainage is essential. All the Boronias
are natives of Australia, and B. serrulata is one
of the oldest species, having been introduced from
Port Jackson in 1810.— H. P.

a very nice sample indeed, and one which I

should have no hesitation in using on any soil

deficient in lime after giving it the necessary

exposure to air to remove most of the disagreeable

odour. I think that far too much is made of its

poisonous nature, and that any injury which has

accrued from its use is due to using it in a crude

state or on soil already fully charged with lime.

Voelcker tells us distinctly enough that exposure

to the air transforms the injurious sulphur com-

pounds into fertilising materials, and this being

so, the only injurious substance left behind is the

lime itself, and this can be injurious only where
a sufficiency of lime already exists. We do not

fear the use of concentrated manures when
intelligently applied, though we know that these

used too freely will kill or weaken the crops they

are used for. Why not then apply the same
amount of intelligence to the use of gas-lime'.'

(ias-water is frequently used to kill weeds on

walks, and is very efl'ective for the purpose ; but

who is there, having so used it on walks bordered

by grass, that will doubt its great manurial value

on the grass after the first effects have worn off V

Such grass grows doubly fast and is of a magnifi-

cent colour for months afterwards, (ias-lime gives

precisely similar results ; it will while crude kill

vegetation and .should only be used in that state

for billing. Later on and after due exposure its

value as a manure cannot be doubted.

J. C. Tau-ack.

growth, would form tufts that before they were a

year old would carry six to ten handsome flowers.

- E. J.

Books.

GAS-LIME.

That I am fully in accord with what " R. S. C."

(p. 430) advances as to the need of caution in the
use of gas-lime should have been clear to anyone
who read my first notes on it, in which I was
careful to point out that the gas-lime used here
was a home product and not over-charged with
impurities. There are scores and probably
hundreds of places throughout the country that
have private gas-works, where the refuse lime
would probably be in precisely the same condition
as that I use, and my notes were intended to
advocate its use in such places where there is a
deficiency of lime in the soil, and to prevent the
wasting of a valuable commodity. Surely all gas-
lime from big works is not so highly charged with
the various impurities as " R. S. C.'s" notes
would lead us to suppose. I am acquainted with
some fairly big gas-works, and I can see little

difference in the lime they turn out and that
which we get here, except that they turn it out
in a mixed state ; indeed, I know of one case
in particular where gas-lime has this year been
bought in from a public gas-works for use
in a private garden, and it appears to be

Iris atrofusca.—This, among the latest in-

troductions to the lovely group of Cushion Irises,

is one of the most handsome. It is this both in

point of size as also in remarkable colouring.

The first spike opened to-day (May 24), having

been grown throughout without the least pro-

tection. The falls are extremely handsome,

larger than usually seen in these forms, and
expand fully and to a large size. The finest

flower nearly equals that of I. Susiana in size, the

falls rich crimson-maroon, with just a shadow of

brown, then near the throat a large deep black

blotch very rich, and an intensely black beard,

slightly tinged with grey here and there. The
erect segments are also large, beautifully undu-

lated at the margin, and almost wholly composed
of a greyish purple hue, with darker purple base

and veins, and beautifully freckled with white in

the upper portions. As it started rather early to

flower, some of the leaves have suffered from the

cold winds.

Diantbus alpinus.—This is, I think, one of

the best of the dwarfer alpine forms, and one

which is not especially difficult to cultivate by

quite ordinary methods. What to me is a special

attraction in this species, quite apart from the

handsome blossoms, is the deep green and glossy

nature of the rather ample tuft of leaves, the

same feature not being so good in some other

kinds. Two other species, e.(j.,D. neglectus and

D. glacialis, do not usually thrive as does this

kind, and the slugs appear even more fond of its

leaves, clearing away all the upper surface at

times, and thereby ruining its prospects of

success. With the above plant, now beautifully

in flower, the best way is to secure seeds and sow

them at once. As soon as possible when well up,

prick off the seedlings into fairly rich soil, so that

a ([uick growth may be kept up. In six weeks
from the time the seedlings are up they should be

planted out in good soil and attention given to

watering and the like. ^Nlany alpines are seen

too frequently in a weakly state owing to a pre-

vailing notion that in a .3-inch pot quite one half

should be broken stones, independently of the

usual drainage. This is a common error, and if

more soil of a richer character were employed,

better results would ensue. Indeed, not only

with such as this Dianthus, but with such

as Saxifraga Burseriana and others, I employ
very old manure, finely sifted, with the soil,

which, coupled with greater moisture and more .._^ _
root-room, is decidedly beneficial. In just the Urations {partly coloured), pp

same way this alpine Pink, given (luick, free ' dnn and New York

A TEXT-BOOK OF BOTANY.*

New text-books of botany are as plentiful as

Blackberries, but the one under notice is far more

complete and thorough-going than is usually the

case, both text and illustrations being far above

the average. One might naturally expect this

much from such a quartette of authors and such

painstaking publishers, who were fortunate, more-

over, in obtaining the aid of Mr. A. C. Seward,

of St. John's, Cambridge, and University lecturer

in botany, in the final revision of the proofs of

the translation as it passed through the press.

This able work is, in fact, a masterly exposition

of the form, external and internal, of plants.

Under the head of " Morphology " we are shown

clearly what plants and their organs really are.

while under the head of ' Physiology," the work

plants have to do for themselves, and indirectly

for ourselves, and how they do it, is clearly illus-

trated and described. The second section of the

book, devoted to physiology, is especially valu-

able from the gardener's or cultivator's point of

view, as it contains the latest and most reliable

information as to how the living plant works

under the influence of sunlight, heat, and mois-

ture, and so produces for us (and other animals)

practically all our food, clothing, medicine, &c.

A second section of the work treats speoinlly of

cryptogams and phanerogams—that is, of flower-

less and flowering plants respectively, so that a

clear bird's-eye view is thus given of the vegetable

kingdom, beginning with the most simple or

primitive types and gradually working up to those

of more complex and modern development.

There are good lists of useful or officinal and of

poisonous plants given, and the general index also

forms to some extent a glossary of the terms used

in the book. In the case of a second edition

being produced, a complete glossary of the terms

used should be given, as on this mainly depends

its educational value to students generally.

It has been often said that cultivators need not

know how plants are made or by what means they

grow and work for us in field or garden, but

that it is sufficient if gardeners grow the plants

well, and so make them work well whilst under

their care. To a certain extent only is this true,

and half a truth is a dangerous thing. Even in

the case of inanimate machinery it is conceded

that men can use it better if they are conversant

with its mechanism and manufacture. A man tnay

drive an engine without knowing how it is built,

but not so surely or so well as if such knowledge

is familiar to him. Other things being equal, that

gardener will succeed best who knows best how to

apply the best and most exact knowledge and

does apply it at the right time and in the right

place. In all our great plant nurseries in or near

London, and in Germany and in Belgium more

especially, do we see the best results attained by

the prompt application of exact scientific know-

ledge, and it behoves young gardeners who would

hold their own in the ever-changing struggle of

competition in garden and field alike to prime

themselves with all that is really known and

worth knowing as to the structure and hfe of the

plants they grow for use or for sale.

This book ought to be in every good garden

library, and it should also find a place in the

reading rooms of all County Council centres.

It affords another of the many examples we

have had of late years as to the thorough way

in which German scientists attack a subject, and

simplify it so that their knowledge is easily

assimilated and utilised by any cultivator of

* "A Text-Book of Botany.'

burger, Dr. Fritz XoU, Dr. H
.\. F. W. Schimper Translated

By Dr. E. Stras-

Schenek, and Dr.

from the (ierman

into^Kagiish by H. C. Porter, Ph.D. With 594 illus-

. .-..:-__( u_ -,.i-.,i-ed), pp. 632, with index. Lon-

Macmillan and Co., Ld. 1S98.
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average intelligence. It is of no use repining and
lamenting that farming and gardening are not
what they used to be. Nothing ig or e\'er can be
as it was, and the only thing that is constant in

the world's evolution is change. Hence the care-
ful study of books of this calibre and character
will enable the cultivator to meet changes of all

kinds, while the stolidly practical or " rule-of-

thumb " men fail. " It is not what you know, but
what you do," said Cobbetb years ago to cultiva-
tors of the soil, but surely we must know and
know exactly before we can be sure that we are
right in doing anything at all.

In recommending Strasburger's " Text-Book of
Botany," I regret that its price of ISs. will prove
too much for many, good investment though it

be, and I also regret that we have no system of
village libraries that would lead to works of this
class reaching the rural districts and the hands
of cuUivators who could best utilise them to the
advantage of themselves and the country at
large. F. W. Burbidge.

Trees and Shrubs.

WISTARIAS.
Of the many lieautiful trees and shrubs that
have come to us from China and Japan there is

none that fills so uniiiue a place in our gardens
or whose disappearance would leave so great a
void as the common Wistaria. With the ex-
ception of the Traveller's Joy (Clematis Vitalba),
our native flora posses.ses no climbing woody
plant which in habit and luxuriance of growth
recalls the giant climbers (the lianes) of the
equatorial forests who.se rope-like stems, cling-
ing to the trunks or hanging from the boughs
of large trees, give to tropical vegetation one of
its most characteristic features. Including even
the foreign plants, the number of strong-grow-
ing climbers of the type of our native Clematis
and hardy in this country is not large. Some
of the North American and North Asiatic Vines
may be counted among them, and one or two
other species of Clematis, but all these possess
but little beauty of flower. Their merits are
in their luxuriance of growth, their foliage, and
sometimes their autumnal colouring or fruits.

Now the AVistaria, whilst being the equal in
vigour and in size of any of these, is above all a
flowering plant. It produces in May a crop of
bloom to which, if any objection at all could be
made, it would be that there is sometimes too
much of it, and thi.s is usually followed in
August and September by a second crop plenti-
ful enough in itself to entitle the Wistaria to be
considered a fine flowering climber. It appears
to have been introduced from China about the
year 1816, and yet such is its rapidity of growth
that Ldudon, writing only twenty-five years
afterin the '

' Encyclopedia of Trees and Shrubs,

"

mentions a plant on a wall in the Horticultural
Society's garden whose branches extended more
than 100 feet on each side of the main stem, and
another at Coughton Hall covering 905 square
feet of wall. Besides providing a beautiful
covering for dwelling-houses or other buildings,
the common Wistaria is of great value used in
other ways. One of these is shown in the
charming engraving of an old Wistaria on this
page. This plant has apparently been trained
on loosely looped chains, and it shows not only
a graceful way of growing this climber, but also
the marvellous profusion of its blossom. It
can be grown also on ]5ergolas, on arbours, and
even on trees. In Mr. Waterer's nursery at
Knap Hill it has been trained up Laburnum
trees. Eventually, no doubt, the Laburnums
will get the worst of it, but meanwhile the two
flower together, and the pale blue - purple
racemes of the Wistaria and the golden ones of

the Laburnum make a fine contrast. I should
imagine that an old Oak that has seen its best
days would be a suitable support for it. In
getting this or any other climber to grow on
living trees, the difficulty is at the start'^ chiefly
because of the living roots of the tree on which
it is to grow. This is why a tree no longer in
the heiglit of its vigour is most suitable. Even
then the Wistaria should be planted well away
from tlie trunk where sun and rain can reach
it. A good plan is to sink a large tub with the
l)ottom knocked out, and fill this witli good
rich loam and vegetable humus. By the time
the Wistaria has filled this with roots it will be
able to hold its own.

There are now several varieties of the common
Wistaria in commerce, and there are also two or
three other distinct species with their varieties,

White Wistaria over a pergola at Tresserre.
Engraved for The Garden from a photo-
graph by Miss Willmott,

but so far as I have seen, not one of them is

equal to the common one either in vigour of
growth or beauty of flower. But whilst they
need not take the place of the old type, they
are well worth growing, for every Wistaria is

beautiful, and they aflbrd also some variety in
colour, in habit, and in time of flowering. To
those who are interested in hardy climbers, the
following list, as a complete one of the Wistarias
in cultivation in this country, may be of in-
terest :

—

Chinensis.—China and Japan.

,, var. alba.

,, var. alba plena.

,, var. flore-pleno.

,, var. macrobotrys.

,, var. variegata.

Brachybotrys.—China and Japan.
,, var. alba.

Multijuga.—China, Corea and perhaps Japan.
,, var. alba.

,, var. (unnamed, with short racemes).
.Japonica (properly Millettia japonica).
Frutescens.—United States.

,, var. alba.

,, var. magnifica.

W. CHINENSIS VAR. ALBA has, ot course, white
flowers ; in var. alba plena they are white and
double, but, although beautiful, neither of these
varieties flowers with anything like the freedom
of the true chinensis.
W. c. VAR. FLORE-PLENO has double flowers of

the same colour as the type. The finest plant I
know of is in the Knap Hill Nursery. The
flowers have gained nothing in beauty by the
doubling of the petals, but if the weather is dry
and sunny during the flowering season they per-
haps last longer than the single ones. In wet,
stormy weather these double varieties are more
liable to damage.
W. c. VAR. MACROBOTRYS.—In this the flowers

are of a paler shade of blue-purple. The racemes
are longer than those of the type, but the flowers
are farther apart.
W. c. VAR. VARiEOATA.—If there is any Wistaria

to which objection can be taken it is to this one.
If variegated plants are desired there are better
to be had, and compared with the type, either as
regards its growth or its blossoms, it is poor.
W. BRACiiVBOTRYs.—Although it is nearly

seventy years since a Wistaria under this name
was brought to Europe from Japan by Siebold,
but little can be said of it with any confidence
even now. It is cultivated at Kew, but the
plants are small and not likely to flower for a few
years yet. I have never seen a living plant in
flower. Judging by published figures, it appears
to be no more than a dwarf variety of W. chinen-
sis, with racemes of the same blue-purple flowers,
only shorter, as the specific name suggests. Even
if it is no more than this, a dwarf form of the
common Wistaria which could by a little pruning
be kept as a bush would be very desirable. Var.
alba has been spoken highly of in the United
States, but I have never seen it.

W. MULTIJUGA,—This species is very easily
distinguished from W. chinensis by two charac-
ters : first, by the length of its racemes, which
are often between 2 feet and 3 feet long ; second,
by flowering a fortnight or so later. It is worth
growing because of these differences, although it

does not equal the other in the luxuriance of its

growth or in its beauty at flowering time—at all

events, it has not done so yet in this country.
The blossoms are much less closely packed on the
spikes than they are in W. chinensis, so that,
although the spikes are twice or thrice the length,
the aggregate of Howe-.s is no greater. The
colour is not invariably the same in different
plants, but it is always a variation of delicate
lilac and white. The variety alba has flowers
wholly white. In the arboretum at Kew there is

a distinct variety of this Wistaria, hitherto un-
named so far as I can ascertain ; it is distin-
guished by much shorter racemes than the ordi-
nary multijuga, and has the flo\vers more closely
arranged. The foliage of all these forms of multi-
juga difl'ers from that of the common Wistaria in
the leaflets being more numerous, smaller, and
less hairy. Although I have said that this species
does not equal W. chinensis either in the robust-
ness of its growth or in its flowers, this can only
be safely said of it as a cultivated plant in Britain.
In Japan, where it is very commonly planted in

the tea-gardens, it is evidently a wonderfully
beautiful plant. There is a famous specimen at
Kameido which has been many times photo-
graphed. (A picture of it appears in the Oar-
denen' Chronide for February 25, ISO.S, as W.
chinensis.) Writing of this Wistaria in his book,
"Japs at Home," Mr. Douglas Sladen says:
" At Kameido one has to cross over the famous
horse-shoe bridge, the arch of which is so steep
that it has steps hke a treadmill up its back, to a
tea-house formed by a natural arbour of Wistaria
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—such Wistaria ! I doubt if the world has its

equal. The arbour stands on the water's edge,

and in Ma}', « hen the ' Fugi '—as the Japanese
have named the Wistaria—is in full bloom, the

water is swept by vast feathery racemes of deli-

cate lilac coloured blossoms 3 feet to 4 feet long,

odorous of honey and buzzing with bees."

W. .jAroNicA.—The plant sometimes met with
under this name belongs reallj' to the closely

allied genus MiUettia. It is a rare climber, but
is at Kew, and I think I have seen it in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery at Coombe \\'ood. The flowers

appear in small racemose clusters in June and
July, and are white.

W. FRUTEscENS.—This IS the only species found
wild in the New World, being a native of the

Southern United States. It is a climber, but is not

so strong a grower as either chinensis or multi-

juga. The flowers are of a pale blue-purple, and
are arranged rather densely on racemes 3 inches

to 8 inches long. It flowers during the latter

part of June. Besides the type there are two
varieties in cultivation. The better one of these

is called magniiica, and has racemes over 1 foot in

length, and is altogether superior to the type.

The second variety is alba ; it has racemes of the

same size as the ordinary frutescens, but the

flowers are white.—W. J. BE.iS.

With the return of spring. Wistaria
sinensis again asserts itself as one of the grandest
hardy climbers that we possess, and many are the

inquiries made regarding its propagation and

all at once and grew away quickly. This year
the}' are all growing freely, there being not an
atom of difference between the retarded plants of

last year and those that grew at the normal
season.—T.

Acer palmatum sanguineum.— Although
the different varieties of Acer palmatum, or poly-

morphum, as it is often called, are quite hardy,
the foliage of many of them is so delicate that

they are more fitted for the embellishment of a

cool house than for planting in the open ground.
On the other hand, there are some varieties

sufficiently vigorous in constitution to resist the
rapid changes of temperature experienced at this

season, and to this class belongs that above noted
—sanguineum—which at Kew, near the flagstaff,

forms a brilliant piece of colour—so brilliant, in-

deed, that at a distance it appears like a mass of

blossom. It is of good free growth, with deeply-

lobed leaves, which retain their colour through-
out the season, and the autumn tints are particu-

larly vivid. Associated with green-leaved sub-

jects it stands out in a marked manner, while a

direct contrast is furnished by its North American
relative, the variegated-leaved Negundo. These
Japanese Maples are not particular as to soil, but
they prefer a well-drained medium of a loamy
nature. Not only are they propagated in large

quantities by some of our nurserymen, but great

numbers are now sent to this country from Japan
during the winter months. They are great

• ^^V>rS *^t^:50^v.,^^.-f'-

J47l old Wistaria at Efford Manor, Lymington. Engraved for The Garden from a
photograph sent by Miss Helen Oilliatt, Abbots Ripton Hall, Huntingdon.

general treatment. It may be mentioned that

cuttings root only with difficulty, and in nurseries

it is often increased by grafting a small shoot on

to a portion of a root, but as this cannot be dune
without the necessary appliances, the only thing
remaining is to layer a few branches, which are

most conveniently situated for the purpose. The
Wistaria as a rule produces a few stout, deep-

descending roots with little or no fibres, and on
this account it does not transplant readily.

Owing to this the plants are in nurseries often

kept in pots, and though when plunged they fre-

quently push out roots away from the pot, yet
even then they can be lifted with less check than
if unconflned altogether. Where plants are simply
lifted from the open ground and replanted, they
will sometimes stand till quite late in the season
before there are any signs of growth ; then they
will break out freely and grow away as if to make
up for lost time. Last year I had under my obser-

vation a dozen plants which had been obtained
from a nursery where the soil was a good deep
loam. They were about 6 feet in height, and the

stout Liquorice-hke roots ran down for a couple
of feet. These Wistarias were planted carefully

and kept well watered, with the result that seven

of them commenced to grow at the proper season

and even produced a few flowers. The remaining
five, on the other hand, showed not the least indi-

cation of growth, though the shoots remained
fresh till the end of June, when they broke out

favourites with the Japanese, particularly the

more fantastic kinds, and they are grafted in

various curious ways. In the catalogue of a

.lapanese nursery firm now before me no less than

thirty-seven varieties are mentioned therein.

—

H. P.

NOTSS & QUESTIONS.—TBEES i- SHIiUBS.

K*'rria'?.—Your correspondenta " B." and " T."
in tlieir notes oq Kerrias have omitted the b>st of all.

viz.. alba, a sprig of which I enclose. It seems quite

hardy.—K.
*«* The plant, specimens of which you send, is very

like a Kerria, bat is now known as Rhodotypos
kerrioides.—El>

.

Olearia Gunni.—This is a charming shrub. In

this garden it is not hardy enough to stand in the

open border, and should have the protection of a

wall, where it makes a fine display. Its fine narrow
leafage, with bunches of white and yellow flowers,

makes it very useful. It is useful to cut from,

and I saw it used with good effect in a wreath
from a leading florist in JIay. It was worked in

as a groundwork with large bold flowers, such as

Lilium Harrisi, &c.—J. Ckuok, Fon/t Alihiy.

The Copper Beech.—What a glorious sight

is a big tree of this when seen early in the season,

more so where it is associated with other trees and
shrubs that harmonise with it. Many of our

coloured trees are spoilt by being badly placed.

and many of them are of a poor, weak colour. In
the pleasure grounds here there is a vigorous

specimen from 70 feet to SO fe2t in diameter and
nearly as much in height. Great credit is due to

those who planted it. On one side of it is a fine

specimen of Pinus insignis, on another Cedrus
atlantica, while close by are fine specimens of

Laburnum and White Thorn.

—

Dorset.

Pinus Laricio.—I enclose some leaves of

Pinus Laricio which have been attacked by a

fungus. Can you tell me its name ? I have some
young plants in a nursery here and all are more or

less all'ected. Is there any cure for it or would it

be best to root them up and burn them ? Will

this particular fungus attack any other species of

tree ''. I have no others of the genus Pinus in the

nursery, although I have other conifers, but none

of them seemed to have been attacked.—I. S. S.

*,* The leaves of your Pinus Laricio are

attacked by a fungus belonging to the genus
Peridermium. If the young trees are oadly

infested, I should pull them up and burn them ;

if they are not very bad, you might pick off the

shoots that are diseased and burn them. I doubt

if it would be of any use to apply any fungicide,

but vou might try syringing the trees with

Bordeaux mi.xture when all trace of the fungus

has been removed. I do not imagine this fungus

would attack any trees except those perhaps of

the genus Pinus.— O. S. S.

Kitchen Garden.

SPRING CABBAGE.
There is a wide difference in the supply of

these during the present season when compared

with that of 1897. Last year poor samples in

this district were fetching Is. (Sd. per dozen,

while during the present month they have been

sold at two a penny. One would think by this

that the winter of 1890- 97 was a severe one
;

this, however, was not so, as there is notliing

very special as regards frost to record. But if

we turn to the register we shall find that the

wet September and October of the previous

year had much tu do with retarding the growth,

as it was quite late in the season before it was

possible to plant, and when this was done the

ground was so cold that growth remained almost

at a stand for a long time. The late autumn,

however, was so fine and warm, that many Cab-

bages had commenced to turn in before Christ-

mas, and had the winter been a severe one

most of them that were planted early would

have been killed by the frost. The winter

being mUd, growth was at no time arrested to

any serious extent until March. Of the varieties

grown here the following were sown on July 9 :

Flower of Spring, Ellam's Early, Earliest of

AU, and a variety having no name which I

received from Mr. Beesley, The Denbies, who
informed me that he had grown the same for a

great number of years. It is quite a distinct

kind with light green foliage, and is true,

there not being the least difference in the whole

stock. This would doubtless be a good market

variety, as the whole plot was ready for use at

the same time. I always make two sowings,

one the second week in July and the other at

the end of that month. Last year the second

sowing was made on July 30, and these were

planted out on September 22, when in addition

to those named above the following varieties

were sown : Miniature, April, Little Gem,

Tender and True, Blain-crop, Enfield Market,

Favourite, and Carter's Early.

Anyone looking over the plc;)t at the present

time would say that the line old variety Enfield

Market was not in the running, as it is both

coarse and late compared with some of the

others. Main-crop is a picture, all the plants of

' an even size, with well-formed solid hearts, not
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a plant having bolted. Those who are desirous
of having a good main crop variety cannot do
better than grow this. Flower of Spring is

also first-class. It comes in earlier than the
preceding, and is of fine form and delicate
flavour. EUam's, too well known to need any
description, was very early this season, as good
hearts were formed in February. The .same
might be said of April. Cabbage sown about
the same dates in 18!(0 made but poor progress
in their early stages, for the weather during
that time was unfavourable to their growth, and
had it not been for the fine November of that
year many of the autumn-sown seeds would have
failed entirely. Spring Cabbage in many gar-
dens is so important a crop, that special pains
are taken to have them as early as possible. It

is, however, a mistake to sow the seed too soon,
as in favourable seasons the plants get so
forward as not to be able to resist the cold
should the winter be severe. Those from the
sowing made on July .30 have done far better
than from plants raised earlier, but late sowings
cannot always be depended on ; for this reason
it is advisable to make two. On light, warm
soils that are well drained the frost does not
take such a serious effect, and where, as a rule,

growth is not so sappy in the autumn. Cabbage
will withstand the severity of the winter much
better, but on heavy land that becomes soddened
many of them are sure to succumb should there
be a long spell of bad weather, or if this does not
happen when the genial sunshine of spring
comes many of them will run to seed. Owing
to the late winter being so dry and mild,
Brassicas of all kinds have done well, not the
least amongst them being the Cabbage, for
though at one time Broccoli could scarcely be
given away, spring Cabbage at the present time
are ijuite as plentiful, and have become a glut on
the market by the time they are usually pro-
curable at high prices. H. C. P.

Runner Beans not staked.—Runner Beans
are more grown for late summer supplies than
the dwarf kinds. Many find a difficulty in pro-
curing stakes, but there is no need to stake if top-
ping is attended to. There is a great gain in
growing the running varieties, as these do not
get old or tough so quickly as the dwarf French
kinds. It is useless to sow runners and leave
them to chance, as the tops would touch the soil
and the pods would be useless. Sown in rows
3 feet apart and the plants 15 inches apart in the
rows they do well. Close stopping is necessary
with runners at the start, but as they form pods
they are less inclined to run. It is well to stop
when 12 inches high and follow this up, not allow-
ing the new growths to make much progress. I
found the new running French Bean of the
Tender and True type very good treated thus
last year, and grown as advised the crop is far
superior to that of the dwarf kinds. The plants
if grown in good land with plenty of food give
enormous crops from June to October.— S. H.

The first Potato.—In the Musee Plantain at
Antwerp the other day I found in one of the
cases an original water-colour sketch of the
Potato, showing a branch in flower and setting its
fruit, and having two small tubers represented
on the same sheet. The flowers were purple,
the tubers also red or purple with very deep-
set eyes. The largest is shown as being only
21 inches by IJ inches in size. The printed
legend attached to the sheet is, " Representation
de la pomme de terre nouvellement introduit en
Europe. Execute par Phillipe de Sivry pour
Clusius, 1589." On the sheet itself is written,
" Tariloisle j\ Phillipe de Sivry acceptium
Vienne 26 Jan., 15S8. Papas Peruvianum, Petri
ciece." So far as I know, this drawing is the very
earliest original known of the Potato, and as such
possesses an interest all its own. It is evidently

a faithful transcript from an actual examjJe in
flower and fruit, and seems to show that the
original plant produced small red tubers. It also
seems very probable that the rude woodcut and
other representations of the Potato in the herbals
of the 16th century, including that of our own
.lohn Gerard, were derived from this original as
made for Clusius by Phillipe de Sivry. It is not
too well known that it is a flowering spray of the
Potato (Solanum tuberosum) that Gerard is repre-
sented as holding in his hand in his portrait or
effigy on title page of his great Herbal of loil",

or only nine years after Sivry's sketch was made.
—F. W. BURBIDOE.

TOMATO CULTIVATION.*
It is only in comparatively recent years that the
public have begun to appreciate Tomatoes. In
former years it was only in large gardens that
they were grown, and they were then used for
soups and sauces. At the present time the
taste for them has undergone a complete
change, and, instead of their consumption being
restricted to the wealthy, they are eaten by
nearly everyone. To meet the increasing
demand for good fruit some of the large
growers for market have covered acres of land
with glass erections, and each year these are
being added to

;
yet with all the.se, and the sur-

plus from private gardens, the supply of home-
grown fruit is insufficient to meet the growing
demand. Large quantities are imported from
the Channel Islands in summer, and from the
Canary Islands during the winter months. If

a suflicient quantity of home-grown fruit could
bo obtained, there is no doubt whatever it

would be eaten in preference to that which is

imported, because it is incomparably better.
Tomatoes are amongst the most easily grown
and accommodating plants in culti\'ation

; but
in order to obtain the maximum amount of
fruit that they are capable of producing, their
recjuirements must be thoroughly understood
and carefully attended to. The grower who can
devote a house exclusively to them is in a much
better position for obtaining the best possible
results than one who has to grow them in
houses in which there is a mixed collection of
plants. During the summer months a supply
may be obtained from plants grown in the
greenhouse or plant-house after the majority
of the legitimate occupants are placed outside.
A fair measure of success may be obtained by
growing them in ordinary garden frames. The
frames should have a sharp pitch towards the
south, in order to obtain as much sunshine as
possible. A narrow ridge of soil, 8 inches deep
and the same in width, should be placed along
the front of the frame. The plants should
be put in 1 foot apart, and confined to a single
stem ; these should be supported on laths or
wires stretched from end to end of the frame at
about 8 inches below the glass and the same
distance apart. For a period of from three to
four months—commencing at the end of May

—

Tomatoes will grow most luxuriantly outside,
and many of the smaller fruited varieties will

set their fruit very freely in this part of

Cheshire, but comparatively few fruits attain
maturity. Unless the green fruit can be used
for home consumption, it is comparatively
worthless, as at present it is not a marketable
commodity.

Method of Cultivation.

To provide an early suminer supply, the seed
should be .sown towards tlie end of November.
Use well-drained pots or boxes, filled to within
1 inch of the top with a compost of loam, leaf-

soil, and sand in equal proportions. The com-

» Paper read by Mr W. Neikl hefgre the Royal
Horticultui-al Society.

post should be broken up finely, so as to pre-
vent injury as much as possible to the young
and tender roots when transferring them to
small pots. The seeds should be sown about
half an inch apart and thinly covered with soil.

If the soil is inclined to dryness, it would be
better to water it before sowing rather than
afterwards. A sheet of glass placed on top of
the seed pot or box will prevent the depreda-
tions of vermin, and keep the soil in a uniformly
moist condition. A temperature of from 60° to
65" Fahr. will be suitable for the germination
of the seeds. When the seedlings are well
above the soil, they should be placed close
to the glass to prevent them becoming drawn
up and weakly. When they have made three
or four rough leaves, they should be carefully
removed from the seed pots and placed singly
in small pots. It is advisable to cover the
.stem right up to the cotyledons, or seed leaves,
to induce the formation of roots that will after-

wards contribute to form a healthy, vigorous
plant. From pots 2J inches in diameter they
may be transferred to others .5 inches across,
and subsequently to 10-inch pots, which are
(juite large enough to support a good crop of
fruit, or they may be planted out in a prepared
border of soil. Under no circumstances is it

advisable to allow the plants to become root-
bound before they are placed in their fruiting
quarters.

All of my plants, both in 1806 and 1897, were
grown singly in pots 10 inches in diameter.
The soil used in the fruiting pots was of a heavy
and adhesive description. It was taken from a
pasture field, and was stacked for a few months
previous to using, in order to destroy the
vitality of the grasses and other indigenous
plants growing upon it. Nothing was added
to the soil at the final potting with the exception
of a small quantity of lime rubble for supplying
food to the plants, 'and to prevent the soil from
becoming too adhesive. The pots were well
drained. When the plants are well established
in the fruiting pots and have a large expanse of

foliage, they require a copious supply of water
;

therefore it is necessary that provision should be
made to allow surplus water to escape, other-
wise it would cause the soil to become sour and
inert ; a condition that would be detrimental to

the health of the plants. Growers should be very
careful to note whether the soil is dry before
applying water. In spring and early summer
the young and tender .shoots and leaves flag or
droop under the influence of strong sunshine,
especially after a period of dull weather,
although the soil in which they are growing
may be sufficiently wet. It is under such con-
ditions that the inexperienced seriously injure
their plants by watering them, under the mis-
taken impression that the drooping is brought
about by dryness at the root, whereas it is

caused by the transpiration of water from the
leaves being greater than the roots can suppl3'.

The plants were restricted to one main stem
;

all the laterals or side shoots were removed
when they were <iuite small. A heavier and
more regular crop of fruit can be obtained by
this system than by any other. The main
leaves were not cut or mutilated in any way so

long as they remained in a healthy condition.
The far too common practice of almost defoliat-

ing the plants cannot be too strongly con-
demned, as it has an injurious ett'ect upon the
yield and quality oi the fruit. The plants were
grown in houses recently planted with Vines
and Peaches. Many of them were trained to

the back wall at a considerable distance from
the glass. Had tliey been grown in houses
specially constructed, and devoted entirely to

them, there is every reason to suppose that a
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heavier crop would have been obtained. In

180l> an attack of Potato disease (Phytojihthera

infestans) made its appearance early in May on
tlie Haokwood Park variety. The plants were

sprayed with a solution of Ijalf a pound of sul-

phate of cojjper and half a pound of quicklime

mixed in 10 gallons of water, which removed
all traces of disease in the later fruits.

Yield, Value, akd Varietie.s.

The plants grown in ISStU were raised from
seed sown in the previous December, and the

first ripe fruits were gathered on the following

May 4. The average yield was over 8^ lbs.

per plant, the total yield of fruit from 1.30

plants was 11^7 lbs. The price varied from (id.

to Is. per lb. The total amount realised, after

payment of carriage and commission, was

£35 fis. 6d., thus averaging 7Ad. per lb. The
varieties grown were Hackwood Park and
Neild's Seedling. The former is a prolific

variety, but its fruit is too large to suit the

rei|uirements of consumers. The latter variety

is a seedling of my own raising. It was tried

at Chiswick in 18!M5, and was given an award
of merit by the Royal Horticultural Society,

who state that it is of "compact growth, great

cropper, clusters overlapping each other, aver-

aging (J fruits each ; moderate size, round,

smooth, dark red, solid, and good flavour."

Smooth fruits of medium size are more highly

appreciated in the market than large ones. In
nearly every instance the smaller fruits realised

from Id. to 2d. per lb. more than the larger

ones.

EXI'ERI.MENTS IN MaNI'RIXG DURING THE

Year 1896.

No manure was applied until the roots had
taken full possession of the soil, at which time

a number of plants growing in different houses,

and under varying conditions as to light and
sunshine, were selected for the purpose of

e.xperimenting with the following manures,
which were applied fortnightly at the rate of

one-eighth of an ounce to each plant. In each

case where more than one kind of manure was
used they were mixed in equal projjortions, and
tlie exact quantity given. The plants were
carefully attended to, and their condition and
results noted at the time.

No. 1. Nitrate of soda and muriate of potash.

,, 2. Superphosphate of lime, muriate of potash,

and sulphate of iron.

,, 3. Sulphate of ammonia and muriate of

potash.

,, 4. Muriate of potash, sulphate of iron, and
nitrate of soda.

,, .5. Sulphate of iron and muriate of potash.

,, (). Muriate of potash.

,, 7. Sulphate of iron.

,, 8. Nitrate of soda.

,, it. Sulphate of ammonia.
,, 10. Superphosphaie of lime.

Nos. 2, 5, (5, 7, and 10 were quite a failure
;

the fruit was below the average size, and the

foliage had a yellow sickly appearance, indicat-

ing a deficiency of nitrogen in the soil. The
plants appeared so unhealthy that several per-

sons who were not experienced in plant grow-
ing noticed their poor condition. Nos. 3 and
4 produced a moderate crop, and appeared to

be fairly healthy. Nos. 1, 8, and 9 were good,
strong, healthy plants, and produced a full crop
of fruit. These plants were very similar in

condition to others that were supplied with
diluted liquid manure from the stables and
cow-sheds, but in the end the latter produced
the most satisfactory results. It may be ob-

served that sulphate of ammonia alone produced
better results than when combined with muriate

of potash. Potassic manures have long been
considered the best for Tomatoes, and yet when
mui-iate of potash was applied by itself it proved
to be a failure. The plants grown in lS9(i were
raised from seed sown in the previous Decem-
ber, and the first ripe fruits gathered on the

following May 4. It was thought that by sow-

ing earlier, and having large and strong plants,

the ripe fruit could be produced earlier in the

season. Consequently seed was sown at the

end of August, and the young plants were
established in pots 5 inches in diameter before

winter set in. The result was not (juite satis-

factory. Ripe fruit was gathered a fortnight

earlier, but the yield per plant was considerably

less from these early-sown plants than from
others of the same variety sown at a later

period of the year. The fruit set quite freely,

but failed to attain a useful size. This I

attribute to a deficiency of pollen during the

winter season, as the fruit produced from
flowers opening in the spring was of the normal
size. The small fruits contained very few seeds,

and when they reached matuiuty were quite

agreeable to the taste, ditl'ering but little in

flavour from normal fruits, except that they
appeared to contain more sugar.

Experiments in Manuring
Year 1897.

DURING THE

When the available food in the .soil was used
up the leaves turned yellow, and the flowers

failed to set. A light dressing of nitrate of

soda was then applied, and in the course of three

or four days there was a marked improvement
in their condition. No. 17 was very poor, but
it did nut appear to be in a worse condition

than Nos. 1, 2, and 1(!. Nos. 3, 4, 5, (i, 7, 8,

9, and 10 produced very fair results. Nos.
11, 14, and l5 were good. Decidedly the best

results were obtaineJ from Nos. 12 and 13, and
these were so equally balanced that it was
inqjossible to say which was the better of the

two. The remainder of the plants was fre-

quently supplied with diluted liquid manure
from the stables, which acted most beneficially

on them, and confirmed my previous opinion

that good liquid manure is still one of the best

fertilisers.

Packing and Preparing

Market.
THE Fruit for

It should be mentioned that no natural or

farmyard manure was mixed with the soil, as

I believe it has a tendency to produce gross

shoots that are more subject to the attacks of

disease. Artificial manures were not applied

until the plants exhibited signs of having used

up all the available food in the soil. With a

view to ascErtaining the most beneficial manure
three sets of plants were selected, the plants in

each set growingunderexactly similar conditions.

In each case the manure was crushed fine, and
when more than one kind was given, they were

thoroughly mixed together. Each kind or mix-

ture was ap|)lied, at the rate of one-eighth of an

ounce to each plant, on the surface, and watered

in. A fortnight elapsed between the first two

applications, but afterwards an application was

given every week, until towards the end of the

sea.son, with evident advantage to the plants.

No. 1. Kainit.

,, 2. Nitrate of potash.

,, 3. Kainit and nitrate of soda, equal parts.

,
, 4. Nitrate of potash and nitrate of soda, equal

parts.

,, 5. Kainit, nitrate of soda, and sulphate of

iron, equal parts.

,, (5. Nitrate of potash, nitrate of soda, and
sulphate of iron, eijual parts.

,, 7. Nitrate of potash, nitrate of soda, sul-

phate of iron, and superphosphate of

lime, equal parts.

,, 8. Kainit, nitrate of soda, sulphate of iron,

superphosphate of lime, eipial part?.

,, 0. Two parts kainit to one part nitrate of

soda.

,, 10. Two parts nitrate of potash to one part

nitrate of soda.

,, 11. Two parts nitrate of soda to one part

kainit.

,, 12. Two parts nitrate of soda to one part

nitrate of potash.

,, 13. One part nitrate of potash, one super-

phosphate of lime, one nitrate of soda.

,, 14. One part kainit, one part superphosphate
of lime, one nitrate of soda.

,, l.j. One part nitrate of potash to one part sul-

phate of ammonia.
,, IG. Muriate of potash.

,, 17. No manure of any kind.

Nos. 1, 2, and 1(3 in each case were quite a

failure, which leads me to believe that potassic

nianure is of \ery little or no use for Tomatoes.

Large quantities of fruit are destroyed by bad
packing. In many instances the fruit is placed

loosely several layers deep in baskets or boxes,

with the result that in most cases it arrives at

its destination in a bruised and damaged con-

dition. The best system of packing is to place

the fruit in a single layer in shallow boxes.

The boxes should be strong and light, holding

from 10 to 15 lbs. each ; and when a larger

quantity is to be sent away a number of boxes
should be placed on the top of each other and
fastened together with strong cord. A little

soft hay, dry Sphagnum Moss, or wood wool

should be placed in the bottom of the box, and
on this a covering of soft white paper. The
fruit should be packed closely together, stalk

end downwards. When the box is full or the

requisite quantity put in, tlie fruit .should be
covered with paper, and all vacant spaces filled

with the packing material before the top is put

on. Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon
the absolute necessity of packing the fruit

firmly, to prevent it moving about, as it would
thereby become damaged. Neither grass nor
any damp material should be used for pack-

ing Tomatoes, for if they remain in the

boxes for several hours, heating or fermentation

takes jjlace, which materially injures the quality

of the fruit. When Tomatoes are sent to

market, or have to undergo a railway journey,

it is advisable to gather them before they are

fully ripe, as in that state they would reach

their destination in better condition. It should,

however, be remembered that probably there

is no fruit that deteriorates more quickly than
the Tomato after it is removed from the plant.

It is owing to this fact that home-grown Toma-
toes are so incomparably better than those im-

ported. When Tomatoes have attained their

full size, and are cut oft' in a green state, they

will sub.sequently assume an appearance of

ripening, but there can be no comparison
between such fruit and that which is ripened on
the plant.

Experiments in Grafting in 1896.

An interesting experiment was made by
grafting the Tomato on the stem of the Potato,

and rii-p rersd. The Tomato grafted on the

Potato produced a good crop of fruit, although

not equal in i|uantity, nor were the individual

fruits so large as those produced by plants

growing on their own roots. The Potato stock

did not produce the least perceptible change
in the flavour of the fruit. A curious cir-

cumstance in connection with this union was
that the Potato tubers emitted roots quite

freely, where, under normal conditions, buds
are produced. The Potato stems grafted on
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Tomato plants did not grow so freely as the

Tomato on the Potato. Small tubers were
produced in the axils of the leaves. The tubers

were quite green, and in course of growth pro-

duced a number of small buds.

Peas and mildew.—In certain soils mildew
in late summer and the early autumn Peas is

the worst enemy the cultivator has to contend
with. The robust growers should be selected for

t he season named. By this term I do not mean
the tallest, as these are often more subject to

mildew than the dwarfer kinds. For years I

grew a variety called Sturdy, e.xcellent in its way
for late supplies, this being a dwarf Ne Plus
Ultra. Sturdy is now superseded by better kinds
and equally good in quality. Continuity is a
grand autumn Pea. As it only grows 4 feet high
it is just the height for a private garden, the pods
being large and well filled and the haulm free of

mildew. Windsor Castle, a 3-feet Pea, is an ex-

cellent autumn variety, as is the Michaelmas Pea,

a new introduction of great merit. This stands
drought remarkably well, and is of a dwarf, bushy
habit. This variety may be had good well into

October, and so far I have never had it affected

with mildew. It is well worth room in all gar-

dens where late Peas are desired.—G. Wytiies.

Vegetable Marrows and manures.—As
this is the season of planting, I would advise

growing Marrows not on huge beds of manure,
as the plants, though bearing enormous leaves

and immense runners, are not at all fruitful. It

is an excellent plan to grow Marrows in the open
fully exposed. I am aware in the open there is

more danger of frost in the early stages, but with
small quantities one can protect. It is surprising
what a quantity of fruit one plant will produce
in a season if the plants are sturdy and not given
excess of manure. I find a spadeful of manure to

each plant at the start ample, as better results are

obtained by liiiuid manure later on, or, failing

liquid, a dressing of fish manure or guano in

showery weather. The plants grown thus are

less inclined to run and are more fruitful. The
fruits also set freely, which is not the case with
gross plants, as though the fruits set, they in-

variably turn yellow and drop. Another jjoint is

never to allow the fruits to attain a large size, as
this checks the growth.—S. M.

Thinning Onions and Carrots Probably
thinning of the above is looked upon as one of the
simplest matters possible connected with the
kitchen garden, but it is often left till the plants
attain size, with the result they are much
loosened. In the case of Onions it is much best
to leave a row or two if small roots are wanted
than to leave all the plants with the chance of

much crowding, as it frequently happens the
seedlings are left too long b?fore the final thin-
ning. There is a great gain by thinning in a
small state, as it gives but little check. Last
year it was impossible to thin after May was well
advanced, owing to drought, but this season,
with genial rains, the work may be done readily
if done early. In a wet season I have seen Onions
mildew badly if at all thick, so that there is no
gain in delay. Carrots if left at all thick suffer
badly, as they cannot well be disturbed in hot,
dry weather. This does not apply to small early
kinds, but to main-crop varieties needed for stor-
ing or winter supplies.—S. M.
Forced vegetables.—Solely by the aid of

deep leaf beds and frames, early vegetables, such
as Star of Reading Potato, Parisian Forcing
Carrot, with plenty of Golden Queen Lettuce, are
now available, and, given plenty of leaves, even
where frames do not exist they can be supplied
with the aid of rough boards and the use of old
lights. Leaves suitable for the purpose can be
drawn where they are likely to be required as
they are removed from the pleasure ground, and
built up into a square, or rather an oblong stack,
about the middle of January, a special point, if

no manure is available, being to have a good body
of them quite 4 feet in depth, and also to see they

are firm and even, to avoid any sinking into holes.
As soon as the frames are on, leaves can be banked
up all round, level with the top, and with this
and some protection on the lights if the nights
are cold, there is little danger of frost getting in-

side. The amount of soil required can also go into
the frames, and the different things be planted
(Potatoes having been started in a bit of leaf-

mould) or sown as soon as the warmth is apparent
at the bottom of the soil. The Lettuce is better
sown and thinned out to the required distance;
better, that is, than raising it in boxes and trans-
planting. I find Golden Queen a great favourite
for early work ; the colour is in its favour, and
grown quickly in this way it is exceptionally
crisp and tender.—E. B. C.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

French Bean Veiteh's Superb Early
Forcing.—Having grown several batches of this Beau
during the past winter, I can safely say that it is one
of the most proliflc varieties that has ever come under
my notice. It is also dwarf in habit, the pods grow to
a fair size, and the flavour of the latter when cooked
is first-rate. It is without doubt a splendid Bean for
forcing, and others who, like myself, have to keep up a
supply during the winter months, would do well to
give it a trial if they have not done so, and they will,

I venture to think, find it a great acquisition.—A. W.
Cabbage sprouts. —I quite agree with what

"A. I)." and Mr. Tallack have said as to the
value of cutting over such useful Cabbages as
Ellam's Early and Allan's Incomparable for a
second or several more crops of small sweet
heads. Small Cabbages are best, and those who
study weight combined with flavour in their
greens should grow the finer strains of green-
curled Savoys for their winter supplies. There has
been a general opinion among growers for several
years that Ellam's Early, besides being one of the
best early Cabbages, also yields the finest crops of

sprouts in succession throughout the year. Allan's
Incomparable, however, runs it a close second
in order of time, and a dead heat in regard to
quality and capacitj' for sprouting. I have known
the latter Cabbage thirty or more years. It was
raised by Mr. Wm. Allan, for many years the
able gardener to Lord Rendlesham, of Rendle-
sham Hall, Suffolk, Mr. Wm. Allan, gardener to
Lord Suffield, of Gunton Park, being one of his
sons.—D. T. F.

Onions.—These are still a very fair-paying
crop where they do well and the maggot is not
troublesome. I heard the other day from an
acquaintance that from a piece of land barely
the tenth of an acre he had realised the sum of

£6, besides the fair quantity of bulbs reserved for

home consumption. Good-keeping sorts, like Giant
Zittau and Brown Globe, seem the most profitable.

These, with a good selection of White Spanish, can
hardly be beaten for a general crop, that is, if

good serviceable varieties that can be relied on to
produce plenty of average-sized bulbs are the main
consideration and exceptional size is not required.
The Onion is one of the vegetables where quality
is not sacrificed with the acquisition of size—at
least not to any great extent—but the big bulbs
will not keep like medium-sized ones. From this

standpoint this variety is about the best ; it fulfils

all requirements, good, sound bulbs being still

available (May 12) and likely to last until the
autumn-sown Roccas are ready to pull.—E. B. C.

French Beans.—It is a pity that more care is

not taken in fixing a new variety of dwarf Bean
before it is sent out. I am aware that some new
forms are good (whether they are better than a
good selection of Ne Plus Ultra is a question), but
others are simply worthless. Individual Beans
are often good, of large size, good in colour, and
very fleshy, but the plant alike in habit and crop-
ping qualities is neither a dwarf Bean nor even an
average cropper. I have not grown Carter's

Stringless under glass. It was a great favourite
last year when I had it out of doors, and the
Beans as well as being stringless lasted remark-
ably well, crisp, tender characteristics being long

retained. Where accommodation for growing in-

doors is small and early outdoor sowing is

practised to get the crop in as quickly as possible

it is advisable to sow on a narrow south border,

and with the first appearance of the Beans pro-
vision must be made for protection in case of late

frosts. A dressed canvas covering or thick tiffany

run along on some benders will answer the pur-

pose.—E, B. C.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1173.

CROSSING HELLEBORES.
(with a coloured plate.*)

In writing on this subject I am thinking of

what are popularly called Lenten Roses, of

which orientalis has been chosen as the

representative of one section, and viridis of

the other. The old Christmas Rose (H.

niger), familiar to everyone, and certain

other members of the same family, such as

H. n. maximus, angustifolius, &-c., which
within the last twenty or thirty years have
come to light in various localities, are capable

of being crossed within the limits of their

own group, but I have never succeeded in

obtaining a cross between any niger with
orientalis on the one hand, or viridis on the

other. The nigers in the wild state in some
kinds have green in their constitution, in

others red ; the latter colour has been .slightly

increased under cultivation, but that is all,

and cold draughts and e.vposure produo3

redness, to the detriment of the pure white

blooms. The aim in trying to cross any
niger with colchicus or abchasicus or any
dark species was, of course, to produce a

really dirk niger ; hut perhaps it is better wj
should have failed, I have also failed in the

attempt to cross the Corsican Hellebore (H.

trifolius) with any other .species, and it re-

mains still the nearest approach to yellow

(green-yellow) that I know.

The opportunity amongst Lenten Roses is,

however, sufficiently great to satisfy any
experimentalist. The progress made of late

years is very remarkable, and the gorgeous

and varied show, at a season otherwise greatly

wanting in brightness, is the admiration of

everyone who sees them, whether in the

border or as cut flowers
;
yet, strange to say,

not one person in fifty is conscious of their

existence ; they are a novelty and a surprise.

I remember about fifty years ago finding a

very few, not more than three or four kinds,

in old out-of-the-way gardens, but these were

white or green. Even twenty years later it

was not easy to procure as many as five or

six, hut amongst them were coloured specie,-,

and hence the chance to cross. My first

crosses were spontaneous (the pollen conveyed

by the wind or by insects), but some wonder-

fully pretty. I give my own experience

only; that of others may diiler from

mine. The next obvious step was to cross

by hand, taking pollen from the best of

the ssedlings, and from species the m-s"

* Drawn for The G.^rden by II. G. Moon from
flowers sent by Mr. T. H. Archer - Hind. Litho-

graphed and printed by J, L. GofFart.
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Perhaps I ought to add a caution against

our enemies. I have spoken of drought and
exposure, but the worst of all, here at least,

are mice and voles, which appear to prefer

widely dillering ia shape, size and. colour.

Again the result was very satisfactory, though

hIovt, the plants requiring three years for de-

velopment. After repeated trials it appeared

to nie that bstween any two plants the colour
j

young Hellebore flower-buds to every other

was best introduced by the male pollen, and i kind of food. I do n-it exaggerate when I

the shape by the female. Have others found say that I hive lost 100 buds in one night

it so ? Time went on and varieties increased ; I
This seison they hive been very destructive,

perhaps out of 100 half-a-dozen were worth
j

On one very large plant, usually a mass of

keeping, and two or three specially so.
j

bloom, I have only two flower-stems left, and

Upon the best of these all attention was now I yet I trap constantly, baiting with oitmeal for

given. Not only was the pollen taken from
,
mice and for one species of vole, and setting

the best plants, but from the best flower upon steel traps in the runs of another vole which

those plants ; by this means natural defects refuses that bait, secured, however, fiom the

were got rid of, and form, size, and colour risk of catching robins instead. I find that

improved. All Hellebore growers know that

in a wild state, amongst the sepals, two

opposite ones are comparatively green and

coarse. By the process above given these

faults may be almoit, if not quit) conquered.

I have plants with white ground

and pink ground covered pro-

fusely with red spots and
blotches, in the best blooms of

which there is not the slightest

green or coarseness in one sepal

more than another ; all arc

alike perfect, and so in other

varieties. It has been interest-

ing also, by proper selection of

subjects, to obtain spotted varie-

ties both cupped and star-shaped.

In choice seedlings green is not

necessarily a drawback, quite

the contrary, but it must not be

in coarse blotches, but harmonis-

ing with pink and white in due

proportion throughout. But I

am running on at too great

length.

The objects to be aimed at

are size, shape, colour, whether

plain or spotted. I have en

deavoured to show how these

ends are to be attained ; special

results will probably attend

special treatment. I thiak it

best to transplant from seed-bed

at two jears old ; but I have

omitted to say, sow the seed as

soon as lips in fine soil on a

damp border, with or without
,

a sheet of glass over the seeds

till they begin to show, which
will be from December to February. Good
rich soil is, of course, desirable, trenched 2 feet

or 3 feet. It is difficult to say whether they

prefer an opea or shaded border. They do

equally we'l in either if not too dry; if dry,

great care must bo taken to water at the

proper sea5on, and soot water I have found

most beneficial. In largo gardens a wide

border 100 jards long would not be too

much ; the display will richly repay the

sicrifice of sp ice. And, lastly, it is scarcely

necessary now to say that, if usel as cut

flowers, each stem must be slit up at least

half way up to the flower before placing in

vase or bowl, and they will remain fresh for

many days.

plants standing by themselves, often self-

sown, suS'er much less from these vermin
than when grown in dense masses. The in-

ference, therefore, is that in planting in a

border they ought to stJul at least 2 feet

C Wolley-Dod's gardtn.

apart to minimis

enemies.

Coomhefishacre,

e the harbourage for our

T. H. Archer-Hind.

South Devon.

Aubrietia Souvenir de "W. Ingram.—There
are several good types of Aubrietia that pos-

sess considerable merit, even though of similar

shade of colour. From all these the above is a

decided break, and will, it I mistake not, even-

tually prove one of the very best and most attrac-

tive of its class. Individually the flower is large

and well formed, but to see it in its best condition

the plants must be grown with full exposure in

the open. A plant of this quite recently, I

believe, was presented before the Royal Horticul-

tural Society for certificate, which it did not
secure, and in its then form did not deserve.

Unfortunately for so distinct a plant, the example

in question had been grown under glass and
probably given some heat, with the result that
washy flowers, too sparsely produced for an
Aubrietia, were really presented. The peduncles,
too, were elongate<l to an unnatural degree, and
it is such items, though small in themselves, that
tell heaviljT against any so called hardy plant.

The variety possesses distinctly variegated
blooms, red and pink prevailing, with a suspicion

of white in some flowers, and under full exposure
has the merit of distinctness, and as such will

prove a great attraction. When naturally grown
and covering a block of stone with its warm-look-
ing flowers the habit of the plant is good.—E. J.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ToMATOKS UNDER i:LASS.—Many grow this crop
for the principal supply during the summer under
glass. Grown thus the cultivator is less depen-
dent on the weather, as the setting of the

fruit is surer and the fruits attain size in

a shorter time. I usually have three or four

lots of plants for the year's supply, and even
then I am not sure of having fruit all

the year round, as though there are so-called

winter varieties, the fruits fail to set from Novem-
ber to February. A few solitary fruits may set,

but one cannot call it a crop. The plants raised

in August last ye-ar are now bearing freely, and
there will be a good supply of fruit from these till

well into the summer. Plants in full bearing one

may feed freely, and I find a mulch of spent
Mushroom manure over the surface soil of plants

in borders a great gain, as it keeps the roots cool

and moist and does not promote gross growth
like richer food. I take a new growth from the

base of the plant as soon as the first fruits have
set. These will now be fruiting freely, and, hav-

ing exhausted all the food at the roots, will need
liberal supplies of manure. So far I have found

none better than liquid manure to which has been

added some soot. The soot promotes a sturdy,

healthy growth. Plants just coming into bearing

will not need much food if at all gross. I recently

saw some youn<;- plants that had .shoots as thick

as one's thumb, but they cast all their flowers,

having been given manure from the start. It is

not wise to feed plants till a good set is secured ; at

the same time I am in favour of liberal treatment.

Air may be freely given now on all favourable

occasions, and in the case of plants in flower it is

well to leave air on the back ventilators at night

and give air freely during bright sunshine. As
regards stopping, so far I have found the best re-

sults follow the cordon mode of training. Many
good growers severely cut the foliage. I do not

advise such severe measures as are often practised,

as I believe this cutting of the foliage tends to

disease. The leaves may be shortened a little,

but not close to the stem, and the main shoots

may be stopped when the plants are 4 feet to

(i feet long, but, as noted previously, much depends
upon the space the plants are required to fill.

Tomatoes in the open.—Doubtless many will

ere this have planted out in the open in favour-

able localities, but in exposed positions and in the

northern parts of the country it is rather too

early. I prefer to thoroughly harden the plants

before setting them out in the open air. Many
shifts may be made to forward a few plants in the

open by planting against walls. I have had ripe

Tomatoes the first week in .July by having a good

plant at the start; indeed, I only plunge the largo

plants grown to a single stem between rows of

Peaches or Nectarines, and these being set with

fruit, if given a good mulch, soon take to their

new quarters. Of course, plants grown thus need

more regular supplies of moisture than those

planted out, but there is a great saving of time

as regards ripening, and the cultivator is not

troubled with gross growth. Plants in 7-inch or

Sinch pots will fruit grandly, the root-restriction

being favourable to setting and cropping. Plants
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that are set out in the ordinary way should not
get manure. The soil that will grow Peaches is

quite good enough, and any food needed may be
given later in the form of a good mulch or a
fertiliser. Plants in rich soil are so gross, that
they crop sparingly. If the soil is at all heavy, I

have found a liberal quantity of old mortar rubble
passed through a coarse sieve one of the best aids
to promote a fruitful growth, and in poor soils,

where food may be needed, bone-meal is a safe

manure. Plants in the open trained to stakes
also need to be strong at the start, as the season
of growth is short. If the plant is weak, half the
season is lost before fruiting size is reached, with
the result that the first frost injures the plants,
and the crop does not pay for the ground occu-
pied. I have referred to the necessity of securing
an early set with plants against walls, and it is

equally important to get the fruits set in the
open. The weather will in a great measure deter-
mine the quantity of crop and when to plant.

Up to this date the cold nights have been most
unfavourable for plants in the open. Much may
be done at the start to give a little shelter in

rough weather. Too much moisture at the start
is quite as injurious as cold. This must be
guarded against, and staking must also be at-

tended to.

Tomatoes in autumn.— The cultivator who
has a large demand for Tomatoes, say from
September to November, will do well at this date
to prepare plants for that supply. I am aware
many think the summer fruiters will yield suth-

cient, but plants that have borne a heivy crop
cannot be expected to continue bearing when par-

tially exhausted. Young plants are grown with
so little trouble, that they are much the best. I

now sow a pan or box of seed in a cold frame very
thinly, and when large enough the seedlings are
potted on into 3-inch pots and grown in the
frames, and again potted into 6-ineh pots. The
sashes are left off the plants at night, this induc-
ing a short, sturdy growth. When the earliest

varieties in .July and August are over, then June-
sown plants take their place and give the crop at
the season named. Very little warmth is needed ;

indeed, none till the autumn, unless the weather
is wet or sunless. Ample air is given always
through the summer. I usually plant out in a
narrow border. If in pots a shift will be necessary
at the time ot housing, and 10-inch or 12-inch pots
will give a good return. In large houses I have
obtained excellent results b}' planting in rows and
staking, though I prefer the single row S3'stem in

a small house, keeping the plants close to the
glass.

TruNips.—The main crop of Turnips should
now be sown, as if left too late the fly may become
troublesome. At the time of writing, the soil is

in splendid condition for sowing. At this date I

would advise one of the strap-leaved section or

the Red (ilobe, one of the best dry weather Tur-
nips I have grown, the roots being very solid and
sweet. Last season I grew Criterion for the first

time and it was excellent. This is a longer root
than Red Globe, but, like it, it has a red top and is

remarkably mild in flavour. The yellow-fleshed
varieties are also excellent for autumn use. These
are noted for their hardiness and flavour, and will

thrive in any soil. Model, Perfection and C4oIden
Ball are among the best. For use during the late

summer months I frequently make a small sowing
between rows of Apple trees. The plants get a
little shade if the trees are not too close, and
benefit by this in hot, dry soils. These roots are

for drawing in a young state, not for storing.

Autumn Broccolt.—Few vegetables are more
useful than the early autumn Broccoli, as it may
be had in quantity from October to Christmas if

planted at two diSerent dates—the larger plants
now, and the smaller ones in a month's time.

Where the seedlings are at all thick I would ad-
vise transplanting out of the seed bed into rows,
say 1 foot apart, 6 inches between the plants.

Grown thus for a few weeks the plants will ha\-e

more roots, and plant well into their permanent
quarters later on when ground can ba spared. I

am planting the first crop on land just cleared of

winter Spinach, and a succession crop will follow

early Potatoes as these are lifted. The land being
fairly rich, manure is not given. The best winter
Broccolis are doubtless Autumn Protecting and
Mammoth. The latter is a later variety and
specially good for lifting to eke out the mid-
winter supply. I have had it in a shed good well

into February from plants lifted at the approach
of severe weather. Much the same remarks apply
to the earlier varieties of Broccoli if these were
sown at all earlj', as to leave the plants in the seed
bids too long is not conducive to hardiness. They
should be as dwarf and sturdy as possible at the

time of planting.
SpRiiCTiNCi Broccoli.—Few vegetables are more

valuable from February to April than the sprout-

ing Broccoli, and to get a supply at the earlier

date it is well to plant this month on an open
piece of ground. When grown too thickly at the

start, the plants never assume the compact habit

so necessary to stand our variable winters.

Planted early in .June ''n rows at least 2 feet

apart and 18 inches between the plants, there

will be a wealth of cutting material at the season

named. I am not much in favour of the White
Sprouting, as with me it is less hardy than the

purple and not so prolific, and it runs to seed
earlier. For later supplies I plant two breadths
ot the Late Purple Sprouting, which is dis-

tinct from the earlier kind, being larger and
hardier. If only one kind can be grown, I would
certainly advise this one. This, if grown on a
north border, will give a supply well into April.

I do not advise planting the later lot till the end
of the month or early in July. S. M.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines,—Watkring outside borders.—Even if

due account be taken of the recent rainfall dur-

ing May, it is still possible that in some cases

outside borders will be dry. It will to a great

extent depend upon the position and the soil.

For instance, upon limestone or chalky soils it is

quite safe to water twice as much as upon a
heavy top or clay subsoil. Water in the former

case is the essential requirement, whilst in the

latter it is advisable to encourage the roots to the

surface by judicious top-dre>sings. As regards

the position, it will greatly depend on whether
the border be sloping or if the surroundings have
the same tendency. When the watering has to

be attended to, let it be done in a thorough
manner, so as to penetrate quite to the lowest

roots. If the surface be somewhat close or

trodden down, let it first be lightly forked over,

so that the water when applied to the border

penetrates it in an equal manner. Now is a good
time to apply a dressing of artificial manure at

about the advised strength of any given kind. It

will yet be time enough to influence the crop by
so doing at the period of stoning or during the

second swelling, according to the state of the

Vines as regards growth. A manure of quick

action will be useful now and onwards. Should
the border be mulched, the material so employed
had better be drawn off or aside, so that the

stimulating agent may penetrate the soil. So
far, however, this season I have not mulched
against the drought. If dry weather again sets

in, a surface dressing of farmyard manure will

greatly assist Vines that are bearing heavy crops

or that are growing in light or well-drained soils
;

others, i.e., those on retentive soils will often-

times be better if never mulched at all. These
latter are rarely ever too warm, but rather the re-

verse. To water these will tend to foster shank-
ino'. Grapes now colouring may possibly be in

need of water also, but with these more caution is

necessary, otherwise if the border be at all chilled

the danger of shanking has again to be con-

sidered. The suggestions as regards later crops

will still hold good with these in other resp3Cts.

Some borders may probably be partially elevated

above the surrounding soil. Where this is the

case and the drainage is known to be all right at

the base and below the ordinary level, water may
be given liberally.

Watering inside eorders —In dealing with
these the one danger is that of allowing them to
become too dry. Twice and even three times
as much water may safely be applied to inside
borders, it being assumed as a matter of course
that artificial or natural drainage prevails. More
Vines by far are weakened by want of water than
by the reverse when confined to inside borders,
and this will bring the attendant evils of red
spider, &c. Greater care, too, is required to see
that the water is distributed in an equal manner.
If there be any doubt as to the state of a border
in any given part of it and it is on examination
found to be dry, that portion should have a ridge
of soil drawn up on the surface so as to keep the
water from penetrating elsewhere. Inside borders,
if not well attended to, will oftentimes be
deceiving, looking fair on the surface, but under-
neath caked and hard through previous neglect

;

hence the water never penetrates there at all if

special measures bs not adopted. It is also a
good plan to provide means of reaching the roots

by drain-pipes laid a foot or so beneath the sur-

face and as level as possible, the water flowing
into these through similar pipes placed at intervals

in an upright manner. Inside borders again
which have had plants in pots upjn them may
deceive by the surface appearing c[uite moist
enough, whereas underneath it may be quite the
reverse. Any vinery from which through extra

early forcing the crop has been cut, whether the
border be inside, outside, or both, should be well

soaked with water. These early houses are fre-

quently not watered during the swelling of the
crop so much as they might be, hence now may
probably be much too dry. It will do these

Vines a deal of good to thoroughly water them,
and at the same time give them a good dressing
of either an artificial or liquid manure to make
U[) for any deficiencies in the soil. All such
N'ineries should also ke kept freely syringed for a
time both to destroy any red spider and to pre-

vent it from gaining a foothold. Pay closeatten-

tion to the watering of young Vines, both those

newly planted and others bearing their first crop
of fruit. In the case of these again there is the

possibility of greater injury being done through
drought than through excassive watering. I

have noted this particularly and the after effects

when more liberally treated.

Thinning.—The work of thinning will in most
cases no doubt be now well advanced even in the
latest of houses and localities. In dealing with
late-keeping Grapes, however, there is the possi-

bility of too many berries being left, especially

inside the bunches, where, if one should decay
later on, it is a difficult matter to reach it or even
to detect it until much harm has been done

;

hence it is not advisable or even safe to leive

these berries at all. In late Grapes every berry
should be within view, more or less, for the

reasons given. An additional inspection of the
bunches will well repay for this specific purpose
alone. As compared with mid-season crops, they
maj- look well enough, but the crucial test is in

the keeping during the late autumn months. A
deal more allowance has to be made for such
Grapes as Gros Colman and Gros Maroc, also for

Lady Hutt, as these all swell up so much as even
to sometimes deceive good hands at thinning. It

will be far better to devote a little time as soon

as possible to this work of special thinning than
to leave it until the berries become tightened,

when it cannot possibly to done in a satisfactory

manner, besides which, by delay, the energies of

the Vine are being spent to no purpose in the

case of the berries to be cut out. A slight amount
of tying up of the shoulders will help to make a

bunch larger without being too much tightened,

but to aiopt this practice to an excessive degree
is not recommended, nor is it adopted by me. In

a little time after the last thinning it is a better

plan to go over the bunches and examine them
as regards their progress, carefully lifting the

shoulders before they become entwined in each
other. If this be done with care, no marking will

show, and it is far better than any tying up or
" slinging," as it is termed. Berries that incline
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inwards can be moved upwards to a good purpose

and the shoulders be made to look much better.

Vextilatiox and warming. — Those Grapes

now approachincr maturity should be ventilated

freely, due regard being had for the conditions of

the weather. With a little warmth still in the

pipes, so as to keep a night temperature of 05°

for such as Hamburghs and 68° or so for Muscats,

it will be possible to keep the ventilators open

slightly both back and front for such as the

former, and top only for the latter. When quite

ripe, cool down somewhat, but do not be in too

great a hurry to dispense with heat in the pipes.

Later Grapes just commencing to colour should

be kept at nearly the same temperatures save

with Muscats, which will be better at "0° or 72°

when banking up the fires. Guard against clos-

ing too early after colouring has commenced,
otherwise a process of sweating (so called) will

take place, occasioned by the atmosphere being

warmer than the berries to a marked degree,

hence the atmospheric moisture is deposited upon
the berries which are cooler. This sweating is

decidedly prejudicial to obtaining a good colour

and finish, oftentimes imparting to the berries a

lustrous appearance. Sweating is also c;iu3ed by
neglecting to put on a little air early in the morn-
ing, which can now be safely done slightl}' in

advance of any rise of temperature. Be very

careful with the ventilation of houses where the

crop is now swelling freely after thinning. This

is the period when there is more liability to an

attack of mildew than at any other (as afore

alluded to). See that late Hamburghs e\en are

not exposed to chilly currents of air during a cool

day or two with the wind in the east. If this

occur.-", and the heat in the pipes is very little, it

must not cause any surprise if mildew is soon

prevalent. It will be all the better if the l^.tesb

Grapes still have a fair warmth (say 65° to 68' at

night and 80° to 85° by day) accorded them, for

it is better and cheaper, too, in the end to fire

now than at the end of the summer to complete
the ripening, which of itself may engender shrivel-

ling. HORTUS.

Orchids.

HOUSES FUR ORCHIDS.

So many houses primarily erected for other

plants and fruits have been successfully used

for Orchids that it is hardly necessary to say

that no special class of structure is required for

them. But, on the other hand, the plants will

be much more easily managed and continue

longer in health if a little thought is devoted to

the class of Orchids most suitable for a speci-

fied house. Perhaps the most popular class of

Orchids at the present day is the section that

thrives in a cool temperature, this including

the majority of Odontoglossums, many ( )n-

cidiums, Lycastes, JIaxillarias, Masde\ allias,

Disas, and many others. The majority of

these Orchids are of dwarf habit and like plenty

of light, coming, as they do, from considerable

altitudes in countries near the equator. In our
dull, sunless winters these plants pine for light,

and for this reason the ( >dontoglossuni house,

as it is termed, ought not to be in a dark
corner shaded by trees or buildings. In sum-
mer, of course, such houses are more easUy
kept cool and moist than span-roofed structures

in a more open position, but this advantage
is slight compared with the harm done in

winter by the want of light. Sunk houses,

or those that have the soil excavated, are

useful, as they are not so much exposed to

drying winds, but a point often lost sight of in

such structures is the necessity for ventilation

below the level of the stages. Unless this is

kept in mind and catered for, the sunken house
has no advantage over one built on the surface

as regards keeping the temperature down.

Tliere is no advantage in having these houses

high or wide. Head room above the paths

must be studied, of course, but, beyond this,

the lower the ridge or spans, or the head
timbering on lean-to houses, the better. A
central stage may cjr may not be needed, ac-

cording to the width ; the pitch should be flat

rather than steep, as this brings the plants at a

more regular distance from the light, while the

length will, of course, be in accordance with

the number of plants.

A very similar house, but, of course, kept at

a higher temperature, will be found to suit

many of the dwarf, heat-loving species. Small-

growing Dendrobiums, dwarf Cattleyas and
L;elias, a good many of tlie West Indian On-
cidium,s, Gelogynes, Dendrochilums, Huntleyas,

Warscewiczellas, lonopsis—indeed, any of this

class, will thrive well in such an one. They may
do as well in a larger house, for careful and skilful

attention has much more to do with success than

the size or shape of a house, however big or little;

but this is the class of house wherein the wants
of this section of Orchids is most easily catered

for. An ordinary span-roofed structure with

central and side stages is best for the general

run of the labiate Cattleyas and Brazilian

Lielias, the large-growing section, such as Catt-

leya crispa or Lrelia purpurata, being arranged

in the centre, the medium growers around the

sides. Large houses are best for the grosser-

growing distichous-leaved section, embracing
Aerides, Renanthera and Vanda. A large house
may, of course, mean anything, but if it is to

be entirely devoted to Orchids of any class a

width of '20 feet is ample. But where large

Palms and Tree Ferns form the principal occu-

pants, their very presence makes a congenial

atmosphere if their wants are studied, and in

such a house I have seen remarkably well-grown

Orchids of this class. Where the mischief comes
in in many large houses is the large amount of

space between the glass and the head of the

plants that is quite unoccupied, the air con-

tained in which is lighter and warmer than that

lower in the house. The light from the sun
filters through this and is more likely to

scald a plant that is, say, a couple of yards

away than when all are nearer the roof. The
same thing occurs in fruit houses and structures

devoted to plants or Ferns. A largo body of

unoccupied air directly above the plants is

wrong, and I have knomi Peach trees scald on
a back wall when yards away from the glass,

while others with a similar aspect and close to

it were unharmed. Most Orchids do well in

vineries after they are started, the canopy of

foliage overhead making a natural and bene-

ficial shade, and, though the plants are a long

way from the roof, they thrive well.

Pits and frames are often useful, for summer
culture of cool species especially, whUe plants

of such kinds as like rather more heat than the

coolest house aflbrds, including Odontoglossums
of the grande, Insleayi, and Schlieperianum

types, and even O. citrosmum, do well in

intermediate ferneries. Thunias, some of the

Dendrobiums, and Catasetums I have grown
well in Melon houses, light unshaded ends suit-

ing them admirably, while I never had such a

successful batch of Moulmein Dendrobes as a

lot that was imported and tied to rough blocks

of Apple wood, these being suspended from
the roof of a small pit devoted to Pines.

H.

Cattleya Mendeli bella.—A fine form of

this pretty variety is open, the blossoms larger

than usual, each measuring 8 inches across.

The segments are of good form and substance, a
delicate lilac-rose in colour, streaked with white,

this occurring freely about the open part of the

lip. C. Mendeli is a very beautiful Cattleya, now
getting past its best, and the plants have now to

make their growth for another season. Should
any require attention to the compost, this is a
good time for surfacing or repotting, using a
rough, open description of material, and if the
plants have grown over the sides of their pots,

they may be set back with the leads as near the
centre of the pot as possible.

Masdevallia Schlimi.—Though not of quite

so showy a character as tho^e of the M. Harryana
section, the flowers of this species are extremely
pretty. The ground tint is yellow, but so closely

covered with minute hair-like processes as to

appear to have a purple tint on the two lower
sepals. The tails are yellow, and so is the lower

part of the dorsal sepal. The flowers occur about
five or six on a spike, which latter is thrown well

above the tall handsome foliage. It is a free and
vigorous plant, and may have more pot-room than
the smaller growing kinds. It does best in the

cool house, the compost consisting principally of

Sphagnum JIoss kept thin over good drainage.

It is a native of New Grenada, and, though pre-

viously known, was not in cultivation until 18S3.

Calanthe veratrifolia.—This fine old plant

is not thought much of by present-day growers,

but the pure white flowers and handsome Lily-

like foliage are not unattractive even on small

plants, while on large specimens such as were
formerly very popular as show Orchids it is quite

as beautiful as any even now. The plants may
be grown with the greatest ease in a moist, shady
stove temperature, the best compost consisting of

loam, peat or leaf soil, and chopped Sphagnum
Moss in about equal proportions. For the

strongest plants a little dried cow manure may be

mixed with this or the plants maj' be watered

with manure water in frequent light doses while

they are making their growth. Drain the pots

well, as the roots must always be kept moist

winter and summer, and occasional syringing in

hot weather helps to keep insects in check. It is

a very widely distributed plant naturally in the

Eastern tropics, and was introduced in 1828.

Ansellia africana.—A fine example of rapid

Orchid culture is to be seen just now at Lake
House, Byfleet, the residence of Mr. Marter.

Five years ago Mr. Bradley, the gardener there,

received a small bit of Ansellia africana, and from
this small beginning has resulted a specimen

about 7 feet through and bearing about 1500 ex-

panded blossoms. The individual growths are

4 feet long, and are clothed to the base with

abundant foliage, having that rich tint which
indicates perfect health, and those who like

sweet-scented flowers should grow it. I also

noticed a nice specimen of a fine variety of Lajlia

purpurata bearing about a score of blooms. It

is worthy of note that these Orchids, in addition

to some other kinds, such as Cypripediums, have
not been grown in a structure especially devoted

to this class of plant. The accommodation con-

sists of a small warm house, one side of which
is occupied with Cucumbers, a vinery, and a con-

servatory. Here we have good proof that Orchids

may be grown to perfection among other things.

—J. C. B.

Oncidium tetrapetalum.— I have noted some
nice plants of this somewhat difficult species

grown rather differently from the usual plan. They
are planted flat on the top of square blocks of

teak, with nothing but a httle Sphagnum Moss
about the roots. The growth of this species is

peculiar, consisting of three-sided leaves in tufts,

but no pseudo-bulbs, and consequently consider-

able care is necessary with it, especially in winter.

An atmosphere free from sudden changes of heat

and moisture, or anything else likely to cause a

check to growth, is desirable. The roots, again,

must always be kept in a moist or medium state,

for the plant will not stand a long dry season.

Regarding temperature, the warmest part of the

intermediate house suits it well, and it likes a

good deal more sunlight than many Orchids.

The flower-spikes on imported plants are large

and branched, frequently a couple of fejt high,
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but such spikes are rarely, if ever, produced for

any length of time under cultivation. The blos-

soms are very beautiful, though the tints on the

lip are difficult to describe. They are each about
an inch across, the sepals and petals brownish
red and yellow, the lip white on the blade, the

crest and column of various tints of rose and
yellow.—H.

C(ELOGYNE MASSANGEANA.
Thouuh the colours in this Orchid are not par-

ticularly bright, it has a fine effect when really

well flowered, the long pendent racemes so freely

produced around old specimens being quite dis-

tinct from everything else in the genus. Visitors

to the principal shows and large nurserymen's
collections are familiar enough with the plant,

but it is not so largely grown by amateurs and
beginners in Orchids as it should be, for it is

without doubt a tine species, and while requiring
care in management, is one that anyone having a
little experience with other Orchids may grow
well. Imported plants are occasionally offered,

and if at all leafy or in good condition may be
purchased with a prospect of succeeding with
them, but when imported in poor condition the
plants are best left alone and good established
specimens must be procured. Newly-imported
plants when once they commence to grow after

plumping up may with advantage be allowed
rather more moisture than most Orchids at this

stage, and should as soon as possible be
placed in their baskets. After a few weeks
they root and become for all cultural pur-
poses the same as established plants, though
they may have, if anything, a little more
warmth allowed than usual. When well esta-

blished C. Massangeana is a very thirsty subject,
and the baskets must be frequently taken down
and their contents thoroughly soaked in a pail or

tank of tepid water. For this reason when pre-

paring the compost—especially for large plants

—

it is well to have a good supply of large, rough
lumps of burnt claj', placing these among the
compost. This makes the baskets lighter and
ensures a sweet root-run. The best compost I

have tried consists of rough peat fibre. Sphagnum
Moss, and either loam or leaf-mould in about
equal proportions. The best time to rebasket is

in early spring, but the plants will not require
very frequent disturbance provided the material
is good in the first place. The plants usually rest

during the winter, and a greatly diminished
water supply is then required. They thrive well
in a shady part of the Cattleya house, where they
flower frequently and abundantly. Strong plants
produce a large number of flower-spikes, which
are individually about a couple of feet in length
and many-flowered, the blooms each about 3 inches
across, of a light ochre-yellow on the sepals and
petals. The lip is white on the outside of the
side lobes ; in front it is a bright reddish brown
with lines of yellow. Each flower is furnished
with a deep brown bract that adds to the appear-
ance of the spikes. It was introduced in 1879, its

nitive country being doubtfully given as Assam.

little leaf-mould, with plenty of crocks and char-

coal, well watered while growing, and rested by
keeping cool and a little drier at the roots.

Lselia purpurata.—A peculiar sport from the
typical form is now open, the petals having a
blotch of deep colour on the base of each, some-
thing like the variety Ashworthiana. It is worthy
of note that the plant has flowered before, but has
never shown this peculiarity—a proof that Orchids
do occasionally alter from year to year, though it is

far from common. The sport is not, in my opinion,

half so pretty as the type, and is only worth
noting on account of its peculiarity.—H. R.

Laelio-Cattleya Canhamiana.—This is a
beautiful hybrid in any of its forms, as may be
imagined from its parentage - L.flia purpurata
crossed with Cattleya Mossiaj. In the sepals and
petals and the colour of the lip it most resembles
the Ltelia, but it is easy to trace Cattleya Mossi.f

in the roundish petals and the throat veinings.

The plant has been raised in several collections by
crossing ditterent varieties of these species, but
first appeared with Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea.

Sobralia Iiucasiana.—Such lovely flowers as

are produced by this species should go far to

difTer materially from that usually practised with
cool Odontoglots.—H. R.

Oncidium pumilum. — This is a curious
species, producing pretty little yellow flowers
dotted with reddish brown. They are much
crowded upon the spikes which appear at the base
of the leaves, and are not much larger than the
latter. The plant has no pseudo-bulbs, and should
be grown in small baskets with very little compost
in the Cattleya house. It is a South American
species, introduced very early in the present cen-
tury, but now seldom seen.

Rose Garden.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

Cochlioda sanguinea.—Very bright and
effective are the flowers of this Orchid, and they
occur upon spreading or semi-erect scapes. The
colour is a bright shining rose, and they are so
freely produced even on small plants as to make
quite a nice displaj'. Care is necessary not to
overflower the jilant, especially if not well esta-

blished. It does well in the coolest house treated
similar]3' to Odontoglossum crispum.

Coelogyne ocellata.—Flowers of this little

species come from "D. S," Lincoln. They are
of a good variety, the reddish and yellow mark-
ings on the labellum being well dL-splayed.

Though one of the smaller di'logynes, it is very
distinct and pretty and decidedly worth grow-
ing. It may be planted in baskets or pans in a
compost of ptat fibre, Sphagnum Moss, and a

Rose Blairi No. 2.

popularise these somewhat neglected Orchids.

The flowers occur similarly to those of S.

macrantha, but differ in colour, this being white

on the sepals and petals, the latter sometimes
very lightly tinged with rose ; the lip is broad,

open, and prettily frilled, pale rosy purple, with

a dense yellow blotch in the centre. They are

beautiful in the extreme, and their only fault is

that they last but a short time.

Odontoglossum cirrhosum. —There are few
more beautiful Odontoglots than this in its best

form, the fine white flowers with chocolate- purple

markings being at once elegant and rich in

colouring. The habit of throwing up barren

spikes of flower seems to be more characteristic of

certain plants than of the species as a whole, and
I have had plants that were so addicted to it that

I have thrown them away. Its culture does not

ROSE BLAIRI No. 2.

This grand old Rose might be mistaken for a
Tea-.scented variety by the novice, so delicate

and beautiful are its rosy blush-coloured blos-

soms. It, however, is classed with the Hybrid
Chin'^'^c, a fani.ly supposed to owe its origin to

the French or Gallica Roses, crossed with the

Chinese. In the case of the variety under
notice the Chinese character ap-

pears to predominate in all points

save the continuous flowering pro-

pensity of this group. The Hy-
brid Chinese are summer-flowering
only, but no class excels them in

the glorious profusion of blossom
they yield for the short period they
remain in flower. A fine pillar of

the above Rose, as depicted in the
illustration, is indeed a gorgeous
sight when its very large blossoms
are fully expanded. One point

should be borne in mind as re-

gards the treatment of these Hy-
brid Chinese Roses when grown as

])illars or climbers, and that is they
require to be very sparsely pruned
if the desire be to have a fine

specimen. Noble bushes may
(juickly be had if strong plants

Ijudded on the Manetti are planted
ni sunny positions, giving them
plenty of spaceand shelter from north
and east, for Blairi No. 2 is not so

liardy as the majority of its class.

-\_ .strong stake should be supplied

at first, but the plant will in the

course of a year or two require two,

and perhaps three, stakes to sup-

port its immense shoots.

This Rose is very impatient of

being bunched up after the baneful

manner usually adopted with pillar

Roses. I have known it to make
shoots in one season from 8 feet to

10 feet in length, so that a grand
specimen is quickly obtained.

Sometimes one will find the old

growths injured by brown blotches

that appear to run right through the wood
and pith. This may be caused by severe

frosts, but I am inclined to think that they

result from insect punctures. Be this as it

may, when observed, the growths should be cut

clean out, for they only dwindle and give the

plant a bad appearance. Other growths will

soon break up from the base to replace those

removed. Not the least charm belonging to

Blairi No. 2 is found in its beautiful foliage.

This just prior to the flowering season is of a

beautiful ruby colour, developing later to glossy

green. The wood and thorns are dull grey.

As a standard it is a great success. In this

form, if on a fairly tall stem, the long pendu-
lous shoots are very elegant when wreathed

with the lovely buds and blossoms, and if a
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south or west wall requires to be covered

quickly, this Rose is just the one to employ-

provided no objection is raised to its fleeting

season of flowering. P-

Rosa gigantea.—With reference to the note

signed " S. \V. F.' which appeared in last week's

issue on Rosa jjigantea, I flowered that Rose very

successfully (at Cannes) in the beginning of April,

and will be pleased to answer any questions or

furnish any information thereon.

—

Brougham.

Rosa berbsrifolia Hardi and Rosa brac-
teata.—On p. 4S.Jthenarae3 Rosa berberifolia Hardi
and Rosa bracteata are associated as though the

twoweresynonymous. Surely this must be an error.

I have always understood that Rosa bracteata

was the Macartney Rose, one of the most distinct

and most beautiful of our tingle white Roses, and
by no means a ditticult plant to succeed with,

while, on the other hand, the plant I have known
as R. berberifolia Hardi has flowers tallying with
the description given on p. 43.3, and has always
been, wiDh me at least, a very ditticult plant to get
to flower at all.—\V. S. Thj.ett.

I regret an error occurred in my short

note upon the above Rose. Although somewhat
resembling the Macartney Rose, it is perfectly

distinct from this pretty tribe. It belongs to

Rosa berberifolia, a native of Persia. The variety

Hardi was the result of a cross between Risa
involucrata and R. berberifolia, obtained by M.
Hardy, formerly of the Jardin du Lu-vembourg.

The Market Garden.

GARDENIAS FOR MARKET.
Among market flowers tliese stand pre-eminent,
and the reason is not far to seek when we re-

member the pure white waxy petals of which
the flowers are composed, as well as tlieir

chaste form and unsurpassed fragrance. Other
pure white flowers, such as the Stephanotis and
Eucharis, are undoubtedly popular, but com-
pared with the Gardenia their uses are limited.

Indeed, in their season few flowers, if we ex-

cept Roses, perhaps, can claim to be more
freely or more generally used. In the spring
months, more particularly during the latter end
of March and throughout April and May, many
thousands of their blossoms And their w.iy into

the streets of London, where a very large por-

tion is sold to passers-by. A dozen ytars ago
Gardenias realised fairly good prices even in the
early summer months, v.'hile during the winter
season and up to and including March, prices

were generally too high to permit any but the
wealthy buying them. Even at Easter I have
known 30s. per dozen to be obtained for good
blooms, and I have known instances where the
exceptional price of Ss. each was paid daily for
a single flower mounted and ready for wear.
In the great profusion of their flowering, these
stove shrubs occupy a position ([uite unique ;

especially true is this of the radicans section of

these plants, (juick and free in growth, tliese

plants present but few difficulties to the cul-

tivator, provided a sufficiency of heat and
moisture be given them. These, however, at

the proper moment must be applied without
stint, provided the best results are expected.
The .system nf

ClLTlEE

as usually applied to these plants in market
nurseries is a very simple one, and is briefly as
follows : We will suppose it is intended to plant
a new house or replant an old one. For either
purpose a start is made with cuttings of half
firm wood of clean growth. These are prepared
in the usual way, inserted in 5-inch pots in

|

sandy soil, plunging them in a brisk bottom-
heat. Here, if well supplied with moisture
below and with frequent sprinklings overhead,
these root readily in the course of two or three

weeks. With the market grower where large

bushes exist an abundance of cuttings may be
secured at almost any time. It is, however,
the rule in most instances to insert cuttings

during the early sumnier months, with a view
to flowering them in pots and getting some
blooms in from ten to twelve months from the

cuttings. As soon as the latter are rooted they
are potted into 3-inch pots, and when about
8 inches high the tip of the shoot is pinched out.

With signs of breaking away into growth, or
when the breaks are well away, the young
plants are at once shifted into ti-inch pots, i.e.,

large 32's. So quickly does this freciuently

result, that the plants when placed in the latter

size are often not more than eight or ten weeks
from the cuttings. During the summer the
growth is so rapid and the amount of roots so

considerable, that the jjlants would quickly be-

come stunted if not potted on at the right

moment. Once in the G-inch pot the plants

grow without further stojjping during the first

year, unless they have been rooted early in

March, and in this case they are stopped a
second time only. With the market grower,
however, March cuttings are not the rule,

because at that time all the young growth
i< usually full of flower - buds, which are
made the most of whenever they come.
The young plants are then grown briskly on
till flowering time is past in the ensuing season,

when the plants arc sliortened back a little and
presently potted into 8 inch or 9-inch pots. In
these they are usually flowered again, which
makes them two years old and bushes 2.j feet

high and through. When this flowering is

over they are planted out either in a new
hou.se or to replace old plants elsewhere. In
the preparatory stiiges these young plants play
a rather important part in providing the ear-

liest blooms, and with their roots confined and
the plants portable also, they often find them-
selves in a snug, well-heated house, standing
on an open woodwork stage, coming into bloom
considerably in advance of the main crop. To
this end a batch of pot plants is generally
grown to the size and age stated. In the cul-

ture of pot plants, liowever, carrying all their

flowers without thinning of any kind, size of

bloom is only obtained by the most careful

treatment as well as by fre(iuent doses of

liquid manure. It is also a good plan when
growing these as permanent pot plants to

employ a larger-sized pot than usual, and to only
three parts till with soil in the first instance,

the remainder following as top-dressings at in-

tervals. One of the disfigurements most fre-

quent in the.se plants when grown in pots is

the pale yellow, sickly look of the extreme
points of the shoots, displaying at once a weak-
ness where only the fullest concentrated ener-
gies of the plants should appear. This may
arise from a variety of Ciuses, though primarily
from exhausted soils, a too abundant application
of water at too low a temperature, or a tempera-
ture altogether too low in itself. Either of

these may easily bring about this pale exhausted
appearance, or the wliole of these causes com-
bined, so much to render a valuable crop of

bloom all but worthless.

Son..

The soil usually employed consists chiefly of

good turfy loam, with but little well rotted
manure added, together with a slight addition
of .some well approved artificial manure. In
the market nursery, peat, which is by many
regarded as indispensable, is seldom if ever

used. Indeed, in one of the most successful
instances of Gardenia culture that have ever
C5me under my notice, and where the plants
attained to about !t feet high, more like

Camellias, only much more dense than these,

the plants were put out in the ordinary nursery
soil after this had been well dug and a little

manure added. Two-year-old bushes were em-
ployed as usual, the planting being done when
flowering was past. In putting the plants into
position, a saucer-shaped hollow is made in the
bed and in such a way that a mound of earth of
about 2 feet diameter is raised about the bise.

This is considered a most important item in the
planting, as the plants in (luestion are great
surface-rooters, and hereafter a regular system
of top-dressing has to be kept goin t. The plants
are thus put out at 2\ feet apart or little more,
depending on size, the bed being so arranged
that the alternate plants may be torn out two
years hence, thus leaving the remaining plants
with abundant room for future development.
Throughout the growing season a slight top-

dre.ssing will be requisite once a month, just

covering the mass of fresh roots each time. In
those nurseries where Tree Carnations are
largely grown, the old soil from these with a
little addition of bone-meal or the like answers
admirably, and is often kept in reserve for the
[jurpose. The depth of the bed of soil is from
1 foot to 2 feet, and where a good loamy soil

exists naturally, this will usually answer well.

Beyond this depth even the oldest roots rarely

go, as may be seen when taking out the old
plants of perhaps eight or ten years. Bottom
heat is never employed and is unnecessary.
Top heat is given abundantly. Four-inch pipes
are always used, these being distributed at the
outer walls and beside the pathways throughout
tlie house. Large inside water tanks are the
rule and contain abundant supplies, always
exposed to the temperature of the house itself.

In the growing season the plants are watered
freely and the atuiosphere kept constantly
moist. The plants are also syringed freely

;

generally in the summer in large structures
the hose-pipe is used for this purpos •, as also

for damping down. During the winter season,
owing to the large amount of soil in the beds,
very littls damping down is required, thougli
at all times anything approaching a dry, arid

condition is carefully avoided.

Temperatures.

This is one of the greatest essentials in the
successful culture of these free-flowering stove
evergreens, and where large houses are specially

devoted to the plants plenty of piping should
always be employed. All the pipes at the outer
walls should be kept fairly high above ground,
so that the full warming influences be secured,
the remaining pipes should be distributed as
freely as circumstances permit. For example,
a house 18 feet to 20 feet wide is the most con-
venient, as it admits be Is on each side with a
wider central on^. For tlie latter width the
side beds may be 4 feet each and a central one
7 feet, dividing the lemiinderinto paths on each
side the centre bed, with allowance for pipes
when these are placed by the side walls. The
side walls to the wall plate should be 4
fict hijh, the one-half of this being devoted
to glass sides if possible. Many Gardenia
houses I know have side walls not more than
.J feet high, all brickwork, the result being that
quantities of flowers are ruined each year by
contact with the glass. A good growing tem-
perature for Gardenias may be put down at 60"

as a minimum for night temperature in winter,

and where mid-winter flowers are produced in

({uantity it is not allowed below 65° if possible
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in the most severe weather. This of course all

depends on efficient heating at the beginning,

as once the requisite pipes and apparatus exist,

the remainder is merely a question of attention

and fuel. It is not that these plants will

not endure a much lower temperature than
that given, for, as a matter of fact, I have
safely wintered them with the thermometer
often falling to 40^ and 45°. But merely keeping
the bushes alive is one thing, and to make them
pay their way and a surplus to the good is an-

other. Of course, to keep up high tempera-
tures in the coldest weather is a most expensive
item indeed, and needs serious thought. But
when it is remembered that only the earlie.st

blooms in these times of low averages fetch

anytliing like a price, the matter is wortli con-

sideration. The grower that has his crop of

blooms a fortnight, cir even half that time, in

advance of tlie majority has made a good stroke

of business, that quickly repays a few extra

loads of fuel. With these exceedingly high tem-
peratures, however, great care is needed, and I

need scarcely remark that no good grower of

these flowers living within what may be called

the limits of London fog will attempt these high
forcing temperatures during the existence of

bad fogs. As previously observed, a batch of

pot plants is invariably the safest and surest

way of securing these flowers from January
onwards.

Pkuning.

When the main crop of flowers is over, which
is about the end of May or thereabouts, the

plants are usually shortened back a little. Tliis

depends, however, on the age of the plants, '

since two and three-year-old plants will often
j

when set out make growtlis 2 feet long, !

while others .say eight or nine years old will

not make more tlian a fourth this length. The
latter reijuire practically no pruning, since this

in tlieu- case would be denuding them of nearly

half their crop for the sake of a less number
of shoots of greater vigour. The younger
plants are shortened back nearly or quite half

their length, a system which is diminished each

year with the age of the plants. Usually in

the year of planting, and especially in the case

of two-year-old pot plants, growth is vigorous,

and on this account chemical manures should

not be employed. Strong chemical manures
are often dangerous and leave a bad mark
behind. This is greatly due no doubt to the

large mass of surface roots these plants produce.

Where manures are used, it should be in the

soil and as a top-dressing about twice each year.

Soot, bone-meal, and the like are much the

safest and best, while liquid diluted sewage
may be given prior to and through the flower-

ing season. Insect pests are kept well in

check, and in many instances witli the best

growers are altogether absent. In some soils

and localities clubbing is trouWesome, and I

have known a large span house, over II >0 feet

long and 24 feet wide, rendered all but useless

in consequence. Happily, however, such whole-
sale loss from this cause is not common.

P.\CKINO

the flowers is a heavy item, and in bu.sy times
requires the assistance of several hands. The
flowers are picked singly without sacrificing

foliage or buds, unless under special order for

the latter, and sorted into two sizes, are placed

in single layers in shallow boxes, each box con-

taining li dozen best or 2 dozen seconds. The
blooms are simply placed in order in jiaper

lined boxes, sprinkled overhead from a fine rose

can, and covered with a thin sheet of wadding
well damped. In this way many thousands of

blooms are packed daily by a single grower

during the busy season. The quantity of good
blooms marketed is enormous ; the inferior ones
hardly jjay for packing. Indeed, it is no un-
common occurrence to see a bu.shel or more of

tlie rejected ones beneath the bench, a fact

which speaks volumes for the almost endless
.supply of Gardenia flowers during April and May
in each year. E. J.

Flower Garden.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
In some interesting notes on the Narcissus

family generally at page 405 Mr. Tallack

expresses a desire to know if the experience is

general that the variety Empress increases at a

much greater rate than Horsfieldi. With Mr.
Tallack " Empress has more than doubled the

increase made by Horsfieldi," which is exactly

the reverse of "general experience"—at least

in so far as trade collections are concerned.

In .several instances Horsfieldi, so far as pro-

ducti Tnessof root and flowers goes, certainly

tikes the lead, and this unmistakably, not-

withstanding that Empress has a constitution

of no mean order. In my own case Horsfieldi

is decidedly the freest kind in bulb and number
of flowers. Mr. Tallack evidently has an
experience quite the reverse and as decided as

the above opposite view. There are many who
cannot detect the dift'erence between these two
fine bicolor kinds, yet they are quite distinct in

flower. Horsfieldi possesses whiter perianth

segments than Empress, the segments also

being somewhat more flimsy and oblong-lanceo-

late in form, less imbricated, too, than in the

other kind. In Empress the perianth segments

are much stouter, rather inclined to obovate,

and imbricated to nearly half their length,

while as a whole they occupy a fixed jjosition,

ratlier erect, and do not flap about as in Hors-

fieldi. One very distinctive characteristic in

Empress is the yellowish band on the reverse of

the perianth segments that extends almost to the

tip. This colour is not seen at all in Horsfieldi,

the latter being decidedly whiter. Of course,

in stature the two are widely distinct, and in

this way Empress quite outstrips any other

bicolor Daffodil, Weardale Perfection excejjted.

Two years planted, I have had Empress attain

upwards of 2 feet high, the leaves by actual

measurement being 11 inches wide, the well-

known Emperor by its side being even stronger

than this. Stature, however, is considerably

afi'ected by seasons, and the spring of 18118 has

not favoured the Dafl'odils in this respect. I

incline also to the opinion that in very dry dis-

tricts the smallness of the rainfall during the

past six months will materially aft'ect the size of

the bulbs the coming autumn. Many flowers I

have seen this year have not their usual charac-

teristic development, doubtless due in some
degree to the dry autumn of 189", when the

roots (i.e., fibres) found insufficient mo.istui-e

for the bulbs of a somewhat moisture-loving

race. And where the roots are minus the usual

winter's watering, the eft'ect can be .seen both

in the smallness of the foliage and the size of

the flowers in the spring ensuing. This has

been so this year, and on the drier soils was
very apparent in leafage alone, to say nothing

of the flower-stems, which were shorter than

usual and blossoms similarly aft'ected. W^arm
spring rains are very helpful in this direction,

and, if succeeded by good weather in Blay and
early June, good flowering roots may be gene-

rally relied upon.
Mr. Tallack speaks of some kinds that are

not a success with him ; kinds which, however,

require some sort of special care in most gardens
to make them a success . Two of these, Ard-Righ
and Tenby, are not generally a success in most
gardens, and are only to be kept in gocjd health
even where they succeed at all by a rigid system
of annual lifting and long season of rest. In
some localities both kinds absolutely refuse to

grow
; this is usually the case in cold and clayey

soils, though one instance I know of—a very hot
and sandy soil where the Tenby kind would never
grow at all. Where they thrive by annual
lifting, both are valuable for their early-flower-

ing, particularly under glass. Mr. Tallack,
however, is wrong in supposing the Tenby will

not succeed in inland districts, as I have grown
it in this part of Middlesex by hundreds of

thousands, the quarters containing the bulbs a

picture indeed, foliage 20 inches to 22 inches
long and tough as leather strings almost. The
Tenby Daflbdil loves deep planting and cool

pasture soil, and I believe much of my success
with this kind was in rathjr deep planting and
t!ie free use of cow manure placed G inches
below the bulbs that gave the roots a cool

medium in hot weather. This, coupled with the
fact that the ground was old pasture only
recently broken up, assisted materially in

S3curing the grandest lot of bulbs I ever saw.
I have grown it now a dozen years in succession
in this district, and up to the tenth year all was
well ; since then sickness and deterioration have
appeared. Last autumn I plfinted on a fresh

piece, but whether I can resuscitate them as yet
I cannot .say. Three years ago I showed
a batch of some thousands to a representative
of a large Dutch house, and lifced a forkful that

he might see the roots and fibres. He was
amazed, and remarked, " That is the first time I

have seen the Tenby Daflbdil quite healthy."

It is singular that this kind succeeds in the
Scilly Isles and fails at Guernsey, the Dutch
growers being also unable to secure healthy
stock on their own soil. Of collected bulbs
alone, apart from cultivated, I have during the
past dozen years or .so had some hundreds of

thousands of this through my hands, and in

these—lifted as they were in full leaf— it was
no uncommon thing to pass numbers that had
been fully 18 inches deep in the .soil, the

growth out of the earth extending to even more
than this. If Mr. Tallack still has bulbs, I can
only suggest a cool place in grass for this prim
little trumpet kind. The usual remedy for

maximus where this is a total or partial failure

by the ordinary methods is to plant it fully

8 inches or 9 inches deep in a rather heavy
holding soil, and not disturb it for three or

four years at least. This handsome kind is

appiarently injured by jieriodic disturbance,

and at best is a rather shy bloomer
;
yet as a

unique kind, particularly in colour, it is worth
some care and trouble to establish. Instances

are frequent where this beautiful form has

grown and blossomed with every satisfaction in

quite uncared-for positions, but refuses to grow
in the same garden when for its beauty and
worth it was desired to increase the .stock. One
instance in particular I know where the whole
stock was returned to its original place where for

years it had been a success after varied po.si-

tions in other parts of the garden had been
tried for it and failed. The successful spot was
a shrubbery, rather clayey and partly shaded,

and the bulbs, by planting and mulching com-
bined, had become nearly 12 inches deep. A
dozen representative flowers of maximus in a

vase eclipse all other Daflbdils for richness of

colouring ; the flower, too, is so well propor-

tioned and generally good as to make it worth
while to secure a few. I find this kind dis-

tinctly objects to annual lifting, and also objects
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to Siindy soils. I quite agree with IMr. Tallack's

note concerning the Nelsoni kinds, and of Nel-

soni major in particular. The pearly delicacy

of the perianth in this is very chastfi, and with

clipped crown and slightly drooping form is an

exquisite flower for the table in small glasses.

Mr. Tallack likewise rightly sets an especial

value on N. bicolor Grandee, which with N.

bicolor (Haworth)—the latter the later of the

two—are most valuable by reason of their late-

ness, quite apart from their Hue form. The
latter is not unlike the former, and though

rather smaller, a very beautiful tiower. Grandee

also possesses the most vigorous habit and con-

stitution in these respects, being on a par with

Empress, though minus the full stature of the

last named. Grandee will readily produce

three Hovvers to a bulb when well established,

and then a bed of it is one of the best appre-

ciated things in the whole of the bicolor

Daffodils. A late form of this possessing the

grand stature of Empress would indeed be an

acquisition. E. Jenkins.

Saxifraga lantoscana superba.—Each year

this han<Uome form has produced its lovely

racemes of white flowers usually in May, and
hitherto these have assumed a somewhat arching

aspect. This season, however, the racemes have

assumed a totally distinct character, and are

flowering on straightened stems at an angle of 40°

or rather more, each spike, moreover, taking a

different direction. It is a good plant and one in

which the hitherto arching character of the flower-

ing raceme has produced a very pretty effect,

while its altered character at the moment is

certainly no improvement.

Anemone trifoliata.—Though there is not

much difference in the flowers of the common
Wood Anemone and those of this kind, the dis-

tinctly marked foliage renders it a very striking

plant compared with the commoner forms. It is,

perhaps, doubtful whether it is an improvement
or the reverse, but so far as my experience goes it

possesses more vigour than the white Anemone of

our woods, and lacks the exceeding grace of the

latter, particularly in its leafage. Our common
Wood Windflower is too little employed in our
spring gardens for effect, while the one character

of the above plant is its distinctness from all else,

and, though not frequently seen, increases readily

at the root.— J.

Armeria liaucheana.—Xone of the dwarf
forms of the Sea Pink or Thrift is so effective

as this—a variety of the common A. maritima
of our seacoasts. It is neither a new nor a rare

plant, but is good enough for even more extended
cultivation by those who like low; growing
plants. With deep pink flowers freely produced
on grassy tufts, A. Laucheana is very pleasing.

I have been surprised to see how well a little

plant has grown with scarcely half an inch of

earth between it and the stones below, and with
no opportunity of sending a tap-root into deeper
soil. This suggests its usefulness for wall or roof
gardening.—S. Arxott, Car-sethoni, hy Dumr'ries,
N.B.
Aubrietia Leichtlini from seed.—My ex-

perience has been that this fine Aubrietia is not
to be depended upon to come true from seed, and
that the proportion of seedlings with bright rose-

coloured flowers is very small. The case cited by
" S. W. F." on page 430 quite represents the
general experience with seedlings. I have had
the various colours and shades he speaks of from
one packet of seed of A. Leichtlini. This result

is not surprising, as there is usually a good deal
of variety among Aubrietia seedlings. Few of

the species or varieties can be depended upon to
come uniformly true in shade, size of flower, or
habit, although this variation is, as may be ex-
pected, more marked in the case of the newer
varieties. There is a ^reat tendency to revert to
inferior forms, and I hnd this very marked here,
where a number of plants are grown and where

self-sown plants are very numerous. Although
we have a good supply of white flowers at the

time it comes into bloom, an Aubrietia with good
white blooms would be serviceable in some places.

Some years ago, one named, if I remember aright,

A. antilibani was offered, but it was a poor plant

in every way, and those who grew it appear to

have discarded it. There is one named libanotica

in the " Index Kewensis," but I cannot say if

this is the same.—S. Arn'ott, Carseiliorn, by
Diunfrh.<, X.B.

Primula capitata. — I write to correct a mis-

take made by " E. .1." in a note on p. 4'29. Under
the heading of Isopyrum, that writer says on my
authority that in Edge garden P. capitata not
merely grows and flowers freely, but seeds and
springs up in all directions. If " E. .J." can refer

to page and column in which any such statement
appears in my name I will make a full apology for

having misled the gardening public. I might
with truth have said this of P. denticulata, but
certainly not of P. capitata, which requires as

much careful attention as any plant I grow, and
I have rarely seen a self-sown seedling of it. It

is true that hundreds of plants may generally be
seen in flower every autumn in masses in different

parts of my garden. Seed is sown as soon as ripe

—say in August—and it is as easy to get a seed-

ling crop of a thousand as of a hundred. The
seedlings come up in a week or two and have to

be carefully kept from frost in a frame, growing
on through winter. About March they are large

enough to be pricked off into shallow boxes, and at

the end of May these trays are turned out entire

where they are to flower. The flowering begins

about the end of .Tuly and lasts till hard frost

kills the plants. Xo plant of P. capitata has
ever lived out of doors in Edge garden through the

winter, or has behaved otherwise than as an ever-

green biennial. It never shows any disposition to

form a winter bud, like P. denticulata, P. rosea,

P. sikkimensis, and most of the other Himalayan
Primroses I have grown.—C. Woi,lkv-Dod, Ldije

Hall, Malpa.'i.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Arabis Sturi, or possibly Stelleri, is a remark-
ably neat and dwarf plant, well suited for the

rock garden by reason of its close tufts and early

and effective snow-white flowers, which, opening
as early as the first week in April, last for weeks.
It is an evergreen form, and the small and
glabrous leaves, almost resembling those of the
Milkworts, are its most distinctive feature. The
growth is slow and compact.

Petrocallis pyrenaica.— It is seldom one sees

this in strong and faultless dense tufts ; more often

in patchy pieces. For the past month it has
been in flower, and as I have had the advantage
of importatioris from several places, I am pleased
to say all have flourished equally and given addi-
tional pleasure by the varied shade of colour, viz.,

from a milk-white to heliotrope- purple. I am
fully convinced that to get this alpine to do well

it must have a liberal addition of lime or chalk to

the soil ; the results are striking compared with
culture without lime. Without it I always had
faulty plants ; with it the plants are satisfactory

and the culture otherwise of the simplest.

Bellidiastrum Michelli.—To state that the
flowers are like those of the common field Daisy,
but merely a little larger, may not convey a very
tempting idea of this dwarf plant ; still, we have
the fact that it is a great favourite, and after all

you could not take it for the common Daisy. Its

foliage in form resembles that of the resetted
Plantain of our lawns, and when out of its neat
tufts you see springing up numbers of big Daisies
from April to No\ ember, you learn to admire it

as one of the most useful of alpines. It, is better
for a moist place, and, given that, any aspect not
shaded will do.

Andromeda fastigiata.— It may be that this

is more diflicult to manage than the nearly allied

A. tetragona, though i cannot say I find it so.

What is far more certain is that it is a better

bloomer. Just now i's twigs are thickly hung
with the pretty waxy white bells. I have
imagined that the winter fogs, especially if

charged with local impurities, did harm to the

minute leaves, and with that view I have used a

little winter shelter, which, combined with heavy
mulchings, seems to answer admirably.

Rubus deliciosus.—A good specimen here in

a south aspect and growing out of a retaining

wall for the past fifteen years is a perennial treat ;

both young and old wood is thickly beset with
flowers all its length—and such flowers! practi-

cally white single Roses "2 inches across. When
fully in bloom the bush, which is about .6 feet

across, resembles a hillock of snow. Young
plants, too, flower freely, but the best efl'ect is

when you get a good sized-bush ; to this end you
may contribute by almost totally disbudding for

the first two years. The shrub is not common by
any means, and few catalogues oft'er it. As a
matter of fact it is but slowly propagated. It is

worked on other stocks with ditlioulty, owing, I

suppose, to its peculiar and filmy bark, and,

besides, its habit of producing sucker growths
would be lessened by that method. I never jet

found good seed. Cuttings of the new haU-ripe

wood can be rooted easily enough, but of the

hundreds I have tried for many years in succes-

sion all have died off. Something may be said

for such cuttings when kept in a leafy state in a
greenhouse all the winter, as then a small percen-

tage seems to hold on and form a root bud ; that

stage attained, the young plants seem safe.

Layering is the most certain way, as all, in time,

make strong plants, but it has always to the

present taken three 3'ears to get a well-

rooted offset or layer. There is yet another

way, but it implies that one must have a

strong specimen to spare. If dug up care-

fully in February, taking care of all the strong

parts of the roots, they may be'cleanly cut into

lengths of 8 inches or 10 inches, the near ends to

be marked so that they may be at once set in

sandy loam with the right ends up. If this is

properly carried out, these will in early summer
show up a quantity of young growths, and soon

you get shapely plants. Of course these root

cuttings should be set with their tops "2 inches or

3 inches below the surface. The plant thus de-

prived of its strong roots will be better if rent

asunder, provided each division carries a share of

the collar and shortened roots. These divisions

will beyond a doubt grow freely with ordinary

planting.

Trillium grandiflorum.—A deal of miscon-

ception exists as to the requirements of this beau-

tiful plant. Here, I may claim, it is naturalised.

It comes up in many parts where it was never

intended, but alw-ays where the soil is the more
retentive. To make my meaning clear it m.ay be
needful to explain that the entire garden is of

made or importeil soils, hence no wonder certain

species disposed to reproduce themselves by seed

do best when they accidentally or otherwise find

their way into the better class of soil. For thi \

Trillium, what I call my heaviest loam ahvajs

seems to answer best, and no matter whether in

shade or fully exposed. Another point on which

I am rather positive is that jou may have tho

finest plants and flowers in heavy soil, if deep and
not given to cracking, in the fullest exposure to

sunshine. This may seem wrong for a wood Lily,

but we must not forget that it is an American
wood Lily, and perhaps our cloudy climate may
be just enough of shade for this plant, all other

conditions being suitable.

Pentstemon Newberryi.—Blooming in early

May in full exposure ; flower tubes U inche-i

long, carmine-crimson, habit of plant evergreen

and procumbent. Such is a brief description of a

new kind of Pentstemon which startled me the

other day as I came across my open ground speci-

men. There is a suggestion of some affinity to

the Menziesi group, but it is (|uite distinct for

all that, especially 'in the highly-coloured flowers,

and scarely less so in the thick, oval and crenate

leaves. It is, however, the habit of the plant

which to my mind is the more [)leasing and use-
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ful feature ; it is not so much a creeping as pro-

cumbent plant, and this habit combined with good
colour is just the material for the style of rock
gardening becoming more and more general.

Polygonum sphserostachyum. — This is

another highly • coloured spring flower, and,
for that matter, a summer and autumn bloomer
in succession. Once you get this in the right

place and well grown, the spikes of the unusual
carmine-scarlet flowers are seldom absent from
spring to November. It is as yet one of our
rarest and seldom seen hardy flowers, but when
seen it never fails to attract. The nearest colour

to which I can compare it in a well-known flower
is that of Primula rosea at its best, or, say, to the
higher colour of its buds. I find the plant likes

plenty of moisture. J. Wood.
Woodvilte, KirkstaU.

IRIS ORCHIOIDES.
Iris orchioides, of which I send you a photo-

graph, is here a valuable hardy garden plant,

very distinct in habit and attractive in flower

and foliage. As it flowers in March and April,

the first blooms are sometimes spoiled by wet
;

but cold seems to att'ect it very little, and as it

flowers rather profusely, it, at the worst, loses

its brightness only for a tew days. It increases

rather rapidly from offsets and each year

matures a fair amount of seed. I do not know
that it requires any special cultnre beyond that

given early flowering bulbs, but it is here
planted and thrives in fairly stiff soil in a

position dry in summer and protected from
northerly winds. J. N. Gerrami.

Elt.aheth, New Jersey.

of flowering. In these latter positions the soil is

more or less prepared and rich, and its effect is

dulj' seen in the great vigour the plants attain.
At the same time there is a charm about the
Winter Aconite when seen luxuriating in rather
moist, grassy spots, that endeavour should be
made to establish it. The failure noted by
"S. W. F." appears "on a lawn," and I would
suggest that the very solid character of the
soil may have been more or less responsible for

the failure. On steep unrolled banks where a
looser soil prevails than is usual on the lawn,
I have secured capital patches of the lovely
glistening golden yellow cups. E. J.

SELF-COLOURED LATE TULIPS.
Self-coloured is, perhaps, a misnomer for these
late Tulips, and we might perhaps better name
them "late garden Tulips." For the flower gar-

den they are vastly more attractive than what are
known as the florists' Tulips, many of which are
dull in colour and formal in outline. The so-

called Darwin Tulips are also l.irgely dull-coloured
flowers, especially when they begin to get past
their best. I ha\'e lately mentioned a few garden

T. elegans lutea is bright yellow with flush-

ings of orange-red, and of large size. Under
the name of Billietiana a pretty variety of that
variable species was sent, and with its pale
yellow flowers strongly marked with carmine
was very efl'ective. One of the most ett'ective was
T. fulgens lutea, which has long, rather narrow
segments of the most brilliant yellow. Such
flowers as these are of striking beauty in groups
in the flower garden. Ireland seems to suit these
Tulips well, and those from Cork and some from
Newry, where Mr. T. Smith grows a large num-
ber, show how well they do. S. Arnott.

The double white Narcissus.—Last year
there was a long discussion as to the blooming of
this beautiful kind, and, if mj' memory serves me
right, opinions differed considerably as to the
cause of the blooms not opening in some places.

I should like to know how this Narcissus is be-
having this year, now that we are having plenty
of ram. In this garden I have experienced con-
siderable difficulty in getting it to bloom well.

When I took charge here, some nine years ago, I
found a goodly number of bulb.s growing under

THE WINTER ACONITE.
" S. W. F." (p. 430) draws attention to the difficulty

at times experienced in the endeavour to esta-

blish this showy winter flower, but which, so far

as my experience goes, is not general. I believe,

moreover, that those who have had difficulty with
the plant may overcome it by materially lighten-

ing the soil, for I have not heard of its failure in

any case where light soils exist. It is not that a
light soil is at all essential, for I has'e naturalised

it most freely in heavy, clay soil, which was also

somewhat sandy. It is a good plan when any
given spot in the woodland or other similar place

is being planted to use a large digging fork and
lift a full sod of earth here and there when insert-

ing the patches of tubers. By this simple means
a very considerable amount of soil is loosened in

the immediate vicinity of the starting roots,

which at once permits the latter securing firmer

grip of the position. If also a portion of the
raised soil be discarded and the remainder only
lightly returned to its place, the chances of the soil

becoming solid will be less. A little old potting
soil, road sweepings, or the like will likewise be
helpful where very close or tenacious soils obtain.

Digging holes with the fork may take more time
than doing the same work with a crowbar, as

sometimes suggested, but the value of all such
work cannot be measured by the minutes it takes
EO much as the relative amount of success attend-
ing the operation. This plant is so eSectivein the
grass in winter, that it amply repays for making
it a success. And this has been accomplished by
planting in the above way. Not only do the
plants flower abundantly and well by this method
and put on e.xceptional vigour, but they seed most
abundantly also. Where rough shrubbery borders
exist these seeds may be sown after shghtly
loosening the surface with a fork. In a couple of

years or so the effect will be surprising. At Kew
the Winter Aconite is largely used on the grass
among many other things mostly bulbous in

character. Many beds are also surfaced with it,

and a few weeks since it was possible to have
gathered thousands of seeds from the blooming
plants of this year, so great had been the freedom

Iris orchioides. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. N. Qerrard,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Tulips in " Notes of the Week " in the columns of

The G.iRDEN. Some not mentioned have just

come from Mr. W. B. Hartland, of Cork, and
they are so beautiful that I cannot resist penning
a few notes upon them, although several are old

acquaintances. Among those sent are two forms
of T. Gesneriana. One burdened with the name
of T. Gesneriana major rosea carulea is deep rose-

red, with blue spots at the base. I have had it in

my garden for some years, and find it very satis-

factory. A flower of distinct beauty is T. Ges-

neriana aurantia maculata, presenting a combina-
tion of tints of rose, orange, and yellow impos-

sible to describe. The Moor is a deep red, with a
shade of brown, and Bridesmaid is dark crimson,

broadly feathered white. The others have yellow
ground colour of various shades, and differ con-

siderably in form. Very delicate and beautiful in

colour is T. Uava, which may best be described as

pale straw, whiter towards the base. This is a
Tulip which should please those who like soft

colours. Leghorn Bonnet has flowers with a shade
more of yellow. T. ixioides is pale yellow also,

with black anthers and black spots at the base.

shrubs, at the foot of big trees, and positions of

this kind, and it was rarely they ever produced a

bloom that opened, although a considerable

number of flower-stems came up. Not being

satisfied, some three or four years ago I had a

portion taken up and replanted, some amongst
the grass, others in good soil in damp spot?

amongst shrubs close to the turf. Last year,

when forming some large masses of Tritoma

Uvaria, some were planted in the good soil

amongst them. Now they are a great success

in all positions, showing they want good soil.

—Dorset.
Propagating Pinks.—I think that too much

pains are often taken in the propagation of this use-

ful family of hardy flowers. Some increase them by

cuttings, others prefer layers, but there is another

rough and ready way which will give very good

results and does not involve the expenditure of

much time and labour. This consists in taking

up the plants when they have done blooming

and replanting, so that the woody stems are

buried, leaving the green tops only above the

soil. By the close of the autumn roots will be
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made freely from the buried portion, and the
plants can then be lifted, divided, and put where
they are to bloom. This can also be done in

early spring or in autumn—in fact at any con-
venient time when the plants are at rest. For
trade purposes where the most has to be made of

a limited stock, propagation from cuttings or

layers may be advisable, but the amateur who re-

([uires plants to make a good display at once will

find the above-mentioned way of increase the
most satisfactory. In some soils Pinks cannot be
relied on to remain in good condition more than a
couple of seasons ; they go off much in the
way that Carnations do, the bark of the old
woody stems becoming ruptured by the action of

damp and frost. By replanting every third year
and burying the old stems the plants get a fresh

lease of life, and all danger of their dying off is

obviated. On plants treated in this way the
blooms come very fine the following season.

—

J. C. B.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
TEMPLE SHOW.

Floral Decorations.
The floral decorations were it pleasing feature
of the show, and contributed in no small degree
to the interest of the visitors. First appearances
led one to imagine there were not so many exhibits
as last year, but upon close observation it was
noticed that they were more crowded than usual.
This was a pity, as the beauty and grace of a
large number of individual arrangements and
designs were thereby lost. Messrs. B. S. Williams
and Son put up a handsome lot of designs, &C. A
large hand-basket, in which were artistically

arranged long racemes of blossoms of Odonto-
glossums, Cattleyas, and Asparagus, was very
tine; a striking looking bouquet, in which a
combination of Anthuriums and double red zonal
Pelargoniums was used, was effective. A mirror,
in which the double form of Narcissus poeticus
was used as a framework and a base of Orchids to
set it off, was a somewhat formal design, as was a
hand-basket filled with the heavy blooms of
different coloured ilalmaison Carnations. A
pretty bouquet, composed of Odontoglossums,
Lily of the Valley, and white Roses, and a nice
assortment of foliage, was worthy of notice.
A fine exhibit came from Messrs. Jones and Sons,
Shrewsbury, who had four bouquets, half a dozen
hand baskets, besides tubes, &c. , filled with dif-

ferent kinds of flowers. These were not so good as
last year. To Mr. L. Calcut, Fairholt Road,
Stoke Newington, special praise is due for the
grand arrangement of a large table. This con-
tained many of his excellent patent stands,
each lightly tilled with yellow, white, and blue
flowers, set off in an artistic manner with Croton
leaves. Ferns, Asparagus, and other foliage. A
very large and bold vase was placed in the centre
of this exhibit, and deserves special recognition.
This was handsomely arranged with Lilium longi-
florum, Lielias, Vandas, Odontoglossums and
other choice flowers, and was beautifully finished
with leaves of Cocos Weddelliana, Fern, and .Japan-
ese Honeysuckle. A base, rather heavy in design,
arranged with similar flowers completed a really
handsome vase. The silvered rustic standsfrom Mr.
J. Prewett, 11, Lancaster Street, Bayswater, in
which there is a pleasing effect in the pretty de-
vices pecuhar to this style of stand, were admired.
A pink fancy Pelargonium, relieved with a few
blossoms of Rhodanthe and Gypsophila and a few
pieces of greenery, completed this effecti%e display.
From Messrs. Perkins and Sons, Coventry, came
some very lovely decorations. Their bouquets
were rather heavier than usual, the bride's
bouquet being the best of the three handsome
arrangements. The flowers in the centre bouquet
included long growths of Odontoglossum crispum
and 0. Alexandra, Lily of the Valley, Stephanotis,
&c., with Asparagus, and was exceedingly delicate

and chaste. A very fine hand-basket arranged
with pink and mauve Orchids and a pleasing
blending of rich foliage was greatly admired. A
large portion of the table was taken up with an
exhibit from Mr. M. V. Scale, Vine Nurseries,
Sevenoaks, in which foliage, &c., of a hardy kind
was chiefly in evidence. As contrasted with the
other exhiljits this looked somewhat dull and
heavy, although there was considerable merit in

each individual piece. Crosses, anchors, wreaths,
lyres and harps were each represented ; Pansies,
Irises and Carnations, together with Lilium longi-

florum, being among the principal flowers utilised.

Moyses Stevens, 146, Victoria Street, Belgravia,
S.W., staged a pretty bouquet of white Lilac,

Orange blossoms, and Stephanotis, a wreath, and
a heavily arranged hand-basket. This was filled

with Narcissus poeticus fl.-pl., Liliums, Cladiolus
The Bride, &c., and from the same source came a
lyre of the Poet's Narcissus in doable form and
neatly finished. The Women's London Garden-
ing Association, 62, Lower Sloane Street, S. W.,
showed a pretty table decoration and a bouquet
of p'nk Carnations. A pretty table decoration,
and one of very simple description, came from
Miss Edith Langton, The Rowans, Hextable,
Swanley, Kent, she using the blooms of Saxifrage
and blue Spanish Iris, with silvered grass and
Smilax as an embellishment. A bouquet of pink
Roses was also very pleasing. A patent design
for assisting the arrangement of cut flowers was
illustrated, and was by no means convincing as
an improved method of fixing the flowers in posi-

tion. Certainly the most suitable flowers were
not utilised, and placed the exhibitor at a disad-

vantage. This was exhibited by Mr. G. Parkins,
•20, Oakdale Road, Sheffield. Miss Dalton,
28, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, placed upon
the table a wreath composed of Liliums and
(iladiolus The Bride, as well as some bouquets.
A neat little talile decoration was exhibited by
Miss T. West-Bradley, Sunnyside, (14, (iipsy

Hill, S. E., of white flowers, such as Lilac and
Gladioli with Ferns. Quite a new idea in illus-

trating the decorative value of the Tufted Pansy
in a cut state was shown by Mr. William Syden-
ham, Tamworth, Staffs, several pretty designs
being filled with a variety of these flowers in

pleasing and chaste colours. Three designs in

the form of a Prince of Wales feather were con-
spicuous, one of j-ellow and pale lavender being
very pretty. The stands are fixed in such a way
that small tubes to contain water keep the flowers

fresh for a long time.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :

—

C.\TTLEYA Fern.vnd Devis (C. Aclandia! x

C. Warscewiczi).—In this the sepals and petals,

nearly white and flushed with rose, are of fine

form and substance. The lip is deep crimson-
purple in front, white in the centre, the side lobes

white, shading to rose-purple at the base. It has
the intermediate characters of both parents both
in the shape of the flower and habit of growth.
From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Heaton,
Bradford.
L.elio-Cattleya Admiral Dewey (C. Warneri

X L. elegans).—This plant has the intermediate
characters of the parents both in growth and
flower. The sepals and petals are bright rose, of

fine form and substance. The front of the lip is

rich crimson-purple, margined with rose, the side

lobes rose, shading to white and rich purple at
the base. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.
Cattleya Mendeli vab. Oakes Ames.—

A

grand form, the sepals delicate rose ; the petals
bright rose, splashed with purple at the apex,
the lip rich crimson-purple, finely fringed at the
margin, yellow, striped with purple in the throat.

This is one of the finest forms we have seen. From
Messrs. H. Low and Co.
Dendroeidm Dalhousiaxum VAU, SALMON'EUM.

—The sepals and petals in ground colour are as
in the type, the principal distinction being the
salmon blotches at the base, taking the place of

the usual maroon as seen in the typical form.
From Messrs. H. Low and Co.
Odontoglossum Ariadne (Rochfordianum var.

venustum).—This is a beautiful form, the ground
colour of the flower pure white, thickly covered
with rich purple-brown spottings, the small lip

white, spotted with brown, and crisped at the
margin. It is a natural hybrid between Odonto-
glossum Hunnewellianum and O. crispum. A
grand plant with a raceme of fifteen flowers came
from Messrs. Linden and Co., Brussels.

0. CRisi'i'M - Harry.anuh.—A continental hy-
brid raised from the species indicated in the name.
The sepals are creamy white, blotched with
brown ; the petals similar in colour, the spots at
the base of a violet shade, as in O. Harryanum.
The lip is creamy white, thickly spotted with
purple, and with numerous bright yellow hairs

forming the crest at the base. From M. Charles
Vuylsteke, Loochristi, Belgium.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-

ing :—

L.«Lio - Cattleya intermedio-flava Golden
Gem.—This is a distinct and desirable hybrid
raised from the species indicated in the name.
The sepals and petals are bright yellow, the front

lobe of the lip bright purple, mottled with yellow,
the side lobes creamy yellow, shading to purple
at the base. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.
Cattleya Mendeli var. Mrs. G. V. Low.

—

This is a beautiful form, the sepals and petals

nearly white, only a slight tint of rose being
noticeable. The beautifully fringed lip is bright
purple, mottled with white in front, the side

lobes white, shading to orange, with some purple
at the base. The plant bore a two-flowered
raceme. From Messrs. H. Low and Co.

Miltonia vexillaria var. Empress Victoria
AuuusTA.—A lovely form of the rubella section

with deep rose-purple sepals and petals, the lip

dark rose-purple with some white in front of the
yellow disc, where there are some radiating
purple lines. From Messrs. J. Backhouse and
Son, York.
Cattleya Mendeli Amelia.—The sepals and

petals, nearly white, have a faint shade of rose at

the base. The lip is beautifully fringed, white,

with a ro3e blotch in the centre; the side lobes

white, with a shade of yellow in front and purple
at the base. The plant exhibited carried two
spikes of flower with two blooms each. From
Mr. W. P. BIrkenshaw, Hessle, Leeds.
Miltunia Blei-eana rosea (iigantea.—Agigan-

tic variety of this well-known hybrid. The sepals

are white, flushed with rose at the base ; the petals

white, suffused with bright rose at the base ; the

lip white, with a shade of rose-yellow at the disc,

with prominent radiating purple lines. From M.
.lules Hye, Ghent.
Odontoglossum Pescatorei var. bbllatulum.

—A beautiful form with white, slightly suffused

rose sepals, blotched with deep purple ; the

petals white, spotted with purple ; the lip white,

with purple spottings in front of the yellow disc.

From Messrs. Linden and Co., Brussels.

Odontoglossum crispum var. zebrinum.—
The ground colour of the sepals and petals is

creamy white, the sepals blotched with purple,

the petals much crisped at the margin and thickly

spotted with bright purple ; the lip white, with
purple blotches and a yellow disc. From Messrs.

Linden.
Odontoglo.ssum crispum decorum.—One of the

most beautiful forms we have seen. The sepals

are white, with rich brown blotches in the centre ;

the petals white, with one large bright brown
blotch in the centre ; the lip white, with nume-
rous small lirown spots. The plant bore a raceme
of fourteen flowers and several buds. From
Messrs. Linden.
Odontoglossum Charlesianum.—A beautiful

form with rather small flowers. The sepals are

creamy yellow, suffused with purple and blotched

with brown ; the petals creamy yellow, covered
thickly with small brown spots ; the lip creamy
yellow, with a bright yellow disc and large bright

purple spots. From M. A. Madoux, Anderghen.
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Floral Committee.
First-class certificates were given to the follow-

ing :—

LicuALA Jeanenceya.—An exceedingly grace-
ful and distinct Palm, the foliage divided into
abrupt leaflets, each nearly a foot in length and
deeply notched. The plant shown was about
2 feet high, with slightly spreading head, the
petioles horned, as in some species of Chamivrops.
The above handsome plant is a native of the
Solomon Islands, and was shown by Messrs.
Sander and Co., St. Albans.

AiALYi'iiA Sanderi.—Perhaps the most re-

markable introduction for many years past, the
plant having a tree-like stem and growths that
with the leaves resemble more or less the Poin-
settia. The feature of the plant, however, is the
crimson-red of the numerous tail-like append.ages
that depend from the axils in the upper portions of
the leaves. A standard plantof this '2 feet high, with
freely branched head, bore about fifty of these col-

oured appendages, some of them nearly 2 feet long.
These are produced with great profusion as growth
extends. Native of New Guinea. From Messrs.
Sander and Co., St. Albans.
Phledodifm claucum Mavi.—a truly remark-

able and beautiful form of a well-known plant,
but in this \ariety the glaucous tint is developed
to a most remarkable extent, even in the youngest
fronds. The plant exhibited, though very young,
is beautifully furnished with fronds, and possesses
a grace and charm that will render it quite unique
among its kind. The young stems are green, but
ultimately become quite dark, the leaves arching in
a most graceful fashion, being freely divided and
undulated along the margin in a most remarkable
manner. It is an undoubted acquisition to the
Fern family, and, partaking of the character of the
type m general hardiness, will prove of great ser-
vice. From Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton.
LiLU'M Rrr.EELUM.—A unicjue and lovely species

that promises both by its freedom and lovely
shade of colour to surpass any other of its shade.
Roughly in its growth it may be cited as approach-
ing L. Krameri, though scarcely of the same form
as this Utter kind. The flowers in outUne are
broadly campanulate, about 4 inches across in the
plants shown, and varying from the most delicate
of pink and rose tints to rosy peach in the deepest
flower we saw. The growth is that of a slender
or graceful L. auratum, but even before flowerino-
there is evidence of the variability of the species".
One remarkable feature is the wonderful freedom
of flowering, quite small plants producing three
large blooms, so that when established it should
prove one of the most charming of all its family.
It is a native of Japan, and was shown by Messrs
R. Wallace and Co., Kilnfield Gardens, Col-
chester.

The following obtained an award of merit :—
AnRicuLA S.NOWDRor.— A perfectly double

flower of a rather greenish-white colour, said to
be the result of years of seeding and selection,
the plant is of strong, vigorous habit. From Mr.
K. Dean, Ealing.

P.eonia (Tree) Julius Cik-sar.—This has flowers
of a rich crimson-lake, relieved with a scarlet
stripe in the centre of each petal and enhanced by
the tuft of golden anthers. It is a semi-double
flower about S inches across.—From Messrs. Kel-
way and Sons, Langport.
.R-toNiA (Tree) Hexrv Irvin(i.—A handsome

kind with monster blooms of a maroon -crimson,
very deep and intense as well as novel in tlie par-
ticular shade of colour. From Messrs. Kelway.

P-EoxiA Jean de Keszke.—Also of the Tree sec-
tion and remarkable for the exquisite purity and
chasteness of the huge blossom. The petals, as
indeed the whole flower, are of great size, the latter
exactly 10 inches across. From Messrs. Kelwav
and Sons.

-^

Bego.via Mr. Dusbak Wood.—A tuberous-
rooted kind with large well-formed flowers, each
about 4 inchesacross, and in colour a deep clear
apricot-orange, the double blooms produced in the
greatest^ profusion'on quite small plants. From
Mr. T. S. \\'are. Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenliam.

Eremubus eoeustus Elwesiaxus.—A spike
some 8 feet or more high of this was shown. The
spike, perfect to the very tip, was handsome by
reason of its delicately tinted flowers. From Mr.
T. S. Ware, Tottenham.
Antiiurium Sen'ateur Montefior Levis.—A

very dtstinct and striking novelty in this rapidly
advancing race of flowering plants. The spathe,
which is 3 inches long by '2i inches broad, is

freely spotted with clear scarlet on a creamy
white ground ; the reverse of the spathe almost
wholly scarlet, with a few white markings. From
M. de Smet Duvivier, Ghent.
Caladut.m Guaratixgdetor. — A handsome

form of a blood-crimson hue, bordered with green
and blotched slightly with a similar shade to
about 3 inches internally, the centre being of
quite a self colour. From Messrs. Laing^and
Sons, Forest Hill.

Akeca Islemaxni.—A distinct and graceful
species, the leaflets on each side of the midrib
being arranged in threes, and individually very
long and tapering. The young fronds .are of a
copper-orange hue and very striking. The spe-
cies appears also to break freely from the base, as
in A. lutescens, cS:c. From Messrs. Sander and
Co., St. Albans.
Ilex Golde.x Kixc;.—Not only a striking

novelty, but a most remarkable plant. It is a
golden sport from the well - known Hodgins'
Holly, and possesses all the vigour and leathery
texture of that fine form. The variegation is

good, and though abundant, is not unduly so,
and therefore may be regarded as permanent.
This unique plant came from Messrs. Little and
Ballantyne, nurserymen, of Carlisle.
Phyllooaotus Epirus.—a handsome hybrid,

with flowers of a clear satiny rose pink, exceed-
ingly delicate and beautiful. From Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.
PuvLLOO.ACTUs Agatha.—Another lovely form,

and, if of smaller size, exceedingly delicate in the
salmon-pink hue of its flowers. This colour, with
a deeper rose tint that pervades the flower inter-
nally, renders it most effective. From Messrs.
Jas. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.
Caladiu.m Ami Sriiw.UiTz.-The most distinct

member of this handsome group of fine-foliaged
plants, the leaves almost sagittate in form and of
a rich deep crimson, with scarlet-crimson veins,
heavily margined with deep olive-green. It is

the result of a cross between C. albanense and
C. Mme. J. Box. From Messrs. Sander and Co.,
St. Albans.
Rose Airore.-A lovely Hybrid Perpetual

that will find favour with most growers of the
flower. It has a handsome, vigorous habit of
growth, short sturdy stems, and abundant leafage.
The blooms, each nearly 5 inches across and
shading from soft to deep pink, are very laro-e

and full and sweet scented. From Messrs. Paul
and Son, Waltham Cross.

Hardy Shrubs.

Not the least interesting of the many features
of the Temple show was theh,ardy shrubs grouped
together on the grass near the entrance to one of

the tents. There were several excellent groups,
notablj' that from Messrs. Fisher, Son, and
Sibray, Handsworth, Sheffield, who set up in a
most tasteful manner many kinds of Japanese
Acers with a margin of Hedera Helix spectabilis

aurea, the former comprising many beautiful
kinds. Another large bed was devoted to a
greater variety of subjects, and here we noted
Andromeda japonioa albo - marginata, Betula
purpurea (very efteetive), Quercus pannonica, Q.
macrophylla, Sambucus racemosa plumosa aurea,
Prunus Pissardi, Cornus sibirica elegantissima, C.
Spathi, and several variegated Ivies. Messrs.
J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, likewise contributed
a group of hardy trees and kindred subjects. In
this exhibit Azalea ama-na splendens was con-
spicuous with its bright masses of rather small
blossoms loading every twig. Azalea mollis,

Kalmia glauca, Sambucus serratifolia, Andro-
meda formosa, the foliage of a bronzy hue and
verystriking,EurybiaGunni,and Rhododendrons.

A beautiful lot of the best Acers, some Cupressus,
and other beautiful and attractive plants were also
noted here. Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nur-
series, Cheshunt, brought a handsome lot of Rhodo-
dendrons in bloom, fine, compact, well-flowered
bushes, together with a variety of Bamboos.
From Tunbridge Wells, Messrs. T. Cripps and
Son brought a nice selection of Japanese Acers
in the best kinds. Mr. J. Russell, Richmond,
Surrey, also had a display in which Acers in

variety, Ivies, both Tree and the best variegated
sorts, were the leading things. In this group,
however, Euonymus latifolius albus was also con-
spicuous.

The collection of Bamboos from Mr. V. N.
Gauntlett, Green Lane Nursery, Redruth, was
remarkable for the number of kinds it contained.
At the same time it was obvious such things can-
not be grown to perfection in pots, as shown.
Many of the species in this collection require
great space for development, together with a rich

and in some a quite moist soil, and in compara-
tively small pots the moisture could scarcely be
adec[uate for the thirsty nature of some kinds.
The Bambusas consisted of B. nobilis, B. Boryana,
B. marmorea, B. aristata, B. vittata argenteo-
variegata, &c., Phyllostachya aurea, P. flexuosa,

P. heterocycla, P. nigra and its variety punctata,
&c., together with several species of Arundinaria,
the collection including some fifty species and
varieties. Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, of Car-

lisle, exhibited a small basket of their new Holly,

Golden King, which is likely to prove an acquisi-

tion in the future. It is a golden sport from the
well-known and vigorous kind Hodginsi, and by
reason of its leathery texture is sure to command
attention. When young, the leaves possess a
golden tint, while the more mature leaves are

creamy yellow from the margin inwards, render-

ing it a most conspicuous plant.

Fruit Committee.

An awai-d of merit was given to—
Apple Oxtario, a ribbed fruit, above medium

size, and flushed with crimson on a yellow ground,

flesh firm, sweet, and excellent for so late in the

season. From Messrs. Geo. Bunyard and Co.,

Maidstone.
The same exhibitors also put up two others for

special awards, these being King of Tompkins Co.

and Calville Malingre, the latter an excellent

variety as regards flavour, but the committee
were not agreed as to its cropping qualities, and
King of Tompkins Co. lacked flavour. Mr.

Mclndoe, gardener to Sir J. Pease, Bart., put up
a new Melon named the Model, a \ery nice look-

ing fruit, but not at its best as regards flavour.

Mr. Mortimer, Swiss Nurseries, Rowledge, Farn-

ham, sent new seedling Cucumbers, one—The
Keeper—being thickly covered with spines and
of a deep green colour ; the other, called Sensa-

tion, is a smooth, pretty fruit, and, we should

think, an excellent winter variety. These the

committee wished to see in greater (juantities, as

only two fruits were sent. Mr. NichoUs, Swan's

Farm, Lower Tooting, sent a new dwarf forcing

Celery named Forcing White, which blanches

naturally without moulding up. Mr. J. Ryder,

Hawswick, St. Albans, sent two dishes of Grosse

Mignonne Peach, well-coloured nice fruits.

We omitted to note in our report on the collec-

tions last week a very good exhibit from the

Horticultural College, Swanley. There was a

goodly number of vegetables, including excellent

Tomatoes, Potatoes, Peas, French Beans in pots,

Cucumbers trained over a trellis, several varieties

of Broccoli, Little Pixie Cabbage, and others of

good table quality.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.

A SMALL, but always tastefully-arranged flower

exhibition is one of the features of the annual

show of the Bath and West and Southern

Counties Society. At Cardiff", last week, the

usual plan was followed, and the general result

was most satisfactory. A fine group of plants

was arranged in the centre, and around these
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were collections of greenhouse and hardy plant,

put together by nurserymen from the neighbour
hood and from various other parts of the county
Messrs. Barr and Sons had a good collection of

hard^' flowers in the centre, included in it being

Ranunculuses, Globe Flowers, and Pivonies, while

in close proximity were some well-grown Calceo-

larias sent by the Marquis of Bute. Sarracenias,

Azaleas, Leschenaultias, and Cacti were included
in the exhibits of Messrs. R. Veitch & Son,

while Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, made special

features of Rhododendrons and Roses. Gloxinias,

Begonias, Dracivnas, and various fine-foliaged

plants occupied a prominent position in Messrs.

J. Laing and Sjns' collection, and Mr. W. J.

Godfre3', °f Exmouth, showed some well-grown
Pelargoniums and Cannas. A most pleasing dis-

play was made opposite the entrance by Messrs.
Cutbush and Sons, of Highgate. Plants of Rose
Crimson Rambler, Malmaison Carnations, Heaths,
and Azaleas were prominent, but these were only
a few of the many kinds employed. Messrs. Geo.
Cooling and Son, of Bith, sliowed a striking
plant of (ienista Andreana, and this, with Aubrie-
tias. Magnolias, Cornus mas, and various other
hardy plants, came in for much attention. Mr.
F. Hooper, of Bath, exhibited Pansies, most of

them fine blooms, though too many were shown
set off in paper colUrs. Among the other ex-

hibitors were Mr. Wm. Treseder, of Cardilt'; Mr.
Rilph Crossling, Penarth; Messrs. Case Brothers,
Cardiff (who showed some tine Lilies) ; and Mr.
A. E. Price, Cardiff.

Although there is rarely any attraction in the
stiape of new plants at these gatherings, the flower
show at the Bath and West is one that can be
visited with pleasure even Ijy those who are a
trifle weary of flower exhibitions. It is not too
large, it is very pretty, and in the earlier part of

the week, at all events, there is room to examine
the plants at one's ease.

TAMWORTH PANSY E.XHIBITION.

The boisterous and unseasonable weather which
prevailed for fully a week before the 21st May last
was responsible for considerable disappointment
to those who organised the interesting and meri-
torious display of the fancy Pansy as well as
the different forms of the Tufted Pansy in the
grounds of Mr. William Sydenham at Tamworth.
As the prizes and chief expenses of the exhibition
were met by the private purse of the host, it was
hoped that the sum total of the sale of tickets and
money taken at the gates would be a very respect-
able amount, as on this particular occasion the
proceeds were to be handed over to the Tamworth
Nursing Fund. Rain fell more or less for the
greater part of the day, and notwithstanding this
fact it is pleasing to record that quite a goodly
number of visitors and enthusiasts were present,
and keen was the interest ei-inced in the exhibits
put up for competition. These embraced (luite a
long list of classes, each in itself an object lesson.
No less thin forty classes were provided, the
majority of which were confined to amateur
growers. It is very remarkable that the flowers
from Scottish growers were more often to the fore
than those of the midland and southern cultivators.
This seems to confirm a report recently dissemi-
nated that in the north better growing weather
had been experienced than in the south. The
flowers certainly were fresh and clean, and the
ciuality so early in the season was good. A
feature of the show was the charming effect
made by the decorative exhibits, these occupying
by far the larger proportion of the tent, and
proving the adaptability of the Tufted Pansy
for decoration. As an additional attraction to
the visitors, Mr. Sydenham's extensive grounds
were thrown open, and here the novice and
"'hers could see for themselves the magnificent
d splay the Tufted Pansy could make, the
m issing together of the different sorts in beds of
a colour lighting up the landscape in a most
telling manner. One could see at a glance the
most effective colours.

Decorative Exhibits.

The first four classes were confined to the illus-

tration of the decorative value of the Pansy in

any types and colours. For a table decoration

there were four competitors, the exhibits being
arranged on a long table running down the centre
of the tent. The award for the premier position

was closely contested, the chief honour ultimately
falling to Mrs. Lovatt, Newport, Somersetshire,
who had a very elegantly arranged exhibit. The
blooms of the Tufted Pansy were yellow with a

sharp contrast of deep blue. Silvered rustic

ware such as is often seen at exhibitions was
employed, and pretty trailing fronds of Fern gave
the whole a neat finish. Second prize was won
by Mr. D. B. Crane, 4, Woodview Terrace, High-
gate, N. , with an arrangement very little behind
the leading exhibit. Rayless yellow Tufted Pan-
sies in different tones, with a few cream flowers,

together with pale green fronds of Davallia and
Maiden hair Fern made a charming display. A
small hand-basket in the centre and numerous
plain glass tubes and bowls set out in a neat and
pleasing manner were effective. The class for a
wreath brought out a strong competition, leading
honours falhng to Miss Johnston, Hints. This
was very lovely, white and pink Tufted Pansies
predominating, a few flowers of a mauve-
blue assisting to give a chaste finish. Second
prize was won by Mr. .J. M. Johnston, Hints,
with deep purple-crimson Tufted Pansies, with
Caladium argyrites and -Miiden-hair Fern lightly

mixed. Mr. Johnston was also placed first for

a lyre, with yellow Tufted Pansies for strings,

fancy Pansies for the framework, and finished off

with Ferns. This was not so pretty as most of

the other exhibits. A class in which any design
not specially catered for was provided brought
out some very beautiful and artistic designs.

That which easily secured for Miss E. Sydenham
the chief honour was a huge heart, arranged with
exquisite taste and skill. The Tufted Pansy
flowers used for the base were of a pleasing shade
of lavender-blue, and standing out prettily from
this were cream-white flowers, lending a most
charming finish in conjunction with Fern fronds
in variety. A hand-basket filled with Tufted
Pansies secured second prize for Mr. Johnston,
but, in our opinion, there were other exhibits far
more interesting and meritorious which were shut
out.

Tl-FTED P.VtJSlES (Cl'T FlOWERS).

Only one competitor was forthcoming in the
class for twelve rayless sorts, Mr. W. Maxwell,
Glasgow, securing first prize for his exhibit.

Specially good in his stand were Dorothy, a
lovely pale lavender-blue self ; Sweet Lavender,
A. J. Rowberry, Pembroke, the best of the ray-

less yellows ; Sylvia, cream-white ; Blue Gown,
mauve-blue ; and Charm, a very pale lilaclaven-
der. For six sprays rayless sorts, distinct, each
spray to contain six blooms and to be arranged
with Pansy foliage, Mrs. Lovatt staged a good
exhibit, her best sprays being Lucy Franklin,
creamy white upper petals and yellow lower
petals ; Border Witch, thus early in the season
almo taself of a pleasing shade of light blue;
Dorothy, Pembroke and Sweet Lavender, a very
good lavender self. Mr. J. Maxwell secured
second position with a nice fresh lot of flowers,

his best being A. .T. Rowberry and Dorothy. Mr.
J. Maxwell and his brother, Mr. W. Maxwell, of

Glasgow, secured first and second prizes respec-
tively in the class for three sprays rayless sorts,

distinct. Three classes then followed for self

rayed varieties ; the first for twelve distinct sorts
in sprays of six blooms each found Mr. W. Max-
well well to the fore with Lemon Queen, prim-
rose ; Lizzie Paul, rich yellow ; Jeannie, beautiful
ca:iary yellow •. Archie Grant, indigo-blue; Lord
Salisbury, very pale primrose, rather coarse rays ;

Duke of York, white ; Ardwell Gem, sulphur-
yellow ; Niphetos, white : Colleen Bawn and
others. For six sprays rayed selfs, Mrs. Lovatt
was first with a nice exhibit. Bullion, Niphetos
and Duchess of Sutherland being good. Mr.
J. Maxwell was placed second. The brothers
Maxwell secured first and second prizes in the

class for three sprays with capital stands of

flowers of those already enumerated. Twelve
classes next followed for those of any varieties or

colours, and these made a nice display. Mr. J.

Maxwell secured the first position with an admir-
able lot of flowers, which were nicely balanced as

regards the disposition of colour. Blue Cloud,
Duchess of Fife, (ioldfinch, each pretty margined
sorts ; Duke of York, Lizzie Paul and Lizzie

Barron, a large and somewhat coarse crimson-
purple flower, were his best. A much prettier

lot came from Mr. Leonard Brown, The Cottage,
Seven Arches, Brentwood, Essex, placing him
in the second position. His flowers were large

and fresh, but gave evidence of the wet weather
and trying winds just i)reviously felt in the

south. His best flowers were Steplien, a grand
rich yellow self and rayed ; Lucj' Franklin, White
Empress, a pure white rayless self ; Mrs. C. F.

Gordon, a flower much resembling the old Coun-
tess of Kintore, but of better form ; A. .J. Row-
berry, Pembroke, Britannia, a fine imperial Vjlue

self ; Christiana, one of the best tufted creamy
white sorts, and a pretty seedling of a pale rose

tint on a white ground. A splendid lot of

flowers staged by Mr. .Johnston in this class was
awarded an extra prize, he being disciualilied for

arranging his sprays with Fern. Mr. W. Max-
well won first prize for six sprays. Duchess of

Fife, Goldfinch and Acushla, each margined
sorts standing out conspicu lusly in his stand.

Mr. Johnston was second, his sprays of Flori-

zel, blush-lilac ; The Meirns, one "of the best

fancy sorts, crimson - purple and white ; White
Duchess, Pembroke and Lizzie Paul being par-

ticularly good. For threesprays, Mr. W. Penson,

Newport, Somersetshire, was placed first with

Lemon Queen, A. J. Rowberry, and a poor

flower of the Peter Barr type. The brothers

Maxwell were irresistible in the classes in which

three blooms of a given colour were asked for.

The best rayless white was Blanche; rayless

yellows, A. J. Rowberry and Pembroke (first and
second respectively) : rayed blue, Archie Grant ;

rayless blue, Dorothy (first), Britannia (second) ;

rayed yellow, Stephen (first), Lizzie Paul (second),

and of the fancy type, Mrs. C. F. Gordon.

F.\N'CY P.VNSIES.

The fancy Pansies made a good show, and in

most classes were well staged. In some of the

larger classes some of the blooms were rather

rough, but taken as a whole, and also remember-

ing the early date of the display, this section of

the show reflected the greatest credit upon the ex-

hibitors. The two Scotch exhibitors (Jlessrs. J.

and W. Maxwell) carried almost everything before

them, the local and midland growers, however,

closely following them in several instances. .Hand-

some though the fancy Pansy blooms were, the

colourings and markings in many cases being

extremely rich and varied, and the margins so

neatly and beautifully defined, they could not be

compared with the smaller and simple flowers of

the tufted sorts for effect in the display they

made. The task set the judges was no ea-y one.

It is a matter for regret that the fancy Pansy

blooms were not labelled, a matter of no mean
imjjortance to the visitors, and equally important

to the judges however well they may know their

subject.

Local classes as well as those for cottagers were

also provided, and each assisted to make up a

pretty show. Mr. William Sydenham staged

twenty-four grand sprays of Tufted Pansies, those

worthy of special mention being Councillor W.
Walters, a magnificent purple ; Mary Stuart,

cream self rayless ; Stephen, Pembroke, Blanche,

cream white self rayless ; Sweet Lavender, Lucy
Franklin, The Mearns, Mrs. H. Bellamy, still one

of the prettiest fancy flowers : Lizzie Paul and

Lemon (^lueen. A pretty spray of Tom Thumb
secured a first-class certificate. Numerous de-

signs filled with Tufted Pansies, in some cases

with a pleasing assortment of colours, were in-

teresting, and did much to convince the visitors

how these flowers could be used for decoration.

Mr. Robert Sydenham, Birmingham, had a long

table filled with his patent rustic designs for cat
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flowers. These represent in silvered metal ware
email gates, arches, epergnes, &c., and are easily
filled with flowers. In this case Carnations with
appropriate foliage earned the commendation of
the judges.

PARIS FLOWER SHOW.
Opened on the IStli May ; the three first days
were so cold and rainy, that several stove plants,
such as Anthuriums, Crotons, &c. , were severely
injured. This was due chiefly to the canvas,
which was not sufficiently waterproof. The main
hall was beautifully laid out, the alleys spacious,
but the annexes were long, narrow structures, so
dark that on cloudy days the plants and flowers
could hardly be seen. The pathways, too, were
so narrow, that moving was almost impossible.
The leading novelty was Acalypha Sanderi,
with long, axillary, nodding, tail-like racemes of
a bright purplish colour, much like those of
Amarantus caudatus. Carex gallica is a beautiful
plant, 3 inches to 4 inches high, with very narrow,
grassy, creamy white foliage, narrowly bordered
with green. From its elegance and compact
habit it will, I think, be valuable for deco-
ration, both indoors and outdoors. Pelargo-
nium Petit Henry is a miniature variety,
with white variegated leaves and pale rose
flowers. In Gladiolus communis var. (?), probably a
garden hybrid, with the graceful habit of G. Col-
villei, the flowers are pure white, each petal having
a purple blotch in the centre. It grows and forces
as easily as G. C'olvillei. Begonia multiflora
President Savoye is a dwarf, compact tuberous
variety, foliage dark green, flowers double,
sulphur-yellow, of moderate size, well shown above
the leaves. Amongst novelties were a new Berto-
lonia, Zygopetalum Perrenoudi, Cattleya speciosa
nivea, Lcelio-CJattleya purpurata, Cattleya Par-
theniaaurea, Phajus Cooksoni, and a new Amaryl-
lis President Faure, with a stem 2h feet high and
two large green flowers, hea^ily" bordered and
washed with purple-carmine.

Orchids were plentiful and well grown. A
plant of Phalaenopsis grandiflora had twenty-two
flowers on a raceme. Odontoglossum Vanneri,
Oncidium Forbesi grandiflorum, Epidendrum
maorochilum atro purpureum, Cattleya Reinecki-
ana alba, C. Mossi;v variabilis, and Miltonopsis
Bleui were also noteworthy.

Roses were very poor, as usual, French Rose
growers exhibiting hundreds of shabby-looking
plants potted a few months before, mixed and
crowded like a field of ungrafted Sweet Briers.
A group of a dozen or half a dozen fine specimens
as seen every year at the Royal Horticultural
Society's meetings would be a grand success here.
Greenhouse plants were well represented. Palms
were shown in well-grown specimens, and the
Crotons brightly coloured. Draciena Sanderiana,
elegantly variegated ; Medinilla magnifica, with
its huge drooping rose flowers ; Anthurium Presi-
dent Vigier, with its large white spathe densely
and heavily spotted with bright red and its golden
spadix ; A. Abel Chatenay, in the same way ;

Globba variegata, Vitis congylodes, Vitis Vormeri-
ana, with fleshy peltate leaves ; Begonia foliosa,

with elegant Fern-like foliage ; Astrapea Wallichi-
ana, and Nicotiana atfinis variegata were also good.
Caladiums were dull in colour, owing to the bad
practice of Parisian growers keeping them con-
stantly shaded. Gloxinias were excellent, and
bulbous plants were plentiful. Crinum america-
num was in full bloom. Begonia Albert Crousse
has large perfectly double flowers G inches across
of a bright rosy salmon colour. The ugly
green-flowered Tulip seems to be a favourite.
Pelargonium Paul Crampel is a compact,
free-flowering variety with large trusses of
dazzling fiery red flowers, a most beautiful
plant. Carnation Colosse bears gigantic double
globose rose flowers borne on stems .3 feet
long. Tree Paionies made a grand display, Gloria
Belgarum, salmon - red ; Mme. Felicie Simons,
rose-chamois ; and Elizabeth, enormous, reddish
flesh colour, being the most noticeable. Hydrangea
paniculata, strong plants 3 feet to 4 feet high.

covered with their large panicles of white flowers,
were much admired. Primula japonica in almost
every colour and the rare and beautiful Caltha
palustris variegata were well shown. Perennials
are coming into favour in France ; numerous
collections were well shown. Rhododendrons as
usual were marvellous. Deciduous and evergreen
shrubs and trees were well represented, especially
a most remarkable collection of .lapanese Maples.
At the end of the main hall an alpine garden

was constructed in a very artistic way. On this.
Edelweiss, Cytisus purpureus. Ranunculus Thora,
Androsace lactea, Cypripedium macranthum, In-
carvillea Delavayi, Anemone sulphurea, Smilacina
ramosa, Corydalisophiocarpus, Valenona triptera,
Meconopsis cambrica, Othonna crassifolium, Ery-
simum ochroleucum, and P;ederota ageria were
conspicuous. Extra fine Peaches and Grapes were
the only representatives of forced fruits.
Vegetables were in superb condition, the Peas,

salads, Onions, CauHflowers, Radishes, and
Cabbages being excellent. Ai-genteuil Asparagus
was exhibited in bundles of thirty-six heads
weighing twenty pounds. D. Guiheneuf.

Temple Show awards. — In the list we
omitted to state that Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.,
Colchester, received a silver-gilt Banksian medal
for their collection of hardy flowers.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
—The fifty-ninth anniversary festival dinner of this
institution will be held on Wednesday next, June 8,
atthe Hotel M(5tropole, when wehope the supporters
of thisdeserving charity will muster in strong force.
The Dean of Rochester has intimated his inten-
tion to attend, and those of our readers who desire
to be present on this occasion should communicate
with the secretary at 50, Parliament St., London,
S.W., without delay.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—A meet-
ingof the committee was held on Thursday, May26,
when the following special receipts were reported,
viz. : His Grace the Duke of Rutland, per Mr.
W. H. Divers, £o ; Sir R. Hargreaves Rogers,
£5 5s. ; Mr. Witty, Nunhead Cemetery, box in
show house, £1 ISs. 6d. ; the Hugh Low Cricket
Club, £3 7s. ; Fr.ancis Robinson, fl ; proceeds from
sale of gold ring received from an "Anonymous
Lover of Flowers," £1 6s.

Lathyrus pubescens.—This perennial Pea,
of which 1 spoke last year, is now again in flower
on a trellis on the gable of an outhouse in the
garden, facing south-west. The clusters of blue
or lilac-blue flowers are very pretty and quite dis-
tinct from those of any other perennial outdoor
Pea we have. All the protection it had last
winter was a few stems of Michaelmas Daisies
spread loosely over the growths in severe weather.
—S. Arnott, Carsethoni, hy Dumfrieii, N.B.

Aubrietias and Candytufts at Hawthorn-
den Railway Station.—Passing this the other day,
I was much impressed by the size and beauty
of some enor.-nous patches of these plants on
rockwork in front of the station. Wallflowers
and other spring flowers were beginning to fade,
but the purple and white of the Aubrietias and
Iberis—apparently sempervirens—made a mass of
colour. As a rule, these simple and common
plants are seldom allowed to run into tufts
a yard or more across, and until we see them
in such broad groups we can hardly gauge
the true value of huge masses of delicate purple
and pure white in restful harmony.—D. T. F.

The rating of glasshouses A meeting of
the glasshouse owners in the Dartford Union was
held at the Bull Hotel, Dartford, a few days ago,
Mr. Emerson, of Hextable, in the chair. The
chairman said they would have been glad to have
left the assessments as they were, but the Dart-
ford Assessment Committee seemed to have
formed a conclusion, he did not know upon what
grounds, that the horticultural industry was a
gold mine. If they had accepted the increased

assessments that the Dartford Assessment Com-
mittee wanted to impose on the glasshouses and
nurseries, it would have meant almost the annihi-
lation of the industry. Considering the competi-
tion that now existed, and was likely to increase,
with such conditions as were imposed they could
not have made things meet. Therefore they were
compelled to take the action they did. He traced
the history of the appeal, the result of which was
that the assessments were reduced 63 per cent., or
83. Gd. in the £. This successful result had not
been brought about without a great deal of
expense. Mr. Ayres, Swanley Bottom, gave some
particulars showing what benefit they had gained
by the appeal. In the first place it was established
that all glasshouses should be rated by the amount
of land they covered, and the structure not
taken into value. A glasshouse 100 feet hj
12 feet had thus been reduced in net rateable
value from 753. to 423. 6d. , so that a grower hav-
ing twelve houses of these dimensions would save
£25 16s. in rateable value, and if the rate for the
year in his parish averaged 5s. in the £ he would
save £6 7s. 6d. per year. Mr. Ayres said that thus
one year's saving by the appeal would cover the
cost of the litigation. The chairman suggested
the formation of a Glasshouse Owners' and Occu-
piers' Association, and said he hoped those pre-
sent would give it their consideration.

—

South-
Eastern Gazette.

The weather in West Herts.—The past
week proved cold throughout, the temperature in
shade at no time rising higher than 61°. During
the night preceding the 1st inst. the exposed
thermometer fell to within 3° of the freezing point,
the lowest reading for nearly a fortnight. At
2 feet deep the soil is at the present time only
about 1° colder than is seasonable, whereas at
1 foot deep it is about 4° colder. Rain fell on
four days during the week, but the amounts de-
posited were small. May was an unseasonably
cold month. There have been, however, during
the past twelve years three Mays in which the
mean temperature was decidedly lower. Indeed,
May last year proved very little warmer. The
usual cold period—9th to 14th—was not nearly so
marked as in 1897, but there occurred during
its course the coldest night but one of the
month. Although a cold May, the exposed ther-
mometer at no time registered more than 4= of

frost—by no means a low reading for the month.
Rain fell on twenty days to the aggregate depth
of 2J inches, which is shghtly in excess of the
May average. In the last forty-two years there
have been, however, only four other Mays with
such a large number of rainy days. The sun
shone on an average for 4^ hours a da}', which is

lA hours below the mean for the month in the
previous twelve years. Only one of these Mays
proved as sunless, and that was in 1887. The
first Rose of the year to flower in my garden was
Rosa pimpinellifolia, better known as the Burnet
Rose. The first blossom was out on May 27, or

nine days later than last year.—E. M., Berk-
hanvited.

Public Gardens.

A ne'W park for Margate.—The Lord Jlayor
of London on Tluirsday opened the new park pre-

sented to tiie town by Mr. ,T. Woodward, of Croydon,
a native of Margite.

A public park for Portslade.—The new
urban council have agreed to purchase for £2350
a plot of land for a recreation ground and as a

site for public offices.

Ifames of plants.— C. L.—Monocliastum ensi-

forme. H. D.—1, one of tlie dark forms of I. ger-

mauica, of which there are several ; 2, Aerides crassi-

folium.

" The English Flower Garden."— T/ie Fifth

Edition of this book is now out of print, mid a new
edition, revised throughout and containing six new
chapters, ivill he ready in a few days.
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Orchids.

HIGHLY-COLOURED ORCHIDS.
Many of the most beautiful Orchids in exist-

ence are now the cheapest, and doubtless their

future is more as useful and beautiful garden

plants than as subjects for connoisseurs or

collectors. These there will always be, and
presumably the value of rare and unique forms

will increase with the number of wealthy ama-
teurs who take up their culture. But the

cheaper species and hybrids wdl doubtless be

more and more drawn on for decoration. For
this purpose they are unrivalled, and their one
shortcoming has been the small number of very

highly-coloured species and varieties, such as

L;elia cinnabarina, Sophronitis grandiflora, and
other scarlet or crimson-flowered kinds. These
give life to the mauves, purples and yellows

so frequently seen in the order, and the propa-

gation of all such seems desirable. One of the

tinest species belonging to this section is Loelia

harpophylla, a Brazilian plant that has within

the last tew years become very popular. The
spikes of flower appear at the apex of slender

stem-like pseudo-bulbs, while those of L. cinna-

barina are stouter, a little swollen at the base,

the plant stronger in every way. They both
do well in the Cattleya house, liking a moist
atmosphere better than a lot of water to the roots.

In early spring few plants have a brighter and
prettier effect in the mass than Ada aurantiaca,

though the individual blossoms are small. Tlie

scapes are erect at first, gradually as the flowers

open becoming more arching ; the colour a

pretty orange-scarlet. This plant is very free-

tlowering if strongly and well grown ; it thrives

best in the cool house under similar conditions

to those advised for Odontoglots. Cochlioda
Noezliana is another really showy and beauti-

ful plant, the pretty arching racemes very freely

produced upon plants grown in small puts or

baskets in the cool house. With the brilliant

and glowing Sophronitis everyone is familiar,

and, where suflicient plants are grown, it may

be had in flower for eight months out of the

twelve. This, to do it really well, may be given
a house slightly wai-mer than the Odontoglos-

sum house, a good light, and a position where
plenty of air is always moving about the foli-

age. Among the Masdevallias many of bright

and efl'ective tints may be mentioned, but the

beautiful M. Yeitchi, which has been so fre-

quently and well exhibited of late, is per-

haps the best of any. But all the varie-

ties of M. Harryana, M. ignea, and M.
amabilis may be included, for they are all

showy and beautifully tinted Orchids. A
common mistake in staging these pretty

plants is placing a lot of different tints of crim-

son, purple, and intermediate colours close

together. A mass of one colour in association

with a few spikes of Odontoglossum or some
similar Orchid is far more effective. Another
very iine cool-house species is Epidendrum
vitellinum, easily grown, very free, and one of

the most lasting. The simplest cultural routine

suits this plant well, and it may be freely

propagated by division, so that no difficulty will

be found in keeping up a stock. Turning to

the warm house, there is the beautiful Renan-
thera Imschottiana, which if only plentiful

enough would rapidly become one of the most
popular Orchids, the lovely scarlet and orange
tints being second to none. Unlike some other

members of the same genus it blooms profusely

in a small state, and this of course adds to its

value. This by no means exhausts the list of

brightly-tinted Orchids, but they are certainly

in the minority, and one cannot go wrong in

growing as many of them as possible. Most of

them are graceful in shape and contour, and are

on this account very useful for cutting as well

as for decoration on the plant.

Lselia purpurata.—This fine species is now
in fine form at Mr. W. Bull's nursery, some of

the varieties, with clear-cut pure white outer seg-

ments and deeply coloured lip, being very beauti-

ful. The beautiful Lielia purpurata versicolor

was also good recently, and is one of the

richest-coloured varieties. The petals are flushed
with the deepest crimson-purple, which merges
at the tips into a warm rosy tint ; the lip is also

very deep in colour, and all the segments are
broad and handsome—a superb variety.

Cypripedium Mastersianum.—This cannot
be called a first-rate species, and there are many
forms of it that are barely worth growing, con-
sidering the large number of really fine things
now in the genus. One of the prettiest and
brightest I have seen was lately exhibited
by Messrs. Sander and Co. This was a large
specimen plant, or, if a made-up one, all the
flowers were alike, and there were over two
dozen upon it. It is said to be one of the finest

of flowers under artificial light.—H.

Lselio-Cattleya intermedio-flava. — The
flowers of this charming little hybrid were to the
fore in Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son's group at
the Temple, and in that of Messrs. Charles-
worth and Co. under the name of (iolden Gem.
It is one of the prettiest of the smaller kinds,
having sepals and petals of a pale chrome-
yellow ; the lip has paler side lobes enfolding the
column, and the front, lobe somewhat triangular
and fringed in front, is of a bright rosy purple. It is

a continental raised hybrid, the parentage Ijeing

implied by the name, and first flowered in Octo-
ber, 1896.

Miltonia vexillaria Crimson King. —
Really good forms of this fine Orchid were not
particularly plentiful at the Temple show, but we
noticed a fine form in Messrs. Sander and Co.'s

group under the above name. But while admir-
ing the plant immensely, Crimson King is not in

the first place a descriptive name, as the colour
was certainly not crimson, while again, in all pro-

bability, other plants very similar to this have
been given names. It is fortunate in one way that
these plants cannot be very freely propagated,
or the confusion in nomenclature would lead to

trouble.

Sobralia macrantha alba.—This is a lovely

albino form of the type, and undoubtedly as
chaste an Orchid as any in cultivation. There is

not the slightest shade of colour of any kind on
the sepals and petals, these and the open portion

of the lip being absolutely pure white. The only
colour is the yellow mark in the throat, which
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serves to show the purity of the rest of the flower.

It is a matter for regret that these lovely flowers

last so short a time—a few days at most—but
several are produced in quick succession from the

apex of the stems. A small plant of it was
included in Messrs. Sander and Co. 's fine group

at the Temple.

Oncidium tetracopis.—There are a great

many plants in the way of 0. serratura more or

less distinct, but this is one of the prettiest of

them. The segments show up very clearly the

marginal streak of yellow common to most of

these, and the ground tint is also deeper than

usual ; the lip is bright yellow and brown. The
species is free-flowering, and does well in the

coolest house in a compost of peat fibre and JIoss

in equal parts. The drainage must be free, the

compost open, and plenty of water is required at

the root all the year round. It was exhibited at

the Temple by Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., and a

very similar form is now flowering with Mr. Bull.

It is a native of New Grenada, and was intro-

duced about 1873.

Oncidium ampliatum. — This species is

usually well shown at the Temple, and this year

was no exception, Messrs. Sander and Co. espe-

cially having very fine specimens. At the back

of their group was a very well-grown plant bear-

ing eighteen superb spikes. It is one of the

brightest of Oncidiums, requiring plenty of

warmth and moisture in the atmosphere, though

the plants are none the worse for an occasional

drying in the middle of a bright, hot day. This

they certainly get in their native habitat, and
the broad, leathery foliage is well able to stand it.

Large, heavy specimens must perforce be grown
in pots on the stage, but smaller plants make a

fine growth suspended near the roof in baskets.

It is a nitive of Costa Rica, and was introduced

in 183.5.

Aganisia ccerulea.—This is a rare and singu-

lar Orchid, and one that few cultivators grow
well for any length of time. The habit is pecu-

liar, consisting of a creeping rhizome and some-
what fusiform pseudo-bulbs, each bearing a single

leaf, and from the side of which the spikes issue.

These bear large and handsome flowers of a

pale bluish-white that is very attractive. The
lip is of rather peculiar structure, the blade
of a pointed heart shape with a wavy margin,
brownish with a pale yellow border. Plenty of

heat and moisture is necessary for its culture, and
the plants should be fastened to large flat blocks
of wood or pieces of Tree Fern stem, this allowing
the rhizome to extend freely. Not much compost
is needed, just a little Moss about the rhizomes
and roots. A plant nicely flowered but in rather
poor health was exhibited at the Temple show.

Phaius Wallichi.—This is a noble old spe-

cies, and it should be much more grown. It is

handsome when out of flower, bears immense
spikes of showy blossoms, and is, moreover, easy
to grow. There is just now a plant in bloom at

Mr. Bull's nursery with spikes a couple of yards
high and many flowers, each about 5 inches
across. The sepals and petals are white exter-
nally, the reverse yellowish orange, flushed with
crimson-purple, the pointed wavy lip being yel-

low with a brownish purple throat. The plants
thrive well in any warm moist house, and during
the growing season should be frequently syringed
to keep insects in check, and well watered at the
roots. Grow it in large pots in a compost of

equal parts of peat fibre, loam, and chopped
Sphagnum Moss over good drainage. Occasional
waterings with weak liquid manure are helpful
during the growing season.

Brassia bracteata.—Forms of this Orchid
are often exhibited that are but poor when com
pared with the true species. In this latter, large
stout spikes, bearing seven or eight flowers of

great size and substance, are produced, and in

this condition it is one of the finest of intermediate
Orchids, and certainly the best of all the Bras-
.ias. To get the best results this species must
be planted in fairly large pots of peat fibre and

Moss, and kept in an intermediate or Cattleya
temperature the whole year round. Roots are

very freely produced when the plants are healthy,

and consequently water may be freely applied
while growing. No drying off is necessary, but a
lessened moisture supply suffices during the

winter, as not much growth is going on. It,

however, ditters in its seasons of resting and
growth, some plants being more constant than
others, and this must be allowed for in all cul-

tural operations. B. bracteata is a native of

Guatemala, and was introduced by the Royal
Horticultural Society about 1843.

ONCIDIUM HASTATUM.
Ai.TiioucH this plant has been in cultivation

over sixty years, it is even now seldom seen.

This is the more remarkable when its dis-

tinctness from all others is taken into con-

sideration, and it is, moreover, said to be abun-
dant in its native habitat on t;he Mexican coast.

The plant is of rather tufted habit, the pseudo-

bulbs seldom above 3 inches high, but it produces
fine branching panicles of flowers, each about

U inches across. The sepals and petals are

pointed, the ground colour a pale brown, with

overlying blotches of greenish yellow and a
margin of the same colour. The lip varies a good
deal in colour and is often a creamy white on the

side lobes, the front one being difficult to describe

;

it is brown^sa at the base, becoming brighter, and
on the margin passing to green, a very peculiar

combination of colour not seen in any other Onci-

dium. The whole spike has a very light and ele-

gant appearance, and in a group of Orchids is sure

to command attention. The plants do best in a

warm, moist house, only lightly shaded, and in a
position where they get the full advantage of all

the air currents. In a close and badly-ventilated

house the flowers are not so freely produced. It

maj' be grown in pots, and these should be clean

and well drained, the compost consisting of

three parts of Sphagnum Moss to one of peat
fibre, a great thickness being undesirable. The
plants require no dry rest, only a diminution of

the water supply in winter, according to the

weather and the state of growth. While growing
freely, few Orchids of similar habit require more
water, and it is imperative that when carrying

their spikes— which are very large and many-
flowered compared with the size of the pseudo-

bulbs—the}' are not allowed to get dry, other-

wise the plants receive a check from which
they recover slowly, if at all. It is a true On-
cidium, but so distinct from others of the panicle-

flowered form that it is also known as Odonto-
glossum, having been figured both as 0. phyl-

lochilum and 0. hastatum. It was first intro-

duced by Messrs. Loddiges in 1837, and in greater

quantity at various times since.

XOTES AX'D QUESTIONS.—ORCHIDS.

LseH'^-'^attleya radiata (L. purpurata C.

doloi^'i).

—

lathis the sepals and petals are pale rose,

the lip rose, suffused with deep purple and veined
with a darker sliqde. A plant carrying a raceme of

tliree flowers was exhibited at the Temple show by
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

Disa Veitchi.—This lovely hybrid improves on
acquaintance and seems to be more amenable to culti-

vation than the Fpecies. Its bright ros»-purple and
rielicate lilac flowers are always attractive. Sir F.

Wigan staged in his grouo at the Temp'e show several

finely-grown plants, which stood out prominently and
weTe much admired.

Dendrobium nobile (Bletohley Park variety).

—This is a pret'y variety with white sepals and petals,

and the eye-like blotch on the centre of the Ho a dis-

tinct rosy tint It was sent from Bletchley Park tn

the Temple, and in the same group was a small, but
fineiy-grown plant of D. nobile nobilins, about a
dozen flowers being produced on the upper part of the
leading stem.

Cypripedium Gowerianum.—This is a fine

hybrid, as may be expected by its parentage, C. Law-

renceanum and C. Curtisi, and some fine forms of it
have been raised by using better varieties of the latter
than were used in the original cross reputed to have
been made by Messrs. Sander. The flowers take the
form of_ those of the first-named parent, the dorsal
sepal being very fine.

Lycaste lacusta.—This is more interesting as a
botanical species than a garden Orchid, as it does not
appear very free flowering. Yet it is not without
beauty

;
the whole flower, with the exception of the

whitish fringe to the lip, is a bright emerald green

;

the individual blooms largo and produced on tall
erect spikes. A plant was included in Messrs. Sander
and Co.'s group at the Temple.

Oncidium concolor.—This pretty and popular
Oncidium has been shown well on several occasions
lately, andin the groups at the Temple I saw some very
fine varieties. But the finest I have seen was from
Mr. H. S. Leon, of Bletchley Park. This plant had
much larger pseudo-bulbs than usual, and the long
vigorous scapes were closely flowered, the blossoms
really immense for this species.—H.

Habenaria rhodochila. — This was shown
among the small group of botanical and rare species
by Sir Trevor Lawrence at the Temple show, and
though only a very small bit, one might easily imagine
what it would be if strong and vigorous. It has
flowers of the brighte.«t red, almost vermilion, with
a deeply divided lip, and only lacks vigour to make it
one of the brightest Orchids known.

Oncidium spilopterum.—Thisis a bright and
pretty Oncidium, distinct in its panicled spikes of
bright yellow flowers, which are not large individually.
It is an Orchid of many names, and on the strongest
plants the spikes are upward of a yard in height ; the
lip roundish, chrome-yellow, the sepils and petals
blotched witli brown. It was shown at the Temple
by Messrs. Lewis and Co , of Southgate.

Cypripedium callosum Sanderse. — Th^s
lovely albino was again exhibited at the Temple both
by Messrs. Sander and Co. and Sir F. Wigan. The
dorsal sepal is white, heavily veined and suffused a*-,

the base with pile green; the petals white, sufl'used
with green and veined with a darker shade of green

;

the lip is pale green with dark green velnings. It is

of a tree habit and worthy of every consideration.

Cattleya Lord Masham is the result of cross-
ing C. intermedia with C. superba. It has the inter-
mediate characters of both parents, the sepals and
petals being of a bright rose-lilac, the lip crimson-
purple in front, white in the centre, the side lobes
rosy on the exterior, white inside, with some yellow at
the ba=e. A plant with two flowers was exhibited at
the Temple show by Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

Cypripedium villosum Chamberlainia-
num is a distinct and curious hybrid. The dorsal sepal
is bright green at the top. suffused and lined with
brown at the base. The petals, green suffused with
brown, are barred and veined with a darker shade of
brown, the lip having a distinct purple shade on a
yellow ground. It has the intermediate characters of
both pirents both in habit of growth and shape of
the flowers.

Mormodes pardinum unicolor.—The singu-
larly-formed self yellow flowers of this variety are
very attractive, though their habit of incurving tells

rather against them. It does well in baskets sus-
pended from the roof in a warm moist house, should
be potted in equal parts of peat fibre and Mo3s over
good drainage, and well watered while making its

growth. Ripen this by exposure to sun in autumn,
and ketp well on the dry side while at rest.

Odontoglossum Beiehenheiml. — Though
not in the front rank of Odontoglossums, this is

worth growing on account of its distinctness, and
when well grown is very showy. Mr. G. Wythes, of
Syon House, had a tine plant in his group at the
Temple, the pseudo-bulbs very fine indeed, and bear-
ing a large branched spike with about thirty-five

flowers. It is of easy culture in a cool moist house,
thriving best in rather larger pots than most Odonto-
glots.

iBpi-Iiaelia Charleswortlii (L. cinnabarina x

Epideudrum radicans).—This is a fine addition to the
bi-generic hybrids, the sepals and petals bright scarlet

on a yellow ground, the three-lobed lip rich scarlet in

front and around the margin, in the centre yellow
with bright purple spots. The flowers are produced
in dense clusters at the apex of the spike, about
16 inches in length. The growth, as in most other
Epidendrum bi-generic crosses, favours the Epiden-
drum parent to a very great extent. It was raised by
Messrs. Cbavlisworth and Co., Heaton, Bradford.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

FLOWERING CACTI.

Any attempt to particularise the most popu-
lar group at the recent Temjile show would
ai'ouse a certain amount of controversy, but no
douht can be entertained as to the collection

of Phyllucacti contributed by Messrs. Veitch
occupying a prominent position, and to the bulk
of visitors they attracted, perliaps, more atten-

tion than anything else. The genus Phyllo-

cactus is nearly related to that of Cereus, which
is characterised by many-angled spiny stems,

while in Phyllocactus they are more or less

flattened. So many hybrids have now been
obtained between the two, that no line of de-

marcation can be dr.iwn, some individuals show-
ing a leaning towards one genus and some to

another. This, however, is but a trilling

matter, the principal consideration being the
beauty of their bli>ssoms and their great value

for greenhouse decoration at this season of the

year. For the last few j'ears Messrs. Veitch
have so identified themselves with this class of

flowering Cacti, that their group at the Temple
show has always been looked forward to with
interest.

A prominent characteristic of some of the
varieties is the metallic violet lustre which over-

spreads the petals to a greater or less degree,

and which, viewed from ditferent standpoints,

presents a number of ever-varying and subtle

shades. The different varieties of this section

owe a good deal of their colouring to the in-

fluence of Cereus speciosissimus, which was in-

troduced from Mexico in 1816. In making a

selection of a few distinct varieties, a good plan

is to note them when in flower, and the follow-

ing were particularly noticeable in the Temple
group : Brilliant, vivid scarlet ; Homer, red

and violet ; Ovis, bright rose ; Ensign, orange-
scarlet ; Dante, pink ; Cooperi, creamy white ;

Grand Monarch, crimson-scarlet, shaded Wolet

;

La Heine, soft pink ; Plato, brilliant scarlet ;

Venus, crimson and violet ; Delicatus, silvery

pink ; Vesta, white ; and two varieties that

received awards of merit, viz., Agatha, pale

satiny pink, with a deeper throat, and Epirus,

rose-pink. To these may be added the large,

brilliantly C(jloured J. T. Peacock, well worthy
oi cultivation not only from its own intrinsic

merit, but also as commemorating the name
of the late Mr. Peacock, who was in his

day one of the most enthusiastic cultivators of

succulent plants. At the dispersion of his col-

lection in the spring of 1889 a considerable
number of this variety was distributed, for

though raised some time previously, it had not
been before put into commerce. The cream-
coloured P. crenatus is also very beautiful.

The old Cereus speciosissimus is of taller growth
than these others, and though it may be grown
into bushy specimens, it is well suited for

training to a rafter, trellis, or in some such a

situation. That Cereus speciosissimus was valued
and cultivated with success by our forefathers
is shown in a copy of the Gardener's Matja:.>ne

for 1839 which lies before me. A specimen is

therein described in the garden of Mr.
Thomas Holman at Folkestone that covered a

space of 200 square feet, and during the flower-
ing season it often had from thirty to fifty of its

showy blossoms expanded at one time.

The above-mentioned forms of Phyllocactus
by no means include the only Cacti remarkable
for the beauty of their blossoms ; indeed, most
members of that extensive ordei are very beau-
tiful when in flower, though some are not very
prolific in this respect. Next to the above in

the matter of popularity come the different

varieties of Epiphyllum truncatum, whose
showy blossoms are borne during the dull days
of winter. They are all of a weak, semi-
pendulous style of growth, and are usually

grown in suspended baskets or grafted standard
high on the rambling growing Pereskia. A
particularly showy form of Epiphyllum that

flowers during the spring and early summer
months is E. Makoyanum, whose peculiarly

pointed orange-scarlet blossoms are borne in

the greatest profusion.

The cultural requirements of the different

PhyUocacti are of the simplest, and savour
somewhat of neglect, as if they are treated at

all liberally, though the plants may grow freely,

flowers wUl be but few, if not altogether want-
ing. A suitable potting compost consists of

good loam lightened by an admixture of well-

decayed cow manure, brick rubble, and coarse

sand. The pots, too, must be thoroughly well

drained. A sunny shelf in a warm greenhouse
is just the place for them, and while a fair

amount of water should be given during the

growing season, they must be kept dry when at

rest. Bits of the branches if broken off strike

speciality and always attract attention. In addi-

tion to the classes for competition there was a

splendid group of plants in S inch pots, some of

them being of large size and a mass of bloom.

These were staged by a local exhibitor, and cer-

tainly were worthy of the special award given

them, the colours of the flowers being so varied

and the blooms so fine. Many people give Calceo-

larias too much heat and get a thin growth, and
green-fly is a terrible pest. The plants in question

had ample leaves of a dark green colour, quite

hiding the pots. They had doubtless been grown
cool from the start.

—

G. Wythes.

Cereus J. T. Peacock.

root readily, so that their propagation is a very

simple matter. H. P.

Salvia rutilans.—This large leaved winter-
[

blooming Sage is much grown at Uropmore. It

has the merit, besides having panicles of rich

scarlet flowers, of possessing one of the richest per-

fumes found in the whole family, as the leafage

gives ofi" a strong scent of Pine-apple. In this

respect it has few equals amongst sweet-scented
plants. If a few plants be stood close to the
entrance to a corridor, hall, or conservatory, so

that ladies' dresses in passing touch the plants,

the perfume is stronglj' emitted and is of a very
pleasing character. Cuttings are inserted in pots

filled with sandj' soil in August. These when
rooted grown on in gentle warmth during the
winter, pinchedin the spring to induce branching,
and finall}' got into 7-inch pots, make capital

plants to bloom profusely during the autumn and
winter.—A. D.

Herbaceous Calceolarias at Cheltenham.
—The Calceolaria is at home in the above locality,

as I have never attended an early show without '

noting the compact habit and large flowers seen
j

there. Calceolarias may be grown in most locali-

ties where they get good cultivation, but in cer-

tain districts they are done much better than
in others. At Cheltenham Calceolarias are a \

GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS.
There seems to be an idea prevalent in many
places that these plants are injured by cutting

down ; that a plant cut hard back is as good as

killed ; and presumably this accounts for their

general lanky and untidy appearance in gardens.

It is the greatest mistake, and so is the idea that

they are ditlicult to grow. It is true that plants

huddled up among a score of others equally ill-

used soon present an untidy appearance, but if

only a tithe of the labour and care that is ex-

pended upon the ubiquitous Primulas, Cinerarias,

and other popular plants were
bestowed on these splendid Rho-
dodendrons the}' would well re-

pay it.

I was recently asked what was
best to do with a lanky, untidy-

looking, and thrips-infested lot of

plants, and when I suggested cut-

ting them down and getting fresh

clean growths from the bottom,
my suggestion was received with
only too apparent incredulity.

To any that have such plants

then that they wish to improve
I can recommend this treatment,
and if the plants are given a little

warmth afterwards they will soon/break into fresh growth. They
must be cut as soon as the ma-

1 jority of the flowers are past, and
of course the time wiU vary, but
the earlier in the year it is done
the better. I have usually found
that the hybrid formswithcrinkled
foliage like that of R. Edgeworthi
take more kindly to it than the

smooth-leaved kinds, but with

none need there be any fear.

Even the large-leaved R. Fal-

coneri may be so treated, though
this having so much to do would

not be likely to flower the first season. And
speaking of the latter, why do so many growers

coddle it into growth year after year and
never see a flower, when by treating it almost

as a hardy tree it flowers annually ? These
plants do best in a cool greenhouse tempera-

ture, the pots should be rather on the small

side, and the compost should have a large pro-

portion of peat in it. The rougher parts of the

peat refuse from the Orchid potting bench may
be mixed with it, but it is not well to use the

whole of the finer particles unless some good peat

is mixed with it. Loams difter so that the

(juantity to be used cannot be exactly stated.

That containing much lime is unsuitable, but a

light fibrous loam and leaf soil with plenty of rough
sand are excellent additions. Watering requires

a good deal of care, as the fine roots cannot stand

excesses of drought or moisture. Soft water is

best in all cases ; if hard must perforce be used,

some arrangement should be made for it to stand

exposed to the sun for a time before using. H.

Trichinium Mangleai. — The large white

cotton-like heads with the bright pink blossoms

protruding therefrom are so pretty and so dis-

tinct from anything else now in flower, that it is

somewhat surprising we do not meet with thii

Trichinium more often in gardens. It needs care-
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ful treatment at all seasons, yet it cannot be con-

sidered a difficult subject to cultivate. A good
friable loam with a little well-decayed cow manure
and sand will suit it well, and a light, i\\vy shelf

is just the place for it. The best time for repot-

ting is after the flowering season is over, when
the roots should be shaken nearly clear of the old

soil. Then in a cool greenhouse the plants must
be sparingly watered till the spring, and then
when growth recommences the water supply must
be increased, but at no time should it be over-

done. It can be readily propagated by cuttings
of the stouter roots. This Trichinium is a native
of Australia, from whence it was introduced in

1838. There are several other species, very few
of which, if any, are in cultivation in this country.
—H. P.

Anthuriums.—There has been a very decided
improvement in these plants lately, fewer of the
undecided washy tints being exhibited. At the
Temple show there were some remarkably tine

forms, perhaps the best of all being the gorgeous
and beautiful A. trismegestrum, exhibited by
Messrs. Sander and Co. The spathes are im-
mense, of a glowing blood-crimson. A. album
novum was good, and, should the leaf colouring
develop and become constant, the form with one
scarlet leaf shown has a great future. Bat this,

of course, is only a sport, and in all probability

will never become fixed. The varieties of A.
Soherzerianum have apparently reached their

limit for size ; as a matter of fact they are quite
large enough now, and, unlike the forms of A.
Andreanum, are not improved by the process.

For beauty the old-fashioned form of Soherzer-
ianum cannot be beaten, but many of the newer
varieties of A. Andreanum are noble plants.

There is a very decided improvement in colour
none the less, and the double-spathed kinds—of

which, I think, A. Heathi was the first—are de-

veloping into a pretty class. Some very dark
forms come from the Continent, the spathes being
small, but rich in colour. They are all beautiful
plants and easily grown, lasting a long time in

perfect condition, and therefore very suitable for

decoration.

Kitchen Garden.

NOTES ON ONIONS.
A LARGE demand exists here for Onions, and,

compared with other crops, I have to grow
more. The soil is not of the best to work at

all early in the season, while sparrows are so

plentiful that none of the young plants would
be left from outdoor sowings without netting or

some other protection. This makes it necessary

to sow under glass. I have always sown a cer-

tain amount in this way, but last year and this no
seed has been sown in the ojjen. There are so

many advantages to be claimed for this method
that I think it will eventually be almost uni-

versally adopted. The present season has been
very favourable for seed-sowing, as the land in

most cases has worked well, while germination
has been rapid and sure ; but it is not always so,

and many gardeners will be found—esjiecially

those who have a heavy soil to deal witli—wlio

feel greatly relieved when the Onion crop has

been sown in good oi'der. Where seed-sowing
under glass is practised, there need be no fear

as to results, and it is surprising what a number
of plants may be raised in a few large boxes.

Thick sowing is a disadvantage, but Onions may
be sown mucli thicker than most plants, as

they take up little room at first and are

soon transplanted. The ground that has
grown late Celery will come in useful for

the plants, and the boxes or frames they
have been raised in will be at liberty for sowing
various flower seeds for spring blooming. It

has been urged against seed-sowing under glass

that it is more trouble, but taken all round I

think there is little in this, so much less work
being needed afterwards at a time when one is

busy in all directions. The Onion maggot sel-

dom has a chance with transplanted Onions, but
often finds a soft place for its operations on
plants that have been growing clos3 together in

the drills and have to be thinned. The plants

are set out in April, or as soon as they are large

enough to handle, and if very strongly rooted

tlie roots are slightly cut back, though this is

seldom necessary with the White Spanish and
similar types. Ailsa Craig is a deep-rooting

variety at first, and often needs this attention

to facilitate the work of dibbling in t he plants.

As soon as possible— if the plants are small at

first it is difticult to see the lines—the ground
is lightly hoed between the plants, and it is

surprising how they answer to this, plots

that are not hoed apparently keeping stationary.

This hoeing is repeated as often as possible,

whether weeds appear or not, during the season.

When growth is getting really well away, a

little of a good fertiliser may be strewn along

the rows and hoed in. In showery weather
during June and July, if I have any old soot to

spare I have a little thrown about the plants, as

I have an idea it prevents mildew to a great

extent. The distance the plants are set apart

depends upon the variety, but good bulbs of

any can be grown at 8 inches between the rows
and 6 inches, or even less, in the rows. The
plants may be set a good deal thicker than this

for ordinary kitchen and flavouring uses, but
here they are served in a variety of ways as a

vegetable, so larger bulbs are desirable.

Harvesting the bulbs is carried out in tine

weather, of course, but it is a mistake to hurry

them in before they are really dry, and a shower
of rain does them no harm. They should be

pulled when the tops are turning and the necks

of the bulbs fully developed, and laid in lines

about a couple of feet wide. The .soil between
these lines will get thoroughly dry, when tliey

may be turned over on this, repeating the turn-

ing at intervals till all are thoroughly dry.

For storing, they may either be roped and
hung up from the roof of a cool, dry shed, or

laid thinly on open shelves. They should never

be heaped, as the least moisture in the heap
will cause them to grow. A few degrees of

frost will do no harm, but warmth or moisture

is fatal to their keeping. H. R.
Coldham Hall, Siiffvlk.

Early Cauliflowers.—The presentation in his

excellent collection of vegetables at the Temple
irhow by Mr. E. Beckett of handsome, solid,

pure white Cauliflower heads, with various late

Broccoli heads, was a tribute to the all-the-year-

round character of the white-headed section of the

Brassic:e. The outside pubhc find it difficult to

distinguish between Broccoli and Cauliflowers

;

indeed, all white-heads are Cauliflowers to them.

The gardener knows better, and he also knows the

exceeding value to him of each section, but of the

Cauhllower especially, because that gives him
heads over such a long season. We have not

often seen good solid white heads of these pre-

.sented in May, but now that the merits of the

very early dwarf variety, once so well-known as

the Snowball, and now by a dozen diverse names,
are understood, we may expect to see very early

Cauliflowers more common. So amenable are

these compact forms to glass culture that they

can be pushed along in gentle heat in pots or

planted out thickly on house floors, or in frames,

or still may be had very early if planted out in

April under a south wall and covered witli hand-

lights. Sowings made in January and the two
succeeding months will in this way give Iieads in

May and .Tune, and some larger variety sown in

March will furnish a succession, and other sowings

of that and the Autumn Giant will keep up a con-

stant supply till the end of the year. No wonder
if during such a winter as we have passed through,
with Broccoli abundant, we find that there has
been scarcely any cessation for nearly a whole year
of good, firm, solid Cauliflower heads. No wonder
also that this spring, whilst we have such superb
Cabbages, yet are they very much at a discount
because of the abundance of Broccoli. Very
soon will there be Cauliflowers in abundance from
the market gardens, and as quickly also will there

be doubtless a wonderful crop of Peas, forbreadtl:s

of these everywhere promise to be exceedingly
productive.—A. D.

Late Broccoli.— Very fine solid heads of

this valuable late vegetable continue to pour
into the market, even from near metropolitan
areas. It is surprising to find, after we have had
so open a winter, that Broccoli should be so late.

There is every prospect that heads will be plentiful

up to the end of May. That is unusual for this

part of the kingdom. Ordinarily market growers
have fought shy of planting white Broccoli, not
only because so susceptible to injury from hard
frosts, which often destroy large breadths whole-
sale, but also because, if unharmed, they stand so

long on the ground, that other crops cannot
readily follow. After a breadth has stood for ten
months and is finally cleared oti' at the end of

May, it is toi late to follow with any summer crop
of importance, and a second one of white Broccoli,

or any description of Brassiest would ha'dly be
good practice. In private gardens this is of less,

consequence, for there so many more diverse

crops are grown. But it is remarkable that in a
season when first-rate Cabbages are so early and'

abundant we should see Broccoli so plentiful

also. I learn that the demand for Cabbages,
usually so considerable at this time of the yea, is

seriously influenced by the abundance of the

Broccoli. Very fine solid heads can be purchased
from the growers at about Is per dozen, and one
as food is equal to a couple of ordinary Cabbages.
Rarely have Cabbages been seen in better form
than now. Bolters are very few indeed, stocks

are remarkably true, hearts coming in white and
very early. Stocks on every hand seem alike,

and no doubt, besides deriving benefit from a
comparatively generous winter, we are all the

better for the exceeding care shown in select-

ing stocks, while Cauliflowers of the Snowball
type have already been cut outdoors, and these

heads will soon be plentiful. Peas and Broad
Beans will soon be in. For that reason, unless

the stock be an unusually hardy one, therj seems
to be little room or necessity for other late

Broccoli.—A. D.

Shallots.—There is not to be found in any
average garden allotment or cottager's garden
just now a more marked feature than is seen in

beds of Shallots. Growing these year after year

seems to have enabled the cottager to be-

come a capable cukivator, and very many gar-

deners will admit that rarely arc the samples of

these bulbs to be excelled which are found at

rural cottage garden shows. I have often asked

these small growers as to the uses to which
they put their bulbs, and almost invariably they

reply that they can always sell them. If that

be so, it is evident that Shallots are in great

demand, and are largely used. But whilst the

roots are thus sought for and so admirably pro-

duced, few persons seem to use the tops cut from

the bulbs as they grow for mixing with salads.

It is late for that to be done now, not only be-

cause the tops are becoming too stout and old,

but also because young tender Onions from spring

sowings are plentiful. That the pleasant nutty

flavour of the true Shallot is much more accept-

able generally than is that of the Onion there can

be no doubt, a flavour that has less of that hot

astringency which usually accompanies the Onion
in most of its stages of development. The true

Shallot is yet, happily, more fre(iuently found

than is the false or large red Jersey variety,

which is hardly a Shallot at all, but is most

closely aUied to the Potato or underground Onion.

The bulbs of this variety, whilst large and coarse,

have little of the true Shallot flavour, and do not
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keep well. Really they should not be recognised

as Shallots on show tables, and then the true

variety would be more commonly grown. I have

met with a very pretty pallid—indeed, almost

white -form of the true Shallot, but still very

seldom. It is apparently a sport from the origi-

nal variety, the bulbs being exactly alike in size

and form, but not in colour. The true Shallot

skin is of a pale reddish brown hue, and when
well grown is very glossy. February seems to be
the favourite month for planting the bulbs.

—

A. D.

NEW FRENCH BEANS.

Of late years an entirely new class of French
Bean has become popular, and, as far as cropping
is concerned, it has no equal, as the plants bear
enormou.sly and for a long period. The climbing
French Beans are much earlier than the ordinary
runners. This is a gain, as few vegetables are

in greater request during the summer months.
Another point is the space these occupy, as two
rows may be grown in the space where only one
row of runners could grow, and, needing shorter

stakes, is a great boon in many gardens. The
quality of the French Climbing Bean compared
with that of the runner is a matter of opinion
Some prefer one, some the other. Personally I

like the new'er type if the pods are gathered regu-

larly, as, if old, they lose llavour like the ordinary
dwarf variety, and being less fleshy than the

large type of runners, they get old sooner. On
the other hand, they mature more ([uickly, so

that it is a mere matter of culture and gathering
before the seed hardens. The original variety.

Tender and True, is still one of the best for general
cultivation and one of the heaviest cropping
Beans I have grown. I plant very few runners
indeed, and find the newer types great favourites,

as space in most gardens is none too plentiful, and
earliness is a great gain. I am aware some of the
new types require stakes almost as long as are
necessary for the runners, but they do net get
them. 1 top at feet and find it easier to gather.
At the same time, the haulm when topped pro-
duces pods nearly down to the soil. Tender and
True has a handsome pod and is of excellent
quality.

A variety well worth trial is Earliest of All.

This is etiual in quality to the best runner, and
will become a great favourite when better known.
Last year it bore enormous crops and was the
earliest of the running section. This resembles
the dwarf Beans as regards shape of pod, and has
white seed. I find that white-seeded varieties,

runner or otherwise, are generally earlier. Excel-
sior, a new Bean of 1S97, is a splendid type. This
is taller than Tender and True and bears a very
handsome long pod. It is a splendid variety for

exhibition. This is important, as the runner
types are none too early in cold or late localities.

Excelsior is very prolific and the quality excellent.
This variety with me appears to be hardier than
the ordinary runner, as frost did not injure it so
quickly. It will bear very late in the season, and
what is better the pods are produced freely at the
lower part of the haulm. My other selection is

Epicure another of the climbing section, and one
that may be relied upon for heavy and continuous
crops. The pods are mostly borne in clusters and
are of fine size. These newer kinds will in time,
doubtless, in a great measure supersede the old
runner varieties on account of crop and space
occupied. I use I'ea stakes for this type of Bean.

G. Wythes.

Broccoli Model.—This excellent variety is

greatly appreciated at Hatfield, where it is

annually grown for the latest crop. I saw a fine
breadth of about 1000 plants of it there so recently
as the 17th ult. just turning in. Mr. Norman
sows Broccoli Model about the middle of May

;

indeed the usual sowing when I was at Hatfield
had just been made. The plants are put out in
succession to some early lifted crop, and always
on firm soil to induce hard, moderate growth.

The breadth in (juestion was remarkably true,

not a plant being out of character. There can be
no doubt that Model is one of the best late

Broccoli in cultivation.— D.

Failures with French Beans.—Few vege-

tables feel cold and biting winds more than French
Beans. I have found plants raised in pots in a
cold frame and freely exposed in mild weather
suffer less when planted out than those sown in

the open. Three plants in a 4t-inch pot are

ample. I do not disturb the ball at planting,

which is done in deep drills, the tops of the

plants being a few inches lower than the soil at

the sides. It is an easy matter to cover them. I

place a few Pea sticks up the rows, covering these

with long litter or mats if the latter can be
spared. For very early supplies I always sow in

frames, as then there are no losses by faulty

germination. In heavy clay soil it is impossible

to sow early.— G. W.
Early Cabbages and late Broccoli.—It is

many years since the markets were so glutted

with both early spring Cabbages and late white

Broccoli ; in fact, many large growers have left off

sending to market and are feeding the crops off

on the land with sheep, or giving them to cows
and pigs, as the price obtainable does not pay for

the expense of marketing. The extent of land

planted with these crops last year was very large,

and the mild favourable winter kept them grow-
ing right up to the time of cutting, so that by the

end of April good firm heads of Cabbages were
being cut in quantity from the open fields, and
the heavy rains of May brought them on so

rapidly that one may now see acres of beautiful

heads burst open and useless. Late Broccoli,

represented by Late Queen, Methven's June,

Cattell's Eclipse and others of equal merit, I have
never seen so fine or abundant, but the growers
are losing heavily by over-abundance.—J. Gkoom,
Gosport.

THE ONION FLY.

On the iind ult. I noticed what I always watch
for on the first fine day after the middle of May,
viz., a big batch of the Onion tly. For minimis-

ing the ravages of the grub produced by this

insect I have tried in turn almost all the nostrums
that I have seen advised both for digging into

the ground and for dressing the plants after it

has appeared, but have never found any method
of dealing with it one half so effective as the one

I have now for some years practised, and which I

have advocated in the pages of Thk (Jakdkn more
than once. It is that of catching and killing the

female Hies before they have had time to do much
mischief, and, to this end, I look over the Onion
beds and various other seed-beds (as they do not

confine their attention to the Onion beds alone

—

at least, as far as finding a resting-i)lace is con-

cerned) every morning before 10 a.m., when the

orange-bodied female flies are particularly in-

active and may be caught almost as fast as

one can reach them, though later on in

the day they become more active and difficult to

catch. In this way egg-laying is reduced to a

minimum, and three or four visits on successive

mornings are sufficient, if the weather remains

bright and warm, to prevent all but the slightest

loss to the crop and to clear the beds for the

season. The secret of success is to watch for the

hatch and give the insects no quarter, for if

neglected for a few days the mischief is done and
after operations are ineffective. Should the

weather be dull, the hatching takes place in a

more desultory way and operations have to be

continued longer. I claim for this method that

it takes less time than preparing and distributing

deterrents of any kind and that it is infinitely

more successful, as it removes the actual source

of injury. A sharp-eyed and intelligent boy may
soon be taught to recognise the fly, and will catch

hundreds in the course of a few minutes. My
observations of the habits of the Onion fly are that,

though it is supplied with the means of rapid

locomotion, it rarely uses then to travel any great

distance if a host can be fcU id in the immediate

neighbourhood of the spot where the insects are

first hatched, so that in a fairly isolated garden
there is no need to dread the visits of insects from

a distance. These observations only apply to the

first batch, the one to be most feared by those

who sow their Onions early, and the second brood
may and, I should say, does travel further, for

however free the crop may remain, there is al-

ways a great number of the insects about each

spring. I think, too, the flies must find some
other host in addition to the Onion, or they never

could remain so numerous. If they do, it must be

some plant or plants of no economic value or less

susceptible to the extreme injury they do to the

Onion. J. C. Tallack.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Varieties of Broccoli.—Broccoli, like many
other vegetables, is often given too many names.

It will often show such diverse markings that it

may be considered distinct, but much of this is

owing to the soil and culture, as in another season

with difterent soil what is considered a distinct

break will not be found very difl'erent from the

original stock. I recently saw some half-dozen

varieties with distinct names, but the shape of the

flowers and the growth and colour were so much
alike that it was difficult to detect any difference.

—E. L.

Carter's Universal Protecting Broccoli.

—

Late Broccoli being an important crop here, I

give most of the reputed late varieties a thorough

trial. Hitherto, Veitch's Model, Dickson's Late

May, and Sutton's Late Queen have proved

amongst the latest up to the advent of the above,

and after two years' experience of it I find it later

than either, coming in when the others are getting

old. It is of splendid quality and of good appear-

ance, for the ample leafage envelops and protects

the curd from the sun, so that in consequence it

turns out beautifully white. It is a valuable

acquisition.— .1. R.

Radishes not eatable.— Of late years I have

noticed a tendency to exhibit huge Radishes.

There can be noexcuse whatever for coarse Radishes

this season, as the rainfall will have enabled the

cultivator to sow as often as necessary to obtain

shapely roots of the best quality. Small Radishes

may not make much show, but large roots should

on no account be recognised, more especially

when owing to their age they are uneatable.

There is such a wealth of really good Radishes to

select from nowadays, that there is no need to ex-

hibit old roots past their best. In my opinion the

smaller Radishes are far superior to the long

large kinds in such a season as this. Most people

will agree with me that large and coarse Radishes

are not palatable.—L. E.

Pea Gradus at the Cheltenham show. —
This Pea, which was shown largely, was excellent

in every way and carried all before it, the smaller

varieties looking poor by the side of it. I was
pleased to note the success of this variety, as from

the first time I grew a small packet of seed I was
much pleased with its size, quaUty, and, what is

so important, its earliness. It is a great gain to

growers who need early produce. At Cheltenham

it is favoured by market growers, its shape and

colour going a long way to make it popular.

I consider this one of the very best Peas. Mr.

Laxton raised it, and though the newer seedling,

Thos. Laxton, I have on trial is stated to be, if

anything, superior, it will have to be good to beat

Gradus." At Cheltenham they grow the true

variety, and excellent it is for early or late work.

— G. Wytiies.

Large Leeks.—Several exhibitors of vege-

tables at the Temple show set up very large, and

many of them flaccid and discoloured Leeks. lb

is impossible to find any merit in such samples,

especially at this time of the year, for the outer

layers of cuticle of which the stems are composed

were already tough and stringy, and, in fact,

([uite inedible. I never can see wherein lies the

table value of these huge stems at any time how-
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ever admirably blanched. That they are triumphs
of cultivation there can be no doubt, but for the
table, stems one-half the size and equally well
blanched aie far more pleasing and acceptable. I

cannot see that it is in any way to the interest
of seedsmen to have such examples shown or to
gardeners to produce them. Would that some ex-
hibitor would have the courage to set up Leeks as
they are just fit for table, and somewhat propor-
tioned to the dimensions of other vegetables. We
ought to pay more attention on the show table to
what are after all the primary purposes for which
vegetables are grown.—A. D.

Books.

GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT.*
In his preface the author asserts that books to
which those needing information concerning im-
proved methods of growing various po[)ular
flowers may refer with advantage are few in
number, adding that some of those available are
really out of date. " Greenhouse Management "

is intended to meet this acknowledged want in
America, and would be found a handy book of
reference in this country. The title, however, is
not well chosen, as it conveys but a poor impres-
sion of the great diversity and value of the con-
tents. " Gardening Under Glass " would have
been more appropriate. With us, greenhouse is
the term usually applied to glazed structures
principally or wholly devoted to the cultivation
of a class of plants requiring little or no artificial
heat beyond what is necessary to save them from
damp and frost ; whereas " Greenhouse Manage-
ment" conveys concise information upon the
treatment of heat-loving as well as ordinary
greenhouse plants, and also treats upon the
forcing of Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatoes,
Strawberries, Mushrooms, Asparagus, and other
vegetables. Much of the information given was
derived from commercial aorists, who seem to
completely eclipse private gardeners, as we hear
little or nothing of the doings of the latter, but
that does not in the least detract from the value
of the book.
Forcing of Roses, in which our American

friends excel, is first treated upon, the more im-
portant details, including propagation, being de-
scribed plainly and concisely, followed by selections
of the best vaiieties for the purpose, with instruc-
tive comments on the sime. The Teas most
recommended for forcing either in pots, boxes or
beds are The Bride, Perle des Jardins, Catherine
Mermet and American Beauty, adding to these
Mme. Caroline Testout, Kaiserin Augusta Vic-
toria, Bridesmaid, Mrs. W. C. Whitney, President
Carnot, Niphetos and Meteor. Of Hybrid Per-
petuals, the best sorts for early blooming are
General Jacqueminot, La France, Anna de Dies-
bach, Mrs. John Liingand Magna Charta, adding
Gloire de Margottin, Ulrich Brunnerand Baroness
de Rothschild. Carnations are also held in the
greatest estimation in America, and are cultivated
under glass on a large scale accordingly. We
may not be able to point to equally large esta-
blishrnents devoted principally to the production
of this flower, but Carnations are fully appre-
ciated in this country, and the supply is usually
equal to the demand. Sound information upon
all points is given in the work under notice, but I
failed to find anything not already known about
Carnations on this side, and doubt if the varieties
grown in America would find favour with us.
Chrysanthemums also come in for a full share of
attention, and I do not believe in the selections,
as they are scarcely up to date. The Violet vies
with the Rose and Carnation in America, and
those who are favoured with the trade papers
must have observed that these three kinds of
flowers, with Chrysanthemumsagood way behind,
are more freely advertised and recommended than
all other plants in the aggregate. Large span-

• " GreenhousB Management." By L. K Taft
Michigan Agricultural College. Loudon : Ke^an
Paul, Trench, Triibaer and Co., Limited.

roofed houses are wholly devoted to Violets dur-
ing the winter, and as a consequence the supplies
are regular and not fitful, as with us. Probably if

hard winters were the rule, we, too, would culti-
vate Violets during the winter in houses rather
than in frames and the open ground. Neither
in this country nor in America do white
Violets find favour. Growers will be glad
to hear that Lady Hume Campbell is con-
sidered superior to and is fast superseding the
old favourite Marie Louise, and if The Farquhar
is anything like so good as represented by those
who have plants of it to sell, that, too, should be
given a trial in England. California, Princess of
Wales, and Admiral Avellan, all fine varieties of
The Czar type, are already largely planted, and
should prove good for pot culture; but Luxonne,
which is said to be superior to California, is not
yet, to my knowledge, available in this country.
Violet diseases are illustrated and described, but
I have hunted in vain for a remedy other than
what may "possibly" prove effective. It is

roundly asserted that most failures from disease
are due to faulty treatment of the plants, more
especially at the roots, but this is easier to assert
than to prove. Spraying with carbonate of copper
mixture or Bordeaux mixture is suggested as a
possible remedy for diseases of a fungoid nature
attacking Violets.

Hyacinths and other bulbous-rooted plants
usually associated with them, various Lilies,

Gloxinias, Cannas, Caladiums, and tuberous Be-
gonias have a chapter devoted to their culture,
and this is followed by a few pages about Orchids.
Then comes a mixture of hard-wooded stove and
greenhouse plants, with hints upon forcing some
of the hardier kinds, the next chapter lieing
devoted to a brief account of the best methods
of cultivating Cinerarias, Primuhs, and Mignon-
ette. Ferns are all too briefly dismissed, and not
much is said about Smilax. This popular " green,"
it appears, isstill extensively grown in America, but
is being superseded by Asparagus plumosus and
other South African species, to the cultivation of
which large houses are solely devoted. In all

probability the author is misinformed as to the
best method of propagating these Asparaguses.
It is possible to raise some of them from cuttings
of young stems and division of old plants is often
resorted to, but the most popular of all, A.
plumosus nanus, is principally raised from seed,
and I never met with a propagator who had suc-
ceeded in striking cuttings of it. A variety of

other stove and greenhouse plants is treated upon,
and selections, where desirable, are given in each
case.

Lettuce forcing comes next, and this would
appear to be a branch of commercial gardening
that has attained to a very important industry.
The author states that one or more persons are
engaged in Lettuce forcing near every large city,
while in the vicinity of Arlington (Mass.) and
Grand Rapids (Mich.) hundreds have commenced,
so that at the present time these alone have
"several hundred thousand square feet of glass
used in the erection of houses for forcing
Lettuces." The varieties most preferred are the
White Tennis Ball, Hot Hou.se, Belmont or Big
Boston, and Grand Rapids, a selection from
Simpson, the last-named promising to supersede
all the others. Lean-to and three-quarter span
houses are preferred for Lettuce forcing, and the
plants are put out on both beds of soil on raised
benches and upon the solid ground, a few culti-
vators growing them in pots. Good drainage is

essential in all cases, as abundance of water has
to be given to the plants when growing strongly.
A steady temperature of 45" by night, rising to
50° by day, with careful ventilation, is recom-
mended, and green-fly has to be kept down
by nicotine fumes. Cucumbers, Melons, and
Tomatoes are principally grown in America as
winter crops, and there is not much to be learnt
from our transatlantic rivals in that direction,
but many of our market growers might imitate
their methods of growing Mushrooms on and
under benches in various houses with advantage. I

Hints upon forcing Aspiragus, Rhubarb, Ciuli- '

flower, and other vegetables are brief and instruc-
tive, and there is a long chapter on Grape grow-
ing under glass. The latter as an industry does
not prove profitable in America owing to the low
price at which Californian Grapes are put upon
the market, but most probably the time will
come when late crops of Gros Colman will pay
well. At present this fine Grape would appear
to be almost a stranger to the majority of con-
sumers, as it is not included in a list of varieties
given by the author. We could spare them more
of our crops than they receive from us if only they
did not protect so heavily. Strawberry forcing
seems to be rather laborious, and cannot be
very profitable at any rate if "Greenhouse
Management " gives the methods of preparing
the plants generally in vogue. First the plantlets
are layered in " '2J-inch or 3-inch pots," and when
these are well filled with roots they are repotted
into 4-inch pots and placed in a cold frame, where
they are wintered. "Here they should be kept
during the fall, requiring careful attention in
watering, and being repotted to 5-inch and again
to 6-inch pots, whicn should be the fruiting size."

This smacks strongly of the experimental station
and is a waste of labour. Beder Wood, Sharplesj,
and Parker Earle are the varieties recommended
for forcing, but, unless I am greatly mistaken,
Royal Sovereign would easily surpass either of the
sorts named.
When we reach the chapter devoted to fruit

trees under glass, it becomes evident that the
author either does not know much about that por-
tion of his subject or else has attempted far too
much in a work of the kind under notice. No
mention whatever is made of the treatment of the
young growths during the growing season, and
there are other cultural details that ought not to
have been omitted. From fruit culture we are
again led to the management of house plants,
with various hints upon the formation of aqua-
riums, filling of hanging baskets, window-boxes,
Wardian cases and the like, succulents also com-
ing in for attention. Methods of propagation
and grafting are al-jo given at some length, dis-

eases and insect pests receiving their share of

attention as a matter of course, all crowded int,)

about 380 pages. The work is copiously illus-

trated, but, on the whole, somewhat amateurish.

W. L

Netting' as an investment. — "A. D"
(p. 446) notes the value of fi4i netting for many
purposes in gardens, and probably there is hard'y
anything else to be bought so cheaply and which
can be turned to such useful account. As a p-o-
tector of fruit trees, fruit bushes, and small fruits

generally its uses are well known, and to these I

can add another. Old nets, when they are t03
rotten to be used for any other purpose, may hi
torn into strips and twisted round the stems of
orchard trees, or any others liable to be barked
by rabbits or hares during winter, a purpose
for which they serve admirably. I did this in

despair one hard winter some years back, when
the snowdrifts rendered the garden fences useless
to keep out rabbits, and it turned out a complete
success. Where the tree stems are clean and
afford no means of support to the strips, a tie

with matting at top and bottom will serve. In
other cases the end may be passed up into the
branches and hung to a spur.—J. C. T.

Soft soap for mildew and insects. - It is

pretty generally known that soft soap forms the
basis of many proprietary insecticides, but its

value when used alone with water is not so well
recognised. Good soft soap, used at the rate of

I oz. to the gallon, I find to be an excellent speci-
fic both for mildew and for aphides on Roses.
The former it kills at once, but the aphides may
require a second application. It may be used a
little stronger than I advise, but for general
application the above strength is sufficient and
harmless even to the tenderest growth if applied
in the form of a fine spray in the afternoon when
the sun has lost power or during dull weather.
Those of your readers who are troubled with
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mildew on their Roses will do well to jjive the
soft soap a trial, and will be pleased with the

result. It is so cheap and so easily applied as to

be within the reach of all growers. To preserve
the foliage in good condition, it is necessary to

use the remedy directly an attack is seen and to
rt pent as recjuired. Soft rain-water only should
be u^ed.—J. C. T.

Flower Garden.

CREPIS SIBIRICA.

About a dozen years ago I bouglit at a venture
from Froebel, of Zurich, a plant of Crepis
sibirica, having seen the name, which was before
unknown to me, in his hardy plant catalogue.

The original plant is still growing, healthy and
vigorous, at the corner of a raised stone bed,
where I tirst planted it, so it surpasses in dura-
tion of life the average for hardy plants, which

perhaps become a troublesome weed. The few
seedlings which occasionally appear round it

seem quite contented with any soil and situa-

tion I give them when transplanted. I have
distributed .':ome to friends, but have not heard
how the plant behaves in other gardens.

—

C. WoLLEY-Dop, Edij'' Hall.

Very few species indeed of this large

genus of composites are worthy of cultivation

in our gardens, and these appear almost equally
divided between the annual and perennial por-
tion of them. The better-known C. aurea is

perhaps the most frequently cultivated of the
latter section, and with its orange—sometimes
red-tinged—flower-headsis.showy enough among
the more free-growing border plants. Indeed,
the plant will repay good rich soil because of

its showy character and the fact that it comes
early into flower— quite early in .Tune as a rule,

and sometimes even before this in southern
counties. Of its culture nothing need be said,

as it grows freely in the ordinary border where

several strong-flowering stems may be seen in

the Kew herbaceous ground, where it will

bloom towards the end of the present month.
Other good perennial kinds are C. grandiflora,
with yellow lieads and low-spreading tuft as in

C. aurea ; C. blattarioides, also yellow, though
very distinct in the young growth that somewhat
resembles the larger growing forms of Veronica,
particularly those of the long-leaved section.

A still more recent addition to this group is C.
Jacquiniana, which, I believe, has not as yet
flowered in this country. The annual kinds re-

presented by C. rubra and its varieties are
those most usually gi-own, and are too well
known to need further description.—E. J.

t-zi^^

Crepis sihirica {the Siberian Hawk's-ieard). From a photograph sent by Mirs Wolley-Vod,
Edge Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

I estimate for gardens, or at least for my gar-

den, at five years. The plant grows from 2 feet

to 3 feet high, and is at least as much through
when in flower. It disappears entirely in

winter, and the large fleshy root at this

advanced age does not present a crown more
than .3 inches or 4 inches across. The leaves

are like those of a Sow Thistle, but larger, and
the flowers like those of a common Dandelion,

but much smaller. This does not sound attrac-

tive ; still, when the plant is in bloom in July,

the breadth ut surface covered with flowers

makes a handsome appearance and meets with
approval from most of those who see it. It has

a second season of display, when the heads are

all decked with white seed plumes, which last

for some time without being blown away. Be-
sides being wild in Siberia, that fertile source
of first-class hardy plants, it is found in the
Tyrol and other parts of Southern and Central

Europe. Cultivation it does not seem to

require, and it is perhaps fortunate that it

makes fertile seeds .sparingly, or it might

the usual attention is given to such things. At
its best it will grow to a foot high, and freely

flowered is very attractive. Of quite a difl'erent

pattern, however, is the species named above
;

a plant, too, as yet rarely seen in gardens.
In its general habit it is quite removed from
any other species, being bolder and much more
vigorous than all else. The plant at its flower-

ing atttiins about 3 feet high when established,

producing several stems that terminate with
a flattish" corymb of reddish blue flower-

heads. The whole plant is somewhat rough
to the touch, the stems of a reddish purple hue,
erect, and covered with short rough hairs. The
leaves appear alternately or nearly so on the
stem, and are supported on stout petioles

(J inches or so in length, the oblong-ovate
acuminate leaves, nearly 12 inches long, being
deeply notched at the margin, and, viewed in

comparison with other species, both striking

and distinct, and the foliage rather ornamental
in character. It is a native of Asia Minor and
the Himalayas. A good specimen bearing

LATE TULIPS.

AM0K(iST these there are some most charming
species that are well adapted for cutting, and as
they do not bloom until the majority of the Nar-
cissi are over, they are most useful. Most of them
produce long flower - stalks, which enable the
blooms to be used in tall vases, which is a great
advantage. No one could help admiring a mass
of Tulipa retroflexa, the flower-stems of which
rise to the height of about 18 inches. The beauti-
ful clear yellow of the flowers, with their long,

pointed petals elegantly turned back, cannot but
attract the most unobserving eye. The rich car-

mine flowers of T. elegans form a fine contrast to

those of retroflexa, while e. alba, growing about
the same height, makes a fine companion to the
two former. Billietiana is a very attractive spe-

cies ; the petals are yellow with a margin of red,

and the flowers, bting of good substance, stand
well in water. This species has stouter flower-

stalks than those previously named, in conse-
quence of which the blooms stand erect. T.
(ireigi is a grand species. The foliaije, being
broad and beautifully spotted, renders the plants

attractive before they are in bloom. With me
the flower-stems do not rise more than a foot high,
but they are of good substance and carry extra
large, rich orange-scarlet flowers. This is one
of the earliest of the species to bloom, and should
be aflbrded a slight protection in rough weather
to prevent the flowers being spoiled. Fulgens is

a tall-growing species with rich crimson flowers,

having a yellow blotch at the base of the petals,

which makes them very attractive. When well

grown, the flower-stems of these will often reach
the height of 3 feet, and the stems, being some-
what slender, reejuire support to prevent them
from being broken off by high winds. This spe-

cies makes a fine feature when planted in a bold
mass carpeted with Forget-me-nots or other
dwarf plants of a like character. Macrospeila is

one of the latest to bloom. At the present time,

though we have had such rough weather, the

flowers are quite fresh. The stems are of un-
usual thickness, and carry their large crimson
flowers in an upright position. Vitellina makes
a good companion to the former, the flowers being
of a pale lemon colour.

There are many more of interest in this class,

but the forenamed are amongst the best that I

have grown. Amongst the late varieties that

make a grand display in the flower garden during
the month of May, special mention should be
made of the following. Picotee has long, elegant-

shaped, clear white petals, edged with a faint

blush of rose. The flower-stems are somewhat
slender, and rise to the height of about 15 inches,

which gives them a graceful appearance. Bouton
d'Or has more of an upright habit, carrying its

golden yellow blooms about IS inches above the

soil. Gesneriana is a tall-growing species, often

rising to the height of 3 feet. The flowers are

large, of a brilliant scarlet-crimson colour, with a

black blotch at the base of the petals. <lolden

Eagle is also a showy \ariety, but the flowers are

rather stirt'. I am somewhat disappointed with the

Parrot Tulips this year, as they have not bloomed
so freely as one would wish, but their peculiarly

shaped, brilliantly-coloured flowers are so attrac-
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tive, that it would be impossible not to admire
them. My soil seems too cold to suit them well,
otherwise I should be disposed to grow them more
largely. H. C. P.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
The double May-flowerino Daffodil.—I have
on sever<vl occasions drawn attention to the value
of the above at this season, and once again refer
to it because from a space some 20 feet by 10 feet
I have today (Aiay 24) cut over two hundred fully
expanded flowers for dinner-table decoration.
There may be times when with plenty of colour
available a table may look brighter, but, given a
nice natural arrangement, I know of nothing more
pleasing than a " Daffodil table," and the double
poetious furnishes the last of the season. The
best arrangement is obtained by means of a series
of bowls, varying both in size and height, that are
partially filled with Isolepis, the Daffodils, around
which a bit of foliage is placed, being dotted
between them at varying heights so as to present
when completed a thoroughly natural appearance.
On a light soil I find a heavy surface mulching
very beneficial, this and deep planting being
apparently essential to secure an annual display
from the piece of ground above-named. I suppose
I shall obtain this year some fifteen hundred
flowers.

Annfals.—As so-called bedding plants are
gradually weeded out, perennials and the best of
the annuals take their place, and the end of the
present week (May 28) will find the majority of
the latter consigned to their summer quarters.
In an early number of this year's Garden I noted
that, so far as sowing is concerned, these annuals
might be divided into three classes, with the time
for performing the work and the different species
available. It is not necessary to repeat this ; it
may suffice to add that, whether sown early in
February, late in March, or outside about the
middle of April, they are either ready for trans-
planting or, if in the open, are making good head-
way. Of these last, as Gypsophila elegans, Cal-
liopsis, Godetias, Gaillardias, the best of the
annual Chrysanthemums, Centaurea Margaritie
and others of similar character, they may, where
practicable, be sown in the beds or portions of
borders where they are required, preferably in
rows at 12 inches apart, and the first thim.ing
should leave the plants at 6 inches. This is advis-
able, because, either through a pirtial failure of
bedding plants or that some of the spring-flower-
ing stuff being at its best cannot be lifted, some-
thing is required for late planting, and if this is so
in the case of annuals mentioned above that have
been left at 6 inches apart, every other one may
be lifted to meet the requirements, and, with
the exception of the Gypsophila, all can be
guaranteed to go well through the season
if they are planted in fairlv good soil and
attention is given to the removal of decaying
flowers, and, failing this, the first appearance ol
seed-pods. Attention should be specially given
to this point, and those growing Antirrhinums
and Pentstemons as seedlings for the first time
should sacrifice the first spike before the flowers
are over if by so doing an impetus is given to the
cluster of smaller spikes that are following hard
in its wake. Where space is limited and it is
found necessary to grow certain bulbous plants at
the front of borders to furnish flowers for cutting,
as, for instance. Daffodils and Spanish Iris in
variety, a certain number of dwarf annuals may
be held over to dot in among them, and so
brighten up spaces that otherwise would be bare
for the remainder of the season. If the bulbs are
planted deeply and a heavy mulching is put on in
autumn, the shallow-rooting annnals do very well
in such positions. Where cut flowers are recjuired
in quantity, it is advisable to give preference to

'

annuals that will furnish the same, studying
respectively their brilliancy and staying power. !

For a long border, for instance, at present gay
with alternate blocks of Wallflower Ruby Gem
and Silene I have on hand batches of Gloriosa
and La Belle Godetias, Gaillardias, and Iceland

and Picotee Poppies, and as the said border is a
bit heavy, we may hope to secure a good and
long-sustained display. Another border of similar
character that I was able to clear earlier in the
season is devoted to East Lothian Stocks in four
different shades. These are planted in fairly
large blocks to show off each colour to the best
advantage, and I am looking forward here to a
very useful lot of plants. The first flowers are
just expanded. These Stocks, being sown in
August, hardly come under the annuals, although
from a planting, flowering, and removal stand-
point they might appear under this heading.

Scented flowers and foliage.—If there hap-
pens to be a nook in the garden that is backed by
a wall planted with Roses, Honeysuckles, and
other sweet flowers, it is rather nice to furnish
the same with other scented plants, and coming
on a corner like this in the early morning or after
a heavy shower, the air is filled with the many
different perfumes. To the wall plants may be
added if space permit Choisya ternata and Aloy-
sia, the border being at first sparingly planted
with something that will attain a fair height, and
then be filled in with dwarfer subjects. For the
taller plants there is nothing much better than
Eucalyptus citriodora. It will attain a consider-
able height by the end of the season if seed is

sown in heat early in the year. The lemon scent
is almost more pronounced than in the Aloysias,
and the plant of slender, graceful habit. Scented
Pelargoniums in variety, giving preference to
those with finely- cut foliage, plenty of Helio-
trope, clumps of Stocks, and occasional sowings
of Mignonette will make up a corner pleasing
alike to the sense of sight and smell.

Specimen Pelargoniums.—Although the much-
maligned Pelargonium may be going out of favour
so far as the planting of beds is concerned, it yet
holds its own where large pot plants are con-
cerned, especially if the situation where these are
required happens to be bleak. Good sturdy
plants shifted early in the season into lO-inch
pots, grown along quickly for a time and gradu-
ally hardened off, are now very gay, and with
proper attention last well through the season.
They require a few stakes to prevent the growth
from breaking down, especially in the case of
very strong growers, but these should be used
sparingly and formality avoided as much as pos-
sible. Where fully exposed to the sun they must
receive plentiful supplies of water and weak
liquid cow manure two or three times a week.
It is not necessary to grow many varieties ; dis-
tinct shades in scarlet, pink, salmon, and white,
as represented by Volcanic, Lady Coe, JMme.
Bruant, and Niagara ; Mrs. Ha3es and Aurore
Boreale in the giganteum section ; Raspail, Ladv
Candahar, and Tendresse in the doubles. 0;hers
are doubtless equally good. I merely cite the
above-named as types of the different shades.
Among other things that may be grown along to
associate with Pelargoniums in groups of outdoor
pot plants may be mentioned Cannas, Mar-
guerites (both white and yellow), the white and
blue varieties of Campanula pyramidalis, and
Francoa ramosa. E. Bukrell.

Claremont.

Lilies in flower.— By the end of May the
Lily season may be said to have thoroughly begun,
and quite a long list of species and varieties was
at that date flowering in the nursery of Messrs.
R. Wallace and Co., of Colchester. Prominent
among those in flower, some of which had, however,
been brought on under glass, were the Jladonna
Lily (Lilium candidum), which is such a universal
favourite; L. Dalhansoni, that striking hybrid be-
tween L. Hansoniand L. dalmaticum ; L. excelsum
or teitaceum, whose nankeen-tinted flowers are
totally distinct from those of any other Lily ; L.
Hansoni, the earliest of all the Martagon section
to flower, and whose golden-yellow blossoms are
as massive as if carved out of wax ; and L. loncri-

florum giganteum, that grand form of the lono-.

flowered Lily that Messrs. Wallace have so often
exhibited. The Japanese L. elegans or Thun-

bergianum was re[)resented by many forms, promi-
nent among them being brevifolium, whose
reddish-apricot coloured flowers are among the
earliest to open ; atro-sanguineum, deep red ;

Alice Wilson, clear yellow, sometimes slightly
flushed ret), a rare and beautiful form ; Hors-
mani, rich blackish-crimson, a really startling
flower, also known as hfematochroum, marmora-
tum aureum or robustum, a tall variety with
woolly stems and orange-yellow flowers, thickly
dotted with crimson ; ornatum, orange-yellow,
spotted black ; Prince of Orange, pale yellow,
only a few inches high ; and Van Houttei, by far
the best of all the bright crimson forms. A new
variety of elegans is the orange-red tinted Beauti-
ful Star, which bids fair to be more grown than
it is at present. Several varieties of L. umbella-
tum were also in flower. A comparatively new
form is Cloth of Gold, light golden-yellow, and
very pretty. The Siberian L. tenuifoliura with
its brilliant flowers was also very conspicuous, and
the new L. rubellum showed well what a handsome
Lily it is. In conclusion may be mentioned the
Colchic Lily(L. Szovitzianum), whose bulbs must
be allowed to remain undisturbed for a year or
two before they are seen at their best.—H. P.

SINGLE WALLFLOWERS.
As this is the time to sow seeds of Wallflowers, it

is a fitting opportunity to call attention to some
of the pretty and distinct new varieties which
have been introduced to gardens of late. For
years crimson and yellow were the only varieties
we had had in cultivation, but now there are
quite new tints, some of them of a very pleasing
character. Of the dark or crimson variety selec-
tion could make several. There is Harbinger,
which, originally selected because blooming so
early, and still carefully selected, has improved
even in earliness, colour, and habit. There are
differing strains of this variety, but a really good
one answers to the qualities just given. The
Blood-red, a fine Covent Garden strain, is, when
of the best colour and habit, an excellent
type for the flower garden in spring, forming
dense bushes which assume almost a globular
shape. Some of the Scotch strains of Wallflowers
produce large and striking blossoms, but they are
frequently of a taller and less compact growth.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons have been fortunate in
making a few special selections, such as a rich
brown dwarf-growing type, which can be used as
an edging to taller plants. Another selection
having dark brown flowers is remarkable for

blooming much longer than usual.

Of yellows we have several. There is that known
as the Bedfont Giant Yellow, in which the stems,
flower-stems and calyces are dark, the flowers
of a pure deep yellow. Then there is Cloth of

Gold, taller and less compact than the preceding,
but with pale stems and calyces. Sutton's dwarf
yellow Bedder is to all appearance a dwarf and
early-flowering selection from the Belvoir Castle
or Tom Thumb type, and does well as an edging.
Their Eastern Queen is a very distinct type ; the
flowers open of a pleasing apiicot colour, chang-
ing with age to a paler tint. One of the most
useful and pleasing is Faerie Qaeene, of a tint of

lemon or citron. A short time ago I saw a spring
garden of Wallflowers, a series of beds being
tilled with patches of mixed dark varieties alter-

nated here and there with one of Faerie Queene.
In order to have a perfect arrangement of this

kind the seeds should be sown in separate beds,
and then the varieties planted in patches to secure
the desired effect. Faerie Queene affords a very
pleasing contrast to the dark varieties, and there
is so much of pale cream about it that it contrasts
well v/ith the yellow types also ; the deeper the
yellow the better.

Some dashes of purple in the arrangement
above referred to were quite in their place. The
purple single Wallflower is an old variety, but it

is only in recent years it has become improved in

such a definite manner. It can also be depended
upon to come true from seed. Wallflower seeds
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should be sown at the end of May at the latest.

Then the plants are of good size, and ready to be

planted out during showery weather, which is

generally experienced in July. Then the plants

get a good start. They branch and become model
bushy plants, and flower abundantly and early.

Early development is favourable to early bloom-

ing—a fact which should be kept in view. As
soon as the flowering season is over, the plants

should be pulled up and placed on the rubbish

heap, but as they take a good deal out of the soil,

some manure should be added previously to plant-

ing something to ensure a floral display through

the summer and autumn. R. Li.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Primula Reedi.—Already in mid-May this

usually lute-flowering species is pushing up its

spikes ; it may be reasonable to suppose that the

mild winter may have made the ditference of

several weeks compared with other seasons. It is

barely a month since the least signs of life could

be seen, and now the blooms on some plants are

all but open. There is not the least sign of varia-

tion in the flowers, as is the case with most Indian
species in seedlings. It is with this as most other

Indian species, the buds develop with the early

leaves, and often the flowers are past before the

leaves attain their full size. So many references

have been made to this gem of the Primrose
family that nothing need be said now, only that

it is widely distinct from all other forms of a big

genus, and that its loveliness and perfume are as

remarkable. It has been said to be fickle and
hard of culture. I am sure it is not so here.

I have kept it without any coddling for the past

seven years or more, and my stock is all from one
plant. I give it light rich soil, keep it moist, and
free from garden pests, especially slugs and the

weevil grub, and this has to be done generally for

open -ground or hardy-grown species.

Gentiana angustifolia (Vill.).—This belongs
to the acaulis group, and the leaves can only be
described as relatively narrow, whereas angusti-

folia of Jlichaux has slender, dark stems and very

narrow grass-like leaves. The present flower dif-

fers from that of acaulis in having a less bulky-

tube, which is also funnel-shaped, and still the

flange or limb is quite as wide or wider, and
displays the lighter and more lively blue. It is

a truly beautiful flower, but the plant is not so

vigorous as its commoner type. I feel sure that

all this group, including acaulis, flowers bettor

with a good quantity of chalk in the soil.

Sobolewskia clavata. — In the midst of

sweet'-smelling spring flowers to which one gets

used, I this morning came across a quite dift'erent

and peculiar perfume, and could not make it out
for some time. I did not for a while suspect this

white and rather plain-looking flower, but re-

membering that for the first time for many days
the softer south-west wind had set in, I tried it,

and there distinctly enough was that delightful

odour which, mingling with that of Daphne
Cneorum and Wallflower, made up the most
jdeasant jjerfume I ever experienced. Otherwise
the white flowers are of a very ordinary type, but
they appear in striking masses and last a very long
time, always bearing in mind that only strong
and established specimens can give a good garden
effect. The name clavata has reference to the

seed-pods.

Primula magellanica, P. farinosa, P.
scotica and P. frondosa.—Speaking of these as a
group, the quality common to each is that of

being thickly covered with the meal-like exuda-
tion ; they besides have all a similar form of scape
and umbel of small lilac or purple flowers with a
distinct eye. P. frondosa has long ceased to

flower, but the pretty shuttlecock-shaped arrange-

ment of leaves showing the white under surfaces

is most interesting. The other three kinds are

all in flower now. Seen separately they may not

strike everyone as being very different, if different

at all. But grown side by side the distinctions

are clear, and this is precisely one of the main
reasons why such things should be grown in

groups. So placed they afford more interest and
some means of self-information. There is a very

common saying among gardeners that certain

plants are wanting in effect, and for that reason

they do not plant such kinds. In my opinion to

group such species cr varieties is more interest-

ing and gives more pleasure than if the same
kinds were grown in scattered examples.

Trientalis am^ericana. — Compared with our

native Starflower, T. europ.ca, the whole plant is

less in all its parts—the foliage narrower, stems

more slender, the flower, if less, fuller and more
imbricated. The general effect would indicate

a decidedly distinct species. I can imagine no

more charming flower if it could be seen in a

group. Partial shade will no doubt be the proper

place, though I have it now in full sunshine.

Anthyllis montana rubra.—This, compared
with the type, is a great improvement in the way
of bright "and rich flower colour. The crushed-

strawberry colour of the bunch of flowers of the

type is detracted from by the very grey and hairy

character of the whole plant, though there is

much to admire, especially in the neat habit and
copious bloom. This variety, however, has rich,

deep plum-red, almost crimson flowers, and
plenty of them ;

grown side by side with the type,

its superiority asserts itself in a moment. I find

it likes a bit of chalk in the soil. There is no

doubt at all about its hardiness.

Woodfi'le, Kirkdall. J. Wood.

BROMPTON STOCKS.

TnK introduction of the early-flowering section

of Ten-week Stocks has tended towards a de-

creased cultivation of the Brompton varieties,

which in past years were such favourites. With
glass accommodation it is an easy matter to raise

the Ten-week Stocks for early summer use, plant-

ing them in the spring months as early as the

state of the weather will allow. These would
compete to a great extent with the Bromptons,

and probably, after the experience of a sharp

winter, a display from these spring Stocks would

be infinitely more uniform than a patchy bed of

Bromptons. The Brompton Stocks, however,

should be more largely grown, because they can

be sown and forwarded without the aid of glass

.at all, and with a favourable winter a good display

for the borders or for cutting could be obtained

with a minimum of labour, cost, or trouble. I have

been unfortunate in obtaining a strain which does

not call for much favourable comment, the ma-
jority of the plants producing single flowers.

Less than ten per cent, of double flowers occur

among the white variety, and not a solitary plant

gave double flower-spikes in the coloured sort

grown. One would naturally expect a portion of

the plants to give single flowers, and for cutting

they are desirable, but disappointment must
assert itself when there are so few typical plants

occurring in a large bed. There must have been

some fault in seed-saving, or what explanation

can be given for such poor results. I shall not be

discouraged, however, by the experience com-

plained of, for they give useful material for the

flower basket at a time when open-air flowers are

none too plentiful. There is yet time for obtain-

ing seeds for next j-ear's use, the month of June
being a suitable time for sowing. They would
appear to be in much favour among cottage gar-

deners, judging from the frequency with which

they may be seen in the small borders, and though
an old-fashioned plant, I consider the Brompton
Stock deserves a place in the villa and much
larger gardens either as a border plant or for

cutting. ^^^ W. S.

Planting tuberous Begonias.—Much dif-

ference of opinion prevails as to how far it is ad-

vis ible to grow the tubers on before they are

finally planted out into their summer <}uarters.

Those who have not got convenience in the

shape of cold frames for hardening off will do
well to adojA the plan I lately saw put into practice

by an amateur who had neither pits nor frames,

but still had very good beds of Begonias. On
inquiry I found that he treated them just as he
would treat Potato sets, viz., as soon as the tubers
made the slightest appearance of growth in April

the beds were deeply cultivated and manured
and the bulbs planted at once, finishing up with
a good covering of cocoa fibre. Certainly when I

saw them at the end of May they looked as if the

treatment suited them well, for they had pushed
up remarkably strong growth, and looked as if

they wordd be quite as forward as those brought
on with all the care that could be bestowed on
them under glass.—.James Groom, Gonjmrt.

NOTES AXD QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

Tulip Golden Crovirn—There ia to be seen

growing in a cottage garden in the tuburbs of Market
Drayton tine clumps of this grand old Tulip. The
bulbs always remain in the grouod, aod receive a top-

dressing of horse droppings and grit every spring.

—

R. XiSBET, Longford Cotlnge, Alarlcet Drayton.

Tufted Pansy Celeste. — Although this is

a flower of only medium size, it is neat and pretty,

and when at its best, blooms most profusely. The
flowers are rather oval in shape, and the colour is a
pretty shade of lavender-blue. It is also of compact
and dnarf hibit, the blossoms sweet-scented and ray-

less.—C.

Tufted Pansy Ophelia.—A splendid hatch of

this handsome new sort is now flowering freely at

Taniworth, where its large circular blooms show it to

be a distinct advance upon any other sort of a some-

what similar shade of colour. This may be best de-

scribed as a pleislng shade of lavender-blue, which
is slightly deeper on the upper petals. The blos-

soms are rayless, the habit dwarf, and the growth
vigorons, showing the good constitution the plant pos-

sesses.— D. B. 0.

Tufted Pansy Davonshiro Cream.—This is

a capital sort for the flower garden, as it possesses a

splendid habit. It is one of the freest Tufted Pausies

in cultivation and flowers continuously from early

spring until the autumn. At the time of writing the

plants are a mass of cream-coloured blossoms, which
are rayle-s with a rich yellow eye. The plant has a
grand constitution, another good point in its favour.

Planted alongside some of the rich rayless yellow sorts

the contrast is very tine.—H. X.

Tufted Pensy Blue Gown.—In all gardens
where a blue Tufted Pansy of compact habit is

desired, no better than the above variety could very

well be grown. It is described by some as a mauve-
blu°, but this hardly represents the colour. A pale

shade of blue predominates, the^e being some tones

of mauve apparent under certain conditions of the

atmosphere. It is an ideal plant with a compact
habit and is extremely free fliwering. Its consti-

tution is much better than that of two or three

other sorts very much like it in their blossoms, but in

other respects certiiuly inferior.—B.

Tufted Pansies.—As a slight addition to Mr.
Crane's interesting notes on the above (p. 456), I may
mention that the sorts grown (autumn planted) came
through the winter well, and, as a matter of course,

have benefited wonderfully from the copious rainfall

experienced during the last fortnight. I am sending
for your inspection a few blooms of the sport from
White Swan grown here for the last live years. I do
not know a larger flower in this particular shade.

—

E. Bl'RRELL.
*«* The flowers sent are very large, pale blue with a

dark purple blotch on the lower petal. The flower-

stalks, too, are very long.

—

Ed.

Iris Grant Duffi..—This is a very singular

bulbous species in the way of I. caucasica so far

as its growth is concerned. The flowers are

interesting rather than showy, and the pale

greenish yellow blossoms, distinctly feathered as

they are at the outer margin, give it a singular

appearance among its fellows. A strong feature

is the great length of foliage in this kind, a group
of which has been flowering with Messrs. Wallace,

of Colchester, quite recently.

Primula Sieboldi Q,ueen of the Whites.
—Among the numerous varieties of this Japan
Primrose now in cultivation, Queen of the Whites
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is one of the best. The flowers are large, well
formed, very pure, quite as good, in fact, as
those of the Chinese Primulas. In growth this

variety is remarkably vigorous, small bits quickly
growing into large patches when suitably placed.
When well established this is one of the most
effective hardy flowers we have.— J. C. B.

A blaze of colour with May Tulips.—
When seen at their best and during a good season
such as this the varieties Bouton d'Or, Golden
Crown, Golden Eagle, Columbus, Didieri alba
(white), fulgens, fulgens lutea, Leghorn Bonnet
(pale straw colour), lutea and its pale form, both
sweet-scented, elegans lutea ; the four forms
of Gesneriana in rose, with deep blue base, ditto
white and blue, striata and oculata (white based
and sweet-scented); and last, not least, macrospeila
and its darker form are a rare sight. For park
beds there is nothing to equal them or none to
stand the glare of sun well into long days.—
Southern Grower.
Tufted Pansy Sydney.—To those who know

the good qualities of Pembroke as a rich yellow
rayless varietj', and also appreciate that plant
because of its free-flowering qualities, its fra-

grance, and its good constitution, the news that
a bright lemon-yellow seedling from that variety
is to be distributed at the end of the present
season under the above name should be welcome.
A bed in Mr. Sydenham's garden at Tamworth
planted with this new sort and in close proximity
to the parent plant, which is prnpxgated in im-
mense quantities, was admirable n-nnf of the dis-

tinctness of the new sort. The orange eye further
assists to make the flower attractive.—W. V. T.

Tufted Pansy Rosea pallida.—During the
past two or three weeks this has been much
admired. Like many others, this variety is seen
in far better condition the second year. With me
the plants do not make so much growth during
the first season as one would wish. I therefore
cut back the old jilants last autumn, and they very
soon broke out into new growth. These plants
were placed in their flowering (juarters quite
early in the spring, and, notwithstanding the cold
and boisterous weather of late, these two-year-old
plants are literally covered with very pale lalush
rayless blossoms. Such plants make a most effec-

tive display in masses, and form a pleasing con-
trast to other richer and deeper colours.— D.

Scilla campanulata and its variety alba.
—Scillas of all kinds grow well in this part of
Dorset. All the kinds are beautiful, but the
forms of campanulata claim the first place from an
ornamental point of view. I have the type grow-
ing in various ways, and in every position it

makes a fine display. In one place the plants are
growing at the foot of a Yew hedge, on a bank in
large patches rising up out of a bed of the wild
Wake Robin. When both are in bloom the
effect is good. In another instance they are
growing in the turf. Recently when at Cricket St.
Thomas I saw a large mass of the white variety
se.'eral yards acrjss full of bloom. For cutting,
the flowers are valuable, lasting a long time in
water, and when arranged with some light hardy
foliage the}' are most graceful.

—

Dorset.

Anemone palmata alba.—Referring to a
note about this plant on p. iUti, I may say that
though Cheshire is not a warm or sunny county,
I succeed very well with it, and that it is excep-
tionably good this year, owing, I believe, to the
bright sun of last summer. I recollect being told
by the late Mr. Harpur-Crewe that he had seen
the plant growing plentifully in its Spanish home,
and that it always flowered best against rocks
facing the south and exposed to a blazing sun,
which would be thought likely to burn it to
death. Following this hint, I always plant it so
as to catch all the sun the atmosphere of Cheshire
can give, backed by upright stones on a rockery
facing south. In this way the white variety
flowers beautifully and freely, but, strange to say,
the yellow type rarely flowers at all, but gradually
dies. Roots are now ofl'ered so cheap in bulb
catalogues, that those who admire it may be
induced to try what the ho' test corner the sun

can make in their garden can do for it.

—

C. \Voli,T!.yVod, Edge Mall.

Aubrietias.—The ease with which these may
be raised from seeds and the continuous and
bright display furnished during the spring months
ought to bring them into greater prominence for
flower garden work. " R. D." and " S. W. F."
(p. 430) are not at one in their experience as to
the variation produced in seedling plants. My
observations are similar to " R. D.'s. I do not
find a wide difference, although plants do vary in

the lighter and darker shades. For the flower
garden or the rock garden, however, there is

little need for complaint on the score of uniformity.
1 do not agree with " R. D." where he says that
on rockwork they suft'er from drought, and do not
flower so finely as when they are in cooler and
moister positions. With me they flower with
great freedom on rockwork, even in the bright sun
and where no shade reaches them. This is a strong
point in their favour, and should be the means of

increasing their numbers and popularity. That
they will revel in moisture may be quite true, but
" S. W. F." cites a strong case where the opposite
extreme does not come amiss to them. Such a
floral picture as that under notice must be very
fine indeed, and the little variation such as seed-
ling plants afford would be agreeable rather than
objectionable in so broad an expanse.

—

W. S.

Tufted Pansy A. J. Rowberry.—The re-

marks of your correspondent in The G.irden of

May 14, together with the editorial note, in-

terested me, as I have grown this variety since it

was first distributed in the spring of 189(3. By
those who are closely following the development
of the Tufted Pansies, the value of this handsome
rayless flower was immediately acknowledged.
The first season's trial was not nearly so satis-

factory as one hoped it might be, the habit of
growth not being of that tufted character which
should be identified with these plants. That its

constitution was considerably weakened and im-
paired by over-propagation, as no doubt the stock
plants were very hard-worked, there is every
reason for believing, and there is good reason now
to suppose that the stock is in better condition
than formerly. Last year's plants certainly were
in better condition, being both healthier and
fairly robust. Two-year-old plants were still

better, and the present season has already given
evidence that plants flowered the second season
justified the first impression of the constitution in

the early period being weakened. Although this
much can be said in its favour, there is much yet
to be desired in the plant, and I can fully support
your remarks that the variety under notice will
serve a useful purpose for crossing with some of
the true Tufted Pansies. To obtain the same
deep, rich yellow rayless blossoms on a plant
possessing a habit and constitution such as Blue
Gown, surely we should be as near perfection as
possible. We may confidently look forward to
this, I think, soon. From some 120 seedlings
raised from A. J. Rowberry, and which were
flowered last season, I selected some eight plants
as partaking of some pleasing variation from the
parent variety. These are now flowering freelv,

some distinctly more free than the original. One
or two possess some marked improvement in

habit, and there is reason to hope that the consti-
tution is also improved.—D. B. Crane.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE TEMPLE SHOW.
The enormous number and variety of Orchids to-

gether with fine-foliaged and flowering plants
were a revelation. They formed a grand mass of
colour, but the general arrangement did not
strike mo as being ideal or to be copied, for they
appeared too crowded and formal. Probably the
former was caused through space being limited,
and in a less degree the latter also. The same
applies in part to many other arrangements, in-

cluding separate classes of plants and miscel-
laneous exhibits, as well as to the floral decora-
tions, most presenting a cramped, formal appear-
ance. Messrs. Cutbush and Sons' miscellaneous

group was a striking exception—an artistic

arrangement throughout. Roses were a promi-
nent feature, great in variety, profuse of bloom,
in the rudest health, and pleasingly arranged—

a

show in themselves. It was impossible to pass
without staying to admire such a collection of

unique plants and lovely blooms as produced by
Messrs. Veitch's hybrid Phyllocacti, while Be-
gonias, Cannas, Gloxinias, Pivonies, Carnations,
&c. , were bewildering in variety and splendidly
grown. The various groups of hardy plants were
most interesting, one especially being notable for
its variety and beautiful arrangement. Azaleas
forming bits of ex(iuisite colouring and perfume in

conjunction with Hydrangeas, Brooms, Mock
Oranges, grasses, and coloured foliaged plants
in variety, with spikes of Eremurus hima-
laicus rising irregularly throughout the mass,
altogether forming a most attractive group.
Another group consisting entirely of the several
sections of the hardy Azaleas was a great attrac-
tion, Azalea Anthony Koster being conspicuous
among the lot. Out of doors on the grass the
comparatively small groups were tastefully ar-

ranged and contained many kinds of choice trees

and shrubs, but the collection of Bamboos (exten-
sive as it was in variety) was not calculated to in-

spire one with enthusiasm in their cultivation or
expatiate on their beauties, for they looked de-
cidedly unhappy amidst the surroundings. I
deeply regret this, for I am a great lover of these
plants, and consider them, when well grown,
valuable additions to our pleasure-grounds and
glens, possessing grace and beauty all their own.
The fruit did not make a deep impression, for it

was not up to the standard I had expected to find
at such a show, even so early in the year. The
fruit trees in pots, however, both from Mr.
Hudson and the Messrs. Rivers were object
lessons of great value, and the fine collection of

Apples from Messrs. Bunyard were remarkably
well preserved. Vegetables were far in advance
of anything seen in tbe provinces at this season.

A Welsh Visitor.

H

II

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1174.

KNIPHOFIA LONGICOLLIS.
(with a coloured I'LATE.*)

Kniphofia LONGICOLLIS was first described in
189.3 by Mr. Baker from a specimen forwarded
to Kew by Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden-
Baden. It had leaves 2 feet long, spikes 18
inches high, and lemon-yellow flowers. In 1891
the same gentleman sent to Kew a Kniphofia,
which he described as a new species from Natal,
that flowered in winter and had leaves 4 feet

long and spikes a yard high. This plant was
planted at Kew in a sheltered position outside
and lifted in November, but it did not flower
properly until last January, after having been
grown for two years in pots. It was then con-
sidered to be new, and Mr. Baker named it

K. primulina (see "Flora Capensis," vi., 533).

Subsequently, liowever, Mr. Baker was satis-

fled that this and the plant described in 1893
were one and the same species, for which the

older name, K. longicollis, must stand. The
Kew plants last January fully realised all that

has been said uf the species, the leaves being

5 feet long, the spikes i feet high, and bearing

dense racemes of elegant tubular flowers,

coloured clear primrose-yellow. The flowers

lasted well notwithstanding the heavy fogs

experienced wliil.st the plants were in bloom.

Grown in pots to flower in the greenhouse in

winter, K. longicollis is a useful decorative

* Drawu for The (Jakden in (lio Royiil Gaiilons,

Kew, by H. G. Moon. LithograpUid and printed by
J. L. Goffart.
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plant. Probably other species of Kniphotia

would prove serviceable in the same way if

grown in pots and prevented from flowering

until, say, November. ^^ . ^^ •

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
AsrARAi;ns.—This will now be bearing freely,

the heavy rainfall in May having been of great

assistance to the plants, which were later than

usual this year in starting into growth, though the

winter was exceptionally mild. Now is a good
time to feed Asparagus plants. With only a

limited time for cropping the food given should

be such that the roots can quickly bene6t. Liquid
manure is the best, but I am aware this is not

obtainable in all places, and other food has to

be given. In showery weather I would advise

small quantities frequently in preference to one
large dose. Fish manure, guano, salt and soot

mixed are all excellent. When giving the above
foods in dry weather, I would advise raking them
well into the surface soil. Of course, in doing so,

care must be used, but it is an easy matter if a
small rake is employed. Fish manure near
dwellings is not at all pleasant. If applied in

showery weather there is less smell and the plants

at once receive the benefit. Beds that have been
some time in bearing, and which received protec-

tion to secure an earlier crop, will now benefit by
a rest, as should cutting continue it will greatly

impoverish the plants for another season. I am
aware the pUnts will continue to yield freely for

some weeks, but the growths will be weak next
year. Many cut their Asparagus too severely and
neglect to fead, failing later on to secure fine

grass. In crowded lieds it is impossible to get
thick, strong growths, s) that where new beds
have been recently made thinning out at this

season is an important matter. In the case of

seedlings there is often far too much crowding at

the start, and if neglected the plants get so

mitted that the roots do not develop properly.

So far the newly-planted beds have not needed
mulching, owing to the genial rainfall, but it will

be well to give a mulch at this date to feed and
encourage the surface roots. I use spent Mush-
room manure for this purpose. It is not unsightly
and is of great assistance to the plants, as it keeps
the roots cool and prevents drying. To new beds
it will be advisable to give more moisture should
the weather be dry, and an early mulch will save
labour if the soil is light or at all poor.

Potatoes.—Though we have had little frost

during the latter part of May to damage the tops

of the plants, I have rarely seen the earlier crops

so backward. Doubtless the cold nights are

answerable for the poor growths made. In my
case the rows are very patchy, though every care

was taken in preparing the soil and at the plant-

ing. Ringleader is the earliest, this being far in

advance of the Ashleaf. Sharpe's Victor is not
nearly so strong as one could wish, and the second
earlies promise well, though the season is not
sufficiently advanced to note their merits. The
later Potatoes will need constant attention. Late
varieties will benefit by deep hoeing between
the lines previous to moulding up, and in hard
1 md I have found it necessary to fork between if

the soil was dug in the autumn or cropped
between the rows at the time of planting. By
thoroughly loosening the soil at this season, weed
growth will be kept down. This is readily done
«ith later crops, and the earlier ones may be kept
ckan bj' lightly hoeing between, as it is impor-
tant to have a clean surface soil before the tops
meet.
Thinninc. crops.—With an ample rainfall there

will have been no delay in thinning the earlier

crops, but Salsafy and Scorzonera should never be
grown thickly. I find 12 inches to 15 inches
between the plants in the row none too much
space, whereas only half that space is allowed,
with the result the plants run to seed badly. I

am aware too early sowing has the same ten-

dency, but crowding greatly assists the roots to

run. Some time ago I noted the importance of

thinning Onions at an early date, and this work
should not be longer delayed ; and frequently if

main-crop Carrots are thinned as soon as large

enough to handle, the crop will not suffer from
drought later on. The same remarks are also

applicable to Turnips, as these thinned early will

often escape fly. From this date it will be well to

sow much thinner. The best summer Lettuces
are those not transplanted. In the case of small
seed, should the weather prove hot and dry,

thickly-sown plants have so little root-space that

they cannot thrive, and, as top growth increases,

they run badly. I have noted more failures from
thick sowing and omitting to thin than from poor
land.

CoLEwoRTS.—Few vegetables are more useful

than the Coleworts, and yet in many gardens thej'

are but little grown. Now is a good time to sow
for an early supply, and where large quantities of

green vegetables are needed it is well to sow
twice or even oftener. I sow in the middle of

June, a month later, and again in the middle of

August, this last sowing being the Hardy Green
variety. Though this is not equal in quality to

the Rosette, its hardiness makes it valuable. For
present sowing the Rosette is suitable, and there
are some excellent types of this variety, some
large growers having excellent stocks. One
called the Market Rosette Colewort is noted for

its quick hearting and delicate flavour. The
July sowing will form a succession to the earlier

one, and there will be nice cutting material
from September to March if three sowings are
made. It is well to sow thinly, as it is essential

to get sturdy plants. As a quick growth is a
necessity, the seed should be sown in well-

manured land, and, if at all light, it is best
trodden over previous to sowing. The advantage
of growing the Colewort is the small space the
plants need, as at planting they may be placed in

rows from 15 inches to 18 inches apart, with
12 inches between the plants.

Late Peas.—From this date to the first week
in .July the grower who desires late Peas will re-

quire to sow. At the later date more care will be
needed in the selection of variety. In the north
I found less difficulty in getting a fair crop of

late Peas than in the south ; doubtless the heat
and drought are the chief enemies, and mildew is

so difficult to combat. Since the introduction of

the dwarfer section there are fewer failures and
good crops may be obtained well into October.

For the latest supply it will be well to sow early

varieties and those that, while giving a good-sized

pod, are at the same time of vigorous growth.
These early dwarf varieties are more free from
mildew than the taller growers. An open, sunny
position is best, as, though the plants at the time
of sowing may not need the position advised, they
will when maturing the crop, as with shorter

days every ray of sunshine will be beneficial.

Another point worthy of note with late Peas is

ample space between the rows, to allow of the

haulm dr3ing freely in the dull autumn days.

After sowing, should the weather be dry, I have
found it necessary to water freely, to assist ger-

mination.

Celery.—This is one of the most important
crops at this season. If the trenches have been
prepared as advised previously, the work will be
got out of hand much sooner. In many gardens
ground is none too plentiful, and one has to get
rid of one crop to make room for the next. In
my case Celery follows the spring Cabbage. The
weather is just now suitable for planting. I note
the seedlings are making more progress than
usual in the beds, and delay in planting means
long drawn plants. This should be avoided, as

Celery once it receives a check r.arely recovers.

There is no loss by making the trenches in ad-

vance of planting, as I find the ridges most use-

ful for salads or other quick-growing plants that

are cleared before the Celery requires moulding
up. In cold, wet soils trenches are not a neces-

sity by any means. Some of the finest Celery I

ever saw was grown in the north with 6 feet

between each row of plants. It was grown in

shallow drills in trenched land. Late-sown Celery
should be thinned where at all thick in the seed-

beds, and the thinnings if pricked out in rows
1 foot apart will be found useful for flavouring.

Parsley ano iierbs.— I have always found it

advisable to sow a good breadth of Parsley at this

sea.»on, ss the demand is great during the autumn
and winter. Parsley sown now does not run to

seed so early as when sown in March or April. I

would strongl}' advise thin sowing to avoid much
thinning later on, as in hot, dry weather severe

thinning is not safe, and the plants not being
disturbed in any way are more reliable. Parsley
likes a well-tilled soil, and in gardens where there

have been failures previously I would advise

specially preparing the soil, using soot and wood
ashes freely. Even with these aids it is at times
difficult to avoid failure. I have used lime to

advantage. If gas-lime is used, it is well to give

a thin dressing, exposing the lime on the sur-

face for a few days before digging the land.

Other herbs raised from seed in pans or boxes
should be planted out without delay in dull

weather. It is always advisable to give a fresh

quarter, as the land sickens if given up to herbs

for years. Now is a good time to sow Sweet and
Bush Basil for the winter supply for drying, sow-
ing in fine soil on an open border. Mint may
still be propagated from cuttings if kept moist

after planting. S. M.

INDOOR FRUIT.

Gatherino fruit.—Timely warning may in a

few cases be necessary with respect to this. With
some it may not be considered of any moment
whether the fruit be gathered in the morning,

at midday, or in the evening. It does, however,

matter, and it may be proved by anyone who will

give it a trial. In the early morning, say from

5 to 8 o'clock, it is much firmer to handle, this

being all important when treating with such

fruits as the Peach, the Nectarine and the Fi^

now from under glass, and the Strawberry soon

from outside. Peaches, which may be left upon
the tree to fully mature, will be getting sufficiently

soft to show any indentations of their surface, and
the work of gathering if it be done during the heat

of the day will frequently result in bruising, more
or less, the fl^sh then being rendered softer or

more susceptible to injury. Even as regards

flavour it is much better to gather any fruit in

the cooler hours of the day. Almost everyone

must have noticed this in the case of the Straw-

berry from outside alone. As regards hints on

the gathering of Nectarines and Peaches in parti-

cular, reference should be made to a recent back

issue of The Garden. Note also in particular

that if it be necessary to retard fruit such as will

keep for a week or ten days in good condition, it

is better to gather it in advance and whilst quite

firm ; then at the finish the flavour may be im-

proved by a little more warmth. In order to keep

fruit well a cool place is most essential ; an under-

ground room or cellar where the temperature

does not materially vary will suit well. The
ordinary fruit room with wooden shelves and

other surroundings, in themselves too warm and

too dry, thus being rendered more absorbent than

is good for ripe or ripening fruit, is not a good

place. In my own case a shaded and cool dairy

now not in use is a first rate place during warm
weather.
Retarding fruit on the trees.—It will fre-

quently happen that some particular variety of

fruit, the Peach or the Nectarine being cited as

cases in point, will ripen a little too early for some

particular purpose or occasion. In order to retard

these a little more ventilation is, as a matter of

course, a first resort, but in hot weather this

.assists but little during the daytime ; during the

night it may. The better way is to shade hea\ ily

if need be for a few days, and thus keep the

temperature down without any very active work
being performed by the tree in its regular func-

tions! I make it a practice at such times to
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shade with the dark canvas sheets that are used
for covering during the winter ; these will be far

more effectual. Temporary shading by whitening
the glass will also answer well. Do not in any
case shade for many days continuously. It is use-

less to think of retarding any fruit by keeping the
tree drier at the roots whilst in growing quarters

;

this will often act to the contrary. Keeping
down the tire-heat is a decided gain, not taken off

completely in every case, but slightly modified.
Now that there is a promise of warmer weather
this will be quite safe in the case of Peaches and
Nectarines. Late Strawberries and Cherries still

remaining under glass do not, of course, need any
such warmth now. Even in dealing with the
Peach and Nectarine no fire- heat should be needed
after another ten days. Neither Melons, Figs,

nor Grapes should be cooled down in order to

keep them until they are practically ripe. Melons,
for instance, would be decidedly deficient in

flavour if so treated. Pine-apples, in order to

retard them, should be cut slightly in advance,
and whilst the upper pips are still partially green
or the plants themselves can be removed to cooler

quarters. If the latter plan be adopted, see that
they are quite dry at the roots, otherwise it will

materially affect the flavour. In retarding any
kind of fruit never carry the plan to any excess,

or it is afterwards practically useless for any
purpose.

Hastexinc tue ripening of fruit.—This at
any time is not a satisfactory method — at least

not so much so as to be adopted frequently.
Melons if partially severed some few inches from
the fruits will gain a few days, the incision being
increased gradually. Pine-apples may be treated
in a similar way, and in this instance a week may
be gained if taken in time. It is practically use-

less to attempt to hurry Grapes ; do not, there-

fore, attempt it. All that can be done is to ex-

pose white Grapes to more sunshine, so as to gain
colour for appearance sake only. By taking off

some of the forwardest fruits of Peaches and
Nectarines and wrapping them in cotton wool,
and then placing in a dry, warm place, say on the
hot-water pipes, a few days may be gained. In
any case more can be accomplished, say a month
in ads'ance of ripening than immediately preced-
ing it, by maintaining a slightly warmer tem-
perature, not so much at night, but during the
day, when dull particularly, by means of more
fire-heat, with more air on to assist at the same
time.

Fires .\nd .stoking.—Until within the past few
days it has been necessary to maintain a steady
course of almost continuous firing. We have not
had very many bright, warm days to allow of any
material cessation in this department, as the cool

and often chilly nights, with early morning frosts

even at the end of May and on the first day of

June, have necessitated careful management to
avoid extremes of temperature. An almost con-
stant watch has been essential, so as to assist in

the daily readings of the thermometer without
running any risk of increased temperatures during
a few bright sunny hours. Now matters are
greatly improving, and fire-heat, we hope, will

now perceptibly decrease week by week. ^ly
special method being to work on the duplex
system of heating, i.e., by having two boilers of

good average capacity for each set of houses rather
than one large one, renders it very easy to modify
the heating power. All that has to be done is to

draw out one fire, when one can be kept steadily

on the move ; whereas a large boiler must of

necessity have a relatively larger fire and a greater
consumption of fuel as a matter of course, hence
an actual waste. No fires should now be started
in the early morning without first taking special
note of the weather, whilst more actual stoking
will be needed for a few weeks longer towards
evening and nightfall should we still have any
continuation of the cooler nights. In every case,

however, it is better to guard against any exces-
sive heat in the pipes, bearing in mind that if

somewhat cooler at night (the extreme being
avoided), it acts beneficially and assists in recupe-
rating the vital forces of plant life after very hot

and trying days, with winds as well at this season
at times. It may be taken as practically true
that the biithplace of the red spider during the
earlier months of the year is—if not actually, at
any rate virtually—the stoke-hole. Where only
one boiler, and that a powerful one, is employed,
the better plan by far will be to re-kindle the fire

every afternoon than to be troubled with too
much warmth in the pipes during the day.

Sh.\ding against scalding.—Note previous
remarks anent this. Thus far it has not been so
much needed, but it does not follow that it will

so continue. Muscats, Lady Hutt, and Lady
Downe'a all catch harm easily in some localities.

HuRTUS.

Park and Woodland.

THE NEW FOREST.
The ancient name of this forest was " Ytene," a
Saxon word signifying the " furzy waste," and
this was probably a good description then, as

now, of the forest. There is some evidence of its

having been used as a royal forest in the days of

Canute, a.d. 1017 ; and after the Conquest in

1066, William selected this wild tract as a suitable

hunting ground for himself, within easy reach of

his capital citj' of Winchester, and enforced the
forest law within its boundaries, thereby reserving
the exclusive right of sporting for himself.

Further than this it is not probable that he went,
and men retained ])ossession of their lands, their

woods, mills, or other property, just as before,

save only for the stringent regulations of the
forest 1 iw. Of actual forestry there is not much
trace at this remote date, except in so far as the
rigid laws of the forest with regard to " vert and
venison " served to protect all manner of trees

or shrubs under the head of " vert," since, " to

preserve well the venison of the forest, it is firtt

to bagin with the vert."* Vert was of two kinds :

" Over vert," or Haut Bois, and " Neather vert,"

or Sous Bois ; the first comprised every descrip-

tion of timber tree, or 'great wood" as it was
termed ; the latter, every kind of shrub or bush,

such as underwood, Gorse, Thorns, or anything
that afforded covert for the beasts of the forest

—

even Fern and Heath were by some accounteil

veit. Under the prevailing law it was not lawful

for a man to cut so much as a stick in his own
woods within the regard of the forest, except " by
view and allowance of the foresters." These
restrictions would no doubt have the effect of

strictly preserving the existing trees and shrubs,

but it would do nothing towards replenishing

them, when, in the natural course of events, they
decayed and perished. Moreover, in so barren
and bleak a tract, the greater part of which is

altogether unsuitable for the growth of timber,

it is probable that the amount of wood was small
compared with that of the present day. The pre-

sent forest com prises in all a tract of 92,.'!!)."> acres.

Of this, 127,658 acres are private property, enclosed

and cultivated, and are not a part of the public

estate. Of the

Crown Freeholds,

about one half are cultivated land, and the other

half—say 1000 acres— is under Oak plantation of

about sixty years' growth. The remainder, of say

63,000 acres, may be termed the forest proper—the

property of the nation in right of the Crown , subject,

as to certain parts, to the rights of private indi-

viduals, termed "rights of common." Of this

6,S,O0O acres, about ,')0,(iOO acres were described in

1849 as being " unfit for either agriculture,

growth of timber, or pasturage." If this descrip-

tion were applicable at that date, it is infinitely

more so now, when prices for all kinds of farm
and forest produce are at their lowest ebb. Of
the remainder, 4500 acres are occupied by old

woods planted prior to the year 1700, 17,070 acres

are under plantations of dates varying from 190

* See Mauwood's "Treatise of the Liwes of the

Forrest."

to twenty-five years of age, and the balance of
11,000 acres or so is devoted to rough pasture.
As has been stated before, the forest laws did
something for the preservation of the crop of
timber actually on the ground, but did nothing
towards reproducing it when by natural decay it

perislied. That encoppicements, and even planta-
tions, were made seems probable, because the
preamble to the first statute passed upon the sub-
ject-that of the 22 Edward IV., in a.d. 148.3 —
refers to the restrictions placed upon planting by
the forest laws, which regarded the preservation
of game as the foremost consideration. But by
subsequent statutes—those of the 35 Henry VIII.
and 13 Elizabeth—the practices of encoppicing
were made imperative in the royal forests, and
many orders and proclamations were made in
accordance with them. The

Records of the Coi'rt of Exchequer

abound with memoranda of the cost of erecting
fences for the exclusion of the cattle and deer
from the various copses or woods in different
parts of the forest, commencing with the reign of
Henry VIII. In the seventh year of Elizabeth
we have a return of " all Her Majesty's woods in
parks, forests, and chases," in which is given a
most complete list of the ancient woods of the
New Forest, some of which can be traced at the
present day, though in most cases the sites, being
land well suited to the growth of timber, have
been replanted with younger wood at some inter-

mediate period. But there is hardly an acre of
land which would grow timber naturally that is

not referred to in this return. The practice of
cultivation seems to have been that of "natural
regeneration," such as is advocated by the most
distinguished foresters of the modern school. In
old days it went by the name of "encoppicing,"
and the process seems to have been simply to
enclose the area by a fence against cattle and
deer, and to rely on the natural reproduction of

the seed from the existing crop of trees to re-

plenish the wood. After the coppice was fairly

established, it seems to have been the practice to
farm it out on lease for a term of 3'ears, but under
certain restrictions as to the preservation of the
timber. Thus in A D. 1571 «'e find a presentment
of the regarders of the forest to the effect that " a
coppice called Ridley Coppice hath been spoiled
by cattle by one .John Marlowe." To this careful
attention, it may be, we owe it that we are now
able to enjoy the beauties of Ridley Wood—with-
out exception the most beautiful of all the woods
of the New Forest as it now exists. Such pre-
sentments, however, abound in the records of this

reign, and it is clear that great pains were taken
to keep the numerous young coppices free from
all manner of cattle. These coppices are the old
woods, which are the glory of the forest at the
present day.

The leasing to which I have referred seems to

have extended only to underwood, for in the pre-

sentments against those who were the tenants are
indictments " for felling five dotards containing
ten loads of timber, value 6s. ;" for "shrouding
(or lopping) 200 trees in the said coppice and sell-

ing the same;" again, "for divers and many
young Oaks felled for stakes for the hedge " (this

also in the same Ridley Wood, which seems most
fortunately to have been a special object of care).

Las'", and perhaps worst offence of all, " the re-

srarders and preservators of the Bailiwick of

Fritham make oath and say in English words—
that in the coppice called Hocknold there is felled

by the ground four Oak'." These records, trivial

as they may seem, when taken with the story that
the old woods tell for themselves, throw a flood

of light on the origin of the most ancient of the
woods we now behold. That they were first

enclosed is certain from the heavy bills we find

being presented to the Exchequer of the day for

the charges of doing the work ; that they were
farmed out is shown bv the leases and grants to

the various tenants ; how they were farmed we
have to glean from the complaints as to breaches
of contract : that the underwood was regularly

cut, either by the tenant or by the Crown, is
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shown by the receipts for sales of tliis kind. All

timber seems to have been taken for the navy.

But the presentment as to the "shrouding" of

trees, and as to cutting of certain (four) Oaks
" by the ground," shows, if the woods themselves
did not tell the tale, that pollarding the timber
trees was a common practice. Thus in Mark
Ash, perhaps one of the oldest of the Beech
woods, we tind every other tree a pollard, which
alone shows that the wood has from its earliest

days been under cultivation. The same thing
will be found in all of the grandest old woods ;

and in the case of R'dley Wood we have the

actual facts of its cultivation, and of the abuse of

that cultivation, pub upon record. It does not
seem certain whether in the Elizabethan days the

foresters relied wholly on

Natural REPRODncrioN

for their crop, or whether they also did some
planting or sowing of seed. As the coppices were
brought regularly under cultivation, it seems
probable that they did plant or sow, especially in

those cases where the woods were farmed out and
the tenant had to make as good a profit as he
could in a fixed term. It is hardly probable that
so dense a wood as is found in Mark Ash or

Ridley would be achieved by the self-sown timber
over so large an area and be all of the same age ;

such timber would vary somewhat in age, and
these woods do not. In the catalogue of the
woods made in the year 156.5, the expression, in

the description of e.ach wood, frequently occurs of

"set" with 0.ik or Beech, as t lie case may be;
and this sjems to indicate that the crop was not
wholly natural. However, as the woods were
mostly enclosed, cultivated, cut, and farmed in

rotation, there is nothing very extraordinary in

their being, to soaae extent, planted as well,

although it would seem that the self-sown crop
was mainly relied upon.
From what I have said, it will li9 clear that

those who point to the New Forest as a specimen
of " primeval forest, untouched by the hand of

man," are sadly out of their reckoning. It is

always a pity to destroy a charming and poetical
vision, but alas, the rude logic of facts is too
much for this pretty theory. It is clear that the
cultivation of the trees and woods of the forest

was undertaken some time prior to the reign of

Edward IV., say 450 years ago. Now I suppose
I shall not be very far wrong if I put the life of a
Beech at 300 years ; and though Oaks, no doubt,
live far longer, yet in the poor soil of the New
Forest their lives do not attain to the average,
except in a few favoured spats. It is our Beeches
that are the glory of the oldest woods, and it is

very unlikely that any of those we now see are of

older date than the records of the Exchequer in

the time of Elizabeth, which I have quoted, at
which period the forest was as much under a
system of enclosing for planting as ever it has
been since. In fact there is not a single one of

the beautiful old woods of the forest that was not
just as much a "Crown enclosure " as the most
recent of the plantations made under the most
recent Act.

To those who are more familiar with the woods
of the forest than it is possible for visitors who
have but a short time at their disposal to become,
another fact points strongly to the presence of

careful cultivation in the earlier days of the
coppices. While the greater portion of these
woods are of B:seh, with a sprinkling of £)ak,
precisely such an intermi.xture as we see spring-
ing up now wherever there is a bare portion of

good land among the parent trees, by some means
protected from cattle, yet there are several woods
that are almost exclusively Oak—one is abso-
lutely so, and it is among the finest of the woods
of that date. It is not diiiicult to account for

the absence of Oaks among the Beeches, by the
fact that these woods have bean so often searched
over by purveyors to the navy, who have stripped
them of the fine Oaks suitable for shipbuilding.
But this will not account for the total absence of

Beech from among the Oaks of some of the woods,
and as we know from diily observation that that

is not the mode in which self-sown woods will

spring up in this district if left to themselves, it

is impossible to resist the conviction that in cer-

tain cases great care was taken either to plant or
to sow (probably the latter) Oak alone, or else to

eradicate the Beech that spontaneously sprang
up with it. In either case the hand of man is

clear, and the theory of the " primeval forest

"

becomes untenable. Like most of his country-
men, James the First of England, the Sixth of

Scotland, was a careful forester. Much attention
was paid to the New Forest in his reign. In ad-
dition to a survey of all trees tit for timber which
he caused to be made, to which allusion will be
made later, strict regulations were made both for

the management of the coppices and plantations,
which, with an eye to the main chance, the king
was careful to farm out to the best advantage,
and also for the preservation of the young timber
trees springing up among them. Among the
orders, we tind the first definite mention of
" ploughing of the land for raisingof new woods,"
and this is naturally followed by an account of

the cost of gathering acorns, and of that of plant-
ing them "hymen's hands," which would seem
to indicate some method of dibbling. Great
stress is laid upon the necessity of keeping the
coppices well fenced from cattle and deer, and it

would seem that in these ancient days more care
was taken to exclude all cattle from t he enclo-
sures than is admitted to be necessary now—by
the owners of the cattle at least ! A proclama-
tion issued in the sixth year of James I., after

setting forth that

great spoils and devastations are committed within
our forests, parks, and chases we therefore
have endeavoured to take course to stop the said
abuser, and to n-ork the meins not only of the better
preservation of our said woods in time to come, bat of
a present multiplication and increase of wood to all

ages, and to the end that our cave may appear to the
preservation and increase of t'mber as well to others
as to ourselves we do straightly comiiand aid
charge all our loving subjects in general that in their
own woods they presume not hereafter lo defraud the
true meaaing of our statu'es by cutting and felling

the young s'ores when they usually fell tlieir under-
woods.

However arbitrary these regulations may have
been, they show a keen desire to preserve timber
at all costs. In the year l(il-t we find a list of

regulations drawn up which were to be inserted
in all leases for the letting of future woods in

New Forest, among which it was provided that
" all timber trees are to be excepted, and all sap-
lings of Oak that are likely to make timber, and
that twelve standels be left in every acre."
Similar survevs took place during the reign of

Charles the First, but more with a view to rais-

ing as much money as possible from the various
woods than with that of expending money on
their renewal. Troubled times arose, and the
king had matters to attend to more engrossing
than the cultivation of his woods. Under the
Commonwealth we do not tind much care bestowed
on the forest, and it may be concluded that great
waste went on. Nor did this waste terminate
with the accession of Charles the Second, for one
of the most curious of the State papers relating to
this forest is that in which Charles is

informed that t.vo coppices—one ciUed King's Copse
the other called New Copse and that

the underwoods of the said copses are valued at £1292
besides the trees and sap!iug3 growing there-

on, t:) be preserved for our own use. We are graciously
pleased, upon the humble petition of Winifred Welh.
one of the maids of honour to our dearest consort and
queen, tog'.ve unto her the benefit of the said under-
woods lie.

The king five years after, in li3G9, did, how-
ever, decree that 300 acres of ground should b3

i taken for a nursery and supply of wood and

I

timber, in three separate lots of 100 acres each,
1 the situations of which are named in the order.

It is this same order that provides for the " im-
paling and fencing of the park called New Park "

' "for the preservation of His Majesty's
red deer coming out of France."

A commission of inquiry was again issued in

the later days of Charles the Second to inquire
into " wastes, spoils, and abuses ; " but the
forests suffered much on the whole during the
times of the Commonwealth and later Stuart
kings. This is proved by actual surveys. In 1608
the survey of .James I. , referred to above, showed
that there were in the New Forest 123,927 trees
fit for the use of the navy, containing 197,405
loads of timber. In 1707, after 100 years of

neglect and waste, the return gives a total of but
12,476 trees, containing 19,873 loads, fit for navy
purposes. 'This sad state of aft'airs had already
roused attention, and the Act 9 and 10 William
III. was passed, for, to quote the report of the
commissioners of 17S9 (one of the best histories of
the New Forest ever compiled), "the greatest
part of the trees had been felled, the fences of the
ancient coppices destroyed, and the deer and
cattle everywhere admitted, so that it was found
impossible to restore the forest to its ancient con-
dition without the aid of an Act of Parliament."

Tin; Act 8 and 9 William III.

Under this Act it was provided that 2000 acres
should forthwith be enclosed and planted with
timber for the use of the navy only, underwood
and all other produce being excluded : that 200
acres should be enclosed annually for twenty years
following ; and that as soon as any of the land
thus enclosed was safe from damage by cattle it

should be thrown open, and the like area enclosed
in its stead. A provision was thus made for the
planting of 12,000 acres at the least, and it was
also held that a "rolling power existed by which,
when these 12,000 acres were thrown out, a second
12,000 might be started upon." This power has
been called in question, and it has been contended
that the power extended in all to 12,000 acres
only ; the point was never finally decided, and in

fact never arose, so that it is not worth discussing
now. Each enclosure, when made, was to be
properly " butted and bounded " by a surveyor,
and the quantities thereof returned into His
Majesty's Court of Exchequer. There was accord-
ingly an exact record of each plantation that can-

not be contravened, and perhaps it is on that
account that some have sought to make out that
this comparatively modern Act was the first effort

made by the Crown to form woods in the forest. It

was, on the contrary, an abridgment and modi-
fication of the power exercised by the Crown with-
out let or hindrance from time immemorial. In
this Act the powers are defined and limited for

the first time, and the "rights of common" are
also referred to and defined to some extent. In
fact, we have in it the first indication of that
struggle between the Crown and the commoners
which has always been the great impediment to

all forms of arboriculture in the New Forest since

the days of the Commonwealth. It will perhaps
interest my readers to hear what was the precise

FOKM (IF CrLTIVATION

employed. It is as follows :
" Pits or beds of three

spits of ground each were dug a yard apart, and
three acorns planted triangularly in each bed. Half
a bushel of acorns was allotted for each person to

plant in one day ; two regarders attended every
day during the time of planting to see that it

was properly done ; and after the ground was
fully planted with acorns it was sown with
Haws, Hollyberries, Sloes, and Hazelnuts, and
drains cut where necessarj', and traps were set to

catch mice, and persons attended daily to reset the
traps and keep off crows and other vermin."
Whether from subsequent neglect or not, the
plantations thus formed were never thinned at all,

but allowed to grow up like a nursery quarter.

Although contrary to every theory of plantation

management, it cannot be denied that they were
in this bad soil successful in growing a heavy crop
of Oak timber on moderate land. In fact, when
some years ago the French professors of the
School of Forestry at Nancy, with their pupils,

visited this forest, they expressed the opinion
that nowhere had they seen a greater number of

cubic feet of pure Oak on the acre. We may thus
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learn a lesson from the mistakes, as they appear
to be, of cur ancestors, and note that where a

heavy crop of timber, rather than handsome
specimen trees, is the object, thinning may be

easily carried to excess, especially on bad land. By
this Act of William III. the pollarding of trees

received its death-blovv' ; it was made a puni.shable

offence for any keeper to top or lop any timber

trees for the purpose of browsing the deer, and as

the custom of farming the coppices had fallen into

disuse, no one had any interest in thus dealing

with the trees. This revival of forestry did not suc-

ceed so well as it deserved. About 1022 acres

were enclosed, planted, and well cared for up
to the age of some fifteen years, but for fifty years

after that time nothing more was done. The
interest of the keepers to whom the forest was
entrusted was, owing to the defective system era-

ployed, all against the growth of timber. A
dirinum imperiiim existed by which the keepers

were under the authority of the Lord Warden,
who had control of all things connected with the

deer, &c. , while the actual management of the

timber was in the hands of another department
altogether : naturally the two authorities were
always at loggerheads. Moreover, the keepers
and other officers were still paid by the bad old

system of perquisites (of which the rabbits formed
one) ! Thus they obtained a vested interest in

the forest property, instead of Ijeing as now the
paid servants of the public, and did not hesitate

to petition against, when they did not openly
resist, measures that the3' conceived to be injurious

to their own interests. All this was against tree

planting. Furthermore, to quote again the report
of the commissioners of 17S9, " the neighbouring
inhabitants have been naturally led to i)artake in

the spoil, and hardly to think it a crime to take
what no one seemed anxious to protect." That
this is no idle word is shown by an item in a

return of certain receipts from the forest, which
appears in the most matter-of-course way, viz.,

" the like of casual Oak trees found by the
survej'or cut down, and by him seized and saved
from being stolen Loads, 869. Value,
£1526." However, we find that after all, between
the years 1761 and 1787, the forest was capable of

yielding timber valued at no less a sum than
.£87,9.")2, of which £54,449 worth went for the use
of the navy ; and these figures illustrate the value
in all respects to the nation of this magnificent
property. In 1750 a further enclosure of some
230 acres was made, and in 1776, 2044 acres more
were enclosed, and this is, strictly speaking, all that
was done under the Act of William III. , which
had for its aim the covering by degrees of the
whole of the forest with wood. The plantations
of 1776 are remarkable in one respect, as com-
mencing an era which has gone far to alter the
whole aspect of the New Forest, and even the
whole of the county of Hants adjoining. 1 allude
to

The Introduction of tiik Scotch Fir,

previously to that time unknown in the New Forest
asa timber tree, but which has now full}' established

itself as the natural tree of this part of England,
where vast areas of land will really grow nothing
else. The clump that was planted as an experi-

ment, to ascertain if this tree would thrive in the

worst soil and exposure in the forest, is well
known to every visitor as Ocknell clump. OckntU
enclosure—a very old encoppicement—was re-

planted in 1776, and it is probable that this clump,
and those standing in Boldrewood, were planted
about this period. The tree itself appears in

several of the plantations of that date, chiefly in

the form of belts for protection of the plantation

from the wind. In some cases these trees have
attained good dimensions. Since that time it has
been freely used as a nurse in all the younger
plantations, and it reproduces itself with such
great freedom, that tracts of the most barren
open forest aie gradually becoming wooded,
sparsely at first, with this tree, in spite of cattle,

fires, and every other obstacle. The use of

Scotch Fir does not seem to have become universal
till we come to the plantations made under the
commissions of 1807 and 1S09. These received an

impetus by the Act 48 George III. , which con-

firmed and enforced that of William III., and
rectified certain irregularities in its execution.

Lender this power more plantations were made,
until by degrees the whole 6000 acres authorised

by the original Act of William III. were enclosed ;

but so slow was the progress, that this was not

accomplished until 1846. The purpose for whith
they were made still continued to be that of [no-

ducing Oak for the use of the navy, and in many
cases this tree had to be planted on land where
its success was, to say the least of it, uncertain.

The Scotch Fir was used as a nurse to some
extent, and in many cases it has remained as the

permanent crop, owing to the failure of the Oak.
In some cases Spanish Chestnut replaced Oak
plants that failed early, and some fine specimens
are the result, but this tree is very apt to giow
shaky timber in the soil of the forest. During the

seventy years in which these plantations tlowly

grew up but little attention seems to have been
paid to the New Forest, with the exception of

some two or three Acts of Parliament passed to

check and restrain the rights of common, whio'i

appear to have been exercised without much regard

to law or order.

Lord Ddnc.4n"s Committee.

A very different order of things was about to

spring up. The first indication of this was the

appointment of a committee, with Lord Duncan
as the chairman, to institutie a general inquiry

into the management of the land revenues of the

Crown. This committee sat in 1848 and 1849,

but, owing to the intervention of a general elec-

tion, never made its report to Parliament. It

was followed by a commission in 1850, the report

and sub report of which form a most valuable

account and history of the forest and of its state

at that time. Innumerable abuses seem to have
crept in, both as to the management by the Crown
officers and as to the exercise of rights of all

kinds by commoners and those who purported to

be such. As the commissioners expressed it,

" the condition of the New Forest may truly be

termed mere anarchy I
" These inquiries cul-

minated in an Act known as " The Deer Removal
Act," by which the whole constitution of the

forest was changed. The tendency of the pre-

vious ini|uiries and the disposition of Parliament
was to do away with such large areas of waste
land, and to bring them into cultivation of some
kind. About that date very many commons had
been, and were being, enclosed all over the king-

dom, and were brought into cultivation, in some
cases to the great advantage of the class of small

freeholder that was called into existence by the

allotment of common ; in other cases with less

success. The whole spirit of the time was
eminently utilitarian, and the legislation on the

New Forest followed in the same line. The first

step was

To Ap.di.ish the Deer,

which from time immemorial had been the chief

raUoii d'etre of the forest, but which, however
picturesque and charming, were very costly to

maintain, and no doubt had a deleterious effect on

the morals of the population of the locality. In

return for this right to maintain an unlimited

quantity of deer, and thus to exhaust the feed

to the last blade of grass, the Crown proposed to

take the riglit to enclose 14,000 acres of land for

the purpose of planting, and when this was free

from damage by cattle, to throw it open and re-

enclose 14,000 acres more. This arrangement was
opposed by the commoners, whose rights had
been year by year coming more into evidence, and
the area to be enclosed was cut down to 10,00(1

acres, thus with the old 12,000 acres giving, with-

out going into the question of the rolling ))ower,

an area of 32,000 acres to be enclosed for timber.

At the same time an inquiry was held, at the

request of the commoners themselves, into the

extent and nature of their rights, which lasted

some two years ; and ultimately, at the expense

of the Crown, a register was compiled and issued,

which has ever since been decisive as to all claims,

and the extent to which they may lawfully bo
exercised.

Who are the "Commoners?"

As this paper is written for those who live at a
" far cry " from the New Forest, and are probably
not conversant with the customs of that locality,

it may be well to explain who and what are the
" commoners," who have exercised of late years so

restrictive a power upon tree cultivation. They
are simply the landowners of the district—the
proprietors of that 27,000 acres of private land
that was mentioned as existing within the total

area of the forest, and of a considerable quantity
more that lies outside its boundaries within a

short distance therefrom. As in most other parts

of the country, this land is mainly in the hands
of the larger owners, and these do not, as a rule,

cultivate the land themselves, but farm it out in

the usual wa}', charging an additional rent for the

land or house to which are attached the rights

over the forest, for in every case the right

attaches to the actual land or house, and not
to the individual owner or occupier. From
evidence given on behalf of the commoners
before the Committee of the House of Commons
in 1875, we find that the owners of holdings from
one to twenty acres are about 580 in number,
and own between them l-26th part only of the
whole of the land entitled to rights of common.
Of the remaining 25-26ths, 14-26ths, or rather

more than one-half, is owned by ten large pro-

prietors, who possess not less than 2000 acres of

land to which common rights attach, besides

other property. Of the remainder, considerably
over two-thirds is owned by about twenty-one
possessors of over 500 acres of the land with
rights, and the balance of about 7000 acres is

owned by those who possess less than 500 acres of

such land. The value of the common right has
been recently stated to add one-half to the letting

value of the land. A cottage with a turbary right

fetches £1 a year more than one without it. These
fiu-ures will show how large is the question of

rent as compared with any other which can be
raised locally. There need be no difficulty in

understanding why it is that the landowners of

the New Forest" are so exceedingly alert to resist

anything, whether for national or other purposes,

that appears to touch, however remotely, the

frino-e of their rights over the forest, and to in-

voke the aid of the public by the cry that the

whole forest is in danger when some compara-
tively unimportant local question is under dis-

cussion.
Common Rights.

The rights of common are of three kinds

:

common of pasture, of turbary, and of estovers,

or fuel wood. The first of these rights is in itself

perfectly harmless ; there is ample room for all

those who desire to exercise it, to turn out their

cattle to make the best of what can be got out of

the forest, where the feed is at best of the mo:it in-

ferior kind, onl}' fit to nourish inferior stock. It

is the abuse of the right that makes it hurtful

from the national point of view, such as when the

planting of a few trees in the open spaces of de-

caying woods is resisted, on the plea that they

occupy space where enough grass might grow to

increase the feed by a few mouthfuls. Indeed, of

late years we have had such absurdities as pro-

ceeding taken against a golf club "for injury to

the commoners' pasture," by the cutting of nine

holes 4i inches in diameter ! against a telegraph

company for the loss of pasture by the space

occupied by their poles ! even against a converter

of felled timber for the injury caused by deposit-

ing a heap of saw-dust ! and all of these opera-

tions have had the sanction of the Crown as owner
of the forest. It is but fair to the actual exerciser

of the right of pasture to say that he is, as a

rule, no party to these proceedings, caring, like

Gallio, for none of these things so long as his

right is not really interfered with, which he

knows will never be done by such practices as

* The t)tal numb r of commoners who claim
" comniuii riiiUt" in tbe New B'orest has beeu re-

cently elated iu evideuce to be under 90
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have been described. It is his active friends who
thus engage in warfare on his behalf, especially

when an election is pending !

TURBARV.

The o'her two rights, of turbary and estovers,

are both entirely harmful. The "turbary" or

turf right is [iractised by paring the surface of

the heath lands, removing the Heather with its

roots and all vegetable humus, which make a

kind of inferior fuel—there is no real peat in the

forest. The land, poor at first, is impoverished
by the removal of what little soil will grow even
Heather ; then, as in course of years it slowl3'

recovers, and the roots of the adjoining plants

spread over the denuded space, it is again pared,

and so on year by year. Nothing can bo imagined
more injurious to land, and the only excuse for

the practice is, that it is only performed on land

of the very worst c|ualit}', and is a boon to the

poorest of the population. It is greatly falling

into disuse, to the public advantage.

Estovers.

The common of "estovers" is also a most in"

jurious tax on the property of the public. Every
report or inquiry that has been held on the

forest has recommended that this claim should

be abolished. As long ago as the twenty-sixth

year of (^ueen Elizabeth it was ordered, with the

view of checking the growth of this practice, that
" no inhabiters of any house newly builded since

the beginning of the Queen's Majesty's reign that

now is, shall be allowed any wood in the same
forest to be burnt and expended therein.'" The
claims consist of so many loads of "good fuel

wood," and each house now enjoying the right is

supposed to be able to trace its existence back to

the commencement of the reign of Elizabeth.

But it is to be feared that this order has been
frequently evaded, for it appears that in 1800 the

number of loads had risen to 841, of which 160

were stopped as being unlawfully' claimed. In
former years this right was the subject of very

great abuses. Whole trees of Beech, or even
Oak, were assigned, and often more trees were
cut than were assigned, while much damage to

young timber was done in felling them. The
wood is all now cut and stacked before it is de-

livered, and while abuses are thus prevented, a
considerable charge is made on the public purse
for the labour. The right is more destructive
than formerly, for as it is limited to the " waste
of the forest," and as all planting is now at an
end, while the existing young plantations are sub-

ject to enclosure, and thus free from the right it

follows that it can only be satisfied from the

ancient plantations of the Stuarts or of Eliza-

beth, which are the very woods standing most in

need of protection. In view of this destruction,

the Crown aut'norities have lost no opportunity of

buj'ing up the rights of all who would sell them
at a fair price. The number of loads or "cords '

of wood is thus reduced from 800 to 3(i7 in the
present year, which are held by forty-three owners,
about one-third belonging to one landlord. In
1883 the Commissioner of Woods, Sir Henry
Loch, introduced a Bill to buj' up all these fuel

rights at a price to ba decided either by arbitra-

tion or by the magistrates of the county in petty
sessions. The Bill was vigorously opposed by the
commoners, and though it readily passed through
the committee stage, yet, owing to press of busi-

ness, it did not become law, and the Crown
authorities have not renewed the good offer that
was thus rejected. The right thus remains as a
perpetual drain on the most precious part of the
forest. The origin of these rights is obscure. By
some it is contended that they were existent
before the actual formation of the forest. It is

very probable that the inhabitants of the district

did make what use they thought right of the
whole of the waste land at their doors ; but this

is hardly consistent with the idea of a "right,"
by which is implied a claim on the part of one
man to make certain use of the property of

another. Manwood says that the rights were
granted by the Crown as a sort of compensation
for the hardships inflicted by the enforcement of

the forest laws. This seems probable, and is an
explanation of the existence of the earlier rights.

So little is heard of these rights up to abDut the

year 1700, while there is so much written about
the forest that it would seem that they were few
in number, and, with the exception of the fuel

right, not of sufficient importance to attract

attention. During the eighteenth century they
come prominently into notice, and as during the

same period there is much said of the lack of order
in the forest and the need for enforcing the law
more strictly, it seems that the commoners availed

themselves of this state of things to possess them-
selves of the various rights without any further

claim than that of usurpation, upon whicli it is to

be feared the origin.al title of nine-tenths of these

claims rests. Precisely the same state of things

existed during the earlier part of this century,

and the commoners seem to have multiplied ex-

ceedingly, so that we may take it that while some
of the rights are very ancient, and held by grants
from the Crown—as, for instance, the Charter of

the Abbey of Beaulieu, given by King John—yet

that most of them came into being during the

150 years from 1700 to ISoO, and were acquired

by simple usurpation, which in time became a

prescriptive right. This explanation will show
what is the nature of the right claimed by the

commoners, the extent to which it has grown,
and the great impediment which it presents to

anything like arboriculture, even in such form
that the forest might be handed down to posterity

as a possession similar to that which we have in-

herited.

TiiK Xav.vl Survey of 1850.

To return to the legislation of 1850, which, as I

have said, was eminently utilitarian. One of the

first steps was to institute a survey to ascertain

what amount of timber fit for the navy was stand
ing in New Forest. It appears that none had
been supplied since 1833, and consequently a large

amount was found ready for use. During the

next few years a very large quantity was felled,

both to supply present wants and to clear the

ground for the planting of the area prescribed by
the Deer Removal Act. A second proceeding was
to complete the planting of the William III. legis-

lation, and to do this some fiOOO acres had to be
cleared and planted. As the commissioners were
bound to select, in the first place, land suitable

for the growth of navy timber, their choice was
restricted to the better land, all or nearly all of

which had at some time or another been enclosed

and planted. It was at this time that the

majority of the William III. woods were felled

and replanted. Much blame has been showered
on those in charge of the forest for acting thus,

but it is dithcult to see what other course they
could pursue. The plantations had been formed
solely in order that when mature they might
supply the navy ; they had arrived at the mature
sta^e, and contained a large amount of valuable

tinaber of which the navy stood in need. It was
impossible to resist the claim of the dockyards,
although to grant it involved the sacrifice of many
acres of beautiful woods, which were a source of

pleasure to the inhabitants of the locality, who
loudly protested against their removal. There was
the more excuse, because authority had bsen given
to replant, and every wood as it was cleared was
replaced by a young plantation, which is in most
cases now producing a crop of Oak that, at an
equal age, will vie with or surpass the older wood
which it has replaced. The pendulum had, how-
ever, swung too far. Before the whole of the

power obtained under the William III. Acts was
fully exhausted, or very soon after that given by
the Deer Removal Act had commenced to be put
in force, it was apparent that the eflfect of the

measure was to gradually cover the whole of the

forest with wood. The idea of this tilled the

commoners with apprehension, for they feared

that, in spite of the removal of the deer, the

amount of pasture, as the land became planted
up, would be much decreased. Moreover, the

new Act authorised the planting of trees other

than those for navy use, so that the inferior land

became available for the growth of Scotch Fir,

while a provision inserted ai the instance of the

commoners to guard against good land only being
taken compelled the formation of enclosures not
less in extent than 300 acre^ in each case, so that
the inconvenience to the inhabitants was in-

creased. Another important factor in the situa-

tion arose in the increasing appreciation shown by
the public of the beauties of the New Forest and
its value as a recreation ground. Perhaps most
important of all was the change that occurred in

the building of ships, whereby iron was substi-

tuted for wood, and British Oak, from being of

paramount national importance, became a drug
in the market. When, therefore, but 5000 acres

out of the 20,000 acres authorised by the Deer
Removal Act had been planted, and as soon as

the deer had been removed and the register of the
commoners completed, an agitation of the most
active kind was instituted by the commoners
against the further carrying out of the bargain of

1851. The public was led to believe that the en-

closures, which were made against the cattle of

the commoners for the protection of the young
trees, were reall}' intended to exclude it from the

forest altogether, and though nothing could be
further from the truth, the idea caught hold, and
the press were loud in their support of the com-
moners, and in their deprecation of the policy

which Parliament had so lately ordained. There
was much to be said in favour of an alteration of

that policy. With the cessation of the needs of

the dockyards for Oak timber, the pressing neces-

sity for a continuous supply came to an end. As
population increased, the wants of more open
spaces became more and more felt, and it was a
reasonable thing for the nation to decide that as

an open space the New Forest was of more value

than as a timber farm worth so many thousands
a 3-ear. The effect of

The First Great Exhibition

had begun to tell ; the a-sthetic education of the
people had commenced, and one of its first effects

was shown in the growing appreciation of beauti-

ful scenery. All these causes, after being at

work for some years, culminated in the practical

repeal of the Deer Removal Act, and in the pass-

ing of the Act of 1877, under which the forest is

now administered. But just as in the former
cise, the pendulum again swung too far. A
bitterness had been imported into the discussion,

which was as mischie\'ous as it was deplorable,

and, just as in 1851, the provisions of that Act, by
the excessive planting they ordained, resulted in

the long run in abolishing all planting whatever;
so now, in 1877, an Act was passed which, while
intending to provide for the preservation of the

woods of the forest, in reality prevented any steps

whatever being taken for that end. A hard and
fast line was drawn between plantations formed
since the ye.ar 1700 and those made previously.

The former alone were allowed to be re enclosed
or replanted, but as they were all well covered
with a crop of trees, the provision was of little or

no use. Under no circumstances may the whole
of the crop be removed from a single acre, so that

in the event of a last thinning being reached, or

a failure of the crop setting in, the decaying trees

must be left to perish at their leisure, and the

wood will have to wait till, by the hand of time
or some serious gale, it is cleared enough to admit
of a chance of regeneration by enclosing and
natural succession. As the time when this can

for the most part be done is in the dim future, it

is not worth while to speculate upon what may
then take place. But the case of the older woods
is widely different. These are naturally, from
their greater age, the very ones that stand most
in need of being specially protected, and call for

some steps to be taken to provide that they shall

be perpetuated in all their magnificent beauty.

Unhappily, the Act that in so many words ordains

that they shall be preserved, in the same breath

prevents that object being achieved. Under no

circumstances may one single rod of land outside

the limits of the "ear-marked" plantations be

enclosed against the cattle of the commoners. It

would be waste of time for me to enter into the
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impossibility of arboriculture on land that is open
to excessive grazing. Most of these woods are

far past their best, and are hastening to their

end ; every gale leaves gap after gap in their

ranks ; in all of the less recent of these gaps may
be seen hundreds of the young saplings and scions

of the ancient trees struggling up, only to be
gnawed down and destroyed or injured by the

cattle, except where kindly thickets of Blackthorn
here and there save them from the injury, and
show, as if in mockery, what a wealth of repro-

duction is in the soil if the simplest protection be
afforded, and Nature left to do her own work with
a free hand. This is prohibited by a well-meant
but ill-drawn Act. As things stand now, the old

woods of the forest, the glory of the greatest of

our national estates, are being slowly destroyed

by Act of Parliament ! Nothing is more certain

to the observant forester than that these woods,
under

The Present System,

are gradually diminishing, and that a second
generation will see the trees, from having
become a mere remnant of their former
selves, disappear altogether ; and so the best

land in the forest will become denuded entirely

of trees, and the property will be to posterity

but a shadow of what we now enjoy, owing
to the care and better management of our
ancestors. Arboriculture may for the present be
said to be dead in the chief national forest. It is

practically restricted to the thinning of a certain

number of plantations of no great age. From
these, revenue has to be obtained to keep up the

roads, drains, bridges, &c., over a vast tract of

unremunerative land, and as long as they can
perform the task, the country enjoys its vast park
free of cost. Planting is restricted to replenish-

ing the damage wrought by occasional fires or

similar disasters. A certain amount of planting

of single trees in the open spaces of the older

woods has been done, in the teeth of strenuous
opposition from the commoners or their allies :

but the great size of the trees that had to be used,

so that they might be safe from cattle, and the
consequent expense and numerous failures, have
proved this to be but a broken reed to rely upon
to stem the rapid decay of old woods past a cer-

tain stage of growth. For the latter part of this

century the managers of the forest are forced to

assume that position of lookers-on at decay and
deterioration which they were so heavily blamed
for voluntarily taking up during the first years

thereof. In fact, by a curious turn of the wheel,

the forest has gone back about 400 years, and is

again under rules such as governed it from
the days of the Red William to those in

which a revival first took place, and planting
or care of some kind was bestowed upon the
woods. The position is, however, curiously in-

verted. As by the old forest laws no subject
might cut woods, even on his own land, within
the " regard of the forest " for fear of interfering

with the prerogative of the Crown, so now the
Crown may not clear timber on its own land for

fear of interference with the pleasure of the sub-

ject ! Even the cutting of a few decayed trees

will generally provoke attacks in the newspapers,
and assertions that the law is being contravened !

And as in ancient days no man might erect a
house or building on his land, so now an enclosure
of any kind, even the smallest, made by the
Crown upon its own land is held to be contrary
to the latest law upon the subject, and the repre-

sentatives of the commoners watch jealously for

an occasion to put the letter of the law in force
against it. Thus to set four hurdles around a
group of young trees that are being destroyed by
the cattle, or to protect a spring of water from
pollution by a fence, would be held to be a
heinous offence against modern forest law, just as

in former days a man might " lose life or member "

for the like offence. A village or a house may be Notes from Ireland.— Early Peas prom s

reduced to the extremest danger for lack of a well, but they will be at least eight days later

supply of water or for the means to drain its this year on account of damaging north-east

premises, where the necessary land can only, winds. I commenced yesterday {.June 1) digging

by reason of the circumstances, be found in fine tubers of Sutton's A 1 Potato. I have never

the adjoining forest ; but it may perish from epi- 1 before been able to dig the earliest kidney on

demic disease before it can, save by the costly

intervention of Parliament, obtain so much as one
rod of waste land from whence to draw a supply
of unpolluted water, or on to which to convey out
of harm's way its accumulating sewage. Nay,
even in cases where the aid of Parliament has
been sought, opposition has sprung up to prevent
dwellers in this forest from obtaining those ad-

vantages which they would readily obtain if they
lived outside the verge. In this way we have a
reproduction of the ancient hardships of the old

forest law, such as were found intolerable in the

days of Magna Charta, and may be said to have
reverted to the condition of affairs that prevailed
si.x centuries ago, bjth in syU'icultural as well a'?

in other matters. What the next turn of the

wheel may bring it is impossible to foretell ; but
it is to be hoped that the reaction from the pre-

sent state of affairs may not, as on former occa-

sions, be too great a one, and will be only such as

may remedy the existing evils, and may tend to

preserve the beauties as well as the usefulness, in

all respects, of this magnificent national inherit-

ance.

To the student of arboriculture the New Forest
will always be a most interesting field for observa-
tion. In it, as I have explained, may be traced

the earliest efforts of our ancestors in the direction

of tree cultivation, sometimes successfully, some-
times thwarted by adverse circumstances. The
results of the various methods may be watched,
from the first days of encoppicing and farming
out, with its attendant shrouding and pollarding.

The later method of sowing mast broadcast and
leaving it to take its chance can be seen, but in

this and the foregoing case we have only the

successes to judge by—the failures have long been
wiped out. Later on we come to the more
modern methods of planting according to the

style introduced by Evelyn, and of the introduc-

tion of nurses of the coniferous kind. The effects

of the too rapid removal of the nurse and of its

being left till too late can all be seen by those

who will observe and will take pains to learn the

history of the district. Still later we come to

those plantations that afford an object-lesson in

the reclamation of waste land, and which show
what can be done with land that is good for no

other kind of cultivation, and in some cases will

not even do to plant. We have also admirable
specimens of natural reproduction by the simple

method of enclosure and leaving the parent trees

to seed the ground. Although for the present all

progressive arboriculture is at a standstill, never-

theless, much may be learnt from what was done
more or less continuously up to twenty years ago.

Many kinds of tree have been tried in the forest

by way of experiment. Some forty years ago
large consignments of the seed of the Deodar were
received from India, and the experiment of grow-

ing them was well tried in the New Forest. Ex-

cept in a few favoured spots where they have done
very well they have proved a failure, and the

result of the experiment may be traced by any-

one desirous of testing it. The Douglas Fir has

also been largely tried, under rather rougher con-

ditions than prevail in the well-kept pinetum of

most ardent arboriculturists, and is a most pro-

nounced success. Many others of the best of the

coniferie have been planted in groups or in

avenues, and form objects of great beauty, afford-

ing illustrations of varying success that are in-

structive. Possibly at some future time this

forest may be again available for experiments that

are of interest to the whole world of tree planters,

but until that time arrives a good deal may be

learnt from what has been done before all enter-

prise of the kind was abolished.—The Hon.
Gerald Lasoelles, Deputy Surveyor, in the Royal

Scottish Arhorkaltural Society's Tramact ions.

June 1 here in the open, nor before the 10th.

Sutton's A 1 is a grand Potato, and with me has

been earlier than any kidney I have ever tried.

Strawberries are promising excaedingly well, and
I have to-day (June 2) gathered a nic3 dish.

Black Currants and Rispb^rries promise 'well.

Apples, Pears, and Plums showed abundance of

bloom, but have suffered severely from high cut-

ting winds. Sutton's First Crop Cauliflower is

almost fit, and Walcheren sown in August is just

turning in. Carrots sown under glass have been
very useful, and will in about ten days be followed

by nice roots in the open.— Joiix Williams, The
OardenSj Annestown, Tramore, Co. Waterford.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PROFITABLE PEACHES FOR FORCING.
In these days, when large quantities of Peaches
are needed for special purposes, the cultivator

cannot afl'ord to grow those kinds which are not

reliable. After a fair trial both of trees in pots

and planted out, I have reduced my list of pro-

fitable kinds to very small dimensions. Variety,

as far as it goes, is interesting, and where large

quantities of one kind are not needed there is

a great charm in noting the characteristics of

the diflerent kinds ; but where quantity is

required, only those kinds that are reliable and
productive should be grown. I find small

Peaches are little favoured by the consiiniT,

and those who send to market know too well

what seconds mean. Those that colour well are

always favourites, not but that the beraitiful

pale-coloured large Peaches are in request, but

these are later and do not force so freely. It

may be asked. Why .should varieties be omitted

that are known to be of better ijuality ? How-
ever, one cannot study the flavour as much Jis

he would wish, because the best flavoured fruits

are not the most pi-oductive and do not force so

freely.

Doubtless many persons will feel inclined to

add to my select list of forcing varieties, but it

must be remembered that my note refers only

to those that are productive, as tlie Peach that

fails to set a crop, even under the most careful

management, is not profitable. My most profit-

able forcing Peach is Amsden June, an Ameri-

can variety, and one of the earliest to mature.

It is a vigorous grower and appears to like hard

forcing. The fruits are of a good size and of a

beautiful colour. I planted a tree of this variety

six years ago. It has been hard forced and
never failed, and, what is more remarkable, I

have been obliged to remove the adjoining trees

to give the Amsden June room. It will doubt-

less fill the house in time. Alexander was

planted in the same house. This was a failure,

as the buds dropped badly, whereas in Amsden
June this does not happen ; indeed, the fruit

sets far too freely. I thinned the bloom where

badly placed, a proceeding anyone would hesi-

tate to do with some of the earlier Peaches

at the season named. Any variety that crops

year after year with so little trouble must be-

come a great favourite, and it needs little forc-

ing to get ripe fruit in May. I place this variety

before all others for first supplies, and as re-

gards flavour it is not inferior in that respect,

as the fruit is very juicy and rich for the time

of year. I have gathered this variety in the

middle of April, but of course do not advise

such hard forcing. With the American Peaches

grown for hard forcing I have found it advis-

able to lay in plenty of small wood, as on this

the fruit is produced. On the stnmg wood

there is less fruit. If the trees are allowed to

carry heavy crops, there will be less tendency

to gross wood.
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My next selection, Hale's Early, is likewise

an American introduction, but better known.
This is a splendid Peach in every way,

and if the Americans liad not sjiven us any
other variety this one should make us grate-

ful, as it has few equals if crop, quality,

and good forcing points are considered. I

need not describe this variety, as it is well

known, having been a good few years in

this country and much grown on walls for its

early cropping. This variety rarely fails to

crop well, and the fruits are much liked for

their size, colour, and good flavour. With me
it sets well even when forced hard. I noted

some excellent fruits of this variety at the

recent Temple show, Mr. Featherley having for

several years staged this Peach at this show.

Hale's Early is quite a fortnight later than

Amsden June, and grown in the same house

forms a good succession to the earlier variety.

Dr. Hogg is an excellent variety to follow

Hale's Early. The fruits are large and it sets

freely, but should have the coolest part of the

house. I have had it fail grown over hot-water

pipes, but do grandly on a back wall with the

earlier kinds named above on the front trellis.

This will not stand hard forcing like the kinds

advised, so that when planting this should be
borne in mind. G. Wvtues.

PeachEarly Alfred.—This isan excellent open-
airPeach, as the fruitsare large and richly Havoured.
Few varieties are so hardy as this. I have grown it

on an east wall in the southern parts of the country,
but in less favourable localities would advise a

south or west aspect. The fruits ripen early in

August. I have had splendid fruits in June from
forced trees. Its value is doubtless as an open-air
variety, as the trees are so free of canker and
make a free growth. This Peach was raised from
a Nectarine by Mr. Rivers and has large flowers.

It is a freestone, with a pale straw-coloured skin
on the shady side, dotted with bright crimson on
the opposite side. It is a free bearing variety.

This season the earlier Peaches on open walls are
none too plentiful, having suffered by the gale at
the end of March. This variety on a west wall is

bearing freely ; indeed, I rarely miss having a
crop, being obliged to thin freely most seasons.

—S. H. B.

Thinning' Cherries on walls.—The heavy
crops set on both dessert and Morello Cherries
point to the necessity for early thinning, as ad-
vised recently by Mr. Wythes. No doubt the
trees and crops suffer when so thickly set as they
are this year, unless some steps are taken to re-

lieve them at an early date. Mr. Wythes is quite
right in his assumption that thinning is left

undone from fearof a further reduction by dropping
naturally. Being so subject to the attacks of

black aphis, too, is another reason why the Cherry
crop is left unthinned in many cases, for when
this from any cause gets full possession of the
trees it is not easily eradicated, and crippled
foliage brought about by this terrible pest invari-

ably ends in a partial loss of the crop. There are
already indications of an attack of black fly on
Morello trees, which points to the necessity of

preparing a remedy, and the sooner one attends
to such an important matter, the less trouble will

there be in effecting a clearance of the enemy,
and the better the prospect of a crop. On light

soils an early mulching of the border will be at-

tended with good results, but trees i i cold soils and
on north walls will this season scarcely need this

provision against drought.—W. S.

Gooseberry caterpillars.—Up to the time
of writing, these have not been in evidence, but
the immunity is attributable to the cuckoo, which
visits the trees in the evening when all is quiet.
I have found the same thing occur repeatedly,
and it is seldom that our trees become defoliated
to any extent so long as the cuckoo remains with
us and is not unduly disturbed. Lime and soot
mixed or used separately are remedies with some

growers, but the fruit when gathered needs to be
washed before it is fit to be used, unless there are

heavy rains to wash it clean while on the trees.

Hellebore powder put on in a dry state with a

dredger, or mixed in water and syringed on the
trees soon makes a clearance, but the fruit must
not be used for some time, or until the poisonous
properties are evajiorated. Petroleum emulsions
I have not used, but have noted a clearance by their

use in other gardens. Care must be exercised in

applying petroleum, or much injury may be done.
The sun acting on the freshly applied oil quickly
destroj'S the foliage, and the same evil occurs if

the oil is not well mixed with the water before it is

syringed on. A vigorous shaking of the trees dis-

lodges a great many, which, if sheets were pre-

viously' spread under the trees, could be gathered
up and destroyed, or they could be treated with
a heavy dusting of dry, hot lime.—W. S.

MANAGEMENT OF VINE BORDERS.
I.N a general way market Grape growers do not
concrete the bottom of their Vine border.s, neither
do they go to much expense in changing the soil.

But no man would embark his capital in Grape
growing as a commercial speculation on a bad
site. He looks out for a soil that requires nothing
beyond manure to make it suitable for the object
in view. I fancy the day for making large exca-
vations for Vine borders is passing away. If the
subsoil is not quite the thing, or if the situation

is damp and cold, m.ake the border altogether
above the ground level and save the expense of

digging out the soil and carting it away. The
Vines will certainly do better with their roots
lifted out of the cold, damp border and brought
up into the genial sunlight. And there is another
and a further advantage attending this. The
cultivator may, if he likes, easily keep touch of

the roots of his Vines, just in like manner as he
has full command over the branches.
As regards top-dressing the border, if the food

supply is ample both as regards moisture and
manurial stimulants, not forgetting that essential

ingredient, lime, the roots will keep near the sur-

face. When Vines get out of reach, which they
frequently do in the lioles usually dug out of the
cold subsoil to receive them, it is because there
was no regular supply of food close at hand, and
they were compelled to go in search of it. Water
is the great necessity of vegetable life, and when a
Vine border becomes too dry for healthy root
action, the instinct of self-preservation, which is as

powerful in the vegetable as in the animal king-
dom, teaches the roots where to go for moisture,
and under the impulse of the drooping leaves the
roots descend to where water can be found. This
always leads to derangement of the condition
of the plants and brings on all sorts of evils, and
renders root-lifting a necessity at no very distant
day. This also is Nature's way of teaching the
careless or unobservant cultivator that in future
it will be better and cheaper to place a supply of

food and water—especially the latter—within
easy reach of the roots. Top-dressings of bone-
meal may be given to both inside and outside
borders now. A mixture of guano and nitrate of

soda has considerable effect as a change for one
season or so. In the old days very good Grapes
were grown in old-fashioned houses without arti-

ficial stimulants ; but this is an age of progress,
and tlie wise man takes advantage of e\'ery aid to

growth the chemist and the manure manufacturer
place at his disposal, and it is certain that money
laid out upon artificial stimulants for Vines will

pay if judiciously employed. It is customary at

this season to mulch Vine borders, but in doing
so it is as well to bear in mind that though this

may check evaporation, and may to a certain ex-

tent husband the resources of moisture in the
border, it will not make soil already dry moist.

It may be, perhaps, stated that a border lifted up
above the ground-level increases the labour, and
it does so to a certain extent undoubtedly, but
compensation is found in the fact that it offers

facilities for making the water that must be
given a carrier of the necessary stimulants which

will expand the bunches, swell out the berries,

and increase the strength and productiveness of

the plant generally. Very few inside borders, un-
less special facilities exist for watering, get mois-
ture enough to enable the plants to do their best.

Grower.

Peach Belle Bauce.— Those who need late

Peaches will find the above valuable, as it is large
and of first-rate quality. I am surprised this

variety is not more largely grown for September
supplies. It ripens from ten days to a fortnight
after Grosse Mignonne. In appearance it is not
unlike this, but a much finer fruit and has the
same good (lualities as regards flavour and crop-
ping. The fruits are highly coloured, the skin
being covered with a deep red. I have had this

Peach ripe early in September during the last two
seasons from trees on a south-west wall. The hot
summer, however, favoured early ripening, the
middle or third week in September being its

season. Belle Bauce is not so vigorous as Barring-
ton, but with me it crops quite as well, and in a
cool house is really a grand Peach. On very light

poor soils I have noted a tendency to stone-

splitting.— S. H. B.

Strawberry Royal Sovereign.—I am quite
in accord with those who have written in favour
of this as a forcing variety, and believe that it will

hold the field for that purpose until something
better is raised. There is one p:)int in its favour
that I do not remember to have sten mentioned,
and perhaps my experience may be solitary, but
I have found it remarkably free from red spider

at all times, and if this is general, the boon is a
great one. This year I have had it side by side

with La Grosse Sucn-e, which has hitherto been
grown as one of my forcing varieties, because of

its free seating under difficulties, and while the

latter became simply poisoned with spider in con-

sequence of the weather not being suitable for

syringing, the former remained quite free even
where the plants came into actual contact with
each other. The other points of merit in Royal
Sovereign I need not mention, but I take this

opportunity of answering " A. D.'s " (|uery as to

the Strawberries I force. I have reduced them
to three, viz., Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Royal
Sovereign and La Grosse Sucr<!e, and I think the

last at least will have to give way in favour of the

newer variety.—J. C. Tallack.

The season's fruit prospects.—It seems
very probable that again this year we shall see

verified in relation to our prospective fruit crops

the old saying, " Much cry and little wool."

Writers on every hand, and especially in the

general press, have been elotjuent over the

wondrous wealth of bloom seen on fruit trees in

every direction and of the splendid fruit crop to

follow. Those who have watched the seasons for

many years have so often found exceeding dis-

parity between the bloom promise and the fruit

fulfilment, that they are seldoni, in such case

as was the bloom promise of the present year,

optimistic. There was far too much bloom on
the trees, and the result is, so far as it is yet

possible to ascertain, generally a very moderate
set of fruit. Cherries always bloom profusely,

and whilst, all the same, the crop of fruit varies

this year, everywhere there is great promise.

But Plums and Pears flowered profusely, and the

results seem with both fruits to be a very thin

set relatively. It may be early to tell of Apples

yet, but the fallen bloom indicates a thin fruit set

on these also. Probably the best fruit crops of the

season will be found on Cherries, Gooseberries and
Strawberries in the open ; and on walls. Peaches

and Nectarines, for in many directions these have

set abundantly. Unless there be some rigid thin-

ning of fruit spurs on the trees during the

winter, I do not see very well how we are to

avoid having a big bloom on most trees again

next spring, for a sparse fruit crop will doubtless

lead to abundant spur formation. As to the spurs

of the past winter, none could well have been

plumper or produced under more favourable con-

ditions than the previous autumn furnished. No
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doubt many writers will again, as hitherto, ascribe

the thinness of the set to frost and bitincr winds.

But Apples bloomed late and suffered little from

frosts, though perhaps somewhat from heavy

rains. Still, with these, as with Pears and Plums,

the few seem to be saved and the many have

fallen. The .July reports will tell us exactly how
we stand, but they cannot possibly be highly

favourable.—A. D.

Rose Garden.

AYRSHIRE ROSES.

It speaks volumes for the beauty and constitu-

tion of these grand old Roses that they still

succeed in holding their own. For the draping

of arches, arbours, summer-houses, scrambling

over rocks, clothing banks, running up or

depending from trees, rambling through or

forming rough masses in woods, few Roses
equal the Ayrshire.

As to the culture of Ayrshire Roses, nearly

all depends on the position. Of course if used

to clothe formal arches, arbours, summer-
houses, &c. , a little pruning and training may
be needed to prevent their growing wild, un-

duly encroaching on other objects, or running
all over the place. But to have Ayrshire Roses
in perfection they should hardly be pruned or

trained. Give them a yard or so of good soil

to grow in, cut out any weak wood, and unless

the plants are strong cut the shoots hard back

to force a vigorous start, and then let them
have their heads and shift for themselves. Of
course they will be on their own roots, as

Ayrshire Roses will root as freely -as Goose-

berries or Currants if put in at about the same
time and treated in a similar manner. If in-

serted with a heel, they will root with all the

more certainty. But to grow these or indeed

any other Roses to the highest perfection, the

roots must have a good larder. This is one
of those practical difficulties of detail often

overlooked by amateurs and others, to their

bitter disappointment. It is so easy to

say, clothe that house or wall, cover that

bald, ugly roof with Ayrshire or other Roses,

or let them run up and drape with beauty

an ugly pollard or bald, bare tree. But
such scenes of beauty can only be successfully

repeated in certain conditions of food supply

and due preparation. For example, we can

but seldom have a fresh start. A vacant place

where we want to place our plants of Ayrshire

or other scrambling Roses is already crammed
full of the roots of trees, bushes, weeds, or other

plants, or if not, it will be the moment we dis-

turb it or place anything specially tempting or

good in it. Place a yard or half a yard of

good loam mixed with manure in any of those

semi - wild apparently vacant spaces, against

trees, banks, or walls which we desire to clothe

or drape with our Roses, and see what hosts of

alien roots will forthwith hasten into and ex-

haust our Roses' food. This robbery and
exhaustion of Rose or other plant food are

worst against trees. No tree can be trusted as

too old to turn aside its roots from such new
and tempting larders. The surest remedy, and
it will last for years, is to sink a cask into the

ground where you wish to plant your Rose,
first boring a small hole or two in the bottom
for drainage ; then adding a few crocks so dis-

posed as to let the water out and hinder as far

as possible the roots from entering. Then till

the barrel with the Rose soil and plant the
Rose in it. From this point all will be smooth
sailing. A few dwindling or weakly branches,
should such appear, may be cut right back to

the root-stock, and will result in the springing

up of exceptionally strong shoots for running
up chimneys or tall trees. And for the rest,

let the Roses ramble and grow unchecked at

their own sweet will.

After the growth and the prodigal blooming
of years, should these Roses show signs of

weakness, solid top-dressings of good manure
or thorough saturations of sewage or otlier liquid

feeders will restore them to or sustain them
in their original beauty. But it should never
be forgotten that such a profusion of growth
and prodigality of blossoming cannot be sus-

tained through a series of years unless the root

larders are liberally replenished with good things

and carefully guarded against the scramble for

food.

Mrs. Newman, of Hazelhurst, Haslemere,
who sent us the photo from which the illustra-

tion was prepared, writes as follows :
—

The first Rose arch in the Hazelhurst garden
was required as a screen or entrance from the

trouble and difficulty to get it back. After
six years the woodwork showed signs of decay,
and material for rebuilding had to be con-
sidered. Iron was suggested, and, by way of

experiment, was tried in another place rither
more sheltered. The very next year this iron

arch was blown out of all shape, and became
1
useless. It was a lesson not to use iron. By this

time a good many other arches had been erected
and were wearing out. It is awkward, unpleasant
work to renew an arch with its great weight of

prickly Rose shoots, and to be done only at the
longest intervals possible. Larch was decided
on as material for all new work, and with con-

siderable labour it was generally introduced. It

has now stood three years, has always looked
well, and does not show the slightest sign of

giving out. Alice Gray has proved so vigorous
as to require two subsidiary arches to use the
growth from the original plant. Other Roses
that have done well for this purpose are Dundee
Rambler, Ruga.TheGarland, and Felicit ;-Perpetue.

The Noisettes seem unable to cope with the more
sturdy growth of the ever-

greens and Ayrshires.

An arch of Ayrshire Roses. From a photograph by Mrs. Neivman,
Hazelhurstf Haslemere.

drive to the more private part of the garden. It

was exposed to the full blast of the south-west
wind, and thus would act also as a wind-break.
After consideration. Oak was chosen as the mate-
rial for the arch, not heart Oak, but substantial

boughs ; the straighter lengths were picked out
and sunk some .3 feet into the ground. They
were made double and joined by cross-pieces of

rustic work. Here were planted in deeply-dug
well -manured ground, Ahce Gray, Adelaide
d'Orleans, and Bouquet d'Or. The second year
the arch was well covered and gave a good dis-

play ; afterwards the covering became dense, and
Bouquet d'Or retired from the contest, and has
since run over the house in a different direction.

In heavy gales much of the mass of Roses
has been blown out of place and occasioned

Rose Nardy. — This
Rose was brought out in

1889 by MM. P. and C.

Nabonnand, of Golfe-

Juan. The variety is a
seedling from Gloire de
Dijon. The main stem
is so rigid that it attains

sometimes nearly 12 feet

high without a bend and
without support, so that
it is in fact a delightful

bushy tree. In the south
of Europe it sometimes
attains a height of 14

feet. The leaves are very
large, of a tine green and
very ornamental. The bud
is enormous and globular.

In La Brie it is cultivated
for cutting, the long stems
of the flower adapting it

for bouquets. The flower

is much larger than that
of Gloire de Dijon, opens
well, and is of a handsome
salmony - coppery yellow
colour.

Rose Mabel Morri-
son (H. P.). —All the
Baroness Rothschild tribe

hav'eone great merit, and
that is the blooms, ap-
pearing as they do upon
stiff, moderately vigorous
stems, show up well upon
the plant. Perhaps this

showy quality they possess
somewhatcompensates for

their want of fragrance.
The above Rose was a
sport from Baroness Roth-
schild, and was found
by a shoemaker named
Broughton, who disposed

of it to the late Mr. Bennett. It has achieved
notoriety as the reputed parent of Her Majesty.
Apart from this it is a lovely Rose, with its

simple, perfectly-cupped, semi-double flowers of

almost snowy whiteness. Of course, it is not so

lasting as Merveille de Lyon, but many prefer

the simple beauty of its semi-double flowers to

those of the more majestic Merveille de Lyon.
Mabel Morrison is an excellent Rose for forcing

and a very free seeder, but I cannot recommend
it, as I think we have enough scentless Roses
alreadj'.—P.

Rose Ethel Brownlow (Tea).—Where Rosea
are cultivated for garden decoration only, and
no attempt made by thinning out shoots and dis-

budding to produce show blooms, one would
hardly believe that the above variety has some-
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times gained the silver medal as the best Tea
Rose in the exhibition. It is a very free-flowering

Rose, but the blooms, although pretty as button-

hole flowers, are decidedly small. Let it be

grown, however, as a standard, severely thin the

growths of all laterals and disbud freely, giving

at the same time some good manure, and some
wonderful flowers will be produced that will well

repay anyone for the extra trouble involved. No
Rose, unless it be Catherine Mermet and seedlings

from it, can approach the variety under notice in

the ideal form, namely, good pointed centre.

The colour is rosy flesh, shaded with yellow at the

base, and the growth is very free. It should be

added that fine weather is necessary to see this

Rose at its best. Under glass, either as a pot

plant or planted out, it does well.

Societies and Exhibitions.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The fifty-ninth anniversary dinner of this institu-

tion took place on Wednesday evening last in the

Whitehall Rooms, Hotel M(5tropole, when, through
the regrettable absence of the Duke of Portland

from ill-health, the chair was kmdly taken at the

last moment by Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart. Anni-

versary dinners are much like one another, but

we have never been present at a more pleasant

gathering than the one on Wednesday. Amongst
chose present were the Dean of Rochester (the

Very Rev. S. Reynolds-Hole), Messrs. H. J.

Veitch. Arthur Sutton, N. Sherwood, Geo. Monro,
G. A. Dickson, Arthur Turner, .J. James, A. F.

Barron, J. Hud-on, Geo. Wythes, J. H. Laing,

W. Baker, H. Planning, .J. G. Veitch, J. Veitch,

«,nd many others.

After the usual loyal toasts had been proposed,

the chairman wished " Continued Success to the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution," and
in a commendably brief and interesting speech
urged the claims of the institution. He re-

minded those who had the interest of the

gardener at heart that the need for this in-

stitution was very pressing. It encouraged
the principle of self-help by giving preference in

granting relief to those who had subscribed to it.

Sir Oswald was happy in his remark relating to

•employers, who, he said, would be wise if they did
the same, and when their employes were old and
sick and in receipt of help from societies to which
they had subscribed in times of prosperity to give
their assistance also. All gardeners if possible

should become subscribing members.
Mr. H. J. Veitch, the treasurer, who responded

to this toast, was warmly welcomed. He said

the Duke ha<l written regretting deeply his in-

ability to be present, but oiTered to take the chair

on some future occasion. He was pleased to say
that the institution had prospered during the
past year. There were 168 pensioners on the list,

and thirty-four pressing cases waiting for election.

The number of applicants had more than doubled
during the past year, when they also established
the Victorian Era Fund, which was to give tem-
porary relief to candidates waiting for pensions.

They asked for £5000, and had obtained £4000,
which was satisfactory indeed considering the tre-

mendous efforts made on all sides in 1897 to raise

funds. The interest from this fund will go to the
relief of persons not yet elected, as previously
mentioned. Mr. Veitch referred to the legacy
left by Mr. Thomson to the institution, an ex-

ample that might be followed.

The Dean of Rochester made a happy speech,
which provoked continuous laughter, when pro-

posing the toast of "Gardening," to which Mr.
Arthur Sutton responded. Mr. Sutton pressed
home the importance of encouraging the auxil-

iaries, to which Mr. Veitch also made allusion in

his address.
A new toast was " Our Country Friends," pro-

posed by Mr. George Monro, who said that this

was the first occasion upon which it had been pro-

posed. He alluded to the great help that came
from countr3' friends, and to this toast Mr.
George A. Dickson replied. The health of the
chairman was jiroposed by Mr. Sherwood, and
brought a very pleasant evening to a close.

We must not forget one impromptu toast, and
that was "The Secretarj'," Mr. George Ingram.
All who have watched Mr. Ingram's keen interest
in this institution will be pleased to know that
his efforts are appreciated. He thoroughly
deserved all the good words spoken of him.
The musical arrangements and the decoration

of the tables were faultless.

Mr. Ingram announced that the list of subscrip-
tions and donations amounted to £23r)0, including
50 guineas and 10 guineas annual subscription
from the chairman, 50 guineas from the Duke of

Portland, 50 guineas from Mr. Harry Veitch,
100 guineas from Messrs. Rothschild, and 100
guineas from ilr. Arthur Sutton (50 guineas of

this for Victorian Era Fund) ; Leonard Sutton,
£.50. Mr. Monro's list was upwards of £130 ;

Mr. Sherwood, 50 guineas ; Mr. Coleman, 50
guineas, &c.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next
fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society will be held on Tuesdaj-, .June 14, in the
Drill Hall, .James Street, Westminster, 1 to 5 p.m.
This will he the first meeting at which the Sher-
wood £10 10s. silver cup for annuals and biennials

will be competed for. A lecture on " Hybrid Or-
chids " will be given by Mr. James O'Brien at
3 o'clock.

Notes of the Week.

Cheirantlius Marshalli. — The exceptional
colour of this plant renders it well-nigh unique, and
certainly among the best subjects both for the rock
garden and for spring bedding where the latter is made
a feature. The above an<l C. alpinus are now quite
a mass of colour and of especial value.

Dryas octopetala.—A beautiful patch of this at

Kew nearly ;i feet across is just now smothered with
its handsonn' white flowers that are not much raised

above the close, low-spreading growth. D. Drum-
mondi, a trailing kind, is less frequently seen than
this, yet a good plant in certain suitable positions.

Eremurus himalaicus.—A fine group of this

species is among the attractions of the moment in the
upper portions of the rock garden at Kew, where four
handsome spikes may be seen. One of these, so far

as could be determined, appeared to be nearly 10 feet

in height. The same species was abundant at the
recent Temple show.

Aquilegia Stuarti.—This handsome species is

among the best of dwarf kinds now in bloom, and a
goodly-sized mass in full flower constituted a con-
spicuous feature in Mr. Perry's group at the Temple
show. The dwarf, sturdy character of this kind, as
also its great freedom, should render it welcome gener-
ally in the rock garden.

Lychnis Haageana.—A well-flowered example
of this brilliant perennial was in Messrs. Jackman's
group at the Temple show. This is certainly among
the most showy of border nlants. the individual flowers
very large and freely produced on sturdy, leafy stems
not more than 2 feet high. Deep, rich and compara^
tively light soils suit this group of hardy flowers.

Heuehera sanguinea var. alba.—Th's is

simply a pure white variety of a well-known plant.

The type in some soils is sliy flowering, possibly the
outcome of excessive drought. In all such the tuft

should be parted biennially and the ground well
manured. In some shady positions where extremes of
dryness do not obtain, the typical kind often flowers
grandly.

Iris criRtata.—Some lovely patches of this pretty
sneeies are flowering abundantly in the rock garden at
Kew at the present time, where it is quite a feature.
The species is not pirticular as to soil, but appears to
appreciate a rather firm surface, and will raise its

rhizomes on this and flourish. In quite light soil, and
again in heavy soil of a clayey nature, the plant
flowers well when established.

Maianthemum trifolium.—A soHtary spike,
or even a dozen, gives no idea of the exquisite beauty
of this pretty plant when it has formed handsome and

spreading patches 2 feet or more across. In such con-
dition its pure white spikes are singularly pretty and
neat ; indeed, in the latter respect both in foliage and
flower the plant may be regarded as almost unique.
It is now flowering freely at Kew.
Rhododendron myrtifolium album.—This

is perhaps the divarfest member of its race, the
smallest plants barely 3 inches high, each bearing a
truss of pure white blossoms. This pigmy little

member of a most showy race should find a suitable
'uome among choice rock shrubs, where in company
with such as Daphne rupestris and other similar
genera it would prove an acquisition.

Primula capitata.—It is obvious that I am in
error in confusing the above with another well-known
Himalayan species, viz., P. denticulata. as having done
so well in Mr. Dod's garden at Edge Hall. Nothing
was further from my thoughts than to misrepresent
facts as stated by Mr. Dod, and I hasten to say it is

due entirely to my having trusted to memory whereby
the two species were thus confused.—E. J.

Onosma Boo rgsei.—Though quite distinct from
other members of this small group, the species here
noted em scarcely be regarded in the Ught of a gener-
ally useful rock plant. Less showy and indeed less
beautiful than the ever -welcome and showy O.
tauricum, it appears also less vigorous and free in the
numbers of its rather smaller pale cream-coloured
blossoms. It is a native of Armenia.

Ixiolirion Ledebouri is a very distinct and
desirable species that so far is but little known or
grown in gardens, yet deserving more general cultiva-
tion. It is, perhaps, not sufficiently hardy to be placed
in the ordinary border, but where a punny position
exists for such things as Calochorti, Zephrjanthes,
&c., the above should find a congenial home. The
delicate lilac-mauve flowers are very distinct.

Fritillaria reeurva.—Quite recently we have
seen much of this species in flower, a proof, we trust,

tliut it is either more plentiful or that its culture is

better understood than formerly. It is quite unique
in its scarlet recurving blossoms, and if greater per-
manent vigour could he secured, it would be of
much value in the choice border or in the rock gar-
den. In loam, peat and sand in equal parts it grows
quite freely.

Chrysanthemum segetum.—What a bright-
coloured bloom this is, and so large and beautiful
when autunm sown. I have several hundred plants
now in flower on the Daffodil ridges, also the blus
Cornflower. The yellow of the one and the blue of
the other mixed with the bronze foliage of Epi-
mediumsare most lasting in a cut state, the Chrysan-
themum lasting for three weeks in water.— \V'. B.
Harti.anii, Cork.

Eremurus robustus Elwesianus.—A giant
spike of this noble kind, some 8 feet in height, was a fine

feature in Mr. Ware's group at the recent Temnle
show. It was perhaps the most perfect spike of its kind
yet seen, and from base to summit was without flaw.

Quite half, possibly much more, of its entire length was
crowded with the delicate flesh-tinted flo\vers, the
latter on short stalks 3 inches long so arranged as to

constitute a perfect column-like pyramid of blossom.

Anthyllis montana is a creeping alpine of ster-

ling worth and withal of no common order, yet so

beautiful a species is not so often seen as its merits
really deserve. The soft, downy nature of the close-

growing prostrate tufts of which the plant is com-
posed is a feature, and wlien studded with the crimson,
white-striped heads of flowers is most pleasing. The
plant is of quite easy culture, and when well cared for

soon forms a good-sized tuft of its spreading woolly
leaves.

Rosa gigantea.— Of two plants of Rosa
gigantea planted in autumn, 1891, one perished
in the spring of 1895 ; the other—on west wall of

my house some 10 feet or 12 feet high—is quite
healthy, but has never shown any sign of bloom.
The first two cold winters, though protected, it

was cut to the ground, but has not been since,

though without protection except a heavy mulch.
Last winter it remained more or less evergreen,
but the leaves are not so large as in the earlier

years.— .J. R. D., lieiijate.

Flowers from Winchmore Hill.—I send
you per separate post a few flowers of Pentstemon
Menziesi. I have a clump nearly 3 feet across
with over 300 flower-spikes. It is a plant, I think,
well worth figuring. I also send two flowers of

hybrid Poppies, one quite d new shade of colour
and the other most distinct in form from any
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other. Geum montanum var. aurantiacum is also

a seedling, and is quite distinct in character and
colour from either of its parents, G. Heldreichi

and montanum.

—

Amos Perry, Jun.
*,* The Pentstemon is charming in form and

colour.

—

Ed.
Iris Leichtlini.—This lovely species was one

of the most beautiful things in Messrs. Wallace
and Co.'s group at the recent Temple show. It

is perhaps one of the most exquisitely marked
of all, the standards of a distinct smoky bronze

and shaded blue, the falls violet and bronze. The
most striking characteristic in this species is the

erect deep azure-blue beard or crest on the upper

part of the falls. This is probably unique. The
lovely I. iberica, the noble I. atrofusca emitting

its unique fragrance, and several forms of 1.

Korolkowi, notably I. K. violacea, I. K. concolor,

&c., were great attractions in the same exhibit.

Pinguicula grandiflora (Butterwort).—One
of the prettiest plants in flower just now is the

above, the Irish Butterwort, yet not so freely cul-

tivated as may be expected when the beauty of the

plant is considered. Essentially moisture-loving,

Pinguiculas give but little trouble if rightly

placed. To ^ome extent a position akin to that

for Ramondia would be suitable if greater mois-

ture were forthcoming. Some kinds will grow
quite well on the face of a moist rock, but more
generally suitable is a slight projecting ledge of

rock where a handful of Sphagnum and soil may
be placed and opportunity afforded the roots for

entering to the soil behind. The violet-purple

blossoms of this plant are now very attractive,

and where freely grouped in moist or wet peaty
beds with hardy Sarracenias or Cypripediums, are

very pretty.

Cytisus Adami.—I have sent you this morn-

ing per passenger train a branch of Laburnum from

a tree which has three distinct sorts growing on

one branch. I was obliged to cut it to get it into

the box. The dull-looking flower smells very

gweet—indeed, quite different from the yellow.

I should like to know if you have ever seen any-

thing like it before on one tree.—W. Richard-son,

Jiassoi-ts Nurserie-'i.

*^' Your tree is the curious hybrid Cytisus

Adami, and shows Cytisus purpureus (small

leaved), Cytisus Laburnum (yellow flowers), and

Cytisus Adami with large pale purple flowers.

This last is supposed to be a graft hybrid between

0. purpureus and C. Laburium, and cases are

very fretjuent of all three varieties growing on the

same tree.

—

Ed.
Flowers in the North. — Having been

through my shrubberies and gardens this morn-

ing and thinking they looked specially lovely, I

picked a few specimens of the blooms which
struck me most, and hope you may make some
mention of them in The Garden. I think you
will say we have done well to grow Habranthus
pratensis and Crinodendron Hookeri in the open
air on the west coast of Ross-shire. Everything

I send you has been grown unprotected. A few

days later I could have sent you Incarvillea

Delavayi, Mitraria coccinea, and Olearia macro-

donta full of flower. The Libertias are wonder-

ul just now with flower-stalks nearly 4 feet

higli. Schizostylis coccinea blooms in early sum-
mer as well as in late autumn with me. I send
you the following : Ceanothus dentatus. Erica

arborea. Erica australis, Crinodendron Hookeri,

Rosa acicularis. Genista prtecox. Genista An-
dreana. Azalea (scarlet) Fritz Guihou, Azalea

rustica flore-pleno. Magnolia Lennei, Camellia

(double crimson), Buddleia globosa, Olearia

Gunniana, Libertia formosa, Libertia ixioides,

Habranthus pratensis, Schizostylis coccinea,

Ixias, Ourisia coccinea. — H. G. M.ackenzie,

Inrerewe, Poolewr, N.B.
*,* A most charming lot of flowers, the Crino-

dendron being in fine bloom and vigour ; the

tree Heaths also remarkable coming from a
northern county. The Habranthus, too, is fine

in colour and distinct.

—

Ed.
Iris nigricans.—Among the more recent addi-

tions to the Cushion Irises this handsome form
appears one of the best, particularly of the dark

forms, as implied by its specific name. So far as

can be determined by present experience it

promises also to be somewhat more free in growth
and flower. The plant is a little over a foot high,
very compact and erect, not the inclining growth
of either I. atrofusca or I. nazarensis, for example,
the handsome and well-proportioned flowers being
of a dark purple mingled with grey in the upper
petals, and a crimson-maroon shade in the lower,
with an intense black blotch and dark beard.
With age, however, the colour changes to a fine

brownish velvet crimson, and the flower has a

peculiar yet pleasing fragrance. In short, it is

an acquisition to this section. Tlie first flower
began to expand on June 1.

Public Gardens.

Supplying flowers to schools from the
public parks. — The School Management Com-
mittee reported that they had had their attention

called by their chairman to a report as follows

from the British Embassy at Berlin, giving the
arrangements made in Berlin for supplying
primary schools with flowers from the public

parks: "In the town gardens here (Berlin),

and especially in ' Humboldt-Hain,' flowers are

gathered in proportionate quantities during the

summer months of the year, and are placed at

the disposal of the upper grade and lower grade
municipal schools, at their desire, and also at the

disposal of private schools for a consideration, for

the purpose of furthering the study of botany.

The flowers are sent to the schools in especially

ordered carts twice a week ; they are sent in

bundles, each bundle containing fifty specimens
of the same species of plant, and only one bundle
falls to each botany class. The names of the

plants which may be expected during the week
are published every Sunday in the public Press.

Flowers from the town gardens are not supplied

for the decoration of schools, or making presents

of them to scholars." The committee were of

opinion that similar arrangements might possibly

be made in London, and with a view to achieving

that object recommended that letters be addressed

to the London CountyCouncil and to Her Majesty's

Office of Works, setting forth the arrangements
which were now made in Berlin for supplying

flowers from the public parks to the elementary

schools, and inquiring whether somewhat similar

arrangements could not be made for the benefit of

public elementary and other schools in London.

On the motion of Mr. Graham Wallas it was de-

cided that letters be addressed to the Lindon
County Council and to Her Majesty s Office of

Works with reference to supplying (lowers to

schools in accordance with the terms of the

report.
Metropolitan Gardens' Association.—

A

meeting of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Asso-

ciation was held at 83, Lancaster Gate, recently

Sir William Vincent presiding. The Hon. Dudley
Fortescue asked whether anything had been done
in reference to the Baptist Burial Ground, Long
Lane. The secretary replied that if the vestry

were ready to take up the lease on the same terms

as the Friends' ground, the association were pre-

pared to lay out the same. The question of the

Postmen's Park, Aldersgate Street, was discussed.

The secretary (Mr. Holmes) gave important infor-

mation concerning the possibility of .acquiring

half the ground at once. If £6000 were paid, the

other half could stand over for two years. But
he understood building was being commenced.
He suggested that the subscriptions already

obtained should be used to secure part of the

ground, and that a contract be signed on the lines

laid down in the solicitor's suggestion, viz., that

£10(10 be paid down and the £6000 be paid by
June 21, and the other half be open for purchase

within two years. The question was raised

whether the sums collected should be used for this

purpose. Eventually, on the proposition of the

Hon. Dudley Fortescue, it was resolved that the

secretary be instructed to acquaint the subscribers

of £.3 and upwards that the money collected by
the association would be used to secure half of
the ground, including the entrance from Little
Britain, with every hope that the other portion
would be secured during two years. The confer-
ence then discussed other subjects, including the
site of Christ's Hospital, which, it was stated, the
Midland Railway Company desired to acquire for
the purpose of a central station.

Obituary.

Mr. S. Spooner.—We regret to have to record
the death, on the 3rd inst., of Mr. Stephen
Spooner, of the Hounslow Nurseries, at the age of
seventy-five.

Mr. John Gibson, of the Erleigh Road, Read-
ing, died very suddenly at his residence on the
morning of the 7th inst. at an advanced age.
Occupying a position of trust in the railway clear-
ing house, which occasioned a great deal of travel-
ling, he devoted much of his leisure time when at
home to his garden, and found great pleasure in
it. Though small in size, this garden was full of
not a few things of interest. He had a fine patch
of Irish reticulata, which was particularly strik-
ing in spring. He also grew a select collection of
Daffodils, adding a novelty from time to time.
These, being well cultivated, grew with great>
^igour among his bushes of Tea Roses, and
flowered finely. He had a small but carefully
selected collection of Tea Roses. He was success-
ful in striking cuttings of Tea Roses, putting
them in in little patches in the shady portions of
his borders, and covering them with small glass
vessels under which they rooted. The Auricula,
found in him a great admirer, and he had small
collections of the best named show and alpine
varieties, which every season he carefully ferti-

lised and raised seedlings. He was most careful
in the selection of his seed parents, as he bred
only for the best possible results, and every cross
was systematically recorded. He succeeded in
raising some highly promising alpine varieties,

always insisting upon high quality in his seed-
lings, and rejecting everything that did not come
up to his standard. The National Chrysanthe-
mum, the National Auricula, and the National
Carnation Societies have lost a valuable supporter.
—R. D.

Carpentaria californica.—Will some of your
readers tell me if there are two varieties, both in
leaf formation and blossom : the distinction in
foliage being that of a broad and narrow-leaved
Veronica ; the bloom as between that of poeticus
ornatus and the common May-flowering poeticus ?

—W. B. Hartland.

The weather in West Herts.—Since the
beginning of the present month the temperature-
has been gradually rising, and instead of being
about 8° colder is now several degrees warmer than
is seasonable. The ground has also become warmer,
particularly at 1 foot, but both at 1 foot and
2 feet deep the soil is still somewhat cold for the
time of year. Rain fell on four days, but to the
total depth of little more than a quarter of an
inch, and no measurable quantity of rain-water
has come through either percolation gauge for
three days. The sun shone on an average for over
six hours a day, and on the 7th inst. fourteen
hours of clear sunshine were recorded. The second
Rose to flower in my garden was Rosa altaica,

which was in blossom on June 3. The wild Dog
Rose was first out on the 7th, or three days later

than its average date in the previous twelve
years, and later than in any of those years since
1S92.—E. M., Berkham-ited.

Names of plants.— ilf. S.—Look Hke forma of
Acer, but impo?silile to say from such dried-up scraps.

A, C. Bartholomew.— 1 and li, forms of I. sibirica ;

3, Ornitbngalum pyr.in.idale ; 4, Allium jartdoxum.
O. F. W.—Andromeda (Pieris) formoia.—

—

J.

Roberts.—The Lilao i.i, we think, Geant des Batailles.

C'. i'arher.—CytiAix-i Adami, see uotj Lb )vo.
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Trees and Bhmba *,—

Arers, choice
Azalea robusta
Brcom, the yellow
Cherry, the double white
Chinese

Cytisus purpvireua
Enfield, shrubs at
Fabiana imbricata
Genista pilosa
.lasminum fruticana .. ..

Labumvima
Larix Lyalli
Rhododendrons, flowers of..

Rhodotypos kerrioides
Tree and shrub notes .,

Tricuspidaria dependens ..

Variegation and its effects

in gardens
Weigelas not flowering

Kitchen :—

Artichokes, white
Iteans, early dwarf
lieans, early runner
Broccoli June Monarch
Cabbage sprouts
Carrot Summer Favourite .

Lettuce Hick's Hardy .. .

Onions
Pea May Queen

510
:>09

510
olO
509
509
510
500
510

Radishes, big 510
Spinach—long-standing va-

rieties 510
Tomato Hepper's Goliath 510
Turnip Extra Early Milan .. 510
Turnip Jersey Lily .. .. 510

Flower :—

Delphiniums 511

Auriculas, double 513

Clematis montana 513

B'/phinhaa Cantab . . .

.

511

Dielytra spectabilia . . .

.

513
Edelweiss, the . . .

.

514
GentLina acaulis, chalk for 514
Hampton Court, notes from 512
LUium candidum diseased . 513
Narciss, double white .

.

513
Xicotiana affinis 514
Pieonia officinalis 512
Pansy, Tufted, Florizel .. 511
Pansies, new Tufted .. .. 511
Peas, Sweet 514
Plants, hardy, some notc-
wortiiy, at the Temple
show 512

Primubi Trailli 513
Saxifraga granulata fl.-pl. ,. 513
TiUips, early single, novel-

ties in 512
Viola comuta 514

(Illustrations in Italics.)

Orchids :—
j

Aerides crispum Wanieri .. 515
|

Aerides Houllettianum .. 515 :

Cattleya Mossias 516
|

Cypripedium macranthum 517
;

Dendrobium Boxalli .. .. 515
Dendrobium Draconis .. .. 516
Dendrobium Parishi albens 51ti

Dendrobium stratiotea .

.

515
jEpidendrum macrochilum ,

.

515
Epidendrum prismatocar-

I

pum 516
[

Listera ovata 515 i

Odontoglossum citrosmum £16
Odontoglossum Lindeni .. 515 i

Oncidium phymatuchilum.. 516
Oncidium undulatum .. .. 516
Oi-rkin/oltom 515
Orchis Int I for,> I 515;
Orchis maculata var. superba 514

'

Orchis macv.lata »uperha at
j

Edge Hail ... .... 514

Orchis niascula alba .. .. 515 i

Orchit, thi: Madeira .. .. 515

Garden Flora:—
Irises, some Californian .. 51S

;

Week's Work:—
|

Fruit garden, hardy, work
j

in the 519
Kitchen garden, work in the 520

Orchard and Frolt :—

Apple Bismarck 524

Apple crop, the 521

Apple Duchess of Olden-
burgh 521

I

Figs on open walls . , .

.

523 i

Fruit, packing tender . . .

.

524

Fruit prospects 524
|

I->uit trees, protection for . 522 i

Gooseberries on walls .. .. 525
j

Gooseberries, scarcity of .. 524 1

Melon Eureka 522

Melons grown as cordons ., 525

Nectarine Cardinal .. .. 525

Peach Alexandra Noblesse .

.

525

Peach stones splitting . .. 522

Peach trees, pruning early.. 523
\

Peaches, bad setting, when
forced 524

Peaches, early, flavour in .

.

522

Peaches failing in cold house 525

Strawberry President under
glass .. .. .. •• 523

Stove and Greenhouse:—

Blan<lf< 'rdi;L3 526

,

Societies:—

Royal Botanic 529

I Royal Horticultural . . .

.

527

Notes of the Week :—

Achillea umbeUata .. .. 530

Aj uga genevensis "'30

Arenaria balearica 530

Calandrinia Leoana ., .. 530

Caragana gracilis 530

Chrysogonum virginicum .

.

530

Dianthiis neglectus . . .

.

530

Freesias in the open . . .

.

530

Geranium cinereum album 530

Heuchera briziodes . . .

.

530

Heuchera sanguinea grand!-

flora 530

Orchis latifolia 530

Pentstemon Newberryi .. 530

Phlox divaricata 530

Saponaria Boisseri 520

Obituary :—

Hemsley, Henry .:. .. .. 530

Miscellaneous t—

Crystal Palace, a view at .

.

52tl

Crystal Palace^ a view at .. 520

Iris tectorum 521

May in South Devon . . .

.

517

Pomegranates in tubs . . .

.

530

Ramondia pyrenaica . . .

.

519

Rose show, change of date .. 530

Service Tree, the true .. .. 52iJ

Temple show, tents at the ., 530

Trees and Shrubs.

TREE AND SHRUB NOTES.

The Kentucky Coffee tree (Gymnocladus) and
J

the North American Custard Apple (Asimina
\

triloba) are as usual the latest among trees to
|

show their foliage, and are even now (June 4)

only just pushing from the bud stage. In the

former the colouring of the young foliage is

very beautiful, reminding one at a distance of

that of Ailantus glandulosa, another beautiful

tree. The developed foliage of the Gyninocla-

1

dus is very light and graceful. This late spring

development combined with very early leaf-

shedding detracts from its value as an orna-

mental tree. Asimina triloba is curious rather

than beautiful. It certainly has a peculiar
j

flower, but neither this nor the foliage has much
j

to recommend it, and the habit of the plant,

is stift' and formal. Wistarias escaped the frost
|

and flowered remarkably well, the largest plant,

that covers some 2500 square feet of wall, being
j

simply a mass of bloom. I have sometimes 1

thought that a considerable portion of this
[

space might be more profitably planted, that is i

to give alike a more lengthened display and to

furnish material for cutting, but one does not
like to curtail such a grand old specimen, and

j

later when in full leafage it forms an admirable !

background to a herbaceous border some
10 feet wide in which it is planted. An old

Judas tree filling up a comer and stretching its

branches along a wall on either side is still very

bright. It has been a mass of flower with a

longer season than usual, for which the absence
of sun is doubtless responsible. Dense masses

i

of Broom have brightened up our somewhat
sombre pleasure-grounds a little before the ad-

vent of the Azaleas, among them being occasional

groups of C. Andreanus, one of the most eifective

outdoor flowers.

Rhododendrons are just now at their best.

In the case of the better varieties I would
suggest that where it is necessary to cut
them rather largely and the many very beauti-

ful shades cause them to be in considerable

request, care and discrimination should be
shown in the operation, that the chances of

plenty of bloom for another season may not be
imperilled. In all cases where the autumn
planting of shrubs is contemplated I should

strongly advise intending planters to make a

note from time to time of the many beautiful

new things that are now to be found in some of

the large families—the Lilacs, Syringas, and
Weigelas, for instance. By securing them, a

great variety and a decided improvement in

indi\idual flowers are thereby obtained. In the

case of the hardy Azaleas, the neighbourhood

of clumps of the old yellow may be inspected,

especially where the soil is fairly moist and the

situation shady, with the view to ascertain if

seedlings are making their appearance, and if

this is so, the pleasure-ground men may be

cautioned to give them a wide berth in any

mowing operations, as they come in very handy
in the formation of new plantations. Also it is

advisable at this season to run through any

breaks of Rhododendron ponticum seedlings, to

pick out any difi'erent shades that also may be

useful in any new planting in contemplation.

Naturally, if hybrids of difi'erent colours can be

purchased, such selection is not required, but,

failing these, many difi'erent shades can often be

picked from among the seedlings. Judicious

plantings of such fine-foliaged shrubs as the

Purple-leaved Nut and Prunus Pissardiare just

now very effective, more so, I think, than later

in the season, because the green leafage of the

majority of other things is just now at its

brightest and the contrast naturally the more
striking. Can any reader say what is the

variety of Calycanthus one gets sometimes in

lieu of C. floridus ? The plant is strong and
vigorous, but the flowers are lacking in perfume,

or nearly so, and what little is emitted is not

agreeable. E. Burrell.
Vlaremont.

Jasminum fruticans.—This, which is, gener-

ally speaking, the most uncommon of the hardy

Jasmines, is a very old plant in gardens, having

been introduced in 1570, at much the same time

as the popular Jasminum ofiicinale, and centuries

before the universally-grown J. nudiflorum. The
species under notice (J. fruticans) forms a freely-

branched, somewhat upright - growing shrub,

which is very efi'ective when trained to a wall,

while it may also be grown as an open bush. I

recently saw a specimen clothing a wall about

12 feet in height which was plentifully sprinkled

with its rather small, but rich golden-coloured

blossoms, and in this stage it was remarkably

attractive. This species is widely distributed

along the south of Europe and in the Levant, and

though the bulk of its blossoms is borne early in

the summer, yet a succession is kept up for some

time afterwards.

—

T.
Tricuspidaria dependens.—Your observa-

tion in The G.\rdes of June 11 on this tine shrub

sent from Ross-shire under the name of Crinoden-

aron Hookeri leads one to express the hope that

it will be more generally tried in gardens. It is

to be feared, however, that many gardens much
further south will be unsuitable for this Peruvian

shrub. I was much pleased with it as grown in

the neighbourhood of Dublin. The finest plant I

saw was in Mrs. Lawrenson's delightful garden

at Salerno, Killiney. The most effective plant,

however, was at Mount Usher, Wicklow, where

it was trained more closely to the wall, so that

the crimson flowers were more exposed to view.

At Salerno the branches were not closely at-

tached to the wall, and the flowers were not so

readily seen without lifting up the branches. I

also saw a good plant at StraS'an, Co. Kildare.

The Tricuspidaria is a very distinct plant,

the bright flowers looking like Plums on

the branches. The blooms are rather hidden

by the leaves. This detracts from its decora-

tive value.—S. Arnott.
The yellow Broom.—At the present time the

railway embankments around Botley Station are

really beautiful, as great masses of Broom are to

be seen in all directions bending under the

weight of their load of blossom, which is not only

unusually abundant, but also exceptionally clean

and rich in colour. Not only Broom, but a

host of native flowers is freely represented on

these picturesque banks. A short time ago a

perfect carpet of Primroses was spread out in all
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directions under Furze bushes that had been in
flower nearly all the winter, and now Foxgloves
are pushing up their spikes of bloom amongst the
graceful fronds of the common Bracken, while
the drooping branches of the Birch trees are
always admired by those who come to this centre
of Strawberry growing, where piles of baskets are
in readiness for the pickers, and ranges of new
fruit vans provided by the South-Western Rail-
way look as if a busy time for the next month or
so was anticipated.

—

James Groom, Gosport.

Fabiana imbricata.—This pretty Chilian
shrub, which was represented at the recent
Temple show, thrives better, as a rule, in seaside
districts than it does inland, and along our
southern and western coasts grand examples are
sometimes met with. In many parts of the
country it needs the protection of a greenhouse,
but where this is not necessary it forms a first-

rate wall plant. It is a fairly quick-growing
shrub of a somewhat upright habit, clothed with
very small crowded leaves and bearing a good
deal of resemblance to a Heath, from which, how-
ever, it differs widely from a botanical point of
view, as, instead of being in any way related to
the Erica family, it belongs to the order Sola-
nacete. The flowers are pure white, tubular in
shape, and borne in great profusion. They re-

main in good condition a fairly long time. This
Fabiana is not at all difficult to propagate from
cuttings of the half-ripened shoots dibbled into
pots of sandy soil and kept close in an ordinary
garden frame till rooted.—T.

Rhodotypos kerrioides.—This shrub is often
referred to as a Kerria (an instance of this
occurring recently in The Garden), and it cer-
tainly bears a considerable amount of resem-
blance to the members of that genus. It was
introduced about thirty years ago, and is by most
authorities referred to as a native of Japan, but
Professor Sargent in his " Forest Flora of Japan "

questions the correctness of this. The Rhodo-
typos in question forms a free-growing bush, that
usually reaches a height of 6 feet or thereabouts,
and is clothed with ovate acuminate leaves, which
are distinctly plaited and much serrated. They
are also somewhat silky on the undersides. The
blossoms, which form a most conspicuous feature,
are each about a couple of inches in diameter,
pure white, and a good deal like a single Rose.
They commence to open in May, and in the case
of a thriving specimen a scattered succession is

kept up nearly throughout the summer. It is

quite hardy and not particular as to soil, but still

ic succeeds best in a fairly good, well-drained
loam. The Rhodotypos is not at all a difficult
subject to propagate from cuttings, while seeds
are also occasionally ripened.—T.

Cytisus purpureus. — Among the hardy
shrubs exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at the recent
Temple show this species of Broom was particu-
larly noticeable, not so much from its display (as
there are other species more showy), but from the
fact that it stands forth almost alone in the colour
of its blossoms, which are of a pinkish purple hue,
and are therefore totally distinct from the yellows
and whites which prevail almost exclusively
throughout this genus. The purple Broom forms
a low-growing shrub, whose slender branches are
disposed in a very graceful manner, and just now
they are wreathed with blossoms throughout the
greater part of their length. It is sometimes
grafted standard high, and from its semi-pen-
dulous character it forms a very uncommon
specimen, but at the same time it is, I think, far
more effectixe in its natural form of a dwarf
spreading bush. That curious Laburnum known
as Adami owes its origin to this species, bein? a
graft hybrid between Cytisus Laburnum and C.
purpureus. This, which has the habit of the
Laburnum, produces three kinds of blossoms
first, the Laburnum pure and simple ; next, C. pur-
pureus

; and thirdly, an intermediate form with
purplish yellow flowers.—H. P.

Shrubs at Enfield.—As I only see The
Garden in monthly parts, my remarks upon
catkin-bearing trees and shrubs are rather out of

date. I may, however, say that the male Garrya
elliptica flouri.shes with me as a border shrub, and
this last January it was loaded with catkins, many
of them 10 inches long, and the showers of golden
pollen which fell when the plant was shaken were
a sight to be remembered. My specimen is 8 feet
high, and would have been larger but for a check
it experienced by removal three years ago.
Choisya ternata also does well here, one plant
being 7 feet high and 9 feet in diameter, and of

most symmetrical rounded shape. It blooms
twice a year profusely. A Magnolia Lennei
planted in the spring of last year as a standard
has not only flowered well, but has set six fine

fruits. A plant of Nicotiana affinis has occupied
the same position in an open bed for the last

three years, and throws up new shoots from the
old stool each spring. My garden is between
300 feet and 400 feet above sea level, and on the
eastern slope of the high road leading to Potters
Bar. From what I have told you, it would seem
that many shrubs and plants are not so tender as

is generally believed.—T. C. Greenfield, Wtst
Vieii', Enfield.

Variegation and its effects in gardens.—
At the Temple show, speaking to an exhibitor of

things in the open air, mostly composed of varie-

gated plants and shrubs, we asked him about the
absence of the good things he knew we had, such
as Rhododendrons, Kalmias, and Hollies. He
said he believed people "liked a bit of colour,"
referring to the spotted "stuff" shown, few of

which are of the slightest consequence for garden
use. And if these things look poor and hard in

the nursery, what are we to say of their eflfect in

the garden, where, happily, many of them die
away. We except the gold and silver Hollies as
among the few variegations worth seeking, but
even these should be used with care. We mean
in gardens where the true colours of the trees
are preferred—infinitely more beautiful as these
always are—and where there is any attempt to
make the garden a picture, which is always quite
a practicable thing. Among the most worthless
are the variegated conifers, of which scores have
been sent out with much flourish, not one of

which is of the slightest value from the garden
point of view, most of them being diseased
objects, as in the case of the variegated Welling-
tonia, which, wherever it survives at all, shows
well the folly of planting the variegated conifer.—Field.

Ijaburnums.—Although we see in some dis-
tricts and even in individual gardens rather too
many of these flowering trees in the early
summer, yet very much is forgiven when some of
them are late, and especially have long pendent
racemes of bloom of a rich yellow hue. I have
noticed in several directions that whilst all the
earliest bloomers are over or fading away, here
and there some few late trees, because so much
more rare, seem to have been singularly beauti-
ful. I could but notice one such clo.se to Heme
Hill Railway Station on the 7th inst. that was in
lovely form, the racemes of bloom each fully
V2 inches long, hanging down in glorious profu-
sion. So many of these, too, seem to have a
stunted aspect, as though worked on stocks that
strangled growth, and if from seed, then of a bad
strain. Probably little thought; is given by nur-
serymen to this matter. In some cases check to
root action, perhaps arising from the crowd of
shrubs and trees about them, leads to this
stunted growth and stubbiness of the floral ap-
pendages. Hard cutting back, rendering the
creation of new, longer growth needful, helps to
remedy the defect somewhat, but the original
character of the variety presently returns. The
trees which have fairly robust shoots and leafage
and produce these long racemes of flowers may
not carry such masses of bloom, but that is far
from being loss. When there is a fair blend of
flower and foliage, the eff'ect obtained is far more
pleasing.—A. D.

Larix Lyalli was discovered in 18(!l) by David
Lyall, the surgeon of the British Commission
whigh marked the northern boundary of tl)0

United States west of the Rocky Mountains. It
is a small tree, rarely 75 feet in height, with a
trunk generally 18 inches or 20 inches, but occa-
sionally 3 feet or 4 feet in diameter, and remote,
palmately divided, exceedingly tough, persistent
branches, thin, dark red-brown scaly bark, cones
from li inches to 2 inches in length. Larix Lyalli
grows only near the timber line, at elevations be-
tween 4500 feet and 8000 feet above the level of
the sea, and is distributed from Southern Alberta
andtheinteriorof Southern British Columbia south-
ward along the Cascade Mountains, and through
Northern Washington to Mount StUart, one of
their eastern spurs at the head of a fork of the
Yukima River. In Alberta this alpine Larch
grows on steep slopes and benches, usually fac-

ing the north, either singly or in groves of a
few hundred trees, and alone or mixed with
Engelmann's Spruce. In the region where the
boundary between British Columbia and the
United States crosses the Cascade Mountains, and
where it was probably discovered by Lyall, Larix
Lyalli is scattered at an elevation of about 6000
feet above the sea, over undulating grass-covered
table-lands, where its associates are Pinus albi-

caulis, Abies lasiocarpa, and Tsuga Pattoniana.
On Mount Stuart, where it finds its most southerly
home, the trees form a straggling line along the
upper margin of the forests, or occasionally small
irregular groves up to 8000 feet above the sea.

—

C. S. S.iRGENT, in Gardeners' Chronicle.

The double white Chinese Cherry (Cerasus
serrulata, or Sieboldi).—Without question this is

at once the most beautiful and useful of all our
flowering small trees or shrubs. The height
given by the authorities is 15 feet, but one
seldom meets with plants more than half that in

stature. As it was introduced from China in

1S22, it can hardly be that it has not had time to

arrive at its full stature. The only tall plants I

have met with have been drawn up in thick
shrubberies. Single plants on lawns or in front

of shrubberies, or groups of the double Cherry
have frequently a stunted appearance, as if the

process of doubling its petals into round balls

proved rather too much. The gnarled look of the

stems points to the same conclusion. Certainly

this is one of the few plants that the doubling of

the flowers does not mar, but enhances the beauty
of. It is surprising that this most useful and
showy plant is not more grown. Many private

and not a few public gardens seem without it,

and in few or none is it met with in quantity
proportioned to its merits. There are a few small

plants in some of the squares of Edinburgh, and
one or more fine plants in the Royal Botanic Gar-

dens near to the water garden. This beautiful

tree has been in full beauty all through May, and
is carrying many of its silvern balls into June
this year. It is hoped that some at least of the

many thousand visitors that visit these fine gar-

dens during the year will make a point of plant-

ng and growing this double - flowered Cherry.

-D. T. F.

Azalea robusta.—Some charming varieties of

this pretty section of hardy Azalea were noted at

the recent Temple show. They were mostly in

pots and in the form of large spreading bushes

covered with bloom, showing that they are equally

adapted for greenhouse work as they are for out-

doors ; indeed, the delicate-looking blossoms

seemed grateful for the protection that had been

given to them. For delicacy of colouring they

vie with the better known sections, and, as with

many of the mollis varieties, the colours are so

wondrously shaded and blended as to make a

written description next to impossible. Though
the flowers are double there is nothing lumpy
about their appearance, and the slight doubling

is an advantage, as the flowers do not drop so

quickly as is the case with the single forms. A
selection comprising the most distinct and beauti-

ful of those shown at the Temple show includes

such pretty forms as Virgile, pale lemon ; Phu'be,

deep lemon ; Ribera, white, with a delicate pink

suffusion at the base of the flowers ; Byron, pure

white ; Rosetta, delicate flesh - coloured ; and
Freya, pale salmon-aiiiicot with creamy shading.
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Groups of these Azaleas carefully arranged as to

colour and planted in suitable soil, so that they
would make a healthy growth, would be charm-
ing. It is useless planting them on chalk lands
unless the natural soil is excavated to a good
depth and its place taken bj' other soil contain-

ing much decayed vegetable matter, the exact
nature of which is of very little consequence, but
the nearest possible approach to peat is the best.

—J. C. Tali.ac K.

Choice Acers.—Many of the Acers make
charming shrubs for a sheltered i)osition. There
is a great diversity in their foliage, some being as

delicately cut as Maiden hair Fern, others, like

the japonicum section, but s-lightly indented or

lobed ; there is also great variety in the colour of

the leaves, some being deeply bronzed, others

variegated with many colours, others again have
beautiful shades of green, while one or two are

yellow. A pretty well-known form, generally
known under the name of A. Negundo variega-

tum, does not belong to the true Acers, and is

classified under the name of Negundo aceroides
variegatum, but the treatment which suits this

best is suited also for the true Acers, and consists

in giving shelter and ]ilanting in a good, deep,
well-drained loam. All of the varieties here
named are good also for pot culture, and they
include (juite the cream of varieties for general
decoration as low shrubs, but none of the well-

known forms, such as A. platanoides and its varie-

ties, which grow into timber trees in this country.
All but two or three belong to the palmatum sec-

tion, which gives the most diverse form of leaf-

age. A. p. atropurpureum is one of the most
vigorous forms, with large dark purple leaves,

and must not be confused with A. dissectum
atropurpureum, the latter having leaves of the
same colour, but much more serrated. A. p. dis-

sectum palmatifidum is a very finely-cut-leaved,

almost Fern-like variety, light green in colour,

and there is also a \ ariegated form of this which
is not nearly so effective, as the variegation
makes the colouring indistinct and weak. A. p.

roseum marginatum is much better than the last-

mentioned, the leaves being light green, with
bright rosy margins, and A. p. sanguineum, the

crimson-red leaves of which are five-lobed, has
also a variegated variety that is effective. In the
japonicum section the best form is A. j. aureum ;

the golden leaves in this are most striking : and
A. j. laciniatum, too, is beautiful, with deeply
laciniated leaves, light green when they open,
but changing to red as the summer advances.

—

J. C. T.

NOTES d- QUESTIOXS.—TREES & SHRUBS.

Flowers of Rhododendrons.—I have seen
it stated that after Rhododendrons have flowered,
the truss should be cut off and the plant pre-

vented from seeding, which weakens it. Can
you tell me if this is correct ?—T. W. Craster.

*,* (,laite right ; the old faded flower truss must
be picked off. There is no need to use a knife,

as by a slight twist the flower-head can be broken
off without interfering with the shoot in any
way.

—

Ed.
Weigelas not flowering.—In the winter of

1890-7 i planted a clump of Weigelas in a rather
shady and damp position. Last summer they
flowered profusely. Last winter I planted
another clump beside the first. This summer I

find those first planted have not got a single
bloom on them, while those planted last winter
are going to bloom well, just in the same way as
those first planted did last year. Can you suggest
any reason ? Can the place be too shady for

them?—T. W. Craster, Crosier Tower, North-
nmher!and.

*,* We fear the position is too shady, prevent-
ing the wood getting thoroughly ripened. This
is all the more likely to be the case, since the
second lot of plants is also going t3 bloom well,

showing that the wood has been well ripened
before the plants came into your hands.

—

Ed.

Genista pilosa.—This (Jenista, which is a
native of Britain, though not very plentiful, is

flowering with such freedom that the entire plant
is quite a mass of its rich golden coloured blos-

soms. It is of a low, spreading style of growth,
being as a rule under a foot in height, hence it is

particularly adapted forrockwork or as an edging
or groundwork to the larger Leguminosfe. The
little lanceolate leaves, which are freely pro
duced, are clothed on the under surface with
silvery hairs, from whence the specific name of

pilosa is derived, but there are other species more
hairy than this. The Genista in question is of

wide geographical distribution throughout Central
and Southern Europe, and in this country well
merits attention as a beautiful free-flowering, low-
growing shrub.—T.

Kitchen Garden.

CABBAGE SPROUTS.
After reading Mr. Tallack'snote (p. 411) I fear

it will be diflicult to convince him that a young
Cabbage is of equal quality, with shoots from
plants that have given one supply and are left

to produce another. This is a point both f)f us

have briefly touched upon in earlier numbers,
and 1 would not have alluded to it again, but
Mr. Tallack claims " A. D." as being in favour
uf leaving old Cabbage to be cut over for

sprouts. I do not think "A. D." was much
impressed by the practice, as he adds, "Pre-
sumably the practice is not universally followed.

"

It is, if that is any comfort to Mr. Tallack, and
doubtless I am in a very small minority as

regards my views. I note "A. D."atp. 346
says the small precocious varieties of Cabbage
are elbowing out the large ones. He then
names varieties for succession. What are they
wanted for if the others are left for a supply ?

(,>uickly-grown Cabbages are of more value than
an untidy quarter of old plants. Some years
ago I was caUed in to advise as to the vegetable
supply of a large garden falling short. 1 must
admit this department did not receive due
attention, the result being that the famUy got
far too many of the sprouts Mr. Tallack
notes, but with this difference, that the

plants were left nearly two years from time
of planting, being cut over again and again.

The more the plants are cut the rougher the
material, and I never saw a (juarter so untidy in

a garden with the usual labour at command.
This slovenly work so impressed me that I have
never left spring Cabbage to produce a second
crop. As "A. D." truly says, with the great
advantages we have in these days in the wealth
of quick-growing varieties there is no need to

do so, as I am sure by attention to rotation of

crops much better results will be secured from
young plants. Land planted last Septem-
ber with early Cabbage is diflicult to keep
clear of weed growth, and if the Cabbages
are to be left to produce shoots, the cost of

cleaning must be considered, and though, like

Mr. TaUack, I advise early cutting, I would
also advise early rooting up, relying on a new-

quarter for summer supplies. It may be that

labour is deficient. It often is, but if so there
will he no loss of time, as the new beds are

soon planted and take no more time than clear-

ing old leafage from the old ones. My Celery
invariably follows spring Cabbage. I usually

plant the Cabbage on the land cleared of

Onions, not dug, as, being hard, a sturdier

growth is secured. A later lot is planted in

October or November with a planting in Feb-
ruary or March, so that a succession is ob-
tained, and a pinch of seed sown in heat will

give a summer supply. I am aware plant-

ing takes time, but the gain is real, as the
quarters always present a neat appearance,
and what is so great a gain, the land is

given better cultivation. Tliis should not
be overlooked. I am aware autumn-planted
Cabbage will give a lot of shoots, but there
must be time to produce them, and I find it

more profitable to clear quickly. I am in a
better position to do so, as, requiring a large

quantity of vegetables to send away, a row or
two may be cleared at once, not a plant hero
and there over the whole bed. Early in the
year it may be necessary to pick heads, but not
at the time the plants have made shoots. I am
aware it is an old practice to leave plants to

produce shoots, but I would not advise it.

Such kinds as Tender and True, Favourite, and
Main- crop grow so (juickly and are of such
excellent quality, that I do not think shoots
can be compared with them. My note would
not be complete if I did not notice " D. T. F.'s"
remarks (p. 474). He strongly supports Mr.
Tallack—in fact, he goes much further. He
says the plants can be cut over a second time,

indeed, several more crops can be taken ; by
leaving to cut several more times the ground is

being impoverished, and the kitchen garden is

anything but neat. I call it an untidy mode of

culture. I advise young plants, clearing away
the old ones as soon as cut. G. Wythes.

Carrot Summer Favourite.—Those who like

a small root will not make a mistake in growing
this variety. It is equally good in winter as in

summer, and is of a bright scarlet colour. I have
found it most useful for sowing in July or early

August for winter supplies. I am not a lover of

the large roots that are lifted in the autumn and
stored. Doubtless this old system of culture is

the simplest, but it does not give the best quality

roots, and for years I have sown more frequently
to get young roots. Summer Favourite is one of

the best for sowing in frames or for earl}' use in a
sheltered border. I always sow a fair breadth at

the period named for use during winter, and this

variety never fails. Some of the Short Horn sec-

tion are of much too pale a colour left in the soil

so long, and do not look so nice when cooked.
Being a small root, Summer Favourite does not
need much space.—G. Wythes.

Onions.— I fear many are not in the same
position as " E. B. C. " (p. 474) as regards the
value of their Onion crops, as last year at times
the demand for home-grown produce was so poor
that it was anything but profitable. It will not
do much good to cry over our losses. I noted
that the imported produce was looked upon with
greater favour by salesmen, and with an army of

hawkers in all the principal towns the home-
grown produce in the early autumn had a sorry

timeof it. Probably the roots in question "E.B.O."
notes were stored, or they were sold green. If the

latter, of course much depends upon the locality.

I am at one with him in his remarks as to varie-

ties and keeping. I could add Bedfordshire
Champion as a grand keeper in addition to the
kinds noted, but as the varieties of Onions in-

crease so rapidly I fear there is little value in

mere variety. The large quantities of foreign

produce in our locality place local efforts at a
great disadvantage, and I have heard of large

growers giving up their culture on account of the

small returns. — S. M.

Early dwarf Beans.—This year my first

crop of dwarf French Beans is later than it has
been for many years. This is unfortunate, as

at the time of penning these notes there are none
too many really good vegetables. Asparagus is

fairly plentiful, but Cauliflowers and Peas are
much later than usual, and this will make the
loss of the Bean crop more felt. The cold nights
have told badly on the dwarf Beans, and some
plants are not worth keeping owing to the

check. It may be asked, why plant so early ?

We do not always get so cold a May as the one
just past, and in the severe weather we had four

years last February we had much earlier produce
than this year, as growth was not checked once
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it had got a fair start. This year the early Beans,
though protected with mats and some plants with
hand-glasses, were frozen through the covering in

May, and they have experienced a difficulty in

pulling through. Strange to say, plants that
were more advanced suffered most, and no matter
how well hardened, this plant is the first to re-

caive a check in such bitter weather. Those who
can grow a late lot in frames will this season find

them most valuable, as, though the supply during
the forcing season has been ample, I find there is

always a good demand for Beans at this date,

when the forcing supplies are getting past and
the open-ground supply is not in. I fear we do
not grow enough vegetables in frames. I am
aware many are at their wits' ends to find room,
but far better devote a frame to dwarf Beans
than, as is often the case, to bedding plants. Few
plants give a better return in frames than dwarf
Beans, and if the early kinds are grown they soon
turn in ; but should they receive a check they are

a long time recovering, if they do at all. For
years I have utilised cold frames for the last crop
under glass, and have never found them more
welcome than at the present time. These plants
grown thus give little trouble. Of course, in

severe weather they need covering and only small
supplies of moisture. Ne Plus Ultra, Mohawk,
and Early Favourite are the varieties grown.

—

S. H. B.

WHITE ARTICHOKES.
I ,\M sorry not to have replied earlier to Mr.
Mayne's note on the above (p. 411), where he
notes the failure of the white Artichoke and its

poor quality. I fear Mr. Mayne has got hold of a
poor variety of the white Artichoke. I have four
distinct kinds, and the variety Mr. Jlayne alludes
to is so different from the ordinary round one first

sent out that this should be noted. One of my
new kinds differs so very much in shape, length
and growth, that it is scarcely fair to class it

with the smaller round, the one Mr. Mayne alludes
to. Another form is more conical in shape and
thicker in the middle than at the ends. This also
is good. There are two round varieties almost
smooth, but differing in colour, and from the note
alluded to I expect Mr. Mayne's is one of these.

So far I have never experienced the least difficulty

in the way described. The tubers cook well and
are much liked. I do not grow the old varietj',

as it will not be used if sent in after a good form
of the white. The first white was Sutton's
White, and this was such a decided improvement
on the old form that it soon found favour. I
would ask Mr. Mayne next autumn to give the
white variety a trial himself as regards the
cooking ; he will find out that a good deal
depends upon .the cooking. Artichokes, like
Potatoes, are inclined to take on a dark colour if

cooked too long before being eaten. I need scarcely
say Mr. Mayne is not alone in finding fault with
the newer variety. I have heard from Mr. Tallack
that his roots failed. I do not think it was the
quality so much as disease of roots Mr. Tallack
complained of. Mr. Mayne does not appear to
have suffered in this respect. So far I have never
had any disease. Of the varieties I grow, one
from Africa is distinct, another from another
part of the world is equally good, and the round
whites are free of the faults Mr. Mayne notes. I

should be sorry to go back to the rough, irregu-
lar-shaped roots of the old purple-skinned variety,
as by care in selection of seed, tubers can be had
little inferior to the Potato. I give the roots
well-manured land, ample space and an open
position. Doubtless this has something to do with
quality. G. Wythes.

Big Radishes.—As a visitor to the recent
Temple show I was astonished to see the ridicu-
lously big Radishes which were staged. Out of
very many bunches only two or three were made
up of what most gardeners would call eatable-
sized roots. Had I not previously seen wagon-
loads of similar rubbish in Covent Garden the
same morning, I should never have thought it

probable that such would be eaten liy anyone,

and I pity the digestive organs of those en lied

upon to do 80. I presume that they do find con-
sumers, but to take them as models of what should
be grown in a private garden or shown in the
exhibition tent is a great mistake, and tends to
bring what was in many ways a good exhibition
of vegetables, though it contained an element of

coarseness in other things as well, into disfavour ;

indeed, it was an unpardonable blot.

—

Cornubiax.

Spinach—long-standing varieties.—I have
never seen spring-sown Spinach so plentiful as
this season, the dripping weather being favour-
able to growth. For u?e in July and August
I have tried several sorts to test freedom
from running. Some of the newer kinds are
much better than the older kinds in this respect,
and though they have different names, they do
not vary much in shape of leaf, height, and free-

dom from running. I am not in favour of the
prickly variety, as, though I have seen this ad-
vised for summer use, it does not give the thick,
succulent leafage of the round-leaved type. The
round-leaved forms are good selections of the
Victoria, which was a great advance on the old
round leaved varieties, and the newer kinds, such
as Carter's Round, Sutton's Long Standing, and
a good type of Vilmorin's Round, are selections
from the Victoria. Any one of these kinds is good
for present sowing. Hard thinning is needed
with these large growers, as if at all crowded
they have not fair play.—G. Wytiies.

Broccoli June Monarch.—I have grown this
variety for two seasons and am much pleased with
it, as a Broccoli so late in a light soil is an
acquisition. I am aware we have many varieties
of Broccoli, but none too many good late varieties.

No one will fail to give Model and Late Queen
a good name. June Monarch is later, and this is

again, as with Cauliflowers, quite a fortnight
later this year than usual. Any variety of
Broccoli which prolongs the season is worth a
special note. June Monarch is not unhke Model
in shape, with a beautifully formed, very solid
and good-sized head, and does not open quickly,
being well protected by loaves, (irown by the
side of Model it was three weeks later. I intend
to give this variety more space this year, as it

prolongs the season when choice vegetables are
none too plentiful. I saw a large breadth of this

variety in a market garden and it was considered
the best late Broccoli grown. In severe winters
of course few varieties are hardy, but the one
named is very reliable.—G. W.
Hicks' Hardy Lettuce.—I find no Lettuce

to surpass this for standing through the winter.
So hardy is it that it does not signify whether it

has the shelter of a wall or not, and it endures
the cold of an English winter with impunity. I

generally have about 1000 plants of this variety
set out every autumn, a portion at the front of a
south wall, and the remainder under a wall hav-
ing a western aspect. This is done with a view
to secure a quick succession to those plants grown
in cold pits. The plants occupying the warmest
position invariably come into use about the
middle of April, and the others follow on in rota-

tion, to be presently followed by those planted
out in the open garden. I also grow the same
variety in the autumn for lifting and planting in

cold pits for winter use, and find it all one could
wish for. The Paris White and one or two other
kinds of Cos Lettuces are grown for summer use,

otherwise the kind under consideration is the one
chiefly relied on, and it is without doubt the
most useful of this particular class of Lettuce that
we possess.—A. W.
Turnip Extra Early Milan.—Where Tur-

nips are constantly in demand and the glass
accommodation for growing early crops limited,
the value of a very quick-bulbing kind comes in.

Having no room to spare in pits to grow early
Turnips, I have to depend on the above grown on
an early l)order to give the first supply. I always
sow early in March on a south border in rich,

somewhat firm soil, as I find when the soil is

solid the roots form less top and bulb more
quickly. My first sowing this year was made on

March 15, and the bulbs were large enough to
pull on May 28. The season being moist up to
this time (June 9), not one has run to seed. The
tops being so small, the roots take little room and
soon begin to bulb. White Milan sown by its

side was ten days later in coming in. By sowing
Chirk Castle Blackstone for a very late crop, and
allowing them to remain in the ground as late in

the spring as possible, then storing in ashes at
the back of a north wall, I find no difficulty in
making the crop join hands.

—

Dorset.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—KITCHEN.

Pea May Queen.—There is no question as to
the value of this fine Pea, either for early supplies
under glass or in the open, and there is certainly
no need to grow such varieties as Ringleader < r

other small round- seeded Peas. It is a very heavy
bearer even in such seemingly unsuitable places
as can be afforded it early in the year under glass.

The pods yield well and the quality is first-rate.

From a row about '20 feet in length I have picked
half-a-dozen good dishes of well-filled pods.

—

H.

Turnip Jersey Lily.—I first noted the good
qualities of this variety a few seasons ago when
on trial in the Royal Horticultural Society's gar-
dens at Chiswiok, and, having now grown it, I am
much pleased with its excellent quality. In
shape it is perfect, being quite round, with a
small tap-root and remarkably small top, this

making it a most useful variety for gardens of

limited size. In a liglit soil it never fails, and is

much liked when sent to table. As a second
early it is one of the best. It is from ten days to

a fortnight later than Early Milan, but a better
keeper, more solid, and a good variety for sum-
mer use, when the Milan type is not so good. I

have grown it for storing in winter, and it keep?
well into the spring, but I think its value is for

summer and autumn supplies.—W.
Early runner Beans.—I noticed when re-

cently in the garden at Woodhatch, Reigate,
that there were in a broad span-roofed wooden
frame some runner Beans that were then fully

20 inches up the 3-feet stakes. There were
no lights on them, but the plants had been
protected with lights so long as possible, and
even after being staked had been partially pro-

tected at night with thin canvas. The shoots

will be pinched when .3 feet in height, the object

being to secure a few early pickings prior to the

main-crop sowings coming in outdoors. Early
dwarf Peas can easily be had in the same way ;

indeed, these broad span wood frames are par-

ticularly useful for these and similar crops, as,

however moderately heated, it is easy to have
what is grown under them two or three weeks
earlier than on the warmest outdoor borders.

Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Carrots, and
some other desirable crops can be produced
quickly with such useful and profitable appli-

ances.—A. D.

Tomato Hepper's Goliath.—This now old

variety of the ribbed type is the only one yearly

sown and grown at Woodhatch. It is a wonderful
cropper, throwing huge racemes of flowers that

set well. Though a strong grower and a huge
cropper it does not seem to need any extensive

root room. In this case the plants are growing
in a wooden trough 13 inches wide inside and
8 inches deep, and are planted 14 inches apart.

The foliage at bottom close to the pipes had be-

come a little \'ellow, leading to the conclusion at

first that some disease was present. The prox-

imity to the pipes seemed, however, to be the

cause, for later growth had been very strong, the

plants then being G feet in height and carrying a

heavy crop, much of which was ripe and many
fruits had been gathered. The earlier fruits are

somewhat corrugated, but the later ones come of

better form. These corrugated varieties seem
best for early forcing ; certainly it would be diffi-

cult to excel this variety for such a purpose.

Hepper's Goliath has been grown at Woodhatch
for many years, the seed being annually saved
from the best fruits.—A. D.
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Flower Garden.

DELPHINIUMS.
The perennial Larksjjurs are among the

showiest of hardy herbaceous plants, most of

them of noble port when grown in good form,

and they provide gardens with lovely shades of

blue that, but for them, would be wanting.

Of late years named varieties innumerable have

been sent out, many of which, though fine in

their way, might easily be spared, for in select-

ing varieties for naming too much has been
made of size and other qualities outside of

colour and too little attention given to preserv-

ing only those that show clear shades of blue

with very little mixtures of bronze and the

various other metallic hues and lustres that

run through so many named varieties, and
which have gone far to destroy the cohnir

efl'ect which should be sought for and pre-

served in the garden.

The cultural requirements of Delphiniums
are simple, but it is very important that the

plants should be given a good deep soil con-

taining plenty of well rotted manure, and light

soils are the better for a good dressing of cow
manure or any other of a similar cooling nature.

As long as individual plants are doing well

they should be left alone and not divided,

though each year a dressing of manure siioiild

be dug in round the plants or put on in the

form of a mulch, but when they show signs of

declining vigour it will be found best to lift and
divide them at once before the individual

crowns become weak and puny. Dividing and
planting may be done either in early autunni,

having been cut down to the ground some
weeks jjreviously, or in spring when they have
made something like 4 inches of new growth.

Growers difier as to the best season for re-

planting, and it probably depends more on
local circumstances of soil and position than on
any objection the plants have to either

season as to which time is best, but I

have had the best results by cutting the

plants down directly the first bloom is

over and planting in autumn. In any case

the vigour of established plants will hardly

l)e attained by seedlings in the first season

after planting. The crowns should not be set

flush with the surface, but buried 2 inches deep,

as this encourages the new shoots to come away
freely, and should not be lost sight of in plant-

ing many of our tufted herbaceous things.

Delphinium stems being hollow and somewhat
frail, it is necessary to stake and tie them when
they liave reached 2 feet or 3 feet in height,

but they shcmld not be drawn tightly in to a

single stake, the better way being to put five

or six light stakes round each good plant in

such a way that they are hidden by tlie outer
stems ; then pass some strips of matting or
soft string round the whole in such a way
as to preserve the natural contour of the plant

and to avoid a bunched appearance. Where
slugs abouni the crowns should be protected
each winter ; coal ashes form a good protection.

Very few named species or varieties are

grown here, and I depend largely on seedlings,

the raising and flowering of which from selected

seeds is a great source of pleasure. Among the
seedlings there are sure to be found many mag-
nificent forms equal to the named varieties.

Seeds may be sown in the open ground or in

pans under glass in April, pricking oft' the seed-

lings where they are to remain, when large

enough to handle well, in groups thick enough
to allow of cutting out those which are not up
to the required standard. I plant out seedlings

about 9 inches apart and in groups of seven. A

method of propagating scarce varieties is to take

oft' the young shoots as cuttings early in spring

and .strike them under glass in cold frames.

Established plants will give a second crop of

flowers from side .spikes if the main flower-

heads are removed before they have had time to

form seeds.

The subject of illustration is an old variety

named Cantab, with flowers of the lovelie.st

shade of Cambridge blue imaginable. The plant,

as may be seen, is of very vigorous habit.

Previously to the photograph being taken last

year many spikes had been cut, and there were
about seventy spikes in all, the tallest reaching

over '.t feet high. This year the spikes, of

I

reaches more than 3 feet to 4 feet high, and loses

[

much of its striking appearance in consequence.

jMany of the seedlings I have raised are of the

formosum type, and very rich dark blue shades

abound among them, the most striking being

those which have clear white eyes.

I

Of named species and varieties grown here I

!
describe a few. D. Belladonna has lovely blue

flowers on slender and dwarf spikes, and is very

free and continuous blooming, the latter a con-

seiiuence of its being a sterile form ; D. trollii-

folium, bright rich blue, on strong spikes

3 feet high, and requiring no stakes, is the

earliest flowering species grown ; D. Wildenowi

is a very showy form, sky blue with a white

eye ; D. grandiflorum, very dark blue,

dwarf and straggling in habit, is very

continuous flowering, but subject to

mildew as the summer gets on.

Messrs. Kelway, who have done so

much for the Delphinium, have raised

some white and sulphur-coloured hy-

brids, the best among which are Beauty
of Langport and Princess of Wales,

in which the black eye is very con-

spicuous on the white sepals. Among
the best of their ordinary blue forms

are True Blue, very dark with black

eye ; Clara Stubbs, bright blue with

white eye ; Geneva, sky blue, very

good ; John Thorpe, deep blue with

white eye (this forms a fine spike and
the flowers individually are fine)

;

Grand Duchess, sky blue with black

centre ; and Persimmon, one of the

finest, with a grand spike of pure light

blue and large flowers. The colour of

the centre in this fine variety is very

distinct, being bluish-white, this giv-

ing a tone of pure blue to the whole

spike when seen from a little distance

and making it very efl'ective.

J. C. Tallack.

Livennere Park (T<(rdens,

Bury St. Edmunds.

New Tufted Pansies. — Of the

many kinds exhibited at the recent

Temple show two were remarkably
good. The first, an almost rayless and

pure white, named White Empress, was
very attractive. It is evidently one of

the very best and whitest in commerce,
and should be in great request. The
other, its very obverse in colour, was
W. M. Haig, of Archie Grant character,

but the flowers are richer, being of a

deep violet-blue. This is a valuable

addition to this class. Looking over

the flowers of many varieties presented,

it was difficult to believe that many of

them were acceptable for massing. The
flowers were thin, washy in colour, and
devoid of any value for ths flower gar-

den. No doubt they answer very well

to make variety for exhibition in spray

or other fashion, but that is a very

which there are sixty-five prominent ones just restricted use to which to put such flowers. The

beginning to show colour, are about G feet high trial of Tufted Pansies now seen in the Royal

already, so that a fine show may again reason- !

Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, should do much

ably be expected. I planted this specimen as '
'o establish fitness or otherwise for the town

quiteasmill piece six years ago, and for the ,

S'^^'^^" °f the numerous varieties.-A. D.

past four years it has been magnificent. It! Tufted Pansy Florizel.—This, one of Dr.

grows at the end of a mixed flower border in Stuart's rayless seedlmgs, is deserving of ex-

line with a row of Pear trees and about 8 feet
i

tended cultivation in all gardens. \ ery early in

to the north of a 9-feet wall, the shade given !

^^^^
^P"°f ^^^^ P'^^^s Present a miserable ap^^^^^^^^

, 1111 1 1 i. ji i 1 Hi. ance and seem to be in a very unsatistactory
by which helps undoubtedly to keep the roots ,j^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^ j^^ ^ ^j^^^^ ^^'-^^ o„iy_ ^jth
cool, while the head has all the benefit of ex-

i ^^^^ ^^^-^^ conditions prevailing outdoors these
posure to sunlight. As showing the value of

; j^gre scraps break away in a remarkable manner,
good soil and a fairly moist and cool bottom, I and very soon the smallest pieces are each found
may say that on an exposed border much I to be carrying one or two blossoms of a blush-

sucked by Box roots the same variety rarely I Ulao colour. Ag the season advances the colour

Delphinium Cantib in ihe gardens at Livermere Parh,
Bury St. Edmunds. Engraved for The Garden /rom.

a photograph sent by Mr. J. C. Tallack.
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deepens, and is even more acceptable then than
earlier. As a two-year-old plant this variety is

also held in high esteem, veritable tufts with
numerous blossoms making i|uite a gay display.

One weakness characterises the plant, a tendency
to sport into a striped blossom of very pale blush
and lavender, welcome to some in want of novelty,

but a decided disadvantage where colour effect is

desired.—A. R. H.

Pseonia officinalis.—I think Dropmore is the
only garden I know in which this fine old P»ony
is found in all its various colours, crimson, car-

mine and white. The white is not pure, and
generally seems to break from the carmine or

pink sport. This latter, a lovely hue, seems to

be the prettiest, but the rich deep crimson is a
noble colour in the flower border also. Many of

the clumps have been left untouched for a long
time, and remarkably effective they are. No
doubt they like to be let alone. It is an
undoubted recommendation with these grand old

border plants that they do not grow tall. Too
many of the herbaceous Pa^onies do so, and need
to be well set back. Hardy flower borders are

well cared for at Dropmore, and clumps of Nar-
cissi, planted some ten or twelve years, seem to

improve in strength and bloom yearly. Some-
thing is due to natural excellence of soil, but some-
thing also to good cultivation.—A. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Biscutella laevigata.—A dwarf and neat plant,

with stems each 10 inches or 12 inches high, bear-

ing branchy masses of small yellow flowers in

May and June. This is perhaps one of the
hardier species from the Mediterranean region. I

imagine its chief garden features might be the
durability of the masses of a good yellow, and,

better still, the powerful perfume, resembling
that of Hawthorn blossom.

Saxifraga Kolenataina is a distinct type,

and, what is more, for a Saxifrage distinct in its

flowers. It is now in bloom here, and is sutticiently

attractive as to need no pointing out, even to the
novice. The rosettes of foliage are in the way of

S. Andrewsiana for form, but in winter and summer
the leaves have a lurid colour. The flower-stems
are very red and the flower-bud even more so.

When the flowers are open they almost resemble
those of the pink S. purpurascens or S. muscoides
Rhei, but the effect is different because of branch-
ing red stems each a foot or so high.

The rose-coloured Lily of the Valley.—

I

see this is spoken of in a contemporary as a seldom
seen kind. It is now in flower here on a spot
whence I have tried for some years to eradicate it.

For at least twenty years it has flourished here,
and still, though two barrowloads were removed
last autumn, there is a patch 5 feet or 6 feet

across. It is in very rotten leaf-mould, loam and
pulverised charcoal.

Cytisus decumbens.—It would be hard to
find for our rock gardens a more charming group
of plants than the prostrate kinds of Genista, but
in this Cytisus, with a similar decumbent habit,
we have surely one of the most exquisite of this

type of small shrub. The flowers are large and
numerous, of a canary-yellow and fawn brown,
and so effective that a three - year - old plant
attracts notice at 50 yards distance. All it wants
is a deep seam of moist soil and a south aspect,
and if there is a ledge over which the sprawling
twigs may droop the effect will be enhanced. I

get it from cuttings but slowly. I have also got
it from seed, but it has taken thiee years to get
flowering plants. This species is sometimes
confounded with Genista prostrata, which is a
very different thing.

Gentiana bavarica has its first flowers open-
ing to-day (.June 6) on well-established plants.
Compared with verna, it is thus seen to be quite
seven weeks later in the same garden or set of
conditions. The plant is minute, with fragile
stems and pale soft herbage. The flowers, how-
ever, are almost equal in size to those of G. vorna,

but of a darker blue. They come in dense masses,
almost smothering the plant. It takes a wetter
set of conditions to keep this species healthy than
in the case of its near relative. I have seen
ma,ny ingenious dodges in various gardens to

coax this plant to flourish, and when once you
achieve that object it is something to be proud of.

If, however, you begin with an established set of

roots, a great point is gained ; if with imported
roots, much will depend on the period and condi-

tion of the plants when they come to hand.
Under some circumstances I would prefer to liave

the roots in early autumn or as soon as the new
growths have ripened. The winter care, how-
ever, is considerable. The next best time would
be to get the roots on the earliest chance in

spring, before ne%v growths pushed. As to the
best conditions for the roots, well-decayed sweet
leaf-mould and grit in a cool and moist position

I find are the best.

Dianthus carthusianorum proves to be the

first alpine Pink to open here this spring, and
what the plant lacks in neatness or dwarfness of

habit is made up for by its high colour and earli-

ness, thus helping us to realise that summer
has really come, as we do when the Pink tribe

begins to perfume our gardens.

Arenaria norvegica.—I have spoken of this

before as a rare and pretty Sandwort, but I have
been told it is not rare either ii'i a wilding or

cultivated plant. I thought I would test this, and
a botanist who said he believed it was an old

British species which had appeared again, and
from the quantities he had seen had evidently

come to stay, on being asked to get me either

seed or plants later reported that he could not
find any. A tradesman said he could get it for me,
but he has failed. I then saw it offered in a conti-

nental list and ordered some; quite a different

plant came under the name. I said, and it was
agreed, that a mistake had been made, and I

asked for the right thing to be sent. There then
came under the name the pretty A. balearica.

So far as I have tested the question of variety, it

would seem that the true plant is hard to find.

However, be that as it may, there can be no two
opinions as to the charming way this neatly

spreading plant adapts itself to a rock garden
;

for setting in the sloping and horizontal seams
of the stonework nothing could look more natural.

The plant is of dark but shining green all the

year round, and from its substance almost rigid.

The flowers, snow-white and large for such a

pigmy plant, appear in succession almost the

year round in a mild winter like last.

WoodoU'e, Kirkstall. J. Wood.

Novelties in early single Tulips.—A bed
of Golden Lion of HiUegom in the Regent's Park
garden represents one of Mr. C. Jordan's novelties

for the season. The flowers are large and well

formed, the colour yellow, flushed and margined
with orange. The white form of Joost van
Vondel is a very fine white, large, handsome in

shape, and not too tall-growing. Mr. Jordan has

to be content with a small bed of a new variety at

the first attempt, but in his nursery a stock is

soon worked up. To these may be added the

white self form of the striped Roi Pepin, which is

now pretty well fixed ; its dwarf growth is in its

favour. The new form of the. well-known yellow

Pottebakker, in which there is a distinct bordering
of white to the petals, is yet scarce and dear, buo
it is a variety that is sure to come to the fore.

—

R. D.

Notes from Hampton Court.—Very pretty

just now, as they have been for some time past,

are numerous clumps of Virginian Stock on the

long terrace border. This is one of our best

known and almost commonest of annuals, and yet

how very pretty is it when seen as here in large

patches, the plants well thinned, growing freely,

and carrying unusually large blooms, because the

soil is good and the plants have ample room. It

is a pity that more of the fairly hardy and early-

blooming annuals could not be thus utilised.

Such things as Nemophila and Saponaria, for

instance, are most pleasing when seen in good
clumps thus early in the season. There are a few
round beds full of strong plants of the Iceland

Poppy. These are just now full of bloom and are

singularly attractive. Some Pansies intermixed
during the early spring are now grown overlay the

Poppies. Such plants as these, apart from the

singular grace and beauty of the flowers, are

excellent for massing, because there is an entire

absence of that formality which so many people

aim to secure in their beds. As seen round
some of the beds here, Euonymus radicans va-

riegatus makes, when regularly clipped, a capital

edging of a permanent nature. Of course, the

shrub so treated wears a very formal appearance,

but the examples here show that it can bs made
a capital substitute or variation from green
Box for ordinary garden edgings, as it bears

hard clipping well. Bluebell Tufted Pansy is

seen in every direction, being almost lavishly

used. It is interesting to note that one of the

very oldest of these plants in commerce—for it was
about the earliest to succeed Viola Perfection and
has been out some twenty-five years—should still

be so largely used. No doubt it owes this popu-
larity to its continuous blooming habits. At
Hampton Court it is found in all sorts of combina-
tions, though none perhaps gives prettier ett'ects

than in the long border edging of it allied to the

variegated grass, DactyUs glomerata variegata.

—

A. 1).

SOME NOTEWORTHY HARDY PLANTS AT
THE TEMPLE.

A FEW remarks on the more important hardy
plants seen at the recent Temple show may serve

to show the advance that is being made not only in

the plants themselves, but in the mode of exhibit-

ing. Reports of such meetings must of necessity

be very brief in an exhibition such as this when
overwhelming numbers of things are brought
together. Indeed, in this respect in point of

numbers the exhibition is still greatly overdone,

and quantitiesof things—common-place subjects in

every cottage garden, that are known to every-

body—should be left at home. A single spike of

some new, rare or specially gooi plant is of far

greater moment in a show like this than hosts of

such things as the gaudy Oriental Poppies, common
Gesner's Tulips, and such like. If possible, the

Temple show should contain only the best of

everything, not only of hardy plants, but other

subjects also ; and while the display this year, as

may have been gathered from the report so

closely following the exhibition itself, was quite

equal and in some respects superior, it was re-

markable from the fact that hardy plant novelties

— that is, things absolutely new and flowering

for the first time—were very scarce. Indeed,

the only plant that could thus be placed

was a new species of Lilium—L. rubellum—
represented by a delightful group. This unique

species, quite new to cultivation, will, I believe,

prove an undoubted acquisition to lists of the

choicest gems this noble genus contains. It is

not only a beautiful flower, it is also free-flower-

ing, and if one dare to judge ic by other beautiful

species, we may also hops that it may prove a

good doer, which is a more important matter than

all else. One good sign with which I was much
impressed was the manner in which the plants

carried their foliage—a sure sign that good basal

roots, as opposed to the more fleeting stem-roots,

were existing and active. Other choice Lilies

worthy of note were L. Dalhansoni, a richly-

coloured flower, and quite a host of L. Thunbergi-

anum, to say nothing of the more frequent L.

longillorum forms and L. umbellatum, which

were in great force. These were not merely cut

spikes, but well-grown examples in pots, display-

ing all the beauty and charm of foliage so gene-

rally deficient where only cut specimens with

short stems are staged.

Then for such as grow and admire them was
provided ijuite a feast of the Cushion Irises, some

ten or more kinds, all distinct, being grouped to-
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gether in just the way any admirer could study

them. One flowerincj spike of I. atrofusca stood

out very boldly, much finer than I have seen it

hitherto, a flower remarkable for its size, its

wondrous beauty, and its indescribable, yet de-

cided fragrance. Other kinds were I. susiana, I.

iberica, a more vigorous flower than usual, the

falls rounded and more generally proportionate

to the standards than is usual ; three \ arieties of

I. Korolkowi, which are unequalled in their ex-

([uisitely traced petals. Here, too, is worthy of

note the fact that these Korolkowi Irises always

produce two flowers to each spike, and thus con-

tinue to beautify their surroundings for a much
longer time. Another gem is I. Leichtlini. A
feature of this kind is the azure-blue beard or

crest, and then the smoky bronze of the upper

petals is also most remarkable. Such are a few

of the more striking of this set of plants that are

perhaps never destined to over-run much space in

our gardens—at least till we have learnt more
concerning them. Possiblj' a good lesson may be
gathered by an endeavour to raise seedlings at

home, and so from their very infancy inure them
to the vicissitudes of an ever-changing climate.

Hardy Cypripediums were very noticeable, more
than one exhibitor staging several kinds. The
more choice of these was C. macranthum, with

rich flowers, very scarce. C. acaule, C. Calceolus,

C. pubescens, the pretty C. montanum, and the

more showy C. spectabile were also conspicuous.

Ixias, too, were ver}- charming, and so also a

choice assortment of Calochorti, comprising quite

a representative lot of these beautiful things.

Several pot - grown examples of Incarvillea

Delavayi with its Gloxinia-like flowers were most
attractive, and the snow-white spires of Watsonia
O'Brieni deserve a similar remark, though unfor-

tunately for British gardens it cannot be con-

sidered a hardy subject. With liberal pot cul-

ture and cool greenhouse treatment it is a grand
plant, flowering long and profusely. One very
notable feature of advancement among really

good hardy plants was the representative char-

acter of the Eremuri, whose towering spires were
to be seen in at least three tents. I say advance-
ment here, because I believe it is about five years
since a solitary spike of one kind—E. himalaicus,

if I rightly remember—created almost a sensa-

tion, while to-day the same species was abundant,
the spikes towering up among groups of hardy
shrubs, in one instance in a manner that
betokened the way in which the plants are

grown ; and not this alone, for the distinct

character of the densely-flowered spikes rendered
the groups a centre of attraction. And if of

these Eremuri we remember they are not difficult

to cultivate, but rather the reverse, and only need
]3atience till the flowering stage is reached.
Vigorous and robust by nature, a deep bed of soil

should be given, and this, if possible, in a group
where the noble character of the plants may
be fully seen. Several kinds were shown and
by several firms, in one instance a towering speci-

men full}- 8 feet high of E. Elwesianus being
among the most imposing things we have seen.

Even more imposing, certainly more chaste and
exquisite in their infinite variety and varying
charms, were the Tree Peonies, monster blooms
many of them, that by actual measurement
exceeded 10 inches across, mostly semi-double,
these even brought into greater prominence by
the abundance of the yellow anthers in the centre
of each flower. The coloured forms were equally
striking. E. J.

Double white Narcissus.—" Dorset" wishes
to know how this line Daffodil is behaving this

season. (Jenerally it seems to have done remark-
ably well, and flowers of it have been seen in the

markets in great abundance. They have been
cheap to everyone. Probably the bulbs got what
Narcissi so much like as a rule, a good ripening
under the influence of the warm sunshine of last

summer. Then whilst we have had a cold spring
and many small frosts, there has been none to

harm the blooms. No doubt the chief mischief is

done when we get one or two severe frosts just as

the flower-buds are pushing up, when they are

rather sappy, or, as the growers say, milky. At
Dropmore recently I saw tufts of this fine Daffo-

dil making strong grass and blooming finely that

had been planted some ten or twelve years. That
sort of treatment may not be the best in all soils.

The market growers seem to replant theirs about

once in three or four years.—A. D.

Saxifraga granulata fl.-pl.—How seldom
one sees this really excellent hardy spring flower

in gardens. I saw a small clump or two of it the

other day, where its name was unknown. The
roots are like tiny Gladiolus spawn, and in trans-

planting it is wise to wait until a little growth
has taken place in the winter, as then clumps
may be lifted whole and divided and replanted.

Many gardeners who do not know this Saxifrage

would be delighted with it if they had a quantity

in pots, stood in a moderatelj' warm house near

the glass, where it would bloom early and produce

double white flowers in great profusion on stems

about 12 inches in height. Outdoors it usually

blooms in May, but inside it could be easily

induced to flower a month earlier. The foliage

forms pretty green tufts all the winter. In the

summer, when that has ripened and the ilower-

stems disappear, the little tubers ripen and rest

until October, when growth again begins.—A.

Clematis montana.—There are many larger-

flowered species and varieties, but there are few

more beautiful than the Mountain Clematis. For
the past fortnight it has been very beautiful with

me, though as yet the plants are not large. Not
only is it very beautiful outside, but the shoots

may behadof almostany length for decoration, and

the individual blossoms are fine for any purpose.

When placing on the turf or in borders robbed by
tree roots the plants should be given a good start

by taking the soil out to the depth of a couple of

feet, and filling this in with good loamy compost.

Obtain plants, if possible, that have not become
badly pot-bound, as these are the longest in start-

ing. Plant firmly, and only loosely tie the

branches at first, this giving the soil a chance to

settle without straining the branches. The plante

need a season or two to get thoroughly established,

but after this flower profusely.—H.

diSicult to have them in bloom at one time, as the

blossoms of some expand much more slowly than

others. I can make up eighteen varieties, and to

ten of them I can give four marks, as indicating

the highest excellence. Some give but little

increase : they are not so productive of off'sets as

the single-flowered varieties. I have kept some
plants four years without getting an oS'set, so one

needs to be patient if he would have increase

of any particular variety. They are grown in

pots under glass with the show and alpine

varieties forming my collection. R. Dean.

DOUBLE AURICULAS.
Thk double Auricula Snowdrop exhibited by me
at the Temple show has been described as a

greenish white, but that was because the flowers

had not had time to bleach to greater purity. At
the end of the third day of the show they had lost

much of their green tint; a week later it had
almost entirely disappeared, and I am therefore

justified in terming it a white variety. All the

white Auriculas I have yet raised, double and
single, open of a greenish tint, but always bleach

to white, and as a steady improvement has gone

on in the double forms, I hope the time is not far

distant when I may secure a double white that

shall be pure through all the stages of its develop-

ment. Have the two old double Auriculas—the
double yellow and the double white—gone out

of cultivation? They used to be produced at

Auricula shows, and Mr. Turner, of Slough,

formerly catalogued the yellow among his show
Auriculas, but he has not done so of late. Both
were small-flowered, and however well they were
grown they developed weak stems and did not

produce good trusses. I have raised two very

fine double yellows, with stout, stiff flower-stems

bearing full trusses of perfectly double flowers.

One I have named Golden Gem, "it being the palest

in tint ; the other is Ophir, of a rich deep golden

colour. I have in my experience of double

Auriculas found it very difficult to get yellow or

white among the seedlings, the white especially,

and the large-flowered and fully double varieties

do not, in common with some other double

flowers, produce seeds. I have one that is nearly

black, also crimson, plum, blue and mauve, and a

few others that consist of two or three colours.

They are all strong growers and require high cul-

tivation to have them finely developed, but it is

Dielytra spectabilis.—The number of plants

of this most graceful plant grown under glass is

very large, and very fine it is for conservatory

and greenhouse decoration. But plants that have

been so grown are not the best for planting in

herbaceous borders, owing to the foliage being

so liable to suS'er from cold winds in spring.

The plant is, of course, perfectly hardy,

and when well established seems proof against

this, the foliage, though appearing early, holding

its own in cold and bleak situations. Then the

colour of the flowers is much finer when grown
entirely out of doors, and just now it is, perhaps,

the most beautiful hardy plant in bloom. The
white variety is a poor, weak thing compared
with the type, but a clump or two of Ranunculus
aconitifolius plenus placed near the Lyre Flower

has a very fine eflect, the deep green, pure white,

and rosy red forming a very nice contrast. Both

plants thrive well here in a cold, heavy soil, fatal

to many of the fine hardy plants.—A Grower,

Suffolk.

Liliutn candidum diseased.—A few clumps

of L. candidum have gone off this season in quite

a new way to me. In this garden I have not be-

fore had any trouble with this species, though in

the south of England on a somewhat similar soil

the plants used to go off when the flowers were

opening. The clumps in question looked as well

as anyTn the garden up to a few weeks ago, but

now they are quite destroyed, not a sign of a green

leaf or stem being left. The total collapse of

plants in this way is even more annoying than

losing the foliage and saving the flowers, and I

hope°it will go no further. A clump I have had

lifted shows plainly enough that the disease com-

mences at the bottom of the bulbs. They are dis-

coloured and partly decayed, but the upper part

of the scales is quite healthy. Cut across, the de-

cayed stem may be drawn out, while all round it

the bulb is perfectly healthy. I shall take up all

the clumps that are affected, and when the bulbs

are thoroughly dry remove as much as possible of

the decayed portions and replant in fresh soil.

With the diseased plants I have had to deal with

before, the decay was not nearly so rapid or com-

plete, and though I have lifted clumps time after

time, I could not find anything wrong with either

bulb or roots. LiUum speciosum in variety is

planted close to the L. candidum, and is perfectly

healthy.—H., Coldham Hall, Suffolk.

Primula Trailli.—Having had another years

experience, I can now speak with certaintj' as to

Primula Trailli. I heard from my Indian botani-

cal friend that he had met the collector of the

seed sent me as that of P. Trailli, and had shown
him the gardening papers which I had sent to

India with figures of the plants bloomed here.

These, he said, were quite different from P. Trailli,

that he had collected other Primula seed at the

same time as P. Trailli, that the seed was mixed,

and that P. Trailli had not come up. I think the

best name for the Primula which I exhibited

would be P. Monroi or P. involucrata major. It

is utterly unlike the form of P. Monroi or P.

involucrata which I have grown for years. It

his, when grown close to the glass, and thus free

from any tendency to be drawn up, stems above

18 inches high, with long leaves. Probably

several of the Indian Primroses have different

forms. Some years ago I exhibited before the

floral committee a giant form of P. capitata,

which I suggested should be named P. capitata

major. This received a first-class certificate on
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November 9, 1SS6, and some time afterwards a

nurseryman exhibited a giant form of this Prim-
rose, which I suppose the committee considered

different from mine, as tliis also secured a certifi-

cate or award. The committee only followed the

usual precedent in rewarding a fine distinct

new form of Primula in the case of P. Trailli, but

I think that the name should be changed and the

fact recognised that P. Trailli has still to be in-

troduced.

—

Geokhe r. Wilson.

Sweet Peas.—The assumption that these

beautiful annuals need very deeply-worked soil

because they root deeply seems negatived by Mr.
Salter's practice at Woodhatch, Reigate, where
to secure specially early bloom seeds are sown in

stout wooden troughs of varying lengths, but
only 8 inches deep and the same in width.
These troughs are put into frames or houses when
the seeds are sown, and the plants are well staked

ere they are put out of doors. The position there

is a warm, sheltered one. The boxes also are

sown in succession, so that plants may be found
from 5 feet in height, and just about to

bloom, down to others 3 feet in height. But
though the root space is so limited, growth is

of the stoutest and best, and because later fre-

quently watered with liquid manure, the whole of

which the roots utilise, the blooming season is a
very prolonged one. Still, it is well known that

out in the open ground Sweet Peas will not do
very well unless the soil be deep and well

manured. Possibly the natural tendency of the

roots is to strike down vertically rather than
laterally ; hence they sooner get out of the

manured area of soil. Also when liquid manure
is given, as is done with so much success in the
troughs, the roots of the open-grown rows are so

deep down that the liquid foodisnot fully utilised.

In few gardens are Sweet Peas more extensively
grown than in those of Dover House, Roehamp-
ton, where in one kitchen garden the borders and
quarters are entirely enclosed by rows of them
very neatly staked. These answer the double
purpose of shutting out the vegetable crops from
sight and of furnishing an immense supply of

beautiful flowers. Almost everywhere, however.
Sweet Peas outdoors seem to be sown too thickly.

—A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

The EdelwreiSB.—The Emperor Francis Josoph
has, we learn, sanctioneJ two laws voted by the Pro-
vincial Diets of Styria and Carijio'a for the protection
and preservation of Edelweiss. This alpine plant is,

it seems, in danger of extirpation in consequence of

the increasing number of tourists visiting the Austrian
Alps and of the export of the plants with the roots.

The new laws forbid the uprooting of Edelweiss, the
sale of it to tourists, aad its exportation in la^-ge

quantities.

Viola oornuta.—This is a very old kind, but
still it has much to recommend it. It is very liardy,

free-blooming, and will continue to be satisfactory iu

the same position for many years. Neir my cottage
door I have some big stones for edging, and some
eight years ago I raised some plants from seed, plant-
ing these at the edge of these stones to cover them.
They soon grew away and covered them. Every year
since during the summer they have been a mass t>t"

bloom, and continue in flower more or less till autumn.—Dorset.

Chalk for Gentiana aciulis.—I see that
Mr. Wood in Saturday's issue of The Gardex
(p. 495) suggests that Gen'iana acaulis flowers better
when there is a good quantity of chalk in the soil.

Will any of your correspondents kindly state their
experience as to this ? The plant grows most freely
with me here, where the soil is good and the climate
very moist, but flowers very badly ; in fact, this year
Ihave hardly a bloom on many clumps. I have heard
limestone suggested, and also a very sandy soil.
•— S. T., Ulver.\ton.

Nicotiana affinis.—Whether this should be
treated as an annual or not depends on the situa-
tion it is grown in. I am aware in some places it

must be planted every season, while in others the
roots go on for a long time. I grow it largely at
the foot of a south wall of the abbey. It has been

grown thus for seven or eight years, and during
that time the frost has never killed the whole of

the roots. This year they are very strong and
coming into bloom early in June. I observe those

that come so early into bloom do not continue till

the end of the season. I plant a few young ones

every season, and these go on till severe frost sets

in.—J. Crook.

Orchids.

ORCHIS MACULA.TA VAR. SUPERBA.

This fine hybrid native Orchis, whicli is a wild

cross between (). maoulata and O. latifolia,

became well known as a garden plant about
thirty years ago, having been liberally distri-

buted from the Scotch garden of the late Miss
Hope, of Wardie Lodge, Midlothian, where it

used to be grown to perfection. Miss Hope's
plants of it were said to have been all the in-

crease of one found wild in a bog near Kilmar-
nock, and it has often been called the Kilmar-
nock Orchis. Some which came to me from
Miss Hope's garden were cultivated at Edge
for several years, but one disastrous spring

Orchis maculata superha in Rev. C. WoUey-Dod'i
garden at Edge Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

destroyed these, and my present stock, which 1

believe to be the true kind, was supplied by one
or two friends in Scotland. Under favourable

condition.s the tubers multiply fast. A slope to

the east, a rich moist loam, with surface dress-

ings of leaf-mould and rotten manure, and
.shelter from hot sun and cold winds supply
the conditions best suited for all the terrestrial

Orchises of this section. Before saying more
of the variety I will give some account of the

types which produced the hybrid.

Orchis ji.icuLAT.i is of all the native terrestrial

Orchises the most abundantly distributed through-
out the kingdom and is known to everyone, but
it must be observed that under different condi-
tions of soil and place it varies much. In the
mountains of North Wales, for example, bright-

coloured dwarf forms prevail, including many
nearly or quite white ; these might be supposed
to belong to a different species from the tall, dull-

coloured type so common in the meadows and
groves of the English lowlands. The spotting of

the leaves—which are nearly always spotted with
black—varies capriciously in every degree. In
some the spots are large and confluent ; in others.

large, but few ; often they are small, and either

countless or few ; and all these variations may be
found in the same field. An important character

to notice in comparing this species with its near
allies is the lower petal of the flower, which is

divided into two lobes, separated by a central

tongue. In typical 0. maculata these lobes are

broad and well developed, whilst the tongue is

often nearly suppressed and never projects beyond
the lower edge of the lobes.

O. LATIFOLIA. — The distribution of this is

nearly as wide as that of 0. maculata, but it is

more local, being limited to boggy ground. It

flowers simultaneously with O. maculata, gene-
rally about the beginning of June. The type of

the species is tall, robust, often IS inches or more
high, with broad spotless leaves, a leafy stem,
and a large loose spike of pale purple flowers,

amongst which long green bracts are prominent.
The divergences from the type, however, are

even wider in this species than in O. maculata.
The common type cannot be called beautiful, but
there is a beautiful dwarf, sturdy form not more
than (5 inches high with flowers of deep rich

crimson, almost the colour of port wine. I first

found this many years ago on Conway Marsh,
where volunteers are generally now encamped at

its flowering time. In the glades near the base of

the neighbouring mountains, for instance between
Aber Station and Aber Falls, the same form is

common, but rather larger and somewhat less

rich in colour. I have also gathered it in several

places on the oozy sides of railway cuttings in

Carnarvonshire and Anglesea, and no doubt it

maj' be found in other parts of the kingdom. I

have never seen white O. latifolia, but should not
be surprised to hear that they have occurred. In
the lower petal of this species the lateral lobes

are narrower and less developed, and the central

tongue extends considerably below their lower
edge.

O. iNC-iRNATA is considered by many botanists

to be a distinct species from the last, though I

have found it very difficult to draw a line between
them. This kind, too, is widely distributed and
is common in North Wales, mostly on low waste
ground. The colour is pale washy pink, the

leaves are always without spots, the lateral lobes

of the lower petal are scarcely developed at all,

whilst the tongue is narrow and very long. I

once found near the head waters of the Lledr, in

Carnarvonshire, several examples of a curious

dwarf Orchis with flowers of a bright copper
colour, different in colour from any native Orchis

I have seen before or since. They grew in very
wet ground, and seemed to belong to this species.

All these three species grow together in

abundance in many parts of Anglesea, and,

judging from the difficulty of discriminating

them, seem to intercross freely. But the rail-

way cuttings and mountain dingles up to

lOtM) feet high seem to produce the finest hybrid

forms. In such situations it is not unusual to

find them with large and broad and elegantly

spotted leaves nearly approaching the named
variety maculata superba, or even finer, for the

hybrids seem to excel in vigour both their

parents.

Those who admire terrestrial Orchises and
have the opportunity of visiting Kew Gardens
within a week or two should by all means notice

the .specimens in the bogs of the rock garden

there on both sides of the path near the southern

end. They are the finest I have ever seen.

There is one giant example of the type, O.

latifolia, very typical, and not larger than I

have occasionally seen in English bogs. By its

side are several giant hybrids, O. latifolia X O.

maculata, but all Labelled O. latifolia. I was
told these came from the nursery of Mr.
Pritchard, of Christchurch, who has, I know,

paid some attention to these fine Orchises, but

I do not know their entire history, whether

they were raised in the nursery or collected

wild.
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O. FOLIOSA, the Madeira Orchis, deserves to be

noticed in this class. It is nearly allied to O.

lalifolia, but has larger flowers, though generally

deficient in brightness of colour. In Edge Hall

garden, where O. maculata comes up sp^nta-

neou^ly in abundance, its pollen often fertili-es

the flowers of O. foliosa, and by the side com" up

hj brids, often with spotted leaves, the type (u'.iosa

being never spotted, and very long spikes of

flowers intermediate in size. Some of these

h) brids have come also in the nursery of Mr.

I'ritchard, and, he has exhibited them at the

Drill Hall, and, if I am not mistaken, two or three

are dowering in the same piece of bog at Kew as

contains the giant hybrids mentioned above.

It is probable that by selection of colours and

srtihcial crossing some very good border varie-

ties of terrestrial Orchises might be produced.

Charles AVolley-Dod.
Kdiji' Il'ill, Malpan.

Ijistera ovata.—Although one of the com-
monest of British Orchids, this is an interesting

plant and well worthy of naturalising in stations

where it does nob exist. In neighbourhoods

where it is common in woods and coppices it is

The Madeira Orchis (0. foliosa) at Edge Ball, Malpas.

unnecessary, of course, but where it is rare it

should be taken up and planted by grassy walks
and shrubberies. It thrives especially well in

positions where lime exists in the soil, and throws
up first the ovate leaves, afterwards the tall,

rather spare spikes of greenish yellow flowers.

The best time to take it up is after the flowers

are past. Man}' people are in the habit of calling

this the Fly Orchis, but the latter is quite a dif-

ferent and less common plant.

Orchis mascula alba.—The white form of

the early purple Orchis is as rare among British

species as albinos are in tropical Orchids, and
though I have walked and cycled for hundreds of

I miles in this and adjacent counties, I have not

j

yet found it. At Coalpit Heath, in Gloucester-

shire, there was a meadow where one could

I
always gather it some years ago, but possibly

this has now been destroyed. I reared a tine

clump of it from a single plant gathered in this

field, and a very beautiful feature it was in a

small rock garden near Bristol.—H. R., Siifolic.

Aerides HouUetianum.—Messrs. B. S. Wil-
' liams and Son had a fine variety of this rather

uncommon Aerides in their group at the Temple.

It is an exceptionally pretty plant, and not often

seen in such good condition. The leaves are

broad like those of A. expansum Leonis. The
Howers, occurring on simple arching racemes, are

tawny yellow in ground colour, marked with

purple. It needs the usual treatment at the roots

recommended for Aerides generally, and may be

grown in baskets suspended from the roof or in

any position near the glass. It is a native of

Cochin China, and first

flowered in this country in

1S76.

Dendrobium. strati-

otes. — This, recently in

flower with Messrs. Hugh
Low and Co., is a singular

Orchid, belonging to the

same set as D. tauricum
and one or two others. The
stems are erect, the flowers

occurring towards the top

on close racemes of about
half a dozen. The upper
sepals and petals are very

curiously twisted, creamy
white ; the lip streaked with

purple. A native of the

Sunda Isl.nnds, D. stratiotes

likes p'' iri,y of heat and
moistuie, very little shad-

ing at any time, and water

in accordance with the state

of growth. Very small re-

ceptacles compared with
the habitof the plantsutfice.

Odontoglossum L n-

deni.—Although discovered

by M. Linden in 1842, this

species has never become
really well known, and it

is seldom seen in (lower.

The spikes on strong plants

are upwards of a yard in

height, erect, and carry a
dozen or more large and
singular - looking yellow

flowers, the sepals and
petals being wavy on the

edge, the lip short and
pointed in front. It is a
stout species, requiring

larger pots than most
Odontoglots and a very

rough, open description of

compost. Though no dry-

ing season can be recom-
mended, it is best to keep
it at rest in winter if pos-

sible.

Aerides crispum War-
neri.—The value of the

beautiful Aerides can hardly

be over-estimated, this being an excellent variety

of the type. In comparison with that of the well-

known 0. crispum the growth and habit are

smaller, and the blossoms, though small, have a

very deeply tinted front lobe to the lip, the

colour the deepest purple. This gives a very dis-

tinct character to the flowers, which are produced
on long, sometimes branching, spikes. It may be

grown in baskets of Sphagnum Moss and charcoal
over good drainage, and given a light position in

the warm house.

Epidendrum macrochilum.—This very vari-

able plant has received many names, and is a use-
ful garden Orchid. I have noted it in bloom on
several occasions recently, a peculiarity of the
flower being the incurved sepals, which in the
type are chocolate-pur[)le, the spreading lip of

Orchis latifoUa.

varying tints of rose or purple. K. macrochilum

likes a rough open compost and an annual treat-

ment like that advised for Cattleyas gene-

rally. Plenty of moisture in the atmosphere

helps to keep insects in check and is conducive to

healthy growth. It is a native of^ Central

America, whence it was introduced in 1836.

Dendrobium Boxalli.—This pretty Dendrobe

was recently liowering well with Mr. W. Bull.

The flowers much resemble those of D. Devoni-

anum, and it appears to be equally free-growing

and free-blooming. These deciduous kinds are

very numerous, but all are beautiful, and this

plant is worth a place in any collection. It is

supposed to be a natural hybrid between I).

Devonianum and D. crystallinum, and will be
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found most satisfactory in small pans suspended
from the roof in a warm moist house while grow-
ing, resting afterwards in cooler and drier
quarters.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM.
The specific name of this beautiful Odonto-
glossum would imply that the flowers are citron-
scented, and some of them are, but I do not
know any Orchid that varies so in the scent of
its blossoms. The pretty old Dendrobium
nobile is said to have a fresh odour for every
hour in the day, and sometimes it is a heavy,
almost overpowering one when a number of

plants is in flower, but with O. citrosmum this

never occurs. The scent is singularly sweet
when a number of plants is in flower, while
the lovely pendent racemes of good form are
second to none for beauty. Among a number
of plants I now have in flower one may pick
out several fine varieties, one especially, a deli-

cate rosy mauve with slightly deeper-tinted lip,

having twenty flowers each about 2J inches
across. There are others with pure white
sepals and lip lightly spotted, while the variety
roseum is deeply coloured on the lip. It is

essentially an Orchid for home decoration as
distinct from a plant for exhibition, though if

a little care were taken with it, it would have
a very fine appearance in Orchid groups.
Suspending the plants being out of the ques-
tion, as a rule, at shows, light pedestals easily

hidden could be introduced, and upon these
the pendent flower-spikes would look more
natural than tied up to spikes, as we some-
times see them, or hanging over the edge in

a convenient position to be rubbed by the knees
or pulled about by the ever-ready fingers of

spectators. This Orchid, as a matter of fact, is

seldom e.xhibited in good condition, and for the
simple reason that the flowers last fresh
only a few days. It is true they do not
fade or wilt, like those of a Stanhopea or a
Sobralia, and may still be presentable after
having been open for a fortnight, but the real
beauty is gone a few days after the spikes
open.
The culture of O. citrosmum is not difficult,

and the uninitiated in Orchid-growing may
take it up with every prospect of success.
It usually arrives in this country in good
condition and often—if collected while dormant
—flowers freely upon the young shoots that
appear almost at once at the base of the
pseudo-bulbs. I have been very successful by
planting the specimens in fairly large pans of
crocks alone the first season, but should roots
appear the crocks may be surfaced over with
equal parts of peat and Sphagnum Moss. It is

better to give fairly large receptacles, as though
the plants are not inconvenienced by repotting or
rebasketing, they do not always flower the first

season after disturbance, as, owing to the slight
hold they have on the new material, it is not
safe to dry them ofi'. Although this seems
somewhat contradictory to my statement re-
specting newly-imported plants, it is explained
by the fact that the latter are dried whether or
not, and consequently flower, but, owing to the
vigour tliat is characteristic of all plants fresh
from their habitat, they soon get over the tem-
porary check given. This leads to one of the
principal points in its culture, viz., the dry-
ing off to cause the plants to flower. It is the
only safe way, and though instances have been
given where, by thorough ripening in autumn,
the plants have flowered without it, I may .say,

on the other hand, that it is the exception for a
plant to miss blooming when thoroughly dried,
and no harm accrues to the plant thereby.
From November until the tips of the flower-

spikes are seen issuing from the growths no
water is needed. The pseudo-bulbs will prob-
ably shrivel a little, but a thorough soaking of

water and a warm, moist atmosphere will soon
put this right again. During the growing sea-

son any warm, light house will suit the plants,

and if no intermediate house is at command,
the Cattleya house should be chosen rather than
that devoted to Odontoglossums generally. It

is a very thirsty subject when in health and
growing freely, scarce a day passing in summer
without water being necessary. Overhead
watering is not required, provided the proper
degree of atmospheric moisture is kept up.

The compost, when repotting becomes neces-

sary, should be very rough and open, plenty of

rough lumps of charcoal and burnt clay being
advisable, while the drainage must be perfect.

O. citro.smum is a native of Mexico, where it

grows "upon the larger branches of trees in

great profusion," and one can easily imagine
what a fine sight it must be when in flower. It

was introduced to this country nearly fifty

years ago. H.

Oncidium phymatoohilum.—The flowers of

this species, so freely produced on graceful branch-
ing spikes, are amongst the most distinct in the
genus, and it deserves to be very freely grown.
It is easy to describe their colour, but not so easy
to give an idea of the fantastic shape, each flower
so singular but making up such a beautiful whole.
In colour they vary a little, but are usually of a
yellowish-white with reddish-brown markings on
sepals, petals and lip, the last also having a pro-
minent and brightly-coloured crest It thrives
under intermediate treatment and is a native of

Brazil, whence it was imported about 1840.

Dendrobium Draconis.—This is one of the
finest of the nigro-hirsute group, the bright
orange tint on the. lip being very decided and
bright. The blossoms are not so large as those
of the best forma of 1). formosum, nor is the plant
so plentiful, though it is equally free-flowering
when in good health. It requires a lot of heat
and sunlight to get the most out of it, and should
not lie given a large receptacle. Nice plants may
be grown in baskets about 4 inches across, the
compost being kept very thin and the plants dis-

turbed as little as possible. It is better in all

cases to keep this species dormant in winter if it

can be managed, and with a view to this the
growth may be fully exposed to the sun towards
the end of the summer, this having a hardening
effect and enabling the stems to stand drought
in winter without shrivelling much or losing all

the foliage. But it is not always possible to keep
them dormant, and if they do start growing they
must be kept gently moving all through the
winter. Green-fly is apt to make its appearance
on the young growths, which it soon cripples if

allowed to remain. Whenever a house of plants
is being fumigated it is well to place these plants
therein, as they are more subject than most to

insect attacks of any kind.

Cattleya Mossiaa.—This popular and beauti-
ful Cattleya is always fine at the Temple show,
and the present season was no exception. Among
the trade growers' groups as usual there were
some extremely handsome forms, including the
beautiful albino C. M. Wageneri and many others
more or less well known. A fine plant of the
above-mentioned variety was also conspicuous in

Sir Trevor Lawrence's fine group. This was
carrying four fully expanded flowers and others
were opening. An unnamed variety in Messrs.
Low and Co.'s group was also exceptionally fine,

the sepals and petals being of the purest white,
the deeply-tinted lip showing a wider margin of

golden yellow than usual, another coming very
near C. Mendeli, with its much undulated
margin and nearly pure white side lobes to the
lip. This by no means exhausts the list of good
things exhibited, for we noted some very striking
forms in several other groups. C. Mossiic is one

of the most useful and variable of all Cattleyas
and under ordinary conditions of culture never
fails to give plenty of flowers. Owing to the growth
starting later than that of some otner species, it

is imperative that during the late summer and
autumn months the plants be kept in a good
light to ensure proper ripening.

EPIDENDRUM PRISMATOCARPUM.

There are few Orchids that flower over a longer
period than this pretty Epidendrum, as it may be
occasionally seen almost every month in the year.

The growth is fairly vigorous, the leaves much
longer than the pseudo-bulbs and the flower-

spikes erect, bearing many flowers. Individually

about IJ inches across, they are extremely showy
in the aggregate, the ground colour being a sul-

phur-j'ellow with green shading, all the segments
being more or less closely covered with deep
blackish purple spots. This species, if properly
grown, is very free-flowering, but, like many other

Orchids from the Western tropics, it cannot stand
a close heat without a proper circulation of air.

The temperature for this species may be the same
as advised for Cattleyas of the labiata group, and
the plants get along well in the same house.

Large heavy specimens may be grown on the cen-

tral stages of light span-roofed structures in a
position where the air plays freely about the

foliage, or they may, if not convenient to venti-

late the whole of the house so freely, be
placed near a ventilator on a side stage.

Anywhere that plenty of light and air is

assured, with shade from bright sunshine, will

suit it well. Being fairly vigorous, the roots

should not be too much confined, but to prevent
anything like sourness in the compost, add plenty

of hard porous material and drain the pots

thoroughly. Frequent disturbance is not relished

by this species, but when really in want of new
material turn the plants out directly they have
done flowering, carefully avoiding injury to bulbs,

leaves, or roots in the case of large specimens,

and removing all dead and decayed roits, bulbs

or rhizomes, and sour compost, and replacing in a

large or a similar sized pot, according to how the

plant is doing. The usual mixture of peat and
Moss in a very rough condition suits this species

well, and while not burying the bases of the

pseudo-bulbs, avoid elevating the plant too much,
as it is difficult to thoroughly moisten large

plants when they are kept much above the rim of

the pot. Being a strictly evergreen plant, the

water supply must be kept well going as long as

growth is active, and even when at rest no drying
off' is necessary. A rather cooler house for a few
weeks in late winter and plenty of air are better

than drying off. Insects seldom trouble plants so

grown, but should scale or red spider put in an

appearance they must at once be destroyed, or the

fine healthy appearance of the foliage is marred.

Dendrobium Parishi albens.—Though not

a very decided white the flowers of this variety of

D. Parishi are very pretty and quite distinct

from those of the type. There was a nice healthy

little plant of it carrying a number of flowers in

Sir Trevor Lawrence's group at the Temple show.
The flowers are of about the same size as in the

type, and the habit is also identical. The sepals

and petals are almost transparent, but this was
doubtless due in part to the time the blossoms
had been open ; the lip is white, downy in front

with a rosy-tinted blotch on each side at the base.

Oncidium undulatum.—This was recently

in good form with Mr. Bull, and owing to the

distinct colouring it is one of the most useful of

the macranthum group. Instead of the usual

yellow and brown so often repeated in these

plants, O. undulatum has white petals blotched

and spotted with deep purjjle : the sepals are

chestnut-brown and the lip rich purple. It is one
of the strongest growers, too, the pseudo-bulbs
and foliage large and deep green, and the

strongest plants produce flower-spikes as much
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as 4 yards in length and freely branched. Large
pots, a rough compost, and the usual cool-house

routine culture suit it best.

Cypripedium macranthum.— Whether in

point of colour or other details this species is un-

doubtedly a gem among hardy terrestrial Orchids.

It is a unique species in many ways, notablj' in

its colour and fine form, and not less so perhaps
in the great difficulty experienced by all culti-

vators in establishing it. Such dithculty in growing
the plant—or rather in failing to get it to live at

all —detracts greatly from its merits, for however
good and beautiful a plant may be in itself,

such beauty is lessened because so rarely seen or

enjoyed. It would be less discouraging did the
plants flower and, as often happens with C. acaule,

perish after, but even this is not usual with the
handsome and richly-coloured C. macranthum.
In the e.\hibition recently held at the Temple
Gardens one small flowering plant was noted, the
flower, however, proportionately small of its kind.

A much finer example is now in flower at Kew,
where a nice plant fully established—as I fear

was not the case with the above plant—is carry-

ing two grand flowers. The same plant yielded
the same number of flowers a year ago, when some
new breaks were also apparent. Today it is

satisfactory to note that there are three breaks
over and above the two flowering crowns, which,
coupled with the fact that the plant has already
passed some six years in the gardens, at least gives

hope for a permanent and good plant in the
future. To encourage new root-formation, this

species should always be placed against the side

of the pot. In this position there is greater hope
of fresh roots being emitted.

MAY IN SOUTH DEVON.
During the past month rain has fallen on 17 days
to the amount of S^n inches, against 1 68 inches

on 13 days in May, 1S97, the average for the

month being 196 inches. During the first

5 months of the year 9-13 inches of rain have
fallen on 61 days, against IT'Ol inches on 82 days
for the corresponding period of 1897, the average
fall being 1'2'71 inches. At the present time,

therefore, we are 3 28 inches below the average
fall for the first 5 months of the year, and
7 58 inches below that of the preceding year.

The month has been decidedly sunless for May,
< []ly 170 hours' sunshine having been recorded,

compared with '247 hours 30 minutes in May,
1897, and an average for the month of 231 hours
20 minutes. For the fir^t 5 months of the year a
decrease, although not so marked, is also appa-
rent, the figures being 628 hours 20 minutes in

1898, 635 hours 50 minutes in 1897, and 696 hours
40 minutes as the average amount of sunshine for

the period. The mean temperature of the month
has been practically identical with that of the
preceding May, being 52 5°, against 52 'S" in 1897,

both being slightly below the average mean tem-
perature of the month—53'2°. The highest sun
temperature was 114 6° on the 23rd, and the
highest screen temperature 66 '5° on the same
date. The lowest screen reading was .39'5° on
the 17th, and the lowest on the grass 33'5°, also

recorded on the 17th. The total horizontal move-
ment of the wind during the month was
6960 miles, the record for May, 1897, being
61 14 miles. For the first 5 months of the year
the movement h.as been 35,4.54 miles, it having
amounted to 39,346 miles during the same period
of 1897. The greatest daily run w.as 580 miles
on the 11th, and the highest hourly velocity,

30 miles, was attained between the hours of

11 and noon on the same date. On 16 days the
direction of the wind has been from the north or

east. The humidity of the month shows a per-

centage of 76, against 71 for May, 1897, while the
monthly average of ozone in the air has been
62 3 per cent.

The past month has been anything but a typical

May. Cold, wet and raw, the weather caused the
attractions of the fireside to outweigh those of the
garden on many an evening—an unwelcome con-

trast to preceding Mays, when the sunset hour in

the open air held a charm that no other period of

the day could rival. For a month, generally

opulent in perfume, the past May has been s>adly

lacking in fragrance. The double Rockets have
not as yet yielded their sweet essence to the air.

White Pinks are, indeed, expanded here and there,

but not in quantity. The Syringas (Philadelphus)

have scarce unclosed their buds, and the sweet-

scented Tobacco plant, self-sown seedlings of

which usually bloom toward the close of the

month, will not be in flower till mid-June. The
woodland's mantle has become denser and has
acquired a deeper shade of green. The Chestnut's
ivory blossom spires, in the zenith of their beauty,
are thrown into high relief by the fresh verdancy
of the ample fans, but the Ash is still reluctant to

expand, and has this year been more markedly
outstripped by the Oak than in any previous

season that I can recall. During the last week of

the month I noticed two large trees, an Oak and
an Ash, growing side by side. On the former the

leaves had lost the yellow tint that they display

upon first unfolding and were of uniform green,

but the leaves of the Ash, though they had started

into growth, had not as yet turned outwards from
the bud. Now and again, in weather the reverse

of agreeable, a genial day has intervened, warm,
moist and windless, when in the sunshine the

orange-tip butterflies danced adown the glade,

the turtle-doves cooed to their mates in the lofty

tree tops, and the air was full of the promise of

spring, but such days were but interludes.

In the garden, Achillea umbellata has com-
menced its blossoming, and the tall Monkshoods
( Aconitum Napellus) by the waterside opened their

first flowers before the end of tlie month. The
Cape Pondweed (Aponogeton distachyon) has
whitened the surface of many sheets of orna-

mental water with its Hawthorn-scented flowers,

and Nympha^a Marliacea carnea has expanded its

earliest blossoms. The bright yellow of Alyssum
saxatile still lights up the rock garden, and the

Sweet Alyssum attracts the bees with its honeyed
scent, but the white mantle of Arabis albida has

been growing less conspicuous with each succeed-

ing week. Anemone Pulsatilla has remained in

bloom through the greater part of the month in

some gardens, and the wild Wood Anemone is

still enchanting around the great tree boles.

Antholyza lethiopica was in bloom on the banks
of the Dart, where Ixias and Sparaxis were also

flowering, breadths of the latter presenting a

brilliant colour effect. Towards the end of the

month the Aquilegias commenced to expand
their shapely and suavely- tinted flowers, but these

plants will not attain perfection until .June is well

advanced. In a sheltered garden, protected from
the north and east winds by a high clift', the

Arums have been in bloom during the greater

part of May. The Thrifts are day by day coming
into fuller "flower, Armeria bracteata, A. setacea,

and A. speciosa being the most forwatd. The
Aubrietias are still beautiful in many gardens,

though in some they lack the dense mat of colour

they presented in April. Among the brightly-

coloured flowers of the month Azalea mollis has

stood out preeminent, its tints ranging from
fiery red to palest saffron and exhibiting no trace

of the dull pink hue that to many is so objection-

able in the garden. Late in the month some of

the smaller-flowered Calochcrti opened their hairy

bells and the dark purple of Campanula glomerata
was conspicuous. Plants of C. c;¥5ipitosa have
also here and there commenced to flower, and
the dense mat of leaves of Cardamine trifolia has
been crowned with white flower - heads. In

the wild garden Centaurea alba is in bloom,
but this plant with its spreading habit and
vigorous growth is not adapted for the herbaceous
border, as it is a very difficult subject to success-

fully eradicate, suckers continually springing up
even when the parent plant has been removed.
The red Valerian (Centranthus ruber) is already

bright on cliffs and rocky slopes, and many a wall

and border edging is growing white with the

Summer Snow (Cerastium tomentosum). Clem.atis

montana has draped tree ar.d masonry ahke with

a veil of ivory-white blossom, a certain plant that
has climbed the trunk of an Elm tree and gar-
landed the fresh green of its foliage with swaying
flower-wreaths presenting a charming picture,
while the bright gold of Coreopsis grandiflora is

already apparent in warm and sheltered situa-
tions. In gardens I have lately visited I noticed
two Lady's Slippers in bloom, Cypripedium Cal-
ceolus and C. pubescens, and in one of these gar-
dens the yellow Chrysogonum virginianum was
flowering. The scarlet Delphinium nudicaule has
produced its bright flower-spikes and the Lyre
Flower (Dicentra spectabilis) has borne its long,
cur\-ing bloom-scapes in profusion. Large speci-
mens of this plant, 3 feet in height and more in
diameter, such as one often sees growing in rich
soil, their flower-sprays bright with pendent pink
blooms, are most ornamental at this season of the
year. The American Cowslip (Dodecatheon) is

also flowering freely, and Doronicum planta-
gineum excelsum Harpur-Crewe, with its great
star flowers, is a blaze of yellow in the borders.
Epimedium pinnatum is still producing its bright
yellow bloom- spikes ; Eschscholtzias are flowering
well in many a garden, the old plants having
passed through the winter unscathed ; and Eri-
geron mucronatus is daily increasing the number
of its Daisy-like flowers ; while the Fumitories,
pink, yellow, and cream-coloured, are in full

bloom. The (ientianella and Gentiana verna
paint spaces of the rock garden with their
vivid blue, and the Geums, coccineum and
its double variety, the copper coloured G. minia-
tum and the yellow G. montanum, are all in

blossom. The Sun Roses (Helianthemum) are
commencing their season's display, the pink,
yellow, red and white flowers becoming more
numerous with each succeeding day, and the first

blooms of the yellow Day Lily (Hemerocallisflava)
have opened. Heuchera sanguinea has pro-
duced its slender spires of coral-red blooms ; some
plants, however, show considerable variation from
the type in the hue of their flowers, these occa-
sionally being of a flesh-coloured tint. AtCoombe-
fishacre the satiny-buff Homeria lineata was in

flower, as was Pancratium illyricum, while the
early Honeysuckle was in profuse bloom. Tellima
grandiflora was also blossoming in the same gar-
den, as were Scilla pratensis and S. Ramburi, and
the fine plant of the white variety of Ostrowskia
magnifica that Mr. Archer-Hind possesses has
made strong growth and is showing flower-buds.
An unexpected resurrection has occurred in my
garden in the case of this plant, which, after

lying dormant for two years and being given up
for dead, has this year made about 10 inches of

growth. The quaint feather Hyacinths were in

bloom early in the month, and around the grey
boles of the Beeches the wooded slopes are azure
with countless blue bells. Iberis trifoliata has
been white with blossom, and I. gibraltarica is

also flowering, while the Violet Cress (lonop-
sidium acaule) spreads its flower-carpet in many
a space of border and rock garden. Iris sibirica

has in some sites commenced to bloom, as have
many of the Flag Irises, but, as a rule, although
the common purple Flag has here and there been
in flower since February and I. florentina in many
gardens bloomed in April, they will not be at
their best until the month of June. Leucojum
vernum is still bearing its white bells in back-
ward situations, and old plants of Limnanthes
Douglasi, that have withstood the winter, are

covered with the sulphur white flowers beloved of

bees. The Lilies of the Valley seem growing
more strongly than ever this year, and are bear-

ing a profusion of tall, many-belled flower-scapes

that fill the surrounding air with delicious frag-

rance and yield many a bowlful to perfume the
interior of the house. Liuum narbonense has ex-

panded its light blue flowers, Lithospermum pros-

tratum on sunny rockeries is producing its blue

of deeper tint, and Lychnis viscaria splendens

fl.-pl. is unclosing its rosy-tinted flowers. The
double Marsh Marigolds have been as bright in

the garden as the single form has been in the
meadows. Old plants of the common single Mari-

golds have also been blooming freely on rocky
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banks, and the Megaseas are still in flower. Mer-
tensia virginica has produced its drooping tur-
quoise flower-clusters, and in sunny situations
the Mesembryanthemums have already furnished
a brilliant display.

Towards the end of the month I saw, growing
near the water in a rock garden, a colony of seed-
lings from Mimulus cardmalis, whose red flowers
produced a striking effect. In a somewhat similar
position the giant New Zealand Forget-me-not
(Myosotidium nobile) has also been in bloom, but
the plant appears to be generally difficult of cul-
tivation, my own experiences with it having been
uniformly disappointing. Of the Narcissus family,
the twin flowered N. biflorus, the late Pheasant's-
eye (N. poeticus recurvus) and its double variety
hive formed the rear-guard of the host of Daffo-
dih. The Golden Drop (Onosma tauricum) is com-
mencing to flower, and the Stars of Bethlehem
(Ornuhogalum) are spangling grass and border,
while Orobus vernus is in bloom, and the hand-
some Ourisia coccinea has produced its scarlet
flower-scapes. Such of the Tree Peonies as had
not been injured by the preceding inclement
weather commenced to bloom in mid-May, but
many specimens were flowerless and perfect
blooms were rare, except in sheltered situations.
Herbaceous P.tonies were still later, but P. ane-
raon^eflora and P. tenuifolia were amongst the
firit to expand their blossoms. Pansies are bright
in many a cottage garden and the dwarf Phloxes
arrt masses of bloom. The white Pinks are late
vhis year, but the earliest were in bloom before
the close of the month. The Oriental Poppies have
scarcely entered upon their flowering season, but
here and there a giant blossom glows in the
border. The Welsh Poppies are brightening
rockery and rough stone edging with their clear
yellow pendent flowers, and the Iceland Poppies,
white, yellow and orange, have commenced to
bloom. Of Primulas, P. rosea, P. japonica, and P.
bieboldi have been in flower, while the single
crimson Pyrethrums are producing their richly
coloured star flowers in numbers. The Turban
Ranunculi have made breadths of vivid colour in
the beds, and R. aconitifolius fl.-pl., which shares
with Saxifraga granulata the title of "Fair Maids
of France," has begun to bloom. Roses have been
unusually scarce for May. Two years ago the
hedge of Austrian Briers was bright with bloom
before the conclusion of the month, but this year
it will be close on midsummer ere it reaches the
zjnith of its beauty. On the walls many Tea
Koses have opened their buds—Safrano, Mme

becoming blue with bloom, and the Wallflowers
are still a wealth of fragrant blossoms, while the
lavender flower-fringe of the Wistaria drapes the
walls with a veil of perfumed blossom that fills

the surrounding air with sweetness, and in the
hedgerows the Woodrufi', with its delicate essence
of new-mown hay, is starring the banks with tiny
white flowers.

Shrubs.
Abutilon vexillarium

Lambard, Rl'vc d'Or, and Bouquet d'Or .among the
number—and on May 8 I cut an almost perfect
bloom from Cleopatra, but until the last week of
the month Roses were few and far between. R.
liBvigata at Kingswear has been in flower through-
out the month. Saxifrages have donned their
most ornamental garb, and are generally in full
flower, the mossy section carpeting the surface
with a dense mat of greenery, now relieved by
cjuntless white blossoms: while the Meadow
Saxifrage (S. granulata) presents a delightful pic-
ture naturalised in the grass under deciduous
trees, and the London Pride (S. umbrosa) has
thrown up its gracile flower-sprays whose minute
fltsh- white blossoms stand out in clear relief
against a dark background. The Silenes are
masses of flower, and appear much in vogue in the
garden of the semi-detached villa. Solanum jas-
minoides is gradually increasing the number ot its
white flower-clusters, and the tall curving shafts of
Solomon s Seal are strung with hanging blossom,
while the autumn-sown Sweet Peas are in flower
and large plants of the scarlet Trop.-eolum Lobbi-
anum that survived the winter form spots of intense
colour against a rock wall. The TriUiums were
mostly past their best early in the month, but the
Globe Flowers (Trollius) were most efl"eotive dur-
ing the whole of May. T. caucasicus Orano-e
Globe IS a fine and very ornamental
Late Tulips of the Gesneriana
been extremely decorative both in the open
and when arranged in vases. The pretty little
iulipa persica is also a very taking flower and
quite a gem in its way. Veronica prostrata is

variety,

type have

— is coming into fuller
bloom, and both the lavender and white varieties
of A. vitifolium will soon be in perfection. Tall,
well-furnished specimens of this Abutilon 8 feet
or more in height are extremely handsome when
in full flower. In a garden on the banks of the
Dart Acacia Riceana and A. verticillata were in
flower, and the Embothrium coccineum, to which
I referred in my April notes, presented a still
more dazzling sight. This Embothrium is of such
exceeding beauty when in flower, that it is well
worth a trial in sheltered situations in the
south-west, in which district there are many fine
specimens, two notable ones being in the gardens
at Coombe Royal, near Kingsbridge. At Fota,
Co. Cork, I also saw a handsome tree in full
bloom a few years ago. Ceanothus papillosus has
commenced to bloom, and the .Judas Tree (Cercis
siliquastrum) has been purple-pink with flower,
while Choisya ternata is white with blossom, and
Crattegus Pyracantha is flowering profusely.
The double Cherries have been blooming freely,
and the Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padus) has been a
lovely sight, especially a variety with pendulous
flower-sprays, which, with the type, was in bloom
at Coombefishacre. Towards the end of May the
pink Thorn began to show its colour and the
hedges grew daily whiter with the Hawthorn,
while the Cistuses, pink and white, disclosed
their tints and the Deutzias commenced to bloom,
as did Escallonia macrantha. The pale sulphur-
white Cytisus pra-cox was past its best early in
the month, but later the chestnut and gold C.
Andreanus was a brilliant show. I was sliown a
large and handsome specimen of this Cytisus
which had been raised from seed and which was
correctly variegated, thus proving that in some
instances, at all events, it comes true from seed.
Later on the yellow Broom made a blaze of gold
in the shrubbery. The Guelder Rose has been
barely able to sustain its reputation as the
"Whitsun Flower," but the beautiful Snowdrop
Tree (Halesia) was in full bloom by the middle of
May. The Kerrias, single and double, have been
in bloom, while Lilac and Laburnum reached
their fullest perfection in the waning days of the
month. The first bloom was cut from the great
standard Magnolia grandiflora on May 10. M.
Soiilangeana has also been in flower, and Olearia
stellulata, which in some gardens has been bloom-
ing more or less throughout the winter, is covered
with white star flowers. A specimen of Paulownia
imperialis has been flowering sparsely and Pit-
tosporum Tobira is in bloom, as is the pretty
Rhodotypos kerrioides, and many of the Rhodo-
dendrons and Ghent Azaleas are bright with
flower. Ribss aureum and R. speciosum are in
bloom, and the beautiful white Rubus deliciosus
has produced its large Cistus-hke flowers. The
Bladder-nut Tree (Staphylea pinnata) has been in
bloom, as has Weigela rosea.

The rock garden at Chaddlewood, near Plymp-
ton, was bright with colour when I visited it in
mid-May, many beautiful and rare subjects beincr
in bloom. Amongst these were the red Abelia
floribunda, .Ethionema cordifolium, Androsace
sarmentosa, of which a large patch which had
carried over 200 flowers was going out of bloom,
Antirrhinum asarinumand A. glutinosum, Arenaria
balearica and A. montana, the beautiful Cistus
formosus, with its yellow, maroon-spotted flowers,
Dryas octopetala. Daphne Cneorum, Hutchinsia
alpina, Iberis gibralt.arica, L3dum buxifolium,
Linariaantirrhinifolia,Lotuspeliorrhynchus, which
was planted out in the spring, Morisia hypofa'l,
Oxalis rosea, Othonna cheirifolia, a variety of
Phloxes, amongst which were P. amiona, P. di-
varicata and its form known as canadensis, P.
reptans and various forms of P. subulata or seta-

cea, Potentillaalchemilloides, Ramondia pyrenaica,
many of the Saxifrage family, Sisyrinchium ber-

mudianum, the charming white Viola cucuUata
alba, the yellow Viola biflora, Vacoinium Vitis-

Ida^a, and the yellow-flowered Waldsteiniatrifolia.
Bright colours were present in Alyssum and
Aubrietias and the reds and yellows of Ghent
Azaleas, while the Japanese Maples of varying
tints introduced palest green and purple-brown
into the picture. In the immediate neighbour-
hood of the rock garden, Andromedas, tall speci-

mens of Abutilon vitifolium, and bushes of Cy-
tisus were in flower, as was Erica codonodes, which
reproduces itself freely from self-sown seed and
grows to a great height, having reached a stature
of 1.") feet prior to the disastrous blizzard of 1891.

A fine specimen of Rhododendron calophyllum
was flowering in the open, as were the Nepaul
Laburnum and Thermopsis montana.

S. W. F.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1175.

80ME CALIFORNIAN IRISES.

(with a coloured plate of— 1, I. COPRBA
;

2, I. TENAX.*)

I. TENAX, figured in the plate, may, I think,

be taken as the brightest and most highly-

coloured representative of those Californian

Irises which can in any sense be described as

having lilac flowers. I. cuprea (the specific

name fulva appears to have the right of

primogeniture) is, from a gardening point of

view, ab.solutely siii generis in relation to its

own family, for there is no other Iris pro-

ducing flosvers of the same colour or any-

thing like it, while the spreading segments

appear to bring it closer to a Morica than any
other species iodigenous to the northern

hemisphere. The subject of Californian

Irises has within the last year or two excited

some interest among the cultivators of hardy
flowers, and to this have contributed not only

the intrinsic beauty of the flowers themselves

—many of them being quite distinct in

colouring as well as in habit from any of the

apogons hitherto commonly in cultivation

—

but also the confu-ion of the nomenclature,

and perhajjs I may add also tlie exceptional

difficulty which has been found not so much
in growing as in cstablishiug certain of the

speiies. With regard to the nomenclature,

we are, I think, beginning to see daylight.

The Americin botanists hive recently revised

and multiplied the species, and the confusion

(if any) which may still exist is confined to

one or two kinds at the outside. I may,
perhaps, add that the plant from which the

accompanying portrait of I. tenax was taken

holds a certificate from Mr. Baker as being

identical with the specimens in the Kew
herbarium and as answering to his own
description of the same ("Irideae," p. 7).

Of the culture of Californian Irises it is un-

necessary to say much, for the whole matter

has been discussed in the current volume of

this journal (pp. 1 and 47). Mr. Purdy in

his article (p. 1) enumerates nine species (I.

longipetiia, I. Douglasiana, I. macrosiphon, I.

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon from
flowLTs sent by Mr. .1. Carringtoii Ley, St. Helens,
East Parleigli. Litliographed and printed by J. L.
Goffart.
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missouriensis, I. Hartwegi, I. tenax, I. bracto-

ata, I. Watsoni, and I. Purdyi) as being strictly

Californian, and he alludes incidentally to two
more, I. Parisbi and I. californica. Of these

the four last-named were not identified or ad-

mitted as species at the time of tlie publica-

tion of Mr. Baker's "Iridea?,"and they are not
alluded to in that work. Of the eleven
."pecies, I. Watsoni (sosmingly allied to I.

loDgi[ietala) and I. Parishi (recently separated
from I. missouriensis) are not probably in

cultivation in Europe—at any rate, under
these names : but of the remaining nine I

believe I may say that eight are growing
here. I. longipetala and I. missouriensis

(syn., I. Tolmeana, though these last two are

frequently olfered in catalogues as if they
were distinct species) are pretty well known,
and the latter was figured in The Gakden,
vol. ]., p. 18:--.

I. DoriiLASiANA is less common, I believe, in
European gardens, but it is nevertheless one of
the most \igorous apogons I possess, and mj'
plant is now (June .3) expanding some thirty or
forty blooms simultaneously. This, too, was
figured in T]iE (Jardex, vol. 1., p. 272, and it is

satisfactory to know that the plant figured is now
admitted all round to be the true species.

I. PiRDVt.— I am disposed to think that the
strange and interesting dwarf Iris which origin-
ally reached me as I. Douglasiana is identical
with the plant now named I. Purdyi. I should
have said I had little or no doubt of this, but my
plant is certainly extremely like the woodcut of
Herr Max Leichtlin's plant given in TheGarhkn,
vol. lii., p. 126, and it will be noted that he has
found distinct botanical differences between his
own plant and the dried specimens of I. Purdyi.

I. MA( RosipnoN.—I have an Iris which has
been named for me by Mr. Baker as a form of the
abo\e. It has not flowered this year, and I was
away from home when it came into bloom last,

but it is said to be slightly deeper in colour (yel-
I )w) than the last named.

I. BRACTEATA.—This has come into bloom for
the first time on the day I write (.June 3). There
being only one flower, I have not the heart to cut
it and send it to Mr. Baker, but as far as I can trust
my own botanical knowledge it corresponds with
the description (" Iridea'," p. 7), and it certainly
answers exactly to Mr. Purdy'a description of this
Iris (p. 1 of the present volume). It is of a pale
though genuine yellow, much deeper towards the
claw, finely reticulated with purple veins. It is

by far the best yellow Iris I have yet seen among
the North American species.

Xone of the Irises above named appear to

present any insuperable difficulties in esta-

blishing, though, no doubt, much care should
be taken in moving the three latter, and the

operation if done at all should take place in

the spring. "With I. tenax, I. Hartwegi, and
I. californica, however, t'«y/ to'it autre clioie.

So far as my experience goes, the only way
to establish them is to plant them in pots
(when well established) after removing the
crocks, and subsequently to break the pots in

the ground, though this latter operation

must be done with great care and caution

The portrait of I. tenax speaks for itself, and
I have succeeded in getting I. Hartwegi to

take hold in the same way, but it has not yet

bloomed. This plant, however, has been
exhibited two years running by Messrs.

AVallace and Co., of Colchester, at the Temple
show. Apart from its rarity and interest, it

is a beautiful little dwarf Iris with pale

yellow flowers, and well worth growing.

V.'i'.h the species named by Herr Max
Lcichtlin I. californica I have hitherto per-

sistently and consistently failed. I have
still one plant (out of six apparently strong

and healthy ones received al)3ut two months
ago) maintaining a doubtful struggle for life,

but already, I fear, mors atra c-tput tristi

circtnnruhit itnibra—I feel sure it is doomed.
My friend Jlr. Ewbank, however, tells me he
has several plants of this established and
blooming well. There is evidently difficulty

in getting these things to travel even short

distances, and the difficulty of imporliog

them alive from their native homes is ')

finti'iri still greater. About six weeks ago

Mr. Purdy was s) kind a? to send me from
California a plant of one of the yellow varie-

ties (probably I. californica), but, to boirow
the words of King Richard III (though in

no truculent sense), ' I found it sleeping,

and I shall leave it (or at any rate it will

leave me) as I found it." 1 have not yet

thrown it away, but I have no hope of its

starting.

I. ci'PREA is one of the four species that appear
to be almost confined to the Southern States of

N. America, the others being I. tripetala (more
commonly named I. tridentata), I. hexagona and
I. caroliniana. All four, as far as my experience
goes or as well as I can guess, require sun and a
certain amount of moisture.

I. TRii'ET.ALA is One of the most distinct of all

the apogons. It is, I believe, somewhat rare and
is not a very vigorous plant, having a habit (with
me at any rate) of dwindling way sometimes with-
out any apparent reason. It has not bloomed
here this year.

I. IIEXAOON'A is not quite hardy in this country
and is a shy bloomer, Ijut the beautiful variety
La Mace, sent me some eighteen months ago by
Mr. J. N. (ierrard, of Elizabeth, New .Jersey, who
named it, has neither of these defects. I hope,
perhaps, some day the editor may give us a
portrait of this, for, except the varieties of Iris

K;Bmpferi (I. hvvigata), it is in my judgment a
prince among the apogons. This grows strongly,
but is as yet, 1 believe, very scarce. I have also

from the same kind donor the white var. of I.

hexagona, which has, I fear, the faults charac-
teristic of the type.

I. CAROLINIANA is alive in this garden, but I

have not yet found a spot in which it can appa-
rently make itself happy. I suspect that more
moisture is what it is wanting. Mr. Baker
speaks of it as very near I. versicolor (the

common Iris of Northern N. America), and says
it differs from this mainly by its glaucous leaves.

This, however, does not seem to tally with the
plant sent me by Mr. Garrard under this name,
for the foliage is most noticeably of a yellowish
green and stained with purple. J. C. L.

Ramondia pyrenaica.—Rightly placed in the

rock garden, the Ramondiai are among the most
beautiful of flowering plants. A quiet shady nook
that is never dry in the hottest summers is an
ideal place for these choice plants, which when of

good size and freely planted are exceedingly
showy. In artificial rockwork a suitable spot is

easily arranged, and if water be laid on, a spray
or shower overhead daily will assist materially to

full development. Excellent positions are forth-

coming on the face of nearly perpendicular rock
where Moss will grow, and the plants, tightly

wedged in with soil and stones, will quickly take
to their position. There is some variety of colour
in the blue forms, one comparatively rare being
almost azure-blue with a clear lilac shade. The
lovely white form, the gem of all, is happily I

equally vigorous and profuse in its flowering as '

the type. A lovely colony of this choice Pyreiiean
alpine may be seen now at Kew flowering grandly.
Clambering near over the stones also the lovely
little Arenaria balearica is a sheet of snowy blos-
soms, luxuriating without soil, so to speak, and in

its whiteness only enhancing the value of the
Ramondia now at its best.

The Week's Work.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Watering fruit trees.—Upon shallow and well-
drained soils this important work should now re-

ceive regular and prompt attention. A deal de-
pends upon the qualifications above given, and
due judgment and discretion must be e.xercised
in its performance. Prior to writing these lines I
noted symptoms of distress here and there, and
shall lose no time in rendering the needful assist-

ance. It does not in every case depend upon pre-
vious cultivation, however good that may have
been. To neglect these symptoms of want may
be to lose a crop or to have it considerably dete-
riorated.

McLciiiNo AOAiNST DROuOHT.—Where this is

done systematically and well, a considerable
amount of labour may be saved. If not already
attended to, as advised in previous notes, no time
now should really be lost. Personally, I was
under the impression that a greater rainfall

would by this time have been accounted for, but
such has not been the case ; hence mulching will

have to be extended where it was thought better
to pospone it for fear of tending towards too luxu-
riant a growth. All newly-planted trees most
certainly need it for the first season or two, and
in spite of the appearance it should be performed.
Nothing is better than farmyard manure for

mulching ; it keeps the roots cooler, retains

moisture, and provides a stimulating food.

Ch?;rries.— Cherries against walls will often
need watering before any other fruits, especially
newly-planted trees. Mine have already had two
applications, and before these lines are in print
the third will have been given. The mulch here
is most essential in the case of young trees not
yet established. If the trees now suffer a check,
it will be seen in the dropping of the fruits even
in spite of otherwise good conditions.

Peaches and Nectarines.—A few weeks back
I noted a tendency towards a weakened growth
here and there, hence a couple of liberal waterings
have been given, and that with already good
results. This did not occur either in the case of

trees newly planted, so that any who may also be
located on similarly shallow soils may do well to

take note in time. With the long continuance of

dry weather and the rainfall for a few years past
below the average, it is quite possible that many
large fruit trees of various kinds may need a good
watering to save the crops from harm. In the
case of the Peach and Nectarine, regular sj'ring-

ing will now be resorted to. It would have been
started earlier, but owing to the chilly nights it

was deferred.

Plums, Pears and Apples — Where well

established these fruits should hold out for a time,

but if any be young and newly planted, do not lose

sight of them any longer. Young trees of the last-

named on the Paradise stock were well watered
a few weeks back. Pears on the Quince and
not yet established need the same attention, and
so will young trees of Plums, upon which the red
spider will soon gain a foothold if not attended to.

Afternoon syringings for all of these will be bene-

ficial where growing against walls. Apricots
bearing good crops of fruit should be watered
freely now, being kept on the dry side when
colouring commences where the splitting of the
fruit occasions trouble. Now, however, a good
dose of water will serve a timely purpose.

Bush fruits. — These perchance may be for the
moment overlooked as of less importance, but the

results of such neglect will soon be apparent in

the case even of Raspberries or Gooseberries
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that are newly planted. Currants, as a rule, do
not suffer so soon. If bush fruits were duly pro-
tected by mulching as previously advised, an
occasional watering during dry weather will keep
them in a satisfactory condition.
Strawberries.—At the present time, after due

atlenlion has been given to newly-planted trees,
this is the most important crop of any, and it

well repays for being done at this stage before
there are many symptoms of colouring apparent.
The very earliest crop in warm situations may
not reijuire any watering at all, the matter of first

importance here being to secure as early a pick-
ing as possible, the question of size being a
secondary consideration. If the watering of

Strawberry crops be not, as it were, anticipated
in advance of direct distress of the plants, there
will be a check to the swelling, which oftentimes
will result in a hardening of the fruits, after
which they will never swell away so freely. IJj

not rest satisfied with a mere perfunctory water-
ing, but let it be done thoroughly and well Let
the water be chiefly directed to the crowns of the
plants, where, if the foliage be dense, the soil will
be the driest by a considerable degree. The use
of liquid manure, whether from the farmyard or
stable, is not advisable at this stage ; indeed, I

strongly deprecate its use, as there will be a ten-
dency to act prejudicially upon the flavour. If

anything is really needed, as in the case of an
extra heavy crop, a quick-acting artificial manure
would be much better, but then even be moderate
in its application. Alpine Strawberries in par-
ticular need early attention to watering, and here
again every hour e.xpended upon it will be amply
repaid in the heavier crops. Having a water
service at command— every garden should have
one if the best results are to be obtained—my
plan is to spray the beds with a light serpentine
jet, which causes the water to fall upon the plants
like tine rain. This can be done at a small ex-
penditure of labour, as all that is necessary is to
shift the piping and jet every hour or two.

Insect pests. —These are already very abun-
dant in most gardens, but if the advice already
given of attacking the few rather than the many
be acted upon, the trouble will not be so great.
Black fly, a most troublesome pest and one which
quickly works destruction, has not with me, I am
glad to say, been much in evidence so far, but a
constant watch is being kept against its appear-
ance, when immediate proceedings are taken
by a strong dose of Bentley's quassia extract.
Cherries are, as most of us know, very liable to an
attack, and it often commences upon the shoots
that are partially covered ; hence it is not imme-
diately seen. Hand-picking where the shoots or
leaves can be spared has oftentimes to be resorted
to in extreme cases. Upon Peaches and Necta-
rines it has been the green-fly that has occasioned
trouble, but after repeated doses of the afore-
named compound it has almost disappeared, and
it Is now safe to follow on with the disbudding,
which in extreme cases should under a bad attack
of fly be postponed, otherwise those shoots left to
cover in the wall space may be so weakened as to
be practically of no value. Some may perhaps
adopt the opposite view and thin at such times in
order to reduce the number of insects, but it is

better to kill them first where they are, and to
encourage root action as speedily as possible by
the retention of the shoots. The blue aphis upon
Plums often causes a lot of trouble, being located
chiefly on the under surface of the leaves, where
it is not so easy to reach it. My method is to
syringe sideways, upwards and downwards, more
than directly against the trees, but the <lose has
even then to be repeated. The American blight
where now making a marked appearance ought
to be attacked unmercifully. I have still a little

hanging to some old trees ; these will be well
dosed with a strong solution of a penetrating in-

secticide by means of a painter's brush. To
syringe the trees all over is a waste of material
when it can be avoided, and thus far it has not,
as noted, spread to the young shoots and leaves.
As a last resource, use hot water in bad cases
with paraffin if it be syringed ofl" again before the

sun shines on the trees the following day. The
close inspection of all young trees where there is

the slightest indication of this pest making an
appearance is imperatively necessary. Minutes
will now suffice where afterwards hours will have
to be given to its destruction. Pear trees are
being attacked also by an aphis, which so far I

have not had time to critically examine. Where
this is the case the ((uassia extract will be again
resorted to. Red and Black Currants are simi-
larly troubled, but for these I chiefly depend upon
a free use of the hose.

Early PiN-cni\-(i and stopping'.—This is neces-
sary, more especially in the case of young trees
which have not as yet furnished their allotted
space. If taken in hand now, the energies of the
plants will be more easily directed to those shoots
which ought to form the leaders rather than to
fortright or otherwise misplaced shoots, which
afterwards have to be cut away. Cherries are a
case in point, so also are Plums, and, in fact, I

almost all fruits that could be named. Those
who may not have taken this work in hand early
are strongly advised to do so and watch the after
results for themselves. If it were done more ex-
tensively we should not see so many of those gross
shoots which disfigure our trained trees in their
earlier stages, and oftentimes make them oVijects

of pity later on. No knife need scarcely ever be
used ; it is merely the work of finger and thumb.

HORTCS.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
General work.—With so much rain there is

much to be done in this department ; indeed,
where labour is none too plentiful it is a difficult

matter to keep the work up to date. There
should be no delay in clearing away vegetable
crops that are cut over or not required. The
quarters the early Cabbage occupied will now
come in useful for the main-crop Celery, and
owing to the rainfall there will be no difficulty in

getting out the trenches. The best Celery is

grown in single rows, as the plants have more
room and can get better treatment. The ground
for later crops may with advantage be prepared
at this date, and I find it the best plan to plant
out of the seed-beds direct into the trenches.
This saves time in pricking ott'. Ground should
now be got ready for most of the winter crops. I

fear planting of various kinds will be later this
season owing to the cold weather we had in May,
which retarded growth, so that early crops can-
not be cleared as soon as one could wish. Aspara-
gus may now be fed freely, and such aids as salt

and soot may be used to advantage. Spinach,
owing to the heavj' rains, has made such rapid
progress that I am digging in a portion not
needed, owing to the crop coming on too (|uickly.

A sowing on a north border will be valuable for

succession. There should be no delay in thinning
seedlings of all kinds, as the weather is opportune
for the work.
Failure of crops.—Failures are not many, but

I have some, and now is a good time to make
them good. Chicory this year has failed badly,
but there is yet time to secure strong roots. The
Witloof, or Belgian Chicory, is the best. I am
still putting out small seedling plants of Aspara-
gus. The roots taken up with a ball of earth
move well, and at this season one can see the
bare places in beds and make them good, the
weather being favourable for the work. Should
there be any scarcity of Carrots for late supplies,
a sowing of such kinds as Model or Early Gem
will give nice roots by the autumn. The same
remarks are applicable to I'arsnips and Beet, as
these roots sown now will keep better than larger
roots. Beet this year failed badly. Doubtless
the heavy rainfall caused the seed to decay badly,
and I am now sowing rather closer, as growth
will not be so robust at this season of the year.
It is not too late to sow the earlier varieties of

Peas for an autumn supply if earlier sowings have
not been a success. I do not advise sowing the
6-£eet high varieties after midsummer is passed.
A late sowing of runner Beans will be useful

where these are in request, but I prefer the new
climbing varieties, these being so much more pro-
lific than the Scarlet Runners. Dwarf kinds sown
now will be valuable for August and September
dishes.

Seakale. - Now is a good time to feed Seakale;
indeed, I have seen splendid Kale from soil not
given animal manure, but an ample supply of

liquid from stables. I am sure few plants repay
attention during the growing season better than
Seakale, and it is well to get strong growths.
The plants at this season need going through,
thinning out the crown growths. Root cuttings
planted this year should only carry one crown,
and older roots two at the most. If, however, the
roots are much divided it will be well to leave one
crown to each shoot, and after this thinning out
not allow any more to form. Plants, especially
old ones, have a tendency to lift the crowns well
out of the soil, and if such is the case it is not
good for the plant. In such cases I have
moulded up to the crown, or, what is better, given
a mulch of soil or manure. Food may now be
given freely, and I find a good dressing of salt

and soot is much liked by Seakale. These aids
given in showery weather and lightly hoed or
raked into the surface soil will so jn be absorbed
by the roots. Fish manure and guano are like-

wise good. Whatever food is given is best
applied when growth is fairly vigorous. All seed
growths should be removed.
Planting of oreen crops.—Under this head-

ing may be included most of the Brassic^s.

Brussels Sprouts come first as needing a fair

season's growth ; it is well to get them in as early

as possible. I dealt with the earliest lot a few
weeks ago. These will now be large enough to

draw soil up to the stems, as I find moulding up
of great assistance in rough weather, and
it conserves the moisture. Later plants may
be given less space, as these will not grow
so large. A space of 2i feet is not too
much between the rows, with nearly that distance
between the plants. At times this and other
Brassicas follow the early Potatoes, and these
being later than usual, it will not do to let the
plants spoil by keeping them too long out of their

permanent quarters. In some cases where the

Potatoes have small tops I have planted green
crops between, and before lifting the tubers the
plants have obtained a good hold of the soil.

Doubtless all the Brassicas do far better when in an
open, exposed place. It is well to obtain a good
plant at the s'art and space to develop. Next to

Sprouts, the Kales are the most useful winter vege-

table. These need the most open quarters and
not too rich soil, as, though a good growth is

needed, a hard one also is essential to stand our
variable climate. My Kales are not all planted
at one time, the Asparagus and Cottagers' being
the last. These occupy a north border. If any
of the green crops follow a similar crop, precau-
tions must be taken against disease. I would in

no case advise a similar crop to the preceding one
if it can by any means be avoided. If a necessity,

it is well to give the land a good dressing of soot

and lime or wood ashes, with a light dressing of

gas-lime before digging. Kales should not have
less than "2 feet between the lines, but if land is

scarce 6 inches less between the plants maj' be a
necessity. I strongly advise planting out any of

the crops alluded to before the seedlings get too

large, as they need so much more attention if

drawn. Early Savoys should get good land, as

their season of growth is short. For the dwarf
kinds a space of 15 inches between the rows is

ample, or they may be planted at 12 inches apart
all ways. Late Savoys I do not advise planting for

another month, as these are more useful after

Christmas.
Transplantinc.—There is often more need for

transplanting during this month than at other
seasons, and this is more necessary should the
previous month have been cold and have retarded
growth. Seeds .ire sown at given dates, and the
seedlings, if left in the seed-beds, are so much
injured that they are not always worth planting.

This may be remedied by what is termed pricking
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ofif. It is work I place much importance on, as bj'

pricking out into rows at a distance, say, of

!) inches to 12 inches between the rows and
G inches between the plants, there will be excel-

lent material for planting out later on. Should
the present crops occupy the land long, the plants

are progressing, and will not suffer much by re-

moval if this is done carefully. With the soil in

a moist condition transplanting is soon done,

whereas if the plants are at all thick in the seed-

beds, they will soon epoil at this period of their

growth. In transplanting it is well to plant in well-

manured soil, as, given a rich quarter, the seed-

lings lift with a compact ball and never lose their

lower leaves. Such plants present a much nicer

appearance in a kitchen garden than tall, weakly
scarecrows drawn out of seed-beds and nearly-

rootless.

CoLEwoKT.—Few vegetables arc more useful

than the Colewort, and it is well to make a sow-
ing at this date for the first suppl3'. Sown now
there will be good heads in September and Oc-
tober. The Colewort is one of the best vegetables
for Autumn on account of its quick growth. I

usually plant after Strawberries. The ground is

double dug, well manured, and then planted, and,
after the Coleworts are cleared, is turned up rough
during the winter, being then in excellent condi-
tion for root crops. I always make three sowings
of this vegetable—one now, another a month later,

and a sowing of the Hardy (!reen in the middle of

August. The Rosette is the best for earl}- use,

as the quality of this is superior to that of the
Hardy Green, which is valuable for late work, as

it will stand so much hard weather. By sowing
as advised there will lie ample material from
September to March or up to the time the spring
Cabbages turn in. I plant at \2 inches to 1.')

inches between the rows. By drawing drills the
planting is soon got over and the seedlings take
to the soil, and once established give little

trouble.

Leeks.—At this date it will be well to get the
main and late crops of Leeks into their permanent
quarters. Trenches are much best for these if

the soil is light, and to get good roots there must
be a fair supply of food in the wiy of decayed
manure, though I have had excellent roots with
surface feedings and the plants only grown in

shallow drills. The latter is a good plan in heavy
soil, as the plants get more air and light. To
save space I plant in shallow trenches with a few
inches of decayed manure for the roots, each
trench having two rows of plants. The trenches
are .'? feet apart, and this allows of earthing up with
the soil thrown out. The latest lots are grown in

deep drills 1.5 inches to IS inches apart and in an
open quarter. During the late summer or autumn
I flood the quarter with liquid manure or employ
a fertiliser in rainy weather. Leeks grown as

these latter are good well into May if lifted early
in April and placed in moist soil in a shady place.

For early supplies it may be necessary to give
more attention to cultural details, but I find the
roots large enough for all purposes planted now
and grown as advised. S. M.

Orchard and Fruit Garden

Iris tectorum.—This species is not usually
seen thriving so well as is now the case in the
Royal Gardens at Kew, where in at least two
instances fine patches are undoubtedl}- at home
with their roots dry and warm at the base of a
brick wall. If memory serves me aright, Mr.
Arnott recently spoke of this species in connec-
tion with his roof garden. Perhaps Mr. Arnott
will say if so placed his plants are a success,
because any plant that will with even partial
impunity live and flower in such a position should
prove of value in many gardens—not for roof
gardening exactly, but where the soil is of an
exceptionally hot and dry nature. The number
of really good plants for such soils is naturally
somewhat limited, so that the handsome showy
flowers of the above species would be welcome.
Alanj' Flag Irises also may be grown in soils much
drier than is usually supposed, and flower freely
also.

THE APPLE CROP.
As sufficient time has elapsed since the blossom-
ing of the trees to allow for the dropping of all

imperfectly set fruits, and after making due
allowance for the fui-ther casting of fruit on
heavily-laden trees, it is perhaps now safe to

venture to give a general idea as to the condition
of the crop. This, I am pleased to say, is most
satisfactory, and unless any unforeseen event
.should occur, I am inclined to think that the

crop will be the heaviest we have had since the
year 1887. I have not arrived at this conclusion
hastily, as the trees have been carefully sur-

veyed and the condition of each particularly

noted. In the first place it should jierhaps be
stated that the collection of trees grown here is

for a private place, a large and representative

one, consisting of upwards of 140 varieties.

Among these are a great many kinds which bear
more or less every season, but among the whole
lot there are this year but few exceptions, and
of these are some which have the reputation for

being shy. It should be stated that the reason
why so many sorts are grown is to afford a kind
of object-lesson to those on the estate, so that
anybody who wishes to do so can see which are
the kinds best suited to the district and what to

avoid jjlanting. For this reason most of the
new sorts are bought in as introduced, and this

has led to the collection reaching to such
numbers as it has done.
The blossoming of the trees was unusually

profuse, but the blooms were a long time un-
folding, and by the time all were open the
majority had developed a considerable amount
of leaf growth. This tardiness was no doubt
the result of the eftects of the cold and sunless

weather experienced during the flowering

period, but it exercised no harmful effects on
the setting of the fruit. Many hold the opinion
that Apples do not set well when the trees

have developed such an amount of leaf growth,
but the contention certainly has not held good
this year. The slight frosts experienced also

did no harm, and in consequence of the trees

having been thoroughly sprayed prior to the
unfolding of the blooms, but few insects put in

an appearance. They were again sprayed as

soon as the fruit was set, and the result is that

the trees are cleaner than they have been for

years. The heavy rains which fell during last

month have exercised a very beneficial effect,

which has been the means of causing the fruits

to swell more quickly than they would perhaps
have done in .so short a time. Considering the
lateness of the flowering period, the fruits are

really in a forward condition, and they have
individually a clean, healthy appearance. The
trees are also well clothed with an abundance of

healthy foliage, such as they have not carried

for years past, and in conseijuence look the
picture of health. This great fruitfulness and
general satisfactory condition may be attributed

in a very large measure to the thorough ripen-

ing which both wood and buds underwent last

autumn ; also, in a less degree, to the vigorous
measures taken to give the trees as perfect a

cleaning as possible during the winter ; also to

keeping the soil under the trees frecjuently

stirred afterwards. A great many of the popu-
lar heavy-cropping kinds will have to be thinned
as soon as it can be ascertained which will be
the best to leave, as it would be the height of

folly to overcrop them. Among those promis-
ing a full yield are Seek No Further, Ribston
and Cox's Orange Pippins, Nonpareils of sorts.

Beauty of Bath, Duchess of Oldenburgh, King
Pippin, Potts' and EcklinvUle Seedlings, Rein-

ette du Canada, Northern Greening and its

newer variety Cellini, Lord Derby and Lord
Clyde, Maltster, Cos's Pomona, 'The (^ueen.
Small's Admirable, Stirling Castle, Lady Hen-
niker, and Annie Elizabeth. To give a further
detailed list at the present time will take up too
much sjjace and serve no good purpose, and
those mentioned suffice for the matter in hand.
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that sul-

phate of iron is being tried on some of the trees

as an experiment to ascertain whether it will

influence or add to the depth of colour in the
fruit. A. W.

THE PEAR CROP.
The Pear crop in Herefordshire as given by
"A. W." (p. 4.58) compares very favourably with
that here ; all, or at least with few exceptions,
are thickly set with healthy fruits. The trees,

too, as noted by "A. W.," are abundantly fur-

nished with healthy foliage, and without the in-

sect troubles common to so many crops this sea-

son. Trees of Beurre Clairgeau were so thickly
covered with blossom, that I anticipated a very
scanty crop, if indeed any remained ; but a
surprising quantity is swelling away. It is not
usual when trees flower so thickly to find an
average crop result, and the moist state of the
soil at the flowering period must, I think, be
taken as a highly favourable condition tending
towards this end. It would be yet unsafe to

make any calculation as to certainty of the crop
generally, for though the high position of the
garden under the charge of "A. W." places his

prospects beyond doubt, it is not so with many
others. Tender crops have been hopelessly cut
down by frost at a later date than the end of May
here on more than one occasion. I have known
the Pear crop almost wholly destroyed when in

the same stage of growth as at the present
time, but this was in a low-lying garden.
With the prospect of a full average crop here, I

was not a little surprised when calling on a
gardening friend some few miles distant to see so

scanty a set of Pears in his garden. His trees, I

was told, flowered with unusual freedom and
were in excellent health and vigour, yet not one
tree had an average set of fruit. The garden was
well sheltered with tall trees and buildings, but
the cold winds apparently were more than the
tender blossoms could resist. This proves the
variable influence brought to bear on flowering
trees when the position of the garden is not
favourable. It would be interesting to learn
what the prospects of some other growers may be.

Trees in full flower at the time when the cold
winterly spells were in evidence would, in the
case of those exposed to its force, probably be
thinly cropped, while later districts would escape.
Without any further winterly or insect visitations

the present appearance of the trees here points to

the necessity of thinning very generally, early and
late sorts being alike plentiful. The same re-

marks apply to the wall and open-air trees. As
pointed out by "A. W.," it would be quite
premature to attempt to give a list of sorts at

this early date that are in a promising condition,

because future events may yet change the pro-

spects very materially. W. S.

Rood Ashton, Wiltf:.

Apple Duchess of Oldenburgh.—I have
grown the above-named Apple for some twelve or
thirteen years, and during the whole of the period
mentioned I have never know it to fail. This
year the crop is again a heavy one, and the fruits

are in a forward condition, owing no doubt to the
great benefit the trees have derived from the
recent heavy rains. In addition to its being an
early variety, the fruit ripening at the latter end of

August and early part of September, it is on ac-

count of its heavy cropping an excellent kind to

grow for market. The flesh is soft, it is true,

when the fruits are full}' ripe, but all danger
likely to arise from this fact when sending t
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market may be avoided by gathering before they
are quite ripe. It is a handsome Apple, the skin
being pale green, which turns yellow when ma-
ture, and is striped with red. Although classed
as a cooking Apple, it may also be used for the
dessert by those who prefer a briskly acid, though
pleasantly flavoured fruit. In size it may be
classed as medium, and it bears in clusters. To
get extra large fruits, thinning must be done
when the crop is heavy and the trees be well fed
at the roots afterwards. The tree possesses a
hardy constitution, is an excellent grower, and
may be grown in either of the approved forms
with success.—A. W.

PEACH STONES SPLITTING.
Could you tell me the cause of the stones of
Peaches splitting? Several have not ripened
properly in consequence. The sort is Early York.
-It. M., Bonchuri-h.

*»* The actual cause of split stones in Peaclies
and Nectarines is yet to be discovered. Probably it

may be brought about in more than one way, and
we know that some varieties, such as Early Rivers,
Early York, Grosse Mignonne, and in a less
degree Hale's Early, have a predisposition to
splitting. It has been variously attributed to im-
perfect fertilisation, to injudicious watering, to a
deficiency of lime in the soil, and to badly-made
borders, and it is to the roots we must go to
alter matters. It is a significant fact that though
no section of Peaches escapes from this defect,
the early ones suffer much more than the late
or midseason ones. Early Peaches finish their
growth early and ripen up when the weather is

hot ; this, combined with the usual neglect of
watering when the trees have yielded their fruits,
causes a premature fall of leaf and a suspension of
vigorous root action just when it is needed to
finish the wood properly. This premature ripening
is as bad for the wood as under-ripening it. Last
summer would be a very likely one to produce
such early ripening, especially at Bonchurch, on
the south coast of the Isle of Wight, where the
heat in summer is often intense. If the case
under notice is an uncommon one with this tree
I would suggest greater care in watering, so that
the roots may not get dry after cropping, also a
light shade for the roof, and full ventilation from
now onward. The shade must not be too great,
and nothing would be better than a light application
of lime-wash mixed with butter-milk ; this would
gradually be washed otlby the time full exposure is

necessary, and would not unduly retard ripening.
Should there be a suspicion that the errors of root
action are on the side of grossness, arising from an
undue amount of animal manure in the border or
from defective drainage, the border should be re-
made before the leaves have dropped and the soil
used should be turfy loam mixed with good
garden soil, and air-slaked lime might form from
3 to 5 per cent, of the bulk, lime being an absolute
necessity for stone fruits and hardly ever used
freely enough among them. Of course, ample
provision for drainage should be made and some
means provided for keeping the roots out of the
subsoil if they show a tendency to run into it. I
do not advise a very deep border for Peach trees
under glass : 2 feet of good soil is quite sutlicient
if they are well attended to in respect of watering.
Whether the tree should be actually lifted and
replanted will depend much on its size. If it is a
Large old tree it will be best to let it stand and
simply bare the roots up to within a few feet of
the stem, undermining the ball somewhat to
allow for drainage. If a young tree it might be
lifted and replanted without harm or loss of crop
next year, but avoid deep planting.
Whatever may have been the cause of split stones

in "H. M.'s"case, ho will find that by adopting the
foregoing suggestions the defect will disappear,
but not unle.ss the trees are as well attended to
with water after the crop is gathered as before

;

indeed, the roots of Peach trees should ne\er be '

allowed to get dry, and it is this that makes good
'

drainage so necessary, for though the roots must

be kept moist, they will not brook anything
approaching stagnation. I would suggest doing
away with such an out-ofdate Peach as Early
York, which is not only poor, but subject to
mildew, replacing it with Amsden .June, the best
of the very early Peaches.—J. C. T.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT TREES.
A QUESTION which appears to be agitating the
minds of fruit growers just now is whether pro-
tection of the trees at blossoming time and
onward till the fear of sharp frosts is over is an
advantage to the trees and fruits or the reverse.

Again, granting that protection in some form is

a benefit, to what extent should it be used and
what form of protection is the best ? Tender
fruits and blossoms are very much at the mercy
of the elements, and we know that subjecting
them to 10^ or 12° of frost, and even less when
accompanied by a cutting east wind, is sufticient

to destry open blossoms and small fruits, such
frost being sufficient to blacken the kernels of

stone fruits, even when it does not destroy the
Heshy envelope which surrounds them, and the
motive for their existence being thus swept
away, no further swelling takes place, and ulti-

mately the fruits drop. Any form of protec-
tion which will prevent this without at the
same time having a debilitatnig influence on
the tree must do good, and will be the means
of saving crops that would otherwise succumb,
l)ut there can be no doubt that the most fre-

quent error fallen into by those who use some
form of protection is to over-protect, the results
then being worse than the occasional loss of a
crop.

Where elaborate means of protection, such as
fixing glazed copings, with movable glass or
otherwise, and drop curtains of closely woven
material, are contemplated, it is questionable
whether, in these days of cheap glass and
cheap wood, a glass roof placed over the
trees would not be cheaper in the long run

;

certainly it would be less trying to the grower.
We should at least, in the case of Peaches, get
rid of that bugbear blister, so prevalent of late

years, and for which no absolute cure short of

glass protection has been yet discovered, and
which is the almost certain forerunner of un-
ripened wood, and this again of unhealthy trees;

for though badly-ripened wood may carry fruits

and ripen them, it is not fit for building up
healthy trees, and once a tree has to go
through a winter in an unripened state, nothing
short of hard cutting back beyond tlie unripened
portions will induce healthy growth. Copings
of all kinds beyond the merest projection of an
inch or so from the wall, and which is necessary
for the preservation of the wall itself, are an
abomination : they cost a great deal to fix, and
the trees which they cover are |)articularly

liable to insect pests, while their value as pro-

tective agents is not proven, to say the least.

Again, branches of Fir or other evergreens
stuck into and about the trees arc really bad
protective material ; they render the new growth
and the fruits tender before they shrivel and
drop, and if not renewed indefinitely are gene-
rally found wanting at the critical moment when
protection is needed. The same tenderness is

caused by heavy or closely - woven curtain

material frequently used for drojiping over the
trees, unless constant attention is given to its

removal whenever the weather is at all mild,

and to dropping it or drawing it over the trees

just when the danger of fro.st or winds makes
it necessary. Curtains should not be kept in

constant use, nor used at all except when actual

frost is in the air and when hailstorms prevail.

Protecting beyond this is mistaken kindness.

Probably the very best form of artificial protec-
tion next to a glass roof i.s a three-fold
covering of common 1-inch mesh fi.sh netting
dro]iped over poles, which are set against the
wall at the top and slope with an acute angle to
the ground, with the bottoms about 4 feet or
5 feet (according to the height) away from the
base of the wall ; this will admit light and air

freely, and is generally sufficient protection to

ensure enough fruits for a crop. It does not
render the trees tender, keeps them dry even
in a heavy rain, and wards otf hailstones in a
manner which would hardly be realised unless
seen. The netsneednot, indeed itis best that they
should not, reach to the ground ; 3 feet or 4 feet

clear at the bottom allows more freedom for the
air, while it adds nothing to the dangers of

frost, which strikes vertically.

While writing of netting trees, I take the
opportunity of saying that in my opinion much
of the unripened wood seen in Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, and other fruit proceeds from
the close netting in vogue for a few weeks to

protect from birds the fruits when ripening.
This is bad for the trees, and especially for

Peaches and Nectarines which ripen their fruits

late ; ripening of wood and fruits should go on
simultaneously, and the exclusion of sunlight
for a fortnight or so perhaps during the sun-
niest and most important time of the year is

altogether wrong, for well-ripened wood is the
most important factor in the successful culture

of fruit trees. The fruit should be protected
in such a way as to give the wood all the benefits

of our short summers.
Retarding the buds on trees by whitewashing

the spray is much in vogue in America, and the
method has been praised and advocated for trial

in this country ; but here our springs are more
uncertain, and we are just as likely to get a

sharp frost in April or May as we are earlier,

and as Peach and Apricot fruits are more or

less hardy, according to the size they have
reached when the frost comes—the advantage
being always with the biggest fruits — early

blossoming is just as likely as not to prove the
salvation of a crop. This year, for instance,

we had frost at the end of April and beginning
of May, which killed all the Apricots that were
then much below the size of ordinary Cherries
and many of the smaller Peaches, as well as the
blossoms still left ; but all the bigger fruits

escaped, and enough of them was left to pro-
vide for a good crop. Had these trees been
retarded, the chances are that all the fruits

would have been killed. In the Peach-growing
and some other districts in America the spring
comes with a rush, and, though it sometimes
happens that there is a return of wintry weather,
this is very seldom ; but with us here the
bursts of spring weather and alternate wintry
weather are frequent enough to discount all the
good there may be in retarding fruits, seeing
that it is impossible to retard them by any
ordinary means sufficiently long to escape frost

altogether. J. C. Tallack.

Melon Eureka.—Another season's trial of

this Melon strengthens the good opinion I formed
of it last year, and the fruits I am now sending to

table are excellent in every viay. They are
handsome in appearance, large enough for all

purposes, and ripen quite to the rind. I have
grown it three seasons, and find it quite reliable

in every way, free setting, coming {|uickly to
maturity, and of robust though not particularly
strong growth. The flesh is deep, bright red in

colour, very luscious, and the skin when the fruit

is well grown is golden yellow and finely netted.
—H. R.

Flavour in early Peaches.—Though doubt-
less we shall look in vain for really first-rate
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flavour iQ Peaches ripened in May, a great deal

depends upon the way they are finished, and I

have been forcibly reminded of this lately. The
fruits from nearest the glass on trees trained

across the house were very good and several days
earlier than those nearer the back wall, and yet,

though the latter were well coloured and ([uite as

large as the former, complaints were made as to

flavour. This is the one fault of the cross method
of training, especially for early fruit, which needs
every ray of sun obtainable even when the trees

are trained close under the glass.—A Grower.

Figs on open walls.— I think the condition

of the trees affords an instructive lesson, for I find

that those which have a lirge root run in a deep
and well pulverised surface soil are deficient of

fruit, while those which have the root stace
restricted and the surface trodden quite firm, and
in some cases paved with stones, are promising
much the best crops. Those trees which were
allowed to make shoots 2 feet and more in length,

and as thick as one's thumb, clearly, by the

absence of fruit, tell us the way how not to grow
Figs. Then, again, I find that young trees are

not so fruitful as old ones ; all this evidently

showing that the cultivator who expects good and
regular crops must not aim at securing an undue
luxuriance in the growth. From many years'

observation of the Fig in various parts of the

country I am quite satisfied that the character of

the staple occupied by the roots has as much
influence on the fruitfulness of the trees as

climate, and an over-luxuriance in the growth is

as injurious to the crop as an ungenial po.sition.

If the roots are too well fed the growth is strong,

and in the majority of seasons indifferently

ripened, and a light crop is the result. With
regard to the influence of climate on the Fig, it

is <|uite clear that, except in very favoured posi-

tions in the south and west of England, it cannot
be relied upon to pass througli a severe winter
away from a wall. I have seen standard Fig
trees twenty years old killed down to the ground
in Somersetshire, and in exposed gardens on walls

I have known them injured by frost when not pro-

tected. I am aware that there are exceptional

instances where pretty regular crops are obtained
from trees not protected by a wall, but the posi-

tions are peculiarly favourable and should not
influence anyone in coming to a decision as to the
capacity of the Fig to endure the severity of a
long winter unprotected.—J. C

PRUNING E.\RLY PE.4.CH TREES.

Tree.s cleared of their fruit cannot be too early

dive.sted of all old wood not required, this giving

the young shoots more light and air and allow-

ing room to lay it in its proper place. * )ften

where the trees looked quite thin enough at

disbudding time, it will be found that more
shoots have been left than there is room for,

and this will allow of much of the older wood
on which foreright shoots were left to be Uiken

out entirely. The lower the young shoots are

left the better prospect of a well fiUed-up tree,

and by the same reasoning the fewer of these

foreright shoots that are left the better. But
in many cases, especially where the trees have
carried a he ivy crop, the basal shoots that were
lieeled in will be found not to have elongated,

but formed short woody, spur-like growths.
A few shoots higher up the growths proceeding
from the fruiting eyes will have been stopped
closely and also formed spurs. Should there

be any deficiency of fruiting wood, that carry-

ing these fruiting spurs may be left at their full

length, young wood being obtained and laid in

from their base the ensuing season. This will

be better than having bare places in the centre

of the tree, and in the case of large speci-

mens is preferable to shifting a lot of the

older wood to make up the deficiency. Where
young and old shoots start at almost the

same angle, care is necessary that in removing

the latter the former are not injured. A slight

cut from the knife does apparently little or no
damage at the time, but will be found the fore-

runner of gumming and undue swelling, and
the eventual cause of the death of the branch. A
keen knife is indispensable, and a practised hand
not less so when the wood is very close. Where
there is room at or near the top of the trees for

laying in sub-laterals it should be done, but to

crowd the top is a great mistake, and it is

better to cut all that there is not room for clean

out.

Trees of very early ^arieties, such as Early

Beatrice or Waterlno, may with advantage be

given a rather closer atmosphere after the fruit

is gathered than the late varieties, for with

these there is a much longer season between
the stoning and ripening, consequently the

growths are in a more forward state at gather-

ing. It is easy to see when the principal shoots

on a tree are finished up for the season, and no
good can be done by keeping a close house after

this. Rather let the trees have the full benefit

of air and light, at the same time keeping the

roots moist to enable them to develop and finish

up their fruit-buds early. When fully developed
the foliage soon begins to turn, and the earlier

the trees are brought into a perfectly resting

state the better they answer to warmth in

spring.

STRAWBERRY PRESIDENT UNDER
GLASS.

Mich valued as this old variety is for open-air

culture, it is not nearly so much grown in pots

as Sir .J. Paxton and other well-known kinds.

It would seem that many find it somewhat dis-

appointing when the plants are forced, and for

this rea.son neither market nor private growers

who wi.sh to obtain early supplies of Strawberries

care to employ it to any great extent. One
never sees any great bulk of this Strawberry
in Covent Garden, and the few good samples of

it to be met with from time to time do not as a

rule come from those who make a business of

forcing this fruit, but from jirivate gardens
whore at times surplus produce is marketed.
Between twenty and thirty years ago, and
before the merits of Sir .1. Paxton were fully

recognised. President was much grown. Very
tine samples came into Covent Garden from the

London market growers. One man who lived

at Twickenham grew this Strawberry to a point

of excellence that I have never seen equalled.

It was not only that the berries came to an
enormous size—much larger than I have ever

seen them since—but the colour was so remark-

able, the purple tinge, which in a general way
is faintly shown, being so highly developed.

The culture was in one respect dift'erent from
that ordinarily followed in the case of this

fruit, the pots being plunged to their rims

in tan beds in frames, where they remained
up to the time they perfected their fruit.

The grower apparently made a practice of

taking the second runners, as the plants with-

out exception produced one strong truss

only, which carried from five to seven berries.

The lights were 8 feet long by 4 feet wide, each

one containing thirty-two plants, each one thus

having a square foot of space, so that every

berry was fully exposed to light and air from
the time it formed until it finished off. It was
a curious fact, and one that testified to the

vigorous root-action induced by this method of

culture, that the berries ripened up so quickly

that the largest were still in prime condition

when the smaller ones were ready to gather.

The gentle warmth of the tan bed doubtless

caused a very lively root-action all through the

time the fruit was swelling, thus increasing the
size of the berries and hastening the ripening.
I happened once to look through the place
towards the end of May, just as the frames were
full of ripe fruit. Trade had been rather dull,

and in anticipation of a rise in price the grower
was keeping the fruit, the frames being heavily
shaded with straw mats. Thousands of plants
were carrying berries of such large dimensions
that nearly every one could be used for prime
examples. This was by far the finest lot of

President Strawberry I ever saw, and so

dift'erent from the samples ordinarily brought
into Covent Garden as to have the appearance
of a distinct variety. The average price realised

for this fruit was 10s. per pound at the end of

Rlay, but this was in the palmy days of Straw-
berry forcing. In the same place, and grown in

the same way, I saw Imperatrice Eugenie,
a Strawberry which has apparently gone
out of cultivation. Many of the berries must
have been nearly 2 ozs. in weight. One
row of frames, about 50 feet in length, was
filled with this Strawberry, the crop being, as

regards size, uniform throughout. The fault of

this variety is that, no matter what culture is

practised, the berries remain poor in colour,

and when grown for an outdoor supply there is

apt to be a large proportion of barren crowns.
When the plants do bear well, a greater weight
of fruit can be taken from this Strawberry tlian

from any of the older varieties commonly cul-

tivated at the present time.

Although we have now a considerable number
of varieties suitable for midseason and late crops

under glass, I doubt if any of the newer ones
are superior to President for this purpose when
the conditions which it likes can be accorded
it. Ripened under glass under the influence of

a May sun, the fruit has a fine, full flavour,

such as few varieties, old or new, take on. If

anyone desires to know what President really

is as regards flavour, let him allow the fruit to

ripen in a cool, airy house, not gathering until

every berry on the truss is ripe, but thinning

out to about four berries when they are set.

The slow ripening, with abundance of light, air,

and sun, develops the saccharine matter, so

that fruit finished off in this way is totally dif-

ferent from that produced in a forcing tempera-
ture and close atmosphere earlier in the season.

By allowing the fruit to hang about a week after

colouring, the berries will be somewhat reduced
in weight, but they will be quite free from acidity.

I have found President very valuable for iflant-

ing out in frames for giving a supply of fine

fruit at a time when pot plants are over and
the earliest outdoor crops are not in. Excel-

lent fruit may be gathered from the close of

May up to the middle of June if the plants are

carefully lifted and set out in free soil during

March, or, indeed, at any time before the

flower-tru.sses appear. If they can be planted

in January, so much the better, but it is not

often that frames are empty at that time of

year. It is much easier to secure a good lot

of late Strawberries in this way than by
having them in pots, the labour of watering the

latter being so great and there being so much
danger of Vines, Peaches, &c., getting infested

with red sjiider. I grow a good many planted

out in frames, and in a lean-to house. I plant

the former early in November, and put the

lights on in January or early in February.

The plants seldom need water before the end of

April, and when they come into flower mats are

put on in frosty nights. The two great enemies

are green-fly and mildew, the latter being most

destructive in unhealed structures if there is

any lack of cultural care. Shutting up the

frame at night will bring on a bad attack ;
where
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as if a chink of air is left on, a slight circula-

tion will be maintained through the night and
the plants will come on quite as fast. Green-
fly can be kept under by dusting two or three
times with tobacco powder. J. C. B.

BAD-SETTING PEACHES WHEN FORCED.
Some Peaches fail to set their fruit, and Early
Alexander is one of the worst in this respect. I

am aware fruit growers differ in their regard for
this variety. For years I have lost faith in it, as
I do nob care to grow a variety which is so untrust-
worthy when others equally good in quality can be
grown forced or otherwise with every prospect of

a full crop. There are others almost as bad as
the Early Alexander ; indeed, I consider the
Alexandra Noblesse almost on an equality as re-

gards setting, as this if hard forced with me is

very shy indeed, though its size and good quality
are greatly in its favour if a fair crop can be
secured. It may be urged that the last-named
variety is not always a failure, but even in the
open in a warm locality I have noted this variety
is not so free setting as one of its parents, the old
Noblesse, and with me it is one of the poorest
croppers I have. Some kinds, such as Royal
George, Dr. Hogg, and several of the mid season
and late, well-known varieties, rarely fail to crop,
so that I must place Alexandra Noblesse in the
black list as regards setting. Another equally
bad forcer with me is Grosse Mignonne. This I

have seen good elsewhere, but I have a difficulty
in securing a fair crop. In the open on a south
or west wall it is a grand cropper, and this makes
up for any deficiency under glass if forced. It is

not one of the best for early work. Brought on
slowly there are better results. I refer to
Peaches that are ripe in May, and to get them at
the season named there must be hard forcing.
In the open it is one of the best to resist mildew.
For forcing, the Early Grosse Mignonne is

excellent. This is distinct from the Grosse
Mignonne noted above, earlier, and with me sets
much better under glass when forced. I do not
consider it superior for op3n walls.

Another Peach which does fairly well on open
walls fails with me under glass, and for two years
I gave it pot culture to get better crops, but the
result is the same. The variety is Condor. In
catalogues it is advised for forcing, but with me
it fails. I prefer Hale's Early for forcing or wall
culture, as Condor does not make such good
growth. Waterloo with me is superior to Condor
for pot culture or forcin?, and being one of the
earliest to mature, is valualjle. I find it needs
time at the start and should not be forced hard
till the fruits are swelling freely. A variety I

have rarely seen in any catalogue is Early Canada,
This is a splendid forcer and of very good quality.
I like it very much, it does not cast its buds, It
is a large highly- coloured fruit, and I intend this
autumn to replace Alexandra Noblesse with Early
Canada in an early house, as it forces so freely.
This is an American Peach, and is certainly far
ahead of Alexandra as regards setting and crop-
ping. On a west wall in the open it was very
fine. Another American variety named (Jeneral
Lee is the most precocious flowering variety I

have seen, it is in bloom weeks before any other
kind, but I am unable to give it much praise, as
it is none too free setting and the fruits that set,

though large, are a long time perfecting. These
American varieties would no doubt be more at
home in a coal case or with glass protection. A
Peach I had from America under the name of
Harper's Early is the same as Hale's Early. I
know of no variety to equal Amsden June. This
is a grand Peach, and does not oast its buds. I
have just cleared a tree that carried over twenty
dozen fruits and of excellent quality. No one
who needs to force hard will make a mistake in
growing Amsden .June. G. Wvtiies.

Apple Bismarck.—This fine variety will
undoubtedly take a leading place in the list of
market varieties of the future, for it is not only a

large handsome fruit of good quality and a g03d
keeper, but it is one of the most constant and
regular croppers I have yet met with. Quite
small trees that were planted three years since
have borne a nice even crop each year, and are now
studded regularly over with bunches of small
fruits. Pruning may be entirely dispensed with
in the case of such kinds as this, for they form
fruit buds right to the tips of the young wood.—
•J. G. , Gofiport

.

Scarcity of Gooseberries.—Probably the
complaint is very partial, for I know of some
cases where the crop is quite a good average one,
but in my case the Gooseberry crop will be very
light, much less a quantity being available for
gathering than has been known here for several
years. It can only be explained from the fact that
frost and cold cutting winds were experienced
during the flowering period. Many of the trees
exposed showed injury to the foliage, this being
discoloured, but the berries did not drop for some
time ; indeed, it is only recently, or since gather-
ing has become general, that the poorness of the
crop became known. It would be interesting to
know whether other counties, especially those
in which fruit growing is largely carried on,
have suffered by the frost visitation, and to
what extent. The frequent and almost continuous
rains have had a marked effect on the develop-
ment of the fruit, the berries being of a market-
able size fairly early in the year, notwithstanding
that almost all of the crops are later than usual.
The trees, too, are full of vigour, the lightness of
the crop no doubt contributing somewhat to this
end. As a rule, however. Gooseberries grow ([uite

strong enough for all practical purposes, but
usually those relieved of their crops early in the
year grow the strongest.

—

Wilts.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
Inquiries and observations, says the WalsaH
Ohaerrer, in the great fruit - growing district
of the Vale of Evesham encourage tlie belief
that the coming season will on the whole be
a very good one. The blossom on the Plum
trees, the staple product of the fruit gardens in

the Vale, Wivs exceptionally fine and promising,
and up to a few weeks ago there was every pros-
pect of their bearing more fruit in bSDS than for
many years past. The fruit crop is, however,
notoriously susceptible to the induenoe of the
weather, and while there has been no severe
frost, such as before now has cut ofi' thousands of
tons of fruit in a single night, the continued cold
has very adversely affected the young plums.
The common Egg Plums, which are the hardiest
sort grown in the district, were the least affected,

and there is still a promise of heavy crops. The
finer varieties, such as Victoria and Early Pro-
lific, have suffered more, and though in some
gardens there will probably be a very good yield,

it is anticipated that the crop will be somewhat
partial. Damascenes have also been considerably
thinned by the cold nights of last month. Straw-
berries, of which an enormous quantity is grown
in the Vale, are looking well, and the yield of this

luscious fruit is expected to be very abundant.
The Evesham gardeners have noticed with con-
cern this season indications of exhaustion in the
Asparagus beds, for which the borough has so
long been famous, but the more recently-planted
gardens of the surrounding villages show no signs
of failure.

The prolonged spell of cold winds
has greatly reduced the prospect of a heavy
fruit crop, for although trees of all kinds
flowered profusely and the fruit apparently set

well, it has lately dropped so much that many
trees, especially those that bloomed the most,
are very thin or altogether bare of fruit. At the
present time Apples look like a good crop gener-
ally, and if we get some warm weather soon they
may go a long way to make up for the scarcity of

other fruits. Pears must be a very thin crop in

this locality, and we, on the south coast, consider
ourselves rather favoured as regards climate.
The best market sorts, such as Williams' Bon

Chretien, Pitmaston and others, are beyond
recovery. A singular thing connected with
the failure of Pitmaston Duchess is that while all
the large trees are quite bare of fruit I have some
old stocks of common Pears that were regrafted
two years ago with this variety, and nearly every
bloom has set. I can only account for the difference
by the fact that in proportion to the amount of
bearing wood to roots to support it, the grafts had
by far the best of it. Possibly some readers of The
Garden may have had a similar experience.
Apricots set well and continue to swell up satis-
factorily, but Peaches and Nectarines are thin and
feel the effects of the cold winds much more.
Strawberries promise a good crop, but are later
than last year, and bush fruits are generally
plentiful. Owing to the heavy rains the trees
are looking well and making exceptionally strong
growth.— J. Gkoom, Gosport.

PACKING TENDER FRUIT.
Already the performance of this delicate opera-
tion is engaging many hands, forced Strawberries,
Cherries, and Figs coming first, Peaches and
Grapes following close in their wake. In the
olden times when only a few were engaged in
culture for market, when prices were eight times
higher than they are at the present daj- and
fruiterers were dependent upon that small knot
of growers, an occasional shaking up made little

difference ; but the whip has changed hands, and
fruit in every way perfect and spotless is the only
commodity for which the trader will now deign
to offer his own price. Nine-tenths of faulty con-
signments of tender fruit sent by rail are damaged
through nervousness on the part of the packer,
who allows too much space for his fruits, which
move in transit and spoil each other. When fruit
of any kind is to be sent away, the first thing to
be considered is the size of the box or basket, the
selection and preparation of the most suitable
material for keeping it in position without bruis-
ing, and last, but not least, an arrangement by
letter or wire for a trusty porter to meet the train
on its arrival at the terminus. If

Strawberkies, say, in quantity are to be sent
off regularly, and shallow trays or boxes for drop-
ping three or four into a case be preferred, all the
trays and cases should be of uniform size and
depth, to prevent the possibility of giving the
slightest trouble to the busy trader or salesman.
These should not be too large—say 8 inches by
1"2 inches and li inches in depth —as it is always
practicable to fill any number of duplicate trays,

independently of the fact that several small boxes
travel better than one or two large one3. The
best packing for the Strawberry is its own leave?,

which should be picked overnight and placed in

a dry, airy room to become limp by the time they
are wanted. The fruit cannot be too dry at the
time of picking, and on no account should the
berries be placed one upon another in the tray or

basket used for conveying them to the packing-
room. Having well padded the bottom of each
tray with leaves—some use a sheet of wadding—
all fruits of even size, one by one, should be
placed in separate leaves and packed as closely

as they will lie without bruising each other. A
double leaf here and there may be put in to keep
each row of fruit tight, and a few soft leaves over
the layer will complete the operation.

Peaches may be packed in boxes varying from

3J inches to 4ir inches in depth, but the length

and breadth, say '.24 inches by 14 inches, should
never vary, as several can then be tied together,

when their weight and bulk will protect them
from frequent disturbance. I always line my
boxes with cap paper, allowing the half of each
sheet to hang over the sides for turning up when
all is finished. Gather the fruit dry and under-

ripe ; fold e.ach Peach in a square of tissue paper,

and pack tightly in well-beaten, elastic Moss, the

best and cheapest of all packing materials. Here,

as with all soft fruits, the secret of success rests

in starting with a good bottom of Moss and very

tight packing, with half an inch or a little more
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of the Mos? forming the divisions between the

Peaches and making each cross row of four secure

at the sides. A covering of Moss rising an inch

or so above the sides is then placed upon the

Peaches and the paper is turned up, when the

slight pressure of the lid makes the whole mass
(|uite tight and yet elastic. Some use cotton i

wool or bran, the last a costly, heavy, deceptive

material, as it shakes down into a solid mass, no
^

matter how carefully it is pressed, when the

Peaches rise to the top, roll against each other,

and are ruined. Wool being expensive and apt

to sweat, it should be avoided, clean, short, well-
|

dried Grass from the mowing machine being pre-

ferable. If thoroughly dried and put away when
'

the weather is line, this excellent substitute where
Moss is scarce may be had for use throughout the

Peach season.

Fic:s should be rolled up in soft, dry Vine
leaves, then in squares of tissue paper, and packed
in very dry Mo?s or paper shavings. Either,

however, will do provided llie fruit is carefully

folded in leaves which do not siick to the tender
skin. Ordinary Figs can bo picked in box'

s

3 inches to 4 inches in depth, ai.d extra large ones

travel well in Peach boxes divided into tqaal paits

by a transversj partition running across the

centre. As some may iiiiMiro why wool is not
recommended, I may say tiie Fig being so liable

to mould in hot wea'^her, a m itcriul more likely

to absorb than produce moisture, to let in rather

than exclude air, is most suitable. On this account
I am not quite sue that I do not give first choice

t) paper shavings, as they admit most air and
favour the escape of moisture.

IJRAi'Es.—The methods of packing these now are

legion, the modern basket system having grown
rapidly into favour. The basket is a most excel-

lent substitute for the box where changes upon
the route can hi avoid d, or where, as in transit

from the Channel Jsland-i, the porters quickly

learn to handle and transfer them as deftly and
carefully as any trained gardener. For cross

roads and by roads where little mercy may be
shown to fragile goods, the box must still be used,

and then the great secret of success will be found
in packing so tightly that it will be impossible for

one berry to injure another by friction. C.

NECTARINE CARDINAL.
I s.iw this Nectarine remarkably well grown for

market in Cambridgeshire shortly after its intro-

duction, the grower's i lews of its earliness and
usefulness agreeing with those of " G. W."
(p. 438). I have not yet seen it outdoors, but a

Nectarine that can be ripened in five months
from the start and of such good quality as to

command a good price in the market, will prob-
ably find its chief place of honour and profit

under glass. It was pointed out to me as likely

to prove the earliest and best forcing Nectarine
of the future. If, as some say. Cardinal is some
days—others put it quite a week earlier—than
Early Rivers, grown side by side, and Lord
Napier is a fortnight later than Early Rivers, a
gain of three weeks or more will prove of im-
mense importance in regulating supplies and com-
manding top prices. Most grov.'er3 will agree
with your correspondent's estimate of ths su[ierb

qualitj' of Lord Napier Nectarine, and it is not
likely to be relegated to a back seat, but planted
yet more widely for table supplies in later houses
and on open walls.

By the way, we very seldom see or hear of
Goldoni Nectarine, a second early, ripening in

the end of July or early in August, with golden-
coloured skin and flesh, very juicy and richly

flavoured, a vigorous grower, and an abundant
bearer. Writing of early Nectarines, it may be
useful to note a curious statement of one of our
Ktest and generally trustworthy authorities on
the subject recommending the Stanwick Elruge
PS the best forcing Nectarine. Now this is a
decidedly midseason or even a late variety. The
statement is liable to be misunderstood, as this

fine variety in the open air seldom ripens till the
end of August or early in September. And yet,

in a sense, it is quite true that the Stanwick
Elruge forces well. Its vigorous constitution,

free setting, &c. , enable it to bear hard forcing

if need be better than most Nectarines, and to

ripen its fine and luscious fruits with fewer

losses through stoning, &c. , than other varieties.

D. T. F.

Gooseberries on walls.— I was recently in a
Surrey garden where fruits were very thin on
(Gooseberry bushes in the open owing to sharp
frosts, but plentiful on single and double cordons

on walls and wood fences. That is interesting to

know, because it serves to show that from the

danger from frost to which bushes in the open
and near the ground are subject, those on walls

are free. None of these had been, in the case

mentioned, protected when in bloom. It was
worthy of notice that double cordons seemed to

suit the requirements of the position best, and
although but some three years planted, yet in

each case the shoots had got fully 6 feet in height,

topping the wall and covering it admirably.

S.n^le cordons planted later were also doing well,

making stem growth at the rate of 2 feet per

ye;ir. The double cordons seemed, however, to

have an advantage in mere root room. Common
Red Currants, with four erect stems similarly

trained, were laden with fruit, covering the wall

completely, whilst Mammoth—possibly La Ver-

saillaise - had from the first broken badly and had
very little fruit. This variety, however, usually

does well as a bu^h when it is hard pruned and
kept compact. Even cordon Gooseberries on
wires or trellises seem to be less susceptible to

attacks of frost than do bushes. That may be,

perhaps, because the vertical training exposes a
sm.all surface to condensing vapour and following

white frosts. But if the netting that is com-
monly thrown over these trellises when the fruit

is ripening be cast over them double in the

spring, a good deal of protection is given to the

bloom. Gooseberry culture of this description

merits adoption in every garden, and nurserymen
knowing its value cater for it by providing double,

single, and gridiron cordons in eiuantity. It is

much cheaper in the end to purchase nice pre-

pared two or three-year-old cordons than it is to

plant maidens that have to be got into shape.

—

A. D.
Peaches failing in cold house.—Though

ray Peach trees were covered with flowers there

is no fruit. The trees are planted outside and
brought in. The house is a lean to and unhealed.
Notwithstanding the water famine with which
we were visited last summer, I supposed that I

had given enough water to prevent mischief. All

through the autumn and up to the present time
ample water was available.—A.

*„* In answer to the above, an insufficient

supply of water to the roots at some time or other
since the last crop was gathered is undoubtedly
the cause of failure. Make a thorough examina-
tion of the border by delving with a hand-fork
ijuite down to the drainage, and if it is found that
the substratum is still drj-, correct the defect by
repeated waterings ; then mulch well to keep in

moisture, and treat the barren trees precisely as

though they were carrying full crops of fruit.

Although root drought after the leaves fall is the
most common cause of buds dropping when they
should commence swelling, the fact that they
passed this stage and opened freely leads one to

suspect that the mischief was done before the
leaves fell ; that great heat with a short supply of

water caused them to ripen prematurely before

all the delicate organs of fertilisation were
properly formed. Kain and copious watering
later on caused them to swell and in due time to

open, but with imperfect male organs and minus
pollen, fertilisation could not take place. From
these remarks "A." will gather that his crop of

Peaches may have been doomed as far back as

August or September last, otherwise a full blos-

som having opened it is only reasonable to suppose
that a fair percentage of the strongest flowers

would have set fruit. It is just possible that frost

or the prevalence of bad weather may have de-

stroyed the flowers, but it is more probable, nay,

almost certain, that a failing supply of water is

at the bottom of the mischief. Peaches cannot
be grown without a full and abundant supply of

water.

—

Ed.

MELONS GROWN AS CORDONS.
Ix The G-\rden (p. 458) there is an interesting
contriljution from Mr. Wythes on the advantage
of growing Melons as cordons. I quite agreo
with all that he has ti say in favour of the system,
as I largely adopt it myself. Having to produce
a large number of Melons through the summer
and autumn months, and the means at cimmand
being somewhat limited as regards space, I find

that the most economical and expeditious way to

grow them i-, as cordons. Besides their taking u p
less space, the plants produce fruit so much
earlier than when grown on the extension prin-

ciple, and they can be fruited and cleared out to
make way for another batch before the fruits are
full-grown in the last cited case. I use the
heaviest loam obtainable to form the borders,

which are from 9 inches to 1 foot wide an I

the same in depth. Tha soil is rammed as fimi

as it can be, and fresh additions of soil are pl.ice' I

at the front of the borders whenever the condition

of the roots demands it. I plant somewhat clos- r

than Mr. Wjthes does, and take the two fir^t

fruits which set together, fruiting every other
plant on the lower part of the trellis and the re-

mainder towards the top. By adopting this

method the fruits are then more evenly distri-

buted. Seed is sown every fortnight, so that a
batch of plants is always coming on to take the

place of those from which the crop has just been
cleared, and but little delay ensues in conse-

quence. Some sorts are belter adapted for this

purpose than others, but the strong growers can
be brought into subjection by plunging the pots

in the border, as mentioned by Mr. Wythes,
instead of planting them out. 1 have obtained
excellent crops of Melons in this way, but enlarged
the crock-holes slightly to give the roots better

egress. I have three new sorts on trial this

season, viz., Countess of Derby, Diamond Jubilee,

and The Czir. The first and second are splendid
croppers, but of the flavour and quality of the
fruits I am not in a position to form an opinion,

as they are not yet ripe. A. W.

Peach Early Alexander. — True to its

character for hardiness and fertility this Peach ii

again bearing a fine crop of fruit outdoors, which
is now passing through the stoning stage.

Growth is also clean and free and quite forwaid
enough, the tacking in of the young shoots having
been done some little time. This kind I havo
obserred is not nearly so liable as are others to

insect attacks, and this immunity should ba
noticed by all amateurs who are anxious to male
their first essay in Peach growing outdoors. In
addition to this the fact should be borne in mind
that it matures earl}', as it ripens about the
second week in July. This is a great gain, par-

ticularly where the glasshouses are none too

numerous or aie too limited in extent to allow of

Peach glowing being attempted indoors. Early
Alexander may be planted with confidence in any
district where the climatic conditions are favour-

able to the growth of the Peach. When given

proper attention it soon becomes established and
quickly yields the grower a good return.—A. W.

Peach Alexandra Noblesse.—Having grown
this variety for the past thirteen years, I quite

agree with the good opinions which have at

difl'erent times been expressed by various growers
in its favour. It is a fine cropper, and since the

tree became established it has never failed to yield

a good crop of fruit annually. The fruits attain

a fine size, colour splendidly for the variety, and
are richly flavoured. It is of course later in ripen-

ing than Alexander, its season being the latter

end of August or beginning of September, much
depending on locality. The variety is almost if

not quite as hardy as Alexander, but appears to

be more subject to attacks of fly. A watch, there-
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fore, needs to be kept on the trees, as indeed
should be the case with all wall fruit trees for the
matter of that, dealing with the aphides as soon
as they put in an appearance. On account of its

free-bearing habit and hardiness of constitution,
amateurs would be perfectly justified in planting
this Peach. If not required to ripen early, it

should be accorded a position on a west wall. It
is a seedling from the old Noblesse, but enjoys
complete immunity from mildew. It is a free-

stone Peach.— A. W.

A YIEAV AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

In recent discussions in books on garden
design issued by architects it is laid down as

an axiom that during the present century all

is an illustration has ahvays seemed an example
of mere extravagance, never growing out

of the conditions of the ground, the

wants of gjrdening, or any artistic idea?, but
based simply upon an attemj^t to carry out
book plans whether the ground suited them
or not. Such things are full of lessons for

ihose who look at gardens and parks from
an artistic point of view. The immense
waste of means on stonework is well shown
here ; and all stonework in gardens being
more exposed to the weather than in any
buildicg, the waste through repairs would be
enormous, if it were possible to keep up such
an extravagance. The Eoyal Horticultural

Gardens at Kensington were another example,

and site exert considerable influence over the
thickness and whiteness of the downy covering on
the leaves.

Stove and Greenhouse.

BLANDF0RUIA3.
The Blandfordias are certainly a very beautiful
class of plants, yet despite the fact that a coloured
plate of them was issued in The Garden, May 11,
18;)."), a first-class certificate awarded by the Royal
Horticultural Society to B. aurea in .June of the
same year, and several eulogistic notes that have
from time to time appeared concerning them,
they are very rarely seen, and even when met
with by no means invariabl3' in a flourishing con-
dition. Still, for all that I consider them
extremely valuable for greenhouse decoration at

A view at the Crystal Palace. From a photograph by Mr. Stuart, Southampton.

ideas of garden design have been based on
treating the ground in a picturesque manner.
The statement shows well amongst others
that the people who make it have never
given the facts of the matter any obser-

vation, because it is our own time that has
given birth to some of the most ugly gardens
of a wholly opposite character. Therefore it

may be of some use to give a few examples
of gardens made in our own day, and here-

with one of the Crystal Palace, giving a
glimpse of some of its features—its temples,
ghastly stone-embraced ponds and lakes.

To us the sort of garden design of which this

and many private gardens made in our own
time show Lke features.

The true Service Tree {Pyrus domestica).

—

There is a very fine tree of this now in full flower
in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh. It is

probably (50 feet or more high. On the last day
of May it was in full blossom, the usual creamy
white being almost whiter than usual. The
leaves of this tree are always beautiful, serrated
towards the point and clothed beneath with
cottony looking down that gives to the Service
Tree that ssmi-glaucous hue that constitutes one
of its special charms. I have noticed, too, that
this downy covering varies in thickness and in

whiteness in difierent trees and localities. Soil

this season, as the blossoms are not only very
handsome, but from their thick wax-like texture
they remain fresh and bright for a much longer
period than most subjects. As each individual

bloom lasts from ten days to a fortnight, and a

number of flowers are borne on one scape, it

follows that their beauty extends from a month to

six weeks, and there is something so chaste and
elegant about them that appeals strongly to any-
one almost surfeited with the common occupants
of the greenhouse. I find they do well with much
the same treatment as a Pelargonium, that is,

grown throughout the year in a cool green-

house, and shaded during bright sunshine

in summer. Various composts have been

recommended, and while a soil composed prin-

cipally of peat finds the greatest favour, after a
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thorough trial I have succeeded much better

with the plants potted in a mixture of about
equal parts of good yellow loam and peat, to

which a liberal amount of rouph silver sand has

been added, than in sandy peat alone. The best

season for repotting is directly the flowers fade,

and the roots, being then active, they soon
establish themselves in the new compost. The
pots should be well drained, and when in active

growth the Bhindfordias require a liberal amount
of water, but during the winter just enough
should be given to keep the soil moderately moist.

Propagation is effected by seeds or division, but
the latter requires to be very carefully carried out,

as if there is not a fair amount of roots to each

Ciece, the plants will often stand for a long time
efore they recover from the check. To guard

against this as far as possible, a plant intended
for dividing should have a good deal of the old

soil washed away, so that the separating can be
done with little risk. The forms with more
fibrous roots, such as B. nobilis, can be divided
with less danger than B. flammea, in which the

roots are thicker, but fewer in number. Even
when out of flower the Blandfordias, with their

grass-like, gracefully recurving leaves, are de-

cidedly ornamental. One point in their favour is

that they are rarely troubled with insect pests ;

the onl}' thing I find is that a small whitish kind
of scale effects a lodgment on the leaves and
causes a yellowish indentation thereon unless re-

moved. Though the plants should be shaded
directly the llowers e-xpand, they are much richer

in colour if exposed to the sun up to then.

H. r.

Societies and Exhibitions,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
JrxE 14.

Those who visited the Drill Hall meeting on
Tuesday last could not fail to be impressed with
the remarkable wealth of floral beauty to be seen
on every hand. Three weeks after the Temple
show, it afforded ample opportunity for variety

in both tender plants and hardy flowers. Both
the floral and tlie Orchid committees were kept
busily employed until a late hour in order to do
justice to the many and varied exhibits. On the
other hand, the labours of the fruit and vegetable
committee were comparatively light, there being
but a few exhibits of either fruit or vegetables.
The groups of Orchids were perceptibly of less

extent, but what was lacking in this respect was
amply atoned for in the quality and rarity of

many of the exhibits. Truly there is no end to
the variety obtainable in the hybrid Orchids. On
this occasion one or two gems of the first water
were to be seen. The Lajlio-Cattleyas are choice
additions and as beautiful as they are unique.
Odontoglots, too, were strongly represented. The
topic of conversation naturally turned upon
the loss of the Orchids of M. .Jules Hye at the
Temple show. Rumours were prevalent, but no
actual information was to be had. This occur-
rence should be a warning to all exhibitors of

choice plants never to leave them until packed
and otherwise made secure. If losses do occur
through inattention in this respect, it is the
owners themselves who are to blame, not the
officials of any society.

The floral committee had a redundance of

exhibits. On this occasion Carnations may fairly

be said to have ruled the day. Some grand
plants of the Malmaison type came from Dover
House, occupying a large space, whilst the ar-

rangement was most attractive. From Hatfield,

too, came some very fine flowers, notably
of King Arthur and Miss Audrey Campbell.
Herbaceous and bulbous flowers were represented
in profusion, notably from Thames Ditton and
Cjlchester. The bulbous flowers from the latter

source are always full of interest. Some grand
Cannas in pots were shown from Swanley, admit-
tedly the finest ever staged in the hall, the trusses

being large, the colours bright, and the varieties

of the best. Other choice new kinds, many being
decided acquisitions, came from Cheshunt. Roses
were not so numerous as usual. It is now between
seasons, and rosarians are admitting that they
never knew a much later season than this. Hardy
shrubs in flower came from Coombe Wood,
and as usual, were choice. Tuberous Begonias
were staged in good character, chieflj' doubles,

some with immense blooms, and of good habit.

Ferns, as on many former occasions this year,

were staged well. These small decorative plants

of the choice kinds do mucli to popularise the
cultivation of Ferns. We have seen too much of

just a few kinds which in numbers may be counted
upon the tips of the fingers. Let us have by all

means more of these choice kinds. It is a pleasure

to add that at this meeting no less than 108 new
Fellows were elected. This is a record number
for any one meeting, whilst the total already for

this year has reached that of several completed
years. The society is undoubtedly gaining in

popularity on its own merits, whilst the success

of the shows and meetings proves abundantly
that mere cash prizes do not attract all classes of

exhibitors.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the

following :

—

L.elio-Cattleva Dl'kk of York (L.-C. elegans
X C. Brymeriana).—This secondary hybrid is

very distinct, the sepals deep rose, the petals

similar in colour, but veined with a dirker shade.

The lip is rich purple in front, mottled with a
lighter shade of colour, the side lobes deep
purple, shading to rose, and veined with purple
towards the base. A plant carrying a two-
flowered spike came from Messrs. F. Sander and
Co. , St. Albans.

L.SLio - Cattleva EroORA splendexs (C.

Mendeli x L. purpurata).—This is the finest

hybrid that has been seen of this particular cross,

the sepals and petals deep rosy lilac, the lip rich

velvety crimson in front, margined with rose, the
side lobes rose, shading to yellow, which forms a
prominent band in front. At the base there are

several prominent lines and a suffusion of purple.

A plant carrj'ing a two-flowered raceme came
from Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, bj' whom it was
raised.

ODONTOGLOSSrM CRISITM PrIXCE f>F WaLES.—
This is one of the largest and most perfect forms
of this species we have seen. The flowers each
measure nearly 4J inches across, the petals pure
white and beautifully fringed at the margin, the

sepals also white, slightly tinted with rose ; the
lip white, heavily fringed at the margin. The
plant carried a raceme of eleven flowers, and
came from Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., who
have grown it for eleven years without pre-

viously being able to induce it to flower. They
may be congratulated on its proving one of the

best Odontoglossums in cultivation. A silver

medal was also recommended.

Awards of merit were adjudged to the follow-

ing :
—

L-t:LIO-CATTLEYA HlPPOLVTA AURANTIACA.—In
this the sepals and petals are rich saffron-yellow,

the lip similar in colour, lined with bright purple
and much fringed at the margin. From Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons.

Epi-Cattleva KAiiiATu-BowRiyiii.iNA. — This,

raised from the species indicating the name, is a
distinct bigeneric hybrid, the colour of the sepals

and petals oeing a peculiar slaty purple. The Up
is similar in colour, mottled with white, and
having darker purple lines. The plant has the

intermediate character of both parents, both in

growth and flower. From Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons.

Lj:lia PURPURATA Erxesti.—This is a distinct

and pretty form, with pure white sef)als and
petals, the lip white, with a distinct band of rose-

lilac in the centre, the side lobes white, shading to

yellow and lined with rose at the base. A cut I

raceme of three flowers came from ilr. R. I.
'

Measures, Cambridge Lodge, Flodden Road, '

Camberwell.

OdONTOOLOSSUM ELEGA>TirS V.AK. BaRONESS
Si hrceder.—A pretty form with dense spikes of

flower, the sepals and petals light yellow, thickly

spotted with rich brown, the lip white, shading to

yellow at the base, with a rich large brown blotch

in the centre. From Sir T. Lawrence, Bt.

SiCTKARiA Hadweni. — This distinct and well-

known species was represented by a finely-grown

and well-flowered specimen, having seven flowers

and buds. The sepals and petals are deep brown,
marbled and margined with rich yellow, the lip

white, spotted with purple and brown at the base.

From Sir F. Wigan, East Sheen.
Catti.eva Mossi-i: vak. Madonna.—In this the

sepals and petals are pure white, the front lobe

of the lip pure white, with a distinct rose blotch

in the centre, the side lobes white, shading to

yellow and lined with pink and purple at the

base. From Messrs. Stanley Mobbs and Ashton,
Southgate.

L.W.IO Cattleya Caniiamiana superba.—This

is a lovely form, the sepals and petals deep rose,

the lip also finer both in size and colour than in

the type. From Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons.

A silver Banksian medal was awarded to Mr.

J. Hudson for a grand specimen of La?lia purpurata
with ten spikes and thirty-two flowers. This is a

remarkable examjjle of the durability of Orchids,

the plant having been in Mr. Hudson's possession

for thirty-three years, and still in the finest pos-

sible condition.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., sent a choice

group consisting principally of rare and distinct

hybrids, prominent amongst which were several

forms of Laelio Cattleya Hippolyta (L. cinna-

barina X C. Mossia;), L.-C. Canhamiana (C.

ilossia; x L. purpurata), two grand forms of L.-C.

Eudora (C. Mendeli x L. purpurata), a variety

of C. Mossia; Reineckiana, and a fine made-up
plant of Epiphronitis Veitchi. In Epidendrum
radicante-vitellinum(E. vitellinum x E. radicans)

the sepals and petals are rich orange-scarlet, the

lip yellower than the sepals and petals and
slightly spotted with purple in the centre. It is

remarkably free and gives promise of a useful

future. A grand plant of Trichopilia suavis alba

with four flowers on the spike, several finely-

flowered Disa langleyensis and grand forms of

Disa Veitchi, which improveson acquaintance, were

also shown. A silver Flora medal was awarded.

Messrs. Stanley Mobbs and Ashton (late W. L.

Lewis and Co.), Southgate, sent a choice and
interesting group. In the back row were several

finely-flowered and good forms of La^lia pur-

purata, Oncidium crispum and O. hastatum.

Among the many grand forms of Cattleya Mossiie

was one with almost white flowers, having dis-

tinct rose-pink markings in the centre of the lip.

L*lia grandis tenebrosa in variety, several good
forms of Odontoglossum crispum, Cypripedium
Gertrude Hollington, C. Rothschildianum, C.

Evenor, Dendrobium Victoria Regina, and other

interesting species were also included (a silver

Flora medal was awarded). Messrs. Linden,

Brussels, sent Odontoglossum crispum Dalla-

magn:« with white rose-tinted sepals and petals

thickly blotched and spotted with light brown ;

O. c. Morning Star, a lovely form in the way of

0. c. Starlight (certificated last year), and 0. c.

Le Czar, very similar to O. c. Bonnyanum.
Messrs. F. Sander and Co. sent a few choice

Orchids, mcluding Sobralia Veitchi, with its deli-

cate white-tinted rose flowers, and the darker-

tinted S. Amesiana, S. xantholeuca alba, Thunia
Veitchi, and L;elioCattleya Lily Measures, with

deep rose sepals and petals, lip rich crimson-

purple, margined with rose, throat yellow with

brown markings. J. McBean and Sons, Cooks-

bridge, Sussex, sent a collection of Odonto-

glossum crispum, the plants well grown and the

flowers well developed.

Sir F. Wigan sent a neat and choice collection,

prominent in which were forms of Cattleya

.Mossi.-e, a beautifully grown plant of Livlio-Cat-

tleya Arnoldiana with a four - flowered raceme,

L.-C. Lady Wigan, and L.-C. Canhamiana var.

lolanthe, lighter than the typical forms. Lielio-

Cattleya superba elegans, raised from the parent-
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age indicated in the name, is a distinct, highly-

coloured flower with the intermediate characters
of the parents. Mr. J. Bradshaw, Southgate,
sent a small group, cnnsistins principally of fine

forms of Cattleya Mossia; Wagneri, C. Mossise

Reineckiana, Lx'lio-Cattleya Arnoldiana, L.-C.

Aphrodite, fine forms of Odontoglossum crispum,
and various other species. Sir T. Lawrence sent

a small group con.sisting of good plants of Odonto-
glossum crispum, Disa kewensis, and Cctlogyne
Schilleriana, in which the sepals and petals are
bronzy green ; the lip creamy white, barred and
blotched with brown. In Geodorum Augusti the
sepals and petals are white, lip yellow in front,

white, veined with purple at the base. In Bulbo-
phyllum Lobbi, Burford variety (botanical certifi-

cate) the ground colour is creamy yellow, mottled,
lined, and spotted with purple. Bulbophyllum
saltatorum (botanical certificate) is a small-grow-
ing species, the sepals and petals pale green,
spotted dark brown ; the feathery lip deepbi'own,
shading to almost black in the centre. Den-
drobium Bensoni;e, a finely-grown plant with
upwards of three dozen flowers on one growth ;

D. Parishi polyphlebiura, and a cut spike of

PhaUenopsis grandiflora were also included. Mr.
J. W. Moore, Bradford, sent a form of Vanda
cristata. Mr. l)e B. Crawshay, Sevenoaks, sent
Lselia purpurata var. De B. Crawshay and a form
of L*lia purpurata named Mrs. De B. Crawshay
with a distinct purple band in front of the throat,
the ground colour throughout being pure white.
Mr. G. H. Bird, West Wickham, sent a form of

Odontoglossum crispum Bonnyanum, and Mr. H.
Druce, Circus Road, N., sent forms of Cypri-
pedium bellatulum, C. concolor, and C. Gode-
hoyis.

Floral Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :
—

MiKANi.v San'DEri.—A plant of striking ap-
pearance, the leaves of a dark olive-green, clouded
here and there with a still darker tint. The re-

verse side of the leaves is of a reddish purple hue,
excepting where the heavier green tint prevails.

From Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans.
Calochortus Purdyi.—A valuable addition to

this pleasing race of bulbous plants. The bloom
is in the way of C. Maweanus for colour and
general markings, but is a great advance on this
kind when its vigour and freedom of flowering are
taken into account. Some of the stems—indeed,
the majority exhibited—were close on 10 inches
long, the blossoms creamy white and densely
bearded. The plant carries about half a dozen
flowers to a stem, and with its long lanceolate
leaves is very distinct. From Messrs. Wallace
and Co., Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester.

Awards of merit were given the following :—
Caladium Lord Annesley.—This is one of the

new strain of these fine-foliaged plants, a charac-
teristic of which is that they are devoid of the
two projecting lobes, thus leaving a distinctly
ovate acuminate leaf. The markings of tliis

kind are reddish crimson, with green margin, the
habit dwarf and compact. From Messrs. F.
Sander and Co. , St. Albans.
Beconia Mrs. F. Sander.—A handsome tri-

color form of the Rex type, very striking and
picturesque in the variously coloured tints that
prevail, with a very free habit of growth. Messrs.
F. Sander and Co., St. Albans.
Gloxinia Galatea.—A white variety, tlie seg-

ments of the corolla distinctly furnished with a
half-circular outline of violet, with just a sus-
picion of purple. From Messrs. James Veitch
and Sons, Chelsea.

Philadelpiius coRON.ARins Mont Blanc.— As
shown, this is a dwarf, compact shrub less than
2 feet high, with a number of pure white fragrant
flowers. Messrs. .James Veitch and Sons.

P.EONiA Ella Christine Kelway-.—A very
handsome herbaceous kind with white blossoms,
faintly tinted with salmon-pink. The variety is

remarkable for its fulness and the great solidity
of the blooms. From Messrs. Kelway and Sons,
Langport.

Pyrethrum Lady Kildare.—A distinct variety
with double flowers of good size, the colour a sort

of orange-bronze that is welcome among these
plants. Messrs. Kelway and Sons.
Meoonopsis camerica fl.-pl. — A double-

flowered variety of the Welsh Poppy, in which
the colour remains much the same as in the type.
Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Ches-
hunt.
Canna Mrs. W. Marshall.—A variety with

chrome-yellow flowers, slightly shaded with crim-
son-scarlet. Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt.
Canna Mosaic.—This has golden yellow flowers,

abundantly netted and spotted with scarlet. From
Messrs. Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.
Pyrethrum Monarch.—A very fine single-

flowered kind, with immense blossoms of a clear

and good pink shade. It is valuable not only for

its colour, but as affording a late succession to

the others of this shade. From Messrs. Collins

Bros, and Gabriel, 39, Waterloo Road, S.E.
Beconia Commodore Dewey'.—A tuberous-

rooted kind, with double flowers of an exceed-
ingly rich and glowing crimson-scarlet— a most
intense shade of colour. From Messrs. Cannell
and Sons, Swanley.

Upon this occasion the Drill Hall exhibited in

no small degree the manner in which good hardy
plants are being grown on all sides ; indeed, the
exhibition may be said to be almost made up of

these things, so very extensive were the displays

from such varying sources. Of other notable
exhibits, however, the group of Malmaison Car-

nations from Roehampton occupied a very impor-
tant place, filling the entire ground space in the
centre of the hall. Many of the larger plants were
more than 3 feet high and nearly the same through.
The plants, however, were not so freely flowered
as on a similar occasion a year ago. Of greater
value perhaps is the tendency the plants exhibited

to profuse flowering. Some plants bearing eight
fully expanded blooms, had buds to the extent of

a score in varying stages that would continue the
flowering for weeks to come. So far as vigour
and perfect health are concerned the specimens
were splendid, from the smallest to the largest, in

this group. The plants came from the gardens of

Mr. J. P. Morgan, Dover House, Roehampton
(gardener, Mr. J. F. McLeod), and were repre-

sented by blush, pink and scarlet varieties, and
arranged with Ferns and tall graceful Kentias
towering overhead. This fine group received a
silver gilt Flora medal. A very striking lot of

plants came also from Messrs. Cannell and Sons,
Swanley, composed of dwarf Cannas forming a
separate group, with double Begonias and hybrid
Columbines. The double Begonias were excellent.

The Cannas, too, were equally meritorious, repre-

senting the very cream of this useful group (silver-

gilt Flora medal). From Edmonton Mr. H. B.
May brought a fine assortment of new and choice
Ferns, the lovely new Phlebodium glaucum Mayi
included, which has already been described. The
plant is quite unique in several ways, not only as a
novelty of a very high order, but as a novelty that
will be wanted by the thousand shortly, because
the enduring properties of the type are known to

everybody. Other good things were Lomaria
ciliata grandis, Asplenium ornatum, A. Mayi,
with deeply cut fronds; Davallia amii?na,

Pteris serrulata corymbosa, with remarkable
tassels ; and P. biaurita argentea, a robust
and striking kind. The new American Tropoeo-

lum Sunlight, with orange-gold flowers, a dwarf
Marguerite called Nivale, and a basket of

Pelargonium Millfield Rival, with rosy peach
blossoms and very large, compact truss, were also

shown (silver Flora medal). From Langport
Messrs. Kelway and Son brought, for the season,

a really marvellous array of herbaceous Pa>onies,

many of them exquisitely fragrant and all more
or less choice in colour. A few good kinds are
Agnes Mary Kelway, rose ; Olivia, white, yellow
centre ; Stentor, pink ; Duchess of Sutherland, soft

pink ; Cavalleria Rusticana, rosy crimson ; Lady
Lilian Ogle, white, gold stamens; The Bride; and
Queen of May, white, orange stamens. Pyreth-

rums, both single and double, were also largely
shown, as also spikes of Delphiniums, with a few
perennials (silver Flora medal).

An extensive group of hardy flowers was put up
by Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, in

which Irises of several sections figured largely.

Iris dalmatica Princess Beatrice is a very large
pallida form. Mrs. H. Darwin is an improve-
ment on Innocenza, yet lacking the purity of

Princess of Wales, while Aurea and Gracchus need
no comment. I. orientalis (syn., ochroleuca) with
white and yellow is ever striking, and not less so
I. longipetala superba, pale lavender-mauve and
yellow. Spanish kinds were good, the one named
Thunderbolt, gold and bronze, especially. Iris

Lorteti of the Cushion Iris group is exquisite in

its dainty shade of colour. Other notable things
here were Dodecatheons in various pretty shades,
a host of Poppies and the singularly coloured
spikes of Ixia, Anemone hortensis in variety,
yellow Day Lilies, Thalictrums, Brodiajas, single
and double Pyrethrums, and Achillea mongolica,
a capital plant for cutting. Very fine also were
Anthericum liliastrum majus with snow-white
spikes and Camassia grandiflora with deep lilac-

blue flowers on spikes 2 feet long (silver-gilt

Banksian medal). Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son,
Waltham Cross, had a mixed group of Rhododen-
drons, about a dozen trusses of each kind, thus
giving a good idea of each variety. These with
the dwarf single and double Scotch Roses made a
good display. These miniature-flowered Roses
are very pretty and well suited among other
things to grouping in certain parts of the rock
garden or the like. Several varieties of Rosa
rugosa wtre also shown (silver Banksian medal).
Another interesting group, because the only one
of its kind, was that from Messrs. Wallace and
Co., Colchester, who brought a great variety of

choice bulbous things. Here were many beauti-
ful Lilies, including the lovely L. rubellum, with
its varying flowers of pink, rose-pink, and almost
rosy-peach, yet all very beautiful. Other Lilies

were L. columbianum, orange-apricot shade ; L.

tenuifolium, scarlet ; many spikes of L. longiflorum
robustum, very pure and ever welcome. Here
and there groups of the best Flag Irises were
distributed in batches, such notable kinds as Jac-
quiniana. Queen of May, Victorine, Hector, &c.,

Iris sibirica in variety and Iris Lorteti, Heuchera
micrantha. Delphinium nudicaule, Watsonia
O'Brieni, Spanish Irises in considerable variety,
Orchis foliosa, Ixiolirion Pallasi, the lovely pea-
cock Iris (I. pavonia), a nice lot of Day Lilies,

more especially Hemerocallis flava and H. auran-
tiaca major, the self-coloured flowers of the latter

very effective in their rich shade, with a small
array of Calochorti, including the handsome C.

Purdyi, made a most interesting lot (silver Bank-
sian medal). From Hatfield, the Marquis of

Salisbury (gardener, Mr. Norman) sent a basket
of Carnations (cut spikes) of two well-known
kinds, viz., Miss Audrey Campbell (yellow) and
King Arthur (scarlet), a flower almost as large as

a Malmaison, yet not of this type. The yellow
kind was in great abundance, and is evidently a
favourite at Hatfield on account of its colour, a
soft though clear yellow (silver Banksian medal).
The group of Irises from Messrs. Veitch and
Sons, Chelsea, while apparently receiving no
mark of distinction from this committee, was
indeed one of the finest groups of its kind ever
presented, the plants set up in an excellent
manner and fresh and bright-looking withal.

The group contained many of the best kinds,
such as Mme. Chereau, Bergi (gold, crimson
falls), Walneriana (blue). Pallida Albert Victor
(deep blue), Khedive (soft mauve and violet),

Darius, Mrs. H. Darwin, &c. Pyrethrums,
mostly double, were also largely shown and in

good form. These, together with large masses of

Heuchera sanguinea, pans of Edelweiss and
Saxifraga nepalensis, Papaver nudicaule vars.

,

hybrid Columbines and such like, made a fine

group near the entrance. Spikes of two kinds of

Eremurus, E. robustus and E. himalaicus, were
also included in this capital lot. Messrs. Collins

Bros., 39, Waterloo Road, S.E., formerly among
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the most regular exhibitors of hardy flowers,

brought from their Hampton Nurseries a select

lot of things set up in good and distinctive

colours and in sufficiently large numbers that the

merits of each were determinable at a glance.

Crowding found no favour here, while the ample
bunches were sufficient for all purposes. The
Gaillardias in this group were very fine, a strain

of quilled flowers some fully '> inches across being
conspicuous. Heuchera sanguinea and Achillea

mongolica were excellent, as also Geum miniatum,
of which a tine batch was staged. Other good
things were Seuecio Uoronicum, a compo-
site with golden - orange flower-heads ; Inula
glandulosa, Anthericum Liliago, very fine, and
Phlo.x ovata, a very good plant, with reddish

crimson flowers, little more than 1 foot high and
too rarely seen. Linum perenne was beautiful,

while Potentillas and Pyrethrums were very
showy. Of the latter a bold central group of

about 100 flowers of Monarch, a single pink kind,

large, showy, and distinct, made a telling dis-

play. Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, had a mixed group of shrubs and showy
perennials, also Cannas. The Columbines and
Thalictrum aquilegifolium were very good. Rubus
nutkaensis, Dictamnus (red and white), and the
ever-welcome double white Rocket (Hesperis ma-
tronalis alba plena) were also noticeable. Here,
as elsewhere in the hall, confusion existed among
the Irises from want of proper naming, the variety
of I. sibirica known as orientalis occupying specific

rank and thereby clashing with the species eo
called, which has its synonym in I. ochroleuca.

In one instance only was the naming correctly

rendered. Mr. John Russell, Richmond, also

contributed hardy flowers in bunches, though
nothing fresh was included among many showy
things already enumerated. Messrs. F. Miller

and Co., Fulham, had a display of Mignonette,
Petunias, Stocks, and such things, the first of an
excellent strain and well grown. Some Carnations
in pots from Mr. Martin S. Smith, Hayes, included
Lady Hermione, a border kind with salmony
scarlet flowers of capital form and good size.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had various
shrubs, such as Genistas, Weigelas, Rhododen-
drons, Eurybia Gunni, Akebia quinata, .Spint-a

Van Houttei, Xanthoceras sorbifolia, Colutea
arborescens, &c. ; and the Messrs. Veitch and
Sons one of their usual exhibits in baskets, among
which the graft hybrid of Cytisus Adami was con-
spicuous with its purple and j-ellow flowers. Other
things were Hydrangea japonica Mariesi, H. Hor-
tensia mandschurica, a fine form, very free ; Hibis-
cus grandiflorus superbus, and Fraxinus Mariesi,
small white flowers \ery fragrant and abundant.
Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans, had in addi-
tion to other certificated plants a batch of the
new Acalypha Sanderi with its pendent crimson
inflorescences hanging in profusion, and a batch
also of the equally new A. Godseffiana, a dwarfer
species with creamy margin to the lea%'es. Mr.
Frederick Perkins, Leamington, showed Carna-
tion Primro.se Queen in capital condition ; the
flowers of this are good and freely produced, but
the habit is, we think, unduly tall for a border
kind.

Fruit Committee.
Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

Melon Empson's Seedlim:.—A small round
fruit, skin netted, of bright golden colour, flesh

white with a tendency to scarlet at the centre. It
is richly flavoured, and was excellent consider-
ing the sunless weather of late. From Mr. J.

Empfon, Ampthill, Beds.
CccTMiiER The Keeper.—A beautifully shaped

fruit, dark green, with numerous spines. It is

noted for its long keeping after being cut from the
plant. It is a cross between Telegraph and Duke
of Edinburgh, and should make a profitable
market variety. From Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss
Nurseries, Rowledge, Farnham.
Cabbage Beaconsfield. — A very compact

grower, with close outer leaves, heart conical, very
solid, and of just the siz3 for a private garden.
It is much later than EUam's, but much like it in
shape. This had been grown in the Society's

Gardens at Chiswick, and was a remarkably true

stock. From Mr. J. Rouse, Hallbound Gardens,
Beaconsfield.

Mr. Beckett, Aldenham House Gardens,
Elstree, sent The Carter Spinach, immense
leaves and very succulent, well meriting the

cultural commendation awarded. This Spinach
was requested to be sent to Chiswick for trial

with others. Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury House
(jardens, Acton, sent a box of Lord Napier Necta-
rines, splendid fruit, and of a beautiful colour.

These were gathered from a tree carrying 450
fruits, and were awarded a cultural commendation.
The same exhibitor sent the first dishes of

Cherries from the open wall, the variety being
Guigne Annonay, fine fruits for this late season.

Apples were sent by Mr. Powell, Ilsington House
Gardens, Dorchester, the varieties being Reinette

du Canada and Dutch Mignonne, but both were
much past their best as regards flavour.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
JlNE 10.

The summer exhibition of the above society,

postponed from the Sth and 9th to the above date

in accordance with the expressed desire of their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales to be present at the floral parade held in

conjunction with the exhibition, took place in the

large marquee, when a large .and distinguished

company inspected the various groups of plants

and other exhibits. The exhibition was by far

the best display of the present season, the whole
of the available space being well filled with excel-

lent material. In this respect great credit is due
to the members of the trade for their untiring and
unstinted efibrts on this occasion to make the

show a success. The whole of the plants and
groups shown upon this occasion were non-
competitive, and we noted with some regret that

the fountain space—indeed, the fountain itself

—

was obscured from view by an exhibit the reverse

of instructive in so far as the utilisation of

plants and flowers is concerned. The usual

pretty view obtainable was likewise shut out by
ihe lofty erection referred to.

Upon this occasion the unifjue exhibit from
Messrs. Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking, Surrey,

was a great attraction, being composed entirely

of their new hybrid coccinea Clematises. That
these lovely forms will occupy important positions

in future there is no doubt ; indeed, it is nossible

their usefulness may not terminate in the garden,
as one lovely kind named Duchess of York,
with white flesh-tinted blossoms, would be
equally unique in any bouquet or floral device.

Indeed, the size, the form and wax-like sub-

stance of the flowers specially adapt this new
race of hybrids for purposes of ornamentation in

the direction suggested. Other beautiful forms
included Duchess of Albany, rose-carmine ; Sir

T. Lawrence, crimson ; and Countess Onslow,
purple-carmine. The whole of the plants were
splendidly flowered and of large size, and ap-

peared very free and charming on the sloping

banks in the large tent. The monotony of the

trained plants was relieved by rustic stems
with the Clematises upon them, and interspersed

were Acers, Spineas, and the like in just suffi-

cient (juantity for the purpose. A small group of

Strei)tocarpus, Gloxinias, and the like mixed
with Palms and Maiden-hair Ferns was sent by
Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, Roupell Park, the flowers

varied and of a good strain. A capital yellow
Carnation from Mr. Fred Perkins, Leamington,
named Primrose Queen, is free-flowering, though
somewhat tall in growth. A group mainly of

Rhododendrons and Azalea mollis X sinensis

forms from Mr. John Russell, Richmond, was
most attractive. A small group of Orchids from
Mr. L. Mond, Avenue Road (gardener, Mr. J. 0.

Clarke), included many well-flowered examples of

Cattleyas, Odontoglossum crispum, Cymbidiums,
&c., and associated with Acers, Palms, and Ferns
was very pretty. A large display of Rhododen-
drons and other shrubs from Messrs. Wm. Paul
and Son, Waltham Cross, covered a large area

and made quite a display. The Rhododendrons
were vigorous, compact, and well-flowered, and
among them the following were specially good :

Onslowianum, soft lilac; The Queen, very fine

truss, white, with soft blush ; Mrs. John Waterer,
crimson ; The Princess, white, with gold-brown
spots ; and Standish's Perfection, rose-lilac. The
centre of the group was filled by fine masses
several feet high of Bougainvillea Sanderi, and
here and there several Cytisuses, such as C.

Andreanus, C. pallidus (soft yellow), variegated

Ivies, Purple Hazel, Viburnum plicatum, Arundo
Donax fol. var., Eulalia, and other such plants

completed a very interesting group. Mr. John
Russell, Richmond, Surrey, also staged a variety

of hardy shrubs, mostly of a variegated character,

Ivies, Euonymuses, Acers, Cornus, and such

things predominating. Robinia aurea and Coto-

neaster horizontalis were also included in this

useful lot.

The Roses from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son
were a feature, not only as the only exhibit of

the kind, but likewise from the variety it con-

tained, specimen and half-specimen plants to-

gether with a margin of boxes making up a very

fine display of the popular flower. Among the

most meritorious was Enchantress, an ever-flower-

ing kind, and certainly more deserving the term

hybrid perpetual than most Roses so classed ; in-

deed, this excellent kind partaking as it apparently

does, of the Tea and China sections, is among the

most perpetual-flowering of all, and doubtless

greatly improves with age. Merveille de Lyon,

very fine, and Clio, which is in the same way, were

also good ; Spenser, a very full flower, somewhat
likeBaroness Rothschild, forces well. A very useful

lot of single and double Scotch Roses so effective for

hedges in the Rose garden and elsewhere was also

noted, together with one or two seedlings. One
of these latter, an unnamed one, was greatlyadmired

by the Prince and Princess of Wales, the Prince

naming it " The Alexandra." It belongs to the

Tea section, very beautiful in form with some-

thing of the Glorie de Dijon shade and tinted with

a ruddy bronze, which with the perfect form of

Catherine Mermet at once places it in the front

rank. A large bank was occupied by Messrs.

Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, with a beautiful

arrangement of choice flowering and fine-foliaged

plants. Here were represented several sections of

Begonias, Streptocarpus, Gloxinias, Caladiums,

Heaths, Hydrangeas, Malmaison Carnatiions

(mostly pink variety), Cypripediums in variety,

Odontoglossum crispum, Nepenthes, Draca'nas

( the silvered D. Sanderiana included), Anthuriums,

Phyllocactus, Arums, Lily of the Valley, &c.,

which with Eulalias, Acers, and Ferns, and
backed by Kentias and Arecas made up a really

fine exhibit, in which the individual plants were

specially well done. Some of the tuberous

Begonias in this group were superb, as Coun-

tess of Aberdeen, a pure snow white ; Sir \y.

Lockhart, a salmon-scarlet, very full and with

goffered petals ; and Lord Rendall, intense crim-

son velvet, a remarkable shade of colour.

Hardy flowers, too, were numerous and excel-

lently displayed ; indeed, in a tent of this descrip-

tion the more vivid hues of the flowers by
their association with grass banks and the

like are much more natural than when shown on

tables covered with white calicooreven green baize.

The group from Langport was replete with good

and showy subjects, particularly P;eonies, repre-

sented by singles and doubles in herbaceous and

tree sections. Some of the latter flowers were

very remarkable, as much in size as in the

lustrous beauty of the flowers. Single and double

Pyrethrums were also largely shown, but here

there were too many names and not sufficient dis-

tinctness in the variety. Aphrodite is still the

best and purest double white. Amaryllises and

Delphiniums were .also represented, and other

hardy subjects included Lupins, Columbines,

Poppies, Dictamnus, Onosma tauricum, and the

brilhant red-flowered Ononis rotundifoha. A
good and showy group likewise came from Messrs.

Geo. Jackman and Sons, Woking, and included a

fine lot of Pyrethrums, both single and double, a
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lot of Iris ejerraanica and allied forms, the pretty
Iris sibirica lactea with its creamy white flowers,

Thalictrum aquilegifolium, Achillea mongolica,
Campanula glomerata dahurica, Cypripedium
pubescens, together with Tufted Pansies, Pinks,
Rhododendrons, VVeigelas, Mertensia virginica,

&c. Messrs. A. W. Young and Co., Stevenage,
also had hardy flowers, including Anemone hor-

tensis, double white Narcissus, Poppies, Irises, i&c,

also a large bank of Pelargonium King of Den-
mark, a fine showy salmon-pink. Another large
bank of hardy flowers was set up by Messrs. Barr
and Sons, Covent Garden. In this Irises pre-

dominated, Mrs. H. Darwin, a creamy white, with
lilac-striped falls, being conspicuous. I. pallida
Princess Beatrice, I. ochroleuca. Campanula per-

sicifolia grandiflora alba, Anthericums, Thermop-
sis fabacea, and Heuchera sanguinea grandiflora
were also good. Smaller things included Gentiana
verna. Dianthus alpinus. Primula frondosa, Dode-
catheon meadia album, Brodi;ea Howelli, &c.
Fruit trees in pots from Messrs. Rivers, Saw-
bridgeworth, were a feature in themselves, splen-

didly grown and fruited throughout. Peaches,
Nectarines, Cherries, all in considerable force

and variety and tit for table, being augmented by
Apple, Pear, and Plum trees equally well done.

A stand erected by Messrs. Carter and Co. in

the centre obscured the fountain from view on
this occasion, and the loftiness shut out the far-

reaching and most effective views as usually seen
from the corridor end of the tent, Calceolarias,
Petunias, Gloxinias, Streptocarpus, Begonias,
Pelargoniums, mostly in well-grown plants, form-
ing the chief of the plants employed in the
arrangement, the four corner posts being trimmed
with flowers. Floral designs, bouquets, &c.

,

came from Messrs. Laing and Sons and B. S.

Williams and Son, and in each instance
taste and originality were duly regarded. A
dish of good Nectarines was staged by Mr.
Geo. Keif, gardener to Mrs. Abbott, South
Villa, Regent's Park, while a great variety of

plants, arranged on one of the side banks, dis-

played to adviintage the benefit of employing
Jadoo either wholly or in part in the cultiva-

tion of plants. The majority, if not indeed all,

were wholly grown in the material referred to,

and a few plants, Dracitnas for instance, had
been purposely removed from the pots to glass
vessels to show the manner of rooting when grown
exclusively in the Jadoo fibre. Regal and decora-
tive Pelargoniums were as fine as need be, and a
grand piece of Asparagus Sprengeri, grown for

eighteen months in the material, was lovely.

Rose show, change of date.—We are asked
to state that the council have changed the date of

the Royal Horticultural .Society's show advertised
on p. 50 of the "Arrangements for 1S!)H," from
June 2S to July 12. This alteration is necessi-
tated b}' the abnormally backward state of the
Roses this year.

The tents at the Temple show.—All those
who visited the recent Temple show will, we are
sure, agree with the following note written to the
Gardtntr,'i' Chronicle by the Rev. C. Wolley-Dod :

"Is the efficient ventilation of a marquee-tent
impossible, or even very ditficult? If not, it is to
be hoped that those who are responsible for the
arrangements of the Temple flower show will do
their best to remedy what was a great drawback
to the show this year—the stifling atmosphere of
the tents. No doubt m.any of the visitors were
strong enough in nerve and stomach to continue
in the tents without inconvenience or distress

;

but the many exceptions, especially ladies, whose
nervous system and circulation are not vigorous,
felt much discomfort, and after being pushed
through one tent, without a chance of escape,
were very glad to take refuge in the open air till

they left the show. This complaint, it is true, is

common when flower shows are crowded. The
tents at Shrewsbury last August were equally
stifling, but the weather was much hotter."

Notes of the Week.

Pentstemon Newrberryi.—This is now very
pretty at Kew and quite distinct from any we have
before seen. It is a graceful little bush, with bright
purplish rod flowers.

Geranium einereum album is a very chaste
and pretty rock plant, with white flowers and neat,
pleasing habit, such as is indeed possessed by the
original species. It is a valuable addition to good" rock-
garden plants and grows quite freely in deep gritty
loam.

Saponaria Boisseri is a dwarf and showy
alpine, of ijuick and free growth, somewhat tufted in
character, spreading out into good-sized plants, and
bearing a profusion of its bright pink flowers. It is a
capital rock plant and quite at home in the choice
border.

Heuchera briziodes.—This interesting plan*,
said t'l be the result of crossing Heuchera saugjuinea
witli Tiarella purpurea, is now flowering at Kew in
the hardy department, and exhibits the peculiarities
of both its parents, excepting the colour of the
former.

Chrysogonum virginicum.—This species is

attractive when in a good clump owing to its starry
orange-gold blossoms and free flowering. Tlie colour,
too, is good even in small plants, while the dwarf
habit is suitable to a variety of positit.ms. It is among
the easiest things to cultivate or increase.

Arenaria balearica.—This htt!e creeping plant,
whether growing over stones, steps, rough gravel
walks, or brick or stone walls, will carpet the spice
as it goes. The plant possesses perhaps some prefer-
ence for shade, wherein the freest growth is made,
and is now crowded with snow-white flowers in posi-
tions where little or no soil exists.

Caragaua gracilis.—Most of the members of
this family we have seen in gardens hitherto have
surprised us by their want of beauty or interest, but
the above kind is a really grac3ful form and pretty as
any Broom. It U grafted on the gouty stem of so ne-
thmg else, but that does not hide its beauty, widle it

nmst be charming in a natural state for rocks and
banks,

.Achillea umballati is now abundantly covered
with its snow-whito flowers, and is among the most
useful of its class. The foliage, too, is neat and
attractive, and though of a silvery nature does not
clash with the exceeding purity of the flowers of the
plant. .V'lother fpecies, A. Huteri, is in the same
nay, eo much so thjt both kinds are not needed in a
collection of only choice things.

Dianthus neglectus is a gem among the alpine
kinds and one only rarely seen, with its large handsome
blossoms CDvering really g)od tufts. Slugs a-e par-
ticularly partial to this alpine gem and can only be
kept from it by continued vigilance. It is doubtless to
this latter being duly exercised that a capital example
in flower was recently noted at Kew, bearing several of
its lichlj-coloured flowers on the puny tufts of leaves.

Ajuga genevensis.—This is welcome if for no
other re son than the fine colour of its flowers, a very
distinct shade of blue, and when grown freely and
large patches exist it forms a striking object. From
a colour piint of view it is the best of its race, thou^'h
not so perfectly hardy or so strictly perennial as tne
creeping or the purple-leaved kind. There need be no
trouble, however, in maintaining a supply of young
plants in those districts where it is not quite hardy.

Freesias in the open.—A neighbour here
planted Freesias in the open ground last November.
These came through the winter without protection
and are n w in flower. They are ot tbe Leichtlini
variety and have blossoms of large size and delicious
fragrance. I fancy this may be worth record-
ing in The Gariien as a remarkable sign of the
mildness of the past winter and of the geni il niture
of the climate on the North Wales coas'.—L. I'iNGo
HoKTOX, PenmacnmawTy N. Wales.

Orchis latifolia,—This is one of the most
interesting of hardy Orchises because of the
variety afforded in both plant and floiver, the
majority having spotted leaves and much spotted
and otherwise variable blossoms. Here and there,

however, a plant occurs with green stems and
leaves, and is useful because of the distinctness
aflTorded in grouping. The plants are not difficult

to cultivate ; indeed, this species and its forms
are among the most vigorous and succeed well
in good pasture loam. When established some

kinds are very robust and valuable in cool spots
in the garden.
Heuchera sanguinea grandiflora.—At the

Regent's Park exhibition last week Messrs. Barr
and Son exhibited this striking novelty, which is

a great improvement on the original plant. The
latter, brilliant as it is when seen alone, is ren-
dered comparatively dull by comparison with the
new kind, which is not so much superior in size,

as may be inferred by the varietal name chosen,
as it is brilliant in colour. The effect is in the
remarkable brilliancy of the flowers, and in this
respect it is a great gain ; the spikes even on small
plants have a tendency to be stronger, and if

this is lasting the new-comer will prove an acqui-
sition.

Phlox divaricata is, perhaps, the only spe-
cies of the genus where the blue flower is at all

tolerated ; anything approaching the shade in
other forms is usually of a slaty character. In
the above species, which is only a foot or 15 inches
high, the colour is good, and a large clump i^

very striking in the border or rock garden, where
it flowers in company with the alpine kinds. A
form of the above is P. d. canadensis, but the dif-

ference is very slight, the indented petals being
perhaps the chief distinction so far as the form
of the flowers is concerned. Some improvements
should be possible with this easily-grown species
if taken in hand with that intention.
Calandrinia Leeana.—Though considerably

smaller in its flowers individually than is C.
Tweediei, recently mentioned in 'The G.\rden,
this species is not without its value. It appears
rather free - flowering—I cannot speak more
definitely, as the plant only recently came into
my possession—and in other respects is widely dis-

tinct from the other kind named. The rosettes of
leaves bear some likeness to those of a long-leaved
Saxifrage, but are quite distinct in their fleshy suc-
culent nature, while in flower it would compare
almost with Erodium triohomanifolium, not so
much in being its counterpart for colour as in the
manner the flowers are veined. In this respect
the two are singularly alike. Of its hardiness I

hope to speak at a future time.

Obituary.

HENRY HEMSLEY.
We regret to announce the death, at Keymer,
Sussex, on Tuesday, 7thinst. , of Mr. H. Hemsley,
in his 79bh year. For many years he used to be
manager at Mr, G. Parsons' (now Balchin's) nur-
sery at Hassocks Gate, near Brighton, and while
there improved the Cineraria, Chinese Primula
and Mignonette. After several years' selection by
him, Mignonette Parsons' White (Reseda odorata
eximia) was sent out. It received a first-class

certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society
in 1870, and was, we believe, the first step in the
improvement of this useful plant. Mr. Hemsley
has lived in retirement for some years.

Pomegranates in tubs.—Can any reader
of The Gakdk.n: kindly tell me in what country
these are most likely to be obtained ? I have
often been struck with their beauty in tubs out-

side small shops abroad. — S. T.

Names of plB,ntB.—Kinqs1nll, Dursley.—1,

Cattleya Mossiii', a pale, but good form ; 2, Amaryllis
retioidata. -S. T.— 1, Iris sibirica orientalis ; 2, Iris

sibirica.—

—

J. P. (Quintan.—Phase send better speci-

men. 6. Browne-diithrie.— IjOoks like a Weigela,
but impossible to say from leaves only.—J. B.—
A. Spiraea flagelllformis probably; B, Spiraia pruai-
folia fl.-pl. .4. T. B.—1, Adonis pyrenaica ; 2,

Clematis indivisa lobata. Gavin Crdlen.—Hemero-
callis flava. Miss Gibbs.—-1, the common Butter-

wort; 2, the Bird Cherry (Prunus Padus).—J. B —
Phaius Wallichi. A. Fitt.—1, 3, (">, forms of Cypri-
pedium Lawrenceanam ; 2, send again, flowers very
badly packed; 4, Dendrobium primulinum ; 5, Den-
drobium nobile, a very poor form. Spriniihill.—
Oncidium crispura ; 2, Folygonatum verticiilatum

;

3, Ceanothus azureus. Yes
;
you may treat the Rhodo-

dendrons as yon suggest.
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NEW RHODODENDRONS FROM
YUNNAN.

AbTER Sir Joseph Hooker's travels in the
Himalayas had revealed the great wealth and
variety of the Rhododendrons of Northern
India, that region for many years was looked
upon as undoubtedly the headquarters of the
genus. And regarding the Himalayan Rhodo-
dendrons from the standpoints of beauty and
size, it does not seem likely that the hitherto

unexplored parts of the globe contain any to

surpass them. But, so far as mere number of

species goes, the recent explorations and dis-

coveries by David, Henry, Delavay and others

in Yunnan and other provinces of Central China
point to that region as the one where Rhodo-
dendrons exist in greatest variety. The species

from Yunnan that have hitherto flowered in

Europe—most of which have come to us by
way of Paris—have not proved to be the equals

of the best of the older species. Perhaps the
most interesting and distinct of them is R.
racemosum, a coloured plate of which appeared
in The Garden for October 8, 1892, and
which has from time to time been exhi-

bited in charming condition at the Drill Hall
and elsewhere by Messrs. Veitch. Of those
that have not yet flowered, the most promising
one that I have seen is R. lacteum. This is

grown under glass at Kew and Paris, but last

autumn I saw a plant, probably as fine as any
in Europe, growing in the open air in Mr.
Acton's garden at Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow.
This has leaves larger than those of Rhododen-
dron Falconeri, similar to them in shape, and
covered beneath with a beautiful felt, milky
white on the young leaves, but turning to a pale
reddish brown on the older ones. Specimens
in the Kew Herbarium gathered by the Abbe
Delavay during 1883-85 show the flowers to be
apparently of about the same size as those of
R. Falconeri. Unfortunately, these big-leaved

Rliododendrons are many years, as a rule, in

reaching the flowering stage when raised from
seed. The dwarfer ones are much quicker,

and to those that have already flowered in

Europe tlie two following may now be added.
They both flowered at Kew this spring, and
neither, so far as I am aware, has been recorded
as having bloomed under cultivation in Europe
before. R. yunnanense flowered previously in

18y7, but the material at Kew was not suffi-

cient for it to be identified then. This year
both it and R. rubiginosum were sent to Mons.
Franchet, of the Museum of Natural History
at Paris, and he identified them as the species

originally described by himself under the pre-

sent names.

R. RUBioiNosuM (Franchet).—This is an ever-

green bush, at present about 3 feet high, and,
judging by other species of a similar character,
not likely to ever grow more than 6 feet or 8 feet

high. The leaves are oblong-lanceolate, acute,
tapering gradually towards each end ; the blades
of the largest are from '2\ inches to 3 inches in

length, with a petiole half an inch long ; the
upper surface is of a lustrous dark green, whilst
the lower surface is thickly covered with minute
rusty-coloured scales. The same scaly dots, only
larger, occur on the midrib, petiole, and young
wood, giring them quite a scabrous character.
The flowers are borne (from four to eight together)
in small terminal trusses during the latter part of

April and early in May. The calyx is very small,

merely a tiny green disc showing five rounded
shallow lobes. The corolla is rather funnel-shaped
than bell-shaped, the five lobes extending about
one-third of its length ; it is \\ inches long, a
little more wide, and of a clear rosy-lilac, with
numerous maroon spots on the upper side. It

was collected first by Delavay between the years
1883 and 1885 on the Tsangchan Mountain, above
Tali, in Yunnan, at an altitude of about 8200 feet

above sea level. Among the Rhododendrons
already well known in gardens it bears the
nearest resemblance to the North American R.
punctatum, and will probably prove to be of

about the same value in gardens.
R. YUNNANENSE (Franchet).—This is a more

beautiful plant than the preceding and likely to

become a greater favourite in gardens. It

flowered very freely at Kew last year and less

freely this. Compared with R. rubiginosum it

is of freer habit and less sturdy and compact
in growth, although it does not strike me as

likely to grow more than 8 feet high. A point in

its favour is that it flowers a month or so later

than R. rubiginosum—that is to say, towards the
middle or end of May—and is therefore likely to

escape damage by late frosts. The leaves are
each from 14 inches to 4 inches in length, dark
shining green, and set with bristling short hairs

above, rather glaucous beneath, and covered (but

much less abundantly than R. rubiginosum) with
small dark glandular dots. The flowers appear in

fascicles, four or six togther, each on a stalk

1 inch or rather more long. The calyx is very
small with a scarcely perceptible lobing. The
corolla is spreading, averaging 2 inches in

diameter, and lobed to half its depth ; the colour

is a most pleasing, delicate shade of pale lilac,

much paler than in the other species, and relieved

by two clusters of crimson spots on the upper side.

It was discovered by Delavay at Houanglipin, in

Yunnan. W. J. Bean'.

Ktw.

Khododendron myrtifolium.—This is a kind
not often seen, and when compared with the

big-headed kinds it is insignificant. Neverthe-
less, what it loses in size it makes up in quan-
tity, as when in bloom it is covered with delicate

rose Sowers. There are many positions that are

not adapted for planting the strong-growing kinds,

but here this low-growing kind may be planted

advantageously. This applies to round the out-

sides of beds or near the turf, amongst low-growing
shrubs, &c. I have some plants now (June 22)

a blaze of bloom growing amongst deciduous

Azaleas at the outside of the beds, and being

evergreen they help to take off the bareness of the

Azaleas in winter.—Dorset.

Weigelas on the grass.—These are amongst
the finest low-growing flowering shrubs in the gar-

den. In most gardens theyare grown in mixed beds,

and very often are planted in conjunction with com-
mon Laurels, these often choking them or causing

them to grow weak and fail to bloom. These
difficulties are removed when they are grown in
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groups, or, better still, when they are used as
single specimens or planted three or five in a

froup on the turf. I know nothing that looks so

andsome when in bloom as a group of one or
more kinds of Weigela standing alone. Weigelas
are well adapted for such positions, seeing they are
low growing. I have a large bush of one of the
highly- coloured kinds. It is nearly twenty years
old and stands on the turf in the abbey yard.

—

Dorset.

' Abutilon vitifolium. — One of the most
charming things I saw during a visit to Ire-

land this month was two bushes (or rather trees)

of Abutilon vitifolium in the delightful garden at
Mount Usher, Co. Wicklow. No description can
give any idea of the graceful effect of these plants,
which would be 12 feet or 15 feet high, and were
not on a wall, but grown with a little clear space
from other flowers. The garden at Mount Usher
is a very sheltered one, but there must be many
more where the Vine-leaved Abutilon would do as
well. It was figured in The Garden of May 8,

1S97, and I had flowers sent me recently, but
neither the plate nor individual flowers could
(jossibly indicate the elegance of these shrubs
which with their hanging bells of soft lilac or, as the
colour is somewhere described, porcelain-blue,
made a delightful picture.—S. Arnott.

Late Laburnums.—" A. D." (p. 508) alludes
to there being too many of these planted in some
districts and gardens. lam at one with him on
this point, and the same holds good with some
other common garden shrubs and trees. It is

equally true that in many large gardens Labur-
nums are conspicuous by their absence, and in not
a few places I could name the garden is one mass
of greenery, principally common Laurels. I con-
sider the Laburnum one of the very best flowering
trees we have when well placed. I should like

"A. D." to have seen some young trees in various
positions in this garden, and now (June 22)
fine masses of the late kind he so favourably
mentions are in flower. There are racemes of
hloom over 12 inches long. When these are asso-
ciated with white and pink Thorns and other
greenery, or a big tree standing over a mass of
greenery is in full bloom, the efl"ect is good.

—

J. Crook, Fordi Abhei/, Chard.

Crinodendron Hookeri.—It will doubtless
surprise many to learn that Crinodendron Hookeri
both flourishes and flowers in the open air as far
north as Ross shire, while in England, unless in
an especially favoured spot, it must bo regarded
as a greenhouse plant. Much the same may also
be said of Mitraria coccinea, which is referred to
in the same article (p. 506). The Crinodendron,
which by the way is also known as Tricuspidaria
dependens and T. hexapetala, is a very distinct
shrub and extremely beautiful when in bloom. It
is a stiff-growing bush, while the leaves, which
are each about 3 inches long, are dark green,
wrinkled and serrated at the edges. The striking
blossoms are urn-shaped and of a bright rosy
crimson colour. They are thick in texture and
are suspended by very long stalks, so that when
in bud they look at a distance something like
reddish fruits. It is a native of Chili and Val-
divia, where in the low valleys it is said to reach
a height of 10 feet, but in this country it will
flower freely when less than a yard high. I have
succeeded well with it when given the same treat-
ment as greenhouse Rhododendrons, and it strikes
fairly well from cuttings of the half-ripened
shoots put into well-drained pots of sandy peat
and kept in a close propagating case in a gentle
heat till rooted.—H. P.

The Mock Oranges (Philadelphus).—The
Mock Oranges or Syringas are such handsome
and free flowering hardy shrubs that it is a pity
we so seldom meet with any but the common spe-
cies, P. coronarius, which is not the best of them,
and its scent is so very strong that many people
dislike to have it in profusion in their gardens or
shrubberies and think it decidedly obnoxious in
the house. Among the tall-growing species P.
grandiflorus is the best. It forms a handsome
shrub 10 feet to 12 feet high, its flowers are pure

white and sweetly, but not strongly scented, so
that they may be used for many purposes and in
greater profusion than is possible with those more
highly perfumed. P. Gordonianus is another
tallgrowing species, especially free-flowering, and
altogether devoid of scent. Among the dwarf
species P. microphyllus is the smallest and forms
a very neat little bush, which in its season is

covered with tiny flowers. Of late years a few
hybrid forms, in which dwarfness of habit and
free - flowering are strong points, have been
obtained, and of these Boule d'Argent, a pure
white variety, with large scentless flowers that
are so plentifully produced as almost to hide the
foliage, and P. Lemoinei, equally free, but with
flowers not so pure in colour, and smaller, are
both charming little shrubs, suitable for growing
where room is limited. They would form capital
subjects for miniature hedges. The Philadelphuses
are at home in almost any soil, and all they
require to induce them to flower well is sufficient
exposure to the light to ripen up the wood. The
tall growers when they become ungainly may be
cut to the ground and allowed to spring up again
from the bottom. They do this freely enough,
this treatment suits them better than subjecting
them to an annual pruning, though it means a loss
of flowers for one season.—J. C. Tall.4.ck.

The Market Garden.

MARKETING TOMATOES.
There is good room for reform in the matter of
marketing Tomatoes, but I doubt if it will ever
take the form recommended by Mr. W. NeUd
in his paper read before the Royal Horticultural
Society and given on pages 472 and 47;i Pack-
ing in a single layer in fiat boxes may read like
being the correct method and may answer very
well on a small scale, one or two fruiterers tak-
ing, as in Mr. Neild's case probably, all the
fruit grown. Let him try the plan on a larger
scale, sending away not less than half a ton of
Tomatoes a week during the greater part of the
season and to various parts of the country. If
packing in flat boxes prove a success under such
conditions, or better, say, than the common
cross-handled, neatly-woven baskets, then, and
not till then, will his remarks have much weio-ht
with market growers. I am frecjuently on the
platforms of two important stations where im-
mense quantities of Channel Island fruit, and
Tomatoes in particular, are changed from Wey-
mouth to west of England trains, and have re-
peatedly noticed how much easier to move and
how carefully the baskets of fruit are carried as
compared with any in boxes or bundles of boxes.
There is no excuse for or inclination to move
the baskets other than by the handles, and,
therefore, the right way up, and if not filled too
full these cross-handled baskets can be stored
in the vans closely and to a good height one
above another. The boxes can, it is true, be
packed more closely together, but they will not
be carried cheaper on that account. They can
also easily be battered in unless provided with
strong, rimmed, tin-plated lids, such as are used
for Chrysanthemum boxes, and which, as a rule,
are handled roughly, not unfrequently getting
pitched on their ends or sides, occasionally
being turned the wrong way upwards. Boxes
also suffer badly on the return journey, and
must be extra strong, or otherwise have to be
renailed after each journey.

Cross-handled baskets are an expensive item,
commission agents who provide these annually
spending heavy sums on them. Senders use
them badly, retailers still worse, the majority
always having enough in stock to hold and
hawk about Potatoes, Onions, Carrots, and
other vegetables most of the year round. All

the same, nothing better seems forthcoming,
and no other method of packing finds favour
with the buyers. Try boxes, margarine baskets,
crates, and other substitutes, and it will be
found that the prices will be lower than the
same fruit would fetch it ofl'ered properly
packed in cross-handled baskets. I have tried
it repeatedly, and have arrived at the conclu-
sion that it does not pay. A visit to Covent
(jarden or other large markets during the
height of the season ought to convince any
impartial observer that cross-handled baskets
are the best for packing Tomatoes in, these
being cleared out rapidly, large quantities of
fruit in various makeshift packages being left

behind to be sold cheap.

Nor do well-grown Tomatoes when ripe travel
so badly as Mr. Neild seems to think. The
Channel Island growers have themselves to
blame for the comparatively low prices much of
their produce realises. If they will persist in
growing the old Large Red type, principally
because it sets heavy crops with a minimum
amount of trouble, or if they will use artificial

manures to excess, their fruit will continue to
be at a disadvantage owing to its softness.
Ripe, soft fruit does sufi'er from a long journey,
but firm, rich red, ripe fruit does not to any
appreciable extent—that is, if properly packed.
We are told to gather and consign the fruit

before it is fully ripe, and hundreds of growers
do adopt this practice, at a loss to themselves of

considerable sums during the season. Large
quantities of Tomatoes are sold daUy by the
leading grocers and fruiterers, and their cus-
tomers expect to have fruit fit for immediate
consumption. As a consequence of all this,

growers who send fully-coloured, not neces-
sarily or advisedly soft, fruit will if fairly

treated get 6d. , sometimes Is., per basket of

12 lbs. more than those who hurry their Toma-
toes to the markets before they are fully

coloured. My plan is to gather the fruit when
three-parts coloured and before cracking takes
place, and to ripen it in a dry heated pack-
ing room. The fruit may colour up in a few
hours, or it may be three days or more before,

according to our ideas, it is in a fit state to

pack. Instead of the quality of these early-

gathered Tomatoes deteriorating, it is really

improved by my treatment, that left on the
plant till ([uite soft losing acidity and becoming
somewhat mealy.

It ought not to be necessary t(^ point out that
Tomatoes should always be carefully graded.
When all, whether large or small, rough or
smooth, found or disfigured by disease are
mixed together, the price of seconds only is

obtained, and a low average prevails. What
are most in demand are medium-sized (about
six to the pound), smooth, round, highly-

coloured fruits, and these should be selected and
kept by themselves. The seconds would neces-

sarily be much more mixed, but should bo
sound and bright in colour. Extra rough
fruit, any touched with disease or cracked,

and quite the smallest fruit ought, where
possible, to be sold to hawkers locally, and,
if fairly presentable, will not unfrequently
realise as much as the seconds do in the open
market. Extra tine, perfectly formed fruits are
in limited demand at a slightly advanced price,

leading fruiterers buying them for showing in

their windows, and large fruits are also good
for cooking. It is a mistake to say large Toma-
toes are invariably inferior to smaller ones in

point of quality. Sometimes they are really

superior, especially if they consist largely of

pulp surrounding seeds. Solid Tomatoes with
few seeds are the poorest in flavour, and good
judges who are not anxious to have as many
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fruits as possible for their money are beginning
to appreciate well-grown large examples. The
baskets for either grade should be lined with
what is known as kitchen paper, leaving the

ends for folding over and tucking in, and no
other ()aoking material is necessary. Dispose
the hrmer fruit in the bottom, this favouring
travelling soundly and also suiting the buyers.
With a little practice all the Tomatoes in a

basket may be made to tit together, so to

Kjieak, all being furnished with stalks and these

downwards. They ought to be made to present
an attractive appearance, and this can be done
without any trickery or any covering up inferior

fruit with a few extra good ones. The baskets
should hold twelve pounds of fruit, enough to

travel well, without these actually filling up to

tlie level of the rims, for reasons already given.
All further necessary is to neatly paper over the
fruit and to "lace down" with cheap string
sufficiently to prevent easy pilfering. A label

with address of consignee and consignor,
together with weight and quality of fruit, com-
ple'es the jireparation for a journey from the
south of England to Glasgow if need be,

notifying what is sent by post, at a cost of one
halfpenny. Complaints of bad travelling are
rarely received, and when they are made it

is usually because the fruit was kept a little

too long. Some of the Guernsey growers are
covering their cross-handled baskets with lids,

but at present I fail to see the necessity for

tliis additional expense. Let me advise those
new to the occupation to charge the full value
for all their own Iraskets sent to customers,
giving credit for the full value on their return.
Unless this is done the stock of baskets will

soon dwindle down to small proportions and the
lime arrive when fruit will be plentiful with
nothing to pack it in. W. I(;i:rLDEN.

Rose Garden.

E.\RLY-FLOWERING ROSES.
Thb early- flowering species and varieties of any
genus are perhaps more welcome than the late
comers. It is sometimes advantageous to the
jilanter to know which are the kinds that flower
early so that they may be grouped together. I
was led to make a few remarks upon early-
flowering Roses from a recent visit I paid to

Kew Gardens. One is compelled to admire the
singles not only for their earliness, but also for
tlieir in most cases bold, vigorous habits and
also for their simple beauty. The glade by the
pagoda exhibits in a practical manner what can
be accomplished with these wild-like Roses.
Here one can see a bold mass of the lovely
Carmine Pillar fully 12 feet in height scrambling
up a tall Pine tree. I think shelter is a point
worth remembering in planting single Roses.
Screen them as far as possible from the wind
and their beauty remains much longer. In this

dell is an object-lesson in grouping, and also a
hint what can be done with large stumps and
roots of trees. The soil is thrown up into a
kind of terrace and kept in place by the roots,

these latter serving a double purpose, for they
lend a rustic air to the arrangement. In the
background of a part of this dell is a long row
or hedge of a crimson rugosa which I took to
be Mme. C. Worth. Beside it huge bushes of

the Dawson Rose gave a beautiful contrast to
the crimson R. rugosa. Its pale rose flowers are
perhaps a trifle dull, but it is a valuable variety
for its early flowering and also for its delicate
fragrance. In another part of the grounds I
saw it planted on the lawn. About seven or

eight plants were scrambling over a huge tree

stump about 5 fett high, and the efl'ect was
very striking. Below the mass of Dawson
Rose was the charming single cream Rosa
hispida. This is a lovely species, and its

tiny buds resemble in colour those of the
Tea Rose Isabella Sprunt. I can see but
little difl'erence between this variety and
one called ochroleuca save in the buds,
those of the latter having carmine markings,
whereas the others are a pure sulphur-yellow.
R. lutea, with its beautiful single yellow blos-

soms, was most lovely. Its long shoots had
been allowed to grow at wUl ; little or no
pruning wliatever appeared to have been
done. A variety of this .species—R. lutea flore-

pleno—was also very charming. It is, I believe,

.synonymous with a variety known as the yellow
Scotch Rose, and difl'ers from Harrisoni, an-

other variety of R. lutea, in its paler edged
petals. One must not overlook the copper
Austrian, known botanically as R. lutea var.

bicolor, or punicea. It is, perhaps, the loveliest

of all single Roses, and if its sprays are plucked
ere they expand, they open in water and are

most useful for house decoration. R. altaica

was also out, and very delicate are its lemon-
white flowers. Its spiny wood resembles that

of the Scotch Roses. The crimson Boursault
is worth mentioning among these early Roses,
for, it rather dull in colour, it is a valuable

variety if only for its vigorous, smooth growths,
which so quickly cover up unsightly places.

The forms of R. rugosa are fast becoming, by
the aid of the hybridist, a very valuable early-

flowering race.

In addition to such as Blanc double de
C'ourbet, with its paper white double flowers,

Mme. Georges Bruant, beautiful double white.

Souvenir de Christophe Cochet, with its large,

semi-double china-pink flowers nearly 4 inches

in diameter, America, crimson-lake, large single,

and of course the old single white and rose, so

useful for hedges and so showy in autumn with
their fruit, mention must be made of the more
recent Mrs. A. Waterer, a rich crimson hybrid
between R. rugosa rosea and General Jacque-
minot, and as sweet as the latter Rose. This
must prove most valuable. I saw a bed of this

variety by the temperate house, the 3-feet

growths covered with blossoms and buds from
bottom to top. It really .seems to have in-

herited the free-flowering propensity of the

General as well as its rich colour and sweet
fragrance. A single variety from the Arnold
Arboretum, resulting from a similar cross to

the above, was also in flower. It is of a

rich crimson colour, certainly the brightest

single we have at present, and its flowers are

quite white at the base of the petals. Fimbriata,

one of the prettiest flowers when out, but
not very showy on the plant ; Chedane Guinois-

seau, tine double, .satin-rose coloured blossoms,

very continuous and late - flowering ; Belle

Poitevine, double, pink flowers ; and Calocarpa,

not so very interesting as a flower, but its im-

mense bunches of small fruits are very showy in

autumn, were also in bloom. Some hybrids from
Baron St. Paul will surely be heard of again.

I presumed they were rugosa hybrids, for they
appeared to partake of the spiny character of

the tribe. I noted as being good Thusnelda,
beautiful buft'-pink, reminding one of the Bour-
bon Oueen, only the flowers were as hand-
some as those of a show Rose ; Lible, salmon-
pink, immense thorns, and extra vigorous
growth ; and Tamogled, large flesh-pink buds.

There were others that looked promising, but
they were not open. R. rugosa var. glabrius-

cula was interesting with large, light pink,

single blossoms. '

Turning again to the single Roses, there are
some delightful varieties, valuable as much for

their individual beauty as for their earliness in

flowering. Rosa nipponensis should be added
to every collection. The variety from Wurzburg
pleased me very much. Its flowers are almost a
pure red and its wood nearly smooth. R. nut-
kana was flowering freely upon bushes fully

10 feet high. The colour of the blossoms is

almost mauve, and they are each about 2 inches
in diameter. The foliage is glaucous and the
wood smooth. R. acicularis is pink, with a
distinct white eye. R. macrophylla var. parvi-

flora is one of the smallest-flowered varieties,

the blossoms being barely three-quarters of an
inch in diameter and of a rich pink colour. R.
alpina has very showy stamens and deep rose-

coloured petals. R. microphylla X R. rugosa
has handsome petals, quite 2 inches wide, of a
delicate pink shade, but the flowers appeared to

expand rather badly. R. Webbiana has tiny

pink flowers and extremely small glaucous foli-

age. R. pisocarpa is of a rich rose colour. R.
hibernica var. Grovesi resembles our blush wild

Rose, but it is earlier, and its beautiful cupped
flowers have a peculiar transparent beauty. R.
pomifera is pink and well known for its showy
Gooseberry-like fruit. R. mollis resembles the
latter in flower, .save being of a much deeper
pink shade. R. multiflora, with its varie-

ties grandiflora and Thunbergi, are all lovelj',

and must always be included in every col-

lection of single Roses. There is a host

of other species and varieties, but I only men-
tion now the earliest to bloom. Perhaps a

departure may be made to di-aw attention to

the curious buds of R. microphylla, which
resemble a Beech nut ere they unfold, and
also the remarkable beauty of wood and foliage

of R. ferruginea, known also as R. rubrifolia.

It should be extensively plinted, as at Kew,
among evergreen shrubs where its rich ruby
foliage and wood, charmingly glaucous, produce
a very striking efl'ect when thus mingled. The
Penzance Briers must of course be classed with
the early-flowering singles. I prefer to see

them as large bushes growing in wild profusion,

but they may be employed as low hedges. At
Kew a hedge may be .seen quite 3 feet thick and
about 2 feet inches high that will soon

be one mass of blossoms. The shoots have been
bent down to a wire, which is now totally

hidden. This bending down has induced the

shoots to break out into lateral growths their

entire length, and there are very few of the

growths but what are bearing blossom-buds.

It is very convenient to have Roses that are

suitable to almost any form in which one cares

to grow them. Of course there are many
Roses that can be so adapted, but, apart from
the rich colour of the blossoms of some of the

varieties of these Sweet Briers, we can have a

fragrant hedge either high or low that will

remain a pleasant feature of the garden for

months. Another charming early - flowering

group suitable for hedges is the Scotch Roses,

and the singles of various colours ai-e not the

least beautiful. The one great charm of these

Roses is the density of the bushes. They
should be given plenty of room, for they spread

out more quickly than they grow upward.

The Double White is the most delightful of the

doubles. A hedge of this variety backed by
the taller-growing Austrian Brier HarrLsoni

should be a feature in any fair-sized garden. I

would specially recommend the planting of

masses of them by lakes or any position where

Roses have to almost take care of themselves.

This article on early-flowering Roses cannot

be concluded without mentioning the pretty

miniature Provence Roses De Meaux, White
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De Meaux and Spong. They seem to fill the
place in early June that the Polyantha Roses
occupy later on. The common Monthly Rose
must certainly be included in this survey ; also
that pretty old Gallica Rose, Blanchfleur, flesh-
white, so useful for cutting at this time of year.
Yet another not to be overlooked is Stanwell
Perpetual. It deserves this latter appellation
more than any Rose in existence. As if to give
us a foretaste of the superb double Roses that
will soon adorn the garden, we have as the
harbinger one of the best of the late Mr.
Bennett's varieties, namely, Grace Darling.
This is one of the earliest to open in most
gardens, excepting perhaps Gloire de Dijon
and a few other wall Roses. If one requires an
example of what can be done in pegging down
Roses, he should e.xamine beds of Gloire de
Dijon and Grace Darling at Kew. Here they
are one mass of fine buds, and have none of the
stunted appearance which is sometimes said to
follow this treatment of vigorous growing
Roses. p_

Rose Brilliant (H.P.).—This variety is well
named, for there are few brighter kinds that
can also claim good form and fulness. It is

not a large Rose, perhaps not even a front
row flower, but it is a beautiful garden variety
and a better grower, if a trifle less brilliant
in colour, than Victor Hugo. As a button-
hole variety nothing could be better in its colour,
and 1 can confidently recommend it for this pur-
pose. It is best grown in bush form or upon
1-foot to 2feet standards. Having wood of a
reddish hue covered with small spines and rich
dark foliage, the brilliant scarlet- crimson colour
is rendered still more effective by the contrast.
—P.
Rose Josephine Marot This Hybrid Tea

is steadily gaining popularity as a garden Rose.
It is ditticulb to know where the Tea nature comes
in beyond the remarkable freedom of flowerino-
of the variety, for both in wood and foliage it
greatly resembles the Hybrid Perpetuals." In
this Rose we have beauty of form combined with
freshness of colour. The flowers are inclined to
flatness, but now and then one gets a perfectly
formed blossom that closely resembles that
capricious beauty, Margaret Boudet, but the
growth is far superior—indeed, it almost equals
Mme. Abel Chatenay in vigour. The colour is
shell-pink, shading to white at the edges of the
petals, and the flowers usually appear in enor-
mous corymbs, rendering it a most effective Rose.
It has fragrance, but not very powerful. No one
will regret adding this variety to his collection.

Tea Roses difficult to open.—It is not
necessary at the present day to cling to Roses
that have notoriously bad habits, but some
rosarians have a weakness for attempting to grow
these difficult Roses. It is, however, only the
favoured few that can successfully cultivate out-
doors such bad doers or hard openers as La Boule
d'Or, Smith's Yellow, Triomphe deRennes, Reine
du Portugal, Comtesse de Nadaillac, &c. They
require dry and warm situations to obtain them
in anything like presentable form. Some years
ago an old friend of mine had a desire to grow
that exquisitely formed Rose Smith's Yellow, but
he found it always opened badly. His plant was
on a border at the foot of a south wall, and he
was recommended by an ardent rosarian to lay
some slates on the ground around the plant to
throw ofl' excessive moisture, which he considered
was the cause of the ill success of his plant. The
result was satisfactory in this case, and it occurred
to me in recalling the circumstance that the idea
might be adopted with advantage by many
exhibitors, because the Roses named, if ditticult
to grow, would be most welcome for their glorious
colour and form.

Rose Danmark.—If this variety could be had
as good outdoors as it comes under glass it would
be one of the grandest Roses in cultivation. As
a pot Rose it possesses perhaps more good points

than the majoiity of varieties, for it is of perfect
globular form, very double, having quite ten rows
of petals, and these of great substance. The
colour is a very clear La France-like shade, but
perhaps a little deeper, and Uanmark is equal to
this latter variety in fragrance. Combined with
these qualities it produces its blooms on very
erect stems which are clothed with thick leathery
fohage. Unfortunately, outdoors the extremely
double blossoms refuse to expand unless it is a
very hot season. If grown in cold pits and
brought on very gradually and the lights simply
used to throw off heavy rains and to assist the
flower to expand, some'.^very useful blooms could
be obtained, and would most assuredly be service-
able at exhibitions, the more so as form is looked
upon by experts as of primary importance. I

have seen it stated that Danmark is a sport from
La France, but its growth does not favour this
assertion, for sports invariably partake of the
same habit of growth as the variety from which
they emanate.—P.

The Crimson Rambler Rose under glass.
—Those who have seen this Rose in perfection in
the south or east of England may say that a
Crimson Rambler under glass is already half
spoilt and robbed of very much of its brilliance
and beauty. The finest Crimson Rambler I have
yet seen north of the Tweed has been flowering
profusely in a cool house in the Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh. The plant is a picture of health from
base to summit, is some 18 feet high, and has
from 150 to 200 trusses of blooms and buds. Such
fine specimens under glass make one deeplj' regret
that Tea and other Roses are not more frequently
given a free head to grow into dwarf trees under
glass instead of being hard pruned and stiffly

trained against walls on rafters or trellises.

Allowed to grow freely, the yield of bloom would
be largely increased. Among some of the finer
Roses for this free culture under glass the follow-
ing may be named as very effective : Celine
Forestier, Niphetos, Etoile de Lyon, Fortune's
Yellow, Cleopatra, Comtesse Panisse, Corinna,
Henriette de Beauveau, Homere, Lamarque,
L'Ideal, Luciole, Mme. Hoste, Mme. Cochet,
Man-chal Niel, Marie van Houtte, Perle des
Jardins, Princess Beatrice, Princess of Wales,
Reve d'Or, Solfaterre, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,
a creamy white, yellowish tinted Rose, worth
growing for its grand copper or purple coloured
foliage alone ; Souvenir de Mme. Antoine Levet,
better than \Vm. Allen Richardson at its best,
though room should always be found for both,
and Triomphe de Rennes. Many of the Hybrid
Teas, including La France, Duchess of Albany,
a deep coloured La France, and Lady Mary Fitz-
william, are admirable for this style of growth.
-D. T. F.

^

NOTES AND QUMSTIONS.—HOSES.

Rose Corinna.—I can never understand why this
Rose his nnt met with more favour, for it is very
vigorous and free-flowering, with a gocd pointed bud
its colour being flesh, shaded with rose, deeper in th

'

centre. It ought to be more extensively grown. D.
^

il-S8 Carmine Pillar.—This is a very charming
addition from Cheshunt to our single Roses. It is of
a good habit, the colour very bright. I hive fouid it
one of the earliest to bloom, coming in even before
Lord Penzance's Hjbr'd Sweet Rriers. It produces
bandies of flowers ia great profusion, covering the
shoots from base to tip and is indispensable where a
collection of Roses is ferown.—D.

Rose Austrian Copner.—Why is it tliat one
does not oftener see this Rose, for it is certainly one
of the most remarkable that we )iive, a coppery red in
colour. Some people seem to have found it moderate
in growth and others vigorous, but I believe it will
thrive well in mosi-, places. Its hibit is g'aoeful and
drooping, and it forma a very striking object in the
garden. It is one of the most fugacious of R ises, but
while it lasts it ii one of great beauty.

Rose Rubens.—Although this is not a very reli-
able exhibition Rose, yet it has many claims on the
amateur. It is an old Rose and has been pus'ied aside
by many of more recent origin. Its flowers are pro-
duced in large numbers, and though not so firm in

texture as those of maiy others, yet from the vigorous
character cf its growth and its early and late flower-
ing it ought to find a place in all Tea Rofe collections.
Its colour is white, with a slight suffusion of rose.

Rose Cheshunt Hybrid.—If anyone wants a
good dark Rose to plant as a companion to the old
vvfUtried favourite Gloire de Dijon, he cannot do
letter than plant Cheshunt Hybrid. It is singular
that there are comfaratively few dark Roses grown as
climbers, but possibly now that we have the Crimson
Rambler becoming so popular we may eventually get
more colour amongst wall Roses. I do not think
there are many Roses, either new or old, that can sur-
pass Cheshunt Hybrid for effect.—J. G., Qosport.

Single Roses becoming double.— What
tends to make single Roses more or less double ?

Single specimens on the lawn of Penzance Briers,
strong and a mass of bloom ; Meg Merrilies, and
Anne of Geierstein, dark varieties, have this year
twelve petals or more instead of five. The lovely
Lady Penzance and Brenda fortunately remain
single. Several plants of Bardou Job have quite
lost their beauty, having become small double
Roses. Is it perhaps manure— only the winter
mulching? In Italy it is said that the scarlet
Anemones in the Olive orchards become double,
owing to the manure given the Olives.— J. A. D.

Rose Georges Nabonnand.—One of the
results of the large number of Roses sent out by
the French is that very often a valuable Rose gets
overlooked. There are comparatively few cata-
logues in which this beautiful Rose is to be found,
although sent out by Nabonnand in 1889. My
first acquaintance with it was at Mr. George
Bunyard and Co.'s exhibition three years ago, but
even since then it has not been shown so often as

its merit deserves. It is one of the pointed,
globular Tea Roses, the colour being pale flesh,

shaded with rose. It is vigorous in habit, a free

bloomer, and alike valuable for exhibition and
for the garden.

—

D.

Rose Fortune's Yellow.—This remarkably
coloured Rose was introduced by Mr. Fortune
from China in 1845, and yet withal it is very little

known. Probably the reason why it is not so

generally known is that, although very vigorous,

it is not perfectly hardy, and cannot indeed be
grown except on a wall. I have noticed lately

that many persons have been very much as-

tonished at a collection of its flowers which have
been exhibited at the Drill Hall. These, how-
ever, had been grown in a house, and lacked the
brilliancy of colour which is the great character-

istic of the flower. The rose is only semi-double,
and its colour is orange-yellow, shaded and flaked

with metallic red.—L).

Rose Janet's Pride (Sweet Brier).—This
variety will surpass in beauty and distinctness

many of the Penzance Briers. Its great attrac-

tion lies in its heavy white ground colour, richly

suffused with brilliant pink ; as the flowers open,

the white colour runs in a line down the centre of

each petal, which gives the blossom a most dis-

tinct character. Perhaps the foliage lacks the

strong Sweet Brier fragrance of the common
variety, yet there is a clear and refreshing per-

fume. Bub were it not so, this Rose would be
worth a place in the garden, especially where it

could be grown in quantity, such as in hedge
form, for then I ([uestion if any of the semi-

double Roses would give greater satisfaction.

Rose Francois Dubreuil.—I think this may
be said to be the richest coloured of any of the

dark Tea Roses. It quite eclipses Souvenir de
Therf-se Levet, the colour being a brilliant red,

shaded with maroon. The flower is of the true

pointed Tea shape, the wood stout, and the habit

of the plant good. It is an early bloomer, and I

have it in flower in the first week in June. It ought
to be handled cirefully, for it has the most vicious

thorns. Personally I do not care much for these

highly-coloured Teas ; I much prefer the more
delicately shaded ones with their apricot, peach,

cream, and yellow shading, amongst which these

dark-coloured Roses seem to be intruders ; but
this is a mere matter of taste. This flower at any
rate is not likely to pass off into those magenta
colours which are so peculiarly disagreeable.—D.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS.

This fine old plant, the well-known Chimney
Bellflower, has been in cultivation for centuries,

and it continues to have its quota of admirers

and to be largely grown in many gardens. Its

suits it well for association with massivehabit
, u.viuci lui.^

stonework, and the quiet-coloured (lowers of shruM\heloan° be' he"avy, a little broken inortar

9 -inch or 10-inch pots, wintering the plants

as before. This August potting will be the

final one except in the case of the finest

plants, which may have a further shift in

the following April or any time before the

flower-spike commences to run up. Firm pot-

ting at all times is a necessary item of good

management, and the soil I find best suited for

the plants is a mixture of half sandy loam,

quarter road grit, and quarter leaf-mould

the typical form embellish the environs of old

buildings without producing anything approach-

ing a garish efiFect. For decorating large, old-

fashioned, plainly-built conservatories, too, its

noble proportions and somewhat prim habit fit

it admirably. Though the plant is hardy enough

to be grown out of doors in many parts of the

British Isles, it lias so many enemies and is so

subject to injury from excessive moisture, that

pot culture, through the winter months at

least, suits it best. The flowers vary in colour

from a deep lavender-blue through all inter-

mediate shades to pure white, but by careful

selection of the best-coloured forms for seed

production, the seedlings will come fairly true.

By a process of selection, a strain of dwarf

plants, in both blue and white varieties, that

only reach a height of from .3 feet to 4 feet, has

been secured, and it is useful for special pur-

poses ; but, to my thinking, robbing the plant

of half its natural height robs it also of the

striking characteristic which is one of its greatest

charms. Well-grown plants of the normal type

should reach a height of about 8 feet when fully

grown. The flowers, which are very closely set

on the spikes, commence to open in .July, and,

if seed production is checked by picking oif the

flowers as they fade, the plants will remain in

full beauty for nearly three months. The best-

shaped and healthiest plants are raised from
seed, and though root cuttings may also be used

as a means of propagation, they are not recom-

mended, except to save specially good forms for

seed production ; but they do not seed freely

when raised from roots.

Seedlings may be raised by sowing in pans of

sandy soil in March, placing in heat, and tak-

ing care to prevent the seedlings from damp-
ing off—a thing to which they are liable at

that season. The majority of plants raised

from a March sowing will flower in about six-

teen months, and nearly a year is thus gained

over those sown later, which will not bloom
until they are two years old, but the plants will

hardly reach the size attained by those which
are given more time. The safest way to get the

best results is to sow in June and allow two
years' growth before flowering. The seeds,

which are very small, should be sown on the

surface of the soil and lightly pressed in with-

out giving any further covering. Raise in a

cold frame and shade the seed • jian, which
should be co^ered with a sheet of glass during
the sunniest part of the daj'. Prick ofl" the

young plants, when big enough to handle, into

other pans, early pricking otf being a great pre-

ventive of damping. Not later than August
transfer the plants to pots, using 3-inch or

4-inch according to the size of the plants.

Whichever pots are used it ought to be with the

certainty that they wDl be filled with roots

before winter sets in, as on that and a careful

use of the water-pot their safety depends.
Plunge the pots in ashes in a drip-proof frame,

and from October to March give no water at

all. Never let the frame be without a circula-

tion of air even in the depth of winter. Early

in April the plants should be repotted into

6-inch or 7-inch pots, and grown on through the

summer in a frame which does not catch the

mid-day sun, and in August transfer into

rubbish may be incorporated with the mixture

to keep it open, and the addition of one quart

of old soot to the bushel of soil will help to

keep the leaves of a dark and healthy colour.

During the summer, water may be given with

tolerable freedom, but never until the soil be-

comes almost dry, for the plants will not stand

the indiscriminate watering that many soft-

wooded plants will exist under. If soot has

not been used in the soil, an occasional dose of

clear soot-water will answer the same purpose :

indeed, this is the usual method of applying it.

From the time the spikes begin to run up,

weekly doses of clear manure water made from

cow, sheep, or deer droppings assist develop-

The delicate flowers are, however, easily

injured by bad weather, and they deserve a

better fate.—J. C. Tai-lack.

Mr. Ward sends the following note as to his

mode of culture :

—

The Campanula pyramidalis the photograph of

which I sent you was grown from seed which was
sown early in March in pans in a cold frame, and
as soon as the seedlings were large enough to

handle they were pricked out in the open border

into rich soil and left there until the following

spring, when they were lifted, potted up and

left in the open air until the flower-spikes

appeared. They were then placed in a shaded

position in a cool greenhouse where they bloomed
profusely.

Anthurium Duvivierianum.—This is a par-

ticularly fine white-flowered form of Anthurium
Soherzerianum—that is to say, if a good example

is obtained, for the different individuals that have

come under my notice are not all of equal merit.

In all probability this is owing to the fact that

Anthuriums of this class are readily raised from

seeds, and when this is done in the case of the

variety in tiuestion there is of course a certain

amount of variation in the progeny. Propaga-
tion by division is the onlj-

course open for increasing with

absolute certainty any particular

form. It will be found that the

seeds of these Anthuriums take

nearly a year to ripen, but they

soon germinate if sown in a
mixture of peat, chopped Sphag-
num and sand, and kept in a
close propagating case where
there is a gentle bottom heat.

—

H. P.

A new Bougainvillea at
(.'heltenham. — The varieties of

Bougainvillea are not numerous,
and the advent of a new one

(B. Cypheri) is interesting, espe-

cially when it is so good as the

one Mr. C\'pher has sent out this

month from the well-known nur-

series at Cheltenham, where I

recently had an opportunity of

seeing a house full of it. The
flowers have a distinct shade of

colour, are much larger, more
open at the mouth, and of a

stouter build than in B. glabra,

being more like those of B. spe-

ciosa in size. Though equally free-

blooming as B. glabra, the flowers

have the beautiful colour of those

of the larger variety. This is a

beautiful decorative plant, and
will certainly become a great

favourite. Its free-flowering properties will make
it valuable. As it makes a rapid growth, it will

make a fine pillar or wall plant.—G. Wvthes.

Rhapis humilis.—Now that seeds of so many
Palms are readily obtainable and immense quan-

tities are raised' therefrom, we see but little of

those whose propagation is a much slower matter,

and which, consequently, realise a higher jn-ice.

Under this latter heading must be included

flowering the better and clearer will be the Rhapis humilis, an extremely pretty little Palm,

blooms. In selecting seedlings of the white with gracefully divided leaves, very like a minia-

variety for potting "on, choose always those ture counterpart of the larger Rhapis flabelli-

which have the palest leaves ; these may be formis. This latter is hardier than many other

depended on to give a large percentage of plants Palms, and will keep in health in a sitting-room

with pure white flowers. In kindly summers for years, provided it receives reasonable atten-

the plants flower well outside, and surplus ti^on- Rhapis humihS: "" ^^^ "*'— >^""^' '«

The Chimney Bellflower {Campanula pi/ramtdah's). Engraved

for The Garden from a photograph sent by Mr. A. G. Ward,
Lulworth Castle, Wareham., Dorset.

ment, but stable drainings should be aAoided

on account of their burning nature ; a cooling

manure is the best. In May of the year when
the plants are expected to bloom, they should

be stood on a bed of ashes in the open, and not

plunged, removing them to the positions in

which they are to flower when the earliest buds

open, as the less exposure they get while

and clearer will be the

on the other hand, is

rather more delicate and succeeds best in an in-
plants and seedlings should be planted about in

t^-'dilte" temperature, bub it may be used for
various positions among foreground shrubs or

|

™^ decoration at times without injury. In
on sheltered rockeries. In the latter position

,

^.j^^ ^^^^ ^j ^^^^ ^j ^^^ above-named species pro-

they are at home, as they like the elevation,
[ pag^tion may be eflfected by division, but if the

and it is surprising how very little soil they
j
guckers are not well rooted when separated from

manage to exist in ; indeed, I have had them
j^j^g parent plant, it is a ditficult matter to induce

growing in the merest crevices, where they
! them to start into growth. A little bottom-heafc

have appreciated the position so much as to will often assist them greatly in this respect,

take on a perennial habit and exist for years. | Both are great favourites with the Japanese, who
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also cultivate a variegated-leaved variety of each,
but they are very seldom seen in this country,
and at best present a somewhat patchy appear-
ance. Like most other Palms, a soil consisting;
principally of good loam, lightened by a little

rough sand and well-decayed manure, will suit
this Rhapis well.—H. V.

Greenhouse Heaths.—Though many of the
oldhard-wooded Cape Heaths have almost dropped
out of cultivation, there are several belonging to
what is sometimes termed the soft-wooded sec-
tion that are still grown in considerable numbers
and made quite a feature of by our market culti-
vators. One of the most prominent is the winter-
flowering Erica hyeraalis, and just now the pretty
little free-flowering E. ventricosa, represented by
several varieties, is very noticeable in many gar-
dens. Its neat compact growth and profusion of
comparatively large blossoms render this Heath a
decided favourite. A Heath just now flowering
freely is E. Spenceriana, which is believed to be
of hybrid origin. It forms a freely - branched,
somewhat upright-habited plant, clothed with
ample bright green foliage. The flowers, which
are closely packed together in the spike, are each
about an inch long, deep pink in colour at the
base of the tube, but becoming paler towards the
mouth of the flower. They are, however, some-
what variable in tint, being influenced in this
respect by the position in which they have been
grown, or other particulars. This Heath is when
at its best an effective plant and of good constitu-
tion, hence its popularity. White flowers being
always appreciated, the pure white E. candidis-
siraa is often grown, and a good decorative Heath
it is. Quite a break away in colour from any of
the preceding is furnished by the rich golden
blossoms of Erica Cavendishi, of which charming
little specimens are turned out by our nursery-
men. Apart from their wealth of flowers, they
are also remarkable for the deep, solid tone of
their ample foliage. Erica perspicua nana, with
its profusion of little pinkish blossoms, is also very
pretty, while the bright red flowers of Erica
hybrida are quite distinct from those of any of
the preceding.—H. P.

firmly, and, above all, that the base of the cut-
ting rests on the soil, to secure which the hole
made by the dibber must not be too deep. When
a pot is filled with cuttings, a thorough watering
must be given through a fine rose—sufficient, in
fact, to wash the sand into an unbroken surface.
As most cuttings strike root with the greatest
certainty in a temperature rather higher than
that in which they have grown, I put the Rhodo-
dendron cuttings into a close case, which is placed
in the coolest end of the stove, and in this way
they root freely. The soil must be kept fairly
moist and the lights should be lifted every morn-
ing, and if there is too much condensed moisture
a little air should be given till it is dried up. Of
course the cuttings must be well shaded. Should
any thrips get on the foliage they should be at
once removed, as in a close, warm propagating
case they increase rapidly, and the disfiguring
marks caused by them are permanent. Most of
the cuttings will be rooted in a couple of months
or a little over, when they may be inured to the
ordinary atmosphere of the house, and after that
potted off', using for the purpose a mixture of
peat and sand. Rhododendrons of this class have
a tendency to run up unless stopped freely, and
this should be particularly borne in mind during
their earlier stages, as it is then that the founda-
tion of a good plant is laid.

The .JaA-anese Rhododendrons also root readily
with the same treatment, but in their case, grow-
ing as they do nearly throughout the year, no
particular season can be indicated as the most
suitable for taking the cuttings. T.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PROPAGATING GREENHOUSE RHODO-
DENDRONS.

The latter part of June, and in some instances
the month of July, are the best seasons for taking
cuttings of the different hybrid greenhouse Rho-
dodendrons. The shoots should be taken when
in a half-ripened condition, and this is an im-
portant item, as if too succulent they quickly
decay

; whereas if, on the other hand, they are
quite woody, the cuttings will in many cases
stand for a long time before they root. When
the happy medium is attained, the selection of
cuttings is another consideration, and for this
purpose close, short-jointed shoots of medium
vigour are preferable to the particularly strong or
the very weak ones. The length of tlie cuttings
will vary somewhat, as some varieties are
naturally more vigorous than others, but, as a
rule, a length of 3 inches to 4 inches is a very
convenient size. If the entire shoot is not longer
than this, it may be cut ofl^ cleanly just where it

starts from the older wood, and two or three of
the bottom leaves having been removed, it is then
fit for insertion. If, on the other hand, the shoot
is too long to be used in its entirety as a cutting,
the base should be fashioned with a sloping cut
lialf an inch or .so in length, and terminating just
at a joint. Suitable sized pots for the cuttings
are those 4 inches and 5 inches in diameter, which
should be thoroughly drained with broken crocks
to about one-third of their depth. Then they should
be filled very firmly nearly to the rim with a compost
consisting of equal parts of peat and silver sand,
the whole passed through a sieve with a quarter
of an inch mesh. A thin layer of silver sand
having been placed on the surface and lightly
sprinkled with water through a fine rose, the pots
are then ready for the reception of the cuttings.
Care should be taken that they are pressed in

RAISING YOUNG VINES.
It is not everywhere that the conveniences
necessary for propagating and growing on
young Vines exist, but as they are expensive to
buy and cost a good deal for carriage, it is worth
a little trouble to have home-raised canes to
take the place of old worn-out Vines oi- fur
planting new vineries. As with everything
else, a good start is important, and the wood
for propagating must not only be clean and free
of all suspicion of insects, but liealthy and well
ripened. The largest wood is not of necessity
the best, but it sliould be large, as typical of
the variety, and have good prominent eyes. If
a propagating frame with well regulated bottom
heat is at command, nothing is simpler than
raising Vines in the earlier stages, but care is

afterwards necessary to avoid checks to growth.
The eyes may have an inch of wood above and
below, and they should be cut clean acro.ss.

Some growers advise a sloping cut below the
eye, and a thin slice of bark to be taken off the
under side, the idea being to present a greater
surface of tlie inner layer of bark to" callus
and form roots, but according to my own
experience it matters little how they are
cut as long as a sharp knife is used
and the eyes are properly developed.
If the strength is in the wood, roots
will be produced freely if properly treated,
though I am willing to admit that the more
points the roc_)ts start from and the more freely
these ramify, the better. Three-inch p
large enough at first, and these must have one
good crock over the drainage hole, this being
covered with a little rough loam fibre and tilled

to within half an inch of the rim with fibrous
loam, chojiped fine, and crushed charcoal or
burnt refu.se. The eyes prepared, place one in
eacli pot, by first removing a little of the soil

point just shows. If buried more deeply than
this, the fibrous coating to the buds is apt to

become so close that the moisture settles about
it and causes the young shoot to decay, while if

kept higher, the roots appearing at the base of

this shoot are left dry and bare. In any case,

should any push above the surface it is safest

to cover them with a little fine soil. Kept
mciist and with a gentle warmth the buds
soon start, and when about four or five leaves
can be seen the pots may be lifted out of

the plunging material, this levelled, and the
young plants stood on the top. The tempera-
ture of the house where they are grown should
be about 65° at night, rising 5° by day from
fire-heat, and more, of course, by sun in bright
weather. The beginning of February is early

enough to start, and, as the sun at this time
has not much power, shading will not usually
be re(|uired. In about six weeks, or perhaps a
little more from the time the eyes are inserted,

the roots will have filled the small pots and will

need a shift. Cold soil must not be used, or
the young plants will be checked, and may
possibly refuse to start growing again. For
tliis shift I use two parts of good fibrous loam
to one of lime rubble and burnt refuse, adding
a 9-inch potful of a good fertiliser to a barrow-
load of the mixture. The plants are shifted to

5-inc1i jiots, and the compost rammed in very
firmly—of course, avoiding injury to the roots.

By the end of May the rods, if kept in a geni.il

temperature, will be from 24 inches to 30 inches
in length, and are now ready to be transferred

to new borders or potted up for fruiting, or
cut-backs in pots. If for fruiting in pots the
next season, they should be potted not later

than the first week in June and in the same com-
post as mentioned, except that a few half-inch

bones are placed over the drainage. A i-icher

make-up may have the effect of producing
larger canes, but if this is used and rammed
firmly into the pots, the canes will be quite

strong enough to carry about three bunches
each from a 10-inch pot. If intended for

cutting back, the canes may be stopped at

about 4 feet ; in fact, I believe that all are

better for it, especially such strong growers as

Gros Colman and Gros Maroo. It materially

helps to swell up the wood below, and, by the

slight diversion of the sap, strengthens the

back eyes. I have tried taking the first and
second laterals as leaders after this stopping,

being led to do this by the fact that the .second

is in most cases stronger than the first ; but I

am doubtful if any benefit accrues, as the

second, being stopped at the first leaf, diverts

the sajj to the first when this is chosen.

A word may be necessary as regards potting.

I have advised the soil to be rammed as firmly

as possible, but this does not apply to just the

upper layer. A little of the surface should be
left loose—say the top inch in large pots—as

this is sure to get firm enough by watering,

and, if rammed tightly at potting time, does

not allow so free a passage for water. The
rougher, in fact, the surface is left, the

more freely will sun and water penetrate

to the roots, and I like to see the rough lumps
ts are

\ of loam fibre, lime rubbish or charcoal pro-

truding a little. The growing treatment is impor-

tant ; all lateral shoots must be closely pinched

to the first leaf to allow the principal leaves to

be thoroughly exposed to the light. Thus they

carry out their proper functions of sap elabora-

tion, strengthening and properly developing the

buds at their base, upon which so much
depends. Watering at the roots is much the

same as for other plants ; the roots should

and filling its place with coarse silver sand.
The whole of the wood must be buried, the top
of the eye coming just below the surface of the ' never be so dry that the foliage flags, but water
sand, so that when the pots are watered the must not be given until the compost is getting
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dry, and then sufficient to thoroughly soak

every inch of compost. As the pots become
filled with roots a little of a good concentrated

manure may be sprinkled on the top after

watering, or the Vines may be first watered
with clear water, and afterwards witli liquid

manure. When full grown they must be
placed outside in the full sun and a rather

lessened supjjly of water allowed as the foliage

falls, to be afterwards cut back or housed for

forcing, as the case may be. When grown
esijecially for " cut-backs " there is no need to

use larger than 7-inch pots. Tliese Vines if

cut low down make splendid fruiting canes the

ensuing year. H.

RED, WHITE AND BLACK CURRANTS.
JrnoiNo by appearances the above promise to be
exceedingly plentiful this season, as all bushes
which I have seen up to the present time are

heavily laden with fruit. They are also clothed

with an abundance of healthy foliage, while the
caterpillar of the Currant sawtiy is conspicuous by
its absence. The heavy rains have no doubt con-
tributed in a great measure towards keeping the
leaves and points of the shoots clear of fiy, and at

the same time they have also been the means of

promoting a greater degree of growth than is

usually experienced so early in the season. With
regard to the first two quoted varieties of Cur-
rants, they now require attention, as the greater
part of the fruit in many instances is hidden from
view by the young growths. All the side shoots

on the branches should in such cases be stopped to

four or live leaves, which will let in the necessary
amount of light and air that the fruit now
reciuires. The leading shoot need not be stopped,
especiallj- if the bushes are dwarf and have their

lowermost branches close to the ground. If the

leaders are allowed to grow away the height of the
bushes can be increased considerably in the course
of a season or two. This will allow of the lower-
most branches being cut away, thus considerably
lessening the loss of fruit through its becoming
splashed with soil during heavy rains. It is to be
feared that many have suffered in this way
already, as but tew practise putting a layer of

strawy litter under their bushes ; but this latter

becomes unnecessary when they are trained to

single stems and the lowest tier of branches kept
well above the surface of the ground. I intend
adopting this method very extensively in future

both for Red and White Currants and Gooseber-
ries also, as it will greatly lessen labour through
not having to place a mulch of litter under them
to keep the fruit clean. Black Currants are not
so easy to deal with in this respect, as their mode
of fruiting is so different; but they do not produce
their fruit so near the ground, and the quantity
spoilt through splashing compared with the other
varieties is infinitesimal. I have had the Black
Currants mulched this 3'ear, but it was done more
as a precautionar}' measure in case of drought
than for anj' other purpose. A. W.

Melon X)uke of York.—Grown alongside
Blenheim Orange, Sutton's Scarlet, and other
Melons of this class the above is about a week or
ten days later in ripening, but theflavour is much
better than that of either of these. The growth
is very vigorous, the fruits set freely, and the
round, golden yellow prettily netted fruit is

handsome. The seed-vessel is smaller than usual,
and the flesh, which ripens quite to the rind, is

of great depth, paler than usual, but rich and
melting.

Peach Early Grosse Mignonne.—This is a
fine handsome Peach when well grown and atten-
tion given to exposing the fruits. It just follows
Hale's Early, and, like this, is a free setting and
free-growing variety. The quality is first-rate

even from trees somewhat sharply forced, the
colour extremely bright on the sunny side. The
vigorous habit of the tree renders free disbud-
ding necessary, or a crowded state of the branches

will follow, not conducive to a perfect maturation
of the wood. Over-luxuriance is, of course, to be
guarded against by firm planting in poor soil, but
it is noteworth\' that this, \'iolette Hative, and
one or two others will fruit freely upon much
stronger wood than Waterloo and other early

kinds.

PEAR BEURKE D'AMANLIS.

Ox suitable soils this Pear should pay to grow in

quantity for market, as it is not only a hardy and
vigorous sort, but a very abundant bearer also.

To these qualifications should be added that of

high flavour, as all fruits that I have tasted—no

matter where grown—have been excellent in this

respect. It is to be met with in most parts of the

country or wherever the Pear will succeed, and I

was agreeably surprised to find it in first-rate

condition in more than one garden in North
Wales a few years ago. It is generally considered

by all who grow it to be a valuable autumn fruit,

and if grown expressly for market I am inclined

to think it would be found a very remunerative

sort. The fruits are handsome, large, and gene-

rally highly coloured more or less on the sunny
side. The colouring is more marked on fruits

taken from trees growing in the open than from

those on walls, and, if anything, the former are

slightly the richer flavoured. Another good point

in Beurr^ d'Amanlis is that it succeeds equally as

well on the Quince as on the Pear. This fact ren-

ders it doubly valuable, as it can be grown by the

amateur, private gardener, and market grower
alike. The Quince is the better stock for cordons,

dwarf bushes, and small pyramids where growth
has to be restricted ; but when the trees can be

allowed liberty in the matter of growth then the

Pear is the better stock. Standards and half-

standards come under this category, and, although

I cannot speak from experience, the variety under

consideration does, I believe, succeed very well in

some parts of the country grown in this way.

The nearest approach I have to a tree of this

description is what might be termed a very dwarf

standard -for it cannot be called a bush—the

lowermost branches being about 4 feet from the

ground. This tree, although nearly forty years

old, is sti'l healthy and vigorous, and bears heavy

crops of fine fruit. To prolong the season the

fruits should be gathered at intervals, taking the

most forward each time, and if placed in a little

•artificial warmth they ripen up more cjuickly.

For market the fruit must be gathered before it

begins to soften, in which condition it travels

well if care is exercised in the packing.
S. E. P.

RASPBERRIES.
ALTiiorc.H the weather of late has not been

nearly so favourable as one could wish, fruit trees

are, notwithstanding, looking remarkably well,

which remark also applies to the Raspberry. The
Raspberry, perhaps, received a little more than

ordinary attention this last spring, as, fearing a

repetition of the two past seasons in the way of

drought, I had the plantations well mulched with

short manure. A quick-acting chemical manure
was applied at the same time, and this and the

mulching were done about the latter end of

February. The drenching rains which fell during

May thoroughly dissolved the chemicals, and also

washed the manurial properties out of the mulch,

with the result that growth is more exuberant

than it has been for years. The summer fruiters

are coming into bloom generally, and if favour-

able weather prevails for the setting, the crop

will be a heavy one. Superlative is making the

most robust growth, and next to this is Carter's

Prolific. With regard to the blossoming, rnatters

are about equal, as the canes of all varieties are

without exception well laden with an abundance

of flower-scapes. With such an abundance of

growth on the stools to deal with, thinning of the

young canes must be done earlier than usual, and

but few more will be retained than will actually

be required for next summer's fruiting. I always

thin early, as the canes grow so much stouter ;

they also become more solid and much better

ripened. From such canes as these, heavy crops

of fine fruit are always forthcoming. Such crops

are far superior to any gathered from canes which
are not thinned out until the winter months. The
mulch mentioned will keep the roots cool and
moist for some few weeks to come, but, should

dry weather set in presently, it may become
necessary to water them. For Raspberries in

full growth there is nothing to equal li(iuid manure
if it can be spared, and it is astonishing the quan-

tity a well-established plantation will absorb.

Applied at the right time it helps to prolong the

bearing of the canes in a hot, dry season, and
even in an average one its use greatly benefits

the crop. The autumn-fruiting varieties are

sending up equally as strong growths .as their

neighbours and they will shortly be thinned out.

Owing to their being extra strong, the young
canes will be left and trained 1 foot apart on the

trellises. Market plantations also promise a good

yield, and there appears to be every likelihood of

a great deal of labour being recjuired later on for

the gathering of the crop. S. E. H.

THE REGENERATION OF THE PEAR
TREE.

1.—General Pbisoiples.

The fruit trees which we cultivate in our gar-

dens for the sake o( their produce are usually

not left to their natural growth. The culti-

vator, on the contrary, often trains them in

various more or less artificial forms which,

although practical and useful, should never be

too complicated or difficult to produce. What-

ever may be the form thus given to them, our

trees, and especially Pear trees, are also fre-

quently subjected to special methods of prun-

ing, as applied to the fruiting branches. These

prunings of the fruiting branches should be

mainly for the purpose of obtaining more regu-

lar and finer crops than the trees would yield if

left to their natural growth. When properly

applied, the mode of fruiting-branch pruning

proper for each species enables us to attain,

more or less completely, the object aimed at.

However, in order that this kind of pruning

may be effective and that the labour which it

involves may not be entirely thrown away, it is

necessary that it should be performed on

branches which are possessed of a certain

amount of vigour and capable of producing

well-formed fruit-buds and supplying sufficient

nutriment to the fruits which should succeed

the flowers. Frequently, after some years of

existence, the mam branches of fruit trees,

from various causes, lose somewhat of their

vigour. The secondary branches then produce

only weak shoots, and often the fertility of the

tree rapidly diminishes and is soon entirely lost.

It is not that the flowering is always in fault

;

on the contrary, this is sometimes abundant, at

least at the commencement of the weakening of

the branches : but this flowering, which is at

first superabundant, is not often succeeded by

any fruit, or else the fruits are small and

badly formed, and are emphatically of very

little value. The aim of the cultivator, however,

is to obtain, as inexpensively as he can, produce

that will sell well, and this applies to fruit as

well as to anything else. Now, as fine fruit

alone brings a good price, it is certain that the

cultivator ought to aim at managing his trees

so that they may mainly produce fine fruit

—

and, whatever he may do, he will always have

plenty of small ones—by making all his opera-

tions really effective, at the same time striving

to keep his expenses within due bounds. The

various kinds of fruit trees which we cultivate

have not all the same mode of growth, the

.same requirements, or the same duration of
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life. In some of them fertility is readily main-
tained for a great number of years, while in

others, on the contrary, it diminishes very
rapidly. There is no doubt that, in a general
way, the cultivator can prolong the duration of

fertility in his trees by judicious attention to
them, by a rational method of pruning, generous
manuring, the destruction of injurious insects,

and by every other means that may conduce to
maintain them in vigorous growth and prolong
their life. It is eijually certain that, after a

Fig. 58.

—

Partial renorafion of a fruit-spur left

to its natural growth and become sterile.

longer or shorter period of time, we often find

the fertility of trees much diminished, although
the vigour of their growtli is not really afleeted,

.and this simply because the ramifications of the
branches no longer discharge their functions in

a perfect manner. Under such conditions,
ordinary treatment will not suffice to restore
fertility, but a renovation of the shoots and
branches, on the other hand, may induce a

return of fertility.

The Pear tree is undoubtedly one of the most
important of our fruit trees—the most impor-
tant, perhaps—in supplying us with dessert
fruit. Although it is very long-lived and its

Fig. GG.—Main Iranches cut bid, tieo (B and C)
being regrafted.

branches may continue to be productive for
many years, it may, nevertheless, from various
causes, become necessary to subject it to re-
generating or restorative operations, and these,
according to circumstances, may be either par-
tial or entire. Generally, the Pear tree is able
to endure the severest pruning without any
serious injury, provided that tlie operation is

carried out with certain precautions. Most of
the operations which amateurs may employ in

regeneratir.g their Pear trees I shall now de-
scribe, hoping that the practical advice given
will enable them to select the method most
suitiible to the special conditions in which they
may be placed.

The following practical considerations are
obviously as applicable to trees grown in the
open ground as they are to wall trees,

Init in reality in this article I have the
latter more particularly in view, as they
are always more carefully attended to

and more productive, and it is important
to maintain them in a condition of constant
fertility, so that no wall space may be
wasted on unproductive branches. More-
over, from the conditions under which they
are planted, wall trees are always less

vigorous in growth than trees of the same
species growing in the open ground. The
growth of their wood is not so well
maintained, and sometimes even it di-

minishes very rapidly, in consequence of

the frequently intense sun-heat which
they have to endure and the ravages of

certain insects by which they are liable

to be attacked and which find a protec-
tion in the wall. The various kinds of

scale insects, for example, which are so

injurious to fruit trees and whose attacks
are a frequent cause of sterility, are _
always much more abundant on wall

""

trees than on trees grown in the open
ground, and we frequently see in the
same garden the latter almost free from them
when the wall trees are seriou.sly attacked. We
may then afiirm that the regeneration of wall

trees is a much more common and frequent
operation than that of trees grown in the open
ground.

2.

—

Partial Renovations.

(1.) By the restoration of fruiting
liRANCllES.—The flowers of the Pear tree, like

those of the Apple tree, are produced a good
many together in the same cluster, which con-
tains, besides the flowers, some leaves and a
greater or less number of leafy axUs. These
latter send out shoots more or less developed,
which, after a variable period of time, may bear
fresh flower - clusters at their extremities.

Hence it follows that from one original cluster

there may appear in succession a variable num-
ber of shoots and fresh flower-clusters, thus
enhancing the produce of the branch. The
fruit-.spur may, moreover, at any time produce
fertile or barren shoots below the original

cluster. It follows emphatically from this that
a fruit-spur, originally simple, ramifies more
and more, so that after a few years, if left to

itself, it presents a complex form similar to

that represented by Figs. 58 and 59. When
it has arrived at this condition the fruit-spur

most usually remains sterile, because the sap
which it receives from the main branch is in-

sutBcient to nourish completely each ramifica-

tion and enable it to form flower-clusters. If

any clusters hapjien to be formed, they remain
feeble, and most frequently the flowers fall

soon after they expand without being able to

produce any fruit, as shown at h, h, Fig. 58.

By means of a properly-applied method of

pruning—which I cannot enter into here, for I

sliould liave to describe the special pruning of

Pear - tree fruit - spurs, which is beyond the
scope of the present article—this excessive
ramification may be prevented and a fruit-spur

may be maintained tn a fertile condition by
keeping it in a simple or unramified form. The
capable fruit-grower will never have his fruit-

spurs ramified in this way, and conse(iuently
will have no occasion to renovate them. But
he may happen to fall in with trees which have

bsen badly attended to and of which the fruit-

spurs have ramified to excess. He will then
have occasion to have recourse to a renovating
process, which will be a partial one, because it

is only applied to the fruit-spurs.

j

This method of renovation, although not
involving much cutting, is not always easy to

59.

—

Partial renovation of a spwr which luis ramified
early and never 2)roduccd any fruit.

practise with success. The operator should aim
at simplifying all the fruit-spurs by retaining
generally only three ramifications on each, and
these should present an appearance of health
and vigour that will warrant the expectation
that they will prcjduce flower-clusters.

In the case of a spur similar to that repre-
sented by Fig. 58, at the time of winter pruning,
it should be cut back, as shown at A, E and C.

By this means the spur will be reduced to a
simpler form, which will enable the buds «, c, d
to receive a larger supply of nutriment and
become transformed into fruit-buds. Should
the first ramification have a bud at its base, as

shown at h, we might, especially in the case of

productive varieties, make a more complete
renovation by cutting ofl" just above this bud.

Fig. G7.—Renovation by means of a scion (G)
inserted under the lark.

as shown at D. If, however, instead of a fruit-

spur such as I have just been describing, that
is, a short shoot witli rather short ramifications,

several of which have formerly borne fruit, we
have to deal with a very long branch, all the
ramifications of which, already old and very
much elongated, are sterile, deeply wrinkled
and brittle—as rej)resented by Fig. 59—it would
generally be advisable to prune in a much more
drastic manner by cutting away as shown at T.

The object of such short pruning is to stimulate

the growth of latent buds which lie concealed
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in the wrinkles of the bark and which will after-

wards develop into fruit-bearing shoots. The
treatment indicated in the preceding case, that

is, simply cutting away at D and E, if applied

here, would result badly in most cases, because
very long slioots, like those shown at A, B,

and C, are only brought into a fruiting condition

with great difficulty, and, besides, if flower-

clusters should happen to form at the extremities

of these long shoots, they would be at a great

distance from the main branch and, conse-

quently, under conditions not at all favourable

to the satisfactory production of fruit.

The method of renovation which I have just

described is only and exclusively applicable to

fruit-spurs. Although it does not involve

much cutting, its successful application is not

always very easy. It frequently happens that

some of the fruit-spurs remain unfurnished, the
latent buds not being able to develop them-
selves, while in others the buds develop them-

These shoots are loft intact when the others are

pinched back. In order to favour their growth
and proper ripening, they maybe even directed

slightly away from the main branch. If the

branches which it is desired to restore do not
naturally produce any shoots which promise a
sufficiently strong growth, the development of

such shoots might be induced by means of

incisions or notches made in the bark of the

main branch. At the time of winter pruning,
these so-formed branches are pruned long and
afterwards fastened down along the sides of the

original main branch. The shoots which in

the spring may issue from the inner side of these

secondary branches are to be removed as they
appear, whUe those on the outer side are

retained to fornx fruit-spurs, as shown by Fig.

00. Some of these spurs may be in a fruit-

bearing condition in the second year, as illus-

trated at B.

This method of renovation is certainly not a
very elegant one, and is

not suitable for gardens
where the appearance of

the trees is a most im-

portant consideration ; but
it has the advantage of

being very simple, easily

carried out by anyone, and
causes no check in the
production of fruit, as the

establishment of secondary
branches may be com-
menced and carried on
without interfering with
the fertile shoots on the
main branch. Subseriuent-

ly, in order to avoid any
falling off in the produce,

it will be sufficient to es-

tablish a system of rota-

tion whereby secondary
branches whose fertUity

seems to have become im-

paired are removed one
after another, their places

.. being supplied by fresh

I' M\\ secondary branches pro-

duced in the same manner,
and in this way a con-

tinuous condition of fer-

tility is ensured.

III. -Total Renov.\-
TIOU.S.

The preceding remarks
have reference to the va-

rious methods of partial

renovation which may be
applied to Pear trees in

order to regenerate them.
selves into strong-growing shoots which have a As these methods are not always sufficient to

marked tendency to form wood and, conse- ' effect the object, I shall now describe the

Fig. 69.— U-trained Pear trees showing at the base of the original main
branches the young branches which are intended to replace them;
E B, replacing branches left free; E, replacing branch tied down, from
the commencement of its growth, to the old main branth.

(juently, are difficult to bring into a fruit-bearing

condition. It must also be observed that,

generally, the ramitications of main branches
which are somewhat advanced in age or have
attained a large diameter are most frequently

not very productive. For these various reasons,

some might prefer another method of renova-

tion, which is very simple and which, although
not elegant in appearance, is capable, neverthe-

less, of yielding excellent results, namely, by

—

II.

—

The Production of Secondary Main
Branches.

This is effected in the following manner.
When a diminution of fertility is observed in

the fruit-spurs, in the course of the summer,
shoots which are likely to develop with some
vigour are selected, at suitable distances from
ore another, along the sides of a main branch.

methods of total renovation.

(1.) By heading-down the tree.—In some
cases it may be necessary to cut back the tree

as shown by Fig. 66. The Pear tree is very
amenable to this operation, as it endures and
hardly ever suffers from the most severe pruning,
if this done during the resting season, and some-
times even in summer if the subjects are young
trees. As it readily produces adventitious buds
and its latent buds are always numerous, a

large number of adventitious shoots make their

appearance in spring. The finest and best

placed of these is selected and tied down in the

direction fif the extension of the main branch.

It will quickly form a fresh main branch, which
will soon be in a fruiting condition.

Cutting back in this way most frequently

yields excellent results, and the cuts mostly
heal without difficulty, especially if the always

commendable precaution of covering them with
grafting-wax has been observed. It is, how-
ever, always advisable to complete the proces
by putting in a scion or two at each cutting,

which will facilitate the healing and will, more-
over, grow in the direction

of the extension of the
cutback branches, thus
giving a regular form to

the tree. Cutting back in

this way is also pretty

often practised for the

especial purpose of graft-

ing new varieties to re-

place that of the stock.

As the Pear tree admits
of all modes of grafting,

cleft-grafting, which suc-

ceeds very readily, may be
very well adopted. Crown-
grafting is an easier and
more expeditious method,
and is often used in pre-

ference. It yields excel-

lent results.

If it has been decided
beforehand to regenerate
trees by means of cutting

back and regi'afting, the
period of non-production
might be diminished by

Fig. go. — .1 branch placing, one or two years
renovated hy means before the tree is cut
of secondary main back, just above the place
branches. ^^.-^^^^ ^jj^ branch is to bo

shortened, a scion inserted

under the bark, as shown at G in Fig. 67.*

The taking and development of this scion

will be facilitated by making an incision or

notch in the bark of the branch with a prun-
ing-knife or saw. When the time comes
for cutting back the branch, the scion, which
will then have formed a small branch, will

quickly grow vigorously, replacing the cut-oft"

branch and coming into a fruit-bearing condi-

tion in a short time.

(2.) By cutting back to the ground.—
From various causes (the eflects of frost, for

instance) it may be necessary to employ a mode
of renovation of a still more drastic character

in cutting away all the upper part of the tree

(Fig. 68), retaining only from 6 inches to

12 inches of the stem.

After the terrible winter

of 1870-80 this operation

was found necessary in

many places. All the upper
part of the trees was killed

by frost, the lower part of

the stem, being protected

by the snow, alone escaped.

The Pear tree bears this

operation in a perfectly

satisfactory manner (al-

though, on the other hand,

it is seldom successfully ap-

plied to the Peach tree) if

the precaution is taken of

carrying it out only when vegetation is in a

complete state of rest. This tree spontaneou.sly

produces adventitious shoots, which can be em-

ployed to form a fresh head, the shape of which

may not be entirely faultless, but it will have

the advantage of being formed much more

speedily and bearing fruit much sooner than

the head of a fresh tree planted in its place.

At the time of cutting back, should any small

Fig. GS.—Total re-

no ratioi^ by cutting

back to the ground.

* This mode of grafting is not very commonly
known ; it requires a little nicety in operating, Imt

presents no real diffirulties. We have always found

it satisfactory during many years' practice.
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shoots be observed below the cut, care must be
taken not to remove them, as these, when they
come into leaf in spring, will discharge in some
degree the functions of a head while other new
shoots are being developed. Renovation by
cutting back in this way may have excellent
results. However, a large cut when exposed
to the air is very liable to be attacked by de-
structive agents and often to become more or
less disorganised. Besides, in some varieties

adventitious shoots are not produced without
very great difficulty, and the tree will then
perish from the want of a head of some sort.

Grafting, therefore, is always to be recom-
mended when trees are cut back to the ground.
In tliis case, crown-grafting is the only method
used, as, by employing it, a great number of
scions may be put in all round the cut. In the
first two modes of renovation which I have de-
scribed the original main branches are pre-
served, and consequently these modes are only
applicable when the original main branches are
sound. By the other two modes the branches
are totally renovated, but the production of
fruit is suspended for a longer or shorter period
of time, and this is obviously a serious inoon-
\enience to the fruit grower.

Combined Total Renovation.

The method of renovation which I am now
about to describe, has the advantage of com-
bining the renovation of the head of the tree

with continuous fruit production. The trees
to which this method is applicable should
especially be of vigorous growth and inclined
to produce at the base of the main branches
vigorous-growing shoots which may serve to

replace the original branches. As soon as it is

observed that the old branches are beginning to
fail by their producing fruit of inferior appear-
ance and in diminished quantities, a well-formed
shoot is selected near the base of the main
branches, and this shoot is left intact and its

growth is stimulated by the various means
known to fruit growers. One of the best of
these is to draw the shoot out and fasten it

some distance from the wall. In this way not
only is its growth favoured, but it is also pre-
vented from coming into contact with the fruits
on the old main branch and interfering with
their proper development.

This shoot, a veritable replacing branch, as
shown at E., tig. 69, is for two or three years
pruned long, to enable it to form a new main
branch quickly, but during that time fruit is

gathered from the old main branch as usual.
As soon as the new main branch is well
furnished with fruit-buds, the old branch is cut
away and the new one is fastened down in its

place, where it will soon produce fine fruit in
abundance. Instead of drawing out the shoot
from the wall, in the second year it may be tied
down to the old main branch, all the lateral
shoots of which are to be cut away except those
beyond or above the replacing shoot, as shown
at E, fig. 69. This mode of renovation is an
excellent one. It certainly may be wanting
in elegance, for the replacing shoots detract
from the regularity of appearance which wall
trees should present, and anyone who should
for the first time see wall trees in this condition
miglit be tempted to criticise their appearance
and find fault with this mode of treatment, in
ignorance of its great advantages.

There is no doubt that in a garden where the
form and elegant appearance of the trees are
considered to be matters of the liighest import-
ance this method of renovation cannot be em-
ployed. Under such conditions the grower must
try to preserve the old wood of his trees as
long as possible. However, the genuine and

skilful fruit grower (for he must know how to

bring the old and the new wood together in

such a way that they will not injure each other,
which requires a certain amount of skill) will

profit by the application of this method, which
enables him always to have fine fruit without
any interruption in the bearing of his trees.

M. Jamet, a skilful fruit grower at Chambourcy,
in whose grounds I first saw this method of

renovation practised, and whose example I have
followed, has for a long time regularly applied
it to his well-trained trees of Doyenne d'Hiver
Pear. This variety, as is well known, is very
subject to .spotting, but the fruits produced by
the new wood are always less liable to be at-

tacked and also grow to a larger size, so that, in

the case of this variety, tlie total renovation of

the wood is attended with more important re-

sults than are seen in any of the others.
When a main branch has reached four or five

years of age, M. Jamet encourages the develop-
ment of one of the shoots near the base of the
branch, and this shoot ultimately becomes the
replacing branch. When it becomes furnished
with fruit-buds the old branch is cut away.
Some years afterwards the new branch is cut
away in its turn and replaced by a fresh brancli

provided in the same way, and so on. The
wood of the tree is thus constantly renovated
without loss of time.* The trees are not so

elegant in appearance, but they are more pro-
ductive, and that, in my opinion, is the in-

teresting pcjint.

It is obvious that the wood of the tree, being
so often renewed has less to sufl'er from the
various destructive agents, fungi and insects,

which gradually spread over it and diminish the
vigour of its growth. I must, however, remark
that this method of renovation is only applicable,

as is obvious, to trees trained in the smaller
forms, and whose branches grow in a direction
approaching tlie vertical. Under such condi-
tions there is little difficulty in bringing the re-

placing branches into their final position, even
after they have been allowed to grow freely

from the commencement. It is not so in the
case of the larger forms of trees whose branches
grow nearly horizontally. With them the re-

placing shoots, tied down from tlie connnence-
ment in the direction of the main branches
which they are intended to replace, never attain

any vigour of growth, on account of their direc-

tion being so contrary to the natural one. If,

in order to encourage their growth, we allow
them to grow as they please, they will naturally
take the vertical direction, from which it will

be afterwards impossible to bring them down to

grow in a horizontal position.

—

Piebbe Passy,
in Eevue Hart irole.

Apple Golden Spire.— This is a bright
medium-sized Codlin Apple of very taking ap-
pearance, and one which growers find no diffi-

culty in disposing of when produced in quantity.
Though not to be compared as regards size with
many other sorts, this deficiency is amply com-
pensated for in its continuous and fine cropping
qualities, and it is an Apple which can be recom-

* If we compai-e this mode of treating the Pear
tree with the long i^ruuing practised ia the case of the
A^iue, we can trace a certaia amount of analogy
between them. In the long pruning of the Vine, the
main branches are every year replaced by new rods
which have been grown on for tliis purpose during tlie

summer, and which will be similarly replaced io their
turn after they have borne fruit. In tlie ease of the
Pear tree, the replacement is certainly not carried out
with such regularity nor so speedily, its w^ood being
renewed only at several years' interval ; nevertheless,
there is a pretty close resemblance between the two
methods applied to trees which are so diiferent in
themselves and which are primed for fruit by methods
£0 dissimilar. (P.P.)

mended for profit. The fruits, as all who grow it

are well aware, are conical, much resembling
Crimson Queening in shape, but a little more
tapering and not quite so puckered at the eye as
that variety. The colour is pale yellow, deepen-
ing to a golden-yellow when the fruits are fully

exposed, while the skin is smooth and shining.
Well-grown specimens always make a telling dish
when included in a collection of Apples for exhi-

bition. It will keep if required until the end of

the year, and is a first-rate sort to grow for

private consumption. The tree is a good grower,
and may be cultivated as a standard quite as well
as a bush or pyramid. It is known in some parts
of the country as Tom Matthews, and is, I believe,

largely grown in some parts of (iloucestershire.

—A. W.

Grapes scalding.—"Hortus" at p. 493 does
well to warn growers against scalding. I was
only this week asked to look at a very large house
of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes. I never saw
such sad havoc as a few days' bright weather had
caused, nearly every bunch being touched more
or less. A few days' bright sunshine with Grapes
just at the colouring stage after a spell of dull

weather is the cause. I would supplement
" Hortus's " advice, and not only give more air

earlier in the day, but leave a little on the venti-

lators all night. I have great faith in the latter

to prevent scalding, as I have observed it usually
happens when the house is cliarged with steam,
and a little air at night gives a sweeter atmo-
sphere earlier in the day. Madresfield Court
scalds badly in such a season as this with a lot of

cold, dull weather and one warm day intervening.

Madresfield is my worst Grape to scald, as unless

I shade the glass with a little whiting the berries

are never free from scalding at this time of year.

Much may be done by allowing a little more
lateral growth on the varieties named at the

finishing stage.—S. M.

The B.H.S.'s fruit show and artificial

manures.—Not found in the published rules of

the coming Crystal Palace fruit .show, but placed,

as if an afterthought, on one end of the entry
form issued with the schedules, is an " N.B." to

the effect that " advertising with what manure
the fruit has been grown is prohibited." Pre-

sumably the intention of the framers of this pro-

hibitory injunction is to prevent the placing of

cards on fruit of any description at the show by
owners or others referring to any manure used or

professedly used in the growth of the exhibits.

The action of the council in this matter cannot
be too highly commended. The manure merchant
is absolutely unconcerned as to whether fine

exliibition fruits or vegetables have had the least

application of his manure so long as he can get
leave to place cards on the products to the effect

that they have. Or perhaps the exhibits have
had a proportion of the special manure given them
at the rate of 2 per cent., whilst all credit for

production is given to it. The council of the

Pioyal Horticultural Society are right to check
these ini,sleading statements at their sliows, and
it will be well if other bodies having the control

of shows will follow suit.—A. D.

Late-keeping Apples.—What seem to be
well-kept Apples are often very deceptive. We
see fruits presenting a nice fresh appearance in

May that were ordinarily at their best three or

four months previously, and marvel at their

keeping properties. But when we cut or bite

these fruits we find flesh of a soft, woolly, or

gritty nature, and there is neither flavour nor
juice. Just such were samples of Reinette du
Canada, well known as a very fair keeper, and
Dutch Mignonne, placed recently before the

fruit committee at the Drill Hall. Any spring
Turnip would have been pleasanter eating. It;

seems difficult to understand why persons should
delude themselves into the belief that their fruits

are keeping well because external appearance
may be fair, whilst internally they are worthless.

Very few indeed are the fruits that are fit to eat

or to cook in May ; still less so in June ; and
unless we can deviEe some means of keeping
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Apples absolutely fresh and well flavoured, it is

folly to try to keep them long after their proper

season of maturity is passed. In the case of the

fruits referred to it might reasonably have been

expected that the senders would have satisfied

them-selves as to the quality of the fruits before

sending, and not have left to the fruit committee
the duty quickly performed of showing that the

Apples were quite worthless. \\'hen Prince

Albert, Newton Wonde:-, Norfolk Beaufin, or

Wellington are long past their best, where can
we look for better keepers ''.—A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIOXS.—FRUIT.

Apple Boston Russet.—I was interested in

a note by Mr. R. Nisbetton Apple Boston Russet
in your issue of .Tune 4, as I have a tree which has
borne fruit abundantly, but I find the Apple is a

bad keeper. The fruit generally shrivels, and is

quite soft by Christmas. I should be glad to

know the cause of this. The soil is heavy, but
well drained.— S. Dean, Mdidcniiead.

Tomatoes in vineries preventives
against wasps.—Some time siuoe Mr. Iggulden,
in an excellent article on Tomatoes in vineries,

alluded to these as preventing wasps destroying
the Grapes, and asked what the experience of

others was in this matter. Having grown them
in this way to a limited extent for many years I

do not find them to be a preventive. I have
often seen wasps come and eat the Grapes close

beside the shoots of the Tomatoes. I often allow
a shoot of Tomatoes to run close to the laterals of

the vines, and it is no uncommon thing to see a
bunch of Tomatoes and Grapes hanging close

beside each other. Some two or three years ago
I could not keep wasps awa}- from some Muscats
till I put canvas over the open lights, and in this

house I had many Tomatoes. What the effect

may be if the house has a very large quantity of

Tomatoes in it and only a few Grapes I cannot
say.— Dorset.

Destroyers.

THE SAN JOSE SCALE.
(AsriiiiOTrs I'ERNiciosrs.)

Tuis, according to a special bulletin issued by
the Ontario Department of Agriculture, is one
of the most destructive insects that has ever
been found in Ontario. Fruit-growers and
entomologists have been much concerned during
the past few years as to whether it would reach
this Province, and whether, if it should come,
it would be able to survive the winter season.

It has come and it has survived, and in 18'J" it

was definitely located in several orchards in the
Niagara di.strict, and also ni the south-western
district of Ontario. In three or four cases the
trees infested are numbered by hundreds. Tlie

danger has come upon us witli great sudden-
ness. It has escaped observation until it has
appeared in such extent as to cause alarm. The
Ontario Department of Agriculture has had ex-

tensive investigation as to the distribution of

the insect, and the ^Minister submitted a Bill at

the recent session of the Legislature which was
passed and is now in force. The hearty co-

operation of all fruit-growers is asked in the
enforcement of this Act. Legislation as to this

scale has been passed in most of the Eastern
and Northern States.

When and whence it came.—The general
consensus of opinion after much investigation

is that it came originally from California, where
it was noticed as a pest in the San Jos6 Valley
as far back as 1873. In 1880 Prof. Comstock
described it, and named the insect Aspidiotus
perniciosus, on account of its serious character
as a scale. lb is believed to have been intro-

duced into the East in 1880-7 by two New

Jersey nurseries, one at Burlington, the other
at Little Silver. These firms imported from
the San Jose Valley a variety of Japanese
Plum, the Kelsey, which was claimed to be
curculio-proof. In 18811 or ]8!)0 the first scaly
stock from this importation began to be dis-

tributed, and in August of 18!K{ the San Jose
scale was first observed on the eastern side of
the Rocky Mountains. It was located in an
orchard of Charlottesville, Virginia, and since
then each season has e.xtended the list of in-

fested districts.

Why the insect causes alarm.—(1) It pos-
sesses marvellous powers of reproduction. A
single female that has wintered over may be
the progenitor of millions in a single season

;

some have computed that her progeny may
reach the incredible number of 3,000,000,01)0.
There in.ay be four generations in a season, the
adult females of each giving birth to living
young for five or six weeks, the progeny of

these be.aring young when about thirty days
old. Each female brings into existence 100 to
.")00 insects during her lifetime. Thus it will

bs seen that a great confusion of generations
will soon exist, as there may be upon a plant
at one time the young of several generations.

(2) Infested young trees perish in two or three
years, (.'i) The range of food plants is exten-
sive, and all parts of the jilant may be attacked
—leaf, stem, twig, and fruit. The scale has
been found upon the Peach, Pear, Plum, Apple,
Cherry, Apricot, (.,)uince. Currant, Gooseberry,
Raspberry, Rose. Hawthorn, and even Elm.
(4) The insect and scale are exceedingly
minute. The scale is often of much the same
colour as the bark of the infested trees. Most
are less than one-sixteenth of an inch in

diameter, and are thus almost invisible to the
naked eye. (5) It is readily introduced by
nursery stock and fruic from infested trees.

Huw IT MAY UE insTKiBiTEi).—In the work
of distribution the insect itself can do but
little, as it is ijuite helpless to move from place

to place. Its life of active movement is very
brief—a few hours ; at most a day or two. It

moves only a few inches from its birthplace,

then settles, becomes covered with a scale, and,
in the case of the female, remains fixed for life,

and begins producing young in about thirty

days. After becoming fixed, it lives by sucking
the .sap of the plant upon which it is located.

The males have wings, and may fly about at

maturity, but the females are always wingless.

During the few hours or days the tiny lice are

moving about, they may get upon birds and
such insects as ants and small beetles, and by
them be carried to other trees. One observer
has noticed that in infested districts the scale is

often more common near a bird's nest. As
trees in a nursery grow close together, they
present favourable conditions for being infested.

Fruit from infested trees may have the scale

upon it ; even wind may assist in spreading
these insects that apjiear at first so compara-
tively helpless to travel by their own eflbrts.

Thus birds, insects, fruit, scions from infested

trees, infested trees, and wind may ;.ll be
important factors in the distribution of the
scale.

The life-history of the rNsECT. — The
nearly fully-grown insect passes the winter
beneath its wax-like scale. About June the
young begin to appear, as exceedingly minute,
six-legged insects, like yellowish specks, moving
about. They creep about only for a few hours,

at most a d.ay or two, then settle but a few
inches from their birthplace, and become
attached to the spot, from which the females
never move. During their sedentary life the
females lose their feelers and legs, and have

neither eyes nor wings. The males, however,
have legs, feelers (antennie), eyes, and wings in
the adult conditicm. The scale of the female
is circular, with a small nipple in the centre.
This scale is from a twelfth to one-twentieth
of an inch in diameter, and may be of a light
or dark grey colour, and usually is of much the
same colour as the bark ; the nipple in the
centre may be a pale yellow or blackish colour.
The scale of the male is oblong, with the nipple
near one end, and is thus readily distinguished
from that of the female. The female brings
forth living young, and does not lay eggs, as is

usually the case with scale insects, such as the
oyster shell and scurfy scales. She may bring
into life from 100 to .500 young during the six

weeks of her existence after reaching the adult
stage. The males develop about a week sooner
than females, the latter faiking about five weeks,
and emerge from their scales as exceedingly
minute, two-winged, fly-like insects. From
.June, when the young appear, a constant suc-

cession of generations is observed. The scale

of these insects is formed from a waxy secretion

which commences soon after they come into

existence, and forms a protective covering as

development proceeds. In the early stages of

growth the scale presents a somewhat greyish-

yellow colour, and gradually becomes darker.
The general appearance upon aftected twigs is

that of a greyish, slightly roughened, scurfy
deposit. This hides the natural reddish colour
of the young limbs of the Peach, Pear and
Apple. They .sometimes even look as if

sprinkled with ashes. If the scales are crushed
a yellowish oily liquid will appear from the
crushed soft yellow insects beneath the scales.

Examined in summer many show orange-
coloured larvae, snowy-white young scales,

mingled with old brown or blackened matured
scales. This insect produces a peoular redden-
ing efl'ect upon the skin of the fruit and of

tender twigs. An encircling band of reddish
discoloration around the margin of each female
scale is very marked on the fruit of Pears.

The cambium layer of young twigs where scales

are massed is usually stained deep red or
purjilish. Where the scales are few the purplish

ring surrounding each is quite distinguishable.

It is certain that the scale was introduced on
infested nur.^eiy stock. Tlie same danger is to

be feared again. Every person who buys stock

should have it thoroughly examined before

setting it out. The examination should be
thorough, as the scales are minute and are

easily overlooked. There is one method of

treating stock that is sure to destroy all kinds
of insect life, but it is applicable only in nur-

series and not by the farmer or fruit-grower
;

it is the treatment with hydrocyanic acid gas.

Nurserymen will do well to consider the advisa-

bility of treating all stock handled by them in

this way. We give the following for their

benefit :

—

Hviirocyanic acid gas treatment of nur-
sery .sToi'K.—The following method is given

in Bulletin 87 of the New York E.xperiment
Station, Geneva : "This gas is lighter than air,

hence will work better if the generator is placed
below the pile of trees to be treated. A con-

venient way would be to make a rack a little

less than G feet long, 5 feet wide, 4 feet high.

The bottom of the rack could be made of loose

slats raised a few inches above the ground to

allow room to place the gas generator under
the rack. When the rack is filled with trees, a

piece of gas-tight canvas thrown over the whole
and fastened down at the sides by throwing dirt

on the margins would complete the apparatus.

One side could be left open until the water and
chemicals are placed in the dish and the dish
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slipped beneath the rack. This gas is a deadly
poison, and great care should be used not to
breathe it while placing the dish under the rack.
To generate the gas pour three fluid ounces of
water in a glazed earthenware vessel, to this
add one fluid ounce of sulphuric acid

;
place

under tlie trees, and then add one ounce by
weight of fused cyanide of potassium. This
will make gas enough to fill a space of 150 cubic
feet. " An hour's exposure will likely kill all

the scale insects.

Orchard remedies.—When trees are at all

badly infested there is only one treatment to
be recommended with safety, and that is to
root up the trees and burn them at once. Even
when only slightly infested the work of washing
and spraying may not be done thoroughly enough
to destroy every scale, and as the insect multi-
plies so rapidly the greatest care must be taken
not to allow even one scale to remain. The
advice given is to thoroughly destroy all stock
and all trees found to be infested. During the
winter and early spring, before the insects
appear, some may desire to treat the trees
before the inspector arrives to destroy under
the Act. In that case the two remedies or
methods of treatment are with soap-wash and
with kerosene.

Soap washes.—"The soap wash should be
made by dissolving 2 lbs. of fish-oil soap or so-
called ' whale-oil soap ' in one gallon of water.
It is absolutely necessary that a potash soap be
used, as soda soaps cannot be kept in solution
at this strength, and are not so eflicient as the
former. The manufacturer should be required
to guarantee his soaj) to meet the reciuirements
as to strength .and solubility. This wash should
be used warm, if possible, and preferably on a
warm day."

Kerosene.—"Ifold orchard treesare infested,
the probability of clearing out the jiest is not
at all promising. But if the trees are valuable,
and have not been seriously injured, the attempt
is worth while. They should first be judiciously
pruned, but large wounds avoided ; the trunk
and branches should be cleared of rough bark,
and especially the sprouts and any trash re-
moved from around tlie base of the tree. Then
for all orchard fruits, except Peach and Cherry,
spray with pure kerosene, using great care to
only moisten the bark. The tree must be
washed, every twig and brancli, but do not put
on enougli oil to run down the stem and collect
about the base. If a band of any sort is placed
about the tree or if oil collects about the base
of the trunk damage is almost certain to result.
When kerosene is used it should be purchased
by the barrel, and of a grade not lower than
120" flash test. Low grades are more dangerous
to plants than higli grades. Forty gallons of
kerosene will spray 300 to 400 trees, depending
on size, and ought not to cost over 10 cents a
gallon in barrel ((uantities. This does not make
it very expensive treatment. It should always
be used on a liright, warm day, when the plants
are dry, and just as little applied as can be
made to wet properly every part of tlie plant."

Insect enemies.—There are two enemies to
the scale among insects, both of which are re-
ported to aid very materially in keeping the
scale in check. One, the "Twice-stabbed Lady-
bird " (Chilocorus bivulnerus), is very common
on infested trees, apparently feeding upon the
scale ; the other is a parasite (Aphelinus fusci-
penius).

Pentstemon Menziesi. — This is an ideal
plant for the rock garden, particularly in those
localities where its hardiness is assured. I very
much doubt, however, if any plants in the south
of England survived the great frost of three years

ago in the open with or without protection. At
the same time, with young stock in reserve it

should always be planted out in the warmest posi-

tions, and, where the soil is deep and good, it will

not disappoint. It is to the early summer what
the brilliant Zauschneria ealifornica is later on,

the same brilliant tone of colour prevailing and a
similarly free-spreading habit, covered by a great
profusion of its blossoms. The species is of rather
bushy habit, and of (juite easy culture. Cuttings
root readily in sandy soil, and if a few young
plants are secured each year it will be quite easy,

by planting half a dozen in a group, to obtain the
best possible results with this brilliant and strik-

ing plant.

—

J.

Saxifraga umbrosa.—It seems needless to

call attention to the merits of such a very old

inmate of our gardens as the London Pride, but
there is always a danger of old favourites being
pushed out into the cold to make room for newer
introductions. In this way many really good
things at one time much cultivated are in a great
measure unknown to the younger generation of

gardeners. I have lately seen this Saxifraga
under conditions that convince me that it is a
much finer thing than many species which have
been added to the list of hardy flowers during
the last few years. 1 lately saw a piece of rock-
work covered with this Saxifraga, and the
numerous strong trusses carrying thousands of

blooms produced quite a charming eff'ect. Being
of such an enduring nature this species may be
employed with good effect where most things
would fail. It is one of those things that do not
look well in the form of small specimens ; it should
be made to cover a square yard or so of ground,
and is then very beautiful.—.J. C. B.

NOTES FROM CALIFORNIA.
I.x my letter in your issue of April 30 I should
have written that the western part of the State of

Washington has a climate as cold as that of

Oregon, with a greater degree of humidity than
is to be found anywhere in Europe. As my article

reads I would credit Washington with a far colder
climate than it possesses. Calandrinia Tweediei,
mentioned by Mr. Bully in your issue of May 14,

deserves all his praise. I received twenty-five
very large old plants from Mr. .Johnson last

autumn. Smaller plants with a more symmetrical
root system would have grown better. I planted
these twenty-five plants in four places in my
grounds. Three lots were planted in raised beds
and one lot in the open ground in a cold situa-

tion. Ten plants now survive, of which nine are
growing vigorously. The best results were
secured from a lot in a raised bed, thoroughly
drained and filled with a light, warm sandy soil

and spent tan bark. This bed was in a full south
exposure, and in it nearly every plant lived and
flowered, and all are now growing splendidly.
Calandrinia Tweediei is low, but hardly a dwarf.
Mr. .Johnson found masses 2 feet across with as
many as 300 flowers open at once, and the
flowers each are from 2 inches to 3 inches across.

I think rockwork will be the place for it. It was
first described by Gray in Proc. Am. Acad., xxii.,

227.

I surprised myself by succeeding perfectly with
Calochortus macrocarpus this year. The bulbs
were planted late in February in a soil of silt and
crushed charcoal, with perfect drainage. Kind,
size and ([uality could not be better. Similar
treatment succeeded also with C. Nuttalli, C.
Leichtlini and C. flexuosus, all ditticult species.

C. longibarbatus is unusually fine this year. It is

a northern species and very hardy. The flowers
have not the size and brilliancy of those of the
true Mariposa Tulips, but are pretty -a deli-

cate blue, with a purple band and a few long hairs
inside.

The great drought from which California has
been suft'ering was broken Ijy frequent fine

showers and much cool, cloudy weather in May.
The change came too late to be of help to either
hay or grain in the great producing valleys of

California, but it helps the fruit gardens. In those

few sections where cereals were not too far gone
the yield will be very large. Carl Purdy.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 1176.

GESNERAS.
(with a coloured vlats of o. leopoldi.*)

There is a great deal of confusion and differ-

ence of opinion concerning the correct nomen-
clature of gesneraceous plants, for by some the
genus Gesnera represents a large and variable

class, while by others it is split up into several

genera, many of the species being regarded as

N;egelias. The true Gesneras are characterised

by a tuberous root, often large and of almost a
woody nature, and to this group belongs the
suV)iect of the present coloured plate, Gesnera
Leopoldi, whose general appearance is so well

shown, that any further description thereof

would be quite unnecessary. While the normal
form is as here represented, there are varieties

to be met with in some catalogues, among them
being alba carminea, .white ground, striped

carmine ; all)a rosea, pinkish, mottled deeper
inside ; and lilacea, lilac.

Gesnera cakdinalis has been already figured
in The Garden, September 10, 1892. This
species forms a stout stem from C inches to a foot

in height, clothed with Ijright green leaves, and
terminated by clusters of tubular-shaped red
blossoms. The leaves, stems, and flowers are all

thickly clothed with hairs, which in the case of

the last impart to them quite a velvety appear-
ance. This Gesnera is often met with under the
name of G. macrantha, while G. Duvali diflers

therefrom principally in being a more slender
plant, while the leaves and flowers are both some-
what smaller.

G. Donkel.\ariana is a good deal in the way of

G. cardinalis, but the leaves are tinged with red,

while the blossoms are in some cases at least

brighter than those of (1. cardinalis. There is,

however, a considerable amount of individual

variation to be found among them, some flowers

being brighter than others. This species is a
native of Colombia, and occurs pretty plentifully

in some parts of the Orchid region there.

G. CooPERi, a Brazilian species, will reach a
height of a couple of feet, the upper part consist-

ing of a number of drooping blossoms, in colour
scarlet, spotted more or less in the interior. The
leaves of this are of a light green tint.

G. longiflora.—This species is totally distinct

from any of the others, the long tubed blossoms
being white and over a couple of inches in

diameter at the expanded mouth. The tuber of

this is less woody than in those previously men-
tioned, and from it is pushed up an erect stem
which will reach a height of a yard or more. The
stem and branches are clothed with rusty coloured
wool, while the leaves are also downy on the
inside. The flowers of this are agreeably scented.

G. longiflora succeeds best in the temperature of

an intermediate house.

There are several other Gesneras, some of

which bear a considerable amount of resem-
blance to those previously mentioned, and as

most of them seed freely and cross readily, it is

often dithcult to determine the original species.

Tlie cultivation of these Gesneras is not at

all exacting provided a few simple particulars

are borne in mind. In the case of the whole of

them when the flowering season is over they
perfect tlieir growth, after which follows a period

of rest, wlien scarcely any water should be
given them. If the plants have flowered during

* Drawn for The Garden in the Eoyal Gardens,
Kcw, by H. G. Moon. Lithographed and printed by
J. L. Goffart.
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the spring, they will of course be at rest

throughout the summer, and in the autumn the

tubers should be shaken entirely clear of the old

soil and repotted. A very suitable compost for

these Gesneras consists of about equal parts of

good loam and leaf-mould, with a liberal admix-
ture of silver sand and well-decayed manure.
In potting, the upper part of the tuber should
be just covered with the soil, which must be
kept slightly moist till growth recommences.
An intermediate house temperature is, as a rule,

the most suitable for these Gesneras, but to get
them in flower in the winter they may be
removed to the stove. As the tops develop and
the roots make headway, an increased amount
of water may be given, and when the pots get

full of roots occasional doses of liquid manure
will be of servico. Although these Gesneras
delight in a moderate amount of atmospheric
moisture, they must not be watered overhead
too freely when growing, otherwise the hairy

foliage is apt to suffer.

While the merits of some Gesnerads are well

known and almost everywhere appreciated,

there are, on the other hand, some classes of

the same order whose ornamental value is very
apt to be overlooked. The quaintly marked
Tydajas that flower so freely during the winter
furnish an instance of this, while much the same
may be said of the allied Isoloma. Achimenes,
too, though they are well known, are not grown
to anything like the extent one would expect
when their simple cultural requirements are

taken into consideration . When we reflect what
has been done within the last few years with
the Gloxinia and Streptocarpus, the probability
is that other gesneraceous plants will in turn
be taken in hand by the hybridist and new
forms are likely to crop up. An advantage of

experimenting with this class of plants is that
it is by no means necessary to wait for years
before the result of one's labour is -seen. The
charming little Stenogastra concinna may in

time play a part in the production of a new
race of hybrid Gesnerads. H. P.

The Week's Work.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early Broccoli.—The planting of this will now
need attention, and though in an earlier calendar
I touched upon the importance of planting early,
I omitted Broccoli, as it is not often possible to
plant out before this date, so many other things
needing room. The earlier kinds will need plant-
ing out as soon as possible, as their season of
growth is none too long, and in this respect they
closely resemble Cauliflowers. Few vegetables
are more useful, as in October or November, after
the choice summer and autumn vegetables are
over, the early Broccoli comes in valuable. The
Self-Protecting is one of the most useful vege-
tables at the season named, and this I endeavour
to plant to form a succession. Planting late in

June gives the flrst cutting early in October.
These plants follow the Autumn Giant Cauliflower,
and a later planting made at the end of July will
furnish the succession. The heads of these will
be smaller than of those planted now, but I find
them large enough for all purposes. In planting
autumn Broccoli it is necessary to give well-
worked and rich land. I plant in drills, as then
it is an easy matter to give the plants moisture at
the start. A distance of 2^ feet between the rows
and 2 feet between the plants is allowed, the suc-
cession plants being 2 feet apart each way. In
planting, reject any plants with weak centres, as
these often go blind. Make each plant firm with
the dibber and well water.
Winter Broccoli.—Many fear to plant winter

Broccoli, as in severe winter frost kills the tender
flower before it can develop. I never omit plant-

ing, but am always on the alert to get reliable
varieties. Some years ago I never had any
variety equal to Snow's VVinter White, but now
am unable to obtain a true stock. Last year my
best midwinter Broccoli was Superb Early White,
not unlike Snow's in build, but true, the whole
crop turning in from December to March. I

always lift as the plants form the heads, and
store in a shed or cellar free of frost. The winter
varieties in most cases do not make a rank growth,
so that much space is not needed. On the other
hand, they do best in an open, airy position, as

here they make a sturdy growth. There are other
varieties well worth room, as should one kind fail,

another may not. Christmas White is an excel-

lent winter Broccoli, as is Sandringham Winter
White. This latter, in my opinion, is a selected
stock of Snow's, and is invaluable for winter sup-
plies. The habit is dwarf and compact, and on
this account it needs little space when placed
under shelter.

Asi'.ARAiu's.—^\ith Midsummer Day past cut-

ting should cease, and though the season was a

late one to stirt with, owing to an ample rainfall

the supply has been good : indeed, I never remem-
ber beds being more prolific. This should be borne
in mind, and the plants allowed to go away freely.

I am aware in some gardens —my own among the
number—this vegetable is needed as late as it

can be obtained. I have often cut the Asparagus
well into August. To do so needs more attention

to feeding. It is not well to go over all the beds.

I reserve a couple of beds for this purpose, and as

long as the plants are fed and given ample mois-

ture they will bear. I find flooding the beds the
best way to secure late Asparagus. I use liquid

manure from stables, and the produce is cut every
other day. If left longer the plants will cease to

bear freely. Now is the best time to apply salt

and other food. In heavy, clay land I have used
salt, soot, and wood ashes freely from now to the
end of .luly, and found the plants did better than
by giving animal manures. Fish manure and
guano are both excellent fertilisers, giving them
freely in showery weather or well watering in

after, should the weather be dry. On the other
hand, it is useless to give food to plants with few
roots. It is far better to make new beds than
waste food and time upon exhausted plants.

Continue to thin out seedlings where at all thick,

and to strong shoots intended for forcing give

some support, as branched sticks, to prevent
rough winds twisting them about.
Cabback.—The spring Cabbage came in so

quickly this year that it shows us the necessity of

successional plants, and though it is difficult to

beat EUam's for early spring cutting, I prefer a
later kind for succession. Maincropis now giving

the supply from seed sown at the middle of

August. The Pea crop is much later than usual,

and other choice vegetables being efjually late,

small, tender Cabbages are most valuable. The
autumn Cabbage will now need planting out. I

find such kinds as Favourite, St. John's Day, and
Christmas Drumhead excellent types for present
planting. Those who have but little space will

find Favourite a suitable variety, as it may be
planted very close, is not liable to split in wet
seasons, and is remarkably hardy ; indeed, for

use from October to Christmas I do not know of a
better variety, the others named forming a succes-

sion. In planting at this date, it is advisable to

prepare the soil thoroughly. For any green crop
planted now in old garden soil, it will well repay
to give the land a dressing of lime or soot and
burnt refuse. Land should also be prepared for

sowing the spring Cabbage next month.
CucDiMBERs.—Many grow these in houses all

the year round. Grown thus, one can readily

train in new wood and crop so that the plants

have not too many fruits maturing at one time.

No matter how grown, it is well to stop the
shoots at least once a week and place the new
wood in a good position. In frames it will often

be found necessary to remove older leaves to

admit light freely, and, wherever possible, to cut
away old fruiting wood to prevent crowding. I

notice that frame Cucumbers are often badly

shaped. In many cases this arises from crowding,
as the small fruits are crippled in their early

stages. Top-dressing plants in full bearing
will be beneficial, and bone-meal mixed with
wood ashes and fibrous loam is one of the best
fertilisers. Plants in frames may with advan-
tage be given a dressing of spent manure and
bone-meal. I find it a good plan to keep the
surface roots always fairly moist, and, as it is

more difficult to reach all parts with the syringe
in frames than in a house, the manure advised
retains moisture. Seeds may now be sown for

an autumn supply where quantities are needed.
I raise my plants in a frame close to the glass.

It is well to keep the seedlings clear of the fruit-

ing plants in case red spider or thrips should
touch them. I alwa3's use heavier soil for these
plants at the season named, as by so doing a
sturdier growth is ensured during the summer
months.
TojiATOES UNDER CLASS.—In this part of the

country the weather for Tomatoes has been most
unfavourable, as the fruits have ripened slowly
and more care has been needed in setting the
fruits. The early-sown plants should now be
cropping freely, and will well repay for some
food in the way of liquid manure or a good ferti-

liser. I find mulching the best aid to finish

heavy crops. The best mulch I have used is

spent Mushroom manure. This is light and does

not promote a rank growth, and, what is so im-

portant, it saves much watering. Should the soil

be poor, it may be well to give a light dressing of

bone-meal before putting on the manure. I recently

saw a large number of plants with stems like

large Bean stakes, but many of them were barren,

having been planted in a richly-manured border.

With such plants setting is a difficult matter, as

feeding should follow the setting, not precede it.

Plants that have borne freely and are not in-

clined to set many fruits will now not pay for

house-room, and may be cleared out as soon as

new plants are ready to take their place. If the

stems of old fruiting plants are cut close to the

base and placed in a vinery or fairly dry house in

partial shade, the fruit will colour and not shrivel,

and be of better quality than when cut from the

stems and ripened. For late crops I find pots are

best if a quick crop is needed.
AuTOM.v AND WINTER ToM.\Tc>Es.—Though I

have kept plants two years and got fair crops, I

find the best results are secured from young plants.

There is a great advantage in getting a late crop
of Tomatoes, and for autumn use I would plant

out in a restricted border, as then one can feed

more. Many rely upon the summer fruiters for a
supply at the season named, taking up a shoot

from the base, but the roots are exhausted, and I

would advise raising young plants now for the

purpose, as sown in June or July they will be
ready in a month's time. If the fruit is needed as

late as possible the culture must be different. I

raise the plants in cold frames, grow as hard as

possible and plant out, giving air freely night and
day. The plants are very sturdy, fruit sets close

to the base of the plant, and there will be a good
crop at the season named, (irown with heat in

the usual way the plants will soon fruit and be
over by autumn. I have never yet succeeded in

setting fruits in the late autumn, but by that

time tne plants sown now and grown as advised

will be studded with fruits, and there is then no

difficulty in finishing the crop. From the end of

.July to the end of August I remove the sashes at

night.

Endive.—In many gardens salads are in great

request, and in such Endive plays an important

part, as it may be had in quantity from September
to March. At this date the tender kinds which
are not reliable for winter supi)lies may be sown.

The Moss Curled and the White and fireen

Curled are excellent for first supplies. For
winter use none can equal the Improved Round-
leaved Batavian. This sown early in August will

give a good winter supply. I do not advise large

sowings of any kind at this date. Sow every three

weeks and by so doing get a succession. For an
early supply I have found it much best to sow
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very thinly in drills and not transplant, as if

planted out in hot summers Endive runs badly.
A cool border is best and the soil should be well
manured. I generally select an east border for
the first crop. In dry weather the seed does not
always germinate freely. It will be well to
saturate the soil and then cover with mats till the
seedlings show freely, and if at all thick to thin
early. Later sowings may have a warmer site,
but these will transplant well. If Endive is used
as a vegetable, it may be well to make a sowing
of the Batavian towards the middle of July, as
large plants will be needed for this purpose. This
I sow broadcast, and afterwards plant in rows
15 inches apart in well manured land. S. M.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Melons.—In Melon pits and houses where the
earliest crops are now cut no time should be lost
in first cleansing the woodwork, brickwork, and
glass (for this work must not be confined to mere
routine practice once every year), and then pre-
paring to start another crop on its way. From
every such pit and house two good crops a year
may be had. It is of course assumed that due
foresight has been exercised in sowing the seed at
the right dates to suit every given case. For in-
stance, if Melons are needed for the earliest
shooting parties, now is a good time for putting out
the plants, which should be large ones, by which
I mean plants that have been grown freely on
from the seed stage without any check and are
now healthy, vigorous plants in 6-inch pots. It
is all-important that young Melon plants do not
receive any check by being pot-bound or other-
wise. In every case almost it is best to have two
or three varieties in every planting, not so much
for mere variety as for extending the period of
ripening. Sutton's Scarlet, for instance, will
ripen a week or ten days in advance of Hero of
Lockmge. With everything in their favour as re-
gards heat and moisture, young Melon plants will
now simply romp away. Do not, therefore, en-
deavour to encourage this by using any manure
in the soil ; the fermenting material, if any be
used, and just at this season it is not even neces-
sary where fire-heat is still continued, will supply
this in an ample measure. Depend rather upon
good turfy maiden loam, and if this has a ten-
dency towards heaviness, it will be all the better
so long as it is not on the wet side when the beds
are prepared. Let the preparation be done by
carefully solidifying the soil as it is taken in, for
it will pay to both do this work well and to use
good soil also. In no single case should the soil
from Melon beds be cast aside after the crop is
taken as useless. It would be simply worse than
waste of material to do so, as all such loam has
still retained within it ample food for plants of a
diflerent character from the Melon. Now is a
good time to sow to have ripe fruits by the middle
and end of September on until the middle of
October. Melons at such times are valuable addi -

tions to the dessert, and for the breakfast-table,
too. In sowing now, bear in mind that Hero of
Lockinge when true is one of the best keeping
Melons after cutting that we have in cultivation.
If the fruits be cut slightly in advance of ripen-
ing, but with colour, they will keep for fully
three weeks (or more) in a cool fruit room. This
"^"^tter of keeping in some cases is all-important,
and should be borne in mind when and where it
IS likely to be needed. Guard against raisino-
young Melon plants in houses or pits where there
IS likely to be any red spider, and take just as
much pains also to keep the plants dwarf and
sturdy as if it were for the first crop of
the season, which not unfrequently does receive
the best attention, whereas later crop plants are
thought to be capable of looking after themselves.
Pits where the plants can be kept close to the
glass will ;be good places for them up to the
planting stage. Do not from the very first allow
the plants .to>o overcrowded. My plants from
the seedling stage when room is short at this
season are raised and kept on shelves near the
glass.

Melons in frames.—Where there is a good
stock of frames, not just at this season in use
perhaps, it will be an easy matter to take a crop
of Melons by immediately making use of the time
at disposal. In the worst of cases where tender
bedding plants are still the rage these movable
frames should by this time be empty, with no
further use possibly for them until the late
autumn. If the Melon plants be of good size now,
they will soon give a satisfactory account of

themselves when planted out in close frames with
a little fermenting material to give them a start.

As in houses, so in frames, plant them firmly and
well, taking care in any and every case to keep
the balls of the plants well above the surrounding
soil. Say, for instance, as an example, when
turning out a Melon plant from a 6-inch pot, the
customary way would naturally be to make a hole
for its reception, but rather than do this stand
the plant upon the soil and then mound the soil

up to it. The surface-dressing latter on will add
sufficient soil to assist the plants as growth pro-

gresses. As in houses, so in frames, keep the
plants warm by closing early in the afternoon, and
make the atmosphere humid by damping the soil

and over the plants. Melons revel in heat and
moisture during bright, sunny weather. On the
other hand, ventilate in a moderate degree early
in the morning ; a sudden rise of the thermometer
then is not advisable, as it may engender scald-

ing. In any case it is better at this season to

hasten on the growth at an early stage, so as to

be able to dispense with it somewhat as ripening
takes place.

Pines. — The first early Queen Pine-apples
should now be ripe or ripening, and when this is

well managed, with the fruits abounding in juice,

the imported examples of Smooth Cayenne at

their best are poor in comparison. From now
onwards by successional crops the (^Hieen variety

is the very best up to the end of September, and
it should be still grown in gardens with plenty of

glass at disposal if for that season alone, allowing
the imported fruits afterwards to fill in the
supply. It is a popular notion with many that
Pineapples are expensive articles to grow in our
gardens, but it needs qualifying, and as regards
the culture of the Queen Pine for summer supply,

it is a mistake and a delusion. What is at fault

in such cases is not so much the Pines as their

management, for during the resting or winter
season the stock of Queens may be safely kept in

a minimum temperature of 55°. That surely

cannot be deemed expensive. Those who still

grow other Pine-apples, as the Smooth Cayenne,
should take note of their stock to see that the
strongest plants are induced to show fruit as soon
as possible for early autumn supplies. Those for

the winter's use of the same variety and of Black
Jamaica, which is better in flavour then,

should still be growing. If these give indi-

cations of fruiting by the end of August,
it will be quite soon enough. As regards
any part of the stock that may need potting, atten-

tion should be given at the earliest opportunity
both in the case of suckers and of young esta-

blished plants. Those who adopt the one shift

system « ill find this a suitable season to pot their

suckers (strong ones) into the fruiting pots. The
Queen Pine if now treated in this way will make
strong plants by the autumn, and these will next
summer yield a very good class of fruit, not pos-

sibly the very largest. Labour will, howexer, be
saved, and this in any case is of importance.

Those who practise the planting-out system
will rind the present a very good time for putting
out a stock of plants. Here, again, is an oppor-
tunity for testing the expense or otherwise that

is incurred in Pine apple culture by now putting
out a stock of strong suckers of the t^Uieen variety

for next summer's cutting. By this method the

cost of cultivation is reduced to the minimum,
whilst successional fruiting can be secured by
growing the Ripley Queen for the earliest crop
and the Old (^>ueen for later use. All that is

needed is a fair command of bottom heat. If

pipes are provided, so much the better, but their

absence need not cause any anxiety at all so long

as it is possible now to secure fermenting material
to set the plants going and so get them well esta-

blished as soon as possible. If Smooth Cayennes
be planted out for winter supplies it is better to
do the work later on, say early in September ;

then there need be no apprehension of premature
fruiting another season. Hoktus.

Flower Garden.

the clematises.*

The most familiar type of these is Uie

hedge Clematis (C. Vitalba), in France
known as Viorne, or ia England as Traveller s

Joy. From the hedges it often makes its

way to the tops of neighbouring trees. Iq
July the tine sprays of white flowers give out a

pleasant odour, and in winter, when all else is

bare and leafless, its silky tufts still survive

to adorn the roadsides. It is essentially a

plant of Central, Western, and Northern
Europe. Next to the hedge Clematis comes
naturally the sweet-smelling garden Clematis

(C. Flammula). Forty or fifty years ago in

France it was almost the only species in

general cultivation in courtyards and arbours

and on walls by the roadside, where in

August the busby heads of little white
flowers filled the air with sweet perfume.

Along with it in some gardens coidd be seen

C. Viticella, known by its larger flowers and
cross- shaped sepals of blue, violet, or purple

colour. Sometimes, too, in the gardens of

amateurs one came across two of the non-

climbing specits ; they wcrj the erect-growing

C. crecta and C. integrifolia, these comprising

nearly all the known kinds in those days

when the introduction of exotic plants was
less common, and the cultivation restricted to

the five species above named, all of them
natives of Europe. No doubt in botanij

gardens there was even then a certain

number of exotic species of North American
origin, such as C. Viorna, crispa, cylindrica,

&c. Other species also, and those not the

least interesting and belonging to the alpine

and Mediterranean regions, formed two dis-

tinct family groups : the Atragenes, with their

large sepils and the petaluid stamens forming

semi-double flowers, and the cirrhosa group

or evergreen Clematises, flowering in mid-

winter, unless the cold was very great. To
these two groups add the yellow-flowered

Eastern kind (C.orientalis) from the Caucasus,

and, speaking as regards fifty years ago, we
have exhausted the number of Clematis in

cultivation. The Clematises of Japan and
China were not then introduced. Siebold,

Fortune and other botanical explorers, how-
ever, were very soon to make known to us

new forms with large flowers and colours

until then never seen in the Clematis, sucli

as the azurea group—C. azurea or patens.

Japan had even before this given us the

florida group, of which one double-flowered

variety was to be seen in some greenhouses

under the name of the Indian Atrageno.

The mountain Clematis of Nepaul (C. nion-

* " The Clemati833." By Dr. Jules Le Bele. K^tract
from the " Bulletiu oF the Horticultural Society of
Sarthe," vol. xii.
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tana) then also made its appearance, and very

soon was to be seen almost everywhere like

our own C. Flammula. A little later on

China gave us that most beautiful of them al),

C. lanuginosa. With the introduction of thi-;

and C. azurea dates the entry of the Clematises

into the domain of horticulture as plants of

recognised merit, and capable of hybridisation

and of being improved by cultivation. Here
it will be my endeavour to give the history

of the Clematis, at first fixing and group-

ing the botanical fpocies into natural sections

— a difficult task at the present time in the

midst of the mass of hybrids in always in-

creasing numbers.

But before attempting to describe the many
species of cultivated Clematises I think

it may interest readers to hear how, more

than forty years ago, I came to love the

Clematis, and the efforts I have since made
to search out and collect the various species of

this beiutiful race from all parts. It was at

a time when horticulture flourished at Mans,

and the professors, who were both numerous
and distinguished, included such names as

Foulard, Narcisse Desportes, Gueranger, An-
pibault, Drouet, Eichebourg— all amateurs,

and ardently attached to their collections,

whether of greenhouse or open-air plants

M. Desportes, the distinguished botanist

—

author of "Flore du IMaine "— turned my
attention to the Clematises one day when 1

had made known to him my inclination for

climbing plants. My choice was favoured, it

must be said, by the narrow limits of a small

garden enclosed by walls and trellis-work,

where I only enjoyed full play by directing

my efforts heavenward. " You may pos-

sibly succeed in getting together some forty

species," said M. Desportes. I did better ;

at the end of ten years I hai succeeded in

grouping seventy or eighty species or varie-

ties. I was not the only one who cultivated

the Clematis in those days. M. Desportes

possessed twenty-five to thirty species arranged

like the other plants in his garden, which
was conducted for botanical rather than hor-

ticultural ends. M. Foulard had also a great

number scattered about in the midst of col-

lections of all sorts, forming a regular en-

cyclop;edia of horticulture. In the centre

of his vast garden in the Place Saint Ger-

main, upon walls or the trunks of trees in

sheltered positions, one saw the Clematis

florida (the Indian Atragene and the bi-

color of Siebold), the American Atragene,

with semi double, rose-purple bells, besides

other rare species not mentioned in the cata-

logues of to-day, like C. aristata of !New

Holland, relegated in winter to the orangery,

and C. novse-zelandiif, which we have seen

surviving many winters at the base of the

south side of a wall sheltered by means of a

little straw. It bloomed in spring like those

of Australian origin we have known. One
year we—51. Foulard and I—were both sur-

prised to find under the straw, warmed into

life by the first rays of the sun, beautiful

milk-white flowers resembling those of an
allied species from the same regions— Cle-

matis indivisa var. lobata. It was, perhaps,

the first instance of a New Zealand Clematis
blossoming in the open air in our climate.

It is my intention to describe here those
species only which I know and have my-
self cultivated for the most part, dividing
them into sections according to their natural
affinities. I shall then attempt to classify

the hybiids, giving the characteristics of the
various types to which they correspond, and
which form, so to speak, so many races.

The Clematises form a very natural tribe of

the Ranunculus family, allied to the Butter-
cups and the Anemones, having, like the
latter, regular ami graceful Idooms of various
colours, but they are unlike them in their

port and habit. Perennials, their fibrous

roots and slender, long and Yine-like stems
make them essentiiliy climbing plants, and
by their rolled - up petioles they attach
themselves firmly to their supports or the
branches of adjacent plants. Most frequently
forming bushy masses in the hedgerows, they
sometimes succeed in rearing themselves up-

wards on the trunks and branches of trees to

a great height. Some species, however, do
not attach themselves, but are merely deep
rooted and are entirely drooping; others
are sub - frutescent. The Clematises are

cosmopolitan plants, increasing in all ([uarters

of the globe, in all latitudes and altitudes

wheie the temperature permits vegetation at

all. They are to be found in the alpine and
Himalayan regions of Europe and Asia as

well as in the forests of equatorial India,

Africa and America. It is true, however,
they prefer the temperate regions of the globe.

The flowers have petals and the simple
perianth is furnished with petaloid sepals. It

is seldom one sees in the species the most ex-

terior of the multiple stamens change to petals,

as is the case with the Atragenes, or to come
across flowers, whether ptdicled or not, fur-

nished with a calyx-like calicula, or rather an
involucre. In the Clematises the multiple

carpels often terminate in feathery tufts.

The inflorescence is very variable. The
flowers are oftenest borne in panicles in

cymes, in corymbs, in fascicules, in long folia-

ceous racemes, and even in simple and solitary

peduncles. They are of all colours and
dimensions, small, medium, large or very

large, and displayed so as to measure from
8 inches to 10 inches in diameter. These
last are the large Clematises, those brilliant

hybrids so much in favour nowa days, and
the number of which is yearly increasing and
has added fresh riches to our gardens.

Of the species known and described, there

are to-day about 2-10, according to the " Index
Kewensis." As for varieties and hybrids, I

am not in a position to give their numbers.

Considered as to habit, flowers and natural

similarities, the Clematis may be divided

into nine sections: 1, paniculatae; 2, viticell*
;

3, florideiB ; i, azurere ; 5, lanuginosiE ; 6,

petahe or atragenes ; 7, calycinaj ; 8, unclassed;

and 9, hybrids.

C'LEjrATIS PANICULATA.

The C. paniculatiB are the Clematises proper,

with tlieir little white, yellow or yellowish

flowei's borne in panicles of greater or less

length. The loaves are pinnate or l)i-pinnate,

and tlie carpels are furnished with .silky tufts,

as in the hedge Clematis. Tliey are Vine-like
and climbing, orpereiiniHl and upward growing.
Tlie European Clematises, which are the luo.st

couiiuon, belong to them, iind are the olde.st in

general cultivation, but we sliall presently see
tli.it these wild Clematises, like C. Vitalba, are
to be f<iund in all parts, so that it may be said
that eaeli great region of the globe lias its own
particular one. 1 describe here twenty-eight
sjieeies wliieh I liave cultivated, and I attri-

bute eacli to one or nmre of the seven following
types, viz., 1, Flammula ; 2, erecta ; 3, Vitalba

;

4, glauca ;
,'), himalayen.sis ; 6, aristata ; 7, novie-

zelandiie.

(1) Clematis Flammula.
The specie.s of Clematis of tliis type, nine

in number, liave small, frequently .scented
flowers. Excepting tho.se of A.siatic origin,

tliey belong to Southern Europe and Northern
America.

C. Flammula is the sweet-smelling Clematis of
our gardens which in .Tune and August tills the
air with the scent of iioyeau and vanilla. It com-
pletely co\ers the arbour and mounts to a certain
height, where it forms a compact bush covered
with flowers. It originated in .Southern France
and other parts of Western Europe. I have
seen it growing on tlie Pyrenees at Bagnhes-de-
Luchon, and in Sl)aiM in Catalonia and at Mont-
serrat. It is the wild Clematis of the Jlediterra-
nean region, and its culti\ation with us dates
from 1.59(j. C. Flammula has several \arieties.
I know of three : One with the flowers red out-
side (C. F. rubella), the other with the pedicels
more slender and free, which gives to the bush a
softer and more delicate aspect. This is C. F.
Cicspitosa. Lastly, there is a third and more
vigorous variety with iarger and firmer leaves and
flowers, which bears the name of C. F. rolnista.

C. M.ARiTiMA (Linn.) flourishes upon the sea
coast in the southern parts of France and in the
environs of Venice. It is generally considered as
a form of C. Flammula. It is distinguished from
it by its slender stalks, which, growing hori-

zontally at first, afterwards rise to a height of

some "24 inelies, and also by its leaves, the seg-
ments of which are linear. I have never yet
had an opportunity of testing these charac-
teristics.

C. AXUfSTiFOLLi.—The narrow-leaved Clematis
is perennial or sulj-frutescent rather than vine-
like and climbing. Tlie .stalks, which are slender,
green, and marker! w itli parallel brown lines, rise

t(i a height of about IJ yards to 2j yards, and
sometimes attach themseh'es to adjacent objects
with the aid of the pinnate or bi-pinnate leaf-

stalks, which occur at irregular intervals and are
a deep green. The flowers, which are larger than
those of C. Flammula, further apart, and borne
II [ion longer stalks, have the sepals well open and
even slightly reflexed, being also marked under-
neath with three rosy lines. The flowers are
sweet-scented, the panicles terminal and lim|) and
united in a sheaf, which has a very pretty ett'ect.

The blooming season is .July and August. Tliis

species flourishes in Austria, on the shores of the
Adriatic, and was first cultivated in France in the
year 1797.

C. L.\snxTH.\ (Fisch. ) (the woolly-flowered Cle-

matis).—A species nearly allied to the preceding.
I have cultivated it myself. It differs from
the preceding in the flowers and buds, the latter

being woolly almost before they open. It comes
from North Ameiica, and was introduced into

France in 1.S12.

C. Pallasi (the Clematis of Pallas) reaches a
fair height, and is allied to C. angustifolia.

C. M.iNDSCHUREN'sis (the Manchurian Clematis),

which came to me from the garden of the late M.
Foulard, was brought out by Simon Louis, of

Metz. It is a perennial, but the straight herba-

ceous stems attain to a heijjlit of about "ij yards.

It has a good deal in common with C. Pallasi, and
was brought to Europe in 1840.
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C. Gebleriana (Bongd.).—This perennial and
nearly dwarf species is quite distinct from those

aoove mentioned. It rises no higher than 24

C. LATHYRIFOLIA (Bess. Reich.).—A species

closely allied to, yet a variety of, the ])receding,

from which it differs in the follicles, which are

Clematis indii'isa.

inches ; its lea\es are entire, roughly indented,
and its fairly large white flowers borne in a cyme
or short spil^e intermixed with leaves. I have
seen it in catalogues as C. heterophylla. It is

Asiatic in origin, from the Songaria Mountains,
and may be identical with

C. SONGAHICA. — This interesting Clematis,
which bears no resemblance to any other, I

have, unfortunately, lost. There may, however,
be one in tlie gardens of Andre Leroy at Angers,
where I last saw it.

C. HOLOSERICEA.—I believe I am right in

attributing this ternate-leaved Clematis to C.
paniculata, a Carolina species, which I had in

cultivation not long since, and upon whioli I dis-

covered a ticket bearing date September 21, 1S55.

Its blooming season is the end of August. The
short panicles carry few flowers, and these a
greenish white and unscented. The buds are
conical and pointed.

C. Drummondi.—I recollect possessing this

species, which comes from Te.xas. The leaves are
Hnely pinnate and hairy, and the flowers white
and borne in little panicles or corymbs.

(2) C. EREC'TA.

C. ERECTA (All.), C. RECTA (Linn.).—The up-
right Clematis is frequently to be seen in gar-
dens. Its lierbaceous stems and pinnate leaves
are numerous, closely set, and rise to little more
than 1 yard high. The flowers, which are wliite,

grow in handsome clumps for a great part of the
summer. It is found in unculti\'ated places in

the south of France, and grows also in Spain, Swit-
zerland, Hungary, &c. Of the ujjright Clematis
several varieties are known to me, notably a vei'y

early one with ruddy stalks—C. erecta jinecocior.

Two other varieties of C. erecta have come into

the possession of Lemoine, of Nancy ; one of them
has double flowers (erecta flore-pleno) and the
other is a hybrid, with panicles of deep violet
flowers and yellow stamens. It was obtained by
crossing C. erecta with C. integrifolia.

narrower and longer, and also in its lesser height.
All the perennial (vivaces) Clematises—many of

well cultivated have a very decorative efl'ect in

large gardens owing to their grace and lightness ;

and I may add that the flower-stalks are well

suited to the making of large bouquets.

(3) C. VlTALBA.

The wild Clematises—the European type of

which is C. Vitalba—are the commonest and the

most vigorous of the paniculate Clematises.

They are often moniecicjus vr dioecious. The
Vine-like, long and powerful stems rise to con-

siderable heights and cover the bushes with

their abundant flowers, and after the flowers

have faded with feathery tufts, which remain long

after the flowers are over. The wild Clematis

is seen in all parts of the old and new worlds.

Central Europe gives us C. Vitalba, the Levant

C. orientalis, Japan C. paniculata, China C.

chinen.sis, India C. Gouiiana, Southern Africa

C. Massoniana, and mauritiiina of Mauritius and
Madagascar, brachyata of the Cape of Good
Hope. The two Americas have also their wild
( 'lematises—C. virginiana of North America,
('. ])cruviana and bra,siliana of South Ameiica
.md tlie i.sland regions, and from Jamaica, Mar-
tinicjue and San Domingo, &c., we have dioica,

(loniinica and guadalup.-e (C. americana). Of
these numerous kinds of wild Clematises which

cover the face of the globe, and the foregoing

enumeration of which, though lengthy, is yet

very incomplete, very few are cultivated in

Europe, and such as do withstand our climate

.ire relegated to botanic gardens. I shall

therefore limit the present clescription to the

foui' following species, viz., C. Vitalba, C. vir-

giniana, C. Grahami and C. paniculata.

C. Vitalba (Linn.).—This is the common wild

Clematis of our hedges. In July it climbs up into

the trees, covering them with its numerous
panicles of greenish white scented flowers. In

winter its silky tufts adorn the hedgerows. The
CO nmon name of Beggar's Herb it owes to the

Clematis Titalba.

which we must connect with the Flammula group, I caustic properties of the leav

such as angustifolia, lasiantha, Gebleriana—when 1 which in this state were made
es when peeled,

use of by simple
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mortals as a substitute for blister. The hedge
Clematis belongs essentially to Central Kurope.

C. VIRGINIAX.V (Linn.) (the Virginian Clematis)

is a native of Virginia, Carolina, Canada, and has

been long known ; it is the wild Clematis of

first appaaranoe in our o-ardens. The latter is This wild Clematis is found over an immense eX-

figured in Van Hnutte's "Hothouse Flora" (1850- tent of country, extending from Russia and the

51), with yellow flowers of good size and single- Caucasus as far as the Hmv.ilayan region,

flowered peduncles like C. montana. I mention ^ C. OLArcA (Wild.) (the glaucous Clematis),

it here, although the species is a lone way from native of Southern Siberia, is very nearly allied

to it. Like it, it is a climbing plant, and its leaves

are composed of smooth, glaucous and cuneiform
segments, but the colour is a deeper shade of sea-

freen. It is a very spreading plant, and the

owers, instead of being a ratlier tawny yellow-

colour or brown, like those of the Oriental

Clematis, are a pronounced greenish yellow. The
peduncles are divided into three. It flowers in

July.

I have pre.served these two species for a long

time, and still possess the former. Tliey are not

decorative, but ijeculiar and original in appear-

ance and rather Chinese, with their glaucous

f I iliage and yellow blooms.

(5) C. HIMALAYENSIS.

I liave cultivated several sorts of the Hima-
layan Clematis with the common characteristics

of strong and long climliing stems, generally

smooth leaves, campanulate flowers, with conni-

vent, tliick yellowish or greenish yellow sepals

in ]iaiiicles of .seven to nine flowers, and ex-

haling an odour of Magnolia. The blooming

time is late, being in October. There are three

species of liimalayensis, viz., C. himalayensis,

C. Buchaniana, anil C. grata, to which number
I will add a fourth, having identical Hciwers

—

C. japoniea Lowi.

C. HIMALAYENSIS (Hoit.).—The plant which
came to me under this name is very closely allied

to Buclian's Clematis. The flowers opened acci-

dentally some time between October 5 and 10.

Vleniuttis recta.

Northern America. Brought to Europe in 17(37,

it formed one of a small number of species known
to Linn*us. I have grown it myself, and first

made its act|uaintance in the collection of the

late Narcisse Desportes. It resembles the hedge
Clematis in its habit and bearing. It is diiecious

and the flowers are unisexual. The male—the only
one I ever knew, and most likely the only one
ever introduced into our gardens—is of course
sterile, and has not the advantage of our
European wild Clematis, which in winter is still

the " Traveller's Jo}'." The Virginian Clematis is

very closely allied to the two above-mentioned :

the Brazilian Clematis and the diiscious Clematis
of .lamaica. Tliis latter was introduced into

Europe in 17"23, and was known to Linnteus.

C. Grahami (Bth.).—A ditecious species of

Mexican origin. It has been abla to survive

several mild winters in our country. The year
after it was planted it gave numerous panicles

of male flowers, yellow in colour, graceful in as-

])ect, and exhaling a decided odour of Chestnut
flowers. It had developed enormously, and its

long "vine-like branches and leaves were not un-

like those of the hedge Clematis. I lost it

during a severe winter, the like of which this

Mexican wild Clematis had not been accustomed
to in its own country. C. tirahami came to me
under the name of C. graveolens, a name which
rightly belongs to another species hailing from
Chinese Tartary, along with which it made its

being of the section of paniculatze. I have fre-

ijuently inquired for it without being able to get
it.

C. P.vyicTLAT.i (Thunb.).—For a long time I

cultivated a perfectly hardy Clematis which came
to me under a wrong name, and I have several

times seen it unnamed, or incorrectly named, in the

collection of M. Andi-c? Leroy. This quite distinct

species, allied to C. Vitalba, which it resembles in

port, seemed to me to be related to C. paniculata,

also known as C. Vitalba japoniea (Houtt. ), a
native of Japan, and the same C. paniculata

which is figured in Thunberg's " Flora .Japoniea,"

and w'as known to Linna;us.

(4) C. GLAUCA.

I include under this head two species of

paniculate Clematises, forming a quite distinct

tyije, the special characteristics of wliich are

their smooth and glaucous leaves and the

flowers, whicli are yellow, open and displayed,

while the panicles are limp and tlie carpels

feathery.

C. ORIESTALIS (Linn.) (the Oriental or Levantine

Clematis) is one of the oldest known species, hav-

ing been in cultivation since 1711. It is a climb-

ing plant with long branching stalks, the leaves

being pinnate in form, smooth and glaucous, the

flowers yellow or yellowish, and the sepals pointed

and reflexed. It flowers from .July to October.

Clematis indivisa lohuta.

They were pendent, little j'ellowish bells borne on
three-flowered panicles, the sepals being thick

and woolly underneath.

C. BrciiANiAXA (Buchan).—The Clematis called

after Buchan came from Nepaul. It has leaves

similar to the preceding and smooth, flowers bell-

shaped, of a pale yellow, on axillary stems, the

sepals being thick and reflexed. It begins to

bloom at the end of September.
C. GRATA (Wulp.).—Under this name a species

came to me which appeared to be allied to the
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preceding, but was cliaracterised by the smooth
and glaucous stalks, and especially by the con-
nate leaves, the petioles being broader at the base
in such a manner as to form with the opposits
leaf a complete circlet around the stem. X had
reason to think it identical with the C. connati
(Wiillich) of Nepaul. More delicately formed
than the preceding, its flowers are borne in

panicles, which, however, I only saw in the bud,
the season being too far advanced to allow of their

opening.

C. JAFONICA Lowi (Hort. ).—This species was
first brought to Mans by the late M. Bougard,
who grew it in a pot, and with whom it was not a
success. On the other hand, when I planted it out
in the open air it grew very strongly and flowered
the same year in October, and continued to do so

for several years subsequently. This Japanese
Clematis resembles the preceding in all respects
save in the essential one of its hairiness. The
stems and the leaves, which are of good size, are

more than downy, being indeed hairy. The
flowers are fairly large and bell-shaped, with
thick reflexed yellowish white sepals. The large,

limp, drooping panicles are very beautiful asso-

ciated with the large, pointed, and cylindrical

buds ; the flowers exhale a more agreeable perfume
than the precedino;, similar to that of Magnolia
grandiflora. The blooms continue to November
and are the last of the season, so far as our
climate is concerned. No douVjt C. japonica
Lowi is the name under which this char'ming
species has been included in horticultural cata-

logues, yet I have ne%'er seen it anywhere, and
I have, moreox'er, to regret never having been
able to find it.

C. f!REwiF7.0RA OR GR.BVi.iiFLORA (DeC).—Judg-
ing by the description given of it and that con-

tained in La Bi'/ijiqiie Hortirole. (1.S79), this Hima-
layan climljer has leaves thickly covered with
reddish down and pendent tawny bell flowers
with thick sepals, and is probably the same as our
(J. jap. Lowi. These wild Clematises from the
Himalayas are an interesting race, but, unfor-
tunately, the}' bloom too late to be suitable for our
climate, especially in the event of early autumn
frosts.

(6) C. ARISTATA.

I divide the Australian Clematises into two
groups and types—C. aristata, or New Hollaiul

Clematis, and C. novie-zelandia% whose native

place is New Zealand. Such of the Australian
group as I have cultivated are at t!ie present

day relegated, for the most part, to botanic

gardens, and, excepting one or two, they are

not included in nurseryinen'.s catalogues. These
Clematises are all characterised by being e^'er-

green. Those of the species which 1 have
seen in flower were diiecious, and only possessed

the characteristics of the male, and, with the
exception of one species tliat flowered in De-
cember, all were spring-blooming plants. Their
]>lace is in the greenhouse, as they are unable
to stand our climate except in mild winters and
unless efl'ectually sheltered. I have culti-

vated five distinct species of the New Holland
Clematis.

C. ARISTATA (Blown).—Of the Au.stralian pani"

culat;e this is the oldest known type and the
oftenest described ; it is true under ditt'erent

names. It has no less than eight known synonyms
("Index Kewensis"). C. aristata is pretty and
evergreen, the leaves being of good size, strong,
and of a rich green. The panicles of white flowers
are graceful with their stamens and bearded
anther's, the dorsal ridge being prolonged to a
))oint. The best place for this plant is a well-
lighted greenhouse. It flowers in April. It was
first introduced into English gardens in the vear
1812.

C. Leean,\.—The leaves of this species are
strong and indented. It flowered in my own col-

lection in May, 18.54, producing short, limp
panicles of flowers, with four cross-shaped and
narrow sepals, the edges rolled downwards. The

white flowers bear some relationship to those of
the sweet-scented Clematis (C. Flammula).

C. MICROPHYLLA (De C. ).—Although not showy,
this species is interesting on account of its little

rounded leaves and numerous panicles of greenish
flowers redolent of orange blossom. I kept it

for several years at the foot of the south side of a
wall. This graceful and fairly vigorous Clematis
possesses a general bronzy complexion which is

peculiar to it, whilst the scent of its numerous
male flowers is perceived from afar. The small

is a plant which ought to have a place in all

winter gardens and greenhouses, where the effect
of it is most chaiining in the sjiring, either upon a
trellis or twining itself round pillars. Discoveredfor
the first time in New Zealand by the elder Forster,
a companion of Captain Cook in his great voyage
round the world, it was described by the younger
Forster in 179S. In the same century the learned
botanist Cunningham found it on the borders of
woods in the neighbourhood of Island Bay and on

,
.. ,

the Ijanks of the river Hokianga, but tlie credit
leaved Clematis flourishes among the barren of its introduction into European culti\ation is
islands of New Holland.

|
due to the missionary and botanLst, William

C. ELLIPTICA (Endl.), also belonging to New Colenso, who in 1840 sent seeds of it to Kew,
Holland, attains to great size and grows some- where it was described by Hooker (nek "Hot-
times to a height of several yards. The branches house Flora," by Van Houtte, vol. iv., October,
are straight and fluted like the stem, the leaves ' 1848, p. 402).
oval, slender, pointed, smooth and entire. Th'
flower-spikes are axillary, and the flowers, which
are white with a tinge of pale green, are small
and without decorative value.

C. (iENTiANOiDEs.— Likewise from New Holland
(He Sainte Marie). I obtained it from the Museum
at Paris, and had a glimpse of its flowers before it

was lost. The bronze-coloured lea-ves are oval,
entire or indented, and smooth. It had all the
appearance of a perennial and non-climbing Cle-
matis. Like its compatriots, it is dicecious, and
the flowers are set on single-flowered peduncles.
It was brought to Europe in 182.5.

(7) C. NOV^-ZELANDI.'E.

Those of the New Zealand Clematises that I

know are distinguished from the preceding by
their port, by their larger flowers in panicles,

and by their stamens and anthers of fine rose
colour, the eft'ect of which, in contrast to the
sejials of pure white, is charming. I am now
going to describe two really ornamental species „ „—C. novie-zelandiie and C. indivisa, with its '

,.*'

variety lobata.

C. NOV.E-ZELANDi.B.—The Ncw Zealand Cle-
matis is the oldest in cultivation. It is distin-

guished by its fine dark green foliage. The leaves
are in three lobes, with long, narrow divisions and
indented. The whole aspect of the plant, which
is a climber and covers a large space in the green-
house, is original, and not unlike that of certain
kinds of narrow-leaved Passion Flowers. I saw-

it once (in April, 18.51) flowering in the open air

in the collection of the late M. Foulard, and
made a note of it on the spot, of which the follow-

ing is an abridgment : Limp panicles of six and
eight flowers, long and rather woolly pedicles
furnished with short bracts, flowers 2 inches in

Here I bring to a close the account of

Clematis paniculata. All European and Nortli
American kinds, Flammula and wild Clematises,
are haidy in the Paris climate, and the great
development they attain to there is very effec-

tively seen in parks and large gardens. The
same may be said of the glaucous-leaved Clema-
tises of the Levant, like orientalis. The Hima-
layan paniculataj are half-hardy, late-flowering
and autumnal plants, the south of Europe and
the Mediterranean region being their proper
habitat. In the climate of Nice the Japanese
C. Lowi is very eilective from October to Decem-
ber. Lastly, the Australian Clematises are
adapted for winter gardens and greenhouses,
jKutieularly the New Zealand kinds, like indivi.sa

lobata.

(To be continued.

)

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
ncHERA SANGUiNEA.—In looking through a

long herbaceous border the other evening at
Esher Place, I came across a very fine group of

the above-named flower. Despite the fact that
circumstances had necessitated moving the plants
that formed this group more often and at shorter
intervals than is consistent with the treatment
generally accepted as the best for the Heuchera,
they were in the best of health, the foliage and
flower-spikes being alike strong and vigorous. A
suggestion arising from the contemplation of the
Heuchera is Hanking the same where it does well
with bold clumps of some good white Pink, aa
Albino ; such a combination should form very
effective grouping for the fronts of herbaceous
borders.

LiLioM CANDiDUM.—I was sorry to note on the
size and displayed ; .seven or eight radiated sepals, I same border that, like myself, Mr. Jenkinson is

oval in form, slender, with rounded summits, the ' troubled with the disease or one of the diseases
underneath woolly ; the male flowers milk-white

]

that affect the Madonna Lily. There it was in its
and exhaling a faint odour, the stamens one-third diflerent stages, the points of the leaves touched,
of the length of the sepals. The grafted stock the leaf quite destroyed, and yet the stem and
planted in 1840 by the side of a south-east wall head with the flower-buds intact, a portion of the
had lived si.x winters, but was then blooming for

......
the first time.

C. ixDivisA.—This New Zealand species has soil, and where all other inmates of the border
long been known by description, but it has not ' without excepticn looked in the best of health.

stem gone, the whole of the stem gone down to

the ground-level, and so on, and this in capital

made its waj- in cultivation, and has given ijlace

to its variety indivisa lobata, from which it differs

only by its leaves, which are entire.

C. INDIVISA LOB.iTA is a Very handsome climb-
ing plant, the foliage being a fine green, the
leaves lobed, smooth, and shining. I several
times saw it in bloom in April, 1854, planted out
in a greenhouse at M. Chauvin's establishment,
Avenue de Paris, and again in 1855 in my own
collection, and also in the open air in a good

Careful inspection, apart from microscopic aid,

failed to discover anything amiss either with bjlb
or root. The examination tended to strengthc n tl e

opinion that the particular disease is atmospheiic
and cannot be remedied by anything applied
to the bulb either in a dormant or active stage.

PvRETHRUMS.—These are very fine this year,

the weather experienced having the tendency to

strengthen both flower and foliage. I find autumn
planting essential on this soil ; if deferred until

sheltered position at M. Berard-Bonniere's, in the early spring and a dry time follow, growth is weak
Rue de Flore. The flowers, which were borne
upon branches of the preceding year, are each 1

inch to IJ inches in size and freely jiroduced ; the
sepals six to eight, star-shaped, and milk-white

and the flowers much below the right standard.
The clumps are divided in November into three
or four pieces as their size will admit, and are

planted in a compost consisting of three
the stamens were yellow and the antheis lilac-

1

parts road-sidings and one of well- decomposed
colouied. The appearance of these panicles of

, manure, a good thick mulching being put about
flowers was charming in strong contrast to the ' them as soon as the planting is finished. Few
green and glossy leafage, the whole ottering a ' outdoor flowers are more acceptable at this season
combination of green, yellow, lilac, and white, I of the year.
the liuds being green and the half-opened blooms ' Shade vernu% sunshine.—The result of a trial

a greenish white. To sum up, C. indivisa lobata of some few species of hardy plants in partial and
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total shade with the view to test their capabilities

in such situations, has led to the conGlusion that

no flowering plants are seen at their best in total

shade. I do not mean by this under heavy foliaged

trees, but in the open, and yet in such a position

that the direct iniluence of sun is never experi-

enced. Things as widely apart as Bocconia cor-

data, Mertensia sibirica, white Japanese Anemones
and different forms of Ranunculus, besides many
others have been tried, and the result is invariably

the same. In complete shade, as I have said,

flowering plants are a failure ; in partial shade
much better results are obtained. Plants grown
for the sake of their foliage, as the Aquilegia and
Adiantum-leaved Thalictrums, as also ornamental
grasses in variety, do not require direct sunshine,

or rather they raiy be grown successfully in posi-

tions where little can be found. Iris pseudoacorus
and its varieties are just now very beautiful on
the margins of lakes and streams, bold clumps
arranged between tall Ferns and Bamboos pro-

ducing a very charming ett'ect. The variegated
form is worth growing for the bright colouring
that is well maintained in the foliage long after

the flowers are over. Many of the beardless

Flag Irises are suitable for waterside planting,

and a colony of these in ditterent shades of colour

is a beautiful and distinct feature.

Claremoiil. E. BURUKIJ,.

Gerbera Jamesoni.—Two years ago this fine

plant delighted me when I saw it at Glasnevin
about the middle of .Tune. This year the first

flower had just opened on June 8 on the same
plant, which appears to be quite hardy in its

rather favoured position in front of one of the
houses in the Botanic Gardens. It reminds one of

a glorified Anemone fulgens, and i?, it appears, a
plant much noticed by visitors to Ulasnevin. So
fine a plant is worthy of some care, and appears to
need it, as Mr. Burbidge informs me that it will

not live in the Trinity College Gardens, where a

food many plants of doubtful hardiness do well,

have been trying it here, but my young plant
succumbed to the wet si)ring.—S. Arnott, Carse-
Ihom, by Dinnfriex, N. B.

Coronilla varia and C. iberica.—Those who
want coarse-growing, long-lived things for the
wild garden should make note of C. varia. It is

of such a vigorous, coarse-rooted nature, that
when well established it will smother even the
stronger-growing weeds, and in the course of two
or three years will cover a large amount of ground.
It is one of those things that may be relied on
to hold its own where most hardy perennials
would be more or less unsatisfactory and where
many would die out. It remains a long time in
flower, and the blooms being produced in great
abundance large clumps have a nice appearance.
In the flower border, however, this Coronilla
should never find a place, as in the course of time
it will smother everything near it. C. iberica is

very dwarf, forming spreading tufts of intensely
green foliage with which thebright yellow blooms
form a pleasing contrast. It forms a tap-root
like the Dandelion, and is a fine thing for dry
banks or very light soil, being quite inditt'erent to
heat and drought.—J. C. B.

Double Clammy Lychnis.—When in good
condition this is one of the finest hardy flowers
we have. It does not, however, seem to be at
home in every garden, in some places absolutely
refusing to grow. At one time it did remarkably
well with me, but during the last three or four
years the foliage towards the autumn became in-

fested with a small fungus, which caused com-
plete defoliation, so that the crowns dwindle and
eventually perish. I have tried it in the sunniest
and most airy place I have, but the result has
been the same. The disease came on one wet,
sunless summer, when the plants were set out in
rather rich ground and in a partly shaded situa-
tion. My object was to increase the stock, this
being a plant that nearly everyone who first sees
it wishes to possess, and the growth made was
probably too sappy and invited disease. When
once any kind of hardy flower is attacked for

some years running with any fungoid disease,

the best way is, I think, to burn the stock and
discontinue its culture for a couple of years,

starting again with healthy plants from a more
or less distant locality. The finest specimens of

this Lychnis I ever saw were in Mr. Wilson's

Wisley garden. They were growing on rock-

work, and, if I remember rightly, Onosma tauri-

cum was growing vigorously under identical con-

ditions, where the soil about the roots must
at times be wonderfully dry, and where it is im-

possible for stagnant moisture to remain round
the roots. No doubt this Lychnis would do well

in pots, as it evidently does not require much
nourishment and could then be sheltered from ex-

cessive rainfall.— J. C. B.

BLUE TUFTED PANSIES.

The great advance in yellow and white Tufted
Pansies which has from time to time been
noted in Thp; G.vrdbn has not been shared in

anything like the same degree in those of a

blue colour. Two or three very pretty sorts

certainly have come to the front, but there is a

tine field ahead for anyone sufliciently in-

terested to take up the matter and see what can

be done.
In reviewing the sorts which now find most

favour we must recognise the claims of that

free-flowering variety Max Kolb. This is a

capital dark blue sort of a fjiirly good habit,

and the blooms are produced on long foot-sbilks.

As fancy goes now, there is plenty of room for

improvement on this sort. Another old variety

and one which is largely grown is Archie Grant,

known to some growers as Admiration. This

may be described as a tine indigo-blue flower,

although it has been described as a purple-

violet by admirers of its good qualities. The
habit of this plant leaves much to be desired.

The black blotch in the centre of the flower,

too, must be considered a blemish. Of True
Blue many favourable notes have appeared.

These may have been merited in years gone by,

but the heavy, dark rays in the centre of the

flower seem objectionable when compared
with tlie beauty of the rayless flowers. Its

habit and free-flowering qualities, together with
its fine imperial blue shade of colour, cer-

tainly make an effective display. A variety of

recent introduction, of a somewhat similar shade
of colour to that last-named, is Britannia. This

is a medium-sized flower of circular form with a

neat, rich yellow eye, and rayless. The habit

is distinctly tufted, and the plant is free-flower-

ing. This variety, when growing in large

masses alongside True Blue in Mr. W. Syden-
ham's ground at Tamworth recently, was noted
as being a capital advance in the direction of

obtaining a good deep blue flower on a desir-

able habit. Undoubtedly the best blue sort for

bedding is Blue Gown, and so long as the .shade

of colour will answer the purpose of the grower
—this being a blue, slightly tinted mauve—

I

know of no other Tufted Pansy to equal this

for its long and continuous display, combined
with its freedom of flowering and its magnifi-

cent constitution. Two-year-old plants form
perfect tufts, and in the early summer bristle

with numberless rayless blossoms of medium
size. Others very mucli resembling the last-

named sorts are John Shires, very probably a

seedling from the same variety, being equally

dwarf and robust, with perhaps a slight im-
provement in the eye of the flower ; Augustine,
with flowers slightly deeper in colour, beauti-

fully dwarf and free ; and Magnificent. This
last is a vigorous and dwarf-growing kind, and
develops blossoms much larger and some
shades darker than Blue Gown, from which
it is a seedling. It is worthy of inclusion

in all lists where an advance is wanted. A
variety just being distributed from Tam-
worth is Ophelia, of a high order of merit,

and of a unique shade of heliotrope - blue,

the colour deepening on the upper petals, and
forming a pleasing soft contrast when planted
in conjunction with some of the pretty blue

margined flowers. The growth is vigorous and
the habit dwarf and compact, and there is little

doubt this variety is destined to be largely

grown when once its merits are discovered by
growers. Of a lighter shade is Formidable,
best described as a .soft lavender-blue, but
having a rather large white centre with neat

yellow eye. The plant is free-flowering, and in

wet weather is seen to great advantage where
many others fail. The habit is not so dwarf
and compact as one would like. A splendid

lavender-blue self is Sweet Lavender, a flower

of most refined appearance, and rayless. The
habit is distinctly good. A charming soft

lavender-blue is Dorothy, at present little

known, but meriting a place in all collections.

It is a decided improvement on the last-named,

being of beautiful form, rayless, and possessing

a capital dwarf and compact habit. Roland
Gneme, another of Dr. Stuart's gems, is a

beautiful little plant, but so far it apparently

lacks the necessary vigour to make a good mass
of blossom. This is described as a clear blue,

but of a rather dark shade of colour.

Before closing my notes I must not forget

to mention a beautiful bright purple-blue

named Mrs. Chas. Turner, which I have failed

to find in but one or two catalogues. This is a

fine eft'ective piece of colouring and deserves

prominence. It was in grand form at the last

trial of Tufted Pansies at Regent's Park, and
according to my own plants possesses a good con-

stitution. D. B. Cr.^ne.

Hi'lhiiiiti'.

NOTES FROM THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
If Mr. WoUey-Dod were near enough to pay me a

visit of inspection I think he would say that I

have as many plants of Anemone pilmata alba in

the garden as there are Daisies on the lawn ; at

any rate, over a similar space of land I am sure it

would be so, the reason is—as he says—that it

likes to face the south, and to be exposed to a

blazing sun. Last year my gardener and I tried

to get rid of it in a border where it grows over
and injures other things. We fondly imagined
that it was in great measure exterminated in that

particular spot, but every little bit of root that

was inadvertently left in the ground has increased

greatly in size, and I see very little difference in

the state of things so far as the Anemone is con-

cerned between this year and last, and exactly

the same troublesome way of becoming a regular

nuisance, a characteristic of a good many bulbs
and plants which in themselves are desirable

enough. They are not content with doing well,

they do a great deal too well and defy all

restraint. Brodii^a multiflora and some of its

congeners are here under the name of legion.

Hesperoscordeum lacteum, which I have seen ad-

vertised in some catalogues at the rate of 3d. a
bulb, will never be exterminated from this garden
while suns rise and set. I literally do not know
what to do with it, its powers of reproduction in

a hot place are enormous, and it shows itself

everywhere, and so with many other things that

could be named, but oddest of all in its way of

going on in my hands is Homeria collina. About
eight or ten years ago, so far as I can remember, it

was all over the place, and a lady who has lived

many years at the Cape told me it behaves there

just as the Poppy does in our cornfields; but a

ruthless winter came and Homeria collina dis-

appeared altogether from the scene. I thought it

was done for, but it now turns out that it was
only a temporary absence it had in view ; it is

coming up again and blossoming this summer
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with all its wonted vigour, and 1 shall soon have
it again to any extent I can desire and beyond it

too. It is a very pretty I rid of a reddish colour,
and I should like it very much in a moderate
quantity. But Hesperoscordeum laoteum beats
everything else in the place for its prolific tenden-
cies; it is multiplied by seed, by innumerable
little bulbils which are shed off in the ground,
and I think it must have some occult practices
which are only known to itself. If there are ad-
vantages—as is the case in living in a hot place

—

there are disadvantages also. H. Eweank.

HARDY PLANTS AT THE TEMPLE SHOW.
Among the collections of flowers in the show tents
on the Thames Embankment the hardy plant
section, perhaps, scarcely claimed the considera-
tion that its merits deserved. With banks of
wondrous Orchids, regiments of glowing Cacti,
stands of brilliant Begonias, and marvellous
Gloxinias, the eye was saturated with a sense of
bright colour and fantastic form, but those who
made time to scrutinise the many excellent collec-
tions of open-air flowers were well repaid for
giving them their attention. In this short note
it wjuld be impossible to touch upon more than a
plant here and there of the many hundreds
staged, and many interesting and rare subjects are
necessarily omitted. The yellow Adonis pyre-
naica appeared particularly pleasing, and the
sulphur-coloured variety of Alyssum saxatile
named citrinum should form a useful addition to
rockeries where the golden type flourishes.
Androsace villosa with its white, rosy-centred
blossoms was quite a gem, and many of the
Anemone family were present in good condition,
amongst which A. alpina sulphurea, A. narcissi-
flora, A. palmata alba, A. sylvestris, and A.
sylvestris fl.-pl. were noticeable. The alpine
Aquilegia and alpine Aster were also pretty, the
latter's mauve-purple flowers forming an effective
spot of soft colour. Many varieties of the Calo-
chorti were to be seen in flower, those of the
venustus section being especially handsome.
Camassias were also well rejjresented, their
colours ranging from the dark purple-blue of the
type to white. It is a wonder that these hand-
some bulbous plants are not made more use of in
the flower garden. In some stands the brilliant
orange of Cheiranthus Marshalli was conspicuous,
and fine pans of Cypripediums bore evidence of
successful culture, while the white Cytisus Lede-
bouri was an attractive sight. Dodecatheons were
in good flower, and Dryas octopetala with its white
blossoms and serrated leafage was noticeable in
not a few collections. The beauty of this plant can-
not, however, be duly appreciated until it is seen
covering a space of the rock garden with a flower-
studded mat of foliage. There were many spe-
cimens of Eremuri to be seen, especially notice-
able being a giant spike of E. Elwesianus.
Fortin's large-belled Lily of the Valley bore
witness to the value of this variety, and Fritillaria
coccinea and F. Elwesi were well shown. Among
the Irises I remarked a fine clump of I tectorum
in full bloom, while I. missouriensis, the yellow
I. pumila Leander and many beautiful varieties
of the Oncocyclus section were worthy of com-
ment. Incarvillea Delavayi, with its rose-coloured,
long-throated flowers, was especially attractive,
as was the lovely Lilium rubellum, with its blos-
[O.ns of the palest satin-pink. If this latter should
prove hardy it will be a most valuable addition
to the flower garden. Lychnis dioica rubra plena
was a plant that attracted attention by its bright-
ness. Of Tree Pa'onies, Henry Irving, a single
red, and Jean de Reszke, single white, were both
of remarkable excellence, the crimson of the
former being entirely destitute of the pink shade
that is almost invariably present in dark-coloured
Pieonies, while the white of the latter is of extjui-
site purity. Among the herbaceous Pieonies,
Czarina, double pink ; Fairy, single flesh-coloured,
and Lucius, single white, were three beautiful
flowers. In this section I was surprised to see,
exhibited by the same firm that obtained an
award of merit for the Tree Picony Jean de

Reszke, already mentioned, a Pjeony bearing the
same name. I was under the impression that a
mistake had been made in labelling, but on
inquiry was informed that this was not so, and
that the firm in question were sending out a Tree
and an herbaceous Pieony under the same name.
I may have been misinformed, but if not, such a
course of procedure appears likely to lead in time
to a good deal of confusion. The dwarf Phloxes
were well represented, many of the P. subulata
or setacea section being exhibited. Amongst
these were aldboroughensis, (i. F. Wilson,
Nelsoni, nivalis, The Bride, violaoea and Vivid,
while P. canadensis was still more striking with
its larger flowers. Ramondia pyrenaica was pre-
sent, some well-bloomed plants being shown.
The great Buttercup (Ranunculus cortusiefolius),
with its tall heads of bright yellow flowers, was
worthy of notice, and many Saxifrages were to be
seen, amongst the most striking of which were S.
longifolia, S. Macnabiana and S. Rhei. One of
the most striking hardy flowers in the show was
undoubtedly Trolhus caucasicus Orange Globe,
the blossoms being very large and of an unusually
vivid orange colour. The pretty little Tulipa
persica appeared particularly graceful and pleas-
ing. The fine Watsonia OBrieni may perhaps
be denied a place among hardy flowers, but the
Watsonias grow thickly along the banks of the
South African rivers close to where the scarlet
Vallotas bloom, and as these latter will live out

blue in the flower, as described by one of your
correspondents. He was, perhaps, thinking of a
Mulgedium.—C. W. Dod, Ed'je Hall.

Orchids.

L^LIA PR^ESTANS.
A CERTAIN amount of confusion exists among
Orchid growers as to what the real L;elia prfes-
tans is, many asserting that most of the plants
bearing this name in collections are merely the
more common L. pumila. After all, jierhaps,
it really does not much matter, as L. pnustans
is now almost universally accepted as a variety
of L. pumila, although it is .still kept up as a
distinct species in Williams' " Orchid Grower's
Manual," thus following such authorities as
Reichenbach, who named it in IS.'J?, the Butanical
Maijnxhie, Bateman, and the " Reichenbachia."
The accompanying sketch is chiefly interesting
owing to the fact that it was made from one of
the authenticated specimens of L. pr;estans
from the once famous Downside collection.

The flowers are of a purple hue, with an olive
tint towards the tips, the petals, however,
being of a brighter colour than the sepals.

The bent tubular lip is of a much deeper purple,
tlie edges round the opening being
much recurved, while in tlie throat
there is a total absence of yellow,
a colour that prevails in most forms
of L. pumila. J. W.

Typical flower of Loslia prcestans.

through the winter in sheltered spots in the south-
west, the Watsonias would doubtless do the
same. S. W. F.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.—FLOWER.

Senecio Doronicum.—This is a fine old her-

baceous plant when left alone long enough to

establish itself and throw up vigorous spikes.

There is a richness in the golden yellow tint of

the flowers that makes them much sought after

for indoor decoration, while it has also a fine

effect in the garden. The small pot-bound pieces
that are too fret|uently sent out from hardy plant
nurseries take a long time to make strong plants,

but when once well established they may be freely

divided and thereby propagated.

Crepis sibirica.—In a recent note I described
the flowers of this as much smaller than those of

a Dandelion. Dandelion flowers are very fine in

this soil, but I send flowers of C. sibirica, which
you will see are as large as those of an average
Dandelion. They resemble generally in size and
shape the flowers of Hieracium villosum, but the
yellow is deeper than in that species. I have
never seen a Crepis sibirica with any shade of

Epiphronitis Veitchi. — The
flowers of this pretty bigeneric hy-
brid are so bright that it should
eventually become very popular. The
growth is elegant and light, the deep
scarlet of the flowers showing well
against the green foliage and little

white roots. I have noticed a good
deal of variation in the colour, but
all are worth a place, as these bright
tints are only too scarce among Or-
chids. E. Veitchi is the result of

crossing Epidendrum radicans and
Sophronitis grandiflora, and does well
in a light and moderately heated
house suspended from the roof in

small pans.—H. R.

Cymbidium tigrinum. — The
aspect of this species is quite different

from that of any other Cymbidium,
the plant being of tufted habit, the
roundish pseudo-bulbs each about H
inches high and producing short

spikes of showy blossoms. The sepals and petals
are olive-green, more or less margined with white,
and having a few reddish spots at the base of

each. The lip is yellow, the centre marked with
deep purple lines, the side lobes striped with
crimson. This will not. of course, need such
large pots or so much compost as the larger-

growing kinds, but must not be starved. Nice
specimens are occasionally seen grown in pans
about 6 inches across, in which it flowers freely.

Oncidium sarcodes.—Though the number of

Oncidiums now in flower is very large, there are
few to beat this bright and effective species, the
long branching spikes having a very light and
elegant appeirance when arranged with other
Orchids. Some fine plants I recently noted were
carrying spikes over 4 feet high, and when one
considers how small comparatively are the pseudo-
bulbs it is surprising how they go on year after

year producing these immense spikes. It grows
and flowers best in an intermediate house, being
a native of Brazil.—H. R.

Colax jugosus.—This singular and pretty
Orchid is grown better than formerly was the
case, and there is little doubt that the advent of

improved fumigating methods has had a good
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deal to do with this. It is singularly liable to

the attacks of insects, yet easily injured by in-

considerate fumigation, and unless the grower

feels confident that the fumigation will not be

harmful he hesitates to use it, relying more on

sponging, but compared with the former mode
this is a slow and ineffectual method of cleaning.

NOTES ON AERIDES.
DrRiMi the month of June there are probably

more species of AeriJes in flower than at any

other time in the year, but it is an unfortunate

fact that one may visit a great many collections

and see very few of them. It is difticult to say

why, for they are beautiful, most of them
sweetly scented, and all free-flowering when
well managed. In all probability the reason is

that they are not so sportive in character as

( )dontoglossums and other more popular species,

and there is not the same pleasure attending

the first flowering of an imported batch of

plants as is felt when this occurs with more

popular kinds. Indeed, it would have to be

something very distinct and startling in this

family to cause anything like a big price to be

paid for it or to cause much interest among
Orchid growers generally. Still this ought not

to prevent their being grown as useful and

beautiful plants, fine subjects for any kind of

decoration either as specimen plants or cut

flowers, and plants of much more ornamental

habit than is usual among Orchids. Their

culture is of the most ordinary description, and
when the season's routine has been practised

for a year or two no difficulty will be

found even by the tyro. A few of the

more salient points may be briefly touched on

before noting the most popular and handsome
kinds now in flower. All are evergreen, or

.should be so treated under cultivation, and

though some individual species or even plants

may take a longer rest in winter than others,

nothing approaching the drying oft" as practised

with Dendrobiums, Thunias, and other de-

ciduous specips must be permitted. Perhaps
more than in any other genus the roots

indicate the treatment required. When
the softening of the points of the roots

is noted in spring, it is safe to assume that

growth of foliage if not already begun will

not long be delayed, and in consecjuence an
increased supply of moisture will be necessary,

while the hardening or clouding over of the

roots in autumn indicates the reverse conditions

an 1 will be met accordingly.

The habit of most Aerides in their native

country is very straggling, and it is only under
cultivation that prim, shapely plants are pro-

duced. It is not well to lose sight entirely of

their habit and confine them to \-ery small pots

or ba.skets, because, although in a state of

Nature, long clinging roots are necessary to

prevent them being blown from their po.sition,

yet this natural trait must not be lust sight of.

Indeed, where the plants are not likely to be

needed for decorating or to be often shifted

about, there is no question that they are far

happier when the long white roots leave the

pots or baskets entirely to entwine about the
]

deeper coloured spots. It is a native of various

s'aging or whatever they happen to reach, parts of India, and first flowered in this country

For large, heavy specimens, broad, shallow in 1844. The well-known

baskets may be u,sed in preference to those of A. odor.^tum is a very useful species, and

deeper make, while sniall-topped pieces are tl^O"?^ «"<='> fi"« k'^'J^ ^^,^- ^^'^ w^^^^nt:
•1 L 1 I. J „ ,,„f „ V suavissimum and many others bear larger, more

easily acconimodated in pans or pots For
,

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^J ^^ ^^^ ^H ^.^ „e^,i
compost nothing is better than clean, freshly-

| ^^j^^j ^^ ^ botanical sense. The powerful aro-
gathered Sphagnum Moss, adding plenty of i j^^^jj, ^^^^ j^gn ojf ^y all these forms is very
rough broken charcoal or ballast thereto. The

]
pleasant, and one plant scents a large house.

plants may remain in the same baskets or pots : They must all be strongly and well grown to obtain

over a long series of years provided a little of I an idea of their real beauty, and large specimens

the surface is removed annually and replaced I with a dozen or two of strong racemes upon them

by new, though it will often be the case that hanging naturally are hard to beat for beauty.

the Moss grows so freely during the sum-
mer months as to need trimming back in

autumn. Too much about the roots in

winter is harmful, holding, as it does, so

much moisture in suspension. When, owing
to the plants growing too large for their re-

ceptacles, a shift becomes necessary, it may and
probably will be found that the bases of the

stems are a little decayed, and these should be

cut of! with a keen knife to where they are sound.

Again, a plant may have become bare of leaves

below and need to be lowered to make it pre-

sentable. If otherwise in good health no harm
will accrue from taking as much oft' the stem as

is necessary, but when it can be managed

—

especially with plants out of health— it is safer

to place them in the pots or baskets before lay-

ing the drainage, as this will sink them perhaps

sufticiently. If healthy and free from insects

there is little trouble in keeping them so, but if

Aerides are attacked with the small brown
scale so partial to them, this will increase very

rapidly and cause a lot of trouble. Spot often

attacks plants kept in close, ill - ventilated

houses, but, as a rule, disappears when they

are more rationally treated, allowed plenty of

light and air, and an always moist, though

never stagnant, atmosphere. I have not given

precise directions as to temperature, as they

vary a little with individual species, but with a

little care in arrangement most of the known
kinds may be grown in one house. Among
those now in flower,

Aerides .\fkine is a pretty plant, not so easily

grown as the majority of species. There is a good
deal of confusion about the nomenclature in the

genus, and this plant may be met with under the

names of A. multillorum and A. roseura But if

not distinct species, there are distinct forms, some
having erect branching racemes, others pendulous;

the colour of the flowers being whitish, with a

number of rosy spots. It comes from Nepal, and
under this name was introduced by the Messrs.

Loddiges in 1837, though possibly the same form
had been previously known.

A. CRASSIFOLICM is a handsome species, bearing

large flowers upon loose racemes, and these are of

various shades of rosy purple, this being much
deeper on the lip than on the other segments.

Coming from Moulmein, it may have a position

in the warmest house. It was introduced in 1864.

A. cRispuM and its varieties are very distinct

and beautiful plants, somewhat slender in growth,

but bearing very handsome branching racemes of

large flowers. In the type they are white, with

tips of bright amethyst-purple to the segments.

It is a native of Bombay and various parts of

Southern India, and first 'flowered in England in

1842.

A. FiELDiNoi is popularly known as the " Fox-

brush " Aerides on account of the contour of the

lovely racemes which bear an immense number
of small rosy purple flowers. It is one of the

finest and most popular, easily grown either in

the warmest or intermediate house, and is a

native of Sikkim. It was introduced in 1850 by
Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

A. MACULOSUM is not much grown, but is a

pretty plant of dwarf habit, and bears white

flowers rather closely spotted with deep purple. In

some varieties the blossoms are of a rose colour with

It is the species upon which the genus was
founded by the Portugese traveller Tourciro, and
was in cultivation in this country in the very

earliest years of the present century, if not pre-

viously. H. R.

LYCASTE AROMATICA.
One of the oldest known Orchids, this pretty and
sweetly-scented species has always enjoyed a fair

share of popularity, notwithstanding the immense
number of more showy, larger-flowering kinds.

The growth is smaller than that of most Lycastes,

the pseudo-bulbs seldom exceeding 2 inches in

height, but the amount of flower produced from

these bulbs is very remarkable. The colour is a

bright yellow, and beyond the tips of the leaves

the whole plant is often hidden with the flowers,

which exhale a rich odour all the time they are

open. The plant may be recommended to ama-

teurs having little room and beginners generally,

as with ordmary care it grows and flowers freely

every season. In any fairly moist house kept a

little above the temperature recommended for

Odontoglossums it will be perfectly at home.
The proper time to repot is as soon as theflowers are

over, the young growing shoots starting from the

base about the same time as the flower-spikes,

and not, as a rule, rooting much until the blooms

are past. The habit of the plant suggests the

treatment as to size of pot, for obviously such a

plant will not require so large a one as the

stouter-growing L. Skinneri or L. lanipes. A
pot that allows a margin of an inch or a little

more around the plant is quite large enough, and
this may be filled quite two-thirds of its depth

with clean crocks as drainage. After removing

decayed roots and compost from the plant, place

it on a level with the rim of the pot and fill up
with compost consisting of equal parts of peat

fibre, loam and chopped Sphagnum, kept well

apart by the addition of clean crocks or charcoal,

broken to suitable sizes according to that of the

pot. When re-established the roots must be kept

nicely moist and all through the growing season.

The pseudo-bulbs finished, a slight diminution is

necessary, the resting season usually lasting from

two to three months. Overhead watering is not

advisable as long as the partly-opened leaves form

a lodgment for it, but during the latter part of

the summer it is helpful in keeping down red

spider and refreshing to the foliage. It must of

course be discontinued in dull or wet weather.

With ordinary care insects are not troublesome,

the most likely places to induce attack being dry,

warm corners of the house. Shading must be

carefully attended to and all the air possible given

the plants. L. aromatica is a native of Mexico,

and was first cultivated in Britain at the Edin-

burgh Botanic Gardens.

Cypripedium Sanderianum.—There are few

more handsome species than this, introduced

about twelve years ago by Messrs. Sander and

Co. It is a strong-growing plant, with leaves

each a foot and upwards in length and a stout

scape producing from two to five large flowers.

The most striking feature of the blossom is the

length of the petals, which, like those of C. cau-

dat'um, are pendulous, ribbon-like and 2 feet or

more in length. The bright tints of crimson,

yellow and purple seen in this species make up a

showy as well as an interesting flower. Coming
from the islands about .Malaya, it naturally requires

plenty of warmth, and, given this and a shady,

moist house, it grows and flowers freely.

Dendrobium Victoria Regina.—Apparently
this species is a bad one to import in good condi-

tion, not to say difficult to grow, for the rnajority

of plants one comes across look anything but

happy, and so far it cannot be described as a

showy or particularly handsome plant. Like D.

Falconeri and D. subclausum, it appears to be a

very free-branching species in its native habitat,

growing from a great many of the upper

nodes of the stems. All this class of Dendrobium

seems to want something to lay hold of as they

grow, to get the most out of them. Growing
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away w ah their roots in the air the tiny stems
are not, as a rule, very vigorous. The colour on

u u''"*
of the sepals and lip varies, in some of

the best varieties being a deep violet-purple.

Public Gardens.

A GLIMPSE OF KEW GARDENS.
The charms of Kev? Gardens are so many and
varied that the casual v:sitor, who has but a few
hours at his disposal, is from the first oppressed by
the knowledge that, strive as he may, not a tithe
of the beauties and treasures that the gardens con-
tain can be seen during his limited stay. On all
sides rival attractions present themselves. In the
lofty glass structures tall Palms spread the deli-
cate tracery of their arching leaves in a tropical
temperature, and the climbers of the sunny south
luxuriate

; m the temperate houses there is like-
wise abundant beauty of form, while in others the
l^otuses Ine and Nymphreis of varied hue float
mirrored on the still surface of the tepid water.
Here are Orchids

: here giant Nepenthes ; here the
<|uaint Coco de iler, from the Seychelles, holds
above Its bulky twin seed-pod its broad fan leaf
Diverse are the beauties of flower and foliage
stored in the various glasshouses, but the charms
ot JNature in the open air at that period of the
year when spring and summer meet are still
more delightful and varied. In the grass,among the Wood Hyacinths, the last of the crim-
son lulips blaze and the latest of the Poet^s Nar-
cissi display their snowy blossoms, while on a
verdant slope the massive flowers of the herba
ceous Pjfonies glow, and a pretty effect is obtained
by the tall flower-scapes of the Wood Hyacinths
rising from a carpeting of variegated Periwinkle
i.vrerywhere the Laburnums, Lilacs and Thorns
are blossoming

; the Bird Cherry is loaded with its
white bloom-sprays; the purple^pink inflorescence
ot tbe Judas Tree mingles with young leafao-e of
the freshest green ; Guelder Roses show "their
white flower-balls from afar, and the Rhododen-
drons are bright with many a tint, while breadths
ot Irises give broad colour effects. In other parts
ot the gardens are open grassy glades fringed with
masses of Azaleas, now in the zenith of their
beauty, whose varied hues create a suave colour-
harmony in which there is no discordant note,
with a verdant background formed by large
deciduous trees clothed "in their sprin^r attire In
a sheltered dell near which the Lilies of the
Valley are blossoming beneath the trees, the
Kamboos lift their graceful shafts aloft and the
giant Eremurus shows its 3-feet head of bloom.Around the grassy verge of the lakelet the Gun-
nera spreads its broad leafage, and from the
shallower portions the sword-shaped Flacrs rise in
colonies and the water-fowl float. From thewooded islet the yellow Broom gleams golden,
while between the red-brown Water Lily leives
tlie moorhens swim to and fro, their scarlet-
beaked heads jerking, rhythmically, in unison with
the oarage of their webbed feet. Amid such
scenes, replete with the sense of nearness toNature and aloofness from the turmoil of citv life.
It IS difficult to realise the proximity of the
metropolis. The incalculable benefit of euch a
retreat at so little distance from the centre ofLondon IS, perhaps, too little valued by the
multitude. The poetry of the gardens is feelingly
pDrtrayed in the picture gallery, and, althoughan intimate acquaintance with every aspect,under all conditions of light and shade and of thevarying seasons, such as is evidently possessed bythe creators of the paintings referred to, is doubt-
less necessary for the full appreciation of this
poetry, the passer-through, if of recepti^ mind,
becomes quickly conscious of its presence.
In the portion of the gardens devotedM herbaceous plants. Anemone decapetala,

(-^laytonia sibirica, Erysimum Perofskianum,
whose brilliant orange is most effective, Geu

fulva, with flowers of a colour midway between
the tint of H. flava and the typical H. fulva,
KniphoHa Tucki, Lathyrus hetiflorus and L. un-
dulata. Lupines in variety, and Ononis rotundi-
folia, with its rose-coloured blossoms, were in
bloom. Pentstemon Menziesi and several Poten-
tillas, amongst which were P. alpestris, P.
argyrophylla, P. aurea, P. calycina, P. chrysan-
tha, P. rupestris, P. tridentata, and Thermopsis
montana were also in flower. Smilacina oleracea
was producing its white blossoms, and the giant
Cow Parsley (Heracleum) was throwing up a lofty
head of bloom from its bold leafage.

The rock garden, disposed naturally on either
side of a winding path, was, perhaps, at its best at
the time of my visit, and was bright with floral
gems, among which were Achillea Huteri, A.
rupestris, A. umhellata, the lilac-flowered .Ethio-
nemi cordifolium, Alyssum creticum, A. podoli-
cum, and a pretty light sulphur form of the
golden A. saxatile styled A. s. citrinum. Andro-
sace lactea was bearing its white flowers, while of
the Anemone family A. baldensis, A. multifida,
A. narcissiflora, A. Pulsatilla, A. sylvestris, and
A. trifolia were carrying bloom, as were Anthe-
inis carpatica and A. cupaniana. Anthyllis
montana had expanded its purple heads of bloom,
and the large St. Bruno's Lily (Anthericum lilias-

trum majus) was throwing up its white flower-
scapes, while Arabis petr:ea was also in bloom.
Arenaria balearica covered the stones with its

creeping foliage set with innumerable minute
white flowers, and A. gothica, A. juniperina, A
montana, A. purpurascens, and A. tetraquetra
were all in flower. Armeria c:v5ipitosa was pro-
ducing its pink flower-heads, Aster perigrinus
was in bloom, and many of the Aubrietias were
flowering, among the number being Aubrietia
deltoidea Bougainvillei, A. d. Campbelli, with the
synonymous Hendersoni, A. d. Dr. Mules, A. d.

Leichtlini, A. d. taurica, A. d. violacea, and A.
d. W. Ingram. Cerastiums and alpine Wall-
flowers (Cheiranthus) were flowering, as was
Chrysogonum virginianum, while in low lying
peaty beds the terrestrial Orchid Cypripedium
pubescens was in bloom, and C. spectabile was
showing strong growth. In higher positions
Daphne alpina and D. Cneorum were blossoming,
and Delphinium troUiifolium was also showing
flower, as were Dianthus alpinus and D. ca'sius,

while Dicentra cxnadensis and D. formosa were
in bloom. The American Cowslips, Dodecatheon
breviflorum, D. Meadia, and D. spbndidum, were
displaying their umbels of pointed blossoms, and
Dryas octopetala, though past its best, exhibited
a fair quantity of expanded flowers. Of Epi-
mediums, E. Musschianum was noticeable, and
Erigeron aurantiacus and E. compositus were
flowering, as were the purple Erinus alpinus,
Erodium guttatum, and E. serotinum. Erysimum
Boryanum and E. rupestre were also showing
expanded blossoms. The Brooms were repre-
sented by Genista hispanica and G. pilosa, while
of the Geranium tribe, G. argenteum, G. atlanti-

cum, G. maculatum, G. margaritaceum, G. re-

flexum, G. rivulare, G. sanguineum, and G. sylva-
ticum were all in bloom. Geum Eweni, G. mon-
tanum, and G. Heldreichi, the latter of an intense
shade of orange- scarlet, were flowering, as were
Gypsophild cerastoides, Hippocrepis comosa, and
Horminum pyrenaicum. Various specimens of

the Iberis family were in evidence, and, of Irises,

I. cristata and I. verna were in bloom. Lathyrus
canescens and L. vernus carneus were flowering,

as were the yellow Linum arboreum, Lindelofia
longifolia, and the rose-coloured Lychnis Lagasca;.
Mertensia virginica was in flower and Morisia
hypogfei was producing its small yellow blossoms,
while the pale-blue flowers of Nepeta Mussini gave
a pleasing effect. OnosmaechioidesandO. tauricum '

were bearing their pendent yellow blossoms, and, !

near the Cypripediums, Orchis latifolia, 0. laxi-
'

folia, and O. militaris were displaying their bloom- '

spikes, while, among the Stars of Bethlehem,
'

Ornithogalum arcuatum was perfecting tall spires
'

of large white star flowers over 2 feet in height,
'

and Oxalis enneaphylla and 0. oregana were

P. amcL'na, P. divaricata, P. reptans, P. stellaria,
and many varieties of the P. subulata or setacea
section, while Podophyllum Emodi, Polemonium
reptans, and Polygonum sphn?rostachyum were
respectively in bloom. Of the Potentillas, P.
Forbesi, P. involucrata, P. japonica, P. j. alba,
and P. mollis were blossoming, as were strong
plants of Ramond'a pyrenaica, and the single
Ranunculus asiaticus, a far more graceful flower
than its double form, made a spot of vivid colour
with its glowing crimson. R. montanus was also
in bloom, as was the dwarf white Rhododendron
myrtifolium album. Many varieties of Saxifrages
were in flower, amongst which may be mentioned
Saxifraga Aizoon, with its variations, S. A.
carinthiaca, S. A. Churchilli, S. A. incrustata,
S. A. Malyi, S. A. minor, S. A. recta, and S. A.
rotata, Saxifraga Andrewsi, S. ciusia, S. cajspitosa,
S cirtilaginea, S. celtiformis, S. crustata, S.
cuneifolia apennina, S. c. infundibuliformis, S. c.

multicaulis, S. gibraltarica, S. Hosti, S.hypnoides,
S. Kolenatiana, S. lantoscana, S. ligulata, S. 1.

cochlearis, S. longifolia, S. Macnabiana, S. mus-
coides atropurpurea, S. pennsylvanica, S. rotundi-
folia glandulosa, S. trifurcata, and S. Wallaoei or
Camposi. Scilla verna was in bloom, as was
Silene Zawadski, Symphytum tuberosum and
Tanacetum argenteum being also in flower. The
pretty little Tiarella cordifolia was producing its

ivory-white flower-spikes, but the TriUiums had
seen their best days. Valeriana rotundifolia
was in bloom, as were Vancouveria hexandra,
Veronica aphylla, V. austriaca, V. gentianoides,
and V. pectinata rosea, while the yellow Viola
biflora, V. cucuUata and its charming white
variety were in flower, as were Wahlenbergia
Kitaibeli and W. serpyllifolia, while above the
rock garden a fine bush of Rosa sericea was ex-
panding its single white blossoms. S. W. F.
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•""^" ^itci^nivc, v_icum« anu \jxans enneapnyiia anu kj, oregana wereor sorts, a tawny yellow variety of Hemcrocallis blooming. The dwarf Phloxes in flower included

llford, park at.—The public park is to be
enlarged by the purchase of ten acres at £850
per acre, and six acres at £(i50 per acre.

Robert Browning' Garden. —Mis9 Hay,
the daughter of the American Ambassador,
on Mondty evening opened, as a public gar-
den, the loig disuse! bur'al ground which lies

at the rear of the Robert Browning Hall,
York Street, Walworth. The garden has been
prettily laid out under the direction ot Miss
Wilkinson, the landscape gardener connected
with the Metropolitan Gardens Association. The
association itself has contributed a portion of the
cost. After Miss Hay had opened the gates
and formally declared the garden open to the
public, the further ceremony was performed of re-

ceiving the gift of a handsome Doulton ware
drinking-fountain presented by Mr. H. Lewis
Doulton, in commemoration of the fact that his

father, the late Sir Henry Doulton, had, with
other members of the family, been baptised in and
connected with the eld chapel.

An open space for Lee.—Thanks to the
enterprise of the Lee Vestry and the public spirit

of Lord Northbrook, the Manor Hous3 of Lee and
its grounds will be secured for the public. Lee,
although in the corner of London which is still

most sparsely populated, is filling up fast, and all

round the manor house building operations are
going on. The parish has a population of nearly
'20,000, which will be more than doubled during
the next ten years. With the exception of seven
acres presented to the parish as a Jubilee gift by
Lord Northbrook, Lee has no pleasure grounds.
The falling in of the lease of Lee Manor House
offered an excellent opportunity of acquiring a
ready-made recreation ground. The present house
stands on a site occupied by an older mansion,
and with its fine old trees, lawn, ornamental
lake, and walks, would make an ideal pleasure
garden. Lee Vestry opened negotiations with
the landlord. Lord Northbrook, and has practically

secured the house and its ten acres, with an addi-
tional three-quarters of an acre, for £9(303, and
Lord Northbrook has generously ottered to contri-

bute £1300 towards the purchase.
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Notes of the Week.

Incarvillea Delavayi.—This handsome plant

is just coming into bloom in the open air in the gar-

(?em at Hamslade, N. Devon.

Iris Lorteti.—A couple of flowers of Ibis hand-

con, e Cushion Iris, noted at the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, were very beautiful in

the delicate, though warm rose-lilac tint in tlie upper

J arts of the flower.

Heuchera micrantlia.—Though not possessing

the bright colour of H. sanguinea, there is a use for

this species in place of foliage in vases and the like.

The crfamy white blossoms are very small, though

freely produced in a large nearly pyramidal bead.

Pyrethrum Lady Kildsre. — The bronze-

orange shade of this new variety renders it quite dis-

tinct amorg double Pyrethrums, and distinctness is

what is most needed in every direction of Eo-called

florists' flowers, therefore should specially bea'medat.

OmphalodeB linifolia.—This has quite a dis-

tinct appcaianoe from other members of this genus,

the plant being more erect in habit and more free-

flowering. It is, however, worth growing for the

fake of its freedom and the value of its pretty flowers

Eremurus robustus.—A majnificent plant of

this is now blooming freely in Mrj. Macalister's gar-

den at Hamslade, N. Devon. The plant is 3 ft. 6 in.

through and carries six tine spikes of bloom, the

tallest of which is 6 ft. 9 in. in height, and is still

growing.

Cytisus Bcoparius pallidus.—This forms a
pretty and effective bush, bearing on its dainty twigs

aa abundance of ihv solt yellow blossoms, which are as

distinct from those of others of its class as they are

welcome. For such beautiful things there is ample
room in the garden.

Iris dalmatica Princess Beatrice.—This
is, perhaps, the iinest farm of the pallida section, the

monster flowers, perhaps, a shade deeper in colour,

yet decidedly bold and striking notwithstanding. Its

taller growth especially adapts it for bold, effective

massing in the garden.

Meconopsis nepalensis, a -white form of.

—A very tine ivory wliit-3 tloweroJ variety of

Meconopsis nepalensis is blooming here now, each
flower 4 inches across a perfect bell. The plant is

6 feet high, or 2 feet higher than the typical M. ne-

palensis by its side. I never saw M. nepalensis so

good.—F. W. B., Dublin.

Iris Dr. Bernice.—This Flag Iris sliould be
found in all good collections of these flowers, the

lower petals very dark, almost blackish crimson, the

uppe" petals of a emoky bronze hue that is rather
effective. The flowers are also borne in a free manner
that renders them of value for cutting, and in com-
pany with some of the yellow kinds they are very tell-

ing in a v-se.

Achillea mongolica.—This is one of the most
\aluable of the genus when regarded from a cut-

flower standpoint. The purity of the blossoms, to-

gether with their size and remarkable profusion, are
points not lightly to be regarded when combined in

one plant. These good properties are of still greater
value when the plant is of quite easy culture and
hardy, as in this instance.

LiUum tenuifolium.—In spite of its being
among the dwarfest and nnst slender of its class, it is

yet among the most brilliant, as it is among the
earliest to bloom. Notwithstanding the slender
growth, it is more reliable in some gardens in its

11 wering than others. Among its tribe the brilliant

colour is very welcome and precious, and a more
vigorous and even more reliable variety would be even
more so.

Iris orientalis (syn., I. oohroleuca).—Just now
this is among the most striking of the Iris species and
a line plant when freely grouped in the garden. To
get it thoroughly established takes from two to four
year-', much depending on the quality and depth of the
soil and likewise the material available when planting.
In deep rich ground the species will attain 4 feet or
5 feet high, sometimes more, and then it is a striking
object in the garden.

Carnation Primrosa Queen.—This yellow
self kind has been shown upon several occasions of
late, and has been admired both for its size and its

uniform colour. For the production of blooms alone
it is useful, but for open-air culture it is rather tall, an
evil necessitating much staking to make the plants, or
rather the head of bloom, secure. The plants were of

course brought into flower under g1a£s, and this to

£Cme extent may tave elongated the stems.

Leontopodium alpinum (Edelweiss). — A
mass of this popular alpine was included in the group
from Messrs. Veitch at the Royal Horticultural

show last week. The group contained many
grod flower-heads, though somewhat lacking the

putity as compared with specimens collected in their

mountain home, and usually attributed to certain

compositions ( f soil and the like. .V little limestone

may be added where this is believed to be deficient in

the natural soil, and, while not essential, is helpful in

certain ways.

Iris sibirica orientalis.—This distinct and
valuable kind was shown in most of the hardy
plant groups at the Drill Hall last week. It is

perhaps the best formed of the I. sibirica group
and of a good showy colour, and, coupled with a

pleasing, graceful habit, in common with the

other menuiers of this set, is useful for grouping
or for cutting. It is somewhat unfortunate, how-
ever, that the specific name is so generally

omitted, thus causing confusion between it and
I. orientalis proper.

Anthericum liliastrum majus.—For purity

as well as size this is by far the handsomest of all

the St. Bruno's Lilies, and which is now so finely

in flower in the garden. It is the glistening

purity of the snow-white bells as much as its pro

fuse flowering that renders it so ornamental in

the garden. It is a plant, too, that is not bene-

fited by frequent transplanting, and for this

reason should be left alone for three or four years

to attain its greatest vigour. Where a deep and
good soil admits of this being done, the plants

should be grouped in proportion when planting is

being done.
Acalypha Sanderi.—This distinct novelty

has been one of the most striking objects at the

recent exhibitions, and has attracted a good deal

of attention by reason of the catkin-like inflores-

cences that depend in such profusion even in the

case of small plants. Not only in the colour or

the remarkable length of the appendages referred

to, but also in the singular reguIariDy and uni-

formity of production from each and every leaf-

axil is this so distinctly novel and uniijue. Of
easy culture, too, and free growth, it will no doubt

be used freely in de: oration, where it would pro-

duce a feature of its own.

Xjaburnums.—"A. D.'s" note on page .508

induces me to put in a plea for the more extended

use of the Laburnum known as Cytisus Laburnum
Parkeri, or Watereri. The other day I saw a

noble tree of this variety in the Glasnevin Botanic

Gardens. It was literally covered with its long,

dense racemes of beautiful flowers. Mr. Jloore

considered it the finest thing in the gardens at

the time. In such a place as Glasnevin this seems

high praise
;
yet I fancy there are few who would

nol have agreed with Mr. Moore. A group of

other Laburnums beside Parker's variety looked

dull in comparison, although well flowered and in

the best of condition.—S. Arxott.

Phlox ovata.—This handsome early flowering

kind is only rarely seen in collections, yet it is

among the best of the dwarf early summer flower-

ing species. It is also known as P. Listoniana

rubra, and sometimes as P. caroliniana var. ovata,

fee. It is very distinct in the compact, bush-like

fonn that rarely exceeds 1 foot high, the leaves

broadly ovate and smooth. A deep and rich soil

suits it best, and when e-tablished it will flower

freely. The colour is rosy purple, and this in

the crowded terminal heads is very eSective in so

dwarf a plant. A capital bunch of this kind was
included in the group from Messrs. Collins and
Gabriel at the Drill Hall last week.

Rhododendrons at Howth.—After the

Roses, my favourite shrubs would be all the

Heath and Rhododendron family (if on a soil free

from lime, of course). The Rhododendrons at

Howth are now exeiuisite : the position and
setting of wild Birch, Larch, Hawthorn, Oaks,

and the carpet of Fern, backed by beetling crags

just suit them. They look—as I saw them at 8000

feet to 10,000 feet elevation in Borneo—at home.

I have seen finer Rhododendrons and AzileM than

those at Howth, and also more noble, natural

rocks, &c., but I never yet saw the two features

of Rhododendrons and natural rocks so well

blended by the gardener.—F. W. B.

Tufted Pansy King of the Blues —This is

one of the prettiest of Dr. Stuart's new miniature

types of the flower, and is a distinct gain in point

of colour among these charming little blossoms.

This variety is not widely known, having only

been distributed last season, but growers on the

look out for a pleasing novelty should m.ake a

note of this sort. The habit of growth is dwarf
and tufted, and the plant appears to possess a

good constitution. At the time of writing it is

looking at its best, protlucing quite freely

miniature circular blossoms of a rich violet-blue

colour, with a neat rayless yellow eye. It is also

rather later than most sorts before it commences
to flower.—D. B. C.

Clematis montana near Dublin. — The
Mountain Clematis, the subject of "H.'s" re-

marks on page 51.3, is apparently a favourite

around Dublin, and I have never seen it tlo better

anywhere. At Glasnevin a mass many feet in

height and clambering over a tree formed a most
beautiful sight, and was being photographed as

one of the most characteristic things in the gar-

den. At Dornden, Monkstown, there was also a

very fine plant. Both of these had large flowers

and seemed to be the variety named grandiflora.

Mr. F. W. Burbidge has, however, at Trinity

College Gardens a variety with even larger

flowers. This has been grown from cuttings, and
is trained over a pergola recently erected over

one of the garden walks. It is a very fine variety.

—S. Arnott.

Gentiaua acaulis.—In last week's G.iRDEX,

June 18, page 514, " S. T." (Ulverston) asks for

suggestions on growing this plant to advantage.

At Stelling Hall, Northumberland (which I have

since parted with), the kitchen garden walks, to

the extent of not less than 300 yards in length,

were edged with Gentianella. The garden was at

a considerable elevation, but there was a good
depth of light soil, and the walks were made with

sandstone, and filled in with sand from the same
quarry. In this the Gentianella was planted, and
in a very few years the entire border increased to

a foot or more in width, and produced from end

to end a perfect mass of bloom. It may be so

still. This speaks well for sand. I cannot give

an opinion as to lime ; there was none in my soil.

—T. H. Archer Hind, Coomhi'/ishacre, South

Heron.

Orchis maculata var. superba.—The Rev.

C. Wolley-Dod is fortunate in possessing such a

fine clump of the Kilmarnock Orchis as is figured

on p. 514. I do not know if Mr. Wolley-Dod has

found it necessary to remove it occasionally. I

believethisto be the general experience, and that if

this is not done the plants will either dwindle

away or die off suddenly. This Orchis is exceed-

ingly fine and worthy of this attention. The
variety known as the (Jlasnevin variety as grown
at Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, Dublin, is, 1 think,

even finer as regards the flower and spike, but

the leaves are not so much spotted. I tiuite

neglected to ask Mr. Moore if he found it neces-

sary to transplant this variety occasionally. The
Kilmarnock variety seems to require this on all

soils, and I well recollect my disappointment at

losing a nice clump through omitting to do this

after three years' growth in one place.— S.

Arn(.)TT, Carselhorn, hy Dumfries, N.B.

Tolmiea Menziesi.—This singular-looking

plant is at present in flower, and if nob attracti\e

is at least interesting. The flowers are sometimes
described in catalogues as of a terracotta colour,

but I must say that 1 fail to see anything in the

colouring to justify this. Brown and green, the

former predominating, are the colours seen in the

flowers, which are small, curiously formed, and
arranged in a long slender, one-sided raceme.

The plant before its flowering period begins is

rather pretty, and is all the more interesting

because of the proiuction of plantlets at the base of

the leaves close to the petioles. These leaves
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afterwards sink to the ground, and the young
plants thus acquire an independent existence.
Tolmiea Menziesi belongs to the Saxifrages, and
has been named Heuchera Menziesi and Tiarella
Menziesi. It was introduced from North-west
America in 1812, and does well here in the shade
and attains a height of about 3 feet.— S. Arnott,
Carmthorn, hy Dumfries, N.B.
Primula sikkimensis.—There are very few

species of Primula more beautiful than this when
well grown and flowering for the first time ; in-

deed, any after attempts at flowering are not
usually of a satisfactory nature, and for thit

reason the species is more frequently regarded as-

a biennial. Thus treated, it is capable of making
a fine display, the more so if the plants from the
start have been grown on quickly without the

least check. It is a reputedly moisture-loving
species, and in fact delights to have its root fibre:-

within touch of constant moisture. At the same
time, in common with others of a similar nature,
this species also can be grown very succes^fuU)
when given a deep bed of rich soil in a position
that is never dry—a condition of uniform cool-

ness with shade going a long way to satisfy itf

requiremerits in this respect. By raising a few
seedlings each year a succession of the pretty
drooping umbels of pale yellow blossoms may be
secured. The young plants should be put out
into their permanent positions as soon as it is

possible to do so, keeping them moist till growth
is renewed.

GARDENERS' CHARITIES.
I DO not wish to decry in any way the manage-
ment of these, but the system and principle on
which they are carried out appear to me to be
utterly wrong, and the exceedingly small number
who do subscribe shows that I am not alone in

my opinion. A gardener is usually not a person
who can afford to subscribe liberally to general
charities ; it needs all his care to do a little to
provide for himself and his family, and, natur-ally,
under the circumstances, his charity begins, as it

should, at home. If he subscribes 5s. per annum
he gets a vote, and what use is the vote to him ?

Practically none. All his money may, and probabh
will, go to someone else, and it is worth while tu
consider what this 5s. per annum means to him
If he begins to save this amount from the a^e cf
twenty-four, his average expectation of life i.-

forty years more. His 5s. per annum, saved and
invested at 4 per cent, interest, would at the end
of the period amount to the sum of £23 15s. If
he saved 5s. per month, it would be £285. Why
should he sacrifice this certainty of £23 .1.5s. for a
simple vote? If the thing is to be a success the
subscriber, who is almost invariably a poor m:in,
must be able to depend on some certain retut n for
his money; 5s. per annum would, if properly

invested, provide him with a valuable sick and
accident fund, or it would ensure his family the
sum of £23 15s. at his death, whenever it occurred.
Very large numbers subscribe to sick and benefit
clubs, and these are a very costly luxury indeed.
Taking the very best and most liberal of the
English industrial insurance offices, it will be
found that, on an average for several yeafrs past,

for every shilling paid in premiums less than 4id.
has been paid back, all the remainder going in

expenses, profits to shareholders, &c. What this

really means none but those behind the scenes
know, but it is a fact that the difference between
the premiums paid to one office only, exceeded the
amount paid for claims during the last year by
considerably over £2,800,000. In the face of such
figures as these one ceases to wonder at the palatial

offices, the salaries to oflicials, and the high price

of the shares. Let it be borne in mind that this

is only one out of a great many offices, and the
loss to the poor workman will be appreciated. If

a gardener's industrial assurance can be inaugu-
rated, dispensing with all the magnificent offices,

salaries and profits, and a fair anel certain return
for his hard-earned money could be depended on,

it would not be necessary to make irrgent appeals
;

they would gladly come in in their thousands
without being asked. At present they naturally
like to feel they are saving something, anel the
Post Office Savings Bank is their best gardeners'
benevolent society. Can this be wondered at ?

and, if I am wrong, will someone set me right?—
Thos. Fletcher, GrnrpeiiliaH, Cheshire.

*,* We fear Mr. Fletcher does not know of the
existence of the United Horticultural and Benefit
Provident Society, in which all the subscriptions
the man has paid, with the exception of the very
reasonable sums required for management and
the sick and benevolent funds, are paid to him
when he reaches the age of seventy, or, if ho dies

previous to this, to someone whom he hag nomi-
nated when he was elected. In case of sickness

he is allowed, if he pays on the higher scale, 18s.

per week for six months, with half that amount
for the next six months ; and if on the lower
.scale, 12s. per week for six months, with 6s. per
week for the remaining six. The Convalescent
Fund also provides him with a sum of money for

a charge of air after a severe illness. The secre-

tary, Mr. W. Collins, 9, Martindale Road, Bal-

ham, will, we are sure, be pleased to forward Mr.
Fletcher a copy of the rules as also the benefits to

be derived from this society, to which all young
gardeners should belong.—Ed.

National Viola Fociety.—The committee of

this society met at 37, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C., on Wednesday evening last to

complete arrangements for their exhibition at the

Crystal Palace on Saturday, July 2 next, on the

occasion of the National Rose Society's show
under the same roof. An interesting and attrac-
tive exhibition it is expected will be got together
on the occasion, and intending exhibitors and
new members should at once communicate with
the honorary secretary, Mr. R. T. Dougall, 52.

Pembroke Road, Walthamstow, Essex, who will

be pleased to give any particulars respecting the
society and its work. There is a goodly number
of open classes as well as those for amateur
growers.

The weather in "West Herts.—Tempera-
tures remained steady and rather warm until after
the 11th inst. , when, owing to the absence of sun-
shine, the day readings fell from about 5° above
average to 13° below average. The night tem-
peratures were at first only slightly affected by
the change, but during the night preceding the
15th the exposed thermometer fell about half a
degree below the freezing point. The temperature
of the ground at 1 foot deep is now about 4' colder
than at the beginning of the week and 5' colder
than is seasonable. At 2 feet deep, however, only
a slight change has taken place. No rain at all

has fallen since the 8th, and no measurable quan-
tity of rain-water has come through either perco-
lation gauge for ten days. The wind, which has
been light, has come exclusively from some point
between north and north east since the 8th. On
the 11th the sun shone brightly for as many as
fourteen hours, but during the next three days
there was no sunshine whatever.—E. M., Berk-
hamsled, June 17.

• The 16th proved cold for the time of year,
but since then the temperatures have been above
average both during the daytime and at night.

On each of the five days ending the 21st the
reading in shade exceeded 70°, and on two of

these days rose to 75°. Several of the nights
were also very warm, and on that preceding the
21st the thermometer exposed on the lawn never
fell lower than 53°. At 2 feet deep the soil is at

the present time about 1° and at 1 foot deep about
3* warmer than is seasonable. Since the begin-
ning of the month less than half an inch of rain

has fallen, which is nearly 2 inches below the
.June average. No measurable quantity of rain-

water has passed through either percolation

gauge for more than a fortnight.—E. M., Bcrk-
hamsted.

Names of plants.—S. H. B.—1, Fuchsia cro-

cumbor s ; 2, the Allspice Tree (Calycanthus floridus).

W. A. Q.—The Birii Cherry (Prunus Padus).

C 3/ — 1 . Cotoneaster frigida ; 2. Abelia triflora. •

B. Greaves.— Limrianthes Douglasi.

"The English Flower Gareien."—27ieP>/(/i
Edition of this huoh is now out of prints and a new
edition, revised throughout and containing six «ew
chapters, will ie ready in a few days.














